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PREFACE

TO

THE SECOND EDITION.

It wiis inevitable that many defects should be found in the first Edition of a

work like the Dictionary of Greek and Homan Antiquities, embracing a great

variety of subjects, written by different persons, and published periodically.

Of these no one was more fully aware than the Editor; and accordingly,

when the sale of a very large impression rendered the preparation of a second

Edition necessary, he resolved to spare no pains and exertions to render the

work still more worthy of the approbation with which it had been already

received. The following will be found to be the principal improvements in

the present Edition.

1. Many of the most important articles are rewritten. This is especially

the case in the earlier portion of the work, since it was originally intended to

complete it in a much smaller compass than was afterwards found advisable ;

and accordingly many subjects in the earlier letters of the alphabet were treated

in the first Edition with a brevity which prevented the writers from giving a

full and satisfactory explanation of several important points.

2. Many subjects which were entirely omitted in the first Edition are here

supplied. Any one who has had experience in the arrangement of a work in

alphabetical order will not be surprised that there should be many omissions

in the first Edition of such a work. Some idea may be formed of the exten-

sive additions made to the work, when it is stated that, including the articles

which have been rewritten, the present Edition contains upwards of three

hundred pages of entirely new matter.

3. Those articles which have not been rewritten have been carefully revised,

and in many of them errors have been correeted, extraneous matter omitted,

and much additional information given. In tliis part of his labours the Editor

has received the most valuable assistance from Mr. George Long, Dr. Schmitz,

and Mr. Philip Smith.

4. Additional illustrations have been given by means of new woodcuts,

wherever the subjects appeared to require them. Many of these new wood-
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VI 11 PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION.

cuts are of considerable importance, as the reader may see by referring to

the articles Amphitheatrum^ AquaeductuSy Columnoy Templuniy and many
others.

5. An alteration has been made in the arrangement of the work, which will

tend to facilitate its use. In the former Edition there was some inconsistency

in the use of Greek, Latin, and English words for the names of articles. In

the present Edition the Latin language has been always employed for the

heading of the articles, except in those subjects connected with Greek Anti-

quities where no corresponding words existed in Latin; as, for instance, in legal

terms, and in the names of magistrates. In these cases the Greek language lias

been necessarily employed ; but, in compliance with a wish expressed by many
persons, the Greek words are given in Latin letters, with the Greek characters

subjoined.

In conclusion, the Editor has to express his regret that he is unable in any

way to make the additions and alterations in the present Edition available to

the purchasers of the former one. He had at one time thought of publishing

them in a separate form; but he found, as the work proceeded, that this was quite

impossible, on account of their great number and length. In fact, the present

Edition must be regarded, to a considerable extent, as a new work.

WILLIAM SMITH.

London, August 1st, 1848.

(.
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PREFACE
TO

THE FIRST EDITION.

The study of Greek and Roman Antiquities has, in common with all other

philological studies, made great progress in Europe within the last fifty years.

The earlier writers on the subject, whose works are contained in the collections

of Gronovius and Gnevius, display little historical criticism, and give no com
prehensive view or living idea of the public and private life of the ancients.

They were contented, for the most part, with merely collecting facts, and arrang-

ing them in some systematic form, and seemed not to have felt the want of any

thing more : they wrote about antiquity as if the people had never existed

;

they did not attempt to realise to their own minds, or to represent to those of

others, the living spirit of Greek and Roman civilisation. But by the labours

of modem scholars life has been breathed into the study : men are no longer

satisfied with isolated facts on separate departments of the subject, but endea-

vour to form some conception of antiquity as an organic whole, and to trace

the relation of one part to another.

There is scarcely a single subject included under the general name of Greek

and Roman Antiquities, which has not received elucidation from the writings

of the modern scholars of Germany. The history and political relations of the

nations of antiquity have been placed in an entirely dilferent light since the

publication of Niebuhr’s Roman History, which gave a new impulse to the

study, and has been succeeded by the works of Bdckh, K. 0. Muller, Wachs-

muth, K. F. Hermann, and other distinguished scholars. The study of the

Roman law, which has been unaccountably neglected in this country, has been

prosecuted with extraordinary success by the great jurists of Germany, among
whom Savigny stands preeminent, and claims our profoundcst admiration,

'rbe subject of Attic law, though in a scientific point of view one of much
less interest and importance than the Roman law, but without a competent

knowledge of which it is impossible to understand the Greek orators, has also

received much elucidation from the writings of Meier, Schomann, Bunsen,

Platner, Hudtwalckcr, and others. Nor has the private life of the ancients

been neglected. The discovery of Herculaneum and Pompeii has supplied

a
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X rUKFACE TO THE FIliST EDITION.

us with important information on the subject, which has also been dis-

cussed with ability by several modern writers, among whom W, A. llccker, of

Leipzig, deserves to be particularly mentioned. The study of ancient art like-

wise, to whieh our scholars have paid little attention, has been diligently cul-

tivated in Germany from the time of tVinckclmann and Lessing, who founded

the modern school of criticism in art, to which we are indebted for so many
valuable works.

AVliile, however, so much has been done in every department of the subject,

no attempt has hitherto been made, cither in Germany or in this country, to

make the results of modern researches available for the purposes of instruction,

by giving them in a single work, adapted for the use of students. At present,

correct information on many matters of antiquity can only be obtained by
consulting a large number of costly works, which few students can have access

to. It was therefore thought that a work on Greek and Roman Antiquities,

which should be founded on a careful examination of the original sources, with

such aids as could be derived from the best modern writers, and wliich should

bring up the subject, so to speak, to the present state of philological learning,

would form a useful acquisition to all persons engaged in the study of antiquity.

It w.as supposed that this work might fall into the hands of two different classes

of readers, and it was therefore considered proper to provide for the probable

wants of each, as far ns was possible. It has been intended not only for schools,

but ahso for the use of students at universities, and of other persons, who m.iy

wish to obtain more extensive information on the subject than an elementary

work can supply. Accordingly numerous references have been given, not only

to the classical authors, but also to the best modern writers, which will point

out the sources of information on each subject, and enable the reader to extend

his inquiries further if he wishes. At the same time it must be observed,

that it has been impossible to give at the end of each article the whole of the

literature which belongs to it. Such a list of works ns a full account of

the literature would require, would have swelled the work much beyond the

limits of a single volume, and it has therefore only been possible to refer to the

principal modern authorities. This has been more particularly the case with

such articles as treat of the Roman constitution and law, on which the modern

witers are almost innumerable.

A work like the present might have been arranged cither in a systematic or

an alphabetical form. Each plan has its advantages and disadvantages, but many
reasons induced the Editor to adopt the latter. Besides the obvious advantage

of an alphabetical arrangement in a work of leference like the present, it

enabled the Editor to avail himself of the assistance of several scholars who had

made certain departments of antiquity their particul.ir study. It is quite im-

jKJssible that a work which comprehends all the subjects included under Greek

and Roman Antiquities can be written satisfactorily by any one individual. As
it was therefore absolutely nece.ssary to divide the labour, no other arrangement

offered so many facilities for the purpose as that which has been adopted
;

in

addition to which, the form of a Dictionary has the additional advantage of

enabling the writer to give a complete account of a subject under one head,

which cannot so well be done in a systematic work. An example will illustrate

what is meant. A history of the patrician and plebeian orders at Rome can
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I’KEFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION, M

only be gained from a systematic work by putting together tlie statements con-

tained in many different parts of the work, while, in a Dictionary, a connected

view of their history is given from the earliest to the latest times under the

respective words. The same remark will apply to numerous other subjects.

Some subjects have been included in the present work which have not usually

been treated of in works on Greek and Roman Antiquities. These subjects

have been inserted on account of the important influence which they exercised

upon the public and private life of the ancients. Thus, considerable space has

been given to the articles on Painting and Statuary, and also to those on the

different departments of the Drama. There may seem to be some inconsistency

and apparent capriciousness in the admission and rejection of subjects, but it is

very diflScult to determine at what point to stop in a work of this kind. A
Dictionary of Greek and Roman Antiquities, if understood in its most extensive

signification, would comprehend an account of every thing relating to antiquity.

In its narrower sense, however, the term is confined to an account of the public

and private life of the Greeks and Romans, and it is convenient to adhere to

this signification of the word, however arbitrary it may be. For this reason

several articles have been inserted in the work which some persons may regard

as out of place, and others have been omitted whicli have sometimes keen im-

properly included in writings on Greek and Roman Antiquities. Neither the

names of persons and divinities, nor those of places, have been inserted in the

present work, as the former will be treated of in the “ Dictionary of Greek and

Roman Biography and Mythology,” and the latter in the “ Dictionary of Greek

and Roman Geography."

The subjects of the woodcuts have been chosen by the writers of the articles

which they illustrate, and the drawings have been made under their superinten-

dence.* Alany of these have been taken from originals in the British Museum,

and others from the different works which contain representations of works of

ancient art, as the Museo Borbonico, Museo Capitolino, Millin’s Peintures do

Vases Antiques, Tischbein’s and D’llancarville’s engravings from Sir William

Hamilton’s Vases, and other similar works. Hitherto little use has been made in

this country of existing works of art, for the purpose of illustrating antiquity. In

many cases, however, the representation of an object gives a far better idea of

tlic purposes for which it was intended, and the way in which it was used, than

any explanation in words only can convey. Besides which, some acquaintance

with the remains of ancient art is almost essential to a proper perception of the

spirit of antiquity, and would tend to refine and elevate the taste, and lead to a

just appreciation of works of art in general.

Jlr. George Long, who has contributed to this work the articles relating to

Roman Law, has sent the Kditor the following remarks, which he wishes to

make respecting the articles he has written, and which are accordingly subjoined

in his own words.

“ The writer of the articles marked with the letters G. L. considers some
“ apology necessary in respect of what he has contributed to this work. He has

“ never had the advantage of attending a course of lectures on Roman Law, and

“ he has written these articles in the midst of numerous engagements, which left

• Tlie woodcuts have liccn executed by Mr. John Jackson.
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XU PUEFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION.

“ little time for other labour. The want of proper materials also was often felt,

“ and it would have been suffleient to prevent the writer from venturing on
“ such an undertaking, if he had not been able to avail himself of the library

“ of his friend, Mr. William Wright, of Lincoln’s Inn. Tliese circumstances

“ will, perhaps, be some excuse for the errors and imperfections which will be

“apparent enough to those who are competent judges. It is only those who
“ have formed an adequate conception of the extent and variety of the matter
“ of law in general, and of the Roman Law in particular, who can estimate the

“ difficulty of writing on such a subject in England, and they will allow to him
“ who has attempted it a just measure of indulgence. The writer claims such

“ indulgence from those living writers of whose labours he has availed himself,

“ if any of these articles should ever fall in their way. It will be apparent

“ that these articles have been written mainly with the view of illustrating

“ the classical writers ; and that a consideration of the persons for whose use

“ they are intended, and the present state of knowledge of the Roman Law in

“ this country, have been sufficient reasons for the omission of many important
“ matters which would have been useless to most readers and sometimes unin-

“ telligiblc.

“ Though few modern writers have been used, compared with the whole
“ number who might have been used, they arc not absolutely few, and many of

“ them to Englishmen are new. Many of them also are the best, and among
“ the best, of the kind. The difficulty of writing these articles was increased by
“ the want of books in the English language ; for, though we have many writers

“ on various departments of the Roman Law, of whom two or three have been

“ referred to, they have been seldom used, and with very little profit”

It would be improper to close these remarks without stating the obligatipns

this work is under to Mr. Long. It was chiefly through his advice and en-

couragement that the Editor was induced to undertake it, and during its

progress he has always been ready to give his counsel whenever it was

needed. It is therefore ns much a matter of dutv as it is of pleasure, to make
this public acknowledgment to him.

WILLLkM SMITH.

London, April 2nd, 1849.
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ABACUS.
AB'ACUS denoted primarily a sqaare

tablet of any material ; and wot hence applied in

the following significations :
—

1.

In Architecture it denoted the 6at square

stone, which constituted the highest member of a
column, being placed immediately tinder the archi-

trare. The annexed fignre is dnwn from that in

the RritUh Museum, which was taken from the

Parthenon at Athens, and is a perfect specimen of

the capital of a Doric column.

In the more onuunented orders of architecture,

such as the Corinthian, the sides of the abacus

were curred inwards, and a rose or some other

decoration was frequently placed in the middle of

each side ;
but the name Abacus was given to the

clone thus diversified and enriched, as well as in

its original form. (Vitmv. iil 3, iv. 1. § 7.)

2. A painted panel, coffer, or square compart-

ment in the wall or ceiling of a chamber. (Plin.

//. xzxiiL 36, xxxv. 1, 13 ;
Vitrur. ru. 3.

fi 10 ;
Lctronne, Petniur. outr. p. 476.)

3. A wooden tray, usied for a variety of pur-

poses in d<»nestic economy. It was, for instance,

the name given to the maetra Qidicrpa), or tray for

kneading dough. (Cratin. Froff. p. 27, ed. Ru^cl

;

Pciluz, vi 00, X. 105 ; Cato, P. P. 10 ; Hcsych.

a a ftdxrpa ; SchoL is Huoer, iv. 61.)

4. A board, covered with sand or dust, used by
mathematicians for drawing diagrams (Eiistath. is

Od. L 107), and by arithmeticians for the purposes

of wtlnilatinn. (Peia SoL L 131.) Fof thc InttCT

rpose perpendicular tinea or channels seem to

re been drasrn in the sand upon the boord ; but

sometimes the board had perpendicular wooden di-

visions, the space on the right hand being intended

for units, the next space for tens, the next for

hundreds, and ao on. Thus was constructed the

ABACUS.
dddsioy, oZ “ the abacus on which
they calculate,*’ i. a reckon by the use of stones

calculi)^ {Comp. Pol. v. 26.) The figure

following represents thc probable form and appear-

ance of such an abacus. The reader will observe,

that stone after stone might be put into thc right-

hand partition until they amounted to 10, w'hcn it

would be necessary to take them oil out as repre-

sented in the figure, and instead of them to put
one stone into the next partition. The stones in

this division might in like manner amount to 10,

thus representing 10 x lOw 100, when it would be
necessary to take out the 10, and instead of them
to put one stone into the third partition, and so on.

On this principle the stones in the abacus, ns d»>

lineated in the figure, would be equivalent to

359,310.

5. A board adapted for playing with dice or

counters, resembling a drought-b^d or back-

munmon-board. (Caryst ap. Atk. x. p. 435, d ;

Suet Ner, 22 ; Macrofi. Sat. I 5.) The Greeks had
a tradition ascribing this contrivance to Pahunedcs,

hence they called it
** thc abacus of Palomcdcs.**

(T5 naXa^d|3«ioi' dddxior, Eustath. in Od. L 107.)

[Latrunculi.]
6. A table or sideboard, chiefly used for the

display (arpoacra) of gold and silver cupa The
tops of such tables were sometimes mode of silver,

but more usually of marble, and appear in some
cases to have hod numerous cells or partitions be-

neath, in which the plate was likewise placed. The
use of abaci was first introduced at Rome from Asia
Minor after the victories of Cn. Manlius Volso,

B.C. 187, and their introduction was regordM as

one of the marks of the growing luxury of the age.
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2 ABORTIO.

(Cic. Verr, ir. 16, 7W. t. 21 ;
Liv. xxxix. 6 ; (

Plin. H.N. xxxvii. 6 ;
Petron. 73 ;

Sid. Apoll. xvii,

7, 8.) These alxici ore Bomctinies called mauae
iJelf^ieae. (Cic. I’rrr. ir. 59 ;

Mart xiL 67 ;

Decker, Gallus^ rol. I p. 1 40.)

7. A part of the theatre on or near the sta^
8. The diminutive Abauixus (dtaalcrjcor) de-

noted a tile of marble, glass, or any other substance

used f<w making ornamental pavements. They were

of various colours. (Plin. //. N* zzxvl 67 ; Mos-
chion, ap. Atk. v. 207, d.) (.1. Y.J
ABACTUS VKNTER, [ABORTia]
ABALIENA'TIO. [Mancipium.]
ABDICA'TIO. [Mauistratus.]
ABOLLA, the I^tin form of i.e.

dpo^oA^, a loose woollen cloak. Nonius quotes a

passage of Varro to show that it was a garment

worn by soldiers (vettu militaris\ and thus op-

posed to tho toga. Its form and the mode of

wearing it oro seen in the figures annexed, token

from the boA-rcliefs on the triumphal arch of Sep*

timins Sevcnis at Dome.

It was, however, not confined to military occa*

tions, but was also worn in the city. (Suet OiL
3.5.) It was especially used by the Stoic philoso-

phers at Rome as the pallium jAilo$(^icum^ just os

the Greek philosophers were accustomed to dis-

tinguish themselves by a p^cular drees. (Jut.

iv. 75; Mart iv. 53, viii. 48.) Hence the expres-

sion of Juvenal (iv. 75) Jiicinu* nia^ri# aboUtte

merely signifies, ** a crime committed by a very

deep philosopher.** (Heinrich, od i/ar. te.; Becker,

Gallus, vol. iu p. 99.)

ARO^RTIO. This word and the cognate word
o&oriievf, a5orfas, were applied to a child pre-

maturely bom, whence it appears that they were
also applied to signify a premature birth brought

about designedly. The phrase abactus venter in

Paulas Reeep. iv. 9) simply means a pre-

mature birth. That abortion in the secondary sense

of the word was practised among the Romans,
appears friim various passages and ^m there being

nn enactment against it (Dig. 48. tit 19. t. 38.)

It is not stated at what time a penalty against pro-

curing abortion was established. It is maintained

by some modem writers that the practice of abor-

tion became so common among the Romans, that

combined with celibacy and other causes it mate-
,

ACCEPTILATIO.

rinlly diminished the population of Rome. But this

general assertion is not sulflcicntly proved. The
practice of abortion appears not to Imve been viewed
in the some light by the Greeks and Romans as

by the Christian nations of modem times. Aris-

totle in his PolUik (viL 14), recommends it on the

condition that the child has not yet got sensation

and life, as he expresses it In Plato's liepuUie

(v. p. 25), it is also permitted. At Athens, a per-

son who had caused the abortion of a child by
moans of a potion (d^Aw8pl8jo>'), was liable to an
action (d^Xd^cwv but we do not know
what was the penalty in case of conviction : it was
certainly not death. There was a speech of Lysias

on this subject, which is lost. {Fra^. p.8. cd.

Reiske.) [0. li.]

ABUOGATIO. fLxx.]
ABSOLU'TIO. [Judex.]
ABSTINENDI BENEFI CIUM. [Herbs.]
ABU'SUS. [Usus Fructus.]
ACAENA ('AEolrr}, dxiui'a, or in later Greek

one place &xtuyoy) is a very ancient Greek
word, for it is said to have been derived from tho

Thessalians or from the Pelnsgians. It seems ori-

ginally to have meant a poinukl stick : thus it w'as

applied both to a goad and to a shepherd's staff.

Afteru*ards it came (like our pole and perek, and
the German s/offpe) to mean a measuring rod of tho

length of ten Greek feet, or, according to Hesychiiis,

9) which is the same thing. It was used
in measuring land, and thus it resembles the Ro-
man decempoda. It is doubtful whether there

was a corresponding square measure. (Schol. th

ApoU. Rkod. iii. 1 326 ; Suid. s. v.
;
Hesych. s. v. ;

Schow, Ifesydt. lieetU. p. 648
;

Ol^mipiodor. ad
Aristot. Meleortdog. p.25 ;

Heron. ^Imas. ad.

5ofin.p. 481 ; Wurm, de Pond, p. 93.) Compare
Acna. [P.S.]
ACATIUM. [Navi*.]

ACCENSI. 1. Public officers who attended on
several of the Roman magistrates. They sum-
moned the people to the assemblies, and those w*ho

had lawsuits to coiirt
;
they preserved order in the

assemblies and tho courts, and proclaimed the time

of the day when it was the third hour, the sixth

hour, and the ninth hour. An acccnsiis anciently

preceded the consul who hod not the fasces, and
lictors without fssces walked behind him, which
custom after being disused was restored by Julius

Caesar in his first consulship. (Varr. L. L. vii. 58,
cd. Muller

; Plin. //. N. viL 60 ; Suet JuL 20 ;

Liv. iiL 33.) Accensi also attended on the governors

of provinces (Cic. ad Pratt, i. 1. §4), and were
commonly freemen of the magistrate on whom they

attended.

2. A body of resen'e troops, who followed the

Roman army without having any military duties to

perform, and who were taken one by ono to supply

I

any vacancies that might occur in the I^ions.

They were according to the census of Sen'ius

: Tullius taken from the fifth class of citizens. They
were placed in battle in the rear of the army, be-

hind the triarii, and seem to have ncUd sometimes

as orderiics to tho officers. They were alio called

AdacrijAicii and in later times SupemumieTarii,

(Fest s. t>. Accents AdacrijAicii

;

Liv. i. 43, viii.

^ 10 ; Veget ii. 19 ; Niebuhr, Ram, Ilift. voL L

p. 449, &c.)

rit'CEPTlLA'TIQ is defined to be a release by
mutual interrogation between debtor and cmlitor,

by which each party is exonerated from tho some

i Googli



ACCESSIO.

eontrart. Tn other words acceptilatio is the form

of words by which a creditor releases his debtor

from a debt or oldigatiun,and acknowledges he has

received that which in fact he has not received

(vcluli imaginaria solutio). This release of debt by
acceptilatio applies only to such debts as have been

contracted by stipulatio, conformably to n rule of

Homan law, that only contracts nt^e by words
can be put an end to by w'ords. But the astuteness

of the lioman lawyers found a mode of complying
with the rule, and at the some time extending the

acceptilatio to oU kinds and to any number of con-

tracts. This was the invention of Oallus Aquilios,

who devised a formula for reducing all and every

kind of contiucts to the stipuiatio. This being

done, the acceptilatio would immediately apply,

inasmuch as toe matter wras by such formula

brought within the general rule of law above men-
tioned The acceptilatio must be absolute and not

omditionaL A of a debt or obligation might

be released os well as the whole, provided the

thing was in its nature capable of division. A
papillus could not release a debt by acceptilatio,

without the auctoritas of his tutor, but he could be

reirosed from a debt A woman also could not

release a debt by stipuiatio w'ithout the auctoritas

of a tutor. The phrase by which a creditor is said

to release his debtor by acceptilatio is, dcMori ac-

or acoepto facert or ferre^ or aocephtm ka~

bm. W'hen anything which was done on the behalf

of or for the state, such as a building for instance,

was approved by the competent authorities, it w*os

said, fa acetfhtm fttri^ or rtferri. (Big. 46. tit

4 ; 48. tit 1 1. a 7 ; Gaiua, it 84, Ac. iiL 169,

Ac.) fO.L.]
ACCE'SSIO is a legal term which signifies that

two things are united in such wise that one is

considered to become a component part of the other
;

one thing is considered the principal, and the other

is considered to be an accession or addition to it

Sometimes it may be doubtful w'hich is to bo con-

siderod the principal thing and which the accession.

But the owner of the principal thing, whichever it

is, became the ow*ner of the accession aisa The
most undisputed kind of accessio is that which
arises from the union of a thing with the ground

;

and when the union between the ground and the

thing is comfdete, the thing belongs to him W'ho is

the owner of the ground. Thus if a man builds

on the ground of another man, the building belongs

to the owner of the ground, unless it is a building

of a moveable nature, as a tent
;
fur the rule of law

is ** superficies solo cediL** A tree belonging to

ooe man, if planted in the ground of another man,
belongs to the owner of the ground as soon ns it

has t^en root The same rule applies to seeds

and plants.

If ooe man wrote on the papyrus (cbartulac) or

parchment (membranac) of another, the material

was considered the principal, and of course the

writing belonged to the owner of the paper or parch-

ment If a man painted a picture on another man's

wood (talnfla) or whatever the materials might bet,

the painting was considered to be the principal

(tabula pictuiae cedit). The principle which de-

termined the acquisition of a new property by ac-

ceasio was this— the intimate and inseparable union

of the accessory with the principoL Accordingly,

there might be accessio by pure accident w itliout

the intervention of any rational agent. If a piece

of land was Umt away by a stream from one mou^
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land and attached to the hind of another, it became
the property of the man to whose land it was at-

tached after it was finuly attached to it, but not
before. This must not be confounded with the case

of Alluvio.
The person who lost his property by ncccssio

had as a general nile a right to be indemnified

for his loss by the person who acquired the new
property. The exceptions were cases of mala fidcs.

The term accessio is also applied to thuigs which
arc the products of other things, and not added to

them externally ns in the case just mentioned.

Every accessio of this kind belongs to the owner
of the principal thing ; the produce of a beast, the
produce of a field, and of a tree belongs to the
owmer. In some cases one man may have a right

to the produce (fructus) of a thing, though tbo

thing belongs to another. [Usrs ratfcrt’a j

The term accessioncs was also applied to those

who were sureties or bound for others, as fidejusson^s.

(Dig. 45. tit 1. a 91. ; Pucht^ Cwrau$ dcr

tUmen^ iL p. 661 ;
Dig. 41. tit 1 ;

Gaius, ii. 73,
Ac. CoKFUsio.) [G. D.]

ACCLAMA^TIO was the public expression of

approbation or dUapproliation, pleasure or dis-

pleasure, Ac. by loud acclamations. On many oc-

casions, there appear to hare been certain forms of

acclamations always used by tho Homans ; as, fur

instance, at marriages, lo //ymen, //ymci/acc, or

Talamo (explained by Liv. L 9.) ; at triumphs, Jo
triumphe^ lo triumpke ; at the conclusion of plays

the last actor called out Plaudite to the spectators

;

omtors were usually praised by such expressions as

Bow et praedart^ d Non poled

Ac. (Cic. De Oral. iiL 26.) Under the empire
the name of aodamutionee was given to the praises

and flatteries which the senate bestowed upon the

emperor and his family. These occinmationes,

which are frequently quoted by the ikripfores IIis~

toriae Auffuriaty were often of considerable length,

and seem to have been chanted by the whole Wly
of senators. There were regular acciamationes

shouted by the people, of which one of the most
common was LHi te serren/. (Capitol. Maxim, dwoy

16, 26, Gordian, /rw, 11 ; Lamprid. Alex. Sevtr.

6--12
;
Vopisc. Tac. 4, 5, 7, Bro6. 11.) Other

instances of aedamatianet arc given by Fermrius,

De Velerum Acdamaiionilmt et PlausUy inGmcvius,
Tltemur. Rom. A ntiq. voL vi,

ACCUBA'TIO, the act of reclining at meals.

[COBNA.]
ACCU'BITA, the name of couches w’hich were

used in the time of the Roman emperors, instead

of tho triclinium, for reclining upon at meals. The
mattresses and feather-beds were softer and higher,

and the supports (Julera) of them lower in pro-

portion, than in the triclinium. The clothes and
pillows spread over them W’cre called accubiialia,

(Lamivid. Ildiog. 19, 25 ;
SchoL ad Juv. Sat. r.

17.

) [J.Y.]
ACCUSATIO. [Judex.)
ACERRA (AifowTp/f), the incense box used

in sacrifices. (Hor. Oarm. iii. 8. 2 ;
Virg. Aen. r.

745.) The incense was taken out of the acerra

and lei fall upon the burning altar : hence, we have

the expression de acerra libare. (Ov. ar Pont. iv.

8. 39 ;
Pers. il 5.) [Turibulum.) The acerra

represented below is taken from a bas-relief in the

museum of the CapitoL

The acerra was also, according to Festus (s. r.),

a small altar, placed before tho dead, on which
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porfumcfl were bunit. There was a law iii the

Twelve Tablet^ w’hicb restricted the use of acerrae

at funerals. (Cic. (/e ii. 24.) [J. Y.]

ACETA'BULUM i^v^dupiov),

a vinegnr-cup, which, from the fondness of the

Greeks and Romans for vinegar, was probably

always placed on tho table at meals to dip the food

in before eating it. Tho vessel wtu wide and

open above, as wc see in the annexed cut, taken

Cmm Panofka's w'ork on Greek roses
;
and the

name was also given to all cups resembling it In

size and form, to whatever use they might be ap-

plied. They were commonly of earthenware, but

sometimes of silver, bronze, or gold. (Aristoph.

Ar. 3U1 ; Athen. vL p. 230, xi. p.494 ;
QuintlL

viil 6.) The cups used by jugglers in their per-

formances were also called by this name. (Sen.

A>.45.)

ACETA'BULUM, a Roman measure of capa-

city, fluid and dry, equivalent to the Greek 6^v€atpov.

It was one-fourth of the hcinina; and therefore

one-ei:'hlh of the sextarina It contained the

weight in water of fifteen Attic drachmae. (Plin.

y/.M xxi. 34. a 109.) [P.S.]

ACHAICUM FOEDUS, the Achaean league.

In treating of the Achaean Ica^e wc must dis-

tinguish l^twcen two periods, the earlier and the

later
;
the character of the former was pre-eminently

religious, and that of tho hitter pre-eminently po-

lidcoL

1. 71ie earlier period.—When the ITcracleidae

took possession of Peloponnesus, which hod until

then been chiefly Inhabited by Achacans, a portion

of the latter, under Tisamenus, turned northwards

nnd occupied the north coast of Peloponnesus, which
was called alyioXdr, and from which the lonians,

its former inhabitants, were expelled and sought

refuge in Attica. The country which was thus

occupied by the Achacans and derived from them

its name of Achoia, contained twelve confederate

towns, which were governed by tho descendants of

ACHAICUM FOEDUa
Tisamenus, till at length they abolished the kingly

ntic after the death of Ogyges, and established a

democracy, lii the time of Herodotus (i. 145 ;

comp. Strab. viiL p. 383, Ac.) the twelve towns of

which the league consisted were; Pellcnc, Aegeira,

Aegm>, Bura, Helice, Argium, Rhypes (Hhypoe),

Patreis (ae), Phareis (ae), Olenus, Dymc, and
Tritaecis (Tritacn). After the time of Herodotus,

Rhypes and Aegoc disappear from the number of

the confederated towns, ns they had become de-

serted (Paus. viL 23. 25 j
Strab. viiL p. 387), and

Ceryneia and Leontium stepped into their place.

(Polyb. iL 41 ;
comp. Paus. viL 6.) The common

place of meeting ivas Helice, which town, together

with Burn, was swallowed up by the sea during

an earthquake in B. a 373, whereupon Aegium was
chosen as the place of meeting for the confederates.

(Strab. viiL p. 384 ;
Diod. xv. 48 ;

Paus. vii. 24.)

The bond which united the towns of the league

wns not so much a political as a religious one, us is

shown by the common sacrifice ofTcred at Helice to

Poseidon. This solemn sacrifice was perfectly

analogous to tliat offered by the lonians at the

Panionia, and it is even intimated by Herodotus

that it was an imitation of the Ionian solcmnit}'.

AfU'r the destruction of Helice, and w'hen Aegium
had become the central point of the league, the com-
mon sacrifice was offered up to the principal divini-

ties of the latter town ;
that is, to Zeus, surnamed

Honiag)Tius, and to Dcroetcr Panachaea. (Paus.

vii. 24.) In a political point of view the conne>
tion betw'een tho several towns appears to have

I

been very loose, for wo find that some of them
acted quite independently of the rest (Thuc. ii.

9.) The confederation exercised no great influence

in the affairs of Greece down to tho time when it

wn» broken up by the Macedonians. The Achacans
kept aloof from the restless commotions in the other

jiarts of Greece, and their honesty and sincerity

were recognised by the circumstance of their l>eing

appointed, after the battle of Leuctra, to arbitrate

between the Thebans and Lacedaemonians. (Po-

lyb. il 39.) Demetrius, Cassaiider and Antigonu;

(lonatos placed garrisons in some of their tow'ns,

and in others tyrants rose supported by Macedonian
inflnencc. The towns were thus tom from one
another, nnd the w'hole confederacy destroyed.

2. later period.— When Antigonus in B. c.

281 made the unsuccessful attempt to deprive

Ptolemaeus Cerannus of the Macedonian throne,

the Achacans availed themselves of the opportunity

of shaking off the Macedonian yoke, and renewing

their ancient confederation. The grand object how-
ever now wns no longer a common worship, but a

real political union among the confederates The
towns which first shook off tho yoke of tho op-

pressors, were Dymc and Patme, nnd the alliance

concluded between them w'os speedily joined by the

towns of Tritaea and Phonic. (Polyb. ii. 41.) One
town afrer another now expelled the Macedonian
garrisons and tyrants

;
and when, in B. c. 277,

Aegium, the head of the earlier league, follow'cd

the example of the other towns, the foundation of

the new confederacy w*as laid, and tho main prin-

ciples of its constitution were settled, though after-

wrards many changes and modifications w'ore intro-

duced. The fundamental laws w*erc, that hence-

forth the confederacy should fonn one inseparable

state, that each towm, which should join it, should

have equal rights with the others, and that all

members, in regard to foreign coimtriea, should be
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rcipirdcd as dependent, and bound to obey in cwry
respect the federal government, and those officers

who were entrusted with the executive. (Polyb.

it. 37, &C.) No toH*n therefore was allowed to

treat with any foreign power without the sanction

of the others. Aegiuni, for religious reasons, was
at first appointed the central point of the league,

and retained this distinction until the time of Phi-

lopoemen, who carried a decree that the meetings

might be held in any of the towns of the con-

fc*deracy. (Liv. xxxviiL 30.) Aegium therefore

was the scat of the government, and it was there

that the citizens of the various towns met at regular

and stated times, to deliberate upon the common
affairs of the league, and if it was thought neces-

sary, upon those of separate towns, and even upon

individuals, and to elect the officers of the league.

After having thus established a firm union among
themselves, they zealously exerted themselves in

delivering other towns also from their tyrants and
oppressors. The league, however, acquired its

gr^ strength in b. c. 251, when Aratus united

Sicyon, his native place, with it, and some years

later gained Corinth also for it. Megora, Troezene,

and Epidaurus soon followed their example. After-

wards Aratus persuaded all the more iropmlant

towns of Peloponnesus to join the confederacy, and
thus Megalopolis, Argos, Hermione, Phlius, and

othm were added to it. In a short period the

league reached the height of its power, for it cm-
braced Athens, Mcgara, Aegina, ^amis, and the

whole of Peloponnesus, with the exception of

Sparta, Elu, Tcgea, Orcbomenos, and Mantineia.

Greece seemed to revive, and promised to become
stronger and more united than ever, but it soon

was clear that its fresh power was only employed

in self-destruction and annihilation. Put it would
be foreign to the object of this work to enter fur-

'

tber into the history of the confederacy : we must
confine ourselves to an outline of its constitution,

as it existed at the time of its highest prosperity.

Polybius (il 38) remarks that there was no

other constitution in the worid, in which all the

members of the community hud such a perfect

oqiuUity of rights, and so much liberty, and, in

short, which was so perfectly democratied and so

free from all selfish and exclusive regulations, as

the Achaean league ; for all members bad equal

rights, whether they had belonged to it for many
years, or whether they had only just joined it, and
whether they were large or small towns. The
common aflairs of the confederate towms wore regu-

Uted at general meetings attended by the citizens

of all the towns, and held regularly twice every

year, in the spring and in the autumn. These

meetings which lasted three days, were held in a

grove of Zeus Ilomagyrius in the neighbourhood of

Aegium,and near a sanctuary of Demeter Panachuco.
(Polyb. il 54, ir. 37, v. 1, xxix. 9; Liv. xxxil 22,

xxxviiL 32 ; Strab. viil p. 385 ; Paus. vil 24.) In

cas<‘s of urgent necessity, however, extraordinarj'

meetings might bo convened, either at Aegium or

in any other of the confederate places. (Liv. xxxi.

25; Polyb. xxr. 1, xxix. 8 ;
Plut Aral. 41.)

Every citizen, both rich and poor, who had at-

tained the age of thirty, might attend the assem-

blies, speak and propose any measure, to which

they were invited by a public herald. (Polyb.

xxix. 9 ;
Liv. xxxii. 20.) Under these circum-

stances the assemblies were sometimes of the most

tumultuous kind, and a wise and experienced man
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might find it difficult to gain a hearing among the

crowds of ignorant and foolish people. (Polyb.

xxxviiL 4.) It is, however, natural to suppose that

the ordiruuy meetings, unless matters of special

importance were to be discussed, were attended
chiefly by the wealthier classes, who liod the means
of paying the expenses of their joumey% for great

numbers lived at a considerable distance from the
place of rocctuig.

The subjects which were to he brought before

the assembly' were prepared by' a council (fiovKh),

which seems to have been permanetiC (Polyb.
xxiiL 7, xxviiL 3, xxix. 9 ; Pint. Arat 53.) The
principal subjects on which the great assembly hod
to decide were— peace and war (Polyb. iv. 15,

&C.)
; the reception of new towms into the con-

federacy (Polvb. xxT. 1) ; the election of the ma-
gistrates of Ac confederacy’ (Polyb. iv. 37. 82

;

PluL ArtU, 41) ;
the punishment of crimes com-

mitted by these magistrates, though sometimes
special judges were appointed for that purpose, as

well as the honours or distinctions to be conferred

upon them. (Polyb. iv. 14, viiL 14, xL 5. 8 ; Pans.

viL 9.) The ambassadors of foreign nations had
to appear before the assemblv, and to deliver the

messages of their states, whicL were then discussed

by the assembled Acbocans. (Polyb. iv. 7, xxiii.

7, Ac., xxriii. 7 ;
Liv. xxxii. 9.) The assembly

likewise bad it in its pow'cr to decree, as to whe-
ther negotiations wero to be carried on with any
foreign power or not, and no single town was al-

lowed to send embassies to a foreign power on its

own responsibility even on matters of merely local

importance, although otherwise every seporute towm
managed its own internal nflairs at its owm dis-

cretion, so long ns it did not interfere with the

interests of the league. No town further was al-

lowed to accept presents from a foreign power.

(Polyb. xxiiL 8 ;
Paus. vii. 9.) The votes in the

assembly were given acconling to towns, each hav-

ing one vote, whether the town was large or small
(Liv. xxxii 22, Ac.)

The principal officers of the confederacy were

:

1. at first two strategi ((rrptmyyot), but after tho

year B. c. 255, there w*as only one (Strab. viil

p. 385), who in conjunction with an hipparchus

(Imrapxos) or commander of the cavalry (Polyb.

V. 95, xxviiL 6) and an under-strategus {{rwoorpcL-

TTpydr, Polyb. iv. 59) commanded the army fur-

nished by tho confederacy, and was entnisted with

the whole conduct of war
; 2. n public secretory

(ypttfifiartvs)^ and 3. ten demiiirgi (^q/utovpyot,

Strab. 1. e.
;
Liv. xxxii 22, xxxviiL 30 ; Polyb. v.

1, xxiii. 10, who calls the demiuigi &pxoyT*s).

These officers seem to have presided in the great

assembly, where they probably formed the body of

men which Polybius (xxxviii. 5) calls the yfpovola;

the demiurgi or the strategus might convene the

assembly, though the latter only when the people

were convened in arms and for militory' purposes.

(Polvb. iv. 7 ; Liv. xxxv. 25.) All the officers of

the league were elected in the asscmhly hi‘Id in

I

the spring, at the rising of the Pleiades (Polyb. ii.

43, iv. 6. 37, V. 1), and legally’ they were invested

with their several offices only for one year, though

it frequently happened that men of great merit and
distinction were re-elected for several successive

years. (Pint. Arat. 24. 30, Cirom. 15.) If one of

the officers died during the period of his office, his

place was filled by his predecessor, until the time

for the new elections arrived. (Polyb. xl 2.) Tho
u 3
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clofc union existing among the confederate towns

was, according to Polybius (iL 37), strengthened

by their adopting common weights, measures, and

coins.

But the perpetual discord of the members of the

league, the hostility of Sparta, the intrigues of the

Romans, and the folly and rashness of the later

strategi, brought about not only the destruction and

dissolution of the confederacy, but of the freedom

of all Greece, which with the fall of Corinth, in

B. c. 14G, became a Roman province under the

nan)C of Achoia. (Comp. Schom, <7«scA. Grieehen-

lanth nw der de$ AetoL u. Aeh'ditdi,

liundes^ especially pp. 49, &C. GO, dec; A. Matthiae,

\''ermUchte p. 239, &c ;
Drumann, ideen

zttr Gesch. det V'erfalU der Griedt. Staoien^ p. 447 ;

Tittniann, Griech. SUtatrter/a$$. p. 673, &c ; K. F.

Hermann, (rrieciu StaaUaUerih, § 185.) [B. S.]

ACHANE (’Axdyrj), a Persian and Boeotian

measure, cfpiivalent to 45 Attic medimni. (Aris-

tot. ap. ad Aristapk. Acham, 108, 109 ;
Suid.

*. V.) According to llesychius a Boeotian

w'as equal to one Attic medimnus. [P.

A'CIES. [Exercitus.]

ACPNACES a Persian sword,

w'hcncc Horace {Camu i. 27> 5) speaks of the

Medna artfMces. It a*as a short and straight wea-

pon, and thus differed from the Roman stcu, which

was curved. (Pollux, i. 138 ;
Joseph. Ant. Jud.

XX. 7. § 10. [Sica.] It was worn on the right

side of the body (insignis acinace dtitroy VaL Flacc.

Ari/on. vi. 70l), whereas the Greeks and Romans
usually hod their swords suspended on the left side.

The form of the ocinoces, with the method of

nsing it, is illustrated by the following Pcrsepolitan

figures. In all the bas-rclicfs found at Persepolis,

the acinaces it invariably straight, and is com-

monly suspended over the right thigh, never over

the left, but sometimes in front of the body. The
form of the acinnees U also seen in the statues of

the god Mithras, one of which is figured ia the cut

on the title-page of this work.

A golden Bcinaccs was frequently worn by the
P(‘r»i.‘in nobility, and it w;is often given to indi-

viduals by the kings of Persia as a mark of honour.
(Herod- viiL 120

;
Xcn. Anab. i. 2. § 27, 8. § 29.)

The acinaccs wtui also used by the Cnspii.

(Herod, viu 67.) It was an object of religiotis

worship among the Scythuins and many of the
northern nations of Europe. (Herod, iv. G2

;
Comp.

Mela, ii. 1 ; Aram. Marc xxxi. 2.) [J. Y.]

ACROTERIUIkL

^CI'SCULUS. [Ascia.]

ACLIS. [Hasta.]
ACNA or.\CNUA (also spelt a<7jia and a^iw)

was, according to Yarro, the Italian name, and
according to Columella, the common Baetican name
of the actus quadratus. [Actus.] An old writer,

quoted by ^masiua, says **ognua habet pedes

xiiiL cccc,” ».«. 14,400 square feet. The name is

almost certainly connected with the Greek tutairOy

though the measure is different (Varro, H./t.

t 10. § 2 ;
Colum. R. R. r. 2. § 5 ;

Schneider,

Comment, ad IL ee. i Salniasius, ^ SoUn. p.

481.) [P. S.]

ACO'NTION {iu(6rrtoy). [Hasta.]
ACRATISMA (iuepdriapa). [Coena.]
ACROA'MA (duepde^ta), any thing beard, and

especially any thin^ heard with pleasure, signified

a play or musical piece
; hence a concert of players

on different musical instruments, and also an inter-

lude, called em5o/»a by Ciccro (pro Seuf. 54), which

was performed during the exhibition of the public

games. The word is also applied to the actors and
musicians who were employed to amuse guests

during an entertainment (Cic Verr. iv. 22 ;
pro

ArcA. D ; Suet Oetav. 74 ; Macrob. Sat. il 4) ;
and

it is sometimes used to designate the anaffnostae.

[Anaonostas.]
ACROLITHI (&xpd\40oi), statues, of which the

extremities (face, feet, and hands, or toes and
fingers) only were of marble, and the remaining

part of the l^y of wood either gilt or, what seems

to have been more usual, covered with drapery. Tho
word occurs only in the Greek Anthology (Brunck,

Anal. vol. iii. p. 155, No. 20 ; Anth. Pat. xii.

40), and in Vitruvius (ii. 8. § 11) ; but statues of

the kind are frequently mentioned by Pausanias

(ii. 4. § 1, vL 25. § 4, vii. 21. §§ 4 or 10, vil 23.

§ 5, viil 25. § 4 or 6, viiL 31. § 1 or 2, and § 3

or 6, ix. 4. § 1.) It is a mistake to suppose that

all the statues of this kind belonged to an earlier

period. They continued to be made at least down
to tho time of Praxiteles. (Comp. Jacobs, Cbm-
ment. in Anth. Graee.^ vol. iii. Pt 1. p. 298 ; and
Winckclmann, GeecAiehie der A’lmsf, B. i. c. 2.

§13.) [P.S.]
ACRO'POLIS (hcpiwoXts). In almost all

Greek cities, which were usually built upon a hill,

rock, or some natural elevation, there wnt a kind of

tower, a castle, or a citadel, built upon the highest

part of the rock or hill, to whicn the name of

acrvpolis aas given. Thus we read of an acropolis

at Athens, Corinth, Aig«w, Messenc, and many
other places. The Capitolium at Romo answered
the same purpose as tho Acropolis in the Greek
cities ; and of tho same kind were the tower of

.\gathocles at Utica (App. Pun. 14), and that of

Antonia at Jenisalera. (Joseph. R. J. v. § 8,

Act, Apofiol. xxi. 34.) At Athens, the Acropolis

served ns the treasur}', and as the names of all

public debtors were registered there, the expression

of “ registered upon the Acropolis ^ (tyytypap^
ptyos tv*AKpow6\(t) always means a public debtor

(4v iucposAAti yeypapp^woi^ Dem. e, Tfteoer. p.

1337* 24 ; Bockh. PuU. Kcon, Athens^ p. 388,
2nd edit).

ACROSTO'UIUM {aKpo<Fr6Kiov). [Navis.]
ACROTE'RIUM (oirpwT^piOF) signifies an ex-

tremity of any thing. It is generally used in the
pIurnL

I. In Architecture it seems to have been used
originally in the same sense as the Latin /fisfsgfvm.
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muneljr, for the sloping roof of a building, and more
particularly for the ornamental front or gable of such

a roof^ that is, 6^ pediment, (Ptut CVies. 63, com-
pared with Cic, Philipp, ii. 43, and Suet Cact. 01.)

The usual meaning of acroUria^ however, is the

pedestals placed on the summit of a pediment to

receive statues or other ornamental figures. There
were three acroteria, one above each angle of the

pediment V*itruvius ays that those over the outer

angles (<terot. anfftUaria) should be as high as the

apex of the tympanum, and the one over the high-

est angle one-eighth pan higher. (Vitniv. iii. 3,

or iii. 6. § 1*2, ed. Sclmcider.) Some writers in-

clude the statues themselves as well as the bases

under the name
;
but the only authority for this

seems to be an error of Salmasiua {In Acl. Spart
Pemxn. A'^ 1*2.) 2. The extremities of the prow
of a vessel, which were usually taken from a con-

quered vessel ns a mark of victory : the act of doing

so was called hnpmrripti(uy. (Xcn. Heil. ii. 3. g ti,

vi 2. § 36 ; Herod, iii 69, viil 1*21.) 3. The ex-

Iremitics of a statue, wings, feet, hands, &C. (Dem.
c. Timocr. p. 738 ; Athen. v. p. 199, c.) [P. S.]

ACTA. 1. Signified the public acts and orders

of A Homan magistrate, which after the expiration

of his office were submitted to the senate for ap-

prove or rejection. (Suet. Cuet. 19, 23; Cic.

J*kiL I 7, Ac.) Af\cr the death of Julius Caesar

the triumvirs swore, and compelled all the other

magistrates to swear, to observe and maintain all

his acta (m<ie/<r^nire, comp.Tac. Aiia.1 72; Suet
7*6. 67) t and hence it became the custom on the

accession of each emperor for the new monarch to

•wear to observe and respect all the acta of his

predecessors from Julius Caesar doamwards, with

the exception of those who had been branded with

infomy after death, such os Nero and Domitian.

Every year all the magistrates upon entering upon

their office on the 1st of January swore approval of

the acts of the reigning emperor : this oath was ori-

ginally taken by one magistrate in each department

on behalf of his colleagues, but subsequently it a'os

the usual practice for each magistrate to take the

oath personally. (Dion C^ass. xlvil 18, liil 28;
Tar. Ann. xvi. 22, with the Excursus of Lipsius

;

Dion L'ius. Iviu. 17, lx. 26.)

2. Acta Forxnsia w*cre of two kinds : first,

those relating to the government, as leges, plc-

biscita, edicta, the names of all the maglstmtes, Ac.,

which formed part of the tabnlae pnUioae; and
secondly, those connected with the courts of law.

The acta of the latter kind contained an account

of the different suits, with the arguments of the

advocate's and the decisions of the court. In the

time of the republic the names of those who were
acquitted and condemned were entered on the

records of the court (is tabula* ahnotutum ntm

rtttulity Cic. ad Fam. viil 8. §. 3), and it appears

from the quotations of Ascoiiius from these Acta,

that they must have contained abstracts of the

speeches of the advocates as early as the time of

Cieera {In Soaurian, pL 19, in MUonian. pp, 32,

44, 47, c<l Orelll) Under the empire the pro-

ceedings of the higher courts seem to have been al-

ways preserved, and they are frequently referred to

in the DigesL They are sometimes called Oetta ;

and they commenced with the names of the consuls

for the jicar, and the day of the month. (Amm.
Afare. xxii. 3 ;

August. Ada c. Fortun. M<inich.

Ht.raid. 116; Cod. Theod. 2. tit. 29. s. 3.) Spe-

ciiLcns of these Acta are given by Brissouius. {D*
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FurntuUsy v. § 1 13.) They were taken by clerks

(u6 adi* /bn'), whose titles and duties occur in

Eydus (</s Miujidr. il 20, Ac.) and the Solitia

Di^itatum.

3. Acta Militaru, contained an account of
the duties, numbers, and cxpcnccs of each legion

(VegcL il 19), and were probably preserved in

the military treasury* founded by Augustus (Suet
Autj, 49 ; Tac. Ann, I 78 ; Dion Oiss. Iv. 26.)

The soldiers, who drew up these acta, are fro-

quently mentioned in inscriptions and ancient wri*

ters under rorious titles, as, lihruriu* Ugionis ; ac-

tuarin* or adaritu te*/ioni*; tubuiariu* oadrensif^

Ac.
4. Acta Sbnatur, called also Commbntarii

’Sbsatus (Tac. Ann. xv. 74) and A<rTA Patrcm
(Aim. V. 4), contained an account of the various

matters brought before the seiuile, the opinions of

the chief spmkefs. and the decision' of the house.

It has been usually inferred from a passage of

Suetonius (** Inito hunore primus omnium instituit,

ut tom senatus quom populi diuma acta conficcrcn-

tur et publicareutur,*’ Cac*, 20), that the pro-

ceedings of the senate were not published till the

first consulship of Julius Caesar, 0. c. 69 ; but thi»

w*as not strictly the case ; for not only liad the de-

crees of the senate been written down and pub-
lished long previously, but the debates on the

Cutilinariaii conspiracy bad been widely circulated

by Cicero {p. HulL 14, 16.) All that Suetonius

means to say is, that the proceedings of tho senate,

which had been only occasionally published befuro

and by private individuals, were for the first time,

by the command of Cuesor, published reguliriy

every day (mnaimada Jiuma) tinder the authority

ofgovernment as port of the daily gazette. Augustus

forbade the publication of the proceedings of the

s<mate, but they still continued to be preserved,

and one of the most distinguished senators, who re-

ceived the title ab adi* srou/au, was chosen by the

emperor to compile the account (Tac. Ann. v. 4

;

Spart Iladr. 3; Orelii, /n*cr. No. 2274, 3186.)

The persons entrusted with this office must not be

confounded with the various clerks (aduarii, *ervi

puUiciy ecribae^ cen$uales\ who were present in tho

senate to take notes of its proceedings, and who
were only excluded when the senate passed a

tenatutconsuUum tacitumy that is, when they de-

liberated on a subject of the greatest importance,

respecting which secri'sy was nocesnry or advisa-

ble. (Capit ilord. 1*2.) It was doubtless from

notes and papers of these clerks that the Acta were

compiled by the senator, who was entrusted with

this cfficc. The Acta were deposited in some of

the record offices in particular departments of tho

public libraries, to which access could only bo ob-

mined by tlio express permission of the praefectus

urbl They were consulted and are frequently re-

ferred to by ll»o later historians (Vopisc 2

;

Lninprid. Sever. 66 • Capitol. Opil. Atacr. 6), and

many extracts from them were published in tho

.\eta Diuma. Tacitus and .Suetonius never refer

to the Acta Sonatiu os authorities, but only to the

Acta Diuma.
5. Acta Diurn’A, n gazette published daily at

Home by the authority of the government during

tho luter times of the republic, and under tho em-
pire, corresponding in some measure to our news-

papers. (Tac. Ann. iii .3, xiil 31, xvl 2*2.) In

addition to the title Ada I>iumay w*o find them
referred to under the luunes of Diurw*/, Ada Pule-
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/jca. Alia Urftana^ Ada Jlerum Urbamtrwti^ Ada
find thry arc frequently called simply

Ada. The Greek writers on Roman history call

them vTo^iv^fiaTa, rd ^rjfi6(rta inrofu^fiara^

8ij/i6<ria ypdftfiaTa and iroivci irwo/uHifiara.

The nature of their contents will be best seen from

the folIoM'ing passage of Petronius (e. 53) where

in iiniutiou of them is given by the actuorius of

Tritiiolchio :
— ** Actuarius —- tamquam acta urhis

recitavit : vii. KoL Sextilis in pcaedio Cumano, quod

est Trinialchionis, nati sunt pueri xxx., puellae

XL.
;
sublata in horreum ex area tritici millia nio<

dium quingenta; bovos domiti quingentL Eodem
die Mithhdfites senus in crucem actus est, quia

Onii noelri genio inaledlxemt. Eodem die in arcam
reL'itum est, quod collocari non potuit, scstertium

centies. E<^ero die incendium factum est in hortis

Pompeianis, ortum ex aedibus Nastae rillici. Jam
ctiam cdicta aedilium recitabontur, et saltuariorum

testaraentn, quibus Trimalchio cum clogio exhae-

redabatur
;
jam nomina rillicorum et repudinta a

circumitorc Hberta in bolncatoris conlubcriiio depre-

hensa
;
atriensis Baias relegatus

;
jam reus factus

dispensator
i

et judicium inter cubicularioe actum.**

From this passage, and from the numerous passages

in ancient ^^Titcrs, in which the Acta Diuma are

quoted (references to which arc given in the works
of I.1C Clcrc and Liberklihn cited Wlow), it would ap-

pear that they usually contained the following mat-

ters:—- 1. The number of births and deaths in the

city, an account of the money paid into the treasury
1

from the provinces, and every thing relating to the

supply of com. These particulars would be ex-

tracted from the tabulae publicae. By an ancient

regulation, ascribed to Sen-ius Tullius (Dionys. ir.

15), all births were registered in the temple of

Venus, and all deaths in that of Libitina ; and we
know that this practice was continued under the

empire, only that at a later time tho temple of

Saturn was substituted for that of Venus for the

registmtion of births. (JoL Cap. Af. AureL 9.)

2. Extracts from the Acta Forensia, contAinin|{ the

edicts of nuigistmtes, the testaments of distinguished

men, reports of trials, with the names of those who
were acquitted and condemned, and likewise a list

of the magistrates who were elected. 3. Extracts

from the acta senatus, especially all the decrees and
|

accLamationcs [Actlamatio] in honour of the

reigning cmp«‘ror. 4. A court circular, containing

an account of the Inrtlis, deaths, festivals, and 1

movements of the imperial family. 5. An account
[

of such public affairs and foreign wars as the
j

govenunent thought proper to publish. C. Curious
|

and interesting occurrences, such as prodigies and
miracles, the erection of new edifices, the confla-

|

gmtion of buildings, funerals, sncrifices, a list of I

the various games, and especially amatory talcs and
j

adventures, with the names of the parties. (Comp.
Cic. ad Fanu il 15.) The fragments of some !

AcUi Diuma have been published by Pighius and
i

DodwelL, but their genuineness is bK> doubtful to !

allow us to make use of them as authorities.
|

It is certain tliat tliesc acta were published

under the authority of the government, hut it is

not staled under whose su]>crintcndcncc they wen*
drawn up. It is prolxiblc, however, timt this duty
devolved upon the magistrates, who had the care

of tho tabulae publicae, namely, the censors under
the republic (Liv. iv. 8, xliii. Id), and sometimes

the quaestors, sometimes the pmefretiaemrii under
the empire. (Tac. Ann, xiii. 28.) By a regulation
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of Alexander Severus, seven of the fourteen cura>

tores urbis, whom he appointed, bad to be present

when the acta were drawn up. (lAinipridL Atejr,

Scv. 33.) The actual task of compiling them was
committed to subordinate officers, called aehuirii or

adarii^ who were assisted by various clerks, and
by reporters {notarii)^ who took down in short-hand
the proceedings in the courts, dtc. ARer the acta

had been draam up, they were exposed for a time
in some public place in the city, where persons

could read them and take copies of them. Many
Kfibes, whom Cicero speaks of under the name
of qperan'i, made it their business to copy them
or make extracts from them for the use of the
wealthy in Rome, and especially in the provinces,

where they were eagerly sought after and exten-

sively read. (Cic. ad Fam, viii. 1, xiiL 8 ; Tac,

Ann, zvL 22.) After tho acta had been ex-

posed in public for a certain time, they were de-

posited, like the Acta Senatus,. in some of the re-

cord offices, or the public libraries.

The style of the acta, as appears from the pas-

sage in Petronius, was very simple and concise.

They contained a bare enumeration of facts without
any attempt at ornament
As to the time at which these acta were first

composed, there is a considerable variety of ofiinion

among modem writers. It is maintained that the

passage of Suetonius {Com. 20), quoted above,

does not imply that the acta w'erc first published
in tho first consulship of Julius Caesar, and that

the meaning of it is, ^ that he first ordained that

the acta diuma of the senate should be compiled
and published just as (/oia qnam) those of the

p^ple had been.** But although this interpreta-

tion is probably the correct one, still there is no
passage in the ancient writers in which the Acta
Diuma are decisively mentioned, previous to Caesar's

first consulship
;

for the diarium referred to by
Sempronius Asellio (OelL v. 18), which is fre-

quently brought forw*ard as a proof of this early pub-
lication, is the journal of a private person. There is

likewise no evidence to support an opinimi adopted
by many modem writers that tho publication of

the acta first commenced in b. c. 1 33 to supply the

place of the Annales Maximi, which were discon-

tinued in that year (Cic. d« Orat. iL 12), while

on the contrary the great difference of their con-

tents renders it improbable that such »*as the case.

The Acta Diuma continued in use to the downfall

of the western empire, or at least till the removal

of the scat of government to Constantinople, but

they wore never published at the latter city.

(Lipsius, Excursus ad Tac, Ann, v. 4 ; Emesti,

Excursus ad Suei, J, Cats. 20; Schlosser, Ud^er
die Quellen der spdtem laieim, Gesekiddsehreiber.

besonders uber Zeitungen. <tc. in the Ardtivfur Gt~
schicMe, pp. 80—106; Fratzt^DeFontdnu.quos in

conscribendis rebus imU a Tiberio usque ad mortem
A'eronis pestis audores vderes secuH videan/ur^

Halle, 1840; Zell, Udher die Zdtunpen der altcn.

Friburg, 1834 ; but the two best works on the

subject are, Lc Clcrc, Des Joumamt chex Us Ro-
m/ims, Paris, 1838, and LicberkUhn, De Diumis
Romanorum Adis., Weimar. 1840.)

A'CTIA ('AJCTia), a festival of Apollo, cele-

brated at Nicopolis in Epeirus, with wrestling,

musical contests, horse-racing, and sea fights. It

was established by Augustus, in commcinoratit n
of his victory over Antony off Actiuro, and was
probably tho revival of an ancient festival

;
for
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there was a eclebmted temple of Apollo at Acthun,

which is mentioned by Thacydides (i. 2d), and
Sunbo (ril p. 325), and which was enlarged by
Augnstos. The games instituted by Augustus
were celebrated every four years

Indi <^nqtmmales)
;
they received the title of a

sacred A^n, and were also called Olympia. (Strab.

/. 0. ; Pion Cass. IL 1. ;
Suet Aufj. 18; Bdckh,

Corp. Inter, No. 1720, p.845; Krause, Olympia^

p. 221.)

A^CTIO is defined by Cclsus (Dig. 44. tit 7.

s. 51 ) to be the right of pursuing by judicial means
(Jmdido) what is a man's due.

With respect to its subject-matter, the actio tvos

divided into two great divisions, the in pmonam
aetia^ and the w rtm actio. The m perwnam actio

was against a person who was bound to the

plaxntitT by contract or delict, that is, when the

claim against such person was * dare, facere, praes-

tare oportere ;* tho its rem actio applied to those

cases where a man claimed a corporal thing (cc/r<

ponUis res) as his property, or clmmed a right, as

for instance the use and enjoyment of a thing, or

the right to a road over a piece of ground (actus).

The in rem actio was called vimUca/io ; the fa per-

sonam actio was called in the later law condiciio^

because originally the plaintiff gave the defendant

notice to appear on a given day for the purpose of

choosing a judex. (Oaius, iv. 5.)

The old actions of the Roman law were called

leyit iutiones^ or UyiiimoA, either because they a*ere

expressly provided for by laws or because

they were strictly adapted to the words of the laws,

aud therefore coiUd not be varied. In like manner,

the old writs in England contained the matter or

claim of the plaintiff expressed according to tho

legal rule. *

The five modes of proceeding by legal action as

named and described by Gaius (iv. 12), were,

sMcramento, Per judicis postulationem. Per con-

dictionem. Per manns injcctionem. Per pignoris

capionem.

But these forms of action gradually fell into dis-

nie, in consequence of the excessive nicety required,

;

and the failure consequent on the slightest error

in the pleadings ; of which there is a notable ex-

ample given by Gaius himself (iv. 11), in the case

of a pfAintiff who complained of his vines (vites)

being cut down, and was told that bis action was

had, inasmuch as he ought to have used tho term

trees (arfiores) and not vines ; because the law of the

Twelve Tables, which gave him thcactionfor damage
to his vinesi, contained only the general expression
** trees ^ (ariiores). The Lex Aebutia and two

Leges Juliae abolished the old leyitima* actiones^

except in the case of damnitm inji^mn [Damnum
inpkctumJ, and in matters which fell under the

cugnixance of the CentumvirL [Cbntumviri.]
In the old lioznan constitution, the knowledge

of the law was closely connected with the insti-

tutes and ceremonial of religion, and was occord-

inglv in the hands of the patricians alone, whose

aid their clients were obliged to ask in all their

legal disputes. Appius Claudius Coccus, perhaps

ooe of tne earliest writers on law, drew up the

* ** Breve qoidem cum sit formatum ad simili-

tadioera reguli^ juris, quia brevitcret poucis verbis

intmtimem proferentis exponit et explanat, sicut

regula juris, reroquaeestbrevitcrenanat.'’ (Bracton,

C413.)
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various forms of actions, probably for hU own use

and that of his friends : the maimscript was stolen

or copied by his scribe Cn. Flavius, who made it

public: and thus, according to the story, the ple>

bcians become acquainted with those legal forms

which hitherto had been the exclusive property of

the patricians. (Cic. Omt. L41, pro A/urma,
c. 1 1 ;

Dig. 1. tit 2. 8. 2. I 7.)

Upon the old legal actions being abolished, it

became the practice to prosecute suits according to

certain prescribed forms or formulae, as they were

called, which will be explained after we have

noticed various divisions ofactions, as they arc made
by the Homan writers.

The division of actiones in the Roman law is

somewhat complicated, and some of the divisions

must bo considered rather as emanating from the

Khools of the rhetoricians than from any other

source. But this division, though complicated,

may be somewhat simplified, or at least rendered

more intelligible, if we consider that an action is a

claim or demand made by one person against

another, and that in order to be a valid legal claim

it must be founded on a legal right l^e main
division of actions must therefore have a reference

or analogy to the main division of rights
; for in

every system of law the form of the action must
be the expresuon of the legal right Now the

general division of rights in the Roman law is uito

rights of dominion or ownership, w'hich are rights

against the whole world, and into rights arising

from contract, and qiwsi contract, and delict Tho
actio in rent implies a complainant, who claims a
certain right against every person w'ho may dis-

pute it, and tho object and end of the action are to

compel on acknowledgment of tho right by tho

particular person who disputes it By this action

the plaintiff maintains his property in or to a thing,

or his rights to a benefit from a thing (serviiutes).

Thus the actio in rem is not so called on account

of the subject-matter of the action, but the term is a
technical phrase to express an action which is in no
way founded on contract, and therefore has no de-

terminate individual as the other necessary party

to the action
;
hut every individual who disputes

the right becomes, by such act of disputing, a party

liable to such action. The actio in rem does not

ascertain tho complainant's right, and from tho

nature of tho action the complainant's right cannot

be ascertained by it, fur it is a right against all the

w‘orId
; but the action detcmincs that the defendant

has or has not a claim which is valid against the

.

plaintiff's claim. The actio in personam implies a

determinate person or persons against whom the

action lies, the right of tho plaintiff being founded

on the acts of the defendant or defendants : it is,

therefore, in respect of something which luu been

agreed to be done, or in n*spect of some injury for

which the plaintiff claims compensation. The actio

miata of Justinian's legislation (Inst iv. tit 6, s. 20)

was so called from its being supposed to partake nf

the nature of the actio in rem and the actio m per-

sonam, Such vczs the action among co-bcirs as to

the division of the inheritance, and the action for

the purpi'SQ of settling boundaries which were

confused.

Rights, and the modes of enforcing them, may
also he viewed with reference to the sources from

which they flow. 7'hus, the rights of Roman
citizens flowed in part from the sovereign power,

in part from those to whom power was delegated.
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Thatbody of law wliich wu founded on, and flowed

from the edicts of the praetors, and curulc aedtles,

was called jut hcnorarii/my as opposed to the Jus

eiriVe, in its narrower sense, which comprehended

the U{fes^ pUhifcUa^ umaUu consttUn^ dec. The jas

boHorariurn introduced new rights and modihed
existing rights ; it also provided remedies suitable

to such new rights and modifications of old rights,

and this was effected by the actions which the

praetors and aediles allowed. On this jurisdiction

of the praetors and aediles is founded the distinc*

(inn of actions into ci*r</<ss and AoaomnVie, or, as

they arc sometimes called, profJoriw^ from the

greater importance of the praetor's jurisdiction.

There were several other divisions of actions, all

of which had reference to the forms of procedure.

A division of actions was sometimes made with

reference to the object which the plaintiff had in

view. If the object \s*ns to obtain a thing, the

action was called persfcttioria. If the object was

to obtain damages (poena) for an injury, as in the

case of a thing stolen, the action aTis pucnolU ; for

the thing itself could be claimed both by the rin-

dicfUio and the ermdictio. If the object was to

obtain both the thing and damages, it w*as probably

sometimes called aetio a term which hod

however another signification also, as alreaily ob-

served. The division of adtones into dirfdae

and vtilea must be traced historically to the aef/onot

JietUiae or fictions by which the rights nf action

were enlargi*d and extcndc<L The origin of this

division wns in the power assumed by the praetor

to grant an action in specLil rases where no action

could legally he brought, and in which an action, if

brought, would have been inanie or intttilis. After

the decline of the praetor's power, the adiones

tUiUi were still extended by the contrivances of the

iurU pmuienles and the rescripts of the emperors.

Whenever an adxo uiUis wm granted, it H-as

fhimed on some analog^' to a legally recognised

right of action. Thus, in the examples given by
Onius (iv. 34), he who obtained the bonorum pos-

eesiio by the praetor’s edict, succeeded to the de-

civued hy the praetorian and not the civil law ; he

had, therefore, no direct action (direda actio) in

respect of the rights of the deceased, and could only

bring his action on the fiction of his being what he
was not, namely, hertf.

Actions wore also divided into ordtnariae and
oxtraoniinariae. The ordinariae were those which
were prosecuted in the usual way, first before the

praetor, t* and then before tho judex, in

jtklicio. When the whole matter ^ms settled be-

fore or by the praetor in a summary way, the name
exiraordinaria was applicable to such action.

[Interdict.]

Tho term eondidione$ only applies to personal ac-

tions
; but not to all personal actions. It does not com-

prehend actions ex delicto^ nor Umae Julei adioncs.

As opposed to honae fidri adiones, condidionet were
sometimes called actionex xtricti Juris. In the ae-

tiones stricti juris it appears that the formula of the

praetor expressed in precise and strict terms the

matter submitted to the judex, whose authority

was thus confined within limits. In the adiones

bonne fuleiy or ex fide bon/i (Cic. Top. 17), more
latitude was given, cither by the formula of the

praetor, or was implied in the kind of action, such

ns the action ex empto^ vmdito^ locato^ Ac., and the

special cirrumsUinces of the case were to be taken

into consideration by the jndex. The adioncs
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artiitntriae were so called from the judex in such
case Ixdng called an arbiter, prolinbly, as Kostiis

says, because tho whole matter in dispute w*as

submitted to his judgment ; and he could decide

according to the juslico and equity of the case,

without being fettered by the praetor's formula.

It should be observed also, that the judex properly

could onl^ condemn in a sum of money
; but the

arbiter might declare that any particular act should
l>e done by either of the parties, which was called

his arbitrium^ and «*as followed by the condemnatio

if it was not obeyed.

The division of actions into perpetuae and tem~

poruies had reference to the time within which on
action might be brought, after the right of action

liad accrued. Originally those actions which w*cro

given by a /ar, senatus contuUum., or an impt'rial

constitution, might be brought without any limi-

tation os to time ; but those which were granted

by the praetor's authority were generally limited

to the year of his office. A time of limitation was,
however, fixed for all actions by the late imperial

constitutions.

The division of actions into adiones in jus and
la fadum is properly no division of actions, but
has merely reference to the nature of the formula.

In the formula in fadum concepta^ the praetor

might direct tho judex barely to inquire os to tho
fact which was the only matter in issue ; and on
finding the fact, to make the propeT oondemnatio

:

as in tho case of a freedman bringing an action

against his pntronus. (Oaius, iv, 4b.) In tho

formula in jits the fact was not in issue, but the

legal consequences of the fact were submiUed to

the discretion of the judex. The formula ta/actum
commenced with tho technical expression, ,S’i paret^

Ac., ^ If it should appear," Ac.; the formula in jus

commenced. Quod A. A., Ac., ** Whereas A. A. did

so and so." (Oaius, iv. 47.)

The actions which liad for their object tho

punishment of crimes, were considered public
;
as

opposed to those actions by which some particular

person claimed a right or compensation, and which
were therefore called privabie. Tho former were
properly called judicia puUica : and the btter, as

contrasted with them, W’orc called judicia pricaia,

[Judicium.]

The actions called noxales arose when a filius

familias (a son in tho power nf his father), or a
slive, committed a theft, or did any injury to

another. In either case the fiithcr or owner might

give up the wrong-doer to the person injured, or

else he must pay competent damage's. These ac-

tions, it appears, take their name cither from the

injurj' committed, or Iwcause the wrong-doer wtjs

liable to be given up to punishment (noxae) to the

person injured. Some of these actions were of legal

origin, as that of theft, which was given by the

Twelve Tables; thnX o(damnum irjuriae^ which sras

given by the Aquilia IjCX
;
and that of itjuriurum

d ri bxmorttm raptorumy which was given by the

edict, and therefore was of praetorian origin. This
instance will son’e to show that the Rommi division

I

and classification of actions v'oried according as the

! Roman writers contemplated the sources of rights

;

of action, or tho rem^ies and the modes of ob-

taining them.

An action was commenced by the plaintiflf sum-
moning the defendant to appear before the praetor

or other mngistnite who had jurisdtdio

:

this pro-

ceu H-us culled in jus vocalio

;

and, according to
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the Liurt of the Twelve Table*, wtu in effect a
diagipeg of the defendant before the praetor if he
refused to go quietly. This rude proceeding was
modified in Inter timet, and in numy cases there

could be no M Jus oocu^o at all, and in other

cases it was necessary to obtain the pnietor's per>

mission under pain of a pennlty. It was also

established that a man could not be dragged from
bis own bouse ; but if a man kept bis house to

avoid, as we should say, being served with a writ,

he ran the risk of a kind of scqueetiation (actor

im boma tmtteUUur), The object of these rules

«*as to make the defendant appear before the

competent jurisdiction
;
the device of entering an

appearance for the defendant does not seem to

have suggested itself to the llonmn kiwyers. (Dig. 2.

tiL 4.) Jf the defendant would not go quietly,

the plaintiff called on any bystander to witness

(oMtettari) that he had been duly summoned,
touched the CAT of the witness, and dragged the

defendant into court. (Hor. 6erm. L9. 75^78 ;

Plautus, CmrcuL r. 2.) The parties might settle

their dispute on their way to the court, or the de-

fendant might be bailed by a vindex. (Cic. Top,

2 ;
Chiios, iv. 4(i; GelUus, xri 10.) The rindex

must not be confounded with the vodca. This
aetdement of disputes on the way was called frems-

aciio in rid, and sen’es to expls^ a passage in St
Matthew (r. 23).*

When before the praetor, the parties were said

Jure agert. The |daintiff then prayed for an ac-

tion, and if the praetor allowed it (dabat actionem)^

he then doclurcd what action be intended to bring

against the defendant, which was called edere

actionem^ This might be done in writing, or

orally, or by the plaiutUT taking the defendant to

the aiUun^ and showing him which action he in-

tended to rely oa (Dig. 2. tit. 13.) As the

jormnLm comprehended, or were supposed to com-
prrbend, every possible form of action that could

be required by a plaintiff, it was prestuned that be
could find among all the fonnul.ie some one which
wus adapted to his case, and bo was accordingly

supposed to be without excuse if he did not take

pains to select the proper formula. (Cic. Pro Po$,
Com. c. 8.) If he took the wrong one, or if he

claimed more than his due, he lost bis cause (cauea

cadebai, Cic. IM Oni/. L 36) ; but the proctor some-
times gave hhu leave to amend his claim ermUmtio.

(Goius, ir. 53, dec.) If, for example, the controct

bet«*een the parties w*bs for •oroetbing im generty

and the plaintiff' claimed something ijs specie, he

lost bis action : thus the contract might be, that

the defendant undertook to sell the plaintiff a
quantity of dye-stuff or a slave; if the plaintiff

claimed Tyrian purple, or a particular slave, his

action was bod ; therefore, says Ooios, occoiding

to the terms of the contract so ought the claim of

the udemlio to be. As the formulae were so numer-
ous and oomprehensire, the plaintiff* had only to

select the formula which he supposed to be suitable

to his cose, and it would require no fiirtber varia-

tion than the insertion of the names of the parties

and of the thing claimed, or the subject-matter of
the suit, with the amount of damages, dec, as the

case might be. When the praetor hod granted an
octiim, the plaintiff required the defend^t to give

* It is not easy to state correctly the changes

in procedure which took place afwr the abolition

cT (be lrgiti$mM4 adiontM. Compare Uaius iv. 25, 46.
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I

security for his Appearance before the praetor (in

jure) on a day named, commonly the day but one

after the tn.^ ooaitioy unlest the matter in dispute

was settled at once. The defendant, Oti finding n

surety, was said vadee dare (Hor. I. i. 11),

vadimonium jtromitterey or factrt; the surety, txM,

was said rpondert ; the plaintiff when satisfied

with the surety was said, txu^iri ream, to let him
go on his sureties, or to have sureties from him.

When the defendant promised to appear in Jure on
the day named, antliout giving any surety, this was
called vadirntMimn pnmm. In some cases rtcu-

peratore* were named, who, in case of the de-

^

fendant making default, condemned him in the

,

sum of money named in the radhnouium.

If the defendant appeared on the day appointed,

he was said vadimonium ; if be did not B{^

pear, ho was said vadimonium Jesenusse, and the

praetor gave to the plaintiff the bonorum poeeenio.

(Hor. aerm. L 9. 36—41 ;
Cic. Pro P. QuintiOy

\

c. 6.) Both parties, on the day appointed, were

summoned by a crier (/ytisco), when the plaintiff

made his claim or demand, which was very briefly

expressed, and may be considered as corresponding

to our declaration at Iaw%

The defendant might either deny the plaintifTs

claim, or he might reply to it by a plea, etcepiio.

If he simply denied the plaifiti^ claim, the causa

was at issue, and a judex might be dcmandetl.

The forms of tho wceptio alto were contained in

the (graetor's edict, or upon hearing the facts the

praetor a dapted the plea to the case. The exceptio

was tho defendant's defence, and was often merely

an equitable answer or plea to the plaintifTs legal

demand. The plaintiff might claim a thing upon

his contract with tho defendant, and the defendant

might not deny the contract, but might put in a

plea of fraud (dUu$ mafus), or that he had been

constrained to come to such agreement. Tho
exorpHo was in effiect something which ncntive<l

the plaintifTs demand, and it was expressed by a
negative clause : thus, if the defendant asserted that

the plaintiff fraudulently claimed a sum of money
which he had not given to the defendant, the «r-

otpHo would run thus : iS* t* ea re uiAd dolo tnalo

AuU Agerii factum $it neque fat. Though the

exeeptio proceeded from the defendant, it was ex-

pressed in this form, in order to be adapted for

insertion in the formula, and to render the con-

demnatio subject to the condition.

Exceptions were peremptoriao or dilatoriae.

Peremptory exceptions were a complete and per-

petual answer to the plaintififs demand, such as

an excepik) of doiue mo/ov, or of ret Judicata.

Dilatory exceptions were, as the name imports,

merely calculated to delay the plaintifTs demand
;

as, for instance, by showing that the debt or duty
claimed was not yet due. Gains considers the ex-

ceplio Utis dividuae and rri rmiduae (ir. 122) as

belonging to this class. If a plaintiff prosecuted

his action after a dilatory exception, he lost alto-

gether his right of action. There might be dilatory

exceptions also to tho person of the plaintiff, ^
which class is the exerptio eognitoria, by which tho

defendant objects either that the plaintiff is not

intitled to sue by a cognitor, or that the cognitor

whom be had named was not qualified to act ms a
cognitor. If the exception was allowed, the plaintiff

coidd either sue himself or name a proper cognitor,

as the case might be. If a defendtmt neglected to

take adv*antage of a peremptory ercrpfio, the praetor
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TDight af^»'Ard« give him pcrmiRsinn to him*

Beif of it ; whether ho could do the same in the case

of a dilatory waa a doubtful question. (Gains, iv.

125.)

The plaintiff might reply to the defendant's fjt-

ctjitio^ for the defcndiuit by putting in his plea be-

came an actor. [Actor.) The defendant's plea

might be good, nnd n complete answer to the plain*

tiff's demand, and yet the plaintiff might allege

something that would bo an answer to the pica.

Thus, in the example given by Gaius (iv. 12t>), if

an nrgentarius claimed the price of a thing sold by
auction, the defendant might put in a plea, w'hich,

when inserted in the formula, would be of this

shape:— Vt ita demum emptor tUimnrtury n ei res

quam etwriiy tradita sit ; nnd this would be in form

a good plea. But if the conditions of sale were that

the article should not be handed to the purchaser

before the money was paid, the argentarius might
put in A repUcatio in this shape :— Xisi praeduium

ns aiUer emptori res fmdertiur quum st prr/iujn

empior solwrit. If the defendant answered the

rTTi^Vu/M, his answer w'as called and the

parties might goon to ihe irifilioaiio and qtutdntpli'
;

cuiio^ and even further, if the matters in question

were such that they could not othcra'ise be brought

to an issue.

Thepraescriptio^ w'bich waa so called from Iteing

written at the head or bi>gimiing of the formula,

was adapted for the protection of the plaintiff in

certain cases. (Gaius, iv. 130, &c. ; Cic. IM OruL
i. 37.) For instance, if the defendant a*as lx>nnd

to make to the plaintiff a certain hxed payment
yearly or monthly, the plaintiff had a good cause

of action for all the sums of money ali\‘ody due

;

but in order to avoid making his demand for the

future payments not yet due, it was necessary to

use a praescription of the following form:— Ea
res ayaiur ct^jus rs» diss/iiiii,

A person might maintain or defend an action by
his eo>mitor or ;>roc«ra/or, or, as wc should say, by
his attorney. The plaintiff and defendant used a

certain form of w’ords in appointing a cognitor, and
it would appear that the appointment w'os mode in

the presence of both parties. The cognitor nei'dcd

not to be present, and his appointment was com-
plete when by his acts he bad signitied his assent.

(Cic. Pro Q. Itoscioy a2; llor. Semu L 5. 35.)

No form of wonls was necessary for appointing a
/TTocifAi/or, and he might be appointed without the

knowledge of the opposite party.

in many cases both plaintiff and defendant

might bo required U give security (s«i/tW«re) / for

instance, in the caso of an octio in rem, the de>

feiidiint who w'as in possession was n'<iuired to

give security, in order that if he lost hii cause and
did not restore the thing, nor pay its estimated

value, the plaintiff might have an action against

him or bis suretiea When the aciio in rem was
l^osecuted hy theformula prtUoria^ that siiptUaiio

was made which was called judicatum stivi. As to

its prosecution by the sponsioy see SruNHio and
CxxTirsfViRi. ]’f the plaintiff sued in his own
name, he gave no security ; nor was any security

required, if a cognitor sued for him, cither from

the cognitor or the plaintiff himself, for the cog-

nitor was personally liable. But if a procurator

acted for him, ho a*ns obliged to give security that

the plaintiff would adopt bis acts
;
for the plaintiff

was not prevented from bringing another action

when a procurator acted for him. Tutors and

ACTIO.

cumU>rs generally gave security Hkc procurators.

In the caM^ of an actio in fterstmanu, the same rules

applied to the plaintiff os in the udio in rem, if

the defendant np))earcd hy a cognitor, the defendant

bod to give security
; if by a procurator, the pro-

curator had to give security.

When the cause was brought to an issue, a

judex or judices might be dcraandod of the praetor

who named or appointed a judex and delivered to

him the formula which contained his instructions.

The judices were said dari or addici. So far the

proceedings were said to be ua jure ; the prosecu-

tion of the actio before the judex requires a separate

discussion. [Judicj ru.]
The following is an example of a formula taken

from Gaius (iv. 47):— Judex esto. iSi parti Aulutn

Atjerinm apud Numerium Sepidium mensam
ar*tcfite>ini deposmisxe eamque dolo moLu

Ne^fidii Aulo A<ferio redditam non esse qwinti ect

res erii tamUim pecuniamJudex \umerium S'fpidiuiu

A ulo A<ferio condemnaio : si non /xi/vf, absolvUo.

'I'bo nature of the formula, however, will he
better understood from tlie oilowing anal}’sis of it

by Gaius :— It consisted of four porta, the demon-
siratio^ inteniio, adjudication comh’inmUio. The
demonstrutio is that part of the formula which
explains what the subject-matter of the action is.

For instance, if the subject-matter be a sbive sold,

the would run thus:— Quod A ulus

Aqerius Numerio Net/idio kominem vendidiL The
inientio contains the claim or demand of the
plaintiff :

—Si parrt hominsm exJure Quiniium A uli

Aperii esss. The adjudicuiio is that part of the
formula which gives the judex authority to adju-

dicate the thing which is the subject of dispute to

one or other of the litigant parties. If the action

bo among partners for dividing that which belongs

to them all, the adjudication would run thtu:—
Quantum Offjudicuri oportet Judex Titio adjudicator

The condemnaiio is that port of the formula which
gives the judex authority to condemn the de-

fendant in a sum of money, or to acquit him

:

for example. Judex A'vmert'um Sepidium Aulo
Aperio sesteiiium milia oondemna : si hkm paretn

almdru. Sometimes the intentio alone was requisite,

as in the formulae called />ro^Wi'ciaZef (w'hich some
modem writers make a class of actions), in which
the matter for inquiry was, whether a certain person

was a freedman, what was the amount of a dos^ and
other similar questions, when a fact sc^ely was the

thing to be ascertained.

Whenever the formula contained the condem-

nation it was framed with the view to pocuiiinry

damages; and accordingly, even when the plaintiff

claimed a particular thing, the judex did not

adjudge the defendant to give the thing, as was
the ancient practice at Rome, but condemned him
in A sum of money equivalent to the value of the

thing. Tho formula might cither name a hxed
sum, or leove the estimation of the value of the

thing to the judex, who in all coses, however, was
bound to name a definite sum in the condemnation.

The formula then contained tho pleadings, or

the statements nnd counter-statements, of the

plaintiff nnd the defendant ; for the intentio^ os wc
have seen, was the plaimitTs declaration ; and it

this was met by a plea, it was necessary that this

also should be inserted in the formula. The
formula also contained tho directions for the judex,

and gave him the power to act. The English and
Honum procedure are severally stated in Mr.
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Spcnc«'i work on the EquUaUe Jurisdictum o/* the

Omrt of Ckaaceiy^ pp. 206—23S, The Homan
forma of procedure undrr«*eut rarious change* in

the eonne of time, which it ia not Tciy enaj to

deacribe ; but it haa been remarked by HoUweg
{Hamdbmdi des CivUprosettes^ p. 1 9) that the avstem

of procedure maintained itself in all eatential par-

ticulars unaltered for many centuries, and what
w*c Icam from Cicero (b. c 70) ia almost the same
oa what we learn from Gaius (a. d. 1 60). Modem
writera, howeTcr, di0er on rarious points

;
and the

subject requires a complete examination from one

who is fully acquainted with the Homan law, and
practically rersed in the nature legal proceedings

generally.

The following are the principal actions which
we mad of in the Roman write^ and which arc

I’riedy described under their aeveial heads

:

Actio— Aquae plu^ine orcendao
;

Bonorum ri

nptorum ; Certi et Incerti
;
Commodati

;
Com-

muni diTidundo
;
Confeaaoria; Damni injuria dnti

;

Dejecti Tel efTuai
;
Depenai

;
Depositi

\ De dolo

inolo
; Emti ct venditi ; Exercitoria

;
Ad Exhi-

l>endam ; Fomiliae erciscundae ; Fidudaria ; Fi-

nimn regundorum
;
Furti

;
Hypothocaria

;
Injuria-

rum ; Institoria ;
Judicati

; Quod juaau ; Legis

Aquiliae ; Loenti et couducti
;
Mandnti ; Mutui

;

Negattva; K^otiorum geatorum
;

Nozalia
; De

{Auperie ; De peculio ; Pi|pioratici^ or Pignora-
;

tstia
;

Publiciona
;

Quanti minoris
;

Rationibiia

iliatrahcndia
; De rcccpto ; Kedhibitoria ; Hoi

uxoriae, or Dotis ; Rcstitutoria and Resciasoria

;

Butiliana ; Serviona
;

Pro socio ;
Tributoria

;

Tulelac. [O. L.]

ACTOR signified generally a phuntift In a

ciTiI or private action, the plaintiff tvaa ofron called

jjTtiUjT ; in a public action (oattsa pnUiea)^ he was
called aeciuator. (Cic. ad AU. L 16.) The do-

fondant was called reus, both in private and public

causes: this term, however, according to Cicero

<Zk> Oral, ii. 43), might signify either party, as in-

deed we might conclt^e from the word itodf. In

a private action, the defendant was often called

<u/rpram'i(«, but either party might be called ad-

remxrit with respect to the other. Originally, no
]jersoo who was not m yirris could maintain an

nctinn ; a filiiu JdmiUae^ therefore, and a slave,

could not maintain an action ; but in course of

time certain actions were allow'ed to a fiUusfamiUat
in the absence of his parent or his procurator, and
also in case the parent was incompetent to act

from madness or oucr like canae. (Dig. 47. tit 10.

a. 17.) Wards {papiUi) brought their actions by
their tutor (riefor) ; and in case they wiahed to

bring an action against their tutor, the praetor

naro^ a tutor for Uie purpose. (Gaius, i. 184.)

Pert^rvai^ fu- aliens, originally brought their action

through their potronua ; but afterwards in their

own name, by a fiction of law, that they were
Roman citixens. A Roman citisen might also

genendly bring his action by means of a cognitor

or procurator. [Acno.] A itmverdbu or cor-

porate body, aued and was sued by their actor or

gymiiau. (Dig. 3. tit 4.)

Actor has also the sense of on agent or nmnager
of another's business generally. actor paUieut

was an officer who had the superintendence m* care

of slaves belonging to the state. Lipaius rays that

the actor ptiU^u* was a slave or freedman. A slave

could acquire property for others, though not for

himselfi In the case mentioned by Pliny {Ep, vil

ACUS. 13

1 8),. the oefor pddieae was the representative of

the community (rei^ni^ico) of C^mnm. (Tacit
Amm. ii. 30, iii. 67 ; Lipa. l^urt. ad Tacit. Arm, ii

30.) [G. L.T

ACrrUA'RIAE NAVE& [Navis.]
ACTUA'RII, or ACTA'RII, clerks who com-

piled the Acta Publico. [Acta, p. 8, b.] The
name is also sometimes given to the Abfum, or

short-hand writers, who took down the speeches
in the senate and the courts (Suet JnL 55 ; Sen.

Ep. 33) ; respecting whom and the use of short-

h^d among the Romans, see Notahii.
2. Militiry officers whose duty it was to keep

the accounts of the army, to see that the con-

tractors supplied the soldiers with provisions ac-

cording to agreement, &c. (Amm. Marc. xx. 5 ;

Cod, 12. tit 37, 8. 5. 16 ;
12. tit 49.)

3. The title of certain physicians at the court

of Constantinople. [MKOfcua.]
ACTUS, a Roman measure of land, which

formed the basis of the whole system of land

measurement In that system the name aettu (from
ago\ which originally meant n way between fields

for beasts of burthen to pass (or, os some say,

the length of a furrow), was given to such a way
when of a definite width and length, and also to

^

a square piece of land of the same length. The
former was called actue mintntta or rirapUxy and
was 120 feet (Roman) long by 4 feet wide. (Voiro,

L. L. ir. 4, or v. 34, MlUlcr
; Colum, v. 1. § 5,

cd. Schneider; Festus, av. iter inter xicinoe IV.
pedum lattan). The oetue quadraius^ which was
the square unit in the system of Roman land-

measurement, w*as of the same length as the actus

mimmu$y and of a width equal to its length : it

was thus 120 feet square, and sontnined 14,400
square feet It was tbo hdf of a juger. (Colum.
l.e.\ VoiTo,/. c.,nnd /f. /?. L 10. § 2, ed. Schneider).

The following are the etymologiaU explanations of

the word : Actus vooabatur^ in quo hoots aperentur

cum arairoy who impetu justo (Plin. zviii. 3) ; Vi
<^r quo apt poterai^ sic qua agi actus. (Varro,Z>.A.

1. c.) Tbo actus furnishes an example of the use of

the number twelve among the Romans, its length

being twelve times the standard dsckmpxda.
Columella (tc. § 6) says that the Ganls called the

adus quadratus^ aripennis
;
but this could only bo

on approximate identification, for the actus qua-

draius is somewhat smaller than the great French
arpent and much larger than the small arpeut.

(Compare Acna
; Niebuhr, Hid. of /feme, vol. it

Appendix I.) [P. S.]

ACTTUS. [Sbrvitutbb.]
ACUS (/ScAdvr;, /3eAovfr, a needle, a pin.

The annexed figures of needles and pins, chiefly
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tftkrn from orijriimlB in bronze, vary in length from

an inch and a half to about eight inches.

Pins were ma<lc not only of metal, but also of

wood, bone, and ivory. They were liscd for the

same purpose* as with un, and also in dressing the

hair. (Mart xiv. 24.) The mode of platting the

luiir, and then listening it with a pin or needle, is

shown in the annexed figure of a female head,

taken from a marble group which was found at

Apt, in the south of France. (Montfaucon, Ant.

iCtp. Suppl. iil 3.) This fashion has been con-

tinued to our own times by the female* of Italy,

and of some ports of Uermany, as for instance, in

the neighbourhood of Coblenz.

ADDICTI. [Nexi.J
ADDPCTIO. [AcTia]
ADDIX ASSi{<r), a Greek measure of

cnpocitv, equal to four (Hesveh. *. r.
;

Schol. 'ad Horn. Od. 19.) [P. S.j

ADRIA (d3cia), freedom from fear, or security,

in any public action. When any one in Athens,

who had not the full privileges of on Athenian

citizen, such as a foreigner, a slave, Ac., wished to

accuse a person of any office against the people,

he was obliged to obtain first permission to do so,

which permission was called adeia. (Plut Perid.

31.) An Athenian citizen who had incurred

o/tNi/o, was also obliged to obtiun adeia before he
could take part in public afbiirs (Plut Pkoe. 26) ;

and it was not lawful for any one to propose to the

people, that an atimnt should be restored to bis

rights ns a citizen, or that a public debtor should

be released from his debt, till adeia had been

granted for this purpose by a decree passed in an

assembly of 6000 citizens voting secretly by ballot

(Dein. c. Timurr. p. 713 ; Andoc. de Myst. p. 36

;

lUkkh, Ptddic Peonotnt/ of Athensy p. 392, 2d cd.)

ADE'MPTIO. [Leoatum.J
ADONA'TI. [CoGNATi.]
ADONA'TIO. (Hbrm; Testamestum.]
ADI'TIO HEREDITA'TIS. [Herbs.]
ADJUDICATIO. [Actio.]

ADLEC'TI or ALLECTI. 1. Those who were
chosen to fill up a vacancy in any office or colle-

gium, and especially those who were chosen to 611

up the proper mimlxT of the senate. As these

would be generally equites, Festus (s. r.) dehiies

the adlccti to be equites added to the senate : and
he appears in this passage to make a difference be-

tween the adUcti and conscrijiti. Hut they were
probably the same ; for in another passage (s. v.

coHscripti)^ he gives the same definition of the com-
,
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erripti as he had done of the adleeti, and Eivy' (ii.

1) says oongcTipfos m novum icnatum appellahani

lecin$.

2. Those persons under the empire who were
admitted to the privileges and honours of the prae-

torship, qimcstorship, aedileahip, and other public

offices, without hanng any duties to perform.

(C^pitolin. J*eriin, 6.) In inscriptions w'e con-

stantly 6nd, adlectus inter tril/unoty inter qnaertoreSy

itUer proetoreSy &c.

AI)LECTOR, a collector of taxes in the pm-
vincca in the time of the Roman emperors. (Cod.

Theod. 12. tit. 6. S.12.)

ADMISSIOKA'LES were chamberlains at the

imperial court, who introduced persons to the

presence of the emperor. (Lamprid. Sever. 4 ;

ojficixtin admu9ioni$y Suet. Vesp. 14.) They were
dinded into four classes ; the chief officer of each

cLiis WHS called prorimut adml$«ionum (Amm.
Marc. xxiL 7) ; and the prorimi were under the

matjider admi*$ionum. (Amra. Marc. xv. 5 ; Vop.
Auni. 12.) The admissionales were usually

freedmen. (Cod. Theod. 6. tit 2. s. 12 ;
tit 9.

s. 2 ; tit 33. s. 3.)

Friends appear to have been called anuct aefmts-

stbfiu primary $ecmda«y or tertiae. According to

some writers, they were so colled in consequence

of the order in which they were admitted ; accord-

ing to others, because the atrium was divided into

different parts, separated from one another by
hangings, into which persons were admitted ac-

cording to the different degrees of favour in w'hich

they were held. (Sen. de Iknef. vL 33, 34, C7em.

i. 10.)

ADOLESCENS. [Inpans.]

ADO'NIA (ABc^pia), a festival celebrated in

honour of Aphrodite and .Adonis in most of the

Grecian cities, as well as in numerous places in

the East. It lasted two days, and was celebrated

by women exclusively. On the first day thev
brought into the streets statues of Adonis, whicli

were laid out as corpses ; and they observed oil

the rites customary at funerals, beating themselves

and uttering lamentations. Tho second day w*as

spent in merriment and feasting ; because Adonis

W'os allowed to return to life, and spend half of

the year with Aphrodite. (Aristoph. /*ox, 412,
Schol ad loc. ; Plut. Aldh. 18, Nic. 13.) For
fuller particulars respecting the worship and festi-

vals of Adonis, see Diet, of Jiieeir. t. r. Adonis.

ADO'PTIO, adoption. 1. Greek, was called

by the Athenians eunroipotty or sometimes simply

Toljiffis or ^4<ris. The Greek writers use dfois

also as equivalent to the Roman adoptioy and deroi

as equivalent to adoptivi, (App./^. C. iii. 13, 14.)

The adoptive father was said TO(«?<r6ox, «l<nro<ci-

<r9cu, or sometimes iroif«k : and the father or mother

(for a mother after the death of her husband
could consent to her son being adopted) was said

^foroiftk : the son was said ttnroieiffSiUy with re-

ference to the fiunily W'hich he Icfr ; and ctenrote?-

<r0m, with reference to the fiunily into which he w’os

received. The son, when adopted, w*as called

Toir}r6sy «lffTonfr6Sy ordrrds: in opposition to the

legitimate son bom of the body of the father, who
was called ytd}fftot.

A man might adopt a son either in his lifetime

or by his testament, provided he had no male off-

spring and w*as of sound mind. He might also, by
testament, name a person to take hii property, in

case his son or sons should die ondw age. (Dein.
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Kark Y«u8. 13.) If he had male
offipriDg, he could not dispose of hia property.

This rule of law was closely connected with the

rule u to adoption
; for if he could have adopted

a son when he had male children, such son would

have shared his property w'ith the rest of his male
children, and to that extent the father w’ould have
exercised a power of disposition which the law de-

nied him.

Only Athenian citizens could be adopted ; but

females could be adopted (bv testament at least) os

well os males. (Isaeus,n«pl toD'Atviou KX^pov.)

The adopted child u*as transferred from his own
family and demus into those of the adoptive

father ; he inherited his property and maintained

the sacra of his adoptive father. It was not

necessary for him to take his new father's name,

but be u*as registered os his son. The adopted

son might return to his former family, in case he

loft a child to represent the family of his adoptive

father : unless he so returned, he lost all right

w'bicb he might hare hod on his father's side if he

had not been adopted
; but ho retained all rights

which he might have on hia mother's side, for

the act of adoption had no effect so for ns concerned

the mother of the adopted person ; she still con-

tinued his mother after the act of adoption.

The next of kin of an Athenian citizen were
intitled to bis property if he made no disposition

of it hy will, or imide no valid adoption during his

lifetime ; they were, therefore, interested in pre-

venting fraudulent adoptions. The whole com-
munity were also interested in preventing tho in-

troduction into their body of a person who was not

an Athenian citizen. To protect the rights of the

i>ext of kin against imjust claims by persons who
Alleged themsdves to be adopted sons, it was re-

quir^ that the &thcr should enter his son, whether
of his body or adopted, in the register of his

phnuria {ipparpiKhy ypofifuertiop) at a certain
'

time, the Thargclia (Isacus,IIsplTov 'AwoAAodwp.

KA^pot;, 3, 5), with the prirityof his kinsmen and
phratores {ytwrtTeUy ^pdropa). Subsequently

to this, it was necessary to enter him in the

register of the adoptive father's demus
ypaft4iaT€tov\ without which regislmtion it ap-

pears that he did not possess the full rights of

citizenship as a member of his new demus.

If the adoption was by testament, registration

was also required, which we may presume that the

person himself might procure to be done, if he was
of age, or, if not, his guardian or next ^cnd. If

a dispute arose as to the property of the deceased

(leX^pov iittiiKOffia) between the son adopted by
testament and the next of kin, there could properly

be no registration of the adopted son until the tes-

tament was estahlisfaed. If a man died childless

and intestate, his next of kin, according to the

Athenian rules of succession (Dem. npir A«»x-
c. 6), took bis property by the right of blo^

y^yos). Though registration

might in this case also be required, there was no
adoption properly so called, as some modem writers

suppose
;

for the next of kin necessarily belonged

to the bunily of the intestate.

The rules os to adoption among the Athenians

are not quite free from difficulty, and it is not easy

to avoid all error in stating them. The general

doctrines may be mainly deduced from the orations

of Isacus, and those of- Demoetbcjies against

Maeaxtatus and Lcochares.
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2. Romak. The Roman term was adopfio or

atlnjUaiio. (flelL v. 1 9.) The Homan relation of

psufnt and child arose either from a lawful mar-
riage or from adoption. Adoptio was the general

name which comprehended the two species, <ufo^»o

and <ulroyatio i and as the adopted person jxused

from his own familia into that of the person adopt-

ing, adoptio caused a capitu diminution and the

lowest of the three kinds. Adoption, in its specific

sense, was the ceremony by which a person who
was in the power of his pirent ( «* poitUote paim-
tum\ w’hcther child or grandchild, nmle or female,

was transferTod to the power of the person adopting

him. It was effected under the authority of a
mngistmte {magitiratuM)^ the proctor, for instance,

at Home, or a governor {jjrw»e$) in the provinces.

The ]>erson to be adopted was maiicipated [Man-
cirATio] by his natuml father before the com-
petent authority, and surrendered to the adoptive

father by the legal fomr culled to yareowsto. (GclL
r. 19 ; SucL Aug. 64.)

When a person was not in the power of his

parent («i juris\ the ceremony of adoption w-as

called ^rogatio. Originally, it could only be
effected at Rome, and only by a vote of tho

populus ( populi auctoritate) in the comitia curiata

{lege cirriu^u) ; the reason of this being that the

caput or status of a Roman citizen could not,

according to the laws of the Twelve Tables, be
affected except by a vote of the populns in tho

comitia curiata. Clodius, the enemy of Cicero,

wns adrognted into a plebeian family by a lex

curiata, in order to qualify himself to be elected a

tribunus plebis. (Cic. ad Alt, il 7, p. Dorn.)

Females could not be adopted by the adrogntio.

Under the emperors it became the practice to effect

the adrogntio by an imperial rescript {principU

arn'torUatCne^ rt*cripto principh)
; but this practice

had not bwine established in the time of Gaius,

or, as it app<^ar8, of Ulpian. (Compare Gaius, L

98, with Gaius ns cited in Dig. i. tiu 7. s. 2 ;
and

1

Ulpian, Frag. tit. 0.) It would seem, however,

from a passage in Tacitus {Hist. t. 15), that Gaiba
adopted a successor without the ceremony of the

adrogntio. By a rescript of the Kmp}eror Anto-

ninus Pius, addressed to the pontifices, those who
were under age {impJjere$)n or wards {pupiUi)^

could, with certain restrictions, be adopted by the

adrogntio. If a father who had children in his

power consented to be adopted by another porson,

both himself and bis children became in the power
of the adoptive father. All the property of tho

adopted son become at once the property of tho

adoptive fiither. (Gains, il 98.) A person could

not legally be adopted by the adiv^tio till he had

made out a satisfactory case {jusiOn 5ona, cnasu)

to the pontifices, who had the right of insisting on

certain preliminary conditions This power of the

pontifices was probably founded on their right to

preserve the due observance of the sacra of each

gens (Cic. ;>. 13, &c.) It would accord-

ingly have been a good ground of refusing their

consent to an adrngatio, if the person to be adopted

was the only male of bis gens, for the sacra w’ould

in such case be lost It w*as required that tho

adoptive father also had no children, and no n^a-

eonable hopes of any ;
and that he should be older

than the person to be adopted. It is generally

assumed that all adrrigations were made Wforc the

curiae. Gnius, however, and Ulpian use the ex-

pressions perpoptUuniy auctontuiejtojtuUn expressions

g[f
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of Tpiy doubtful import with reference to their

period. After the comliia curiata fell uito disuse,

It is most probable that there was no formal as-

lerobly of the curiae, and that they were repre-

sented by the thirty Uctors.

A woman could not adopt a person, for cyen her

own children were not in her power.

The rules as to adoption which the legislation

of Justinian established, oro contained in the In-

stitutes (L tit 1 1).

The effect of adoption, as already stated, w*as to

create the legal relation of father and son, jiut as

if the adopted son w'ere bom of the blood of the

adoptive fnthcr In lawful marriage. The adopted

child was intitled to the name and sacra privata

of the adopting parent, and it appears that the

preservation of the sacra privata, which by the

laws of the Twelve Tables were made perpetual,

WHS frequently one of the masons for a childless

person adopting a son. In case of intestacy, the

adopted child would be the heres of his adoptive

father. He became the brother of his adoptive

father's daughter, and therefore could not marry
her

;
but he did not become the son of the adoptive

father's wife, for adoption only gave to the adopted

son the jum agnationis. (Claius, i. 97— 1 07 ;
Dig.

1. tit. 7 ; Cic. p. />omo.)

The phrase of “adoption by testament “ (Cic.

Itnd. 50) seems to be rather a misapplication of

the term; for though a man or woman might by
tr'staroent name a beres, and impose the condition

of the heres taking the name of the testator or

testatrix, this so-called adoption could not produce

the effects of a proper adoption. It could give to

the person so said to be adopted, the name or pn>-

]»erty of the testator or testatrix, but nothing more.

N iebuhr {Lecturtty vol iL p. 1 00) speaks of the

testamentary adoption of C. Octavius by C. Julius

Caesar, as the first that he knew of ; but the pas-

sage of Cicero in the firuiuM and another passage

{Ad Hirt. viiu 8), show that other instances had
occuired before. A person on passing from one
gens into another, and taking the name of bis new
familia, generally retained the name of bis old gens
also, with the addition to it of the termination

anas. (Cic. ad Ati, HL 20, and the note of \'ie-

ioritu.) Thus, C. Octavius,afierwards the Kmperor
Augustus, upon being adopted by the testament of

his uncle the dictator, assumed the name of Cains
Julius Caesar Octavianus; but he caused the
adoption to be confirmed by the curiae. As to the

testamentary adoption of C. Octavius, see Drumann,
(ifschichie liomMy vol. i. p. 337, and the references

there given. Livia was adopted into the Julia

gons by the testament of Augustus (Tae. Amt.
i. 8) ;

and it was not stated that this required any
c mhnnation. But things were changed then. The
IjCx Julia et Papia Poppaca gave certain privileges

to those who had children, among which privileges

'was a preference in being appointed to the praetor-

ship and such offices. This led to an abuse of the

practice of adoption ; for childless persons adopted
children in order to qualify themselves for such
offices, and then emancipated their adopted chil-

dren. This abuse was checked by a senatns

cfinsultum in the time of Nero. (Tnc.Ann. xv. 19 ;

Cic. de Off
', iil 18, ad Att. viL 8 ;

Suet Jtd.

83, 7t5. 2, 5cc.
;
lleinec. SytUoffma; Dig. 36. tit.

1.8.63.) [G.L.]
ADOllA'TIO (wf)o<rituKTj<rif) was paid to the

gods in the following manner: — The person

ADULTERIUM.
stretched out his right hand to the statue of the
god W'hom be wished to honour, then kissed his

hand and a*aved it to the statue. While doing
this he moved round his whole body, for which
custom Plutarch (A'um. 14) gives some curious

reasons
; but the true reason probably was, that

the person might be the more surely put into com-
munication with the deity, as it was uncertain

where he would reveal himself as the deu»
pratient. It w*os also the practice to have the
head and ears covered, so that only the forepart of

the face remained uncovered. (PUn. N'. H. xxviii.

5 ; Minucius Felix, 2 ; Lucrct v. 1197.) The
adoratxo differed from the oraiio or prayers, which
were offered with the hands folded together and
stretched out to the gods, the natural attitude pre-

scribed by nature to the suppliant, and which we
find mentioned by Homer. (//. vii. 177 ;

5rrid-

(Tfiara vEich. Prom. 1004 ;
eaeio npinas

fsrre mantUy Hot. Carm . iiL 23. 1.) The adoration

paid to the Roman emperors was borrow'ed from
the eastern mode of adoration, and consisted in

prostration on the ground, and kissing the feet and
knees of the emperor.

ADROOATIO. [Adoptio (Roman),]
ADSCRIPTI'VI. [Accknsi.]
ADS KHTO R. [Assxrtor.]
ADSESSOR. [AsasasoR.]
ADSIGNA'TIO. [Agrariax Lbgbs and

Acer.]
ADSTIPULA'TIO. [Oblioationb«.]
ADSTIPULATOR. [Intbrcbssio.J
ADULTUS. [Inpans.]
ADULTERJUM, adultery. 1. Grbbr.

Among the Athenians, if a man caught another
man in the act of criminal intercourse {fxotx*ia)

with his wofe, he might kill him w'ith impunity

;

and the law was also the same with respect to a
concubine (iroXXoir^). Ho might also inflict other

punishment on the offender. It appears that among
the Athenians there was no adultery, unless a
married woman was concerned. ( Lysias, rov
*tpctTo<r$4rovt ^6rov.) But it was no adultery for

a man to have connection with a married woman
who prostituted herself or who was engaged in

selling any thing in the agora, (Deroosth. Kwrd
Neolpor, c. 18.) The Roman law appears to have
been pretty nc^y the same. (Paulas, Sns/. Pecept.

vi. tit 26.) The husband might, if he pleased,

take a sum of money from the adulterer by w*ny of

compensation, and detain him till be found sureties

for the payment If the alleged adulterer had
been unjustly detained, he might bring an action

against the husband
;
and, if he gained his cause,

he and bU sureties were released. If he failed,

the law required the sureties to deliver up the

adulterer to the husband before the court, to do
what he pleased with him, except that be not

to use a knife or dagger. (Demosth. Hard Neolp.

18.)

The hatband might also prosecute the adulterer

in the action called /ioixckir If the act of

adultery was proved, the husband cotild no longer

cohabit with his wife under pain of losing nii

privileges of a citizen (iirtpla). The adulteress a*ns

excluded even from those temples which foreign

women and slaves were allowed to enter
;
and if

she was seen there, any one might treat her ns he

pleased, provided he did not kill her or mutilate

her. (^m. Kora Ncalp. c. 22 ;
Aeschin. Kara

Tipdpx^ c. 36.)
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2. Roman. Adulterium properly tiniifici, in

the Roman law, the offence committed by a man,

married or unmarried, having sexual intercourse

with another man's wife. Siuprum (called by

the Greeks ^opd) signifies the commerce with a

widow or a virgin. It was the condition of the

female which determined the legal character of

adultery
;
there was no adultery unless the female

was married. It is stated, however (Dig. 48.

tiL 5. s. 13), that a woman might commit adultery

whether she was **justa tuor sive injusta," the

meaning of which is not quite certain ; but pro*

hftbly it moans whether she was living in a mar-

riage recc^ised as a marriage by the Roman law

or merely by the jus gentium. The male who
committed adultery w*ns adtUUr^ the female was

The Latin writers were puzzh-d about

the etymolt^ of the word adulterium
;
but if we

look to its various significations besides that of

illegal sexual commerce, we may safely refer it to

the same root as that which appt'ars in adultus.

The notion it that of “growing to," “fixing,” or

"fastening to,” one thing on anotlier and extra-

neous thing: hence, among other meanings, the

Homans 'used adulterium and adultemtio as we
use the w*ord “ adulteration,” to express the cor-

rupting of a thing by mixing something with it of

less v^ue.
In the time of Augiutus a lex was enacted

(probably B.C. 17), intitlcd Aat Julia de Adul-

Uriis eo^reendis^ the first chapter of W’hich repealed

some prior enactments on the same subject, with

the provisions of which prior enactments we arc,

however, unacquainted. Horace (Cirm. ir. 5. 21)
alludes to the Julian law. In this law, the terms

adulterium and stuprum arc used indifferently
;
but,

strictly speaking, these two terms differed as above

•tatedl The chief provisions of this law may be

collected from the Digest (48. tit. 5), from Paulus

{Smirnt. Itrffpi. iL lit. 26. ed. Schulting), and Bris-

•ouius {Ad LefftviJuliam Dt Adulteriit^ Lib. Sing.).

It seems not unlikely that the enactments re-

pealed by the Julian law contained special penal

provieions against adultery’ ; and it is also not

improbable that, by the old law or custom, if the

adulterer was caught in the fact, he was at the

mercy of the injured husband, and that the bus*

band might punish with death his adulterous wife.

(Dionys. ii. *25
; Suet. Tih. 35.) It seems, also,

that originally' the act of ndullery might be pro-

secuted by OJiy person, as being a public offence
;

but under the emperors the right of prosecution

was limited to the husband, father, brother, |«-

tnjus, and av'unculus of the adulteress.

Ry the Julian law, if a husband kept his wife

after an act of adultery w*as known to him, and let

the adulterer off, be was guilty of the offence of

lonociniuzn. The husband or father in whose

power the adulteress was, had sixty days allowed

for commencing proceedings against tLe wife, after

which time any other person might prosecute.

(Tacit. Arm. ii. 85.) A wunuin convicted of

adultery w*ai mulcted in half of her dos and the

third part of her property (fawa), and banished

{rtifgaia) to some miserable island, such as Seri-

hos, for instance. The adulterer w-as mulcted in

alf his property, and banished in like manner,

but not to the same island ai the woman. The

adulterer and adulteress w’cre subjected also to

civil incapacities ;
but this law did not inflict the

punishment of death on either party
;
and in these
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instances under the emperors in which death w'ns

inflicted, it must be considered as an extrannlinnry

punishment, and beyond the provisions of the

Julian law. (Tacit A»n. iL 50, iii. 24 ; J. Lips.

/•Jjtvun. ad Jiicit. Ann. iv, 42 ;
Noodt, Op. O/nu. i.

2BG, dec.) Rut by a constitution of Cuiistnntine

(Cod. ix. .30, if it is gimuiiie), the offence in llie

adulterer was made capital. By the legislation of

Justinian (AW. 134. c, 10), the law of Con-
stantine was probably only confirmed

;
but tlie

adulteress was pul into a convent, after being first

whippetL If her husband did not take her out in

two years, she was compelled to assume the habit,

and to spend the rest of her life in the convent.

The Julian law permitted the father (l>oth

adoptive and natural) to kill the adulterer and
adulteress in certain cases, as to which there w'erc

several nice distinctions esUiblished by the law*.

If the father killed onlv one of the parties, he
brought himself within tf>e jx^nallies of tlie Cor-

nelian law Do Sicariis. The husband might kill

persons of a certain class, described in the law,

whom be caught in the act of adultery with his

wife
;
but he could not kill his wife. The hus-

band, by the fifth chapter of the Julian law, could

detain for twenty hours the adulterer whom he

had caught in the fact, for the purpose of calling

in witocstei to prove the adultery. If the wifo

was divorced for adultery', the hushaifd was in-

titlcd to retain part of the dos. (U)pinn, /'r. vi.

12.) The authorities for the Lex Julia dc Adiil-

teriis, both ancient and modem, are collected by
Rein, Vaj Cyimifia/recM dtrj^'umer, 1844. [G. L.]

ADVERSA'RIA, note-book, nHunorandum-

book, posting- l)Ook, in which the Romans entered

memoranda of any importance, espei-ially of money
received and expended, wliich v^ere afterw.irds

transcribed, luually every month, into a kind of

ledger. {Tabulae jn$tac., code^ accrf>ti rt apmsi.)

They were proljably called AJrer*/r<Vi, l>ecausc

they lay alw’nys open before the eves. (Cic./>. Itoec,

Com. 3 ; Prop, iit 23. 20.)

ADVERSA'RllJS. [Actor.]

ADU'NATI (oSpi'aToj), persons supported by
the Athenian state, who, on account of infirmity or

bodily defects, W’crc unable to obtain a livelihood.

The sum which they received from the state ap-

pears to hav*G varied at different times. In tlio

time of Lysias and Aristotle, one oboltis a day
w'as given ;

hat it appears to have been aftcrw:irds

increased to tw*o oboli. The botinty was restricted

to persons whose ja’opcrty was under three minne.

It was aw'orded by a decree of the people
;
but

the examination of the individuals belonged to the

senate of the Five Hundred: the payments were

made by prytancias. Peisistrattis is said to have

been the first to introduce a law for the mainte-

nance of those persons who bod been mutilated in

war
;
but, according to others, this provision de-

rived its origin from a law of Solon. (Plut, Solon.

31 ; Schol. ad ,4es«4. veL iiL p. 738, ed. Reiske
;

,

Aesch. c. TVm. p. 123 ;
Ilorpocrat. Suid. Hcsych.

#. T. ; Lysias, ‘Tirip row ’A5y»»dToy, a spi-ech

I w'ritten for an individual in order to prove that he

I

was intitlcd to Ik* supported by the state
; Bockh,

I

2*uUic Econ. of Aiheiti., p. 242!, Ac. 2nd edit.)

I ADVOCA'TUS seems originally to have signi-

fied any person who gave anothir his aid in any
affair or business, as a witness for instance (Varr.

De lie liusi. ii. c. 5> ; or for the purpose of aiding

and protecting him in tikmg posscuion of a piece

c
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of propTty. (Cic. pro Cae<'tn. c. 8.) It wa*

alfto ii{(ed to express a p.'rson who gave his advice

unJ aid to another in the nianag«MUont of a cause,

os a juris-consultus did
;
but the word did not

signify the orator or {xitrouus who made the sptH*ch

(Cic, iJe Orat. ii. 7 4) in the time of Cicero. Under
the emjHTurs, it signified a person who in any way
uwiitled in the conduct of a cause (Dig. 50. tit. 13.

|

s. 1), and was sometimes c<|uiTaIent to orator. I

(Tacit. Attn, X. 6.) The advocate had then a fee, '

which was called hoiiurariuni. [Okatoa, PA'
TRONfS, LkX ClNClA.]

The advocatus is dcBned by Ulpian (Dig. 50,

tit. 13) to be any ponion who aids another in the

conduct of a suit or action
; but under the empire

the jurisconsulti no longer acted as advocates, in

the old sense of that tenn. They had attained a

higher position thmi that which they held under

the republic.

The advocatus fisci was an important officer

established by Hadrianus. (Sport //tu/nda. 60.)

It was his business to look after the interests of

the tiscuB or the imp>^rial treasuiy*, and, among
other things, to maintain its title to Um<t cniltuyi.

'J’hc various meanings of advocatus in the Middle

Ages arc given by Du Cange, Glo$s, (Dig. *28.

tit. 4. 8. 3; llollweg, lliunlLttch dot UinVpncc.cMV,

p. l.%.) lU.L.]
A'DYTUM. [TEMPI.UM.]

AE.\CIvI.\ (oidvsta), a festival of the Aegi-

netans in honour of Aeacus, the details of which

arc not knowTu ITie victor* in the games which

were solemnised on the occasion, consecrated his

chaplet in liic magnificent temple of Aeacus,

(.Schol. Pind. 01, vii. 156, xiii. 155; ^litllcr,

Aeffinetica,, p. 140.) [L. S.]

AEDKS- fDoMim; Templi’m.)
AEDES VITIO’SAE, KUINU'SAE. [Dam-

num Infbctl'm.]

AFiDreULA^signifies in the singular, a room,

hut in the plural, a small house. It is, however,

more frcKiuently used in the sense of a shrine, at-

taciied to the w'alls of temples or houses, in which

the statue of A deity was placed. The aediculac

atUichcd to houses, suinctimes contained the pe-

nates of the house, but more frequently the

guardian gods of the street in wliich they were

placed. (Ijiv. xxxv. 41 ;
Petron. 20.)

AKDULES The name of these

functionaries is said to be derived from their

having the care of the temple (oor/«) of C^rcs.

The aediles were originally two in number, and

called aediles plebeii ;
they were elected from the

plfbes, and the institution of the office dates from

the same time as that of the tribuni plebis, R. c.

404. Their duties at first seem to have been

merely ministerial ;
they were the assistants of

the tribunes in such matters as the triburres cn-

tru8t(‘d to them, among which arc enuraemted the

hearing of causes of smaller importance. At an

early period after their institution (ii.c. 446), w'e

find them appointed the kt'epern of the senatus

conaulto, w'hich the consuls had bith* rto arbitrarily

suppressed or altered. (Liv. iii. 55.) They were
also the keepers of the plebiscita. Other functions

w’erc gradually ontrusted to them, and it is not

always easy to distinguish their duties from some
of those w hich l>clong to the censors

;
nor to dis-

tinguish all the duties of the plcl>cinn and curule

aediles, after the establishment of the curule

acdileship. They had the general sup 'rint . ndencc

AEDILES.

of buildings, both sacred and private ; tutder this

power they provided for the support and repair of

temples, curim, Ac., and took care that private

buildings w'hicb were in a ruinous state (aedcs

r//<o.w, rin'no«<e) were repaired by the owners, or

pulled down. The superintendence over the supply

and distribution of water at Rome was, at on early

p>eriod, a matter of public administration. Ac-
cording to Frontinus, this was the duty of the

censors ; but when there were no censors, it was
within the province of the aediles. The care of

each portiailar source or supply was farmed to un-

dertakers {roiiemptorrjt)^ and all that they did mhus

subject to the approbation of the censors or the

aediles. (IM At/uaedtui. Jtom.hh.n.) The can? of

the streets and pMivements, w’ith the cleansing and
draining of the city, belonged to the aediles, and
the care of the cloacae. They hod the office* of

distributing com among the plebes, which was
sometimes given gratuitously, sometimes sold at a

cheap rate ; but this distribution of com at Rome
must not be confounded w*iih the duty of purcltaslng

or procuring it from forc^ parts, which w'as px*r-

formed by the consuls, quaestors, and praetors, and
sometimes by an extraordinary magistrate, as the

praefectus annonae. The aediles hud to sec that

the public lands wore not improp>cr)y used, and
that the pxisture-grounds of the state were not

trespassed on
;
and they had pMwer to punish hy

fine any unlawful act in this respiect. The fines

were employed in paving roods, and in other

public purpwses. They had a general superin-

tondonco over buying and selling, and, os a con-

sequence, the supervision of the markets, of things

exposed to sale, sucli as slaves, and of weights and
measures : from this part of their duty is derived

the name under which the aediles are mentioned
by the Greek writers (iyopav6tun). It was their

business to bih* that no new deities or religious

rites were introduced into the city, to look after

the observance of religious ceremonies, and the

celebrations of the ancient feasts and fcsti>als.

The general superintendence of police compre-

hended the duty of presen'ing order, decency, and
the inspection of the baths, and houses of enter-

tainment, of brothels, and of prentitutes. The
aediles had various officers under them, as prae-

cones, scrilMe, and viatorrs.

The Aediles Cunilcs, who were also tw'o in

number, were originally chosen only from the pa-

tricians, afterwards alternately from the pAtriciunn

and the plebes, and at last indifierently from

both. (Liv. viL I.) The office of curule aediles

was instituted B.C. 365, and, according to Livy,

on the occasion of the plebeian aediles refusing to

consent to celebrate the ludi maximi for the s]kicc

of four days instead of three
;
upon which a

senatus consultum was passed, by which two
aediles were. to be chosen from the patricians.

From this time four aediles, two pleWian and
two curule, were annually elected. (Liv, vL 42.)

The distinctive honours of the aediles cunilet

wore, the sella curulis, from whence their title is

derived, the toga praetexta, precedence in speaking

in the senate, and the jus imaginum. (Cic.

1 I'etT. v. 14.) Only the aediles curules had the

jus edicendi, or the
.
power of promulgating edicta

(Gaius, L 6) ; but the rules comprised in their

edicln served for the guidance of all the aediles.

The cdicta of the cunilc aediles w*ere founded on

their authority as superintendeuts of the markets,
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and of buj-ing and selling in general. Accordingly,

their edicts had mainly, or perhaps solely, reference

to the rules as to buying and selling, and contracts

for bargain and sale. They were the foundation

of the actiones aediliciac, among which arc included

the actio redJtibitoria^ and quanii minoris. (Dig. 2 1

.

tit 1. Dt Aedilicio ^icto ; Gell. iv. 2.) A great

part of the provisions of the aediles* edict relate to

the buying and selling of slaves. The persons

both of the plebeian and curulc aediles were sa-

crosanct!. (Liv. iii. 55.)

It seems that after the appointment of the

curulc aediles, the functions formerly exercised

by the plebeian aediles were exercised, with some
few exceptions, by all the aediles indifferently.

Within five days after being elected or entering

on office, they were required to determine by lot,

or by agreement among themselves, what paks of

the city each should take under his superintend-

ence ; and each ocdile alone had the care of

looking after the paving and cleansing of the

streets, and other matters, it may be presumed, of

the same local character within his district. {Tubul.

Heracl. ed. Mazoch.)

In the superintendence of the public festi\-als

and solemnities, there was a further distinction

between the two sets of aediles. Many of these

festivals, such ns those of Flora (Cic. Verr.y. 14 ;

Ovid. /Tm/. V. 278, &c.) and Ceres, were superin-

tended by either set of aediles indifferently
;
but

the plebeian games {pleLeii ludt) were under the

superintendence of the jdebeian aediles (Liv. xxxL

50.), who had an allowance of money for that

purpose
;

and the fines levied on the pecuxu'ii,

and others, seem to have been appropriated to

these among other public purjwses. (Liv, x. 2.3 ;

xxvii. 6 ;
Ovid. Fast. v. 270, &c.) The celebra-

tion of the Ludi magni or Komani, of the Ludi
scenici, and the Ludi Megalesii or Megalcnses,

belong^ specially to the curule aediles (Liv.

xxxL 50 ;
and the Didascaliae to the plays of

Terence), and it was on such occasions that they

often incurred a prodigious expense, with the view

of pleasing the people and securing their votes in

future elections. This extravagant expenditure of

the aediles arose after the close of the second

Punic war, and increased with the opportunities

which individuals had of enriching themselves

after the Roman arms were carried into Greece,

Africa, and Spain. Even the prodigality of the em-

perors hardly surpassed that of individual curule

aediles under the republic
;

such as C. Julius

Caesar (Plut. Caesar^ 5) afterwards the dictator,

P. Cornelius Lentulus Spinther ; and, above all,

M. Aemilius Scauros, whose expenditure was not

limited to bare show, but comprehended objects

of public utility, as the reparation of ^^-alls, dock-

yards;, ports, and aquacducts. (Cic. de Off. ii. 1 7 ;

Plin. H. N. xxxiii. 3, xxxvL 15.) An instance is

mentioned by Dion Cassius (xliiL 48) of the Ludi

Megalesii being superintended by the plel>cian

aediles ;
but it was done pursuant to a senatus

consultum, and thus the particular exception con-

firms the general rule.

In B. c. 45, Julius Caesar caused two curulc

aediles and four plebeian aediles to be elected
;

and thenceforward, at least so long as the office of

aedile was of any importance, six aediles were

annually elected- The tw’o new plebeian aediles

were called Cereales, and their duty was to Iwk

Bftcr the supply of com. Though their office may
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not have been of any great importance after the

institution of a praefectus annonac by Augustus,
there is no doubt that it c.xistod for several cen-

turies, and at least as late ns the time of Gordian.

The aediles belonged to the class of the

minores mngistratus. Dionysius states that the

aediles were originally chosen at the comitia

curiata (ix. 43) ; but this is not probable. The
plebeian aediles were originally chosen at the

comitia centuriata, but afterwards at the comitia

tributa (Dionys. vi. 90. ix. 43. 49 ;
Liv. ii. 56,

57), in which comitia the curulc aediles also were
chosen, at the same time (Plut Marius, 5) ; but
it appears that there was a separate voting for

the curulc and the plebeian aediles, and that the

curule aediles were elected first It appears that

until the lex annalis was passed, a Roman citizen

might be a candidate for any office after completing

his twenty-seventh year. This lex annalis, w'hich

was passed at the instance of the tribune L.

Villius Tappulus, B.C. 180, fixed the age at which
each office might be enjoyed. (Liv. xl. 44.)

The passage of Livy docs not mention what were
the ages fixed by this law

;
but it is collected

from various passages of Roman writers, that the

age fixed for the aedileship was thirty-six. This,

at least, was the age at which a man could be a
candidate for the curule aedileship, and it does not

appear that there was a diffenmt rule for the
plebeian aedileship. In Cicero’s time, the aediles

were elected some time in .July, the usual place of

election was the Field of Mars (Campus Martins),

and the presiding magistrate was a consul.

The aediles existed under the emperors
;
but

their powers were gradually diminished, and their

functions exercised by new officers created by the

emperors. After the Imttle of Actium, Augustus
appointed a praefectus urbi, who cxerciski the

general police, which had formerly been one of the

duties of the aediles. Augustus also took from
the aediles, or exercised himself, the office of

superintending the religious rites, and the banish-

ing firom the city of all foreign ceremonials
; ho

also assumed the superintendence of the tcmjilcs,

and thus may be said to have destroyed the aedile-

ship by depriving it of its old and original func-

tion. This will serve to explain the fact men-
tioned by Dion Cassius (!%'. 24), that no one
M’os willing to hold so contemptible nn office, and
Augustus was therefore reduced to the necessity

of compelling persons to tike it
:
persons were ac-

cordingly chosen by lot, out of those who had
served the office of quaestor and tribune ; and this

was done more than once. The last recorded in-

stance of the splendours of the aedileship is the

administration of Agrippa, who volunteered to take

the office, and repaired all the public buildings and
all the roads at his own expense, •without drawing

anything from the treasury. (Dion Cass. xlix. 43

;

Plin. H. N. xxxvi. 15.) The aedileship had,

however, lost its true character before this time.

Agrippa had already been consul before he accepted

the office of aedile, and his munificent expenditure

in this nominal office was the close of the splendour

of the aedileship. Augustus appointed the cunile

aediles specially to the office of putting out fires,

and placed a body of 600 slaves at their command ;

but the praefecti vigilum afterwards performed this

duty. In like manner the curatores viarum were
appointed by him to superintend the roads near

the city, and the quatuorv'^iri to superintend those

c 2
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CO AEGINKTAUUM FKIUAR
within Home. I'he euratortM opn-um puUtcontm
And the curatortM uhei Tibcrit^ also appointed by
Auguktiu, fttripped the aodi]e« of the mnaining
few duties that might be calk'd honourable. 'J hey

lost also the Buporintendciiee of wells, or springs,

and of the aquaeducts. (Frontinus ii. De jiguae-

ductUpHS.) They retained, under the early em-

perors, a kind of police, for the purp«>se of repress-

ing open licentiousness and disortler : thus the

baths, (^ting-houses, and brothels wore still sub-

ject to their inspection, and the registmliMi of

prostitutes was still within their duties. (Tacit.

Annul. IL 85.) AVe read of the aediles under

Augtistus making search after libellous books, in

order that they might be burnt ; and also under

Tiberius (Tacit Ann. iv. 35.)

The coloniae, and the municipia of the later

period, had also their aediles, whose numbera and
functions Toried in di6ferent places. They seem,

how'erer, as to their pow’crs and duties, to have re-

sembled the aediles of Rome. They were chosen

annually. {De Afdd. See. Otto. Lips. 1732.)

The history, powers, and duties of the aediles

are stated with great minuteness by Bchubert, De
Hont€utorum lib. iv. Hegimontii, 1828.

See also Wunder, De i?<mioiiormn QtmUiU Aedi-

ItHtn Cum/ium, in his edition of Cicero's Oration

Pro Cn. Plancio, Leipzig, 1830. [G. L.)

AEOITUI, AEDITUMI, AEDITIMI
{vttaKipOiy ^((Uopot), persons who took care of the

temples, and attend^ to the clconing of them.

Notw'ithstanding this menial senice, they partook

of the priestly character, and are sometimes even

called priests by the Greek grammarians. (Suid.

Hesych. Etym. M. s. r. t Pollux, i. 14.)

In many cases they were women, as 7'imo in

Herodotus (vi 134), who also speaks of her as

i^o^oxopor, from which it is clear that in some
places several of these priests must have been at-

tached to one and the same temple, and that they

differed among themselves in rank. Subsequently

the menial services connected with the office of the

Neocori were left to slaves and the latter became a

title given to priestly officers of high rank, of whom an

account is given in a separate arikle. [Nx(xx)RI.]

The aeditui lived in the temples them,

and acted as ciceroni to those persons who
wished to see them. (Plm. II. N. xxxvi. 4. § 10 ;

CSe. Verr. iv. 44; Liv. xxx. 17; Schol. ad Ilor.

Kp. ii. 1. 230.) In ancient times the aeditui were

citizens ^^“t under the emperors freedmen. (Serv.

iui Virq.Aen. ix. 848.)

AKG INETA'UUM FE' RIAE {Kiyurrruv
iopr4\)y a festival in honour of Powidon, which

lasted sixteen days, during which time everj-

family took its meals quietly and alone, no slave

iK'ing allowed to wais and no-stranger invited to

{lartake of them. From the circumstance of each

family being closely confined to itself, those who
sol(*muiscd this festival a-ere called povo^yoi.

Plutarch {Quatst. Graec. 44) traces its origin to the

Tmjon war,and says thaSas many of the Aeginetans

liad lost their lives partly in the siege of Troy and
jwnly on their return home, those who reached

their native island were received indeed w'ith joy

by their kinsmen ; but in order to avoid hurting

the feelings of those families who had to lament

the loss of their friends thought it proper

neither to show their joy nor to offer any sacrifices

in public. Every family, therefore, entertained

privately their friends who had returned, and

AEGIS.

acted themselves as attendants, themgh not with-

out rejoicings. [L. S.1

AEGIS (047ft), the shield of Zeus rignifiea

literally a goat-skin, and is formed on the same
analogy witli a fawn-skin. (Herod, iv. 1 89.)

According to ancient mythology, the aegis worn by
Zeus was the hide of the goat Amalineia, which
had suckled him in his infancy. Hygious relates

{Adron. Duel. 13), that, when he was preparing

to resist the Titans he was directed, if he wished
to conquer, to wear a goat-skin with the head of

the Gorgon. To tliis particular gnat-skin the term
aegis was oRcrwards confined, llomer always re-

presents it os port of the armour of Zeus whom on

this acemmt he distinguishes by the epithet oe^s-

learing (al7(oxov). Hs however, asserts that it

w*as borrowed on different occasions both by Apollo

(//. XV. 229, 307—318, 360, xxiv. 20), and by
Athena (//. ii. 447—449, xviiL 204, xxL 400).

The skins of v-arious quadrupc^ds having been
used by the most ancient inhabitants of Greece

for clothing and defence, we cannot wonder that

the goat-skin was employed in the same manner.

It must also be borne in mind that the heavy
shields of the ancient Greeks were in port sup-

ported by a belt or strap (reXo^S balteus) posting

over the right shoulder, and, when not elevated

with the shield, descending transversely to the left

hip. In order that a goat-skin might serve this

purpose, two of its legs would prolxibly be tied

over the right shoulder of the wearer, the other

extremity being fastened to the inside of the shield.

In combat the left arm would be passed under the

hide, and would raise it together with the shield,

os IS shown in a marble statue of Athena, pre-

sen'cd in the museum at Naples, which, fk»m its

style of art, may be reckoned among the most an-

cient in existence.

Other statues of Athena represent her in a state

of repose, and with the goat-skin falling obliquely

from its loose fastening over her right shoulder, so

as to pass round the body under the left arm. The
annexed figure is taken from a colosial statue of

Athena at Dresden.

q
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Another mode of wearing this garment, also of

peaceful expression, is seen in a statue of Athena
at Dresden, of still higher antiquity than that last

referred to, and in the reiy ancient image of the
same goddess from the temple of Zeus at Aegina.
In both of these the aegis covers the right as well

as the left shoulder, the breast, and the back, fall-

ing behind so as almost to reach the feet Schom
(in Bbttiger's Amalthea^ iL 215) considers this as
the original form of the aegis.

By a figure of speech, Homer uses the terra

aegis to denote not only the goat-skin, which it

properiy signified, but together with it the shield
to which it belonged. By thus understanding the
word, it is easy to comprehend both why Athena
is said to throw her father's aegis around her
shoulders (71. r. 738, xviii. 204),*and why on one
occasion Apollo is said to hold it in his hand and
to shake it so as to terrify and confound the
Greeks (77. xv. 229. 807—321), and on another
occasion to cover with it the dead body of Hector
in order to protect it from insult (xxiv. 20). In
these passages we must suppose the aegis to mean
the shield, together with the large expanded skin
or belt by which it was suspended from the riaht
shoulder.

As the Greeks prided themselves greatly on the
rich and splendid ornaments of their shields, they
supposed the aegis to be adorned in.a style cor-
responding to the might and majesty of the father
of the go^. In the middle of it was fixed the
appalling Gorgon's head (//. v. 741), and its

border was sonounded with golden tassels

(3i^at'oi), each of which was worth a hecatomb
(iL 446-^49). In the figures above exhibited,
the serpents of the Gorgon's head are transferred
to the torder of the akin.

By the later poets and artists, the original con-
ception of the aegis appears to have been for-

gotten or disregarded. They represent it as a
breast-plate covered with metal in the form of
scales, not used to support the shield, but extend-
ing equally on both sides from shoirlder to

shoulder
; as in the annexed figure, taken firom a

statne at Florence.

With this appearance the descriptions of the

by the fjOtin poets generally correspond.

(Vug, Aen. viiL 435-^38
; Val. Flacc. vi. 174 ;

Sid. ApoIL Carm, 15 ; SiL Ital. ix. 442.)

It is remarkable that, although the aegis pro-
perly belonged to Zeu^ yet we seldom find it as
an attribiite of Zeus in works of art. There is,

however, in the museum at Leyden, a marble statue
of Zeus, found at Utica, in which the aegis hangs
over his left shoulder. The armexed figure is token
from an ancient cameo. Zeus is here represented
with the aegis wrapt round the fore part of his
left arm. The shield is placed underneath it, at
his feet.

^

The^ Roman emperors also assumed the aegis,
rntending thereby to exhibit themselves in the
character of Jupiter. Of this the armed statue of
Iladnan m the British Museum presents an ex- )

ample. In these cases the more recent Roman
TOnwption of the aegis is of course followed, co-
mci^g with the remark of Servius {Aen, viiL
4m), that this breast-armour was called aegis^en w<^ by a god ; lorioa, when worn by a roan.
(Comp. Mart. viL 1.) [j,
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AEINAUTAE ma^'ivlmtos at

Miletus, consisting of tho chief men in the state,

who obtained the supreme power on the deposition

of the tyrants, Thoas and Damnsenor. Whenever
they wished to de!il>eratc on important matters,

they emharke<l ojj l>oard ship (hence their name),
put out at a distance from land, and did not return

to shore till they bad tnuisacted their business.

(Pint. <)uaest. (Jraec, 32.)

AEIPHU'OIA (on^iryfa). [Kxsilitm.]
AEISITI (Af^orroi). [PavTaNKU’M.] '

AENE.\TO'UES (ahenatorea, Amm. Marc,
xxiv. -I), were those who blew upon wind instru-

ments in the Roman army, namely, the buc-

cimitores, eomicine*^ and tuhicine*^ and they were
so called because all these instruments were made
of ofs or bronze. (Suet Oi<». 32.) Aeneatores

were also employed in the public games. (Sen. Ep.
84.) A coiir;/ium ammforum is mentioned in in-

scriptions. (Orelli, /wser. No. 40.^1),)

AENIGMA (ofKt-y/xa), a riddle. It a|^)enrs

to have been a very ancient cust -m among the

Greeks, especially at their symposia, to amuse
themselves by p^^pofing riddles to be solved.

Their partiality for this sort of amtisement is at-

tchted by the fact that some persons, such as

Theodectes of Plinselis and Aristonymus, acquired

considerable reputation as inventors and writers of

riddles. (Athen. x. pp. 451, 452, xiL p.538.) Those
who were successful in solving the riddle proposed

to them received a prize, which had bwn pre-

viously agreed upon by the company, and usiuilly

consisted of wreaths, taeniae, cakes, and other

sweetmeats, or kisses, whereas a person unable to

solve a riddle was condemned to drink in one
breath a certain qu.\ntityof wine, sometimes mixed
with salt water. (Athen. x. p.457 ; Pollux, vi. 107 ;

Ilesych. $. r. ypitpos.) Those riddles which have
conic down to tu are mostly in hexameter verse,

and the tragic as well as comic aTitors not unfre-

qucntly introduced them into their plays. Pollux

(L c.) distinguishes two kinds of riddles, the

ofy<7>ta and yp7<pof^ and, according to him, the

former wus of a jocose and the latter of a serious
\

nature
; but in tho writers whose works have come

dowm to us, no such distinction is observed ; and
there are passages where the name yoi<pot is

given to the most ludicrous jokes of this kind.

<.\ristoj»h. Vt'fp. 20 ;
comp. Becker, Charities^

vol. L p. 473.) The Romans seem to have been too

serious to find any great amusement in riddles ;

and when Oellius (xviii. 2) introduces some Ro-
mans at a banquet engaged in solving riddles, wc
must remember that the scene is laid at Athens ;

and we do not hear of any Romans who invented

or wrote riddles until a very late period. Appu-
leius WTv>to a work entitled Libtr Lndicromm ft

Ciriphornmy which is lost .\fler the time of Ap-
puleius, several collections of riddh*s were made,
some of which are still extant in MS. in various

libraries. [L. S.]

AF) NITM, or ATIE^NUM (sc. tw), a brazen

vessel, used for boiling, is defined by Paullus to

be a vessel hanging over the fire, hi which water

was lioilcd for drinking, w'hercas food was boiled
|

in the (Dig. 33. tit, 7. s. 18. § 3.) This
distinction is not, however, alw'ays obsen'cd

; for

w'c read of fixid lieing cooked in the ar««m. (Juv.

XV. 81 ;
Ov. M(t. vi, 645.) The word is also

frequently used in the sense of a dyer's copper

;

and, as purple was the roost celebrated dye of
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antiquity, we find the expressions Aw/oniamur'iiMOT,

T*frium &c. (Ov. Fast, iiu 822 ;
Mart,

xir. 133.)

AEO R.\, or EO'R.\ (<u«pa, /evpa), a festival

at Athens, accom{>aiiied with sacrifices and ban-

quets, whence it is sometimes called f68«rvur.

The common account of its origin is as follows :
—

Icarius wras killed by the shepherds to whom he
had given wine, and who, btnng unacquainted

with the effects of this beverage, fancied in their

intoxiaition that he had given them poison.

Erigone., his daughter, guided by a faithful dog,

discoven'd the corpse of her father, whom she

had sought a long time in vain ; andi, praying to

the gods that all Athenian maidens might perish

in the same manner, hung herself. After this oc-

currence, many Athenian women actually hung
themselves, apparently without any motive what-
ever ; and when the oracle was consulted respect-

ing it, the answer was, that Icarius and Erigone

must be propitiated by a festival. (Hygin./*ort.
Aftron. iL 4.) According to the Etymohtjictin^

the festival was celebrated in honour of

Erigone, daughter of Aegisthus and Clytaemnestra,

who came to Athens to bring tho charge of matri-

cide against Orestes before the Areiopagus ; and,

when he w*as acquitted, hung herself, with tho

same W'ish as the daughter of Icarius, and with
the same consequences. According to llcsychius,

the festival was celebrated in commemoration of

the tyrant Tetnaletis, but no reason is assigned.

Eustathius {ad Horn, pp. 389, 1535) calls the

maiden who hung herself Aiora. But as the festival

is also called ’AA^jj (apparently from the wan-
derings of Erigone, tho daughter of Icarius), the

legend which was first mentioned seems to be tho

most entitled to belief. Pollux (iv. 7. § 55) men-
tions a song made by Theodorus of Colophon,

which persons used to ling whilst twinging them-
selves {iif al^paii). It is, therefore, probable

that the Athenian maidens, in remembrance of

Erigone and the other Athenian women who had
hung theroscives, swung themselves during this

j

festival, at the same time singing the above-

mentioned song of Theodorus. (Sec also Athen.
xiv. ^ 618.) [L. S.]

AKRA. [ClIRONOLOGl.V.l

AERA'RII, a doss of Roman citizens, who
are said not to have been contained in the thirty

tribes instituted by Ser%*ius Tullius. It is, how-
ever, one of the moat difficult points in the Homan
constitution to determine who they were ; since all

the passages in which they are mentioned refer only

to the power of the censors to degrade a citizen,

for bad conduct, by removing him from his tribe

and making him an aerarian ; but w'c nowhere
find ar\y definition of what an aerarian was. The
Pseudo- Asconius {ad CVc. divin, im CaecU. p. 103,

od. Orelli), says that a plebeian might be degraded

by being transferred to the talmlac Caeritum and
becoming an acrarius. The error in this state-

ment U, that not only a plebeian, but a senator

and an cqiu's also might b^omc an aerarian, while

for a plebeian there was no other punishment ex-

I

cept that of becoming an ai'mrmn. From the

I

Picudo-Asconius wc collect that to have one's

name transferred to the tables of the Caerites w'as

equivalent to becoming an aerarian ;
secondly, that

an aerarian no longer belonged to a century
; and,

thirdly, that he bad to nsy the tribute in a dif-

ferent manner from the other citizens. Tbeso state-
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menu are confirmed br the ScboliatU Cniquliu

on Horace {EpUi. L 5. G2) and by Oellitu (xvi.

13). If we strictly keep to what we there learn,

we cannot adopt the opinion that the aerarians

consisted of artisans and freedmen (Niebuhr, //»«/.

of RornAf Tol. i. p. 472), for some artisans had a
very honourable position in the Serrion constitu-

tion ; but there were certain occupations, espociallv

those of retail dealers (aiapoaes, frdm)\oi), whicli

were thought degrading, and which were carried

on generally by isopolices, who took up their nl>odo

at Rome, and the number of this cki^ of persons

(mamripes or eivt$ $in« tujfragio) may have been

very great. These people we conceive to have

been the oerartt, not, indeed, on account of their

occupation, but because they were citizens who
did not enjoy the suffrage. Hence the Cocrites

were probably the first body of aerarians \ and
any Roman citizen guilty of a crime punishable

by the censors, might be degraded to the rank of

an acrarian; so that his civic righu were sus-

pended, at least for the time that he was an
aerarian. But we cannot suppose that the fact of

a Roman citizen engaging in trade brought about

such a degradation ; for there can be little doubt

(bat the persons constituting the city tribes (Jrilma

atiMMoe) were m<^ or less all engaged in trade and
commerce. Hoice, to remove a man from a country

tribe to a city tribe, cannot have l>een equivalent

to making him an aerarian (Cic. pro CltmtU 43),

and the latter can have been the case only when
he was excluded from all the tribes, or when he

belonged to a city tribe
;
so that moving him from

his tribe was equivalent to excluding him from all

iribcf. Persons who were mode in/arntt likewise

became aerarians, for they lost the jus hononim
and the snflTagium. (Augustin. <U ( Hv. Dei^ iL 13

;

Cic. pro Clmemt. 42.) The two scholiasts above
refeiWd to agree in stating that the aerarians had
to pay a tributum pro capite

;
and that this tax

was considerably higher than that paid by the

other citizens, most be inferred from Livy (iv.

24), who states that Aemilius Mamcrcus was
made an aerarian octuplicato censu. They were
not allowed to serve in the legions ; but as they

nevertheless enjoyed the protection of the state,

such a high rate of taxation cannot be considered

unjust.

It has been asserted that the lUjtrtiui, ns such,

belonged to the class of the aerarians ; but this

opinion is founded upon a wrong statement of

Plutarch {Poplie. 7), that freedmen did uot obtain

the suffrage till the time of Appius Claudius
;
for

Dionysius (iv. 22) informs us that Servios Tullius

incorporated them with the city tribes. (Comp.
Zonaras, vii. 9 ; Huschkes, Vtrfattunri de$ Serv.

TuU. p. 494, See, ;
Obttling, Ge$ck, der Sta<tU'

rtrf p. 260, dec. ; Becker, Ilandlmidt der Rom,
Affrrth, vol. ii. pp 183—196.) [L. S.]

AERA'RU TRIBU'NI. [Abs Equbstri
;

Tr»uki.J
AERA'UIUM (vh Jjj^tdo’ioi'), the public trea-

sury at Rome, and hence the public money itself.

After the banishment of the kings the temple of

Saturn was employed, upon the proposition of

Valerius Poplicola, as the place for keeping the

public money, and it continued to be so used till

the Inter times of the empire. (P)ut. PopL 12,

Qitaeat. Rom. 42 ; Festus, s. e. Aerarium).* Be-

* Of this temple three Corinthian pilUirs with
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sides the public money and the nccotmts connected

with its receipts, expenditure, and debtors, va-

rious other things were preserved in the treasury
;

of these the most important were:—.1. The
standards of the legions (Liv. iiL 69, iv. 22, vii.

23). 2. The various laws passed from time to

time, engraven on brazen tables (SueL Cats. 28).

3. The decrees of the senate, which were entered

there in books kept for the purpose, though tho

original documents were prcserv'cd in the temple of

Ceres under the outody of the aediles. (Joseph.

Ant. xiv. 10. § 10; Plut Cat. Min. 17 ;
Cic.

de Leg. iii. 4 ; Tac. Ann. iii. 61.) [Akoilxk.]
4. V'arious other public documents, the reports

and despatches of all generals and governors of

provinces, the names of all foreign ambassadors

that came to Rome [Lbuatus], Ac.

The aerarium was the common treasury of tho

state, and must be distinguished from the pu/Jimm,

which was the treasury of the populus or the pa-

tricians. It is mentioned as one of the grievances

of the plcl>eians that tbo booty gained in war
was frequently paid into the publicum {redigitur in

ptdAicutn\ instead of being paid into the aerarium,

or distributed among the soldiers (Liv. ii. 42);
but since we no longer read, after the time of the

decemrirate, of the booty being paid into the pub-

licum, but always into the aerarium, it is supposed

by Niebuhr that this whs a consequence of de-

ceravirat legislation. (Niebuhr, Hist. Rom, vol.it.

notes 386, 954.) Under the republic the aerarium

was divided into two ports : the common irvsisury,

in which were deposited the regular taxes [Thi-

Bt'Ti’M ;
Yxctioalia], and from which were

taken the sums of money needed for the ordinary

expemdituro of the state
;
and the sacred treasury

(oerorttfm sanctum or sanetius, Liv. xxvii. 10 ; Flor.

iv. 2 ;
Coes. Ii. C. 114; Cic. ad AH. vii. 21),

which WRs never touched except in cases of ex-

treme peril. Both of these treasuries were in the

temple of Saturn, but in distinct parts of the temple.

The sacred treasury seems to have been first es-

tablished soon after the capture of Rome by the

Oauls, in order that the state might ala*ays have

money in the treasury to meet the danger which

was ever most dreaded by the Romans,— a
war with the Oauls. (Appian, B, C. il 41.) At
first, proluibly part of the plunder which the

Humans gained in their wars with their neigh-

bours was paid into this sacred treasury ; but a

regular means for augmenting it was established

in B. c. 367 by the Lex Manlia, which enacted

that a tax of five per cent {vice-tima') upon the

value of every manumitted slave should be paid

into this treasury. As this money wixs to l>c pre-

sent'd, and therefore space was some object, it had,

at least at a later time, either to be paid in gold

or was kept in the treasury in gold, since Livy

speaks of aurum ricmrt/narium (Liv. vii. 16, xxvii.

10 ;
comp. Cic. at/. AU. il 16). A portion of the

immense wealth obtained by the Homans in their

conquests in the East wras likewise deposited in the

sacred treasury ; and though we cannot suppose

tho architrave arc still extant, stinding on the

Clivus Capitolinus to tho right of a person as-

cending the hill. It w*as rebuilt by L. Muuatius
Plancus in thu time of Aogfustus (Suet. Aug. 29 ;

Orelli, Inscr. Na 590), and again restored by Sep-

timius Sevenis. (Becker, Hundbuch dcr Romis-

chen AitertAumer, vol. i. p. 315.)

c 4
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that it wai (pared in the civil war* Ixlwccn
Marius and Sulla, yet Julius Caesar, when he ap-

propriated it to hU own use on the breaking out of

the second civil war, B. c. 4!), still found in it enor-

mous sums of money. (Plin. H. N. xxxiiL 3. s. 17 ;
|

Dion Cass. xlL 17 ; Oms.vi.15; Lucan, iiL 155.) i

Upon the establishment of the imperial power
under .\ugtistus, there w*as an important chance
made in the public income and expenditure. He
divided the provinces and the administration of the

envemment between the senate, as the representa-

tive of the old Roman people, and the Caesar : all

the property of the former continued to be called

aemrinm^ and that of the latter received the name
of frVwj. [Fisci’ 8.] The oeran'uw consequently

received all the taxes from the provinces belonging

t'i the senate, and tikewnse most of the taxes which
had formerly been levied in Italy itself, such as

the revenues of all public lands still remaining in

Italy, the tax on manumissions, the custom-duties,

the w*ater-rates fur the use of the w'ater brought

into the city by the aquaeducta, the sewer-rates,

&c.

Besides the ocrariKm and the Jfsrau, Augustas

established a third treasury, to provide for the pay
and support of the army, and this received the

lutmc of (itfriTinm mUiUtrr. It was founded in the

cons\iIehip of M. Acmilius Lepidiis and L. Amin-
tiuA, A. D. 6, in consequence of the difficulty which
was experienced in obtaining sufficient funds from

the ordinary revenues of the state to give the sol-

diers their rewards upon dismission from scnice.

Augustus paid a very large sum into the treasury

upon its foundation, and promised to do so evety*

year. In the Momimentum Ancyranum, Augustus

is said to have paid into the treasury in the con-

sulship of Acmilius and Arruntius 170 millions of

sesterces
;
but this sum is probably the entire

amount which he contributed to it during his whole
reign. As he reigned eight years and a half after

the establishment of the treasury, and would pro-

liuhly have mode the payments half yearly, he
would in that case have contributed ten millions of

se>ierc(*s ovciy half year. He also imposed sevexal

new taxes to be paid into this aemrinm. (SucL
49 ;

Dion Cass. Iv, 23, 24, 25, 32 ; Monu-
nu-n/unt Anfynmum^ pp. 32, 65, ed. Franzius and
Zmnptius, lb*rol. 1845.) Of these the most im-
portant w;w the vicfsima kereiWatnm rt leffntontTH^

n tax of live {»er cent, which had to be paid by
cverj' Roman citizen upon any inheritance or legacy

iKung left to him, with the exception of such as

were left to a citizen by his nearest relatives, or such

as were below a certain amount (Dion Cass. Iv.

25, Ivi. 28 ; IMin. Punry. 37—40 ;
Capitol. M.

AnUm, 1 1.) This tax was raised by Caracalla to

ten per cent, liiit subsequently reduced by Macri-

nus to five ( Dion Cass. Ixxvii. .9, Izxviii. 12), and
CTcntually abolished altogether. (Cod. 6. tit 33.

a. 3.) There also paid into the aerarium mili-

tire a tax of one per cent upon eveiy* thing sold at

auctions (cerUesima rrnun rmaliuiny, reduced by
Vil»eriu8 to half per cent (rf«een/e«ma), and after-

wards altolished by Caligula altogether for Italy

(Tar. Ann. i. 78, ii. 42 ;
Suet (hi. 16) ; and

likewise a tax upon every slave that was piir-

ch:uK.‘d, at first of tw'n j)cr cent (fpuntjue^sima)^

and afUTUurds of four |)er cent, (rptinfa et i-ircsima)

of its value, (Dion Ciiss. Iv. 31 ; Tac. Atm. xiil

31 ; 0^l^ll^ /aser. No. 3336.) licsides these taxes,

no doubt tiic booty obtained in war and not dis-
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tributed among the soldiers was also deposited in

the military treasury.

The distinction bt'tweon the aerarium and the

fiscus continued to exitt at least as late as the

roign of M. Aurelius {rh /3o<riA.iK6K trol rh

Dion Cass. Ixxi. 33 ; Vulcat Gallic. At?ui. Cuts.

7) : but as the emperor gradually concentrated

the administration of the whole empire into his

hands, the aerarium likcw'iic became exclusively

under his control, and this wc find to have been
the case even in the reign of M. Aurelius, when
the distinction between the aerarium and the fiscus

was still retained. (Dion Ckus. Ixxi. 33.) When
the acmrium ceased to belong to the senate, this

distinction between the aerarium and fiscus natu-

rally ceased also, as both of them were now the
treasury of the Caesar

;
and accordingly Uler

jurists used the words aerarium and fiscus indis-

criminately, though properly speaking there was no
treasury but that of the (Caesar. The senate, how-
ever, still continued to possess the management of
the munici[>al chest (area puijica) of the city.

(Vopisc. Attrelian. 20.)

In the time of the republic, the entire management
of the revenues of the state belonged to the senate

;

and under the superintendence and control of the
senate the quaestors bad the charge of the aem-
rium. (Sbnatits; Quaestor.] With the excep-

tion of the consuls, who had the right of drawing
from the trensuiy whatever sums they pleased, the

quaestors hod not the power to make payments to

any one, even to a dictator, without a special order

from the senate. (Po)yb. vL 12, 13 ;
Liv. xxxviii.

55; Zonar. vii. 13.) In B.C. 45, when no quaes-

tors were chosen, two praefects of the city bad
the custody of the aerarium (Dion. Cass. xliiL 48);
but it duubtl(>ss passed again into the hands of the

quaestors, when they were elected again in the

following year. In their hands it seems to have
remained till b. c, 28, when Augustus deprived

them of it and gave it to two praefects, whom he
allowed the senate to choose from among the prae-

tors at the end of their year of office
; but as he

8u.spected that this gave rise to canvassing, he en-

acted, in n. c. 23, that ta'o of the praetors in office

should have the charge of the aerarium by lot.

(Suet Odftr, 36 ; Dion Cass. liii. 2, 32 ;
Tac,

Ann. xiiL 29.) They were called /?rtirtor€» fieron*

(Toe, Ann. L 75 ;
Frontin. de Aquae Ihtct. 100) or

ad aerarium (Orelli, Inter, n. 723). This arrange-

ment continued till the reign of Claudius, who
restored to the quaestors the care of the aerarium,

depriving them of certain other offices which they

had received from Augustus (Tac. Ann. xiii. 29 ;

Suet Claud. 24 ;
Dion. Cass. lx. 24) ;

but as their

age seemed too young for so grave a trust, Nero
took it from them and gave it to those who bad
been praeters, and who received the title of prae-

freti oerorii. (Tac. Ann. xiii. 28, 29.) During
the latter port of the reign of Trajan, or the begin-

ning of that of Vespasian, a fresh cliangc seems to

have been made, for we read of prae/ores aerarii

in the time of the latter (Tac. I/ist, iv. 9) ; but in

the reign of Trajan, if not before, it was again en-

tnisted to praefects, who appear to have held their

office for two yean
;
and henceforth no further

change seems to have been made. (Plin. Vanrtj.

91, St2, Ep. X. 20 ;
Suet Claud. 24.) They arc

called in inscriptions praefecti aerarii S^atumi^ and
they appear to have had quneston also to assist

them in their duties, as we find mention of quaes-
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tores arrarii Saiunii in inscriptions tinder Hadrian

and Si'vcraa. (Ondin*,An/./n«r. p. 125. n. 6. p. 131.

n. 3; Grutcr, p.1027, n.4.) These pracfects had
jurisdiction

;
and before their court in the temple

of Saturn, all information* were laid respecting

property due to the aerorium and fifcus. (Plin.

Paneg. 36 ; Dig. 49. tit. 14. u. 13, 15.)

The omrriam militare was under the care of

distinct ptacfects, who were first appointed by lot

from among those who bad filled the office of

praetor, but were afterwards nominated by the

emperor. (Dion. Cass. It. 25 ;
comp. Tac. Ann.

T. 8.) They frequently occur in inscriptions under

the title of pratfreti aerarii mUitaris. (Walter,

Gmekickte de$ Homieeken ReelUSy pp. 201, &c., 397,

dec. 2d edition ; Lipsius, ad Toe. Ann. xiii. 29.)

AES (xaAxds). These words signify both

pure copper and a composition of metals, in which
copper is the predominant ingredient In the

latter sense they should not be translated 6ras*,

but rather bronze. Brass is a combination of copper

and xinc^ while all the specimens of ancient objects

fonned of the compound material called oe«, are

found upon analysis to contain no sine
;
but, with

very limited exceptions, to be composed entirely of

copper and ft's, which mixture is properly called

bnnxe. Our chief information about the copper

and bronse of the ancients is derived from Pliny

(//. N. xxxiv.). Copper, being one of the most

abundant and generally distributed of the metals,

was naturally used at a very early period by the

Greeks and Romana Pliny (//. M xxxiv. 1)

mentions three of its ores {Uipuies oerori), namely,

eodmia., cAo/ctris, and aurichalcnm or oricAo^ram,

into the exact nature of w'hich this is not the place

to inquire.

In the most ancient times wc can ascend to, the

chief supply came from Cyprus, whence the modem
name of copper is said to be derived. (Comp. Horn.

Odps. i. 184, and Niteach's Note ; Plin. //. N. vii.

56. a 57) ;
but according to an old tradition it

was first ^und in Euboea, and the town of Chaleis

took its name from a copper*mine. (Plin. II. N.
iv. 12. s. 21.) It was also found in Asia and the

south of Italy, in Oaul, in the mountains of Spain

(comp. Paus. vi. 19. § 2), and in the Alps. The
art of smelting the ore was perfectly fiuniliar to the

Greeks of Homer's time. (0>mp. Hesiod. Tkeog.

861—866.)
The abundance of copper sufficiently accounts for

its general use among the ancients
;
money, tasea,

and utensils of all sorts, whether for domestic or

sacrificial purposes, ornaments, arms offensive and

defensive, furniture, tablets for inscriptions, musical

instruments, and indeed ex'ery object to which it

could be applied, being made of it (Hesiod, Op.
et IH. 150, 151 ; Lucret v. 1286.) We have a

remarkable result of this fact in the use of xaA/r«i!s

and where working in iron is meant
(Horn. Od. ix. 391 ;

Aristot Po^t. 25.) For all

these purposes the pure metal would be com-

paratively useless, some alloy being necossary both

to harden it and to make it more fusible. Ac-
cordingly, the origin of the art of mixing copper

and tin is lost in the mythological period being

ascribed to the Idoenn Dactyli The proportions

in which the component ports were mixed seemed

to have been much studied, and it is remarkable

how nearly they agree in all the specimens that

have been analysed. Some bTonie nails fit>m the

ruins of the Treasury of Atreus at Mycenae
;
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some ancient coins of Corinlh ; a very ancient

Greek helmet, on which is a boustrophedon in-

scription, now in the British Museum
;

portions of

the breastplates of a piece of armour called the

Bronzes of Siris, also preserved in our national col-

lection
; and an antique sword found in France,

produced in 100 parts,

87*43 and 88 copper
12‘53 and 12 tin •

99-96 loo
At a later period than that to which some of (he

above works may be referred, the addition of a
variety of metals seems to have been made to the
original combination of copper and tin. The writers

on art make particular mention of certain of these
bronzes which, notwithstanding the changes they
underwent by the introduction of novel elements,
were still described by the words and aes.

That which appears to have held the first place in

the estimation of the ancients was the aee Corinthi
odtm, which some pretended was an alloy made ac-
cidentally, in the first instance, by the melting and
running together of various metals (especially <70/^
and bronze^ at the burning of Corinth by Liicius

Mummius, in b. c. 146. (Plin. H.N. xxxiv. 2. s. .3

;

Floras, iL 16.) This account is obriouslr incor-

rect, as some of the artists whose productions
are mentioned as composed of (bis highly valued
metal, lived lon^ before the event alluded to.

Pliny (/, c.) parucnlariset three classes of the Co-
rinthian bronze. The first, he inys, was white
{eandidmn\ the greater proportion of rVrer that
was employed in its composition giving it a light

colour. In the second sort or quality, ^d was in-

troduced, in sufficient quantity to impart to the
mixture a strong yellow or gold tint The third
was composed of equal portion* of the different

metals. Some, however, contend that the aes
Corintkiaeum was no composition of precious metals
at all, but merely a very pnre and highly refined

bronze. (Fiorillo, in the Kmstblatty 18.32, No.
97.) The next bronze of note among the ancient
Greek sculptors ia distinguished by the title of
hepatixon^ which it seems it acquired from its

colour, which bore some resemblance to that of the
liver (^wap). Pliny says that it was inferior to

the Corinthian bronze, but was greatly preferred

to the mixtures of Delos and Aegina, which, for a
long period, had the highest reputation. The colour
of the bronze called kepatizon must bare been very
similar to that of tbe dnqne cento bronzes— a dull

reddish brown. Before the invention of these sorts

of bronze, the first in order of celebrity was the
aes Deliacum. Its reputation was so great that

the island of Delos bc<mmo the mart to which all

who required works of art in metal crawded, and
led, in time, to the establishment there of some of

the greatest artists of antiquity. (Plin. /. c. 2. s. 4.)

Next to the Delian, or rather m competition

with it, the aes Aeginetieum was esteemed. No
metal was produced naturally in Aegina

;
but the

founders and artists there were most skilful in

their composition of bronze. The distinguished

tcnlptors, Myron and Polycleitua, not only vied

with one another in producing tbe finest wewks of

art, but also in the choice of the bronze they used.

Myron preferred the Delian, while Polycleitus

adopted tbe Aeginctan mixture. (Plin. //. N.
xxxiv. 2. s. 5.) From a passage in Plutarch it

bas been inppoced that this fiir-famcd Deliaa
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bronse was of a light and somewhat sickly tint

(See Quatreraere do Quincy, Juftiier Ul^npien ;

Plut De Pyth. Orac. 2.) Plutarch says, that in

his time its composition was unknown. For fur-

ther infonnation on the composition of bronze, see

L. Sarot (A^kiu. Ant p. ii. c. 17), Falbroni (in the

Atti deW Aead. Itat. vol. L pp. 203—245, and (tvi-

tiny. Gel. Anxeiy. 1811, No. 87), and Winckel-

mann (RVrAe, voL v.).

No ancient works in brass, properly so called,

have yet boon discovered, though it has been af-

firmed that sine was found in an analysis nmdc of

an antique sword (see Mongcz, Mem. de

but it appeared in so extremely small a quantity,

that it hardly deserved notice
;

if it was inde^
present, it may rather be attributed to some acci-

dent of nature than to design. On the subject of

metals and metallurgy in general, seeMsTALLUM,
and for the use of bronze in works of art sec

Statuaria. [P*S.]

AES (money, nummi aHnei or aerii). Since

the most ancient coins in Rome and the old

Italian states, were made of acs, this name was

given to money in general, so that Ulpion (Dig.

50. tiL 16. s. 159) says, Etiam atireof nummos ae$

dicimms. (Compare Uor. An 345, JCp. i. 7.

23.) For the same reason we have oes o/^trm,

meaning debt, and aera in the plural, pay to the

soldiers. (Liv. v. 4 ; Plin. //.A', zxxiv. 1.) The
Romans had no other coinage except bronze or

copper (o«s), till B. c. 269, fivo years before the

first Punic war, when silver w*os first coined
;

gold was not coined till sixty-two years after silver.

(Plin. //. A^. xxxiil 13.) For this reason Argen-

tinus, in the Italian mythology, was made the son

of Aesculanua (Quia pritu aena pecunia in usu

csss eoepit post aryentea. August. De Civ. Dei^

iv. 21.) Respecting the Roman copper money, sec

As, and respecting the Greek copper money sec

Chalcous.
AES CIRCUMFOR.VNEUM, money bor-

rowed from the Roman bankers {argentarii^ who
had shops in porticoes round the forum. (Cic. Ad
Attic, ii. 1.)

AES EQUESTRE, AES HORDEA'RIUM,
and AES MIEITA'REI, weic the ancient terms

for the pay of the Roman soldiers, before the regu-

lar stipendium w*as introduced. The aee eqnestrt

was the sum of money given for the purchase of

the horse of an eques ; the aes hordearium^ the

sum of money paid yearly for the keep of the

horse of an eques, in other w'ords the pay of an

eques
; and the aes milUart^ the pay of a foot

soldier. (Gaius, iv. 27.) None of this money seems

to have been taken from the public treasuiy% but

to have been paid by certain private persons, to

whom this duty was assigned by the state.

The aes Kof^earimm^ which amounted to 2000
asses, had to be paid by single women (WJuae, L e.

both maidens and widow’s) and orphans (or6i), pro-

vided they possessed a certain amount of property,

on the principle, as Niebuhr remarks, that in a mili-

tary state, the women and children ought to con-

tribute for those w’ho fight in behalf of them and
the comroonweallh

;
it being borne in mind, that

they were not included in the census. (Liv. i. 43 \

Cic. de Hep. ii. 20.) The equitos had a right to

distrain (^iV^rif capio) if the aes honlearium was
not paid. (Gaius, L e.)

The aes equestre^ which amounted to 10,000
asses, w*as to be given, according to the statomeut

AES UXORIL’M.

of Livy (f, c.), out of the public treasury (or;>u5fi4w)«

but os Gaius says (/. r.), that the equites had a
right to distrain for this money likewise, it seems
impossible that this account can be correct ; for w«
can hardly conceive that a pri>‘ate person had a
right of distress against a magistrate, that is,

against the state, or that he could distrain any of

the public property of tho state. It is more pro-

bable that this money was also paid by the single

women and orphans, and that it was against these

that the equites had the same right to disUaiu,

as they had in the case of the aes hordeariutn.

Tho aes mUitare^ the amount of which is not

expressly mentioned, had to be paid by the trihuni

aerarii^ and if not paid, the foot soldiers had a
right of distress against them. (Cato, ap. GeJL
vii. 10 ;

Van*. L. L. v. 181, cd. Muller; Fcstus,«. r.

aerarii tribum i Gaius, /. e.) It is generally as-

sumed from a passage of the Pseudo-Asconius (m
I’err. p. 1 67, ed. Orclli), that these trilfuni aerarii

were magistrates connected with the treasmy*, and
that they were the assistants of the quaestors

;

but Madvig {De TrUmnis Aerariis Disputatio^ in

OpusetUa^ vol. iL pp. 258—261), has brought for-

ward good reasons fur believing that the trUmni
aerarii were private persons, who were liable to tho

payment of the aes milUare., and upon whose pro-

perty a distress might be levied, if the money were
not paid. lie supposes that they were persons

whose property was rated at a certain sum in the

census, and that they obtained the name of tribmni

aerarii^ either because they received money from the

treasury for the purpose of |nying the soldiers, or

liecause, which is toe more probable, they levied

the trihutum^ W'hich was imposed for the purpose
of paying the army, and then paid it to the soldiera.

Tho state thus avoided the trouble of collecting the

tributum and of keeping minute accotmts, for which
reason the vectigalia were afterwards fiirmed, and
the foot-soldiers were thus paid in a way similar

to the horse-Boldicra. These trilmni aerarii were no
longer needed when the state took into its own
hands the payment of the troops [Exxrcitus],
hot they were revived in b.c. 70, as a distinct

class in the comroonw*eaIth by the Lex Aurelia,

which 'gave tho judicia to the senators, equites and
trihuni aerarii. [Tribi’NI Arraril] The opinion

of Niebuhr {Hist. o/Rome^ vol. i. p.474.), that tho

aes mi7(Vare was paid by tho aemrUns [AiRARti]
is, it must be recollected, merely a conjecture,

which, however ingenious, is supported by no an-

cient authority.

It has been well remarked by Niebuhr {Hist,

ofHome., vol. iL p. 442), that the 2000 asses, which
was the yearly fiay of a horseman, give 200 assos

a month, if divided by 10, and that the monthly
pay of a foot soldier was 100 asses a month. It

must bo recollected that a year of ten, and not of

tw’elve months, was used in all calculations of pay-
ments at Rome in very remote times.

AES MANUA'RIUM was the money won in

playing with dice, manUms fJoUeetum. Manus was
the throw in the game. All who threw certain

numbers, were obliged to put down a piece of

money
; and whoever threw the Venus (the highest

throw) won the whole sum, which was called the

aes manuarinm. (Gell. xviL 13 ;
Suot^iug. 71.)

AES UXO'RIUM, a tax paid by men who
reached old age without having married. It was
first imposed by the censors, M. Furius Camillas
and M. Posturoius, in B. c. 403, but we do not
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know whether it continued to be leried nfterwardi.

(Fe^tue, t. r. ;
Val. Max. ii. ^. § 1 ; Plut Camill, 2.)

[Lxx Julia rr Papia Poppaea.1
AESTIMATIO LITIS. [Judxx.]
AESYMNETES (oijrvfu^Tijr, from ofcrci^^a

juit portion,*' hence ** a perwm who give* erery

one hu just portion **), ongmallr signified merely a

judge in the heroic games, but afterwards indicated

an indiridual who was occasionally invested volun-
|

torily by his fellow-citizens with miliiuited power

in a Greek state. His power, according to Aristotle,

partook in some d^Tce of the nature l^th of kingly

and tyrannical authority ; since he was appointed

legally and ruled over willing subjects, but at the

same time was not bound by any laws in his pub-

lic administration. (Aristot iii. 9. § 5,

iv. 8. § 2 ; Hesyefa. a r.) Hence Theophrastus cnils

the office Tuporvlf o/p«T^, and Dionysius (T. 73)

compares it with the dictatorship at Rome. It

was not hereditary ; but it was sometimes held

for life, and at other times only till some object

was accomplished, such as the reconciling of the

various factions in the state, and the like. We
have only one express instance in which n person

received the title of Aesymnetes, namely, that of

Pittocus, in Mytilcnc, who was appoint^ to this

dignity, because the state had long tom
asunder by the various foctions, and who succeeded

in restoring peace and order by his wise regulations

and laws. (Pionys. . 73 ; Strnb. xiiL p 617 ; Plut
•Sb/oN, 4 : Diog. Lal^ L 75 ;

Plehn, LeMaea^ pp.

46,48.) There were, however, no doubt many other

persons who ruled under this title for a while in

ihc various states of Greece, and those legislators

bore a strong resemblance to the aesymnetes, whom
their fellow-citizens appointed with supreme power
to enact laws, as Dracon, Solon, ^leucus and
Charondas. In some states, such as C}*me and
Chalcedon, it was the title borne by the regular

magistrates. (Wachsmuth, HfUen. Alterihum.

vol i. pp. 423, 441, 2d ed. ;
Tittroann, GrietA,

Staain. p 76, dec. ; Sebdmano, Antiq. Jur. PM.
Oraec. p 80 ;

Hermann, SXaattaUerik. § 63.)

AETAS. [Infans ; Impubbs.]
AETO'LICUM FOEDUS. (Koiphp rwi^Alrd^

Ko$tf.) The inhabitants of the southern criast of the

eodntr}’, afterw'ards called Aetolio, appear to have
formed a tort of confedemry os early as tho time

of Homer. (74 ii. 638, Ac., xiii. 217 dec.) In

the time of Thucydides (iii. Ill), the several

Aetolian tribes between the rivers Achelous and
Evenus, appear to have been quite independent of

one another, although they were designated by the

common name of Aetolians
;
but wc nevertheless

find that, on certain occasions, they acted in concert,

a* for example, when they sent embassies to foreign

powers, or when they had to ward off the attacks

of a common enemy. (Thuc /. c., iii. 9.5, dec.)

It may therefore be admitted that there did not

exist any definite league among the tribes of Arto-

lia, and that it was only their common danger that

made them act in concert; but such a state of

things, at any rate, facilitated the fonnation of a

league, when the time came at which it was needed.

But the league appears os a very powerful one very

soon aAer the death of Alexander the Great, viz.

daring the Laminn war against Antipater. (Diod.

xix. 66, XX. 99.) How far its organisation tvos

then regulated is unknown, though a certain con-

stitution most hare existed ns early as that time,

since we find that Aristotle wT^ a work on the
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Aetolian constitution. ( Strab. viL p. 321.) But it

1^'as certainly w'anting in internal solidity, and not

based upon any firm principles. In B. c. 204, two
of the heads of the confederacy, Dorimachus and
ScopaSfWere commissioned to regulate its coiutitu-

tion, and it w*as perhaps in consequence of their

regulation, that a general cancelling of debts was
decreed two years later. (Polyb. xiii. 1, /•Vo^.

68.) The characteristic difference l)ctween

the Aetolian and Achaean leagues, was that the

former originally consisted of a confederacy of

nations or tribes, while the latter was a confederacy

of towns. Hence the ancient and great towns of

the Aetolians, throughout the period of the league,

ore of no importance and exercise no influence

whatever. Even Thermon, although it was the

head of the league, and the place where tho ordi-

nary meetings of the confedemtes were held (Polyb.

V. 8, zviii. 31, xxviit 4 ; Strab. x. p. 463), did not

serve as a fortress in times of w’nr, and whenever
the Aetolians a*cre threatened by any danger, they
preferred withdiawing to their impregnable moun-
tains.

The sovereign power of tho confederacy was
vested in the general assemblies of all the confede-

rates (xoirbr AlrstfXw*', coatiiimm Adoforma)^
and this assembly unquestioivably had the right to

discuss all questions respecting peace and war, and
to elect the great civil or military officers of the

league. It is however clear, that Uiose asaemblies

could not be attended by all the Aetolians, for

many of them were poor, and lived at a great dis-

tance, in addition to which the roads were much
more impassable than in other parts of Greece.

The constitution of the league was thus in theory

a democracy, but under the cover of that name it

was in reality on aristocmey, and the name Panae^
toiicutn, which Livy (xxxi. 29) applies to the Aeto-

ian assembly, must bo understood accordingly, ns

an assembly of the wealthiest and most influential

persona, who occasionally pasted the roost arbitnuy

resolutions, and screen^ the maddest and most
unlawful acts of the leading men under the fine

name of a decree of all the Aetolians.

We have already mentioned that the ordinary

place of meeting was Thermon, but on extraordinary

occasions assemblies were also held in other towns
belonging to the league, though they were not

situated in the country of Aetolia Proper, c. g. at

Hemcloia (Liv. xxxiii. 3), Naupactus (xxxv. 12),

Hypata (xxxvL 2, 8), and Lamia (xxxr. 43, 44).

The questions which were to bo brought before tho

assembly were sometimes discussed previously by
a committee, selected from the great mass, and
called Apocleli (AwdirAirroi, Suid, $. v.

;
Liv. xxxvi.

28.) Some writers believe that the Apocleti formed

a permanent council, and that the thirty men sent

out to negotiate with Antiochus were only a com-

mittee of the Apocleti (Polyb. iv. 9, xx. 10,

xxi. 3 ;
Tittmann, Grifch. SUtaisver/. p. 727.)

The geneml assembly usually met in the autumn,

when the officers of the league were elected. ( Polyb.

iv. 37.) Tho highest among them, as among those

of the Achaean league, bore tho title of <Trparrfy6sy

whose office lasted only for one year. The first

whose name is known, was Eurydamus, who com-
manded the Aetolians in the w*ar against the Gala-

tians. (Paus. x. 16. § 2.) The strategus had the

right to convoke the assembly
;
he presided in it,

introduced the subjects for deliberation, and levied

the troops. (Liv. xxxvuL 4.) He had his share
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of the boot^ nmde in war, but wai not allowed to

voto in d^iftiona upon peace and war. ( Liv. xzzt.

25.) This a*aa a wise precaution, as a sangnine

stnitcguB might easily have inTolved the league in

wars which would have been ruinous to the nation,

liii name w'os signed to all public documents,

treaties and decrees of the general assembly. An
exception occurs in the peace with the Uomans,
because they themselves dictated it and abandoned

the usual form. (Polyb. xxii. 15.) Respecting

the mode of election, we arc informed by llesychius

(a. r. irvdfi^ rorpl^), that it was decided by white

and black beans &nd not by voting, but by draw-

ing lots so that we must suppose the assembly

nominated a number of candidates who then had
to draw lots drew a white bean
was strategus.

The officers next in rank to the strategus were

the hipparchus and the public scribe. (Polyb. xxii.

15 :
comp. Liv. zxxviii. 11.) Wc further bear of

ffvyfSpot, who act as arbiters (Bockti, Co/p. Inter.

vol. iL p. 633), and ronoypd^i^ who however may
have had no more to do with the writing down of

laws than the Athenian nomothetac. (Bbckh,

1. c. pp, 857, 858.)

With the exception of the points above men-
tioned, the constitution of the AetoUan league is

involved in great obsairity. There are, however,

two things which appear to have had an injurious

cflect upon the confederacy, first the circumstance

that its members were scattered over a large tract

of countr}', and that besides Aetolia Proper and
sontc neighbouring countries *uch as Locris and
Thessaly, it embraced towns in the heart of Pelo-

ponnesus the island of Cephalenia in the wesS and
in the cast the town of Cius on the Propontis

;
in

the second place, many of the confedemtes had
l>cc*n forced to joui the league, and were ready to

nlumdon it again as soon as an opportunity oHered.

(Polyb. iv. 25 ; comp. xxiL 13, 15 ;
Liv. xxxviiL

11.) The towns which belonged to the league

of course enjoyed isopolity
;
but as it endeavoured

to increase its strength in nil possible wavs the

Actolians also formed connections of friendsfiip and
alliance with other states w'hicb did nut join the

league. (Polyb. ii. 46.) The political existence

of the league was destroyed in a. c. 189 by the

treaty with Home, and the treachery of the Roman
party among the Aetolians themselves caused in

acl67 five hundred and fifty of the leading

patriots to be put to death, and those who lurvivcd

the massacre, were carried to Rome as prisoners.

(Liv. xlv. 31 ;
Justin, xxxiiL 2 ;

comp. Tittmonn,

JJ(irtteiiung der Grict^. Staattrtrf. p. 721, &c.

;

Lucas L'c^r DarsteUung det Aetol. liundesy

Kbnigsberg, 1827, 4to. ; K. F. Hermann, Griech.

StaatsuUerth. § 183 ; Schorn, G^tchichte GrieehenL

p.25,£cc. ;
Rrandstater,7>te6'esQ^desAe/u/. Landet^

Fo/Xm und Bundet^ p. 298, &c.) [L. S.]

AETO'MA (ifT«/Mi). [Fastigil’ju.J

AFFI XES, AFFFNITAS, or ADFPNES,
ADFTN1TA& Alhnitas is that relation into

which one family comes w'ith respect to another by
n marriage between the members oT the respective

families ; but it is used more pAiticularly to express

the M'lation of husband and wife to the cognati of

wife and busliond respectively. The husband and
wife were also affines with respect to their being

members of different families
; and the betrothed

husband and wife (sponsus sponnia) with reference

to their intended marriage. AHinitas can only be

AOELA.

the result of n lai^'ful marriage. There are no
degrees of affinitas corresponding to those of cog-

nntio, though there are terms to express the variuua

kinds of affinitas. The father of a husband is the

soccr of the husband's wife, and the father of a

wife is the soccr of the wife's husband ; the term

ocnis expresses the same affinity with respect to

the husbwd's and wife's molliers. A sou's wife

is nuriia or daughter-in-law to the son's parents
;

a wife's hosband is gener or son-in-law to the wife's

parents.

Thus the arus, avia— pater, mater— of the

wife become by the marriage respectively the socer

roagnus, prosocrus, or socrus magna— socer, socrus

—of the husband,who becomes with respect to them
severally progencr and gener. In like manner the

corresponding ancestors of the husband respectively

assume the same names with respect to the son's

wife, who becomes with respect to them pronunis

and nurus. The son and daughter of a husband
or wife bom of a prior marriage, are called privignus

and privigna, with respect to their step-fittber or

step-mother ; and, with respect to such children,

the step-father and step-mother aro severally called

vitriens and nnvcrca. The husbands brother be-

comes levir with respect to the wife, and his sister

becomes Glos (the Greek ^dAwr). Marriage was
Unlawful among persons who had become such

affines ns above-mentioned
;
and the incapocity'

continued even after the dissolution of the marriage
in which the affinitas originated. (Gaius, i. 63.)

A person who had sustained such a capitis dlminutio

as to lose both his freedom and the civitos, lost

also all his affines. (Dig. 38. tit lO. s. 4 ; Rocking,
l$istitntionen^ voL i. p. 267.) [G. !>.]

AOALMA (4t«A/4o). [Statuaria.]
AOAMIOU GRAPHE {kyu4dou ypoj^).

[Matrimonitm.]
AOA^SO, a groom, a slave whose business it

was to take care of the horses. The word is also

used for a driver of beasts of burthen, and is some-
times applied to a slave who hod to perform the

lowest menial duties. (Liv. xliiL 5 ;
Piin. //. A'.

XXXV. 1 1 ;
Curt viil 6 ;

Hor. Serm. iL 8. 72 ; Pert.

V. 76.)

AG.ATHOERGI {kynBoapyol). In time of war
the kings of Sparta had a body-gu^ of 300 knights

(/xT«?f), of whom the five eldest retired every year,

and were employed for one year, under the name
of agathoergi in missions to foreign states. (Herod.

L 67.) It has been maintained by some writers

that the agcUhoergi did not attain that rank merely

by seniority, but were selected from the JmrtTt by
the ephors without reference to age. (Ruhnken,
Ad Thnaet Le-iic. Plat $.v.

;
Hcsych. a v. ; Dekker,

Aneed, vol. L a 209.)

A'OELA (07/A.Tj), an assembly of young men
in Crete, who lived together from their eighteenth

year till the time of their marriage. Up to the

end of their seventeenth year they remained in

their father's house
;
and from the eircumstonce of

their belonging to no ageia^ they were called

dirdyc\o(. They were then enrolled in ageloe^

which were of an aristocratic nature, and gave great

power to particular families. An agda always
consisted of the sons of the most noble citizens,

who were usually under the jurisdiction of the

&thcr of the youth a*ho had been the means of col-

lecting the It was the duty of this peraon,

called d7<Adri)v. to superintend the militaiy and
gymnastic exercises of the youths (who were called

3 Dy v^ouglt



ACER
&7<X^0Toi), to accompany them to the chose, and
to punish them when disobedient He was ac-

countable, howerer, to the state, which supported

the a^la at the public expense. All the members
of an <*oe/a were obliged to marry at the same
time. When they ceased to belong to on ngela,

they partook of the public meals for men (^Spcia)

[Svssitia]. These institutions were afteiwards

prcseired in only a few states of Crete, such for

instance as Lyctus. (Ephonis, ap. Strab. x. p. 480,

&C.
;
Hcracl. Pont c. 3. ; Hock, CrWo, ill. p. 100,

&C. ;
Muller, Dor. ir. 5. § 3 ; Hcrmanr., Grieek.

Sfoataalttrihumer^ § 2*2
; Wachamuth, Htllen.

A tieiilntmskitnde^ vol. t. p. 362, 2d cd. ; Krause, Die
Gymnastik u. Aponisiik d. iltUenmy p. 690, &c.)

At Sparta the youths left their parents* bouses at

seven years of age and entered the iSoocu.

AGE MA from the name of a
cbosen body of troops in the Macedonian army,

consisting of horic-soldiers and foot-soldiers, but

usually of the former. It seems to bare varied in

number; sometimes it consisted of 150 men, at

other tiroes of 300, and in later times it contained

as many as 1000 or 2000 men. (Diod. xix. 27,

28: Liv. xxxvii. 40 ; xliii. 51. 58 ;
Curt. iv. 13 ;

Polyb. T. 25, 65, zxxi. 8 ; Ifesych. and Suid.s.r.;

Eostath. ad Od. i. p. 1599, 62.)

ACER is the general term ^>ra district or tract

of country', which has some definite limits, and be-

longs to some political society. Agcr Romanus is

the old territory of the Romans. Agri, in the

plural, often means lands in the country as opposed to

toam : “cst in ogris,*'means “he is in the country :
**

“ mittere in agros,** a phrase that occurs in speak-

ing of the agrarian laws, means to assign portions of

the Ager Publicus to individuals. (Liv. vi 17,

x.2\.)
Terra is on indefinite term : it is a whole coun-

try without reference to political limits, as Terra

Italia.

Ager Publicus a’as the property of the Roman
state, part of the Publicum. Ager Pri^attis arts

|

the property of individuals. Some remarks on the
|

general division of land into Publicus and Privatus,
j

and on the nature of land that was Sacer and Reli-

1

giosus, are contained in the article on the Agrarian
'

Laws. AgiT Occupatorius is land occupied by a

victorious people when the conquered people had
been driven out (liei Affrariae Auctores^ p>45,

cd. Goes.): the possessiones [Agrariab Lxuks]
were included in the Ager OccTipatorius. Such
land as was restored to those who had lost it by
conquest, was called Redditua The Ager Occu-

patorius was also called Ager.\rcifiniiis or Arcifinalis,

so denominated “ab arcendis hostibus** (p. 38. ed.

Goes.). But the tenns Ager Arcifiniua and Occu-
patorius do not aroear to be exactly equivalent,

though some of the writers on the Res Agroria

make them so. Ager Arcifiniut appears to express

the whole of a territory, which nod only some
natural or arbitrary boundary, and was not defined

by measurement (qcii nuUa mensura continetur

;

,

Frontinus.) Such were the scattered portions of

the Roman Ager Publicus. The Ager Occupatorius

might signify so much of the public land included

in the.\rcifiniuB os was held by possessors (occu-

patus), or, os Niebuhr explains it, the term Occu-

patorius w*as confined to the public land, strictly so

called, and designated the tenure under which it

a*as hold.

Frontinus divides lands into three heads (qaa/i-
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tatn') X Ager Divisni ct Assignatus
; Ager menstira

coropreheusus ; Ager Arcifinius. He defines the

Arcifinius, as above stated. The Ager mensura
I comprehcDSUS appears to signify a tract, of which
the limits were defined by measurement, which
was given in the nmu to some community {cujui

modus uHtverius ciritati eti assiynatus)^ of which
he mentions two examples.

Ager Divisus ct Assignatus was public land

that was assigned or granted to private persons.

The verb divido^ or tome form of it, is used by Livy
(iv. 51, V. 30) to express the distribution of the

land. The word amyno indicates the fixing of
the signa or boundaries. Ager QuaesUMius waa
public land, which was sold by the quaestors (ppw

2, 14, ed. Goes.), in square patches, each side of
which was the length of ten linear actus : the square

consequently contained iOO quadxati actus or fifty

jugera.

Ager Limitatus was public land marked out by
limites for the purpose of assignment to coloni or

others. The limites were drawn with reference

to the heavens (p. 150, ed. Goes.)
; and this mode

of dividing the land was founded on the old Etruscan

doctrine, for the Etruscans divided the earth into

parts, following the course of the sun by drawing
a line from east to west, and another from south to

north. This was the foundation of the limites of a
templum, a term which means the celestial vault,

and also so much of the earth's surface as the augur
could comprehend in bis view. This was the

foundation of the Roman Limitalio of land. A
line (limes) was drown through a given point from

cast to west, which was called the Decumontis,

originally Duocimanus* (according to llyginus), l»c-

causc it divides the earth into two parts : another

line was drawn from south to north, which was called

Cardo, “ a mtmdi cardinc.** I'hc length of these

two chief limites would be determined by the limits

of the land which vi-as to l>c divided. The points

from which the two chief limites were drown varied

according to circumstances. Those which were pa-

rallel to the Dccumonns were Prorsi, direct ; those

which were wirallel to the Cardo were Transversi,

transverse. The limes was therefore a term applied

to a boundary belonging to a tract of land, ai)d the

centuriae included in it, and is different from finis,

which is the limit of any particular property. The
Becuroani, Cordines, and other limites of a district

form an unchangeable kind of network in the midst

of thcchangcable properties which have their several

fines (Rudorff ). The distance at which the limites

were to be drown, would depend on the magnitude

of the squares or centuriae, as they were called, into

which it was proposed to divide the tract. I'hc

whole tract might not be square: sometimes the

Decumani Limites would be only half as long ns the

Cordines (p. 154. ed. yoes.). Every sixth limes,

reckoning from the Decumanus and including it,

was wider than the intermediate limites, and those

wider limites served as roads, but they were nut

included under the term of Viac Publicae, though a

limes and a via publica might sometimes coincide,

(llyginus, ed. Goes. p. 163.) The narrower limites

were called Linearii in the provinces, hut in Italy

* Duocimanus, according to Hyginua, was
changed into Dccimonns ;

“ Decumanus," says

Niebuhr, “ probably from making the figure of a

cross, which resembles the numeral X, like dccus-

satus." N either explanation is satufactoiy.
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they were cftllcd Subruncin. The limitc* paraHcl

to the cardo were drawn in the same way.

The Roman measure of length used for land

was the actus of 120 feet: the square actus was

14,400 square feet
;
and a juger or jugerum was

two actus quadrati. The word centuria properly

means a hundred of any thing. The reason of

the term centuria being applied to these divi-

sions may be, that the plebeian centuries contained

loo actus, which is 50 jugera, the amount con-

tained in the portions put up to sale by the quaes-

tors: but Siculus Flaccus (p. 15, ed, floes.) gives

a diflforent account. The centuria sometimes con-

tained 200 jiigem, and in later periods 240 and

400. This division into centuriae only compre-

hended the cultivable land. When a colony was

founded or a tract of land was duided, that part

which did not consist of amble land was the com-

mon property of the colony or settlement
;
and was

used as posture. Such tracts appear to be the

Compascuus Ager of the Lex Thoria (c. 4, Ac.).

The bind that w'as thus limited, would often have

an im'giilar boundary, and thus many centuries

would l>e incomplete. Such pieces were called

Snhscciva, and were sometimes granted to the

colony or community, and sometimes reserved to the

state. That such portions existed in some quantity

in Italy is shown by the fact of Vespasian and Titus

making sales of them, and l>omilian is said to

have restored them to the possessors.

A plan of each tract of limited land was engraved

on metal (aes), and deposited in the tabularium.

This plan (forma) showed all the limites or cen-

turiae, and was a pennanent record of the original

limitation. Descriptions also accompanied the plan,

which mentioned the portions that Iielonged to dif-

ferent indiriduals, and other particulars. (Siculus

Flaccus, Dt Divit. tt Atsifi. Goes., p. 16 ;
and

the passages collected by Brissonius, Seitr<i. er Jur.

CiriL ill c. 6.) Some of these records, which be-

long to an early period of Roman )iistory,arc men-
tioned by Siculus l''laccus as existing when he

wrote (p. 24. ed. Goea). These registered plans

were the best evidence of the original division

of the lands, and if disputes could not be settled

otherwise, it was neccasar}* to refer to them.

As to the marks by which boundaries w'ere dis-

tingviished, they were difliercnt in the case of Ager
Arcifinius and Ager Limitntus. In the case of

Ager Arcifinius, the boundaries were cither natural

or artihcial, as mountain ridges, roads, w*ater sheds,

rocks, hills, ramparts of earth, walls of rubble, and
ao forth : rivers, brooks, ditches and water conduits

wore also used as boundaries. Marks were also

made on rocks, and trees were planted for this

purpose, or were left standing (orbores intactae,

antemissae). Trees were often marked : those

which were the common property of two land-

owners were marked on both sides
; and those

which Ivelonged to a single proprietor were marked
on the side which was turned from the proprietor's

land (nrborct iniijmos, signatac, notatae). By cutting

off a piece of the barl^ a scar would be formed

which would answer os a signum. In angles, such

ns a trihnium or qmidrifiuium, more special boundary
marks were used, for instance, at a tribnium three

trees would be planted. Taps, or pieces of wood,

lead and iron, were also inserted in trees to point

to tome piesc of water as the nearest boundary.

The Ager Limitatus was marked in a different

aay by boundary’ stones and posts, not by natural
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barriers. The boundaries of the territory were
marked by termini, which received their names
under the empire from the emperor who gave the

commiMion for partitioning the kuid. Accordingly,

we 6nd the expressions Lapides Augustvies, Tibe-

riani, and so forth, mentioned as the termini fixed

by these emperors for the boundaries of the colonies

which they founded. The '1‘erraini Tcrritoriales

marked the limits of the district, the Plcurici

ran parallel to the Decumani and Cardines, the

Actuarii Ccnturiales were at the angles of the

centuriae, the Kpipedonici in the centre of the

centuriae, the Proportinnales at the beginning and
end of the jugera. The boundaries of a property

were also marked by termini
;
and the owner of

a property might place termini within it to mark
the pieces into which he divided it for his chil-

dren.

The termini were either posts of wood or stones.

In the colonies of Augustus, the boundaries of the

centuriae were marked by stones ; those of the

several allotments by oak posts (termini robusti,

pali rohoreL) Sometimes pali actuarii are men-
tioned, from which it appears that the boundaries of

the centuriae were sometimes determined by wooden
posts. The stones used in a particular limitatio

were of the same kind and colour in order to make
them more useful as boundary stones. The stones

were either polished (politi, dolati) or rough hewn
(taxati a ferro), or in their entire rough state. The
size \7iried from half a foot to two and a half feet,

and the Uiger might sometimes he mistaken by
ignorant people for mile stones. The form of the

stones also varied, as we sec from the representations

contained of them in the MSS. of the Agrimcnsorcs.

The number of angles varied in those which were
angular: some were cylindrical, some pointed, others

of a pyramidal form. The head stones at the be-

ginning and end of a boundary were more con-

spicuous than those which lay between them. In-

scriptions and marks were also put on the termini.

The termini on the boundaries of the limited land

have often considerable inscriptions
;
the centurial

and pleuritc termini give the number of the century

and the name of the limes. Various kinds of

marks were also devised to facilitate the ascertain-

ing of boundaries without the trouble of referring

to the plan.

These precautions were not alL A stone might be

removed and a boundary might thus become un-

certain. It was accordingly the practice to bury
something under the stone that was not perishable,

as bones, embers and ashes from the offering made
at the time when the stone was set up. Small
coins were also put under it, and fragments of glass,

pottm*, and the like, which would serve to deter-

mine the place of the stone. The same practice is

enjoined by the laws of Mnnu (viiL 249,250,251),
a fact noticed by Dureau de la Malle. On the intro-

duction of Christianity, the practice of making such

offerings aiis discontinued, and this kind of evidence

w'as lost Under the old religion it was also the

practice to traverse the boundaries at the terminalla,

in the month of February. In the case of the

territorial Ivoundaries, this was done by the whole
community ; and pursuant to this old custom, the

iKmndarics of the original territory of Rome, six

miles from the city, were traversed at the terminalla.

Private persons also examined their boundaries at

the terroiivalia, and the usual offerings were made.
The parish perambulations and other pcrambula-
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tiont of modern times boor some resemblance to this

Koouin asagc.

It has been observed that finis, a term which
expresses the boondary of separate properties, mast
not be confounded with Hmes; nor must fundus be

confounded with locus. A fundus has determinate

boandaries ( fines) : a locus is indeterminate, and
may be part of a fundus or comprise more than a

fundus. A dispute about a fundus is a question of

property
; a dispute about a locus or finis is a dis-

]Hite about boundaries.

N iebnhr conjectures ** that a fundus assigned by
the state was considered as one entire fium, as a

wht^e, the limits of which could not be chAnged.**

But he adds, **This did not preclude the division

of estates, nor even the sale of duodecimal parts of

them
;
” and further,

**• The sale or transfer of them,

when the whole was not alienated, was in parts

according to the duodecimal scale.'' But to this it

is replied by Dureau dc la Malic, that when there

were five, seven or nine heredcs, there roust be a

fractional division. A fundus generally had a por>

ticular name which was not change^ and it is

stated that both in Italy and France many of these

properties still have Roman names. But the fact

of a fundus pmerailtf having a name, and the fact

of the name ^ing often preserved, docs not prove

that oil fundi retained their original limits accord-

ing to Roman usage
;
nor does the fact, that there

were sometimes two, sometimes three owners of one

fundus (Dig. 10. tiL 1. s. 4.), prove that a fundus

never had its limits changed, while it disproves

Niebuhr's assertion as to duodecimal parts, unless

the halves and thirds were made up of daodecimal

ports, which cannot be proved. It seems probable

enough, that an original fundus would often retain

its limits unchanged for centuries. But it is certain

that the bounds (fines) of private properties often

changed. Rudorif remarks: '^The bmndary of a

property is changeable. It may by purchase, ex-

change, and other alienation, bo pushed further,

and be carried bock." The localities of the great

Cordines, Decumani, and other Liinites, as the same
writer has been already quoted to show, ore tm-

changeable.

The difficulty of handling this subject is very

great, owing to the corrupted text of the aTiters on

the Res Agraria. The latest edition of these

writers is by Ooesius, Amsterdam, lf>74. Anew
and corrected edition of these writers with a suit-

able commentary would be a valuable contribution

to our knowledge of the Roman land s^’stem. {R^i

Aprariae Awiaret^ ed. Goes.
; Rudorff, ZeU$chrift

fir Geaekickt. Recktww. Ueber die Or&nzschcidungs-

klage, toL X. ; Niebuhr, voL ii. appendix I ; Dureau
dc la Malle, Acoxomis PoUtkpe de$ Rtmain*^ vol. iL

p. 166, Ac.) [G.L.]
ACER SANCTUS {rifitvos). For an account

of the lands in Greece devoted to the service of

religion, see Txmsnob: fm* an account of those

in Rome, see Sacsrdos.
AOETO'RIA (oTin'rfgia.) [Carnkia.]

AGGER (x^Mo)4^rom ad and pero, was used

in general for a heap or mound of any kind which

might be made of stones, wood, earth or any other

substancOk It was more particularly applied to a

mound, usually composed of earth, which was raised

round a besi^^ed town, and which was gradually i

increased in breadth and height, till it equalled or
;

oTcrtof^d the walls. Hence wc find the expres-
I

lions itggert oppidum typpugmart^ oggert oppidwK
\
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I CMi^re ; and the making of the agger is expressed
by the verbs srs^rvere, coMsTraere, Jocere, /aerre^ Ac.
Some of these were gigantic works, flanked

I

with towers to defend the workmen and soldiers,

and surmounted by parapets, behind which the
soldiers could discharge missiles upon the besieged
towns. At the siege of Avaricum, Caesar raised in

twenty-five days an agger 330 feet broad, and 80
feet high. (D. (V. viL 24.) As the agger w’as

soroetintes made of wood, hurdles, and similar
materials, we sometimes read of its Ifcing sot on
fire. (Liv. xxxvL 23 j

Caes. II G. vii, 24, D. C\ ii.

14, 13.) The word agger was also applied to the
earthen wall surrounding a Roman encampment,
composed of the earth dug from the ditch (/bssu),
which R’As usually nine feet broad and seven feet

deep
;
but if any attack was apprehended, the

depth was increased to twelve feet, and the breadth
to thirteen feet. Sharp stakes, Ac., w’erc usnallv
fixed upon the agger, which was then called t'allum.

When both words are used (as in Caesar, R. G. vii.

72, ag;^ ae r<iHum\ the a^r means the mound
of earth

;
and the vallum toe sharp stakes (ro//»),

W'hich were fixed upon the agger.

At Rome, the formidable rampart erected by
Sen-ius Tullius to protect the western side of Rome
was called agger. It extended from the further
extremity of the Quirinal to that of the Esquiline.

It was fifty feet broad, having a wall on the top,

defended by towers, and beneath it was a ditch a
hundred feet wide and thirty feet deep. (Cic. </«

Rep. ii. 6 ; Dionys. ix. 68.) Pliny (//. N. iii. 5.

s. 9) attributes the erection of this mmpart to Tar-
quinius Superbus, but this is in opposition to alt

the other ancient writers who speak of the matter.

AOITATO'RES. [Ciaccs.)
AOMEN. [Kxxrcitus.]
AONA'TI. [CooSATi.]
AONO'MEN. [Nomin.]
AOONA'LIA, or AOO'NIA (Or. Faei. t.

721), one of the most ancient festivals at Rome,
celebrated several times in the year. Its institu-

tion, like that of other religious rites and cere-

monies, w*as attributed to Numa Pompilius. (Ma-
crob. Saturn. L 4.) We learn from the ancient
calendars that it was celebrated on the three fol-

lowing days, the 9th of January, the 21st of May,
and the 11th of December (a. d. V. Id. Jan.; XII.
KaL Jun.; III. Id. Dee.)

; to which we should
probably add the 17th of March (a. d. XVI. Kal.
Apr.)^ the day on which the Lil^ralia was cele-

brated, since this festival is also called Agonia or
Agonium Martiaie. (Varr. L. L. vi. 14, ed. MUl-
Icr ; Macrob. 1. c. ; Kalendarium Vatieanum.) The
object of this festival was a disputed point among
the ancients themselves

; but as Hartung has ob-
served (Die Religion der Romer, voL ii. p. 33), when
it is recollected that the victim which was offered

was a nun, that the person who offered it was the

rex sacrificulus, and that the place where it was
offered was the regia (Var. L. L. vi. 12 ; Ov. Faet.

L 333 ; Fest s. t». Agonitm), we shall not have
much difficulty in tmderstanding the significance

of this festival The ram wiis the usual victim

presented to the guardian gods of the state, and
the rex sacrificulus and the regia could be em-
ployed only for such ceremonies as were connected
with the highest gods and affected the weal of the
whole state. Regarding the sacrifice in this light,

wc see a reason for its being offered several times

in the year.
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The etymology of the name was also a subject
I

of much dispute among the ancients
;
and the va-

'

rious eUmiologics that were proposed ore given at

length by Ovid. (/W. L 319— 332.) None of

these, however, ore at all satisfactory
;
and we

would therefore suggest another. It is well known
that the Quirinal hill wu» originally called

and the Colline gate A^onensis. (Fest. s, re. Ago-’

nium^Quirin€iU$

:

comp. DIODE'S, ii. 37.) What is

then more likely than that this sacrihee should

have been originally offered on this hill, and should

thence have received the name of Agonalia? It

is expressly stated that the sacrifice was offered in
|

(he rryia, or the domus rtgit^ which in the historical

times was situated at the top of the soeru Wa, near

the arch of Titus (Becker, Handlmdt d. Horn. Al-

terth. vol. L pp. *237, 233) ; but in the earliest times

the regia is stated by an ancient writer to have

been upon the Quirinal (Solin. i. 21), and this

statement seems to render our supposition olmost

certain. {CUmieal Mu»eum^ toL iv. pp. 154*

—

157.)

The CTretM Agoftensis^ as it is called, is sup-

}>oscd by many modem writers to have occupied

the place of the present Piaxza Navona, and to

have been built by the emperor Alexander Severus

on the spot W'here the victims were sacrificed at

the Agonalia. Becker {Ibid. pp. 668—670) has

however brought forward good reasons for question-

ing whether this was a circus at all, and shown
that there is no authority whatever fur giving it

the name of circus Agonfnsit.

AGO NES (dywi'cr), the general term among
the Greeks for the contests at their great natioiuU

garoea [Ckrtamina.] The word was also used

to signify law’>suits, and w'Jis especially employed

in the phrase aud ikrlftiiToi. I'l l-

UBMA.]
AGONO'THETAE (iTwyoO/rcu), w'ere per-

sons, in the Grecian games, who decided disputes

and adjudged the prises to the victors. Originally,

the person who instituted the contest and offer^

the prize was the agonoiAfies^ and this continued

to be the practice in those games which were in-

stituted by kings or private persons. But in the

great public games, such as the Isthmian, Pythian,

&C., the agotioUtetae were either the representatives

of different states, as the Ampfaictyons at the

Pythian games, or were chosen from the [>eoplc in

whose country the games were celebrated. During

the flourishing times of the Grecian republics, the

Eleians w'ere the agoruAhtiae in the Oljnnpic games,

tho Corinthians in the Isthmian games, the Am-
phictyons in the Pythian games, and the Corin*

thiniis, Argives, and inhabitants of Cleonoe in the

Nemacftn games. The kyn>yo9irai were also colled

(uffVfiy^ToUf kyvvd{>xtu% dyvKoSliccu, 59Ao04rat,

^Siovxoi or f>a$9ov6fioi (from the staff they

carried os an emblem of authority), fipaius,

fipaStvrai.

AGORA (a7opd), properly means an assembly

of any nature, and is usiuilly employed by Ilomcr

for the general assembly of the people. The agora

seems to hare been considered an essential part in

the constitution of the early Grecian states, since

the bnrltarity and uncivilised condition of the Cy-
clops is characterised by their wanting such an

assembly. (Horn. Ocf. ix. 112.) The t^ro, though

usually convoked by the king, appears to have been

also summoned at times by some distinguished

chieftain, as for example, by Achilles before Troy.
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(Horn. 77. i. 54.) The king occupied the most
important seat in these assemblies, and near him
sat the nobles, while the people sat in a circle

aroiuid them. The power and rights of the people

in these assemblies have been the subject of much
dispute. Platuer, Tittroan, and more recently

Nitzsch in his commentary on the Odyssey, main*
tain that the people was allowed to speak and vote

;

while MUUcr {Dor. iii. 1. § 3), who is followed

by Grote {Hitt, of 6’wrt, vol. ii. p. 91 ), maintains
that the nobles were the only persons who proposed

measures, deliberated, and voted, and that the

people was only present to hear the debate, and to

express its feeling as a body ; which expressions

might then be noticed by a prince of a mild dis-

position. The latter view of the question is con-

firmed by the fact, that in no passage in the

Odyssey is any of the people represented ns taking

part in the discussion
; while, in the Iliad, Ulysses

inflicts personal chastisement upon Thersitea, for

presuming to attack the nobles in the agora. (//.

it 211—277.) The people appear to have been
only called together to hear what had been already
ngr^ upon iu the council of the nobles, which
is caUed (JL ii. 53, ri. 114, yipomtt
0ovKttnal)y and diwwor {Od, ii. 26), and some-
times even kyopd {Od. ix. 112; dTopal $ov\r)-

<f>6poi). Justice was administered in the agora by
tho king or chiefs (lies. Tkoog. 85 ; Horn. Ii.

xviii. 497, &C. Od. xiL 439), but the people had no
share in its administration, and the agora scn*cd

merely the purpose of publicity. The common
phrases used in reference to the agora ore *ls kyop^r
tcaX4tit

;
kyop^y xoi«7<r0cu, rl6((r$ai

;
us r^y kyo-

p^y u<r^4yai.^ aytipsaQoi^ Ac. (Wachsrauth, Hellen.

AlUrtlmmtk. voL i. p. 346, 2d ed.
; Hermann,

Lekrimck. d. Grieck. SiaattaU. § 55 ; Grote, Hist,

of Greece^ voL iL pp. 91— 101.)

Among the Athenians, the proper name for the

assembly of the people was and among
the Dorians ^la. The term c^ora was confined

at Athens to the assemblies of the phylac and
dcmL (Acsch. c. Cte*. g 27. p. 50. 37 ; Schumann,
De Comitiit Athtn. p. 27, Antiq. Jur. PuhL Graec,

pp. 203, 205 ; Buckh, Corp. Inscrip, vol. i, p. 125.)

In Crete the original name kyopa continued to be

applied to the popular assemblies till a late period,

(ikkkcr, Anccdot. vol. i. p. 210.)

A'GORA (&7opd), was the place of publio as-

sembly in a Greek city, both for traffic, and for

the transaction of all public business. It answtrs

to the Roman forum ; and, in (act, it is im|K)ssiblo

to keep these two subjects entirely separate.

In the earliest times, the Agora was merely an

open piece of ground, which was generally in front

of the roj-tU palace, and, in sea-port towns, close to

the harbour. The Agora of Troy was in the cita-

del. Here, the chie& met in council, and sat in

Judgment, and the people assembled to witness

athletic games. It %'as evidently also the place of

traffic and of general intercourse : in one passage

of Homer, we have a lively picture of the idlers

who frequented it It wos^^closed with large

stones sunk into the earth, and seats of marble

were placed in it for the chiefs to sit in judgment,
and it was hallowed by the shrine of one or more
divinities. In the Agora which Homer particularly

describes,— that of the Phocacians,— there was
a temple of Poseidon. (Horn. II. iL 788, vii. 345,

346, xviii. 497—506, CW, vL 263—285, viii. 16,

i
109, xvi. 361.)
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Oat of thii timple arrangement arose the mag-
iiificent of later times, which consisted of

an open space, enclosed by porticoes or colonnades,

divided into separate parts for the various occupa-

tions which were pursued in it, adorned with

•tatttcs, altars, and temples, and built about

with <^i6ccs for the transaction of public and
private business, and for the administration of

justice.

Our information respecting these edifices is

rather scanty. The chief authorities are Pausanias

and Vitruvius. The existing ruins are in such a
state as to give us a very litUc help.

We have, first of all, in this, as in other de-

partments of architecture, to distinguish the an-

cient style (roin that introduced by the Greeks of

Ionia after the Persian war, and more especially

by Hippodomus of Miletus [ace Diet, of Biog. s.r.],

whose connection with the building of iyopiii of a

new form is marked by the name 'Ivwodd/Mui,

which was applied to the Agoro in the Pciroeus.

(Ilarpocr. s.e. The general character

of the Greek &yopd is thus described by Vitruvius

(v. 1):— ** The Greeks arrange their fora in a
s4}uaio form, with very wide double colonnades,

and adorn them with c<ilumns set near one another

and with stone or marble entablatures, and they

moke walks in the upper stories.*'

Among the iyopcu described by Pausanias, that

of the KIcians is mentioned by him (vi. 24) as

Ifcing “ not on the same plan as those of the lo-

nions and the Greek cities adjoining Ionia, but it

is built in the more ancient fashion, with porticoes

separated from one another, and streets between
them. But the name of the Agora in our days is

I/ippcdromaSy and the people of the country ex-

ercise their horses there. But of the porticoes,

the one towards the south is of the Dorian style of

work, and the pillars div.’de it into three parts (in
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this the Hellanodicae generally pass the day) : but
against these (pillars) they place altars to Zeus . .

.

To one going along this portico, into the Agora,

tlicro lies on the left, along the further side of

this portico, the dwelling of the Hellanodicae

(d ’EAXcu'oStacwy) : and thero is a street which
divides it from the Agura . . . And near the por-

tico where the Hellanodicae pass the day, is

another portico, there being one street between
them : this the Eleions call the Corcyracan por-

tico** (because it was built from the tithe of spoil

taken from the Corcj'racans in war). ** But the

style of the portico is Dorian and double, having

columns on the one side towards the Agora, and
on the other side towards the parts beyond the

Agora : and along the middle of it is a wall,

which thus supports the roof : and images arc

placed on both sides against the wall." lie then

proceeds to mention the onuunents of the Agora,

namely, the statue of the philosopher Pyrrlmn ;

the temple and statue of Apollo Acesius
;
the

statues of the Sun and Moon
;
the temple of the

Graces, with their wooden statues, of which the

dress was gilt, and the hands and feet were of

white marble ; the temple of Seileniis, dedicated

to him alone, and not in common with Dionysus ;

and a monumental shrine, of peculiar form, with-

out walls, but with oak pillars supporting the roof,

which was reported to be the monument of Oxylus.

The Agora also contained the dwelling of the six-

teen females, who wove in it the sacred robe for

Hera. It is worthy of remark that several of

these details confirm the high antiquity which

Pausanias assigns to this Agora.

Hirt has drawn out the following plan from the

description of Pausanias. {GesckicAte dcr Bau-

hmd bei den Alten^ Taf. xxl fig. 5.) We give it,

not as feeling satisfied of its complete accuracy, but

as a useful commentary on Pausanias.

, the chief open space of the agora, called, in

the time of Pausanias, hippodnmn*

:

a, colonnades

separated by streets, 6: b, the Stoa in which the

Hellanodicae sat, divided from the Agora by a

street o : c, the house of the Hellanodicae: x, the

Thulus : D, the Corc)'raean Stoo, composed of two

porta, c looking into tho Agora, and d looking away
from it : e, A, small temples : statues of the

Sun and Moon : i, monument of Oxylus : A, house

of the sixteen women.
In this Agora the Stoa, b, answers to the later

iaatVtoo, and the house c, to the prytuneiwn in other

Greek iyofHxl. With respect to the other ports, it

is pretty evident that the chief open space, a, a*hich

Pausanias calls rh threuBpov dyopdr, was de-
voted to public assemblies and exercise, and the

(TT<Ku (a), with their intervening streets (6), to

private business and traffic. Hirt trncei a resem-
blance of form between the Kleian agora and the
Forum of Trajan. It is evident that the words of
Vitruvius, above quoted, refer to the more modern,
or Ionian form of the Agora, as represented in the
following plan, which is also taken from Hirt
(GesQ&icAto tier BauJntnsi^ xxL fig. 1) :

—
u
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A, the open court, surrounded by double colon-

nades and shops: B, the Curia: c, the chief temple,

AGORA.

nlso used 08 a treasury : D, the Basilica, or court of

justice : s, the Tboliis, in connection with the other

rooms of the Prytaneiiim, c, d.

The cut below, which is also from Hirt, re-

presents a section of the Agora made along the

dotted line on the plan.

We gain further information respecting the build-

ings connected with the Agora, and the works of

art with which it was adorned, chiefly from the

statements of Pausanios respecting those of par-

ticular cities, such as Athens (I 5. § 2), Thebes

(ix. 17. § 1), Sicyon (it 7. § 7, 9. § 6), Argos (in

21), Sparta (iii. 11), Tegcn (viii. 47. § 3), Mega-

lopolis (tuL 80. § 2), to which passage the reader

is refoiod for the details. The buildings men-

Uoned in connection with the Agora are:— 1.

Temples of the gods and shrines of heroes [Trm-
plum], besides altars and statues of divinities.

The epithet ^yopiMs is often applied to a divinity

who was thus worshipped in the Agora (Paus.

U, cc. ; Aesch. Eumen. 976 ; Soph. Oed. Tyr.

161, where mention is made of the circular throne

of Artemis in the Agora), and Aeschylus ex-

pressly refers to the ibcol h^pat ^rurxdvoi {SepU

c. Thi>. 271, 272). 2. The Senate-house {fiovXtv-

T^piop), and other places for the meetings of Uie

governing bodies, according to the constitution of the
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particular state : in the Agora at Sparta, for ex-

ample, there were the senate-house of the Ocrontes

and the places of meeting of the Ephuri, the No*
mophylaccs, and the Bidiaci. 3. The residence of

the magistrates for the time being [Pkvtankii’m].
4. Courts of justice [Basilica]. 5. The public

treasury [Thkbaurus]. 6. The prison [CarcerJ.
7. The police station, if such a term may be ap-

plied to an ancient Agora. At Athens, for example,

the station of the thousand Scythian bowmen, w'ho

formed the police force of tbo state, was in the

middle of the Agora : ibis does not, however, seem

to have been a permanent building, but only a

number of tents. 8. Buildings used fur the re-

gulation of the standards of measure, and so forth
;

such as the building vulgarly called the Temple of

the Winds at Athens [Horologium], and the

Millinrium Aurciim at Rome, which seems to have

been imitated from a similar standard at Athens

[Milliarium]. To those rarious buildings must
be added the works of art, with which the open

area and the porticoes of the Agora were adorned
;

which were chiefly in celebration of gods and
heroes who figured in the mythology, of men who
had deserved well of the state, of victories and
other memorable events, besides those which ob-

tained a place there purely by their merits ns

master-pieces of art. As a specimen we may
take the Agora at Athens, a portico of which,

thence ctlled the orod iroiKlAt|, was adorned with

the paintings of Polygiiotus, Micon, and others,

and in which also stood the statues of the ten

heroes whom the Phyhic of

Clcisthenes were named, of Solon, of Harmodiua,

and Aristogeiton, of the orator Lycurgus, and of

very many others. It was customary dso to build

new porticoes out ef the spoils taken in great wars,

as examples of which we luive the Corcyraean ]H>r-

tico at Elis, mentioned above, and the Pminn por-

tico at Sparta.

The open area of the Agora was originally the

place of public assembly for oil purposes, and of

general resort Its use for political purposes is de-

scribed in the preceding article. Here also were

celebrated the public festirals. At Sparta, the

part of the Agora in which stood the statues of

Apollo, Artemis, and Leto, was called 1^
cause the choruses of the Ephehi performed their

dances there at the festival of the Gymnopaedio.

(Paus. iii. 9.) Lastly, it was the place of social

and fiishionablo resort At Athens, hisbionnhlo

loungers were called dydA/4ara icyopas.

Originally the Agora was also the market, and
was surrounded with shops, as shown in the above

plan. As commerce increased, it was found con-

venient to separate the traffic from the other kinds

of business carried on in the Agora, and to assign

to each its distinct place, though this was by no

means universally the case. The market, whether

identical with, or separate from the Agora for po-

litical and other assemblies, was divided into parts

fur the diflerent sorts of merchandise, each of
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course famishod with colonnades, which the cUnuitc

rendered nccetsarv, and piirtly with shops and

stalls, partlj with temporary booths of wicker*

work (o’jfTji'al, llarpocr s. r. ffKi}virrit
;
Demosth.

•Je Cor. p. *284). &ich of these parts was called a

kukAos. It is generally stated that this term wns

applied only to tlmt dmsion of the market where

meet, fish, and such things were sold
;
but Decker

has shoum that it was used also for other parts of

the market {CharUcUs^ toI. L pp. 268, 26!^)* The
several divisions of the market were named oc*

atrding to the articles exposed for sale in them.

(Pull. ix. 47, X. 19.) Of those divUious, the fol*

low'ing were the most important.

The port in which hsh and other delicacies for

the table were exposed to sole was called

or lx^it6m\is ctyopd, and teas the chief

centre of busirtess. It was open only for a limited

time, the signal for commencing business being

given by the sound of a bell, which was obered

w'iih an eagerness that is more than once plea-

santly referred to by the ancient writers. (Plu-

tarch, 5ym/x>s. iv. 4,2 ; Stmb. xiv. p. 658.) The
coarseness and impositions of the fishseUers, and

the attempts of purchasers to licat them down, arc

fntquently alluded to by the comic poeU. (Amphis,
|

ap.Atk. vi. p. 224, c. ;
Alexis, ibid. ; Xenarch. if>id.

\

p. 225, c.; Alexis, ibid, p.226, a,b.; comp. Plat.

xi. p. 917.) It is not quite clear whether meat, '

poultry, and so forth, were sold in the same place

as the hsh, or had a separate division of the market

assigned to them. Bread was partly sold in the
'

assigned place in the market, which was per-

haps the same os the meal-market (r& Ik^ira),

.

and peutly cnrrted round for sale : the sellers

were generally women, and were proverbially

ahusivc. (.\ristoph. Ran. 857, Vfsp. 1389.) In

another part of the market, called were

the w’omen w'ho sold garlands of myrtle and
flowers for festivals and parties. (Plut. Arai. 6 ;

Aristopli. Tf;r*m. 448, 457.) Near these, pro-

bably, were the sellers of ribands and flUets for

the head. (Demoetb. in Eubul. p. 1308.) The
wholesale traflic in wine, os distinct from the

business of the [Caupo], was carried on

in the market, the wine being brought in from

the country in carts, from which it was transfemd

to amphorae : the process is represented in two

pictures at PompeiL (Alexis, ap. Ath. x. p.43I,e.;

A/ks. Borbon. voL iv. Relax, d. Scav. A., and vol. v.

p.48.) [Amphora.] The market for pottery wns

called ; ^<1 nmst not be confounded with

the place where cooks sat and ol&rcd themselves

fur hire, with their cooking utensils: this latter

place was called /Mrycipcto. (Poll ix. 48 ; Alexis,

o^. Ath, iv. p. 164, C) In short, every kind of nc-

ceasary or luxury was exposed for sale in its as-

signed place. Thtu, we And, betides those already

mentioned, the market for onions (t& Kp6pva)^ for

garlick (r^ trx^poSa), feu- nuts (ri xdfva), for

appUs (rh for fresh cheese (d xbttpbs Tvpdr),

for oil (to^Xoiov), for perfumes and unguents (ri

for frankincense (d Xi^cwwrdt), for spices

(rd Ap^fjxtra)y for couches (al xXtMu), for new and
old clothes l^taridvwXir, or <nrctgdiro»X<t,

Poll vii. 78), for books (3<6Xio^xt}), and for

slaves (r^ AySpdwoSa, PolL x. 19). lAistly, a port

of the market was devoted to the money-changers

(rpoorc^rai). [Argsntaril] Mention is some-

times made of the women's market, ywauttla

hyopd^ a term which has given rise to much doubt
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(Theophr. f'Aar. 2 ; Poll x. 18.) The common
explanation is, that it was the poit of the market
to which women resorted to pnrehase what they

wanted for household uses. But it appears clearly

that purchases were seldom mode in the market
by women, and never by free women. The only

plausible explanation is, either that a distinct part

of the market was assigned to those commodities,

the sellers of which were women, such os the

dgrcnr<4Xi3«r, Xcxi6oirwXi3«r, Mrxa3oxwXi8«r, ore-

^^oxctfXi3«s, and others, or else that the term

wns applied to that part of the market where
articles for the use of women were sold. But the

matter is altogether doubtful. The above list of

commodities, sold in the respective divisions of the

market, might be still further extended. Indeed,

with reference to the Athenian market, to which
the description chiefly applies, there can be no

doubt that every article of home produce or of

foreign commerce from the known world was there

exposed for sale. (Sec Tbuc. ii, 18 ;
Xen. Ofcon.

AlA. iu 7 :
Isocr. Raney. 64 ; Ath. xiv. p. 64U,

b,c.)

It is not to be supposed, however, that the sale

of these ^-Rrious articles w*as confined to the market.
Frequent mention is made of shops In other parts

of the city (e. y. Tbuc. viii. 95), and some articles,

such os salt Ash, sct‘m to have lioen sold outside

the gates. (Aristopb. lu/uit. 1246.)

The time during which the market was fre-

quented was the forenoon
;
but it is diflicult to de-

termine precisely how much of the forenoon is

denoted by the common phrases xX^6nuoa hyopb^
•wtpl wK-fidowTav iyophy^ hyopas, (Herod.

iL 173, vii. 223.) Suidas (s. r.) explains xX^^omra
iyopd as &pa rpiVij, but elsewhere (*.p. w«p\ xX^6.

07.) he says that it was either the fotirth, or Afth,

or sixth hour. We might infer that the w'hole

period thus designated wns from nine to twelve

o'clock (equinoctial time)
;
but Herodotus, in two

pas&ngcs (iii. 104, iv. 181) makes a distinction l>e-

tweeii xX^6ou<ra byopd and fit<nip€pla. (Comp.
Liban. Ep. 1084.) The time of the conclusion of

the market was called iyopas StdXvo-ir (Herod, iii.

104, comp. Xenoph. Ckcon. 12, 1 ; and for a fur-

ther discussion respecting the time of the full mar-
ket, see Duker, ad 'iltuc^ viii. 92 ; Wesseling, ad
Diod. Sic. xiii. 48 ;

Perizon. ad Atiian. V. H. xii.

30 ;
Gesner and Reiz, ad Lucian. Pkilop$. 1 1, vol.

iii. p. 38 ;
Bkhr, ad Herod, ii. 173.) During these

hours the market was a place not only of traAic

but of general resort. Thus Boemtes habitually

frequent it as one of the places where he had the

opportunity of convening with the greatest numlxr
of persons. (Xen. Mem. I 1. § 10 ;

PLit. Apt4. p.

17 .) It was also frequented in other parts of the

day, especially in the evening, when many persons

might be seen walking about or resting upon seats

placed under the onTonnades. (Deinosth. in Con.

p. 1258; Pscudo-PiuL Vit. X. (fr. p. 849, d.
;

Lucian, jyp. Trag. 16, voL it p €60.) p]ven tho

shops themselves, not only those of the barbers, the

per^mers, and the doctors, but even those of the

leather-sellers and the barncss-makers, were com-
mon places of resort for conversation

; and it was
even esteemed discreditable to avoid them alto-

gether. (Aristoph. Pint. S37, Av. 1439 ; Xen.
Mem. ir. 2. § 1 ;

Lysias, in Panel, pp 730, 732,
de JnvaL p 754 ;

Demosth. ui Arietog. p 786.)

The persons who carried on tzafAc in the market
were tho country people (dyopoZot), who brmight

D 2
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in their commodities into the city, and the retail

dealers (Kiin)A.o() who exposed the goods pur-

chased of the former, or of producers of any kind

(o^oir»Xat), or of foreign merchants (l^vopoOi for

in the markets. (Plat de Hepvb' p. 371 ;

Xcn. Mem. iii. 7. | 6; Plut Arut. 8 ;
Caupo.)

A certain degree of disgrace was attached to the

occupation of a retail dealer, though at Athens
there were positive enactments to the contrary.

(Andoc. de Mtfst. p. 68 ;
Aristot de lirptA. i. 10,

iii. 5 ;
Plat Leg. xi. pp. 018, 919 ; Diog. l<ncrt I

1 04, ix. 66 ; Aristoph. Krf. 181; Demosth. c. Eubtd.

30, p. 1303.) There is an interesting but very

dilKcult question os to the effect which the occu-

pation of selling in the market had upon the social

position of w'omen who engaged in it (Demosth.

iu A'<fuer. p. 1367 ;
Lys. in Theomn. p. 361 ; Plut

Sol. 23
;
Harpocr. and Suid. $.v. XlmkoKn

;
Becker,

CAurikla^ voL i. pp. 260—266.) The, wholesale

dealers also sold tlieir goods by means of a sample

(Sfiyfut), either in the market or in the pl^
j^led 8«7y^o, attached to the port. (Harpocr.

s. e. ifiyfia
;

Poll. ix. 34 ; Plut Demosth, 23 ;

Plat Ijtg. vii. p. 788 ;
Diphil. op. Aik. xi. p. 499, c.

;

B(k.*kh, Econ. of Alh. p. 58, 2d ed.) The retail

dc:ders cither exposed their goods for sale in their

shops, or hawked them about (Aristoph. AcJtam.

33; Plut Apophih. Lacon, 62, p. 236.) The pri-

vilege of freely selling in the market belonged to

the eitixciis ; foreigners had to poy a toll. (De-
moslli. in Euiul. p. 1308; Dockh,'Arcoit. of Ath.

p. 313.)

Most citizens either made their own purchases

in the market (Aesebin. e. Timarch. p. 87 ;

ArisU)ph. Lysistr. 5.i5—559), or employed a slave,

who was called, from his office, iyopaar^s (Xen.

A/rm. L 5. § 2 ;
comp. Ath. iv. p. 171 ;

Poll. iii.

126 ;
Terent Andr. ii. 2. 31.) Sometimes female

skives performed this office (Lysias, de Coed.

Eratosth. p. 18, comp. p. 11), but such an appear-

ance in public was not permitted to any free wo-

man, except a courtezan (M.'ichon, ap. Ath. xiii.

p. 580.) The philosopher Lynccus, of Samos,

wrote a book for the guidance of purchasers in the

market (Ath. vi. p. 228.) It w*as esteemed dis-

reputable for people to carry home their purchases

from the markets, and there were therefore porters

in attendance for that purpose, who were called

irpo^KciKoi, iraiiofflen'^s, and muSwvcf. (Theo-

phmst Char. xvii.—xxii.
;
llcsych. t. r. vpoCrtacot.)

The preservation of order iu the market was the

office of the Aooranomi.
Both the architectural details of the Agora and

the uses of its tcvoml parts might be farther illus-

trated by the remaiiu of the ir/opd or hyopal (for

it is even doubtful whether there were two or only

one) at Athens ;
hut this would lead us too far into

topographical details. This port of the subject is

fully discussed in the following works: Ijcake,

Topogmphy of Athens ; Krause, Hellas., vol. it ;

Muller, in Ersch and Gruber's Encyclopadie^ art

Attica; HirL, l.ekre d. 6'o6au^/e, eh. v. stip{x 1 ;

Wiichsmuth, Hellcn. AUerthumde. \\A. t supp. 6, b,

2d ed.

For the whole subject the chief modem au-

thorities are the following:— Hirt, AeArs d. Oe-
hduHe d. Crirchen %tnd /foi/ure, eh. v. ;

Stiegllta,

Arrhnol. d. 2i>suhtnst

;

Wochsmuth, HeHenisdie

AUerthumdeunde

;

Bockh, PuDic (kamomy of
Athens ; and especially Becker, CAunT/rs, 4th

scene, vol. t pp. 2.16—296, in the original,
[ F.S.]

AGRAPIUOU ORAPIIE.

AGOR.\'NGMI {hrfopavipoC) were public

fiUK'liunaries iu must of the Grecian staU'S, whose
duties corresponded in many respects to those of

the Roman aediles
;

whence Greek writers on
Roman affiiirs call the aediles by this name. Under
the Roman empire, the agoranomi were called

X<ryi<rrai (SchoL ckf Anlum. 688): they
enjoyed in later times great honour and respect,

and their office seems to have been regarded ns

one of the most honourable in the Greek states.

We frequently read in inscriptions of thoir being

reH*arded with crowns, of which many instancits

are given by Miillcr. {Aeginelica^ p. 138 ) They
w'ero called by the Romans enratores reipnUicae.

(Cod. 1. tiU 54. t. 3.)

Agoranomi existed both at Sparta and Athens.
Our knowledge of the Spartan agoranomi is very

limited, and derived almost entirely from inscri|>-

tions. They stepped into the place of the ancient

Empdori {ipwihMpoi) in the time of the Romans.
They formed a collegium {<rvvapx^'^) with one at

their head, called srpiatvs (Bockh, Chrp. Inscr.

voL i. p. 610 ; and Sauppe in Hheini^es Museum^
vol. iv. p. 159, New Scries.) The Athenian ago-

ranomi were regular magistrates during the flourish-

ing times of the republic. They were ten in

number, five for the city and five for the IViraeeus,

and were chosen by lot, one from each tribe.

(Dem. e. Timocr. p. 735 ;
Aristoph. Acham. 689.)

The rending in Ilarpocration (s. r.

which mentions twenty agomnonii, fifteen for the

city, and five for the Peimoeus, is false. (Itiickh,

Corj\ Inscr. vol. i. p. 337.)

The principal duty of the agoranomi was, as

their name imports, to inspect the market, and to

see that all the laws n^pecting its regulation w*crc

properly ohsen'ed. They had the inspection of all

things which were sold in the market, with the

exception of corn, which H-as subject to the juris-

diction of the airo^vXoMts. [Sitophvi.acs.s.]

The agoranomi had in fiict chiefly to attend to

retail-trade (aamjAefa) : wholesale-trade was not

much carried on in the market-place, and
under the jurisdiction of the ^iri/u<Ayrral too
xopiov. They regulated the price and quantity of

all things which were brought into the market,

and pmiished all persons convicted of cheating,

especially by fiilsc weights and ineasiurot. They
had in general the power of punishing all infraction

of the laws and regulations relating to the market,

by inflicting a fine upon the citizens, and personal

chastisement upon foreigners and shives, for which
purpose they usually carried a whip. They had
the care of all the temples and fountains in the

market-place, and received the tax (feeurbe rfAos)

which foreigners and aliens were obligi'd to pay fur

the privilege of exposing their goods for sale in the

market. (Schol. o<f AruTo/Mk yfcAom. 689
;

Phit.

Leg. vi. p. 763, viii. p.849, xi. pp. 91 7, 918 ;
Lilnn.

/MVawi, 46 ; d-yopas rfAos, Aristoph. Adtam,
861, and Schol.

; Phot. #. v. icard kyopds.)

The public prostitutes were also subject to their

regulations, as was the case at Corinth (Justin, xxi.

5.), and they fixed the price w'hicb each prostitute

was to take. (Suid. and Zonar. s. v. ^laypofipsL.)

The duties of the agoranomi resembled those of the

astynomi [Astvnomi.] (Meier, Att. Process^

pp. 89—92; Bockh, PuU, Eoun. of AthesUy pp. 48,
333, 2nd ed.)

AGRA'PHIOU GRAPIIE' {kypwi^lovypa^).
The nxuncs of oU persons at Athens who owed any
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ram of money to the state (ot ry hffuxri^

\orr#s) were rfpUtcn?d by the pmetnres (wpdx-

rop*s\ upon tablets kept for that purpose in the

temple of Athena,on the Acropolis (Dem. e,Aristofj.

L p. 791 ;
Harpocr. and Suldas, *. v. 'K«w8r)rype*^)

;

nnd hence the expression of being registered on the

Acropulis {4yy*ypafi4i4vos *AKpo'w6\fi) always

menus being indebted to the state. (I)em. e.

Thexr. p. 1337.) Whoever paid his fine after regis-

tration was erased, either wholly or in part, ac-

cording to the amount paid
;
but if a person's name

was improperly erased, he was subject to the action

for non-registration (Atp<i^Iov ypwp>fi\ which ails

under the jurisdiction of the thesmothetae. If an

individual was not registered, he could only be

proceeded against by and was not liable

In t\if: irypaipiou ypa^. (Dcm. m 7%eorr. p. 133h.)

HcsTcbius, whose account has l)cen followed by

IlcmstcrhuU and Wessding, appears to have been

mistaken in saying that the iypiupiov yptup^j could

be instituted against debtors, who had not been

n*;fisti*red. (Meier, Att. ProccMy pp. ^.3, 354 ;

Bdckh, l*M. /vctwn. pp. .388,389, 2nd ed.)

AORAIMIOU METALLOU ORAPHE'
(oypdipov fLtrdWov ypa^) was on action brought

before the thesmothetae at Atlicns, against an in-

dividual, who worked a mine without having pre-

viously registered it. The state required that all

mines should be registered, because the twenty-

fourth part of their produce was payable to the

public treasury. (Dockh, PM. Rain, of Athens,

p. 664, 2nd ed.
;
Meier, Att. Process, p. S54.)

AGRA'RIAE LEGES, “ It is not exactly

true that the agrarian law of Cassius w*as the

earliest that was so called: every law by which the

cnnimonweAlth disposed of its public land, bore

that name ; as, for instance, that by which the

domain of the kings w'os parcelled out among the

commonalty, and those by which colonics were

planted. Even in the narrower sense of a law
whereby the state exercised its ownership in re-

moving the old possessors from a part of its

domain, and making over its right of property

therein, such a law existed among those of Sennus

Tullius.** (Niebuhr, Rom. liisL toL iL p, 129.

tnnsl.)

The complete history of the enactments called

a;rnirian laws, cither in the larger and more cor-

rect sense, or in the narrower sense of the term,

as explained in this extract, would be out of place

here. The particular objects of each agrarian law

must be ascertained from its provisions. But all

these numerous enactments had reference to the

public land ;
and many of them were passed for

the purpose of settling Roman colonies in con-

quer^ districts, and assigning to the soldiers, who
formed a large part of such colonists, their shares

in such lands. The true meaning of all or any of

these enactments can only be understood when w*c

have formed a correct notion of property in land,

as recognised by Roman law. It is not necessary,

in ordiT to obtain this correct notion, to ascend to

the origin of the Roman state, though if a com-

plete history of Rome could be written, our con-

ception of the real character of property in land,

as recng;nised by Roman law, would be more en-

larged and more precise. But the system of

Roman law, as it existed under the emperors,

mntained both the terms and the notions which

belonged to those early ages, of which they are

die most faithful historical monuments. In an
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inquiry of the present kind, we may begin at any
point in the hi8toric.il series which is definite, and
we may ascend from knowm and intelligible no-

tions which liclong to a later age, towards their

historical origin, though we may never be able to

reach it

Gaius (ii. 2, Ac.), who proliably wrote under
the Antonines, made two chief divisions of Ronmn
land ; that which was dtrtni Jnris, and that which
was humani juris. louid whirh was divini juris

was either sacer or rrJu/iorus. (Compore Frontinus,

De Re Affraria, xiil or p. 42. ed. Goes.) Land
which was sacer was consecrated to the Dii Su-
peri ; land which was ndigiosns Ndonged to the

l)ii Manes. I^and was made racer by a lex or

senatus consultum
; and, as the context shows,

such land was land which had belonged to the

stale {poputus Romanus). An individual could

make a portion of his omi land rcliginsuxby the

interment in it of one of his fiunily : hut it was the

better opinion that land in the provinces could not

thus be made ^ligiosus
; and the n’nson given is

this, that the ownership or property in provincial

lands is cither in the state {poj). Rom.) or in the
Caesar, and that individuals have only the posses-

sion and enjovTnent of it {possessio tt usus frue-
tus). Provincial lands were either ftljtendiarin or

trihutaria: the stipendiaria were in those provinces

which were considered to belong to the Roman
state ; the trihutaria were in those provinces which
were considered as the property of the Caesar,

laind which was humani juris, was divided into

public and private
:

public land belonged to tho

state
;
[wivatc land, to individuals.

It would seem to follow from the legal form ob-

served in making land sacer, that it therehy ceasc-d

to be pnblicus
;
for if it still continued publicus, it

had not chatiged its essential quality. Niebuhr
{Appendix t. vol. it) has stated that ** all Roman
land was cither the property of the state (common
land, domain), or pnvate property,— aui puUirns
ant priratus and he a<lds that “the landivl

property of the state mis either consecrated to iho

gods (sorer), or allntted to men to reap its fruits

{profanus, A«»?io«i j«ris).“ Niebuhr then refers to

the view of Gaius, who makes the division into

divini Juris and humani juris, the primary divi-

sion
;
but he relics on the authority of Frontinus,

supported by Livy (viii. 14), as evidence of the

correctness of his own division.*

Though the origin of that kind of property

* It is obvious, on comparing two yrnsrages in

Frontinus {De Re Afjraria xL xiii.), that Niebuhr
has mistaken the meaning of the writer, who
clearly intends it to l>c inferred that the saerM
land was not public land. Besides, if the meaning
of Frontinus was what Niebuhr has supposed it to

be, his authority is not equal to that of Gains on a

matter which specially belongs to the province of

the jurist, and is foreign to that of the agrimensor.

The passage of Livy docs not prove Niebuhr's

assertion. Livy merely states that the temple and
grove of Sospita Juno should be common to tho

Lanuvini municipes and the Roman people
; and

in w'hat other terms could he express the fact

that the temple should be used by l>oth people ?

That does not prove that a temple was considered

the same kind of public property as a tract of

unconsccmtcd land was. The form of dediliuu In

Livy (i. 38 ) may cosily 1m? explained.

u 3
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ca11(mI public land mu«t be referred to the earliest

ages of the Roman state, it appears from Oaius that

under the emperors there v,ui still land within the

limits of the empire, the ownership of which was

not in the individuals who possessed and enjoyed it,

but in the populus Romonus, or the Caesar. This

jxtssession and enjoyment ore distinguished by him
from ownership (dominium). The term possessio

frequently occurs in those jurists from whom the

Digest was compiled
;
but in these writers, as they

arc known to us, it applies only to private land,

and the Ager Publicus is hardly, if at all, ever

noticed by them. Now this term Possessio, as used

in the Digest, means the possession of fndfxUe land

by one who has no kind of right to it
;
and this

p«)SH*sin was protected by the praetor's interdict,

even when it was w’ithout bona /ides or justa

rtiusa: but the term Possessio in the Roman
historians, Livy for Instance, eignihes the occupa-

tion (occu|iatio) and enjoyment ofpttfJic land
;
and

the true notion of this, the original Possessio, con-

tains the w’holc solution of the question of the

Agrarian Laws, For this solution e arc mainly

iixit'hUrd to Niebuhr and Savigny.
j

This latter kind of Possessio, that which has
;

private land for its object, is demonstrated by

Savigny (the term here used can hardly be said
|

to l>e too strong) to have arisen from the first I

kind of possessio: and thus it might readily be
|

supposed that the Roman doctrine of possessio, as

applied to the occupation of private land, would

throw some light on the nature of that original

jKisAcssio out of which it grew. In the imperial

|>oriod, public land had almost ceased to exist in

the Italian peninsula, hut the subject of possession

in private lands had become a well understood

branch of Roman law. The remarks in the three

following panqn^iphs are from Savigny's valuable

Work, Das fie^f des Desitxes (.5th cd. p. 172) :
—

1. There were two kinds of land in the Roman
state, aper pufjlicus and ager jmratus

:

in the

latter alone private property existed. Rut con-

fonnnbly to tnc old constitution, the greater port

of the ager publicus was occupied and enjoyed by
private persons, and apparently by the patricians

only, or at least by them chiefly till the enact-

ment of the Licininn Rogations
;
yet the state

could lesumc the land at pleasure. Now we find

no mention of any legal form for the protection of

the occupier, or Possessor as he was called, of such

public land against any other individual, though

it cannot bo doubted that such a form actually

e.ti:<ted. Rut if we assume that the interdict

which protected the possession of on individual in

jirivntc land, was the form which protected the

]K)ssessor of the pul)lic land, two problems arc

solved at the same time,— an historical origin is

discovered for possession in private land, and a
lcg:il form for the protection of possessiou in public

land.

An hypothesis, which so clearly connects into

one consistent whole, facts otherwise incapable of

such connection, must be considered rather as

evolving a laUmt fact, by placing other known
facta in their true relative position, than as in-

volving an indejicndent assumption. Rut there

is historical evidence in support of the hypo-
thesis.

2. The words jioxfcssioy ;».w5sor, and possidere

nre the technical terms used by writers of very

dilfcrcut ages, to express the occupation and the
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enjo3'ment of the public lands ; that is, the notion

of occupying and enjoying public land w.'is in the

early ages of the republic disttngu'shed from tlie

right of property in it Nothing was so natural os

to apply this notion, when once fixed, to the pos-

session of private land os distinct from the owmer-

ship
\
and accordingly the same technical terms

were applied to the possession of private bind.

Various applications of the w'ord possessio, with

reference to private land, appear m the Roman
law, in the bonorum possessio of the praetorian

hcrcs and others. Rut all the uses of the word
possessio, as applied to ager prlvatus, however
they may differ in other respects, agreed in lliis :

—

they denoted an actinil possession and enjoyment

of a thing, without the strict Roman (Quiritarian)

ownership.

3.

The word possessio, which originally signified

the right of the possessor, was in time used to

signify the object of the righU Thus ager

signified a piece of land, view'ed as an object of

Quiritarian ownership
,
possession a piece of buid,

in which a man had onl)' a bonitariun or beneficial

interest, as, for instance, Italic land not transferred

by' mancipatio, or land which from its nature could

not be the subject of Quiritarbn ownership, ns

provincial lands and the old ager publicus. Pos-

sessio accordingly implies msus; ager implies pro~

prietas or ownership. This expuination of the

terms ager and possessio is from a jurist of the

imperial times, quoted by Savigny (Javolemis,

Dig. 50. tit. 16. 8. 115) ; but its value for the

purpose of the present inquiry is not on that ac-

count the leas. The ager publicus, and all the old

notions attached to it, as already observed, hardly'

occur in the extant lb)man jurists
;
but the name

possessio, os applied to private land, and the legal

notions attached to it, arc of frequent occurrence.

The form of the interdict,— uii jtossuleiis,— as it

appears in the Digest, is this :— Uti eas acrfrs...|K)s-

sidetis-.rim fieri veto. Rut the original form of

the interdict was: Uti nunc possidetis cum/undumy
&C. (Festus in Possessio) ; the w'ord fundus, ftir

which oedes vrxa afterwards substituted, appe.ors to

indicate on original connection betweea the inter-

dict and the ager publicus.

VVe know nothing of the origin of the Ronmn
public land, except tliat it was acquired by con-

quest, and when so acquired it belonged to the

state, that is, to the populus, as the name publicus

(popiilicus) imports
;
and the original ]K>pulus was

tnc patricians only. We may suppose that in the

early periods of tlie Roman state, the conquered

lands being the property' of the populus, might be

cnjoy'cd by the members of that body, in any way
that the body' might determine. Rut it is not quite

clear how these conquered lands were originally oc-

cupied. The following passage from Appian (CHril

IVars, i. 7) appears to give a probable account of

the matter, and one which is not inconsistent with

such facts as arc otherwise known:— “ The Ro-

mans,” he say's, “ when they conquered any port

of Italy, sciz^ a portion of the lands, and either

built cities in them, or sent Homan colonists to

settle in the cities which already' existed. Such
cities they' designed to be garrison places. As to

the land thus acquired from time to time, they

either divided the cultivated part among the

colonists, or sold it, or let it to form. As to the

land which had fallen out of cultivation in conse-

quence of war, and which, uideed, was the huger
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part, hnring no time to allot it, they gave pablic

notice that any one who chose might in the moan'

time cultivate this land, on payment of part of the

yoftriy produce, namely, a tenth of the produce of

arable land, and a fifth of the produce of olive-

yards and vineyards. A rate was also fixed to be

paid by those who pastured cattle (on this undi-

vided land) both for the larger and smaller ani-

mals. And this they did with a view to increase

the numbers of the Italian people, whom they con-

sidered to be most enduring of labour, in order

that they might have domestic allies. But it

turned out just tho contrary of their expectations.

For the rich occupied the greater part of this un-

divided land, and at length, feeling confident that

they shotild never bo deprived of it, and getting

hold of such portions as bordered on their lands,

and also of the smaller portions in the possession

of the poor, some by purchase and others by force,

they became tho cultivators of extensive districts

instead of fanns. And in order that their cuUi-

Tutors and shepherds might be free from military

service, they employed slaves instead of freemen ;

and they derived great profit fttnn their rapid in-

crease, which was favoured by the immunity of

the slaves from military service. In this way the

great became very rich, and slaves were numemns
all through the country. But this system reduced

the number of the Italians, who were ground down
by poverty, taxes, and military service

;
and when-

i

ever they had a respite from these evils, they bad
nothing to do, the land being occupied by the

rich, who also employed slaves instead of free-

roen.'' This passage, though it appears to contain

much historic^ truth, docs not distinctly explain

the origiiuU mode of occupation ; for we con

scarcely suppose that there were not some rules

iircscribed as to the occupation of this undivided

land. Livy also gives no clear account of the

mode in which those possessions were acquired ;

though he states in some passages that the con-

quer^ lands were occupied by the nobles, and
occupation (occupatio) in its proper sense signifies

the taking possession of vacant land. As the

number of these nobles was not very great, we
may easily conceive that in the earlier periods of the

republic, they might regulate among themselves

the mode of occupation. The complaint against

the nobles (potros) shortly before the enactment of

the Licinian Rogations was, that they were not

content with keeping the land which they ille-

gally possessed (possesso per injoriam agro), but

that they refused to distribute among the plcbs the

vacant land (vacuum agmm) which had then re-

cently been taken from the enemy. (Liv. iv. 51,

vL 5. 37 ; Occupatio). It probably sometimes

happened that public land w*as occupied, or $quatted

on (to use a Ninth American phnse), by any ad-

venturcim.*

* It is stated in the American Almanac for

1B39, that though the new territory of Iowa con-

tains above 20,(100 inhabitants, ** none of tho land

has been purchased, the people being all what are

termed S4{uatters.” The land alluded to is all

public land. The squatter often makes consider-

able improvements on the land which he has oc-

cupied, and even sells his interest in it, before any

purchaw is made of the land. Tho privilege of

pre-eruption which is allowed to the squatter, or

to the person who has purcLosed his interest, is
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But whatever was the mode in which these l.vnds

were occupied, the possessor, when once in jwsses-

sion, was, ns wc have seen, protected by the praetor^
interdict. The patron who permitted his client to

occupy any part of his possession ns tenant at will

(;>f»Mr»o), could eject him at pleasure by the m-
terduium de jmcario ; for the client did not obtain
a possession by such permission of his patron. The
patron would, of course, have the same remedy
against a trespasser. But any individual, how-
ever humble, who hod a possession, was also pro-

tectcil in it against the aggression of the rich
;
and

it was “ one of the grievances bitterly complained
of by the Gracchi, and all the patriots of their

age, that while a soldier was serving against the
enemy, his powerful neighbour, who coveted his

small estate, ejected his wife and children.” (Nieh.)
The state could not only grant the occupation or
possession of its public land, but could sell it, and
thus convert public into private land. A renmrk-
ablo passage in Orosius (Savigny, p. 176, note),

shows that public lands, which had been given
to certain religious corporations to pos$w^ wore
sold in order to raise money for the exigencies of
the state. The triling of that land which was

and the circumstance of the possession

having been a prant or public act, are both con-

tained in this passage.

The public lands which were occupied by pos-

sessors, were sometimes called, with reference to

such possession, occupaiorii

;

and, with respect to

tho state, amcetri. Public land which became pri-

vate by sole was called qmietioritis

;

that which it

often spoken ofns assigned (osn^a/as), was marked
out and divided (limitatus) among the plebeians

in equal lots, and given to them in absolute owner-
ship, or it was assigned to the persons who were
sent out ns a colony. Whether the land so granted
to the colony should become Roman or not, de-

pended on the nature of the colony. The name
nger publicus was given to the public lands which
were acquired even after the plcbs had become one
of the estates in the Konuin constitution, though
the name publicus, in its original sense, could no
longer be applicable to such public lands. After

the establishment of the plcbs as an estate, tho
possession of public land was still claimed as the

peculiar privilege of the patricians, os before the

establishment of the plcbs it seems to have been

the only way in which public lands were enjoyed

by the populus : the assignment, that is the grant

by the state of the owmership of public land in

fixed shares, s’as the privilege of the plcbs. In

the early ages, when the populus was the state, it

does not appear that there was any assignment of

public lands among the populus, tfiough it may be

assumed that public lands would occasionally be

sold :
the mode of enjoyment of public land was

that of possessio, subject to an annual pA^mient to

the state. It may be conjectured that this ancient

possessio, which wc cannot consider os having its

origin in anything else than the consent of the slate,

was a good title to the use of tho land so long os

the annual pajments w’erc made. At any rate,

the plebs had no claim upon such ancient posses-

sions. But with the intr^uction of the plcbs as a

separate estate, and the acquisition of new lands

the only security which either the squatter or the

person who purchases from him, has for tho im-

provemeuts made on the land.

D 4
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by conqucit, it would seem that the plebi had aa

good a title to a sliare of the newly conquered

lands, as the patricians to the exclusive enjoyment
of those lands which had been acquired by conquest

before tho plebs had become an estate ; and ac-

cording to Livy (iv. 49), the plebs founded their

claim to the captured lands on their services in the

war. The detemunution of what part of newly
conquered lands (amble and vineyanls) should re-

main public, and what part should be assigned to

the plel»s, which, Niebuhr says, **
it need scarcely

bo observed was done after the completion of every

(Hinquest,’’ ought to have been an etTcctual way of

settling nil disputes between the patricians and
plchs OA to the {xtss«'Miions of the former ; for such

nn npproprhition, if it were actually made, could

110^*6 no otlier meaning than that the patricians

wore to have as good title to possess their share

as the plebs /to tho ownership of their assigned

}»ortiuns. The plebs at least could never foirly

claim nn assignment of public land, appropriated

to remain such, at the time w'hen they received

the share of the conquered lands to which they '

were intitled. But the fact U, that we have no

evidence at tdl as to suc^ division between lands

appropriated to remain public and lands assigned

in ownership, ns Niebuhr assumes. All that we
know is, that the patricians f>os$e*aed large tracts

of public land, and tiuit the plebs from time to

time claiiiied and enforced a division of part of

them. In such a condition of affairs, many diffi-

cult questions might arise ; and it is quite as pos-

sible to conceive that the claims of the plebs might

in some coses be as ill founded as the conduct of

the patricians was alleged to be rapacious in ex-

tending their possi'saions. In the course of time,

owjig to sales of possessions, family settlements,

jH'rmanent improvements n\nde on tho land, the

chums on the liuid of creditors w*ho bad lent money
on the security of it, and other causes, the equitable

n<ljustmcnt of rights under an agrarian law W'os

iin(K)s»ibIe ; and this is a difficulty w’hich Appian

(i. 10. 18) particularly mentions os resulting from

the hw of Tib. (JmccKus.

Public pasture lands, it appears, were not the

subject of assignment.

The property (pM'cum) of the Roman people

cotihist« <l of many things l>esidcs land. The con-

qut'nt of a territoiy*, unless special terms were
gnuUod to the conquered, seems to have implied

tho a('i]uisitioii by the Roman state of the conquered

torrilorv and nil tliat it contained. Thus not only

would land be acquired, which w*as available for

corn, vinoyonls, and ftasturo ;
but mines, roads,

rivers, har)M>urs, and, us a consequence, tolls and
datiott. If n Roman colony was sent out to occupy

a conquered territory or town, a part of the con-

quirred binds was assigned to the colonists in com-

plete ownership. [Coi.oNiA.] The remainder, it

upfiears, was leR or restored to the inhabitants.

Not that wc ore to undorsland that they had the

|in)perty in the land os they had before
; but it

np|icars that they were subject to a jiayment, the

priKlucc of which Ijclonged to the Roman people.

In the cose of the colony sent to Antium, Dionysius

(ix. b'O) states, ^ that all the Antiates who had
houses and lands remained in the country, and
cultivated both the portions that were set aside for

them and the portions appropriated to the colonists,

on the condition of i>aying to thorn a fixed portion

of the ]>r(ducc ; in which case, if the historian's
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statement is true, all the sums paid by the original

landholders were appropriated to the colonists.

Niebuhr seems to suppose, that the Roman state

might at any time resume such restored lands ;

and, no doubt, the notion of a possibility of re-

sumption under some circumstances at least was
involved in the tenure by w'hich these lands were
held

; but it may be doubted if tho resumption of

such lands was ever resorted to except in extraor-

dinary cases, and except os to conquered lands

which were the public lands of the conquered

state. Private persons, who were permitted to

retain their lands subject to the payment of a tax,

were not the possessors to whom the agrarian laws

applied. In many cases large tracts of land w'cre

altsolntcly seized, their owners having perished in

battle or been driven away, and extensive districts,

either not cultivated at all or veiy' imperfectly cul-

tivated, became the property of the state. Such
lands os were unoccupied could become the subject

of possessio
; and the possessor would, in all ensos,

and in whatever manner he obtained the land, be
liable to a pa}'ment to the state, as above-men-
tioned in tho extract from Appian.

This possessio w*as a real interest, for it wus the
subject of sale : it was the use (usua) of the land

;

but it was not the ager or property. The possessio

strictly could not puss by the testament of tho

possessor, at least not by the mancipotio. (Gains,

ii. 10*2.) It is not easy, thoTcforc, to imagine any
mode by which tho possession of the beres was
protected, unless there was a 1^1 form, such as

Savigny has assumed to exist for the general pro-

tection of possessiones in the public lands. The
possessor of public land never acquired the owner-
ship by virtue of his possession

; it was not subject

to usucapion. The ownership of the land which
belonged to the state, could only be acquired by
the grant of the ownership, or by purchase from
the state. The state could at any time, according

to strict right, sell that land which was only pos-

sessed, or assign it to another than the possessor.

The possession was, in foot, with respect to the state,

t

trecorium ; ai^ wc may suppose that the Ixmds so

leld would at first receive few permanent improve-

ments. In course of time, and particularly w'hen

tho possessors had been undisturbed for many
years, possession would appear, in an cquimhlo

point of view, to have become equiralcnt to owner-

ship ; and the hardship of removing the possessors

by an agrarian law would appear the greater, after

the state had long acquiesced in their use and oc-

cupation of the public land.

In (ftder to form a correct judgment of these en-

actraents which arc specially ciunl as agrarian laws,

it must be borne in mind that the possessors of

public lands owed a yearly tcntli, or fifth, as the

case might be, to the state. These annual pay-

ments were, it seems, often withheld by the |h»-

sessors, and thus the state was deprived of a fiiud

for the expenses of war and other.gcncral purposes.

The first mention by Livy of conquered land

being distributed among the plebs belongs to the

reign of Servius Tullius (i. 46, 47). The object of the

agrarian law of Sp. Cassius (Liv. ii. 41; Dionys.

viii. 70),b. c. 484, is supposed by Niebuhr to have

been ^ that tho portion of tho populus in the public

lands should be set apart, that the rest should be
divided among the plebeians, that the tithe should

ngnin be levied and applied to paying the arnty."

The Agrarian law of C. Licinius St^o (Liv. vi. 36 ;
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Appiiui^ B.C. i. 8) & c. 3G5, limited each indU
vidual's poeacsaion of public land to 500 jugera,

and impoised some other restrictions
;
but the pos-

stTMor had no better title to the 500 jugera which

the law left him, than he formerly had to what
the law took from him. [Leoks Liciniak.]

The sulcus land was to be divided among the

plebeians, as we may assume from this being an

agrarian law. The Licuiian law not effecting its

object, Tib. Sempronius Gracchus, B.C. 133, re-

rived the measure for limiting the possession of

public land to 500 jugera. The arguments of the

possessors agaiiut this measure, as they are stated

by Appian (/?. C. L 10), are such as might reason-

ably be
;
but ho adds that Gracchus pro-

pose to giro to each possessor, by way of com-
pensation for improvements made on the public

land, the full ownership of 500 jugera, and half

that quantity to each of his sons if he had any.

Under the law of Tiberius Gracchus three commis-
sioners (triumviri) were to be chosen annually by
tlie thirty-five tril>cs, who were to decide all ques-

tions that might arise as to the claims of the state

upon lands in the occupation of possessors. The
law provided that the land which was to be re-

sum^ should be dlstribatcd in small allotments

among the poorer dtixens, and they were not to

have the power of alienating their allotments.

Gracchus also proposed that the ready money
w'hich Attaloi HI., King of Pergamus, had
with all his other property bequeathed to the

Homan state, should be divided among the persons

who received allotments, in order to enable them
to stock their land. Tiberius Gracchus lost his

life in a riot b. c. 133 ; but the senate allowed

the commissioners to continue their labours. After

the death of Tiberius Gracchus, a tragical event

happened at Rome. P. Cornelius Scipio, who had

maintained the cause of the possessors, both Roman
and Italian, against the measure of Gracebos, was

found dead in nis bed. Suspicion was strong against

the party of Coius Gracchus, the younger brother

of Tiberius, whose sister Sempronia was the wife of

Scipin, but no inquiry was made into the cause

of Setpio's death. Caius Gracchus became a tri-

bune of the plcbs, B. c. 123, and he put the law of

bi« brother again in force, for it had ^artiially been
siLvpcndcd by the senate, B. c. 129, by their with-

drawing the powers from the three commissioners,

of whunt Gracchus w’os one, and giving them to tho

consul, C. Sempronius Tuditanus, who, being en-

gaged in the Illyrian war, could not attend to the

business. Caius Gracchus proposed the establish-

ment of TarioQM colonies under the provisions of

the law. To check bis power, the senate called

in the aid of another tribune, M. Livius Dnisus,

who outbid Caius in his popular measures. The
law of Gracchus proposed that those who received

allotments of land should pay the state a small

sum in respect of each. Dniius released them from

this payment. Caius proposed to found two colo-

nies : Drusus proposed to found twelve, each con-

sisting of thrM thousand men. Cains Gracchus

lost his bfe in a civil commotion B. c. 121. Shortly

after his death, that clause of the Sempronian law

which forbade the alienation of the allotments,

was repealed ; and they forthwith began to fall

into the hands of the rich by purch^, or by
alleged purchases as Appian obscurely states (/L C,

L 27). A tribune, Spurins Bonus (Dorius is the

name in the MSS. of Appian), carried a law to
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prevent future divisions of the public land, with a
provision that the sums payable in respect of this

land to tho state, should be formed into a fund for

the relief of the poor. But another tribune, Spu-
rios Thorins, B. c. Ill, repealed this law as to tlio

tax from the public lands, and thus the plcbs lost

everything for the future, both lands and poors*

money. [Lex Troria.]
Other agrarian laws followed. In the sixth con-

sulship of Marius, B. c. 100, agrarian laws were
carried by the tribune L. Appulcius Satuniinus
and his party, the object of which was chiefly to

provide for the veteran soldiers of Marius. These
measures were carried by violence, but they were
subsequently declared nulL The tribune, M.
Livius Drusus the younger, & c. 91, proposed the

division of all the public land in Italy and the

establishment of the colonies which bad been pro-

jected: he was for giving away everything that

the state had (Florus, iu. 16). This Drusus was
also a tool of the senate, whose object was to

humble the equestrian order by means of the plcbs

and the Italian Socii. But the Socii were also in-

terested in opposing the measures of Drusus, as

they possessed large parts of the public land in

Italy. To gain their consent, Drusus promised to

give them the full Roman citUenship. But he
and the senate could not agree on all these mea-
sures, Drusus was murdered, and the Socii, seeing

their hopes of the citixenship balked, broke out in

open war (b. c. 90). The measures of Drusus

were declared null, and there was no investigation

as to bis death. The Social or Marsic war, after

threatening Rome with ruin, was ended by tho

Romans conceding what the allies demanded.
[Lex Julia.]
The land to which all the agrarian laws, prior

to the Thoria Lex, applied, was the public land

in Italy, south of the M.icra and the Rubico, tho

southern boundaries of Gallia Cisalpina on the west

and cost coasts respectively. The Thoria Lex
applied to all the public land within these limits,

except what had been disposed of by assignation

prior to the year a c. 133, in which Tiberius

Gracchus was tribune, and except the Agcr Cam-
panus. It applied also to public land in the pro-

vince of Africa, and in the territory of Corinth.

[Thoria Lex.] The object of the agrarian law
of P. Servilius Rullus, proposed in the consul-

ship of Cicero b. c. 63, w’os to sell all the public

land both in and out of Italy, and to buy lands in

Italy on which the poor were to be settled. Ten
commissioners, with extraordinary powers, were to

carry the law into cfiect, and a host of surveyors,

clerks, and other officers, were to find employment
in this agrarian job. The job was defeated by
Cicero, whoso three extant orations against Rullus

contain most instructive matter on the condition

of tho Homan state at that time. The tribune

Flavius, B.C. 60, at the instigation of Cn. Pompeios,

brought forward a measure for providing the sol-

diers of Pompeius with lands. Cicero was not al-

together opposed to this measure, for he wished to

please Pompeius. One clause of the law provided

that lands should be bought for distribution with
the money that should arise In the next five yean
from the new revenues that had been created by
the Asiatic conquests of Pompeius. The law was
dropped, but it was reproduced in a somewhat
altered shape by C. Julius Caesar in his consul-

ship, B. c. 59, and it included the StclUtis Agcr
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and the Cnmimnus Agcr, which nil prcvioua npm-
rinn laws had loft untouched. The fertile tract of

Capua (Campanus Affcr) was distributed among
2<i,0U0 persons, who liad the qiinlihcation that the

law required, of three or more children. After

this distribution of the Campanian land, and the

abolition of the port duties and tolls (portoria),,

Cicero (*b*cn’cs AU. il 1 6), “ there was no

revenue to be raised from Italy, except the five

]>or cent, (riccrima) '' from the sale and monu*
nuKjiion of slaves.

The lands which the Roman people had acquired

in the Italian ^H'niiuula by conquest were greatly

reduced in amount by the laws of Gracchus and by
Kile. Confiscations in the civil wars, and conquests

uhruad, w'erc, indeed, continually increasing the

public lands
;
but these lands were allotted to the

sddiers and the numerous colonists to whom the

slate was continually giving lands. The system of

colonisation which prevailed during the republic,

was continued under the emperors, and considerable

tracts of Italian land were disposed of in this man-
IKT by Augustus and his successors. Vespasian as-

Kigned lands in Samnium to bis soldiers, and grants

ol Italian lands ore mentioned by subsequent cm-
jKTors, thuiigh we may infer that at the close of

the second century of our aero, there was little

]iublic land left in the piminsula. Vespasian sold

part of the public lands called rufaeriva. Domitian
gave the remainder of such lands all through Italy

to the possessors (Aggenus). The conquests be
yond the limits of Italy furnished the emp^'rors

with the means of rewarding the veterans by grants

of land, and in this way the institutions of Rome
;

were planted on a foreign soil. But, according to

Gains, pr«q>erty in the land was not acquired by
such grant ; the ownership was still in the state,

and the provincial hindhulder hud only the pos*

sessio. If this l>e true, as against the Roman
{)COple or the Caesar, his interest in the land ii*ns

one that might be resumed at any time, acewding
to the stnet rules of law, though it is easily con-

ceived that such foreign possessions would daily

acquire strength, and could not safely be dealt

with as {loiwcsflions had been in Italy by the
various agrarian lows which had convulsed the

Homan slate. This assertion of the right of the

(M>puliis liomimus and of the emperors, might
be no WTong ^

inflicted on provincial landowners
by the Uonmn jurisprudence,”* as Niebuhr affirms.

'J‘hc tax paid by the holders of ngcr privatus in

(he provinces was the only thing w'hich dis-

tiiignlshcd the beneficial interest in such land from
Italic hind, and might be, in legal effect, a recog-

nition of the ownership nccording to Roman law.

AimI this was Snvigiiy's earlier opinion with re-

spect to the tax paid by provincial lands
;
he con-

sidered such tax due to the Roman people as the

sovereign or ultimate owner of the lands. His
later opinion, as expressed in the XcilKhrifl fur

• Niebuhr observes that Frontinus speaks of

the ^ arm ptdjlicn in the provinces, in contradis-

tinction to the agri privati there ;
” but this he

eertaiiily does not This contradistinction is nmde
by his commentator Aggenus who, as he himself

says, only conjectures the meaning of Fronfrnus
;

and, pcrhaj»s he lias not discovered it. {fiei Agr.
Sc ript, pp. 3H. 46, 47.) Savigny's explanation of

this ])OSKigc is contained in the Zeit$ckriJ\ fur
(jfsck, Ueditaw. yoL XL p. 24.
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GeaehichHiche ReeJitsxcigaenadia/t (vol. v. p. 254), Is,

that under tho Caesars a uniform system of direct

taxation was catablishcd in the provinces, to which
all prorincial land was subject

;
but land in Italy

was free from this tax, and a provincial town could
only acquire the like freedom by receiving tho
privilege expressed by the term Jus Italicum. Tho
complete solution of the question here imder dis-

cussion could only bo effected by ascertaining tho
origin and rool nature of this provincial land-tax

;

and os it may be difficult, if not impossible, to

ascertain such facts, w*c must endeavour to give

a probable solution. Now it is consistent with
Homan notions that all conquered land should be
considered as the propertv of the Roman state

;

and it is certain that such land, though assigned

to individuals, did not by that circumstance alone

become invested writh all the characters of that

Roman land W'hich was private property. It had not

the privilege of the Jus Italicum, and consequently
could not be the object of Quiritarian ownership,
mth its incidents of mancipatio, &c. All land in

the provinces, including even that of the libonie

civitntes, and the ager publicus properly so called,

could only become an object of Quiritarian owner-
ship by having conferred upon it the privilege of

Italic land, by which it was also rcleosed from the
payment of t^e tax. It is clear that there might
1m* and was nger privatus, or private property, in

provincial land
; but this land hod not the

privileges of Italic land, unless such privilege was
expressly given to it, and accordingly it paid a tax.

As the notions of lauded property in all countries

seem to suppose a coinplete oivncrship residing in

some person, and as the provincial landowner,
whose lands had not the privilege of the Jus
Italicum, had not that kind of ownership which,
according to the notions of Roman law*, ivas com-
plete ownership, it is dilficiiH to conceive limt tho
ultimate ownership of provincial lands (with tho
exception of those of the liberee civitates) could
reside any where else than in the populus Romanus,
and, after the establishment of the imperial power,
in the populus Romanus or the Caesar. This
question is, however, one of some difficulty, and
well dcsen*es further examinatiozL It may he
doubted, however, if Oaius means to Kiy that

there could be no Quiritarian ownership of private

land in the provinces
; at least this would not be

the case in those districts to which the Jus Italicum
was extended. The ease of the Recentoric lands,

which is quoted by Niebuhr (Cic. a RuUum^ I 4),
may be explained. The land hero spoken of was
land in Sicily. One object of the nicnsure of
Rullus was to exact certain extraordinary pay-
ments {vectigal) fr^m the public huids, that is,

from tho posscsson of them
;
but he excepted the

Recentoric lands from the operation of his measure.
If this is private land, Cicero argues, the exception

is unnecessary. The aigumcnt, of course, assumes
that there w*as or might be private land in Sicily >

that is, there w'as or might be land which would
not be aficcted by this port of the measure of
Rullus. Now the opposition of public and private

land in this passage certainly proves, what can
cosily be proved without it, that individuals in the
provinces owned land as individuals did in Italy

;

and such land might with pn^ricty l>c cniied

primhUy as contrasted with that called puhlicut iu

the provinces : in fiict, it would not bo easy to

have found another name for it But we know
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that affor privatus in the provinces, nnless it had
rcceiv^ the Jus Italictim, was not the same thin;;

as ngcr privatus in Italy, though both were private

property. Such a passage then as that just re-

ferred to in Cicero, lends to no necessarv* conclusion

that the ultimate ownership or dominion of this

pri^-ate land was not in the Roman people.

It only remains briefly to notice the condition of

the public land with respect to the fructus, or vcc-

tigal which belonged to the state. This, as al-

ri'iidy observed, w’os generally a tenth, and hence

the ager publicus was sometimes called decumanus

;

it was also sometimes called ager vectigalis. The
tithes were generally fanned by the publiouii, who
paid their rent mostly in money, but sometimes in

grain. The letting W'as managed by the censors,

and the lease was for five years. The form, how-
ever, of leasing the tenths was that of a sale,

iMttcipaiio, In course of time the word locatio

was applied to these leases. The phrase used by
the Homan writers wus originally fhtctvt location

which was the proper espression
;
but we And the

phrase, agrum fruendum locart^ also used in the

some sense, an expression which might appear

somcw'fiat ambiguous ; and even agrum locarcy

which might n>can the leasing of the public lands,

and not of the tenths due from the possessors ol

them. Strabo (p. C22), when speaking of the port

dnties of Cume in Acolis, says they were sold, by
which he no doubt means that they were farmed

oil certain terms. It is, however, made clear by
Niebuhr, that in some instances at least the phrase

(tgrum locarty does mean the leasing of tlie tenths

;

whether this was always the mcauiiig of the

phrase, it is not possible to .nflirro.

Though the term ager vectignlis originally ex-

pressed the public land, of which the tithe w*as

hnsed, it afterwords came to signify lands which
were leased by the state, or by different corpom-

tioDs. This latter description w'ould comprehend
even the ngcr publicus

;
but this kind of public

pn>perty was gradually reduced to a small amount,
and wc And the term ager vectignlis, in the later

period, applied to the lands of towns which were
so Icase'd that the lessee, or those who derived their >

tithe from him, could not be ejected so long ns they

|«iid the vectigaL This is the ager vectignlis of

the Digest (vL tit. 3), on the model of which was
formed the emphyteusis, or ager eniphytcuticarius.

[EMFuvTSt'sia.] The rights of tlie lessee of the

ftger rectigalis were ditferent from those of a pos-

sessor of the old ager publicus, though the ager

vcctigalis was derived from, and w'os only a new
form of the ager publicus. Though he had only a

ia re, and though he is distinguished from the

owner (domimis), yet he was considered as having

the possession of the land, lie had, also, n right

of action against the town, if he was ejected

his land, provided be bad always paid his vectigol.

The nature of these agrarian law's, of which the

Arst was the proposed law of Spurius Cassius, and
the last, the law of C. Julius Caesar, n. c. 59, is

easily understood. The plehs began by claiming

a shore in those conquered lands of which the

patricians claimed the exclusive enjoyment, sub-

ject to a Axed payment to the state. It was one

object of the Ko^tions of Licinius to check the

power of the nobles, and to limit their w'colih
;

and os they had at that time little landed property,

this end w'ould be accomplished by limiting their

enjoyment of the public land. But a more iro-
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]x)rtrmt object was to proridc for the poorer citizens.

In a country w'herc there is little trade, and no
manufacturing industry, the land is the only source

to which the poorer classes con look for suhsist-

cnee. Accordingly, at Home there was a continual

demand for allotments, and these allotments were
made from time to time. These allotments were
just large enough to maintain a man and his

family, and the encouragement of population was
one of the objects contemplated by these grants

of land. (Lir. v. 30.) Rome required a constant
supply of soldiers, and the system was well

adapt^ to give the supply. But this system of
small holdings did not prvjduce all the results that

were onticipatod. Poverty and mismanagement
often compelled the small owners to sell their

lands to their richer neighbours, and one clause of

the law of Tib. Gracchus forbade persons selling

their allotments. This clause was afteiwards

repealed, not, os some would suppose, to favour the

rich, but simply because the repeal of so absurd
an enactment would be bcncAcial to all r'lrtics.

In the later republic agrarian laws were con-

sidered as one means of draining the city of the

scum of the jmpulation, which is only an ‘her

proof of the impolicy of these measures, for the

worthless populiue of a huge city will never

make a g(^ acricultural population. (Cic. ad
Att, t 19.) They were also used ns i.icfins

of settling veteran soldiers, who must either bo
maintained as soldiers, or provided for in somo
way. Probably from almut the close of the

second Punic war, when the Romans had largo

standing armies, it became the practice to pro-

vide for those who bod scrve<l their period by
giving them a grant of land (Liv. xxxi 4) ; and
this practico became common under the later

republic and the empire. The Roman soldier al-

ways looked forward to a release from service after

a certain time, but it was not possible to send
him away empty-handed. At the present day
none of the powers of Europe which maintain very

large armies could safely disband them, for they

could not provide for the soldiers, and the soldiers

would certainly provide for themselves at the ex-

pense of others. It w’as perhaps not so much a sys-

tem of policy with the Inmans as necessity, which
led them from time to time to grant lands in small

allotments to tho various claMcs of citizens who
have been enumerated.

The cflects of this system must be considered

from several points of view— as a means of silenc-

ing the clamours of the poor, and one of the modes
of relieving their poverty, under which aspect

they may be classed with the L«ege8 Fruroentarim.'

;

of diffusing Roman settlers over Italy, and tims

extending the Roman power ; as a means of pro-

viding fw soldiers
; and os one of the ways in

:
which popular lenders sought to extend their in-

fluence. Tho effects on agriculture could hardly

bo bcncAcial, if we consider that the fact of tho

settlers often wanting capital is admitted by an-

cient anthorities, that they were liable to be called

from their lands for military service, and that

persons to whom the land was given were often

unac(]uainted with agricultnre, and unaccustomed

to Acid labour. Tho evil that appears in course

of time in all states is the poverty of a huge number
of the people, for which different countries attempt

to provide different remedies. The Roman system

of giving land failed to remedy this evil ; but it
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was a system that dcTcloped itself of necessity in

a state constitutod like Itome.

Those who may cho<we to inyestigate the sub-

ject of the agrarian laws, will find the following

references sufficient for the purpose:— Liv. L 46,

47 ; a 41, 42, 43, 44, 48, 62, 61, 63, iil 1, 9,

iv. 12, 36, 43, 44, 47, 48, 49, 51, 52, 58, v. 24.

30, ri. 5, 6, 16, 21, 35, fiL 16, x. 13, 47, xxxiiu

42, xxxiv. 4U
;
Dionys. iL 15, viiL 70, &C., ix.

51, &C., X. 36 ;
PluL CamiUtt*^ c. 39, T. Grac-

cktu^ C'. Graechtu

;

Appian, B. C. i. 7, Ac ;
Cic.

c. JitJlum; ad AIL I 19, iL 16 ;
Dion Cass,

xxxviii. 1, Ac. xlv. 9, Ac. xlviL 14, xlviiL 2 ;
Veil.

Put. ii. 2, 6, 44 ;
Plorus iii. 1 3, Ac. ;

Zeitmdtri/l J'ur

Gttchichdiche HaJttswistentchaft^ Das AckergeseU

voti Spurius Thorius, voL x. by Rudorif; Niebuhr,

Botnam //isto/y, toI. IL p. l29, Ac. ; Sayigny,

/A<j liechi df4 Ite4Uxe$^ 5th ed. ;
Classical Museum,

Parts V. VI. VII., articles by the author of this

article, and an article by Professor Puchta, of

Berlin ; Political Dictionary, art. Agrarian /xitc,

by the author of this article.

AOHAU'LIA (AypowXfa) was a festival cele-

brated by the Athenians in honour of Agraidos,

the daughter of Cocrops. {Diet, of Bioyr. i. c.)

\Vc possess no particulars respecting the time or

inode of its celebration ; but it was, perhaps, con-

nected with the solemn oath, which all Athenians,

when they arrived at manhood were

obliged to take in the temple of Agrmilos, that they
;

would hght for their country, and always observe

its laws. (Lycurg. c. Aaocr. p. 189 ;
Dcm. de Legal.

p. 438 ;
PluL Alcih. 15 ;

Stoboeus, Serm. xlL I4l
;

Schumann, DeComUii$^ p. 332 ;
Wachsmuth,//ef-

Icn. Alterik. vol. L p. 476, 2nd cd.)

Agmulos was also honoured with a festival in

Cypnis, iu the month Aphrodisius,at which human
victims were offered. (Porphyr. De Abstin. ah

Anim. L 2.)

AGUICULTU'RA, agriculture.

AutJioritie*.—When wc remember that ngricul-

turt', in the most extended acceptation of the term,

was for many centuries the chief, we may say, almost

the sole peaceful occupation followed by any large

|Mirtiou of the free population in those European

nations which 6rst >>ccame highly civilised, w*e shall

not be surprised to hnd that the contemporaries of

Cicero were able to enumerate upwards of fifty

Greek wriU'rs who had contributed to this science.

But although the Homeric poems arc filled with a

series of the must charming pictures derived from

the business of a country life, although Hesiod

supplii's abundance of wise saws and pithy apho-

risms, the traditional wisdom accuniulatcd during

iinuiy successive generations, although Xenophon
luis liei(uenthcd to us A most graceful essay on the

inonil beauty of rustic pursuits interspen^ with

not a few instructive details, and although much
that belongs to the Natural History of the subject

will Ik: found treasured up in the %-ast storehouses

of Aristotle and Theophrastus, yet nothing which

ran bo regarded in the li^ht of a formal treatise

upon the art ns cxbibiUKl in the pastures and com.
fields of Hellos, has descended to os, except a
volume, divided into twenty books, commonly
known as the (ieopomica (reonrovurd), whose his-

tory is somewhat obscure, but which, according to

the account commonly received, was draam up at

the desire of Constantine VI. (a. d. 780—802)
by a certain Cossionus Bossus, and consists of ex-

tracts from numerous writers, chiefly Orrek, many
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of whom flourished in the second, third, and fourth

centuries. This collection is •ystcmatirally or-

rouged and comprehends all the chief branches

;

but it has never been considered of much ^alue,

except in so far as it tends to confirm or illustrate

the statements found elsewhere. The information

conveyed by it is, upon many points, extremely

meagre, the materials were worked up at a late period

by an ^itor with whose history and qualifications

for his task we are altogether unacquainted, while

the most important quotations arc taken from authors

of whom we know little or nothing, so that wc can-

not tell whether their precepts a))))ly to the same
or to different climates, whether they give us the

fruit of their own experience, or, ns we have great

reason to suspect in many instances, wero them-

selves mere compilers.

The Romans, during the brightest periods of

their history, were devotedly attached to the oTily

lucrative profession in which any citizen could

embark with honour, and from the first dawn until

the decline of their literature, rural economy
formed a favourite theme for composition both in

prose and verso. The works of the Suscniae,

father and son, those of Scrofa Tremellins, of

Julias Hyginus, of Cornelius Celsus, of Julius

Atticus, and of Julius Graecinus hare perished
;

but wc still possess, in addition to Virgil, four
** Scriptores dc Re Rustica," two, at least, of whom
were practical men. Wc have, in the first place,

162 chapters from the pen of tho elder Cato

(B.C. 234— 149), a strange medley, containing

many valuable hints for the management of the

fiirm, the olive garden, and the vineyard, thrown
together without order or method, and mixed up
w’ith medical prescriptions, charms for dislocated

and broken bones, culinary receipts, and sacrod

litanies, the whole forming a remarkable compound
of simplicity and shrewdness, quaint wisdom and
blind superstition, bearing, moreover, a strong im-

press of tho national character: the second

place, we have the three books of Varro (ac. 116
—28), drawn up at the age of eighty, by one who
was not only the most profound scholar of his age,

but likewise a soldier, a politician, an enthusiastic

and successful farmer ; in the third place, the

thirteen books of Columella (a. d. 40 [?]), ronro

minute than the preceding, especially in all that

relates to the vine, the olive, gardening, and fruit

trees, but evidently proceeding from one much less

familiar with his subject; and, lastly, the fourti'cn

books of Polladius (a writer of uncertain date w*ho

closely copies Columella), of w'hich twelve form a

Farmer's calendar, the different operations being

ranged according to the months in which they

ought to l>c performed. Resides the above, a
whole book of Pliny and many detached chapters

arc devoted to matters connected with the lAl>ourt

of the husbandman ; but in this, as in the other

portions of that remarkable encyclopaedia, tho

assertions must be received with caution, since they

cannot be regarded as exhibiting the results of

original investigation, nor even a very correct repre-

sentation of the opinions of others.

We ought not here to pass o\*cr unnoticed the

great wot^ of Mogo the Carthaginian, who, as a
native of one of the most fertile and carefully cul-

tirated districts of the ancient world, must have
had ample opportunities for acquiring know’ledgc.

This production, extending to twcnty-eight books,

had attained such high fame that, after the de-
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strncUon of Carthage, it wax translated into T<atin

\)j orders of the senate
;
a Greek version, with ad-

ditions and prol«bly omissions, was executed by
rHonysiua of Utica, and published in twenty books

during the century before the commencement of

our era ; and this, again, was a few years after-

wards coiulcnsed into six books by Diophanes of

Nicaea, and presented to King Deiotarus. In

what follows, ^to, Vorro, and Columella will be
our chief supports, although references will be made
to and illustrations draam from the other sources

indicated above. (Vurr. A. /?. L 1 ;
Col. /f. A. L 1 ;

Piin. II. N. xviii 3 ;
Prolcg. ad Ge«p<m. in ed.

Kicloa.)

y>feutoii o/ the

Rural Economy mar be treated of under two
distinct heads

A. Agriculture proper (Aynev^aru), or the art

of tilling the soil

Jl. The management of stock (Pattio),

A. AORICULTURA.
Agriculture proper teaches the art of raising the

Tarious crops necessary for the sustenance and com-
fort of man and of the domestic animals, in such a
manner that the productive energies of the soil

may be fully developed but not exhausted nor

enfeebled, and teaches, farther, how this may be

accomplished with the least possible expenditure

of capital The crops to which the Greeks and
Romans chiefly directed their attention were—
1

.

Piflfenent kinds of groin, such as wheat and
barley: leguminous vegetables cultivated for their

seeds, such ns beans, pen.x, and lupines ; herbs cut

green for forage, such as grass, tares, and lucerne
;

and plants which furnished the raw material for

the textile fabrics, such as hemp and flax. 2. Fruit

trees, especially the vine, the olive, and the fig.

3. Garden stufrs.— For the second of these divi-

sions wc refer to the articles Olbtum and Vinba
;

and wc shall not touch at all upon gardening, since

the minute details connected with this topic ore of

little or DO service in illustrating the classics

geneiBlly.

Agriculture in its restricted sense comprehends
a knowledge

I. Of the subject of our operations, that is, the

fum(/mmJmsypraedium)^ which mustbo considered.

a. with reference to its situation and soil (quo

loeo fi lywo/ts), and b. with reference to the dwell-

ing-house and steading (villa ei stabula).

II. Of the instruments (inMtmmvuia) required

to perform the various operations (qtiae in /undo i

opus MuU ac dehfont esse euUurae eausa)y these in-

struments being twofold, a. men (kamines)
; and b.

the assistants of men (adminicula hommum)^ viz.

domestic animals (bovesy equty omm, dec.) together

with tools (instrumetUa), properly to a^ed, such
os ploughs and harrows.

III. Of the operations themselves, such as

ploughing, harrowing, and sowing (quae im fussdo
eolendi causa tint /ucieada), and of the time when
they are to bo pi^ormed (quo quidquid tempore

fieri amveniat).

IV. Of the object of these operations, viz, the
different plants considered with reference to their

species, varieties, and habits. Under this bead wc
may also conveniently include what is termed the
rotation of crops, that is, the order in which they
ought to loccei^ each other upon the same ground.
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I. a. CoGNiTio Fundi

(Kitouledffe of the Farm). In selecting a farm,
the two points which first demanded attention
were, 1. The healthiness of the situation

6n/os), a matter of the greatest anxiety in Italy,

where the ravages of malaria appear to have
been not less fatal in ancient than they have
proved in modem times ; and, 2. The general
fertility of the soil It was essential to be fully

satisfii^ upon both of these particulars
;
for to

settle in a pestilential spot was to gamble with
the lives and property ot all concerned (soa aiiud
est atque alea domini vitae et rw /bmt/tdns), and

j

no man in bis senses would undertake to till

I land which was not lik^y to yield a &ir return

I

for his outlay of money and labour (fruetus pro
I

impensa ac IcAore). The next object of solicitude

I

was a good aspccL The property was, if possible,

I

to have a soutWly exposure, to be sheltered by a

I

w'ooded hill from the sweep of boisterous and cut-
' ting winds, and not to be liable to sudden mis-
fortunes (ne calamiUttum sm<), such as inundations
or violent hail storma It was highly important
that it should be in the vicinity of a populous town
(oppidum mlulum\ or if not, that it should be
readily accessible either by sea, or by a navigable
stream (amnit qua navet ambulasU), or by n good
well frequented road (via bona celebritque)

;
that

there should be an abundant supply of water (6o-
num aquarium); that it should be so situated that
the 'proprietor, if he did not live upon the estate,

might able to give active and constant personal
superintendence

: and, finally, that it should be
m^erate in size, so that every portion might bo
brought into full cultivatioo (laudato inffentia rura— luriffuum eolito).

These preliminary matters being ascertained,

the soil might be considered in reference a. to

its general external features (forma), fi. to its

internal qualities (qualis sit terra),

a. In so for as its external features were con-
cerned it might be flat (solum eampestre), or upland
rolling ground (eodinum), or high lying (monta^
awn), or might comprise within its limits all

three, which was most desirable, or any two of
them. These variations would necessarily exer-
cise important influence on the climate, on the
description of crops which might be cultivated
with ^vantage, and on the time chosen for per-
forming the various operations, the general rule
being that as we ascend the temperature falls, that
com and sown crops in general (sepetet) succeed
best on plains, vincyardi (vineae) on gentle slopci,

and timber trees (silvae) upon elevated sites, and
that the different labours of the rustic may be
commenced earlier upon low than upon high
^und. When flat it was better that it should
incline gently and unifonnly in one direction

(aequabiliter in unam partem veryens) than be a
dead level (ad libellam aequum), for in the latter

case the drainage being necessarily imperfect, it

would have a tendency to become swampy
; but

the worst form was when there were converging
slopes, for there the water collccU-d into pools
(laeusias).

In 80 far as its internal qualities were con-
eemed, soil might be classed under six heads form-
ing throe antagonistic pairs. :

—
1. The deep and fat (pinyue), 2. The shallow

and lean (macrum. Jejunum), 3. The loose (sofa-
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tum)j 4. The doHRc (sjntsum), 5. The wet

duifty aoMCtumy n/^'nawm), 6. The drj’ (necum),

while tW endless gradations and combinations of

which the elementary qualities were susceptible

produced all the existing varieties. These are

named sometimes from their most ob^iojis consti*

tuents, the stony (lapu/a$um)y the gravelly (^rco-

svm), the sandy (arrnowm), tho mortary

SKm), the chalky (er.'fo«m), the clayey (aryi//o-

rum)
;

sometimes from their colour, tho black

(au/rum)y the dork(;nf//am), the grey (nUxdiitm),

the red (rudicwidum), the white (aJ6um) ; some*

times from their consistency, the crumbling (/>u/re,

/rwOUey cineriiium)y os opposed to the tenacious

(denstfm, crossttm, rpisfuut ) ;
sometimes from their

natural products, the grassy ((Traminosvm, kerho-

svm), the weedy {rpurcum)
\
sometimes from their

taste, the salt (sci/jram), the bitbT (amorum)

;

rubrica seems to have been a sort of red chalky

clay, but what the epithets rudeckk and materina

applied to earth (^err*i) by Cato may indicate, it

U nnrd to determine (Cato 34 ; comp. Plin. II. N.
xviii. 17). The great object of the cultiralor being

to separate the particles as finely as possible {ntgue

ettim aliud eri co/ere quam rtmJv^re et fermentare

terratn\ high value was attached to those soils

which were not only rich, but naturally pulveru-

lent. Hence the hrst pl^ was held by so/sm

pittffue ei putrty the second by piu^uiter denntmy

while the w'orst aas that which was at once diy,

tenacious, and poor (suwm pariUrr et deHsum ei

macrum). The ancients w'ere in the habit of fbrm-

i])g an estimate of untried ground, not only from

the qualities which could be detected by sight and
touch, but also from the character of the trees,

sh^ub^^ and herbage growing upon it spontaneously,

a tost of more practical value than any of the

others enumerated in tho second Georgic (177

—

25H.)

When an estate was purchased, the land might

be either in a state of culture {cuUa novalia\ or in

a state of nature {rudis offer).

The comparative value of land under cultivation

estimated by the crops which it «*as capable of

bearing, is fixed by C^to (1), according to the fol-

lowing descending scale :
—

1. Vineyards (n'aea), provided they yielded

good wine in abundance. 2. Garden ground w*ell

supplied with water (fiortue irr^uu*). 3. Osier

beda (aalicium). 4. Olive plantations (ptdum).

5. Meadows (pratum). 6. Com land (oamfHit

/htmeniariut). 7. Groves which might be cut for

timber or fire-wood {sUva eaedua). 8. Art/ustuiu.

This name was given to fields planted with trees

in regular rowa Upon these vines were trained,

and the open ground cultivated for com or legu-

minous crops in the ordiitary manner, an arrange-

ment extensively adopted in Campania, and many
other parts of Italy in modem times, but by no
means conducive to good husbandry. 9. Groves

yielding acorns, beech-most, and chestnuts {fflan-

daria rilra). The fact that in the above scale, com
land is placed below meadows may porhape l>e re-

garded os an indication that, even in the time of

Cato, agriculturo was upon the decline among the

Romans.
When waste land w'ns to be reclaimed, the or-

dinary procedure w*as to root out the trees and
brushwood (/rwfc/a), by which it might be encum-
bered, to remove the rocks and stones which would
iibpedo the labours of men and oxen, to destroy liy
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fire or otherwise troublesome weeds, such as ferns

and reeds (yf/ws, junci), to drain off the snj>or-

fluous moisture, to measure out the ground into

fields of a convenient sixe, and to enclose theso

with suitable fences. The three last-mentioned

processes alone retjuire any particular notice, and
we therefore subjoin a few words upon Drains,
Lanu-Mbasure.s Fbncks.
Drains (/ossoe, sufei o/rea/i, ineilia) were of two

kinds :

—

1. Open (paientes). 2. Covered (carcae).

1. I'^ossae paientesy open ditches, alone were
formed in dense and chalky soil. They W’cre wido
at top, and gradually narrowed in wedge fiishion

{imfjricilme mpinis eimUes) as they descended.

2. Fosrae caecaty covered drains, or iivert oa

they are termed in Scotland, were employed where
the soil was loose, and emptied thenisolvcs into the

fo99oe patentee. They were usually sunk frt>m

three to four feet, were three feet wide at top and
,

eighteen inches at bottom ; one half of the depth

;

was filled up w'ith small stones or sharp gravel

inuda glaree^y and the earth which had been dug
out, was thromi in above until the surfrice waa
level. Where stones or gravel could not readily

be procured, green willow poles were introduced,

crossing each other in all directions (^uo^uorvrsvs),

or a sort of rope was constructed of twigs twisted

together so as to fit exactly into the bottom of the

drain
; above this the leaves of some of the pine

tribe were trodden down, and the whole covered

up with earth. To prevent the apertures being
choked by the falling down of the soil, tho mouths
were supported hy two stones placed upright, and
one across (utilissimum eit....ura eurum binia

uirimque tapidUjue itatuminari et alio fi^pcrinteffi).

To carry off the surface-water fmm land under
crop, open furrow's {rulei aquariiy elicet) were left nt

intervals, which discharged themselves into crass

furrows {colliquiae) at the extremities of the fields,

and these again poured their stronn's into the

ditches. (Cal, 43. 135 ;
CoL ii- 2. 8 ; xi. 2 ; Pallnd.

vi 3 i
Plin. H. N. xviiL 6. 1.9. 26 ;

Virg. Georff.

I 113.)

1Mb.4surrs of Land.—

T

he measure employed
for land in Latium w'ns the juperumy which was
a double actus quadraiusy the actus quadnitus, an-
ciently called acnOy or oenua, or opnuoy being a
square, w*hosc side was 120 Roman foot, Tho
subdivisions of the as were applied to the jugerum,
tho low'oit in use being the scripultimy a square
whose side was ten feet. 200 jugera fonned a
centurioy a term which is said to have arisen fram
the allotments of land made by Romulut to the

citizens, for these being at the rate of 2 jugera

to each man, 200 jugera would bo assigned to

every hundred men. Lastly, four ccntiiriae made
a saUtts. Wo thus have the following table :

—
1 scripulum ^100 square feet, Roman measure.

144 scripula = 1 actus 14,400 sr]uare feet.

2 actus ss 1 jugerum = 28,800 square feet.

200 jugera s=s 1 centuria.

4 centuriao 1 saltui.

Kow, since three actus quadrat! contained 4800
sqiuirc yards, and since the English im^iorial acre

contains 4840 square yards, ana since the Roman
foot was about | of an inch less than the im-
perial foot, it follow’s that the Roman jwgcr was
less than

| of an impcruil acre by alxmt 500 square
yards.

In Citmpania the measure for land was the
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versus quadrahts^ a square who«c side was 100 I

feet, the words actus and versus marking the or-

dinary length of furrow in the two regiout. (Varr. I

R. R. L 10, L. L. ir. 4 ;
Col. t. 1 ; Plin. //. N.

\

xtUL 3.)

Fbxcxs (sepes^ sepimenta) were of four kinds ;

—

1. S^mentum natura/Sf the quickset hedge

(vim sejies).

2. Septmentum a/pvste^ a wooden paling made
w’ith upright stakcfl (;>a/t) interlaced with brush-

wood (vityultis imp/icrUis)^ or having two or more

crou-spon (omi^s, losujttria) passed through holes

drilled in the stokes, after the manner of what arc

now termed flakes (palis intis per/bratis et per ea

foramina tmjectis Umguriis fere Unis out temis),

3. Sepimentum consisting of a ditch

(fosns) with the earth dug out and thrown up in-

side so os to form an embiuiktncnt (offfjer)^ a fence

used chiefly along the sides of public roads or on

the hanks of rivers.

4. Sepimentunt falmlcy a a*all which might be

formed either of stones (mooeria), as in the vicinity

of Tnsculum, or of baked bricks as in the north

of Italy, or of unbaked bricks as in Sabinum, or

of masses of earth and stone pressed in between

upright boards (in Jbrmis\ and hence termed

formaeii. These last were common in Spain, in

Africa, and near Tarentum, and were said to last

for centuries uninjured by the weather, (Varr. I
'

l4 ; Plin. //. N. XXXV. 14 j
corap. Col. t. 10, x. 3;

Pal lad. L 34 ; Tu 3.)

Finally, after the land had been drained, di-

rided, and fenced, the banks w'hich served as

bonndaries, and the road-sides were planted with

trees, the elm and the poplar being preferred, in

order to secure a supply of leaves for the stock and

timber for domestic use. (Cat. 6.)

I. b. Villa Rustica.

In erecting a house and ofliccsi, great importance

was attached to the choice of a &voumble position.

The site selected was to be elevated rather than

loa', in order to secure good ventilation and to

avoid all danger of exhalations from running or

stagnant water
;
under the brow of a hill, for the

sake of shelter
;

hieing the east so as to enjoy

sunshine in winter and shade in summer ; near,

but not too near to a stream, and with plenty of

wood and pasture in the neighbourhood. The
structures were to be strictly in proportion to the

extent of the form ; for if too large, the original

cost is heavy, and they must be kept in repair at

a great expense
;

if too small, the various products

would run the risk of being injured by tne want

of proper receptacles (iVa ediju^ ne riUa fuwium
qmaerfU neve fundus villam^ CaL R. R. 3). The
buildings were usually arranged round two courts,

with a tank in the centre of each, and divided

into three parts, named according to the purposes

for which they were destined. 1. (Pars) Uri)cma.

2, (Part) Rustica, 8. (Part) Fruchtaria,

1.

Vrbnna, This comprehended that port of

the building occupied by the roaster and his family,

consisting of eating rooms (eoenationes) and sleep-

ing ajiartmcnts (c^ica/a), with different aspects

for summer and winter, baths (balnearia)^ and

porticoes or promenades (ambulatwnes). Columella

recommends that this portion of the mansion should

be made as commodious os the means of the pro-

prietor will permit, in order that he himself may
M tempted to spend more time there, and that the
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lady of the family (matrona) may be more willing

to bear her husband company.

2. RuMiea. This comprehended that part of the

building occupied by the servants, consisting of a

largo and lofty kitehen (cu/i»a), to which they

might at all times resort, baths (LtjJnc*\e) for their

US4.' on holidays, sleeping closets ((W/ac) for the

srry'i soluti^ a gaol (erifosiulum) under ground for

the srm vitteti. In this division were included

also the stables, byres, sheds, folds, courts, and
enclosures of every description (stabula^

sej4ity ouiVio, eoties) for the working oxen (<k/mi/i

bores), and other stock kept at home, together with

a magazine or storehouse (horreum) whore all the

implements of ogricnlture (omne rusticum instrtt-

ruenium) were deposited, and within this, a loi-k-up

room for the reception of the iron tools (/erm-
mcnia). In so for as the distribution of rooms

was concerned, the overseer (riJlicut) was to have

his chamber beside the main entrance (Janwt), in

order that he might observe all who came in or

went out, the book-keeper (procurator) was to be

placed over the gate, that be might watch the

viUieus as well as the others, while the shepherds

((^nliones), oxmen (bulmld), and such persons were

to be lodged in the immediate vicinity of the ani-

mals under their charge.

3. Fructuaria. This comprehended that part of

the building where the produce of the form was
preserved, consisting of the oil Cellar (oelia o/curia),

the press-house (ccUa torcularia), the vault for

wines in the cask (cella vinaria), the boiling-room

for inspissating must (defrutaria), all of which
were on the ground floor, or a little depressed \x»~

low the level of the soil. Above were hay-lofts

(JoeHtUa), repositories for chaff, straw, leaves, and

other fodder (paiearia), granaries (horrea, pra-

naria), a drying-room for newly cut wood (fumn-
rium) in connection with tho rustic bath flues,

and store-rooms (apothecae) for wine in the am-
phora, some of which communicated with the

fumarium^ while others received the jars whose
contents had been sufficiently mellowed by the

influence of heat.

In addition to the conveniences enumerated

above, a mill and bake house (pistrinum et fur-
num) were attached to every establishment

;
at

least two open tanks (pitcinw, locus sub dio), one

for tho cattle and geese, the other for steeping
' lupines, osiers, and objects requiring maccratinn

;

j

and, where there was no river or spring available,

I

covered reservoirs (cistemae suit (edit) into which

rain water w*as conveyed for drinking and culinary

purposes. (Cat. 3, 4, 14 ; Varr. L ll— 14 ; Col,

I 6 ;
Ocopon. il 3.)

II. Instrumenta.

The instrumenta employed to cultivate the

ground were two-fold : a. Persons (komines)

;

6. Aids to human toll (oifmmtcif/a kominutn),

namely, oxen and other animals employed in

work ;
together with tools (instrutnenia), in the

restricted sense of the word.

II. a. IIOMINES.

The men employed to cultivate a farm might

be cither, 1. fr^ labourers (operarii), or 2. slaves

(terei),

1. Free labourers. Cato considers the fecllity of

procuring persons of this description, whom in one

place he calls mercettarii polttores, as one of the
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circnmsUmccs that ought to weigh with a purchasor

in making choice of a farm
; for although a large

proportion of the work upon gn^at ettatca wao,

during the later ages at leaat of the Roman rc-

puhlicf alwaya performed by slaves, it was con-

sidered advanta^ous to employ hirelings for those

operations where a number of bands were re-

quired for a limited period, as in hay-making,

the com harvest, and the vintage, or, according to

the cold-blooded recommendation of Varro, in

unhealthy situations whore slaves would have died

off fast, entailing a heavy lou on their owner.

Operarii consisted cither of poor men with their

families, who were hired directly by the former,

or of gangs {oonductituie liben^m operw) who
entered into an engagement with a contmetor

(meroTManiM), who in his turn bargained with the

fanner for some piece of work in the slump, or

lastly, of persons who bad incurred debt which

they paid off in work to their creditors. This,

which was on <»dinarT practice in the earlier ages

of the Homan republic, seems in later times to

have been coufiood to foreign countries, being com-

mon especially in Asia and lUyria. Free laWuren
worked under the inspection of an overtoer {prae-

freius)^ whose zeal was stimulated by rewards of

different kuids.

2. Slaves (serri). Rustic slaves were divided

into two great classes, those who were placed

under no direct p^rsoiml restraint (srrri so/«/0»

and those who worked in fetters (sr/r/ vincti)

when abroad, oiid when at home were confined in

a kind of prison where they were

guarded sind their tvants supplied by a gaoler (cr-

g<istulariui). Slaves, moreover, in large establish-

ments, were ranked in bodies according to the

duties which they were appointed to perform, it

being a matter of obvious expediency that the

same individuals should bo regularly employed in

the some tasks. Hence there were the ox-drivers

(jHdjttlci), who fur the most part acted as plough-

men also {anUorcs\ the stable-men (Ju^rii\ who
harnessed the domestic animals and tended them
in their stalls, the rinc-dressers (r^ores), the

leof-strippcrs {/rowiaiorti), the ordinary labourers

{medkutinC)^ and many other classified bodies.

These, according to their respective occupations

worked cither singly, or in small gangs placed

under the charge of inspectors {m<u/i*tri operum).

When the owner {dominus) did not reside upon

the property and in person superintend the various

operations in progress, the whole farming esta-

blishment was under the control of a general

overseer {viUicu*^ ador)^ himself a slave or freedmau,

who regulated the work, distributed food and
clothing to the labourers, inspected the tools,

kept a regular account of the stock, performed the

stated sacrifices, bought what was necessary for

.

the use of the household, and sold the produce of

the ^n, for which he accounted to the proprietor,

except on very extensive estates where there w*as

usually a book-keeper {procurxtior) who managed
the pecuniar}' transactions, and held the vUliau in

cheek. With the villicus was associated a female

com{innion {conitAemulU muUer) called villicOy

who took charge of the female slaves, and the in-

door details of the family. The duties and quali-

ficatioiu of a villicus will be found enumerated
in Cat c. 5, and Colum. i. 0 ;

comp. Gcopon. ii.

44, 45.

The food of the slaves composing the household
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{/amiJia) was classed under three heads, I. CSha-

no. 2. Vinum. 3. J*tdtnen(anum.

1. Citfaria, The serW eompfdUi^ being kept con-

stantly in confinement, received their food in the

shape of bread at the rate of 4 pounds (Roman
pound= ll|os. avoirdupois) per diem in winter,

and 5 pounds in summer, until the figs came in,

when they went back to 4 pounds. The $erri

$oiuH received their food in the shape of corn, at

the rate of 4 modii (pecks) of wheat per month in

winter, and 4^ in summer. Those persons, such

as the ri^tcKs, the vUHoa^ and the shepherd (o^ii-

lio\ who had no hard manual labour to perfunn,

were allowed about one fourth less.

2. runtm. The quantity of wine allowed raried

much according to the season of the year, and the

severity of the toil imposed, but a tervus mdutn*

received about 8 amphorae (nearly 48 imperial

gallons) a year, and a serrus oom/Wi/Ms about 10

amphorae, besides fora [see Vinum J at discretion

for three months after the vintage.

3. Pidnuntarium. As pulroeniaria they received

olives which had fiillen from the trees (ofoue ca~

</ttoas), then those ripe olives (ofooe lempcdivue\

from which the least amount of oil could be ex-

pressed, and, after the olives were all eaten up,

salt fish (4ufoc), and vinegar (aceium). In oddi*

tion to the above, each individual was allowed a
sextarius (very nearly an imperial pint) of oil |ier

month, and a modius of salt per annum.
The clothing (vedimenta) of the rustic la-

bourers w'as of the most coarse description, but

such as to protect them efTectually frum cold and
wet, enabling them to pursue their avocations in

all w'eathent. It consisted of thick woollen blanket

shirts (/wafonc), skin coats with long sleeves {peUe$

manicatue)y cloaks with hoods (s^^^t CHculUUa^ ca-

culiont»)y patch-work w’rappers {<xntone$) mode out

of the old and ragged garments, together with
strong sabots or w'<^en shoes (scaZ/xmeae). A
tunic W'as given every year, a and a pair of

sculponeae every other year.

The number of hands required to cultivate a
form, depended almost entirely on the nature of

the crops.

An arable form of 200 jugers where the ordi-

nary crops of com and leguminous vegetables were
raised required two pairs of oxen, two bubulci and
six ordinary labourers, if free from trees, but if

laid out as an arbustuni, three additional hands.

An olive garden of 240 jugers required tlirce

pairs of oxen, three asses for carrying manure
(osi’at ornati ditellariC)^ one asi for tuniuig the

miI4 6vc score of sheep, a villicus, a villica, hve

ordinary labourers, throe bubulci, one ass-drivor

(osMoritu), one shepherd {opUio)y one swineherd
{ndiuicut)

;
in all twelve men and one woman.

A vinej'ard of 100 jugers required one pair of

oxen, one pair of draught asses {asim pfosTrarii),

one mil) ass (osiaits mo/ans), a villicus, a villica,

one bubulcus, one asinariua, one man to look after

the plantations of w'illows used for withes {mdic-

/anus), one subulcus, ten ordinary labourers; in

all fifteen men and one woman. (C^U 5, 56—51^,

1 0, 1 1 ; Varr. i. 1 9 ;
Colum. L 7, 8, iu 1 2.)

In what hag been said above, w*c have assumed
that the proprietor was also the former, but it was
by no means uncommon to lot (locurc) land to a
tenant {politor^ pariiarius^ (jat. ; coZomms, Varr.

Colum.), w'ho paid his rent cither in money {pe*-

sfo ;-od ptcuniam numenUam coaJacif), as seems to
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have been the practice when Columella wrote, or

by making over to the landlord a fixed proportion

of the produce (non nummo fed partibua locare), ac-

cording to the system described by Cato, and al-

luded to by the yotuiger Pliny. These coloni some-

times tilled the same farm from father to son for

gen'irations (coloni iiulufen(u)y aiid such were con-

sidered the most desirable occupants, since they

had a sort of hereditary interest ui the soil, while

on the other hand frequent changes could scarcely

fail to prove injurious. The worst tenants were

those who did not cultivate in person, but, living

in towns (urhanus colonuf\ employed gangs of

slaves. Upon the whole Columella recommends '

the owimer of an estate to keep it in his own hands,

exetrpt when it is very barren, the climate un-

healthy, or the distance from his usual place of

al>odc BO great that he can seldom he upon the

spot Cato gives a table of the proportion which

the fxtrtiariuf ought to pay, according to the nature

of the crop, and the fertility of the region
;
but as he

says nothing with regard to the manner in which

the cost of cultivation was divided between the

parties, his statement gives us no practical insight

into the nature of these leases (Cat. 136, 137 ;

Colum. L 7,
Plin. u. 37, comp. iiL 19.)

II. It. ADMINIClfLA IIOMINOM.

The domestic animals employed in labour, and

their treatment will be considered under the se-

cond great division of our subject, Pastio^ or the

management of stock.

The tools (instrumenia) chiefly used by the farmer

were the plough (aratrum)^ the grubber (irpeje)^

barrows (crateA,cnUes denlatae)^ the rake (raslrum)^

the spde (ligoy poia)y the hoc (sarculumy bidensy

ntarra [?]), the spud or weeding-hook (runco)y the

scythe and sickle (faLt\ the thrashing-machine

(plosieUum PoenicuMy tribuluni)y the cart (jdo-

strum)y the axe (tecurisy dolabru). These will bo

described os we go along in so far as may be

necessary to render our observations intelligible,

but for full information the reader must consult

the separate articles devoted to each of the above

words.

III. The Operations op Agriculture.

The most important operations performed by the

husbandman were :— 1. Ploughuig (aratio). 2. Ma-
nuring (stercoraiio). 3. Sowing (satio). 4. Harrow-
ing (occatio). 5. Hoeing (tarrifio). 6. Weeding
(maeatio). 7 . Reaping (messio). 8. Thrashing

(tritura). 9. Winnow'ing (t«n/(7afto). 10. Storing

'.jp (conditio).

The Flaraen who offered sacrifice on the Cerealia

to Ceres and Tellns, invoked twelve celestial patrons

of these labours by the names rertwefor ; Itepa-

raior ; Jmporcitor; Insitor; Obaraior ; Occator ;

Sarriior ; Subruncator ; Mesaor ; Convector ; Con-

ditor ; Promitor

;

significant appellations which

will be clearly understood from what follows. The
functions of the last deity alone do not fall within

our limits
;
but we shall odd another to the list in

the person of Stcrcutius. (Serv. ad Virg. Georg. L

21 ; Plin. //. N. xvii. 9 ;
I^tant. i. 20; Macrob.

Sat. i. 7\ Prudent, Peristejth. iil 449; Augustin.

de C. Dei. xviiL 15.)

1. Ploughing (aratio).

The number of times that land was ploughed,

vaiying from two to nine, as well os the season at
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which the work was performed, de]>cndcd upon the
nature of the soil and the crop for which it w'as

prepared. The object of ploughing being to keep
down weeds, to pulverise the earth ns finely os<

]M»siblc (Virg. Georg, ii. 204), and to ex}K>sc every
portion of it in turn to the action of the atmosphere,
the operation was rc[K'atcd again and ag:un O'irg.

Georg, i. 47), until these objects were fully at-

tained. When stilF low-lying soil (campuf uligi->

nosus) was broken up fur wheat, it was usual to

plough it four times, hrst ( proscindere) os early in

spring 08 the weather would permit (Virg. Georg.

i. 63), after which the land was tenued rervactiuny
' and hence the god Vervactor ; for the second time

(offringerey iterarCy vcrvucia tidtigere)y about the

summer solstice, under the patronage of the god
/tejHiratory and on this occasion the field was cross-

})luughed (Virg. Georg, i. 97) ; for the third time

(terliare)y about the beginning of SeptemW
;
and

for the fourth time, shortly l>efore the equinox,

when it was ribbed (liram) for the reception of the

sectl, the ribbing lx;ing executed under favour of

the god Imporcitory by adding two mouldboards
to the plough (ardlrum auritum)y one on each side

of the shaie. (V’arr. i. 29 ;
Pullad. i. 43.) Rich

soil on sloping ground was ploughed three times

only, the ploughing in spring or at the l>oginning

of .September being omitted ; light (ejrilie) moist

soil also three times, at the end of Augrist, eiu-ly

in Se])tem)>cr, and about the e<juinnx
;
whilst the

poorest hill soil was ploughed twice in rapid suc-

cession, early in September, so that the moisture

might not Ite dried up by the summer heat. (Virg.

.

Georg, i. 70.)

The greatest care was taken not to plough

ground that had been rendered miry by min, nor

that which after a long drought had been wetted
by showers which had not penetrated lieyond the

surface (Col. ii. 4 ; Pullad. ii. 3) ;
but whether

this liist is really the terra cariosa of C^to, as

Columella seems to think, is by no means clear.

(Cat. v. 34 ; comp. Plin. II. N. xvii. 5.)

With regard to the depth to which the sharo

was to be driven, wo have no very precise direc-

tions
;
but Columella recommends generally deep

ploughing (iL 2. § 23 ;
comp. Plin. II. N. xviii.

16) in preference to more scratching (fcarificttllo)

with light shares (ejciguis vonieribus et dentaliius).

The plough was almost invarbbly drawn by
oxen, although Homer (II. x. 351 ; Od. viii. 124)
prefers mules, yoked close together in such n
manner os to pull by their necks and not by tho

honis, guided and stimulated chiefly by the voice.

The lash was used very sparingly, and the young

steer was never pricked by the goad (sUmnluf)y

since it was apt to render him restive and un-

manageable. The animals were allowed to rest

at the end of each furrow, but not to stop in tho

middle of it ; when unharnessed, they were care-

fully rubbed down, allowed to cool, and watered,

Ijcfore they were tied up in the stall, their mouths

having been previously washed with wine. (CoL

iu 2.)

The ploughman (bubulcus) was required to make
perfectly straight and uniform furrows (sulco vario

ne arcf)y so close to each other ns altogether to ob-

literate the mark of the shore, and was particularly

cautioned against missing over any portion of tho

ground, and thus leaving fcamnoy that is, masses

of hard un.stirred earth (necul/i crudum folum et

iinmotum rdinquaty quod agricolao tcamnum ro-

R
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0cm/). The norma) length of a furrow wu 1 20

feet, and this is the origiiml import of tlie word
actus. A disiinciioii U dniwn )>otween versus and
verturoy the former being properly the/urrotCy the

latter the extremity of the frurow, or the turning

point
; but this is far from being strictly obserred

(Col. iL 6. §§ 27, 28.)

Four days were allowed for the four ploiighings

of a juger of rich low-lying land (jut^erum tatis

c^ri quahur operis expeditur). The first ploughing

(pfioscissib) occupied two days, the second {Ueratio)

one day, the third {tertkuie [?]) three fourths of a

day, and ribbing for the seed one fourth of o day
(w Uram satum rediffitur qundninie ojienu). The
same time is allowed for the three ploughing^ of

rich upland soil (codes pinfluis soH) as for the four

ploughings of the uliginosus campus, the fiitigue

being much greater, although the difficulties pre-

sented by the acclivity were in some measure re-

lieved by ploughing hills in a slanting direction,

instead of straight up and doam. (Cat 61 ; V'orr.

I 27. 29; Col. ii. 4 ;
Plin. //. A', xviil 19, 20.

26; Pallad. L 6, il 3, riii. 1, x. 1 ;
Gcopon. ii.

23; and comp. Horn. IL xiU. 7U4; xriii. 37U.

540; 04 V. 127.)

2. Manurmff (^ercoratio).

Manure (fimusy stercus). The manure chiefly

employed was the dung of birds and of the or-

diiuiry domestic animals (stiTcus adumlHnumy buLu^

litmyC0villumy ctxprinumy suilluniy etfuinumy asiHinumy

&c.). This differed considerably in quality, ac-

cording to the source from which it was procured
;

and hence those who raised different kinds of crops

are enjoined to keep the different sorts of dung
separate, in order that each might bo applied in

the roost adrantageous manner. That derived

from pigeon-houses (ecdunUMtriis)y from aviaries

where thrushes were fattened (ex avinriis turJorum

et merularum)y and from birds in general, except

water-fowl, was considered as the hottest and most
powerfiil, and always placed apart, being sown by
the hand exactly as we deal with guano at the

present moment. The ancient >MiU rs very em-
phatically point out the necessity of procuring large

supplies of manure, which the Uonuuis n'gnnied as

under the especial patronage of a god iianied A'/er-

culiusy and farmers were urged to collect straw,

weeds, leaves of all sorts, hedge clippings, and
tender twigs, which were first used to litter the

stock, and then, when mixed with fishes, sweep-

ings of the house, rood-scrapings, and filth of every

description, served to swell the dunghills (slcnpti-

iinia). These were at least two in nuni1>or, one

being intended for immediate use, the other for

the reception of fresh materials, w'hich were allowed

to reniEin for a year ; dung, when old and well

rotted, being accounted licst for all purposes, ex-

cept for top-dressing of meadows, when it was
us^ as fresh as possible. The dunghills were

formed on ground that had been hollowed out and
)>enton down or pa%’ed, so that the moisture might
not escape through the soil, and they were covered

over with brashwood or hurdles to prevent e^apo-

mtion. In this way the whole mass was kept con-

stantly moist, and fermentation was still fiirther

promoted by turning it over very frequently and
incorporating the different parts.

The particular crops to which manure wtis chiefly

applied will be noticed hereafter
;
but in so far ns

regards the time of application it was laid down in
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September or October, on the ground that was to be
autumn sown

;
and in the coudh* of Jantiar)' or Fe-

bnuirv', on the ground tiiat was to be spring sown.

A full manuring (strrconjtio) for a juger of land
on an upland slope ((/uod sjtissiiA sicrcoratur) was
24 loads (reAcs), each load ^'ing 80 roodii or pecks

;

while for low-lying land (quod rarius stereoratur)

1 8 loads were considered sufficient. The dung was
thrown down in small heaps of the bulk of five

roodii, it was then broken small, was spread out

equally and ploughed in instantly that it might not

be dried np by the rays of the sun, great care being

taken to {>crforro these operations when the moon
was waning, and if possible with a west wind. Ac-
cording to the calculations of Columella, the live-

stock ncccssniy for a form of two hundred jugers

ought to yield 1 440 loads per year
;
that is, enough

for manuring 00 jugers at the rate of 24 loads to

the juger. In what proportions this was distributed

is nowhere verj' clearly defined, and must neces-

sarily have varied occoriling to circumstances. If

we take two stUemeiits of Cato in connection with
each other, we shall be led to conclude that he ad
vises one half of the whole manure made upon a
farm to be applied to the raising of green crops used
as fodder (po/Wanj), one-fourth to the toj>-dre5sing

of meadows, and the rcm-iining fourth to the olives

and fruit-trees. Columelli recommends the nrn-

imring of light soil (ertUs terra) before the second
ploughing

;
but when rich lands were summer fill-

lowed previous to n coni crop, no manure was con-

sidered requisite. (Horn. Od. xvii. 297, Tlu*o-

phrast. n. . A. ill 25 ; Cat. 5, 7, 29, 36, 37, 61 ;

Varr. i. 1.1, .18; Colum. ii. 5, 6, 9, 10, 14, 1.^,

xi. 2 ;
Pallad. i. .1.1, x. i ; Cic. dc Sen^. 15

;

If.X. XYiL 9, xviii. 19,23; Gcopon. ii. 21, 22.)
The system of manuring by penning and feeding

sheep upon a limited spjice of ground mtis ncith'T

unknow'i) nor neglected, ns we |KTreive frf>m the

pn'cepts of Cato (30), Varro (ii. 2. § 12), and
Pliuy (//. A', xviii- 53), all of whom recommend
the practice.

The ashes obtained by biirnlTig weeds, bushes,

pranings, or any sort of sujicrriuous wood, were
found to have llic best effect (Virg. Cteorff. i. 81 ;

Colum. iL lb; Plin. xvii. 9; Gcopon. xii. 4), and
sometimes, as we know from Virgil (Oeorp. i. 81),
it was deemed profimble to set fire to the stubblo

standing in the fields. (Plin. //. A^ xviii. 30.)

Caustic lime was employed as a fertiliser by some
of tho tribes of Tranvalpine Gaul in the time of

Pliny, but in Italy its application seems to have
been veiy limited and to have bern confiiit'd to

vinos, olives, and cherry-trees. (Cat. .18 ; Pallad.

L 6 ; Plin. II. X. xvii. 9, xviii. 2.5, 30.)

Marl also (marpit) of different kinds was known
to the Greeks, was applied hy the Mi^remies to

wet cold L'inds,and was extensively employed in (iau!

and Britain ; but not l>eing found in Italy, did not

enter into the agricultural arrangements of the

I^ntins. Pliny devotes several chjipters to an ela-

bomto discussion upon these earths, of which he
dc-ficribes v.-unoiis sorts which had Imh'ii made tho

subject of experiment, clissifjdng them according

to their colour, their constitution, and their quali-

ties; the white (aJbc)y tho red (rw/«>, the dove-

coloured (eo/amfdna)y the clayey (ur(fifhcea\ the

aandy (artmarea), the stony (ioftJt<iceu)y the fiit

(piitf/uut)y fUHi the caustic [r] (aspeni). Some of

them we recognise at once, as for e.tnmple, the fat

white clayey marl chiefly used in Britain, the ( f-
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feet* of which wore believed to endare for eighty

years. (Plin. //. .V. xvii. .5, 8 ;
comp. Varro, L 7,

In (JuUia TranavUpinu iutus ud lihcnum ulufuol

nyieme* acoefsi . . . ubi ayros tiercoraretU Candida

fotneia ereta.)

Somewhat analogoos to the use of marl was the

system strongly recommended by Theophrastus and
Columella, but condemned by Pliny, of combining

soils in which some quality existed in excess, with

those possessing opposite characters— dry gravel

with chalky clay, or heavy wet loam with sand,

—

the object being frequently attained to a certain

extent by subsoil ploughing, which was greatly ap-

proved of as a means of renovating fields exhausted

by severe cropping. (Theophrast. II. 4». A. iii. 26 ;

Colum. it 15 ; Pliit H. N. xvii. 5.)

When ordinary manures could not be procured

in sufficient quantity, a scheme was resorted to

which was at one time pursued in this country',

and is still adopted with considerable success in

m.*iny parts of Italy and in the sandy tracts of

sonthem France. The field was sown about the

middle of September with beans or lupines, which

were ploughed into the ground the following

sprino, in all cases before the pod was fiilly formed,

and at an ciwlier stage of their growth on light

than on stiff soils. Nay, many crops, such os

beans, peas, lupines, vetches, lentils (ervUiOy ci-

cerula\ even when allowed to come to matiuity,

were supposed to exercise an ameliorating influence,

provided their roots were immediately buried by

the plough, although perhaps in this case the bene-

ficial effect may have resulted fiam the manure
applied before they were sowti. On the other

hand, com in general, poppies,. fenugreek, and all

crops pulled up by the roots, such as ciccr and flax,

were supjHwed to exhaust (urere) the soil, which
then required either repose or manure to restore its

powers. (Theophrast. H. . A. viii. 9 ; Cat. 37 ;

Varr. L 23 ; Colum. ii. 13—15, xL 2 ;
Pallad. L

6, vi. 4, X. 9 ;
Pliii. //. AT. xvii. 9, xviii. 10. 14

—

16.)

3. Smeiny (salto)

May be considered under three heads. 1, The
time of sowing. 2. Tho manntT of sowing. 3.

The choice, preparation, and quantity of the seed.

1. Tho seed-time (aementis) kot' com-
menced at the autumnal etiuinox, and ended fifteen

d.'iys before the winter solstice. Few, however,

began before the setting of the Pleiades (23d Oc-
tolier), unless on cold wet ground, or in those lo-

calities where bad weather set in soon
;
indeed, it

was an old proverb that, while a late sowing often

disappointed the hopes of the husbandman, an early

one never realised them {maturam cationem tuepe

dedprre tnlerc, $eram numquam quin vtala sit) ; and
the Virgilian maxim is to the same purpose. Spring

sowing (trimedru tatio) was practised only in verj’

deep stiff land, which would admit of being cropped

for several years in succession (rcstUnlis ager)^ or

where, from peculiar circumstances connected with

the situation or climate, such as the great iiicle-

mmey of the winters, it was impossible for the

fiumcr to sow in autumn ; and hence, gcncrolly

speaking, was resorted to very sparingly, and for the

most part from necessity rather than inclination.

2. We can infer from incidental notices in agri-

ciiltanil writers, that the seed was committed to

the gmund in at least three different modes.

«. The seed was cast upon a flat surface finely
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pulverised by the plough and harrow, and then

covered up by ribbing the land {tertio cum arant^

JACTO SK.M1NK, bovfs Unire dicutUur). (Varr. i.

29 ; comp. Cfolum. iL 1 3.)

5. Tho land was ribbed, the seed was then

dropped upon the tops of tho lirae" or elevated

ridges, according to our fiuhion for turnips, liras
auiem ruMici vocant eamlem porcas cum sic arutum
est, ut inter duos lutius distantes su/cos, mediut

cumulus siccum sedem Jhtmentis praebeuL (Colum.
ii. 4. § 8.) This plan was followed on wet land
to secure a dry l^d for the seed, which would
probably be covered up by hond-rakes {rastris).

c. The land was ribbed os in tho former cose
;

but the seed, instead of being dropped upon the

ridge of the /('m, was cast into the depression of the

furrow, and might be covered up either by the har-

row or by ploughing doum the middle of the lira.

This was practised on light, sloping, and thcreforo

dry, land {neque in lira sed suit suloo talis oyer

semimtndus est^ Colum. ii. 4. § 1 1 ).

It will be seen clearly that, whichever of tho
above modes was adopted, the seed would spring

up in regular rows, os if sown by a drill, and that

only one half of the land would be covered with
seed. In point of fiict, the quantity of seed sown
on a given extent of ground was not above half of

what we employ.

V'etches, fenugreek, and some other crops, as

will Ijc noticed ladow, were frequently thrown
upon land unprepared (cruda terra)^ and the seeds

then ploughed iiu The seed seems to have been
cast out of a three-peck bosket {trimoduun sato-

riauL, sc. corhem)^ which from superstitious motives

'vas frequently covered over with the skin of a
hyaena. Pliny points out how necessary it was
that the hand of the sower should keep time with
his stride, in order that he might scatter the

grains with perfect uniformity.

3. Tho points chiefly attended to in the choice

of seed com were, that it should be perfectly fresh

and free from mixture or adulteration, and of an
uniform reddish colour throughout its Bulwtancc.

When the crop was reaped, the largest and finest

ears were selected by the hand, or, where tho

produce was so great ns to render this impossible,

the heaviest grains were separated by a sieve

(quidquid eat^tur cajyislerio expuryandum erit)

and reserved. In addition to these precautions it

aos not unusual to doctor seeds of all sorts (tnedicare

semhia) by sprinkling them with an alkalino

liquor (fdtrumy L e. probably carlionate of soda),

or with tho deposit left by newly expressed oil

(armtrea), or by steeping them in various prejiara-

tions, of which several are enumerated by Colu-

mella and Pliny ;
the object being twofold, in the

first place to increase the quantity and quality of

the produce, and in the second place to protect it

from the ravages of vermin, especially the little

animal called curetdioy probably the some insect

with our weevil.

Tho quantity of seed sown varied according to the

soil, the situation, the season, and tho weather, the

general rule being that less was required for rich

and finely pulverised {pingue et putre)y or light

and sharp (yraeile)y or thin poor soil (maerumy or^)
than for such os was stiff and heavy (crossum,

crciosum)y or moderately tenacious ; less for an
open field than for an arbustumy less at the begin-

ning of the season than towards the close (although

this is contradicted by Pliny, II. N. xviii. 24), and

B 2
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lets in rminy than in dry weather, maxims which f

are fully explained by the authorities quoted be- i

low. The average amount of seed us^ for the

three principal species of grain— wheat, spelt and
barley— w*as respectively, hve, ten, and six niodii

pcrjuger.()^noph.Oeer/n. 17; Tbeophrast. ii. 6. and

lii. 25 ; Cat, JM, 35 ; Vnrr. 1 29, 34, 40, 62 ; Co-

lum. il 2, 3, R, 9, 10, 13, xii, 2 ;
Pdl.*ul. L 6, 34,

X. 2 ;
Virg. Georg, i 193, 219, 225 ; Plin. II.

xiv. 21, xvi. 27, xviii. 24, 73 ;
Oeopon. iL 15—20.)

4. Iliirrotcifig {oocaiio)

Might be performed at two different periods :

after the first or sci'ond ploughing, in order to

powder the soil completely
;
nnd after sowing, in

order to cover up the seed. When the land arts

encumbered w ith roots and deep>seoted weeds, a

grubber Cat. 10, Varr. L. L. iv. 31) formed

of a strong plank set with iron spikes was cm*
ployed, but in ordiiuuy cases w'icker hurdles (rt-

tniueae cru/ej), sometimes fitted with teeth {den-

taUie)^ w’ere dragged over the ground
;
or the clods

were broken with hand-rakes (rus^ro). The seed,

as w'e have seen al>ove, being for the most port

ploughed in, and the opemtiun fur that reason placed

under the {latrotinge of a god (tbaratoTy the second

harrowing {iteraiio) was omitted, except where the

surface still mse in lumps (Virg. 6'eon/. i. 104) ; but

since it w*ns the duty of a go^ former to have his

fields in the best cu'dcr before he began to sow, the

older Roman writers conaideit'd harrowing afu*r

sowing as a proof of Itful husl>andry.— ** Vetercs

Homani dixerunt male subactum agnan, qui satis

fnigihus occandus sit*' (C^luni. ii. 4, 13, xt 2 ;

Plin. II. N. xviit 20 ;
Vii^. Georg. L 94, 104.)

5. Iloeiag (earritio).

The next care, after covering up the seed, was
to loosen the earth round the mots of the young
blades, in order that air and moisture might gain

free access and enable them to send forth more
numerous and more vigorous shoots and fibres

(tU /nUiaire possifit). This process was tenned

(nroAcia, earritio., or san*u/a/ib, and was carried

on by hand w'ith an instrument called earculunt,

the form of which is not knowiL Com w*as usu>

ally hoed tw'icc, for the Ant time in winter, as

soon as it fairly covered the ground (cum $aia

Bu/coM eotdettrini)^ provided there W'os no frost

;

and for the second time in spring, before the stalk

became jointed (atUetfuam ergre im articuium eat)
;

great care being taken at all times not to injure

the root. On the first occasion, and then only,

w’hcre the ground was dry and the situation warn,
the plants, in addition to a simple hoeing

$arrUio\ were earthed up (adotruere). Columella

recommends sarritio for almost all crops, ex-

cept lupines
;
but authorities differed much as to

the necessity or propriety of performing the opera-

tion in any case, and those who advocated its ex-

pediency most w’nrraly, agreed that the periods at

which it ought to be executed, and the number of

time's that it ought to be repeated, must depend
upon the soil, climate, and a variety of special

circumstances. (Cat. 37 ; Varr. L 18, 29. 36 ;

Colum. ii. 11, xi. 2 ;
Plin. II. N. xviii. 21, 26 ;

Oeopon. it 24 ; comp. PJauU Cupt. iii. 5. 3 ;

Virg. Georg, i 155.)

6. Weeding (rtutcalio).

Hoeing wras followed by weeding (fiorayurfUff
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runeafio\ which in the case of grain crops took

place immediately before tliey began to blossonu

nr inunediately after the flower bad pasted away.
The weeds were either pulled up by the roots

(evuisU inuiiiibuB keHAt)y or cut over with a bill-

hook, which Polladius terms rrmeo. (Cat 37 ;

Varr. i. 30 ; Colum. iL 11, xl 2 ;
Pall^. i, sub,

fin. ; Plin. II. N. xviiL 21 ;
Geopon. iL 24.)

But after the farmer had laboured with unres

raitting zeal in cleaning and pulverising the soil, in

selecting and medicating the seed, in hoeing the

young blades, and in extirpating the common
noxious weeds (loHum^ trUtuli^ tappae^ oardui^

ru6«, atwMi), the safety of the crop was threatened

by a vast number of assailants (turn variae iUmhiui

petdet) ; such os worms of various kinds (vermicu/i)

attacking both root and ear, caterpillars (tmicae),

spiders (phtda$igia)^ snails (limarety cochleae)., mice
(marejt), moles (taij>ae)y and the whole race of

birds, besides which, each kind of plant w*as be-

lieved to have its own special vegetable enemy,
which, if not carefully watched, would spring up,

choke, and destroy it. The most formidable of

these pests arc enumerated by Pliny (II. N. xviii.

17), who proposes suudr>' precautions and remedies,

of which many are ridiculous superstitiocis. But
the foe dreaded above all others in the vineyard

and the cornfield was a peculiar blight or mildew
tenned roidga, which wrought such havoc in damp
low-lying situations that it w*as regarded as a ma-
nifestation of wTalh on the port of a malignant

spirit, whose favour the rustic sought to propitiate

by the annual festival of the Uohigaiia, [ Uobi-
UALIA.]

Another danger -of an opposite description arose

from the grain shooting up so rapidly that the stalk
' was likely to become immoderately long and weak.
The danger in this case was averted by pastur-

ing down the too luxuriant herbage with sheep
(Ittxuriem eegetum tenera depateit in heria)y or by
dragging over it on iron-toothed harrow (cratie et

hoe genus dentatoe siilis ferreis\ hy which it was
said to be combed (jKctinari). (Plin. II. N. xviii.

17- 21 ;
Virg. Georg, i. 151.)

7. Heaping (messio).

The com was reaped as soon as it bad acquired

a uniform yellow tint, without waiting until it

bad become dead ripe, in order to avoid the loss

sustained hy shaking, and by the ravages of

animals. The necessity of pursuing this course

with regard to barley, is especially insisted upon

;

but is quite at Miriaoce with modem practice.

(Colum. ii. 9.)

Varro describes three distinct methods of reap-

ing (tria generrt messiottis).

1. That followed in Umbria, where the stalk

aiu shorn close to the ground with a hook (/(da) ;

each handful was laid down
;
and when a num-

ber of these had accumulated, the ears were cut

off, throw'll into boskets (cortes), and sent to the

thrashing-floor, the straw (stramemtum) being left

upon the field, and afierw’ards gathered into a
heap.

2. That followed in Picemun, where they used

a small iron saw (semda ferrta) fixed to the ex-

tremity of a crooked wo^cn handle (^igneum ta-

currum latillum) ; with this they laid hold of a
bundle of ears which were cut off, the straw being

left standing to be mown subsequently.

3. That followed in the vicinity of Rome and
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most other places, where the italki wore gnuped
in the left hand and cut at half their height from
the ground, the whole of the portion detached
being convened in baakets to the tbnuhing-floor,

and the port leR standing being cut afterwards.

The last two methods only arc particularly no-

ticed by Columella, who describes the instruments

employed in the second under the names of pcc^uvrs

and nerpi [ae /] (muiti meryis, o/ii j^^inibus

tpicam ^t$am ieffumt) ; and those employed ia the

third aa/tUee* verictUaiae {multi fulcUmt xxrieuiatia^

attpte Its tW roUrotis ref daUiculatu meilium culmum
•ecoMl) ; a series of terms which have ncTcr been
very satisfactorily explained. In addition to the

above, Pliny and Polladius describe a reaping-

machiac worked by oxen, which was much used
in the extensive level plains of the Gauls. Virgil

{Oi'org. L 316), perhati^ alludes to binding up the
com in sheafs ; but bis words arc not so clear

upon this point ns those of Homer in the charm-
ing picture of a hardest-held contained in the
eighteenth book of the Iliad. (V^arr. L 50; Colum.
iL 20 ; Plin. //. N. xriii. 30 ; Pallad. vii. 2 ; Qcopon.
ii. 25 ; comp. Horn. H. xl 67, xviil 560.)

8.

T^rosAti^ {tritura).

After the crop had been properly dried and
hardened {tom/aeta) by exposure to the sun, it

was conveyed to the thrashing-Hoor (£Awr,
or ami). This was an open space, on some
elevated spot over which the wind bad free course, i

of a ciroul^ form, slightly raised in the centre to

allow moisture to nm o£ The earth was com-
pressed by heavy rollers {yravt eyfindro^ molari
lapide)y pounded with rammers- {paviadi»\ aj)d

reduced to a solid consistency with clay and chaff,

so as to present an even unyielding surface
;
or,

better stilt, pared with hard stones. Here the com
was s]wcad out and beaten with flails {baculU &ie»-
terf^/iutilM$ atdtre^ pertieitflagdlart) ; or more com-
monly, except when the ears alone had been brought
from the held, trodden out {eaicrtrt) by the feet

of a number of men or horses, who were driven
backwards and forwards within the ring. To pro-

duce the effect more easily and more perfcctiv, the
cattle were frequently yoked to a machine {trilm-

lum^ tribulot traJkea, /roAa), consisting of a board
made rough by attaching to it stones or pieces of
iron, and loaded with some heavy weight ; or, what
was termed a Punic wain ( plodelium Poenicum)
was employed, being a set of toothed rollers

covered with planks, on which int the driver who
guided the team.

Attached to the area w*as a huge shed or half-

enclosed bam {nubilarium)^ of sufficient dimensions
to contain the whole crop. Here the com was
dried in unfavouiable seasons before being thrashed,
and hither it was hurriedly conveyed for shelter
when the harvest work arts Intermpted by any
sudden storm. (Cat. 91, 129

;
Varr. i. 13, 51, 52;

Colum. 16, ii. 19 ; Pallad. i. 36, viii. 1 ;
Plb». II.

A'. xviiL 29, 30 ; Horn. II. xiii. 588 ; xx. 495
;
xxi.

77 ;
V'irg. Gtcry. i. 178; Oeopon. iL 26.)

9.

ITijcaotrifl^ (cewfi/a/io).

When the grain was mixed with chaff, it was
bid down in small piles upon the area, in order
that the lighter particles might be home away by
the passing breeze ; but when the wind was not
•nfficienUy strong, it became necessary to winnow
{^taddart) it. This was effected by a labourer
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(\iMfi7jrIipt wnti/iUor) who tossed it up from •
sieve {tKUtnuSy eaptairrium) or shovel (»rooy, rcn/i-

lal/rum)^ when the heavy portion fell down in a
heap, and the chaff floated off through the air.

When it was intended to keep the com for any
length of time, it was common to repeat the pro-
cess (rrpuryafr^ rrpolin\ that it might be tho-
roughly cleaned. (Varr. I 52; Colum. ii. 9. 20;
comp. Horn. II. v. 499; xiiL 580.)

10.

Preaertotion nfCorn (de/rurnento aervandu).

After the com had boon thmsht*d out and win-

,

nowed, or nt least the ears sejvirated from the stalk,

the next care was to store up {condert) the grain in

fitting repositories (/TroaanKi, Aormi). The great
object in view being to preserve it from becoming
mouldy or rotten, and to protect it from the ravages
of vermin, especially the weevil {rurculio\ we find

that very great diversity of opinion existed as to
the means by which those ends might host be at-

tained. By some the store-houses were built with
brick walls of great thickness, for the purpose, it

would scem^ of securing a uniform temperature,
and bad no window or aperture, except a hole in

the roof, through which they were filled. Others,
again, raised these structures aloft on wooden
columns, and allowetl currents of air to pass
through on all sides and even fmm below; while
others admitted particular winds only, such, namely,
AS were of a drying chnrscUT. Many plaster^
the walls with a sort of hard stucco worked up
with amuren, which was Wlieved to act ns a safe-

guard aiminst vermin, while others considered tho
use of lime under any form as decidedly injurious.

These and many different opinions, together with
receipts for various preparations wherewith to

sprinkle the com, will be found detailed in the

authorities cited below, among whom Pliny very
sensibly observes that the principal consideration

ought to be the condition of the grain itself when
housed

; since, if not |xrfectly dr)', it must of ne-

cessity breed mischief. In many countries, as in

Thrace, Cappadocia, Spain, and Africa, the com
was laid up in pits {acr^Itihua) sunk in a perfectly

dry soil and well lined with chaff, a practice now
extensively adopted in Tuscany. Wheat in the

ear {cum apica aua) might, according to Varro, if

the air was excluded, be preseiwed in such recep-

tacles for fifty yearn, and millet for an hundrciL
(Cat 92 ;

Varr. i. 57 ; Colum. i. 6 ; Pallad. L 19 ;

Plin. If. N. xviil 30 ;
Gcopon. ii. 27—31.)

IV. Crops.

Crops, as olri'ndy remarked, may be divided

into four classes :— 1. Grain or com crops. 2. Legu-
m inous crops, or pulse. 3. Crops cut green for forage.

4. Crops which supplied the raw materials for the

textile fabrics. We might extend the number
of cliisses did we purpose to treat of certain plants,

such as poppies {papfit>era) and arsamam, raised

to a small extent only, and confined to particular

localities
;
but our limits do not permit us to em-

brace so wide a field of inquiry.

In addition to the above, much attention was
dc\'oted to what may be termed secondary crops

;

those, namely, which did not afford directly food

or clothing for man or beast, but which were r<*-

quired in order to fiicilitate the cultivation and
collection of the primary crops. Thus, beds of
willows {aalictn) for Itaskets and w'ithes, and of

K 3
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rc«dB (anuidineta) for vine-propa, were frequently in

faroumble situations very proiitable, just as land

in certain districts of Kent yields a large return

when planted with young chestnuts for hop-poles.

1. Com Crept (Jrumenta).

The word applied in a general sense to denote

what we now call “ the cereal grasses ” was fhi-

vienta ; but of these wheat being by far the most

iinporUuit, it is not wonderful that the term in

question should be employed frequently to denote

w'heat specially', and occasionally in such a manner

as to exclude other kinds of grain, as when Pliny

remarks, “ calamus altior thimento quam hordeo,”

meaning “ in wheat the suilk is longer than in

barley.” The only frumeiita which it will be

necessary for us to consider particularly in this

place arc—
a. Triticum and Far; b. Ilordoum; c. Panicum

and Milium.

a. Triticum and Far. No one cntcrUiins any

doubt that triticum {irvphs in Greek, and by the

later writers atrof) is tlic generic name for the

grain which we denominate w/ieat

;

but when we
proceed to examine the different species or varieties,

we are involved in many difficulties, for the

botanical descriptions transmitted to us by the

ancients are in all cases so imperfect, and in

many instances so directly at variance with each

other, that it becomes almost impossible to identify

with certainty the objects to which they refer, with

those hunilior to ourselves. Colmuella (ii. 6 ; comp.

Dioscorid. ii. 107 ;
Theophr. II. P. viiu 1. 4), who

attempts a systematic classification, assigns the first

place among “ frumenta ” to Triticum and Semai

actoreum, each of which contained several sfiecies or

varieties. Among many different kinds of triticum

he deems the following only dcseriing of particular

notice :
—

1. Itobusy possessing superior weight and bril-

liancy (niior).

1(5. SiliffOy very white, but deficient in weight

(Colum. ii. 0, § l.'l
;

Plin. If.N. x\iii. 8.)

3. Trimrstre (jptpriyicuos s. rplprjyos), a sort of

siligo, nniciving its name from lying three months

only in the ground, being spring-sown. We find

this kind sometimes dcnoniiiiated Si/xrjyus also,

since in very wanii situations it came to maturity

in two months after it was sown.

Among the different kinds of Semen udoreuniy

the following arc particularly noticed :
—

1. Far Ctusinuniy distinguishiid by its whiteness.

2. Fur vcnucttlum rutilum. Both heavier than

3. Far vmiu’uhim camliiliim.y t\\c (Fmnum.
4. Halicastrum or Semen trimestn-y very lu'ai'y

and of fine quality. Here we must remark that

although robuty tilufOy and tnmcst>r. lU'c set down ns

particular species or varieties of the more general

t«-rm triticuMy which is used in contradistinction to

temett atloreunty it is much more usual to find irili-

atm used in a restricted sense to denote ordinary

winter wheat, in opposition to lioth tili/jo and ado-

rrum, and hence Pliny declares that the most com-

mon kinds of gniin were “ Fury called adoreum by

the ancients, and triticum.''

Now, with regard to the three kinds of tritiam

enuinemted above, we shall Imve little difficulty in

deciding that they were not distinct species, but

merely varieties of the same spi'cics ; for we are

assim'd by Columella (ii. 9), that triticum, when

4own in wet land, passed in the course of three
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years into tiliffOy and by Pliny (xviii. fl) that sifitpy

in most parts of Gaul, passed, at the end of two
years, into triticum; again. Columella, in describing

trimrstrey admits (although contradicted by Plin.

H. N. xviii. 7) that it is a variety of sUigOy while

modem experience teaches us that winter and spring

wheats are convertible by subjecting them to pecu-

liar modes of cultivation. Hence we conclude that

robut and sUiyo were varieties of what is now
termed by botauists Triticum hybemimiy and that

trimestre was a variety of our Triticum acstivuwy

which is itself a variety of the hyljemum.

The question with regsird to Far, Ador, Semen
adoreumy.Semaiy .idoreuiiiy names used indifferently

by the Latin writers, docs not admit of such an
easy solution. But after a careful examination

of the muncrous, vague, perplexing, and contradic-

toiy statements scattered over the classics, the dis-

cussion of which scpiuately would far exceed our

limits, we may with considerable confidence decide

that/ar was a variety of the Greek (ia or and
of the modem Triticum sj^eltuy if not absolutely

identical with one or both. Spelt, which is fully

recognised by botanists ns a distinct species of triti-

ami, is much more hardy than common w'hcat, suc-

ceeding well in high exposed situations where the

latter would not ripen, and its chaff adheres with

singular fimmess to the grain, Ijoth of which cir-

cumstances were pn>niincnt characteristics of Jitr.

(Colum. iL 8 ;
Plin. II. N. xviii. 7, 8, 30.) In-

deed, it w’as found impossible to get rid of the thick

double case in which it was enclosed, by the ordi-

nary modes of thrashing
;
therefore it was stored

up with the chaff attached (convenii cum palca swt

comdi et ttipula tantum ei arutis Uber<Uur)\ and
when used as food it was necessary to pound it in a
mortar, or mb it in a mill of a peculiar constmetion,

in order to separate the tcimcious husks—a process

altogether distinct from grinding, and indicated by
the words pmscrcy pisturoy pistoret. (Cat. 2 ;

Plin.

II. N. xviii. 1 0.) The idea entertained by some com-

mentators, that the distinction between triticum and
far consisted in the circumstance that the latter was
awned while the former was beardless, is alto-

gether untenable
;
for not only does Pliny say ex-

pressly in one jiassagc (xviiL 10), Jar sine arista

esty and in another (xviii. 30), as distinctly that far

had aristacy but it is perfectly clear from Varro

(i. 48 ;
compare Plin. II. N. xviii. 7), that ordinary

triticum had a Iwnrd, and from Pliny that siligo

was generally, although not unifomily, without

one— a series of assertions whose contradictory

nature need occasion no surprise, since it is now
well known that this, like colour, is a point which
docs not amount to specific difference, for white,

red, awned, and beardless wheats are found to

change and nin into each other, according to soil,

climate, and mode of culture. Another fact noticed

by Pliny, to which, it correct, botanists seem not

to have given due attention, is, that triticum had
four joints in its stalk, /or six, and barley eight.

All agree that triticum (we shall use the word
hereafter in the restricted sense of common w'intcp-

wheat) succeeded best in dr}', slightly elevated,

open ground, wht;re the full influence of the sun’s

rays was not impeded by trees, while siligo and fiur

were well adapted for low damp situations and stiff

clayey soils (Cato 34, 33 ;
Vair. i. .9 ;

Colum. ii. 8;
Plin- xviiL 8). Tho sowing of winter wheat (.snrib

autumwdis) whether triticum, siligo, or adoreum,
commenced for the most part, according to the
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Virgilixm pivcqit, after the morning; aettin^ of the

j

Pleiades, that is, by the Roman calendar (ix. KaL
I

Not.), ftfter the 24th of Octol>er, and was always
I

cvtucluded before the .')th of December, it bcui^ n

maxim strictly obtened among prudent husband-
;

men to abitain &om all held work for fifteen days

before, and fifteen days after the winter solstice.

In wet or l^tbt soil^ bowvrer, and in all ex-

posed situations, where it was important that the

roots should have n firm hold of tlie ground before-

tbo rains and frosts set in, the sowing was fre-

quently completed by the end of Si’ptcml>er.

Spring towing (sfu/io frim^Mri*) wnt practised

only when the fanner had l>ccn pretenu^ by ac-

cidental circuuifetauces fn*m c imploling his work in

autumn ;
or in those localities where, from the ex-

treme cold and heavy snows, it was beared that the

young blades would be destroyed in winter ; or

fiimlly, where, from the depth ami stifiness of the

soil {croMUudiiu;)y it D»ighl be cropped rt*pcatedly

wiiliuiit a fidlow. In every case it was considered

mlvisable to throw the seed lu soon as the weather

wituld pennit, that is, in ordiitary M'osons, early In

March. The quantity of •ct*d required was from

four to six modii of triticum or »Ui;io to the juger

according as the soil was rich or poor ; and from

nine to ten modii of far. To understand this dif-

ference, we must recillect that tlte for was stored

lip and sown out in its thick husks ; and, therefore,

would occupy almost twice ns much s|tace as when
cleaned like the triticuni. The various operations

performed upon the above quantity of sc^ before

it could be brought to the thnuhing-tloor, required

ten days and a half of work.—Four for the plough-

man {imlftiietu) ; one fetf the bairower (peeuior)

;

three for the hoer (snrrs^or), two days on the first

uccnaiun, and one on the second ; one for the weeder

{ruricuiar) ;
one and a Imlf for the reaper (Messor).

The finest Italian wheat weighed from twenty-

five to twenty-six poimds the inodius, which cor-

responds to upwards of seventy English pounds

avoirdupois to the imperial bushel, tlie Uonmn
pound Wing very nearly U'fi ox. avuird., and the

modius of an imperial jieck. The lightest

was tiiat brought fixun ^ul and from the Cbcno-

ncs<*. It did not w'eigh more than twenty pounds

the modiua Intennediuto were the Sardinian, the

Alexandrian, the iSicilian, the Ikeotiun, and the

Atriran, the two bst opproachii^ most nearly in

excellence to the Italian.

The proportion which the produce bore to the

seed sown varied, w'ben Cicero and Varro wrote,

in the richest and most highly cultivated districts

of Sicily and Italy from 0 to 10 for 1 ; 15 for 1

w ns regarded as an extraordinary crop obtained in

a few highly faroured spots only, while in the age

of Columella, when agriculture hod fiillen into

decay, the avemge return was less than 4 for 1.

Parts t.f Egypt, the region of Ryjuu'ium in Africa,
|

the neighbourhood of Oorvda in Syria, and the
i

territory of Sybaris were said to render a hundred
|

or even a hundred and fifty fold ; but these ac- .

crmnti were in all likelihood greatly exaggerated.
I

(Ck. *« IVrr. iii. 47 ; Varr. i. 44 ;
Colum. iii. 3.

'

§ 4 ; Pliii. //. iV. xviii, 21.)

For is uniformly represented as having been the

first species of grain ever cultivated in Italy, and

as such was employed exclusively in religions cere-

monies. Hence also foritta liccame the generic

term for flour or meal whether derived frimi far,

from triticum, or from any other cereal. « Thus wc
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read of tritieca tiUgimea farina^ hordeacta
/cirwo, even aretaimi farina (Pliiu //. A’, xviii. 9,
XX. 13, xxiL 25). In the expressionsfar
far kordacemm found in Columella (viii. 5, 11), far
is evidently used for /imimo, and wo shall see
that evtm filigo is in like manner used to denote, not
only the solid grain, but the floor produced by
grindii^ it This being premised, we may pro-
ceed to examine the meaning of the terms /jo^,
nmilago s. sMsfa, c»6oWtfm, o/tda, amy-
ItuHy yrauca^ &C., several of whu^ have never been
clciirly explained. Here again wc can give the re-

sult only of an investigation, in the course of which
w*e are obliged to tlireud our way through state-

ments at once obscure and irreconcilable. Regard-
ing tritiemm and nligo os two well distinguished

varieties of wheat, their products when graoud
were thus classed by millers :—

From triticum,

]. Potirny the finest flour dust, double dressed.

2. Similoy or ^imikigOy the bust first flour.

3. Ciftorium atatndarittmy second flour.

4. FarfwrtSy bran.

From siligo,

1. SiliffOy the fiiu'st double-dressed flour, used
exclusively for postiy and fancy bread.

2. /'Vos {nfigiMis), first flour.

3. C ‘iiMirimm tecumiarimHy second flour.

4. Furfurvty bran.

It would appear that Celsus (iL 18), consider-

ing wheat generally as triticum, called tlie finest

and purest flour mligo ; ordinary flour, $imUa ; the
whole produce of the grain, bran, and flour mixed
together, aardropor. (Plin. //. A. xriil tt, 9,
lU, 11.)

Aiica is placed by Pliny among the different

kinds of com (xviii. 7), and is probably the tame
with the ffiUieartmmy Alirartrwmy or spring-sown

far of Columella. Hut alira is also used to denote,

not only the grain, but a particalar preparation of
it, most clearly described in another paaaage of

Pliny (xviiL 11). The finest was rimde from
Campanian sea, which was first nibbed in a wooden
mortar to remove the busk, and then (amtssis

hmicis) the pore grain {mudatu medulla) was
pounded. In tbfi manner thrie sorts were pro-

duced and classed according to tbeir finenesa, the

mwimam, the feruodnrimniy and the ouarscst or
apkaerrmoy and eoch was mixed with ft kind of fine

white chnik, found between Naples and Puteoli,

which become intimately ainalgamatod with it

(transit in corjmsy colortmupte H t-neritatsm t^urt).

This compound was the principle ingredient in a
sort of porridge also colled alicoy while aiirariusy

signifying properly one who pouiidi'd alica, fre-

quently denotes a milirr in general. (Plin. //. A.
xviii. 7, 1 1, 29, xxil 25 ; CnU 78 ; CcU. vi. 6 ;

Mart. ii. 37, xiii. 6 ;
Ocopon. iii. 7.)

Am^um is starch, and the modes of preparing

it arc described by Cato (87), and Pliny (//, A.
xviii 7).

iSrtutea was wheat, not ground, but merely
divested of its busk, and ma4ie into a sort of por-

ridge bv boiling it in water and then adding milk.

(Cat. flfl.)

6. IfQnh'um I. Ordenm
; apq Horn.).

Next in importance to fritiewn and tttlommmy was
hordrum or barley, which was a more appropriate

food for the lower animals thou wheat, was oetMr

\ * -1

y 'u^lc
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for man wbcn made into polmta than wheat of an

indifferent quality, and furnished excellent straw

and chaff {tiramentum^ ;Weu).

The species most generally cultivated, termed

kejr<utiehKm or ccmtbfHnHmy was, we con scaretdy

doubt, identical with what we now call bear or

the Ifordrum hejeoj/tichtm or six-rowctl

liorlcy of botanists. It was sown after the vernal

€M]uinox (hence called Theophr. II. P,

viiL 1), upon land that had Ireen twice ploughed,

at the rate of five modii to the jugor
;
succeeded

l>est in a dn>’, loose, rich soil
;
and being an ex>

haunting crop, the land from which it bad been

roajM'd was summer fallowed, or recruited by ma<
iiun‘. It was cut as soon as it was ripe

;
fur the

sUilk being brittle, was liable to be beaten doam
;

and the grain not being enclosed in an outer husk,

was easily shaken.

Another species, termed Galaiicvrn or di$ti-

cAmw, the some apparently with the modem Ilor-

denm vulgart., or with the I/ordeum diMiokunty

varieties of the common two-rowed barley, was
remarkable for its weight and whiteness, and an-

swered well for mixing with wheaten flour in

linking brc*a<l for slaves. It was sowm in autumn,
winter or early spring, at the rate of six modii to

the juger. Five modii of seed hordcum required

six days and a half of labour to bring it to the

thrashing-floor; viz. ploughing three days, harrow-

ing (occfitoria opera) one, hoeing {mirritoria) one

nnd-a-half, reaping {met$oria) one.

Pliny speaks of hordcum as the lightest of all

fmmenta, weighing only 15 pounds to the modius

(Roniun poundHll'Soz. avoird.). In mild clt>

mates it might be sown early in autumn. (Theophr.

If. P. Tiii. 1 ; Cat. 35 ; Varr. i. 34 ; Colum. ii.

9. tig 14, 15,16 ; Virg. Oeorp. 1210 ; Plin.//.iV.

xviiL 7, 10; Ocopon. ii. 14.)

c. Panicum and MUium arc commonly spoken of

together, os if they were only varieties of the same
grain. The first U in all probability the Panirum
miliaceum or common millet of botanists, the i

(Kvfioz or filktyjj of the Greeks
;
the second is

perhaps the Setaria Italicti or Italian millet^ which
corresponds to the description of

i
while the

species noticed by Pliny as having been brought

from India less than ten years before the period
:

when he wrote is, wc can scarcely doubt, the

^orpkum wl^tre^ or Durra of the Arabs.

Panicum and milium were sow*n in spring

(Virg. Oeorif. I 216), towards the end of March,
j

at the rate of four soxtarii (pints) only to the I

juger, but they required repealed hoeing and
wooding to kt*cp them clean. They succeeded well

in light loose soil, even on sand if well irrigatc<l
;

and as soon as the ears were fairly fiwmcd, they

were gathcrc*<i by the Imnd, hung up to dry in the

sun, and in this state would keep for a longer

period than any other grain. Milium w'a.v baked
into bre.nd or cakes, very palatable when eaten

hot
: and Imth panirum and milium made good

:

porridge ipuls). Although not much used by the
j

population of Italy, except |ierhnps in Campania,
j

they formed a inrst important article of food in
'

the Gauls, in Pontus, in Sormatio, and in Ethio-

pia. (Cat. 6 ; Colum. li. 9. § 17 ; Plin. If. A^.

xviii. 7, 10, 26 ; Pallad. iv. 3 ; Gcopon. ii. 38 ;

Theophr. n. . A, ii. 1 7, II. P. viii. 3 ;
Dioscor.

ii, 119.)

Secale^ rye, the Secale certale of botanists, is not

mentioned by any of the Greek writers unless it
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be the $piia described by Galen {De Alimatl.

Facult. i. 2) as cultivated in Thrace and Macedonia
(but this, in all probability, w*as a coarse variety of

spelt), nor by Cato, Varro, Columella, nor PiUIa-

dius. Pliny alone (//. N» xriii. 40) speaks of it,

and in the following terms :—•** Secale Taurini sub
Alpibus A$iam vocant, deterrimum, ct tantum ad
arcendam &mcm : foecunda sed gmcili stipula,

nigritia triste, sed pondero praccipuutn. AdmU-
' cctur buic far ut mitiget omaritudinem ejus

; et

tamen sic qiioquc ingratissimum ventri cst. Nas-
citur qualicunquc solo cum centesimo grono, ip-

sumque pro lactainine cst.'' In the previous

chapter ho makes it identical with farra^y that

is, com sown for the purpose of being cut green os

fodder. Sec remarks upon Farrago below*.

Artnuy the oat {$popLos s. fipwpoSy Theophr.

//. P. viii. 4 ; Dioscorid. ii. 16), the Arena aaiiva

of botanists, need scarcely be noticed in this place

since it cannot be raised os a grain w*ith any ad-
vantage in a climate so warm as that of Greece or

of Italy. OilumelU (ii 10. § 9) and Pliny (//. N.
xviii. 42, Arena Oraeca) recommended that it

should be 80w*n fur green flidder, and the latter

remarks that it became a sort of com (/hunenti

instar) in Germany, where it formed a regular

crop, and where oatmeal porridge was a national

dish (neijue alia pulte rivanty II. S. xviii. 44.

§ 1. comp. iv. 27, vi. 35). In another passage

(//. A', xxii. 68) the same author prescribes oat-

meal {arenacea farina) steeped in vinegar ns a
remedy for spots on the skin. The Arena con-

demned as a troublesome weed by Cato {It. F.
xxxrii. § 5) and Virgil {sieriles arenae, G. L 154)
is, probably, the Arena futua of botanists, al-

though Pliny (//. N. xviii. 44. § 1) makes no dis-

tinction between this and the cultivated kind.

Other cereals wc may dismiss very briefly.

Oryza (5po{ix, 6pv(oif)y rice, was imported from
the and w*ns much esteemed for making gruel

{ptisana).

Cf*®)» Olyra (6\vpa)y Tipke (vf^ij),

and Arinoay of which the first two arc named by
Homer, must be regarded as varieties of the Tri/i-

atm Spe^ or Far (Herod, ii. 36 ;
Theophr. II. P.

il 5, viii. 9 ; Dioscorid. ii. 110 ; Galen, de Ali-
ment. Faeult. i. 2, 13). The statements found in

the eighteenth book of Pliny's Natural History in

reference to these four arc altogether unintelligible

when compared with each other. He evidently

copied, ns w*bs too often his custom, from a num-
ber of discordant authorities without attempting
to reconcile or thinking it necessary to point out

their contradictions. In one place (xviii. 20. § 4)
he says distinctly that Arinca is the Olyra of

Homer, and in another he scorns to say (xviii. 11)
that 01}Ta in Egypt became Far (Jur in jF.gyi>to

ex olyra ermficUur). Now we know from Hero*
dotiu (ii. 36) that in his time Olyra and Zea were
considered synonymous, and that these exclusively

were cultivated by the Egyptians. Hence wc
shall be led to conclude that the wheat which
has been raised recently from the seeds discovered

in the mummy coses is in reality the ancient Zea
or Olyra, and from its appearance we should fur-

ther be induced to identify it with the Triticum

ramosum of Pliny {H. N. xviii. 21).

With regard to Irio and 7/onRM«m, of which
the former seems to have been called Ipoatpov by
the Greeks, both enumerated by Pliny among
frumentay although he afterwords somew^t quoli-
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fic< this auertinn, we do not hazard a conjecture.

(Plin. //. xviii. 10. § 1—2‘J, xxiL 75.)

\Vc may conclude thu lection with an cnumom-
tion of the technical temu employed to denote the

different parte of an car and stalk of com.

The whole ear was named rftica; the beard or

awn arista ; the car, when bmrdlcta, spira mu-
ticti, the w'hite solid subslnnce of the f^rain, inti-

mum $(i/itium— nuJata — f/rauum ; the

husk which immediately enTclopea the granum,

pluma^ with which corirr^ tunica^ /oUiatius^ arc

used as synonymous; the outer husk acus

;

the

outer husk with the short straw attached, pa/ea ;

the stem, ttipmla^ culmus^ to which sco/ws, oaulis

correspond in leguminous plants
;

the knots or

joints in the stem, penieuUy artindi

;

the shenth*

like blade in the stem from which the cor issues

forth, ntgina,

2. LftjuminoH* Crop$ (x^Bporo, Ijtfptmina).

The regetables &lling properiy under this head,

chiefly cultivated by the oncicnU, were : a. Faba:
6. /jupinus ; e. I^ena a Ijtitticula ; d. Cicer ; e.

fSeertwIa ; f. Phaseoius ; g. Pimm ; to which,

in order to avoid multiplying subdirisiona, wc
may add Xapi and Rapa^ since in common with

the legumioa they served as food both for men and

cattle.

a, Faba. The ancient /abay the Kvdfios of the

Greeks, notwithstanding all that has been urged to

the contrary, was certainly one of the raricties of

our common field bean, the llcia FahOy or Faba
ru/garis atreuMis of botanists. It required either

rich and strong, or well manured land. Ifsown upon

moist low-lying ground that had remained loug

tincroppod (oeTereiam), no |vevioas preparation was

necessary ; but the so^ was scattered and at once

loughed in
;
the field was then ribbed and finally

arrowed (cam semen crudo toio ingemerimusy inara-

Umuty imptmaiumque oe<oaUmus)y the object being

to bury the seed os deep as possible. But if beans

were to be sown upon land from which a com crop

hod been just reaped rv^r),after the stubble

was cleared away, manure was spread at the rate

of twenty four vehes to the juger, and then the re-

maining operations were the same as above. Rich

land required from four to six modii to the juger,

poorer soil somewhat more. A portion of the seed

was committed to the ground about the middle

{media »emestti)y the remainder at the end of the

com-to«'ing season {mptimontialU mstio). Virgil

{Georg. 1215), inde<^ following the practice of his

own district, directs that beans should be sown in

spring ; but this was disapproved of in the rest of

Italy because the stalks {oaulet—fabcdia\ the pods

{tiliquae)y and the busks (ocasfubaginum)y all of

which were of great value as food for cattle, were

less luxuriant in the spring-sown {trimestrU /aba)

than in the autumnal crop. Columella recommends

that beans should be hoed three times, in which

case they required no weeding. When they had

arrived at maturity, they were reaped close to the

ground, were made up into sheaves {/a»dadi)y

were thrashed by men who tossed the bundles with

forks, trampled them under foot, and beat them
with flails {baculU)y and finally, were cleaned by
winnowing. The harvest took phee in Central

Italy about the end of May, and hence the first of

.lune was named C^dendae Fabariofy because on

that day new beans were used in sacred rites. From
firtir to six modii of seed required two days' work
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of the ploughman, if the land a*as newly broken
up, but only one if it bad been cropped the pn-vious

season ; harrowing occupied one day and a half,

the first hoeing one day and a hal^ the second and
third each one day, reaping one day

; in all, seven

or eight days.

Bean ni^ {lomentumy trp^pa) was haked into

bread or cakes {bpros Kvdfuros), especially if

mixed with the flour of wheat or millet
;
when

made into porridge {/tbaeioy puU ftJtata)y it ams
accounted an kcceptabic oflvring to the g^s and
termed RefritOy— a luime properly applied to the

I

beans brought home and set apart for holy {mr-

j

poses. (Horn. //. xiiL 589 ; Cat. 35 ;
V'^arr. L 44 ;

Colum. iL 10, 12 ; Pallod. ii. 9, vil 3 ; PUn. H. N.
xvil 5, xviii. 12, xix. 3 ; Gcopon.iL 35 ; Diotcorid.

ii. 127 ;
Theophr. //. P. iv, 2, vii. 3, riii, I ; oomp.

Fesl. s. V. RejfHrai Oell. iv. 11, x. 15; Macrob.
Sat. L 12 ; Cic. de IHv. i. 30 ; Ov. Fad. v. 436.)

6. LwpinuSy the ddpfsos of the Greeks, seems to

include the Lupinus aibus, the L. iuteusy and the

L. pdotus of botanists, the common white, yellow,

and rose lupines of our gardens. The first of tho

above species was that chiefly cultivated by tho

Romans, and is pronounced by Columella to be
tho most valuable of the legumma, because it de-
manded very little labour, was a sure crop, and
instead of exhausting, actually refreshed and ma-
nured the land. Steeped in water and afterwards

boiled, it formed on excellent food for oxen in

winter, and might be used even for man during

periods of scarcity. It could be sown as soon as

thrashed, might be cast upon ground unprepared
by ploughing or any other operation {erudis movaii-

5w), and was covered up anyhow, or not covered

up at all, being protected by its bitterness firom tho

attacks of birds and other animals.

The pn>[>er season for sowing was early in au-

tumn, in Older that the stalks might acquire vigour

before the cold weather set in ; the quantity of

seed was ten modii to the juger, and the crop was
reaped after it had remained a year in the ground.

It succeeded well in any dry light land, but not in

wet tenacious soil Ten modii required in all only
three days' work

;
one for covering up, one for

harrowing, and one for reaping, and of those opera-

tions, the two first might, if there was a press of

w<wk, be dispensed with. (Cat. v. 35 ; Colum. ii.

10, 16, xi. 2 ; Pallod. L 6, ii. 9, vL 3, vii. 3, ix. 2 ;

Plln. Jf. iV. xviii. 14 ; Goopon. iL 39 ; Virg.

Georg, i. 75.)

e. Ijfns s. Lenticuioy the ^ok6s of the Greeks,
tho modem Errum LenSy Vieta lensy or Lentile,

was town twice a year, late in autumn {per aiecfiam

eementim) and early in spring, on dry light soil, in

the proportion of rather moro than a modius to tho

juger. It was recommended to mix the seed with
dry manure, and after leaving it in this state for

four or five days, then to scatter it. A modius and
a halfrequired eight days* a*ork— ploughing, three

;

harrowing, one ; hoeing, two ; weeding, one
; pul-

ling, one. (Cat. 35 ; Virg. Georg, L 228 ; Colum.
11. 10, 12 ; xL 2, ; Plin. //. N. xviiL 12, 31 ;

Pallod. xiL 1 1 ; Theophr. If. P.^ viiL S ; Diotcorid.

ii. 129; Ocopon. iL 37; comp. Martial, xiil 9. 1

;

Ocll. xviiL 8.)

d. deevy the of the Greeks. The
Cicer arietinum ('vpidr) and tho Otber /*Ka«cwi, va-
rieties of our common chick-pea, were sown in

rich soil, during tho month of March, in the pm-
{Ktrlion of tbrM modii to the juger, the seeds
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having been prcvimwly steeped to make them
germinate more rendiiy. The crop was considered

injurious to the toil, and therefore avoided by
prudent husbandmen. Three modii of Cicer re-

quired four days for ploughing and sowing, two
days for harrownng, one day fbr hoeing, one day
for weeding, and tim^c days for pulling (rtUttntur

trifAu). (Colum. !L 10, 12 ’; Plin. //. .V. x\iil 12 ;

Dioseorii ii. 126 ;
Tlieophr. viiL 1, 3, 5, 6 ;

Oeo-

{lon. ii. 36.)

e. Cictrcuht^ the \6.Bvpo$ of the Greeks, the

fxithynu attiirtu of IxitanifU, which Pliny wems
to rt'gard as a small variily of the TWr, was
sown in good land either at the end of Octolior or

at the beginning of the year, in the proportion of

three modii to the joger. None of the legumina

proved less hurtful to the ground, but it was rarely

a successful crop, for it suifered roost from the dry

Weather and hot winds which usually prevailed

when it u*as in Hower. Pour modii of Ciccreula

required six days’ work—ploughing, three
; harrow-

ing, one
;
w*ceding, one

;
pulling, one. (Colum. ii.

lU, 12 ; Plin. Ii. :V. xviii. 12 ;
Pallad- ii, 5, iii, 4 ;

Tht'ophr. //. P, viii. 3 ;
comp. Pluuirch. Qttaest,

Row.)

f. Vh%9clu» s. Vha$^>\a» (tpatrri\os
; ;

<p<arfuAos), the common kidney-bean, succeeded

best in rich land regularly cit»pp<'d, and was sown
towards the end of Octolicr in the proportion of

four modii to the juger. These four modii re-

quired three or four days’ work,— ploughing, one

or two, according to the soil
;

harrowing, one
;

rcoping, one. The pods of the phaselus were some-

times eaten along with the se^s, according to our

own custom. (Virg. CRorq. L 227 ; Colum. ii. 10,

12, xl 2 ;
Plin. //. N. xViii. 12 ;

Pallnd. ix. 12 ;

X. 1.)

p, 7'utfiu (irieov
;
rftrot

;

irl<rtroj), the common
held p<'0,

succeeded best in a loose soil, a warm
situation, and a moist climate. It was sown im-

mcdiab'ly after the autumnal equinox, in the pro-

portion of rather lew than four modii to the juger,

and cultivated exactly in the same manner as the

phaxiu*. (Colum- ii 10, 13 ; Plin. II. N. xviiL 7,

12 ; Theophr. II. P. ill 27, yiii. 3, 5.)

A'a/ww, the &ovvids of Dioscorides, is the mo.

dem Rape, the Rrtusicti ru;«*of l>otanUts. 7?a-

/w<m, the yoyyvXii of Tlii-ophrastus, is the modem
Turnip, the Rm&inrxi Sayus of l>otanist8. The
value of those plants wn< in n great measure over-

Iwikod by the earlier Knimin writers, while the

Greeks regarded them P>o much in the light of

garden herbs
;
but Pliny enlarges upon their merits,

and by the Gauls beyond the Po, who wintered

their oxen upon them, their culture was deemed
next in importance to that of coni and wine. They
W'erc highly useful os food for man, for cattle, and
even for birds

;
both the leaf and bulb were amil-

able • being very hardy, they could bo left in the

gnmnd, or would keep well if stored up, and thus

one crop might he made to hold out until another

came in. They rc(|uircd loose, wcll-pulverised,

and highly-manun d soil. Uajta succeeded best in

low, moist situations, and were sowm at the end of

June alter five ploughings {tjuinto tnlcu)
;

napi,

which were more adapted for dry sloping land, at

the end of August or the begimring of Septeml>cr,

after four ploughings (quarto $HU'n)
; Iwlh, however,

in warm and well-watered spots might 1)C sown

m spring. A juger re^^uired four st'xbirii (nlH)ut

four impi'rial pints) of turnip seed and five of
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rape seed, because the napus does not, like the

nipum, expand into an ample bulb (uoa in ven^

trrm /utescif), but sends a thin root straight don'll

{sed tenuem radictm dcormtn apii). Columella,

however, distinctly states that the rapura and
napus passed into each other, under the influence

of a change of soil or climate. R<^na is the term

for a bed or field of turnips. (Dioscorid. iL 134,

136; Cat. T. 33; Colum. ii. 10; Plin. II. N.
xriiL 13.)

3. CrMi Forape Crops i^Pdbula).

This term included all those crops W’hich were
nit green and employed exclusively as fomge for

the lower animals. The most important were :
—

tt, Medica. h. Foenurn (•'racettm, e, Vida. d.

(Sctrxu e. AVrvm, Kfrilia. f. Fitrriujo^ Gcy-

mam. p. fWi/wm. The description of the la.-*t

will involve an account of the system pursued in

the management of meadows.
rt. A/rt/im (Mtj3ik^ sc. wda) the modem I.u-

ceme. The most important of all the plants cul-

tivated for stork exclusively was Medica, so called

becanse introduced into Greece during the Persian

wars. When once properly sown, it would l;ist

for many years, might l)c cut repeatedly during

the same stviwn, nuiovated rather than exhausti'd

the soil, was the best fottciier of lean cattle, the

best restorative fi>r those that w'erc sick, and s«)

nourishing that a single juger supplied sufficient

food for three horses daring a whole year. Hence
the greatest care was bestowed upon its culture-.

The spot fixed upon, which was to be ncilhi*r

dry nor spongy, received a first ploughing about

the beginning of October, and the upturned earth

was allowed to be exposed to the weather for the

winter
;

it w'as carefully ploughed a second time,

at the beginning of February, when all the stones

were gathered od", and the larger clods broken by
the hand ; in the month of March it was ploughed

for a third time and harmw'cd. The ground thus

prepared was diviib»d into plots or beds (wrerwr) as

in a garden, each fifty fret long and ten fret

brood, so that ready access might l»c gained by
the walks betwwn for supplying water and ex-

tirpating the weeds. Old dung was then spread

over the whole, and the sowing took place at the

end of A{)ril, a cyathus (alKuit of an imperial

pint) of S4'«'d being allowed for each bed of the

dimensions described above. The seed was im-

mcdbtely covered in with worden rakes (\ipndt

rajr/fV/is), and the operations of hoeing and weed-

ing were j«*rformctl repeatedly with wood«m im-

nlemcnts. It was not cut for the first time until it

had dnipped some of its seed, but afterwards

might he cut as tender as the fanner thought fit.

After each cutting it was well watered, and ns

soon as the young blndt-s b«*gan to sprout, every

weed was s»'dulously removed. Managed in this

maimer it might be cut six times a y«*ar for ten

(Pliny says thirty) years. It was necessary to

lUM} caution in giving it at first to cattle, since it

was apt to inflate them, and make blood too

rapidly, but when they were habhuated to its

use it might W* supplied fn^cly. It is very re-

markable that this sjiccics of forage, to which so

much importance was attnchid by the Homans,
has altop*iher disappeared from Italy. We are

assured by M. (’hateauvieux that not a sinale plant

of it is now U» l>c seen. (Varr. i. 42 ;
Colum. ii.

10, 28 ;
Virg. Gcorp. L 215 ;

Pallad. iii. 6, v. 1 ;
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Vlin. //. y. xviiL 16 ;

Dioscorid. ii. 177 ;
Thcophr.

//. I\ viii. 7.)

6. roenmm-Graecum^ variously tcniicd

0ovKtptet 8. $ovKtpas, Ktpatrts and aly6Kfpo>s,

the Triffonella focnum GnKcunu, or common Fenu-
greek of botanists, was called Siitqtu$ by country

people, and succeeded best when totally neglected,

care being taken in the first place not to bury the

seed deep {tcarificatume aeritur). Six or seven

modi!, which was the allowance for a jugcr, re-

quired two days for sowing and one for reaping.

((JaU 3.5
;
Colum. iL 10, xi. 2 ;

Plin. II. N. xviii.

16, xxiv. 19 ; Dioscorid. ii. 124 ;
Theophr. II. P.

iii. 17, viiL 8.)

c. Picia (adpoKor, the $tKt6v of Galen), some
one of the varieties of tho ric»« aatim, the Vetch
or Summer (or Winter) Tare of botanists. It

might be sown on dry land at different periods of

the year, usually about the autumnal equinox when
intended for green fodder ;

in January or later, when
raised for se^ (But see Plin. II, N. xviiL 15.)

The quantity required in the former case Mvas seven

Tuodii to the juger, in the latter six. Particular

care was taken not to cast the seed when there

was dew or moisture of any sort upon the surface

of the grmmd ; the period of the day selected for

the operation was therefore some hours after sun-

riiio, and no more was scattered than could be
covered up before night It required little labour

—

plonghing two days, harrowing one, reaping one
;

in al4 four days' work for six or seven modiL
(Cat 35 ; Varr. L 31 ;

Viig. Georp. L 75 ; Colum.

iL 10. § 29, 12. § 3; Pliiu II. N. xviiL 15; comp.

Ov. FaaL v. 267.)

d. Cicero, the Theophrastus, the La-
tiynu Cicero of botanists, was sowm after one or

two ploughings (prime vel allero sulco), in the

month of March, the quantity of seed varying, ac-

cording to the richness of soil, from two and a
half to four modii for the jugcr. In southern

Spain it was given to the cattle crushed (cicera

Jriaa), steeped in water, and then mixed with

chaff. Twelve pounds of ervnm were considered

equivalent to sixteen of cicera, and sufHcieut for a

yoke of oxen.

Cicera was cultivated for its seed also, and formed

a not unpalatable food for man, dilfering little if at

all in taste from the cicercula, but being of a

darker colour. (Colum. iLIl,§l, 12; Pallad. iv.

6 ;
Plin. H.N. xviiL 12 ;

Theophr. H, P. iv. 2.)

e. Ervum, Errilia, the opoios of Dioscorides, are

apparently varieties of the Ervum Ervile, or Wild
Tare of Imtanists. Etrum succeeded best in poor

4ry land
;
might be sown at any time between the

autumnal equinox and the beginning of March, at

the rate of five modii to the jugcr, and demanded
little care. . The above quantity required six days’

labour— ploughing and sowing two, harrowing one,

hoeing one, weeding one, reaping one. (Varr. i. 32

;

Virg. Ed. iii. 100; Colum. ii. 10. $ 34, ll.§ 11,

12. § 3, 13. § 1, vL 3, xi. 2; Pallad. ii. 8;
I’Ha II. X. xviii. 15 ;

Theophr. II. P. ix. 22 ;

Dioscorid. ii. 131 ;
comp Plant. MiOtriL i. 1.)

/. Farmtjo, Ocymum. On comparing the various

authorities quoted at the end of this paragraph, al-

though they abound in contradictions, wc shall be

led to conclude—
1. That farrago was the general term employed

to denote any kind of com ctU green for fodder.

The name was derived from /<r, the refuse of that

grain being originally sown for this purpose (far-
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rage ex rccrcmentis /arris practicnsa serihtr'), but
afterwords rye (seocUe), oats (gvenae), and barley,

were employed
; the la^mentioned l^ing, in the

estimation of Columella, the best
; and these grains

were not always sown alone, but frequently with
an admixture of tho vetch and various logumino.
Hence farrago is used by Juvenal to denote a
confused medley of heterogeneous topics.

2. That ns farrago properly denoted com cut
green for fodder, so ocymum was the luune given
to plants of the bean kind, when used in the same
maiuier, l)cforc they came to maturity, and formed
poda Moidius Sura gives the proportions of ten

modii of beans, two of vetches, and two of erviliae

to the juger
; and this combination was said to be

improved by the addition of Avena Graeca, sown
in autumn

;
it was the first crop available in tho

early part of the year, and hence, of the three fomis
ocinum, ocimum, ocymum, we can scarcely doubt
that the last is the most accurate, and that the
name was given on account of the rapidity of its

growth in spring. From the expression of Pliny,
'* Apud antiques emt pabuli genus quod Cato
Ocymum vocat,” and the silence of Columell.'i,

who mentions the garden herb ocymum (biisil)

only, wc infer that this sort of pabulum was little

used after the time of Varro. The notion of

Gesner that ocymum is clover, the wKiOooy rpiirf.

rrjKoy of Callimachus, is directly at variance with
the Btatcipents of Pliny, who mentions trifolium as

a distinct plant. (Cat. 27, 53, 54 ; Varr. i. 23,

31 ;
Colum. iL 10. § 31, 35, xL 3. § 29 ;

Pliiu

II. N. xviii. 16.)

g. Foenum, Prato. So much importance was at-

tached to stock, that many considered a good mea-
dow as the most valuable species of land, requiring

little trouble or outlay, subject to none of the casual-

ties to which other crops were exposed, aifording a
sure return every year, and that twofold, in the

shape of hay and of posture. The meadows were of

two kinds, the Dry Meadow {siccuneum pratuin) and
the Irrigated or Water Meadow (praium riguum).

The hay produced from a meadow whose own rich

natural moisture did not require an artificial

stimulus was the best Any land which declined

with a gentle slope, if cither naturally rich and
moist, or capable of irrigation, might be laid down
as a meadow, and the most appreved method of

procedure was the followdiig ;— The land having
been thoroughly ploughed and well laboured in

summer, was in autumn sown \rith rapa, or napi

or beans, the following year with wheat, and in

the third year, all trees, bushes, and rank weeds
having been extirpated, with the vetch (ricia)

mixed with grass seeds. The clods were broken

down with rakes, the surface accurately levelled

by wdeker hurdles, so that the scythe of the mower
(foettiseca') might nowhere encounter any obstacle.

The vetches were not cut until they had arrived at

maturity and begun to dn»p their seed ;
and after

they had been removed, the grass, when it had at-

tained to a proper height, i^tis mown and made
into hay. Then the irrigation commenced, pro-

vided the soil was stiff, for in loose earth it was
necessary to allow the grass roots to obtain a firm

hold. For the first year no stock were permitted

to graze lest their feet shoiUd poach up the soft

ground, but the young blades were cut from time

to time. In the second year, after the hay-making

was over, if the ground was moderately drj' and

hard, the smaller animals were admitted, but n*
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hones or oxen until the third. About the middle

of February in each year, an abundant top-dressing

of manure mixed with grass-seeds a*as applied to

the upper port of the field, the benefit of which

was extended to the lower portions by the flow

either of natural rain or of artificuU streams.

When old nicadow's became mossy, the best re-

medy was to sprinkle ashes copiously, which iu

many cases killed the moss ; but when this failed,

the most sure plan Vr*as to break up the land afresh,

which, baring lain long undisturbed, was sure to

afford abundant crops.

In making hay, the grass was to be cut (
faJet-

bus subsceari) bc>forc the stem had begun to lose

its natural moisture, while the seed was not yet

{M'rfccily ripe
;
and in drying. It was essential to

avoid the two extremes of exposing it for too long

or too short a time to the sun and air. In the

former case, the juices were sacked out, and it

became little better than straw ; in the latter, it

was liable to ferment, beat, and take fire. After

l>eing properly turned over with forks (/urcHUt

trrgari) it was collected and laid in regular swathes

(exfortaUmus in ifriffam)^ and then bound into

sheaves or bundles {aiqus iia manSjiffa rinciemus).

The loose stalks were next raked together {ruste/lis

erudf) and the whole emu (/ocnisicia) carried home
and stored in lofts, or, if this was not conve-

nient, built up in the field into conical ricks (in

mefas eointi eonreniet). Lastly, the inequalities

passed over by the mowers (quae /oeniseces prae-

terieruni) were cut close and smooth (sicilienda

pratu^ id est^ falctbus consertanda)y an operation

termed sicilirt prainm^ the gleanings thus obtained,

which formed a sort of aftermath, being called

/iienum cordam^ or siciHmmta. (Cat 5, d, ft, 29,

50 ; Varr. i. 7, 4ft
;
Colum. ii. 16— 18; PolladL

ii. 2, iii. 1, iv. 2, x. 10.)

4. Crops affunling Materialsfor teaiUe Fuifrics,

Of these, the most important were, a. CannaUs

:

b. Linum.

a. CannaJns (xdivoffir, adwaffot) the Cannabis

•rr/tro, or Common Hemp of botanists, required

rich, moist, wcll-walcred, deeply trenched, and
highly manured land. Six grains were sown in

even’ square foot of grotind during the lost week
in February, but the operation might be delayed

for a fortnight if tho weather was rainy. Colu-

mella is unable to give any details with regard to the

amount of time iind labour n(‘cess.ary for raising a
crop of hemp. (Van*, i. 23 ;

Colum. il 10, 12,

21 ; IMul//. iV. xix. ft ;
Dioseorid. iii. 165.)

b. Linum (AIkoi'), the Linum usitatissimum^ OT

Common Flax of botanists, being regarded as a
vpiy exhausting crop, was altogether avoided, un-

less the soil happened to be peculiarly suitable, or

the price which it bore in the district very in-

viting («m pretium f rvritul). It was sown from

the beginning of OctoWr until the end of the first

w’oek in December, in tho proportion of eight inodii

to the jugi^r, and sometimes in Februar)’ at the rate

of ten modii. On account of its scourging qualities

(Virg. Georg, i. 77), it was generally grown upon
rich land, such being less liable to be seriously in-

jured, but sonic sowed it very thick upon poor

land, in order that the stalks might be as thin, and
therefore the fibres as delicate os possible. (Virg.

Georg. L 212; Colum. ii. 10, 14; Plin. If. N.
XviL 9, xix. 1 ; Pallod. xi. 2 ;

Qeopon. iL 10 ;

Dioecorid. ii. 125 ; Thcophr. //, 7*. viii 7.)
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Succession or Rotutum of Crops,

It is evident from the instructions given by
Columella (ii. 4) for ploughing the best land, that

a summer fallow usually preceded a com crop. For
since the first ploughing was eoriy in spring, tho
second in summer, and the third in autumn, it is

impossible that a crop could have been raised upon
the ground during any portion of the period here
indicated

; and the same author expressly states

elsewhere (il .9), in accordance with the Virgilian

precept (G. i. 71 ), that the land upon which wheat
(far, siligo) was grown ought to repose every other

year ; in which case, however, manure might be
dispensed w'ith. Nor did this plan apply to com
alone, for it would seem to have been the general

practice to permit nearly one half of the &rm to

remain at rest, while the productive energies of the

other moiety were called into action. It will be
scon from the calculations with regard to time and
laboiur for an arable farm containing 200 jugers

(Colum. iu 12), that 100 jugers only were sown
in autumn, 50 with wheat, 50 with leguminous or

green crops ; and if spring-sowing was resorted to,

which was by no means general, 30 more, so that

ont of 200 jugers, at least 70, and more fr^uently

100, were left fallowed.

There were, indeed, exceptions to this system.

Some land was so peculiarly deep and rich that it

might be cropped for two or more years in suctes-

sion (terra restibifis) ; but in this case it was re-

lieved by varying the crop, the field from which
winter wheat (far) had b«n reaped being highly

manured and sown immediately with beans, or the
ground which had borne lupines, beam, vetches,

nr any renovating crop, was allowed to lie fallow

during w’intcr and then sown with spring-wheat

(far) (Virg. Georg. L 73 ;
comp. Plin. //. M

x^'iii. 21), while a third rotation, still more fovour-

able, was to take two lognminous or renovating

crops ofrer one exhausting or com crop. In Cam-
pania, the extraordinary fertility of the soil al-

lowed them to tax its energies much more severely,

for there it was common to sow barley, millet,

turnips and then barley or wheat again, the
land receiving manure before the millet and turnips,

but never remaining vacant ; while that peculiarly

favoured district near Napbs, called the Campi
Laboriniy or Terras JjahoriaCy now the Terra di
fAtvoro, yielded an unintemipted series of com
crops, two of for, and one of millet, without a
moment of repose (seritur toto onao, pasUeo semefy

hisfarre). (Cat 35 ; Varr. i. 44 ; Virg. Georg, i.

71, &c. ; Colum. ii. 9, 10, 12 ;
Plin. //, *V. xviii.

21, 23.)

It will be proper, before bringing this port of

the subject to a close, to explain a word w'hich

may occasion cml>arra8smcnt in consequence of iti

signification being variously modified by the Roman
agricultural w'riters. This is the adjective novoHsy

which frequently appears os a substantive, and in

all the three genders, according os ager, terroy or

solum is undenttood.

1. The original meaning of nocalis or nwalcy

looking to its etymology-, must have been, land
ne^cig reclaimed from a state of nature

;
and in

this sense it is used by Pliny (//.iV. xvii. 5),

Tails (sc. odor) fere est in noralibus caesa tWers
(Comp. Callistr. in Pand. xlvii. 21. 3.)

2. Varro, in his treatise De Lingua Laiina (.
39 ; comp. vi. 5.9, cd. MiiUer), places noralis ager^
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land which u allowed occasionally to repose, in

opposition to restHnUs ager^ land which is cropped

unceasingly,— Ag«r nstibilis qui restituitur ac re-

serifur quoirptoi anni$ ; contra qui intermittitur a
mofsindo notali*,— and hence Pliny (//. N. xviiL

1 9), Aotxj/s est quod alternU atmia aeritur.

3. Varro, in his Treatise De He Ruatica (L 29),

defines Seges to mean a field which has been

ploughed and soam ; armtm, a field ploughed hut

not yet sown
;
novedis ubi aalum /kit antequam ae~

etmda aratione renovetur^ ambiguous words which

may be interpreted to denote a field which has

borne a crop, but which bos not been ploughed for

a second crop ; in which cose it will be equivalent

to a/uUoto field.

4. Columella, in one passage (ri. praef. § 1),

em|Joys uovale solum for new or virgin land un-

touch^ by the plough
;
for in contrasting the

tastes of the agriculturist and the grazier, he re-

marks that the former delights quam mojrime aub-

ado ei puro aolo^ the latter no^i graminoaoque ;

and Varro (ii. praef. § 4) in like manner places no-

valia as pasture land, in opposition to argea, as com
land,— boa domitua eauaa fit ul commodiua naacatur

frumadum tit aegete et pabulum in novali.

5. Columella, in another passage, places culla

noralia, land under tillage in a general sense, in

opposition to rudia ager, land in a state of nature
;

and thus we must understand the liacc tarn culia

novcilia in Virgil's first Edogue (v. 71), and tonsaa

morales^ the odtivated fields from which a crop has

been reaped,— a phrase which fomis the connecting

link between this meaning and that noticed above

under 3. (Comp. Pallad. L 6, ii. 10.)

B. PASTIO.

The second great department of our subject is

Pastio, s. Rea Paaiorieia, s. ScientUt Paatoralia,

these terras being all alike understood to denote

the art of providing and feeding stock so os to

yield the most ample profit.

But Paatio must be considered under the two-

fold forms of

a. Paatio Agreatia s. Rea Pecuaria^ and
/9. Paatio ViUatica.

The former comprehending the management of

cattle, sheep, horses, &c.
;
the latter of poultiy,

game, fish, bees, and some other animals to be

noticed hereafter.

a. PASTIO AORESTIS S. RES PSCUARIA.

Contains three heads

:

I. Minorea Pecudea, including, 1. Sheep
;

2.

Goats ; 3. Swine.

II. Meyorea Pecudea^ induding, 1. Kinc
; 2.

Horses
; 3. Asses

;
4. Mules. Varro indeed, for

no reason apparently except to preserve a sort of

numerical symmetry, places mules in the third

division, but os they evidently belong to the same
class as horses and asses, w'e have to this extent

departed from his arrangement
III. Animals provided not for the profit which

they yield directly in the market, but necessary

for the proper maintenance of the foregoing : these

are—
1. Dogs (canea)

; 2. Feeders (pasiorea).

Again, in each of these nine subdivisions (with
the exception of mules who do not breed) atten-

tion most be directed to nine different circum-

stances, of which four ore to be considered in the

purchase of stock (tn peeore paraado)^ four in the
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feeding of stock (in peeore paacendo\ while tlie

ninth, of a more general character, relates to num-
ber (de numero).

The four circumstances which demand attention

in purchasing stock ore, a. The age of the animal
(aetaa), b. His points (ro^i^ib fonnae') by which
we determine whether ho is good of his kind,

c. His breeding (gw ail aeminio)^ by which we de-

termine whether he is of a good kind. d. The
legal forms (dejure in parando) essential to render
a sale valid, and the w’orranty which the buyer
may demand (quemadmodum quamque pecudein

emi oporteat ctvtli Jure).

The four circiunstanccs to bo considered after a
breeding stock has been acquired are, e. The mode
of feeding (paatio) in answer to the questions

tchere^ tchen, and uritA icltat (in qua regione^ et

quando et qiteia). f. The impregnation of the

female, the period of gestation, and her treatment

while pregnant, all of which are embodied in the

word foetura. g. The rearing of the young (««-

tricatua). h. The preservation of their health, and
treatment when di-sensed (de sanitate).

i. The ninth and Inst inquiry* (de numern) ro-

Intes to the number of flocks and herds which can
be maintained with advantage in a given space,

the number of individuals which it is expedient to

combine into one flock or herd, and the proportions

to bo observed with regard to the sex and age of
the members of each flock and herd.

In followuig the divisions and topics indicated

above, we omit the discussions on the diseases of

stock and their remedies, which abound in the

agricultural writers, and which form the subject of

an elaborate treatise (Mulo-medieina a. De Arte
Veterinaria), bearing the name of Va^iua^ which
is probably a translation or compilation from the

works of the Greek hrxlarpoi, or veterinary sur-

geons, executed at a late pcriocL

I. Minorbs Pecudbr.

1. Sheep (pecua ovillum s. oviarium) were di-

vided into two classes with reference to their

wool

( 1 .) Pecua hirtum^ whose fleeces were not pro-

tected artificially.

(2.) Pecua Tarentinum s. Pecua Graecum s. Ovea
pelliiae s, Ovea tectac, whose fleeces were protected

from all external injury by skin jacketa Their
wool being thus rendered finer, and being more
easily scoured and dyed, brought a higher price

than any other.

Sheep were likewise divided into two classes

according ns they wore home-fed or reared in

extensive and distant pastures
;
wo first consider

them under this point of view.

Home-fed sheep (gregea rillatici) were allowed

to pasture in the fields around the farm during a
portion of the year, wherever the nature of the

countty and the system of cultivation pursued
rendered this practicable, or, more frequently,

were kept constantly* confined in sheds (atabula—
aejda— oriVta), built in warm and sheltered situa-

tions, with hard floors sloping outwards to prevent
the accumulation of moisture, which was regarded
ns particularly injurious to both the feet and the
fleece. They* were fed upon cytisus, lucerne,

barley, and leguminous seeds, or when such rich

and succulent food could not be obtained, on hay,
bran, chaif, mpe husks, and dry leaves, espe-

cially those ot the elm, o^, and fig, being at oil
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times plentifully supplied with salt Tliey were

littered with lenTCS and twijjs, which were fre-

quently changed, and the pciu were kept care-

fully clean.

The more numerous Hocks which were reared in

extensive postures {qui in intltilnu patetaUur) usually

passed the winter in the low plains upon the coast,

and were driven by regular drift roads (oaiks

pMiean) in summer to tne mountains of Central

Italy, just as in modem times vast droves pass

every autumn from the Abrozzi to seek the more

genial climate of Puglia or the Moremmo. Those

who were employed to watch them {ppilicme$)

being often at a great distance from home were

funiishcd betists of burden for transporting

the materials required in the construction of folds

and huts, at their halting plices, and all the stores

necessary for themselves and their charge. The
sheep were usually collected every night to secure

them against robbers and Ix'osts of prey ; in sum-

mer they fed in the momimr and evening, and re-

posed during the noontide heat in shclUTed spots,

while in winter they were not allowed to go out

until the frost was off the grmind. The flocks

were often very numerous, containing sometimes

15,000 head, one shepherd {pjiilio) being allowed

to every five or six score.

Tlic breeds most prized by the eorly Romans
w'crc the CubibrLan, the Apulitin, which were short

wooUed (JtrtvtJi viUo)^ the Milesian, and, above all,

the Tarentinc ; but in the time of Columella those

of Cisfilpine Oaul from the vicinity of Altinum

(Mart. xiv. 153), and those from the C^impi M:u:ri

round Parma and Mutina were especially es-

teemed. The system of croi^siiig ’ivas by no means
unknown * for M. Columella, the uncle of the

author, produced an excellent variety by crossing

the tectue ones of Cadiz with some wild rams from

Africa, and again crossing their progeny with the

Tarentinc'S. In purchasing stock attention was

always paid to the localities where they were to

be mainulned; thus sheep of large size (proccrac.

otvs) were naturally deemed Wst filled for rich

pi tins, stout compact aninmis (quoflrutae) for light

hilly soils, and the smaller kinds (ejHffttiu) for

innunminous regions, just as iu this counliy* the

Loiccsters are kept with greatest advantige in the

low-lying luxuruint pastun-s of Lincolnshire,

Cheviots ill the grass hills from which they derive

their name, and the black-faced on the lofty moun-
tiins of Wales and Scotland. As to colour, pure

white wns most sought after ; hut certain aatural

tints, such as the dark gn*y ( puf/«ur), w'hich distin-

guished the flocks of Poilcntin in Liguria

/rrar PoUentia Silius, riii. 599), the yel-

lowish broum (/ngent) in those of Cordul^a (so

often celebrated by Martial, r. 37, viiL 2. 8, ix.

62, xiv. 188 j comp. Juv. xiL 40), and the rod

broam (ru/jcr) in some of the Asiatic varieties,

were highly prized.

The jKiints characteristic of a good animal and

the warranty usually required of the wdler will be

found fuliv detailed in Vam> (ii. 2) Oiid (^lumelLi

(vii. 2,
3)'

Those which were smm)th and hare under the

Wily {vrntre fffatro)^ anciently called a;«(vic, were

always ri'jccted, and p.'irticular care was taken that

the fli*ece of the mm should l»e perfc-ctly pure, or

at least uniform in colour, his tongue also l*cing

examined in order to ascertain that it w-as not

black or spotted, since such defects would have
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been transmitted to his progeny. (Virg. Georp. ill

387 ;
Colum. rii. 3.)

Kwes were not considered fit for breeding until

they were two years old, and they continued to

produce until they bad reached the age of seven *

rams (ariclcs) were believed to be in vigour from
three years old until eight. The most favourable

period for impregnation in the case of ewes that

had not previously brought forth, was tlie latter

end of April, about the PalUia (21st April) ; for

others, from the setting of Arcturus (13th May) to

the setting of the Koglc (23d July)
;
and, since the

period of gestation was about 150 days, the earliest

lambs {tifjHiy (ifpuuf) would be yeaned In Septem-
ber, the latest aix>ut the middle of December, these

being, as vitu remarked by Celsus, the only
animals produced with advantage in miduanter.

Ewes when al>out to lamb {ittcienUs) were placed

apart, constantly watched, and assisted m parturi-

tion. As soon os they had brought forth, the first

milk which w’as of a thick consistence, a:id called

coAw/w, was carefully withdrawn, being considered

injurious in all animals, and productive of a disease

named odostnuio. The lambs were now tended
with the greatest solicitude, w*ere generally kept
in the house near a fire for some days, were not

'

allowed to go forth to ixistm^* for a considerable

time, but were |>urtially n-ared by the hand on
the most tender and nourishing food, In'ing finally

weaned at the age of four months. Thosi> lambs
which were carried in the womb longer than the

regular lime were termed ckonii
; those born late

in the season, nTutini ; those which, in consetpicnco

of their mothers being unable to supply milk, wens
suckled by others, s«5r«;ni'. Castration was not per-

formed U|)on such OB were intended for wethers
(remsres) until five months old. The males set

a[»art to supply the deficiencies in the breeding

flock aiv/es sufmitUrt Wwn/) were selected

j

from the progeny of such ewes as usually gave
I birth to twins, those which were polled (mwri//)

being prefened on the whole to those with horns
(eoma/i).

The management of otvs ptVUae differed from tiuit

ofthe ordinary f/m/cj rUlatici merely in the amount
of care with which they were tended. Th< y were
funiishcd with an ample supply of the most nu-
tritious food, each uidiv*idual receiving daily in

winter three sextarii (pints) of barley or of brans
crushed in their pods {/renu: eum ruis rulruU*

in addition to hay, laceme, dry or green

cnisus, and other fodder. Their stalls were
usually paved with stone, and kept scnipulously

cl«m ; they seldom loft the house, and, when al-

lowed to posture, it was looked upon as essential

tliat the ground should be free from bushes and
briars of every description which might U*ar their

Ikwe or its covering. The jackets were frequently

taken off to cool the animals, the wool was cumb<-d

out at least thrice a year, and well washed and
anuointed with oil and wine. The wethers were
killed at two years old, their skin bebig then in

perfection.

Shcep-sbearing (foa.vum) commonciMl iu wanii

districts in .\pril ; but in cold situations wns de-

ferred liiiiil the solstice. A fine day was ch»>#en,

and the operation W’os performed before the sun had
attained to its full power, in order that the sheep
might not be hot and the wtwl not moist The in«»t

ciircful placed a rug under the animal (Jeijeticufin

tuijedis (JVC* tcmtlcn gJciit) that do portion of the clip
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might be loit or damnged (ne qui Jlocd itUrrmnt).

The wool» when fn*sh ahom and atill impn^gimted

with the sweat of the oniiiuil, wot called Lma
smecuia

;

the fleeces when rolled up were termed
veUt'Tu^ or veiumina, ()rts Hrlac^ when shorn,

were immediately smeared with wine and oil, to

which white wax and hog's lard were occasion-

ally added ; while the jackets of the ave$ p«I-

Uftto were anointed w’ith the same mixture, and
then replaced on the animals. Instead of this,

some rubbed in a wash composed of equal parts of

boiled lupine juice, lees of old wine, and amarca.

Any w'ound inflicted during the process t«‘as dressed

with tar (/>tx liquiihi). On the fourth day they
were bathed, if possible, in the sea

;
if not, in rain-

water mixed with salt In Spain and some other

places it was customary to shear the sheep twice a
year, under the belief that the additional labour

was more than compensated by the increased quan-

tity of wooL The ancient practice of plucking the

wool instead of shearing it, still lingered in certain

districts even when Rliny wrote. (Van*, ii. 1. § 5,

16, 20, ii. 2 ; Colum. L Praef. § 26, vii. 2, 3, 4,

xi. 2. § 14 ; PHii. II. X. riiu 47, 48
;

Pallad. ii.

16, V. 7, vi. 8, viL 6, riii. 4, xii. 13.)

2. Goats (;w»s caprinum) were divided into

two cLasscs, the penuM mulVum ti raW/xVvm, the

poil^ and thin haired, and the pentu eomutum
rt se/osaw, the homed and shaggy ; but there does

not appear to have been any dilference in the mode
of rearing them, nor indeed do they seem to have
been kept distinct ;

but it was considered advis-

able that the old he-goat, the dux should

be muiilus^ because he wus then less troublesome

and pugnacious.

The points characteristic of a good animal will

be found enmnerated in Varro (ii. 3, § 2—.5) and
in Columella (vii. 6). The most high bred bad
ala-ays two long flaps of skin (nemtea/ri^e, /ociViiae)

depending from the throat. One peculuirity con-

nected with sales was that they were never war-

ranted in good health, for they were believed to

be always more or less labouring under fever.

The management of goats was in most respects

the same as that of sheep, except that, although

intolorunt of frost and cold, they throve belter in

mountainous cmggj* gnmnd or among copsewood,

where they broused with great eagerness on the

yoimg twigs, than in open grassy plains. Roth

fmm their w'andering nature and their liability to

contract disease when erow-ded in pens, not more
than fifty were kept together in a flock under the

charge of the same goatherd (mprurrvs), the pro-

portion of one male {faper^ hirau) to about fifteen

females (c«/>rae, cap^ae) being commonly ob-

served.

When in stalls (^eoprUia)^ the sloping floor was
osually formed out of the native rock or paved

with smooth stones, f>r no Utter was placed be-

neath their feel. The houses were sw'opi out

:

daily : and it was deemed essential to their health
j

that no moisture or dirt of any kind should be nl- i

lowed to accumulate. The sbe-gont was capable I

of breeding from one year old until eight ; but the I

progeny of a mother under three years old were
!

not worth keeping permanently, bnt sold off. The
best time for impn‘gnaiion was the end of autnmn;
fi)r the period of gestation being five months, the

kids (ktmii) were thus bom in spring. If the dam
was of a good stock, she generally produced two or

even throe at a birth, which were weaned at the
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end of three months, and then transferred at ouca
to the fli>ck {uuhmiUuufur tl *h iucipiunt cjwb
The hair {pUi) uf gtats was hliom or plucki.-d

(copms rtHerr is the technical phrase) out regu-

larly, and used in the manufacture of coarse stutfs

(usum in c*uirurum ti mUcris velamiua nautif^—
pilot minittnini ad usum nnuticuta et ad bellicu tar-

mentd). The cloths woven from this maU*rial

were temied Cilicia^ because the goats in the

southern and central provinces of Asia Minor, like

the modem Aiigoro species, w’cre remarkable for

the length uf their hair, (/a CUieta cireaquft

SyrUt villa Um»Ui are the wonla of
Pliny, who here alludes to the goats from the
Cinyps in Libya, the “ Cinyphii hirci ” of Virgil)
(Colum. L Praef, § 26, vii. 6 ; Plin. H. V. viii.

50 ; Pallad. xil 13 ; Varr. ii. 3, ii. i. §5. 28.)

3. Swine {penu tuillum) were dividi'd ijilo two
classes, the sues dentate usually black in colour,

thickly covered with bristles
; and the tutt plabrac^

gciicTully white, and comjiciratively smooth
; but

there s^N-ms to have been little difference in the
management of the two breeds, except that tho
former was the more hardy.

The points chamcleristic of a good animal, mid
the w'armnty usually required by the purchmw'r,

will l)c found in Varro (il 4), Columella (vii. 8),
and Polladius (iil 26).

During a great portion of the year, wherever it

was practicable, they were driven out to fi*cd early

in the morning in woods where acorns, l>eech-

mast, wild fruits, and berries aboumlod
;
and in

the middle of the day thej' n*posed, if possible, in

swampy ground, where they h.-ul not only water
hut mud also wherein to wallow

;
in the cool of

the evening they fed again, w*ere taught to assemble
when the swineherd {suljuleu*) sounded his horn,

and were then driven home to the farm. In winter
they were not allowed to go forth when frost was
hard upon the ground. When kept in the house,

their chief food wni nenms, or when the supply of

these fiiiled, lieans, barley, and other kinds of grain

and pulse. The numl^er in each herd varied from
100 b) 150, nr even more, according to circtnn-

slnnccs and the means of the proprietor, and tho
proportion of one lM«r to ten sows was usuajly

observed.

The SOW'S were not considered fit for breeding
until upwards of a year old, and continued prolific

to the age of seven
;
boars (nrrrcs) W’cre in full

vigour from one year old till four
; the lH**t time

frir impregnation was from the middle of February
up to the vernal equinox, tlje period of gestation

was four months, and the pigs Iteing weaned at tho

end of two, a double farrow might be procured in

a year.

Each breeding sow (srrq/a) brought up her pigs

(pamts., porea, porcellus) in a separate stye (Aara),

constructed in such a manner that the suporintend-

ant (custot^ porettlaior) might easily see into the

interior and thiu l»e prepared to relieve the progeny,

which were in constant danger of being crushed by
the weight of the mother who was supposed to

bring forth ns many young as she had tents, and
was capable of suckling eight at first, but when
they ittcreased in size it ^vas deemed advisable to

withdraw one half of that nural)cr. Sucking pigs

(f/u'/^4<'j) when ten da3rs old were accounted pure
for sacrifice, and lienee were anciently termed sorrrs

;

after the suckling time (ntgn'ca/tis,pomi/a4i'o),whicb

lasted two mmuhs, was over, they were dcuomi*
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nated ddidy and soraetime* ntfrtndety bccaosc not

yot able to crunch hard food. The male* not re-

aorred for breeding were castrated when from six

to twelve months old, and were then termed

(Vnrr. »L 4 ;
Colum. vii. 9, Pruct L

§ *J6
;
Plin. //. N. viiL 61 ;

Pallnd. iv. 26.)

IL Majored PseuoBS.

1. Kine {ptcut Utlulumy armttitum huhuJum)

were divided into classes, according ns they were

kept at home and employed in the labours of the

farm {hove» domiti), or pastured in large herds

{armenta).

Bures rfomiVf, wherever the nature of the soil

and the mode of culture pursued permitted, were

allowed to pasture
;

since growing grass {riride

jHilndum') was considered the most suitable of all

food ; when this could not be supplied, it bcc.ame

necessary to stall-feed them (a/«rc ad praeiepia)
\

but they were allowed to stand in the open air

during the hot weather, while in winter they were

kept in spacious byres (s/a6u/a, eonsrji(a) built with

a southerly aspect so as to be sheltered from cold

winds, the floors licing hard and sloping to prevent

moisture from being absorbed, and to allow it to

run off freely, while to promote the warmth and

comfort of the animals they were bedded with

abundance of litter {dramenittm pewri rt Oubfis

dUigenter sul/sternafur^ Cat. 5.), usually straw, or
|

leaves, such as those of the ilex, which were sup-

posed to yield little nourishment. Their staple

food from the middle of April until the middle of

June was vetches, lucerne, clover, and other fodder

cut green
i
fh>m the middle of June to the begin-

ning of November the leaves of trees, those of the

elm, the oak, and the poplar being regarded as the

best ; from the beginning of November until April

meadow hay (Jicjiun pnUense), and, where hay

could not be procured, chaff, grape husks, acorns,

and dry leaves were substituted mixed w*ith bartcy,

or with some of the leguminous seeds, such as

beans, lupines, or chick-peas previously steeped in

water (maceraiae)^ or crtishcd (Jrtsae). When an
ox was fed upon hay, from 30 to 40 pounds weight

(Homan pounds 11^ oz. avoird.) was an ample
allowance, except during the months of November
and December, that is, during the ploughing and
sowing season, when they received from the feeder

( palndaioriits) as much food of the most nutritious

kind as they could consume. Lumps of salt placed

near the consepia proved very attractive to the

animals and conduced to their licalth.

Large herds w*ere pastured chiefly in woods
where there was abundance of grass, leaves, and
tendfir twigs, shifting to the coast in winter and to

the cool sbndy hills in summer, under tiic charge of

herdsmen (armeniarii), a class altogether distinct

from the bid>idci, or hinds, who worked and tended

the U^s domestici. The common number in a herd

was from 100 to 120, the animals w*crc carefully

inspected every year, and the least promising {reji-

adae) weeded out The proportion of tw'o bulls, a

yearling and a two-year old, to 60 or 70 cows w*as

usually observed, but Columella doubles the num-
ber of males. The Umbrian oxen, especially those

on the Clitumnus, were the largest and finest in

Italy
;
those of Etruria, Latium, and Gaul were

smaller, but strongly made and w'cll adapted for

labour
;
those of Thrace were valued for sacrificial

purposes in consequence of being for the most part

pure white
;
but the cattle of Epirus, the most im-

1
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portant pastoral district of the Roman W'orld, were
superior to all others.

The points characteristic of a good animal, and
the warranty usually demanded by the buyer, will

be found fully detailed in Varru (ii. 6), in Colu>

mella, w'ho here copies the dt^scription of the Car-

thaginian Mngo (vL 1, 20, 21), and in Palladius

(iv. 11, 12).

Cows (poroac) were not fit for breeding until

they were upwards of tw'o years old, and they con-

tinued to produce until they had reached the age
of ten. Considerable variation is to be found in

the agricultural writers as to the age at which the

bulls arrived at full vigour, Varro considering

that they might be employed when a year old.

Columella and Pliny recommending that they

should be kept until four. The former, however,

is the precept of the practical man, and is con-

sonant with modem experience. The time of ges-

tation being nearly ten (lunar) months, the most
favourable period for impregnation w*as from the

middle of June to the end of July, fur thus the

calves (t'lWi) would be bom w’hcn spring was
well ad\'anccd (ma/i<ro rerr). When parturition

was approaching, the pregnant cow {horda vaecu)

was carefully watched, fed richly^ and protected

from the assaults of the gad-fly and other tor-

menting assailants ; the calf for some time ofrer its

birth w'os ailow'cd to suck freely, but as it in-

creased in strength was tempted with green food,

in order that it might in some degree relieve the

mother, and after six months had elapsed, w'os fed

regularly wnth wheat bran, liarlcy meal, or tender

grass, and gradually weaned entirely. Castration

was performed at the age of two years. The ri-

tuli intended for labour were to be handled {frac-

hiri) from an early age to render tliem tame, but
were not to be broken in to work {dtfmari) before

their third, nor later than their fifth year. The
method of breaking (domitura) those taken wild

from the herd is fully described by Columella

(vi. 2), and Pullndius Axes the end of March as the

time most appropriate for commencing the opera-

tion. The members of a herd, according to age

and sex, were termed, I'lWia, VitiUa ; Jurenctu^

Juvewa ; Bus novcUus^ Duculus ; Bos tWa/its,

TauruSf r<i«« ; a barren cow was named Taum.
(Cat 5, 30 ; Varr. it 1, 5 ; Colum. vi. 1— 3, 20

—

24 ; Plin. If. N. viii. 45 ;
Pallad. iv. 11, 12, vt 7,

vuL 4.)

2. Horses (pccus equinum s. equitlum^ armentum
erjuinum) are divided by Columella into licnerosi^

' blood horses
;
Mtdarety horses adapted for breeding

!
mules

;
Vultjarrs^ ordinary horses.

The points of a horse, the method of ascertaining

his age up to seven years old, and the W’armnty

usually given by the seller, are detailed in Varro

(ii. 7. § 4, 5, G ) in Columella (vi. 29), and in

Palladius (iv. 13).

Horses either pastured in grass fields or wore fed

in the stable upon dry hay (ta siuhtdis ae praese-

piUus)^ to which barley was added when the ani-

mal was required to undergo any extraordinary

fatigue. Brood mares were frequently k(pt in

large troops w'hich shifted, like sheep and oxen,

from the mountains to the coast, according to the

season
;
two mounted men being attached to each

herd of fifty. The mare {roua) was considered fit

for breeding at two years old, and continued pro-

lific up to the age of ten
;
the stallion {admitsarius)

remained in vigour from three years old untU
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twenty, ^ut when young was limited to twelve or

fifteen females. The period of gestation being

twelve lunar months and ten days, the best time for

impregnation was from the vernal equinox to the

summer solstice, since parturition would then take

place during the most &vourable season. High
bred mares were not allowed to produce more than

once in two years. Ten days ^er birth the f#al

(j)uUms equinuSy equuleua) was permitted to accom-

pany its dam to pasture ; at the age of five months,

it was customary to begin feeding them with barley-

meal and bran, and when a year old, with plain

onground barley ; but the best colts were allowed

to continue sucking until they had completed two

years, and at three years they were broken in for

the toil to which they were destined, whether for

racing (ad cursuram\ for draught (ad rltedam),

for carrying burthens (ad ixcturam), or for military

service (ad ephippium)^ but they were not regularly

worked until four oft

Race and war horses were not castrated
;
but the

operation was frequently performed on those des-

tined for the roa^ from the conviction that the

gelding (catiierius), while less bold and spirited was

more safe and tractable (in vtis haltcn trudunt

fladdfo).

It is to be observed that horses were, and in-

deed are, very little used for agricultural purposes

in Italv and Southern Europe, the ordinary toils

being carried on almost exclusively by oxen, and

hence they never were by any means objects of

such gcnei^ Interest to the firmer as among our-

selves.

We may remark that Varro, Columella, and

nuiny other writers, repeat the absurd story em
bellished by the poetry of Virgil, that mares in

some districts of Spain became pregnant by the

influence of a particular wind, adding that the colts

conceived in this manner did not live beyond the

age of three years. (Varr. L Prnef. § 2(), ii. 1,

§ 18, 7. § 7 ; Colum. vL 27, 29 ;
Plin. H.N. viiL

42 ; Pallad- iv. 13.)

3. Auta (aainua^ asina) were divided into two

classes, the Gtnut mantuetwn^ or common domestic

quadruped (asinus, aaellua)^ and the Genuaferum^
the wild ass (cmaper, onagna)^ which was common
in Phiygia and Lycaonio, was easily tamed and

made on excellent cross.

The most celebrated breeds were those of Ar-

cadia and of Reate. The latter w*as so highly es-

teemed in the time of Varro, that a single indi-

vidual of this stock had been known to fetch sixty

thousand sesterces (about 500/. sterling), and a
team of four, as much as four hundred thousand

(upwards of 3300/. sterling). Such animals were

^ course delicately nurture^ being fed chiefly upon

far and barley bran (furfures ordeacei). The infe-

rior description of asses (minor asellus) were valued

by farmers because they were very hardy, not

subject to disease, capable of enduring much toil,

required little food and that of the coarsest kind,

such os the leaves and twigs of thorny shrubs, and
might be made serviceable in various ways, as in

carrying burdens (aaelli do$nuxriH)^ turning com
mills and even in ploughing, where the soil was
not stifil The time of impregnation, the period of

gestation, and the management of the f«als (puUi\

were the same as in horses. They were seldom

kept in sufficient numbers to form a herd. (Varr. ii.

1. § 14, ii. 6.; Colum. vii. 1 ;
Plin. //. N. viiL 43

;

Pallad. ir. 1 4.)
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4. Mules. MuJus and Mida wore the general
temis for the hybrid between a horse and on ass,

but in practice a distinction was drawn between
Muii and Ilitmi. Ilinni were the progeny of a
stallion and a shc-ass, Midi of a male ass and a
marc. The latter were larger in proportion, and
more esteemed than the former. A cross some-
times was formed betw'cen the mare and the onager
as a matter of curiosity.

Uncommon care was taken by breeders of mules
in the selection of the parents. A strong large-

boned marc, powerful rather than swift, was usu-
ally chosen. The male asses at their birth were
removed from their mother, suckled by mares,
reared upon the most nourishing food (hay and
barley), and attained to full vigour when three

years old. A good admissorius from Arcadia or

Reatc was w'orth fri>m thirty to forty thousand ses-

terces (250/. to 330/. sterling). The period of
gestation was observed to l>e a little longer than
in the case of the pure horse or ass, extending to

thirteen lunar months
;
in all other respects their

management, habits, and mode of sole were the

some.

The great use of mules was in drawing travelling

carriages (hitce enim bints conjunctis omnia ve-

hicula in viis ducuatur) ; they were also employed,
like asses, in carrying burdens upon pock saddles

(<diiellue\ and in ploughing light land. The finer

kinds, when kept in herds, were driven in summer
from the rich plains of Rosea on the Velinus to the

Montes Gurgurea (Varr. ii. 1. § 16, ii. tt ; Colimu
vi, 36, 87 ; Plin. H.N. viii. 44 ;

Pallad. iv. 14.)

III.

1. Dogs (canes') were divided into three classes

:

a. Canes Viliatici^ watch-dogs, whose office was to

guard farm-houses against the aggressions of thieves.

b. Canes Pastorales s. Canes Pecuariiy to protect

the flocks and herds from robbers and wild beasts.

Each opilio was generally attended by two of

these, equipped with spiked collars (mdlum), to

seiwe as a defence in their encounters with wolves
and other adversarica

c. Canes Venatici. Sporting doga
Varro and Columella describe minutely the

points of the first two dosses, with which alone the
former was concerned, and these seem to be iden-

tical with the animals employed fur the same pur-

pose at the present day in the Abnizzi. They
were fed upon barley meal and whey, or in places

where no cheese was mode, on wbeaten bread
moistened with the warm liquor in which beaus
had been boiled. (Varr. ii. 9 ;

Colum. vii. 12.)

2. Feeders (pastures).

The flocks and herds which fed in the imme-
diate neighbourhood of the fiirms were usually

tended by old men, boys, or even women ; but

those which were driven to distant and moun-
tainous pastures were placed under the care of'
persons in the vigour of life, who always went w*ell

armed and were accompanied by beasts of burden
(jumenta dossuaria), carrying all the apparatus and
stores required during a protracted aWnce

; the

whole body of men and animals being under the

command of an experienced and trustworthy in-

dividual, styled Magister Peooris^ who kept all

the accounts and possessed a competent knowledge
of the veterinary art

We may conclude this part of the subject with
a few words upon the management of dairy pro-

F
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ducc, which was treated as a distinct science

(rvpoTToita) by the Greeks, who wrote many
treatises upon the topic.

Cheose-iimking commenced in May, and the

method iullowed by the Romans was substantially

the same as that now practised. The milk un-

skinmicd was used os fresh as possible, was slightly

wanned, the rennet {cocujulum) was then added ; as

soon !\3 the curd formed, it was transferred to baskets

{fisceUucy calalhi) or wooden chesets ( ^ormue)

perforated with holes, in order that the whey
(serum) might drain off quickly, and was pressed

down by weights to hasten the process. The mass
wjis then taken out of the frame, sprinkled with

salt, and placed upon a wicker crate or wooden
board in a cool djirk place

;
when partially dried,

it was again pressed more powerfully than before,

again salted and again shelved,— operations which

were rei)catcd for several days until it had required

a proper consistency. It might be flavoured witli

thyme, with pine cones, or any other ingredient,

by mixing the condiments with the warm milk.

The rennet or coagulum was usually obtained

from the stomach of the hare, kid, or lamb (ciniffu-

lum leporiuum^ Iwcdinum^ at/niNum), the two former

being preferred to the third, while some persons

employed fur the same purpose the milky juice

expressed from a fig-tree branch, vinegar, and a
vurieiy of other .subsuuicos.

The cheeses from cows’ milk (casei bubtili) were
believed to contain more nonrishinent, but to be

more indigestible than those from ewes’ milk (cusei

orilli)
;
the least nourishing and most digestible

were those from goats’ milk (o.tsei caprini), the

new and moist cheeses in each case being more
nouri.shing (mapis ahhUes), and less heavy (»«

corpora tion resides)^ than those which were old

and dry.

Rutter is mentioned h}* Varro (ii. 2. § 1 6), hut

seems to have been scarcely used as an article of

food (Varr. ii. 1. § 2U. 11 ;
Coliun. vii. 0 ;

Plin.

II. N. xi. yfi, xxiv. 93, xxv. 39, xxviii. 34 ;
Pal-

lad. vi. 9).

j3. VILLATICA PASTIO.

ViUallcae Pasiionrs, from which many persons

towards the close of the republic and under the

empire deriveil large revenues, were sc|>arated into

two departments, according to the names given to

the buildings or enclosures adapted to the dilTerent

animals :
—

I. Aviaria a. Omilhones.

II. Vivaria.

I. Aviariu s. Omit/iones, in the most extended ac-

ceptation of the term, signified receptacles for birds

of every <lescription, whether wild or tame, terres-

trial or amphibious, but it is frequently and con-

veniently eniploy(Hl in a more limited sense to de-

note tlie structures formed for birds caught in their

wild state by the fowler (auitps), from whom they

were purchased, and then shut up and sold at a

profit after they became fat

In this way we may distinguish Ijctw-^n, a.

Co/iors in piano, h. Columljarium, c. Omithon, of

which the first two only were known to the earlier

Romans.
a. Cohort in jJano, was the poultiy'-yard in-

cluding the houses and courts destined for those

domestic fowls which were bred and fed on the

fann, and which wei\j not able or not pennitted to

lly abroad. Of these the chief were, 1. Ikim-
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door fowls or chickens (gidlinae). 2. Guinea fowls

(gaitinae Numulicae s. A/ricanae). 3. Pheasiints

(phasutni). 4. Peacocks (pavones). 5. Geese
(atiscres). 6. Ducks (aitaies). 7. Teal (?) (quer-

qucdui<nt).

b. Coiumbariuin, the dove-cote.

c. The OrnithoH proper, the inmates of which
were chiefly, I. Thrushes and blackbirds (turdi,

Tiierulae), especially the former. 2. Quails (cotur-

Tiices). 3. Turtledoves (iurturcs). 4. Ortolans (?)
(miliariae), all of which arc in Italy birds of pas-

sage arriving in great flocks at (>articular seasons.

II. In like manner the term Vivaria^ which
may be employed to denote all places contrived

for the reception of animals used for food or which
supplied articles of food and did not fall under the
denomination of jvcitdes or ares, must be sejnuated
into those designed for the reception of land ani-

mals, and those for fishes.

a. lA'jnyraria, Apiuriu, Codearia, Gliraria, and
R. Piscinae.

a. I.eporaria. The animals kept in lepora-

ria were chiefly, 1. Hares and rabbits (lejiorrs).

2. Various s|)ecies of deer (cervi, capreae, org<ies).

3. Wild ]>ours (ap/ri), and under the same cate-

gory rank, 4. Bees (apes). ’5. Snails (coddeae).

O'. Dormice (glires).

fi. Piscinae or fish-|K>nds, divided into—
1 . Piscinae aquae dtdeis, fresh-water ]>onds

; and
2. Piscinae aquae sulsae, salt-water ponds.

We commence then with a description of tho
inhabitants of the Cohors inpiano and their dwell-
ing.

I. Aviaria.

I. a. Cohors in piano.

In the science of rearing poultrj' (Patio Cohor-
iuiis, 6pyi6oTp6ipia), three precepts were of general
application. The birds were to be kept scrupulously
clean, were to be abundantly supplied with fresh

air and pure water, and were to be protected from
the attacks of weasels, hawks, and other vermin,
I’he two fonner objects were attained by the choice
of a suitable situation, and by incessant attention

UfKUi the part of the superintendents (euraiores,

custo<les)
; the latter was effected by overlaying tho

walls of the houses and courts, both inside and
out, with coats of smooth hard plaster or stucco,

and by covering over the open spaces with large
nets.

Again, the attention of those who desired to rear
poultry with profit was chiefly occupied by five

considemtions: 1. The choice of a good breeding
stock (de genere). 2. The impregnation of tho
hens (de foctura). 3. The management of tho
eggs during incubation (de ovis). 4, The rearing

of the pullets (de puiiis). .x Fattening them for

tho market (do Jartum), this last process being,

however, frequently conducted not by the farmer
(rueticus), but by p(>rsons who made it their sole

occupation (jartorcs).

1, 2. Chickens (gidlinae). Of the different

species of. domestic fowls, the most important were
guilinae, which were divided into three chisscs:

—

<t. Gaiiinae Viliaticac a, CohortaUs, the common
chicken, b. Gaiiinae Africanae s. Numidicae, tho

same probably with the pf\*ayplSfs of the Greeks,
the distinctions pointed out by Coltimolla scarcely

amounting to a specific difference
; and c. Gaiiinae

Pustiaie, The last were found in great abundance
in the Insula Gallinaria, but it is so difficult, to
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determine from the deecriptiona transmitted to us

what they really were, that wc know not whether
we ought to regard them as pheasants, as red-

legged partridges, os wood-grouse, or as some
pedes of game different from any of these. The
A/ricanac^ always scirce and dear, were treated

almost exactly in the some manner os peacocks,

and never be<^e of importance to the faimer
;
the

Itusiicae are little spoken of except as objects of

curiosity, and Columella declares that they would
not breed in coufinemeat {in servitute non foetant).

We therefore confine our obser^-ations to the VU-
laticae.

Among the breeds celebrated for fighting were
the Tanagrian, the Rhodian, and the Chalcidean

;

but these were not the most profitable for the

nmrkcL The points of a good Ikim-door fowl are

minutely described by Varro, ColiimelUi, and Pal-

ladios, who all agree in recommending the breeder

to reject such as were white, for they were more
delicate and less prolific than those whose plumage
was darker. Some were permitted to roam about

{voffM) during the day, and pick up what they

could, but the greater number were constantly

hut up {clausae) in a poultry yard {guUinariunu,

6pyt$o€o<rKttoy)f which was an enclosed court

(teptmm) with a worm aspect, strewed with sand

or ashes wherein they might wallow, and covered

over with a net It contained hen-houses (eateae)

to which they retired at night and roosted upon
poles stretched across (per/icae) for their conve-

nience, nests {cubUia) for the laying hens being

constructed along the walla. Tho whole esta-

blishment was under the control of a poultry

man (arian'us, custos s. curator paUmarius), who
occupied an adjoining hut, usiiolly assisted by
an old woman and a boy, for the flocks were

often very large, containing upwards of two hun-

dred. The proportion of one cock {gaUut) to

five hens was commonly observed, the males not

required fur breeding being killed young or made
into capons {capi). Their food consisted of barley

with the husk removed {hordeum pinsUum), millet,

vetches, and lentils, when these articles could be

procured cheap, but when too dear, they were

supplied with the refuse of wheat, bran with a

little of the flour adhering, the seeds of c^-tisus,

and the like.

The laying season began in January and con-

tinued until the autumnal equinox. From twenty-

five to thirty eggs, the number being increased or

diminished according as the weather was -hot or

.cold, were placed beueath a clocking hen (gullina

glocient) from one to two years old, who was kept

constantly shut up except at feeding time, or even

furnished with food while on the nest, Tho cura-

tor made his rounds regularly during the twenty

days of incul>atiun, tuniiug the eggs, that they

might all receive equal heat, and rejecting those

which upon examination were found to contain no

embryos. Such os were not required for hatch-

ing, were preserved by nibbing them with strong

bnne, and then storing them up in chaff or bran.

The chicks for fifteen days were fed by hand on

polenta mixed with nasturtium (cress) seed.

Chickens, when fattened for sale, were shut up

in dark narrow cribs, light aud motion being un-

fevourable to the process ;
nr each bird was swung

separately in a bsisket, with a small hole at each

end, one for the head, the other for the rump, and

bedded upon the loftest bay or chafl^ but so
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cramped in space that he could not turn round.

In this state they were crammed with wheat,
linseed, barley meal kneaded with water into

small lumps {turumJae), and other farinaceous

food, the operation requiring from twenty to

twenty-five ^ys. (V'ar. iii. 9 ; Colum. viii, 2, &c.

12 ;
Plin. //.M X. 21 ;

Pallad. L 27, 29.)

3. Pheasants (pkasiani) are not mentioned
among domestic poultry by Varro or Columella,

but find a place in the compilation of PoUadius,
who directs that young birds, that is, those of a
year old, should be selected as breeders in the

proportion of one cock to two hens, and that the

eggs should be hatched by bom-door fowls. The
chicks were to be fed for the first fortnight on cold

boiled barley lightly sprinkled with wine, after-

wards upon bruised wheat, locusts, and ant's eggs,

and were to be prevented from having access to

water. They became fat in thirty days if shut up
and cranuned with wheat flour made up into small

lumps (lurundae) with oil. (Pallad. i. 29.)

4. Peacocks (pavoncs, pavij patac) arc said to

have bci‘n first introduced os an article of food by
Q. Ilortensius at a banquet on the installation of

an augur {auguraU aditiali coena). They speedily

became so much in request that soon afterwards a
single full-grown bird sold for fifty denarii (up-

wards of a guinea and a half ), and a single egg
for five (upwards of three shillings), while one
breeder, M. Aufidius Lurco, derived an income of

60,000 sesterces (about 5004 sterling) from this

source alone. The most favourable situations for

rearing peacocks were afforded by the small rocky

but wcll-w'ooded islets off the Italian coast, where
they roamed in freedom without fear of being lost

or stolen, provided their own food, and brought up
their young. Those persons who could not com-
mand such advantage, kept them in snuiil en-

closures roofed over, or under porticoes, perches

{perticae) being supplied for them to roost upon,

with a large grassy court in front, surrounded by a
high wall and shaded by trees. They w’cre fed

upon all kinds of grain but chiefly barley, did not

arrive at full maturity for breeding until three years

old, when one cock was allowed to five hens, and
care was taken to supply each bird with a separate

nest {dincreia cubUia). The hatching process was
most profitably performed by common barn-door

fowls, for in this way the pea-hen laid three times

in a season, first five eggs {ova pavomna)^ then

four, and lastly two or three, but if allowed to in-

cubate herself could rear only one brood. In the

time of Varro, three chicks {pulU pavonini) for

each full-grown bird were considered a fair retunu

(Varr. iii. 6 ;
Colum. viii. 1 1 ;

Pallad. i. 28 ;

Plin. I. 20 ;
comp. Juv. i. 143.)

5. Geese {ameres) were easily reared, but were

not very profitable and somewhat troublesome, for

a ninning stream or a pond with a good supply of

herbage was essential, and they could not be
turned out to graze in the vicinity of grow-ing crops,

which they tore- up by the roots, at the same time

destroying vegetation by their dung. Birds for

breeding were always selected of a huge size and
pure white, the grey variety {varii vd fuici) being

regarded as inferior on the supposition that they

were more nearly allied to tho wild species. Their
food consisted of clover, fenugreek, lettuce, to-

gether with leguminous plants, all of which were
sown fur their use, and especially an herb called

atpts by the Greeks, whicn seems to have b«e«
r 2
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a 9wi of endivQ. Impregnntion took place about

mid'Winter, one gander being allowed to three

femalea, who when the laying season, wliich waa
early in spring, approached, were shut up iu a struc-

ture (xv^oSoCKtioy) coiuisting of a court {cohort\

surrounded by a high wall with a portico inside

containing rtH:eptaclcs (Aarae, ctilae^ fpelnnwe)^

from two to three feet square, built of hewn stone

or brick, well lined with cha^ for the eggs. In-

cubation, according to the weather, last^ from

twenty-fire to thirty days, during which period the

mothers were supplied by the custos with barley

crushed in >ratcr. The goslings remained in the

house for about ten days, and were fed upon po-

lenta, poppy seed, and green cresses (nantortiKm)

chopped in water, after which they were taken out

in fine weather to feed in marshy meadows and

pools. It was found in {murtice most adrantageous

to employ barn-door bens to hatch the eg^ since

they made more careful mothers ;
and in tnis case

the goose would lay three times in a season, first

five eggs, then four, and lastly three.

Goslings, when from four to six months old,

were shut up to fatten in dark warm coops (sr/jn-

where they were fed with barley pottage

and fine fiour moistened with water, being allowed

to cat and drink three times a day as much as

they could swallow. In this way they became fit

for the market in two months or less. A flock of

geese furnished not only eggs but feathers also, for

it was customary to pluck them twice a year, in

spring and autumn, and the feathers were worth

five denarii (about three shillings and fourpence) a

pound. (VaiTo, iil 10 ;
Colum. riil, 13 ;

PUn.

H. A. X. 22 ;
PaUad. l 30.)

6. Ducks {anaiet). The duck-house (yy^irffo-

was more costly than the chcnoboscium,

for within its limits were confined, not only ducks,

but qucrquodulac, phalcrides, boscadcs (whatever

these may have b^), and similar birds which

seek their food in pools and swamps. A flat piece

of ground, if possible marshy, wns surrounded by a

wall fifteen feet high, well stuccoed within and
without, along the course of which upon on cle-

>'atcd ledge {arpiAo) a series of covered nests

{tecia cuhUia) were formed of hewn stone, the

whole open space above being covered over with a
net or trellice work {datri$ $»ptrpontu). A shal-

low pond (pt'srtita) wns dug in the centre of the

enclosure, the margin formed of opu$ signinutn^ and
planted round with shrubs ; tlirough this flow*ed a
small stream which traversed the court in a sort of

canal into which was thrown food for the inmates,

consisting of wheat, barley, millet, acorns, grape

•kina, sn^l crabs or cray fish, and other water

animnia The eggs were generally batched by
common hens, the precautions taken during incu-

bation and the rearing of the ducklings being the

same os in the case of pullcto. (Var. iii. 11 ;

Colum. viii 15.)

I. h. Columbarium,

Pigeons columba). Vorro distin-

guishes two species or varieties, the one Gtnu*
sojcaliU B. ogresto, probably the Columba livia of

naturalists, which was shy and wild, living in

loftr turrets (tuUime* iurriculae\ flying abroad

without restraint, and generally of a ds^kii^ colour,

dappled, and without any admixture of white, the

other kind more tame {cUmetitiu$\ feeding about the

doors of the&nn, and for Iho most port white. Be-
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tween these a cross breed {mitc^um') was usually

reared for the market in a lofty edifice (ircpurrs-

poTpo^iop
;

constructed for the pur-

pose. These buildings, placed luider the charge

of a eolundtariuSy were frequently large enough to

contain 5000, were vaulted, or roofed in with tiles,

and furnished with one small entrance, but w*ell

lighted by means of large barred or latticed win-

dows (femedrae /’umcoaoe, s. rtticuluUie), The
walls, carefully stuccoed, were lined from top to

bottom with rows of round-shaped nests with a
single small aperture (eo^»m5aria), often formed of

carthenw*arc (JictUia\ one being assigned to every

pair, while in front of each row a plonk was placed

upon w hich the birds alighted. A copious supply of

fresh water was introduced for drinking and wash-

ing
;

their food, consisting of the refuse of wheat
{ejrcrda triticC)^ millet, vetches, peas, kidney-beans,

and other leguminous seeds, was placed in narrow

troughs ranged rotuid the w'alls, and filled by pipes

from without Those pigeons, which were kept in

the eounti}', being allowed to go out and in at will,

supported themselves for a great part of the year

upon what they picked up in the fields, and were
regularly fed (aeocjikuU condUiva eibaria) for two
or three months only

;
but those in or near a town

were confined in a great measure to the vcpx<rrcpo-

rpo^ioWf lest they should be snared or destroyed.

They were very fitful, since one pair would roar

I

eight broods of two each in the course of a year,

I

and the young birds (pulli) very speedily arrived

! at maturity, and began forthwith to lav in their

I turn. Those set aside for the market Lad their

wing feathers plucked out aud their legs broken,

and were then fattened upon white bread pre-

viously chewed (mamlueoio candulo /areiutd patie).

A handsome pair of breeding pigeons of a good

stock would fetch at Rome, toward the close of the

republic, two hundred aostcrces (upwards of a guinea

and a bolO ; if remarkably fine, os high as a thon-

sand (nearly eight guineas)
;
and os much as six-

teen hundr^ (more than thirteen pounds) was a
price sometimes asked, while Columella speaks of

four thousand (upwards of thirty pounds) having

been given in bis time ; and some persons w'ere

said to have a hundred thousand (nearly a th<m-

sand pounds sterling) invested in this kind of pro-

perty. The instinct which teaches pigeons to re-

turn to the place where they have be<m fed was
remarked by the ancients, wrho were wont, for the

sake of amusement, to bring them to the thcatrea

and there let them loose. (Varr. iiL 7 ; Colum.
viii. 8 ;

Plia II. N» x. 52, 74, xl. 64, xviii. 42 ;

PaUad. L 24.)

I. e. OmWumt Avianum (^Pi^orpo^Mr).

Omiihona, In the restricted sense, were di-

vided into two classes ; 1. Those constructed for

pleasure merdy being designed for the reception of

nightingales and other singing birds. 2. Tnose for

profit, in which thousands of wild birds were con-

fined and fiittcncd. Varro gives a very carious and
minute description of an omithon belonging to the

first class, which be himself possessed, and Lu-
cullui endeavoured to combine the enjoyment of

both, for he bad a triclinium construct^ in hU
Tusctilan villa inside of on omithon, delighting to

behold one set of birds placed upon the table ready
for his repost, while others were fluttering at the

windows by which tho room was lighted. Orm-
thoncs of the second class, with which alone we are
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at prB*mtconcrmod, were krptby poultorcr8(«wrr/-

htrii)^ and othen iii the city, hut the f^ronter num>
ber were situated in Sahinum, because tfanishi^

were most abundant in that region. These huge

cjyfes were formed by enclosing a space of ground

with hiffh walls and covering it in with an arched

rrx>C Water was introduced by pipes, and con-

ducted in numerous narrow channels, the windows
were few and small, that light might be excluded

as much as possible, and that the prisoners might
not pine from looking out upon the open country,

where their mates were enjoying freedom. Indeed
so semitire were thrushes, and so apt to despond

when first caught, that it was the practice to shut

them up for some time with other tame indiriduols

of their own kind (tWeraot), who acted as decoys

(ni/eetores), in reconciling them to captivity. In

the interior of this building numerous stakes (pofr)

were fixed upright, upon which the birds might

alight ; long poles also (pertieae) were arranged in

an inclined position resting against the w’olls with

spars nailed in rows across, and lofts were con*

atmeted, all for the same purpose. Two smaller

apartments were attached, one in which the super-

intendant (cwrafor) deposited the birds which died

a natuml death, in order that he might be able to

square accounts with his master, the other, called

the mViMorisni, communicating with the great hall

by a door, into which those birds wanted for the

inarket were driven from time to time, and killed

out of eight, lest the others might droop on witness-

ing the fate of their compinions.

Millet and wild bemes were given freely, but

their chief food consisted of dry figs carefully

peeled {dilifffnter pituUa) and kneaded with far or

pollen into small lumps, which were chewed by per-

sons hired to perform this opemtion. The birds

usually kept in an omithon nave been mentioned
above, hut of these by far the most important w*ere

thrushes, which mode their appearance in vast

Hocks about the vernal equinox, and seem to have

been in great request ; for out of a single establish-

ment in Sabinum, in the time of Vairo, five thousand

were sometimes sold in a single year at the rate of

three denarii a head, thus yiclduigasum of 60,000
sesterces, about five bundr^ pounds sterling.

The manure from omithones containing thrushes

and blackbirds aras not only a powerful stimulant

to the soil, but was given as food to oxen and pigs,

who fattened on it rapidly.

Tunic doves {turture$^ dim. turiuriUa«) belonged

to the cL'iss which did not lay qtgs in captivity

(itee parit mee acdtidUy, and contcquently, ns

soon as caoght, were put up to fiitten (vofofrtm

Ha mt eapitur /arturae tUHimiiur). They were
not however confined in an ordinary omithon but

in a building siraiUr to a dove-cote, with this dif-

ference, that the interior, instead of l*eing fitted up
with columbaria, contained rows of brackets (mmtu-

2os), or shon stakes (projecting horizontally from the

wall and rising tier a^ve tier. Over each row,

the lowest of which was three feetfirom the ground,

hempen mats {ffpeticuiae eattmainiuie) were stretched,

rn which the birds reposed day and night, while

nets were drawn tight in front to prevent them
from flying about, which would have rendered them
lean. They fattened readily in harvest time, de-

lighting most in dry wheat, of which one-half

modios per day was sufficient for 120 turtles, or in

millet moistened with sweet wine. (Vorr. iii. fl
;

Colum. viii. 9 ;
Pailad. L 25 ; Plin. //.M x. 24,
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34, 35,5.3, 58, 74 ; comp. PIouL Afottefi. L 1. 44 ;

Juv. vi. 38.)

II. VlV\ARU.

II. a. Ijtj/oraritt,

Lepororia anciently a'ere small wTillfd piiddorks,

planted thickly with shrubs to give shelter
; and in-

tended, as the name implies, for the reception of

animals of the hnre kind
;
viz. 1. The common grey

hare {Italicmm hoc nostrum^ K.genui). 2. The moun-
tain or white hare from the Alps, seldoni brought
to Rome {toti eandidi ttimi). 3. Rabbits (cwtirK/i),

believed to be natives of Spain. These, at least

the first and third, bred rapidly, were caught occa-

sionally, shut up in boxes, fattened and sold. In

process of time, the name irporarium wns ch.inged
I for the more appropriate term ^punpo^rtov, since

a variety of wild animals, such as boars (apri),

stags (erm'), and roe deer were pro-

cured from the hunter (msu/or), and shut up in

these porks, which now embraced several acres

even in Italy, while in the (provinces, especially

Transalpine Gaul, they frequently comprehended
a circuit of many miles of hill and swamp, glodc
and forest. This space was, if |Possible, fenced
by a a*all of stone and lime, or of unbunit brick

and clay, or, where the extent rendered even the

latter too costly, hy a strong paling (rr«vrm) formed
of upright stakes (fttjdte*) drilled with holes (per
/atui </'oraa/Nr), through which polos (amitee) were
passed horizontally, the whole of oak or cork trre

timber, braced and, ns it werr, latticed by planks

nailed diagonally (seris frussrersts tdafrure), much
in the fashion of wooden hurdles. Even in the
largest enclosures it wns necessary to support the
animals in winter, and in those of moderate size

they were frequently tamed to such an extent, that

they would assemble at the sound of a horn to re-

ceive their food. (Varr. iii. 12 ; Colum. ix. 1 ;

Plin. If. N. viii. 52.)

Rees (opes). The delight experienced in the

management of these creatures is sufficiently proved
by the space and core devoted to the subject in

Viigil, and by the singularly minute instructions

contained in the agricultural writers, es(>ocvdly in

Columella, w'ho derived his materials from the still

more elaborate compilations of Hygiiius and Ccl-

sus, the former being the author of a regular bee
cUendar, in which the various precepts fipr the

guidance of the bee fancier (mellarius^ apiariu$ ;

fieKtrovpyhs^ meliturym) were arranged in ivgular

order according to the seasons and days of the vmr.
The methods which the ancients describe differ

little, even in trifling details, from those followed by
ourselves, although in some respects our practice is

inferior, since they never destroyed a hive for the

sake of its content^ but abstracted a portion of the

honey only, always leaving a sufficient su(pply fur

the su]>port of the insects in winter ; and the same
swann, occasionally reinforced by young recruits,

might thus continue for ten years, which w*as re-

galed as the limit Our sujMTior knowledge of

natural history has however enabled us to deter-

mine that the chief of the hive is always a female,

not a male (mr) as was the general belief ; to ascer-

tain the respective duties (performed by the queen,

the working bees, and drones (/act »./hres\ which
were unknown or ctmfounded ; and to reject the

absurd fancy, to w'hich however we ore indebted
for the most charming episode in the Georgies,

which originated with the Oreeks, and is repeated

r 3
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with nnhetiUting faith bjr almost cv«y authority,

that swanns might be produced by spoiitoncouH

generation from the putrescent carcase of an ox

(ftc httbulo coryort p^tr/acto i and hence they were

commonly termed jSooydi'aj by the pocU, and by

Archelaus irtiroTripiya riKva),

The early Romans placed the hives in niches,

hollowed out of the vb’alli of the farm-house itself,

under the shelter of the caves {ntUfr $ulM/mnd<u)y

but in later times it became more common to form

a regular apiary {apiarium^ airtarium^ mellarinm ;

/*«AiTTorpa^ioy, pfKtr'rwmi)^ sometimes so exten-

sive, as to yield 5000 pounds of honey in a season.

This was a small enclosure in tlie immediate

vicinity of the villa, in a u-arm and sheltered spot,

as little subject as possible to great variations of

tenipi'rature, or to disturbances of any description

from the elements or from animals ; and carefully

removed from the influence of f«>etid exhalations,

such as might proceed from baths, kitchens, stables,

dunghills, or the like. A supply of pure water was
provided, and plantitions were funned of those

plants and flowers to w hich they w ere most atUtched,

especially the cytisiis and thyme, the former as

being conducive to the hoalth of bees, the latter as

niTording the greatest quantity of honey {upiuisiiuum

<ui tneltfianm). The yew was carefully avoided,

not because in iUclf noxious to the swarm, but l>c-

caiue the honey made from it was poisonous. (6Vc

Mea Cyntftu fuijiant rramina Uurm.') The hives

(o/ej, idrtaria^ if snitionaiy*, were
built of trick {domtcilia latenf/us jiu’fa) or Imkcd
dung (rx ^mo), if moveable, and thc«io wore con-

siden;d the most convenient, were hollowed out of

a solid blt^tck, or formed of boards, or of wicker

w'ork, or of bark, or of earthenware, the last being

Recounted the worst, because more easily aflected

by heat or cold, while tliose of cork w*ere accounted

l>c8t. They w'exe perforated with two small holes

for the insects to pass in and out, were covered

with inovcnblo tops to eimble the niellorius to in-

spect the inu^Hor, w*hich was done tliree times a

month, in spring and summer, for the purjwse of >

n'moving any filth which might have accumulated,

or any worms that might have found entnuicc
;
and

were arranged, but not in contact, in row's one
aliove another, care being taken that there should

not be more thiui three rows in all, and that the

low'i'st row* siiould rc‘st upon a stone parapet, ele-

vated thnn* feet from the ground, and coated with

smooth stucco to prevent lizards, snakes, or other

noxious animals from climbing up.

When the season for swarming arrived, the

movements which indicated the approaching de-

parture of a colony (cjrimea) were w'atchcd un-
remittingly, and when it was actually throsm off,

they were deterred from a long flight by casting

dust upon them, and by tinkling sounds, being

at the same time tempted to alight upon some
neighbouring branch by rubbing it with latlm

(apiVutraai, /i«Aunr^uAAo>', t. p4\iyoy^ s. fu\U
^AAoy), or any sweet sulMtance. When they
had all collected, they were quietly transferred to

a hive similarly prepared, and if they show'cd any
disincluiation to enter were urged on by surround-

ing them with a little smoke.
If quarrelsome, their pugnacity was repressed

by sprinkling them with honey water (nu/la) ; if

lazy, they were tempted out by placing the sweet-

smelling plants they most loved, chiefly apiastrum
or thyme, in the immediate vicinity of the hive,
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recourso being had at the same time to a slight

fumigation. If diatmetod by sedition in conse-

quence of the presence of two pretenders to the

throne, the rivzds were cmight, examined, and the

least promising put to death. In Ijad weather,

those stricken down and disabled by cold or sudden

rain were tenderly collected, placed in a spot

wanned by artificial heat, and as tliey revived laid

dow-n before their hives. When the weather fur

any length of time prevented them from going

abroad, they were fed ujwn honey and wau r, or

upon figs boiled in must and pounded into a f^iste.

The honey harvest (wa/Zo/io, we/Z/s vindemm,

cuirtruiio a/mrutn^ dies casimwii^ /i«Atrw(m), ac-

cording to Varm, took place three times a year,

but more usually twice only, in June and OctulaT

;

nn the first visitation four-fifths, at the second two
thirds of the honey was abstracted

;
but these pro-

portions varied much according to the sc'oson. and

the stremgth of the particular hive. The system

pursued was very simple: the moveable lop was
taken oflT, or a door contrived in the side upc-ned,

the bees were driven away by a smoking app'iniius,

and the mcllnrius cut out with peculiarly furnuKl

knives os much of the contents as be thought fiL

The comb (/uf*w,»rt}pio>'), which was ihepntducl

of their industry, was composed of wax (<vm, Krjpos)

formed into hexagoiud cells (mw utnjuiis cvZZu), the

g\'ometrical advaiiLigi's of which w*ere soon dis-

covered by mathcimuicians, conbiiiiing fur the most

]>art honey (meZ, ^sAt), but also the more solid

sweet 8ul)«tmce commonly called l>cc- bread {pru-

fWts, irpilvoAis), the classical name being derived,

it is said, from the circumstance that it is found in

!

gn-aU*st abundance near the entrance. The combs

were cemented together, and the crevices in the

hive daubed over with a glutinous gum, the crilhace

{ipiBdKrj) of Yarn) and his Gn^vk authorities,

which seems to be the same with what is else-

where termed meJiufo {pt?drtsfia).

Columella and Palladius descrilie Ingenious plans

for getting possession of wild swarms (a/x-s

/nps,yrnic, ms/iccic, as opposed to urbanacy a'lures) ;

and IMiny notices the humble bees which con-

structed their nests in the ground, but seems to

suppose that they were ^«eruliar to a district in

Asia Minor. The marks which distinguish the

varieties of the domestic spc'cit'i will be found de-

tailed by tho different authorities quoted l»elow*.

(.\ristot. Hist. Anim. v. ix ; Aclian. de Anim, i.

.59, 60, T. 1 0, 1 1 } Vnr. ii. 5, iiL -1, 1 6 ;
A‘irg. f»eon/.

iv.
; Colum. ix. 3. Ac., xL *2

;
IMin. //. A', xi. .5,

Sec,
;
Pallad. i. 37—3.9, ir. IS, v. 8, vL 10, vii. 7,

ix. 7, xl 13, xii. 8.)

Snails {coehlaae). Certain species of snails w ere

favourite articles of food among the Uonmns, and
were used also medicinally in diseases of the lungs

and intestines. The kinds most prized were those

fri>m Heatc, which were small and white; those

from Africa of middling size, and very fruitful
;

those called sotUanae^ also from Africa, larger than

the former
; and those from Illyria, which were the

largest of all The place where they were presen ed
{oockleKtriutn) was sheltered from the sun, kef)t

moist, and not covered over, nor walled in, but

surroiuidcd by WTitcr, which previmted the escape

of the inmates who were very prolific, and required

nothing except a few laurel leaves and a litUo

bmn. They were fattened by shutting them up
in a jar smeared with l>oiled must and flour, and
perfomted with boles to admit air. It has been
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recorded that an individual named Fulvius Ilir-

pinus constructed, near Tarqninii, the first c«ch-

loarium ever formed in Italy, a short time before

the civil war between Caesar and Poinpey. (Varr.

iii. 14 ;
Pliu. II. N. ix. 56, xxx. 7, 15 ;

comp.

Sallnst Jtuj. 93.)

Dormice (tjlires) were regarded as articles of

sneh luxury that their use ns food was forbidden

in the sumptnarj’ laws of the more rigid censors
;

but, notwithstanding, a f/lirarium l>ecj»me a com-
mon appendage to a villa. It was a small space

of ground surrounded with a smooth wall of polished

or stJiccoed stone, planted with ncom-bcaring trees

to yield fiwd, and containing holes (mtu) for rear-

ing the young. They were fattened up in earthen

jjirs (dolia) of a peculiar construction, upon chest-

nuts, walnuts, and acorns. (V’^arr. iii. 15 ; Plin.

II. A’, ix. 57 ;
comp. Martini, iii. 58, xiii. 59 ;

Petron. 3 1 ;
Amni. Marc, xxviii. 4.)

II. 5. riscinae.

Ijistly, we may say a few words upon artificial

fish ponds, which were of two kinds— freshwater

ponds {jiiscinM duicen), and salt water ponds
(jnscituui salsae s. maritiuute).

The former, from an early period, had frejjuently

been attsichcd to ordinary funnii, and proved a

source of gain ; the latter were unknoum until the

last half centurj' of the republic, were mere ob-

jects of luxury, and were confined for the most part

to the richest members of the community, to man_v

of whom, such ns Hirrus, Philippas, Lucullus, and
llortensius, who are snceringly termed plufinarii

by Cicero, they became objects of intense interest

These receptacles were constructed at a vast cost

on the sea coast, a succession being frequently

fonned for ditferent kinds of fish, and the most
ingenious and elaborate contrivances provided for

the admission of the tide at particular periods, and
for regulating the temperature of the water

; large

suras were [wiid for the stock with which they

were filled, consisting chiefly of mullets and mu-
rnenae ; and a heavy expense was incurred in

maintaining them, for fishermen were n'gtilarly

employed to aitch small fry for their food, and
when the weather did not j)ermit such supplies to

be procured, salt anchovies and the like were

purchased in the market For the most part they

yielded no return \whatcver, during the lifetime at

least of the proj)rietnrs, for the inmates were re-

garded ns pets, and frequently became so tame ns

to answer to the voice and eat from the hand.

When sales did take place the prices were very

high. Thus Himis, who, on one occasion, lent

Caesar 6,000 muraenae, at a subsequent period

obtained 4,000,000 of sestTcos (upwards of

30,000/.) for an ordinary villa, chiefly in conse-

quence of the ponds and the quantity of fish they
contained.

A certain Sergius Grata, a short time l>efore the

^larsic War, fonned artificial o)'stor-beds {vivaria

mdrearum) from which he obtained a large revenue.

He first asserted and established the superiority of

the shell-fish from the Lucrinc Lake; which have

always maintained their celebrity, although under

the empire less esteemed than those from Britain.

(Varr. li. R. iii. 17 ;
Colum. viii. 16, 17 ; Plin.

H. N. ix. 54, 55 ;
Cic. ad Att.x. 19.)

Of modern treatises connected w'ith the subject

of this article the most important is Dickson's
** Husbandry of the Ajicients," 2 vols. 8vo. 1788,
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the work of a Scotch clergyman, who was well

acquainted with the practical details of agriculture

and who had studied the Latin writers with great

care, but whose scholarship was unfurtunately so

imperfect that he was in many instances unable to

interpret correctly their expressions. Many use-

ful and acute observations will be found in the
“ Economic Politique dcs Konmins ” by Diireau

de la Malle, 2 tomes, 8vo. Paris, 1840, but he also

is far from being accurate, and he is einlmrrasscd

throughout by very erroneous views with regard to

the rate of interest among the Romans, and by the

singular misconception that fn>m the (rxpulsion of

the kings until the end of the second Punic war,

the law' forlwde any Roman citizen to possess more
than 7 jugers of land. (Vol. ii. p. 2.) Thos«! who
desire to eomjMin? the agriculture of modem Italy

with ancient usages will do well to consult .Arthur

Young’s “ 'rrnvels in Italy,” and the Appendix of

S^vmonds
;
the “ Agriculture Toscane ” of .1. C. L.

Simonde, 8vo. G<5neve, 1801 ;
and “ Lettres ccrites

d’ltalie a Charles Pictet par M. Lull in de Cha-
teauvieux.” 8vo. Paris. 2nd c*d. 1820. [W. R.]

AORIMENSO'RES. At the foundation of a
colony and the assi^intion of lands the nuspicia

were taken, for which purpose the presence of the

augur was necc-ssar}'. But the business of tho

augur did not extend beyond the religious part of

the ceremony : the division and measurement of

the land were made by professional measurers.

These were the Finitoreg mentiont*d in the early

writers (Cic. c. Rullum, ii. 1 3 ;
Plautus, Focnulus^

Prolog. 49), who in the later periods w'cre called

Mensores and Agrimensores. The business of a
Finitor could only l>e done by a free mjin, and
the honourable nature of his office is indicated by
the rule that there ^va8 no bargain for his services,

but he received his pay in the form of a gift.

These Finitores ap]>car also to have acted as indices,

under the name of arbitri, in those disputes about

boundaries which were purely of a technical, not a

legal, character.

Under the empire the observance of the auspices

in the fixing of camps and the establishment of

military colonies was less regarded, and the prac-

tice of the Agrimensores was reduced to a system

by Julius Frontinus, Hyginus, Siculus Flaccus, and

other Gromatic writers, ns they are sometimes

tenued. As to the meaning of the tcmi Groma,

and the derived words, see Facciolati, Lejriecm., and

the Index to Goesius, Rei Aprariae Svrijitoreg.

The teachers of geometry in the large cities of the

empire used to give practical instruction on the

system of gromatice. This practical geometry was

one of the lilreralia stadia (Dig. 50. tit 13. s. 1) ;

but the professors of ueometry and the teachers of

law' were not exempted frem the obligation of being

tutores, and from other such burdens (Fra;/. Vat.

§ 150), a fact which shows the subordinate rank

w'hich the teachers of elementary science then held.

The Agrimensor could mark out the limiu of

the centuriae, and restore the Imundariesw'hcrc they

w'ere confused, btit he could not assign (assifmare)

w'ithout a Commission from the emperor. Military

persons of various classes are also sometimes men-

tioned as practising surveying, and settling disputes

about boundaries. The low'er rank of the profes-

sional Agrimensor, ns contrasted with the Finitor

of earlier periods, is show'n by the fact that in tho

imperial period there might be a contract w'ith oa

Agrimensor for paying him for his services.

V 4
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The Ajfrimensor of the later period was merely

employed in disputes as to the Imundaries of pro-

perties. The foundation of colonies and the as-

sifpiAtion of lands were now less common, though

wc read of colonies be'mg established to a late

period of the empire, and the boundaries of the

lands must have been set out in due form. (Hy-
ginus, p. 177, ed. Goes.) Those who marked out

the ground in cam|is for the soldiers* tents are also

cnll(^ Mensnres, but they were military men. (Ve-

getius, Uc M'ditari^ iL 7.) The functions of

the Agrimeniur are shown by a passage of Hyginus
Cbft/rotvrs. p. 1 70) : in nil questions as to duUT-

roining boundaries by means of the marks

the area of surfaces, and explaining maps and plans,

the sen’ices of the Agrimensor were required : in

all questions that concerned property, right of road,

enjoyment of water, and other easements (serr»/«tejt)

they were not re<juired, for these were purely legal

questions. Generally, therefore, they were either

employed by the ixirties themselves to settle

boundaries, or they received their instructions for

that purpose from a judex. In this capacity they

were advocatL But they also acted as judiccs,

and could give a final decisiim in that class of

smaller questions which concerned the quinque

pedes of the Mamilia Lex [Lb.x Mamilia], as ap-

pears from Frontinus (pp.h*i% 75,
cd. Goes.), Under

the Christian emperors the name Mensores was

changed into Agrimensores to distinguish them
from another class of Mensores, w’ho arc mentioned

in the codes of Theodosius and Justinian (vi. 34,

xii. 28). By a rescript of Constantine and Con-

•tani (a. d. 344) the teachers and learners of

geometry received immunity from civil burdonn.

According to a constitution of Theodosius and Va-
lentinian (a. p. 440) os given in the collection of

Ooesius (p. 344), they received jurisdiction in ques-

tions of Alluvio
:
but RudoHf olitcrvcs, **

that the

decisive words * ut jiidicio agrimeusoris finiatur,*

and * haec agrimensonim semper esse judicia * are a

spurious addition, which is not found either in Nov.

Theod. Tit. 20, nor in L. 3. C. De Alluv. (Cod.

JusL viL tit 41).’* According to another constitu-

tion of the same empemrs, the Agrimensor w*as to

receive an aureus from each of any three border-

ing proprietors whose boundaries he settled, and if

he set a limes right between proprietors, he re-

ceived an aureus for each twelfth [wirt of the pro-

perty through which he restored the limes. Fur-

ther, by another constitution of the same emperors

(Goesius, p. 343), the young Agrimensores were to

be called ** clarissimi ** while they were students,

and when they bc^nin to practise their profession,

ipectabilco. All this, which is repeated by modern
wTiters, is utterly incredible. (RudorfT, p. 420,

&C., and the notes.)

(Rudorff, tVter di^ Fdilmegter^ Zeitschrift fdr

Geschicht. Rechtsw. vol. x. p. 4 1 2, a clear and exact

exposition; Niebuhr, vol. ii. appendix 2 ; Dureau
de la Malle, Koonomie PolUufue de* Romains^ voL i.

p. 179 ; the few remarks of the last writer are of

no value.) [G. L.J
AGRtO'NIA (&7pi<4»’ia), a festival which was

celebrated at Orcbomenus, in Boeotia, in honour of

Dionysus, sumamed 'Kypidiviot, It appears from

Plutarch {Qmiett, liiAti. 102), that this festival was
solemnised during the night only by women and

the priests of Dionysus. It corjiisted of a kind of

game, in which the women fur a long time acted as

Dr toeking Dionysus, and at last oUlcd out to one
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another that he had escaped to the Muses, and had
concealctl himself with them. After this they pre-

pared a repost
;
and having enjoyed it, amused

themselves with solving riddles. This festival was
remarkable for a feature w'hich proves its great

antiquity. Some virgins, who were descended from
the Minyans, and who prolmhly used to assemble

around the temple on the occasion, fled and were
followed by the priest armed with a sword, who
was allowed to kill the one whom he first caught.

This sacrifice of a human being, though originally

it roust have formed a rcgiUar part of the festivnl,

seems to have been avoided in later times. One
instance, however, occurred in the days of Plutarch.

(jraec, 38.) But as the priest who had
killed the woman was afterwards attacked by dis-

ease, and several extraordinary accidents occurred

to the Minyans, the priest and his fiunily were
deprived of their official frinctiona The festivnl,

ns well 08 its name, is said to have been derived

from the daughters of Minyas, who, after having

for a long time resisted the Bacchanalian fur)*, were
at length seized by an invincible desire of eating

human flesh. They therefore cast lota on their

own children, and as Ilippnsus, son of Ijcucippe,

became the destined victim, they killed and ate

him, whence the women belonging to that mcc
were at the time of Plutarch still callcil the

destroyers or oloXauu) and the men
mourners (^'cAotlj). (Miiller, Die Mtnyer^ p. 1 66’.

&c.; K. F. Hermann, LeJirOuck d. ffotie^ienifUchen

AUertAiimer d, Griechen^ § 63. n. 13.) [L. S.]

AGRO'NOMI {jkypo¥6tioi)y are described by
Aristotle as the country police, whose duties cor-

responded ill most respects to those of the astynonii

in the city [Astynomi], and who performed nearly

the same duties as the hylori {v\t»poi), (PutiL vi.

5.) Aristotle docs not inform us in what state

they existed ; but from the frequent mention of

them by Plato, it appoan probable that they Ih*-

longed to Attica. (Plat. Lej/ff. vi p|i. 617, 618 ;

Timacus, /w. s. r. and Ruhnkcn*s note, in which
several passages arc quoted from Plato.)

AGUO TKKAS THU'SIA (d^por^paj ;3i«n'a),

a festival celebrated every year at Athens in honour
of Artemis, sumamed Agrotera (from &7pa, chase).

It a*as solcmnixed, accoi^ing to Plutarch {De Afa-

lifpL Herod. 26), on the sixth of the month of

Boedromion, and consisted in a sacrifice of 500
goats, which continued to l>e otfered in the time of

Xenophon. (Xenoph. iii 2. § 12.) Aeliaii

( I' H. ii 25) places the festival on the sixth day
of Tbargelion, and says that 300 goats were sacri-

ficed
;
but as the battle of Marathon which gave

rise to this solemn sacrifice, occurred on the sixth

of Boedromion, Aelian's statement appears to be
wrong. (Plut. De Glor. Athen. 7.)

This festival is said to have originated in the

following manner:— When the Persians invaded

Attica, Callimachus, the polemarch, or, according to

others, Miltiadcs, made a vow to sacrifice to Artemis

Agrotem os many goats as there should be enemies
slain at Marathon. But when the number of enemies

slain was so great, that an equal number of goats

could not be found at once, the Athenians decreed

that 500 should be snerifioed cver>* year. This is

the statement made by Xenophon
;
but other an-

cient authors give dilTerent accounts. The Scholiast

on Aristoph. {EquU. 666) relates that the Athe-
nians, before the battle, promised to sacrifice to

Artemis one ox for every enemy slain • but when
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the number of oxen could not be procurrd, they

substituU'd on equal number of floats. [ L. S.J

AGYUMUS {iyvpfi6s). [Klki'ulvia.)

AGYRTAE (Ayf'preu), mendicant pricfltfl, who
were accustomed to traTol through the differunt

towns of Greece, Boliciting a!mi for the gods whom
they senred. These priests oirried, either on their

shoulders or on beasts of burthen, inures of their

respective deities. They appear to have been of

Oriental origin, and were chiefly connected with

the worship of Isis, Opis and Arge (Herod, ir. 35),

and especially of the great mother of the gods
;

whence they were called fi^pay^fprai. They were

generally speaking, persons of the lowest and most

abandoned character. They undertook to inflict

some grievous bodily injury on the enemy of any

individual w'ho paid them fm* such services, and

also promised, for a small sum of money, to obtain

forgiveness horn the gods whom they served, for

any sins which either the individiuil himself or

hU ancestors bad committed. (PlaL Hep. ii. p.

364, b. ; Plut. Supemi. c. 3 ; Zosim. L 1 1 ; Max.
T}T. xix. 3 ; Athen. vL p. 266, d ; Origrn, c. Cels,

i p. B; PhiL lAg. it p. 792 ; Htihnken,od Timati

iAx. a rc. hrftKpoveraie and kwerfwyvi ; K. F. Her-

mann, Lekrhmck d. gfdUtdienstlicheH AUerthumer d.

§ 42, n. 13.)

These mendicant priests came into Italy, but at

what time is uncertain, together with the worship

of the gods whom they served. (Cic. D« Leg. ii.

16; Heindorf!^ ad Hot. Strm, L 2. 2.)

AHE'NU.M. [Abnum.]
AIKIAS DIKE (attclax Siint), an action brought

at Athens, before the court of the Forty <oI t#t-

TopdxovTa), against any individual, who had struck

a citizen of the state. Any citizen, who had been

thus insulted, might proceed in two ways against
j

the offending party, cither by the auclat durt?,
|

which was a private action, or by the 56pews
!

which a-as looked upon in the light of a public '

prosecution, since the state was considered to be

wronged in an injury done to any citizen. It ap-

pears to have been a principle of the Athenian

law, to give an individual, who had been injured,

more th^ one mode of obtaining redress. If the

plaintiff brought it as a private suit, the defendant

would only be condemn^ to pay a fine, which the

plaintiff received
;
but if the cause was brought

,

as a public suit, the accused might be punished

even with death, and if condemn^ to pay a fine,

the latter went to the state.

It was neceasory to prove two fi\cts in bringing

the aUias 9iicri before the Forty. First, That the

defendant had struck the plaintiflF, who must have
been a free man, with the intention of insulting

him which, however, was always pre-

sumed to have been the intention, unless the de-

fendant could prove that he only struck the plain-

tiff in joke. Thus Ariston, after proving that he

bad been struck by Conon, tells the judges that

CoTxm will attempt to show that he had only

struck him in play. (Dem. c. Cbaoa. p. 1261.)

Secondly, It a-as necessary to (Move that the de-

feudant struck the plaintiff first, and did not merely

return the blow's which had been given by the

plaintiff iZiKttVy or merely Ulfcwr

SpX^^f Dem. e. Euerg. pp. Il4l, 1151.)

In this action, the nim of money to ba paid by
the defriidant as damages wras not fi zed by the laws

;

but the plaintiff assessed the amount according to

the injury, which he thought he had received, and
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the judges determined on the justice of th(e claim.

It wns thus an nnsessed nction, and resembli'd the
procedure in public causes. The orations of De-
mosthenes against Conon, and of Isocrates against

Lochites, were spoken in on action of this kind, and
both of these have come down to ns

;
and there

were two orations of Lysias, which arc lost, relating

to the same action, namely, against Thcopompus
and Hippnerates. (Horpocrat. s.r. oiKtat

; Meier,
Att. Proctse^ p. 547, &c. ; Bixkh, PidJ. A'orm. of
AUens, pp. .352, 364, 372, 374, 2nd ed.)

AITHOUSA (afflov<ra), a word only used by
Homer, is probably for ofdovo'a orod, a portico ex-
posed to the sun. From the passages in which it

occurs, it seems to denote a covered portico, opening
on to the court of the house, a^Af), in front of the
vestibule, wp6dypor. Thus a chariot, leaving the
house, is descrit^d os passing out of the wpMvpoT
and the aWoocro. {/f. xxiv. 323

;
Od. iiL 49.3, xv.

146, 191.). The word is used also in the plural,

to describe apparently the porticoes which sur-

rounded the oiA^. \H. vi. 243; Orf, viii. 57.)
It wTu in such a pwtico that guests were lodged
for the night. {Od. iiL 399, vii. 345). It was
also the phw of reception for people flocking to the
pdoce on a public occasion (//. xxiv. 23.9

;
Od.

vilL 57) ; and hence perhaps the epithet ^pfSomror,

which Homer usually connects with it. fP. 3.]
AL.A, a part of a Roman house. [Domus.]
ALA, ALARFS, ALA'RII, These w^ids,

like all other terms connected w"ith Roman war-
fare, were used in different or at least mudifled
acceptations at different periods.

A/tt, which literally means a mg., wns from the
earliest epochs employed to denote the wing of an
army, and this signifliation it always retained, but
in process of time was frequently used in a re-

stricted sense.

1. When a Roman army was composed of
Roman citizens exclusively, the flanks of the in-

fantry when drawn up in Imttle array were covered
on the right and left by the ca^-alry

; and hence
Ala denoted the body of horse which wns attached
to and served along with the foot-soldiers of the
legion. (See Cinciui, de He MUUariy who, al-

though be flourished & a 200, is evidently ex-
plaining in the passage quoted by Aulas Gellius,
xvi. 4, the original acceptation of the term.)

2. When, at a later date, the Roman armies
were compoi^ partly of Roman citizens and jiartlv

of either lAdini or I\tdici^ it became the
practice to marshal) the Roman troops in the centre

of the battle line and the Socii upon the wings.

Hence eda and ci/arti denoted the contingent fur-

nished by the allies, both horse and foot, and tho
two divisions were distin^ished as derfsra ala and
sinietra ala. (Liv. xxviL 2, xxx. 21, xxxL 21 ;

Lips, de MiliL Horn, iu dial. 7. We find in Liv.

X. 40, the expression cam eokortibas a/ariis, and in

z. 43, D. Hruium Scaeram lepatum ntm legione

prima H deeetn eokortilme alartie equHatvqtte ira

.... Jueeii.)

3. When the whole of the inhabitants of Italy
had been admitted to the privileges of Roman
citizens the terms a/arit, cohories alariae were trans-

ferred to the foreign troops serving along with tho
Roman armies. In Cmsar {B. G. L 51) wc see the
Alarii expressly distinguished from the legionarii^

and wc And the ohrase {B. C. L 73) exAortes alariae

et Ugionariae^ while Cicero {odFam, ti. 17) speaks
of tho Alarii Tran^Mdani,
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4, under the empire, the term ah ^»*ns

ftpplicJ to tt'giiuciitfl of horw, raised it would seem

with very few exceptions in the provinces, serving

ap«irt from the legioiu and the cavalry of the Ie<

giont. It is to troops of this description that

I'ncitiu ivfers when {Ann. xv. 10) be mentions

Ahrc$ J^annonii robur &puiat$u.

^ome further details on this suliject are given

under ExxRciTra. [W. It.]

ALAltAIlClItiS (aXofdpX’7*)»®PP^‘^*^

been the chief magistrate of theJews at Alexandria;

but whc>sc duties, as far as the government a;is

concerned, chieliy consisted in raising and paying

the taxes (Joseph. Ant. xviii. IB. § 1, xix. 5.

§ 1, XX. 3. § 2; Kuseb. //. A’, ii. 5.) Hence, Ci-

cero (ad Att. ii. 1 7) calls Pompey alalutrclu'S frt'm

his raising the taxes. The etymology of this word
is altogether uncertain, and has given rise to great

disputes
; some modem wTiter* propose, but with-

out sufficient reason, to change it, in all the pas*

sages in which it occurs, into oroAarr/rjf. The
question is fully discusM^i by Sturxius. (Z>e /><d-

led. Af(icr<ton. ft AlfMndrim, p. &c.)

ALABASTRUM and ALABASTER (iAd-

€ourrpov^ h\6£eurrpos)^ a l>ox or vase for holding

perfumes and ointments; so called hccmise they

were originally made of alabaster, of which the

variety, called onyx-alaliaster, was usimlly em-
ployed for this purpose. (Plin. If. N. xiii. 2. s. 3,

xxxri. 8. s. 12.) They were, however, sul>se-

quently made of other matcrinls, as, for instance,

gold (xpu<T€ia dAdficurrpa). Such vases are first

incniioned by Herodotus (iii. 2t»)i who speaks of

an ^olabastcT-box of perfumed ointment ” {fivpov

dAd^aarpov), as one of the )>resenU sent by
Cambyses to the Ethiopian king ;

and after his

lime they occur both in Greek ami Roman writers.

(.\risloph. Acham. 1053 ; Aclian, P. //. xii. 18 ;

Martial, xL 8 ;
^(atth. xrvi. 7 ; Mark, xiv. 3 ;

Luke, vii. 37.) These vessels were of a tapering

slmpe, and very often had a long narrow neck,

which w'as seal^; so that when the woman in the

Gospels is said to break the alabaster-box of oint-

ment for the purpose of anointing Christ, it ap-

pears prol>able that she only broke the extremity

of the neck, which was thus closed.

ALABASTUTTES. [Alabaster.]
ALAKA (’AAaid), games which were annually

celebratc'd at the festival of Athena, surooroed

Alea, near Togea, in the neighbourhood of the

mmrnificent temple of the same g>xldcss. (Paus.

fiii. 47. 4 3.) [L. S.j

ALA'RII. [Ala.]
ALAUDA, a Gaulish word, the prototype of

the modem French Ahueitfy denoting a small

crested bird of the lark kind which the Latins in

allusion to its tuft denominated iinlerUa. The
name alauda was bestowed by Julius Caesar on a

legion of picked men, wliich he raised at his own
ex{>cnce among the inhabitants of Transalpine

Gaul, alK>ut the year ii. c. 55, not ns errunconsly

asserted by Gibbon, during the civil war
;
which

he equipp^ and disciplined after the Roman
fashion ; and on which in a body, he at a auh-

sequent period bestowed the frecKlom of the state^

This seems to hare been the first example of a

regular Roman legion levied in a foreign country

and composed of Ijarbarians. Thu designation was,

in all probability, apuliod from a plume upon the

helmet, resembling the “apex*’ of the bird in

question, or from the general shape and appearance

ALEA.

of the head-piece. Cicero in a letter to Attlcuiii

written in jl c. 44, suites that he had received in-

telligence that Antonins was marching upon tho

city “cum legionc alaud:iruni,“ m>d from the

I^hilippics a*c lc.*im that by the Lex Judiciaria of

Antonius even the common S'ddiers of this corjts

{^AUkiuiae— maHijmUtre* cx tftjione

Were privileged to net ns indices u)ion criminal

trills, and enrolled along with the veU'raus in the

third decuria of judices, avowedly, if we can trust

the orator, that the framer of th.- law and liis

friends might have fuuctiuiiaries in the courts of

justice upon whose support they could dojicnd.

'1‘hat the legion Alauda, wns numWrod V. is

proved by Bcveral inscriptions, one of tliim bc-

longing to the nge of Homitian in honour of a cit-

tain Ca. Dumitiua, who among many otlier titles is

styled TRIB. MIL. L£(j. V. alauuak. It had
however disappcnriHl from the anny list in the

time of Dion Cansius, that is, in the early piirl of tho

third centurj’, for the historian, when giving n caUi-

loguc of such of the twentv-thri*c or twenty-fivo

legions which fomied the cstablibhmcnt of Augustus,
ns existed when he wrote, mahi-s no mention of any
fifth legion except the Quinta Mttce*Ionica. (Suclon.

./»/. 24 ; Caesar, li. C. i. 31f
;

JMin. Ii. N. xi. 4 1 ;

Cic.y*Aih)>. i. ». § 20, V.5. § 12, xiii. 2. § 3, 18.

§ 37 ;
Gruter, Corjy. Imscrip. Lot. ixhciil 1,

DXLiv. 2, DXLix. 4, DUX. 7 ;
Orclli, InMrip.

iMt.n.nX) [W.IL]
ALBOOALE'RUS. [Apkx.]
ALBU5I is defined to be a tablet of any mate-

rial on which the praetor's edicts, and the rules

relating to actions and interdicts, were written.

[Eujctum.] Tlie Lnblet w:ui put up in a public

place in Rome, in oixlcr that all persons might
have notice of its contents. According to some
authorities, the album was so railed, licrnuse it w.vs

either a white material, or a malcriul whitened,

and of course the writing would be a ditTerent

colour. According to other authorities, it was so

called l>ccause the writing was in white letters.

If any person wilfully altered or erased (ru#c/*iV,

corruperit^ mutavrrit) atiy thing in the album, ho

was liable to an action albi corrujttif and to a heavy
penalty. (Dig. 2. llL L s. 7, 9.)

Probably the word album originally meant any
tablet containing any thing of a public nature.

I’hus, Cicero iiifnrnu us tluU the Annnles Maximi
were w'rillcn on the album by the pontifex mavi-
mus. {De Orut. it 12.) But, however this may
be, it was in course of time used to signify a

of any public body
; thus we find the exprossiou,

album tmaturium^ used by Tacitus {Ann. iv. 42),

to express the list of senators, and com*tponding
to the word leuctima used by Dion Cassius (Ir. .'})•

The phrase album decurionum signifies the list of

docLUiones whose names were entered on the

album of a municipium, in (ho order prescribed

by the lex niunicipalis, so far ns the provisions

of the lex extended. (Dig. 5U. tit. 3.) Alhtmja-
dieum is the list of judices. (SucU Chad. 18.)

[Jl'UBx.] [O. L.J
ALCATHOEA (oXnaBota). The name of

game* celebmud at Megam, in commemoration of

the Eleian hero .\lcathous, son of Pelops, w ho liad

killed n lion which had dcfltroyi*d Euippus, son of

King Msgarcus. (Find. Jtthm. viiL 148 ; P.vus. i.

42. <^1.) [L.8.]
ALEA, gaming, or playing at a game of chance

of any kind. Hence, o/eo, a/«u/or, a gamester, a
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gnmbicr. Playing with ta/t or tes»erae waa gene-

rally understood ; beoiusc these were by far the

most oummnn games of chouce among the Homans.
[Talus

;
Tkksera.]

Gaming was considered disreputable at Rome ;

and hence al.eator was used as a term of reproach.

(Cic. in Cat. ii, 10, mf Att. xiv. 5.) It was also

forbidden at Rome by special laws, during the

times of the republic, and under the emperors

{rttita ItffibuM aleu). (Hor. Carm. iii. 24. 58 ; Cic.

}*kilip. ii. 23; Or. Triti. ii. 470, &c.. Dig. 11.

lit. 5.) We have, howercr, no express inform-

ation as to the time when these laws were en-

acted or the exact provisions which they contained.

Th(4ie are three laws mentioned in the Digest

{/. c.) forbidding gambling, the Tiiut^ Vub-
^Wo, and Comriitu, and likewise a sciiatus con-

suitum, and the (ometor's edictum. At whut time

the two former laws were passed is quite uncer-

tain
; but the Lex Cornelia wns probably one of

the laws of the dictator Snlla, who, we know, made
several enactments to check the extravagance and

expense of private persons. [Scmtus.] Some
writers infer from a passage of Plautus {MiL
(iUtr. iL 9) that gaming must have been for-

bidden by law in his time
;
but tbc Iat talaria in

this passage seems rather to refer to the laws of the

game than to any public enactment Some modem
writers, however, read Ux aleuria in this passage.

The only kinds of gaming allowed by the law
were, first, playing at table for the different articles

of food, and playing for money at games of

strength, such as hiu-ling the javelin, running,

jumping, boxing, &C. (Dig.te.) Those who were
eonvicted of gaming weje condemned to poy four

,

tiroes the sum they had staked ( Pseudo-Ascon. in
,

Vie, IHv. g 24. p. 1 10. ed. Orclli), and became in-

fatnes in consequence. We know that in/amia

wus frequently a consequence of a judicial decisinn

llNriMiA]: and we may infer that it whs in this

case from the expressiou of Cicero. Hominem
lege, quae cst de alca, condemnatum, in wietfrum

rej/tituit," Cic. I^hiL iL 23.) Justinian forbade all

gaming both in public and in private. (Cod. 3. tit

43.) Games of chance were, however, tolerated in

the mouth of December at the Saturnalia, which was
a period of geucral relaxation (Mart ir. 14, r. 84;
Cell xviiL 13; Suet Anp. 71); and among the

Greeks, as well as the Romans, public opinion

allowed old men to amuse themselves in this

mannex. (Eurip. Mfd. 67 ; Cic. Senect. 16.)

Under the empire gambling was carried to a great

height, and the laws were probably little more
than Dominat Many of the early emperors,

Aagostui, Caligula, Claudius, Vitellius, and Do-
mitiaa, were very fond of gonsing, and set but an
evil example to their subjects in this matter.

(Suet Aug. 70, 71 ; Dion Caiis. lix. 22; Suet
Cut. 4 1, f "/and. 33; Dion Cass. lx. 2 ; Suet Dom.
21.) Professed gamesters made a regular study of

their art ; a!id there were treatises on the subject,

among which was a book written by the emperor
Claudius. (Or. Trist. ii. 471 ; Suet. Cfaud. 3.3.)

Alea Aoraetimes denotes the implement used in

playing, as in the phrase jaeta alea erf, “ the die

is cast'" uttered by Julius Caesar, immediately
liefore he crossed tbc Rubicon (Suet^fu/. 32); and
it U often used for chance, or uncertainty in gene-
ral (Hot. Carm, ii. 1. 6; Cic. IHv. it 16.) Re-
specting the enactments against gambling, see

Keio, Oriminaireekt <Ur Homers p, 833.

ALIPTAE. 76

ALKAIA (‘Ak^om), a festival celebrated to tlio

honour of Athena Alea at Tegca with gasnes and
contests, of which we hod incution in inscriptions.

(Paus. viiL 47, § 3; Krause, JJie O’yinnaiti/: u.

Agonisiii: d. JJeiinnen^ pp. 734—736 ; K. K. ller-

luanii, ijekrimek d, goUeniienstlicken AHerthiktner d.

6'rier^, § 51, n. 1 1 ;
comp. Halutia.)

ALl CULA (&AAi{ or an upper dress,

W'hich was, in all probability, identical with tlio

chtamys, although Hesychius exphiins it ns a kind
of chiton (Euplior. J-'r. 112, up. Meineko, Ana/,
Alex. p. 137 ;

Callinu /V. 149, up. Na« ke, (/fmse,

vo). ii. p. 86 ;
llesych. s. r. ; Stiid. s. e. ijixtKa

and /ytrjiai ; Muller, Arck, d. A‘«»rf, § 337, n. 6;
Martini, xiL 83.) |

P. S.J

ALIMENTATUI PUERI ET PUKLLAK.
In the Roman republic, the poorer citizens were as-

sisted by public distributions of corn, oil, and money,
which were called congiaria, [Congiakium. j

These distributions w'crc nut made at stated periods,

nor to any but growm-up inhabitants of Rome. The
Emperor Nerva wras the first who extended them to

children, and Trajan appointed them to be mado
every month, both to orphans and to the children

of poor parenta. I'he children who received them
w'erc called pueri et pnellae ulimeHturii^ and also

(from the emperor) pueri pueJiaetfue Vipiani; and
the officers who administered the institution were
called yiMicrforcs peaatiae oHmentariae^ t/rmcrfor.s

o/imai/oruoi,y>roc»ra/ores alitnentoruip, or jyruf/ecti

aUinentorum.

I'hc fragments of on interesting record of on in-

stitution of this kind by Tmjan luivo been found

at Vellfia, near Placentia, from which we learn

the sums which w*ero thus distributed, and the

means by which the money was raised. A
similar institution was founded by the younger
Pliny, at Cnmum. (Plin. Epid. vii. 18, i. B ; and
the inscription in Orelli, 1172.) Trajan's benevo-

lent plans were carried on upon a larger scale by
Hadrian and the Antonincs. Under Commodus
and Pertinax the distribution ceased. In the reign

of Alexander Sevcnis, we again meet with alimen-

tariipueri omipueZ/ac, who were called J/ammaeaai,
in honour of the emperor's mother. We learn,

from a decree of Hodrian (Ulp. in Dig. 34. tit. 1.

B. 14), that boys enjoyed the benefits of this in-

stitution up to their eighteenth, and girls up to

their fourteenth year
; and, from on inscription

(Fabrelti, 23.5, 619), that a boy four years wid
seven months old received nine times the ordi-

nary monthly distribution of corn. (Aurel. Viet.

Ejtit. xii. 4 ; Capitolin. Ant. Pi, 8, M. Aur.
26, Pert 9 ; Sport, //ad. 7 ; Ixiniprid. Ser.

Alex. 57 ; Orelli, Jnscr. 3364, 3365 ; Fabrctti,

234, 617 ; Rasche, /at. Enic. Pei Aum. s. r.

Tuteia /Udian ; Eckhcl, /Jorf. Aum. Vet. vol. ri,

p. 408 ; F. A. Woll^ Von eincr milden Sttjiung

Trujans.) [P-S.]

ALI'PILUS, a slave, who attended on liolhera,

to remove the superfluous hair from their bodies.

(Son. /’7p. 56
;
Pignnr. de Serv. 42.). (P. S.]

ALIPTAE (^riiTTa4) among the Greeks,

w'cre persons who anointed the bodies of the

athlctae, preparatory to their entering the palaes-

tra. The chief object of this anointing w*as to close

the pores of the bo<ly, in order to prevent excessive

perspiration, and the weakness consequent thereon.

To effect this object, the oil was not simply spread
over the surface of the body, but also well rubbed
into the akin. The oil was mixed with fm«
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Africnn sand, icreral jan full of which were found

in the baths of Titus, and one of these is now in

the British Museum. This preparatory anointing

w*ns called rj irapaffKtvaimK^ rpt^nr. llic alhicta

was again anointed after the contest, in order to

restore the tone of the skin and muscles ; this

anointing was called v iwuBtpawfid. He then

bathed, and had the dust, sweat, and oil scraped

off his body, by means of an instrument similar to

the strigil of the Romans, and called 0TAc77fs, and
afterwa^s iwrrpa. The aliptae took advantage

of the knowledge they necessarily acquired of the

state of the muscles of the athletac, and their gene-

ral strength or w'eakness of body, to advise them
as to their exercises and mode of life. They
W'erc thus a kind of medical tninen. larpttXtlirrtu.

(Plat d« Tuend. San. 16. p. 430 ; Celsus, L 1;

Plin. H. S. xzix. 1, 2.) f^metimes they even

superintended their exercises, as in the case of

Milesias. (Pindar, 0/ym.viiu 54— 71 ;andB<)ckh's

note.) [Athlbtak.] The part of the poloestm

in which the atbletae were anointed was called

^ciwr^ptor.

Among the Romans, the aliptae were slaves who
scrubbed and anointed their roasters in the bntbs.

They, too, like the Greek dAclwroi, appear to

have attended to their masters* constitution and
mode of life. (Cic. ad Fam. L 9, 35 ;

Senec. Ep.

56 ; Juvenal, Sat. iiL 76, vL 422 ;
Pignor. dt

Sens, p. 81.) They were also railed Mmiorts.

They used in their operations a kind of scraper

call^ a strigil, towels {Uniea\ a cruUc of oil {guttu$\

which was usually of horu, a bottle

and a small vessel called Untietda. [Batur.]

The apartment in the Greek p^vestra where

the anointing was performed was called dAenr-

r^pioif^ that in the Roman baths was called

wtetnarium. [P-S.]

ALLU'VIO. “ That,** says Gains (it. 70, Ac.),
** appears to be added to our land by alluvio,

W'hich a river adds to our land (offer) so gradually

that we cannot estimate how much is added in

each moment of time ; or, as it is commonly ex-

pressed, it is that which is added so gradu^ly as

to escape observation. But if a river (at once)

takes away a part of your land, and brings it to

mine, this port still remains your property.” There
is the same definition by (}aius in his lie* CWi-
dioMoe (Dig. 41. tit. 1. s. 7), with this addition:—
” If the part thus suddenly token away should

adhere for a considerable time to my land, and the

trees on such part should drive their roots into my
land, from that time such part appears to belong to

my land.” The acquisitio per ^urionem was con-

sidered by the Roman jurists to be by the jus

gentium, in the Roman sense of that term ; and it

was comprehended under the general bead of

Acccssio. A man might protect his land against

loss from the action of a river by securing the

banks of his land (Dig. 43. tit 15; De Hipa
Munienda), provided be did not injure the navi-

gation.

I f on island was formed in the middle of a river,

It w'As the common property of those who possessed

lands on each bank of the river
;

if it was not in

the middle, it belonged to those who possessed lands

on that liank of the river to which it was nearest.

(Oaius, iL 72.) This is explained more minutely

in the Digest (41. tit. 1. s. 7). A river means a
public river (Jiumen pulAicum\

According to a constitution of the Emperor

AMBITUS.
Antoninus Pius, there was no jus alluvionii in the
cose of Agri limitati, for a certain quantity (cortus

cuique modus) was assigned by the form of the

centuriae. (Dig. 41. tit. 1. s. 16; comp. Aggenus
Urbicus, in Frontin. CbnifRai/. /Xi A//«r*o<ie, pars

prior, ed. Goes
;
and Aoxn.) (Srrumlupio differs

from alluvio in this, that the whole of the land in

question is surrounded by water, and subject to

its action. Cicero (De i. 38) enumerates the

jura ailuvionum and circumJmrionum as matters in-

cluded under the head of eautae ceutumrirtdei. ^

The doctrine of alluvio, as stated by Bracton in

the chapter De O4iqwrendo fierttm Domimio (fol. 9),

is taken from the Digest (41. tit I. s. 7), and is

in several passages a copy of the words of Gains, os

cited in the Digest. [G.

ALO.A or llALOA (‘AAm, 'AAwa), an Attic

festival, but celebrated principally at Kleusis, in

honour of Dcmeter and Dionysus, the inventors of

the plough and protectors of the fruits of the earth.

It took place every year after the harvest was over,

and only firuits were offered on this occasion, partly

as a grateful acknowledgment for the benefits tho

husbandman had received, and partly that the next
harvest might be plentiful, AVe Icam from De-
mosthenes (e. Neaer. p. 1385), that it w’os unlawful

to offer any bloody sacrifice on the day of this fes-

tival, and that the priests alone hod the privilege

to offer the fruits. The festival was oIm called

3oAu(rm (llesych. s. r.), or (rtryito^nrr^pia. [L.S.]

ALO'GIOU GR.APHE' (aXoryiev ypa^) an
action which might be brought before the logistae

(Acryurrof) at Athena, against all persons who
neglected to pass their accounts, w'hen their term
of office expired. (Suid. Hesych. Kijinol. s. e. ^

Pollux, viiL 54 ; Meier, Att. Froceety p. 363.)

ALTA'RE. [Ara.1
ALU'TA- [Cau^bus.]
ALYTAE (dAiVreu).

AMANUENSIS, or AD MANUMSERVU.S,
a slave, or freedman, whose office it was to write

letters and other things under his master's direc-

tion. The amanuensis must not l>e confounded

with another sort of slaves, also called ad manutn
tervi\ who were always kept ready to be employed
in any business. (Suet Ones. 74, Attff. 67, AVr.

44, TV/. 3, I>4j9. 3 ; Cic. De Orat. lii. 60, 225 ;

Pignor. De Serri$y 109.) [P. S.]

AMARY'NTHIA, or AMARY ^SIA (’A/w-

or ‘A^uipi^ia), a festival of Artemis
Amarynthia, or Amaryiia, celebrated, as it seems,

originally at Amarynthus in Euboea, with extra-

ordinary splendour ; but it was also solemnized

in several places in Attica, such as Athmone
(Paus. L 31. § 3) ; and the Athenians held a fes-

tival, as Pausanias says, in honour of the samo
goddess, in no way less brilliant than that in

Euboea. (Hesych. «. V. ’Afuip^cui.) The festival

in Eul)Oca w'os distinguished for its splendid pro-

cessions
;
and Stnibo himself (x. p. 448) seems to

have seen, in the temple of Artemis Amarynthia,

a column on which was recorded the splendour

w'ith which the Eretrians at one time celebrated

this festival. The inscription stated, that the pro-

cession was formed of three thousand heavv'-anned

men, six hundred horsemen, and sixty chariots,

(Comp. Schol. ad Pmd. 01. xiiL 159.) [L. S.]

AMBARVA'LI.\. [Arvalbr Fratrbs.]
A'MBITUS, which literally signifies “a going

about,” cannot, perhaps, be more nearly expressed

than by our woM cuatxissti^. After the plclw had
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formed a distinct estate at Rome, and when the

whole body of the citizens had become very greatly

increased, we frequently read, in the ^man
writers, of the groat efforts which it w-as necessary

for candidates to moke, in order to secure the

votes of the citizens. At Rome, as in every' com-
munity into which the element of popular election

enters, solicitation of votes, and own or secret

inHucnce and bribery, were among the means by
w hich a candidate secured his election to the offices

of state. The elections recurred annually, and
candidates had plenty of practice in the various

modes of corruption.

Whatever may be the authority of the piece

intitled ^ Q. Cici'ronis de Petitione Constdatus ad
M. Tullium Fratrem,” it seems to present a pretty

fair picture of those arts and means, by which a

candidate might lawfully endeavour to secure the

votes of the electors, and also some intimation of

those means which were not lawful, and which it

was the object of various enactments to repress.

A candidate a*as called and his opponent

with reference to him, ci>mpetiior. A candidate

{eamlidutM$) is’as so called from his appearing in the

p<iblic places, such os the fora and Campus Mnr*
tills, before his fellow-citizens, in a whitened toga.

On such occasions, the candidate wns attended by*

his friends {deduetore$\ or followed by the poorer

citizens {»ectuioreM\ who could in no other manner
show their good will or give their assistance. (Cic.

pro .l/wrenu, c. 34.) The word auiduitm ex>

pressed both the continual presence of the candi-

date at Rome, and his continual solicitations. The
candidate, in going his rounds or taking his walk,

was accompanied by a nomencUttoTy who gave him
the names of such persons as he might meet

; the

candiikiie was thus enabled to address them by
their name, an indirect compliment which could

not fail to be generally gratifying to the electors.

The candidate accompanied bit address with a
shake of the himd {prauatio). The term bmigni-

to4 comprehended generally any kind of treating,

as shows, feasts, Ac. Candidates sometimes left

Home, and visited the coloniae and municipio, in

which the citizens had the fufrimge
;
thus Cicero

proposed to visit the Cisalpine towns, when he was
a candidate for the conftlship. (Cic. ad Ait. L I.)

That ambitus, which was the object of several

penal enactments, taken as a generic tcnn,oompre-
h«*ndcd the tw*o species,

—

andtUu$ and lar^tionet

(bribcMy). Liber^iia* and beniffnitas arc opposed

by Cicero, as things allowable, to ambitus and
|

litr^tio^ as things illegal (Cic. de Orat. il 25
;

|

and compare pro Afmrena^ c. 36.) The word for
j

ambitus m the Greek writers is bsKaap6s, Money :

wns paid for votes ; and in order to insure secrecy ,

and secure the elector, persons called interpretes
j

were employed to make the bargain, seguestres to
j

hold the money till it was to be paid (Cic. pro
Cimeni, 26), and dhnsores to distribute it (Cic.

ad AtL i. 16.) The offence of ambitus was a
matter which belonged to the judicia publica, and
the enactments against it were numerous. The
earliest enactment that is mentioned simply for-

:

bade persons “ to add white to their dress,** with
'

a view to an election. (B.C. 432 ; Liv. iv. 25.)

This seems to mean using some wliito sign or

token on the dress, to signify that a man was a

candidate. The object of the law was to check

ambitio^ the name for going about to canvass, in

place of which ambitus was subsequently employed.
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Still the practice of using a white dress on occasion

of canvassing was usual, and appears to have given

origin to the application of the term eamlidatus to

one who was a petitor. (CH/o/a ainbitio, Persius,

Sat. Y. 1 77 ; Polyb. x. 4. ed, Bckker.) A Lex
Poetelia (B.C. 358 ; Liv. vii. 15) forbode candi-

dates canvassing on market days, and going about
to the places m the country where people w*ere

collected. The law was passed mainly to check
the pretensons of nori homines, of whom the

nobilcs were jealous. By the Lex Cornelia Baebia
(B.C. 181) those who were convicted of ambitus
were incapacitated from being candidates for ten

years. (Liv. xl Id; Scbol. Bob, p.361.) The
Lex Acilia Calpumia (b.c. 67) was intended to

suppress treating of the electors and other like

matters : the penalties were fine, exclusion from
the senate, and perpetual incapacity to hold office.

(Dion Cass, xxxvl 21.) The Lex Tullia a’os

passed in the consulship of Cicero (& c. 63) for

the purpose of adding to the penalties of the Acilia

Calpumia. (Dion Cass, xxxvil 2d; Cic. />ro

MurenOy c. 2«3.) The penalty under this lex was
ten years* exile. This law forbade any person to

exhibit public shows for two years before he was
a candidate. It also forbade candidates hiring

persons to attend them and be about their persons.

In the second consulship of M. Licinius Cmssus
and Cn. Pompchis Magnus (b. c. 55) the Lex
Licinia was passed. This lex, which is entitled

De Sodalitiis, did not alter the previous laws
against bribery

; but it was specially directed

against a particular mode of canvassing, which
consisted in employing agents {sodalrt) to mark
out the members of the several tribes into smaller

portions, and to secure more efiTectnally the votes

by this division of labour. This distribution of

the members of the tribes wns called decuriaiio.

(Cic. jffo Plartcio^ c. 18.) It was on obvious mode
of better securing the votes

;
and in the main is

rightly explained by Rein, but completely mis-
understood by Wundcr and others. Driimann
{GesekieJite liorns^ vol iv. p. 93) confounds the <fe-

enriatio with the eoitio or coalition of candidates to

procure votes. The mode of appointing the judices

in trials under the Lex Licinia wns also provided

by that lex. They were called Judices Kditicii,

b^use the accuser or prosecutor nominated four

tribes, and the accused was at liberty to reject one
of them. The judices w*cre taken out of the other
three tribes ; but the mode in which they were
taken is not quite clear. The penalty under the
Lex Licinia was exile, but for what period is

uncertain. The I>cx Pimipeia (b. c. 52), passed
when Pompeius was sole consul for port of that

year, appears to have been rather a measure passed

for the occasion of the trials then had and con-

templated than any thing else. It provided for

the mode of naming the judices, and shortened tho

proceedings. When C. Julius Caesar obtained tho

supreme power in Rome, he used to recommend
some of the candidates to the people, who, of

course, followed his recommendation. As to tho

consulship, he managed the appointments to that

office just as he pleased. (Suet. Cues. c. 41.) The
Lex Julia dc Ambitu was passed (B.C. 18) in

the time of Augustus, and it excluded from office

for five years (Dion Cass. liv. 16 ; Suet Oct. 34)
those who w'crc convicted of bribery. But as the
penalty W'os milder than those under the former
laws, we must conclude that they were repealed
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in whole or in part. AnothtT l/cx Julia de Ain-

bi(u wan paKdinl (r. c. H
;

Dion Ou«. Iv. h) ap*

pareiitly to amend the law of B.C. IB. Candidates

wore re^juired to deposit a sum of money liefore

canvassuifr, which was forfcitiKl if they were con-

sictrd of briber}'. If any riolence was used by a

candidate, he was liable to exile ct iffuig

inlrnlirtio).

The popular forms of election were observed

duiing the time of Auguitua. Under Tiberius

they ceased. Tacitus {Anna/, i. 13) observes; —
“The cuiiiitia were tniusferred from the campus to

the pnin*s,*’ the Semite.

While the choice of «mdidates w'as thus fsirtly

in the hands of the senate, brilxTy and comipliun

still inHuenced the eh'ctions, though the name of

ambitus was, slrirtly speaking, no longer appli-

cable. But in o short time, the appointment to

public ottices was entin-ly in the power of the em-
perors

; and the magistrates of Home, as well ns

tho populus, were nieivly the shadow of that which
|

had unco a substuuiul form. A Roman jurist, of
|

tho imperial period (Modestinus), in speaking of

the Julia Lex dc .\nibitu, olwcnes, “This law is

now obsolete in the city, In'cause the en'otion of

nmgistraUn is the business of the princeps, and
doi-a not depend on the plrnsure of the populus

;

but if njiy one in a municipium should utfend

against this law in canvassing for a sacerdotinm or

mugisinituii, he is punished, according td a senatus

consultum, with infamy, and subjected to a |>cuA]ty

of lUU nurei.'’ (Dig. 4B. lit. 14.)

The laws that hare b<*cn enumerated are pro-

bably all that w'cre onacU-d, at least all of which
any notice is preserved. Laws to repress bribery

Were made while the voting was 0|>cn ; and they
continued to be made after the rote by ballot was
intn>duc(‘d at the popular elections by the Lex
Uablnia (b.c. Rein obsencs that **by this

change the control over the voters was scarcely

any longer pobbiblo ; mid those who were bribed

could not be distinguished from those who w’ere

One argument in hivour of ballot in modem
times has been that it would prevent brilicry

;
and

j

probably it would diminish the practice, though
;

not put an end to it. But the notion of Hein that
'

thu Lire fact of tho rote lieing secret would in-
|

crease tho difficulty of distinguishing the bribed
j

from the unbribed is absurd
;
for the Ijore know-

|

]e«lgo of a man's vote is no part of the evidence of

brilniry. It is worth n^mork that there is no in-

dication of any pjMuilly being attached to the

receiving of a bribe for a vote. The utmost that

can be firoved is, that the diriMores or one of the

cliiss of persons who assiatod in briber}' were
punibhed. (Cic, pro J*laucio^ c. 23, pro A/urenn^

c. 23.) But tills is quite consistent with the rest:

the briber and his agents were pimishe<l, not tho

bribed. When, therefotv, Hein, who refers to

these two passages under the I>ex TuUia, says

:

“ Kven those who n*ceivcd money fnnn the can-

didates, or at leas; those w'ho distributed it in

their names, were punished,” he couples two things

togirther that arc entirely of a ditferont kind. The
pmpo^ed Ii«*x Aafulin (Cic. o*/ Ati.x. IG) went
so far ns to declare that if a candidate promised

money to a trilie and did not pay it, he should be

tinpunislurfi ; but if he did |iar the money, be

should further pny to each trilie (annually ?)

3000 (w'stcrces as long ns he livixl. This absurd

proposal was not coxricd
;
but it shows clearly
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enough that the princi]de was to punish the bribi^r

only.

The trials for ambitus were nnmeroaa in the

time of the republic. A list of them is given by
Hein. The oration of Cicero in defence of I^.

Munma, who was charged with ambitus, and that

in defence of Cn. Blancius, who n*as tried under
the Lex Licinia,are both extant (Rein, CWiariKi/-

rec'A/ (Ur Homrr, where all the authorities are col-

lected
; Cic. l*ro PUinfio., od. Wunder.) (O. L.]

AMBLOSKOS GUAFHE' {kpSXtixnnii

ypa^).
[ A BORTlo. ]

.\MnKO'j5l.\ ft*stivals obsen'cd in

Greece, in honour of Dionysus, which seem to have

derived their name from tbe luxuries of the table,

or from the indulgence of drinking. According to

Tzetzes on Hesiod {Op. et />. v. 3U4) these festivals

Were solemnized in the month of I/cnaeon, during

the vintage. (Etym. M. t.v. At/vowsv, p, 5B4. 7. ;

(J. K. W. Schneider, Vf/>rr Hn$ Attirche T/tmtrr-

u*e.va, p. 43 ; K. F. Hermann, ij'/iHi. d. pottendienjitL

AUftik. d. (iricrirn^ § 38. n. 7.) (L. 8.]

AMBUBAIAK, female musicians from Syria,

w’ho gained thinr living by performing in public, at

Home, oupt'cL'illy in the Cimjs. '1‘heir name is

derived frimi the Syrian word ahub or oaAiiA, a
llute. Their moral condition was that which
females of their class gcnemllr fall into. The
Ikiynderes of India will perhaps give the best idi-a

of what they were. (Hor. Sat. i. 2. I, with llein-

dorf's Note; Juvenal, HL 62 ; SuetAVr. 27j
Prinfirin^ 26 ; Petron. Ixxir. 13.) (P S.]

AMHU'UniUM, or AMBUHBIA'LE, n sa-

crifice which was performed at Rome for the purifi-

cation of tho city, in the some manner as the

ambarvalia was intended for the purification of tho

country. The victims were carried through tho

whole tow’n, and the sacrifice was usually per-

formed when any danger was apprehended in con-

sequence of the appearance of prodigies, or other

circumstances. (Obsc'q. Du Prodig. c, 43 • Apul.

Mrlatnor^tK. iii. ab init. p. 49, BiponL ;
Lucan. L

393.) Scaliger supposed that the aroburbiiim and
ambarvalia wore the same

;
but their ditTerence is

exprowly assorted by Scrviui {ad Virg. Ed. iii.

77 >, and Vopiscus {atn/mr/Aum ctUbnUnm^ am&xr-
valia prominsu ; Aurcl. c. 20).

AMENTUM. flUsTA.]
AMICTO'HIUM, a linen covering for the

breasts of W'omen, probably the same as the stro-

phium. [SmoPHiUM.] (Mart.xiv. 149.) lu later

times it seems to have lieen used in tho same sense

os AiuictuS. (Cod. Theod. B. tit 5. s. 48.) [Auic-
Tua.)

AMICTUS, AMI'CULUM. The verb amirire

is commonly opposed to tm/«err, the former bi’ing

applied to the putting on of tho outer garment*

the chlamys, pallium, laena, or toga (l^rtor, ^-
got)

; the latter, to the putting on of tho inner gar-

ment, tho tunica In consequence of this

distinction, the verbal nouns, amtWiu and iWWas,
even without any further denomination of the dress

being added, indicate respectively the outer and
the inner clothing. (See Tibull. i. 9. 13.; Com.
Nep. Cimtm., 4, Dot. 3. §2 ; Virg. Am. iii. 345,
V. 421, compared with Ap<dl. Rho<l. ii. 30.) .Some-

times, however, though rarely, nmicire and inJitere

ore each used in a more general way, so ns to rofer

to any kind of clothing.

In Greek asnitnre is expressoil by
hpt^iivrvaOaiy Vin^dAAcirOcu, T«pi*
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^<£AA«(T0(u : and induere by it'ivvtiv. Hcncc came
i<p«rrpii^ i^wfx^yrjt iTi€Kr}fia ami ^Ti^oAoioi',

vfpi^ATjMa and vtpi€6\atov^ an outer garment, :uid

an inner garment, a tunic, a shirL J. V.
]

AMMA a Greek measure of length,

equal to f* rty (cubiw),or iixty (feet).

It was used in measuring land. (Hero, Im Men-
ttiru.) [P.S.]

A.MNE'STIA (A^tK»7<rT(a), is a word used by
the lati-r Greek writers, and from them borrowed

by tbc Jiomnns, to describe the actor arr.mgenicnt

by which offences were _/br(/o//ew, or regarded as

if they had not been committed, so that the of-

fender could not be cant'd to account for them.

The word is chiefly used wdih reference to the

offi-ncea committed, or alleged to Iwve l>ecn coin-

initled, l^^ain^t the laws, during those conflicts of

o[»[tusiiig factions which so ofltui occurred in the

Greek re(>ublic», and in which the victorious

party tuually took a sanguiiuvry vengeance upon

its opjwnenU. 8o ran\ indeed, w'ere the ex-

ct'ptioiu to this course of vengeance, that there is

only tMie case of amnesty in Greek history, which

requires any particular notict*. This was the am*

tu'sty w'hich tenuumted the struggle between the

democnilical and oligarchiuil parlies at Athens,

and completed the revolution by w'hich the power

of the Thirty Tyrants was ovmhn>w'n, luc 403.

It was arranged by the mediation of the S(>arUm

king Pausonbis, and extended to all the citizens

who had committed illegal acts during the recent

Iruuhlos, with the exceptiim of the Thirty and

the Eleven, and the Ten who had ruled in Pei-

nu'us ; and even they were only to l)e excepted in

cose of their refusal to give an account of their

goveniment ; their children were included in the

amnesty, and were pennitted to reside at Athens.

An addition was made to the oath of the seiuitors,

binding them not to receive any em/ex>is

on account of anything done )>cfurc the amnesty,

tho strict oltsen'once of which was also imposed

f»y an oath upim the dicostae. (Xen. Ihlifn, iu

4 . §§ 30—13 ;
Andoc. de Myrt p. 44 ;

Deni.

in fSoevt. p. lUlO ;
Nepos, Tknift^td, 3, w'ho

makes a confusion between tlic Ten I'yraius of

Peiraeus and the Ten who succeeded the Thirty

in the city; Taylor, Lptiue Vila; Wochsmuth,
iielUn, Alifrih. voL L pp.(>4G, 647, new edition ;

Hermann, I'oliL Antiq. of Ortcce^ § 161>.)

The form of the word is incorrectly given iu

s^>me modem works as d^uo}<rr<fa. But even the

genuine form only belongs to later Greek
;
being

us*'d only by Plutarch (CVc. 42, Anton. 14), Jlcro-

dioQ (iii. 4. § 17, v. 4. § 18, viU. 12. § 6), Philo,

and still luter w’riters. The better w’rilcrs used

&9<ia, and the verbal form is ob funiaiKcucuy. Uc
s()cctiiig the supposed allusion to the word by

Cicero, see Facciolati, s. n [ P. S.]

AM PillA KAIA (d^iopd»a), gomes celebratwl

in honour of the ancient hero Amphianius, in the

jieigbbimrhood of Oropns, where lie bad a temple

with a celebrated oracle, (-iickal.ad Pind. Ul. vli.

154 ; the rites observed in his temple are de-

scrilted by Pausonios (i. 34. § 3. ; K. F. Hermann,

Ijehrb. d. yotteulicnsH. AUertk. d. Griecken^ § 63.

IL I.) [E.S.]

AMPH PCTVONES (’A^irryorfs), members
ofan Awidiict^itiui (

'^n^iKrvoviaat'kfijpiKriovia).

Institutions called Amphictyunlc ap]>car to have

existed ill Greece from lime immemorial. Of their

nature and object history gives us only a general
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iJi'a ; but we may wifely believe them to have been
associations oforiginally neighbouring trilies, formed
for the regulation of mutual intercourse, and the

protection ofa common temple or sanctimr}', at which
the representatives of the different members met,
to transact business and celebrate religious rites

and gomes. This identity of religion, coupled

with near neighbourhood, and that too in ages of

n-iuotc antiquity, implies in all probability a cer-

tain degree of affinity, which might of itself pro-

duce unions and confederacies amongst tribes so

situated, regarding each other as members of tho
same great family. They would thus preserve

among themselves, and transmit to their children,

a spirit of mitiunality .and brotherhood ; nor could

any better means be devised than the liond of a
onminon religious worship, to counteract the hostile

inleresu which, sooner or later, spring up in all

large societies. The causes and motives from which
wo might expect such institutions to arise, existed

in every neighlioiirhood
; and accordingly we find

many Amphui^mUif of various degrees of import-

ance, though our information rcsjiecting them is

very deficienL

Thus we Uram from Stml>o, that there was one of

some celebrity whose place of meeting was a sanc-

tuar}’ of Poseidon (MiUler, /A/rtans, ii. 10. § 5 ;

Sirub. viii. p. 374) at Culauria, an ancient setlle-

mentofthcloniansin the Saronic Gulf Thcoriginal

members were Kpidaurus, Hemiione, Nauplia,

Prasiae in Gacnnia, Ai'gino, Athens, and the Boeo-
tian Orchomenus (Thirlwall, Hui.of Grtece^\oL i
p.375); whose remoteness from each other nwkon it

difficult to conceive what could have been the mo-
tives for forming the confederation, more especially

as religious causes seem precluded by the fact, that

Troczen, though so near to Calnuria, and though
Poseidon w*as its tutelar}' gn<], was not a member.
In after times Argos and Sparta U>pk the place of

Nauplia and Prasiae, and religious ceromonies were
the sole object of the moctiugs of the aasociatiori.

There also seems to have been another in Argolis

(Stmb. /. c.
;
pAusan. iv. 5) distinct from that of

Calauria, the place of congress being the *Hpato>',

or temple of Hera. Delos, too, was the centre of

an Aiuphictyony — the religious metropolis, or

'IffTirt i^aaty of the neighbouring Cyclades, where
deputies and cmliassies (dccspol) met to celebrate

religious solemnities, in honour of the Dorian Apollo,

and apparently without any reference to political

objects. (Miiiler, iL 3. § 7 ; Callim. J/ymn. 32.5.)

The system indeed was by no means confined to

the mother country ; for the federal unions of the

I>orian8, lonions, and Aeolions, living on the west

coast of Asia Minor, seem to have been Anqihic-

tyonk ill spirit, altliough modified by exigencies of

situation. Tbe'tr iimin essence consisted in keep-

ing periodical festivals in honour of the acknow-
ledge gods of their respective nations. Thus the

IKirinns held a federal festival, and celebrated re-

ligious games at Triopium, uniting with the worship

of their national god Apollo that of the more an-

cient and Pelosgic Dcmeter. The lonians met for

similar purposes in honour of the Hcliconi.'in Po-
seidon * at Mycale,—their place of assembly being

called the Paninniiini, and their festival Panioniiu

The twelve towns of the AeolUins asstunbled at

Grj-nea, in honour of Apollo. (Herod, i. 144, 148,

* Pos«‘idon was the god of the lonimis, as

Apollo of the Dorian.<). Muller, Dor. iL 10. 5.
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149; Dionys. iv. 25.) That thc*« confcdcrncie*

were not merely for offonaivc and defensive pur-

poses, may be inferred from their existence ^ter
the subjugation of these colonics by Croesus

;
and

we know tlmt Halicarnassus was excluded from the

Dorian union, merely because one of its citizens

hod not mode the usual offering to Apollo of the

prize he had won in the Triopic contests. A con-

federation somewhat similar, but more political than

religious, existed in Lycia (Strab. xiv. p. 604):
it w'os called the ^ Lycian system,'' and was
composed of twenty-three cities.

But besides these and others, there was one

Ampbictyony of greater celebrity than the rest,

and much more lasting in its duration. This was
by way of eminence called the Amphictyonic
league

;
and differed from the other associations i!l

having two places of meeting, the sanctuaries of

two divinities. These were the temple of Do-
meter, in the village of Anihela, near Thermopylae
(Herod, vii. 200), where the deputies or repre-

sentatives met in autumn ; and that of Apollo at

Delphi, where they assembled in spring. Thecon-
nection of this Ampbictyony with the latter not

only contributed to its dignity, but also to its per-

manence. With respect to its early history, Strabo

(ix. p. 420) says, that even in his days it was im-

possible to learn its origin. We know, however,

that it was originally composed of twelve trtbez (not

cities or states, it must be observed), each of which

tribes contained various independent cities or states.

Wc Icam from Aeschines {De F. L. § 12*2, cd.

Bukker), a most competent authority (n.c. 343),
llmt eleven of these tribes were os follows :— The
Thessalians, Boeotians (not Thebans only), Do-
rians, lunians, Perrhaebians, Magnetos, Locrions,

Octaeans or Ainianes, Phthiots or Achaeans of

Phthia, Malians, or Melians, and Phocinns ; other

lists (Paus. X. 8. § 2) leave us in doubt whether the

remaining tribe were the Dolopes or Delphians

;

but as the Delphians could hardly be called a dis-

tinct tribe, their nobles appearing to have been
Dorians, it seems probable that the Dolopcs were
originally members, and afterwards supplanted by

i

the Delphians. (Titmann, pp. 39, 43.) The pro- '

pondcrance of the Thessalian and northern nations

of Greece proves the antiquity of the institution, ;

no less than eight of the twelve tribes being of the I

Pelagic race : and the fact of the Dorians stand-
I

ing on an equality with such tribes as the Malians,

shows tliat it must have existed before the Dorian

conquest of the Peloponnesus which originated

several ttcUt* more powerful, and therefore more

likely to have sent their respective deputies, than

the tribes mentioned. The Thessalians indeed in

all probability joined the league about twenty years

before that event, when they settled in Thessaly,

af^cr quitting Thesprotia in Epeirus,and the date of

the origin of the league itself has been fixed (Clinton,

F. //. voL i. p. 66) between the 60th and 80th years

from the fall of Troy. That it existed moreover

licfore the Ionian migration, may be inferred from

the lonians of Asia having a vot>', acquired without

doubt when in the country, and f^m the statL'raent

of Tacitus {Annal. iv. 14): “ Soinii decrcto Am-
phictyonum nitebantur, quis pmccipuum fuit rerum

omnium judicium, qua tempestate Oraeci, conditis

per jVsioni urbibus, ora marls potielwuitur."

We learn from Aeschines (/. c.), that each of

the twelve Amphictyonic tribes had two votes in

congress, and that deputies from such towns ns
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(Dorinm and)* Cytinium had equal power with
the Lacedaemonians, and that Erctria and Priene,

lonuin colonics, were on a par with Athens
<poi Tois 'A6r}¥alots), It seems therefore to follow,

either that each Amphictyonic tribe had a c>'cle

(Strab. ix. p. 420 ; Patisan. x. 8. § 2), according
to which its component states returned deputies,

or that the vote of the tribe was detennined by
a majority of votes of the different states of that

tribe. The latter supposition might explain tho
fact of there being a larger and smallerassembly—*
a and ^KK\y}<rla—at some of the congrcssc-s,

and it is confinned by the circumstance that there
was an annual election of deputies at Athens, un-
less this city usurped functious not properly its

own.

The council itself was called Pyiaea (nuX<ua)
from its meeting in the neighbourhood of Pylao
(Thermopylae), but tho same name was given to

the session at Delphi as well as to that at Ther-
mopylae. It was composed of two classes of re-

presentatives, one colled Pyfa^rae (fluAw/dpai),

the other liisromnemone* {'UpofiviifWifts). Of the
former, three were annually elected at Athens to

act withonu Hicromnemon appointed by lot. (Aris-

toph. N*dje$^ V. 607.) That his office was highly

honourable we nuiy infer from tho oath of tho
Heliosis (Dcm. c. Timocr. § 170, ed. Bckkcr), in

w’hich he is mentioned with the nine archont. On
one occasion we find that the president of the

council was a Hicromnemon, and that he was
chosen general of the Amphictyonic forces, to act

against the Amphissiani. (Titmoim, p. 87.) Hence
it has been conjectured that the liieromncmonos,

also called ItpaypofifiartiSi were superior in rank
to the pylagorae. (Titmann, pp. 84, 86.) Aeschines
also contrasts the two in such a w'ay as to w'arrant

the inference that the former office was the more
permanent of the twro. Thus he says (c. Ctfs.

§ 1 15, ed. Bckker), ^ When Diognetus was Hicro-

mnemon, ye chose me and tw'o others Pylagorae.”

He then contrasts ^tbe Hicromnemon of the

Athenians with the Pylagorae for the time being.”

There is even good reason for supposing that the

Hicromnemon was elected for life (Clinton, F. If.

vol. iiL p. 6*21
; Titmann, /. c.}, although some

writers arc of a different opinion. (Schumann, (fe

Omit. p. 392.) Again, wc find inscriptions ( Bdckh,
Inter. 1171 ), containing surveys by the Hieromno-
mones, as if they form^ on executive

; and that

the council concluded their proceedings on one

occasion (Aesch. c. Ctes. § 124), by resolving that

there should be an extraordinary meeting previously

to the next regular assembly, to which the Hiero-

mnemones should come with a decree to suit the

emergency, just os if they had been a standing

committed Their name implies a more immediate
connection with the temple

; but whether they

voted or not upon matters in general is doubtful

:

from the two Amphictyonic decrees quoted below,

wc might infer that they did not, while the in-

scriptions (1688 and 1699), quoted by Schdmann
(p. 392), and the statement of Deroostbenes (/'ro

Coron. § 277, cd. Bekker), lead to a contrary con-

clusion. The narrative of Aeschines (e. Oes.

§ 121) implies that they were more peculiarly the

representatives of their constituent states. Pro-

bably the respective functions of the two classi's

* There is a doubt about the reading.— See
Tbuc. iii. 95 ;

Titmann, p. 52.
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of reprc*scnUuivc» were not strictly defined, and
\arifd at ditforent times, if indeed they arc always

correctly distin^ishiKl by the authors who allude

t*} them. The /KuXTjtrfa, or general ansombly, in-

cluded not only the classes mciitinncd, but also

tlioso who had joined in the sacrifices and were

ronsulting the god, and as there a large mul-

titude annually collected at the Ainphiclyonic ses-

sion at Thcnnopylac, it was proliahly numerously

attended. (Hesychius, ad Softh. Track, y.

It was convened on extraortlinnry occasions by
the chairman of the council ('O ris

Aesch. 1. c.).

Of the duties of this bitter body nothing will

give us a clearer view than the oaths taken and
the decrees made by it The oath was os fiillows

(Aosch. />e F. L. § 1*21): “They would destroy

no city of the Amphictyons, nor cut off their

streams in war or peace ;
and if any should do so,

they would march against him and destroy his

cities ; and should any pillage the property of the

g«xl, or he privy to or plan any thing against what
was in his temple at Delphi, they would take

vengt'anre on him with hand and foot and voice,

and all their might" There arc two decrees given

by Demosthenes, b«)th commencing thus (Dem. <U

i'ltr. g 197):— “When Clciimg^nis was priest

(ifpfoj), at the spring meeting, it was resolved by

the pylagnme and the assessors of the Amphictyons,

and the general btnly of them,” Ac. The resolution

in the second cose was, that as the Amphi.'tsians con-

tinued to cultivate “ Me soemf dwfnW,** Philip of

Mocedon should be requested to help Apollo ami the

Amphictyons, and that he was thereby constituted

absolute general of the Amphictyons. He ac-

cepted the office, and soon reduced the oflending

city to subjection. From the oath and the decrees,

we s**e that the main duty of the deputies w as the

preservation of the rights and dignity of the temple

at Delphi. We know, too, that after it was burnt

down (». c. .548), they contracted with the Alcmac-

onidae for the rebuiiding(Herod.ii. 180,v.()2); and

Athruaeus (a c. DiO) informs us (iv. p. 1 7 3, b) that

in other matters connected with the worsliip of the

iK'lphwn god they condescended In the rrgula-

lion of the minutest trifles. History, moreover,

teaches that if the council prwlucctl any tvilpuble

etf«*cts, it was from their interest in Delphi ; and
though it kept up a standing record of what ouglit

to have l>eon the international law of Greece, it

s*Timclimes acquiesced in, and at other times was a

jmrty to, the most iniquitous and cniel nets. Of
this the cose of Crissa is an instance. This towni

lay on the Gulf of Corinth, near Delphi, and wras

much fr«*quented by pilgrims from the West
The Criifsa*'ans were charged by the Delphinns with

undue exactions from these strangiTs, and with

other crimes. The council declan*d war against

thorn, as guilty of a wrong against the god. The
war last'd ten yenrs, till, at the suggestion of

S>!on, the waters of the Ploistus were turned off,

then poisoned, and tamed again into the city.

The hwieged drank their fill, and Crissa was soon

raxed to the ground ; and thus, if it wore an .Am-

phictvonic city, was a solemn oath dnnhly violated.

Its t'lritorv—the rich Crissaean or Cirrhaean j)lnm

.— was consecrated to the god, nirscs impre-

cated upon .any one who shimld till or dwell in iL

Tims ended the First Sacred War (a r, S1J6), in

which the Athenians and Amphictyons were the in-

strumenU of Delphian vengeance. (Paus. x. 37. § 4 ;
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Clinton, F. //. vol. ii.p.196 ; Acschime. Oes.§ 109.)

The Second, or Phocian War (b. a 3.56), was iho

most important in w'hich the Amphictyons weru
conrorned (Thirlwall, //is/, of Greece^ vol. v. p. 263—372) ;

and in this the Thebans availed th'*m-

selves of the sanction of the council to take ven-

geance on their enemies, the Pbocians. To do
this, however, it was necessary to call in Philip of

Maccdon, who readily prochaimed himself tho

champion of Apolloi, as it opened a pathway to his

own ambition. The Phocians were subdued (n. a
346), and the council decreed that all their cities,

except .\l>ae, should he rased, and tho inhahitaiils

dispt'rsed in villages not containing more than fifty

inhabitants. Their two votes were given to Philip,

who thereby gained a pretext for interfering with

the aflairs of (ireece
j
and also obtained the recog-

nition of his subjects as Hellenes. To the causes

of the Third Sacred War allusion has been mmlo
in tho decrees quoted by Demosthenes. The Ani-
phissimis tilled the devoted Cirrhai^an plniu, and
behaved, as .Stral)o (ix. p. 4 1 9) says, worse than tho

Cnssacans of old (x*‘pows rtpl tovs (tyovs).

Their submission to Philip was immediately fol-

lowed by the Itattle of Chncroncin (b.c, 338), and
the extinction of the independence of Greece. In

the following year, a congress of the Amphictyonic
states was held

;
in which war was declared as if

by united Greece against Persia, and Philip elccU-d

cnmmandcr-in-chief. On this occasion the Am-
phictyons assumed the character of national repre-

stmtatives as of old, when they set a price npon tho

head of Ephialtcs, for his treason to Greece at

Thermopylae, and erected monuments in honour of

the Greeks who fell there. Herodotus indeed

(vii. 214, 228), speaking of them in reference tn

Ephiultes, calls them ol ro>y 'EAA^vwi' neAaydpoi,

Wc have sufficiently shown that the .Amphic-

tyons themselves did not oliservc the oaths they
took

; and that they did not much alleviate tho

hoiTtirs of war, or enforre what they had sworn to

do, is pr»»ved by many instances. Thus, for in-

stance, Mycenae was deslri*yed by .Argt>s( b.c. 468),
Thespiae and IMataeae by Thelvs, and Thel>e8 her-

self swt-pt from the face of the earth by Alexander
(/k TTjj'EXAdSos di'Tjgwcbrfl’?, Aeschin.c.fVrs.

§ 133). Indeed, we may infer from Thucydides
(i. 1 12), that a few years before the Peloponnesian

war, the council \vn& a passive spectator of what
he calls 6 Itphs when the Lacedaemoiiians

made an expedition to IXdphi, and put the temple

into the hands of the Delphinns, the Athenians,

after their departure, restoring it to the Phocians
;

and yet the council is not mentioned ns interfering.

Itwill not be profitable to pursue its history fiirthor

;

it need only bo remarked, that Augiutus wished

Ills new city, Nicopolis (a. d. 31 ), to be enrolled

among iu members
; and that Pnnsanias, in tho

second century of our era, mentions it os still ex-

isting, but deprived of all power and infiuenre.

In fact, even Demosthenes (/V Pacf, p. 63), spoko

of it ns the shadow at Delphi /v A*\tpois ffKtdi).

In the time of Pausanias, the number of Amphic-
tyonic deputies was thirty.

There arc two points of some interest, which
still remain to be considered : and first, the cty-

mology of tho wortl Amphictyon. We art* told

(IlaqKMrnit. s. r.) that Theop mpru thought it de-

rived from the rnime of Amjdnctyon, a prince of

Thessaly, and the 8itpj>osed author of the institution.

Others, as Aiuiximcncs of I^ampsacua, connected it

G
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with tlio word df^i«CT(orrr, or neiglibount. Very
few, if any, modtTn scholars doubt that the latter

view is coiTocrl
;
and that Amphiclyon, with Hellcn,

Dorns, luu, Xulhus,Thessalus,l4aris«a the daughter

of Pelasgus itnd others, are not historical, but mythic

penoiiagcs— the represcntativcf, or poetic personi-

fications, uf their alleged foundations, or offspring.

As for Ainphictyon (Thirlwall, IlUt. of fr'rfrtr,

Tul. i. p. 373), it is too mar^clloui a coincidence

that his name should be significant of the institu-

tion itself
:
and, os he was the son of Deucalion

and Pyrrha, it U difficult to guess of whom his

council consisted. {PkUol. voI. ii. p. 35ff.)

Ih'hides, though Herodotus (i. 5G) and Thucydides

(i. 3) had the opportunity, they yet make no men-

tion of him. We may conclude therefore, that the

word should be W'ritten amphictiuny *, from

arioi'cr, or those that dwelt around some particular

locality.

The next question is one of greater difficulty;

h is this :
— VV'hcrc did the ass<i€iation originate ?— were its mcctii\gs hrst held at Delphi, or at

Themmpylac? There seems a greater amount of

evidence in favour of the latter. In proof of this,

we may state the preponderance of Thessalian

tribes from the neighbourhood of the Maliac bay,

and the compamtivc Insignificance of many of

them
; the assigned birthplace and residence of

the mythic Ainphictyon, the names Pylagurac and

Pylaen. Desides, we know that Thessaly was the

theatre and origin of many of the most important

events of early Greek history ; whereas, it was

only in later times, and after tho Durian conquest

of Peloponnesus, that Delphi l>ecamc important

enough for the meetings of such a body as the

Amphictyonic |
nor if Delphi had been of old

the only pliice of meeting, is it easy to account

for wimt must have been a h«s of its ancient

dignity. But whatever w*os the cause, we have

still the Cict, lliat there were two places of con-

gress
; to account fur which, it has been supposed

tliat there were originally two ennfedemlions,

afterw.irds united by the growing power of Delphi,

as-connected with the Durians, but still retaining

the old places of meeting. We must, however,

admit ihnt it is a matter of mere conjecture whether

this wore the ease or not, there being strong reasons

in support of the opinion that the Durians, on

migrating southwards, combined the worship of tlie

Hellenic .\pollo with that of the Pelasgian Demcler,

as celebrated by the Amphictyoiis of Thessaly.

Kqiially doubtful is the question respecting the

influence of Acrisius, king of Argos (8chol. ad
Kurip. Ortd. 10{>4

;
Callim. Epuj. xIL

;
Stmb. ix.

p.4‘i0)
;
and how far it is true that he first brought

the confederacy into order, and detennined other

points connect^ with the institution. Wo may
how«!v€r remark that his alleged connection with

it, is significant of a Pcliisgic element in its con-

formatiou. (Thirlwall, Ifiit. o/(»rtece^ ce. x. xliii,

;

Hecren, Polit, Hid. of Grccct^ e. 7 ; St Croix,

/>M Aneicfu f/oirtvmemois EaJerutift ; Titlinann,

den IfunU der Amfthiii^nen ; Muller,

Durian$y book ii. 3. §.5 ;
Phil. Mtu. vol. i. p.3'24 ;

Hermann, Momud of the PoUt. Antiq. of f/rceec,

§ 11— 14 ;
Wnchsniuth, IHUenischc Alterihumk'

kumle

;

Niebuhr, Hitt, of RotMy vol. i. p. 31.

iransL) [R.W.]

* Thus Pindar (AVm. vl 42), ‘Ev a/tcpnrridvour

ravpo^i'y rptr^pi6t : tee Bbekh ad locum.

AMPHITHEATUUM.
AMPHIDUO'MIA (d^tBpd^ua), n fiuuily fea-

tival of the Athenians at which the newly bom
child was uitrodueed into the family, and received

its name. No particular day u-as fixed for this

solemnity
;
but it did not take place very soon after

the birth of the child, it was believed that most
children died before tho seventh day, and the

solemnity was therefore generally deferred till

after that period, that there might Ik at least sonio

probability of the child remaining alive. According
to Suidos, the festival was held on the fifth day,
when the women who had lent tlieir assistance

at the birth ivashcd their hands, but this purifi-

cation preceded the real solemnity. The friends

and relations of the |»rents were invited to the
festi\*al of the amphidromia, which was held in the
evening, and they generally appeared with prtr-

sents, among which are mentioned the cuttle-fish

and the nuirine polyp. (Hcsych. and Harpoer.

s. r.) The house w*os decorated on the outside w ith

I

olive branches when the child was a boy, or with
garlands of wool w hen the child was a girl ; and
a repast was prepared, at which, if we may judge
from a fragment of Kphippus in Athenaeus (ix. p.

370 ; comp. u. ^63), the guests must have been
rather merrj*. The child was then carried round
the fire by the nurse, and thus, as it were, pre-

sented to the gods of tho house and to the fiimily,

and at the same time received its name, to w'hich

the guests were witnesses. (Isa<*us, I)e Pyrrki
HuereJ. p. 34. s. 30. Dekker.) The carrying of the

child round the hearth was the priuci;ial jiart of

the solemnity, from which its name was derived.

But the Scholiast on AristopKones {Lt/sitir. 73U)
derives its name from the fact that the guests,

whilst the name was given to the child, walked or

danced around it. This festival is sonietimca

called fmm the day on which it took place : if on
the seventh day, it is called <§3o/acu or

if on the tenth day, &c. (Heiych. and
Aristoph. Ar. 923 ; K. E. Hermann, ZoArA. d.

(jotti'ftlientilichen oitertAUmer d. Grieehevy § 48,

n.6.) [L.S.]
AMPHIMALLUM. [Taper.]
AMPHIO'UCIA or AMPHOMO'SIA (A#*-

(fnopKia or the oath which was taken,

l)Oth by the plaintifif and defendant, before tho

trial of a cause in the Athenian courts, that they
would speak tho tmth. (Hcsych. Suid.) Ac-
cording to Pollux (viii. ]0), the amphioreia also

included the oath which the judges took, that they
would decide according to the law‘i

;
or, in case

there was no express law' on the subject in dispute,

that they would decide according to the principles

of justice.

AMPHIPHOSTYLOS. [Tkmplim].
AMPIUSBKTK'SIS {ap(pur€-fjT7}<ris.) [He-

RKR.]

AMPHITAPAE. [Tapes],
AMPHITHALAMUS. [Domus]
AMPHITHEA'TKUM was a

description of building arranged fur the exhibition

of eomltfits of glncliatoni, and W'ild and
shi{>s, which constituted the ludi ain}thdArtdrales,

[Gladiatorkh
;
Venatio

; Naumachia.]
I. Its History. — Such exhibitions — which

w'ere peculiar t^he Homans, and which w'cre un-

known to the Greeks till the Homans introduced

them —origimilly took place in the Eoru.m ajid

the CiRCt'R, the shows of gladiators being given

in tho former, and Utosc of wild beasts in tho
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latter ;

indeed the amphitheatre itaclf is sometimes

called circiu. The shape of the circus, however, was
much better fitted for the chariot races, for which it

was at first designed, than for the gladiatorial com-

itate, and the more wholesale slaughter of animals,

which, in process of time, came to be the favourite

amusements of the Romans. For these purposes,

the circus was too long and too narrow, and the

spina was a great impediment, so that a new form

of building ts-as required, which should accom-

modate a multitude of spectators in such a manner
ns that all might have a good view of the space

occupied by the combatants, which space too re-

quired to be of quite a different shape from the

circus, as the combatants were to be kept as much
ns possible ui the same place. The idea of such

a building was suggested, os the name (from dfupf,

on U>tA sulet^ ^iarrpoVy a theatre) seems to imply,

by the existing theatre: indeed, the first am-
phitheatre of which we have any account— that

of C. Scribonius Curio— was, literally, a dotiUe

theatre *, being composed of two theatres, placed

on pivots, so that they could be turned round,

spectators and all, and placed either back to back,

fomiing two separate theatres for dramatic ex-

hibitions, or face to face, forming an amphitheatre,

for the shows of gladiators and wild be^ts. This

edifice, which was erected by Curio (the cele-

brated partisan of Caesar), for the celebration of

his father's fimerol games, is described and some-

what vehemently commented upon by Pliny.

{H. N. xxxvi 16. B. 24. §8.) The next amphi-

theatre, and apparently the first to which the

name was applied was built by Julius Caesar him-

self, during his perpetual dictatorship, in a c. 46
(Dion Cass. xliiL 22, who thus describe the build-

ing : ©tarpoK ti KuvrjytriKhy, $ Kcd ifuptB4arpov

iK TOO itaanaxiBfy tSpas &v(v

wpocep^i^). This, however, was still only of

wood, a material which was frequently used for

theatres;, and which was, therefore, naturally

adopted for amphitheatres, but which sometimes

proved inadequate to support the weight of the

immense body of spectators, and thus occasioned

serious accidents. For example, we are told that

a wooden amphitheatre, which was built at

Fidenae in the reign of Tiberins by Atilius, a
freedinan, gave way, in conscqncncc of the im-

perfections in the foundation and in the joints of

the timbers, and buried either 20,000 or 50,000
spectators in its ruins. (Suet. Tiber. 40 ; Tac.

Amt. iv. 63.) These wo^en buildings were, of

course, also exposed to great danger from fire
;

thiu a wooden amphitheatre at Placentia was
burned in the civil war bctw'een Otho and Vitel-

lius. (Tac. Hist. iL 20.)

It was not, however, till the fourth consulship of

Augustus, B. c. 30, that a more durable amphitheatre,

of stone, was erected by Stntilius Taurus, in theCam-
piu Martius. (Dion Cass. IL 23 ; Suet. Octav. 29 ;

Tac. Amt. iiL 72 ;
Strab. vL p 236.) But, since

this building w*as destroyed by fire, it must bo sup-

posed that only the shell was of stone, and the seats

and staircases of wood. This edifice was the only

* As a mere matter of etymology, the word
btarpoy (a place for beholding).^ would more strictly

apply to the amphitheatre, which was intended

exclusively for spectacle, while the theatre, which
was for recitations accompanied by music, might
be at least as fitly described by the word ipbeiov.
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I one of the kind until the building of the Flavian
amphitheatre. It did not satisfy Caligula, who
commenced an amphitheatre near the f^pta

;
but

the work was not continued by Claudius. (Dion
Cass. lix. 10 ; Suet CaL 18, 21.) Nero too, in

his second consulship, a. d. 57, erected a vast am-
phitheatre of wood, but this was only a temporary
imilding. (Suet Ner. 12 ;

Tac, Ann, xiii. 31.)
The amphitheatre of Taurus was destroyed in the
burning of Rome, a.d. 64 (Dion Cass. IxiL 18),
and was probably never restored, as it is not again
mentioned. It is still a question with the topo-

graphers whether any traces of it are now visible.

(Comp. Becker, Handb. d. /tom. Alter, vol. L pp 642,

643, and Urlichs, Hetchreiburg Itomt. pp. 53, 54.+)
The erection of on amphitheatre in the midst of

Rome, proportioned to the magnitude of the city,

was among the desimis of Augustus, who delighted

in the spectacles of the venatio, and especially in

the imcomraon species and immense number of the

animals exhibited in them
;
so that, as he himself

informs us, in one of his venafioncs there were
no less than 3500 aninuds slaughtered. (Suet.

Vesp. 9 ; Aur. Viet. Apt/. 1 ;
Monum. Ancyr.)

It was not, how'ever, till the reigns of Vespasian
and Titus, that the design of Augustus was carried

into effect by the erection of the Amphitheatrum
Flavhtm, or, os it has been called since the time
of Bede, the Coloseeum or Coliaaeum, a luuue said

to l>e derived from the Colossus of Nero, which
stood close by.

This wonderful building, which for magnitude
can only be compared to the pyramids of Egyq>t,

and which is perhaps the most stnking monument at

once of the material greatness and the moral degra-

dation of Rome under the empire, w'os commenced
by Vespasian, but at what precise time is uncertain;

for the genuineness of the medal, which is quoted by
Lipsins, os placing its commencement in his eighth

consulship, a. d. 77, is more than doubtful. (Rarche,
Tjejr. Unw. Ret Num. voL v. pt. 2. p. 1017 ;

Eckhcl, Doctr. Nutn. Vet. vol. vi. p. 840.) It

was completed by Titus, who dedicated it in

A. D. 80, when 5000 animals of different kinds

were slaughtered. (Suet. Tit. 7 ;
Dion Cass. Ixvi.

25.) From the somewhat obscure account of an
old writer {Catai. Imp. Vierm. p. 243, Rone.), we
leant that Vespasian carried the building so ns

to dedicate the first three ranges of seats, that

Titus added two ranges more, and that Domitian
completed the building uegue ad dypea. Without
professing to be able to explain these statements

fully, we may observe that it is extremely pro-

bable, ns will be seen more clearly from the de-

scription of the building, that Titus would dedi-

cate the amphitheatre as soon os it was fit for use,

without n-aiting fur the fiiuil completion of the

upper and less essential parts.

There is an ecclesiastical tradition, but not en-

titled to much credit, that the architect of the Cb-
lUaeum was a Christian, and afterwards a martyr,

named Gaudentius, and that thousands of the

captive .lews were employed in its erection.

The Flavian amphitheatre, from its enormous

f In the lower eastern angle of the walls of

Aurelian, near the church of S. Croce, are the re-

mains of an amphitheatre, of brick, called in the

Notitia, the Amphitheatrum, Castrense. Its date is

very uncertain. (See further Becker, Handb. d,

Rom. Alter, vol. L pp. 54.9, &c.)
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»i*c, rcndrrrd the iiibioquont orrclion of any other

such building in Rome perfectly unnecessary. It

boaimc the spot where prince and people met to-

gether to witness those sanguinary exhibitions, the

di*grading etTect* of which on the Roman ehameter

caji hardly be over-estimated. It was thorou;>bly

repaired by Antoninus Pius, (Capit Ant. Pi. 8.)

In the reign of Macrlmis, on the day of the V'ulca-

nalia, it was slnick by lightning, by which the

tipjM'r rows of Irenches were consumed, and so much
damage 1^*08 done to other parts of the structure,

that the ganjes were for some yeirs celebrated in the

Stuliiim. (Dion Cass. Ixxviii. 25.) lu restora-

tion was commenced by Klagnlmlus and completed

by AlexandiT S<‘vonis. (I>ampri<L Ifeiiog. 17 ;

Sfr. 24.) It was again struck by lightning

in the ndgn of Decius (Hicron. p. 475), but was

s»w>n restored, and the games conliiuied to be cele-

brated in it down to the sixth century. The latest

recorded exhibition of wild U'asts was in the

reign of Tlieinloric. Since that time it h;w been

used sometimes in war as a fortress, and in fH^e
as a quarry, whole palaces, such as the Canccllaria

and the Palazzo Faniese, having lx:en built out of

its spoils. At length tho pope* made efforts to

pr»‘wne it; Sixtus V. attempU'c! to use it as a

W(M>Ilen factory, and to convert the arcades into

shops; Clement XI. endow'd the lower arcades,

and, in 1750, Rencnlict XIV'. consecnited it to

Christians wh > had been martyred in it Tho best

accounts of the building arc contained in the follow-

ing worics: Lipsius vf m;»AiMrrt/ro ; Nibby, t/c//'

AufitMtro Fiurio^ a suppliTncnt to Nardini, vol. i.

{>.283, in which wc hi»ve the most complete his-

tjrieal account
;

Fea, Xoiizttt dajU smri wH'
AnJite*Uro Flttrio

;

Bunsen, Prschreihung d. Sl<tdl

Ji>nn. voL iii. p. 319, Ac. ; Cressy and Taylor,

TTits A rchitftinrxii Antiqnities of lUune

;

Maffoi,

ffrona lUHgtrftUt

;

Stieglitz, ArfFdoi. d, Bauicun$t

;

Ilirt, (irxkichle d. [i<inku»fl den AUen.

1 1. />Cjwn)gifiM of Ute phiriun Atnp/id/ic<Ure. —
Notwiihstatuling the damages of lime, war, and
spoliatiem, the Flavian amphitheatre still remaitis

complete enough to give us a fair idea, excepting

in some minor details, of the structure and nr-

r.ingcmcuU of this description of building. The
notices of the ancient authors are extremely scanty

;

and V'itntvius of course fails us here altogether

;

imbN-d, this di'seription of building was so com-

•leuly new in his lime, that only once does the

»arc word amjthitJteatruin occur in his book (i. 7).

Wc derive important aid i'rojp the remains of

nmphitheatn'S in the pnwinecs of the ancient

Homan empire. Wc shall first dcscrilK! the Co*

lisaeum, and then mentimt the chief points of dif-

ference betw»*en it and these other amphiiheatros.

The very site of the Flavian aniphith«aire, as of

most olherji, furnishes an example of the prodigal

contempt of liil>our and exjiense which the Roman
emjierors displayed in their great works of archi-

tecture, The Orecks, in cho«».ing the siU's of their

theatres, almost always .availed ihcmwdvos of some

natumi hollow on tho side of a hill ; but the Homan
«mphilh4*atres, with few exception's stand upon a

pl.ain. The site of the CoUsaeum was in tlie mid-

dle of the city, in the tatlley between the Caeliua,

the Ksquiline, and the V'elia, on the marshy ground

which was previously the ptmd of Nero's palace,

Xenmis (5>uet. Vesp. 9 ;
Mariml. de Speet.

iL B), No mere measures can give an adequate

conce{)tion of tliis vast structure, the dimensions
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and arrangements of w'hich wero such as to furnish

seats for 87,000 spectators, round an arena large

enough to afford space for the combats of several

hundred animals at once, for the evolutions of

mimic sea-fights, and for the exhibition of artifi-

cial forests ; with passages and staircases to give

ingress and egress, without confusion, to the im-
mense mass of spectators, and others for the at-

tendants on the arena ; dens for the thousands of
victims devoted to destruction

; channels for the ra-

pid influx and outlet of water when the arena was
used for a naumachia ; and the means for the re-

mo\’al of the carcasses, and the other abominations
of the arena. Admirable pictures of tlic magni-
tude and magnifii'cncc of the amphitheatre and its

sp^taclcs ari^ drawn in tho A’ssays of Montaigne
(liL 6.), and in the latter {lort of Gibbon’s twelfth

chapter. As a general description of the building

the following {xissagc of Gibbon is perfect:-— “ It

was a building of an elliptic figure, founded on four-

score arches, and rising, w*ith four successive orders

of architecture, to the height of I40 [157] feet The
outside of the edifice was inemsted with marble,
and dt>corated with statues. The slopes of the \*ast

concave, which formed the inside, were filled and
surrounded with sixty or eighty row's of steals, of

marble likew'ise, covered with cushions, and capable
of receiving w’ilh ease about 80,000 spectators.

Sixty-four pomdorirs (fur by that luimc the doors

were very aptly distinguished), poured forth the

immense multitude
;
and the entrances, passages,

and stiiircnscs, were contrived w'ilh such exquisite

skill, that each person, whether of the senatorial,

the equestrian, or the pleWian order, arrived at
his di’stined place without trouble or confusion.

Nothing was omitted, which, in any resfx'ct, could

be subservient to the convenience and pleasure of
the s{M'ctators, They w’cro protected from the sun
and rain by an ample canopy, occasionally drawn
over their heads. The air was contin'ially re-

freshed by the playing of fountains, and pro-

fusely impregnated by llic grateful scent of aro-

matics. in the centre of tho edifice, the arewo, or

stage, w*as strewed with tho fittest sand, and suc-

Ct^fisively assumed the most different forms. At
one moinent it seemed to rise out of the earth, like

the garden of the Hesperidi-s, and was afterwards

broken into the rucks and cavenis of Thrace,
The subterraneous pi|»es convey(*d an incxhaostiblc

supply of water; and what had just before ap-

peared a level plain, might be suddenly converted
into a wide lake, covered with armed vessels, and
replenished with the monsiers of the deep. In
tho decoration of these scenes, tho Roman em-
perors displayed their wealth and liberality; and
we rend on various occasl'us that the whole furni-

ture of the amphitheatre consisted cither of silver,

or of gold, or of anther. The poet who dcscribt*8

the games of Clarinus, in the characU'r of a shep-

herd, attracted to the capital by the fame of their

magnificence, affirms that the nets designed as a
defence against the wild beasts w'ere of gold
wire

; that the porticoes were gilded
;
and that

tho belt or circle which divided the several ranks
of spectators from each other, was studded with n
precious mosaic of beautiful stones.*’

The following grnund-pbin, external deration,

and section, are fronj Ilirt, and contain of course

some coujcclural details. The ground plan is so

arranged os to exhibit in each of its quarters the

plan of each of the stories; thus, tho lower right
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hand quarter •hows the true <7n>itik/-plan, or that

of the lowest story ; the next on the left shows a

pUn of the erections on the level of the second row

of extarior columns, as well as the seats which

•loped down from that level to the lower one
;
the

seat quarter shows a simUor plan of the third order,
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and the upper right-hand fpuuncr cxliihits a view
of the int<Tior as it would api't^or to nil eye lo«iking

vertiailly down ujKm it l lio dinted Hites on the
arena are the radii, and their points of interseetinn

the centres, of the sc'veral luvs which make U]> tho
ellipses.

GROUND I'LAN OP TIIX FLAVIAN AMnilTilXATRR.

Ok i- byCii'Oglc
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ThU itructure, like all the other exiiting am-

phitheatree, U of an elliptical fornu It covers

nearly six acres of ground. The plan divides it-

self naturally into taro concentric ellipses, of a’hich

the inner constituted the artna or space for the

combats, while the ring between this and the outer

circumference was occupied by the seats for the

spectators. The lengths of the major and minor
axes of these ellipses are, respectively, 287 feet by
180, and 620 feet by 513. The width of the

space appropriated to spectators is, therefore, 166^
feet all round the building. The ratio of the

diameters of the external ellipse is nearly that

of 6 to 5, which b<*come8 exactly the proportion,

if we take in the substructions of the foundation.

Of course, the ratio of the diameters of the arena is

different, on account of the diminished size : it is,

in fact, nearly as 8 to 5. The minor axis of the

arena is here, and generally, about one>tbird of

that of the outer ellipse. The material used was
stone, in large blocks, fastened together, whore

necessary, by metnl clamps. The exterior was
faced with marble and adorned with statues.

The external elevation requires little doKription.

It is divided into four stories, corresponding to the

tiers of corridors by which access was gained to

the seats at different levels. These corridors are

connected with the external air by eighty arched

openings in each of the three lower stories. To
the piers which divide these arches are attached

three-quarter columns, that is, columns one-fourth

of whose circumference appears to bo buried in

the wall lieliind them. Tnus, each of the three

lower stories presents a coutinuous fa^de of eighty

columns hacked by piers, with eighty open arches

between them, and with an entablature continued

unbroken round the whole building. The width of

the arches U os nearly os possible the same
throughout the building, namely, 14 feet 6 inches,

except at the extremities of the diameters of tbo

ellipse, w'here they are two feet wider. Kiich tier

is of a different order of architecture, the lowest

Iteing a plain Homan Doric, or perhaps rather

'I'uscan, the next Ionic, and the third Corinthian.

The columns of the second and third stories are

placed on pedestals
;

those of the lowest story

are raised from the ground by a few steps. The
highest tier is of quite a different character, as it

merely consists of a wall, without corridors, against

which, instead of columns, are placed pilasters of

the Corinthian order
;
and the wall between them

is pierced with windows, in the alternate interco-

lumniations only, and therefore, of course, forty in

number. The whole is crowned with a bold en-

tablature, which ir pierced with holes above the

brackets which supported the feet of the masts

upon which the vtlarimh or awning was extended :

and above the entablature is a small attic. The total

height of that part of the building which remains

entire, namely, about three-eighths of the whole

circumference, is 157 feet; tho stories are respec-

tively about 30, 38, 38, and 44 feet high. The
massiveness of the crowning entablature, the height

•f tho upper story, and the great surface of blank

wall in its intercolumniations, combine to give the

rievation i somewhat heavy appearance ;
while

the projecting cornices of each story, intercepting

the view from below, take off* very much from the

apparent height of the building. Indeed, it would

be a waste of words to attempt to specify all the

architectural defects of the composition.
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The stone used in the building is a species of

travertine : some of the blocks are ns much os five

fcot high, and eight or ten feet long
;
and it is

remarkable, that all those w'hich form the exterior

have inscribed upon them small numbt^rs or signs,

which evidently indicate the place of each in the

building, and which prove now great was the
care taken to adapt every single stone to the form
of the whole edifice. In some parts of the intt'rior

large masses of brickworic and tufa arc seen : and
in the upper part there are fragments of other
buildings worked in

;
but this, no doubt, happened

in tome of the various repairs.

There are coins extant, bearing on the reverse a
view of the amphitheatre-, so arranged as to show
not only the outside, but a portion of tlie interior

also. It is from them that we loam the fiict, that

tho outer arches of the second and third stories

were decorated with statues in their openings, un-
less, indeed, the ffgurcs shown in the arches are
meant for rude representations of the |>eople pa.<uu

ing through the outer colonnade. These coins
also show, on the highest stoty*, in the alternate

spaces between tho pilasters, circles against the
wall, corresponding to the windows in the other
alternate spaces ; they are, perhaps, the
mentioned by the old author cited above, that is,

ornamental metal shields, hung there to decorate

the building. There arc several coins of Titus
and Domitian of this type (Kckhel, t>octT. AVw.
Vft, vol. vi. pp. 357—359, 375). There arc similar

coins of Oordian, which are, however, verj’ inferior

in execution to those of Titus and Domitian.
(Eckhcl, vol vil p. 271.) The coins of Titus
and Domitian also show a range of three stories of
columns by the side of the amphitheatre, which
(though the matter is doubtful) is iuppoa<^ to re-

resent a colonnade which ran from the palace of

'itus on the Esquilino to the amphitheatre, to

which it gate access at the northern extremity of
its minor axis, os shown on the plan. At the other

extremity of this axis was tbo entrance from the

Pulntine.

The eighty arches of the lower story (except
the four at the extremities of the axes) formed tho
entrances for tho spectators, and gave admission
to a corridor, running untntemipt^y round the

building, behind which again it another precisely

similar corridor. (See the plan and section.) Tho
space behind the second corridor is divided by
eighty walls, radiating inavds from the inner piers

of the second corridor ; which support the struc-

ture, and between which are partly staircases lead*

ing to the upper stories, and partly passages lead-

ing into a thlM corridor, which, like the first and
second, runs round the whole building. Be-
yond this corridor the radiating walls are again
continued, the spaces between them being occu-

pied, as before, partly by staircases leading on tho

one side to tho podium^ and on the other to the

lower range of seats {maeinan»m\ and partly by
passages loading to a fourth continuous corridor

much lower and smaller than the others, which
was divided from the arena by a massive wall

(called podium), the top of which formed the place

assigned to tho spectators of the highest rank.

From this fourth corridor there are scveial en-

trances to the arena ; and it is most probable that

the whole of the corridor was subservient to the

arrangements of the arena, (See the lower right-

hand quarter of the plan, and the section.) On
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the eecond itonr wo hare tho two oatcr colon-

nade ropoatod, and the radiating wnils of the

first block ore continued up through tbit ttory
;

and between them are itaircat<‘8 losing out on to

the second range of teaU, and passages leading

into a tmall inner corridor, from which access is olv

tained to a sort of terrace {praedneHo) which runs

round the bnilding between the first and second

ranges of seats^ and increases the facilities for the

spe^tors getti ng to their proper places. Sloping

down from thisi proecinetio to the level of the top of

the podium^ and supported by the inner series of

radiating walla, are tne lower series of seats. On
the third story* (abore the floor of which the details

are almost entirely conjectural), we have again

tho double colonize, the inner wall of which

rises immediately behind the top of the second

range of seats, with only the interval of a narrow

pniacMcfib, to which acc^ was given by nu-

merous doors in the wall just mentioned, which
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was also pierced with windows. Abore the outer
corridor of this story is a mcEranine, or small

middle story, in front of which and above tho
inner colonnade were a few tiers of w*ooden
benches for the lowest class of spectators. Above
this metzonine was a galler>*, which mn right

round the building, and the front of which is sup-

posed to bare been formed by a range of columns.
It seems that the terrace formed by the top of
this gallery would be alto available for spectators.

And, lastly, the very summit of the wall was
formed into a sort of terrace which was, no doubt,
occupied by the men who worked the ropes of tho
relarium. The doors which opened from the stair-

cases and corridors on to the interior of the am-
phitheatre wore designated by the very appropriato

name of tomitorUi. The whole of the interior n*as

called entya. The following section (from Hilt)
exhibits these arrangements as cleori^ ns they can
be shown without tlie aid of perspective.

SICTIOM OP Tff> CORRinORS, STAIRS, AKD SKATS.

T. n. ITT. IV. The four stories of tho exterior.

A- The arena.

B. The podium.

C. D. E, F. The four corridors.

O, U. /. The three maeniana.

K, The upper gallery ; L. The terrace over it

U. The space on the summit of the wall for the

managers of the velarium.

Z. The steps which surrounded the building on

the outside.

a. Stairs from the third colonnade to the po>

dium.
<1 4
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h. Short transverse ste^M from the |M>dium to the

first maenuuium. (Compare the pUtn.)

c, d. Stairs from the ground story to the second ;

whence the second maenianum was reached in

two ways *tnd p.

e, StejM to the first pmecinctio, from which there

were short LRiusvcrsu ste|>s (/C) to the st'cond mac-

nianuin.

p. Stairs leading direct from the coiridun of the

s< cond Btorv to the si'cond maenianum, through

the vomitnnum a.

A. Stairs leading from the floor of the second

story to the small upper stoiy*, whence other sUiirs

(8; led to the third stoiy', fnmi which access was

obtained to the up|KT ]vu’t of the second mai‘nia>

num by doors (3) in the inner wmll of the second

corridor 7.

k. Stairs from the second story to the mezja-

nine, or middle story, whence access was obtained

to the third moenuinum by passages (7).

/. Stairs in the merTanine, leading to the upper

port of the third maeiiiauum, mid to the gaiter}- A'.

TO. Sl«''p8 from the gallery to the lemice over iu

n. Su*f)S from that terrace to the summit.

o. p. Orated openings to light tlic two inner

corrid<)rs.

7. See under A.

s. Windows's to light the mezzanine.

t. Windows of the ga!l<Ty.

f. Hest, and u*. lo<jp, for the masts of the vela-

rium p.

Tho arena v^-as snrnamdod by a wall of suffi-

cient height to guard tho sj>ettutor8 against any
danger from the wild lieasls, namidy about fifteen

feet. A further protection was afforded, at legist

sometimes, by a network or trellis of metal ;

and it is mentioned, as an instance of the profus**

ostentation which the empewn were so fond of

displaying, that Nem, in his amphitheatre, had tins

trellis* gilt, and its intersections ornamented with

lw>sses of amber. (Plin. II. *V. zxxvii 3. s. 11.

g 2). The wall just mentioned appears to have

lH?cn faced with marble, and to have had rollers

sus]K‘nded t^inst it ns an additional protection

against the possibility of the wild k-osts climbing

it. (Lips. <U Aw;>A. 12.) The terrace on the top

of this w’all, w-hich was called juvUum (a name
sometimes also applied to the wall itself), was

no w'ider than to be capable of conLunuig two,

or at the most three ranges of moveable seats, or

chairs. This, ns being hy far the best situation

for distinctly viewing the s(H>rts in the arena, and

also more commodiously accessible tlian the seats

higher up, was the place set np.-irt for senators

and other persons of distinction, such ns the am-

koMiadors of foreign states (Suet. Ocint. 44 ;

Juv. Sat. iL 143, Ace.)
;

the magistrates seem to

have sal here in their cunilo chairs (Lipsius de

-^1 w/*A. 11); and it was here, also, that the emperor

himself usci to ait, in an elevated phicc <^led

9H4pfefiHS (Suet (Met. 76 ;
Plin. Panep. SI), or

ctAiddam (Suet. Aero, 12) ;
and likewise the per-

son who exhibited tho games, on 0 place eleralod

like a pulpit or tribunal (edii<m$ trilfumul). The
vestal virgins also appear to have had a place

allotted to them on the |>odium. (Suet Octuv. 44).

Above tho podium were the pradut., or scats of

the other spectators, which were divided into stories

called macniana. The whole number of seats is

supposed to have k^en akmt eighty. The first

mocJttuatfTO, consisting of fourteen rows of stone of
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marble seats, w:is appropriated to the equestrian

order, 'i'he se.ats aj*propriated to the senators

and cquites were covered with cushions (/W-
rtZ/u), which were first used in tho time of Ca-

liguU. (Juv. .S^/. iii. L54 ;
Dion, Hr. 7.) Then,

after a horizontal f.jiace, U niUMl a praecirteiio^ aini

fonuirig a continued landing-plncu from tho s<;vc-

ml Btaircns<>8 which opened on to It, succeeded the

second moenemuM, where w’ere the se.*tts valu'd

fiopfdaria (tiuct. Ikunitiaa. 4), for the third class

of spectators, or tho populut. Behind this was the

second pr(ut inrtio, kuiiided by the high wail al-

H'ady mentioned ; niiove which was the third

ytHU'Hinnum^ v.’hero there were only wooden benciios

for the pudiiti^ or common mn^plc. (SueU

44.) 1‘he opn gallery at the top was tho oidy

p.-\rt of tho aiujihitheatrc, in which women were

{lormittod to witness the games, except the vestal

viigins, and {lorhaps a lew ladies of distinction and
influence who were euifored to share the s[>aco

appropriated to the vestals (Suet (kiav. 44). Tho
seats of the mitenutna did not run in unbroken lines

round the whole building, but were divided into

jv^jrtions called run. i (from their shape), by short

flights of stairs which farilitnte<l the access to the

si-ats. (Siiet Ort. 44 ; Juv. Stti, vi. tJl.) Seo
the plan, and the mmexed sectiou of a small portion

of the sc-ats.

Not only were the differtmt ranges of m.’ats ap.

propniated to different clashes of B|w’etators, but it

IS pretty certain also that the different cunei of

each innenhvnm were assigned to specific p<irtio:is

of the people, who were at once guided to their

places hv numl»cr8 placed over the externa] arches

by which the boilding was enterwl : these ninnliers

still exist. The office of pn^rving onlcr in tho

distrilmtion of tho places was assigned to ntUmd-
ants called htxtrii^ and the whole management w-os

under tho su|>eriiiU*ndenco of the villk'ut amjjAi-

theuiri.

It only remnins to dcscrilio the ormo, or

central open spare for the combatants, wUii.h de-

rived its name from the s.and with which it w-as

covered, chiefly for the purpose of absorbing tho

blood. Such emperors as Caligula, Nero, and
Carinus, showred their prodigality by using cinna-

bar and borax instead of the common sand. It

was bounded, ns alreadv stated, by the wall of the

prjdium^ but in the carluT amphitheatres, in which
the podium was pr«>bably not so lofty, there were
ditches {euripi) lietween it and the anwa, which
were chiefly meant .as a defence against the ele-

phants. The e«ri//i were firyt made by Julius

Ciesar, and were disjvnsed witli by Kero, in

I
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order to gain space for the spectators. (Suet Cafs.

3y ; Pliu. //. N. viii. 7 ;
Lipsius de Aviph. 12.)

The space of the .’irena was entirely open, ex-

cept that perhaps there w'as, in the centre, an altar

of Diana, or Pluto, or of Jupiter l/Uioris, on which,

it is inferred from some passages of the ancient

authors, that a bejdiftrius w:is sacrificed at the open-

ing of the games
;
hut the evidence is very slight

(Lips, de Amph. A.) There were four principal

cntninces to it, at the extremities of the axes of

the ellipse, by passages which led directly from

the four corresponding arches of the exfrior:

there were also minor entrances through the wall

of the poiltum. There is a difficulty about the

position of the dens of the wild beasts. The
rapidity with which vast numbers of animals were

let loose into the arena proves that the dens must

have been close to it The sp.accs under the seats

s«-em to have l)ccn devoted entirely to the passage

of the spectators, with only the exception of the

innermost corridor, the entrances from which to

the arena suggest the probability that it was sub-

sidiar}- to the arena
;

but, even if so, it was pro-

bably used rather for the introduction and removal

of the animals, than for their safe keeping. Some
have 8up]>osod dens in the wall of the podium :

but this is quite insufficient In the yesw 1813,

the annul was excavated, and extensive substruc-

tions were discovered, which, it has been supysiscd,

•were the dens, from which the animals were let

](X)se upon the arena throuifh trap-doors. The
chief difficulty is to reconcile such nn arrange-

ment with the fact that the arena was frequently

flood(-d and used for a naval combat, and that too

in the intervals between the fights of wild-beasts,

(('alpum. llclog. vii. 64, 73; the whole poem is a

very interesting description of the games of the

amphitheatre.) [Naumachia.] All that can be

s.'iid with any approacth to certainty is, that these

substructions were either dens for the animals, or

chtinnels for water, and possibly they may have

been so arranged as to combine both uses, though

it is difficult to understand how this could have

been managed. The only method of solving the

difficulty in those cases in which a nanmachia took

place bctxcren the venaiiones, appears to be, to

assume that the animals intended for the second

renatio were kept in the innermost colonn.'idc, or

in dens in its immediate vicinity during the nau-

macJtia

;

imless, which seems to us quite incredi-

ble, there was any contrivance for at the same
time admitting the air to, and excluding the water

from, their cells beneath the arena. In the am-
phitheatre at Verona, there are remains of channels

for water under the arena, communicating with an

»»pening in its centre ;
but some antiquaries believe

that these were only intended for draining off the

rain water.

It is unneces.<^ry to attempt a detailed descrip-

tion of the statues and other ornaments with which

the amphitheatre •was adonied
;
but the velarium^

or awning, by which the spectators were sheltered

from the sun, re<juires some explanation, which

will be found under Velum. The space required

for the working of the velarium^ and the height

necessary for keeping it from bending down by

its own weight so low as to obstruct the view from

the upper benches, arc probably the reasons for

the great disproportion between the height of the

upperr part of the amphitheatre, and the small

number of spectators accommodated in that part.

AMPHITHEATRUM. 8^

The luxurious appliances of fountains of scented
water to refresh the spectators, and so forth, are
sufficiently dcacril)cd in the passage already quoted
from GibboiL (Comp. Lucan, ix. 80fl).

III. Other Amphitheatres.— The Flavian am-
phitheatre, as has been already stated, was, fn)ra

the time of its erection, the only one in Rome
;

for the olA'ious reason that it was sufficient for the
whole population. The little Amphilheatrum Cas~
trense was probably only intended for the soldiers

of the guard, who amused themselves there with
fights of gladiators. But in the provincial cities,

and especially the colonies, there were many am-
phitheatres. Indeed, it is not a little interesting

to obsciwe the contrast between the national tastes

of the Greeks and Romans, which is indicated by
the remains of theatres in the colonies of the
former, and of amphitheatres in those of the latter.

The immense expense of their construction would,
however, naturally prevent the erection of many
such buildings ns the Colisaeum. (Cassiod. Kp.
V. 42.) The provincial amphitheatres were, pro-

bably, like the earlier ones at Rome itself, gene-
rally built of w'ood, such ns those at Placentia
and Fidcnae, already mentioned. Of these wotulen

amphitheatres there are of course no remains
;

but in several of the larger cities of the Roman
empire there are important ruins of large am-
phitheatres of stone. The princifial are those at

Verona, Paestum, Pompeii, and Capua, in Italy
;

at Nimes, Arles, and Frejus, in France ; at Po'la,

in Istria
;
at Syracuse, Catania, and some other

cities in Sicily. They arc all constructed on the

same general principles ns the Colisaeum, from
which, again, they all differ by the absence of

the outennost corridor
;
and, consequently, their

height could not have exceeded three stories
;

while some of them only had two. Of the Vero-
nese amphitheatre, the outer wall and colonnade
are entirely gone, excepting four arches

;
but the

rest of the building is almost jierfcct. When
complete, it had seventy-two arches in the outer

circle, and, of course, the same number of radiating

walls, with their passages and staircases
; the

lengths of the axes of the outer ellipse were .500

and 404 feet, those of the arena, 242 and 146.

It was probably built under Domitinn and Nerva.
(Maffei, Verona I/hutraia.) The next in im|)ort-

ance is that at Nimes, the outer dimensions of

which are computed at 434 by 340 feet. “The
exterior wall, which is nearly perfect, consists of

a ground story and upper stoiy, each pierced with
sixty arches, and is surmounted by an attic. Its

height, from the level of the ground, is above 70
English feet The lower or ground story is

adorned with pilasters, and the upper with Tuscan
or Doric columns. The attic shows the holes

destined to receive the posts on which was stretched

the awning that covered the amphitheatre. The
row's of seats are computed to have been originally

32 in number. There were four principal en-

trances. The amphitheatre has been computed to

hold 17,000 persons; it was built with great

solidity, without cement.” (Pen. Ci/cfop. art.

Ntmes.) That at Arles was three stories high,

and has the peculiarity of being built on uneven
ground, so that the lowest story is, for the most
part, below the level of the surface, and the prin-

cifial entrances are on the second story. (For a
detailed description, see Guis, Descrijtion de

VAmphitheatre d'ArleSy 1665 ;
and Pen, Ct/dop,
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art Arlds.) Doth thc»c amphithoatrci belong pro*

bably to the time of the Antonme*. (Maftei, de

Afnjii. Thu amphitheatre at Pula bUuuIs

on tho side of a hill, and is hither on one side thou

on the other. There U little to remark respecting

tho other amphitheatres, except that a fragment of

an ioKrlption, found in that at Capua, informs us

that it was built under Hadrian, at the cost of

the inhabitants of the city, and was dedicated hy
Antoninus Pius ; and, concerning that of Pompeii,

that tho earthquake, w'hich preceded the eruption

by which the city was buried, injured the oinphi*

theatre so much, that antiquarians luire been dis>

appointed in looking fur any new information from

it : there is an excellent description of it in the

work entitled Pompeii^ vol. i. c. 9. There are traces

of amphitheatres of a ruder kind, chiefly of earth,

in various parts of our ovv'n country, os at Dor-

chester, Silehester, Caerleon, and Redruth.

IV. £/ises q/* Ui4 A — This part of

the subject is treated of under Oladiatores,
Naumachia, and Vknationks. This is not the

place to discuss the influence of the spectacles of

the amphitheatre on the character and destinies

of tho Roman people : some good remarks on the
|

subject will be found in the Library of Entertain-

iny Knfueledffn^ MenayerUs, vol. iu c. 12. [P. S.]

AMPIIOMO'SIA. [Ammiiorkia.]
AM'PHORA (d^<pop«i/5, old form

Horn. It, xxiiL 107 ;
Od. x. 164, ci aiib. ; ikhol.

in Apoll. Rhod. iv. 1187 ;
Simon, in Antk, Pal.

xiiL 19). A large vessel, which derived its name
from its being made with a handle on each lido of

the neck (from on both and to

carry), w'hcnce also it was called diota^ that is, a
vessk with tux> ears (Siwror, 8fo>ros ffrdfufos or

xdStaKor, Plat. Maj. p. 288, d. ; Ath. xi.

p. 473 ;
Moeris s. v. d/x<popca ; Hor. Carm. L 9.

8). The form and size rariod, but it was generally

made tall and narrow, and terminating in a point,

which could Ik* lot into a stand or into the ground,

to keep the vessel upright ; several amphorae hare
been found in this position in the cellars at Pom*
pcii. The following cut represents amphorae from
the Towmley and Elgin collections in the British

Museum.

AMPHORA.
The usual material of the amphora wras earthen-

ware (Hor. de Ar. PoVt. 21), whence it was also

called hstu {Carm. i, 20. 2) : but Homer mentions

them of gold and of stone (IL xxiii. 92 ; Od. xxiv.

74, xiiL 105): and in later times glass amphorae
were not uncommon (Petron. 34) ; several have
been found at Pompeii : Nepos mentions, as a great

rarity, amphorae of onyx, as large as Chian cadi

{ap. Plin. //.M xxxvl 7. 12). The amphora
was often made without handles. Tho name of

the maker, or of the place of manufacture, wiisBome*

times Btaiu{K‘d upon them : this is the case with
two m the Elgin collection. Nos. 238 and 244.

[PiCTILB.]

Amphorae were used for the preservation of

various things which required careful keeping,

such os wine, oil, honey, grapes, olives, and
other fruits (Horn. II. xxiii. 170 ; Cato, P. P. x.

2 ; Colum. P.P. xii. 16, 47 ; Hor. Ef>od. iL 15 ;

Cic. c. Verr. iv. 74); for pickled meats (Xen. Anub.
V. 4. § 28) ; and fur multen gold and lead (Herod,
iii. 96 ; Nepos, Ilatm. 9). There is in the British

Museum a vessel resembling an amphora, which
contains the fine African s.'ind used by the athle-

tae. It was found, with seventy others, in tho

baths of Titus, in 1772. Respecting the use of

the amphora in the streets of Rome, see Petrou.

70, 79 ; Propert. iv. 5. 73 ; Macrob. Sat. li. 12 ;

and the commentators on Lucretius, iv. 1023.

Homer and Sophocles mention amphorae as used
for cinerary urns (//, xxiii. 91, 92 ; S<»ph. Fr,

303, Diud.)
; and a discovery was made at Salona,

in 1825, which proves tliat they were used as
<v>ffins : the amphora wm divided in half in the

direction of its length to receive tho corpse, and
the two halves were put together again and buried

in the cArth : the skeletons were found still entire.

(SteinbUchel, Alterthum. p. 67.) Amphorae of par-

ticular kinds were used for various other pur-

poses, such as the amphora namtema for irrigation

(Cato, P. R. 11. §3), and the amphora tpariea^

w’bich wms perhaps a wicker amphora for gather-

ing grapes in. {Had. § 2.)

The most important employment of the amphora
was for the preservation of wine : its use for this

purpose is fully described under Vinum. Tho
fallowing woodcut, token from a painting on the

wall of a house at Pompeii, represents the mode of

filling the amphora from a wine-cart.

There is an interfiling occount of the use of
the amphora among the Egyptians, in SirO. Wil-
kiiisou's Ancient ICyyptiantj vol. iL pp. 157— 160.
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The name oMpkora waa aUo applied both by

|

the Greeks and the liomans to a dcHnite measure

of capacity, which, howerer, wof ditferent among

the two peoples, the Roman amphora being only

twcKtbirds of the Greek d^i^opeor. In both cases

the word appears to bo on abbreviation, the full

phrase being in Greek ptrp^s (the

elandard ampkora), and in Latin amp/iora qua-

dntntai (tke euUc ampkora). Respecting the mea-

sures themselves, see Mktrktbs, Quadrantal.
At Rome a standard amphora, c^cd ompAora

CopiioiiMo^ was kept in the temple of Jupiter on

the Capitol (Khcmn. Fann. de I*ond. 61 ; Capitol.

A/tm'm. 4). The lixe of ships was estimated by

amphorae (Cic. od Fam. xiL 15 ;
Liv. xxi. 63);

and the pr^uce of a vineyard was reckoned by

the nuinl^r of ampkorae^ or of ctdei (of twenty

amphorae each), which it }'ielded.

AMPLIA'TIO. (Juoiciuai.]

AMPULLA (A^awdoj, $op€vXMs\ a bottle,

usually made either of glass or earthen w'arc, rarely

of more valuable materials. Bottles both of gloss

and earthenware arc preserved in great quantities

iu our collections of antiquities, and their forms

arc very various, though always narrow-mouthed,

aud generally more or less approaching to globular.

From their round and swollen shape, Horace up- '

plies the word, as the Ga’cks did X^ao6or, to

indicate grand and turgid, but empty, language.

(Hor. lup. i. 3. 14, de Ar. Poet. 97.) Attics were

used for holding all kinds of liquids, and ore men-
tioned especially in connection w’ith the bath.

Kvery Roman took with him to the bath a bottle

of oil (amptdla olearia\ for anointing the body
after bathing, and as such bottles frequently con-

tained perfumed oils we read of umptdlae cosmtawi«.

( Mart. iii. 82. 26.) A bottle of tlm kind is figured

under BaLnbum.
The dealer in bottles was called ampalJiirius^

and part of bis business w'os to cover them with

leather (oonaaiX A bottle so covered was called

ampttUit rvlAdtu
'

(Plaut. Rud. iiL 4. 51, Siich, iL 1.

77, compared with Feslus, #. r. Htdfida,)

AMPYX, AMPYCTER Afiirvrr^p),

called by the Romans frmUile^ was a brood bond

or plate of metal, which Greek ladies of rank w'orc

upon the forehead os part of the head-dress. (II.

xxii. 468—470 ;
Aeschyl. Snpp. 431 ;

Theocr. L

33.) Hence ills attributed to the female divinities.

Artemis wears a frontal of gold ('xpwiev ipmiKa^

Eurip. Hec. 464) ;
and the epithet is

applied by Homer, Hesiod, and Pindar to the

Moses, the Hours, and the Kates. From the ex-

pression riuf KvardftmHca in a fragment of

Pindar, we may infer that this ornament was
sometimes made of blue steel (irveuvs) instead of

gold ; and the Scholiast on the above cited passage

of Euripides asserts, that it was sometimes en-

riched with precions stones.

Tkefrontal of a korte was called by the same
name, and was occasionally made of similar

rich materials. Hence, in the Iliad, the horses

which draw the chariots of Hera and of Ares are

called

The annexed woodcut cxhibits«the frontal on tho

head of Pegasus, taken from one of Sir William

Hamilton's vases, in contrast with the correspond-

ing ornament as shown on tho heads of two females

in the same collection.

FrontaLs were also worn by elephants. (Lir.

zxxrii. 40.) llcsychius (s. r. Av8f^ sup-

poses tho men to have worn frontals in Ly-
dia. They appear to have b<*en worn by tho

Jews and other nations of the East. (Dent. vi. K,

XL 18.) [J.Y.]
AMULE'TUM ("Ktpiawrov^ <pv\a-

KT^pioy)t an arnnlrt This word iu Arabic (Hama-
let) means that trkicA ts suspendeti. It was probably

brought by Arabian merchants, together with th<»

articles to which it was applied, when they were
imported into Europe from the East. It &rst occurs

in tho Natural History of Pliny.

An amulet was any object— a stone, a plant,

an artificial production, or a piece of writing •—
which was suspended from tho neck, or tied to

any port of the body, for the purpose of counteract-

ing poison, curing or preventing disease, warding
off the evil eye, aiding women in childbirth, or

obviating cal^itics and securing advantages of

any kintL

Faith in the virtues of amulets was almost uni-

versal in the ancient world, so that the w’hule art

of medicine consisted in a very considerahio degree

of directions for their application
; and in propor-

tion to the quantity of amulets preserved in our

collections of antiquities, is the frequent mention of

them in ancient treatises on natural history, on tho

practice of medicine, and on the virtues of plants

and stones. Some of the amulets in our museums
are merely rough unpolished fragments of such

;
stones as amber, agate, comclio^ and jasper

;

others are wrought into the shape of beetles, quad-
rupeds, eyes, fingers, and other members of the
body. Tnoro can be no doubt that the selection

of stones either to be set in rings, or strung to-

,

gether in necklaces, was often made with rcfcrenco

to their reputed virtues os amulets. (Plin. H. M.
XXV. 9. s. 67, xxix. 4. s. 19, xxx. 10. s. 24., xzxvii,

8. 8. 37.) [Fascinus.) [J. Y.]
AMUSSIS or AMUSSIUM, a carpenter's

and mason's instrument, the use of which was to

obtain a time plane surface
; but its construction

is difficult to make out from the statements of tho
ancient wTiters. It appears clearly ffom Vitruvius

(i. 6. S 0) that it was different from tho requla

(straight rule), and from the liUUa (plumbline or

:

square), and that it was used for obtaining a truer

surface, whether horizontal or perpendicular, than

I

those two instruments together would give. It is

defined by the grammarians ns a regtda or tabula^

made pcxfcctly plane and smooth, and used for

making work level and for smoothing stones (Regula
ad qwam aliquid exaequatur, Festos, s. v.

; aoiMm eat

aaptamejitum levigcUumy H eat apntd fabroa tabula

quaedam^ qua utuntur ad aaxa leriganda^ Varr. ap.
Son, L 28) ;

and another gnunmoriaa very clearly
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describes it as a plane surface, covered with red

ochre, which was placed on work, in order to

test its Einootlmcss, which it of course did by
leaving the mark of the red ochre on any pro-

jections. {Amussis erf tubuJa rubricala quae dc-

miltitur cr<minandi opens gratia^ an rectum opus

sttrgaty Sisenna, ap. Charis. ii. p. 178, Putsch).

There was also a difference of opinion among the

grammarians, whether the amussis was only an
instmment for trying a level, or a tool for actually

making one (Festus, s, ». Ej-amussim). The anms-
sis was made sometimes of iron (Fest. ibul.)^ and
sometimes of marble (Vitmv. /. c.). It gives rise

to the adverbs amussim, adamussim^ and eramus-

sim, meaning with perfect n'gularity and exact-

ness. (.See Forccllini, Ijcxicon.) [P. S.]

AMU'SSIUM. [Ami’.ssis.]

ANADE'MA. [Mitba.]
AN.ADI'KIA (dyoSiKla). fApELi.ATio.]

ANA'fiLYPHA or ANAULYPTA (ivcl-

y\v(pa, dydyAvirra), chased or embosst^d vessels

made of bronze or of the precious metals, which
derived their name from the work on tliem being

in relief, and not engraved. (Plin. //. xxxiii.

11. 8. 4.9 ;
Virg. Aen, v. 267 ;

Martial, iv, 39 ;

Caklatuba ; ToBKimcE.) The name w-as also

ajiplied to sculptured gems. [P. S.]

ANAOLYPTA. [ANAGi.YrnA.]
ANAONOSTAE, also called lAidores, were

slaves, who were employed by the educated Romans
in rc.ading to them during meals or at other times.

(Cic. <u! A ft. i. 12 ;
Com. Ncp. Att. 14 ;

Plin. Ep.
i 1.0, iii. .5, i,T. 36.)

AN.\00'0ES DIKE' (dvayayps Shtp). If

an individual sold a slave who had some secret

dise.ase—such, for instance, ns epilepsy— without

informing the purchaser of the circumstance, it

was in the power of the latter to bring an action

against the vendor within a certain time, which
was fi.ted b^ the laws. In order to do this, he had
to rcjmrt {ayiyety) to the proper authorities the

nature of the disease
;
whence the action was called

&yaya>yvi SIktj. Plato supplies us with some inform-

ation on this action
;
but it is uncertain whether

his remarks apply to the action which was brotight

in the Athenian courts, or to an imaginary form of

roceeding. (Plat Leg. xi. p. 916 ;
Hesych. s. o.

yaywyr) : Suid. s. v. iyaywyij^ iydytaScu ; Meier,

Ati. Process, p. .V2.5.)

ANA(iO'(«IA {iiyay<iyia), a festival celebrated

at Eryx, in Sicily, in honour of Aphrodite. The
inhabitants of the place believed that, during this

festival, the goddess wont over into Africa, and
that all the pigeons of the town and its neigh-

bourhood likewise deiKirU^l and accompanied her.

(Aelian, I/isi. An. iv. 2, P. If. i. 14; Athen. ix.

p. 394.) Nine d.ays afterwanls, at the so-called

Karaywyta (return), one pigeon having returned

and entered the tcmjile, the rest followed. This w'as

the sigiial for general rejoicing and fc.asting. The
whole district was said at this time to smell of

butter, which the inhabitants believed to be a
sign that Aphro<lite h.ad returned. (Athen. ix.

p. 395 ;
comp. K. F. Hermann, Mirb. d. gottes-

dienst. AUe.rlh. d. (,'riccben, § 68. n. 29.) [L. S.]

ANAKEIA (iydutia) or ANAKEION (iyd-

Ktioy), a festival of the Dioscuri, or ‘'Ayaterts, as

they were called, at Athens. (Hesych. vol. i.

p. 32.5 ; Pollux, i. 37.) Athcnacus (vi. p. 235)
mentions a temple of the Dioscuri called 'Avdxdoy,

at Athens; he also informs us (iv. p. 137) that

ANAKRISIS.

the Athenians, probably on the occasion of this

festival, used to prejare for these heroes in the

Piytaneium a meal consisting of cheese, a barley-

cake, ripe figs, olives, and’ garlic, in remembrance
of the ancient mode of living. These heroes

however, received the most distinguished honours

in the Dorian and Achaean states, where it may
be supposed that every town celebrated a festiv^

in their honour, though it may not have been under
the name of kydnaa, Pausanias (x. 38. 3) men-
tions a festival held at Amphissa, called that of the

CLvdKTOfy TaiScyy

:

but adds that it was disputed

whether they were the Dioscuri, the Curctes, or the

Cabeiri. (K. F. Hermann, Ae/iri. d. gottesdiend. Al-
teiih. d. Grieciten, § 62. n. 27.) [1^ S.]

ANAKEI'MENA (kyoKtlptya). [Donabia.]
ANAKLETE'RIA {iiycucKrjr^pia), the name

of a solemnity at which a young prince was pro-

cl.-iimed king, and ascended the throne. The name
w;ls chiefly applied to the accession of the Ptolemaic
kings of Egypt (Polyb. Iteliq. xviiL 38, xxviii,

10.) The prince went to Memphis, and was
there adorned by the priests with the sacred
diadem, and led into the temple of Phtha, where
he vowed not to make any innovations either in

the order of the year or of the fcstirals. He then
carried to some distance the yoke of Apis, in order
to be reminded of the sufferings of man. Re-
joicings and sacrifices concluded the solemnity.

(Diod. Fragm. lib. xxx.) [L. S.]

ANAKLYPTE'RI.Y [Matbimonium.]
ANA'KRISIS (iydKptais), the preliminary

investigation of a case by a magistrate or archon,

l)cfore it was brought before the courts of justice

at Athens. For the purpose of ascertaining whe-
ther the action would lie, both parties, the com-
plainant and defendant, were summoned, sepa-

rately, and if either of them did not appear with •

out a- formal request to have the matter dehiyod
(bwupoaia), he tacitly pleaded guilty, and accord-
ingly lost the suit (Demosth. c. Theocr. p. 1.324.)

The anacrisis began by both the plaintiff and the
defendant taking an oath, the former thereby at-

testing that he had instituted the prosecution with
truth and conscientiousness (gtpotapxxrld), and the
latter, that to the best of his knowledge he was
innocent {kvTutpoala). (Timaeus, Lex. Plat. p. 38,
with Ruhnken’s note

;
Diog. Lacrt. ii. 40 ; PlaL

ApoL Socr. 3.) It was further promised by both,
that the subsequent prosecution and defence
should 1x5 conducted with fairness and justice.

(HarpocraL, Suid., Hesych. s. v. dyrupoffia:

Pollux, viii. 122.) If the defendant did not
bring forward any objection to the matter l>cing

brought before a court of justice, the proceeding
was tenned (vBvSikIo. (Demosth. c. Pborm, p. 908,
c. Steph. p. 1103.) Such objections might be
raised in regard to tlic incomix?tency of the court
to which the matter was to bo referred, or in n^rd
to the form in which the accusation was brought
forward, and the like (Lys. c. Panel, p. 732 ;

Pollux, viii. 57) ;
they were always looked upo:i

with suspicion (Demosth. c. Lcoch. p. 1097, />.

Phorm, p. 944) ;
but, nevertheless, they were not

uufrequently resorted to by defendants, either in
the form of a SiafiapTupla, or that of a irapaypa<pd).

In the case of a SiapapTupia, the plaintiff had to
bring forward witnesses to show that the ol>-

jections raised by the defendant were unfounded
;

and if tliis could not be done, the defendant had a
right to bring witnesses to show that his objections
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were founded on justice, and in accordance with

the laws. But each of the litigant parties might

denounce the Tvntnesses of hU opponent ns false

witnesses, and thus a secondary lawTsuit might he

interwoven with the principal one. If the iiofuip-

Tvpia was resorted to in a civil case, the party who
made use of it had to deposit a sum of money

(jrafKOtoTofoX^), and when the plaintiff lost his

suit, he had to pay to the defendant a fine for

having raised an accusation without foundation.

In lawsuits about the succession to the property of

a person, the Siofiafnvpia was the only form in

which objections could be raised. (Bekkcr,

Anecdot. p. 236.) The ^apaypeufd) was an ob-

jection in writing, which was made by the de-

fendant, without his employing any witnesses,

and which was decided upon in court
;
and in

this, also, the loser had to jiay a fine to the j«rty

that gained the suit (Pollux, viiL 58.)
^

When
the plaintiff gained his case, the prosecution pro-

ceeded in its regular course. The ayrtypatpi],

however, might be something more than a mere

objection, inasmuch as the defendant might turn

against the plaintiff, and raise an accusation against

him. Such an accusation very commonly con-

sisted in the defendant charging his accuser with

having no right to claim the privileges of an

Athenian citizen, in consequence of which the

latter was prevented from exercising those privi-

leges until ho had established his claims to them.

This kind of i.vTiypcupi\ was frequently a mere

device to annoy the plaintiff.

I'hcse are, in general, the proceedings in the

hvaKpuTis : and from what thus took place, it is

clwu* that the main part of the evidence on both

sides was brought out in the dvdwpnns, and at the

regular trial in court the main object w'as to w'ork

upon the minds of tlie judges through the in-

fluence of the orators, with reference to the evi-

dence brought out in the iu/iKpi<ris, The latter,

therefore, consisted of the simple evidence which

required no oratorical discussion, and which was

contained,— 1. in laws ; 2. in documents
;

3. in

the statement of free witnesses ;
4. in the state-

ment of slaves
;
and 5. in oaths. In all these

kinds of evidence, one party might have recourse

to the w/Kf/cXTjffij, that is, call upon the other

party to bring forward such other evidence as was

not already given. (Demosth. c. Si^ph. p. 1006,

c. Theocr. p. 987, c. Pantcum, p. 978.) There was,

however, no strict obligation to comply with such

a demand (Demosth. c,Olymp, p. 1181), and in

certain cases the party called upon might, in ac-

cordance with established laws, refuse to comply

with the demand
;
for instance, persons belonging

to the same fiunily could not be compelled to aj)-

pear as witnesses against one another. (Demosth.

c. Tim. p. 1195.) But if the reading of a docu-

ment, throwing light upon the pouu at issue, wm
reftised, the other party might bring in a ilia) €is

Kceriaraffiy.

In regard to the laws which either party might

adduce in its support, it must be observed, that

copies of them bad to be read in the anacrisis,

since it would have been difficult for any magis-

gistrate or judge to fix, at once, upon the law or

law's bearing upon the question at issue. In what

manner the authorities were enabled to insure

faithful and correct copies l)cing taken of the laws,

is not known
;
but it is highly probable that any

one who took a copy in the archives, had to get
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the signature of some public officer or scribe to

attest the correctness of the copy.

Other legal documents, such as contracts {evv-

6t)kcu, (Tvyypaipai), wills, books of accounts, and

other records (Demosth. p. Phorm. p. 950), not

only required the signature and seal of the jwrty

concerned, but their authenticity had to be attested

by witnesses. (Demosth. c. Onrt. p. 869).

Evidence (papTvpla) wTis given not only by free-

born and grown-up citizens, but also by strangers

or aliens (Demosth. c. Lacril, pp. 927, 929, 9.'10,

937), and even from absent persons evidence

might be prociu'ed (^Kpaprvpla^ Demosth. c.

p. 1130 ;
Pollux, viii. 36), or a statement of a

deceased person might be referred to (Juto))v

fxapTvpflvy Demosth. c. Sleph. p. 1130, c. Leoch.

p. 1097). If any one was called upon to be.*ir

witness {K\r)Tcv(iv\ he could not refuse it; and
if he refused, he might be compelhjd to p.ay a fine

of 1000 drachmae (Demosth. Puls. Imj. pp. 396,

403 ;
Acschin. c. Timocr. p. 71), unless he could

establish by an oath (l(cnpotrla)y that he was
unable to give his evidence in the case. Any one

who had promised to be.ar witness, and afterwards

failed to do so, became liable to the action of ilia]

\(iiropapTvpiov or /BXd^Tjs. The evidence of an
avowed friend or enemy of cither p.nrty might be

rejected. (Aeschin. c. Timocr. p. 72.) All evi-

dence was cither taken dowm in w'riting ns it was
given by the witnesses, or in case of its having

been sent in prcviousl}' in writing, it was read

aloud to the witness for his recognition, and ho

had generally to confinn his statement by an oath.

(Demosth. c. Steph. pp. 1115, 1119, 1130, c. Cun.

. 1269
;
comp. Diog. L.aert. iv. 7.) The testi-

mony of slaves was valid only w’hen extorted by
instrximents of torture, to which cither one party

might offer to expose a slave, or the other might

demand the torture of a slave. (Demosth. c. Ni-
costr. p. 1254, c. Apheh. p. 855, o. Oncl. p. 874,

. atej/h. p, 1135.)

A distinct oath was required in cases where
there were no witnesses or documents, but it has

been remarked above that oaths were also taken to

confirm the authenticity of a document, or the truth

of a sUitcment of a witness. [JusJt.’RANDUM.]

If the evidence produced was so clear and sa-

tisfactory, that there was no doubt as to who was
right, the magistrate could decide the case at

once, without sending it to be tried in a court.

During the anacrisis as well as afterwards in the

rcguhir court, the litigant parties might settle

their dispute by an amicible arrangement. (De-

mosth.c. Thcocrin. p. 132.3, c. Mid. p. 529 ;
Aeschin.

de Pals. Imj. p. 269 ;
Pollux, viii. 143.) But if

the plaintiff, in a public matter, dropped his accu-

sation, he l^camc liable to a fine of lOOO drach-

mae, and incurred partuil atimia
;

in later time.s,

however, this punishment was not always inflicted,

and in civil coses the plaintiff only lost the sum
of money which he had deposited. When the

parties did not come to an tmderstanding during

the anacrisis, all the various kinds of evidence

brought forward were put into a vessel called

which was st*;iled and entnisted to some
officer to be kept until it was wanted on the day
of trial. (Demosth. c. Objmp. p. 1173

;
Schol. ad

Aristojih. Vesp. 1427.) The period between the

conclusion of the preliminary investigatioivand until

the matter wa.s brought before a court, was con-

sidered to belong to the anacrisis, and that period
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was differently fixed by law, according to the

nature of the charge. In cases of murder, the

period was never less than three months, and in

others the trial in court commenced on the

thirtieth day after the beginning of the anaensis,

ns, e.
ff.

in the Zikbu fpeuuKoiy ^fiiropiKoly fttraWt-

#rof, and tpoik6s (Harpocrat. $. r. ffifirfyoi Sikcu
;

Pollux, viii. 63, 101), and the day fixed for the

trial was called Kvpla rov v6fiov. (Demosth. c.

Mid. p. 544.) In other cases, the day was fixed

)>y the magistnite who conducted the anacrisis.

But either party might petition for a postponement

<if the trial, and the opfrasite party might oppose

the petition by an oath that the ground on which

the delay was sought for, was not valid, or un*

sjilisfactory. ( Harpocrat. s. e. ;
Pollux,

viii. 60.) Through such machinations, the dcci»

sion of a case might he dehivcd to the detriment of

justice ; and the annals of t^e Athenian courts arc

not u'antiiig in numerous instances, in which the

ends of justice were thwarted in this manner for a

number of years. (Demosth. c. Mid. p. 541 ;

comp. Meierand Schdmann, DerAtt. Proc. p. 622 ;

C. F. Hermann, Cirirch, StaufmUti. § 14I
;
Schi>-

nian, An/uptU. Jur. puU, C!ra*c. p. 270 ;
Wachs-

muth, Helten. AUfrihumfdntmley ii. p. 262, &c.

2nd edit.) The examination which an archon un-

derwent before he entered on hU office, was like-

wise called infixpicts. [L. S.]

ANALEMMA (d»tU??fi/*a), in its original

meaning, is any thing raised or supported
;

it is

applied in the plurtd to walls built on strong

foundations. (Hcsych. Said. s. r.) Vitruvius usi^s

the w'ord to describe an instrument w'hich, by

marking the lengths of the shadows of a fixed

gnomon, showed the different altitudes of the sun

at the different periods of the year. (Vitruv. ix.

7, 8. s. 6, 7, Schneider.) It must not be con-

founded with the modem onalemmo, w’hich is much
more complicated and precise than the instrument

descriljcd by Vitruvius. [P. S.]

ANAPIE'SMAT.A [Thxatrdm.]
ANATHE'MATA [Donaria.]
ANATOCISMUS. fPRSus.]
ANAUMACHIOU GRAPHE'

ypa^\ was an impeachment of the tricrarch

who had kept aloof from action while the rest

of the fleet was engaged. From the personal na-

ture of the offence and the punishment, it is

obvious that this action could only have been di-

rected against the actual commander of the ship,

whether he was the sole person appointed to the

office, or the active partner of the perhaps many
<rvvT«A«7r, or the mere contractor (A

irdfAtyos). In a cause of this kind, the strategi

would be the natural and official judges. The
punishment prescribed by law for this offence

was a modified atimia, by which the criminal and

his descendants were deprived of their political

franchise ; but, as w'C learn from AndjKides, w'cre

allowed to retain possession of their property.

{De My*L p. 10. 22, ed. Steph. j
Petit Alt.

p. 667.) [J.S.M.]
ANAXAOOREIA (iyaitrydpsia), a day of

recreation for all the youths at Lampsacus, which

took place once every year, in compliance, it was
said, with a wish expressed bv Anaxagoras, who,

after being expelled from AlLcns, spent the re-

mainder of his life here. This continued to be ob-

served even in the time of Diogenes Laertius.

{A»*ura^. c, 10.) I.L. ikj

ANGARIA.
ANCHISTEIA {dyxi(rr§la), [Hkrxr.]
ANCI'LE. [SALti.J

ANCILLA. [Sbrvus.]
A'NCORA. [Navis.]
A'NKULE (A^xoAtj). [Hasta.]
ANDABATAR [Gladiator.]
ANDREIA (Aidlpsla). [Syssitia.]

A'NDRIAS (Avdplat). [Statuaria.]
ANDHOGEO'NIA Ay^poy*<iyia\ a festival

with games, held every year in the CJerameicus at
Athens, in honour of the hero Androgeus, son of
Minos, who had overcome all his adversaries in the
festive games of the Panaihcnaea, and was after-

wards killed by his jealous rivals. (Pans. i. 27.

§ 9 ; ApoIIod- iii. 15. § 7 ;
Hygin. Fab. 41

;
Diod.

iv. 60, 61.) According to Hcsychius, the hero also

bore the name of Eutygyes (the possessor of ex-

tensive lands), and under this title games were
celebrated in his honour, 6 /ir* Lvpvyini bytiy.

(Hesych. vol. i. p. 1332 ; K. F. Hcnnann, Gotfes-

dienst. AUf^b. d.Grieekeny% 6% Ji. 22. [L.S.]
ANDROLE'PSIA (d»^poA7pfla or d^SpoA^-

\l'to»'), a legal means hy which the Athenians were
enabled to take Tengeance upon a community in

which an Athenian citixen had been murdered.
For when the state or city in whoso territory the
murder had been committed, refused to bring the

murderer to trial, the law allowed the Athenians
to take possession of three individuals of that

state or city, and to have them imprisoned at

Athens, os hostages, until satisfaction was given,

or the murderer delivered up, and the property

found upon the persons thus seized was confiscated.

(Demosth. r, Aris(ocr. p. 647 ;
Harpocrat. s. e. ;

Pollux, viii. 40 ; Suid. and Et3rm. M. s. v.
;

Bckkcr, Anecdot. p. 213.) The persons entnisted

with the office of seizing upon the three hos-

tages, were usually the triemrehs, and the com-
manders of ships of war. (Demosth. De Cortm.

Trier, p. 1232.) This Athenian custom is analo-

gous to the e/an]^urib of the Romans. (Liv. viiL

14.) [L.S.]
A.VDRONI'TIS. [Domuh, Grbbr.]
ANOARI'A (4>7ap«(a, Hdt. kyyap^jloy) is a

word borrowed from the Persians, signifying a
system of posting, which was used among that

people, and which, according to Xenophon, was
established by Cyrus. Horses were provided, at

certain distances, along the principal roads of the

empire
;
so that couriers (iyyapoi)^ who also, of

course, relieved one another at certain distances,

could proceed without interruption, both night and
day, and in all weathers. (Herod, viii. 98 ; iii. 126 ;

Xen. Q/rop. viii, 6. § J 7 ;
Suid. $. r.) It may easily

bo supposed that, if the govmiment arrangements

failed in any point, the service of providing horses

a'os mode compulsory on individuals
;
and hence

the word came to mean compulsory* sendee in for-

warding royal messages ; and in this sense it was
adopted by the Homans under the empire, and is

frequently found in the Roman laws. The Roman
anpanoy also called atufanartm eerAAiHo or pros-

ttafioy included the maintenance and supply, not

only of horses, hut of ships and messengers, in for-

wi^ing both letters and bardens
; it is defined as

a perwonale munuM

;

and there was no ground of

exemption from it allowed, except by the favour

of the emperor. (Dig. 50. tit. 4. s. 18. §§ 4,29 ;

tit. 5. 8. 10, 1 1 ; 49, tit. 18. s. 4. § 1 ; Cod. Thcod.
8. tit 5 ; Cod. Justin. 12. tit 51.)

According to Suidas, the Persian word was ori-
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finally applied to any bearers of burdens, and
next, to compulsory service of any kind. [H* S.]

ANOll’OKTUS, or ANGIPORTUM, a nar-

row lane between two rows of bouses
; such a lane

might have no issue at all, or cud in a private

house, BO as to bo wkat the French call a aU-de-

sue, or it might terminate at both ends in some
public street. The ancients derived the word
from awjusttu and portes, and explain it as mean-
ing, originally, the narrow entrance to a port.

(Ft^st, p. 17. ei Muller ; Varro, Dt L. L. t. 145,

vi. 41 ;
Ulpian, in Dig. Dt Sitjuif, Per^. 50.) The

number of such narrow courts, closes, or lanes scorns

to have been considerable in ancient Rome. (Cic.

de Div. L 32, p. Mil. 24, ad Iltren. iv. 51 ;

Plaut. P$tud. iv. 2, 6, op. A^on. iit 1 ; Ter.

AJtlffk. iv. 2. 39 ;
Homt. Carm, u 25. 10 ;

Cntull.

5a. 4.) [L. S.]

ANOUSTUS CLAVUS. [Clavus.]
ANNA’LES MA'XIMI. tP^NTipax.]
ANNCFNA is used to signify, I. The produce

of the year in com, fruit, wine, &c.,and hence, 2.

Provisions in general, especially the com which, in

the latter years of the republic, was collected in

the storehouses of the state, and sold to the poor at

a cheap rate in times of scarcity
;
and which, under

the emperors, was distributed to the people gra-

tuitously, or given as pay and rewords. [Con-
UtARIUM ; FnUSiBNTATlO

;
PRAXFBCTCS Ax-

NONAS.) [P'S.)

A NNULUS (8oiCTi5Xios), a ring. Every free-

man in Greece appears to have used a ring
;
and,

at least in the earliest times, not as an ornament,

but as an article for use, as the ring always served

AS a seal. How ancient the custom of wearing

rings among the Greeks was, cannot be ascertained
;

though it is certain, os even Pliny (//. N. xxxiii.

4 ) ohserres, that in the Homeric poems there are

no traces of iL In works of fiction, however, and
in those legends in w'hich the customs of later ages

are mixed up with those of the earliest times, we
find the most ancient heroes described as wearing

rings. (Paus. I 17. § 3, x. 30. § 2 ; Eurip.

Aid. 154, mppol. 859.) But it is highly proliablc

that the custom of w'caring rings was introduced

into Greece from Asia, where it appears to have

been almost universal (Herod, i. 193 ; Plat, de

He Puhl. ii. p. 359.) In the time of Solon seal-

rings ((T^payiScs), as well as the practice of coun-

terfeiting them, seem to have b«n rather com-
mon, for Diogenes Laertius (I 57) speaks of a law

of Solon W'hich forbade the artist to keep the form

of a senl (atppccyfr) w hich he had sold. (Instance's

of counterfeited seals are given in Becker's Chari^

it/es, ii. p. 217.) Whether, however, it was cus-

tomary as early as the tiiuo of Solon to wear rings

with precious stones on which figures w*cre en-

graved, may justly be doubted ; and it is much
mcM'e proltable that at that time the figures were

cut in the metal of the ring itself^ a custom W'hich

was never abandoned altogether. Rings without

precious stones were called fbj'ihpoi, the name of the

gem being or <r<ppctylf. (Artemidor. Oneiro-

eril, iu 5.) In later times rings were worn more

as ornaments than as articles for use, and persons

now were no longer satisfied with one, but wore
two, three, or even more rings ; and instances arc

recorded of those who regularly loaded their hands

with rings. (Plat. lUjrp. Mm. p. 368 ;
Aristoph.

Kctk*. 632, A’’s5. 332, with the Scfaol ; Dinarch.

in DemostK p. 29 ;
IHog. Lacrt v. 1.) Creek
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women likewise used to wear rings, but not so fre-

quently as men ; the rings of women also appear
to have been less costly than those of men, for

some are mentioned which were made of amlier,

ivory, &c. (Artemid. L c.) Rings were mostly^
worn on the fourth finger (Topd^eo-or, PluL ^Syfw-

j>o». Fraym. lib. iv.
;
Gellius, X 10). The L^e-

daemonians are said to have used iron rings at all

times. (Plin. A". xxxiiL 4.) With the excep-

tion perhaps of Sparta, the law docs not appear U
have ever attempted in any Greek state to counter-

act the great partiality for this luxury ; and no-

where in Greece docs the right of wearing a gold

ring appear to have been confined to a particular

order or class of citizens.

The custom of wearing rings wros believed to

have been introduced into Rome by the Sabines,

who are described in the early legends as wear-

ing gold rings with precious stones {gmxmatt
annuli) of gn?at beauty. (Liv. i. 11 ; Dionys. ii,

38.) Florus (t. 5) states that it was introduced

from Etruria in the reign of Tarquinius Priscus,

and Pliny (Z. c.) derives it from Greece. The
fact that among the statues of the Homan kings

in the cnpitol, two, Numa and St'rrius Tullius,

were represented with rings, can scarcely be ad-

duced as an argument for their early use, as latt'f

artists would naturally represent the kings with

such insignia os characterized the highest magi-

strates in later times. But at whatever timo

rings may have become customary at Home, thus

much is certain, that at first they were always of

iron, that they were destined for the same purpose

as in Greece, namely, to be us(‘d os seals, and that

every free Roman hod a right to use such a ring.

This iron ring w'os used down to the last period

of the republic by such men as loved the simplicity

of the good old times. Marius wore an iron ring

in his triumph over Jugurtha, and several noble

families adhered to the ancient ciutom, and never

wore ^Id ones, (PliiL H. N. xxxiii 6.)

When senators in the early times of the republic

were sent os ambassadors to a foreign state, they

wore during the time of their mission gold rings,

which they received from the state, and which
were perhaps adorned with some symbolic repre-

senmtion of the republic, and might sme as a
state-seal But ambassadors use<l gold rings only

in public ; in private they wore their iron ones,

(Plin. xxxiii. 4.) In the course of time it be-

came customary for all the senators, chief magi-

strates, and at last for the equites also, to wciir

a gold seal-ring. (Liv. ix. 7. 46, xxvL 36 ; Cic.

r, Kerr. iv. 25 ; Liv. xxiil 12; Flor. il 6.) This
right of wearing a gold ring, which was subset

qucntly called the Jus antiidi aureiy or the Jus
annulorumy remained for sevcial centuries at Romo
the exclusive privilege of senators, magistrates,

and equites, wdiilo all other persons continued to

use iron ones. ( Appion, de /Ze6. /-^tra. 104.) Ma-
gistrates and governors of provinces seem to have

Wl the right of conferring upon inferior officersi, or

such persons as bad distinguished themselves, tho

privilege of wearing a gold ring. Verres thna

presented his secretary with a gold ring in the

assembly at Syracuse. (Cic. c. Ferr. iii. 76, 80,

ad Fam. x. 32 ; Suet. Caes. 39.) During tho

empire the right of granting the annulus aureus

l>elongcd to the emperors, and some of them were
not very scrupulous in conferring this privilege.

Augustus gave it to Mena, a frrccdiuan, and to
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Antoniui Mtit.% a physician. (Dion Com. xlviii.

liii. 30.) In a. v. 22 the cmjx*n)r Tiberius

nrcLilncd that a gold ring should only be woni

by those ingenui whose fathers and grandfathers

had had a pmjxrrty of 400,000 sestertia, and not

by any fn?edman or slave. (Piin. If. N. xxxiii. 8.)

lint this n’striction was of little avail, and the

ambition for the annulus aureus bc-camc greater

than it had ever been before. (Piin. JCpisi. vii. 26,

riii. 6 ; Suet, (iailt. 12. 14 ; Tacit. Jiiti. i. 13 ;

Suet. yittU. 1*2; Slat. .SY/r. iii. 3. 14.3, Ac.) The
emjtowrB Sovems and Aurclian conferred the right

of wearing gold rings uj>on nil Ronuin stddiers

(Ilerodian. iii. 8 ; Vopisc. Aurrl. 7); and Jus-

tinmn at length allowed all the citizens of the em-

pire, whether ingenui or libertini, to wear such

rings.

The status of a person who had received the jus

annuli apinars to have differed at ditferent times.

During the republic and the early part of the em-
pire the jus annuli se**ms to have made a person

ingrnutxs (if he was a libertus), and to have raised

him to the rank of eques, provided he had the

ri'quisite equestrian census (Suet. ffW&. 10, 14;
Tacit. Hist. i. 13, iL 57), and it was probably

never granted to n«iy one who did not possess this

census. Those who lost their pro[>orty, or were

found guilty of a crinjinal offence, lost the jus an-

nuli. (.Tuv. Sfti, xi. 42 ; Mart, viii, 5, ii. 57.)

Afterwards, especially from the lime of Hadrian,

the privilege was Wstowed u|ion a great many
fnvdmen, and such persons as did not jkjsscss the

equestrian census, who thejcforc for this reason

alone could not have become equites ;
nay, the jus

mnmli at this late period did not even raise a

fnH‘dman to the station of ingenuus : he only be-

came, as it wore, a half ingenuus (quusi ittprnHUJi\

that is, he was entitled to hold a public office, and

might at any future lime be raised to the rank of

c<}ue8. (.lul. Capitol. Afonin. 4.) Tlie Lex Viael-

li:i (Cod. 6. tit 21) punished those frtvdmcn, who
sued for a public office without having the jus

annuli aurci. In many cases a lilfcrtns might

through the jus annuli become an eqtjos, if he had

the rcftuisite census, and the princeps allowed it
;

btit the annulus itself no longer included this

liiuimir. This difference in the character of the

annulus appears tol>e cleir also from the fact, that

women received the jus annuli (Dig. 40. tit 10.

8. 4), and that Alexander Srverus thotigh he
ailowcil all his soldiers to wear the g<ilil ring,

yet did not admit any freedmen among the equites,

(lAUnprid. AL iicr. 0.) The condition of a libertus

who had received the jus annuli was in the main
as follow's:— Hadrian had laid down the general

maxim, that he should l)c rvgarded as an ingimuus,

ifiifro Jttre jyUroni. (Dig. 40. tit 10. s, 6.) The '

yatronus had also to give his consent to his frccd-

man accepting the jus annuli, and Commodus took

the annulus away from th* se who had received it

without this consent (Dig. 40. tit 1 0. s. 3.) Hence
|

a libertus with the annulus might be tortured, if,
j

e.ff. his patron died an unnatural death, as in case

of such a libertus dying, his patron might succeed

to his property. The freodumn had thus during

his lifetime only an imago libcrtilis, he was a

quasi ingenuus but had not the status of an in-

geuims ((’od. G. tit ft. a. 2 ; Dig. 40. lit 10. s. 5),

and he died quasi lihertiit. In the ndgn of Jus-

lYiian thewe distinctions were done away with.

Didonis (xtx. 32) is probably alluding to the pe-
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riod preceding the reign of Justinian, when be
I

says, that freomm wore gold, freedmen silver,

! and slaves iron rings.

I The practical purposes, for which rings, or rather

;

the figures engraved upon them, were used at all

' times, w'ero the same ns those for which we use

I

our seals. Ik^sides this, liowcvcr, persons, when
they left their houses, used In seal up such p(irt«

ns contained stores or ruluablc things, in order to

secure them from thieves, cspc’cially slaves. (Plat
dr Lfp. xii. p. i)54 • Aristoph. Tiit’smojdi. 41 4,
Ac. ; Plant C'oi. ii. 1. 1 ; Cic. ad I'am. xvi. 26,
de Onit. il 61 ; Mart ix. 88.) The ring of a Ro-
man emperor was a kind of sfile-M-al, and the em-
peror si>metimes allowed the use of it to such
persons as he wished to l>c regarded ns his repre-

sentatives, (Dion C^ss. Ixvi. 2.) The keeping of
the imperial seal-ring was entnuti-d to an es|ieciul

officer (cum anunli^ Just lliri. xHii. 5). Tho
signs engraved ujwn rings were very various, as wo
may judge from the specimens still extant : they
wen* portraits of ancestors, or friends, subjects con-
nt'cU'd W'iih the mythology', or the worship of tho
gods

;
and in many cases a person had engraved

upon his seal symlKiUcal allusions to the n*al or

mythical history of his family. (Cic. inCutil. iii.

5 ; Vul. Max. iii. 5. 1 ; Cic, de Finib. v. ) ; Suet
Tib. 58. 63 ; Piin. If. N. it 7, Ac.) Sulla

thus wore a ring w’ith a gem, on which Jugurtha
was represented at the moment he was made
prisoner. (Piin. If. S. xxxvii. 4 ;

Plut Mar. lO.)

Poinpey used a ring on which three trophies w’cro

represented (Dion Cass, xllit 18), and Augustus
at first scaled with a sphinx afuTwards with a
portrait of Alexander the Great, and at last with
his own portrait, which w'as sul»soqnently done hy
several emperors, (PHn. If. N. xxxvii. 4 ; Suet
Aug. 50 ; Dion Cass, It 3 ; S|*artian. Ifadr. 26.)
The principal value of a ring consisted in the gem
framed in it, or rather in the workmanship of tho
engraver. The stone most fre<jucntly used was
the onyx ((vapSweor, <rap5dKw(), on account of its

various colours, of which the aribts made the
most skilful use. In the art of engraving figures

upon gems, tho ancients in ptdnt of beauty and
execution fiu- sm-pass every thing in this depart-

ment that modem limes Wist oC The ring

itself (a<p*rb6yT}\ in which tho gem was sol, was
likewise in many cases of lieauliful w'orkmnnshifi.

The part of the ring w'hich contained the gem was
calh*<l pala. In Gn*«,*ce w'e find that some |>erR«ns

forid of show used to w’ear hollow rings, the inside

of which «*as filled up with a less valuable sub-

stance. (Artcmid. 1. c.)

With the increasing love of luxury and show,

the Romans, as well as the Greeks, covered their

fingers with rings. Some jKTSi»n8 also wore rings

of immoderate size, and others us<*d different rings

for summer and w’inter. (Qulnctil xL 3 ;
Juv. L

28 ; Mart, xl 5.Q, xiv. 123.)

Much superstition ap]ioar8 to have been con-

nected with rings in ancient as well as in more
modem times ; but this seems to have been tho

case in the Hast and in Greece more than at Ib>me.

Some persona made it a lucrative trade to S'U

rings, which were believed to |mishcss magic powers,

and to pn'serve those who w<*rv them from extonial

daugers. Such persons arc Eudamus in Aristo-

phanes (/’/«/. 883, with the Schol.), and Phertatus

in Aniiphanes {op. -4 /Am. iii p. 123). Tluwe
rings were fer the most part worn by the lower
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flmtft. and then not made of coatly material, as may
be inferred iix>m the price (one di^hma) in the two

instances abore referred to. There are sereral

celebrated rings with magic powers, mentioned

by the ancient writers, as that of Oyges which

he found in a grave (Plat dt RepM, ii. p.

369, &c ; Plin. H. N. zxxiii. 4), that of Chari-

cleia (Heliod. AetA, ir. 8), and the iron ring of

Eocrates (Lucian, 17). Compare Becker,

CkonJtUi, toL ii. p. 398, Ac. ; Kirchmann, de Am-
muiitj Slesvig. 1 657 ; P« Burmann, de Jure Amm-
loniMj Ultrajcct 1734.

ANNUS. [CALKNDAIUUli.]
ANQUISrTIO. [Junax.]
ANSA TAB HASTAE. IHasta.1
ANTAE (Topeurrcldfr), were originally posts or

iUars flanking a doorway. (Festos, s. v. Aules,)

'hey were of a square form, and are, in fact, to be

n^garded lathcr as strengthened terminations of

the walls than as pillars affixed to them. There

is no clear case of the application of the word to

detached square pillars, although Nonius explains

it by qmadrae eolummae (1. $ 124).
'

The chief nse of antae was in that form of

temple, which was called, from them, m amtie (rohs

iv wapoffrdsi), which Vitrurius (iiLl. §2,
Sehn.) describea as haring, in front, antae attached

to the walla which enclosed the cc-lla ; and in the

middle, between the antae, two columns supporting

the architrare. The ruins of temples, corresponding

to the description of Vitrurius, are found in Greece

and Asia Minor ; and we here exhibit os a mci-
men a restoration of the front of the temple of

Artemis Propylaeo, at Eleusis, together with a

plan of the piooaos

:

jiy A^tke amtae ; B,B,Me ceffa,or rods.

Titrurios giret the followuig rules for a temple

tts amtis of the Doric order :— The breadth should

be halfthe length ; fire-eighths of the length should

be occu{Aed by the eelloy including its front walls,

the remaining three-eighths by the pronaos or

portico
j
the oatos should be of the same thickness
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as the columns ; in the intercolumniatlons there

should be a marble balnstrade, or some other kind
of railing, with gates in it ; if the breadth of the
|K>rtico exceeds forty feet, there should be another
pair of columns behind those between the air/ue,

and a little thinner than they
;

besides other ami
minor detaila (Vitruv. iv. 4.)

In the pu^e Greek architecture, the arUae have
no other capitals than a succession of simple mould-
ings, sometimes ornamented with leaves and am-
boKques, and no bases, or very simple ones

; it is

only in the later (Roman) style, that they havo
capitals and bases resembling those of the columns
between them. The antae were generally of the

same thickness throughout
;
the only instance of

their tapering is in one of the temples of Pneslum.

In a Greek private house the entrance was
flanked by a pair of anUio with no columns be-

tween them ; and the space thus enclosed was itself

called Topaards. (Vitruv. ri. 10. s. 7. § 1. Schn.)

So also Euripides uses the term to denote cither

the pronaos of a temple {fph. m Tuur. 1126), or

the vestihulc of a palace. (Pkoen. 415.)

The following are the chief of the other passages

in which antae or Topeurreffiss arc mentioned :
—

Eurip. A sifrom. 1121, where wapacrTdSov mptfiaard

signifies the anris suspended from one of the aniae

of the temple ; Cmtin. Dionyt, Fr. 9, ap. PUtue.
viL 122, X. 25, Mcinckc, Fr. Com. 6*raec. vol. iu

p.42 ; Xen. Ilier. xi. 2: Hero, Autmm, p.269 ;

Inscripl. ap. Gruter. p. 207. See also Slieglitx,

Atxdidologie der Daukttrui^ voL L pp. 236—-242.

[Tbmpltm.] (P. S.]

ANTEAMBULO'NES, wctc slaves who were

accustomed to go before their masters, in order to

make way for them through the crow’d. (Suet.

l'e$p. 2.) They usually called out date locum

domino meo

;

and if this were not snflicient to

clear the way, they used their hands and elbow's

fur that purpose. Pliny relates an amusing tale of

an individual who was roughly bandit by a
Roman knight, because his slave had presumed to

touch the latter, in order to make way for his

master. (£/>. iiL 14.) The term antoandjulonee

was also given to the clients, who were accustomed

to walk before their patroni when the latter ap-

peared in public. (Martial, iL 18, iiL 7, x. 74.)

ANTECESSO'RES, called also ANTECUR-
SO'RES, were horse-soldiers, who were accustomed
to precede an army on the march, in OTdcr to choose

a suitable place for the camp, and to make the

necessary provisions for the army. They were not

merely scouts, like the tpeculaioree. (Hirt. BelL

A/r. 12, who speaks of epeculatoree ei anteceemtrti

etptiUs

;

Suel Viiell, 17 ; Caet. B. O. v. 47.)

This name was also given to the teachers of the

Roman law. (Cod. L tit 17. a 2. § 9. 11.)

ANTECOENA. [Coxna.]
ANTEFIXA, terra-cottas, which exhibited va-

rious ornamental designs, and were used in archi-

tecture, to cover the frieze (zophorwt) or cornice

of the entablature. (Festus, s.v.) These term-

cottas do not appear to have been used among the

Greeks, but were probably Etrurian in their origin,

and were thence taken for the decoration of Roman
buildings.

The name aniefita is evidently derived from the

circumstance that they were Jired be/ore the

buildings which they adorned ; and in many in-

stances they have been found fastened to the

friese with leaden nails. They were formed in

H
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moulcU, and th«n baked by fire ;
to that the num>

ber of them might bo iiKmiscd to any extent.

Of the great variety and exquisite beauty ol tiie

workmanship, the reader may best form an idea by

inspecting the collection of them in the British

Museum.
The two imperfect antefixn, here represented,

arc among those found nt Vclletri, au^ described

by CariouL (/foma, 1785.)

The first of them must have ftwiDcd part of the

upper border of the frieze, or rather of the comice.

It contains a pantheris head, designed to serve as a

pout for the rain-water to pass through in de-

su'nding from the roof. Similar antefixa, but with

romic masks instead of animals' heads, adorned

the temple of Isii at Pompeiu The second of the

niwvc specimens represents two men who have a

dispute, and who come before the sceptre-beoring

kings, or judges, to have their cattsc decided. The
style of this Itas-relief indicates its high antiquity,

and, at the some time, proves that the Volsci had
attained to considerable ta.«tc in their oichitoctufe.

Their antefixa are remarkable for being painted

:

the ground of that here represented is blue
;
the

hair of the six men is black, or brown ; their flesh

red
;

their garments white, yellow, and red : the

chairs ore white. The ta*o holes may be observed,

by which this slab was fixed upon the building.

Cato the Censor complained that the Romans of

his time began to despise nmamenti of this de-

scription, and to prefer the marble frieacs of

Athens and Corinth. (Biv. xxxiv. 4.) The rising

taiste which Cato dejdored may account for the su-

ANTIPOSIS.

perior beauty of the antefixa preicrvcd in the Bri-

tish Museum, which were discovered at Rontc. A
specimen of them is given at the foot of the pre-

ening colnron It n'presents Athena superintend-

ing the construction of the ship Arga The roan

with the hammer and chisel is Argus, who built the

vessel under her direction. The pilot Tiphys is

assisted by her in attaching the sail to the yard.

Another specimen of the antefixa is given under
the article Antvx.
ANTKNN.V [Navis.]
ANTKPAGMENTA, doorposts, the jambs of

a door. Vitruvius (iv. 6.) gives minute instruc-

tions respecting the form and proportions of the

aiitcjtagmcnta in the doors of temples ; and thi«c

•irc found in general to correspond with the ex-

amples preserved among the remains of Grecian
.'ircbiiecturc. (See Hirt, Daukuiui nach dm 0'rund~

giUzen drr xvi.) [Janua.] [J. Y.J
ANTKPILA'NI. [KxKRciTua.)
ANTESIGNA'NI. [Exercitus.]
ANTEj?TATU. [Actio.]

.^NTJlE^^PiIORIA a flower-

fi-Atival, principally celebrated in Sicily, in hononr
of iVmeter and Persephone, in commemorotion of

'

the return of Persephone to her mother in the be-

ginning of spring. It consisted in gathering flowers

and twining garlands, because Persephona bad
liccn carried off by Pluto while enga^ in this

occupation. (Ptdiux, i. 37.) Strabo (vi. p. 25G)
ndutes that at llipponium the women celebrated u
similar festival in honour of Demeter, which was
proliably called anthesphorio, since it was derived

from Sicily. The women themselves gathered the

flowers for the garlands which they wore on the .

;

ocension, and it would have been a d^grnce to buy
the flowers for that purpose. Anthesphoria were

i also solemnized in honour of other deities, especi-

ally in honour of Hera, surniuned 'Arfltfo, at Argos

( Pans. ii. 22. § 1 ), w'hcre maidens, conying Imskcts

filled with flowers, went in procession, w'hust a tune
' called UpdKiov wms played on the flute. (Comp.

I

AVyoi. Gud. p. 57.) Aphrodite, too, was wor-

shipped at Cnoisiis, under the name 'Arflela

(Ib-sych. a r.), and has therefore been compared
with Flora, the Roman deity, os the anthesphoria

have been with the Roman festival of the Florid

/ertum^ or /7or<i/ici. [L. S.J

ANTH KST K'R I A. [Diom sia. ]

ANTI'DOSIS (4*»rf5o^if), in its literal and
general meaning, ** an exchange," wros, in the

Language of the Attic courts, peculiarly applied to

proceedings under a law which is said to nave ori-

ginated with Solon. (Demosth. c. Phaeniftp. init.)

Ry this, a citizen nominated to perform a Icituigio,

such as a trierarchy or choregia, or to rank mn<mg
the property-tax payers in a class disproportioned

to his mcaiis, was empowered to coll upon any
qualified person not so charged to take the office

in his stood, or submit to a complete exchange of

property— the charge in question, of course, nt-

Laching to the first party, if the exchange were
finally clfected. For these proceedings the courts

were opened at a stated time every year by the

magistrates that had official cognizance of the

jharticulor siilijeet
; such os the strategi in coses of

irienurhy and rating to the property-taxes nnd
the archon in those of choregia

; and to the tri-

hiinal of such an officer, it was the first step of the

challongrr to summon his opponent. (Dem. r.

J*Aacnij<p. pw 1040 ;
Meier, AU. J^rttcrst. p. 171 j
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wpoiTKokuirBat rirci *is ityriioetr, Ljsias 'Ttrip

rov *ASi/yc(rov, p. 745.) It ntay liC pfvsumod

that he then formally repented hU proposal, and
that the other part^' stated his objections, which,

if obviously s^cicnt in law, might, perhaps,

authorise the magistrate to dismiss the case
; if

otherwise, the mi&tancc, and preparations

far bringing the cause before the dicasta, would
luitarolly b^^ here. In the latter case, or if the

exchange were accepted, the law directed the

challenger to repair to the houses and lands of his

antagonist, and secure himself, as all the claims and
liabiliiiet of the estate were to be transferred, from

fraudulent encumbrances of the real property, by
observing what mortgage placards (Spot), if any,

were fixed upon it, and ngnmst clandestine removal

of the other effects, by sealing up the chambers that

contained them, and, if he pleased, by putting

bailiffs in the mansion. (TXm e. Phofnijpf).

pp. 1040, 1041.) His opponent was, at the same
time, informed, that he was at liberty to deal in

like manner with the estate of the challenger,

and received notice to attend the proper trihuiuil

on a fixed day, to take the usual oath. The
entries here described seem, in contemplation of

law, to have been a complete effectuation of the

exchange. (Denu c. Mul. p. 540, e. Phamipp.

p. 1041. 25X and it does not appear that primarily

there was any legal necessity for a further ratifi-

cation by the dicasts ;
but, in practice^ this must

always have been required by the conflict of

interests between the parties. The next prtv

cecding was the oath, which «*as taken by both

parlies, and purported that they would faithfully

discover all their property, except shares held in

the silver mines at Laurion ; for these were not

rated to leiturgue or property-taxes, nor conse-

quently liable to the exchange. In pursuance of

this agreement, the law enjoined that they should

exchange correct accounts of their respe^ive assets

(dvo^<^«(r) within three days
;
but in practice

the time might be extended by the consent of the

challenger. After thU, if the matter were still

uncompromised, it would assume the shape and
follow the course of an ordinary lawsuit [Dies'],

under the conduct of the magistrate within whose
jurisdiction it had originally come. The verdict of

the dicastsi, when adverse to the challenged, seems
merely to have rendered imperative the first de-

ntand of bis antagonist, vis. that he should submit

to the exchange or undertake the charge in ques-

tion ; and os the alternative was open to the former,

and a compromise might be acceded to by the lat-

ter, at any stage of the proceedings, we may infer

that the exchange was rarely, if ever, finally ac-

complished. The irksomeness, however, of the se-

questration, daring which the litigant was pre-

cluded from the use of his own property, and dis-

abled from bringing actions fi>r cmbcszlement and
the like against others (for his prospective reim-

bursement was reckoned a part of the seques-

trated estate, Dcm. c. Apkob, iL p. 841, c. Mid.

p. 540), would invariably cause a speedy, perhaps,

in most cases, a fiiir adjustment of the burdens

incident to the condition of a wealthy Athenian.

(B^kh, PM. Eeoiu of pp. 580^583,
2nded.) [J.S. M.]
ANTIOONEIA (dm^drsta), sacrifices insti-

tuted by Aratus and celebrated at Sicyon with

paeans, processions, and contests, in honour of

Antigonos Doson, with whom Aratiu formed an

ANTIORAIMIK. .Of*

alliance for the purpose of Uiwnriing the plans of

Cieomenet. (IMuL CVrom. 1(>, 45; Polyb.
xxviiL Ifi, XIX. 20.) [L. S.J

ANTIUUAPli K' (iurrtyp€UfAi\ orighuilly sig-

nified the writing put in by the dcfcndiuit, in all

causes, whether public or prirate, in answer to the

indictment or bill of the prosecutor. From this

signification, it was applied by an easy transition

to the substance as well as the form of the reply,

both of which arc also indicated by dvrw/Mxrla,

which means, primarily, the oath corr<»borating the

statement of the accus^ llaq>ocrati<)n has re-

marked that <i]«rigru;iAe might denote, ns niitomosia

docs in its more extended application, the bill and
ofliduvit of cither party ; and this remark seems
to be justified by a passage of Pluto. {Apoint/.

lSoc. p. '27. c.) Schomaim, however, umintaius
{Aft /'roerss, p. 4G5) th;it wiis only

used in this signification in the case of p«Tsons

who laid claim to on unassigned iiihoritnnce.

Here, neither the first nor any other cluiiiiiuit

could appear in the character of a p^oM^euto^
;

that is, no Siiat or fyK\ripa could be strictly (uiiil

to be directed by one eompelitor against another,

when all came forward voluntarily to the tribuiml

to defend their several titles. This ctrcumiiUutco

Sebdmann has suggested as a reason why the

documents of each clainuuit were denoted by the

term in questioiu

Perhaps the word “ plea," though by no means
a coincident term, may be allowed to be a tolerably

proximate rendering of nntigraphe. Of pleas there

can be only two kinds, the dilatory, and those to

the action. The former, in Attic law, comprehends
all such allegations as, by asserting the iiicoin-

petency of the court, the disability of the plaiiuitf,

or privilege of the defendant, and the like, would
have a tendency to show that the cause in its

present state could not be brought into court (ph
flrai ilKTjif)

; the latter, every-

thing that could be adduced by way of denial, ex-

cuse, justification, and defence generally. It must
be, at the same time, kept in mind, that the process

called ^special pleading, ** was at Athens supplied

by the magistrate holding the anarri^u^ at which
both parties produced their alh'gatiotis, with the

evideuce to substantiate them
;

and that the
object of this part of the proceedings was, under
the directions, and with the assistance of tho

magistrate, to prepare and enucleate the question

for the dicista. The following is an ijistance of

the simplest form of indictment and plea :
—

>

^ Apollodonis, the sou of Pasion of Achnrnao,

aguiust Stephamu, son of Mcneclcs of Achamae,
for perjury. The penalty rated, a talent Stc-

pbanus bore false witness against me, w'heii Ite

gave in evidence the matters in the tablets. Ste-

phanus, son of Mcnocles of Acbaniaa. I witnessed

truly, when I gave in evidence the things in the

tablet'' (Dem. m Steph. L p. 1 1 15.) I hc plead-

ings might be altered during the nnocrisis
;
but

once consigned to tho echinus, they, as well as

all the other accompanying documents, w’crc pro-

tected by the official seal from any change by the

litigants. On the day of trial, and in the presence

of the dicasts, the echinus was opened, and the

plea was then read by the clerk of the court, toge-

ther with its antagonist bill Whether it was
preserved afterwards os a public record, which wc
know to have been the case with respect to the

ypa^ in some causes, we are not informed.

H 2
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From wliat liaa boen already ttat^ it wiU

bavo been obaerred, that queetions reqairing a pro*

vioiu deeiaion, would frequently arise upon the al*

legations ^ the plea ; nad that the plea to the ac-

tion in particular would often contain matter that

would tend essentially to alter, and, in some cases,

reverse the rriative positions of ^e partiea In

the Ant case, a trial ^fbre the dicasts would be

granted by the magistrate whenever be was loth

t» incur the responsibility of decision ; in the se-

cond, a cross-action might be instituted, and car-

ried on sepnratelv, though, perhaps, simultaneously

with the original suit. Cases would also somo-

tifoes occur in which the defendant, from consider-

ing the indictment as an unwarrantable aggres-

sion, or, perhaps, one best repelled by attack, would

be tempted to retaliate npcui some delinquency of

his opponent, utterly unconnected with the cause

in hand, and to this he would be, in roost cases,

able to resort An instance of each kind will be

briefly given, by citing the common parugrapkl^ as

a cause arisinff upon a dilatory plea }
a cross-action

for assault (iu«mu) upon a primary action fw the

same (Dem. m Ev. et Mntsib. p. 1153) ;
and a

or **judicial examination of the life or

moriils" of an orator upon an impeachment for

misconduct In an embassy (iroporpe^fcia). (Aesch.

is Timareh.) AU causes of this second^ nature

(and there was hardly one of any kind cognisable

by the Attic courts, that might not occasionally

rank among them) were, when viewed in their

relation with the primary action, comprehended

by tbe enlarged signification of antiffraj^e^ or, in

other words, this term, inexpressive of fmn or

substance, is indicative of a repellent or retaliative

quality, that might be incidenw to a great variety

of causes. The dutioction, however, that is im-

plied by oMi^papkij was not merely verbal and
unsubstantial ; for we are told, in order to (neveni

frivolous suits on the one han^ and nnfiur elusion

upon tbe other, tbe loser in aparoprupAd, or cross-

action upon a private suit, was ooodenuied by a
spedsl law to pay the dvwflsXlo, rateable upon the

valuation of the main cause, if he foiled to obtain

the votes of one-fifih of the jury, and certain

court foes (wpvrorcta) not originally incident to

the sail. That there was a similar provision in

public causes, we may pr^me from analog,
though we have no authority to determine the

matter. (Meier, yf//. Process, p. 6125.) [J.&M.]
ANTIQRAPHEIS (drr<7pa^u>. [Oaaif-

MATBCS.]
ANTINOEIA (dertsdcM), annual festivals and

quinquennial games, which the Roman mperor
IladrM instituted in bononr of his fovourite,

Antinoas, after he was drowned in tbe Nile, or,

according to others, bad sacrificed himself for bis

sovereign, in a fit religions fanatidsm. The
festivals were criehrated in Bithynia, and at Man-
tineia, in which places he was worshipped as a
god. (Spartian. Ifadriam^ c. 14 ; Dion Cass.

Ldx. 10 ; Pans. viu. 9. $ 4.) [U S.J

ANTIPHERNA (drrWva). (Dos.]

ANTIQUA'RIl. [LiBKAait.]

A'NTLIA (dyrXfo), any machme for nusing

water ; a pump. Tbe annexed figure shows a
machine which is still used on the river Eissach

in the Tyrol, tho ancient Atogis. As tbe current

puts the wheel in motion, the jars on its margin
are successively immersed and filled with water.

When they reach tbe tqt, tbe water is sent into

ANTLIA.

a trough, fron which it is conveyed to a distance,

and chiefly used for irrigatum.

Lucretius (v. 517) mentions a machine con-

tnicted on this principle :~ Ut fluvios versare

rotas atque haustra videmns.'*

In situations where the water was at rest, as h
a pond or a well, or whoe the current was too
•low and feeble to put the machine in motioo, it

was constnicted so as to be wrought by animal
force, and slavee or criminals were commonly em-
l^fljod for the purpose («ls dswAfos* aarafiwea-

^9qroi, Artemid. Oneiroc. i. 50 ( m antHam ocmi-

demaors, Suet TA. 51.) Five such machines are

deecribed by Vitruvius, in addition to thatwhich has

been already explained, and which, as be observee,

was turned sms upsnuwm ealeatara, iperasJlumimU
mpalm. Theee five were, 1. the tympanum ; a
tread-wheel, wrought komimbut enloamiUmi : 2, a
wheel resembling that in the preceding figure ; but
having, instead ^ pots, woodra boxes or buckets

(modioli ^aadrtUiX so arranged as to form steps for

those who trod the wheel : 8. the chain-pump

:

4. the ooefifog, or Archimedes' screw : and 5. toe

rteiAiea mooWao, or forcing-pump. (Vitruv. x.

4^7
;
Drieberg, /Nasuat Erfirndumgm 6'ru«i«a,

p. 44—>50.)

On the other hand, the antlia with which Mar-
tial (ix. 19) watered his garden, was probably the

pole and ^cket univer^ly employed in Italy,

Greece, and Egypt The pole is curved, as shown
in the annexed figure ; because it is the stem of a
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6r, or lome other tapering tree. The bucket, being

attached to the top of the tree, bend* it by iu
weight ; and the thkknen of the other extremity

aeirea m a oounterpoiae. The great antiquity of

thii method of raumg water it proved by repre-

•eotationi of it in Eg>'ptian paintings. (Wilkin-

aon, M<umert and CuM. of Ane, ii. 1—4 ;

•ee also FUi. d'Kfcoliinc^ vol. L p. 257.) [J. Y.]

ANTOMO'SIA (ArTo»/*<Hrlo). [ANAKKiais,

p.92,a; Paa^oRAPHa.]
ANTYX (&KTi/{, probably allied etymologically

to the rim or border of any thins, espe-

cially of a shield, or chariot. The rim of the large

round shield of the ancient Greeks whs thinner

than the part which it encloeed. Thus the orna-

mental border of the shield of Achilles, fiibricatcd

by Hephaestus, was only threefold, the ^ield itself

being sevenfold. {II. zriiL 479 ;
comp. xx. 275.)

See examples of the of a shield m woodcuts

to Antepixa, Arma, ^lipeus.

On the other hand, the oa/yw of a chariot must

have been thicker than the body to which it w:is

attached, and to which it gave both form and

siraigth. For the same r»«son, it h'os often made
double, as in the chariot of Hera. (Aoiol 84 wspl-

9pofiM drrvy^s Wo'i, //. v. 728.) It rose in front

of a chariot in a curved form, on which the reins

might be hang. (/f. e. 262, 322.) A simple form

of it is exhibited in the annexed woodcut from the

work of Orionl Sometimes antyx it used to

fignifjr the chariot itself. [J. Y.]

APA'GELI (dirdysAoiV [Aqkla.]
APA(K)'GE (4it<p)W7^). [Enouxir.]

APATU^RIA (dearoi^a), was a political f«*8ti-

Tal, which the Athenians had in common with all

the Greeks of the Ionian name (Herod. L 147),

with the exception of those of O>l(^hon and

Kphetns. It was celebrated in the month of

Pyanepsion, and lasted for three dhys. The ori-

gin of this festival is related in the following man-

ner:— About the year 1100 B.C., the Athenians

were carrying on a war a^nst the Boeotian^ con-

cerning the district of Cilaenae, or, according to

others, respecting the little town of Oenoe.

The Boeotian Xanthiua, or Xonthus, challenged

Thrmoetei, king of Attica, to single combat

;

and when he refused, Mebnthos, a Messenian

exile of the house of the Nelidt, offered himself

to fight for Thymoetes, on condition that, if vic-

torious, he should be the successor to Thymoetes.

The offer was accepted ; and when Xanthius and

Melanthns began tne engagement, there appeared

behind Xanthius a man in the rpayi^ ^he skin of a

black sbe-goat Melanthus reminded his adversary

that he waa violating the laws of single combat by
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having a companion, and while Xanthius lookiKl

around, Melanthus slew the dct'tivtui Xanthius.

From that time, the Athenians celebrated two fes-

rivals, the Apaturio, and that of Dionysus Mehui-
argiii, who uas believed to have been the man
who appeared behind Xanthius. This is the story

related by the Scholiast on Aristophanes. ( A eham.
146.) This tradition has ^iven rise to a false ety-

mology of the name diraroupto, which wus fonnerly

considered to be derived from Awarav, to deceive.

All modem critics, however (MUller, /Airiuns, i.

5. 4 ;
Welcker, Aetchyl. Trii. p. 288), agree that the

name is composed ofass and vordpio, which is

perfectly consistent with what Xenophon (//(f/ew.

i. 7. § 8) says of the festival : 'Ey o*s {iiraroupiois)

ot Tf war^pts Kol ol (rvyytyus fio'cnri a^laiy

airroit. According to this derivation, it is the

festival at which the plirutriac met, to discuss and
settle their own afihirs. But, as every citisen was

a mcml>er of a pbratria, the festi%'al extended

over the whole nation, who assembled ateoniin^ to

pkratriM. Welcker (AnJtanff x. Trilnff, p. 2UU),

on account of the prominent port which Dionysus

takes in the legend respecting the origin of the

Attic Apaturio, conceives that it aruse from the

circumstance that families Itelonging to the Dio-

nysian tribe of the Aegicorcs bud b^n registered

among the citisens.

The first day of the fesris'ul, which probably foil

on the eleventh of the month of Pyanc(ision, was
called 8o/nrto, or 8dpir«a ( Athemiv. p. 171 ;

llcsych.

and Suid. s. r.) ; on which every citizen went iu

tho evening to the phratrium, or to the house of

some wealthy monil>cr of his own phratria, and
there enjoyed the supper j>reparcd for him. (Aris-

toph. Acham, 14G.) 'J'hAt the cup-bearers (oivd-

rroi) were not idle on this occasion, may be seen

from Photins (Lexic. s. r. Aop^ia).

The second day was called (d^'cql-

^uc(r) from the sacrifice offered on this day to

Zeus, sunutmed ^pdrpiot, and to Athena, ojid

sometimes to Dionysus Melanaegis. This a-as a

state sacrifice, in which all citizens to<ik part The
day H’os chietly devoted to the gods, and to it

must, perhaps, be confined what Harpocration (a
r. Ao^rds) mentions, from the Atthis of Istrus,

that the Athenians at the apaturia used to dress

splendidly, kindle torches on the altar of Hephae-
stus, and sacrifice and sing in honour of him.

Pruclus on Plato (7im. p. 21. 5.), in opposition to

all other authorities, calls the first day of the Apa-
turia and the second Sopvto, which is,

perhaps, nothing more than a slip of bis pen.

On the third day, called Kovp*imt (aoCporX

children boro in yctir, in the families of the

phratriae, or such as were not yet registered, were

token by their fsthers, or in their ab^nco by their

representatives (ki^moi), before the assembled

members of the phratria. For every child a
sheep or goat was sacrificed. The victim was
called /i«7ue, and he who sacrificed it pLuaywy6t

{fjiuaywytly). It is said that the victim was not

Mlowcd to be below (Horpocrat. Suid. Phot. s. r.

M«7oy), or, according to Pollux (UL 52), above, a

cerUiin weight Whenever any one thought he

had reason to opDose the reception of the child

into the phratria, be stated tho case, and, at the

same rime, h-d aa-ay the victim the altar.

(Demosth. o. Maoart p. 1054.) If the mem-
bers of the phratria found the objections to the

reception of tho child to be sufficient^ the vio-

u 3
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lim wn* remorftd

;
when im ohjwUnni were

roUod, the hither, or he who sanplied hia place,

was obliged to establish b}' oath that the child wza
the ofTspring of free-bom parents, and citizens of

Athens. (Isoeus, iJe Ifafmd. CVrni*. p. 100. S19;
l>('mnsth. e. EufnU. p. 1315.) After the victim

was sacrificod, the phratorcs gave their vou^a,

W’hich they took from the altar of Jupiter Phni-
tritis. When the majority voted against the re-

ception, the cause might be tried bef^orc one of the

courts of Athens
;
and if the claims of the child '

were found unobjectionable, its name, ns well as

that of the father, was entered in the register of

the phmtria, and those who had washed to effect

the exclusion of the child were liable to be punished.

(Dcinosth. e. A/aeor/. p. 1070.) Then followed

the distribution of wine, and of the victim, of

which every phmtor received his share
;
and poems

were recited l>y the elder boys, and a prise was
given to him who acquitted himsedf the b^t on the

occa»inn. (Plat Tim. p. 21, 6.) On this day, also,

illegitimate childn*n on whom the fwivib^ge* of

Alhenian citizens were to Ih: bestowed, os w’ell as

children adopted by citizens, and newly ervated

citizens were introduci*d ; but the last. It apponrt,

could only lx? received into n phmtria when they

Iiad previously been adopteti by a citizen • and

their children, when bom by a mother who was
a citizen, had a legitimate claim to be inscribed in

tlx* phmtria of their gmndfather, on their mother's

side, (Plainer, IteUraifc., p. 160.) In Inter times,

however, the diflicuUii'S of Wing admitted into a
phmlria seem to have been greatly diminished.

{Some w'riters have added a ffuirth day to this

festival, under the name of fwigSa (Hesych. s. r,

'AToToupta : and Simplicius on Arintot. iv.

p. 167. o.)j but this is no particular day of the

festixml, for signifies nothing else but a day
subsequent to any fi'slivuL (See Uhiuikcn, Ad
2'im. /.or. Plat. p. llO.) [L. S.J

APAU'LIA. (MATKiMoyii’M.J
APKLEU THEKI (4»-«\«ii^fpo<). [Libkrti.]

APEUTA NAVIS. [Nsviii.]

APEX, a cap w<>ni by the ilamiiies and salii at

Rome. The essential part of the apex, to which
alone the name properly Iwbmged, was a pointed

piece of olive-wood, the base of w'ltich was sur-

roundtKl with a lock of wouL This was W'om on

the top of the head, and was held there cither by
tillets only, or, as was more comm<mly the case,

by the aid of a ca[i, which fitted the head, and
w.as also fastened by means of two strings or liands,

which were called a/»«Wa (Fostui, #. t?.), or o/*-

/eHdicr* (Festus, a. v.), though the Litter word is

also interpreted to mean a kind of button, by
which the strings were fastened under the chin.

(Comp. Serv, ad Vinj. Aen. ii. 663, viiL 664, x.

270.)

The flaniincs were forbidden by law to go into

public, or even into the o|xm air without the apex

((fell. X. 15), and hence we 6nd tJic expression uf

o/fVai apicem dialrm im;xf«ere used as CM|uivalent to

the appointment of a damen dialis. (Liv. vi. 41.)

Sulpicins was dci riv«*d of the prlesth<x»d, only be-

enuM? the apex fell from hU head whilst he w'as

sacriticing. (Val. Max. i. 1. § 4.)

Uionysiiis (ii. 70) descriWs the cap as being of

B conical form. On ancient monuments wc sec it

round as well ns conical. From its various forms,

as shown on bas-reliefs and on coins of the Roman
rmperors, who os priests were entitled to wear it,

APHRODISIA.
we have selected six for the annexed w*oodcut, I'be

middle figurc is from a bas-relief, showing one of
the salii with a rod in his right hand. The
AlIxigaleruB, oi albas galcrus was a white cap worn
by the flamen dialis, mode of the skin of a white
victim ncrificed to Jupiter, and had the apex
fastened to it by means of an oliTe-twig. (Festus,
s. r. (dimi/alfrua

:

OelL x. 15.)

I

From apex was funned the epithet ajneulu$^

I

applied to the dooien dialis by Ovid it'axL iii.

i

i97).

I

AIM! r<.\STON (d^iXaeroi'), [Navis.]
I

APllOHMES DIKE^ was tha
action brought against a liaiikcr or money-lender
(rpawf^Tiif), to recover funds advanced for the
purpose of being employed as banking capital.

Though such moneys w'cre also styled iropajcara^
xcu, or deposits, to distinguish them fnim the pri-

vate capital of the banker (iftfa there is

an essential difference betw'cen the actions d^opft^r
and rapoicaTa^xi)i, as the latter implied that the
defendant had refused to return a deposit intrusted

to him, not upon the condition of his paying a
stated interest for its use, as in the former case,

but merely that it might be safe in his keeping
till the aflairB of the plaintiff should enable him to

resmno its possession in security. [Paracata-
TllBCR^] The former action was of the cUm wp6s
riKo, and came under the jurisdiction of the thetmo-
thetoc. The spi?ech of Demosthenes In behalf of
Phormio wtis made in a rapaypa^ against an
action of this kind. [J.S.M.]
APIIUACTUS. [Navis.]
APilliODTSlA (*A<ppo8tV<a), festivals cele-

brated in honour of Aphrodite, in a great number
of towns in Greece^ but particularly in the island

of Cyprus. Her most ancient temple was at Paphos,
which was built by Aurios or Cinv'ras, in whoso
family the priestly dignity wtw hereditary. (Tacit.

//iW. ii. 3, AmoI. iiL 62 ; M.xxim. Tyr. Strm. 83.)
No blixxly 8acri6trs wen* allowed to be offered to

her, but only pure fim, flciwcrs, and incense (Virg.
Aau L 116) ; and therefore, when Tacitus {/Jik,
ii, 3) spxmks of victims, we must either suppose,
with Rnieiii, that they were killed merely that the
priest might inspect their intestines, or for the pur-
pose of affording a feast to the persons present at
the festival. At oU events, however, the altar of
the goddess was nut allowed to bo polluted with
the blood of the victims, which were mostly he-
^ts. Mysteries were also cidcbrated at Paphos
ill honour of Aphrodite

}
and those who were in^
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tiatcd offered to the goddess a pic<c of money, and
received in return a measure of Milt and a phallus.

•In the mysteries themselvcs,.thcy received instruc-

tions iy tt} rtxyri tioixiK'p. A second or new
Paphos had been built, according to tradition, after

the Trojaui war, by the Arcadian Agnpenor
;
and,

according to Strabo (xiv. p. G83), men and women
firom other towns of the island assembled at New
Paphos, and went in solemn procession to Old
Paphos, a distance of sixty stadia

;
and the name

of the priest of Aphrodite, hyi]TO)p (Hesyeb. s. r.),

seems to bare origuiated in his heading this pro-

cession. Aphrodite was worshipped in most towns

of C\"prus, and ui other parts of Greece, such as

Cythera, Sparta, Thebes, Elis, &c.
;
and though

no Aphrodisia ore mentioned in these places, we
have no reason to ddubt their existence

;
we find

them expressly mentioned at Corinth and Athens,

where they were chiefly celebrated by the numerous

prostitutea (Athcn. xiiu pp. 574, 579, xiv. p. C59.)

Another great festival of Aphrodite and Adonis in

Scstus is mentioned by Musacus. (/Zero and
Leand. A2.) [L.S.]

APLUSTRE. [Navis.]
APOCLE'TI {ivoK\rrroC). [Abtolicum Foe-

nus, p. 27. b.].

APODECTAE (awoStKrat\ the Receivers,were

public officers at Athens, who were introduced by

Cleisthencs in the place of the ancient colacrctae

{KotKanp^eu), They were ten in number, ono for

each tribe, and their duty was to receive all the

ordinary taxes and dbtributc them to the separate

branches of the administration, which were enti-

tled to them. They accordingly kept lists of

persons indebted to the state, made entries of all

moneys that were paid in, and erased the names of

the debtors from the lists. They had the power

to decide causes connected with the subjects under

their management
;
though if the matters in dis-

pute were of importance, they were obliged to

bring them for decision into tho ordinary courts.

(Pollux, viii. 97; Etymolog. Mag. Harpocrat Suid.

Hesych. $. v.
;
Aristot rU. vL 8 ;

Dcm. c. Timocr.

pp. 750,762 ; Aesch. c. CV«. p. 375 ;
Bbckh, /'u5/.

Kam. of Athens, p. 159, 2nd ed.)

APOGRAPHE' (iiroypcupv), is literally “a
list, or register but in the language of the Attic

courts, the terms iwoypd^ny and iiroypdtfxaSat

had three separate applications:— 1. ’Axoypa*/)^

was used in reference to an accusation in public

matters, more particularly when there were several

defendants
; the denunciation, the bill of indict-

ment, and enumeration of the accused, would in

this case be termed apographe, and differ but little,

if at all, ffxtni the ordinary graphe. (Andoe. de

MyU. 13 ; Antipb. de Chorevt. 783.) 2. It iin-

E
licd the making of a solemn protest or assertion

efore a magistrate, to the intent that it might be

preserved by him, till it was required to be given

-in evidence. (Dem. in Phaen. 1040.) 3. It wjis

a specification of property, said to belong to the

state, but actually in the possession of a private

person
;
which specification was made, with a view

to tho confiscation of such property to the state.

(Lys. de Aristojdt. Bonis.)

The Inst case only requires a more extended

illustration. There would be two occasions upon

which it would occur ;
first, when a person held

public property without purchase, ns an intruder
;

and secondly, when the substance of an individual

•was liable to confiscation in consequence of a judi-
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cial aw'ard, as in the case of a dccim'ed state

debtor. If no opposition were offered, the a/w
gnipht would attain its object, under the care of

the magistrate to whose office it was bnuiglit

;

otherwise, a public action arose, which is also de-

signated by tnc same title.

In a cause of the first kind, which is said

in some caw^s to have also bonte the name woBtv
ix^i rh xphporra Kol n6aa ravra tfij, the claimant
against the state had merely to prove his title to

the property
; and with this we must class the

case of a person that impugned the ajKM/raphe,

whereby the substance of another was, or was pro-

posed to be, confiscated, on the ground that he had
a loan by way of mortgage or other recognised

security upon a portion of it
;
or that the j«irt in

question did not in any way belong to the state

debtor, or person so mulcted. This kind of opjHi-

sition to the ujtoiiraphe is illustrated in the s|K*ech

of Demosthenes against Nicostratus, in which we
learn that Apollodonis had mstituted an upograjihe

against Arcthusius, for non-payment of a penalty
incurred in a former action. Upon this, Nico-
stratus attacks the description of the pro|)erty, and
maintains that three slaves were WTongly set down
in it as belonging to Arethusius, for they were in

fact his ovrn.

In the second case, the defence could of course

only procec*d upon the alleged illegality of the former

penalty
;
and of this we have an instance in the

speech of Lysias, for the soldier. There Polyaenus
hod been condemned by the generals to pay a fine

for a breach of discipline
; and, os he did not pay

it within the appointed time, an apiigraphe to the

amount of the fine was directed against him,
which he opposes, on the ground that the fine was
illegal. The apographL might be instituted by an
Athenian citizen ; but if there wore no private

prosecutor, it l>ecame tho duty of the demarch i to

proceed with it officially. Sometimes, however,
extraordinary commissioners, as the avXKoyus and
CnT7}Tcd, were appointed for the purpose. The
suits instituted agiiinst the ajHHfraphe belonged to

the jurisdiction of the Eleven, and fur a while to

that of the Syndici. (Flphr to?s avySlnois dm-
ypcupiis dxoypdupoty, Lycurg. quoted by Ilarpo-

cration.) The further conduct of these causes

would, of course, in a great measure dc[>end upon
the claimant being, or not being, in possession

of the proscribed prop«-rty. In the first case the
dvoypd^y, in the second the claimant, would
appear in the character of a plaintiff. In a case

like that of Nicostratus above cited, the claimant

w'ould be obliged to deposit a cerudn sum, which
he forfeited if he lost his cause (irapaKaTa€o\r))

;

in all, he would prolmbly be obliged to pay the

costs or court fees (npvToy(7a) upon the same con-

tingency.

A private citizen, who pros<-cuted an indivi-

dual by means of i.Trorypa<p-f\, forfeited a thousand

drachmae, if he failed to obtain the votes of one-

fifth of the dicasts, and reimbursed the defendant

his prytaneia upn acquittal. In the former case,

too, he would probably incur a mixlificd atimin,

t. e. a restriction from bringing sucii actions for

the future. [J. S. M.]
Al’OKERUXIS (ftxoK^pu^is), implies the

method by uhich a father could at Athens dissolve

tho legal connection between himself and his son
;

but as it is not mentioned by any of the orators

or the older writers, it could rarely hu\c token

H 4
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plftce. According to the author of the dcctnma

tion on the luhject AiroKripuTrdfityoi), which ha*

goncmlly been attributed to Lucian, subctontial

roHsoiis were required to insure the ratification of

such extraordinary sercrity. Those suggested in

the treatise referred to are, deficiency in filial

attention, riotous living, and profligacy generally.

A subsequent act of pardon might annul this

s«)lcmn rejection
;
but if it were not so avoided,

the SOD was denied by bis father while alive, and
disinherited afterwards. It does not, however,

appear that his privileges as to his tribe or tlie

state underwent any alteration. The court of the

arrhmi must have been that in which causes of

this kind were brought forward, and the rejection

would l>c completed and declared by the voice of

the herald (dwox^pu^ai). It is probable that an
adoptive father also might resort to this remedy
against the ingratitude of a son. (Meier,

p, 43*2, Ac.) [J. S. M.]
APOIjEIPSIS [DlvoRTifsi.J
APOLLINA'HES LUDI. [Ludl]
APOLLO'NIA (’AiroXAws'Jo) is the name of a

propitiatory festival solemnised at Sicyon, in honour

of Apollo and Artemis, of which Pausanias (iL 7.

§7) gives the follomniig account:— Apollo and
Artemis, after the destruction of the P^'thon, bad
wished to be purified at Sicyon (A^iica) ; but

lieing driven away by a phantom (whence in a(ter<

times a certain spot in the town was called

they proceeded to Carmanos in Crete. Upon this

the inhabitants of Sicyon were attacked by a pesti*
i

lence, and the seers ordered them to appease the

deities. Seven boys and the same number of girls

wi*re ordend to go to the river Sytlias, and bathe

in its waters ; then to carry' the statues of the two
deities into the temple of Peitho, and from thence

back to that of Apollo. Similar rites, says Pausa-

nios, still continue to be observed
; for at the fes-

tival of Apollo, the boys go to the river Sythas,

and carry the two deities into the temple of Peitho,

and thence back to that of Apollo.

Although fi:stivals under the name of Apollonia,

in honour of Apollo, arc mentioned in no other

place, still it is not improbable that they existed un-

der the same iinmc in other towns of Greece. [L. S.]

AP0I*KMPSIS [DlVORTITM.]
APOPHANSIS, or APOPKASIS {M<pay.

CIS or Aird<p€urir), was the proclamation of the de-

cision which the majority of the judges came to at

the end of a trial, and was thus also used to signify

the day on which the trial took place. (Dem. e,

p. 1 1.53
;
Lex Rhetor, p. 210.) The word

was also employed to indicate the account of a
;

person's i>rojM*rty, which was obliged to be given
j

when an anliiimi was demanded. [Antiuosis.]
,

APO'PHOHA (dwoipoptt), which propcrlymeans

“produce or profit” of any kind, was used at

Athens to signify the profit which accrued to mas-

ters from their slaves. It thus signified the sum
which slaves paid to their masters when they la-

boured on their own account, and the sum wdiich

masters receivwl when they let out their slaves on
i

hire cither for the mines or any other kind of
j

hibour, and also the money which w*as jKiid by the

state for the use of the skives who served in the

llwL (Dem. c. Apifob. i. p. 819, c. S'iroftr. p.

12o3
; Andoc. DeAffister, p. 19 ;

Xcn. lirp, Ath,
\

i. 1 1 ; Dikkli, PyltL Econ. of AOten*^ p. 72, 2nd cd.)
,

The tenn a}*npKora was also applied to the money
which w*as paid by the allied states to Sparta, for

APOSTOLEIS.

the purpose of carrying on the war agunit the

Persians. When Athens acquired the supremac}',

these moneys were palled ^pou (Bockh, IbiiL

p. 396.)

APOPHORE'TA (Awo^opip'o), presents which
were given to friends at the end of on entertain-

ment, to take home with them. These presents

were usually given on fi^tival days, especially

during the ^tumalia. Martial gives the title of

Apophoreta to the fourteenth book of his Epigrams,

which contains a number of epigrams on the things

usually given awuy os apophoreta, (Suet.

19; 6i/. 55; Grfoo. 75.)

APOPllRADES HEMERAI (dwo^es
^^vpai), unlucky or unfortunate days (die* m/a*ti)t

on which no public business, nor any important

affairs of any kind, were transacted at Athens.

Such were the last three days but one of every

month, and the twenty-fifth day of the month
Thargclion, on which the Plynteria were cele-

brated (Etym. May. p. 131 ; Plut. AlcUt. 34 ;

Lucinn, Pwadolog. 13 ;
Schomann, De Comitii*^

p.50.)
APORRIIETA (Awo^^iyra), literally “things

forbidden,” has two peculiar, but widely different,

acceptations in the Attic dialect In one of these

it implies contraband goods, on enumeration of

which at the different periods of Athenian history,

is given by Ddckb (PtUd. Econ. of Atheju^ p. 53,

2nd ed.)
; in the other, it denotes certain contu-

melious epithets, from the application of which

both the living and the dead were protected by
special laws. (Meier, Att. Proees*. p. 482.)

Among these, it^pi^eos^ wttrpaXolaSy and /uijrpa-

\olas are certainly to bo re^oned ; and otlier

w'orda, as pi^atntiSy though not forbidden aomi-

naiim by the law, seem to have been equally

actionable. The penalty fur using these words
was a fine of 500 d^hmae (Isoc. m Lock. p. 396),
recoverable in an action for abusive language

(Kcuctryoptar). It is surmised that this fine was in-

curred by Mcidias in two actions on the occasion

mentioned by Demosthenes («• Mid. pp. 540, 543 ;

see also Hudtwalckcr,/>e DiaeM. p.150). [J.S.M.]

APOSTA'SlOU DIKE' (iiwo<rraaiov 8firn).

This is the only private suit which came, as far as

wc know, under the exclusive jurisdiction of the

polcmorch. (Aristot De Aik. Hep. quoted by
Harpocrat.) It could be brought against none
but a freedman (direXst^cpor), and the only pro-

secutor permitted to appear was the citixen to

whom he had been indebted for bis liberty, unless

this privilege was transmitted to the sons of such
former master. The tenor of the accusation was,
that there had been a default in duty to the pro-

secutor ; but what attentions might be claimed
from the freedman, we arc not informed. It is

said, however, that the greatest delict of this kind
ivos the selection of a patron (-wpocrdrus) other

than the foimer master. If convicted, the defend-

ant was publicly sold
;
but if acquitted, the un-

prosperous connection ceased for ever, and the

freedman was at liberty to select any citisen for

his patron. The patron could also summarily
punish the above-mentioned delinquencies of his

freedman by private incarceration without any
legal award. (Petit [Ay.Ati'te. p. 261.) [J. S.M.]
APOSTOLEIS (dTooToXsiS), ten public officers

at Athens, whose duty it was to sec that the ships

were properly equipped and provided by those

who were Iwund to dischar^ tho iricroreby.
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They had the power, in certain cases, of imprison*
|

ing the trierarchs who neglected to fiimiih the
|

for the prosecution of all matters relating to the
|

equipment of the ships. (Dem. e. Euer^. p. 1 147 ; I

Aleier, Att. /Voces*, p. 112 ; Bdckh, PmU, Earn,

q/*w4tAaw, p. 543.) I

APOTHE'CA (Awo^mj), a place in the upper
.

part of the house, in which the Romans frequently

placed the earthen amphorae in which their wines

w’ere deposited. This place, which was quite

different from the oella n'aartd, was above the

/amttrium; since it was thought that the passage >

of the smoke through the room tended greatly to

increase the flavour of the wine. (Colum. I 6.
|

§ 2U : Hor. Com. iiL 8. 11, Sat. ii. 5. 7, and
HeindorfV note.) The position of the apotbeca i

explains the expression in Horace {Carm. iii. 21.

7), De^oende^ Ma, (Comp. Decker, (SaUuty voL ii.

p. 169.)

APOTHEO'SIS (ArodecMns), the enrolment of

a mortal among the goda The mythology of

Greece contains numerous instances of the deifica-

tion of mortals ; but in the republican times of

Greece we find few examples of such deification.

The inhabitants of Amphipolia, however, offered

sacrifices to Brasidas a^r fail death (Thuc. v.

11); and the people of Egeste built an ktroum to

Philippas, and also offered sacrifices to him on ac-

count of his personal beauty. (Herod, v. 47.) In

the Greek kingdoms, which aroee in the Eut on

the dismemberment of the empire of Alexander, it

does not appear to have been uncommon for the sne-

eessor to the throne to have offered di^nne honours

to the former sovereign. Such an apotheosis of

Ptolemy, king of Egypt, is described by Theo-

critus in his 17th Idyl (See Osaubons note on

Suet JwL Cbe*. 88.)

The term apotheosis, among the Romans, pro-

perly signified the elevation of a deceased emperor

to divine honours. This practice, which was com-

m<m upon the death of almost all the emperors,

appears to have arisen from the opinion, which was

generally entertained among the Romans, that the

souls or manes of their ancestors became deities
;

and as h was common for children to worship the

manes of their fothers, so it was natuial for djvino

honours to he publicly paid to a deceased emperor,

who was regarded as the psu^t of his country.

This apotheosis of on emperor was usually called

roiueerurib; and the emperor who received the

honour of an apotheosis, was said m deomm nu-

mertfin rr/erri, or ooasemm. In the earliest timet

liomulus is said to have been admitted to divine

honours under the name of Quirinus (Plut. Rtm.
27, 28 ;

Liv. L 16 ; Cic. Rrp. U. 10) ; but none

of the other Roman kings appears to have received

this honour, and in the republican times we also

read of no instance of an apotheosis. Julius Caesar

was deified after his deatl^ and games were insti-

tuted to his honour by Augustus (Suet. JtU. Cae».

88) ; and the example thus set was followed in

the case of the other emperors.

The ceremonies observed on the occasion of

an apotheosis have been minutely described by
Herodian (iv. 2) in the following passage :

—
** It is the custom of the Romans to deify those

of their vmpefora who die, leaving successors ;

and this rite they call apotheoris. On this

snips properly tl^em. pro Lor. p. ;
ana tney

constitute a board, in conjunction with the in-

spectors of the docks (ol rSty rewpW

occasion a semblance of moumlng, combined
with fostival and religious observances, is visible

throughout the city. The body of the dead they
honour after human fashion, with a splendid

funeral ; and making a waxen image in all respects

resembling him, they expose it to view in the

vestibule of the palace, on a lofty ivory couch of

great fixe, spread with doth of gold. The figure

is made palhd, like a sick man. During most of

the day senators sit round the bed on the left side,

clothed in black ; and noble women on the right,

clothed in plain white garments, like moumers,
wearing no gold or oecklaci'a Theee ceremonies

continue for seven days
;
and the physicians seve-

rally ^proacb the couch, and looking on the sick

man, say that he grows worse and worse. And
when they have m^e believe that he is dead, the

noblest of the equestrian and chosen youths of the

I senatorial orders take up the couch, and bear it

along the Via Sacra, and expose it in the old

forum. Platforms like steps are built upon each

side ; on one of which stands a chorus of noble

youths, and on the opposite, a chorus of women of

high rank, who sing hymns and songs of praise

to the decMsed, modulated in a solemn and mourn-
ful strain. Afterwards they bear the couch
through the city to the Campus Martius, in the

broadest part of which a sqtuirc pile is c<mstnictcd

entirely of logs of timber of the Largest liae, in the

shape of a chamber, filled with friggoU, and on the

outside adorned with bangings interwoven with

gold and ivory images and pictures. Upon this, a
similar but smaller chamber is built, with open
doors and windows, and above it, a third and
fourth, still diminisbiiv to the top, so that one

might compare it to the light-houses which are

called Pharl In the second story they place a
bed, and collect all sorts of aromatics and incense,

and ^vep] sort of fra^ant fruit or herb or juice
;

for all cities, and nations, and persons of eminence
emulate each other in contributing these last gifts

in honour of the emperor. And when a vast heap
of aromatics is collected, there U a procession of

horsemen and of chariots around the pile, with the

driven clothed in robes of office, and wearing
masks made to reeemblo the most distinmiishcd

Roman generals and emperors. When all this is

done, the othen set fire to it on every side, which
easily catches hold of the foggots and aromatics

;

and from the highest and smallest story, as from

a pinnacle, an eagle is let loose to mount into the

sky as the fire ascends, which is believed by the

Romans to carry the soul of the emperor from
earth to heaven ; and from that time he it wor-

shipped with the other gods.**

In conformity with 5iis account, it is common
to tee on medals struck in honour of an apotheosis

an altar with fire on it, and an eagle, the bird of

Jupiter, taking flight into the air. The number of

medals of this desmption is very numerous. We
can from these medals alone trace the names of

sixty individuals, who received the honours of on
apoUieosij, from the time of Julius Caesar to that

of Constantine the Great On most of them the

word CoNSKCEATio occurs, and on some Greek
coins the word A^IEPACIX The following wood-
cut is token from an agate, which is supposed to

represent the apotheosis of Oermanicus. (Mont-
fiiucon. Ant. Expl. Suppl v<^. v. p. 137.) In his

left hand ho holds the cornucopia, and Victory is

I placing a laurel crown upon him*

12 ed Qy VwjOOglc
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A very limilar representation to the above is

found on the triumpiial arch of Titus, on which
Titus is represented as being carried up to the

•kies on nn eagle. There is a beautiful represen-

tation of the apotheosis of Augustus on on onyx>
•tone in the Toytil museum of Paris.

Many other monuments have come down to us,

which represent nn apotheosis. Of these the most
celebrated is the bas-relief in the Townlcy gallery

in the British Museum, which represents the

apotheosis of Homer. It is clearly of Homan work-
manship, and is supposed to have been executed in

the time of the Emperor Claudius.

The wives, and other female relations of the

emperors, sometimes received the honour of an
apotheosis. This was the case with Livia Augusta,

with Poppoea the wife of Nero, and with Faustina

the wife of Antoninus. (Suet. Claud. 1 1 ;
Dion

Cass. xl. 5; Taa dun. xvi. 21 ;
Capitolin. Anton,

Philo9. 26.)

APPARITO'RES, the general name for the

public servants of the magistrates at Rome, namely,

the Aocbnsi, Carnipbx, Coactorbs, Intbr-
PRKTBR,LlCTORBa,PRABCONBO,SCRIBAB, Stator,
Strator, ViATORBs, of whom an account is ^iven

in separate articles. They were called appanlorcs

because they were at hand to execute tbe com-
mands of the magistrates (tptod iu apparebatii H
praetio erant ad oise^'um, ^rv. Ad Virp. Aen. xii.

850 : Cic. pro Gu^t. 53; Liv. i. 8). Their

service or attendance was called apparitio. (Cic.

ad Fam. xiii 54, ad Qu. Fr. i. 1. § 4.) The
servants of the military tribunes were also called

apparitores. We read that the Emperor Sevenis

forluide the military tribunes to retain the appari-

tores, whom they were accustomed to have.

(Lamprid. Strer. 52.)

Under the emporors, the apparitores were di-

vided into numerous classes, and enjoyed peculiar

{Kivileges, of which an account is given in Just
Ck>d. 12. tit 52—59.

APPELLA'TIO. 1. Orbrk (l'^(r<f, or Avo-

Stfria). Owing to the constitution of the Athenian

tribunals, each of which was generally appropriated

to its particular subjects of cognisance, and therefore
j

could not be considered os homogeneous with or
j

subordinate to any other, there was little oppor-
j

tunity for bringing appeals properly so called. It I

is to l>c obeerved also, that in general a cause was
I

finally and irrevocably decided by the verdict of

the dicasti (8imj aArorcA^r). There were, how-
ever, some exceptions, in which appeals and new
trials might be resorted to.

A new trial to nnaul the previous award might
|
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I

be obtained, if the loser could prove that U was
I not owing to his negligence that judgment had
I

gone by default, or that tbe dicasts hs^ been de-
' ceived by false witnesses. And upon the expul-
sion of the thirty tyrants, a special law annulled
all the judgments that had been given during

. the usurpation. (Dcm. c. Timocr. p. 718.) The
^
^ulinr titlo of tbe above-rocntioni^ cnuscs was

I os^SiKOi 5i<rou, which w*os also applied to all causes
of which the subject-matter was by any means
again submitted to the decision of a court.

.An appeal from a verdict of the hcliasts was
allowed only when one of the parties was a citizen

of a foreign state, between which and Athens
an agreement existed as to the method of
settling disputes between individuals of the re-

^

spcctivc countries {Binai Axb avfi96K«y). If such
a foreigner lost his cause at Athens, be wns per-

mitted to appeal to tbe proper court in another
state, which (4««Xirror wjAit) B8ckb, Scbdnuuin,
and Hudtwnlcker suppose to have been the native

country of the litigant. Plainer, on the other

hand, arguing from the intention of the regulation,

viz. to protect both parties from the partiality of
each other's fellow-citizens, contends that some
disinterested state would probably be selected for

this purpose. The technical words employed upon
this occasion are inKoXur, 4KKo\u<r0€u^ and
licKXijTor, the lost used as a substantive, probably

by the later writers only, for (Horpocr.

Hudtw. De Dtatt. p. 125.) This os well ns the
other cases of apped are noticed by Pollux (viii,

62, 63) in the following words:— is

when one transfers a cause from the arbitrators

(iuunjral), or archons, or men of the township

to the dicosts, or from the senate to the

assembly of the people, or from the assembly to a
court (SiKooT^ptor), or from the dicasts to a foreign

tribunal
;
and the cause was then termed

Those suits were also called IxicXifrai Sbr«. The
deposit staked in appeals, which we now call

wapaSiXioUf is by Aristotle styled wapdioAor/'

The appeals from the diaetetac are generally men-
tioned by Dcm. o. ApAoS. p. 862 ; e. Jiaeot. da
Doie^ pp. 1013, 1017« 1024

;
and Hudtwalckcr

;

supposes that they were allowable in all cases
' except when the ph olffa 8fxi| was resorted to.

[Dikb.]

It is not easy to determine upon what occasions

an appeal from the archons could be preferred ; for

after the time of Solon their power of deciding

!
causes bad degenerated into the mere presidency of

a court {riy«poifia hKoirrrfplov), and the conduct

of the previous examination of causes {i.ydttptirts).

It has been also remarked (Plainer, Proc. und
Ffoff. vol. i. p. 243), that upon the plaintiff's suit

being rejected in this previous examination as

unfit to be brought before a court, he would roost

probably proceed against tbe nrchon in the assem-

bly of the people for denial of justice, or would
wait til! the expiration of his year of office, and
attack him when he came to render the account of

his conduct in the magistracy (si^uvoi). (Antiph.

Dc Goreut. p. 766.) An appool, however, from the

archons, os well os from all other officers, was very

possible when they imposed a fine of their own
authority and without the sanction of a court

;
and

it might also take place when the king orchon had
by his sole voice made an award of dues and privi-

leges (yfpa) contested by two priesthoods or sacer*

dotal races. (Lex, Jihetoricum^ pp, 219, 19.) «
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The appeal from the demotae woald oeenr, when
a person hitherto deemed one of their members,

had been declared by them to be an intruder and

no (^nuine citizen. If the appeal were made, the

demotae appeared by their adrocate os plaintiff,

and the result was the restitution of the franchise,

or thenceforward the slarery of the defendant.

It will have been observed, that in the three

last cases, the appeal was maidc from few or single

or local judges to the hcliasts, who were con*

sidered the representatiTes of the people or country.

With respect to the proccodinga.no new documents

seem to have been added to the contents of the

echinm upon an appeal ; but the anacrisis would

be confined merely to an examination, as far as

was necessary, of tllioec documents which had been

already put in by the litigants.

There is some obscurity respecting the two next

kinds of appeal that are notic^ by Pollux. It is

conjectured by Schdmaim (AU, J*roceu^ p. 771)
. that the appeal from the senate to the people refers

to cases which the former were for various reasons

disinclined to decide, and by Plataer (voL L p. 427 ),

that it occurred when the senate was accused of

having exceeded its powers.

U poo the appeal fr^ the assembly to court, there

is alM a difference of opinion between the two Inst-

mentioned critics, Schumann maintaining (AU.

/'rtMTst, p. 77 1 ) that the words of Pollux are to be

applied to a voluntary reference of a cause by the

assembly to the dicasts, and Plainer suggesting

the possible case of one that incurred a pracjudicium

of the assembly against him (wpo€oAn^ Karax*ipo-

rorfa) calling up<Hi a court (itKocT^fHov) to give

. him the opportunity of vindicating himself from a

charge that his antagonist declined to follow up.

Platner alto supposes the case of a magistrate sum-

marily deposed by the assembly, and demanding
to prove bis innocence before the nuliosts. [J.S.M. J

2. Roman. The word appxllatio, and the

corresponding verb appeUare^ are used in the early

Roman writers to express the application of an

individual to a magistrate, and particularly to

a tribune, in order to protect himself from some
wrong indicted, or threatened to be inflicted. It

is distinguished from protoeatio^ which in the early

w'riters is used to signify an appeal to the popiiltts

in a matter affecting life. It would seem Uiat the

provocatio was an ancient right of the Roman
citizens. The surviving lloraiius, who murdered
bis sister, appealed from the duumviri to the

populus. (Liv. u 26.) The decemviri took aw'ny

the provocatio
;
but it was restored by a lex con-

aulam de provocatione, and it was at the same
time enacted that in future no mogistmte should

be mode from whom there should bo no appeal.

On this Livy (iii. 55) remarks, that the plelies

were now protected by the ptwocaiio an<l the

tn'bmmcium auriJium; this latter term has reference

to the appellatio properly so called (iii. 13. 56).

Appius (Liv. iii. 56) applied (appeUarit) to the

tribunes
;
and when this produced no effect, and

be was arrested by a viator, he appealed (provo-

eucii). Cicero (Oe Orai. ii. 48) appears to allude

to the re-establlshraent of the provocatio, which is

mentioned by Livy (iii. 55). The complete phrase

to express the provocatio is provocare adpof^um ;

and the pbnue which expresses the appellatio, is

appeilort^ and in the later w'riters appfUare ad.

It apjtwa that a person might appeUar* from one

magistmte U> another of c«j[ual nuik
\
and, of course,
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from an inferior to a superior magistrate
;
and from

oue tribune to another.

The appeals which have here been referred to,

were limited to criminal matters. In civil suits there

was not, and could not be any appeal under the re-

public, for the purpose of revising and altering a
decision, for each magistrate had power to decide

finally within the limits of his jurisdiction ; and as

A general rule, the sentence of a judex could not

be revers'd by the magistrate who appointed the

judex. The only mode in which a person could
have relief^ in such cases, was by the intercessio

of a superior magistrate, or the appellatio of tho

tribunes which would be in the nature of a stay of

execution. The 7a raUituiio also existed

under the republic.

When tile supreme power became vested in the

emperor^ the terms provocatio and appellatio lost

tlieir original signification. Thus Ocilius (iv. 14)
has used provoctdio for appellatio. In the Digest

(49. tit. 1. De AjyprUaliohihus) provocatio and ap-

pellatio are used indiK-riininatcly, to express what
we call an appeal in civil mattm : hut provocatio

seems so far to have retained its original meaning
as to be the only term used for an appeal in

criminal mailers. Tho emperor centred in him-
self both the pow'cr of the populus and the veto of

the tribunes; but the appe^ to him was properly

in the last resort. Augustas (Sueton. Ociarianus,

33) established a system of r^ilar appeals from

litigant parties at liomc to the Praetor Urlmnus,
as in the provinces to the governors. Nero (Sueton.

AVro, 17) enacted that, all appeals from privati

(TaciL AaaoZ. ziv.28)J«dK«s should be to the senate.

Appellatio among the Utter Roman jurists, then, sig-

nifies an Application for redress from the decision

of on inferior to a superior, on the ground of wrong
decision, or other sufficient ground. According to

Ulpian (Dig. 49. tit. 1), appeals were common
among the Romans, ** on account of the injustice

or ignorance of those who had to decide (jfttdi-

coa/cj<), though sometimes an appeal alters a pro-

per decision, as it is not a necessary consequence

that he w'ho gives the last gives also the best deci-

sion.** This remark must be taken in connection

w’ith the Roman system of procedure, bv which
such matters were referred to a judex for Lis deci-

sion, after the pleadings had brought the mutUT
in dispute to an issue. From the emperor himself
there w'os, of counc, no appeal

;
and by a constitu-

tion of Hadrian, there was no appeal from tho

senate to the emperor. The emperor, in appoint-

ing a judex, might exclude all appeal and make
the decision of the judex AmiL M. Aurelius by a
R'seript (Dig. 49. tit. 1. s. 1, 21) directed an ap-

peal from the judgment of a judex to the magis-

trate who had appiointcd the judex. The appeal,

or liUdiu appeiiaioritu^ showed who was the ap-

pellant, against whom the appc^ol was, aud whut
was the judgment appealed from.

Appellatio also means to summon a party before

a judex, or to call u|>on him to perform something

that he has undertaken to do. (Clc. Ad Ati. i. 8.)

The debtor who was summoned {appdlatu») by
his creditor, and obeyed the summons, was said

respoadert.

The system of appcllationea as established under
the empire was of very extensive application, and
was not limited to matters of criminal and civil

procedure. A person might appeal in matters thot

rolatcd to the hscus, to penalties aud fines, and

izeo Dv VjOOglc
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to citH and burdcni. This subject U fully

treated by lioUweg, //ufx/6«cA de» CSvilprozenUf

p. 350. [O.L.]

APPLICATIO'NIS JUS. [Exsilium.]

APROSTA'SIOU GRAPHE' {kwpo^offiw

ypa^\ an action taUing under the jurisdiction of

the polcmarch, which was brought against those

met^ki, or resident aliens, who had neglected to

rovide tbomselrcs with a patron (irpo^dr7;r).

'his action is stated to have been alra brought

against those metoeki, who exercised the rights of

full citizens, or did not pay the iirroitcto¥^ a tax

of twelve drachmae exacted from resident aliens ;

but Meier has remarked that this action was only

applicable in such cases, provided that the metocki

had 00 patron. (Harpocrat ; Zonor. ; Said, and
the other grammarians

;
Meier, Ati, Prootat^

p. 315, &C.)

APSIS or ABSIS (i'I'lr), in its literal meaning
from diTTw, is a fastening ofany kind ; for example,

the meshes of a net (Horn. //.. 467.) It was ap-

plied specially to the joining together the extremities

of a piece of wood, so as to give it the shape of a
bow

;
and hence it came to signify anything of

that shape, such as a bow, an arch, or a wheel.

(Hca. Op. 424 ;
Herod, iv. 72.) A potter's wheel

is described, in the Anthology, as icc^KAor

The next transition of meaning is to anything

vatdied (for example, ^ 5iroi;pa>'ra the vault

of heaven^ Plat Phaedr. p. 247, b.) ; and in this

sense it was adopted in architecture, first, for any
building or portion of a building of a circular form,

or vaulted (Plin. Epiel. iL 17. § 18), and more
esp'.Tially for the circular and vaulted end of a
Builica. (Paul NoL£)>. 12; Auj^tin, £)>. 203 ;

Isid. Orig, xv. 8.) For other applications of it, all

with the general meaning of a vault or airve, see

ForccllinL fP. S.]

AQUAEDUCTUS literally, a
water-conduit, would, of course, properly describe

any channel for the passngo of water
; bat the

word is used especially for tho magnificent struc-

tures by means of which Rome and other cities

of the Roman empire were supplied with water,

and which may be described in general terms as a
channel, constructed as nearly as possible with a
regular declivity from the source whence the

wntcr was derived to the place where it was de-

livered, carried through hills by means of tunnels,

and o^-er valleys upon a substruction of solid

masonry or arches.

The aqueduct is mentioned by Strabo as among
the structures which were neglected by the Greeks,

and first brought into use by the Romans (v.

p. 235). It will presently be seen that this state-

ment requires some slight modification ; but, if

understood of the grand structures we have refexied

to, it is true enough that the Greeks (before the

Roman conquest) had none such, and for the

obvious reason, that they had no need of them.

There is no occasion to discuss the possibilitr or

impossibility of constructing aqueducts witliout

arches, which is the reason olK'gcd by some
writers for their not being used by the Greeks

;

there is reason enough in the physical ge<^rapby
of the country. Springs {uprfim, upovyot) were
sufficiently abundant to supply the great cities

with water
; and great attention was paid to tho

preservation and adornment of them
; they were

converted into public fountains by the formation of

a bead for their waten, and the erection of an

AQUAEDUCTU&
ornamental superstructure ; and were dedicated to

some god or hero. Pansanias (x. 4. § 1) considers

no pl^ to deserve the name of dty^ which has
not snch a fountain. We are indebted to the

same author and other Greek writers for accounU
of some of the most celebrated fountains

; such as

that of Thea^nes, at Megaia (Paus. L 40. § 1) ;

those of Pcirene and L^a at Corinth, where
there were many other fountains, as well as a
Roman aqueduct erected by Hadrian (ii 3. §§ 2,

3, 5 ; 4. § 5) ;
that in the grove of Aesculapius at

Epidanrus (iL 17. § 5) ;
and several others (iv. 31,

32, 34, viL 5, 21, viiL 13), of which wo need
only mention the EnneaJtrvttuoi at Athenl^ which
was constructed by Pcisistratus and his sons, and
of which Thucydides records the interesting fiict,

marking the transition from the natural springs to

the artificial fountain, and showing the importance

attached even to the former, that ^ it was called

Callirhoe formerly, token the tpringe wvrs vietlde

(^Kircpwv raw miy^ o5<rwr, Thuc. iu 15 ; Pans. L
14. § 1) : to this enumeration might be added the

springs of salt-water in certain temples ; as in

those of Erechtheui at Athens, and of Poseidon

Hippius at Mantineia. (Pans. L 26. § 5, viiL 10.

§4.)
In these cases we have no reason to suppose that

there was any thing more than a fonntain over or

close to the springs, forming a head for the water

derived, either immediately, or by rtry short

channels, from them. But we are not without

examples of eonstrnetions more nearly approaching

the Roman aqueducts in kind, thongb not in

degree. That the Greeks, at a very early period,

had some powenof hydra^ilic engmeering is sxiowTi

by the drainage tunnels of the lake Copais, and
th* similar works of Fhaeax at Agrigentum
[Emissarium] : and we have an instance of a
channel for water being carried through a moun-
tain, to supply tho city of Samos. The height of

the mountain was 150 orgoiae (900 Greek feet)
;

the length of the tunnel was seven stadia (7'8ths

of a Reman mile, or about 1 420 yards) ; its section

was a square of eight Greek feet. The actual

channel for the water was cut below this, and was,

if the text is right, thirty Greek feet deep, and
three wide

; the water paned through pipes (8id

ffwKhvw) from a copious spring, and was thus

brought to tbo city. (Ilerad. iiL 60.) Miillcr

conjocturee that the work was one of those executed

by Polycrates (ArehaoL d.KunsL, § 81).

The chief regulations among tbo Ore^s respect-

ing fountains and springs, whether in town or

country, were the blowing :
— Water might be

fetched from the public foiintaini or wells to a
distance of four stadia ; beyond this, persons must
dig their own wells

;
but if any one dog to n

depth of ten otyuiae (or, according to Plato,

rt]f Kfpaftil^os yvs) without finding water, be was
permitted to take from his neighbour's well a
pitcher of six ehoile twice a day (PluU SoL 23 ;

Plat. Leg. viiL p. 844, a,b).

The Romans were in a very diffrrent position,

with respect to the supply of w*ater, from most of

the Greek cities. They, at first, had recourse to

the Tiber, and to wells sunk in the city ;
but

the water obtained from those sources was very

unwholesome, and must soon have proved insuf-

ficient, from the growth of the population, to say

nothing of the supplies afterwards required for the

ggasiac^MM and public baths. It was this ncoes-
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nty tbat led to tho iorention 'if aqneducts, tn

order to bring pore wnter &om a coniiderablo

dUtanoe^ firom the hillSf in fact, which surround the

Cainpagna. The date of the first aqueduct is as-

aign^ by Frontinus to the year a.u. c.441, or

B.C 313 {p« Aquaed, Urb. Rom, 4, p. 14, ed.

Adler) ; and the number of aqueducts was gra-

dually increased, partly at the public expense, and
partly by the munificence of indiriduals,till, in the

time of Procopius, they amounted to fourteen
;

and, eren before they were all erected, they might
well excite the admiration which Pliny expresses

with respect to the Claudian aqueduct, in the fol-

lowing passage (//. A' xxxrL 15. s. 24) :— But
if any one will carefully calculate the quantity of

the public supply of water, for baths, rescPi'oini,

houses, trenches (ettrrpi)^ gardens, and suburluin

Tillas
; and, along the distance which it traverses,

the arches built, the mountains perfurated, the

Talleys lerelled ; he will confess that there never

was any tbii^ more wonderful in the whole world.'*

But why did the Romans waste so much
Bwney and labour on works, the purpose of which
might have been eflfocted much more scientifically

by the siroide plan of laying pipes along the

^^und ? Of course, it is easy to give the unthink-

ing answer, that they were ignorant of the laws of

hydrostatics, and did not know that water finds

iu own level I It is truly marvellous that such

an absurd notion should ever have been enter-

tained, and yet it is the common explanation of

the fiiict of their building aqueducts instead of

laying down water-pipes. If it were at all neces-

cesaary to prove that a naUon, so far advanced in

civilisatioo as the Romans, or indeed that any in-

diridual arrived at y^^ of discretion, had dis-

covered that water finds its own level, the proof

might be supplied from passages in Latin authors *,

from the whole arrangements for the distribution

of the water of tho aqueducts, and from the

a, a. The ascending pipe.

5, ft. The basin, m^e of blocks of travertine.

* Vitruvias not only expressly states the law

(iii. 6, 1. 5X but describes one form of the aque-

duct in which it was pmctically applied (viii. 7.

s. 3), as will be seen Mow. Pliny also, in de-

scribing the pSKSge of water through pipes, states

the law in these very distinct terms Subit

altitndinem exortus sol** (//. AT. xxxl 6. i. 31.)
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very existence of their numerous fountains
; as a do*

cisivc ocular demonstration, we have given above a
sixtion of one of the many fountains still existing
at Pompeii. Another reason assigned for the
cimstruction of aqueducts by the Romans is their
want of the materials, and the manufru;turing skill,

to moke pipes of a sufficient sixe
;
combined, on

the other hand, with the love of magnificence and
the ostentatious disr^pird of expense, by which
the architectural works of the empire are cha-
nK-terised. Some weight should doubtless be as-
sik'iied to these considerations, although, in fact,

the Romans made use ofpipes as well as aqueducts

:

but the great point is, that it has been too hastily

:u-.Hiuned that the aqueduct is an unscientific mode
of conveying water to a large city from distant

.sources
; or that it is peculiar to the ancients.

Loudon itself is chiefly supplied by an aqueduct,
for such is the New River in principle, lUtbough
the country through which it flows is such as not
to require arches and tunnels like those of the
Uoman aqueducts

; and the remark would apply to
several other great cities. The whole matter u a
question of the balance of advantages. On the
ono hand there is the expense of the aqueduct

:

on the other, the enormous pipes which would be
re<{uired for the conveyance of an equal quantity
of water, their liability to get obstructed, and to
yield at the joints, the loss by friction, especially

in the bends, and the unequal pressure of the
water. In fii^ the most recent feat of engineer-
ing science in this department is exactly a return
to the Roman aqueduct, which has been preferred
to any other plan for conyeying water in large
quantities a considerable distance, over great in-

equalities of ground: we refer to the aqueduct,
begun in 1837 and finished in 1842, by which
the water of the riror Croton is conveyed a dis-

tance of forty miles, for the supply of New York,
and which is thus described :~ An artificial

channel, built with square stones, supported on
solid masonry, is carried over valleys, through
rivers, under hills, on arches and banks, or through
tunnels and bridges, over these forty miles. Not
a pipe, but a sort of condensed river, arched over
to keep it pore and safe, is made to flow at the
rate of a mile and a half an hour towards New
Voik-'* A more exact description of an ancient
Roman aqueduct could not easily be given. (See
lUutiraiiont of tke Croton Aqttedudy by F. B.
Tower, 1843.)
The detailed description of the arrangements of

the aqueduct will be better understood, after an
enumeration of the principal aqueducts by which
water was conveyed to Rome across the Cam-
h^nia.

Thqr were fourteen in number
;
and only four

of them belong to the time of the republic, while
five were built in the reigns of Augustus and
Claudios. Our knowledge of the subject is de-
rived almost entirely frt>m the treatise De Aqnao-
dudibui f/rfttt Romao^ by S. Julius Frontinus, who
was curator aquarum (keeper of the squcducts)
under Nerva and Trajan. It should be observed
that the Aquaeductuo is often called simply Aqua,

1. The Aqua Appia was begun by the censor
Appius Claudius Cawus (to whom also Rome was
indebted for her first great road), in B.C. 313. Its

sources were near the Via Pracuestina, between
the seventh and eighth milestones, and its ter-

muiatioo wu at the nUinae, tie Porta Trigrmina,
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It* length was ll, 1 .007>ass7M, for 11,130 of which

it was carried under the curtli, and for the remaining

60 passus^ within the city, from the Porla Cupena

to the Porta Trufcmina^ it was on arches. The
distribution of its water began from the Clivus

Publicius. (Frontin. 5 ;
Liv. ix.29

;
Diod. xx. 36 ;

Aur. Viet, Vir. lUusL'M, who confounds it with

the Anio.) No traces of it remain.

2. The Anio Vetus was commenced forty years

later, B.C. 273, by the censor M. Curius Dentatus,

and was finished by M. Fulvius Flaccus. The ex-

pense w'as defrayed out of the spoils taken from

Pyrrhus. The water was derived from the river

Anio, above Tibur, at a distance of twenty Roman
miles from the city

;
but, on account of its wind-

ings, its actual length was forty-three miles, of

which length less than a quarter of a mile only

(namely, 221 passus) was above the ground.

There are considerable remains of this aqueduct on

the Aurclian wall, near the Porta Mui^ore^ and

also in the neighbourhood of TivoU. It was built

of blocks of peperino stone, and the water-course

was lined with a thick coating ofcement (Front 6

;

Aur. Viet Vir. Ill 43.)

3. The Aqua Marcia^ one of the most important

of the w'hole, was built by the praetor Q. Marcius

Re.T, by command of the senate, in b. c. 144.

The want of a more plentiful supply of water had

Ijeen long felt, especially as that furnished by the

Anio Vetus w’as of such bad quality as to Iw al-

most luifit for drinking; and, in u.c. 17.^, the

censors, M. Aemilius Lepidus and M. Flaccus

Nobilior, had proposed the erection of a new
aqueduct

;
but the scheme hod been defeated, in

consequence of Licinius Crassus refusing to let it

be carried through his lands. (Liv. xl. 51.) The
two existing aqueducts had also fallen into decay

by neglect, and had been much injured by private

persons draw'ing off the water at different parts of

their course. The senate therefore commissioned

the praetor Marcius to repair the old aqueducts,

and to build a third, which w-os named a^r him.

Some writers have pretended that the original

construction of this aqueduct is to be ascribi^ to

Ancus Marcius, alleging a passage of Pliny {H.N.
xxxi 3. 8. 24), and a medd of the Marcian gens,

family Philippus, which bears on the obverse a
head with the legend A Ncvs, and on the reverse

a representation of an aqueduct, with the letters

Aqvawi between the arches, supporting an

equestrian statue with the legend Puillippvs :

hut those who know any thing of the history of

Roman family records will understand that this

medal bears no evidence to the point in question,

and is simply a perpetuation of tw'o of the greatest

distinctions of the Marcia gens^ their alleged de-

scent from Ancus, and the aqueduct which bore

their name
;
and Pliny’s opinion is simply one of

his ludicrous blunders, arising probably from his

confounding Marcius Rex with the king Ancus
Marcius. (Eckhel, Doclr. Num. Vet. vol. v. p. 24H.)

This aqueduct commenced at the side of the

Via Valeria^ thirty-six miles from Rome
;

its
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length was 6

1 ,7

1

OJ /x/mms, of which onlj' 746.3

were above ground
;
namely, 526 on solid suf>-

structions, and 6935 on arches. It was high
enough to supply water to the summit of the
Capitoline Mount. It ^vas repaired by Agrippa
in his aedileship, b.c. 33 (see below'. No. 5.), and
the volume of its ^vatcr was increased by Au-
gustus, by means of the water of a spring 800
jKtssus from it: the short aqueduct w’hich con-

veyed this W'atcr was called the Aqua Augusta^
but is never enumerated as a distina aqueduct.

Pliny states that the water of the Atpia Marcia
was the coldest and most wholesome of all which
w'as brought to Rome

;
and Vitruvius and other

writers refer to the excellence of the water ns l)eing

proverbial. Several arches of the Aqua Marcia
arc still standing. (Frontin. 12 ;

Plin. H.N. xxxi.
3. s. 24, who differs from Frontinus in some of tho
details; Strnb. v. p. 240 ;

Vitniv. viii. 3. $ I
;

Uion Cass. xlix. 42 ; Pint Coriol. 1 ; Properi, iii.

22, 24 ;
MartiuL vi. 42. 16 ;

Stat. Hiiv. i. 5,

25.)

4. The Aqua Tcpula^ which was built by the
censors Cn. ^rvilius Caepio and L. Cassius Lon-
ginus in B. a 127, began at a spot in the Lucullan
or Tusculan land, two miles to the right of the
tenth milestone on the Via Latina. It was after-

wards connected with

5. Tho Aqua Julia, Among the splendid public

works executed by Agrippa in his aedileship,

B. c. 33, was the formation of a new aqueduct, and
the restoration of all the old ones. From a source
two miles to the right of the twelfth milestone of
the Via /jatina, he constructed bis aqueduct (the

Aqua Julia) first to the Aqua Tepula^ in which
it was merged as for as the reservoir (piscina)

on the Via Latina, seven miles from Rome.
From this reservoir the water was carried along
two distinct channels, on the same substructions

(which were probably the original substnictions’

of the Aqua Tepula, newly restored), the lower
channel being called the Aqua Tepula, and the

upper tho A(fua Julia ; and this double aqueduct
again was united with the Aqua Marcia, over the

watercourse of which the other two were carried.

The monument erected at the junction of these

three aqueducts, is still to be seen close to the

Porta S. iMTcnzo, It bears an inscription referring

to the repairs under Coracallo. (Sec the woodcut
below, p. 112.) The whole course of the Aqua
Julia, firom its source, amounted to 15,426 /xnww.'f,

partly on massive substructions, and partly on
arches. (Frontin. 8, 9, 19.)

6. The Aqua Virgo was built by Agrippa, to

supply his l^ths. From a source in a marshy
spot by the eighth milestone on the 17a Col/atina,

it was conduct^ by a very circuitous route, chiefly

under the ground, to the Af. Pmeius, whence it

was carried on arches to the Campus Martins, Its

length was 14,105 jxissus, of which 12,865 were
underground

;
in its subterranean course it re-

ceived the water of numerous springs ; and its

water was as highly esteemed for bathing as that

of the A<fua Marcia was for drinking. It is one-

of the two aqueducts on the left bank of the Tilier,

which are still in use, though on a much-diminished
scale. (See below.) The origin of its name is

variously explained. (Frontin. 10 ;
Dion Cass. liv.

1 1 ;
Plin. II. N. xxxi. 3. s. 25 ; Cassiod. Var.

vii. 6 ;
Ovid, Trist. iil 12. 22 ;

Martial v. 20. 9,
vL 42. 18, xi. 47. 6.)
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7. The Aqua AUietina (sometimes called also

Aqua Auffutfa), on the other side of the Tiber,

wns constructed by Augustus from the Locus

Aiuietinus {Logo di Martignam)^ which lay 65U0
passus to the right of the fourteenth milestone on the

t'ia Ctaudioy to the part of the Regio Tra/utiUrina

below the Janieulus, Its length was 2-2, 172

passusy of which only 358 were on arches ; and

its water was so bod that it could only have been

intended for the supply of Augustus's Nuumacitiiiy

and for watering gardens. Its reservoir was 1800
feel long by 1200 wide. (Kroutm. 11.)

H, 9. The two most magniheent aqueducts were

the A^iia Ctaudus and the Anio S’ovus (or Aqua
Aniena A'oru), both commenced by Caligula in

A. D. 36, and finished by Claudius in a. d. 5U.

The waterof ihcATwaC/aad/a was derived fn>ro two
mpiouB and excellent springs, calletl Cuerulus and
f urTitu, near the thirty-eighth milestone on tlie I’id

SttUoc^sisy and it was afterwards increased by a

third spring, Albudinus. Its water was reckoned

the best after the Marcia, Its length was 46,406

juntas (nearly 46^ miles), of which 9567 w’ere on

arches. Of a still greater length was the Anio
Sttnuy which began at the forty-S4Cond milestone,

on the Via SuUocensisy and received ip addition, at

the thirty-eighth milestone, opposite the sources of

the Aqua ClaudiOy a stream called the ^iras Ifcr-

cmlonnu. It was the longest and tho highest of

nil the aqueducts, its length being nearly 59 miles

(58,700 /Nustts), and some of its arches 109

feet high. In the neighbourhood of the city these

two aqueducts were united, forming two channels

on the same arches, the CUtudia below and the

Anio Nocut above. An interesting monument
connected with these aqueducts, is the gate now
called Porta JifaggiorCy which was originally a

mogniftccDt double arch, by means of which the

aqueduct was carried over the Via Lahicana and

the Via Praemttima. The Poria Labicaua was

blocked np by Honorius ; but the arch has been

lately cleared of his barbarous constructions. Over

the double arch are three inscriptions, which re-

cord the names of Claudius as the builder, and of

V'esposian and Titos as the restorers of the aque-

duct. (See the woodcut below.) By the side

of this arch the aqueduct passes along the wall of

Aurelian for some distance, and then it is con-

tinued upon the Arcus Neromiani or Caeiimostianiy

which were added by Nero to the original struc-

ture, and which terminated at the temple of

Claudius, which was also b'lilt by Nero, on the

Caeiiusy where the water was probably conveyed

to a cast^lum aliradv built for the A^imx JtdiOy

and for a branch of the Aqua Mardoy which bad

been at some previous time contL;ued to the

Catdius: the monument called tho Arch of Dola-

bclla is |Wobably a remnant of this common eastd-

lum. (Becker, Handh, d. Horn, AUerik, voL i.

pp. 499—602.)
These nine aqueducts were all that existed in

the time of Frontinos, who thus speaks of them
collectively, in terms which can hardly be thought

exaggerate :
— ^ Toi aquarum tarn muliis ncccs-

sariis moixbus pyramidas videlicet <Uiosas compareSy

out inertia sed fuma celebratn opera Graccorum.'^

It has been calculated that these nine a<}ueducts

furnished Rome with a supply of water equal tp

that carried down by a river thirty feet broad by

six deep, flowing at the rate of thirty inches a

seconA There was also another aqueduct, not
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reckoned with the nine, because its waters were
no longer brought all the way to Home :

10. This H-as the Ar/wa f'ru5ru, which had its

source near that of the JuIvUy and which was ori-

ginally carried right through the Circus Maximus
;

but the water was so bad, that Agrippa would not

bring it into the Juhia, but abandoned it to the

people of the Tusculan land ; hence it was called

Aqua Damnata. At a later period, part of its

>»'atcr was brought into ihoAqua Julio. (Frontin. 9.)

Considerable traces of it remain.

There are still four aqueducts of later con-

struction to be added to the list.

11. Tho Afpta Trojama was brought by Trajan
from the Locus Saljutinus (now Iiracciano)y to

supply the Joniculus and the Itegio TranstHjerina,

Its construction is rt'corded on coins of gold, silver,

and bronze, of the years 111 and 112 a. d.

(Kckbel, Doctr. Sum. Vet. vl. pp, 425, 428).
Trajan also restored and improved the other aque-
ducts, especially the Anio Sunu. (Frontin. 92, 93.)

12. The Aqua Alexondrina was constructed by
Alexander Sevcnis

;
its source was in the lands of

Tusculum, about fourteen miles from Home, be-

tween Gubii and the l>sikc Uegillus. Its small

height shows that it was intended for the baths of

Severus, which were in one of the valleys of Home.
(Lamprid. Alex. Sev. 26 ;

Fabrctti, Pits. i. §23.)
13. The Aqua SeptimiauOy built by Septiraius

Severus, was, perhaps, only a branch of the Aqua
Julioy formed by the emperor to bring water to his

baths. (Fabrctti, LHss. iii. § 285.)

14. The Aqua Algenlia bad its source at M.
Algidus by the Via TuteulanOy 9000 patsus from
Uoine, according to Fabrctti

;
but mure probably

15,000. Its builder is unknown.
These seem to have been the fourteen aqueducts,

which were still preserved in use at Home in the
time of Procopius {Gotk. i. 19); but there is n
doubt respecting some of the last five. Thus tho
Kjrilogus to the Notitia mentions the O’mmm, the

A^riojsa, and the A it/onio, and makes the whole
number nineteen ; while Aurelius Victor enu-
merates twenty. The account of Procopius seems
the most exact, and the excess in the other state-

ments may be explained from the enumeration of

the small accessory branches of the chief aqueducts

:

for the Aqua Jovia of Bunsen there is no sufiicient

authority. (Becker, Handl. d. Rom. Altcrth. vol. i.

^707.)'
Great pains were taken by successive emperors

to preserve and repair the aqueducts. From the

Gothic wars downwards, they have for tho most
part shared the fate of the other great Homan
works of architecture

;
their situation and purpose

rendering them peculiarly exposed to injury in

war
;
bnt still their remains form the most striking

features of the Compagna, over which their lines

of ruined arches, clothed with ivy and the wild

fig-tree, radiate in various directions. Three of

them still serve for their ancient use ; and these

three alone, according to Tournon, supply the

modem city with a quantity of water much greater

than that which is furnish^ to Paris by the Canal
de I'Ourcq, for a population six times as large.

They are:—(1.) The Acqua VerginXy the ancient

Aqua ri/po, which was restored by Pope Pius IV.
and further embellished by Benedict XIV. and
Clement XIII. The chief portion of its waters

gush out through the beautiful Fontana di Treviy

\

but it also supplies twelve other public fountains,^
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and the greater part of the lower city. (2.) The
Aequa Felice^ named after the conTentoal name of

iu restorer Sixtus V. (Fra Felice) is, probably, a

part of the ancient Aqua Claadto, though some
take it for the Alexaudriua^ It supplies twenty*

seven public fountains, and the eastern part of the

city. (3.) The Acqua Paolo, the ancient AUietuta^

supplies the TratuUwrt and the Vatican, and

fe^s, among others, the splendid fountains before

St Peter's. Of the ruins of the other aqueducts

the most extensive, within Rome, are those of the

Bretts A’eroasani, and of the Aqua Crabra ; the

most interesting are the Porta Maggiore^ with the

turo channels ofthe^dTaa Claudia and Amo Aoms,
and the remains of the triple aqueduct of Agrippa
by the Porta S. Lortmxo. The following woodcut
(aAer Hirt) represents restored sections of them,
preserving their relative proportions :

—

Fig. 1.— Section of the Poria Maggior« at

Rome: a, the Aqua Claudia; b. the Asm Abnes;

e. openings to give vent to the tar.

Fig. 2.— Section of the triple aqueduct of

Agrippa: a. the At<ms Marcia; b. the Aqua
Tepula; e. the A^swi Julia. The two latter are

of brick and vanlted over. The air*vents are also

shown.

The msfnificence displayed by the Romans in

their pubbe worics of this class, was by no means

confined to the capital ; for aqueducts more or less

stupendous were constructed by them in various

and even very remote parts of the empire,— at

Athens, Corinth, Catjuia, Salona, Nicomedia,

Ephesus, Smyrna, Alexandria in the Tread, Syra-

cuse, Metz, Clermont in Auvergne, Niroet (the

Pont du Card), Lyon, Evora, Merida, and Segovia.

Those at RpHesos and Alexandria were built by
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Hadrian and Herodes Atticus, and that at Athens
WAS commenced by Hadrian and finished by Anto*
ninns Pius, who also built those at Corinth and
Nicomedia. That at Evoia, which was built by
Quintus Sertorius, is still in good preservation

;

and at its termination in the city has a very ele-

gant catiellum in two stories, the lower one of

which has Ionic columns. Merida in Spain, the

Augusta Emcrita of the Romans, who established

a colony there in the time of Augustus, has among
its other antiquities the remains of two aqueducts,

of one of which thirty-seven piers are standing,

with three tiers of arches
;
while of the other

there are only two which form part of the original

constructions, the rest being modem. But that oi

Segovia, for which some Spanish writers have
claimed an antiquity anterior to the sway of the

Romans in Spain, is one of the most perfect and
magnificent works of the kind anywhere remain*

ing. It is entirely of stone, and of great solidity,

the piers being eight feet wide and eleven in

depth
;
and, where it traverses a part of the city,

the height is upwards of a hundred feet, and it has
two tiers of arches, the lowermost of which are
cxcecMlingly lofty.

We proceed to describe in detail the construc-

tion and arrangements of Roman aqueducts. There
are three matters to be consider^ : the source

from which the water was derived ; the aqueduct

itself, by which it was conveyed
;
and the reser-

voir in which it was received, and firom which it

was distributed for use.

(1.) Sources.— It is unnecessary to follow

Vitruvius into the minute rules which he lays

down for the discovoy of springs, where they
were not naturally visible, and for testing the

quality of the water : it is enough to refer to his

statements as showing the importance attached to

these points. (Vitmv. viii. 1.) It was also neces-

sary t^t the springs should have such an eleva*

tioD, as that, after blowing for the fisll necessary

to give the channel its proper inclination, the water
should enter the final reservoir at a sufficient

height to permit of its distribution for public and
privato use ; for there were no engines used, as in

modem waterworks, to raise the water to a higher

elevation than that at which it was required.

When the source had been fixed upon, whether it

was an open spring (ybas), or one got at by sink-

ing a well a hc^ was dug for the water,

and inclosed with a wall ; and, if necessary, the

supply vnis increased by digging channels from

neighbouring springs : the rules for these opera-

tions also are minutely laid down by Vitruvius

(viil 7. i. 6. |§ 12—15).

(2.) JluChatmelyOrAqu^uciUself.*—In order

to convey the water frnm its source to its destina-

tion, a channel was constructed, having a alight,

and, as nearlv as possible, a uniform declivity.

An elaborate description of the means adopted to

secure this object is quite needless for readers of

the present <Uy, as they were almost precisely

* Though the word aquaedudus is applied gene-

rally to the whole straeture, yet in its special and

proper meaning it teems only to have si^ified

part of the work in which the vrater<Wmel

was carried over a valley, on arches or on solid

•uhstmetioDS : a channel on the sur&ce of the

ground was properly called rwus; and one benetUh

the surfrme, rmu ft^i^raucus, or euuieulut.

Digifi.
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timiUr to those with which wc are familiar in onr

railwars: hilU were pierced through by tunncla.

and Talleys crossed either by solid sulMtructionA

or arches of masonry, according to the height

quired ; and of these arches there were often two
tiers, and sometimes eren three. The channel

itself {$pecusy eanaiis) was a trough of brick or

atone, lined s’ith cement, and covered with n

coping, which was almost always arched ; and the

water either ran directly through this trough, nr it

was carried through pipes laid along the trough.

When the channel aws carried beneath the sur*

if the hill through which it pass4Hl was of

rock, it was merely cut in the rock
;
but if of earth

or sand, it was constructed of blocks of stone.

The following woodcut represents a portion of

a donb1e>arched aqueduct, and shows a section of

the $peeus(a): 6 6 are projecting blocks, which

are often seen in such positions, and which were
doubtless the supports for the centerings used in

building the arches.

The object of covering the spanut was to exclude

tbe sun and rain, and other corruptions and ob-

structions ; but it was necessary to provide a vent

for tbe air, which otherwise would have been

compressed to such a degree as to burst the walls

or roof of the ipecas. These vent-holes wore

made at regular intervals in the roof of the $pccu*^

or, when another channel passed over ft, in the

side:. They are represented in the sections, given

above, of the Atjua daudia^ A/omd, Ac. To
ventilate the subtenanean channel of an aqueduct,

a shaft {ptUetu) of masonry was carried to the

urfoce of tbe ground at intenmb of an ootws, or

120 Roman foet (<w two adu*^ according to Pliny,

who calls them lumima\ as shown in the following

woodcut (after llirt), which represents the plan,

loogitudii^ section, and transverse section, of

part of a rtras suhterrxmeuty the ruins of which

still exist at Palmyra.

Tbe rfoM ntUrmmetit possessed tho advantage

over the aqnaeduehu of being less exposed to

variations of temperature, and more secure from

injury
; on tbe o^cr band, it was of course more

difCc^t to get at when it required repairs. A
refrreoca to tbe account given above, of the Roman
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aquedueta, will show how large a portion of them

was subterranean.

la ^ }

Of The water-course ; 6, steps giving access to

it ; e, the shaft ; d, e, section of the J7«*ru« and

shafi
;

transverse section of them.

Instead of, or within, the ipertfs, pipes (/sfw/oe,

/k/zm/)), were often used for the passage of the

water. They were of lead, or tcrra-coUa (yfefiA#),

and sometimes, for the sake of economy, of leather.

The rules which Vitruvius lays down apply par-

ticularly to leaden pipes, although he gives tbe

preference to the earthen ones, chiefly on tbe

ground that the water which passed through them

was more wholesome. The pipes were made in

lengths not less than ten feet, and of various

widths, which were denominated in the manner
explained under Fistula. They were cemented

together at the joints, which in earthen pipes were

made to overlap, and when the water was first let

in, ashes were mixed with it, in order that they

might settle in the joints and stop them more com-

pletely. The use of pipes pcnmtted variations to

be made in the construction of the aqueduct

:

namely, the water could be carried round, instead

of through a bill, if the circuit was not too great

;

and in very wide >*alleys, the costly structure of

arches could be dispensed with. In this ense, a
low horisontal substruction was made across the

bottom of the valley, and the pipe wan brought

down the one slope, along this substruction, and

up the opposite slope, to a height, of course,

scmew'hat loss tiuin that of the opposite side. The
horizontal part of the pipe across the bottom of the

valley (tvw/er), had ventnating openings for the

escape of the air. At the liendings, instead of the

pipe, an elbow was bored in a solid piece of stone,

into which the ends of the adjacent pieces of pipe

were securely cemented. (For further details, see

Vitruvius.) In thoec places where the ptpea

were laid on the surface, reservoirs were sometimes

made, at intervals of 200 arius (24,000 foet), in

order that, if a jiart of the pipe needed repair, the

supply of water might not Ik* entirely cut offl The
advantage in the use of pipes, according to Vitruvius,

was the facility of repairing them.

The slope (y^iV/ium), on which the aquednet

was built, in order to give the water a proper fall

(fi/zramenfam), ought not, says Vitruvius, to be

less than half a foot in every 100 feet (1 in 200) ;

but Pliny only allows a (a quarter of an

inch) in 100 feet. The great circuit, which most

of the aqueducts of Rome made, was token chiefly

(as is the case with the New River), to prevent

the too rapid descent of the w*nter. There is,

however, a considerable variation in their de-

clivities : fur example, the Aqua Marcia and tbe

I
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Aqtm Chmlia^ though of luch different heights »t

Rotiie, have their sources at the tame clcvatioiu

At convenient points on the course of the aque<

duct, and especially near the middle and end,

there was gencmily n reservoir (ps'srrmi, jn$nmt

limtMt) in which the water might di‘]K>sit any
sediment that it contained. The construction of

thi'so resc'n'oiri will be understood from the follow**

ing woodcut, w hich represents a restored section of

one which still exists.

The water flowed from the aqueduct a into the

first up|»cr chnmlHT, thence down niid up agtiiu

tlmmgii the openiugs A, c, e, into the second upj>cr

chnmt»cr, out of which it {lossed into the contiiitia-

tion of the n»|ucduct having deposited its sedi-

III. rit in the two low'er chomUTs, which could be

cleaned out by the d«M>r »/. The pheinn was not

always vatiltcd : Hirt, from whose work the above

cut is taken, gives also an engraving of an open

pi$cim. These reservoirs were not always used

:

for example, the Aqua Virffo and the Alsifiina

were without them. They were cspeciallv neces-

sary when the water was conveyed through pipes.

Thev were also nsed as reservoirs for the supply

of tLe neighbouring countr}’, chiefly for the pur-

poses of irrigation.

The details, which we have now been noticing,

are minutely dcKribed by Krontimis, and by

V'itruvius* (viiL c, 7. s. G), and briefly by Pliny

(//. N. xxxl 6. s. 31).

(3.) Tkt TermimUion of the Aqw'tltui^ and the

Arranr^ineMts for the DiArdintion of iVs H'li/er.

— The water thus conducted to the city w'.as re-

ceived, when it reached the walls, in a vast reser-

voir called cawtellum^ which formed the head of
wtter and also served the purpose of a mrier.

The more ancient name in use, when the aque-

ducts were first constructed, whs ditridiculum.

<Fcsl. #. r.) From this principal eatieUmn the

wrater flowed into other cafteiloy whence it was

distributed for public nud private use. The term

casiellutn is sometimes also applied to the inter-

nu'diate reservoirs already mentioned.

The chief easteUum was, cxtern-ally, a highly

decorated building ;
for example, that of Hadrian,

at Athens, was adorned with Ionic pillars, and

that at Evora, in Portugal, had the form of a cir-

cular temple. Internally, there was generally one

vast chamber, with a vaulted roof supported by
massive pillars, into which the water flowed from

* The particular attention which Vitruvius

pays to the conveyance of water through pines,

waiT.mU the supposition that in his time, wnen
some of the most important of the aqueducts were
not yet erected, that method was very largely

employed.
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the aqueduct, and frnm which it was conducted

through pipes of fixed dimensions, into three smaller

rcsciw'oirs, which were, however, so arranged, that

the middle otic was only supplied from the over*

flow of the other two. Of these three reservoirs,

the tw'o outer supplied respectively the public liftths

and the private houses, and the middle one the

public ponds and fountains {laru$ rt talieHin )

:

so that, in case of a deficient supply for useful

purposes, none would be wasted on the fountains
,

the arrangement also enabled a proper account to

be kept of the quantity supplied for private use,

for the protection of the revenue derived from this

source. (Vitruv. viiL 7. s, G. §§ 1, 2.)

The minor casteJIa^ which received the water
from this chief head, were distributed over the

city, in such a manner that the Aqua Apjna sap-

plied seven m/i'oaes by means of twenty eus/e//cj /
the Amo IVftw, ten re^ionet ibmiigh thirty-five

oieteila ; the Afaieia^ ten r^/ioues through fifty-one

nufe'lti ; the Tepula^ four rvy/w««» through fourteen

east<W\ : the seven rejpnnes through seven-

teen eiuirUit

;

the IVn/o, three rrtritmee through

eighteen caMella ; the Clamtia and the.-laio IVrta,

ninely-tw'o caMeUa. (h’roniiu. 70—86.) For an
account of the parts of the city supplied by the

different a<]ucducts, see Becker, //am/6, d. Horn,

Altertk, to), i. p|c 7<l7, 70fl.

The subjoined plan nud elevation represent a
nilii still remaining at Home, commonly called the

“Trophies of Marius," which is generally con-

sidered to have been the costellum ofan aqueduct.

It is now much dilapidated, but was tolerably

entire about tho middle of the 16th century, ns
may l»e seen by the drawing published by Gamucci
(Aa/iWn/d di //omo, iii. p. 100), from which this

restoration is made. The trophies, then remain-
ing in their places, from which the monument
derivt^ its modem appellation, are now pkoced on
the CapitoL The ground plan is given from an
excavation imide some years since by the students
of the French .\cademy

; it explains fsirt of the
internal construction, and shows the arrangement
adopted for disposing of the superfluous water of
an aqueduct. The general stream of water is first

divided bv the round projecting buttress into two
courses, which lahdiride themselves into five minor
streams, and finally fall into a reservoir.

The earteUa were divided into two classes, the
puf/ftea and privata.
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The casteUa pmblica were again cuhdivided into

•ix clouet, which furnished water fur the following

uses:— (1.) The Praetorian camp (eoj^ra) ; (2.)

the ponds and fountains {locus ct s^ientes) ; (3.)

the circus, nAunuichiac,andaniphithcatrc8 (MUMcru)

;

(4.) the baths, and the ser\ice of certain im-

portant handicrafts, such as the fullers, dyers, and

tanners (operu

;

(5.) irregular distributions

made hy the special order of the emperor {nomine

(aeMin*); {(>.) extraordinary grants to private

iutlividimls by the favour of the prince {benejicia

Cuesuris), The distribution under each of these

heads is deKribcd by Frontinus (3, 78).

The Costello prhata were, as the name implies,

for the supply of private houses. When a supply

of water from the aqueducts was first granted for

private uses, each person obtained his quantum by
inserting a branch pipe, as we do, into the main ;

uhich was probably the custom in the age of

Vitruvius, as he m^cs no mention of private re-

sen’oirs. Indeed, in early tiroes, all the water

brought to Home by the aqueducts was applied to

public purpoecs exclusively, it being forbidden to

the citixens to divert any portion of it to their own
U5C, except such as escaped by flaa’s in the ducts

or pipes, which was termed aqua eaduca, (Frontin.

!^4.) But os even this permission opened a
door for great abuses tho froudulcnt conduct

of the aquarii^ who damaged the ducts for the

purpose of selling the aqua oadueoy and as the sub-

sequent method of supply required the main-pipe

to be punctured in too many places (Frontin. 27),
a remedy was sought by the uutitution of oastdla

yrivatay and the public were henceforward for-

bidden to collect the aqua caduca^ unless permission

was given by special finvour {benefidum) of the

emperur. (Frontin. 111.) The eastcUa privata

were built at the joint expense of the families

supplied by them ; but they were considered as

public property, and were under the control of the

cunUores aqunnitn. (Frontin. 106.) The right of

a-ater {jus aquae impetmtoe) did not follow the

heir or purchaser of the property, but was renewed
by grant upon every change in the possession.

(Frontin. 107.)

The leaden cisterns, which each person had in

his own house to receive tho wntor laid on from

the castellum privatum^ were called casteUa do’

mestica^

All the water which entered the castellum was
measured, at its ingress and egress, by the size of

the tube thraugh which it passed. The former

was called modulus aoetpitmus^ the latter erogoio-

rius. To distribute the urater was termed erotjan ;

the distribution, eroyatio; the size of the tube,

fstularum or mofluUorum eapacitaSy or lumen. The
smaller pipes which led from the main to the

houses of private persons, W’ere called puactae

;

those inscrU'd by fraud into the duct itself^ or into

the main after it had left the castellum, fistulas

Vlicitac.

The crogatio was regulated by a tul>e called

eoh>, of the diameter required, and not less than a

foot in length, attached to the extremity of each

pipe, w'here it entered the castellum ; it was pro-

bably of lead in the time of Vitruvius, such only

being mentioned by him ; but was made of bronze

{aeneus) when Frontinus WTote, in order to check

the roguery of the aquarii, who were able to in-

crease or diminish the flow of W’atcr from the

reservoir by oompreasing or extending the lead.
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As a further security, the caUx was stamped.
Pipes which had no calix^ w*crc termed sohUae,

Frontinus also observes that the velocity of the

water passing through tho ealir^ and, consequently,

the quantity given out, could be varied oca^rding

to the angle which the coUx made with the side of
the reservoir : its proper position was, of course,

horizontal.

It is evident how wntchfiil an oversight must
I have been required to keep the aqueducts in repair,

I
to regulate their use, and to prevent tho fraudulent

I abstraction of their water. Under the republic,

I

this office was discharged, sometimes, by the

;

censors, but more generally by the aedib s (Cic,

I

ad Div. viiL 6), and sometimes a s}jccinl over-

I

seer was appointed. (Frontin. 05, 1 19.) Augustus
I first established the elRce of curator (or prue-

fectus) aquamm (SueL Otiav. .37), the duties

of which are minutely described by Frontinus (99),
who seems, while he held the office, to have per-

formed it with the utmost zeal : among other
cares, he had plans and models made of the whole
course of all the aqueducts (17, 64). The ch-

raiores aquamm were invested with considerable
authority. They were attended outside the city

by two lictors, three public slaves, a secretary, and
other attendants.

In the time of Norva and Trajan, a body of four
hundred and sixty slaves were coustantly employed
under the orders of the curutores aquarum in at-

tending to the aqueducts. They were divided
into two families, the fttmiUa puUica^ established

by Agrippo, and the jamilia Caesaris^ added by
Claudius

; and they w*ere aubdividrd into the fol-

lowing dosses:— 1. The rt//t«, whose duly it was
to attend to tho pipes and coJioes. 2. The caslcl-

tariiy w'ho hod the superintendence of all the
cosfc//a, both within and without the city. 3. The
circuitorcs^ so called because they had to go from
post to post, to examine into the state of the works,
and also to keep watch over the labourers em-
ployed upon them. 4. The silicarii^ or paviours,

who bad to remove and relay the pavement when
the pipes bem-ath it required attention. .5. Tho
tecioresy who had charge of the masonry of the
aqueducts. These and other workmen appear to

have been included under the general term of
Aquzrii. (Cod. xii. tit 42 or 43. s. 10 ; Frontin.

116, 117.) The fullow'ing are the most important
w'orks on the Ilonum aqueducts : — Frontinus, <ie

Aquaeductibus Vrbis Homae ; Fabretti, </s Aquis
et Aquaeductibus Veitris Romae

;

Stieglitz, .Ir-

dtao^ie der Baulcunst

;

Hirt, GeschieMe d. liau-

kunst

;

Platncr and Itesdtreibuntj d. Utadt
Rom; Becker, Ilandbuch d. Romisdien Alter~

thumer^ vol. i.)
[ p. S.]

AQUAE DUCTUS. fSBRViTirTxa.]
AQUAE ET IGNIS INTEHDICTIO.

[ExsiLIlfM.]

AQUAE IIAUSTUS. [Skrvitutes.]
AQUAE PLUVIAE ARCENDAE ACTIO.

That water was called aqua plucia which fell from
the clouds, and overflowed in consequence of
showers, and the prevention of injury to land from
such water was the object of this action. The actionE pluviae was allowed between the owners uf

ling land, and might be maintained either by
the oviHer of the higher land against the owner of

the lower land, in cose the latter by any thing done
to his land {manu facto opere) prevented the watt>r

from flowing uatui^y from the higher to the lower

. 1.
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land ;
or by tbe owner of the lower land ngninst

the owner of the higher land, in case the latter did

any thing to his land by which the water flowed

from it into the lower land in a diflerent way from

what it naturally would. In the absence of any

spocuil custom or law to the contrary, the lower

land was subject to receive the water which flowed

naturally from the upper land ;
and this rule of

law was thus expressed,— agrr inferior tuperiori

$ervit. The fertilising materials carried down to

the lower land were considered as an ample com-

pensation for any damage which it might sustain

from the water. Many difficult questions occurred

i.i the application to practice of the general rules

of law as to aqua pluria
;
and, among others, this

question,—What things done by the owners of the

land were to be considered as preventing or alter-

ing th<> natural flow of the waters ? The conclusion

of Ulpian is, that acts done to the land for the pur-

poses of cultivation were not to be considered as acta

interfering with the natural flow of the waters.

Water which increased from the falling of rain, or

in consequence of rain changed its colour, was con-

sidered within the definition of aqua pluvia
; for

it was not necessaiy that thj water in question

should be only rain water, it >\*as sufficient if there

was any rain water in it Thus, when water

naturally flowed from a pond or marsh, and a per-

son did something to exclude such water from

coming on his land, if such marsh received any
increase from rain w'ntcr, and so injured the land of

a neighbour, the person would be compelled by
this action to remove the obstacle which he had
created to the free passage of the water.

This action was allowed for the special pro-

tection of hind (offer) ; if the water injured a town
or a building, the case then belonged to flumina and
Btillicidia. The action \i'as only ^owed to prevent

damage, and therefore a person could not have

this remedy against his neighbour, who did any
thing to his own land by which he stopped the

water which would otherwise flow to that person's

land and be profitable to it. The title in the

Digest contains many curious cases. (Dig. 39.

tit. 3 ; Cic. Pro Muren. 10, Topic. 9 ; Boethius,

Comment, in Cic. Top. iv. 9.) [O. L.]

AQUA'RIl, were slaves who carried water for

bathing, Ac. into the female apartments : they were
also called aquarioli^ and were held in great con-

tempt (Juv. vi. 332 ; Festus, s. e. and Mliller's

Note ;
Ilieron. Ep. 27 ; Jul. Paul. iii. 7.) Becker

imagines that the name was also applied to slaves

W'ho had the care of the fountains and ponds in

gardens. (GaUuSy voL i. p. 288.) The aqnarii

were also public officers who attended to the aque-

ducts under the ocdilcs, and afterwards under tho

curaiores aqnarum. (()ic. ad Fam. viii. 6 ;
Zeno,

Cod. Just. xi. tit 42 ;
Aquabductus.) [P. &]

A'QUILA. [SlONA MlLlTARIA.]
ARA ($ctfx6sy ^(Txdpa, dvrfiptov)y an altar.

Altars were in antiquity so indispensable a part of

the worship of the gods, that it seemed impossible

to conceive of the worship of the gods without

altars. Thus we have the amusing syllogism in

Lucian, el yip eJel fimpoly elal koI heol’ dAAd
pijy elci Betpoly eltrlv &pa irol deol (Jupiter Trog.

c. 51). In reference to the terms, ^p6s properly

signifies any elevation, and hence we find in

Ilomcr lephs $wp6sy but it afterwards came to be
applied to an- elevation used for tho worship of tbe

gi ds, and hence on altar. ’Eoxdpa w'os used in

AKA
the limited sense of an altar for bamt-oflerings.

In Latin ora and a/iare ore often used without

any distinction, but properly ara was lower than

a/tare

:

the latter was erected in honour of tho

superior gods, the former in honour of the inferior,

heroes and demigods. Thus we read in Vixgil

(EcL V. 65) :
—

** En qnattuor aras

:

Ecce duas tibi, Daphni ; duas, altaria, Pboebo.'*

On the other hand, sacrifices were offered to tho

infernal gods, not upon altars, but in cavities

(scroiiesy scroiieuii, /3d6poi, XdicKoi) dug in the

ground. (Festus, s. v. Altaria.)

As among the ancients almost every religions

act was accompanied by sacrifice, it was often

necessary to provide altars on the spur of the oc-

casion, and they were then constructed of earth,

sods, or stones, collected on the spot. When the

occasion inis not sodden, they were built with

regular courses of masonry or brickwork, as is

clearly shoa-n in several examples on the column
of Trajan at Rome. Sec the left-hand figure in

the woodcut annexed. The first deviation from

this absolute simplicity of form consisted in the

addition of a base, and of a corresponding projec-

tion at the top, the latter being intended to hold

the fire and the objects offered in sacrifice. These
two ports arc so common ns to bo almost uniform

types of the form of an altar, and will be found in

all the figures inserted underneath.

Altars were either square or round. The latter

form, which was the less common of the two, is

exemplified in the following figures.

In later times altars were ornamented with fes-

toons and garlands of flowers ; and the altar repre-

sented in the next cut shows the manner in which
these festoons were suspended. They were also

adorned with sculpture
;
and some were covered

with the works of the most celebrated artists of

antiquity. The first cut above exhibits a s^imen
of the elaborate style, the ontlino of an P.truscan

altar, in contrast with tho unadorned altar. If an
altar was erected before a statue of a god, it was
alivays to be lower than the statue before which it
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wiu placed (VitniT. it. 9). Of thU wc have an

example in a medallion on the Arch of ContUuitinc

at l^xnc, repFcsenting an altar erected before a

aUlue of Apollo. See the annexed cut.

It mu neceaiary that an altar thoald be built

in the open atr, in order that the steam of the

ncrifice might be wafted up to heaven, and it

might be bwit in any place, as on the tide of a

mountain, on the shore of the sea, or in a sacred

groTe. Bat as the worship of the gods ans in

uter timea chiefly connected with temples, altars

became an indispensable port of the latter, and

though there eould be altars without temples, there

could hardly be temples without altars. The altars

of burnt-offerings, at which animal sacrifices «’cre

presented, were erected before the temples

vpo»do4, Aesch. S^^>pL 497), as shown in the wood-

cut in the article Antas ;
but there were also

altars, on which incense was burnt and bloodless

sacrifices offered, within the tem|dc,and principally

before the statue of the divinity to whom they were

dedicated. AU altars were places of refuge. The
applicants were considered as placing themselves

imder the protection of the deities to whom the

altars were consecrated ; and violence to the nnf^-

toiuite, even to slaves and criminals, in such cir-

cumstances, was regarded as violence towards the

deities themselves. It was also the practice among

the Greeks to take solemn oaths at altars, either

taking hold of the altar or of the statue of the god.

Cicero (pro Dalh. 5) expressly mentions this as a

Greek practice. (Comp. K. F. Hermann, Ootter-

diaut. AUerik. d, Grieckem^ § 17, luid § 22. n. 9.)

ARAEOSTYLOS. [Templum.]
ARATEIA (dpdrsMi), two sacrifices offered

every year at Sicyoa in honour of Amtns, the

Rosml of the Achaeans, who after his death was

bonoored by biscountrymen as a hero, in consequence

of the command of on oracle. (Pans. iL 9. $ 4.)

The full account of the two festive days is pre-

served in Plutarch’s Life of Aralus (c 53), The

Sieyoniana, sayi be, oflicr to Aratus two sacrifices

every year: the one on the day on which ho
delivered his native town from tyranny, tvhich

is the fifth of the month of Daisius, the Mima
which the Athenians call Anthestrrion

;
and this

sacrifice they call vtrr^pta. The other they cele-

brate in the month in which they believe that be
was born. On the first, the priest of /ovs oH'ered

the sacrifices ; on the second, the priest of .\mtus,

wearing a white ribbon with purple spots in the

centre, songs being sung to thu lyre by the

actors of the stage. The public U*ncher (yi/^^'a-

(riapxo^) led bis boys and youths in procession,

probably to the heroum of Amtus, followed by the

senators adorned with garlands, after whom come
those citizens who w'ished to join the proceuion.

The Sicyonians still observe, ho adds some ports

of the solemnity, but the princi(inl honours have
been abolished by time and other cinumftonccs.

(W’achsmulh, //eZ/cw. vol. ii. p.,528.) II«.S.J

AHA'TUUM (dporpop), n plough. The
Greeks appear to have had from the earlii'st

tiroes diversities in the fashion of their ploughs.

Hesiod (iPp. et iPieSy 432) advisi'S the fanner to

have always two ploughs so that if one broke the

other might be ready for use ; and they were to be

of two kinds (he one colled atrrdyvop, l>ecause in it

the plough-tail (yin\\^lmri$^burd) was of the same
piece of timber with the shore-beam (l'Au>u^ c/eas,

denude) and the pole (^o^>, l<rro€otvs^ temo) ; and
the other called mjardr, i,e. compacted, because in

it the three above-mentioned |>aits which were
moreover to be of three different kinds of timber,

were adjusted to one another, and fastened to-

gether by means of nails (y6fi^iffi¥), (Comp.
Horn. IL X. 353, xiil 703.)

The method of forming a plough of the former

kind was by taking a young tree with two branches

proceeding from its trunk in opposite directions so

that whilst in ploughing the tntnk was made to

serve for the pole, one of the two branches stood

upwards and became the tail, and the other jiene-

trated the gsound, and, being covered sometimes
with bronze or iron, fulfilled the purpose of a siuire.

This form is exhibited in the uppermost figure of

the oimexed woodcut, token from a medal. The

next figure shows the plough still used in Mysia,

as described and delineated bv Sir C. Fellows. It

is a little more complicated tLin the first plough,

inasmuch os it consists of two pieces of timber in-

stead of one, a handle i/ira) being inserted

into the larger piece at one side of it. SirC. Fellowe

1 3
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{Rjmtrnon tm Am Minor^ 18H8, p. 71) ol»»orvc«

that <*nch portion of this instrunu-nt is still called

by its ancient Greek name, and adds, that it seems

suited only to the light soil prevailing where he

observed it, that it is held by one hand only, that

the form of the share (5mf) varies, and that the

plough is frequently used without any share. “ It

u drawn by two oxen, yoked from the pole, and
guided by a long reed or thin stick (adrpu'or),

w’hich has a spud or scraper at the end for cleaning

the share.'* the lowest bgure in the woodcut.

Another recent traveller in Greece gives the

following account of the plough which he saw in

that countiy—a description ajiproaching still nearer

to the wqicT^i' iporpo¥ of Ilumer and Hesiod. ** It

is composi'd,” says he, “of two oirved pieces of

Wood, one longer than the other. The long piece

fonns the pole, and one end of it being joined to

the other piece about a foot from the bottom,

divides it into a share, which is cased with iron,

and a handle. The share is, besides, attached to

the pole by a short cross-lxir of wood. Two oxen,

with no other harness than yokes, are joined to the

pole, and driven by the ploughman, who holds the

Dandle in his left hand, and the gvnd in his right.**

(Hobhouse, Journey throiUfh AUntnia^ &c., vol. i.

p. 140.) A view of the pbin of Elis, representing

this plough in use, is given by Mr. S. Stanhope in

(p. 42).

The yoke and ]>olc nsed anciently in ploughing

did not differ fr<»m those employed for draught in

general. Consefp.icivtly they do not here require

any further description. [Ji-’oi’M.] To the bottom

of the in the compacted plough, was attached

the plou(jh4aily which, according to Hesiod, might

be made of any piece of a tree (especially the

vprvot, i. e. the ilex, or holm-oak), the imtunil

curvature of which fitted it to this use. But in

the lime and countiy' of Virgil pnins were taken

to force a tree into that form which u'as most ex-

actly adapted to the purpose. (G'eon/. L 169, 170.)

The upper end of the buris being held by the

ploughman, the lower part, below its junction with

the pole, was used to hold the tkare-Leam^ which

w'oa either sheathed with metal, or driven bore into

the ground, according to circumstances.

To these three continuous and most essential

ports, the two following arc added in the descrip

lion of the plough by Virgil :
—

1. The eurik-Loanlt^ or f7iou/</-ioarffi (aun?#),

rising on each side, bending outwardly, in such a

manner ns to throw on cither hand the soil which

had been previously loosened and raised by the

share, and adjusted to the share-beam which was

made double for the purpose of receiving them:—
“ Binac aamr, duplici aptantur denitUia dorso.**

According to Pnlladius (L 43), It was desirable to

have ploughs both with earth-boards (aurita) and
without them

2. The hundU (s/im), which is seen in Fel-

lows's woodcut, and likewise in the following rc-

presentation of an ancient lUilian plough. Virgil

considers this part as used to turn the plough at

the end of the furrow. “ Stivaque, quae currus a
lergo torqueat imos.” tServiua, however, in his

note on this line explains ttira to mean “ the

handle hy which the plough is directed.** It is pro-

bable that, ns the den/a/m, t e. the two share-beams,

which Virgil supposes were in the form of the

Groi'k letter A, which he describes hj duplici dorso.

ARATRUM.
the buris was fwtened to the left share-l>eam, and
the stiva to the right, so that, instead of the simple
plough of the Gnt'ks, that described by V'irgil, and
used, no doubt, in his country (see the following

woodcut), was more like the modem Lancashire
plough, which is commonly held behind with both
hands. Sometimes, however, the sliva

Hcs. Op. et Dies, 467) was used alone and instead

of the tail, as in the Myslan plough above repre-

sented. To a plough so constructed the language
of Columella was especially applicable, “ Arntor
stivac pacnc rectus innilitur** (L 9) ; and the ex-
pressions of Ovid, “ Stivaeque innixus arntor**

riii. 218), and “Inde premens stivam dc-

signnt moenia sulco.** (Fast. ir. 825.) In place of
“slivji,” Ovid also uses the less appropriate term
“ capulus” (Fp. de Ponto, i. 8. 61) ;

“ Ipse nuinu
capulum prensi moderatus aratri.’* W hen the plough
was held either by the stiva alone, or by the buris

alone, a piece of wood (monieula) was fixed acroM
the summit, and on this the labourer pressed with
both hands. Besides guiding the plough in a
straight line, his duty was to frree the shore to a
suificient depth into the soil Virgil alludes to this

in the phrase “ Depresso aratro** (Oeurp. L 45).
The cross-bar, which is seen in Mr. Fellows's

drawing, and mentioned in Sir J. C. Hobhousc'a
description, and which passes from the pole to the
share for the purpose of giving additional strength,

was called in Latin /ulcrum. The coulter

(ndter, Plin. If. X. xviii. 48) was used by tho
Romans as it is with us. It was inserted into the
pole so as to depend vertically before the share,

cutting through the roots which came in its way,
and thus preparing for the more complete loosening

and overturning of the soil by the share.

About the time of Pliny two small wheels (rotor,

rofulfie) were added to the plough in Rhaetia
;
and

Sorvius (/, c.) mentions the uso of them in the
country of Virgil. The annexed woodcut shows
the fomi of a wheel-plough, os represented ou a
piece of engraved jas|>er, of Roman workmanshi|>.

It also shows distinctly the (emo or pole, the
coulter or eulter, the dentale or share-beam, the
Onris or plough-tail, and the handle or sfifen.

(Caylus, Rec. d'Aut. r. pi. 83. No. 6.) It coi-

respouds, in all essential particulars, with the
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plough now lucd about Mantua and V'enico« of

which nil ciigmving is given above. 1. Buris.

2.

Temo. 3. Denude. 4. Culler. 5l Vomer.
6. Auros.

Respecting the operation of ploughing, see

Aurr'ultura, p. 49. [J. Y.]
A'RBITKR. [JuDKX.]
ARBITRA'RIA A'CTIO. [Actio.]

A RCA, a chest or coffer. — 1. A chest, in which

the Romans were accustomed to place their money

:

the phrase ejt area $olcere had the meaning of

poying in ready money. (Comp. Cic. ad AU, i.

9.) These chests wore either made of or bound
with iron, or other metals. (Juv. xL 26, xiv. 259.)

The name omi a*os usually given to the chests

in which the rich kept their money, and was op-

posed to the smaller loctdi (Juv. iU9), tacadu*

(Juv. xL 26), and cruntena.

2. Area paUiexx was used under the empire to

signify the city-funds, which wore distinct from

the aorarium and the fiscus, and the administra-

tion of which belonged to the senate. (Yopisc.

AarvL 20.) The name area was, however, also
,

used as e4juii*alcnt to jiactUy that is, the imperial

trciisar>' : thus, we rc^ of the arm frummtaria^

area Uraria, area rinario, drc. (Symm. x. 33 ;

compare Dig. 50. tiu 4. s. 1.)

3. Area ^so signified the coffin in which persons

were buried (Aur. VicL Dt fir. ///. 42 ; Lucan,

TiiL 736), or the bier on which the cor]>se «*as

placed previously to burial. (Dig. 1 1. tit. 7. s. 7.) i

4. It was also a strong cell mode of oak, in which

criminals and slaves were confined. (Cic. Vra
Milan, c. 22 ; Festus, s. r. Ao5«m.)

A'UCER.A, a covered carriage or litter, spread

with cloths, which was used in ancient timi's in

Rome, to carry the aged and iniimu It is said to

have obtained the name of arcera on account of its

resemblance to an area. (V'arr. L, L. v. 140, ed.

Muller ; GelL xx. 1.)

ARCHEION (ipx*^*') properly means any
public place belonging to the magistrates (cunip.

Herod, iv. 62), but was more particularly applied

at Athens to Uie archive office, where the decrees

of the people and other state documents were pre-

served. This office is sometimes called merely t5

i^fi6<rta¥. (Denu de Cor. p. 275.) At Athens the

archives were kept in the temple of tiie mother of

the gods and the charge of it was in-

tnistcd to the president (^»«jrdT7j5) of the senate

of the Five 'hundred. (Dem. /'Ws. Z^. p. 361,
M Arittofi. I p. 799 ;

Paus. i. 3. § 4.)

ARCIIIATER (ipx^'rpot, compounded of

dpx^r or ^ chief, and urrpdf, a physician),

a medical title under the Roman emperors, the

exact signification of which has been the subject

of much discussion
;
fur while some persons in-

terpret it
** the chief of the physicians ** (quasi

tfpx^ ^gw>') others explain it to mean ^ the

physician to the prince ” (quasi tow dpxo>^ot
torpcfi). Upon the w'holc it seems tolembly cer-

tain that the former Is the true meaning of the

word, and for these reasons:^ 1. From its ety-

mology it can hardly have any other sense, and
of oil the words similarly formed (Apx<T^icTww,

dpx*^P^AiMr, there is not

one that has any reference to “ Me prince." 2. ^V*e

find the title applied to physicians who lived at

Kdcssa, Alexandria, Ac., wliere no king was at

th.it time reigning. 3. Galen (de Titer, ad Pis. c. 1,

voL xiv. p. 21 1, ed. Klihn) speaks of Aiidromachus
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being appointed ** io rule orer ” the physicians

i** to l»e ** archinu r." 4. Au-
gustine {IM tYn’/. />«', iiL 17) applies the word to

Aesculapius, and iSL Jerome (nietapboric-ally of
course) to our Saviour (xiii. Homil. in S, Lue.)^

in both which cases it evideiuly means " the chief

physician.*' 5. It is apparently synoiivinous with
protomediemSy supra medicos^ dominus medicorum^
and superfiositus medicorum^ all which expressions

occur in inscriptions, Ac., and also with the title

Rais 'ala H-aietid^ mnong the Arabuins. 6. ^Ve
find the names of sever^ persons who Vere phy-
sicians to the emperor, mentioned without the ad-
dition of the title arekiaier. 7. The orchiatri were
divided into ArcA»u/n' suncti palaiii, who attended
on the emperor, and ArcAiafri ptopulares^ who at-

tended on the people
; so that it is certain that all

those who bore this title were not ** physicians to

the priaor.*’ The chief argument in favour of the
contrary opinion seems to arise from the fact, timt

of all those who nro known to have held the office

of ArcAiatri the greater part certainly were niso

physicians to the emperor ; but this is only what
might d priori bo expected, viz. that iho.se wIm)

bad attained the highest rank in their profession

would l>e chosen to attend upon the {>rince.
*

The first person whom we find btoiring this title

is Aiidromachus, physician to Nero, and inventor
of the Thcriaca (Galen, l.c. ; Krotian. /rx. Voc.

J/ipjtocr. Praef.) : but it is not known whether he
had At the some time any sort of authority over the
rest of the (Hx^fession. In fact, the history of the
title is as obscure as its meaning, and it is chiefly

by means of the laws respecting the medical pro-

fession that we lenm the mnk and duties attachiHl

to it. In after times (as was stated above) the
order ap^icars to have l>ecn divided, and a'c find

two distinct classes of archiatri, viz, those of the

palace and those of the people. (Cod. Tbcodos.
xiiu tit. 3 ; De IMedicis rf J*ro/ls8orilms.) The
arcAiWri sartcli palafii were persons of high mnk,
who not only exercised their f^fession, hut w'ere

judges on occasion of any disputes that might occur
among the physicians of the place. They had
certain privileges granted to them, e. g. they were
exempt^ from all taxes, as were also their wives
and children

; they were not obliged to lotlgn

soldiers or others in the provinces
;
they could not

lie put in prism, Ac. ; for though thes’- privileges

seem at first to have been common to all physicians

(Cod. Just. X. tiu 52. s. G. Metiicos et vtaxime
Arckiatros)^ yet afterwards they were confined to

the archiatri of the palace, and to those of Rome.
W hen they obtained their dismissal from attend-

ance on the emperor, cither from old age or any
other cause, they retained the title ftf-arrAm/ri,

or ex-arcAiatriM. (Cod. x. tit 5*2. leg. 6.) Th«
arcAicUri po/m/iirrv were established for the relief

of the poor, and each city was to l>c provided with
five, seven, or ton, according to its size. (Big.

27. tiu 1. s. 6.) Rome had fourteen, l>csides ono

for the vestal virgins, and one for the gyinnnsin.

((^od. Thcodos. L c.) They were paid by the go-
vernment, and were thereforo obliged to attend
tbeir poor pntienU gratis ; but were iiUoa*ed to re-

ceive fw*s from the rich. (Cod. Tbeodot. /. c.) The
archiatri popuiores wore not appointed by the

* Just os in England the President of the Col-
lege of Physicians is (or used to be) cx-officio pby.
sician to the sovereign.
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govumar* of the pmvuicc% but were elected by the

people themaelves. 50. lit. 9. 8. 1.) The
office appears to have been more lucrative than that

of archiatri sancti pulatii, though less bonoumhle.

In later times, we find in Cassiudorus (see Meibom.

Ointment, in Oui. J'ormui, Arckiatr. Helmst 16G8)

the title coim*s nrehiatrorum," “count of the arvh-

iatri,'* t«*gethcr with an account of his duties, by

which it appears that he was the arbiter and judge

of nil disputes and difficulties, mid ranked among

the officers of the empire os a ricariiis or

(See Le*Clcrc, and Sprcngel, J/isi. de la Mid,
Further information on the subject may l>c found

in several works referred to in the Oxford edition

of Thcophilus De Corp. Iluiu. I'al/r, p. 275 ;
and

in (ioldhom, />e Archiatrie KotnaHtt et eemn f>rt-
I

Vijw uerjue ad Jinem imjierii Jtomani (KvidentaliSy '

Lips. 1B41.) [W. A.O.]
AHCIIIMI'MOS. [Mimus.]
AUCIilTRCTlVRA

TOFur^), in its widest sense, signifies all that we

understand by ardtitecture^ and by civil and mUi-

Utry enifineeritttf

:

in its more restricted meaning, it

is the science of building according to the laws of

pniportion and the principles of beauty. In the

fonner sense, it hxu its foundation in nece*$iiy

:

in

the latter, upon art taking occasion from necessity.

The hut of a savage is not, properly speaking, a

work of architecture; neither, on the other hand,

is n building in w'hich different and incongruous

styles arc exhibited side by side. An architectural

construction, in the artistic sense, roust possess not
|

only utility,, but beauty^ and also unity

:

it must be

suggcitiTc of some ufex/, and referable to some

uhmUI.

The architecture of eveiy people is not only a

most interesting branch of its antiquities, but ^so

a most important feature in its history ; as it fonns

one of the most durable and most intelligible evi-

dences of advancement in civilization. If the

Grv'ek and Homan literature and liistory had been

a blank, what ideas of their knowledge, and power,

and social condition would their monuments have

still suggested to us I What a store of such ideas

is even now being developed from the monuments

of Asia, Egj'pt, and America 1

The object of the present article is to give a very

eom|>etidious account of the history and principles

of the art, ns practised by the Greeks and Romans.

The details of ll»e subjt'ct will bo, for the most

port, referred to their separate and pro|)or heads.

The lives of the architects will bo found in the

DicUunary of Greek and Rotnan Mythology and

liunfmfiiy.

It is welt observed by Stii^glitz that architecture

has its origin in nature and ndigion. The ncces-

sitv for a habitation, and the attempt to adorn those

habimtions which were intended for the gods, arc

the two causes from which the art derives its ex-

istence. In early times we have no reason to sup-

pose that intich attention was p.aid to domestic

architecture, hut we have much evidence to the

contrary. The resources of the art were lavished

upon the temples of the gods
;
and hence the

greuler port of the histo'-y of Grecian architecture

is inscp.*irably connected with that of the temple,

and has its proper pkicc under Tbmpi.vm, and the

sulvordinate headings, such os Coli'MNA, under

which hrnds also the different orders are described.

Hut, though the first rise of architecture, os a

fine art, U connected with the temple, yet, viewed
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as the science of construction, it most have been

employed, even earlier, for other pnrposea, such as

the erection of fortifications, palaces, treasuries, and
other w'orits of utility. Accordingly, it is the

general opinion of antiquaries, that the very earliest

edifices, of which we have any remains, arc the so-

cilled CycIo|>can works, in w'hich we see huge
unsqitared blocks of stone built together in the best

way tliat their shapes would allow
;
although it

enn he proved, in some instances, that the rudeness

of this sort of work is no sufficient proof of its very

early date, for that it was adopted, not from want
of skill, but on account of the object of the work,

and the nature of the materials employed. (Dnn-
bury. On (\(chfiean Remain* ta Centrai 7/<i/jr, in the

.t/ttseam, vol. ii.) [Munirs.] Theaccouiit

of the early palaces cannot well be separated from

that of domestic architecture in general, and is

therefore given under Dom us ; that of erections in-

tended, or supposed to be intended, for treasuries,

will be found under Thesaurus.
In addition to these, however, there ore other

purposes, for which architecture, still using the

term in its lower sense, would be required in a
very early stage of political society

;
soeb as the

general arrangement of cities, the provision of

a place for the transaction of public business,

with the nccessar}* edifices appertaining to it

[Agora, Forum], and the whole class of works
which we embrace under the head of civil en-

gineering, such os those for drainage [Cloaca,
Kmissarius], for communication [Via, Po.vs],

and for the supply of water [ Aquakductus]. The
nature of these several works among the Greeks
and Romans, and the periods of their development,
nre described under the several articles. Almost
equally necessary are places devoted to public ex-
ercise, bcalili, and amusement. Gymnasium, Sta-
dium, ilirpoDRoMus, Circus, Balnsum, Tura-
THUM, Amphituxatrum. Lastly, the skill of

the architect has been from the eariiest tiroes em-
ployed to preserve the memory of departed men
and past events ; and hence wc have the various

works of monumental and triumphal architecture,

which are described under the heads Funus,
Arci's, Columna.
The material* employed by the architect were

marble or stone, wood, and various kinds of earth,

possessing the property of being plastic w'hile moist

and hardening in diy’ing, with cement and metal

clamps for fastenings : the rarious metnls were also

extensively used in the way of ornament. The de-

tails of this branch of the subject are given in the

descriptions of the several kinds of building.

The prineijiU* of architectural science arc utility,,

pro}iortion^ and the imiUttion of nature. The first

requisite is that every deUiil of a building should

lie sul>ordinate to its general purpooe. Next, the

form of the whole and of its ports must be derived

from simple geometrical figures; namely, thestraight

line, the plane surface, and n^ilar or sv^mnietrical

rectilinear figures, as the (Niuilateral or isosc<'les

triangle, the square or rectangle^ and the regular

polygons
;

synmictrical cun-ei, as the circle and
ellipse ; and the solids arising out of these various

figures, such as the culie, the pyramid, the cylinder,

the cone, the hemisohere, Ac. lAutly, the orna-

ments, by W'hich these forms are relieved and
beautified, must all bo founded either on geo-

metrical forms or on the imitation of nature.

To this outline of the purpoect and priiietplt't of
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the Art, it only remains to subjoin a brief sketch of

its hifltor}% which Hirt and MUilcr divide Into five

periods : the hrst, which is chiefly mythical, comes
down to the time of Cypsclos, 01. 30, a. c. 660
(MUilcr brings this period down to the 50th Olym-
piad, B. c. 580) : the second period comes down to

the termination of the Persian war, OL 75. 2, B. c.

478 (MUilcr brin^^ it down to OL 80, b. c. 460)

:

the third is the brilliant period from the end of the

Persian war to the death of Alexander the Great,

OL 114, B.C. 323 (MUUer closes this period with

the death of Philip, OL 111, b. c. 336) : the fourth

period is brought down by Hirt to the battle of

Actium, 0. c. 31, but by MUUer only to the

Roman conquest of Greece, B. c. 146; the latter

divtsion has the convenience of mariring the tran-

sition from Greek to Roman architecture : Hirt's

fifth period is that of the Roman empire, down to

the dedication of Constantinople, a. d. 330 ; wbUe
Muller’s fifth period embraces the whole history of

Roman architecture, from the time when it began

to imitate the Greek, down to the middle ages,

when it became mingled with the Gothic: Hirt's

division requires us to diaw a more definite line of

demarcation than is possible, between the Roman
and Byzantine styles, and also places that line too

early.

The characteristics of these several periods will

be developed under the articles which describe the

several classes of buildings : they are therefore

noticed in this place with the utmost possible

brevity. Our information respecting the first period

is derived from the Homeric poems, the tradi-

tions preserved by other writers, and the most

ancient monuments of Greece, Central Italy, and
the coast of Asia Minor. Strongly fortified cities,

palaces, and treasuries, arc the chief works of

the earlier part of this period
;
and to it may be

ixTcrrcd most of the so-csJled Cyclopean remains
;

while the era of the Dorian invasion marks, in

all probability, the commencement of the Dorian

style of temple architecture. The principd names

of artists belonging to this period are Daedalus,

Euryaluj, Hyperbius;, Dodos, and some others. In

the second period the art made rapid advances

under the powerful patronage of the aristocracies

in some cities, os at oparta, and of the tyrants in

others, as Cypselus at Corinth,Theognes at Megara,

Cleisthenes at Sicynn, the Pcisistrntids at Athena,

and Polrcrates at Samoa. Architecture now aa-

aamed decidedly the character of a fine art, and
became aasociat^ with the aiater arts of aculpture

and painting, which are caaential to ita develop-

ment. The teroplea of particular deities were en-

riched and adorned by preaenta, such as those

which Croesus tent to the Pythian Apollo. Mag-
nificent temples sprung up in all the principal

Greek cities ; and while the Doric order was
brought almoat, if not quite, to perfection, in Greece

Proper, in the Doric colonics of Asia Minor, and
in Central Italy and Sicily, the Ionic order ap-

peared, already perfect at its first invention, in the

grrat temple of Artemis at Ephesus. The ruins

still existing at Paesturo, Syracuse, Agrigentum,

SeliniiB, Aegina,and other places, are imperishable

mnnumenU of this period. Nor were works of

utility neglected, as wc see in the fountain of the

Peisiatratida at Athens, the aqueduct at Samos
[AQL'AEnuCTDS], the sewers {(nr6yofiOt) and baths

{itaXvftS^pa) at Agrigentum. To this period also
j

bcl<»g the great works of the Roman kings. The
j
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commencement of the third and most brilliant

period of the art was signalized by the rebuilding

of Athens, the establishment of regular principles

for the laying out of cities by Hippi^amus of Mile-
tus, and the great works of the age of Pericles, by
the contemporaries of Pheidioi,at Athens, Eleusis,

and Olympia
;

during its course every city of

Greece and her colonies was adorned with splendid

edifices of every description ; and its termination

is marked by the magnificent works of Deinocnitea

and his contemporaries at Alexandria, Antioch,

and other cities. The first port of the fourth pe-

riod saw the extension of the Greek architectiiro

over the countries conquered by Alexander, and,

in the West, the commencement of the new style,

which arose from the imitation, with some alter-

ations, of the Greek fonns by Roman orchitectA,

to which the conquest of Greece gave, of cours<>,

a new impulse. By the time of Augustus, Rome
was adorned with every kind of public and pri-

vate edifice, surrounded by villas, and funiished

with roods and aqueducts
;
and these various

erections were adorned by the forms of Grecian
art

; but already V itnrvius begins to complain that

the purity of that art is corrupted by the intermix-

ture of heterogeneous forms. This process of dete-

rioration went on rapidly during toe fifth period,

though combined at first with increasing mag-
nificence in the scale and number of the buildings

erected. The early port of this period is made illus-

trious by the numerous works of Augustus, and his

successors, especially the Flavii, Nerva, Trajan,

Hadrian, and the Antonines, at Rome and in tho

provinces ; but from tho time of the Antonines the

decline of the art was rapid and decided. In one

department, a new impulse was given to architec-

ture by tho rise of Christian churches, which were
generally built on the model of the Roman Basilica.

One of the most splendid specimens of Christian

architecture is the church of ^ Sophia at Constan-

tinople, built in the reign of Justinian, a. o. 537,
and restored, after its partial destruction by an
earthquake, in 554. But, long before this time,

the Oreco-Roman style bad become thoroughly

corrupted, and that new style, which is called tho

Byzantine, had arisen out of the mixture of Roman
architecture with ideas derived from the Northern
nations. It is beyond our limits to pursue the

history of this and later styles of the art

Of the ancient writers, from whom our knowledge
of the subject is derived, the most important is, of

course, Vitruvius. The following sre the principal

modem works on the general subject :— Winckel-
mann, Anmertunffen ulrr di* BauhtmA dtr Ahm^
1762; Stieglitz, Ardidologit der Daukuntt^ 1801,
and Gesekidite der Bauhtntiy 1 827 ; H irt, liaukutui

noth den Grunds'dtzen der Alien, 1809, and 6>s-

dtickie der BtiMhutsl bei den Alien, 1821 ; MUilcr,

Ilandlmch der Archdoloffie der KunA, 1625 ; the

various works of travels, topography, and anti-

quities, such as those of Stuo^ Chuindler, Clarke,

Dodwell, Ac., all the most important of which
will be found cited by the authorities referred to

;

and, for Central Italy, MUller's Etnuker, and
Alicken's MittelUalien vor der KomUeeken //err-

Kkaji. [P.S.J
ARCHITHEO'RUS. [Delia.]
ARCllON The government of

Athens appears to have gone through the cycle of

changes, which ancient history records ns the lot of

many other sUtet. It began with monarchy
; and
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after paasini; through a dynnsty • and aristoemey,

ended in democracy. Of the kingi of Athens con-

ftidcred os the capital of Attica, Thcic\u may
be said to hare been the first ; for to him
whether aa a real individual or a representative

of a certain period, is attributed the union of the

dilTercnt and independent states of Attica under

one head. (Thuc. ii. 15.) The last was Codrus
;

in acknowledgment of whose pntriotisni in

meeting death for his country, the Athenians

arc said to have determined that no one should

succeed him with the title of jSo4riAfi^, or king.

It seems however, equally probably that it was
the nobles w*ho availed themselves of this oppor-

tunity to serve their own interests hy abolish-

ing the kingly power for anoth -r, the possessors of

which they called &pxorr€f^ or rulers. These for

some time continued to bo, like the kings of the

house of Codnis appointed for life ; still an impor-

tant point was gained by the nobles the office

being made vwevtfwor, or accountable (Paus. iv. 5.

§ 4 ; Dem. e. Xcacr. p. 1370 j Arislot. Polit. iL

9 • Bbckh, Palt, JCcoh. cf Athens^ vol. iL p. 27.

1st ed.), which of course implies thot the nobility

had somo control over it ; and perhaps like the

barons of the fcndal ages they exercised the power
of deposition.

This state of things lasted for twelve reigns of

archons. The next step a*ns to limit the continu-

ance of the office to ten years *till confining it to

the Medontidae, or house of Codms so os to esta-

blish what the Greeks called a dj^masty, till the

rchonship of Kiy'xias the last archoii of that family

electi'd as such, and the seventh decennial archon.

(Clinton, F. II.

,

vol. L p. 182.) At the end of his

ten years (b. c. 6U4), a much greater change took

place ; the orchonship was made annual, and its

various duties divided among a college of nine,

chosen by suffnige (xetpovoWa) from the Eupa-

tridm', or Patricians and no longer elected from the

Mi'dontidae exclusively. This arrangement con-

tinued till the timocmey established by Solon, who
made the qualification fur office depend not on

birth, but property, still retaining the election by
suffrage, and, according to Plutarch, so far im-

pairing the authority of the archons and other

magistrates as to legalise an appeal from them
to the courts of justice instituted by himself.

(*00*0 ToiT l^ro{e apfmr, aal wspl

intiimv fls 8iK04rH}piop

Plut Solon. 18.) The election by lot is believed

to have been introduced by Clcisthenes (b. c.

508 ; Herod. vL 109) ;
for we find this jwactico

existing hortlj' after his time ; and Aristotle

(PolU. ii. 9) expressly states that Solon mode no

sdteration in the o7|i>«ris or mode of election, but

only in the qualification for office. however,

there be no interpolation in the oath of the

HeliasU (Dem. c- Timocr. p. 747), w'c arc forced

to the conclusion that the election by lot w’oa

as old as the time of Solon ; but the authority

of Aristotle and other evidence strongly mcliiic

us to some such supposition, or rather leave

no doubt of its ni'Cetsity. The last change is sup-

posed to have been made by Aristcidcs

KOiy^r (h>at r^v woXiVeia*', koI rour &pxov-
ras 'A^vcuW nimw alpuodoL, Plut. yfnV/.

22), who, after the battle of PhiUica (b.c. 479),

* By tills is meant that thesupremc power, though

not monarchical, w'as confined to one fiimiiy.
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almlished the property qualification, throwing open
thearchonship and other magistracies to all thecitU
sens, that is, to the Thetes, as well as the other

classes, the former of whom w'crc not allowed by
Solon's laws to hold any magistracy at all

;
in con-

formity with which, wc find that, even in the time
of Aristcides, the archons were chosen by lot from
the wealthiest class of citizens (of wtrraKooto-

niZifiPot^ Plut. ad init.).

Still, after the remo\td of the old restrictions,

some security was left to insure respectability

;

for, previously to an archon entering on office, he
underwent an examinatimi called the hfixpian
(Pollux, viiL 85 ;

Dcinar. c.Arutog. p. 107 ;
toIs

iyr«a ipxotnas eu^oKpiyrrt W yovtas tZ woioo<rir.

Dem. c. EtUrttl. p. 1 320)i <ts to his btdng a legi.

timatc and a good citizen, a good son, and qualified

in point of property ; e* rh riprifid l(my avr^
j

was the question put Now, there arc (Schu-
mann, Df CbmifiVs, p. 312. ; Bik-kh, vol. iL p. 277)
strong r.asons for supposing that this form of ex-

amination continued even after the lime of Ari-

stcides
;
and if so, it woald follow* that the right

in question wras not given to the Thetes pro-

miscuously, but only to such as possessed a cer-

tain amount of property. But even if it were so,

it is admitted tuat tliis latter limitation soon be-

came obsolete ; for we read in Lysias (Twip tov
’A5wwtow, p. 169), that a needy old man, so

poor as to receive a state allowance, was not dis-

qualified from being archon by his indigene^', but
only by bodily infirmity

;
fracdom from all such

defects being required for the office, ns it was in

some respects of a sacred character. Y et, even after

passing a satisfactory dytUepurtr, each of the archons,

m common with other magistrates, was liable to

be deposed, on complaint of misconduct made l>e-

forc the people, at the first regular assembly in each
prytany. On such an occasion, the iwix*tpo^

ToWa, as it was called, took place
; and we

read (Dem. c. T^eocrin. p. 1330 ; Pollux, riii. 95 ;

Harp, in Kvpia *ZKK\ricia) that, in one case, the
whole body of ^tCfio$«reu was deprived of office

{iwfx*ipororh9r}\ for the misbehaviour of one of
their body: they were, however, reinstated, on
promise of better conduct for the future.

With respect to the L*itcr ages of Athenian
histoiy, wc learn from Strabo (ix, 1), that even
in his day, the Romans allow'cd the freedom
of Athens ; and wc may conclude that the Athe-
nians would fondly cling to a name and office

associated with some of their most cherished

remembrances. That the orchonship, however,
though still in existence, was merely hoiioran.', wc
might expect from the analogy* of the consulate at

Rome
;
and, indeed, we leom that it was some-

times filled by strangers, as Hadrian and Plutarch.

Such, moreover, w-as the democrntical tendency of
the assembly and courts of justice MUililish(‘d

liy Solon, tliat, even in earlier times, the archons
had lost the great political power which th<ry at

one time possessed (Thuc. L 126), and that, too,

after the division of their functions amongst nine.

, They became, in fact, not as of old, directors of the

government
;
but merely municipal magistrates,

exercising functions and bearing titles which wo
will proceed to describe.

It has been already BtJitod, that the duties of the
•ingle archon W'cre shared hy a college of nine.

The first or president of this body was call d
I
i ipx^*'f hy way of pre-eminence

; and sometimes
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6 iw^yvftos Spx**' being dUtingiii^bed

by and registered in his name. The second was
styled 6 or the king aitbon

;
the third,

6 woX4f»apx^^y or conmuuider*in-chief ; the renmin'

ing six, ej <b«<r^ied^a4, or le^sktors. As regards the

duties of the archons, it is sometimes difficult to

distinguish what belonged to them individually

and what collectively. It teems, however, that a

considerable portion of the judicia] functions of

the ancient kings devolved upon the ArcAon Epo-
nymas, who was also constituted a sort of state

protector of those who were unable to defend them-

selves. (Dem. e. Maoar. Nd^r, p. 1076 ; Pollux,

yiiL 89.) Thus he had to superintend orphans

and their estates, heiresses, ffunilies losing their

representatives (ofiro* ol 4^tpr\paiAfi^¥ot)y widows

leh pregnant, and to see that they were not

wronged in any way. Should any one do so, be

was empowered to inflict a lino of a certain

amount, or to bring the parties to trial. Heiresses,

indeed, seem to have been under his peculiar

care; for wc read (Dem. e. A/ocur. p. 1069),

that he could compel the next of kin either to

marry a poor heiress himself, even though she were

of a lower class, or to portion her in marriage to

another. Again we And {Id. p. 1055; Pollux,

iiL 62) that, when a person ebimed an inhe-

ritance or heiress adjudged to others, be sum-

moned the party in possession before the archon

eponymus ('Ewtluco^M) who brought the case into

court, and mode arrangements for tr)'ing the suit

We must, however, heiu in mind that this autho-

rity was c^y exercised in cases where the parties

were citizens, the polemarch having corresponding

duties when the heiress was an alien. It must also

be understood that, except in very few coses, the

archons did not decide themselves, but merely

brought the causes into court, and cast lots for the

dicaits who were to try the issue. (Dcm. c.

StfpA. ii. p. 1 136.) Another duty of the archons

was to receive euroyyfXiai (llarpocr. s. e.), or in-

formations against individnols who had wronged

heiresses, children who bad maltreated their parents,

guardians who had neglected or defeauded their

wards. (Kdxtfffts firiaXApov, dpipaswy.

Dem. c. Macar. p. 1069 ; Schumann, p. 181.) In-

formations of another kind, the and
were also laid before the eponymus, though De-
mosthenes (c. TVmocr. p. 707) assigned the former

to the thesmothetae. (Endsixio.) The last office

of the archon which we shall mention was of a

sacred character ; we allude to his superintendence

of the greater Dionyiia and the Thotgelia, the
|

latter celebrated in honour of Apollo and Artemis.

(Pollux, viiL 89.)

The foDctioiu of the fiatrtktAf, or Kinff Arekon,

were almost all cormected with religion : his dis- i

tinguisbing title shows that he was considered a
'

representative of the old kings in their capacity of

high priest, as the Rex Sacnficulus was at Rome.
Thus be presided at the Lenocan, or older Dionyiia

;

superintended the mysteries and the games c^lcd
Ao^odij^opioi, and had to offer up socrifleos and
mayers in the Eleusinium, both at Athens and
^cusis. Moreover, indictments for impiety, and

controversies about the priesthood, were laid before

him
;
and, in cases of murder, he brought the trial

into the court of the Arciopogus, and voted with its

members. His wife, also, who was called

XuiTffa or ^oivlAirra, had to offer certain sacrifices,

and therefore it was required that she should be a
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citizen of pure blood, without stain or blrmish.

His court was held in what was called rj roZ
fi€UFiXft0t fTTod. (Dcm. c, Imct. p. 940 ; r. An^
drot. p. 601 ; e. Neuer. p. 1370 ;

Lysias, c. Andoc.

p, 103, where the duties are enumerated
; Klmslcy,

An'^nf)A.Ac5(ir. 1 143, ct Scholia
;
Harpocr. s.r.

*Eir^icXi}^s ri>v
; Plato, KuthyjAr.

ad init. et Theaei. ad An.
;
Pollux, viiL 90.)

The PoUmarch was originally, as his name de-

notes, the commander-in-chief (Herod. vL 109,

111 ;
Pollux, viii. 91) ; and we And him dis-

charging military duties ns late as the battle of

Marathon, in conjunction with the ten frrparTryof

:

he there took, like the kings of old, the command of

the right wing of the army. This, however, seems to

be the last occasion on record of this magistrate ap-

pointed by lot, being invested with stich important

functions
;
and in after ages we And that his

duties ceased to be military, having been in a great

measure transferred to the protection and tu{>erin-

tendenoe of the resident aliens, so that he rcsembltHl

in many respects the juaetor peregrinuB at Rome. In

fact, wc learn from Aristotle, in his ^ Constitution of

Athens,** that the polemarch stood in the same
relation to foreigners as the archon to citizens.

(Demosth. c. Lacr. p. 940 ;
Arist. apud Harpocr.

f.r.
;
Pollux, viii. 91, 92.) Thus, all actions affect-

ing aliens, the Uotelet and proxeni, were brought

before him previously to ti^ ; os, for instance,

the tlKTi kwpoirraffiov against a foreigner, for

living in Athens w'ithout a patron
;
so was also

the 81x71 Awocrturlov against a slave who failed in

bis duty to the master who had fi^d him. More-
over, it was the polcmarch‘s duty to offer the

yearly sacriAce to Artemis, in commemoration of

the vow made by Callimachus, at Marathon, and
to arrange the funeral gomes in honour of those

who fell in war. These three archons, the

iTrArvfjtoSy $affi\*6sy and woXlfiopxo^y were each

allowed two assessors to assist them in the dis-

charge of their duties.

The TketJHotktifu were extensively connected

with the administration of justice, and appear to

have been called legiriators (Thirlwall, Hui. of
Greece^ vol. ii. p. 17), because in the absence of a
written code, they might be said to nuUcc laws, or

in the ancient language of Athens,

though in reality they only declared and ex-

plained them. They were required to review,

every year, the whole body of laws, that they
might detect any inconsistencies or superfluities,

and discover whether any laws which were abro-

gated were in the public records amongst the rest.

(AcKhin. c. Ctesiph. p. 59.) Their report was sub-

mitted to the people, who referred the necessary

alterations to a legislative committee chosen for

the purpose, and called yopo64rM.

The chief port of the duties of the thesmothetae

consisted in receiving informstions, and bringing

cases to trial in the courts of law, of the d.'iys of

sitting in which they gave public notice. (Pollux,

viiL 87, 88.) Thry did not try them themselves
;

but seem to have constituted a sort of grand jury,

or inquest. Thus they received ^x8«l(<tv against

parties who had not paid their Anes, or owed any
money to the state ; and in default of bringing

the former porties to trial, thev lost their right of

going up to the Arciopogus at the end of their year
of office. (Dem. c, Meid, p. 529; e. Afacar. p.

1075 ; e. TSmoer. 707 ; Bttckh, vol. L p.59, vol. iL

p.72.) Again, indictments for personal injnriue
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(S€pt»f ypcupoT) were laid before them, as well as

ioformntions against olive growers, for rooting up

more trees tlian was allowed to each proprietor

by law. So, too, were the indictments for bribing

the Ileliaca, or any of the courts of justice at

Athens, or the Semite, or forming clubs for the

overthrow of the democracy, and against retained

advocates (ffvy^opoi) who took bribes either in

public or private causes. Again, an information

was laid before them if a foreigner cohabited with

a citlsen, or a man gave in marriage as his own
daughter the child of another, or confined as an

adulterer one who was not so. They also had to

refer informations (fi<rayyf\i(u) to the people ;

and where an information had been laid before the

senate, and a condemnation ensued, it was their

duty to bring the judgment into the courts of

justice for confirmation or revision. (I)em. c. Steph.

ii. p. 1137 ;
c. Nearr. pp. 1351, 1363, 1366,

c. Tiinocr. p. 720 ;
Pollux, viii. 88 ;

Biickh, voL L

pp. 259, 317.)

A different office of theirs was to draw up and

ratify the <ri>p.€oKai, or agreements, with foreign

states, settling the terms on which their citizens

should sue and be sued by the citizens of Athens.

In their collective capacity, the archons are said to

have had the power of death in case an exile re-

turned to an interdicted place : they also superin-

tended the iittx*ipoTovla of the magistrates, held

every prytany (^ireporroKri «i ioKU koKSis

and brought to trial those whom the people de-

posed, if an action or indictment were the con-

sequence of iU Moreover, they allotted the diensts

or jurymen, and probably presided at the anmuil

election of the strategi and other military officers.

(Pollux, viiL 87,88 ;
Harpocr.s. v. Karaxtiporoyia:

Schiimann, p, 231 ;
Dcm. c. Arts. p. 630.)

We may here rcnmrk, that it is necessary

to be cautious in our interpretation of the words

ipX'h and Hpxoyrts, since in the Attic orators

they have a double meaning, sometimes refer-

ring to the archons peculiarly so called, and

sometimes to any other magistracy. Thus in

Isaeus {De Clcont/mi Haered.) we might on a

cursory perusal uifcr, that when a testator left

his property away from his heir-at-law, by what

was technically called a S6<rit (Ilarpocr. s. v.;

Isaeus, irepl KKi)ptoy\ the archon took the original

will into custody, and was required to be present

at the making of any addition or codicil to it. A
more accurate oliservation proves that by efr ray
ipxiyrcty is meant one of the iarvydfioi, who
formed a magistracy iipxA) ^ as the nine

archons.

A few words will suffice for the privileges and

honours of the archons. The greatest of the former

was the exemption from the trierarchics— a boon

not allowed even to the successors of Ilanuodius

and Aristogeiton. As a nuirk of their office, they

wore a chaplet or crown of myrtle ;
and if any

one struck or abused one of the thesmothetoe or

the archon, when wearing this badge of office, he

became drifior, or infamous in the fullest extent,

thereby losing his civic rights. (Biickh, vol. ii.

p. 322 ; Dem. e. I^. pp. 462, 464, 465, c. Meid.

p. 524 ;
Pollux, viii. 86.) The archons, at the close

of their year of service, were admitted among the

mcinlicrs of the Arciopagus. [Arbiopagus.]

The Archon Eponymus being an annual magis-

trate at Athens, like the consul at llorac, it is

manifest that a correct list of the archons is an
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important element in the determuiation of Athe-
nian chronology. Now from Creon (B.a 684), the

first annual archon, to Comiaa (b. a 560), we have

the names of about twenty-four. From b. a 560
to the invasion of Xerxes (b. c. 480), the names
and years of about twent}'-four more have been
determined. From B. c. 480 to 292, Diodorus and
Dionysius Halicarnassus fiunish an almost un-

broken succession for a period of nearly 200 years.

The names, so far as they are known, are given by
Clinton (/•'. //.), who remarks that the compiler

of the Parian marbles places the annual archons one
year too high respectively. He also states (vol. ii

p. 12) that the best list is that of Corsini, who
however is surpassed by Wcsseling within the period

embraced by tbe remains of Diodorus. [ R.W.]
ARCHO'NES (ipx<i>yris). [Tklonbs.]
ARCIFPNIUS ACER. [Acer.]
ARCUS (also /omur, Viig. Aai, vL 631 ; Cic.

m Verr. L 7 ; KOfulpa), an arch. It is possible to

give an arched fonn to the covering of any opening

by placing horizontal courses of stones projecting

over one another, from both sides of the opening,

till they meet at top, and then cutting the ends of
the projecting stones to a regular curve, ns showm
below. This form is found in the most ancient

architecture of nearly all nations, but it does not

constitute a true arch. A true arch is formed of

n scries of wedge-like stones, or of bricks, support-

ing each other, and all bound firmly together by
their mutual pressure.

It would seem tliat the arch, as thus defined,

and os used by the Romans, was not known to the

Greeks in the early periods of their histoiy’, other-

wise a language so copious os theirs, and of such

ready application, would not have wanted a name
properly Greek by which to distinguish it. But
the constructive principle, by which an arch is

made to hold together, and to aflford a solid re-

sistance against the pressure upon its circumference,

was known to them even previously to the Trojan
war, and its use is exemplified in two of the

earliest buildings now remaining— the chamber
built at Orchomenus, by Minyas, king of Bocotia,

described by Pausanias (ix. 38), and the treasury

of Atreus at Mycenae. (Pans. iL 16.) Both
these works are constructed imder ground, and
each of them consists of a circular chmnbcr formed
by regular courses of stones laid horizontally over

each other, each course projecting towards the in-

terior, and beyond the one below it, till they meet
in an apex over the centre, which was capped by a
large stone, and thus resembled the inside of a
dome. Each of the horizontal courses of stones

formed a perfect circle, or two semicircular arches

joined together, os the subjoined plan of one of
these courses will render evident.

It will be observed that the innermost end of
each stone is bevelled off into the shape of a wedge,
the apex of which, if continued, would meet in too

centre of the circle, os is done in forming an arch ;

while the outer ends against the earth are left rough,

and their interstices filled up with small irrcguhir-

shaped stones, the immense size of the principal

stones rendering it unnecessary to continue the

sectional cutting throughout their whole length.

Indeed, if these chambers had been constructed

upon any other principle, it is clear that the pres-

sure of earth all around them would have caused
them to collapse. The method of constniction

hero described was communicated to the writer

I
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ARCUS.

of the present article by the late Sir WilHam
Gcll. Thus it seciQS that the Greeks did under-

stand the constructive principle upon which arches

are formed, even in the earliest times ; although
it did not occur to them to divide the circle by a
diameter, and set the half of it upright to be^ a
superincumbent weight But they made use of a
contrivance even before the Trojan war, by which
they were enabled to gain all the advantages of our

archway in making corridors, or hollow galleries,

and which in appearance resembled the pointed

arch, such at is now termed Gothic. This was
effpcted by cutting away the superincumbent stones

in the manner luready described, at an angle of

about 4S^ with the horizon. The mode of con-

struction and appearance of such arches is repre-

sented in the annexed drawing of the walls of

Tiryni, copied from Sir William GelPs Ar^is.
The gate of Signia (Sqpat) in Latiiim exhibits a
similv example.

The principle of the true arch seems to hare

been known to the Romans from the earliest

period : it it used in the Cloaca Marima, It is

most probably an Etruscan invention. The use of

it constitutes one loading distinction between

Greek and Roman architecture, for by iU triplica-

tion the Romans were enabled to execute works

of £sr bolder construction than those of^e Oroeks
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— to erect bridges and aqueducts, and the most
durable and massive structures of brick. The
Romans, however, never used any other form of

arch than the semicircle. [A. R.]
ARCUS TRlUMPHA'LIS (a triumphal aich),

was a structure peculiar to the Romans, among
whom it seems to have taken its origin from the
Porta Tyutmphalis, the gate by which a general

celebrating a triumph led his army into the city, on
which occasions the gate was adorned with trophies

snd other memorials of the particular victory cele-

brated. In process of time other arches were
erected, both at Rome and in the provinces, to

celebrate single victories, the memorials of which
were carved upon them or fixed to them, and these

remained at permanent monuments. They even

came to bo erected in memory of a victory for

which there bad been no triumph
; nay, even to

commemoreto other events than victories. That
at Ancona, for example, wss erected in honour of

Trajan, when he had improved the harbour of the

city at his own expense.

Triumphal arches were insulated structures

built across the principal streets of the city,

and, according to the space of their respective

localities, consisted of either a single arco-way,
or of a central one for carriages, with two smaller

ones on each side for foot passengers, which
sometimes have side communications w'ith the

centre arch. Sometimes there were two arches of

equal height, side by side. Roch front was orna-

mented with trophies and bas-rcHcfs, which wero
also placed on the sides of the passages. Doth
facades had usually columns against the piers,

supporting on entablature, surmounted by a lofty

attic, on the front of which was the inscription,

and on the top of it bronze chariots, war-borscs,

statues, and trophies.

Stertiniiu is the first upon record who erected

any thing of the kind. He built an arch in the

Forum Boarium, about B. c. 1.96, and another

in the Circus Maximus, each of which was sur-

mounted by gilt statues. (Liv. xxxiii. 27.) Six
years afierwards, Sdpio .\fricanus built another on
the Givns Capitolinas, on which be placed seven

gilt statues and two figures of horses (Liv. xxxvit

3) ;
and in B. c. 121, Fabiut Maximus built a

fourth in the Via Sacra, which is called by Cicero

(m Verr. i. 7) the Fomiof Fabianu$. None of

these remain, the Arch of Augustus at Rimini
being one of tho earliest among those still stand-

ing. That these erections were either temporaiy

or very insignificant, may be inferred from the

silence of Vitruvius, who says nothing of triimphol

arches. Wc might be sure, from the nature of

tho case, that such structures would especially

mark the period of the empire.

There are tiventy-one arches recorded by dif-

ferent writers as having been erected in the city

of Rome, five of which now remain:— 1. Arms
Dnuiy which was erected to the honour of Nero
Claudios Dnisus on tho Appion way. (Suet.

(^aud. 1.) 2. Arcus Titi^ at the foot of the

Palatine, which was erected to the honour of

Titus, after his conquest of Judaea, but was not

finished till after his death
;
since in the inscrip-

tion upon it he is called Zh'rtts, and he is also

represented as being carried up to heaven upon on
eagle. The bas-reliefs of this arch represent tho
spoils from the temple of Jerusalem carried in

triumphal procession ; and are anoug the best

Di- m' } 1 'V
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specimens of Roman scnlplure. Tliis arch has

(Oily a single opening, with two columns of the

lioman or composite order cm each side of it. 3.

Amu .Severi^ which was creeled by the

senate (a. d. 203) at the end of the Via Sacra,

in honour of that emperor and his two sons,

Canicnlla and (icla, on account of his rictorics

over iho Parthians and Arabians. 4. Amu
lieuiy erected to the honour of Goilienns by a pri-

vate individual, hL Aurelius V'ictor. 5. Amu
Confiatitini, which is larger and more profusely

ornamented than the Arch of Titus. It was

erected by the senate in honour of Constantine,

after his victoiy over Moxentius. It consists of

three arches, with columns ogainst eoch front, and

statues on the entablatures over them, which, w'ith

the other sculptured ornaments, originally de-

corated the arch of Trajan. t^- S*]

ARCUS (3«dr, rd^oK), the bow nsed for shoot-

ing arrows, is one of the most ancient of all wea-

pons, but is characteristic of Asia rather than of

Euripc. Thus in the description given by Hero-

dotna (viL 61—80) of the various nations com-

posing the army of Xerxes, we observe that nearly

nl! the troops without exception used the bow.

The Scythians and Parthians wore the most cele-

brated archers in the East, and among the Greeks

the Cretans, who frequently sen’ed as a separate

corps in the Greek armies, and subsequently also

among the auxiliary troops of the Romans. (Comp.

Xen. Analt. L 2. § 9 ; Liv, xiu. 35.)

The form of the Sc^'tbian and Parthian bow
differed from that of the Greeks. The former was

in the simpc of a half-moon, and is sbonm in the

upper of the two figures here exhibited, which is

t»ken from one of Sir \V. Hamilton's fictile vases.

(Comp. Amm, Marc. xxii. 8.) The Greek bow, on

the other linnd, the usual form of which is shown

in the lower of the preceding figures, hat a double

cunature, consisting of two circular portions united

ill the middle (wtjxys)* According to the descrip-

tion in Homer (//. iv. 105— 126), the bow was

made of two pieces of horn, hence frequently called

icfpai and eomu. The bow-string (yeopa) was

twisted, and was frequently made of thongs of

leather (I'fvpa /3d«ia). It n*as always fiutened to

one end of the bow, and at the other end there

hung a ring or hook (icop«>oi), usurdly made of

inctiU to which the string was attached,

when the bow was to be used. In the same pas-

sage of Homer wc have a description of a man
preparing to shoot, and this account is illustrated

by the following outline of a statue belonging to

the group of the Aeginctan marbles. The bow,

placed in the hands of tliU statue, was probably

of bronze, and has been lost.

ARKIOPAOUS.

I

leather, and sometimes omnmented Horn.

;
(M. xxi. 54). The bow-ciise is very conspicuous

I in the sculptured bas-reliefs of Pcrsojiolis. It

I frequently held the arrows as well as the bow,

,
and on this account is often confounded with the

;

Piarrtru or quiver. Though its use was con>-

I

parativcly rare among the Gn^eks and Romans,
I we find it exhibited in a bas-relief in the Museo
Pio-Clementino (vol. iv. tar. 43), which is copied

in the annexed cut.

ARDA'LION (4p3tUior). [Kunu*.]
A'UEA. [Aghicultuha, p. 44.]

ARKIO'PAGUS. The Areiojuigus (5*'Ap«io»

wdyos^ or bill of Ares), at Alliens, was a rocky

eminence, lying to the w'est of, and not fi\r from the

Acropolis. To account for the name, various stories

were told. Thus, some said that it was so called fn<m

theA tnazons, the daughters ofA res, having cncam{KHl

there when they attacked Athens
;
others again, ns

Aeschylus, from the sacrifices there offered by them
to that god

:
while the more received opinion cf>n-

ncctcd the name with the legend of Ares having

been brought to trial there by Poseidon, for the

murder of his son Halirrhotius. (Dem. e. Arisiocr,

p. 642 ; Acschyl. 659.) To none, however,

of these legends did the place owe its fame, but
rather to the council (*H 4y 'Ap«V
which held its sittings there, and was sometimes
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AREIOPAOUS.
called 'H &y» to diitinguish it from the

•enatcof Five Hundred^ which lat in thcCerameicua

within the city. That it waa a body of very remote

antiquity, acting oa a criminal tribunal, w*aa evi>

dently believed by the Athenian! tbcnuelvca. In

proof of thia, we may refer to the expresa aaaertiuna
;

of the orators, and the legend of Oreatea having

been tried before the council for the murder of hia

mother— a trial which took place before Athena,
and which Aeaebylua repreaenta na the origin of

|

the court itaelf. Again, we find that even before

the brat Mcaacnian war (a. c. 740) b^n, the

Meaacniana offered to refer the points in dispute to

the Argive Amphictiony, or the Athenian Areio*

pogiii (Paua. iv, 5, § 1 ;
Thirlwall, J/ttf. Crreeoe’,

vol. L p. 345), because thia body waa believed to

have had jurisdiction in cases of manslaughter
(SiVar ^riadi), ** from of old.’’

There is sufficient proof, then, that the Areiopa-

gus csist4xl before the tiiuo of Solon, though he is

admitted to have ao far modified its constitution

and sphere of duty, that he might almost be called

its founder. What that original constitution was,

must in some degree be left to conjecture, though

there is every reason to suppose that it w*aa

aristocTUticnl, the members being taken, like

the Ephetne, from the noble patrician Wiilics

(dpurrirSi;*'). We may remark that, after the time

of Solon, the Ephetae, fifty-one in number, sat

collectively in four dilferent courts, and were

charged w'ith the hearing of such cases of occi-

dental or justifiable homicide as admitted of or re-

quiretl expiation, before the accused could resume

the civil and rcligiotts rights he had lost: a re-

sumption impossible in cases of wilful murder, the

capital punishment for which could tmly be escaped

by banishment for life, so that no expiation was

require<l or given. (Muller, Eumen. § 64 ; Pollux,

viii. 12.5.) Now the Ephetae formerly adminis-

tend justice tu five courts, njid for this and other

reasons it has been conjectured that they and the

Arcinpngns then formed one conrt, which decided

iu oil cases of murder, whether wilful or accidental.

In support of this view, it has been urged that the

s?parotion of functions waa rendered necessary by

that change of Solon which made the Areiopagus

no longer an aristocratic body, while the Ephetae

remained so, and as such were competent to ad-

minister the rights of expiation, forming, as they

did, a part of the sacred law of Athens, and there*

fon> left in the hands of the old patricians, even

after the loss of their political privileges. On this

point w’o may remark, that the connection insisted

on may to a great extent l>e true
;
but that there

was not a complete id ntity of functions is proved

by Plutaix'h c. 19), in a quotation from the

laws of Solon, showing that even before that legis-

lator the Areiopagites and Ephetae were in some

cases distinct.

It h.'is been observed, in the article Archon,
that the principal change introduced by Solon in

the constitution of Athens, was to make the quali-

fication for office depend not on birth but property
;

also that, agreeably to hii refonns, the nmearcb6ns,

after an unexceptionable discharge of their duties,
** went up ” to the Areiopagus, and became mem-
bers of it for life, unless expelled for misconduct

(Deinar. e, D«mo^. p. 97 ; PluL&>/. c. 18.)

The council then, after his time, ceased to be

aristocratic in constitution ; but, os we learn from

Attic writers, continued so in spirit In fiict.
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Solon is said to have formed the two councils, tho
senate and the Areiopagus, to bo a check upon the

j

democracy ; that, os be himself expressed it, ** the

state, riding upon them as anchors, might be lest

tossed by Btonns.** Nay, even after the orchons

w'ero no longer elected by sutfnige but by lot and
the office was thrown open by Aristeidos to all the

Athenian citixens, the ** upper council ” still re-

tained its former tone of feeling. Wc learn, in-

deed, from Isocrates {Areiop.\t.\A'i)^ tliat no one
was so bod os not to put off his old habits on be-
coming an Arciopagitc; and though this may refer

to private mther than pnblic conduct may not
unreasonably suppose that the political princlplca

of the younger would always bo modified by tho
older and more numerous members—a modification

which, though contimmlly less in degree, would
still be the same in direction, and make the Arcio-

pagus what Pericles found it a cimnleracting force

to the dcroocnicy. Moreover, besides these changes
in its constitution, Solon altered and extended its

functions. Before bis time it was only a criminal

court, trying cnscs of wilful murder and w'ound-

ing, of arson and poisoning” (Pollux, viiL 117 ;

Dem. c,Ari9t, p. 627), whereas he gave it extensive
powers of a censorial and poUtiou nature. I'hus
we learn that be made the council an ** overseer
of everything, and the guardian of the laws,” em-
powering it to inquire how any one got his living,

and to punish the idle. (Plutarch. Solon, c.22
;

Isoc. /. e.)

We learn from other authorities that the

Areiopagites were ** superintendents of good order

and decency,” terms mther unlimited and unde-
fined, os it is not improljablc Solon wished to

leave their authority. There are, however,* re-

corded some particular instances of its exertion.

(Athen.iv. pp.l67, c.— 168, b. vi.p. 245, c. ed. Din-
dorf; Pollux, viii. 112.) Thus wc find that they
called persons to account for extravagant nnd dis-

solute living, and that too even in the later days
of Athenian history. On the other hand, they oc-

casionally reworded' remarkable coses of industry,

and, in compoiiy with certain officen called

TOKataordfioi, made domiciliary visits at private en-
tertainments, to see that the num)>cr of guests

wns not too large, and also for other purposes.

But their censorial and political authority was not
confined to matters of this subordinate chameter.

We Icam firora Aristotle (Plut, TUemit. c. 10 ; see

Bdckh, vol. i. p. 208), that at the time of the
Median invasion, when there w'as no money in

the public treasury, the Areiopagus advanced eight

drachmae a man to each of the sailors—a statement

which proves that they had a treasury of their

o^m, mther than any control over the public

finances, as some have inferred from it. (Thirla'all,

IliiL 6’rwce, vol. iii. app. 1.) Again, wc arc told

(Lycurg. c, Leoe. p. 154) that at tho time of tho

bottle of Chaeroneia, they seized and put to death

those who deserted their country', and that they
were thought by some to have been the chief pre-

servation of the city.

It is proliablc that public opinion supported

them in acts of this kind, without the aid of which
they must have been powerless for any such ob-

jects. In connection with this point, we may add
that when heinous crimes had notoriously been
committed, but the guilty parties were not knovv'n,

or no accuser appeared, the Areiopagus inquired
' into the subject, and reported (dvo^olyeir) to the
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dcimu. The report or information wai called

dvd^cufiT. This was a duty which they sometimes

undertook on their own responsibility, and in the

exercise of an old-established right, and sometimes

on the order of the demus. (Deinarch. e. />rm. p. 97

;

Schomann, De CbmiViu, p. 217, transl.) Nay,
to such an extent did they carry this power, that

on one occasion they apprehended an individual

(Antiphon) who had been acquitted by the

general assembly, and again brought him to a

trial, which ended in his condemnation and death.

(Dcm. Df Cur, pp.271, 272; Deinarch. r. />m.

p. 9B.) Again, w'e find them revoking an appoint*

ment of the people whereby AeKhincs was made
the advocate of Athens before the Amphictionic

council, and substituting H\'perides in his room.

In these two cases also, they were most probably

fDpported by public opinion, or by a strong party

in the state. (Dcm. /. e.)

They also had duties connected with religion,

one of which was to superintend the sacred olives

growing about Athens, and trj' those who were

charged with destroying them. (Lysias, Ilegl rov

SfjKou, p. 110.) Wc read, too, that in the dis-

charge of their duty as religious censors, they on

one occasion examined whether the wife of the

king archon was, as required by law, an Athenian
;

and finding she was not, imposed a fine upon her

husband. (Dcm. e. Xeaer. p. 1372.) We learn

from the same passage, that it was their office

generally to punish the impious and irreligious.

Again wc are told, though rather in a rhetorical

way, that they relieved the needy from the re-

sources of the rich, controlled the studies and

education of the young, and interfered with and
punished public cluuacters as such. (Isocr. Artiop.

p.151.)

Independent, then, of its jurisdiction as a

criminal court in cases of wilful murder, which

Solon continued to the Areiopogus, its influence

must have been sufficiently great to have been a

considerable obstacle to the aggrandisement of the

democracy at the expense of the other parties in

the state. In foot, Plutarch (Soion, c. 18), ex-

pressly states that Solon had this object in view

m its reconstruction
;

and accordingly, wo And
that Pericles, who never was an archon or Areio-

pagitc, and who was opposed to tlie arutoctuey for

many reasons, resolved to dimmish its power and
circnmscril)e its sphere of action. Ilia coadjutor

in this work was Epbialtes, a statesman of inflexible

integrity, and also a military commander. (Plut.

Cim. 7, /'eric. 10, 13.) They experienced much op-

position in their attempts, not only in the assembly,

but also on the stage, where Aeschylus produced

his tragedy of the Eumcnides, the object of which

was to imprew upon the Athenians the dignity, the

sacredness, and constitutional worth of the insti-

tution which Pericles and Ephialtes wished to re-

form. He reminds the Athenians that it was a

tribunal institu'ed by their patron goddess Athena,

and puts into her motuh a popul^ harangue full

of warnings against innovations, and admonishing

them to Imre the Areiopagut in possession of its

old and well grounded rights, that under its watch-

ful guardianship they might sleep in security.

(MUlIcr, /•’nm. § 35.) Still the opposition failed:

a decree was carried, about b. c. 458, by which, as

Aristotle says, the Areiopagtif wras “ mutilated,” and
many of its hereditary rights abolished. (Arist. Pof,

iL 9 ; Cic. />« Nat Dear, ii, 29, I>e Hep. i. 27.)

AUKIOPAGUS.
Cicero, who in mie place speaks of the council as
^veming Athens, observes in another that from that
time all authority w*as vested in the cedesia, and
the state robbed of its ornament and honour. Plu-
tarch (rVmon, 15) tells ui tliat the people deprived
the Areiopogus of nearly all its judici^ authority
(rdf Kpieui wXb*' iird^ar), establishing
an unmixed democracy, and making themselves
supreme in the courts of justice, as if there had
formeriy been a su|)erior tribunal. But we infer

from another passage, that the council lost con-
siderable authority in matters of state ; for we
leani that Athens then entered upon a career of
conquest and aggrandisement to which she had
reviously been a stranger; that, “like a rampant
orse, she would not ol)ey the reins, but snaj>pcd

at Euboea, and leaped upon the neighbouring
islands.” These accounts in themselves, and as
compared with others, are sufficiently rogue and
inconsistent to perplex and cmhairw

; accord-
ingly, there has bent much discussion as to the
precise nature of the alterations which Pericles
eflected

;
some, amongst whom we may mention

Muller {Ehv^. § 37), are of opinion that be de-
prived the Areiopogus of their old jurisdiction in

cases of wilful murder, and one of his chief argu-
ments is that it was evidently the design of Aes-
chylus to support them in this prerogative, which
therefore nmst have been assailed. For a suffi-

cient answer to this, we would refer our readers
to Bishop Thirlwall’s remarks (//wf. of Orrecry

voL iii. p. 24), merely stating in addition, that

Deraosthonet (c. Aristocr. p. 641) * expressly
affirms, that neither tyrant nor democracy had
ever dared to take away from them this jurisdic-

tion. In addition to which it may be remarked,
that the consequences ascribed to the innovation
do not indicate that the Areiopngus lost its au-
thority ns a criminal tribunal, but rather that it

was shorn of its power as superintending the
morals and conduct of the citizens, both in civil

and religious matters, and os exercising some
control over their decisions. Now an authority

of the former kind scorns far removed from any
political influence, and the popular belief as to its

origin would have made it a dangerous object of
attack, to say nothing of the general satisfaction

the verdicts had nlwavs given. We may observe,

too, that one of the cfiicf features of a democracy
is to make all the officers of the state responsible

;

and that it is not improliable that one of the
changes introduced by KphLoltes was, to make the
Areiopogus, like other ^nctioDorics, accountable

to the demus for their administration, as, indeed,
we know they afterwards were. (Aesch. e. Ctrt,

p. 56 ; B5ckh, voL i. pc 353.) This simple re-

gulation would evidently have made them subser-

vient, as they seem to have been, to public opinion

;

a'hereas no such subserviency is recorded in

criminal matters, their tribunal, on the contrary,

being always spoken of as most just and holy
; so

much so, that Demosthenes says(c. Arkt, pp. 641,
642) that not even the condemned whispered an
insinuation against the righteousness of their

verdicts. Indeed, the proceedings before the
Areiopogus, in cases of murder, were by their

solemnity and fairness well calculated to insure

* For an able vindication of this statement of
Demosthenes, the reader is referred to llemiann,
(>pu9c. vol. iv. p. 299,
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just declsiont. The process was as follows :— The
king ATchon (Pollux, viii. 90) brought the case

into court, and sat as one of the judges, who were

assembled in the open air, probably to guard

against any contamination from the criminal. (An>
tiphon, />« Caede Herod, p. 130; Dem. e. AriU.

L e. ; Pollux, viii. 33.) The accuser, who was
said 'Apsior irdyov first came for-

ward to make a solemn oath (Stw^MKrfa) that his

accusation vnu true, standing over the slaughtered

victims, and imprecating extirpation upon himself

and his whole family, were it not so. The accused

then denied the chaige with the same solemnity

and form of oath. Each party then stated his

case with all possible plainness, keeping strictly to

the subject, and not being allowed to appeal in

any way to the feelings or passions of the judges

(^wpooifiid^effBai oi/K oIktI\*c9cu.

Aristot. fihei. L 1 ;
Pollux, viii. 117.) After the

first speech (n*rk rh¥ vp6r€po¥ kiyot'\ a criminal

accused of murder might remove from Athens,

and thus avoid the capital punishment fixed by
Draco's 0(C/iof, which on this point were still in

force. Except in cases of parricide, neither the

accuser nor the court had power to prevent this

;

but the party who thus evaded the extreme punish-

ment was not allowed to return homo {^evyet

itnpvyiay\ and when any decree was passed at

Athens to legalise the return of exiles, on exception

was always made against those who hod thus left

their country (of 'Apsfou wiyoo ^vyoyrts).
See Plato, />epes, ix. 1 1.

The reputation of the Areiopagus aa a criminal

court was of long continuance, as we may learn

from an anecdote of Aulus Oellius, who tells us

(xii. 7) that C. Dolabella, proconsul of the Ro-
man province of Asia, referred a cose which per-

plex<^ himself and his council to the Areiopagus

(»rf ad Judiee$ ffraviores uercifatiorerque.) ; they
ingeniously settled the matter by ordering the

parties to appear that day 100 yean {oentr$ipu>

anno adft$e). They exist^ in nam^', indeed, till

a very late period. Thus we find Cicero mentions
the council in his letters {Ad Fam. xiii. 1 ; yfef

Att.i. 14, r. 11); and under the emperors Gratian

and Theodosius (a. d. 380), *Po<^ios ^aros is

called proconsul of Greece, and on Areiopogite.

(Meursiua, Areiop.)

Of the respectability and moral worth of the

council, and the respect that was paid to it, wo
hare abundant proof in the WTitings of the Athe-
nian orators, where, indeed, it would be difficult to

find it mentioned except in terms of praise.

Thus Lysias speaks of it ns most righteous and
venerable {c^Andoe, p. 104 • compare Aesch. c.

Timor. 12 ;
Iitocr. Artif>p. 148) ;

and so great was
the respect paid to hs members, that it was con-

sidered rude in the demos laughing in their pre-

sence, while one of them was making an addiess
to the assembly on a subject they had been de-
puted to investigate. This respect might, of course,

fiicilitate the resumption of some of their lost

power, more etpecisJly as they were sometimes
intrusted with inquiries on behalf of the state,

as on the ocouion to which we have just alluded,

w'hen they were made a sort of commissioners, to

inquire into the state of the buildings about the

Pnyx, and decide upon the adoption or rejection

of some propo^d alterations. Isocrates, indeed,

even in his time, when the previous inquiry or

tkfKtfioffia had fiillcn into disuse, speaks well of
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their moral influence ; but shortly after the age of

Demetrius Pbalereus, a change hod taken |^e

;

they had lost much of their respectability, and
were but ill fitted to enforce a conduct in others

which they did not observe themselves. (Athcn.

iv. p. 167.)

The case of St Paul (Act. xvii. 22.) is generally

quoted as an instsmcc of their authority in religious

matters ;
but the words of the sacred historian do

not necessarily imply that he was brought before the

counciL It may, however, be remarked, that they

certainly took cognixanco of the introduction of

new and unauthorised forms of religious worship,

called Mdrra f«pd, in contradistinction to the

wdrpta or older rites of the state. (HorpocniLs. w.
'Ertdrroi *Lopral

;

Schumann, De ComiiiiM^ p.286.

transl) There was also a tradition that Plato was

deterred from mentioning the name of Moses as a

teacher of the unity of the Godhead, by his fear ofthe

Areiopagus. (JustinMartyr,CbAor.odGra«‘.p.22.)

With respect to the number of the Areiopagus

in its original form, a point of no great moment,

there are various accounts; but it is plain that

there could have been no fixed number when the

archons became merabers of this body at the ex-

piration of their year of office, J^ysias, indeed,

speaks of them (nsplrevSiTxei), pp. 1 10, 1 1 1 ;
see

Atyum. Orai. e. Androi.) as forming a part of tho

Areiopagus even during that time; a itatem nt

which can only be reconciled with the general

opinion on the subject, by supposing that they

formed a part of tho council during their year of

office, but were not permanent memliers till the

end of that time, and aft;T passing a satisfactory

examination. (R.W.J
ARENA. [Amphithbatrum.]
ARETA'LOOI, a class of persons whose con-

versation formed one of the entertainments of the

Roman dinner-tables. (Suet, Oefar. 74.) The
word literally signifies perrons tc/io discourse abotd

virtue

;

and the class of persons intended seem to

have been poor philosophers, chiefly of the Cynic

and Stoic scctsi, who, unable to gain a living by
their public lectures, obtained a maintenance at

the tables of the rich by their philosophical con-

versation. Such a life would naturally degenerate

into that of the parasite and buflfoon ; and accord-

ingly we find these persons spoken of contemp-

tuously by Juvenal, who uses the phrase tnemdtue

arekdogus: they became a sort of smrrae. (Juv.

Sat. XT. 15, 16 ; comp. Casaubon. nd Suet. L c. ;

and Ruperti and Heinrich, ad Juv. 1. e.) [P. S.]

A'RGEI. We learn from Livy (i. 22) that

Numa consecrated places f<v the celebration of

religious services, which were called by the pontU

ficcs “ argeL" Varro calls them the chapels of the

argei, ana says they were twenty-seven in num-
ber, distributed in the different districts of the

city. We know but little of the particular uses

to which they were applied, and that little is un-

important. Thus we are told that they were
solemnly visited on the Liberalin, or fcstiral of

Bacchus
;

and also, that whenever the flamen

dialis went {ivit) to them, he w'os to adhere to

certain observances. They seem also to have been

the depositaries of topographical records. Thus
we read in V'arro,— /n saereis Aryeorum scrijthtm

esi sie: Oppius mons prineeps^ Ac., which is fol-

lowed by a description of the neighbourhood. There
was a tradition tnat these argei were named from
the chieftains who came with Hcrcnles, the Arglve,

R
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to Rome, imd occupied the Capitolinc, or, at it wot
anciently called, Saturnian bill. It it impoetible to

lay what it the hittorical value or meaning of thii

legend ; wo may, however, notice itt conformity

with the itatement that Rome wai founded by
the Pelatgiant, with whom the name of Argot w*at

connected. (Varr. L, L, v. 45, ed. MUller ; Ov.
Faat. iii. 7dl

; GeU. x. 15 ; Niebuhr, Aom. //ut.

Tol. i, p. 214.)

The name argei wat alto given to certain figures

thrown into the Tiber from the Sublician bridge,

on the Ides of May in every year. This wat
done by the ponlificea, the vestals, the praetors,

and other citizens, after the performance of the

customary sacrifices. The images were thirty in

number, made of bulrushes, and in the form of

men (cfSwAa priworum simulacra viro-

rum). Ovid makes various suppositions to account

fur the origin of this rite ; we can only conjecture

that it was a symbolical offering to propitiate the

gods, and that the number was a rejwesentative

either of the thirty patrician curiae at Home, or

perhaps of the thirty Latin townships. Dionysius

of HaJicaniatsus states (i. 19, 38) tliat the custom

continued to hit timet, and was instituted by Hcr>
cules to satisfy the scruples of the natives when
he abolished the human sacrifices formerly made
to Saturn. (Varr. L. L. viL 44 ; Or. Foal. v. C2l j

Plut Horn. p. 102, Reiike
;
Arnold, Rom.

Itiat. voL i. p. 67 : Bunsen and Plainer, Dcackrri-

bung 7?onM, vol. L p. 688—702^ [H. W.j
ARGENTA'RII (Tpaw«GTo<), bankers or

money changers. 1. Grb£K. The bankers at

Athens were called Tpavc^roi from their tables

(rpcfi’s^oi) at which they sat, while carrying on

their business. Public or state banks seem to

have been a thing unknown in antiquity, though

the state most have exercised some kind of super*

intcndcncc, since without it it is scarcely possible

to conceive how persons could have pl^d such

unlimited confidence in the bookers, as th«-y are

known to have done at Athens. They had their

stands or tables in the market place (Plat Apol.

. 17, ifipp. Min. p. 368), and aiihough the bank*

ing and monc^ cnanging business was mostly

carried on by /Mroiicot, or resident aliens and freed*

men, still these persons do not seem to have been

looked upon with any disrespect, and the business

itself was not disreputable. Their principal occu-

pation was that of changing mom-y at an agio

(Isocrat Trapez. 21 ;
Dcm. De fait. Leg. p. 376,

. PUpd. p. 1218 ; Pollux, uL 84, vii. 170) ;
but

they frequently took money, at a moderate pre-

mium, from persons who did nut like to occupy

themselves with the management of their own
affairs. Thus the father of Demosthenes, e. g.^

kept a part of his capital in the hands of bankers.

(Dem.c..4;j^. I p. 816.) These persons then lent

the money with profit to others, and thus, to a

certain degree, obtained possession of a monopoly.

Tho greater part of the capital with w'hich they

did business in this way, belonged to others (Dem.

p. Phorm. p. 948), but sometimes they also cm*
ployed capital of their own. Although their sole

object was pecuniary gain (Dem. p. Pkorm. p. 953),

and not by any means to connect themselves with

wealthy or illustrious families, yet they acquired

great credit at Athens, and formed busineu con-

nections in all the principal towns of Greece,

whereby their business was effectually supported.

(Dcm. p. Phorm. p. 958, e./’oiEpief. p. 1224.) They
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even maintained so great a reputation that not only
were they considered as secure merely by virtue of

their calling, but such confidence was placed in

them, that sometimes business was transacted with
them without witnesses (Isocr. Trapez, and
that money and contracts of debt were deposited

with them, and agreements were concluded or can-

celled in their presence. (Dem. e. Callip. p. 1243,
c. Diongtod. p. 1287.) The great im]K>rtance of

their business is clear from the immense wealth of

Pasion, whose bonk produced a net annual profit

of 100 minae. (Dem. Phorm. p. 946.) There
ore, however, instances of bankers losing every-

thing they possessed, and becoming utterly bank-
rupt. (Dcm. p. Phorm. p. 959, e. Sfef^. i, p. 1 120.)
That these bankers took a high interest when they
lent out roonev, scarcely needs any proof, their

loons on the deposits of goods are sufficient evi-

dence. (Dem. e. Nieoatr. p. 1249.) Their usnal

interest was 36 per cent., on interest that scarcely

occurs any where except in cases of money lent on
bottomry. The only instance of a bank recognized

and conducted on behalf of the state occurs at

Byzantium, where at one time it was let by the

republic to capitalists to farm. (Arist. Oecon. ii.

p. 283; comp. Bdckh, PmbL Econom. of AtkenZf

p. 126, Ac. 2d edit.)

2. Roman. The Afyan/am at Rome were also

called argemteaa menaae eatreiiorea^ argenti tiis’

traciorea and negoHatores atipia argentariae. (OrelH,

InacripL n. 4060.) They mast be distinguished

from the menaarii or public bankers, though even
the ancients confound the terms, as the measurii

sometimes did the same kind of business as the
aigentarii, and they most also bo distinguished

from the nummmlaru. [MknsarU; Nlmmu-
laril] The argentarii were private persons, who
carru^ on business on their own responsibility, and
were not in the service of the republic

;
but the

shops or tuhemae which they occupied and in

which they transacted their business about the
forum, were state property'. (Dig. 18. tit 1.

s. 32 ;
Liv. xl. 51.) As their chief business was

that of changing money, the argentarii probably
existed at Home from very early timet, as the in-

tercourse of the Romans with other Italian nations

could not well exist without them ; the first men-
tion, however, of their existing at Rome and
having their shops or stalls around the forum, oc-

curs smout B. c. 350, in the wars against the Sam-
nites. (Liv. vii. 21.) The business of the argrn-

torii, with which that of the mensarii coincided

in many points, was very varied, and comprised
almost every thing connected with money or mer-
cantile transactions, but it may be divided into

the following branches. I. Permutalio^ or the

exchange of foreign coin for Homan coin, in

which case a small agio (coUybui) was paid to

them. (Cic. in Vert. iiL 78.) In later tiroes

when the Romans became acquainted with the

Greek custom of using bills of exchange, the
Roman argentarii, e. g., received sums of money
which had to be paid at Athens, and then drew
a bill payable at Athens by some banker in

that city. This mode of transacting business

is likewise called permutatio (Cic. ad AN. xiL

24, 27, XV. 15; comp. v. 15, xi. 1, 24, ad
Fam. ii 17, iii 5, ad Quad. Frai. i 3, p. Ra-
fdr. 14), and rendered it necessary for the argen-

tarii to be acquainted with the current value of

the same coin in different places and at different
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times. (See the comment on Cic. pro Qumct. 4.)

2. The keeping of suras of money for other per*

sons. Such money might be deposited by the

owner merely to sure himself the trouble of keep-

ing it and making payments, and in this case it

was called depotitum

;

the atgentahus then paid

no interest, and the money was called vacua po~

cumia. When a pa
3
rment was to be made, the

owner either told the argentarius personally or he

drew a cheque. (Plaut CurcuL iL 3. 66, Ac., iiu

66, iv. 3. 3, &C.) Or the money was deposited on

condition of the aigentarins paying interest
;

in

this case the money was called credilum, and the

argentarius might of course employ the money
himself in any lucrative manner. (Suet. Aug. 39.)

The argentarius thus did almost the same sort of

busmcss as a modem banker. Many persons en-

trusted all their capital to them (Cic. p. Caec. 6),

and instances in which the aigentarii made pay-

ments in the name of those whose money they bad
in hand, are mentioned very frequently. A pay-

ment made through a banker aas called per men-
aam^ de menea, or per mensae ecripturam^ while a

payment made by the debtor in person was a pay-

ment ex area or de domo. (Plaut. Curcul. r. 3.

7, Ac., Captiv. iL 3. 89 ;
Cic. ad AU. L 9,

Top. 3 ;
Schol. ad Horat. Sat. iL 3. 69 ;

Senec.

JCpisL 26 ; Gains, iiL 131.) An argentarius

never paid away any person's money without

being either authorised by him in person or re-

ceiving a cheque which was called perecriptm,

and the payment was then mode either in cosh,

or, if the person who w*as to receive it, kept an
account with the same banker, he had it ^ded
in the banker's book to his own deposit This was
likewise called persm6ere or simply ecrihere. (Plaut
Asm. iL 4. 30, &Ci, CureuL v. 2. 20 ;

Donat ad
Terent. Phorm, v. 7. 28, Ac., ad Adelpk, iL 4. 1 3 ;

Cic. ad Ait. iv. 18, uc. 12, ziL 51, Philip, v. 4,

in Verr. v. 19 ; Horat Sat, iL 3. 76.) It alsooc-

curs that orgentarii made payments for persons who
had not deposited any money with them

;
this

was equivalent to lending money, which in fact

they often did for a certain per centage of interest

(Plaut Care. iv. 1. 19, 2. 22, True. L 1. 51, Ac.,

Epid. L 2. 40 ; Tac. Ann. vL 17.) Of all this

business, of the receipts as well as of the expen-

diture, the aigentarii k«q>t accurate accounts in

books called oodiees, tabulae or rationes (Plin. H, N,
iL 7), and there is every reason for believing that

they were acquainted with what is called in book-

keeping double entry. When an argentarius set-

tled his accounts with persons with whom he did

business, it was done either in writing or orally,

both parties meeting for the purpose (Dig. 2.

tit. 14. a 47. § 1, 14. tit 3. a 20 ;
Plant An-

Ud. iiL 5. 63, &a), and the party found to be in

debt paid what he owed, and then had his name
c&ced (pomen expedite or expnngere) from the

banker's booka (Plant Cist. L 8. 41 ; Cic. ad
AU. zvi 6.) As the books of the aigentarii were
Mnerally kept with great accuracy, and particu-

larly in rega^ to dates, they were looked upon as

documents of high authority, and were appealed

to in the courts of justice as unezceptionable evi-

dence. (Cic. p. Caee. 6 ; OelUns, ziv. 2.) Hence
the orgentarii were often concerned in civil cases,

as money transactions were rarely concluded with-

out their influence <»* co-opcratioiL Their codices

or tabulae could not be withheld from a person

who in court referred to them for the purpose of
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maintaining his cause, and to produce them was
called edere (Dig. 2. tit 13. s. 1. § 1), ox prt^erre

oodicem (2. tit 13. s. 6. §§ 7, 8). 3. Their con-

nection with commerce and public auctions. This
branch of their busmess seems to have been one of

the most ancient In private sales and purchases,

they sometimes acted as agents for eitner party

(hUerpreteSf Plaut Cure, iiL 1. 61), and sometimes
they undertook to sell the whole estate of a person,

as an inheritance. (Dig. 5. tit 3. s. 18, 46. tit.

3. 8. 88.) At public auctions they were almost

invariably present, registering the articles sold,

their prices, and purch^rs, and receiving the pay-
ment from the purchasers. (Cic. p. Caec. 4, 6

;

Quinctil. zL 2 ; Suet Ner, 5 ; Gaius, iv. 1 26 ;

Capitolin. Anton. 9.) At auctions, however, the

aigentarii might tninsact business through their

clerks or serronts, who were called coadores from
their collecting the money. 4. The testing of the

genuineness of coins (jtrobaiio nummorum). The
frequent cases of forgery, as well as the frequent

occurrence of foreign coins, rendered it necessary

to have persons to decide upon their value, and tho

aigentarii, from the nature of their occupation, were
best qualified to act as probatores

;
hence they

were present in this capacity at all payments of

any large amount This, however, seems originally

to have been a part of the duty of public officers,

the mensarii or nummularii, until in the course of

time the opinion of an aigentarius also came to be
looked upon as decisive ; and this custom was
sanctioned by a law of Marius Gratidianus. (Plin.

II. M zziiL 9 ; comp. Cic. ad Att. ziL 5 ; Dig.

46. tit 3. 8. 39.) 5. The solidorum venditio, that

is, the obligation of purchasing from the mint the

newly coin^ money, and circulating it among tho

people. This branch of their functions occurs only

under the empire. (Symrooch. Epist, ix. 49 ;

Procop. Anecd. 25 ; comp. Salmasius, De Usur. c.

17. n. 504.)

Although the aigentarii were not in the service

of the state, they existed only in a limited number,
and formed a collegium, which was divided into

socielates or corporations, which alone had the right

to admit new members of their guild. (Orel I i,

InsaripL n. 913, 995.) It appears that no one
but free men could become members of such a cor-

poration, and whenever slaves are mentioned os

aigentarii, they must be conceived as acting only

os servants, and in the name of their masters, who
remained the responsible parties even if slaves had
transacted business with their own peculium. (Dig.

2. tit. 13. s. 4. § 3, 14. tit 3. s. 19.) With regai^

to the legal relation among the members of the

corporations, there existed various regulations ; ono

member (socius), for example, was responsible for

the other. (Auct ad Herenn. iL 13 ;
Dig. 2. tit

14. ss. 9, 25, 27.) They also enjoyed several

privileges in the time of the empire, and Justinian,

a particular patron of the aigentarii, greatly in-

erased these privileges (Justin. Nov. 136) ; but
dishonest aigentarii were always severely punished

(Suet Galb. 10 ; Auson. Epigr. 15), and in the

time of the emperors, they were under the super-

intendence of the praefectus urbL (Dig. 1. tit 12.

t. 1. § 9.)

As regards the respectability of the aigentarii,

the passages of the ancients seem to contradict one
another, for some writers speak of their occupation

as respectable and honourable (Cic. p. Caec. 4 ;

Aurel. Viet 72; Suet Vesp. 1 ; Aernu. ad Horat.
K 2
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Sat, I 6. 86), while filhen tpoak of them with
contempt (Plauu Cure, ir. 2. 20, Casin. Prol. 26,
&C. ; T'rucvL L 1. 47) ; but thii contradictioD mtj
be easily reconciled by diitinguUbing between a
lower and a higher clau of argentaril A wealthy
argentariaa «’ho carried on busincM on a large

scale, was undoubtedly as much a person of re-

spectability as a hanker in modem timet; but
others who did business only on a small scale,

or degraded their calling by acting as usurers, can-

not have been held in any esteem. It has al^dy
been obsen'ed that the argentarii had their shops

round the fonim (I^ir. ix. 40, xxvi 11,27; Plant.

True. i. 1. 51 ; Terent, Pkorm. t. 8. 28, Adeiph,
ii. 4. 13); hence to become bankrupt, w*as expressed

by /bro cederty or ahire, or /bro mtrjfi. (Plant.

JCpid. L 2. 16; Dig. 16. tit, 3. s. 7. § 2.) The
shops or booths were public property, and built by
the censors, who sold the nse of them to the argen-

tarii. (Liv. xxxix. 44, xl. 51, xlL 27, xlir. 16;
comp. J, O. Sieber, Diuertai. Arpmiariis^ Lip-

siae, 1737 ; H. Hubert, DiaptU. juridieae III. d«

Aryeniaria veZerum, Traject. 1739; W. T. Kraut,

J)e Aryeniarii* «( S^ufnmuittriiSf Gottingen,

1826.) [L.6.]

ARGENTUM (ipyvpos\ silver, one of the two
jnctals which, on account of their beauty, their du-

rability, their density, and their rarity, have been
esteemed in all civilised countries, and iii all agcs,as

pirciuut^ and which have, on account of the above
qualities and the facility of working them, been used
for money. The ancients were acquainted anth silver

from the earliest known periods. (Pliny ascribes its

discovery to Krichthonius or to Aeacus, If. AT. viL

56. s. 57.) It is constantly mentioned in Homer;
but in a manner which proves that it was com-
paratively scarce. It was much more abundant in

Asia than in Greece Proper, where there were not

many silver mines. The accounts we have of the

revenues of the early Lydian and Persian kings,

and of the presents of some of them, such os Qyges
and Croesus, to Pytho and other shrines, prove
the great abundance of both the precious metals m
Western Asia, Of this wcsilth, however, a very

large proportion was laid up in tho royal and
sacred treasuries, both in Asm and in Greece. Hut
in time, and chiefly by the eflects of wars, these

accumulations were dispersed, and the precious

metals became commoner and cheaper throughout

Greece. Thus, the spoils of the Asiatics in the

Persian wars, and the payment of Greek merce-

narii'S by the Persian kings, the expenditure of

Pericles on war and works of art, the plunder of

the temple of Delphi by the Phocians, the military

expenses and wholesde bribery of Philip, and,

above all, the conquests of Alexander, caused a

vast increase in the amount of silver and gold in

actual circulation. The accounts we have of the

treasures possessed by the successors of Alexander

would be almost incredible if they were not per-

fectly well attested.

It was alxmt this time also that the riches of

the East began to be familiar to the Homans,
among w’hom the precious metals were, in early

times, extremely rare. Veir little of them was
found in Italy ; and though Cisaluine Gaul fur-

nished some gol^ which was carried doam by the

Alpine torrents, it contained but a very small pro-

portion of silver. The silver mines of Spain bad
been wrought by the Carthaginians at a very

early period ; and from this source, as well as
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from the East, the Romani no doubt obtained most
of their silver as an article of commerce. But
when first Spain and then Greece, Asia Minor,

and Syria, were brought beneath the Roman
power, they obtained that abundant supply both

of silver and gold which formed the instrument of

the extravagance and luxury of the later republic

and the empire. “ The value of the precious

metals did not, however, fall in proportion to their

increase, as largo quantities, wrought for works of
art, were taken out of circulation.** (Bockh.)

The relative value of gold and silver differed

considerably at different periods in Greek and
Roman history. Herodotus mentions it (iil 95)
as 13 to I

; Plato {Hipp. c. 6. p.231 ), u 12 to 1 ;

Menander {ap. P<Muo. ix. 76), as 10 to 1 ;
and

Livy (xxxviii. 11), as 10 to 1, about &C. 189.

Accor^ng to Suetonius {JuL Can. 54), Julius

Caesar, on one occasion, exchanged silver for gold
in the proportion of 9 to 1 ; but the most usual

proportion under the early Roman emperors wus
about 12 to 1 ; and from Constantine to Justinian

about 14 to 1, or 15 to 1. The proportion In mo-
dem tiroes, sIdm the discovery of the American
miues, has varied between 17 to 1 and 14 to 1.

Silver Misiea and Ortt,— In the earliest times

the Greeks obtained their silver chiefly as an
article of commerce fnun the Phocaeans and the

Samians; but they soon began to work the rich mines
of their own country and its islands. The chief

mines were in Siphnos, Thessaly, and Attica. In
the last-named countiy, tho silver mines of Laurion
furnished a most abundant supply, and were gene-

rally regarded as the chief source of the wealth of
Athens. We learn from Xenophon (Pec/^. iv.

2), that these mines had been worked in remote
antiquity

; and Xenophon speaks of them as if ho
considered them inexhaustible. In the time of

Demosthenes, however, tho profit arising from
them liad greatly diminished ; and in the second

century of the Christian era they were no longer

worked. (Pans. i. 1. § 1.) The Romans obtained

most of their silver from the ver}* rich miues of

Spaiit, which bad been previously worked by the

Phoenicians and Carthaginians, and which, though
abandoned for those of Mexico, are still not ex-

hausted. The ore from which the silver was ob-

tained was called eilver earth (ipyupTm yif, or

simply dpTupiTir, Xeo. Veciig. i. 5, iv. 2). The
same term {terra) was also applied to the ore by
the Romans.
A full account of all that is knoa*n respecting

the ores of silver known to the ancients, their

mining operations, and their processes for the re-

duction of the ores, is given by Bbckh. {Diteeriu-

tion on the Silver Mines of iMurion, §§ 3, 4, 5.)

Uses ofSilver.— By far the most important use

of silver among the Greeks was for money. It

was originally the universal currency in Greece.

Mr. Knight, however, maintains {ProL Horn.) that

gold was coined first because it w’ns the more
reodOy found, and the more easily worked

; but
there are sufficient reasons for believing that, un-

til some time after the end of the Peloponnesian

war, tho Athenians had no gold currency. [Au-
hVM.j It may be remarked here that all the

words connected with money are derived from

dfryvpor, and not from ^ Karapyopdev,
** to bribe with money ;*' dpyi/papot6dr, ^ a money-
changer,** &C. ; and fipyopos is itself not unfre-

quently used to signify money in general (Soph,
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Antig, 295\ as oc« is in Latin. At Rnme, on the

contrary, siWer was not coined till b. c. 269, before

which period Greek silver was in circulation at

Rome ; and the principal silver coin of the Ro*>

mans, the denarius^ was borrowed from the Greek

droMma. For IHinher details respecting silver

money, see Nummus, Dsnariuk, Drachma.
From a very early period, silver was used also

in works of art. Its employment for ornamenting

arms, so often referred to by Homer, belongs to

this head. The use of it for mere purposes of

luxury and ostentation, as in plate, seems to have

become generally prevalent about the dose of the

Peloponnesian wars (Alhen. vL p. 229, f.), but

much more so from the time of Alexander, after

which it becomes so common as hardly to need

any proof or illustration,—more common indeed

than with us. (Cic. m Verr. iv. 21.) The Ro-

mans distingnished between plain and chased silver

vessels by ^Ung the former ywra or levia (Plin.

Kp, iii. 1 ;
Juv. ix. 141, xiv. 62 ; Mart iv. 38),

and the latter oaelata^ aspsm, or tortumata, [Cas-
LATURA ; TORRUTlCJt]

The chief ancient authorities respecting silver,

as well as gold, ore the 3d, 4th, and 5th books of

Strabo, the 5th of Diodorus, especially cc. 27 and

36, and the 33d of Pliny, from c. 6. a 31 ; of mo-
dem works the most important are Dbekh's PMic
Kconomy of Athens^ Rk, i. cc. 1—3, with the sup-

plementary IHxterbUion on (kt Siltfr Mint* of
/rfiiiWofi,and Jacob's Hidory of ih* Prtciou* Me-
taU, [P. S.J

A'RGIAS GRAPHE' (hpyias 7pa^), that is,

an action for idleness. Vagrants and idlers were

not tolerated at Athens from very early times, and
every person was obliged to be able to state by
what means he supported himself. (Herod, ii

177; Diod. i. 77.) According to some (Pint
Sal, 37, Pollux, viii. 42), even Draco hod enacted

laws against idleness, while, according to others,

Solon, in his legislation, borrowed these laws from

the Egyptians, and others again state that Peisis-

tratiu was the first who introduced them at Athens.

(Plut Sol, 31.) In accordance with this law,

w'hich is called ipylai r6poSf all poor people were

obliged to signify that they were carrying on some
honourable business by which they gained their

livelihood (Dem.c. p. 1306 ; IsocratAreo-

pag. 1 7 :
Dionys. xx. 2) ; and if a person by his

idleness injur^ his fhmily, an action might be

brought against him before the archoo eponymus
not only by a member of his iamily, but by any
one who chose to do so. (Lejeie. Seguer. p. 310.)

At the time w*hen the Arciopagus was still in the

full possession of its powers, the archon seems to

have laid the charge ^fore the court of the Areio-

pagus. If the action was brought against a person

for the first time, a fine might be inflicted on him,

and if be was found guilty a second or third time,

he might be punished with irifila. (Pollux, viii.

42.) Draco had ordained atimia as the penalty

even for the first conviction of idleness. (PluL,

Poll. Q. ce.) This law was modified by Solon,

who inflicted atimia only when a person a*as con-

victed a third time, and it is donbtful as to whe-
ther in later times the atimia was inflicted at all

for idleness. As the Arciopagus was entrusted

with the general superintendence of the moral con-

duct of citixens, it is {uobable that it might inter-

ftre in cases of when no one came for-

w*ard to bring an action agninst a person guilty of
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it (Val. Max. il 6 ; Platncr, Pro<y**. ii. p. 150,

&C.
;
Meier und Schocmaiin, Ati. Prue. pp. D.3,

298, Ac.
;
Bdckh, J*ulJ. Peon, p. 475, 2d edit)

According to Aelian {KH. iv. 1), a similar law
existed also at Sardes. [L. S.]

AROU'RIOU DIKE' (ipyvplov Hkv), a civil

suit of the class np6s rira^ and within the juris-

diction of the thesmotbetae, to compel the defend-

ant to pa^ monies in his pos^ssion, or for which
he was liable, to the plaintiff. This action is

casually alluded to in two speechos of Demos-
thenes (fff Boeot. n. 1 002, in Olympiodor. p. 1179),
and is treated of at large in the speech against

Collippus. L-I- M'l
AROYRA'SPIDES ® division

of the Macedonian army of Alexander the Great,

who w'ere so called because they carried shields

covered with silver plates. They were picked

men, and were commanded by Nicanor, the son of

Pannenion, and were held in high honour by
Alexander. After the death of Alexander they

followed Eomenes, but afterwards they deserted to

Antigonus, and delivered Eumenes up to him.

Antigonus, however, soon broke up the corps, find-

ing it too turbulent to manage. (Diod. xvii. 57,
: 58, 59, xviii. 63, xix. 12, 41, 43, 48

;
Justin, xii.

j

7 ; Curtius, iv. 1 3 § 27 ;
Plutarch, Eumfn, 13, Ac.

;

I

Droysen,A'oc^yb(g. AfAT.passim.) ThcGreekkmgs
I
of Syria seem to have had a corps of the same name
in their army: Livy mentions them ns the royal

cohort in the army of Antiochus the Great. (Liv.

xxxvii. 40; Polyb. v. 79.) The Empe-ror Alex-
ander Severuff, among other things in which he
imitated Alexander the Great, had in his army
bodies of men who were called argyroatjnde* and
ckry9oa*pidf*. (Lamprid. Alt*. Sev. 50.) [P. S.]

ARGYROCOPEION (AgyvpoxoirsMW'), the

place where money was coined the mint, at Athens.

It appears to have been in or adjoining to the

chapel of a hero named Stephanephorus,

in which were kept the standard weights for the
coins, just as at Rome in the sanctuary of Juno
Moncta. [MoNRra.] (Pollox, vii. 103; Har-
pocrat. : Suid.

;
Bdckh, Corp. In*cr. vol. i. p. 164,

and the explanation of that inscription in his

Pulflic Economy ofAAen*^ p. 144, 2nd ed. ; comp.
Talbntum.) (P-S.]
ARIADNEIA (dgidflrfia), festivals solemnised

in the island of Naxos in honour of Ariadne, who,
according to one tradition, had died here a natural

death, and was honoured with sacrifices, accom-
panied by rejoiemg and merriment. (Plut The*.

20.) Another festival of the same name was
c<‘lebrated in honour of Ariadne in Cyprus, which
was said to have been instituted by Thesetu in

commemoration of her death in the month of Oor-
piacua The Amathuiians called the grove in

which the grave of Ariadne was shown, that of
Aphrodite-Ariadne. This is the account given by
Plutarch {Tke*. 20) from Paeon, an Aroathusian
writer. (Comp. C. F. Hermann, Lthrb. det Uotte*-

dienstl. AHcrthumer^ § 65. n. 12.) [L. S.j

A'RIES (irpiJr), the battering-nua, was used to

shake, perforate, and batter down the walls of be-
sieged dties. It consisted of a large beam, made
of the trunk of a tree, e^iecially of a fir or an ash.

To one end wu fastened a mass of bronxo or iron

TpoTo>i^), which resembled in

its form the head of a ram. The upper figure in

the annexed woodcut is taken from the bas-reliefs

on the column of Trajan at Rome. It shows the

K 3
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aries in ita limpleat state, and as it was borne and
impelled by haman hands, without other assistance.

In on improTcd form, the ram was surrounded with

iron bands, to which rings were attached for the

purpose of suspending it by ropes or chains from a
beam fixed transrersely over it. See the lower

figure in the woodcut. By this contrivance the

soldiers w*ere relieved from the necessity of sup-

porting the weight of the mm, and they could w'ith

ease give it a rapid and forcible motion bock^urds
n«id forwards.

jT—r-
.

-
. fn

—

^
The use of this machine was further aided by

placing the frame in which it was suspended upon
wheels, and also by constnicting over it a w*oodcn

roof, so as to form a “ testudo ^ (xcAtvvT)

Appian, Beii. Afitk. 73 ;
tfsituio ortWaWa, Vitniv. x.

19), w'faich protected the besieging porty from the

defensive assaults of the besieged. Josephus, who
gives a description of the machine (il. «/. iil 7. § 19),
adds, that there waia no tower so strong, no wall

so thick, as to resist the force of this machine, if

its blows were continued lung enough. The beam
of the aries was often of greai length, e.jr. 80, 100,
or even 120 feet. The design of this was both to

act across an mter>*ening ditch, and to enable those

who worked the machine to remain in a position of

comparative security. A hundred men, or even a
greater number, were sometimes employed to strike

with the beam.

The aries first became an important military

engine in the hands of the Macedonians, at the

time of Philip and Alexander the Great, though
it was knoam at a much earlier period. (Comp.
Thuc. ii. 76.) Vitruvius speaks (/. c.) of Polydns,

a Thessalian, in the time of Philip, who greatly

improved the machine, and his improvements were
carried out still further by Diadcs and Chaercas,

who served in the campaigns of Alexander the

Great. * The Romans learnt from the Greeks the

art of building these machines, and appear to have
employed them for the first time to any considerable

extent in the siege of Syracuse in the second Punic
war. [HiLiPOLia]
ARISTOCRA'TIA (dpurroa^rfa), a term

in common use among Greek writers bn politics,

though rarely employ^ by historians, or otnerwiie

than in coonectioa with pditical theories. It sig-

nifies literally ** the govornment of the best men,**

and as nsad by Plato, Aristotle, Polybius, dec., it

mesoit (In reference to a state where political

power was not shared by the balk of the oommn-
nity, but was in the buds of a privileged class.

existing along with a class personally free, and
possessed of civil rights, but excluded from the

exercise of the highest political fiincUons) the go-

vernment of a class whose supremacy was founded

not on wealth merdy, but on personal distinction

(Ihrou fi6tnfy wKovrlybiiv aol

alpovyrcu rds Aristot Pol. iv. 5. p. 127,

ed. OStU. 'H 6^ioroKparia BoOXfrtu rbv (nrtpoxh*'

itwow4fA*iy rots oploroir rir voXirwr, Ibid. p.

128 ). That there should be an aristocracy, more-
over, it was essential that the administration of

affairs should be conducted with a view to the

promotion of the general interests, not for the ex-

clusive or predominant ad^'antage of the privileged

class. (AristoL PoL iil 5, p. 83, ed. Gotti
;
Plat,

Poiii. p. 301, a.) As soon as the government
ceased to be thus conducted, or whenever the only

title to political power in the dominant class w*as the

possession of superior wealth, the constitution was
termed on oligarchy (4Xryapx^'<^), which, in the

technical use of the term, was always looked upon
as a corruption (wap^Kdcuris, Aristot PoL ili. 5.

84, ed. GhttL) of an aristocracy. (Comp. Plat
i c. i Ariat Pol. iv. 3. pp. 1 1 7, 1 1 8, ed. Otittl. iv. 6,

dpiOToxgarfar yiip Spos operh, iXiycipx^^* wXotl
Tov.) In the practical application of the term aris-

tocracy, however, the personal excellence which w*as

held to be a necessary element was not of a higher

kind than what, according to the deeply-seated

ideas of the Greeks, was commonly heiWitary in

families of noble birth (Plat Afmejt. p. 237,a.,

Cratyl. p. 394, a.
;
Aristot PoL iv. 6, ^ yiip eo-

|

yly*id doTtp wKovros irol dperfi. v. 1,
i

furycvtir T^p fivcu fioirowriv oTr ihrdpx<( wpoydvwv
Lptrif aol wXoOror), and in early timet would
be the ordinary accompaniments of noble rank,
namely, wealth, military skill, and superior edu-
cation and inteUigcnco (comp. Aristot. Pol. iv. 6,

jreeXtiV .... dpnrroaparlaf rh /taXXov

dKoXotf6c7v ircufistcu* aol tirydpttay roTs etHropa^^-

pots). It is to bo noted that the word dpnrro-

Kparla is never, like the English term arisfocrafy^

the name of a class, but only of a particular political

constitution. I

On tracing the historical development of aris-

tocratical government, we meet with a condition
'

of things which may almost be called by that
\

name in the state of society depicted in the

Homeric poems, where we alr^y see the pnw'er

of the kings limited by that of a body of princes

or nobles, such as w’ould naturally arise in the in-

fancy of society, es|>ecia]ly among tribes in which,

from the froquency of wars, martial skill would
be a sure and spt^y method of acquiring supe-

^

riority. When the kingly families died out, or

were stripped of their peculiar privileges, the su-

preme power naturally passed into the hands of

these princes or chieftains, who formed a body of

nobles, whose descendants would of course for the

most port inherit those natural, and be also alone in

a position to secure those acquired advantages, espe-
t

cialiy wariike skill, which would form their title *

to political superiority. Some aristocracies thus <

arose from the natural progress of society : others \

arose from conquest The changes consequent on
the rise of the Hellenes, and the Thessalian,

Boeotian and I>orian conquests in Greece, esta-

blished pretty generally a state of things in which
j

we find the political power in the hands of a bodj
of nobles consisting chiefly or entirely of the con- i

querors, beneath whom is a free p«>pnlation not I

I
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powenod of political righto, consitting of the older

lobabitanto of the land, together with, in most

instonoet, a body of serfs attached to the domains

of the nobles. These last are described under
irarioos names, as Eintvrpiitu in Attica, or Fa^idpoi

as in Syiacote and several of the ll^ric states.

From the superior efficiency of the cavalry in early

times, we find the nobles as a class bearing

the name Tawdroi, 'lawfu, or 'Imrofdroi (as in

Chalcis, lleroA v. 77), since, generally spewing,

they alone bad wealth sufficient to enable them to

equip themselves for that kind of service ; and in

most states the first great advance of the com-

monalty in power arose from their gaining greater

efficiency as heavy-armed foot soldiers ; that force,

when properly organised and armed, being found

more than a match for cavalry. (See especially

Arist. Pol. iv. 3, 10 ; K. F. Hermann, GriecA,

Staai»alUrtA. c. iii. §§ 55—59 ; Wachsmuth, //ef- '

ten, AlUrtMumsk. voL i. c. 3. §| 30, 31 ; Tbirl-

wall, Hisi, o/ Grreee^ vol. L c. lO. p. 394, Ac.)

Compare the articles Eupatridab, Oeosiori,

Patrjcil [C. P. M.]
ARMA, ARMATU'RA (5»Xo, Horn, (rrta,

Tsdx«a), anus, armour. Homer describes in \*arious

passages the entire suit of armour of some of his

greatest wriors, viz. of Achilles, Patroclus, Aga-
memnon, MeneUus and Paris {II. iiL 328—339,

ir. 132— I38,xl 15—15, xvl 130—142, xix. 3C4

—391)
;
and we observe that it consisted of the

same portions which were used by the Greek soldiers

ever after. Moreover, the order of patting them on

is always the same. The heavj'-anncd warrior,

haring already a tunic around his body, and pre-

paring for combat, puts on,—first, bis greaves (frm?-

^u3«s, ocrnie) ; secondly, his cuirass (•bc^po^, forico),

to which belonged the plrpi} underneath, and the

zone (C^**^* ^wrrrip^cinffmUtm) above ; thirdlv, tU
sword {(Upos, easts, pladius) hung on the left side of

his body by means of a belt which passed over the

right shoulder; fourthly, the Urge round shield

(ffcUot, 4<nrlr, cfiprws, sca/vm), supported in the

same manner
;
fifthly, his helmet (a4pvr, cas-

sis, palea)
;

sixthly and lastly, ho took bis spear

Mpv, kiuta), or, in many cases, two spears

(9oi^ 8Act). The form and use of these portions

arc describe in separate articles under their Latin

names. The annexed woodcut exhibits them all in

the form of a Greek warrior attired for battle, as

sbov^'n in Hope's Cool&me of the Andemts (L 70).

Those who were defended in the manner which

has now been represented, arc called by Homer
dsmoToi, from their great shield (&<rwff)

;
aUo

because they fought hand to hand

with their adversaries
;
but much more commonly

wp4>iaxoi liecause they occupied the front of the

army : and it is to be observed that these terms,

especially the last, were honourable titles, the ex-

p;*nse of a complete suit of armour (Toi'owXfT;,

Herod, i 60) being of itself sufficient to prove the

wealth and rank of the wearer, while his place on

the field was no less indicative of strength and
braveiT.

In later times, the heavy-anned loldiera were

called hwKirtUj b^use the term forXa more espe-

cially denoted the defensive armour, the shield and

tboTM. By w'caring these they were distinguished

firom the light-armed, whom Herodotus (ix. C2,

63), for the reason just mentioned, calls fiwXot,

and who are also denominated il’tXot, and yvfo^ol,

yvfAtn^mtf or Instead of being defended
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by the shield and thorax, their bodies had a

much slighter covering, sometimes consisting of

skins, and Sometimes of leather or cloth
;
and in-

stead of the sword and lance, they commonly fought

with darts, stones, bows and arrows, or slings.

Besides the heavy and light-armed soldiers, the

dw\7rcu and '>^ho in general bore towards

one another the intimate relation now explained,

another description of men, the wfArmrrof, also

formed a part of the Greek army, thongh we do

not hear of them in early timea Inst4^ of the

large round shield, they carried a smaller one called

the t4xtv^ and in other respects their armour was
much lighter than that of the hoplitet. The weapon
on whicn they principally depended was the spear.

The Roman soldiers had different kinds of arms

and armour
;
but an account of the arms of the

different kinds of troops cannot be separated from a
description of the troops of a Roman army, and the

reader is therefore referred to Exircitva. We
need only give here the figure of a Roman soldier

taken from the arch of Septimus Sevenis at Rome.
On comparing it with that of the Greek hoplite in

the other cut, we perceive that the several parts of

the armour correspond, cxccpUng only that the

Roman soldier wears a dagger O^xo'po* pt^'o)

on hb right side instead of a sword on his left, and

instead of greaves upon his legs, has /oHoralia and
oalipae. All the essential parts of the Roman
heavy armour (fonco, eissis, dtpeus^ palea, haeta)

are mentioned together in an epigram of Martial

(ix. 57) ; and all except the spear in a well known
passage {Epk. vi 14—17) of St. Paul, whoso enu-

meration exactly coincides with the fifpres on the

arch of Severus, and who makes meution not only

of greavea, but of shoes or sandals for the feet

The soft or flexible parts of the • heavy amour
were made of cloth or leather. The metal princi-

pally used in their formation was that compound of

copper and tin which we rail bronze, or more
R 4
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propeHy bell-metal* [Aks.] Hence the names
for this metal ae$) are often osed to mean

nrmoirr, and the light reflected from the arms of a

Tsnrrior U calh-d hy Homer, and lux

rii'na by Virgil. {Aen. ii. 4 70. ) Instead of copper,

iron aftora-ards cnme to be reiy extensively used

in the manu&cturo of arms, although articles made

,

of it ore much more rarely discovered, because iron

is by expiAure to air and rooist'iro cxce^ingly liable

to corrosion and decay. Gold and silver, and tin

nnmixed with copper, were also used, more espe-

cially to enrich and adorn the armour. [J. Y.}
ARMA’RIUM, originally a place for keeping

arms, afterwards a cupboani, set upright in the

wall of a room, in which were kept not only arms,

but also clothes, books, money, omamenU, small

images and pictures, and olber articles of value.

The annarium was generally placed in the atrium
of the house. (Dig. 33. tiu 10. a 3; Cic. Pro
C^urnt. 64 ;

Petron. Sat. 29 ; Plin. H. N, xxix.

3. s. 32, XXXV. 2.) The divisions of a library

were caHcd armt/rto. (Vitruv. viL /*ro4^./ Vopisc,

Tac. 8.) We find annarium disteffwn mentioned
ns a kind of sepulchre in an inscription in Orvter

(p. 3B3. No. 4). For other passages sec Forcel-

lini,#.e. fP. S.J
ARMILLA (i^dAior, ilr/Aiov, or x^i-

8ur»', a bracelet or armlet, wont both by
men and women. It whs a favourite ornament ^
the Modes and Persians (Herod, viii. 113, ix. 80;
Xen. Anah. L 2. § 27) ; and in Karo|t« was also

worn by the OauU and Sabines. (Gelt. ix. 13 ;

Liv. L 1 1.) Bracelets do not appear to have been
w'om among the Greeks by the male sex, but Greek
ladies liad bracelets of \*arious materials, shapes,

and styles of ornament The bracelet was some-
times called (from <r^f77w), in Latin
r)'intker or tpmter (Plant Memteth, iil 3), which
di-rived its name from its keeping its place by core-

pressing the arm of the wearer. Bracelets seem to

have Wn frequently made without haring their

ends joined
j
they were then cur\-cd, so os to require.

ARMILLA.
when put on, to be slightly expanded by having

their ends drawn apart from one another
; and, ac-

cording to their length, they went once, twice, or

thrice round the arm, or even a greater number of

times. As they frequently exhibited the form of

serpents, they were in such cases called tnalett

by the Athenians (Hesych. ». v.

Twist^ bracelets of the kind described above often

occur on Greek ^inted vases. See the annexed

cut from Sir W iUiam HamUton'i great work,
vol. ii. pL 85.

Bracelets were likewise worn at Romo by ladies

of rank, but it was considered a mark of effeminacy

for men in an ordinary way to use such female

ornaments. (Suet Cal. 52, AV. 30.) They were,

however, publicly conferred by a Roman general

upon soldiers for deeds of extraordinary merit

(Liv. X. 44 ;
Plin. H.N. xxxlil2; Festus, #.'r.)

;

in H'hich case they were aom as a mark of honour,

and probably differed in form from the orduuiry

ornaments of the kind. See the cut below.

The following cuts exhibit Roman bracelets.

The first figure represents a gold bracelet dis-

covered at Rome on the PaLitinc Mount (Caylus,

lire. ti'Ant. voL v. pi. 93.) The rosette in the

middle is composed of distinct and very delicate

leaves. The two starlike flowers on each side of

it hove been reprated »-hcrc the holes for securing

them are still visible. The second figure represents

Digitized by Google
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a gold bracelet found in Britain, and presenred in of money which a purchaaer of land in Enj;lmd
the Britiih Mueeimi. It appeare to be made of two generally pu}-*, according to the condition* of sale,

on contracting for hi* nuahuse
; and the eament

money eometime* paid on a sale of moveable
thing*.

The term arrbo, tn its gciicml sense of an cvl<

dence of agreement, was also used on other oc-

ensiona, as in the case of betrotbment {tponKtlia),

[Matrimonium.] Sometimes the woid arrha is

used as synonymous with pignus (Terent IltatUont.

iii. 3. 42), but this is not the legal meaning of

the term. (Thibaut, •System det Ptindthen-liKhtM^

§ 144 ;
Inst iii. tit 23 ; Dig. 18. tit 1. a 3A ; (it 3.

s. 6 ; 14. tit 3. s. 5. § 15 ; 19. tit 1. s. 11. § 6

;

Cod. 4. tit 21. s. 17 ; GcUius, xvil 2 ; compare
Bracton, ii. c. 27, D« actfuiremdo Hemm iJomu
nio in oamta Empiionis^ and what he says on the

gold wires, twisted together, and the mode of fas- arrha, with the passage in Gains already referred

tening it upon the arm, by a clasp, is worthy ofob- to.) [G. L.]
aervation. It bos evidenUy been a lady's ornament ARRHEPHO'RIA a festival

The third figure represents an annilla, which must which, according to the various ways in which the
have been intended as a reward for soldier*, for it name is written (for we find or

would be ridiculous to suppose such a massive or> is attributed to different deities. The first form is

nament to have been designed for women. The derived from ftfl^irra, and thus would indicate n
original, of pure gold, is more than twice the festival at which mysterious things were carried

length of the figure, and was found in Cheshire, about. The other name would point to Erse or

{ArchtmJotfiay xxyit 400.) Herse, a daughter of Cecrops, and w’hose worship

ARMILU'STUIUM, a Roman festival for the was intimately connected with that of Athena,
purification of orma It was celebrated every year And there is, indeed, sufficient ground for bcliev-

on the l4th before the calends of November (OcU ing that the festival was solemnized, in a higher

19), R’hen the citizens assembled in arms and sense, in honour of Athena. {Etymoln Mag. $. o,

offered sacrifices in the place eallcd Armilustmm, ’A^/iij^dpoi.) It was held at Athens, in the month
or Vicuj Arrailnstri, in the 13th region of the city, of Skirophorion. Four girls, of between seven and
( Feslus, *. p. ; Varro, /Ang. LaL iv. 32, v. 3; eleven years ^p<r77^({poi,

Ijiv. xxvii, 37 ; P. Viet. HegioHibu* U. R.; .^rlstoph. Lytist. 642), were selected every year
Inscrip. in Orutcr, p. 250.) [P. S.] by the king archon from the most distinguished

AURA, A'KR.ABO,orARRHA,A'RRHAnO, families, two of whom snperinteiidi^d the weaving
Onius (iii. 139.) says: “ What is given ns arm, is of the aacred pcplu* of Athena, which was brgua
a proof of a contract of buying and selling but on the last day of Pvanepsion (Suid. a v. XoA*
it also has a more general signification. That thing a<?a)

; the two others liad to ciuty* the mysleriniis

was called arrha which one contracting party gave and sacred vesi<>els of the goddess. These Inttet

to another, whether it was a sum of money or any remained a whole year on the Acropolis, cither in

thing else, as on evidence of the contract of sale the Parthenon or some adjoining building (l]Rr>

being nuide : it was no essential part of the con- pocrat s. r. £ittirvo<p4pos

:

Pans. i. 27. § 4) ; and
tract of buying and selling, but only evidence of when the festival commenced, the priestess of the
agreement os to price. (Gaius, Dig. 18. tit. 1. s. 35). goddess placed vessels upon their heads, the con-

An arrha might be given before the completion tents of which were neither knoam to them nor to

of a contract, when the agreement was that some the priestess. With these they drsconded to a
formal instrument in writing should be made, natural grotto w’ilhin the district of Aphrodite in

before the contract should be considered perfect, the gardens. Here they deposited the sncn*d vea-

If be who gave tlie arrha refused to perfect the sets, and carried back something else, which was
contract, he forfeited it : if he who had received covered and likewise unknown to them. After
the arrha, refused to perfect the contract, he was this the girls w'ere dismissed, and others were
obliged to return double the amount of the arrha. I f chosen to supply their place in the acropolis. The
the arrha was given os evidence ofa contract abso* girls wore white robes adorned with gold, w*hich

lutely made, it w*as evidence of the unalterable were left fur the goddess ; and a peculiar kind of

obligation of the contract, which neither party cokes was liakcd for them. To cover the expenses of
alone could rescind; unless the arrha was ex- the festival, a peculiar liturgy was establish^, called

preuly given to provide for the case of either d/i^ippopio. All other details concerning this fes-

party changing bis mind, on the condition that if rival are unknoa-n. (Comn. C. F. iicjinann, Lehrb,

the giver receded from his bargain, he should for- der gotie»il\etuil. AlUrth, § 61. n. 9.) [U S.j

feit the arrha, and if the receiver receded from ARKOGA'TIO. [Adoptio.]
his bargain, he should forfeit double its value. A'RTADA (iprd^T}), a Persian measure of

When the contract was completely performed, in capacity, principidly used a* a corn-measure, which
all cases where the arrha was money, it was re- contained, according to Herodotus (i. 192), 1 mo-
stored, or token as port of the price, unless special dimnus and 3 chocnices (Attic), i.«. 51 choenices

customs determined otherwise; when the arrha sl02 Roman sextariisl2^ g^ons nearly; but,

was a ring or any other thing, not money, it was according to Suidas, Hesjehms, Polyaenot {Stmt.

restored. The recovery of the arrha was by a iv. 3, 32), and Epiplianius {Pond. 24) only 1

persona] action. Attic medimnus ss96 sextariiail2 gallons nearly

:

The arrha in some respects resembles the deposit the latter is, however, only on approximate value.

<zoo : oogle
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There was an Egyptian measure of the same name,

of which there were two sorts, the old and the new
nrtaba. (Didymus, c, 19.) The old artaba con-

tained Roman modii t= 72 sextarii» 9 gallons

nearly, according to most writers; but Oalen

(c. 6) makes it exactly 6 modii. It was about

equal to the Attic metretes
;
and it was half of

the Ptolemaic medimnns, which was to the Attic

medimnus as 3 : 2. The later and more common
Egyptian arbata contained Sjf modii <= 53§ sex-

tariisG^gallons abont,which is so nearly the half

of the Persimi, that wo may &irly suppose that in

reality it was the half. It was equal to the

Olympic cubic foot (Rhenm. Fann. Carmen de

Pond, et Mens. v. 89, ^ ; Hieron. Ad Exedi. 5 ;

Bdckh, Metrolog. Untersuch. pp. 242, &c., 285

;

Publ, Boon, of Ath, p. 93, 2nd ed.
;
Worm, De

7W., &c.p. 133.) [P.S.]

ARTEMI'SIA (ifrtfu<ria)y one of the great fes-

tivals celebrated in honour of Artemis ii> various

parts of Greece, in the spring ofthe year. We find it

mentioned at Syracuse in honour of Artemis Po-

tamia and Soteria. (Pind. iL 12.) It lasted

three days, which were principally spent in feasting

and amusements. (Liv. xxv. 23 ; Plut MarcelL

18.) Bread was offered to her under the name of

Aoxfo. (Hesych. s. v.) But these festivals occur in

many other places in Greece, as at Delphi, where,

according to Hegesander (Athen. vii. p. 325), they

offered to the goddess a mnllet on this occasion
;

because it appeared to hunt and kill the sea-hare,

and thus bore some resemblance to Artemis, the

goddess of hunting. The same name was given to

the festivals of Artemis in Gyrene and Ephesus,

though in the latter place the goddess was not the

Grecian Artemis, but a deity of Eastern origin.

(Dionys. iv. 25 ; Achill. Tat. vL 4, vii. 12, viii,

17 ; Xenoph. Ephes, L 2.) [L. S.]

ARU'RA (dpoupa), a Greek measure of surface,

which would appear, ^m its name, to have been
originally the chief land-measure. It was, accord-

ing to Suidas, the fourth part of the irKtSpov.

The ir\i9pov^ as a measure of length, contained

1 00 Greek feet
;

its square therefore = 1 0,000
feet, and therefore the arura =2500 Greek square

feet, or the square of 50 feet.

Herodotus (ii. 168) mentions a measure of the

same name, but apparently of a different size. He
says that itj*s a hundred Eg}’ptian cubits in every

direction. Now the Egyptian cubit contained

nearly 17| inches (Hussey, Ancient Weights^ &c.
p. 237) ;

therefore the square of 100 x 17) inches,

ue. nearly 148 feet, gives approximately the num-
ber of square feet (English) in the arura, viz.

21,904. (Wunn, De Pond. &c. p. 94.) [P. S.]

ARUSPEX. [Haruspkx.]
ARVA'LES FRATRES. The fratres arvales

formed a college or company of twelve in number,
and were so called, according to Varro {De Ling.

Lot. V. 85, MlUlerX from offering public sacri-

fices for the fertility of the fields. That they were
of extreme antiquity is proved by the legend which
refers their institution to Romans, of whom it is

said, that when his nurse Acca Ijaurentia lost one of

her twelve sons, he allowed himself to be adopted

by her in his place, and called himself and the

remaining eleven “ Fratres Arvales.” (Gell. vi. 7.)

We also find a college called the Sodales 7Vh‘i, and
as the latter were confessedly of Sabine origin, and
instituted for the purpose of keeping up the Sabine
religious rites (Tac. Ann. i. 53), there is some

ARVALES FRATRES.
reason for the supposition of Niebuhr (.ffom. Hist.

voL L p. 303), that these colleges corresponded one
to the other— the Fratres Arvales bein^ connected

with the Latin, and the Sodales Titii with the

Sabine, element of the Roman state, just ns there

were two colleges of the Luperciy namely, the Fabii

and the Qtuniailiiy the former of whom seem to

have belonged to the Sabines.

The office of the fmtres arvales was for life,

and was not taken away even from an exile or

captive. They wore, as a badge of office, a chaplet

of ears of com (spicea corona) fastened on their

heads with a white band. (Plin. /f.M xviii. 2.)

The number mven by inscriptions varies, but it is

never more than nine ; though, according to the

legend and general belief it amounted to twelve.

One of their annual duties was to celebrate a three

days* festival in honour of Dea Dia, supposed to be
Ceres, sometimes held on the xvi., xiv., and xiiL,

sometimes on the vl, iv., and iiL Kal. Jun., i. e.

on the 17th, 19th, and 20th, or the 27th, 29th,

and 30th of May. Of this the master of the

college, appointed annually, gave public notice

(indiednU) from the temple of Concord on the

capitoL On the first and last of these days, the

college met at the house of their president, to make
offerings to the Dea Dia

;
on the second they as-

sembled in the grove of the same goddess, about
five miles south of Rome, and there offered sacri-

fices for the fertility of the earth. An account of

the different ceremonies of this festival is preserved

in an inscription, which u’as written in the first

year of the Emperor Elagabalus (a. d. 218), who
was elected a member of the college under the

name of M. Aurelius Antoninus Pius Felix. The
same inscription contains a hymn, which appears

to have been sung at the festival from the most
ancient times. (Marini, AHi e Monumenti degli

Arvali, tab. xli. ; Orclli, Corp. Inscrip, nr. 2270 ;

Klausen, De Carmine Fratrum Arvalium.)

Besides this festi\*al of the Dea Dia, the fmtres

arvales were required on various occasions, under
the emperors, to make vows and offer up thanks-

giving an enumeration of which is given in For-

ccllini. (Aar. s. v.) Strabo, indeed (v. 3), informs

us that, in the reign of Tiberius, these priests

(Itpoptdifioyts) performed sacrifices called the Am-
barvalia at various places on the borders of tho

ager Romanus, or original territory of Rome ; and
amongst others, at Festi, a place between five and
six miles from the city, in the direction of All)a.

There is no boldness in supposing that this uas a
custom handed down from time immeroorial, and,

moreover, that it was a dut}' of this priesthood to

invoke a blessing on the whole territory of Rome.
It is proved by inscriptions that this college ex-

isted till the reign of the Emperor Gordian, or a. d.

325, and it is probable that it was not abolished

till A. D. 400, toother with the other colleges of

the Pagan priesthoods.

The private ambarvalia W(u« certainly of a
different nature firom those mentioned by Strabo,

and were so called from the victim (hostia ambar-
valis) that was slain on the occasion being led three

times round the cornfields, before the sickle was
put to the corn. This victim was accompanied by
a crowd of merry-makers (chorus et socit), tho

reapers and fiurm-servants dancing and singing, as

they marched along, the praises of Ceres, and
praying for her favour and presence, while they
offered her the libations of milk, honey, and wine.

Digitized by Go
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(V iif. Chorg. i. 338.) This ceremony was aleo eallod

% ludnHo (Virg. Ed. t. 83), or porification ; and
for a bcaotihtl description of the Doliday, and the

prayers and vows made on the oecasion, the reader

IS referred to Tibullus (ii. 1). It is, pcrhape,

worth while to remark that Polybius (iv, 21. § 9)
uses language almost applicable to the Roman am-
barvalia In speaking of the Mantineans, who, he says

(specifying the occasion), made a purification, and
carried rictims round the city, and all the country.

There is, hoa'ever, a still greater resemblance to

the rites we have been describing, in the cere-

monies of the rogation or gang week of the Latin

church. These consisted of processions through

the fields, accompanied with prayers (no^o^ioaes)

for a blessing on the fniits of the earth, and were
continued during three days in Wbiunn-week.
The custom was abolished at the Reformation in

consequence of its abiise, and the perambulation of

the parish boundaries substituted in its place.

(Hooker, EecL PoL v. 61, 2 ; Wheatley, Com.
i>roy. V. 20.) [R.W.]
ARX (dspa), signified a height within the walls

of a city, but which was never closed by a wall

against the city in earlier times, and very seldom

in later times. The same city may ^ve had
several ones, as was the case at )lonie

;
and hence

Virgil says with great propriety {Gtorg. it 535) :

—

** SeptMuque una aibi muio dreumdedit arces.**

As, however, there was generally one principal

height in the city, the word are came to be used as

equivalent to aeropolU [Acropolis]. (Niebuhr,

Ilist of Aosie, Tol. iil note 411.) At Rome, one

of the summits of the CapitoHne hill was specially

called ^rar, but which of them was so called has

been a subject of great dispute among Roman topo-

graphers. The opinion of the best modem writers

is, that the OtfiitaUmm was on the northern summit,

and the Ane on the southern. The Arm was the

regular place at Rome for taking the auspices, and
was hence likewise called amgurotmlwm^ according

to Paulus Diaconus, though it is more probable

that the Auguraculum was a place in the Arz.
(Liv. L 18, X. 7; Paul Diac. s.v. Atigurackium

;

Decker, Ifomi*ck. Altertk, voLi p. 386, &c.,vol. ii.

part i p. 313.)

AS, or a pound, the unit of weight
among the Romans. [Libra.]

A^ the earliest denomination of money, and
tho constant unit of vahie, in the Roman and old

Italian coinages, was made of the mixed metal

called A JM. Like other denominations of money,
it no doubt originally signified a pound weight of

copper uncoined : thU is expressly stated by Ti-

maeus, who ascribes the fint coinage of ass to

Servios Tullius. (Plin. Ii. N. zxxiiL 3. s. 13,

xviii. 3 ;
Varro, D« Re Ruet. iL 1 ; Ovid. /bs/.

V. 281.) According to some accounts, it was
coined from the commencement of the city (Plin.

//. S. xxxiv. 1 ), or from the time of Noma (Epiph.

Mens. H Pond.
;
Isidor. Eiym. zvi. 1 8) ; and ac-

cording to others, the first coinage a*as attributed

to Janus or Saturn. (Macrob. Saturn. I 7.) This

mythical statement in fact signifies, what we know
aiiM> on historical evidence, that the old states of

Etruria, and of Ontral Italy, possessed a bronse

or copper coinage from the c^iest times. On
the other hand, those of Southern Italy, and
the coast, as for as Campania, made use of silver

money The Roman monetaiy system was pro-
]
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bably derived from Etruria. (Niebuhr, I/ut. of
Rome, voL L p. 457, 3d ed.

; Abekeii, Jilitiel-

Ituliem, pp. 264, 326.)

The earliest copper coins were not stnick,but cast

in a mould. [Forma.] Id the collection of coins at

tho British Museum there are four ascs joined to-

gether, as they were taken from the mould in a hicli

many were cast at once. In most ases the edge
shows where they were severed from each other.

Under the Roman empire, the right of coining

silver and gold belonged only to the emperors
; but

the copper coinage was left to the aerarium, which
was under tho jurisdicrion of the senate. [Comp.
Nummus; Monita.]
The as was originally of the weight of a pound

of twelve ounces, whence it was c^ed at Uhraiit

in contradistinction to the reduced oscs which have
now to be spoken of^ and which give rise to one
of the most per^dexing questions in the wholo
range of archaeology.

Pliny {II. N. xxxiii. 3. s. 13) informs us that

in the time of the first Punic war (& c. 264—24 1 ).

in order to meet the expenses of the state, the full

weight of a pound was diminished, and ases w’cro

struck of the same weight as the sextans (that is,

two ounces, or ono sixth of the ancient weight)
;

and that thus the republic paid off its debts, gaimng
five parts in six : that afterwards, in the sAnd
Pumc war, in the dictatorship of Q. Fabius Maxi-
mus (about fi.c.217), ascs of one ounce were
made, and the denarius was decreed to be equal
to sixteen ases, the republic thus gaining one half

;

but that in military pay the denarius was always
given for ten ases : and that soon after, by the

Pnpirian law (about B.C. 191), ases of half an
ounce were made. Festos also («. e. Soetantarii

Aetet) mentions the reduction of the os to two
ounces at the time of the first Punic war. There
seem to have been other reductions besides those

mentioned by' Plinyr, for there exist ases, and {mrts

of ascs, which show that this coin was made of
every number of ounces from twelve down to one,

besides intermediate fractions
;
and there arc cop-

per coins of the Terentian family which show that
It w'os depressed to ^ and even ^ of its original

weight. Though some of these standards may be
rejected os accidental, yet on the whole they clearly

prove, AS Niebuhr observes {Iliti. of Rome, vol. i.

p. 461), that there must have been several re-

ductions before the first which Pliny mentions.
Niebuhr maintains fiirther, that these various
standards prove that Pliny's account of the reduc-
tions of the coin is oitirely incorrect, and that
these reductions took place gradually from a very
early period, and were caused by a rise in tho
value of copper in comparison with silver, so tltat

tho denarius was in tno first Punic war reaUg
equal in value to only twenty ounces of copper,
and in the second Punic war to sixteen ounces, in-

stead of 120, which was its nominal value. He
admits, however, that the times when these reduc-
tions were resolved upon were chiefly those when
the state was desirous of relieving the debtors ;

and thinks that we might assign, with tolerable

accuracy, the periods when these reductions took
place. On the other hand, Biickh argues that
there is no proof of any such increase in the value
of copper, and on this and many other groimds his
conclusion is, that all the reductions of the weight
of the as, from a pound down to two ounces, took

;
place during the first Punic war, and that they
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were Accompanied by a real and corrcspondm^ dimi-

nutiun in the ralae of the a«. Un-
termchungen^ § 2d.) It is impossible to give here

even a summnir of the arguments on both sides

:

the remarks of Niebuhr and Bdckh must them-
selves be studied. It is by no means improbable
that there was some increase in the value of copper

during the period before the first Punic war, and
also that the fixing of the sextanta) standard arose

partly out of the relation of value between copper
and the silver coinage which bad been very lately

introduced. On the other hand, it is impossible

entirely to reject Pliny's statement that the im*
mediate object of the reductions he mentions was
the public gain. Mr. Grote, who sides with Bockh,
remarks, that ** such a proceeding has been so

neariy universal with governments, both ancient

nnd modem, that the contrary may be looked upon
as a remarkable exception.** (CKosn’ou/ A/oseum,
Tol. I p. 3‘2.)

These variations make it impossible to fix any
value for the as, except with reference to some
more specific standard

; and this we find in the
denarius. Taking the value of this coin at about
P| pence [Dknarius], the as, at the time of the
first coinage of the denarius (b. c. 269), was one-
tei^ of this value, that is, about *85 of a penny or

3*4iarthingi ; and in the time of the second Punic
w*ar, when 16 uses went to the denarius, the as was
worth about 2| fiirthings. When the silver coinage
got thoroughly established, the reckoning was no
longer by asea, but by sestertii. [S*STKRTiua]
Also, during the period or periods of reduction,
the term at$ grave^ which originally signified the
old heavy coins, as opposed to the reduced ascs,

came to mean any quantity of copper coins, of
whatever weight or coinage, reckoned not by tale,

but by the ol^ standard of a pound weight to the
as

;
and this standard was actually maintained in

certain payments, such as military pay, fines, dec.

(Liv.iv. 41,60, r. 2, xxxii. 26 ;
Plimic. ; Sen.

ad Ifelv. 12 ; Niebuhr, Hitt, o/ vol. L pp.
466, 467). This mode of reckoning also supplied
a common measure for the money of Rome, and
the other states of Italy, which had asos of very
various w*cights, most of them hoarier than the
Roman. The name of aea grave was also applied
to the uncoined metal. (Serrius, ad Virg. Am.
vi. 862 ; Afa.<sa, oes rode, medium in/ectum.
Isidor. xvi. 18. 13.)

The oldest form of the as is that which bears
the figure of an animal (a bull, ram, boar, or sow)

;

whence the ancient wTiters derived the word for
money, peesotid, from peexu, an etymology on which
no opinion need be pronounced

; but whether this
impress was intended to represent property by that
fonn of it which was then most common, or had
some mythological meaning, is doubtful. Niebuhr
denies the antiqui^ of this type, but his sole ob-
jection is satisfiictorilj answered by B<kkb. The
type seems however to have been much lest used
in the Roman than in some other old Italian coin-
ages

; and most of the pieces which bear it are of
a rude oblong shape. The next form, and the
common one in the oldest Roman atet, is round,
and is that described by Pliny (//. rxT^ii. 3.
B. 13), as having the two-fisced head of Janus on
one sid(% and the prow of a ship on the other
(w'hencc the expression used by Roman boys in
tossing np, capita atU natnm, Macmb. Sat. i. 7).
The annexed specimen, from the British Museum,

AS.

weighs 4000 gTaini: the length of the diameter in
this and the two following cuts is half that of the
original coins.

The as W’as divided into parts, which were
named according to the numlwr of ounces they
^ntained. They were the devor, dorfaas, dodransj
w, $eptuiuty semis, quineuax, frien*^ quadntm* or
Urunctut^ soziaas, ssscmx or ssscKACto, and imcia,
consisting respectively of 11, 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 6, 4,

and 1 ounces. Of these divisions the
following were represented by coins

;
namely, the

»mts, ^rnmnuu’, fnens, quadrans^ sextoas, and uneiu.
1 here is a solitary instance of the existence of the
dodi^$y in a com of the Cassian fiunilv, bearing
an S and three balls. We have no precise inform-
ation as to the time when these divisions were
first introduced, but it was probably nearly as
early os the first coinage of co|>pcr money.
The semis, semissis, or mni-as, half the as. or six

ounces, is always marked with nn 8 to rpprwcnt
its value, and very commonly with heads of Jupi-
ter, Juno, and Pallas, accompanied by strigils.
The ^itineiMx, or piece of five ounces, is very rare.
There is no specimen of it in the British Museum.
It is distinpiished by five small balls to represent
its value. The rneas, the third part of the as, or
piece of four ounces, is marked with four balls.
In the annexed specimen, from the British Mu-
seum, the balls appear on both sides, with a

thunderbolt on one side, and a dolphin with a strigil

above it on the other. Ita weight is 1571 grains.
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The quadroMS or temncitu^ the fourth part of

the or piece of three ounce*, ha* three balls to

denote its value. An open hand, a strigil, a dol-

phin, grains of com, a star, heads of Hercules,

Ceres, &C., are common devices on this coin. Pliny

(//. N. zxxiiL 3. a 13) says that both the triens

and quadruns bore the image of a ship. The
sertuM, the sixth part of the as, or piece of two
ounces, bean two balls. In the annexed specimen,

from the British Museum, there is a caduceus and
strigil on one side, and a cockle-shell on the other.

Its weight is 779 grains.

Romo, 1839, 4to. ; and in Lepaius*s revu^w of it

appended to his treatise Ceber dU 'J)/rrltciirr-Pehvt~

9^-) [P.S.]
ASCAULES. [Tibu.]
ASCIA {vKimpvtiv^ Horn. Od. v. 235), an adze,

Muratori {In$. Vei. Jhes. i. 634—536) has pub-
lished numerous representations of the adze, as it

is exhibited on ancient monuments. We select the

three following, two of which show the instrument
itself, with a slight variety of form, while the third

represents a ship-builder holding it in his right

I

hand, and using it to shape the rib of a vessel.

The KAod, one ounce piece, or twelfth of the as,

is marked by a single balL There appear on this

coin beads of Pallas, of Roma, and of l3iana, ships,

frogs, and ears of buley. (For other devices, see

Eckbel, Doctr. Sum. Tet)

After the reduction in tbo weight of the as,

coins were itmck of the value of 2, 3, 4, and even

10 ases, which were called respectively du»*i$ or

duf^xmdiuSy fresn's, TuuJnwsi's, and Other

multiples ol the as were denoted by words ofsimilar

formation, up to centutsit^ lUO ascs ; but most of

them do not exist as coins.

It is a very remarkable fact that, while the

duodecimal division of the as prevailed among the

nations of Italy south of the Apennines, the deci-

mal divisimi was in use to the north of that chain ;

so that, of the former nations no quincunx has been

discovered, of the latter no semis. In Sicily the

two systems were mixed. [Pundbra.] For further

details respecting the coinage of the other Italian

states, sec Bdckb, Metrol. UnUrtuA. § 27 ; Abeken,

MiUei'Halieny and Lepsius, Ueber die Verbrtituny

dee ludieckm Mutueyeteme ro« Etrurien aue.

In certain forms of expression, in W'hich ace is

used for money without speciR'ing the denomina-

tion, we must understand the as. Thus deniaerisy

tuUU aerieydecue ocru, mean respectively 1 0, lOOU,

1,000,000 osss.

The word ae was used also for any whole which

was to bo divided into twelve equal parts
;
and

those ports were called uudae. Thus the nomen-

clature of the duodecimal division ofthe os wosap-
lied not only to weight and money, but to measures

of length, sur&ce, and capacity, to inheritances,

interest, houses, forms, and many other things.

Hence, for example, the phrases haeree ejr osse, the

heir to a whole estate ;
^ree ee ihdranUy the heir

to three-fourths, Ac. (Cic. Pro CaectUy 6 ;
Com.

Nep. Attic. 5.) Pliny even uses the phrases eemi^

mm Afrieae (//. N. xviii. 6. a 7), and dodrxaUet et

eemiumciae kororum {H.N. ii. 14. s. 11).

The os was also called, in ancient times, ossarttts

(se. nummue), and in Or^ rb iuradptor. Accord-

ing to Polybius (ii. 15) the ossorius was equal to

half the obolus. On the coins of Chios we find

iurtrdpioy^ iurvapiov ^/uov, bardfia bvety iur<rdpui

rpicL (In addition to the works referred to in this

article, and those of Hussey and Wurm, much
valuable information will be found in the work

entitled, Aee Crave del Mueeo Atroltertaao, dee.

We also give another instniment in the above cut

taken from a coin of the Valerian family, and
ailed aeiectdus. It \^'os chicHy used by masons,

whence, in the ancient glossaries, Aciec%tlariue is

translated \ar6fmsy a stone-cutter.

As to the reason why Ascia is represented on
sepulchral monuments, see Forcellini, /.cjvVon,

s.r. [J. Y.J
ASCLF.PIEIA (mrvXiprUia), the name of festi-

vals which were probably celebrated in all places

where temples of Asclepius (Aesculapius) existed.

The most celebrated, however, was that of Epi-
daurus, which took place every five years, and
was solemnized witli contests of rhapsodi^ts and
musicians, and unth solemn processions and games.

(SchoL ad Pind, Sem. iiL 145 ; Paus. i). 26. §. 7.)

*A<ricAt^ffia are also mentioned at Lampsnens
(Bockh, Chrp. Inscr. vol. ii. p. 1131), and at

Athens (Acsclrin, e. Ctesiph. p. 455), which were,

probably, like those of Epidaurus, solemnized with
musical contests. They took place on the eighth

day of the month of E'aphcbolion. [L. S.]

ASCOLIASMUS {berKeeXiaapdty the leaping

upon the leathern bag, iffuis) was one of the

many kinds of amusements in which the Athenians
iudidgcd during the Antbcstcria and other festivals

in honour of Hionysus. The Athenians sacrificed
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a liC-gnat to the god, mode a ba^ out of the skin, I

smearvd it with oil, and then tried to dance upon

it. The >-arious accidenU accompanying this at-

tfiitpt ntTurded great amusement to the spectators.

He who succeeded wns victor, and received the

skin as a reward. (Schol. ad Jrutopi. Plut, 1)30;

PlaL Symp. p. 190 ;
Viiv. G^org. il 384 ;

Pollux,

it, 121 ;
Hesych. $. $. ;

Krause,

Gyntmutik und AgomidiJt d. JieiUmem^ p. 399, who
gives a representation of it from an ancient gem,
which is copied in the above cut)

ASEBEIAS GRAPH E iia*€tUu ypaddt), was

one of the many forms prescribed by the Attic

laws for the impeachment of impiety. From the

various tenor of the accusations still extant, it may
be gathered that this crime was as ill-defined at

Athens, and therefore as liable to b« made the

pretext for persecution, as it has been in all other

countries in which the civil power has attempted

to reach offences so much beyond the natural limits

of its jurisdiction. The occasions, however, upon
which the Athenian accuser profesMd to come for-

ward may be classed as, first, breaches of the cere-

monial law of public worship ;
and, secondly,

indications of that, which in analogous cases of

modem times would be called heterodoxy, or

heresy. The former comprehended encroachment

upon consecrated grounds, the plunder, or other

injury of temples, the violation of asylums, the in-

terruption of sacrifices and festivals, the mutilation

of statues of the gods, the introduction of deities

not acknowledged by the state, and varions other

transgressions peculiarly defined by the laws of the

Attic sacra, such as a private celebration of the

Eleusinian mysteries and their divulgation to the

uninitiated, injury to the sacred olive trees, or

placing asuppl^t bough (/acmipfa) on a particular

altar at an improper time. (Andoc. DeMyti. p. 110.)

The heretical delinquencies may be exemplified

by the expnlsion of Protagoras (Diog. Laifrt. ix.

6\ 52) for writing ** tlmt he could not learn

whether the gods existed or not,** in the persecu-

tion of Anaxagoras (Diog. Lo£rt iL 12), like that

of Galileo in after times, for impugning the received

opinions about the sun, and the condemnation of

Socrates for not bolding the objects of the public

worship to be gods. (Xen. A^, Soe,) The va-

riety of these examples will have shown that it

is impossible to enumerate all the eases to which

this sweeping accusation might bo extended
;
and,

as it is not upon record that religious Athens
(Xen. Rep. Atk. iii. 8) was scandalised at the pro-

fane jests of Aristophanes, or that it forced Epicu-

rus to deny that the gods were indifferent to hu-

man actions, it is difficult to ascertain the limit at

which jests and scepticism ended, and penal im-

piety began.

With respect to the trial, any citixen that pleased

5 $ov\6ptPos— which, however, in this as in all

other public actions, must be understood of those

only who did not labour under an incapacitating

disfranchisement (krtfda)— seems to have been a

competent accuser ; hui as the nine archons, and
the areiopagites, were the proper guardians of the

sacred olives {ftoplat^ trqaoi, Lysias, tlspl rou
Si^troo, p. 282), it is not impossible that they had
also a power of official prosecution upon casually

diKovering any injury done to their charge.

The cases of Socrates, Aipasia, and Protagoras,

may be adduced to show that cltixens, resident

aliens, and strangers, were equally liable to this
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accusation. And if a minor, as represented in the

declamation of Antiphon, could be prosecuted for

murder (^koo), a crime considered by the early

Greeks more in reference to its ceremonial pol-

lution than in respect of the injury indicted upon
society, it can hardly be conclnded that per-

sons under age were incapable of committing, or

suffering, for this offence. (Antiph. TdraL iL

p. 674.)

The magistrate, who conducted the previous ex-
amination {kydicptats) was, according to Meier
{Ati. Proe* pp. 380, 304, n. 34) invariably the king
archon, but whether the court into which he brought

the causes were the areiopogus, or the common
beliastie court, of both of which there are several

instances, is supposed (Meier, Jtt. Prve, p. 305)
to have been determined by the form of action

adopted by the prosecutor, or the degree of com-
petency to which the areiopogus rose or fell at the

different periods of Athenian history. From the

Apology of Soeratee we lean that the forms of the

tnU upon this occasion were those usual in all

public aetiems, and that, genorally^ the amount of

the penalty formed a separate question for the di-

casts after the conviction of the defendant. For
some kinds of impiety, however, the punishment
was fixed by specif laws, as in the case of persons

injuring the sacred olive trees, and in that men-
tioned by Andocidee MyeL p. 110).

If the accuser failed to obtain a fifth of the votes

of the dicasts, he forfeited a thousand drachmae,

and incurred a modified Ari/sio. The other forms

ot prosecution for this offence were the kwaywytt
(DenLc. .<4iidrol.p.601. 26), ( Meier, AU.
Proc, p. 246), (Andoe. Do MyeL p. 8),

wpoto?^ (Libajiius, Argum,ad Dem. m Mid, 509,

10), and in extraordinary cases el<rayyt\la (Andoc.
D$ AfyeL p. 43) ; besides these, Demosthenes men-
tions (e. AitdroL p. 601) two other courses that an
accuser might adopt, 9uti(wBat wpks E^fioArfSar,

and ppd^up wp6t rhp 0aai\4a, of which K is diffi-

cult to give a satis&etoxy explanation. [J.S. M.]
ASIARCHAE (daiipx^)* ^'ere, in the Roman

province of Asia, the chief presidents of the re-

Ugiotts rites, whose office it was to exhibit games
and tbeatri<^ amusements every year, in honour of

the gods and the Roman emperor, at their own
expense, like the Roman aediies. As the exhi-

bition of these games were attended with great

expense, wealthy persons were always chosen to

fill this office ; for which reason, Strabo says,

some of the inhabitants of Tralles, which was one
of the most wealthy cities in Asia, were always
chosen asiarebs. They were ten in number, se-

lected annually by the different towns of Asia,

and approved of by the Roman proconsul ; of

these, one was the chief asiarch, and frequently,

but not always, resided at Ephesus. Their office

lasted only ror a year ; but they appear to have
enjoyed the title as a mark of courtesy for the rest

of their lives. In the other Roman |Mrovinces in

Asia, we find similar magistrates corresponding to

the Asiarehae in proconsular Asia, as for instance

the Bithyniarcha^ Omlatarchae, Lyciarchae, Ac.

(Stiab. xiv. p. 649 ; Acts, xix. 31., with the

notes of Wetstoin and Kuinocl ; Eoseb. H. E. iv.

15 ; Winer, BiUuckot Roedworitrimeky 9Xi>At6ar-‘

okea.)

ASILLA (d^iAAa), a wooden pole, or yoke,

held by a man either on his two shoulders, or

more commonly on one shoulder only, and used for
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carn'mff bortheni, (Ariitot. RMei. i. 7.) It is

called bj Aristophanes {Ran, 8). It de-

•crves mention here chiefly from its frequent oc-

currence in works of Grecian art» of which some
specimens are given in the annexed cut.

ASSA'RIUS NUMMUS. [As.]

ASSKKTOR, or ADSERTOR, contains the
same root as the verb adtercre^ which, when coupled

with the m’ord maaa, signihes to lay hold of a thing,

to draw it towards one. Hence the phrase odserers

«« liberiatemj or lUjerali adperere manUy applies to

him who lays his hand on a person reputed to hd
a slave, and asterts, or maintains his freedom. The
person who thus maintained the freedom of a ro-

uted slave was called aJmrtor (Gains, iv. 14), and

y the laws of the Twelve Tables it w’os enacted

in favour of liberty, that such adsertor should not

be called on to give security in the socramenti actio

to more than the amount of l. asses. The penon
whose freedom was thus claimed, was said to be
adnertms. Tbe expressions liheralu eaasa, and
liheralis moaiu, which occur in clauical antbori,

in connection with the verb odserere, will easily

be understood from what has been said. (TerenL
Adtipk. it !. 40 ; Plant Pom. iv. 2. 83 ; see

also Dig. 40. tit 12. De UbertUi Catua.) ^me-
times the w'ord adierrrt alone was used as equiva-

lent to athtrert m HUrtaUm. (Cic. Pro Ftacco^

C.17.)

The expression osserere in srrrfrK/em, to claim a
person os a slave, occurs in Livy (lit 44, xxxiv.

18.) [O. L.]

ASSESSOR or ADSESSOR, literally, one who
aits by the side of another. The duties of an
assessor, as described by Pauhu (Di^. 1. tit 21.

a 1.) related to ** engnitiones, poetniatumes, libelli,

edicta, decreta, epistolae;** from which it appears
that they were employed in and about the adminis-
tration of law. The consuls, praetors, governors of
provinces, and the judices, were often imperfectly

acquainted with the law and the forms of proce-

dure, and it w*as necessary that they should have
the aid of those who had made the law their study.

(Cic tk Oraiorty t 37, In rerrsiw, ii. 29), The
praefretos praetorio, and praefectos urbi, and other
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civil and military functionaries, bad their assessors.

An instance is mentioned by Tacitus {Arm. i. 75)
of the Emperor Tiberius assisting at the judicia
{judiciit <^ndgfxit)y and taking his seat at tbo
comer of the tribunal

; but this passage cannot
be interpreted to mean, os some persons interpret
it, that the emporor sat there in the character
of nn assessor properly so called : the remark of
Tacitus shows that, though the emperor might have
taken bis sent under the name of assessor and
affected to be such, he could be considered in no
other light than as the head of the state. (Compare
Sueton. Tib. AVro, 33, Tih. Oat$diusy 12).

Under the empire the practice of having as-
sessors continued (PHn. JCp. i. 20, vi 11, x. 19;
(icllius,i 22). Suetonius {Calboy 14) mentions the
case of an assessor being named to the office of
pmcfectus praetorio. The Emperor Alexander
Sovems gave the assessorcs a regular salarv.

(Loroprid. Atfjr. Sev. 40.) Freedmen might bo
assessoros. In the later writers the assessorcs are
mentioned under the various names of oonW^iam,
jurit sUtdiosiy comiiety &C. The jurii sfa</tW, men-
tioned by Gellius (xiu 13), os assistant to the
judices {(pu}$ adhibert in eonfilium judieaturi so-

lent)y were the assessorcs. Sobinus, os it appears
from Ulpian (Dig. 47. tit.' 10. s. 5), wrote a book
on the duties of assessors. The assessors sat on the
tribunal with the magistrate. Their advice, or aid,

w'As given during tbe proceedings as well as at
other times, but they never pronounced a judicial

sentence. As the old forms of procedure gradually
declined, the assessorcs, accoraing to the conjec-

ture of Savigny {Gmchickie de* Rbtn. ReebU itn

MUt^alteTy voL i. p. 79), took the place of thejudices.

For other matters relating to the assessorcs, secHoll-
weg, Iliindbuch de$ CiedproxeMaeSy p. 152. [O. L.]

ASSPDUI. [Locupi.xtkb ]

ASTRA'GALUS {iurrpaya\os\ literally sig-

nihcB that particular bone in the ankles of certain

quadrupeds, which the Greeks, as well as the Ro-
mans, used for dice and other purposes, as described
under the corresponding Latin word Tatra.

As a Latin wrord, aati^ffa/ua is used by V itruvius,

who of coune borrow'ed it from the Greek writers

on architecture, for a certain moulding (the astragal)

which seems to have derived its name from its re-

semblance to a string or chain of tali; and it is in

fact alwrays used in positions where it seems in-

tended to bind together the parts to which it is

opplied. It belongs properly to the more highly
decorated forms of the Ionic order, in which it

appears os a lower edging to the larger mouldings,
esp^ially the eekinua (ovolo), particularly in tho
capital, as shown in the following woodcut, which
represents an Ionic capital found in the ruins of tho

temple of Dionysus at Teos. Still hner examples
occur in the capitals of the temples of Ereebtheus
and Athene Polios, at Athens, where it is seen, too,

on the sides of the volutea It is also often used
in the entablature as an edging to the divisions of

the cornice, frieze, and architrave. Tho lower
figure in the woodcut represents a portion of tho

astragal u'hich runs beneath the crowning moulding
of the architrave of the temple of Ereebtheus. It

is taken from a fragment in the British Museum,
and is drawn of the same size os tbe original.

The term is also applied to a plain convex
moulding of the same sectional outline as tho
former, but without tbe division into links, just

like a torus on a small scale : in this form it is used
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in the Ionic base fSriRA]. In the order* subse-

quent to the Ionic, — the Corinthian, Roman
Doric, and Composite,— the astragal was very

freclj' used. The rules for the use of the moulding

are given by Vitruvius (iii. 5. § .S, iv. 6. gg 2, ^
Schneid.). Numerous fine examples of it will be

found in the plates of Mauch {Die Griechitchen und
liomisciim Diin-Ordittuiqen, Potsdam, 1U45.) [P.S.]

Ai?TR.\TKIAS GUAPIIK' {kerpareias

ypa<pij\ was the accjwation instituted against per-

sons who failed to appear among the troops after they

had been enrolled for the camiuaign by the generals.

(Ls-s. in Ate. pp. .521, 571.) We may presume that

the accuser in this, as in the similar action for leaving

the ranks (A«nroTo{i'ou), was anv citizen that chose

to come forward (5 /3ou\d/t«i»or, ol» and that

the court was composed of soldiers who had sorvtd

in the campaign. The presidency of the court, ac-

cording to Meier, belonged to the generals. The
defendant, if convicted, incurred disfranchisement

— dri/uo, both in his owm person and that of his

descendants, and there were very stringent laws to

punish them if they appeared at the public sacra,

to which even women and slaves were admitted.

(.\ndoc. de ATj/ti. p. 35 ; Aesch. in Ctes. p. 69 ;

Dcm. in Timoer. p. 732 ;
Meier, Att. Process,

p. 3B3, &c.) [J. S. M.]
ASTKULO'UIA. This word is occasionally

employed by the best I.,atin writers (c. g. Cic, de

Divin. ii. 42.) to denote astronomy in general, and
indeed is found in that sense more frequently than

astronomia, which is of rare occurrence. In the

present article, however, we confine ourselves to

what is strictly termed jiulirial astroioffy, and
treat of astronomy under Astronomia.
At a period far beyond the records of authentic

history a belief arose, which still prevails un-

shaken in the East, that a mysterious but ch>so

connection subsisted lietween the relative position

and movements of the heavenly bodies and the

fate of man. In process of time it was mmntaincd
that the fortunes of each individual throughout

life depended upon the aspect of the sky at the

moment of his birth, and especially upon the star

which was rising above the horizon at the instant

when he saw Uie light, and npon those which
were in its immediate vicinity {eonjunctae), or re-

moved from it by a sixth, a fourth, or a third part

of a great circle of the sphere, or, finally, upon
those which were at the opposite extremity of the

same diameter (opposUae). Few doubted that by
observation and deep study persons might acquire

the power of expounding these appeamnccs, that
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the destiny of the child might be predicted with

certainty by those who were skilled to interpret

the language of the stars, and that the result of

any undertaking might be foretold from the aspect

of the firmament when it was commenced, lienee

a numerous and powerful class of men arose who
were distinguished by various designations. From
the countrj' where astronomy was first studied, and
their science was first developed, they were called

C/iaidaci or baliyirnii; from observing the stars,

astronomi, astroioyi, planctarii

;

from employing

dL'igrams such as were used by geometricians, ma~
(hematici

;

from determining the lot of man at his

natal hour, genetlJiaoi

;

from prophesying the con-

summation of his struggles, curoTtKto'fmrtHol
;

while their art was known as iffrpo\oyla, fi*-

Tf»po\oy(a, 'ysKsflAioAoy/a, iirorsKtafuerticfi, Ars
ChuUaeorusn, Maihetis, or, from the tables they

consulted, wisaxticti. Their calculations w'cro

termed Bab^onii numeri, XoASaicer ptOoSoi, XoA-
Sa(o>y yfr/ppiSts, Itationes Chabtaicae ; their rc-

Kjionses when consulted Chablaeomm monita,

Cbahlaeorum nalalicia praedicta, Astrologorum

praedicta.

The stars and constellations to which attention

was chiefly directcil were the planets and the

signs of the zodiac, sonic of which were supposed

to exert uniformly a benign influence {kyadorowl
iaritpfs), such os Venus, Jupiter, Lun.a, Virgo,

Libra, Taurus ; others to be uniformly malign

(KONoiroiol iurrdpts), such as Satumus, M.irs,

&orpio, Opricomus
;
others to be doubtful {ini-

Kotvoi iurrtpts), such os Mercurius. By the com-

bination and conjunction {avvbpopd\, constel/aiio)

or opposition, however, of those benign witlr those

malign, the power of the latter might be neu-

tnilised or even reversed, and a most happy
horoscope be produced, as in the case of Augustus
who was bom under Capricomus (Suet, Any. .94

\

and hence that figure frequently appe.ars on his •

medals. For the sake of expediting calculations,

the risings, settings, movements, and relative posi-

tions {ortus, ocoasus, motus, vine, discestioin-s,

erWus, convenfus, eoncursiones, circuitus, tranxilus, t

huJtUta, forma, positura, positus sidcrum et spotia) !

were carefully registered in tables (wfroKry,
|

t<pi)ptpib«s). In 80 far as the planets were con- '

cemed, it was of especial importance to note *

through what sign of the zodiac they happened to
'

be passing, since each planet had a peculiur sign,

called the damns or house of the planet, during

its sojourn in which it possessed superior power. i

Thus Libra, Capricomus, and Scorpio were re- I

spectivcly the houses of Venus, Saturn, and Mars. 1

The e.xact period of birth {hora ycnitulis) being
,

the critical moment, the computations founded
upon it were styled yivtais (genitura), iipotruSiros

{horoscopus), or simply dt'/ra, and the star or

sifirs in the ascendant sidus natalitium, sidera na~
taJitia.

Astrologers seem to have found their way to

Italy even before a free communication was opened
up with the East by the Roman conquests in

Greece and Asia, since they are mentioned con-

temptuously by Ennius, (ap. Cic. De Dio. i. 58.)
About a centurj' later the government seem to have
become sensible of the inconvenience and danger
likely to arise from the presence of such impostors,

for in B.C. 139 an edict was promulgated bv C.
Cornelius Ilispnllus, at that time praetor, by wliich
the Chaldaeans were banished from the city, aad t
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ordered to qnit Italy within ten dnyi (Val. Max. i.

3. § *2), and they were again banUhed from the city

in B. c. 33, by M. Agrippa, who wna then ocdilc.

(Dion Caas. xlix. 1.) Another acTere ordiiunce waa
Icrelled by Auguatut againat tbia cloaa (Dion Caaa.

Ixv. 1, IxtL 25\ but the frequent occurrence of

anch pbnaes aa expulit et mathematicoa ** (Suet.

7^. 36),
** pulaia Italia mathematicia (Tac. I/ut.

ii. 62), in the hUtoriana of the empire prove bow
firm a hold these pretenders must have obtained

over the public mind, and how profitable the oc-

cupation moat have been which could induce them
to brave disgrace, and aometiroea a cruel death

(Tac. Amt, ii. 32). Notwithstanding the number
and stringent character of the penal enactments by
which they were denounced, they appear to have
kept their ground, and although, from time to

time crushca or terrified into silence, to have re-

vived with fresh vigour in seasons of confusion

and anarchy, w*hen all classes of the community
hanging in suspense between hope and fear, were
predisposed to yield to every superstitious im-

pulse. It miut be remembered also, that the most
austere princes did not disdain, when agitated by
doubts or excited by ambitious longings, to ac-

quire the principles of tbo art and to consult its

prufesaon, aa we may perceive, not to multiply

examples, from the well-known story of Tiberius

and Thraiyllus (Toe. Ann, vL 20, 21). Hence
Tacitus, after recounting the high promises by
which the ^ inathematici stimulated Otbo to

assume the purple, adds in a tone of sorrowful

resignation, genus hommum poteiitibus infidum,

speraotibus fiillax, quod in civitale nostra ct veta-

bitur semper et retinebitur.” (Sec Cic. l>tv. ii.

42, Ac. ; Gell. xiv. 1 ;
Hor. Carm. ii. 17. 17 j Pers,

T. 46 ; Juv. iiu 43, viL 194, xiv. 248, vk 553—581 ;
Tac. Ann. iL 27, 32, iii. 22, iv. 58, vi.

20, xil 22, 52, 68, xvl 14, L 22, il 62;
Suet. Tib. 14, 3G, \'ii(U. 14, AVro, 40 ; Gell. i. 9

;

Dion Casa. xlix. 43, Iri. 25, Ivii. 15, Ixv. 1 ;

Zouar. it p. 142; Lips. Ejecurt, vii. ad Ta&, Ann.
ii. ; Joni, Etcurt. ad Hor. farm. ii. 17. 17 ; Hu-
perti, Not. ad Tac. Ann. iL 27. For the penal

enactments, tee Rein, Dot Criminalrecht dcr

/footer, p. 901, Ac. Leipxig, 1844. Those who
would acquire a knowledge of the technical de-

tails of astrology, as practised by the ancients,

must peruse the works of Moiulius, Julius Fir-

micus, and Ptolemy.) [W. R.]

ASTRONO'MIA, astronomy. It is not pro-

posed in the present article to give a technical his-

tory of the rise and progress of astronomy among
the ancients, but to confine ourselves to what may
be regarded as the popular portion of the science,

the observations, namely, upon tlie rcLitive position

and apparent movements of the celestial bodies,

especially the fixed stars, w hich frem the earliest

epoch engaged the attention of those classes of men
who as shepherds or mariners w'ere wont to )siss

their nights in the open air. We shall consider :
—

1. The different names by which the constella-

tions were distinguished among the Greeks and
Romans, and the legends atta^ed to each

; but

we shall not attempt to investigate at length the

origin of these names nor the times and places

when and whore they were first bestoweA The
materials for this first section have been carefully

collected by Ideler in his essay entitled Enter-

emekmntfen uber den Urtpnmg nnd die Dedentnngder

SiemoMen (Berlin, 1809), a work which we now
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mention specially once for oil to avoid the necessity

of constant references ; in the Iligtorische Vnter-

tnehungen nber die a$tnm€>nditdien Beobackhatgen tier

AUen^ by the same author (Berlin, 1806) ; in a
paper by Buttmann Uler die EnUtekung der Siern-

bUder anfder grieddteken Sfare^ coiiUtined in the
Transactions of the Berlin Academy for 1826

; and
in the GesoAtofi/e der Attrxmomie of Schauboch.

2. The risings and settings of the fixed stars

considered with reference to the position of the sun
in the ecliptic,— a series of phenomena which re-

curring regularly every tropical year, ton'cd in

the most remote ages os the sole guides for tlic

operations of the husbandman, and which, being
in later times frequently appealed to bv the poets,

are sometimes designated the Poetical Risings
and Settings of the Stars.” Here we chiefly de-

pend upon the compilations and diMertatioIu^

ancient and modem, brought together in the

Uranologion of Petavius
;
upon thq disquisition by

J. F. P&ff entitled (bmmenialio de Ortibue et ijc-

ousibtts Siderum apud auctom diissicoe commemora-
tos (Gotting. 1786) ; upon a papt-rby Idclcr, i'eher

den aetronomieehen Th^ der Faeti de* Gr«/, in the

Transactions of the Berlin Academy for 1822—
1823, and on the Ilandbudi der CkrtMtologie by the

same author.

3. The division cT the year into two, three, or
more seasons, according to the risings and si'ttings

of particular stars or clusters of stars. The Iland-
bueJi der ChronoUygie contains a full examination of

all the most important passages from the Greek and
Ronum authors which beaa upon these points.

The detennination of the length of the year and
the distribution of time into months, days, hours,

and other periods, which in some dq^ree belong to

the same subject, are treated of separately under
the heads of Calkndakium and Dies, and con-

fining opr attention for the present to the fixed

stars {errone*, tieUae erraticae^ see Gell. xir. 1),

wc shall make a few remarks on the bodies of the

solar system under Planitas.

I. The History and Names of tub Con-
stellations.

To begin with the two earliest among profane

w'ritcrs, Homer and Hesiod, the former notices the

Bear or Waggon; Boole*; Orion; the Dog
Orion ; the Fteiade*^ and the Hyade*

:

the latter,

Orion ; Siriu* ; the PUiade* ; the Ilyode*

;

and
Arctnm*. We are not entitled to conclude from

this that they were not acquainted with the names
or forms of any other constellations, but it seems
certain that neither the Little Bear nor the Dragon
were known to Homer, for although these remain

always above the horieon in the latitude of Greeco

and Asia Minor, he speaks of the (Great) BtHU* as

Hhe only constellation which never plunges into

Ocean's baths
;
and wo are elsewhere, os will be

seen below, distinctly told that the Little Bear was
introduced into Greece from the East by Thales.

Pliny (JLN, iL 6) attributes the invention of the

signs of the zodiac to Clcostratus of Tenedos (fl. it. c.

500), and asserts that Arie* and Sagittarius were

marked out before the rest The first distinct in-

formation, however, with regard to the Grecian

heavens was contained in the'^EvoirTpoi' and thu

^aiv6pfva of Eudoxus of Cnidus, who died b. c. 352.

Both of these works arc, it is true, lost with the ex-

ception of a few fragments, but their contents are

known to us from the poem of Aratus (fl. B. c. 260),
L
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which, as we are assured in the commentary which

bears the name of Hipparchus, docs little more than

represent in verse, with very few variationii, the

matter contained in the two treatises named above,

especially in the latter. The great popularity en-

ioyed by the production of Arattis (('am »oU et

luna temper A rain* erit) roiut have depended upon

the attractions presented by his theme, and ccr*

tainly not upon the spirit or grace with which that

theme was handled. We know the names of

thirty-five Greeks who composed commentaries

upon it, and we are acquainted with no less than

three translations into Latin verse—one by Cicero,

of which fragments only remain ; another by Caesar

Germanicus, of which a coruiderablo portion has

been preserved ; and a third by Rufus Kestus

Avienns, which is entire. Virgil borrowed largely

from this source in those portions of his Georgies

which contain references to the heavenly bodies,

and particularly in that section which is devoted

to prognostics of the weather. Thero arc also

valuable Greek scholia ascribed to the younger

Theon, bnt manifestly compounded of materials

derived from many different quarters. The work
itself is divided into three parts :

1 . A description of the constcllatious, extending

to line 454.

Z A short account of the Planets, of the Milky
Way, of the Tropical Circles, and of the Equator,

followed from v. 559 by a full detail of the stars

which rise and set as each sign of the xodioc ap-

pears in succession (trvKoi^oAaf).

3. At line 733 commences what is frequently

regarded os a separate poem, and placed apart

tmder the title Aio<n|/i<7a, consisting of a collecticm

of the various appearances which enable an ob-

server of nature to predict the weather. It w'ill

be seen below that the constellations described by
Aratus still retain, with a few variations, the names
by which he distinguishes them.

In a little tract ascribed to Eratosthenes (fl.B.C.

230), entitled KaraoTepi^/ioi, probably an abridg-

ment of k more complete treatise, in w'hich he

details the mythological origin of the constellations,

together w'ith the number and place of the stars in

each, wc find the same forms arranged in the same
order as in Aratns, who is follow^ step by step.

The Bird^ however, is here termed the 6'traii ; the

Centatir is individualised into CJtiron ; and the

Huir of Berenice appears for the first time, having

been introduced by Conon in honour of the sister-

wife of Ptolemy Euergetes.

Scientific astronomy commenced at Alexandria
in the early part of the third centuiy before our

era ; and the first steps were made by Timocharis

and Aristyllus, who flourished about b. c. 290.

They invented the method of determining the

places of the fixed stars, by referring them to one'

of the great circles of tho heavens, and for this

jmrpose selected the equator. By them, as we
learn from Ptolemy, the right ascension and de-

clination of many stars were observed, among
others of Spica in the Virgin, which they found
to be 8^ from the equinox of autumn.

Hipparchus, alMut 15U years later, followed up
the track which they had indicated : his obeerv-

Btions extended fn»m B.& 162 to b. C. 127 ; and,

whether »’e regard the originality, the magnitude,

or the importance of his labours, ho is well entitled

to be regarded as the father of the science. (See

Pliu. //. iV, ii. 26.) In addition to many other
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services, he first drew up a regular catalogue of

the fixed stars, pointing out their position and
magnitude, he first delineated accurately the shape

of the constellations, and be first discovered the

precession of the equinoxes by comparing his own
observations with those of Timochaiis and Ari»-

tyllus. It is much to be lamented that all the

works of so great a nuui should have perished,

with the exception of a commentary in three bucks

upon the description of the fixed stars by Eudoxus
aiul Amtiis rirr 'Apdrov icol Eu3d{ou

^oi>vyu«»'Ctfy), the least valuable perhaps of all his

productiona We have, however, every reason to

believe that the substance of his most valuable ob-

servations has been presen'ed in the Almagest of

Ptolemy, which long enjoyed such high fame that all

former authors were allowed to sink into oblivion.

The catalogue of the fixed stars by Ptolemy
(fi. A. D. 100), contained in the seventh and eighth

books of the Almagest and derived in all pro-

bability in a great measure from that compiled by
Hip|)archui, long served as the model for all sub-

sMpient labours in the same field, and little more
than two centuries hare elapsed since any attempt

was mode to supersede it by something more per-

fect. It embraces 48 constellations (21 northern,

15 southern, and the 12 signs of the zodiac), com-
prising 15 stars of the first magnitude, 45 of the

second 208 of the third, 474 of the fourth, 217
of the fifth, 49 of the sixth, 9 obscure, and 5

nebulous, in all 1022. These are the constella-

tions, usually dcuomitiated the Old (.'on$UHation$^

to distinguish them from the additions made in

modern times, and these wc shall consider in re-

gular order. The stars ore enumerated according

to tho place which they occupy in the figures, the

latitude, longitude, and magnitude of each being
spccifictL In connection with many constellations,

several stars are mentioned as iipop^eeroiy that is,

not includi'd within the limits of any one of the

figures
; among those near the Lion he rmticcs the

/fair if Berenice^ among those near the Eagle the

Antinour. The single stars and small groups to

which particular names are assigned, ore, .<4 fronts,

the Z.yre, Capella^ the AT<fr, the Ka^e^ the //yoc/es,

the Pleiades^ the Manger^ the Asses, Hegnlue

Vindemiatrijty Spica^ Aniaret, the

Hound (he does not give the nanm5«WM),CbjKipM,
and Procyon.

Among our Greek authorities we must not pass

over Gcininus, whoso work Eicreryaryh

contains in sixteen chapters an exfiosi-

tion of the most striking facts in Astronomy and
Mathematical Geography. We know nothing of

him personally
;
but it has been inferred from hts

book that he wus a native of Rhodes, and that be
flourished about B.C. 70, at Home, or at some
place under the some parallcL The second chapter

treats of the constellations and of those stars and
small clusters distinguished by particular names.

The Coma Beremicet^ which is not included in the

21 northern constellations of Ptolemy, has here

an independent place assigned to it ; the /‘bo/, or

Little hfone^ is termed uporop^ \mtov naff *It-

wopx^’*'* which seems to indicate that it was in-

j

troduced by Hipparchus ; in addition to the 15

j

Southern Constellations of Ptolemy, w*e find the

I

Stream (x^<* Claret) issuing from the tun uf

! Aquarius, and the Tkyrttts of the Centaur. The
'• sixteenth chapter is particularly interesting and

I

valuable, since it contains a porapegma or calendar

Di, Ck)o^
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of the rieinga ond settings of the fixed stArs, with
prognostics of the weather, according to Meton,
Knctcmoo, Eudoxus, Coiippus, and others, the ob-

servations of each being quoted separately.

The Romans adopted the knowledge of the stars

commumcated by the Greeks without in the

slightest dq^ree extending it Only two Latin

writers discoorse specially on the subject, Manilius

and Julius Firmicus, and their treatises belong

rather to Judicial Astrology. The poets, however,

especially Ovid and Virgil, make frequent allu-

sions to the risings and settings of the fixed stars,

to the most remarkable constellations and to the

legends attached to them. Cicero, Gcrmnnicus,
and Avienus, as we have stated above, executed
translations of Aratus, while in Vitruvius, Pliny,

Columella, Martianus Capella, the Scholiast on

Gennanictts, and llyginus, we find a multitude of

details. Manilius, it is clear, took Aratus for bis

guide in so fitr as the constellations were con-

cerned
; for be does not notice iSermioe^

the Fo^y nor the SemOtem CrrAcn,

Pliny speaks of the constellations as seventy-two

in number
\
but he seems to have eked out the sum

by counting separately portions of figures, such
os the Fl^adtty the Ifjfodtty the Um and the

Stream of Aqttariu$y the Thyrru* of the Centaury

the Head of MedueUy the 4^ynw^ar rf Pereeuty

the A/uaprr, the Tw» Asses, CapdlOy the A'ufs,

the Hair of i^crouee, the Tkrome of Caemtry and
probably the more conspicuous among the indivi-

dual stars, such as Arctunts and Siriue. He sets

down the number of observed stars at 1600, which
far exceeds the catalogue of Ptolemy.

The Scholia oti Germanicus do nut constitute a

regular commentary like tho Scholia on Aratus,

but are translations from Eratosthenes, with some
excerpts, added subsequently perhaps, from the

Spham Gtneea et Barb^ of N igidius Figulus and
other works on astronomical myths.

The Poeticom Aetronomkvny which bears the

name of llyginus, is written in the style of Era-

tosthenes, and is in a great measure borrowed from

him. No notice is here taken of the Poai nor of

the SoutMem Crowny which proves that at the

time when it was composed, whenever that may
have been, more attention was paid to Aratus than

to Hipparchus and Ptolemy.

A’ames of the Conttdhxliont.

In what follows wc arrange the constellations,

with one or two trifling exceptions, in the order

adopted by Ptolemy, enumeratiug first the twenty-

one northern signs
;
secondly, the twelve zodio<^

signs; and lastly, tho fifteen southern signs. In

each case wc give, first, the name by which the

constellation is known among ourselves; secondly,

the name ascribed to it by Ajratus ; and lastly, the

other Greek and Latin names which roost fre-

quently occur or which deserve particular notice.

A'ortAens Signt,

1. THx0nxaT6BAR,THB Plough, Charlxs*
Wain, *Apmos (juydXri), (Aret 27,

fitc.). Major Aretusy Mejor Urta (German.), //«•

liee (Cic., Manil. L 303). The most remarkable

duster in tho northern hemisphere both on account

of its brilliancy and from the circumstance that it

Dcrer sinks below th'e horizon in Europe and those

ports of Asia known to the ancients, is that which

as cariy as the umo of Homer was known by the
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names of "Aprror, The She Deary or *A^io{a, The
Wofjpon (II. xviii. 487, Od. v. 275), W’hich tlio

Romans translated by the equivalent terms Urea
and Plaudrum or C^mu. At a later period when
the Lesser Bear hod been added to the number of

the celestial signs, the cpitiicts fteydXTj and tiutpd

were applied to them rcspectiTcly by way of dis-

tinction, and in like manner Ovid (IVid. ir. 3)
speaks of them as moffna minori^ ferae. Tho
ancient Italian name for the seven bright stars

which form the most conspicuous portion of the

group was Srptem TWoaes (Cic.), that is, according

to the interpretation of Varro (L. £. vi. 4 ;
Gell.

ii. 21 ; Feitus, $. v. TVtbaes), The Plouidtiihf

Gtaiy an appellation which as w-cll as that of

was extended to the Lesser Bear. Thus Aratus
commences his description

hino 8/ fAty hfupU
^ApKroi ifta Tpox^eeffiy rh 8h KaXtorrai Sipa^aiy

deriving 8,^a{(u, absurdly enough, from Spa; Virgil

celebrates

Arcturuin, pluviasque Hyadas, pemuioeque Trionrty

and Vitruvius (ir. 3) not only employs Srptem-
trio simply for the Greater Bear, but distinguishes

between Septemirio major and Sr}>iemtrio minor,
and again speaks of the Arefos, qui Se]MemtrioHe*

dicuntur.

In addition to the above designations wc find

'EAlrq, applied to the Greater Bear alone, derived

from its sweeping round in a cune (dirh roD jXiV-

vtaBaiy Schol. Arat. 37), while from the nirthi-

cal connection established between this constella-

tion and Callisto, daughter of the Arcadian monarch
Lycaum, the Latin poets constantly refer to it ns

Ljfcaonis Arctoa ; I^arrkatia Aretoa ; Parrhaeidre

etrJlae ; Maenalis 6Vso, &c. The term liovea Jearxi

employed by Propertius (ii. 24. 24), is explained

below (No. 5) under Arctophjflax. For the stoiy of

Callisto and her trnnsfurnuUion sec Ovid. Met. ii.

409, Fast. ii. 155; Serv. ad Virg. Ueorg. L 246;
Hygin. Pod. Astron. ii. 1. 2.

2. Tub Lbssbr or Littlb Bxar, '^Apitros

(jjuxpd)y Kurdcroupo, Kur^irovpis (Arat 27—308),
Arctus mtnor (Cic.), Cynosura (Cic. Manil. i. 306).
This constellation, we arc assured by many au-

thorities (SeboL ad Horn. IL xviiL 187 ; Achill.

Tat hagog. in Arat. Phaen, c. 1 ; Diog. I^av’rt L

23; Hygin. Poet. Astron. iL 2), was first added to

the Grecian catalogues by Tholes by whom it may
possibly have been imported from the East

; and
while from its close resemblance in form, it sluired

tho names of'Aprror and with its more an-

cient and majestic companion, it enjoyed exclu-

sively the appellations of and Kvy6aoupa.

The former was derived from the clrcnmstance

that it was selected by the Pboi'niciaiu as tliu

guide by which they shaped tlieir course at sea,

the Grecian mariners with less judgment employ-

ing Helice fur the same purpose (Arat. 37 ; Kmt.
Cat. 2; Schol. ad German, p. 89; Hygin. I*. A.
it 2). Tho latter, signifying canis oauday applied

by the ancients to the whole figure, and not as in

modern times merely to the pole star, seems to

have been suggested by the appearance presented

by three of the stars which form a circular sweep,

bearing some resemblance to the upttirncd curl of

a dog's util, and will thus be an expression analo-

gous to that of Ilelice. The early astronomers

seem to have generally considered that one of tho

L 2
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tan in the Little Bear marked the position of the

pole, but it is difKcuJt to determine from their

wor^ to which they severally refer. Accord-

ing to Hyginui who, however, seems not to

have clearly understood Kratosthenes whom he

f|uoUa, one of the three stars forming the tail was

called PoUu and the two others, from circling

round it, Xopfin’ol, The iJanetn^ the same appa-

rently with the LrtdmUee of the ^holiast on Ger-

nuuiicus.

Those poeU who regarded the Great Bear as

Callisto n'presenU’d the LitUo Bi*ar as her dog; but

nrcording to another legend commonly received,

the two bears wore the two nymphs who acted os

nunes in Crete to infant Jove (Arat 31), and
hence the phrase f.V'e/aros Anti (German.).

3. The Draqon, A/Mbew** (AraL 45), trans-

lated by the Latins Draco (Cic. German. Vitniv.),

Setjjcne (German. Vilruv. Monil. OvidX and An<ruii

(Virgil. Ovid. MnniL). Scrvius(tu/ I'ln/. Geoiy.

i. *2U5) remarks that then* are throe Anffves in the

sky, one lying between the Bears

:

Maximus hie 6exu sinuMO elabitur Anguis
Circum perque duas in morem tiuifimis Arctot

:

(comp. Vitrur. ix. 3): the second grasped by
O/thiueus: the third, to the south, around the Crater

and Cbrrus. The superior richness of the Greek
language dialiiiguiahed those as and
’’TipT}. The description of Amtus has been ren-

dcrod almost verbatim and with great spirit by
Virgil in the lines quoted above. Mythologically,

the dragon w'os regarded as the snake which once

guarded the apples of the IIe8peridcs,or as a snake

snatched by Minerva from the giants and whirled

by her aloft to the pole. (Hygin. D. A. it 3, iiL

2 ;
Serv. ad Viry. Geory. i. 244 )

4. CsruKt’a, KijiptOs (Aral. 183), Ccitheut

(Cic. Vilruv. Monil), Iaside$ Crpheus (Gennon.).

The legends respecting this iUTnted monarch and
the other members of his family who beamed in

kbe heavens, Cattiopeia^ Perseus^ and Amiromeda^
arc detailed at len|^h in the Catasleriams of Era-

tostiicnes and in Hyginus.

5. The Bbae-Warden, Bootes, The Wag-
goner, *Ap*TO^uA«i (Arat 91), Arctapk^huf

(Cic. OerxnaiL ManiL 1 323), translated by (Jrid

(Triet. L 10. 15) Ctutoe Urmte^ and by Vitruvius

(ix. 3.) Ctuiot Arctiy or simply Custoi (/. e.), was
denominated also Bodmfs (Amt Ic.), Bootee (Cic.

German. Manil), 1 e. Bul^cuSy the ox-driver, and
according to the Scholiast on Aratus (/. c.)TpvyjtT^Sy

the vintager. The first name which supposes the

constellations to represent a man upon the watch
denotes simply the position of the figure with re-

gard to the Great Bear, or u'ben the latter was
regarded as Callisto, then Arctophylax became
her sun Areas, by whom she was hunted and
slain ; the second name, w’hich is found in Homer
(Gd. v. 272) refers to the Sipa^a, the imogitmry

form of being fancied to occupy the place

of the driver of the team ; the third name is con-

nected with the period of the heliacal rising of the

group which indicated the season of the vintage.

The chief star in the constellation UArcti/rur,
'ApKTovpos (Arat 95), Arcturus (Cic. German.
Vitniv. Monil), a word of similar import with

Arctophylax. It is twice mentioned by Hesiod
(A’n?, 566, 610), and, os wc shall see iiDrcofter,

occupied a prominent place in the calendars uf

Greece and Home. Some late writers, such os the
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Scholiast on Germanicus, Hyginus and Martiauus
Capcila, use the name Arcturus for the whole con-

stellation, but .\ratus, Geminus, and Ptolemy con-

sider it as a single star.

The legends with regard to Bodtes present many
different aspects ; by the Greeks he was usually

represented as Areas, the son of Ollislo ; Ovid in

one passage {Fast, vi. 235) calls him Lycaon, the

father of the hapless damsel } by others he was
pronounced to Icarius (or Icarus) to whom
Bacchus taught the use of the vine, and then the

constellation Virgo was his daughter
;
Erigone,

and either the greater or the lesser hound, was her

dog Moera (CViaw Icuriuty Ov. Fatt iv. 939).

Hence, too, the S-eptemtriones are styled Buwe
loarii by Propertius (ii. 24. 24),

Homer (Od, v. 272) calls Bootes vifs ftom

his descendiug below tho horixon in an upright

position, and therefore very gradually. Cum^sire

Or. Fact iil 405 ; Claud. Rapt. Proaerp. iL 190,

and the pigri sarroca Bootae " of Juvenal, v. 23.

6. Tux Nurthkrn Crown, (.Yrat.

71), 6'onDwa(Cic. Vitruv. ManilX Ariadmee corona^

Minoa corona, German.). Ptolemv distinguishes be-

tween the Northern and the Southern Crown (2r^.

f3dp*<or, rdrtos), and hence the modern name.
According to the legend commonly adopted this was
the chaplet of Ariadne placed by Bacchus in the

firmament to do honour to his mistress, and hence

the epithets applied by Germanicus as quoted

above. (Comp. Virg. (Jtory, L 222; Ov. /W. iii,

460 ; Manil i. 330.)

The name GemmOy now given to the most re-

splendent star in the circle, was not known to the

Romans.
7. Hercules. The constellation now known by

this tmme is described by Aratus (v. 63) as an un>

known or luuncicss form (rfSwXor &Icrrot'
;
&Trv9«of

<(3wXoio), which frum its resemblance to a man
toiling {poyioyri /ourhs siBwXor) on hit

knees, was usually called ’Es^rturty, which the

Romans either expressed in the same letters, En-
yonasi (Manil v. 645X Ettyotumn (Cic.), or by the

tmiislations GenicutatuSy InyemaJaiNs (Vitniv. ix.

SX /nyeniadnt (Jul. Finn. viiL 17), Nittu in

yenilms (Vitruv. ibid.), NiJxiyenu^)ecie9 (Qcmiau.
Manil i. 322, v. 645), Dextro genu nixua (Ger^
man.), or simply Sixua s. Nixu$ (Cic. Oerman.),
InnLrut (Avietu 205X or with reference to tho

labouring attitude De/ccium ndu$y Effigu* dejecta

labore (German.).

According to Avienos (v. 175X the appellation

of Hercules was bcstow'ed by Panyasis, by others

it was regarded ns Theseus, by others as Cetcus,

son of Lycaon, by others as Prometheus chained to

Caucasus. (Hygin. P.A. il 6, iii. 5.)

8. The Lyre, X^Xvs, Avpa (Aral. 268X Ajrra

(German. Vitniv. Manil i. 331 X /Vc/es (Cic.X
Fidi* (Col. XL 2. § 43, Ac.), FidictUa (Plin. //. A',

xviil 64. Ac.X Ptolemy (^. A.) dcsigimtes as

6 Kofiirpits XvpaSy the pccaliarly bright star

(a Lyrac), w'hich renders this constellation so con-

spicuous
;
but it appears probable that the simple

Avpa among the Greek astronomen, as well os

F'dia and Fidicula among the was fre-

quently employed to denote this single star, as

well as the whole sign. Manilins seems to speak
of Fides as a consteUation distinct from Lyra, but

the passages are venr’ confused (i. 409 ; comp. 324,

337). The invention of the Lvto being ascribed

to Mercury, we naturally find the epithets ‘Kpfuuif

^•jd by Google
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(Aral. 674\ KwXAijFoiTf (597), Mtrtttrialit (Cirr-

man.), C’^enia (Cic.) attached to it.

9. Thk Swan, ''Oprii, olbAo) tpvn (Arat

273, 275), Ah.$ (Cic.\ Volwris^ Avi$ (VitniT.

ix. 4). The Bird i« the name given by Amtiu
and Geminns to the conateUation termed by Era>

toethenea (c. 25) Kt^vof, rendered Cyentu by

Ucrmanicua and Maniliua, for which the B^monym
Olor U fluently aubatituted. By niytbtdogiaia it

»-aa regarded aa the awan of I.<eda.

10. Ca^riopbia, K«rtnrfT«ui (Arab IR.O), Ou-
mtpria (Cic. German. Maoil. L361),
( Vitniv.). For themyth regarding her, aec Hygiii.

P.A. ii. 10 ;
comp. Arat. G54 ;

Manil. r. 504 ;

Propert. i. 17. S ;
Columell. xi. 2. § 70.

11. PBRSKtra, nrgcTfOT (Arat. 248), Permu
(Cic. German. Vitniv. Manil. i 357, 366), waa
pictured aa bearing in one hand a crooked aword
{ipwTt^ falx), and in the other the head of the

Gorgon Mednaa, ropy6vtop (Oemin, Plolem.), Gor-

tnm^m atpui (Vitniv. ix, 3), 6’on7oatr oru (Manil.

i. 366X Caput Gorponip. (Hygin. /*. A. iii. 1 1 ).

12. Tub Chariotbbr, ‘HWoxos (Arat. 156),

IfrmiockHM (Manil. i. 3C9), Aurv/a (Cic. German.
Vitniv.), Amripator (Avion.), waa, according to

one legend (German.), Ericthamiui^

(juem priroum curan volitantcm Jupiter alto

(^uadrijugii conipexit equia.
' Manil. i. 370.

According to another (German. iUd.) Myrtilua the

cluirioteer of Oenomaua, who betrayed hi* nuuter

to Pelope. (iiygin. 84.)

The brightest star in this constellation (a ) was
termed (Arat 157) by the Greel^ who
pictured a goat supported upon the upper port of the

left arm of the figure, and by the Homans Capefla

(Ovid. Manil. Plin.) or Capra (Cic. Vitniv. Hor.

German. Coluroet). The epithet 'AA«Ptt) in Aratus

(164), according to the explanation of his Scholiast

was applied because the off rested fwl rnr wAci^r
TOO 'Hridxov, and bence Oleuie^ Olenium peau^
OUninm attmm. Its heliacal rising took place

soon before the winter solsti(*e, and thus it w*as

termed signum pluviaU^ w*hi]e the It^retids de-

clared that this was the very goat Amnltheia who
nursed Jupiter upon Mount Ido. Both of these

points arc touched upon in the couplet of Ovid

:

Nascitur Oleniae signum pluviale Ca|>ellae,

Ilia dati coelum prarmia lactis habet.

The two Stax* V) placed by Anitas (166)
and Ptolemy on the STist of Auriga were

Thb Kidr, (Arat 158), Hoetli (Cic.

Viirur. ManU. i 372), and are said to have been

6 rft named by Cleoetratus of Tenedos about B.C.

500 (Hygin. P. A. ii. 13). They, as well as

Capella, are spoken of as heralds of the storm.

(Manil. L 372 ;
V'irg. Gtonj. L 205, Aen. ix. 663 ;

llor. Carm. iiL I. 28.) The star which marks the

northern hom-tip of the Bull was, according to

Vitruvius (ix. 3), called Aurigae Manus, since he

was supposed to hold it in his liand.

13. Thb SiRPiNT Holder, (Arat

75), (fptiucMs (German. Vitruv.), Amjuitmms
(Cic. ManiL v. 384X Anguifer (Colnmcl. xi. 2.

§ 49), UrtpesUarius (Schol. Germaa), was com-

mcmly regWed by mythical writers and poets as

Aesculapius (Rratosth. c. 6 ;
Ov. Fast. vL 735), and

by some as Hercules, not to mention other more

obscure legends. (Hygin. P. A. it 14, iit 13.)

14. The Snaks, gratped by and surrounding
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the figure, was termed u<pts (.Amt 86), Anguis
(Cic, German.), or .Scr/cas (Cic. Vitniv.),

Srrfientrm Gniiis Opkiuehus nomine dirtiis

Dividit, &C. Manil. t 33H.

and is reckoned as a separate constellation.

15. Tice Arrow, 'Oi<rr6s (Arat 31 1^ Tdfoa
(Eratosth.), Stufiita (German. Vitniv^, Oora
sagitta^ Fulgens satjitta (Cic.), is diitiiKt from the
arrow fitted to the bow of Sagittarius, the arrher,

in the xodioc. Hence Aratus, after dcKribing the
latter, adds

"Eoti Tir Tporfpttr ^tKr\ii4yos AxXos 6itn6s
Atrir 4t«p rdfou.

(Comp. Cic. 325; German. 683; Manil. t 349.)
16. The Eagle, 'Asrdf (dtr^r, Arat 315),

Aquila (Cic. Vitniv.), or, in poetical circumlocu-
tion, Jorts armiger (German. Avien ), Joris ufrs

(German. Manil. L 350), Armigrr unar
o/e* (German.), J*rarprs aJttnca Joris (Ov. Fast.

vL 196). The principal star is niuned spn-ially

Acrdt b^' Ptolemy
;
but from the cimimstancc of

his placing it among those of the second magnitude,
it has been conjectured that it was less bright in

his day than at present

Antinous. Ptolemy, when noticing the stars

imiind the Eagle not properly included within the
limits of the constellation, remarks, 4^' vr 6
'Arrlyoos, which corroborates the itateraent of
Dion Cassius, that Hadrian assigned a star to his

favourite. Antinous, as a separate constcilatiou,

wo* first introduced by Tycho Brahe.

17. The Dolphin, (.Amt 313), s.

AfX^fr, iJr/phinus (Cic. German. Vitruv. Manil.
L 353), iM/jthin (German.) wn* n*gnrdod hy
m3rtho1ogist8 ns the dolphin which bore Arion.

18. The Little IIoR8E,*Iinrou rporopii, liuv.

rally, tko/ore quarters cfa horse, was unknoM ti to

Aratus and Eratosthenes
; but appears from the

words of Geminus to have been introduced by
Hipparchus. It is not noticed by Vitruvius nor
by Manilius.

19. PEGAsra, 'isTTof (Arat 205), Equus (Cie.
Vitniv. Manil. i. 335), Homipes, Xom;jrj a/rs

(German.). The legends having declared that this
was the steed of Bellcrophon, the name Pegasus

I

(German. 503) was employed as early ns Eratos-
thenes to distinguish the constellations, but .Aratus
speaks of it simply os the horse. (Ov. Ftut. iii.

450.) The figure was supposed to represent the
fore quarters only.

20. Andromeda, 'ApBpofidiq (Arat 197),
AudromoJa s. Audrometie (Cie. German. Vitniv.
Maui), i. 357, 363). Andromeda was the daugh-
ter of Opheus and Cassiopeia, and hence the con-
stellation is teemed Crphets by Manilius and
Oerraanicus (i. 443), while in consequence of her
deliverance from the sea monster hy Perseus we
find Persta in the scholiast on Gcnnanieiis.

21. The Triangle, Af\rur6p (Arat 235
;

Cic.), DrUotum (German. Manil. L 360), the rpU
ysspop of Ptolemy, and hence Vitruv. ix. 3, “ In-
super Arietis signum i^ientes stellac sunt trigonum
paribus latcribus.”

Signs of the Zodiac.

I. The Ham, Kpidr (Arat 225), Aries (CM.
German. Vitniv. Manil. i. 263), lAiniger (Ger-
man. 699 ; Manil. il 546). This was the very
gfddea-decccd ram which bore away Pbrvxos

I. 3
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Helle from the wrath of Ino, and hence the de-

signation* in Ovid of Pkiyjtea Orw, Pectu Atlta-

mantuUi* //« tfc*.

2. Tub Bull, Tafpor (Arat. 167% 7o»n«
(Cic. <i«Tinan. Vitniv. M&nil. i. 264), Bo* ((icr-

roan. 161), was by some mythologen regarded ai

the ball into which Jupiter transformed himself to

gain £uropa ; according to others as the cow into

witich lo was metamorphosed
;

in cither case an

object of jealousy to Juno, as indicated by Ovid

{FaH. IT. 7. 7). In another passage (vi 712), in

refermee to the former idea, he spenks of him as

Apmomus^ while Martial (x. 51) ai^lies the epi-

thet Tyriu*,

This constellation is chiefly remarkable from

including within its limits two small Imt closely

packed clusters of stars, which attracted attention

fit a Tory early period, and are distinguished by

Homer {II. rriii. 466) and Hesiod {Erp. 615) as

the HvADxa and Plbiadb«, names which they

still retain unchanged.

The HvADBa, ‘TdSej (AraU 173), Jlyadts

(German. Ac.), situated in the forehe^ of the

figure (Vwl woktI AraL ;
M rov $ov~

HpdfOV, Oemin.), derived their name dirb toC Cci*',

b^ause the period of their setting in the mcmiing

twilight (the end of November) marked the most

wot and stormy period of the year. By the Ita-

lian peasants they were denominated the smcb^,

L e. the little swine, and hence it has been ima-

gined, but probably erroneously, that ‘TdSss is ety-

mologically connected wilh'Tr (Plin. H. M. xviii.

26 : OrlL xiii. 9). They set in the evening

twilight at Rome, towards the close of the re-

ubiic, about the 20th of April, and hence were

nown as the PanUcimm (or PaiUiaum)^ the

Pariiia (or I*aIUia\ the festival which mark^ the

birth-day of the city, being kept upon the 21st.

Ancient astronomers were not agre^ as to the

ntiml>er of stars included in the Hyades (see

Scbul. ad AraL). Thales reckoned two only (vie.

a and <), the two eyes of the bull ; Euripides

three
;
Achaeus four ; Hesiod five ; Pherecydes

seven. The latter made nymphs of them, and the

names have been preserved by Hyginus. One of
[

these, Tkyems Is put by Ovid {FatL vi. 711) for

the whole group, which elsewhere (t. 734) he

terms the Sidu* UyaMi*^ in allusion to a legend

wbich he had previously (v. 169) recounted.

Still more important were the Pleiadko,
nA(to5fr, nxi)»d8«r (Horn. L e. Arat. 255 regards

them as a distinct constellation), PUiades (Ger-

man. Ac. Ac.), a word for which various etymo-

logies have iKym proposed, the must reasonable

being the verb wAtlr, their heliacal ri*in|; and
setting in the first half of May and the beginning

of November having been the signal in the eariy

ages of Greece for the mariner to commence and to

discontinue his voyages. The form s‘<Xsla3tf, L e.

Ms finrk of probably originated in a cor-

ruption. The Italian name was Vergiliat (Ck.),

.SWia fVnTi/iurwm (VTuruv. ix. 2), derived mani-

festly from their heliacal rising in spring. Aratus

notices the circumstance that they are commonly
spoken of as the srrvw stars, although six only are

visible, and thus Ovid also

** Quae septem did sex tomen esse soIcnt.**

The fact is that the cluster consists of six stars,

which can be distinctly seen by the naked eye,

and of several very BoiaU ones, which are teie-
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scopic. Under very farourable ciirumstances, how.
ever, one of these may have occasionally been
discerned, as Hipparchus states, or, possibly, an

wc know to have been the case with other fixed

stars, one of them may have lost a portion of tbo

lustre which it at one period possessed, and have
become ueariy or totally invisible. Bo this as it

may, the disappearance of the seventh Pleiad gave

rise to a multitude of legends. By Hesiod they

are styled ’ArXerysrs?*, CkUdren of Atiat^ from

whom the Homan poets adopted the expression

Adantide*^ the name of the damsels (Arat 262)
being Ai<yoae^ Meroptj Co/oeno, KUctra^ Sterajx

(or Arterope^ German.), Toj/fKie and Mata. Of
these six wedded divinities, the seventh a mortal

man, and thus her brilliancy became dimmed by
the influence of the debasing alliance. One or

other of the above names is frequently employed
to denote the whole, as Tay<)^e (Virg. Georg, iv.

232 ; Ov. Met iii. 594), Mata (Virg. Gtorg. L
225), Sterope (Ov. Triet. x. 14), and in like

manner nXfidr or PUiat is often used in the

singular.

3. Tub Twma, (Arat 147), Gemini
(Cic. German. Vitruv. Manil. L 265). The two
brightest stars, being supposed to represent Ostor
and Pollux.

4. Tub Crab, Kop«I>'Of (Arat. 147), Cancer

(Ck, Vitruv. German. ManiL i. 265), called

Lemaens by Columella (x. 313), because, according

to the legend, it craw'Ied out of the Lcrnaean
swamp to attack Hercules while he w*as doing

battle with the Hydra. The epithet Littorfu* in

Ovid {Met, X. 127) and Manillas (iiL 316) pro-

bably refers merely to the ordinary habits of the

animal, and not, as Ideler supposes, to the same
contest

Tw'o small stars in this constellation (y, 8) were
called "Oroi, Atini s. Amlliy the Donkeys, one being
distinguished as the northern the other

os the southern and a nebular bright-

ness between them, ^rrn, Praeeepe^ the Stall or

Manger. (Arat 694, Ac. ; Plin. //. N. xviiL 35 ;

PtoWon.) These seem to form what Manilius calls

Jngulae (v. 174, and note of Scalig.), although
Jttgula is a name sometimes applied to Orion.

5. Tub Lion, Aimr (Arat 149), Leo (Cic.

German. Vitruv. MoniL t 266), r^:arded as the
Nemean lion slain by Herrolea, and hence con-

stantly termed simply AVnutevs (t. g. ManiL lit

409). The bright star now know*n as Pegmiu*^ a
name introduced by Copernicus, was anciently, as wr
learn from the scholiast on Aratus, called 3curiXi<r-

aet, and marked the heart of the animal (^vl r^s
KopHlas). In Pliny it is (//. A', xvhi. 26, 28),
in the scholinst on Gcrmaiiicas 7}fberom^ which U
either a corruption, or arose frtim his mistaking the

meaning of the word in Pliny, who says, ^ Stella

ftegia appeUata Tuberoni in pcctore Leonis,*' i. e.

The star on the Lion's heart called Pegia by
Tul>cro.

6. Tub Virgin, (Arat 96, Ac.),

Virgo (Cic German. Vitruv. ManiL i. 266), Eri-
gone (ManiL ii. 552, et pass.), was mythically re-

garded as Aiirn, JuetUiOy or Aetraea^ or as Ehgone^
or as Cerea, or as /ris, or at Forttma^ the last

name being given to her, according to the scholiast

on Qennaiiicui, because she is a headless constd-
latioD."

The br^btest star in the constellation is called

by Arattu Srdxvr, (Qennan. Vitniv.),

Di
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Spiemm (Cic.), Tii* Corn Ear, and tbis the

figure is supposed to grasp in her left h.ind>

The star which marks the right wing («) was
irpoTpyyrrrhp (Arat. 138) s. irporpiryrjT^j s. rpv-

yijriiPy translated Provvidemialor^ Vxndemiaior s.

Vindemiior^ and is now knowm as Vindemiatrur^

names which it received in consequence of rising

shortlv before the period of the vintage. (Arat 1 38
and schol.

;
CoIumolL zi. 2. § 24 ; Ov. Faat. iii.

407 ;
Plin. H. N. xviiL 26, 31 ;

Vitruv. ix. 3,

ears that the Greek name was jrporp&Yrros, and
the Homan, Provindtmia Major.)

7. Thk Balancb was by the earlier Greek as-

tronomers invariably denominated XrjKal (Arat

89), Chelae (Cic. German. Manil. ii. 344, et pass.).

Tub Claws, i.e. of the Scorpion, which stands

next in the Zodiac. Geminus, who flourished, it is

believed, about u. c. 80. is, as hiras wc know, the

first Greek writer who distinguishes the seventh

sign as Ziryds, which is used by Ptolemy indif-

ferently with Xt?Acu. The term Zi&m, for which
Cicero in one passage employs Jtujunu, was first

formally adopted by the Romans in the Calendar

of Julias Caesar, to whom it was very probablj

suggested by Sosigenes. The figtirc, it would seem,

was derived from the East, and must be regarded

as a symbol of equality introduced into the heavens

at the period when the entrance of the sun into

that constellation marked the Autumiml Equinox.

The scientific Latin writers, such as Vitruvius,

Columella, and Pliny, uniformly distinguish this

sign by the name Libra alone ; the poets use

cither Libra or Chdae^ as may suit their purpose.

Alanilius combines both into one phrase (Jupa
Chelamm, L 609), while the ingenious conceit by
which Virgil represents the Scorpion as drawing

in his claws in order to make room for Augustus,

is known to every reader of the first Georgic.

(Comp. Ov. Met. ii. 195.)

In the commentary of Theon on the Almagest,

Libra is frequently represented by Airpa or Alrpai,

a word originally borrowed by the Romans ^m
the Sicilians, transformed into Libra., and then

restored to the later Greeks in the new sense of a

Balance.

8. Tub Scorpion, ^Koprlos (Arat 85. 304),

Soorpitu (Cic. German.), Scorpios (Manil. i. 268,

ct pass.), Scorpio (Vitruv.). Cicero, in his trans-

lation of Aratus, and Manilius, both make use also

of the term A'epo, a word, according to Festus, of

African origin, sometimes employed to denote a

Scorpion and sometimes a Cni5 (Plaut Cos. ii. 8. 7

;

Cic de Fin. v. 15) ; and thus Cicero, in line 460
of his Aratus, distinctly indicates the fourth sign by
the word Nepa, which elsewhere is put for the

Scornion. Aratus names this constellation

and ripas piya (84,402), because,according

to the Grecian arrangement, as explained in the last

paragraph, it occupi^, together with its claws, the

space of two signs. (Ov. Met. ii. 195.)

‘Arrdipris, now Antares, the name given to the

brightest star, is first found in the works of Ptolemy,

and probably refers to its colour and brilliancy, ri-

valling that of (the planet) Mart.
9. Thb Archer, to{€vt^j, To^eur^p, and

simply T<f{o»'(Arat. 306, 400, 664, 665), Sagittarius

(Vitruv.), Sagittipotens (Cic), Sagittifer (German.),

Ardtenens{C^)f and simply Arcus (Cic German.).

This bowman was suppos^ to be in the shape of

a centaur {Murtus equo^ Manil. L 270), hence is

fluently termed Ceniaunttf and sometimes indi-
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vidualiscd into Chiron (HaemoitH arcus, Ov. Met.
ii 81), thus giving rise to a confusion between this

sign and the Centanr among the southern constel-

lations. (Comp. 0)lumell. x. 56 ;
Hygin. P. A.

ii. 27.)

10. The Goat (i.e. the Chamois), Aiy6Kfpett

(Arat. 284), Aegocerot (German.), Capricomut
(Cic German. Vitruv. ManiL L 271), Caper
(Manil. ii. 659), called also Hdr by Eratosthenes.

H3'ginus,thc scholiast on Gcrmanicus, and Isidorus,

inform us that somc^of the ancients represented

this creature with the tail of a fish, and in this

form it is actually figured on several coins of Au-
gustus, who was bom under the sign. No notice

of such a peculiarity in shape is taken by Aratus,

Eratosthenes, or Ptolemy.

11. Tub Waterman, 'TSpoxdo* (Arat 283),
Hgdrochoos (German.), Aquarius (Cic Vitmv.
German. Manil. i. 472), Aquifenent (German. 5G0),

Fundens latices (German. 388), Aequoreus juvmit
(Manil. ii. 558), Juvenit gcrens aquam (Ov. Fast.

i. 652), and simply Juvenis (Manil. iv. 709), was
r^tartlcd by those who connected the figure with
mythical legends sometimes as Deticalion (German.

568), sometimes os Canymedes. (Manil. v. 487 ;

comp. Schol. ad Aral. 283.)

The four stars (7, C» Vt ’•’) on the rigth hand
were, according to Geminus, named udKirts, which
is cquiraicnt to the Latin Situla, an Urn.
Tho Water Strka.m, *T8«p (Arat), xo®"**

SSaros, Aqua (Cic.), Efitsio Aquae (SchoL Genn.
1 1 9), which ends with the bright star, now known
by the Arabic name Fomahand or Fomalhant, in

the mouth of the Piscis Australis (see Manil. i.

446, and comp. V'itruv. ix. 4, quae vero ab Aquario

fundi memoraiur Aqua prqfluit inter Piscis Austrini

caput et caudam Ceti), is regarded as a separate

constellation under the name of *TSup by Aratus

(389—399), and also by Geminus, who distin-

guishes it as the "TJevp rh bnh rov ''CSpox^ou, “ the

Water flowing from the Waterman,” in order that

it may not be confounded with the constellation

Eridonus, the Ttorapbs 6 birh rov '(Iplwyos, “ the

River flowing from Orion.”

12. The Fismee, Tx9o«r (Arat. 240) or in

the dual ’Ix^^v, Pisces (Cic. Vitruv.), Gemini
Pisces, Imbriferi duo Pisces (Gemian.). One of

these was entitled the Northern (Aquilonaris Pitdt,

Vitruv. ix. 3), the other the Southern Fish (SehoL
ad Arat. 240

;
Ov. Fast. iii. 401 ; Schol. German.

Hygin. P. A. iiL 29) ;
but in order to prevent tho

embarrassment which might arise from identifying

the latter with the fdrios, or Piscis Aus-
tralis, a constellation of the southern hemisphere,

Ptolemy names tho northern of the two iT6peyos,

and the other vyovpiyos, a precaution by no means
unnecessary since Manilius actually confounds (i.

272) the fishes of the Zodiac with the Piscis

Australis. The Scholiast on Aratus remarks that

the Northern Fish was represented with a swal-

low's head, and on that account styled

(L c. hirundininus) by the Chaldacans, a circum-

stance for which Scaliger accounts by supposing

that the name was given in conseqmncc of the

entrance of the sun into this constellation, when
the swallow appeared in Greece as tho herald of

Spring.

The legends connected with this constellation

(Eratosth, 58 ; Hygin. P.A. ii. 30. 41) bear re-

fr-rcnce to a Syrian divinity, termed by the Greeks
sometimes Atargatis) a Semitic word signifying The

L 4
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Great FifK)^ sometimes DerMo^ sometimes Derce.

This pow« r they confounded with another Syrian

(^Idess Astixrte^ whom njj^ain they identihed with

their owTi Aphrodite. The slorj’ ran that when
fleeing in terror from the violence of Typhon, she

plunged into the Kuphratea, and was transformed

into a fish. (Manil. ii. 33, ir. 580.) Avienus
terms these fislies Jtomhtfcii^ for w'hich Orotius has

rightly proposed to substitute Oamhycii., for Atar*
,

gatis H*As specially w'orshipped at JJamByce or

HiempoUs in Cyrrhestica. . (Strab. xvi. p. 517;
Plin. //. M r. 23 ;

Sclden, <ie L>iit Syriit^ ii. 3.)

The bright star (a) which is supposed to form
the knot of the two bands which connects the

fishes by their mils, is by Aratus (245) named
vwovpcuos^ by his scholiast 3c(r^r ov-

poior, by Gominus and Germanicus simply Si/rSctT'

/*os, Uttos rario\uly tnuiiilatcd Nodu$ (Cic.),

Nodu* Piscium (Vitniv.), Nodu»ooe2€$tit (Avion.),

r’ommisvura pi$dum (Plin. zriii. 31). The hands
themselves are called in one passage of Aratus

(362 ) Acerpol oupaiot, more commonly tdvoi or

AiKo, the Vinda of Cicero and Germanicus, the

AUigamenium linUum of the scholiast on the latter.

From Vitruvius (ix. 4) it ap|)ears that the

sprinkling of indistinct stars between the Fishes

and the Whale, was called by the Greeks

a w'ord explained by Hesychius to mean t&v
ioT4pont ^v<ris.

Soat^em

1. Tub Whalb, Kfrror (Arat. 353),

(Jul. Finn. Astron. viii. 17), Ceius (Vitrur. ix. 4 ;

Manil. i. 440), Pristi* (German. 644 ;
Manil. i,

363), AVreta Pistrig (Oerman. 714), Xeptumia

Pigirix (Cic., comp. German. 70S). The lost three

designations are different forms of the Greek
np^OTiS^ which Suidos intcrpn‘t5 to signify tJ9ot

icirrovt daXatrtrlou. This was the sea*nionster, ac>

cording to Aratus, sent to devour Andromeda.

2. Orion, '(Ipitay (Arat 322), '(lapimr (Pind.

Callim.), Orion (Cic. German. Vitruv. Manil. i.

31»9), Oanoa (CatulL Ixv. sub fin.), Proieg ff^ea
(Ov. Fiut. ri. 719, comp. v. 495). Ar^on in Julius

Firmiciu (riii 9), is probably a corrupt form of

Oarion.

This is one of the oldest constellations, being

noticed in Homer (xriiL 486) and Hesiod (/in/,

598, 615, 61.9), both of w'hora employ the expres-

sion ffQivos '[Ipltavos. The figure w’as supposed to

represent an armed warrior ({I'^or

Arat), grasping a shield in his left hand and a
club in his right (manu laera tenens efi/;ruM, e/n-

mm altera^ Vitruv. ix. 4), with a glitteriug belt,

from which a sword depended (Halteus (trionigy

VafjinOy German. ; EnMy Cic.). The origin of the

name is quite unknown, the ordinarj' derivation

from o5poK, to whicli a mythical legend was

adapted, being altogether unworthy of attention.

The moniing setting of this remarkable cluster,

.about the beginning of November, pmnted out in

ancient times to the husbandman and the mariner

the approach of the roost stormy period of the year.

(Hor. Carm. L 28. 21, Epod. xv. 7, Carm. iii,

27. 18, Efx)d. X. 9 ; Viig. Aen. i 535, iv. 52.)

An anoiumous Greek writer quoted by Scaliger

declares that the popular name for Orion was
*AAcTpoT^iov, which seems a corruption of *AAcn>

TpoirJdioK, i. c. Cockg-fooiy and Idelcr thinks that

we can, without any great stretch of fancy, trace a

resemblance to a fowl strutting along.

AbTRONOMlA.
Among the Romans Jugula or Jupnias seems to

have been the iiidigenoiu appellation ; the former

is noticed by Varro and Festus, the latter occurs

in Plautus {Ampk. i, I. 119)~~'

** Nec Jugulae, ncque Vcsperugo, neque Vcrgiliae

occidunt

but no satisfactory explanation has been proposed.

The two bright stars (a, 7) under the head were
called Humeri. (V'ar. L. E vu 3.)

3. The Eridanur, XlorapAs (AraL 358), Am-
nis (Cic. German.). Aratus remarks that it w*as

considered as a remnant of the Kridanus,

Atir^cufor *Hpi9nyo7o ToKvtcXawrrov trorapoiOy

that mythical non-existent (rhr firi^oftov 77)1 Srro,

8trab.) stream which proved a fhiitfiil source of
speculation in ancient os it has done in modem
times. The Romans identified the Eridanus with
the Po • and hence while Cicero employs the former,

Germanicus uses Eridanus and Padus indifferently.

(Comp. Vitmv. ix. 4.) From Eratosthenes, the
^holiast on Germanicus and Hygimis (P. A. ii.

32), we Icam that this constellation was by others

called the Nile, that being the only eartUy river

which flowed from the south towards the north, as

this stream of stars appears to do when rising above
the horixon.

4. The Harb, Aaym6t (Arat 338), Aot^t,
/>7>«(Vitruv. ix. 4)y J^peg Lfpug (C\c,)t Auritug
I^pug (German.), Felox J^ntg (Manil.).

5. Tub Great Doo, Zclpior(Arat 326),
Canig (Cic.), (7<inig Siriug (German.). Aratus (342)
employs the phrase /icTcUatoKvvdr, but the epithet

must be here understood to refer to the magnitude
of the princi|Nil star and not to the constellation

Protyony which the Greeks never call the Little or

Lesser Dog.

The most important star in the Great Dog, per-

haps the brightest in the heavens, was frequently

specially named KiW, sometimes emphatically
TO doTpor, and by the Romans Canis or Caniculoy

but is more frequently designated by the appellation

2(ipioSy SiriuSy w'hich ocairs four tiroes in Hesiod
{Erg, 417, 587, 619, Scut. 397), although, in the
first of these passages, the sun, and not a fixed

star, is probably indicated. Indeed the word seems
to be properly an adjective, signifying jittering or
bright

;

and Eratosthenes remarks (c. 33), that

astronomers were in the habit of denominating other

stars iupiovs 8id rhv vfir Kirrjoiv. Homer
twice (//. V. 5, xxii. 25) alludes to this star with-
out naming it, in one passage with the epithet

oirmpiySsy which will be discussed hereafter.

About four hundred years before our era, the

heliacal rising of Sirius at Athens, corresponding

with the entrance of the sun into the sign Loo,

marked the hottest season of the year, and this

observation being taken on trust by the Romans
of a later epoch without considering whether it

suited their age and country, the Dies Cameularrs

became proverbial among thorn,' as the Dog Day$
are among ourselves, and the poets constantly refer

(0 the Lion and the Dog in connection with the

heats of midsummer.
6. Thb Littlb Dog, TlpoKimr (Arat 450),

I*reyon (German.), or, litenUly translated. Ante-
oanem (Cic.), Anieeanis (schol. German.), so called

because in Greece the constellation in question

rises heliacally before the (Great) Dog. *Tbe names
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to have been ffenemlly adopted, for Pliny (//.

xriiL 28), when of Procyon, remark*,
** quod ftidu* npud Romanos non habet nomcn,

niti OnirtUam hanc velimu* intcUif^, boc cst, mine*

rem cancm ut in ostri* pingitur,^ words which do

not necessarily imply that Procyon ever was ac-

tooliy termed Outi^a by the Roman writers,

although this was certainly sometimes the case if

we can trust the express assertion of Hyginus,

Canem (sc. Icarii) autem sua adpcllatione et

specie Canicu/um dixenint, quae a Uraecit, quod
ante majorem canem czoritur, TpoK^wv adpellatur

(P. A. ii. 4). A passage in Pliny {H.N. xriiu

69. § 3), would at first sight appear to be decisive

:

^ IV. Kalendas Mali, C^is occidit, sidus et per

sc vehemens, ei eui pmeoccidere Cnttiru/um nects$e

*ii.” But since we know that in Northern lati-

tudes the Great Dog not only rises after, but also

sets before the Little Dog, it is evident that, nnless

we suppose Pliny to be involved in inextricable

confusion, OtnietUa cannot here signify the sign

Procyon. The explanation generally adopted, d-
tbough somewhat forced^ is that a reference is

made to the practice of offering a dog in sacri-

fice on the Robigalia. (See Ov. Fagt. iv. 936,

&C. ; ColumeU. z. 342, and the commentators on

Pliny.)

While, as on the whole seems probable, Procyon

was sometimes termed Canicula by the Romans, so

on the other hand, the star Sirius seems to have

been occasionally called UpoK^car by the Greeks
because he rose before the rest of the constellation

to which he belonged. (See Galen. Comment, in

//ippoerai. Epidtm, 1) We cannot, however,

attach this meaning to the words of Horace (Carm.

ill. 29. 18)—
jam Procyon furit

Et stdla vesani Lc^is—
for the ap;^>carance of Procyon would to his country-

men bo in reality a more sure indication of the

hottest season than the rising of the Greater Dog.

We have already intimated that the Greeks
designate the two constellations simply as Kiwi^

and ripoictwr, not ns the Greater and Lesser Dog,

a distinction which prevailed among the Romans,
as we perceive cli^irly from Vitnivius (ix, 4):
^ Oeminos autem minusctilus Canis sequitur contra

^Anguis caput: Major item sequitur Minorem.**

When Bobtes was regarded as Icarius, and
Virgo, as his daughter Erigone, Procyon became
Macro, the dog of Icarius. (llygin. P. A. ii. 4 ;

comp. Ov. Fatt, iv. 940.)

7. Th* Ship Argo, ’Apyci (Aral. .342), Ar^
(Cic. Manil. i. 420), Savit (Cic.), An^o A’ar»s

(Cic.), Navis quae nominaiur Argo (Vitruv.),

Argoa jmppis (German.). Hatis //emum (Manil.

V. 13). Like Pegasus and the Bull, It w-os sup-

posed to represent only one half of the object

(q^ro^t), the ^rtion namely of the vessel be-

hind the mast (lOTiy Stxdcscra xor* o^rhi', Arat,

605. Pnppe trakitary German.), The brightest

star was by Eudoxus and Aratns (351, 368) dis-

tinguished as wifSdXtoP (gutirmactUumy Cic.), the

rudder, instead of which Kdi'a^or {McUa C^nopi

fptae kis regioniltus est ignotOy Vitruv. ix. 4), a name
which appears first in Eratosthenes (c. 37), and

Hipparchus, became general. According to the

S( hdiast on Germanicus, it w’os called also Ploie-

m/ieoR, or, as Martianus Capella has it, IHdemaeuSy

in honour, evidently, of tome Eg^'ptian monarch.
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This star, as the words of Vitruvius indicate, was
not visible in Italian latitudes,

Cicero, in addition to the rudder, ’distinguishos

the mast (ma/vm) also, “ radiato stipilo malum.’*
8. Th* Water Snake, ’TSpri (Arat. 444),

*T3por (Eratosth. Gemin. Ptolem), J/gdra (Cic,
Germ. Hygin. Avien.), Hydros (Germ.X Angmis
(Vitruv. ix. 4 ; Ov. Fast ii. 243 ; Manil. i. 422.
See also Serv. ad Virg. Georg. L 205 ; Hvgin.
P.A. ii. 40, liL 39).

9. The Cup, Kgdnjp (Arat 44R), Crater (Ger-
man. Vitruv. MaiiiL L 424), Fulgm* Cralera
(Cic.), f/ma (Schol. German.).

10. The Raven or Crow, ET3w\ov Kipojtos

(Arat 449X Corws (Cic. Qcmian Vitruv.),

Phoebo sacer ales (ManiL i. 424).
The Cup and the Raven were represented os

standing upon the back of the Water Snake, and
the whole three are grouped together by Ovid
{Fast. ii. 243) in the couplet :

—
Continuata loco tria sidera, Corvus ct Angnisy

Et medius Crater inter utrumque jacet.

j

II.ThbCentaur, K^rrowpo* (Arat 431, 436),
'Iwwrfra (Arat 664), Xslpssv (Eratosth.), <>»-
taurus (Cic. Vitruv. German.), Geminus Biformis
(German.), Sonipes (German.), Duplies Centaurus
imagins (ManiL i. 425), CTtrroii (German. 418,
624). By Ptolemy he is represent^ with a ihjT-

sus in bis bond, and these stars w*ere, os we are
I told by Geminus, formed by Hipparchus into a dis-

tinct constellation under the name 9up<r6koyxos.

'

12. The Wolf, eifplor (Amt 442), Destia

(Vitruv. ix. 4), Hostia (Hygin. P. A. ii. 38).
This, according to Aratus {1. c.) w*ns a wild boost

grasped in the hand of the Centaur, but it received

no name from the Greeks or Romans.
13. The Altar, 0vt^P4of (Arat 403), Am

(Cic. German. Manil i. 428), Apia Altaria saeris

(685), according to Geminus and Ptolemy Ou^ia-
^pioVy tranilatcd TuribtUssm by Germanicus and

' Vitruvius (ix. 4). The scholiast on Germanicus
furnishes two other names, Saerarium and Pharus,

In the legend preserved by Maniliua (I 428), it

was the altar erected by Jove when heaven was
invaded by the giants.

14. The Southern Crown. Not named by
Aratus, who merely remarks (4Ul) that under the
fore-feet of Sagittarius arc some stars sweeping

round in a circle {binsrol xvjrXy), but to these

Geminus and Ptolemy give the specific name of

Xrl^ayos ybnos. In consequence of no legend

being attached to the group, Germanicus (388) de-

scribes it 08

tine honors Corona

Ante Sagittiferi multum pemicia crura.

(Comp, Hygin. P. A. ii. 28. Manilius takes no

notice of it.) Geminus has presen’cd two other

names, ObpauicKos and KiipvKsiow • the former

Martianus Capella renders by Coelsilumy tbc latter,

used by Hipparchus, denotes a herald's wand of

pence. Others, according to the scholiast on Am-
tus, regarded it as Ixion's wheel rpox^v).

15. The Southern Fish, ’Ix^i^r n^tot

(Arat 387), Piscis Wo<tt(s (Manil i. 445 ; Hygin.

P. A. iii. 40), Piscis Australis (Cic.), Piseis

Austrinus (Vitruv. ix. 4 ;
Columcll xl 2).

It appears from Eratosthenes (38), and the

scholiast on Germanicus, that it was styled also

TX®^ piscis magnut*

.'igiiizea oy GoOglc
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Before quitting thi«i p<ut of our subject, wc

must add a few words on

Coma Dermioe*; Berenices Crinis, Miheus.

1. Ths Hair op Bxrbnics, nAdteo/ior s.

Bdorpuxos BfpovlKifs (Callim. SchoL ad Arai. 146),

Coma Berenices (see CatulL Ixv.) was, as «*e have

seen above, fanned by Conon out of certmn unap-

propriated (d^p^wTot) stars behind the Lion's

Tail, in honour of Berenice, the w'ife of Ptolemy
Kuergetos, and afforded a theme for a compli-

mentary elegy by Callimachus, of which wc pos-

sess a translation by Catullus. The constellation

being unknown to Aratus, is not alluded to by bis

tnuislatora, Cicero and Gcrmanicus, nor is it

noticed by Manilius. When Pliny (//.iV. iL 71)
observes “ Soptemtrioncs non cemit Troglodytice,

et confinis A^'ptus : nec Canopum Italia, et

qtiera vocant B^nices Crincm ; item quem sub
Divo Augusto cognominavere Coesaris Thronon,

insignci ibi stclIas," it is much more probable that

he committed a positive blunder, than that, as

some have supposed, he intended to indicate under

the namo of Berenices Crinem some southern sign

to which no one else makes any allusion.

2. Wc find in Ovid (Fast. ii. 795) the following

couplet in reference to the night of the 17th of

March :
—

Stella Lycaoniam rergit declivis ad Arcton

Miluus. Haec ilia node videnda venit,

and in Pliny (ff. N. xriiL 65. § 1), “ Caesar et

Idas Mortias ferales sibi annotarit Scorpionis oc-

casu: XV. vero Kulendas Aprilis Italiac Milvum
ostendi : duodecimo Kalendas Kquum occidere ma-
tutina'' In the first of these passages wo find a

constellation named MUvus or the Kite described

as one of the northern signs, or at least os a sign

Tisiblc in Italy, and the period of its rising fixed

to the 1 7th of March. The words of Pliny, although

more ambiguous than those of Ovid, would lead us

to suppose that he was quoting this, as well as the

preceding obseiration, fium the Calendar of Caesar

;

but the abruptness of bis ordinary style is such as

to prevent us from affirming this w'ith certainty.

Now no Greek and no other Roman writers

mention any constellation bearing the above name,

nor can wc adopt the explanation of Grotius, who
supposes that the S^*an or the Eagle is indicated,

for the rising of these signs is removed by three

months from the period here fixed. Ideler has, in

all probability, discovered the solution of the

enigma. In the Pnmpegma of Oeminus, a phae-

nnmenon described by the words ’I#rr<i'of ^tVercu,

i.e. AfiJvHS apparet, is placed by Eudoxus thirteen

days l»efore the vernal equinox, and by Euctemon
and CalippuB respectively, eight days and one day
before the same epoch, while -Ptolemy, in his

iwAoi'wK, marks under the 12th ofPhame-
noth (i. e. accfwding to Idclcr 8th March),

Kol Inrit^os ipainsrai. But the hrrTyoSy

rendered tni/vus by the Latins, was, as we arc

told by Aristotle (H. A. riil 16), a bird of pas-

aoge, and hence the arrival of the I^rtyor, like that

of the swallow, took place at and served to mark a

particular season of the year. Ovid and Pliny,

being ignorant of this fact, and finding in tbo

calendan which they consulted the words Aftivns

apparet^ took it for granted, without further in-

quiry, th.^t AfUrus was the namo of a constellation;

for when we consider the context of the naturalist,
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as well as the date, but one day later than that
fixed by Ovid, wc can scarcely doubt that he, m
well as the poet, believed MUrusXo be a“ Stella.**

II. Risings and Srttings op thb Fixbd
Stars.

A nation like the Greeks, whose climate per-

mitted them to watch their flocks by night during
a considerable port of the rear, could not fail to
rcnmrk that certain fixed stars appeared and dis-

appeared in regular succession, as the sun passed
through the diiTerent stages of bis annual career.

Accordingly, we find, that at early as the time of
Hesiod, the changes of the seasons, and the more
important operations of agriculture, were fixed with
n-fcrcDcc to the risings and settings of Orion, the
Pleiades, the Hyadet, Arcturus, and Sirioa Such
observations were in the first instance extremely
rude

; but oRcr Thales hod turned the attention
of bis countiymen to scientific astronomy, these
celestial phenomena w*ere determined with great
care and accuracy : tables .were drawn up in which
the risings and settings of the more brilliant stars,

with reference to the sun, were fully detailed, to-

gether with such notices, touching the winds and
weather to be expected at the different epochs, as

experience suggested. Copies were engraved on
stone or brass, and, being nailed or hung up in the
market-places of Im^c towns and other pWes of
public resort, received the name of vopas^^ro.
Two catalc^cs of this description have been pre-

served which are valuable, inasmuch as they
frequently quote the authority of the early Greek
astronomers, Meton, Euctemon, Eudoxus, C^ippus,
Ac. for their statements. The one was drawn up
by Oeminus (fl. b. c. 80), the other by the famous
Ptolemy (a. D. 140), In the former the risings

and settings of the stars arc fixed according to

the passage of the sun through the signs of the
zodiac

; in the latter they are ranged under the
months and ^ears of the Julian Calendar.

The practice commenced by Hesiod was followed
by subsequent writers upon rural economy, and
wc accordingly find numerous precepts in Virgil,

Columella, and Pliny delivered with reference to

the risings and settings of the stars, forming a
complete Calcndarium Rusticum. Ovid has com-
bined the Fasti of the city with these Rural Al-
manacs, and has thus gained an opportunity of
enlivening his poem by recounting the various

myths attached to the constellations. Indeed it

would appear that Caesar, when be reconstructed

the Fasti of Romo, included the risings and set-

ting of the stars, since Pliny frequently quotes the
authority of Caesar for his statements on these
points. Thus the Fasti of Ovid may bo considered

as a commentary upon the almanac in common
use.

The early Grecian parapeymala wore undoubt-
edly constructed from actual observation in the

countries where they were fint exhibited, and must
therefore have completely onsw'ercd the purpose
for which they were intended. But this doe* not
by any means hold good of the corresponding

compilations of the Homans, who, being little

vers^ in astronomy themselves, copied blindly

from others wiUuml knowledge or discrimination.

It is necessary to attend to two facts :
—

1. The time of the risings and settings of the
fixed stars varies for the wime place at different

epochs. Thus the Pleiades w*hich at Rome rose
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along with the tun on the 16th of April, s. a 44,

ro*c with the aim at Rome aevcral dnya earlier in

the age of Melon, and do not now rise with the

aim at Rome until several days later. This ia

caused by the precession of tbo equinoxes.

2. The time of the risings and settings of the

fixed stars is different on the same day in places

whose latitude is different. Thus, in the year

w'ben the Pleiades rose along with the sun at

Home on the 16ih of April, they did not rise along

with the sun at Athens until the 22d of April.

Too little attention was paid to these consider*

ations by the Roman writers ; and consequently

wc not uufrequently discover that they combined

the observations gf astronomers who lived at times

and places remote from them and from each other

— that calculations mode for the latitude of Athens,

or of Rhodes, or of Alexandria, 300 years before,

were adopted at once and transferred to their

calendars without change or modification.

Another soun-e of confusion is a want of pro*

cision in specifying the different kinds of risings

and settings, which ought always to be most care>

fully distinguished from each other by appropriate

scientific terms.

The risings and settings of the fixed stars, when
considered with reference to the sun's place in his

orbit, may be arranged under eight heads :
—

() When a star rises at sunrise.

() When a star rises at sunset.

(c) When a star sets at sunrise.

(d) When a star sets at sunset

(a) When a star r^es shortly before the sun so

as to be just visible in the morning twilight as it

ascends above tbe horizon before its rays are over*

powered by the light of the more brilliant lu*

minaiy*.

(/3) When a star rises shortly afrer sunset so ns

to be just visible in the evening twilight ns it

ascends above the horizon.

(7) When a star sets shortly before sunrise so

as to be just visible in the morning twilight as it

sinks below the horixozu

(8) When a star sets shortly after sunset to as

to be just visible in the evening twilight as it

inks below the horizon.

Tbe names by which those, taken in order, arc

discriminated by the Greek astronomers Geminus
(/fupop. cap. xi.) and Ptolemy {Afaih, Syntax. viiL

4 ) are the following :
—

(a) ’EirtToAh G.
—

*E^a <ri/»»aya*

ToXh P.— Ortus AfatHtimu Venu. True
morning rising.

(i) ’E»iToAh ^iTwtpla AXi7dir^, 0. — 'Eenrep/a

^vaxaroKif P .—Ortus Vetpfrtinut P^enu.

True evening rising.

(r) Avcis iXriOirftf G.— 'E^a ovyKord-
ivais P.— Gcoum Matn/inus I’erus.

True morning setting.

(d) AiVif i<nr*pi«k G.— 'Eenrepta

tnyKardSvffit dAifdu>^, P.— Oeauiu V’erperlmtu

y«rm$. True evening setting.

(a) *Ew(toX^ G.*^'Eq»a wpoaxa-

ToAh <fnui>ofi4rrff P.— Ortu* Maittitnus Apparens
a Ortu$ Udiacm. Heliacal rising, i. e. First risible

rising of a star in the morning twilight.

(A) 'EviroAh lirrepfa ^cu»'op4i^, G.-*-'E(rrtpfa

^ax<ero\)l tpaiyofdtnit P.— OrtuM Ve^)eriinu3

Apparen$, I^t visible rising of a star after

sunset.

(7) A^is 0 .
— 'E^a wp6iuats
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P.— Occatua Matutinus Apparans.
First visible setting of a star before sunrise.

(8) Averts inrtpla ^rop«io}, O.— 'Eenrepta

4vucard8u(rts ^»otjoop«yi), P.— Oocasui Vfx}>ertinua

Appurau s. Ocea*u$ Ildiactu. Heliacal setting,

I. e. Last visible setting of a star in the evening
twilight.

ith regard to the above technicalities we most
observe

1. That Gcmimis {L c.) draws a distinction Ixv
tween the words kyaroKii and 4irrroA^. Ry
dvoroA^ he understands the rising of a star con*
sidcred simply with reference to its elevation aliove

the horizon, which takes place once in twenty-four
hours in consequence of the diurnal motion

; by
4witoA^, the rising of the star considered wnth re-

ference to its distance from the sun, which depends
upon the sun's place in the ecliptic. As to the
settings of the stars, he would maxe Si^ir the cor-

relative of dwroA^ and npv^is of VtjtoA^
j
but to

this last definition he does not himself adhere,
since he constantly employs 8t^tr to denote the
setting of a star, when considered with reference

to its distance from the sun. Ptolemy, while he
includes all the risings and settings under the
general designation of 4*d<r«tr dvAarwv, endeavours
to introduce an improved nomenclature, by vary-
ing the preposition according as the star rises or
sets along with (ir^), or before (wp^) or after

(M) the sun, but pays no regard to the rule of

Geminus with respect to draroXAi and iwtroX^i.

2. Two terms, in addition to those set down
above, are commonly employed by writers on
these topics, the Cosmical rising and setting

(Ortus Conucu»j Occaatia C.\ and the Acrony-
cUAt rising and setting (Ortas Acromyciusy Oo-
OOSKS A.),

Tbe epithet G>smtevs, as applied to this subject,

first occurs in a note of Servius on Virg. Geory. i.

218, ** ortus et occasus duo sunt: unus ^Aioadr,

id est, $olari$ ; et alter Ko<rpwc4r, id cst, munduntu

:

unde fit ut ea signa quae cum sole oriuntur a nobis
non pottint videri ; ct ea, quae videmui, quantum
ad soils rationem pertinet, ridcantur occidcre.”

Modem astronomers have for the most port (see

Petavius, Varr. ZXss. p. 3, cd. 1630) adopted tho
phrase Ortiu Cotmicua to indicate the rising marked
(aX that is, the Oriua Afaintinua f'eriM, and Oe-
eaama Caamicua to indicate the setting marked (c),

that is, the Oorasns Alatutinua Keros, but Idelcr

{Hiatoriaeha Unterauchnnfjmy &c. p. 31 1), while he
interprets Ortua Coamicua in the sense ustuilly re-

ceived, applies Occatua Coamicua to the setting

marked (7X that is, to the Occaaua Afatuiinua

Appama.
Agaui, the epithet dxp6wxos appears to be

first used by Theophrastus {De Siynia J*luv. et Vent.

cap. i. I 2) where dyaroXal dxp6yvxoi arc alone

mentioned, and are distinctly explained to moan
the rising of a star at sunset, that is, the Ortua

Veaperiinua Verna marked (6), and in this sense

the phrase Orfos AcronycMua is found in the trea-

tises of Petavius and others who employ also the

expression Oeeaaua Aeronyehua to indicate the set-

ting marked (</), that is, the Oeeaaua Va^Mrttnua

Verna. Idelcr concurs in the Utter, but interprets

Orfua Acronychus to mean tbo rising marked (3),
that is, the Ortua Veapartinna Apporena. This view
is certainly at variance with the words of Theo-
phrastus, which are quite explicit and ore cor-

roborated by Julius Firmicus (ii. 8) ;
but on tb«
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other hand in the Pampegma of Ocminns, in the

ohsenntionf ascribed to Eudoxus, axp6yvxos is

the ^neml term applied to all evening settings, and
most of these unquestionably refer to the apparent

phcnoiiieua. Euctemon again makes use of

plus to express the same meaning. The words
'ApKTovpos dKp6mfxos vptftas Swfi under ScoTpius

d. 8. ore prolnbly corrupL

Under these circumstances to prevent all eon-

fuaion or ambiguity, we have altogether passed over

the terms Cotmictu and Acroni/cAus in our table,

but have retained I/eliacus^ which, like Cotmiem,
first occurs in the passage quoted from Servius,

but is applied uniformly by subso(|uent uTiters to

the phenomenon marked (a) and (5), and to no
others.

3. Pliny {II. N. xriii. 25) proposes to desig-

nate by EmersuSf what w*e have called the He-
liacal Rising (a), because the star then for the

first time emerges from the sun's mys, and by
Ooctt!(aiio^ what we have called the Heiiaeal Sitting

(3), because this is the last appearance of the star,

which is forthwith obscured by the sun's rays, but

these terms do not appear to have been ever gene-

rally received.

4 . It is manifest that of the eight phenomena,
named above, the first four are purely matters of

calculation, since the true risings and settings never

can be risible to the naked eye. These then

onght always to have been, and for some time al-

ways were, excluded from rural calendars intended

for the use of practical men. We find, however,

from the fragments of Colippua, preserved in the

Parapegma of Oemlnus, when verified by compu-
tation, that this astronomer had substituted the

true risings and settings for the apparent risings

and settings, which were there marked in the tables

of Kuctemon, Meton and Eudoxus. Hence, great

caution would become indispensable in quoting

from different authoriliea, or m advancing an ori-

guial statement. If the rising of a star was named,
it would be necessary not only to specify whether

it was the morning or the evening rising, but also

whether the true or the apf-orent rising was indi-

cated, and to proceed in like manner for the setting

of a star. Now and then wo find in Cohunella and
Pliny some attempt to preserve accuracy in one or

other of those essential points, as when the latter ob-

serves (xviit 74) :
“ Pridie Kalendas ( Nov. ) Coesari

Arctums occidit ct Suculac ucoriuntur cum $oJe ; ^

“XVI. KaL Octob. iCgypto Spica, quam tenetVirgo,

exoritur matutino, Etesiaeque desinunt. Hoc idem
Caeaari XIV. Kalendas XIII. Ass}Tiae signifi-

cant;" and even in Virgil, as when he defines

the morning tftting of the Pleiads :
“ Ante tibi

;

Koac Atlontides abscondantur but for the most

fjQit both in prose writers and in poets, every-

thing is vogue and unsatisfactory
;

risings and

settings of all descriptions, calculated for different

epochs and for different latitudes, ore thrown to-

gether at random. In order to substantiate these

charges, we may examine the statements contained

ill Columella, Ovid, and Pliny with r^|;ard to Ayro,

a constellation to which considerable importance

was attached by the Romans, since the bt'ginning

of Autumn in the calendar of Caesar wm marked
by its (true) morning setting. It will suit our

purpose particularly well, because from its limited

extent every portion of the constellation became
visible, within two or three days after the appear-

ance of the first star
;
and hcncc no ambiguity
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' could arise from the heliacal risings of the extreme

I

portions being sepamted by an interval of some

j

weeks, as was the case vrith Orion and others
' stretching over a large space in tlie heavens, in

treating of which it became necessary to specify

particular portions of the figure, as when we read
“ Orionis humerus oritur *” ** Gladius Ononis oc-

cidcre incipit;” Orion totus oritur," and so forth.

In the following quotations, the words FuHs and
Fitiicula seem to be absolutely sj'nonymous, there

being no reason to believe that the latter was ap-
plied exclusively to the peculiarly bright star which
m the catalogues of modem astronomers is a Lffrae^

the 6 Ka^itf^s rUt K^pas of Ptolemy, although to

this in all proliability most of the observations were
directed. We shall set down in regular order

first the settings and then the risings.

Settings of Lyra,

(1.) Pridie Id. Aug. (12 Angtist) Fidis occidit

mane et Auctumnns incipit. CoA xL 2. § 57.

According to Pliny (xviii. 59), the setting of

Fidicula occtiurus ) marked the commence-
ment of autumn, and took place on the forty-sixth

day after the solstice, that is, on the 8ih of August,

if wc include, according to the Roman roetbe^ of

computation, the 24th of June, the day from which
he reckoned. In a subsequent chapter (68. § 2) he
states that the phenomenon in question took place,

according to the Calendar of (Caesar, on the 1 1th of

August, but that more accurate obsen'ations had
fix^ it to the 8tb, and thU he soon after repeats

(69. §4).

(2.) XIII. Kal. Sept. (».s. 20 August) Sol in

Virgiuem transitum fiicit... hoc eodem die Fidis

occidit.— X. KaL Sept. (23 August) ex eodem
siderc tempestas plcnunquc oritur et pluvio. C'o-

lumdl. xi. 2. § 58.

(3.) XI. Kal. Feb. (22d January) Fidicula Vos-

pere occidit, dies pluvius. Coiumell. x. 2. § 5.

Ovid places the setting on 23rd of January.

Fulgebit toto jam Lyra nulla polo. FasL i. 653.

(4.) III. Kal. Feb. (30 January) Fidicula oc-

cidit. Coiumcil. xi. 2. § 6.

(5.) Kal. Feb. (1 February) Fidis incipit oc-

ciderc. Ventus Eurinus ct interdum Austcr cum
grandine esL Columell. xi. 2. § 14.

III. Non. Fcbr. (3rd February) Fidis tota oc-

cidit. ColumtU. Ibid.

Ovid, i^nthout alluding to what he had said be-

fore, remarks on the 2nd of February {FasL

ii. 73):

Ilia nocte aliquis tolicns od sidcra \*\dtnm,

Dicct, ubi cst hodic, quae Lyra fulsit hcri ?

Pliny has (xviii. 64) “ Et pridio Nonas Fcbni-

orios (4tb February) Fidicula vesperi (sc. occidit).

Risings of Lyres.

(6.) IX. Kal. Mai. (23rd April) prima nocte

Fidicula apparet, tempestatem significat. CclumeU.

XL 2. g 37.

VI. Kal. Mai. (26th April) Baeotiae et Atiicae

Canis Vesperi occuJtatur, Fidicula mane oritur.

Plin. xviii. 66. § 1.

(7.) Ovid {Fast, V. 415) names the 5th of May
as the day on which Lyra rises.

(8.) III. Id. Mai. (I3th May) Fidis mane ex-

oritur, significat texupesUtem. Volume. xL 2. § 40.

gtiizea oy Google
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III. Id. MoL Fidiculae ezortiu. PUm, zriu. G7>

§3.
Id. Mai. (15th May) Fidi« mane exoritur.

CUumeii. xL 2. § 43.

(9.) 111. Non. NoTcmb. (3rd November) Fi*

dicula mane exoritur, hiemat ct piuit. CoiumtU.

xi. 2. S 84.

(10.) VIII. IcLNovemb. (6th November) idem

•idus totum exoritur, Auatcr vel Favoniux, hiemat.

ColmmeU. Ibid.

(11.) XVI. Kal. Dec. (16th November) Fidis

exoritur mane, Auster, interdum Aquilo maguu*.

CoiumeiL xi. 2. S 88.

(12.) Non. Januar. (5th Januar)') FidU ex-

oritur mane : tempestoe vnria. CoiumeiL xi. 2.

§97.

Institerint Nonae, mia u tibi nubibua atria,

Sigua dabuut imbrea exorientc Lyra.

Ovid. FwU. i. 31.5.

Pridie Nonas Januarias (4th January) Caesari

Delphinus matutino exoritur ct postero die Fi-

dicul^ PU». xviiL 64.

The total disregard of precision in the phraseo-

logy employed in describuig the above appearances

is evident in almost every assertion, but the con-

fusion may be considered to have reached a climax

when we read the words ** Fidis (or Fidicula) ex-

oritur mane,*' used without variation or explanation

to denote a phenomenon assigned to the 26th of

April, the 5d and 15th of May, the 3d and 16th

of November. By examining each paragraph

separately, wc shall be still more fully convinced

of the carelessness and ignorance displayed.

(1.) The true morning of Lueida Lyrae
took place at Rome in the age of Caesar, on the

12th or 13th of August, and therefore the Calendar

of Caesar here followed by Columella was more ac-

curate than the authorities quoted by Pliny, unless

these referred to a different latitude. Remark,
however, that no hint is dropped by either to in-

dicate that the fme, and not the apparent morning

niting is meant ; and it ought to be borne in mind
that the latter happened, at the epoch in question,

on that very day at Alexandria. In the Para-

pegnia of Oeminus also, w’6 And, under 1 1th of

August (17 Leo), Xvpa Suercu.

(2.) This roust be the apparmt morning eetting

which took place at Rome on 24tb of August for

the Julian epoch.

(3.) The true crrain^ eettingy calculated for

Alexandria at the same epoch, took place on 23d
of January, the very day named by Ovid.

(4.) This is the keliaciU erttingy which, for

Lueida Lyrac, took place at Rome on 2Uth of

Jimuary.

(5.) These notices seem to be borrowed from

old Greek calendars. Kudoxus, ns quoted by Ge-
niinus, assigns the evening {dKp6vvxos) eriting of

Lyra to the llth degree of Aquarius, that is, the

4ih of February according to the Julian calendar.

It will be seen that the three last paragraphs

(3.\ (4.x (5.), without any change of expression,

spread the setting of Lyra over a space extending

from 23d of January to 4 th Febniary, the ap-

parent and true settings for Rome being on the

28th January and 9tb February respectively.

(6.) The a/)pi2rrt»< evening ritinpy which seems

clearly pointed out by the words of Columella,

tr.^)k place at Rome for the Julian cm on I4th of

April, at Alexandria <m 26th of April : the true
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I evening rising at Rome on 22d April, and to this,

therefore, the statement of Columell.% from what-
ever source derived, must, if accurate, apply.

Pliny has here fallen into a palpable blunder, and
has written mane for vesperi. In fact he has
copied, perhaps at second bond, the observation of

Eudoxus aith regard to the Lyre and Dog (see

Porapeg. of Gem.), except that he has inserted the

word mane where the Greek astronomer simply
says \vpa InirtXXei.

(7.) This will agree tolerably well with the
true evening rising at Alexandria for the Julian
eta, but is twenty-one days too late for the apfm-
rent evening setiimf at Rome, and thirteen days too

late fur the true evening Betting.

(8.) Here all is error. We must manifestly

substitute vegfiere fur mane in both passages of

(^iunicILi
;

but even thus the obscr%*ation will

not give anything like a close approximation to any
rising of Lyra either at Rume or Alexandria in tlie

Julian nge.

(9.) Copied verbatim along with the accom-
panying prognostic of the weather, from the Pura-
pegroa of Geminus, w'hcre it is ascril>ed to Euc-
tcnion. The day, hon*evcr, corresponds closely

with the keiiaeal risingy which took place at Romo
OD 5th of November.

(10.) Copied along with the prognostic “hie-
mat *’ (trol 6 d^p ylueroi its ini vd
voAAd) from the same compilation where it is as-

cribed to Democritus, who Axed upon this day for

the true morning rising (\upa ^in§d\Aei dpa rjXl<p

dsltrxoyri). At Romo this risii^ fell upon 23d
of October.

(11.) Copied again from the same source, where
it is ascri)>ed to Eudoxus. Here the observation con

in no way be stretched so os to apply to Rome.

(12.) This, like the last, can in no way be made
applicable to Rome ; but the heliacal setting at

.Alexandria took place, for that epoch, about fuur

days later, on the .0th or lUth of January,

Having now pointed out the difficulties which
the student roust expect to encounter in prosecuting

his inquiries in this department, we proceed briefly

to examine the most remarkable passages in tho

classical writers, where particular periods of the

year are defined by referring to the risings and
settings of the stars. We begin with the most
important,— the Pleiades, Arclurus, and Sirius,

which we shall discuss fully, and then add a few
words U{K>n others of less note.

Tub Plkiadea.

Hksiod.— Hesiod indicates the period of har-

vest by the rising of the Atlos-bom Pleiads (J’.'nf,

384) after they- had rciiiaincd concealed fur forty

days and forty nights. Now in the age of Hesiod
(a. c. 800), tho heliacal rising of the Pleiads took

place at Athens, acrording to the computation of

Idoler, on the I9th of May of the Julian Calendar,

which U just tho season when tho wli(*ut crop

comes to maturity in that climate. Again (L <*.),

he indicates tho commcnccnicnt of the plnughiiig-

senson, and the close of the season for navigrttlug,

by tho moniiiig setting of the Pleiads, which iu

that age and latitude toll almiu the third of the

Julian Noverol)er. In these and all other passages

where Hesiod speaks of the risings and settings of

the stars, we must unqucsliuiuibly assume that he
refers to tho npiKirriit phcnoinemL Indeed it is

by DO means improbable that the precepts which
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he inculcatee may W the result of the personal ob>

serrations of himself and his contempontries.

VaRRO, CoLl'MXLLA, PUNV. MoTninp /?«-

— (1.) Vorroi, where he describes the distribu>

tion of the year into eight divisions, according to

the calendar of Caesar, states that there was a

space of forty-six days from the vernal equinox

(25th March) to the rising of the Pleiades ( Vtrgi-

lUirum ATor^am), which is thus fixed to the 8lh or

aih of May. {K. R. I 28.)

(2.) Pliny (xyUL 66. §1) names the 10th of

May.
Columella has three distinct notices (77. R. xi.

2. §§ 36, 39).

(3.) X. KaL Mai. (22d April) leryi/ioe cum
toU onim^r.

(4.) iVonts A/aiis (7thMay) Ver^liae esoriuntur

fnanc,

(5.) VI. Idus $c. Mai (10th May) Veiyiliae

toio€ apffareni ; and this lost corrcs|>onds with his

assertion elsewhere, that the phenomenon takes

place forty-ciglit days after the vernal equinox

(ix.14. g4).
Now the true morning rising of the Pleiads

took pbke at Romo in the age of the above

writers, who are all embraced within the limits of

A centuT}', about the 1 6th of April, the apparent

or beUa<^ rising about the 28th of May. Hence, :

not one of the above statements is accurate. But

(1)(2) (4) (5) approach closely to the observ-

ation of Kuctemon (b.c. 430), according to whom
the Pleiad rises on the 13th of Taurus (8th of

May), and (3), which expressly refers to the true

rising, although inapplicable to Rome, will suit the

latitude of Athens for the epoch in question.

Morning SeUing.-^{\.) Voiro places the setting

of the Pleiades ( Ver^iantm occamm) forty-five

days after the autumnal equinox (24th Sept.), that

is, on the 6lh or 7ih of November (R. ft i. 28).

(2.) Pliny names the 11th of November (xviiL

60, 74 :
the text in c. 59 it corrupt).

Ck>lttmella, os before, has a succession of notices.

(3.) X/II. H XII. h'al. Noc. (20th and 21st

Oct.) Soiis ejrortu Vergiiicu ine^nunt orc^ers.

(4.) V. Kai. Nov. (28tb Oct.) VergUiae oed-

dunt.

(5.) VI. Id. Not). (8th Nov.) Virgiliae mane
oedduni.

(6.) IV. Id. Noo. (10th Nov.) kiemi* sntfwm.

These are all taken from his calendar in xL 2 ;

but in ix. 14. § 11, Ah aeqninoctio . ... ad Ver~

giliarum occaeum dieifue XL.'* t. e. 2d or 3d of

November. Compare ii. 8. § 1.

Now the true morning setting of the Pleiads

took place for Rome at that epoch on the 29ih of

Octo^r, the apparent rooming setting on the 9th

of November. Hence, it appears that (5) may be

regarded as an accurate determination of the ap-

parent morning setting, and that (1) and (2) ap^

proach nearly to the truth, especially when we
bear in mind that variations to the extent of two

or even three days roust be allowed in regard to

a phenomenon which depends in some degree on

the state of the atmospliere. We perceive also

that (4) is correct for the true morning settmg,

while (3), which is inapplicable to Rome, cor-

responds to the horizon of Athens in the time of

Melon. In the passage from Colum. ix. 14, we
ought probab1y*to adopt the conjecture of Pon-
tedera, and read xliv. for xl.

/Cffrning^tiMg and Rrening Rising. The evea-
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iog setting of tlie Pleiades took place, according to

Columella, on the 6th of April ( VIII. Idus Aprilis

VergUiae Vespert ceUadur) ; according to the ca-

Icndqr of Caesar on the 5th. (Colum. zt. 2. § 34 ;

Plin. II. N. xviil 66.) These statements are not
for from the truth, since the apparent evening set-

ting took place at Rome for the Julian epoch ou
the Btb of ApriL The apparent evening rising

belonged to the 25th of September.
Virgil.— Virgil {Georg, l 221) enjoins the

husbandman not to sow his wheat ontU after the
ractfuiog setting of the Pleiades :

—
Ante tibi Eoae Atlantides abecondontur
Onosiaque ordentis decedat Stella Coronae
Debita quam sulcis committas semino.

Hesiod, as we have seen above, fixes the com-
mencement of the ploughing season, without ntakiiig

any distinction as to the particular crop desired,

by the (apparent) morning setting of the Pleiades,

that is, for hU age, the beginning of Novemb>T.
But it is impossible to tell whether Virgil intended

merely to repeat this precept or had in his eye the

esdendar of Caesar or some similar compilation.

Columella (ii. 8. § 1), in commenting upon these

lines, understands him to mean the true morning
setting, which, he says, takes place thirty-two days
after the equinox, that is, ou the 25th or 26th of

October, a calculation not far from the truth, since

wc have pointed out above that the 28th was the
real day.

There U another passage where both the rising

and the setting of tho Pleiades are mentioned in

connection w'ith the two periods of the honey hor-

rest {Georg, iv. 231)

Bis gravidos cogunt foetus, duo tempora meuis,
Taygete simul os terris ostendit honcstum
Pleios ct ocoani spretos pede repulit ainnes.

Aut eadem sidus fugiens ubi Pucis oquosi

Tristior hybemas coeJo descendit in undas.

Here, again, there is nothing in tho context h^
which «*e can ascertain the precise periods whicn
the poet desired to define, we can only make a
guess by cumparing his injunction with those of

others. Columella (xi. 2) recommends that the

combs should be cut, if fuIL^ about the 22nd of

April
; but, since he adds that if they ore not full

the operation ought to be deferred, the matter is

left quite indefinite. Now, the words of Virgil

teem clearly to point to the heliacal rising which
took place m his time at Rome about the 28th of

May, more than five weeks after the day given by
Columella. In like manner the last-named writer

advises (xL 2. §57) that the autumnal collection

of honey should he put off until the month of

October, although others were in tho habit of be-

gimiing earlier. The true morning setting was, as

dreody stated, on the 28th of October, the ap-

parent on the 9th of November.
As to tbe expression ** sidus fugiens ubi Piscis

sqnosi,*' it will be sufficient to observe that al-

though the ** Piscis ** in question has been vari-

ously supposed to be— one of the fishes in the

zodiac— the Southern Fish— the Hydra— the
Dolphin—or even the Scoq>ion, no one has yet

succeeded in proposing a reasonable or intelligible

interpretation, which can be reconciled with any
delineation of the heavens with which we are

acquainted.

Ovid.—We are told in the Fasd (it. 165)

r' by
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thmt at daybreak cm the morning which fullowi the I

1st of April : —
I

Pleiades incipiunt horoerot rdcvarc patenioa

Quae teptem dici, tea tamen esse solcnU I

According to the legend, the Pleiades were the

daughters of Atlas, who supported tbh bcaTcnt on

his shoulders, and hence, when they disappeared

from the sky, they might be said to remove a

portion of their father's burden ** bumeros relevarc

patemos.** The apparent morning setting is there-

fore clearly denoted. But this took place at Rome
on the !^th of November, while, on the other hand,

the apparent evening (or heliacal) setting fell upon

the 8th of April, only six days after the date men-
tioned. Hence, the poet blundered between the

morning setting and the evening setting, which arc

many months apart.

Again (v. 599), the Pleiades are said to rise

visibly in the morning on May 14tb, marking the

end of spring and the beginning of summer. Now
the heliacal rising of the Pleiades did not take

lace at Rome when Ovid wrote until May 28th
;

ut the phenomenon in question took place at
i

Athens on May I6th in the age of Melon. Hence
this o>)sep’ation was evidcDtly copied from a Greek

calendar computed for the fifth century b. c,

Arcturub.

Considerable difficulty arises in the discussion of

the passages which refer to Arcturus, from the^>
cumstance that this name is sometimes appima
gciwmJly to the whole of the wide-spreading con-

stellation of Budtes, and sometimes confined to the

bright star in the knee of the figure.

lioMSR.— Homer (Od, v. 29) speaks of A re-

turns as fiifc i6omay because the apparent evening

or heliacal setting took place late in the year when
winter was nigh at band, and hence the phrase

pwcrtt *ApKTOvp^ for long niffiU*. (See Amt.
58.x) Another explanation of the phrase has bcc-n

given above when disenssing the constellation

Bootes.

Hssiod.—

H

esiod (£’rg. 564) dates the com-

mencement of Spring from the evening rising of

Aretorus (/vir^AXeroi dicpoKW^oiof) sixty days

after the srdstice. Now the apparent evening rising

fur the age and country of Hesiod fell upon the

24th of February, therefore his statement is correct

Id round numbed
Again, in the same poem (659) he marks the

peric^ of the vintage by the morning (heliacal)

riling of Arcturus, which, acewding to Ideler, fell

in that age on the 18th of Septemb^.
CoLUMRLLA, PUMY.

—

Afontu^ Kmng. Colu-

mella (ix. 14. § 10) placet the ruing of Arcturus

about fifty days after the rising of Canicula
;
and

since the heliacal rising of the latter fell on the

2d of August at Rome in the Julian era, and of the

former on the 2 1 st of September, the computation

is exact.

Pliny (xviiL 74), Arcturu* rero nediut pridie

him* (sc. Septembr. oritur), t. e. 12th of September,

where the middle portion of the whole constellation

is indicated, and the observation U very accurate.

Mormimff SeUmg.—~(\.) XI, et X. KaL Jun.

(22d and 23d May) A returns mane occidit CoL
xi. 2. § 43.

(2.) yjl. Id, Jun, (0th June) Arcturus occidit.

Id. § 45,
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(3.) Pliny (xviiL 67. § 3) ascribes the Areturi
orcasus matvtinus to V. Id. A/oi, ue. 1 1th May.

(4.) Again, in the same section we find that

Arcturus mattUino occidit on the 8th of June.
Now' the true moniing setting of Arcturus fnr

Rome at this epoch belongs to 28th of May, the

apparent morning setting to 10th of June.

But ( 1 ) seems to be copied from the observation

of Buctemon in the Parapegma ofQemtnus
; (2) is a

close approximation to the apparent morning setting

for Romo ; (3) is altogether erroneous, and must
be a true morning setting extracted from some old

Greek calendar
; (4) corresponds with (2), and U

nearly correct.

Exmimj Hisinff.— (1.) IX, Kal. Afart. (21st

Feb.) Arcturus prima node oritur. Col. xi. 2. §21.
(2.) Orius Areturi qui est ab IdAus Ftbruards

(13th Feb,). Col. ix. 14.

(3.) VIII. Kal. Mart (22d Feb.) hirumdinis

risu H posicro die (23d Feb.) Areturi eitvrtu rct-

pertiao. Plin. II. N. xviiL 65.

Now the apparent evonbig rising of Arctunts
took place for Rome at the Julian epoch on the

27th of February, the true evening rising on the

6th of March. But since it is evident from (2)
that Columella here employed Arcturus to deiiuto

not rooroly the star properly so call(^d, but tlie

whole figure of Bootes, a latitude of several days
must be allowed in the case of this as of all the

larger constcllationa. See below the remarks on
Ov. Fast, ii. 153. Wo may remark, however, thnt

21st—23d of February will answer for the appa-

rent evening rising of the star Arcturus at Athens
in the age of Melon.

Eteming Setting.— IV. K<d A or. (29ib Oct)
Arcturus vespere occidit^ ventosus dies, CoL xi. 2.

§78.
This is taken verbatim from an observation of

Euctemon quoted in the Parapegma of Geminus.
The helioc^ settbig for Rome was a few days

I later, about the 4th of November. But the o'b-

I

servation of Euctemon is not accurate for the lati-

' tude of Athens in his own age, for the phenomenon

I

ought to liave been placed about five days earlier,

I

which proves, as Pfaffi remarks, that the Greek
astronomers are not always to be depended upon in

these matters.

We find in Pliny (xviii. 68. § 2), VIII. Id.

Aug. (6th August) Arcturus medius occidit. This
is so far removed from any setting of the star in

question that Harduin pronounces the text corrupt,

and substitutes VII. Id. Aug. Aquarius occidit me-
diKs, while Pfaff endeavours to refer the expression

to the culmination, an explanation which is both

in itself forced and completely at variance with the

ordinary usage of Pliny.

Again, Pliny (xviiL § 74), Pridie Kalmdas
(Nov.) Caesari Aretu$ms ooddit, i.e. 31st of Oc-
tober, and a few lines farther on I V. A'oaas A re-

turu* occidit vesperi. The latter is not far from

the truth ; the former, unless it refers to the con-

stellation in general, must have been borrowed
from a foreign source.

Virgil,— Virgil (Georg. L 229) instnicts the

husbandman to sow vetches, kidney beans and len-

tiles, when Bodies sets, by which ho probably

intends to indicate the heliacal setting of Arcturus

on the 4th of November. In like manner Pliny

(xviii. 15. § 24) orders the vetch to be sowm about

the setting of Arcturus, the kidney bean at tbe

setting of Bootes (xviii. 24), the Icntilu in tlio
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month of NoTem^jor (xvuL 12). Columolla ns*iari»i

the Bowinj of vetche® ami kidnry and Pulln-

diu8 of kidney l»osini to the month of October
;

if

the end of the month is meant, then the precept

may be considered as identical with those of Virgil

and Pliny ; if the middle of the month is intended

tin* will correspond with the heliacal setting of

Arctums for the latitude of Alexandria.

Again, in 6*«wy. i. 67. when treating of plough-

ing, the words

At si non fnerit tcllus fecunda, sub ipstim

Arcturum loiiui sat exit suspcnderc sulco,

refer In the morning rising. The true morning

rising wa* on the Bih of September, the aj»wirt“Ut

on the 2 1st The former agrees best with the di-

rvrtions giren by Columella (ii. 4. § 11) for the

ploughing of very light land, “ gracile* clivi non

sunt m'Stale amndi,sed circa ScptembrcsKalcndas,**

and a little lower down, when irmting of the same

kind of soil, ita<{uc optime inter Kalendas et Idus

Sepiemhrcs aratur et suhinde iteratur.*’

Ovif>.— In the second book of the Fasti (153)
we read,

Tertia nox venial: custodem protinus Ursae

Adspicics geminos cxseniisse pedes,

that is, the eons/fUaium Arcturus displays both his

f*M?t on the 11th of February, where it ought to

be oliscrved tliat from the posture in which Uodtes

rises his two legs appi'ar al>ove the horizon nearly

at the same time. The apparent evening rising

of the star Arcturus took place at Rome, on 27 tb

Kchnmry, the true evening rising on the 6lh of

March
; hut the calendar to which Ovid was in-

debted probably recorded the appeimnce of the first

star in the figure which became visible.

In throe passages, the morning setting is clearly

described (/'us^. iiL 403, v. 733, vi.235). In the

first, it is placed on 4th or 5th of March, according

as we adopt the reading tfttarlae or <faintae ; in the

second, on the 26th of May ; in the third, on the

7th of Juno. Now there is no doubt that the

M'tting of RoOtes is spread over a considerable pe-

riod ; and hence, the epithet applied to him
here and elsewhere, but in no way could it be made
to occupy three months. The star Arcturus is one

of the first which sets in this constellation: its true

morning setting took place on 28lh May, its ap*

parent morning setting on 10th June ; thus the

second and third of the above jiassagei will apply

to these two. In the first passage he bos erroneously
j

sulivtituted the appartni fitorma^ for the

trve fvefimp which really took pla», as we
have seen, on the 6th of MarclL

SiRiua. C.iNia, Canicula.

IIoMRit. Hisiod.— Homer (//. v. 5, xxil 25)

Alludes to Sirius as the star of 5ir<6pa, that is, of the

hottest portion of summer, as will l>e explained

more fully below in treating of the ancient divi-

sion of the year into seasons. The heliacal rising

of Sirius in Southern Greece would take place in

the age of Homer about the middle of July.

The culmination of Sirius spoken of by Hesiod

(Krp. 609), as marking along with the morning

rising of Arcturus the period of the vintage, would
take place in that age about the 20th of September.

i

The passage (Krp. 417), where Sflpiof is
|

supposed to denote the sun, has been already noticed,

above p. 1 52, b. i
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VaR ro.Col um kl la, Plinv.— Morning Rising.

\ —-(1.) V'arru, follua'ing the calendar of CaesHT,

reckons an interval of twentr-fnur days from the

summer solstice to the rising of Sirius (od Caniculas

sujnum) which, according to this calculation, would
&11 on the 17th or I8tb of July {R. R. L 2B.)

(2.) Columella (xL 2. § 53) fixes upon the 26th
of July ( Vn, K<ti, Ang. Ciimcula opparr<), and in

another passage (ix. 15. § 5) makes the interval

between tlie solstice and the rising of Sirius about
thirty days {peracio $olstitio unpic. ad ortum Cant-
culae, gui /ere dies triginta nttU)^ that u, on the

24ih of July.

(3.) Pliny (xviii. 38. § 2), says, that the epoch
quod canie artum vocamas ** corresponded with the

entmnee of the sun into Leo, that is, according to

the Julian calendar, which be professes to follow,

the 2-lth of July.

(4.) In the very next clause he says, that it fell

twenty-three days after the solstice, that is, on the

17th of July.

(5.) And a little farther on (§ 4), he refers the

same event specifically to the I7th of July (AT/.
Kal. A ug.).

(6.) Finally, in a different part of his work (xi.

14), he places the rising of Sirius thirty days after

the solstice : ipso Sirio esplemlescnde pM e^atUimn
dieinu tritrnU fert^ a passage in which it will be
seen upon referring to the original, that be must
have be n consulting Greek authorities, and in

which the words necessarily imply a risibU rising

<^he star.

^he whole of the above sLitements may be re-

duced to two. In ( 1 ), (4), (5), the rising of Sirius

is placed oti the 17th or 18th of July, twenty -three

days after the solstice, in (2), (3), (6), abomt thirty

days after the solstice
;
that is, 24lh— 26th of July.

Now the true morning rising of Sirius for Ibime
at the Julian cm fell u|>on the 19th of July, the

apparent iiioming or heliacal rising on the 2d of

August, thirty-eight or thirty-nine days after the

solstice.

Heiice(l), (4), (5), are close approximations to

the truth, while (2), (3), (6) are inapplicable to

Rome, and borrowed from computations adapted to

the horizon of Southern Greece.

Some words in Pliny deserve particular notice

;

“ X V'l. Kal. Aug. Assyriae Procyon exoritur; dein

postridie fere ubique, confessum inter oroues sidus

indicani, quod canis ortum vocamus, sole partem

primam L^nis ingresso. Hoc fit post s<d8titium

XXIII. die. Sentiunt id marU, et terrae, multac

rero et ferae, ut suis locis diximua Ncque est

minor ei veneratio quam dcscriptis in decs stellis.*'

Although the expressions employed here arc fiir

frum being distinct, they lead lu to infer that

certain remarkable period in the year were from

habit and superstition so indissolubly connected

in the public mind with certain astronumica] phe-

nomena, that even after the periods in question

had ceased to correspond with the phenomena, no
change was introduced into the established phra-

seology. Thus the period of most intense nt'at,

which at one time coincided with the heliacal rising

of Sirius, would continue to be distinguished in tho

language of the people, and in almanacs intended

for general use, as the Citnie /ucortw, long after

the two epochs were removed to a distance from

each other, just as among ourselves the term dog-

days having once obtained a firm footing, is us^
and probably will cratinue to be used ibr centuries
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without the ilighteet r^^ard to the actual poaition

of the constellation at the time in question. An
example still more striking, because it involTcs an
aiiom^j onirersalljr recognised by scientific men,
is the practice of denominating the poaition of the

sun at the vernal equinox, as the firtt point ofA net,

although two thonsand years have elapsed since

the intersection of the ecliptic with the equator

corresponded with the commencement of the con-

stellation Aries. A necessity has thus arisen of

drawing a distinction, which proves most em-
barrassing to the unlearned, between the signs of

the rodlac and the constellations of the »^iac,

and thus the sun is said to be in the sign Aries

while he is actually traversing the constellation of

Pisces, and enters the sign Taurus long before he

quits the constellation Aries. Now something of

Uiis sort may to a certain extent explain some of

the oiioraalics which recur so perpetually in the

calendar of Columella or Pliny. Certain remark-

able appearances fixed upon at a very early period

to mark the approach of summer and winter, such

as the rising and setting of the Pleiades, may
have by custom or tradition become so com-
pletely identified in the minds of the people with

particular days, that the compilers of calendars in-

tended for general use, while they desired to re-

gister accurate observations, were compelled at the

same time to include those which, belonging to

remote ages and foreign lands, had nevertheless

acquired a prescriptive claim to attention. We
may thus account for inconsistencies so numorous

and glaring, that they oould scarcely have been al-

together overlooked by the writers in whose works
they occur, although it is impossible to forgivo

their carelessness in withholding the necessary ex-

planations, or the gross igncrancc which they so

often manifest.

Evening Setting. Columella places the evening

setting of the on the 30th of April {Frid.

Kid. Mai. Canis m Veapere celat\ xi. 2. g 37.

Pliny on the 28th {IV. Kal. Mai, Cani$ oceidity

sidus et per se vehemens et cui praeoceidere Canicu-

Uun neceaae ait)., xviiL 69.

The heliacal setting at Rome for the Julian

era was on the 1st of May, which proves the above

statements to be nearly correct. The expression cui

praeoceidere Canicuiain neceaae ait has b^n already

commented on. Sue above, p. 153,0.

Morning Setting. Evening Rising.— (1). VII.

KaL Dee. (25 Nov.) Canicula oocidit aoliaortu. Col.

xi 2. § 89.

(2.) III. KaL Jan. (30 Dec.) Canicula veapere

ocMit. Ibid. § 94.

(3.) III. Kal. Jan. (30 Dec.) Maiuiino oania

oeeidena. Plin. xviii. 64.

( 1 ) is accurate for the apparent morning setting

at Rome, b. c. 44.

(2) and (3) arc directly at variance with each

other, and are both blunders. The apparent even-

ing rising took place at Rome on the 30th of De-

cember, not the evening setting as Columella would

have it, nor the morning setting as Pliny has re-

corded.

Virgil.— Virgil instincts the &rmer to sow

beans, lucerne, and millet :
—

-

Condidus auratis aperit cum cornibus annum
Taurus et adverso cedens Canis occidit astro.

Georg. L 217.

The son entered Taurus, according to the Julian
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calendar, on the 24th of April : the heliacal setting

of Sirius was on the 1st of May, six days after-

wards. Many interpretations have been proposed
for the words “adverso cedens Canis occidit astro;'*

of these the most plausible is that which explains
them with reference to the form and attitude under
which the constclbtion of the Dog was depicted,

which made him set backwards ^ing the signs

which follow.

Again, in Georg, iv. 425, we find

Jam rapidus torrens sitientes Sirius Indos
Ardebat coelo et medium sol igneus orbem
Hauseiat,

words which are intended to indicate the hottest

portion of the day in the hottest season of the
year. Here the separate mention of “Sol" is

quite sufficient to confute those who would con-

sider Sirius as equivalent in this passage to the

sun. Seo above, p. 152, b. Comp. Lucan. Phar.
X. 209.

Ovid.— In the fourth book of the Fasti (x.

901) the rising of Sirius is assigned to the 25th of

April, is made coincident with the disappearance

of Aries, and marks the epoch of mid-spring :
—

Sex ubi quae rcstant luces Aprilis habebit
In medio cursu tempore Veris crunt

;

Et fnistra pecudem quaeres Athamantidos Hclles
Signaque dant irobres exoriturque Conia

A notorious blunder has been here committed by
the poet. No rising of Sirius, either real or ap-
parent, in the morning or in the evening, cor-

responds to this season. But this is the very day
fixed by Euctemon (ap. Oemin. Rarapeg.) for the
heliacal setting {ninov Kplnrrtrai) of the Dog, which
fell at Romo for the Julian era on the 1st of May.

Again, in Fast. v. 723i, we read—
Nocte sequente diem Canis Erigoneius exit,

that is, on the 22d of May. Now, it is clear

fiom a former passage (iv. 939) that by Cania
Erigoneius he means the Great Dog

; but the true

rising of Sirius took place for Rome at this period

on the 19th of July, the apparent on the 2d of

August.

Not much will be gained by supposing that

Procyon is here alluded to
;

for the risings of that

star precede those of Sirius by about eight days
only. Here, again, therefore, we have a gross

mistake.

Palladius.— Palladios (viL 9); “In ortu

Canicul^quiapud Romanos XIV. Kal.Au^. (19th
July) die tenetur, explorant (sc. Aegypti) quae
Bcmina exortum sidus exurat, quae illaesa custo-

diat** Now this is the exact period of the heliacal

rising in Egypt for the Julian epoch
;
hence the

words “ apud Romanos ** roust refer to a notice in

some Roman Calendar, amd not to tho real period

of the phenomenon.

Orion.

It must be borne in mind that, firom the great

size of this constellation, its risings and settings

are spread over a considerable space
;
while the

brilliant stars which it contains are so numerous
that no one can be fixed upon as a representative

of the whole, as in the case of Bootes, where the

different appearances are usually referred to Arc-
turus alone. Hence those writers who aim at

precision use such phrases os “ Orion incipit oriri,**
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“Orion totUA oritur,” “Orion incipit occidcrc;”

and whorevrr such qualiticationB ore omitted the

stntciuunts are tiocesaarily vague.

Hesiod.— Hesiod {Erg. 598) orders the com
to be thrashed upStra <r0«Vor 'Cipimvos.

For that a^ and country the apparent morning or

heliacal rieing of Orion would be completed about

the 9th of July.

The sotting of Orion was ono of the tokens

which gave notice to the farmer that the season

for ploughing had arrived, and to the mariner that

hr must no longer brave the perils of the deep.

i^Enj. G15.) The apparent morning setting ex>

tended over the whole month of November.
The culmination of Orion, which coincided with

the vintage {Erg. GU9) took place about the l4th

of S<*ptemhcr.

Aristotle.— Aristotle {Mcieorolog. ii. 5,

PrMein. xiv. 26) places the rising of Orion nt the

commencement of Opora, and the setting at the be-

ginning of winter, or rather in the tnuiHitinn from

summer to winter {iv fitraSo\p rov b4pous Ecd

Now the two limits w'hich included the bo-

ginning and end of the apparent morning or

heliacal rising, which alone can be hero indicated,

were, for the age and countiy' of the writer, 17th

of June—Nth July; thoec which embraced the

apparent morning setting were, 8lh of November

—

8ih of December ;
while the true morning setting

continued from 27th of October—2Ulh of No-
vember.

Upxm examining the passages in question a \cry

curious contradiction will be perceived, which has

long exercised the ingenuity of tho commentators.

Aristotle distinctly asserts in one place that tho

rising of Orion is characterised by unsteady stormy

weather, and offers on explanation of the fact

:

in another place he as distinctly avers that the

rising of Orion is choiucterised by the absence of

wind (wcpl '^d»yos (Uaro^V futAurra 7li'«Tai

nirtfUa),

Pliny.— (1) TV//. Idits (Mart.) j4(pti/onii

piteis eroWv, ei postrro die Oriomig. xviiL 65. § 1.

(2) Adonis (Apr.) Afgypto Orion ei giadius tgu*

tneipiumi at>$rondi. xviii. 66. § 1.

(1) Tho first date, 8th of March, is so hir re-

moved from the rising of Orion, whether in the I

morning or the evening, that Ideler is probably ^

correct when he supposes that either the text is

corrupt or that Pliny himself inserted Orion by
mistake instead of the name of some other constel-

lation.

(2) Here also the dale, .^th of April, is w'ide of

the truth. The apparent evening setting of the

middle star in the belt fell at Alexandria on the

26th of April, seven days later than at Home, the

true evening setting about the 9th or lOlh of May.
ViRoiL, Horace.— B<»th Virgil and Horace

freqaeiitly allude to the tempests which accom-

panied the winter setting of Orion (A’cmtes u5t

Orion hibrmi$ conditur undiSy Virg. Aen. vii. 719 ;

sec also iv. 52 ;
Hor. Curm. L 28. 21, iil.27. 17,

Epod. X. 9, XV. 7), just as Hesiod {Er<f. 017)
eight hundred years l>cforc had warned the mariner

that when the P!ei.ides, fleeing from tho might of

Orion, plunge into the dark main :

Ail rdr« vayroictv d^gfuep bvowriv duroc.

The apjiarent morning setting of Orion, which

io tbo time of Hesiod commenced early in No-
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rember, soon after the morning setting of the

Pleiades, thus became connected in traditional

loro with the first gales of the rainy season, and

the association continued for centuries, although

the phenomenon itself became gradually farther

and further removed from tho beginning of the

stormy period. In the Pompcgina of Geminus wo
find notices by three different astronomers, in which
the setting of the Pleiades and of Orion are men-
tioned as attended by tempests, although each of

the three fixes upon a different day. For Rome,
at the Julian era, the apparent morning setting

commenced about the 12th or 13th of November.
In Pliny (xviii. 74) we find, “ V. Idus Novembr.
(8 Novemb.) giadius Orionis occidere incipit,”

which is the true morning setting for Alexandria

at that epoch.

Ovid.— Ovid refers twice in his Fasti to tho

setting of Orion. In one passage (iv. 387) he
places it on the day before the termination of the

Megalesia, that is, on the 10th of April
;
in

another (v. 493), where the complete disappearance

of the figtire is exiuessly noted, on the 11th of

May.
Now tho apparent evening setting of Rigel, tho

bright star which nu&rki the left foot, took place

for Home in tho age of the poet on 11th April,

while the smaller star, now knowm as x, set on the

previous day, the true evening setting of Dctelgcux,

which marks the right shoulder, fell on the 11th of

May. Henco it is clear that Ovid derived his in-

fonimlion from two very accurate calendars, one of

which gave the date of the commencement of tho

apparent evening setting ; the other, the date of the

termination of the true evening setting.

He refers twice to the rising of Orion also—
in the sixth book of the Fasti (717), on the 16ih

of June

:

At pater Heliadum radios ubi tinxerit tmdis,

Kt cinget geminos Stella screna polos.

Toilet homo validos proles Hyrina laccrtos,

and on tho festival of Fortuna Fortis, on tbo 24th

of June

:

Zona latct tua nunc, ct eras fortasse Intcbit,

Dehinc erit, Orion, adspicienda mihi,

that is, on tho 2Cih of June.

With regard to the first, the date is nearly cor-

rect forthc4ruo MORNisu (no( BVENiNu, as tlio

words denote) rising of the two stars (o o) at the

extremity of the left band ; with regard to tho

second, tho true morning rising of the muldlc star

in the belt fell on the 21st of June, the apparent

on the 13th of July. There is a mistake, there-

fore, hero of five days, os far as Romo is con-

cerned.

Hyaobs.

In Hesiod {Erg. 615), the setting of the Plei-

ades, of the Hyades, and of mighty Orion, w;ini

the husbandman that the season has arrived for

plougbmg the earth, and tho mariner, that naviga-

tion must cease. The apparent morning setting

of the Hyades took place, according to the col-

cidation of Ideler, for tbo age and country of

Hesiod, on the 7th of the Julian November, four

days after that of the Pleiades, and eight befuro

that of Orion.

Virgil 744, iiu 516) terms this cluster

“ pluvias Hyadas,” and Horace (Cbm. i. 3. 14)
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* tn«tc8 Hyadas,** in reference to their morning
Ktting at the most rainy and stormy season of the

year. The true morning setting for Rome at the

Julian eia happened on the 3d of Noremberf the

apparent on the I4th of November. The ap*

parent evening risings which fell upon the 25th of

October, would likewise suit these epithets.

Ovid, in bis Fasti (iv. 677), places the evening

setting of the Hyades on the 17th of April, the

day fixed in the Calendar of Caesar ( Plin. zviiL 66.

§ 1), while Columella names the 18th {H. H. xi. 2.

§ 36). These statements are nearly accurate, since

the apparent evening, or heliacal setting, took place

ibr Rome at that epoch on the 20th of April.

In the same poem, the morning rising is alluded

to five times.

(1.) It is said (v. 163) to take place on the 2nd
of May, which was the day fixed in the Calendar
of Caesar (Plin. xviii. 66. § 1), and adopted by
Columella (xi. 2. § 39), whose words, Sucula cum
so/s oritur^ indicate the true morning rising.

(2.) On the Uth of May (v. 603), while Co-

lumella (Ibid. § 43) has, Xlf. Kal. Jun, (21st

May) Suculae CMriuMtur.

(3.) On the 27th of May (r. Ac.).

(4.) On the second of June (vi. 197).

(5.) On the 15th of June (ri. 71 1).

Now the true morning rising of the Hyades for

Rome at that epoch was on the 1 6th of May, the

apparent or heliacal rising on the 9th of June,
the true evening setting on the 3d of May.

Hence it is clear that Ovid, Columella, and
Pliny, copying in (1) a blunder which hod found

its way into the Calendar of Caesar, assigned the

morning rising to the 2nd of May instead of the

true evening setting. The true evening rising lay

between the days named in (2). The heliacal

rising was thirteen days after (3), seven days after

(4), six days before (5).

The Cretan Crown.

We have seen above that Virgil {Geor^. i. 222),
instructs the fanner not to commence sowing wheat i

until after the Pleiades have set in the morning

:

Onosiaque ardentls decedat Stella Coronae,

words which must signify the aetting afthe Cretan

Cronm. Theapparent evening (or heliacal) setting

of this constellation fell at Rome for this epoch

upon the 9lh of November, the very day after the

apparent morning setting of the Pleiudes.

Ovid {Faai, iii. 459), after having spoken of the

rising of Pegasus on the night of March 7tb, adds,

Protenus adspicics venienti nocto Coronom »
Gnosida,

words which denote the evening rising ; and, in

reality, the apparent evening rising took place on
the tenth of March, only two days later than the

date here fixed.

Tub Kids.

Virgil {Georg. L 205) when inculcating the

utility of obeerving the stars, declares that it is no

less necessary for the husbandman than for the

mariDer to watch Arctunis and the glistening Snake,

and the dayt of the Kid* {kaedorunupte die* ser-

nes^i). Elsewhere {Jem. ix. 658) he compares a

dense flight of arrows and javelins rattling against

shields and helmets to the torrents of min proceed-

ing from the west under the influence of the tcutery
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kid* {pluvialiiM* haedi*), Horace {Carm. iii. I.

27) dwells on the termrs of setting Arctunis and
the rie^ Kid, while Ovid {Tri*t. i, 1. 13) and
Theocritus {C- 53. See Schol.) speak in the same
strain. In ColumcDa'i Calendar (xi. 2. § 66) wo
find V. Kai. OtifA (27th Sept.) Haedi eacoriuntur,

and a little farther on (§ 73) Pridie Non. Octob.

(4th Nov.) Haedi oriuniur rrepere. The former
date marks the precise day of the true evening rising

of the foremost kid at Rome for the Julian era ;

and hence the appnretU evening rising, which would
fall some days earlier, would indicate the approach
of those storms which commonly attend upon the
autumnal equinox.

III. Division of the Year i.nto Seasons.

As early os the age of Hesiod the commence-
ment of diflerent seasons was marked by the risings

and settings of certain stars
; but before proceeding

to determine these limits it will be necesoary to

ascertain into how many compartments the yetur

was portioned out by the earlier Greeks.
Homer clearly defines three :

— 1. Spring (lap),

at whose return the nightingale trills her notes

among the greenwood brakes {Od. xix. 519). 2.

Winter (x«qu^t Rt whose approach, ac-

companied by deluges of rain (ddcViporoF 6i*iSpov),

the cranes fly screaming away to the streams of
ocean {!L iii. 4, comp. Hesiod. Erg. 448). 3.

Summer (dspos), to which is directly opposed
{Od. vii. 1 1 8). 4. Three linos occur in the Odyssey
(xL 191. axnap iir^piK^aibiposr*9a\vtaT*hnd>pr),

and also xii. 76, xir. 384) where the word hwthpa

seems to be distinguished from d/por, and is in

consequence generally translated autumn. Idclcr,

however, has proved in a satisfactory manner
{Handbuck drr Chron. i. p. 243) that the term
originally indicated not a seoson separate from and
following after summer, but the hottest part of
summer itself

;
and hence Sirius, whose heliacal

rising took place in the age of Homer about the

middle of July, is designated as hrr^ oira»pirhf

{IL V. 5 ; see Schol. and Eustuth. ad loc.
; compare

also //. xxiL 26), while Aristotle in one passage
iAfeteomlg. ii. 5) makes the heliacal rising of
Sirius, which he notes as coinciding with the en-

trance of the sun into Loo, i. e. 24th July of the
Julian calendar, the sign of the commencement of
^ispa

; and in another paasage {ProUem. xxv. 26,
xxvi. 14^ places the rising of Orion at the begin-
ning of on^pa^ and the setting of the same con-
stellation at the beginning of winter— iv fiera€oKp
TOW bipovs Kol — RR expression which
clearly indicates that bnupa was included within
the more general d/pov.

Hesiod notices lap {Erg. 462X ^ipos {L e.),

X«7fMa (450), and in his poem we find the trace of

a fourfold division, for he employs the adjective

fierownpivbs {Erg. 415) in reference to the {tcriod

of the first rains, when the excessive heat had in

some degree alaited. These rains be clsewhcro

colls the bwnpivbs 6p$pos, and notices them in con-

nection with the vintage, when he enjoins the
mariner to hasten home to port before the sereno

weather has passed away— pivtiv oJyor re
v4ov aol iwnpivov bpSpov. Moreover, by making
dfphs proper end fifty days after the solstice {Erg.

663) ho leaves a vacant space from the middle of

August to the end of OctoW, which he must havo
intended to fill by a fourth season, which he no-
where specifically names. As late, however, as

M 2
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AcKhyluf {Prvm, 453) and Arutophanet {At.

710) the 3ca$ons are spoken of as tbrcc^

lop, dipo^ by the former ; 4opt <nr6pa by
the latter. Nor can we avoid attaching some
weight to the fact that the most ancient poets and

artists recognised the'npcu as three only, bearing,

according to the Theogony (901) the symbolical

appellation of Order (Evivfua), Justice (Ain;),

and blooming Peace {LifAiyif). Indeed Pausonias

has prcteired a record of a time when the *Ap«u

were known as two goddesses only *— the

patroness of fruits, and 0aXAd>, the gu^ian of

blossoms (ix. 35. § 2). We may hence safely

conclude that the Greeks for many ages diacrimi-

nated three seasons only. Winter, Spring, and
Summer, that the general name for the whole of

summer being <^4por, the hottest portion vras dis-

tinguished as 6w<ipa^ and that the Utter Wrm was

gradually separate from the formar, so that

W'os commonly employed for early summer, and
ivwpa for late summer.
The hrst direct mention of autumn is contained

in the treatise De IHaeta (lib. HI Ac.), commonly
ascribed to Hippocrates (b. c. 420X where w’c arc

told thut the year is usually divided into four parts,

Winter (x^M*"")* Spring (fop). Summer (3«poj),

Autumn (^i»'<U’wpo»')
;
and this w’ord with its

sj'nonym /lerdwcspoi' occurs regularl}’ from this time

forward, proving that those by whom they were

framed consider^ dwe^po, not as autumn, but as the

ASTRONOMIA-
period which iiamediately preceded autumn and
merged in it.

We discover also in the Greek medical writers

traces of a sevenfold division, although there is no
evidence to prove that it was ever generally

adopted. According to this distribution, summer
is divided into two ports, and winter into three,

and w’e have, 1. Spring (fop). 2. Eoriy summer
(Af'pos). 3. Late summer (5ir<4pa). 4. Autumn
(^ledwwpo*' 8. ^cTdwvpoi'). 5. The ploughing or

owing season (dporor s. <nropirr4s). 6. W’inter

proper (x<t^y). 7* The planting season (^w-

ToXia ),

From Varro {H. It. I 28), Columella (ix. 14,

xi. 2), and Pliny (xviiL 25) wc infer that Julius

Caesar, in his C^endar, selected an eight-fold

division, each of the four seasons being subdivided
into two, after this manner: 1. Veris InUium.

% Aequinoetium Vernum. AestaiU luUiutn, 4 .

SolttUtHm. 5. Initiiati. 6. Aequimoctium

Au/u//mi 7. Hietnis Initium, 8. Bruma.
Wo find no trace in Homer of any connection

having been established between the recurrence of

particular astronomical phenomoia, and the return

of the seasons. But in Hesiod, os remarked
above, and in subsequent writers, the limits of the

divisions which they adopt are carefully defined by
the risings and settings of particular stars or con-

stellations. The following tabular arrangement
will afford a view of the most important systems

:

DivUUm of the Sea»cmg awarding to Hesiod,

Commencement of spring

Commencement of summer
(d^TjTos) or reaping time

Thrashing time

Period of most opprc-ssivc heat

Knd of summer (o4poj)

Period of the vintage

Commencement of winter,

which coincides with

ploughing time (ftporor),

and the close of navigation

The evening {djtpottvi^aios) rising of Arcturus CO days after the winter

soNtice {Erg. 564).

(Heliacal) rising of the Pleiads after they have remained concealed fi^

40 days and 40 nights {Erg. 383).

(Heliacal) rising of the first star in Orion {Erg, 595).

(Heliacal) rising of Sirius {Erg. 582, Ac.).

Fifty days after the solstice {Erg. 663).

(Hcliacal)risingof Arcturus. Culmination of Sirius and Orion 609).

The (morning) setting of the Pleiades {Erg. 383), of the Hyades, and of

Orion {Erg, 615).

According (o the Author ofthe Treatise De Diaeia.'*

Commencement of spring
“ summer -

“ autumn -

“ winter -

The vernal equinox.

Heliacal rising of the Pleiades.

Heliacal rising of Arcturus.

Morning settii^ of Pleiades.

Seren/oU Division^ according to Hippocrates and other Afedical Writers.

Commencement of spring ...
** early summer (34poy) -

^ late Bununer (^c^pa)
“ autumn -

** ploughing and sowing

season {iporos airopTfrls).

Commencement of winter proper -

** planting scasou {pvraXia)

The vernal equinox.

Heliacal rising of the Pleiades.

Heliacal rising of Sirius.

Heliacal rising of Arcturus.

Morning setting of Pleiades.

Winter solstice.

Evening rising of Arcturus.

5!mscms according to Eudemon^ EudonSf and other Authors quoted in the Parapegtna of Gtminus,

First breexes of ZephjTiis

Appearance of the swallow

Appearance of kite (wrTtrhf ^auf^rat)

Commencement of summer
Midwinter . - • . .

16® or 17® of Aquarius.
- 2® of Pisces.

“ 17® of Pisces (Eud.)— 22® of Piscea (Enctem.).
1 .3® of 'raiinis.

• 14® of Capricomus,
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According io the Ctdendar of Julius Caesar.

Commcnccincnt of spring -

Venial eqninox

Commencement of summer
Summer solstice (solstUium)

Commencement of autumn
Autumnal equinox -

Commencement of winter

Winter solstice {bruma) -

The breezes of Favonius begin to blow

Heliacal rising of the Pleiades (Vergiliac)

Morning setting of Fidicula

Morning setting of the Pleiades

VII. Id. Feb. (7 Febnmry).
VIII. Kal. Apr. (2.5 March).
VII. Kal. Mai. (9 May).
VIII. Kal. Jun. (24 June).
III. Id. Aug. (11 August).
VIII. Kal. Oct, (24 September).
III. Id. Nov. (11 November).
VIII. Kal. Jon. (25 December).

Thus assigning to spring, ninety-one days
;

to summer, ninety-four days
;

to autumn, ninety-one days
;

to winter, eighty-four days. [W. R.J

ASTY'NOMI (iorvy6fioi\ public officers in

most of the Greek states, who hod to preserve order

in the streets, to keep them clean, and to see that all

buddings, both public and private, were in a safe

state, and not likely to cause injury by falling

dowTi. (Aristot jPolit, vi. 5, ed. Schneider
; Plat

Leg. tL pp. 759, 763 ; Dig. 43. tit 10. s. 1.) At
Athens there were ten astynomi, five for the city

and five for the Peiraeeus, and not twenty, fifteen

for the city and five for the Pciraecus, as is stated

in some editions of Harpocration. (Harpocrat

Suid. s. V. ; Bckker, Anted, p. 455 ; Bdckb,

Carp. Inscrip. voL i. p. 337.) A person was
obliged to dischaiyo this burdensome office only

once in his life. (Dem. Proem, p, 1461.) The ex-

tent of the duties of the Athenian astynomi is

uncertain. Aristotle states {gp. Harpocr. 1. c.)

that they had the superintendence of the scavengers

(Koirpo\6yoi)y which would naturally belong to

them on account of their attending to the cleansing

of the streets, and he likewise informs ns that

they had the superintendence of the female musi-

cians. It is probable, however, that they had

only to do w-ith the latter in virtue of their duty

of preserving order in the streets, since the regu-

lation of all the public prostitutes belonged to the

ngoranomL [Agoranoml] It would likewise

appear from a circumstance related by Diogenes

I^ertius (vi. 90) that they could prevent a person

from appearing in the streets in luxurious or in-

decent apparel. It is mentioned on one occasion

that a will was deposited with the astynomi

(Isacus, de Cleonym. Ilered. p. 36, ed. Steph.), a

circumstance which docs not seem 'in accordance

with the duties of their office. (Meier, Att. Pro-

cess, p. 93, &C.)

ASY'LUM (SiroXov). In the Greek states

the temples, altars, sacred groves, and statues of

the gods generally possessed the privileges of pro-

tecting slaves, debtors, and criminals, who fied to

them for refuge. The laws, however, do not ap-

pear to have recognised the right of all such sacred

pl.accs to afford the protection which was claimed
;

but to have confined it to a certain number of

temples, or altars, w'hich were considered in a more

especial manner to have the iurvXla, or jus asyli.

(Scrviiu ad Virg. Aen. iL 761.) There were

several places in Athens which possessed this pri-

vilege
;
of which the best known was the Thc-

scium, or temple of Theseus, in the city, which

was chiefly intended for the protection of the ill-

treaU'd slaves, who could take refuge in this place,

and compel their masters to sell them to some

other person. (Plut llteseus, 36 ; SchoL ad
Aristoph. Eqtdt. 1309 ;

Hcsych. and Suid^ s. v.

Srja^r.) The other places in Athens which pos-

sessed the jus asyli were ; the altar of pity, in the
agora, the altar of Zeus ‘AyopaTos, the altars of
the twelve gods, the altar of the Eumenides on
the Areiopagus, the Theseum in the Pciraecus,

and the altar of Artemis, at Munychia (Meier,
Ati. Proc. p. 404). Among the most celebrated

places of asylum in other parts of Greece, we may
mention the temple of Poseidon, in Laconia, on
Mount Toenarus (Thuc. i. 120, 133

;
Com. Nep.

Paus. c. 4) ;
the temple of Poseidon, in Calauria

(Plut. Demosth. 29) ;
and the temple of Athena

Alca, in Tegca (Paus. iil 5. § 6). It w-ould ap-
pear, however, that all sacred places were sup-

posed to protect an individual to a certain extent,

even if their right to do so was not recognised by
the laws of the state, in which they were situated.

In such cases, however, as the law gave no pro-

tection, it seems to have been considered lawful to

use any means in order to compel the individuals

who hod taken refuge to leave the sanctuary, ex-

cept dragging them out by personal violence.

Thus it was not uncommon to force a person from
an altar or a statue of a god, by the application of

fire. (Eurip. Androm, 256, with Schol.
;

Plaut.

MosteU. v. 1. 65.)

In the time of Tiberius, the number of places

possessing the jus a.vyli in the Greek cities in

Greece and Asia Minor became so numerous, as

seriously to impede the administration of justice.

In consequence of this, the senate, by the com-
mand of the emperor, limited the jus a.<syli to a
few cities, but did not entirely almlish it, ns
Suetonius {Tib. 37) has erroneously stated. (Sec
Tacit Ann. iil 60—63, iv. 14 ;

and Eniesti's Ex-
cursus io Suet. Tib. 37.)

The asylum which Romulus is said to have
opened at Rome on the Capitoline hill, between
its two summits, in order to increase the popula-

tion of the city (Liv. I 8 ; Veil. Pat I 8 ;
Dionys.

il 15), was, according to the legend, a place of

refuge for the inhabitants of other states, rather

than a sanctuary for those who had violated the

laws of the ci^. In the republican and early im-

perial times, a right of asylum, such ns existed in

the Greek states, does not appear to have been
recognised by the Roman law. Livy seems to

spet^ of the right (xxxv. 51) as peculiar to the

Greeks ;— Tempium est A^linis Delium— eo

jure sancto quo sunt templa quae asyUi (iraeci ap-
jteblant. By a constitutio of Antoninus Pius, it was
decreed that, if a slave in a province fled to the
temples of the gods or the statues of the emperors,

to avoid the ill-usage of his master, the pmc-ses

could compel the master to sell the slave (Gains,
i. 53) ;

and the slave was not regarded by the law
ns a runaw'ay

—

fugitivus (Dig. 21. tiu 1. s. 17.
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§ 12). This constiluUo of Antoninas is qaoted

in Justinian's Institutes (1. tiU 8. a. 2), with a

slight alteration ; the words ad a«dem tacrum arv

suWtituted for ad fitna deorum^ since the jus asyli

was in bis time extended to churches. Those
slaves who took refuge at the statue of an em>
pernr w*rro considered to inflict disgrace on their

nuuterf os it was reasonably supposed that no

slave would take such a step, unless he hod re*

ccired very bad usage from his master. If it

could be proved that any individual had instigated

the slave of another to nee to the statue of an em>
p(‘ror, he was liable to an action cttmtjdi serrt.

(Dig. 47. tit 11. 8. 5.) The right of asylum
s<.*ema to have been generally, but not entirely,

ronlined to sLives. (Dig. 48. tit 19. s. 28. § 7.

Comp. Osiander, De Aryii* Gtntdium^ in Gronor.

Thtaaur. vol. vL ;
Simon, Sur let in Menu

de t'Acad. de$ /»sm/>f. voL tiu
;
Dringcr, De Aty^

lontm l/tu, (t Abusuy Lugd. Bat 1828 ; C.

Neu, De Asj^ts, Qott 1837 ;
respecting the right

of asylum in the churches under the Christian

emperors, sec Rein, Das CrimituUreckt der Rorner^

p. «96.)

The term 4urv^fa was also applied to the secu* >

ritv from plunder (diruAla xed xord yi}y koI xard
<3aAo<r(rai'), which was sometimes granted by one

state to another, or even to single individuals. (See

Ddekh, Corp. Inscrip, i. p. 725.)

ATELEIA (irsAefa), is wncrally immunity or

exemption from some or all the duties which a
person bos to perform towards the state. Im-
munities may be granted either as a privilege to

the citixens of a state^ exempting them C^m certain

duties which w'ould otherwise be incumbent on

them, or they are given os honorary distinctions to

foreign kings, states, communities or even private

individuals. With regard to the latter the ate-

loia was usually an exemption from custom duties

oil the importation or exportation of goods, and
was given os a rew'ord for certain good services.

Thus Croesus n^cired the atcicia at Dcljdii

(Herod, i. 54), the Dccclcans at Sparta (Herod,

ix. 73), and Leucon, the ruler of Dosporus, at

Athens. (Dem. c. p. 46C, &c.) It appears

that if a person thus distinguished, or a citixen af a
foreign community possessing the ateleia, took up his

residence in the state which had granted it, he also

enjoyed other privileges, such as the exemption
from the protection money, or tax which resident

aliens had to pay at Athens. (Horpocrot. s. v.

iVorfA^r) Nay this ateleia might even become
equivalent to the full franchise, as, e. the Dv*zan-

tines gave the exemption from liturgies, and the

fnuirhise to all Athenians that might go to Byzan-
tium. (Dem. De Corvn. p. 256.) In many in-

stances a partial ateleia, or an exemption from

custom duties, wTis granted for the purpose of en-

couraging comraenre. (Theophr. (^r. 23 ; Scliol.

ad AristojiA. Plul. 905, with Bdekh's remarks,

JCcun. p. 87.) With regard to the inhabitants of a

sLite, we must, as in the ease of Athens, again dis-

tiiiguiih between two classes, vis. the resident

aliens and itaI citizens. At Athens all resident

.aliens had to pay a tax {peroiiciov) which we may
l<'nn protection-tax, because it was the price for

the protection they enjoyed at Athens; but as it

was the interest of the state to increase commerce,

and fiw that purpose to attract strangers to settle at

Alliens, many of them were exempted from this

tax, i. e. enjoyed the 4T«A«ia ^^rotKiov (Dera. c.

ATHLETAE.
Aridorr. p. 691), and some wore even exempted
from custom duties, and the property tax nr «iV-

from which an Athenian citisen could never

be exempted. The ateleia enjoyed by Athenian
citizens was either a general immunity (dr/Acta

awdyrvy\ such as was granted to persons who had
done some great service to their country, and even

to their desccudants, as in the case of ilarmodius

and Aristogeiton ; or it was a partial one exempluig

a person from all or certain liturgies, from certain

custom duties, or from service in the onny. The
last of these immunities was legally enjoy^ by all

members of the council of the Fire Hundred (Ly-
curg. c. Leocr. 11), and the archons for the time
being, by the fanners of the custom duties (Dem.
c. Ntnicr. 1353), and by those who traded by sea,

although with them the exemption must have been

limited. (SchoL ad ArUt. J*ltU. 90.S, Ackam. 399;
Suid. s. r. fpwop6s tlfu.) Most infonnation re-

specting the ateleia is derived iiom Demosthenes'

speech against Leptincs. But compare also Wolf's
I*m/ey>ym. ad Lepi. p. Ixxi. &c.; l3tkkh,/^sV./i<»»i,

p. 85, &c.
;
Westermann, De puUicis Atkenicnsinta

Jfonorihtu et Vraemii$^ p. 6, &c. f L. S.]

ATELLA'NAE FA'BULAE. [Comobdia.]

I

ATHENAEUM (d^i/aioy), a school {Imlns)

j

founded by the Emperor Hadrian at Home, for the

promotion of literary* and scientific studies (tV/rjiu-

(inon artiutn\ and called Atlumaeum from the

town of Athens, which was still regarded as the

seat of intellectual refinement The Athenaeum
was situated on the Capitolinc hill. It was a kind
of university

; and a staff of professors, for the

various branches of study, was regularly engaged.

Under Theodosius II., for example, there were
three orators, ten grammarians, five sophists, one

philosopher, tw*o lawyers, or jurisconsults. Besides

the instruction given by these nu^^tri, poets, ora-

tors, and critics were accustomed to recite their

compositions there, and these prelections were sonic-

times honoured aath tho presence of the emperors
themselves. Thera were other places where such

recitations were made, as the Library of Trajan
[Bibliotheca]

;
sometimes also a room was hired,

and made into on auditorium, scats erected, Ac.
The Athenaeum teems to have contiimcd in high

repute till the fifth century. Little it known of

the details of study or discipline in the Athenaeum,
but in the constitution of the year 370, there arc

some relations respecting students in Rome, from
which it would appear that it must liave been a
vciy extensive and important institution. And
this is confirmed by other statements contained in

some of tho Fathers and other anciivit authors,

from which we learn that young men from all

ports, after finishing their usual school and college

studies in their own team or province, used to re-

sort to Rome as a sort of higher imiversity, fi»r the

purpose of completing their ^ucalion. (Aur. Viet.

Coe*. 14 ;
Dion Cass. Ixxiii. 17 ; Capitolin. Periiti.

11, Gardiasu Sen. 3 ; Lamprid. Al^. Sever. 35 ;

Cod. Theod. 14. tit 9. a 1.) [A. A.]
ATHLETAE (iflAitro/, dflAfrv%>«s), were per-

sons who contended in the public games of tho

Greeks and Romans for tho prizes (^Aa, whence
the name of d^Airrol), which were given to thoso

who conquered in contests of agility and strength.

This name was, in tho later period of Grecian his-

tory and among the Romans, properly confined to

those persons who entirdy devot^ themKlves to

a course of training which might fit them to excel



ATHLETAE.
in such contests, and who, in fiict, made athletic

exercises their profession. The nthlcbie differed,

therefore, from the agonutae (iyofyurreU)^ who
only pursued gymnastic exercises for the sake of

improving their health and bodily strength, and
who, though they sometimes contended for the

prizes in the public games, did not devote their

whole lives, like the athletae, to preparing for

these contests. In early times there docs not ap>

pear to have been any distinction between the

athletae and agonistae ;
since we find that many

individuals, who obtained prizes at the great na-

tional games of the Greeks, were persons of con-

siderable political importance, who were never con-

sidered to pursue athletic exercises as a profession.

Thus we read that Phayllus, of Crotono, who had
thrice conquered in the Pythian games, commanded
a vessel at the battle of Solamis (Herod. viiL 47 ;

Pans. X. 9. § 1) ;
and that Doricus, of Rhodes,

who had obtauicd the prize in all of the four great

festivals, was celebrated in Greece for his opposition

to the Athenians. (Paus. vi. 7. § 1, 2.) But as

the individuals, who obtamed the prizes in these

games, received great honours and rcn'ards, not

only from their fellow-citizens, but also from

foreign states, those persons who intended to con-

tend for the prizes made extraordinary efforts to

prepare themselves for the contest
;
and it was

soon found that, unless they subjected themselves

to a severer course of training than was afforded by
the ordinary exercises of the gymnasia, they would
not have any chance of gaining the victory. Thus
arose a class of individuals, to whom the term
athletae was appropriated, and who became, in

course of time, the only persons who contended in

the public games.

Athletae were first introduced at Rome, b. c.

1Kb', in the games exhibited by M. Fulvius, on

the conclusion of the Aetolian war. (Liv. xxxix.

22.) Acmilius Panlus, after the conquest of Per-

seus, ac. 167, is said to have exhibited games at

Amphipolis, at which athletae contended. ( Liv. xl v.

32.) A eeriamm athletarttm (Val. Max. ii. 4.

§ 7) was also exhibited by Scaurus, in b. a 59

;

and among the various games with which Julius

Caesar gratified the people, we read of a contest of

athletae, which lasted for three days, and which
WHS exhibited in a temporary stadium in the

Campus Martius. (Suet. JuL 39.) Under the

Roman emperors, and especially under Nero,
who was passionately fond of the Grecian games,
the number of athletae increased greatly in Italy,

Greece, and Asia Minor
;
and many inscriptions

respecting them have come down to us, which
show that professional athletae were very numer-
ous, and that they enjoyed several privileges.

They formed at Romo a kind of corporation, and
possessed a iaimlarittm, and a common hall—
atria athldarum (Orelli, Itucrip. 2588), in which
they were accustomed to deliberate on all matters

which had a reference to the interests of the body.

We find that they were called Hercutanei^ and
also *yftia\ because they were accustomed to ex-

ercise, in winter, in a covered place called xystus

(Vitruv. vL 10) ; and that they had a president,

who was called xystarchus, and also

Those athletae who conquered in any of the

great natioiml festivals of the Greeks were called

hicronicae (ItpoyiKoi)^ and received, as has been al-

ready remarked, the greatest honours and rewards.

Such a conqueror was considered to confer honour
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upon the state to which he belonged
;
he entered

his native city in triumph, through a breach nmdc
in the walls for his reception, to intimate, says
Plutarch, that the state which possessed such a
citizen had no occasion for walls. He usually passed
through the walls in a chariot drawn by four white
horses, and went along the principal street of the
city to the temple of the guardian deity of the
state, where h^'mns of victory were sung. Those
games, which gave the conquerors the right of stich

an entrance into the city, were called iseiattid

(from tlcfXavvuv), This term was originally con-
fined to the four great Grecian festivals, the
OljTupian, Isthmian, Nemean, and Pythian

; but
was afterwards applied to other public games, ns,

for instance, to those instituted in Asia Minor.
(Suet Ner. 25 ; Dion Cass. Ixiii. 20 ; Plut Symp.
ii. 5. § 2 ;

Plin. Ep. x. 1 19, 120.) In the Greek
states the victors in these games not only obtained
the greatest gloiy and respect, but also substantial

rewards. Tney were generally relieved from the
pajnnent of taxes, and also enjoyed the first seat
(xpofSpla) in nil public games and spectacles. Their
statues were frequently erected at the cost of the
state, in the most frequented part of the city, ns
the market-place, the gymnasia, and the neigh-
boimhood of the temples. (Paus. vL 13. § 1, vii.

1 7. § 3.) At Athens, according to a law of S^lon,
the conquerors in the Olympic games were re-

warded with a prize of 500 drachmae, and the
conquerors in the Isthmian, with one of 100
drachmae (Diog. Lai-rt. I 55 ; PluL So/, 23) ;

and at Sparta they had the privilege of fighting

near the person of the king. (Plut. Lyo. 22.)
The privileges of the athletae were preserved and in-

creased by Augustus (Suet Jug. 45) ; and the fol-

lowing emperors appear to have always treated them
with considerable favour. Those who conquered
in the gomes called iselastici received, in the time
of Trajan, a sum from the state, termed optouia,

( Plin- Ep. X. 1 1 9, 1 20 ; compare V itru v. ix. Eracf.)
By a rescript of Diocletian and Maximian, those
athletae who bad obtained in the sacred games
{tacri certaminit^ by which is probably meant the
itelaslici ludi) not less than three crowns, and had
not bribed their antagonists to give them the vic-

tory, enjoyed immunity from all taxes. (Cod. 10.
tit 53.)

The term athletae, though sometimes applied
metaphorically to other combatants, was properly
limited to those who contended for the prize in the
five following contests :— 1. Itunning (Sp6poi,

cursus). 2. M'restUng (rd^rj, lucta). 3. lioxiug

(irvypif^pugilatus). 4. T\iepaUaMon (ir^vTa6\oy)^

or, 08 the Romans called it, quimptertium. 5. 'I'ho

pancratium {irarfKpdriov). Of all these an account
is given in separate articles. [Stadium

; Lucta
;

PuGitATUs
; Pkntathi.on

; Pancratium.]
These coniMts were divided into two kinds— the
severe {Piapia, fiap{rrtpa\ and the Hg/U {novipa^

Kowpdrtpa). Under the former were included

wrestling, boxing, and the exercises of the pancra-

tium, which consisted of wrestling and boxing com-
bine^ and was also called pammochiou

;
and under

the latter, running, and the separate ports of the

pentathlon, such as leaping, throanng the discus,

&C. (Plat Lt^. viiL p. 833, EutAyd. p. 271.)
Great attention was paid to the training of the

athletae. They were generally trained in the
palaestrae, which, in the Grecian states, were
distinct places from the gymnasia, though they

M 4
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have been frequently confounded by modem
writers. [Palabstra.] Their exercises were

superintended by the gymnasiarch (yvfivcurtdpxv^),

and their diet was regulated by the aliptes

rrit). [Aliptab.] According to Pausanias (vL

7. § 3), the athletae did not anciently eat meat,

but principally lived upon fresh cheese

rip ToXapttr)
; and iMogenes Laertius (viii. 12,

13) informs us that their original diet consisted

of dried figs {Urxio'i moist or new cheese

(rvporr vypois\ and wheat (xvpois). The eating

of meat by the athletae is said, according to some
WTiters (Paus. L c.), to have been first introduced

by Dromeus of Stymphalus, in Arcadia
;
and, ac-

cording to others, by the philosopher Pythagoras,

or by an aliptes of that name. (Diog. Lah'rt L c.)

According to Galen (De VaL Tuend. iii. 1), the

athletae, who practised the severe exercises

idKijrai)^ ate pork and a particular kind of bread
;

and from a remark of Diogenes the Cynic (Diog.

LaUrt vL 49), it would appear that in his time

beef and pork formed the ordinary diet of the

athletae. Beef is also mentioned by Pinto {De
Rep. i. p. 338) as the food of the athletae

;
and

a writer quoted by Athenacus (ix. p. 402, c. d.)

relates that a Theban who lived upon goats' flesh

became so strong, that he was enabled to over-

come all the athletae of his time. At the end

of the exercises of each day, the athletae were

obliged to take a certain quantity of food, which

was usually called iy<tyKo<payla and iiyayKorpotpla,

or filcuos rpoifyfi (Arist PoL viiL 4) ;
after which,

they were accustomed to sleep for a long while.

The quantity of animal food which some celebrated

athletae, such as Milo, Theagenes, and Astydamas,

are said to have eaten, appears to us quite incre-

dible. (Athen. X. pp. 412, 413.) The food which

they ate was usually dry, and is called by Juvenal

coliphia (ii. 53).

The athletae were anointed with oil by tho

aliptac, previously to entering the palaestra and
contending in the public games, and were accus-

tomed to contend naked. In the description of

the games given in the twenty-third book of the

Iliad {L 685, 710), the combatants are said to have

worn a girdle about their loins ; and the same
practice, as we learn from Thucydides (i. 6),

anciently prevailed at the Olympic games, but

was discontinued afterwards.

This subject is one of such extent that nothing

but an outline can here be given
;
further porticu-

l.'irs are contained in the articles Istkmia, Nbmba,
Olympia, and Pythia

;
and the whole subject

is treated most elaborately by Krause, Die (ijpH-

nastik tui.i A</onistiJc der IleUenetu, Leipzig, 1841.

ATHLO'THETAE. [Aoonothbtab,]
ATPMIA (iripla). A citizen of Athens had

the power to exorcise all the rights and privileges

of a citizen as long as he was not sufTsfing under

any kind of atimia, a word which in meaning

nc^y answers to our outlawry, in as much as a

E
erson forfeited by it the protection of the laws of

is country, and mostly all the rights of a citizen

also. Tho atimia occurs in Attica as eariv as the

legislation of Solon, without the term itself being

in any way defined in the laws (Dcm. e. Arie-

tocraL p. 640), which shows that the idea con-

nected with it must, even at that time, have been
familiar to the Athenians, and this idea was pro-

bably that of a complete civil death ; that is, an

individual labouring under atimia, together with

ATIMIA.

all that belonged to him (his children os well os hU

E
roperty), ha^ in the e}'es of the state and the

iwB, no existenco at all. This atimia, undoubt-

edly the only one in early times, may be termed a
total one, and in cases where it was indicted as a
punishment for tmy particular crime, was gene-
rally also perpetual and hereditary ; hence Demo-
sthenes, in speaking of a person suffering under it,

often uses the expression KoOdira^ iripos^ or air\tis

itTiparcu (a Afid. p. 542, c. Aritlog. p. 779, c. Afid,

p. 546). A detailed enumeration of tho rights of

which an atimos was deprived, is given by Aes-
chines (c. Timarch. pp. 44, 46). He was not
allowed to hold any civil or priestly office what-
ever, either in the citj'- of Athens itself, or in any
town within the dominion of Athens; he could not

be employed as herald or as ambassador ; he could
not give his opinion or speak either in the public

assembly or in the senate, he was not even allowed
to appear within the extent of the agora

;
he was

excluded from visiting the public sanctnorios as
well as from taking part in any public sacrifice ; he
could neither bring an action against a person from
whom he had sustained an injury, nor appear os a
witness in any of the courts of justice

;
nor could,

on the other hand, any one bring an action against
him. ((Compare Dcm. c. Neaer. p. 1353, c. Timo-
crat. p. 739, De Lib. Rliod. p. 200, Philip, iii.

p. 122, c. Mid. ^ 54^ Lys. c. Andoc. p. 222.)
The right which, in point of &ct, included most of
those which we have here enumerated, was that
of taking part in the popuhir assembly {Kiyuv
and ypdtpfuf). Hence, this one right is most fre-

quently the only one which is mentioned as being
forfeited by atimia. (Dcm. c. TimocrcU. pp. 715,
717; Acschin. c. Timarch. p. 54, &c. ; Andocid.
De Afytt. p. 36 ; Dcm. c. Andr(k. pp. 602, 604.)
The service in the Athenian armies was not only
regarded in the light of a duty which a citizen

had to perform towards the state, but as a right

and a privilege
;
of which therefore the atimos was

likewise deprived. (Dem. c. Timocrat. p. 715.)
When we hear that an atimos hod no right to

claim the protection of the laws, when sutrering

injuries from others, wo must not imagine that
it was the intention of tho law to expose the
atimos to the insults or ill-treatment of his fonner
fellow-citizens, or to encourage the people to mal-
treat him with impunity, as might be inferred from
the expression of irifioi too ^OsAovtov (Plat.

Gorg. p. 508) ; but all that the law meant to do
was, that if any such thing happened, the atimos
had no right to claim the protection of the laws.

We have above referred to two laws mentioned by
Demosthenes, in which the children and the projxirty

of on atimos were included in the atimia. As re-

gards the children or heirs, the infamy caino to

them as an inheritance which they could not
avoid. [Hbrb&] But when we read of the pro-

perty of a man being included in the atimia, it

can only mean that it shared the lawless charac-
ter of its owner, that is, it did not enjoy the pro-

tection of tho law, and could not be mortgaged.
The property of an atimos for a positive crime,

such us those mentioned below, was probably never
confiscated, but only in the case of a public debtor,

08 we shall sec hereafter ; and when Andocides {de

Afjfst. p.36) uses the expression iripoi ijirar rh <rd>-

ftara^ rh Si xf»V«Ta tlxor, the contrary which ho
had in view can only have been the ense of a public

debtor. On the whole, it appears to have been
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foreign to Athcnixui notions of justice to confiscate

the property of a person who had incurred per-

soiud atimia by some illegal act, (Dem. e. Lept.

p. •'504.)

The erhnes for which total and perpetual ati-

mia was inflicted on a person were as follow :
—

-

The giving and accepting of bribes, the embezzle-

ment of public money, manifest proofs of cowardice

in the defence of his country, false witness, false

accusation, and bad conduct towards parents (An-
docid. L c.) : moreover, if a person either by deed
or by word injured or insulted a magistrate while

he was performing the duties of his oflice (Dem.
e. Mid. p. 524, Pro Megalop. p. 200) ; if as a judge

he had been guilty of partiality (e. Mid. p. 543);
if he squandered away his paternal inheritance, or

was guUty of prostitution (^og. Laifrt. L 2. 7), &c.We have above called this atimia perpetual
;
for if

a person had once incurred it, he could scarcely

ever hope to be lawfully released from it. A law,

mentioned by Demosthenes (c. Timocrat, p. 715),

ordained that the releasing of any kind of atimoi

should never be proposed in the public assembly,

unless on assembly consisting of at least 6000
citizens had previously, in secret deliberation,

agreed that such might be done. And even then

the matter could only be discussed in so far os the

senate and people thought proper. It was only in

times when the republic was threatened by great

danger that an atimos might hope to recover his

lost rights, and in such circumstances the atimoi

were sometimes restored «i masse to their former

rights. (Xcn. Hellen. iL 2. § 1 1 ;
Andocid. L c.)

A second kind of atimia, which though in its

extent a total one, lasted only until the person

subject to it fulfilled those duties for the neglect

of which it had been inflicted, was not so much a
punishment for any particular crime os a means of

compelling a man to submit to the laws. This was
the atimia of public debtors. Any citizen of Athens
who ow'cd money to the public treasury, w’hcther

his debt arose from a fine to which he had been

condemned, or fimm a part ho had token in any
branch of the administration, or from his having

pledged himself to the republic for another person,

was in a state of total atimia if he refused to pay or

could not pay the sum which w*as due. His chil-

dren during his lifetime were not included in his

atimia ; they remained iirlTtpoi. (Dem. c. Theoctin.

p. 1 322.) If he persevered in his refusal to pay
iioyond the time of the ninth prytany, his debt

w-Hs doubled, and his property w’as taken and sold.

(Andocid. 1. e,

;

Dem. c. Nicodrat, p. 1255, c.

Neaer. p. 1347.) If the sum obtained by the

s.alc was sufficient to pay the debt, the atimia

appears to have ceased
;
but if not, the atimia not

only continued to the death of the public debtor,

but was inherited by his heirs, and lasted until the

debt was paid off. (Dem. e. Androt. p. 603, com-

pare Bdckh, PM. Econ. of AtAcns, p. 391, 2d
edit; and IIbres.) This atimia for public debt

was Eoroetimes accompanied by imprisonment, os

in the case of Alcibiades and Ciraon
;
but whether

in such a cose, on the death of the prisoner, his

children were likewise imprisoned, is uncertain.

If a person living in atimut for public debt peti-

tioned to be releas^ from his debt or his atimia,

he became subject to : and if another per-

son made the attempt for him, he thereby forfeited

his own property ; if the proedros even ventured

to put the question to the vote, he himself became
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atimos. The only but almost impracticable mode
of obtaining release was that mentioned above in

connection with the total and perpetual atimia.

A third and only partial kind of atimia deprived
the person on whom it was inflicted only of a por-
tion of his rights as a citizen. (Andocid. de Mgst.
p. 17 and 36.) It was called the iripia Korii

‘wp6erraiiv, because it was specified in every single

case what particular right was forfeited by the
atimos. The following cases are expressly men-
tioned :— If a man came forward as a public ac-

cuser, and afterwards either dropped the charge or

did not obtain a fifth of the votM in fiivour of his

accusation, he was not only liable to a fine of
1000 drachmae, but aas subjected to an atimia
which deprived him of the right, in future, to ap-
pear as accuser in a case of the same nature as
that in which ho had been defeated or which he
hod given up. (Dem. e. Arittog. p. 803 ; Har-
pocrat. s. V. Aupav yixupi).) If his accusation had
been a ypeutd} 4<r€#*/aj, he also lost the right of
visiting particular temples. (Andocid. de Alyst. p,

17.) Some cases are also mentioned in which an
accuser, though he did not obtain a fifth of the
votes, was not subjected to any punishment what-
ever. Such was the case in a charge brought bo-
fore the first archon respecting the iil-trcatracnt of
parents, orphans, or heiresses. (Meier, de Don.
Damnat. p. 133.) In other cases the accuser

was merely subject to the fine of 1000 drachmae,
without incurring any degree of atimia. (Pollux,
viii. 53.) But the law does not appear to have
always been strictly observed, (Bdckh, IhibL

Econ. of Athens, p. 381, 2d ed.) Andocidcs men-
tions some other kinds of partial atimia, but they
seem to have had only a temporary application at

the end of the Peloponnesian war
;
and the pas-

sage {De Myst. p. 36) is so obscure or corrupt,

that nothing can be inferred from it with any cer-

tainty. (Wachsmuth, IfelUn. Altcrth, vol'ii. p.

1 98, 2d cd.) Partial atimia, when once inflicted,

lasted during the whole of a man's life.

The children of a man who had been put to

death by the law were also atimoi (Dem. c. Aris-
tog. p. 779; compare Hkbk.s)

;
but the nature or

duration of this atimia is unknown.
If a person, under whatever kind of atimia ho

was lalmuring, continued to exercise any of the
rights which ne had forfeited, he might immedi-
ately be subjected to diroyory^ or fySei^is

:

and if

his transgression was proved, he might, without
any further proceedings, be punished immediately.

The offences which were punished at Sparta
with atimia are not as well known

;
and in many

cases it does not seem to have been expressly

mentioned by the law, but to have depended en-

tirely upon public opinion, whether a person was
to be considered and treated os an atimos or not.

In general, it appears that every one who refused

to lire according to the national institutions lost

the rights of a full citizen (Spotos, Xenoph. de
Rep. Laced, x. 7 ;

iii. 3). It was, however, a
positive law, that whoever did not give or could

not give his contribution towards the syssitia, lost

his rights as a citizen. (Aristot PoW. iL 6. p.

59, cd. Oottling.) The highest degree of infamy
fell upon the coward (rp4<ras) who either ran away
from the field of battle, or returned home without

the rest of the army, as Aristoderans did after the
battle of Thermopylae (Herod, vii. 231), though
in this case the infamy itself, as well as its huini-
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linting contoquenccs, wore manifestly the mere

effect of public opinion, and lasted until the person

labouring under it distinguished himself by some

signal exploit, and thus wiped off the stain from

his name. The Spartans, who in Sphacteria had

surrendered to the Athenians, were punished with

a kind of atimia which deprived them of their

claims to public offices (a punishment common to

all kinds of atimia), and rendered them incapable

of making any lawful purchase or sale. After-

wards, however, they recovered their righu.

(Thuc. V. S4.) Unmarried men were also sub-

jc'ct to a certain degree of infiunv, in so far as they

wrre deprived of the customary lionours of old age,

were excluded from taking part in the celebration of

certain festivals, and occasionally compelled to sing

defamatory songs against themselves. No atimos

was allowed to marry the daughter of a Spartan

citizen, and was thus compelled to endure the

ignominies of an old bachelor. (Plut. AgetU. SO;

Muller, Dor. iv. 4 . § 3.) Although an atimos at

Sfwirta Vk-as subject to a great many painful restric-

tions, yet his condition cannot be called outlawry

;

it was rather a state of infamy properiy so call^.

Even the atimia of a coward cannot be considered

equivalent to the civil death of an Athenian atimos,

for wo find him still acting to some extent as a

citizen, though always in a manner which made
his infamy manifest to every one who saw him.

(I/olyveld, Df Jn/nmia tx Jnn A Amstelod.

18.V> ; Wachsnmth, HfUen. AUrrih, See. vol. ii. p.

195, Ac., 2d edit.
;

Meier, De Bonis Damnai. p.

lOl, Ac. ; Schumann, De ComiL Atk. p. 67, Ac.

trans). ; Hermann, PoiiL Ant. of (hrree^ § 124 ;

Meier und Schumann, Att. Proe. p. 563. On the

S{«irtan atimia in particular, sec Wachsmulh, Ac.,

vol. ii. p. 155, Ac- 2d cd.
;

MiiUer, Dor. iiL 10.

§3.) [L.S.]

ATLANTES (4tXo^«) and TELAMO'NES
{r*KdnS>v*%\ are terms us^ in architecture, the

former by the Orecka, the latter by the Romans,

to designate those male figures which are sometimes

fancifully used, like the female Cnryaiides^ in place

of columns (Vitruv. vi. 7. § 6, Schneid.). Both

words are derived from TXn*'«, and tho former

evidently refers to the fable of Atlas, who sup-

ported the vault of heaven, the latter perkaps to the

strength of the Telamonian Ajax.

The Greek architects used such figures sparingly,

and generally with some adaptation to the character

ATRAMENTUM.
of the building. They were much more freely used
in tripods, thrones, and so forth.

They were also applied as ornaments to the sidet

of a vessel, haring the appearance of supporting the
upper works

; as in the ship of Hiero, dcscrib^ by
Athenacus (v. p. 208. b).

A Representation of such figures is given in the
preceding woodcut, copied from the iepidarinm in

the baths at Pompeii ; another example of them U
in the temple of Jupiter Olympias at Agrigentum.

(Muller, ArckiioL d. A'imjS, § 279 ; Mauch, die

Chieeh. u. liom. Bau-Ordnmstgm^ p. 8&) [P. S.]

ATRAMENTUM, a term applicable to an^
black colouring substance, for whatever purpose it

may be used (Plaut MostdL i. 3. 102 ; Cic. de
S’aL Deor. ii. 50), like the fUXoji of the Greeks.
(Dem. de Cor. p. 313.) There were, however,
throe principal kinds of atramentum, one called

librarmnty or seriptorissm (in Greek, ypo/pikSe

g.4Kojf)y another called sstorism, the third tedorium,

Atramemtem libraries^ was what a*e coll writing-

ink* (llor. Ep. ii. 1. 236 ; Petron. 102; Cic. ud
Q». Ft. ii. 15.) Atramemimm suioriem was used
by shoemakers for dyeing leather. (Plin. H. N.
zxxiv. 12. s. 32.) This atramenhtm sutorium con-

tained some poisonous ingredient, such as oil of

vitriol
;
whence a person is said to die of atnunen-

tum sutorium, that is, of poison, as in Cicero (ad
Pam. ix. 21.) Atramentum teeiorium^ or pictoriumf

was used by painters for some purposes, apparently

as a sort of varnish. (Plin. //. A'. xxxvL 5. s. 25,
Ac.) The Scholiast on Aristophanes (P/ut. 277)
nys that the courts of justice, or Suraor^pia, in

Athens were called each after some letter of tho

alphabet: one alpha, another beta, a third grunmn,

and, BO on, and that against the doors of each

the letter which belonged to it wng
written in ** red ink.” This “red
ink,” or “ red dvc,” could not of course be called

atramentum. Oi the ink of the Greeks, however,
nothing certain is known, except what may bo
gathered from the passage of Demnethenes above
referred to, which will be noticed again below.

The ink of the Egyptians was evidently of a very
superior kind, since its colour and brightness re-

main to this day in some specimens of popyri.

The initial characters of the pages arc often written

in red ink. Ink among the Itomans is first found
mentioned in the passages of Cicero and Plautus
above referred to. Pliny iofonni ns how it was
made, lie says, “ It was made of soot in vurious

vrays, with burnt resin or pitch : and for this pur-

pose,” he adds, “ they have built furnaces, which
do not allow the smoke to escape. The kind most
commended is made in this way from pine-wood :—It is mixed with soot from the furnaces or baths
(that is, the hypocaosts of the baths) ; and this

they use ad voUtmina scn'benda. Some also nuike
a kind of ink by boiling and straining the lees of

wine,” Ac. (Plin. //. N. xxxri. 5. s, 25.) With
this account the statements of Vitruvius (vii. 10.

p. 197, ed. Schneider) in the main agree. The
bbek matter emitted by the cuttle-fish (sepia\
and hence itself called srpia^ was also used for

atramentum. (Cic. de Nai, Deor. iL 50 ; Pcrsiim,

iii. 12, 13 ;
Ausonius, iv. 76.) Aristotle, how-

ever, in treating of the cuttle-fish, does not refer

to the use of the matter (<3oXhv) which it emits, as

ink. (Acliaii, //. A. i. 34.) Pliny observes (xxvii.

7. s. 28) that an infusion of wormwood with ink

prtiservos a manuscript from mice. On the whole.
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pcrhapt, it may be said that the inks of the on-
cionu were more durable than our owa • that they
were thicker and more unctuous, in substance and
durability more resembling the ink now used by
priuters. An inkstand was discovered at Keren*
laneum, containing iidc as thick os oil, and still

usable for writing.

It would appear also that this gummy character

of the ink, preventing it from running to the point

of the pen, was as much complained of by the an-

cient liomons as it is by ourselves. Penius
iil 1*2) represents a foppish wTiter sitting down to

compose, but, as the ideas do not run freely,

—

*^Tuuc qucritur,cras8us calamoqood pcndcat humor;
Nigra quod infusa vanescat sepia lyropha.**

They also added water, as we do sometimes^ to

thin it.

From a phrase used by Demosthenes, it would
appear as if the colouring ingredient was obtained

by rubbing from some solid substance (rh

Dcm. de Cor. p. 313), perhaps much as we
rub Indian ink. It is probable that there were
many ways of colouring ink, especially of different

colours. Red ink (made of fRim'wm, vermilion)

was used for writing the titles and beginnings of

books (Ovid, TritL i. 1. 7), so also was ink made
of rubricety ** red ochre ” (Sidon. vii, 12) ;

and be-

cause the headings of law* were written with ru^ncu,
the word rubric came to be used for the civil law.

(Ouintil. xil 3.) So albumy a white or whited
table, on which the praetors* edicts were written,

was used in a similar way. A person devoting

himself to album and rubricoy was a person devoting

himself to the Liw. [Albuv.] There was also a
ery expensive rcd-colourcd ink with which the

empemr used to write his signature, but which any
one else w'as by an edict (Cod. 1. tit 23. a $)
forbidden to use, excepting the sons or near rela-

tions of the emperor, to whom the privilege was ex-

pressly granted. But if the empenw was under age,

his guardian used a green ink for writing his signa-

ture. (Montfrucon, Po/oeog. p. 3.) On the banners
of Crassus there were purpU letters— (potrixd

ypdiituera, (Dion (^ass. xL 18.) On pillars and
monuments letters of gold and silver, or letters

covered with gilt and silver, were sometimes used.

(Cic. Verr. iv. 27; Suet Au^. 7.) In writing also

this was done at a later period. Suctonins (A’irr.

10) says, that of the poems which Nero recited at

Rome one port was written in gold (or gilt) letters

(aaireu liHeri»\ and consecrated to Jnpitor C^pi-

toltnus. This kind of illuminated writing was
more practised afterwards in relimous compositions,

which were considered aa worthy to be written

in letters of gold (as we say even now), and there-

fore were actually written so. Something like

what we call sympathetic ink, which is invisible

till heat, or some preparation be apj^ied, appears to

Lave been not uncommon. So Ovid {Art, Am. iii.

G27, Ac.) advises writing love-letters with fresh

milk, which would be unreadable, until the letters

were sprinlded with coal-dust. Ausonius {Epi*t.

zxiii. 21) gives the same direction. Pliny (xxvi.

8) suggests that the milky sap contamed in some
plants might be used in the some way.

An inkstand (irv^lor, >uA»^dxox, Pollux, iv.

] 8, X. 59) was either single or double. Tbe doable

nikstands were probably intended to contain both

black and red ink, much in the modem fashion.

They were also of various shapes, as for example,
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round or hexagonal. They had covers to keep the
dust from the ink. The annexed cuts represent

inkstands found at Pompeii. [Calamus.] (C^e-
parius, iMAtrameHiita^pimjm Generi*y Lond. 1660;
Beckmann, Hvstonf of Inventiunsy vol. L p. 106,
voL iL p. 266, London, 1846; Rcckcr, Chariklety

voL U. p. 222, &C., Gmlluty vol I p. 166, Ac.)

[A.A.J

ATRIUM is used in a distinctive ns well ns
collective sense, to designate a particular part in the
private houses of the Romans [DoMifs], and alwi
a class of public buildings, so called from their
general resemblance in construction to the atrium
of a private house. There is likeansc a distinction

between atrium and area; the former being an
open area surrounded by a colonnade, whilst the
latter had no such ornament attached to it. The
atrium, moreover, was sometimes a building by it-

self^ resembling in some respects the open basilica

[Basilica], but consisting of three sides. Such
was the Atrium Publicum in the capitol, which,
Livy informs us, was struck with lightning, b. c.

214. (Liv. xxiv. 10.) It was at other times at-

tached to some temple or other edifice, and in such
case consisted of an open area and surrounding
portico in front of the structure, like that before
the church of St, Peter, in tho Vatican. Several
of these buildings are mentioned by the ancient
historians, two or which were dedicated to the same
^dess, Libertas ; but an account of these build-
ings belongs to Roman topography, which is treated
of in the Didionary of Gtogrojihy. [A. R.]
ATTICUROES fkmKovpyiSy %n the Attic

^le)y is an architectural term, which only occurs
in Vitrovius (iii. 5. § 2, iv. 6. §§ I. 6, Schn.: as
a common adjective, the word only occurs in a
fragment of Menander, No, 628, Meinekc), Tbe
word is evidently used not to describe a distinct

order of architecture, but any of those variations

which the genius of tho Athenian architects made
upon the established forma In the former pas-
sage, Vitruvius applies it to a sort of base of

A colnmn, which he describes as conristing of two
tori divided by a ccotia or trockUuty wii a fillet
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above and below, and beneath all a fJintk: bnt

in ftcTeral of the best examples the plinth is

wanting. (Fortbcexactproportions,sce VitruTius.)

This form of base seems to have been originally

an Athenian simplification of the Ionic base ; but

it was afterwards used in the other orders, especi-

ally the Corinthian and the Ronian Doric ; and it

is usoally regarded as being, from its simple ele-

gance, the most generally applicable of all the

bases [Spira].

In the second of the passages above referred to,

Vitruvius applies the term AUicurfftts to a particular

form of door-wny, but it diiTored very little from that

which he designates os the Doric : in fact, though
Vitruvius enumemtes three kinds of do rwnys to

temples, the Doric, Ionic, and Attic, we only find

in the existing building two really distinct forms.

(Maucb, die Crieck^ u. Horn, Dau-Ordnunpen,

p. P7.) According to Pliny {H.N. xxxri. 23.

a. 5G) square pillars were called Atticae colun^

mu.) [P.S.]

AU^CTIO signifies generally ” an increasing, an
enhancement," and hcncc the name is applied to a

public sale of goods, at which persons bid against

one another. The term audio is general, and com-
prehends the species audio^ bonorum arUio and
urtio. As a species, audio signifies a public sale

of goods by the owner or his agent, or a sale of

goods of a deceased person for the purpose of di-

viding the money among those entitled to it, which
was called audio hfrrditaria. (Cic, Pro Catcin. 5.)

The solo was sometiincs conduoled by an argen-

tariiis, or by a mogistcr auctionis
;
and the time,

place, and conditions of sale, were announced
either by a public notice {tfJuiOy alburn^ Ac.), or

by a crier {pracco).

The usual phrases to express the giving notice

of a sale arc audionem proscriAeir, pnudicarr

;

and
to determine on a sale, audionevu constituerr. The
purchasers (em/orcs), when assembled, were some-
times said ad tafndam adeswe. The phrases signi-

fying to bid are, liceriy Ucitari, which was done
cither by word of mouth, or by such significant

hints as are known to all people who have attended

an auction. The property was said to be knocked
dossil (addid) to the purchaser who either cn-

t<*red into an cngi^ement to pay the money to

the argentarius or magister, or it was sometimes a
condition of sale that there should be no delivery of

the thing before paNincnt (Oaius iv. 12G ; Actio,

pp. 0, 10.) An entry was rondo in the books of the

argentarius the sale and the money due, and
credit was given in the same books to the purchaser

when he |>aid the money (rxpmsia preunia laia^

arcrfHa relata). Thug the book of the argentarius

might be used as evidence for the purchaser, both

of his having made a purchase, and having paid for

the thing purchased. If the money W'os not paid

according to the conditions of sale, the argentarius

could sue for it.

The pracco, or crier, seems to have acted the part

of the modem auctioneer, so far ns calling out the

biddings (Cic. De Offic. ii. 23), and amusing the

company. Slaves, when sold by auction, were
phiccd on a stone, or other derated thing, as is

sometimes the case when slaves are sold in the

Ignited States of North America ; and hence the

phrase homo de lapide emlu*. It was usual to put

up a spear, Atuto, in auctions, a symbol derived, it

is said, from the ancient practice of selling under

a spear the booty acquit in a*nr. Hence the
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phrase “ sub bnsta Tcndcro " (Cic. De OJF. ii. 8)
signified on auction. The expression **asta pub*
blica" is now used in Italy to signify an auction:

the expression is vendcre alP asta pubblica," or
** vcndcrc per sulxista.” By the audio, the Quiri-
tarian ownership in the thing sold was trans-

fenvd to the purchaser, [^noritm Kmtio
;

Sbctio.] [O. L.]

AUCTOR, a word which contains the same
dement os aup-eoy and signifies generally one who
enlarges, confinns, or gives to a thing its complete-
ness and efficient form. The numerous technical

significations of the word are derivable from this

general notion. As he who gives to a thing that

which is necessary fur its completeness, may in this

sense be viewed as the chief actor or doer, the
word auctor is also used in the sente of one who
originates or proposes a tiling

;
but this cannot be

viewed as its primary meaning. Accordingly, the
word nuctor, when used in connection with lex or

senatus consultum, often means him who originates

and proposes, as appears from numerous passages.

(Liv. vi. 36 ; Cic. Pro Dom, c. 30.) When a
measure was approved by the senate before it was
confirmed by the votes of the peojile, the senate

a'cre said audorte Jieriy and this preliminary ap-
proval was colled aenatue audoriiae. (Cic. Dmiue^
c. 14.)

The expressions “ patres auctorcs fiunt," “ pa-
tres auctorcs facti," have given rise to much dis-

cussion. In the earlier periods of the Roman
state, the word “ patres " was equivalent to ** pjo*

tricii in the later period, when the patricians liad

lost all importance as a political Ix^y, the term
patres signified the senate. Rut the wriU'rs of
the age of Cicero, when speaking of the early

periods, often used the woi^ patres, when they
might have used pntricii, and thus a cnnrusioii

arose between the early and the later signification

of the word patres.

The expression ** patres auctorcs fiunt" means
that the determinations of the populus in the comitla

centuriata w’crc confirmed by the patricians in the

comitin curiata. To explain this fully, as to the
earliest periods, it is necessary to show what the

lex curiata de imperio was.

After the comitia curiata had elected a king
(eyvort/), the king proposed to the same iKKly a
lex euriiUa de imprrio. (Cic. De Jirp, iL 13, 1 7, 1 8,
20.) At first it might appear as if there were
two elections, for the patricians, that is the p^i-

pulus, first elected the king, and then they had
to vote again upon the imperium. Cicero (/M Ixtj.

Apr. iu 11) explains it thus— that the |Mpulus liad

thus an opportunity to reconsider their vote (rs-

prrMendeadi potedae). But the cliicf reason was
that the imperium was not conferred by the l<irc

election, and it was necessary that the king should
have the imperium : consequently there must l>c a
distinct vote upon it Now Livy says nothing of
the lex curiata in his first book, but he uses the

expression “ patres auctoit's fierent," “ patres auc-
tores facti.** (Liv. L 17, 22, 32.) In this sense

the patres were the “ auctorcs comitiorum,*' an ex-
pression analogoiu to that in which a tutor is said to

bo on auctor to his pupillui. In some passages the
expression “ patricii auctorcs " is used, which is an
additional proof that in the expression " patres

auclores," the patrician body is meant, and uot the
senat(>, ns some have supposed.

Cicero, in the passages quoted, does not use the
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expression ** patrcs anctores fiont,'* nor does Livy,

in the passages quoted, speak of the lex curiata de
imperia But they speak of the same thing, though

they use different expressions. This explains why
Dionysius sometimes uses an expression equivalent

to ** potricii auctores Hunt,” for patricii of course

means the curiae, and not the senate. {Antiq.

Rom. ii. 60, vL 90.)

Till the time of ^rvius Tullius there were only

the comitia ctiriata, which, as already explained, first

elected a king, and then by another vote conferred

the imperium. The hnperium could only be con-

ferred on a determinate person. It was, therefore,

necessary to determine first who w'as to be the per-

son who was capable of receiving the imperium
;

and thus there were two separate votes of the pa-

tres. Servius Tullius established the comitia cen-

tuiiata, in which the plcbs also voted. When his

constitution was in full force after the exile of the

last Tarquin, the patres hod still the privilc^ of

confirming at the comitia curiata the vote of the

comitia centuriato, that is, they gave to it the

“ patnim auctoritas ” (Cic. Do Ropub. iL 30) ; or,

in other words, the “ patres ” were “ auctores facti.”

(Cic. I*ro Plancto^ c. 3.) That this was the prac-

tice under the early Republic, we see from Livy
(ix. 38, 39).

In the fifth century of the city a change was
made. By one of the laws of the plebeian dic-

tator Q. Publilius Philo, it nas enncttHl (Liv. viiL

12) that in the case of leges to bo enacted at the

comitia centuriato, the patrcs should be auctores,

that is, the curiae should give their assent before

the vote of the comitia centuriata. If wo take

this literally, the comitia curiata might still reject

a proposed law by refusing their previous sanction

;

and this might be so : but it is probable that the

previous sanction became a matter of form. By a
lex Maenia of uncertain date (Cic. Bnitvs, c. 14),

the same change was made as to elections, which
the Publilia lex had made as to tlie enacting of

leges. This explains the passage of Livy (i. 17).

Accordingly, after the passing of the lex Mocnio,

the ** patrum auctoritas was distinct from the lex

ctiriata de imperio, while, before the passing of the

lex Maenia, they were the same thing. Thus the

lex Maenia mode the lex curiata de imperio a mere
form, for the imperium could not be refused, and so

in the later Republic, in order to keep up a shadow
of a substance, thirty lictors exhibited the cere-

mony of holding the curiata comitia ;
and the anc-

toritas patrum, which was the assent of the senate,

appears as the mode in which the confirmation of

the people's choice, and the conferring of the im-
perium, were both included.

This explanation which is founded on that of

Becker (Handbuch der Rom. AUerthumgr\ and ap-

pears to be what he understands by the phrase
**

potres auctores," is at least more consistent with
ail the authorities than any other that has been
proposed.

In the imperial time, anctor is often said of the
emperor (princep$) who recommended any thing to

the senate, and on which recommendation that

lx>dy passed a scnatus-c<Hisultam. (Gains, L 30,

80 ; Sueton. Vap. 11.)

When the word anctor is applied to him who
recommends, but does not originate a legislative

measure, it is equivalent to suator. (Cic. Ad. Att.

i. 1 9 ; BndMy c. 25, 27.) Sometimes both anctor

and suasor are used in the same sentence, and
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the meaning of each is kept distinct. (Cic. Off".

iii. SO.)

With reference to dealings between individuals,

auctor has the sense of owner (Cic. Pro Cutcin.

10), and is defined thus (Dig. 50. tit. 17. s. 175)

:

Auctor meus a quo jut in me transit. In this sense

auctor is the seller {venditor)^ os opposed to the

buyer (emtor) : the person who joined the seller in

a warranty, or as security, w-as called auctor te~

eundusy as opposed to the seller or auctor primus.

(Dig. 19. tit. 1. s. 4, 21 ;
tiL 2. s. 4, 51.) The

phnuM! a malo auctore emert (Cic. Verr. 5. c. 22) ;

auctorsm laudare (Oell. ii. 10) will thus lie intel-

ligible. The testator, with respect to his heir,

might be called auctor. (Ex Corp. Hermogen.
Cod. tit. 1 1.)

Consistently with the meanings of auctor as al-

ready explained, the notion of consenting, approv-

ing, and giving validity to a measure affecting a
person's status clearly appears in the following pas-

sage. (Cic. Pro Dom. c, 29.)

Auctor is also used generally to express any per-

son under whose authority any legal act is done.

In this sense, it means a tutor who is appointed

to aid or advise a woman on account of the in-

firmity of her sex (Liv. xxxiv. 2 ;
Cic. Pro Caedn.

c. 25 ;
Oaius, L 190, 195) : it is also applied to a

tutor whose business it is to approve of certain acts

on behalf of a word (pupiUut). (Paolos, Diff. 26.

tit. 8. s. 3.)

The term auctores juris is equivalent to juris-

periti (Dig. 1. tit 2. s. 2. § 13 ; Qellius, ii. c. 10) :

and the law writers or leaders of particular schools of

law were called teholas auctores. It is unnecessary

to trace the other significations of this word. [G. L.]

AUCTORAMENTUM. [Gladiatorks.]
AUCTO'RITAS. The technical meanings of

this word correlate with tliose of auctor.

The auctoritas senatus was not a scnatns-con-

sultura
;

it was a measure, incomplete in itself,

which received its completion by some other au-

thority.

Auctoritas, as applied to property, is equivalent

to legal ownership, being a correlation of auctor.

(Cic. Top. c. 4 ;
Pro Caedn. c. 26.) It was a

provision of the laws of the Twelve Tables that

there could bo no usucapion of a stolen thing

(Goius, ii. 45), which is thus expressed by Gelling

in speaking sf the Atinian law (xvil c. 7) : Quod
tubreptum erit ejus rd actema auctoritas esto

;

the

ownership of the thing stolen was still in the ori-

ginal owner. (Cic. De Of. i. c. 12 ;
Dirksen,

Uebersichty Jec. der Zwiblf- TafeDFragmenUy p. 4 1 7.)

(As to the expression Usus Auctoritas, see Usu-
CAPIO.)

Auctoritas sometimes signifies a warranty or

collateral security ; and thus correlated to auctor

secundus. Auctoritatis actio means the action of

eviction. (Paulus, SenlenL Reeept. lib. 2. tit. 1 7.)

The instrumenta auctoritatis are the proofs or evi-

dences of title.

The auctoritas of the praetor is sometimes used

to signify the judicial sanction of the praetor, or

his order, by which a person, a tutor for instance,

might be compelled to do some legal act (Gains, i.

1 90 ;
Dig. 27. tit 9. s. 5), or, in other words,

“ auctor fieri." The tutor, with respect to his

wards both male and female (pupiUiy pupillae), was
said negotium gerere, and auctoritatein interponere :

the former phrase is applicable where the tutor does

the act himself
; the latter, where be gives his ap-
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probation and confirmation to the act of hi* ward.

Though a pupillus had not a capacity to do any act

which «*aa prejudicial to him, be hod a capacity to

receive or assent to any thing which was for bis

benefit, and in such case the audorita* of tho tutor

was not necessary.

The authority of decided cases was called

mmiUter judicatontm auctorUnt. The other mean-

ings of ouctoritas may be easily derived from the

primary meaning of the word, and the ex*

planatio&s here given. [0. L.]

AUDITO'RIUM, as the name implies, is any
place for hearing. It was the practice among the

Homans for poets and others to read their composi-

tions to their friends, who were sometimes c^led

tho auditorium (Plin. E^. iv. 7) ;
but the word

was also used to expreu any pla^ in which any
thing was beard, and under tho empire it was
applied to a court of justice. Under the republic

the place for all judic^ proceedings was the comi-

tium and the forum. (Ni pogunt in comitio aut

in faro ante meridiem causam coniicito quum per-

orant ambo pracsentes. Dirksen, dec.

p. 725.) But for the sake of shelter and conve-

nience, it became the practice to hold courts in the

Basilicac, which contained halls, which were also

called auditoria. In the dialogue de Oratoribus

(c. 39), the writer obseiv'cs that oratory had lost

much ^ cases being generally heard in ^auditoria

et tabularia.** It is first under M. Aurelius that

the auditorium principis is mentioned, by a'hich

wc must understand a hall or room in the imperial

residence
;
and in such a hall Septimius Severus

and the later emperors held their regular sittings

when they presided as judges. (Big. 36. liL 1.

s. 22, 49. tit. 9. s. 1 ; Dion Cms. Izzvi 1 1 ; Dig. 4.

tit 4. s. 18.) The provincial governors also under

the empire sometimes sat on their tribunal os in tho

republic, and sometimes in the praetorium or in an

auditorium. Accordingly, the latest jurists use the

word generally f»r any place in which justice was
administered. (Dig. 1. tit 2*2. s.5.) In tho time

of Diocletian, the auditorium had got the niune of

sMTC/arism ; and in a constitution of Constantino

(Cod. Th. i. tit 16. S.6), the tw*o words seem to

used as equivalent, when ho enacts that both

criminal and civil cases should be heard openly

(before the tribunal), and not in auditoria or

sccretaria. Valcnlinianus and Valens allowed

aiuses to be heard either before the tribunal or in

the sccrctarinm, but yet with open doors. From
the fifth century, the secrctarium or socrotum was

the regular place for hearing causes, and the people

were excluded by lattice-work (otzacc//a«) and
curtmns (iWa)

;
but this may have been as much

for convenience as for any other purpose, though it

appears that at this late period of the empire there

were only present the magistrate and his officers,

and tho ptuties to the cause. Only those w*bom

the magistrate invited, or who had business, or

persons of certain rank (honorati) had admission

to the co<trts, under the despotic system of the late

empire. (Cod. 1. tit. 48. s. 3; UoUweg, Uandbuch

de» Cit'Uproxet$«i^ p. 215.) [G. L.]

AUGUR, AUGU'RIUM ; AUSPEX, AUS-
PI'CIUM. An^r or ausptx meant a diviner by
birds, but came in course of time, like the Greek
olwrtif, to bo applied in a more extended sense

:

his art was called auffurium w auspicium, Plutarch

relates that the awturti were originally termed

oHtjiioa (Qaties^. Horn. c. 72), and there seems no
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reason to doubt this statement as Ilnrtung does
(/As Edison der Romer^ vol. i p. 99), on the
authority of Senius {ad I’m;. Aeiu i. 402, iiu 20).
The authority of Plutarch is further supported by
the fact, that in Roman marriages the person who
represented the diviner of ancient tiroes, was
called autpei and not ot^r. (Cic. <U Div. L 16).
Rubiuo (AdmwcA. Verfijistumj^ p. 45) draws a dis>

tinction between the meaning of the words aut^tca

and though he believes that they were used
to indicate the same person, the former referring

simply to the observation of the signs, and the Utter
to the interpretation of them. This view is cer-

tainly supported by the meaning of the verbs
auspicari and amptrari^ and the same distinction

seems to prevail between tho words omqd^’hui and
auguriumy when they are used together (Cic; de
ZAb. ii. 48, de NaL Dear, ii. 3), though Uicy aro
often applied to the same signs. The word aMi^Mw
was supplanted by augury but the scientific term
for the obsen’ation continued on the contrary to be
auepicium and not auguriuai. The etymology of
auepex is clear enough (from am, a^ the root

tpee or »pic)y but that of augur is not so cer-

tain. The ancient grammarians derived it from
arts and gero (Festus, «. o. augur; Serv. ad
Virg. Aen. v. 523), while some modern writers

suppose the root to be oag, signifying **
to see,''

and tho same as the SoriMrit aJluAiy the Latin
oadusy and the German auge, and ar to be a ter-

mination
; the word would thus correspond to tho

English seer. Others again believe the word to

be of Etntscan origin, which is not incompatible

wnth the supposition, as we shall show below, that

the auspices were of Latin or Sabine origin, since

tho word augur may thus have been intit^uccd
along with Etniscan rites, and thus have superseded
the original term awpar. There is, however, no
certainty on the point

; and, although the 6rst

mentioned et}'mology seems improbable, yet from
the analogy of and au-cepSy wo are inclined

to believe that tho former part of the word is of
tho same root os arts, and tho latter may be con-

nected with geroy more especially as Priscian (i. 6.

§ 36) gives auger and augeratusy as the more an-
cient forms of augur and augura/us. By Greek
writers on Roman affairs, the augurs are called

olwromiXoiy oieu'oo'xdTOi, oWurreu, of 4ir* olwvoiv

Upeit, Tho augurs formed a collegium at Romo,
but their history, functions, and duties will be }>ctter

explained after we have obtained a clear idea of

what the auspices were, and who bod the power
of taking them.

An acquaintance wnth this subject is one of

primary importance to every student of Roman his-

tory and antiquities. In the most ancient times,

no transaction took place, cither of a private or a
ublio nature, wnthout consulting the auspices, and
ence wo 6nd tho question asked in a well-known

passage of Livy (vil4), ** Auspiciis hone urbem
conditam esse, anipiciis bcllo oc pace, domo raili-

tiaeque omnia gori, quis esl, qui ignoret An
outline of the most important facts connected with

the auspices, which is all that our limits w ill allow,

therefore, claims our attentive consideration.

All the nations of antiquity were impressed w’ith

the firm belief, that the will of the gods and future

events were revealed to men by certain signs,

which were sent by tho gods as marks of inoir

favour to their sincere worshippers. Hence, tho

arguments of the Stoics that if there arc gods.
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thojr care for men, and that if they care for men
they must lend them ligni of their will (Cic. d*

Lt»u iL 13), expreiaed »o completdy the popular

belief, that whoever queitioncd it, would have
been looked upon in no other light than an atheiit.

But while all natione lought to become oequainU'd
with the will of the gods by varioui modes, which
gave rise to innaraerable kinds of divmation, there

arose in cocb separate nation a sort of national

belief that the particular gods, who watched over

them, revealed the future to them in a distinct and
peculiar manner. Hence, each people pnsictsed a
national /larrtr^ or dtvimatio^ which was supported

by the laws and institutions of the state, and was
guarded from mixture with fireign elements by
stringent enactments. Thus, the Romans looked
upon astrology and the whole prophetic art of the

Chaldaeans as a dangerous innovation
; they paid

little attention to dmtns, and hardly any to in-

spired prophets and seen. They had on the con-

trary learnt from the Etruscans to attach much
importance to extraordmory appearances in nature— Prodiffia ; in common with other neighbouring

nations they endeavoured to Icam the futnre, espe-

cially in war, by coniuUing the entrails of victims;

they laid great stress upon fisvourable or anhtvoor-

able osMaa, and in times of danger and difficulty

were accustomed to consult the Sibylline books,

which they had received from the Greeks
;
but the

mode of diviitation, which vras peculiar to them,

and easentially national, consist^ in those signs

included under the name of auspicia. The ob-

aervation of the auspices was, according to the

unanimotu testimony of the ancient writers, more
ancient even than Rome itself^ which is constantly

represented as founded under tho sanction of the

auspices, and the use of them is therefore asso-

ciated with the Latins, or the earliest inhabitants

of the city. There seems therefore no reason to

assign to them on Etruscan origin, os many modem
writers ore inclined to do, while there are several

facts pointing to an opposite conclusion. Cicero,

who was himself an augur, in his work De
aarfoas, constantly appeals to the striking difference

between the auspicia and the Etruscan system of

divination
; and, while ho firequently mentions

other nations which paid attention to the flight of

birds as intimations of the divine will, he never

once mentions this practice as in existence among
the Etruscans. (Cic. ds Div. i. 41, ii. 35, ; c/e

NaL Door. iL 4.) The belief that the flight of

birds gave some intimation of the will of the gods

•cems to have been prevalent among many nations

of antiquity, and was common to the Greeks, as

well as the Romans ; but it was only among the

latter people that it was reduced to a complete

syateni, governed by fixed rules, and handed down
fp>m generation to generation. In Greece, the

oradcs supplanted the birds, and the future was
learnt from Apollo and other gods, rarely fn-ra

Zeus, who possessed very few oracles in Greece.

The contrary was the case at Rome : it was from

Jupiter that the future was Icamt, and the birds

were regarded as his messengers. {Ave» intemun-
Hae Joris, Cic. de Dhin. iL 34 ;

Inierpretes Joris

opHmi maatmf poUud augurte^ Cic. de Leg. iL 8).

It must be remarked in general, that the Roman
auspices were essentially of a practical nature ; they

gave no information respecting the coarse of future

events, they did not infonn men tefuU uxie to happen^

but simply taught them what tJtey toere to do, or not
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to do ; they assigned no reason for the decision ot

Jupiter,— they simply announced, yes or no.

The words angurimm and auepicium came to b«
used in course of time to signify the observation

of variotu kinds of signs. They were divided into

five sorts : a* coe/o, av ar»6KS, eut tripudiie^ e* gua->

drmpedihue^ as diri*. Of these, the last tm-ee

formed no part of the ancient auspices. Tho ob-

servation of signs in the heavens, such as light-

ning, was naturally connected with observing the
heavens in order to watch the birds ; and there-

fore, must in early times have formed part of the
auspices

;
for in an early stage of society, light-

ning and similar phenomena have been always
looked upon os sent by the gods. A few words
must be said on each of these five kinds of ongury.

1. Eee caelo. This included the observation of

the various kinds of thunder and lightning, and
was regarded as the most important, maximune
amepieivm. (Serr. ad Virg. Aen. ii. 693 ; Cic. da
Div. iL 18, 6lc, ; Festus, s. v. Vodeetia.) The in-

terpretation of these phenomena was rather Etrus-

can than Roman
; and the only point connected

with them which deserves mention here, is, that

whenever it was reported by a person authorised

to take the auspices, that Jupiter thundered or

lightened, the enmitia could not be held. (Cic. de
IHv. ii. 14, Philipp. T. 3.)

2. E» avibue. It was only a few birds which
could give Augnriet among the Romans. (Cic. de
Div. ii. 34.) They were divided into two classes

:

Oecinee^ those which gave auguries by singing, or

their voice, and AlUee^ those which gave auguries

by their flight. (Festus, $,v. Oeeinee). To tho
former class, belonged the raven (porvue) and tho

crow (coratr), the first of these giving afavoorablo

omen (autpieium ro/«m) when it appeared on tho

right, tho latter, on the contrary, when it was seen

on the leR (Plaut Ann, ii. 1. 12 ; Cic. de Div. i.

39); likewise the owl (noc/oo, Festus, s.e. Gsews),
and the ben {gallina^ Cic. de Div. iL 26). To tho

ores aliUt belonged first of all the eagle (aqai/a),

I
who is called pre-eminently the bird of Jupiter

{JocU alee)y and next the Milturc (vn//wr), and
with these two the avU eanqualie^ also called om-
/ragfi^ and tho immueeulHe or immueenhu arc pro-

bably also to bo classed. (Comp. Virg. Aw. i, 394 ;

Liv. L 7, 34 ;
Festus, $. v. eantpealie ; Plin. //. N.

X. 7.) Some birds were included both among the

ocrioes and the alitee: such were the Picne Martiu*^
and /Vronias, and the Parrka (Plin. II. N. x. 18.

s. 20 ; Hor. Camt. iiL 27. 16 ;
Festus, e,v. 0$ci-

num tripudinm). These were the principal birds

consult^ in the auspices. Every sound and mo-
tion of each bird hod a different meaning, accord-

ing to the different circumstances, or times of the

year when it was observed, but the particulars do

not deserve further notice here. When the birds

j

favoured an undertaking, they were said addieere^

I admittrre nr and were then called addio-

I

tivae^ admustvae^ eecundae^ or praepeies: when un-

!

favourable they were saido5f/»erre,arcer«, rr/nigart^

&c., and were then called advenae or alterae. The
birds which gave unfavourable omens were termed

/nnehree^ inhUHtae^ Ingnbret, malae, Ac., and such

auspices were called diria and damaioria,

3. Ex Tripudiia. These auspices were taken

from the feeding of chickens, and were especially

employed on military expeditions. It was tho

doctrine of the augurs that any bird could give

a tripudium (Cic, de Div. ii. 34) ;
but it ho-
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cnme the practice in later timei to employ only

chickene for the purpose. They were

kept in a cage, under care of a person called

pullariiu

;

and when the auspices were to bo

taken, the pullarius opened the cage and threw

to the chickens pulse or a kind of soft cake. If

they refused to come out or to eat, or uttered a
cry (oecineretU), or beat their wings, or flew away,
the signs were considered un&vourable. (Lir. x.

40 *, Val. Max. 1. 4. § 3.) On the contrar}', if

they ate greedily, so that something fell from their

mouth and struck the earth, it was called tripu-

dium $oli$timuM (Uipudium quasi terripaviuni^

tolutimum^ from so/ion, according to the ancient

writers, Cic. de Div. it 34), and was held a

faTonrablc sign. Two other kinds of tripudia are

mentioned by Festus, the tripudium o$cinum^ from

the cry of birds, and soamum, from the sound of

the pulse falling to the ground : in what respects

the latter differed from the tripudium so^imam,
we are not informed. (Cic. ad Fam, ri 6 ; see

also Festua, s. or. puU^ tripudiumy otcinum tripu-

diunu)

4. Ex quadruped3>ui. Auguries could also bo
taken from four>footcd animals

;
but these formed

no part of the original science of the augurs, and
were nercr employed by them in taking auspices

on behalf of the state, or in the exercise of their

art properly so called. They must be looked upon
simply as a mode of private divination, which was
natural/ brought under the notice of the augurs,

and seems by them to have been reduced to a
kind of system. Thus, we arc told that when a
fox, a wulf^ a horse, a d<^, or any other kind of

quadruped ran across a person's path or appeared in

an unusual place, it formed on augury. (Sec e. g,

Hor. Carm. iii. 27.) The.^(^ atupidum belonged

to this class of auguries. (Cic. de l)iv. il 36 ; Pest

$.v.juge$ au^ndum ; Serv. ad Vtrg, Aen. iii. 537.)

5. Ex dirif, sc. signU, Under this bead was
included every kind of aumr}', which does not foil

under any of the four dosses mentioned above,

such as sneezing, stumbling, and other accidental

things. (Comp. Scrv.a</ Aen. iv. 453.) There
was an important augury of this kind connected

with the army, which was called or acuminilnis^

that is, the flames appearing at the points of spcnri

or other weapons. (Cic. de Div, iL 36, de AW.
Dear, ii 3 ; Dionys. v. 46.)

The ordinary manner of taking the auspices,

properly so called (i. e. or eaelo and ex or>5iMt), wua
as follows : The person who was to take them first

marked out with a wand {lituue) a division in

the heavens called templum or teecurriy within

which be intended to make his observations. The
station where he was to take the auspices «*as

also separated by a solemn formula from the rest

of the land, and was likewise called templum or

Ufcum. He then proceeded to pitch a tent in it

(jtabemaadum capere)y and this tent again was
also called templum^ or, more accurately, templum

minue. [Tkmplum.] Within the walls of Home,
or, more properly speaking, within the pomoerioxn,

there was no occasion to select a spot and pitch a

tent on it, as there was a place on the Arz on the

summit of the (3apitoline hill, called Auguraculumy

which had been consecrated once for all fur this

purpose. (Festus, s. e. A s^vrucu/um / comp. Liv.

u lU, iv. 18 ; Cic. de Off. iii. 16.) .In like manner
there was in every Roman comp a place called

augurale (Tac. Awa. li. 13, xv. 30), which an-
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swered the same purpose ; but on all other oeca*

sions a place had to be consecrated, and a tent to

be pitched, as, for instance, in the Campus Mar-
this, when the comitia centuriata were to be held.

The person who was then taking the auspices

waited for the favourable signs to appear ; but it

was necessary during this time that there should

be no interruption of any kind whatsoever (st/ea-

ft'am), and hence the woM tdeniium was usiMl in

a more extended sense to signify the absence of

every thins that was faulty. £ve^ thing, on the
contrary, rendered the auspices invalid was
called o^'am (Cic. de Div. ii. 34 ;

Festus, s. e. ei-

taUio turgere)
;
and hence wo constantly read in

Livy and other writers of vitio magietratue ereoti,

vitio lex lalety Slc. The watching for the auspices

was called spectio or serrare de ooelof the declara*

tioD of what was observed nuntiatioy or, if they
were unfavourable, olmumiiatio. In the latter case,

the person who took the auspices seems usually to

have said alio die^ by which the business in hand,
whether the bolding of the comitia or any thing

else, was entirely stopped. (Cic. de Leg. ii. 12.)

Having explained what the auspices were and
how they were taken, wo have now to determine
who hod the power of taking them. In the first

place it is certain that in ancient times no one but
a patrician could take the auspices., and that a
plebeian bod no power of doing so. The gods of

the Roman state were the gods of the patricians

alone, and it was consequently regarded as an act

of profiination for any plebeian to attempt to in>

terpret the will of these gods. Hence the posses-

sion of the auspices (Jidtiere auepida) is one of the

most distinguisned pren^ativci of the patricians ;

they are said to be penes pairum^ and arc called

auspida pairum, (Liv. vL 41, x. 8 *, comp. iv. 6.)

It would further appear that every patrician might
take the auspices ; but here a distinction is to be

observed. It has ^rcady been remarked that in tbo

most ancient times no transaction, whether private

or public, a'os performed without consulting the

auspices (nisi anspioaio^ Cic. de Div. i. 16 ; Val.

Max. ii. 1. § 1) ;
and hence arose the distinction of

au^nda privaia and auspida puUica, One of the

most frequent occasions on which tbo auspida
privaia were taken, was in case of a marriogo

(Cic., Val. Max. U. oc.)
;
and hence after private

auspices had become entirely disused, the Itomans,

in accordance with their usual love of preserving

ancient forms, were accustomed in later times to

employ auspices in marriages, who, however, acted

only as friends of the bridegroom, to witness the

pa^mient of the dowry and to superintend the

various rites of the marriage. (Pl^t Cos. prol.

85; SucL Gaud. 26; Tac. Ann. xL 27.) The
emplo^mient of the auspices at marriages a*as one

great aigumcnt used by the patricians against

oonnuUum between themselves and the plel^ians,

as it would occasion, they urged, perturttaiionem

auspiciorum puUtcorum privatorumque. (Liv. iv.

2.) The possession of these pri>'ate auspicia is

expressed m another passage of Livy by privatim

auspida habere, (lav. vL 41.) In taking these

private auspices, it would appear that any patrician

* There can be no reasonable doubt that by
patres in these passages the whole body of tho

patricians is meant, and not tho senators, as

Rubino asserts. (Comp. Decker, Horn AUeriL voL
ii. part i. p. 304, &c.)
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WAS employi^d, who knew how to form temjTJa nnd
was acc{uaintpd with the art of augury, and was
therefore called vutpejt or ov//»r ; it docs not ap*

pear to have been necessary nor usi:al in such
cases to have recourse to the public augurs, the

members of the collegium, who are therefore

frequently called au^rr$ ptUAici, to distinguish

them from the private augurs. (Cic. de Ia^, iL R,

ad Fam. vL 6 ;
Festus, *. r. (ptinque qtnera.) The

case, however, was very diftereiit with respect to

the autj*icia ptdjlica^ generally called atupicia

simply, or those which concerned the state. The
latter could only be taken by the persons who re-

presented the state, and w'ho acted os mediators

between the gods and the state
;
for though nil

the patricians were eligible for taking the auspices,

yet it w*os only the magistrates w*ho were in actual

possession of them. As long as there were any
patrician magistrates, the auspices wore exclusively

m their hands * on their entrance upon office, they
received the auspices {acfipiebani ausptcia^ Cic. de
Div. iL 36) ;

while their office lasted, they were
in possession of them (hahebant or erant eorum
amtpicia^ Oell. xilL 15) ;

and at the expiration of

their office, they laid them down {pon^mi or de~

ponebant oajptWa, Cic. de NaL Deor. iL 3). In
case, however, there was no patrician magistrate,

the auspices became vested in the whole body of

the patricians, which was expressed by the words
auspicia ad pairet redeunt (Cic. BnU. 5.) This
happened in the kingly period on the demise of a
king, and the patricians then chose an interrex,

who was therefore invested by them with the

right of taking the auspices, and W'os thus enabled

to mediate between the gods and the state in the

election of a new king. In like manner in the

republican period, when it was believed that there

bod been something faulty (rth'am) in the auspices

in the election of the consuls, and they were
obliged in conserjuence to resign their office, the

auspices returned to the whole body of the pa-

tricians, who had recourse to an interrequum for

the renewal of the auspices, and for banding them
over in a perfect state to the new magistrates

:

hence we find the expressions rtpeicre de inteffro

auspicia and nwomre per internfftium atupicia.

(Liv. V. 17, 31, vL 1.)

It will be seen from what has been said that

the Roman state was a species of theocracy, that

the gods were its rulers, and that it was by means
of the auspices that they intimated their will to the

representatives of the people, that is, the mogis-
Iniies. It follows from this, as has l^en alri'^y

remarked, that no public act could be performed
w’ithout consnlting the auspices, no election could

be held, DO law passed, no w'or waged ; for a ne-

glect of the auspices would have been oquU^ent to

a declaration that the gods had ceased to rule the

Roman state.

There still remain three points in connection with

the auspices which require notice:-—!. The rela-

tion of the magistrates to the augurs in taking the

auspices. 2. The manner in which the magistrates

received the aiupiccs. 3. The relation of the dif-

ferent magistrates to one another with respect to

the auspices. We can only make a few brief re-

marks upon each of these important nuittcrs, and
must refer our readers for fuller information to the

masterly discussion of Rubino (Bom, Ver/atsuMff,

p. 48, Ac.), to whom we are indebted for a great

port of the present article.
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I. The distinction between the duties of the

magistrates and the augurs in taking the auspices

is one of the most difficult points connected with

this subject, but perhaps a satisfactory solution of

these difficulties may he found hy taking an his-

torical new of the question. We are told not only

that the kings were in possession of the auspices,

but that they themselves were acquainted with

the art and practised it. Romulus is represented

to have been the best of augurs, and from him all

succeeding augurs received the chief mark of their

office, the /Uuus^ with which that king exercised

his calling. (Cic. de Dir. i. 2, iL 17 ; Liv. L 10.)

Ho is fiirther stated to have appointed three augurs,

but only as his assistants in taking tho auspices,

a fact which is important to bear in mind. (Cic.

de Hep. iL 9.) Their dignity gradually increased

in consequence of their being employed at tho

inauguration of the kings, and also in cnnse<|uence

of their becoming the preservert and depositaries

of the science of augury. Formed into a collegium,

they handed down to their successors the varimts

rules of the science, while the kin^ and subse-

quently the magistrates of the republic, were liable

to change. Their duties thus became twofold, to

assist toe magistrates in taking tho auspices, and
to preserve a scientific knowledge of tho art They
were not in possession of the auspices themselves,

though they understood them better than the ma-
gistrates

; the lightning and the birds wore not

sent to them but to the magistrates
;
they dis-

charged no independent functions either political

or ecclesiastical, and are therefore described by
Cicero as privati. (De Divin. L 40.) As the

augurs were therefore merely the assistants of tho

magistrates, they could not take the auspices

without the latter, though the magistrates on tho

contrary could dispense with their assistance, as

must fraquently have happened in the appointment

of a dictator by the consul on military expeditions

at a distance from the city. At the same time it

must be borne in mind, that as the augurs were

the interpreters of the science, they possessed tho

right of declaring whether tho auspices were valid

or invalid, and that too whether they were present

or not at the time of taking them ; and whoever
questioned their decision was liable to severe

punishment (Cic. de Lep. iL 8.) They thus pos-

sessed in reality a veto upon every important public

transaction. It was this power which made the

office an objoct of ambition to the most distin-

guished men at Rome, and which led Cicero, him-

self an augur, to describe it as the highest dignity

in the state (de I^g. iL 12). The augurs frcquentl}’'

employed this power ns a political engine to vitiato

the election of such parties as were unfiivourablo

to the exclusive privileges of the potricuins, (Liv.

vL 27, viii, 23.)

But although the augurs could declare that thcro

was some fault in the auspices, yet, on the other

hand, they could not, in favour of their office, de-

clare that any unfavourable sign had appeared to

them, since it was not to them tliat tho ausjiices

wore sent. Thus wo arc told that the augurs did

not possess the ejiectio^ tluit is, the right of taking

the state-auspices. This which we have
already brieiiy spoken, was of two kinds, one
more extensive and the* other more limited. In
the one case tho person, who exorcised it, could

put a slop to the proceedings of any other magis-

trate by his obnuntiatio : this was culled qiectio H
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nuntiaiio (perhaps also tpeetio cum nuntiaiione), and

Itolonged only to the highest magistrates, the con-

suls, dictators, intcrreges, and, with some modifica-

tions, to the praetors. In the other cose, tho person

who took the causes only exercised the speefio in

reference to the duties of his own office, and could

not interfere with any other magistrate: this was

called $pfeiio sine nutiHaiUme^ and Ixrlonged to the

other magistrates, the censors, aedites, and quaes-

tors. Now as the augurs did not possess the

auspices, they consequently could not possess the

spcctio {kaln^rt rpectionem)\ but as the augurs were

constantly employed by the magistrates to take the

auspices, they the spoctio, though they

did not possess it in virtue of their office. When
they m*cre employed by tho magistrates in taking

the auspices, they possessed the right of the nun-

and thus bad the power, by the declaration

of unfavourable signs (oA«iuWu>/»o), to put a stop

to all important public transactions (Cic. de J^.
it. 12). In this w'ay w*e are able to understand

the assertion of Cicero {Philipp, ii. 32), that the

augurs possessed the nuntiaiioy the consuls and the

other (nighcr) magistrates both the spectio and
ttuMtiatio

;

though it must, at the same time-, be

l)omc in mind tlmt this right of nuaiiaiio only be-

longed to them in cunsequ nee of their being em-
]>Ioyed by the magistratt's. (Ilespecting the passage

of Festus, i. r. rpcciio^ which socmis to teach a dif-

ferent doctrine, see Rubino, p. 58.)

2. As to the nuinner in which the magistrates

received the auspices, there is no reason to suppose,

as many modem writers have done, that they were
conferr^ upon them in any special manner. It

was the act of their election which made them the

recipients of tho auspices, since tho comitia, in

which they were appointed to their office, were
held au^iaito, and consequently their ap]>ointmcnt

w*as ri'garded as ratified by the gods. The auspices,

therefore, passed immediately into their hands
npon the abdication of their predecessors in office.

There are two circumstances which have given

rise to the opinion that the magistrates received

the auspices by some special act The first is, that

the new magistrate, immediately after the midnight
on which his office l>egan, w'os acenstomed to observe

the heavens in order to obtain a happy sign for

the commencement of his duties (Dionys. ii. G).

Rut he did not do this in order to obtain the

auspices ; he already possessed them, and it w'os

in virtue of his possession of them, that be was able

to observe the heavens. The second circumstance

to which we have been alluding, was the inawpt-

ratio of the kings on the Arx after their election

in the comitia (Liv. L 18). Rut this inauguration

had reference simply to the priestly office of the

king, and, therefore, did not take place in the case

of the republican magistrates, though it continued

in use in the appointment of the rex sacrorum and
the other priests.

3. The auspices belonging to the different magis-

trates were divided into two classes, called aM7>trsa

thorima or mqpms and minora. The former, w hich

belonged originally to the kings, passed over to the

consuls on the institution of the republic, and like-

wise to the extraordinary magistrates, the dictators,

interrcges,and consular tribunes. When the con-

suls were deprived in course of time of j)ort of their

duties, and separate magistrates were created to

dischai^ them, they naturally received the atupi-

fia majora also ; this was the case w'ith the cen-
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sors and praetors. The quaestors and the eumle
acdilcsi, on the contnuy’, had only the auspuria

minora^ because they received them from the con-

suls and praetors of the year, and their auspices

were derived from the nuyora of the higher ma-
gistrates. (Messalla, ap, iidl. xui. 15.)

It remains to trace the history of the collie of

augurs. We have already seen that it was a com-
mon opinion in antiquity that the augurship ow<»d

its origin to the first king of Rome, and it is ac-

cordingly stated, that a college of three augurs w'as

appointed by Romulus, answering to the numlier

of the early tribes, the Ramnes, Tiiics, and Lu-
rcrenses. This is tho account of Cicero {d« Rep.
ii. 9), who supposed Numa to have added tw*o

more (iL 14), w'ithout, how’cver, stating in what
way these latter corresponded to tho tribes. On
the other side stand different statements of Livy,

first, one (iv. 4) which is probably an error, in

which the first institution of augurs is attributed

to Numa, seemingly on the theory that all tho

Roman religion was derived from the second king:

secondly, a statement of far more importance (x. 6),

that at tho passing of the Ogulnion law the augurs

were but four in number, which Livy himself, who
recognised the principle of the number of augurs

corresponding to that of the tribes, supposes to

have been accidentaL This is improbable, as

Niebuhr has sbowm {HiH. of Romc^ voL iii. p.

352), who thinks the third tribe was excluded

from the college of augurs, oimI that the four,

therefore, represented the Ramnes and Titles only.

It is hard to suppose, however, that this supe-

riority of the Ramnes and Titles over the third

tribe could have continued dow'n to tho time of

tho Ogulnian law (&c. 300): moreover, os two
augurs apiece were appointed fiom each of the two
first tribes, and the remaining five from the plebs,

it does not appear how the Luceres could ever have

obtained the prinle^. A different mode of re-

conciling the contradictory numbers four and three

is sought fur in another statement of Cicero {d*

Div. L 40), that the kings were augurs, so that

after their expulsion another augur may have been
added instead of them to the original number
which represented the tribes. Probably this is

one of the many cases in early Roman history in

which the only conclusion wc can come to is, that

the theory of what ou^ht to have been according

to antiquarians of a later age differed finm w'bat

actually tcai according to the earliest accounts to

which liivy had recourse.

The Ogulnian law (b.c. 300), which increased

the number of pontiffs to eight, by the addition of

four plebeians, and that of the augurs to nine by
the addriioD of five plebeians, may be considered a
sort of aera in Roman history. The religious dis-

tinction between the two orders which had been so

often insisted npon was now at an end, and it was
no longer possible to use the auspices as a political

instrument against the plebeians. The number of

nine augurs which this law fixed, lasted down to

the dictatorship of Sylla, who increased them to

fiHeen, a multiple of the original three, probably

with a reference to the early tribes. (Liv. Bpit.

89.) A sixteenth number was added by Julius

Caesar after his return from Rgypt (Dion Cass,

xlii. 51.)

The members of the college of augurs possessed

self-election {cooptati). At first they were ap-

pointed by the king, but as tho king Limself was
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an aagar, their appointment by him wai not con-

•idercd contrary to thii prinripl**. {RomniuM eonp-

Vtrii d« Hep. ii. 9.) They retained the

right of co-optation until B.a 10^ the year of

the Domitian law. By thU law it was enacted

that racaiiciee in the prieatly collegea ahould be

tilled up by the votes of a minority of the tribes,

». e. seventeen out of thirty-hve chosen by lot,

(Cic. <U Aqt. il 7 :
Veil Pat. ii. 12 ;

Suet.

Ser. 2.) The Domitian law was repealed hy
Sulla &C. 81 (Pseudo-Ascon. in Cic. IHv. pu 102,

ed. Orelli), but again restored b. a 63, during the

consulship of Cicero, by the tribune T. Annius
Lnbienui, with the suf^rt of Caesar (Dion Casa
xxxrii. 37). It was a second time abrogated by
Antony D.C. 44 (Dion Cass. xliv. 53) ;

whether
ngain restored by Hirtius and Pansa in their

general annulment of the acts of Antony, seems
uncertain. The emperors possessed the right of

electing augurs at pleasure.

The augurs were elected for life, and even if

cApitally convicted, never lost their sacred charac-

ter. (Plin. Ep. iv. 8.) When a vacancy occurred,

the candidate was nominated by two of the elder

members of the college (Cic. PkiL ii2), the electors

were sworn, and the new member was then so-

lemnly inaugurated. (Cic. lirtU. 1.) On such

occasion there was always a splendid banquet given,

at which all the augurs were expected to be present

(Cic. ad Fam. vii. 26, ad Ati. xii. 13, 14, 15.)

The only distinction in the college was one of age

;

an elder augur always voted before a younger, even

if the latter filled one of the higher offices in the

Btite. (Cic. <U Sm. 18.) The head of the college

was called nuupgter eollepii. It was expected that

all the aitgurs should live on friendly terms with

one another, and it wrai a rule that no one was
to be elected to the office, who was known to be an
enemy to any of the college. (Cic. ad Fam. iii. 10.)

The augur, who had inaugural^ a younger member,
was always to be regard^ by the latter in the light

of a parent (ta parmti* earn loco eolerCf Cic.

Hnd. 1).

As insignia of their office the augurs wore the

fra5eo, or public dress (Serv. ad Aen. viL 612),
and carried in their band the /i/»»s or curved wand.
(LiTtJus.] On the coins of the Homans, who
filled the office of augur, we constantly find the

litmus^ and along with it, not unfrequently, the

copi*^ an earthen vessel which was used by them
In sacrifices. (Liv. x. 7 ; Varr. Z. A. v. 121, ed.

Muller.) Both of these instruments are seen in

the annexed coin of Lcntulus.

The science of the augurs was called Jus aupurum
and Jui aw/KTiam, and was preserved in books
(lihri aupuraict)^ which are frequently mentioned

in the ancient writers. The expression for con-

sulting the augurs was rrfrrrt ad ov^res, and
their answers were called deertta or reeponn aatju-

mm. The science of augury had greatly declined

in the time of Cicero ; and although he frequently

deplores its neglect in his De Dinau/tbae, yet neither

he nor any of the educated classes appears to hare
had any ffiith in it. What a force it had become
a few years later is evident from the statement of

Dionysius (ii 6), who infomu us that a new
magistrate, who took the auspices upon the first

day of bis office, was accustomed to have an augm
on his side, who told him that lightning had ap-
peared on his left, which was regarded as a g<i^
omen, and although nothing of the kind had
happened, this declaration was c<msi(lered suffi-

cieiiL (Moscov, i)e Jure Auepicii apud Homauoi^
Lips. 1721 ;

Werther, IM Aupuriis Jiomanit^

Lemgo, 1835 ; Creuzer, SymUdiky volii. p. 935,
&C. ; Muller, Etnukery voL ii p. 110, dec.

;
Har*

tung. Die Heliffioa der T^omer, voL i p. 98, Ac. ;

Gdttling, GeeckickU der K^.Siaaireerf. p. 1 98, Ac.;
Becker, Him. Alterth. vol. ii jiart i p.304 ; but
above all Rubino, Kom. Verfastungy p. 34, Ac.)
AUGURA'CULUM. [Augur, p. 176, a.]

AUOURA'LE. [Augur, p. 176, a.]

AUOUSTA'LES (sc. ludiy also called Aujpts^

taiiOy sc. csrtamtiia, ludieray and by the Greek
writers and in Greek inscriptions, S^dooro, 2«-

ddct/io, A^TovffrdXta), were games celebrated in

honour of Augustus, at Rome and in other parts

of the Roman empire. After the battle of Actium,
a quinquennial festival {ueofijyvpii wsrrrr^pfr)
was instituted

;
and the birthday (TfWdAia) of

Augustus, as w*ell as that on which the victory was
announced at Rome, were regarded as festival days.

(Dion Cass. li. 19.) In the pitivinces, alto, in

addition to temples and ulUua, quinquennial games
were instituted in almost every town. (SueL Aug.
59.) The Homan equites were accustomed of their

own accord to celebrate the birthday of Augustus
in every alternate year (SucL Aug.&'i)

; and the
praetors, before any decree had been {lassM for the
purpose, were also in the habit of exhibiting games
every year in honour of Augustus. (Dion Cass,

liv. 26, 30). It was not, however, till b. c. 1 1, that

the festival on the birth-day of Augustus was for-

mally established by a decree of the senate (Dion
Cass. liv. 34), and it is this festival which is

usually meant when the Angustales or Augtulalia
are mentioned. It was celebrated iv. Id. Octobr.
At the death of Augustus, this festival assumed a
more solemn character, was added to the Fasti,

and celebrated to his honour as a god. (Tac. Ann.
L 13 ; Dion Cass. Ivi 46.) Hence, Tacitus speaks
of it as first established in the reign of Ti^rius
(Ann. L 54.) It was henceforth exhibited annually
ill the circus, at first by the tribunes of tho plebs,

at the commencement of the reign of Tiberius, but
afterwords by the praetor peregrinus. (Tacit. Ann.
i. 15; Dion Cass. Ivl 46.) These panics con-

tinued to be exhibited in the time of Dion Cassius,

that is, about a. d. 230 (liv. 34).

The augustales, or augustalia, at Neapolis

(Naples), were celebrated with great splendour.

They were instituted in the lifetime of Augiutus
(Suet Aug. 98), and were celebrated every five

years. According to Strabo (v. p. 246), who
speaks of these games without mentioning their

name, they rivalled the most magnificent of the

Grecian festivals. They consisted of gymnastic
and musical contests, and lasted for several days.

At those games the Emperor Claudius brought
forward a Greek comedy, and received the prise.

(Suet C7aaid. 1 1 ;
compare Dion Cass. Ix. 6.)

Augustalia (24€aara) were also celebrated at

Alexandria, as appears from an inscription in
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Orutcr (316. 2); and in this city there wnsamag-
niticent temple to Augustus (Sc^ooTcroF, jiu^tu-

tule). We hud mention of nugtistalia in numerous
other places, as Pergamus, Nicomcdio, &c.

AUGUSTA'LES, the name of two classes of

priests, one at Rome and the other in the muni-

cipia, frequently mentioned in inscriptions.

I. The Avg^alt$ at Rome, property called so-

dttU* which is the name they always

bear in inscriptions, were an order of priests {A
talium aaeerdotium) instituted by Tiberius to attend

to the worship of Augiutus and the Julia gens.

They were chosen by lot from among the principal

persons of Rome, and were twenty one in niunbcr,

to which WTFc added Tiberius, Dnisus, Claudius,

and Gcnnaninis, as mcmherB of the imperial

family. (Tacit L 54.) They W’cre also called

Ktcen^tet Angustale* (Tacit Arm. n. B3) ; and
sometimes simply A (Tacit //ts/. it 95.)

Similar priests were appointed to attend to the

worship of other emperors after their decease
;
and

wo accordingly find in inscriptions mention made
of the todalcM /Tutni, Hadriarralex, Adiani^ Anio^

niniy &c. It appears that the JUimines Aufftutalr$

ought to be distinguished from the todales Au^/us-

taU». Wc find t^t flamines and sacerdotes were

appointed, in the lifetime of Augustus, to attend to

his worship
;
but we hare the express statements

of Suetonius and Dion Cassius that this worship

was confined to the provinces, and was nut prac-

tised in Rome, or in any part uf Italy, during the

lifetime of Augustus. (Tacit. Ann. i. 10 ; Suet.
|

Ai^. 52 ; Dion Cass. li. 20.) Women even were
appointed priestesses of Augustus, as appears from

an inscription in Grutcr (320. 10) : this practice

probably took its origin from the appointment of

Livia, by a decree of the senate, to be priestess to

her deceased husband. (Dion Cass. Ivi. 46.) It

seems probable that the sodalcs Augustales were
entrusted with the management of the worship

;

but that the flamines Augustales were the persons

who actually offered the sacrifices and performed

the other sacred rites. A member of the sodatea

Augustales was sometimes a florocn also (Orelli,

Inacrip. 2366, 2368) ; and it is not improbable

that the fiamincs were appointed by the scales.

II. The AnguMalex in the municipia are sup-

posed by most modern writers, in consequence of the

statement of the scholiast on Horace {ScU. ii. 3. 20 1 ),

to hare been a class of priests selected by Augustus
from the libertini to attend to the religious rites

connected with the worship of the Loi^, which
that emperor was said to have put up in places

where two or more ways met (Orelli, Inxcrip.

rol. ii. p. 1 .07.) But A. W. Zumpt, in an excellent

essay on this subject, brings forward good reasons

for rejecting this opinion. [Compor. Compitali.^.]

He thinks it much more prolmblc that this order

of priests was instituted in the municipia in imita-

tion of the Augustales at Rome, and for the same
object,namely, to attend to the worship of Augustus.

From thc'nuraerons inscriptions in which they are

mentioned, we lenrn the follo^nng facts respectuig

them. They forn>ed a collegium and were ap-

pointed by the rfecKribncs, or senate of the muni-

cipio. They were generally libertini, which is

easily accounted for by the fact, that none but the

freelimrn (tm/cttin'), could obtain admission into the

ctiria of the municipia; and as there seem to have
l»een many exjwnces connected with the discharge

of the duties of the Augustales, the decurioncs

AURUM.
w*onld not be anxious to obtain this distinction,

while the libertini on the contrary, who were
generally a wealthy class and were not invested

with any honour, would naturally covet it. The
Augustales ranked next in dignity to the decu-

rioncs; and as they were mostly men of property,

they came in course of time to form a middle class

between the decuriones and plebs, like the eques-

trian order at Rome. Thus, in the inscriptiuni of

many municipia, we find the decuriones, Aiigiu-

tales, and plebs, mentioned together as the thn>c

classes into which the community w*as divided.

The six principal members of the college were
called Seviti^ a title which seems to have been
imitated from the Seviri in the equestrian order

at Rome. (Kgger, Kxamen Critirpte d«a Hidoriena
auciena de fa Vie et du Regne d'A ugvate^ Paris, 1 844,
Appendix II , treats of the Augustales

; but sec

especially A. W. Zumpt, IM AuguataRbua et Seviria

AugudaUlrtta Comm^atio Epigrapkioa^ Berol.

1846.)

AUGUSTUS, a name bestowed upon Octa-
vianus in B.C. 27, by the senate and the Roman
people. It u-as a W'ord used in coimection with
religion, and designated a person as sacred and
worthy of worship

; henee the Greek writers trans-

late it by ^e€atrr6s. (Dion Casa. HiL 16, 18;
Suet. Aug. 7 ; Veil. Pat. ii. 91 ;

Flor. iv. 12 ;

Oroa vi. 20 ; Censorin. 22 ;
Ov. rad. i. 607.) It

W’os not a title indicative of power, but simply a
surname

;
and is hence called by Suetonius (Tib. 26)

ncmen heredHarium. It was, however, borne not

only by Tiberius and the other emperors con-

nected with the family of Augustus, but was like-

wise adopted by all succeeding emperon, as if

descended either by birth or adoption, from the

first emperor of tbo Roman world (ta tjua nomen
vdui quadam adoptioau ami Jure hereditario succe^

derty Lomprid. Aler. Sever. 10). The name of

Auguda nas frequently bestowed upon females of

the imperial family, the first instance of which
occurs in the case of Livia, who received this title

upon her adoption into the Julia gens on the death
of her husbaind .Octavianus (Tac. Ann. i. 8) ; but

Auguatua belonged exclusively to the reigning em-
peror till towai^ the end of the second century

of the Christian acni, when M. Aurelius and ll

Verus both received this surname (Sportian. Aef.

VenUy 5, M. Ant. Phil. 7). From this time we
frequently find two or even a greater number of

Augudi; and though in that and in all similar cases

the persons honour^ with the title were regarded

as participators of the imperial power, still the one
who received the title first was looked upon as the

head of the empire. When there were two Au-
gusti we find on coins and inscriptions A V O G,
and when three A V G O O. From the time of

Probus the title became perpetuua AuguditSy and
from Philippus or Claudius Gothicus aemper An-
guduay the latter of which titles was borne by the

so-called Roman emperors in Germany. (KckheU
rol. viii. p. 354, 6cc.) [Caksar.]
AVIA'RIUM. [Agricultl’ra, p. 68, b.]

AULA. fDoMUR.]
AULAEUM. [SiPARiUM.]
AU'REUS. [Aurcm.]
AURI'GA. [Circus.]

AURUM (xpv<rii)% gold. The remarks made
under Aroxntum apply to a great extent to gold

as well as silver, and the sources of informanon

rc!«pecting both the precious metals are specified in
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thnt article. It would appear from a paua^e in the

Ant^one (r. 1038)« that in the time of i^phoclei

g >ld wa« rare at Athens. Indeed throughout the

whole of Orecce, though gold was by no means un-

known, it appears to have been obtained chiefly

through the Greek cities of Alia Minor, and the

adjacent islands, which possessed it in abundance.

The Homeric poems speak constantly of gold as

being laid up in treasuries, and used in large quan>
titles for tbo purposes of onmroent ; but this is

sufficiently acconnted for by the fact that Homer
was an Asiatic Greek. The chief places from

which the Greeks procured their gold were India,

Arabia, Armenia, Colchis, and Troas. It was
found mixed with the sands of the Poctolus and
other rivers.

Almost the only method of purifying gold, known
to the ancients, seems to have been that of grinding

and then roosting it, and by this process they suc-

ceeded in getting it very pure. This is what we
ore to understand by the phrase iiir4^$ov

ill Thucydides (iu 13), and by the word oOnu$am
in Pliny (//. iV. xxxiii. 3. a 19), and elsewhere

(ForcelUni $. v. obrussa). Hcspeciing the use of

gold in the fine arts, especially ui the chi^'sclo-

phantine statues, see Torkuticb. Tho art of

gilding was known to the Greeks from the earliest

times of which we have any information. (Horn.

Od. iiL 425, vi. 232 ;
Plin. //. ,\\ xxxiiu 3. a 19,

6. a 32.)

Qrbkk Gold Monbv.— The time when gold

w-as first coined at Athens is very uncertain.

Aristophanes speaks in the Frogt (406 b. c.) of rh
jccurhr “ the new gold money *’ (v. 719),
which he immediately* afterwurds calls Toyrjpit

XoAala (v. 724). The Scholiast on this passage

states that in the preceding year the golden statues

of V'ictory had been coined into money, and he

quotes Hellaniciis and Philochoros as authorities

for this statement. It would appear from the lan-

guage both of Aristophanes and the Scholiast, and
it is probable from the circumstances of Athens at

the time (it w'os the year before the battle of

Aegospotami), that this was a greatly debased gold

coinage, or perhaps only gilt money, struck to meet
a particular exigency. This matter is distinct from
tbo general question respecting the Athenian gold

coinage, for the Attic money was proverbial for its

purity, and the grammarians, who state that Athens
had a gold coinage at on early period, speak of it

as very pure. There are other passages in Aristo-

phanes in which gold money is spoken of; but in

them he is referring to Persian money, w'hich is

known to have been imported into Athens before

the Athenians had any ^Id coinage of their own,
and even this seems to nave been a mrity. (See
Aristoph. Jckam. v. 102, 108, JCguit v. 470,
Av. V. 574.) Demosthenes always uses h^yvpiov
for money, except when he is speaking of foreign

gold. In the speech against Phormio, where lie

repeatedly uses the word we are expressly

told what was the money he referred to, namely,
120 staters of Cyxiens (p. 914 ; compare his speech
wp&r Afloepfr. p. 935). Isocrates, who uses the

word in the same way, speaks in one passage of
buying gold money (xpvc«r<Tv) in exchange for

silver (Troparif. p. 367). In many passages of the

orators, gold money is expressly said to have been
imported from Persia and Macedonia. If we look

at the Athenian history, wc find that the silver

oiines at Laurion were regarded as one of the
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gn*ntest treasures possessed by the state ; but no
such mention is made of gold. Thucydides (it 1 3)
in enumerating the money in the Athenian trea-

sury at the beginning of the Peloponnesian war,

docs not mention gold
;
and Xenophon speaks of

the money of Athens in a manner which would
lead us to suppose that it had no gold coinage in

his time ( Vedigul^ iv. 10). The mines of Scapte-

hyle, in Thrace, w'ere indeed worked some years

before this period (Thucyd. iv. 105) ; but the gold

procured from them does not appear to have been
coined, but to have been laid up in the treasnr>* in

the form of counters (^oTSc s, l^kh, /nsenp. vol. i.

pp. 145, 146). Foreign gold coin was often brought
into the treasury’, as some of the allies paid their

tribute in money of Cyxicus. The gold money thus

introduced may have beeu allowed to circulate,

while silver remained the current money of the state.

The character of the Attic gold coins now in

existence, and their small number (about a dozen),

is a strong proof against the existence of a gold

nirrcncy at Athens at an early period. There arc

three Attic staters in the British Museum, and one
in the Hunterian Museum at Glasgow, which there

is good reason to believe arc genuine
; their weights

agree exactly with the Attic standard. In tho

character of tho impression they bt^ a striking

resemblance to the old Attic silver; but they differ

from it by thealiscnce of the thick bulky form, and
the high relief of the impression which is seen in

the old silver of Athens, and in the old gold coins

of other states. In thickness, volume, and the

depth of the die from which they were struck, they
closely resemble the Macedonian coinage. Now,
as upon the rise of the Macedonian empire, gold

became plentiful in Greece, and was coined in

largo quantities by the Macedonian kings, it is not
improbable that Athens, like other Grecian states,

may have followed their example, and issued a gold

coinage in imitation of her ancient silver. On tho

whole, it appears most probable that gold money
was not coined at Athens in the period bctw’ocn

Pericles and Alexander the Great, if we except the

solitary issue of debased gold in the ^ear 407.

A question similar to that just discussed arises

with respect to other Greek states, which we know
to bare ^d a silver currency, but of which a few gold
coins arc also found. This is the case w'ith Aegina,
Thebes, Argos, Carystus in Euboea, Acaniania,

and Aetolia. But of these coins all, except two,

bear evident marks, in their weight or workman-
ship, of belonging to a period not eariier than
Alexander the Great. There is great reason, there-

fore, to believe that no gold coinage existed in

Greece Proper before the time of that monarch.

But from a very early period the Asiatic nations,

and the Greek cities of Asia Minor and the adja-

cent islands, as well ns Sicily and Cyrenc, possessed

a gold coinage, which was more or less current in

Greece. Herodotus (i. 94) says that the Lydians
were the first who coined gold, and the stater of

Croesus appears to have been the earliest gold coin

known to the Greeks. The Doric was a Persian

coin. Staters of Cyzicus and Phocaea had a con-

siderable currency in Greece. There was a gold

coinage in Samos as early os the time of Polycrates.

(Herod, iii. 56.) The islands of Sipbnos and
Tbosos, which possessed gold mines, appear to have

had a gold coinage at an early period. In most of

the coins of thi- Greek cities of Asia Minor the

metal is vcpi' liaso. The Macedonian gold coinagu
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came into circulation in Greece in the time of

Philip, and continued in uae till the subjection of

Greece to the Homans. [DanicrB; Statbr.]
Homan Gold Munby. ^T he standard (^Id

coin of Rome was the o«reics aammas, or dfnariut

aureus, which, accordins to Pliny (^.M xzxiii. 3.

. 1 3) was first coined t>2 yean after the first siWer

coinaffe [Argentum], that is in the year 207 u.c
7'hc lowest denomination was the scrupulum, which

was made equal to ‘20 sestertii The weight of the

scnipuluni, as determined by Mr. Hussey (^aeira<

Wrif/kts Money) was I8'06gn. In the British

Museum there arc gold coins of one, two, three,

and four scrupula, the weights of which suo 17'‘2,

34*5, 51*8, and 68'9 grains respectively. They
bear a head of Man on one side, and on the other

an eagle standing on a thunderbolt, and beneath

the inscription ** Roma.** The hnt has the mark
XX (20 sestertii) ; the second, xxxx (40 sestertii)

;

the third, x (60 sestertii). Of the but we sub>

join an engraving ;
—

Pliny adds that aAerwards aurci were coined of

40 to the pound, which weight was diminished,

till under Nero (the reading of this word is doubt-

ful) they were 45 to the pound. This change is

supposed, from an examination of extant specimens,

to have been made in the time of Julius Caesar.

The estimated full weight of the anrei of 40 to the

pound is 130*1 grains, of those*of 45 to the pound
1 15*64 grains. No specimens exist which come
up to the 130*1 mins

; the heayicst kno«*n is one

of Pompey, whiA weighs 1*28*2 grains. The aver-

age of the gold coins of Julius Caesar is fixed by
Lctronne at 1*25*66 grains, those of Nero 115*39

grains. Though the weight of the aureus was
diminished, its proportion to the weight of the de-

narius remained about the same, namely, as *2 *. 1

(or rather, perhaps, as 2*1 : 1). Therefore since

the standiird weight of the denarius, under the

early emperors, was 60 grains, that of the aureus

should be 1*20. The average weight of the aurci

of Augustus, in the Britisn Museum, is 121*26

grains : and as the weight was afterwards dimi-

nished, we may take the average at 120 grains.

There seems to have been no intentional alloy in

the Roman gold coins, but they generally contained

n small portion of native silver. The average alloy

is The aureus of the Roman emperors, therefore,

comained HJ='‘ of a grain of alloy, and there-

fore 119*6 grains of pure gold. Now a sovereign

contains 1 13*1*2 grains of pure gold. Therefore the I

value of the aureus in terms of the sovereign is I

its
'

'ft
^ 1*0564 = R Is. l(f. and a little more I

than a halfpenny. This is its value according to
I

the present worth of gold ; but its current raluo in

Romo was different from this, on account of the dif-

ference in the worth of the metal. The aureus

passed for 25 denarii ; therefore, the denarius

being 8^/., it was worth 1 7s. 8^. The ratio of the

value of gold to that of silver is given in the article

Arobntum. The following cut represents an ^

aureus of Augustas in the British Museum, which '

weighs 121 grains.

AUSPICIUM.

Alexander Severus coined pieces of one-half and
one third of the aureus, called Mmissis and tremis^

si's(Lamprid. Aier. Srr. c. 39), after which time

the aureus was called soiidus.

Constantine the Great coined aurei of 72 to the

pound
;
at which standard the coin remained to

the end of the empire. (Cod. x. tit 70. s. 5;
Hussev, On Aneimt WeiffhU and Money; Wurm.
DePond.itc.) [P.S.]

AURUM CORONA'RIUM. When a general

in a Roman province had obtained a rictory, it

was the custom for the cities in his own provinces,

and for those from the neighbouring stated to send

golden croa*ns to him, which were carried before

him in his triumph at Rome. (Liv. xxxviii. 37,

xxxix. 7; ¥e»iuA,s.v. Triumpha/es Coromae.) This
practice appears to have be^ borrowed from the

Greeks
; for Chares related, in his history of Alex-

ander (ap. Athen. xii. p. 539. a.), that afrer the

conquest of Persia, crowns were sent to Alex-
ander, which amounted to the weight of 10,500

talents. The number of crowns which were sent

to a Roman general was aoroetuiies very great.

Cn. Manlius bad *200 crowns carried before him in

the triumph which he obtained on account of his

conquest of the Gauls in* Asia. (Liv. xxxix. 7.)

In the time of Cicero, it appears to have been

usual for the cities of the provinces, instead of

sending crowns on occasion of a victory, to pay
money, which was called aurtim eoronarium, (Cic.

Lep. Apr. il 22 ; Oell. v. 6 ;
Monum. Ancyr.)

This offering, which was at £rst voliintar}*, camo
to be regarded os a regular tribute, and seems to

have been sometimes exacted by the governors of

the provinces, even when no victory had been

gained. By a law of Julius Caesar (Cic. ta Pis.

37), it was provided that the aunim coronarium

should not be given unless a triumph was decreed
;

but under the emperors it was presented on many
other occasions, as, for instance, on the adoption ot

Antoninus Pius. (Oipitolin. Anton, Pius, c.4.) It

continued to be collected, apparently os a part of

the revenue^ in the time of Valentmian and Theo-
dosius. (Cod. 10. tit 74.)

Senrius says (ad Virp. Am, viii. 721), that

aumm coron^um was a sum of money exacted

from conquered nations, in consideration of the

lives of the citizens being spared ;
but this state-

ment does not appear to be correct

AURUM LUSTRA'LE was a tax imposed by
Constantine, according to Zosimus (ii. 38), U[Mm

all merchants and traders, which was payable at

every lustrum, or every four years, and not at every

6vc, as might have bc^ expected from the original

length of the lustrum. This tax was also <^ed
auri et argenii coflatio or pmastatioj and thus in

Greek <nnrr4\sia ^ rov (Cod. 11,

tit 1 ; C<k1. Theod- 13. tit 1.)

AURUM VICESIMA'RIUM. [Akrarium
p. 23, b,]

AUSPEX. [Auour.1
AUSPI'CIUM. [AUUUR.J



AX0NE8.
AUTHE'NTiCA. [NovELtAB.]
AUTilEPSA (aM«4^s), which literally means

**
st>lf>boiliug** or

**
se]f>cooking/' was the name of

a vessel, wffich is supposed by Bdttigor to have

been used for heating water, or for keeping it hot.

Its form is not known for certain ; but fibttigcr

(Sahinot to], it p. 30) conjectures that a vessel,

which is engrav^ in Caylus {HeeMeii d'Aniiquiii*^

toL ii. tab. '27), is a specimen of an authepsa.

Cicero {pro Rose. Amerin. 46) speaks of authepsae

among other costly Corinthian and Delian vessels.

In later times they wero made of silver. (Lorn*
|

prid. Ileiioffub. 19 i but the reading is doubtful)
|

The oaealms soeros to have been a vessel of a

similar kind.

AUTOMOLIAS GRAPH F/ (ainopoKias

ypa^)f the accusation of persons charged with

having deserted and gone over to the enemy during

war (Pollux, vi. 151). There are no spoeches

extant upon this subject. Petitus, however, col-

lects {Ley. Alt. p. 674) from the words of a com-
mentator upon Demosthenes (Ulpiaii), that the

punishment of this crime was death. Meier {A(L
Proc. p. 365) awards the presidency of the court in

which it w'os tried to the generals ; but the circum-

stance of persons who left the city in times of

danger wiihont any intention of going over to the

enemy, being tried by the Arcio]iagu8 as traitors

(Lycurg. o. Leoemt. p. 177), will make us pause

l^fore we conclude that persons not enlisted as

soldiers could bo indicted of this oifence before a

military tribunal. [J. S. M.J
AUTO'NOMI {ain6votioi)^ the name given

by the Greeks to those states which were governed

by their own laws, and were not subject to any
feweign power. (Thuc. v. 18, 27 ;

Xen. Hell. v. 1.

% 31.) This name was also given to those cities

subject to the Romans, which were permitted to

enjoy their own laws, and elect their own magis-

trates {Omnes^ suis legihus rt JmliciU usae^ aiVroi'o-

fiioM adeptagy revitertinty Cic. Ad A U. vi. 2).

This permission was regarded as a greet privijt^e,

and mark of honour ; and we accordingly find it

recorded on coins and medals, at, for instance, on

those of Antioch ANTIOXEAN MHTPOnOA.
ATTONOMOT, on those of Halicarnassus AAIKAP-
NACCEAN ATTONOMON, and on those of many
other cities. (Spanheim, Do Prattt. st Usts A'm-

nsMs. p. 789. Amst 1671.)

AVU'LSIO. [CoNPusio.]

AUXILIA'RE& [SociL.]

AXAMENTA. [Salii.J

AXINE (di^i'pif). [Sbcuris.]

AXIS. [CURRUS.]
A^XONES (&(op«f), also called kurheis («op-

fcit), wooden tablets of a square or pyramid i(^

form made to turn on an axis, on wliich were

written the laws of Solon. According to some
writers the Axones contained the civil, and the

KxrM* the religious laws
;
according to others the

Kwrhtis had four sides and the Axones three sides.

But at Athens, at all events, they must have been

identiaU, since such is the statement of Aristotle

(d^ PluL Sol. 25). They were at first preserved

in the acn^Iis, but were afterwards placed,

through the advice of Epbialtes, in the agora, in

order that all persons might be able to read them.

A smail portion of them was preserved in the time

of Plutarch in the prytancium. (Pint. Sol. 25 ;

Sebol ad Aristopk. Ao. 1360; Schol ad Apoll.

Hkod. ir. 280 ;
llarpocrat. h v^puos; licr-
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mnnn, Orieeh. StantxaUrrih. 5 107, n. 1 ; Waclis-

muth iidL Altaikwntk. vol i. p. 49), 2nd ed.)

n.

BACCHANA7JA. [Dionvpia.]
BAKTE'HIA {fitucr7ipla)y a staff Iramc by the

dicosu at Athens. [DfCASTaa.)

BA'LATHO, a professional jester, bufTmn, nr

parasite. (Ilor. Sai. L 2. 2.) In Horace {S<U ii.

8.21) Balatro is used as a proper name— Servilius

Balatro. An old Scholiast, in commenting on this

word, derives the common word from the proper

names ; buffoons being called balatrones, because

Servilius Balatro was a buffoon: but this is oji-

posed to the natural inference from the fonner pas-

sage, and was said to get rid of a diOicuIty. Festus

derives the word from blatca, and supposes buffoons

to have l>eon called balatrones, beenuse they were
dirty follows, and w*fre covered aith spots of mud
{biuts($e)y with which they got spattered in walking;

but this is opposed to sound etymology and com-
mon sense. Another writer has derived it from
barathrum, and supposes buffoons to have been
called balatrones, liecause they, so to speak, carried

their jesting to market, even into the very depth
{baratAnan) of the shambles {banUkrum nuieolUy

Hor. Pp. L 15. 31). Perhaps balatro may bo
connect^ with bala-re (to bleat like a sheep, and
hence) to speak sillily. It is probably connected

with Uaieroy a busy-l>ody. (GcU. i. 15.) Bala-

troiies were paid for their jests, and the tables of

the wealthy were generally open to them for tba

sake of the amusement they anorded. [A. A.]
BALISTA. [Torme.ntuju.]
BA'LNEAE, BalinetUy Balneumy Dalimeuny

Thermae {aai,fJMf^Sy&aX.ay*toryKosrp6¥y\QvTp6v),
' These words are all commonly translated by our

general term bath or baths ; but in the writings

of tho earlier and better nutbon they are used

I
with discrimination. lialneHm or balimeumy which
is derived from the Greek ^oAewetoy ( Vorro. Da
Limf. Lot. ix. 68, cd. MUller), signifies, in its

primary sense, a bath or bathing-vessel, such as

most persons of any consequence amongst the Ro-
mans possessed in their own houses (Cic. Ad Ati.

ii. .3), and hence the chamber which contained tho

bath (Cic. Ad Pam, xiv. 20), which is also the

proper translation of the word balnearium. The
diminutive balHeolmti is adopted by Seneca {Ep.

86) to designate the bath-ri om of Scipio, in the

villa at Literoum, and is expressly used to cha-

racterise the modesty of republican manners as

compared with the luxury of hU own times. But
when the baths of private individuals became more
sumptuous, and comprised, many rooms, instead of

the one small chamber described by ^neca, the

plural balnea or lali?*ea was adopted, which still,

in correct languag;e, bad reference only to the baths

of private persons. Thus Cicero terms the baths

at the villa of bis brother Quintus {Ad Q. Frat iii.

1. § 1) balnearia. lialneae and baUncaty which

according to Vorro {Oe Ling. Lot. viii. 25, ix. 41,

ed. Mtiller) hare no suigulnr number*, were the

public baths. Thus Cicero {Pro Coal. 25) speaks

of balneas Sontasy UUneas puhUcuty and in vtstilmlo

* Balnea is, however, used in the singular to de-

signate a private bath in an inscription quoted by
Reinesius. {Inscr, xl 115.)

M 4
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btUnmium (/A. 26), niul Aulus Orlllus (Hi. I, x. 3)

of balnea* Sitxas. But this accuracy of diction is

neglected by many of the subsequent writers, and
particularly by the poeta, amongst whom balnea is

not uncommonly used in the plural number to sig-

nify the public baths, since the w-ord balneae could

not be introduced in an hexameter verse. Pliny

also, in the same sentence, makes use of the neuter

plural balnea for public, and of balneum for a private

bath. {Ep.n. 17.) rAermae hot springs)

meant properly worm springs, or baths of warm
water

;
but came to be applied to those magnificent

edifices which grew up under the empire, in place

of the simple balneae of the republic, and which

comprised within their range of buildings all the

appurtenances belonging t<i the Greek gymnasia,

ns well as a regular establishment appropriated for

bathing. (Juv. 5o<. vii. 233). Writers, how'cver,

use these terms without distinction. Thus the

liuths erected by Claudios Etniscus, the freedman

of the Kmporor Claudian, are styled by Statius

(Sy/v. i. 5. 13) balnea^ and by Martial (vi. 42)

Etrusci ihermtdae. In an epigram by Martial (ix.

‘IQ)'— t^iiee balneum thermit— the terms are not

applied to the whole building, but to two different

chftmbers in the same edifice.

Vrtek Baths. ~~ Bathing was a practice familiar

to the Greeks of both sexes from the earliest times,

both in fresh water and salt, and in the nntum)
w*nnn springs, os well as vessels artificinlly heated.

Thus Nausicaa, daughter of Alcinous, king of

rbacncia, goes out with her attendants to wash

her clothes
;
and after the task is done, she bathes

herself in the river. {Od, vi. 58, 65.) Ulysses,

who is conducted to the same spot, stripe and takes

a both, whilst Nansicna and her servants stand

aside. {Od, vi. 210—224.) Europa also bathes

in the river Anaurus (MoKh. Id. ii. SIX and Helen

and her companions in the Eurotaa (Theocr. Id.

viL 22.) Warm springs were also resorted to for

the purpose of bathing. The 'HpcbtXsia Xovrph

shown by Hephaestus or Athena to Hercules are

celebrated by the poets. Pindar speaks of the hot

baths of tbo nymphs

—

depph. \ovrpa
{Olymp. xiL 27X Homer (//. xxii. 149) cele-

brates one of the streams of the Scamander for its

warm temperature. The artificial warm bath was
taken in a vessel called iurdfurBos by Homer, and
ipSoffts by Athenacus (i. p. 25). It would ap-

pear from the description of the bath administered

to Ulysses in the palace of Circe, that this vessel

did not contain water itself, but was only used for

the bather to sit in while the warm water w*as

poured over him, which >«*as heated in a large

caldron or tripod, under which the fire was plac^,

and when sutficicntly warmed, was taken out in

other vessels and poured over the head and
shoulden of the person who sat in the iurdptnOos.

(fki. X. 359—365.) Where cleanliness merely was
the object sought, cold bathing was adopted, which

was consider^ as most bracing to the nerves

(Alhen. Lc.)
;
but after violent bodily exertion or

fiitigue warm water was made use o(^ in order to

refresh the body, and relax the over tension of the

muscles, {Id. ib.; comp. Horn. IL x. 5“6, Od. iv.

48, ct alibi >

The oadfiiyBos w*as of polished marble, like the

basins (lahm) which have been discovered in the

Homan baths, and someUmes of silver. Indul-

gence in the warm bath was considered, in Homer's
time, a mark of effeminacy {Od. viil 248).

BALNEAE.
The use of the w’arm bath was preceded by bath-

ing in cold water {IL x. 576X The later custom of

plunging into cold water after the warm bath men-
tioned by Aristeides (vol. L Oral.2. Saer. Serm.

p. 515), who wrote in the second century' of oui

era, was no doubt borrowed from the Homans.
After Irathing, both sexes anointed themselves

with oil, in order that the skin might not be left

harsh and rough, especially after warm w'ater.

{Od. vl 96 ;
Atbcn. l.e.

; Plin. II. M xiil 1. ;

sec also IL xiv. 172, xxiil 186.) The use of pre-

eioris unguents (M^P<t) >^as unknown at that early

period. In the heroic ages, as well as later times,

refreshments w'ere usually taken after the bath.

{Od. vi. 97.)

The Lacedaemoniani, who considered warm
water as enervating and effeminate, us4>d two
kinds of baths

;
namely, the cold daily both in the

Eurotas (Xen. Hell. v. 4. §28; PluL Jte. 2.3),

and a dry' sudorific bath in a chamber heated with

warm air by means of a stove (Dion Oss. IHl

p. 515, cd. Hannov. 1606); and from them the

chamber used by the Honmns for a similar purpose

was termed lAiconirum (compare Strabo, ill p. 4 1 3,
ed. Siebenkees, and (^asaub. ad lor.).

At Athens the frequent use of the ptiblic baths

was regarded in the time of Socrates and De-
mosthenes as a mark of luxury and effeminacy.

(Demosth. c. Polyel. p. 1217.) Accordingly Pho-
cion was said to have never bathed in a public

bath {In 0akayfl^ bTtfuxrifuom^ Plut. Phoe. 4),

and Socrates to have made use of it very seldom.

(Plato, Symp. p. 174.) It was, however, only the

a-arm baths (/SoXoi'fia, called by Homer Ssppii

kovrpd) to which objection was made, and which
in ancient times were not allowed to be built

within the city. (Athcn. I p. 18, b.) The esti-

mation in which such baths were held, is ex-

pressed in the following lines of Hermippus (ap.

Athcn. L c.)

rhr Af, ob pdrroi rbv &n8pa xp^
rbp hys^Bhy^ ou5A deppoXovrsiv^ & <rb woisis.

In the Clouds of Aristophanes the Sfircuor \6yos
warns the young irmn to abstain from the baths

(3aAayclwr iiw4xf<r0euy 1. 978), which passage, com-
pared with 1. 1028—1037, shows that warm baths

arc intended by the word $a\ayeia.

The baths ()3aXay<ia) were either public (5it-

fi6aia^ 9rffUHrtsbopra) or private (TSto,

The former were the property of the state, but tho

latter were built by private individuals, and were

opened to the public on the payment of a fee

(^lAovrpor). Such private baths arc mentioned

by Plutarch {Demetr. 24) and laaeus {De Dicaeog.

h^. p. 101), who spe4iks of one which was sold for

3000 drachmae. {De Philoct. her. p. 140.) Baths

of this kind may also have been intended some-

times for the cxciusivo use of the persons to whom
they belonged. (Xen. B*p. Ath. il 10.) A small

fee appears to have been also paid by each person

to the keeper of the public baths (jSaXar<Ar\ which

in the time of Lucian was two oboll (Lucian,

Lejripk. 2. vol. ii. p. 320.)

Wc know very little of the baths of tho Athe-

nians during the republican period ; for the account

of Lucian in his Hippias relates to baths con-

structed after the Roman model. On ancient va.vra,

on which persons are represented bathing, wo never

find any thing corresponding to a modem bath in

which persons can stand or sit
;
but there U alwa}*s
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a rDond or oval batin {Kovr^ or Aovr^pioi'X rett-

ing on a ttand ( ^dorcrroi'), by the tide of which

those who are baihiog are rrpretented ttanditig

undreteed and wathutg thcmtclvct, at it teen in

the following woodcut taken from Sir W. Homil-

ton't vatet. (Titcbbein, i. pL 58.) The word

AHM021A npuQ it thowt that it belonged to a

public bath.

The next woodcut it alto taken from the tame

work (I pL 59), and reprrtenu two women bath-

ing. Tbe one on the right hand it entirely naked,

and hold* a lodking-gkut in her right band
;
the one

on tbe left wean only a thort kind of xtreirtor. Erot

it repreaented hovering over tbe bathing vettel.

Beaidet tbe Xovr^pfr and Xovr^pia there were

alto the Tcttelt for bathing, largo enough for per-

font to lit in, which, at stated above, are called

dwdfuj^i by H<mier and wv«Xm by the later

Oreekt fSchol. ad AriMopk, Eqmt 1055 ;
Hetych.

a. V, noeixos
;

Pollux, viL 166, 168). In the

baths there wat alto a kind of i^ohfic or vapour

bath called irvpfa or wupior^ptoK, which it men-

tioned at eariy at the time of Herodotut (iv. 75).

(Compare PoUux, vii. 168; Athen. v. p. 207, f.,

xiL p. 519, e. ;
Plot Otm. 1.)

Tne penont who bathed probably brought with

them tuigilt, oil, and toweli. The ttrigU, which

wat call^ by the Oreekt irrXtyylt or (lhrTp€^

wat usually made of iron, but loinetimct alto of

other materials (Plot. /aif. Lac. 32 ; Aelian,

zii. 29.) One of tbe fiffurea in tbe preceding

woodcut it rqtfetented wttn a ttrigil in hit hand ;

leveral ttrigik are figured below. Tbe Oreekt
altu uacd ditfurent materialt for cleantiiig or wash-
ing ibemtclvet in the bath, to which the gcnenil

name of wat given, nnd which were sup-

plied b^' the fioAayfi/f. (Arittoph. Ly»idr. 377.)

This usually coiisUted of a lye nuidu of time

or wood-othrt (icoWa), of nitnim, and of fulliT's

earth (yij jri/iwxlo, Aristoph. Jtan. 7 1 U and Scbol.

;

Plat. Jiefi. ir. p. 430).

Tbe bath was generally taken shortly before the

Sciwi'o*' or principal me^ of the day. It wat the

practice to take first a w*arm or vapour, and after-

wards a cold bath (PluU d« primo /ruf. lU ;
Pans.

iL 34. § 2), though in the time of llomer tbe cold

bath ap{>oart to have been taken first and the w'ann

afterwards. The cold water wat usually poured

on the back or thouldcrs of the bathers by the

fiaJiOi'fvs ur his assistants, who ore called vopaxu-
Toi. (Plut Jicft. i. p. 344

:
l/Ucian, D<tnottA. An-

com. 16. vol. iii. p. 503 ;
l^luLc/e InvUi. 6, A;w/>AM.

Iau. 4!>.) The vessel, from which the water was
{toured, was called dpercui'a. (Aristoph. Kffutt.

lU87 ; Theo|)hr. Char, 9.) In the tint of the prt^-

ceding woodcuts a irujtax'^Vf is represented w'ith

an c^)tncuya in his hands.

Among the Oreoks a person wnt always bathed

at birth, nuirriagc, and after death [Funus] ;

whence it it said of the Dordonians, an Illy-

rian people, that they Imtho only thriie in their

lives, at birth, marriage, and after death. (Nicol,

Uamasc. ap. Stab. v. 51. p. 152, OaitC) The
water in which the bride w'at bathed (Xovrp6#

yvp^tnbyy Aristoph. Lywistr. 378) at Athens, wat
taken from the fountain of Kallirrhov, which wnt
called from the time of PcisUtmlut 'LyyidKpovyot.

(Thucyd. u. 15.) Compare Pollux, iii. 43 ;
Har-

pocrat. «. r. Aovrpe^pos, who says that the water

wat fetched by a boy, who wnt the nearest rela-

tion, and tliat this boy w*at called Xotrrpo^pot.

He alto states that w’aU*r wat fetched in the same

way to bathe tbe bodies of those who had died un-

married, and that on the monuments of such, a boy

wat represented holding a water-vessel (irSpia).

Pollux (f. e.), however, states that it wat a fenialo

who fetched the water on such occasions, and Ue-
motthenes (e. LeoeJur. p. 1089. 23 ;

com{>arc p.

1U86. 14. &c.) speaks of ^ \ovrpoip6pos on the

monument of a person who hod died unmarried.

In remains of ancient art we find girls represented

at XovTpo^poi, but never boys. (Drdnstod, Uric/
Deteriptiom of M^Wy-riro aao»eii4 Groek Poset, pi.

27. The best account of the Greek baths is given

bv Decker, CkarikUsy T(d.iL pp. 135^146, pp.

459—462.)
Roman Balks.— The Romans, in the earlier

periods of their history, used the bath but seldom,

and only for health and cleanliness, not ns a

luxtuy. Thus wo learn from Seneca (A^. 86)
that the ancient Homans washed their 1^ and
arms daily, aiul bathed their whole body once a

week. (Comp. Cat. de Lih. Edmc. ap. Non. Ui.

a V. I^ippium ; Colom. R. R. i. G. % 20.)

It is not recorded at what precise period the use

of Uie warm bath was first introdocoa amongst the

Romans | but we learn from Seneca (L e.) that

Scipio had a warm bath in bis villa at Liiemum ;

which, however, ivas of the simplest kind, consist-

ing of a tingle chamber, just sufficient for the

necessary purposes, and without any pretensions

to luxury. It was ** small and dark,*' be says,
** after the manner of tbe ancients." Seneca also

Digitized by Googli
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dcicnbei the public baths as oUcnra et grwffili

iaetorio imluda^ and as so simple in their airange-

ments that the aedile judged of the proper tem-

perature by his hands. These were baths of warm
ioaier

;

but the practice of heating an apartment

with warm air by flues placed immediately under

it, so as to produce a vapour bath, is stated by Va-

lerius Maximus (ix. 1. § 1) and by Pliny {H. N. ix.

64. a 7ff) to have been invented by Sergius Grata,

who lived in the age of U Crassus, the orator,

before the Morsic war. The expression used by

Valerius Maximus is balnea jtetmliOy and by Pliny

batineu* peast/c«, which is differently explained by
different commentators ;

but a single glance at the

plans inserted below will be sulflcieiit in order to

comprehend the manner in which the flooring of

the chambers was tu^nded over the hollow cells

of the hypocaust, called by Vitruvius $u$pen*ura

ealdariomm (v. 1 1 ), so as to leave no doubt as to

the precise meaning of the invention, which is more

fully exemplified in the following passage of Au-
sonius (A/os0^ 337):—
**

(^uid (roemnrem) quae sulphurca substructa ere-

pidine furoant

Balnea, fervent! cum Mulciber haustus operto,

Volvit onhelalas tecU>ria per cava flammus,

Inclusum gloracrans aestu exspirante vaporem?*'

By the time of Cicero, the use of baths, both

ublic and private, of warm water and hot air, had
ecome general {Kpitt, ad Q. Frat. iii, 1 ) ; and we

learn from one of his orations that there were

already baths {balneoM at Rome, which

were open to the public upon payment of a small

sum {Pro Corf. 25, 26),

In the earlier ages of Roman history a much
^^reator delicacy was observed with respect to bath-

ing, even amongst the men, than was usual among
the Greeks ; for according to Valerius Maximus
(iL 1. § 7) it was deemed indecent for a father to

bathe in company with his own son after he bad
attained the age of puberty, or a son-in-law with

bis father-in-law. (Comp. Cic. De Off. i. 35, De
Oral. iL 55.) But virtue passed away os wealth

increased ; and when the thermae came into use,

not only did the men bathe together in numbers,

but even men and women stripped and bathed

promiscuously in the same bath. It is true, how-
ever, that the public establishments often con-

tained separate baths for both sexes adjoining to

each other (Vitruv. v. 10; Varro,/>e Littg. Ltd. ix.

68), as will be seen to have been the case at the

Iwths of Pompeii. Aulus Gellius (x. 3) relates a

story of a consul's wife who took a w’him to bathe

at Teanum (Tcano), a small provincial town of

Campania in the men's baths {UtlntU virilSmt)
;

probably, because in a small town, the female de-

portment, like that at Pompeii, was more conflned

and less convenient than that assigned to the men
;

and an order was consequently given to the Quaes-

tor, M. Marius, to turn the men out. But whether

the men and women were allowed to use each

other's chambers indiscriminately, or that some of

the public establishments hod only one common
set of baths for both, the custom prevailed under

the Empire of men and women bathing indiscrimi-

nately together. (Plin. //. N. xzxiiL 12. a 64.)

This custom was forbidden by Hadrian (Spart
liadr. c. 1), and by M. Aurelius Antoninus (Capi-

tolin. Anton, e. 23) ; and Alexander Severus pro-

hibited any baths, common to both sexes {balnea
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msrfa), frorn being opened in Rome. (Lomprid.
Ab'x. Sev. c. 42.)

When the public baths {baimae) were first in-

stituted, they were only for the lower orders, who
alone bathed in public ; the people of wealth, as

well os those who formed the equestrian and sena-

toriau orders, used private baths in their own
houses. But os early even as the time of Julius

Caesar we find no less a personage than the mother
of Augustus making use of the public establish-

ments (Suet. A 94); and in process of time
even the emperors themselves bathed in public

with the meanest of the people. (SparU Hadr,
c. 17 ; TrebelL PoUio, />e 6'a/fiat. c. 17.)

The baths were opened at sunrise, and closed

at sunset ; but in the time of Alexander Severus,

it would appear that they >vere kept open nearly

all night (I^amp. Alex. Ser. L c.) The allusion

in Juvenal {balnea node $uUt^ iSctf. vi. 419) pro-

babl V refers to private baths.

The price of a bath was a quadrans, the smallest

piece of coined money, from the age of Cicero

downwards (Cic. ProCael. 26 ; llor. Sat. i. 3. 137 ;

Jnv. SaL vi. 447), which was paid to the keeper

of the bath {balneator) ; and hence it is termed by
Cicero, in the oration just cited, quadrantaria per-

mniatio^ and by Seneca {Ep. 86) re$ qnadramtaria.

ChUdren below a certain age were admitted free.

(Juv. Sat il 162.)

Strangers, also, and foreigners were admitted to

some of the baths, if not to all, without payment,
os we learn from an inscription found at liomc,

and quoted by Pitiscus. (Zar Antiq.)

t. OCTAVIO. L. P. CAM.
RUPO. TRIB. MIL

QUI LAVATIOSKM GRATUITAM MUN1CIPIBU8,

INC0LI8

HOSriTIfiUa BT ADVKNTORIBU8.
The baths were closed when any misfortune

happened to the republic (Fabr. Deecr. Vrh. Rom.
c. 1 8) : and Suctoniiu says that the Emperor Caligula
made it a capital oflence to indulge in the luxury

of bathing upon any religious holiday. (76.) They
were originally placed under the superintendence

of the aedilcs, whose business it was to keep them
in repair, and to see that they were kept clean and
of a proper temperature. (76./ Sen. 7?/). 86.) In the

provinces the samo duty seems to have devolved

upon the quaestor, as may be inferred from the

passage already quoted from Aului Ocllius (x. 3).

Tbe time osu^ly assigned by the Romans for

taking the bath was the eighth hour, or shortly

afterwards. (Mart Ep. x. 48, zi. 62.) Before

that time none but invalids wore allowed to bathe

in public. (lAimprid. Ale*. See. 24.) Vitruvius

reckons the hours best adapted for ^thing to be
frt>m mid-day until about sunset (v. 10). Pliny

took his bath at the ninth hour in summer, and at

the eighth in w'inter {Ep. iii. 1,8); and Martial

speaks of taking a bath when fatigued and weary, at

thetenth hour,and even later. {Effig. iii. 36, x.70.)

When the water a-as ready, and the baths pre-

pared, notice was given by the sound of a bell—
aes thermarum. (Mart. Ep. xiv. 163.) One of

these bells, with the inKription Firmi Balnba-
TORI8, was found in the thermae Diocletionac, in

tbe year 1648, and came into the possession of the

learned Fulvius (Jrsinus. {App^. ad (^ioocon.

de TricUn.

)

Whilst the bath was used for health merely or

cleanliness, a sitigle one was considered sufficieut
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At A time, and that only when requisite. But the

luxuries of the empire knew no such bounds, and

the daily hath was sometimes repeated os many as

seTcn and eight times in succession— the number
which the Emperor Commodus indulged himself

with. (LampriiL Com, c. 2.) Gordian bathed seven

times a day in summer, and twice In winter. The
Emperor Oollienus six or seven times in summer,
and twice or thrice in winter. (Capitolin. CroZ/.

c. 17.) Commodus also took his meals in the bath

(Lamprid. /. c.) ; a custom which w'as not confined

to a dissolute Emperor alone. (Comp. Martial,

A/j*g. xii. 19.)

It was the usual and constant habit of the Ro-
mans to take the bath after exercise, and pre-

viously to their principal meal {oofna) ; but the

debauchees of the empire bathed after eating as

well os before, in order to promote digestion, so as

to acquire a new appetite for fresh delicacies. Nero
is related to hare indulged in this practice. (Suet

Aero, 27 ;
comp. Jut. Sat. L 142.)

Upon quitting tho bath it was usual for the

Romans as well os the Greeks to be anointed with

oil
;
but a particular habit of body, or tendency to

certain complaints, sometimes required this order

to be reversed ; for which reason Augustus, who
suffered from nervous disorders, was accustomed to

anoint himself before bathing (Suet Aup. 82);
and a similar practice was adopted by Alexander

Severus. (Lamprid. Aier. S«v. L c.) Tho most

usual practice, nowever, seems to have been to

take some gentle exercise {exercitatio)t in the 6nt
instance, and then, after bathing, to bo anointed
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either in the sun, or in tho tepid or thermal cham-
ber, and hnally to take their food.

The Romans did not content themselves with a
single bath of hot or cold water

;
but they wont

through a course of baths in succession, in which
the agency of air as well as water was applied.

It is difficult to ascertain the precise order in

which the course was usually taken, if indeed
there WAS Any general practice beyond the whim
of the individual. Under medical trcAtment, the
succession would, of course, be regulated by the
nature of the disease for which a cure was sought,

and would vary also according to the different

ractice of different physicians. It is certain,

owever, that it was a general practice to close

the pores, and brace the body after the excessive

perspiration of tho vapour bath, either by pouring

cold water over the head, or by plunging at once
into the pi$eiMaj or into a river. (Auson. MoteU.
341.) Mura, the physician of Augustus, is said to

have introduced this practice (Plin. //. jV. xxv. 7.

s. 38), which became quite the fashion, in con-

sequence of the benefit which tho emperor derived
from it, though Dion (liiL p. 517) accuses Musa of

having artfully caused the death 'of Marccllus by
an improper application of the same treatment. In
other cases it was considered conducive to health

to pour warm water over the head before the

vapour bath, and cold water immediately after it

(Plin. //. A. xxviU. 4. s.14; Cels. De Med. i.

3) ;
and at other times, a succession of warm,

tepid, and cold water was resorted to.

Tho two phygicixins Galen and Celius differ in

some respects as to the order in which the baths

should be taken ; the former recommending first the

hot air of the Laconicum (54pi dep^), next the

bath of warm a*ater (58wp and AouTpor *),

afierwords the cold, and finally to be well tublx^

* Aovrpor. In this passage it is plain that tho

word XoOrpor is used for a warm bath, in which

•ense it also occurs in tho same author. Vitruvius

(v. 1 1 ), on the contrary, says that tho Greeks used

the same word to signify a cold bath (/nffida

lavaiio^ quam Graaei kotnpoy vocUoMt). The con-

tradiction between the two authors is here pointed

out, for the purpose of showing the impossibility,

as well as impn^riety, of attempting to affix oss

precise meaning to each of the different terms

(Oulcn^ DeMciJtodoMedfiuU, x. 10. p. 708, 709, cd.

Kiihn) ; whilst the latter recommends his patients

first to sweat for a short time in the tepid chamber
without undreuing ; then to proceed

into the tberrnal chamber (euI^oriMm), and after

having gone through a regular course of perspir-

ation there, not to descend into the warm bath

(sohum), but to pour a quantity of warm water

over the bead, then tepid, and finally cold
;
after-

wards to be scraped with the ttrigil (per/ncari\

and finally rubbed dry and anointed. (Cels. />s

Mad. i. 4.) Such, in prolmbility, was the usual

habit of the Romans when the hath was resorted

made use of by the ancient writers in reference to

their bathing establishments.
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to as a dallj source of pleasure, and not for any

particular medical treatment; the more so, as it

resembles in many respects the system of liathin;;

still in practice amount the OrientaU, who, as

Sir \V. Oeil remarks, “ succeeded by conquest to

the luxuries of the enervated Orei'ks and Homans.**

(Oell's Fompeiiy voL i. p. 86, ed. 1832.)

Having thus detailed from classical authorities

the general habits of the liomans in connection

with their system of bathing, it now remains to

examine and explain the internal arrangements

of the stnicturcs which contained their baths
;

which will serve as a practical commentary upon

all that has been said. Indeed there are more

ample and better matcriab for acquiring a thorough

insight into Homan nuinners in this one particular,

than for any other of the usages connected with

their domestic habits. The principal aitcicnt au-

thorities are Vitruvius (v. 10), Lucian (Tnrlar

ficiKdy«u>¥f a detailed description of a set of baths

erected by an architect named llippias), Pliny the

Y ounger, in the two letters describing his villas (iL

17, V. 6), Statius {BiUimtm JiUnuciy 6'Ur. i, 5),

Martial (vL 42, and other epigrams), Sidonius
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ApollinarU (Epist. iu 2), and Seneca {Epi$t. 51,

56, 86).

But it would be almost hopeless to attempt to

arrange the information obtained from these

writers, were it not for the help afforded ns by the

extensive ruins of ancient baths, such os the

Themuif. of Titus, Caracalla, and Djoclctian, but
above all the public baths (5a/neae) at Pompeii,
which were excavated in 1824—25, and were
foimd to be a complete set, constructed in all their

important parts upon rules very similar to those

laid down by Vitruvius, and in such good presen*-

ation that many of the chambers were complete,

even to the ceilings.

In order to render the subjoined remarks more
easily intelligible, the woodcut on the preceding
page is inserted, which is taken from a fresco

painting upon the walls of the thermae of Titus at

Rome.
The annexed woodcut represents the ground

plan of the baths of Pompeii, which are nearly

surrounded on three sides by houses and shops,

thus forming what the Homans termed on iusuht.

The w'holo building, which comprises a double

•ct of baths, has six different entrances from the rounding the infuJa (the outer curb of which is

street, one of which A, gives admission to the marked upon the plan by the thin line dra«*n
smaller set only, which arc sii(qx)Sod to have been round It), and after descending three steps, the
appropriated to the women, and five others to the bather finds upon his left band a small chamber
male department; of which two, B and C, com- (1), which conuined a convenience (/a/rtaa *), and
muiiicate directly with the furnaces^ and the other procced» into a covered jmrtico (2), which ran
three I), E, F, with the bathing apartments, of round three sides of an open court

—

atrimn (3),
which F, the nearest to the forum, was the prin- and these together formed the vestibule of the
cipfil one; the other two, D and E, being on dif- baths— rcstil*ulum balntarum (Cic. Pro CW. 26),
ferent sides of the building, sened for the conve- in which the servants l>eIonging to the establish-

nience of tln>se who lived on the north and east ment, as well as the attendants of the bathers,
sides of the citj. To have a variety of entrances waited. There are seats for thetr accommodation

voXAcur TtQvfMDpivov) is one of the quali- —
lies enumerated by Lucian as necessary to a well- * Ixtirina was also used previously to the dme
constructed set of batha (//i/>;jias, 8.) Passing of Varro for the bathing-vessel, qnan hnurwa^
through the principal entrance F, which is re- (V'arm, D« Lin(j Lot. ix. 68. cd. Muller; compare
moved from tne street by a narrow footway sur- Lucill. ap. Non, c. 3. n. 131.)

Digitized by Google
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pUced underneath the portico (a, a). Thi« com-

partment answer* exactly to the first, which is dc-

•cribed by Lucian (/. c. 5). Within this court the

keeper of the baths who exacted the

tfuiulrant paid by each visitor, was also stationed

;

and the box for holding the money was found in

iL The room (4), which runs bock from the

portico, might hiive been appropriated to him ;
or,

if not, it might have been an oecut or exedm, for

the convenience of the better classes whilst await-

ing the return of their oc<iuaintanccs from the in-

terior, in which case it will com spond with the

chamber* mentioned by Lucian (/. c. 5), ^joining

to the servants’ waiting-ulacc oi r&r

4s srapso'Ksvaffpifi'ttv oirq^rwr). In this

court likewise, as being the most public place,

advertisements for the theatre, or other announce-

menu of general interest, were posted up, one of

which, announcing a gladiatorial show, still re-

mains. (5) It the corridor which conducts from

the entrance E, into the same vestibule, (6) A
email cell of similar use as the corresponding one

in the opposite corridor (1). (7) A passage of

communication which leads into the chamber (8),

the /riffidarium, which also served as nn apodyU-

n«m, or tpoUaiorium, a room for undressing ; and

which is also accessible from the street by the

door D, through the corridor (9), in which a small

niche is observable, which probably served for the

station of another baineaior^ who collected the

money from those entering from the north street.

In this room all the visitors must have met before

entering into the interior of the baths ; and its

locality, as well as other characteristic features

in its'fittings up, leave no room to doubt that it

served ns an undiessing room. It docs not appear

that any general rule of construction was followed

by the architects of antiquity, with regard to the

l<^ity and temperature bwt adapted for an

apodyterium. The word is not mentioned by

Vitruvius, nor expressly by Lucian ; but he says

enough for os to infer that it belonged to the

/rigitinrium in the baths of Hippias (f. e. 6).

** After quitting the last apartment there are a

sufficient number of chambers for the bathers to

undress, in the centre of which is an oectu con-

taining three bolhs of cold water,” Pliny the

younger says that the apodifterium at one of his

own villas adjoined the frigidarium {Ep. v. 6),

and it is plain from a passage already quoted, that

the apodgierium was a warm ap^meut in the

baths belonging to the villa of Cicero’s brother,

Quintus (ossa im aUfrum opodyUrii amptlmm pro-

-Mor*), to w'hicb temperature Cclsos also auign* it.

In the thermae at Rome the hot and cold depart*

mentj bad probably each a separate aj>odgterium

attached to ft ;
or if not, the ground plan ra so

arranged that one apodyteriuM would be contiguous

to, and serve for both, or either ;
but where space

and means were circumscribed, as in the little city

of Pompeii, it is more reasonable to conclude that

the frigidarium served as an apodyterium for those

who confined themselves to cold bathing, and the

iefudarium for those who commenced their ablutions

in the warm apartments. The bother* were ex-

pected to take off their garments in the apodyieriwn^

It not being permitted to enter into the interior

unless naked. (Cic. Pro Carl. 26.) They

then delivered to a class of slaves, called capsarii

(from co/isa, the small case in which children car-

ried their books to Khool), whose duty it vras to
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take charge of them. These men were notoriotis

for dishonesty, and leagued with all the thieves of

the city, so that they connived at the robl>erie9

they were placed there to prevent. Hence the ex-

pression of Catullus— O furum opfume falneart-

orum/ {CartH. xxxiii. I) and Trachilo in the Ku-
dens of Plautus (ii. 33. .51), complaint bitterly

of their roguery, which, in the capital, was carried

to such on excess that very severe laws were en-

acted against them, the crime of stealing in the

baths being made a capital offence.

To return into the cmimber itself— it is vaulted

and spacious, with stone seats along two sides of

the w^l ((, 6), and a step for the feet below,

slightly raised fi^m the floor {pulvinu* et gnuJu*^

Vitniv. v. 10). Holes can still be seen in iho

walls, which might have served for pegs on which

the garments were hung when taken off. It was

lighted by a window closed with glass, and orna-

mented with stucco mouldings and painted yellow.

A sectional drawing of this interior is given in Sir

W. Gell's /’om/wn. There are no less than six

doors to this chamber; one led to the entrance K,

another to the entrance D, a third to the small

room (11), a fourth to the furnaces, a fifth to the

tepid apartment, and the sixth opened upon the

cold bath (10), named indifferently by the ancient

authors, na/a/io, naiatorium^pueinay ^pHtterium *,

puteuMy Xovrpov. The bath, which is coated with

white marble, is 12 feet 10 inches in diameter,

and about 3 feet deep, and has two marble sUqM

to facilitate the descent into it, and a scat sur-

rounding it at the depth of 10 inches from the

bottom, for the purpose of enabling the bathers to

sit down and wash themselves. The ample size of

this basin explains to us what Cicero meant when
he wrote—/^/torem piucinam tw/iossefN, ubijaciuia

brachia non qfenderentur. It is probable that

many persons contented themselves with the cold

bath only, Instead of going through the severe

course of perspiration in too worm apartments

;

and as the frigidarium alone could have had no

effect in baths like these, whore it merely served

as an apodyteriumy the natatio must be referred to

when it is said that at one period cold buths were

in such request that scarcely any others were used.

(Oell’i Pompeiiy L c.) There is a platform, or am-

bulatory {i^oUty V'itruv. V. 10) round the bath,

also of marble, and four niches of the same mate-

rial disposed at regular intervals round the walls,

with pedestals, for statues probably, placed in

them.f The ceiling is vaulted, and the cham-

ber lighted by a window in the centre. The
annexed woodcut represents a fngidarium with

its cold bath {puteuuy Plin. Ep. v. 6) at one ex-

tremity, supposed to have formed a part of the

Formian villa of Cicero, to whose age the stj'lc of

* The word IxtjAirterium (Plin. Ep. v. 6) is

not a bath sufficiently large to immerse the whole

bodv, but a vessel, or /u&rum, containing cold

water for pouring over the head. Cumporo also

Plin. Ep. xviL 2.

+ According to Sir W. Oell {L c.) with seats,

which he interprets sckolacy for the accommodation

of persons waiting an opportunity to bathe— but

a passage of Vitruvius (v. 10), hereafter quoCcel,

seems to contradict this use of the term— and

seats were placed in thefrigitlarium adjoining, for

the express purpose of accommodating those who
were obliged to wait fur their turn.
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construction, nnd the use of the simple Doric iMcfiKtrii(m,e2aeo<Aesia(iK),tbeproperplacefbrwhich

order, undoubtedly belong. The bnth itself, into is represent^ by Luciaa (L e.) ns adjoining to the

which the water still continues to flow from a
ncighlMiuring spring, is placed under the alcove,

and the two doors on eacn side opened into small

chambers, which probably served as apodyteria.

It is still to be seen in the gardens of the Villa

Cnposeli, at Mula di Oaetn, tbs site of the ancient

Kormiae.

In the cold bath of Pompeii the water ran into

the basin through a spout of bronze, and was
carried off again through a condnit on the opposite

side. It was also furnished with a waste-pipe

under the margin to prevent it from running over.

No. 11 is a small chamber on the opposite side of

the frigidarium^ which might have served for

shaving or for keeping unguents or

and from the side of the /rigidarium^ the

bather, who intended to go through the process of

warm bathing and sudatkm, ente^ into (1*2) the

teftidarium.

This chamber did not contain water either at

Pompeii or at the baths of Hippias, but was merely

beat^ with warm air of an agreeable temperature

in order to prepare the body for the great heat of

the vapour and warm baths, and, upon returning,

to obviate the danger of a too sudden transition to

the open air. In the baths at Pompeii this chamber
served likew'ise as an apodyieriutn for those who
took the warm both

;
for which purpose the fit-

tings up are evidently adapted, the w^s being di-

vided into a number of separate compartments or

recesses for receiving the garments when taken oflF,

by a series of figures of the kind called A or

TVomones, whicD project from the walls, and sup-

port a rich cornice above them. One of tliese di-

visions, with the Tdamomes^ is represented in the

article ArLANTSa. Two bronze benches were also

found in the room, which was heated as well by
i’s contiguity to the hypocaust of the adjoining

c'latnber, as by a brazier of bronze (ybcu/iu), in

which the charcoal ashes were still remaining

wheti the excavation was made. A representation

of it is given in the annexed woodcut. Its whole

Lmgth was seven feet, and its breadth two feet six

inches.

In addiUon to this service there can be little

doubt that this apartment was used as a depository

fur unguents and a room for anointing

tfpidarium^ and by Pliny ii. 17) as adjoining

to the h}*pocaust
;
and for which purpose stme of

the niches between the Tdomtmu seem to be pe-

culiarly adapted. In the larger establishments a
separate chamber vras ollotb^ to these purposes,

as may be seen by referring to the drawing taken
from the Thermae of Titus ; but as there is no
other spot within the circuit of the Pompeiau baths
which conld be applied in the same manner, we
may safely conclude that the inhabitants of this

city were anointed in the t^aidarium ; which ser-

vice was performed by slaves called unetoret and
aliptae. [Aliptax.] For this purpose the common
people used oil, sometimes scented ; but the more
wealthy classes indulged in the greatest extrava-

gance with regard to their perfiimes and unguents.

These they ei^cr procured from the darotkemHm o(

the baths, or brought with them in small glass

bottles ampnllae oteariae
; hundreds of which have

been discovered in different excavations made in

various parts of Italy. [Ampulla.] The fifth

book of Atbenoeos contains an ample treatise upon
the numerous kinds of ointments used by the

Homans ; which subject is also fully troat^ by
Pliny {H. N. xiii.).

C^igula is mentioned by Suetonius (CW. 37) as
having invented a new luxury in the use of the
bath, by perfuming the water, whether hot or cold,

by an mfusion of precious odours, or as Pliny states

(to.), by anointing the walls with valuable tm-
guents

; a practice, he adds, which was adopted by
one of the slaves of Nero, that the luxury might
not be confined to royalty (as pritteipaU videtUur

koe bonmm).

Prom this apartment, a door, which closed by its

own weight, to prevent the admission of the cooler

air, opened into No. 13, the thermal chamber or

emteameraia sudoHo of Vitruvius (r. 11); and
which, in exact conformity with his directions,

contains the warm bath

—

bainemm^ or caUa lavafio

(Vitniv. Le.)t at one of its extremities ; and the

semicircular vapour-bath, or Laoonieum at the

other ; whilst toe centre space between the two
ends, termed ndatio by Vitruvius {L c.), and toda~

torium by Seneca, is exactly twice the length of its

width, according to the directions of Vitruvius.

The object in leaving so much space between the

warm ^th and the Laecmicttm was to give room
for the gymnastic exercises of the persons within

the chamber, who were accustomed to promote a

full flow of ptfspintton by rapid movements of the

arms and legs, or by lifting weights. (Juv.&it. vi.

420.) In larger establishments the conveniences

contained in this apartment occupied two separate

cells, one of which was appropriated to the warm
bath, which apartment was then termed ealdarium^

eeUa ealdaria, or baltuumy and the other comprised

the Laconicum and sudatorv— Laoomeum fwda-

tioHoqtie (VitruT. L c.), which part (Woos was then

designated under the name of eomcamerata tudatick
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Thu distribution is represented in the pnintlng on

the walls of the Thermae of Titus
;
in which there

is also another peculiarity to be obsened, riie

liasiaffe ofcommoniention {inleroapedo) l>etwccn the

two chambers, the flooring of which is suspended

OTcr the hypocaust Lucian informs us of the use

fur which this compartment was intended, w'hcro

be mentions as one of the characteristic conreni-

ences in the baths of Hippias, that the bathers need

not retrace their steps through the whole suite of

apartments bv w'hich they had entered, but might
return from t^e thermal chamber by a shorter cir>

cuit throuffb a room of gentle temperature (3i‘ iipdfui

&tpftov oue^futros, L e. 7), which communicated
immediately with the frigidarium.

The warm-water bath, which is termed caida

lavatio by Vitruvius (/. c), halineum by Cicero

(Ad AU. il 3), piacina or cnlitla piacina by Pliny

(Ep. it 17) and Suetonius (A>ro, 27), os well

as laUrum (Cic. Ad Earn, xiv. 16), and aoiium by
Cicero (in Piaon. 27), appears to have beonacapa-
cious marble vase, sometimes standing upon the

floor, like that in the picture from the Thermae of

Titus
; and sometimes cither partly elevated above

the floor, os it was at Pompeii, or entirely sunk into

it, as directed by Vitruvius (t. 10). Hiswordsorc
these:— “The bath (lahrum) should be placed

uttdemeath the window, in such a position that the

pi’rsons who stand around may not cost their sha-

dows upon iU The platform which surrounds the

Imth (scAo/oe labrorum} roust l>e sufficiently spa-

cious to admit of the luirounding obsoners, who
are waiting for their turn, to stand there without

crowding each other. The width of the passage or

channel (ofreas), which lies between the parapet

(piuieua)^ and the wall, should not be lets than six

feet, so that the space occupied by the scat and its

step below (pulvinua ei gradua inferior) may take

off just two feet from the whole width.** The sub-

joined plans given by Marini, will explain bis

DU'oning.

A, labrmn^ or bath ; B, aAcia^ or platform ; C,

plnieua^ or parapet
;
D, o/oeitf, postage betw'ccn the

jdutema and wall
; F, pofmaes, or seat ; and £, the
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lower step {gradua m/mor), which together taka
up two feet

The worm bath at Pompeii is a square basin of

marble, and is ascended from the outside by two
steps raised from the floor, which answered to the

parapet or plutena of Vitruvius. Around ran a
narrow platform (scAo^) ; but which, in consequence

of the luuiled extent of the building, would not ad-
roit of a scat (pulvinua) all around it. On the in-

terior another step allowed the bathers to sit down
and wash themselves. The annexed section will

render this easily inteUigiUc.

A, labrum ; B, aAcda; C, ptuieua / I), the step

on the inside, prohobly called aoimm. (Kulv. Ur-
sinus. Append, in Cwccon. de TricHn.) In tbo

women's baths of the opulent and luxurious capital,

the sfdia were sometimes mode of silver. (Pliu.

//. N. xxxiii. 12. s. 54.)

We now turn to the opposite extremity of tho

chamber which contains the Jxtamicum or va-

pour bath, so called because it was the ctistom of

the Lacedaemonians to strip and anoint themselves

without using warm water after the perspiration

produced by thcirathlctic exerciser (Dion Casa. liii.

p. 516 ; comp. Martial. E}ng. vi. 42, 16.) It is

termed ossa by Cicero (Ad (^n(. Fra(. iii. 1. § 1),

from to dry ; bemuse it produc'd perspira-

tion by means of a dry, hot atmosphere ; which
Celsus (iii. cap. ult.) consequently terms andationa

ossos, “ dry sweating,** which he afterwards adds

(xi 17) was produced by dry warmth (calore

aieeo). It w*ns called by the Greeks ‘rvptatHipiok

(Voss. /^ear. Etym. s. r.) from the fire of the hypo-

cttiist, which was extended under it ; and heifcc by
Alexander Aphrodis. doAdr, ^ a dry vaulted

chamber.**

Vitruvius says that its width should be equal

to its height, reckoning from the flooring (sMs/>en-

raru) to the bottom of the thole (tmo//t curvaturmn
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lumigpkarrtx)^ over the centre of which an onhcc ii

loft, from which a bronze shield (clipetu) was siu-

pended. This regulated the temperature of the

npiutment, being raised or lowered by means of

chains to which it was attached. The form of the

cell was required to be circular, in order that the

warm air from the hypocaust might encircle it with

g«‘ater facility. (Viiniv. t. 10.) In accordance

with these rules is the Laconicum at Pompeii, a

section of which is given in the previous pa»,
the clipeus only bemg added in o^cr moke rae

meaning more clear.

A, The suspended pavement, ntspentura ; B. the

junction of the hcmisphocrium with the side walls,

imti cumUnm hrmujJuserii ; C, the shield, dipeut

;

E and F, the chains by which it is raised and

lowered ; 1), a lahrunuy or flat marble vase, into

which a supply of water was introduced by a single

pipe running tbrougli the stem. Its use is not ex-

actly ascertained in this place, nor whether the

water it contained ^vas hot or cold.
;

It would not be proper to dismiss this account :

of the iMconicum without alluding to an opinion

adopted by some writers, amongst whom arc Gali-

ano and Cameron, that the Laconicum was merely

u small cupola, with a metal shield otvr it, rising

above the flooring {tuspentura) of the chamber, in

the manner represented by the drawing from the

Thermae of Titus, which drawing has, doubtless,

given rise to the opinion. But it will be observed

that the design in question is little more than a

section, and that the artist may have resorted to

the expedient in order to show the apparatus be-

longing to one end of the chamber, as is frequently

done in similar plans, where any part which re*

quired to l>e represent^ upon a larger scale is in-

serted in full development within the general sec-

tion ;
for in none of the numerous baths which

have been discovered in Italy or elsewhere, even

where the pavements were in a perfect state, has

any such contrivance been observecL Besides which

it is manifest that the dipeui could not be raised

or lowered in the design Eluded to, seeing that the

chains for that purpose could not bo reached in the

situation represent^, or, if attained, could not be

handled, as they roust be red-hot from the heat of

the h}*pocaust into which they were inserted. In

addition to which, the remains discovered tally ex-

actly with the directions of Vitruvius, which this

does not.

After having gone through the regular course of

perspiration, the Romans made use of instruments

called dripilct (or s<ru//ejr, Juv. Sai, Hi. 263), to

scrape off the perspiration, much in the same vvay

as we are accustomed to scrape the sweat off a

horse with a piece of iron hoop, after he has run a

heat, or comes in from violent exercise. These in-

struments, some specimens of which are represented

in the previous w'oodcut, and many of which have
been discovered amongst the ruins of the various

baths of antiquity, were made of bone, bronze, iron,

and silver
;

all corresponding in form wnth the
epithet of Martial, ** curvo distringere ferro **

{Epig. xiv. 51). The poorer classes were obliged

to scrape themselves, but the more weolthy took

their slaves to the baths for the purpose ; a fact

which is elucidated by a curious story related by
Sportianus {Hadrian, c. 1 7 ).

The ftrigil was by no means a blunt Instrument,

consequently its edge was softened by the applica-

tion of oil, which was dropped upon it from a small

vessel called us*, which had a narrow neck, so

as to discharge its contents drop by drop, frr>m

whence the name is token. A representation of a
guttus is given in the preceding woodcut Augus-
tus is related to have suffered from an over-violent

use of the strigil. (Suet Aug. 30.) ln>*alids and
persons of a delicate habit made use of sponges,

which Pliny says answered for towels as well os

strigilt. They were finally dried with towels

(/tMfra), and anointed. (Juv. Sat. Hi. 262 ; Apu-
leius, McL ii.

;
Plin. M. N. xxxi. 11. s. 47.)

The common people were supplied with these

necessaries in the baths, but the more wealthy car-

ried their own with them (Per*. Sat. v. 126).

Lucian {Ltriph. voL il p. 320. cd. Reiz.) odds also

soap and towels to the Ust
After the operation of scraping and rubbing drv',

they retired into, or remain^ in, the Upidarium
until they thought it prudent to encounter the
open air. But it docs not appear to have been
customary to bathe in the water, when there was
any, which was not the case at Pompeii, nor in the
baths of Hippias (Lucian, /. c.), cither of the iepi-

darium orfrigidarium ; the temperature only of the
atmosphere in these two chambers being of conse-

quence to break the sudden change from the ex-
treme of hot to cold.

Returning now back into the frigidarium (8),
which, according to the directions of Vitruvius (r.

11), has a passage (14) communicating with the

mouth of the furnace (e), which is also seen in the
next woodcut under the boilers, called pratfumium^
propnigeum (Plin. Ep. il 1 7),irpoirrry«roy (from vpd,

before, and aviyevr, a ftimacc), and passing down
that passage, w*c reach the chamber (15) into which
the praefurnium injects, and which has also an
entrance from the street at B. It w*as appropri-

ated to the use of those w*ho had charge of the
fires (Jomacatore^. There aro two staircases in

it
;
one of which leads to the roof of the baths,

and the other to the coppers which contained

the water. Of these there were three: one of

which contained the hot w*ater— caldarium (se.

vas, or ahenum) ; tho second the tepid— tepida^

rium ; and the la.st the cold—frigidarium. The
warm water was introduced into the wann bath by
means of a conduit pipe, marked on tho plan,

and conducted through the wall. Underneath the

caidarium was placed the furnace (/kruas, Hor. Ep.
i 11. 12), which ter^’od to heat the water, and
give out streams of warm air into the hollow cells

of the /iypocauftum (from vnr5 and iroiw). It

* It was also called ampulla^ K^uvBos^
$^Kioy^ i\aio^6poy. (Ruperti, Ad Juc. SaL iiL

262.) [Ampulla.]
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|NUftod from the furnace under the fir»t and Inst

of the caldrons by two flues, which arc marked
upon the plan. These coppers were constructed

in the same manner as is represented in the en-

graving from the Thermae of Titus ;
the one cou-

taining hot water being placed immediately over

the furnace ; and, as the water n*as drawn out

from thence, it was supplied from the next, the

Upidarium^ which was already considerably heated

from its contiguity to the furnace and the hypo-

caust below it, so that it supplied the deficiency of

the former without materially diminishing its tem-

perature ; and the vacuum in this last was again

filled up from the fiuthest removed, which contained

the cold water received directly from the square

reservoir seen behind them
;
a principle which

has at length been introduced into the modem
bathing establishments, where its eflicaey, both in

saving time and expense, is fully acknowledged.

I'he boilers themselves no longer remain, but the

iioprcssions which they have Icfr in the mortar in

which they were emb^ded are dearly visible, and
enable us to ascertain their respective positions and
dimensions, the first of which, the cnidariumt is

represented in the annexed cut.

Bei.md the coppers there is another corndor ( 1 6\
leading into the court or atrium (17) appropriated

to the servants of the hath, and which has also the

convenience of an immediate communication with

the street by the door at C.

We now proceed to the adjoining set of baths,

which were assigned to the women. The entrance

is by the door A, which conducts into a small

vestibule (18), and thence into the apodyttrif^m

(19)

, which, like the one in the men's bath, has a

seat {pulvimu ei ffradu*) on either side built up
against the wall. This opens upon a cold bath

(20)

, answering to the natatio of the other set, but

of much smaller dimensiuns, and probably similar to

the one denominated by PUny (L c.) ptUeus, There
are four steps on the inside to descend into it.

Opposite to the demr of entrance into the apod^e-
rium is another doorway which loads to the tepi-

c/an'tMi (21), which also communicates with the

thermal ebarnber (22), on one side of which is a

warm bath in a square recess, and at the further

extremity the LacinicMm with its labrum. The
floor of this chamber is suspended, and its walls

perforated for floes, like the corresponding one in

the men's baths.

The comparative smallness and inferionty of the

fittingt-up in this suite of baths has induced some

Italian antiquaries to throw a doubt upon the fact

of their being assigned to the women ; and amongst
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\ these the Abbate lorio {Plan de PompeH) ingeni-
I ously suggests that they were on old set of baths,

to which the larger ones a*crc subsequently added
I when they became too small for the increasing

wealth and population of the city. But the stor)*,

already quoted, of the consul's wife who turned tlio

men out of their baths at Tcanum for her con-

venience, seems sufliciently to negative such a sup-

position ; and to prove that the inhabitants of

ancient Italy, if not more selfish, were certainly

less gallant tluin their successors. In addition to

this, Vitruvius expressly enjoins that the baths of

the men and women, though separate, should bj
contiguous to each other, in order that they might
be supplied from the same boilers and hypocaust
(v. 10) ;

directions which are here fulfilled to the
letter, as a glance at the plan will demonstrate.

It does not come within the scope of this article

to investigate the source from whence, or the man-
ner in which, the water was supplied to the baths
of Pompeii. But it may be remarked that the

suggestion of Mazois, who wrote just after the ex
cavation was commenced, and which has been
copied from him by the editor of the volumes on
Puiujx^ii published by the Society for the DilTu-

sioa of Useful Knowledge, was not confirmed by
the excavuUon

;
and those who arc inten sted in the

matter may consult the fourth appendix to the
Plan tie Pwnpeii^ by the Abbate lorio.

Notwithstanding the ample account which has
been given of the plans and usages respecting baths

in general, something yet remains to be said about
that particular class denominated Thermae ; of

which establishments the baths in fact constituted

the smallest port. The thermae, properly speaking,

were a Roman adaptation of the Greek gyinmisium
[Gymnasium], or palaestra, as described by Vitni-

viuB (v. 1 1 ) ;
both of w'hich contained a system of

baths in conjunction with conveniences for athletic

games and youthful sports, exedrac in which the

rhetoricians declaimed, poets recited, and philoso-

phers lectured— us well os porticoes and vestibules

for the idle, and libraries for the learned. Tli«*y

w'ero dcconUcd with the finest objects of art, both

in painting and sculpture, covered with precious

marbles and adorned with fountains end shaded
walks and plantations like the groves of the Aci-
demy. It may be said that they began and ended
with the Empire, for it was not until the time of

Augustus that these magnificent structures were
commenced. M. Agrippa is the first who afforded

these luxuries to his countiymen, by bequ(*athing

to them the thermae and gardens which ho had
erected in the Campus Martius. (Dion Cass. liv.

vol. L p. 759 ; Plin. //.M xxxvl 25. s. 64.) The
Pantheon, now existing at Rome, served originially'

as a vestibule to these baths
; and, as it was con-

sidered too magnificent for the purpose, it is sup-

posed that .Agrippa added the portico and oonse-

ernted it as a temple. It appears from a passage

in Sidonius Apollinaris (Carm. xxiii. 495), that

the whole of these buildings, together with the

adjacent Thermae Nernnianae, remained entire in

the year a. d. 466. Little is now left beyond a
few fragments of ruins, and the Pantheon. The
example sot by Agrippa was followed by Nero,

and afterwords by Titus; the ruins of whose
thermae are still visible, covering a vast extent,

partly under ground and partly above the Esquiliiie

Hill. Thermae were bIm erected by Trajan, Ca-
racalta, and Diocletian, of the two lost of which
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ample remains still exist ; and ercn as late ns Con-

stantine, besides several which were constructed

by pris'Hte individuals, P. Victor enumerates six-

t^n, and Panvinus (6t6. Rom, Detcript. p. 100)

bos added four more.

Previously to the erection of these establishments

for the use of the population, it was customar)' for

those who sought the &vour of the people to give

them a day's liathing five of expense. Thus, ac-

cording to Dion Cassius {xxxvii. p. 143), Fails-

tus, the son of Sulla, furnished warm baths and
oil gratis to the people f *r one day ; and Augustus

on one occasion bmnshed w*arm baths and ImrWrs

to the people for the same period free of expense

{Id. liv. p. 755), and at another time for a whole

year to the women as well as the mon. (/</. xlix.

p. 600.) Hence it is fair to infer that tho quadmns
paid for admission into the baineae was not exacted

at the CAcrm'is, which, as being tho works of the

emperors, would naturally be opened with iropi'rial

generosity to nil, and without any charge, other-

wise the whole city would have thronged to the

establuhmcnt bequeathed to them by Agrippa

;

and in confirmation of this 0|iiniun it may l>e re-

marked that the old establishments, which were

probably erected by private enterprise (comp. Plin.

II. S. ix. 54. t. 70), were termed meritoriae. (Plin.

Kp. il. 17>) Most, if not all, of the other regula-

tions previously detailed ns relating to the economy
of the baths, apply equally to the thermae

;
but it
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is to these establishments especially (hat the disso-

lute conduct of the emperors, and other luxurious

indulgences of the people in general, detailed in

the compositions of the satirists and later writen,

roust be considered to refer.

Although considerable remains of the Roman
thermae are still vuible, yet, from the very ruin-

ous state in which they are found, we aro far from
being able to arrive at the same accurate know-
ledge of their component parts, and the usages to

which they were ap^ied, as has been done with
respect to the balnea^

;

or indeed to discover a
satisfactory mode of reconciling their constructive

details with the description which Vitruvius has

left of the baths appertaining to a Greek palaestra,

or to the description given by Lucian of the baths

of H ippias. All, indeed, is doubt and guess-work ;

the learned men who have pretended to give an
account of their contents didering in almost all tho
essential particulars from one another. And yet

the great similarity in the ground-plan of the ihrve

which still remain cannot foil to convince even a
superficial observer that they were all constructed

upon a similar plan. Not, however, to dismiss

the subject without enabling our readers to form
soDiething like a general Idea of these enormous
edifices, which, for their extent and magnificence,

have been likened to provinces— (te modutn provin’

cutrum ex$iructu«^ Amm. Marc. xvi. 6)—-a ground-

plan is annexed of tho Thermae of Caracalla, which

Digitized by Coogk
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are the best preserved amongst those remaining,

and which were perhaps more splendid than all

the rest Those apartments, ot which the use

IS ascertained with the appearance of probability,

are alone marked and explained. The dark parts

represent the remains still visible, the open lines

are resUirations.

A, Portico fronting the street made by Cnmcnila
when be constnicted his thermae.— B, Separate

bathing-rooms, either for the use of the common
peoidr, or perhaps for any persons w'ho did not

wish to bathe Tn public. C, Apody teria attached

to them.—D, D, and E, E, the porticoes. (Vitruv.

r. 11.)—E, E, Exedme, in which there were seats

for the philosophers to hold their conversations.

(Vitntv. /.c.; CIc. l>e Orat. it 5.)—G, Hypoe-
thme, passages open to the air— Ilyj>aeihrae am-
tmiatioHe$ quas Gmeci irsptdpd^Sar, nnstri xystos

appellant (Vitruv. /. e.)— }j, II, Stadia in the

palaestra

—

quwlrata girt oUumfja. (Vitruv. /. c.)

•— I, I, Possibly schools or academies where public

lectures W'cre delivered.— J, J, and K, K, Hooini

appropriated to the servants of the baths (iu/aeo-

Utrti). In the latter are staircases for ascending

to the principal reservoir.— L, Space occupied by
walks and shrubberies— amin^<Uio/ne» itdtr pin-

tanones. (Vitruv. /. c.)— M, The arena or stadium

tn which the youth perfonned their exercises, with

seats for the spectators (V'itruv. /. c.), called the

tita/nt/ivm,—N, N, Ueserroirs, with upper stories,

sectional elevations of which are given in the two
fubseqaent woodcuts.~ 0, Aqueduct which sup.

plied the hatha— P, The cistern or piscina. This
external range of buildings occupies one mile in

circuit

We now come to the arrangement of the interior,

for which it is very difficult to assign satisfactory

destinationa^Q, represents the principal entrances,

of which there were eight— R, the twfvrib, pi$cina^

or cold-water bath, to which the direct entrance

from the portico is bv a vestibule on either side

marked S, and which is surrounded by a set of

chambers which served most probably as rooms fur

undressing {apodfttria)^ anointing {uactttarin\ and
stations fw the eapgarii. Those ncan^st to the

peristyle were perhi^)# the conuteriay where the

powder was kept which the wrestlers used in order

to obtain a firmer gnup upon their adversaries :
—

^ Ille enris hausto sporgit me pulverc polinis,

Inque vicem fulrac tactu flavcscit arenae.'^

(Ovid, Met. ix. 35.)

(See also Salmas. Ad TvriidL PaU. p 217, and
MercurialU, De Art. Gymm. L 8.) The inferior

qnalitT of the ornaments which these apartments
have had, and the staircases in two of them, aiTord

evidence that they were occupied by menials.

T, is considered to be the tepidariMm^ with four

warm baths (u, u, u, v) taken out of its four angles,

and two labra on its two flanks. There are steps

fur descending into the baths, in one of which
traces of the conduit aie still manifest Thus it

would appear that the centre part of this apartment
•erred as a t^ddarium^ having a Utlneum or cvi/f/a

laratio in four of its corners. The centre part, like

that also of the preceding apartment, is supported

by eight immense columns.

The apartments beyond this, which arc too much
dilapidated to be restored with any degree of cer-

tainty, eontamed of course the laconicum and
sudatecies, for which the round chamber W, and
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its appurtenances seem to be adapted, and which
ore also cuntiguous to the rescrAoins Z, Z. (Vitruv.
V. 1 1.)

U prol»nbly comprised the rphtiin^ or jil.ic<*s

where the youth were taught their exercises, with
the appurtenances belonging to them, such as the
rjihaeriiterium and cnrycaenm. The first of these
takes its name frr»m the game at liall, so much in

favour with the Romans, at which Martial's friend

was playing when the IkII sounded announce
that the water was ready. (Mart. xiv. 183.) '1 he
latter is derived from Kdipuicos, a sack (ilesvrh.

t. v.\ which was filled with bran and olive husks
fur the young, and sand for the more robiui, and
then sui>|K'nded at a certain height, and swung
1«ickwanis and forwards by the players. (Aulia,
/te fir’ym«. Count, p. 9 ;

Antill. «/). OnUts. Cull.

Med. 6.)

The chambers also on llic other side, which arc
not marked, prol«nb|y scrvul for the exercises of
the palaestra in bad weather. (Vitnir. v. II.)

These baths contained an upper story, of which
nothing remains l>eyond what is just sufficient to

indicate the fact. They have been mentioned and
eulogised by several of the l^tin authors. (Sjtnr-

tian. CnrueaU. c. If ; laimprid. I/elitij/ab. c. 17,
Ales. Serrr. c. 2.5 ;

Eutmpius, viii. 1 i ; Olymp.
(ifmd Phot. p. 1 U, ed. Aug. Vimlel. 1601.)

It will be ohserved tlml there is no part of the
bathing de{mrtTncnt S4-parated from the rest, which
could he assigned for the use of the w'fliucn ex-
clusively. Erom this it must l>e inferred either

that both texoi always bathed together promisett*

otisly in the thermae, or that the women w*ere

excluded altogether from these establishments, and
only admitted to tl>o linlneae.

It remains to explain the manner in which the
immense body of water required fur the suppiv of
a set of b^iths in the thennac was heated, which
has been j>crformed very sntihfncturily by Piraiirsi

and Cameron, as may be seim by a refervnee to the
two subjoined secti«>ns of the ctittellum afjmudm tut

and pitcina belonging to the Thernmeof Caracalia.

B

A, Arches of the aquaeduct which conveyed
the water into the pitcina U, from whence it

flowed into the upper range of cells through the
aperture at C, and thence again dcKcnded into

u 2

Digifi^ed tv Got
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the liiwer ono« hy the apc'rtun* nt D, which wore

placed immediately over the hy[KX-atwt E ; the

pnicfuniion of which is seen in the transverse

scctiun, at F in tlie lower cut. There were

thirty-two of these cells arranged in two rows

over the hypocaust, sixteen on each side, and nil

communicating with each other ; and over these a

similar numlfcer similarly amuigcd, which com-

municated wnth those bidow )>y the aperture at D.

The parting walls betwiH?n these cells were like-

wise perforated with flues, which served to dis-

seminate the heat all around the whole boily of

water. When the water was suflicicntly warm, it

was turned on to the baths through pipes conducted

likcw'ise through flues in order to prevent the loss

of tcmj>craturc during the passage, and the vacuum
was supplied by tepid water from the range above,

which was replenished from the piscina
;
exactly

upon the principle represented in tlic drawing from

the Thermae of Titus, ingeniously applied upon a

much larger scale. (The most important modem
w'orks on the Roman baths are the following

:

Winckclmann, numerous passages in his w-orks

;

the descriptions of the Roman baths by Cameron,

Lond. 1772, and Rniladio and Scainozzi, V'icenra,

1785 ;
Ftiegliti, J rcA'do(offie der Baukunti^ vol. ii.

p. 2()7, &c.
;

llirt, Lehre dvr 6WmWe, p. *233, dec,
;

W’einhrcnner, Entre'ur/e und Eryansungen antiker

6'eAaM<i^ Corlsruhc, 18*22, part 1 ;
the editors of

V'itruvius, especially Schneider, vol. ii. pp. 375

—

391 ; for the baths of Pompeii, Bcchi, A/cu. fior-

hon, vol. ii. pp. 49—52; Cell, Pompeiana i Pom-
j

pfti in the Lib. Ent, Know.
;
and for the best

summary of the whole subject, Reckcr, GaUu$^ vol.

ilp. ll,dic.) [A. R]
BA'LTEUS, or BAXTEA in the plural

a belt, a shouldcr-l»clt, a b^dric,

w'os used to suspend the sword
;

and, as the

sword commonly hung beside the left hip, its belt

was supported by the right shoulder, and passed

obliquely over the breast, as is seen in the beauti-

ful cameo here introduced from the Florentine

Museum. In the Homeric times the Greeks also

used a belt to rapport tbe shield
;
and this second

belt lay oter the other, and was larger and broader

than it (//. xiv. 404-^06) ; but as this shield-

belt was found inconvenient, it was superseded by
the invention of the Carian tx^ov [Ci.ipbus.}

The veiy early disuse of tbe shield-belt accounts

BARBA.
for the fact, that this part of the ancient armour
is never exhibited in paintings or scnlptun;*. A
lliird use of the balleus was to iiL<pend the quiver,

and sometimes together W’ith it the bow. (Neincs.

Cgney. 91.) The belt was usually made of leather,

but was oniamonted with gold, silver, and precious

stones, and on it subjects of ancient art were fre-

quently embroidered or emlK>sscd. (Herod, i,

171 ;
Od. xi. 610;

II. xii. 401 ;
Virg. Am, v. 312.) The belts of

the Roman emperors were also magnificently

adorned, and we learn from inscriptions that there

was a distinct officer -- the — who had
the charge of them in the imperial palace. (Trc-

bell. Poll. diiHien. 16.)

B.\XTEUS, in architecture, Vitruvius ap-

plies the term baltei to the bands surrounding

the volute on each side of an Ionic capital. {lie

ArcA. iii. 5. ed. Schneider; Gcnelli, Drufe '^>rr

yUrvv. ii. p. 35.) [Colcmna.] Other writers

apply it to the praecinetionee of an amphitheatre.

(Calpurn. EcL vii. 47 ;
Tertullian, De Spectac. 3 ;

Amphithkatkvm). In the amphitheatre at

Verona the baltei arc found by measurement to be

2^ feet high, the steps w'hicb they enclose being

one ft»ot two inches high. [J, Y.]
BAPTISTE'RIUM. [Balnkim]
BARATHRON (jSdpadpop), also called ORUO-

MA {bpxrfpa\ was a deep pit at Athens, with
hooks on the sides, into which criminals w'erc cist.

It was situate in the demus KtipiiSeu, It is men-
tioned as early as the Persian wars, and continued

to be employed as a mode of punishment in the

time of the orators. The executioner was called

6 T<p bpvyfxari. (SchoL ad JrUfoph. Pint. 431

;

Harpocrat. $. w.; Herod, vii. 133 ; Xon. //dV. I 7.

g 21 ;
Eycurg. c. I^eocrat, p. 221 ; Deiimrch. c,

Dvm. p. 49 ; Wachsinuth, Ilcllm. AUerlhumdc, vol.

ii. p. *204, 2nd edit.) It corresponded to the Spartan
Ccadas. [Ckadas.]
BARB.\ (tovtoik, yiv*u>v^ Aristnph.

Lgsigt. 1072), the beard. The fashions which
have prevailed at diflferont times, and in different

countries, w'ith respect to the beard, have l>een very

various. The most refined modem nations regard

the beard as an encumbrance, without beauty or

mianing
;
but the ancients generally cultivated its

growth and fomi w’ith special attention
;
and that

the Grtvks were not bchind-hand in this, any
more than in other arts, is sufficiently shown by
the statues of their philosophers. The phrase
9»yetvorpo^u¥^ W'hich is applied to letting the

beard grow, implies a positive culture. Generally

sjx.'aking, a thick beard, wcvtwi' fiaBvSy or

was considered as a marie of manlim*ss. The
Greek philosophers wore distinguished by their

long bc^s as a sort of Imdge, and hence the terra

which Porsius {Sat, iv. 1) applies to Socrates

mugirtrr barhatUA. The Homeric heroes were
bearded men. So Airamcmnon, Ajax, Monolans,
Ulysses {II. xxii. 74, xxiv. 516, Od. xvi. 176X
According to Chrysippus, cited by Athenaens
(xiii. p, 565), the Greeks wore the beard till the

time of Alexander the Great, and he adds that the

first man who w'as shaven was called ever after

irdp^njv, ** shaven ** (from tteipm). Plutarch {Tites.

c. 5) says that the reason for the shaving was that

they might not be pulled by the beard in battle.

The custom of shaving the beard continued among
the Oreeks till the time of Justinian, and during

that period even the statues of the pbilosopheri
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were without the bonrd. The philosophers, how-

ever, generally continued the old badge of their

profession, and their ostentation in so doing gave

rise to the saving that a long beard does nut make
a philosopher (xotyo>y<rrpo<(>ia <f>i\6ao<poy ov irotct),

and a man, whose wisdom stopped with his beard,

was called ix vwywyos <ro<p6t. (Compare OelL Lx.

2 ;
Quint. xL 1). The Romans in early timc.H

wore the beard uncut, as we learn from the insult

olfered by the Gaul to M. Papirius (Liv. v. 41),

and from Cicero {Pro Gael. 14) ;
and according

to Varro {De Re RusL ii. 11) and Pliny (vii. 5!)),

the Roman beards were not shaven till B. c. 300,

when P. Ticinius Maenas brought over a iMirber

from Sicily
;
and Pliny adds, that the first Roman

who was shaved (rasas) every day was Scipio

Africanus. His custom, however, was soon fol-

lowed, and shaving became a regular thing. The
lower orders, then ns now, w'erc not always able to

do the same, and hence the jeers of Martial (vii.

95, xiL 59). In the later times of the republic

there were many w'ho shaved the beard onl}' jiar-

tially, and trimmed it, so as to give it an orna-

mental form
;
to them the terms barfxUi (Cic.

CatU. ii. 10) and barbatuli (Cic. ad All. i. 14, 16,

Pro Cad., 14) are applied. When in mourning all

the higher os well as the lower orders let their

beards grow.

In the general way in Rome at this time, a

long beard {barfja pnmisaa^ Liv. xxvii. 34) was

considered a mark of slovenliness and squalor.

The censors, I.,. Veturius and P. Licinius, com-

ptdled .M. Livius, who had been banished, on his

restoration to the city, to be shaved, and to lay

aside his dirty appearance {tonderi ct squalorem

ir/ionere)^ mid then, but not till then, to come into

the senate, &c. (Liv. xxvii. 34.) The first time of

shaving was regarded ns the beginning of mni.hood,

and the day on w hich this took place was cele-

brated ns a festival. (Juv. ,!»<//. iii. 13C.) There

was no particular time fixed for this to be done.

Usually, how’ever, it was done when the young

Roman assumed the toga virilis (Suet- Caiiq. 10).

Augustus did it in his 24th year
;
Caligula in his

2Uth. The hair cut off on such occasions was con-

secrated to some god. Thus Nero put his up in a

gold box, set with pearls, and dedicated it to Jupi-

ter Capitolinus. (Suet Ner. 12.)

With the emperor Hadrian the beard began to

' revive (Dion Cass. Ixviii. 16). Plutarch says that

the emperor wore it to hide some scars on his face.

The practice afterwaitls became common, and till

the time of Constantine the Great, the emperors

appCcir in busts and coins with beards. The Ro-

mans let their beards grow in time of mourning
;

so Augustus did (Suet Auq. 23) for the death of

Julius Caesar, and the time when he had it shaved

off he made a season of festivity. (Dion Cass.

xlviiL 34 ;
comp. Cic, in Verr. ii. 12.) The

Greeks, on the other hand, on such occasions

shaved the beard close. Tacitus {(lenn, c. 3) says

that the Catti let their hair and beard grow, and

would not have them cut till they h-nd slain an

enemy. (Compare Becker, Vharikles^ vol. ii.

p. 387, &C-)

Barbkkr. The Greek name for a barber was

Koupsis,, and the Latin tonsor. The term em-

ployed in modem European langiuages is derived

from the low Latin baHiiUorius^ which is found in

Petronins. The liorber of the ancients was a for

more important p«*r8onagw than his modem repre-
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sentativc. Men had not often the necessary im-
plements for the various operations of the toilet

;

combs, mirrors, pt'rfmncs, and tools for clipping,

nitting, shaving, &c. Accordingly the whole pro-

cc.«8 had to be j>erfonncd at the liarber's, and hence
the great concourse of people who daily gossippod

at the totislrina., or barljer’s shop. Besides the

duties of a Iwirber and hairdresser, strictly so

called, the .’incient tmisor discharged other offices.

He was ulsw a nnil-parer. He was, in fact, mucii

what the English Ijarbcr was when he extracted

teeth, ns well us cut and dressed h.air. People
who kept the necessary instruments for all the

different operations, generally had also slaves ex-

pressly for the purpose of pt'rforming them. The
business of the barber was threefold. First there

w'ns the cutting of hair ; hence the barber’s ques-

tion, XUS <rt Ktipu (Pint. I)€ Garrul. 1.3). For
this purpose ho used various knives of different

sizes and slmjies, and degrees of shnqmes.s : hence
Lucian {Adr. Jmloct. c. 29), in enumerating the

apparatus of a barber’s shop, mentions xKjjOos

fxaxcuptSluy {pdxutpa, xovpis are used
also, in Latin culler)

; but scissors, «|'aAlr, iixKrj

pdx°^ (Pollux, ii. 32; in I.atin forfexy ariria)

were used too. (Compare Aristoph. Acham. 848 ;

Lucian, Pis. c. 46.) Mdxaipa w.as the usual word.
Irregularity and unevenness of the hair was con-

sidered a great blemish, as appears generally, and
from Horace (Sal. i. 3. 31, and A/u'sl. i. 1. 94), and
accordingly after the hair-cutting the uneven hairs

were pulled out by tweezers, an operation to which
Pollux (ii. 34) applies the term xapaAtytaffai.

So the hangers-on on great men, who wished to

look young, were accustomed to pull out the grey
hairs for tliem. (.Arist. Pq. 908.) This was con-

sidered, however, a mark of effeminacy. (Gcll.

vii. 12 ; Cic. /’ro Rose. Cow. 7.) The person who
W.1S to be o|)eratcd on by the barl)cr had a rough
cloth (ufui\iyoyy involucre in Plautus, ('apt. ii. 2.

17) laid on his shoulders, ns now, to keep the

hairs off his dress, Ac. The second |)ort of the

busini'ss was shaving (radcrc, msjVare, IvptTy).

This was done with a {opJv, a novacula (I>amprid.

Ildioff. c. 31), a razor (ns we, retaining the Latin
rooty call it), which he kept in a case, i5^»r»7,

ivp^mjy (vpoSdKTiSy “ a razor-case” (Aristoph.

Thesm. 220 ;
Pollux, ii. 32 ; Petron. 94). Some

who would not submit to the o|>eration of the razor

used instead some pow’erful depilatory ointments,

or plasters, aa psilothron. (Plin. xxxii. 10. 47 ;

acida Creitiy Martial, vi. 93. 9 ;
Venrtum lutuwy

iii. 74 ;
dropaxy iii. 74 ; x. 65.) Stray hairs which

escaped the razor were pulled out with small

pincers or tweezers (voUdlae.y Tptxo\d€ioy). Tho
third part of the barlier’s work was to pare tho

nails of the hands, an operation which the Greeks
expressed by the words ^d iiron/xfC***'

(Aristoph. Pq. 706 ; and Schol,
; 'I'heophrjist.

Churact. c. 2(» ; Pollux, ii. 146). Tho instru-

ments used for this jmrpose were culled iyvxurr-fipix,

sc. pxixcupta. (Pollux, x. 140.) This practice of
employing n man expressly to pjire the nails ex-
plains Plautus's humorous description of the miserly
Euclio (Aulul, ii. 4. 34) :

—
“ Quin ipsi quidem tonsor ungues dempserat,

Collcgit, omnia abstulit praesegmina.”

Even to the miser it did not occur to jaro his nails

himself, and save the money ho would Lave to pav;
but only to colIt*ct the pnrings in hnf.e of making
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something by them. So Martial, in rallying a fop,

who had tried to dispense with the kirber’s ser-

vices, by using different kinds of plasters, &.c~,

asks him {Epig. iii. 74), Quid facient ungues ^

Wh.it will your nails do ? How will you get your

nails p.ired? So Tibullus says (i. 8. 11), quiil

(prodest) ungues artificis docta subsecuisse manu

;

from which it appe<irs that the person addressed

was in the habit of employing one of the more

fashionable toiisors. The instruments used are

referred to by Martial. {Epig, xiv. 36, Instru-

menta tonsoriu.) [A. A.]

BA'RRITOS, or BA'RBITON. [Lyra.]
BAS-VNOS {$dtrauoi). [Tormentum.]
BASCA'NIA (iSoo-Koyfa). [Fascinum.J
B.\SCAUD.A, a British basket This term,

which remains with very little variation in the

Welsh “ kisgawd,” and the English “ basket,”

was conveyed to Rome together with the articles

denoted by it We find it used by Juvenal (xii.

46) and by M.irtial (xiv. 99) in connections which

imply that these articles were held in much esteem

by the luxurious Romans. [J. Y.]

BASILEI.\ (fSaff/Xeio), a festival celebrated

at Lcbadcia, in Boeoti.i, in honour of Trophonius,

who had the summiie of Bo<r«\*ur. This festival

was also calk’d Trophonia— Tpcupdria (Pollux, i.

37) ;
and was first observed under the latter name

as a general festival of the Boeoti.an8 after the battle

of Leuctra. (I)iod. xv. 63.)

BA'SI LEUS (8a<r<Ae6s). [Rex.]
B.-\Sr'LICA (sc. aedesy uu/u, porticus— Bcuri-

also regia^ Stat Silv. i. 1. 30 ;
Suet Aug.

31 ), a building which served as a court of law and

an exchange, or place of meeting for merchants and
men of business. The two uses arc so mixed up
together that it is not always easy to say which

was the princip.al. Thus the Ixisilica at Fanum,
of which Vitruvius himself was the architect, was
entirely devoted to business, and the courts were

held in a small building attached to it,— the

temple of Augustus. The term is derived, ac-

cording to Philander {Comment, in Vilruv.\ from

fioffiKfvs, a king, in reference to early times, when
the chief magistrate administered the laws he made;
but it is more immediately adopted from the Greeks

of Athens, whose second archon was styled dpx"*'

fiaaiKfi'iSf and the tribunal where he adjudicated

ffToh fiaaiXuos (I’aus. i. 3. § 1 ;
Demosth. e. Arista^

geit. p. 776), the substantive aula orporticus in Latin

being omitted for convenience. The Greek writers

who speak of the Roman basilicac, call them some-

times trroed /3acn\iKaf, and sometimes merely

ffToed.

The name alone w'ould make it highly probable

that the Romans were indebted to the Greeks for

the idea of the building, which was prolwibly bor-

rowed from the <rrod Paffl\(tos at Athens. In

its origiiuU form it may tie described as an insulated

portico, detached from the agora or forttm, for the

more convenient transaction of business, which

fonnerly took place in the porticoes of the agora

itself
;

in fact, a sort of agora in miniature. The
court of the llelltuiodicae, in the old atfont of Elis,

was exactly of the fonn of a laisilicn. [Agora].
The first edifice of this description was not

erected until b c. 184 (Liv. xxxix. 44) ;
for it is

cxpressl)' stated by the historian, that there were
no basilicae at the time of the fire, i^'hich de-

stroyed so many buildings in the forum, under the

consulate of Marccllus and Laevinus, d.c. 210.

BASILICA.

(Liv. xxvi. 27.) It was situated in the forum ad-
joining the curia, and was denominated basilica

Porci.a, in commemoration of its founder, M.
Porcius Cato. Besides this, there were twenty
others, erected at ditferent periods, within the city

of Romo (Pitisc. Lex. Ant. s. v. Basilica), of which
the following are the most frequently alluded to by
the ancient authors ;— 1 . Basilica Sempronia, con-

structed by Titus Sempronius, B. c. 171 (Liv. xliv.

16) ;
and supposed, by Donati and Nardini, to have •

been between the vicus Tuscus and the Velabrum.
2. Basilica Opimia, which was above the comitium.
3. Basilica Pauli Aemilii, or Basilica Aemilia,
called also Regia Pauli by Statius {1. c.). Cicero
{Ad Att. iv. 16) mentions two Imilicae of this

imme, of which one was built, and the other only
restored, b}' Paulus Aemilius. Both these edifices

were in the forum, and one was celebrated for its

open peristyle of Phrygian columns. A repre-

sentation of this one is given below from a coin of
the Aemilia gens. (PI in. //. N. xxxvi. 24 ;

Appian,
B. C. ii. 26 ;

Pint. Cues. 29.) The position of
these two Imsilicae h.as given rise to much con-
troversy, a brief account of which is given in the
Diet, of Biog. Vol. II. p. 766. 4. Basilica Pom-
peii, called also regia (Suet Aug. 31), near the
theatre of Pompey. 5. Basilica Julia, erected by
Julius Caesiu*, in the forum, and opposite to the
l>asilica Aemilia, (Suet. Calig. 37.) 6. Basilica
Caii ct Lucii, the grandsons of Augustus, by whom
it w’as founded. (Suet. Aug. 29.) 7. Basilica
Ulpia, or Trajani, in the forum of Trajan, 8.

Basilica Constantini, erected by the emperor Con-
stantine, supposed to be the ruin now remaining
on the via s.ncra, near the temple of Rome and
Venus, and commonly called the temple of Pence.
01 all these magnificent edifices nothing now re-

mains beyond the ground-plan, and the bases and
some portion of the columns and superstructure

of the two last. The basilica at Pompeii is in

better preservation
;
the external walls, ranges of

columns, and tribunal of the judges, being still

tolerably perfect on the ground-iloor.

The forum, or, where there was more than one,
the one which was in the most frequented and
central part of the city, was always selected for the
site of a basilica

; and hence it is that the classic

writers not unfrequently use the termsforum and
basilica sjmonymously, ns in the passage of Clau-
dian {De Honor. Cons. vi. 645):— Desuetaqne
cingil Regius auraiis fora fascibus Ulpia lictor,

where the forum is not meant, bnt the basilica

which was in it, and which was siurounded by the
lictors who stood in the forum, (Pitisc. Lex.' Ant.
Lc. : Nard. Rom. Ant. v. 9.)

Vitruvius (v. 1) directs that the most sheltered

part of the fonim should be selected for the site of
a basilica, in order that the public might suffer as
little as possiltle from exposure to bad weather,
whilst going to, or retuniing from, their place of
business

; he might also have added, for their

grcnU!r convenience whilst engaged within, since

many of these edifices, and all of the more ancient
ones, were entirely o|>en to the external air, being
surrounded and protected solel}' by an open peri-

style of columns, ns the annexed re])resentntion of

the Ijasilica Aemilia from a medal of Lepidus, with
the inscription, clearly shows.
When, however, the Romans became wealthy

and refined, and consequently more effeminate, a
wall was substituted for the external peristyle, and
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th« tolamiM were confined to the interior ; or, if

tttod externally, it only in decorating the

wp6pmot^ or yeetibule of entrance. Thii wa« the

ally change which took |dace in the form of these

buildingis from the time of their first institution,

until they arere converted into Christinn churches.

The gremnd plan of all of them is rectangular, and
their width not more than half, nor less than one

third of the length (Vitrav. L e.) ; but if the area

on which the edifice was to be raised was not pro-

poitiunuDy long, small chambers {^aicidun) were
cut off from one of the ends (V'itruv. i, c.),

which eerred as offices for the judges or mer-
chants. This area was divided into three parts,

consisting of a central nave (media portiau\ and
two side aisles, each sepamted from the centre by
a single row of cniumns— a mode of coiuitrucliun

particularly adapted to buildings intended for the

reception of a large concourse of people. A t one

end of the centre aisle was the tribunal of the

judge., in form either rectangular or circular, and
•ometimes cut off firom the length of the grand
nave (as is seen in the annexed plan of the builica

at Pompeii, which also aflbrds an example of the

chambers of the judicos, or chalcidica, a^ve men-

tioned), or otherwise thrown out from the hinder
wall of the building, like the tribune of some of

the most ancient churches in Rome, and then called

the hemicyde—an instance of which it afforded

in the basuica Trajani, of which the plan is given

below. It will be observed that this a most

mimptuous edifice, possessing a doable tribune, and
douUe row of columns on each side of the centre

aisle, dividing the whole into five aules.

The inter^ tribune was proliabl^' the original

eoustniction, when the basilica wns simply used as

a court of justice ; but when those spacious balls

were erected for the convenience of traders as well

as loungers, then the semicircular and external tri-

bune was adopted, in order that the noise and con-

fusion in the basilica might not interrupt the

proceedings of the magistrates. (Vitruv. L ej) In

the centre of this trilmne was placed the cunilc

chair of the praeta, and seats for the judiccs, who
aoroctimes amounted to the number 180 (Plin.

Jup. vi 33), and the advocates ; and round the

tides of the hemicyde, called the wings (eoraaa),

were seats for persons of distinction, and for the

parties engaged in the proceedings. It was in the

wing of the tribune that Tiberius sat to overawe

the judgment at the trial of Otanius MarcvUut.

U.\S1LICA. |D»

(Tacit, wfaa. I 76.) The two side aisles, ns lias

been said, w’crc so(iamt**d from the centre one by a
row of columns, U'hiiid ooch of which was placed
a square pier or pilaster (/xirusfrt/u, Vitruv. /. e.),

which supported the llooring of an upper portico,

similar to the gallery of a modem church. I lie

Uf^r gallcfv was in Uko maimer decorated with

columns of smaller dimensions than (hose liclow ;

and these served to support the roof, and were
omnccted with one another by a pnm()et-wnll or

balustrade (pluieus^ Vitruv. i.c.\ which served as

a defence against the danger of fidiiiig over, mid
screened the crowd of loiterers above (WAosiVimat,
Plaut Capt. iv. 2. 36) from the people of business

in the area lielow. (Vitruv. t. c.) This gallery

reached entirely round the inside of the building,

and was frequented by women as well os men, the

women on one side and the men on the other, who
went to hear and see what was going on. (Pliiu

/. e.) The staircase which led to the upper portico

was on the outside, as is seen in the plan of the

basilica of Pompeii It is similarly situated in the

basilica of Constantine. The whole area of these

magnificent structures was covered in with three

separate ceilings, of the kmd called teduditiatumy

like a tortoise-shell ; in technical langiinge now
denominated com/, an expression used to distin-

guuh a ceiling which has the general appearance of

a vault, the central part of which is, bowevor, fiat,

while the margins incline by a cylindrical shell

from each of the four sides of the central square to

the side walls ; in which form the ancients ima-
gined a resemblance to the shell of a tortoise.

From the description which has been given, it

will be evident now much these edifices were
adapted in their general feirm and construction to

the uses of a Christian church ;
to which purpose

many of them were, in fact, converted in the time

of Constanliuc, lienee the later writers of ibv

0 i
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crapiro Apply the tcnn K-wilicac to a1) chuix-hos

built afUT tho model just described
;
and such were

the earliest edifices dedicated to Christian worship,

which, with their ori^nal dcsip^atioii, continue to

this day, beins still called nt Rome batHichf- A
Chri;«tuui basilica consisted of four princifial ports :

•— 1. ripdroot, the vestibule of entrance. 2. Ncu/s,

n<$ris^ and sometimes gremium^ the nave or centre

aisle, which \^*as divided from tho two side ones by
n rr>w' of columns on each of its sidca Here the

jMHiple usseinbled for the purposes of worship. 3.

(from iya€olrfi»', to nseendX choru* (the

choir), and ^ part of the lower extremity

of the nave raised alwvc the general level of the

rifn»r by a flight of steps. 4. 'Isparfioi', Up6v
fumctuariHmy which answered to the tribune

of the ancient basilica. In the centre of this

sanruiary was placed the high altar, und»r a taber-

nacle or cniutpy. such as still remains in the basilica

of SL John of Latcrnn, at Rome, at which the

priest oftidaled with his face turned towards the

iH-ople. Attmtid this altar, and in the wings of the

sancluarimn, were seals for the assistant clergj',

with an elevated chair for the hishop at the bottom

of the circle in the centre. (7^eu/r. Da^fU. Pimn.
cum Josep. Marl. Canon, iii. p. 8 ;

Ciamp, Vft.

Men. i. ii. et De Sftcr. Ed. ;
Stieglita, Archaol. d.

liunkuiuii^ vol. Hi. pp. 19, &C ; Hirt. AcAre d. 6‘e-

IfHtuie., pp. 180, &c ; Dunsen, Die BasUikm dea

('krinJfichen Hom$y Munich, 1844.) [.\. R,]

BASI'LIC-A. About a. n. 876, the Crock
etnpiTor Rasilius, the Macedonian, commenced
this work, which was completed by his son Leo,

the philosopher, who reigned from a. n. 886 to

911. Before the reign of Basilius, there had been

several Creek translations of tho I’andoct, the

Code, and the Institutes
;
but there was no aiitho-

risetl Creek version of them. The numerous Con-

stitutions of Justinian's successors, and the contra-

dicuiry intcrpreuuions of the jurists, were a furthiT

reason for publishing a revised Creek text undi-r

the imperial authority. This great work was

called 'AvaxiBa^ts rStv toAcuwk rd/ufK,

Kairr<lBi6Kiov.,6 $<urt\iK6s &<uTi\iKi.

It was revised by the order of Constantinus Pur-

phyrogenneta, alwut A. D. 945, The Rasilica com-

pris<‘d the Institutca, Pandect, Code, the Novellae,

and tho imperial C^onstitutions sul>scHjiiont to the

time of Justinian, in sixty books, which are subdi-

vided into titles. For the Institutes the paraphrase

of 'I'h’ ophilus was used, for the Digest the wAdros

of 8u*phanus, and the commentary of Cyrillus and
ctf an anonymous author, for the Code the vard

vddar of Thalelacxu and the work of Throdun>%

and for the Xovellae, except the 168, the .Sunimne

of 'rheodorus, Athanasius, and Philoxcnus. The
piihlicatioti of this authorised body of law in the

Creek longiuig?' led to the gradiui) disusi> of the

original compilations of Justinian in the h^t. But
the Roman law was thus more firmly established

it) Hutem Europe and Western Asia, where it

has maintaini’d itself among the Greek jK>pulaiion

to the present day.

The nmingoment of the nmtter in the Basilica

is ;is follows:— .Ml the matter ndaling to a given

Euhjcct is stdected from the Corj>us Juris
; the

extracts from the Pandect are placed first under

each title, then the constitutions of the Code, and
next in order the provisions containt'd in the Insti-

tutes and the Novellae, which confirm or complete

the provisions of the Pandect. The Biisilica does
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not contain all that the Corpus Juris contains; Vut
it contains numerous fragments of the opinions of

ancient jurists, and of imperial Constitutions, which
ore not in the Corpus Juris.

The Basilica were published, with a IgUln ver-

sion, by Fabrot, Paris, 1647, seven vola folio.

Fabrot published only thirty-six books complete,

and six others incomplete: the other books wen*
made up from on extract from the Basilica and the

Scholiasts. Four of the deficient books were after-

wards found in MS., and published by Gerhard
Meermon, with a translation by M. Otto Reitz, in

the fifth volume of his Thesaurus Juris Civilis et

Canonic!
; and they were also published separately

m Jjondon, in 1765, folio, as a supplement to

Fabrot's edition. A new critical edition, by
C. Quil. E. Ileimboch, Ivcipzig, 1833, Ac., 4to.,

has been commenced. (Docking, voL
i p. 105.)

B.\STERNA,n kind of litter f/acfica) in a’hich

women were carried in the time ot the Roman em-
perors. It appears to have resembled the lectica

[Lxctica] very closely
;
and the only difference

apparently was, that- the lecrica was carried by
slaves, and the iMUterna by two mules. Sever^
ctj'mologies of the word have been proposed. Snl-

masius supposes it to be derived from the Greek
iSaord^w (Salm. ad Lamprid. JleJiog. 21). A de-

scription of a bastcroa is given by a poet in the
Anth. Lot. iii. 183.

BAX A, or BAXEA, a sandal nuide of vege-

table leaves, twigs, or fibres. According to Isidore

{Orvi. xix. 33), this kind of sandal w*ns worn on
the stage by comic, whilst the cothurnus was ap-

propriate to tragic actors. When, therefore, one of
tho characters in Plautus {Men. il 3. 40) says,

Qui exieTi/etUnr baxae 1 we may suppose him to

[>oint to the sandals on his feet. Philuiophers also

wore sandals of this description, at least in the
time of Tertullian {De /W/ib, 4) and Appiileiiis

{Met. )L and xi.), and probably for the sake of sim-

plicity and cheapneu. Isidore adds, that baxeao
weru made of willow {ex *a/»ra), and that they
were also called enlortes

;

and ho thinks that the

latter term was derived from the Greek vdAoe,

wood. From numerous specimens of them dis-

covered in the catacombs, wo perceive that the

Ktryplians made them of palm-leaves and papynis.

(^^'^lkil)8on, Mannert and Cnetom*^ vol. iii p. 336.)
They arc sometimes observahle on the feet of

KgN'ptian statues. According to Herodotus, san-

dals of pap>Tus {{ntoM\pcna $v^Ki¥a^ il 37) were
a part of i^c riNjuircd and choractcristtc dress of
the Egyptian priests. We may pn'sume that he
inUnidt^ his words to include not only sandals

nuidc, strictly speaking, of pnpynis, but those also

in which the Iraves ot the date-palm were an in-

gredient, and of which Appuleius makes distinct

mention, when he descrilK** a young priest covered

with a linen sheet and wearing sandals of palm
{linteis amieuiis inlerinm^ penlemjut palmei$ baxei*

indutum^ Met. ii). The accompanying woodcut
shows two sandals exactly answering to this de-

scription, from the collection in the British Museum.
The up|>er one was worn on the right foot It has

A loop on the right side for fastening the bond
which wont across the instep. This band, together

w’ith tho ligature connected with it, which w'as in-

serted between the great and the second toc^ is

made of the stem of the papvnui, undivided and
unwronght The lower figure shows a sandal in
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which the portions of the pnim-leaf nre interUced

with jZTcat neatness and recularity« the sewing and
binding being effected by fibres of papyrus. The
three holes may be observed for the passage of the

bond and ligature already mentioned. [J. Y.]

BEBAIO'SEOS DIKE' (/3€€a4wtr«ws 5Utj),

an action to compel the vendor to make a good

title, was had recourse to when the right or pos-

session of the purchaser was impugned or disUirU'd

by a third person. A. claimant under these cir-

cumstances, unless the present owner w'ere inclined

to fight the battle himself (avro/uax***’)* was re-

ferred to the vendor as the proper defendant in the

ennse (tls wparifpa If the vendor were
then unwilling to appear, the action in question

was the legal remedy against him, and might be
resorted to by the purchaser even when the earnest

only had been paid. (Harpocrat. s. v. A{rro/xax*^y,

From the passages in the oration of

Demosthenes against Pontaenetus that bear upon
the subject, it is concluded by Heraldns (AnimaJ.
in Salm, iv. 3. $) that the liability to be so called

upon was inherent in the character of a vendor,

and therefore not the subject of specific warranty
or covenants for title. The same critic also con-

cludes, from the glosses of Hesychius and Suidas
that this action might in like manner be brought
against a fraudulent mortgager. (Animad. in 6W/n.
iv. 3. ill fin.) If the claimant had established his

right, and been by the decision of the dicosts put in

legal possession of the property, whether movable
or otherwise, as appears ffom the cose in the

speech against Pantaenetus, the ejected purchaser

was entitled to sue for reimbursement from the

vendor by the action in question. (Pollux, viiL

6.) The cause is classed by Meier {Aft.Procesf.

p. 526) among the Binai wp6s rtpeiy or civil actions

that fell within the cognizance of the thesmo-
thetae.

^
[J. S. M.j

BEMA the platform from which the

orators spoke in the Athenian is de-

scribed under Ecclbsia. It is used by the Greek
writers on Roman affairs to indicate the Roman
tribunal. (Sees. Plut I*o>np. 41.)

BENDIDEIA *(Bc»^18<ia), a festival celebrated

in the port town of Peiraeeus in honour of Bendis,

a Thracian divinity, whose worship seems to have
been introduced into Attica about the time of

Soemtes, for Plato {Ot He PuU. init.) introduces

Socrates giring an opinion on the Bendidcia, and
saying that it «*as then celebrated for the first

time. It was celebrated on the 20th, or according

to others, on the 19th of Tbargelion. (Schol. ad
Plat. Repuh, i. p. 354 ; Proclus, utl PUii. Tim.

pp. J—27.) The festival resembled^ in its cha-
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meter, those celebrated in honour of Dionysos
(Strab. I. p. 470), though Plato (/. c. p. 354) men-
tions only feasting

; but the principal loleinnities

seem to have consisted in a proc> ssion held by the
Thracians settled in Peiraeeus, and another hold
by the Peiraeana themselves, which, according to

Plato {IM He PuU. iniL), were held with great
decorum and propriety, and a torch race on horse-

back in the evening. The Athenians identified

Ib iidis with their own Artemis (Hesveh. a. v.

but the temple of Bendis (B(v8/8<io>') nt
Peiraeeus was near tW of Artemis, whence it is

dear that the two divinities miut have been dis-

tinct. (Xenoph. UcUen. ii. 4. § 11 ; comp. Eiv.

xxxviii. 41 ;
Ruhnken, ad Tim. liloaa. p. 62; Clin-

ton, F. II. vol. il p. 402, 3d edit.) [L. S.]

BENEFI'CIUM ABSTINENDI. [Hkres.!
BENEFI'CIUM, BENEFICIA'KUIS. The

word benefieium is equivalent to feodum or fief, in

the writers on the feudal law, and is on intert^st

in land, or things inscpamljle from the land, or

things immovable. {Feud. lib. 2. tit 1.) Tho
beneficiarius is he who has a benefieium. The
word benefieium often occurs in French historical

documents from the fifth to the ninth century, and
denotes tho same condition of landrd property,

which at the end of the ninth century is denoted
by feodum. From the end of tho ninth centurj' tho
two words are often used indifferently. (Guizot,
IHsioirt de la Civiiiaatiom en France^ vol. iii. p. 247.)
The term benefice is also applied to an ccclebiastic:i]

preferment. (Ducangc, Gloaa.)

The term benefieium is of frequent occurrence in

the Homan law, in the sense of some special privi-

lege or favour granted to a person in respect of age,

sex, or condition. But the word was also used in

other senses, and the meaning of the term, ns it

appears in the feudal law, is clearly derivable from
the signification of the tenn among the Romans of

the later republican and earlier imperial times. In
the time of Cicero it was usual for a general, or n
governor of a province, to report to the treasuiy the

names of those under his command who liad done
good service to the state: those wlio were includctl

in such report were said in benejiciis ad aemrium
deferri. (Cic. Pro Arch. c. 5, Ad Fam. r. 20, ami
the note of Mamitins.) It was roquin*d by a
Lex Julia that the names should be given in within

thirty days after the accounts of the general or

governor. In bencjiciia in these {tassages may mean
that the persons so reported were considered as

persons who had deserved well of the state, and so

the word beitrficium may have reference to the

services of the individuals; but as the object for

which their services were reported, was the benefit

of tho individuals, it seems that the term had re-

ference also to the reword, immediate or remote,

obtained for their services. The honours and
offices of the Roman state, in the republican period,

were called the bcncficin of the Populus Ilumanus.

Benefieium also signified any promotion cun-

ferred on or grant made to soldiers, who were

thence colled bcneficiarii ; this practice was com-
mon, ns we see from inscriptions in Gruter (li. 4,

exxx. 5), in some of which the word beneficiarius

is represented by the two letters B. F. In this

sense wc must understand the passage of Caesar

{JM Dell. CVp. ii. 18) when he speaks of the ma^a
Itetteficia and the moffnae eUentrlae of Pompeius in

Citorior S{>ain. Beneficiarius is also used )iy

Caesar {L>c DcU, Cir. i. 75), to express the per-
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•on who had received a Itcneficimn. It does not,

however, appear from these pa»>f»n^e% what the

beneficium actually was. It mi;;ht be any kind
of honour, or Bpccial exemption fnjm service. {De
BfU, (Vr. iii. 88 ; Sueton. Tib. 12 ; Vegeliu*, Dt
Re MiUtan\ ii. 7.)

Benehcuiriua is opposed by Festus (s. r.) to

Tnunifex, in the sense of one who is released from

military service, as opposed to one who is bound to

do military scn'ice.

Grants of land, and other things, made by the

Roman emperors, were railed benoficia, and were
entered in a book called /Aber Benrficiorum (Hy>
ginus, De Limitibus CoHstit. p. 193, Goes.). The
secretHry or clerk who kept this book was called

a commentahis henejtnoruin^ as appears from an in-

scription in Gruter (dlxxviii. 1.) [G. L.]

BESTIA'Rll (S^piondxoi\ persons who fought

with wild beasts in the games of the circus.

They were cither persons w’ho fought for the soke

of pay (auctoram4mtum\ and who were allowed

arms, or they w*ere criminals, who were usually

permitted to have no means of defence against the

wild beasts. (Cic. pro Sext. 64 ; Sen. De Dewf.
iL 19, Ep. 70; Tertull, Apol. 9.) The bestiarii,

who fought with the beasts for the sake of pay,

and of whom there were great numbers in the

latter days of the republic and under the empire,

arc always spoken of as distinct from the gladiators,

W'ho fought with one another. (Cic. in Vatin. 17;

ad Qh. /V. iL 6. § 5.) It appears that there were
schools in Rome, in which persons were trained to

fight with w'Ud beasts (schotae bestiamm or bestia-

riorum., Tertull. Apoi. 35.)

BIAION DIKE' (/Stctfwt' Hkt)). This action

might l>e brought whenever rapes of free persons,

or the illegal and forcible seizure of property of any
kind were the subject of accusation (liarpocrai.)

;

and wo leant from Demosthenes (c. Pantaen. p.976.

1 1 ) that it came nndcr the jurisdiction of the

Forty. According to Plutarch (.Won, 23) the Law

prescribed that ravishers should pay a iino of 100

drachmae; but other accounts merely state gene-

rally that the convict was mulcted in a sum equal

to twice that at which the damages were laid

(SitA^v $\iST}V Lys. De Carde

Eratoeih. p. 33 ; Dcm. c. Mid. p.
528. 20 ; Harpo-

crat.^ ; and the plainti6f in such case received one

half of the fine
;
and the state, os a partv medi-

ately injured, the other. To reconcile tiiesc ac-

counts Meier {Att. Proe. p. 545) supposes the rape

to hare been estimated by law at lUO drachmae,

and that the plaintiff hxed the damages in refer-

ence to other injuries simultaneous with, or conse-

quent upon, the perpetration of the main offence.

With respect to aggressions upon property, the

action jSiofwK is to be distinguished from

in that the former implies the employment of

actual violence, the latter merely such detention of

property as amounted to violence in the contempla-

tion of law (Meier, AH. Proe. p. 546), os for in-

stance the nonpayment of damages, and the like,

to the successful litigant after an award in his

favour by a court of justice. (Dcm. c. Mid. 540.

24.) (J.S.M.J
BI'BASIS (i5/^<urir). [Saltatio.J

BIBLIOPO'EA. [Libkr.]

BIBLIOTHE'CA or

primarily, the place where a collection

of books was kept
;

secondarily, the collection

ttselC (Festof, s. a.) Little as tho states of on-
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tiquily dealt with the instruction of the people,

public collections of books appear to have been

vcH' ancient. That of Peisistmtus was intended

for public use (GclI. vi. 17; Athcn. I p. 3) ; it

was subsequently removed to Persia by Xerxes.

About the same time. Polycrates, tyrant of Samos,

is said to have founded a library. In the best

days of Athens, even private persons had large

collections of books; the most important of which

we know any thing, belonged to Euclid, Euripides,

and Aristotle. Strabo says (xiiL 1) tliat Aristotle

was the first who, to his knowledge, made a col-

lection of books, and taught the h^yptian kings

the arrangement of a librarv'. The most important

and splendid public libroni’ of antiquity was that

founded by the Ptolemies at Alexandria, begun

under Ptolemy Sotcr, but increased and re-arranged

in an ordcriy and systematic manner by Ptolemy

Philadelphus, who also appointed a fixed librarian

and otherwise provided for the usefulness of the

institution. The library of tho Ptolemies con-

tained, according to A. OelHus (vi. 17), 700,000
volumes ; according to Joiephus, 500,000 ; and ac-

cording to Seneca {De Tranq, An. 9), 400,000.

The different reckoning of diderent authors may
be in some measure, perhaps, reconciled by sut>-

posing that they give the number of books only in

a port of the library ;
for it consisted of two parts,

one in the quarter of the city called Brucheion,

the other in the part called Scrapeion. Ptolemy

Philadelphus bought Aristotle's collection to odd
to the library, and Ptolemy Euergetes continued

to add to the stock. A great part of this splendid

library was consumed by fire in the siege of

Alexandria by Julius Caesar: some writers say

that the whole u*as burnt; but the discrepancy

in the numbers stated above seems to confirm the

opinion that the fire did not extend so far, At
any rate, the librar}* was soon restored, and
continued in a flourishing condition till it was de-

stroyed by the Aralis a. d. 640. (See Gibbon,

c. 51.) Connected with the greater division of

the library, in the quarter of Alexandria called

Brucheion, was a sort of college to w hich the name
of Mouscion (or Museum) w'as given. Here many
favoured literati pursued their studies, transcribed

books, and so forth ;
lectures also were delivered.

The Ptolemies w'cre not long without a rival in

se.'il. Eumcncs, king of Pergamus, liecomc a patron

of literature and the sciences, and establitWd a
lihrar}', which, in spite of the prohibition against

exporting papyrus issued by Ptolemy, jealotis of

his success, became very extensive, and perhaps

next in importance to the library of Alexandria.

It remained, and probably continu 'd to increase,

till Antonius made it a present to Cleopatra.

(PluU ..4w/oir. 58.)

The first public library in Rome was that

founded by Asinius Pollio (Plin. //. N. vii. 30

;

Isid. Orig. vi. 5), and was in the atrium Libertatis

on Mount Avenliiie. Julius (Caesar had projected

a grand Greek and Latin library, and had com-

missioned Varro to take measures for the establish-

ment of it; but the scheme was prevented by his

death. (SiieU Jut. 44.) The library of Pollio

was followed by that of Augustus, in the tcmplo

of Apollo on the Mount Palatine (Suet. 29 ;

Dion Cass. HiL 1), and another, bibliothecae Oo-
tavianae (so called from Augustus's sister Octavia),

forming part of the Porticus Octavio. (Dkm Cast,

xlix. 43; Plut. MaredL 30.) There were also
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libnunet on the capitol (Suet D<m. 20), in the

temple of Peace (Gell xvL 8), in the palace of

Tiberiua (Qell. ziti. 18), besidei the Ulpiau libranr,

which was the roost famous, founded b^r Tmjan
(OeU. XL 17 ; Dion Casa. IxviiL 16), called Ulpioii

ih»a] his own name, Ulpius. This libnuy was

attached hy Diocletian, as an ornament, to his

thermae. (Vopisc. I*rob. 2.)

Pri«^te collections of l>oolu were made at Rome
•oun after the second Pimic wnr. The seal of

Cicero, Atticus, and others in increasing their

libraries is well known. (Cie. Ad Ati. i. 7, 10,

ir. 5 ; Ad Qmuit. Fr» iiL 4.) The library of Lu-

enliui was Tcry extensire, and he allowed the

public free access to it (IMut LucuU. 42.) To-

wards the cud of the republic it became, in fuct,

the fisshion to have a room elegantly furnished ns

a library, and reserved fur that purpose. However
ignomnt or unstud ious a person might be, it w:i>

^hionable to appear learnt by having a library,

though he might never even rend the titles of the

books. Seneca (De TVon^ Am. 9) condemns the

rage for mere book-eollecting, and rallies those who
were more pleast'd with the outside than the in-

side. Lucian wrote a separate piece to expose

this common folly (wp^r airoiSsorov xol iroAAi

irroirtimmf),

A library generally bad an eastern aspect,
j

(Vitrnv. ri. 7.) In Ilerculancum a librarj' fully

furnished was discovered. Hound the walls it had

cases containing the books in rolls [Liukk]
;
these

cases were numbered. It was a very small room
;

so small that a person by stretching out his arms

could touch both sides of it. The cases were

called either armana (Plin. Fp. ii. 1 7 ; Vopisc.

7\»ciL 8), or ioculatmenia (Seneca, De Tramq. Ah.

9 ), orfantli (Juv. Hai. iit. 219), or nidi ( Mart. i.

118. 15,viL 17.8). Asinius Pollio had u*t the

0ishion in bis public library of adorning the room

with the portraits and busts of celebrated men, ns

well as statues of Minena and the Muses. This

example was soon followed in the private lalimri- •

of the rich. (Juv. HL 219; Plin. Kp. iii. 7, iv.

28 ; Cic. ad Fam. til 23 ; Pliiu //. A', xxxr. 2

;

SneL Tib, 70 ;
Mart. ix. Ep. ad Tumm.

;
Lipsius,

De BibUothmeU in Opt-^ra, vol. iii. ; Decker,

Galbuy vot L p. 160, dec.) [A. A.]

DICOS (jSoroi), the name of an earthen vessel

in common nse among the Greeks. (Pollux, vL

14, rii. 162, z. 73.) Hesychlus (ar.) drfines it

as a with han^es. It was used for

bolding wine (Xen. Anab. i. 9. g 25), and salted

meat and fish. (Athen. iu. p. 116, C) Herodotus

(l 194) speaks of fiUovt ^irunjtoi/t mardyovai

o&ov irA^Mf, which tome commentators interpret

by ** vessels made of the wood of the palm tree full

of wine.** But as Eustathius (la Od. p. 1445)

speaks of otrov ^oirunVov fiucos^ we ought pn>-

bably to read in Herodotus ^bcovt ^umaiioVfK.r.

A., ^ vessels fall of polm wine.*'

RIDENS. [Rastrum.]
BIDENTAL, the name given to a place where

anyone bad bc^ struck by lightning (Festus,

s. a./ygmritum\or where any one had been killed

by lightning and buried. Such a place was con-

sider^ soared. Priests, who were called biden-

tales (1. e. saosrdo^ss), collected the earth which

Imd torn up bv the lighuiing, aud everythiug

that bad been scorebed, and burnt it in the ground

with a sorrowful monnor. (Lucan, i. 696.) The

officiaUiig priest was said comden/ult/mr (Juv. 5ki/.
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rt ,^87 ; compare Orelli, Inter, vol. L p 431. Na
2482) ; he further consecrated the spot by sacri-

ficing a two-year-old sheep (fndens)^ whence the

name of the place and of the prirst, and also

erected an altar, and surrounded it with a wall rr

fence. It was not allowable to tread on the place

(Persius, it. 27), or to touch it, or even to look at

it. (Aram. Marc, xxiiu 5.) Sometimes a bidentol

which had nearly fallen to decay from length oi

time was restored and renovated (Orelli, Inter.

No. 2483): but to remove the bounds of one

{movrre Udental), or in any way to violate its

sacred precincts, was considered as sacrilege, (llor.

Art, Foet. 471.) Fiom the passage in Horace, it

appears to have been lielieved that a person who
was guilty of profaning a bidental, would be pu-

nish^ by the gods with freoxy ; and Seneca (Sat,

Quoett. iL 53) mentions another belief of a similar

kind, that wine which had been struck by lightning

would produce in anv one who drank it death or

madness. Persons w}io had been struck by light-

ering (/n/ffuriti) were not removed, but were buried

on the spoL (Pen. HaL ii. 27 ; Plin. II. N.
ii. 54 ; Hartung, Ke/ipion der Bomer^ vol. IL p.

13.)
^

[A. A.]
BIDIAEI (/3i8<a7o«), called in inscriptions

$ibtot or $lbvok, were magistrates in Sparta, whose
husincss was to inspect the gymnastic exercises.

Their house of meeting nus in the

market-place. (Paus. iii. 11. § 2.) They were

either five (Paus. l.e.) or six iu number (Diickh,

Corp. Intrrip. nr. 1271. 1364), and had a pr«-si-

dent who is called in inscriptions wp4a€vs 0tb4n0y.

(Bockb, 0>f7>. tntcrip, vol. i. p. 61 1.) Bockh con-

jectures that or $iSuoi is the Laconian fnnn

for or ft'Bvot, and signifies witnesses and

Judges among the youth. (Comp. MUllcr, /A>riuss,

Ui. 7. § B.) Vnlckonacr (ati Herod, vi. 57) sup-

poses tliat the bidiaci axrc the some os the vopo^

^vKoK*i
:
but the inscriptions given by Biickh

show that the bidiaci and ropo^oKaxtt were two
separate classes of officers.

BIGA or BIGAE. [Ci'RRia.]

BIGA'TUS. [Denarius.]
BIPA LIUM. [Pala.]
BIPENNIS. [Securis.]

BIHKMIS. [Navis.]

BIRUUS a cape or hood, which avis

worn out of doors over the shoulders, and was
sometimes elevated so as to cover the bead. On the

former account it is classed by an ancient gram-
marian with the lacema^ and on the latter with the

cowl, or cueuUut. It had a long nap, which a'os

commonly of sheep's wool, more rarely of beaver's

wool 1 1 nrolmbly deriv^ iu name from the red

colour (wi^p^os) of the a'ool of which it was made.
It is only mentioned by the later aTilcrs. (Vopisc.

Carin. 2U ; Claudian, Epipr. 37*)

BISK'LLIUM. [Sella.]

BIS.SEXTUM. [Calendarjum.]
BLABKS DIKE' (3Ad6*ir binTf). This action

was avaiKoblc in all cases in which one person bad
sustained a lots by the conduct of another ; and
from the instances that are extant, it seems that

whether the injury originated in a fault of omission

or commission, or impaired the actual fortune of the

plaintiff, or his prospective adrantage, the action

would lie, and might be maintained, against the

defendant It is of course impossible to enumerate

all the particular cases u{ion which it would arise,

but the two great classes into which jSAd^ai muy
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be diwded arc the fvBtafAOi and the The
first ot these will include all caosoa arising fmm
the noofulfilment of a contract to which a penal

bond was annexed, and those in which the law
specified the penalty to be paid by the defendant

upon conriction
;
the second, all injuries of property

W'hich the law did not specify nominatim, but

generally directed to be punished by a fine equal

to twice the estimated duiungc if the offence was
intentional, if otherwise by a bare compensntion.

(Meier, Att. Proo. p. 108, &c«, p. 475, dec. ; Dem.
e. Mid. p. 528.) Besides the general word

others more specific, as to Uie nature of the case,

arc frequently added to the names of actions of

this kind, as Terpawddon', ^roAXtir^,

and the like. The declaration of the plaintitf

seems always to bavo begun with the words

fie, then came the name of the defendant,

and next a description of the injury, os ovk dro8i8oor

4fiol rh i^fyvpiov in Demosthent's {Pro Pkorm.

p. 950. 21). The proper court was determined

by the subject of litigation ; and when we con*

sider that the damag'* done by Philocleon to the

cake-woman*s basket (Aristoph. and sup-

posititious testimony given in the name of another,

thereby rendering such person liable to an action,

(Dem. c. iii. p. 849. 20),

were equally at Attic law, the variety of

the actions, and consequently of the jurisdictions

tinder which they fell, will be a sufficient excuse

for the absence of further specification upon this

point t J. S. M.J
'

BOEDRO'MIA {Borfip6fj^ia\ a festival cele-

brated at Athens on the seventh day of the month

of Boedromion, in hononr of Apollo Boedromius.

(Miiilcr, ZA)r. ii. 8. §5.) The name Boedromius,

by which Apollo was called in Doeotia and other

parts of Greece (Paus. ix. 17. § 1 ; Callimach.

Hymn, ApoH. C9), seems to indicate that by this

festi%*al bo was honoured as a martial god, who
either by his actual presence or by his oracles

alfordiHl assistance in the dangers of war. The
origin of the festival is, however, traced by dif-

ferent authors to different events in Grecian story.

Plutarch {Thet. 27) says that Theseus, in bis war

against the Amazons, did not rive battle till after

he had offered a sacrifice to Pbobos \
and, that in

commemoration of the successful battle which took

place in the month of Boedromion, the Athenians, '

down to his own time, continued to celebrate the
;

festi nlof the Boedromia. According to Suidns,

the Etymol. Magn. and Euripides {Ion. 59), the

festival derived its name and origin from the cir-

cumstance that when, in the reign of Erechtheus,

the Athenians were attacked by Eumolpus, Xuihus

or (according to Philocborus in llorpocration, s. r.)

his son Ion came to their assistance, and procured

them the victory. Respecting the particulars of

this festival nothing is known except that sacrifices

wore offered to Artemis. (Comp. Sponheim, ad

Cailim. Hymn, in Apoll. 69.) [L.S.]

BOEOTAHCHES {Bmvrdpxv*^ o*" Botsrrt^-

X<>*)* '• proposed under this head to give a brief

account of the Boeotian constitution os well os of

the Boeotarchs.

The Boeotians in ancient times occupied Arne

in Thessaly. (Thuc. i. 12.) Sixty years after

the taking of Troy they were expelled by the Thes-

salians, and settled in the country then called Cad-

nieis, but afterwards Bocotia. This country, during

their occupation of it, waa divided into sevcnil

B()EOTAUCHF.S.

j

states, containing each a principal city, with Its

!
{t/rrcAcir or ^vfifwpoi (inhabitants of the same

j

MOipo, or district) living around it Of these

j

greater states, w'ith dependent territories, there

seem to have been in former timra fourteen,— a

j

number which frequently occurs in Boeotian ]<s

I

gends. (Paus. ix. 3. § 4.) The names arc dif-

[

icrently given by different writers on the subject

;

I

we know, however, for certain that they formed a
confederacy called the Boeotian league, w'ith Thelies

' at its head, the dependencies of which city formed
' about a third port of the whole of Boeotia. Those

I

dependent towns, or districts, were not iromedi-

:
atcly connected with the national confederacy, but

j

vrith the neighbouring chief city, as Cynoscephalae

I
was with Thebes. In feet, they were obliged to

I

furnish troops and money, to make up the con-

tingent furnished by the state to which they 1>e-

longed, to the general confederacy. (Arnold,

j

a</ 77it$c. iv. 76.) Of the independent states Thu-
cydides (iv. 93) mentions seven by name ; and
gives us reasons for concluding that, in the time of

the Peloponnesian war they were ten or twelve in

number, Thebes being the chief. Plataea Imd
withdrawn from them, and placed itself under the
protection of Athens as early as B.C. 519 ; and in

B. c. 374, Thespiae, another member of the le.igue,

was destroyed by the Thebans. (Clinton, /•’. //.

vol. ii. p 3*96
;
Thuc. iiL 55.)

Each of the principal towns of Boeotia seems to

have bad its $ov\^ and (Xcn. Hed, v. 2.

§ 29.) The was presided over by an archon,

who prabably had succeeded to the priestly func-

tions of the old kings ; but possessed little, if any,

j

executive authority. The polemarchs, who, in

! treaties and agreements arc mentioned next to the
' archon, had some executive authority, but did not

I

command forces
;
e.y. they c«>uld imprison (Xon.

HrU. /. c.), and they directed the levies of troops

But besides the archon of each separate state, there

was an archon of the confederacy—
Koir^ Boiwrwv, most probably always a Theban.
( B(>ckh, /ascT. 1593.) His name was affixed to all

alliances and compacts which concerned the whole
confederacy, and he was president of what Thucy-
dides (v. 38) calls the four councils, who direct^
the affairs of the league (Airor rh Kvpos

On important questions they seem to have been
united

;
for the same author speaks of them as ^

and informs us that the determinations of
the Boeotarchs required the ratification of this

body before they were valid. The Boeotarchs

themselves were properly the military heads of the

confederacy, chosen by the different states ; but we
also find them discharging the fiinctions of an ex-

ecutive in i*ariotis matters. In feet, they arc re-

presented by Thucydides (v. 38) as funning on
alliance with foreign states; as rcceivmg ambassa-
dors on their return home ; as negotiating with

envoys from other countries
;
and acting as the

representatives of the whole league, though the

$ov\^ refused to sanction the measures they had
resolved on in the particular case to which we are

now alluding. Another instance in which the
Boeutarclis npp«ir as executive is their interfereoco

with Agestlaus, on his embarking trom AuUs fi>r

Asia (B.a 396), when they prevented him of-

fering sacrifice as he wished. (Plut. Aye*. 6 ;
Xen.

HeJl. iii. 4. § 4.) Still the principal duty of the

Boeotarchs was of a militaiy* nature: thus they b d
into the field the troops of their respective states
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were requisite to forward the niilitory ojwratious of

the league, or of thotr own state : for exaniple, we
rvad of one of the Theban Doeotorchs ordering the

Thebans to come in arms to the ecelcsia for the

purpose of being ready to attack Platooa. (Pans.

IX- ). § 3.) Each slate of the confederacy elected

one Bocotarch, the Thebans two (Thuc. ii. 2, ir.

vii. 30 : liiod. xv. 51) ; although on oneocca>

tion, I. «. after the retuni of the exiles with Pclo*

pidiis (b. c. 379), we read of there being three at

Thebes. (Plut. PtUjp. 13). The total number
from the whole confederacy varied with the number
of the iudo{Mndcnt states. Mention is made of the

Bocotarchs by Thucydides (iv. 91), in connection

with tho batdc of Delium (b. c. 424). There is,

however, a diifcrence of opinion w'ith respect to his

moaning : some understand him to speak of eleven,

some of twelve, and others of tliirtcen B>eotarchs.

l>r. Arnold is disposed to adopt the last number ; and

we think the context is in fiivour of the opinitm

that there W'crc then thirteen Boeotarchs, so that
i

the number of free states was twelve. At the time I

of the battle of Lcuctra (n. c. 371), wc find seven
j

Boeotarchs mentioned (Diod. xv. 52, 53 ; Paus. lx. i

13. §3); on another occasion, when Greece was

invaded by the Oauls (b. c. 279), we read of four.

Livy (xliL 43) states that there were twelve, bat

before the time <B. c. 171) to which his statement

refers, Platoea bad been reunited to the league.

Still the number mentioned in any case is no test

of the actual number, inasmuch as we arc not sure

that all the Boeotarchs were sent out by their re-

spective states on every expedition or to every

bottle.

The Boeotarchs, when engaged in military ser-

vice, formed a council of war, the decisions of which

were determined by a majority of votes, the pre-

sident being one of the two Theban Boeotarchs

who commanded alternately. (Thuc. iv. 91 ; Diod.

XV. 51.) Their period of service was a year, be-

ginning about the winter solstice
;
and whoever

continued in office longer than his time, was punish-

able with death both at Thebes and in other cities

(Plut Pdop. 24 ; Pans. ix. 14. § 3.) Epomcinondas
and Pelopidas did so on their invasion of Laconia

(a a 369), but their eminent scn ices saved them ;

in fact the judges did not even come to a vote re-

specting (he former. At the expiration of the year

a Boeotarch was eligible to office a second time, and
Pelopidas was repeatedly chosen. From the case

of Kpameioondas and Pelopidas, who were brought

before Theban jud^ (ducaoTol), for transgression

of the law which hmit^ the time of office, we may
eonclude that each Boeotarch was responsible to

his own state alone, and not to the general body of

the four councila.

Mention is made of an election of Boeotarchs by
Livy (xxziii. 27, xln. 44). He fortbei infonns

ns that the league (oMofiiim) was broken up by
the Romans B.C. 171. (Compare Polyb. xxriii.tl

9 10—rh BiMsrrws' $9y9f Kart\v9ri.) Still it must
have been parttally revived, as we are told of a
second breaking up by the Romans after the de-

•truelioti of Corinth b. c. 146. (Paus. vil 16.

1 6.) [R.W.]
BOMBYCTNUM. [Sbbici;ii.]

BONA. The word bona is sometimes used to

express the whtde of a man's property (Pauiut,

Peeept. Semtemt, v. 6, 16; Dig. 37. tit 1. s. 3 ;

50. tit 16. •. 49) ; and in the phrases bonorum
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emtio, cessio, possesaio, usuufnictus, the word
“ bona ” is equivalent to prujwrly. It exprrs«-a

all that a man has, whether as owner or merely ns

possessor ; and every thing to which he has any
right But it is said (Dig. 50. tit 16. s. H3)

:

^ Propric bona dici non possunt quae plus incom-
modi quam commodi habent” However, the use

of tho word in the case of universal succcuion
comprehended both the comroodum and incoromo-

dum of that which passed to the universal suc-

cessor. But the word Ixma is simply the proportv
as an object ; it does not express the nature of the
relation between it and the person who has the
owuership or the enjoyment of it any more than
the words “all that 1 have,” “all that I am
worth,” “all my property,” in English show the
legal reiatiun of a man to that which he thus de-

scribes. The legal expression in bonit, os opposed
to dominium, or QuiriUtrian oumertAip^ and the

nature of the distmetion will be easily apprehended
by any person who is slightly conversant with
English law.

“There is,” says Ojuus(ii. 40), “among foreigners

(pertt/rini) only one kind of ownership (dominittm)^

so that a man is either the owmer of a thing or ho
is not And this was formerly the case among tho
Roman people

;
for a man was cither owner ex

jure Quirilium, or he was nut- But afterw*ards tho

ownership was split, so that now one man may bo
the owner (rfowutiw) of a thing ex jure Quiritium,

Olid yet another may have it in bonia For instance,

il^ in the case of a res mancipi, 1 do not transfer

it to you by mancipatlo, nor by tho form in jure

cessio, but merely deliver it to you, the thing in-

deed becomes your thing (iii 5oai>), but it will re-

main mine ex jure Quiritium, until by possession

you have it by usucapion. For when the usuca-

pion is once complete, from that time it begins to

be yours absolutely ( c/eno y'lirtr), that is, it it yours
both in bonis and mso yours ex jure Quiritium,

just ns if it hod been mancipated to you, or trans-

ferred to yon by the in jure cessio.” In this {mis-

sage Gains rer-rs to the three modes of acquiring

property which w'crc the peculiar rights of Roman
citixens, mancipatio, in Jure cessio, and usucapion,

which are also particularly enumerated by him in

another passage (ii. 65).

From this {xissagc it appears that tlie ownership
of certain kinds of things among the Romans,
called res mancipi [Mancipium], could only be
transferred from one person to another with certain

formalities, or acquired by usucapion. But if it

was clearly the intention of the owner to transfer

the ownership, and the necessary forms only wore
w'anting, the purchaser had the thing in bonis,

and he hod the enjoyment of it, though the original

owner was legally the owner until tho usucapion

was completed, notwithstanding he had parted with
the thing.

It thus appears that Quiritarian ownership of

res mancipi originally and properly signified that

ownership of a thing which the Roman law re-

cognised as such ; it did not express a compound
but a simple notion, which was that of absolute

ownership. But when it was once established

that one man might hare the Quiritarian oamcr-
ship, and another the enjoyment, and the sole

right to the enjoyment of the same thing, the com-
plete notion of Quiritarian ownership became a
notion compounded of the strict leg^ notion of

ownership, and that of the right to enjoy, as united
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in the same person. And as a man might have

both the Quiritarian j«*nenhip and the right to tiic

enjoyment of a thing, so one might hare tljeQiiiri>

tarian ownership only, and another might have the

enjoyment of it only. This bare ownership w*as

sometimes expressed by the same terms (at jure

QuirtUum) as that ownership w'hich was complete,

hut sometimes it was appropriately called muJum
Jus Quiritium (Gaius, lii. 100), and yet the {)orson

who bad such bore right was still called duininusy

and by this term he is contrasted with the asu-

/ructmtrius and the bonaefidei possessor.

The historical origin of this notion, of the sepa-

ration of the ownership from the right to enjoy a

thing, is not knowm ; but it may be easily conjee*

turcti When nothing was wanting to the transfer

of ownership but a cfmipUonce with the strict

legal form, wc can easily conceive that the Roman
jurists would soon get over this difficulty. The
strictness of the old legal institutions of Rome
was gradually n^laxed to meet the wonts of the

people, and in the instance already mentioned, the

jurisdiction of the praetor supplied the defects of

the law. Thus, that interest which a man had

acquired iu a thing, and which only wanted certiin

forms to make it (juiritarian ownership, was pro-

tected by the praetor. The jwactor could not give

(juiritarum ownershi^^ but he could protect a man
in the enjoyment of a thing— he could maintain

his possession: and this is precisely whot the

praetor did with respect to those who were pos-

sessors of public land
;
they hod no ownership, but

only' a possession, in which they were protected

by the praetor's interdict. [Aubariab Lboxs,

p.38.]
That which was in bonis, then, was that kind of

interest or ownership which was protected by the

praetor, which interest may bo called bonitarian or

bcncticial ownership, as opposed to Quiritarian or

bare legal ownership. It docs not appear that the

word dominium is ever applied to such bonitarian

ownership except it may be in one passage of

Gaius (I 54), the explanation of which is not free

from difficulty.

Th.it interest called in bonis, which arose from

a bare tradition of a res mancipi, wns protected by
the excoptio, and the actio utilis in rcm. (Dig. 41.

tit. 1. 8. 52.) Posscssio is the general name of the

interest which was thus protected. The person

who had a thing in bonis and ex josta causa was

also entitled to the actio Publiciana, in cose he

lust the possession of the thing before he had
gained the ownership by usucapion. (Oaios, tv.

36.)

The phrases bononim possessio, bonorum posses-

sor, mi^ht then apply to him who has had a res

moncipi transferred to him by tradition only ; but

the phrase applies also to other cases in which the

praetor by the help of fictions gave to persons the

beneficial interest to whom he could not give the

ownership. When the praetor gave the goods of

the debtor to the creditor, the creditor was said

M possessionem, rerttm, or bonorum deUtoris mitti.

(Dig. 42. tit 5. 8. 14, 5cc.) [Bokoruic Emtio;
Bonorum Posssssio.)

As to things nec mancipi, the ownership might

be transferred by bare tradition or delivery, and
such ownership was Quiritarian, inasmuch os the

Roman law required no special form to be ob-

scn'cd in the transfer of the ownership of res nec

aancipL Such transfer was made according to

BONA CADUCA.
the jus gentium (in the Roman sense of that term).

(Gaius, iL 26, 41, 20; Ulp. Frug. i. 16.)

(Zimmern, U^rdat H'esen des sogenamnUm 5osi-

lariscAen Figenthums, Fheiniseb. Mus.fUr Jurispr.

iiL 3.) [G. L.]

BONA CADU'CA. Onfacam literally si^iifies

that w'hich falls : thus, gians eaduen^ according to

Gaius (Dig. 50. tit 16. s. .30), is toe mast which

falls from a tree. Coducum, in its general sense,

might be any thing without an owner, or what the

person entitled to neglected to take (Cic. De Or.
iii. 31, Fkil. x. 5) ;

but the strict legal sense of ca-

dneum and bona caduca, is th.it stated by Ulpian
(Frag. xviL De CWacts), which it os follow's

If a thing is left by testament to a |>ereon, so

that he can take it by the jus civile, but from some
cause has not taken it, that thing is called cadu~

cum, as if it had fallen from him ; for instance, if

a legacy was left to an unmarried person, or u
Latinus Junianus : and the unmarried person did

not within a hundred day's oliey the law, or if

within the same time the Lntimis did not obraiti

the Jus Quiritium, or had become a peregrinus

(see Cujacius, ad Vljnani Titulos XXIX. vol. i. ed.

Ncapol. 1758), the It^^acy was caducum. Or if a
keres ex partt\ or a legatee, died before the opening
of the will, tho thing was caduatm. The thing

which failed to come to a person in consequence

of something happening in the life of the testator

was said to bo tu causa caduci; that which failed

of taking effect between the death of the testator

and the opening of the will, was simply called

caducum. (Comp. Dig. 28. tit. 5. a. 62, and Dig.

31. s. 51 ;
Cbde Civil, Art. 1039, &c.)

The law abo'>e alluded to is the Lex Julia et

Papia Poppaea, which is sometimes simply called

Julia, or Papia Poppaea. This law, which was
passed in the time of Augustus (a. d. 9), had tho

double object of encouraging marriages and enrich-

ing the treasury—aerarium (Tacit. Atm. iii. 25),

and contained, with reference to these two objects,

a great number of provisions. Martial (r. Fp. 75)
alludes to a person who married in order to comply
with the law.

That which was caducum came, in the first

place, to those among the hcredes who had chil-

dren ; and if the bcrcdcs had no children, it aiine

among those of the legatees who had children. The
law gave the jus occresccndi, that is, tho right to

the caducum as far as the third degree of enn-

songuinity, both ascending and descending (Ulp.

Frag. 18), to those who were made beredes by tho

will. Under the provisions of the law, the cadu-

cura, in case there was no prior claimant, belonged
tn the aerarium

;
or, as Ulpian (xxriiL 7) expresses

it, if no one was entitled to the bononim possessio,

or if a person was entitled, but did not assert his

right, tho bona became public property (populo

de/erimtur), according to the Lex Julia caducaria

;

but by a constitution of the Emperor Antoninus

Carncalla it was appropriated to the fiscus: the jus

accrescendi above mentioned was, however, still

retained. The lawyers, however (riW /»ri»rfea/is-

stmi), by various devices, such as substitutions,

often succeeded in making the law of no effect.

A case is mentioned in the Digest (28. tit. 4. a. 3),

in which bona caduca were claimed by the 6scus

in the time of Marcus Antoninus, and another in

which the fiscus is mentioned even under Hadrian,

where one would expect to find the term aerariuin

used. (Savtgny, .b>WcM, &C. il 273, note qq.)
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He who took the portion of a heros» which
became coducum, took it by universal succession :

ill the ease of a legacy, the caduciim was a singular

succession. But he who took on hereditas caduca,

took it with tlie bequests of freedom, of legacies,

and hdei commisaa with which it was burthened ;

if the legata and fidci commissa became caduca, all

charges with which they were burthened became
caduca also. In the time of Constantine, both the

coclebs, and tho orbus, or childless person (who was
under a limited incapacity), obtained the full legal

capacity of taking the inheritance. (CW. viii. 5d.)

Justuiion {Cod. vL 51) put lui end to tho caducum,
with all its legal consequences. In this last-men-

tioned title {De Catiucu tolUmdU) it is stated both

tluit the name and the thing {nomen et materia

cuducorum) hod their origin in the civil wars, that

many provisions of the law were evaded, and many
had become obsolete. (Juv. Sai. ix. 88 ; Gains,

i. 150, ii. 207, iii. 144, 286; Lipsius, Kxcurs. ud

Tacit Ann. iii. 25 ;
Morezoll, LeJirhuch der ItutUul.

dee Horn, liechU.) As ' to tho Dos Caduca, see

Dos. [G. L.]

BONA FIDES. This term fre<{uently occurs

in the Latin writers, and particularly in the Homan
jurists. It can only be defined with reference to

things opposed to it, namely, mala fides, and dolus

m.alus, both of which terms, and especially the

latter, are frequently used in a technical sense.

[Dolus Malus.]
Generali}' speaking, bona fides implies the ab-

sence of all fraud and unfair dealing or acting. In

this sense, bona fides, that is, the absence of all

fraud, whether the fraud consists in simulation or

dissimulation, is a necessary ingredient in all con-

tracts.

Bona fide posriJere applies to him who has ac-

quired the possession of a thing under a good title,

as he supposes. He who possessed a thing boiui

fide, had a capacity of acquiring the ownership

by usucapion, and had the protection of tho actio

Publiciana. Thus a person who received a thing

cither nuincipi, or nec mancipi, not from the owner,

but from a person whom bo believed to bo the

owner, could acquire the ownership by usucapion.

(Gains, ii. 43 ; Ulp. Frag. xix. 8.) A thin^ which
was/urtiva or r< possesaa^ or the res mancipi of a
fenude who was in the tutela of her agnati, unless

it was delivered by her under the auctoritas of her

tutor, was not subject to usucapion, and therefore

in these cases tho presence or absence of bona fides

was immaterial. (Gains, i. 192, ii. 45, &c.
;
Cic.

Ad Aft. i. 5, Fro Flacco, c. 34.) A person who
bought from a pupillus without the auctoritas of

liis tutor, or with the auctoritas of a person whom
he knew not to bo the tutor, did not purchase

bona fide ; that is, he was guilty of a legal fraud.

A sole tutor could not purchase a thing bona fide

from bis pupillus
;
and if he purclmsed it from

another to whom a non bona fide sole had been

made, the transaction was nulL (Dig. 26. tit. 8.

s. 5.)

In various actions arising out of mutual dealings,

such as buying and selling, lending and hiring,

partnership, and others, bona fides is equivalent to

ac<iuum and justum ; and such actions were some-

times called bonae fidei octioncs. The formula of

the praetor, which was the authority of the judex,

empowered him in such cases to inquire and deter-

mine ex bona fide, that is according to tho real

merits of the case : sometimes aequius melius was
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used instead of ex bona fide. (Gains, iv. 62 ; Cic.
Oj/'. iii. 1 7, Topic, c. 1 7 ; Brissonius, De Formulis,
&c. lib. v.)

BUNA RAPTA. [Fubtum.]
Bona VACA'NTIA were originally the pro-

perty which a person left at his death without
having disposed of it by will, and anthout leaving
any Acres. Such property was open to occupancy,
and so long os the strict laws of inheritance ex-
isted, such an event must not have been uncom-
mon. A remedy was, however, found for this by
the bonorum possessio of the proctor.

It does not appear that the state originally

claimed the property of a person who died intes-

tate and without heredes legitimi. The claim of
the state to such property seems to have been first

established by the Lex Julia et Papia Poppacn.
[Bona Caoitca.] The state, that is, in the earlier

periods the acrarium, and afterwards the fiscus,

did not take such property as bercs, but it took it

per univcrsilalcm. In the later periods of the
empire, in the case of a soldier dying without
heredes, the legion to which ho belonged had a
claim before the fisc’is

;
and various corporate

bodies had a like preference in the case of a mem-
ber of the corporation dying without heredes.
(Marezoll, I^hrbuch der Inslit. det Rom. Hechts

;

Saiignv, Ht/dem, Ac. vol. iL p. 300.) [G. L.]
BONO'RUM CE'SSIO. There were two kinds

of bonorum cesaio, in jure and extra jus. The In
jure cessio is treated under its proper head.

The bonorum cessio extra jus was introduced by
a Julian law, passed cither in the time of Julius
Caesar or Augustus, which allowed nn insolvent

debtor to give up his property to his creditors.

The debtor might declare his willingness to give
up his property by letter or by a verbal message.
Tho debtor thus avoided the infomia consequent
on the bonorum emtio, which was involuntary,

and he was free from all personal execution. Ho
was also allowed to retain a small portion of his

property for his support An old gloss describes
the bonorum cessio thus : Cedere Imiis est ab uni-
versitale rerum suarum recedere.

The property thus given up was sold, and the
proceeds distributed among the creditors. The
purchaser did not obtain the Quiritarian ownership
of the property by tho act of purchase. If the
debtor subsequently acquired property, this also

was liable to the payment of his old debts, with
some limitations, if they were not already fully

siitisfied. A constitution of Alexander ^verus
(Cod. 7. tit 71. s. I) declares that those who mode
a bonorum cessio were not released, unless tho
creditors were fully paid ; but they had the privi-

lege of not being imprisoned, if judgment was given
against them in on action by one of their old cre-

ditors.

Tho benefit of the lex Julia was extended by
imperial constitutions to the provinces.

The history of the bonorum cessio does not
seem quite clear. The Juluin law, however, was
not the oldest enactment which relieved the person

of the debtor from being taken in execution. The
lex Poctclia Papiria (b. c. 327) exempted the per-

son of the debtor {nisi qui noxam meruisset), and
only made his property {bona) liable for his debts.

It does not appear from the passage in Livy (viii.

28) whether this wus a bonorum cessio in the

sense of the bonorum cessio of the Julian law, or

only a bonorum emtio with the privilege of freedom
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from am'st. The Tablet of Iloniclca (Muzucchi,

^ 423) speaks of those qui in jttre U/nam
jurahani ; a phrase which appears to 1h‘ equivulciit

to the bononim ccssio, and was a declaration on

oath i« jitre^ that is, before the praetor, by the

dcljtor that his pn»|>crty was sufficient to pay his

debts. Ibit this was still accnmjvinied with in-

fiuuia. So far os w'e can Icam from Livy, no such

decliiration of solvency was reejuired from liie

debtor by the Pocudia lex. The Julian law ren-

di-n’d the process of the c<‘Ssio bonoruiu more

simple, by making it a procedure extra jus, and

giving further privileges to the insolvent. Like

several <uher Julian laws, it appears to have con-

solidated and extended the provisions of previous

enactments. The term bonorum cossio is used in

the Scotch law, and the early practice was derived

from the Homan system. ((Jaius, iii. 20 ;
Dig. 42.

tit 3; Cod. vii. lit. 71.) [G. L.]

BONO RUM C()LL.\'T10. By the strict

ndt^s of the civil law an cmancipaU*d son hatl no

right to the inheritance of his father, whether he

died testate or intestate. But, in course of time,

the proctor granted to emancipated children the

privilege of equal sticcession with those who re-

mained ill the power of the &ther at the time of

his death
;
and this grant might be either contra

in/fuiits or oL inte^taio. But this favour w*ns granted

to emancipated children only on condition that

they should bring into one common stock with

their father’s property, and for the purpose of an

equal division among all the father’s cliildrcn, what-

ever property they had at the lime of the father’s

death, and which would liavc l>een aetjuired for

the father in case they had still remained in his

pow'cr. This was called bononim collntio. It re-

sembles the old English hotchpot, upon the prin-

ciple of which is framed the provision in the statute

22 and 23 Charles II. c 10. s. 5, as to the distri-

bution of an intestate's estate. (Dig. 37. tit. 6 ;

Cod. vi. tit 20 ; Thibaut, tSystew des PamleJdm
Rccklt^ § 001, &c., 9th cd., where the niles appli-

cable to the bononim collatiu arc more particularly

stated.) [G. L.]

noNO'RUM E'MTIO ET EMTOU. The
expression bononim emtio applies to a sale of the

property either of a living or of a dead person. It

wus in effect, as to a living debtor, nn execution.

In the COSO of a living person, his goods were

liable to be sold if he concealed himself for the

purpose of defrauding his creditors, and w*as not

defended in his absence ;
nr if he made a bonorum

cessio according to the Julian law
;
or if he did not

pay any sum of money which he svas by judicial

sentence ordered to pny, within the time fixed by

the laws of the Twelve Tables (AuL Gcll. xv. 13,

XX. 1) or by the praetor’s edict In the cose of a

dead |)cnon, his property was sold when it was
ascertained that there was neither hcres nor Imno-

nim possessor, nor any other person entitled to

succeed to it. In this case the property belonged

to the state after the passing of the Lex Julia ct

Papia Poppaea. If a person died in debt, the prae-

tor ordered a sale of his property on the application

of the creditors. (Gaius, ii. 154, 167.) In the

case of the property of a living person being sold,

the praetor, on riie application of the creditors, or-

dend it to be possessed {j>o$tid$r{) by the creditors

for thirty successive days, and notice to he given

of the sde. This explains the expression in Livy

(ii. 24) :
^ ne quis inilitis, donee in castrij csset,

BONORUM POSSE.SSIO.

btma }iosstderH aut venderot,” The cn'ditors wera
said in jxtfijfe^sionem reruoj drf/itoris mitti

:

some-
times a single cn^itor obtained the posst'ssio.

M*hen several creditors obtained the possessio, it

was usual to cntnist the nmnagoment of the biisi-

ii(?aa to one of them, who was chosen by a majority

of the creditors. The creditors tlien met and chose

a magUtor, that is, a p-^rson to sell the property

(Cic. Ad Att. L 9, vi. 1 ; Pro P. C. 1.5),

or a curator bonorum if no immediate sale was
intended. The purchaser, em/or, obtaincHl by the

sale only the bonorum possessio : the pnq»erty was
his In bonis, until he acipiired the Quiritarian

ownership by usucapion. The foundation of this

rule seems to be, that the consent of the owner was
considered necessary in order to transfer the oHiirr-

fchip. Both the bonorum posscssores and the cm-
toi\‘s had no h*gal rights (dirrefne arlionvs) against

the debtors of the jicrson whose property w;is jios-

scssed or purchascnl, ner ctudd they l>e legally

sued hy them
;
but the praetor allowed utifrs o<v

tionrs both in their favour and against them.

(Gaiti.s, iii. 77 ;
iv. 35, 65 and 1)1; Dig. 42. tiL

4, 5 ; Savignv, Dai Rccht da Rcxitzci, p, 410,
Sth ed.) ’ [G. L.]

BONO'RUM POSSE'SSIO U defined hy
Ulpian (Dig. 37. tit 1. s. 3) to l»c “ the right of

suing for or retaining a patrimony or thing w hich

lielonged to another at the time of his death.’* Tiiu

strict laws of the Twelve Tables os to inheritance

were gradually relaxed by the praetor’s edict, and
a new kind of succession was introduced, by which
a person might have a bonorum po&seasio who
could have no hereditas or legal inheritance.

The bonorum posscssio w'as given by the edu t

both contra iccundum Utbulai^ and inlrs~

tafi.

An emanci]wted son had no legal claim on the

inheritance of his father; but if he w*as omitted in

his father’s will, or not expressly exheredated, the

praetor’s edict gave him the bonorum pnssossio

contra tabulas, on condition that lie would bring

into hotchpot (bonorum coiiatio) with his brethren

who continued in the parent’s power, whatever
property he had at the time of the parent's death.

The bonorum posscssio was given lH>th to children

of the blood (natunda) and to adopted children,

provided the former were not adopted into any
other family, and the latter were in the adoptive

parent’s |»owcr at the time of his death. If a
freedman made a will without leaving his patron

ns much ns one half of his property, the patron

obtained the bonorum poMcssio of one half, unh'ss

the freedman appointed a son of his owm blood as

his successor.

The bonorum posscssio secundum tnhulas was
that possession which the praetor gave, conform-

ahlv to the words of the w*ill, to those named in it

ns lieredes, when there was no person intitl«*d to

make a claim against the W'ill, or none who chose

to make such a claim. It was also given sccumlum
tabulas in cases where all the requisite legal form-

alities had not l)cen observed, provided there w ere

seven proper w'itnesses to the will. (Gains, ii.

147, ** si modo dcfunctui,” &c.)
In the ense of intestacy (intatoti) there were

seven degrees of persons who might claim the
bonorum posscssio, oiiich in his order, upion there

being no claim of a prior degree. The three first

class were children, l/yitimi hrredes and protimi

coffnati. Emancipated children could claim as well
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Bf those trho were not emancipated, and adoptive

n« well as children of the blood ; but not children

who had been adopted into another family. If

a freedman died inteatate, leaving only a wife (in

manu) or an adoptive son, the patron was entitled

to the bonorum posscssio of one half of bis property.

The bonorum posseasio was given either nun re

or iim re. It was given atm re, when the person

to whom it was given thereby obtained the pro-

perty or inheritance* It was given sfne re, when
another person could assert his claim to the in-

heritance by the jus civile : as if a man died intes-

tate leaving a sum Acres, the grant of the bonorum
pMscMio would have no ciTcct; for the heres could

maintain his legal right to the inbcritance. Or if

a person who was named heres in a valid will was

satisfied with his title according to the jus civile,

and did not choose to ask for the bonorum posscssio

(which he was entitled to if be chose to have it),

those who would have been beredes in case ofan in-

testacy might claim the bonorum posseasio, which,

however, would be unavailing against the legal title

of the testamentary heres, and therefore sine re.

Parents and children might claim the bonorum
posscssio writhin a year from the time of their being

able to make the claim
;
other* were required to

moke the claim within a hundred days. On the

failure of such party to make his claim within the

proper time, the right to claim the bonorum pos-

scMio devolved on those next in order, through

the seven degrees of soecession.

He who received the b<HK>nira posseasio was not

thereby made hereto but he was placed keredis loco ;

for the praetor could not make a heres. The pro-

perty of which the possession w-as thus given was
only In bonis, until by usucapion the possession

was converted into Quiritarian ownership (domi-

warn). All the claims and obligations of the de-

ceased person were transferred with the bonorum
posscssio to the possessor or praetorian heres

;

and he was protected in his possession by tbe in-

terdictum Quorum bonorum. The benefit of this

interdict was limited to cases of bonorum posseasio,

and this w*as the reason why a person who could

claim the inheritance in case of intestacy by the

civil law sometimes chose to ask for the bonorum

posscssio also. The praetorian heses could only

sue and be sued in respect of the property by a

legal fiction. He was not able to sustain a directa

ixetio

;

but in order to give him this capacity, he

was by a fiction of law supposed to be what he

was not, keret

;

and he was said fido se kerede

m/cre, or intendere. The actions which ho could

sustain or defend were aetiomet tUUee, (Ck. Ad
/ass, viL 21 ; Oaiua, iii. 25—38, iv, 34 ;

Ulp.

tit 28, 29 ; Dig. 37* tit 4. a 19 ; tit 1 1 ;

Dig. 38. tit 6 ; a good general view of the bonorum
posscssio is given by Marezoll, Lekrifudi der In-

f/iVa/knM9s dcs Kdm. Reekie^ § 174 ;
Thibaut,

tetn des PassdekteH RedUs^ § 843, 9th ed.) [O. L.]

BONO RUM POSSESSIO. (Intkrdictum.]
BONORUM RAPTO'RUM ACTIO. [Vva-

TVM.]
BOO'N.\E (^owvoi), persons in Athens who

pnrebased oxen for the public sacrifices and feasts.

They are spoken of by Demosthenes (c. Add. p.

£70) in conjunction with the Upowoid and those

who presided over the mysteries, and are ranked

by Ltlianius {Dcdam. viti.) with the sitonoe, gene-

rals, and ambassadors. Their office is spoken of as

honourable by Jlarpocration (s>v.)
;

but Pollux
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(vili. 114) includes them among the inferior offices

or offices of si^rvice (iwyfpealaty Bbckh, J‘uU. Rcon,
of AthenSy p. 216, 2d ed.)

BOREASMI or BOREASMUS {fiopswrfiol

or fiop*affft6s)y a festival celebrated by the Athe-
nians in honour of Boreas (llesych. s. r.), which,
as Herodotus (viL 189) seems to think, was insti-

tuted during tbe Persian war, when the Athenians,
being commanded by an oracle to invoke their

yoftipift twiKOvpoSy prayed to Boreos. The fleet

of Xerxes was soon afterwards destroyed by a
north wind, near Cape Sepias, and the grateful

Athenians erected to his honour a temple on the
banks of the Ilissus. But considering that Boreas
was intimately connected with the early history’ of
Attica, since he is said to have carried off and
married Oreiihj'a, daughter of Ertsrbtheos (Hrrod.
Lc.

i
Paus. L 19. § 6), and that he a*as familiar to

them under the name of lirotker^indaw, we have
reason to suppose that even previous to the Persian
wars certain honours were paid to him, which were
perhaps only revived and increased after the event
recorded by Herodotus. The festival, however,
does not seem ever to have had any great celebrity

;

for Plato {Pkaedr. p. 229) represents Phacdnis as

unacquainted even with the site of the temple of
Boreas. Particulars of this festival are not known,
except that it was celebrated with banquets.

Pauaanios (riil 36. § 4) mentions a festival cele-

brated with annual sacrifices at Megalopolis in

honour of Boreas, who was thought to have been
their deliverer from the Lacedaemonians. (Corap.

Aelian, V. II. xii, 61.)

Aclinn (/. c.) says that the Thurians also offered

an annual sacrifice to Boreas, because ho had de-
stroyed the fleet with which Dionysius of Sjtw-
cuse attacked them

;
and adds the curious remark,

that a decree w'as made which bestowed upon him
tbe right of citixenship, and assigned to him a
house and a piece of lan4 This, however, is per-

haps merely another way of expressing the fact,

that the Thurians adopted the worship of Boreas,

and dedicated to him a temple, with a piece of

land. [L&]
BOULE' a deliberate assembly or

council. In the heroic ages, represented to us by
Homer, the is limply an oristocratical

council of tbe nobles, silting under their king os

president, who, however, did not possess any greater

authority than the other member*, except what that

position gave him. Tbe rwblcs, thus assembled,

decided on public business and judicial matters,

frequently in connection with, but apparently not

subject t^ nor of necessity controlled by, an iyopdy

or meeting of the freemen of the state. (//. ii. 53,

143, xviii. 50^ Od. ii. 239.) This form of govern-

ment, though it existed for some time in the Ionian,

Aeolian, and Achaean states, was at lost wholly abo.

lished. Amongst the Dorians, however, especially

with the Spartans, this was not the case ; for it b
well known that they retained the kingly power of

the Herocloidae, in conjunction with the ytpovaia

[Oxrouria], or assembly of elders, of which the

kings wore roerober*. At Athens, there were two
councils, one usually called the Areiopoffus from
its meeting on the hill of Ares {h 'A/xl^ **<^7$*

^vX^), which was more of an aristocrati<^ cha-

racter, and is spoken of under Arkiopagus, and
the other called TTie Cattneii or Senate of ike Fire

Hustdrrd (^ •ueyraxooitev fiovKti)^ or simply
Tie fowtes/ or Senate (^ ^ouA^), which was a

p
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reprcientntire, and in mo»t renpecU a popular body

{hyifunui6v). It is of the latter council that the

following article tix'nta.

lu first institution is generally attributed to

Solon. There are, however, strong reasons for sup-

posing that, as in the case of the oreiupngtis, he

n»ereiy modified the constitution of a body which

he found already existing. In the first place it is

improbable, and in fiict almost inconsistent wnth

the existence of any government, except an abso-

lute monarchy, to suppose that there was no

such council. Hcsidcs this, Herodotus (v. 71)

tells us that in the time of Cylon (d. c. 6‘20),

Athens was under the direction of the presidents

of the Nnucraries {ywKpCLplai)^ the number of

which was forty-eight, twelve out of each of the

four tribes. Moreover, we read of the case of the

Alomaconidac being referred to an aristocratical

tribunal of 300 persons, and that Isagttras, the

leader of the aristocratic party at Athens, endca>

vwircd to suppress the council, or 3owX^, which

Cloisthcncs had raised to 600 in number, and to

vest the government in the hands of 300 of his

own party. (Herod, v. 72 ;
Plut Sol. 12.) This,

ns Thirlwall {Hist, of 6’reece, vol. ii. p. 41) re-

marks, con haMly have been a chance coincidence

:

and he also suggests that there may have been two

councils, one a smaller body, like the Spartan

•yspotwrltt, and the other a general assembly of the

Knp.'itrids ; thus corresponding, one to tho senatoa,

the other to the comitia curiato, or assembly of the

burghers at Rome. Bat be this as it may, it is

admitted that Solon made the number of bis/3ovX'4

400, taking the members from the three first classes,

loo from each of the four tribes. On the tribes

being remodelled by (Jleisthencs (b.c.510), and
lais^ to ten in number, the council also was in-

creased to 500, fifty being taken from each of the

ten tribea It is doubtful whether the /3ovX«vraI,

or councillors, were at first appointed by lot, as

they were afterwards
;
but as it is stated to have

been Solon's wish to make the /3ovX^ a restraint

upon tho people, and os he ia, moreover, said to

have chosen (/wtXe^d^eror, Pint, S<^ 19) lOO
memben from each of the tribes, it seems reason-

able to suppose that they were AxUd^ more espe-

cially when there is no evidence to the contrary.

(Thiriwall, vol. ii. p. 42.) It is at any rate cer-

tain that an election, where the eupatrids might
have used influence, would have been more favour-

able to Solon's views, than an appointment by lot.

Rut whatever was the practice originally, it is well

known that the appointment was in after times

made by lot, as is indicated by the title (of

Tov Kv^ov /SouXfvrai), suggested by the use of

beans in drawing the lots. (Thuc. viiL 69.) 7*he

individuals thus appointed were required to submit
to A scrutiny, nr SoKi/Murfo, in which they gave
evidence of being genuine citisens (yrffffioi 4^

of never having Inst their civic rights by
and also of being above 30 years of age.

They remained in office for a year, receiving a
drachma ^vXcvriadr) for each day on
which they sat; and independent of the general

account, or st^VKcu, which the whole body bad to

give at the end of the year, any single meml>er was
liable to expulsion for misconduct, by his cnllcaguea

(Harpocr. s. r. 'Ea^vXXo^^ogia
;
Acsch. e. Timarrh.

p. 15, 43, c<l. Steph.)

This senate of 500 a*as divided into ten sections

of fifty each, the members of which were called
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/Vyfrtnef (wpwri£i»»ij), and were all of the stuna

trilM
;
they acted as presidents both of the council

and the assemblies during 35 or 36 days, as the

case might be, so as to complete the lunar year ot

354 days (12 x 29(). Each tribe exercised these

functions in turn, and the period of office was called

a jprytany (wpvrcu'cfa). The turn of each tribe

was determined by lot, and the four supernumerary

days were given to the tribes which came lost in

order. (Clinton, A’. //. vol, ii. p. 346.) Moreover,
to obviate tho difficulty of Iwving too many in

office At once, every fifty was subdivided into five

bodies of ten each
;
iu prytan^ also being portioned

out into five periods of seven doys each : so that

only ten senators presided for a week over the rest,

and were thence called Proedri (wpdeSpoi). Again,
out of these proedri an EpistaUs (^wKrrdrijf) was
chosen for every day in the week to preside as a
chainnan in tho senate, and the assembly of the

people
;
during his day of office be kept the pub-

lic records and seal.

The prytanes had the right of convening tho

council and tho assembly {4KK\rfffla). The duty
of tho proedri and their president was to prn^iose

subjects for discussion, and to take the votes ^th
of the councillors and the people ; for neglect of

their duty they were liable to a fine. (Dem. c.

Timoer. p. 703—707.) Moreover, whenever a
meeting, cither of the council or the assembly,

was convened, the chairman of the proedri select^

by lot nine others, one from each of tho non-pre-

siding tribes : these also were called proedri and
possessed a chairman of their own, likewise ap-

pointed by lot from among themselves. (>n their

functions, and the probable object of their appoint-

ment, some remarlu are made in the latter part of
this article.

We now proceed to speok of the duties of the

senate os a b^y. It is observed under the Ahxio-
pAOtrs that the chief object of Solon in forming the

senate and the areiopagus was to control the de-

mocratical powers of tl»e state
;

for this purpose

Solon ordained that the senate should discuss and
vote upon all matters before they were submitted

to the assembly, so that nothing could bo laid be-
fore the people on which the senate had not come
to a previous decision. This decision, or bill, was
called Probouleuma (FpofooXcv/*a), and if the as-

sembly had been obliged either to acquiesce in any
such proposition, or to gain the consent of the senate

to their modification of It, the assembly and the

senate would then have been almost equal powers
in the state, and nearly related to each other, as

our two bouses of parliament. But besides the

option of adopting or rejecting a vgofouXto/io, or

4/rti^urfMa os it was sometimes called, tlie people

possessed and exercised the power of coming to a

decision completely different from the will of tho

senate, as expressed in the wpofo^Xcufux. Thus in

matters relating to peace and war, and confederacies,

it W'As the duty of the senators to w*atch over the

interests of the state, and they could initiate what-
ever measures, and come to whatever rv'solutinns

they might think necessary ; but on a discussion

before the people it was competent for any in-

dividual to move a different or even contrary pro-

position. To take an example :— In the Eul>ocan

war (a c. .550), in which the Thebans were opposed

to the Athenians, the senate voted tlutt ^1 the

cavalry in the city should be sent out to assist tho

forces then besieged at Tamynae
;
a TgoffovXtvua
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to this effect was proposed to the people, but thejr

decided that the eavaliy were not w'onted, and the

expedition was not undertaken. Other instances

of this kind occur in Xenophon, (//e/4 L 7. § 9,

Tii. 1 § 2.)

In addition to the bills which it was the duty of

the senate to propose of their own accord, there were
others of a different character, ris., such as any
private individual mij^ht wish to have submitted to

the people. To accomplish this it was hrst neces-

sary for the party to obtain, by petition, the privi-

lege of access to the senate 7pdif«o’9ai),

and leave to propose his motion
; and if the mea-

sure met with their approbation, he could then
submit it to the assembly. (Dem. e. TUmoer. p.

715.) Propoaols of this kind, which had the

sanction of the Semite, were also colled wpc€ov\t^
ftoro, and frequently related to the conferring of

some particular honour or privilege upon an indi-

vidmil. Thus the proposal of Ctesiphon for crown-

ing Demosthenes is so styled, as also that of Aris-

tocrales for conferring extraordinary privileges on
Charidemua, an Athenian commander in Thrace.

Any nicosure of this sort, which was thus approved
of by the senate, was then submitted to the people,

and by them simply adopted or rejected
;
and ^ it

is in these and similar cases, that the statement of

the grammarians is true, that no law or measure
could be presented for ratification by the people

without the previous approbation of the senate, by
which it assumed the feim of a decree passed by
that body.** (Scbihnimn, IM Chmi/itf, p. 103,

tninsl)
*

In the assembly the bill of the senate was first

read, perhaps by the crier, after the introductory

ceremonies were over ; and then the proedri put

the question to the people, whether they approved

of it, or wished to give the subject further delibera-

tion. (Aristoph.7’Ae«.290.) The people declared their

a*ill by a show of hands (irpox«<pcrroWa). Scmic-

times, howerer, the bill was not proposed and ex-

plained by one of the proedri, but by a priNatc in-
.

dividual— either the original applicant for leave
|

to bring forward the measure, or a senator distin-
|

guished for oratorical power. Examples of this

are given by Schomann (7)$ Cbm. p. 106, transl.).

If the TpofovAfvfui of the senate were rejected by
the people, it a*as ofcourse null and void. Ifithap-

pcn<^ that it was neither eonfinned nor rejected,

it was /ir^fiov, that is, only remained in force

during the year the senate was in office. (Dem.
c. Jrit. p. 651.) If it was confirmed it became a

or decree of the people, binding upon all

eJasses. The form for drawing up sucli decrees

varied in different ages. Before the archonship of

Eucleides (8. c. -403), they were generally headed
by the formula— vp fiovAp xol •

then the tribe was mentioned in whose prytany

the decree was passed ; then the names of the

ypofifumiis or scribe^ and chairman ; and lastly that

of the anthor of the resolution. Examples of this

form occur in Andocides {De Mtfti. p. 13): thus

—

*£3o(« Tp 0ovK^ Koi Alorrlr /Tpvrdycuc,

iypofifidTtvty Boi^s /irc<rrdr«<, rd3«

Ai)/i3<pciror (Comp. Thuc. iv, 118.)

From the orchoDship of Eucleides till about B. c.

325, the decrees commence with the name of the

archon ; then come the day of the month, the tribe

in office, and lastly the name of the proposer. The
motive for passing the decree is next stated ; and

then follows the decree itself, prefaced with the
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' formula 3«3dx9ai fiovKp xal The
reader is referred to Demosthenes, IM Corona^ for

examples. After B, c. 325, another form H*as ust-d,

which continued unaltered till the latest times.

(SchOmann, p. 136, transl.)

Mention has just been made of the 7pa/t/iar«i;s,
whose name was affixed to the as iu

the example given above. He was a clerk chosen
by lot by the senate, in every prytany, for th»* pur-

pose of keeping the records, and resolutions passed
during that period

; he was called the clerk ac-

cording to the prytany (d Kctrh vpirrarvlav), and
the name of the clerk nf the first piy'tany w'as

sometimes used to designate the year. (Pollux,

viii. 98; Bdckb, PtM. JCcon. of p. 186,
2nd ed.)

With respect to the power of the senate, it must
be dearly understood that, except in cases of small

importance, they had only the nght of originating,

not of finally deciding on public questions. Since,

however, the senators were convened by the prj'-

tanes every day, except on festivals or

iffifpai (Pollux, viiL .95), it is obvious that they
would be fit recipients of any intelligence affect-

ing the interests of the state, and it is admitted
that they had the right of proposing any measure
to meet the emergency

;
for exampl-, we find that

Demosthenes gives them an account of the conduct
of Aeschines and himself, when sent out as ombas-
•adors to Philip, in consequence of which they pro-

pose a bill to the people. Again, when Philip seized

on Elateia (b. a 338), the senate was immcdiai’ ly

called together by the prytancs to determine what
was best to l>e done. (Dem. l>e fa/. p.

346, IM Cor. p. 284.) But, besides possoMiiig the

initiatory power of which wc have spoken, the

senate was sometimes delegated by the pt'oplc to

determine absolutely about particular matters, with-

out reference to the assembly. Thus wc are told

(Dem. Do FaL Jjeg. p. 389) that the people gave
the senate power to decide about sending ambas-
sadors to Philip

;
and Andocides (Ilcpl Mvorij-

piwv) informs us that the senate was invested

with absolute authority (^v avroKpdreop)^ to

investigate the outrages committed upon the statues

of Hermes, previously to the sailing of the Sicilian

expcditioiu

Sometimes also the senate was empowered to

act in conjunction with the nomothetae (<rvrvo-

fAo$rrtpf)^ as on the revision of the laws afur
the expulsion of the Thirty by Thrasybulus and
his party, b. c. 403. (Andoc. Z)e Mgst. p. 12

Dem. c. ISmoer. p. 708.) Moreover, it was the

province of the senate to receive tlffoyytkitUy or

informations of extraordinary crimes committed

against the state, and for which there w'as no spe-

cial law providcA The senate in such cases either

decided themselves, or referred the case to one nf

the courts of the beliaea, espccinlly if they thought

it required a higher pen^ty than it was competent

for them to impoee, vix., 500 drachmae. It was

also their duty to decide on the qualification of

magistrates, and the character of members of their

own body. But besides the duties we have enu-

merated, the senate discharged important functions

in cases of finance. All legislative authority, in-

deed, in such matters rested with the people, the

amount of expenditure and the sources of revenue

being determined by the decrees which they

passed ; but the admuiistnition was entiustcd to

the senate, as the executive power of the state,

p 2
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JU}(1 respon&ible (inrtifBvyos) to the people. Tlius

Xenophon {IM liep. Atk. iil. 2) U‘ll« us that the

s<'iutlo unB occupied with providing money, with
receiving the tribute, v)d with the management of

nu>ai aifaira and the temples ; and Lysias (c.

AV'Y>m. j>, 185) makes the following remark:—
*' When the senate has suAicient money for the

administration of aAairs, it docs nothing aTong ;

hut when it is in want of funds, it receives in*

fnnnntiuns, and conhseates the property of the

citizen.^." 'J'he letting of the duties (rcA«>'a<) was
also under its superint<mdencc, and those who
W'erc in possession of any sacred or public moneys
{'(*pa KM 5<ria) were bound to pay them into

the 8 -nate-hnusc
; and in default of payment, the

senate had the power of enforcing it, in conformity

with the laws for the farming of the duties

TcXu^ncol y6/xot). The accounts of the moneys
that had been received, and of those still re-

maining due, were delivered to the senate by the
;

Hpodecta(>, or public treasurers. [Apodkctas.] '

The senate arranged also the application of the

public money, wen in trifling mattcni, such os the

Kilar}' of the poets
;

the superintendence of the

cavalry maintained by the state, and the ex-

amination of the infinn (d5v*'arot) supported by
the state, arc porticuhirly mentioned among its

duties ; the public debts wore also paid under its

direction. From this enumeration we ore justified in

inferring that all questions of finance were confided

to its supreme regulation.*' ( Bbekh, PuU. Kcon.

of Athent^ p. 154, 2nd ed.) Another verj’ im-

portant duty of the senators was to take care that

a certain number of triremes was built every year,

for which purpose they wore supplied with money
by the state

; in defiuilt of so doing, they were not

allowed to claim the honour of w*enring a crown,

or chaplet (ors^oi'or), at the expiration of their

year of office. {Art}. Ortxt. c. Androt.)

It has been already stated that there wore two
classes or sets of proedri in the senate, one of

which, amuuntiug to ten in number, belonged to

the presiding tribe
; the other consisted of nine,

cliuscn by lot by the chairman of the presiding

proedri from the nine non-presiding tribes, one

from each, as often as either the senate or the peo-

ple W'erc convened. It must be remembered that

they were not elected as the other proedri, for

seven days, but only for as many hours as the

session of the senate, or meeting of the people,

lasted. Now it has been a question w'hnt were
the respective duties of these two classes : but it

appears clear to us that it was the proedri of the

preridinff tribe who proposed to the people in

assembly, the subjects for discussion
;
recited, or

caused to be recited, the previous bill (wpo^e^-

of the senate
;

officiated as presidents in

conjunction with their or clwirman, and
dischargtsd, in fact, all the functions implied by the

words irpbr t^pov. For ample
arguments in support of this opinion the reader is

referred to Schomann. {IM Com, p. 83. tnnsl.)

It does indeed appear fiom decrees fiirnishcd hy
inscriptions, and other authorities, that in later

time the proedri of the nine tribes exercised some
of those inunctions which the orations of Demos-
thenes, and his contemporaries, justify us in assign-

ing to the proedri of the presiding tribe. It must,

however, be remarked that all such decrees were
passed after u. c. 308, when there were twelve

tribes ;
and tliat we cannot, from the practice of

nuuLK,

those days, arrive at any conclusions relative to the

customs of fonner ages. •
If it is asked what, then, were the duties of these

proedri in earlier timc?>, the answer must be hi a
great measure conjectural ; but the opinion oc

^hSmann on this point seems very plausible. He
obson'es that the prv tancs had extensive and im-
portant duties entrusted to them ; that they were
all of one tribe, and therefore closely connected

;

that they officiated for 35 days as presidents of the

representatives of the other tribes ; and that they
hod ample opportunities of combinuig for the bene-

fit of their own tribe at the expense of the commu-
nity. To prevent this, and w'atch their conduct
whenever any busbess w'os brought before the
senate and assembly, may have been the reason for

appointing, by lot, nbe other quosi-prosidents, rc-

presmtativei of the non-presiding trills, who would
protest and interfere, or approve and sanction os
they might think fit, Supposbg this to have been
the object of their appobtment b the first bstajice,

it is easy to see bow they might at lost have been
united with the proper proedri, in the perfonnanca

of duties originally appropriated to the latwr.

In connection with the proedri we meet with
the expression ^ xpotZpeitovira tpoKif. Our in-

formation on this subject Is derived from tlic sjicech
' of Aeschines Against Timarchus, who bfonns us,

that in consequence of the unseemly conduct of

Timarchus, on one occasion, before the assembly,

a new law was passed, in virtue of which, a tribe

was chosen by lot to keem order, and sit as presi-

dents under the $vpa^ <w plattbrm on which the
orators stood. No remark is made on the subject

to warrant us in supposing that senators only were
elected to this office

;
it seems more probable that

a certain numlior of persons was chosen from the

tribe on which the lot had fallen, and commissioned
to sit along with the piy'tanes and the proedri, and
that they assisted in koepbg order. We may
here remark that if any of the speakers (P^iropfs)

misconducted themselves either b the senate or

the assembly, or were guilty of any act of violence

to the V-jrurrdTTjT, after the breaking up of either,

the proedri had the pow*er to indict a sumnuuy
fine, or bring the matter before the senate and
assembly at tlie ni;xt meeting, if they thought the
ease required iL

The meetings of the senate were, as we learn

from various passages of the Attic orators, open to

strangers
; thus Demosthenes {IM FaL l^eg. p. 34 G)

says that the senate-house w*as, on a particular oc-

casion, full of strangers {p*<rrhy ^y IZiurrwy) : in

Aeschines (c. (Uet. p. 71. 20) w'o read of a motion
“ that strangers do withdraw ** (^«To<mjird^*vof
roi/s iZtvrat^ I>obrec, A Jey?r». vol. L p. 542). Nay,
private individuals were sometimes, by a special

decree, authorised to come forward and give advico

to the senate. The senate-house w*as called rh
/SouAcirr^ptov, and contained two chapels, one of

Tavi ^ouAaTos, another of ’A^vd ^uAoia, in

which it was aistomary for the senators to offer

up certain prayers l>oforo proceeding to business.

(Antiph. Dt Chor. p. 787.)
'J'he pr^'tanes also had a building to hold their

meetings in, where they were entertabed at the

public expense during their piytany. This w*as

called the Tpvravuoy^ and was used for a variety

nf purposes.
(
Phvta.vkion.] ThueydUbi (ii.

15), indeed, tells ns that before the time of The-
slmis every city of Attica had its 0ov\€{mjpioy and
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:

a ftatonicnt which additional

•apport to the opinion that Solon did not o(igiiuitc

the senate at Athens.

The number of tribes at Athens was not always
ten ; an alteration took place in B. c. 306, when
Demetrius Poliorcetes bad liberated the city from

the usurpation of Cossandcr. Two were then

added, and called Demetrioa, and Antigonis, in

honour of Demetrius and his father. It is evident

that this change, and the consequent addition of

loo meml)cr8 to the senate, must have varied the

order and length of the piy'tanes. The tribes just

mentioned were afterwords called Ptoleraais and
Attalis; and in the time of Hadrian, who beau-

tified and improved Athens (Paus. i. 18. § 0), a
thirteenth a’os added, called from him Hadrianis.

An edict of this emperor has been preserved, which
proves that even in bis time the Athenians kept up
the show of their former institutions. (Hermann,
GrieeL Staitisaiterih. § 125, dec. ; Schdmann, De
ComUiia Alheniensium,) [U. W.]
BOULEU'SKOS GRAPHE' (fiovKaOarw

Tpa^), an impeachment for conspiracy.

acwr, being in this case the abbreviated form of

dw<^ov\f is the name of two widely different

actions at Attic law. The first was the accusation

of conspiracy against life, and might be instituted

by the person thereby attacked, if competent to

bring an action ; if otherwise, by his or her legal

patron (Kupios), In cose of the plot haring suc-

ceeded, the deceased might be represented in the

prosecution by near kinsmen (ol ^tnhs Axe^fidrirroj),

'

or, if they were incompetent, by the Ki^ior, as

afcmve mentioned. (Meier, AW. /*roc. p. 164.) The
criminality of the accused was independent of the

result of the conspimey (Ilarpocmt.), and the

penalty, upon conviction, was the same as that

incurr^ by the actual murderers. (Andoc. I)e

3/yW. p. 46. 5.) The presidency of the court upon

a trial of this kind, os in most 3iicai tpoyiKcd, be-

longed to the king arcbon (Miier, Att. rroc.

p. 312), and the court itself was composed of the

ephetae, sittigg at the Paliadium, according to

Isaeus and Aristotle, as cited by Harpocration,

who, however, also mentions that the arciopngus

is stated by Doinarchus to have been the proper

tribunal

The other action, 0ov\t6ff€USf was available

upon a person finding himself wrongfully inscribed

as a state debtor in the registers, or rolls, which

were kept by the different financial officers. Meier

(AU. Proc. p. 33d), however, suggests that a ma-

gistrate that had so offended, would probably bo

proceeded against at the ahBvvat^ or 4inx((peToWai,

the two occasions upon which the public conduct of

magistrates was examined
;
so that generally the

defendant in this action would be a private citisen

that had directed such an insertion at his own
peril. From the passage in Demosthenes, it seems

doubtful whether the disenfranchisement (firifda)

of the plaintiff as a state-debtor was in abeyance

while this action was pending. Demosthenes at

first asserts {c.Ariatcg. L p.778. 19), but after-

wards (p. 792. \) argvt* that it was noL (See,

however, Meier, Att. Proc. p. 340, and Bockh's

note.) The distinction between this action and

the similar one ^l^9ryypa^Sy is explained under

the latter title. [J. S. M.]
BOULEUTE'RIOX. [Botas, p 212. 5.]

BRACAE or BRACCAE (AyofopiSss), trow-

pra, pantaloons. These, as well as various other
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articles of armour and of drew [AriNACBs, Arcur,
Armilla], were common to all the nations which
encircled the Greek and Roman population, ex-
tending from the Indian to the Atlantic ocean.
Hence Aristagoras, king of Miletus, in his inter-

view with Clcomones, king of Sjsirta, d<^ribcd
the attire of a large portion of them in these tenns:— “They carry bows and a short spoor, and go
to battle in trowsers and with bats upon their

heads.” (Herod, v. 49.) Hence also the phrase
Druccaii mUitU amts, signifying that those who
wore trowsers were in general armed with the
bow. (Propert iii. 3. 17.) In particular, we
ore informed of the use of trowsers or pantaloons
among the following nations :— the Medcs and
Persians; the Parthians; the Phi^'glans; tho
Sacae ; the Sarmatac

; tho Dacians and Gctac
;

the Teutoncs
; the Bclgue

;
the Britons ; and the

Gauls.

The Latin word bractae is the same as the
Scottish ^ brocks ” and the English “brc ches.”
Corresponding terms are used in all the northern
languages. Also the Cossack and Persian trows<>rs

j

of the present day differ in no material respect

from those which were anciently w'om in the some
' countries. In ancient monuments we find tho
' above-mentioned people constantly exhibited in

trowsers, thus clearly distinguishing them from
Greeks and Homans, An example is seen in the
anTiczed group of Sarmatians, taken from the co-

lumn of Trajan.

Trowsers were principally woollen
; but Agnthins

states {Iliat. iL 5) that in Europe they were also

made of linen and of leather
;
probably the Asiatics

made them of cotton and of silk. Sometimes they

were striped (nn/o/oc, Propert. iv, 1 1, 43), nnd
ornamented with a w’oof of various colours (wotafAtu,

Xcn. Anab. L 5. § H). The Greeks seem never to

have worn them. They were also unknown at

Rome during the republican period ; and in a. d.

69 Coecina gave great offeiKe on his march into

Italy, because he wore 6rooew, which were re-

garded as tfifftnen barbamm. (Tac. lliat. ii. 2U.)

In the next century, however, they gradually came
into use at Rome ; but they would appear never to

have been generally worn. It is recorded of

Alcxandc-r Sercrus that he wore white braccoc,

and not crimson ones (coccincae), as hod been the

custom with preceding empt'rors. Tlie use of them

in the city was forbidden by llonorius. (Isunprid,

Alex. Sever, 40.) (J. Y.]
BRASID£I.\ (Arcurf^sia), a fcatival celebrated

I* 3
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at Sparta in honour of their great genorml Bracidaa,

who, after hU death, in B.C. 422, receired the

honours of a hero. (Paua iii. 14. § 1 ;
Aristot.

Etk, Sic, T. 7.) It a'as held every year with

orations and contests, in which none but Spartans

were allowed to partake.

Brasidein were also celebrated at Amphipolis,

which, though a colony of Athens, transferred the

honour of KTl<rrrjs from llngnon to Bmsidas, who
was buried there, and paid him heroic honours by

an annual festival with sacrifices and contests.

(Thucyd. V. 11.) [L*. S.)

DUAUHO'NIA {$pavp<ivia\ a festival cele-

brated in honour of Artemis Brauronia, in the

Attic town of BrauTDD (Herod. vL 13H), where,

according to Pausanias (i. 23. § 0, 33. § 1, iii. 16.

§6, viii. 46. §2), Orestes and Iphigeneia, on their

return from Tauris, were supposed by the Atheniatu

to have landed, and left the statue of the Taurian

goddess. (Sec MUller, Dor. i. 9. §5 and 6.) It

was held every fifth year, under the superintend-

ence of ten Upowotol (Pollux, viii. 9, 31 ) ; and the

chief solemnity consisted in the circumstance that

the Attic girls between the ages of fire and ten

years, dressed in crocus-coloured garments, W'ont in

solemn procession to the sanctuary (Suidas, t. c.

*'ApicTor
; Scbol. on AritfopJk. Lytiiir. 646), where

they were consecrated to the goddess. During

this act tlic Upoiroiol socriheed a goat and the

^Is performed a propitiatory rile in which they

imitated bean. This rite may hare arisen simply

from the circumstance that the bear w*as sacred to

Artemis, especially in Arcadia (MUller, Dor. iL 9.

§ 3); but a tradition preserved in Suidas (s. r.

*ApKTos) relates its origin as follows:— In the

Attic town of Phonidae a bear w'as kept, which

was to tame that it was allowed to go about quite

freely, and received its food from and among men.

One dLay a girl ventured to play with it, and, on

treating the animal rather harshly, it turned round

and tore her to pieces. Her brothers, enraged at

this, went out and killed the bear. The Athenians

now were visited by a plague ; and, W’licn they

consulted the oracle, the answer was given that

they would get rid of the evil which had befallen

them if they would compel some of their citizens

to make their daughters propitiate Artemis by a

rile calk'd dpirrsosj*', for the crime committed

against the animal sacred to the goddess. The
command utui more than obeyed ;

for the Athenians

decreed that from thenceforth all women, before

they could marry, should have taken port once in

this festival, and have been c<msrcraled to the

goddess. Hence the girls themselves were called

ipKToty the consecration dparefo, the act of con-

soerating dfucrvoci*', and to celebrate the festival

ipKTtmoBoL { Hesyrh. and Harpoemt. s. r. ;

i^hol. on ArisioftA. L c.) But as the girls wh«n
they celebrated this fcsti^-al were nearly ten years

old, the verb SiNorsustv was sometimes iised in-

stead of dpffT«d«tv. (Comp. C. F. Hermann, Hmdb.
der irtUicaJiemsii. AHerlA. § 62. note 9.)

There was also a quinquennial festival called

Brauronia, which was celebrated by men and dis-

solute women, at Branron, in honour of Dionysua

(Aristoph. /W, 870, with the note of the ^bo-
liost; and Suidas s. o. Bpovpcir.) Whether its

celebration took place at the same time as that of

Artemis Brauronia (as has been supposed by
BlUller, Dor. ii. 9. § 5, in a note, which has, how-

ever, b^ omitted in the English translation), roust
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remain unc^tain, although the very different cha-
racters^ of the two festivals incline us rather to

believe that they were not celebrated at the same
time. According to Hesychius, whose statement,

how'ever, is not supported by any ancient authority,

the Iliad was recit^ at the Bnuironian festival of

Dionysus by rhupsodists. (CJomp. Hemsterh. ad
Ptdlucrmy ix. 74 ; Wclckcr, Der Kpiteke CycVus,

p.391.) [L.k]
BKEVIA'IUUM, or BREVIA'RIUM ALA-

RICIA'NUM. Aloric the Second, king of the
Visigoths, who reigned frimi a. d. 4B4 to a. n. 507,
in the twenty second year of bis reign (a. d. 506)
commissioned a body of jurists, proWbly Homans,
to make a selection from the Roman laws and the
Roman law writers, which should form a code for

the use of his Ronutn subjects. The code, when
made, was confirmed by the bishops and nobility at
Aduris (Aire in Oascemy)

;
and a copy, signed bv

AnUnus, the referendarius of Alaric, was sent to

each comes, with an ordn to use no other law or
legal form in his court (vf in foro two nulla alia lex

nequejuru/ormula jm>/erri vd recipi ;>rae«»niari(r).

The signature of Anionus was for the p*irpose of
giving authenticity to the official copies of the code ;

a circumstance which has been so far misunderstood
that he has sometimes been considered as the com-
piler of the code, and it has been called Breviarium
AnianL This code has no peculiar name, so far

at we know: it was called Lex Romana Visi-

gothorum, and at a later period, fluently Lex
Theodosii, fiom the title of the first and most import-

ant port of its contents. The name Breviarium, or

Breviarium Alaricianum, does not a{^>ear before

the sixteenth century.

The following ore the contents of the Breviarium,
with their order in the code:— 1. Codex Thco-
dosionus, xvi hooka 2. Novolloc of Theodosius ii,

Valcntinian iii, Marcian, Majorian, Severus. 3.

The Institutions of Gaius, ii booka 4. Pauli
Ueceptae Sententiae, v booka 5. (^ex Gr^o-
rianus, v booka 6. Codex Hermogenianus, i

book. 7. Papinianus, lib. i. Ucspoqp)ninL
The code was thus composed of two kinds of

materials, imperial constitutions, which, both in the
code itself and the coromonitorium or notice pre-

fixed to it, arc culled l^eget

;

and the writings of

Homan jurists, which are called Jus. Both the

Codex Gregurianus and Hermogenianus, being
compilations made without any legal authority,

arc included under the head of Jua The seh'c-

tions are extracts, which arc accompanied with
an interpreUition, except in the cose of the In-

stitutions of Gaius ; as a general rule, the text, so

far .'IS it was adopted, was not altered. The Insti-

tutions of Gaius, however, ore abridged or epito-

mised, and such alterations as were considered

necessary for the time arc introduced into the

text : this part of the work required no interpre-

tation, and accordingly it has none. There are

passages in the q>itoroe which arc not taken Rom
Gnius. (Gaius, iii 127, cd. Goeschen.)

This code is of considerable value for the history

of Homan law, as it contains several sources of the

Roman law which arc othcranse imknowu, especi-

ally Pnulus and the five first books of the Tbeo-
dosian code. Since the discovery of the Institu-

tions of Gaius, that port of this code is of less

v'olna.

The author of the Epitome of Gaius in the

Breviarium paid little attention to retaining the
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words of the oripnal, and a coroponson of the

Kpitotne and the MS. of Oaius is therefore of little

advantage in this point of view. The Epitome is,

however, still useful in showing what subjects were
discussed in Oaius, and thus filling up (so far as

the material contents arc concerned) some of the

lacunae of the Verona M&
A complete edition of this code w*as published

by SichaM, in his Codex Theodosianus, Basilcnc,

15*28, stnall folio. (Schulting, •/arMprWew/id f 'etut

Lugd. Hat 1717; t/iw CVrtZe

Anid^sti/tianatm, Berlio, 1815; Julii Paulli Jit-

cept. Sentent Lib. v. cd. Arndts, Bonn, 1833;
Savigny, Ce^iekkkie des Horn. Rodit$ tm MitUlaJter,

ii. c. H ; Bdcking, IiuiUuiioMm, i. 90, Ac. ;
Oaius,

PrQefatio Primae Kditioni Prwmitm.) [G. L.]

BUUTTIA'Nl, slaves whose duty it was to

wait upon the Roman magistrates. They are said

to have been originally taken from among the

Bnittiana, because this people continued from first

to lost faithful to Hannibal (Kestus,s. r.

GelL X. 3) ; but Niebuhr {IfiM. of Pome^ vol iii.

note 944) is disposed to think that these serrants

bore this name long before, since both Strabo (vi

p. 255) and Diodorus (xri. 15) state that this word
signified revolted slaves.

BU'CCINA ($vicdyri\ a kind of hom-tnimpct,

anciently made out of a shell. It is thus happily

describ^ by Ovid {Afei, L 335):—
“ Ca^~a buccina sumttur illl

Tortilis, in latum qiuie turbine crcscit ab irao:

Buccina, quue in medio concepit ut aera ponto,

Littora voce replet sub utroque jacentia Phoebo.**

The musical instrument bwetna nearly resembled

in shape the shell Imoeintim^ and, like it, might

almost be described from the above lines (in the

btnguage of conchologists), as spiral and gibbous.

The two drawings in the annexed woodcut agree

with this account. In the first, taken from a frieso

(Burney's J/istory of A/astc, vol. L pi. 6), the

bHceina is curved for the convenience of tlie per-

former, wdth a very wide mouth, to diffuse and
increase the sound. In the next, a copy of an

ancient sculpture taken from Hlanchini's work {IM
Mmsiat Itutrvm, re^ervm, p. 1 5. pL 2, 1 8), it still

retains the original form of the shell.

The inscriptions quoted by Bartholini {De 7Yi*«,

p. 226) seem to prove that the buccina was distinct

mm the cornu

:

but it is often (as in Aon. vii.

519) confounded with it. The buccina seems to

have been chieHy distinguished by the twisted

form of the 8hel4 from which it was originally

made. In later times it was carved from horn,

and perhaps from w*ood or metal, so os to imitate

the shell. The buccina was chieHy used to pro-

claim the watches of the day (Senec. Thyeat, 798)
and of the night, hence called buccina printo, se-

cinK/u, Ac. (Polyb, xiv. 3; LIv. xxvL 15; Sll.

ItaL vii. 154 ;
Propert iv. 4. 63 ; Cic. Pro Afur.

9.) It was also blown at funerals, and at festive

entertainments both before sitting down to table

and after. (Taciu Ann. xv. 30.) Macrobius (i. U)
tells us that tritons holding buocinae were fixed on
the roof of the temple of Saturn.

The musician who played the buccina was called

huednator, [B. J.]

BULLA, a circular plate or boss of inotal, so

called from its resemblance in form to a bnhblo
floating upon water. Bright studs of this descrip-

tion were nsed to adorn the sword-l>elt (a«rra
6«/iie cingula^ Virg. Acn, ix.. S59 ;

huUia arper

5a//eM, SiA ApolL Cumu 2). Another use of

them was in doors, the parts of which were fas-

tened together by brass-headed, or even by gold-

headed nails. (Plaut. Adn. ii. 4, 20; Cic. fVrr.

iv. 66.) The magnificent V>ronze doors of the

Pantheon at Rome arc enriched with highly onui-

mented bosses, some of which arc here shown.

We most frequently read, however, of bullae as

tmuimcnts worn by children suspended from the

neck, and especially by the ions of the noble and
wealthy. Such a one is called Acres bmHaiuM by
Juvenal {Sui. xiv. 4). HU bulla w*as made of thin

plates of gold. Its usual form is shown in the

annexed woodcut, which represents a fine bulla

preserved in the British Museum, and U of the

size of the original

The use of the W/o, like that of the pmetextn,

was derived from the Etruscans, whence it is

called by Juvenal (v. 164) uvrant Ktnucum. It

wus originally w'om only by the children of the

patricians, but subsequently by all of five birth (Cio.

I* 4

Digitized by Coog[e
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Vtrr. i. 58) ;
while children of the libcrtini were

only pcmiitt^ to wear an ornament of the same

kind made of leather (nodus ta$iium et si^um de

paupere Inro^ Juv. v. 165 ;
Ubertinis seoriea^ Akod.

tul tSc, 1. e.). The bulla was laid aaide, together

with the practcxtn» and waa consecrated on this

occasion to the I«ait8. (Pers. v. 31.) Examples

of boys represented with the bulla are not unfre-

quent in statues, on tombs, and in other works of

art. (SpoD, Mite. p. 2.19 ;
Middleton, AnL Mon.

tab. 3.) [J. Y.]

BURIS. [Aratrum.]
BUSTUA'RII. [Funus.]
BUSTUM. [Funus.]
BUXUM (wotor), properly means the wood of

the box tree, but was given as a name to many
things made of this wood. The tablets used for

writing on, and covered with wax {lalMheceratae)^

were usually made of this wood. Hence we read

in Propertius (UL 22. 8),
** Vulgari buxo sordida

cent fuit.'* These tabdUu were sometimes called

eero/a 5aut>. In the same way the Greek -rv{/oi',

formed from
**• box«wood,*' came to be ap>

plied to any tablets, whether they were made of

this wood or any other substance
; in which sense

|

the word occurs in the Septuagint (va

Xftfira, Eaod, xxiv. 12 ;
compare It. 8 ; llah.

ii. 2).

Tops were made of box-wood {vfdubiU 5iuwni,

Viig. Aen. viL 382 ; Pers. iii. 51) ;
and also all

wind instruments, especially the 6ute, as is the case

in the pr.'sent day (Ov. Ex Pont. i. 1 . 45, Mrt. xiL

158, Fast, vi 697 ; Virg. Aen. ix. 619). Combs
also were made of the same wood ; whence Juvenal

(xiv. 194) speaks of capul intaeium buxo.

BYSSUS (fibcffos). It has been a subject of

some dispute whether the b^'ssus of the ancients

was cotton or linen. Herodotus (iL 86) says that

the mummies were wmpped up in bytsine timiott

(ffiriduos 0u<r<rlyrfs rsXa^A^t), which Uosellini

and many modem writers maintain to bo cotton.

Tho only decisive test, however, as to the material

of mummy cloth is the microscope ; and from the

numerous examinations which have been made, it

is quite certain that the mummy cloth was made
of flax and not of cotton, and therefore whenever
tlie ancient wTiters apply the term byssus to the

mummy cloth, we must understand it to mean
linen.

The word byssus appears to come from the

Hebrew tmtx, and the Greeks probably got it

through the Phoenicians. (See Gesenius's Tile-

taurus.) Pausonias (vi 26. § 4) says that the

district of Elis was well adapted for growing
byssus, and remarks that all th<‘ people, whose
land is adapted for it, sow hemp, flax, and byssus.

In another passage (v. 5. § 2) he says that Elis is

the only place in Greece in which byssus grows,

and remarks that the byssus of Elis is not inferior

to that of the Hebrews in fineness, but not so vel-

low (^cadHf). The women in Patrae gained tKeir

living by making head-dresses ((tsicpoipaAot), and
weaving cloth from tho byssus grown in Elis.

(Pans. viL 21. § 7.)

Among later writr-rs, the word byssus may per-

haps bo used to indicate either cotton or linen

cloth. Biiitigcr {SaUmOy vol. ii. p 105) supposes

that the byssus was a kind of muslin, which was
employed in making the cclcbrnti‘d Coan garments.
It is mentioned in the Gospel of St. Luke (xvi. 9)
as part of the dress of a rich man. (Compare Per.

CACABUS.
xviii. 12.) It was sometimes dyed of a purple or

crimson colour {^Oxatyoir wop^opoor, Hcsych.).

Pliny (xix. 4) speaks of it os a species of flax

(liMum)j and says that it served muUertun maeime
dfliciit, (Yates, Textrinum Antiquorwny p. 267,

&c.)

C.K.

CABEPRIA (safslpta), mysteries^ festivals, and
orgirs solemnised in all places in which the Pelas-

gian Calieiri, the most mysterious and perplexing

deities of Grecian mythology, were worshipped,

but especially in Somothrace, Imbros, Lemnos,
Thebes, Anthedon, Pcrgomus,and Ben'tot. (Paus.

ix. 25. § 5, iv. ] . § 5, ix. 22. § 5, L 4. 1 6 ;
Euseb.

Praep. Eranp. p. 31.) Little is known respecting

the ritrs observed in these mysteries, as no one was
allowed to divulge them. (Strabo, x. p. 470, Ac;
Apollon. Khod. L 917; Orpb. Aryan. 469; Valer.

Flocc. ii. 435.) Diagoros is said to have provoked

the highest indignation of the Athenians by bis

having made these and other mysteries public.

(Athenag. il 5.) The most celebrated were
those of the island of Samothrace, w’hich, if we
may judge from those of Lemnos, were s<dcmnised

every year, and lasted for nine days. The admis-
sion was not confined to men, for we find instances

of women and boys being initiated. (SchoL ad
Eurip. Phoen. 7 ;

Plut. Alex. 2

;

Donatus ad Terent,

Pkorm. i. 15.) Persons on their admission seem
to have undergone a sort of examination respect-

ing the life they had led hitherto (Plut Jjoced.

Apophth. AtUalcul. p. 141. cd. Tauchnitz), and
were then purified of all their crimes, even if they

had committed murder. (Livy, xlv, 5 ; Schol. ad
Theocrit. ii. 12 ; Hesych. t. e. KoiTjj.) The pricft

who undertook the purification of murderers boro

the name of koItis. The persons who were ini-

tiated received a purple ribbon, which was worn
around their bodies os an amulet to preserve them
against all dangers and storms of the ica. (SchoL
ad Apollon, t. c.

;
Diodor. v. 49.)

Respecting the Lemnian Cabelria we know that

their annual celebration took place at night (Cic.

De Nat. Deor. i. 42), and lasted for nine dnys,^

during which all fires of the island, which were
thought to be impure, were extinguished, socrificss

were oflfered to the dead, and a sacred vessel u*ai

sent out to fetch new fire from Delos. During these

sacrifices the Cabeiri were thought to be altscnt with
the sacred vessel

; after the return of which, the

pure fire was distributed, and a new life began,

probably with banquets. (Schol. ad Apollon. Rkod.
i. 608.)

Tho great celebrity of the Samothracion m\'s-

tcrics seem to have obscured and thrown into ob-

livion those of Lemnos, from which Pythagoras is

said to have derived a part of his wisdom. (lam-
blich. Vit. I*yth. c. 151 ; compare MUUer’s
nwfia, p. 150.) Concerning the ci'lebnition of tho

Cal>eina in other places nothing is known, and they

seem to have fiillen into decay at a very early

period. (Comp. Guthbcrlet, T)e Myderiit Deomm
OdArorumy Francquerac, 1704, 4to. ; Welckcr, Din
Aetchyl. Tril. p. 160, Ac.

;
E. O. Ilaupt, De

ffione Calnriaau 1834, 4to.
; Ijobock, Apiaophamuty

p. 1281, dtc. ; Keiirick, The Ejyjd of7/cror/, p. 264,
Ac.) [L.S.]
CACABUS. [.Auturpsa.]
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KAKEOOTUAS DIKE' (Kcuntpoyias Wjnj),

ww on action for abusive language in the Attic

couita. This action it likewito called Kcuatyoplov

tUni (Dem. e. Mid, p. 544), Xoiioplas iUni {ittitcitf

AoiSoplos, Ariitoph. Ktsjp. 1207), and KoxoXoyias
Slirn. This action could bo brought agaioti on
individual wbo applied to another certain abusive

epithets, such as irarpaXotor, Ac.,

which were included under the general name of

icw6^pnra. [Aporrhita.] It was no justitica-

tion that these words were spoken in anger. (Lys.

e. neonm. pp. 372, 573.) By a law of Solon it

was also forbidden to speak evil of the dead
;
and if

a person did so, he was liable to this action, which

c<mld be brought against him by the nearest rela-

tion of the deceased. (Dem. e, Leptm, p. 488, c.

BomA. p. 1022 ; Plut. Std. c. 21.) If an individual

abused any one who was engof^ in any public

office, the offender not only snared tbe ordinar)*

punishment, bot incurred the loss of his rights as a
citizen (dri^), since the state was considered to

have been insulted. (Dem. c. Mid, p. 524.)

If the defendant was convicted, he had to pnj a
fine of 500 drachmae to the pbrintiff. (Isoc. e.

Lodi, p, 396 ; Lya. c, Theonm. p. 354.) Plutarch,

however, mentioos that, accordi^ to one of Solon's

laws, whoever spoke evil of a person in the temples,

courts of josUce, public offices, or in public festi-

vals, had to pay 5ve drachmae ; but as Plainer

(/^niOBss bei dem Adikerm^ voL ii. p. 192) has ob-

served, the law of Solon was probably changed,

and the heavier fine of 500 dr^hmac substituted

in the place of the smaller sum. Demosthenes,

in his oration against Meidias (p. 543) speaks of a
fine of lOOO dz^bnuie ; but this is probably to be

explained by supposing that Demosthcoet brought

two actions Ktunrropias
;
one on his own account,

and the other on account of the insults which
Meidias had committed against his mother and
sister. This action was probably brought before the

thesmothetae (Dem. e. Mid. p. 544), to whom the

related belong<^. The two speeches

of Lysias against Tbeomnestus were spoken in on

action of this kind.

KAKOLO'OIAS DIKE'. [Kakegorias
Dike.]
KAKO'SIS («r<Lc«Mm), in the language of the

Attic law, does not signify every kind of ill-treat-

ment, hut

1.

The ill-treatment of parents by their children

yw4m¥), 2. Of women by their bus-

bands {Kimmcis ywoiKmv), 3. Of heiresses (xd-
:

tnuris Twy iwutX^ipmv). 4. Of orphans and widows
.

by their guardians or any other persons (icdiccMrir

rmv jcol ‘yvKoorwy).*

1. yw4ttv was committed by those who
•track their jiarents, or apfdied abusive epithets to

them, or refuaed them the means of support when
they were able to afford it, or did not bury them
after their death and pay them proper honours.

(Aristoph. Av. 757, 1 356 ; Suidas, s. v, ntXaffyirnhs

p6fMos.) It was no justification for children that

their parents bad treated them badly. If^ however,
they were illegitimate, or hod not receiv^ a proper

education from their parents, they could not be
prosecuted for xdiuKris, (Meier, AU, Proeestf p.

288.)

2. yv^aimAw was committed by hus-

bands who ill-treated their wives in any manner
or had intercourse with other women (Diog. Loi'rt.

iv. 17; compare Plut. Aicib. 8), or denied their
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' wires the marriage duties ;

fur by a law of Sulon,

the husband was bound to visit his wife tlireo

times every month, at least if she w as an heiress.

(Plot. Soi. 20, J^rofic. 23.) In the comedv of
Cratinus, called the ” Wine Flask ” (nur/yr?),

Comedy was represented as the wife of Cmtinus,
who brought an action ogninst him because be neg-

lected her and doroted all his attention to the
wine flask. (Schol. ad AritAopk. Kquit. 399.)

3. Kdu(»cit Twy /wucAnpwy was committed by
the nearest relatives of poor heiresses, who neither

married them themselves, nor gave them a dowry
in order to marry them to persons of their own
rank in life (Dero. c. Maeart. p. 1076 ; linrpocr. $. s.

*Evi5oror,
j
Suid. Phot. s. t>.

; or, if

they roanied them themselves, did not perform ibo
marriage duties. (Plut. Sol. 20.)

4. Kdavcrit rwf &p<payi>y koI 7^
yaixAif was committed by those who injured in

any way either orphans or widows, both of whom
were considered to be in an especial manner under
the protection of the chiefarchon. (Dem. c. Macari.

p. 1076; 6 Spx^t'-, Sorts /it«^cA<7to rwy xvp^*'
Kcu Twy 6p<pavu¥, Ulpian. ad Ifrmosth. c. 7Vmixt.)

The speech of Isocus on the Inheritance of Hagnias,
is a defence against on cltrayyfAta Komuirtvs of

this kind.

All these cases of rndKctais belonged to the

jurisdiction of the chief archon (fipx**'

If a person wronged in any way orphans, heiresses,

or widows, the archon could inflict a fine upon them
himself

; or if be considered the person deserving

of greater punishment, could bring him before tho

heliaeo. (Dem. c. Mucari. p. 1076. Lex.) Any
private individual could also accuse parties guilty

of Kdmwffis by means of laying an information

(c/ffOTycA/a) before tbe chief archon, though some-
times the accuser proceeded by means of a regular

indictment (ygo^), with an iycbcpiatj before tlie

archon. (Dem. e. Panlaenri. p. 980.) Those who
accused persons guilty of icdxwtnr incurred no

danger, as wus usually the case, if the defendant

w*as acquitted, and they did not obtain the fifth

part of tho votes of tbe dicosts. (Harpocr. s. r.

ElcoTycAiO.)

The punishment docs not appear to have been
fixed for tho different cases of trMwtnr, but it was
generally severe. Those found guilty of mixteats

7oy««y lost their civil rights (drifua), hut were al-

lowed to retain their property {dnoi irtpot ^aap
rk irtifuertiy rfi bk xPnPoer<t *^X^*'* Andoc. />e

36 ; Xcn. Mem. u. 2. § 13): but if the

xweteats consisted in beating their parents, tho

hands of the offenders might even be cut off.

(Meursius, Them. A/tic. I 2.) .

KAKOTECIINION DIKE (Kcu«n*x»'*»y
Sim}), corresponds in some degree with an action

for subornation of perjury. It might be instituted

against a party to a previous suit, whose witnesses

had already been convicted of fiUschood in an action

i^ftviofutfrrvpMy. (Harpocr. t.v. ; Dem. c. AV.
amd Mmes. p. 1139. 11.) It has been also tnr-

mised that this proceeding was available ogninit

the same party, when persons had subscribed them-
selves fidsely os summoners in the declaration or

indictment in a previous suit (Meier, AU. Proe,

p. 335) ;
and if Plato's authority with respect to

the terms of Attic law can be considered conclu-

sive, other cases of conspiracy and contrivance may
have borao this title. (PlaL Left. xi. p. 936, e.)

W’ith respect to the court into which these aiuscg
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were brought, and the advantagea obtained by the

succeuful party, we have no information. ( Meier,

Atf. Prve. pp. 45, 386.) [J. & M.
CADA'VEll. [FuNua]
CAUISCI (KoilffKQt). [PSKPRUa]
CADU'CEUS {tcrtfivKuor^ KUpvKiov^ Thucyd.

53 ;
Ki)pv«^(or, Herod, ix. 100) wa« the staff or

macc carried by heralds and ambassadors in time

of war. ( Pollux, Tiii. 138.) This -name is also

given to the staff with which Hermes or Mercury
is usually represented, as is shown in the following

figure of Hermes, taken from an ancient vase,

which is given in Millin's J*eintures <U Vatet An-
vol. i. pi. 70.

The caducetu was originally only an olive branch

with the <rrf/</urra which wore afterward formed

into snakea (MUllcr, Arckaologie der A'lwsf, p.

504.) Later mythologists invented tales about

these snakes. Hyginus tells us that Mercury once i

found two snakes fighting, and divided them with
his w*and ;

from which circumstance they were '

used as an emblem of peace. (Compare Plin. //. N.
xxix. 3.)

From eaduceus was formed the word Otduoeaior,

which signific-d a person sent to treat of peace. (Liv.

xxxii. 3*2
; Nep. H<umA, 11 ; Amm. Marc.xx. 7 ;

Qcll. x. 27.) The persons of the Caduceaiores

were considered sacrc<L (Cato, ap. Fett. r. v.
;

Cic.

ZM Oral. ii. 46.) The Caduoeua was not os^ by
the Romans. They used instead veriiema and
taffmima, which were carried by the Fetiales. (Dig.

i. tit 8. a 8.) [FsTiALsa]
CADU'CUM. [Bona Caduca.]
CADUS («rd8or, ad58ot), a large vessel usually

made of eaithen-wrare, which was used for several

purposes among the ancienta Wine was fre-

quently kept in it
;
and wc learn from an author

quoted by Pollux that the amphora was also called

cadus (Pollux, X. 70, 71 ; Suidas, #. e. Kddor).

The vessel used in drawing waU'r from wells was
called cadus (Aristoplu Ecdu. 1003; Pollux, x.

31 ), or 7«u/Xdr. (Suidas, a v. FovAdr.) The name
of cadus w*as sometimes given to the vessel or um
in which the counters or pebbles of the dicasts were
put, when they gave their vote on a trial, but the

CAELATURA.
duninutive ttailffKos was more commonly used in

this signification. [Psapiiua]
CAELATU^RA (ropvvrui^), a branch oi

the fine arts, undtf which all sorts of ornamental
work in metal, except actual statues, appear to

be included. The principal processes, which these

words were used to designate, seem to have been

of three kinds : hammering metal plates into

moulds or dies, so as to bring out a raised pat-

tern ;
engraving the eurfisce of metals with a sharp

tool
;
and working a pattern of one metal upon or

into a surface of another: in short, the various

processes which we describe by the words eiosMig,

datHotetmimj^ &c. Milliiigcn, who is one of the

best authorities on such subjects, says ^ The art of

working the precious metals either separately, or

uniting them with other substances, was called

toreutic^. It was known at a very early epoch, as

may be inferred from the shield of Achilles, the

ark of Ct'pselus, and other productions of the

kind.** I'hero is, however, some doubt whether,

in their origin.*\l meaning, the words ropwrue^ and
caelaiiffa described the first or the second of the

above processes : but both etymology and usa^
are in ferour of the latter view. The word roptvcf

means originally to bort^ to pierce by entting^ and
the cognate substantives ropevs and rop6e ore ap-

plied to any pointed instrument, such as the tool

of the engraver (ropetrr^t : see Seiler u. Jacobitx,

Uaeidtoofierhmek d. Griodt, Sprache^ e. rr.). So in

I.AtiD, cfuio (to chase), and oue/aM (the chasing

tool), are undoubtedly connected with eaedo (to

cut). It may also be obsened that for working
metals by hammering other words are used, iKab-

viiv, 9g>vprikarei»y ^xicpo^fiy, akw-
dere, and that works in metal i^e by hammor*
ing plates into a raised pattern are ^Icd bttd-

yAv^f and tfxrvwa [Anaolvpha]. With regard

to the usage of the terms, it is enough to remark,

that a very large proportimi of the onuunental

works in metal, dludcd to by the ancient writers,

from Homer downwards, must have been executed

by the process of engraving, and not of hammering.

But, whichever process the terms may have been

originally intended to designate, in practice both

processes w’crc frequently united. For all vessels

made out of thin pistes of metal, the process seems

to have been first to l*cat out the plate into the

raised pattern, and then to chase it with the

graving tool. There is an example of this kind

of work in the British Museum, noticed by Mil-

lingen.

Another question has been raised, whether

Top«im«r^ and caetalura arc precisely equivalent

:

but it is the opinion of the best wTiters on art

that they are so, though Quatremm de Quincy and

others suppose ropevrue^ to refer to any work in

relief, and even to chryselephantine statues. (See

Oaratoni, tn Cic. Verr. iv. 23 ; Salmas. Kecrc. ad
SUin. p. 736, foil ; Heyne, Antiqtiar. Att/t'dlUy

ii. p. 127.) Quintilian (il 21) expressly dis-

tinguishes oaelaiMra and m^ptmra by saying that

the former includes works in gold, eilcer, bromjse,

and troa, while the. Utter embraces, besides these

materials, alto wood, itwy, marbU, ^ast, and gems.

It most therefore be understood as an accommo-

dated use of the term when Pliny says of glass, --~>

** argenti modo cacUtur.** {fl. N. xxxvi. 26. a 66.)

The fact which is implied in the words jiut

quoted, that silver was the chief material un

which the codator worked, is expressly stated by

•- I
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Plinj, at the CQcnin«ncrin«nt of the paMoge which

form* ooe of our chief aathorities on the aubject

{H. S. xzziil 12. a. 55) ; where he mentiona it

aa a remarkable fad that many had gained re-

nown for chaaing in ailrer, but none for chaaing in

gold: it ia not howerer to be inferred that gold

was not chased, for works in gold are lrci}ueiit]y

mentioned by other aathora. From the same sec-

tion, and from other aathoritiea, we loam that

arorka of thu kind were also executed in bronze

and iron (Quint L e. ; Forcellini, a. r.). Two ex-

amples of chasing in iron desenre especial notice,

the one for its antiquity, the other for its beauty

:

the farmer is the iron blue of the rase dedicated

by Alyattes, king of Lydia, at Delphi, which was

the work of Olwcus of Chios, and was chased

with small figures of animals, insects, and plants

(Herod, i. 25 ; Paus. z. 1$. $ 1 ; Ath. t. p.

2 1 0, b. c ; Viet, of Biog. t. v. Ghactu) : the latter

ia the iron helmet of Alexander, the work of

Theophilaa, which glittered like aiWer (Plut Ale*.

32) : Strabo, moreoTer, meutiuna the people of

Cibyra, in Asia Minor, aa noted for their skill in

chasing iron (Strab. xiil p. 631 ).

The objects on which the eaeUitor exercised hia

art were chiefly we^xma and armour— especially

ahields, chariots, tripods, and other Totire offerings,

quoits, candelabra, thrones, curule chaira, tniirors,

goblets, disbea, and all kinds of gold and silver

plate. Arms were often ornamented with patterns

tn gold (7pavr5 iv SwXy tyxplxfff eUtiy {Corp.

Inter. r<A i No. 124 ;
$eutum ckrytograpkalunu,

TrebeU. Oamd. 14). Chaaed bronze helmets and
greaves have been found at Pompeii and elsewhere,

(il/ata. Borb. iii. 60, iv. 13, . 29 ;
Brikisted, die

Bromxen von Stris.) Chariots, especially those

used in the chariot-races and triumphal process,

were often made of bronze richly chased [Ct'R-

itus]: under the Roman emperors private carriages

(earraccw) were often covert with plates of cha^
bronze, silver, and even gold (Plin. If.M xxxiiL 1 1

.

a. 49 I Suet Claud. 16 ;
Martial iiL 72 ; Lamprid.

Alex. See. 43; Vopisc. Anrd. 46; Carruca).
In candelabra, mirrors, and so forth, the remains

of Etruscan art are very rich. An elaborate ac-

count of ancient tripods is given in MUller's essay,

Udber die Tripodm^ in tbe A wa/<5ea, toIs. L a^
iiL Respecting vessels of mid and silver plate, and
other ornaments, among toe numerous references

of the ancient authors, those of Cicero (5i Verr.

ir.), and Pliny (/f. N. xxxiiL 11, 12. s. 50—54)
are among the most impevtant and interesting.

The ornamental work with which the chaser

decorated such objects consisted either of simple

running pattema, chiefly in imitation of plants and
dowers, or of animals, or o( mythological subjects,

and, for armoor, of battles. To tbe first class belong

the lauett filieatae, pampmatae^ patiuae kederaiae^

and dieei ooejmbiati ((^ L e, ; TrebelL Claud. 1 7)

:

onaments of the seomd class were common on the

bronze and gold vases of Corinth (Ath. t. p. 1 99, e.)

and on tri{wds {Amaltk. toL iii p. 29) ; and the

mythological subjects, which were gener^y taken
frm Hoomt, were reserved for the arorks of the

greatest masters of the art : they were generally

executed in very high relief {au^ypka). In the

finest works, the ornamental pattern was frequently

distinct from tbe vessel, to which it was either

fiuteoed permanently, or to that it could be re-

moved at pleasure, t^ vessel being of silver, and

the ornaments of gidd, erwtor out mUemata, (Ck.
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in Verr. iv. 23; Jpv. L 76 ;
MartiiiJ. till. 51 ;

Ovid. Md. V. HI
; Ath.v. p. 199 ; Pauli. 5en/. iii.

6, 8 ; Scnec. Kp. 5
; coma Ciirysindrta).

The art of ornamental metal-work was in an
advanced stage of progress among the Urerks of the

heroic period, as we sec from numerous passages of

Homer. In Italy, also, the Etrusi'ans, as al>ove

staU'd, hod early attained to great proficiency in it.

In the time of the last dyiuuly of Lydian kings, a
groat impulse was given to the art, especially hr
their magnificent presents to the iKdphian temple

;

and belonging to this period, we have the names of
Glaucus,os already mentioned, and of Thcodorus of
Samos, who made a great silver vessel for Croesus,
the ring of Polycmte^ and a golden veur) which
afterwards adorned the paliicoof the Persian kings.

Hut its perfi^tioD would of course depend on tliatot

the arts of design in general, especially of sculpture
;

and thus we can readily accept the italemeiit of
Pliny that its origin, in the high artistic sense, is to

be ascrib<‘d to Pheidias, and its complete develop-

raenl to Polydoitus. (Plin. //. A', xxxiv. 8. s. 1 9. § 1

,

/>ninxjr^ue [Bkidiatl artem tareuticem aperuiite attpte

demonttratte meritojudicatur

:

ibid. § 2, //ic (7Vy-
deiut) . . .judicutur toreuUcm tic eruditte^ ut Bkidtat
aperuitte). There can, indeed, be no doubt that
the toreutic art was an important accessory to the
arts of statuary and sculpture, especially in works
executed in bronze and in ivory and gold. In fact,

in the latter class of works, the parts executed in

gold belonged properly to^the deportment of the
caelator

:

and hence arisen the error of several

modem writers who have made the chryselephan-
tine statues a branch of the toreutic art. The in-

timate connection of this art with statuary and
sculpture is further shown by the fact that several

of the great artists in these departments were also

renowned as silver-chasers, such os Myron and
Pasitelea. In the a^ of Pheidias, tbe most dis-

tinguished luune is tnst of Mys, who engraved the
battle of the Lapithae with the Centaurs on tho
shield bf Pheidias's colossal bronze statue of Athena
Proinachus in the Acropolis, and who is said to have
worked from designs drawn by the band of Par-
rbasius ; but the latter point involves a chronological

difficulty. (Sec Diet, of Biog. s. et*. A/yi, Vn^
iteUs.) In tbe period from the time of Pheidias
to that of tbe Roman conquest of Greece, tbe fol-

lowing ruuncs are preserved: Acragas, Doclhus,
and Mentor, the most distinguished of all the artists

in this department
;
the sculptor Mrron and his son

Lycius
;
idler them, Colamis, Antipater ; and the

imUter of a work mentioned with especial admira-
tion by Pliny, Stratonicus

;
a little later, Tsuriscus

of Cyzictis, Ariston and Eunicus of Mytilme, and
Hecataeus. Tbe Greek kings of Syria, espe^ly
Antiochus Kpiphoncs, were great patrons of the ait.

(Ath. V. p. 293, d.) In the last age of the Ho-
man Republic, the prevailing wealth and luxury,
and the presence of Greek artists at Rome, com-
bined to bring the art more than ever into requi-

sition. Silver-chasers seem to have been regularly

em;4oycd in the establishments of the great nM>n

of Rome ; and Pliny mentions, as belonging to the
age of Pompey the Great, Pasiteles, Posidonius of
Ephesus, LeMtntides, Zopyrus, Pytheoa, and
lastly Teucer. After this period, the art suddenly
fell into disuse, so that, in the time of Pliny, chased
Tcssols were valued only for their age, though the
chasing was so worn down bv use that even the

figures could not be distinguisiied. (//. M xxxiiL
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12. a. 55, jfxxiv. 8. a. 19 ; tee the article* on the

artist* .il)ove mcntiuued in tbc Diciionaty of

The principal ancient writer* on thU art, who*c i

work* Pliny used, were Antii'^nua, Mciuicchinu*,

XeiiocratcA, Duria, Mcnandor, and especially

pHsiteles, who wrote mirohilia npem. (Plin. H. N.
Elench. lib. xxxiii.) The most important modem
works on the subject are the following : Winckel-

nuinn, HVnhr, passim ; Mlllingcn, IJnfdiUil Monu-
ments^ ii. 12 ; Veltheim, Eticas uber Metnnoh's

iiiliUauley Aero's Smamgd^ TornUik^ &c. ;
Qualre-

mcre dc (Quincy, Le Jupiter Olympien ; Welckcr,

Zeiiteb. f, (te*ch. u. Aus/eif. d. alt. Kunst^ vol. i.

part 2. p. 280 ; Hirt, CeUr das Materud^ die

Tec/uiik^ Ac., in the Amultbeat voL i. p. 239.

foil.
;
Miiller, Iltmdb. d. ArcA'doioyie der A'ans/,

§311) [P.S.]

CAKLIBATUS. [Aes Uxorium ; Lex
J irUA ET Papia Poppaxa.]
CAEiUTUM TA'RULAE. [Aerarii.]
CAKSAK, a title of the Uoman um{>erors, was

originally a family name of the Julia gens ; it was
assumed by OcUiTvinus as the adopted son of the

great dictator, C. Julius Caesar, and w'os by him
bonded down to his adopted son Tiberius. It con-

tinued to be used by Caliguhi, Claudius, and Nero,

as members cither by adoption or female descent of

Caesar's family ; but though the family became
extinct w'ith Nero, succeeding emperors still retained

the name as port of their titles, and it was the

practice to pretix it to their own names, as for in-

stance, /mperator Caesar Zk>mL/<<Mi(S Augustus.

When Hadrian adopted Aelius V'orus, he allowed

the latter to take the title of Caesar ; and from this

time, though tbc title of Augustus continued to be

confined to the reigning emperor, that of Caesar

WTis also granted the second person in the state

and the heir presumptive to the throne. (Eckhel,

vol. viii. p. 367, dtc.) [Arousrtus.)
CALAMlSTHUM,an instrument made of iron,

and hollow like a rood (oa/a/aiis), used for curling

the hair. For this purpose it wus heated, the per-

son who performed the othce of heating it in wood-
ashes (cMi>) being called einijio^ or cuserarius, (Hor.

StU. i. 2. 98; lleindorf, ad loc.) This use of heated

irons was ad<^tcd very early among the Uomans
(PlauL Asin. iii. 3. 37), and became as common
among them as it has been in modem times. (Virg.

Aen. zil 1 00.) In the age of Cicero, who frequently

alludes to it, the Roman youths, as well as the

malroiis, often appeared w'ith their hair curled in

this manner {calamistrati). We see the result in

many antique statues and busts. [J. Y.J
CA^LAMUS (RoXc^iOs, Pollux, x. 15), a sort

of reed which the ancients used as a pen for writing.

(Cic. (sd AIL vl 8 ; Hor. 7>s Art. /W/. 447.) The
best sorts were got from Aeg^'pt and Cnidus. (Plin.

//. N. xri. 36, 64.) So Martial (xir. 38), ^ I>at

chartis hahilcs calamos Mcmpliitica tellus." When
the reed became blunt, it was sharpened with a

knife, scalprum lUrrarium (Tac...<4mi. v. 8 ; Suet
ViteV. 2) ; and to a reed so sharpened the epithet

temperatus, used by Cicero, probably refers (Cic.

Ad Qu. F. ii 15, *^calaino et atramento temperato

res agetur "). One of the inkstands given under the

article Atramsnti'M has a calamus upon it The
calamus was split like our pens, and hence Ausonius

(rii. 49) calls it fissipes or clovenfootvd. [A. A.]
CAE.VNTICA. [Coma.]
CA'LATHUS, dim. C.ALATIIISCUS (adXa.
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RaXa^liTKOs), also called rdXopor usually sig-

nified the basket in which women placed their

w'ork, and rspocially the materials fur spimiing.

Thus, Pollux (x. 125) speaks of both rdAopor and
Kd\a0os as yvyaiKcsulnios : and in an-
other passage (vii 29), he names them in connec-

tion with spinning, and says that the rdXapos and
KoXaSioKos were the same. These bsiskets were
made of osiers or reeds ; w hence we read in Pollux

(vii 173) w\4Ktty raXdpovs xol KoMsBiaKovs^ and
in Catullus (Ixiv. 319) —

“ Ante pedes autem candentis mollia lonac

Vetlera virgati custodiebant eaJaihisci.**

They appear, however, to have been made in earlier

limes of more valuable materials, since we read in

Homer (Od. iv. 125) of a silver rd\apos. They
frequently occur in paintings on vases, and often

indicate, as Bdttiger {yasengem. iii. 44) has re-

marked, that the scene represented takes place in

the gynaeconitis, or women's apartmonta In the

following woodcut, taken from a painting on a vnae

(Millin, Peintures de Vases Anivptes, vul. L pi. 4),

u slave, helunuing to the class called quasillariae^ U
presenting her mUtrrss with the caLubus, iu which
the wool was kept for cmbroidciy? &c.

Baskets of this kind w*ere also used for other pur-
poses (Bdttiger, Sabimi^ vx>l. ii. pp. 252, 258), such

os fur carrying fruits, flowers, A:c. (Ovid. Art. Am.
ii. 264.) The name of calathi w'os also given to

cups for holding wine (V’^irg. Ed. v. 71).

(^alathus was properly a Greek word, though

used by the Latin writers. I'hc Latin word cor-

responding to it was qualus (Hor. Carm. iii. 12.

4 ), or fptasiHus (Festus s. Calathus ; Cic. PhiUfp. iii.

4 ;
Prop. iv. 7. 37). From quasUlus came 9«<isr7ir/ria,

the name of the sbvc w*ho spun, and who was con-

sidered the meanest of the female sUves. (Petron.

132 ; Tibnll. iv. 10. 3.) [Fuaua ; Tela.]
CALCAR (^1^, iyusrrp'ts^ Pollux, x, 12), a

spur. The Greek name for spurs w*ns token from

the flies, W'hicb infest horses with their stings : hence

tbc verb pwsirl^uy^ to spur. (Xen. de He Jig. viiL 5%

X. 1, 2 ;
Heliodor. ix. p. 432, ed. Commelin.) The

Athenian gentry sometimes showed their conceit

hr walking about the Agora in spurs after riding

(Thcoplirast. Char, xxi.) Spurs W(>re early usc'd

by the Romans, os appears from the mention of

them in Plautus (Asin. iii. 3. 118) and Lucretius (v.

1074). They arc likewise often alluded to by Cicero

(De Orat. iiL 9, ad Atl. vL 1), Ovid (De Ponto^ it.

9. 38 ;
iv. 2. 3.5), Virgil (/emtia cu/or. Am. xi.

714), nnd subsequent Ronuin authors. [J. Y.]
CA'LCKUS, CALCEAMKN, CALCK.\-

MENTU.M (urod^/ta, t<5iAo»'), a shoe or booty
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AQjr thing aUnptcd to cover and preseire the feet in

walking. The uae of vhoef was by no means uni-

venal among the Greeks and Romans. The
Homeric heroes arc represented without shoes

when armed for battle. According to ilie institu-

tions of Lycurgos, the yoong Spartaiu were brought

up without wearing shoes Xen. Hep,

iM, 2), in order Umt they might have the full use

of their feet in running, leaping, and climbing.

Socrates, Phocion, and Cato frequently went bare-

foot (dswoS^of, Aristoph. Nib. 10^ 362 ; Xen.

Mem,\» 6. §2, pede nuJoy Hor. Hp.i. 19. 12).

The Roman slaves had no shoes (ww/o to/o, Juv.

vii. 16), their naked feet being roaikcd with chalk

or gypsum. The covering of the feet was removed

before reclining at meala [Cobna.] To go bare-

foot also indicated haste, grief, distraction of mind,

or any violent emotion, as when V'^enus goes in

quest of Adonis (dods^aXor, Bion. L 2 1 ), and w*hcn

tbe Vestals flee from Rome with the apparatus of

sacred utensils. (Flor. L 1 3.) For similar reasons

sorceresses go with naked feet, when intent upon

the exercise of magical arts (Sen. A/adea, iv. 2. 1 4 ;

nmia paJem, OviA Md. vii 183 ;
pedilntt au</t>,

Jlor. Hat, i 8. 24), although sometimes one foot

only was unshod (iM»m ontto pedem nWfr, Virg.

jiem, iv. 518), and is so painted on fletiie vases.

That it was a very rare tning at Rome to sec a

respectable female out of doors without shoes, is

clear from the astonisliment experienced by Ovid

{FatL vi 397), until he was infonned of the reason

of it, in a particular instance.

^ Hue pede matronam vidi dcscendere nudo

:

Obstnpui tacitus, sostinuique gradum.**

The feet were sometimes bare in attendance on

funerala Thus the remains of Augustus wore col •

Iccted from the pyra by noblemen of the first rank

with naked foet. (SueL Aag. 100.) A picture

found at Herculaneum exhibits persons with naked

feet enpiged in the wmship of Isis {Ant. d'Ercol.

ii 320) ; and this practice was observed at Rome
in honour of Cybele (Prudent. Peru, 154). In

case of drought, a procession and ceremonies, called

NmdipedtUia^ were performed with a view to pro-

itiate tbe gods by the same token of grief and

nroiliatiod. (TerUiU. Apol. 40.)

The idea of the defilement arising from contact

with any thing that had died, led to the entire dis-

use of skin or leather by the priests of Egypt
Their shoes were made of vegetable materials

{adceoe ear papyroy Mart. Cap. 2.) [Baxa.]
Those of the Greeks and Romans who wore

hoes, including generally all persons except youths,

slaves, and ascetics, ccmsulted their convenience,

and indulged their fi^y, by inventing the greatest

possible variety in the forms, colours, and materials

of their shoes. Hence we find a multitude of

names, the exact meaning of which it is impossible

to ascertain
;
but which were often derived either

from the persons who were supposed to have

brought certain kinds of shoes into fashion, or from

tbe places where they were procured. We read,

for example, of ** shoes of Alcibiades of ** Sicyo-

nkn,** and ‘•Persian,*’ which were ladies* shoes

(Cic, De Orat L 54 ; Hesych.) ;
of ** Laconian,**

which were mens* shoes (Aristoph. The*. 149) ; and

of “ Cretan,** “ Milesian,** and “ Atheuian ** shoes.

The distinctions depending upon form may be

generally divided into those in which tbe mere sole

of a shoe was attached to the sole of the foot by
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ties or bands, or by n covering for tho toes or tho

instep [SoLsa ; Crepiua ; SaNuauuM ; S<ic-

ct'sj ; and those which ascendtvl higher and higher,

according ns they covered the ankles, the calf, nr

the whole of the leg. To calcenmentn of the latter

kind, I. e. to shoes and boots as dislinguished from

sandals and slippers, the term “calccus ** was ajH

plicd in its proper and restricted sense.

Besidc*s the diflenmee in the intcn'ols to wiiich

the calccus extended from tho sole upwards to the

knee, other \'arieties arose frsm its adaptation to

particular professions or modes of life. Thus the

CALioa was princifMlIy worn by soldiers
; the rxR(H

by labourers and rustics
;
and the corn urnur, by

tragedians, hitntors, mid horsemen.

Understanding “calceus** in its more confined

application, it included all those more complete

coverings for the feet which were used in ^miking

out of doors or in travelling. As roost commonly
worn, these prolmhly did not much dilfer from our

shoes, and arc exemplified in n jininting at llercu-

Iniieum {Ant. d'Krcolunoy i. 7be. 21), which repre-

sents a female wearing bracelets, a wn*ath of ivy,

and a panther's skin, while she is in the attitude of

dancing and playing on the cymbals.

On the other hand, a marble foot in the British

Museum exhibits the form of a man's shoe. Both

the sole and tbe upper leather arc thick and strong.

The toes are uncovered, and a thong posses hetweeu

the great and the second toe as in a sandal

DfcjitHr^l by Googli-
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The form and colour of the calceus were also

among the insignia of rank and office. Those who
were elevated to the senate wore high shoes like

boskini, fastened in hont with four black thongs

{niffrit pelUhtu^ Hor. Sat. i. 6, 27) and adorned

with a small crescent. (Mart ii. 29; Juv. ril

192.) Hence Cicero {Phil. xiii. 13), speaking of

the assumption of the senatorial dignitv by Asiniui,

says muiiwii oatcent. Among the calcei worn by
senators, those called mnUei., from their resemblance

to the scales of the red mullet (Isid. Or. zix. 14),

a*ere particularly admired ; os well as others called

aliUafy l)ecau8e the leather was softened by the

use of alum. ( Mart Juv. U. ce. ; Lydus, Mag.
t 32; Ovid, />e Art, Atn. iiu 271.) [J. Y.]
CALCULA'TOR (Ao^nrr^t) signihesa keeper

of accounts in general, but was also used in the

signification of a teacher of arithmetic ; whence
Martini (z. 62) classes him with the notariut or

writing-master. The name was derived from eal-

cult,, which were commonly used in teaching arith-

metic, and also in reckoning in general. [Abacus.]
Among the Greeks the Xxtyatr^s and ypofmarurrfts

appear to have been usually the tame person.

In Roman families of importance there was a
calculaior or account-keeper (Dig. 38. tit 1. s. 7),

who is, however, more frequently called by the

name of <lispen$ator or procam/or, who was a kind

of steward (Cic. ad AU. xi. 1 ; Plin. Ep. iii. 19

;

Suet Galb. 12, lesp. 22; Becker, Gallut, vol. L

p. 109.)

CA'LCULI were little stones or pebbles, used

for variaas purposes ; such, for example, as the

Athenians used in voting, or such as Demosthenes
put in his mouth when declaiming, in order to

mend his pronunciation. (Cic. Oral, t 61.)

Calculi Were used in playing a sort of draughts,

[Latrunculi.] Subsequently, instead of pebbles,

ivory, or silver, or gold, or ot&cr men (as we call

them) were used
;
but still called ealcuii. The

calculi were bicoloret. (Sidon. Epist. viii. 12;
Ovid. Trist. iu 477 ;

Mart Epig. xiv. 17. 2, xiv.

20.) Calculi were also used in reckoning, and
hence the phrases ca/cu/um poaerv (C^lum. iii. 3),

enladum tubducere. (Cic. £M Fm. ii. 19, &c.)

[Abacus.] [A. A.]
CALDA. [Cauda.]
CALDA'RIUM. [Balnbae.]
CALEND.VRIUM, or rather KALENDA'-

RIUM, is tho account-book, in which creditors

entered the names of their debtors and tho sums
which they owed. As the interest on borrowed

money was due on the Culendae of each month,

the name of Calendanum was given to such a book.

(Sctcc. De Drurf. u 2, vii. 10.) The word was

subsequently used to indicate a register of the

days, weeks, and months, thus corresponding to a
modem alnmnac or calendar.

1. Orxkk Calendar.— In the earliest times

the division of the year into its various seasons

appears to have been very simple and rude, and

it would serm that there w'as no other divi-

sion except that of summer (d«poy) and winter

(Xtipditv). To these strongly marked periods there

were afterwards added tLe periods of transi-

tion, rix. spring (fop) and autumn (ort^pa), with

certain subdivisions according to the different agri-

cultural pursuits peculiar to each of them. As,
however, the seasons of the year were of great

importance in regard to agriculture, it became
necessary to fix their beginning and end by con-

\
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nccting them with the rising or setting of certain

stars. Thus Hesiod (Op. et 381) describes

the time of the rising of the Plei^es as the time
for harvesting (dp?rror), and that of their setting

as the time fM- ploughing (iporos)
;
the time at

which Arctumi rose in the morning twilight as the
proper season for the vintage (1. e. 607), and other

phenomena in natures, such as the arrivtd of birds
of possaf^ tlie blossoming of certain plants, and the
like, indicated the proper seasons for other agri-

cultural occupations
; but although they may have

continued to be observed for centuries by simple
rustics, they never acquired any importance in the
scientific division of the year. [Astronomia.]

The moon being that heavenly body whose
phases are most easily observed, formed the basis

of the Greek calendar, and ail the religious festi-

vals were dependent on it. The Greek year was
a lunar year of twelve months, bnt at the same
time the course of the sun also was taken into

consideration, and the combination of the two
(Oemin. /§ag. 6 ; comp. Censorin. De Die Nat. 1 8

;

Cic. in Verr. ii. 62) involved the Greeks in great

difficulties which rendered it almost impossible for

them to place their chronology on a sure founda-

tion. It seems that in the early times it was be-

lieved that 12 revolutions of tho moon took place

within one of the tun ; a calculation which was
tolerably correct, and with which people were satis-

fied. The time daring which the moon revolved

around her axis, was calculated at an averag** or

round number of 30 days, which period was called

a month (Gcmin. L c.) ;
but even as early as tho

time of Solon, it wait well known that a lunar

month did not contain 30 da3rs, but only 29^ Tho
error contained in this calculation co^d iKit long

remain unobserved, and attempts were made to

ocOToct it. The principal one was that of creating

a cycle of two years, called Tptmppfs, or anmtu
magnuMy and containing 26 months, one of the two
years, consisting of 12 and the other of 13 months.

The months themselves, which in the time of

Hesiod (Op. el Diet, 770) had been reckoned at

30 days, afterwards oltcmntely contained 30 days

(fun mmths, vKlipeis) and 29 days (hollow months
KotKou) According to this arrangement, one year
of the cycle contained 354, and the other 384 days
and the two together were about 7\ days more
than two tropical or solar years. (Gcmin. 6 ;

Censorin. 1 8). When this mode of reckoning was
introduced, is unknown

; but as Herodotus (L 32)

mentions it, it is clear that it must have been before

his time. The 7^ days in the course of 4 years
made up a month of 30 days and such a month
was accordingly inserted in every fourth year, and
the cycle of four years was called a werratrupls.

(Censorin. L e.) But a for more important cycle

was the it^eeunfpls, or the cycle of 8 years
it w*ns proctically applied by the Greeks to the

aifoirs of ordinary life. The calculation was this

:

as the solar year is reckoned at 366^ da^ 8

such years contain 2922 days eight lunar

years 2832 days ; that is *90 days less than 8
solar years. Now these 90 days were constituted

ns three months inserted os three intercalary

months into three different years of the ipueaerrtpls,

that is into the third, fifth, and eighth. (Onsorin.

;

Gcmin. li. ec.) It should, however, be observed

that Mocrobius (Sat. i. 13) and Sulinus (FofghisL

iii.) state that the three intercalary months were

I
oU added to tho last year of the enneoeterk, which
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would accordingly hare contained 444 days. But The month in which the year began, ae well
thi* is not very prolmble. The period of 8 solar as the names of the months, differed in the dif-

years, further, conbimi 99 revolutions of the ferent countries of Greece, and in some parts even
moon, which, with the addition of the three inter- no names existed for the months, they being dls-

calary month^ make 29234 every tingiiished only numerically, as the first, second,

8 yean there is day too many, which in third, fourth month, &c. In order, therefore, to

the course of 100 yea^ again amounts to one acquire anv satisfactory knowledge of the Greek
month. The enneaeteris, accordingly, again was calendar, the different states must be considered
incorrect The time at which the cydo of the en- separately.

neaetcris was introduced is uncertain, but its inac- The Attic year be^ with the summer solstice,

curacy called forth a number of other improvements and each month was divided into three decads, from
or attempts at establishing chronology on a sound the 1st to the 10th, from the lOth to the 20th, and
fiasis, tho most celebrated among which is that of from the 20lh to the 29th or 30tb. The first day
Melon. The number of these attempts is a suf- of a month, or the day after the conjunction, was
firient proof that none of them was ever sanctioned and as the first dccad was designated as

or adopted by law in any of the Greek republics, laran^yov the days were regularly counted

These circumstances render it almost impossible to as 8«or4po, rpirij^ TtTOprrj, Ac., fiijyhs Urrofi4-

reduce any given date in Greek history to the exact you. The days of the second decad were d is-

date of our calendar. tinguished as 4irl 8«irci, or fitffovyrot^ and were
The Greeks, os early as the time of Homer, ap> counted to 20 regularly, as irpvnf, 8nrr4pa, Tpfn;,

pear U> have b^n perfectly familiar with the divi- T«TTdpn^, Ac., S4ko. The 20th itself was
sion of the year into the twelve lunar months called ciVdr, and the days from the 20th to tho
mentioned above

;
but no intcrcaUry month 30th were counted in two different ways, vis.

inS6\ifios) or day is mentioned. Independent of either onwards, as irporrtf, 8«trr4po, vpIvT), Ac.,

the division of a month into days, it was divided 4trl clxdSi, or backwards frvm the last day of tho
into periods according to the increase, and decrease month with the addition of ^lyorrot, wavondyov,
of the moon. Thus, the first day or new moon was \4tyorroSy or dirforror, as 4ypdn]^ 8«irdrv), Ac.,

railed yovfiijyia. (Horn. Od. x. 14, xii. 325, xz. ^lyorrot^ which, of course, are different dates in

156, xxi. 258; lies. Op. et Die*t 770.) The hollow and in full months. But this mode of count-

pi riod from the until the moon was full, ing backwards seems to have been more commonly
w’as expressed by itrro^fvov, and tho latter than the other. With regard to the hollow

part during which the moon decreased by fi-nyhs months it must be observed, that the Athenians
^iyotnot. (Horn. Gcf. xiv. 162.) The 30th day generally speaking, counted 29 days, but in the

of a month, t. «. tho day of the conjunction, was month of Boedromion they counted 30, leaving

called Tpiojcdf, or, according to a regulation of out the second, because on that day Athena and
Solon (PluU 1^. 25), 4yif iral yfa, b^usc one Poseidon were believed to have disputed about tho

|Kut of that day belonged to the expiring, and the possession of Attica. (Plut. Oe Frat. Am. p. 489,
other to the beginning month. Tho day of the Sympo$. ix. 7.) The following table shows the

full moon, or the middle of tho month, is some- succession of the Attic months the number of days
times designated by (Find. (H. iv. they contained, and the corresponding months of

34.) our year.

1. Hecatombaeon {'t,HafropSomiy) contained 30 dayswnd corresponds nearly to our July.

2. Metageitnion (M#T«y«iT»>i*4v) — 29 — — August
3. Boedromion (3oi}9popt^y) — 30 — — September
4. Pyanepslon {Uvayr^i^y) — 29 — — October

6. Mnimacterion (Meufiatertpi^y) — 30 — — November
6. Poscideon (n<w«»8»«vr) — 29 — — December.
7. Oamelion (ro^n^i^y) — 30 —• — January
8. Anthesterion (*Aw€tirT*pidiy) — 29 — — February.

9. Elaphebolioii —- 30 —- — March.
10. Munychion {Mouwxi^tv) — 29 — — April.

11. Thar^lion — SO — — May.
12. Scirophorion {“iKipo^pi^y) — 29 — June.

At the time when the Julian GUendar was of the year was transferred from the summer sol-

adopted by the Athenians probably about the slice to the autumnal equinox,

time of the Emperor Hadrian, tho lunar year ap- Tho year of the IjOcedaemonians which is bo-

peon to have been changed into the solar year
;
and lievcd to have begun at the time of the autumnal

it has further been conjectured, that the beginning equinox, contained the following months :
—

I. Hemsius ('Hpd<rios\ nearly corresponding to our October.

2. Apcilaeut ('AtrsAAoToT) — — November.
8. Diosthyue (AifirOvos)

4. Unknown.

— — December.

5. Eleusiuius (*EA<Mrfmt) — • — February.

6. Ocrastius {rtpdffrios) — — March.

7. Arlemisius (’ApTf^triot) — — April.

8. Delphinius (AsA^vtot) — — May.
9. Pbliasius (^Aido'tof) — — June.

10. Hecatombeus (’Kfcaroftit^s) — — July.

11. Comcius (Kapvftbs) — — August
12. Panamus — — Septcml)cr.
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It ihouM be observed that the order of most of

Uiese months U meri'iv conjectural^ and of some it

is ni>t even certain as to,whether they really were

I^editemonuin months. But here, as in the other

lists, we follow llcnuann's view, which he has

1. Biicatius (BooK^TJof),

2. Ilcmuicus (*Ep/«uor)

3. Prostaterius {npoffrecrfiptos)

4. Unknown.
5. Theilulhius (dfiAovdtos)

6. Unknown.
7. Unknown.
8. Hippodromius (*Inro8pd/iior)

d. Panamas (neb'a^r)

10. Unknown.
11. Damatriuj {Aofidrpios)

12. Alalcomcnius ('AAoXac/x/vios)

CALKNDAUIUM.
fully explained in the work referred to at the end
of tills article.

Of the year of the Boeotians, which began at

the winter solstice, the following saonths are

known:—

^

nearly corresponds to our Janiuiry.— — February.— — March.

— — May.

— — August.— — September.

— — NovcmlxT,— — December.

1 .

2,

3.

4.

6.

6.

7,

8.

9.

10.

11 .

IZ

The months of the year at Delphi were—
Bucatiuj (BouKdrtor), nearly answers to our September.

Hcracus ('HpeuoT) — — October.

Apellaeus (*AwcXAa7os)

Unknown.

— November.

Dadapborius (A^o^pior) — — January.

Poetropius {Tloirp6Ttos) — — Februar)'.

Bysius (Bihrior) — — March.
Artemisius {*Aprtfiifftos) — — April.

Heracleius ('H/xUAetor) — — May.
Boathous (Boofidos) — — June.

llaeut (TAoIoi) — — July.

Theoxenius — — August.

The names of the months at Cysicus are given founded only on a conjecture, and Uie last may be
in the following order, though the first of them is either the 10th, 11th, or 12lh :—

1. Boedromion (BoT)SpopLtiiy)^ nearly answers to our October.

2. Cyanepsion (Kyov^wr) — — November.
3. Apaturion (*Air«Toupiwr) — December.

4. Poseideon — — January.

5. Lenaeon {Ariyoi^y)

—

— February.

6. Anthesterion (*Arfif<m;p*^F) — — March.

7. Artemision kpr*fmrt^y) — — April.

8. Calamacon (KoAo^^r) — — May.
9. Poncrous (Tldyrjfios) — — June.

1 0. Taiireon (Toopf^y) — — July.

1 1 and IZ are unknown.

Among the Sicilian months the following are known :
—

1. Thesmophnrius (Bso'/io^dptor),

2. Dalius (AdA(os)

3. Unknown.
4. Agrianius (^Aypidt^tos}

5. Unknown.
6. Theudasius

7. Artamitius ('A^a^rior)
8. Unknown.
9. Badromius (Bo3pd/utot)

10. Hyacinthius ('Tcucls'dios)

11. CameiuB (Kopectot)

12. Panamas (tlis'o^})

\Ve further know the names of scveml isolated

months of other Greek states ; but as it is as yet

impossible to determine what place they occupied

in the calendar, and with which of our months
they correspond, their enumeration here would bo

of little or no use. We shall therefore confine

ourselves to giving some account of the Macedonian
months, and of some of the Asiatic cities and
islands, which are better known.
On the whole it appfmrs that the Macedonian

year agreed w*ith tliat of the Greeks, and that oc-

probably answers to our October.— — November.

— — January.

— — March.— — ApriL

— — June,— — July.— — August— — September.

cordingly it was a lunar year of twelve months,
since we find that Macedonian months ore descril>ed

as coincident with those of the Athenians. (St'e

a letter of King Philip in Demosth. IM Chron.

p. 280 : Plut CamiL 19, Ab», 8, 16.) All chrt>-

nologers agree as to the order and succession of

the Macedonian months ; but we are altogether

ignorant as to the name and place of the intei^ory
month, w’hich must ha^e existed in the Macedonian
year as well as in that of the Greek states. The
order is as follows :— 1. Dius (Aior), Z Apellaeua
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(*ATcXAo7of), 3. Audynaens (Ad^vMubs), 4. Pcri-

tiiu (ncpirtof), 5. Dystrua (AiWpof), 6. Xan-
thiciu (Hoj^tir^y), 7. Artemisiua ('AjUTc^irtoy),

8. ])ac«iut (Aoi<rtof), 9. Panemus (ndfi^/ios),

10, Loua (A^f), 11. Gorpiacus (fopruuba), 12.

llyperberotacua {'Xw§p€tp^r<uos). The difficulty

u to identify the Macedonian months with those

of the Atbcniana From Plutarch {Cumil. 19,

comp, with Alejt. 16) wc learn that the Macedonian
Daesius was identical with the Athenian Tharge*

lion ; but while, according to Philip, the Mace-
donian Lous was the same as the Athenian
Doedroroion, Plutarch (Ale*. 3) identihea the

Lous with the Attic Hecatoroboeon. This dis-

crepancy has given rise to various conjectures, some
supposing that between the time of Philip and
Plutarch a transposition of the names of the months
bad taken place, and others that Plutarch made a

CALENDARIUM. 225

mistake in identifying the Lons with the Hcca-
tombaeon. But no satisfactory solution of the

diffictilty has yet been offered. We know that

the Maccdottian year began with the month of

Dins, commenciDg with the autumnal equinox.

When Alexander conquered Asia, the Macedonian
calendar a’as spread- over many parts of Asia,

though it underwent various roc^incations in the

different countries in which it was adopted. When
subsequently the Asiatics adopted the Julian Ca-
lendar, those modifications- also exercised their in-

fluence and produced differences in the names of

the months, although, genemlly speaking, the solar

year of the Asiatics began with the autumnal
equinox. During the time of the Roman emperors,

the following calendars occur in the province of
Asia:—

1. Caesarius (Koi<rdptof) had 30 days, and began on the 24th of September.

2. Tiberius (Ti*4pioj) 31 — — 24lh of October.

3. Apaturius (*Awaro^tos) 31 — —. 24th of November.
4. Pusidaon (Tlo^iSowr) 30 — — 25th of December.
5. Lenacus 29 — — 24 th of January.

6. H ierosel)a8tU8 (‘I«pe<r/^a^ot) 30 — 22d of Febnmrj'.

7. Artemisius (^Aprepdtrtot) 31 — — 24th of March.
8. Evangelius (E6«ryy«Xiof) 30 — — 24th of April.

9. Stmtonicus {XTpetr6pucos) 31 — — 24lh of May,
10. Hecatombiieus (‘Zt«tT6n6<iiot) 31 — — 24th of June.

11. Antous C'A»n'soj) 31 — — 25th of July.

12. Laodicius (AaoSixiot) 30 — — 25th of August.

Among the Ephesians we find the follom'ing months :— '

1—4. Unknown.
6. Apatureon (^Avarovpe<iv), nearly answers to otir November.
6. Poseideon (TloffttieAv)

7. Lonacon
8. Unknown.
9. Artemision (*A/rr«/u<r<d»r)

10. Calamocon (Ka\a^ax<6»')

11— 12. Unknown.

December.

January.

March.
April.

At a later time the Ephesians adopted the some

names as the Macedonians, and began their year

with the month of Dius on the 24th of Sep.
tember.

The following is a list of the Bithynion months :
—

1. Heraeus ('H/Kubr), contained 31 days, and began on the 23rd of September.

2. Hermacus ( Epfuuoi) — 30 — 24th of October.

3. Metnms (Mirrp^f) — 31 — 23rd of November.

4. Dionysius (Aton^ior) — 31 — 24 th of December.

5. lleracleius (*HpcUA«or) — 28 — 24ih of Januaiy*.

G. Dius (Aibf) — 31 — 21st of Febninr)’.

7. Bendidaeus — 30 — 24th of March.

8. Stratcius (^rpdreios) — 31 — 23rd of ApriL

9. Periepius (Xlcpi^Ttor) — 30 — 24th of May.
10. Areius (^Apttor) — 31 — 23rd of June.

11. Aphrodisius (*A^po3fa’<or) — 30 — 24th of July.

12. Demetrius (Aq>t^pu>f) — 31 — 23rd of August.

The following system was adopted by the CyiH’ians :
—

1. Aphrodisius (^A^poil<rios\ contained 31 days, and began on the 23rd of September.

2. Apo^oicus (’Airo7«rix4r) — 30 — 24lh of October.

3. Acmeos {Alt'uc6t) — 31 —• 23rd of November.

4. Julius (’lovAies) — 31 — 24tb of Decemltcr.

5. Caesarios (Koi^dptof) — 28 — 24th of January.

6. Sebastns (SsCcurrdi) — 30 — 21st of Februaiy.

7. Autoemtorieus (AhroKparepiKis) — 31 — 23rd of March.

8. Deoiarchexusius — 31 — 23rd of April.

9. Plethypatos (nAnGvrarot) — 30 — 24ih of May.
10. Archiereus ('Apxi*p*(fs} — 31 — 23rd of June.

11. Esthius e'Eo^m*) — 30 — 24th of July.

12. i1 31 — 23rd of August.

Q
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The system of the Cretans eras the same as that used by most of the inhahitanU of Asia Minor,

1 Thcsmophorion (etatuxpopuir), contained 31 days, and began on the 23rd of ^ptembor.
• .. /I— -• \ aft — 24lh of Octobor.

2. Hermacus {'EpfMaios)

3. Kinian (El/io»')

4. Metarchia* (Wrrdpxios)

5. AfO’iu* ("A7v*05)

6. Dii^urxu {Ai6<TKOvpos)

7. Thoodoiius (0«o8({<riojr)

8. Pontus (n<Jrro5)

9. Rhabinthiua

10. HyperWretu*

11. Nccysiui

12. Boailiui (BcuriXiOj)

30
31

31

28
31

30
31

30
31

30
31

24lh of October.

23rd of No\*cmbor.

24lh of December.

24th of January.

2 1 St of Fcbnmrj’.

23rd of March.

23rd of April

24th of May.
23rd of June.

24th of July.

23rd of August.

It should be observed that several of the Ei«tem

nations, for the purpose of preventing confusion ui

their calculations with other nations, dropped the

names of their months, and merely counted tile

months, ns the first, second, third, Ac. month.

For further information see Corsini, fiosT- AU.y

which however is very imperfect ;
Ideler, //ond-

(.urA rfer Mnthem. a. tteknisehn ChronoL vol. I
^

227, Ac. j
Clinton, Fail. Hdlen. voL ii. Append,

six ;
and more especially K. F. Hermann, tder

(irirMtdic AfMiilsktmde, GHttingen, 1844, 4to.,

and Th. Bergk, Batrage zur GriediitcJieii Mt-mtt-

kumlfy Giessen, 184.5, Bvo. [G. S.}

2. Roman Calendar.— 77:« rnreqT'/fomu/as.

The name of Romulus is commonly attached to

the year which is said to have prevailed in the

earliest times of Rome ;
hut tradition is not in-

sistent with regard to the form of iL The his-

torians Licinius Macer and Fencstella mamtamed

th.lt the oldest year consisted of twelve months,

and that it was already in those days an^

eerfeiis, that is, a year w'hich coincided with the

period of the sun's course. Censorinus, however,

in whoso work this statement occurs (D« Die

Natali, c. 20 j
compare also the beriming of c. 19),

goes on to say that more credit is due to Grac-

canmi, Fulvius (Nobilior), Varro, and others, ac-

cording to whom the Romans in the earliest times,

like the people of Alba from whom they sprang,

allotted to the year hut ten months. This opinion

is supported by Ovid in several passages of his

Fadi (i. 27, 4S, iii. 99, 119, 151); by Gellius

(AW. All. iii. 16), Macrobius {Saturn. L 12),

Solinus {Polyk. i.), and Servius {ad Georg, i. 43).

Lastly, an old Latin year of ten months is implied

in the fact, that at Laurentum (Macrob. 1 15) a

sacrifice was olfcred to Juno Kalcndaris on the

first of every month except February and January.

These ten months were called Martins, Aprilis,

Mains, Junius, Quinctilis, Scxtilis, September,

Ociol)cr, November, December. That March waa

the first month in the year is implied in the last

six names
;
and even Plutarch, who ascnlies twelve

months to the Romulian year {.\uma, c. 18),

places slanuarius and Febrmnus at the end. The

fact is also confirmed by the ceremony of rekindling

the sacred fire in the temple of Vesta on the first

day of March, by the practice of placing fresh

laurels in the public buildings on that day, and by

many other customs recorded by Macrobius (I

12). With regard to the length of the months,

Cousorinua, Macrobiu^ and Solinus agree in ascrib-

ing ihiriy-ono days to four of them, called

ntfmtts ; ihiriv to the rest called cur* nu^srj. Tl«e

four longer months were Mnriius, Maitis, Quine*

tills, uud October ;
and these, as Muembius ob-

serrea, were distinguished in the latest form of

the lioman calendiar by haring their nones two

davs later than any of the other months. The

syrunu'try of this arrangement will appear by

placing the numliers in succession:— 31, 30; 31,

30; 31, 30, 30 ; 31; SO, 30. Ovid, indeed, n{»-

pears to sjieak of the months as coinciding with the

lunar period :
—

** Annus erat decimnm cum Inna rcplcverat annum

but the langiuigo of a poet must not bo pressed too

cIosaIv. On the other hand, Plutarch, in the jiab-

sage already referred to, while he assigns to the old

year twelve months and 365 days, speaks of the

months ns rarj'ing without system between the

limits of twenty and thirty-five days. Such an

irregularity is not incredible, as we find that even

when Censorinus wrote (a. d. 23H), the AHwi
calendar gave 36 days to March, 22 to May, 18 to

.Scxtilis, and 16 to September; while at Tusculum

Quinctilis had 36 days, October 3*2; and again at

Aricia the same month, October, had no less than

39. (Censorinus, c. 22.) The Uoraulian year, if

we follow the majority of authors, contained hut

304 days ;
a period differing so widely from the real

length of the sun's course, that the months would

rapidly revolve through all the seasons of the year.

This inconvenience was remedied, says Macrobius

(I 13), by the addition of the proper number of

days required to complete the year ;
but these day?,

he goes on to say, did not receive any name as a

month. Servius speaks of the intercalated period

os consisting of two months, which at first liad no

name, but were eventually called after Janus and

Februus. That some system of intercalation was

employed In tho Romulian year, was also the

opluion of Licinius Macer. (Macrob. I 13.) This

appears to be all that is handed down with regard

to the earliest year of the Romans.

As a year of ten months and 304 days, at once

falls greatly short of the solar year, and contains

no exact number of lunations, some have gone so

fiu* as to dispute the truth of the tradition in whole

or part, while others have taxed their ingenuity to

account for the adoption of so anomalous a year.

PuteanuB {De Nundinis, in Graevius' Thesn'm:!*,

vol viil), calling to mind that the old Homan or

Etruscan week contained eight days *, every eighth

* H<‘ncc there are found attached to the suc-

cessive days in the old calendars the recurring

scries of letters A, B, C, D, F., F, G, H, no doubt

fiir the purpose of fixing the nundincs in the week

of eight days
;
precisely in the same way in which

tho first seven IcUcrs are still employed in cccle-

sinsticnl ealendars, to mark the days of the Chris-

tian week.
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dat being speciaHy deroted to religiooi and other

puiilic purposes, under the name of nonae or <imi>

dtaae, was the first to point' out that the number
S04 is a precise raultiple of eight. To this obserr-

ation, in itself of little moment, Niebuhr has giren

some weight, by further noticing that the 38 nun-
dines in a year of S04 days tally exactly with the

number of dUs fatU afterwards retained in the

Julian calendar. Another writer, Pontedera, ob-

served that 304 bore to 365 days nearly the ratio

of 6 to 6, six of the Romulion years containing

18*24, five of the longer periods 1825 days; and
Niebuhr (/fom. //mT. vol. i. p. 27 1 ), who is a warm
advocate of the ten-month year, has made much use

of this consideration. He thus explains the origin

of the well-known quinquennial period called the

lustrum, which Censorinus (c. IB) expressly calls

an anntta marines, that is, in the modem language

of chronology, a cycle. Moreover, the year of ten

months, says the same writer (p. 279), was the

term for mourning, for paying portions left by will,

for credit on the sale of yearly j^fits
;
most pro-

bably for all loans
;
and it was tho measure for

the most ancient rate of interest. [Kbnits.]

Lastly, he finds in the existence of this short year
the solution of certain historical difiiailties. A
peace, or rather truce, with Vcii wras concluded

m the year 280 of Rome, for 40 years. In 316
Fidenae revolted and joined Veil, which implies

that Veil was already at war with Rome; yet

the Vcicntincs are not accused of having broken
their oaths. (Liv. iv. 17.) Again, a twenty-years*

tnicc, made in 329, is said, by Livy, to have ex-

ired in 347 (iv. 58.) These facts are explained

y supposing the yean in question to have been
tliose ten months, for 40 of these are equal

to 33^ ordinary years, 20 to I6f ; so that the

former truce terminated in 314, the latter in 346.

Similarly, the truce of eight years concluded with
the Vol^ians in 323, extendi in fact to no more
than fiiU ycora

;
and hence tho Volscians re-

sumed the war in 331, without exposing them-
selves to the charge of peijiiry.

These ingenious and pe rhaps satisfactory specu-

lations of the Oennan critic, of course imply that

the decimestrial year still survived long after the
regal government bad ceased ; and in fact he be-

lieves that this year, and the lunar year, as deter-

mined by Scaliger's proposed cycle of 22 years,

eo-cxisted from the earliest times down to a late

period. The views of Niebuhr do not require that

the months should have consisted of <31 or 30 days ;

indeed it would be more natural to suppose that

each month, os well as the year, contained a precise

number of eigbt-day weeks ; eight of the months,
for instance, liaving four such weeks, tho two others

but three. Even in the so-called calendar of Numa
we find the Etmscan week affecting the division

of the month, there being eight days between the

nones and ides, from whim circumstances the nones
received their name ; and again two such weeks
imm the ides to the end of the month ; and this,

whether tho whole month contained 31 or 29 days.

The Year of ATamo.— Haring described the

Romulian year, Censorinus (c. 20) proceeds thus

:

— “ AfWwards, cither by Numa, as Kulvius has

it, or according to Junius hy Tarquin, there was
instituted a year of tw'clvc months and 355 days,

although the moon in twelve lunations appears to

complete but 354 days. The excess of a day was
i

owing, either to errur, or what 1 consider more
|
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' probable, to that superstitious feeling, according to

which an odd nurol^r was accounted full (plow)
and more fortunate. Be this os it may, to the
year which bad (oevioosly been in use (that of

Romulus) one-and-fifty days were now added
; but

as these were not sufficient to constitute two months,
' a day was taken from each of the before-mentioned

hollow months, which added thereto, mode up 57
days, out of which two months were formed, Jaiiu-

arius with 29, and Febroarius with 28 days. Thus
all the months henceforth were full, and contained

an odd number of days, save Fehmarius, which
alone was hollow, and hence deemed more unlucky
than the rest.** In this passage it is fitting to ol^

serve that the terms plat and oort meneei are ap-
plied in a sense preei^y opposite to the practice of

the Greek language in the phrases pri*'*s irXfjpew

and ko7\ou The mysterious power ascribed to an
odd number is familiar from the Nutnero deu$ im-

pare yaudet of Virgil, Pliny also (//. N. xxviii.

5) observes,— Imparts numcrot ad omnia vehetnen-

tiort* crodimui. It was of course impossible to

give an odd number of days at the same time to

the year on the one hand, and to each of the twelve

mouths on tho other
;
and yet tho object was in

some measure effected by a divisum of February
itself into 23 days, and a supernumerary period of

five days. (Sec the mode of intercalation lielow.)

The year of Numa then, according to Censorinus,

contained 355 days. Plutarch tells us that Numa
estimated the anomaly of the son and moon, by
which he means the differenoe betw*ccn twelve

lunations and the sun's annual course at eleven

days, t. e. the difiTcrcnce between 365 and 354 days.

Macrobins, too, says that the year of Numa had at

first 354, afterw'ords 355 days. Compare herewith
Liv. i. 19 ;

Ovid. Farti^ L 43, iiL 151 ; AureL
Viet c. 3 ; Floras, i. 2 ; Solinus, c. 1.

Twelve lunations amount to 354 days, 8h. 48'

36", BO that the so-called year of Numa was a
tolcreblr correct lunar year ; though the months
would have coincided more accurately with the
single lonations, if they had been limited to 80 and
29 days, instead of 31, 29, and 28 days. That it

was in fiKt adapted to the moon's course is the con-

current assertion of ancient writers, more pnrticn-

lariy of Livy, who says : (A^ttma) omnittm primum
ad curmm lunae in dnodeeim mentie ditcribU annnm.
Unfortunately however, many of the same writers

ascribe to the same period the introduction of such
a system of intercalation as must at once have dis-

located the coincidence between the civil month
and the lunar period. At the end of two years

the year of Numa would have been about 22 days
in arreor of the solar period, and accordingly it is

said an intercalary month of that duration, or else

of 23 days, was inserted at or near the end of Feb-
ruary, to bring the civil year into agreement with
the ri'gnlar return of the seasons. Of this lystcm

of intercalation a more accurate account ihall pre-

sently be given. But there is strong reason for

believing that this particular mode of intercalation

was not contemporary in (xigin with the year of

Numa.
In antiquarian subjects it will generally be found

that the assistance of etymology is essential ; be-

cause the original names that ^loi^ to an institu-

tion often continue to exist, even after such changes

have been introduced, that they are no longer

adapted to the new order of things
; thus they

survive as useful memorials of the post In this

Q 2
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vray we nrc enabled by the original meaning of

words, aided by a few fragments of a traditional

character, to state that the Romans in early times

possessed a year which altogether depended upon

the phases of the moon. The Latin word mensis

(Varro, De Ling. Lat. ri., or in the old editions, v.

54), like the Greek or /icfr, and the English

months or German monath., is evidently connected

with the word moonL Again, while in the Greek
language the name vovgriyla (new-moon), or ftntj

Koi given to the first day of a month, betmys
its lunar origin, the same result is deduced from

the explanation of the word kulr/idoA, as found in

Macrobius (L 15). ** In ancient times,'' says that

writer, ** before Cn. Flavius the scribe, against the

pleasure of the patricians, made the fasti known to

the whole people (the end of the 4th centurj’ b. a),

it was the duty of one of the pontifices mitiorcs to

look out for the first appearance of the new moon
;

and os soon as ho descried it, to cany word to the

rex sacrifintlus. Then a sacrifice wris offered by
these priests, after which the same pontifex having

summoned the plebs {calaia plebe) to a place in the

capitoL, near tlie Curia Calabra, which adjoins the

Casa Romuli, there announced the number of days

which still remained to the nones, whether five

or seven, by so often repeating the word /taXw."

There was no necessity to write this last word in

Gri'ck characters, os it belonged to the old Latin.

In fiict,- in this very passage, it occurs in both

oulaia and calabra; and again, it remained to the

latest times in the word nomenclaior. In regard

to the passage here quoted from Macrobius, it must
be recollect^ that while the moon is in the imme-
diate vicinity of the sun, it is impossible to see it

writh the naked eye, so that the day on which it is

first seen is not of necessity the day of the actual

conjunction. We learn elMwhere that os soon as

the pontifex discovered the thin disc, a hymn was
sung, beginning Jana novella^ the word Jana (Ma-
crol). Sat. i. 9 ;

Varro, De Re Rust. L 37) being

only a dialectic variety of Diana, just as Diespiter

or Diupiter corresponds to Jupiter
; and other ex-

amples might readily be given, for the change occurs

in almost every wrord which has the syllables de or

or di before a voweL Again, the consecration of

the kalends to Juno (Ovid. Fasti., i. 55, vi. 39 ;

Mnerob. Sat. i. 9. 15) is referred by the latter

writer to the fiset that the months originally began

with the moon, and that Juno and Luna ore the

same goddess
;
and the poet likewise points at the

same connection in his explanation of Juno's

epithet Luciiuu Moreover, at Laurentum Juno
was worshipped as Juno Kolendaris. Even so late

as 448 B. c. strictly lunar months were still in use
;

fur Dionpius {Antiq. x. 59) says that Appius, in

that year, received the consular authority on the

ides of May, being the day of full moon, for at

that time, he adds, the Romans regulated their

months by the moon. In fact, so completely was

the day of the month, which they called the ides,

associated with the idea of the full moon, that

some derived the w’ord too cfSour, quod eo die

plenam speciem luna demonstret. (Macrob. ibid.)

Quietly to insert the idea of plenam^ when the

Greek word signified merely speciem^ is in accord-

ance w'ith those loose notions which prevailed in

all ancient attempts at etymology. But though
the dcri\ation is of course groundless, it is of his-

torical value, os showing the notion connected with
the term ides.
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For the same reason probably the ides of March

were selected for the sacrifice to the goddess Atina

Perenna, in whose name we have nothing more
than the feminine form of the word annus, which,

whether written with one n or two, whether in its

simple form annus, or diminutive annulus, still

alwa^'s signifies a circle. Hence, as the masculine

form was easily adopted to denote the period of

the sun's course, so the feminine in like manner
might well be employed to signify, first the moon's
revolution, and then the moon hcrselfi The ten-

dency among the Romans to have the same word
repeated, first os a male and then as a female deity,

has been noticed by Niebuhr; and there occurs a
complete parallel in the name Dianus, afterwards

Janus, for the god of dies, or light, the sun
; Diana,

afterwards Jana, for the goddess of light, the moon

;

to say nothing of the words Jupiter and Juno.
That the month of March should have been
selected arose from its being the first of the year,

and a sacrifice to the moon might well take place

on the day when her power is fully display*^ to

man. The epithet Perenna itself means no more
than ever-circling. Nay, Macrobius himself (c. 1 2)
connects the two words with annus, when he states

the object of the sacrifice to be— ut annare peren-

nareque commode liceat.

Another argument in favour of the lunar origin

of the Roman month, is deducible from the practice

of counting the days backward from the Kalends,

Nones, and Ides ; for the phrases will then amount
to saying— ‘'It wants so many days to the new
moon, to the first quarter, to full moon." It would

be difficult, on any other hypothesis, to account for

the adoption of a mode of calculation, which, to our

notions at least, is so inconvenient
;
and indeed it

is expressly recorded that this practice was derived

from Greece, under which term the Athenians

probably are meant
;
and by these we know that

a strictly lunar year was employed down to a late

period. (Macrob. i. 16.)

But perhaps the most decisive proof of all lies

in the simple statement of Livy (L 19), that Numa
so r^ulat^ his lunar year of twelve months by
the insertion of intcrcala^ months, that at the end

of every nineteenth year it again coincided with

the same point in the sun's course from which it

started. His words are— Quern (annum) inter-

calaribus mensibus interponendis ita dispensavit ut

vicensimo anno ad metam eandem solis unde orsi

sunt, plenis annorum omnium sjxitiis, dies con-

gruerent. \Vc quote the text; because editors, in

support of a theory, have taken the liberty of alter-

ing it by the insertion of the word quarto, forget-

ting too that the words quarto et xncensimo anno

signify, not every ttoeniy-fourth year, which their

theory requires, but every tvoenty-third, according

to that peculiar view of the Romans which led

them to coimt both the extremes in defining the

interval from one point to another
;
and which still

survives in the medical phrases tertian and quartan

ague, as well as in the French expressions huit

jours for a vxek, and quinse jours for afortnight.

Accordingly, it is not doing violence to words, but

giving the strict and necessary meaning to them,

when, in our own translation of the passage in

Livy, we express vicensimo anno by every nineteenth

year.

Now 1 9 years, it is well known, constitute a moat

convenient cycle for the conjunction of a lunar and

solar year. A mean lunation, or synodic month, oc-
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cording to modem aatronomr, is 2dd. 12h. 44 3",

and a mean tropical ytur 3(>5d. 5h. 48' 48'^ Hence
h will be found, that 235 huwtiona amount to

8939d. 16h. 3H 45", while 19 tropical rears give

6939d. I4h. 27* 12", so that the difference is only

2h. 4' 33". Although it was only in the second

century B.C. that Hipparchus gave to astronomical

ohserrations a nicety which could pretend to deal

with seconds *
;
yet even in the regal period of

Rome, the Greek towns in the south of Italy must
already have possessed astronomers, ft'om whom the

inhabitants of Latiura could have borrowed such a
rough practical knowledge of both the moon and
sun's period, as was sufficient to show that at the

end of 1 9 solar years the moon's age would be
nearly what it was at the commencement ; and it

should be recollected that the name of Numa is

often connected by tradition with the learning of

Magna Ormecia. At any rate a cycle of 1 9 yean
was introduced hr Meton at Athens, in the year

432 B.a; and the knowledge of it among the

learned may probably have preceded by a long

period its intrc^uction into popular use, the more
so as religious festivals are generally connected

with the various divisions of time, and supentition

therefore would be most certainly opposed to in>

novations of the almanack. How the Homans may
have intercalated in their 19 lunar yean the seven

additional months which are requisite to make up
the whole number of235 x 19-f 7) lunations,

is a subject upon which it would be useless to

speculate. From a union of these various consider-

ations, it must be deemed highly probable that the

Romans at one period possessed a division of time

dependent upon the moon's course.

Year of tho Dtetmviri (so called by Idelcr).—
The motives which induced the Romans to abandon
the lunar year are no where recorded ; nor indeed

the date of the change. We hare seen, however,

that even in the year 448 B. c., the year was still

regulated by the moon's course. To this roust be
added that, according to Tuditanui and Cassius

Hcmina, a bill on the subject of intercalation was
brought before the people by tboee decemviri, who
added the two new tables to the preceding Ten
(Macrob. 1 13), that is in the year 450 & c. That
the attention of these decemviri was called to the

calendar is also proved by the contents of the

Eleventh Table, wherein it is decreed that ** the

festivals shall be set down in the calendars." We
have the authority of Varro indeed, that a system

of interadation already existed at an earlier date ;

for he says that there was a very ancient law en-

graved on a bronxe pillar by L. Pinarius and Furius

in their consulate eui numtio imtercalaru tuenUtur.

We odd the last words in Latin from the text of

Mocrobius (c. 1 3X because their import is doubtful.

If we are right in interpreting them thus—"the
date upon which is expressed by a month called

iniercalaryy'' all that is meant may be one of the

intercalary lunations, which must have existed

even in the old lunar year. At the period of the

decemriral legislation there was probably instituted

that form of toe year of 354 days, which was cor-

rected by the short intercalary month, called Mer-
cedonins, or Mercidinos ; but so corrected as to

deprive the year and months of oU connection with
the moon's counew The length of the several or-

* His valuation of the synodic month was 29d.

12h. 44' 3)"« (Ptolem. It. 2.)

dinary months was probably that which Censorinns
has erroneously allotted to the months of Numa's
lunar year, viz.:—

—

Martius 31 days. September 29 days.

Aprilis 29 „ October 31 „
Maius 31 „ November 29 „
Junius 29 „ December 29 „
QuinctiUsSl „ Januarius 29 „
Sextilis 29 „ Febniorius 28 „

Such, at any rate, was the number of days in

each month immediately prior to the Julian correc*

tion
;

for both Censorinus and Mocrobius say that

C^sar added two days to Januarius, Sextilis, and
December, and one to Aprilis, Junius, September,
and November. Hence Niebuhr appears to have
made an error when he asserts (vol. 41 note 1

1

79)
that July acquired two more days at the reform*

ation of the calendar, and founds thereon a charge

of carelessness against Livy. Moreover that No*
vember bad but 29 days prior to the correction, in

other words, that the X Vll. Kal. Dec. immediately
followed the Idus Nov., appears from a comparison

of Cicero's letters to Tiro (Jd Fom. xvi. 7. 9);
for ho reaches Corcyrm a. d. V. Id. Nov., and on
the XV. Kal. Dec. complains

—

Septumumjam </tem

tenebamur. The seven days in question would be
IV. Id., HI. Id., Prid. Id., Id. Nov., XVII. Kal.
Dec., XVI. Kal Dec, XV. Kal. Dec, That the

place of the nones and ides was in each month the

same before the Julian correction as afterwards, is

asserted by Mocrobius.

The main difficulty is with regard to Uie mode
of intercalation. Plutarch, we have already ob*
served, speaks of an interedation, by him referred

to Numa, of 22 days in alternate years in the
month of February. Censorinus, with more pre*

cision, says that the number of days in each inter*

eolation was either 22 or 23, and Macrobius agrees

with him in substance. Of the point at which the

ttipernumerary month was inserted, the accounts

are these :— Varro {De Ling, Lot. vl 55) says, tha

twelfth month was Fcbniar}' ; and when inteirala*

tions take place, tha fivo lut days of this month
are removcA. Censorinus agrees herewith, when
he places tha intercalation generally {poti$mmmm)
in the month of February, l^twcen tbe Tenninalia

and the Regifugium, that is immediately after tha

day called by the limans a. d. VI. Kal. Mart or
by ns the 24th of February. This, again, is con-

firmed by Mocrobius. The setting aside of the last

five days agrees with the practice which Herodotus
ascribes to the Eg^'ptions of considering the five

days over tbe 36U as scarcely belonging to tha
year, and not placing them in any month. So
completely were these five days considered by tha

Romans to be something extraneous, that the

soldier appears to have received pay only for .380

days. Fur in tho time of Augustas the soldier re-

ceived dfni ossra per day, t. e. of a denarius

;

but Domitian (Suet Dom. 7) addidU quartum sfi-

pendittm anreos termog. Thus, os 25 denarii mada
an aureus, the annual pay prior to Domitian was
(360 >c 10)*t-16 denarii « (360 k 10)^( 16 x 25)
aurcik 9 aurci

;
and thus the addition of threo

Burei was precisely a fourth more. Lastly, the fes-

tival Tenninalia, as its name implies, marked tha

end of the year, and this by the waysgatn proves

that March was originally the first month.
The intercalary month was called McpxlSuwr, or

Mcpin|34rMr. (Plutarch, A^auno, 19 ;
Coes. 59.)

4 3
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We gire it m Greek cliazvcterB, bccaiue it hAppens

•omewbat itnuigely that no Latin author ha« men-
tioned the name, the term mensU interkolarii or

intcrkalariuf supplying iu place. Thus, in the year

of intercalation, the day after the ides of February

was called, not as usual a. d. XVI. Kolendas

Manias, but a. d. XI. Kalendas intcrkalares. So
also there were the Nonae interkalarea, and Idus

interkalares, and after this lost came either a. d.

XV. or XVI. KoL Mart, according as the month
had 22 or 23 da.vs, or rather, if we add the five

remaining days struck off from February, 27 or 2H

days. In either case the R^fugium retained its

ordinary designation a. d. VI. Kal. Mart. (See

Asconius, Ad Oral, pro Milone, aadthe Trx-

umjihalea^ 493, . u. c.) When Cicero writes to

A ttiens ( vL 1 )t A ooi^* tua* UtUrxu a, d. V. TrrmiMoiia

(t. e. Feb. 19) ;
he uses this strange mode of de-

hning a date, b^use, being then in Cilicia, ho was
not aware whether any intercalation had been in-

serted that year. Indeed, he says, in another part

of the same letter, Ea tic tjbterwbo, quasi inisrka-

lututn non stf.

Besides the intercalary month, mention is occa-

'sionnJty made of an intercalary day. The object

of this was solely to prevent the first day of the

ye.nr, and perhaps also the nones, from coinciding

with the nundiime, of which mention has been al-

n'udy made. (Macrob. i. 13.) Hence in Livy (xlr.

44), JntercfUatum eo {tnno j postridis Terminalia

ititercalaret fusruHt. This would not have been

sitid had the day of intercalation been invariably

the same
;
and again Livy (xliii. 11), Hoc anno

tHferco/o/Km est, Tetiio die post Terminalia CcUm~
doe i$UsrcaJare$futre^ i. e. two days after the Ter-

miitalio, BO that the dies intercalaris was on this

occasion inserted, as well as the month so called.

Nay,- even after the reformation of the calendar,

the same superstitious practice remained. Thus,
in the year 40 B.C., a day was inserted for this

purpose, and afterwards an omission of a day took

place, that the calendar might not be disturbed.

(Dion Cass, xlviii. 33.)

The system of intercalating in alternate years

22 or 23 days, that is ninety days in eight years,

was Iwrrowcd, we are told by Moerobius, from the

Greeks; and the assertion is probable enough, first,

Itecnnse from the Greeks the Romans generally de-

rived all scientific assistance
;
and secondly, because

the decemviml legislation was avowedly drawn
from that quarter. Moreover, at the very period

in question, a cycle of eight years appears to have
been in use at Athens, for the Metonic period of

19 years was not adopted before 432 u. c. The
Romans, however, seem to have been guilty of

some clumsiness in applyin? the science they de-

rived from Greece. The addition of ninety days

in a cycle of eight years to a luimr year of 354

Hays would, in substance, have amounted to the

addition of 11| (w90-^8) days to each year, so

that the Romans would virUmlly have possessed

the Julian calendar. As it was, they added the

inWTcalalion to a year of 355 days
;
and conse-

quently, on an average, every year exceeded its

proper length by a day, if wc neglect the inaccu-

racies of the Julian calendar. Accordingly we find

that the civil and solar years were greatly at vari-

ance in the year 5G4 a. u. a On the 11th of

Quinclilis, in that year, a remarkable eclipse of the

sun occurred. (Liv. xxxvii. 4.) Thu eclqise,sayi

Idelor, can have been no other than the one which
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ocenrred on the 14th of March, 190 o. & of the

Julian calendar, and which at Rome was nearly

total. Again, the tame historian (xliv. 37) men-
tions on eclipse of the moon which occurred in the

night between the 3rd and 4th of September, in

the year of the city 586. This must have been
the total eclipse in the night between the 21st and
22nd of June, 168 B.C.

That attempts at legislation for the purpose of

correcting so serious an error were actually made,
appears mm Macrobius, who, aware himself of the

cause of the error, says that, byway of correction, in

every third octoennial period, instead of 90 inter-

calary days, only 66 were inserted. Again it ap-

pears that M\ Acilius Olabrio, in his consulship

169 B.C., that is, the very year before that in

which the above-mentioned lunar eclipse occurred,

introduced some legislative measure upon the sub-

ject of intercalation. (Macrob. L 13.) Accord-
ing to the above statement of Macrobius, a cycle

of 24 years was adopted, and it is this very

passage w'hich has induced the editors of Livy
to insert the word quarto in the text already

quoted.

As the festivals of the Romans were for the roost

part dependent upon the calendar, the regulation

of the latter was intrusted to the college of ponii-

fices, who in eariy times were chosen exclusively

from the body of patricians. It was therefore in

the power of the college to add to their other means
of oppressing the plebeians, by keeping to them-
selves the knowledge of the days on which justice

could bo administc^, and assemblies of the people

could be held. In the year 304 & c., one Cn.

Flavius, a secretary {tcriba) of Appius Claudius, is

said fraudulently to have made the Fasti public.

(Liv. xi. 46; Cic. Pro Murena^ c. 11 ; Plin.

H. N. xxxiii. 1 ; Val. Max. ii. 5 ; A. Geilius, vi. 9;
Macrob. i. 15 ;

Pomponius, De Oriqine Juris in the

Digest 1. tit. 2 ;
and Cicero, Ad Ait, ri. 1.) It ap-

pears however from the last passage that Atticus

doubted the truth of the story. In either cose, the

other privilege of reflating the year by the inser-

tion of the intercalary month gave them great

political power, which they were not backa*aM to

employ. Every thing connected with the matter
of intercalation was left, says Censorinns (c. 20), to

the unrestrained pleasure of the pontlfices
;
and the

majority of these, on personal grounds, added to or

took from the year by capricious intercalations, so

as to lengthen or shorten the period during which

a magistrate remained in office, and seriously to

benefit or injure the farmer of the public revenne.

Similar to this is the language employed by Ma-
crobius (L 4), Ammianus (xxvL 1), Solinus (c.i.),

Plutarch (Coes. c. 59), and their assertions are con-

firmed by the letters of Cicero, written during his

proconsulate in Cilicia, the constant burthen of

which is a request that the pontificct will not add
to his year of goverrunent by iutcrcalution.

In consequence of this licence, says Suetonius

(Cuss. 40), neither the festivals of the haiv’ost

coincided with the summer, nor those of the vin-

tage with the autumn. But we cannot desire a
better proof of the confusion than a comparison of

three short passages in the third book of Caesar’s

Beit, Oiv. (c. 6), Pridie nonas Januariat navis mJvit

—(c. 9)Jamqu« kicmtadpr<^affttaliai^-{c, ‘‘2B) mufti

jam mcMtes transisrantH Mismsjam praecipitarrmt,

I

Year of Julius Caesar.— In the year 46 B. r,

I

C^sor, now master of the Roman world, crowned
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)iii other grcfit »crvicc* to hia country by employ-

Ing his authority, o» pontifex maxiintu, in tho cor-

n-ction of thia acrioua eviL For thia purpoae he

a^-ailed himaelf of the services of Sosigenes, the

peripatetic, and a scrUm named M. Flavius, though

he himaoif too, we are told, was well acquaint^

with astronomy, and Indeed was the author of a

work of sonic merit upon the subject, which was

still extant in the time of Pliny. Tho chief autho-

rities upon tho subji-ct of the Julian reformation

ore Plutarch {Caeg. c 59), Dion Cassius (xliii.

2ti), Appian {De Ml fW. u. ad exir.), Ovid

iii. 155), Suetonius (Ciws. c. 4U), Pliny

(//. M xviii. 57), Censorinus (c. 20), Macrobiits

(.W. i. 14), Animianua Marccllinus (xxvL 1),

Sulinus (L 4.5). Of these Censorinus is tho most

precise :
— *• The confusion was at lost,'* says he,

•* carried so far that C. Caesar, the pontifex niaxi-

mus, in his third consulate, with L^pidus for his

colleague, ins«*rtcd between November and Decem-

ber two intercalary months of 67 days, the month

of February having already received an intercala-

tion of 23 days, and thus made the whole year

to consist of 445 days. At the same time he pro-

vided against a repetition of similar errors by cast-

ing aside the intercalaiy* month, and adapting the

year to the sun’s course. Accordingly, to the 355
days of the previously existing yenr, ho added ten

days, w'bich he so distributed between the seven

months having 29 days, that January, SextiUs, and

December received two each, the others but one
;

nnd these additional days he placed at the end of

the several months, no doubt with the wish not to

rt.'moTc the various festivals from those positions in

the several months which they had so long occu-

pied. Hence in the present calendar, although

there are seven months of 31 days, yet the four

months, which from the first possessed that num-
ber, arc still distinguishable by having their nones

on the seventh, the rest liaving them on the fifth

of the month. Lastly, in consideration of the

quarter of a day, which he considered ns com-

pleting the true year, be established the nilo that,

at the end of every four years, a single day should

l>c intercalated, where the month had been hitherto

inserted, that is, immediately after the Termlnalia

;

which day is how called the Diggcjrtum.^

This year of 445 days is commonly called by
chronologists the year of confusion

;
but by Macm-

bius, more fitly, the last year of confusion. The
kalends of January, of the year 708 a. u. c., fell on

the 13th of Octol^r, 47 B. c. of the Julian calen-

dar ; the kalends of March, 708 a. u. c.,on the 1st

of JonuaiT, 46 B. c. ; and lastly, the kalends of

January, 700 a. v. c., on the 1st of January, 45
B.C. Of the second of the two intercalary months
inserted in this year after November, mention is

made in Cicero’s letters (Ad Fam. vi 14).

It was probably the original intenuon of Caesar

to commence thp year with the shortest day. The
winter solstice at Rome, in the year 46 n. c., occur-

red on the 24th of December of the Julian calendar.

H is motive for delaying the corarocnccment fur seven

days longer, instead of taking the following day, wtis

probably the desire to gratify tho superstition of the

Romans, by causing the first year ^ the rerformed

calendar to fisll on the day of the new moon. Accord-

ingly, it is found that the mean new moon occurred

at Rome on the 1st of January, 45 u. c., at 6h. 1
6^

r.M. In this way alone can be explained tho phrase

lucd by Macrobius : Anttum civiUm Ck»esar^ kabitis

(ul lunam dimenwmilntg ooiutituium^ rdicto jviltim

ffTopogito putlicuvil. This eilict is also mentioned
by Plutorcli where he gives the anecdote of Cicero,

who, on being told by some one that the constel-

latinn Lyra would rise the next morning, observed,
** Ve*, no doubt, in ol)edieiicc to the edict.”

The mode of denoting the days of the month
will cause no difficulty, if it Ik: rccollectod, that the

kidends always denote the first of the mouth, that

the nones occur on the seventh of the four months
March, May, Qiiinctilis or July, and Octolier, nnd
on the fifth of the other months

; that the ides

always fiill eight days later than the nones
; and

lastly, that the intermediate days are in all case’s

reckoned backwards upon the Roman principle

already explained of counting both extremes.

For the month of January* the notation will Ijo

as follows :
—

1 Kal. Jan. 1 7 a. d, XVI. Kal. Frb.

2 n. d. IV. Non. Jan. 18 a. d. XV. Kal. Feb.

3 a. d. III. Non. Jan. 1.0 a. d. XIV. Kal. Feb.
4 Prid. Non, Jan. 20a. d. XIII. Kal. Feb.

5 Non. .Tan. 21 n. d. XII. Kal. Feb.

6 a. d. VIII. Id. Jan. 22 a. d. XI. Kal. Feb.

7 a. d. VII. Id. Jan. 23 a. d, X. Kal. Feb.

8 a. d. VI. Id. Jan. 24 a. d. IX. Kal. Feb.

9 0. d. V. Id. Jan. 25 a. d. VIII. Kal. Feb.
10 a. d. IV. Id. Jan. 26 a. d. VII. Kal. Feb.

1 1 n. d. III. Id. Jon. 27 a. d. VI. Kal. Feb.

12 Prid. Id. Jan. 28 a. d. V. Kal. Feb.

13 Id. Jan. 29 a. d. IV. Kal. Feb.

14 a. d. XIX. Kal. Feb. 30 a. d. III. Kal. Feb,

I5n.d.XVlII.Kal.Feb. 31 Prid, KaL Feb.

l6o.d.XVlI.KaLFcb.

The letters a d an often, through error, written

together, and so confounded with the preposition

a</, which would have a dilferent meaning, for eui

kaicHda* would signify fy, i. e. on or lie/or« the

kalmdg. The letters are in fact an abridgement
of ante Jtrin, and the full phrase for ” on the second
of January ” would be ante diem quarinm nonag
Januariag. The word ante in this expression seems
ri*ally to belong in sense to nontu, and to lie tlin

cause why nonag is on acaisative. Hence occur

such jihrascs as (Cic. J*kU. iii. 8), in ante diem quar-

turn kal. Lkeemhrxg duitulit^
^ he put it off to tho

fimnh day before the kalends of D^ml>er,” (Ones.

Fell, (rail, i. 6) 7s difg erat ante diem V. Kal.

and (Caes. Hell. Civ. L 11) ante qnem diem ituntg

siV, for quo die. The same confusion exists in the

phrase post pattcog diet^ which means ** a few* days
after,” and U e<]nivalcnt to paueig jtosi diel/ug.

Wlu'ther the phrase Kalmdae Januarii was ever

used by the bwt writers is doubtful. The words
oro commonly abbreviated ; and those passages

where AprilU, Dccembris, &c. occur, are of no
avail, as they arc probably accusatives. The ante

may be omitted, in which case the phrase w'ill bo

die tfuario nonarum. In the ]e.np year (to use a
modem phrase), the last days of February w'cro

called—
Feb. 23. d. VII. Kal. Mart.

Feb. 24 ssa. d. VI. Kal. Mart, postcriorom.

Feb. 25. sssa. d. VI. KuL Mart priorem.

Feb. 26. «a- d. V. Kal. Mart
Feb. 27.=»a.d. IV. Kal. Mart
Feb. 28.= a. d. III. Kal. Mart
Feb. 29. s=s Prid Kal. Mart

In which the words prior and potierior arc used in

<4 4

.^it
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reference to the retrograde direction of the reckon*

mg. Such at least is the opinion of Idelcr, who
it'fi rs to Celsus in the IMgest (50. tit. 16. s. 9B).

From the fact that the intercalated year has two
days called ante diem tejtum^ the name of bissextile

has been applied to it. The terra anmus biseej^is,

however, docs not occur in any writer prior to

Bcdn, but in place of it the phrase annut bueextus.

It was the intention of Caesar that the bissex*

turn should bo inserted peracto quadriennii cirenitu^

as Censorinus says, or <(uinio quoqne ineijnente aatno^

to use the words of Mocrobius. The phrase, how-
ever, which Caesar used seems to hare been quarto

quoque a/rno, which wzts intoif^ted by the priests

to mean every third year. The consoqucncc w’os,

that in the year 8 B. & the Emperor Augustus,

finding that three more intercalations had been

made than was the intention of the law, gave

directions that for the next twelve years there

should be no bissextile.

The sm’ices which Caesar and Augustus had
conferred upon their country by the reformation

of the year, seem to have been the immediate
causes of the compliments paid to them by the in-

sertion of their names in the calendar. Julius was
sultstituicd for Quinctilis, the month in which

Caesar was bom, in the second Julian year, that is,

the year of the dictator's death (Censorinus, c. 22)

;

fur the first Julian year was the first year of the

corrected Julian calendar, that is, 45 B. c. The
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name Augustus, in place of S«;xtili8, was introduced

by the emperor himself, at the time when he recti-

fied the error in the mode of intercalating (SueL
Auq. c. 31), atmo Auffustano jet. The first year
of the Augustan era was 27 B. c., viz., that in

which he first took the name of Augustus, $e vii. d
Af. yipaanio Affrippa co$s. He was bom in Sep-
tember ; but gave the preference to the preceding

month, for reasons stated in the senatus-coasultum,

preserved by Macrobius (L 12). “ Whereas the

Emperor Augustus C^ocsor, in the month of Sez-
tilis, was first admitted to the consulate, and thrice

entered the city in triumph, and in the same
month the legions, from the Janiculum, placed

themselves under his auspices, and in the same
month Eg^'pt was brought under the authority of

the Roman people, and in the same month an end
was put to the civil wars

;
and whereas for these

reasons the said month is, and has been, most for-

tunate to this empire, it is hereby decreed by the

senate that the said month shall be called Angus,
tus.” A plebiscituro, to the same effect, was
passed on the motioa of Sextos Pacuvius, tribune

of the plcbs.’*

The month of September in like manner received

the name of Gerrooiiicus from the general so called,

and the appellation appears to have existed even in

the time of Macrobius. Domitian, too, conferred

his name upon October
; but the old word was re-

stored upon the death of the tyrant.

Ottr days of the
Month.

March, May, July, January, August, April, June, Sep- Febnia rr has SS
i in LeapOctober, haro 31 December, have 31 tember, November, daya. an

days. dsyi. have 30 days. Year O.

1. KalknMS. KALZNDia Kalendis Kalekdis.
2. VI.

1
IV. 1 ante IV. 1 ante IV. 1 Ante

3. V. 1 ante III. 1 Non.os. III. } Nonas. III. Nonas.
4. IV.

f
Nonas. Pridie Nonas. Pridie Nonas, Pridie Nonas.

5. III. NoNiS. Nokis, Nowis.

6. Pridie Nonas. VIII. VIII. VIII.
7. Nonis. VII. VII. VI

L

8. VIII. VI. ante VI. ante VI.
9. VII. V. Idus, V. Idus. V.

10. VI. ante IV. IV. IV.
11. V. Idus. III. III. III.

12. IV. IVidie Idus. Pridie Idus. Pridie Idus.

13. III. Fdibus. Idibus. Idibus.

14. I’ridie Idus. XIX. XVIII. XVI.
15. IniBUR. XVIII. XVII. XV.
16. XVII. XVII. ja XVI. s XIV.

I17. XVI. A XVI. g XV. a XIII.
18. XV. c XV. 1 XIV. s XII. s
19. XIV. E XIV. 9 XIII. 9 XI.
20. XIII. or XIII. XII. X. s

21.

22.

23.

XII.
XI.
X.

C. “
0 .s

I?

XII.
XI.
X.

"z S'

|i
XI.
X.
IX.

o .2 IX.
VIII.
VII.

e
9
a
us

24. IX. 'i3 I.X.
fc- o9 VS VIII. VI. V

25. VIII. a/ VIII. « VII. Ui V.
a

26. VII. n
X VII. VI. 9 IV.

27.

28.

VI,
V.

et

s

VI.
V.

o
<

V.

IV.

a
< III. J

Pridie 1 Calendas
29. IV. < IV. III. Martias. i

sa III. III. Pridie Kalendas
31. Pridie Kalendas Pridie Kalendas (of the month

(of the month (of the month fbllowing).

following). following). _ i
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The Fasti of Caesar have not come down to us

in their entire form. Such fragments as exist may
be seen in Gniter’s Iiuoripticmes^ or more com-

pletely in Foggini's work, Fasiorum Anni Romani
. . Reliquiae. See also some papers by Idclcr in

the Berlin Transactions for 1822 and 1823.

The Gregorian Year.—The Julian calendar sup-

poses the mean tropical year to be 365d. 6h. ; but

this, as we have already seen, exceeds the real

amount by 11' 12", the accumulation of which,

year after year, caused at last considcmblo incon-

enicnce. Accordingly, in the year, 1582, Pope
Gregory the XIII., assisted by Aloysius, Lilius,

Christoph. Clavius, Petrus Cioconius, and others,

again reformed the calendar. The ten days by
which the year had been unduly retarded were

struck out by a regulation that the day after the

fourth of October in that year should be called the

fifteenth ; and it was ordered that, whereas hitherto

an intercalary day had been inserted every four

years, for the future three such intercalations in

the course of four hundred years should be omitted,

viz., in those years which are di>*isible without

remainder by 100, but not by 400. Thus, accord-

ing to the Julian calendar, the years, 1600, 1700,

1 800, 1 900, and 2000 were to have b<^n bissextile

;

but, by the regulation of Gregory, the years 1700,

1800, and 1900, were to receive no intercalation,

while the years 1600 and 2000 were to be bissextile,

as before. The bull which effected this change, w'us

issued Feb. 24, 1582. The fullest account of this

correction is to be found in the work of Clavius,

entitled Romani Calendarii a Gregorio XIII. P. M.
restituii Explicatio. As the Gregorian calendar has

only 97 leap-years in a period of 400 years, the

mean Gregorian year is (303 x 365 + 97 x 366)
+400, that is 365d. 5h. 49' 12", or on\j 24"
more than the mean tropical year. This diftorence

in 60 years would amount to 24', and in 60 times

60, or 3600 years, to 24 hours, or a day. Hence
the French astronomer, Delambre, has proposed

that the years 3600, 7200, 10,800, and all multi-

ples of 3600 should not be leap years. The Gre-

gorian calendar was introduced in the greater port

of Italy, as well as in Spain and Portugal, on the

day named in the bull. In France, two months
after, by an edict of Henry III., the 9th of De-
cember was followed by the 20th. The Catholic

parts of Switzerland, Germany, and the Low
Countries, adopted the correction in 1583, Poland
in 1586, Hungary in 1587. The Protestant parts

of Europe resisted what they called a Papistical in-

vention for more than a century. At lost, in 1 700,

Protestant Germany, as well os Denmark and Hol-
land, allowed reason to prevail over prejudice

;
and

the Protestant cantons of Switzerland copied their

example the following year.

Ip England the Gregorian calendar was first

adopted in 1752, and in Sweden in 1753. In

Russia, and those countries which belong to the

Greek church, the Julian year; or old stgU os it is

called, still prevails.

In this article free use has been made of Idclcr's

work Lehrbueh der Chronologie. For other inform-

ation connected with the l^man measurement of

time, see Astrono.via
; Dibs ; Horologium

;

Lustrum; Nundinab; Sabculum. [T.H. K.]
CA'LIDA, or C.\LDA, the warm drink of the

Greeks and Romans, which consisted of warm
water mixed with wine, with the addition probably

of spices. This was a very favourite kind of drink
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with the ancients, and could al ways be procured at

certain shops or taverns, called thermopolia (Plant.

Cur. ii. 3. 13, Trin. iv. 3. 6, Rwl. ii. 6. 45), which
Claudius commanded to be closed at one period

of his reign (Dion Cass. lx. 6). The vessels, in

which the wuie and water were kept hot, appear to

have been of a very elegant form, and not unliko

our tea-ums both in appearance and construction.

A representation of one of these vessels is given in

the AIusco Borbonico (vol. iii. pi. 63), from which
the following woodcut is token. In the middle
of the vessel there is a small cylindrical furnace,

in which the wood or charcoal was kept for

heating the water ; and at the bottom of this

furnace, there are four small holes for the ashes
to fall through. On the right hand side of the

vessel there is a kind of cup, communicating with
the port surrounding the funiace, by which the

vessel might be filled without taking off the lid ;

and on the left hand side there is in alx>ut the

middle a tube with a cock for drawing off the

liquid. Beneath the conical cover, and on a level

with the rim of the vessel, there is a moveable flat

cover, with a hole in the middle, which closes the

whole um except the mouth of the small furnace.

Though there can be no doubt that this vessel

was used for the purpose which has been mentioned.

it is difficult to determine its Latin name ;
but it

was probably called [Autuepsa.] Pol-

lux (x. 66) mentions several names which were

applied to the vessels used for heating water, of

which the ttryoAtSjjs, which also occurs in Lucian

(Lejripk. 8), appears to answer best to the vessel

which has been described above. (Bbttiger, SaU'
no, vol. ii. p. 34 ; Becker, Gedlus^ vol. iL p. 175.)

CALIENDRUM, a penique or wig, mentioned

by Horace. {Serm. L 8. 48.)

CA'LIGA, a strong and heavy shoe w’om by
the Roman soldiers. Although the use of this

specie* of colcoameutum extended to the centu-
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rioni, it v-tM not worn by the superior officers.

Hence the common sohlicni, includinjir conturiuns,

were dutii4ruished by the name of cuhtfati (SucL

Aug. ‘J.5, VUeU. 7) ; when Cicero therefore says of

Poinpey ** mihi cali^^ cjus non pUicebant ** {Ad
AM. ii. 3), he merely uses the words to indicate

his military power. Service in the ranks was also

desigtinted after this article of attire. Thus Marius
w'os said to bare risen to the consulship a ealiga^

I. e. from the ranks (Sen. De Btnef. v. 16), and

Ventidius jur^iam iuofiem w caJiga milUari to/e-

rasae { Plin If. W. vil 44). The Emperor Caligula

n*ceived that cognomen when a boy, in conse-

quence of wearing the caligo, which his father Ger-

nuuiicus put on his son in order to please the sob

diers. (Tacit. Ann. L 41 ;
Suet. C<tiig. 9.) The

triumphal monuments of Rome show moat dis-

tinctly the ditfercnce between the caliga of the

common soldier [Arma] and the calccus worn by
men of higher rank. [AboLLa ; Ara.] The
sole of the caliga W'os thickly studded w’ith hob-

nails {chvi etdigarii^ PUn. //. M. xxxir. 41,

ix. 18 ; Jut. iii. 23*2, xvi. 25).

The caliga tfmculiUorui (Suet. Calig. 52), made
for the use of spies {speculatorea), was probably

much lighter than the ordinary shoe worn by the

aoldiert. [J. Y.]

CALIX comp. Macrob. Sat. v. 21).

1. A small drinking-cup, constantly used at sym-
posia and on similar occasions. It is frequently

s<^n in paintings on ancient vases which n-present

drinking-scencs, and when empty is usually held

upright by one of its handles, as shown in the cut

under Symposium. (Xcn. Symp. ii. 26 ; Cic.

I'uae. iii. 19; Hur. Serm. ii, 8. 35, &c.) 2. A
vessel used in cooking (Vorr. L. L. v. 127, ed.

MulltT ; Ov. /orf. T. 509.) 3. A tube in the

aqiuieducts attached to the extremity of each pipe,

where it entered the castcUum. [Aquasductus,

p. 115,0.)

C.ALLIS, a licaten path or track made by the

feet of cattle. (Serv. ad Virg. Acn. iv. 405 ;
Isidor.

Orig. XT. 16. § 20.) The sheej>-walks in the
|

nunintalnoiis ports of Caminnia and .Apulia were the

pn>fierty of the Roman state ; and as they were of
j

considerable value, one of the quaestors usually
|

had these callrt assigned to him os his province,
|

whence we read of the Cullinm jrrociHcia. Ilia i

principal duties were to receive the scriptura., or
j

tax |>aid for the pnstnragc of the cattle, and to
j

protect life and property in these wild and moun-

tainous districts. When the senate wished to pul

a slight opon the consuls on one occasion they en-

deavoured to assign to them as their provinces,
,

the care of the woods {tiltae) and shi*ep-walks
j

(rrt//cjf). (Tac, Ann. iv. 27; Suet, Cnct. 1.9,

('laud. 29; in the lost passage the reading is

doiibtfiil.)

CALIjISTEI A (KaXXiirreZa), n festival, or per-

haps merely a part of one, held by the women of

Ia's1>os ; at which they assembled in the sanc-

tuary of Hera, and the Purest received the prise of

beauty. (SchoL ad IL ix. 128 ; Suidas, $. r.
;

Antbnlog. Pol. ix. 189 ; Athen. xiii. p. 610.)

A similar contest of beauty, instituted by Cyp-

selus, formed a port of a festival celebrated hj the

Parrhasians in Arcadia, in honour of the Eleuai-

nian Demeter. The w'omen taking part in it were

called Xpvffogdpoi. (Athen. xiii. p. 609.)

A third contest of the same kind, in which,

however, men only partook, is mentioned bf Athe-

1
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naens (/. e. ; compare HtymoL Afagn. $. o.) oi oc-

curring among the Elenns in honour of Athena,
The fairest roan received os prise a suit of armour
which he dedicated to Athena, and was adorned
by his friends with ribbons and a m)TlIe w*reath,

and accompanied to the temple. From the words
of Athenaeus (xiii. p. 610), w’ho, in speaking of

these contests of beauty, mentions Tciiedos along

with Lesbos, we must infer tliat in the former

island also C^Ilisteia were celebrated. [L. S.)

CALO'NES, the servants of the Human sol-

diers, said to have been so called from carrying

wood (icdAa) for their use. (Festus, s. v. ; &rv.
ad I'irg. Aen. vL 1.) They are genemlly supposed
to have 1>ecn slaves, and they almost formed a part

of the army, as we may learn from many passages

in CaecAT : in (act, we are told by Josephus that,

from always living W'ith the soldiers and being

present at their exorcises, they w*ere inferior to

them alone in skill and valour. The word colo,

hoa'cver, was not confined to thb signification, but

was also applied to ^rm-servants, instances ofwhich
usage are found in Horace {KpitL L 14. 4*2

;

Sat. i. 6. 103).

In Caesar this terra is generally found hy ilstdf

;

in Tacitus it is coupled and made almost identi-

cal witli /iro. Still the calones and Urae were luit

the same : the latter, in fact, were freemen, who
merely followed the camp for the purposes of gain

and merchandise, and were so far frt>m being in-

dispensable to an anny, that they were sometiroea

forbidden to follow it (as Uxac mptermtur ejrrr-

ctVttm, Sail. JifU. Jug. 45). Thus again we read
of the lime mercatoreerpte^ qui ptauetrie mcrou por-
tabant (Hirtius, De liell. Afr. 75), words which
plainly show that the Uxae were traders and
dealers. Li>y also ( v. 8) speaks of them os

carrying on business. The term itself is supposed

to be connected with lixa, an old word signih ing

water, inasmuch as the lixao supplied this article

to the soldiers : since, however, they prol.iably

furnished ready-cooked provisions (duM eibos)^ it

seems not unlikely that their appellation may have
some allusion to this circumstance. (Set- Sail.

Le.)
. .CALU'MNIA. Calurantari is defined by

Morcian (Dig. 48. tit. 16. a. 1), PalMcrimimt in~

(endt're ; a definition which, as there given, was
only intended to apply to criminal matters. The
definition of Poulus {Senient. Recejtt. L tit. 5) ap-

plies to matters both crimimtl and civil ; Calumui-

o»U9 est qui iciene prudnteque framlem uegotium

alieui comparai. Cicero \.de L 10) speaks of

calumnio,*' and of the nimie callida et malitioea

Jurie inierpmtatio^ as things related. Gains says,

Calumnia in a<f/eetu es/, eicui/urti crimm

;

the

crimituility was to be determined by the intention.

When an accuser failed in his proof, am) the

reus w*os acquitted,* there might be an inquiry into

I the conduct and motives of the accuser. If the p^-r-

son who mndo this* judicial inquiry (9*1 coguorU\
found that the accuser had merely acted from errur

of judgment, he acquitted him in the form iron pro-

baeti ; if he convicted him of evil intention, he de-

clared his sentence in the words calumniatue es,

which sentence was followed by the legal punish-

menL
According to Marcion, the punishment for ca-

lumnia was fixed by the lex ^mmia, or, as it is

sometimes, perhaps incorrectly, named, the lex

Menunia. (Vol. Max. ill 7. § 9.) But it is not
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known when thit Icz wiu poaicd, nor what were its

penaitios. It appears from Cicero {Pro
J{o»c. Jmmao, c. 20), that the false accoior might
be branded on the forehead with the letter K, the

initial of Kalumnia ; and it has been conjectured,

though it is a mere conjecture, that this punish-

ment was indicted by the lex Remmia.
The punishment for calumnia was also extilium,

relegatio in insulam, or loss of rank {ordinii amis-

n'o ) ; bat probably only in criminal cases, or in

matters relating to a man's ciril condition. ( Paulus,

ifemieiU, Jtecrpf. t. L 5, v. 4. 11.)

In the case of actioncs, the calumnia of the actor

was checked by the calumnioc judicium, the judi-

cium contrarium, the jusjurondnm cnlumniae, and
the restipulatio

;
which are particularly described

by Gaius (ir. 174— llU). The defendant might

in all cases avail himself of the calumniao judicium,

by which the plaintiff, if he was found to be guilty

of calumnia, was mulcted to the defendant in the

tenth part of the value of the object-matter of the

suit. Hut the actor was not mulvU'd in this action,

unless it w*as shown that he brought his suit with-

out foundation, knowingly and designedly. ' In the

enntrarium judicium, of which the defendant could

only avail himself in certain cases, the rectitude of

the plaintiff's purpose did not save him from the

penalty. Instead of adopting cither of these modes
of proceeding, the defendant might require the

plaintiff to take the oath of calumnia, which was
to the effect, *$0 mm eiMiMm$tuie catua apere. In some
cnMTs the defendant also was required by the

praetor to swear that he did not dispute the

plaintiff's claim, ealttmmiae eauta. Gcnemlly speak-

ing, if the plaintiff put the defendant to his oath

ei df/erdxU\ the defendant might
put the plaintiff to his oath of calumny. (Dig. 12.

tit. 2. s. 37.) In some actions, the oath of ai-

lumuy on tho part of the plaintiff was a necessary

preliminary to the action. In all judicia publica.

It seems that the oath of calumnia was required

from the accuser.

If tho restipulationis poena was required Trora

tho actor, the defendant could not have the benefit

of thecalumniac judicimn,or of the oath of calumny

;

and the judicium contrarium was not applicable to

such cases.

The edict Dc C^umniatoribuB (Dig. 3. tit. 6.)

applied generally to those who received money,
calumnine causa, for doing an act or alMtainlng

from doing an act The ^ict applied os well to

publica crimina as to pecuniariao causae
;
for in-

stance in the matVr of repetundao the edict ap-

plied to him who for calumnia received money
on tho terms of prosecuting or not prosecuting a

person. This edict provided for some cases, as

threats of procedure against a man to extort

money, which were not within the cases provided

for by the edict. Quod metus causa (Dig. 4.

tit 2.) [O. L.]

CA'MARA (Kc^idpa), or CAMERA, projjcrly

signlBes any arched or vaulted covering, and any
thing with such a covering : Herodotus, for in-

stance, calls a coverc'd cuniage Kc^uipa (L 199).

It is chiedy used in the two following senses:-—
1. An arched or vaulted ceiling formed by st'mi-

circukir bonds or beams of wood, over the intervals

of which a coating of lath and pUister was spread,

resembling in construction the hooped awnings in

use amongst us. (Vitniv. ril 3 ;
Sail. Cai. .^8 ;

Cic. ad Q. />>. iiL 1. § i
; comp. Plin. II. S*
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xvt 36. a 64.) Under the emperors eamarae were
formed with plates of glass (Plin. II. N. xxivi. *J5.

s. 64) ;
sometimes also the beams were gilt, and

the cciliog between them was made of ivory.

(Propert iiL 2. 10.)

2. Small boats used in early times by the people

who inhabited the shores of the Kuxinc and the

Hospoms, and called xo^Adpeu, from their having

a brood arched deck. They were made with both

ends alike so as to woric in either direction without

turning
\
and were put together without iron. They

continued in use until the age of Tacitus, by w hom
their construction and uses are described. (Strab.

xi. p. 496 ; Kustath. ad Diotnf$. Perirg. 700 ; AuL
Gell. X. 26 ; Toe. Hid. iiL 47. Respecting the
other uses of the word see Seiler and Jncubitz,

IIufidtciiticHmch d. (iriecA. Sprurie.) [P*S.]
CAMILLI, GAMILLAK, boys and ^irls, cut-

ployed in the religious rites and ceremonies of tho

Rimians. They were required to be pc*rfect in

form, and sound in health, free bom, and with
both their parents alive

; or, in other words, ac-

cording to the expression of the Romans, ;«eri am
purJJae patrimi muirimvititt.

The origin of these words gave risc^ to various

opinions among the ancients. Dionysius supposed

them to correspond to the KoSptXoi among the

(^uretes and Corybantes; others connected them
with Cadmilus or Cosroilus, one of the Samothra*
cian C^beiri

; but we know nothing certain on the

matter. Respecting the employment of the Camil-
lus at Roman marriages, see Matrimonhim.
(Dionya U. 21, 22 ; Varr. L. L, viL 34, ed. Mul-
ler; Alacrob. Hai. iii. 8; Sc‘rv. ad Vity. jim. xL

643; Kestus, 1. ro. CumiV/vs, Cumera^ PlaminiuM

Camditu; llartung. Die Peliyion der Homer, vol. L
p. 1 67, vol. ii. p. 71.)

CA'MPAGUS, a kind of shoe worn by the later

Roman emperors. (TrebclL Poll. O'aUim, IG, with

the note of Salmosius.)

CAMPNUS. IDoxivs]
CAMPESTHE (sc. sa^^/ar) wasa kind ofgirdle

or apron, which the Roman youths wore aniuiid

their loins, when they exercised naked in tlio

Campus Martins (Augustin. De Civ. Deiy ziv. 17).

The campestre was sometimes worn in w*ann wea-
ther in {^cc of the tunic under the toga {exmjtedri

sub toga cinduSy Ascon. ad CVr. pro i^uroy p. 30.

cd. OrelL; Hor. A>. L 11. 18.)

CAMPIDOCTO'RES wrere persons who taught

soldiers their exercises. (VcgetL13.) In the

times of tho republic this duty was discharged by
a centurion, or veteran soldier of merit and distinc-

tion. (Comp. Plin. Petn. 13.)

CA^N.ABUS (KtiyoGos), was a figure of wood
in the form of a skeleton, round which the clay or

plaster was laid in forming models. Figures of

a similar kind, formed to display the muscles and
veins, were studied by painters in order to acquire

some knowledge of anatomy. (Arist. IHd. Anim.
iii. 5, De (Jen, Anim, iL 6; Pollux, viL 164, x.

189; Suid. and llcsych. s. v. ; Miiller, Arek'dU,

der Kunsiy § 305. n. 7.)

CANA'LIS, and the diminutive CanaiiaduSy

which signify a water-pipe or gutter, are used also

in architecture for any channel, such as the (lutings

of a column, and the channel between the vofutee

of an Ionic capital (Vilruv. x. 14, iiL 3). [P. S.]

CANATHRON (xds’oGpoi'), a carriage, the up-

per part of which was made of basket-work, or

more properly the basket itself which was fixed in
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the cerrie^. (Xen. viiL 7; Plut Affrt. c. 19.)

Homer calls this kind of bosket (//. xxir.

] 90, 267 ;
and Eustath. ad he. Compare Sturts,

Le». Xenaph. §, r. Kdro^por
;

Scheffer, IM Re
KcAib. p. 6B.)

CANCELLA'RIUS. [Cancslli.)
CANCELLI, lattice-work, placed before a win-

dow, a door-way, the tribunal of a judge, or any
other place. (Sm e. g. Cic. pro S^. 58 ; Varr.

R. R. lii. 5 :
Or. Am. iii. 2. 64 ; Dig. 30. tit 41.

a 10 ; 33- tit 7. s. 10.) Hence was deriyed the

word CfUiceilariut^ which originally signiBed a
porter, who stood at the lattic^ or grated door of

the emperor's palace. The emperor Carinos gare

great dissatisfaction by promoting one of his Can-
ccllarii to be Praefcctus urbl (Vopisc. Carin. 16.)

The cancellarius also signified a legal scribe or

secretary, who sat within the canceUi or lattice-

work, by which the crowd was kept off from the

tribunals of the judges. (Cassiod. Var, zi. 6.)

The chief scribe or secretary was called Cancellarius

aar* and was ercntoally inrested with
judicial power at Constantinople ; bat an account

of his duties and the history of this office do not
fall within the scope of the present work. From
this word has come the modern Chancellor.

CANDE'LA, a candle, made either of wax
(ce7«a) or tallow (se&ocea), was used unirersally

by the Romans beforo the Inyention of oil lamps
(iMcemae). (Varr. De Ling. Lai, r. 119, ed. Miil-

ler; Martial, zir. 43 ; Athen. xy. p. 700.) They
used for a wick the pith of a kind of rush called

teirptu (PHn. //. S. xvi. 70). In later times can-

delas* were only used by the poorer classes ; the

houses of the more wealthy were always lighted

by lucernoe (Juv. Sai, iii. 287 ; Becker, OalUuy
yol. ii. p, 201).

CANDELA'BRUM, was originally a candle-

stick, but was afterwai^ used to support lamps
ill which signification it most com-

monly occurs. The candelabra of this kind were
usually made to stand upon the ground, and were
of a considerable height. The most common kind
were made of wood (Cic. ad Qm. Fr. iii. 7 ;

Martial,

zir. 44 ; Petron. 95 j Athen. xy. p. 700) ; but those

which have been found in Herculaneum and Pom-
peii are mostly of bronze. Sometimes they were
made of the more precious metals and even of

jewels, as was the one which Antiochus intended
to dedicate to Jupiter Capitolinas. (Cic. Verr. ir,

28.) In the temples of the gods and palaces there

were frequently large eandclahra made of marble,

and fastened to the ground. (Afusro Pio-CUm. iv.

1. 5, y. 1. 3.)

There is a groat resemblance in the general plan

and appearance of most of the candelabra which
have been found. They usually consist of three

ports:— 1. the foot {Bdtni)
\ 2. the shaft or stem

(iravAiir)
; 3. the plinth or tray (8i<r(r^t), large

enough for a lamp to stand on, or with a socket to

receive a wax candle. The foot usually consists

of three lions' or griffins' foet, ornamented with

leaves
;
and the shaft, which is cither plain or

fluted, generally ends in a kind of capital, on
which the tray rests for supporting the lamp.

Sometimes we find a fi^irc between the capital and
the tray, as is seen tn the candelabrum on the

right baud in the annexed woodcut, which is taken

from the Miueo Dorhonioo (it. pi. 57), and repro-

•ents a candelabrum found in Pompeii. The one
on the left band is also a representation of a

CANDELABRUM.
candelabrum found in the same city (Afat. Bof5.

vi. pi. 61), and is made with a sliding shaft, by
which the light might be raised or lowered at

pleasure.

The best candelabra were mode at Acgina and
Tarentum. (Pltn. II. N. xxziy. 6.)

There arc also candelabra of various other forma,

though those which have been given above arc by
far the most common. They sometimes consist m
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ft figure Bupporting a lamp {Mtu, BoHk tIL pL 1 5),

or of a figure, by the side of which the shaft is

pUced with two bnuichet, each of which termi-

nates in a flat disc, upon which a lamp was placed.

A candelabrum of the latter kind is giren in the

preceding woodcut (^*\fus. Dorb. ir. pL 59). The
stem is formed of a liliaceous plant ; and at the

base is a mass of bronxe, on which a Silenus is

•rated engaged in trying to pour wine from a skin

which be bolds in his left hand, into a cup in his

right.

There was another kind of candolabniia, entirely

diflbrent from those which have been describeii,

which did not stand upon the ground, but was

placed upon the table. These caudelabia usually

consist of pillarB, from the capitals of which several

lamps Kang down, or of trees, from whose branches

lamps also are suspended. Tho folloaring wood-

cut represents a very elegant candelabrum of this

Jund, found in Pompeii. (3fas. Borb, ii. pi. 13.)

The original, induding the stand, is three feot

high. The piUnr is not placed in the centre, but

at one end the plinth, which is the case in al-

most every candelabrum of this descriptim yet

found. The plinth is inlaid in imitation of a rin^

the leaves of which are of silver, the stem and fruit

of bright broDsc. On one side is an altar with

wood and fire upon it ; and on the other a Bacchus

riding oo a tiger. (De^er, Gullus^ vcd. iL p. 206,

&C.)
CANDIDATUS. [Ambitus.]
CANDYS (fcdf^vf), agown worn by the Modes

ftnd Persians over their trowsers and other gar-

ments. (Xcn. Cyr. i. 8. § 2, Amb, L 5. $ 8 ;
Died.

Sic. xviL 77.) It had wide sleeves, and was made
of woollen doth, which was either purple or of

some other splendid colour. In the Pcrsepolilon

sculpCnroa, nearly all the principal personages

are doth^ in it The three hero shown are

taker firum Sir R. R. Porter's Travels (vol. i. pi.

£#4). [J. Y-1
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CANE'PllOKOS (Kotnj<f>6p9s). When a sacri-

fice was to be offtred, the round cake (rpox<a
rdiravo*', oA^, main su/sa), the chaplet

of flowers, the knife used to slay the victim, and
sometimes tho frankincense, were deposited in a
tint circular bosket (kcU'Coi', eamttrum)^ and this

was frequently carried by a rirgin on her bead to

the altar. TLe practice was obseired more espe-

cially at Athens. When a private man sacrificed,

either bis daughter, or some unmarried fcnmlc of

his family, officiated os his canephoros (Aristoph.

Aebam, 241—252) ; but in the Panathenaea, the

Dionysia, and other public festivals, two virgins of

the first Athenian families were appointed for tho

purpose. Their functiem is described by Ovid
(Afa/. il 713—715).

That the office was accounted highly honourable

appears from the fact, that the resentment of liar-

m^ius, which instigated him to kill Hipparchus,

arose from the insult oflered by the latter in for-

bidding the sister of Harmodius to walk os cane-

phoros in the Panathenaic procession. (Thuevd.

ri. 56 ;
Aclian, V. If. xi. 8.) An antefixa in tho

British Museum (see woodcut) represents the two
canephoro.' approaching a candelabrum. Each of

them elevates one arm to support tho basket, while

•he slightly raises her tunic with the other. Tniii

attitude was much admired by ancient artists.

Pliny {If. M xxxvi 4. s. 7) mentions a marble

canephoros by Scopas, and Cicero ( Verr. iv. 8)

describes a pair in bronxe, which were the exquisite

work of Polycletus, [Carvatia]
CANISTRUM. [Canxpiioroa]
CANTABRUM, a standard used at the lime

of tho Roman empire, and carried in festive pro-

cessions. (Tertull. Apot. 16 ; Minuc. Felix, 29.)

CANTE'RII U used by Vitruvius (iv. 2) for

the rafters of the roof^ extending from the ridge to

the eaves. [P. S-]

CA'NTIIARUS (xdvfl^f) was a kind of

drinking-cup, famished with handles (foa/Aorijs

ONJO, Viig. EcL vi 17 ;
Hor. Carm. L 20). It is

said by some WTiters to bavo derived iU name

from one Canthonis, who first made cups of this
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form. (Alhcn. xi. p. 474, e ; Pollux, vL 96 ;

Plin. //. N. xxxir, 19. § 25.) The cantiiAmi viu
the cup aacrcd to Racchiu (Mocrob. Sai. r. 21 ;

Plin. //. N. xxxiil 53), who is frequently rcpro-

•ented on ancient vasci bolding it in his hand, os

in the following woodcut, which is taken from a
painting on an ancient vase. (Millingcn, Pein-

tures Antiques^ pL 53.)

CA'NTICUM. In the Roman theatre, between
the first and second acts, fluto music appears to

have been introduced (PlauL PseiKfof. i. 5. 160),

which was accompanied by a kind of recitative,

performed by a single actor, or if there were two,

the second was not allowed to speak with the first

Thus Dioroedes (iiL p. 489. cd. Putsch.) says:—
** In canticis una tontum debet esse persona, ant si

duac fuerint, ita debent esse, ut cx occulto unn
audint nec coUoquatur, sod secuni, si opus fuerit,

verba faciat** In the canticum, as violent gcsti>

culation was rc<|uired, it appears to have been the

custom, from the time of Livius Andronicus, for

the actor to confine himself to the gesticulation,

while another person sang the recitative. (Liv.

Tiii. 2 ; Lucian, DeSiUtai. 30 ; Isidor. Or^.xviii.

44.) The canticum always formed a part of a

Roman comedy. Diomcdcs observes that a Roman
comedy consists of two parts, dialogue and canticum

{Laiinae comoediae Huoffus fusgum mem5rii consfan/,

divfrhio et ctia/ioo). Wolf {De C*srUiciiy p. II)

endeavours to show that cantica also occun^ in

tragedies and the Atellanae fabulae. There can

be no doubt that they did in the latter
;
they

w'crc usually composed in the I^atin, and sometimes

in the Greek language, whereas the other parts of

the Ateilanc plays were written in Oscan.

CAPISTRUM (4>op^«»d), a halter, a lie for

horses, asses, or other animals, placed round the

head or neck, and made of osiers or other fibrous

materials. In representations of Bacchanalian pro*

cessions the tigers nr panthers arc attached to the

yoke by capistra made of vine-branches. Thus we
re.od of the tifs capittraiae tiifrts of Ariadne (Grid,

ii. 80 ;
Sidon. Apoll. Cbm. xxiL 23), and

CAPSA.
they ore seen on the bas-relief of a sarcophagus in’

the Vatican representing her nuptial procession.

See the annexed woodcut

ance used by pipers (ooXt^ral) and trumpeters to

compress their mouths and cheeks, and thus to aid
them in blowing. It is often st‘cn in works of
ancient art [Ciiiridota], and m'os said to !>e the
invention of Marsyns. (Simonides, Brunt'k. An.
i. 122 ; Sophocles, ap. Cic. ad Att. ii. 16 ; Aris-
topb. Av. 862, Vetp. 580, Eo. 1147 ; Schol. ad

[J. Y.J
CAPITA'LTS. rCAPiT.]
CATITK CMNSI. [Caput.]
CA'PITIS BKMINU'TIO. [Caput.]
C.API'TIUM, a portion of a woman’s dress,

said by Varro to be so called, because it covers

(capit) the breast, (Varr. L. L. v. 131, ed. Muller,
and Df. Vda }*. J{. iv. ap. Nonium, s. r. capitUi;

conjp. Cell, xvl 7 ; Dig. 34. tit. 2. s, 24.) But
the word itself would rather lead us to suppose
that it H*as originally a covering for the head
(oaput).

CAPITOLT'NI LUDI. [Lum.]
CAPITULUM. fCoLUMNA.]
CAPSA {dim. CAi»SULA),orSCRrNIUM,

the box for holding liooks among the Ronuns.
These boxes were usually made of beech*wood
(Plin. II. N. xvi. 43. s. 84), and were of a cylin-

drical form. There is no doubt respecting their

form, since they are often placed by the side of
statues dressed in the toga. The following woo<U
cut, which represents an open capsa with six rolls

of books in it, is from a painting at Ponqieii.

There does not app^'nr to have Iteen any dif-

ference between thecn/)Sti and the srnWhtm, except

that the latter word was usiiallr applied to those

boxes which held a considerable number of rolls

{fcrinia da maffnit^ Mart L 3). Boxes used for

preserving other things besides books, were also

called capsM (Plin. II. N. xv. 17* s. 18 ;
Mart. xi.

8), while in the scrinia nothing appears to have

been kept but l>ooks, letters, and other writiiigs.
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CAPUT.
Tbe alavM wbo had tha charge of these book-

ehests were called eap$arii^ and also cu$tode$ sen-

mcrum

;

and the slaves who carried in a capsa

behind their young masters the books, &c. of

the sons of respectable Romans, when they went

to school, were also called capsarii. (Juv, x. 117.)

We accoMingly find them mentioned together with

the paedagogi. (Suet AVr. 36.)

When the capaa contained books of importance,

it was sealed or kept under lock and key (Mart i.

67) ;
whence Horace {Ep. I 20. 3) says to his

work, Odisti c/otvs, d prata nffiUa pudieo. ( Becker,

GoUus, Tol. i. p. 191 ;
Bottiger, ikUtina, yoL i.

p. 10‘2,&c.)

CAPSA'RII, the name of three different classes

of slaves:— I. Of those who took caro of the

clothes of persons while bathing in the public

baths. [Balnbae, p. 189.] In later timet they

were subject to the jurisdiction of the pmefectus

rigilum. (Hig« !• tit 15. s. 3.) 2. Of those who
had the care of the capsae, in which books and

letters were kept [Capsa.] 3. Of those who
carried the books, &c. of boys toKbool. [Capsa.]
CA'PSULA. [Capsa.]

CA'PULUS (icdrri, Xaff^). 1. Tbe hflt of a

sword, which was frequently much ornamented.

[Gladits.] The handles of knives were also

much ornamented ; and of the beautiful work-

manship sometinu^s bestowed on them, a judgment

may be formed from tbe three specimens here in-

troduced. (Montiaucon, Ant. Erpliquie, iii. 122.

pL61.)
2. A bier or coffin. [Punus.]
CAPUT, the head. The u*rra “ head ** is often

used by the Roman writers as equivalent to “ per-

aon,”or “ human bein^.” (Coes. ML Gall. ir. 15.)

By an easy transition, it was used to signify ** life

:

thus, capite dantnari^ are equivalent to

capital punishment
Caput is also used to express a nan's civil con-

dition
;
and the persons who were registered in the

tables of the censor are spoken of as capita^ some-

timi*s with the addition of the word emam, and
aometiroes not (Liv.iii. 24, z. 47.) Thus to be

registered in the census was tho some thing as

caput kabere : and a slave and a filius fiunilias, in

this sense of the word, were said to have no caput.

The lowest century of Servius Tullius comprised

the prolctarii and the capitc censi, of whom the

CAPUT. 2.‘19

latter, having little or no property, were barely
rated as so many head of citirons. (OcU. xvL 10;
Cic De Rfp. ii. 22.)

He wbo changed his condition for an inferior

one was said to be capUe mmu/vs, deminutu*^ or
eapitu minor. (Hor. Cima. iii. 5. 42.) The phrase
se capite deminuere was also applicable in case of a
voluntary change of condition. (Cic. Top. c. 4.)

The definition of Festus {m. v. deminutut) is, '*De-
minutus capite appellatur qui civitate mutatus est

;

et ex alia familia in aliam odoptatus, et qui lilior

alteri mancipio datus est : et qui in hostium potes-

tatem venit : et cui aqua et igni interdictum est."

There has been some discussion whether wc should

use capitis deminutio or diminutio, but it is indif-

ferent which we write.

There were three divisions of Capitis dt>mimitio— Maxima, Media, somvtimcs called Minor, and
Minima. The maxima capitis deminutio consfstod

in the loss of libertas (freedom), in the change of

tbe condition of a free man (whether ingenuus or

libertinus) into that of a slave. The media con-

sisted in the change of the condition of a civis

into that of a {icrrgrinus, as, for instance, in the

cose of deportatio under tho empire ; or the

change of the condition of a civis intotlmtofa
Latinus. The minima consisted in the change of

the condition of a pater faniilias into that of a filius

familias, as by adrogation, and, in the later law,

by legitimation
; and in a wife in manu, or n

filius familias coming into mancipii causa ; con-

sequently, when a filius familias was emancipated
or adopt^ there was a capitis deminutio, for l>oth

these ceremonies were ins«.‘parab1y connected with
the mancipii causa (cum emancipari nemo possit

nisi in imaginorinm servilcm causam dcductus.

Gains, i. 134, 162). This explains how a filius

fiunilias, who by emancipation becomes sui juris,

and thus improves his social condition, is still said

to have undergone a capitis deminntio
; which ex-

pression, as observed, applies to the form by which
the emancipation is cflfected.

Capitis roinutio, which is the same as deminutio,

is defined by Oaius (Dig. 4. tit. 5. s. 1) to be
status permutatio

;
but this definition is not inf-

ficicntly exact. That capitis deminutio which had
the most consequence was the maxima, of which
the media or minor was a milder form. The
minima, as already explained, was of a technical

character. The maxima capitis deminutio was
sustained by tboae wbo refused to be registered at

the census, or neglected the registration, and were
thence called Momri. The rncensus was liable to

be sold, and so to lose his lilierty
; but this being

a matter w*hich concerned citi7A*nship and freedom,

such penalty could not be inflicted directly, and
the object was only effected by the fiction of tho

citizen having himself abjured his freedom. Thoso
who refused to perform military service might also

be sold- (Cic. Pro Caeeina, 34 ; Ulp. Prop. xi. 1 1.)

;

A Roman citizen who was taken prisoner by the

enemy, lost bis civil rights, together with his

liberty, but he might recover them on returning to

his country. [Postliminium.] Persons con-

demned to ignominious punishments, as to the

mines, sustained the maxima capitis deminutio. A
free woman who cohabited with a slave, after

notice given to her by the owner of tbe slave, be-

came an ancilla, by a scnatus-coniultum, passed in

the time of Claudius, (Ulp. Frap. zi. 11 ; com*

pare TaciU Ann. rii. 53, and Sock Vejp. 1 1.)
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A jadiciam capiule, or poena o^italis, wa« one

which alTectcd a citbten'e caput. The subject of

the Capitis deminutio is fully discussed by Becker,

JIamdUttcK der Romitchen AUeriJuimer, toL ii.

p. 100 ;
and by Savigny, &c. toI. iL p. 68,

Ac. [G.L.]
CAPUT. IFETiUR.}

CAPUT EXTORUM. The Roman sooth-

•ayers {harunpiee^) pretended to a knowledge of

coming events from the inspection of the entrails of

victims slain for that purpose. The port to which

they especially directed their attention was the

liver, the convex upper portion of which seems to

have been called the capul eaiorum. (Plin. //. N. xi,

37. s. 73.) Any disease or deficiency in this organ

was considered an unfavourable omen
;
whereas,

if healthy and perfect, it w*as believed to indicate

good fortune. The hanispices divided it into two
ports, one called familiarity the other hotiUit: from

the former, they foretold the fete of friends ; from

the latter, that of enemies. Thus we read (Liv.

viii. 9), that the head of the liver was mutilated

by the knife of the operator on the ^ femiliar "

p^ [caput jednarit a familiari parte oaetumX
which w*as always a b^ sign. But the word
** caput ** here seems of doubtful application

; for it

may designate either the convex upper part of the

liver, or one of the prominences of the various lobes

which form its lower and irregularly concave port

It is, however, more obvious and natural to under-

stand by it the upper part, which is formed of two
prominences, called the great and small, or right

I

and left lob^ If no caput was found, it was a '

bad sign [nihil tritiiut accitUre potmt) ; if well de-
|

fined or double, it was a lucky omen. (Cic. De >

Z)io. iL 12, 13 :
Liv. xxvii. 26.) [R.W.]

CARACALLA was an outer garment used in

Gaul, and not unlike the Roman laccma. [La-
CKRNA.] It was first introduced at Rome by the

emperor Aurelius Antoninus Bassianus, w’ho com-

pelled all the people who came to court to wear it,

whence he obtiuned the surname of Caracalla.

(Aurel. Viet. £pit^ 21.) This garment, as worn
in Gaul, does not appear to liave reached lower

than the knee, but Ouaralla lengthened it so as Vo

reach the ankle. It afterwards l>ccame common
among the Romans, and garments of this kind

were called caracallae Antonianoe, to distinguish

them from tho Gallic caiacalloc. (AurcL VicU/>e
Cues. 21 ;

Spartian. Scv. 21, Anton, Car. 9.) It

usually hjsd a hood to it, and came to be worn by
tho clergy. Jerome (A]p. 128) speaks of patliolum

mirae pu/chriindinit m modum oaraoailamm ted

ahtque cncullit.

CARBA'TINA. [Piaa]
CARCER [kerJeery German ; yopy^pOy Greek),

a prison. This word is connected .with tpnot and
«7p7w, the guttural being interchanged with the

aspirate.

1. Grkir.

—

Imprisonment was seldom used

among the Greeks ns a legal punishment for

offences
; they preferred banishment to the expense

of keeping prisoners in conhnemenL We do, in-

deed, find some cases in which it was sanctioned

by law ; bat these are not altogether instances of

its being used as a punishment Thus the farmers

of the duties, and their bondsmen, were liable to

imprisonment if the duties were not paid by a
specified time

;
but the object oC this was to pre-

vent the escape of dcfenlters, and to insure regu-

larity of payment (Bockh, PnU. Econ. ofAtki^y

CARCER.

. 339, Ac.) Again, persons who had been mulcted

in penalties might be confined till they had poid

them. (Dem. e. Mid. p. 529. 26.) The
also, if they exorcised the rights of cilixenship,

were subject to the same consequences. (Dem.
. Timocr. p. 732. 17.) Moreover, we read of a

for theft ;
but this was a irpoort/tij/M, or

additional penalty, tho infliction of which was at

the option of the court which tried the case ; and
tho itself was not an imprisonment, but a
public exposure in the ireSoxcUin), or stocks, for

five Aiyi and nights— the rh Iv 8<8<<^cu.

Still the idea of imprisonment per se, os a pmiish*

ment, was not strange to the Athenians. Thus we
find that Plato (/^. x. p. 90U) proposes to have three

prisons : one of these was to 1m a <rcs^po»’i<rr^pu)i',

or penitentiary', and another a place of punishment— a sort of penal settlement away from the city.

The prisons in different countries were caillcd by
dilfercnt names: thus there was the ’Aycryxeubv,

in Boeotia ; the Kepo^s, at Cyprus ; the Kwr, at

Corinth ; and, amongst the lonions, the yopyvpoy

os at Samos. (Herod, iii. 145; Pollux, ix. 45.)
The prison at Athens was in former times called

Sco-pwr^pior, and afrerwards, by a sort of euphe-
mism, oUpfta. It was chiefly used as a guard-house,

or place of execution, and was under the charge of

the public officers called the eleven, ol 7k8cko.

One gate in the prison, through which the con-

demned were led to execution, was exUled t5

Xapttyfloy. (Pollux, viiL 103 ;
Wnchsmuth, lIcU,

Alterthunuk. vol. il pp. 141, 201, 2d cd.)

The Attic expression for imprisonment w*os Sfir.

Thus in tho oath of the /SovActrrof, or senators,

occurs the phrase 8^(T» *A$pyait6y oifMya.

Hence w'e have the phrase iXtff/xos ^vAateff (Thuc.

iii. 34), the libera custodia ^ the Romans, sig-

nifying that a party was under strict lur^'eillonce

;

and guard, though not confined within a prison.

!

2. Roman.—A career, or prison, was first built

at Rome by Ancus Mortius, overhanging tho

forum. (Liv. i. 33.) This was enlarged by
Servius Tullius, who added to it a souterrain, or

dungeon, called from him the Tuilianum. Sallust

(C’«/. 55) describes this as being twelve feet under

ground, walled on each side, and arched over with

stone work. For a long time this was the only

prison at Rome (Juv. Sat. iii 312), being, in fact,

the “ Tower," or state prison of the city, which

was sometimes doubly guarded in tiroes of alarm,

and was the chief object of attack in many con-

spiracies. (Liv. xxvi. 27, xxxii 26.) Varro

(A. L. T. 151, ed. Muller) tells us that the Tiil-

j

lianum was also named ^ Lautuniiac," from some

!

quarries in the neighbourhood ;
or, as others think

in allusion to the I^autumiae ** of Syracuse, a

prison cut out of the solid rock. In later times

the whole building was called the “ Maracrtine."

Close to it were the Scalae Gemoniae, or steps,

down which the bodies of those who had Ix^'U

executed were thrown into the Forum, to be ex-

posed to the gaxc of the Roman populace. (Cromer,

Ancient Ita/yy vo\.i. p. 430.) There were, how-
ever, other prisons besides this, though, as we
might expect, the words of Roman historians gene-

rally refer to this alone. One of these wras built by
Appius Claudius, the decemvir, and in it he was
himself put to death. (Liv. iiL 57 ;

PUn. II. N.
viL 36.)

The career of which we arc treating, was chiefly

used as a place of confinement for persons under
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•ccawtion, till the time of trial ;
and also aa a

place of execution, to which purpose thcTulUaniim

was gpcciolly devoted. Thus, Sallust (/. c.) tells

ns that Lentnlus, an accomplice of Catiline, was

hanged there. Livy also (xxix. 22) speaks of a

conspirator being deieg<itxu ta TuUianum^ which

in another pas$i4[e (xxxiv. 44), is otherwise ex*

pressed by the words in in/eriorem daauaus car-

oerrm, nceatumfue.

The same port of the prison a-os also called

“ mbur,'* if we nuiy judge from the words of

Festus ; — RiJbur in carccre J/ci/nr ts /om#, ytio

jfraeci/M/itiur ma/tjicornm /^nn*. This identity is

further shown by the uso made of it ; for it is

spoken of as a place of execution in the following

passages:— /n rvbore ei tenthrit e.rs/nrar« (Liv.

xxxviii. 59; Sallust, L c,). Robur ei tazum (sc,

Tarpeinm) miniiuri (Tacit Ann. iv. 29). So also

we read of the caiman—d Ralutn rahur. (Ilor.

Oir/M. ii. 13. 18.) [II.

CA'RCERKS, [CiRcuR.]

CARCHE'SUTM (aopx^«^*o*')* beaker

or drinking-cup, which was used by the Greeks in

rery early times, so timt one is said to have been

given by Jupiter to Alcmena on the night of iiis

visit to her. (Phcri'cydcs, p. 97—100, Sturtx.)

It was slightly contracted in the middle, and its

two handles extended from the top to the bottom.

(Athen. xi. p. 474 ;
Macrob. Sat. v. 21.) It was

much employed in libations of blood, wine, milk,

nnd honey. (Sappho, Fiag. 70, ed. Ncue; Virg.

Geor^. iv* 380, Am. v. 77 ;
Ovid, A/rf. vii. 246;

Slat* AcAi//. ii. 6.) The annexed woodcut repre-

sents a ra^nheent carchesium, which was pre-

sented by Chiirles the Simple to the Abbey of

St Denys. It was cut out of a single agate, and

richly engraved with representations of bacchana-

lian subjects. It held considerably more than a

pint, and its handles were so largo as easily to

admit a man's hand.

2. The upper part of the mast of a ship.

[Navis.]
CARDO (<3flupdr, orpo^c^f, vrp6<piyi^ ylyyk\>-

fios)^ a hinge, a pivot The brat figure in the an-

nexed woodcut is dertigned to show the general

form of a door, as we find it with n pivot at the

top and bottom (o, 5) in ancient remains of stone,

marble, wood, and bronxe. The second figure re-

presents a bronze hinge in the Egyptian collection

of the Dritish Museum ; its pivot (6) is exactly

cylindrical. Under these is drawn the threshold

of a temple, or other large edifice, with the plan of

the folding doors. The pivots nmve in holes fitted

to receire them (6, 5), each of which is in on angle

behind the antepngmeiitum (mamorro acratus

druints in /iwtiM rartio, V'irg. fYm, 222; Eurip,

I*koen. 114— 116, Schol. ati loe.).

The Greeks and Homans also used hinges ex-

actly like those now in coinmon use. Four Homan
hingesof bronze, presen'ed in the British Museum,
ore here shown.

The form of the door above delineated makes it

manifest why the principal Hno laid down in sur-

veying land was called “ cardo " (Festus, $. r. /JB-

cumanus ; Isid. Orig. xv. 14); and it further ex-

plains the application of the same tenn to the

North Pole, the supposed pivot on which the

heavens revolved. (Varr. Jh Re Runt. i. 2 ;
Ovid,

/vjf Ronio^ ii. 10. 45.) The lower extremity of

the universe was conceived to turn upon another

pivot, corresponding to that at the bottom of the

d >or (Cic. he Nat. Dtor. ii 41 ; Vitruv. vi. 1,

ix. 1); and the conception of these two principMl

points in geography and astronomy led to the ap-

plication of the same term to the 1*^1 and West
also. (Eucan. V. 71.) Hence our ^four points of

the compass " are called by ancient writers quainor

catxitHet orbU irrramm, and the four principal

winds, N. S. E. and W., ore the cardiualee vetUL

(Serv. ad Am. i, 8.5.) [J. Y.]
CARINA. [Navis.]
C.-VRMENTA'LIA, an old Roman festival ce-

lebrated in honour of the nymph Carmenta or

Canuentis, for an account of whom sec Dui. of
Riog. a. v.Cammae. This festival was celebrated

animallr on the 11th and the 15th of January,

and no other particulars of it are recorded except

that (2armentn was invoked in it as Postvoria and
Anlevoriftt epithets which had reference to her

power of looking liock into the (sut and forward

into the future. The festival was chiefly observed

by women. (Ov. Fad. i, 634 ;
Macrob. Sai. i. 7;

Gell. xvL 16 ; Serv. ad Virg. Aen. viii. 339 ; Har-
tung, I>ie Reii(f\on der /fbmer, vol. ii. p. 1 99.)

(^.\RNEI.\ (icopwra^, a great national festival,

celebrated by the Spartmis in honour of Apollo
R
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Cameios, which, according to Soeibiut (op. Ath^n,

xir. p. 635), was instituted Oljmp. xxvL ; although

Apollo, under the name of Camcios, was worshipped

in various places of Peloponnesus, particularly at

Amyclac, at a very early period, and even before

the Dorian migration. (MUller, Dor, i. 3. § 8. and

ii. 8. § 15.) Wochsmuth {/Mien. AlUrOiumsJc. ii.

p. 582, 2d ed.), referring to the passage of Athe-

nacus, above quoted, thinks that the Carneia had
long before Wn celebrated

;
and that when, in

OljTnp. xxvi., Therpnnder gained the victory,

music^ contests weru only added to the martial

solemnities of the festival. But the words of

Athenaeus, who is the on/jr authority to which

Wacbsmuth refers, do not allow of such an inter-

pretation, for no distinction is there made between

earlier and later solemnities of the festival, and
Athcnacos simply says, the institution of the

Cameia took phitc Olymp. xxvi. (*E7«V«to

ij d4ais r&v KapKc/wv Kara tten/y xol sucotrrlj*'

^OXofividSa, ifs ^<ri€i6s ipTjtrti', iy ir<pl

Xp4y<yy.) The festival began on the seventh day
of the month of Carneios = Metageitnion of the

Athenians, and lasted for nine days. (Athcn. iv.

p. 141 ;
Eustath. ad II. xxir. tub Jin.; Plut Symp.

viii. 1.) .It was, ns hir as we know, a warlike

festival, similar to the Attic Boedromia. During
the time of its celebration nine tents were pitched

near the city, in each of which nine men lived in

the manner of a military camp, ol>cying in every-

thing the commands of a herald. MUIIer also sup-

poses that a boat was carried round, and upon it

A statue of the Cameiati Apollo ertp-
uarlar), both adorned with lustratory garlandii,

called SfmjXoy aTippaTtatov^ in allusion to the

passage of the Dorians from Naupnetns into Pelo-

ponnesus. {Dorians^ i. 3. § 8. note s.) The priest

conducting the sacrifices at the Cnmcin, was called

‘ATT^riJr, whence the festiral was sometimes de-

signated by the name 'Ayirrbfna or *AyrfT6pttov

(Hesych, s. r. Ayifrdpsioi') ; and from each of the

Spartan tribes five unmarried men (Kap^tdrai)

were chosen os his ministers, whose office lasted

four years, during which period they were not al-

lowed to marry. (Hcsych. s. e. Kaprsttvox.) Some
of them bore the name of Zra^uAo9/>d^ot. (Ilesych.

s. V. ; compare Bekkor, Anecd, p. 205.) Thcr-
pander a*ns the first who gmned the prize in the
musical contests of the Cameia, and the musicians

of his school arerc long distinguished competitors

for the prize at this festival (MUIIer, iMr. iv. 6.

§ 3), and the last of this school who engaged in

the contest WAS Pericleidos. (Plut De Mat. 6.)

When we read in Herodotus (vi. 106, vii. 206)
and Thucydides (v. 54, and in other place-t) that

the Spart^s during tho celebration of this festival

were not allowed to take the field against an
enemy, wo must remember that this restriction was

i

not peculiar to the Caracia, but common to all the
j

great fcsti\’als of the Greeks; traces of it are found

even in Homer. {Od. xxl 258, &c.)

Cameia were also celebrated at Cyrene (Calli-

mach. I/yinn. in ApoU, 72. seq.), in Them (Calii-

mach. L c, ; Pindar, Pyth. v. 99. seq.), in Gythion,

Messene, Sicyon, and Syboris (Paus. iii, 21. § 7,

and 24. § 5, iv. 33. § 5, ii. 10. § 2 ;
Theocrit r. 83;

compare Muller's Orchom. p. 827). [L. S.]

CA'RNIFEX, the public executioner at Rome,
wbo put slaves and toreigners to death (PlauL
Daceh. iv. 4. 37 ;

Copt. v. 4. 22), but no citizens,

who were punished in a manner different from

CAUPENTUM.
slaves. It was also his business to administer the

torture. This office was considered so disgraceful,

that he was not allowed to reside within the city

(Cic. Pro PaUr. 5\ but ho lived without the Porta

Metia or Esquilina (Plaut. Ptemd. i 3. 98), near

tlio place destined for the punishment of slaves

(Plaut OiS.ii 6. 2; Tacit Aim. xv. 60; liar.

Epod, V. 99), called Scstcitium under the emperors.

(Plut 20.)

U is thought by some writers, from a passage

in Plautus {Hud. iii 6. 19), that the camifox was
anciently keeper of the prison under the triumviri

capitales
;

but there does not appear sufficient

authority for this opinion. (Lipsius, Aimers, ad
Tacit Ann. ii 32.)

CARPENTUM, is one of the earliest kind of

Homan carringoa, of which we find mention. (Liv.

i34.) It was tho carriage in which Roman matrona
were allowed to bo conveyed in the public festal pro-

cessions (Liv. V. 25 ; Isid. Grig. xx. 12) ;
and that

this was a coitsidemble privilege is evident from
the fact, tlmt the use of carriages in the city was
entirely forbidden during the whole of the republic.

Tho privilege of riding in a carpentum in the public

festivals, was sometimes grant^ as a special pri-

vilege to females of the imperial family. (Dion
Cass. lx. 22, 33; Tac. Amu. xii. 42.) The form

of this carriage is seen in the following medal
struck in honour of the elder Agrippina after her

doutlu

The carpentum was also used by prirate persons
for journeys; and it was like wise n kind of state

carriage, richlv adorned and ornamented. (Prop. iv.

8. 23 ; Juv. Tiii. 147, ix. 132.)

This carriage contained seats for two, and some-
times for three persons, besides the coachman. (Liv.

i. 34 ; Mcdala) It was commonly drawn by a pair

of mules (carpentum muIarCy Laniprid. IfeUoy. 4 )

;

but more rarely by oxen or horses, and sometimes
by four horses like a quadriga. For grand occa-

sions it was very richly adorned. Agrippina's
carriage, as above represented, shows painting or

carving on the pancl^ and the head is supported

by Caryatides at the four comers.

When Caligula instituted games and other so-

lemnities in honour of his deceased mother Agrip-
pina, her carpentum went in the procession. (Suet.

CalUj. 15.) This practice, so similar to ours of

sending carriages to a .fimeral, is evidently alluded

to in the alto-rilievo here represented, which is

preserved in the British Museum. It has been
taken from a sarcophagus, and exhibits a close

carpentum drawn by four horses. Mercury, the

conductor of ghosts to Hades, appears on the front,

and Castor and Pollux with their horsea on the

aide panel
Carpenta, or covered carts, were much used by
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the Brilona, the OauIa, the Cimhn, the AUohrojre*,

and other northern nations. (Floras, L 18, iii. 2,

3, and 10.) These, toother with the curls of the

more common fonn, including bagtpif^wng^ons,
Appear to hare been comprehended under the term
rurn’, or ourm, which is the Celtic name with a
I^lin teruiimition. The Gauls and Helrctii

took A itreat multitude of them on their military

expeditions
; and, when they w*ere encamped, ar*

ranged them in dote order, so as to form extensive

lines of circumvollation. (Caes. Dr4/. 0<UI. i. 24,

26.) [J. Y.]
CARPOU DIKE' (Kopwov 81*fi?), a civil action

under the jurisdiction of the thesmothclae, might
be institute against a farmer for default in pay-

ment of rent (‘Meier, Jtt. Proe. p. 531.) It was
also adopted to enforce a judicial award when the

unsuccessful litigant refoised to surrender the land

to his opponent ( Hudtwalcker, p. 144 ; Meier, Alt.

Proe. p. 750), and might be used to determine the

right to land (Harpocnit s. r., and Ovtrlas Ai'ici?),

as the judgment would determine whether the

plaintitTcould claim rent of the defendant [J.S. M.]
CARRA'OO, a kind of fortification, consisting

of a great unrober of waggons placed round an
army. It was employed by barbarous nations, as,

for instance, the ^ythians (Trebell. Poll, (/aiiien.

13), Gauls [Carpintom], and Goths (Amra.
More. xxxL 20). Compare Veget iil 10.

Carrago also signifies sometimes the baggage of

an army. (TrebelL Poll. Chud. 8 ;
Vopisc. Aure~

lion. 11 .)

CARRU'CA, a carriage, the name of which
only occurs under the emperors. It appears to

have been a species of rheda [Rukda], whence
Martial in one epigram (Ui. 47) uses the words as

synonymous. It had four wheels, and was used

in traTclling. Kero is said never to have travelled

with ]«*ss Uuui 1000 carmcae. (Suet Ner. 80.)

These carriagea were somethnes us^ in Rome by
persons of distinction, like the carpenta [Car-
PKN'Tuu], in which ease they appear to hare been
covered with plates of bronse, lilver, and even gold,

w'hkh were sometimes ornamented with embossed
work. Alexander Sevens allowed senators at

Rome to use camicae and rhedae plated with silver

(Lamprid. -Ahat. Seik 43) ; and Martial (iii. 72)
speaks of an oareci eormco which cost the value

of a farm. We have no representations of carriages

in ancient works of art which can be safely aaid to

bo camicae ; but we have several representations

of carriages ornanirmted with plates of metal. (See

Inghirarat, MtMHm, Eirutek, iil 18. 23 ;
Millingen,

Uned. Mom, ii. 14.) Camcae wero also used for

carrying women, and were then, as well, perhaps,

as in other cases, drawn by mules (Dig- tit 2.
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8. 13) ; whence Ulpian (Dig. 21. tit 1. s. 38. § 8)
speaks of muUm enmteariae,

CARRUS. [Carpxntuu.]
CA'UYA orCARYA-'flS (jcopiJo, aopvorfs),

a festival celebrated at Caiyae, in Laconia, in

honour of Artemis Caryatis. (Hesych.s.e. Kop^.)
It was celebrated every year by Lacedaemonian
maidens (KopuorfSfs) with national dances of a
very lively kind (Paus.iii. 10. §8 ;iv. 16. §5 ; Pol-

lux, iv. 154X ftnd with solemn hvmna [L. ^1
CARYATIS (aopwaTu), pL CARYATIDEvS.

From the notices and testimonies of ancient au-

thors, we may gather the following account :—That
(.aryae was a city in Arcadia, near the lAuroninn

l>order ; that its inhabitants joined the l^ersians

after the battle of Thermopylae (Herod. viiL 26 ;

Vitruv. i. 1. § 5); that on the defeat of the Peniaiis

ihe allied Greeks destroyed the town, slew tho

men, and led the women into captivity
; and that,

as male figures representing Persians were after-

wards employed with an historical reference instead

of columns in architecture [.\tlantrs ; Prrrak],
so Praxiteles and other Athenian artists employed

• female figures for the same purpose, intending

them to express the garb, and to commemorate tho

disgrace of tho Caryatides, or women of Caryae.

(Vitruv. /. c. ;
Plin. II. N. xxxvi. 45 and *11.)

Figures of Caryatides are cxceedmgly common in

the remains of ancient architecture. The following

specimen is taken from hlUllcr'i DchkiuidUr der

altrn Kunat.

After the subjugation of the Caryatae, their

territory became port of Laconia. The fortress

(xwpi'oy, Steph. Byx.) had been consecrated to

Artemis (Diema CaryoHty Serv. w Virg. EeL viii.

30), whose image was in the open air, and at whoso
annual festival (Kapvarir Hesych.) the La-
conian virgins continued, as before, to perform a
dance of a peculiar kind, the execution of which

was called Kapvari^ttK (Pans, iiu 10. S 8 ; iv. 16.

§5; Lucian, De Y.]
h 2
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CASSIS. [Galba ;
Rkte.]

CASTRLLUM AQUAE. [.\QUAKnucTL»s.]

CASTRA. It is well known that Roman
armies never halted for a single night without

forming a regular entrenchment, termed castra,

capable of receiving within its limits the whole

body of lighting men, their beasts of burden, and

the baggage. So essential was this operation con-

sidered, that even when preparing for an immediate

engagement, or when actually assailed by a hostile

force, it was never omitted, but a portion of the

soldiers were emph)yed in constructing the neces-

sarj' works, while the remainder were standing to

their arms or resisting the enemy : and so com-

pletely was it recognised as a jiart of the ordimurj'

duties of each march, that ftervenire cut loaim ter-

tiis . . . qttariis . . . sejituagesimU ccistris are the

established phrases for expressing the number of

days occupied in passing from one point to another.

Whenever circumstances rendered it expedient for

a force to occupy the same ground for any length

of time, then the encampment was distinguished

as canfra $taiini. (Liv. xxvii. 12 ;
Cacs. B.G.

viii. 15, li. C. i. 42 ;
Ilirt D. Af. 51, D. Al. 74.) .

When tlie protracted and disUint wars in which

the republic became engaged, as its sway was

gradually extended first over the whole of Italy,

and subsequently over Greece, Asia, and Africa,

rendered it imjHJSsible for the legions to return

home in winter, they usually retired during the

months when active inilitarj' operations were sus-

]>cnded, into some city where they could be pro-

tected from the inclemency of the season, and
where the comforts of the men could be readily

secured
;
or they were disj^ersed up and dow'ii in

detachments among friendly villages (i« hibema

concedere ; ejrcrcitum in hiberna dimittere

;

cjer-

cilum per ciritates in hiberna dividerr). It is true

that extraordinary emergencies, such ns a protracted

blockade, or the necessity of maintaining a constant

w'atch upon the movements of a neighbouring and
vigorous foe, might compel a commander to keep

the field for a wmole year or even longer, but to

order an army, except in case of necessit}-, to whiter

under canvass {hiemare sub pellibus ; hiemem sub

tentoriis exiyere) was long regarded as a severe

punishment, inflicted only in consequence ofgrievous

misconduct. (Frontin. Strut, iv. 1. § 24.) As
the Iwundarics of the empire were gradually pusht'd

forward into wild and barbarian lands, where there

were no large towns and no tribes on whose faith

reliance could be placed, such arrangements became
impracticable, and armies, whether of invasion or

occupation, were forced to remain constantly in

camps. They usually, however, occupied different

ground in summer and in winter, whence arose the

distinction between castra acstiva and castra hi-

bemuy both alike being stativa. Such posts were

frequently, if situaU'd advantageously, garrisoned

pemiancntiy
;
and the peaceful natives who sought

to enrich themselves by trading with their con-

querors, settled for security in the immediate vi-

cinity. (Caes. B. G. vL 37.) Thus in the distant

provinces, these forts formed a centre round which

a numerous population gradually clustered
;
and

many important towns, still existing in our own
country’, indicato their origin by the termination

Chester.

But whether a camp was temporary' or penna-

nent, whether tenanted in summer or in winter,

the main features of the work were always the
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same for the same e|W)ch. In hibema, huts of

turf or stone would bo substituted for the open

tents of the acstiva (hence aedificare hibema), and
in stativa held for long periods the defences would
present a more substantial and finished aspect, but

the general outline and disposition of the parts

were invariable : a camp was laid down, arranged

and fortified according to a fixed and w’ell-known

plan, modified only by the numbers for whom it

was required to provide accommodation, but alto-

gether independent of the nature of the ground or

of the fancy of the general, so that each battalion,

each company’, and each individual, had a place

assigned to which they could at once repair without

order, question, delay, or confusion.

At what |)eriod the practice of throwing up
elaborate field-works for the protection of an amiy
engaged in active service was first commenced by
the Romans, it is iinjtossible to determine

;
but we

may safely conclude that, like all other parts of

their military’ tactics, it was matured by a slow and
gradual process. Livy’ and Dionysius, indeed,

would lead us to suppose that reguliu* camps existed

from the most remote epoch to which their annals

extend
;
but the language of these historians is in

general so loose upon all matters of antiquarian re-

search, and they’ arc so much in the habit of trans-

ferring to the earliest ages the usages of their owto

conU’mporaries, that no safe inference regarding

poults of this nature can be dran’ii from their words.

Frontinus, on the other hand, declares that the

idea of a fortified enclosure, calculated to contain a
wliole army, was first sug^Iestod to the Romans by
the camp of Pyrrhus, which they captured near
Beneventum

;
but the statements of this author

liavc never been deemed to possess much weight,

and in this particular instance many considerations

preclude us from admitting his testimony’ as credible.

It is evident, however, from the facta detailed in

the article Exercitl's that a camp, such as the

earliest of those of which we possess any detailed

account, could not have assumed that shape until

the tactics of the phahmx were superseded by’ the

manipular divisions
;
and it may be held as certain

that each of the great wars in which the Common-
wealth was successively engaged for more than a
century—wth theSamnites, with Pyrrhus, with the

Cisalpine Gauls, and with the Carthaginians, must
have led to a series of improvements. The system
was probably brought to perfection in the cam-
paigns against Hannibal, and imderwent no ma-
terial alteration until the organic changes in the

constitution of the army, which took place not long

before the downfal of the constitution, during the

civil broils, and under the earlier emperors, rendered

a corresponding change in the internal economy of

the camp unavoidable. Hence, although it would
be at once vain and unprofitable to attempt an in-

vestigation of the various changes through which a
Roman camp passed before it assumed what may
be called its normal shape, it is evidently absolutely

necessary for all who desire to obtain even a slight

knowledge of the Roman art of war, to make them-
selves acquainted with this important feature in

their system during the best days of the republic

and the empire. And fortunately the records of

antiquity enable us to supply’ such information with

considerable minuteness. Polybius, the friend and
companion of the younger Scipio, has transmitted

to us a description of a Roman camp, such as he
must hav’c ofren seen with his own eyes, and a cer«

#
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tnin Ilj^nni, a pvmatiau or land mtn’cyor, who
flouriclied under Trajan and Hadrian, has left ui a
technical memoir on the art of cactnunctation at

practiaed in hif own day. To these some might

feel inclined to add the remarks of Wgetiaa, who
lircd daring the reign of Valentinian, but for

reasons which are stated elsewh«% [Exbrcitvs]
it will be more safe to neglect him altogether.

We shall proceed to describe these two camps
in sneoeuion, it being understood that the leading

statements with regard to the 5rst oro taken di-
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rectly from Polybius, and those with regard to the
second, from Hyginus, unless when the contrary is

distinctly indicated. But while wo endcoTour to

explain clcariy all the parts of the camps themselrcs,

we must refer to the article Exxrcitus for every*

thing that concerns the different kinds of troo|js,

their divisions, their discipline, and their ofiicera.

I. Camf op Polybius.

The camp described by Polybius is such as

would be formed at the close of an ordinary day's

(Fig- 1.)
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246 CASTUA.

larch by a regular consular army consisting of two

Bomnn legions with the full contingent of Socii.

Each legion is calculaUKl at 4200 infantry and 300

cavalry, the Sodi furnished on equal number of

in&ntry and twice as many cavalry, so that the

whole force would amount to IG,800' foot and 1800

horse.

Choice of the Ground.— Although, as stated

above, the general outline, the defences, and the

internal economy of a camp were altngelhcr inde-

|wndeTit of the nature of the ground, yet grrat

importance wjis attached to the chtticc of a fitting

situation which should admit of being readily laid

out in the required form, which should aifurd no

facilities for attack or annoyance, which should be

convenient for procuring wood, water, and forage,

and which the army might outer and quit without

danger of surprise. Skill in the selection of such

a s]K)t (ra/wre tocum eaxtrii) was ever considered as

a high quality in a general, and w'c find it recorded

among the praises of the most renowmed com-

manders that they were wont in person to perform

this duty («•<?. Liv. ix. 17, xixv. 14, 28; Tacit.

J/ixt. ii. 5, Ai^c. 20 ; comp. Quintil. /. O. xii. 3.

§ 5). Under ordinary circumstances, however, the

task was devolved upon one of the military tribunes,

and a certain number of centurions appointed from

time to time for the purpose. These having gone

forward in advance of the army until they reached

the place near w'hich it was intended to halt, and

haring taken a general survey of the ground, se-

lected a spot from whence a good view of the whole

proposed area might be obtained, that spot being

considerably within the limits of the coDtcmplated

cnclosnrc.

C<wwfn«rfio«,-~Tho spot answering these con-

ditiorfS and which wc shall call A (fig. 1.) «*as

marked hy a small white fla^. The -next object

was to ascertain in what directum water and fodder

might be most easily and securely provided —
tins direction wc indicate by the arrow in the sub-

joined figure. Upon the position of A and the

direction of the arrow depended the disposition of

all the other parts of the work
;
for these two pre-

liminary points being decided, the business of mea-

suring out the ground (me^art cus/ru) commenced,

and was executed, as we learn from various sources,

with graduated rods (decemprdae) by persons de-

nominated meiiUores. The different steps of the

process may be most briefly and distinctly set

down in the ordinary language of a geometrical

construction.

Through A draw a straight line Aq A|, parallel

to the direction of the arrow, a straight line B,, B,

at right angles to Af, Aj. These two straight

lines A„ Aj, and B^, B^ served os the bases by

which the position of all the different divisions of

the camp were determined.

Along A A^ Met off A A, = 100 feet; A, A4
50 feet ; A^Aj; A^A,; A*A,; A, A,;

AgA,;A,An, each= 100 feel; A,p A,, >= SO

feet ;A||A,,;A,.}A|,; A} 3 A, 4 ;A| 4 A| 4 ;

A
,

4

A,e each^lOO feet; A,. A.,«200 fceL

Along A A ,
set off A A 4 ;

A ^ A | g, each= 1 00

feet; A,,A,,«167 feet; A,,A,o«200 feet.

Througn A, ; At ; A 4 ;
A j ; Aj ,

;

A, g ;
A,

,

;

A,o draw Co C, ; DoD, ; Ko E, ; Fo F, 5 ;

Ho H, ; Ko K, ; Lo Lj straight lines parallel to

Bo B„ and in like manner draw through A,; A,;
. • . . Aj 4

straight lines parallel to Bq Bj, as

marked in the figure.
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On Bp, B, make A B, ; A B, cnch=*100 fret

Through B, and B, draw straight lines pamlU-l to

AoA} culling Co C| in C., and C,, and cutting

I>o D. in D4 and D, ; in this manner a square

area C, C., D, D, is determined, each side of

which => 260 feet

Along A 4 Fq set off A4P»25 feet; PQ =
1 00 feet

; Q R s 50 feci ; R S » 50 feet ; S T
sa 1 00 foot

; T V' a= 1 00 feet
;

\\’ = 50 feet ;W X « 133* feet
; X Y= 200 feel

; Y Z =. 200
feet

Along A4 F| set off A, P' ; P' Q'
;
Q' lU . . .

.

Y' Z', equal respectively to A4 P ; P Q ; Q R ;

YZ.
Through Z 7/ draw straight lines parallel to

.a,, cutting Gq Oj in z and z', and cutting Lp,

L, in O and O'. The square area O O' s' x thus

determined was the camp.

Again, through P ; Q ; R . . . . Y, and through

P' ; Q'
; R' . . . . Y'draw straight lines parallel lo

A o A , , cutting the parallels to B
^
in the points

markeii in the figure.

Finally, on II, layoff A, * H j
and A, 4 II

4

each 25 feet, anil through II4; draw
straight lines parallel to A,, culling in

K, and K4.
This construction being completed we now pro-

ceed to explain the arrangement of the different

parts referring to figure 2, in which the lines no
longer necessary are obliterated, the spaces occu-

f

iied by the troops or officers enclosed by dark
ines, and the streets (rioe) distinctly laid down.
In practice the most important points were morkc'd
by white poles, some of which ^re flags of various

colours, so that the different battalions on reaching

the ground could at once discover the place as-

signed to them.

The white flag A, which served as the starting

point of the whole construction, marked the position

of theconsxil's tent, or pmeiorittm^ so called because

praetor was the ancient term for any one invested

with supreme command. The sqtuire area C- H,
was left open extending, as wc have seen, a hun-
dred feet each way from the praetorium. That
portion of the camp which lay in the direction of

the arrow (^pht rh*' iterhs from the

line Ef, E, (fig. 1) was termed the front or fore-

part of the camp (too wasn-if aor*
irp6<retvov).

The number of legions being two and the num-
ber of tribunes in each being six, their tents were
arranged six and six at eqiuil distances along the

line E„ E, (fig. 1) exactly opposite to and looking

towards the legions to which they belonged. Hence,
as will be seen from what follows, they did not

extend beyond the points E, and E4, but w'hcther

they w'crc distributed at equal distances along the

whole of the line E4, or whether the space in

front of tl)c praetorium w'as left vacant, as in our

figure, as seems most probable, may admit of doubt.

The space of fifty feet included between the pa-

rallels C| and E^ K, (fig. 1), immediately be-

hind the tents of the tribunes, was appropriated

to their horses, beasts of burden and baggage.

The ten areas marked 1 were act ap^ fur the

cnvalrv' of one legion, and the corresponding ten

areas marked V for the cavalry of tlie other legion.

These all faced towards the street P P', and each
area, containing a space of 10,000 square feet,

was allotted to one turma or troop of 30 dragoons,

with their horses and baggage.
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(Fig. 2.)

tear

»OI7

Back to back with the caralrr, and looking out The total number wna 600 to each legion, but of

upon the streets R S, R' S\ the Triarii of the these
|
or 200 were separated under the name of

two legions were quartered In the areas 2 and 2'. ar^rao^taani, and quartered in a different part of

Kach area contain^ 5000 square feet, and was the camp. Conseqnentlr, each of the spaces 5 and
allotted to a maniple of 60 men ;

hence, according 5' was calculated to accommodate 40 dragoons with

to the calculation here followed a dragoon and their horses
;
and allowing them the same spoco

his horse were allowed as much space os 4 foot as the legionary cavalry, each of these areas must
soldiers. hare contained somewhat more than 13,333 square

In the areas marked 3 and 3' facing the Triarii feet,

were quartered the principes of the two legions ; Back to back with the cavalry of the allies, and
each of these areas contained 10,0(H) square feet, looking towards the rampart which enclosed the

and was allotted to a maniple of two centuries, camp, the infantry of the allies were quartered in

that is, 120 men. the areas marked 6 and 6'. The total number
In the areas marked 4 and 4', back to back was 3000 for each legion, but of these ^ or 600

with the principes, and looking out upon the were separated as eJiraordinarii and quartered in

streets V W, V' W\ were quartered the Ilastati a different port of the camp. Hence there would
of the two legions, the numl^ of men being the remain 2400, or 240 for each of the spaces 6 and 6',

same os in the Principes, and an equal space being and these accordingly contained 20,000 square

assigned to them. feet,

Facing the legionary Hastati, in the areas The open space immediately behind the tents

marked 5 and 5\ were the cavoi^ of the allies, and baggage of the tribimes, extending to the right

R 4
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and left of the apace allotted to thegeneml, wai aa-

aigned on one aide to a forum, and on the other, to

the quaeator and hia department (r^ r« rofjd^ kqI

reus &fia rovrep x<V’ry*««t)* Theae are marked 7

and K, but we are not told on which aide they re*

apeciively stcM>d.

%Stiil further to the n^ht and left of the praeto-

rium in 9, 10, and 9\ 10', looking reapoclively to-

warda the fnnim and the quae»ti>ritim, were a

ImkIv of cavalry, aelected from the extraordinarii

e<|iiiteft (ol ruv iriXitcreov Writ^v dirdAcicToi), and
a bofly of cavnliy aen’ing as volunteers out of com-

pliment to the geneml (aal rtves ruy 46e\omiShy
errparfvofifreey rp roey mrdreev analogous,

prolkahly, to the Erxtcati of later time*. Back to

hack with these, looking toward* the rampart, in

1 1, 1*2 and IT 1*2', were quartered the foot-aoldiera

btdonging to the same classes a* the cavalry just

named. On the march, these troop* were anvayi

near the person of the consul and of the quaestor,

and served a* a srtrt of body-guard to them. Their

number i* nowhere specified, and hence the exact

space required fur their accommodation cannot be

deUTmined.

In 13 and 13\ looking toward* the qnaestorium,

practonum, and forum, were quarterv'd the re-

mainder of the extmordinarii cquite*. Back to

back W'ith these, facing the mmpnrt* in 14 and 14\
were the remainder of the extraordinarii pediles.

The space* marked 15, 15' on the flank* of 13, 14,

1 3', 1 4', were assigned to foreign troop* or to allies

not included in the regular contingent, who might

chance to be present (rots ii\Xo^v\ois xol rois 4k

TOO Kotpov irpoerytyyopeyois trvfipdxots).

The form of the camp was an exact square (Terpd-

yteyoy IcrdirAei/poy), the length of each side being

2U17 Roman feet

The clear space beta*een the ramparts and the

tents (»n/ertW/um) was *200 foot, and this was of

the greatest serrice in facilitating the marching in

and out of the soldiers without crowding or confu-

sion. Here, also, cattle and other booty w'erckept

and guarded
;
and the breadth was sufficient to

prevent any ordinary missile or fire-brand hurled

into the camp from doing serious injury.

The principal street, stretching right across in

front of the tents of the tribunes, was 100 feet

wide and was named Principia. It will be ob-

served that the lengthened lines of the ten turmac

and manipuli in each division is intersected at the

termination of the first five by a road fifty feet

wide, called the Fia Quintana. The position of

:

tbe remaining fire viae in the foro-p^ of the

camp, all of which intersect the Via Quintana at

right angles, will be understood at once by in-

specting the plan, the width of each being 50 feet

When two consular armies encamped together

within the same rampart, two ordinary camps were,

it may be said, applied to each other ot the ends

nearest to their respective prsetoria. The two jMwe-

torin faced in opposite directions, and the legions of

the tw'o consuls stretched their lines in front of

each pnietorium, so thnt the figure of the camp was
now no longer a square, but a rectangle, whoso

length was twice that of an ordinary camp, the

breath being the same.

Although the w'ords of Polybius arc, as a whole,

so full and clear thnt we can have little difficulty

in forming a distinct conception of the camp w*hich

bo describes and in delineating the diiTcnuU parts, it

mnst not be concealed that he bos altogether jKused
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over many important points on which wre should

desire information, and that occasionally his lan-

guage is not cniindy free from ambiguity.

Under the head of omissions, we must note—
1. The absence of all information with regntd

to the manner in which the IV/i/im were dispost'd

of. These, at the time when Polybius wrote,

amounted to 1*200, or, at the lowest computation,

to 1000 for each legion
; and taking the same

number for the contingent of the Socii, we shall

thus have a body of at least 4000 men unprovided

for. It is true that he subsequently states, in a
passage w'hich we quote below, that the velites

kept guard hy night and by d:iy along the whole
extent of the rampart, and that they wer«' stationed

in bodies of ten to watch the gate*. Hence some
have supposed that the light-armed troops always
bivonacked outside the camp ; others, that they
occupied the intervallum

;
others, that, just ns in

the line of battle, they did not form a distinct

cnr]>s, but were distributed among the hastati,

principes, and triarii, according to a given ratio, so

in like manner they were, in the camp, quartt*red

along with those divisions to W'hich they were at-

tached in the field. The velites ceased to form
a portion of the legirni about the time of Marius,
and consequently the later Roman writers throw no
light upon the question. It is remarkable, also,

that while Polyhiii* passes them over completely in

the internal arrangement* of hi* camp, so also he
take* no notice w’hatsoevcnif them when dcicribing

the ofjmtn or the order of march in which an army
usually advanced.

2. No mention is made of the ^rr/rr/i. LIpeius,

in his plan of a Roman camp nftor I*otybiiis assign*

to them a compartment next to the praetorium on
the side opposite to that where the quoesloriam
stood ; but this is merely a conjecture.

3. Tho prof/efH $odomm likewise are passed

over. Since they corresponded among the troops

of the allies to the tribuni in the legions, it seems
highly probable that their tents were ranged along

a prolongation of the line on which the latter stood,

and thus they also would be placed immediately
opposite to and looking towards the soldiers under
their immediate command.

4. The number of tents allowed to each maniple
or century is nowhere stated, and consequently

the number of men in each tent is unkoow'n, nor

are we very distinctly told how the centurions and
other officers of the infantry and cavaliy* inferior to

the tribunes were provided for
;

it is merely said

that the ra^lapx^^ in each maniple took the first

tents on each side, that is, pruheibly, at each end
of tho row which held one maniple.

5. With regard to the fortifications of the ramp
it is stated that the digging of the ditch (ro^psta)

and the formation of the rampart (xop<vco^oiid)

upon tw'o sides of the camp was assigned to the

socii, each division taking that side along which it

was quarten'd
;

while the two remaining sides

were in like manner completed by the legionaries,

ono by each legion. The work upon each side

was portioned out among the maniples, the cen-

turions acted as inspectors of the tasks performed

by their respective companies, and the general

Bupcrimendence was undertaken by tw*o of tlie

tribunes. The nature and the dimensions of the

defence* are not, however, specified. These con-

sisted of a ditch (y^wau), the earth from which wus
thrown inwards, and formed, along with turf and
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ttonpB, into n moand {apptr)^ on the frnnmit of

which a strong palisade of wooden stakes (su^rs,

r<Ult) was fixed forming the mmpnrt ( VuUum s.

Ka//us— 'Ve can scarcely doubt that

the depth of the ditch, together with the height

and bieadth of the agger, were, under ordinary

circumstances, fixed ; but the measurements in-

cidentally mentioned in isolated passages do not

perfectly accord with each other. Among the

works at Dyrrhaebium {Caes. B. C. iii. 63) we
read of a ditch 15 feet deep, and a vallum 10 feet

high and 10 feet brood ; in the war against the

Bellovaci and other Gaulish tribes we find Caesar

(//. G. riiL 9) fortifying bis camp with a double

ditch, 15 feet deep, with perpendicular sides

and a vallum 12 feet high, on

the top of which was a breast-work (^nea^i) and
numerous towers three stories high connected with

each other by bridges, the sides of these bridges

next to the enemy being protected by a breast-

work of fiiscines (rtmtaea toriaUa). Both of these,

however, as w’ell as several others which we might

quote, must be regorded as special cases. The
practice of a later period is, as we shall see below,

more clearly defined by Hyginus and others.

6. Neither the number nor the names of the

openings in the vallum are given. We have

abundsjit evidence to prove that there were four

:

— (1) Porta Primeij^U tf&rfm and (2) Porta

Principalii tiniilra at the two extremities of the

wide street called Principia ; (3) Porta Praetoria

a. pjfiraordmaria^ so called from being situated on

that side of the camp nearest to the praettfrium

and in the immediate vicinity of the quarters of

the ejiraordmarii ; (4) Porta Decum<ma^to called

from being situated on that end where the tenth

tunnae and tenth maniples in each division were

quartered. This gate was also called Porta Qifaes-

toria^ in consequence, it w'ould seem, of the Quats-

tonam and the Forum having been at one time

placed in its vicinity, and here tinquestionably

stood the Quautoriun* in the camp of Hyginus, as

we shall see below. Festus likewise has the gloM

(^niama appellator porta in castris post praeto-

riom, obi rerum utensilium forum sit,*' and from

Quintana in the sense of Forum romes the modem
Caniten. The perplexity caused by these state-

menu has induced some critics to reverse the posi-

tions of the Porta Praetoria and the Porta Do-

fmmana as marked in our plan ; but this alteration

w’ill give rise to difficulties still more serious, as

may be teen from consulting Polybius and the

authorities referred to at the end of this paragraph

;

for we find it expressly stated that the Porta De-
eumaua was on tnat side of the camp most remote

from the enemy (o5s terpo ca^rorum ; ctvena cos-

trorum; decumama maxime petebaiur arena kotti

et/uf/ieutibrn 4arior), leading out, as will be seen

from the construction, in the direction from which

wood, water, and other necessary supplies would
be most easily and securely provid<^. (Liv. xL

27, ill 5, X. 32, xxxiv. 47 ;
Tacit Ann. i. 66, iv.

30 ; Festus, s. w. Praetoria porta^ Prineipaiii^

Quintaua

;

Sueton. A’sr. 26.)

We can scarcely doubt that the Portae must
have been always defended by harriers of some
kind ; but when special precautions were required

they were closed by regular gates defended by
towers (portiefotee aUiareeqne turret tmposMtt, Caea
B. G. viu. 9).

7. In which directioQ did the Praetoriom fisoe ?
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towards the Porta Praetoria or towards the h'ginns

and the Porta Dccnmana? On the reply to this

question, which can be answered from conjecture

only, depends the solution of the problem as to

which w’as the Porta Principalis deriru and the

P. P. timefra. In like manner we cannot ascertain

on which side of the Practorium the QuacstoHiim
was placed. But these arc matters of small moment.
The above arc the most important omissions in

the description of Polyhiiia Our limits will not

permit us to do more than simply to indicate one
important point where a certain degree of am-
biguity in his phrascohigy has given rise to doubt,
discussion, and an irreconcilable ditTerence of opi-

nion. After detailing the arrangemenu adopted
when two consular armies encamp together, he
adds these remarkable words— hror 3«

&AAa peu riju 3* kyopkr^ aol r5 rofucibf',

aol rh trrpar^ior, pioor ri6*aot rmr 9vo7u trrpa-

rou49mu. Taking this sentence by itself, if the

text be pure, and if the word <rrparou49tov l>e

rendered, as apparently it must be rendered,

Ifffiont^ then we should be led to the conclusion

that in a single camp, the Praetorinm, the (juaesto-

Hum and the Foruni were all situated somewhere
about the middle of the I'la Quintana; and this

conclusion Schelius, one of the most aaite and
learned writers on the military affairs of the Ro-
mans, has actually adopted. This, however, is so

completely at variance with the whole previons

narrative of the historian who occupies himself

from the commencement with a single consular

camp, and lays down the site of the praetorium,

aa we have done above, in a manner so clear as
to admit of no cavil, the whole construction, in

fact, depending upon the spot thus assigned to the
praetorium, that we are driven to make choice of
one of these alternatives, either that there is a

I
corruption lurking in the text, or that Polybius is

here alluding to some peniliar expedient which
was resorted to when two consular armies en-

camped beside each other, but were not actually

included within the lines of a tingle camp. For a
full and fair examination of this and of other dif*

fictilties which suggest themselves upon a close ex-
amination of Polybius and an impartial review of

the chief arguments adduced by contending critics,

the student may consult a tract entitled ** Polybii

Cattrorum Romanorum formae interpretatio, scrip-

sit G. F. Rettig,** 4to. llannov. 132b.
We now proceed to notice various particulars con-

nected with the internal discipline of the camp.
The Camp Oath .— When an army encamped for

the first time, the tribunes administered an oath
to each individual quartered or employed within
its limits, including slaves as well as freemen, to

the effect that he would steal nothing out of the

camp, but if he chanced to find any property that

he would bring it to the tribunes. We must sup-

pose that the solemn promise being once made, aus
considered as binding daring the whole campaign,
for it would have been impossible to have repented

a ceremony so tedious at the close of each march.
JXetrilmtiou ofDuty among the Of^eert.— In each

legion the tribunes divided themselves into three

sections of two each, and each section in turn un-
dertook for two months the superintendence of all

matters connected with the camp. It is not im-
probable that one tribune in each section assumed
the chief command upon alternate days, or perhaps
during alternate months, and hence Polybius gene-
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fully spcuki of one tribune only m acting, or of

'

two wbeu reference if made to both legions. '

Offieen parade. Every morning at dny-hreak

the centurions and tho equites presented thcm>

•clres before the tents of the tribunes, and the

tribunes in like manner, attended perhaps by the
I

centurions and equites, presented themselves at the

pactoriam. Tho orders for the day were then

issued by the consul to the tribunes, communicated

by the tribunes to the centurions and equites, and
through the centurions and equites reached the

soldiers at the proper time.

Guardi^ .Vs/iekr, <frc. — Out of the twenty

maniples of Principes and TrUrii in each legion,

two were appointed to take charge of the broad

passage or street called Prindpui^ extending right

iKfoss th>' camp in front of the tents of the tribunes.

This being the place of geneml resort doring the

day, and, os wo know from various sources, the

part of the earap In which the altars and the eagles

stood, great |*aius were taken that it should be kept

pcrfoctiy clean and regularly watered, a labour

which would hill very light when portioned out

among four maniples.

Of the remaining eighteen maniples of Prin>

cipes and Ilastati in each legion, three were

assigned by lot to each of the six trihunrs, and of

these three maniples one in turn rendered each

day certain scn’iccs to the tribune to whom it was
specially attached. It took charge of his tent and
Inggnge, saw that the former was properly pitched

upon ground duly levelled all round, and pro-

tected the latter from damage or plunder. It also

furnished two guards (^vXiircia) of four men
each, who kept match, some in fremt of tho tent

and some behind, among the horses. We may
remark in passing, that tour was the regular num-
ber for a Roman guard (^i/XdKcuM') ; of these one

always acti^d as sentinel, w'hile the others enjoycsl

a certain degree of repose, ready, however, to start

up at the first alarm. Compare the Acts of the

Apostles, cap. xiL vapaZoiff r4^eapffi rerpa^ioit

CTpaTUfT&if oordr.

The Triarii were exempted from those duties

Imposed upon the Principes and Hostali, but each

maniple of the Triarii furnished daily a guard of

four men to that torma of the Equites which was

quartered immediately behind them, in order to

watch the horses, and to take care that they did

not sustain any injury from getting entangled with

their halters and heel ropes, or break loose and
cause confusion and mischief.

One maniple was selected each day from the

whole legionary force, to keep guard beside the i

tent of the general, that he might be secured
j

alike from open danger and bidden treachery ;

this honourable task being devolved upon ever)'

maniple in rotation. Three sentinels were usually

posted at tho tents of the quaestor and of the le-

gati ; and by night sentinels kept watch at every

maniple, being chosen out of the maniple which

they guarded.

The Velites mounted guard by day and by
night along the whole extent of the vallum : to

them also in bodies of tim was committed the

charge of the gatcsi, while strong bodies of infantiy'

and cavalry were thrown forward in advance of

each gate, to resist any sudden onset, and give

timely notice of the approach of the cuemy.

J^jcadfute ; ejrcuUo4 ckgirt ; facuLan

;

ore the

general terms used with reference to mounting
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guard whether by night or by day. VxpHtu;
Txgilifu ogert ; ri^lart

;

are restricted to night

duty : £lircitUae and Vigiliae frequently den >te not

only the service itsell^ but also the lodi iduals

who performed it Siationt* is used ^)eci[il]y to

denote the advanced posts thrown forward ii front

of the gates, Cudodts or Cuatodia« the parties

who watched the gates themselves, T’nieswitj the
sentinels on the ramparts, but all these wo-ds ore

employed in many other signihentions also.

Going th« Iiound$.— In order to ascertain the

vigilant of the night sentinels {wicrtpiyal ^vAo-
<cal) on ingenious scheme was devised. Each
guard (^vX^cioi') consisted, os wc have s^n, of

four men, and each of these m turn stood sentinel

for one of the four watches into which the night

was divided. The sentinels to whom it fell to go
upon duty in the first w*atch, were conducted in

tho afternoon to the tent of the tribune by lieute-

nants of the maniples to which they bel mged.
Each of these men received from the tribune four

small tokens ((i/A^ia), mimbcivd from one to

four for the four watches, and bearing also marks
indicating the legion, and maniple or century from
which the guard w*as taken. The individual who
received these tokens retained the one wbieh an-
swered to his own watch, and distributed the rest

among bis three comrades. The duty of going tho

rounds ( yiflUiat circuire s. rireomire, comp. Fest.

s. V. /rarare) was committed to ihu E4}uitcs, and
for this purpose each li^ion supplied daily four,

picked out from each tumia in rotation ty the

commander of the troop. The eight persons thus

selected decided by lot in which watch they should

make their rounds, two being assigned to each
watch. They then repaired to the tribune, and
each individual received a written order spi'cifying

the posts which he was to visit, every post being

visited in each w*atch by one or otlier of the two
to whom the watch iH-longcd They then re(aired

in a body to the first maniple of the Triarii, and
there took up their quarters, because it was the

duty of one of the centurions of lliat maniple to give

notice of the comraenceracut of each watch by a
trumpet blast. At the appointed time each equos,

accompanied by some fnends, who acted os wit-

nesses, visited all the posts named in bis written

order, from each sentinel whom he found on the

alert he received one of tho tokesis described

above, but if the sentinel was aslet'p or absent,

then the cques of the rounds called upon his com-
panions to witness the fact, and departed. The
same process was followed by all the others, and
on the following morning the officers of the rounds

repaired to the u>nt of the tribune and delivi red

up the tokens. If the number of these was found

to be complete, then all w'os well, but if any one
was wanting, then it could be at once ascertained

to what guard and to what u'atrh the missing

token belonged. The centurion of the company
was ordered to bring fom-ard the men implicated,

and they were conDonted with the officer of the

rounds. If the latter could prove by means of his

witnesses, that he had actually visited the |>ost in

question, and found the sentinel o&lecp or absent,

then the guilt of the sentinel could not he a mutter

of doubt ; but if the officer failed to establish this,

then the blame fell upon hiiiisel^ and in either

case the culjtrit was forthwith made over to a
court martial. S<jmetimes we find centurions, tri-

bunes, and oven the gcocral in chief represented
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as gDinfif the rounds, but under ordinarr circum'

stances, the duty was pcrf»mied as wo have de-

scribed. (Liv. xxii. 1, xxviiu 24 ;
Sail. Jug 45. ;

Tacit. Hist iL 29.)

HWcAtrori.—The watchword for the night was
not communicated verbally, but by means of a

small rectangular tablet of wood (wAaTCior ^iri7«-

•f 0̂4kyii¥Q¥— /essrru— to be carefully distinguished

from the ^vK^tpiou of the last paragraph), upon

which it was written. One man was chosen out

of each of those maniples and turmoe which were

qiuutcrcd at that extremity of the lines most remote

fWm the Principia. Kach of these individuals

(tefueraritu) repaired tois-ards simsel to the tent of

the tribune, and received from him a ifstera., on

which the password and also a certain number or

nuirk were inscribed. With this he returned to

the maniple or turma to which he belonged, and
taking antnessee, delivered it to the officer of the

next adjoining maniple or turmn, and he to the

next until it had pass'd along the whole line, when
it was returned by the person who received it last

to the tribune. The regulation was that the whole
of the tesserae should be restored before it was
dark, and if any one was found wanting at the

appointed time, the row to which it belonged could

be at once discovered by means of the number or

mark noticed above, an investigation took place at

once into the cause of the delay, and punishment

w*a8 inflicted upon the parties found to be in fault.

Not only mere passwords were circulated in this

manner, but also, occasionally, general orders, as

when we read in I^ivy, xxvii. 46, *• Tessera per

enstra ab Lirio consule data erat, ut tribunum tri-

bunus, centurio centurionem, eques equilem, pedes

peditem accipereL**

Although the tetserarius received the tessera from

the tribune, it proceeded in the first instance from

the commander-in^hief^ as we may perceive from

the postage just quoted, and many others. Under
the empire it was considered the peculiar function

of the prince to give the watchword to his guards.

(Tacit. Ann, i. 7 ; comp. SueL Claud. 42, A'cr. 9.)

Urtakirng wp a Gxmp.—On the first signal being

given by the trumpet, the tents were all struck and
the baggage pocked, the tents of the general and
the tribunes disposed of before the others

were touched. At the second tiraal the baggage

was placed upon the beasts of burden
; at the tbii^

the whole army began to mure.

II. Caiir or Kyoinus.

Passing over a space of about 250 years, we
find ourselves amidst an order of things altogether

new. The name Lfgitmt* still remains, but all the

ancient divisions, with the exception of the Cea>

turiaty have disappeared. The distribution of the

soldiers uito VdiUiy Hasfaii^ Primeipt»^ and Triarii

did not endure more than half a century after the

era of Polybius
;
the organbeation by maniples was

about the same period in a great measure super-

seded by the cohorts, and the cavalry were de-

tached from the infantry and formed independent

corps. In like manner the ISocii, after the admis-

sion of the Indian states to the Roman franchise,

ceased to form a separuto class, and their place is

now occupied by a motley crew of foreigners and
barbarians st'nring in bands, designated by strange

titles. \V*e ore reminded also t^t tbc republican

form of government bad given way to the dominion

of a nogle individual by the appeanmee of a mul-
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titude of household troo]>s and imperial body-
guards, distinguished by various appellations, and
invested with peculuir |mvilcges. A complete

Roman army did not now consist of liomanae
JjTgionet cum Sociisy or of cum S^-ciis ft

Auxiliisy but of f^giones cum Supjtlemenlity the

tonn .Snjijilcmfnta including the whole of the various

denominations alluded to above. In what follows,

we shall attempt to delineate a summer camp (ms-
tra {teMiif\Uia)y intond‘*d to contain three legions,

with their supplements, a force, which in the time
of Hyginus corresponded to the regular consular

army of the sixth and seventh centuries of the city.

It is but right, however, to call attention to tho

fact, that wo do not here tread upon ground so

firm ns when Polybius was our guide. The text

of Hyginus presents many difficulties and many
corruptions

;
and there arc not a few passages in

which wc are thrown too much upon conjecture.

This, however, be it tmdcrslood, applies almost
exclusively to the minute details, for the general

outline of the whole is clear and well ascertoined.

The plan sketched below, is taken almost entirely

ftxim Schelius, and the proportions of the diflorent

ports arc carefully preserved. Omitting in this

case the geometrical construction, we proceed at

once to explain the figure.

The point from which the whole of the measure-
ments proceeded is marked with a small cross, and
was called Gromay that being the name of an in-

stniment employed by lun'cynrs, analogous, in its

uses at least, to tbc modem cross staff, plane table

and level.

The general fomi of the inclosure was an oblong,

the two longer sides being at equal distances from
the Oroma, rounded off at the angles {anguloM am-
trorum citrinart Of>orU()y 2320 feel in length by
1620 fei't in breadth, the general rule being that

the length should exceed the breadth by one third

{castra in quautam fieri potucrit tertiata es$e ricic-

hunt)
;
when larger it was called Castra iliwictty

because, says Hyginus, the ordinary Ituccinum or

bugle could not heard distinctly from one ex-

tremity to the other.

The Oroma stood in tho middle of the principal

street ( Tia PrincipalU)y which «'as sixty fr'ct

wide, extending right across the camp, with the

two Portae Principals at its extremities. Tho
two remaining gates, which, like the former, re-

tained their ancient names, were the Porta J*rae-

torioy which was nearest to the enemy (porta

proftoria semper kosttm tpeeiare and the

Porta Decumanoy and these were placed in the

centre of the two shorter sides of the oblong.

Immediately behind the Oroma, a rectangular

space, 720 feet long by 180 brood, a'as set apart

for the emperor or commandcr-in-chief, and, os in

the consular camp, termed the Praetorium. Im-
mediately behind the Praetorium, that is to say,

at the extremity most distant from the.Oromn, a
street called the Via QuimianOy 40 feet wide; ex-

tended across the camp parallel to the Via Prin-

cipalis. When the camp exceeded tho ordinary

dimensions, then tw’o additional gates were fonned

at the extremities of the Via Quintana, the hreudth

of which was in that case increased to 50 feet.

It will be seen at a glance that the camp was
divided into three segments by tho Via Princi{>alis

and the Via Quintana. Each of these segments

had a name. The whole of the middle segment,

lying to the right and tbc left of the Fractoriumi
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A clear space of 60 feet {iniermUum) was left

between the tents of tho Icfipomiries and the mm»
parts, and they were seporatod from the quarters

of the other troops, whom they surrounded, by a

street called the Via Saffularis^ which ran com-

r

»letely mund the camp, so that tho whole of the

cyioitnnes, with the exception of the Erst cohort

in each legion, and three ordinary cohorts for whom
there is not room in the outer ring, were bounded

on one side by the intcrvallum and on the other i

by the Tia Stu^aris. The remaining streets not

pariinilarly specified were comprehended under the

g<*neral name Via^ Vici$Mriae s. VictaaleSj and
their breadth was '20 f(*cL

The defences of a camp might be fourfold :— 1,

/bcM. 2. Va/ium. 3. C^rvoU. 4. Arma,

1.

The /ossa might be of two kinds, a. The
Fomt /tutufiitay with lK>th sides sloping, so at to

form a wedg<*
;

or, b. the Fo$ta Punicuy of which

the outer side was perpendicular, the inner side

sloping, as in the fossa futigntsu The breadth in

either case was to be at least 5 feet, the depth

3 feet. Outside of each gate a ditch was dug ex-

tending on both sides somewhat beyond the gate

;

this, on account of its shortness, was called Titulnsy

and in front of the titulus a-as a small semicircular

redoubt (efaWcWa).

2.

The VallMtH a*as formed of earth and turf^ or

of stone, 6 feel in height, 8 feet broad.

3.

When the nature of the ground did not

admit of the construction of a sufficient vallum,

then a chevaux de frise {cervoli) was substituted.

4.

When neither a V^lum nor Cervoli could be

employed, then the camp was surrounded by a

ring of armed men four deep, numerous sentries

were posted in each line, and the cavalry patrolled
I

in turn in every direction.
I

The words of llyginus would lead us to lup-
|

pose that when no danger was apprehended, a

ditch alone was considered sufficient
;
and even

this was excavated merely fur the sake of ezcrcis-

it^ tho men (masa di$ci]^imae).

We can now proce^ to point ont in what
manner the three segments were ocaipied, refer-

ring to the numbers on the figure, it being undor-

stoofl that, as before, we shall not enter here into

any discussions regarding the origin and character

of the different l>attalions named, all information

upon such matters being given in the article Ex-
KRCITUH.

A. Pmeiorium et Jjatera Praeiorii.

1. Pnulorium, 2. Arae, on which public sa-

crifice was offered. The position assigned to them
is conjoclunl

;
hut they were, at all events, in the

immediate vicinity of this spot 3. Attguraiuriumy

in which the imperator took the auspices— the

altars were perhaps erected in front of this place,

at If'ost such was the case sometimes. (See Tacit

Ann. XT. 30, where the form Angwraln is em-
ployed.) 4. Tribunaly the elevated platform from

which addresses were delivered to the troops.

Close to the pmetorium was a guardhouse {dationi

dart oporiei m.-undum praetorium pede* T^inti).

b. C'omdes Iinperaiorisy the personal staff of tho

InQfH'fator, among whom the chief p1ac«% next to

the Via Principalis, w;is assigned to the Praefcctui

Pnielerio. 6. Fiptite* tingidures Imperatoris et

F*/uittrs Prartoritui

:

the number of these was
vnnable

;
but Hygimis gives as an average 4.50

of the former and 400 of the latter. 7. CohotHct
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pradoriae mtatuor. Pritnipilares. Erocati. Offi-

cialcs. Toe praetorians were allowed twice os
much space as the troops of the line. Alan
quingemiriae qnatuor. 9. In each of the spaces

marked 9, on the extreme right and left of the
Praetorium, bordering ou the Via Sagularis (;>er

rigorem viae eaguiaris) was placed the first co-

hort and tho vtsiUarii of one legion. The first

cohort and the vcxillarii of the remaining legion

will bo found in the Praelentura. The first co-

hort of a legion contained 9G0 men, being twice os
numerous as the others ; the reat/Zuni of a legion

amounted to about 5U0.

B. Profienhtra,

1 0. Scamnum Legaiorum. The quarters nf the

Icgnti. 11. Scamnum Tribunorum. Immediately
behind the legati, were the K'gionary tribunes and
the tribunes of the praetorian cohorta

In the language of surveyors, scamntrm was a rec-

tangular figure, whose breadth exci^edcd its length,

etriga a rectangular figure, whose length excei'ded

its breadth. So, Signa and TatnUinum are the terms

used with reference to the direction of the length

and breadth respectively: thus, ** Cohort prima
causa signonim et aquilac intra viam sagulariain, et

quoniom duplum numerum habet, duplam pedatu-

ram accipiet, ut, puLi, signi* pedes cenium rigimtiy

tabulino pedes trecentos sexagintay rc/ suptis centum

ocioginia tabulino pedes ducentos quadraginta.'* It

it the more necessary to call attention to this, be-

cause these significations have been passed over

by the best lexicographers, and we find that soma
modern expounders of llyginus imagine Tabulinum
to have been an office where the books and ac-

counts of the legion were kept Another cxaniplo

of the use of these words will be given below.

12. Aloe miUiariae quatuory one in each of those

four comportments. 13. I’a/c/iK/mdnMm, the hot-

ital fur the sick soldiers. 14. Veterinariumy the

ospital for the sick horses. 15, 16. Classiciy

marines employed as pioneers. Mauri aptitex

sextxnti. Pannonii VemUirii octingenti. These
two bodies of light cavalry were quartered near

the clossici, because, when the lattiT were sent in

advance to clear the way, they were guarded by
the former. 1 7. Explomtores. Ooneral Roy in his

plan placet them in these two small comportments,

but it appi'ars more probable from the words of

llyginus, that they were quartered all together

on the side next to 19. 18 and 19. The first

cohort of the remaining legion and its Vexillarii.

On the opposite side of the Via Praetoria, three

legionary cohorts, for whom there was not sufficient

space outside of the Via Sngnlaris.

In the Pruetenture stood also the Fabrica or

a'orkshop of the carpenters and armourers, erected

at a distance from tho Valetu<tinarium, so that

the noise might not disturb the patients.

Within the tcamnum of the legati were the

Scholar of the first cohorts, the places apparently

where the superior officers of the legions assembled

in order to receive the g> neral orders of the day.

C. Rtienhtm,

20. Quaestorium. This space corresponded in

fuuue only with the Quaestorium of the Polyhian

camp, for it was no longer assigned to a quaestor

(^Quaestorium dicUur quod aJiquando ibi qitarftorce

p^aturam acceperint). It was occupied partly by
prisoners of rank, hostages, and plunder, and hera
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p.'rhftpt the Prneftrtu* Cwlmniin mny h.ive been
quartern!, unlcM we are to look for bim anioug

the ImjwTQtari*.

21. Statorum centuriae dttae^ who guarded the

rear of the praetorium, and ala-ara kepi c1o*e to

the p’non of the Impe-rator. Thcjie, like the jime-

torian*, hod double «(iacc aligned to them.

22. fViAorfef afuitaiae mit/iuritie duat. Co^orie$

eijifituttu (fuiatfrManac <fuaiuor.

23. Cohorte$ palUatae miUiariae tre*. Cokoriei

petlUatof. tptinpenarute trxi,

24. Ikirborion troo|UL Palmyreni

tfuintitNii. nonfft-nti. />uci $eptinffeiUL Dri-

tuite$ (fuintftnti. Cunt>jAri se/giA^/cw/i. Among
tluMie we find enumerated iSuouictartts^ a a-ord

which no one htu tuccceded in explaining, but it

i« in all probability a conupt form.

Camels with their riders (ranie/i evm tui$

were frequently included titnong the con-

stituents of an army, being used both in oflcnsi%'e

operations, and also in carrying plunder.

Two points B^ko us forcibly when wo compare

the enmp of Hyginus with that of Polybius
; hrst,

the lliinsy character of the fortifications, which
must be attributed to the disinclination fell by
the soldiers to perform regularly and steadily the

atnir amount of labour W'hich was cheerfully exc>
I

culed by soldiers of the republic ; and, secondly,
!

the desire every where visible to economise space,
!

and compress every thing within the narrowest
i

possible limits. Although the numbers of an army,

,

such as we have been considering above, cannot be
i

determined with absolute precision, they must,

on the lowest computatim, nave exceeded 40,000
men, and these were crowded together into less

than one half the space which they would have

occupied according to the ancient s^'stera, the pro-

portion of cavalr}*, moreover, being much larger in

the imperial force. The ramp of Polybius, calcu-

lated tor less tlian 20,000, contains upwards of

four millions of square feet, while the camp of

Hyginus embraces little mc^ than three millicms

and seven hundred thousand.

We may conclude with a few words tipcm a
topic entirely passed over by Polybius, but on

wliich Hyginus affords ample information in so for

09 the usages of bis oum day are concerned— the

ouniU'r Olid arrangement of the tents.

A double row uf tents (j>ajn7ioae$) facing each

other, with a space between for piling the arms of

the soldiers, and fur receiving the beasts of burden

and the baggage, was termed S/ru/a; a suiglc row,

with a corri'sponding sjiacc in front, //eMis/nffta//t.

The nornutl brvadth of a Stru/a wb» 60 feet, of a
//rmidr^tum 30 feet, made up as follows ;

—
10 feet were allowed for the depth of cnch tent,

6 fi'ct for a passage behind the tent, 5 feet for

the arms piled in front of the tetit, 0 feet for the

and baggage ; total 30 feet for the hemi-

strigium, which doubled for the itriga gives 60, the

•pac.* between the rows b4ing 26 feet The length

of the striga or hemUtrigiuro varied according to

circumstances.

A full legionary century {fJena renturia\ when
Hyginus W'rote, consisted of BO men, who occu-

pied lOpapilionea The length allowed for each

fsipilio was 12 feet, lO feet fur iho pnpllio itself.

Olid 2 feet for laU-ral pass.iues (tneremra/vm tm-
SMrue), and thus the length of the line along

which the papiltones of a century stretched was '

10 X 12b 120 feet Out of Ibis the centurion

had a space allotted to him equal to that required

for 2 tents, so that the ^vates of the ot ntury oc-

cupied 8 tents only, that is, they were quartered

at the rate of lO men to each tent Bu' since 16
men or 4 guards (rsTpoSfa) in each cen ury were
always out upon duty, there were ne»'er more
than 8 men actually in a tent at the saiiut time.

(Fig- 4-)

Slrioa of tu/o C€nturu9

(a
1 w
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^a
Since a striga 1 20 feet in length and ( 0 feet in

breadth, containing 7200 square feel, war allotted

(Fig. 5.)

7Bu7ii9bi^uajt cf(9ht Ctntury

jESSffiSSSSii

to 2 centnrieo, and since an ordinary le^onary
cohort contained 6 centuries, it follows tliat the

space required for each cohort ( peiorara cokoriid)

of 4B0 men was 21,600 square feet

The troops were usually quartered in cohorts,

and these might be v’ario^y disposed, it l>cing

alanrs desirable that a whole century should

always be ranged in an uubroken lute.

If tbc striga was equal to one century in length,

then the cohort would occupy three strigac in

breadth, that is, a ijiace 120 feet long, by 180
broads 21,600 square fout See hg. (6.)

(Fig. 6.)

oso

%

8

8

If the striga was equal in length to two erntunes,

then the cohort would occupy one whole striga

and a hemtstrigium, that ia, a spore 240 feet long by

90 feet broadB 21,600 square feet. See fig. (7.)

mgSg('
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idDixriixim

If the WM equal in length to three ccn- I only, or a space 3i50 feet long by CO feet broad

toriei, tbcQ the cohort would occupy one ttriga
|
=21,GU0 square feeL See fig. (B.)

(Fig. 8.)

ini~inr~n-nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn

It is to be ohserred that in the plan of the camp '

given above, the legionary cohorts on the longer

sides are in stngne of 240 feet in length, those on

the shorter sides in strigac of 360 feet in length.

When the number of legions in an army was
greater in |»i)portion to the supplemcnU than in

the array which we have reviewed, then in order

that they might still bo ranged outside of the Via
Sagidaris, the strigae presenter) their breadth to

the vallum instead of their length, or to use the

technical phrase, the length which in the former
case hod been assigned to the Siffrut^ was now
given to the TuIfuJinum (Qitodst Utjiones plurtt ac~

trprrimms et tufiplnntrUa pandora lU ne<x*$arium

sit eohorUs drea rallum erdtrius ponm converUmus
pedaturam^ quoo puxrat 81uni8 tabulino da>
BiMUs).

If A B be the line of the vallum, C will repre-

sent the position o/ the cohort in the one case, D
in the other.

« 1
.

C

Josephag, in his account of the Jewish war,
takes special notice of the Roman encampments,
and, although ho docs not enter into minute details,

his ohservations, with which wo shall conclude

this article, form a nseful supplement to Hyginus.
It is evident from the numerous artisans for whom
workshops arc provided, from the towers with
which the rallum was strengthened, and from the

precaution of setting fire to every thing left behind,

that the words of the historian refer chiefly to

Costra Stativa. He begins by remarking {li.J,

iii. 5) that the Homans when invading an enemy's
counlrv never hasard an engagement until they
hare fortified a camp (oir wfMv drrorreu
Ttixlfftti OTparrfirsdop), which, in form, is a square
(S/o^erpciroA 8i xope/i^oA^ rfrpayt»¥os\ with four

gates, one on each side. The rampart by which
it is surrounded exhibits the appearance of a wall

furnished with towers at equal distances, and in

the spaces between the towers is placed the artillery

ready for immediate service (rous r«

ical KcrraircXTav, aol Xtflo^^Xo, ao) war k^rH\piov
tpyasov Ttflecurip, iwaarra wphs rds fioXiis froifia).

The camp is divided conveniently by streets, in

the middle arc the tents of the oflicers, and in the
verj’ centre of all the praet<wium {rh orpar^iop)

;

there is also a forum (dyopd rts diro^eUmmu),
and a place for artificers (xripor^xpcur
of whom a great number follow the army with
building tools, and seats for the tribunes and ccD'
turions re Xox«7oif »ral rofidpxo**), where
they decide any disputes which may arise. When
necessary («J 4wfiyot) a ditch is dug all round,

four cubits deep and four cubits broad.

At day dawui (t!wh r^y ?w) all the soldiers

repair to the tents of their respective centurions
(^xl Toi/y iKaToyripxas) and salute them: the
centurions repair to the tribunes (wphi roitt x^
Xtdfx^0» whom all the oeotoriona
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(ra^Mipxai) repair to the commander-in chief, from I

whom they receive the watchword (mj/ucTov) and
j

the genemi orders of the day, to be convoyed by
them to their respective divisions.

When a camp is broken up, at the first blast of

the tnun|>vl the soldiers strike the tents, and |<uk
up the utensils ; at the second they load the mules
and other )>easts of Imrden, set fire to cver>' thing

which could prove serviceable to nn enemy, and
stand like coursers ready to start forward on a
mce ; the third gives the last wanting that all

things being now* prepared every man must l>e in

his place. Then the herald, standing at the right

band of the geneml, demands thrice if they luv

ready for w'ar, to which they all respond w*ilh loud

and re|)catcd cheers that they arc ready, and for

the most part, being filled with martial ardour,

aiitici[iate the question, and raise their right hands
on high with a shout. {U. J. iii. 5. § 4.) [ W. H.]

CATAOO'GIA (ifaTo>uryta). [AsauaoiA.]
C.\T.UJ KAPHA. [PicTfKA.]
CATA'LOOUS (iroTflUoTof), the catabigue of

those persons in Athens who were liable to regular

niilitar)’ service. At Athens, those persons alone

who possessed a certain amount of property, were
allowed to serve in the ^‘gular infantry', whilst the

lower class, the thetes, hod not this privilege. Thus
the former are cnlled of iK kotoXo^ov (rrpaTsuoK-

rsr, and the latter ol too KarttX^ot/. (Xen.
/M/, ii. 3. § 20.) Those who were exempted by
their age from military service, arc called by
Demosthenes (/Xt Sym/. p. 167.) of

KardXffyoy. It appears to have been the duty of

the generals (<rrpar7iyol) to make out the list of

penons liable to service i.\»TRATKtA.<* Graphic],
in which duty they w'crc pn>bably assisted by the

domnrchi,and souietiracs by the ^oAcvrof. (Dem.
c. /Vyef. p. 120a)
CATALU'SKJJSTOU DEMOU GRAPIIE'

((caroAucrsfsr too ypa^)^ was on action

brought against those persons who had altered, or

attempted to alter, the democratical form of go-

vernment at Athens. A person was also liable to

tliis action wlio held any public office in the state

after the democracy liad l>ecn subverted. (Aiidoc.

da Afyaf. p. 48.) This action is closely connt-cted

with the wpoSoo^far yptup^ (^wl wpodool^ rqj
woAswt, hri KoraXiMru rov 3^/aoo, Domosth.
e. Tiwocr. p. 748), with which it appears in some
cases to have been almost identical. The form of

proceeding w'as the same in both cases, namely, by
eiVayysAio. In the case of Kara\vatu% rov

the punishment was death ; the property of the

offender was confiscated to the state, and a tenth

part dedicated to Athena. (Aiidoc. Dt Myat.

1»-48.)

C.\TAPHRA'Cm {Hard^poKTOi). 1. Ileavj'-

armed cavalry, the horses of which w*cro also co-

vered with defensive armour (Serv. ad rinj. Am.
xi. 771), whence they arc called by Pollux (L 140)
mapt’Ko^pvyiiiyoi. The armour of the horses con-

sisted either of scale armour, or of plates of metal,

which had differmt names according to the pans of

the body which they protected. Pollux (i. 140)

speaks of the vpo^rrcesiSiop, vopc^tor, wopqior,

wpooTsprlSior, wapowAsvpfSior, ropc^tiipfStov, ira-

poicvqft/8«>v. Among many of the Kasim nations,

who pUced their chief dependence upon their

cavalry, we find horses protected in this manner ;

but among the Romans we do not read of any
troops of this description till the later times cd* this

CATARACTA.
empire, when the discipline of the legions was de«
struyed, and the chief dependence began to be
placed on the cavalry.

This species of troops was common among the
Persians from the earliest times, from whom it was
adopted by their Macedonian conquerors. (Liv.
XXXV. 48 ; xxxvii. 40.) In the array of the elder

Cyrus, Xenophon {C'yr. vj. 4. § 1) says that the
horses were prutccted bv coverings for the forehead

and chest (wpofi^rtrwidiots aol irpotrrspvtdlod)
;

and the same Htis the case with the army of Arla-
xerxes, when he fought with his younger brother.

(Xcn. Anab. i. 8. § 7.) Troops of this description

were called afi6om<nJ by the Persians {catapkracii

ttfuiteSy (foot cliUtnarioa dictUoMi J*rrmUy Amm.
Marc. xvi. 10 ;

compare luimprid. Alejt. Set). 56).

We first re.'ul of cataphrocti in tbe Roman army in

the time of Constantine. (Amm. Marc. L c.)

2. The word was also applied to ships which
had decks, in opposition to Apkracti. (Xavis.]
C.\TA PI R.VTER (aaraTscpcmipta, BoAfr), the

lead used in sounding (4v fioAi^tiy)^ or fathom-

ing the depth of w'aler in navigation. The mods
of employing this instrument appears to have un-
dergone no change fur more than two thousand
years, and is described with exactness in the ac-

count of Sl Paul's voyage and shipwreck at Me-
lite. (Acti^ xxvii. 28.) A cylindrical piece of

lead was attached to a long line, so as to admit of

being throam into the water in advance of the

vessel, and to sink rapidly to the bottom, the line

being nuirked w'ith a knot at each fathom, to mea-
sure the depth. (Isid. Oriy. xix. 4 ;

Eustath. im

U. V. 396.) By smearing the bottom of tbe lead

with tallow (unctuni^ Lucilius, ap. Itid. 1. c.), spe-

cimens of the ground were brought up, showing
whetlier it was clay (Herod. iL 5), gravel, or hard
rock. [J. Y.]
CATAPULTA. [Tormintl’m.]
CATAR-\CrA (aaTop^sUriji), a portcullis, so

cnlled because it fell with great force and a loud

noise. According to V'egetius (/>e lie AfiL iv. 4),

it w'as an additional defence, suspended by iron
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ring! and ropes, before the gates of a city, iu s«ch
a manner that, when the enemy had come up to

the gate*, the portcullis might be let down so os to
shut them in, and to enable the besieged to flttn ii

them from above. In the accompanying plan of
the principal entrance to Pompeii, there are two
sideways for foot paa^ngers, and a rood between
them, fourteen feet wide, for carriages. The gates
were placed at A, A, turning on pivots [Cakdo],
as is proved by the holes in the pavement, which
still remain. This end of the road was nmri'st tn

^e town
; in the oj^site direction, the rood led

into the country. The portcullis was at H, U, and
made to slide in grooves cut in the walls. The

sideways, secured with smaller gates, were roof«*d

in, whereas the portion of the main rood between
the mtes (A, A) and the portcullis (B, B) H*as o{>en

to the sky. When, therefore, an attack was
made, the assailants were cither excluded by the
portcullis ; or, if they forced ihoir way into the
barbican and atteinptc<l to break down the gates,
the dtixona, surrounding and attacking them from
above, had the greatest possible facilities for im-
peding and destroying them. Vegetius spicks of
the “ cataracta ” as an anei^t contri\*ance

;
and

it appears to have boot employed by the Jews at
Jerusalem as early as the time of David. (/W.
xxiv. 7, 9 ; comp. Jer. xx. 2. SepU) [J. Y.l
KATASKOPES ORAPHE' (iraTaoiroT^r

Tpo^), an action brought against spies at Athens.
If a ^y was discovered, he was placed on the
rack, in order to obtain information from him, and
^rwards put to death. (Antiphnnes, ap. AtAen.
IL pi 66, d. ; Dcm. De Oor. p. 27*2; Aeschin.
A Cle$ipk p. 616; Plut. Vit. dee, Omi. p. 84H,a.)
It appears that foreigneri only were liable to this

action; sinco citixens, who were guilty of this
crime, were accused of wpoiocicu

CATASTA. [SKRVU8-]
CATEIA, a missile us^ in war by the ficr-

raani. Omuls, and some of the Italian nations ( Virg.
Aem, vii 741 ; Val. Flac. vl 83; Aul. OelL x.

25), supposed to resemble the aclis. (Serv. ta
Am, L e, ; Isid. Oriy. xviil 7.) It probably had
iu tme from euttim;; and, if so, the Welsh 'terms
eatai, a weapon, eateia, to cut or mangle, and
mttm, to Bght, arc nearly allied to it [J. Y.''

CATBLLA. [Catena.I
CATE'NA, dim. CATELLA (SXuoir, dim.

dAinrtoK, dAvoIdioi*), a chain. The chains w'hlch
were of superior ^oe, cither on account of the
material or the workmanship, are commonly called
eaUUae the diminutive expressing their
fineness and delicacy as well as their minuteness.
The specimens of ancient chains which wo have in

bronxe lamps, in scales [Libra] ,mid in omamenU
for the person, especially necklace fMoxiLBj,thow
a great variety of elegant and ingenious patterns.
Besides a plain circle or oral, the separate link is

often shaped like the figure 8, or is a bar with a
circle at each end, or assumes other forms, some of

t
which are here shown. The links arc also found
so closely entwined, that the chain resembles
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platted wire or thread, like the gold chains now
manufactured at Venice. This is represented in
the lowest figure of the woodcut.

These valuable chains were sometimes given ns
rewards to the soldiers (Liv. xxxiv. 31) ;

but they
were commonly worn by women (llor. A/>. I 17.

55), cither on the neck (wepl riv rpdxv^op
dXwrioy^ Menander, p. 9*2, ed. Mein.), or round
the waist (PUn. //.N, xxxiii. 12); and were u»«d
to sus|iend pc'orls, or jewels set in gold, keys,
lockets, and other trinkets. [J. Y.J
CATKIlV A'HI I. (Uladiatorbs.]
CA^'l'llKDliA, a seat; but the term was moro

IMirlicularly applied to the soA scaU used by wo-
men, whereas $ei/u signified a seat common to both
sexes (inter /rminetie eatheilras^ Mart. iii. 63, iv,

79; Hor. Sat. i. 10. 91 ;
Prop. iv. 5. 37). Tho

cathedrae were, no doubt, of xarious forms and
sizes

;
but they usually nppc>ar to have hod bocks

to ihcni, as is the case in the one represented in

the annexed woodcut, which is taken from Sir

William Hamilton’s work on Ureek vases. On
the cathedra is seated a bride, who is lieing fanned
by a feiuole slave with a fan made of pt^ocock's

feathers. .

Women w'erc also accustomed to Ik* carru*d
abroad in these cathedrae instead of in lecticoc,

which practice was sometimes adopted by efTcmi-
nato persons of the other sex ($ejria ctreux/erafur
eaihedroy Juv. Sat. i. 65 ; compare ix. 61). The
word cathedra was also a{)plicd to the chair or
pulpit from which lectures were rend. (Juv. S«tt,

vii, 203 ; Mart L 77.) Compore Bdttigcr, SoImmo^
voL i. p. 35 ; Schefler, De Re Vehwui, ii. 4.

CATILLUS. [Catinur.]
CATINUS, or CATINUM, a large dUh, on

which fish and meat were served up at table.

Hence Horace speaks of an anguetue patinus ns an
indication of niggardliness on the port of the host
(Hor. Kp. ii 4. 77 ; Pers. iii 11.) From this

word came the dimmutive eatilhu or oaiUlum^ a
small dish.

CAVAEDIHM. [Dosiua]
C.\VE.\. [Theatrcjh.]
CAUPO. The nature of the business of n

caupo is explained by Oaius (Ad Edict, Provine.

Dig. 4. tit 9. s. 5) :

** caupo . . . mercedero occipit

8
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lion pro custodifi, scd . . . ut viatores moncre hi

caupona patlntur . . . ct taincn custodiae nomine
tcnctur.** The cmipo Indeed travellers in his

house, and, though his bouse ^as not opened for

the safe keeping of travellers' goods, yet ho was

nnswcmble for their goods if stolen out of his

house, and also for damage done to them there.

Tlie praetor's edict was in this form : Nautne
(carrion by sea), cAiiponcs,stabularii (persons who
kept stables for beasts), quod cujusque salvum

fore receperint, nisi rcstituent, in eos judicium

d.'ilm." By this edict such persons were made ge-

nerally liable for the things which came into their

care
;
for (he words “quod cujusque salvum foro

receperint,” arc explained thus, “ quameunque rem
stve incrcoin rcccperint.'' But If the goods of the

traveller were lost or damaged owing to any un-

avoidable calamity, as robbery, fire, or the like, the

enupo was not answerable. The action which the

edict gave was “in fixetum,” or an action on the

case
;
and it was Honoraria, that is, given by the

]iractor. The reason why an Honoraria actio wots

allowed, though there might be octiones cndlcs, is

explained by Pomponius (quoted by Ulpian, Ad
Kdictum, Dig. 4. tit. 9. s. 3. § 1) : in certain cases

there might be an actio locati ct conducti, or

an actio depoaiti, against the caupo ;
but in the

actio locati et conducti, the caupo would be an-

swerable only for culpa, and in the actio deposit!

he a’ould be answerable only for dolus, whereas in

this honoraria actio he was liable even if there was
1)0 cnl|)a, except in the excepted cases. The Eng-
lish law as to liability of nn innkeeper is the same.

(Kent «. Shuckard, 2 B. & Ad. 803.) [O. L.]

CAUPO'NA, signified, 1. An inn, where tra-

vellers obtained food and lodging ; in which sense

it answered to the Greek words iroi^wctos',

H(rrayt&yu}yt and aardAocrir. 2. A shop, where
M ine and ready-dressed meat were sold, and thus

corresponded to the Greek KctntKMv. The per-

son M'lio kept a caupona was colled caupo.

It has Ik>cu mauktained bj many writers that

the Greeks and Romans hod no inns for the ac-

commodation of persons of any respectability, and
that their cauponae and ircu^iccta were mere
h mses of shelter for the lowest classes, That such,

however, aiu not the case, an attentive perusal of

the classical authors will sufficiently show ; though

it is, at the same time, veiy evident that their

houses of public entertainment did not correspond,

cither in size or convenience, to similar places in

modern times.

(frtek Inns.— The hospitality of the earliest

times of Greece rendered inns unnecessary
;
but in

Inter tiroes they appear to have been very nume-
rous. I'he public amlxusadors of Athens were

sometimes obliged to avail themselves of the ac-

commodation of such houses ( Aetchin. De /Ws. l^eg.

p. 273), ns well as private persons. (Cic. D« Dh.
i. 27, Inr. li. 4.) In addition to which, it may
be remarked, that the great number of festivals

M’hich were celebrated in the different towns of

Greece, besides the four great national festivals,

to which persons flocked from all parts of the

Hellenic world, must have required a considerable

number of inns to accommodate strangers, not only

in the places where the festivals were celebrated,

but also on the roods leading to those places.

(Becker, CliarikUs^ vol. j. p. 134.)

The word Kami\uoy signified, os has been al-

ready remarked, a place where wine and roady-
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dressed provisions were sold. KdvifXor signifies

in general a retail trader, who sold goods in small

quantities, whence he is sometimes called iraAry-

ac(n?Aox, and bis business iraAtyfrBS7}A«4«iy (I)em.

e. Dianjfso^. p. 1*285
; ArUtoph. PtuL 1156;

Pollux, rii. 12) ;
but the term is more particularly

applied to a person who sold ready-dressed provi-

sions, and especially wine in small quantities.

(Plat. (ror7. p. 518.) When a retail dealer in

other commodities is spoken of, the name of his

trade U usually prefixed
;
thus we read of vpo&t-

TOicdrT^Aos (PluU J*erieL 24), SsAwy adinjXoT

(Aristoph. 1175), iarwlivy KdsirXot (Id,

439), $t$\iOKdwiikos, &C. In these irain)Xc7a

only persons of the very lowest class were accus-

tomed to eat and drink. (Isocr. Areiap. c. 16 ;

Becker, OiarUt/eSy voL i. p. 259, Ac.)

2. Homan Inns.— A Roman inn was called not

only OZI7NMMI, but also taherna and tabema diner-

sor/o, or simply diversorium or defcersorium. Along
all the great roads of Italy there were inns, as we
see from the description which Horace gives of his

joacncy from Rome to Biundisium {Sat L 5),
though the accommodatimi which they offered was
generally of a poor kind. We also find mention
of public inns in Italy in other passages. (Cic.

pro daenL 59, Phil. iL 31 ; Hor. i. 11. 11 ;

Propert. iv. 8. 19; A<d$ of ike Apoetlen, xxriii.

15.) At Rome, there most hare been many inns

to accommodate strangers, but they are hardly ever

spoken ofi We, however, find frequent mention
of houses where wine and ready-dressed provisiooi

were sold, and which appear to have been nume-
rous in all parts of the city. The houses where
persons were allowed to eat and drink were usually

called Popinae and not cauponae ; and the keepers

of them, Popae. They were principally frequented

by slaves and the lower classes (Cic. Pro Mil. 24),

and wore consequently only furnished with stools

to sit upon instead of couches, whence Martial (r.

70) calls these places sellariolat popinat. This
circumstance is illustrated by a painting found at

Pompeii in a wine-shop, representing a drinkii^
scene. There are four persons sitting on stocks

round a tripod table. The dress of two of the

figures is remarkable for the hoods, which tetemble

those of the capotes, worn bv the Italian sailors

and fishermen of the present day. They use cups

made of horn instead of glosses, and from their

whole appearance evidently belong to the lower

orders. Above them are different sorts of eatables

hung upon a row of pegs.

The TkermopoHoy which are spoken of in the

article Calidx, appear to have b^ the same as

the popinac. Many of these popuiae were little

bettor than the Lupanaria or brothels
;
whence
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Horace {Sai. i). 4. C2) calls them immumias
fjopimas. The winc>shnp at Pompeii, whero the

painting described above was found, seems to have

been a house of this description; for behind the

shop there is on inner chamber containing paint-

ings of every species of indecency. (Cell's /'om-

^MnoMo, voL iL p. 10.) The Guneaej which are

sometimes mentioned in connection with the

popinae (Suet. Tib. 34), were brothels, whence
they are often classed with the lustra. (Liv. xxvi.

2; Cic, Phil. xiii. 11, Pro Sssi. 9.) Under the

emperors many attempts w ere made to regulate the

popinac, but apparently with little success. Ti-

benus forbad all cooked provisions to be sold in

these shops (Suet. Tib. 34) ;
and Claudius com-

manded them to be shut up altogether. (Dion

Cass. lx. 6.) They appear, however, to have been

soon opened agaiu, if they were ever closed ; fur

Nero commanded that nothing should be sold in

them but difiV-rent kinds of cooked pulse or vege-

tables (Suet. A'er. 16 ; Dion Cass. Ixii. 14) ;
and

an edict to the same effect was also published by
V'etpasian. (Dion Cass. bevi. 10.)

Persons who kept inns or houses of public enter-

tainment of any kind, were held in low estimation

both among the Creeks and Uoroous (Theopbr.

CAar. 6 ;
Plat. Leff. xL pp. 9 1 8, 9 1 9) ; and though

the epithets of perfidi and muligni., which Horace

gives to them {Sat. L 1. 29, i. 5. 4), may refer

only to particular innkeepers, yet they seem to ex-

press the common opinion entertained respectijtg

the whole class. (Zell, Dis Wirthshdumrd. Alien;

Stockmann, D« Popinis

;

Becker, GalluSy vol. L

pp. 227-*-'286.)

CAUSA LIBERA'LIS. [Assbrtor.]
CAUSAE PKOBATIO. [Civitas.]

CAUSIA (xoMrla), a bat with a brood brim,

w*hich w*as m^c of felt and worn by the Mace-
donian kings. (Valer. Max. t. 1. § 4.) Its form

is seen in the annexed figures, which are taken l

from a fictile vase, and from a medal of Alexander

I. of Macedon. The Romans adopted it from the

Alacedonians (Pluut. Mil. GUrr. iv. 4. 42, Pert.

i. 3. 75 ; Antip. Thess. in Urunckii AnaL it 111),

and more especially the Emperor Caracallo, who
used to imitate Alexander the Great in his coe-

tumc. (Herodian. iv. 8> § 5.) [J. Y.J
CAU'TIO, CAVE'RE. These words arc of

frequent occurrence in the Roman classical writers

and jurists, and liave a great variety of significa-

tions according to the matter to which they refer.

Their general signification is that of security given

by one person to another ; also security or legal

safety w*Wh one person obtains by the advice or

assistance of another. The general term (cautio)

is distributed into its species according to the par-

ticular kind of the security, which may be by
satisdatio, by a fidejussio, and in various other

ways. The geoaral sense of the word cautio is
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accordingly modified by its adjuncts, as cautio

fidejussoria, pigneraticki, or bypothccaria, and so

on. Cautio is used to express both the security

which a mogistratus or a judex may require ono
party to give to another, which applies to cases

where there is a matter in dispute of which a
court has already cognizance

; and also the secu-

rity which is given and received by and between
potties not in litigation. The words cautio and
cavere are more porticularly used in the latter

sense.

If a thing is made a security from one person to

another, the cautio becomes a matter of pignut or
of hypotheca ; if the cautio is the engagement of a
surety on behalf of a principal, it is a cautio fide-

jussoria.

The cautio was most frequently a writing, which
expressed the object of the parties to it ; accord-

ingly the word cautio came to signify lx>tb the in-

strument {chirograpkum or instrummtutk) and the

object which it was the purpose of the instrument

to secure. (Dig. 47. tit. 2. s.27.) Cicero {Ad
/>io. viL 18) uscs«the czpreuion cautio chirographi

met. The phrase cavere <diguid alicui expressed

^

the fact of one person giving security to another .'u

I to some particular thing or act. (Dig. 29. tit. 2.

8.9; 35. tit. 1. s. 18.)
' Ulpian (Dig. 46. tit 5) divides the practoriae

stipulationes into three species, judiciales, cautio-

nalcs, commtfbes ; and he defines the cautionalos

to be those which are equivalent to on action

{imsiar aciioMu ktdtemt) and ore a good ground for

a new action, ns the stipulationes de Icgntis, tutcla,

ratom rem habere, and damnum infectum. Cau-
tioncs then, which were a branch of stipulationes,

w'cre such contracts as w'ould bo ground of actions.

The following examples will explain the passage of

Ulpian.

in many cases a beres could not safely p.'iy

legacies, unless the legatee gave security {cuuiiit)

to refujid in case the will under which he claimed

should turn out to be bad. (Dig. 5. tit 3. s. 17.)

The Muciana cautio applied to the case of U*sia-

inentaiy conditions, which consisted in not dning

some act, which, if done, would deprive the hen s

or logatarius of the bereditos or the legacy. In

order that the person who could take the hcreditas

or the legacy in the event of the condition iMMiig

bmken, niight have the property secured, he was
entitled to have the Muciana cautio. (Dig. 3.'>.

tit 1. s. 7, 18, 73.) The hercs was also in some
cases bound to give security for the payment of

legacies, or the legatee was entitled to the Bonoruni

Possessio. Tutorcs and curatores were required to

give security {tatisdare) for the due adniinistnitinn

of the property intrusted to them, unless tlie tutor

was appointed by testament, or unless the curator

was a curator Icgitimus. (Gaius, i. 199.) A pro-

curator who sued in the name of an al>scnt party,

might be required to give security that the absent

party would consent to be cmicluded by the act of

his procurator {Id. iv. 99); this security was a

species satisdatiouis, included under the genus
cautio. (Dig. 46. tit. 8. s. 3, 13, 18, &c.) In the

case of damnum iufectuin, the owner of the land or

property threatened w'ilh tlie miKhief, might claim

security from the person who was threatening the

mischief. (Cic. Thp. 4 ; Gains, iv. 31 ;
Dig. 43.

tit. 8. s. 5.)

If a vendor sold a thing, it was usual for him
to declare that he had a gwd title to it, and that

8 2
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if any person rccoverMl it from the purchaser by a

bettor title, he would make it to the pur-

chaser ; and, in some coses, the coutio was for

double the value of the thin?. (Dig. 21. tit 2.

8. 60.) This was, in fact, n warranty.

The word cautio was also applied to the release

which a debtor obtained from his creditor on satis-

fying his demand : in this sense cautio is equi>‘a-

leiit to a modem receipt ; it is the debtor's security

acniust the same demand being made a second

time. (Cic. Brut, 5 ;
Dig. 46. tit, 3. s. 89, .94.)

Thus cnvorc ah aIi<|UO signifies to obtain this kind

of security. A person to whom the usus fructus

of a thing was given, might be required to give

security that he w*o>ild enjoy and use it pmpi'riy,

and not waste it. (Dig. 7. lit. 9.)

Cavere is also applied to express the professional

advice and assistance of a law'ver to his client for

his conduct in any legal matter. (Cic. Ad Fam.
iii. 1, viL 6, Pro Murena^ c. 10.)

The word cavere and its derivatives are also

used to express the provisions of a law, by which

any thing is forbidden or orderedsas in the phrase,— Cautum e$i fiv/e, pr{ncipa/Ums conttiMioHif/uM^

&c. It is also used to express the words in a will,

by which a testator declares his wish that certain

thinss should he done after his death. The pre-

paration of the instruments of cautio was, of course,

the business of a lawyer. fO. L.]

CEADAS (KfdSas) or CAEADAS (KaidJar),

was a deep cavern or chasm, like the Barathron at

Athens, into which the SjMirtans were accustomed

to thrust persons condemned to death. (Thuc. i.

134 : Stnib. viiL p. 367 : Paus. iv. 18. § 4 ; Suidas,

$. V. Bdpa^por, Ka<d5ar, KedSar.)

CEDIT DIES. [Lkoatiim.]
CEXERES, are said to have been three hun-

dred horsemen, who formed the body-guard of

Uomulus both in peace and war (Liv. I 15 ; Dio-

nyt. ii. 13; Plut 26). There can, however,

l>c little doubt that these Celeret were not simply

the body-guard of the king, but were the same as

the c<ptites, or horsemen, a fact which is expressly

stated by some writers (Plin. If. N. xxxiii. 2. s. 9),

and implied by others (Dionys. L c.). [ Eq uitrs. ]

The etymology of Celeres is variously given. Some
writers derived it from their loader Celer, who was
said to have slain Remus, but most writers con-

nected it with the Oreek WXijv, iii reference to the

quickness of their service, (Senr. ad Virp. Am.
xi. 603.) Niebuhr supposes ce/cres to bo identical

with pairiciiy and maintains that the former word
was the name of the whole class as distinguished

from the rest of the nation {/iist. of /fomc, vol. i,

p. 331); but although the equites were at first

unoubtedly chosen from the patricians, there seems

no reason for believing that the word alerts was
synonymous with patricii.

The Celeres were under the command of a 7H-
huuHS Celrrum^ who stood in the same relation to

the king, as the magistor cquitum did in a subse-

quent period to the dictator. He occupied the

second place in the state, and in the absence of the

king had the right of convoking the comitio.

Whether he was appointetl by the king, or elected

by the comitin, has been questioned, but the former

is the more probable. (Lyd. De Mofj. L 14 ; Pom-
pon. de Grig. .Jur. in Dig. 1. til. 2. s, 2. §§ l.%

19 ;
Dionys. iv. 71 ;

comp. Becker, JIan*ihHeh Her

Hf'mitch. AUerik. voL ii. part i. pp. 239, 338.)

CELLA, in its primary sense, means a store-
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room of any kind. (Varr. De I.ing. Lai v. 162.

ed. Muller.) Of these there were various de-

scriptions, which took their distinguishing deno-

minations from the articles they contained, as, for

instance, the eella j^enuaria or penaria^ the ceUa

oieoria and eella rinaria. The slave to whom the

charge of these stores was intrusted, w’as called

crllitrias (Plant, (hpi. iv. 2. 115; Srnec. Kp. 122),

or j>romus (Culum. xii. 3), or comdus^ ^ quia promt/

quod «/ " (compare Ilor. Cttrm. L 9. 7,

iii. 21. 8), and sometimes prutnus ermdus and pro-

curatnr jimi. (Plant it 2. 14.) This an-

swers to our butler and house-keeper.

Any number of small rooms clustered together

like the cells of a honeycomb (Virg. C$e**rp. iv. 164)
were also termed ccUae ; hence the dormitories of

.slaves and menials are called ceUae (Cic. Pkii,

ii. 27 ;
Columella, i. 6), and eeilae familutticae

(V’’itruv. vk 10. p. 182) in distinction to a bed-

chamlter, which was eubieulttm. Thus a sleeping-

room at a publichouse is also temtcd oella, (Petron.

55.) For the same reason the dens in a brothel

ore eelLie. (Petron. 8 ;
Juv. Sat. vi. 128.) Each

female ocaipicd one to herself (Ibid. 122), over

which her name and the price of her favours w'ore

inscribed (Scnec. Cuntrw. i. 2) ; hence ctlla m-
scripta means a brothel. (Mart xi. 45. I.) Ceila

astiarii (Vitruv. vi. 10 ; Petron. 29), or janitoris

(Suet VitelL 1 6), is the porter's lodge.

In the baths the eeila caldarioy Uptdaria^ and
fri^aria^ were those which contained respectively

the warm, tepid, and cold bath. [Balnxax.]
The interior of a temple, that is the part in-

cluded within the outside shell, oijirdr (see the

lower woodcut in Antab), w*as also called cr//o.

There was sometimes more than one ctUa within

the same peristt'le or under the same roof ; in

which case they were either turned back to back,

os in the temple of Rome and Venus, built by
Hadrian on the Via Sacra, the remains of which
are still visible ; or parallel to each other, as in the

temple of Jupiter Optimus Maximus in the Capitol.

In such instances each cell took the name of the

deity whose statue it contained, as edta Jovis,ec//a

Junonis, erlla Minervae. [.A, R.]

CELLA'RUJS. [Cblla.]
CENOTA'PHIUM, a cenotaph (icevhj and

Tcbpor) was sn empty or honorary tomb, erected ns

a memorial of a person w'hosc body was buried

elsewhere, or not found for burial at oil. (Comp.
Thuc. ii. ^ ; Virg. Am. iii. 303.)

Cenutaphia were considered as reJifftosa^ and
therefore divini juris^ till a rescript of the em-
perors Antoninus and Verus pronounced them not

to he so. (Heinec. Ant. Rom. ii. 1.) (R. W.]
CENSITOR. [Cknsor.]
CENSUAa.ES. ICbnwr.]
CENSOR (TtftTtrfis\ the name of two magis-

trates of high rank in the Roman republic. Their

office was called Cmsvra (rtfirjrua or rtpifrla).

The Crams, which was a register of Roman
citizens and of their property, was first estab-

lished by Servius Tullius, the fifth king of Rome.

!

After the expulsion of the kings it was taken

by the consuls
;
and special magistrates were not

iip|)ointed for the puqwsc of taking it till the

year b. c. 443. The reason of this alteration

was owing to the appointment in the preceding

year of tribuni inilitum with consular power in

place of the consuls
; and as these tribunes might

be plebeians, the patricians deprived the consuls,

J Ly CiOO^le
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and consequently their representatives, the tri>

ounes, of the right of taking the census, and en-

trusted it to two magistrates, called Cnvsorrj, who
were to be chosen exclusively from the patricians.

The magistracy continued to be a patrician one
till B. c. 361, when C. Marcius Uutilus was the

first plebeian censor (Liv. vii. 22). Twelve years

afterw'ards, b. c. 339, it was provided by one of

the PublUian laws, that one of the censors must
necessarily be a plelieion (Liv. viiL 12X but it was
not till B. c. 280 that a plebeian censor performed

the solemn puriheation of the people {lu^runt con-

didit^ Liv. 13). lnB.c.131 the two censors

were for the first time plebeians.

There were always two censors, because the two
consuls had previou^y taken the census together.

If one of the censors died during the time of his

office, another had at first to 1m chosen in his

stead, as in the case of the consuls. This, how*
ever, happened only once, namely, in b. c. 393 ;

because the capture of Rome by the Gauls in this

lustrum excited religious fears against the practice

(Liv. V. 31). From this time, if one of the censors

died, his colleague resigned, and two new censors

were chosen. (Liv. vi. 27, ix. 34, xxiv. 43,
xxviL 6.)

The censors were elected in the comiiia cen*

turiata held under the presidency of a consul.

(GclL xiiL 15; Liv. xL 46.) Niebuhr supposes

that they were at first elected by the comitia

curiata, and that their election wns confirmed by
the centuries

;
but there it no authority for this

supposition, and the truth of it depends entirely

upon the correctness of hit views respecting the

election of the consuls. [Consul.] It was ne-

cessary that both censors should be elected on the

same day
; and accordingly if the voting fur the

second was not finished, the election of the first

went for nothing, and new comitia had to be held.

(Liv. ix. 34.) The comitia for the election of the

cens<Ms were held under different auspices from

those at the election of the consuls and {uaetors
;

and the censors were accordingly not regarded as

their colleagues, although they likewise possessed

the mtuimci autpicia (UelL xiii. 15). The comitia

were held by the consuls of the year very sot)n

after they bod entered upon their office (Liv. xxiv.

10, xxxix. 41) ;
and the censors, as soon ns they

were elected and the censorial power had been
granted to them by a Ux centuriaia, were fully

installed in their office. (Cic. de Leg. Agr. iu 1 1 ;

Liv. xl. 4.5.) As a general principle the only

persons cligibfe to the office were those who had
previously been consuls

;
but a few exceptions

occur. At first there was no law to prevent a
pt^rson being censor a second time

;
but the only

person, who w*as tw-ice elected the office, a*iis

C. Marcius Rutilus in b. c. 265 ;
and he brought

forward a law in this year, enacting that no one

should be chosen censor a second time, and re-

ceived in consequence the surname of Ceiisoriiius.

(Plut Coriol. 1 ;
Vol. Max. iv. 1. § 3.)

The censorship is distinguished from all other

Roman magistracies by the length of time during
which it was held. The censors were originally

chosen for a whole lustrum, that is, a period of

five years ; but their office was limited to eighteen

months, as early as ten years after its insti-

tution (b. c. 433), by a law of the dictator

Mam. Acmilins Mamercinus (Liv. iv. 24, ix. 33).

The censors also held a very peculiar position
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with respect to rank and dignity. No imperinm
wns l>cstowcd upon them, and accordingly they
had no lictors. (Zonar. viL 19.) jus cmeurxu
was granted to them by a lex centuriata^ and not

by the curiae, and in that respect they were in-

ferior in power to the consuls and praetor*. (Cic.

de Leg. Agr. iL 11.) But notwithstanding this,

the censorship was regarded os the highest dignity

in the suite, wdth the exception of the dictatorship :

it was an a uinctus Ttiugistmtus^ to which
the deepest reverence wns due. (Plat, Cat Maj.
16, Flamin. 18, CumiU. 2, 14, AetHil. Paul. 38 ;

Cic. ad Fam. iii. ID.) Tlio high rank and dignity

which the censorship obtained, was owing to the

various important duties gradually entrusted to it,

and especially to its possessing the retfimen mormn,
or general control over the conduct and morals of

the cilixens
;

in the cxertisc of which power they
were regulated solely by their own views of duly,

and w'ere not responsible to any other power in the

state. (Dionys. in Mai, A'oeu Coll. vol. ti. p. 516 ;

Liv. iv. 24, xxix. 37; Val. Max. vii. 2. § 6.) Tho
censors possessed of course the sella cuntlis (Liv.

xL 45), but with respect to their official dress there

is some doubt From a w’ell-known passage of

Polybius (vi. 53), describing the use of the

imagint'S at funerals, we may conclude that a con-

sul or praetor wore the praotexta, one who triumphed
the toga picto, nnd the censor a purple toga pecu-

liar to him ; but other writers i])eak of their

official dress as the same ns that of the other

higher magistrates. (Zonar. vii. 19 ;
Athcn. xiv,

p. 660, c.) The funeral of a censor was always
conducted with gr>at pomp and splendour, and
hence a funus censoriutn was voted oven to the

emperors. (Tac. Ann. ir. 15, xiii. 2.)

The censorship continued in existence for 421
years, namely, from a. c. 443 to u. c. 22 ; but
during this period many lustra passed by without

any censor being chosen at all According to one
statement the office W'ns abolished by Sulla

(SchoL Oronov. ad Ck. Dio. in Cuecil. 3, p. 384,
ed, Urelli), and although the authority, on w hich

this statement rests, is not of much weight, the

fact itself is probable
; for there was no census

during the two lustra which elapsed from Sulla's

dictatorship to the first consulship of Poiii|K>y

(b. c. 82—70), and any strict regimen niorum
w'ould have been fnnnd very inconvenient to the
aristocracy in whoso favour Sulla If^islated. If

the censorship was done away with by Sulla, it

was at any rate restored in the consulship of

Pom;)ey nnd Crassus. Its power WTts limited by
one of the laws of the tribune Clodius (b. c. 58),

which prescribed certain regular forms of proct?ed-

ing Ijcfurc the censors in expelling a jicrson from

the senate, and the concurrence of both censors in

inflicting this degradation. (Dion Cass, xxxviii.

13 ; Cic. pro Sext. 25, de Pruo. Cons. 15.) 'J his

law', however, was rc'peolcd in the third consulship

of Ponjpey (n. a 52), on the proposition of his col-

league Caecilius Motcllus Scipio (Dion Cass. xl.

57), but the censorship never recovered its former

pow'cr and inHucnce. During the civil wars which
folluwc'd soon aflerwards no censors w'ere clccttHi

;

mid it wns only after a long inten'ol tiuit they

were again appointed, namely in b. c. 22, when
Augustus caused L. Miinntius Plancus and Puuliis

Aumilius I^epidus to fill the office. (Suet. Attg.

37, Claud. 1 6 ; Dion Cass. liv. 2.) This wns the

last time tliat such magistrates were .'ip[KHnted
;
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the emperors in future discharged the duties of

their office under the name of Prae/vchiru Morum.
Some of the emperors sometimes took the name of

censor when they actually held a census of the

Roman people, as was the case with Claudius, who
appointed the elder Vitcllius as his colleague (Suet

Claud. 16 ;
T.ic. Ann. xiL 4, I 9), and with

Vespasian, who likewise had a colleague in his son

Titus. (Suet Vesj). 8, Tit. 6.) Domitian assumed

the title of eerier perpetuus (Dion Cass. liii. 18),

but this example was not imitated by succeeding

emperors. In the reign of Decius we find the

elder Valerian nominated to the censorship without

a colleague (Trebell. Pollio, Voter. 1, 2) ;
and

towards the end of the fourth century it was pro-

posed to revive the censorship (Symmach. Ep. iv.

29, V. 9), but this design was never carried into

effect

The duties of the censors may be divided into

three classes, all of which were however closely

connected with one another: I. The Census^ or

register of the citizens and of their property, in

which were included the lectio senatus, and the

rci'offiiitio equitam ; II. The Reghneti Morum ; and

III. The administration of Vie finances of the state,

under which were classed the superintendence of

the public buildings and the erection of all new
public works. The original business of the censor-

ship was at first of a much more limited kind
;
and

was restricted almost entirely to taking the census

(Liv. iv. 8) ;
but the possession of this power

gradually brought with it fresh power and new
duties, as is shown below. A general view of

these duties is briefly expressed in the following

p.iss.'igc of Cioero {de Leg. iii. 3) :
— ** Censores

populi aevitates, soboles, familias pccuniasque cen-

sento : urbis tcmplo, rios, aquas, aerarium, vecti-

galia tuento
:

populique partes in tribus distri-

buunto : cxin pccunias, aevitates, ordincs partiunto

:

equituni, peditumquc prolem describunto : caelibes

esse prohibento: mores populi regunto: probrum

in senatu ne relinfiuunto."

I. The Ce.nsus, the first and principal duty

of the censors, for which the proper expression is

ccn.sum agere (Liv. iii. 3, 22, iv. 8), was always

held in the Campus Martins, and from the year

a c. 435 in a special building called Villa PuUica,

which was erected for that purpose by the second

pair of censors, C. Furius Pacilus and M. Oeganius

Afacerinus. (Liv. iv. 22 ;
Varr. R. R. iii. 2.) An

account of the formalities with which the census

was opened is given in a fragment of the Tabulae

CcHSoriac., prcscrv’cd by Varro (A. L. vL 86, 87,

ed. Muller). After the auspicia had been taken,

the citizens were summoned by a public crycr

(praeco) to appear before the censors. Each trilw

was called up separately (Dionys. v. 75) ; and the

names in each tribe were probably taken according

to the lists previously made out by the tribunes of

the tribes. Every paterfamilias had to appear in

person Ixifore the censors, who were seated in their

curule chairs
;
and those names were taken first

which were considered to be of good omen, such

as Valerius, Salvius, Statorius, &c. (Festus, s. v.

Ijochs Lucrinus ; Schol. Bob. ad Cic. pro Scaur.

p. 374, ed. Orelli.) The census was conducted ad
aibitrium censoris ; but the censors laid down ccr-

tjiin rules (Liv. iv. 8, xxix. 15), sometimes called

leges census censendo (Liv. xliii. 14), in which

mention was made of the different kinds of pro-

perty subject to the census, and in what way
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their value was to be estimated. According to

these laws eiich citizen bad to mve an account of

himself^ of his family, and of liis property upon
oath, ex animi sententia. (Dionys. iv. 15 ;

Liv.

xliii. 14.) First he hod to give his full name
(praenomen, nomen, and cognomen) and that of

his father, or if he were a freedman that of his

patron, and he was likewise obliged to state his

age. He was then asked, TV, ex animi tui sen-

tentia, uxorem habes t and if married he had to

give the name of his wife, and likewise the num-
ber, n<'uncs,and ages of his children, if any, (Oell.

iv, 20 ; Cic. de OraL iu 64 ; Tab. Hcracl. 142

(68) ; Dig. 50. tit. 15. s. 3.) Single women (viduae)

and orphans (orbi orbacque), were represented by
their tutores

;
their names were entered in separate

lists, and they were not included in the sum total

of capita. (Comp. Liv. iii. 3, Epit. 59.) After

a citizen bad stated his name, age, family, &.C., he
then had to give an account of all his property, so

far ns it was subject to the census. In making
this statement he was said censere or oenseri, as a
deponent, ** to value or estimate himself,” or as a
passive “ to be valued or estimated : " the censor,

who received the statement, was also said censere,

as well as accipere censum. (Comp, Cic. pro Flace.

32 ; Liv. xxxLx. 15.) Only such things were liable

to the census (censui censendo) as were property

ex jure Quiritium. At first each citizen appears

to have merely given the value of his whole pro-

perty in gencml without entering into details

(Dionys. iv. 15 ; Cic. de Leg. iii. 3 ; Festus, s. v,

Censores)
; but it soon became the practice to give

a minute specification of each article, as well ns the

general value of the whole, (Comp. Cic. pro Flaoc,

32 ; Cell. viL 11 ;
Plut. CaL Maj. 18.) Land

formed the most important article in the census
;

but public land, the possessio of which only be-

longed to a citizen, was excluded as not being

Quiritarian property. If we may judge from the

practice of the imperial period, it was the custom
to give a most minute specification of all such land

os a citizen held ex jure Quiritium. He had to

state the name and situation of the laud, and to

specify what portion of it was arable, what meadow,
what vineyard, and what olive-ground ; and to

the land thus minutely described he had to affix

his own valuation. (Dig. SO. tit. 15. s. 4.) Slaves

and cattle fonned the next most important item.

The censors also possessed the right of calling for a
return of such objects as bad not usually been given

in, such os clothing, jewels, and carriages. (Liv.

xxxix. 44 ; Plut. Cat. Maj. 18.) It has been
doubted by some modem writers whether the cen-

sors possessed the power of setting a higher valu-

ation on the property than the citizens thcmseh'es

had put
;
but when we recollect the discretionary

nature of the censors* powers, and the necessity

almost that existed, in order to prevent fraud, that

the right of making a surchaigc should bo vested

in somebody's hands, w'e can hardly doubt that

the censors had this power. It is moreover ex-

pressly stated that on one occasion they made on
extravagant surcharge on articles of luxuiy ( Liv.

xxxix. 44; PluL Cat. Maj. 18); and even if they

did not enter in their books the property of a person

at a higher value than he returned it, they accom-
plished the same end by compelling him to pay
down the tax upon the property at a higher rate

than others. The tax (tributum) was usually one

per thousand upon the property entered in the books
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of tho censors ; bat on ono occasion the censors, as

a ptuiishnient, compelled a person to pay eight per

thousand {octufJirato eenns Lir. ir. 24).

A person, who roluntarily absented himself

from the census, and thus iMcame laoensK#, was
subject to the seyereit punishment Senios Tullius

is said to hare threatened the incensus with im-

prisonment and death (Lit. L 44) ;
and in the re-

piililican period he might be told by the state ns a

lave. (Cic. pro Oitcin, 34.) In the later times

of the republic a person who was absent from the

census, might be represented by another, and thus

bo registered by the censors. (Varr. L. L. vi. 86.)

Whether the soldiers who were absent on service

had to appoint a representative, may be questioned.

In anciL-nt times the sudden fanning out of a

war prevented the census from being taken ( Liv.

vi. SIX because a large number of the citizens

would necessarily be ab^t. It is supposed from

a passage in Livy (xzix. 37), that in later times

the censors sent commissioners into the provinces

with full powers to take the census of the Roman
soldiers there ;

hut this seems to have been only a

rial case. It is, on the contrary, probable from

way in which Cicero pleads the absenre of

Archins from Rome with the army under LucuUus,

as a sufficient reason for his not having boon en-

rolled in the census {pro Arch, 5), that service in

the army was a valid excuse for absence.

After the censors had received the names of all

the citizens with the amount of their property, they

then hod to make out the lists of the tribiw, and

also of the classes and centuries
;
for by the legis-

lation of Senrius Tullius the position of each citisen

in the state was determined by the amount of his

property. [CojuiTU Cbnturmta.] These lists

formed a most important part of the Taimlae Cen-

sorioe, under which name were included all the

documents connected in any way with the discharge

of the censors* duties. (Cic. de Ltg. iil 3 ;
Lir.

xxiv. 18 ;
Plul. Cat, Mqj. 16 ; Cic. de Leg. Agr.

i. 2.) These lists, as far at least as they were con-

nected with the finances of the state, were deposited

in the aererium, which was the temple of Saturn

(Liv. xzix. 37) ; but the regular depositary for all

the arohives of the censors was in earlier times the

Atrium Libertatis, near the Villa publica (Liv.

xliiL 16, xlv. 15), and in later times the temple of

the Nj-mphi, (Cic, pro MU. 27.)

Besides the ^arrangement of the citnens into

tribes, centuriet, and classes, the censors bad also

to make out the lists of the senators for the en-

suing lustrum, or till new censors were appointed ;

striking out the names of such as they considered

unworthy, and tnakiiw additions to the body from

those who were qnali&d. This important part of

their duties is explained under Sknatus. In the

same manner they held a review of the equites

equo publico, and added and removed names as

they judged proper. [Equitkb.]

After the lists hod been competed, the number
of citixens was counted u-', and the sum total an-

nounced
; and accordingly we find that, in the

account of a eensua, the number of citizens is like-

wise usually given. They are in such cases spoken

of as capita^ sometimM with the addition of the

word avttm, and soroetirocs nut
;
and hence to be

registered in the census was the some thing ns

caput habere. (CapUT.]
II. Rkgiuxn Murum. This was the most

important branch of the censors' duties, and the
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one which caused their office to be the most re-

vered ami the most drcatled in the Ilonmn state.

It naturally grew out of the right which they p<»s-

sessed of excluding unworthy persons from the

lists of citizens
;

for, os has been well remarked,
“ they would, in the first place, be the sole judges
of many questions of fact, such as whether a
citizen nod the qualifientions required by law or
custom for the rank which he claimed, or whether
he had ever incurred any judicial sentence, which
rendered him infamous : but from thence the transi-

tion was easy, according to Itomnn notions, to the
decision of questions of right

; such as whether a
citizen was really worthy of retaining his rank,
whether he hod not committed some act ns justiv

degrading as those which incurred the sentence of

the law.*' In this manner the censors gradually Iks-

came possessed of a complete superintendence over

the whole public and private life of eveiy citizen.

They were constituted the conservators of public

and private virtue and morality
;
they were not

simply to prevent crime or partiailar nets of im-
morality, but their great object was to maintain
the old Homan character and habits, the mot
nu$joruin. The proper expression for this branch
of their power was regimen morum (Cic. de 1^/.
Hi. I Lir. iv. 8, xxiv. 18, xl. 46, xli, 27, xlii.

3 ; Suet, Atu/. 27), which was called in the times
of the empire cura or prae/eciura morifm. The
punishment inflicted by the censors in the cxcrciso

of this brotich of their duties was called Sota or

\cfiUioy or Autmadeersio Cenroria, In inflicting it

they were guided only by their conscientiws con-

victions of duty ; they had to take an oath that they
would act neither through partiality nor favour

;

and, in addition to this, they were bound in every
case to state in their lists, opposite the name of the

guilty citizen, the cause of tne punishment inflicted

on him,— .SeAscri/Vio ccueoria. (Liv. xxxix, 42 ;

Cic. pn Cluent. 42—48
;
Gell. iv. 20.)

This part of the censors' office invested them
with a peculiar kind of jurisdiction, which in many
respects resembled the exercise of public opinion

in modern times ; for there arc innumerable
actions which, though acknowledged by every' one
to be prejudicial and immoral, still do not come

I

within the reach of the positive laws of a country.

I
Even in cases of real crimes, the positive laws fro-

I

quemly punish only the particular offence, while

I

in public opinion the offender, even after he has

j

undergone punishment, is still incapacitated for

j

ceruun honours and distinctions which are granted

I

only to persons of unblemished character. Hence

I

the Roman censors might brand a man with their

nota censoria in case he had been convicted of a
crime in an ordinary court of justice, and had
already suffered punikhment for it The ennse-

quenee of such a nota was only ignomtnia nnd not

infamin (Cic. de Hep. iv. 6) I^Inpamia], and the

I

censorial verdict was not a Judicium or res Judi‘

,
catn (Cic. pro Cfocnt. 4 2), for its effects w’ero not

I

lasting, but might be removed by the followbig ern-

snrsi, or by a lex. A nota censoria was moreover not
>alid, unless both censors agreed. The i^muiinia
was thus only a transitory capitis diminutio, which
does not even appear to have deprived a magis-

I
trate of his office (Liv. xxiv. 18), and certainly

j

did not disqualify persons labouring under it for

obtaining a magistracy, for l»eing appointed as

judicea by the praetor, or for serving in the Unman
armies. Mom. Aemilius w*as thus, notwithstand-

» 4
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ing the animadvcraio ccasoria, made dictator. (Liv.
|
ment might either be a simple cxcluiion from the

iv. 31.) list of senators, or the oerson might at the same

A person might be branded with a censorial time be excluded from the tribes and degraded to

notA in a variety of cases, which it would be im- the rank of an ocrarian. (Liv. xxiv. 18.) The
possible to specify, as in a great many instances it latter course seems to have been seldom adopted

;

depended upon the discretion of the censors and the ordinary mode of indicting the punishment was
the view* they took of a case

;
and sometimes even simply this : the censors in their new lists omitted

one set of censors would overlook an offence which the names of such senators as they wished to ex-

was severely chastised by their successors. (Cic. elude, and in reading these new* lists in public,

de Sene/i. 12.) But the offences which are re- passed over the names of those who were no longer

corded to have l>een punished by the censors are to be senators. Hence the expression pntcieriti

of a threefold nature. $enatores is equivalent to e aenutn (Liv.

1. Such ns occurred in the private life of indi- xxxviiL 28, xxvii. 11, xxxiv. 44 ; Kest, t. v.

viduals, e, g. (a) Living in celibacy at a time In some cases, however, the censors

when a perstm ought to l>c married to provide the did not acquiesce in this simple mode of procecd-

Btntc with citizens. (Val. Max. it 9. § I.) The ing, but addressed the senator whom they had
obligation of marrying was frequently impressed noted, and publicly reprimanded him for his con-

upon the citizens by the censors, and the refusal to duct. (Liv. xxiv. 18.) As, however, in ordinary

fulhi it was punished with a hue [Ab8 UxoriUM]. cases an ex-senator was not disqualified by hU
(6) The dissolution of matrimony or bctrothnient in ignominia for holding any of the nuigistracics which
an improper way, or for insiifhciont reasons. (Val. opened the way to the senate, he might at the next
Max. ii, 9. § 2.) (c) Improper conduct towards census again become a senator. (Cic. pro Cluent,

one's w’ife or children, as well os harshness or too 42, Pint Cic, 17.)

great indulgence towurds children, and disol>edi- 2. The ademptio cgui, or the taking away the

cncc of the latter towards their parents. (Plut eqtius ptiblicus from an cquet. This punishment
Cut. AfuJ. 1 7 ;

compare Cic. dc Rq>, iv. 6 ;
Dionys. might likewise be simple, or combined with the ex-

XX. 3.) {d) Inordinate and luxurious mode of elusion from the tribes and the degradation to the

living, or an extravagant expenditure of money, rank of an acrarian. (Liv. xxiv. 18, 43, xxviL
A great many instances of this kind are recorded. 11, xxix. 37, xliii. 16.) [Equitbs.]
(Liv. EfHt. 14, xxxix. 44 :

Plut Cat. AfuJ. 18; 3. The wcrfib c /riia, or the exclusion of a jwrson

Oellius, iv. B
;
Val. Max. ii. 9. § 4.) At a later from las tribe. This punishment and the degra-

time the leges sumtuariae were made to check the dation to the rank of nii acrarian were originally

growing love of luxuries («) Neglect and care- the same
; but when in the course of time a dis-

lessness in cultivating one's helds. (Oell. iv. 12 ;
tinction was mode between the tribus rusticac and

Plin. If. N. xvili. 3.) (/) Cnielty towards slaves the tribus urbanae, the molio e tribu tnuiaferred a
or clients. (Dionys. xx. 3.) (</) The carrying on person fn»m the rustic tribes to the less respectable

of a disrepiitiible trade or occupation (Dionys. /.c.), city tribes, and if the further degradation to the

such ns acting in theatres. (Liv. vii. 2.) (A) Lo- rank of an acrarian was combined W'ilh tlie uiutio

gttcy-hunting, defrauding orphans, Ac. e tribu, it was always expx^ly stated. (Liv. xlv.

2. Offences committed in public life, cither in 15 ;
Plin. If. N. xviii. 3.)

the capacity of a public officer or ogiiinst magis- 4. The fourth punishment was called rtfrrrc iu

tralcs. («) If a magistrate acted in a manner not acrarios (Liv. xxiv. 18 ; Cic. pro ('lacnL 43) nr

Ix'fiUing his dignity as aj] officer, if he was acces- /urere aluptem aerarium (Liv. xxiv. 43),aiid might
iblc to bribes, or forged auspices. (Cic. de Sennd. be inflicted on any person who was thought by
12 ; Liv. xxxix. 42 ; Val. Max. ii. 9. § 3 ; PluU the censors to deser^'c it. [Abrarii.] This de-

C*U. Aft\j. 17 ; Cic. de Dicin. I 16.) (6) Im* gradation, proj>crly speaking, included all the

proper conduct tow*ards a magistrate, or the attempt other punishments, for an eques could not be mode
to limit his power or to abrogate a law w'hich the an aerarius unless he was previously deprived of

censors thought necessary. (Liv. iv. 24 ; Cic. <ie his horse, nor ct»uld a incmK*r of a rustic tril>e bo

Omi. ii. 64 ; Val. Max. iL 9. § 5 ;
Ocllius, iv. 20.) made an aerarius uiik>ss he was previously excluded

(r) Perjury. (Cic. de ()Jf\ i. 13 ; Liv. xxiv. 18 ;
from it. (Liv. iv. 24, xxiv. 18, Ac.)

Ocll. viL 18.) ({/) Neglect, disobedience, and A person who bad been branded with a nota

cowardice of soldiers in the army. (Val. Max. ii. 9. censorio, might, if he considered himself wrongid,

§ 7 ;
Liv. xxiv. 18, xxvii. 1 1.) (e) The keeping of endeavour to prove his innocence to the censors

the equus pithlicus in bad condition. [EQtriTSS.] (cciusam agere apud ee»snre.\ Varr. de lie liiui. L
3. A variety of actions or pursuits w'hich were 7), and if he did not succeed, he might try to gain

thought to be injurious to public morality, might the protection of one of the censors, that he might
be forbidden by the censors by an edict (Gellius, intercede on his behalf.

XV. 11), and those who acted conlrarj* to such II I. Thk Administration of tub Financk.s
edicts were branded with the nota and degraded, op thr ^tatb, was another part of the censors'

Fur an enumeration of the offi.-nces that might be office. In the first place the friWitm, or projKTty-

pimisheil by the censors w'ith ignominia, see Nie- tax, had to be paid by each citizen according to the

iiuhr. Hist, of liome^ voL ii. p. 399, Ac. amount of his property registered in the census, and.

The punishments inflicted by the censors gene accordingly, the regulation of this tax naturally fell

rally differed according to the station which a man under the juriMliction of the censors, (Cun)p. Liv*.

occupied, though sometimes a person of the higlu'st xxxix. 44) [Tributum.] They also had the

rank might suffer all the punishments at once, by superintendence of all the other revenues of the

being degraded to the low'est doss of citizens. But state, the t>e<iufalia^ such as the tithes paid fur the

they ere generally dividctl into four classes:— public lands, the salt works, the mines, the cus-

1. Afotio atiJrAiio eseno/w, or the exclusion of a toms, Ac. ( VstmuAMA.] All these branches of 1

man from the number of senators. This punish- the revenue the censors weic accustomed to let out
j

I

1

bv CjOO'^iC
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to th« highest bidder for the space of a lustrum or

five years. The act of letting was called remiitio

or looatioy and seems to have taken place in the

month of March (Macrob. Sat. I 12), in a public

place in Rome (Cic. de Agr. L 3, ii. 21).

The terms on which they were let, together with

the rights and duties of the purrhosens were all

specifii*d in the lep>s emmriafy which the censors

puhlishcd in every case ln*forc the bidding com-

menct^d. (Cic. (ul Qu. I'r. L 1. § 12, f’srr. iii. 7,

de Snt. iMor. iiL 10, Varr. de He RuM, li 1.)

For further particulars see Publicanl The cen-

sors also possessed the right, though probably not

without the concummcc of the senate, of imposing

new voctignlia (Liv. xxix. 37, xt 31), and even

of Sidling the land belonging to the state (Eir.

xxxii. 7). It would thus n{>pear that it was the

duty of the censors to bring forward a budget for

a lustrum, and to take care that the income of the

state was sufRcient for its expenditure during that

time. So far their duties resembled those of a

modem minister of finance. The censors, how'-

evor, did not receive the revenues of the state.

All the public money was paid into the oerarium,

which was entirely under the jurisdiction of the

senate
; and all disbivscments were made by order

of this body, which employed the qimestors ns its

officers. [ABRSRlt’M ;
Sinatus.]

In one important dcpartinent the censors were

entrusted with the expenditure of the public money

;

though the actual payments were no doubt made by
the qnaestori. The censors had the general super-

intendence of all the public buildings and worics

(operapidJica ) ; and to meet the expenses connected

with this part of their duties, the senate voted them

a certain sum of money or certain revenues, to w’hlch

they were restricted, but which they might at the

same time employ according to their discretion.

(Polyb. vL 13 ; Liv. xl. 46, xliv. 16.) They had
to see that the temples and all other public build-

u>gs were in a good state of repair {aedee eacrat

taeri and miria tecta eengerty Liv. xxiv. 18, xxix.

37, xlii. 3, zlv. 15), that no public places were en-

croached upon by the occupation of private persons

(ijca tmeriy Liv. xlii. 3, xliil 16), and that the

aqnac’ducts, roods, drains, 5ic. were properly at-

tf^nded to. [ AQUABDfirrus ; Viar; Cloacae.]
The repairs of the public works and the keeping

of them in propM*r condition were let out by the

censors by public auction to the lowest bidder, just

os the reetigalia were let out to the highest bidder.

These expenses were called ultrotrifmta ; and hence

w*c frequently find tsectigaiia and tdtrotriiiUa con-

trasted with one another. (Liv. xxxix. 44, xliil.

16.) The persons who undertook the contmet

were called eondHctoreSy mandpesy retlempttursy sus-

ccf4ore4y kc. ; and the duties they had to ditcliarge

were specified in the Centoritie. The eens<jrs

hod also to superintend the expenses connected

w ith the w’orship of the gods, even for instance the

feeding of the sacred geese in the Capitol, w’hich

were also let out on contract. (l*lut. idmicst. Horn.

98 ; Plin, //, N. X. 22 ; Cic. ;>ro Hose. Am. 20.)

Besides keeping existing public w'orks in a pmp r

state of repair, the censors also constructed new
om*s, either for ornament or utility, both in Rome
and in other parts of Italy, such as temples,

basilicoe, theatres, porticoes, fom, walls of towns,

arjucducts, harbours, bridges, cloacae, roads, 5cc.

These works were either performed by them jointly,

or they divided between them the money, which
1
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hod been granted to them by the senate. (Liv.

*1.51, xliv. 16.) They were let out to contmctor>,

like the other w'orks mentioned above, and when
they were completed, the censors had to sec that

the work was perfumied in accordance with the

contract : this was called opus probare or in ociv^-

tum re/erre. (Cic. Vrrr. i. .57 ;
Liv. iv. 22, xlv,

15 ; Lex Putcol. p. 73, Spang.)

The oediles had likewise a superintendence over

the public buildings ; and it is not easy to define

with accuracy the respective duties of the censors

and m*diles : but it may be remarked in general

that the superintendence of the aediles had more
of a police character, while that of the censors had
reference to all financial matters.

After the censors had perfonned their various

duties and taken the census, the lustrum or solemn

purification of the people fidlowed. When the

censors entered upon their office, they drew lots to

siHj which of them should in-rfonn this purification

fucere or conderfy Varr. h. L. vi. 86 ; Liv.

xxix. 37, XXXV. 9, xxxviiL 36, xlii. 10) ;
hut laith

censors were obliged of course to be present at the

ceremony. [ Lt'sTBfM.]
In the Roman and Latin colonies and in the

municipia there were censors, who likewise bore

the name of guinquennales. They arc spoken of

under Colonia.
A census was sometimes token in the provinces,

even under the republic (Cic. Verr. it 53, 56) ;
but

there seems to have been no general census taken

in the provinces till the time of Augustus. This
emperor caused an accurate account to be Uiken of

all persons in the Roman dominion, together with

the amount of their property (AV. /.wocie, ii. 1, 2 ;

Joseph. Ani. Jud. xvil li't, g 5, xviii, 1. g J.

2. g 1.) ; and a similar census wiis taken from time

to time by succeeding emperors, at first every

ten, and subsequently every fifteen years. (Su-

’^'\^'^^l(dm\KheSteHerrcrfassungy in iSriVscir//?, voL
vi. pp. 375—38.3.) The empemr sent into the
provinces especial officers to l^c the census, who
were called Censiiores (Dig. 50. tit 15. s. 4. g 1

•

Cassind. Vttr. ix. 1 1 ; Orclli, /nscr. Na 36.52) ;

but the duty was sometimes dischaiged by the im-

perial legnti. (Toe. i 31, ii 6.) The
tores were assisted by subordinate ( fficers, colled

CensuaUsy who made out the lists, dtc. (Capitol.

Gordiitn. 12 ;
.Symmneh. ICp, x. 43 ;

Cod. Thood,
8. tit 2.) At Rome the census still continued to

be token under the empire, but the old ceremouies
connected with it were no longer continued, and the

ceremony of the lustration was not performed after

tho time of Vr-8|)osian. The two great jurisw,

Paulus and Ulpian, each wrote works on the

census iu the impe rial period ; and several extrarts

from these works arc given in n chapter in the
Digest (50. tit 15), to which we must refer our
readers for further details respecting the imj>cruU

census.

The word rensiw, besidt« the meaning of “ valua-

tion ” of a penon's estate, has other signifiiations,

which must be briefly mentioned : 1. It signified

the amount of a person’s property, and hence wc
read of census seHotoriuSy the estate of a senator

;

the estate of an Cf|Ues. 2. The lists

of the censors. 3. The tax which depended upon
tho valuation in the census. Tho lexicons will

supply oxumplos of these meanings.

(.\ cnnsiderablc portion of the preceding article

j

luis been token from Becker's excellent account
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of the cenionhip in his HtvtdUtrk der Rnmirndim

AlterihUmtr^ vol. ii. part ii. p. &c. Compare

Niebuhr, IliHory ofHome^ to). iL p. 397 ; Arnold,

Uitiory of Romf.^ rol. i. p. 346, &c.
;
Odttling,

Hof>U»cMe SUiaUtififiuttaty^ p. 328, &c. ; (ierlocli,

IMe RomUcAt C^ntr in (Artm V«rh'dttmi$9n zmr

VerfiMiunpy Rascl, lB42;M>urcau de la Malic,

EtxmamU Rolitiqne des Romaint^ voL i. p. 159, Ac.)

CENSUS.— 1. Orbbk.—

T

he Qreck term for

a man's property as ascertained by the centos, as

well as for the act of ascertaining it, is rlfirifUL.

The only Greek state concerning whose arrange-

ment of the census we have any satisfactory in-

fom^ion, is Athens ; for what w*e know of the

other states is only of a fragmentary natu^^ and
does not enable us to hum m accurate notion of

their census. Preriout to the time of Solon no

census had been instituted at Athens, as a citizen's

rights were always detennihed by birth
;
but, as

Solon substituted property for birth, and made a
citizen's rights and duties dependent upon his pro-

perty, it became a matter of necessity to ascertain

by a general census the amount of the property of

the Athenian citizens. According to nis census,

all citizens were divided into haur classes : 1.

ntyTOKociofiiiintfOi^ or persons possessing landed

property which yielded an annual income of at

least 500 medimni of dry or liquid produce. 2.

'irircTs, i. e. knights or persons able to keep a

war-horse, a’ore those whose lands yielded an an-

nual produce of at least 300 medimni, whence
they ore also called rpiaxoetofit^tfiMoi, 3. Z<v-

7<rai, L c. persons able to keep a yoke of oxen
|

(^ct>yor), were those whose annual income con-

1

Uted of at least 150 medimni. 4. The &ur«r
contained all the rest of the free population, whose
income was below that of the Zeugitae. (Plut

Soi. 18, and the Lexicographers, s.rr.) These

classes themselves were called rt/x^juara
; and the

constitution of Athens, so long as it was based

upon these classes, was a timocracy (ri^xporfa or

dwb TiftiifidTw 9o\iTfia). The highest magistracy

at Athens, or the archonship, was at 6rst ac-

cessible only to persons of the first class, until

Aristides threw all the state offices open to all

classes indiscriminately. (Plut. 1, 22.) The
maintenance of the republic mainly devolved upon

the first three classes, the last being cxtmpted from

all taxes. Sometimes we indeed find mention of a

^rrru(h¥T4?KOtj and the expressi<Hi brrriKhr

to pay the tax of drjrts (Dcm. c. Afacari. p. 1067

;

Uekker, Amecd. Graoc, p. 261 ;
Etym. M, s, v.) ;

but this cannot bo understood uf a special tax

which the fourth class bad to pay, but must bo ex-

plained in a more general sense, for t4Aos rcX«7r

means generally, to perform the duties arising out

of persons being connected with one or other ofthe

cliwies.

In regard to the duties which the above-men-

tioned census imposed upon the first three of the

flaiitrn, we must distinguish certain personal obli-
;

gallons or liturgies (Aeiroopyiax) which hod to be
|

performed by iudiridoals according to the class to

which they belonged [Lbiturgiab], and certain

taxes and burdens w'hich were regulated according

to the classes ; to that all citizens belonging to the

tame class hod the same burdens impiosed upon

them. As the land in the lemslation of Solon was
regarded as the capital which yielded an annual

income, he regulated his system of taxation by the

Taluo of the Iwd which was treated as the taxable
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capital. There is a passage in Pollitx (viii. ] 30,

132) in which he says that a pentacosiomedimnni
expended one talent on the public account, a irvfvf

thirty minac, and a C^vylrrjs ten minae. Now this

seems to bo impossible
;

for, as Solon (Plut. Sol,
' 23) reckoned the medimnus of dry produce at one
drachma, we must suppose that a member of the
first class was reckoned to hare an annual income
of 500 drachmae, or the twelfth port of a talent.

But the difficulty may bo solved in this manner.
The valuation a*hich Solon put upon the land of an
Athenian citizen was in reality neither the real

value of the j^jperty, nor the amount of the pro-

perty tax, but only a certain portion of the real

property which was treated os the taxable capital.

Solon in his census ascertained a person's landed
property from its net annual produce ; and the
number of medimni which it ivas supposed to pro-

duce were reckoned as so many drachmae. But
the produce was probably not calculated higher
than was done when the estate was let out to &rm.
The rent paid by a fanner was probably not much
more than eight per cent, as it was in the time of
Isacus. (De Afa^n, Het^. § 42.) Now, if wo
suppose that in the time of Solon it w*as 8| per
cent, the net produce of an estate w'rs exactly A of
the value of the property, and accordingly the value

of the property of a person belonging to the first

class was one talent
;
in the second, 3600 drachmae

;

and in the third, 1800 drachmae. Solon, in taxing
the citizens, was wise enough to see that the same
standard could not be applied to all the three classes,

for the smaller a person's income is, the smaller
ought to be the standard of taxation. Accordingly,
a person belonging to the first class, being the

wealthiest, had to pay a tax of his entire property,

while only a portion of the property of the persons
liclonging to the two other classes was regarded ns

taxable capital
;

viz. persons of the second paid the
tax only of |, and persons of the third class only of

I of their property. Lists of this taxable property

(Araypa^al) were kept at first by the naucrari,

who also had to conduct tho census (Hesveh. $. r.

raiM(AapoO« and afterwards by the dctnarchi (Har-
poernt. s. V. property is a fluctuating

thing, the census was repeated from time to time,

but the periods differed in the varions ports of

Greece, for in some a census was held every year,

and in others every two or four years. (Aristou

Roiit. V. 8.) Every person had conscientiously to

state the amount of his property, and if there was
any doubt al>out his honesty, it seems that a counter-

valuation (Amrlfiit^it) might be made. N»»w,

supposing that all the taxable capital of the Athe-
nian citizens was found to bo 3000 talents A^d
that the state wanted 60 talents, or ^ part of it,

each citizen bad to pay away part of his tax-

able property
; that is a person of the first class

paid 12U drachmae (the 50ih part of 6000), a pt*r-

son of the second, 60 drachmae (the 50tb port of

3000), and a person of the tliird doss 20 dmehmau
(the 50th port of 1 000). It is however, not im-

probsible that persons belonging to the same class

bad to pay a different amount of taxes according

as their pr'^perty was equal to the minimum or

above it ; and lldckh, in hts PnUic Ecomnn^ of
Athfn*, has made out a table, in which each class

is sulxiividcd into three sections.

This system of taxation according to cIosm'S

and based upon the possession uf productive cstau*«,

undcrw'eiit a congldcraUlo change in the time of the
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PelnponnctiAii war, though the divisions into classes

thcmsolvcs conlumed to be obsened for a consider-

able time after. As the wonts of the republic in-

creased, and as many citicens were possessed of

large property without being landed proprieton,

the original land-tax was clumgcd nito a property-

tax. In tliis manner we must explain the proposal

of Euripides, shortly before B. c. 393, to raise 500
talents by imposing a tax of one fortieth part.

(Aristoph. Ecele*, 823, &c.) For the taxable

capital, vix. 20,000 talents, for exceeds the amount
of all the landed property in Attica. This property

tax, which was substituted for the land tax, was
called concmiing which see Eispiiora.

Compare Lkiturgiab
;
and for the taxes paid by

resident aliens, Mbtoicl (Bbckh,

^

Athau^ p. 495, &c., 2d edit.)

2. Roman. [Cbnsor.] [L. S.]

CENTE'SIMA, namely pars, or the hundredth

port, also called vtetu/cd renua twaa/ium, or era-

UA%wx rerwn venalium^ was a tax of one per cent

levied at Romo and in Italy upon all goods that

were exposed for public sale at auctions. It was
collected by persons called eoadores. (Cic. ad
limt. 18, jtro Rahir. Pott. 11 ; Dig. 1. tit. IG.

a. 17. § 2.) This tax, as Tacitus (Atm. i. 78)
says, was introduced after the civil a’ars, though

its ^ing mentiemed by Cicero shows, tliat these

civil WOTS cannot have been those between Octa-

vian and Antony, but must l>e an earlier civil

war, perhaps that between Marius and Sulla. Its

produce was assigned by Augustus to the oera-

rium ntilUare. Tiberius reduced the tax to one

half per cent. (ducenUtimo)^ after ho hod changed

Capi^ocia into a province, and bad thereby in-

crea^d the revenue of the empire. (Toe. Ann. ii.

42.) Caligula in the beginning of his reign

abolished the tax altogether for Italy, as is at-

U*sted by Suctonitu (Calig. IG) and also by an
ancient medal of Caligula on which we find C. C. R.
(i. e. dneenUAma rtmitta.) Dut Dion Cassius (Iviii.

16), whoso authority on this point cannot outw’cigh

that of Suetonius and Tacitus, statra that Tiberius

increased the dueentetima to a cttUeAma^ and in

another possage he agrees with Suetonius in stating

tliat Caligula abolished it altogether (lix. 9 ; comp,

lluniiann, l>6 Vtetig. Pop. Rom. p. 70). [L. S.]

CENTE'SIMAE USU'RAE. [Fenus.]
CENTU'MVIRI. The origin, constitution, and

powers of the court of centumviri are exceedingly

obscure, and it seems almost impossible to com-

bine and reconcile the various passages of Ramon
writers, so as to present a satisfactory view of this

subject. The essay of Hollwcg, l/ber die Com-
jitHienz det CeniumviraJgtrtcitt (ZAttchrift^ Ac., v.

3oU), and tbc essay of Tigcrstrdm, D« Judiciljut

apud Romanos^ contain all the authorities on this

matter
;
but these two essays do not agree in oU

their conclusions.

The centumviri were judiccs, who resembled

other judiccs in tliis respect, that they decided

cases under the authority of a magistratns
;
but

they differed from other jadices in being a definite

body or collegium. This collegium seems to have

been divided into four ports, each of which some-

times sal by itself. The origin of the court is un-

known
;
but it is certainly prior to the Lex Aebutia,

which put an end to the legis octiones, except in

the matter of Damnum Infecturo, and in the causae

ccntumvirales. (Gaius, iv. 31 ;
Cell. xvi. 10.)

According to Festus ($. CeniumvitrUia Judicia)^
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three were chosen out of each tribe, and conse-

quently the whole number out of the 35 tribes

would bo 105, who, in round numbers, were called

the hundred men
; and as there were not 35 trilies

till B.C. 241, it has been sometimes inferred that

to this time we must assign the origin of the cen-

tumrirl But, os it has been remarked W HoII-

weg, wc cannot altonthcr rely on the authority of

Festus,and the conclusion so drawn from bis state-

ment is by no means necessary. If the centumviri

were chosen from the tribes, this seems a strong

pre.suroption in favour of the high antiquity of tho
courL

The proceedings of this court, in civil matters,

were per legis actionem, and by the saemmentum.
The process here, as in the other judiciaprivnta, con-

sisted of two parts, in jure^ or before the praetor,

and in judicio^ or licfore the centumviri. The
praetor, however, did not instruct tho centumviri

by the formula, as in other cases, which is further

explained by the fact that the proctor presided in

the judicia centumvinilin. (Plin.Ap. v. 21.)

It seems pretty clear that the powers of the cen-

turaviri were limited to Rome, or at any rate to

Italy. Hollweg maintains that their powers were
also confined to civil mattera ; but it is impossible

to reconcile this opinion with some (Assages (Ovid,

Triet. IL 91 ; Phaedr. iii. 10, 35, Ac.), from which
it appears that crimina came under their cogni-

zance. The substitution of ant for ut in the passage

of Quintilian (Ind. Orat. iv. 1, § 57), even if

supported by good MSS. as Hollweg aHirms, con
hardly be defended.

The livil matters which came under the cogni-

zance of this court are not completely ascertained.

Many of them (though wc have no reason for say-

ing ml of them) arc enumerated by Cicero in a
w'cll-known passage (DeOrtxt.x.^^'). Hollweg men-
tions that certain matters only came under their

cognizance, and that other matters w'crc not within

their cognizance ; and further, that such matters as

were within their comizance, were also within tho

cognismcc of a single judex. Hollweg maintains

that octiones in rem or viudicationcs of tho old

civil law (with the exception, however, of actioncs

racjudicialcs or status quacstioncs) could alone be

rought before the ccntumsnri
; and that neither a

personal action, one arising from contract or delict,

nor a status quaestio, is ever mentioned as a causa

ccntumvirolis. It was the practice to set up a
spoor In tho place where the centumviri were sit-

ting, and accordingly the word hosta, or hasta con >

tumviraiis, is sometimes used as e<|uivalent to tlic

words judicium ccntumvirale. (Suet. Oct<svian.

36 ;
Quintil. Inst. Orat. v. 2. § 1.) The sptiir

was a symbol of quiritarion ow'ncrship: for **a

roan was considered to have the best title to that

which ho took in war, and accordingly a spear is

set up in the centumviralia judicia.'* (Gaius, iv.

16.) Such was the explanation of the Roman
jurists of the origin of an ancient custom, from

which it is argued, that it may at least be inferred,

the centumviri bad properly to decide matters re-

lating to quiritarian ownership, and questions con-

nected therewith.

It has been already said that the matters which

belonged to the cognizance of the centumviri mijiht

also be brought b^ore a judex
;
but it is conjec-

tured by Hollweg that this was not the case till

I

after the passing of the Aebutia Lex. Ho considers

I
that the court of the centumviri was established
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in early times, for the special purpose of deciding
j

questtons of qiiiriuirian ownombip
;
and the im- I

portance of such questions is apparent, when we >

consider that the Homan citixens wore mted oc-
|

cording to their quiriuhan property, that on their

rating depended their class and century, and con-

sequently their share of power in the public as-

semhliet. No private judex could decide on a

right which might thus indirectly affect the caput

of a Ronuin citizen, but only a tribunal selected out

of ail the tribes. Consistently with this hypothesis

wc find nut only the rci vindicatio within the

jurisdiction of the centuniviri, but also the hcriHii-

tatis petitio atid actio confessorio. llollweg is of

Opinion that, with the Aebutia Lex a new epoch in

the histor}' of the centumviri commences; the legis

actioncs were abolished, and the formula [Actio]

was introduced, excepting, however, as to the

raasae ce-ntumviralrs. (Oaius,iT. 30, 31 ; Cell. xn.

10.) The formula is in its nature adapted only

to personal actions ; but it appears that it was also

adapted by a legal device to vindicationcs ; and
ilollweg attributes this to the Aebutia Lex, by
which he considers that the twofold pnK^css was
introduced:^!, per legis actionem apud centum-

viros
;

‘2. per formulain or per spunsionem before a

judex. Thus two modes of procedure in the case

of actioncs in rem w'ere established, and such

actions were no longer exclusively within the juris-

diction of the centumviri.

Under Augustus, according to Hollweg, the

functions of the centumviri were so for modified

that the more important vindicationcs wore put

under the cognizance of the centumviri, and the

less important were determined per sponsionem

and before a judex. Under this emperor the court

also rcsumiHi iU former dignity and im|)ortancc.

(/AW. de Cans, Corrupt. Eloq. c. 38.)

7'he younger Pliny, who practised in this court

(Ap. ii. 14), makes frequent allusions to it in his

letters. (A)>. i 5, v. 1, ix. 23.) The centumviri

arc mentioned in two excerpts in the Digest (5.

tit 2. a 13, 17) and perhajw elsewhere ; one ex-

cerpt is from C. ScMvola and the other from

Paulua
The foregoing notice is founded on Ilollweg's

ingenious essay
; bis opinions on some points, how-

ever, arc hardly established by authoriliea Those
who desire to mvestigate this exceedingly obscure

matter nmy compare the two essays ciu-d at the

heail of this article. [U. L.j

CENTU'RIA. [CoMiTfA ; ExxRriTLTa]
CENTUUIA'TA COMITIA. [Comitia.]

CENTIJ RIO. [Exbrcitus.]
CKNTUJ^IS. [A«.J
CEllA (#c7ipdr), wax. For its employment in

painting, sec Pictvra, No. 7 ; nnd for its ap-

pliattion as a writing material, see Tauulas and
Trstamenti'm.
CEREA'LIA, n fistival celebrated at Romo in

honour of Cores, whose w'anderings in stMrch of

her lost daughter Proserpine were represented

by women clothed in white, running almut with

lighted torches. (Ov. Fatt. iv. 494.) During its

continuance, games were celebrated in the Circus

Maximus (Tacit Atm. xv. 53), the sj>eetator8 of

which appeared in white (Ov. AW. iv. ti20)
; but

on any occasion of public mourning the gtunes and
festivals were nut celebrated at all, as tiie ma-
trons could not appear at them except in white.
(Liv, xxii, 5G, xxxiv. G.) The day of the Ccretilia

1

is doubtful ; some think it was the Ides or 1 3th

of April, others the 7th of the same month. (Ov.
AW. iv. 389.) [R. W.]
CEREVI'SIA, CEHVI'SIA ale or

beer, was almost or altogether unknown to the

ancient, as it is to the modem inhabitants of

Greece and Italy. But it was used very generallv

by the surrounding nations, whose soil and climate

were less fiivournble to the growth of vines (la

CiiUiOy u/iisr/Ne provincih^ Plin, //. M xxii. 82 ;

Theophrast iM Count Flout, vi. 1 1 ; Diod. Sic.

iv. 2, V. 26 ; Slrab. xvii. 2. 6 ; Tacit. 6’rrw. 23).

According to Herodotus (iL 77), the Ega'ptians

commonly drank ** borloy-winc,*' to which custom
Aeschylus alludes {4k fu'tfu, Suf/pl. 954 ;

l*elusi<uri pfirula zptki.t Colum. X. 116). Diodorus
Siculus (I 2U, 34) says, that the Egyptian beer

w*as nearly equal to wine in strength and flavour.

The Iberians, the Thracians, and the people in the

north of Asia Minor, instead of drinking their ole

or beer out of cups, placed it before them in a large

bowl or vase (icparnp), which was sometimes of

gold or silver. This being full to the brim w'ith

the grains, as well as the fermented liqnor, the

guestJi, when they pledged one another, drank to-

gether out of the same bowl by stooping down to

it, although, when this token of friendship was
not intended, they adopted the more refined method
of sucking up the fluid through tubes of cane.

(Archil. Frtip. p. 67, ed. liiebcl
;
Xcn. Anab. iv.

§ 5, 26; Athen. i. 28; Virg. Georg, iii. 380;
Serv. ad foe.) Tlic Suevi, and other northern

imlions, offered to their gods libations of beer,

and expected that to drink it in the prrsence of

Odin would be among the delights of V'alhalla.

(Keysler, Antiq. .Sejdcut. p. 150-— 166.) BpOror,

one of the names for beer (Archil. /. c. ; llella-

nietts, p. 91, ed. Sturt* ; Athen. x. 67), seems to

be an ancient passive participle, from the verb to

brt'te. [J. Y.]
CE'RNERE HEREDITA'TEM. [Hkrkr]
CERO'MA (tcfipetfia) was the oil mixed with

wax {Kiip6s) with w'hich wrestlers were anointed.

After they had been anointed with this oil, they

were covered with dust or a soft sand ; whence
Seneca (A./». 57) says— A cerutnate nos hapbe
(a«p^) e-Tcepit m rrypta Neapolitana,

Ceroma also signified the place where wrt'stlers

were anointed (the elaeothesium., Vitniv. v. 11),

and also, in Inter times, the place where they
w’restled. This word is often used in connection

w'ith /vi/aex/ra (Plin.^.M xxxv. 2), but we donot
know in what rcsj>ect these places differed. Seneca
(/>e tirer. Vit. 12) speaks oT the ccroma as a
place which the idle were accustomed to frequent,

in order to sec the gymnnstic'sports of boys. Ar-
iiobius (.4rfr. Gmt. iii. 23) inforaii ui that the

ceroma was under the protection of Mercury.
(Krnusc, Gymtumtik und Agouittik dcr IhUcneUj
voL i. p. 106, &c.)

CEUTA'MINA. [Athiktak.]
CERTI, INCERTI ACTIO, is a name which

has bi'cn given by some modem wTitera to those

actions in which a determinate or indeterminate

sum, os the case may be, is mentioned in the for-

mula {condrmmttio certae pecuniae vd wcerfnc,

Gains, iv. 49, &c.).

The expression incerta formuLi, which occurs in

Gaius (iv. 54), implies a certa fommla. With
respect to the intentio, it may be called certa

when the demand of the actor is deleroiimitc,
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whether it be a certain thing that he demands, or

a certain sura of money (Gsiius, iv. 45, 47). The
intentio. is incerta when the claim is not of a de-

finite thing or something, but is expressed by the

words quidquidf &c. (Gaius, iv. 47, 136, 137.)

If the intentio is incerta, the condemnatio must
l>c incerta. If the intentio was certa, the con-

demnatio might be either certa or incerta (Gaius,

iv. 50, 51). In the compilations of Justinian,

where the expressions incerti actio, incerta actio,

incertuin judicium occur, they specially apply to

the actio pracscriptis verbis, which contained an
inarrta intentio and condemnatio. (Actio

; Sa-

vignv. System^ &c. vol. v, p. 74.) [G. L.]

CERiJ'CHI. [Navis.]
KERUX [Caducbcs

;
Fktialis.]

CE'SSIO BONO'RUM. [Bonorum Cessio.]

CE'SSIO IN JURE. [In Jure Cessio.]

CESTRUM. [PiCTUR.\, No. 6.]

CESTUS. 1. The thongs or bonds of leather,

which were tied round the hands of boxers, in

order to render their blows more powerful. These
Imnds of leather, which were called Ifidyrts, or

ifjidyTft mncrtKol^ in Greek, were also frequently

tied round the arm os high as the elbow, as is

shown in the following statue of a boxer, the

original of which is in the Iajuvtc at Paris. (Sec

Clarac, Mmce d. Sculpl. Ant. et Mod. vol. iii, pi.

327. n. 2042.)

The cestus was used by boxers from the earliest

times. When Epcius and Euiyalus, in the liiad

(xxiii. 684), prepare themselves for boxing, they

pyt on their hands thongs made of ox-hide (ifuiv-

ras fUTfiiiTovs fiohs dypa{i\oio)
;
but it should be

recollected, that the cestus in heroic times appears

to have consisted merely of thongs of leather, and
differed materially from the frightful weapons,

loaded with lead and iron, which w'crc used in

later times. The different kinds of cestus were
called by the Greeks in later times

a-nupeu /3oc(eu, aiptupai^ and fxvpfiriKfs

:

of which
the fJitiKixcu gave the soflest blows, and the

fiipfO]Ktt the most severe- The |i€iXfx<w» which

were the most ancient, arc described by Pausanias

(viiL 40. § 3) ns made of raw ox-hide cut into
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thin pieces, and joined in an ancient manner
; they

were tied under the hollow or palm of the luuid,

leaving the fingers uncovered. The athlctae in

the palaestrae at Olympia used the fxttKixou in

practising for the public games {Ip-avTuv twv
paXoKCDTtpuv^ Pans, vi, 23. § 3) ;

but in the games
themselves, they us.d those which gave the se-

verest blows.

The cestus, used in later times in the public

games, was, as has been already remarked, a most
formidable weapon. It was frequently covered
with knots and nails, and loaded with load and
iron

;
whence Viigil {Aen. v. 405), in speaking of

it, s.ays,

“ Ingentia septem
Tcrga bourn plunibo insuto ferroque rigebant.”

Statius (Thrtf. va. 732) also speaks of nurranlfa

fflumln iexpnina. Such weapons in the hands of a
trained Iroxer, must have frequently occasioned

death. The uvpfirtKts w'crc, in fact, sometimes
called yvioTOpoi, or “ limb-breakers.” Figures

with the cestus frequently occur in ancient monu-
ments. They were of various forms, as appears

by the following specimens, taken from ancient

monuments, of which drawings are given by
Fabretti (IM Column. Traj. p. 261).

2. Cestus also signified a band or tic of any
kind (Varr. De lie Hunt. L 8) ; but the term was
more particularly applied to the zone or girdle of

Venus, on which was represented every thing

that could awoken love, (//, xiv. 214 ;
Val. Flacc.

vi. 470.) When .Juno wished to win the affec-

tions of Jupiter, she borrowed this cestus from

Venus {II. 1. c.) ; and Venus herself employed
it to captivate Mors. (Mart. vi. 13, xiv. 206,
207.)

CETRA, or CAETRA (nalrpta, Hesych.), n
target, i. e. a small round shield, made of the hide

of a quadruped. (Isid. Grip, xviii. 12 ; Q. Curt,

iii. 4.) It was also worn by the people of Spain

{cetraiae Hispaniae cohortes, Caes. D. C. i. 3.0, 48)
and Mauritania. By the latter people it was
sometimes made from the skin of the elephant.

(Stmb. xviL p. 028.) From these account^ and
from the distinct assertion of Tacitus {AffHc. 36)

that it was used by the Britons, w'e may with con-

fidence identify the cctra with the target of the

Scottish Ilighlandcrs, of which many specimens of

considerable antiquity arc still in existence. It is

seen “covering the left arms” (comp. Vii^. Aen.

vii, 732) of the two accomimnying figures, which

arc copied from a MS. of Prudentius, prolmbly

written in this country, and as early as the ninth

century. {C(xl. Cotton. Cleop. c. 8.)

1 1 docs not appear that the Romans ever wore
the cetra. But Livy compares it to the pelta of

the Greeks and Macedonians, which was also a
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imall li^ht shield (cetrolos., quo$ pelUuta* roeant^

xxxi. 36). [Pklta.] [J‘Y.]

CHALCEIA ft Tcry ancient festival

celebrated at Athens, which at ditferent times

seems to have had a different character, fnr at first

it was solemnised in honour of Athena, sumanicd

Ergaiie, and by the whole people of Athens,

whence it was called *A^»^a or ndi'Sij^or.

(Suidas, i. r. • Etymol. Magn.

;

Eustath. od It. ii.

p. 264, 36.) At a later period, however, it n*as

celebrated only by artisans, especially smiths, and
in honour of Hephaestus, whence its name was
changed into XaAKcto. (Pollux, vii. 105.) It was
kept on the 30th day of the month of Pyanepsion.

(Suidaa, Harpocrat. Eustath. L c.) Menander had
written a comedy called XoXxfld, a fragment of

which is prcscr>’ed in Athcn. xi. p. 502, (Comp.
"VVelcker, Die AcscAyf. Trilog. p. 290.) [L. S.]

CHALCHDICUM is merely defined by Feslus

(s. r.) as a sort of building {genus uedijicii)^ so

called from the city of Chalcis, but what sort is

not explained ; neither do the inscriptions or the

passages of ancient writers, in which tho word oc-

curs, give any description from which a conclusion

can be drawn with certainty respecting tho form,

use, and locality of such buUdinga.

Chalcidicts were certainly appurtenances to some
hasilicae (Vitniv. v. 1), in r^crence to which the

following attempts at identification have been
suggested:— 1. A mint attached to tho basilica,

from and dfin}, which, though an inffenious

conjecture, is not supported by sufficient classical

authority. ^
2. That part of a basilica which lies

directly in front of Uie tribune, corresponding to

the nave in a modem church, of which it was the

original, where the lawyers stood, and thence

termed navis eausidica. 3. An apartment thrown

out at the back of a basilica, either on the ground

floor or at the extremity of the upper gallery, in the

form of a balcony. 4. Internal chambers cm each

side of the tribune for the convenience of tho

judices^ as in the basilica of Pompeii 5. The
vestibule of a basilica, either in front or rear

;

which interpretation is founded upon an inscription

discovered at Pompeii, in the building appropriated

to the fullers of cloth {/uUonica )
:

—

EruAcifiA. L. F. Sackhd. Pcb. • * * •

• ••••• ChaLCIDICUM. Cryptam Porticus
** *SUA. PSQUMA. P£C1T. lADKMaUL DIDICAVIT.

By comparing the plan of the building w'ith this

inscription, it is clear that the cbalcidicum mcn-
tionej can only be referred to the vestibule, lu
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decorations likcw'isc correspond in richness and
chnmctcr with the vestibule of a basilica described

by Procopius (/>e Aedifie. Justin. I 10), which is

twice designated by the term The vesti-

bule of the basilica at Pompeii is shown upon the

plan on page 199, a.

In another sense the word is used as a synonyme
with oocmculum. ** Scribuntur Dii vestri in

tricliniis coclestibus atque in ckaicidieis aureis

coenitare ^ (Amobius, p. 149). These words, com-
pared with Horn, Od. xxiii. 1,

rpijOi 8* sir biT9p^‘ 6jre€iitraro xcryx®AdaMra,

and the translation of fbrepfiop by Ausonius
{Perioch. xiil Odgu.\

^ CMdcidiatm gressu nutrix superabut anili,"

together with the known locality of the ancient

enenaeuia^ seem fully to authorise the interpreta-

tion given. (Tumeb. Advert, xviii. 34 ;
Salmas.

inSfiart. Pescen. Sigr. c. 12. p. 677.)

Finally, the word seems also to have been used

in the same sense os maenianumy a balcimy. (Isid.

De Grig. ; Reinesius, Var. LecL til 5.) [A. IbJ

CHAIXIOI'CIA (x®^<oiK<a)» an annual fes-

tival, jvith sacrifices, celebrated at Sparta in honour

of Athena, sumamed XoAxtotirof, I e. the goddess

of the brazeu-bouse. (Pans, iil 17. § 3, x. 5. § 5;

and Goeller ail Thteyd. 1 128, Ac.) Young men
marched on the ocauion in full annour to the

temple of the goddess ; and tho ephors, although

not entering the temple, but remaining within its

sacred precincts, were obliged to take port in the

sacrifice. (Polyb. iv. 35. § 2.) (L. S.]

CHALCUS (x®^ot)r), a denomination of Greek
copper-money. •

Bronze or copper (x®A«cdi) was very little used

by the Greeks for money in early times. Silver

was originally the universal currency, and copper

appears to have been seldom coined till after tho

time of Alexander the Great. 7'he x®^^® vor^pa

at Athens issued in B. c. 406 {SdtoL ad .4rij^o^

Ran. 737) were a peculiar exception ; and they were
soon afterwards called in, and the silver currency

restored. (Aristoph. E^esiax. 815—622
;
Au-

RUM.) It is not improbable, however, that the

copper coin called x®^<’^* ^ circulation in

Athens still earlier. The smallest silver coin at

Athens w'ns the quarter obol, and the x®^"^’
was the half of that, or the eighth of an o^l. Its

value was somewhat more than 3-4ths of a farthing.

It seems to have been used on account of the dif-

ficulty of coining silver in such minute pieces. The
X®AiroDr in later times was divided into lepta^ of

which, according to Suidas(arr.Td\ayTo»','0^oXdv),

it contuned seven. There was another copper coin

current in Greece, called v^fiBokoy^ of which the

value is not knoan. Pollux (iil 9) also mentions

os a copper coin of an earlier age ;
but,

as Mr. Hussey has remarked, this may hare been

a common name for small money
; since

signified generally ** changing money," and xoA-

kvBurriis, “ a money-changer.*' In later times,

tho obol was coined of copper os well os silver. The
Greek states of Sicily and Italy bad a copper coin-

age at a very early period [LitraI. (Hussey,

Andeni Wdghts and Money^ c. 8 ; Bdckh, Puld,

Kcon. of AtUenSy p. 592, 2nd ed.
;
te5er Gettyickity

Afum/utse^ Ac., pp. 142, 342. Ac.) [P. &]
CllARI'STIA (from x®P*C®^v ^ grant a

favour or pardon), a Roman feast, to which nono
but relations and members of the same family wero
invited, in order that any quarrel or disagrcemeol
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whkli hftd arisen amongit them might be mode
tip, and a reconciliation etfcctcd. It was celebrated

erery year on the I9th of February'. (Or. Ftut. it

617; Val.Max.iU. §8; Mart. ix. 55.) [K.W.J
CHARTA. (Libbr.]

ClIEIRONO'MIA (x**povoA*/a), a mimetic

movement of the bonds, which formed a part of

the art of dancing among the Greeks and Rennans.

The word is also used in a wider sense, both for

the art of dancing in general, and for any signs made
with the bonds in order to convey ideas. In

gymnastics it was applied to the movements of

the hands in pugilistic combat ; and it is used in

connection with the term <rxuijuax«(>'. (.\tben. xiv.

p. 629. b. ; Hesych. vol. ii. p. 1547. Alb. ;
Herod,

vi. 129 ; Aelion. V. H. xiv. 22 ;
Dion Cass, zxxvi.

13 ;
Pous. ri. 10. § 1 ; Hcliod. Aetkiap, iv. p. 73 ;

Krause, Gytnnfutik und Agoni^^ to1.L c. 6. § 33,

voL ii. c. 3. § 1.) [P. S.]

CHEIROTO'NI.i (x«*poTon'o). In the Athe-

niuD assemblies two modes of voting were practised,

the one by pebbles [Pskfhus], the other by
a show of haiuL (x*<P<rroMr»'). The latter was
employed in the election of those magistrates who
were chosen in the public assemblies (dpx<up«*

iruu), and who were hence called

in voting upon laws, and in seme kinds of trials

on matters which concerned the people, as npon
irpo€o\ai and tlffayyfXicu. We frequently find,

however, the word used where the

votes were really given by show of handa (Eya
e. EraioJtth, p. 124. 16. and p. 127. 8. ed. Steph.

;

Dcm. OlgniJL L p. 9.)

The manner of voting by a show of hands is

9aid by Saidas (s. e. Korfxetpordniaci') to have been
as follows :—The herald said :

^ Whoever thinks

that Meidias is guilty, let him lift up his hand.*'

Then those who thought so stretched forth their

hands. Then the bei^d said again :
** W'hoever

thinks that Meidias is not guilty, let him lift up
his baud :** and those who were of this opinion

stretched forth their hands. The numW of

hands was counted each time by the herald ; and
the nreaident, upon the heralds report, dedor^
on wnich side the majority voted (wteyopt^tuf rds

X*iporo¥iaSy Aesch. c. C^pk, § 2).

It it important to understand clearly the com*

pounds of this word. A vote condemning an

accused person is aorax^ipoToWa : one acquitting

him, iatox*tpoTwla (Dcm. c. Meui. pp. 516,

£53, 583) ; ivtx^ifunoifuy is to confirm by a ma-
jority of votes (D^m. De Chrem. pp. 235, 261);
dwix^tporoida rw vopM¥ was a revision of the

lawa, which took place at the beginning of every

^ear ; firix*<poTojda rwr dpx^ vaa a vote taken

m the first assembly of each Prytany on 4he con-

duct of the magistrates : in these eases, those who
voted for the confirmation of the law, or for the

etmtumanoe in office of the magistrate, were said

frixs^mrorsZv, those on the other side dvoxetporo-

(Dcm. e. Timocr. p. 706 ; Harpocrat. and
Soidas s. V. Kvpia ^«cicAy;(rfa

;
Dcm. c. Tkeoerin,

p. 1 330) : 8iax*<povorla is a vote for one of

two alternatives (Dorn. c. Androtion. p. 596 ; c.

TSmoar, p. 707 : c. X«a«r. p 1346) : di^ix*»poTo-

to vote against a fuoposition. The com-

pounda of have similar meanings.

(ScbOoMiiD, Do Comitiis Al&eniensium^ pp. 120,

123,231,261,830.) [P. S.]

CHELIDO'Nl.\ (x^^^Sdria), a custom ob-

served fri tho island of Rhodes, in the month of
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RoUromion, the time wlicn the swallow* returned.

During that season boys, called went
from bouse to house collecting little pfrs, ostensibly
fur the rcturningewallows and sing-

ing a song which is still extant, (Alhcn. viii. p. 360

;

compare Ilgen, Ofnuc. i. p. 164, and Eustath,
ad Odysi. xxi. $uhfin.) It is said to have been in-

troduced by Cleobulus of Lindus, at the same period

when the town was in great distress. The cheli-

donia, which have sometimes been called a fes-

tival, seem to have been nothing but a peculiar

mode of begging, which on the occasion of the re-

turn of the swallows was carried on by boys in the

manner stated above. Many analogies may still

be obsened in various countries at the various

seasons of the year. [L. S.]

CHELYS(x^Ays). [Lyra.]
CHEME (xVP^\ a Greek liquid measure, tho

capacity of which (as is the case with most of the

smaller measures) is ditfcrcntly stated by different

authorities. There n’as a small chetne, which con-

tained two cochlcaria. or two drachmae, and was
the seventy-second part of the cotyle, = *0068 of

a pint English. (Rhom. Fann. v. 77.) The largo

cbeme was to the small in the proportion of 3 to 2.

Other sizes of the chemo are mentioned, but they
ditfer so much that we caimot tell with certainty

what they really were. (Hussey, AneieHt WeipAt*^

Slc. ; Wurm, />e Pond. &c.) tP‘S>.J

CHENISCUS, [NAVis.]
CHF.RNIPS (x^p*'^’f). [Lustratio.]
CllEROSTAE (x^pwoTof). [Hbrb8.J
CillLIARCHUS. [Exbrcitus.]
CHIRAM.\OClUM (from x<^f> and dp^a), a

sort of easy chair or ** go-cart," used for invalids

and children. (Petron. 28.)

CHIRIDOTA. [Tunica.]

CHIRO'GRAPHUM (xfipdypa^v), meant
first, as its derivation implies, a hand-writing

or autogr^h. (Cic. Phii. iL 4.) In this its simple

sense, x*^P ia Greek and maaiis in Latin arc often

substituted for it

Liko similar words in all langiiages, it acquired

several technical senses. From its first meaning
was easily derived that of a signature to a will or

other instrument, especially a note of hand given

by a debtor to his editor. In this latter case, it

did not constitute the l^al obligation (for tho

debt might be proved in some other w*ay)
; it was

only a proof of the obligation.

According to Asconius (in Vfrr. iii. 36) cAiro-

propkumf in the sense of a note-of-band, w*as di»>

tinguished from gyngrapha ; the fonner was always

given for money actually lent, the latter might be

a mere sham agreement (something like a bill of

accommodation, though with a different object), to

pay a debt which Imd never been actually in-

curred. The durographnm was kept by the

creditor, and had only the debtor's signature ; tho

tyngrajtka^ on the oontroiy, was signed and kept

by both parties.

In the Latin of the middle ages (see Du Fresne,

s. V.) ^irDgruphmm was used to signify tribute col-

lected under the sign-manual of a person in autho-

rity, similar to the briefs and benevolences of

former times in our own country. It was also

used (see Blackstone, b. iL c. 20), till very lately,

in the English law for an indenture. Duplicates of

deeds were written on one piece of parchment, with

the word dtirographum between them, which w*m

cut in two in a straight or wavy line, and the parts
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given to the care of the ponH»i)B concemetJ. Ry
the Canoniits, Blarketonc renmrkB, the word #yn-

ffrupha or syn4jni{>hut was eiDployed in the Nime
way, and hence gave its name to these kind of

writings. [R. J.]

CniRU'RGIA *nn?cry. 7’he

pratiicc of surgery was, for a long time, considered

by tlie ajicients to be mere ly a part of a physician's

duty ; but as it is now almost universally allowed

to l>e a SK'parate branch of the professioji, it will

jKrhaps lie more convenient to treat of it under a

separate head. It will not be necessary to touch

ujion the disputed questions, which is the more

or which is the morv honourable brancli of

the pmfi'ssion ; nor even to trj* to give such a

definition of the word ckimrifia as would be likely

t4> MUisfy both the physicians and surgeons of the

present djiy
;

it will be sufficient to determine the

sense in which the word was used by the aseieMj’s ,•

and then, adhering closely to that moaning, to give

an account of this division of the science and art

of medicine, as practised among the (Jreeks and

Romans, rt'ferring to the article Mkuicina fur

furiljor partietdars.

The word chinugia is derived from the

hand, and fgyoK a work, and is explained by
Celsus {De Med. lib. vii. Prnefat.) to mean that

j*art of medicine quae mnnu curaiy ** which cures

diseases by means of the hand in Diogenes

I..acrtius (iii. 85) it is said to cure S<d roO ri^uv
Ktd Koittv^ “ by cutting and burning nor (as far

ns the writer is aware) is it ever used by ancient

authors in any other sense. Omitting the fabulous

and mythological personages Apollo, Aescidapiiu,

Chi^oI^ &C., the only certain traditions respecting

the stale of surgery Iwfore the establishment of

the republics of Greece, and even until the time of

the Peloponnesian n*ar, are to be found in the

Iliad and Odyssey. There it appears that lurgerTi'

was almost entirely confined to the treatment of

W’ounds
i
and the imaginary power of enchantment

was joined with the use of topical applications.

ill. iiL 218, xL 515, 828, 843, &c. Ac.) The
Gret'ks received surgery, together with the other

branches of medicine, from the Kg}'ptians; and
from some observations made by the men of

science who accompanied the French expedition to

Kgypt in 1798, it appears, that there arc docu>

menu fully proving that in very remote times this

extraordiiuwy people had made a degree of pro-

gress of which few of the modems have any con-

ception : upon the ceilings and ivalls of the temples

at Tentyra, Komack, Luxor, Ac., bosso-rclicvM

are seen, representing limbs that have been cut off

with instruments very analogous to those which
are employed at the present day for amputations.

I'he same instrumenU arc again observed in the

hieroglyphics, and vestiges of other surgical opera-

tions may be traced, which afford convincing proofs

of the skill of the ancient Egv'ptians in this branch

of medical science. (Lorry, quoted in Cooper's

Surrf. DictJ)

The earliest remaining surgical writings arc

those of Hippocrates, who was born B. c. 460, and
died B.C. 357. Among his reputed works there

are ten treatises on this subject, only one of which
however is considered undoubtedly genuine. Hip-

pocrates far surpassed all his predecessors (and

indeed most of his successors) in the boldness and
success of his operations ; and though the scanty

knowledge of anatomy possi*ssed in those times
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f>revcnted his attaining any very great perfection,

still, we should rather admire his genius, which
enabled him to do so much, than blame him be-
cause, with his deficient information, he was able
to do no more. The scientific skill in rinlucing

fractures and luxations displayed in his works,
/>c De Artietdis^ excites the admira-
tion of Haller (BiUioiA. Chirvrp.), and he was
most prolwibly the inventor of the owAe, an old

chinirgiral machine for dislocations of the shoulder,

which, though now fallen into disuse, for a lung
lime enjoyed a great reputatimi. In his work /Jc

Capitis Vuinerilms he gives minute directions

alxiul the time and mode of using the trephine,

and warns the operator against the probability of
his being deceived by the sutuivs of the craniiun,

as he confesses happened to hims«'If. {De Murb,
Vuhjar. lib. v. p. 561, ed. KUhii.) The author of
the Oath, commonly attributed to Hippocrates,
binds his pupils not to perform the operation of
lithotomy, but to leave it to persons accustomed to

it iySpdtri vpii^ios TrjffZf ) ; from which
it would appear as if certaui persons confined them-
selves to particular operations.

The names of several persons are preserved who
practised surgery as well as medicine, in the times
immediately succeeding those of Hippocrates

; but,

with the exception of some fragments, insert^ in

the writings of Galen, Oribasiua, Actios, Ac., all

their writings have perished. Archagutbus de-
serves to be mentioned, as he is said to have 1>ccn

the first foreign surgeon that scttlid at Rome
B. C. 219. (Cassius Hemina, ajnul Plin, //. A',

xxix. 6.) lie was at first very well received, the
jfiw Quiriiium was conferred upon him, a shop was
bought for him at the public expense, and he re-

ceived the honourable title of ra/j«emnirs. This,
however, on account of his fre<|uent use of the

knife and cautery, was soon changed by the Ro-
mans (who were unused to such a mode of prac-

tice) into that of Cami/e;e. AMlepiadcs, who
lived at the beginning of the first century o. c., is

said to have been the first person w ho proposed

the operation of bronchotomy, though he himself
never performed it (Gael. AuroL /Je A/or6. Acui,

i. 14, iiL 4); and Ammonius of Alexandria, siir-

named Ai9ord/tos, who is supposed to have lived

rather later, is celebrated in the annals of surgery

for having been the first to propose and to perform

the operation of Lithotriti/., or breaking a calculus

in the bladder, when found to be too large for

safe extraction. Celsus has minutely described

his mode of operating (/>e Med. viL 26. § 3. p.

436), which very much resembles that lately in-

troduced by Civiale and Heurteloup, and which
proves, that however much credit they may de-

serve fur bringing it again out of oblivion into

public notice, the praise of having originally

thought of it belongs to the ancients. “A hook,*'

says Celsus, ^ is to be so insinuated behind the

Slone as to resist and prevent its recoiling into the

bladder, even when struck ; then on iron instru-

ment is used, of moderate thickness, flattened

towards the end, thin, but blunt ; which being

placed against the stone, and struck on the further

end, cleaves it
;
great care being taken, at the

same time, that neither the bladder itself be in-

jured by the initniment, nor the fragments of the

stone fail back into it." The next surgical writer

after Hippocrates, whose works are still extant,

is Celsus, who livod at the beginning of the firct
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century a. d,, and who hot deToted the four Ia«t

books of his work, Z>e Afn/tctiia^and especially the

acvpnth and eighth, entirely to surgical matters.

It appears plainly from reading Celsiis, that since

the time of Hippocrates surgery bod made very

great progress, and hud, indeed, reached a high

degree of perfection. He is the first author who
gives directions for the operation of lithotomy {Dt
Med. vii. 26. § 2. p. 432), and the method de*

scribed by him (called the apparutui auaor, or

CeUiu'$ tneihod^) continued to practised till the

commencement of the sixteenth century. It w*as

performed at Paris, Bordeaux, and other places in

France, upon patients of all ages, even as late as a

hundn^d and hfty years ago
; and a modem author

(Allan On Lithotomy^ p. 12) recommends it always

to be preferred on boys under fourteen. (Owper'i
IHH. Prae. Surg.y aiih Lithotomy.) He de-

scribes (til 25. § 3. p. 428) the operation of In-

fiOuIoHoy which was so commonly performed by the

ancients upon singers, &.C., and is often allud^ to

in classical authors. (See Juv. vl 73, 379 ;
Senec.

aptul Lufiant. Dirin, Ingtil. L 16; Mart. Epigr.

Til. 82. 1, ix. 28. 12, zir. 215. I
;
Tertull. Oe

Corona Mil. 1 1.) He also describes (viL 25. § 1.

p. 427) the operation alluded to br St Paul (1

Cor. TIL 18) nepiTtrpifipftfos t1» inX^Orf. iir t^

Compare Paulus Aegineta (Dt Pe
Afed. vi. 53), who transcribes from Antyllus a se-

cond method of performing the operation.

The following description, given by Olsus, of

the necessary qualifications of a surgeon, desen’cs

to be quoted :
— ** A surgeon,’' says he (lib. vii.

Prae/ai.) “ought to be young, or, at any rate, not

\cry old
;

his hand should be firm and steady, and
never shake; he should be able to use his left

hand w'ith as much dexterity as his right ; his

eye-sight should be acute and dear ;
his mind in-

trepid, and so far subject to pity as to make him
desirous of the recovery of bis patient, but not

so far as to suffer himself to be moved by his cries;

he should neither hurry the operation more than

the case requires, nor cut less than is necessary,

but do every thing just as if the other's screams

made no impressiou upon him.”

Perhaps the only surgical remark worth quoting

from Aretacus, who lived in the first ceuturv' a. o.,

is that he emdemns the operation of brnnehotomy,

and thinks “ that the wound would endanger an

inflammation, cough, and strangling ; and that if

the danger of being choked could be AToidi*d by
this method, yet the parts would not boni, as i>eing

cartilaginous.” {De Morb. Aeut, Cur. L 7. p. 227,
ed. Kuhn.)

Omitting Scribonius Largus, Moechion, and So-

rnnus, tho next author of importance is Caclius

Aurrlianus, who is supposed to have lived about
the beginning of the second cemuiy A. o., and
in whose works there is a good deal relating to

surgery, though nothing that con l>c colled original.

Ho rejected as al»surd tho operation of broncho-

toniy (ZAs Morb. Chrom. iii, 4). He mentions

a case of ascites that was cured by paracentesis

(Ibid. iii. 8), and also a person who recovered

after being shot through the lungs by an arrow.

(Ibid, iii 12.)

Galon, the most voluminous and at the same
time the most valuable medical writer of antiquity,

is leas celebrated as a surgeon than as an anatomist

Olid physician. He appears to have practised

soTgety at Pergaaus
; but, upon his removal to
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Rome (a. D. 165), he entirely confined bim.vlf

to medicine, following, os he says himself {[)«

Meth. Afed. vi. 20), the nistom of the [tlacc. Ills

writings prove, however, that he did not entirely

abandon surgery. His Commentaries on the

Treatise of Hippocrates, De Officina Aiediri^ and
bis treatise De /’’asciis, show's that be was well

versed even in the minor details of the art. He
appears also to hare been a skilful operator, though
no great surgical inventions ore attributed to him.

Antyllus, who lived some time between Galen
and Oribnsius, is the earliest writer whose direc-

tions for performing bronchotomy arc still extant,

though the operation (as was stated above) was
proposed by Asclcpiades about three hundred years

before. Only a few fragments of the writings of

Antyllus remain, and among them the following

passage is preserved by Paulus Aegineta {De He
Med. vi. 33):

—**Our best surgeons have descril>ed

this operation, Antyllus particularly, thus :
’ We

think this practice useless, and not to be attempted
where all the arteries and the lungs are affected

;

but when the inflammation lies chiefly about tlic

throat, the chin, and tho tonsils which cover the

top of the windpipe, and the artery is unaffected,

this experiment is very rational, to prevent the

danger of suffocation. When we proceed to per-

form it, wc raiut cut through some part of the

w'uidpipe, below the larynx, about the third or

fourth ring ; for to cut quite through would be
dangerous. This place is the most commodious,
because it is not covered with any flesh, and be-

cause it has no vessels near it Therefore, bend-
ing the head of the patient backward, so that the
windpipe may oomc more forward to the view*, we
make a transverse section between two of the

rings, so that in this case not the cartilage, but tho

membrane which incloses and unites the cartilages

together, is divided. If the operator be a little

fearful, he may first divide the skin, extended by
a hook

: then, proceeding to the windpipe, and
separating the rcstu.‘ls, if any are in the war, ho
must make tho incision.’ Thus flir Antyllus, who
thought of this way of cutting, by observing (when
it was, I suppose, c»xt by chance) that the air

rushed through it with great violence, and that the
voice was interrupted. When the danger of suffo-

cation is over, the lips of the wound must be unit<*d

by suture, that is, by sewing tbe skin, and not the
cartilage ; then pro[»er vulnerary medicines are to

Ikj a}>plicd. If these do not agglutinates an incur-

nant must ho used. The same method must Ite

pursued with those who ait their throat with a
design of committing suicide.’'*

Oribosiu.% physician to the Emperor Julian (a. d.

361), professes to be mcre'y a compiler; and
though there is in his great work, entitled Sova-
•ywyal ’lorpiKof, CoUeeta Afedicimdia., much sur-

gical matter, there is nothing origiiud. The same
may be said of Actitis and Alexander Tmlliamis,
both of w'bom lived towards the ond of the sixth

century a. d., and are not famous for any surgind
inventions. Paulus Aegineta has given up the

fifth and sixth books of his work, De He Medicu^

* This operation appears to have been very
seldom, if ever, performed by the ancients upon a
human being. Arcnxoar (p. 15) tried it upon a
goat, and found it might be done without mneh
danger or difficulty ; but he says he should not
like to be the first person to try it upon a man.

T
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entirely to winery, and hw iii»erted in them
mach uiicful matter, the fruits chieHy of his own
obaerration and experience, lie was particularly

celchmted for his skill in midwifery, and female

diseases, and was called on that account, by the

Amhinns, Af-KnteaMi^ “the Accoucheur,*’ (Ahul*

phamj, /fist. />ysos/., p. lill, ed. Pocockeb Two
pamphlets were published in 1 768 at GotlinKcn,

4ta by Hud. Aui?. V«»cel, entitled JJe J*auU

ta Medicinnm^ imjfrimimpte

Chirunjiam. Puubis Aet;inetA lived probably to-

w.nrds the end of ihfl S4*venlli century, a. D., and

is the Inst of the nncioni Greek and l«atin medical

wrin-rs whose sun^icnl works mnain. The names
of jK'vcral others are recordid, but they are n<it of

sudicitml eminence to rcijuirc any notice here.

For further information on the subject both of

medicine and surgery, see Mkuicina ; and fur the

b^^l (|ualihcAtions, social rank, Ac., both of phy-

sicians and Burtreons, among the ancient Ort«ks
and Ilonmiis, see Mauicua.

The stirgical instruments, from which the ac-

companying rngravings are made, were found hy a

physicimi of Petersburg, Dr. Sasenko, in 1819, at

Pompeii, in V'ia Consuioris {Sfrtula ContulQre)^ in

a house which is supposed to have belonged to a
surgeon. They arc now preserved in the museum
at I*ortici. The engravings, with an account of

them by Dr. Savenko, were originally published

in the Hmte Mcdicule for 1821, vol. iii. p. 427,
Ac. They were afterwards inserted in Frariep's

Suiism (IKS tUm iSrhirie Her Xutur^und- iieilkumicy

for 18*22, vol. ii. n. 26. p. 57, Ac. Tho plate

containing these iniiruinetiU is w’nnting in the

copy of the HtvM in the library of the

College of Surgeons, so that the accompanying

Hgurcs are copied from the Gennan work, in which

some of them appear to be drawn very bodiy.

Their authentieity w'os at first doubted by Ktihn

(Z>»* Instmm. i'kiruiy.^ VetfrUiiu oixfHitu, et nnper

eJfosstA, Lips. 1823, 4to.), who thought they were

the same Umi hod been described by ikiyanli in

hit Chtai. Amiiif, AfantimeMt, /irreu/nni «y/os.. Nap.
1754. fob n. 236—294 ; when, how'cver, his dis-

•erUttion wras afterw'ardi republished {Opu9c.

Acu^Um, Afo/. ei /MiYof., Lii*s. 1827, 1828, Rvo.

vol. ii. p. 309) he acknowlnlgcd himself to be com-
pletely satisfied on this point, and has given in

the tract referred to, a learned and ingenious de-
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scription of the instruments, and their suppooed
uses, from which the following account is ebiefly^

abridged. It will, however, he seen at once, that
(ho form of most of them is so simple, and their

uses so obvious, that very little explanation ia

necessary.

1,2. Two probes (gprctllum, made of iron

;

the larger six inches long, the smaller four and a
half. 3. A cautery {icaxrr^piot>) mode of iron,

rather more tlum four inches long. 4, 5. Two
lancets (sru//W/aiM, afilKn\ mode of copper, the
former two inches and a half long, the other Utree
inches. It seems doubtful whether they were
used for blood-li'tting, or for opening abscesses,

Ac. 6. A knife, apparently made ot copper, the
blade of which is tw'o inches and a half long, and
in the broadest part one inch in breadth ; the back
is straight and thick, and the edge much curved

;

the handle is so short that Savenko thinks it must
have been broken. It is uncertain for what par-

ticular purpose it was used : KUhn conjectures that

(if it l>e a suipcol instrument at all) it may have
Itecn made with such a curved edge, and such a
straight thick back, that it might be struck with a
hammer, and so amputate fingers, toes, Ac. 7.

Another knife, apparently made of copper, the
blade of w'hich is of a triangvdar shape, two inches
long, and in the broadest port eight lines in breadth;
the back is straight and one line brood, and this

breadth continues all the wmy to the point, which,
therefore, is not sharp, but guarded by a sort of
button. KUhn thinks it may have been used for

enbarging w'ounds, Ac., for which it would be par-

ticularly fitted by iis blunt point and broad bock.
8. A needle, about three inches long, made of iron.

9. An elevator (or instrument for raising depressed
portions of the skull), made of iron, five inches

long, and veiy* much resembling those mode use of

in the present day. 10—14. Different kinds of

forceps No. 10 has the two sides sepa-

rated fntra each other, and is five inches long.

No. 1 1 it also five inches long. No. 12 is thrM
inches and a half long. The sides arc narrow at

Diyiiized by Google
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the point of union, and becomo brooder by degrcct

towards the other end, where, when clc^d, they

form a kind of arch. It should be noticed that it

is furnished with a moveable ring, exactly like the

tenaculum forceps employed at the present day.

No. 13 was used for pulling out hairs by the roots

(rpixo\et€ls). No. 14 is six inches long, and is

^nt in the middle. It aws probably used for ex-

tracting f)rcign bodies that had stuck in the oeso-

phagus (or gullet), or in the bottom of a wound.

15. A male catheter (acnea^M/a), nine inches in

length. The shape is remarkable iiom its having

the dniiblo curve like the letter S, which is the

form that was re-invented in the last century by
the celebrated French surgeon, J. L. Petit. l(i.

Probably a female catheter, four inches in length.

Celsus thus dcscril>es both male and female cathe-

ters {iMMed. viL26. § 1. p. 429) :
— ** The surgeon

should have three male catheters {aateas

of which the longest should be fifteen, the next

twelve, and the shortest nine inches in length
;

and he should have two female catheters, the one

nine inches long, the other six. Both sorts should

be a little curved, but especially the male ; they

should be perfectly smooth, and neither too thick

nor too thin.” 17. Supposed by Froriep to be an
instrument for extracting teeth (dSoKraypo, Pol-

lux, iv. § 181) ; but KUbn, with much more pro-

bability, conjectures it to be on instrument used

in amputating part nf on enlarged uvula, and
quotes Celsus {De Med. vii. 12. § 3. p. 404),

who says, that ** no method of operating is

more convenient than to take hold of the uvula

with the forceps, and then to cut off liolow it

ns much as is necessary.*' 18, 19. Probably ta'o

spatulae, [W. A. O.j

CHITON ix^r&v). [Tunica.]
CHITCFNI.'V (x^Tdiivitt), a festival cclebrntod

in the Attic town of Chitons in honour of Artemis,

sumamed Chitona or Chitonia. (Schol. ad CaUi-

mack. Hymn, la Artem. 78.) The Syracusans also

celebrat^ a festival of the same name, and in

honour of the same deity, which was distinguished

by a peculiar kind of dimec, and a playing on the

flute. (Athen. xiv. p. 629 ; Steph. Byz. s. r. Xi-

tc6st|.) [L. S.]

CHLAINA
;
Palliuv.]

CHLAMYS dim, xAo^^5(o»'), a scarf.

Tills term, being Greek, denoted an article of the

Amictus, or outer raiment, which was in general

characteristic of the Greeks, and of the Opcntal
races with which they wen* connected, although

both in its form and in its application it approached
very much to the Lacirna and Pat.vdamxntum
of the Romans, and was itself to some extent

adopted by the Romans under the emperors. It

u*as for the most part woollen
;
and it differed

from the f/idrioy, the usual omfetus of the male
sex, in these respects, that it was much smaller

;

also finer, thinner, more variegated in colour, and
more susccptiblo of ornament It moreover dif-

fered in being oblong instead of square, its length

being gcm rally about twice its breadth. To the

regular oblong a, 6, c, (see woodcut), goars were
added, cither in the form of a right-angled triangle

producing the modification <i, e, g, d, which

U exemplified in the annexed figure of Mercury ;

or of on obtuse-angled triangle a, e, 6, producing the

modification a, e, 6, c, /7, d, which is exemplified in

the figure of a youth from the Panatbcnaic fiieze

in the British Museum. These goars were called

TTfpiVycs, icinpfy and the scarf with those additions

was diininguis)u*d by the epithet of Thessalian or

M.'icedonian {Etym. Mttg.\ and also by the name
OT Alicuta. [ALictfLA.] Hence the an-

cient geographers comparoil the form of the in-

habited earth to that of a chlnmys.

(Strabo, ii. 5 ; Macrobius, lie Somn. Scip. ii)

The scarf does not appear to have iKcn much
woni by children, although one was given wiili its

brooch to Tilicrius Caesar in his infiuicy. (Suet.

7t5. 6.) It was generally assumed on reaching

adolescence, and was worn by the ephebi from
about seventeen to twenty years of age. (Philemon,

p. 367, ed. Melneke ; epit^ica chlamydey Apulcius,

Met. X ; Pollux, x. 1 64.) It w*as also worn by the

militarj', os|)ccially of high rank, over their body-
armour (Aelian, V. II. xiv. 10 ;

PlauU IWhA. ii.

4 . 45, Kpid. iiL 3. 55), and by hunters and tra-

vellers, more particularly on horseback. (PlauL
Poen. iii. 3. 6, 31.)

The scarfs worn by youths, by soldiers, and by
hunters, differed in colour and fineness, according

to their destination, and the nge and rank of the

wearer. The x^o^r was probably yel-

low or saffron-coloured ; and the xA<v*ur (rrpaTjw.

Ti/d?, scarlet On the other hand, the hunter com-
monly went out in a scarf of a dull unconspicuous

colour, as best adapted to escape the notice of wild

animals. (Pollux, v. 18.) The more ornamental

scarfs, being designed for females, were tastefully

decorated w'ith a border (fim5ws, Virg. Aen. iv.

137; maeandeTy v. 251); and those worn by
Phoenicians, Trojans, Phr)’gian»,and otherAsmiics,

were also embroidered, or interwoven with gold.

(Virg. U. ec.
; iU. 483, 484, xi. 775 ; Ovid, Met.

V. 51 ; Val. Floecus, vi. 228.) Actors had their

chlamys ornamented w*ith |;old. (Pollux, iv. 116.)

The usual mode of wearing the scarf was to pass

one of its shorter sides (a, d) round the neck, and
to fasten it by means of a brooch (^5u/a), either

over the breast, in which case it hung dowm the

back, reaching to the calves of the legs
;
or over

the right shoulder, so as to cover the left arm, os

is seen in the cut on p. 259, and in the well-known

example of the Belvjdero Apollo. In other in-

stances it was made to depend gracefully from the

left shoulder, of which the bronxe Apollo in tho

British Museum (see the aiiucxed woodcut) pre-

sents an example ;
or it was throwm lightly behind

the hack, and passed over cither one arm or

shoulder, or over both (sec the second figure in the

lost w'oodcut, taken from Hamilton's V'ases, i. 2) ;

or, lastly, it was laid upon the throat, carried be-

hind the neck, and crossed so os to hong down the

bock, os in the figure of Achilles (p. 196), and
sometimes its extremities w'ore again brought for-

ward over the arms or shoulders. In short, the

T 2
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rrmnins of ancient art of evenr description, show

in how high a dogme the scarf contributed, by its

endless diversity of arrangement, to the display of

the human form in its greatest beauty ; and Ovid
has told us how sensible the epiiebi were of its

advantages in the account of the care bestowed

upon this part of his attire by Mercury. {Met. ii.

733.) The aptitude of the scarf to bo turned in

esi'vy possible form around the body, mode it use-

ful even for defence. The hunter used to wrap
his chlamys about his left arm when pursuing wild

animals, uul preparing to fight with them. (Pol-

lux V. 18; Xen. i)fnep. rL 17.) Alcibiades died

fighting with his scarf rolled round his left hand

instead of a shield. The annexed woodcut exhibits

a figure of Neptune armed W'tth the trident in his

right hand, and having a chlamys to protect the

left. It is biken from a medal w'hich was struck

in commcmopitioii of a naval victory obtained by

Demetrius Puliorcetes, and wns evidently designed

to express his sense of Neptune's succotir in the

conflict. WbcQ Diana goes to the chose, as she

does not require hvr scarf for purposes of defence,

she draws it from behind over her shoulders, and
twists it round her waist, so that the belt of her

quiver {lasses across it, as shown in tho statues of

this goddess in the Vatican (see woodcut).

It appears from the bas-reliefs on marble roses

that dancers took hold of one another by the

chlamys, ns the modem (Irecks still do by their

scarfs or handkerchiefs, instead of taking one an-

other's hands.

Among ths Homans the scarf came more into

use under the emperors. Cnbgula wore one en-
riched with gold. (Suet. Valitj. 19.) Alexander
Scvenis, when he was in the counlrj’ or on an
expedition, wore a scarf dyed with the coccus

ClIOREOIIS.

(chlam^e coevinea^ Lamprid. AL Sev. 40 ; compare

Matt, xxvii. 28, 31). [J. Y.l
CilLOEIA or CHLOIA or »

festival celebrated at Athens in honour of Dcmeter

Chloe, or simply Chlol^ whose temple stood near

the Acropolis, (ilt^ych. s. r.
:
Athcn. xiv.

p. 618 :
Sophocl. tW. Chi. 1600, with the Scho-

liast ; Paus. i. 22. §3.) It was solemnised in

spring, on the sixth of Thargelion, when the blos-

soms began to appear (bonce the nauics x^^
X^sm), with the sacrihee of a goat and much
mirth and rejoicing. (Kupolis, apud SekU, ad
Soph, (Ml. f W. L c.) [L. S.]

CHOKNIX (x®**'*T)« ® Greek measure of ca-

pacity, the size of which is differently given
; it

wns pruliably of ditfereiit sixes in the several stau-a.

Pollux (iv. 23), Suidas, Cleopatra, and the frag-

ments of Galon (c. 7, 9) make it equal to three

cotrlae, or nearly puits English ;
another frag-

ment of Onlcn (c. 5), and other authorities (Pauc-

ton, Afrtml/iff. p. 233) make it equal to four cotylae,

or nearly 2 pints English ; Rhemnius Fannius (.
69), and another fragment of Galen (c. 8) make it

eight cotylae. or nearly 4 pints English. (Wurm,
/Je Pond, ti Mm». Ac., pp. 1 32, 142, 199; Hussey,
Ancient WeiphtSy ttc. pp. 209, 214. [P. S.J

CMOES (x<^*0* [Dionvsia.]
CIIORK'GI.'^. [CHonsaua.]
CllORE'GIJS (x^^vy^r), one who had to dis-

chaixe the duties of tho Cttore^a (xop’D'i®)- The
Choregia was one of the m^fst exiH*nsive of the or-

dinary or encyclic liturgies at Athens. [IjRit»'r-

OiA.] The choregns was appointed by his tribe,

though w'c are not infumied according to what
order. The same person might serve as chorreiis

for two tribes at once (Antiph. de CJiurrvt*iy

p. 768 ; Dcra. c. I^pL p. 467) ; and after ii. c, 4 12
a decree was passed allowing two persons to unite

and undertake a choregia together. (Schol. ad
Arist. Han. 406.) The duties of the choregia

consisted in providing the choruses fur tragedies

and comedies, the lyric choruses of men and boys,

the pyirhicists, the cyclic chonises, and the

choruses of flute-players for the ditferent religious

festivals at Athens. When a poet intemlM to

bring out a play, he had to get a chorus assigned

him by the archon [Chorus], who nominated a
choregui to fulfil the rciiuisite duties. Tho
chori'gtis had in the first place to get the choreutae.

In the case of a chorus of boys this was some-

times a difficult matUT, since, in cnnsequencc of tho

prevalent paedcrastia of the Greeks, {Mirents were
frequently unwilling to suffer their boys to bo

choreutae, lest they should be exposed to corrupt-

ing inllucnccf during their training. Solon, with

the view of lessening the dangers to which they
might be exposed, had cnacttHl that chorrgi should

l>c more than forty years of age. But the law
wns by do means rigidly observed. (Acsch.

e. Timarth. p. 391.) If the boys could be obtained

in no other way, compulsion was allowable. (An-
tiph. L £:) Having procured the choreutae. tho

choregus had next to provide a trainer for them
(xopo8i5d47xaAor). It was of course a matter of

groat importance to get a good trainer. Tho ap-

portionment of the trainers was decided by lot,

that is, as Rdckb imagines, the chorr^ decided by
lot in what order they were to select the trainers,

which was in fact the mode of proceeding with

respect to the flute-player. (Dem- c. Mdd, p.

3l9.) The choregus had to pay, not only tho

by c:-
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trainer, but the cboreutae themscivcfl, and main-
tniii them while they were in training, providinj^

them with such food aa was adapu^d to strengthen

the voice*; and to provide a suitable training

lace {xopTTfUop) if he hod no place in his own
ouse adapted for the purpose. (Antiph. /. c. ;

Athen. xiv. p. 61 7, b. ;
Schol. ad Arist. A'u6. 338,

AeAam, 1154; Plut. dfe GVor. p. 349, a; Xen.
de HepuU. Ath. i. 13; Poll. iv. 106, iz. 41.) He
bad also to provide the chorus with the requisite

dresses, cro«*ns, and masks. (Dcm. e. Metd. p.

519; Athen. iii. p. 103, f.) It is not to be sup-

posed, however, that the choregus defrayed the

whole expense of the play to be represented.

The choreas who was judged to have performed

bis duties in the best manner received a tripod as

a prize, the expense of which, however, he bad to

defray biintelf
;
and this expense frequently in-

cluded the building of a cel) or chapel in which
to dedicate it. A street at Athens was called the

Street of the Tripods from being lined with these.

The tribe to which the choregus belonged shared

the honours of the victory w ith him, and the names
of both srerc inscribed upon the tripod or monu-
ment. (Paul. L ‘JO. §1; Plat, O'onf. p. 47*2

;

Pint iVtr, 3.) The sums expended by choregi

were doubtless in most cases larger than was nl>so-

Iiitely necessary. Aristophanes (Lys. pro Aritt.

boa. pp. 633, 642) spent 5000 drachmae upon two
tragic choruses. From the same orator we learn

that another person spent 3000 drachmae upon a
single tragic chorus ; 2(M)0 for a chorus of men

;

5000 for a chorus of men on another ocauion,

when, having gained the prize, he had to defray

the expense of the tripod ; 800 drachmae for a
chorus of pyrrhicists

;
300 drachmae fur a cyclic

chorus. (Lys. diroA. 3wpo8. pp. 698, cd. Ueiske.)

A chorus of flute-players cost more than a tragic

chorus. (Dem. c. Mfid. p. 565.) In times of

public distress, the requisite number of choregi

could not always be procured. Thus the tril)e

Pandionia had furnished no choregus for three

years, till Demosthenes voluntarily undertook the

office. (Dcm. e. Mtid. pp. 578, 579 ;
comp. Bdckh.

}*aU. Keon. Alkms, book iiL c. 22.) [C. P. M.]
CliOUOBATES, an instrument fur determining

the slope of an aqueduct and the levels of the

country through which it was to pass. From the

description given of it by Vitruvius, it appears to

have differed but very slightly from a common
carpenter's level, which consists of a straight rule

supporting a perpendicular piece, against which
hangs a plumb-line. The chorol^ates had two per-

pendiculars and plumb lines, one at each end, in-

stead of a single one in the middle. The derivation

of the word is from f^d from its use

in surveying land minutely. fP*S.J
CHORUS ixop^f word, the original meaning

and derivation of which arc somewhat uncertain.

According to Hesychius the word is e^iuivalent to

itbKXos or <rr4<patfos. If so, the word probably
signified originally a company of dancers dancing

in a ring. Those who adopt that view of the

origin of the word connect it with x«^pT-ot,

• The speech of Antiphon, tow x^P^^'^^^y
was com|>osed for a trial which arose out of an
action brought by the father of a choreutes against

the choregus under w'bosc charge he was, because

the boy had died from drinking some mixture

given him to improve his voice.
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and Kopttyis. Others suppose that the earliest

signification of the word is that of a level, open
sjiace, such as would be suited for dancing, and
connect it with »nd x*po>» •<> that the later

and ordinary signification of the word would be
derived from such places being employed for dano
ing. This seems a lets likely account of the word
than the other. If the name X^P^^ given to

such places tr»M re/erenoe to ux for dancing^
we should still have to look to this latter idea for

the origin of the name of the place
; if the name

was a TCneral one, like X*^S »t seems very un-
likely that a body of dancers should derive their

name from what is so very little distinctive of
them, namely their meeting in an open space. On
the other hypothesis it is easy to understand how
a word signifying a body of dancers should come
to signify the place where they danced, and then
more generally, any place suited for the purpose.

As regards tKc tisogc of the word, in Homer it

commonly means ft troop of dancers
; in the

Odyssey (viii. 260, 264, xiL 4) passages are found
where it moans a place for dancing

; cwpwxopos is

found both in Homer and in later w'ritcrs as an
epithet of cities having large open squares or places
suited for choral performances. A comparison with
the corresponding word KoXXixopoi shows that the
notion of dancing mutt not be lost sight of. At
Sparta the agora was called x^^ (I'aus. iii. 11.

§ 9).

In later times, a choric performance always im-
plies the singing or musical recitation of a poetical

composition, accompanied by appropriato dancing
and gesticulation, or at least by a measured march.
The choruses that we read of in Homer arc merely
companies of dancers, who move to the music of a
song sung by the minstrel, who accompanies him-
self on the citbarn or phorminx. In the palace of
Alcinons the dancers perform their evolutions,

while Dcmodocus, to the music of the phorminx,
sings the loves of Ares and Aphrodite (Od. viii.

*256, Sec.). In the chorus represented on the shield

of Achilles {/L xviii. .^90, Ac.) a band of youths
and maidens dance, holding each other by the
hood, sometimes in a ring, sometimes in parallel

lines opposito to each other. In the midst of the
dancers are two or tumblers, who,
apparently, by their gesticulations direct and Uad
off (^^dpxo»^«s) the measured movements
of the dancers. So in the Homeric h^Tnn to the
Pythian Apollo (10, Ac.) a company of goddesses
dance, while the Muses sing, and Apollo plays the
citharn. The port of the Kv^ttmjT^ptt is per-

formed by Ares and Hermes, w’ho gesticulate

(wal^ovet) in the midst of the dancers. In the

description of the nuptial procession in Hesiod
{Skidd of Here. 27*2, Ac.) it is not quite clear

whether the chorus of youths are singing and danc-
ing to the sound of the pipe, or playing the pipe

themselves. The band of revellers (aw^s) who
follow both dance and sing. That the chorus, in

the earliest times, consisted of the whole population

of a city assembled for dances and hymns in honour
of their guardian god, might be true if the whole
population joined in the dance, but not otherwise,

for the term choms never included the spectators.

Whether the Dorians were the first who had
choniscs at festive or religious celebrations, or

whether Apollo was the deity in connection with
whose worship choniscs first made their appear-

ance, are points which, in the absence of all evw
T 3
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dcncoy are beet IcR undecided. The war>dancei

of the Curcteft in Crete in honour of Zeu*, teem to

bo quite as ancient at any that we know of in

honour of Apollo. However dances may have

originated, it waa natural tliat, like music and
poetTk*, they should at a very early period be con-

nected with the worship of the gods ; and in that

connection it is certainly true that it a’os among
the Durians, and connected with the worship of

Apollo, that the chorus receised its earliest de-

Tclopmcnt, though there does not ap(»car sufficient

evidence to support the conclusion tliat the worship

of A|wilo existed nowhere without having been

intruduc(‘d by tlie Dorians.

The imperfect type of the later chorus appears

in tlie earliest period in the paean, as sung by
a company cither sitting still (//. i. 473), or moving
along w'ith a measured step {JL xxii. 391). In

the Homeric to the Pythian Apollo we have

the god himself os leader of the chorus, playing

the phorminx, while the chorus of Cretins follow

him at a measured pace, and ting the Paean.

[Paban]. This exhibits the Paean in a some-

what hiUT stage of development In Homer it

appears os a less formal and systematic perform-

ance. Dancing was very early connected with the

w'orship uf A{mllo in Delos (Hymn. Apoll. Del.

1. 149, Ac.), and in Crete. (Hesiod. Fr. 94.

Gotti.) It was in Crete that the mimetic dance,'

called Hyporchrmo, took iu oHgin[lI YPQRCIIXMa;
I

SaltatioJ, and it h*os thence also that the sub- I

sequent innovations upon the staid gravity of the
!

Paeon W'erc derived, traces of the origin of which
w*crc preserved in the name of the rhythms and
dances. (Miillcr, Dorians^ iL 8. g 14.) To Tha-
letas xiro attributed the roost important improve-

ments. He cultivated the art of doncuig no less

than tliat of tmisic, and adapted the evolutions of

the chorus to the more spirited movements of the

Phrygian style of music. He is said to liavc com-
posed both paeons and byporchemus, the latter of

which he adapted for the I’yrrhic or war- donee ;

and from liaving given them a more artistic form,

he aimc to be regarded by some as the inventor of

them. (MUIter, HUtory of the Litemture of An-
dent 6’rcecr, p. IGO, Ac.) Paeans began to be

sung with on orchestic accompaniment on the port

of the chorus, especially at the festival of the

Oymnopaedia [Gvm.xopabdia], and by di'grces

beoimc scarcely distinguUhablu from the hypor-

chemc. (MUller, /. c. j). IGO; Bode, (iesch, tier

Jiellen. I>ichtk, voL u. parti, p. 46.) Tliat com-
bination of singing and dancing which wc find

in the chonisea of inter times, to which the remark
|

of Lucian applies {de Salt. 30), itiSat fUr oi
\

aurol Kol ^ocy koI probably intro-

duced by degrees. It had taken place before the

time of Aleman, who introduced into his chorul

tt.m|>ositions an autistrophic character. A large

tiumlM'r of tlu'sc he composed for choruses of vir-

gins: in some there was a dialogue betworn the

chorus and the poet. (MlUier, h e. p. 194, Ac.)

In bis compoeitions strophes and antistrophes of

the same measure usually succeeded each other in

indefinttc number. Stesichonis introduced the im-

provement of adding an epodo, during which the

chorus were to stand still, to the strophe and anti-

strophe. (Suidns, s. r. rpla irrjatxipotf
i hlUller,

/. e. p. 199.) In the arrangement of his choruses

be seems to have had a great ftortiality for the

octagonal form, or for certain combinations of eight.

ciioRira

whence arose the proverb wdyra otcr^. At Catana
tlirro was erected to him lui octagoual monument
with 8 columns and 8 steps. (Suidos, s. «

htcTw and Sn^trlxopor.)

In all the Dorian states, especially among the

Spartans, th<^ choral performances were cultivated

with great assiduity. Various causes coutributi'd

to this, as for example, their universal employment
in the worship of Apollo, the (act that they were
not confined to the men, but that women also took

port in them, and that many of the dances had a
gymnastic character given them, and were em-
ployed as A mode of training to martial exercises.

[S.tLTATio.] Hence it arose that the l>oriAn lyric

poets directed their labours almost entirely to suji-

ply the demand for songs and hymns to be sung as

occomponimeuU to the dances, and that Doric lyric

poetry became almost exclusively choral, which
was not the case with the other great school of

Greek lyric poetry, the Aeolian ; so that the Doric
dialect came to be looked upon as the appropriate

dialect for choral compositions, and Doric forms

Were retained bv the Athenians oven in the choral

compositions which were interwoven with their

dramas. (Muller, i>cm’d«s, iv. 7. § 9.) Still it is

not to be supposed that there wras no choral poetry

which was not Doric. Several Lesbian lyric poems
appear to have h.id a choral character. (Muller,

/7iW. of Lit. of Greece^ p. 165.)

The Spartans had various kinds sf dances

(Mliller, />or. iv. 6. § 8, Ac.) ; but the tAree prin-

cipal styles were the Pyrrhic, the Gymnopaedic,
and the Hyporcberoatic (Athenaeus, xiv. p. 631,
XV. p. 678), in all of which something of a mimetic
character W'.is to be found, but more esiKTially

in the last. MUller (/.i/. of (Ir. p. 161) cxprc»M>s

an opinion that the gytnnopoedic style, to which
the uf tragedy curre»{H)nded, U not to Iw
confounded with the dances uf the gvranopoedic

fiwtivul. The Pyrrhic or war dance {rpoKis. Homer
calls hoplites rpvX^ss) w'as made suWnient to

g)'mnastic and martial training. Hence the anali^y

that may be traced bctw'een the construction mid
evolution of the chorus and of the lochus. (Muller,

/>or. iii. 12. § 10 ; Lucian, de Saltut. 7.) At the

Oymnopaedia large choruses of men and boys ap-

peared, in which great numWrs of the citizens

would have to take port (MUller, Dor. iv. 6. § 4.)

At several of the festivals there were distinct

choruses of Imivs, men, and old men. (Plut. /.y-

curp. 21 ;
Pollux, iv. 107 ; MUller, Iktr. iv, 6. § 5,

IIu4, of the l.it of (!r, p. 194.) Dances in which
youths and maidens were intermingled were called

ipfiou (Lucian, deSalt. 12.) Itwas in the hypor-

cheimitic dance especially that the chorus both

sang and danced. (Athcn. xiv. [%. 631.)

The instrument commonly usc‘d in connection

with the Doric choral poetry was the ciihara. In

the P^Trhic dance, however, thu fiute was em-
ployed. (MUller, Dor. iv. 6. § 7| //ist. Clr. LiL

p. I6l.) In the hrporvhcnuilic |)crf»nuanccs nt

Dt'los, described by Lucian (<fe Salt. 6), both the

ciihara ami the Hutc were used, .\rchiloclius

spooks of the flute os an accompaniment to the

iH'sbian paean (ap. Athcn. v. p. 180). It is not,

therefore, quite correct to say that wherever we
find the flute employed, we have not a proper

chorus but a comus. (Comp. Bode, vol. it part L pp.

I

47, 208.) Thalctas, who introduced the Phryaiiut

I

style, probably made use of the flute as well as

I

the cithara. It was iu connection with the by-

Digitized by Gooj^le
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porrheine that (lute imuic was (int introduccil into

the worship of Apollo. (Itudo, roL ii. pan iL pp. 13,

lt», 17, 33, 34,244.) For the however,

which was a mirthful and irregular procession, in

which those who took part in it both sang and
danced (as in the k&hos part of the marriage pro-

cession described by Hesiod, of Here. 2B1,

&c), the flute was the regular instrumenL

A great impetus was given to choral poetry by
its application to the dithyramb. This ancient

fiocchanalian performance, the origin of which is

at any rate earlier than Archilochus, who in oue of

the fragments ot his poetry, says that ^ he knows
bow to lead oflf the dithyramb, the beautiful song

of Dionysus, when his mind is inflamed with wine'*

(Athcn. xiv. p. 62U), seems to have been a hymn
sung by one or more of a aw/mr, or irregalar bond

of revellers, to the music of the flute. Arion was

the first who gave a regular choral, or antistrophic

fonn to the dithyramb. This improvement was

introduced at Corinth. (Herod. L 24 ; Pindar, €H.

xiii. 13 or 23, with the notes of the commenta-
tors.) The choruses, which ordinarily consisted

of flfty men or youths (Simonides, Kpu/r. 53, Br. ;

TzeUes, prUerf. ad Lycophr. voL i. p. 251, cd.

Muller), danc^ in a ring round the altar of

Dionysus. Hence they were termed epelio choruses

(ki/kXioi dilhyrambic poets were un-

derstood by the term KvicXioStScUncaXoi. This also

explains the name Cycleus, given to the father of

Arion (MliileY, 7/tjtf. Gr. Lit. p. 204). With the

introduction of a regular choral character, Arion

also substituted the cilhora for the flute. The
statement that he was the inventor of the truffie

$tple (jperftKhf rp6wos)f means probably that he

introduced dithyrambs of a gloomy character,

having for their subject the sorrows of Dionysus,

as well as the more gay and joyous song (MUllcr,

/.e. pp.2U4, 2.90). Arion is also said to have been

the first to intnxluce into these choruses satyrs

•peaking in verse. Lasus, of llcrmione, gave a

frei-r fonn to the dithyramb, by divesting it of its

antistrophic character, and set the example of in-

troducing the dithyrainblc style into compositions

not immediately connected with the w'orship of

Dionysus. He also united with the representation

of the dithyramb taunting jests. It was through

him that dithyrambic contests were introduced

at Athens, at which the prize for the successful

poet was a tripos, and for the chorus a bull. (See

the epitaph on Simonides, dnUo/. Pal. vi 213,

Fr. p. 19U, ed. Jacobs
;

SclioL. od Aristnpb. Uan.

360, Vc$p. 1403.) The dance of the cyclic chorus

was the Dionysiac variety of the P^vTrhic (Aris-

toph. Ae. 153; Athen. xiv. p. 631, a.). In the

time of Simonides, through the innovations of La*

•os, Crexus, Phrynis, and others, the citliaroedic

character which Arion hod given to the dithy-

ramb bad passed into the auloedic. As the di-

thyramb lost its antistrophic character, it became

more and more thoroughly mimetic or dramatic,

and as its performance required more than ordinary

skill, dithyrambs came to be performed by ama-

teurs (Aristot. ProU. xv. 9, Wiet. iiL 9 ;
PluL de

Miu. 29. p. 1141,b.
;
Proclus, ap. Phot. cod. 239.

m 320, ed. Bekker ;
Bode, iL part it p. 312, Ac.)

For ordumry choruses the universal culture of music

and dancing would make it no difficult matter to

find a choroa Wealthy men or tyrants no doubt

maiutained choreutoe, as they mauiUiined poets

and musicians. Poets of distinction would have
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chorcutne attached to them. There were also pro-

fessetl chorus-trainers, whose services were in re-

quisition when tlie poet wws unable to drill the

chorus himself, and these often hod a body of

choreutoe attached to them. The recitation of

Pindar's second Isthmian ode W'as undertaken in

this way by Niccsippus, w'ith an Agrigcntine
chorus. The sixth Olympian ode was undertaken
by Aeneas, a ik>eotian, with a trained chonis
which be brought with him (Schol. ad Pind.
Idkin. iL 6, Olymp. vL 143). Most of Pindar's

cpinicia were corous-iongs, though not all (Bode,
ii. 2. p. 255—257), and the comuses which sang
them must frequently have been of a lomcw'hat
artificial construction.

Respecting the mode in which tragedy was de-

veloped from the dithyramb, and the functions of

the chorus in tragedy, the reader is referred to

the article Trauoidia.
From the time of Sophocles onwards the regular

number of the chorus in a tragedy was 15. (Schol.

ad Aristoph. Ktpui. 586, Av. '293
; Pollux, iv.

108.) The account given by Suidas (s. r. Xtxfto-

icA^r), that Sophocles raised the number from

12 to 15 is deserving of attention, though there are

great diiiicultict connected with iL Pollux (iv.

110) has an absurd story that the number of the

chorus was 50 before the representation of the Ku*
menidcs of Aeschylus, and that the number was
then reduced by a Law on account of the terror pro-

duced by the appearance of the 50 Eunienides. It

seems scarcely possible to arrive at any definite con-

clusion with regard to the number of the chorus in

the early dranuu of Aeschylus. The fact that the

number of the dilhyrambic chorus was 50, and
that the mythological number of the Oceonidcs

and Daimidcs was the same, tempts one to sup{K>se

that the chorus in the Prometheus and the ^up-
pliccs consisted of 50. Most w'riU'ra, however,

agree in thinking that such a number was too

huge to have been employed (Wclcker, Aetc/tyi.

7W<«r/i«, |k 27, Ac. * Ilennann, iJumrt. de ( korv

ICumen. i. and iL Opusc. to), ii.) MUller (Dis-

mrtations on tJte Eumenide* t/" AetdtyluM^ I. A. ;

IlieL of Gr. Lit. p. 300) propounds the thc'ory

that the dithyrambic chorus of 50, when trans-

ferred to tragedy, was reduced to 48, and that a

chorus of that number was assigned to the |M>et

for four plays, the trilogy and the satyric drama,
and was subdivided into sections of 12, each nf

which w*os the chorus for one play. In support

of this he endcavoiua to point out mstaoccs of

choruses of this number being found in Aeschylus,

as that in the Agamemnon, which rc-app(’ars as

the Areopagites in the Eumenidcs, and that in

the Penoe. But the insuflicicncy of the evidence

brought forward to establish this has been satis-

factorily pointed out by Hermann in hii renew of

Muller's edition of the Eumenidcs (f>pese. vuL
vL). The idea that the chonis of the Eumenidcs con-

sisted of three (Blumfleld, ad Aetek. Per$.)^

has met with very little favour among Gemuin
scholars, though the arguments brought against it

are not all of the most convincing kind, and it is

to be borne in mind that the introduction of the

Areopagites, Ac. into tho play, would render the

fewness of such a chorus less striking than would
otherwise have been tho case. The later chonis

of 15 was the only one that the grammarians
knew any thing alMuU It was arranged in a
quadmngulor form {rerpdyetvo\^ Etym. Magii. s. v.
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Tpcry^fa; Villobtm's viMnioto, iL p. 178), in mnk
(t*0^) “id file {ffrixott <rro7xot). It entered

the theatre by the paMage to the right of the

ipectaton [Thbatrum]. When it entered three

abreast it was said to come in fcord ^vyd, when
fire abreast, Kordt (Follox, iv. 108). lu
entrance was termed irdpoios

;
its learing the stage

in the course of the play fifrdtrraffii
; its re-

entrance imwdfMtZot
; its exit A^oios. (In the

Eumenides the chorus entered in an irregular

manner avopd£i}K) As it entered in three linos,

with the spectators on its left, the stage on its

right, the middle chorcutes of the left row (rpiros

i^<rr4pou) was the Coryphaeus or Hegemon, who
in early times at least was not unfrequcntly the

cboragus himself. (Athen. xiv. p. 633 ; Said,

s. V. When they bod taken their sta-

tions in this ord^, the row nearest to the specta-

tors bore the name ^i(pr«p(Mrrdrm, that towards

the stage 8«(i04rrdr<u, and the middle row Xavpoo'-

rdroi. The choreutao at the ends, farthest from

the Cory’phaeus, were called trpcunrfStrcu. These
places were also called vwokSKxiov rod

(Pollux, ii. IGi, W. 107 ; Photliis, p. 210, ed.

Bckker; Plut. Spup. r. 5. p. 678, d.
;
Hosych.

s. t*r.) Muller arranges them so that the Cory-

phaeus stands upon the Thymele, or at least upon
the steps of it (Eumen. i>uuiert.), and so conversed

with the actors over the heads of the chorus. Hor-
mann (Her. of MuHer't hZuinen. Optisc. vol. vL

p. l43, &C.) denies this, and infers from the ac-

counts of Vitruvius and other ancient authorities

that the chorus took its station and performed its

evolutions upon a platform one or two feet lower

than the stage, and reaching from the stage to the

Thymele which stood in the middle of the entire

space called aovftrrpa. On the steps of the Thy-
mcle, and therefore below the opx^erTpo, properly

so called, were stationed the mosicians and ci’r-

tain police-officers to keep order. Of course the

positions first taken up by the choreutae were only

retained till they commenced their evolutions. To
guide them in these, lines were marked upon the

iKKirdt with which the orchestra was floored. The
flute as well as the cithara was used as an accom^

paniment to the choric songs. The dance of the

tragic chorus was called 4>t^4Acia, answering to

the gymuiopoedic dance of the Dorian choruses

(Athen. L c.).

The ordinary number of the chorus in a comedy
was 24 (Schof. ad Arist Av. 298, AeKam. 210,
Kquit, 586 ;

Pollux, iv. 109 ;
Tzetxea, prole^. ad

Lycophr. p. 1). Like the tragic chunii it was
arranged in a quadrangular form, and entered the

orchestra from opposite sides, according as it aas
supposed to come from the city or from the

country. It consisted sometimes half of mule and
half of female choreutae. It seems to lx; a mis-

take of the scholiast on Aristophanes (EquU. 1.

586) that in such coses the former were 13, the

latter 1 1 in number. At least in the liird$ of

Aristophanes the chorus consists of 12 male and
12 female birds. (297—304.) The dance of the

comic chorus was the which answered
to the Hyporchematic style of the Doric chorus.

In the Satyric drama the chorus consisted of Sa-

tyrs. Of how many it consisted cannot be deter-

mined with any certainty. Its dance was called

^iKtvyix. It answered to the Pyrrhic. (Athen. L

p. 20, xiv. p. 630.

)

\^’hen a poet intended to bring forward a play,

CHRONOLOGIA.
he had to apply for a chorus aJreo^) to the
archons, to the king archoii if the play was to be
brought forward at the Lenaca, to the archon

eponymiM if at the great Dionysia. If the play

were thought to deserve it, he received a chorus

(xopir Aa^drso'), the expenses of which were
borne by a choregus [CHoasetja]. The poet

then either trained (Stdehraetr) the chorus himself,

which Aeschylus often did (Athen. i. p. 21), or

entrusted that business to a professed chorus trainer

(Xopo6(8d<raaAor), who usually hod an assistant

(bwo6j8d<raaAor, Pollux, iv. 106). For training

the chorus in its evolutions there was also an
opxy}<rrodiidffKako5. The chorus in comedies at

first consisted of amateurs (^6«AoKroI, Arist.

[C.P.M.]
CHOUS (xo«*5^ ^ Greek liquid measure

which is staU^ by all the authorities to be e<(u;U

to the Roman congius, aud to contain six {4<rr<u

or sextarii, nearly 6 pints English. Saidas alone

makes a distinction between the x°^^ ^d the

X^vr, making the former equal to two sextarii,

and the latter equal to six. Now w*hcn we re-

member that the x^^^ commonly used as a
drinking vessel at Athenian cntertiinments (An-
stoph. Acham. v. 1086), that on the day of the

X«f [Diosvsia], a prize was given to the person
who first drank off his »id that Milo of

Croton is said to have drunk three x<^^’ of wine
at a draught, it is incredible that in these cases

the large mentioned above could be meant
It scorns, therefore, probable that there w*as also a
smaller measure of the same name, containing, os

Siiidas states, two sextarii, or nearly 2 pints Eng-
lish. At first it was most likely the common
name for a drinking vessel. According to Crates

(Ap. AVten. xL p. 496), the x®*'^ ha<i originally a
similar form to tlie Panathennic amphorae, and was
also called wtAlxt}. (Pollux, x. 73 ; Wunn, l)e

Pond. Ment. &c., pp. 127, 138, 141, 198; Hussey,
Anrind H>iVj6A/s, &c p.211—213.) [P*S.]
CHREOl/S DIKE (xp^®®* Siini), a simple

action for debt, was, like most of the other cases

arising upon an alleged breach of contract, referred

to the jurisdiction of the thesmolhetae, when the

sum in question amounted to more than ten

drachmae. If otherwise, it fell under the cogni-

eance of those itinerant magistrates, who were
originally thirty in number, and styled accordingly

ol rpicUoKra: but afterwards, in consequence of

the odium attaching to this name, which had also

served to designate the oligarchic tyrants, received

an accession of ten colleagues and a corresponding

change of title. (Pollux, viii. 100.) If the cause

jx>uld be classed among the Kppijyoi Stxai, as, for

instance, when the debt arose upon a mercantile

transaction, the thesmolhetae would still have
jurisdiction in it, though one of the parties to the

suit were an alien, otherwise it seems that w’hen

such a person was the defendant, it was brought
into the court of the polemarch. (Meier, A
Proc, p. 55.) If the cause were treated as a
Biiai ns above mentioned, the plaintitf

would forfeit a sixth part of the sum contested,

upon failing to obtain the votes of onc-fifih of the

diensts (Snid. s. r. ’Ewa^cA/a)
; but wc are not

informed whether this regulation was applicable,

under similar circumstances, in all prosi'cntinns for

debL The speech of Demosthenc* against Timo-
theus was made in a cause of this kind. [J.S.M.]
CHHONOLO 01A (xp®*'®Ao7ta), is the science

V
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liT which time is mcasurod Accordinf; to the courses

of the stars, and more especially uf the sun and

moon ; but in the more limited sente in which

we have to treat of chronology here, it is u part

of history, and teaches us to assign each historical

event to the date to which it belongs. The reduc’

lion of any giren date in antiquity to the cor>

responding year, month, or day, in our modem
computation of time, is sometimes a matter of

great difficulty, and often of absolute impossi-

bility ; for nearly all the nations of antiquity be-

gan their year at a different tunc, some used solar

and other' lunar years, and others again a com-

bination of the two
;

nearly all, moreover, had

different eras, that is, poiuts of time from which

subsequent and preceding years are counted ; and

in addition to this there occur a great many
cimnges and fluctuations in one and the same

nation ; and the historiuiu whose works have come

down to us, arc not always ver}’ precise in mark-

ing the time to which the events belong, so that

w*c must liave recourse to all mAnner of combina-

tions, or are left to conjectures.

For the nuuincr in which the Greeks and Ro-

mans calculated their years and months we refer

to the article CALtNUARiviif, and we shall here

confine ourselves to on account of the manner in

which those nations calculated and stated the

events of their histon,’. The Greeks reckoned

their years generally according to their magis-

trates, in the early limes according to the years of

the reign of their kings, and aftcru'ards according

to their annual mogistnitos. At Athens the year was

called by the name of one of the nine arcbons, who
from ihia circumstance was called dpx®*'

or the archon par excellence
;
and at Sparta the

years w*ere called after one of the five ephors, who
for this reason was likewise termed

(Thucyd. iL 2 ; Xenoph. Anah. ii. 3. § 10 ;
Polyb.

xil 12 ; Paus, iii. 1 1. § 2.) But the years of the

Athenian orchous and tho S{>arUn ephors, coin-

ciding with the civil year in those states, did not

coincide w'ith each other, for the ephors entered

upon their ofbee in the Attic month of Boedru-

mirm, while the archons originally entered upon

theirs in the beginning of Ganielion, and ever

since the year B.C. 490, at the begjnaing of Ile-

GUomhacon. In Argos time was counted accord-

ing to the years of the high priestess of Hera, who
held her office for life t Thucyd. ii. 2 ;

Sold. s. r. *Hp«rt3er)
; and the inhabitants of Elis

probably reckoned according to the Olympic gomes,

which were celebrated ever)’ fifth year during the

first full moon which followed after the summer
solstice. In this manner every Greek state or city

calculated time according to its own peculiar or local

era, and there was no era which was used by all

the Greeks in common for the ordinary purposes of

life. Historians, therefore, down to the middle of

the third century & c., frequently made use of the

avenge age attained by men, in order to fix the

time in a manner intelligible to all Greeks. The
average age attained by man (ytvtOy o«tfus), is

calculated by Herodotus (vi. 9U) at 33| years.

Timaeut, w'ho flourished alwut a. c. 260, was the

first historian who counted tho years by Olym-
piads, each of which contained four years. The
beginning of the Olympiads is commonly fixed in

the year 3938 of the Julian period, or in ii. (X 776.

If wc want to reduce any given Ol>'inpiad to years

before Christ, e. g. 01 87, we take the numl^r of
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the Olympiads actually elapsed, that is, 86, mul-
tiply it by 4, and deduct the number obtainc'd

from 776, so that the first year of the 87lh OI.

will be the same os the year 432 a. c. If tho

number of Olympiads amounts to more than 776
j'cars, that is, if the Olympiad falls after the birth

of Christ, the process is the same as before, but

from the sum obtained by multiplying the Olym-
piads by 4, wo must deduct the number 776, and
what remains is the number of the years after

Christ. This calculation according to Olyinpiads,

however, does not seem to have bt*cn ever applied

to the ordinary Lusiucss of life, but to have bet‘n

confined to literatun*, and more cs|ieciaJly to his-

tor}'. Some w’riters also odopU'd the Trojan era,

the full of Troy being placed by Eratosthenes and
those who adopted this era, in the year ILC. 1184.
After tho lime of Alexander the Groat, several

otiicr eras were introduced in the kingdoms that

arose out of his empire. The first was the Philip-

pic era, sometimes also called the era of Alexaiidi-r

or the era of Kdcssa ; it began on the 12lh of No-
vember B. c. 324, the (lute of the accession of

Philip Arrhidaeus. The second was the era of the

^leucidoe, beginning on the Ut of Oetolx?r H. (,

312, the date of the victory of 8eleucus Nicatnr at

Gaza, and of his re-conqiwst of Babylonia. This
era was used very exU'iisivcly in the East. The
Chaldaeon era dilfored from it only by six-months,

begiiming in the spring of B.C. 311. Lastly, tho

eras of Antioch, of w hich there were three, but
the one most commonly used l>egan in Novem-
ber B. c. 49. In Koropo none was so generally

adopted, at least in literature, as the era of tho

Olympiwls ; and as the Olympic games were ci-le-

brated 293 times, we have 293 Olympic cycles,

that is, 1172 }cars, 776 of which fall before, and
396 after Christ. But when the Greeks adopted
Christianity, they probably ceased to reckon by
Olympiads, and adopted the Julian year. (Ct»r-

sini, /'"asti Altici, Florence, 1744—56, 4 vols. 4to.;

Ideler, Jlundbuch der madiem, ussd technifdi. Ckro»
nol, Berlin, 182.5, 2 vols. 8vo.

; Clinton, t'aMi lifl-

leniciy Oxford, 1830—1834, 3 vols. 8vo.)

The Romans in the earliest times counted their

years by their highest magistrates, and from tho
time of the republic according to their consuls,

whose names were registered in the Fasti. This
era, which may be tenned the arm consulari*^

however did not begin at all times at the same
point, for in the earliest times of the republic, the
consuls entered upon their office on the calendao
of Sextilis, at the time of the decemvirate on tlie

ides of May, afterwords on the ides of l>occm>HT,

and at a still later time on the ides of March,
until in B.& 1 53 the consuls began regularly to cuter

upon their office on the 1st of January. This con-

stant shifting was undoubU'dly one of the causes

that produced the confusion in the consular era, of
which Livy (ii. 18, 21, &c.) complains. The con-

sular era was the one commonly used by the
Romans for all practical purposes, the date of an
event being marked by the names of the consuls,

in whos4i year of oflice it had happened. But
along with this era there existed another, which
as it was dctct introduced into the afTain of com-
mon life, and was used only by the historians,

may be termed the historical era. It reckoned the

yci\n from the foundation of tlie city (ab urbe nm-
dHa)

;
but the year of the foundation of the city

w*os a question of uncertainty among the Komnne
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themsclvts. M. Torentiua Varro placed it on the

2J«t of April ui the third ycjir of the 6th Olym-
piad, that ia, B.& 753. (PluL Horn. 12 ;

Dionys.

L 88 ;
Cio, Df />ic. H. 47 5 Veil Pat. i. 8 ;

Cen-

aorin. l>e X<U. 17.) This cm was adopted by

Vellcitu Paterculus, Pliny, Tacitus, A. Gcllius,

Dion Cassius, Kutropius, and others. Next to

the Varronian cm, the most colebmted w*as that

of M. Porcius Cato, who pLicod tlie foundation of

Home in the first year of the 7lh Olympiad, or

in the spring; of B.C. 752. (Dionys. i. 74 ;
Syncell.

Cfiromu/. p. 104, a.) The date fixed upon in the

ocru CupUtMna (so culled from the Kasti Capi-

tolini), by Polybius (Dionys. 1. e. ; Cic. D« Hep.

ii. 1(J) and Cornelius Nepos, was one year later;

Q. Fabius Pictor placed the foundation in the first

year of the Hlh Olympiad, L e. 747 B. c. (Dionys.

/. c.), and Cincius Aliinentus even placed it in the

fourth year of the 12th Ol^Tnpiad, I e. B.C. 729.

Knnius, on the other hand, placc'd the building ol

Home about lUO or 110 years earlier than most
other WTiters (Varro, De lie Hwt, ill 1) ; and
Timaeus went so far as to rvgord the foundation

of Hume contempomneous with that of Carthage,

placing it 38 years before the first Olympiad.
Dut no reliance can be placed on any of these

statements
;
as however it is necessary to hare one

point to start from, the Varronian cm has been
most commonly adopted by modem ^Titers. (Comp.
Fischer, Homiache. ZriitafHny p. 4, &c.) ( Ij. S.]

CIIRYSE'NDKTA, costly chased dishes

by the Homans at their entertainments. They are

mentioned sevcml times by Martial (ii. 43, U, vi.

94, xiv. 97), and from the epithetjUim which he

applit'S to them, as well as from the etymologj'

of the name, they appear to have been of silver,

with golden ornaments, Cicero (Terr. it. 21—23)
mentions vessels of this kind. He calls their

golden ornaments in general $igiUa^ but again dis-

tinguishes them as erwritte and embiemata (c. 23) ;

the fiirmer were prolmbly embossed figures or

chasings fixed on to the silver, so that they could

be removed and transferred to other vessels, and
the latter inlnid or wrought into it (comp. c. 24 :

ex patelltM et ttirihulis quae iW/mtT, Ua scite in

aurei$ poculU illigaltat, ita aj>fe in sryfAie aureie

includebat, &c.). The embosst'd work appears to

bo referred to by Paullus (n/mlnu arpenteh enutu
iUiffofa^ Dig. 34. tit. 2. s. 33), and the inlaid orna-

ments by Si-neca (arv/eit/um, in qw>d $olidi auri

carlaiuru detcemierits Ep. T.). [Comp. CaRLa-
TtTRA-l [P. S.]

CUYSOA'SPIDES. [Aroyraspidks.]
CHIlYSOUS (x/wff’oCf). [.\uRL*M.]

CIITIIO'NIA a festival celcbmted
at Jlcrmione in honour of Demctcr, sumamed
Chthonio. The following is the description of it

given by Pauaanias (ii. 35. § 4, &€,):•—“ The in-

habitants of Ilcimione celebrate the Chthnnia

every year, in summer, in this manner:— They
form a procession, headed by the priests and ma-
gistrates of the year, who are followed by men
and women. Even for children it is customary to

pay homage to the goddess by joining the proces-

sion. They wear white garments, and on their

heads they have chaplets of flowers, which they

call Koapociy^aXoi^ which, however, from their

tire and colour, as well as from the letten in-

scribed on them recording the premature death of

Hyacinthus, seem to me to be hviiciuths. Hehind

the procession there follow {tenons leading by

UPPUa
strings an untamed heifer just taken from the herd,

and drag it into the temple, where four old women
{terform the sacrifice, one of them cutting ths

I animal's throat with a scythe. The doon of the

temple, which during this sacrifice had been shut,

arc thrown open, and persons c8{>ecinl]y appointed

for tlio purpose, lead in a second heifer, then a
third and a fourth, all of which are sacrificed by

I

the matrons in the manner described. A curious

circumstance in this solemnity is, that all tho
heifers must fall on the some side on which the
first fell.*' The splendour and rich offerings of

this festival are also mentimied by Aclian (//tst

Animal. xL 4), who, however, makes no mention
of the matrons of whom Pausonias spenks, but
says tliat the sacrifice of the heifers was ])crfonncd

by the priestess of Demetcr.

The Lacedaemonians adopted the worship of

Demeter Chthonia from tho Hejrnioncans, some of

whose kinsmen had settled in Messenia (Pans. iii.

14. § 5) I
hence we may infer that they celebrated

either the same festival os that of the Hermioncans,

or one similar to it [L.S.J
CHYTKA [Olla.]
Cl'DAKIS. [Tiara.]

CILTCTHM a hair-cloth. The mate-
rial of which the Greeks and lioroans almost

universally made this kind of cloth, was the hair

of goats. The Asiatics made it of camcl's-hoir.

Goats were bred for this purpose in the greatest

abundance, and with tho longest hair, in Cilicia ;

and from this country the Latin i. me of such

cloth was derived. Lycio, Phiy'gia, Spain, and
Libya also produced the same article. The cloth

obtained by spinning and weaving goat's-hair w*os

nearly black, and was used for the coarse habits

which sailors and fishermen wore, as it w'as the

least subject to be destroyed by being wet
;
also

for hone-cloths, tents, sacks, and b.'igs to hold

workmen's tools {/ahrilia rosu), and for the pur-

{>oso of covering military engines and the walls

and towns of besieged cities, so as to deaden tlic

force of the ram, and to preserve the woodwork
from being set on fire. (AristoU Iliti. Anim. viiL

28 ;
Aeliun, xvL 30 ;

Varr. De He HueL iu 1 1 ;

Virg. iiL 312; Avien. Ora Mar. 218—
221 ; Veget. Art Vei. i. 42.) [J. Y.)
CI.VCTUS GABLNUS. [Tooa.]
CINGULUM. [Zona.]
CINEK.VRIUS. [Calasurtrum.]
CPNEHES, [Funus.]
CI'NIFLO. [Calamirtrum.]
CIPPUS. 1. A low column, sometimes round,

but more frequently rectangular, used os a se-

pulchral monumenU (Pers. Sat. i. 36.) Several

of such cippi are in the Townly collection in liic

British Museum, one of which is given in the

Mi*oodcut annexed. The inscription is to the me-
mory of Yiria Primitiva, the wife of Lnciiu Yirius

Hclius, who died at the age of eighteen years, one

month, and twenty-four days. Below the tablet,

a festoon of fruits and flowers is suspended from

two rams' heads at the comers
;
and at the lower

comers arc two sphinxes, with a head of Pan in

the area between them. On several cippt we find

the letters S. T. T. L., that is. Sit tiU terra lerit^

whence Persius, in the passage already referred

to, says, A^oh tenor cipput nunc imprimit ossa. It

was also usual to place on the cippus the extent of

the btirying-gmund both along the road (ts

frotUe)^ and backwards to tho field (>a ogruM),
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ftnd likewiie Um iiiwTiptiim loc tHonuwentnm
k«rt*i€s non MqtUimr

;

iu order that it uiieht not
poM orer to the heredc* and be told by them at

A boundarv'ttone ict op by the A^mentoret
to murk the divisiont of loudt. {ii^ptorts Hei
Agr. p. 8B, e<L Ooetitu.)

3. A military entrenchment made of the trunks
of trees and pafitadi't. (Coot. li. G. viL 73.)

CIRCENSh:S LUDI. [Circus.]
CI'UCINUS a compass. The com-

post nsed by ttatnarict, arcliitcct^ masons, and
carpenters, it often represented on the tombs of

such artificert, together with the other inslrurocntt

of their profession or trade. The annexed wood-
cut it copied from a tomb found at Home. (Gniter,
Corp, Interip. i. L part II p. 644.) It exhibits two
kinds of coropottet: rix. the common kind used

for drawing circlet and measuring distances, and
one with curved legs, probably intende>d to mea-
sure the thickness of columns, cylindrical pieces of

wood, or similar objects. The common kind is

described by the scholiast on Aristophanes (Au&.
1 78X who compares its form to that of the letter A.

[See ent under Nuhma.] The mythol<^sts sup-
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posed this inslrumcnl to have been inventwl by
I*crdbt, wIkj wus the neplicw of Ihicduliis, hiuI
through envy thn>wn by him over ihc precipice of
the Athenian acropolis. (Ovid, Md, viii. 241
251.) Compasses of various forms were discovered
in a statuniy ’s house at INmipeii. fj. Y.l
CIUCITO'RES. [Castra.]
CIHCUMLI'TIO. [PitTURA.]
CIHCUMI.U'VIO. [Ai.luvio.1
C1UCL;IT0UKS. [Ca^tha.]
(lUCL’S (i'awdSpo/ior), a place for charlot-

raccs and horse-races, and in which the Roman
races ((Ymwscs I.tuU) took place. When Tar-
quiniua Priscus had Uiken the town of Apiolac
froin the Latins, as related in the early Homan
li^onda, he ctmmienioratcd his success by an ex-
liibilion of races and pugilistic contests in the
^Inrcian valley, belwwn the I’alatine and Aven-
line hills

;
around which n number of tentporory

platforms were erected by the {uitres and opiitci,
called »]iedacuJa^/un^ or /urufi^ fn>m their resem-
blance to tbe deck of a ship

; c.ich one raising n
stage for himself, upon abich he stood to view the
^mes. (Liv. i. 35; Festus. s. r. /'orum ; Dionys.
iiL p. 182, Ac.) This course, with iu surrounding
scaffoldings, was termed circus

j
cither because the

spectators stood round to see the shows, or bocauso
the procession and races went round in a cimiit.
(VniT. I)e Liny. l/xt. v. 153, 1.54, ed. MUlicr.)
Previcmsly, however, to the death of Tanpiin, a
permanent building was cnnstnicted for the pur-
pose, with regular tiers of scats in the form of a
theatre. (Compare Liv. and Dionys. U, ee.) To
this the name of Circus l^Iaxinius was iiibsf*qaently

given, ns a distinction from the Flaminian and
other similar buildings, which it surpassed in ex-
tent and splendour

;
and hence, like the Campus

Martius, it is often spfiken of as /As Circus, without
any distinguishing epithet.

Of the Circus Maximus scarcely a vestige now
remains, beyond the {Mtljtnblo evidence of the site

it occupied, and n few mosses of nibbIo*w*ork in a
circular fonii, which nmy l>e seen under the walls
of some houses in the Fid dn* CercAi, and which
retain traces of having supported the stone seau
(Dionys. /, e.) for the spectators. This loss is for

tunately supplied by the n^mains of a small circus
on the Via Appin, commonly called the Circus of
Caracalla, the ground-plan of which, together with
much of the superstructure, remains in a state of

considerable preservation The grmmd-plan of the
circus in question is represented in the uinexed
woodcut

; and may be safely taken as a model of
all others, since it agrees in every main feature,

both of general outline and individual jiarts, with
the description of the Circus Maximus given by
Dionysius (ui. p. 192).

Around the double lines (A, A) were arranged
the scats {yrxidmM^ $ndUiOy saAstf/id), as in a theatre,

termed collectively the cuvea; the lowest of which
were separated from the ground by a podium^ and
the whole divided longitudinally by praecindiona^
and diagonally into nfaet, with their vomitoriti

attached to each. Towards the extremity of the
upper branch of the eorea, the general outline is

broken by an outwork (B), which was proliably

the /Ni/fMar, or station for the emperor, as it is

plac^ in the best situation for seeing both the
commencement and end of the course, and in the
most prominent part of the circus. (8uct Clavd. 4.Y

In the opposite brooch, U observed another in-
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tcmiption to the tmiform line of »catJi (C), be*

tokniinir also, from its construction, a place of

distinction; which might have been assigned to

the person at whose expense the games w*erc given

(e>/iVor speridf^orum).

In the centre of the area ivas a low wall (D)

ninning lengthways down the course, which,

from its ri'semblancc to the position of the dorsal

bone in the human frame, was termed tpiita. (Cas*

siodor. Var. Ep. liu 51.) It is represented in the

wood'CUt subjoined, token from an ancient bos*

relief

At each extremity of the spina w'cre placed,

upon a l>ose (K, E), three w'oodcn cylinders, of a
coniail shape, like cypress trees {meiatqne imilaia

cnprrssuM, Ovid, Met X. 106; compare Plin. //. N.
xvi. 60), which w*erc called meiae— the goals.

Their situation is distinctly seen in the preceding
woodcut, but their form is more fully developed in

the one annexed, copied from a marble in Uiu
British Museum.

The most remarkable oltjeci upon the $pina were
two columns (F) supporting seven conical balls,

which, from their resemblance to eggs, were called

oro, (Varr. Dt He Huet^ 12. §11; Liv. ill 27.)
These are seen in the woodcut representing the

spina. Their use w'as to enable the spectators to

count the number of rounds which kid been run

;

for which purpose they are aaid to have been first

introduced by Agrippa (Dion Class, xlix. p. 600),
though Livy (xli. 27) speaks of them long before.

They ore, therefore, seven in number, such being
the iiumWr of the circuits made in each race

; and
as each round w*as run, one of the ora was put up
(Cassiodor. Far, Ep. iil 51) or taken down, ac*

cording to Varro(/> He Huet, i. 2. § 1 1). An egg
was adopted for this purpose, in honour of Castor

and Pollux. (Tcrtull. De Speetac. c. 8.) At the

other extremity of the spina were two similar

columns (O), represented also in the woodcut,
over the second chariot, sustaining seven dolphins,

termed tUlphinae^ or delphimrum eoinmnae (Juv.

ifai. vl 590), which do not appear to have been
intended to be removed, but only placed there as

corresponding (mmments to the ora *

;

and the

figure of the dolphin W'as selected in honour of

Neptune. (Tcrtiul. L c.) Some writers suppose

the columns w’hich supplied the ora and de^ftkimte

to be the pkaJae or jidae^ W’bich Juvenal men*
tions (/. e.). But the pkaUte were not columns,

but towers, erected as circumstances required, be-

tw'een the metae and eanpas, or extreme circuit of

the area, when slum-fights were represented in the

cirens. (Compare Festus, s. v. HkaLie ; Serv. ad
yirp. Am. ix. 705.) Besides these, the epimi was
decorated with many other objects, such as obe>

* In the Lyons mosaic, subsequently noticed in

the text, the de/pMimae are represented as fountains

spouting water ; but in a bas-relief of the PaUzxo
Borberint (Fabrctti, Syntod/m. de Colmmm. Trajam^

p.l44X a ladder is placed against the columns
which support the dolphins, a^Muently for the pur-

pose of ascending to t^c them up and dew's.
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luk«, statues, altars, and temples, which do not

appear to bare had any fixed locality.

It will be ohscired in the ground-plan that there

is a passage between the metae and fpina^ the ex-

treme ends of the latter of which arc hollowed out

into a circular recess : and scTcral of the ancient

sculptures afford similar examples. This might have

been for performing the sacrifice, or other offices

of religious worship, with which the games com-
menced

;
particularly as small chapels can still be

Been under the metof
y in which the statues of some

divinities must have been placed. It was probably

under the first of these spaces that the altar of the

god Con*ua was concealed (Tcrtull. IM Spedac,

c. 5), which was exca^-ated upon each occasion of

these games. (Dionys. ii. p. 97.)

At the extremity of the circus in which the two
horns of the cavra terminate, were placed the stalls

fur the horses and chariots (H, H), commonly
called caroerea at, and subsequently to, the age of

Varro : but more anciently the whole line of build-

ings which confined this end of the circiu was
termed oppidum

;

because, with its gates and
towers, it resembled the walls of a town (Festiis,

s. V. ; V'arro, De Lutg, LaL v. 153) ;
which is forci-

bly illustrated by the circus under consideration,

where the two towers (I, I) at each end of the

comeres arc still standing. The number tAcarcert*

is supposed to have been usually twelve (Cassiodor.

Vqt, Kp. iiL 51), as they arp in this pl^ ; but in

the mosaic discovered at Lyons, and published by

Aitaud {^Dfacription tTun Moaaique, &c. Lyon,

1U06), there are only eight* They were vaults,

closed in front by gates of open wood-work
(foore///), which were opened simultaneously upon

the signal being given (Dionys. ill. p. 19J; Cas-

siodor. Le. ; compare Sil. Ital. xvL 316), by re-

moving a rope (5«nvATyy{, Dionys. Le. ; compare

SchoL cui Titeucr. /t/y/. viii. 57) attached to pilas-

ters of the kind called Hermaty placed for that pur-

pose between each stall ; upon which the gates

were immediately thrown open by a number of men,

probably the armenturiiy as represented in the an-

nexed woodcut, taken from a very curious marble

in the Museo Borgiano, at Vcllctri ;
wliich also

represents most of the other peculiarities above-

mcntiuiied as appertaining to tho enreeres.

In the mosaic of Lyons the man is represented

apparently in the act of letting go the rope
(C<rirAJ770 in the manner described by Dionysius

(/- c.). The cut below, which is from a marble in

the British Museum, representoaset of four corwirs,

with their Ilcrmaey and cancelli open, as left after

* Tbit mosaic has sercml peculiarities. Most
of the objects are double. There is a double set

of oea and deijthinaey one of each sort at each end
of the apina— and eight chariots, that is a double

set, for each colour, arc inserted

CIIlCr.S 2tf5

the chariots had started
; in which the gates are

made to open inwards.

The preceding account and w'oodcuts will l>c

snfiicicnt to explain the meaning of the various

words by which the enreeres were designated in

poetical langimgc, namely, dautlra (Stat. Vhth. vi.

399; Hor. Epi$t. L 14. 9), erypta (8idon Carm,
xxiii, 319),/btfers (Cassiodor. I'ar. Epist. iii. 51),
oaiia (Auson. xviiL 1 l)^/rrs curerna (Ovid,
TriaL v. 9. 29), rejxtpula (Ovid, Met. ii. 155 ; Sil.

Ital. xvi. 313), limina aptomm (/</. xvL 317).
It a'ill not fail to be observed that the lino of

the caroerea is not at a right angle with the s;>t'i«n,

but forms the segment of a circle, the centre of
which is n point on the right hand of the arena

; the
reason for which is obviously that all the chariots

might have, as nenily as possible, an eqmd dis-

tance to pass over between the eararea and mouth
of the course. Moreover, the two sides of the
circus are not parallel to each other, nor the rjnna
to cither of them ; but they are so planned that
the course diminishes gradudly from the mouth at
(J), until it reaches the rorresponding line at the
opposite side of the aywW(K), where it is narrower
by thirty-two fteu This might have proceeded
from economy, or be necessary in the present in-

stance on account of the limited extent of the circus

;

for as all the four, or six, chariots would enter the
mouth of the course nearly abreast, the greatest
width would be required at that spot

; hut ns they
•got down the cwirso, and one or more took the lead,

the same width would be no longer necessary.

The ewreeres were divided into two sots of six
each, accurately described by Cassiodonis (A r.) as
tfUaena oaiiay by an entrance in the centre (L),
called porta pomjme

;

because it was the one
through which the Ctreensian procession entered,
and which, it is inferred from a passage in

Ausonius {Kpiat xviii. 12), was always open,
forming a thoroughfare through tho circus. Be-
sides this entrance, there were four others, two at
the termination of the seats between the eorvo and
the ojtpidum (M, M), another at (N), and the
fourth at (0), under the vault of which the fresco

decorations are still visible. This is supposed to bo
the Porta Triumpindiay to which its situation seems
adapted. One of the others was the Porta LiU-
tinenda (Lamprid. Commod. 16), so called because
it was tho one through which the dead bodies of
those killed in the games were carried out (Dion
Cass. Ixxii. p. 1 222.

)

Such were the general features of a circus, aj
far os regards the interior of tho fabric. The area
had also its divisions appropriated to particular

purposes, w'ith a nomenclature of its own attached
to each. The space immediately before the oppi^

dum was termed eireua primua : that near the meta
primOy circua interior or intimna (Varr. De Ling.

ImL V. 154), which latter spot, in the Circus
Maximus, was ciso tenned ad it/aram, oir ad

I 'I
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Mun'iam^ from ihe altar of Vpmu Murlia, or

Murcia, phiced there. (Compare Apulciu*, Met. vi.

jK 3D5, cd, Oudendorp ;
TertuU. </«? Spcftae. 8 ;

AlUIlcr, ud VarroH. l.fiJ) The term arena belongs

to an amphilbeatre
;
and it ia therefore probable

tint it waa applied in the circua to the large open

apace between the carcert^ atid prinui when
the cirena was uacd fur the exhibition of athletic

gnmea, for which the locality aeema beat adapted ;

but in Stilus Itolicua (xri 415) it ia put fur the part

down the tpim. When the circua was used for

rncing, the course wou termed $paiiHtA (Jut. Sat.

ri. 5H2) ora/xi/io, because the match included more

than one circuit. (Vii^. Aen. v. 316, 325, 3*27,

Georg, i. 513 ; Stat Theb. ri. 594 ; Hof. ICpitt. i.

14. d‘
;
compare Sil. Itul. xvL 336.) It ia also called

t>aa«;>iia (Sil. xri 391), and poetically aequor {Id.

414).

At the entrance of the eourso, exactly in the

direction of the line (J, K), were two small pe-

destals {hermuli) on each aide of the podium., to

w'hich uixa attached a chalked rope {alba Unco,

Casaiodor. l,c.\ for the purpoee of making the

tort fair, precisely as is practised at Rome for the

horso-mces during (^araeval. Thus, when the

doors of the enreert* were thrown open, if any of

the horses rushed out before the others, they were

brought up by this rope until the whole were fairly

abreast, when it w*us loosened from one side, and
all poured into the course at once. In the Lyons

mosaic the alba Unea is distinctly traced at the

spot just mentioned, and one of the chariats is

observed to be npset at the very place, whilst the

otlicrs pursue their course. The writer has often

seen the same aondent happen at Rome, when an

orctHiiger horse rushes against the rope and gets

thrown dowiu This line, for an obvious reason

(l*lin. //.A’’. XXXV. 58), mis also called calx^ and

errta (Cic. d« Aw. 27 ; Senec. A/u'rf. 108), from

whence comes the allusion of Persius {Sat. r. 1 77),
erttata ambitio. The mtiae served only to regulate

the turnings of the course, the a/6^i Uwxi answered

to the starting and winning post of modern days—
“ peracto legitimo cursu ad erriam stetere.** ( Plin.

H. X. viii. 65 ; and compare xxxv. 58.) Hence
the metaphor of Cicero {Seneet. *23), “ quasi dectirso

spatio nd carceres a calce rerocari ;** and of Horace

(flpiei. I 16. 79), “mors ultirta^ limea rerum.”

(Comp, Lucret vL 92.)

Fn>m this d«^ription the Circus Maximus dif-

fered little, except in size and nuignificcnce of em-
bellishment. l)ut as it was used for hunting wild

,

l^casts, Julius Caesar drew a canal called Euripus,

ten feet wide, around the bottom of the podium^ to

protect the spectators who s.'it there (Dionys. iii.
:

p. 192 ;
Suet. Jul. 39), which was removed by

Nero (Plin. If. jV. viiL 7), but subswjuently re-

stored by other princes. (I^.imprid. ffrthgal. 23.)
j

It possessed also another variety in three open I

galleries, or balconies, at the circular end, called

meAtaita or maenioHo, (SneL Cal. 18.) The num-
bers which the Circus Maximus ttis capable of

,

containing, are computed at 158,000 by Dionysius

(iii, p. 192), 260,000 by Pliny (//. X. xxxvl 24.

§ I), and 385,000 by P. Victor (lirtrio xi.), all of i

which are probably correct, but have reference to .

different periods of its history. Its very gr*-at ex-
j

tent is indicated by Juvenal (&it. xi, 195). Its ^

length, in the limo of Julius Caesar, was three i

stadia, the width one, and the dr{Kh of the build*
|

iiigs occupied half a stadium (Plin. i. c.), which is

CIRCUS.

incloded in the measurements given by Dionysius

(iii. p. 192), and thus exactly accounts for the
variation in his computation.

When the Circus Maximus was permanently

femned by Tarquinius Priscus, each of the thirty

curiae had a particular place assigned to it (Dionys.

iii p. 192) ; but os the plebeians bad no right to a

scat in this circus, the Circus Flominius was after-

wards built for their gomee, (Comp. Niebuhr, //ist.

offfome^ vol. L p. 362, voL ii. p. 360.) Of course, in

the latter days of the republic, when the distinction

between patricians and plebeians bad practically

ceased to exist, the plebeians sat in the Circus

Maximus. (SucU At^. 44.) The scats were then

marked off at intervals by a line or groove drawn
across them (/laca), so that the space inclnded Ijc-

tween two lines afforded sitting room for a certain

number of spectators. Hence the allusion of Ovid
(AMior. iii. 2. 19) :

—
(juid fnistra refugis ? cogit nos ItMea jungu

(Compare Ovid. Art. AmaJ. u )4I.) As the scats

were hard and high, the women made use of a
cushion (puIvtauM), and a footstool (srumaam, sni-

bcilum, Ovid. Art, Amat. i. 160, 162), for whirh
purpose the railing which ran along the upper edge
of each praecinctio was ummI by tbnsc who sat im-

mediately above it. (Ovid. Atnor. iiu 2. 64.) Bui
under the enqierors, when it became necessary to

give an adventitious rank to the upper classes by
privileges and distinctions, Augustus first, then

Chmdius, and finally Nero and Domition, separated

the senators and cquites from the common people.

(SueL At^. 44, Claiul. 21, AVro, 11, Domit, 8.)

The scat of the emjierur—ps/ri’mir (Suet. Ai^. 44,

Claud. 4), ctd/iculum (Id. A'm>, 12), was most
likely in the same situation in the Circus Maximus,
as in the one above described. It vi'os generally

upon the podium^ unless when he prtsuUd himself,

which was not always the case (SucL AVro, 1. c.)

;

but then he occupied the elevated tribunal of the

president {tuggesiuM)^ over the ptorUi ftomp^ie. Tho
consuls and other dignitaries sat .above the rarcercs

(ISidon. f'ami. xxiii. 3I7)« indications of which
seats ore seen in the woodcut on page 285, a.

The rest of the oppidum was probably occupied by
the musicians and persons who foruied port of the

jxrtnpa.

The exterior of the Circus Mnximus viTis sur-

rounded by a portico one story high, above which
were shops for those who sold refreshments.

(Dionys. lii. p. 192.) Within the portico were
ranges of dark vaults, which supportrol the seats

of the cored. These were let out to women of the

town. (Jur.So/. iii. 63; Lamprid. fhliogah. 26.)

The Circensian games {Ludi Circtn»e^) were first

instituted by Romulus, acconling to the legends,

when he wished to attract the Sabine population to

Rome, fur tho purpose of furnishing his own people

with wives (Vul. Max. iu 4. § 3), and were cele-

brated in honour of the god Consus, or Neptunus
K^iuestris, from whom they were styled

(Liv. i. 9.) But after the construction of the

Circus Maximus, they were called indiscriminately

CYrceascs (Servius, ad Virg. Georg. Hu l8),/?omdi»i,

or Magm. (Lit. L 35.) They embraced six kinds

of games:— I. Crasus
;

II. Limits Trojak ;

III. PuaXA KQiriSTRI&
;
IV. CXRTAMBN OVSS-

NICUM ; V. VkNATIO; VI. NAtMACHFA. Tho
two last were not peailiar to the circus, but were
exhibited also in the amphitheatre, or in buildings

appropriated for thenu

Digitized by Google
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The games commenced with a grand procession

{Pompa CVrcCTiws), in which all those who were

about to exhibit in the cirens, as well as |)orcoii8 of

distinction, bore a part. The statues of the gods

formed the moat conspicuous feature in the show,

which were paraded upon wooden platforms, called

Jemtla and thenaae. (Suet Jul. 76.) The fonner

were borne upon the shoulders, as the statues of

saints are carried in modem processions (Cic. de

Off. L 36) ;
the latter drawm along ujion wheels,

and hence the tkoHsa which boro the statue of

Jupiter is termed Jovis jdausirum by Terlullian

Sjrectac. 7), and Axis Cx<>s, by Dion Cassius

(p. 608). The former were for painted images, or

those of light material
;
the latter for the heavy

statues. The whole procession is minutely de-

scribed by Dionysius (vii. pp. 457, 458 ;
comp.

Ovid, Amor. uL 2. 43, &c.).

I. CuRsus, the races. The carriage usimlly

employed in the circus was drawn by two or four

honcB (Jnya^ quadriga). [Cimaus.
]

The usual number of chariots which started for

each race was four. The drivers (aurigae, agi-

tatores) were also divided into four companies,

each distinguished by a different colour, to repre-

sent the four seasons of the year, and called a

/actio (Festus, s. v.) ; thus jUctio prasina^ the

green, represented the spring, whence (Juv. Sat.

xL 1 86) “ Eventum viridia quo colligo panni

;

"

/actio ruaaata^ red, the summer
;
/icfio venrta.,

azure, the autumn
;
and /actio alba or allHitu,

white, the winter. (Tertull. do Sfjcctac. 9 ;
compare

the authorities quoted by Ru|)erli, ad Juv. vii.

112.) Originally there were but two factions,

albaia and ruaaata (Tertull. /. c.), and conse<iucnily

only two chariots started at each race. Domitbn
subsequently increased the whole number to six,

by the addition of two new factions, aurala and

purpurea (Suet. Dom. 7) ;
but this appears to have

been an exception to the usual practice, and not in

general use. The driver stood in his car within

the reins, which went round his bock. This

enabled him to throw' all his weight against the

horses, by leaning backwards
;
but it greatly en-

hanced his danger in case of an upset, and caused

the death of Hippolv-tus. (Eur. Ilipp. 1230, ed.

Monk ; compare Ovid, Met. xv. 524.) To avoid

this peril a sort of knife or bill-hook was carried

at the waist, for the purpose of cutting the reins

in a case of emergency, os is seen in some of the

ancient rclicis, and is more clearly illustrated in

the annexed w’oodcut, copied from a fragment for-

merly belonging to the Villa Negroni, which also

afford a specimen of the dress of an auriga. The
torso only remains of this statue

;
but the head is

supplied from another antique, representing on
auriga, in the Villa Albani.

When all was ready, the doors of the carccres

were flung open, and the chariots were formed

abreast of the alba tinea by men called moratores

from their duty ; the signal for the start was then

given by the person who presided at the games,

sometimes by sound of trumpet (Ovid. Met. x.

652 ; Sidon. Chrm. xxiiL 34 1 X of more usually by
letting fall a napkin {mappa, Suet. A^ero, 22 ;

M.'ut. Ep. xii. 29. 9), whence the Circension gomes
arc called spectacula mappae. (Jut. Sat. xi. 191.)

The origin of this custom is founded on a stoiy

that Nero, while at dinner, hearing the shouts of

the people who were clamorous for the course to

begin, tnrew down his napkin os the signal. (Cos-

287

sindor. Far. Ep. iii. 51.) The allta linra w;i.i

then cast off, and the race commenced, the exlc'it

of which Wiis seven times round the apina (Varrn,
ap. Gcll. iii. 10), keeping it always on the left,

(Ovid. Amor. iii. 2. 72 ;
Sil. Ital. xvi. 362.) .\

course of seven circuits was termed unua miaaua^

and twenty-five was the number of races ran in

each day, the last of which was called miasua aera~

rius^ because in early times the expense of it wag
defrayed by a collection of money (ocs) mndo
amongst the people. (Serv. ad Virg. Georg, iii.

18 ;
compare Dion Cass. lix. p. 908.) Upon ono

occasion Domitian reduced the number of circuits

from seven to five, in order to exhibit 100 niimtua

in one day. (Suet, Dom. 4.) The victor descended
from his car at the conclusion of the race, and
ascended the s/x'na, where he received his re-

ward (bravium, from the Greek $paSt7oy^ Paul.

1 Corinth, ix. 24), which consisted in a considcrablo

sum of money (Juv. Sat. vii. 113, 114, 243 ;

Suet. Claud. 21), which accounts for the great

wealth of the charioteers to which Juvenal alludes,

and the truth of which is testified by many sepul-

chral inscriptions.

A single horseman, answering to the k*\t}s of

the Greeks, nttcnd.ed each chariot, the object of

which seems to have been twofold
;
to assist his

companion by urging on the horses, when his hands
were occupied in managing the reins, and, if neces-

Bon>', to ride forward and clear the course, as seen

in the cut from the British Museum representing the

mrfoe, which duty Cossiodorus (Far. Ep. iii. 51)
assigns to him, with the title of equua deaultoriua.

Other writers apply that term to those who prac-

tised feats of horsemanship in the circus, leaping

from one to another when at their speed. (Comparo
Suet, Jul. 39 ;

Cic. Pro Mureu. 27 ; Dionya. p.

462 ;
Panvin. De Lud. Circcna. i. 9.) In other

respects, the horse-racing followed the same rules

08 the chariots.

The enthusiasm of the Romans for these races

exceeded all bounds. Lists of the horses (Jibclli)^

with their names and colours, and those of tho

drivers, were handed about, and heavy bets mndo
upon each faction (Ovid, Art. A mat. i. 167, 160 ;

Juv. Sat. xi. 200 ;
Mart. Ep. xi. 1. 15) ;

and somo*
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tiinea the contoaU between two }>artic8 broke out

into open violence and bloody quarrcK until at

last the disputes which originated in the circus,

}iad nearly lost the Kmperor Justinian his cronm.

(Gibbon, c. 40.)

II. Lt'Dua Trojab, a sort of shoro-fi^bt, said

to have been invented by Aeneas, performed by

voting men of rank on horseback (Tacit. Anm. xi.

Jl), often exhibited by Augustus and snccet^ding

empTors (Suet. Aw/. 43, AVn?, 7), which is de-

icrilieil by Virgil v. 553, &c.).

III. PuoNA Euubstris bt Pbdkstris, a re-

presentation of a battle, upon which occasions a

camp was formed in the circus. (Suet JiU. 39,

Dom, 4.)

IV. Cbrtamkn oymnicum. See Athlbtae,
and the references to the articles there given.

V. [Venatio.] VI. [Naumachia.]
TIte pompa circensis was abolished by Con-

stantine, upon his conversion to Christianity
;

and the other games of the circus by the Goths

(a. D. 410); but the chariot races continued at

Constantinople until that city was besieged by
the Venetians (a. d. 1204). [A. R.]

CIRRUS. [Coma.]
CrSlUM, a gig, f.e. a light open carriage with

two wheels, adapted to carry two persons rapidly

from place to place. Its form is sculptured on

the monumental column

at Igel, near Treves (see

woodcut). It bad a box
or case, prol>ably under

the seat. (Kestus, t.v. Pio-

tinum.) The cisin were

quickly drawn by mules

(cm t^antu^ Virg, Cu/o/.

viii. 3 ; Cic. Phil. iL 31). Cicero mentions the

case of a messenger who travelled 56 miles in 10

hours in such vehicles, which were kept for hire at

the stations along the great roads ;
a proof that the

ancii-nts considered six Roman miles per hour ns

an extraordinary speed. (Pro Jtoscio Amer. 7.)

The conductors of these hired gigs were called

cisiarii, and were subject to penalties for care-

less or dangerous driving. (t>ig. 19. tit. 2. s.

13.)
^

[J.Y.l
CIST.'V (xi'oTTi), a small box or basket, com-

monly made of wicker-work, in wliich any thing

might be placed. (Cic. I'crr. iil 85 ;
Hor. £/>. i.

17. 54.) In the Roman comitia the cista was the

ballot-box into which the voters cast their Ubeltae

(PHn. //. A^. xxxiil 2. a. 7 ; Auctor, ad Hermn.
i. 12 ; Pseudo- Ascon. ik/ Cic. Divin. 7. p. 108, ed.

OrelH). The form of the cista is preserved on a

coin of the Cassia gens, wliich is represented in

the annexed cut, and which is oidently made of

wicker or similar work. The material

of w’hich it was made is alluded to by

Tibullus in the line (L 7. 48) “ et Ictna

occultis conscia cista sneris.” The cista

has been frequently confounded with the

nicUa., but tlie latter was the urn from which the

names of the tribes or centuries were drawn out by
lot. [SiTELLA.]
The name of cistae was also given to the small

boxes which were carried in procession in the

Greek festivals of Deineter and Dionysus. Those

boxes, which were always kept closed in the public

proecssion.s, contained sacred things connected with

the worship of these deities. (Ovid, De Art.

Ama(. iL 609 ; Catull. Ixiv. 260 ; TibuJl. i. 7. 48.)

In the representations of the Dionysian proces-

sions, which frequently form the subject of paint-

ings on ancient vases, women carrying cistae are

constantly introduced
;
they are usually of an ob-

long form, and thus differ completely from the

cistae used in the Homan comitia. From one

of these ;>aiiuings, given by Millin in his /Via-

turcs de Puses Anlufttca^ the following woodcut is

taken.

CISTO'PIIORUS (icKTTo^dpof), a silver coin,

which belonged to the kingdom of Pergamus, and
which was in general circulation in Asia Minor at

the time of the conquest of that country by the

Romans. (Liv. xxxvii. 46, 58, xxxix. 7 ; Cic. ad
AU. iL 6, xi. 1.) Its value is extremely uncer-
tain, as the only information we possess on the
subject is in two pass.ngcB of Festus, which are at

variance with each other, and of which certainly

one, and probably the other, is corrupt. (Feetus,

s. tT. Eidnicum TaUntum^ and Talcntorum aw»,

&C.
;
sec Muller's notes) : and, with respect to the

existing specimens, it is doubtful whether they are

double or single cittopkori. Riickh anpposee them
to have been originally didnichms of the Aeginctan
standard : others take them for tetradrachms. Mr.
Hussey (pp.74, 75), from existing coins, which he
takes for dstophoriy determines it to be about f of

the later Attic dmchroa, or Unman denariiu of the

republic, and worth in our money about 7\d. The
existing specimens ore extremely scarce. The
general device is, on the one side, the sacred chest

(cista, whence the name) of Dionysus, half open,

with a BiTrpent creeping out of it, surrounded by
an ivy wreath, and on the reverse, the car of De-
meter, drawn by serpents. The period during
which cistophori were struck, is supposed to have
been from almut b. c. 200, down to the Imttle of

Actium. (Panel, de CHsiopkorU, Lugd. 1734 ;

Eckhel, vol. iv. pp. .352—368 ;
Bockh, MdroL

UntcTsuch. pp. lOl, 107.)

CITIIAUA. [Lyra.]
CIVPLE JUS. [Jua Civile.]

CIVPLIS ACTIO. [Actio.]

CIVIS. [ClVITAS.]

CrVlTAS (iroAiTfla), ciUzensfaip. 1. Orkbk.
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In the third book of the Politics, Aristotle com-

mences bis inquiry into the nature of states with

the question, ** What constitutes a citizen ? (wo-

Klnjs). He defines a citizen to be one who is a

partiter in the legislative and judicial power (fitro-

Xos Kpiffitft Kol definition will

equally apply to all the different states of Greece,

or to any single state at different tiroes
;

Uie

almve seems to comprehend more or less properly

all those whom the common use of language en-

titled to the name.

A state in the hemic ages was the govenunent

of a prince ; the citizens were his subjects, and

deriv^ all tbcir privileges, civil as well as reli-

gious, fmro their nobles and princes. Nothing

could have been further from the notions of those

times, than tho ideas respecting the natural

eq»»ality of freemen which were considored self-

evident axioms in the democracies of an after-

period. In the early governments there were no

formal stipulations ; the kings were amenable to

the gr»dB alone. The shadows of a council and

assembly were already in existence, but their

business was to obey. Community of language,

of religion, and of legal rights, as faras they then

ezisted, was the bond of union ;
and their pri-

vilege*, such as they were, were readily granted

to luituralised strangers* Upon the whole, ns

Wachsmutb has well obser\'ed, the notion of

citizenship in the heroic age only existed so far

as the condition of aliens or of domestic slaves

was its negative.

The rise of a dominant class gradually over-

threw the monarchies of ancient Greece, Of such

a class, the chief characteristic* were good birth

and the hereditary transmission of privilege*,

the possession of land, and the performance of

mililATY service. To these characters the names

ydfiopotf ilnrarpHai^ Ac., severally corre-

spond. Strictly speaking, these were the only

citizens
;
yet the lower class a'as quite distinct

from bondmen or slaves. It commonly happened '

that the nobility occupied the fortifitnl lowms
while the lived in the country and followed

ngricultural pursuits : whenever the latter were

gathered wnthin the walls and became seamen or

handicraftsmen, the difference of rank was soon

lost, and wealth made the only standard. The
quairela of the nobility among themselves, and the

admixture of population arising from imniigration*,

all tended to raise the lower orders from their

political aubjcctifm. It must be remembered, too,

that the possession of domestic slaves, if it placed

them in no new relation to the goveniing body, at

any rate gave them leisure to atb'iid to the higher

duties of a citizen, and thus served to increase their

political efficiency.

During the convulsions which followed the

heroic ages, naturalisation was readily granted to

all who desired it ;
as the value of citizenship in-

creas«‘d, it was, of course, more sparingly bestowed.

The ties of hospitality descended from the prince

to the state, and tho friendly relations of the

Homeric heroes were exchanged for the wpo^tvlai

of a later period. In political intercourse, the im-

pr>rtancc of those last soon began to be felt, and the

wp6lfvo$ at Athens, in after times, obtained rights

only inferior to actual citizenship. [IIosprTU'M.]

The Uopolite relation existed, however, on a much
more extended seal''. Sometimes particular privi-

leges were granted : as i-xtyofiloy the right of iuUT-
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**“^*^8® »
fytcTi}<rtSj the right of acquiring landed

property: dT^\sio, immunity from taxation, espe-

cially drifAeta /irrouriou, from the tax imposed on
resident aliens. All these privileges were included

under the general term l<ror4\Mia, or IffovoKlrtia,

and the class who obtained them W’cre cnlled

iVoreXsiV. They bore the same burthens with tho

citizens, and could plead in the courts or transact

business with tho people, witlinut tho intervention

of a vpoirrdTijs. (Bikkh, Aeon, of Athens^

p. 540, 2nd cd.; Niebuhr, //u/. littm. it. p. 53 ; Her-
man, Lekrifuck d. Grieck. StaaUaUh, § 116.) If the

right of citizenship was conferred for services done
to the state, the rank termed wpotZpia or tv^pytvla

might be added. Naturalised citizens even of the

highest grade were not precisely in the same con-

dition with the citizen by birth, although it is not

agreed in what the difference consisted. Some
think that they were excluded from the assembly
(Niebuhr, /. c,), others that they were only in-

eligible to offices, or at any rate to the archonship.

The candidate on whom the citizenship was to

be conferred was proposed in two successive assem-
blies, at the second of which at least six thousand
citizens voted for him by ballot : even if be suc-

ceeded, his admission, like everj' other decree,

was liable during a whole year to a ypaiph
"wapaif6no)v. He was rt'gistered in a phylc and
dome, but not enrolled in the phratria and genos

;

and hence it hoi been argued that he was ineligible

to the office of archon or priest, because unable to

participate in the sacred rites of ’AirdAXwi' narp^os
or Z4VS ‘EpKt7os.

The object of the phnitriao (which were retained

in the constitution of Clcisthcncs, when their num-
ber no longer corresponded to that of the tribes)

w'as to preserve purity and legitimacy of descent

among the citizens. Aristotle says (Pol. iii. 2)
that for practical purposes it w'as sufficient to de-

fine a citizen as the son or grandson of a citizen,

I

and the register of the phratriao was kept chiefly

as a record of the citizenship of the parents. If

any one's claim was disputed, this register was at

hand, and gave an answer to all doubts about the

rights of his parents or bis own identity. Kvery

newly married woman, herself a citizen, was en-

rolled in the phratriae of her hiuband, and every

infiint registered in the phratriae and genos of its

father. All who were thus registered must have
been born in lawful wedlock, of pan*nts who w*erc

themselves citizens
;
indeed, so far was this car-

ried, that the omission of any of the requisite

formalities in tho rnamago of the parents, if it

did not wholly take away the rights of citizen-

ship, might place tho offspring under serious dis-

abilities. This, however, was only carried out in

its utmost rigour at the time when Athenian
citizenship was most valuable. In Solon's time, it

is not certain that tho offspring of a citizen and of

a foreign woman iuctirred any civil disadvantage

;

and oven the law of Pericles (Plut, /‘eric. 37),

which exacted citizenship on tlic mother's side,

appears to have become obsolete very soon after-

wards, as we find it re-enacted by Aristophon in

the archonship of Euclcido-S, b. c. 403. (Athen. xiii.

p.577.)
It is evident then, from the very object of tho

phratriae, whv the newly-admitted citizen was not

unrolled in t}iero. As tho same reason did not

apply to the children, these, if bom of women who
were citizens, were enrolled in the phmlria of their

U
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maternal grandfather. (I«vrna, De Apof. HerrA.
j

c. 15.) Still on additional aafeguard was provided

by the registry of the dome. At the age of six-

teen, the son of a citizen was required to devote

two years to the exercises of the gymnasia, at the

expiration of which term he was enrolled in his

demc ; and, after taking the ooth of a citizen, was

armed in the presence of the assembly. Ho was
then of age, and might marry ; but was rcciuired

to spend two years more as a wtplwoXos in frontier

service, before be was admitted to take part in the

assembly of the people. The admission into the

phratria and demc w*erc alike attended with oaths

and other solemn formalities : when a ioKtfuuria

or general scrutiny of the claims of citizens took

place, it a*as ontniited to both of them ; indeed

the registry of the dome was the only chock U]>on

the naturalised citizen.

These privileges, however, were only enjoyed

while the citizen was iiririfiosi in other words,

did not incur any sort of dri^o, which was of

two sorts, either partuil or total, and is spoken of

at length elsewhere. [Atimiz.]
lUxurring then to Ajistoile's definition, we find

the essentuil properties of Athenian citizenship to

have coniisted in the share possessed by every

citizen in the Icgiskiture, in the election of magis-

tnites, m the SoKifiaala^ and in the courts of

justice.

The lowest unity under which the citizen wus
contained, was the y4yos or clan

;
its members

were termed ytytnjrat or 6fioyd\aKT€s. Thirty

ytyr} formed a <f>parplA, which latter division, as

vras obsen’cd alx)ve, continued to subsist long

after the four tribes, to which the twelve phratrics

anciently correa[ionded, had been done away by
the constitution of Clcisthencs. There is no reason

to suppose that these divisions originated in the

common descent of the persons who were included

in them, ns they certairUy did not imply any such

idea in later times. Rather they are to be con-

sidered as mere political unions, yet formed in

imitation of the natural tics of the patriarebai

system.

If wc would picture to ourselves the true notion

which the Greeks embodied in the word irdAjt,

wc must lay aside all modem ideas respecting the

nature and object of a state. With us practically,

if not in theoiy*, the object of a state honlly em-
braces more than the protection of life and pro-

perty. The Greeks, on the other hand, had the

most vivid conception of the slate as a whole,

every jort of which was to co-operate to tome
great end to which all other duties were considered

ns subordinate. Thus the aim of democracy was

•aid to be liberty ; w'colth, of oligarchy ; and odu-

catinn, of aristocracy. In all governments the

endeavour ^^as to draw the social union os close

as possible, and it seems to have been with this

view that Aristotle laid down a principle which

answered well enough to the accidental circum-

stances of the Grecian states, that a it6Kis must be

of a certain size. (Pof. vii. 4 {
A'tc, JilA. ix. 10.

Oif yap 8<wa pvpi6Zw tri i<rr'iy.)

This unity of purpose was nowhere so fully

carried out as in the government of Sparta ;
and, if

Sparta is to )>e looked upon as the model of a

Dorian state, wo may add, in the other Dorian go-

vernments. AVhctlier Sttartan institutions in their

rzM'nti.vl parts W'cre the creation of a single

mast* r-miiid, or the result of ciicumstancex modi-
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fted only by the genius of Lycuigns, their design

was evidently to unite tne governing body among
themselves against the superior numbers of the

subject population. The division of lands, the

sYssitia, tho education of their youth, all tended to

tLis great object. The roost important thing next

to union among tbcrosclvca, was to divide the sub-

ject closs,'and accordingly wc find the government
conferring some of the rights of citizenship on the

helots. Properly speoking, the helots cannot be

said to have had any political rights
;
yet being

serfs of tho soil, they were not absolutely under
the control of their masters, and were never sold

out of the country even by the state itself. Their
condition was not one of hopeless servitude ; a legal

way was open to them, by w’hich, through many
intermediate stages, they might attain to liberty

and citizenship. (MUlIer, Dorians^ iil 3. § 5,)

Those who followed their masters to war were
deemed worthy of especial confidence

;
indeed,

when they served among the heavy-armed, it

seems to have been usual to give them their

liberty. The 8«nro<nomyTai, by whom the

Spartan fleet was almost entirely manned, wen;
freedmen, w'ho were allowed to dwell where th4-y

pleased, and probably bad a portion of land al-

lotted them by the state. After they had been
in possession of their liberty for some time, they

appear to have been called >'«o8ofuM«ir (Thuc. vii.

58), tho number of whom soon came near to that

of the citizens. The or fi6$OKiS (as their

name implies) were also emancipated helots ; their

descendants, too, must have received the rights of

citizenship os Callicnitidas, Lysander, and Gylip-

pus were of Mothncic origin. (MUller, DoriatUy

li. 3. § C.) We cannot suppose that they passed

necessarily and of course into the full Spartan
franchise

; it is much more probable that at Sparta,

as at Athens, intenuarriago with citizens might
at last entirely obliterate the badge of former mt-
vitude.

The porioeci are not to bo considered as a sub-

ject class, but rather as a distinct people, soparnUHl

by their customs as well as by their origin from

the genuine Spartans. It seems unlikely that they

were admitted to vote in the Spartan assembly
;

yet they undoubtedly possessed civil rights in the

communities to which they belonged {Miiller,

Dorians^ iii. 2. §4), and which would hardly have

been called irdkstr unless they bad been in some
sense independent bodies. In the army they com-
monly solved as boplites, and wc find the com-
mand at sea intrusted to one of this class. (Thuc.

viii. 22.) In respect of political rights, the porioeci

were in the same condition with the plebeians in

the early history of Rome, although in every* other

respect for better off, as they participated in the

division of lands, and enjoy^ the exclusive pri-

vih‘ge of engaging in trade and commerce. What
conhnns the view here token, is the fact, that, ns

far as wc know, no individual of this class was
ever raised to participate in Spartan privileges.

Nothing, however, can be more erroneous than to

look upon them ns an oppressed race. Even their

exclusion from the assembly cannot be viewed in

this light
;

for, had they possessed the privilege,

their residence in the country would have de-

barred them from its exercise^ It only remains

to consider in what the superiority of the genuine

Spartan may hare consisted. In the first place,

besides tho right of voting in the assembly and
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becoming a candidate for the maguitracica, he

wn« poMPMcd of land# and tlarct, and wa< thus

exempt from all care alx>at the ncectsarica of life

;

econdlf, on the field of battle ho alaays terred

amongst the hoplitet ;
thirdly, he participated in

the Spartan education, and in all other Dorian

institutions, both dvil and religioua The re-

luctance which Sparta showed to admit foreigners

was proportioned to the toIuc of these pririle^:

indeed Herodotus (ix. 35) mys that Sparta had
onlr cooferred the fall frwchise in two instances.

In legal rights all Sj;«rtAns were equal ; but there

were yet scToral mdations, which, when once

formed retained ucir hold on the aristocratic

feelings of the people. (MUller, Dorianty iU. 5.

§ 7.) First, as wc should naturally expect, there

was the dignity of the HeracHde fiunilies
;
and,

connected with this, a certain pre-eminence of the

Hyllean tribe. Another distinction was that be-

tween the i}UMi and oro/islorsf, which, in Inter

times, appears to hare been considerable. The
latter term probably comprehended those citizens

who, from degeneracy of manners or other causes,

bad undergone some kind of drO degradation. To
these the tfioun were opposed, although it is not

certain in what the precise difference consisted. It

need hardly be added, that at Sparta, as elsewhere,

the nninn of wealth with birth always gave a tort

of adventitious rank to its possessor.

All the Spartan dtitens were included in the

three tribes, Hylleans, Dj-manes or IhTnanatae,

and Pamphilians, each of which were divided into

ten obes or phmtries. Under these obes there must
undoubtedly have been contained some lesser stib-

divUion, which MUller, with great probability,

supposes to have been termed Tpiaadf. The citizens

of Sparta, as of most oligarchical states, were land-

owners, although this docs not seem to have been

looked upon as an essential of citizenship.

It would exceed the limits of this work to give

an account of the Orccian constitutions, except so

fur Hi may illtxstrate the rights of citizenship.

What perversions in the form of government, ac-

cording to Greek ideas, were suflScient to destroy

the essential notion of a citizen, is a question

which, following Aristotle's example (Po/. Hi 5),

we may be content to leave undecided. Ho w'ho,

being personally five, enjoyed the frillest political

privUeges, participated in the assembly and courts

of judicature, was eligible to the highest offices,

and received all this by inheritance mm his an-

cestors, most entirely satisfied the idea which the

Orecks expressed in the word woKiry/s. [B. J.J

2. Romam. Civitas moans the whole body of

civet, or memhera, of any given state. Civitates

are defined by Cicero (Sosm. Snp. e. 3) to bo “ con-

cQium ooetnsqne hominnm^rs sociatL" A civitas

is, therefore, pmprriy a political community, so-

vereign and independent The word civitas is

frequently used by the Roman writers to express

the condition of a Roman citizen, as distinguished

from that of* other persons not Rioman citizens, ns

in the phrases dare ernito/r//), donare dritate^

Msmrpare eirUntem.

If we attempt to distln^ish the members of any
given civitas from nil o^cr people in the a*ori^,

we can only do it by enumerating all the rights

and duties of a member of this civitas, which are

not rights and duties of a person who is not a

member of this civitas. If any rights and duties

which belrnig to a member of this civitas, and do
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not belong to any person not a member of ihU
civitas, arc omitted in the enumeration, it is nn
incomplete enumeration • for the rights and duties

not expressly tucluded must be OMumed ns common
to the members of this civitas and to all the world,

or, to tise a Roman expression, they exist jure

gentium. Having enumemted nil the chanuier-
istics of the memljers of any pven civitas, wc liave

then to show how a man acquires them, and how
he loses them, and the notiou of a member of such
civitas is then complete.

Some members of a political community (cffvs)

may have more political rights than others ; a
principle by the aid of which Savigny {Gfeekiekte

dee liom. lieektt iw Mitidalter^ c. ii. p. 22) has
expressed briefly and clearly the distinction be-

tween the two great classes of Roman citizens

under the republic:— “ In the free republic

there were two classes of Roman citizens, one
that had, and another that had not, a shore in

the sovereign power non optima jnre
citvs). That which |)cculiarly distinguished the

higher class was the right to vote in a tribe, and
the capacity of enjoying magistracies {mfi'rutjintn

ti konoree).** According to tliis view, the jus civi-

tatis comprehended part of that which the Romans
called jus publicum, and also, and most particularly,

that which they called ius privatum. The jus

privatum comprehended tne jus connubii and jus

oommercii, and those who hod not these had no
citizenship. Those who had the jus suflrogioram

and jus hononim had the complete citizenship, or,

in other words, they were optimo jure civea Those
who had the privatum, but not the publicum jus,

were citizens, though citizens of on inferior class.

The jus privatum scorns to be equivalent to the

jus Quiritium, and the civitas Romana to the jus

publicum. Accordingly, we sometimes find the

jus Quiritium contrasted with the Romana civitas.

(Plin. Kp. X. 4. 22 ; Ulp. Fruff. tit 3. § 2.) Livy
(xzxviii. 3G) says that until n. c. 1 IIB, the Forminin,

Fundani, and Arpinntes, had the civitas without

the sufTrogium ; and, at an earlier time, the peoplu

of Anagnia received the ^ Civitas sine suffrugii la-

tione." (Liv. ix. 43.)

Ulpian (Fraff. tit 5. § 4 ; 19. § 4 * 20. § 0 ;

11. § G) has stated a distinction, as existing in his

time among the free persons who were within the

political limits of the Roman state, which it is of

great importance to apprehend clearly. There were
three classes of free persons. Gives, I^tioi, and
Pen^n^l Oaius (L 12) points to the same divi-

sion, where he says that a slave, when made free,

might become a Civis Romanui, or a Ijatinus, or

might be iu the number of the peregrin) dediticii,

according to circumstances. CVru, according to

Ulpian, is he who possesses the complete rights of

a Roman citixen. The Fereprinut had not coro-

mercinro and connubium, which were the charac-

teristic rights of a Roman citizen, not viewed in

his political capacity ; but the Peregrinus had n
capacity for mwing all kinds of contracts which
were allowable by the jus gentium. The fxttinus

was in an intermediate state ; he had not the con-

nubiuro, and consequently he had not the patria

potestas nor rights of agnatio
; but he had the

commercium or the right of acquiring quiritarion

ownership, and he had also a capacity for all acts

incident to qniritarian ownership, as vindicatio, in

jure cessio, mancipatio, and tostamenti factio, which
last comprises the power of making n will in Roman
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foTTD, of becoming herei or legntee tinder a will, 2. I^tini, that is, the citixcns of the old Latin

and of being a witness to a will ; also he could towns, except those which were raised to the rank

contract many obligaliones which a Peregrinus of municipia ; the term Latini also included the

could not. These were the general capacities of a numerous Coloniae Lattnac. 3. Socii, that is, tho

Latinos and peregrinus ; but a Latinus or a pere- free inhabitants of Italy, who were not included

grinus might obtain by special favour certain rights in 1 or 2. 4 . Provinciales, or the free subjects of

W'hich he bad not by virtue of his condition only. Rome beyond the limits of Italy. Dut these four

The legitiina hereditas was not included in the descriptions of persons were all comprehended under

testament! factio ; for the legitiina hereditas pre- Cives and Peregrini ; for the term pcn'grini corn-

supposed agnatio, and agnatio presupposed connu- prehended numbers 2, 3, and 4.

bium, or tho capacity to contract a Roman marriage. After the Socini war, and in b. c. 90, by a lex

According to Savigny, the notion of civis and Julia the Roman citizenship was extended to all

civitas had its origin in the union of the patricii Italy, properly so called, and even to Gallia Cis-

and the picbes as one estate. The peregrinitas, in padana. The consequence of this change was that

tho sense above stated, originated in the conquest the Socii and Latini were merged in the class of

of a state by the Romans, when the conquered cives Uoiuani, and there rem.'iincd only cives and
state did not obtain the civitas

; and he conjectures provinciales, but the provinciales were still pere-

that the notion of peregrinitas urns applied originally grini. It was at this time apparently that the

to all citizens of foreign states who bod a foedus class of Latini was established, which did not, as

with Rome. formerly, denote a people, but an artihcinl claxs of

The civitas then, historicallr viewed, was in persons with a particular legal capociiy. This

brief as follows :— Originally, the Romans divided tegn] capacity or half citizenship, os already ex-

all persons into Cives and Peregrini : the cives, con- plained, consisted in the possession of the Com-
siderrd as non-political persons and simply as indi- mercium without the Connubiuin. One object of

vidiuila, had connubium and commercium
; the fonning this new class was apparently to prepare a

peregrini had neither. But this mcrcl)' negative gradual transition to the full civitas for such pexv-

descriplion of a peregrinus would apply also to grini ns the state might wish to favour. The con-

slaves, and to the members of states with which dition of the class of Latini was expressed by the

Rome never had any connection, and consequently term Latinitai or Jus Latii. [LATisiTsa.]
it is requisite to give to the notion of peregrinus From this time there existed the three classes,

something of a positive character in order to de- deKrihed by Goius and Ulpian—Cives, Latini, and
tennino what it is. A peregrinus then was one Peregrini; cives with commercium and connubium,

who had no legal capacity according to the jus Latini with commercium only, and peregrini with-

civile Komanorum, but had a capacity of acquiring out cither. Only the elves bad the political rights,

rights according to the jus gentium, which rights the sutfragium and honores. The names of the

tlic Roman courts of justice acknowledged. The three classes existed to the time of Justinian's

following persons then would be included under legislation.

Peregrini: 1. Before tho time of Antoninus Csra- Ibe rights of a Roman citizen were acquired in

calla, the inhabitants of almost all the Roman several ways, but most commonly by a person

provinces. 2. The citizens of foreign states which beuig bom of parents who were Rom.an citizens,

were in friendly relation with Rome. 3. Romans A Roman pater tamilias, filius fumilias, mater
who had lost the civitas in cons(H}ucnce of some familias, and hlia familias were all civet, though
legal penalty, as deportatio. (Big. 48. tit. 19. s. the first only was sui juris and the rest were not.

17. § 1.) 4. Libcrtini, w'ho were dediticionim If a Roman citizen married a Latina or a porc-

numcro. (Ulpian, tit. 20. § 14.) ffrina, believing her to be a Roman citizen, and
Tho later division of persons was this— Cives, begot a child, this child was not in the power of

Latini, and PerogrinL The condition of cives and his father, because he w*os not a Roman citizen,

peregrini was unchanged
;
but a third class, that but the child was either a Latinus or a pori'grinus

of Latini, was formed, who bad a limited civitas, according to the condition of his mother
;
and no

which consisted in having commercium without child followed the condition of his father without

connubium. By possessing commercium they np- there w'as connubium between his father and
prooched to the class of cives ; by not having con- mother. By a senatus-consultnm, the parents w*ere

nubium they approached the class of peregrini allowed to prove their mistake (mu.«/m erroris

Yet persons who belonged to the class of Latini or prof/are) ; and, on this being done, )>oth the mother

Peregrini might, by grant, receive a higher legal and the child became Roman citizens, and, as a
capacity than that which belonged to persons of consequence, the son was in the power of the

this class. (Ulpian, Fra^. tit. 5. § 4, 19. § 4.) father. (Gnius, I 67.) Other cases relating to the

Thus then there were at one time in the Roman matter called causae prol>atio are stated by Gains

state only two classes of persons with difl^'erent (I 29, Ac. ; L 66, &c), from w'hich it appears tbut

legal capacities— Cives and Peregrini. At another the facilities for obtaining the Roman civitas were

and a later time there were thri'C classes— Cives, gradually extended, (^e also Ulp. Fruff. tit 3.

Latini, and Peregrini. It remains to explain when /Jc I^uinis.)

tho third class, Latini, was established, and what A slave might obtain the civitas by manumls-
persons were included in the term Peregrini at the sion {rindidn\ by the census, and by a testa-

two several times. inentum, if there was no legal impediment
;
but it

Before the Social aar & a 90, the Romans had depended on circumstances, as already stated,

acquired the dominion of all Italy, and the state whether ho became a Civis Romanus, a Latinus,

then comprehended the following persons : — or in tho number of the peregrini dcditicil

1. Civet Romani, that is, the inhabitants of Rome, [Mavumiasio.]
tho citizens of the colnnlie eivium,and the citizens Under the republic and before the Social war, the

of the municipia without respect to their origin, civitas could, of course, bu conferred by a lex, and
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:tpon fueh term* ai the lex declared. (Lir. tL 4 ;

and IQ the cate of the Fereminates, Lir. xxxir. 42;

Cicero, pro 13.) The Julia lex, B.C. 90,

wu a ootnprebenaive roeaBurc. Cicero, however

( pro c. 8), remarks that many of the people

of Heracleia and Neapolis made some opposition to

acoeptinj; the terms offered by the lex, and would
hare pr^erred their former relation to Rome ns

civitates foederatae {JooderU tui lArri'item) to the

Roman dritaa. The lex gave the Roman civitns

not only to the natives of the Italian towns, but

also to natives of towns out of Italy, who had be-

come dtixens of Italian towns before the lex was
enacted. Thus L. Manlius (Cic. ad Fam. xiii. 30),

a native of Catina, in Sicily, obtained the Roman
dritaa by virtue of having been enrolled os a dtiatm

of Neapolis {erxU am'm in id municipimm ad$crip-

tua) before the passing of the lex. Tho lex

Pl^tia Papiria, which was proposed by the tri-

bunes M. Plautius Silvanus and C. Papirius Carl>o,

B. c. 89, contained a provision that persons, w'ho

had been enrolled as citisens Qf the foederatae

dvitates, and who hod a domicile in Italy at the

time when the law was passed, should have tho

Itoman eivitas, if they gave in their names to the

praetor within sixty days (apud pratiorem esaent

pTo/eaait Cic. pro Arekia, c. 4). Archios claimed

the benefit of this lex as having been enrolled a

citixen of Hcraclea, and having in the other re-

spects complied with the lex. The case of L.

Manlius appears to show that the lex Julia applied

to persons not natives of an Italian town if they

had become citisens of such town before the pass-

ing of the lex
;
and it is not clear w'hat W'os the

precise object of the lex Plautia Papiria, whether
merely to explain or to limit the operation of the

Julia lex. If the Julia lex merely declared that

those who were adaerrpti in the Italian towns
liefore the passing of the lex should acquire the

Roman dvitat, it would be necessary to provide

some seenrity against frandulent registrations which
might be made after the passing of the lex,

and this would be effected by requiring adscript!

to give in their names at Rome within the sixty

days.

With the establishment of the imperial power,
the political rights of Homan dtixens became in-

significant, and the commerdum and tho connu-
bium were the only parts of the eivitas that were
valuable. The constitution of Antoninus Caracalla,

which gave the dvitas to all the Roman world, ap-

plied only to commnnitics and not to individuals
;

Its effect was to make all the cities in the empire
monidpta, and all Latini into dves. The distinc-

tion of dves and Latini, from this time forward,

only applied to individnals, namely, to freedmen
and their children. The per^rinitas in like man-
ner ceased to be applicable to communities, and
only existed in the dMitkii os a dass of individuals.

The legislation of Justinian finally put an end to

what remained of this ancient division into classes,

and the only division of persons was into subjects

of the Caesar and slaves.

The word dvitas is ofren used by the Roman
writers to express any political community, os

Civitas Antiocniensinm, Su,
(Savigny,^2<aCie4nyf, Ac. vol. v., Uaberdu Entata-

Aai^^&e^d^LiUinitdt; JoLix^ Der EikniatikeVoIH"

aoUmaa der Tq/W rois HeraHea; vol. xi, Naddrdga
xM/rnktr^ Arhaiifn: and Savigny,.S>«lem dea

ti^ J?osuse4ea /toAfrt, toL il p. 23, Ac. [O. L.]
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CLANDESTI'NA POSSK'SSIO. [iNTxa-
DK-TVM.]
CLAKIOA'TIO. [Fbtulbh.]
CLAS.SKS, fCoMiTiA.)
CLASSIA'RII. tKxKRriTi;s.]

CLA'SS1CU.M. [Cornu.]
CLATIIRI. [Domus.]
CLAVIS. [Janua.]
CLAUSTRUM. [Janua.]
CLAVUS ANNA'LIS. In the early ages of

Rome, when letters were yet scarcely in use, the

Romans kept a reckoning of their years by driving

a nail (e/arus), on the idt'S of each September, into

the side w'all of the tcmplo of Jupiter Optinius

Maximus, which ceremony was performed by tho

consul or a dictator. (Festus, a. r. CVar. Annnl.;

Lir. vii. .3, viii. 18, ix. 28 ; Cic. ad AN. r. 15.)

CLAVUS GUBKRNA CULL [Navis. 1

CLAVUS LATUS, CLAVUS ANGUSTUS.
The meaning of these words lias given rise to

much dispute ; but it is now established beyond
doubt that the d<irvs hifna wn» n broad purjile

bond, extending perpendicularly from the neck

down the centre of the tunica, and that the efuma

amfuatua consisted of two narrow purple slips, run-

ning parallel to each other from the top to tho

bottom of the tunic, one from each shoulder. Hence
we find the tunic called the rifaim toHdavia and
anfju^iciovia. These purple stripes were woven
into the tunic (PUn. //. N. viiL 48) ; and this cir-

cnmstonce accounts for tho fact that the clavus is

never represented in works of snilpture. It only

occurs in paintings, and those too of a very late

period. The elarua laiua is represented in the an-

nexed cut, which is copied from a painting of

Rome personified, formerly belonging to the Bar-

berini frunily. The ciavua anguatna is seen in tho

three figures introduced below, all of which aro

token sepulchral paintings executed subse-

quently to the introduction of Christianity at

Home. The female figure on the left hand, which

is copied from Buonarotti {Oaaervaxiom aopra

aleuni Frammenti di Vaai antidti di IVfro, tav.

xxix. fig. 1), represents the goddess Monets. The
one on the right bond is from a cemetery on tho

Via Solara Nova, and represents Priscilla, an early

martyr. The next figure is selected from three of

a similar kind, representing Sbodiach, Mcsliach,

u 3
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nnd Abednc^ from tho tomb of Pope Calluto on

the Via Appia.

Tlic latHS ciarus «*ns a distinctive badge of the

srnatorinn order (latum demisit peciore darum^
llor. iiat. i. 6. 20 ;

Ovid, Trist iv. 10. 35): nnd
bonce ‘it is used to signify tbc senatorial dignity

(Suet. Tift. 35, Venp. 2, 4) ;
nnd latidurius^ for

the iwrson who enjoys it. (SiioLAi^. 38.) In

distinction to tho angnstus clavus, it is termed
purpura major (Jiir. ,Saf. i. IOC), purpura latior

(l*Iin. //. N. zxxiii. 7) ; and the gnmicnt it de-

corated, tuuira patens (Slat. Sph, v. 2. 29). The
tunica was not fastened round tho waist

like the common tunic, hut left loos>e, in order that

the cI.iYus might lie flat nnd conspicuously over

the chest. (Quinctil. xi. 3. § 138.)

The anffustus c/avus was the decoration of the

equestrian order
; but the right of wearing the

latns clnrus was also given to the children of

etjuestrians (Grid. Trist. iv. 10. 29), at least in

the time of Augustus, as a prelude to entering the

Bcnnle-house. This, however, vi-as a matter of

personal indulgence, mid not of individual right
;

for it was granted only to persons of very ancient

family, and corresponding w»-alth (Stat, Syh. iv. 8.

59 ;
Dig. 24. tit 1. $.4*2), and then by special

favour of the emperor, (Suet. Vesp. 2; Tacit. Ann.
xvi. 17; Plin. Epid. ii. 9.) In such cases the

latns clavus was assumed with the toga virilis, and
M'om until the age arrived at which the voung
equestrian was admissible into the senate, w*licn it

was rtdinquished nnd the angustus cln^-us resumed,
if a disinclination on his part, or any other circum-

stances, prevented him from entering the senate, as

was tho case with Ovid (compare Trist. iv. 10. 27,

CLIENS.

with 35). But it seems that the latus clavus could

be again resumed if the same individual suljso

quently w'ished to become a senator (Hor. Sat. L G.

^), and hence a fickle character is designated as

one who is always changing bis clat*us (Uor. Sat,

ii. 7. 10).

Tho latus clavus is said to have been introduced

at Itomc by Tiillui lloetilius, and to have been
adopted by him after his conquest of the Etruscans

(Plin. //. N. ix. G3) ;
nor does it appear to have

been confined to any particular cUm during the

earlier periods, but to have been wont by all ranks

promiscuously* (Plin. H. N. xxziiu 7.) It was
laid aside in public mourning. (Liv. iz. 7.) [A. H.]
CLEPSYDRA. [Horologium.]
CLKKU'CHI (zXijpoDx<«)« [Colonis.]
CLERUS (fcXfipor). [Herbs.]
CLETE RES or CLE TORES (KXmvpts or

KX^oper), summoners. The Athenian sumroeners
were not official persons, but merely witnesses to

the prosecutor that he had served tho defendant
with a notice of the action brought against him,

and the day upon which It w’ould be requisite for

him to appear before the proper magistrate in order

that the first examiiuition of the case might com-
mence. (Harpocrat.) In Aristophanes (A'l^. 1246,
IV^. 1408) wc read of one summoncr only being
employed,W two arc generally mentioned by the

orators os the usual number. (Dem. c. Nieosi.

[K 1251. 5, pro Corom. 244. 4, c. Boeot. p. 10l7.

G.) The names of the stunmoners were subscribed

to the declaration or bill of tho prosecutor, nnd
were, of course, essential to the validity of all pro-

ceedings foundi^ upon it. What has b^n hitherto

stated applies in general to all causes, w'hetbcr 8fzoi

or ypeupai

:

but in some which commenced with an
information laid before magistrates, and an arrest of

the accused in consequence (as in the case of an
or (l<ra*yy<X(a), there would be no occasion

for a summons, nor, of course, witnesses to its ser-

vice. In the *if6vvai and ^ouipaaiat also, when
held at the regular rimes, no summons was issued,

as the persons whose character might be affected

by an accusation were necessarily present, or pre-

sumed to be so
;
but if the prosecutor had let tho

proper day pass, and propo^ to hold a special

tifdvyrj at any other rime during tho year in which
the defendant was liable to be called to account for

his conduct in office (trrsvBvyos)^ the agency of

summoners was as requisite as in any other case.

Of the ^oKtfuurlai that of the orators alone had no
fixed time

;
but the first step in the cause was not

tho usual legal summons (rp6aK\n<ris% but on
announcement from the prosecutor to the accuK'd

in the assembly of the people. (Meier, Alt, Pro-
cess. pp 212, 575.) In the event of persons sub-

scribing themselves falsely ns summoners, they
exposed themselves to an action (i^«u8oKXTp'*far)

at the suit of the party aggrieved. [J. S. M.]
CLIBAXA'RII. [Catsphrsctl]
CLIENS it supposed to contain tho some ele-

ment as the verb c(«cre, to “ hear "or** obey,’* and
is accordingly compared by Niebuhr with the Ger-
man word Aoenj^r, “ a dependant.**

In tbc time of Cicero, we find pnlronus in the

sense of adviser, advocate, or defender, opposed to

cliens in the sense of the person defended, or the

consultor
; and this use of the word must be re-

ferred, as we shall see, to the -original character of

the patronus. (Ovid. Art. Am, L 88 ;
Hor. Sat i,

I. 10, Ep. i. 5. 31, ii. 1. 104.) The rdariou of a
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master to his liberated ilare (lUffrtuB) was also ex-

pressed by the word patrouus, and the libcrtus was

the clicns of his pntrouus. Any Roman citucn

who wanted a protector, might atUuh himself to a
jAtronus, and would thenceforward be a clicns.

Strangers who caroo into exilium at Rome might

do the same (Ju$ applieationity Cic. de Or. L 3d).

Distinguished Romans were also soractirocs the

palroni of states and cities, which were in a cer-

tain relation of subjection or friendship to Rome
(Sucton. Odavian, Cottar^ 17) ;

and in this re-

spect they may bo compared to colonial agents, or

persons among us, who are employed to look after

the interests of the colony in tne mother country ;

except that among the Ramans such services were

never remunerated -lirectly, though there might be

on indirect remuneration. (Cic. Div. 20, J'ro

SuUa^ c. 21 ;
Tacit. Or. 36.) This relationship

between patrenus and clicns was expressed by the

word aUntda {C\c.adAtt. xit. 12), which also

expressed the whole body of a man's clients.

(Tacit. Ana. xiv. 61.) In the Greek writers on

Roman history, patronus is represented by irpoord-

TTjr: and client, by TcAdrijr. (PluL Groeck.

13, 3/anas, 5.)

The clientela, but in a different form, existed os

far back as the records or traditions of Roman
history extend

;
and the following is a brief notice

of its origin and character, as stated by Dionysius

(^Antiq. Honu il 9), in which the writer's terms

arc kept :
—

Romulus gave to the tinrarplStu the caro of re-

ligion, the bonorcB administration of

justice, and the administration of the state. The
9i}ftorueal (whom in the preceding chapter he has

explained to be the TAt^dsloi) bad none of these

pnvileges, and they were also poor ; husbandry-

and the necessary arts of life were their occupation.

Romulus thus entrusted the hifiortKoi to toe safe

keeping of the Targixtot (who ore the iintarpl^)^

and permitted each of them to choose his patron.

This relationship between the patron and the client

was called, says Dionysius, patronio. (Cumparc

Cic. lirp. ii. 9.)

The relalivo rights and duties of the patrons and
the clients were, according to Dionysius, as follow

(Dionys. ii. 10, and other passages):—
The patron was the legal adviser of the cliens

;

he w*as the client's guardian and protector, as he

was the guardian and protector of his own children
;

he maintained the client's suit when he aiu wronged,

and defended him when another complained of

being wronged by him: in a word, the patron was
the guardian of the client's interest, both private

and public. The client contributed to the marriage

portion of the patron's daughter, if the patron was
poor ; and to his ransom, or that of bis children, if

they wero taken prisoners
; he paid the costs and

damages of a suit which the patron lost, and of

any penalty in which be was condemned ; he bore

a pan of the patron's expenses incurred by bis di»-

charging public duties, or filling the honourable

places in the state. Neither pony could accuse the

other, or bear testimony against the other, or give

his vote uainst the other. The clients accom-
panied thev potroni to war os vassals. (Dionys. x.

43.) This l^tkosbip between patron and dient

uljsisted for many generations, and resembled in

all respects the relationship by blood. It was a
cmmcction that was hereditary

; the diens bore the

gentile name of the patronus, and he and his dc-
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scendanti were thus connected with the gens of the
{lalronua It was the glory of illustrious families to

have many clients, and to add to the number
transmitted to them by their ancestors. Rut the
clients were not limited to the ZtifuniKot: the
colonies, and the states connected with Romo by
alliance and friendship, and the conquered states,

had their patrons at Home
;
and the senate fre-

quently referred the disputes between such states

to their patrons, and abided by their decision.

Dionysius gives a tolerably intelligible statement,

whether true or false, of the relation ofa patron and
client. What persons actually composed the body
of clients, or what w*as the real historical origin of
the clientela, is immaterial for the purpose of un-
derstanding what it w*as. It is dear that Dio-
nysius understood the Roman state as originally

consisting of patricii and plelioii, and he Lm said

that the clients were the plel>s. Now it appears,

from his own work and from Livy, that there were
clientes who were not the plcbs, or, in other words,
clientesand plelis wore not convertible temis. This
pasMge, then, has Uule historical value as ex-
plaining the origin of the clients. Still something
may be extracted from the passage, though it is

impossible to reconcile it olt^ether with dl other
evidence. The clients were not servi : they had
property of their own, and freedom {Uberttu). Con-
sistently with what Dionysius says, they might bo
Roman citizens in the wider senae of the term eivjg,

enjoying only the coromercium and connubium, but
not the suffi^um and honorcs, which belonged to

their patronl [Civiras.] It would also be con-

sistent with the statement of Dionysius, that there

were free men in the state who were not patricii,

and not clientes; but if such persons existed in

the earliest period of the Homan state, they must
hare laboui^ under great civil disabilities, and
this also is not inconsistent with the testimony of

history. Such a body, if it existed, must have
been powerless

;
but such a body might in various

ways incrcaso in numbers and wealth, and grow
up into an estate, such as the plebs afterwards was.

The body of clientes might include freedmen, os it

certainly did : but it seems on assumption of what
n^quires proof, to infer (as Niebuhr docs) that,

berause a patronus could put his freedraan to death,

he could do the same to a client
;

for this involves

a tacit assumption that the clients were originally

slaves ; and this may be true, but it is not known.
Besides, it cannot be true that a |>atron had the
power of life and death over his frecdnian, who
bad obtained the civitos, any more than he Imd
over on emancipated son. There is also no proof

that the cUcutela in which libcrti stood was nere-

ditnr)' like of the pri-pcr clients. The body
of cli> tites might, cfinsistontly with all that wo
know, rnjjtnia |rerfgrini, who li^d no privileges at

all ;
and it might eontiiin tiiat class of persons who

had tlio commerciuin only, if tbo commcrcium ex-
isted in the early Qg^-e of the fetate. [Civixsa.]

The latter class of pi-nons would require a patronus

to whom they might attach tljcmiclvcs for tbepro-

tectio]) of their property, and \vho might sue and
defend them in ail suits, on accoimt of the (here

auumed) inability of such persons to sue io their

own name in the early ages of Rome.
The relation of the patronus to the cliena, as ro-

presented by Dionysius, has an analocy to the
patria potestas, and the form of the wora’^patrocras

IB consistent with this.
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It 5s stated by Niebuhr, that “ if a client died

without heirs, his patron inherited
;
and tliis law

extended to the case of freedmen
;
the power of

the patron over whom must certainly have been

founded originally on the general patronal right.”

This staumient, if it be correct, would be consistent

with the quasi patria potestas of the patronus.

Hut if a cliens died tcith heirs, could he make a

will ? and if he died wilAout heirs, could he not

dispose of his property by will ? and if he could

not make, or did not make a will, and had heirs,

who must they be ? must they be $ui heredea t

had he a familia, and consequently agnati ? had

he, in fact, that connubium, by virtue of which he

could acquire the patria potestas ? He might have

all this consistently with the statement of Diony-

sius, and yet be a citizen non optima jure ; for he

had not the honores and the other distinguishing

j)rivilcgc8 of the patricii
;
and consistently with

the statement of Dionysius he could not vote in

the comitia curiata. It is not possible to prove

tliat a cliens had all this, and it seems equally im-

possible, from existing evidence, to show what his

rights really were. So far as our extant ancient

authorities show, the origin of the clientela, and its

true character, were unknown to them. There

was a body in the Roman state, at an early period

of its existence, which was neither patrician nor

client, and a body which once did not, but ulti-

mately did, participate in the sovereign power:

this was the plebs. The clientes also existed in the

earliest period of the Roman state, but our know-
ledge of the true condition of this body must re-

main inexact, for the want of sufficient evidence in

amount, and sufficiently trustworthy.

It is stated by Livy (ii, 56) that the clientes

had votes in the comitia of the centuries : they

were therefore registered in the censors’ books,

and could have quiritnrian ownership. [Ckntum-
viRi.] They had therefore the commercium, pos-

sibly the connubium, and certainly the suft'ragium.

It may be doubted whether Dionysius understood

them to have the suflfragium at the comitia centu-

riata ;
but if such was the legal condition of the

clientes, it is impossible that the exposition of their

relation to the patricians, as given by some modem
writers, can l)c altogether correct

It would appear, from what has been stated,

that patronus and patricius were originally con-

vertible terms, at least until the plebs obtained

the honores. From that time, many of the reasons

for a person being a cliens of a patricius would

cease ;
fur the plebeians had acquired political im-

portance, had become acquainted with the law and

the legal fomis, and were fully competent to advise

their clients. This change must have contributed

to.the destruction of the strict old clientela, and

was the transition to the clientela of the later ages

of the republic. ( Hugo, fjeltrftuch^ &c. vol. i. p. 456.)

It has been conjectured (Becker, Uandhudi der

Jiomischen AUerth'umer^ vol. ii. p. 125) that the

clientela was an old Italian institution, which ex-

isted among some of those people, out of which the

Romanus Populus arose. When Tatius and his

Sabines settled in Rome, their clients settled there

with them (Dionya ii. 46) ;
and Attius Clausus

brought to Rome a large body of clients. (Liv. ii.

16 ;
Dionys. v. 40). It is further conjectured,

and it is not improbable, that the clientes were

Italians, who had been conquered and reduced to

a state of subjection.

CLIMA.
Admitting a distinction between the plebs and

the old clientes to be fully established, there is

still room for careful investigation us to the real

condition of the clientes, and of the composition of

the Roman state before the estate of the plebs was
made e<|ual to that of the patricians. [O. L.J
CLIENTE'LA. [Clibns.]

CLIMA (kAIjuu), literally a dope or mdination,

was used in the mathematical geography of the

(Jrceks* with reference to the inclination of various

parts of the earth’s surface to the plane of the

equator. Before the globular 6gure of the earth

vvas known, it was supposed that there vvns a
general slope of its surface from south to north,

and this was called K\lpa. But as the science of

mathematical geography advanced, the word was
applied to different belts of the earth’s surface,

which were determined by the different lengths of

the longest day at their lines of deiuxuration.

This division into climates was applied only to

the northern hemisphere, as the geographers had
po practical knowledge of the earth south of the

equator.

Hipparchus (about b. c. 160) seems to have
been the first who made use of this division

;
his

system is explained at length by Strabo (iu

p. 132). Assuming the circumference of a great

circle of the earth to be 252,000 stadia, Hipparchus
divided this into 360 degrees, of 700 stadia to

each
;
and then, beginning at the parallel of Meroe,

and proceeding northwards, he undertook to de-

scribe the astronomical phenomena observed at each

degree of latitude, or every 700 stadia: among
these phenomena, he observed that the length of

the longest day at Mero6 was 13 hours, and at

Syeno 1 3^. The observations of later astronomers

and geographers, such as Oeminus, Strabo, Pliny,

and Ptolemy, are described in the works cited

l)clow. The following table, from Ukert, shows
the climates, as given by Ptolemy {(!eof/r. i. 23).

It will be observed that there arc nineteen climates,

the beginning and middle of which are marked by
lines called parallels, of which the first marks the

equator, and the thirty-third the arctic circle. Up
to this point, there are sixteen climates, of which
twelve are determined by the increase of half-an-

hour in the length of the longest day, the 1 3ih
and 14th 1 hour, and the 15th and 16th 2 hours.

In the remaining climates, within the arctic circle,

the days no longer increase by hours but by
months. Elsewhere {Almag. ii. 6) he makes
ten climates north of the equator, beginning at the

parallel of Taprobane in lat.4® 15', and ending at

that of Thule, in laL 63® ; and one to the south,

beginning at the eqimtor, or the parallel of Cape
Raptum, and ending at the parallel of Antimeroe
in lat 16® 25'.

Tlie term uXlpa was afterwards applied to the

average temperature of each of these regions, and
hence our modem use of the word- (Strab. /. c.

;

Dion. Hal. L 9 ; Plut. Mar. 11, Aon. Paul. 5,

MoraL p. 891 ; Polyb. vii. 6. § 1, x- 1, § 3 ;

Ath. xiL p. 523, e. ; Gemin. Eton, Aatron. 5 ;

Plin. H. N. iL 70—75, s. 73—77 ; Agathem. i. 3 ;

Cellar. Geog. L 6 ;
Ukert, Geog. vol. i. pt. 2,

pp. 182, &C.) [P.S.]

* The corresponding Latin word is iactinoHo

(Vitniv. LI), also dodinatio^ devergentia (comp.

Aul. OclL xiv. 1 ;
Colum. iii. 19). Clima was

only lucd at a late period.
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CUiuate. Parallel. Longest Dajr.

1

Latitude. Paulng through

. _

]. 1 I2b. Om. 0® O'

2 12 15 4 15 Taprobaiic.

11. 3 12 30 8 25 Sinus Avalitcs.
4 12 45 12 30 Aduic Sinus,

III. 5 13 0 16 27 Meroc.
6 13 15 20 14 Napata.

IV. 7 13 30 23 51 S\ene.
8 13 45 27 12 Ptolcmals io Eg)*pt

V. 9 14 0 30 2 Ixiwor Egypt.
10 14 15 S3 18 Middle of Phoenicia.

VI. 11 14 30 36 O Khodus.
•12 14 45 38 35 Smyrna.

VII. 13 15 0 40 56 Ilcllespunt

14 15 15 43 41 Mavilia.

VIII. 15 15 30 45 1 Middle of the Kuiine.
16 15 45 46 51 Sources of the Danube.

IX. 17 . 16 0 48 32 Mouth of the Ilorysthencs.

18 16 15 50 4 Middle of the Palus Macotii.

X. 19 16 30 51 40 Southern Britain.

SO 16 45 52 50 Mouths of the Elhinc.

XI. SI 17 0 54 30 Mouths of tho Tanais.

22 17 15 55 0 The Brigantea in Britain.

XII. S3 17 30 56 0 Britannia Magna.
24 17 45 57 0 Cuturactonium in Britain.

XIII. 25 18 0 58 0 South of Britannia Porva.

26 18 SO 59 30 Middle of ditto

XIV. 27 19 0 61 0 North of ditto

28 19 30 62 0 Ebudes Insulae.

XV. 29 20 0 63 0 Tliule.

SO 21 0 64 SO Unknown Scythian Tribes.

XVI. 31 22 0 65 30 Unknown Scythian Tribes.

32 S3 0 66 0

XVII. 33 24 0 66’ 8' 40"
34 1 month about 67° 15'

XVIII. 35 2 69 .30

36 3 —— 73
•

20

XIX. 37 4 78 20
38 5 84 0
39 6 — 90 0

CLI'PEUS (AtfTrf*), the large tbicld worn by
the Greeks and Romans, which waa originally of a
circular form, and is said to have been hnt used by
Proetus and Acrisius of Argos (Pnus. ii. 25. § 6),

and therefore is called (Virg. ^en.

iii. 657), and likened to the sun. (Compare also

iffrlia Tdyrtx!* Horn. II, iiL 347, v, 453,

dunrlSat co/v^icXot/s, xiv. 428 ; Varr. D« Ling. Ijai.

V. 19, ed. MUller; Festus, t. o.) According to

other accounts, howerer, tho Greeks obtained the

shield, as well os the helmet, from the £g}'ptions

(Uerc^ iv. 180 ; Plat TVm. p. 24, b.)

The shield u^ by the Homeric heroes was
large enough to cover tho whole roan. It was
sometimes made of osiers twisted together, called

/t4o, or of wood : the wood or wicker was then

covered over with ox hides of several folds deep,

and finally boimd round the edge w'ith metal.

(Horn. JU xiu 295.) The outer rim is termed
iyrvl {II. xvUL 479), trvt (Eur, Troad. 1205),
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290 CLIPEUS.

irfpi<pfp(ia or ki/kAoj (II. xi. 33). [Antyx.] In

the centre waa a projection called 6(xtfni\os or

utaofupdKioy^ umbo^ w^ich aerved as a sort of

weapon by itself, or caused the missiles of the

enemy to glance off from tlic shield. It is seen in

the next woodcut, from the column of Trajan. A
spike, or some other prominent excrescence, was
sometimes placed upon the dpupdXos, which wxu
colled iiro(j^p<k\ioy.

’In the Homeric times, the Greeks used a belt

to support the shield
;
but this custom was subse-

quently discontinued in consequence of its great

inconvenience [Baltkus], and the following me-
thod was adopted in its stead :— A band of

metal, wood, or leather, termed Kaudv, was placed

across the inside from rim to rim, like the diameter

of a circle, to which were affixed a number of

CLIPEUS.
small iron bars, crossing each other somewhat in

the form of the letter X, which met the arm below
the iimer bend of the elbow joint, and served to

steady the orb. This apparatus, which is said to

have been invented by the Carians (Herod, i. 171),

was termed Cx®*'*’*' of Around the inner

edge ran a leather thong (ir^piro^), fixed by nails

at certain distances, so that it formed a succession

of loops all round, which the soldier grasped with

his hand (ifi€aXb>y vSpTraxi 'ytyyaiav x»P®» Euf.

ltd. 1 396). The preceding woodcut, which shows
the whole apparatus, will render this account in-

telligible. It is token from one of the terra cotta

vases published by Tischbein (vol. iv. tab. 20).

At the close of a war it was customary for the

Greeks to suspend their shields in the temples

when the irSpiraKes were token off, in order to

render them unserviceable in case of any sudden or

po[)ulor outbreak
;
which custom accounts for the

alarm of Demosthenes in the Knights of Aristo-

phanes (859), when he saw them huEuiging up with

their handles on.

The duTKls was carried by the heavy-armed men
(5irX(Tai) during the historical times of Greece,

and is opposed to the lighter irI\TTj and yl^^y:
hence w’e find the word ounrls used to sig^y a

body of 6ir\tTou (Xen. Anal, L 7. § 10).

According to Livy (i. 43), when the census was
instituted by Sci^ ius Tullius, the first class only

used the cUpeusy and the second were armed nith

the scuium [Scutum] ; but after the Roman sol-

dier received pay, the dipeus was discontinued

altogether for the Sabine setUunu (Liv. viiL 8

;

compare ix. 19 ;
Plat Rom. 21 ; Diod. Edog.

xxiii. 3, who asserts that the original form of the

Roman shield u'as sejuare, and that it was subse-

quently changed for that of the Tyrrhenians, which

was round.)

The practice of emblazoning shields with various

devices, the origin of armorim bearings, is of con-

siderable antiquity. It is mentioned as early ns

the time of Aeschylus, who represents the seven

chiefs who marched against Thebes with such

shields (Aeschyl. Sept. c. lltet. 387, &c. ;
comp.

Virg. Aon, viu. 658 ;
SiL ItoL viiL 386). Tliis
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custom ii illustrated by tbe preceding beautiful

gem from the antique, in which the figure of Vic-

tory is represented inscribing upon a elipeus the

name or merits of some deceased hero.

Each Roman soldier had also bis own name in-

scribed upon his shield, in order that he might
readily find his own when the order was giren to

unpile arms (Veget iL 17) ; and sometimes the

name of the commander under whom he fought.

(Ilirt IML Alex. 58.)

Tbo eUpeue was also used to regulate the

temperature of the vapour bath. [Dalniab, p.

192, a.] [A.R.]
CLITELLAE, a pair of panniers, and there-

fore only used in the plural number. (Hor. S<ti, L

5. 47 ; Plaut. Mod. iii. 2. 91.) In Italy they

were commonly used with mules or asace, but in

other countries they were also applied to horses, of

w’bich an instance is given in toe annexed wood-

cut from the column of Trajan
;
and Plautus (/5.

94) figuratively describes a man upon whoso
shoulders a load of any kind, either moral or phy-
sical, is charged, as Aomo diicU^riut, [A. R.

j

CLOA'CA, a common sewer. The term cloaca

it generally used in reference only to those spacious

subterrancons vaults, either of stone or brick,

through which the fool waters of the city, as well

as all the streams 'brought to Rome by the aque-

ducts, finally dischru^d themselves into the

Tiber; but it also includes within its meaning
any smaller drain, cither wooden pipes or clay

tubes (Ulpian, Dig. 43. tit 23. s. 1), with which
almost every house in the city was famished to

carry off its impurities into the main conduit

The whole city was thus intersected hr sobter-
,

raneous passages, and is therefore called urb$

})cnsili»y in Pliny'S enthusiastic description of the

doaeae. (//.M XTTvL 15. s. 24.)

The most celebrated of these drains was the

cloaca maxima^ the construction of which is as-

cribed to Tarquinins Priscus (Lir. L 38 ;
Plin.

U c.), and which was formed to cany off the

waters brought down from the adjacent bills into

the Velabrum and valley of the Forum. The
atone of which it is built is a mark of the great

antiquity of the work ; it is not the peperino of

Gabii and the Alban hills, which was trie common
building-stone in the time of the commonwealth

;

but it is the ^ tufa litoide ** of Brocchi, ime of the

volcanic formations which is found in many places

in Rome, and which was afterwards supplanted in

public buildings by the finer quality of the peperino.

(Arnold, HixL Rom. vol. i p. 62.) This cloaca

was formed by three arches, one within the other,

the innermost of which is a semicirenlar vault of

CLOACA. 299

18 Roman palms, about 14 feet in diameter, coch
of the hewn blocks being 7h palms long and 4^
high, and joined together without cement. The
manner of construction is shown in the aimexed
woodcut, taken on the spot, where a port of it is

uncovered near the arch of Janus Quadrifrons,

The month where it reaches the Tiber, nearly
opposite to one extremity of the inxula I'lberina^

still remains in the state referred to by Pliny (L c.).

It is represented in the annexed woodcut, with the
adjacent buildings os they still exist, the modem
fisbrics only which encumber tbo site, being left

out.

Tho passages in Strabo and Pliny which state

that a cart tehee) loaded with bay, could

pass down the cloaca maxima, will no longer ap-

pear incredible from the dimensions given of this

stupendous work ; but it must still be home in

mind that the vehicles of tho Romans w*ere much
smaller than our own. Dion Cassius also states

(xlix. 43) that Agrippa, when he cleansed the

•ewers, passed through them in a boat, to

Pliny probably alludes in the expression urf/s

ambter naviffata; and their extraordinary dimeii-

siont, ns well as that of the embouchures through

which the waters poured into them, is still further

testified by the exploits of Nero, who threw down
the sewera the unfortunate victims of his nightly

riota. (Suet A’ero, 26 ; compare Dionys. x. 53 ;

Cic Pro Sext. 35.)

The dMca maxima, formed by Tarquln, ex-

tended only from tho forum to the river, but was
subsequently cimtinued as frr up as the Subun, of

which bran^ some vestiges were discovered in the
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year 1742. (Venuti, Antic^ith di toI. i.

p. 90 }
Ficeroai, Vestigie di Uuma^ pp. 74, 75.)

This wa* the crypta Subunu to wliich Juvenal

refert (5a/. y. 1 06. Comp. Diet, of Gr. and Rom.
Geog. art. Roma.)
The expense of cleansing and repairing these

doarae was, of course, ver}' great, and w*ns de-

frayed partly by the treasury, and partly by an
assessment called cloncarinm. (Ulpian, Dig. 7.

tit. 1. a 27. §3.) Under the republic, the ad-

ministration of the sewers aTis entrusted to the

censors ; but under the empire, particular officers

were appointed for that purpose, doacarum cura-

tores, mention of whom is found in inscriptions

(ap, Grut. p. cxcvii. 5, p. cxcriii. 2, 3, 4, 5 ;

p. cclii. 1 ;
Ulpian, Dig. 43. tiL 23. s. 2). The

eniperors employed condemned criminals in the

task. (Plin. R/nsi. x, 41.)

Rome was not the only city celebrated for

works of this kind. Diodorus (xi. 25) makes
special mention of the sewers (inrSyopoi) of Agri-

gentura, which were constructed about D.& 480,
by on architect named Phaeax, after whom they

were called (peUeufff, [A. R.]

KLOPKS DIKE' (xXoir^r 31*0?), the action for

theft was brought in the usual manner before a

diaetetes or a court, the latter of which Meier
(AU. Process^ p. 67) infers to have been under

the presidency of the thesmolhetae, whether the

prosecutor preferred his accusation by way of

ypagdi or We leam from the law quot<>d

by Demosthenes (c. Timoer. p. 733), that the cri-

minal upon conviction was obliged to pay twice

the value of the theft to the plaintiff if the latter

recovered the specific thing stolen
;
that falling of

this, he was bound to reimburse him tenfold, that

tite court might inflict an additional penalty,

and that the criminal might be confined in the

stocks (iroSoKcbraT)) five days and os many nights.

In some cases, a person that had been robbed was
permitted by the Attic law to enter the house in

which he suspected his property was concealed,

and institute a search for it (^pav, Aristopb.

A'«5rs, 497 ; Plat. De Jjeg. ril p. 954) ;
but we

are not informed what powers nc was supplied

with to enforce this right. Besides the above

mentioned action, a prosecutor might proceed by
way of 7pcup^, and when the delinquent w'as de-

tected in the act, by Aircrywy^ or To
these, however, a penally of 1000 drachmae was
Attached in case the 'prosecutor foiled in establish-

ing his case
;

so that a diffident plaintiff would

often consider them as less eligible means of ob-

taining redress. (Demoatb. e, Androt. p. 601.) In

the aggravated cases of stealing in the day time

property of greater amount than 50 drachmae, or

by night any thing whatsoever (and upon this oc-

casion the owner was permitted to wound and
even kill the depredator in his flight), the most

trifling article from a gymnasium, or any thing

worth 10 drachmae from the ports or public batbs,

the law expressly directed an iaraycpyh to the

Eleven, and, upon conviction, the death of the

offender. (Demosth. e. TTmoor. p. 736. 1.) If tho

ypeupdi were adopted, it is probable that the punish-

ment was fixed by the court
;
but both in this

case, and in that of conviction in a 8irq, besides

restitution of the stolen property, the disfran-

chisement {krtpia) of the criminal would be a
necessary incident of conviction. (Meier, Att.

/^ruoess, p. S58.) [J. S.M.J

COCHEEA.

I

COA VESTIS, the Conn cloth, is mentioned
I by various liatin authors, but most frequently and
distinctly by the poets of the Augustan age,

(Tibull. il 4, ii. 6; Propert, i 2, ii 1, iv. 2, iv. 5 ;

Hor. Carm. iv. 13. 13, Sai. i. 2. 101
;
Ovid, An

Am. ii. 298.) From tbeir expressions we Icam
that it had a great degree of transparency, that it

was remarkably fine, that it w'as chiefly worn by
women of loose reputation, and that it was some-
times dyed purple and enriched with stripes of

gold. It has been supposed to have been made of

silk, because in Cos silk was spun and woven at a
very early period, so as to obtain a high celebrity

for the manufactures of that island. (Aristot. //i^.

Anim. v. 19.) In the woodcut under Coma, a
female is represented wearing a robe of this

kind. [.r. Y.]
COACTOR. This name was applied to col-

lectors of various sorts, e, g. to the scn*ant8 of the

publicani, or farmers of the public taxes, who col-

lected tho revenues for them (Cic. Pro Rah. Pott,

11) ; also to those who collected the money from

the ptirchasers of things sold at a public auction.

The father of Horace was a collector of the taxes

fanned by the publiconL (Hor. 5a/. i. 6. 86 ;

Suet Vit. Hor. init) Moreover, the servants

of the money-changers were so called, from col-

lecting their debts for them. (Cic. Pro Clurnt.

64.) [R.W.]
CO CHLEA (xo^Xioj), which properly moans

a snail, was also usM to siguify other things of a
spiral form.

1. A screw. The woodcut annexed represents

I

a clothes-press, from a painting on the wall of the

Chalcidicum of Eumaebia, at Pompeii, which is

worked by two upright screws {cochleae) precisely

in the same manner as our own linen presses.

(Jfus. liofhonicoy iv. 50.)

A screw of the same description was also used

in oil and wine presses. (Vitruv. vi. 9. p. 180, ed.

Bipont
;
Palladios, iv. 10. $ 10, iu 19. § 1.) The

thread of the screw, for which the Latin language

has no appropriate term, is called bt

Greek.

2. A spiral pump for raising water, invented by
Archimedes (Diod. Sic. i 34, v. 37 ;

coraparo

Strab. xvii. 30X from whom it has ever since been

called the Archimedean screw. It is described at

length by Vitruvius (x. 11).
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3. A pemUar kind of door, through which the

wild beasts passed from their dens into the arena

of the amphitheatre. (Varr. D« R« Rust. iii. 5.

§ 3.) It consisted of a circular cage, open on one

side like a lantern, which worked upon a pivot

and within a shell, like the machines used in the

convents and foundling hospitals of Italy, termed

ro^, so that any particular beast could be removed

from its den into the arena merely by turning it

mund, and w'ithout the possibility of more than

one escaping at the same time ; and therefore it is

recommended by Vorro (/. e.) as peculiarly adapted

for an ariary, so that the person conld go in and

out without affording the nirds an opportunity of

flying away. Schucidcr {in Ind. Script. R. R. $. «.

Cavea\ however, maintains that the cochlea in

question was nothing more than a portcullis {caia-

^mcia) raised by a screw, which interpretation

does not appear so probable as tho one given

above. [A. 11.1

COCKLEAR (aox^dpiov) was a kind of spoon,

which appears to have terminated with a point at

one end, and at the other wof broad and hollow

like our own spoons. The pointed end was used

for drawing snails {coekUas) out of their shells, and

eating them, whence it derived its name ; and the

bmadcr part for eating eggs, &c. Martial (xiv.

121) meotioDi both these uses of the cochlear,

—

** Sum cochleis habilis nec sum minus utilis ovls.'*

(Compare Plin. //. iV. zzviiL 4 j Petron. 33.)

C<Khlcar was also the name given to a small

measure like our spoonful. According to Rhomnius
Fannius it was ^ of tho cyalhus.

COCHLIS, which is properly a diminutive of

eocA/m, is used as an adjective with columna^ to

describe such columns as the Trajan and An*
toninc ; but whether the term was used with re-

ference to the spiral staircase within the column,

or to the spiral bas-relief on the outside, or to

both, cannot be said with certainty. (P. Viet <U

RepUm. Urb. Rom. 8, 9.)

Pliny applies the wtml also to a species of

gem found in Arabia. (//. iV. zxxvii. 12.

S.74.) [P.S.]

CODEX, dim. CODICI LLtlS, is identical with

mu/les^ as Claudius and CTodtss, daustrum and
clostrum^ caudu and coda, Cato {ap. Front. Epist.

ad M. Anton. I 2) still used the form eaudex in

the Mrae sense in which oAcrwords codex a’os used

exclusively. (Compare Ovid. Metam. xiL 432.)

The word originally signified the trunk or stem of

a tree (V'irg. (Jeorp. ii. 30 ;
Columella, xii. 19 ;

Plin. II. N. xvi. 30), and was also applied to

designate anything composed of Urge pieces of

wood, whence the small fishing or ferry boats on

the Tiber, which may originally have been like

the Indian canoes, or were constructed of several

roughly hewn planks nailed together in a rude and
simple manner, were called aares caMdieariae., or

oodicariao^ or eaudiceae. (Feit and Vamx, ap.

A'oaivm, ziil 12 ;
Ocllius, x. 23.) The surname

of Caudez given to Appius Claudius must be

traced to this signification. But the name codex

was especially applied to wooden tablets l>ound

together and lined with a coat of wax, for the

purpose of writing upon them, and when, at a later

age, parchment or paper, or other materials were

Biibstitute<i for wo^, and put together in the

sha()c of a book, the name of codex was still ap-

plied to them. (Cic. ^crr. ii. 1, 36 ; Dig. 32. tit. 1.

a. 52; Sueton. Aug. 101.) In the time of Cicero
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we find it alto applied to tho tablet on which a
bill was written

;
ojid the tribune, Cornelius, when

one of his colleagues forbade his bill to be read by
the herald or scribe, read it himself (legit codieem

suum; see Cic. ta Vat. 2, and Ascon. Pcd. tn

Argum. ad Comd. p. 58. cd. Orelli). At a still

later period, during the time of the emperors, the

word was used to express any collection of laws
or constitutions of the emperors, whether made by
private individuals or by public authority. .Sco

the following articles.

The diminutive codicilluSj or rather codicilU^ was
used much in the some way as codex. It originally

signified tablets of the kind described above, and
was lubscqucntly employed to indicate any small

book or document, made either of parchment or

paper. (Cxc.PhiL viii. 10, o<i Fam, vi. 18; Suet.

Claud. 29.) Respecting its meaning in connec-

tion with a person's testament, see Tbstaukn-
TUM [L S.}

CODEX GREQORIA'NUS and IIEUMO-
GENIA'NUS. It does not appear quite certain

if this title denotes one collection or two collec-

tions. The general opinion, however, is, that there

were two codices compiled respectively by Orego-
rianus and Hermogoniantis, who ore sometimes,

though incorrectly, called Gregorius and ilernio-

genes. The codex of Gregorianus was dividi’cl

into books (the number of which is not known), and
the lx>okB were divided into titles. The fragments
of this codez begin with cuustitutioni of Septimius

Scvenis, A. D. 1 96, and end with thus*} of Diocletian

and Maximinn, a. d. 205—305. The codex of

llcrmogenianus, so for as wc know it, is only

quoted by titles, and it only contains constitutions

of Diocletian and Maximion, with the exce)>tion of

one by Antoninus Cnracalla ; it may perhaps have
consisted of one book only, and it may have been
a kind of snpplcmciit to the other. The name Iler-

mogenionus is always phiced after that of Grog(iri-

anus when this code it quoted. According to the

Consultationes, the codex of llcrmogenianus also

contained constitutions of Valens and Valentinian

II., which, if true, would bring dowui the compiler

to a time some years later than the reign of Con-
stantine tho Great, under whom it is generally as-

sumed thill ho lived. These codices were not

made by imperial authority ; they were the w*ork

of private individuals, but apparently soon came to

be considered as authority in courts of justice, as is

shown indirectly by the fact of theThcodosian and
Justinian codes being formed on the model of the
C<*di'x (in’gorimm* anil llrtmogcninnus. (Zim-
m<^ri\(lpsdticktc hVtfKmhtn Primtredits, Hcid-l.

1826; L*‘hrhnck der Ccsckiclds des lioin,

AteVr/v, IWriiu, 1832; Fmp. f^od. Greg, et JItrm.

in Sclmlliug's Vet. Ac., and in the

Jus (^rile Antcjuitin. ml. 1815; Bockinir, /«-

stitutionen.) [G. L.]

CODEX JTJi^TIXIANK US. In Fcbniary of

the year a. d. 528, Justinian ajipoiiitrd a commis-
sion, consisting of ten persons, to make a new col-

lection of imperial constitutions. Among these ten

were Trihonianus, who was afterwords employed
on the Digesta and the Institutioncs and Theo-
philus, a teochor of law at Constantinople. The
commission was directed to compile one code from
those of Gregorianus, Hermogcnianus, and Theo-
dosius, and also from tho constitutions of Theo-
dosius made subsequently to his code, from those

of his successors, and from the constitutions of
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JuBtinian himaclf. The instnictions given to the

coinrai»«ioner8 empowered them to omit unneces-

sary preambles, repetitions, contradictions, and

obsolete matter ;
to express the laws to be derived

from the sources above mentioned in brief lan-

guage, aud to place them under appropriate titles

;

to add to, take from, or vary, the words of the old

constitutions, when it might bo necessaiy ; but to

retain the order of time in the several constitutions,

by preserving the dates and the consuls* names,

and also by arranging them under their several

titles in the order of time. The collection was to

include rescripts and edicts, as well as constitu-

tioncs properly so called. Fourteen months after

the date of the commission, the code was completed

and declared to be law (16th April, 529) under

the title of the Justinianeus Codex
;
and it was de-

clared that the sources from which this code was
derived were no longer to have any binding force,

and that the new code alone should be referred to

as of legal authority. {ConstU. da Juslin, Cod.

Confirmando.)

The Digesta or Pandectac, and the Institutiones,

were compiled after the publication of this code,

subsequently to which fifty dccisiones and some
new constitutioncs also were promulgated by the

emperor. This rendered a revision of the code

necessaiy
;
and accordingly a commission for that

purj)osc was given to Tribonianus, to Dorotheas, a

distinguished teacher of law at Berytus in Phoenicia,

and three others. The new code was promulgated

at Constantinople, on the 16th November 534, and
the use of the deeisiones, the new constitutiones,

and of the first edition of the Justinianeus Codex,

was forbidden. The second edition {secunda rdiito,

repetila praeU'ctiOy Codex repetitae praelectionis) is

the code that we now possess, in twelve books,

e.'ich of which is divided into titles: it is not known
how many books the first edition contained. The
constitutiones are arranged under their several titles,

in the order of time and with the names of the em-
perors by whom they were respectively made, and
their dates.

The constitutions in this code do not go further

back than those of Hadrian, and those of the im-

mediate successors of'IIadrian are few in number;
a circumstance owing in part to the use made of

the earlier codes in the compilation of the Justinian

code, and also to the fact of many of the earlier

constitutions being incorporated in the writings of

the jurists, from which alone any knowledge of

in.any of them could he derived. {Cofistit. De
JCmendatione. Cotl. Dom. Jtistin.)

The constitutions, as they appear in this code,

have been in many cases altered by the compilers,

and consequently, in an historical point of view,

the code is not always trustworthy. This fact

appears from a comparison of this code with the

Theodosian code and the Novellae. The order of

the subject-matter in this code corresponds, in a

certain w.ay, with that in the Digest. Thus the

seven parts into which the fifty books of the

Digest are distributed, correspond to the first nine

books of the Code. The matter of the three last

books of the Code is hardly treated of in the

Digest The matter of the first book of the Digest

is placed in the first book of the Code, after the

law relating to ecclesiastical matters, which, of

course, is not contained in the Digest
; and the

three following Wks of the first part of the Digest

correspond to the second book of the Code. The
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following books of the Code, the ninth included,

correspond respectively, in a general wTiy, to tlie

following parts of the Digest Some of the con-

stitutions which were in the first edition of the

Code, and ore referred to in the Institutiones, have

been omitted in the second edition. (Instit 2. tit

20. s. 27 ; 4. tit. 6. s. 24.) Several constitutions,

which have also been lost in the course of time,

have been restored by Charondas, Cujacius, and
Contius, from the Greek version of them. (Zim-
mern, &c.

;
Hugo, Lehrlmch der Gcsckichte des R'6m.

RechtSy &c. ; Booking, Institutionen.) [G. L.J

CODEX THEODOSIA'NUS. In the year

429, Theodosius II., commonly called Theodosius

the younger, appointed a commission, consisting of

eight persons, to form into a code all the cdicta and
generalcs constitutiones from the time of Constantine,

and according to the model of the Codex Grego-

rianus and Hermogenianus (ad simUihtdinem Ore-
gorUini et Hennogeniani Codias). In 435, the

iiistnictions were renewed or repeated
;
but the

commissioners were now sixteen in number. Anti-

ochus was at the head of both commissions. It

seems, however, to have been originally the design

of the emperor not only to m.*uce a code which
should be supplementary to, and a continuation of,

the Codex Oregorianns and Hermogenianus ; hut

also to compile a work on Homan law fn»m the

classical jurists, and the constitutions prior to those

of Constantine. However this may be, the first

commission did not accomplish this, and what we
now have is the code which was compiled by the

second commission. This code was completed, and
promulgated as law in the Eastern empire in 43»,
and declared to be the substitute for all the consti-

tutions made since the time of Constantine. In

the same year (438) the code was forwarded to

Valcntinian III., the son-in-law of Theodosius, by
whom it was laid lieforc the Roman Senate, and
confirmed as law in the Western empire. Nine
years later Theodosius forwarded to Valcntinian

his new constitutions (novellae constitutiones^ which

had lM?cn made since the publication of the code

;

and those also w'cre in the next year (448) pro-

mulgated os law in the Western empire. So long

ns a connection existed between the Eastern and

Western empires, that is, till the overthrow of the

latter, the name Novellae was given to the con-

stitutions subsequent to the code of Theodosius.

The latest of these Novclbo that have come dowui

to us are three of the time of Leo and Anthemius,

A. D. 468.

The Codex Theodosianus consists of sixteen

books, the greater part of which, as well as his

Novellae, exist in their genuine state. The books

ore divided into titles, and the titles ore sul>-

divided into constitutiones or laws. The valiuibic

edition of J. Oothofredus (6 vols. fol. Lugd. l6t)S,

re-edited by Hitler, Lips. 1736—1745, 6 vols. fol.)

contains the code in its complete form, except the

first five books, for which it was necess.'iry to use

the epitome contained in the Breviarium [Brbvia-
rium]. This is also the case with the edition of

this code contained in the Jus Civile Anlcjustininia-

neum of Berlin, 1815. But the recent discovery

of a MS. of the Breviarium, at Milan, by Clossius,

and of a Palimpsest of the Theodosian code at

Turin by Peyron, has contributed largely both to

the critical knowledge of the other jKirts of this

code, and has added numerous genuine constitu-

tions to the first five books, paniculaily to the

Digitized by Google
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first. Hilncrs discoveries also have added to our

knowledge of the later books, and his edition of the

Thcodosian Code, Bonn, 1837, 4to, is the latest

and the best

Tlie extract or epitome of the first five books in

the Breviarium is very scanty
;
2(>2 laws, or frag-

ments of laws, were omitted, which the discoveries

of Clossius and Peyron reduced to 200. More re-

cent discoveries by Carlo Baudi a Vesme at Turin

will add to the 6th, 8th, 9th, 10th, and 16th books.

The Novellac Constitutiones anterior to the time

of Justinian are collected in six books in the Jus
tVriVs Autijustinianctim, Berlin, 1815, and in

llanel's more recent edition.

The commission of Theodosius was empowered
to arrange the constitutiones according to their

subject, and under each subject according to the

order of time
;

to separate those which con-

tained difTi-rent matter, and to omit what was not

essential or superfluous. Thu arrangement of the

Thcodosian code differs in the main from.that of

the code of Justinian, which treats of jus ecclesi-

asticum in the beginning, while that of Theodosius

in the first book treats chiefly of offices
;
and the

second, third, fourth, and beginning of the fifth book
treat of jus privatum. The order here obsen'cd,

ns well ns in the code which it professed to follow

ns a model, was the order of the writers on the

praetorian edict. The eighth book contains the

laws os to gifls, the penalties of celiltacy, and that

relating to the jus libcrorum. The ninth book

l)egins with crimes. The laws relating to the

Christian church are contained in the sixteenth

and last book. It is obvious from the circum-

stances under which the Theodosian and Justinian

codes were compiled,and from a comparison of them,

that the Justinian codea’as greatly indebted to the

Thcodosian. The Thcodosian code was also the basis

of the edict of Theodoric king of the Ostrogoths ;

it was epitomised, with an interpretation, in the

Visigoth Lex Romniia [Brbviariu.m]
; and the

Burgundian Lex Romona, commonly called Papiani

Lila-r Rcspoiuon.im, was founded upon it. [Q. L.]

CODICILLUS. [CoDKX.]
CODON (xtW5«»'), a bell, [Tintinnabdlum.]
COE'MPTIO. [Matrimonikm.]
COENA {Sfisrvoy), the principal meal of the

Gr<;cks and Ronuuis, corresponding to our dinner,

rather than supper. As the meals ore not always

clearly distinguished, it will be convenient to give

a brief account of all of them under the present

head.

1. Orbrk.—The materials for an account of

the Greek meals, during the classical period of

Athens and Sparta, are almost confined to in-

cidental allusions of Plato and the comic writers.

Several ancient authors, termed Sovi'iiXoTot, are

mentioned by Athenacus ; but, unfortunately, their

writings only survive in the fragments quoted by
him. His great work, the Deipnosophists, is an
inexhaustible treasury of this kind of knowledge,
but ill arranged, and with little attempt to dis-

tinguish the customs of different periods.

The poems of Homer contaui a real picture of

early manners, in every way worthy of the anti-

quarian's attention. As they stand apart from all

other writings, it will be convenient to exhibit in

one view the state of things which they describe.

It is not to be expected that the Homeric meals at

nil agree with the customs of a later period ; in-

deed it would be a mere waste of time to attempt
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adapting the one to the other. Athenaens (i. p. 8)
who has entered fully into the subject, remarks on
the singular simplicity of the Homeric banquet.s,

in which kings and private men all partake of the
some food. It was common even for royal person-

ages to prepare their own meals (II. ix, 206—218 ;

compare Gen. xxvii. 31), and Ulysses (Od. xv.

322) declares himself no mean proficient in the
culinary art—

Tlvp t’ ti tn)^(raUy Siit H tauk Ktd<r<rat

Acurpfvaal t# koI owTijaai kclL olyoxorjacu.

Three names of meals occur in the Iliad and Odyssey—lipurroy, Su^yoy, S6pxoy. This division of the
meals is ascribed, in a fragment of Aeschylus
quoted by Atheuaeus (i. p. 11), to Palame'des.

The word &piarroy uniformly means the early (S/x*

1)01, ()d. xvL 2) 08 tdpxoy does the late meal
;
but

Sftwyoy, on the other hand, is used for either (//.

ii. 381, Od. xvii. 170), ap|>arently without any
reference to time. We should be careful, how-
ever, how wc argue from the unsettled habits of a
camp to the regular customs of ordinary life.

From numerous passages in the Iliad and Odyssey
it appears to have been usual to sit during meal-
times. In the palace of Telemachus, before eating

a servant brings Minerva, who is liabitcd ns a
stranger, the or lustral water “ in a golden

pitcher, pouring it over n silver vessel.” ((Af. i,

136.) Beef, mutton, and goat's flesh were tho

ordinarj' meats, usually eaten roasted
;
yet from tho

lines (IL xxi. 363)

'nj Si \4€t)s (ti (ySoy, ixuydptyos xvpl woAXy,
Ki'fo'crp fitkSdfxtyos ava\orpt<pfos atd\oto,

we learn that boiled meats were held to be far from
imsavouiy. Cheese, flour, and occasionally fruits,

also formed port of the Homeric meals. Bread,
brought on in baskets (//. ix. 217), ajid salt (4As,

to which Homer gives the epithet duos), are men-
tioned: from Od. xviu 455, the latter appears,

even at this early period, to have been a sign of

hospitality
;

in Od. xi. 122, it is the mark of a
strange people not to know its use.

Each guest appears to have had his onm table,

and he who was first in rank presided over the
rest Menelaus, at the marriage feast of Hermione,
begins the banquet by taking in his hands the side

of a roasted ox and placing it before his friends.

(Od. iv. 65.) At the same entertainment music
and dancing are introduced :

— “ The divine min-
strel hymned to the sound of tho lyre, and two
tumblers (KvinrrrjTript) began the festive strain,

wheeling round in the midst” It was not beneath
the notions of those early days to stimulate tho

heroes to bottle (II, xii. 311),

*ESpp Tc, Kplaaly re, iSi w\fiotx Snreutraty,

and Ajax on his return from the contest with
Hector is presented by Agamemnon with the
y&ra SitjyfKia,

The names of several articles of the festive board
ocenr in the Iliad and Odyssey. Knives, spits,

cups of various shapes and sizes, bottles nwde of

goat-skin, casks, &c., arc all mentioned. Many
sorts of wine were in use among the heroes

; some
of Nestor’s is remarked on as being eleven years

old. The Maronean wine, so called from Moron,
a hero, was especially celebrated, and would bear

mingling with twenty times its own quantity of

water. It may be obsen'ed that wine was seldom,

if ever, drunk pure. When Nestor and Machaon
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•it down together, “ a woman,” like unto a god-

dees, sets before them n poliilicd table, with a

brazen tniy, npdfivoy T^rtp Ct^oy. Then she

mingles a cup of PnunnUn wine in Nestor's own
goblet, and cuts tho cheese of goat's milk with a

steel knife, scattering white flour over it. The
guests drank to one another: thus the gods (//. iv.

4) SetSex^c**’ dXA^Aovr, and Ulysses pledged

Achilles, sa}'ing, x°^p\ *Ax<A.«w {II. ix. 225). Wine
was drawn from a larger vessel [Ckatxr] into

the cups from w’hich it was drunk, and before

drinking, libations were made to the gods by pour-

ing some of the contents on the ground. (//. vii

430.)

The interesting scene between Ulysses and the

swineherd {Od. xiv. 420
)
gives a parallel view of

early manners in a lower grade of life. After a

w'elcome has been given to the stranger, “ The
swineherd cleaves the wood, and they place the

swine of flve years old on the hearth. In the

goodness of his heart, Eumaeus forgets not the im-

mortal gods, and dedicates the firsUing lock with a
prayerW Ulysses's rcttim. He next smites the

animal with a piece of cleft oak, and the attend-

ants singe off the hair. He then cuts the raw meat
all round from the limbs^ and laying it in the rich

flit, and sprinkling flour upon it, throws it on the

Arc as an offering (dwopx‘6) to the gods, the rest

the attendants cut up and pierce with spits, and
having cooked it with cunning skill, draw off all,

and hiy the mess on the tables. Then the swine-

herd stands up to divide the portions, seven por-

tions in all, five for himself and the guests, and
one apiece to Mercury and the nymphs.”

There is nothing more a'orthy of remark in the

Homeric manners than tho hospitality shoam to

strangers. Before it is known who they are, or

whence they come, it is the custom of the times to

ire them a welcome reception. {Od. L 125, dee.)

Vhen Nestor and his sons saw the strangers,
** They all came in a crowd and saluted them with

the hand, and made them sit down at the feast on

the soft fleeces by the sea shore.”

The Greeks of a later age usually partook of

three meals, called AjfpdT«r/ia, ipurroy^ and Suwvoy. '

Tho lost, which corresponds to the Sdpvov of the
!

Homeric poems, was the evening meal or dinner ;

the ipurrov was the luncheon
;
and the iucpdriffna,

which answers to the &pi<rroy of Homer, was the

early meal or breakfast

The iufpdrtapta vs*as taken immediately after

rising in the morning suktjj, fwdev, Aristoph.

yf res, 1286). It usually consisted of bread, dipped I

in unroixed wine {iKparos\ whence it derived
|

its name. (Pint <S'v«n;). viii. 6. § 4 ;
Schol. ad

T/.i^r. i. 51 ;
Athenaeus, i. p. 1 1.)

Next followed the iptaroy or luncheon
;
but the

time at which it was taken is uncertain. It is

fre4{uently mentioned in Xenophon's Anabasis,

and appears to have been taken at dilTcrent times,

as would naturally be the case with soldiers in

active service. Suidos (s. r. Actirvov) says that it

was taken about the third hour, that is about nine

o'clock in the morning ; but this account docs not

agree with the statements of other ancient writers.

We may conclude from many cttcumstances that

this meal was taken about the middle of the day,

and that it answerv'd to the Homan prum/mm, as

Plutarch {Symp. viii. 6. § 5) asserts. Besides

which the time of the which i

provisions seem to liavc been bought for the
|
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&piarort was from nine o'clock till noon. This

agrees with tho account of Aristophanes

605—612), who introduces Pbilocleon describing

the pleasure of returning home after attending the

courts, and partaking of a good &pt<rroy. The
courts of justice could scarcely have finished their

sittings by nine o'clock. Tiroacus also defines

SfiAi} wpaita, which we know to have been the

early port of the afternoon [Dias], as the time

before the ipicroy. The ipiOToy osmlly a
simple meal, hut of course varied according to the

habits of individuals. Thus Ischoinachus, in de-

scribing his mode of life to Socrates, who greatly

approves of it, says, 'Apurr^ 3<ra plfT* ictyhs

(Xen. O«con, zL 18).

The principal meal, however, >^’as the ScIitkok

I t was usually token rather late in the day, fre-

quently nut l^fore sunset. (Lysias, e. Erato$tk.

p. 26.) Aristophanes {E<xL 65*2) says,

Sol 3^ fieAfiaei,

Sroy ^ ZtKdirovy aroix*^oy Xxirapby X**P*<*'

^trl itiiryoy.

But in order to ascertain the time meant by
dcjcdwouv rh oToix^toyf the reader is referred to

the article Horologium.
The Athenians were a social people, and wore

very fond of dining in company. Kutcrtaiuxneiits

were usually given, both in the heroic ages and
latter times, when sacrifices were oflered to tho

gods, cither on public or private occasions ; and
also on the anniversary of the birthdays of mem-
bers of the family, or of ilhistrious persons, whether

living or dead. Plutarch {Symp. viiL 1. § 1)

speaks of an entertainment being given on the

anniversaiy of the birthdays both of Socrates and
Plato.

When young men wished to dine together they

frequently contributed each a certain sura of money,
called aupioXlif or brought their owm provisions

with them. When the first plan w*as adopted,

they were said dw3 <Tvp6o\tty SctTvctr, and one

individual was usually entrusted with the money
to procure the promions, and make all the neces-

sary preparations. Thus we read in Terence

{Eunucij iii. 4)—

>

** Hcri aliquot odolescentuli coimus in Piraeo,

In hnne diem ot de symboiis essemus. Chaeream
ci rci

Proefecimus : dati annuH : locus, tempos consti-

tutum cst.”

This kind of entertainment in which each guest

contributed to the expense, is mentioned in Homer
(Od. i. 226) under tho name of (payos.

An entertainment in which each person brought

his own provisions with him, or at least con-

tributed something to the general stock, was calk'd

Bt7ryoy dwh <nrvpi3of, because the provisions a*ere

brought in baskets. ( Athen. viiL p. 365.) This kind

of entertainment is also spoken of by Xenophon
{Mem. iii. 14. § 1).

The most usual kind of entertainments, how-
ever, were those in which a person inrited his

friends to his own house. It was expected that they

should come dressed arith more than ordinor)' care,

and also have bathed shortly before ; hence, when
Socrates was going to an entertainment at Aga-
thon's, we ore told that he l)oth washed and put

on his shoes,— things which he seldom did. (Plato,

Synip, c. 2. p. 174.) As soon as the guests arrived
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at the home of their hoit, their thoei or nuulaU
were token off bv the »lavr*, and their feet washed
{(nroK^ip and In ancient wnrks of

art we frequently see a slave or other person re-

presented in the act of tokinj^ oft the shoes of tbe

guests, of which an example is given, from a terra

cotta in the British Museum, in p. 308. After

their feet bad been washed, the nests reclined on

the sXlrcu or couches (Kol ? dirovl^so' rhv

ir<u3a, Ts'a xaTfurfocro, Plato, Si/mp. e. 3. p. 176).

It has already been remarked that Homer never

describes persons as reclining, but always as sitting

at their meals ;
but at what time the change was

introduced is uncertain. MUller (/>>rMiM, iv. 3.

§ 1 ) concludes from a fragment of Aleman, quoted

by Athenaeus (iii. p. Ill), that the Spartans were

accostomed to recline at their meals as early as the

time of Aleman. Tbe Dorians of Crbtc ala-ays

sat ; but the Athenians, like the Spartans, were

accustomed to recline. The Greek women and
children, however, like the Roman, continued to

it at their meals, as we find them represented in

ancient works of art

It was usual for only two persons to recline on

each couch. Thus Agathon says to Aristodemns,

5*, wop* 'Lpv^iftaxot' KeeroHKlrov:

and to Socrates, Asopo, Swvparev, wop' xard-

teturo (Plato, Symp. c. 3, 4. p. 176). Alto at a

banquet given by Attoginus of Thel>cs to fifty

Persians and fifty Greeks, we are told that one

Persian and one Greek reclined on each couch.

In ancient works of art we usually see the guests

represented in this way ; but sometimes there is a

larger number on one long KXiyn

:

see the cut

under the article Symposium. The manner in

which they reclined, the rqr aaroKXlo’cwr,

as Plutarch (.Sjrmp. v. 6) calls it, will be under>

stood by referring to the woodcut already men-
tioned, where the guests are. represented recliuing

with their left arms on striped pillows {(nrayK^yia)^

and having their right free ; whence Lucian

(/,e.ripA. c. 6 ) speaks of ityKAvos detirvctp.

After the guests had placed themselves on the

aXiVoi, the slaves brought in water to wash their

hands (63wp Kcnh X*^P^* The subsequent

proceedings of the dinner are briefly describe in

two lines of Aristophanes ( Peip. 1216),

*T8wp irori rporf^os «iV^p«iy*

Aciwovftsp*

The dinner was then served up ; whence wc read

in Aristophanes, and elsewhere, of rdf rpart(as
«lo’^p«ir, by which expression wc are to under-

stood not merely the dishes, but the tables them-

selves. (Philoxen. up. Athen. iv. p. 146, t) It ap-

pears that a table, with provisions upon it, was
placed before each fcXlrq : and thus we find in all

ancient works of art, which represent banquets or

symposia, a small table or tripod placed before the

KXirn., and when there are more than two persons

on the leXltni^ several of such tables. These tobies

are evidently small enough to be moved with

case.

In eating, the Greeks had no knives or forks,

but made use of their fingers only, except in eat-

ing soups or other liquids, which they pirtook of

by means of a spoon, called /Av<rTlXq, ^u<rrpop, or

/A^orpof. Soaietiroes they used insU-ad of a spoon,

a bcdlowed {uece of brwd, also called poorlAq.

(Pollux, vi. 87, X. 89 ; Aristoph. Eqmt. 1164 ;

Suidas, $. r. /ivorlAq.) After eating they wiped
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their fingers on pieces of bread, called dro/i<r>^ciAla(.

(Pollux, vL 93.) They did not use any cloths or

napkins ; the ^<1 which
are sometimes mentioned (Pollux, t. c.), were towels,

which were only used when they a-ashed their

hands.

It appears that the arrangement of the dinner
was entrusted to certain slavca (Plato, Symp. c. 3.

. 176.) The one who had the chief management
of it was called rpoMt^onoUs or rpavf^tfpas
(Athen. iv. p. 170, e. ; Pollux, iii. 4l, vi. 13).

It would exceed the liiniu of this work to gi\-e

an account of the different dishes which were in-

troduced at a Greek dinner, though their number
is far below those which were usually partaken
of at a Homan cntertainroenL The most common
food among the Greeks a*as the pd(a (Dor. ^ui36a),

a kind of frumenty or soft cake, which was pre-

pared in different ways, as appears by the various

names which were given to it. (Pollux, vl 76.)
The pd(a is frequently mentioned by Aristophanes.

The /id(^ of which Philocleon partakes on
returning home from tbe courts (Aristoph.

61U), is said by the Scholiast to have been made
of barley and wine. The iud(a continued to the
latest times to be the common food of the lower
classes. W beaten or barley bread was the second
most usual species of food

;
it was sometimes made

at home, but more usoally bought at the market of
the dproirwXcu or dpruir<iXx3<r. The v^etablos
mdinarily eaten were mallows (poXdxu)* lettnces

(^pi8a{), cabbages (^d«poi>oi), beans (km/mu),
lentils (^0X04), Ac. Pork was the most favoiuite

animal food, as was the case among the Itomans
;

Plutarch {Symp. iv. 6. § 1) calls it r6 Smeudraror
ttp4as. Sausages also were very commonly eaten.

It is a curious fact, which Plato {De hrp. iii.

. 13. p. 404) bos remarked, that we never read
in Homer of the heroes partaking of fish. In later

times, however, fish was one of tbe most favourite

foods of the Greeks, insomuch so that the name of

w’as applied to it xar' Vfox^K. (Athen. vii.

p. 276, e.) A miimte account of the fishes which
tbe Greeks were accustomed to cat, is given at the
end of the seventh book of Athenaeus, arranged in

alphabetical order.

The ordinary meal for the family was cooked
by the mistress of the house, or by the female
slaves under her direction ; but for special occa-

sions professional cooks {pArfnipoi) were hired, of
whom there appear to have been a great number.
(Diog. Ijocrt. ii 72.) They are frequently men-
tioned in thr fra^ents of the comic poets ; and
those who were acquainted with all the refine-

ments of their art were in great demand in other
parts of Greece besides their own country. The
Sicilian cooks, however, had the greatest reputa-

tion (Pluto, Z>s Rep. iii. c. 13. p. 404), and a
Sicilian Ixxik on cookery by one Mithaecus is

mentioned in the Ooigias of Plato (c. 166. p. 61R.
Compare Maxim. Tyr. Diu. iv. 6) • but the most
celebrated work on the subject was the ratrrpo-

\oy(a of Archestratus. (Athen, iii. p. 104. b.)

A dinner given by an opulent Athenian usually
consisted of two courses, called respectively vpanat
rpdwt^ai and Be&rtpoi rpdwt^at. PolIux*(ri. 83),
indeed, speaks of three courses, which a-as the
number at a Homan dinner; and in the snmj
way we find other axiters under the Roman
empire speaking of three courses at Greek din-
ners ; but before the Homan conquest of Greece

X
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and thr introduction of Roman eaBtoinSi we only
|

read of tao onurses. The 6nt course embraced
|

the whole of wbat w'e consider the dinner, namely, '

fish, poulin*, ment, &c.*; the M'cond, w'hich cur-
'

responds to our dessert and the Roman belUinOy

consisted of diflerent kinda of fruit, sweetmeata,

confections, dec.

When the first course was finished the tables

were tak<D away dTcupsiy,

iupoApup^ ^K^iputfy $a(rrii(my rdr rpoir^^as), and
water was ({iveu to the ^ests for the purpose of

washing their hands. Crowns made of garlands of

fluwers were also then given to them, as well as

various kinds of ptrfumes. (Philyll. ap. Athtn. iz.

p. 40U, e.) Wine was not drunk till the first

course was finished ; but as soon as the f^ests

had washed their hands, nnroized w'ine w*os intro-

duced in a large gobiet, called ju«T<£*»iaTpor or ^rro-

rivTpti, of which each drank a little, after pouring

out a small quantity as a libation. This liba-

tion w'as said to be made to the
** good spirit

**

(^70000 i<^po¥os), and was usiially accomponii d

with the singing of the pa-'an and the playing of

fluU's. After this libation muted wine w-as

brought in, and with their first cup the guests

drank to Aihr ierrripos. (Xen. Symp. iL 1 ; Plato,

Symp. e. 4. p. 176 ; Piod. Sic. iv. .3 ;
Suidns, s. r.

'AyadoG Aafftoror.) With the tnros'dol, the dcizror

closed ; and at the introduction of the dessert

(8«>r«pai Tpaw4^ai) the ir^ror, ffvpw6<rioy^ or

KWfios commenced, of which an account is given in

the article Symposjum. (Becker, CkariJJeSy vol. L

pp. 411—450.)

2. Roman. In the following account of Roman
meals, wc take the ordinary life of the middle ranks

of society in the Augustan age, noticing incidentally

the most rrmarkabic deviations, either on the side

of primitive simplicity or of late refinement.

The meal wi^ which the Roman sometimes be-

gan the day was the jeniaculmmy a word derived,

as Isidore would have us believe, aie^nio $oiremdo^

and answering to the Greek ixpaTtvpa. Fettus

tells us that it was also called pramiicula or nlatum.

Though by no means uncommon, it docs not ap-

penr to have been usual, except in the case of

children, or sick persons, or the luxurious, or, as

Nonius adds {Dt lie Cih. L 4X of labouring men.

An irregular meal (if we may so express it) was
not likely to have any very regular time : two epi-

grams of Martial, how*evcr, seem to fix the hour at

about three or four oVlock in the morning. (Mart
Kp, xiv. 233, viit. 67. 9.) Bread, as we learn

fmm the epigram just quoted, formed the substan-

tial part of this early breakfast, to which cheese

(Apul. Mei. i. p. 110, ed. FrancoC 1621X or dried

fruit, as dates and raisins (Suet Any. 76) were

sometiincB added. The jentaculum of Vitellius

(Suet. Vit. c. 7. c. 13) was doubtless of a more

solid character ;
but this was a case of monstrous

luxui*)'.

Next followed the pramdiun or luncheon, with

persons of simple habits a fnigal meal —

•

“ Quantum inlerpellot im-ini

Ventre diem dumre."
Hor. Sai, i. 6. 127, 12fl.

As Horace liiinsolf describes it in another place

{Sut. it 2. 17),

^ Cum sale panis

Lalranteot stomachum bene Icniet,**
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agreeably with Seneca's account (£/>. 84), Panit

deittde tieett* H stae menwa prvndiumy pod tptod

non sunt lavandae mama. From the latter pas-

sage we Icam incidentally that it m*as a h^ty
meal, such as sailors (Jur. Hoi. vi. 101) and soldiers

(Liv. xxviii. 14) partook of when on duty, with-

out sitting down. The prandium seems to have

originated in these military meals, and a doubt has

been entertained whether in their ordinary life the

Romans took food more than once in the day.

Pliny {Ep. iii. 5) spt'aks of Aufidius Bassus as fol-

lowing the ancient aistom in taking luncheon ; but

again {Ep. itL 1 X in describing the nuinnen of an

old-fashioncd person, be mentions no other meal

but the coma. The following references (Sen. Ep.

67 ; Cic. ad Att v. 1 ; Mart ri 64) seem to prove

that luncheon was a usual meaX although it can-

not be supposed that there were many who, like

Vitellius, could avail themselves of all the various

times which the difTcrent fiuhions of the day al-

lowed (Suet Vii. 13). It would evidently be

absurd, however, to lay down uniform rules for

matters of individual caprice, or of fashion at best

The pnmdmmy called bv Suetonius {Ang. 78)
cUtut rntTuUuniay was usually taken about twelve

or one o'clock. (Suet Cal. 56, Claud. 34.) For
the luxurious palate, as wo gather incidentally

from Horace's satires, very different provision w*as

made from what was described above as his own
simple repost Fish vras a requisite of the table

(&rt. il 2. 16)—
** Foris cat promus, et atnim
Defendens pisccs hyemat mare,"

to which the choicest wines, sweetened with the

finest honey, were to be addl'd—
** Nisi Hymettia roclhi Falemo

Ne biberis dilut^"

which latter practice* is condemned by the loanjcil

gastronomer {Sat, ii. 4. 26), who n'commends a

weaker mixture—
Leni praccordia mulso

Prolueris melius,"

and gravely advises to finish with mulberries fresh

frathered in the morning (Ptid, 21—23 ;
see Tate's

Horarcy 2nd ed. m. 97— 106).

The words of Festus, coma apmd antitpioi diiy>-

bafur <ptod name prandiumy have given much trouble

to the critics, perhaps needlessly, w*hen we remem-
ber the change of hours in our own country. If

we translate coma, as according to our notions we
ought to do, by ** dinner," they describe exactly

the altenuimi of our own manners during the Inst

century. The analog)' of the Greek word Jijitvok,

which, according to Atbcnaeua, was used in a

similar w'oy fur dgurrov, also affords assistance.

.Another meal, termed merenda, is mentioned by
Isidore and Festus, for W’hkh several refined dis-

tinctions are proposed
;
but it is not certain that

it really differed from the ftrttndium.

The table, which was made of citron, maple-wood,

I or even of ivory (Juv, S^it. xi.X covered with

, a mantelcy and each of the different courica, some-

times amounting to seven (Juv, Sat. i. 95), served

upon a /ercu/um or waiter. In the ** munda
aupcllex " of Horace, great care was taken

** Ne turpe toraX ne sordida tnappa

Comigct nares
; ne non et canlharua et lanx

Ostendat tibi te.'* Ep. I 5. 2*2—21

'/ Google
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And on iho mnc occa»ion, ihe whole dinner, which
couutfd of rcgetablct, wo« tervcd up on a •inirle
platter (r. 2).

To ^•tum to our deacripiion, the dinner uaually
consisted of three courses: first, (ho ;>ro«o/»is or
amieeoma (Cic. ad Fam. ix. 20 ), called alto yu^aiio
(l*etron. Std. 3I\ made up of all sorts of stinm-
lanU to the appetite, such as those described br
llormce {Sai. iL 6. 9),

** Rapula, lactncae, radices, qimlia Inssum
Perrellunt stomaebum, siscr, aJee, fruxula Coa,”

Eggs also (Cic. ad Fam, ix. 20 ; Hor. Sat, i. 3. 6)
were so indispensable to the first course that
they almost gave a name to it (ah oro Cupte ad
m«2a). In the j^romulds of Trimalchio's supper
(Petron. 31)—~ probably designed as a satire on
^e emperor Nero— an ass of Corinthian brass is

introduced, bearing two panniers, one of white,
the other of black olives, covered with two laige
dishes inscribed with Trimalchio's name. Next
coroe dormice (glire$) on small bridges sprinkled
with poppy and honey, and hot sausages (toma-
emia) on a silver gridiron (cratieuia)^ with Syrian
prunes and pom^ronate berries underneath. Thf se,
however, were imperial luxuries

; the frugality of
Martial only allowed of lettuce and Slcenian olives

;

indeed he himself tells us that the promalM nos
a refinement of modem luxury (A>. xiil U, 1).
Macroldos (Sat, ii. 9) has left an authentic recoid
of a oocM ponii/icum (see Hor. Cana. ii. U. 28),
given Lentulus on his election to the office of
fiamen, m which the first course alone was made
up of the following dishes ;— Seveml kinds of

f abell-fish (eoUas, oatroae emdae^ pdoridrsy
giyeomaridex, mttrim purpurae^ baiatu albi ft

thrushes, asparagus, a fatted hen (gallina
oUU$)y beccaficocs (ySosde/ife), nettles (urftmc),

haunches of a goat and wild boar (lumhi copra-
rf c^negm), rich meats made into pasties (aitUia
I Mr /ariiw laie/sta), many of which are twice re-

peated in the inventory.

It w^d &r exceed the limits of this u'ork even
to mention all the dishes which formed the second
course of a Roman dinner, which, wboerer likes,

^ nay find minutely described in Dulengerus. (L>e
ri Comvmix, il and iii.) Of birds, the (Juinea ben

(A/ra oowX the pheasant (pioMdao, so called from
a- Pbasi^ a river of Colchis), aud the thrush, were
^ nmt in npute

; the liver of a capon steeped in

9 milk (Pliny), and beccaficoes (Jie^ulae) dressed
li with pepper, were held a delicacy. (Mart iij. 5.)
a The peacock, according to Macrobias (Sat. U. 9),

ufst introduced by Hortensius the orator, at
an inaugural supper, and acquired such repute

0. among the Roman gourmands as to be com-
moldy sold for fifty denarii Other birds are

^ meai^ed, as the duck (awu, Mart xiil 52),
a especially iu head and breast ; the woodcock

^ (<d/agem)y the turtle, and fbuninro ( pAorwicoptcruji,

^ Mart, xiil 71), the tongue of s^ich. Martial tells

us, especially oomraended itself to the delicate

^ palate. Of fish, the Tariety was perhaps still

^ greater : the charr (sranu), the turbot (rhomhms),

^ the stui^eon (<^/Mwser), the mnllet (ws/fss),

.H I>'ghJy prised, and dresst'd in the most

^ various fubums. In the banquet of Nosidienuj,
an eel is brought, garnished with prawns swim-
ming in the saoce. (.Mart ATeina, xiil) Of solid
meat, pork seems to have been the fitvourito dish,

I especially sucking-pig (Mart xiil 41) ; the paps
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of a sow served up in milk (jwmM, Ibid. Fi> 441
the flitch of bacon (;Waw>, Fp. .W), the womb of
* A6), arc all mentioned by
Mi^nl. Boar’s flesh and venison were niMi in
high repute, espcclnlly the former, described Iv
JurrniU (AW i. Ul) „ „i„al pr,,,^rr cmrir.a

CondimeiiU were added to niosi of
these dishes: such were the a kind of
pjckle made from the tunny fish (Mart, xiil 103) ;the gamm soCTomw, made from the intestines of
the mackerel (wwwArr), so called because brought
from abroad

; o5*c, a sort of brine
;
/aar, the sedi-

ment of wine, Ac., for the receipts of which we
must agum refer the render to Catius's horned
instructor. (Hor. Sat. il 4.) i^vcral kinds of
/ingt (/Old. T. 20) arc mentioned, tnifles (bo/cH),
mushrooms (^«/-errs), which either made dishes by
themselves, or formed the garniture for larger dishes.

It must not he sup{H»Md that the aiiidc$ of im-
perial Rome were at all behind ourselves in the
preparation and arrangemenu of the table. In a
large household, the functioiuu’ies to whom this
important part of domestic cconomr was entrusted
were four, the butler (promiu), the cook (urc4i-

the arranger of the dishes (dntcior\
and the carver (aiiT^^or or tnmor). Carving was
Uught M an art, and, according to Petmnius (3.5,
Ob), performed to the sound of music, with appn>-
pnate gesticulations (Juv. Sat. r. 121),

** Nec minimo sane discriminc refert
(Juo vultu lepores ct quo gallina sccetur."

In the rapper of Petrnniiu, n latpe round tray
(/r/rWiOR, rrpotilorium) it liroii(tht in, with tho
«ign« of the iodine figured nil round it, upon each
of which the artitle (itnutor) had placed rame np-
propnate viand, a gnora on Aquaritu, a poir of
raale. with tart. {tcnUHae) and cheeiecukea {pta-
nwftie) in each .calc on l,il,ra,&c. In the middle
wa» placed a hire rapported by delicate herbage,
I resently four slaves come forward dancing to the
•ound of miiiic, and lake away the upper part of
the diih

; beneath appear all kind, of dreued
menu

i a hare with wingiq to imilalo Pegnrai,
Ul the tniddlc

; and four figure, of Mariya, at the
comera, pouring hot uuce (garum pipmltm) over
the fi»h, that were .wimniing in the Euriput be-
low. So entirely hnd the Uoninn. lent nil shnme
OT luxury, linco tho day. when Cinciui, in .upport-
ing the Fannian law, chided hi. own age with
the enormity of introducing the pomu Tr^miu
(a rart of pudding .tuifed with the Beah of other
animal., Macrob. Sal. ii. 2).

The bellarin or dcMort, to which Itoroce alludet
when he ny. of Tigelliu. oA on> (/mu ad mala
dtarH, conaieted of fruiu (which the Roman.
Mually ate uncooked), inch a. almond, (amggdalat),
dned grape, (nvie pattae), date, (palmala'r, largo-
tar, dactgli) ; of .weetmeau and confection., calK-d
edulu mellila, dalciaria, .uch lU cheewcakc. (cw-
podiVu, enufn/o, Hia, plaenUae, arlologaai), airaond
c^e. (aoplat), larU (arUJUae), whence the maker
of them wn. called piator duldariut, placmlariut,
Uhariat, Ac.
We will now luppow the table .piead and the

gueau aarambled, each with hia mappa or napkin
(Mart. xiL 29), and in hia dinner drew, called
OOMO/Ono or aiUloria, naually of a bright colour
(Petron. c. 21), and variegated with fioweia. Firat
they took off their ahoea for fear of aoilmg the
couch (Mart, iii, 30), which waa often inlaid with

x 2
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ivory or tortoispshel), and corei^d with cloth of

gold. Next they laid down to eat (Ilor. <.Sb^

i. 4. 39), the head reating on the left elbow and
support^ by cuahioni. (Mart. iiL 8.) There
were usually, but not alwayi, throe on the same
couch (Ilor. S(U. i. 4. 86), the middle place being

esteemed the most honourable. Arcnind the tablet

stood the servontt {minufri) clothed in a tunic

(Hor. S(U. iL 6. 107), and girt with napkins (Suet
CuL 26) : tome removed the dishes and wiped the

tables with a rough cloth (gaumipe^ Hor. StU. ii.

8. 11), others gave the guests water for their

bands, or cooled the room with fans. (Mart. iii.

82.) Here stood an Eastern youth (Juv. Sat. v.

55) behind his roaster's couch, ready to answer

the noise of the fingers (d^i cnpiiuSy Mart vL
,

89), while others bore a large platter (mofoaomam)
|

of different kinds of meat to the guests. (Ilor. Sad.

iL 8. 86.)

Whatever changes of fashion had taken place

since prunitive times, the coena in Cicero's day
(ad Att. ut 7) was at all events mi evening meaL
It was usual to bathe about two o'clock and dine

at three, hours which seem to have been observed,

nt least by the higher classes, long after the Au-
gustan age. (Mart iv. 8. 6, xL 53. 3; Cic. ad
Fa%n. ix. 26; Plin. ill. 1.) VV’hen Juvenal

mentions two o'clock as a dinner boar, ho evi-

dently means a eonsnre on the luxury of the person

named {Sat. i. 49, 50),

“ Exul ab oelava Marius bibit"

In the lianquet of Nasidienns, about the same hour

is intended when Horace says to Fundanius,

** Nam mihi quacrenti conviium dlctus here illic

I)e medio potorc die."

Horace and Maecenas used to dine at a late

hour about sunset (Hor. Sat. ii. 7. 33, Kp.\.
5. 3.) Perhaps the various statements of classical

authors upon this subject can only be reecmciled by
supposing that with the Homans, as with ourselves,

there was a great variety of hours in the different

ranks of society.

Dinner was set out in a room called eoenatio or

diaeia (which two wrnrds perhaps conveyed to a
Homan car nearly the same distinction ns our

dining-room and parlour). The eoenatio^ in rich

men's houses, was fitted up with great magnificence.

(Sen. £p. 90.) Suetonius (AVm, 81) mentions a
snpper-room in the golden palace of Nero^ con-

structed like a theatre, with shifUng scenes to

change with every course. In the midst of the

roemtio a*ere set thr^ couches {triHinia\ answer-
:

ing in shape to the square, as the long semicircular

couches {sigmata) did to the oval tables. An
account of the disposition of the couches, and of

the place which each guest occupied, is given in

the article Triclinium.
The Oroeks and Homans were acaistoroed, in

later times, to recline nt their nicfUs ; though this

practice could not have been of great antiquity in

Greece, since Homer never describes persons as

reclining, but always as sitting, at their meals.

Isidore ^ Seville {Orig. xx. 11) also attributes

the same practice to the ancient Homans. Even
in the time of the caHy Roman einpemra, children

in families of the highest rank used to sit together

at an inferior table, while their fathers and eiders

reclined on couches at the upper part of the room.

^Taeit, Aim. xiii. 16 ; Suet Astg. 65, Ckmd. 32.)

COENA.
Homan ladies continued the practice of sitting

at table, even after the reeuml^nt position bad
become common w’ilh the other sex, (Varro, ap.

Ssid. Orig. xx. II; Val. Max. it 1. § 8.) It a;>-

pears to have been considered more decent, and
more agiv<»ble to the severity and purity of ancient

manners, for women to sit, more esp(H;iidIy if many
persons were present But, on the other hand, wo
find cases of women reclining, where there wws
conceived to be nothing bold or indelicate in tbeir

posture. In some of the Ixu-reliefs, representing

the visit of Bacchus to Icarus, Erigone, instoid of
sitting on the couch, reclines upon it in the bosom
of her father. In Juvenal (^^. ii. 120) a bride

reclines at the inmrtage supper on the bo5K>m of

her husband
; which is illustreted by the following

w'oodcut, taken from Montiaucon (Ant. Ejp.SnppL
iiL 66).

It seems intended to represent a scene of perfect

matrimonial felicity. The husband and wife re-

cline on a sofa of rich materials. A three-legged

table is spread with viands before them. Their

two sons are in front of the sofa, one of them sit-

ting, m the manner above descriljed, on a low

stool, and playing with the dog. Several females

and a hoy are performing a piece of music for tho

entertainment of the married pair.

It has been already remarked that, before lying

dow'n, the shoes or sandals were taken off. lo all

the ancient paintings fuid bas-reliefs illustrative of

this subject, we see the guests reclining with naked

feet; and in those of them which contain the
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foTourite subject of the ruit of Bacchus to Icanis,

we observe a bum perfoiming for Bacchus this

office. The preceding woodcut, taken from a terra

cotta in the British Museum, representing this

subject, both shows the naked feet of Icarus, who
has partly raised himself from his couch to welcome

his guest, and also that Bacchus has one of his

feet already naked, whilst the faun is in the act of

removing the shoe from the other. [B. J.j

COENA'CULUM.
COENA'TIO. lCo*NA, p. 308,a.l

COENATO'RIA. [Cobna, p. 307, b. ; Syn-
thesis.]

COGNA'TI. The following passage of Ulpian

{Fnuj. tiL 26. § 1 ) will explain the meaning of

this term :
—

** The hereditntes of inU-statc ingenui belong in

the first place to their sui hercdcs, that is, children

who ore in the power of the panmt, and those who
are in the place of children (as grandchildren for

instance)
;

if there are no sui heredes, it belongs to

the consangtiinei, that is, brothers and sisters by

the same father (it was not necessary that they

should be by the same mother)
;

if there are no

consanguinei, it belongs to the remaining nearest

ngnnti, that is, to the cognati of the male sex, who
trace their descent through males, and are of the

same familia. And this is provided by a law

of the Twelve Tables :— Si intatato moritur cui

s$tM* Jktre» nee esed, afftialtu pruximu4 fumiliam

hitbtloy

Cognati arc all those who, according to the Jus

Gentium or Jus Naturale, are spning from one per-

son, whether male or female (cognati . . quasi ex

unonati. Dig. 3B. tit 8. s. 1. § 1.). Pure Naturalis

Cognatio exists between a woman, who is not in

manu, and her children, whether bom in marriage

or not
;
and among all p^^rsons who ore okiu merely

through the mother, without any respect to mar-

riage. Consequently, children of one mother be-

gotten in marriage and not begotten in marriage,

and children of one mother begotten in marriage by

dilfercnt fitthers, are cognati. The natural relation-

ship by procreation was called naturalis, as op-

p(N^ to cognatio civilis or legitima, which, though

founded on the naturalis cognatio, received from

positive law a distinct character. This naturalis

cognatio was often simply called cognatio, and the

civilis or legitima was ^led agnatio, Naturalis

cognatio then, simply in itself, was no civilis cog-

natio
; but agnatio was both cognatio naturalis and

civilis.

A correct notion of the term agnatus cannot be

had without referring to the notion of the patria

potostos, and to one of the senses of the word

frmilia. In one sense, then, familia signifies all

those free persons who are in the power (in patria

potestate manuve) of the same Roman citisen, who
W'as paterfamilias, or head of a fiunilia

;
and in

this sense frmilia signifies all those who arc united

in one body by this common bond. It is a general

term which comprehends all the agnati. The
legitimate children of sons w'ho were not eman-
cipated were in the patria potestas, consequently

formed part of the familia, and were agnati.

Adopted children were also in the adoptive father's

power ; and consequently were agnati, though they

were not naturales cognati. Accordingly, if the

legal agnatio, which arose from adoption, was dis-

solved by emancipation, there remained no coj^atio

;

but if tUc agnatio, which arose from cognatio, was
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dissolved by emancipation, there still reimiined the
naturalis cognatio. The paterfamilias maintained
his power over his familia so long ns he lived, ex-

cept over those who were cmanci|iatcd, or passed
into another familia, or in any way sustained a
deminutiu capitis. On his deatk, the common bond
of the potria potestas was dissolved, and his sons

became respectively heads of families
;
that is of

persons who were in their power, or, with resp^-ct

to one another, were agnati. But all these pcnwins

continued to be members of the same familia ; that

is they wore still ngnati, and consequently the

agnatio subsisted among persons so long as they
could trace back their descent through moles to one
common paterfamilias

Agnati, then, may be briefiy explained to be
those who would be in the patria poU^stas or i»

jus^ as a wife in manus rrrf, or in the manus of u
son who is in the father's power, if the paterfami-

lias were alive ; and this is true whether such
persons ever were actually so or not," (Hugo,
LehHiudi^ &C.)

The imp«Tfcction of an individual, ns a living

being, is completed. First, by marriage, which unites

two persons of different sexes in a society for life.

Second, the imperfection of an individual which
arises from his limited existence, is completed in

the institution of Roman law in the patria potestas,

to which is attached, partly as a further develop-

ment, partly as a more natural or less legal analogy,

kinship : as a further development in agnatio,

which is only the residuum of a previous existing

patria potestas with constant continuation
;
as a

natural analogy in cognatio, in w'hich the jus gen-
tium recognises the community of indivldiuils

which rests on descent, as the jus civile in

agnatio," (Savigny, .System, &e. vol. L p. 341, &c.)
We must lupposo then, in order to obtain a

clear notion of agnatio, that if the male from
w'hom the agnati claim a common descent were
alive, and they were all in his power, or in his

manus, or in the manus of those who ore in his

power, they would all be ngnati. In order, then,

that agnatio may subsist among persons, the
male from whom the descent is claimed must have
lost his patria potestas by death only, and not by
any capitis deminutio, and consequently not by
any of bis children passing into any other patria

potestas, or into the manus viri, which would iu

effect be passing into another agnatio
;
for a person

could not at the same time be an agnatus of two
altogether different families. Accordingly, adoption

destroyed the former agnatio, and the emancipa-
tion of a ton took away all his rights of agnatio,

and his former agnati lost all their rights against

him.

The legal definition (Onius, Hi. 10) that ngnati

are those who are connected by legitima cognatio,

and that legitima cognatio is the cognatio through

persons of the male sex, must be view’ed soltdy

with n^fercnce to the natural relation
;
for agnatio,

as a civil institution, comprehended those who were
adopted into the familia ; and further, those who
were adopted out of the frmilu lost their former

agnatio.

The meaning of consanguinei has already been

given by Ulpian. Those who were of the same
blood by both parents, were sometimes called

germani
;
and consanguinei were those who had a

common father only ; and uterLui those who had a
common mother only.
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Triurui,
TriUvU.

6.

I

T,

AU*u>,
AUviA..
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uriA.^
i.

.1 .

AbAruf,
AImvU.-

Ahpatniiii,
AbxmiU,

AtmTUQcului,
AbmaterterA.

6 .

)(i. It.

Propatruuf,
Proitrut, Fruamlta.
Proaria.— Proarunculiia

I Promaterl.—

1

3.
j

5.

il. m.
Patruui,

Arui, AmiLa. '—Horum,
Avia. —

;

Avunrulut, Filiui,

(Mater. Maa.—• Filla.
' 4. I

6.

H.
I

iil.

I— Patniut,
Pater, Atnita. 1—Proplor,
Mater. — AruncuUii, Snbrino,

I

Matertera.— Sobiinarc-*,
3.

IB
I,

• !•

Frater,
Surur,

IB

drde cii)i)S

ei>gtuitlone

qiiH^ritur. a.

ii. in.

IConiohrlnuBl—Sobrimu,
ConBobrIna. Sobrma.

4. C.

Filhis,

Filla.

NepOB,
Ne^illB,

lil.

PronepoB,
Proneptla

a

il.

Abnepoi,
Ateq^ie.

4.

I

T,

Adnepos,
Adneptla

5.

t'i.

Triiiepof,

Trlnet^.

Ii.

llurum,
FiIIub,

Ftlia.

3.

iL
liorum,
NepoB,

Neills.

il.

Horum,
Pronepoa,
ProneptU.

b.

1

*.

Horum,
Abnepoa,
AboepilB.

6.

m.
Horum,
Filiui,
Filia.

5.

li.

Horum,
NepoB,
Ne^til.

Thia tnble ihowa all the degrees of cogruttio.

The degree of relationship of any given person in

this stcrama, to the person with respect to whom
the ri-lationshrp is impiired after (is eatv, dec.), is

indicated by the figures attached to the several

word*. The Roman niimemis denote the degree

of cognatio in the canon law
;
and the Arabic

numerals, the degrees in the Roman or Civil law.

The latter mode of reckoning is adopted in Kng-

Lind, in ascertaining the persons who arc entitled

u next of kin to the personal estate of on intestate.

In the canon law, the norober which expresses the

Collateral degree U always the greater of the two
numbers (when they are dilforent) which express
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the distance of the two parties from the common
ancestor

;
but in the civil laa*, the degree of re-

lationship is ascertained by counting from either of

the two persons to the other through the common
ancestor. All those w*ordt on which the some
Roman, or the some Arabic, numerals occur, re>

present persons who are in the same degree of

cognatio, according to those respective laws, to the

person is ivire, &c. (Hugo, Lskrimek^ See.
; Mare>

xolL, IjfMrffHcJiy &.C. ; l)ig. 3H. tiL 10, l)e (iradilMU,

Ac
;
Ulpianus, Fra^. cd. Booking ; Booking, /»•

siUu4ionen.) [G. L.J
CO'OXITOR. [Actio.]

COGNO'MEN. [Nomkn.]
COHKRES. [Hkrbs.]
COHORS. [Kxxrcitcs.]
COLA'CKETAE (KwAoirp^c^ also called

xtsAo^p^cu), the name of very ancient nmdstrates

at Athens, who had the management of all nnancial

matters in the time of the kings. They are said

to liave derived their name from collecting certain

ports of the victims at sacrifices (^ic too kytiptir

ras xwXaf). The li'gUlature of Solon left the

Culocrctac untouched ; but Cleistbencs deprived

them of the charge of the finances, which he trens-

ferrod to the Apudectac, who w’crc establishod in

their stead. [Apodsctak.] From this time tbo

Colacretae had only to provide for the meals in the

i’ly'taiieium, and subsequently bad likewise to pay

the fees to the dicasta, w*hen the practice of paying

the dicosts was introduced by Pericles. (Aristopb,

\'esp. 693, 724, with Schol. ; Etym. M. Phot Ile-

syeb. Suid. Tim. ; Ruhnk. ad Tim. FkU. IjS*. p. 1 71 ;

Bockh, PnH. Econ. ofAihfns^ p. 1 73. Ac., 2nd ed.)

COLLA'TIO BONO'RUM. [Bo.nobcm CoL-
LSTIO.]

COLLEOATA'RIUa [Leoatum.]
COLLEGIUM. The persons who formed a

collegium, were called cUUgae or sodnUs. The
word collegium properly expressed the notion of

several persons being united in any office or for

any common purpose (Liv. z. 13, 22 ; TaciL Ann.
iii. 31) ;

it afterwards came to signify a body of

arsons, and tbc union which bound them together.

The collegium h'os the kreupia of the Greeks.

The notion of a collegium was as follows

:

A collegium or corpus, as it was also called, must
consist of three persons at least. (Dig. 30. tit. 16.

s. 85.) Persons who legally formed such an asso>

ciation were said oorpaj kahert^ which is equiva-

lent to our phrase of being incorporated ; and in

later times they were said to be corporatL, and tbc

l)ody was called a corpomtio. Those who farmed

the public revenues, mines, or salt works {salinae)

might have axorpus. The power of forming such

a collegium or societas (for this term also m*as

used), was limited by various leges, senatuscon-

sulta, and im^wrial constitutions. (Dig. 3. tit 4.)

Associations of individuals, who were entitled

to have a corpus, could hold property in com-
mon ; they could bold it, as tbo Roman jurists

remark, just as the stale held property (res co«-
munes). These collegia had a common chest, and
could sue and be sued by their syndicus or actor.

That which was due to the collegium or universitos

(for this was a still more general term), «*as not

due to the individuals of it ;
and that which the

collegium owed, was not the debt of tbo individuals.

The property of the collegium was liable to be

seixed and sold for its debts. The ci^legiuro or

uniiersiuia was govormd by its oam regulations.

Digitized by Google



COLLEGIUM.
which might he any r^^nlationc that the memben
B^n’oed upon, provided they were not contrary to

law: thie provision, as Gains con}<‘ctures (Dig.

47. tit. 22 h was derived fnnn a law of Solon,

which be quotes. The collegium still subsisted,

though all the original members were changed.

Collegia of all kinds may be viewed under two

tispccts,— as having some object of administration

either public or not public, which object is oflen

the main purpose for which they exist, or as being

capable of holding property and contracting and
owing obligations. As having some object of ad-

ministration, they are viewed as units (magistratus

municipales cum unum magistratum administrent,

etiam unius hominis vicem mistinent (Dig. 50. tit. 1.

a. 25). As having a capacity to hold property, they

are purely fictitious or artificial personages, and,

consequently, thus conceived, it is not all the mem-
Lore who are supposed to compose this artificial

person, but the members are the living persons by

whose agency this artificial person does the acts

which are necessary for the acquisition and admi-
nistration of its property. It is only with reference

to the purposes of ownership and contracts, that an

artificial person has an existence as a person. 7'here

ore some further remarks under UKiVKRaiTxa.
A lawfully constituted collegium was legiti-

mam. Associations of individuals, which affected

to act as collegia, but were forbidden by law, were

called illicita.

It does not appear how collegia were formed,

except that some were specially established by legal

authority. (Liv. v. 50, 52 ;
Suet. CWs. 42, Aug.

32; Dig. 3. tit. 4. s. 1.) Other collegia were

probably formed by voltuitary associations of indi-

viduals under the provisions of some general legal

authority. This supposition would account for the

fact of a great numb^ of collegia beuig formed in

the course of time, and many of them being occa-

sionally suppressed as not legitimo.

Some of these corporate bodies resembled our

companies or guilds ; such were the fabrorum, pia-

torum, Ac- collegia. (Lampridiua, AUr. Seventy

S^i.) Others were of a religious character ; such

as the pontificum, augunim, fratnim arvalium

collegia. Others were bodies concerned about

gevemment and administration ; as tribunonim

plebis (Liv. xlii. 32), qnoestorum, decurionum

collegia. The tith's of numerous other collegia

may be collected from the Roman writers, and
from inscriptions.

According to the definition of a collegium, the

consuls bring only two in number were not a col-

legium, though each was called colloga with re-

spect to the other, and their union in office was
called collegium. The Romans never called the

individual who, for the time, filled an office of

perpetual continuance, a unirersitas or collegium,

for that would have been a contradiction in terms,

which it has been reserved for modem times to

introduce, under the nomo of a corporation sole.

Rut the notion of one person succeeding to all the

rights of a predecessor was familiar to the Romans
in the case of a single heres, and the same notion

must have existed with respect to individuals who
held any office in perpetual succession.

According to Ulpian, a universitas, though re-

duced to a single member, was still considered a

universitas ; for the individual possessed all the

rights of the universitas, and used the name by

which it was disUnguisbe^ (Dig. 3. tit 4. s. 7.)

COLONATUS. 811

When a new meml>er was taken into a colle-

gium, he was said a>-oplari, and the old mcniWrs
were said with respect to him, rtcipert tn colUgium.

The mode of filling up vacancies would vary in dif-

ferent collegia.

Civitatei and res publicae (civil communiiioji)

and municipia (in the later sense of the term)

were viewed as fictitious persons.

According to Pliny {Kp. v. 7 ; Ulp. Fr. tit. 22.

s. 5) res publicae and municipia could not take

os heres
; and the reason given is, that they were a

corpus incertum, and so could not oernert hemlita-

tem ; that is, do those acts which a heres himself

must do in order to show that be consents to he a

heres, for the heres could not in this matter act

by a representative, A res publico, tbiTef»re, ns

being a fictitious person, could not do the necessary

act. Municipia, like other fictitious |>crhmis,

could, however, acquire property in other ways,

and by means of other persons, whether bond or

free (Dig. 41. tiL 2. s. 1. §22): and they could

take fideicommissa under the senatusconsultum

Apronionum which was passed in the time of

Hadrian, and extend«^d to licita collegia in the

time of M. Aurelius. (Dig. 34. tit. 5. s. 21.) By
another senatusconsultum, the liberti of municipia

might moke the inunicipos their heredes. The gods
could not be made heredes, except such deities as

possessed this capacity by special senntuscon-

sulta or imperial constitutions, such as Jupiter

Tarpeius, Ac. (Ulp. Fr. tit. 22. s. 6.) By a con-

stitution of Leo (Cod. vi. tit 24. s. 12) civitates

obtained the capacity to take property as heredes.

As early as the time of Nerva and Hadrian, civi-

tates could take legacies.

Though civitates within the Roman empire
could not originally receive gifts by will, yet in-

dependent states could receive gifts in tlmt way
(Tacit Atm. iv. 43), a case which furnishes no
objections to the statement above made by Pliny

and Ulpian. In the same way the Roman state

accepted the inheritance of Attalus, king of Per-

gamus, a gift which came to them from a foreigner.

The Roman law}*crs considered such a gift to be
accepted by tlie jut gentium. (Dig. 3. tit 4 ; 47.

tit ^ ;
Savigny, iSys^em, Ac. vol. ii. p. 235. Ac.)

[Univbrsitas.] [G. L.]

COLONAn’US, COLO'M. The Coloni of

the later Imperial period formed a class of agri-

etdturUu, whose condition has been the subject of
elaborate investigation.

These Colnni were deswnated by the various

names of Coloni, Rustiei, Originarii, Adscriptitii,

Inquilini, Tributarii, CensitL A person might be-

come a Colonus by birth, with reference to which
the term Originarius was used. When both the

parents were Coloni and belonged to the same
master, the children were Coloni. If the father

was a (Clonus and the mother a slave, or con-

versely, the children followed the condition of the

mother. If the father was free aud the mother a
Colona, the diildren were Coloni and belonged to

the master of the mother. If the father w*as a
Colonus and the mother free, the children before

the time of Justinian followed the condition of the

fiither: afterwards .Justinian declared such chil-

dren to be free, but finally he reduced them to Uie

condition of Coloui. If both parents w*ere (Coloni

and belonged to different masters, it was finally

settled that the masters should divide the children

between thmn, and if there was* on odd one, it
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ihould ]?o to the owner of the mother. If a man
lired for thirty yeart m a Colonut, ho b<x»me the

Colonua of the owner of the land on which he
lived

;
and though he was still free, he could

not leave the land : and a man who had poS'

seised for thirty years a colonus belonging to

another, could defend himself against the claims of

the former owner by the Praescriptio triginta an>
norura. A eonstitution of Valentinian 111. de-

clared how free persons might become Colon! by
agreement

;
and though there is neither this nor

any similar regulation in the Code of Justinian,

there is a passage w'hich apparently recognises

that persons might become Culoui by such agree-

ment (Cod. xi. tit 47. 1 . 22.)

The Colon! were not slaves, though their con-

dition in certain respects was assimilated to that

of slaves * a circumstance which will explain their

being called servi terrae, and sometimes being con-

trasted W'ith liberi. They had, however, connu-

bium, which alone is a characteristic that dis-

tinguishes them clearly from sluves. (Cod. xi. tit

47. s. 24.) But, like slaves, they were liable to

corporal punishment, and they had no right of

action Against their master, whose relation to

them was expressed by the tenn Patronus. (Cod.

Theod. V. tit 11.) The colonus was attached

to the toil, and ho could not bo permanently

separated from it by his own act, or by that

of his patmnus, or by the consent of tho two.

The patronus could sell the estate with the coloni,

but neither of thorn without the other. (Cod. xi.

lit. 47. s. 2. 7.) He could, however, transfer

Buperab'indant coloni from one to another of his

own estates. When an estate held in common
was divided, married persons and rehuioos were

j

nut to be separated. The ground of there being '

no legal power of separating tho coloni and the

estate was the opinion that such an arrangement

was favourable to agriculture, and there were also

financial reasons for this rule of law, os will pre-

sently appear. The only case in which the colonus

could be separated from tho land was that of his

becoming a soldier, which must be considered to

be done with the patron's consent, os the burden

of recruiting the army was imposed on him, and in

this instance the state dispensed with a gencml
rule for reasons of public convenience.

The colonus paid a certain yeariy rent for the

land on which he lived : the amount was fixed by
custom and could not be raised ; but os the land-

owner might attempt to raise it, the colonus had in

fuch case for his protection a right of action

Against him, which was an exception to the gene-

ml nile above stated. (Cod. xi. tit 47. s. 5.)

There were, however, cases in which the rent was

fived by agreement
A further analogy between the condition of

Rervi and Coloni np|>ears from the fact of the pro-

perty of Oloni being called their Peculium. It it

however, distinctly stated that they could hold pro-

perty (Cod. Theod. y. tit 1 1) ;
and the expressions

which declare that they could have nothing ** pro-

pria” (Cod. xi. tit 49. s. 2) seem merely to de-

clare that it WAS not propria in the sense of their

having power to alienate it, at least without the

consent of their patroni. It appears that a co-

lonus could. make a will, and that if he made
none, his property went to his next of kin

;
for if

a bishop, presbyter, deacon, Ac., died intestate

and without kin, his prop«'rty went to the church
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or convent to which he belonged, except tneh as he
had as a colonus, which went to his patronus, who
with respect to his ownership of the land is colled

Dominus possesaionit. (C<^ Theod. r. tit 3.)

Some classes of Coloni had a power of alienating

their property. (Od. xu lit 47. s. 23.)

The land-tax due in respect of the land occupied

by tho colonus was paid by the dominus
;
but the

coloni were liable to the payment of the poll-tax,

though it was p:iid in the first instance by the

dominus who recovered it from the colonus. The
liability of the colonus to a poll-tax explains why
this clw of persons was so important to the state,

and why their condition could not be changed
without the consent of the state. It was only

when the colonus had lived as a free man for

thirty years that he could maintain his freedom by^

a praescriptio, but Justinian abolished this prac-

scriptio, and thus empowered the dominus to assert

his right after any lapse of time. (Cod. xl tit. 47.

s. 23.) With respect to their li ibility to the poll-

tax, the coloni were called tribtUarii^ censUi or

oauilms oAnari/, atUcriptUii^ ad$criptitio£

and eemsUiut otUcripti. This term adsrriptio ap-

pears to have no reference to their being attached

to the land, but it refers to their liability to the
poll-tax as being rated in the tax-books, and ac-

cordingly we find that the Greek term for Ad-
scriptitius is *Ei«ir4ypa^r.

As the Coloni were not servi, and as the class

of Latini and perogrini hardly existed in the latpr

ages of the Empire, we must consider the Colon!
to have had the Civitos, such as it then was ; and
it is a consequence of this that they bad cemnubium
generally. A Constitution of Justinian, however
( A'br, 22. c. 1 7 ), declared the marriage of a colonus,

who belonged to another p.‘rson, and a free woman
to bo void. The Constitution does not seem to

mean any thing else than that in this cose the

Emperor took away the Connubium, whether for

the reasons stated by Savigny, or for other reasons,

is immaterial. This special exception, however,
proves tho general rule as to Connubium.
The origin of these Coloni is uncertain. They

appear to bo referred to in one passage of the

Digest (Dig. 30. s. 112), under the name of In-

quilinuB, a term which certainly was sometimos
applied to the whole class of CoIonL

.
The passage

states, that if a man bequeaths, as a legacy, the

inquilini without the praiAiia to which they ^hcre
{fine praedii$ quAu» wlktierent)^ it is a void legacy.

Savigny conceives that this passage may be ex-
plained without considering it to refer to the

Coloni of whom we arc speaking
;
but the ex-

planation that ho suggests, I 'cms a very forced

one, and tho same remark applies to his explanation

of another passage in the Digest (50. tit; 15. s. 4).

The condition of the old Clients seems to bear

some relation to that of the Coloni, but all historical

traces of one class growing out of the other are

entirely wanting.

Savigny observes that he does not perceive any
historic^ connection between the villeins {rillant)

of modem Europe and the Coloni, though there is

a strong resemblance between their respective con-

ditions. There were, however, many important

distinctions ; for instance, tho villein services due
to the lord hod nothing corresponding to them in

the case of the (h)Ioni, so far as we know. Some
modem w'ritcrs would hastily infer an historical

connection of institutions which happen to have
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rctemblancet. Littleton's Tenures, section 1 7*2,

Alc., and Bmeton (fol. 6. 24), maj be consulted as

to the incidents of V'illeinuge.

This riew of the condition of the Coloni is fhini

Savigny's Essay on the subject, which is translated

in the Philological Museum, vuL ii.

The question of the origin of these Coloni is

examined at great length by A. W. Zumpt, Vfhrr

liie KnttUkwg umi A^ori^s EnticicMunfi det

(’idotuUs {JikeimUrkfM Mu$ntm/ur FkUoUnjie^ Ncue
Koige, 1845). The author is of opinion tiuit the

origin of the institution is to be traced to the

settlement of Germanic people by the Komon em-

perors within the limits of the empire. The
earliest mention of Coloni, in the sense in which

his essay treats of them, is, as ho states, a consti-

tution of Constantine a. d. 321 (Cod. Tbcod. 9.

tit. 21. s. 1,2) which, however, gives no inform-

ation about their condition. But a laU*r omsti-

tution of Constantine, A. D. 332 (Cod. Theod. 5.

lit, 9, dc fugitivis colonis) does give some inform-

ation. The condition of these foreign scuh-rs

Ix'ing once established, the author supposes that

poor Roman citisens might enter into this condition,

partly induced by the advantage of getting land,

and partly, as he states, though it is not cUarly

explained, by legal compulsion. A constitution of

Theodosius the Younger (Cod. Theod.5. tit 4, de

bonis roilitnm, . 3, cd. Wcnck), contaiiu some

valuable information on the colonization or soltle-

ment of the barbarians, and declares them to

belong to the condition expressed by the term

Colonatns. The term coluiius often occurs in the

writers who are excerpted in the Digest (41. tiL 2.

A. 30. § 5 ;
19. tit. 2. i. 3, 9. § 3 ; 19. tit. 1.

a. 13. § 30, and elsewhere) ; but these Coloni arc

siippoecd to be merely a kind of tenants. The
passage in the Digest (30. s. 11'2) which cites a

constitution of Marcus Aurelius and Commudus,
is supposed, by Zuiitpt, to mean ordinary tenants

(miether, piichter) ;
but it must be admitted, that

it is rather difficult to accept this explanation, as

already observed. The word Colunatus, it is

suted, does not occur in the Digest
;

but that

negative fact proves little. The most probable

solution of the question is, that the condition of

the Coloni mentioned in the Digest was tho model

of the condition of tho barbarians who were settled

in the Roman empire
;
and it is no objection to

this, that the* condition of the barbarians might be

mxulo more burdensome and loss tree than that of

the Coloni, who already existetl. Nor is it

against this supposition, if the condition of the

barbarian Coloni gradually became the condition

of all the Coloni. The reasons for fixing the bar-

barian settlers to the soil are obvious enough.

The (wlicy of the emperors was to people the

count^, and to disperse many of the tribes whose

uni<in would have been dangerous. If the results

of Zumpt's inquiry cannot be admitted to their

full extent, it must be allowed, that he has thromi

great light on tho subject, and probablv approached

as near as possible to the solution of the difficulty,

with the exception of his hypothesis, that the co-

lonatus originated entirely in the settlement of these

barbarians. It seems much more probable that

the Romans modelled the barbarian settlements

upon some institotinn that already existed, though

this existing institution might not be precisely the

same as that subsequent institution to which the

term Colonatus was peculiarly applied. [G. L.]
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' COLO’NIA, a colony. 1. Grbbk. The com-
mon Greek word for a colony is kwoiKla and for

a colonist ^roticor. We also find, hut not com-
monly, inoiKia and fwoiaor. (Thuc. iL 27

;

Aristoph. Av. 13U7.) The fonner words have
reference to their being wanderers from their o»Ti
home

i
the latter words to their settling in a new

home. Tho term indicates a division

of conquered lands among Athenian citizens, and
those who occupied such lands were called xA-ij-

povxoi : but as they were thus colonists, we some-
times find the general term of Awonroi applied to

them. (Thuc, v. 116.) (Vomel, JJt Dturimifie
rocaimiorum icXupouxoSy iiroiKOt^ firotaor, Erank-
fort, 1839.)

The earlier Grepk colonies were usually com-
posed of mere bands of adventurvrs, who left their

native countr)*, with their families and property,

to seek a new home for themselves. Some of tho

colonics, which arose in consequence of funign
invasion or civil wars, were undertaken without
any formal consent from the n^st of the com-
munity; but usually a coiouy was sent out with
the apprnlMtiun of the mother cuuntiy, oitd under
the management of a leader (oixurr^s) appointed

by it. But whatever may have been the origji

of the colony, it was always considered in a
political point of view independent of the mother
country (called by the Greeks firjTp6*o\is), aitd

entirely emancipated from its control. At the some
time, though a colony was in no political subjection

to its parent state, it was united to it by the ties

of fi!ial affection ; and, according to the generally

received opinions of the Greeks, its duties to tho

parent state corresponded to those of a daughter to

her mother. (DiBnya iii. 7 ; Bolyb. xii. 10. § 3.)

Hence, in all matters of common interest, the

colony gave precedence to the mother slate
; and

the founder of the colony (otKurr^r), w ho might
be considered as the representative of the parent

state, w'os usually worshipped, after his death, as a
hero. (Herod. vL 38 ;

Thuc. v. 1 1 ; Diod. xi. 66,

XX. 102.) Also, when the colony became in its

turn a parent, it usually sought a leader for tho

colony which it intend<‘d to found fmm the ori-

ginal mother country (Time. I 24) ; and the same
feeling of respect was nuuiifesled by eml>assies

which were sent to honour the principal festival

of the parent state (Diod. xii. 30; Wesscling, m/
loe,\ and also by bestowing places of honour and
other marks of respect upon the ambassadors and
other members of the parent state, when they
visited the colony at festivals and similar occasions.

(Thuc. i. 25.) Tho colonists also worshipp<‘d iu

their new settlement the some deities as they had
been accustomed to honour in their iwtive countr)'

;

the saert'd fire, w'hich was constantly kept burn-

ing on their public hearth, was t\kcn from tho

Prytaneium of the parent city ; ami, according to

one account, the priests who ministered to the gods

in the colony, were brought from the parent state.

(Schol. ad Thuc. i. 25 ;
compare Tacit. Ann. ii. 54.)

In the same spirit, it was considered a vi datiou

of sacred ties for a mother country and a colony

to moke war upon one another. (Herod, viii. 22

;

Thuc. i. 38.)

The preceding account of the relations betw'een

the Greek colonies and the mother coniitry is

elucidated by tho history which Thucydides gives

us of the quarrel between Corcyro and Corinth.

Curryra was a colony of Corinth, and Epidamnus
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a colony of Corcii'Ta
; but the leader (ol««TTijf) of

the colony of Kpidomnus was a Corinthian who
was invited from the metropolis Corinth. In

conrsc of time, in consequence of civil dissensions

and attacks from the neighbouring; barbarians, the

Epidamnians applied for aid to Corcyni, but their

request was rejected. They next applied to the

Corinthians, w’ho took Epidamnus under their

protection, thinking, says Thucydides, that the

colony was no leas theirs than the Corinthians';

and also induced to do so through hatred of the

Corcyracans, because they neglected them though

they were colouists; for they did not give to the

(\)Hnthians the customary honours and deference

ill the public solemnities and sacrihees ns the other

colonics were wont to pay to the mother country,

'j'hc Corcyracans who had become very powerful

by sea, took offence at the Corinthians receiving

Epidamnus under their protection, and the result

was a war between Coreyra and Corinth. The
Corcymeans sent ambassadors to Athens to ask

assistance ; and in reply to the objection that they

were a colony of Corinth, they said “ that every

colony, as long as it is treated kindly, respects the

mother country : but when it is injur^, is alienated

from it
;

for colonists are not sent out as subjects,

hut that they niay hare equal rights with those

that remain at home." (Thuc. i. 84.)

It is true that ambitions states, such as Athens,

sometimes claimed dominion over other states on

the ground of relationship
;
but, as a gcneml rule,

colonies may be regarded os independent states,

attached to their metropolis by tics of sympathy

and common descent, but no further. The case of

Potidaea, to which the Corinthians sent annually

the chief magistrates (Sq/xiou/ryof), appears to hare

been an exception to the general rule. (Thuc. L

5C.)

The irAupei/xlcu, of which mention was made
above, were colonies of an entirely different kind

from the dirourfox, of which we have hitherto been

speaking. They belonged exclusively to the

Athenians
;
and the earliest example to which the

in its strict sense, is applicable, is the occu-

pation of the domains of the Chalcidian knights

(irxo^drai) by four thousand Athenian citixena,

11. c. 506. (Herod, r. 77 ;
comp. vL 100.)

In assigning a date to the commencement of

this system of colonisation, w*c roust remember
tliiit the principle of a division of conquered lands

had existed from time immemorial in the Grecian

states. Nature herself seemed to intend that the

Greek should rule and the barbarian obey; and
hence, in the case of the barbdrian, it wore no ap-

))t>arancc of harshness. Such a system, however,

was more rare between Greek and Greek. Yet
the Dorians in their conquest of the Pcloponnese.

and still more remarkably in the subjugation of

Mcsseni.0, had set an example. In what then did

the Athenian KXvpovx^tu differ bnm this division

of terrilorj', or from the ancient colonies? In the

first place the name, in its technical sense, was of

later date, and the Greek would not bare spoken

of the kXripovxitu of Eycurgus, any more than

the Roman of the “ Agrarian laws " of Romulus
or Anciis. Secondly, we should rememlier that

the term was always used with a reference to the

original allotment: as the lands were devised or

transferred, and the idea of the first division lost

sight of, it would gradually cease to be applied.

Thj d’jtinction, however, between xAirpooxo* and
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iwoiKoi was not merely one of words but of things.

The earlier colonies usually originated in private

enterprise, and became independent of, and lost

their interest in, the parent state. On the other

hand, it was essential to the very notion of a
K\Tipovxict that it should be a public enterprise,

and should always retain a conneettun more or less

intimate with Athens herself. The word KXupoitxia

conveys the notion of property to be expected and
formally appropriated : whereas the drouroi of

' ancient times went out to conquer lands for them-
scItcs, not to divide those which were already

conquered.

The connection with the parent state subsisted,

os has been just hinted, in all degrees. Some-
times, os in the case of Lesbos, the holders of land

did not reside upon their estates, but let them to

the original inhabitants, while themselves remained
at Athens. (Bockh, p. 431,
2nd ed.) The condition of these KAqpovxot did

not differ from that of Athenian citizens who liad

estates in Attica. All their political rights they
not only retained, but exercised os Athenians

;
in

the capacity of landholders of Lesbos they could

scarcely have been recognised by the state, or have
borne any corporate relation to it Another case

was where the tcXrfpovxoi resided on their estates,

and either w'ith or without the old inhabitants,

formed a new community. These still retained

tho rights of Athenian citizens, which distance

only precluded them from exercising : they used

the Athenian courts
;
and if they or their chil-

dren wished to return to Athens, naturally and of

course they regained the exercise of their fonner

privileges. Of this we have the most positive

proof (Dbckh, Ihid. p. 429): as the object of these

«At)povxi<u was to form outposts for the defence of

Athenian commerce, it was the interest of the

parent state to unite them by a tie as kindly as

possible : and it cannot be supposed that indi-

viduals would have been found to risk, in a doubt-

ful enterprise, the rights of Athenian citizens.

Sometimes, however, the connection might gra-

dually dissolve, and the KAi^poOxiN sink into the

condition of mere allies, or sepnrntc wholly from

the mother country. In Aogina, Scionc, Potidaea,

and other places, w'here the original community
was done away, the colonists were most completely

under tho control of Athens. Where the old in-

habitants were IcR unmolested, we may conceive

their admixture to have had a twofold effect:

either the new comers would make common cause

with them, and thus would arise tho alienation

alluded to aliore
;
or jealousy and dread of the

ancient inhabitants might make the colonists more
entirely dependem on the mother state. It seems

impossible to define accurately when the isopolite

r< lation with Athens may have ceased, although

such cases undoubtedly occurred.

A question has been raised as to whether the

KATjpouxot were among the Athenian tributaries.

Probably this depended a good deal upon the pros-

perity of the colony. We cannot conceive that

colonies which were established ns military out-

posts, in otherwise unfavourable situations, would

bear such a burthen : at the same time it seeint

improbable that the state would unnecessarily

forego the tribute which it had previously rectuved,

where the lands bad formerly belonged to tributary

allies.

It was to Pericles Athens was chiefly indebted
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for the exteniion and pennanence of her colonial

acttlejsenU. HU principal object wax to provide

for the rodundonciea of population, and niUo the

poorer citizens to a fortune becoming the dignity

of Athenian citizcni. It was of thU cUm of

persons the settlers were chiefly composed ; the

•tate provided them with arms, and definyed the

expenses of their journey. The principle of divi-

sion, doubtless, was, that all who wished to par-

take in the adventure, applied voluntarily ; it was
then detorroiued by lot who should or should not

receive a share. Smnetimes they bad a leader ap-

pointed, who, after death, received all the honours

of the founder of a colony (ohcKTr^r).

The Clemcbiae were lost by the battle of Aegos-
potaroi, but partially restor^ on the revival of

Athenian power.

(Spanheiin, V»m H Pnxesl, A*amtm. vol. i

p. &c ;
Douguinville, QttelM Hoient let droit$

dft mitropoUs (Jrtcfjue* $ur let colonie$, itc^ Paris,

i745; ileyne, IM Vfi^rum C'o/oatartrns Jure
^ftuqus CUuuu^ Oott. 1766, also in Opueeuia^ vol. 1.

p.2dO;Sainte Croix^Del'KtaiftdmSorideMColouies

/iesoncieiw/*e«pfret,Phi]adelphie,1779; Hegewisch,

G'ecgrr. tunf /fist. die Coiouien der

frriecken beir^endy Altona, 1808 ;
Kaoul-Uochette,

Jlistaire critique de l*KiaUis»ement dee CoUmie*

Orecquesy Paris, 1815, 4 vols. ; Wichors, De
Ckdouiis Veteruuiy Oroningae, 1825; Pfefferkom,

Die Ctdonien der AU^Grieekeny Kbnigtberg, 1838 ;

Hermann, LehHmeh der Gritck. SUuUsalth. §73.
&C.

;
Wachsrouth, IleUen,A Hertkutnsk. vol. L p. 95,

2nd ed.
;
SchSmann, Autiq. Juris FuUici Groec.

p.414, Ac. ; Bockb, Public Dcou, of AibenSy p.

424, Ac.) [B.J.]

2. Homan. The word colonia contains the same
element as the verb co/ere,

**
to cultivate,^' and as

the word colonuSy which probably originally signified

a ** tiller of the earth.” The KnglUb wot^ colony,

which is derived from the Latin, perhaps expresses

the notion contained in thU word more nearly

than is generally the case in such adopted terms.

A kind of cedonisation seems to have existed

among the oldest Italian nations, who, on certain

occasions, sent out their superfluous male popu-

lation, with arms in their lisnds (Upa Mdnjr), to

seek for a new home. (Dionys. Antiq. fiove. i. 16.)

But these were apparently mere ba^da of adren-

turcre, and iuch colonies mtber resembled the old

Greek colonies, than those by which Rome ex-

tended her dominion aitd her name.

Colonies were established by the Romans as far

back as the annals or traditions of the city extend,

and the practice was continued during the republic

and under the empire. Sigonius {De Ardiquo

Jure IttdiaCy p. 215, Ac.) enumerates six main

causes or reasons which, from time to time, induced

the Romans to send out colonies
;

and these

causes arc connected with many memorable events

in Roman history. Colonics were Intended to

keep in check a conquered people, and also to

repress hostile incursions, as in the case of the

colony of Naniia (Liv. z. 10), which was founded

to check the Umbri ; and Mintumae and Sinuessa

(x. 21), Cremonaand Placentia (xxviL 46), which

were founded for similar purposes. Cicero {De
Lcq. A^. IL 27) calls the old Italian colonies the

^ propugnacula imperii
;
” and in another passage

(/*ro Ford. C.1) be calls Narho Martius (X«ir-

bonneX which was in the provincia Gallia, *^Co- '

Ionia nostrorum civium, specula populi Romani et

,
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propugnaculora.” Another object was to increase

the power of Home by increasing the population.

(Liv. zzviL 9.) Sometimes the immediate object

of a colony was to esury off a number of turbulent

and discontented persons. Colonies were also

established for the purpose of providing for veteran
soldiers, a practice which was begun under the
republic (Liv. zzxi. 4X and continued under the
emperm : these coloniae were called militarcs.

It is remarked by Strabo (p. 216. ed. Cataub.),
when speaking of the Roman colonies in the north
of Italy, that the ancient luunes of the places were
retaineid, and that though the people in his time
were all Roman, they were coU^ by the names of
the previous occupiers of the soil. This fact is in

accordance with the character of the old Homan
colonies, which wore in the nature of garrisons

planted in conquered towns, and the colonists had
a portion of the conquered territory (usually a third

part) assigned to them. The inhabitants retained

the rest of their lands, and lived together with the

new settlers, who alone composed the proper co-

lony. (Dionys. /fom. ii. 53.) Theconqufred
people must at first have been quite a distinct

class from, and inferior to, the colonists. The
definition of a colonia by Gcllius (xvi. 13) will

appear, from what has been said, to be sufficiently

exact :
— ** Ex civitate quasi propagatac — populi

Romani quasi effigies parvoc simulacroque.”

No colonia was established without a lex, ple-

biscitum, or seuatuscoosulturo
; a fact which shows

that a Roman colony W’as never a mere body of

adventurers, but had a regular organisation by the

parent state. According to on ancient definition

quoted by Niebuhr (Sonr. oJ Virg. Aen. i, I2),a
colony is a body of citizens, or socii, sent out to

possess a commonwealth, with the approbation of

their own state, or by a public act of that people

to whom they belong ; and it is added, th<Me oro

colonies which are founded by public act, not by
any secession. Many of the laws which relate to

the establishment of coloniae were leges agrariac,

or laws for the division and assignment of public

lands, of which Sigonius has given a list in his

work already referred to.

When a law was passed for founding a colony,

penons were appointed to superintend its forma-

tion {coloniam deducere). These persons varied in

number, but three was a common number (fn'«oi-

viri ad eoUmoe deducendoSy Liv. xxxvii. 46, vl 21 ).

We also read of duumviri, quinqueviri, rigintiviri

for the same purpose. The law fixed the quantity

of land that was to be distributed, and bow much
a'as to be assigned to each person. No Roman
could be sent out as a colonist without hU free

consent, and when the colony was not an inviting

one, it was difficult to fill up tbo number of volun-

teers. (Liv. vL 21, X. 21.)

Roman citizens who were willing to go out as

members of a colony gave in their names at Rome
{nomina dederunty Liv, i. 1 1, the first time that he
has occasion to use the expression). Cicero {Pro
Dorn, c. 30) says that Roman citizc'ns who chose

to become members of a Latin colony must go vo-

luntarily {aucUtres foeti)y fur this was a capitis

deminutio ; and in another posAAge {Pro Cuecin,

33) be alleges the fact of Roman citizens going

out iu Latin culunios as a proof that loss of civiias

must be a voluntary act. It is true that a nicmlH r

of a Roman colony would sustain no capitis de-

niinutio, but in this case also there teems no reason
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for supposing that he ever joined such a colony,

without his consent.

The colonia proceeded to its place of destination

in the form of an army {sub veMUo\ which is in

dicated on the coins of some coloniae. An urbs, if

one did not already exist, was a necessary part of

a new colony, and its limits were marked out by
a plough, which is also indicated on ancient coins.

Thi> colonia had also a territory, which, whether

nwrked out by the plough or not (Cic. 2*biL ii. 40),

was at least marked out by metes and bnunds.

Thus the urbs and territory of the colonia re-

spectively corresponded to the urbs Roma and its

territory. Religious ceremonies always accom-

panied the foundation of the colony, and the an-

niversary i^'os afterwards obsened. (Plutarch,

V. f#rarc^«s, 11 ;
Servius, ad Ach. t. 755 ; Cic.

<ul Attic, iv. 1). It is stated that a colony could

not lx* sent out to the samo place to which a

colony hod already been sent in due form (awspt-

ettto dedttda). This merely means that so long as

the colony maintained its existence, there could be

no new colony in the same place ; a doctrine that

would hardly need proof, for a new colony implied

a new assignment of lands
;
but new settlers (nori

tulaerifti) might be sent to occupy colonial lands

not already assigned. (Idv. vi. sb ; Cic. Phil. ii.

40.) Indeed it was not unusual for a colony to

receive a mpplementum^ as in the case of Venusia
(Liv. zxxi. 49), and in other cases (Tacit. Ann.
xiv. 27) \ and a colony might be re-established, if

it seemed necessar)', from any cause
;
and under

the emperors such re-establishment might be

entirely arbitrary, and done to gratify personal

vanity, or from any other motive. (Tacit. Ann.
xiv. 27. Putcoli

;
and the note in Oberlin's

Tacitus.)

The commissioners appointed to conduct the

colony had apparently a profitable office, and the

establishment of a new settlement gave employ-

ment to numerous functionaries, among whom
Cicero enumerates— npparitoret, scribac, libmrii,

pmecones, architect!. The foundation of a colony

might then, in many cases, not only be a mere
party measure, carried for the purpose of gaining

})opuIarity, but it would give those in power an

opportunity of providing places for many of their

friends.

A colonia was a part of the Roman state, and it

liad a res publica; but its relation to the parent state

niight vniy. Jo Livy (xxxix. 55) the question

was whether Aquileia should be a colonia civiiim

Romanonim, or a Latina colonia
; a question that

had no reference to the persons who should form

the colony, but to their politii-al rights with respect

to Rome na members of the colony. The members
of a Roman colony {co/oniu rivium Pomauarum)
must, as the tenn itself implies, have always had
the same rights, which, as citizens, they would have

at Rome. [Civitas.] They were, as Niebuhr
remarks, in the old Roman colonies, ** the populus

;

the old inhabitants, the commonalty.'* The«e two
bodies may, in course of time, have frequently

f.*rmed one ; but there could be no political union

between them till the old inhabitants obtained the

commercium and conniibium, in other words, the

civitas
:
and it is probable that among the >’arioua

onuses which weakened the old colonies, and ren-

dered Dew supplies of colonists necessary, wc
should enumerate the want of lioman women ; for

the children of a Roman were not Roman citizens
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unless his wife was n Homan, or unless she bclooged

;
to a people with which there «'as connubium.

It is important to form a precise notion of the

relauon of an ancient Roman colonia to Rome.
That the colonists, as already observed, had all the

rights of Roman citizens, is a fact capable of per-

fect demonstration ; though most writers, following

Sigonius, have supposed that Homan citizens, by
becoming members of a Roman colony, lost the

suffragium and honores, and did not obtain them
till after the passing of the Julia lex. Such an
opinion is inconsistent with the notion of Homan
citizenship [Civitas], which was a personal, not a
local right

;
and it is also inconsistent with the very

principle of Roman polity apparent in the establish-

ment of Roman colonies. Further, the loss of the

suBragium and honores would have been a species

of capitis deminutio, and it is clear, from what
Cicero says of the consequences of a Roman volun-

tarily joining a Latin colony, that no such conse-

quence's resulted from becoming a member of a
Roman colony. If a Roman ever became a member
of a Roman colony without his consent, it must
have been in the early ages of the state, when the
colonies still retained their garrison character, and
to join a colony w'as a kind of military serv'ice

i
hut

such a duty to protect the state, instead of imply-
ing any loss of privilege, justifies quite a different

conclusion.

Puteoli, Salomum, Buxentum were coloniae

civium liomanorum (Liv. xxxiv. 45) ; the Keren-
tinates mode a claim, that Latin! who should give

in their names os willing to join a colonia civium

Romanonim, should thereby become cives Romani.
Some Latini who had given in their names for

the coloniae of Puteoli, Salcmum, and Buxentum,
thereupon assumed to act as cives Romani, but the

senate would not allow their claim. This shows,

if it requires showing, that the cives of Romanao
coloniae continued to be cives Romani. (Liv.

xxxiv. 42.)

It is somewhat more difficult to state what was
the condition of those conquered people among
whom the Romans scut their colonists. They
were not Roman citizens, nor yet were they socii

;

still they were in a sense a part of the Roman
state, and in a sense they were cives, though cer-

tainly they had not the suffragium, and perhaps

originally not the connubium. It is probable

that they had the commercium, but even this is

not certain. They might l>e a part of the Roman
civitas w'itbout being cives, and the difficulty of

ascertaining their precise condition is increased by
the circumstance of th» word civitas being used

loosely by the Roman writers. If they were cives

in a sense, this word imported no privilege ;
for it

is certain that, by being incorpomteil in the Roman
state as a conquered people, they lost all power of

administering their own affairs, and obtained no
share in the administration of the Roman state ;

they had not the honourable rank of socii, and
they were subject to military service and taxation.

They lost all jiirisdictio, and it is proliable that

they were brought entirely within the rules and
procedure of the Roman law, so far as that was
practicable. Even the commercium and connu-

bium with the pe^iplc of their own stock, w*ere some-

times taken from them (Liv. ix. 43, viiL 14), and
thus they were disunited from their own nation

and made a port of the Homan state, without having

the full civitas. So far, then, was the civitas (with-
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' out the ni0ngium) from being alwaye a desirable

condition, as some writers hare supposed, that it

was in foci the badge of serritude ; and some states

eren |»efcrred their former relation to Rome, to

being incorporated with it os complete citisens. It

appears that, in some cases at least, a praefeettu

juri dicxindo was sent from Rome to administer

justice among the conquered people, and between

them and the colonl It appears also to be clearly

proved by numerous instances, that the condition

of the conquered people among whom a colony was

sent, was not originally always the some ; some-

thing depended on the resistance of the people,

and the temper of the Romans, at the time of the

conquest or surrender. Thus the conquered I tolian

towns might originally have the ciritos m diiferent

degrees, until they all finally obtained the complete

ciritas by receiving the sufirnginm ; some of them

obtained it before the social war, and others by

the Julia lex.

The nature of a I^tin colony will appear suffi-

ciently from what is said here, and in the articles

CivtTAS and Latinitas.

Besides these coloniae, there were coloniac Itnlict

juris, as some writers term them ; but which in fact

were not colonies. Sigoniut, and most subsequent

writers, have considen^ the Jus Italicum as a per-

sonal right, like the Civilas and lAitinitas ; hut

Savigny has shown it to be quite a dififerent thing.

The jus Italicum was granted to favoured prorincial

cities ; it was a gnuit to the community, not to the

mdividoals composing it. This right consisted in

quiritarian ownership of the soil (commercium),

and its appurtenant capacity of mancipatio, usu-

capion, and rindicatio, together with fre^om from

taxes
;
and also in a municipal constitution, after

the fiuhion of the Italian towns, with duumviri,

qoinquennales, aediles, and a Jurisdictio. Many
provincU towns which possessed the jus Italicum,

uive on their coins the figure of a standing SUenus,

IMP. U. IVl.. PHILIPP. AXL. MVNICIP. CO.

Philip, A. D. 243—249. Coela or Coelos (Plin.

IV. 11, 12) in the Thra-

cian Cbersoncius.

with the hand raised, which was the peculiar

symbol of municipal lih^y. (06ea*<fits MartWy
Homt. SaL 1 6. 120.) Pliny (iii. 3 and 21) has

mentioned several towns that bad the jus Italicum

;

and Lo^unam, Vienna (in Dauphind), and colonia

Agripptnensis had this privilege. It follows from

the nature of this privilege, Umt towns which bad

the Lsuinitas or the Civitas, which was a perwinal

privilege, might not have the jus Italicum ; but the

towns which bad the jus Italicum could h^ly be

any other than those which bad the civitas or

lAtinitas, and we cannot conceive that it was ever

given to a town of Peregrini.

The colonial system Rome, which originated

in the earliest ages, was well adapted to strengthen

and extend her power— “ By the colonics the
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empire was remsulidated, the decay of population

checked, tile unity of the nation and of the lan-

guage ditfrited.*' (Mac)iiaveUi,quoU‘d by Niebuhr.)

The countries which the Romans conqucn-d within

the limits of Italy, were inhabiU'd by iiatinns that

cultivated the soil and bad cities. To destroy such a

population was not possible nor politic ; but it wns
a wise policy to take part of their lands, and to

plant bodies of Roman citicens, and also Latinae

coloniae, among the conquered people. The pow'er

of Rome over her colonies was derived, as Niebiibr

has well remarked, ^ From the supremacy of thn

parent state, to which the colonics of Rome, like

sons in a Ronuin family, even after thfry had grown
to maturity, continued uiullembly subject.*' In

fact, the notion of the patria potesuis will be found

to lie at the foundation of the institutions of Rome.
The ]uinciples of the system of colonisation were

fully established in the early ages of Home
;
but the

colonies had a more purely niitiian' character, that

is, were composed of soldiers, in the latter |iarl of

the republic, and under the earlier emperors. The
first colony established beyond the limits of Italy

was Carthago (Veil, it 13) ;
Narbo Martins was

the next. Nemaiuus (Nimes) was made a colony

by Augftutui, nn event which is enmroemoreted by
medals (Kasche, Lenctm Hei A'amar^), and on
extant inscription at Nimct.

In addition to the evidence from written books of

the numerous colonics established by the Romans
in Italy, and tubsequcnlly in all parts of the empire,

we have the testimony of medals and inscriptions,

in which COL., the abbreviation of colonia, indi-

cates this {act, w, as in the case ofSinope,theGreek

inscription KOAANEIA. Septimius l^vcnis made
Tyre a colonia Veteranorum (Rasche, J{ri

AvmaWos, 7Vnw). The prodigious activity of Rome
in settling colonies in Italy is apparent from the list

given by Frontinus or the Pseudo-Frontinus (/>
CWonim), most of which appear to have been old

towns, which wore either wsJIed when the colony

was founded^ or strengthened by new defences.

Colonics were sometimes established under the

late republic and the empire w*ith circumstances

of great oppression, and lands were assigned to the

veterans without regard to existing rights.

Under the eroperora, all legislative authority

being then virtually in them, the foundation

of a colony was an act of imperial grace, and

often merely a title of honour conferred on some

fikvoured spot Thus M. Aurelius raised to the

rank of colonia the small towm (vkus) of Holale,

at the foot of Taurus, where bis wife Faustina

died. (Jul. Capitol. M. Ant. /*kiio$. c. 26.) The
old military colonies were composed of whole

legions, with tlieir tribunes and centurions, who
being united by mutual affection, eompo^ a

poliucol body (rtfpmhliea) ; but it- was a com-

plaint in the time of Nero, that soldiers, who were
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tmngrn to one another, without any head, w'ith-

out any bond of union, were suddenly brought to-

gether on one spot, “ iiumorus magis quani colonia

(Tacit. Ann, xir. 27). And on the occasion of the

mutiny of the legions in Pannonia, upon the ac-

cession of Tiberius, it wns one ground of complaint,

that the soldiers, after lerring thirty or forty

yean, were separated, and dispersed in remote

parts ; where they reccired, under the name of a

grant of lands (per nomtn ofpror%m\ swampy tracts

and barren mountains. (Tacit. Ann. I 17.)

It remains brictly to state what was the internal

constitution of a colonia.

In the later times of the republic, the Roman
state consisted of two distuict oiganised parts,

Italy and the Prorinces. “ Italy consisted of a

great number of republics (in the Ronnan sense of

the term), whose citizens, after the Italian war, be-

came members of the sovereign people. The com-

munitii'S of those citizens were subjects of the

Roman people, yet the internal admmistralion of

the communities belonged to themselves. This

free municipal constitution was the fundamental

characteristic of Italy ; and the same remark will

apply to both principal classes of such constitu-

tions, municipia, and coloniae. That distinction

which made a place into a praef'ctura, is men-
tioned a^erwards ; and fora, conciliabula, cnstella,

ore merely smaller communities, with an incom-

plete organisation.** (Savigny.) As in Rome, so

in the colonies, the popular assembly had originally

the sovereign power ; they chose the magistrates,

and could even make laws. (Cic. D« Ltsg, iiL 16.)

When the popular assemblies became a mere form

in Rome, and the elections were transferred by
Til>orius to the senate, the same thing happened

in the colonies, whose senates then acquired what-

ever power had once belonged to the community.

The common name of this senate was ordo de-

cxirionum ; in later times, simply ordo and curia
;

the members of it were decuriones or curiales.

(Dig. 60. tit. 2. Dt DeenrionUrtU^ &c.) Thus,

in the later ages, curia is opposed to senatus,

the former being the senate of a colony, and the

latter the senate of Rome. But the terms senatus

and senator were also applied to the senate and
memliers of the senate of a colony, both by his-

torians, in inscriptions, and in public rv'cords
;
as, for

instance, in the Heracleotic Tablet, which contained

a Roman lex. After the decline of the popular

assemblies, the senate had the whole internal ad-

ministration of a city, conjointly with the magis-

tratus
;
but only a decurio could be a magislratus,

and the choice was made by the decuriones.

Augustus seems to have laid the foundation for

this practical change in the constitution of the

colonics in Italy. All the citizens had the right

of voting at Rome ; but such a privilege would be

useless to most of the citizens account of their

distance from Rome. Augtisius (Sueton. c. 46)
devised a new method of voting: the decuriones

sent the votes in writing, and under seal, to

Rome
;
but the decuriones only voted. Though

this was a matter of no importance afrer Tiberius

had transferred the elections at Rome from the

popular assemblies to the senate, this measure of

Augustus would clearly prepare the way for the

pre-eminence of the decuriones, and the decline of

»be popular power.

The highest magistmtus of a colonia were the

duumviri (Cic. Ayr. Ley. it 34, ad Attic, ii. 6),
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or quattuorviri, so called, os the numbers might-

vary, whose functions may be compared with those

of the consulate at Rome before the establishment

of the praetorship. The name duumviri seems to

have been the roost common. Their principal

duties were the administration of justice, and ac-

cordingly we find on inscriptions “Duumviri J.

D.** {Jnri dicundo\ “ Quattuorviri J. D.** They
were styled magistratus pre-eminently, though the

name magistratus was properly and originally the

most general name for all persems who filled similar

situations. The name consul also occurs in in-

scriptions to denote this chief magistracy; and
even dictator and praetor occur under the empire
and under the republic. The office of the duumviri

lasted a year. &vigny shows that under the re-

public the jurisdictio of the duumviri in civil

matters was unlimited, and that it wna only under
the empire that it was restricted in the manner
which appears from the extant Roman law.

In some Italian towns there was a pracfectus

juri dicundo
; he was in the place of^ and not co-

existent with, duumviri. The duumviri arre, as

we have seen, originally chosen by the people
;

but the praefcctus was appointed annually in

Rome (Livy, xxvi. 16), and sent to the town
called a praefoetura, which might be either a mu-
nicipium or a colcmia, for it was only in the matter

of the praefectus that a town called a preefcctura

differed from other Italian towns. Capua, which
was taken by the Romans in the second Punic
war, was mside a praefectura. (Veil it 44, and
the note of Reimarus oo Dion Canius, xxxviii. 7.)

Arpinum is called both a municipium and a prae-

fectura (Cic. ad Fam, xiiL 1 1 ; Festus, t. r.

Prae/eeiura)
;
and Cicero, a native of this place,

obtained the highest honours that Rome could

confer.

The censor, curator, or quinquennalis, all which
names denote the same functionary, was also a
municipal magistrate, and corresponded to the

censor at Rome, and in some cases, perhaps, to

the quaestor also. Censors are mentioned in Livy
(xxix. 16) as magistrates of the twelve Latin

colonies. The quinquenoales were sometimes
duumviri, sometimes quattuorviri ;

but they are

always carefully distinguished from the duumviri

and quattuorviri J. D. ;
and their functions are

clearly shown by Savigny to have been those of

censors. They held their office for one year, and
during the four intermediate years the functions

were not exercised. The office of censor or quin-

qucnnalis was higher in rank than that of the

duumviri J. D., and it could only be filled by those

who had disekarged the other offices of the muni-

cipality.

For a more complete account of the organisation

of these municipalities, and of their fate under the

empire, the re^cr is referred to an admirable

chapter in Savigny (Oeeckiekte dec Kam, HedU$^
dec. voL L p. 16, &C.).

The tenns municipium and municipee require

explanati(Hi in counection with the present subject,

and the explanation of them will render tbe nature

of n praefc^ura still clearer. One kind of munid-
pium was a body of persons who tfwe not (Festus,

$. V. Municipium) Roman citisens, but possessed all

the rights of Roman citisens except the sufiragium

and the honoret. But tbe communities enumerated

as examples of this kind ot municipium are the

Fundani, Formiaiii, Cumani, Acenani, Lanuvini,
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and Tusculojii, which wen* conquered itatet (Lit.

viiL 14), and irci iTed the civitaa without the suL
fragium ; and oil thcae placet receiTed the com-
plete civitas before the tocial war, or, as Fettus

exprettet it, Pott aliquot annot civet Romani
eff^li aunt** It it tiogular that another ancient

definition of this clast of municipia tayt, that the

pertont who had the rights of Roman citiseni,

except the honoret, ttcre ciret ; and among such

communities are enumerated the Cunuuii, Accr-

rani, ond AtcUanu Tbit discrepancy merely

shows that the later Roman writers us<^ the word
civis in a very loose sense, which wc cannot be

torfirUed at, as they wrote at a time when tbeso

distiuctions had cctued. Another kind of muni-
cipium was, when a civitas was completely incor-

pomted with the Roman state; as in the case of

the Anagniui (Liv. ix. 23), Curites, and Aricini,

who oompletrly lost all btemal administration of

their cities; while the Tusculani and Lanuvini rc-

tnined their internal constitution, and their magis-

trate called a dictator. A third class of municipia

was those whoso mhabitanls possessed the full

priril^cs of Roman citizens, and also the internal

ndministration of their owa cities, as the Tilurtes,

Pnencstini, Pisaiii, Urbioates, Nolani, Bononi-

enscs, Placcntini, Nepesini, Sutriiii,and Lucrenses,

(Luccoses?). The first five of these were civitates

sociomm
;
and the second five, coloniac I^tinae :

they all became municipia, but only by the efiwt

of the Julia Lex, B.a dO.

It has also been already said that a pmefoctiira

was so called firom the circumstance of a praefectos

J. D. being sent there Rom Rome. Those towns

in Italy were called praefecturae, says Festus, ^ In

quibus et Jus dicebatur et nundinoe agebantur, ct

erat quorum eorum respuUica, noque tamcn
mogistratus sues habebant ; in quns legibiu pme-
fecti roittebautur quotannis, qui jus dicerent.**

Thus a p^fectura bod a respoblica, but no magis-

tratus. Festns then makes two divisions of praefcc-

turne. To tlie first division were sent four pracfccti

chosen at Rome {popmii nf^hu/io) ; and he enu-

merates ten placet in Campania to which these

quattuorriri were sent, and among them Cumae and
Acerrm, which were municipia; and Voltumum,
Litrmum, and Puteoli, which were Roman colonies

established after the second Punic war. The
second division of pmcfecturae comjMiscd those

placet to which the praetor urbanus sent a prae-

fectus every year, namely. Fundi, Formiae, Caere,

Venafrum, AUlfac, Privenmin, Anagnia, Frusino,

Heatc, Satumia, Nursia, Arpinum, aliaque com-
pluia. Only one of them, Satumia, was a ci^tmy

of Roman citizens (Liv. xxxix. 55) ;
the rest arc

municipia. It is the conclusion of Zumpt that all

the munkipia of the older pmod, that ^ up to the

time when the complete civitas was given to the

Latini and the socii, were praefecturae, and that

some of the colonics of Roman citizens were also

praefecturae. Now as the pracfectus was ap-

pointed for the purpose of administering justice

(Juri diamdo\ and was annually sent from Rome,
it appears that this was one among the many ad-

mirable parts of the Roman polity for maintaining

harmony in the whole politic system by a uni-

formity of law and procedure. The name prae-

fectura continued after the rear &c. 90 ; but it

seems that, in some places at least, this functionary

ceased to be sent from Rome, and >*arioQs procfic-

tune acquired the privily of having mogistratus
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of their own choosing, as in the case of PuleoH,
II. c. b‘3. (Cic. J)e Lt^, Agr. n. 31.) The fifht

class or kind of pracfccti, the qunttunrviH, who
were sent into Campania, was aMished by Au-
gustus, in conformity with the general tenor of Ins

policy, B.C 13. After the passing of the Julia
Lex dc Civitate, the cities of the socii which r«*-

ceivod the Roman civitas, still retained thi ir iii-

temal constitution
; but, with respect to Rom«‘,

were all included under the name of municipia:
thus Tibur and Praenesie, which were Latinao
civitates, then became lioman municipia. On the
other baixl, Rnnonia and Luca which were origin-
ally I^aiiuac coloniac, also became Roman mu-
nicipia in consequence of receiving the Komnii
civitas, though they retained their old colonial

constitution and the nomu of colonio. Thus
Cicero (i« Vi*, c, 23) could with propriety call

Placentia a muiiicipium, though in its origin it

was a Latin colonia
; and in the oration Pro

(c. 14) he enumerates municipia, coloniac, and
praefecturae, os the thri‘c kinds of towns or com-
munities under which were comprehended all the
towns of Italy. The testimony of the lleracleotic

tablet is to tho like effect
; for it speaks of muni-

cipia, coloniae, and (uacfecturac as the three kinds
of places which had a nuigistratus of some kind, to
which enumeration it adds fora and cnnciliabula, ns
comprehending all the kinds of places in which
bodies of Ronuui citixens dwelt.

It thus appears tliat the name munidpium,
which origin^ly had tho meanings already ^ven,
acquired a narrower import after B.& 90, and in

this narrower import signified the civitates sodorum
and coloniac I^tiiuu>, which then became complete
members of the Roman state. Thus there was
then really no differaice between these municipia
and the ednniae, except in their historical origin,

and in their original internal constitution. The
Roman law prevailed in both.

The following recapitulation may be useful :
—

The old Roman colonies (eioiina Homanttrum) were
placed in conquered towns

; and the colonists c<»n-

tinned to be Roman citizens. These colonies were
near Rome (Liv. i. 1|, 27, 56, it 2 1, 39), and few
in number. Probably some of the old Latinae colo-
niao were established by the Romans in exjunction
with other Latin states (Aarivm). After the con-
quest of Latium, Latinae coloniae were established
by the Romans in various ^wrts of Italy. These
colxies should be dUtingnished from the colonies
civium Romonorum, inasmuch as they ore some-
times called colxiae populi Romani, though they
were not colxiae dvium Roroanorum. (Liv. xzvii.

9, xxix. 15.) Roman citizens who chose to join
such colonies, gave up their civic righu for ths
more solid advantage of a grant of laz^
When Latin colonies began to be established,

few lioman colxies were founded until after the
close of the second Punic war (b.c 201), and
these few were chiefly maritime colonies {^Anxur^
dec.). These Latin colonies were subject to and

p^ of the Roman state ; but they had not the
civitas : they hod no political bond among them-
selves

;
but they had the administratix of their

internal a&irs. The colxies of the Gracchi were
Roman colonies

; but their object, like thst of sub-
sequent Agra^n laws, was merely to provide for

the poorer citizens : the old Roman and the Latin
colonies had for their object, the extension nnd
coQsenratioQ of the Roman empire in Italy. After

Dl- ^
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th« passing of the Lex Julia, which gave the

civitas to tho socii and the Latin coluiiies, the

object of establishing Roman and Latin colonies

ceased
;
and military colonics were thenceforward

settled in Italy, and, under the emperors, in the

provinces. (Plin, Nut. iii. 4.) These military

colonies had the civitas, such as it then was
;
but

their internal organisation might bo rarious.

The following references, in addition to those

already given, will direct the reader to abundant

sources of information :— (Sigonius, IM Jure Ah-
&C. ; Niebuhr, Rormm History

;

Savigny,

LV«r das Jus Italicum^ Zeitschr. voL v.
; TatuJae

J/rmciee$tses. Afaxocki^ Neap. 1754 ;
Savigny, />er

Homischs Voikssefiluu d*r Taftl tvm HertieUa

;

and Rudorif, Vthcr dis Ltx Afamilia ds ColuniiSy

Zeitschr. toL lx. ;
Rudorlf, Das Ackeryesetz roa

Sp. Thoritts^ and Puchta, Ueber den JnkaU der

l/tst R^ria de Gallia Cisalpina^ Zeitsdir. vol. x. ;

Beaufort, Rep. Rom. t. p. 278—308 ;
Madvig,

Opuscula^ De Jure et (hnditione Ooloniarum Poptdi

Romani^ Hauniae, 1834 ; Zumpt, Ueber den

Untenckied der Renennunpeny Munidpium^ ColontOy

Prue/ectnm.^ Berlin, 1840.) [G. L.]

COLO'HES. The Greeks and Romans hod

a very extensive acquaintance with colours as

pigments. Book viL of Vitruvius and several

chapters of books xxxiii. xxxiv. and xxxv. of

Pliny's Natural History, contain much interesting

matter upon their nature and composition
; and

these works, together with what is contained in

book T. of Dioscorides, and some remarks in

Theophrastus {De Lapulilms\ constitute the whole
of our infonnatioD of any importance upon the

subject of ancient pigments. From these sources,

through the experiments and oWrvations of Sir

Humphry Davy {Phil, Trans, of the Royal Sodetpy

1815) on some remains of ancient colours and
paintings in the baths of Titus and of Livia, and
in other ruins of antiquity, we are enabled to col-

lect a tolerably satisfactory account of the colour-

ing materials employed by the Greek and Roman
painters.

The painting of the Greeks is very generally

considered to have l>een inferior to their sculpture;

this partially arises from very imperfect inform-

ation, and a very erroneous notion respecting the

resources of the Greek painters in colouring. The
error originated apparently with Pliny himself,

who says (xxxv. 32), ** Quatuor coloribus solis

immortolia ilia opera fecere-, ex albis Melino, ex

silaceis Attico, cx rubris Sinopide Pontiea, ex

nigris atramento, Apelles, Kebion, Mclanthius,

Necomachus, clarisslmi pictores and (xxxv. 36),
^ Legentes meminerint omnia ca quatuor coloribus

facta.’* This mistake, as Sir H. Davy has sup-

posed, may hare arisen from an imperfect recollec-

tion of a passage in Cicero {RmtuSy e. 18), which,

however, directlv contradicts the statement of

Pliny:— ** In pictura Zeuxim et Polygnotum, et

Timanthem, et conun, qui non sunt nsi plusquam

quattuor coloribus, formas et lincamenta laudamus;
at in Echione, Niconmcho, Protogene, Apelle jam
perfecta sunt omnia.” Here Cicero extols the

design and drawing of Polygnotus, Zeuxis, and
Tiuuinthra, and those who used but four colours

;

and observes in contradistinction, that in Echion,

Njcomachus, Prntogencs, and Apelles, all things

''^erc perfect But the remark of Pliny, that

Apelles, Echion, Mclanthius, and Nicomachus used
but four colours, inclodiug both black and white
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to the exclusion of all blue (uiJess we understand

by ^ ex nigris atramento ” black and indigo), is

evidently on error, independent of iu contradiction

to Cicero
;
and the conclusion drawn by some from

it and the remark of Cicero, that the early Greek
painters were acquainted with but four pigments,

18 equally without foundation. Pliny himself
•peaks of two other colours, besides the four in

question, which were used by the earliest painters;

the Ustadrita (xxxv. 5) and cinnabaris or vermilion,

which he calls also minium (xxxiiL 36). He
mentions also (xxxv. 21) the Eretrian earth used
by Nicomachus, and the elephantinumy or ivory-

black, used by Apelles (xxxv. 25), thus contra-

dicting himself when he assorted that A|)ellcs and
Nicomachus used but four colours. The above
tradition, and the simpleut color of Quintilian (Grot.

Instil, xil 10), are our only authorities for defining

any limits to the use of colours by the early Greeks,

as applied to painting
, but we have no authority

' whatever for supposiug that they were limited in

! any remarkable way in their acquaintance with

!

them. That the painters of the earliest period

hod not such abundant resources in this depart-

ment of art as those of the later, is quite consistent

with experience, and does not require demonstra-

tion
; but to suppose that they were confined to

four pigments is quite a gratuitous supposition,

and is opposed to both reason and evidence.

[PiCTUHA.]
Sir H. Davy also analysed the colours of the

so-called Aldobrandini marriage,’* all the reds

and yellows of which he discovered to be ochres

;

the blues and greens, to be oxides of copper
;
the

blacks all carbonaceous
; the browns, mixtures of

ochres and black, and some containing oxide of

manganese
; the whites were all carbonates of

lime.

The reds discovered in an earthen vase contain-

ing a variety of colours, were, red oxide of lead

(fRiWam), and two iron ochres of different tints, a
dull red, and a purplish red nearly of the same
tint 08 prussiate of copper

;
they were all mixed

with chalk or carbonate of lime. The yellows

were pure ochres with carbonate of lime, and
ochre mixed with minium and carbonate of lime.

Tho blues were oxides of copper with carbonate

of lime. Sir H. Davy discovered a frit made by
means of soda and eoloured with oxide of copper,

approaching ultramarine in tint, which he sup-

r^d to be the frit of Alexandria
;
its composition,

says, was perfect— “that of embodying tho

colour in a composition resembling stone, so ns to

prevent the escape of elastic matter frt)ro it, or the

decomposing action of the elements ; this is a
species of artificial lapis lazuli, the colouring matter
of which is naturally inherent in a hard siliceous

Slone.
“

Of greens there were many shades, all, however,
either carbonate or oxide of copper, mixed with
carbonate of lime. The browns consisted of ochres

calcined, and oxides of iron and of manganese, and
compounds of ochres and blacks. Sir H. Davy
could not ascertain whether the lake which he dis-

covered was of animal or of v^etable origin
; if of

animal, he supposed that it was very probably the

Tjrrian or marine purple. He discovered also a
colour which he supposed to be black wad, or

hydrated binoxide of manganese
;

also a black

colour composed of chalk, mixed with the ink of

the sepia officinalis or cuttle fish. The transparent
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blue glaM of the ancionta he found to W stained

'U'ith oxide of cobalt, and the purple with oxide of

maiitranese.

The f(»lIo«’ing list, compiled from the diflerent

sources of our infoimatiun concerning the pigments

knowTi to the ancients, will serve to convey an

idea of the grrnt resources of the Greek and Ho-

man painters in this department of their art ; and

w hich, in the opinion of Sir H. Davy, were fully

etpial to the rcKourccs of the great Italian painters

in the sixteenth century:—
Ukd. The ancient reds were very numerous.

KtrydSapty ^/Arof
,
ein/tafAiris^ cinnabar, vermilion,

bisiilphuret of mercury, called also by Pliny and

V'itruvius mmium.
The KtvyiUapt ritmaharis /miica„ men-

tioned by Pliny and Dioscorides, was what is

vulgarly called dragon** blood, the resin obtained

fnuu \’arious species of the calamus palm,

MIAtoj set-ms to have had various significa-

tions
; it was used for einna/taris^ minium^ red lead,

and ruhricii^ red ochre. There were various kind*

of rw/>r«Yie, the Cappadocian, the Egyptuui, the

Spanish, and the Leranian ; all were, however,

red iron oxides, of which the best were the

Ivt'mulan, fn>m the isle of Lemnos, and the Cnp-

pa<locian, allied by the Romans rubrica Sinopica,

by the Greeks Jiywirly, fn>m Sino|>c in Paphlagonia,

w'hcncc it was first broughL There was also on

African rubrica called dcerrul^m.

Minium, red oxide'of lend, red lead, w-as called

by the Romans cenwsa «s/o, and, according to

Vitruvius, tantlamcha; by the Greeks, /iiArof,

and, acconling to Dioscorides (v. 122), ffoy^apiia^.

Plinv tells us that it was discovered through the

accidental calcination of some rrrusm (white lead)

by a fire in the Primccus, and was first used as a

pigment by Nicia* of Athens, aliout 330 B. c.

The Roman saiidarachn seems to have had

various significations, and it is evidently used

dilferently by the Greek and Roman writers.

Pliny speaks of different slmdes of sandnmeha,

the pale or massicot (yellow oxide of lead), and a

mUtnre of the pale with minium
;

it npporently
,

also signified realgar or the red sulpburct of arsenic

:

there was also a compound colour of equal parts of

snndamcha and rubrica calcined, called sandyx.

Sir H. Davy sup|K>sed this colour to ap-

proach our crimson in tint ;
in painting it wra*

frequently glazed with purple to give it additional

Iiwire.

Pliny spraks of a dark ochre from the isle of

Syros, which he calls Syricum ;
but he says also

that it was made by mixing sandyx with rubrica

Sinopica.

Yki.lom^. Yellow ochre, hydrated peroxide of

iron, the sU of the Romans, the of *he Greeks,

form<*d the Imis*; of many other yellows mixed with

various adours and carinate of lime. Ochre was

procured from different parts ; the Attic was con-

sidert-d the best ; it was first used in painting, ac-

conling to Pliny, by Polygnotus and Micon, at

Athens, ahont 460 B. a
'Ap(T9viK6¥y auripigmentumy orpimont (yellow

iulphuret of arsenic), w-as also an important yel-

low
;
but it has not Ijecn discovered in any of the

ancient pamtinsrs. The sandaracha has been al-

n*adv mentioned.

(rRBKV. Ckr^^focoUay which ap-

pears to have been green carbonate of copper or

makichito (green verdiler), was the green most ap-
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proved of by the ancients ; its tint depended upon
the quantity of carbonate of lime mixed with it

Pliny mentions various kinds of verdigris (dia-

cetile of copper), arrugOy idr» I6t <ypria

aervgOy and afruca, and a particular preparation of

verdigris called acolfcia. Sir H. Davy supposes

the ancients to have used also acetate of coppi*r

(distilled venligris) ns a pigment Besides the

above were several green earths, all cupreous

oxides : Thetnioiion (6(oSdrio>'), so called from

being found upon the estate of Thoodntius, near

Smyrna
;
Ajtpiannm ; and the creia viridisy com-

mon green earth of Vemna.

Bti’R. l*hc ancient blues were also very

numerous
;
the principal of these was earntimniy

K^ayoSy azure, a species of verditer or blue car)>o-

nate of copper, of which there were many varieties.

It was gcnemlly mixed with carbonate of lime.

Vitruvius and Pliny speak of the Alexandrian,

the C.vprinn, and the Pythian
;
the Alexandrian

was the most valued, as approaching nearest to

ultramarine. It was made also at Pozzuoli by n

certain Vestoriiis, who had learnt the method of its

prrpnralinn in Egypt j
this was distinguished by

the name of codon. There was also a washed
caenileiim called lofncntumy and an inferior descrip-

tion of this called tritum.

It appears that ultramarine O^pis lazuli) w*os

known to the ancients under the name of Arm«-
niunty *Apfi4yiOtfy from Armenia, whence it wtis

procured. Sulphuret of sodium is the colouring

principle of lapis lazuli, according to M. Gmclin of

Tubingen,

Indigo, Irulicumy was well known'to

the ancients.

Cobalt. The ancient name for this mineral is

not known j but it has been supposed to be the

XoX'riir of Thenphrnstns, which he mentions was

used for staining glass. No cobalt, however, has

been discovered in any of the remains of ancient

pointing.

PrRPLR. The ancients had also several kinds

of puqile, ptity/«ri$*umy orfram, it/m/inumy and

vnrious compound colours. The most valiwble of

these was the purpu$^mmy prejiared by mixing

the creia argeritttria with the purple secretion of

the mun‘X {wop^vpa).

Sffyufoy woad ?), according to

V'^itruviiis, is a colour between scarlet and purple.

The Roman odntm wns a compound of red

i
ochre and blue oxide of copper.

Vitruvius mentions a purple which was obtained

by cooling the ockra u»ta with wine vinegar.

IttAmie ntdiTy madder-root.

Brow'N. Ooira iwrfo, burnt ochre. The browns

were ochres calcined, oxid<*s of iron and of manga-

nese, and compounds of ochres and blacks.

Black, atromentumy piXajr. The ancient

blacks wore mostly carl>onaccous. The best for

the purposes of painting were dephantinunty ^Ac*.

(pdKTtroi', ivorj'-black ;
and iryginumy rpOytyoy,

vine-black, made of burnt vine twigs. The former

was used by Apelles, the latter by Polygnotus and

Micon.

The atramenium Indiaimy mentioned by Pliny

and Vitruvius, was probably the Chinese Indian

ink. The blacks from sepia, and the black woad,

have been aln-ady mentioned.

WiiiTi. The ordinnrj’ Greek while was wc/wMim,

(xy}Xidsy an earth from the isle of Melos
;
for fn sco

painting the best was the African joraetoninoty

y

Oi- ' - -
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irapair^riow, to cnllcd from the pbec of its origin

oil the coast of Africa, not far from Egypt. There

was also a white earth of Erctrio, and the annu-

larion white, crfla anniaria or armlarcy made from

the glass composition worn in the rings of the

poor.

Carbonate of lead or white lead, eeriMsa,

was apparently not much used by the ancient

painters ; it was nowhere found amongst the Ro-

man ruiiia

Sir H. Davy is of opinion that the aznre, the

red and yellow ochres, and the blacks, have not

undergone any change of colour whatever in the

ancient fresco paintings ; but that many of the

greens, which are now carbonato of copper, were

originally laid on in a state of acetate.

Pliny divides the colours into oolortM floruii and

t^iyrrs oiM/eri (xxxv. 12) ; the colorcs floridi were

those which, in bis time, were supplied by the

employer to the painter, on account of their ex-

pense, and to secure their being genuine ; they were

minium, Armeniuro, cinnabaris, chr>'socolla, ludl-

cum, and purpurissum ; the rest were the austcri.

Both Pliny (xxxv. 12) and Vitruvius (yii. 7)
cbiss the colours into natural and artihcial

; the

natural are those obtained immediately from the

(*arth, which, according to Pliny, arc Sinopis,

nibricn, paraetonium, melinum, Eretria, and auri-

pigmenturo ; to these Vitnivius adds ochm, san-

dnrecho, minium and chrysocolla,

l»c}ng of metallic origin. The others are called

artiHcial, on account of requiring some particular

prrpnmtion to render them fit for use.

To the above list of colours, more names might

still be added
;
but l»eing for the roost part merely

coin|Kmnds or modifications of those already men-
tioned, they would only take up space without

giving us any additional insight into the resources

of the ancient painters
;

those which we have

almidy enumerated nre sufficient to form an in-

finite variety of colour, and conclusively prove

that the ancient painters, if they had not more,

had at least equal resources in this most essential

branch of pauiting with the artists of our own
timc-8. [R.N. W.]
COLOSSUS (ifoXo<re'd*\ The origin of this

word is not known, the suggestions of the gram-

marians being either ridiculous, or imperfect in

point of ctjTnology. (£7ym. Mitff. p. 526. 16;
Krstus, s. r.) It is, however, very ancient, pro-

liably of Ionic extraction, and rarely occurs in the

Attic. WTiters. (Blomf. 6Vos*. ad Ae$cA, A<fam.

406.) It is used both by the Greeks and Romans
to signify a statue larger llian life (Ilesycb. s. r. ;

Aotch. Affant. 406 ;
vkhol. ad Juv. Sat. viiL 230),

and thence a person of oxtroonlinar}' stature is

termed colo*$ero$ (Suet. CW^. 35) ; and the archi-

tectuml ornaments in the upper members of lofty

buildings, which require to be of large dimensions

in consequence of their remoteness, are termed

rolonicoUra {KoKoc9iK^*pOy Vilruv. iii. 3,
cora-

{lare Id. x. 4). Statues of this kind, simply

colofisal. but not enormously large, were too

common amongst the Greeks to excite observatiim

merely from their sixe, and arc, therefore, rarely

refrm*d to as such ; the word beiiig more

quently applied to designate those figures of gi-

gantic dimensions {moles datuamm., (urrilMts parts^

Plin. //. iV. xxxiv. 7. s. 18) which were first

executed in Egypt, and afterwards in Greece and

Itnly.

COLUM.
Among the colossal statues of Greece, the most

celebrated, according to Pliuy, was the bronze

colostus at Rhodes by Chares of Lindas, a pupil of

Lysippus. (See Diet, of G, and H, Dtog. art.

Charu.) Pliny mentions another Greek odossus

of Apollo, the work of Calaniis, which cost 500
talents, and was twenty cubits high, in the city of

ApoUonia, whence it was transfer^ to the capitol

by M. LucuUus
;
and also those of Jupiter and

Hercules, at Tarentum, by Lysippus. {iJiet. of
G. and R, Biog. art Lydppus,) To the list of

Pliny mast be added the more important colossal

statues of Pbeidias, the most beautiful of which
were his chryselephantine statues of Zeus, at

Ol^unpio, and of Athena, in the Parthenon at

Athens : the largest was bis bronze statue of

Athena Promachus, on the Acropolis.

Amongst the works of this description made ex-

pressly by or for the Romans, those most fre-

quently alluded to are the following :— 1. A statue

of Jupiter upon the capitol, made by order of Sp.

C^rvilius, from the annour of the Samnilei, which
was so largo that it could be seen from the Alban
mount. (Plin. Le.) 2. A bronze statue of Apollo

at the Palatine Library (Plin. /. c.), to w’hich the

bronze head now preserved in the capitol probably

belonged. 3. A bronze statue of Augustus, in tbo

forum, which bore his name. (Mart. £p. vilL 44.

7.) 4. The colossus of Nero, which was executed

by Zenudoriis in marble, and therefore quoted by
Pliny ill proof that the art of casting metal w*ns

then lost. Its height was 110 or 12U feet. (Plin.

1. 0. ;
Suet. AVro, 31.) It was originally placed in

the vestibule of the domus aurca (Mart. 6]perr. u.

1, Ep. i. 71.7 ; Dion C^s. IxvL 15) at the bottom
of the Via Sac^ where the basement upon which
it stood is still to be seen, and from it the con-

tiguous amphitheatre is supposed to have gained

the name of ** Ckilosseum.** Having suffered in the

fire which destroyed the golden house, it w*aa

repaired by V'esposiau, and by him converted uito

a statue of the sun. (Hicronym. tn J/ab. c. 3 ;

Suet. I'esp. 18 ; Plin. L c. ; compare Lnmprid.

Contmod. 17 ;
Dion Cass. IxxiL 15.) Twenty-

four elephants were employed by Hadrian to re-

move it, wheu he was almut to build the temple of

Rome. (Sport I/adr. 19.) 5. An equestrian

statue of Domitian, of bronze gilt, which was
placed in the centre of the forum. (Stat Sgiv. L

1.1; Mart Ep. L 71- 6.) [A. R.]
COLUM (i}d>&dv), a strainer or colander, was

used for straining wine, milk olite-oU, and other

k
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liquidi. Thufl we find it employed in tbe making

of olive-oil to receive the juice of the berr)* when
presflcd out by the prelum. Such cola were made
of hair, broom or rushes (Virg. (Jfory. ii. 242 j

Colum. H.H. xtL 19). Those that were used as

articles of luxury for straining wine were fre-

quently made of some metal, such as bronso or

silver (Athen. p.470, d.) V'arious specimens of

cola have been found at PompeiL The preceding

woodcut shows the plan and profile of one whicn

is of silver (A/as. //or6. vol. viii. 14. fig. 4, 5).

I'he Homans filled the strainer with ice or snow
(cUa ftioarta) in order to cool aiul dilute the wine

ot the same time that it uiis cleared. fNix.] [J. Y.]

COLUMB.A'RIUM, literally a dove-cote or

pigeon-house, is tued to express n variety of ob-

jects, all of which however derive their name from

their resemblance to a dove-cote.

1. A sepulchral chamber. [FUNUS.]
2. In a machine used to raise a*ater for the pur-

pose of irrigation, as described by Vitruvius (x. 9\
the vents through w'hich the water w'aa conveyed

into the receiving trough, were termed Cotumbaria,

This will be understo^ by referring to the wood-

cut at p. 100. [Antlia.] The diff- reiice between

that representation and the machine now under

consideration, consisted in the followiiig points;

—

The wheel of the latter is a solid one {tympa-

num)^ instead of radiated (rofa)
;
and aas worked

as a treadmill, by men who stood upon platforms

{Mojccting from the flat sides, instead of being

turned by a stream. Between the inteni'als of

each platform a series of grooves or channels (co-

lumbaria) were formed in the sides of the tympa-

num, through which tbe water taken up by a
number of scoops placed on the outer margin of

tbe wheel, like the jars m the cut referred to, was
conducted into a wooden trough below {lubrum

Ufftumm iuppontum^ Vitmv. l.cJ).

3. The cavities which receive tbe extreme ends

of the beams upon which a roof is supported {tig-

norum and which are represented by
triglrphs in the Doric order, were termed Colum-

baria by the Roman architects ;
that is, w'hilat

they remained empty, and until filled up by the

head of the beam. The corresponding Greek term

was oirol (from oir^, a hole\ and hence the space

between two such cavities, that is, in the com-

plete buildijig, between two triglyphs, was called

a metope, (Vilruv. iv. 2 ;
Marquez, /><•//'

Online. Doricn, vii. 37.) [A. H.j

COLUMEN, which is the same word as cul-

weji, is used in architecture, cither generally for

the roof of a building, or porticnlarly for a beam
in the highest port of the slope of a rout By this

descriptiou Vitruvius seems to mean either the coi-

iar-beatn, or the king-poti^ but more probably the

latter, as he derives ctAumna from ^umen (Vi-

truv. iv. 2. j} 1. Schn. ;
Festus). [1*. S.]

COLUMNA {KmVy dim. icwkI?, kiSviov^ Kiovi-

VKoy oTt/Aor, dim, <m/Afr, <rruAioKor), a pillar or

column.

Tbe use of the tnmks of trees placed upright

for supporting buildings unquestionably led to the

adoption of similar supports wnmght in stone.

Among the agricnltunU Greeks of Asia Minor,

whose modes of life appear to have sulTcn.‘d little

change for more than two thousand years. Sir C.

Fellovet observed an exact conformity of style and

arrangement between the wooden huts now occu-

pied by the peasantry, of one of which be has
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given a sketch (Josma/, p. 234 ; sec woodcutX
and tbe splendid tombs and temples, which were
hewn out of the rock, and constructed at the ex-
pense of the most wedlliy of tho ancient inliabit-

ants. We have also direct testimonies to |>ruvo

that tho ancients made use of wooden columns in

their edifices. Pausanias (vi. 24. § 7) dcscril^es a
ve^ ancient monument in the nuirkct-plucc at

Elis, consisting of a roof supported by pillars of

oak. A temple of Juno at Metapontum w*as sup-

ported by pillars made from the trunks of vin<^
(Plin. //.A', xxiv. 1.) In the Egvptian arcliiicc-

ture, many of the greatest stone columns arc mani-
fest imitatioiu of the trunk of tbe pulm. (Herod,
ii. 169.)

As the tree required to be based upon a fiat

square stone, and to have a stone or tile of similar

form fixed on its summit to preserve it from decay,

so the column was made with a square base, and
was covered with an abacus. [AsACtia.] Hence
the principal parts of which every column consists

are three, the base, the shaft, and the capital.

In the Doric, which is the oldest style of Greek
architecture, we must consider all the columns in

the same row as having one common hose (podium)^

whereas in the Ionic and Corinthian each column
bos a separate base, called <nr(?j»a. [SriRA.j Tho
capitals of these two latter orders show, on com-
parison with the Doric, a greater degree of com-
plexity and a much richer style of ornament

;

and the character of lightness and elegance is

further obtained in them by their more slender

shaft, its height being much greater in proportion

to its thickness. Of all these circumstances tomo
idea may be formed by the inspection of the three

accompanying specimens of pillars selected from

Di< '
, GoogU
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««urh of tlie principal orders of ancient arch itoettire.

The fii^t is from a crilainn of the Parthenon at

Athens, the capital of which is shown on a larger

scale at p. 1. The second is from the temple of

Bacchus at Teos, the capital of which is introduced

at p. 144. The third is from the remains of the

temple of Jupiter at Labranda.

In all the orders the shaft {scaptu) tapers from

the bottom towards the top, thus imitating the

natural form of the trunk of a tree, and at the

same time conforming to a general law in regard

to the attainment of strength and solidity in all

upright Iwdics. The shaft was, however, made
with a slight swelling in the middle, W'hich was
culled the entasis. It w’os, moreover, almost mii*

versally, and from the earliest times, channelled

or fluted, i. «. the outside w'as striped with iiici*

sions parallel to the axis. (Vitruv. iv. 4.) These
incisions, called striae^ were always worked with

extreme regularity. The section of them by a
plane parallel to the base was, in the Ionic and
Corinthian orders, a semicircle ; in the Doric, it

was on arc much loss than a semicircle. Their
number was 20 in the columns of the Parthenon,

abovo re])resented ; in other instances, 24, 28,

or 32.

Tho capital was commonly wroaght out of one I

block of stone, the shaft consisting of several
|

cylindrical pieces fitted to one another. When
the column was erected, its component parts were

firmly joined together, not by mortar or cement,

but by iron cramps fixed in the direction of the

axis. The annexed woodcut is copied from an
engraving in Swinburne's Tour in the Two
Sicilies (vol. ii. p. 301), and represents a Doric

column, which has been thrown prostrate in such
a manner ns to show the capital lying separate,

and the five drums of the snafr, each four feet

lung, with the holes for the iron cramps by which
they were united together.

Columns of an astonishing size were nevertheless

erecto<l, in which the shaft was one piece of stone.

For this purpose it was hewn in the quarry into

the requisite form (Virg. Aen. i. 428), and was
then rolled over the ground, or moved by the aid

of various rocchaniciU contrivances, and by im-

mense labour, to the spot where it was to be set

up. The mausoleum of the Emperor Hadrian, a

circular building of such dimensions that it serves

as the fortress of modern Rome, was surrounded

by forty-eight lofty and most beautiful Corinthian

pillars, the shaft of each pillar being a single piece

of marble. About the time of Constantine, some

of these were taken to support the interior of a

church dedicated to St. Paul, which a few years

ago was destroyed by fire. The interest attached

to the wM^king and erection of these noble co-

lumns, the undivided shafts of which consisted of

the most valuable and splendid materials, led mu-
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nificent indiriduals to employ their wealth in pre-

senting them to public structures. Thus Croesus
contributed the greater part of the pillars to the

temple at Ephesus. (Herod, i. 92.) In the mins
at Labranda, now called Jackty, in Caria, tablets

in front of the columns record the names of the

donors, as is shown in the specimen of them above
exhibited.

Columns were used in the interior of buildings,

to sustain the beams which supported the ceiling.

As Imth tho beams and the entire ceiling were
often of stone or marble, which could not l>c ol>-

tained in pieces of so great a length as wood, the

columns w*ere in such circunutances frequent in

proportion, not being more than about ten or twelve

feet apart The opUthodumos of the Parthenon of

Athens as appt^ars from traces in the rc'maining

ruins columns to support the ceiling. A
common arrangoment, especially in buildings of an
oblong form, uvis to have two rows of columns
parallel to the two sides, the distance from each

side to the next row of columns being less than
the distance between the rows themselves. This
construction was adopt -d not only in temples, but

in palaces (ofKot). The great hall of tho {uilace

of Ulysses in Ithaca, that of the king of the

Phacncians mid that of the polacc of Hercules at

Thebes (Eurip. I/rre. Fur, U75— 1013), are sup-

I
posed to have been thus constructed, the seats of

honour both for the master and mistress, and for

the more distinguished of their guests, being at

the foot of certain pillars. ((Jd. vi. 307, viil 6G.

473, xxiii. 90.) In these regal halls of the Ho-
meric era, w'e are also led to imagine the pillars

decorated with arms. When Telenuichns enters

his father's hall, he places his spear against a
column, and ** w'ithin the polished spcar-holder,"

by which we must understand one of the striae or

channels of the shaft. {Od. i. 127—129, xvii. 29;
Virg. Arn. zii. 92.) Around the liose of the

columns, near the entrance, all the warriors of tho

family were accustomed to incline their spears
; and

from the upp<T port of the same they suspended

their bows and quivers on nails or hooks. (Horn.

/fymn. in Ap, 8.) The minstrel's lyre hung upon
its peg from another column nearer the top of tho

room, (Od. viii. 67 ; Find. Of. i 17.) The co-

lumns of the hall w'ere also made subservient U>

less agn*eablc uses. Criminals were tied to them
in order to be scourged, or otherwise tormented.

(Soph. Ajaxy 108 ; Lobcck ad loe.
;
Diog. Lacrt.

riii. 21 ; Hesiod, Theop. 521.) According to tho

description in tho Odyssey, the beams of the hall

of Ulysses were of silver-fir ; in such a case, the

apartment might be very spacious without being

overcrowded with columns. {Od. xlx. 38, xxii.

176, 193.)

Rows of columns were often employed within a
building, to enclose a space ojten to the sky.

Beams supporting ceilings passed from above the

columns to the adjoining walls, so as to form
covered jmssages or ambulatories (crrool). Such
a circuit of columns wns called a peridt/U

<TTv\ov), and the Roman afrium was built upm
this plan. The largest and most splendid temples
enclosed an open spocc like an atrium, which was
accomplished by placing one jteristylo upon another.

In 8t»ch cases, the lower rows of columns being
Doric, tho np]KT were soniclitncs Ionic or Corin-

thmn, the liglib r being proiKiTly based upon the

heavier. (Piius. viii. 45, § 4.) A temple so con-
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fttnictod wo« called hypacikr\U {ZvtuBpoi). [Tkm-
FLitjki.J

Knt it was on the exterior of public buildin;^

•nd especially of temples, that columns were dU*

phiycd in the most l>eauliful combinations, either

surrounding the building entirely, or arranged in

porticoes on one or more of its fronts. (For the

Torious mrangements of columns tec Tbmpli'M.)

Their original and proper use was, of course, to

support the roof of the huilding
;
and, amidst all

the elalyimtions of architectural design, this object

w'as still kept in view. The natuml arrangement

in such a case is obvious. A continuous beam (or

scries of beams ) would be laid on the to{w of a

row of columns. On this beam would rest the

ends of the cross-beams ; which would be tied

together by another continuous piece, parallel to

the first ; and above this, if the columns were at

one end of the building, would rise the pitch of the

roof. Now in the actual parts of an architectural

order, we sec the exact counterpart of these ar-

rangements. On tlie summit of the row of columns

rests the arckUrave^ L e. ckif/ Iteniti

tMstylium

:

above this is the frieze (^o»o^dpor,

zo;>AonM), in which the most ancient

order, namely the Doric, shows, in its triglyphs,

w'hat were originally the ends of the cross-l»eams

:

in the other orders these ends ore generally con-

cealed, and the frieze forms a flat suriacc, which is

frequeiilly ornamented by figures in relief, whence

its Greek noine. Above the frieze projects the

cornice (xopwWr, eoronia^ or eorona\ forming a

handsome finish to the entablature (for so these

three members taken together arc called), and

also, on the sides of the building, serving to unite

the ends of the rafters of the roof. The triangular

gable-end of the roof, above the entablature, is

called the pedtmeaf. [Kastigium.] The detailed

description of the various portions of the column

and entablatnre, in each of the orders, will be

best understood by reference to the following

wood-cuts, which are taken from Mauch's Grie-

chiecAm und Homiedten Dav-Onlnuntien.

I. The Doric Order is choracU'rized by the

absence of a base, the thickness and rapid diminu-

tion of the shaft, mid the simplicity of the capital,

which consists of a deep ahactu^ supported by a

Tciy flat oval moulding, called fchinus^ bene:Uh

which are firom three to five steps or channels

(/^tdKTcr, annnlt). Instead of the kyi^raekclium

(a sort of neck which unites the shafl to the

capital in the other orders) there is merely a small

portion of the shaft cut off by one or more narrow

channels. In the entablature, the architrave is in

one surface, and quite pbiin : the frieze is orna-

iQcnted by trujlypkM (so called from the three flat

bands into which they arc divided by the inter-

Tcniiig channels), one of which is found over each

column, and one over each intercolumniation, ex-
|

cept that the trigl^'ph over a corner column is

placed, not over the centre of the column, but at

the extremity of the architrave,— a decisive proof,

aa Vitruvius remarks, that the triglyphs do not

rcj>rescnl windows. The metopes between the

tnglyphs were ornamented with sculptures in high

relict The cornice is flat, and projects far, and on

its under side are cut several sets of drops, called

mutules {mutuli)^ one over each triglvph and each

metope, the surfaces of which follow the slope of

the roof, and which are said by Vitruvius to repre-

sent the ends of the rafters of the rod. In the
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roost ancient examples of the order the columns are

very short in proportion to their greatest thickness.

In the temple at Corinth, which Is supposed to l>e

the oldest of all, the height of the columns is only

7^ modules (t.«. semi-diameters), and in the great

temple at Paestum only 8 modules ; but greater

lightness was afterwards given to the order, so

that, in the Parthenon, which is the best example,

the height af the columns is 12 modules. The fol-

lowisig profile is fram the temple of Apollo Kpi-

curius at Phigaloia, built by the same architect as

(be Parthenon. For a comparison of the other

chief examples, see the work of Maueb.

The Homan architects made considerable vari-

ations in the order, the details of which are shown
in the engraving on the following page, from an ex-

ample at Albano near Rome. In the later examples

of the Roman Doric, a base is given to the column.

IT. The Ionic Order is as much distinguish^

by simple gracefulness as the Doric by majestic

strengtn. The column is much more slender

than the Doric, having, in the earliest known cx-

;

ample, namely, the temple of Artemis at Kphesus,

a height of 16 modules, which was aftens-ards in-

creased to IB. The shaft rests upon a base, which

w*as either the elaborate Irniic or the Attic [Sfira;

AiTJcrnoKs], The capital either springs di-

rectly from the shaft, or there is a hypotracheiiumy

sej>aratcd from the shaR by an astral moulding,

Y 3
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and •ometimci, at in tho Rreclthcmm, adorned

with leaf-work (A*^c>uov). The capital itself con-

sists o^ first, an astragal moulding, above which
is an echinus, scnlptu^ into eggs and serpents*

tongues, and above this (sometimes with a toms
intervening) the etutalisy from which spring the

spiral volutes, which arc the chief characteristics

of the order. There is gcncially an ornamented
abacus between the capital and the entablature.

The architrave is in three faces, the one slightly

projccUng beyond the other ; there is a small

COLUMNA.

I

cornice between the architrave and the frieze, and
I all three members of the entablature are more or

,

less ornamented with mouldings. The finest spe-

cimens of the order in its most simple form are

those ill the temple of the llissus, and the temple

of Athena Polios at Pricne
;
the latter b usually

considered the best example of all. The portico

of the temple of Athena Polias, adjoining to the

Krechtheium, at Athens, displays a greater profusion

of omoiDcnt, but is equally pure in its outlines.

It is show'n in the preening engraving.

The use of the Ionic OHer presented one im-

portant difficulty. In the side view of the

capital, the volutes did not show their beautiful

spiral curl, but only a roll, bound together by
astragals

;
so that, where the order bod to be car-

ried round a comer, it was necessary that the

capital of the comer column should present two
faces. This was accomplished by giving the outer

volute on inclination of 45^ to the sui^ces, and
sculpturing the spiral on each of its sides, as shown
in the following engraving ; in which the upper

figure show's on elevation, viewed firom the inner

side, and the lower figure a plan, of a comer capital

of tho Ionic Order.

The Romans, with tho nsual infelicity of imita-

tors, frequently made all the capitals with comer
volutes. Their volutes also ore usually stiff and
meagre, and the order, as a whole, rem^ably in-

ferior to the Orccion examples. For a collection of

specimens of the order, see the plates of Mauch.
III. The Corinthian Order is still more slender

than tho Ionic, and is especially characterised by
its beautiful capital, which is said to have been
suinrested to the mind of the celebrated sculptor

Callimachus by the sight of a basket, covered by
a tile, and overgrown by the leaves of an omaMvs,
on which it had accidentally been placed. Tho
lom'cst member of the capital, answering to the

hypUrachefium^ is a sort of calyx {eaUUhtu\ from

Digitized by Google



COLUMNA.
which tprtng gcncmlly two row'8 of acanthua
leATca, surmounted at each comer by a small

volute, the spaces between the volutes being oc-

cupied by flowers, masks, or arabesques, or by an-
other pair of volutes intertwining with each other.

In the earlier examples, however, there is fre-

quently only one row of acanthus leaves
; and in

the so-called Tower of the Winds the volutes are

wanting, and the capiuil consists only of an
astragal, a single row of acanthus leaves, and a
ruw of tongue-shaped leaves. In all the examples,
except the last-men<;ioDed, the aljacus, instead of

being square, os in Uie uiher orders, is liollowed at

the edges, and the middle of each edge is oma-
uented with a flower. The ornaments of the

capital were sometimes cast in bronxe. The order
seems to have been invented about the time of the
Peloponnesian War; but it did not come into general

use till some time afterw'ords. The eariicst known
example of iu use throughout a building is in the

chonigic monument of Lysicrates, which was built

in B. c. 335 (see Did. of liiog. art, Aysieru^), and
from which the following engraving is token.
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To these three orders the Roman architects
added two others, which have, however, no claim
to be considered as distinct orders. The TuKttn
is only known to us by the description of Vitru-
vius, as no ancient example of it has been pre-
served. It was evidently nothing more than a
modifleatioD of the Honuui Doric, stripped of its

ornaments. The Jtoman or C'omjMmte Ortler is

only a sort of mongrel of the Corinthian and Ionic;
the general character being Corinthian, except
that the upper part of the capital is formed of an
Ionic capital with angular volutes : and both
capital and entablature are overloaded with oma-
men^ The engraving is from the triumphal nrch
of Titus, which is considered the best example.

For further debiils respecting the orders and
their suppoacd hislorj*, see the 3d and 4th books
of Vitniviua, the work of Mauch, and Stioglitx's

Arrh'doloffu der BaukunsL
It only remains to mention some other uses of

column^ betides their ordinary employment for

snpfiorting buildings either w'ithiii or without
Colomns in long rows were used to convey

water in aqueducU (Crates, ap. Athm. vi. 04)

;

and single pillars were fixed in harbours ft*r moor-
ing ships. {Od, xxii. 466.) Some of these are
found yet standing.

Single columns were also erected to commemo-
rate persons or events. Among these, some of the
most remarkable were the columme rostratae^

colled by that name because three ship-beaks pro-

ceeded from each side of them, and desigiu'd to

record successful engagements at sea (Virg. Ofonj.
iii. 29 ;

Servius, itH loc.). The most important
and celebrated of those which yet remain, is one
erected in honour of the consul C. Duillius, on
occasion of his victory over the Cjirlhnginian fleet,

B. a 261 (see the annexed woodcut). It was
originally placed in the foram (Plin. /A. S. xxxiv.
1

1 ), and is now preserved in the museum of the
Y 4
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cipitnl. The inscription upon it, in great part

efl^ed, is written in obsolete l^ntin, similar to

that of the Twelve Tables. (Quinctil. i. 7.)

When statues were raised to ennoble victors at

the Olympic and other games, or to commemorate
persons who had obtained any high distinction, the

tribute of public homage a'ns rendered still more
notorious and decisive by fixing their statues upon
pillars. They thus appeared, as Pliny observes

(//. xxxir. 12), to bo raised above other

inoctals.

But columns were much more commonly used

to commemorato the dead. For this purpose they

varied in size, from the plain marble pillar bearing

a simple Greek inscription (Loon. Tarent. m Hr.

jinaJ. i. 239) to those lofty and elaborate columns

which are now among the most wonderful and in*

structivc monuments of ancient Rome. The
column on the right hand in the last woodcut
exhibits that which the lenalo erected to the

honour of the Emperor Trajan, and crowned with

his colossal statue in bronxe. In the pedestal is a
door which leads to a spiml staircase for ascending

to the summit Light is admitted to this staircase

through numerous apertures. A spdml bas-relief

is folded round the pillar, which represents the

emperor's victories over the Dacians, and is one

of the roost valuable authorities for archaeological

inquiries. Including the statue, the height of this

monirnu-nt, in which the ashes of the emperor were

de|H)^iu:d, was not less than 130 feet A similar

column, erected to the memory of the Emperor
Marcus Aurelius, remains at Rome, and is com-
monly known by the appellation of the Antonine

column. This sort of column was called eochlU or

cuiumna coddis. [Cochlis.] After the death of I

Julius Caesar, the people erected to his memory a ,

column of solid marble, 20 feet high, in the forum, I

with the inscription parbnti PATRrAX. (Suet I

Jui. 85.) Columns still exist at Rome, at Con- I

Btantinopic, and in Egypt, which were erected to
j

other eniperors. [P. S.]
!

COLUMNA'RIUM, atix imposed in the time !

of Julius Caesar upon the pillars that supported a

bouse. (Cic. AU. xiii. 6.) It was probably un*
|

COMA.
posed by the lex snmtuaria of Julius Caesar, and
was intended to check the passion for the building

of palaces, which then prc>*ailed at Rome. The
Oiitiarium was a similar tax. [Ostiarium.]
The columnarium levied by Mctcllus Scipio in

SjTxa in B. c. 49—18, was a tax of a similar kind,

but had nothing to do with the tax to which
Cicero alludes in the passage quoted above. This
columnarium was simply an illegal means of ex-
torting money from the proviuciids. (Caes. li. C.
iii. 32.)

COLUS, a distaff. [Fuses.]
COMA (K^Atit, the hair. 1. Orbkk.

In the earliest times the Greeks wore their hair
long, and thus they ore constantly called in Homer
KopriKofjL6wrts *Axouol. This ancient practice was
preserved by the Spartans for many centuries.

The Spartan boys always had their hair cut quite

short {iv XPV aelpovrey, Plut. Aye. 16) ; but as
soon as they reached the age of puberty (f^-
6oi), they let it grow long. They prided them-
selves upon their hair, calling it the cheapest of

ornaments (riiy it6<rfitev iBaw<uf^trros)^ and be-
fore going to battle they combed and dressed it

with especial care, in which act Leonidas and his

followers were discovered by the Persian spy be-
fore the battle of Thermopylae (Herod. viL 208,
209). It stH^ms that both Spartan men and
women tied their hair in a knot over the crown of

the head (comp. Aristoph. Ays. 1316, Koftav wop-

with Hor. Camu ii. 11, tn ewnptum
Laccnat more comas relignia nodum : Muller, Dor.
iv. 3. § 1). At a later time the Spartaiu aban-
doned this ancient custom, and wore their hair

short, and hence some writers cironoously attribute

this practice to an earlier period. (Paus. viL 14.

§ 2 ; Philostr. Vii. ApoU, iit. 15. p. 106, cd. Olcar.

;

Plut Ale. 23.)

The custom of the Athenians was different

They wore their hair long in childhood, and cut it

off when they reached tne age of puberty. The
cutting off of the hair, which was always done
when a boy became an f^6os, was a solemn act,

attended with religious ceremonies. A libation

was first offered to Hercules, which was called

olyi<rrf)fna or olvuurrfipia (Hcsych. and Phot
s. r.)

; and the hair afrer being cut off w*as dedi-

cated to some deity, usually a river -god. (AeschyL
Chotph. 6 ; Paus. i. 37. § 2.) It was a very
ancient practice to repair to Delphi to perform this

ceremony, and Theseus is said to have done so.

(Plut. T^9. 5 ;
Theophr. Char. 21.) The ephebi

are always represented on w'orks of art with their

hair quite short, in which manner it was also

worn by the Athletac (Lucian, Dial. lifer. 5).

But when the Athenians passed into the age of

manhood, they again let their hair grow. In
ancient times at Athens the hair w’as rolled up
into a kind of knot on the crown of the head

;
and

fastened W'ith golden clasps in the shape of grass-

hoppers. This fashion of wearing the hair, which
was called Kpb)€vKoi^ had gone out just before the

time of Thucydides (i. 6) ;
and what succeeded it

in the male sex we do not know fur certain. The
Athenian females also wore their hair in the same
fashion, which was in their case called K6pvpios,

and an example of which is given in the follow-

ing figure of a female taken from Millingen
(/V/«/wr« Antiqws^ pl.ite 40). The word Gjrvm-
iium is used in a similar sense bv Petronius

(c. nn).

2f V --
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On Tates, howeTcr, we most frequcntlv find the

headt of females corered with a kind of band or a
coif of net-work. Of these coiifures one was called

which w*as a broad bond across tho fore-

head, sometimes made of metal, and sometimes of

leather, adorned with gold : to this the name of

vrkryyit was also given, and it appears to have

been much the same as the (Pollux, viL

179 : Bdltiger, Vate^nCdldfy iil p. ^5 ; Ampvx).
But the most common kind of head-dress for

females was called the general name of Kcirpo-

^oAor, and this was dirid^ into the three species

of «cirpi>^aXof, adxKoSt and fiirpa. The K*Kpo-

^oAor, in its narrower sense;, was a caul or coif of

net-work, corresponding to the Latin reticulum. It

was worn during the ^7 as well as the night, and

has continued in use from the roost ancient times

to the present day. It is mentioned by Homer
(JL xxii. 469), and is still worn in Italy and
Spain. These hair-nets were frequently made of

gold-threads (Juv. it 96 ;
Petron. 67), sometimt's
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of silk (Salmas. Exert, ad Solin. p. 392), or the

Klean byssus (Paus. vii. 21. § 7), and proLaMy
of other materials, which are not mentioned by
ancient writers. Tho persons who made these

nets were called Kftrpv^KtXorXdjrot (Pollux, vii.

179). Females with this kind of head-dress fre*

quenlly occur in pointings found at Pompeii, from
one of which the preceding cut is taken, represent-

ing a woman wearing a Coa Vestis. [Coa
Vksti&] {Afuseo liorbon. vol. viiL p. 5.)

The ffiKteos and the filrpa were, on the con*

trary, made of close materials. Tho cduKos covered

the head entirely like a sack or bog ; it u'as made
of various materials, such as silk, byssus, and
wool. (Comp. Aristoph. T7$em, 257.) Some-
times, at least among the Romans, a bladder was
used to answer the same purpose. (Mart. viii. 33.

19.) The ftlrpa w*as a broad bond of cloth of

different colours, which was wound round the

hair, and was worn in various W'nys. It was
originally an Eastern head-dress, and may, there-

fore, be compared to the modem turban. It is

sometimes spoken of as characteristic of the Phry-
gians. (Herod. 1. 195, viL 62 ; Virg. Afu. ix.

616, 6 I 7 ;
Juv. iii. 66.) It was, however, also

worn by the Greeks, and Polygnotus is said to

have b^n the first who painted Greek women
with mitroe (Plin. If. N. xxxv. 9. s. 35). The
Roman ealfmiiea or calvatiea is said by Serviui

(ad Virg, Aen. ix. 616) to have been the same as

the mitra^ but in a passage in the Digest (34.

tit 2. s. 25. § 10) they are mentioned as if they
were distinct. In the annexed cut^ taken from
Millin (Peinturee de Vaeee Antiques^ vol. ii. pi. 43),
the female on the right liand wears a ffdxKj^ and
that on the left a t^pa.

With respect to the colour of the hair, black

was tho most frequent, but blonde xd/ii})

was the most prix^ In Homer, Achilles, Ulys-

ses, and other heroes are represented with blonde

hair (IL I 197, Od. xiii. 399, &c.) At a later

time it seems to have been not unfrequent to dye
hair, so as to make it either black or blonde, and
this was done by men as well os by women, espe-

cially when the liair was growing gray. (Pollux,

ii. 35 ;
Aelian, V. If. vii. 20 ;

Athcn. xii. p,

542, d. ; Lucian, Amor. 40.)

Roman. Besides the generic coma we also

find the following words signifying the hair : ca-
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<wjan«, crinr/i^ ciftcinnuSy and ctrrua^ the

two hut words being used to signify curled hair.

In early times the Romans wore their hair long, as

was represented in the oldest statues in the age of

Vnrro (IM lie fitui. IL 11. § 10), and hence the

Uoinans of the Angnston age designated thcii

ancestors inlonsi (Ov. Fast, it 30) and capHlati

(Juv. TL 30). But after the introduction of bar-

bers into Italy about B. c. 300, it became the

practice to wear their hair short The women too

ori^iitally dressed their hair with great simplicity,

but in the Augustan period a variety of different

head-dresses came into fashion, many of w'bich ore

descril)od by Ovid {ds Art. Ant, iii. 130, &c.).

Soinctimos these head-dresses were raised to a
gn^at height by rovrs of false curls (Juv. $ai. vi.

502). The dressing of the hair of a Roman lady

at this period was a most important aSair. So

mnch attention did the Roman ladies devote to it,

that they kept slaves especially for this purpose,

called omairuxsy and had them instructed by a
master in the art (Ov. d* Art, Am. m. 239 ;

Suet.

fiaud. 40 ;
Dig. 32. tit. 1. s. 05). Most of the

(ircek head-dresses mentioned above were also

w’om by the Roman ladies
;
but the mitrae appear

to have been confined to prostitutes (Juv. iii. 66).

One of tile simplest modes of wearing the hair

was allowing it to fall down in tresses l^hind, and
only confining it by a band encircling the bead
[Vitta]. Another favourite plan was platting the

hair, and then fastening it behind with a Wge
pin, as is showm in the figure on p. 14.

Blonde hair was as much prit^ by the Romans
as by the Greeks, and hence the Roman ladies

UBC‘d a kind of composition or wash to make it ap-

pear this colour {spuma caustica^ Mart. xiv. 26 ;

Plin. II. N. xxviiL 12. a. 51).

False hair or wigs (^Kcbcn« wTjKftcij, gcderwi)

were worn both by Greeks and Romans. (See

e. g. Juv. vi. 120.) Among both people likewise

in ancient times the hair was cut c1ok> in mourn-

ing [Funus]
;
and among both the slaves bad

their hair cut close as a mark of servitude.

(Aristoph. Arcs, 911 ; Plaut Amjth. L 1. 306 ;

Becker, Charicles, voL ii. p. 300, &c. ; Bdttiger,

Sahiaa., vol. i. p. 138, Ac.)

COMES, first airaified a mere attendant or

com(tanion, distingui^cd from soci't/s, which always

implied some bond of union between the persons

mentioned. Hence arose sevem.! technical senses

of the wonl, the connection of which may be rosily

traced.

It was applied to the attendants on magistrates,

in which sense it is used by Suetonius («/»/. Coes.

42). In Horace’s time {Epid. L 8. 2) it wras cus-

tomary for young men of family to go out as eontuber-

No/es to governors of provinces and coromonders-in-

ebief, under whose eye they learnt the arts of war
and peace. This seems to have led the way for

the introduction of the comiits at home, the main-

tenance of whom w’os, in Horace's opinion i. 6.

101), one of the miseries of wealth. Hence a person

in the suite of the emperor w'as termed comas. As
all pow'cr was suppos^ to flow from the imperial

W'ilf, the term was easily transferred to the various

offices in the palace and in the provinces (ojmiifs

palatini^ provineiaUt)* About the tunc of Con-

stantine it became a regular honorary title, includ-

ing various grades, answering to the comites ordinU

primi^ aecuruliy tetiii. The power of these officers,

especially Uie provincial, varied with time and place;
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some presided over a particular department, with
a limited authority, as we should icnn them, com-
mi$sioner$

;

others wore invested with all the
powers of the ancient proconsuls and praetors.

The names of the following officers explain
themselves:—Comes Orieniis (of whom there seem
to have been two, wic the superior of the other),

comes A<^pti, comes Britanniae, comes Africac,

comes rci militaris, comes portunm, comes stabuli,

comes domcsticorum equitum, comes cHbanaritis,

comes lintcac vestis or vestiorii (master of the
robes). In fact the emperar bad as many eomiJes

ns he had duties : thus, comes consistorii, Uie era-

peror's privy-councillor
; comes UrgitioDura privn-

torum, an officer who managed the emperor's
vate revenue, as the comes largitionum sacrarum
did the public exchequer. The latter office united

in a great measure the functions of the aedile and
quaestor. The four comites commcrciorum, to

whom the government granted the exclusive privi-

lege of trading in silk with barbarians, were under
his control An account, however, of the duties

and functions of the comites of the later empire
does not fall within the scope of the present

work. [R.J.]
COMISS.ATIO (from Varr. l)e Li^.

Lai. viu 89, ed. Muller), the name of a drinking

entertainment, w'bich took place after the coeno,

from w’hicb, how'ever, it must be distinguished.

Thus Demetrius says to bis guests, after they had
taken their coena in his owm house, ** <juin co-

missatum ad fratrem imus?*' (Liv. xL 7); and
when Habinnos comes to Trimalchio's house after

taking bis cocna elsewhere, it is said that ^ Comis-
lator intravii” (Pclron. 65). It appears to have
been the custom to partake of some food at the

cotnissatio (Suet. ViidL 13X but usually only as a
kind of relish to the wine.

The comissatio was frequently prolonged to a
late hour at night (Suet. Tit. 7) ; whence the verb

oonitSMin means “ to revel (Hur. Otrm. iv. 1.11),

and the substantive eomissaior a **
reveller " or

“ debauchee.*’ Hence Cicero (Ad AU. 116) calls

the supporters of Catiline’s conspiracy oomistaiorts

eotfjttraUomt. (Becker, GaUmSy vol. il p. 235.)

CUMl'TIA. This word is formed from co, cimi,

or con, and ire, and therefore comitium is a place of

meeting, and comitia the meeting itself, or the

assembled people. In the Roman consiitulion the

comitia were the ordinary and legal meetings or

assemblies of the people, and distinct from the

condones and eoncUia

;

or, according to the still

more strict definition of Mcssala (ap. GeU. xiii. 15X
comitia were those assemblies convened by a
magistrate for the purpose of putting any sulijcct to

their vote. This definition does not indeed com-

prehend all kinds of comitia, since in the comitia

caiata no subjects were put to the vote of the

people, ccrtniii things being only announceJ to

them, or they being only witnesses to certain

solemn acts, but with this single exception the de-

finition is satisfiactory. The Greek writers on

Roman aflairs call the comitia ai

dpx<up^(T(a, innkticla and ifrrf^>o<f>opla.

All the powers of government were divided at

Rome between the senate, the magistrates, and
the people in their assemblies. Properly s]>eak-

ing, the people alone (the popnlus) was the real

sovereign by whom the power was delegated to

the magistrates and the senate ;
and the magis-

trates in particular could not perform any public
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act, unlcff they were authorued by the tenate and
people. The sovereign people or populus, however,

was not the same at times. In the earliest

times of Rome the popnlus consisted of the patri-

cians (or patres) oolr, the plebs and the riients

forming no port of the popufus, hut being without

the pale of the state. The original populus was
divided into thirty curiae, and the assembly of

these curiae, or the e^iinitia euriatOy therefore, were

the only assembly in which the populus was re-

presented. A kind of amalgamation of the patri-

cians and the plcbs afterwards appeared in the

comitia of the centuries, instituted by king Servius

Tullius, and henceforth the terra populus was ap-

lied to the united patricians and plebeians astern-

led in the comitia centuriata. But Sorvius bad
also made a local division of the whole Roman ter-

ritory into thirty tribes, which held their meetings

in assemblies ^Ued comitia trilmia, which, in the

course of time, acquired the character of national

assemblies, so that the people thus assembled wore

likewise designated by the term populua We
aball examine in order the nature, power, and busi-

ness of each of these different comitia.

I. CoMiTU CALATA. Tbcsc Olid the comitia

curiata were the only assemblies that met and were

rccogoized at Rome previous to the time of Servius

Tullius, and inasmuch as the populus of which

they consisted was the same as the populns in the

comitia curiata, they might also be called comitia

curiata, but they diffcn>d in their objects, in the

p''rs<ms presiding at them, and in the place of

meeting. The comitia calata were held under the

presidency of the college of pontiffs (Oellius, xv.

27), who also convened them. They derived their

name calata (from calare, i. e. nocare) from the cir-

cumstance that the attendants or servants of the

pontiffs, who w'ere probably employed in calling

them together, were termed eahUorea. (Sorv. aid

Vinj. Ceorp. I 268.) Their place of roeetmg was
probably always on the Capitol in front of the

curia Colabra, which seems to have been an official

building of the pontiffs, and to have been destined
I

for this purpose. (Paul. Diac. p. 49, ed. MUllcr ; I

Varro, IM IJag. Lai. v. 1. p. 24.) With repird I

to the functions of the comitia calata, all writers

are agreed that the people assembled acted merely

a passive part, that they met only for the purpose

of bearing what was announced, and of being wit-

nesses to the actions there performed. Ono of the

things which were made known to the people in

these comitia, was that on the calends of every

month it was proclaimed on what day of the new
month the nones fell, and perhaps ^so the ides

as well as the nature of the other days, namely,

whether they were fasti or nelhsti, coroitiales,

feriae, Ac., because all these things were known
in the early times to the pontiffs exclusively. (Liv.

ix. 46 ;
Mocrob. Sat. i. 15 ; Serr. ad Aen. riii.

654 ;
Varro, De Ling. Lai. vL 4.) Another func-

tion of the comitia calata was the inauguration of

the ffamines, and after the banishment of the kings,

also that of the rex sacrorum. (Oellius, /. e.) A
third business which was transacted in them wns

the tedamenii/actio, or the making of a will. The
object of this was probably to prevent, after the

death of the testator, any dispute concerning his

will, to which the whole assembly of the popnlus

hod been a witness ; and it is not improbable that,

as the art of writing was not sufficiently known in

those times, it was thought a matter of impoitance
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to hare the whole populus as a witness to such an
act, which perhajM consisted in an oral declamtion.

The populus thuf did not vote upon the validity

or invalidity of a will, but solely acted the part of

a witness. (Gellius, xt. 27 i Theophil. ii. lu.)

Assemblies for the express purpose of making the
populus witness to a will were in the earliest times

held twice in every year (Gaius, ii. g 101) ; hut
this Alstom afterwai^s fell into desuetude. (Oaimt,

ii. g 103.) A fourth business transacted in the

comitia calata was the deiestatio narromm, which
was in all probability an act connected with iho

testament! ^ictio, that is, a solemn di'clamtitm, by
which the heir was enjoined to undertake the sacra

prirata of the testator along with the reception of

his property. (Oellius, xv. 27, comp. vl 12.) It

has already been observed that originally only the

members of the curiae formed the comitia calata,

so that they* were the same as the comitia curiata,

in this respect
;
but from the words of Gellius

(eorum autem atia eue curiatn. alia cmtHriata), it

is clear that after the time of Servius Tullius, there

must have been tw*o kinds of comitia calata, thn

one convened according to curiae by a lictor, and
the other according to centuries by a coniicen. As
regards the business of the latter, wc hare no in-

formation whatever, though it is not impossible,

that in them all announcements respecting the

calendar were mode by the pontiffs, ns this w*as a
matter of interest to the w'hole people, and not to

the populus alone (Macroh. and Serv. U. cc.) ;

and it may further be, that in the calata emturinta

the testomentn of plebeians were laid before the

assembled people • as in the culatn curiata, they
were laid before the assembled curies,

II. CoXIlTIA CURIATA (/lC«cA7}dlk ^pOTptlcfl

or ^arpioir^) were of far greater importance than

the comitia calata, inasmuch as the populus hero

was not present in a mere passive cnp.vitv, but

had to decide by its votes as to whctlier a
measure brought before it wns to he adopted

or rejected. As the populus was at first only

the body of real citizensi, that is, tho patri-

cians, or those contained in the curiae, none hut

members of the curiae, that U, patricians, had n
right to take port in these assemblies. It is a
disputed point, os to whether the clients of tho

patricians had a right to vote in the comitia curiata

;

but it is highly probable that, when they app<'ared

in them, they could not act any other pfut than

that of listeners and spectators. They wore con-

vened, in the kingly period, by the king himself,

or by his tribonui celerum, and in the king's ab-

sence by tho praefcctus urbi. (Liv. i. £9.) After

the death of a king the comitia were held by the

interrex. In the republican period, the president

was always one of the high patrician magistrates,

vti. a consul, praetor or dictator. (Cic. De
Agr. ii. 11, 12 ;

Liv. ix. 38.) They were called

together by lictors or heralds. (Gellius, xv. 27

;

Dionys. iL 7.) The votes were given by curiae,

each curia haring one collective vote
;
but within

a curia each citizen belonging to it had an inde-

pendent rote, and the majority of the members of

a curia determined the vote of the w'hole curia.

(GcIL /. c. ;
Liv. i. 43 ;

Dionys. ii. 14, iv. 20, 84,

V. 6.) Now as the curiae were thirty in numl)or,

it w*as impossible to obtain a simple majority,

which must always have consisted of 16 curiae.

How matters wore decided in case of 15 atrine

voting for and 15 against a measure, is quite un-
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certain ;
and the fact tiiat the awkward number

30 was chosen or retained for the assembly can be

accounted for only by the fact that the number
three and its multiples had a certain sacred import

in all matters connected with the constitution.

The order in which the curiae voted, wnu not fixed

by any regulation, but it appears that the one

W'bich gave its vote first, and was called prineijnum^

was determined by lot. (Liv. ix. 38.) Further

particulars regarding the method of voting, how-

ever, are not known. The president in the comitia

curiata was always the f>cr8on that bad convoked

them, that is in the kingly period, either the king

himself, or the person timt acted os his vicegerent,

and the meeting was always held in the comitium.

As regards the powers and functions of the

comitia curiata, it must first of all be borne in mind,

that in the early times no comitia, of whatever

kind they were, bad the right to originate any
measure, to introduce amendments or to discuss

the merits and demerits of any subject that was
brought before them. All they could do was to

accept or reject any measure which was brought

before them, so that all projMxsals were in fact no-

thing but rogationcs {pojitdus rQgatur)^ w'hich the

people passed by the formula uti rogasy or rejected

by the formula antufuo. Whatever was thus de-

creed became law for the king and senate no loss

than for the people. The main points upon which
tJie populus had to decide, were the cl<.*ction of the

magistrates including the king himself, the pass*

ing of law's, peace and war, the capital punishment

of Roman citizens (Dionyi. iL 14, iv. 20, ix. 41),

and, lastly, upon certain affairs of the curiae and
gentos In the kingly period, the only magistrate

in w’hosc petton all the pow'ers of the republican

ofHcers were concentrate^ w'as the king himself.

All the other officers were appoints d by him, with

the exception of the quacstorcs who were elected

by the people ( Ulplon, Dig. U. 1 3 ; but comp. Tac.

Ann. XX. 22 ;
Qtasstor). With regard to the

election of the king, the assembly, as in all other

matters limited to the persons proposed by
the senate through the president in the assembly,

that is when the senate had passed a decree re-

specting the election, the interreges determined

upon the candidates from among whom bo was to

be chosen, and then proposed them to the coriae.

(Dionys. iv. 34, 40, 80, ii. 58, 60, iii 36 ; Liv. i
ir ; Cic. De he PM. it. 13 ; comp. Intxrrbx
and Rbx.) The priestly officers B^^h as the Cu-
riones Flamincs Curialcs were likewise cither

elected by the curiae, or at least inaugurated by
them (Dionys. iL 22 ;

Ocll. /. a), until in later

times c. 104, the D^mitian law transferred the

whole appointment of the priestly colleges to the

comitia of the tribes. Lc^lative proposals were
laid before the curiae by the king or the senate,

and they might either pass them as laws or reject

them. Such law's belonging to the kingly period

w'cre the so-called leges regiae; their number cannot

have been great, as custom and religion had hal-

lowed and firmly established the principal rules of

conduct without there bmng any necessity for

formal legal enactments. The right of finally de-

ciding upon the life of Roman citizens {judicia de

capile ciris Romani) is said to have l>ocn given to

the populus by king Tullus Ilosttlius (Liv. i. 26,
viii. 33 ;

Dionys. iiL 22) ; and previous to the con-

stitution of Servius Tullius this privilege was of

course confined to the patricians, for whom it was
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nothing else but the right of appealing from the

sentence of the king or judge to the assembly of

their peers. When Valerius Publicola renewed
this law, it must have been extended to the ple-

beians also. The fourth right of the assembly of

the populus was that of deciding upon w*nr and
pi-acc, but this decision again could only be made
when it was proposed by the king. With regard
to the declaration of war there is no doubt (Liv.

i. 32 ; Ocilius, xvi. 4 ; Dionys. viii. 91, ix. 69) ;

but there is no instance on record of the populus
ever having had any thing to do w*itb the conclu-

sion of treaties of peace ; no trace of it occurs till

long after the establishment of the republic, so that

we may fiiirly presume that in early times the
conclusion of peace was left to the king (or the
consuls) and the senate, and that Dionysius, os in

many other instances, transferred a later custom to

the early times. Resides these great functions the
curiae had unquestionably many others relating to

their own internal administration
; and among

them we may mention, that no new members
could be admitted into a curia, cither by the co-

optatio of strangers or by the adlectio of plel>eiaos,

without the consent of the assembly of the curies
;

and that no arrogatio could take place without the

concurrence of the assembled curiae under the pre-

sidency of the pontiffs. The consent of the curiae

in such cases is expressed by the term lex enriata.

(Ocilius, V. 19 ; Tac. Hist. L 15.) It must further

be remarked, that when a magistrate (such as the

king) proposed to the assembly had been elected,

the populus held a second moeiing, in which he
was formally inducted in his new office. This
formality W'as called lex rur^a de imperio^ where-
by the magistrate received bis imperium^ together

writh the right of holding the comitia. ( Liv. v. 52

;

Dion Cass, xxxix. 19, xli. 43 ;
Cic. De Leg. Agr.

ii. 1 2.) It was not till a magistrate had thus been
solemnly installed, that he was a magistratns oj>~

lima lege or optima jurtt that is, in the full posses-

sion of all the rights and privileges of his office.

Dowm to the time of Servius Tullius, the comitLi

curiata were the only popular assemblies of Rome,
and remained of course in the undiminislied pos-

session of the rights above described
;
but the con-

stitution of that king brought about a great change,

by his transferring the principal rights which 1^
hitherto been enjoyed by the curiae to this new
national assembly or the comitia oenturiata. The
power of electing the magistrates, the decision

upon war, the passing of laws and jurisdiction in

cases of appeal to the body of the Roman pco|)le,

were thus transferred to the comitia of the cen-

turies. But while the patricians were obliged to

share their rights with the plebeians, they reserved

for themselves the very important right of sanc-

tioning or rejecting any measure which had been
passed by the centuries. Even independent of

their right finally to decide upon these questions,

they seem, for a time at least, to have exercised a
considerable power in several departments of the

government : thus, the alN>lition of royalty and the

establishment of the republic are said to have been

decreed by the curiae (Dionya iv. 75, 84)

;

in

like manner they decided upon the property of the

last king (Dionys. v. 6), and upon the rewards to

be given to those who had given information re-

specting the conspiracy (v. 57). The sanction of

decrees passed by the centuries is often cxpressied

by patres auctoresJiumtf and down to the time of the
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Ptiblilian law no decree of the ccnturie« or tribes

could become law without this sanction. It need

hardly be remarked that the curiae, as long as they

exist^, retained the exercise of- such rights os af-

fected the welfare of their own corporations and
the religious rites connected with them. Wo sub-

join a list of the powers and functions which the

ctirine continued to exercise down to the end of

the republic.

1.

They conferred the imperiam and the right

of taking the auspices upon magistrates after their

election
;

this was done by the Ux curiata de im-

})erio. This right howerer must, in the course of

time, hare bemme • mere matter of form, and
in the time of Ciecro {(ui AH. W. IB, ad Fam,
xiiL 1), persons eren might form the plan of

f
aining over three augurs to declare that they

ad been present in the comitia of the curiae, at

which the imperium bad been conferred, although

in reality no such comitia bad taken place at all.

This fact uvranls the conclusion that at that

time few persons, if any, noticed such comitia or

the granting of the imperium in them. (Comp.
Cic. ad Fam. i. 9, ad Q, /'ra/r. iii. 2.) 2. The
inauguration of certain priests, such as the Fla-

mincs and the Hex Sacrorum, though this took

place in those comitia of the curiae, which were

called calata. The curio maximus was in all pro-

bability consecrated, if not elected, in the comitia

curinta. (Liv. xxvii. 8.) 3. The internal affairs

of the curiae themselves and of the fanii)i>-s con-

nected with them
;
but most of them came only

before the comitia calata. (See above.) The real

comit'ui ciiriata began to be a mere formality as

early as the time of the Punic a'ars, and the ancient

division into curiae, os it gradually lost its im-

portance, fell into oblivion : the place of the patri-
|

cions filled by the nobilcs or optimates, and
I

the comitia of the former became a mere empty
I

show (Cic. Da Leg. Agr. ii 12), and, instead of

the thirty curiae themselves giving their votes, the I

ceremony was performed by thirty lictors. The
j

patrician comitia calata were continued much longer,
|

especially for the purpose of arrogationety which
j

under the empire again became a matter of some
|

consequence. fAnopno.']
III. Comitia cxntitriata {h iK- '

tcKrjaia). The object of the legislation of Scr-

vius Tullius was to unite the different elements

of which the Kotnaii people consisted, into one
I

According to Liry.

1.

CtAsaiB. Census: 1 00,000 eases;

40 centuriae senionim.

40 centuriae junioruro.

2 centuriae fahnim.

II. Claksis. Census: 75,000 asset.

)U centuriae seniorum.

10 centuriae juniorum.

III. Classis. Census: 50,000 oases.

iO centuriae sentomm.

] 0 centuriae juniorum.

IV. CLA6KIS. Census: 25,000 asses.

10 centuriae seniorum.

10 centuriae juniorum.
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groat political body, in which power and in-

fluence were to be determined bv property and
age. For this purpose, he divided, in his census,

the whole body of Roman cilixons into six pro-

perty classes, and 193 centuriae {Adxo«) or votes,

fit»m which the assemblies in which the peoplu
gave their votes were called comitia conturiata.

(.Cknsus.] Hy this means, Servius brought about
an amalgamation of timocracy and aristocracy

; and
the poor citizens, though they met their w<^tbler
brethren on a footing of equality, yet were un-
able to exercise any great influence upon public
affairs, for the wealthier classes voted first, and if

they agreed among themselves, they formed a majo-
rity l)cforc the poorer classes would be called upon
to vote at ail. In order to render these general
obsen'ations more intelligible, it is necessary to
give some account of the census which Servius in-

stituted, and of the manner in which the votes
were distributed among the several divisions of the
people. The whole people was conceived as an
army (cjerci/iM, or, according to the more ancient
term, cAissijX and was therefore divided into two
j»fts : the cavalry (eguUrs)^ and infantry (pe*/iV<w),

though it is not by any means necessary to sup-
pose that the p<*ople assemhled in arms. The in-

fantry was divided into five classes, or, as Dionysius
has it, into six classes, fur he regards the whole
body of people, whose property did not con»e up
to the census of the fifth class, as a sixth. The
class to w’hicb a citizen belonged, determined the ^
tribtHufUj or war tax, he had to pay, at well as the
kind of service he had to perform in the army and
the omtour in which he had to serve. But for the
purpose of voting in the comitia, each class was
subdivided into a number of centuries (cmtMriaey

probably because each was conceived to contain
100 men, though the centuries may have greatly

differed in the number of men they contained),

one half of which consisted of the smiores, and the
other of thc^aacorfs. Each century, further, was
counted as one vote, so that a class had as many
votes AS it contained centuries. In like manner,
the cquites were divided into a number of centuries

or votes. The two principal authorities on these

subdivisions arc, Livy (L 43), and Dionysius (ir.

16, &C., vii. 59), and the annexed table will show
the census as well as the number of centuries or
votes assigned to each class, and the order in which
they voted.

II. CLAsaia. Census: 75 minoc.

10 centuriae seniorum.

10 centuriae jnnionim.

2 centuriae fabrum (one voting with the seniorea

and the other with the juniorca).

III. Classis. Census: 50 minae.

10 centuriae seniorum.

10 centuriae juniorum.

IV. Classis. Census : 25 minae.
10 centuriae seniorum.

10 centuriae juniorum.

2 centuriae comicinum and tubicinnm (one voting

w ith the seuiores, and the other with the
junlorcs).

According to Dionysius,

I. Classis. Onsus: 100 minae.
40 centuriae seniorum.

40 centuriae juniorum.

Digitized by Coog[e
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Accortlin/j to f.iry. Airordivy to Dionysius.

V. Classis. Cemtis : 11,000 asiioa. V. Classis. Consua : 12^ minac.

15 ccntunae Mfiiorura. 15 contnriac atrniorum.

15 centuriac juniorum. 15 ccnturiac junionim.

3 ccnturiac acccnwrum, comicinum, tublcmum. VI. Clashis. Census: below 12^ minac.

1 centuria capitc censorum. 1 centuria capitc cenBorum

According to both Dionysius and Liry, the equites

voted in eighteen centuries before the seniorcs of

tile first clitic
;
and hence, there were according to

Livy, altogether 194, and, according to Dionysius,

1 93 centuries or votes. Livy's even number of

194 centuries would have rendered it impossible to

obtain on absolute majority in the comitia ; and it

has been assumed, that he made a mistake in the

three centuriac accensorum, comicinum, tubicinum,

which he adds to the hflb class. Dionysius seems

to have represented the matter in its right light,

and is also bora out by Cicero (De He HuU. iL

*22), who describes ninety -six as the minority ; but

in other respects, Cicero is irreconciicable, both

with Liry and Dionysius: a ditlicuUy which will

probably never be solved satisfactorily, as ihc text

is corrupt. The other discrepancies between Livy

and Dionysius are not of great importance. They
consist in the places aavigned to toe two centuriac

fnbrum, the two of the comicines and tubicincs,

and in the census of the fifth class. With regard

to the last point, Dionysius is at any rate more
consistent in his gradation, and in so far deserves to

be preferred to Livy. As for the places assigned to

the four centuries, it is impossible to determine

whether Livy or Dionysius is right ; and w'e can

only say, that Cicero agrees with neither of them,

assigning, as he docs, only one century of the fabri

tignarii to the first class.

In this manner all Roman cititens, w’hether

patricians or plcbcisms, who had property to a cer-

tain amount, were privileged to take part and vote

in the centuriata comitia, and none were excluded

except slaves, peregrin), women and the ncrarii.

The juniorcs were all men from the age of seven-

tern to that of forty-six, and the seniorcs, all men
from the ago of forty-six upwards. The order of

voting was arranged in such a manner, iliat if the

eighteen centimes of the equites and tlio eighty

centuries of the first class were agreed upon a

measure, the question was decided at once, there

being no need for calling upon the other classes to

vote. lienee, although all Roman citizens ap-

peared in these comitia on a footing of equality,

vet by far the greater power was thrown into the

hands of the wealthy.

As regards the functions of the comitia centuriata,

it must he oliscnred In general, that all the business

which had before lielongcd to the comitia curiaU,

WHS transferred by Servius to the comitia centu-

riuta, that is they received the right of eb'cling

the higher magistrates of making laws and of de-

ciding upon war, and afterwards also of concluding

pence with foreign nations.

(a.) The eJertiom of vuiyxstraies. After the pre-

siding magistrate liad consulted with the senate

about the candidates w*ho had offered themsohvs,

he put them to the vote. Tho magistrates that

wore elect<'d by the centuries are the consuls

(whence the assembly is called comitia eonsuUsriay

Liv. i. 60, X. 11), the praetors (hence, comitia

WQfloria^ Liv. ril 1, x. 22), the military tribunes

W’ilh consular power (Li%*. v. 52), the censors (Liv.

vii. 22, xl. 45), and tho decemvirs. (Liv. iil 33, 35.)

There arc also instances of proconsuls being elected

by the centuries, but this happened only in extra-

ordiiuuy cases. (Liv. xxxiiL 30, xxxiv. 18.)

(b.) Legislatioin, The legislative pow'cr of the

centuries at first consisted in their passing or re-

jecting a measure which was brought before tlicm

by the presiding magistrate in the ^rm of a senatus

consultum, so that the assembly had no right of

originating any legislative measure, but voted only

upon such as were brooght before them as resolu-

tions of the senate. When a proposal was passed
by the centuries it became law {Ux). The first

law passed by the centuries of which wc have any
record, w'os the lex Valeria de provocationc (Cie.

De He PuU. ii. 31), and the laws of tho twelve
tables were sanctioned by the centuries.

(c. ) The decision upon xcar^ on the ground of a
senatus consultum, likewUe belonged to the cen-

turies and is often mentioned. It is generally

believed that they had also to decide upon the con-

rlusion of pence and treaties, but it has been satis-

factorily proved by Rubino {Ueber Horn. SUiaUterf.

p. 259, &c.) that in the early part of the republic,

and perhaps down to the peace of Caudium, this

was not the case, bnt that peace was concluded by
a mere senatus consultum, and without any co-

operation of the people.

(d.) The highest judicial power, Tho comitia

centuriata were in the first place the highest court

of appeal (Dion Cass, xxxix. 27, Ac. ; comp. Ap-
TELLATia), and m the second, they hod to try all

offences committed tq^ainst tho state ; hence, all

cases of perduellio and majestas^ and no case in-

volving the life of a Roman citizen could be de-

cided by any other court. (CIc, p. Sext. 30, 34,
I)e He PtdA. ii, 36, De iii. 4 ; Polyb. vL 4, 14.)
This last right was revived or introduced by the

Valerian law ( Pbit. PuU. 1 1 ), and Spurius C^ius
was condemned by the comitia of the centuries.

There is no reason for believing that the laws of

the twelve tables increased the power of the cen-
turies in this respect

;
and Servius Tullius seems,

in consistency with his principles, to hare been
obliged to constitute his national assembly at the

same time ns the high court of justice.

All the powers which we have here mentioned as

possessed by the centuries, had to be mnetioned,
when exercised, by the curies, and through this sanc-

tion alone they became valid and binding. The elec-

tion of a magistrate, or the passing of a law, though
it was made on the ground of a senatus consultum,
yet required the sanction of the airies. But, in

the course of time, the assembly shook off this

power of the curiae^ which become merely a for-

mality, and, in the end, the curiae were obliged to

give their sanction lieforehand to whatever tho
centuries might determine. This was effected by
the Publilian law, in B.C. 337. (Liv. viiL 12.) As
thus the centuries gradually became powerful
enough to dispense with the sanction of the curiae,

so they also acquired the right of discussing and
deciding upon matters which were not brought bc-

tgiitzea oy Googic
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fore them in the form of a »cnata« conmUum

; that

ix, they acquired the power of originating nicasurea.

In reference to the election of magUtratei, the

eomitia onginally were not allowed to elect any
other except tboae who were pmpoted by the pre*

iident, who huntclf wo« entirely guided by the

resolution of the senate
;
but in the course of time,

the people asserted their right so far as to oblige

the president to propose any candidate that might

ofTcr himself^ w’ithout the previous sanction of the

senate. This change took place about b.c. 482.

In legislative measures a senatus consultum was
indis^iensable, and this senatus consultum a*as

brought before the people by the consul or the

senator who had originaUd the measure, after

i( had previously been exhibited in public fur

seventeen days, to give the people an opportunity

of becoming acquainted with the nature of the pro-

posed law. (Appian, </e D<"IL Civ. L 59 ;
Cic. p.

iiejil, 61, Iff 15.) Whether the eomitia

required a senatus consultum in cases where they

acted as the supreme court of justice, is uncertain,

at least we have no example of a senatus consultum

in such a case on record.

The eomitia centuriata could be held only on

dies comitiales or fasti^ on W'bich it was lawfiJ to

transact business with people, and the number of

such days in every year was about 190 (Viirro,

/>•» A. L. vi. 29 ;
FesU s. v. ComituJes dies

;

ISfacrob. Sot. L IG) ; but on dies pe/iuti (that is,

dirt frsii^feriaii

;

comp. DiK.s), and, at Gr^t, also

on the nimdinae, no eomitia could be held, until

in B. c. 287 the Hortension law ordaimd that

the nundinac should be rt'gardcd ns dies fasti

(Mnerob. Sat. t 16), so that henceforth eomitia

might l>e held on the nundincs, though it was done

rarely. (Cic. ad Att. i. 14.) Comilia for the pur-

pose of passing laws could not even be held on all

dies fasti. {Cic. IM prac. C<mt. 10.) The eomitia

for elections took place every year at a certain

period, though it depended upon the M'natc and the

consuls, as to whether they wished the elections to

tike place earlier or later than usual. (Cic. p. Mil.

9, ad Fam. riii. 4, p. Afuren. 25.)

The place where the centuries met, w*as the

Campos Martius (Cic. ad Q. Frat. ii. 2 ; I>iunys. ^

iv. 84, viL 59), which contained the septa for the
'

voters, a tabemaculum for the president, and the

villa publica for the augurs. (Cic. p. /fo5. Ferd.

A ; Gellius, xiv. 7 ;
Varro, Dv Ling. Ixd. vi. 87.)

The president at the eomitia was the tame magis-

trate who convoked them, and this right was a
{>rivilcgc of the consuls, and. In their absence, of

the praetors. (Cic. ad Fom, z. 12.) An interrex

nod dictator also, or his representative, the mngister

equitum, might likewise convene and preside at the

eomitia. (Liv. viii 23, zxv. 2 ;
Cic. Os Leg. il 4.)

At the beginning of the republic, the pmefoctus

urbi held the eomitia for the election of the first

consols (Liv. L 60) ;
and the censors assembled

the people only on account of the sensus and the

lustrum. (Varro, Os L. L. vi. 86.) In cases

when the assembly was constituted as a court of

jostice, inferior magistrates, after haring obtained
j

the permission of the consuls, might likewise pre-
I

side. (Liv. zxvL 3.) One of the main duties de- I

Tolviag upon the president, and which he had to I

perform Iwfore holding the eomitia, was to consult

the auspices. {Anspicari.) For this purpose, the

magistrate accompanied by an augur went out of

the city early in the morning, and chose a taber-
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naculom or templum. There the augur began his
observations, and gave his opinion either that the
eomitia might be held, or that they must be deferred
till another day. This dcclaxatiou was given to
the magistrate

; and w*hen the auspices were favour-
able, the people were called together, which was
done by three successive and distinct acU : tho
first was quite a general invitation to come to the
assembly {inlicium^ Varro, l)e L, L.ri. 94, comp.

86, 88). At the same time when this invitAtion

was proclaimed armm nuteros or de moeris^ a horn
was blown, which bi'ing the more audible signal,

is mentioned by some o’ritors alone, and wiinoul
the inliciuro. (Oellius, xv. 27 ;

Vorm, De L.L.
V. 91.) When upon this signal, the people as-

sembled in irregular masses, there followed tho

second call by the accensus, or the call ad concionem
or eonxxntionem ; that is, to a regular assembly,
and the crowd then sepomted, grouping themselves
according to their classes and ages. (Varro, De
L. L. vL 88.) Hereupon tlie consol appeared,
ordering the people to come ad eomitia eenturiota ;

and led the whole exercitus— for, in these eomitia,

the Roman people are always ocmceivcd as an
cxercitus —- out of the city, to the Canopus Martius.
(Varro, /.c.; Liv. zxxix. 15.) It was customary
from the earliest times for an armed force to occupy
tho Joniculutn, when the people were assembled in

the Campus Martius, for the purpose of protecting

the city against any sudden attack of the neightwur-
ing pi-oplc ; and ou the Janiculum, a vexillum was
hoist<^ during tho whole time that the assembly
lusted. This custom continued to be observed even
at the time when Rome bad no longer any thing
to fear from the neighbouring tribes. (Liv. /. c. ;

OelL XT. 27 ; Macrob. SaL i. 16 ;
iJion Cuss,

xxxvii. 27, &C. ; Si rv. orfAcn. viii. 1.) When
the people O'ere thus regularly assembled, the busi-

ness was commenced with a solemn sacrifice, and a
raycr of tlie president, who then took his seat on
is tribunal. (Dionys. rii 59, x. 32 ; Liv. xxxi.

7, zxxix. IS
; Cic. />. Mmrrn. 1 ;

Liv, xxvL 2.)
The president then opened the business by laying
before the people the subject for the decision, upon
which they had been convened, and concluded his

exposition with the words : relilisyjnUatit Quirites^

e. g. brllum or ni Af. Tullio aqua igni inter-

duium siL or whatever the subject might be. This
formula was the standing one in all eomitia, and
the whole exposition of the president vs*as called
rogaiio (Liv. iv. 5, vl 40, xxll 7, xxil 10, rxx.43 ;

Cic. IM /Yff. ii. 16, i« /Vson. 29, p. Dom. 17, 30 ;

Gcll. V. 19.) When the eomitia were assenihlcd
for the purpose of an election, the presiding

magistrate had to read out the names of the can-

didLitcs, and might exercise bis infiuenre by re-

commending the one whom he thought most fit for

tho office in question. (Liv. x. 22, xxii. 35.) Ho
was, however, not obliged to announce the names of
all the candidates that offered themselves

; as, for

example, if a candidate hnd not attained the legi-

timate age, or when he sued for one office without
having been invested with those through which be
had to |yi8s* previously, or if there was any other
legal obstacle j nay, the president might declare,

that ifa person, to whom he had any such objection,

should yet be elected, he would not recognise his

election as valid. (Liv. iii. 21, xxiv. 7 ;
Val. Max.

iii. 8. § 3.) If the assembly hnd been cotivened

for the purpose of passing a legislative measure,
the president usually recommended the proposal, or
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he might gmnt to othcrSf if they desired It, per-

mission to 8{)eak about the measure., either in iu

favour or against it (Cona'onnn rfanr, Liv. iii. 71»

xxxL 0, &c., xlii. 34 ;
Appian, Z)c U.C. i. 1 1 ;

Dion CoMS. xxrviiL 4 ;
Quintil, ii. 4. § 3.) In this

cose, however, it was customary for private per-

iKjns to speak before any raagistmte,ond the orators,

imtil the time of Gracchus, while speaking tiumcd

their face towards the coinitium and t)»e senate

house, (Dion Cass, xxxiz. 35 ; Cic. /xic/. 25 ;

Plot 0. 6‘nnxA. 5, Tih, 6’mcc*. 14.) When the

comitia ncUtl as a court of iusticc, the president

stated the crime, proposed the punishment to be

inllicted upon the offender, and then allowed others

to speak either in defence of the accused or against

him.

When the subject brought before the assembly

was sufficiently discussed, the president called

U{Hm the people to prepare for voting by the words:

iVe in mfriujium^ jutiantihut dii$. (Liv. xxxi.

7.) He then passed the stream Petrnnia, and

went to the If the number of citizens

present at the assembly was thought too small,

the disrision might bo deferred till another day,

but this ^k'as rarely done, and a question w*os

usually put to the rote, if each century was but

represented by a few citizens. (Liv. vii. 18 ; Cic.

p.^M. 51, dt Lhj. Affr. ii. 9 ; Pint. 7T5. Gracch.

16; Dion Casa, xxxix. 30.) Respecting the

manner in which the votes were given in the ear-

liest times, opinions are divided: some think that

they were given viva voce, and others by means
of calculi, or in both ways, though it seems to

be more probable that calculi were used. The
leges tabellariac introduced a change in this

n'spect, ordaining that the votes should be given

in writing. [Lsgbs tabbli.a>iiar.] But pre-

vious to the leges tabclloriae, the rogatores,

who subsequently collected the written votes,

stood at the entrance of the septa, and asked

every citizen for his vote, which was taken down,

and used to determine the vote of each century.

(Dionyi. vii. 64.) In legislative assemblies, the

voter, probably from the c.arliest times, signi6ed

his disapprove by the w’ord oa/k/mo, and his ap-

proval by tUi roffas. (Liv. vL 38, x. 8, xxx. 43,

xxxi. 8, zxxilL 25; Cic. ds Ley. ii. 10.) At
elections, the name of the successful candidate

w'os mentioned to the rogator, who had to mark
the favourable votes by dots which he made by

the side of the name : hence pmeta ferre^ to be

successful. (Liv. x. 13, 22, xxlx. 22.) The
custom of voting at elections by tablets with the

name of the candidates written on them, was in-

trcKiuced in B. c. 139, by the lex Qabinia tahellaria

(Cic. Dt />^. iii. IG)
;
two years Inter L. Cassius

introduct'd the same custom, in cast's of the

comitia acting as a court of justice (Cic. UrtU.

27), and, afterwards, it was established also in

legislative assemblies, and in cases where the

comitia tried persons for pcrduellio. [Lrok.sta-
HBr.i.ARiAX.] The tw'o tablets which were given

tn each person for the purpose of volipg on legis-

lative measures, were marked the one with U
and the other w'ith A {uti rrK/os and antifpM. Cic.

ad Att. i. 14). At elections, the citizens obtained

bl.iiik tablets, that they might write upon them
the name of the candidate for whom they voted.

(Cic. Phil. xi. 8 ;
Plut C. Gracch. 5, Cal. Min, 46 ;

Plin. Kpifd. iv. 25.) In judicial assemblies, eveiy*

citizen received two tablets narked A {<Asolvo)
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I

and C (eoRJemwo), and there was, perhaps, ft

third tablet coutaining the letters N. L. («o»

liquet)^ but this is an uncertain point There were

in the Ckimpus Martius septa or inclosures (whether

they existed from the earliest times is unknown),
into which one class of citizens was admitted after

another for the purpose of voting. The first that

entered, were the eighteen centuries of the equites,

then followed the first class and so on. It very

rarely happened that the low'cst doss was called

I

upon to vote, os there was no necessity for it,

I

unless the first class did not agree with the

I

equites. (Dionys. iv. 20, vii 59, viiL 82, x. 17 ;

I

Liv. L 43.) After the time when the comitia of
' the centuries became amalgamated with thewe of

j

the trilica, previous to each assembly, a large space
' near the villa puhlica w'os surrounded with an en-

closure, and divided into compartments for the

several tribes. The whole of tnis enclosure w’os

called ociUy wp/o, rareeres, or canceUi

:

and in

later times a stone building, containing the whole
people, was erected ; it was divided into com-

partments for the classes as well as the tribes and
centuries ; the access to these comportments was
formed by narrow passages called ponUs or poali-

ctdi. On entering, the citizens received their

tablets (Cic. <ul Ait. i. 14, de Ley, iii. 17, in Pit,

15, p. Plane. 6) ; and when they had consulted

within the enclosures, they pass<^ out of them
again by a pons or pontieulusy at which they threw
their vote into a chest {cUta) which was watched
by royaiores. Hereupon the royaioret collected the

tablets, and gave them to the diriUioreSy who clas-

sified and counted the votes, and then handed them
over to the eustodesy who again checked them off by
points marked on a tablet. (Comp. Cic. in Pis. 1

5

— VOS rogatores, vos diribitores, vos custodes

tabcllarum.'*) The order in which the centuries

voted, was determined m the Servian constitution,

in the manner described above
;
but after the union

of the centuries and tribes, the order was determined

by lot ; and this was a matter of no slight import-

ance, since it frequently happened that the vote of

the first determined the manner in which subse-

quent ones voted. The voting, of course, was con-

tinued, until the majority was ascertaine<L In the

case of elections, the successful candidate was pro-

claimed twice,— first, by the praeco, and then by
the president, and without this renuntiatio the

election was not valid. Af^er all the business was
done, the president pronounced a prayer {Cic. p.
Plane. 6, p. Muren, 1 ), and dismissed the assembly

with the word ditcaJUe.

Oises are frequently mentioned in which the

proceedings of the assembly were disturbed, so

that it was necessary to defer the business till

another day. This occurred— 1, w'hcn it w.is dis-

covered that the auspices had been unfavourahle,

or when the gods manifested their displeasure by
rain, thunder, or lightning ; 2. when a tribune

interceded (Liv. xlv. 21 ; Diunys. vi. 89 ; Cic. w
Vat. 2) ;

3. when the sun set before the business

was over, for it was a principle that the auspices

were valid only for one day ^m sunrise to sunset

(Varro, De L. L, vii 51 ;
Dion Cass, xxxix. 65 ;

Liv. X. 22, xlL 17 ; Dionys. ix. 41) ; 4. w'hcn a
morbus comilialis occurred, i c. when one of the

assembled citizens was seized w'ith on epileptic fit

;

(Dion Cass. xlvi. 33 ; Gellius, xix. 2 ; Macrob.

j

Sat. ii 8) ; 5. when the vcxillura was taken away
I

from the Janiculum, this being a signal which oil
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citizens had to ohoy (Liv. xxxix. 15 ;
Dion Cass,

xxxvii. 27 ;
Mucroh. AW. i. 16); 6. when any

tumult or insiUTCction broke out in the city, ns

happened now and then during the latter period

of the republic. (Cic. p. Sejci. J16.) In all these

cases, the assembly had to continue its business on

some other day, sometimes on the next The
only exception seems to have been in the case of

the election of the censors, for if both could not be

elected on the same day, it was necessary to begin

the election afresh, and if one had been elected,

his election was not valid. (Liv. iz. 34.)

IV. COMITIA TRIBUTA {iKKXpala <pv\fTlKil).

These assemblies likewise were called into existence

by the constitution of Servius Tullius, who divided

the Roman territory into thirty local tribes. As these

divisions were originall}’ a purely topographical ar-

mngoment, they were of little or no importance to

the state ;
but in the course of time, these local

divisions were formed into a political union, and the

assemblies of the tribes became most formidable

rivals of those of the centuries. The decision upon

the question ns to what portion of the Roman
population had the right to take port in the comitia

tributa, depends upon the question, ns to whether

the tril)cs were instituted ns a local organisation

of the whole people (patricians and plebeians), or

whether they were intended for the plebeians

only. Most modem uTiters have adopted the

opinion of Niebuhr, that the patricians were not

considered ns members of the tribes, and that ac-

cordingly, they had no right to take part in their

assemblies, until the time of the deecmriral legis-

lation. The question is not one that can be proved

with satisfactory evidence
;
but at any rate no

sufficient argument has yet been brought forward

to upset Niebuhr's view, for the fact of patricians

and their clients being present at the place of

meeting (Liv. ii. 56), for the purpose of disturbing

the comitia tributa and preventing their coming to

a decision, does not prove that they possessed the

right of voting. After the time of the docemviratc,

the patricians had the right of voting in the as-

semblies of the tribes, which were then also con-

Tencd by the higher magistrates. (Liv. iii. 71 ;

comp. Tribus.)

The assemblies of the tribes had originally

only a local power ; they were intended to col-

lect the tributum, and to furnish the contingents

for the army (Dionys. iv. 14, &c.) ;
they may

further have discuss^ the internal aiTairs of each

tribe, such as the making or keei)ing up of roads,

wells, and the like. But their influence gradually

increased, for the commonalty being more nume-

rous than the patricians, and being in a state of

growth and development, and guided by active

and energetic tribunes, the internal administration

of the tribes gradnally assumed the character of an

administration of the internal niTairs of the republic,

whOc the comitia of the centuries were more cal-

culated to represent the state in its relations to

foreign countries. As the commonalty grew in

strength, it made greater claims ;
each victory gave

it fresh coura^ and thus the comitia tributa

gradoally arqnu^d the following powers :
—

1. The election of the inferior magietrates^ whoso

office it was to protect the commonalty or to suj^-

intond the afiairs of the tribes. The Publilian

law in B. c. 471, secured to the comitia tributa the

right of electing the tribunes of the plebs. (Liv. ii.

56 ; Dionys. ix. 49.) In like, manner, the aedilcs
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were elected by them, though the curule aediles

wore elected at a different time from the plebeian

aedilcs and under the presidency of a consul.

(Gell. xiii. 15, vi. 9
;

Cic. p. Plane. 4 , 20, 22, ad
Att. iv. 3, ad Fam. viiL 4 ;

Liv. ix, 46, xxv. 2.)

At a still later time, the quaestors and tribunes of

the soldiers, who had before been appointed by
the consuls, were appointed in the assemblies of the

tribes, (Cic, ad Fam. vii. 30, in f'at. 5
;
Liv. iv.

54, viL 5, ix. 30 ;
Sail. Jug. 63.) The proconsuls

to be sent into the provinces, and the prolongation

of the imperium for a magistrate who was already
in a province, were likewise points which were
determined by the tribes in later times. (Liv. viii,

23, 26, ix. 42, x. 22, xxviL 22, xxix. 13, xxx.

27, xxxL 50.) The inferior magistrates elected

by the trib^ are : — the triumviri capitales,

triumviri monetalcs, the curatores viarum, decem-
viri litibus judioandis, tribuni aerarii, magistri

viconim et pagorum, pracfecti annonae, duumviri
navalcs, quinqueviri muris turribnsque rcficiendis,

triumviri coloniae deducendae, triumviri, quatnor-

viri, &C., mensarii, and lastly, after the Domitian
law, B. c. 1 04, also the members of colleges of

priests. The pontifex maximus had been elected

by the people bum an earlier time. (Liv. xxv. 5 ;

Cic. de Leg. Agr. iL 7.)

2. The legidative poteer of the comitia tributa

was at first very insignificant, for all they could
do was to pass resolutions and make regulation*

concerning the local affoirs of the tribes, but the]

did not in any way affect the state as a whole.

But after a time when the tribes began to be the

real representatives of the people, matters affecting

the whole people also were brought before them
by the tribunes, which, framed ns resolutions, were
laid before the senate, where they might either be
sanctioned or rejected. This practice of the tri-

buta comitia gradually acquired for them the right

of taking the initiative in any measure, or the

right of originating measures, until in B. c. 449
this right was recognised and sanctioned by a law
of L. Valerius Publicola and M. Huratius Bar-
Imtus. (Liv. iii. 55, 67 ; Dionys. xi. 45.) This
law gave to the decrees passed by the tribes the

power of a real /ar, binding upon the whole people,

provided they obtained the sanction of the senate

and the populus, that is, the people assembled in

the comitia curiata or in tho comitia centuriatn.

(Dionys. x. 4, 32.) At first the tribes acted with
considerable moderation and modesty, discussing

only those subjects which affected their own order
or individual plebeians, such as the amnesty after

the secession, plebeian magistrates, usury and the

like. In B. c. 339, the Publilian law enacted ut

plelfucita omnes QuiriUe tenerent. (Liv. viii. 12.)

This law was cither a re-enactment of the one
passed in b. c. 449, or contained a more detailed

specification of the cases in which plebiscita should

be binding upon the whole nation, or, lastly, it

made their validity independent of the sanction of

other comitia, so that nothing would be required

except the assent of the senate. In b. c. 287, tho

Hortensian law was passed, which seems to have
been only a revival and a confirmation of the two
preceding laws, for it was framed in almost the

some terms (Plin. U. N. xvi. 10 ;
Gell. xv. 27 ;

Gains, i. 3) ;
but it may also he, that the Horten-

sian law made the plebiscita independent of the
sanction of the senate, so that henceforth the

comitia tributa were quite independent in tbeit

z
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legulattve cbanictcr. Senatus consulta prccoUiiii^

a pIebi«cHum, it iA true, ocair afU‘r tbU time in

many instances, hut it does not follow that for this

rtason a senatos coosultum was necessary for every

plebiscitum (Dionys. ix. 41), for wc must dis-

tinguish between those plcbiscita which affected

the rights of the people, and those which tonclied

npon the administration of the republic ; the

former of those are constantly mentioned with-

out a senatus consiiUum, but the latter never.

[PlBB1NCIT!7M.]

3. The jwUcial putrer of the comitia tributa wtis

raucli more limited than that of the comitia cen-

turiata, inasmuch os they could take cogniziuicc

only of offences against uie majesty of the people,

while all crimes commitU'd against the state were
brought before the centuries. Even patricians,

when they had offended against the commoimlty
or its members, were tried and fined by the tribes.

This again constitutes a difference iMtw’mi the

judicial power of the centuries uiid that of the

tribes, fur the fortnor could inflict capital ptuiiah-

ment, but the latter only flnes. There are, in-

deed, cases in which the tribes might appear to

have sentenced persons to exile ; but such exile is

not the result of a real verdict, hut only a measure

taken against those who during the trial went into

voluntary exile, which might then be made a ne-

cessary exile, by the inU/rdirtio atfuae ft ujnis being

added. (Liv. xxv. 3, xxvi. 3 ; Cic, Omi. p. Jkutu

16, &c.) When the tribes acquired this right is

uncertain, for that it w*as not originally possessed

by them, is clear from the expressions usc*d hy our

authorities. The offenees for which persons wore
summoned before tho tribes, were bad conduct of a
magistrate in the performance of his duties, neglect

of duty, ill management of a war, erobeizlement of

the public money, and a variety of offences of pri-

vate individuals, such as disturbance of the public

peace, usury, adultery, and the like. The comitia

tributa also acted as courts of appeal, e. tf. when a

person protested against a fine imposed by a magi-

strate. (Dionys. vii. 1 7 ; Cic. De lAg. iii. 3 ;
Liv.

zl. 42 ; Zonar. vii. 17.) The persons who acted

as accusers in the comitia tributa were the tribuites

and aediles.

With regard to the time at which these oonitt'a

were or could be convened, the some regulations

were observed as at the comitia centuriata. They
might assemble either within or without the city,

but not further from it than 1000 paces, because

the pow'er of the tribnnes did not extend further.

For elections the Campus Martius was usually

chosen (Cic. ad AU. iv. 3, ad Fam. vii. 30 ; PluL
C. (iracck. 3\ but sometimes also the forum, the

Capitol, or the Circtis Flaminius. (Cic. a*i AtL i.

lb ;
Liv. xxxiii. 10, xxvii. 21.) The presidents

Were commonly the tribunes who w*ere supported

by the aediles, and no matter could be brought be-

fore the tril>es without tho knowledge and consent

of the tribunes (Liv. xxvii. 22, xxx. 4 1 ; Cic. </e

Afpr. ii. 8) ; even the aediles could not bring

a proposal before them without the permission of

the tribunes. (Cell. iv. 4 ; Dionys. vi. 90.) One
of them was chosen either by lot or by common
agreement to act as president (Liv. ii. 5fi, iii. 64,

iv. 37, V. 17) ; but his colleagues usually Kid to

sign the proposal which he brought before the

commonalty. (Cic. 33, de Ijfg. A[]t. ii. 9.)

As the comitia tributa, however, more and more

apfum^ ^ character of natumal assemblies, the
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higher msgistrates also sometimes acted as presi-

dents, though perhaps not without previously ob-
taining the permission of the tribunes. There are

only a few instances of higher magistrates presiding

in the comitia tributa when assembled for purposes

of legislation (Plin. II. S. xvi. 15 ; Cic. p. DaW.
24 ; Dion C^ass. xxxviil 6, xzxix. 65 ; Appian, De
lull, fVr. iii. 7, 27) ;

but the consuls and praetors

often appear as pn^stdenU at the cli'Clions of tri-

bunes, aediles, and qu.'iestors (I^iv. iii 55, 64 ;

Dionys. ix. 4 1, 43, 49 ;
Appian, Dt Deil. Civ. 114;

Cic. Flame. 2U, tul Att. iv. 3, is Vai. 5, ad Fam.
vii. 30) ; as well as when the comitia tributa were
assembled as a court of justii'C. (Liv. xxv. 4 ;

Appian, iJe Dell. Civ. 131; Dioii Cass, zxviii. i 7.)

The preparations for the comitia tributa were
less forc^ and solemn than for those of the cen-

turies. In the case of elections, the candidates had
to give in their names, and the president com-
municated them to the people. (Lit. iii 64 ; Ap-
pian, De Dell. Civ. I 14.) When a legislative

measure was to be brought before the assembly, a

tribune (the proposer of the bill was called

and tho others ad»criptoret>) made the people ac-

quainted with it in cumciVwcs, and that on tlic three

preceding nundines. The same was the case when
the people were to meet as a court of justice. Tho
auspicia were not consulted for the comitia of tho

tribes, but the fpedio alone was sufKcicnt, and the

tribunes had the right of obmuntiafio. The con-

vening of these assemblies teas likewise loss solenm

tluui that of the centuries, for the tribune who had
l>epn chosen to preside cither at an election or

brought forward a rogation, simply invited the

citizens by his viatores, who were also sent into

diflerent parts of the country to invite the people

living at a distance. (Appian, De Deli. Civ. i. 29.)

At the meeting itself, he sat on the tribunal sup-

ported by his colleagues (Liv. xzv. 3 ;
Dion €•»».

xxxix. 65), and laid before the people his bill, the

name of the candidate, or made them acquainted

with tho nature of the ofience on which they had
to pass sentence, concluding with the words reliti$y

JuUatie QuiriJee. The bill was never read by the

tribune himself, but by a pracco, and then ^gati
the debates, in w’hich persons might cither oppose

or recommend the measure, though private persons

had to ask the tribunes for permission to spesdt.

When the discussion was over the president called

upon the people ite in en^rapimmj as at tho comitia

centuriuta. They then fonm-d themselves into their

j

tribes, which, like the centuries, ascertained their

own votes in enclosures (septa). Which of the

35 tribes was to give its vote first, was detemiined

by lot, and that tribe was called praer<Mf<Uira or

prineipium (tho others were teniH^^rv t>xuto4f).

The vote of the first tribe was given by some per-

son of distinction whose name was mentioned in

the plcbiscituro, if it was of a legislative nature.

The manner of collecting the votes was, on the

whole, the same as in the comitia centuriata. The
announcing of the result of the votes was the rv-

nnntuUio. If it so happened that two candidates

had tho same nuRiber of votes, the question was
decided by drawing lots. The circumstances which

might cause the meeting to break up and defer iu
business till another day, are the same as those

which put an end to the comitia ccntiuiata. If,

however, the people were assembled as a court, the

breaking up of the assembly was to the acensed

cquivalest to an acquittal (Ci& p. Dom, 17). It
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after the comitm the aiijiurt ditlon-d that some
formality had bcni nci;lcct«‘d, t)t<‘ decree of the

aMembiy thereby becaiue void, and persons who
had been elected to an othce were obliged to with-

draw.

V. Tk* comitia eenluriata mired tcUA Ote enmifia

tribtUa.— The Servian corutitution was retained

unaltered so long as no great change took place in

the republic, but when the coinage and the standard

of property had become altered, when the constitu-

tion of t^ army hod been plac<-d on a dilTorent

footing, and above all, when the plebeians began

to be recognized os a grent and eu<>ntial element

in the Homan state, it must have l>een found in-

convenient to leave to the e«|uitcs and the first

class so great a prepondcronco in the comitia of the

centuries, and it became necessary to secure more
power and influence to the democratic element

which had grown in strength and was still grow ing.

It may have been the intention to combine the

comitia centuriata and tributa in such a manner

as to make only one assembly of them, but this

was not done. A change however took place,

though no writer mentiotu either the time when it

was made nor in whst it consisted, so that we are

left to form our opinion from incidental nlliisions.

First, AS to the time of the change. From Livy

(t 43) and Dionysius (iv. 21) it would appear that

the change did not take place till after the com-

pletion of the 35 triWs, i. e after n. c. 241. Some
modem writers, tlicrefore, refer the cliauge to the

censorship of C. Klaminius, n. c. 22U, who is said

to have made the constitution more democratic
;

while Niebulir and others date the cliangc from

the censorship of Q. Fabiiu and P. Decius, & c.

304. But there is evidence that it must l)e assigned

to even an earlier date than this, for the (tribus)

praerogntiva is mentioned as early as b. c. 396 in

the election of the consul.ar tribunes (Liv. v. !fl),

where the pure comitia tributa cannot be meant,

and a centuria pmerogativa is a thing unknown.

The question about the manner in which the

combination of the two kiudt of comitia was ef-

fected, has been the subject of even much more

discussion and doubt than that nljout the tinie

when it was brought about. The most probable of

the numerous opinions which have been advanced

on this subject is that of O. Pantagnthos (Fulv.

Ursinaa, ad Jao. i. 43), which has Wen very ela-

borately worked out by Guttling. (LVsrA. d. Horn,

StaaUverf. pp. 380, &c, 506, &c.) Panta^thus
believes that the citizens of each tril>e w«*re divided

into five property classes, each consisting of seniorcs

and janiores, so that eseb of the 35 tribes con-

tained ten centuries, and all the tribes together

350 centuries, a number which corresponds with

that of the days of a Homan lunar year. Accord-

ing to this new arrangement, the Brc ancient

ehuaes, divided into seniores and jimiores, con-

tinued to exist as before ( Liv. xliii. 1 6 ; Cic.

Phil. iL 33, p. ftaee. 7, de lie PvU. iv. 2, AcotUm.

iL S3 ; Sail Jmf. 86), but henceforth they w*ere

most doaely united with the tribes, whereas before

the tribes had been mere local di\’uiuns and en-

tirely independent of property. The union now
effected was that the classes bectroo subdivisions

of the tribes, and that accordingly centuries occur

both in the classes and in the tribes. (Cic p.

Plane. 20, de Le^. A^. ii. 2.) Knch tril>e con-

tained ten centuriaa, two of the first class (one of

the aeniom and one of the juuiorcs), two of the
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second (likewise seniores and juiiiores), two of iho
third, two of the fourth, and two of the hfth das*.
The equites were likewise divided according to

trib<*s and centuries (Dionys. vl Li, viL 72), and
they seem to have voted with the first class, and
to have been in tact included in it, so as to be
called centuries of the first clniui. (Cic Phil, ii,

33, Liv. xliii. 16; Aurel, Viet, de Hr. IfJudr. 57

;

V'aJ. Max. vi. 5. § 3.) The centuries of the cor-

nicines, tubicines and fabri, which are no lunger
mentioned, prolwibly censed to exist as distinct cen-
turies. (Comp. Cic de He PttlA. il 22.) He»f»ect-

ing the numner in which the votes were given,

there are two opinions : according to the first, a
whole tribe w*as chosen by lot to give its vote (It)

centuries) first, and nccoiding to the second, one
century of the first class, having lieen detennined
by lot. If we adopt the former opinion, the votes

of the ton centuries contained in a tribe would have
lieen given one after another, and the majoritv, six,

would have constituted the result or vole of the
tribe. Now as 18 out of the 35 tril^ constituted

a majority, it is evident that lUB centuries migiit

have constituted a majority against the renuiiiting

242. This is an absurdity of which wo cannot
conceive the Homans to have been guilty. The
voting by tribes, therefore, cannot be conceived as
rational, except in thr>sc case's in which the ten
centuries of ever}' tribe were unanimous

;
this mar

have been the cose very often, «nd when it was so,

the tribus praerogativa was certainly the tribe

I

chosen by lot to give its unanimous vote first. But
if there was any difference of opinion among the

centuries making up a tribe, the true m;ijority could

only l>e ascertained by choosing by lot one of the

70 centuriae of the first class to give its vote first,

or rather it was decided by lot from which tribe

the two centuries of Uic first class were to be taken
to give their vote first (Hence the plural proem-

Pseud. Ascon. ad Cic. in Verr. p. 139;
Liv. X. 20.) The lril>c, moreover, to which those

centuries belonged which voted first, wns itself like-

wise called triims praerogntiva. Of the two cni-

turics, again, that of seuinres gave its vote before

the juuiorcs, and in the documents both were called

by the name of their trilie, as (Valeria juniontm
(Liv. xxvii 6, 1 , e. tbe jimiores of the first class in

the tribus Galeria), Aniensisjumiorwn (Liv. xxiv.

7), I'duria juniontm (Liv. xxri. *22
;
comp. Cic.

p. Plane. 20, PhtL iL 33, De Dir. ii. 35). As soon
as the praerogativa hod voted, the renuntintio took

place, and the remaining centuries then deliberated

whether they should vote the same way or not
When this was done all the centuries of the first

tribe proceeded to vote at once ( Dionys. iv. 2 1 ), for

there would not have been time for the 350 cen-

turies to vote one after another, as was done by
the 193 centuries in the comitia centuriata. (Cic

p. Plane. 20, i* Verr. v. 15, p. Hed. in iitmai. 11,

ad Quir. 7 ; Liv. x. 9, xxiv. 7, xxvi. 22,
xxvii. 24 ; Suet Coca. 19.)

These comitia of the ccuturies combined wnth
tbe tribes, were far more democnitical than the

comitia of the centuries
; they continued to be

held, and preserved their power along with the
comitia tributa, even after the Utter acquired

their supreme importance in the republic During
the time of the moral and political corruption of

tbe Romans, tbe Utter appear to have been chiefly

attended by the populace, which was guided by
the tribunes, and the wealthier and more respect-
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able citixens hod litllc influence in them. M'hcn

the libertini and all the Ibilians were incorporated

in the old thirty'flvo tribea, and when the politicnl

enmiption had reached ita height, no trace of the

81*4310 and moderate character waa left by which

the coinitia tributa had been distinguished in

fonner times. (Sail. Cat. 3“
;
Suet Cofa. 41 ;

Cic.

a>l Att. i. 16.) Violence and bribery l>ecamc the

imler of the day, and the needy multitude lent

willing ears to any instigations coming from

wealthy bribers and tribunes who were mere do-

nvigogucs. Sulla for a time did away with these

odious proceedings ;
since, according to some, he

abolished the comitia tributa altogether, or, ac>

cording to others, deprived them of the right of

electing the sacerdotes, and of all their legislative

and judicial powers. (Cic. i» I err. I 1.3, 15, </«

iii. 9 ;
I.iv. Kpit. 89 ;

Appian, de IMl. Civ.

i. 5*9, 98 ;
comp. Tkibunus.) But the constitu

tion, such os it had existed Wore Sulla, was re-

stored soon after his death by Pompey and others,

with the exception of the jurisdiction, which was
for ever taken from the people by the legislation

of Sulla. The people surfer^ another loss in the

dictatorship of J. Caesar, who decided upon peace

and w'ar himself in connection with the senate.

(Dion Cass. xlii. 20.) He had also the whole of

the legislation in hit hands, through his influence

with the magistrates and the tribunes. The
people thus retained nothing but the rlection of

m*igistmtc9
;
but even this power was much li-

miU‘d, ns Caesar had the right to appoint half of

the magistrates himself, with the exception of

the consuls (Suet. Cufs. 41
;

Cic, Philip, vii. 6 ;

Dion Cass, xliii. 51), and, as in addition to this,

he recommended to the people those candidates

W'hom he wished to he elect^ : and w*ho would

have opposed his wish ? (Dion Cass, xliii, 47 ;

Appian, dc Bell, Civ. iL 18.) After the death

of Caesar the comitia continued to be held, but

were nlw*&ys more or less the obedient instruments

in the hands of the rulers, whose unlimited pow'ors

were eren recognised and sanctioned by them.

(Appian, de Beit. (Tr. ir. 7 ;
Dion Cass. xlvi. 55,

xlvii. 2.) Under Augustus the comitia still sanc-

tioned new laws and elected magistrates, but their

whole proceedings were a mere farce, for they
could not Tcnture to elect any other p<*rsons than

those recommended by the emperor. (Suet Au(t.

40, he. ; Dion Cass. liii. 2, 21, Iv. 34, IvL 40.)

Tiberius deprived the people even of this shadow
of their fonner power, and conferred the power of

election upon the senate. (Tacit Anno/, i. 15, 8],

ii. 36, 61 ; Veil. Pat ii. 126.) When the elec-

tions were made by the senate the result was
announced to the people assembled as comitia een-

turiata or tributa. (Dion C^s. IviiL 20.) Legis-

lation was taken away from the comitia entirely,

tind was completely in the hands of the senate and
the emperor. Caligula placed the comitia again

upon the same footing on w'hich they had been in

the time of Au^tus (Dion Cass. lix. 9 ; SueL
Cal. 16) ; but thu regulation was soon abandoned,
and every thing was left as it had been arranged

by Tiberius. (Dion Cass. lix. 20.) From this time

the onmitia may he said to have ceased to exist,

os all the sovereign power formerly possessed by
the people was conferred upon the emperor by the

lex regia. [Lxx Rroia.] The people only as-

sembled in the Cainpiu Martius for the purpose of

Tt'ceiving information as to who hod been elected
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or appointed as its mAgist^ale^ until at lost eren
this announcement {renuntiatio) appears to hare
ceased.

In addition to the works on Rom.in history in

gcn>*ral, the reader may consult Unlerbolxncr,

iJe Mutnta CenturiaUtrum Comit. a Servio TulUn
lte*}e Insiitutorum /fo/joffc, Breslau, 1835 ; 0. C.

Th. Franckc, De Tribuum^ de Curiarmm aitfue Cen-

turitirum liaiione^ Schleswig, 1824 ; lluschke.

Die Verfaatung de$ Serviua Tullius^ 1838 ; HUlU
matin, Homia^e Grundverfaetung

;

Rubino, f/n-

tertuchuntfen ikher die Bom. Vei/iisnatg^ 1839 ;

Zumpt, UeUr die Abatimmung dea Ram. Volkn iaa

[L.S.]
COMITIA'LIS DIES. [Diba]
COMITIUM. [Forum.]
COMMKA'TUS, a furlough, or leave of absence

from the army for a certain time. (Tacit. Ann. xr.

10 ; Liv. iiu 46.)

COMMENTARIEXSIS. [Commkntariur]
COMMENTA'RIUS, or COMMENT A'-

RIUM, meant a book of memoirs or roemonuidum-
book, whence the expression CaeeaTHs ( 'ommemlarii
(** llinc Caesar lihros de bcllia a sc gestis commen*
tarioe inscripsit, quod nudi essent omni omatu ora-

tinnis, tanquam veate detimeto,” Cic. Brutus, c. 75).

Hence it is used for a lawyer's brief, the notes of

a speech, Ac. (Sen. Controv. lib. iii. ProCm.)

in the imperial period the word comnientarienai$

occurs in the sense of a notary or clerk of the

Fiscus (40. tit. 14. s. 45), and also of a keeper
of A prison (Walter, GradiieJUe dea Riomia^em
Rechla, 818, 61 9, 2d ed.) A military officer so

called is mentioned by Asconius {in Ver. iii. 28),
who prolxibly had similar duties. The word is

also employed in the sense of a notary or secretary

of any sort. Most of the religious colleges had
books called ownmeii/arii, as commea/aru oa^ram,
pottti/ieum. [ B. J

. ]

COMME'RCIUM. [Civitas.}

COMMISSO'RIA LEX is the term applied to

a cl.*iuse often inserted in conditions of sale, by
which a vendor reserved to himself the privilege of

rescinding the sale, if the purchaser did not poy

his purchase-money at the time agreed on. The
lex commissorin did not moke the transaction a
conditional purchase ; for in that cose, if the pro-

perty were damaged or destroyed, the loss would
be the lost of the vendor, inasmuch as the pur-

chaser, by non-pa3'ment of the money at the time

agreed on, would fail to perform the condition ,

but it was an absolute sale, subject to be rescinded

at the sole pleasure of the vendor, if the money
was not paid at the time agreed on ; and conse-

quently if after this agreement the property was
lost or destroyed before the day agreed on for pay-

ment, the loss fell on the purchaser. If the vendor

intended to take odranta^ of the lex commisanria,

it was necessary that he should declare hit intention

as soon as the condition was broken. If he re-

ceived or claimed any part of the purchase money
after the day agreed upon, he thereby waived llm

advantage of the lex commissoria. It was usual

to insert in the commissoria lex an agreement that

if the vendor had to sell the property again, the

first purchaser should make up any dcflciency in

the price, that is, the difference between the amount
for which it was first soldi, and the less amount
which it produced at the second sale. [Pignua.7
(Dig. 18, tiu 3 ;

Thibaut, i^fsiem, Ac. | 5411,

9lh ed.) 0. L.]
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COMMTSSUM. One »en»c of this word is

that of “ forfeited,** which apparently is derived

from that sense of the verb commiUere^ which is

“ to commit a crime,” or “ to do someth iiig wrong.**

Asconiiu says, that those things are commissa

which arc either done or omitted to be done by a

heres against the will of a testator, and make him
subject to a penalty or forfeiture

;
thus, commUsa

her^itas would be an inheritanee forfeited for

some act of commission or omission. Cicero (Ad
f'am. xiii. 56) speaks of an hypothecated thing

becoming comroiaaa
;
that is, burning the abso-

lute property of the creditor for default of pay*

menu A thing so forfeited was said m cvmmi$-

sum imfidere or eadrre. Commissum w*as alto ap-

plied to a thing in respect of which the vectignl

was not paid, or a proper return made to the pub-

lican!. A thing thus forfeited n<fmuw)

ceased to be the property of the owner, and was
forfeited, under the empire, to tbc hscus. (Dig. 311.

lit. 4 ; SueL Cali<j. c. 41.) [O. ll]

COMMI'XTIO. [CoNfUsio.]

COMMODA'TUM it one of those obligniiones

which are contracted re. He who lends to another

a thing, for a definite time, to be used for a definite

purpose, without any pay or reward, is called by*

modem writers commodamt

;

the person who re-

ceiret the thing is called rommoda/aWau ; and the

contract is called eommorlatum. The genuine Roman
name for the lender is commodaior (Dig. 13. tit. 6.

t. 7), and the borrower (commodatarius) is ” is qui

rem eorareodatam acevpit'* It is distinguished

from mutuum in this, that the thing lent is not one

of those things quae pondere^ namcro, nu^isurare

eonstant^ as wine, com, &c. ;
and the thing coinmo-

data does not l)ccome the property of the receiver,

who is therefore bound to restore the same thing.

The lender retains both the ownership of the thing

and the possession. It differs from loailio ct con-

ductio in this, that the use of the thing is gratuitous.

The eommodatorius is liable to the actio commodati,

if he does not restore the thing ; and he is bound

to make good all injury which befiUls the thing

while it is in his possession, provided it be such

injury as a careful person could hare prevented,

or provided it be an injury which the thing has

sustained in being used contrary to the conditions

or purpose of the lending. If a thing was lent to

two persons, each was severally liable for the whole

(in soUdum). In some cases the commodntarius

had an actio contraria against the commodnns, who
was liable for any injury siisUined by the commo-
datarins through bis dolus, or culpa ; as, for instance,

if ho knowingly lent him bod vessels, and the wine

or oil of the commodatarios was thereby lost or

injured. The actio commodati was one of those

in which there were two formulae, in jus and in

Cnctom. (Gaius, ir. 47 ; Dig. 13. tit. 6 ; Instit

iil 14. § 2; Thibaut, System^ &c. § 477, Ac.

9th ed. [O. L]
COMMU'NI DIVIDU'NDO, A'CTIO,is one

of those actionea which have born called mixtoe,

from the circumstance of their being partly in rem

and partly w personam ; and duplicia jiidicia, from

the cironnsta^ce of both plaintiff and defendant

being equally intereated in tho matter of the suit

(Oiuus, ir. 160), though the person who instituwd

the legal proceedinga was properly the actor. It

is laid in the institutiona of Justinian, of the three

actions for a division, ** mixtam causam obtinere

ridentur, tom in rem qnam in personam ” (Inst, 4.
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tit. 6. § 20). They wore, however, properly per-
sonal actions (Dig. 10. tit l.s. 1), but distinguished
from other personal actions by this, that in these ac-

tions disputed ownership could also be determined.
(Savigny, .Sya/rm, &c. vol. v. p. 36.) This action

was maintainable between those who were owners
in common of a corporeal thing, W'hich accordingly
was called res communis

; and it was mnintiiiuthlc

w'hclhiT they were owners (»/on/iwi), or had mcn-ly
a right t« the puhliciana actio in reni

; and whether
they were socii, as in s«jmc ca«*8 of a joint purchase,

or not socii, as in the case of n thing he<{ueathcd to

them {Irfra(n) by a testament
; but the action could

not he maintained for the division of an hereditns.

In this action on account might be taken of any
injury' done to the common property, or anything
expended on it, or any profit ri'coived from it, by
any of the joint owners. Any corporeal thing, os

a piece of land, or a slave, might bo the subject of
this action.

'

It seems that division was not generally effected

hy a sale
; but if there were several things, tho

judex would adjudicate (adjudiextre) them sever-

ally (Gaius, ir. 42) to the several persons, and
order (condemnarc) the party who had the more
valuahle thing or things to pay a sum of money tu

the other by way of e<{uality of partition. It fol-

lows from this that the things must have been
valued

; and it appears that a sale might be made,
for the judex n-as bound to make partition in the
way that was most to the advantage of the joint

owmers, and in the way in which they agret'd that

|sirtition should be made ; and it appears that the
joint owners might bid for the thing, which was
common property, l)efore the judex. If the thing

was one and indivisible, it was adjudicated to one

of the parties, and he was ordercil to pay a fixed

sum of money to the other or others of the pnrtio*.

This action, so far as it applies to land, aitd that

of familiae crriscundae, l>ear some resemblance to

the now abolished Knglish writ of partition, and
to the bill in equity for partition. (Dig. 10. tit. 3 ;

Cod. 3. tit 37 ;
Cic. Ad Fam, vii. 12; Bracton,

foL44.3.) [G. L.]

COMOE'DIA (aw;x^la), comedy. 1. Grxik.
The early stages of the history of comedy are

involved in great indistinctness, as they never
funned the subject of much inquiry' even when in-

formation was extant This was the case even
among the Athenians, and to a still larger extent

among the Dorians. The ancient Greeks seldom
showed much aptitude for antiquarian research,

and for a long time comedy was scarcely thought

deserving of attention (Aristot Poei. 5), for,

though springing out of the Dionysinc festivals,

it had not that predominantly religious character

which tragedy had.

That couH^y took its rise at the vintngi' fesli-

vals of Dionysus is certain. It originated, as

Aristotle says 4X with those who led off

tbc phallic songs (dir5 raw ^oA-
Ktnd) of the band of revellers (aw/tof), who at the

vintage festivals of Dionysus gave expression to

the feelings of exuberant Joy and raetriment which
were rcg^cd as appropriate to the occasion, by
parading about, partly on foot, ]Mirtly in wagons,
with the symbol of the productive porn'crs of na-

I ture, singing a wild, jovial song in honour

Dionysus and his companions. These songs w*era

commonly interspersed with, or followed by petu-

lant, exteoiporal (tt5To<rx«5*o<rTi»f^, Arist, Voct. 4

L 3
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witticunu with which the revellers assailed tho

bystanders (see the description of the phallophori

at Sicyon in Aihen. xiv. p. (>2'2), just ns the chorus

in llie Froijt of Aristopt>anes, after their song to

Inechus l>egin ridiculing Archedemus (4 17, &c.).

7'hU origin of comedy is indicated by the name
which undoubtedly means “ the song of

the Kw/Aus.'* This appears both from the testimony

of Aristotle that it arose out of the phallic songs

and from Demosthenes (c. Mcul. p. 517), where

we find mentioned together 5 K&fios aol oi K<i>fUf^

Su(. (Comp. Muller, //irf. o/* 6>. Lit. vol. ii. p. 4,

Dor. iv. 7. § 1 ;
Ibnlc, f/c«vlr. <fer UdUn. Dicktk.

vol. ii. part 2. p. 4, &c. ;
Kanngiesscr, die alie

Komiseke It'uhne jWtrHy p. 3*2.) Other deriva-

tions of the mme were however given even in

antiquity. Tlie Megnrians, conceiving it to he

connected with the word *t«d to me:in ** vil-

lage-song,‘* appealed to the imine ns an evidence

of the superiority of their claim to be considered

as the originators of comedy over that of the

Athenians (Arist, P'oel. 3). This derivation was
also adopted by several of the old grammarians

(see Tactxes, in Cramer's Aumt. Gr. vol. iii. pp.

3.35f 337 ; Annnv'm. wepl Ktifi^las in Meineke,

Hid. Crit. Comic. Onuc. pp. 535, 538, 558, and in

Uekker's Artecd. Gr. p. 747, where a very nl>surd

account of the origin of comedy is given), and
has the sanction of Dentley, W , Schneider, and
even Demhordy {Gnwdrits d. Grieck, dM, vol. U.

p.

It H*as among the Dorians that comedy first as>

suincd any thing of a regular shape. The Mega-
rians, both in the mother country and in Sicily,

cL'iimcd to be considered os its originators (Arist.

P'otf. 3), and so far us the comedy of Athens is

concerned, the claim of the former appears well

founded. They were always noted for their coarse

humour (Aristoph, I'etp. 57, with the schol.
;

Anthol. Pal. xi. 440 { Saidas, $. v. y4\ws
; Bode,

Tfil. ii. pU 2. p. 27), and their democmtlcal con-

stitution, which was established at an early period,

favoured tho devclopnvcnt of comedy in the proper

sense of the word. In the nristocratical states the

mimetic impulse, as connected w*ith the laughable

or absurd, was obliged to content itself with a less

unrestrained mode of manifestation. The Lacc-
dat'monians, who h.*ul a great fondness for mimetic
and orchestic amusAmients, had their SviKTjXtrroi,

whose exhibitions aptx'ar to have been burlesques

of characters of common life. The favourite pcr>

sonag(4 were the fruit-stealer and the foreign

quack, for the repri'sentation of which they bad a

pcculi.ir mira«'tic dance. (Pollux, iv. § 105 ; Athen.
xiv. p. 621 ;

PluL 21. p, 607, d, ApopiiA.

Lac. p. 212, Acc. ; {^’hol. ad AjfoUon, i. 746 ;

MUllcr, Dor. iv, 6 . § .O ; Bemhardy, L c. p. 894.)

Analogous to the Sft/n^AAfcrai were the ^pooA-

(llcsych. s. r.). Among the for runners of

coinedr nuist bo mentioned the Phallophori and
Ithyphalli at Sicyon. It was here, where at an
early period the dithyramb also was dnunatued,
that the KWfios first assumed a more dramatic

form, and Dionysus was even said to have in

vented comedy at Sicyon (Anihcd. Pal. xi. 32).

The Phallophori had no masks, but covered their

faces with chaplets of wild thvnne, acanthus, ivy,

and riolcts, and thn.‘w skins roond them. After

singing a hymn to Dionysus, they flouted and
jeered at any one of tho bystanders whom they

selected. The lthy])hnlli wore masks represent-
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ing drunken persons, and wero equipped in other

rv'spects in a manner which, if not very decent,

was appropriate to the part they had to sustain.

(Athen. /. c.) It was tho iambic improvisations

of the exarchi of such choruses which gave rise to

the later comedy. Aniheas of Lindus is spoken
of os a poet who composed pieces for such comuscs
of phallus-bearers, which were called comedies

(Athen. X. p. 445). Such pieces have been ityled

lyrical comedies by many scholars (os Biickh,

Corp. Inecript. No. 1584, note
;
and MUUer, I/ist.

of the Lit. of 6^rrecr, voL IL p. 5), to distinguish

thorn from the comedy proper. Lobeck and Her-
mann however stoutly dtny that there was any
such thing as lyrical tnigeily or comedy distinct

from dramatical tiagcdy and comedy, and yet not

the same with dith^'nimbs or phallic songs, and
oifirm that the tragedies and comedies which we
bear of befeu'e the rise of the regular drama were
only a species of dithyramb and phallic song.

(Hermann, de Trapoedia Comonliaque Zjm’oi, in

Ojfusc. vol. rii. p. 21 1, Acc.) The dispute is more
about names than about things ; and there seems
no great objection to applying the term lyrical

tra^y or comedy to pieces intended to be per-

formed by choruses, without any actors distinct

the chonis, and having a more dramatic cast than

other pundy lyrical songs. This, apparently, was
the point to which comedy attained among the

Megarions before Susarion introduced it into At-
tica. It arose out of tho union of the iambic

lampoon with the phallic songs of the corous, just

as tragedy arose out of the union of rhapsodical

recitations with the dithyramb.

Among the Athenians the first attempts at

comedy, according to the almost unanimous ac-

counts of antiquity, were made at Icaria by Su-
sarion, a native of Tripodiscus in Mv'gara. (Schol,

<ut Dionye, Thrac. in llekkcr's Anecd. Gr. p. 74B ;

.\spasius, ,.4i/ Arietoi. Elh. Xk. iv. 2. 20. fol.

53, B.) Icaria was the oldest seat of tho worship

of Dionysus in Attica (Athen. ii. p. 40), and
comus processions must undoubtedly have been
known there long befnro the time of Sosarion.

lambistic miller^’ was also an amusement already

known in tho festivals of Bacchus and Demeter
(MUller, Hist, of Lit. of Gr, vol, i. p. 132 ;

llesychius, $. v. rtpupt<rral
;
Suidas, s. e. 7(^0-

plater
;

Scbol. Arist Aciarn. 708). From the

jests and banterings directed by the Bacchic co-

mus, as it paraded about, against the bystanders,

or any others w'hom they selected, arose tho
proverb tA 4^ (Schol. Arist JCquU. 544,
A’o5. 296 ;

Suidas, s. r. ; Ulpianus ad Demosth.
de Cor. p. 268, cd. Reiskc ; Bode, 4 c. p. 22 ;

Pbotius, Lex. s. r. tA 4k tcjv hfia^&y). This

amusement continued customary not only at the

rural Dionysio, but at tho Anthostcria, on tho

second day of thefcstivnl [DioNVstA]. It was in

tho third year of the 50th Olympiad (b.c. 578),
that Susarion introduced at Icaria comedy in that

stage of development to which it bad attained

among tlie Megarions (Mar. Par. ep. 40. in

Bcickh's Corpui IntcrijA. vol. iL p. 301). It it

not however cosy to decide in what his improve-

ments consisted. Of course there were no actors

beside the chorus or comus ; ^whatever there ww
of drama must have been performed by the latter.

The introduction of an actor soparnle from the

churns, w'as on improvement not
)
ct made in the

drama. According to one gTamuuirmn, Susorioo was
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tbo first to give to th« i^bUtic performances of the

conius a rrg:ular metrical form (SchoL <ul I>iony$.

Throe, ap. Dekker, Aneed, (Sr, p. 748 ; Moiiieke,

/. e. p> 549). He no doubt substitute for the

more ancient improrisations of the chorus and its

leader premeditated compositions, though still of

the same general kind
;

for, ns Aristotle tnys

{Poet, c. 6), Crates was the first who
Tt|r tSSas tta0<f\ou woit$y

\6y0vf 4) ^tWtovT. There would seem also to have

beni some kind of poetical contest, for we learn

that the prize for the successful poet t^as a Ixiskot

of figs and a jar of wine (Marm. Par. /. c. ;
Bentley,

jSutri. cm the Kn. nf Phal. tol. i. p. ‘2.59, ed.

l>yce). It was also the practice of thejso wiio

took part in the comus to smear their fiiccs with

wine-lees, either to prevent their fiatures from

being iwognised, or to give themselves a more

grotesque appenranee. Hence comr<ly came to be

called Tpify9»5»a, or lee*song. Others connected

the name with the circtimstance of a jar of new
wine being the prize for the successful

pocL (Athen. it p. 40 ;
Anon. ap. Meineke, 1. e.

p. 555 :
Aristnph. Aeham. L 475, 6cc. ; Knigm.

ap. Athen. xii. p. 5.51 ;
Aehom. 851, 60.5, f'erp.

6.50, 1534 ; Schol. ad Arist Aeham. 397, 498 ;

Schnl. ad Plat, de iit p. 928, ed. Bait, et

Orell. ; Bentley, Dwert. on the Kp. of Ph<d, vol, t

p. .341, Ac. ed. Dyce
;
Bode, /. c. p. 22.) There

can l>o hut little question that Susarion's pieces

were merely intended for the amusement of the

hour, and were not committed to writing (Bentley,

/. r. p. 250, Ac. • Anonym, de Cbm. ap. Meineke,

1. c. p. 540 ; Bode, 1. c.). The comedy of Susarion

doubtless partook of that petulant, coarse, and
unrestrained personality for which the Megnrian

comedy was noted. For entertainments of such a

character the Athenians were not yet prepared

They required the frec<lom of a democracy. Ac-
cofdingly, comedy was discouraged, and for eighty

years afier the time o( Sosorion we hear nothing

of it in Attica.

It was, howcTrr, in Sicily, that comedy was

earliest brought to something like perfection. The
Greeks In Sicily always exhibited a lively tempera-

ment, and the gift of working up any occurrence

into a spirited, fluent dialogue. (Cic. Verr, iv. 45,

Diein. m CaeeiL 9, Orat. iL 54 ;
Quintil. vi. 3.

§ 41.) This Realty finding its stimulus in the

excitement produced by the political contests, which

were so frequent in the different cities, and the

opportnnity for its exercise in the numerniit agra-

rian festirals connected with the worship of Deroeter

and Bacchus, it was natural that comedy should

early take its rise among them. Vet before the time

of the Persian wars, we only hoar of iambic com-

positions, and of a single poet, Aristoxenus. The
performers were called aoroad^SoAoi, i. e. impro-

visatortw (Athen. xiv. p. C22. ;
Elym. Miign. ae.

ovroKaii. \ Eustath.orf li. xi. p. 884. 45 ; Hesych.

ar. ; Aristot /fief, ill 7. § 1 : hodo, Lc, p. B, Ac.),

and, subsequently, Io^in. Their entertainments

being of a choral character were, doubtless, ac-

companied by music and dancing. Athenaeus

(xiv. p. 629) meotions a dance called the lo^uc^,

which he ranks with the and wiaiwir.

Afterwards, the comic element was developed

portly into travesties of religions legends, portly

into delineotions of ehoraeter and manners ; the

former in the comedy of Epichaimus, Phewrais, and

Detao^hus ; the latter in the mimes of Sophron
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and Xenarrhns. Epicharmus is very commonly
called the inventor of ctinunly by the grumninrians

and others (Thcocr. Kphj. 1 7 ; Suidos s. r.

; ^linus, 5, 13) ; this, however, is

tnie only of that more nrtisticnl shape which he
gave to it (Bernhardy, I.C. p.900.) In his efforts

he appears to have b^n associated with Phormis,
a somewhat older contemporary. The Megnrian*
ill Sicily claimed the honour of the inventitm of

comedy, on account of his having lived in Mrgnra
before he a-ent to Syracuse. ( IMctionary of liu>p.

and art. JCpiekunnn*.) According to

Aristotle (/’tW. 5) Epicharmus and Phormis
were the first who began wotuv

; which
Bernhardy (/. e. p. 898) understands to mean that

they were the first to introdiu'c regular plots. Tho
subjects of his plays wore mostly mythological,

i. e. were parodies or travesties of mythological

stories. (MUUer, />or*oss, liookiv. e.7.) Whether
in the representation there w*as a chorus as well as
actors is not clrair, though it has been assumed
(Orysar, de /A>r. (\m. p. 200, Ac.) that he and
Pliormis were the earli^'st comic poet* whoso works
reoched posterity in a written form. (Bentley, Le,

p.451.) But tW comedy of Epicharmus wa* of

brief duration. We hrar of no successors to hint

except his son or disciple Dcinolochus.

In Attica, the first comic poet of any import-

ance whom we hear of after Susarion is Chionides,

who is said to have brought out plays in a. c. 48B
(Suidas «. r. Knetes, Euxenides, and
Myllus wore proltably contemporaries of Chionides

;

he «*ns followed by Magnes and Eephantides.

Their compositions, however, seem to have l>een

little hut the reproduction of the old Megaric fiuvo

of Susarion, differing, no doubt, in form, by the

introduction of an actor or actors, separate from
the chorus, in imitation of the improvements that

had l)con made in tragedy. (Bode, f.e. p. 29— 36.)
That branch of the Attic drama which was called

the old comedy, begins properly with Cratinus,

who was to comedy veiy much what Aeschylus
was to tragedy. Cnder the vigorous and liberal

administration of Pericles comedy found free

scope, and rapidly reached its iwrfeclion. Cratinus

is said to have Wn the first who introduced three

actors in a comedy. (Anonym, de Com. ap. Mei-
neke, p. 540.) But Crates is spoken of as the first

who began ko04\ov 901UV \6yovs (Arist.

Poet. 5), t e. raised comedy from being a mere
lampooning of indiridimis, and gave it a character

of universality, in which subjects drawn from
reality, or stories of his own invention received

a free, poetic treatment, the characters intrndiice<l

being rather generalisations than particular indi-

viduals. (See Aristotle’s distinction l>otween tA
Kaff knotrrov and Kofi6\ov^ Poet. 9.) In what
is known of his pieces no traces appear of anything
of a personal or political kind. He was the first

who introduced into his pieces the character of a
drunken man. (Anonym, de fbm. ap. Meineke,

p. 536.) Though Crates was a younger contem*
porary of Cratinus, and at first an actor in his

pieces, yet, exce|4 perhaps his earlier plays, the

eonicdics of Cratinus wore an improvement upon
those of Crates, os they united with the u&ivcrMlity

of the latter the pungent personal satire and earnest

political purpose which characterised the old comedy
(Bernhardy, l.c. pp. 942, 946.) Crates and his

Imitator Pberecretes seem in the character of their

pieces to have hod more affinity with the middlo
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thnn with the old comedy. The latter bu been

deacrilM^d as the comedy of caricature, and such

indeed it was, but it was also a great deal more.

As it appeared in the hands of its great masters

Craiinus, Hermippos, Eupolii, and especially Aris-

tophanes, its main characteristic was that it was
throughout politicaL Ererything that bore upon

the political or social interests of the Athenians

famished materials for it. It assailed everything

that threatened liberty, religion, and the old esta-

blished principlea of social morality and taste, and
tended to detract from the true nobleness of the

Greek character. It performed the functions of

a public censorship, (llor. Senn. i. 4. 1, &c.

;

IsocraU de Paoe^ p. 161 ; Dion ChrysosL vol. U.

p. 4, cd. Rsk. ; Cic. de ir. 10.) Though
merely personal satire, having no higher object

than tho sport of the moment, was by no means
excluded, yet commonly it is cm politick or general

grounds that individuals are brought forward and
satirised. A groundwork of reality usually lay at

the basis of the most imaginative forms which its

wild licence adopted. All kinds of pbantastic

impersonations and mythological beings were mixed
np with those of real life. With such unbounded

stores of materials for the subject .and form of

comedies, complicated plots were of course un-

necessary, and were not adopted. Though the

old com^y could only sultsist under a democracy,

it desencs to be ronuirked that its poets were

usually opposed to that democracy and its loaders.

Some of the bitterest assailants even of Pericles

were to be found among the comic poets.

In the year b. c. 440, a law was passed too

KmfUftiuy (Schol. ArisL Acham. 67), which re-

mained in force for three years, when it was re-

pealed. Some (e./7. Clinton, /’. //. s. a.) under-

stand the law to have been a prohibition of comedy
altogether, others (Meineke, /. c. p. 40 ;

Bomhardy,

p, 943) a prohibition against bringing forward in-

dividuals in their propi'r historical personality and
under their own name, in order to ridicule them

6yofAotrrl). To the same period

probably belongs the law that no Aroopogite should

write comedies. (Plut. d« Glor. AM. p. 348, c.)

About ac.415, apparently at the instigation of

Alcibiodes, the law of 440, or at all events a law

fiij Kt0p^ti¥ 6yofuurrl^ was again passed on the

motion of one S^'tocosius (Schol. Arist. Ates, 1297).

But the law orUy remained in force for a short

time (Meineke, p. 4l). The nature of the political

events in the etuuing period would of itself act

as a check upon the licence of the comic poets. A
man named Antimachns got a law like that of

Syracosius passed, but the date of it is not known.
(^hoL Arist. Aekarn. 1149.) With the over-

throw of the democracy in 411, comedy would of

course be silenced, but on the rcstomtion of the

democracy, comedy again revived. It was doubt-

less again rostmin^ by the thirty tyrants. During

the latter part of the Peloponnesian war also it

became a matter of difficulty to get choregi
;
and

hindrances were sometimes thrown in the way of

the comic poets by those who had been attacked by
them. (Schol. Arist. /^aa. 153.) Agyrrhius, though

when is not known, got the pay of the poets

lessened. (Schol. Arist. Kcei. 102.) The old

Attic comedy lasted from OL 80 to 01. 94 (b.c.

458—404). From Cratinus to Thcopompus there

were forty-one poets, fourteen of whom preceded

AristopbaDce. The number of pieces attributed to
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them amounted altogether to 365. (Anon. d«

Com^ ap. Meineke, p. 535 ;
Bode, /. e. p. 108.) An

excellent and oonijicndious account of these )M>ets

is given by Benihardy. {(^nuidris$ der Oriech.

JM. voL iL p. 945—954.) A more extended account

will be found in Meineke {Hist. Crit. Comic. Crrucc.

forming vol. i. of his Friupn. Com. Grace.), and in

Bode {Gc9cA. dcr Utile*. Dicktk. voL iii. pu iL p.

108, &c. &C.). The render is also referred to the
articles CraU-s, Cratinus, Pherccrates, Hermippus,
Eupolis and Aristnplmncs in tho Dictionary of
Grrckand Homan Dioffrapkyand Mylholoffy. (Comp.
Rotscher, ArUtopitanec umi $ein Zeiialter

;

and
Schlegcl's Lectures on Dramatic Art and Litcraturr.)

The later pieces of Aristophanes belong to the

Middle rather than to the Old Comedy. The old

Mcgaric comedy, which was improved by Maeson,
by the introduction of standing characters (Athen.
xiv. p. 659, a.) continued for some time to subsist

by the side of the more artistically devclo|>ed Attic

comedy, as did the ancient lombistic entertain-

ments both in Syracuse and in the Dorian states

of Greece. (Arist. Poet. 4 ;
Bode, Lc. p. 28.)

It was not usual for comic poets to bring foravird

more than one or two comedies at a time ; and
there w*as a regulation according to which a poet

could not bring forward comedies before he aws of

n certain age, which is >’ariously stated nt thirty nr

forty years. (Anstoph. Nub. 530, with tho scho-

liast.) To decide on the merits of the comedies
exhibited, five judges were appointed, which was
half the number of those who adjudged the prize

for tragedy. (Schol. ad Arist Ar. 445
;
Ilcsych.

$. r. wfyrs KptTod.)

The chorus in a comedy consisted of ta'eoty-

four. [CiioRt'8.]

The dimce of the chorus was the adp3a4, the

movements of which were capricious and licentious,

consisting partly in a reeling to and fro, in imit-uioii

of a drunken man, and in ^luious unKvnily and
immodest gestures. For a citizen to dance (ho

tedpSof soWr and a'ithout a mask, was looked
upon as the height of shamelessness. (Theophmst
Ckaract. 6.) The choreutae were attired in the

most indecent manner. (Schol. ad Arist Nuh.

537.) Aristophanes, however, and probably other

comic poets also, frequently dispensed with the

xdp8o{. (Arist ;V«5..537,&c. 553, dec.; .Schneider,

das Attiseke 7bmiencesen, p. 229, &c.) Comedies
have choric songs, but no <rrd<rifux, or songs between
acts. The most important of the choral parts a*ts

the Porabasis, when the actors having left tho stage,

the chorus, which was ordinarily divided into four

rows, containing six each (Pollux, iv. 108 ; SchoL
ad Arist Pac. 733), and was turned toa'ards the

stage, turned round, and ad>*ancing towards the

spectators delivered an address to them in the

name of the poet either on public topics of general

interest, or on matters which concerned the poet

pMsonally, criticising his rivals and calling attention

to his merits ; the address having nothing what-
ever to do with the action of the plav. (^‘hol. ud
Arist Nub. 518, Pac,7Z^ l>fuit. M)'k) The
grammarians speak of it os being divided into the

following portions - 1. A short introduction (the

KOfifidriov)
;

2. The irapdiaais in the narrower
sense of the word, or bydvataros, which was the

principal part ; and usually consisted of n system
of anapaestic or trochaic tetrameters, in which case

it was the practice for it to close witli wliat a*aa

called the ftaxpiy or a number of ahoa
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vfwcs, which the speaker had to utter in a br4‘nth,

and by which he was to appear to be choked
; 3.

The ;
4. The \ 5. The

9'Tpo^, answering to the mpo^
;

6. The Arr-

answering to the The strophe

and aiitistropho were sun? by half choruses, and
were probably accompanied by dancing, being the

only ports of the pambasU that w'ere so accotn*

paiiie<L (Bode /. c. p.273.) The rhema and epir-

rhema were uttered by single choreutac. The pom*
basis, however, did not alu’ays contain all these

parts complete. The origin.of the porabosis is not

quite clear. PMsibly in the earlier stages of

comedy, the poet went with the comus procession,

and in the course of its performance addressed a

speech in his own person to the spectators. ( Etym.

Jkfo^ p. 5'J8
:
Pollux, )T. in

;
Schol. ad Ariit.

51H, 1113, /*or. 733 ; Hypotbes. ad Arist.

A’liA. ; Hermann, KUm. /AkA Mrtr. uL 21, |), 720,

&e. :
Kanngiesser, Alte Korn. Dukne^ p. 356, &c. ;

Kolstrr, He Parahan.') The parabasis was not

tiniveradly introduced : three plays of Aristophanes,

the Ecclttsiasusac, Lysistrata, and Plutus have

none.

As the old Attic comedy was the offspring of the

political and social vigour and freedom of the age

during which it Nourished, it naturally declined

and ceased with the decline and overthrow of tlic

freedom and vigour which were necessary for its

development It wot replaced by a comedy of

a somewhat different style, which was kno»*n as

the Middle comedy, the age of which lasted

from the end of the Peloponnesian war to the

overthrow of lil)crty by Philip of Macedon. (01. S4

—110.) During this period, the Athenian state

had the form, but none of the spirit of its earlier

democratical constitution, and the energy and pub-

lic spirit of earlier years had departed. The
comedy of this period accordingly found its mate-

rials in satirising classes of people instead of indi-

viduals, in criticising the systems and merits of

philosophers and literary men, and in parodies of

the composiUons of living and earlier poets, and

travesties of mythological subjects. It formed n

transition from the old to the new comedy, and

approximated to the latter in the greater attention

to the coQstraction of plots which seem freqnciilly

to have been founded on amorous intrigues (Bode,

p. 396), and in the absence of that wild grotescpie-

ne«s w'bieh marked the old comedy. As regards

its external form, the plays of the middle comedy,

generally speaking, had neitherparabaiis nor chorus.

( Platonios, He DiJTtT. Com. ap Meineke, p. 532.)

The absence of the chorus was occasion^, partly

by the change in the spirit of comedy itself, |iart)y

by the increasing difficulty of finding persons capable

of undertaking the duties of choregus. As the

change in comedy itself was gradnol, so it is most

likely that the alterations in form were brought

about by degrees. At first showing the want of

proper mosical and orchestic training, the chorus

was at last dropped altogether. Some of the frag-

ments of pieces ^ the middle comedy which have

reached ns are of a lyrical kind, indicating the

presence of a chorus. The poets of this Khool of

comedy seem to have been extraordinarily prolific.

Athenaeus (viil p. 336,<L) says, that he h.vd read

above 800 dramas of the middle comedy. Only a

few fragments are now extant. Meineke (7/iV.

evif. Cam, Of, p. SOS) gives a list of thirty-nine

poets of the middle comedy. The most celebrated

I

I

I

1

I

i

I

I

were Antiphnno* and Alexis. (Bode, 4e. p 393,
Ac.

;
lU-mhardy, p 1000, Ac.)

The new comedy was a further development of

the last mentioned kind. It answered as nearly

as may Imj to the modem comedy of manners or

character. Dropping for the most part personal

allusions, caricature, ridicule, and paro<ly, which,

in a more general form than in the old comedy,
had maintained their ground in the middle comedy,
the poets of the new comedy made it their business

to reproduce in a generalised form a picture of the

every-day life of those by whom they wciv sur-

rounded. Hence the grammarian Aristophanes

asked : 2 MsKot^pf iral $1*, v6r*pot ip' vfiter

T6Tfpoy awefitti^aaro (Meineke, prae/. Mm. p.

33). The new comedy might be described in the

words of -Chcero {He iv. 1 1), as “ imitationem

vitae, speculum consuetudinis, imaginem vcritati.s.'’

The frt*quent introduction of sententious maxims
w'ns a point of resemblance with the later tragic

poi'ts. There were ^wrious standing characters

which found a place in most plays, such as we
find in the plays of Plautus and Terence, the leno

pefjtims^ amaior /erriHus^ eemUus eaJiiH$u^ amicu
illutlms^ toHulit t/pihtlalor^ milee proeiuUor^ jtarti-

rUtu edojr, parrntet tmaces^ meretricre procaecs,

(.Appul. Flor. 16 ; Ovid, Amor. i. 15, 17.) In the

new comedy there was no chorus, and the dramas
were commonly introduced by prologues, spokcu
by allegorical pcniunages, such os ^EA«7xoi, 4>d6or,

’A^p. The new comedy flourished from about
B. c. 340 to B. c. 260. The poets of the new comedy
amounted to 64 in number. The roost distinguished

was Menander. Next to him in merit came Phile-

mon, Diphilus, Philippidcs, Posidippus, and Apol-

lodonis of Corygtus. (Bemhordy, p. 1003, Ac.
;

Meineke, /, c. p. 435, Ac.)

Respecting the masks osed in comedy the render

is referred to the article Pkrso.va. The ordinary

costume was the Vfw/i/r, which for old men was
unfuUcd. Peasants carried a knapsack, a cudgid,

and a skin of some kind (8/^epa). Young men
had a purple tunic

;
parasites a black or grey one,

with a comb and a box of ointmenL Courtezans

had a coloured tunic, and Ji variegated cloak over

it, with a wand in their band. Slaves wore a

small variegated cloak over their tunic
;
cooks an

unfulled double mantle ; old women a yellow or

blue dri^t
;
priestesses and maidens a white one ;

heiresses a w'hitc dres.s with a fringe
;
bawds and

the mothers of hetaerae had a purple band round

the head ; ponderers a dyed tunic, with a varie-

gated cloak and a straight staff, milt'd iptaKot.

(Pollux, IV. 118, Ac., vii. 47 ; Etymol Magn. \i.

349. 43 ; A. Gcll. vii. 12.) The authorities,

however, on these points are not very full, and not

quite accordant.

2. Roman.— The accwints of the early stages

of comic poetry among the Romans are scanty, and
leave many points unexplained, but they are pro-

bably trustworthy as as they go. Little is

known on the subject but what Li'y tells us (vii.

4). According to his account in the yesu* B. c. 363,

on the occasion of a severe pestilence, among other

ceromonii'i for averting the anger of the deities

scenic entertainments were introduced from Etruria,

where it w’nuld seem they w’cre n familiar amuse-

ment. Tuscan players (/ik/ib??rs), who were fetched

from Etruria, exhibited a sort of jiantomimic dance

to the music of a flute, without any song accom-

panying their dance, and without regular dramatic
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getUcnlatioiL The orouseinent bectroe popular, and

waa imitated by the young Romona, who (though

bow soon U not stated) improved upon the original

entertainment by uniting with it extempwraneoua

mutual raillery, composed in a rude irregular mea-

sure, a species of diversion which had been long

known among the Romans at their agrarian fes-

tivals under the name of Fescennima [Fsscsx-

nisa]. They regulated their dances so as to ex-

press the sense of the words. Those who had an

ajititude for this sort of represenUition set them-

selves to improve its form, supplanting the old

Fcscennine verses by more regular compositions,

which however bod not as yet any thing like

dramatic unity or a regular plot, but from the mis-

cellaneous nature of the subjects introduced were

called $aturae [Satcra]. Those who took port

in these exhibitions were called /litfriones^ hisier

being the Etruscan word which answered to the

Latin Ittdio [IIistrio]. It was 123 years after

the first introduction of these scenic performances

before the improvcTnent ans introduced of having

a regular plot This advance was made by Livius

Andronicui, a native of Magna Gmecia, in b. a
340. His pieces, which were both trage<lics and
comedies, were merely adaptations of Greek dramas.

His popularity increasing, a building on the Aren-
tine hill was assigned to him for his uso^ which
ser>*cd partly as a theatre, partly ns a residence for

a troop of players, for whom Livius wrote his

pieces. The representation of regular plays of this

sort w*as now left to those who were bistriones by
profession, and who were very commonly cither

foreigners or slaves ; the free-bom youth of Rome
confined their own scenic performances to the

older, irregular ^trees, which long maintained their

ground, and were subsi'quently called esotlut^ being,

as IJ vy says, eoaserfu jhheJlis potissimum AteUani*.

[E.vodia
; Satura.] Livius, as was common at

that time, was himself an actor in his own pieces.

His Latin adaptations of Greek plays, though they

had no chorus, were interspersed with monodies,

which were more lyrical in their metrical form,

and more impaMioned in their tone than the ordi-

nary dialogue parta In the musical recitation of

these Livius seems to have been very successful,

and was frequently encored. The exertion being

too much fur his voice, he introduced the praetkn'

in these monodies, or confim, of placing a slave

beside the flute player to recite or chaunt tlic words,

while he himself went through the appropriate

gesticulation. This became the usual practice from
that time, so that in the cantica the histriones did

nothing but gesticulate, the only parts where they
used their voice being the dialogues {direrbia).

Livy's account has b<x!n absurdly misunderstood

as implying that the introduction of this slave to

chaunt the cantica led to the use of dialogue in the

Roman dramas, as though there bad been no dia>

]<^e before
;

in which case, os there w*as certainly

no chorus, Livius must have adapted Greek dramas
so os to admit of being represented in a scries of

monologue*, a supposition which U confuted by its

ow*n absurdity. It is perfectly dear that the plays

of Livius were an improvement on the old scenic

saturac, which consisted of dialogue, and that the

improvement was simply that of adapting the dia-

logue to a regular plot. Hermann {IHssert. de

CuhL m Fab. 9omic. Opusc. voL L p. 290, Ac.) has
sufficiently shown that the cantica were not mere
musical interludes accompanied by dancing or gc*-
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ticulation, introduced between the acts, but the
monodiol parts of the plays themselves

; though
(as is clear from Plautus, P$tud. L 5. 160) there

w'erc cases in which the flute-player filled up the
intervals between acts with music, as in the
Xtoi' in the Greek theatre. But there is nothing

to show tliat such musical interludes were accom-
panied with gesticulation by any actor ; and it is

not meridy without but against all authority to call

such interlude* cantica. Hermann has also shown
that it is quite a mistake to suppose that the lead-

ing actmw only gesticulated in the cantica, and
pK'k no part in the ordinary dialogue. The can-

tica were only monodiet put into the month of one
or other of the dramatis personae. There is a us^
ful treatise on this subject by G. A. B. Wolff {ds

CanticU in Romanorum FabnJu sreiricu), m which
the author has endeavoured to point out which art

the cantica in the remaining plays of Plautus and
Terence.

The first imitator of the dramatic works of Livius

Androniens w'as Cn. Noevius, a native of Cam-
pania. He composed both tragedies and comedies,

w’hich were cither translations or imitations of

those of Greek writers. In comedy his models

seem to have been the writers of the old comedy.
(Diet, cf (!r. and Rom. Biop. and Mpth. art. A^oc-

Wm.) The most distinguished successors of Nae-
vius were Plautus ( I bid. art. Plautus), who cliiefly

imitated Epicharraus, and Terence (Ibid. art. Tk-
rentius), whose materials were drawn chiefly

from Menander, Diphilus, Philemon, and Apollo-

dorus. The ooroedy of the Romans was through-

out but an imitation of that of the Greeks, and
chiefly of the new comedy. Where the chararters

were 'jsU'nsibly Greek, a^ the scene laid in Athens
or some other Greek town, the comedies were
termed paWatae. All the comedies of Terence and
Plautus belong to this class. When the story and
characters wore Roman, the plays were called

toffatae. But the fabulae U^gntae were in fact Httlo

else than Greek come<lics clothed in a Latin dress.

(As Horace says :
^ dicitur Affuni toga convenisse

Menandro.** A)n«f.ii. 1.57.) They took their name
because the co«tume was the toga. The togatae

wero divided into ta*o classes, the trabeaiae and
tabemariae^ according as the subject was taken

from high or from low life (Euanthius, de FabnlaX
In the comediae palHatao, the costume of the

ordinary actors was the Greek pallium. The
plays which bore the name of prwiejiataey were
not so much tragedies as historical plays. It is a
mistake to represent them as comedies. There

was a 8)>ecies of tnigi-comedy, named from the

poet who introduced that style Rkinthonica. A
tmgody the argument of which was Greek was
t- rmexi crrjtuiata. The mime* are sometime*
classed with the Ijotin comedies. (Hermann, de

Fobtda topata, Opuse. vol. v. p. 254, Ac.) Re-
specting them, the reader is referred to the article

MimL'k. The mimes dilTered from the comedies in

little more than the predominance of the mimic
representation over tlic dialogue, which w*as only

interspersed in various part* of the repreoentation.

lAilin c(»mc<lic* had no choru*, any more than

the dramas of the new comedv, of which they

were for the most part imitations. Like them,

too, they were intrc^uced by a prologue, which
answered some of the purposes of the paimbasis of

the old comedy, so far as bespeaking the good w'iU

of the spectators, and defending the pool against
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bis rirnU and enemies. It also communicated to

touch iiifurmation as was necessary to understand

tbc story of the play. The prologue niu com-
monly spoken by one of the players^ or^ { erhapa,

by the manager of the troop. Occasionally the

speaker of it assumo<l a separate mask and costume,

for the occasion (Plant Poen, prol. 126 ;
Terent

Pro/, ii. ] ). Sometimes the prologue is spoken

by one of the dmmalis personae (Plaut. AmfJi.;

Mil. Glor.

:

iV/crc.), or by some •upcm.’itut^ or

personified being, as the Lor &miliaris in the Au-
ittiaria of Pkiutus, Arcturtis in the Uudetu^ Auxi*

lium in the CuUeUaria^ Luxiiria and Inopia in the

Trinummus. (Baden, tx;a dem Prolog int Horn,

l.astsp. in Jahn's ^ rcAir. i. 3. p. 441, Ac. ; Bekkor,

(U (vm. Homan. FaladU^ p. U9, Ac. ; Wolff, de Pro-

logU PUintinit.') The rest of the piece consisted

(as Diomedcs says, iit p. 489) of diterbium and
cantiewn. This dirision, however, must not be

taken too stringently, os it w*as nut every mono-

logue which was a oaMticum. The composition of

the music, which is spoken of in the djdascaliae,

appears to have had reference to these cantica.

Hnpecting the use of masks, see the article Pka-
80Na. When they were first introduced, is a

disputed point (Wolff, de Caulieiit^ p. 22, Ac. ;

Hbischcr, de Pertonamm Vtm in Ludit seen. ap.

//om. ; Suevc, de Rei ecenioae ap. Rom. Oru/imr.)

The charactors introduced were much the same

as in the new comedy, and their costume w*as not

Terr differcuL Donatus gives the following ac-

Cfiunt of it : ooniicis senibus Candidas vestis in-

ducitur, quod is antiquissimus fuisse memoratur,

adolesccntibus discolor attribuitur. Servi comici

amictu exigno conteguntur paupertatis antiquoe

gratia, vel quo ex^ditioros aganU Panuiti cum
mtortis poUiis veniunt. I>acto vestitiu Candidas,

aerumnoso obsoletus, purpureas diriti, pauperi

pboeniceus datur. Militi chlamys purpurc.1, puel-

lae habitus peregrimis indiiciiur, leno pallio varii

ooloris utitur,raerctrici ob avaritiam luteum datur."

A word remains to bo said on the Atdlanae

Jalmlae. These were not of Homan, but of ItalLin

origin, and were not introduced among the Homans
till the latter enme into contact with the Cam-
panians. These pieces took thoir name from the

town of Atella in Campania. From being always

composed in the Oscan dialect, they were also

called Indi Oeei^ or Indicrmn Otcum. At first, and

amongst the Oscons, they appear to have been

rude, improvisatory farces, without dramatic con-

nection, but full of raillery and satire. So far

they resembled the earlier scenic entertainments

of the Homans. But the Osenn farces had not

the dancing or gesticulation which formed n chief

part of the latter, and those who took part in

them personated characters representing various

classes of the country people, like the ^Inscherc of

the modem Italians. These had regular names
;

there was Maccu*y a sort of clown or fool ; Ruc-
oowss, L e. babblers ;

Pappus ; 6'imut or Himius^

the baboon. Tho Greek origin of some of these

names would seem to indicate that the Greek
settlers in Italy had some influence m the deve-

lopment of this species of amusement. The Atel-

Imiae fisbuloa were distingutshed from the mimes
by the absence of low buffoonery. They were
marked by a refined homonr. (Cic. ad Fam. ix.

16; Val. Max. iL 1.) They were commonly
divided into five acts. (Macrob. Slo^ni. iil) Re-

specting the em)dia, sec the article E.xodium.
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The Oscan dialect was preserved, even when they
Wire introduced at Home. (Strabo, v. p. 356,a.)
Though at first iroprovisator\% after the regular

drama acquired a more artistic character, the
Atcllanac came to be written. I.uciuH Pomponius
of Boiionia and (^. Novius are mentioned as writers

of them. Regular histriones were not allowed to

perform in them. They were acted by free-born
Homazis, who were not subjected to any civil de-
gradation for appearing in them. In later times,
they degenerated, and biramo more like the mimes,
and were acted by histriones

;
but by that time

they hod fallen into considerable neglect. (C. E.
Schober, iif)€r die Atdlunen^ Lips. 1825 j Weyer,
iiber d. Atell. Mannheim 1826 ; Neuklrch, de Fa^
tula tof^Ua, pp, 20, 51, Ac. ;

Bkbr, GescA. der R‘6m.
LitUmlur.) [C.P.M.J
COMPENS.-V’TIO is defined by Modcstinus to

be de/jiti et ertdili inter $e cuntri/mtio. Compen-
tatio, as the etymology of tho word show's {pend-o)^
is the act of ntaking things cquivalenL A person

who was sued, might answer his creditor's demand,
who was also his debtor, by an offer of compen-
satio (s» paraliu est compensare)

;
which in effect

was an offer to pay the difference, if any, which
should appear on taking tbc account. The object

of the compensatio was to prevent unnecessary
suits and payments, by ascertaining to w’hich party

a balance was due. Originally compensatio only
took place in bonac fidei judicils, and ex eadem
causa ; but by a rescript of M. Aurelius there could

be compensatio in stricti juris judiciis, and ex dis*

pari causa. When a person made a demand in

right of another, os a tutor in right of his pupdlus,

the debtor could not have compensatio in respect

of a debt duo to him from the tutor on his own
account A fidejussor (surety) w*ho was called

upon to pay his principal's debt, might have com-
pensatio, either in respect of a debt duo by the

claimant to himself or to his principal. It was a
rule of Roman law that there could be no compen-
satio where the demand could be answered b^ on
exceplio pcrcniptoria

; for the compensatio admitted
the demand, subject to the proper deduction,

whereas the object of the ezeeptio was to state

something in bar of the demand. Set-off in Eng-
lish law, and comptmsation in Scotch law, corre-

spond to compensatio. (Dig. 16. tit. 2 ;
Thibaut,

SpRemy Ac. § 606, 9th contains the chief

rules ns to compenpatin.) [O. L.]

COMPKHEMUN.VTIO. [Judex.]
COM PKTI’TOR. [Ambitus.]
CO'MPITA. [ Comfits LM.j
COMPITA'LIA, also called LUDI COMPI-

TALI'CII, n festival celebrated once a year in

honour of the lores compitales, to whom sacrifices

were offered at the places where two or more ways
met {eompila,, Vom>, De Idng. ImI. vi. 25, ed.

MUller ; Fcatui, s. o.). This festival is said by
some writers to have been instituted by Tarquinius

Priscus in consequence of the miracle atttrnding the

birth of Semos Tullius, who was supposed to be

the son of a Ur familiarit. (Plin. //. N. xxxvL
70.) Dionysius (iv. 14) ascribes its origin to

ServiuB Tullius, and describes the festival as it was
celebrated in his time. He relates that the sacri-

fices consisted of honey-cakes (WAoFoi), which
were presented by the inhabitants of each house,

and that the persons, who assisted as ministering

senrants at the festival, were not free-men, but
sUves, because the lores took pleasure in the ser*
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vice of •lar« : he further addf that the enmpilalia

were celebrated a few day* after the Satun\alla

with great splendour, and that the slaves on this oc-

casion had full liberty given them to do what they

pleiued. \Ve further lenm from Mocrobius {Saturn.

L 7) that the celebration of the compiialia was

restored by Tarquiniu* Superbus, who sacrificed

boys to Mania, the mother of the lares
;
but this

practice was changed after the expulsion of tlie

Tarquins, and garlic and pojipio* offered in their

•ten^
The persons, who presided over the festival

were the Afa^tfri nW, who were on that occasion

allowed to wear the practexta (Asenn. tui C'ic, in

Pi*, p. 7, ed. Orelli). Public games were added

at some time during the republican period to this

festival, but they were suppressed by command of

the senate in a c. 68 ;
and it was one of the

charges brought forward by Cicero against I... Piso

that he allowed them to he celebrated in his con-

sulship, B. c. 58 (Cic. i« Pis. 4 ;
Ascon. t. e.) But

that the festival itself still continued to be obsenH'd,

though the games were abolished, is evident from

Cicero (ad AH. iil 3). During the civil wan the

festival fell into disuse, and was accordingly re-

stored by the emperor Augustus. (Suet. Atuj.A\\

comp. Ov. Fast. v. 128— 148.) As Augustus was

now the pairr patriar^ the worship of the old lares

was discontinued, an<l the lares of the emperor

consequently became the lares of the state. Hence,

the Scholiast on Horace {ad Sat. ii. 3. 281), tells

ns that Augustus set up lares or pennies at places

where two or more ways met, and instituted for

the purpose of attending to their worship an order

of priests, who were taken from the Hibcrtini, and
were called Augu^nlr*. These Augustalcs are en-

tirely different from the Atigiutales, who were

appointed to attend to the worship of Augustus after

his decease, as has been well shown by A. W.
Zumpt in his essay on the subject {JM Au^u*-

tatilm*^ ^tc., Berol. 1846.) ( Auoustalks.J
The compitalia belonged to the feriac conerp-

fc'tw, that is, festivals which were celebrated on

days appointed annually by the magistrates or

priests. The exact day on which this festival was
celebrated, appears to have varied, though it was
always in the winter. Dionysitu relates (ir. 14),

as wo have already said, that it was celebrated a

few days after the Saturnalia, and Cicero {in Pison.

4) that it fell on the Kalends of January ;
but in

one of his letters to Atticus (vii. 7) he speaks of it

as falling on the fourth before the nones of Januaiy.

The exact words, with which the festival a*ns an-

nounced, are preserved by Macrobius {Saturn, L 4)

and Aulus Gellius (x. 24).

COMPLIJ'VICM, [DoMrs.J
COMPKOMISSUM. [Judb.x ; Reckpta

Actio.]

COMUS [Chorur; Co.moedia.]

CONCHA Roman liquid

measure, of which there were two sixes. The
smaller was half the cyaiku* (=i *04 12 of a pint

English)
;
the laiwr, which was the same os the

aryhap^um, was three times the former (='1238

of a pint). (Hussey, pp. 207, 200 ;
Wurm, p.

129.) [P.S.]

CONCILIA'BULUM. [Colonia, p.318,a.]

CONCIUA'KII. [Assessor.)

CONCTLIUM generally has the same meaning

as eonvmiu* or eourmth, but the technical import

of concilium in the Roman constitution wis an i

CONCIO.

assembly of a portion of the people (Gell. xr. 27),
as distinct from the general assemblies or comitia.

(FcsL p. SO ;
Cic. Pe Lep. ii. 1, p. Hrd. la Sen. 5.)

Accordingly, as the comitia tributa embraced only

a portion of the Roman people, vis. the plebeians,

these comitia are often designated by the term
concilia jMi*. (Liv. vii. 5, zxviii. S3, xxxix.
IS.) Upon the same principle, it might be sup-

posed that the comitia ennata might be call^
c^mcilia, and Niebuhr {Hist, of /ferns, i. p. 425)
believes that the concilia popoli which are n»en-

tioned now and then, actually were tbo comitia

curiata ; but there is no evidence of those patrician

asscniblii's, which in the early time* certainly

never looked upon themselves as a mere part dl

the nation, having ever been called by that name.
In fact, nil the passages in which concilia populi

occur, clcariy show that none other but the comitia

tributa arc meant. (Liv. i. 36, ii. 7,60, iii. 13, 16,

64, 71, XXI. 24, zxxviii. S3, xxxix. 15, xliil 16,

Cic. in Fat. 7.) As concilium, however, has the

meaning of an assembly in general, we cannot

wonder that sometimes it is usi^ in a loose way to

designate the comitia of the centuries (Liv. ii. 28)
or any concio. (Liv. ii. 7, 28, v. 43 ; Oell. xviiL 7 ;

comp. Becker, Handb. der Pom, AUerth, vol. iL

part i. p. 3S9, note 693.)

We must here notice a peculiar seme in which
concilium is used by Latin writers to denote the

assemblies or meetings of confederate towns or

nations, at which either their deputies alone or

any of the citixen* met who had time and in-

clination, and thus formed a representative as-

sembly. (Liv. 1.50.) Such an assembly or diet

is commonly designatcct as commune concilium or

vi Koiubv^c. g. Ackaeorum^ Aeiolvrumy Pocotoruatj

Afacedoniae^ and the like. (Liv. xxxvi. 31,

xxxviii. .34, xliL 43, xlv. 18 } Oell. ii. 6.) Of the

same kind were the diets of the Latins in the

grove of Fcirntina (Liv. i. 51, vi. 33, vii 25,

viii 3), the meetings of the Etniicans nmr the

temple of Volturona (Liv. iv. 23, 25, 61, v. 17,

vi. 2), of the Hernicans in the dims of Anngnia
(iz. 42), of the Acquions and Samnites (iii. 2, iv.

25, X. 12), [I^S.]
CO^NXIO or CO'NTIO, a contraction for con-

ventio^ that is, a meeting, or a eonventus. (Festus,

p. 66, ed. Muller.) Id the technical sense, how-
ever, A concio was an assembly of the people at

Rome convened by a magistrate for the purpose of

making the people acquainted with measures which
were to be brought before the next comitia, and of

working upon them cith< r to support or oppose the

measure. But no question of any kind could l)e

decided by a concio, and this constitutes the differ-

ence between condones and comitia. (Gell. xiii.

14 ; Cic. p. SeP. 50, 53 ;
Liv. xxxix. 15.) Still

concionet were also convened for other purposes,

e.y. of persuading the people to take part in a

war (Dionys. vu 28), or of bringing ccanplaints

against a party in the republic. (Dionys. ix. 25 ;

Plut. C. Chac^. 3.) Meetings of this kind naturally

were of very fre«|nent occurrence at Rome. The
earliest that is mentioned, is one held immediately

after the dc.-uh of Romulus by Julius Proculus in

the Campus Mnrtius (Liv. L 16 ; Plut 27) ;

the first, after the expulsion of the kings, was heJd

by Brutus. (Liv. iL 2 ; Dionys. v. 10, Ac.) Every
magistrate had the right to convene conciones, but

it was most frequently exercised by the consuls

and tribunes, and tbo latter more especially cur

VjOUglt
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crcitod a (rrcat influence orer the people in and

throngh tlieic concioncs. A magistrate who was

higher in rank than the one who had convened a

concio, had the right to order the |>copIe to dis-

perse, if he disapproved of the object {arvcitrr^

Oell. xiit M) ; and such a command and the vehe-

mence of the haranguing tribunes rendered con-

ciones often veiy tumultuous and riotous, especially

during the latter period of the republic. The
convening magistrate either addressed the people

himself, or he introduced other persons to whom
be gave permission to spoak, for no private person

was allowed to speak without this permission, and
the people had nothing to do but to listen. (Dionys.

v. II ; Liv. iiL 71, xliu 34 ; Cic. ad Att. iv. *2.)

The place where such meetings were held, docs

not sei'm to have lM?cn fixed, for wc find them in

the forum, the Capitol, the Campus Martins, and
the Circus Flaminins. (Cic. />. .Scjf. 14, od Att. i.

1.

) It should be remarked, that the term coiicio

is also used to designate the speeches and harangues

addressed to the people in an asscmhly (Liv. xziv.

22, xxvii. 13 ;
Cic. ta Vat. 1), and that in a loose

mode of speaking, concio denotes any assembly

of the people. (Cic. j». Flaec. 7 ;
comp, the

Lexica.) { L. S.J

CONCUIirNA (waAAoir^, waAAouctr). 1.

Okkkk.—

T

he waXAcir^, or wnAAcuf/f, occupied at

Athens a kind of middle rank betw'een the wife

and the harlot {iralpa). The distinction between

the jro/pa, waAAaK^, and legal wife, is accurately

described by Demosthenes (c. Seaer. p. 1386), vAy

uiv ykp iralffos 7r(«c‘ woA.

AcucAv, 7ifj,4patf d*pmrtlas rov adifurroi ;

ras 84 yvnukaf, rov wtuitrwoitlaBat yyrjaiott xol

riv fr8or ^iKaita wurrhy Thus Antiphon

speaks of the waXAcuc^ of Philoneos as following

him to the sacrifice, and also waiting upon him and

his guest at table. (Antiph. .4cr. f/e Vfw/. pp. 613,

614 ;
comp. Becker, CAonA/«, vol. ii. p. 438.) If

her person were violated by force, the same peiuilty

was exigible from the ravishcr as if the ofTrnre had

been committed upon an Attic matron
; and a man

surprised by the quosi-husbond in the act of crimi-

nal intercourse with hU waAXax^ might be slain

by him on the spot, as in the parallel case (Lys.

l}e Caede Kratooth. ^ 9h). [AdL'LTKRIUm.] It

does not, however, appear very clearly from what
political classes concubines were chi>>fly selected,

ns cohabitation with a foreign ({exi?) woman was

ilricUy forbidden by law (Demosth. e. AV*ier. p.

1330), and the provisions mode by the state for

virgins of Attic families must in most cases have

prevented their sinking to this condition. Some-
times certiunly, where there were several destitute

female orphans, this might take place, os the next

of kin was not obliged to provide for more than

one
;
and we may alM conceive the same to have

taken place with respect to the daughters of fiuni-

lies so poor as to 1m unable to supply a dowry.

(Demosth. c. Afsoer. p. 1384 ;
Plaut TWnKmmus, iii.

2. 63.) The dowry, in fact, seems to have been a

derisive criterion as to whether the connection be-

tween a male and female Athenian, in a state of

cohabitation, amounted to a marriage : if no dowry
had been given, the child of such union would h«

illegitimate
;

on the contrary, a dowry had

been given, or a proper instrument executed in

acknowledgment of its receipt, the female was

fully entitM to all conjugal rights. (Petit,

Att. p. 648, and authors Uiere quoted.) It does
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not appear tliat the slave that was taken to her
master’s bed acquired any political rights in conse-

quence; the concubine mentioned by Antiphon is

treated as a slave by her master, and after his

death undergoes a servile punishment (/</. p. 613).
[Hxtaira.] [J. S, M.]

j

2. Roman. According to an old definition, an

j

anmarried woman who cohabited with a man was
originally called pellez, but aftorwards by the more
decent appellation of concubina. (Massurius, a;>.

j

J*aul. Dig. 30. tit. 16. s. 144.) This remark has
1 apparently reference to the Lex Julia et Papia
Poppaeo, by which the concubinatus received a
legal character. This legal concubinatus consisted

]
in the permanent cohabitation of an unmarried man

I

with an unmarried woman. It therefore differed
' from aduJterium, itupnim, and inccstus, wliich were

I

legal offences
; and from contubemium, which was

the cohabitation of a free man with a slave, or the

cohabitition of a male and female slave, lietween

whom there could be no Roman marriage. Before
i the passing of the Lex. JuJ. ct P. P., the name of

concubina would have applied to a woman who
cohabited with a married man, who had not divorced

his first wife (Cic. De Onii. L 40) ; but this w*as

not the state of legal concubinage which was after-

wards established. The offenct* of stupnim w'as

avoided in the case of the cohabitation of a free

man and an ingenua by this permissive enneubinage

;

but it WMild seem to be a niTeiwary inference that

there should be some formal declaration of the in-

tention of the parties, in order that there might bo
no ituprum. (Dig. 48. tit 5. s.34.) Ilcineecius

(Syntoif. Ap. lib. i. 30) denies that an ingenua
could l>c a concubina, and asserts that those only

could be concubinac who could not be uxores ; but
this Appears to be a mistake (Dig. 23. tit. 7. s. 3),

or perhaps it may be said that there was a legal

doubt on this subject {Id. s. 1); Aurelion prohibited

the taking of ingenuac as concubinae. (Vopisciis,

AMreiian. 49.) A constitution of Constantine
(Cod. V. tit. 27. s. 3) treats of ingenuae concubinac.

This concubinage w'ai not a marriage, nor were
the children of each marriage, who were sometimes
called liberi naturales, in the power of their father,

and consequently they followed the condition of

the mother. There is an inscription in Fabretti

(p. 337) to the memory of Fanllianus by Aemilia
Prinui ^ concubina ejui et heres,’' which seems to

show that the term concubina was not a name that

a woman was ashamed of. Under the Christian

emperors concubinage was not fisvoored, but ii

still existed, as we see irem the legislation of Jus-
tinian. ^

This legal concubn^fe resembled the morganatic

marriage {ad morpamiticam\ in which neither the

wife enjovs the rank of the husband, nor the

children t)ie rights of children by a legal marriage.

{LA. Fetid, ii. 29.) Amongthe Romans, widowers
who had already children, and did not wish to

contract another legal marriage, took a concubina,

aa we see in the case of Vespasian (Suet. fVsp. 3),

Antoninas Pius, and M. Aurelius (Jul. Clap. Pd.

Ant. c. 8 ; Aurd. c. 29 ;
Dig. 23. tit. 7 ; Cod. v.

tit. 26 ; Paulas, Hecrpt. ii^mt, iu tit. 19, 20 ;

Nov. 18, c. 5; 89. c.12.) [O. L.]

CONDKMNA'TIO. fAcrio ; Judkx.J
CONDI'CTIO. [Acno.]
CtJNDITO'RIUM. [Funur]
CONDU'CrriO. [Locatio.]
CONFARREA'TIO. [Matrimonium.!
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CONFESSO'RIA ACTIO. If a man has a
Bcrvitus [SsRVJTUs], and the exercise of his right

is impeded* by any person, he can maintain it by
an actio in rem, which is a servitutis vindicatio.

Accordingly, when a man claims a jus utendi,

fruendi, cundi, agendi, &c., the actio is called con-

fessoria dc usufructu, &c. If the owner of a thing

was interrupted in his exclusive enjoyment of it by
a person claiming or attempting to exercise a servitus

in it, his claim or ground of action w’as negative,

“jus illi non esse ire, agere,” &c., whence the action

W’as called negativa or negatoria in rem actio.

The confessoria actio and the negativa, which
‘was founded on a negative servitus, are discussed

under Skrvitus.
In the negatoria in rem, which must be dis-

tinguished from the negative actio founded on a

negative servitus, the plaintiff claimed restitution of

the thing, as, for instance, when the defendant had
tisurped the usus fructus ; or removal of the cause of

complaint
;
also damages for injurj' done, and security

(cautio) against future acts of the like kind. (Gains,

iv. 3 ; Dig. 8. tit. 5 ;
Brissonius, IH Formulis

;

Puchta, eWrsMs, &c. vol. ii. pp. 583, 771.) [G.L.]
CONFU'SIO properly signifies the mixing of

liquids, or the fusing of metals into one mass. If

things of the same or of different kind were con-

fused, cither by the consent of both owners or by
accident, the compound was the property of both.

If the confiisio was caused by one, without the

consent of the other, the compound was only joint

property in case the things aare of the same kind :

but if the things were different, so that the com-
pound 'was a new thing, this was a case of what,

by modem •writers, is called specification, which
the Roman writers expressed by the tenn no^’ara

speciem faccrc, ns if a man made mulsum out of

his own wine and his neighbour's honey. In such

% case the person who caused the confusio became

the owner of the compound, but he ^vas bound to

make good to the other the value of his property.

Commixtio is used by modem writers to signify

the mixture of solid things which Iiclonged to dif-

ferent owners
;
but Commixtio and Confusio are

used by the Roman writers to express the union

of things either solid or fluid (Dig. 41. tit 1. s. 7.

§ 8 ; 6. tit 1. B. 3. § 2. 8. 5.). Still, Commixtio is

moat generally applied to mixture of solids. If

the mixture takes place with mutual consent, the

compound is common property
;

if by chance, or

by the act of one, each retains his former property,

and may separate it from the moss. If separation

is impossible, as if two heaps of com arc mixed,

each owner is entitled to a^rt, according to the

proportion of his separate property to the whole

mass. It is a case of commixtio when a man's
money is paid, without his knowledge and consent,

and the money, when paid, is so mixed with other

money of the receiver that it cannot be recognised

;

otherwise, it remains the property of the person to

whom it belonged. (Dig. 46. tit 3. s. 78.)

Specification (which is not a Roman word) took

place when a man made a new thing (nova species)

either out of his own and his neighbour's material,

or out of his neighbour’s only. In the former case

such man acquired the ownership of the thing. In

the latter case, if the thing could be brought back

to the rough material (which is obviously possible

in very few cases), it still belonged to the original

owner, but the specificator had a right to retain

the thing till he was paid the value of his labour.

CONGIARIUM.
if he had acted bona fide. If the new species

could not be brought back to its original form, the

specificator in all cases became the owner, if he
designed to make the new thing for himself

; if he
had acted bona fide he was liable to the owner of

the stuff for its value only
;

if mala fide, he was
liable as a thief. The cases put by Gains (ii. 29\
arc those of a man making wine of another man's
grapes, oil of his olives, a ship or bench of his

timber, and so on. Some jurists (Sabinus and
Cassius) were of opinion that the ownership of

the thing was not ch.ingcd by such labour being
bestowed on it

;
the opposite school were of opi-

nion that the new thing belonged to him who had
bestowed his labour on it, but they admitted that

the original owner had a legal remedy for the

value of his property.

Two things, the property of twn persons, might
become so united as not to be separable without

injury to one or both ; in this case the owner of

the principal thing became the owner of the acces-

sory. Thus, in the case of a man building on an-

other man's ground, the building lielongcd to the

owner of the ground (superficies solo cedit)
;
or in

the case of a tree planted, or seed sown an another

man's ground, the rule was the same, when the

tree or seed had taken root If a man wrrote, even

in letters of gold, on another man's parchment or

paper, the whole belonged to the owner of the

parchment or paper
; in the case of a picture

painted on another man's canv-ass, the canvass be-

came the property of the owner of the picture.

(Gaius, ii. 73, &c.) If a piece of land was tom
away by a stream (avulsio) from one man’s land

and attached to another’s land, it became the pro-

perty of the latter when it was firmly attached to

It This is a different case from that of Alluvio.
But in all these cases the losing party was entitled

to compensation, with some exceptions as to cases

of mala fides.

Confusio occurs in the case of rights also. 1 f

the right and the duty of an obligatio become
united in one person, there is a confusio by which
the obli^io is extinguished (Dig. 46. tit 3. s. 75).

If he who has pledged a thing becomes the heres

of the pledgee, the rights and duties of two persons

are united (confunduntur) in one. If a man who
has a praedial servitus in another man's land, be-

comes the owner of the servient land, the servitus

ceases : servitutos praediorum confunduntur, si

idem utriusque praedii dominos esse coeperit.

(Dig. 8. tit 6. B. 1.)

The rules of Roman law on this subject are

stated by Brinkman, /oiftV. Jar. Horn. § 398, &c.

;

Mockcldcy, LehrbucA, Ac. §§ 246, 251, Ac. 12th

ed.
; Inst 2. tit 1 ;

Gains, ii. 70, Rosshiit, Grumd-
linien, Ac. § 62. [G. L.j

CONGIA'RIUM (soV. tws, from cottgius)^ a

vessel containing a congiua. [CoNOiUS.]
In the early times of the Roman republic, the

congiua w'as the usual measure of oil or wine which
was, on certain occasions, distributed among the

people (Liv. xxv. 2) ;
and thus eongiariunL, as

Quintilian (vi. 3. § 52) says, became a name for

liberal donations to the people, in general, whether

consisting of oil, wine, com, or money, or other

tilings (Plin. JI.N. xiv. 14, 17, xxxi. 7, 41 ;
Suet

Aug. 41, Tib. 20, Nrr. 7 ;
Plin. Petn^. 25 ; Tacit

Ann. xii. 41, xiii. 31 ;
Liv. xxxvii. 57), while

donations made to the soldiers were called donativa,

though they were sometimes also termed tongiaria
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CONSTITUTIONES.

(Cic. ad Art. XTi. 8 ; Curt vi. 2). Congtarium

was, moFcorcr, occasionally used simply to desig-

nate a present or a pension given by a person of high

rank, or a prince, to his friends
;
and Fabius Maxi-

mus called the presents which Angustus made to

his friends, on account of their smallness, heminaria,

instead of eomguma, because hemiaa was only the

twelfth port of a conyius. (Quintil. 1. c.; compare

Cic. ad Futn. viiii 1 ;
Seneca, l)e lireviL J 'iV., JDe

Btn, ii. 16 ; Suet. Vesrp. 18, Cues. 27.) fL.S.]
CO'NGIUS, a Roman liquid measure, w’hich

contained six sextarii (Hhem. Kami. v. 72), or the

eighth part of the amphnm, that is, not quite six

pints. It w.'is equal to the larger chous of the

Ureeks. [Chous.]
There is a congius in existence, called the con-

gius of V'espasian, nr the Famese congius, Itearing

an inscription, which states that it w-as made in

the 3'car 75 a. d., according to the standard mea-

sure in the capitol, and that it rontained, by
weight, ten pounds. {Imp. Coes. vi. T. Cues. Aug.

J'\ iiii. Cos. Mensuntc aractae in Capitolio^ P. x.
;

see also Festus, s. v. PuUica Pondera.) This congius

is one of tho means bj' which the attempt has been

made to fix the weight of the Uonum pound.

[Libra.]
Cato tells us that he yna wont to give each of

his slaves a congius of wine at the Saturnalia and

Compitalia. (De Ii. R. c. 57.) Plinj' relates, among
other examples of hard drinking {II. N. xiv. 22.

a 28), that Novcllius Torquatus Mediohmensis ob-

tained a cognomen {tricongius, a uinc-bottlc-man)

by drinking three congii of wine at once.

A congius is represented in Fabrctti {Inscript.

p.536). [P.S.]

CONNU'BIUM. [Matrimonium.J
CONOPE'UM (awwafiov), a gnat or mus-

quito-curtoin, t. e. a covering made to be cxjxinded

over beds and couches to keep away gnats and
other flying insects, so called from ndyonl/, a gnat
The gnat-curtains mentioned by Horace {EjmmI.

ix. 16) were probably of linen, but of the texture

of gauze. Toe use of them is still common in

Italy, Greece, and other countries surronnding the

Mediterranean. Conopeum is the origin of the

Euglish word canopy. (See Judith., x. 21, xiiL 9,

zvL 19; Jnv. vi. 80 ;
Varr. De Re Rust. iL 10.

§ 8.) [J. Y.]

CONQUISITO'RES, persons employed to go

about the country and impress soldiers, when there

was a difficulty in completing a levy. (Liv. xxi.

1 1 ; Cic. pro Mil. 25 ;
Hirt, R. Alex. 2.) Some-

times commissioners were appointed by a decree of

the senate for the purpose of making a conquisitio.

(Liv. XXV. 5.) [R. W.]
CONSANOUI'NEI. [Coonati.]
CONSCRIPTI. [Sbnatl'8.]

CONSECRA'TIO. [Apotheosis ; Inau-
OU RATIO.]

CONSENSUS. [Obuioationks.]
CONSILIA'RII. [CoNVENTUs.]
CONSI'LIUAL [CoNVBNTUs.]
CONSTITUTA PECU'NIA. [Pbcunia.]
CONSTITUTIO'NES. “ Constitutio princi-

pis,” says Gaius (L 5), “ is that which the iin-

pemtor has constituted by decretum, edictuin, or

epistola ; nor has it ever been doubted that such

constitutio has the force of law, inasmuch as by
law the imperator receives the imperium.^ Hence
such laws were often called principales constitu-

tiouesL The word constitutio is used in the Digest

CONSUALTA. .151

(4. tit 2. 8. 9. § 3) to siguify an interlocutory of
the praetor.

An imperial constitutio in its widest sense might
mean everything bj' which tho head of the state

declared his pleasure, cither in a matter of lcgis>

lation, administration, or jurisdiction. A decretum
was a judgment in a matter in dispute between
two parties which came before him, cither in the
way of appeal or in the first instance. Edicta, so

called from their analogy to the old edict (Gains,
i. 93), edictales leges, generales leges, leges per-

petuae, Ac. were hiws binding on all the emperor’s
subjects. Under the general hciod of rescripta

(Gaius, i. 72, 7.3, &c.) were contained epistolae,

subscriptiones, and annotationcs (Gaius, i. .94, 96,

104), which were the answers of the emp<nir to

those who consulted him either os public function-

aries or individuals. (Plin. 7i/>. x. 2.) The epis-

tola, as the name implies, was in the form of a
letter : subscriptiones and annotationes were short

answers to questions propounded to the emperor,

and written at the foot or margin of the |«pcr
which contained the questions. In the time of

'riberius, the word rescriptum had hardly obtained

the legal signification of the time of Gaius. (Tacit.

Ann. vi. 9.) It is evident that decreta and re-

scripta could not from their nature have the force

of leges generales, but inasmuch as these determi-

nations in particular coses might be of general

application, thej’ might gradually obtain the force

of law.

Under the early emperors, at least in the time

of Augustus, m:uiy leges were enacted, and in his

time, and that of his successors, to about the time

of Hadrian, we find mention of numerous senatns-

consulta. In fact the emperor, in whom the su-

preme power was vested from the time of Augustus,
exercised his power through the medium of a
senatus-consultum, which he introduced by an
oratio or libellua, and the' senatus-consultum was
said to be made “ imperatore auctore.” Probably,

about the time of Hadrian, scnatus-consnlta became
less common, and finally iro])erial constitutiones

became the common form in which a law was
mode.

At a later period, in the Institutes, it is de-

clared that whatever the imperator determined
{constituit) by epistola, or decided judicially (cv^-

noscene decrevit), or declared by edict, was law ;

with this limitation, that those constitutions were
not laws which in their nature were limited to

special cases.

Under the general head of constitutiones we
also read of mundata, or instructions by the Caesar
to his oflicers.

Many of these constitutions are preserved in

their original form in the extant codes. [Codex
Theodosianus, &c.] [G. L.]

CONSUA^LIA, a festival, with games, cele-

brated by the lionmns, according to Festus, Ovid
{Fast. iii. 199), and others, in honour of Census,

the god of secret deliberations, or, according to Livy
(i. 9), of Neptunus Equestris. Plutarch {Quaest.

Rom. 45), Dionysius of Halicarnassus (ii. 31),
and the Pseudo Asconius, however {ad Cic. in Verr,

p. 142. cd. Orelli), say that Neptunus Equestris and
Consus were only different names for one and the

same deity. It was solemnised every year in the

dreus, by the sj'mbolical ceremony of uncovering

an altar dedicate to the god, which was buried in

the earth. For Romulus, who was considered as
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the founder of the feslivnl, was said to have dis-

covered nri altar in the earth on that spot. (Com-
pare Niebuhr, Ilisi. Horn. vol. i. notes G2J) and

(>30.) The solemnity t'lok place on the 21st of

August with horse and chariot races, and libations

were p«)ured into the fliuncs wbicli consumed the

sacrihees. During these festive QTinu«, horses and

muKij were not allowed to do any work, and were

adonied with gnrlaiidg of (lowers. It was at their

first celebration that, according to the ancient

legend, the ISabine maidens wore carried offl

(Varro, l)e Linij. Lot. vi. *20
; Dionya. i. 2 ; Cic.

Hrp. iL 7.) Virgil {Aen. viii. (>36), in speaking

of the rape of the Sabines, descril>cB it as having

occurred during the celebranon of the Cin-ensian

which can only be accounted for by sup-

posing that the great Circensian games, in subse-

quent times, superseded the ancient Consualia
;
and

that thus the poet substituted gann'S of his own
time tor ancient ones— a favourite practice with

Virgil
{
or that he only meant to say the rope took

place at the well-known festival in the circus (the

Omsualin), without thinking of the ludi Ctrcenscs,

properly so called. [L. S.]

(joNSUL (ihraTot), the highest republican

magistrate nt Home. The name is probably com-

posi^l of con and $id which contains the same root

os «/ib ; so that consults arc those who “ go to-

gether,” just us fjrul is ** one who goes out,” and
profyul^ is ” one who goes before.”

There was a tradition that King Sondus, after

regulating the constitution of the state, intended to

abolish the kingly power, and substitute for it the

annual magistracy of the consulship ;
and what-

ever we may thijik of the tradition, the person who
devised it must have had a deep insight into the

nature of the Homan state and its institutions ; and
the fact that on the abolition of roj-aliy, it was in-

stituted forthwith, seems, nt any rate, to show that

it had iK.'cn thought of before. Thus much is also

certain, that the consulship was not a Latin institu-

tion, for in Latium the kingly power was succeeded

by the dictatorship, a magistracy invested with the

same power as that of a king, except that it lasted

only for a time.

The consulship which ^^-as established as a re-

publican magistmey nt Home immediately after

the abolition of royalty, showed its republican

ehameter in the circumstance that its power was
divided between two individuals {imperium Huplejt\

and that it was only of one year's duration (ttttHuum),

This principle aiis, on the whole, observed through-

out the republican period
;
and the only exceptions

are, that sometimes a dictator v^’os appointed in-

sti-ad of two consuls, and that, in a few instaners,

when one of the consuls had died, the other re-

mained in office alone, either because the remaining

portion of the year was too short, or from religious

scruples (Dionys. v. 57
;
Dion Cass. xxxv. 4), for

otherwise the rule was, that if cither of the con-

suls died in the year of his office, or abdicated be-

fore its expiration, the other was obliged to con-
j

vene the comitia for the purpose of electing a suc-

c<^ssor (subroff^in or sn^erre colUgam.} It is only

during the disturbances in the lost century of the

republic, that a Cinna maintained himself as sole

consul for nearly n whole year (Appion, />e Hell,

f’iv. L 7B ; Veil. Pat. ii. ‘24
;

Liv. EpiL 83); and
that Pumpey was appointed sole consul, in order

t> prevent his l>ecoming dictator. (.-Vseon. nd
Cic. p MiL p. 37 ; Liv. Epit. 107 ;

Appian, Dt

CONSUL.
Hell. Cic, ii. 23, 25.) Nay, in those troubled

tim«^s, it even came to pass that Cinna and Marius,
without any election at all, usurped the power of

the consulship.

In the earliest times, the title of the chief magis-

trates was not cottsules but jmtetorts; characterising

them os the commanders of the armies of the re-

public, or ns the officers who stand at the head of

the state. Traces of this title occur in ancient

legal and ecclesiastical documents (Liv. vii 3 ;

Plin. //. A', viii, 3 ; Fust. p. 161), and also in the

names pmetorium (the consul's tent), and j/orta

prueioria in the Homan camp. (Paul. Dine. p. 1*23

;

Pseudo-Ascon. ad Cic. in Verr. i. 14.) Some-
times also they are designated by the title .^iVrs,

though it perhaps never was their official title, hut

was given them only in their capacity of judges.

(Varro, Dt L. L. vi. 9 ;
Liv. iii. 55.) The name

consules was introduced for the highest magistrates

in B. a305 (Zon.v. vii, 19), and henceforth re-

mained the established title until the final over-

throw of the Homan empire. Upon the establish-

ment of the republic, after the banishment of Tar-

quin, all the powers which hod belonged to the

king, were transferred to the consnls, except that

which had constituted the king high priest of the

state
;
for this was kept distinct and transferred to

a priestly dignitary, c^led the rex somwam, or res

sacrificulus.

As regards the election of the consuls, it inva-

riably took place in the comitia centuriata, under
the presidenc/ of a consul or a dictator; and in

their absence, by an interrez. The consuls thus

elected at the beginning of a year, were styled

consules ortfinant, to distinguish them from the

snflccti^ or such as were elected in the place of

those who had died or abdicated, though the privi-

leges and powers of the latter were in no way in-

ferior to those of the former. (Liv. xxiv. 7, Ac.;

comp. xlL 18.) At the time when the consulship

was superseded by the institution of the tribuni

miUtaTes consulari potestaU^ the latter, of course,

presided at elections, as the ctmstils did before and
after, and must in general be regarded as the repre-

sentatives of the consuls in every respect It was,

however, a rule that the magistrate presiding at an
election should not be elected himself, though a
f-'w exceptions to this rale are recorded. (Liv. iii.

35, viL ‘24, xxiv. 9, xxvil. 6.) The day of the

election which was made known by an edict, three

nundincs beforehand (Liv. iiL 35, iv. 6, xlii. 28),

naturally depended upon the d.iy on which the

magistrates entered upon their office. The latter,

however, was not the same at all times, but was
often changed. In general it was oWrvcd as a
ntlc, that the magistrates should enter upon their

office on the knlondoe or idus, unless particulnr

circumstances rendered it impossible
;

bat the

months themselves varied at different times, and
there are no less than eight or nine months in

which the consuls are known to have entered upon

their functions, and in many of these cases we
know the reasons for which the change was made.

The real cause appears to have been that the con-

suls, like other magistrates, were elected for a whole

year ; and if liefore the close of that year the maps-
tracy became vacant cither by death or abdication,

their successors, of course, undertook their office on
an irregular day, which then remained the dies at>-

/ewnts, until another event of a similar kind rendered

another change necessary. The first consuls, a*
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fiir AJ we know, entered upon tlieir office on the

ide* of SepU-mber. (Dionys. v. 1 ;
Lir. vii. 3.)

The first change seems to have been brought about

by the secession of the plebs, B. c. 493, when the

consuls entered on the kalends of September.

(Dionys. vi. 49.) In a c. 479» the day was thrown

a whole month backward ;
for of the consuls of the

preceding year one liad fallen in battle, and the

other abdicated two months before the end of his

year ; hence the new consuls entered on the

kalends of SextilU. (Dionys. ix. 13 ;
Liv. iil 6.)

This day remained until fi. c. 451, when the con-

suls abdicated to make room for the decemvirs,

who entered upon their office on the ides of May.
I’he same day remained for the two following years

(Dionys. x. 5fi ;
Zonnr. vii. Iti ; F<ut, Cap.) ; but

when the dccemvirntc was abolished, another da^

must hare become the dies solennis, but which it

was is unknown, until in a c. 443, we find that it

was the ides of December. (Dionys. xi. 63.) This

change had been occasioned by the tribuni militarcs

who h.id lieen elected the year before, and bad been

curapelled to abdicate. (Liv. iv. 7 ;
Dionys. xL 62.)
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Uonceforth the ides of Dcccmhor remained for a
long time the dies solennis. (Lir. iv. 37, v. 9, 1 1.)

In B.C. 401, the militaiy' tribunes, in consequence
of the defeat at Vcii, abdicated, and their successors

entered upon their office on the kalends of C>ctober.

In B.C. 391, the consuls entered upon their office

on the kalends of Quintilis. (Liv, v. 32 ; comp. 31,
rii. 25, viii. 20.) From this time no further change
is tnentioDcd, though several events are recorded

w'hich must have been accompanied by an alter*

ation of the dies solennis, until in u.c.217, we
leom that the consuls entered upon their office

on the ides of March, which custom remained un-
altered for many years (Liv. xxii. 1, xxiiL 30,
xxvi. 1, 26, zliv. 19), until in b.c 154 it was de-

creed that in future the magistrates should enter

upon their office on the 1st of Januaiy*, a regulation

which began to be observ’cd the year after, and
remained in force dowm to the end of the republic.

(Liv. Epii. 47 ; /'roeacs/.) The changes in

the time at which the consuls entered upon their

office at different times, may therefore be given in

the following tabular view

From B. c. 509 to 4.93 on the Ides of September.— — 493 — 479 — Kalends of September.— — 479 — 451 — Kalends of SextUis.— — 451 — 449 — Ides of May.— — 449— 443 or 400 Ides of December.— — 400— prolvably till 397, Kalends of October.— — 397— 329 (perhaps 327), Kalends of (juintilia.— — 327 — 223 unknown.^ _ 223 — L53 Ides of March.— — 153— till the end, the Kalends of Jonaarj.

The day on which the consuls entered on their

office determined the day of the election, though

there was no fixed rule, and ui the earliest times

the elections probably took place very shortly be-

fore the close of the official year, and the same was

occasionally the case during tlie latter period of the

republic. (Liv. xxzviii. 42, xlil 2B, xJiii. 11.)

But when the first of January was fixed upon as

the day for entering upon the office, the consulai

comitia were usually held in July or even earlier,

at least before the Kalends of f^xlilis. (Cic. ad

AU. i. 16 ;
od Fam, viii. 4.) But even during that

period the day of election depended in a great

measure upon the discretion of the senate and con-

suls, who often delayed it. (Cic. ad Att. ii. 20, iv.

16, p. Lfg. Afam. 1.)

i>own to the year B. c. 366, the consulship w*as

accessible to none but patricians, but in that year

L. .Sextius wras the first plebeian consul in conse-

quence of the law of C. Ltcinius. (Lir. vi 42,

vii 1.) The patricians however, notw'ithstanding

the law, repeatedly contrived to keep the plebeians

out (Liv. viL 17, 18, 19, 22, 24, 28>, until in

B. c. 342 the insurrection of the army of Capua
was followed, among other important consequences,

by the firm establishment of the plebeian consul-

ship ; and it is even said that at that time a plc-

biscitum was passed, enacting that both consols

might be plebeians. (Liv. vii 42.) Attempts on

the part of the patricians to exclude the plebeians,

occur as late as the year ac.297 (Liv. x. 15 ;

Cic. BrmL 14) but they did not succeed, and it

remained a principle of the Roman constitution

that both consuls should not be potricians. (Liv.

xxvii 34, xxxix. 42.) The candidates usually were

divided into two sets, the one desirous to obtain

the patrician, and the other to obtain the plebeian

place in the consulship (in unum locum pdeiatd^
Liv. XXXV. 10). But as in the course of time the
patricians w*ere thrown into the shade by the rising

power of the noiiUty it came to puss that both con-
suls were plebeians. In b.c. 215, the augurs in-

deed opposed the election of two plel>cians (Liv.

xxiiL 31) ;
but not long after, in B.c. 172, the fact

of both consuls being plebeians actually occurred,

and after this it was often repeated, the ancient

distinction between patricians and plebeians falling

completely into oblivion.

The consulship w*as throughout the republic

regarded as the highest office and the greatest

honour that could 1m* conferred upon a man (Cic.

p. Plane. 25 ; Paul. Diac, p. 136 ;
Dionys. iv. 76),

for tbedictatorship, though it had a maju$ imperium.,

was not a regular magistracy ; and the censorships

though conferred only upon consulars, was yet
inferior to the consulship in power and influence.

1 1 was not til] the end of the republic, and especially

in the time of J. Caesar, that the consulship lost its

former dignity
; for in order to honour his friends,

he caused them to be elected, sometimes for a few
montb|,and sometimes even for a few hours. (Sueton.

Cat*. 76, 80, AVro, 15 ;
Dion Cass. xliiL 46 ;

Macrob. Sat. ii. 3.)

The power of the consuls wns at first equal to

that of the kings into whose place they stepped, with
the exception of the priestly power of the rex sacro-

rum, which was detached from it Even after the

Valerian laws and the institution of the tribuncsbip,

the consuls who alone were invested with the
executive, retained the most extensive powers in all

departments of the government But in the gradual

development of the constitution, some important
functions were detached from the consulship and
assigned to new officers. This was the case first
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with the ceniuft, in b.c. 443, an office which at

first was confined to holding the census and regis-

tering the citizens according to their different

cUss^ but afterwards acquired very extensive

powers. [Censor.] The second function that was
iu this manner taken from the consuls, was their

judicial power, which was transferred in B. c. 3G6,

to a distinct magistracy under the title of the

praetorship [Praetor]
;
and henceforth the con-

suls appeared as judges only in extraordinary cases

of a criminal nature, when they were called upon

by a senatus consulturo. (Cic. UnU. 32 ; Lit.

zxxix. 17, &c., xlL 9.) But, notwithstanding these

curtailings, the consulship still continued to be re-

garded os the representative ofregal power. (Polyb.

vi. 1 1 ; Cic. i>s Leg^ iii 3.)

In regard to the nature of the power of the con

sals, we must in the outset divide it into two
parts, inasmuch as they were the highest civil

authority, and at the same time the supreme com-
manders of the armies. So long as they were in

the dty of Rome, they were at the h^ of the

government and the administrati<m, and all the

other magistrates, with the exception of the tribunes

of the pi'oplc, were subordinate to them. They
convened the senate, and as presidents conducted

the business
;
they hod to carry into effect the de-

crees of the senate, and sometimes on urg< nt emer-

gencies they might even act on their oam authority

and responsibility. They were the medium through

w'hich foreigu affairs w'cre brought before the senate

;

all despatches aud reports were placed in their

hands, before they were laid before the senate ; by
them foreign ambiusadon were introduced into tlie

senate, and they alone carried on the negotiations

between the senate and foreign states. They also

convened the assembly of the people and presided

in it; and thus conducted the elections, put legis-

lative measures to the vote, and had to carry the

decrees of the people into effect (Polyb. vl 12 ;

CoMiTiA ; Senatus.) The whole of the internal

machinery of the republic was, in (act, under
their superintendence, and in order to give weight

to their executive power, they had the right of

summoning and arresting the olMtreperous (oooo/m

and pmurio, Cic. la Vai. 9,^. />oni.4l), which
was limited only by the right of appeal firom their

judgment {prornocUio) ; and their right of inflicting

punishment might be exercised even against in-

ferior magistrates.

The outward signs of their power, and at the

same time the means by which they exercised

it, were twelve lictors with the fiisces, without

whom the consul never appeared in public (Liv.

XXV. 17, zzviL 27 ; Val. Max. i. 1. § 9 ;
comp.

Liv. vL 34, xxxix. 12), and who preceded him in

a lino mie behind another. (Liv. xxiv. 44 ;
Val.

Max. ii. 2. $ 4.) In the city, however, th%azes
did not appear in the fasces ; a regulation said

to have been introduced by Valerius Publicola

(Dioiiyt. V. 2, 19, 75, x. 59), and which is in-

timately connected with the right of appeal from

a consul's sentence, whence it did not apply to

the dictator nor to the decemvirs. Now as the

provocatio could take pbice only within the city

and a thousand paces in circumference, it roust be

siippoeod that the axes did not ap|>ear in the fiisces

within the same limits, an opinion which is not

contradicted by the fact tliat the consuls on return-

iiig from war appeared with the axes in their fasces

in the Campus Martins, at the very gates of Rome
;

CONSUU
for they had the imperium militarc, which ceased

as soon as they had entered the city.

But the powers of the consuls were fur more
extensive in their capacity of supreme commanders
of the armies, when they were without the pre-

cincts of the city, and wore invested with the full

impi'rium. When the levying of an army was
decreed by the senate, the consuls conducted the

levj*, and, at first, had the appointment of all tho

subordinate officers— aright which subsequently

they shared with the people ; and the soldiers had
to take their oath of allt^iance to the consuls.

They also determined the contingent to be fur-

nished by the allies
;
and in the province assigned

to them they had the unlimited administration,

not only of all militor}' affairs, but of eveiy' thing

else, even over life and death, excepting only

the conclusion of peace and treaUcs. (Polyb. vL

12; compare Exbmcitus.) The treasury wns,

indeed, under the control of the senate
;
but in

r^ard to the expenses for war, the consuls do not

appear to have been bound down to the sums
granted by that body, but to have availed them-
selves of the public money as circumstances re-

quired
;
the quaestors, however, kept a strict ac-

count of the expenditure (Polyb. vi. 12, 13, 15;
Liv. xliv. 16). But when in times of need money
was to be taken from the a^rarium mndius^ of

which the keys seem to have been in the cxclusii'c

possession of the consuls, they had to be authoris'd

by a senatus consultum. (Liv. xxviL 10.) In the

early times, tho consuls had the power to dis|MMo

of the booty in any way they pleased
;
8omelim<*s

they distributed the w'hole or a part of it among
the soldiers, and sometimes they sold it, and de-

posited the produce in the public treasury, which

in later times became the usual practice.

Abuse of the consular power was prevented,

first of all, by each of the consuls being dependent

on his colleague who was invested W'ith equal

rights
;

for, if we except the provinces abroad

where each was permitted to act with unlimiU'd

w'er, the two consuls could do nothing unless

th were unanimous (Dionys. x. 17 ;
Appian, />e

Beii. Civ, il 11), and against the sentence of one

consul an appeal might be brought before his col-

league ; nay, one consul might of his own accord

put hit veto on the proceedings of the other. (Liv.

I iL 18, 27, Hi. 34 ;
Dionys. v. 9 ;

Cic. De Leg, iit

I

4.) But in order to avoid every unnoccssar)* dis-

!

pute or rivalry, arrangements h^ been made from

I the first, that the real functions of the office should
' be performed only by one of them every alternate

,

month (Dionys. iz. 43) ; and the one who a*os in

the actual exercise of the consular power for the

month, was preceded by the twelve lictora, whence
he is commonly dcscrilKd by the words p^nes fptrm

/asoss eroHt, (Liv. viii. 12, ix. 8.) In tho early

times, his colleague was then not accompanied by
the lictors at all, or he was preceded by lui acemaus,

and the lictors followed after him. (Cic Dt As
PiAL ii. 31 ; Liv. ii. 1, iii. 33 ;

comp. Dionya v.

2, X. 24.) As regards the later times, it is certain

that the consul, when he did not perform the

functions of the office, a*ai followed by tho twelve

lictors (Suet. Ones. 20) ;
when this custom arose is

uncertain, and we only know that, in the time of

Polybius, the dictator had twenty-four licton. It

is commonly believed, that the consul who for the

month being performed the functions of the office,

was designated as the comsuI major

;

but the an-
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ciento themselres were doabtfal u fo whether the

term applied to the ooe who had the faiccf^ or to

the one who had been elected firet (KesU p. 161 )

;

and there eeems to be good rcaaon for l^lieving

that the word major had reference only to the age

of the consul, ao that the elder of the two W’na

called consul major. (Liv. xxxviu 47 ; Cic. /ie

/fe PuU. ii. 31 ;
Val. Max. It. 1. § 1 { PluU

I*mU. 12 ;
Dinnys. vi. 57.) Owing to the respect

paid to the elder, ho presided at the meeting of

the senate which was held immediately after the

election. (Liv. ix. 8; Oellius, ii. 15.) Another

point which acted as a cht ek upon the exercise of

the consular power, was tho certainty that after

the expiration of their office they might be called

to account for the manner in which they had con-

ducted themselves in their official capacity. Many
cases are on record, in which after their abdication

they were accused and condemned not only for il-

legal or unconstitntional acts, but also for misfortunes

in war, which were ascribed either to their care-

lessness or want of ability. (Liv, u. 41,52, 54, 61,

iii, 31, xxiL 40. 49, xxvi. 2, 3, xxviL 34 ; Cic.

De Nat. I)eor. ii, 3 ;
V^al. Max. riil 1. § 4.) The

ever increasing arrogance and power of the tribunes

did not stop here, and we not unfrrqucntly And

that consuls, even during the time of their office,

were not only thrcatoied with punishment and

imprisonment, but were actually subjected to

them. (Liv. iv. 26, v. 9, xlii. 21, EpiL 48, 55 ;

Cic. 7>e }jfg. iii. 9, in VaL 9 ;
Val. Max. ix. 5. § 2 ;

Dion Cass, xxxvii. 50, xxxviiL 6, xxxiz. 39.)

Somotiines the people themselves opposed the

consuls in the exorcise of their power. (Liv. iL 55,

59.) Lastly, the consuls were dependent upon the

senate. [Sksatus.] There occurred, however,

times when the power of the consuls thus limited

by republican institutions was thought inadequate

to save the republic fri)m perils into which she

w*as thrown by circumstances ; and on such occa-

sions a senatusconsultum videreni or darent operam

ooHsuieSf ne quid respult/iea detrimtnti oaperet^ con-

ferred upon them full dictatorial power not re-

strained either by the senate, the people, or the

tribunes. In the early times, such senatus con-

sulta arc rarely mentioned, as it was castt>mary to

appoint a dictator on such emergencies ; but when
the dictatorship had fallen into disuse, the senate

by the above mentioned formula invested the

consuls, for the time, with dictatorial power.

[Dictator.]

On entering upon their office, the consuls, and

afterwards the praetors also, agreed among one

another os to the business which each had to look

after, so that every one hod his distinct sphere of

action, which was termed his pronneia. The or-

dinary way in which the provinces were assigned

to each, was by lot {$ortiri prwincia*), unless the

colleagues agreed among themselves, without any
such means of decision (eompararu inifr at pravin-

doty Liv. xxiv. 10, xxx. 1, xxxii. 8 ; Cic. ad Earn,

i. 9). The decision by lot w'as resorted to for no

other reason than because the two consuls had
equal rights, and not, as some believe, because it

was thereby intended to leave the decision to the

gods. If it was thought that one of the consuls

was eminently qualified for a particular province,

either on account of his experience or personal

ehancter, it frequently happened, that a commis-

aioQ was given to him extra aorfem or extra ordinemy

i. e. by the senate and without any drawing of
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Iota, (Liv. iii. 2, viil 16, xxxvii. 1 ; Cit,adAtt. i,

19 ; comp. Liv. xxxv. 20, xlL 8.) In the earliest

times, it seems to have been the custom for only
one of the consuls to march out at the head of tho

army, and for the other to remain at Home for

the protection of the city, and to carry on the ad-
ministration of the civic affiiirs, unless, indeed,
wars were carried on in ts'o different quarters
which rendered it necessary for both consuls to

take the field. (Dionys. vi. 24, 91 ; comp. Liv.

iii. 4, 22, vii. 38.) Nay, we find that even when
Home had to contend with one formidable enemy,
the two consuls marched out together (Liv. ii. 44,
iii. 8, 66, vii). 6, &c.)

; but tho forces w*erc equally
divided between them, in such a manner that each
hod the command of two legions, and had the
supreme command on every alternate day. (Polyb.
ill 107, 110, vL 26 j Liv. iv. 46, xxil 27, 41,
xxviii. 9 ; comp. iii. 70.)

When the lioman dominion extended beyond
the natural boundaries of Italy, the two consuls

were not enough to uj^dertake the administration

of the provinces, and praetors were appointed to

undertake the command in some, w'hile the more
important ones were reserved for the consuls.

Hence n distinction was mode between proriuctue

comulare* and praetorUie. (Liv, xli. 8.) [Pro-
ViNciA.] It remained with the senate to deter-

mine into which provinces consuls were to be sent,

and into which praetors, and this was done either

before the magistrates actually entered upon (heir

office (Liv. xxi. 17), or after it, and on the proposal

of the consuls. (Liv. xxv. 1, xxvi. 28, xxvii. 7, Ac.)
Upon this, the magistrates either ogri'ed among
themselves ns to which province e.ich was to

undertake, or they drew lots, first, of cours**, the
consuls, and after them the praetors. One of the
laws of C. Oracchiui, however, introduced the re-

gulation, that every year the scimu*, previous to

the consular elections, should determine U{K>n tho
two consular provinces, in order to avoid partiality,

it being yet unknown who were to be the consuls.

It had been customary from the earliest times fur

tlie consult to enter their province in the year of

their cmisulship, either at the very beginning or

afterwords
; but in the latter period of the republic,

the ordinary practice of tho consuls was to remain
at Rome during the year of their office, and to go
into their province in the year following as pro-

consuls, until at length in u.c. 53, a senatus con-

sultura, and the year after a law of Pompey
enacted that a consul or praetor should not go in^
any province till five years after tho expiration of

their office. (Dion Cass. xl. 46, 56.) When a
consul was once in his province, his imperiura was
limited to it, and to exercise the same in any other

province was, at all timet, considered illegal. (Liv.

X. 37, xxix. 19, xxxL 48, xliil 1.) In some few
cases, this rale was overlooked for the good of tho

republic. (Liv. xxvii 43, xxix, 7.) On the other

hand, a consul was not allowed to quit his pro-

vince before he had accomplished the purpose for

which he hod been sent into it, or before the arrival

of his successor, unless, indeed, he obtained the

special permission of the senate. (Liv. xxxvii 47.)
(Hhcr functions also were sometimes divided be-
tween tho consuls by lot, if they could not i^ree,

for example, which of them was to preside at tho

consular elections or those of the censors (Liv.

xxiv. 10, XXXV. 6,20, xxxtx. 32, xll 6), which of

them was to dedicate a temple (Liv. il 8, 27), or
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pominate a dictator. (Lir. ir. 26.) So long at the

coniuls had to hold the census, they, undoubtedly,

drew lots, which of them oonderei Itutrunty and
even when they went out on a common expedition,

they seem to have determined by lot in what di-

rection each should exert bis actirity. (Liv. xli.

18.)

The entering of a consul upon his office was
connected with great solemnities : before daybreak

each consulted the auspices for himself^ which in

the early times was, undoubtedly, a matter of

great importance, though, at a later period, we
know' it to hare been a mere formality. (Dionys.

ii. 4, 6.) It roust, however, be observed, that

whatever the nature of the auspices were, the

enh>ring upon the office w’aa never either rendered

impossible or delayed thereby, whence we must
Bup|>nsc that the abject merely was to obtain fa-

vmirablc signs from the gods, and as it were to

place under the protection of the gods the office

on which the magistrate entered. After the

auspices were consulted, th^consul returned home,
put on the tapa praet^a*(Liv. xxi. 63 ; Ov. e*

I*out. iv. 4. Fa$t. L 81), and received the
|

saliitatio of his friends and the senators. (Dion
Cass. Iviil 5 ; Ov. ex Pont. iv. 4. 27, Ac.) Ac-
companied by these and a host of curious spectators,

the consul clad in his official robes, proceeded to

the temple of Jupiter in the Capitol, where a solemn

sacrifice of white bulls was offered to the god.

It seems that in this procession, the sella coi^is,
|

as an emblem of his office, was carried before the

consul. (Ov. l.e. iv. 4. 29, Ac., 9, 17, Ac.
;
Liv.

xxi. 63 ;
Cic. De Lep. Apr. ti. 34.) After this, a

meeting of the senate took place, at which the

elder of the two consuls made his report concern-

ing the republic, beginning with matters referring

to religion, and then passing on to other affairs

{referre ad tenatum de rtiius divinit et Aamoms,
Liv. vi. 1, ix. 8, xxxvii. 1 ;

Cic. odQuir.poetRed.

5.) One of the first among the religious things

which the consuls had to attend to, was the fixing

of the ferioe I.atinae, and it was not till they had
performed the solemn sacrifice on the Alban
mount, that they could go into their provinces.

(Liv. xxi. 63, xxiL 1, xxv. 12, xliL 10.) The
other affairs upon which the consuls had to report

to the senate had reference to the distribution of

the provinces, and many other matters connected
with the administration, which often were of the

highest importance. After these reports, the
meeting of the senate broke up, and the members
accompanied the consuls to their homes (Ov. ex

Punt iv. 4. 41), and this being done, the consuls

were installed in their office, in which they hod to

exert themselves fur the good of their country.

Respecting the >*ariou8 offices which at different

times were temporary substitutes for the consul-

ship, such as the dictatorship, the dccemvirate,

and the office of the tribuni militares consulari

potestate, the reader is referred to the separate

articlea Towards the end of the republic, the

consulship lost its power and importance. Caesar,

in his dictatorship, gave it the first severe blow,

for he himself took the office of consul along with
that of dictator, or ho arbitrarily caused persons to

be elected, who in their actions were entirely de-

pendent upon bis w'ill. He himself was elected at

first for fivo yean, then for ten, and at length for

life. (Suetoo. Coes. 76, 80 ; Dion Cast, xlil 20,
xliiu 1, 46, 49 ; Appian, IM BeiL CYt*. iu 106.)

CONSUL.
Ill the reign of Augustus, the consular power was
a mere shadow of whot it had been l^fore, and
the consuls who were elected, did not retain their

office for a full year, but had usually to abdi-

cate after a few months. (Dion Cass, xlviii. 35,

xliiL 46 ; Lucan, v. 399.) These irregularities

increased to such an extent, that in the reign of

Commodus there were no less than twenty-five

consuls in one year. (LaropriA Commod. 6 ; Dion

Cass. Ixxii. 12.) In the republican time, the year

had received its name from the consuls, and in all

public documents their names were entered to mark
the year ; but from the time that there were more
than two in one year, only those that entered upon

their office at the beginning of the year were re-

garded as ootwdes ordiiiaru^ and gave their names
to the year, though the suffccti w'cre likewise

entered in the Fasti. (Sucton. Oomii. 2, 0'al6. 6,

Fito//. 2 ; Senec. De 7>u. iii. 31 ; Plin. /’twuyr. 38 ;

Lomprid. A/. Sev. 28.) The conaulos ordiimrii

ranked higher than those who were elected after-

warda The election from the time of Tiberius was
in the hands of the senate, who, of course, elected

only those that were recommended by the em-
peror

;
those who were elected were then announced

(renuntioTY) to the people assembled in what was
called coniitia. (Dion Caai. Iviii. 20 ; Plin. Panep.

77 ; Tac.^i«i«, iv. 68.) In the lost centuries of

the empire, it was customar}' to create honorar)'

consuls {eontuUs htmorarii) who were chosen

by the senate and sanctioned by the emperor

(Cassiod. L 10 ;
Justin. Nov. Ixx. 80. c. I), and

consiiles suffccti were then scarcely heard of at all,

for Constantine restored the old custom of appoint-

ing only two consuls, one for Constantinople, and
the other for Home, who were to act as supreme
judges (under the emperor) for a whole year, and
besides those two there were no others except

honorary consuls and consularea. Although the

dignity of these honorary consuls os well os of the
consules ordinarii and suffccti was merely nominal,

still it was regarded as the highest in the empire,

and was sought after by noble and wealthy persons

W'ith the greatest eagerness, notwithstanding the

great expenses connected with the office on ac-

count of the public entertainments which a newly
appointed consul had to give to hts friends and the

people. (Lydus, De Magistr, iL 8 ; Liban. Omt.
8 ; Symmach. ii. 64, iv. 8, x. 44 ;

Sidon. Apollin.

Epid. u. 3 ; Cassiod. it 2, vi. 1 ;
Procop. De Bell.

Pert. i. 25.) Sometimes the emperors themselves

assumed the consulship or conferred it upon im-
perial princes. The lost consul of Rome was Dect-

muB Theodorus Paulinus, a. d. 536, and at Con-
stantinople Flavius Basiliiu Juniw, in a.d. 541.

After that time, the emperors of the East took the
title of consul fbr themselves, until in the end it

fell quite into oblivion.

The official functions of the consuls under the

empire were as follows :— I. They presided in the

senate, though, ofcourse, never without the sanction

of the emperor ; 2. They administered justice,

partly extra ardiwm (Tac. Ann. iv. 19, xiiL 4 ;

Ocll. xiil 24), and partly in ordinary cases, such as

manumissions or the appointment of guardians (Aro-
mian. Marcell xxiL 7 ; Cassiod. vl 1 ; Sueton.

Cland. 23 ; Plin. H. N. ix. 13) ; 3. The letting of

the public revenues, a duty which had formerly

been performed by the censors (Ov. ex Pant iv. 5.

19); 4. The conducting of the games in the Circus
and of public solemnities in honour of the emperors.
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for which they had to defray the expenses out of

their own means. (Sueton. iVirro, 4 ;
Juven. xi.

193, &C.
;
Cassiod. L and iiL 39, t. 42, vi 10.)

Some emperors indeed granted the money necessary

for such purposes and endeavoured to check the

growing extravagance of the consuls, but these

regulations were all of a transitory nature. (Lam-
prid- Al. Sever. 43 ; Vopisc. Aurtl. 12 ;

Justin.

Nov. 1 05.) Compare besides the various works on
Homan history, K. D. HUllmann, JRom. Grundver-

p. 125, Ac. ;
K. W. Oottling, Getch. der

Rom. StaaUverf. p. 269, &c., and above all, Becker,

HantUmch der Rom, AUerth. voL ii. part ii. pp. 87
—126. [L. S.]

CONSULA'RIS, throughout the time of the

Roman republic signlhes a person who has been

invested with the consulship ; but under the em-
pire it became a mere title for the higher class of

officers, who thereby obtained permission to have

the insignia of a consul, without ever having ac-

tually been consuls. Hence the title was almost

equivalent to that of on “ honorary consul ” (consul

honorarius; Cod. Theod. vL tit. 19. s. 1, vi tit 2.

s. 2). The title was given especially to generals, as

formerly persons after their consulship had usually

undert^en the command of an army in the pro-

vinces, and in many instances they were the same
as the legati principis or the magistri militum.

(Veget ii 9 ;
Dig. 3. tit 2. s. 2.) It was further a

common custom established even by the first em-
perors to give to governors of imperial provinces the

title of consularis, irrespective of their ever having

been consuls. (Suet Attg. 33, 7115. 33, Domit. 6 ;

Tac. Agric. 8, 14, 40.) Consularis thus gradually

became the established title for those entnisted

with the administration of imperial provinces.

The emperor Hadrian divided Italy into four re-

gions, and over each he placed an officer who like-

wise bore the title of consularis, and was entrusted

with the administration of justice in his district,

whence he is frequently cidled Juridicus (Spar-

tian- Hadr. 22, with the note of Salmas.). At
Constantinople the title was given to the super-

intendents of the aquaeducts (consularcs aquarum),

who had to see that all public and private places

were properly supplied with water, and who seem

to have been analogous to the curatores aquarum

of Rome. They are frequently mentioned in in-

scriptions, and also in the Codex of Justinian and

Theodosius. [L. S.]

CONTRACTUS. [Oblioatio.vxs.]

CONTROVE'RSIA. [Judex.]

CONTUBERNA'LES (alnncriyoi). This word,

in its original meaning, signified men who served

in the some army and lived in the same tent. It

is derived from tahema (afterwards tabemaailum\

which, according to Festus, was the original name
for a military tent, as it was made of boards

(tabulae). E^h tent was occupied by ten soldiers

(oontvb^ales)^ with a subordinate officer at their

head, who was called decanus, and in later times

caput contidtemii. (Veget. De Re Mil. ii. 8. 13 ;

compare Cic. Pro Ligar. 7 ;
Hirt. Bell. AU*. 16 ;

Drakenborch, Ad Liv. v. 2.)

Young Romans of illustrious fiimilies used to

accompany a distinguished general on his expedi-

tions, or to his province, for the purpose of gaining

under his superintendence a practical training in

the art of war, or in the administration of public

affairs, and were, like soldiers living in the same

tent, called his coniuJbemalts. (Cic. Pro Cod. 30,

CONVENTUS. 357

Pro Plane. 11 ; Suet Caes. 42 ; Tacit Agr. 5 ;

Frontin. Strateg. iv, 1. 11 ; Plutarch. Pomp. 3.)

In a still wider sense, the name confnbema/es

was applied to persons connected by tics of inti-

mate friendship and living under the same roof

(Cic. Ad Fam. ix. 2 ;
Plin. Epist. ii. 13) ;

and
hence when a free man and a slave, or two slaves,

who were not allowed to contract a legal marriage,

lived together as husband and wife, they were
called contubemedes

;

and their connection, as well

as their place of residence, contubemium. (Colum.
xii. 1. 3, L 8 ;

Petron. 96 ; Tacit Hist. i.

43, iii. 74.) Cicero (Ad Aft. xiiL 28) calls Caesar
the contubemalis of Quirinus, thereby alluding to

the fiut that Caesar had allowed his own statue to

be erected in the temple of Quirinus (comp. Ad
Alt. xiL 45, and Suet Caes. 76)." [L. S.]

CONTUBE'RNIUM. [Contubkrnalss
;

CONCUBINA.]
CONTUS (kovt6s, from ntyrlw, I prick or

pierce), was, as Nonius (xviiL 24) expresses it a
long and strong wooden pole or stake, with a
pointed iron at the one end. (Virg. Aen. v. 208.)

It was used for various purposes, but chiefly as a
punt-pole by sailors, who, in shallow water, thnut
it into the ground, and thus pushed on the boat
(Horn. Od. ii. 287 ;

Virg. L e. and vi. 302.) It

also served as a means to sound the depth of the

water. (Festus, $. v. Perconctatio, p. 214, cd. MUl-
Icr

; Donat ad Terent. Hec. i. 2. 2.) At a later

period, when the Romans became ocqiminted with
the huge lances or pikes of some of the northern

barbarians, the word oontus was applied to that

kmd of weapon (Viig. Aen. ix. 510 ; Tacit Hist.

i. 44, iii. 27 ;
Ijomprid. Commod. 13) ; and the

lon^ pikes peculiar to the Sarmatians were always
designated by this name. (Tacit Hist. i. 79,
AnnaL vL 35 ;

Stat Acbil. ii. 416 ;
Valer. Flac.

vi. 1 62, and others.)
[ L. S.

)

CONVENI'RE IN MANUM. [Matri-
HONIUM.]
CONVENTIO'NES. [Oblioationkr]
CONVENTUS (ariyobos, evvovoia, or ovya-

ymyli) is properly a name which may be given to

any assembly of nien who meet for a certain pur-

pose, (Paul. Diac. p. 42, ed. Mliller.) But when
the Romans had reduced foreign countries into

the form of provinces, the word conventus assumed
a more definite meaning, and was applied to the

meetings of the provincials in certain places ap-

pointed by the praetor or proconsul for the pur-

pose of administering justice. (Cic. in Verr. ii. 20,

24, 30, iv. 29, 48 ;
Cic. ad Fam. xv. 4 ; Homt

Sat. i. 7. 22 ; Caes. Bdl. dv. iL 21 ; Hirt. Bell.

Afr. 97.) In order to facilitate the administration

of justice, a province was divided into a number
of districts or circuits, each of which was likewise

called conveniusy forumy or Jarisdictio. (Cic. in

Verr. iL 8, 66 ; Plin. Ep. x. 5 ; Plin. //. N. iiL

1, ir. 22, V. 29.) Roman citixens living in a pro-

vince were likewise under the jurisdiction of the

proconsul, and accordingly all that bad to settle any
business at a conventus had to make their appear-

ance there. The towns which had the Jus Ita-

licum, had mamstrates of their own with a juris-

dictio, from wnom there was no doubt an appeal

to the proconsul. At certain times of the year,

fixed by the proconsul, the people assembled in

the chief town of the district. To hold a con-

ventus was expressed by conventus agercy peragercy

forum agervy iyopeUous (sc, iipipas) dytir, Ac.
A A 3
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(Ca««. BdL GfilL I 54, t. I, tiu . 46 ; Act Apo«t
xix. 38.) At luch % conrentiu litigant panics

applied to the proconsul, who selected a number of

judges from the conventua, gencrallj from among
the Romans residing in the province, to try their

causes. (Cic. m Fcrrr. ii. 13, ;
Niebuhr, HitL

livwu vol. iii. p. 732.) The proconsul himself pre^

sided at the trials, and pronounced the sentence

according to the views of the judges, who were his

assessors (ooMt/wia or eomtUiarii). As the pro*

consul had to cany on all official proceedings in

the Latin langtmge (Val. Max. il % 2), he was
al ways attended by an interpreter. (Cic. la Kerr,

iii. 37. ad Fatn. xiii. 54.) These conventus appear

to have been generally held after the proconsul

had settled the military affiiirs of the province
;
at

le.'ist when (Caesar was proconsul of Gaul he made
it a regular practice to hold the conventus after

his annies bad retired to their winter-quarters.

Ill the time of the emperors certain loams in

each province were appointed as the scats of

standing courts, so that the comvemtn* were super*

seded. (Cod. Just L tit 40. a 6.) The term con-

Tcntus is lastly applied to certain bodies of Homan
citizens living in a province, forming a sort of cor-

poration, and representing the Roman people in

their district or town
;
and it was from among

these that proconsuls generally took their assist-

ants. Such corporations are repeatedly mentioned,

as, for example, at S^'racuse (Cic. ta Verr. ii. l.\

29, iii. 13, iv. 25, 31, v. 36, Ac.), Capua (Coes.

IM BrU, CVp. i. 14 ; Cic. />. BexL 4), Salona (Caes.

De Beit. Civ. iii. 9), Puteoli (Cic. m V<k. 5),

and Corduba (Caes. De Belt C^. ii. 19; comp.

PROVINCIA.) (llS.J

CONVrV'IllM. [SYMPoaiujtf.]

COOPTA'RK. [CottaoiUM.]
CO'PHINUS («r4^ipof, EngL ooffm\ a large

kind of wicker bosket, made of willow branchea.

(Moer. Alt. and Hesych. a r. "A^^ixw*) From
Aristophanes (Av. 1223) it would seem that it

was used by the Greeks as a basket or cam for

birds. The Romans used it for agriculturm pur-

poses, and Columella (xi S. p. 460, c<L Dip.) in

describing a method of procuring early cucum^ra,
aaya, that they ahould be sown in well manured
soil, kept in a cophinua, so that in this case wc
have to consider it as a kind of portable bot-bed.

Juvenal (.S^ iiL 14, and vi. 542), when speaking

of the Jews, uses the expression copUinue et

/‘oTRu/n (a truss of hay), figumtively to desigiuite

their high degree of poverty. [CoRBis.] [L. S.]

CORDIS, dim. CO UBULA, CORBICULA,
a basket of very peculiar form and common use

umnng the Romans, both for agricultural and other

purposes. It was made of osiers twisted together,

and wasof a conical or pyramidal shape. (Var. L. L.

V. 1.39, cd. Muller; Isidor. On^. xx. 9; Cic. pro

Sr.tt, 38 ;
Ov. Met. xiv. 643; Plaut AeL il 7. 4 ;

SucL A>r. 19.) A basket answering precisely

to tills description, both in form and material, is

still to be seen iu every'dny use among the Com-
piinian peasantry, which is called in the language

of the country ^ la corbella,** a repreacnlation of

which is introduced in the lower portion of the

annexed woodcut. The hook attached to it by
a string is for the purpose of suspending it to a
branch of the tree into which the man wmbs to

pick bis omnges, lemons, olives, or figs. The
tipper portion of the woodcut (AntkJida di Er-
co^mo, toin. iiL tav. 29) represents a lioman ionn,

CORNU.
in which a Innning man, in the shape of a dwarf-
ish satyr, is seen with a pole (dirlAAa) across

bis shoulder, to each end of which is suspended a
basket resembling in every respect the Ciuopanian
corAetfa ; all which coincidences of name, form,

and description leave no doubt as to the identity

of the term with the object represented. [A. R.]

COUBITAE, merchantmen of the Larger class,

so called because they hung out a corhit at the

mast-head for a sign. (Festus ; Nonius, t. r.)

They were also termed onerarioB; and facnco

Plautus, in order to designate the voracious ap-

petites of some women, says, ** Corbitam cibi

comessc passant'* ((hs. iv. 1. 20). They were
noted for their heavy build and sluggish sailing

(Lucil. ap. Non.i.v.CorhUae

:

Plaut. /^oea.iiL 1.4),

and carried passengers as well os merchandise, an-

BR’ering to the large **
felucca " of the present day.

Cicero proposed to take a passage in one of (hose

vessels, which he opposes to the smarter class of

packets {artuaritda., AU. xvL 6). [A. R]
CORDAX (RJp8a{). [CHORU^ 280, a.]

COttNPCINES. [Arniatorbo.]
CORNICUL.VRII. [Exkrcitus.]
CORNU. [ExBRcrrua.]
CORNU, a wind instrument, anciently made of

horn, but afterwards of brass. (Varr. v. 1 1 7,

ed. MUller.) According toAtheuaeus (iv. p. 184, a.)

it was on invention of the Etruscana Like the

tahay it differed from the in being a larger

and more powerful instrument, and from the tnba

itself, in being curved nearly In the shape of a C,
with a CTDSs-picce to steady the instrument for the

convenience of the performer. In Greek it is

called irrpoyyiKri irciXrtyl. It had no stopples or

plugs to adjust the scale to any particuhw mode
(Dumey*8 HUt, Muncy vol i. p. 518) ; the

entire scries of notes was produced without ke}^
or holes, by the modihcation of the breath and
the lips at the mouthpiece. Probably, from the

description given of it in the poets, it was, like

our own horn, an octave lower than the trumpet.

The eia$tieumy w'hich originally meant a signal,

rather than the musical instrument which gave the

signal, was usually sounded with the ooniM.

** Sonuit redexo classicum cornu,

Lituusque adunco stridulos cantos

Elisit acre.'* (Sen. Oed. 734.)
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From which linot we learn the distinction betworn
the coma and UimtUy as from Orid {Meiam, i. 9H)
we learn that between the tuha and comM*~

^ Non tnba directi, non oerU cornua flexi.*'

The following woodcut, taken from Bartholmi (/Ai

Tibiisy p. 40S\ illustrates the above account [B.J.J

COROLLA. [Corona.]

^

CORO'NA (trrrf^oyoj)* a crown, that is, a
circular ornament of metal, leaves, or flowers,

worn hy the ancients round the head or nock, and
nsed as a festive as well as funeral decoration, and
as a reward of talent, militarr, or naval prowess,
and dvil Wurth. It includes the synonymes of
the species, for which it is often used absolutely,

ooroUay $ertum, n
garland or wTeath.

Judging from Homer's silence, it does not ap-
pear to have been adopted amongst the Greeks of
the heroic ages as a reward of merit, nor ns a
festive decoration

;
for it is not mention^ amongst

the luxuries of the delicate Phaeacians, nor of the
suitors. But a ^den crown decorates the head
of Venus in the hymn to that goddess (1 and 7).

Its first introduction as an honorary reword is

attributablo to the athletic games, in some of which
it was bestowed as a prise upon the victor (Plin.
//. N, XT. 39 ; Pindar. Olymp. iv. 36), from whence
it was adopted in the Roman circus. It was the
only one contended for by the Spartans in their

gymnastic contests, and was worn by them when
going to battle.

The Romans refined upon the practice of the
Greeks, and invented a great vanety of crowns
formed of difhirent materials, each with a separate
apwUation and appropriated to a particular purpose.
We proceed to enumerate these and their proper-,

ties, indnding in the same detail an account of the
eorrespaading ones, where any, in Greece.

1. Corona Obsioionalis. Among the honorarr
crowns bestowed by the Romans for military
achievements, the roost difficnlt of attainment, and
the one which conferred the highest honour, was
the ooroira obndkmalU^ presented by a beleaguered
army after its liberation to the general who broke np
the siege. It was made of grass, or weeds and
wild flowers (Plin. //. N. xxiL 7), thence called
corona ffmminea (Plin. If.N, xxiL 4), and gromi-
nea obMiom^u (Liv. vil 37), gathered from the
spot on which the bclonguered army liad been
enclosed (Plin. L e. ; Aul. Oell. r. 6 ; Festns,
s. e. (Mmdionfoiis) ; in allusion to a enstom of the
early ages, in which the vanquished partv in a con-
test of strength or agility plucked a handful of grass
from the meadow where the struggle took place,
and gave it to his opponent as a token of victory.

CORONA. 359
(AnL Gcll. V. 6 ; Plin. ff. xxii. 4 ; Festui,
$.o. OUidiomtiU ; Serv. ad Virg. Aen. viiL 128.)
A list of the few Romans who gained this honour
IS given by Pliny (//. N. xxii. 4, 5). A repre-
sentation of the ooro$»a gmminta is introduced in
the annexed woodcut (Guiebard, D« AntHfuU
7W«m;4u, p. 268 ; compare llar^uin, ad JHin,
//. N. X. 68).

II. Corona Civica, the second in honour and
importance (Plin. H. N. xvL 3), was presented to

the soldier who bad preserved the life of a Roman
citizen in battle (AuL Gell. v. 6), and therefore

accompanied with the inscription Obcioem terttUum
(Senec. CUm, L 26). It was originally made of

the afterwards of the atsetdut^ and finally of

the ftterou (Plin. //. M xvi. 5), three diflerent

sorts of oak, the reason for which choice is ex-
plained by Plutarch {Q/utctl. Horn. p. 151, cd.

UcUk.). It is represented in the next woodcut

At the possession of this crown was so high an
honour, its attainment was restricted by very
severe regulations (Plin. Jf.N. xrl 5), so that

the following combiDalions must have l^en satis-

fied before a claim was allowed :— To have pre-
served the life of a Roman citizen in battle, slam
his opponent, and maintained the ground on which
the action to^ place. The testimony of a third

party was not admissible
; the person rescued

most himself proclaim the fact, which increased
the difficnlty of attamroent, as the Roman soldier

was commonly unwilling to acknowledge his obli-

gation to the prowess of a comrade, aiid to show
A A 4
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him that deferenc® which he would be compelled

to pay to hi* prceerver if the claim were established.

(Cic. Pro PliMC, 30.) Originally, therefore, the

corona civiea was presented by the rescued soldier

(AuL Ocll. e. 6 ;
Polyb. yL 37), after the claim

had been thoroughly inTestigated by the tribune

who compelled a reluctant party to come forward

and give his cWdcnce (Polyb. /. c.) ;
but under

the empire, when the prince was the fountain from

whence all honours emanated, the ciric crown was

no longer received from the hands of the person

whose preservation it rewarded, but from the prince

himself, or his delegate. (Tacit Ann. iv. 12 ;

compare iii. 2.)

The presenrarion of the life of an ally, even

though be were a king, would not confer a suffi-

cient title for the civic crown. When once ob-

tained, it might always bo worn. The soldier who

hod acquired it, had o place reserved next to the

senate at all the public spectacles
;
and they, as

well as the rest of the company, rose up upon his

entrance. He was freed from all public burthens,

ns were also his father, and his utemal grand-

father ; and the person who owed nis life to him

was bound, ever after, to cherish his preserver as

a parent, and afford him all such offices as were

due from a son to his fiithcr. (Polyb. vL 37 ;
Cic.

Pro Plan-.. 30 ;
Plin. U.N. xvl5 ;

Aul. Gell. v. 6.)

A few of the principal persons who gained this

reward, are enumerated in the following pas-

gagei ;
— Plin. II. N. vil 29, xvi, 6 ; Liv. vl 20 ;

X. 46. L. OcUiiis Publicola proposed to confer it

upon Cicero for having delected and crushed the

conspiracy of Catiline (Aol. Gell. v. 6) ; and among

the honours bestowed upon Augustus by the senate,

it was decreed that a dvic crown should be sus-

pended from the top of bis house (Dion Casa. liii.

16 ;
Val. Max. ii. \

Ovid. Fati. L 614, iv.

053, TriA. iil 1. 6 ;
Senec- Ofem. i. 26 ; Suet

Odig. 19, compare Claud. 17, H5. 26) ;
hence a

crown of oak leaves, with the inscription o5 cite*

serrafos, is frequently seen on the reverse of the

Augustan medals, as also on those of Galba, Vi-

tellius, Vespasian, Trajan, Ac., showing that they

likewise assumed to themselves a similar honour.

III. Corona Navalis or Rostrata, called

also Classica. (Veil. Pat iL 81.) It is difficult

to determine whether these were two distinct

crowns, or only two denominations for the same

one. Virgil {Acn. viii. 684) unites both terms in

one sentence, ** Tempora navali fulgent rowtrata

corona.** But it seems probable that the former,

besides being a generic term, was inferior in dignity

to the latter, and given to the sailor who first

boarded an enemy’s ship (Plin. II. N. xvi. 3) ;

whereas the latter was given to a commander who

destroyed the whole fleet, or gained any very

signal victory. M. Agrippa is said tn have been !

the first person who received the honour of a naval

crown, which was conferred upon him on his con-

quest of Sex. Pompeius in B. c. 36 ;
though, ac-

cording to other authorities, M. Varro was the firat

who obtained it from Pompeius Mamua. (Comp.

Veil Pat 1. c. ;
Liv. Epit. 129 ;

Dion Cass. xlix.

14 ; AuL Gell. v. G
;

Senec. Do lien. iii. 32 ;

Festus, *.r. Navalit Corona; Plin. H.S, vuL 31,

xvi. 4 ; Suet C7ai«f. 17.) At all events, they

Were both made of gold ; and one at least (ro*fro/u)

decorated with the beaks of ships like the roatra in

the forum (Pliiu xvi. 4), as seen in a medal of

Agrippa ; the other (iMieafi*), with a represenUtion

CORONA.
of the entire bow, ns shown in the subjoined wood-

cut (Ouichard. IM Antiq. Trium]>h. p. 267.)

The Athenians likewise bestoa’ed golden crowns

for naval services ; sometimes upon the person who
got his trireme first equipped, and at others upon

the captain who had his vessel in the best order.

(Dem. Do Coron. Prar/. Nav, pp. 278, 279. ed.

SebaefTer.)

IV. Corona Moralir. The first man who
scaled the wall of a besieged city was presented

by his commander with a round crown. (Aul. Oi-ll.

V. 6. 4 ;
Liv. xxvL 48.) It was made of gold, and

decorated with turrets (man /limits, Aul. Gell. L e.),

as represented in the next woodcut (Guichard.

Do Antiq. Triumph, p. 265) ;
and being one of the

highest orders ^ military decorations, was not

awarded to a clamant until after a strict investi-

gation. (Lit. /. c. ; compare Suet Aug. 25.)

Cybcle is always represented with this crown

upon her head (Lucret ii. 607, 610 ;
Ovid.^/’osT.

iv. 219 ;
compare Virg. Aon. x. 253, vi. 786) ;

but in the woodcut annexed (Caylus, Rerueil

d'Aniiq. vol. v. pi. 3) the form of the crown is

very remarkable, for it includes the whole tower as

well as the turrets, thus affording a curious specimen

of the ancient style of fortification.

V. Corona Castrensir otVallaris. The
first soldier who surmounted the vallum^ and forced

an entrance into the enemy's camp, was, in like

manner, presented with a golden crown, called

corona castrtnsio or oaUario (AuL Gell v. 6 )

compare Val. Max. t 8. § 6)^ which was «nJs*

Digill^H,) by Google
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KSted with the palUadee {valU) need m fonning

All entrenchment, u represented in the annexed

weodcnU (Onkbard. JM Antiq. Triumph, p. 266.)

VI. Corona TaiUMPHALW. There were three

sorts of triumphal crowns, the first of which was

worn round the bead of the commander during hit

triumph. It was mode with laurel or bay Icstcs

(Aul Gel), r. 6 ;
Grid. P<mL it 2. »l ; Tibull. i.

7. 7 which plant is frequently met with on the

anoient coins, both with the berries and withont

them. It was the latter kind, according to Pliny

(//. M XT. 39), which was used in the triumph,

as is shown in the annexed woodcut, from a medal

which commemoiatea the Parthian triumph of

Ventidios, the ItenCenant of Anumy. Being the

most honourable of the three, it was termed Uturea

intkpiu (Lit. rii. 13) and tassyitw corona triumph-

aits.

The second one was of ^Id, often enriched with

jewels, which being too Large and roassirc to be

worn, was held orer the head of the general during

his triumph, by a public officer (strra* puUieus^

Jut. SoL x. 41). This crown, as well as the

former one, was presented to the Tictorious genm«l
by his army.
The third kind, likewise of gold and great

Talue, was sent as presents from the proTinces to

the commander, as soon as a triumpn had been

decreed to him ( PIul AemiL PauL 34), and there-

fore they were sJso termed proviueiale$. (Tertull.

De Cbroa. MiL c. 18.) In the early ages of the

republic, these were gratuitous presents, but sub-

sequently they were exacted as a tribute under the

name of oamai eoroaart'aia, to which none were

entitled but those to whom a triumph had been

decreed. The custom of presenting golden crowns

from the proTiocea to Tictorious generals was like-

wise in use unong the Greeks, for tber were pro-

fusely IsTishcd upon Alexander after his conquest

of Dorcius (Atnen. xii. p, 639, a) ; and the

Romans probably bwrowed the custom from the

Greeks. [Avrum Coronarivh.]
VII. Corona OvAUswRsanothercrownofleM

cstiaution, appropriated solely to commanders. It

was giren to thosa who merely deserred an OTaUoo,
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which happened when the war was not duly de-
clared, or was carried on against a Tery inferior

force, or with persons not considered by tbe laws
of natiems as lawful enemies, such as slaves and
pirates ; or when tbe victMj was obtained without
danger, difficulty, or bloodshed (AuJ. GelL t. 6 ;

Festus, s. V. Ovaiis Corona)
;
on which account it

was made of myrtle, the shrub sacred to Venus,
** Quod non Marliur, sed quasi Keaerw quidam
triumpbus foret.** (Aul. GclL f.e.

;
Plut. A/artW/.

22 ;
compare Plin. H,N, zr. 39 ; Dionys. t. 47.)

The myrtle crown is shown in the woodcut an-
nexed, from a medal of Augustus Caesar.

VIII. Corona Olraoina. This n*ts likewise

an honorary wreath, made of the olive leaf, and
conferred upon the soldiers as well as their com-
manders. According to Gelliiis (t. 6), it was given
to any person or persons through whose instru-

mentality a triumph bod been obtained, but when
they were not penonally present in the action. It

is represented in the next woodcut, from a medal of

Lcpidos, and was conferred both by Augustus and
the senate upon the soldiery on several occasions.

(Dion Casa. xlix. 14, xlvL 40.)

Golden crowna, without any particular designa-

tion, were frequently presented nut of compliment
by one individual to another, and by a general to

a soldier who had in any way distinguished him-
self. (Liv. vil 10, 87, X. 44, xxx. 15.)

The Greeks in general msido but little use of

crowns as rewards of valour in tbe earlier and
better periods of their history, except as prites in

the athletic contests ; but {uavious to the time of

Alexander, crowns of gold were profusely distri-

buted among tbe Athenians at least, for every

trifling feat, whether civil, naval, or military

(Aeseb. e. Ctemph.; Dem. De Corou. yxwsMi),

which, though lavished writhout much discrimina-

tion at frtf as regards the character of the rcoeiving

Digitized by GtJogU:
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.parties still subjected to certain IcgnI re*

atrictioDs in respect of tiie time, place, und mode in

which they were cunferred. They could not be

presented but in the public assemblies, and with

the consent, that is by sufirage, of the people, or

by the senators in their council, or bv the tribes

to their OUT) members, or by tbe iiifiorat to mem-
bers of their own ^fios. According to the state*

ment of Aeschines, the people could not lawfully

present crowns in any pl^ except in their as-

sembly, nor the senators except in the senate-

iiuuse
;
nor, according to the same authority, in

the theatre, which is, however, denied by Do-
mosthoncfs

;
nor at the public games, and if any

crier there proclaimed the crowns he was subject

to dri^'o. Neither could any person holding an

othec receive a cro^-n whilst he was vwtvOvpos,

that is, before bo had passed hu accounts. But
crowns were sometimes presented by foreign cities

to particular citizens, which were termed
(es'iirol, eoronae kotpiiaUa. This, however, could

not be done until the ambassadors from those cities

had obtained permission from the people, and the

party for whore the honour was intended had un-

dergone a public investigation, in which the whole

course of his life was submitted to a strict inquiry.

(Acsch. Dcro. IL ec.)

We now proceed to the second class of crowns,

which were emblematical and not honorary, at

loast to the person who wore them, and the adop-

ti >n of which was not regulated by law', but

ctistom. Of these there were also eevcral kinds.

1. Corona Sacbrdotai.18, so called by Am-
mianus Marccllinus (xxix. 5. §6). It was worn
by tbe priests (soemfo/es), with tbe exception of

the pontifex Maximus and his minister

as well os the bystanders, when ofliciaUng at the

sacrifice. It docs not appear to have been confined

to any one material, but wras sometimes mode of

olive (see the preceding woodcut
;
StaL 7%eb, iii.

466), sometimes of gold (Prudent. Ilepl x.

lull; TcrtulL Dt Idol, 18), and sometimes of the

cars of com, then termed corona jptoaa, W'faich kind

was the most ancient one amongst the Romans
(Plin. H. N. xviiL 2), and was consecrated to

Ceres (Hor. Carm., See. 30 ; Tibull. ii. 1. 4, i L 15),

before whose temples it was customarily suspended.

(Tibull I 1. 16 ;
comp^ Apul. Mei, vi. p. 110.

Varior.) It was likewise regarded as an emblem
of peace (Tibull I 10. 67), in which character it

appears in the subjoined medal, which comme-
morates tbe conclusion of tho civil war between

Antony and D. Albinos Brutus.

II. Corona Funxbris amd Sbpvlchralis.
The Greeks first set the example of crowning the

dead with chaplets of leaves and flowers (Eur.

Pkoen. 1647 ; Schol ad /oe.), which wot imitated
by the Romans. It was alire provided by a law
of the Twrelve Tables, that any person who had
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acquired a crown might have it placed upon hit

head when carried out in the funeral procession.

(Cic. De V&g. ii. 24 ; PUn. H,N. xxl 5.) Gar-
lands of flowers were also placed upon the bier, or

scattered from the windows under which the pro-

cession passed (Plin./f.M xxl 7 ;
Dionys. xL 39),

or entwined about the cinerary um (Plut.il/omiff.

30, Detntir. 53), or as a decoration to the tomb
(Plin. //. N. xxl 3 ; Ovid. TVuf. ill 2. 82 ; Tibull
ii. 4. 48). In Greece these crowns were commonly
made of parsley (o/Atsov). (Suidas, s. r. ; Pluu
Timol. 26.)

III. Corona CoNViviALifl. The use of chap-

lets at festive entertainments sprung likewise from
Greece, and owe their origin to the practice of

tying a woollen fillet tight round the hc^ for the

purpose of mitigating the effects of intoxication.

(Comp. Plaut Amph. iil 4. 16.) But as luxury

increued they were made of various flowers or

shrubs, such as were supposed to prevent intoxica-

tion ; of rotes (which were the choicest), violets,

myrtle, ivy, pvU/yro, and even parsley, (llor.

Cbrm. il 7. 24, et alibi) The Romans were not

allowed to wear these crowns in public, in usu

promiscuo,*' which was contrary to the practice of

tbe Greeks, and those who attempted to do so

were punished with imprisonmeut. (Plin. //.M
xxl 6 ; compare Hor. Sat, il 3. 256 ;

Val. Max.
vL 9. ext 1.)

IV. Corona Nlptialis. The bridal wreath

(ard^s yev<^Aior, Bion. IdyB, I. 88) was also of

Greek origin, among whom it was made of flowT.rs

plucked by tbe bride herself, and not bought,

which was of ill omen. Among the Romans it

was made of rer&eao, also gathered by tho bride

herself, and worn under thejfiammeum ( Festua, «. v.

Corolla) with which the bride w'os always en-

veloped. (CatuU. Ixl 6. 8 ;
Cic. Z>e Orat. iil 58.)

The bridegroom also wore a chsplet (Plaut Com.

iv. 1. 9.) The doors of bis house were likewise

decorated with garlands (Catull Ixiv. 294 ; Juv.

Sat, vi. 51, 227), and also the bridal couch.

V. Corona Natalitia, the chaplet suspended

over the door of the vestibule, both in the houses

of Athens and Rome, in which a child was bom.
(Juv. Sat. ix. 65; Meursius, AUte. Led. iv, 10.)

At Athens, when the infont was male, the crown

was made of olive
;
when female, of wool ( Hosych.

s. V. 3Tc4>oyor)
; at Romo it was of laurel, ivy, or

parsley (Bartholin. De JHierp. p. 127).

Besides tbe crowns enumerated, there were a

few others of specific denominations, which re-

ceived their names either from the matoials of

which, or the manner in which, they were com-
posed. These were—

I. Corona Lonqa (Cic. D« Jjeg. 24 ; Ovid,

Fad. iv. 738), commoi^y thought to resemble

what we call festoont^ and as su^ seem to have

been chiefly used to decorate tombs, curule chairs,

triumplial cars, houses, Ac. Bat the word must

have bad a more precise meaning, and was pro-

bably called lonffa from its greater size, and meant

a circular string of anything, like the ** rosary**

used by the lower orders in Catholic countries to

reckon up their prayers, which in Italy is still

called la corona^ doubtless tracing its origin to the

corona lon^ of their heathen ancestons to which

description it answers exactly.

I I. Corona Etrusca, a golden crown made to

imitate the crovra of oak. leaves, studded with

gems, and deoocated with ribbons {lemniect) ot
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tiea of gold. (Plin. H. N. xxi. 4, xxziii. 4.) Any
crown fn«tencd with these ribbons, whether real

or artiticially represented, was also termed corona

lemuiicatay a specimen of which is given by Caylus

(^liecueil d'Antuf, vol. v. pi. 57. No. 3).

III. Corona Pactilis (Plin. //. N. xxi. 8),

probably the same as the corona plectili* of Plautus

(^Ikuxh. L 1. '61 )y corona torta (Propert iiL 20. 18,

cd. Kuinoel), p/e.ra (Aul. GelL xviii. 2), and os

the ffTopdyoi srAcjc ro( and KvKioThs aT«pdyos of

the Greeks. It was mado of flowers, shrubs,

grass, ivy, wool, or any flexible material twisted

together.

IV. Corona Suritrs, the crown used by the

Salii at their festivaL It was mado in the first

instance of any kind of flowers sowed together,

instead of being wreathed with their leaves and
stalks ; but suWquently it was confined to the

rose only, the choicest leaves of which were

selected from the whole flower, and sowed together

by a skilful hand, so as to form an elegant chaplet.

(Plin. //. N. xxi. 8.)

V. Corona Tonsa or Tonsilis (Virg. Aen,

V. 556) was made of leaves only, of the olive or

laurel for iiutance (Serv. ad Virg. Georg. iiL 21),

and BO called in distinction to ntocHit and others,

in which the whole branch was mserted.

VI. Corona Radiata (Stat Tht/b. i. 28) w'as

the one given to the gods and deified heroes, and
assumed by some of the emperors, as a token of

their divinity. It may be seen on the coins of

Trajan, Caligula, M. Aurelius, Valerius Probus,

Theodosius, &c., and is given in the woodcut an-

nexed, from a medal of M. Antonius.

VII. The crown of vine leaves {pampinm) wns

appropriated to Bacchus (Hor. Carm, iiL 25. 20,

iv. 8. 33), and considered a symbol of ripeness

approiiching to decay ;
whence the Roman knight,

when he saw Claudius with such a crown upon

bis head, augnred that he would not survive the

nutumn. (Tacit. Ann. xL 4 ;
compare Artemidor.

179.) rA.R-1
CORO'NIS (xopwvfs), the cornice of an entabla-

ture, is properly a Greek word signifying anything

curved (SchoL ad Aristoph. Plot. 253 ;
Hesych.

s. V.). It is also used by Latin writers, but the

genuine Latin word for a cornice is corona or coro~

fiur. (Vitniv. v. 2, 3.) [P. S.]

CORPORA'TL CORPORA'TIO. [Col-

CORPUS. [Collegium.]

. CORPUS JURIS CIVI'LIS. The three great

compilations of Justinian, the Institutes, the Pan-

dect or Digest, and the Code, together with the

Novellae, form one body of law, and were considered

fit such by the glouatorcs, who divided it into five
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volumlna. The Digest tvas distributed into three

volumina, tmder the respective names of Digestum
Vetus, Infortiatum, and Digc-stum Novum. The
fourth volume contained the first nine books of the

Codex Repetitac Pniclcctiouis. The fifth volume
contained the Institutes, the Lilicr Authenticoruin

or Novellac, and the three last books of the Codex.
The division into five volumina a))pears in the
oldest editions

;
but the usual arrangement now is,

the Institutes, Digest, the Code, and Novellae.

The name Corpus Juris Civilis was not given to

this collection by Justinian, nor by any of the
glossatores. Savigny asserts that the name was
used in the twelfth century : at any rate, it be-

come common from the date of the edition of D.
Gothofredus, 1604.

Most editions of the Corpus also contain the fol-

lowing matter :— Thirteen edicts of Justinian, five

constitutions of Justin the younger, several consti-

tutions of Tiberius the younger, a series of consti-

tutions of Justinian, Justin, and Tilierius
; 113

Novellae of Leo, a constitution of Zeno, and a
number ofconstitutions of different emperors, under
the luunc of BcuriAt/col Aiard^eit or Impcnitoriae

Constitutioncs
;
the Canonea Sanctorum et venc-

randnnun Apostolorum, Libri Feudorum, a consti-

tution of the emperor Frederick II., two of the

emperor Henry VII. called Extravogantes, and a
Liber de pace Constantine. Some editions also

contain the fragments of the Twelve Tables, of the

praetorian edict, &r.

The Roman law, as received in Europe, consists

only of the Corpus Juris, that is, the three compila-

tions of Justinian and the Novellae which were is-

sued after these compilations
;
and further, this Cor-

pus Juris is only received within the limits and in the
form which was given to it in the school of Bologna.

Accordingly, all the Ante-Justinian law is now
excluded from nil practical application

;
also, the

Greek texts in the Digest, in the place of which
the translations received at Bologna are substi-

tuted
;
and further, the few unimportant restora-

tions in the Digest, and the more important resto-

rations in the Codex. Of the three collections of

Novellae, that only is received which is called

Authentiaim, and in the abbrcvmted form which
was given to it at Bologna, called the Vuignta.

But, on the other hand, there arc received the

additions made to the Codex in Bologna by the
reception of the Authcntica of the Emperors
Frederick I. and II., and the still more numerous
Authcntica of imerius. The application of the

matter comprised within these limits of the Corpus
Juris has not been detennined by the school of

Bologna, but by the operation of other principles,

such as the customary law of different European
countries and the development of law. Various

titles of the Corpus Juris have little or no appli-

cation in modem times ; for instance, that part of

the Roman la>v which concerns constitutional forms

and administration. (Savigny, Sgstem des Ileut.

liomiachen Rec/iiSy voL i. p. 66.)

Some editions of the Corpus Jitris are published

with the glossae, and some without The latest

edition with the glossae is that of J. Fehius, Lugd.

1627, six vols. folio. Of the editions without the

glossae, the most important are— that of Russardus,

Lngd. 1560—61, folio, which was several times

reprinted ; Contius, Lngd. 1571 and 1581, 15 vols.

1^0 :
Lud. Charondae, Antw. ap. Christ Plantin,

1575, folio
;
Dionys. Gothofredi, Lugd. L583,4to.
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of which there arc nriotueditioni, one of the heat

by Sim.Van Lceuwen, Auut 1663, folio ; G. Chr.

Oeliaucri,curaO.Aug.Spangenbcrg,Ooctting. 1776
— 1797) 2voli.4to; Schrader, 1 voL 4to, Berlin,

1832, of which only the Institutes are yet published.

For further information on the ^itions of the

Corpus Juris and its sereral portions, see Booking,

Jnttittdumen^ P> 78, &c.,and Mackcldey, Lekrbuck^

&c.§97,a,12thed. [Q. L.]

CO'RREUS. [Oblioatiokks.]
CORTI'NA« 1. In its primary sense, a large

circular rcssel for containing liquids, and used in

dyeing wool (Plin. //. hf. ix. 62), and receiving

oil when it first fiows from the press. (Cat. Dt
Re Rtul, 66.) 2. A vase in which water was
carried round the circus during the games (Plaut

Poen. V. 5. 12), for the use of the horses, drivers,

or attendants. See the cut on p. 264, in which two
of the children thrown down by the horses are

furnished with a vessel of this kind. 3. The table

or hollow slab, supported by a tripod, upon which
the priestess at Delphi sat to deliver her responses;

and hence the word is used for the oracle itaelfi

(Virg. Aoi. VL 347.) The Romans made tables of

marble or bronze after the pattern of the Delphian
tripod, which they used as we do our sideboards,

for the purpose of displaying their plate at an
entertainment, or the valuables contained in tbeir

temples, os is still done in Catholic countries upon
the altars. These were termed oortinae Mpkicaey
ot Delphicae simply. (Plin. //. A^. xxxir. 8 ;

Schol.

ad Ifor. SaL L 6. 116; Mart. xii. 66. 7; Suet
Aup. 52.) 4. From the conical form of the vessel

w'hich contains the first notion of the word, it

came also to signify the vaulted part of a theatre

over the stage (matpti cortins tkeatri^ Sever, m
Aetn. 294), such as is in the Odeium of Pericles,

the shape of which we are expressly told was
made to imitate the tent of Xerxes (Paus. I 20.

§ 3; Plut PerieL 13); and thence metaphorically

for anything which bore the appearance of a dome,
as the vault of heaven (Ennius, ap. Var. De Li»g.

LaL viil 48, ed. MUller) ; or of a circle, as a
group of listeners surrounding any object of at-

traction. (Tacit De OnU. 19.) [A. R.]

COUYBANTES («op5€arr«). The hUtory
and explanation of the deities bearing this name,
in the early mythology of Greece, cannot be given

in this place, as it would lesul us to enter into his-

torical and m3rthological questions beyond the

limits of this Dictionary. The Coryhantes, of whom
we have to speak here, were the niinistort or priests

of Hhca or Cybele, the great mother of the gods,

who was worshipped in Phrygia. In their solemn

festivals they displayed the most extravagant fury

in their dances in armour, as well as in the ac-

companying music of (lutes, cymbals and drums.

(Strab. z. p. 470.) Hence was the

name given to an imaginary disease, in which per-

sons fdt as if some great noise was muling in their

can. (Plato, CWto, p. 54. d., with S^lbaum*s
note.) [D>S.]

CORYBA'NTICA (»opv6arrucd), a festi^'al

and mysteries celebrated at Cnossus in Crete, in

commemoration of one Corybos (Strab. z. p. 470.),

who, in common with the Curete^ brought up Zeus
and concealed him (rom bis fiithcr Cronos m that

island. Other accounts say that the Coryhantes,

nine in number, independent of the Curetes, saved
and educated Zens ; a third legend (Cic. De NaU
Dear. iii. 23) states that Coryhas was the (ather
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of the Cretan Apollo who disptited the sovereignty

of the island with Zeus. But to which of these

tmditions the festival of the Corybantica owed its

origin is uncertain, although the first, which was
current in Crete itself seems to be Imt entitled

to the honour. All we know of the Coiybantica

is, that the person to be iniriated was seated

on a throne, and that those who initiated him
formed a cimle and danced around him. This
part of the sulemnity was called bp6veKns or dpo-
vtvp6t. (Plato, Emihpdem, p. 277, d. ; Dion Chry-
sost Or^. ziL p. 387 ;

Proclus, Tkeol, Plai,

vi 13.) (L. S.]

CORYMBUS. CORY'MBIUM. [Coma.]
CORVUS, a sort of cmne, used by C. Duilius

,

against the Carthaginian fleet in the ^ttle fought
off Mylae, in Sicily (b.c. 260). The Romans, we
are told, being unused to the sea, saw that their

only chwee of victory was by bringing a sea-fight

to resemble one on land. For this purpose they

invented a machine, of which Polybius (i. 22) has

left a minute, although not very perspicuous, de-

scription. In the fore part of the ship a round
pole was fixed perpendicularly, twenty-four feet in

height and about nine inches in diameter ; at the

top of this was a pivot, upon which a ladder was
set, thirty-six feet in length and four in brmdth.
The ladder was guarded by cross-beams, fastened

to the upright pole by a ring of wood, which turned

with the pivot above. Along the ladder a rope

was passed, one end of which took hold of the

cornu by means of a ring. The oomu itself was
a strong piece of iron, with a spike at the end,

which was mised or lowered by drawing in or

letting out the rope. When an enemy's ship

drew near, the machine was turned outwards, by
means of the pivot, in the direction of the assail-

ant. Another part of the machine which Polybius

has not clearly described is a breastwork, let down
(as it Would seem) from the ladder, and serving

as a bridge, on which to board the enemy's vessel.

(Compare Curtius, iv. 2. 4.) By means of these

cranes the Carthaginian ships were either broken

or closely locked with the Roman, and Duilius

gained a complete victory.

The word eorvtu is also applied to various kinds

of grappling-hooks, such as the eomw demofiior,

mentioned by Vitruvius (x. 19) for pulling down
w'olls, or the terrible engine spoken of by Tacitus

(ffisi. iv. 30), which being fixed on the walls of a

fortified place, and suddenly let down, carried off

one of the besiemng party, and then by a turn of

the machine put him down within the walls. The
word is used by Celsus for a scalpel It is hardly

necessary to remark that all these meanings hare

their origin in the supposed resemblance of the

various instruments to the beak of a raven. [RJ.]
CORY'TOa [Arcus, p. 126,a.J

COSMETAE, a class of slaves among the R<v
mans, whose duty it was to dress and adorn ladies,

(Juv. Sai. vl 476.) Some writers on antiquities,

and among them Bdttiger in his Sabina (i. 2*2)

have supposed that the cosmetae were female

slaves, but the passage of Juvenal is alone suffi-

cient to refute this opinion ;
for it was not cus-

tomary for female slaves to take off their tunics

when a punishment was to be inflicted upon them.

There was, indeed, a class of female slaves who
were employed for the same purposes as the cos-

metae
;
but they were called ooemetrioe^ a name

which Naevios chose as the title for one of bit
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comedka. (See Helndori^ ad Horat. Sat. i

2. 98.) (L. S.]

COSME'TES {Kocttrfri\s\ an officer in the

Athenian Gymiuuia in the time of the Romans.
[Gvsinasium.]
COSMI {K6<Tftat\ the chief magistrates of

Crete. It is proposed under this head to give a
brief account of the Cretan constitution.

The social and political institutions of Crete

vere so complct< Iy Dorian in character, and so

similar to the S(iartan, that it was a disputed point

amongst the ancients whether the Spakan const!-

tution had its origin there, or the Cretan trans-

ferred from Laconia to Crete. The historian Ephorus

(up. Strab. X. p. 482) expressly states that the

Spnrtan institutions had their origin in Crete, but

m’ore perfected and completed in Sparta ; so that

there is good reason for the assertion of MUllcr
(7>oru/jis, iii. 1. $ 8\ ** that the constitution

founded on the f^nciples of the Doric race, was
there first moulded into a anisUtent shape, but

even in a more simple and antiquated form than

in Sparta at a subsequent period.** Thus much, at

any rate, we know for certain, that there were

various Dorian cities in the island, the political

arrangemenU of which so closely resembled each

other, that one form of government was ascribed to

all. (Thirlwall, //m^ f/reere, voL L p. 284.) In

the earliest ages of which we have historic in-

formation, this was an aristocracy consisting of three

component bodies, the Cbmt, the Gtmtia {ytpov-

O’la), and the KeeU$ia (^KKAqola). The cotmi

were ten in number, and are by Aristotle (Pol. ii.

7), Ephorus (ap. Strab. L e.\ and Cicero (de Hep.

iL 33) compared to the ephori of Sparta. MtiUcr,

however (iii. 8. § 1 )
compares them with the Spartan

kings, and supposes them to have succeeded to the

functions of the kingly office ;
which Aristotle

(probably alluding to the age of Minos) tells us

was at one time established in Crete. These cosmi

were ten in number, and chosen not from the body
of the people, but from certain or houses,

which were probably of more pure Doric or Achaian

descent than their neighbours. The first of them
in rank was called Protoeoimtu^ and gave his name
to the year. They commanded in war, and also

conducted the business of the state with the repre-

aentati es and ambassadors of other cities. With
respect to the domestic government of the state,

they appear to have exercised a joint authority

with the members of the gerusia, as they are said

to have consulted with them on the most important

matten. (Ephor. L c.) In the tiroes sub^uent
to the age of Alexander, they also performed cer-

tain duties which bore a resemblance to the intro-

duction of the lawsuits into court, by the Athenian

magistrates. (MUller, L e.) Their period of office

was a year ; but any of them during that time

might resign, and was also liable to deposition by
bis colleagues. In some cases, too, they might be
indicted for neglect of their duties. On the whole,

we may eooclode that they formed the executive

and chief power in most of the cities of Crete.

The Genuioj or council of elders, called by the

Cretans consisted, according to Aristotle

(Polit. iL 7), of thirty members who had fonnerly

been cosmi, and were m other respects approved of

(rh dAXh bbtctfiai frpir4^«ro(, Ephor. 1. e.). They
retained their office for life, and are said to have

decided in all mattm that came before them, ac-

cording to their own judgment, and not agreeably
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to any fixed code of laws. They are also said to

have been irresponsible, which, however, hardly
implies that they were independent of the ** un-
written law ** of custom and usage, or uninfluenced

by any fixed principles. (Thirlwall, I/ut. Grttce^

voL L p. 186.) On impoitnnt occasions, as we have
before remarked, they were ^bfiiovXoL, or council-

lors of the cosmi.

The democratic element of the Ectietia was al-

most powerless in the constitution
; its privileges,

too, seem to have been merely a matter of form ;

for, as Aristotle obsen'os, it exercised no function

of government, except ratifying the decreet of the
yipovres and the tc^poi. It is, indeed, not im-
probable that it was only summoned to give its

sanction to theso decrees ; and though this may
appear to imply the power of withholding assent,

still the force of habit and custom would prevent
such on alternative being attempted, or, pcrhaiM,

even thought of. (Thirlv^l, voL L p. 286 ; Gutt-
ling, Eaeursu$ ad Aristot iL 7.)

From these observations, it is clear that the

Cretan constitution was formerly a Dorian aristo-

cracy, which, in the age of Aristotle, had degene-
rated to what he calls a dwaorsia, i. s. a govern-

roent vested in a few privileged f^nilies. These
quarrelled one amongst the other, and raised fac-

tions or parties, in which the demos joined, so that

the ccHistitution was frequently broken up, and a
tempomry monarchy, or rather anarchy, established

on its ruins. The cotmi were, in often de-

posed by the most pou'erful citixens, when the

latter wished to impede the course of justice

against themselves (p^ bovvat SUat), and an
iucocfiia then ensued, without any magis-

trates at the head of the state.

In the time of Polybius, the power of the aris-

tocracy had been completely overthrown
; for he

tells us that the election of the magistrates was
annual, and detennined by democratical principles.

(Polyb. vL 44.) In other respects also, he points

out a difference between the institutions of Crete

and those of Lycurgui at Sparta, to which they
had been compared by other writen.

MUUer observes that the cosmi were, to far as

we know, the chief magistrates in all the cities of

Crete, and that the constitution of these cities was
in oil essential points the some— a proof that their

political institutions were determine by the prin-

dples of the governing, t. e. the Doric race.

The social relations of the Octans seem to have
been almost identical with those of the Spartans.

The inhabitants of the Dorian part of the island

were divided Into three clossea, the fre«'inen, the

perioeci or bwiiKooif and the slaves. The second

class was as old as the time of Minos, and was
undoubtedly composed of the descendants of the

conquered population
;
they lived in the rural dis-

tricts, round the w<(Xcif of the conquerors
;
and,

though penonallr free, yet exercised none of the

privileges or influence of citixens, either in the

administration and enactment of the laws, or tho

use of heavy arms. They occupied certain lands,

for which they paid a yearly tribute or rent, sup-

posed, from a statement'in Athenaeus (iv. p. 143),
to have been an Aeginetic stater.*

* The expression of Dosiadas, rwr bobXmy

tmurroSt probably refers to the perioeci, 3ovXoi

being used as a generic term for those who were

not full and free citixens.
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Th« iUTe« were divided into two elaases, tbe

public bondamen {h aoiH) tovKfla\ and tbe clavea

of individual#, Tbe former were called the

ftyoloL, /u'wta, or Mo'wta trvvoios : the latter,

fuarroit or K\apitrcu, The iupofuitrai were ao

named from the cultivation of the lota of land, or

aaaigned to private citixena, and were
therefore agricultural bondsmen (ol aor* d7fxi*',

Atben. vu p. 263). The ftyoia waa distinguished,

by more prccUo writers, both from the pcriocci

and the aphamiotac
;
ao that it haa been concluded

that every state in Crete poaacaaed a public do-

main, cultivated by the mnotae^ just aa the private

allotments were by the bondsmen of the individual

proprietors. The word /is'ola, aa Thiriwall haa

remarked, is more probably connected with 6ftAs

than Minos.

The origin of the class colled fiyoia, and the

ir\ap^cu, was probably twofold ; for the analogy

of other coses would lead us to suppose that they

consisted partly of the slaves of the conquered
freemen of the country, and partly of such fiwmon
aa rose against the conquerors, and were by them
reduced to bondage. But besides these, there waa
also a class of household sonants employed in

menial labours, and called : they were,

as their name denotes, purchased, and imported

from foreign countries. (R. W.J
COTHURNUS (k6$opvus\ a boot. Its essen-

tial distinction was its height ; it rose above the

middle of the log, so as to surround the calf (aiie

turat riiwa're cothumo^ k 337), and
sometimes it reached as high aa the knees. (Millin,

Vat^$ AtU. vol. i. pi. 20 and 72.) It was worn
princi^uilly by horsemen, hunters, and by men of

rank and authority. The ancient marbles, repre-

senting these different characters, show that the

cnthuntuB was often ornamented in a very tasteful

and eIal>omtc manner. The boots of the ancients

were laced in front, and it waa the object in ao

doing to make them fit the leg ns closely oa pos-

sible. It is evident from the various represent-

ations of the cothurnus in ancient atatuoa, that its

sole was commonly of the ordioar}* thickness. But
it was sometimes made much thicker than usual,

probably by tbo insertion of slices of cork. (Serv.

in Eel. IL cr.) The object was to add to the

apparent stature of the w'earer ; and this was done
either in the case of women who were not so tall

as they wished U) appear (Juv. A<j/. vi. 507), or of

the actors in Athenixin tmgi'dy, who assumed the

cotbunius as a grand and dignified s^Kreies of cal-

COTTABOS.
eoamentum, and had the aoles made anastudly
thick. Of one of tbe methods adopted in order to

magnify their whole appearance. (Virg. viiL

10 ;
H*or. Sti/. i. 5. 64 ; Art Poet. 200.) Hence

tragedy in general ams called coOtumus. (Ov.
Triet. iL 1. 3l>3 ; Juv. vi 633, zv. 29.)

As the cothurnus was commonly worn in hunt-
ing, it is represented both hr poets and statuaries

aa part of the costume of Diana. It was also

attributed to Bocchos (V'ell, P.iL ii 82), and to

Mercury (Hamilton's Toses, vol. iii. pi. 8). The
preceding woodcut shows two cothurni from sta-

tues in the Muico Pio-Clementino (voL it pi 15,

and vd. iii pi 38). [J. Y.)
CO'TTABOS (Ionic, a<$<r(rafor or 8tto6oj), a

social game which was introduced from Sicily into

Greece (Athen. rv. p. 666), where it became one
of the favourite amusements of young people after

their repasts. Tho simplest way in w’hich it ori-

ginally was played waa this :— One of the com-
pany threw out of a goblet a certain quantity of

pure wine, at a certain distance, into a metal basin,

endeavouring to perform this exploit in such a
manner as not to spill any of the wine. While he
was doing this, he either thought of or pronotmeed
the name of bis mistress {Etymol. Mofj. t. v.

KoTTa6i(w), and from the more or less full and
pure sound with which the wine stmek against the

metal basin, the lover drew his conclusions respect-

ing the attachment of tbe object of Lis love. The
sound, as well as the wine by which it was pro-

duced, were called Xdra( or kAttoSos : the metal

basin had various names, either KorrdSiov^ or kot-

raferoF, or Xar<ry«7or, or x*^*^^*’* or Xc«cAxi;,

or <TKd(p7f. (Pollux, vi. 109 ;
Etywol. Mny. L c.

;

Atben. xv. p. 667. tub fin.) Tho action of throw-
ing the wine, and aometimes the goblet itself, was
called dyKuAi), because the persons engaged in the

gome turned round the right hand with great

dexterity, on which they prided themselves. Hence
.\eschylus spoke of n6rraSoi dYauXirrol (Athen.
XV. p. 667.) Thus the cottabus, in its siniplest

form, was nothing but one of the many methods
by which lovers tried to discover whether their

love was returned or not. But this simple amuse-
ment gradually assumed a viuriety of different cha-

racters, and bccanjc, in some instances, a regular

contest, with prizes for the victor. One of the

most celebrated modes in which it was carried on

is describc'd by Athenaeus (JU c.) and in the EtymU.
and was called A basin was

filled with water, with small empty bowls swim-
ming upon it Into these the young men, one after

another, threw the remnant of the wine from their

goblets, and he who had the good fortune to druum
most of the bowls obtained the prize (aorrei^tov),

consisting either of simple cukes, sw'cct-mcaU, or

sesame-eakes.

A third and more complicated form of the col-

tabus is thus described by Suidas (s. r. KoTTaft^w)

.

— long piece of wood being erected on the

ground, anotlicr was placed upon it in on hori-

zontal direction, with two dishes lianging down
from each end

;
underneath each dish a vessel full

of water w*os placed, in each of which stood a gilt

brazen statue, called Every one who look

part in the game stood at a distance, holding a cup
full of w’inc, which he endeavoured to throw into

one of the dishes, in order that, struck down by
the w'cight, it might knock against the head of the

statue which was concealed under tho water. He,
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who spilled least of the wine gained the Ticton%

and thereby knew that ho wm loved by bit mit-

tieta. (See SehoL ad Lucian. Lejciph. 3. vuL iL

p. 325.)

A fourth kind of cottabua, which W'rui called

K6rraSos aarairrdt (dir& roD Kordyttr k6t~
,

Tofor), it detcribed by Pollux (vi. 109), the
^

Scholiast on Aristophanes (i'tix, 1172), and Athc* I

imeut (xv. p. 607). The to-called fidyjts wot
!

placed upon a pillar timilor to a candelabrum, and
|

the dish banging over it must, by meant of wii»e

projected from the goblet, be thrown upon it, and
|

thence full into a basin tilled with water, which I

from this fall gave forth a sound ; and he who pro- I

duced the strongest was the victor, and received

prizes, consisting of eggs, cakes, and sweetmeats.
|

'I'his brief description of four various forms of

thu cutubut may bo sutheient to show the general
!

character of this ^me ; and it is only necessary to
|

add, that the chief object to be accomplished in
j

all the various moditications of the cottabut was to
,

throw the wine out of the goblet in such a manner
that it should renmin together and nothing be

j

spilled, and that it should produce the purest and
;

strongest possible s<»und in the place where it tvas
!

thrown. In Sicily, the popularity of this game
|

was so great, that bouses were built for the especial i

puT]>ose of playing the cottabiis in them. Those
|

readers who wish to become fully acqiuiinted with

all the various forms of this game, may consult

Athenaeus (xv. p. 666, Ac.), the Greek Lexico-

jrmphera, and, above all, Groddeck {Urber den

JiotuJxa der (iriecken^ in his AfUi*f»ftri*che t'er-

nrhcy L Sammlung^ lUUO, pp. 163—23B), who has

collected and described nino dilTerent forms in

w'bich it was played. Becker {Charikies^ t. p. 476,

Ac.) is of opinion that all of them were but roodi-

hcalions of two principal forms. (Compare also Fr.

Jacobs, Ueber den KoUabo* in Wiela^'t Attiaekee

iUiiA'v/M, iii. 1. pp. 475—496.) [L. S.]

CO'TY IjA (aormAt)) was a measure of capacity

among the Romans and Greeks : by the former it

was also called hewimi

;

by the latter, rpuffAfor and
j

or It was the half of the sextarius
|

or ((OTijr, and contained 6 cyatbi, or nearly half a !

pint English.
|

This measure was used by physicians with a I

graduated scale marked on it, like our own chemi-
j^ measures, for measuring out given weights of

fluids, especially oil. A vessel of bom, of a cubic

or cylindrical shape, of tho capacity of a cotyla,

was divided into twelve equal ports by lines cut

on its side. The whde vessel was called /i/ra, and
each of the parts an ounce (aacw). This measure

held nine ounces ( by weight) of oil, so that the

ratio of the weight of tho oil to the number of

ounces it occupied in the measure would be 9 : 12
I

or 3 : 4. (Galcnus, IM Compot. Medicam. per

6'enmi, iiL ^ i. 16, 17, iv. 14, v. 3, 6, vi. 6, 8 ;

AVurm, /Je Pond. Mens. Ac. ; Hussey, On Ancient

Weufkia^ Ac.)

COTYTTIA or COTTYTES (Korbma,
rirrcf), a festival which w'os originally celebrated

by the Edonians of Thrace, in honour of a goddess

cdled Cotys or Cotytto. (Strab. x. p. 470 ; EupoHs,

apud //estfck. $. p. ; Suidas.) It was held at night,

and, according to i?trabo, resembled tho festivals

of the (3abeiri and the Phrygian Cybele. But the

worsliip of Cotys, U^ether with the ft-ativ’al of the

0>tytt^ W’OS adopted by several Greek states,

chiefly those which were induced by their com-
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mercial inUrest to maintain friendly relations with
Thrace. Among these Corinth is expresHly men-
tioned by Suidas, and Strabo (x. p. 471) se<‘nis

to suggest that the worship of Cotys was adopted

by the Athenians, who, as he observes, were as

hospitable to foreign gods as they were to foreigners

in general. (Compare Juven. Sat. il 92.) The
priests of the goddess were fonnerly supposed to

have borne the name of bnptae; but Huttmunn#
has shown that this opinion is utterly groundless.

Her festivals were notorious among the ancients

for the dissolute manner and the debaucheries with
which they were celebrated. (Suidas, s. r. Kkrvs

;

Hurst. Epod. xviL 56 ;
Theocriu vi, 40.) Another

festival of tho same name w'oa celebrated in Sicily

(Piut. Proverb.)^ where boughs hung with cakes
and fruit were carried about, which any person

hod a right to pluck off if bo chose
; but we have

no mention that this festival was {tollutcd with any
of the licentions practices which disgraced those of

Thrace and Greece, unless we refer the allusion

made by Theocritus to the Cotyttin, to the Sicilum

festirsd. (Compare Buttmann's essay, Ueber die

A'ofyftia und die Bajdae^ in his vol. iL

p. 159; Lobeck, A^aojk. pp. 6*27, 1007,
Ac.) [L. S.)

COVINA'RII. fCoviNuaJ
COVl'NUS (Celtic, kotenin), a kind of car, the

spokes of which were armed with long sickles, and
which was us(‘d as a scythe-chariot chiefly by the
ancient Belgians and Britons. (Mclo, iii. 6 ; Euenn,
i. 426

;
Silius, xvii. 422.) The Konuins designated,

by the name of covinui, a kind of travelling car-

riage, which seems to have boon covered on all

sides with the exception of the front It had no
seat for a driver, but was conducted by the travol-

Kt himself^ w*ho sat inside. (Mart Epig. ii. 24.)
There must have been a great similarity between
the Belgian sc)’the-chariot and the Roman travel-

ling carriage, os tho name of the one was transferred

to the othi r, and we may justly conclude that the

Belgian car vras likewise covered on all sides, ex-
cept the front, and that it was occupied by one
man, the covinariui only, who was, by the struc-

ture of his car, sufficiently protected. The cort-

narii (the word occurs only in Tacitus) seem to

hare constituted a regular and distinct part of a
British army. (Tacit A(tr. 35 and 36, with M. J.

H. Becker's note
;
Botticher's Ixj-iam Tacit, s, v.

;

Becker, Gallus^ vol. L p. 222 ; cuni|>orc the article

Esssdum.) [E. S.]

CRATER (KpoT^p: Ionic, Kp7}Hjp: I>at crater

or cratera; from nepdyyvfu^ I mix), a vessel in

which tho wine, according to the niitom of the

ancients, who very seldom drank it pure, was
mixed with water, and from which the cups worn
flUed. In the Homeric age the mixture was al-

ways made in the dining-room by heralds or young
men (aev/xx; see It, liL p. 269, Od. vii. 182, xxi.

271). The use of the vessel is sufficiently clear

from the expressions so frequent in the poems of
Homer: ttpifrripa nepdtraffBat^ i. e. dhfov koI (Idwp

is Kprtriipi fiitryetu: wirtip Kprrrripa (to empty the
crater) ; rrf)a€ur$at {crateru staturrr., to

place the filled crater near the table)
; npyrr^f^i

iirt<rr4^<r$€u woroto (to fill the craters to the

brim, see Buttnuinn, Lexil. t. 15). The crater in

the Homeric age was generally of silver {Od. ix.

203, X. 356), sometimes with a gold edge {O/.
iv. 616), and sometimes all gold or gilt (//. xxiii.

219.) It stood upon a tripod, and its ordinary
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place m the /U7op«r was io the most bonoorable

part of the room, at the iarthett end from the en-

trance, and near the teat of the most distinguished

among the guests. {Od. zxL 145, xxiL 333, com-

Cd with 341.) The size of the crater seems to

I varied according to the number of g^iests ;

fur where their number is increased, a larger crater

is asked for. (//. ix. 202.) It would seem, at

Jeost at a later period (for in the Homeric poems

we find no traces of the custom), that three craters

w’cre filled at evciy feast after the tables were re-

moved. They must, of course, have varied in size

according to the number of guests. According to

Suidjts (s. V. Kpar^ip) the first was dedicated to

Hermes, the second to Cbarisiua, and the third to

Zeus Soter ; but others called them by diOferent

names; thus the first, or, according to others, the

last, was also designated the xpar^p iyoBoti ioL

fiorotf the crater of the good genius (Suidos s. v.

*Ayo6ov Aalfiovos : compare Atheiu xr. p. 692,

&c. ;
Aristoph. r<up. 507, /*ar, 300), Kgorbp

and fteTcu'iwrpls or furdytwTporf because

it a*as the crater from which the cups were filled

after the washing of the hands. (Athen. xr. p. 629,

L &C.)

Craters were among the first things on the em-
bellishment of which the ancient artists exercised

their skill Homer (/I. xxiiL 741, &c.) mentions,

among the prizes proposed by Achilles, a beauti-

fully wrought silver crater, the work of the ingeni-

ous Sidonions, which, by the elegance of its work-

manship, excelled all others on the whole earth.

In the reign of Croesus, king of Lydia, the Lace-

daemonians sent to that king a brazen crater, the

l)order of which was all over ornamented with

figures ({<^ia), and which was of such an enor-

mous size that it contuned 300 amphorae. (Herod,

i. 70.) Croesus himself dedicated to the Delphic

god tv’o huge craters, which the Delphians believed

to be the work of Thcodorus of Samos, and Hero-

dotus (151) was induced by the beauty of their

workmanship to think the same. It was about

01 35, that the Samians dedicated six talents (the

tenth of the profits made by Colaeus on his voyage

to Tartessus) to Hera, in the shape of an immense

brazen crater, the border of which was adorned

with projecting heads of griffins. This crater, which

Herodotus (iv. 152) calls Arrive (from which wc
must infer that the Argive artists were celebrated

for their craters), was supported by three colossal

brazen statues, seven cubits long, with their knees

closed together.

The number of craters dedicated in temples

seems everywhere to have been very great Liviui

Androiiicus, in his Equus Trojanus, represented

Agamemnon returning from Troy w'ith no less than

3UU0 craters (Cic. od /'am, vil 1), and Cicero

(ta IVrr. iv. 58) says thatVerres carried away
from Syracuse the most beautiful brazen craters,

w'hich most probably belonged to the various tem-

ples of that city. But craters were not only de-

dicated to the gods as anathenmta, but were used

on various solemn occasions io their service. Thus

we read in Theocritus (v. 53, compare Virgil,

Edog. V. 67) :—“ I shall offer to the Muses a crater

fill! of fresh m Ik and sweet olive-oil." In sacri-

fices the libatiun was always taken from a crater

(Demosth. Oe Fait. Legal, p. 431, c. LepL p. 505,

a Mid. p. 531, c. MacarL p. 1072 ;
compare Bekk.

Amecdat. p.274. 4), and sailors before they set out

on their journey used to take the libation with
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enpo from a crater, and pour it into the sea.

(Thucyd. vl 32 ;
Diodor. iii. 3 ; Arrian, Anab.

vi. 3 ; Virg. Aea. v. 765.) The name crater was
also sometimes used as synonymous with cirAfo*',

titula^ a pail in which water was fetched. (Naev.
apud Non. xv. 36 ; Hesych. i.v. Kparfiper.)

The Romans u;>cd their crater or emtera for the

same purposes for which it was used in Greece
;

but the roost elegant specimens w’ere, like most
other works of art, made by Greeks. (Viig. Am. i.

727, iil 525 ;
Ovid, /oji. v. 522 ; Hor. Carm.

iii. 18. 7.) [L.S.]
CRATES (jipaoi), a hurdle, used by the

ancients for several purposes. First, in war, espe-

cially in ossaulting a city or camp, they were placed

before or over the head of the soldier to shield off

the enemy's missiles. (Aram. Marc, xxi 1 2.) From
the pUUei.^ which were employed in the some way,
they differed only in being withont the covering of
raw bides. A lighter kind was thrown down to

make a bridge over fosses, for examples of which
see Caesar, B. G. vil 61, 86. By the besieged

(Veget. iv. 6) they were used joined together so

as to form what Vegetius calls a metella^ and filled

with stones : these were then poised betwreen two
of the battlements

;
and as the storming party

approached upon the ladders, overturned on their

heads.

A capita] punishment was called by this name,
whence the phrase mb crate neeari. The criminal

was throwrn into a pit or well, and hurdles laid

upon him, over which stones were afterwards

heaped. (Liv. L 51, iv. 50 ;
Tacit. German. 12.)

eVates called ficariae were used by the country

people upon which to dry fi^ grapes, Ac., in the

ray’s of the sun. (Coluro. xIl 15, 16.) These, as

Columella informs us, were made of sedge or

straw, and also employed as a sort of matting to

screen the fruit from the weather. Virgil {Georg.

I 94) recommends the use of hurdles in agriculture

to level the ground after it has been turned up
with the heavy rake (rasfrwm). Any texture of

rods or twigs seems to have been called by the

general name craUe. [B. J.]

CRE'PIDA (itpijr/r), a slipper. Slippers were
wrorn with the pallium, not with the toga, and
were properly characteristic of the Greeks, though

adopted from them by the Romans. Hence Sue-

tonius says of the Emperor Tiberius (c. 13), Depo>

$Uo patric kabitn redegit te ad pallinm et erepidat.

As the cothurnus was assumed by tragedians, be-

cause it was adapted to be part of a grand and
stately' attire, the actors of comedy, on the other

hand, wore crepldoe and other cheap and common
coverings for the feet [Baxia ; Soccra.] Also,

whereas the ancients hod their more finished boots

and shoes made right and left, their slippers, on

the other hand, were made to fit both feet indif.

fcrentlv. [Isid. On^. ix. 34.) [J. Y.j
CREPITA'CULL'M. [SisTRCM.]
CRETIO HEREDITA'TIS. [Hirer.]
CRIMEN. Though this word occurs so fre-

quently, it is not easy to fix its meoning. Crimen
is often equivalent to aocusatio (xonTTopfa) ; but it

frequently means an act which is legally punish-

able. In this latter sense there seems to be no
exact definition of it by the Roman jurists. Ac-
cording to some modem writers, crimina are either

piiblic or private
; but we have still to determine

the notions of public and prirate. There was a

want of precise terminology as to what, in common
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langtuige, are called criminal oScnces among the

Komatit
;
and thie defect appears in other systems

of jurisjMiidence. Crimen bu been also defined by
modem writers to be that a'bich is capitalis, as

murder, &c.
;
delictum, that which is a private

injury (privata noxa)
;
a distinction founded ap-

parently on Dig. 21. tit 1. a 17. $ 15.

Delicts (dclicta) were maleficia, wrongful acts

(Dig. 47. tit 1. s. 3), and the foundation of one

class of obligationes : these delicts, as enumerated

by Gaius (iii. 182), are furtum, npina, damnum,
injuriae

;
they gave a right of action to the indi-

vidual iniure^ and intitled him to compensation.

These delicts were sometimes called crimina (cri-

men furti, Gains, ill 197). Crimen therefore is

sometimes applied to that class of delicta called

privata (Dig. 47. Ut 1. De Privatit DeUdU) ; and
accordingly crimen may be viewed as a genus,

of which the delicta enumerated by Ooius are a

species. But crimen and delictum are sometimes

used as synonymous. (Dig. 48. tit 19. s. 1.) In

one passage (Dig. 48. tit 19. a 5) we of

majora delicta (a term implying that these are

minora delicta), which expression is coupled with

the expression omnia crimina in such a way that

the inl^crence of crimen containLi^ delictum is, so

far as concerns this passage, necessary; for the

omnia crimina comprehend (in this passage) more

than the dclicta majora.

Some judicia publica were capitalia, and some

were not (Dig. 48. tit 1. s. 2.) Judicia, which

concerned crimina, were not, for that reason only,

publico. There were, therefore, crimina which

were not tried in judicia publico. This is con-

sistent with what is stated above as to those cri-

mina (delicta) which were the subject of actions.

Those crimina only were the subject of judicia

publica, which were made so by special laws
;
such

as the Julia de adulteriis, Cornelia de sicariis ct

veneficis, Poropeia de porrietdiis, Julia pcculatus,

Cornelia de testamentis, Julia de vi privata, Julia*

dt vi publica, Julia de ambitu, Julia repctundanim,

Julia de annono. (Dig. 48. tit 1. s. 1.) So for as

Cicero (De Orai. ii. 25) enumerates causae criroi-

num, tl^y were causae publici judlcii
;
but he adds

(it 31), ** criminum cst multitudo infinita.** .^gain,

infiunia was not the consequence of every crimen,

but only of those crimina which were **
publici

judicii.^ A condemnation, tbereforr, for a crimen,

not publici judicii, was not followed by infamia,

unless the crimen laid the foundation d an actio,

in which, even in the case of a privatum judicium,

the condemnation was followed by infamia ; as

furtum, nipina, injuriae. (Dig. 48. tit 1. a 7.)

Most modem writers on ^mon kw have con-

sidered delicta as the general term, which they

have subdivided into dclicta publica and privat^

The division of delicta into publica and privata

bad portly its origin in the opinion generally enter-

tained of the nature of the delict ; but tho legal

distinction roust be derived from a consideration of

the form of obtaining redress for, or punishing, the

wrong. Those dclicta which were punishable ac-

cording to special leges, senatus-consulto, and con-

slitationes, and were prosecuted in judicia publica

by an accusatio publico, were more especially colled

crimina ; and tne pendtiea, in case of conviction,

were loss of life, of freedom, of civitas, and the con-

sequent infamia, and sometimes pecuniary penalties

Those delicta not provided for as above rocn-

tioDed, were prosecuted by action, and were the
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subjects of judicia privata, in which pecuniar}* com-
pensation vs-as awarded to the injured jwrty. At a
later period wc find a class of crinuna extmor-
dinaria (Dig. 47. tit. 11), which ore somewhat
vaguely defined. They arc offences which in the

earlier law would have been the foundation of

actions, but were assimiUted, as to their punish-

ment, to crimina publici judicii This new class

of crimina (new as to the form of judicial proceed-

ings) must have arisen from a growing opinion of
the propriety of not limiting punishment, in certain

cases, to compensation to the party injured. The
person who inquired judicially extra ordincm, might
affix what punishment he pleased, within reason-

able limits. (Dig. 46. tiL 19. a. 13.) Thus, if a
person intended to prosecute his action, which
was founded on muleficiuro (delict), for pecuniary

compensation, he followed the jus ordinarium
; but

if he wished to punish the offender otherwist* (extra

ordincm ejus rei poenam exerceri (e?) velit), then he
took criminal proceedings, ^subscripsit in crimen."

(Dig. 47. tit. 1. 8. 3.)

The forty-seventh book of the Digi'st treats first

of delicta privata properly so called (Tit. 1— 10),
and then of extraordinaria crimina. The forty-

eighth book treats of crimina, and the first title is

De Publicis Judiciis. Compensation might be de-
manded by the heredes of the injured person, and
of the heredes of the wrong -doer ; but the heredes
of the wrong-doer were not liable to a penal action

(pocnalis actio, Dig. 47. tit 1. s. 1). Componso-
Uon could be sued for by the party injured : a
penalty, which was not a direct benefit to the in-

jured party, was sued for by the state, or by those

to whom the power of prosecution was given, as in

the case of the lex Julia de adulteriis, Ac. In
the case of dclicta publica, the intention of the

doer was the main thing to be considered : the

act, if done, was not for that reason only punished ;

nor if it remained incomplete, was it for that rea-

son only unpunished. In the cose of deliita pri-

vata, the injury, if done, was always compensated,
even if it was merely culpa. [O. L.]

CRINIS. [Coma.]
CRISTA. [Galba.]
CRITAE (apiTol), judges. This name was

applied by the Greeks to any person who did not

judge of a thing like a Sucaer^f, according to

positive laws, but according to his own sense of

justice and equity. (Hen^ ill 160; Demnsth.
OijfHth. L p. 17, c. Afid. p. 520.) But at Atliciis

a number of Kptral was chosen by ballot from a
number of selected candidates at every celebration

of the Dionysio, and were called ol ttptraiy tear*

Their office was to judge of the merit of

the dilFcrent choruses and dramatic poems, «*uid to

award the prize* to the victors. ( Isocr. 7m;*ez.

p. 3G5, a with Coraes' note.) 7'hcir number is

stated by Saidas (s. r. *Ey w4rrt Kpirmy yovycuri)

to have been five for comedies, and G. Hermann
has supposed, with great probability, that there

were on the whole ten aptroi, five for comedy, and
the same nambier for tragedy, one being taken

from every tribe. The expression in Aristophanes

{Av. 421), yiKoy wa<r< rols apcrcur, signifies to

gain the victory by the unanimous consent of the

five judges. For the complete literature of this

subject, see K. F. Hermann's Afanuai of the Pol.

Ant. of Greece^ 11 149. n. 1.3. [L. S.]

CRO'BYLUS. [Coma.]
CROCOT.\ {fic. testis; HpoKorrhy k.
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or HpoKtrrhs tc. ^ drcfts,

ehicHy worn hy w'oroen on solemn occa:sious, and

in Oreocc csprcialh’,nt the festival of the Dionysia.

(ArUtoph. Han, 46, with the Sckol, Lytu^r.

44 ; Pollux, iv. IB. 117.) It was also worn by

the priest of Cyl>clo (Apul. Afei. B and 11 ;

Virg. Am. ix. 614), and sometimes by men of

eifcininatc character. (Aristiph. Thestmtph. 253 ;

Suldas, «. r. / PlnuL and Naewius, ap. Noniunt^

xiv. 8. and xvi. 4 ;
Cic. I/anup. 21.) It

is evident from the passage of Viryil, that its

name was derived from crocus^ one of the favourite

colours of the Greek ladies, os we still see in the

pictures discovered at Herctilancum and Pompeii.

The circumskmcc that dresses of this colour were

in Latin commonly called vestes crocatac or cro-

ceae, has induced some writers on antiquities to

suppose tltat crocota was derived from «rpo«c^

(woof or weft), or KpoKts (a Bake of wool or cotton

on the surface of the doth\ so that it would be a

soR and woolly kind of dress. (Salmas, ad Ca-

pUjJin. Pertinac. 8. t. L p. 547, and ad TfriuH. De
Pali, p. 329.) But the passages above referred to

are sufficient to refute this opinion, and the name
crocota was, like many others, adopted by the

Romans from the Orceka (Compare Becker’s

C%trikle*^ vol. it p. 351, dec.) [L. Si.]

CUU'NI.V {tcp6pw.\ a festival celebrated at

Athens in honour of Croaos, whose worship was

said to have been introduced into Attica by

Cecropa. He had a temple in common with Rhea.

(Pans, t 18. § 7 ; comp, vt 20. § I.) The fes-

li%-al was held on the twelfth of the month of

Hccalombaeon (l)eroosth. c, Timoer. p. 708 ;
PluL

Thf*. 12 ; Etym. M. s. r.), which, at on early

period of the history of Attica, bore the name of

p^¥ KpovitfP, (Atheo. xiit p. 581.)

Thu Rhodians also celebrated a festival in honour

of Cronos— perhaps the Phoenician Moloch— to

whom human sorriticcs, generally consisting of

crimimila, were oifored. The festival was held on

the sixteenth of Metageitnion. (Porphyr. JJe

Al*linmt, ii. 54.)

Greek writers, when speaking of the Roman
Snttinialia, apply to them the name Kpdvui, which

in the early times seem to have really resembled

thcjn in their excessive merriment, (Sec Athen.

xiv. p. 639 ;
Appian, Snmn. 10. § 5 ;

Buttmann,

Afythol. vo). ii. p. 52, dec.) [ {«. S.]

CRO TALUM (xgdraXov), a kind of cymlml,

erroneously supposed by some writers to be the

same with the tixtrum. [Siarnt^M.] The mistakes

of learned men on this point are refuted at

length hy Lamp'* f'rf. L 4, .5, 6). Prom
Suklas and the Scholiast on Aristophanes (.Vitdef,

260), it appears to have been a split reed or cane,

which clattered when shaken with the hand. Ac-

cording to Eustathius (//. xi. 160), it was made of

shell Hiid brass, as well os of wood, Clemm
Alexnndrinus further says that it was an invention

of the Sicilians.

Women who jdayed on the crotalura were

termed cnrfo/ijrfnoe. Such was Virgil's Copa (2),

** Crispum sub crotnlo docta movere latus."

The line alludes to the dance with erotala (similar

to castaneu>, for which we have the additional

testimony of Slacrohius ii. 10'. The annexed

woodcut, taken from the drawing of an aiicicnt

marbU in Spon'i Miscellanea (sec. i. art. vi. 6g.

CRUX.
43), ropraents one of these croialit&iae perform^

ing.

The word irp<^aXoi' is often applied, by an easy
metaphor, to a noisy talkative person. (Aristoph.

AVi. 44H ; Eurip. (yd, 104.) [B. J.]

CRUSTA. [Cablatura
;
Chrtskndbta

;

Emrlbmata.]
CRUX (oTaupdr, irifdAoik), an instrument of

capital punishment, used by several ancient nations,

especially the Romans and (Carthaginians. The
words aravpAm and imoKo/wl^m arc also applieil to

Persian and Egyptian punishments, but Cnsaiibon

Antibaron. xvL 77) doubts whether they

describe the Roman method of crucifixion. From
Seneca (Cbns. ad Afarr. xx., Episl, xiv. ] ) we
learn the latter to have been of tw'o kinds, the less

nsuni sort being rather impalement than what w*c

should descrilw? by the word crucifixion, as the crimi-

nal was transfixed by a pole, which passed through

the back and spine and came out at the mouth.

The cross was of several kinds ; one in the shape

of an X, called erux Andreatia^ because tradition

reports St Andrew to have suffered upon it ; an-

other was farmed like a T, os we learn from Lucian

VocoL xii.), who makes it the subject of a
charge against the letter.

The third, and most common sort, was made of

two pieces of w’ood eroieed, so as to make four right

angles. It was on this, according to the unani-

mous testimony of the fathers w*ho sought to con-

firm it by Scriptore itself (Lips, De Crurf^ i. 9),

that our Saviour suffered. The ptmishment, os is

well known, was chiefiy inflicted on slaves, and
the worst kind of malefactors. (Jnv. ri. 219 ; Hor.

Sat. I 3. 82.) The manner of it was as follows :— The criminal, after sentence pronounced, carried

his cross to the place of execution
; a custom men-

tioned by Plutarch (De Tun/. Dei Vind. (tnurrot

Twv KOKOvpyw 4it<p4pfi rhr abrov <rravp6r\ and
Artemidorus (Oneir. ii. 61), os well as in the

Gospels. From Li\’y (xxxiii. 36) and Valerius

Maximus (L 7), scourging appears to have formed

a part of this, as of other capital punishments

among the Romans. The scourging of our Sa-

viour, however, is not to be regarded in this light,

far, as Grotius and Hammond have observed, it

was inflicted before sentence was pronouiKcd.

(St. Luke, xxiiL 16 ;
Si. John, xix. 1. 6.) The

criminal was next stripped of his clothes and
nailed or bound to the crass. The latter aiis the

more painful method, as the sufTerer was left to die

of hunger. Instances are recorded of persons who
surrived nine dnya It was usual to leave the

bodv gc the crass after death. The brc.nking of

the ]i}js of the thieves, mentioned in the Gospels,

Digiti'-.r'
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v&» accidental ; because by the Jewish law, it it

expressly remarked, the b«idies could not remain

on the cross during the Sabbath-day. (Lipsiua,

/Je Crmot

;

Casaubon, £iier. Antibarom. xtL

77.) [aj.]
CRYPTA (from apwrrsiy, to conceal), a crj'pt.

Amongst the Romans, any long narrow vault,

whether wholly or partially below the level of the

earth, is expressed by this term ; such as a sewer

{crypta .Subunte^ Juv. Sai. . 106) [Cloaca]
; tbe

oarerm of the circus [Circus, p.2B5] ; or a
magazine for the reception of agricultural produce.

(VitruT. vi. 8 ;
comp. Varro, I{. U. i. 67.)

The specific senses of the word are :
—

1 . A covered portico or arcade ; called more
definitely crypto-fxniieuM^ because it was not sup-

ported by open columns like the ordinary portico,

but closed at the sides, with windows only for the

admission of light and air. (Plin. KpiA. ii. 16,

T. 6, vii. 2L : Sidon. Bput. ii. 2.) These were
frequented during summer for their coolnoM. A
portico of this kind, almost entire, is still remain-

ing in tbe suburban villa of Arrius Diomedes at

Pompeii. [ PoRTicua. ]

Some theatres, if not all, had a similar portico

attached to them for the convenience of the per-

formers, who there rehearsed their parts. (SueL
Cal. 68 ;

compare Dion Cass. lix. 20 ;
Joseph.

Atiliq. xix. 1. § 14.) One of these is mentioned

by P. Victor ix.) as the crypta Ilalbi, at-

tached to the theatre built by Cornelius Baibas at

the instigation of Augustus (Suet Aug. '19 ; Dion
Cass. liv. 26), which is supposed to be the ruin

now seen in the Via di S. Maria di Cacaberis, be-

tween tbe church of that name and tbe S. Maria
di PiantOw

2. A grotto, particularly one open at both ex-

tremities, forming what in modem langtmge is

denominated a ^tunnel," like the grotto of Pausi-

lippo, well knowm to every visitant of Naples.

This is a tunnel excavated in tbe tu/o rock, about

20 feet high, and 1600 long, forming the direct

communication between Naples and Poxzuoli (/*m-

fro/t), called by the Homans crypta NeapoUtaua^

and described by Seneca {EpUt. 67) and Strabo

who calls it Kpvrr^ (v. p. 246 ;
compare

Petron. /V057. xiii.),

A subterranean vault nsed for any secret wor-

ship, but more particularly for the licentious rites

consecrated to Priapus, W'os also called cryj)ta.

(Peimn. Sat. xvL 3 ;
compare xvii. 8.)

3. When the practice of consuming the body by
fire was relinquished [FUNUS], and a number of

bodies were consigned to one place of burial, os

the catacombs for instance, this common tomb was

called crypta. (Salmas. ExcrciL Plinian, p. 860 ;

Aring. Horn. Subterr. i. 1. § 9 j Prudent Ilvpl

Iri^. xL 153.) One of these, the crypta Nepo-

tioMo^ which was in the vicut Patriciu*^ under the

Esqiiiline (Festus, $. jc. Scptinumtium\ was used

by the early Christians, during the times of their

p-rsemtion, ns a place of secret worship, os well

as of interment, and contains many interesting

inscriptions. (Nordini, Rom. Antic, iv. .3 ; Mail-

land, The Church in ihs Catacombs.) [A. R.]

CRYPTEIA (xpinrrsla, also called upincTla

or KpuwHt\ was, according to Aristotle («/>. Plut

Lye. 28), an institntion introduced at Sparta by

the legislation of Lycurgus. Tu character was so

cruel and atrocious, that Plutarch only with great

reluctance submitt^ to the authority of Aristotle
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in ascribing its introduction to the Spartan law-
giver. The description which he gives of it is

this:— The ephon, at internals, selected from
among the young Spartans, those who appeared to

be best qualified for the task, and sent tlicun in

various directions all over the country’, provided
with daggers and their necessary food. During
the daytime, these young men concealed them-
sel\*es i but at night they broke forth into the
high-roads, and massacred those of the helots

whom they met, or whom they thought proper.

Sometimes also they ranged over the fields < in the

daytime) and despatched the strongest and host of

the helots. This account agrees with that of

llcracleides of Pontus (c. 2), who speaks of the

practice as one that was still carried on in his own
time, though he describes its introduction by i..y-

curgus only as a report

The erypteia has generally been considered
either as a kind of military training of the Spartan
youths, in which, as in other coses, the lives of
the helots were uuscrupulously sacrificed ; or as a
means of lessening the num^rs and weakening
the power of the slaves. But Muller {Dorians^

iil 3. § 4), who is anxious to soften the notions

generally current respecting the relations between
the helots and their masters, supposes that Plutarch
and Heradeides represent the institution of the
erypteia ** as a war which the ephors themselves,

on entering upon their yearly office, proclaimed

against the helots.** Heradeides, however, does

not mention this proclamation at all ; and Plutarch,

who mentions it on the authority of Aristotle,

does not represent it as identical with the cTTjHeia.

Muller also supposes that, according to the re-

ceived opinion, this chase of the slaves took place

regularly every year ; and showing at once the

absurdity of such an annual proclamation of war
and massacre among tho slaves, he rejects what he
calls the common opinion altogether os involved in

inextricable difficulties, and has recourse to |*lato

to solve tho prublora. But Thirlwall {Hist. 6'rerre,

vol. L p. 311) much more judiciously considers

that this proclamation of war is not altogether

groundless, but only a misrepresentation of some-

thing else, and that its real character was most
probably connected with the erypteia. Now, if we
suppose that the thing here misrepresented and
exagf^erated into a proclamation of war, was some
promise which the ephors on entering upon their

office were obliged to make, for instance, to protect

the state against any danger that might arise from

too great an increase of the numbers and power
of the helots— a promise which might very easily

be distorted into a proclamation of war— there is

nothing contrary to the spirit of the legislation of

Lycuigiu ;
and such an institution, by no means

surprising in a slave- holding state like S|«rta,

where the number of free citisens was compara-

tively very small, would have conferred upon the

ephors the legal authority occamonally to send out

a number of young Spartans in chase of the helots.

(Isocr. p. 271, b.) That on certain oc-

casions, when the state had reason to fear the

overwhelming number of slaves, thousands were

massacred with the sanction of the public authori-

ses, is a well-known fact. (Thucyd. iv. 60.) It

is, however, probable enough that such a system
may at first have been carried on with some di^^ree

of moderation
;
but after attempts bad been made

by the slaves to emancipate themselves and put
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their maitors to death, ai was the case during and
after the i^rthquakc in Laconia, it auuraed the

l»arbarous and atrocious character which we have
described above. (Compare Pint. Lyc. 28, tub fin,)
If the cr>*pteia had taken i^ace annually^ and at a

fijnd time^ we should, indeed, have reason, with
Muller, to wonder why the helots, who in many
districts lived entirely alone, and were united by
despair for the take of common protection, did not

every year kindle a most bloody and determined
war throughout the whole of I^conia

;
but Plutarch,

the only authority on which this supposition can

rest, docs not say that the cryptcia took place

but 3ti xp6vov^ i.e. “ at intervals,” or

occasionally. (Hermann, ad Viffer. p. 856.) The
difficulties which Muller 6nds in what he calls the

common account of the crypteia, arc thus, in our

opinion, removed, and it is no longer necessary to

seek their solution in the description given by
Plato (De Ley. i. p, 6.33, vi. p. 76.3), who pro-

posed for his Cretan colony a similar institution

under the name of cryptcia. From the knowm
partiality of Pinto for Spartan institutions, and his

inclination to represent them in a favourable light,

it will be admitted that, on a subject like this, his

evidence will be of little weight. And when he
adopted the name ciymtcia for bis institution, it

,

by no means follows that he intended to make it
|

in every respect similar to that of Sparta ; a partial

resemblance was sufficient to tramsfer the name of

the Spartan institution to that which he proposed

to establish ; and it is sufficiently clear, from his

own w'ords that his attention was more particu-

larly directed to the ad^’nntoges which young sol-

diers might derive from such hardships as the

npvwrol had to undergo. But even Plato's colony

would not have been of a very humane character,

os his Kpvwroi w'erc to go out in arms and make
free use of the slavca [L. S.j

CRYPTOPO'UTICUS. [Crvpta.]
CyBICUL.VRII, were slaves who had the

care of the sleeping and dwelling rooms. Faithful

slaves were always selected for this office, as they

had, to a certain extent, the care of their master's

person. When Julios Caesar was taken by the

pirates, he dismissed all his other slaves and
attendants, only retaining with him a physician

and two cubiculnrii. (Suet. Caet. 4 ) It was the

duty of the cubicularii to introduce visiters to their

master (Cic. ad AH, vi. 2. § 5, ta Verr. iii. 4} ;

for which purpose they appear to have usually re-

mained in an ante-room (Suet. ri6. *21, Dom. 16).

Under the later emperors, the cubicularii belong-

ing to the palace were called jiraepofiHsa^ro cubicu/oy

and were persons of high rank. (Cod. 1*2, tit. 5.)

CUBI'(^ULUM, usually moans a sleeping and
dwelling room in n liomnn house [Domus], but is

also applied to the pavilion or tent in which the

Roman empernrs w’erc accustomed to witness the

public garoea (Suet. AVr. 12 ;
Plin. Panep. 51.)

It appears to have been so called, because the

emperors were accustomed to recline in the cubicula,

instead of sitting, as was anciently the practice, in

o S(-lln enrulis. (Emesti, a<f .S'ltef. /. c.)

CU 'BITU8 tt measure of length used by
the Greeks, Homans, and other nations, was origi-

nally the length of the human arm from the elbow
to the vrrist, or to the tip of the forefing r

;
the

latter was its signification among the Greeks and
Homans. It was eqiuil to a foot and a half ; and
.therefore the Roman cubit w*os a little lesa, and

CUDO.
the Greek cubit a little more, than a foot and a
half English. The aibit was divided by the
Greeks into 2 spans (<nn0a^af), 6 hand-breadths
(waAoicrrof), and 24 finger breadths (3cUtvXm),
and by the Romans into l^^feet, G bread lhs(/)afmi),
and 24 thumb-breadths (pollioe*). (Wunn, JJe

Pond. Afon$. &c.
; Hussey, On Ancient

&C., see the Tables.) Respecting the Egyptian
and other cubits, see Boekli, MetroL L'ntcr$udi,

p.211. [P.S.J
CUDUS, a vessel, the sides of which were

formed by six equal squares (including the top),

each square having each of its sides a foot long.

The solid contents of the cube were equal to the

amphora. (libera. Fann. De Poniy Ko. v. 59

—

6*2
; MaraKTSs). In Greek avdos is the cfjuiva-

Icnt of the Latin Txsskra. [P. S.]

CUCULLUS, a cowL As the cowl was in-

tended to be used in the open air, and to be drawn
over the head to protect it from the injuries of the
weather, instead of a hat or cap, it was attached
only to garments of the coarsest kind. Its form is

seen attached to the dress of the shepherd in the

annexed woodcut, which is taken from a gem in

the Florentine cabinet, and represents a Roman
shepherd looking at the she-wolf with Romulus
and liemus. The cacullus was also used by i>cr-

sons in the higher circles of society, when they
wished to go abroad w’ithout being knou'u. (Juv.

vi 330.) The use of the cowl, and also of tho

cape [Bihrus], which scrvc<l the same purq>ose,

was allowed to slaves by a law in the CakIcx Theo-
dosianua (Vossius, Etym. Ling. Lai. $. v. Dirrus.)

Cowls were imported into Italy from Sainies in

France {Sautonico cuculloy Juv. viii 145 ;
SchoL

in /oc.), and from the country of tlic Bardaci in

Illyria. (Jul. Cap. Petiinaty 8.) Those from the

latter locality wore probably of a peculiar fashion,

which gave origin to the terra Darditcucullus,

Liiumid cuctiUi are mentioned by Martial (xiv.

139.) (J. Y.J
CUDO or CUDON, a skull-cap, made of leather

or of the rough shaggy fur of any wild animal

(Sil. Ital. viii. 495, xvi 59), such as were worn
by the velUa of tho Roman armies (Polyb. vi. 20),

and apparently synonymous with galtruj (Virg*

Aen. viL 688) or gaicricuiu^ (Frontin. .S’/ru/qyem.

iv. 7. §*29.) In the sculptures on the Column of

Trojan, some of the Roman soldiers arc repre-

sented with the skin of a wild beast drawn over

the bead, in such a manner that the face appears

between the upper and lower jaws of the animal,

while tho rest of the skin falls doam behind over

the back and shoulders, as described by Virgil

(Aen. vii. 666). This, hou'cver, was an extra de-

fence (Polvb. 1. e.)y and must not be taken for the

cudoy which was the cap itself
;
that is, a particular
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kind of [Oalba.] The following' rfpre-

sentAtion of a ciido ii taken from Choul’s Castro-

mem. dee Amciene Homaims^ 1581. [A. R.]

CTJLCITA. [Lbctur.]
CUXEUS, or CU'LLEUS, a Roman mcojure,

which wa# uied for retimating the produce of vine-

yards. It was the largest liquid measure used by
the Romans, containing 20 OTHp/kontr^oT IGOcoa^V,

that is, almost 1 1

9

gallons. (Rhem. Fann. De d*ond.

Ac. V. 80, 87 ; Plin. ff.N. bit. 4 ;
Vairo, H. R.

12.S7; Colum. ills.) IP. S.]

CU'LEUS or CU'LLEUS, a sack used in the

punishment of porricidet.. [Lbb Cobnblia db
SlCARIlS.]
CULI'NA. [Domus.]
CULPA. The general notion of dolus malus

nay be conveniently erplained under this head.

Culpa in its most general juristical sense of any
illegal act of commission or omission comprehends

dolus malus. But the special meaning of culpa is

distinct from that of dolus malus. Dolus malus is

thus defined by Labeo (Dig. 4. tit 3. s. 1) :
—

** Dolus malus est omnis calliditas, fallacla, machi-

natio ad circumveniendum, fallendum, decipiendum

aitemm adhibita.** Dolus malus, therefore, has

reference to the evil design with which an act is

accomplished to the injury of another ;
or it may

be the evil design with which an act is omitted that

ought to be done. The definition of Aquilius, a

learned jurist, the friend of Cicero and his collrague

in the preetorship {<U Of. Hi. 14), lal>ours under the

defect of the definition of Servius, which is criticised

by lAibeo. (Dig. 4. tit 8. s. 1.) This seems to be

the Aquilius who, by the edict, gave the action of

dolus malus in all cases of dolus malus where there

was no le^slative provision, and there was a justa

eausa. (Cic. de Nat. Dear. iii. 30.)

It it sometimes considered that culpa in the

•pecial sense may be either an act of commission

or omission ; and that an act may fall short of

dolus, as not coming within the above definition,

but it may approach very near to dolus, and so be>

come enipa oolo proximo. But the characteristic

of culpa appears to be omiuion. It is true that

the damnum which is necessary to constitute culpa

IS often the consequence of some act ; but the act

derives its culpose character rather frcmi something

that is omitted than from what is done.

Culpa then being characterised by an act of

emission (aeg/i^/earia), or omissio diligentiae, the

question always is, how far is the person charged

with culpa bound to look after the interest of an-

other, or to use diligentia. There is to such ge-

neral obligation, but there is such obligation in

particular cases. Culpa is sometimes divided into

jBto, lerit,and levisaimB. Lata culpa ** est nimia
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negligentia, id est, non intclligerc quod omnot
intclligunu” (Dig. tit, 16. s. 213.) If then one
nuui injured the property of another by gross care-

lessness, he was always bound to make good the
damage (damnum praestare). Such culpa was not

dolus, because there was not intention or design,

hut it was as bad in its conseejnenoes to the pcnMJii

charged with it

Levis culpa is negligence of a smaller di^gree.

He who is answerable for levis culpa, is answer-
able for injury caus'd to tbc property of another
hy tome omission, which a careful person could
have prevented. For instance, in the case of a
thing lent [Commodatl'm], a man must take at

least as much care of it os a careful man does of
his own properly. There is never any culpa, if

the penon cnarged with it has done all that the
most careful perstm could do to prevent loss or

damage. Levissima culpa came within the mean-
ing of the term culpa in the lex Aquilia; that is,

any injurv that happened to one man's propertv
through t)ie conduct of another, for want of sucK

care as the most careful person would bike, was a
culpa, and therefore punishable. But the expres-

sion le%issima culpa is said to occur only once in

the Digest (Dig. 9. tiu 2. a 44).

In the passage of Horace (5o^ ii. 2. 123.)

“ Post hoc ludus erat culpa potare mngutra,**

Bentley has the absurd emendation of ** cuppa.**

The general meaning of culpa in the Roman
writers is well explained by Haste (p. 8). Thera
is great difficulty in stating the Roman doctrine

of dolus and culpa, and modem jurists are by
no means agreed on this matter. The chief essay

on this subject is the classical work of llaaso
** Die Culpa des RciroUchen Rechts, second edition

by Relhmann— Hollw'eg, 1838. Hasse's view is

briefly explained in a note by Rosshirt, to his edU
tion of Mackeldcy*s Lchrbuch, § 342 (I2th ed.) ;

btit it requires a careful study of his work to com-
prehend Hasse's doctrine fully, and to appreciate tbo

great merits of this excellent essay. What is stated

in this short article is necessarily incomplete, and
may be in some respects incorrect. [O. L.]

CULTER (probably from cr//o, perorUo

;

dim
euluUus, Engl. couJitr ; in southern Germany, dae
kolier ; French, cotdeau ; Greek, futxaipo, (covft,

or ff^ayisy, a knife with only one edge, which
formed a straight line. The blade was pointed

and its back curved. It was used for a variety of

purposes
; but chiefly for killing animals either

m the slaughter-house, or in hunting, or at the

altars of the gods. (Liv. iii. 48 ;
Scribonius,

Oompot. Med. IS
;
Suet Amg. 9; Plaut Red. i 2.

45; Virg. iii. 492 ; Ovid. /'Mst. i. 321.)

Hence the expressions—botem ad n/llmm eaienr,
** to buy an ox for the purpose of slaughtering it

**

(Varro, De Re Rust. ii. 5) ; me su6 c^tro
** be leaves me in a state like that of a victim dnii;grd

to the altar** (Hor. Sat. i. 9. 74) ; se ad cuUntn
/oeure, ** to beomc a bosliarius** (Seneca, A/*. 87).

From some of the passages above referred to, it

would appear that the cultcr w*as carried in a kind
of sheath. The priest who conducted a sacrifice

never killed the victim himself ; but one of his

ministri, appointed for that purpose, who was called

either by the general name miniHer^ or the more
specific popa or emiirarius. (Suet Ca!^. 32.) A
tomb-stone of a cullrarius is still extant <uid upon
it two cultri are rcpreient<\l (Onitcr, Ineeripi, voL

It It 3
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il p.640. No. 11), which are copied in the an*

neaed woodcuU

The name culter was also applied to rasort (Cic.

De Ofi". ii 7 ;
Plin* Yii. 59 { Petron. Sai, 108),

and kitchen knircs (Varro,a;). A'ba. iiL 32). That

in these cases the culter was dilTerent from those

above represented, and most probably smaller, is

certain ; since whenever it was used for shavinff or

domestic purposes, it was always distinguished

from the common culter by some epithet, as culter

tomeoriuiy euUer coqumari*. Fruit knives were also

called cultri ; but they were of a smaller kind

(cWfc^/i), and made of bone or ivory (Colum. xii.

14, 45 ;
Piin. xii. 25 ; Scribon. c. 83). Colu-

mella, who gives (iv. 25) a very minute descrip-

tion of afalx CMttoria, a knife for pruning vines,

•ays that the part of the bbde nearest to the

handle was call^ culter on account of its similarity

to an ordinary culter, the edge of that part form-

ing a straight line. This culter according to him
was used when a branch was to bo cut oiT which

required a hard pressure of the hand on the knife.

The name culter, which was also applied to the

aharp and pointed iron of the plough (Plin. //. A^
zviii. 18. 48), is still extant in English, in tho form

ctmltety to designate the same thing. [Aratrvm.]
The expression m cultrum or im cuUro coUocaiut

(Vitruv. X. 10, 14) signifies placed in a perpendi-

cular position. [L. &]
CU LTUA'RHJS. [Culter.)
CU'NEUS. [Exxrcitur ; Theatbum.)
CUNreULUS (vw6yofios\ A mine or pos-

tage underground so called from its resemblance

to the burrowing of a rabbit Thus Martial (xiii.

60) says,

**Oaudet in effossis habitare cuniculus antris,

Monstravit tacitas bostibus ille vias.**

Fidcnae and Veii are said to have been taken

by miites, which opened, one of them into the

citadel, the other into the temple of Juno. (Liv.

iv. 2*2, V. 19.) Niebuhr {Hitt. R*m. voL ii.

p.48.'{) observes thatuhere is hardly any authen-

tic instance of a town being taken in the manner
related of Veil, and supposes that the legend arose

out of a tradition that Vcii was taken by means of

a mine, by which a part of tho wall w'as over-

thrown. [R. \V.]

CUPA, a wine-rot, a vessel very much like the

CURATOR,
dclitmy and used for the same purpose, namely, to

receive the fresh must, and to contain it daring the
process of fermentation. The inferior wines were
drawn for drinking from the cm/xz, without being
bottled in amphor^ aiul hence the term rmam d»
cupa {\tar.ap. Ao«. it 113

;
Dig. 18. tit. 6. s. 1.

§ 4). The phrase in Homce (5ia/. it 2. \2Z)yOtpa
potare magittra^ if correct, would mean, to make
the w'ine vessel the sole magUter ftihtttdi

;

Bentley
adopts in this passage, as another form of

copoy a a word connected with caupo

:

this

word occurs in Suetonius (A^er. 27), and one of

Virgil's minor poems was entitlt d Copa or Cupa.
(Charis. i. p. 47, Putsch.) In the passage of

Horace, however, the reading cupa is only con-

jectural: the MSS. give culpoy out of which a
good sente can be made. (Sm the notes of Hein-
dorf, Orelli, and DUnUer.)
Tho cupa was either m^e of earthenware, like

the dotium^ or of wood, and covered with pitch. In
the latter case, pme-wood was preferred (Plin.

//. N. zvL 10. s. IH). It was used for other
purposes, such as prceerved fruits and com, form-
ing rafts, and containing combustibles in war,

' and even for a sorcophagiis. (See the passages
cited by ForceUiui, s. v.) [Comp. Dolium ; Vf-
NUSf.) [P.S.]
CURA. [Curator.]
CURATE LA. [Curator.)
CURATIO. [Curator.]
CURATOR. Up to the time of pubertas,

ever}' Homan citixen, as a general rule, was inca-

pable of doing any legal act, or entering into any
contract which might be injxmous to him. Tlie

time when pubertas was attained, was a matter of

dispute
; some fixed it at the commencement of the

age of procreation, and some at tho age of fourteen.

(Gaius, i. 169.) In all transactions by the impubes,
it wu» necessary for the auctoritas of the tutor to

bo interposed. [Auctoritas; Tutor.) With
the age of puberty, the youth attained the oqaeity
of contracting marriage and becoming a pater-

&milias: be was liable to military service, and
entitled to vote in the comitia; and coosisteoUy

with this, he w*as freed from the control of a tutor.

Females who had attained the age of puberty be-

come subject to another kind of tutela. [Tutxla.]
With the attainment of the age of puberty by a

Roman youth, every legal capacity was acquired
which depended on age only, anth the exceptioo

of the capacity for public offices, and there a*as no

j

rule about age, even as to public offices, before the

passing of the lex Villia. [Aidilbs.) It was,
however, a matter of necessity to give some legal

protection to young persons who, owing to their

tender age, were liable to be overreached
; and

consistently with the development of Roman juris-

prudence, this object was cffect4>d without inter-

fering with the old principle of full legal capacity

bi'ing attained with the age of puberty. Thu was
accomplished by the lex Plaetoria (the true name
of the lex, as Savigny has shown), the date of

which is not known, though it is certain that the
law existed when Plautus w'rote {Pseudeiuty i. 3.

69). This law established a distinction of nge,

which was of great practical importance, by form-

ing the citizens into two classes, those above and
those below twenty-five years of age (mtaores rigutii

(fuiaque annit)y whence a person under the last-

mentioned age was sometimes simply called miunr.

7'he object of the lex was to protect persons under

Digitized by Google
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twenty-five years of age against all fraud (dottu).

Tlie person who was guilty of such a fraud was
liable to a judicium publicum (Cic. De AoT. Iteor.

iii. 3U), though the offence atu such as in the

case of a person of full age would only have been

matter of action. The punishment fixed by the

lex Plaetoria was pirobably a pecuniary penalty,

and the consequentiiU punishment of infamia or

loss of political rights. The minor who had been

fraudulently led to make a disadvantageous contract,

might protect himself agaiiut an action by a plea

of the lex Plaetoria {ejxfptio legit Flaeloriae),

The lex also appears to have further provided that

any person who dealt with a minor might avoid all

risk of the consequences of the Plaetoria lex, if the

minor was aided and assisted in such dealing by a
curator named or chosen for the occasion. But
the curator did not act like a tutor : it can hardly

be supposed that bis consent was even necessary to

the contract ; for the minor had full legal cnpocity

to act, and the business of the curator was merely

to prevent his being defrauded or surprised.

The praetorian edict carried still further the

principle of the lex Plaetoria, by protecting minors

gener^ly against positive acts of their ow*n, in

all cases in w'hich the consequences might be

injurious to them. This was dune by the ** in in-

tegrum restitutio : the praetor set aside trans*

actions of this description, not only on the ground

of fraud, but on a consideration of all the circum*

stances of the case. But it vras necessary for the

minor to make application to the praetor, either

during his minority, or within one year after attain-

ing his majority, if he claimed the restitutio
; a

limitation probably founded on the lex Plaetoria.

The provisions of this lex were thus superseded or

rendered unnecessary by the jurisdiction of the

praetor, and accordingly we find very few traces of

the Pl^torian law in the Homan jurists.

Ulpian and his contcmporarii‘s speak of adole-

•centes, under twenty-five years of age, being under

the getfertU direction and advice of curatores, as a
notorious pritMpIe of law at that time. (Dig. 4.

tit. 4 ; De Minoribns xxr Annis.) The establish-

ment of this general rule is attributed by Capito-

linus {M. AnUm. e. 10) to the emperor M. Aurriius

in a passage which has given rise to much discussion.

Savoy's explanation is as follows : — Up to the

time of Marcus Aurelius there were only three

cases or kinds of curatola: 1. That which was
founded on the lex Plaetoria, by which a minor

who wished to enter into a contract with another,

asked the praetor for a curator, stating the ground

or occasion of the petition {nddiia coasa). One
object of the application was, to save the other con-

tracting party from all risk of judicial proceedings

in consequence of dealing with a minor. Another

object was, the benefit of the applicant (the minor)

;

for no prudent person would deal with him, ex-

cept with the le^ security of the curator. (Plaut.

Fteudolut^ i. 3. 69. Lex me perdit quinavicenaria

:

metiinnt credere omnes.") 2. The curateia, which

was given in the case of a roan wasting his sub-

stance, who was called ^ prodigtis.** 3. And that

in the case of a man being of unsound mind,
** deroens," ^ furioeus.” In both the last-mentioned

cases provision was made either by the law or by

the praetor. Curatores who were determined by

the law of the Twelve Tables, were called k>gitimi ;

those who were named by the praetor, were called

hooorarii- A furiostis and prodigus, whatever
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might be their age, were placed under the cura of
their agnati by the law of the Twelve Tables,
^V'ben there was no legal provision for the appoint-
ment of a curator, the praetor named one. Cura-
tores appointed by a consul, praetor, or governor
of a pn#vinec (praetea)^ were not generally required
to give security for their proper conduct, having
been chosen as fit persons for the office. What
the lex Plaetoria requin>d for particular transao-
tions, the emperor Aurelius made a general rule,

and all minors, without exception, and without any
special grounds or reasons (kcms reddUit ouam),
were required to have curatorea

The following is the result of Savigny's invratin-
tions into the curateia ofminors after the constitutioa

of M. Aurelius. The subject is one of considerable

difficulty, but it is treated with the most consum-
mate skill, the result of complete knowledge, and
unrivalled critical sagacity. The minor only re-

ceived a general curator when he made application

to the praetor for that purpose : he had tW right

of proposing a persoo as curator, but the praetor

might reject th6 person pro|)oecd. The apparent
contradiction between the rule which required nil

minors to have a atmtor, and the fact that the
minor received a general curator only when he ap-
plied for one, is explained by Savigny in his essay

(p. 272, Ac.). The curator, on being appointed,
had, without the concurrence of the min(»', as
complete pow'er over the minor's property as the
tutor had up to the age of puberty. He could
sue in respect of the minor's property, get in

debts, and dispose of property like a tutor. But it

was only the property which the praetor intnisted

to him that he managed, and not the acquisitions

of the minor subsequent to his appointment
; and

herein he differed from a tutor who liad the care of
oil the property of the pupillus. If it was intended
that the curator should have the care ofthat which
the minor acquired, after the curator's appoint-

ment, by will or otherwise, a special application

for this purpose was necessary. Thus, as to the
furoperty which was placed under the care of the

curator, both os regards alienation and the getting

in of debts, the mmor vras on the same footing

as the prodigus : his acts in relation to such mat-
ters, without the curator, were void. But the
legal capacity of the minor to contract debts was
not affi'ctcd by the ai^iiitment of a curator ; and
he might be sued on his contract either during
his miuority or after. Nor was there any incon-

sistency in this: the minor could not spend his

actual property, for the preservation of his property

during minority was the object of the curator's ap-

pointment But the minor would have been de-
prived of all legal capacity for doing any act if ho
could not hare become liable on bis contract The
contract w*as not in its nature immediately inju-

rious, and when the time came for enforcing it

against the minor, he had the general protection of

the restitutio. If the minor wished to be adro-

gated [Aiwptio], it was necessary to have the

consent of the curator. It is not stated in the

extant authorities what w’as the form of proceeding

when it was necessary to dispose of any property

of the minor by the inancipatio or in jure cessio ;

but it may be safely assumed that the minor acted

(for he ^one could act on such an occasion) and
the curator gave his consent, which, in the case

supposed, would be ann!ogoU#to the auctoritns of

the tutor. But it would differ from the aucturitaa,
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ill not being, like the aurtorita*, necessary to the

completion of the legal act, hut merely necessary

to remove all legal objections to it when com-

pleted.

The cura of spendthrifts and persons of unsound
mind, as already observed, owed its origin to the

laws of the Twelve Tables. The technical word
for a person of unsound mind in the Twelve Tables

is /uriosus, which is equivalent to demens ; and
both words arc distinguished from tnsanus. Though
yfiror implies violence in conduct, and dementia only

merdal imbecility^ there was no legal difference b^
tween the two terms, so far as concerned the cura.

Jnsaniu is merely weakness of understanding

(stu/titia constantiUj id est, sanitate vacans^ Cic, Tusc.

Quaest. iii. 5), and it was not provided for by the

laws of the Twelve Tables. In later times, the

praetor appointed a curator for all persons whose
infirmities required it This law of the Twelve
Tables did not apply to a pupillus or pupillo. If,

therefore, a pupillus was of unsound mind, the

tutor was his curator. If an agnatus was the

curator of a furiosus, he had the power of alien-

ating the property of the furiosus. (Oaius, iL 64.)

The prodigxu only received a curator upon appli-

cation being made to a magistratus, and a sentence

of interdiction being pronounced against him («
bonis interdictum est. Compare Cic. De Senec. c. 7).

The form of the interdictio was thus :
—

“ Quando
tibi bona patema avitaque ncquitia tua disperdis,

lil)cro8({Uc tuos ad egestatem pcrducis, ob earn rem
tibi ca re comraercioque interdico.” The cura of

the prodigus continued till the interdict was dis-

solved. It might be inferred from the form of the

interdict, that it w’as limited to the case of per-

sons who bad children
;
but perhaps this was not

so. (Dig. 27. tit. 10; Cod. 5. tit 70 ;
Inst i.

tit 23.)

It will appear from wlrnt has been said, that,

whatever similarity there may be between a tutor

and a curator, an essential distinction lies in this,

that the curator was specially the giiardian of pro-

perty, though in the case of a furiosiu he must
also have been the gtuu^ian of the person. A
curator must, of course, be legally qualified for his

functions, and he was bound, when appointed, to

accept the duty, unless he had some legal exemp-
tion (excusatio). The curator was also bound to

account at the end of the curatela, and was liable

to an action for misconduct

The word cura has also other legal applications

:

— 1. Cura bonorum^ in the cdse of the goods of a

debtor, which are secured for the benefit of his

creditors. 2. Cura bonorum et ventrix, in the case

of a woman being pregnant at. the death of her

husband. 3. Cura Itereditatis^ in case of a dispute

as to who is the hcrcs of a person, when bis sup-

posed child is under age. 4. Cura hereditutis

jacentix, in the case of a property, when the heres

had not yet declared whether or not he would ac-

cept the inheritance. 5. Cura bonorum absentis^ in

the case of property of an absent person who had

appointed no mantu^r of it.

This view of the curatela of minors is from an
essay by Savigny, w'ho has handled the whole

matter in a way equally admirable, both for the

scientific precision of the method and the force and
perspicuity of the language. ( l^on dem Schutz der

MimlerjiUtritien^ Zcitscitri/l. vol. x. ;
Savigny, Foot

p. 102 ; Chtius, i. 197; Ulp. Freu;. xii. ;

Dirks. n, IJebersicht, fitc. Tub, v. Frag. 7 ;
Moc-
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kcldey, I^hrhuch des heutiyen UomiscAen Re<Ais\

§ 588, Ac. (12lh ed.)
;
ThilKiut, System des Pan-

dekten-Rechts^ § 786, Ac. 9th ed. Ac.) [O. L.]

CURATO'RES, were public officers of rarious

kinds under the Roman empire, several of whom
were first established by Augustus. (Suet. Aug.

37.) The most important of them were as fol-

low ;
—

1. CuRATORBS Alvei et Riparum, who had
the charge of the navigation of the Tiber. The
duties of their office may be gathered from Ulpian
(Dig. 43. tit. 15). It was reckoned very honour-

able, and the persons who filled it received after-

wards the title of comites.

2. CORATORBS Annonar, who purchased com
and oil for the state, and sold it again at a small

price among the poorer citizens. They were also

called curatores emendi frumenii et olei^ and
air&vai and IXcuuvat. (Dig. 50. tit 5. a 18. §5.)
Their office Wlonged to the jtersonaiia lutmera

;

that is, it did not rc<iuire any expenditure of a
person's private property: but the curatores re-

ceived from the state a sufficient sum of money to

purchase the required amount (Dig. 50. tit 8.

a 9. § 5.)

3. Curatores Aquarum. [Aquae Duc-
tus.]

4. Curatores Kalendarii, who had the

care in municipal towns of the kalendaria ; that is,

the books which contained the names of the per-

sons to whom public money, which wus not wanted
for the ordinary expenses of the town, was lent on

interest The office belonged to the personalia

munera. (Dig. 50. tit 4. s. 18. § 2; tit 8. a 9.

§ 7 ;
Heinecc. Antiq. Rom. iii. 15. § 4.) These

officers arc mentioned in inscriptions found in mu-
nicipal towna (Orelli, Inscrip. No. 3940, 4491.)

5. Curatores Luoorum, who had the core of

the public gamea Persons of rank appear to have
been usually appointed to this office. (Tacit Ann.
xi. 35, xiii. 22 ;

Suet Cal, 27.) In inscriptions,

they arc usually called curatores muneris gladia-

torii., Ac. •
6. Curatores Opbrum Publicorum, who

had the care of all public buildings, such as the

thcRtrcs, baths, aquaeducts, Ac., and agreed with

the contractors for all necessary repairs to them.

Their duties under the republic were discharged

by the aediles and censora [Censorbs.] They
are frequently mentioned in inscriptiona (Orcll4

Inscrip. No. 24, 1506, 2273.)

7. Curatores Reuio.vum, who had the care

of the fourteen districts into which Rome was
divided, and whose duty it was to prevent all

disorder and extortion in their respective dis-

tricta This office was first instituted by Augns-
tua (Suet Aug. 30.) There were usually two offi-

cers of this kind for each district
;

Alexander
Severus, however, appears to have appointed only

one for each ;
but these were persons of consular

rank, who were to have jurisdiction in conjunction

with the pracfectns urbL ( Lamprid. Alex. 33.)

We ore told that M. Antoninus, among other

regulations, gave special directions that the cura-

torcs regionum should cither punish, or bring

before the i)racfcctus urbi for punishment, all per-

sons who exacted from the inhabitants more than

the legal taxea (Jul. Capitol. M. Anton. 12.)

8. Curatores UKiPunLicAB, also called Ia>-

GisTAK, who administered the landed property

of municipia. (Dig. 50. tit. 8. a 9. § 2 ;
2. tit. 14
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i. 87.) UlpUn wrote a teparate work, De Qfficio

CknUori* HfipmUieof.

9. CURATORS8 VlARUM. [VlAB.]

CU^RIA, aignifiet both a diviBion of the Roman
people and the place of aaicmbly for nich a divi>

aion. VariooB etymologiea of the word hare been

propoaed, but none tccma to be bo pUuaible ai that

which connecU it with the Sabine word quirit or

euru (whence the lumame of Jiuk) Curiti$ among
the Sabinee).

Each of the three ancient RomuHan triboa,

the Kamnea, Titiea, and Lueerea, waa subdivided

into 10 curiae, so that the whole body of the

populua or the patricians were divided into 80

curiae. (Liv. L 13 ;
Dionya ii 7, 23 ; Plat Bom.

19.) The plebeians bad no connection whatever

with the curiae, and the clients of the patricians

were members of the curiae only in a passive sense.

(Fcst p. 2H5, ed. MUller
;
comp. Patricii, Orns.)

All the members of the different gentes bclonrag
to one curia were called, in respect of one another,

ettria/et. The division into curiae was of great

political importance in the earliest times of Rome,
for the curiae alone contained those that were

real citizens, and their assembly alone was the

legitimate representative of the whole people

[CoMiTiA curiata], from whom all other powers

emanated. The senators and equites were of

course chosen from among them
;
but their import*

ance was especially manifest in the religious af&irs

of the state. Each curia as a corporation bod its

peculiar sacra (Fest pp. 174, 245 ;
Paul. Diac.

p. 49, ed. MUller), and betides the gods of the

state, they worshipped other divinities and with

peculiar rites and ceremoniea For such religious

purposes each curia had its own place of worship,

called enrio, w'hich at first may have contained

nothing but an altar, afterwards a sacellum, and
finally a building in which the curiolcs assembled

for the purpose ^ discussing political, financial, re-

ligions and other matters. (Paul. Diac. pp. 62,

64 ; Dionya iL 50.) The religious afiairs of each

curia were taken care nf by a priest, curfo, who
was assisted by another called cnrialis Flamen.

(PauL Diac. pp. 49, 64; Varro, De L. L. v. 03,

vi 46 ;
Dionya iu 21 ; comp, (^urio.) The 30

curiae bad each its distinct name, which are said

to have been derived from the names of the Sabine

women who had been carried off by the Romans,
though it is evident that some derived their names
from certain districts or from ancient eponymous
heroea Few of these names only are known, such

as curia Titia, Faucia, Calabra, Foriensis, ^pta,
Veliensis, Tifiiita. (Paul. Diac. pp. 49, 366 ; Fest

p. 174; Liv. L 13; Dionya ii. 47 ;
Cic. De

PvhL ii. 8.) The political importance of the curiae

sank in proportion as that of the plebeians and
aRcrwards ^ the nobilitas rnee ; but they still

continued the religious obeervances of their cor-

poration, until in the end these also lost their im-

portance and almost fell into obli|iaiL (Or. FatL
it 527, Ac.)

Curia is also used to designate the place in

which the senate held its meetings, such as curia

Hostilia, curia Julia, curia Marcelli, curia Pompeii,

curia O^riae, and from this there gradually arose

the custom of calling the senate itself in the Italian

towns curia, but never the senate of Rome. The
official residence of the Salii, which was dedicated

to Mars, was likewise styled cxiria. (Cic. de Div.

i. 17; Dionya xiv. 5; Plat 82; comp.
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Decker, Ilan^. der Bom. AUerih, voL iL part L
p. 31,Ac) [L. S.]

CU'RIA (jSooXrirr^pto*', ^fgot/ola), in archi-

tecture. The building in which the highest coun-
cil of the state root, in a Greek or Latin city, is

described by Vitruvius as being adjacent to tho
agora or fontm. Its form was quadrangular

;

either square or oblong. If square, its height was
one and a half times its length : if oblong, tho height

was half the sum of the length and breadth. Thus,
a senate bouse 40 feet square would be 60 feet

high : and one 60 feet by 40 would be 50 feet high

:

which are somewhat remarkable proportions. 11 alf

way up each wall there was a projecting shelf or

cornice to |«event the voice being lost in the height

of the building. Vitruvius says nothuig ofcolumns
in the cwi-mi, but we know that in some Greek
senate houses, as in that at Phocis, there were
rows of columns down each side, very near tho w'all

(Plus. viii. 32, x. 5), and this also was the aise at

PompeiL A sort of religious character was con-

ceived to belong to the senate houso ; and thero

were often statues of the gods placed in it (Paua
l.e.) Respecting the three mriae at Rome, the
Hostilia, the Julia, and the Pompeiana, see Did. of
Gr. and Bom. Geog. art Boma. (Vitruv. v. 2;
Stieglitz, A raiaofl d. Bankunei^ycA. iii. p.21 ;

llirt,

Lehre d. pp. 1H6—188). [P. g.]

CURIATA COMITIA. [CoiimA.)
CU^RIO, the person who stood at the head of a

curia, and had to manage its afl^irs, especially

those of a religious nature (Dionys. ii. 7, 65 ;

Varro, De L. L. v. 15
, 32, vL 6): in their ad-

ministration he was assisted by another priest,

called flamen curialis. (PauL Diac. p. 64 ; Dionya
ii. 2 1 , 64.) As there were thirty curiae, the nuinW
of curiones was likewise thirty, and they formed a
college of priests, which was headed by one of

them bearing the title of curio maaimue. (PauL
Diac. p. 126 ;

Liv. xxviL 8.) He was elected in

the comitia curiata, and had authority over the

curiae as well as over the curionca It need hardly

be observed, that the office of ririo could not be
held by any one ezeqit a patrician ; at a com-
paratively late time we indeed find now and then

a plebeian invested with the office of curio maximus
(Liv. xxviL 8, xxxiii. 42), but this only shows how
much the ancient institution of the curiae had
then lost of its criginal meaning and importance ;

and at the time when the plebeians had gained

access to priestly dignities, the office of curio seems
to have bron looked upon in the light of any other

priestly dignity, and to have been conferred upon
plebeians no less than upon patriciana (L. S.]

CU'RIUS (xi^wr\ signifies generally the per-

son that was responsible for the welfare of such

members of a family as the law presumed to be
incapable of protecting themselves

; as, for instance,

minors and ^ves, and women of all ages. Fathers,

therefore, and gtiardians, husbands, the nearest

male relatives of women, and masters of families,

would all bear this title in respect of the vicarious

functions exercised by them in behalf of the re-

spective objects of their care. The qualifications

of all these, in respect of which they can be com-
bined in one class, designated by the tenn curfiuc,

were the male sex, years of discretion, freedom,

and when citizens a sufficient share of the franchise

{iwrrifda) to enable them to appear in the law
courts as plaintiffs or defendants in behalf of their

several charges
;

in tlm case of the oiirfos being a
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rttident alien, the deficiency of francKise would be

•tipplied by hU Athenian patron (irpoortirTir).

The duties to be performed, and m default of their

performance, the penalties inenrred by guardians,

and the proceedings as to their appointment, are

mentioned under their more usttal title [£pitro>
PDS].

The business of those who were more especially

designated eurii in the Attic law’s, wras to protect

the interests ofwomen, whether spinsters or widows,

or persons separated from their husbands. If a
citizen died intestate, leaving an orphan daughter,

the son, or the &t)icr, of the deceased was. bound
to supply her with a sufficient dowry, and give her

in marriage
;
and take care both for his ow*n sake

and that of his ward, that the husband made a
pnipcr settlement in return fnr what his bride

brought him in the way of dow’cr (dworf^i^jua,

Harpocr.). In the event of the death of the hus-

band or of a divorce, it become the duty of the

emritu that had betrothed her, to receive her back

and recover the domy, or at all events ali-

mony from the husband or his representatives. If

the father of the woman bad died intestate, with-

out leaving such relations as above-mentioned sur-

viving, these duties devolved upon the next of

kin, who had also the option of marrying her him-

self^ and taking her fortune with her, whether it

were great or sn^l. DeJ. II. AtM. p. 46.)

If the fortune was small, and be was unwilling to

many her, he was obliged to make up its defici-

encies according to a regulation of ^lon (Dcm.
c. Macart. p. 1U6B) ; if it were large he might, it

appears, sometimes even take her away from a

husband to whom she had been married, in the

lifetime and with the consent of her hither.

There were various laws for the protection of

female orphans against the neglect or cruelty of

their kinsmen ; as one of lion's (Diod. xil

p. 298), whereby they could compel their kinsmen

to endow or marry them ; and another which after

their marriage enabled any Athenian to bring an
action Kcun^ccwr, to protect them against the

cruelty of their husbands (Petit AU, p. 543) ;

and the archon was specially entrusted with official

power to interfere in their behalf upon all occasions.

(Dem. e. A/ocorf. p. 1076.) [KAKoaia.] [J. S.M.]
CUKHUS (Sp^)« R chariot, a car. These

terms appear to have denoted those two-wheeled

vehicles for the carriage of persons, which were

open overhead, thus differing from the earpentwiu,

and cioeed in front, in whkh they differed fn>m

the eisium. The most essential articles in the

constnicliun of the cuirus were :
—

1. The atU^fx or rim ; and it is accord-

ingly seen in all the chariots which are represented

either in this article or at pp. 101,238. [Axtyx.]
2. The <u4e, made ofoak Horn. //.

V. 838, imitated by Virgil, aztt, Gtorp. iii

172), and sometimes also of ilex, ash, or elm.

(Plin. H. N. zvi. 84.) The axle was firmly fixed

under the body of the chariot, which, in reference

to this circumstance, was called ^rtprepfa, and

which was often made of wicker-work, tndosed

by the (Horn. IL zxiiL 335, 436 ; Hcs.

Semi. 306).

3. The tpheeU ((coteXo, Tpoxef, rotoe) revolved

upon the axle as in modem carriages ; and they

were prevented from coming off by the insertion of

pins (s«p<f»’ai, ffiCokoi) into the extremities of the

axle (dapo^oWa). The ports of the wheel were as
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follows :•<— (a) The sotw, called wKli^ani (Tloni.

//. V. 726, xxiil 339 ; Hcs. Seui, 309),
modinlui (PUn. H. M ix. 3). The two last terms
are founded on the resemblance of the nave to a
modius or bushcL (5) The tftokem, ttviifuu (literally,

iJke Uffs\ radiL The number of spokes of course

differ^ in -different wheels. On one occasion we
read of eight (dirrdiri^^ua, //. v. 723). (e) The
trus (Horn. //. v. 724). This was conunonly made
of some flexible and elastic wood, such as poplar {IL

iv. 482—486), or the wild fig, which was also used
for the rim of the chariot

;
beat was applied to assist

in producing the requisite curvature. (//. xxL 37,

38, compared withTheocrit xxv. 247—251.) The
felly u’as, however, composed of separate pieces,

called arcs (aij^iScr, Hes. Op. H Diet^ 426). Hesiod
{L c.) evidently intended to recommend that a
wheel should consist of four pieces, (d) Tjie fsrs,

Iwlffwrpoy^ camtius. Homer {IL v. 725) describes

the chariot of Hera as having a tire of bronze upon
a golden felly, thus placing the harder metal in a
position to resist friction, and to protect the softer.

4.

The pole (^uftdf, iemo). It was firmly fixed

at its lower extremity to the axle ; and at the

other end {iKpo^^vtuov) the pole was attached Co

the yoke either by a pin (f)i6oXot), as shown in

the chariot engraved below, or by tbe use of ropes

mid iMinds [Juoi'&f].

All tne parts now enumerated are seen in an
ancient chariot preserved in the Vatican, a repre*

sentation of which is given in the annexed wood*
cut

Carriages with two or even three poles were
used by the Lydmna (Aeschyl. Per*. 47-) The
Greeks and Romans, on the other hand, appear
never to have used more than one pole and one
yoke, and the currus thus constructed >i*as com-
monly drawn by two horses, which were attached

to it by their nocks, and therefore called HCtryes

Tmroi (Horn. IL v. 195, x. 473), irwwplr (Xen.
HelL i. 2. g 1 >, “gemini jugales (Virg. Aen. vii,

280), ” equi hijuges ** {Geoty. iii. 91). If a third

horse w’ns adde^ os wma not unfrequcntly the case,

it was fastened by traces. It may have been in-

tended to take the place of either of the yoke horses

( ^iytot Trroi), which might happen to be disabled.

The horse so attached was called Ginz-
roi ( W'dyen mmd Fairwrictf vol u p. 342) has pub*
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lithed two drawingt of chariot! with three hones,

from Etruscan Ta««s in the ooUection at Vienna.

The Trrot ira^»i^o^t is placed on the right of the

two Tvke horses. (See woodcut) We also observe

tmoes passing between the two drruyfs, and pro>

ceeding from the frunt of the chariot on each side

of the middle horse. These probablj assisted in

attaching the third, or extra horse.

The I.atin name for a chariot and pair was
When a third horse was added, it was
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called tripa / and by the same analogy g chariot
and four was colled tpiadri^ ; in Greek. rtrpaiH
pia or r46fHirwof.

The horses were commonly honwssed in a
quadriga after the manner olreo^ represented, the
two stroogest horses being placed under the yoke,
and the two others fasten^ on each side by means
of ropes. This is implied in the use of the epi-

thets <r«ipo4or or ffttpeup^pot^ and /umalis or fitna-
rtus, for a horse so attached. (Isid. Orig. xviii.

35.) The two exterior horses were fimlwr dis-

tinguished from one another as the right and the IcR
trace-horse. In the splendid triumph of Augustus
after the battle of Actium, the traceOiorses of his car

were ridden by two of bis young relations. Tibe-
rius rode, os Suetonius relates {TA. 6.) stetWrriore

ftmali eyoo. and Marcellos deJieriore/wuUi fguo^

As the works of ancient art, especially hetile vases,

abound in representations of quadrigae, numerous
instances may be observed, in which the two
middle hones (A pdcos sol 6 fiiffot iptart*

p6s^ Schol. tM AritiopA, 122) ore yoked to-

gether as in the bigae ; and. os the two lateral

ones have collars (Xswadva) equally with the yoke-
horses, we may presume that from the top of these

proceeded the ropes which were tied to the rim of

the car, and by which the trace-horses assisted to

draw it The first hgare in the annexed woodcut

is the chariot of Aurora, as painted on a rase found

at Conoso. (Gerhard, H6er lAchtgottheiten^ pi. iiL

fig. 1.) The reins of the two middle horses pass

through rings at the extremities of the yoke. All

the p^ictilon which have been mentioned ore still

more distinctly seen in the second figure, token

from a terra-cotta at Vienna. (Ginsrot, vol. ii.

pp. 107, 108.) It represents A chariot overthrown

10 passing the goal at the circus. The charioteer

haring Ulen backwards, the pole and yoke arc

thrown upwards into the air ; the two trace-horses

have fallen on their knees, and the two yoke-

horses are prancing on their hind legs.

If we may rely on the evidence of numerous

works of art, the cumis was sometimes drawn by
four horses without either yoke or pole

;
for we see

two of them diverging to the right hand and two

to the lefr, as in the cameo in the royal collection of

Berlin, which exhibits Apollo surrounded by the

signs of the sodiac. If the ancients really drove

the quadrigae thus harnessed, we can only suppose

the charioteer to have checked its speed by pulling

np the horses, and leaning with his whole body

bc^kwards, so as to moke the bottom of the car at

iu hindermost border scrape the ground, an act

and on attitude which seem not unfrequcntly to be
intended in antique representations.

The cuims, like the cisium, was adapted to

carry two persons, and on this account was called
' in Greek Uppot. One of the two was of course
the driver. He was called ^wloxot, because ha
held the reins, and his companion wapaiSd-nis,

from gouig by his side or near him. Though in all

respects superior, the waptuBdrris was often obliged

to place himselfMmd the ^Woxer. He is so re-

presented in the bigae at p. 101, and in the lliud

(xix. 397) Achilles himself stands behind bis cha*

riotecr, Automedon. On the other hand, a per-

sonage of the highest rank may drive his own car-

riage, and then an inferior may be his vopoiddrijr,

as when Nestor conveys Machaon (wdp* Maxd^
Bofs't, yZ. xi. 512,517), and Hero, holding the
reins and whip, conveys Athena, who is in full

armour (t. 720-—775). lu such cases a kindness,
or even a compliment, was conferred by the driver
upon him whom he conveyed, os when Dionj’-
lius, tyrant of Sicily, ** himself holding the reins

mode Plato his waptuSdrjis.** (Aelian, T. //. iv.

18.)

Chariots were frequently employed on the field

of battle not only by the Asiatic nations, but also
by the Greeks in the heroic age. The Aoior^sr,

i s. the nobility, or men of rank, who were com-
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plet« luita of armour, all took their choriota with

them, and in on engagement placed tbemaelvee in

front In the Homeric battles we find that the

horaeman, who for the purpose of using his weapon^

and in consequence of the weight of his armour, is

under the necessity of taking the place of ropoi-

fdritr (see above the woodcut of the triga), often

assails or challenges a distant foe from the chariot

;

hut that, when be encounters his adversary in

close combat, they both dismount, ^ springing from

their chariots to the ground,** and leaving them to

the care of the ifwloxot. (/f. iii. 29, zvi. 426, 427,

zvii. 4B0—483 ;
He*. ScuL Here. 3/0—372.)

As soon as the hero bad finished the trial of his

strength with his opponent, he returned to his

chariot, one of the chief uses of which was to rescue

him from danger. These chariots, as represented

on bas>teliefs and fictile ^-ascs, were exceedingly

light, the body often consisting of little betides a

rim fastened to the bottom and to the axle. Thus

we find Diomed, in his nocturnal visit to the

enemy's camp, deliberating whether to draw

away the splendid chariot of Rhesiu by the pole,

or to carry it oif on his shoulder. (//. x» 5U3—605).
In later times the chariots were chiefly em-

ployed in the public games. Their form was the

same, except that they were more elegantly deco-

rated. Chariots were not much used by the Ro-

mans. The most splendid kind were tlie quad-

rigae, in which the Roman generals and emperors

rc^c when they triumphed. The body of the

triumphal car was cylindrical, as wc oflen sec it

represented on medals. It was enriched with

gold (uureo cwim, Flor. i. 6 ; Hor. Hpod. ix. 22)

and ivory (Ov. TVuL iv. 2. 63, Pont. iii. 4. 33).

Tbe utmost skill of the painter and the sculptor

was employed to enhance its beauty and splendour.

More particuloriy the extremities of the axle, of

the pole, and of the yoke, were highly wrought ui

the form of animals* heads. Wreaths of Uurel

were sometimes hung round it

nun, Claudian, JM Jjaud. StiL iii. 20, Tert. Con*.

Honor. 130), and were also fixed to the heads of

the four snow-white horses. (MarL viL 7.) The
car was elevated so that he who triumphed might

be the most conspicuous person in the procession,

and for the same reason he was obliged to stand

erect {in eurru itunti* etarao, Ovid, L e.). The
triumphal car had in geucial no pole, the horses

being led by men who were stationed at their

Chariots executed in terra cotta {qnadrit^

fietUe*^ Flin. //. N. xxviii, 4), in bronxe, or in
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itiorble, an example of which last is shown in

the preceding woodcut from an ancient chariot

in the Vatican, were among the most beautiful

ornaments of temples and other public edifices.

No pains were spared in their decoration
;
and

Pliny informs ui {H. H. zxxiv. 19) that some
of the most eminent artists were employed upon
them. In numerous instances they were de-

signed to perpetuate the fiime of those who bad
conquered m the chariot-race. (Paus. vL 10.) As
the emblem of victory, the quadriga was some-
times adopted by the Romans to grace the trium-

phal arch by being placed on its summit ; and
even in the private houses of great fiunilic*,

chariots were displayed as the indications of rank,

or the memorials of conquest and of triumph.

(Juv. viiL 3.) [J. Y.]
CURSO'RES, slaves, whose duty it was to

run before the carriage of their masters, for the

same purpose as our outriders. They were not

used during tbe times of the republic, but appear

to have first come into fashion in the middle of the

first century of the Christian aera. The slaves

employed for this purpose appear to have fre-

quently been Numidians. (S^ec. Ep. 67, 126 ;

Marc, iiu 47, xil 24 ;
Petroiu 28.) Tbe word

cursorcs was also applied to all slaves, whom
their masters employt^d in carrying letters, mes-

sages, &C. (Suet AVr, 49, 9 \
Tacit Affric.

43.)

CURSUS, [CiRccs.]

CURU'LIS SELLA. [Sella Curi lis.]

CUSTO'DES. [CoMiTiA, p. 336, b.]

CUSTO'DES, CUSTO'DIAE. [Castra,
p. 260, b.]

CUSTOS URBTS. [Praepbctus Urbi.]

CV'ATHUS (irva0or), it one of the numerous
words, containing the element xv, and signify-ing

something hollow: it is applied, for example, to

the hollow of the hand. Its genenU meaning is a

of any kind ; and it constantly occurs as the

name of a sort of drinking vessel used by the Ro-
mans, who borrowed it from the Greeks tVarro,

[M lAng. Lai. . 124, ed. MUller)
; but whether

it designates the cup out of which the wine was
drunk, or the small ladle by means of which it

was transferred from the mixing-bowl (xpoHlp)

into the drinking-cup, is a disput^ point. Orelli

asserts that it is never used in the latter sense,

and that the ladle was called MxvatSf or tntUa

vinaria {Ad Horai. Oartn. iii. 8. 13). But tho

paosages in which the word occurs l^ar out tbe

opinion of Becker, that the ladle was called cy-
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mtkmt. (See tbe I^taicomw of Scott and Liddell,

Seiler and Jacobita, and Facciolati ; Becker,

CkarOdet^ vol. I p. 463.) Two of tbeac cyathi

are repretented in the preceding woodcut, from

tbe Mum> Borhtmieo^ toI. ir. pi 13. They were

naually of bronte or ailv^. The cyoikut ia re-

ferred to as a measure of the quantity of wine

which a person drank. (!lor. Oirm, Ui. 6. 13, 19.

12.) A slare was appointed to supply the drink-

ing-cups of the banqueters by means of the <3^-

oMas. (Hor. Carm. i. 29. 8 ;
Suet. Coes. 49 ;

Jut. Sai. ix. 46.)

Another sense in which the word occurs is, in

surgery, for a cup for cupping (Aristoph. Lyt.

444, /W, 542 ; Aristot. Pr^ ix. 9).

The cyaiktu was a definite measure, with both

the Greeks and the Romans, containing onc-twelfth

of the snrfortM. It was tbe aaeia, considered with

reference to the siwIunM as the unit
;
hence we

have mtian» used for a ressrl containing the sixth

of tbe SArlorNts, or two eyoM>, <ptadram$ for one

contiuning three cyotit, trieni for four eyatki^

ewue for five eyutki^ &c. (Wunn. l>e Pomderi-

5«s, Afewaru, dec. ; Hussey On Ancient fVetykts,

Ac.) [P.8.J
CYCLAS (avfcXdf), a circular robe worn by

women, to the bottom of which a border was
affixed, inlaid with gold. (Prop. iv. 7. 40.) Alex-
ander Sererus, in his other attempts to restrain the

luxury of bis age, ordained that women should

possess only one ^clas each, and that it sbotild

not be adorned with more than six unciae of gold.

(I^unp. Aiejt. Sev. 41.) The cyclas appears to

luiTe been usually made of some thin material

{temui in cydadcy Juv. vi 259). It is related,

among other instances of Caligulali effeminacy,

that be sometimes went into public in a garment

of this description. (Suet CaL 52.)

CYCLOPEIA. [AacHiTBCTuaa].
CYMA (rv^), in architecture, an cMjee, a ware-

shaped moulding, coiuisting of two curves, the

ODO concave ana the other convex. There were
two forms, the eyma rsefo, which was concave above,

and convex below, thus, 3* *<^<1 <3^^ rererao,

which was convex above and concave below, thus,

3* ‘I'he diminutive cymatium or eumahmm (nvfid-

Tisr) is also used, and is indeed the more common
name. Tbe original form of tbe cymaiiu$n^ aas,

however, a simple hollow (the eavetto) thus 3*
This was called the cymatinm JOorieum^ and the

other tbe eymaiimm LeiUcuM, (Aesch. Pr. 70, ed.

IHcdorC; Bdckh.Cbrp.yaser. vol L p. 284 ; Vitruv.

iil 3. a 5. I 7, Schn. iv. 6. $ 2—6 ; Grater, /ascr.

p. cevii ;
MUUer, ArckaoL d. Kunsiy § 274 ; Mauch,

Or. nnd Rem. Barnard, pp. 6, 7 : for examples, see

the profiles on p. 326.

CYMATIUM. [Cyma.]
CYMBA {nOfitri) is derived from a^^or, a

hollow, and ia em|i4oyed to signify any small kind
of boat used on lakes, rivers, Ac (Cic. De Qf. iil

14 ; Aen. vL 303.) It appears to have been much
the same as the dadriov and mxtpka.

CY'MBALUhl (av^iffoAov), a musical instru-

ment iu the shape of two half globes, which were

held (me in each hand by tbe performer, and played

by being struck against each other. The word is

originally Greek, being derived from a^fifor, a

boUow, with which the Latin eymboy cymbiumy Ac.

seem to be connected. Sevetid kinds of cymbals

are found 00 ancient monuments, and on the other

hand a great many names have been preserved by
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the grammarians and lexicographers ; but the de«
scriptions of the latter are so vague, thnt It is im-
possible to identify one with the other. A largo

class of cymbals was termed apo^furro, which, if

they were really distinct from the apdroAo, as

Spobn and I.anipe suppose, cannot now be exactly

described. [CrotalI'M.] The annexed drawing
of a KpovpM is taken from an ancient marble, and
inserted on the authority of Spohn (Afr'sofU. sec. 1.

art. 6. fig. 44).

The Kpin^aXa mentioned in the Homeric hymn
to Apollo (161— 164), were of this kind, played

on by a chorus of Delians. The reabUta or npaa-

*4(ia were also on the same principle, only played

with the foot, and inserted in the shoe of the per-

former
;
they were used by fiutc-players, per^ps

to beat time to their music. (Pollux, x. 33.)

Other kinds of cymbals were, the tAotot^, an
invention of Arcliytas, mentiomd by Aristotle

{Poi. viiL 6), and its diminutive wAaroYwi'tor,

which, from the description of Julius Pollux

and IlesTchius (s. r.), apprars to have been a
child's nUtle: the two parts of which
Suidas tells us (t. r.) were made of different mate-

terials for the sake of variety of sound: KorvhtUy

mentioned in the fragments of Aeschylus, with

several others, noted by Ijunpe in his work Lfe

CymbalUy but perhaps without sufficient authority.

The cymbal was usually made in the form of tao
half globes, either running off towards a point so

os to bo grasped by tbe whole hand, or arith a

handle. It was commonly of bronze, but some-
times of baser material, to which ArisU^banes
alludes (/faaae, 1305). The preceding wood<4ii
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of a c^rmtjallfltria it taken from on ancient marble,

and fp^'cn on the authority of Lanipc.

The cymbal Vi'ot a very ancient instrument,

being u*c‘d in the worship of Cybcle, Bacchus,

Juno, and all the earlier deities of the Grecian and
Roman mythology. It probably came from the

East, from whence, through tho Phoenicians, it was
conveyed to Spain (compare Martial's IPutioa

Crumaia). Among the Jews it appears (from

2 Chron. r. 12, 13; Nchem. xil 27) to have been

an instrument in common use. At Rome we first

hear of it in Livy’s account of the Bacchic orgies,

which were introduced from Etruria, (xxxix. 9.)

For which somo have referred to the

class of eymhaloj see Sisrauac [B. J.j

CYRBEIS (K{fp9fts). [Axonss.]
CYZICE'NUS OECUS. [Dosfus].

CYZICENUS NUMMUS. [Stater].

D.

DACTYLIOTIIE'CA (8aicTv\iof>^io;),acase or

box where rings were kept. (Mart. xi. 5^) The
name was also applied to a cabinet or collection of

jewels. We learn from Pliny (M. M xxxvil 5),

that Soiunis, the step-son of Sulla, was the first

person at Rome who ^d a collection of this kind,

and that his was the only one till Pompoy brought
to Rome the collection of Milhridates, which he
placed in the capitol.

DA'CTYLUS (SdjcTuXor), a Greek measure,
answering to the Roman dipitus^ each signifying a
Jhtperd>rtndlh^ and being the sixteenth part of a
foot [Pes.] (See the Tables.) [P«S.]
BADU'CHUS. [Elrusinia-]
DAE'DALA or DAEDALEIA (WJaXa, »ai-

ddXsut), were names used by the (jreeks to sig-

nify those early works of art which were ascribed

to the age of Daedalus, and especially the ancient

wooden statues, ornamented with gilding and

bright colours and real drapery, which were the

earliest known forms of the images of the gods,

after the mere blocks of w'ood or stone, which

were at first used for symbols of thorn. (Sch;

JJict. of Grttk and Roman Diog.^ art Daedalut^

Tol.i. p. 928.) [P.S.)

DAE'DALA (8a/3o\o), a festL’al, celebrated in

Boeotia in honour of Ilent sumamed }iv^t/^tvop^irr|

or T«X«(a (Paus. lx, 2. § 5). Its origin and mode
of celebration are thus described by Puusanias (ix.

8. § 1, Ac.) :—Hem was once angry with Zeus, and

withdrew herself to Euboea. Zeus not being able

to persuade her to return, went lo Cilhaeron, who
then governed Platoeae, and who was said to be

unequalled in wisdom. He advised Zeus to get a

wooden statue, to dress and place it upon a chariot,

and to say that it was Plataeo, the daughter of

Asoptis, whom he was going to marry. Zeus fol-

lowed the advice of Cithocron, and no sooner had
Hem heard of her husband’s projected marriage

than she returned. But when, on approaching the

chariot and dragging off the coverings, she saw the

wooden statue, she was pleased with tho device, '

and became reconciled to Zeus. In remembrance

of this reconciliation the Plataoans solemnised the

festival of the dacdala, which owes its name to

AoiSoAo, the name by which, in ancient times,

statues were designated (See preceding article.)

Pausaniot was told that the festival was held

•vary seventh year, but bo believes that it took

DAMARETION.
place at shorter intervals, tfaongh he was unable
to discover the exact time.

This festival was cclebmted by the Plataeons
alone, and was called the U$»er DaedaJa (AoiSoAa
fuapd)^ and was cclcbrnted in the following man-
ner :— In the neighbourhood of Alalcoroene was

j

the greatest ook-fbrest of Boeotia, and in it a

I

nnmt^ of oak trunks. Into this forest tho Pla-

!

taeons went, and exposed pieces of cooked meat to

;
the ravens, attentiv^y watching upon which tree

any of the birds, after taking a piece of the meat,
would settle ; and the trees on which any of the
ravens settled, were cut down and worked into

doedalo, i. e. roughly hewn statnes.

The greai Datdala (Aai8oAa /teyiiAa), in the

celebration of which the Plataeons were joined by

I

the other Boeotians, took place every sixtieth year

;

I

because at one time when the Plataeans were ab-

sent from their country, the festival had not been
celebrated for a period of sixty years. At each of

the lesser Daedala fourteen statues were mode in

the manner deecribed above, and distributed by loi

among the towns of Platoeae, Coroneia, Thespioc,

Tonagra, Chneroneia, Orchomenos, Lebodeia, and
Thebra; the smaller towns took one statue in

common. The Boeotians assembled on the banks
of the Asopus

;
here a statue of Hera was adorned

and raised on a chariot, and a yonng bride led the

procession. The Boeottans then decided by lot

in what order they wero to form the procenion,

and drove their chariots away from the river and
up mount Citbacron, on the summit of w'hich an
altar was erected of square piccea of wood, fitted

together like stones. This sjtor was covered with

a quantity of dry wood, and the towns, persons of

rank, and other wealthy individuals, offered each

B heifer to Hera, and a bull to Zeus, with plenty

of wine and incense, and at the same time pbced
the daedala upon the altar. For those who did

not possess sufficient means, it was customary to

offer small sheep, but all their offerings were burnt

in the some moaner as those of the wealthier per-

sons. The fire consumed both offerings and altar,

and the immense fiame thus kindled was seen far

and wide.

‘J'he account of the origin of the daedala given

by Pausanias agrees in the main points with the

storj' related by Plutarch {apod Kun-b. J>e /*ni«-

parat. Efiang. iil. p. 83, and Fragm. p. 759, Ac.

ed. Wyttenb.), who wrote a work on thi* Plataran

daedala ; the only difference is that Plutarch re-

presents Zeus os receiving bis advice to deceive

Hera from Alalcomenet
;
and that he calls the

wooden statne by which the goddess was to be de-

ceived Daedala, instead of Plaiaea. Plutarch also

adds tome remarks respecting the meaning of the

festival, and thinks that the dispute betwicn Zeus

and Hera had reference to the physical revolutions

to w'hich Boeotia, at a very remote period, had

been subject, and their reconciliation to the restor-

ation of order in the elemenU. (See Creuxer,

Symbol, und Mytkol. ii. p. 580, and Muller’s Or-

(vloni. p. 216, Ac. 2d edit.) [L. S.]

DAMARETION {^apapiruo¥ R

Sicilian coin, respecting which there is much dis-

pute. Diodorus tells us (xi. 26) that after Geltm's

great victory over the (Carthaginians at Hiroera, his

wife Domorete prevmled upon him to grant them
moderate terms of peace; and that the Cartha-

ginians, as a token of their gratitude, presented

Dainarete with • golden crown of one htindred
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talents' weight ; upon receiring which, she struck

the coin, which was called, after her, Safxap*Tuoy,

and which contained ten Attic drachmae, and nus

called by the Sicilians KfmtKomiXvrpoVy from

its weight (Comp. SchoL ad Pind. VL ii. 1.)

Tho story is told somewhat differently by other

writers, namely, that Domarete and the Indies of

the court gave up their ornaments to be coined into

money, in order to supply Qelon's necessities during

the war. (Pollux, ix. 85 ; Ileaych. a v. AvfMpt-
Ttoy.) In an epigram ascribed to Simonides, who
was probably living at the court of Oclon at this

very time (Schol ad Pind.Pyth. i. 165 ; Anth'.PaL

vi. 214 ;
No. 196, Schneidewin), it is said that

Golon and his brothers dedicated to the Pythian

Apollo, after their victory over the barbarians, a

tripod Aoperfov -xfivaov^ where there can be no
;

doubt that Bentley is tight in reading Aa/xaptriov,

but it is not equally certain whether the last two

lines of the epigram ore not altogether spurious.

(Comp. Schneidewin, ad loc., and Bockh, Afelrol.

Untermch. p. 304.) At all events, the passage is

an indication of the luiifonn tradition respecting

this “ Damarctian gold
;
” the exact history of

|

which is of very little consequence compared with

the identification of the coinage to which the state-

ments refer. From all tho discussion of this point

by Eckhel, MUller, Hussey, Bockh, and others,

the most probable conclusion seems to be that the

coin was of gold and not of tilvtr (although coins

of equal value were at some time or other struck

in silver also), and that the statements which give

its weight as fifty Sicilian lilraa, or ten Attic
'

drachnuic, are to be understood, not literally of its

tceigJht^ but of its value, as estimated by those

tcaghts tUver : in short, it was a gold coin, equal

in value to fifty litrae or ten Attic drachmae of

silver
;
that is, a half stater. (Eckhel, Doct. Num.

V'et. voL L p. 250 ;
Hussey, On Ancient Weights,

p. 57. &c.
;
Bdckh, Metrologische Untersvcltungen,

p. 304,&c.) [P.S.J

DAMIURGI. [Dbmiuroi.]
DAMNUM. Damnum signifies generally any

loss or damage which a person has sustained in his

property (damnum datum, factum), or damage
which he has reason to fear (damnum infcctum).

(Dig. 39. tit. 2. s. 2.) Damnum actunll}' done is

generally called damnum simply. The liability to

make good a loss is praestare damnum.
The causes of damage arc cither chance, acci-

dent (casus), or the ft^ acts or omissions of rea-

sonable human beings. (Dig. 9. tit. 2. s. 5. § 2.)

If the damnum is caused by the just exercise of a
right, it is indirect. In any other case it is direct

or injuria datum
;
and when it is injuria datum,

there may be neither dolus nor culpa, or there may
be either one or the other.

The obligation to make compensation for damage
arises either from dolus malus, culpa, and mora,

which in fiict is included in culpa, and out of con-

tracts. A man is not bound to make compensa-

tion for indirect loss or damage (Dig. 39. tit 2.

s. 26 ;
47. tit 9. s. 3. § 7); nor for direct damage,

if neither dolus nor culpa can be imputed to him,

as if he be mad. (Dig. 9. tit 2. s. 5. § 2, 30. § 3 ;

Thibaut, System, &c., 9th cd. § 163.) As to

damage done by an animal, sec Paupbriks. [G.Lk]

DAMNUM INFECTUM, is damage (dam-

num) not done, but apprehended. (Dig. 39. tit 2.

a. 2.) The praetor’s edict provided for such cases.

If the building of one man threatened damage to

another in consequence of its dilapidated state, the
owner of the dilapidated property might be required

to repair it or to give security against any damage
that might be caused by the state of his building.

The security (cautio) was demanded by an actio in

factum, in all coses where the security could Im
rc(juircd. Every person who was in possession of the

property that was threatened, whether as owner or

in any other right (but not a bonac fidei possessor),

could claim this cautio. (Dig. 39. tit 2. s. 5. § 2 ;

1.3. § 5, 18 ; 13. § 4, 9.) The owner of the ruinous

property or any person who had a right therein, and
a bonae fidei possessor, might be required to give this

cautio, which might bo given by a simple promise
or by giving sureties. The complainant had to

swear that he did not require the cautio calumniae
causa (Dig. 39. tit 2. a. 7 ; idqvk . non . K. K.

8X . PACXRS . IVRAVERIT. Tab. Vel. C. XX.)

If the dcfend.ont wrongfully refused to give the

security, the complainant was empowered to enter

upon the property which threatened tho damage,
and apparently for the purpose of protecting him-
self against it

; if this produced no result, the de-
fendant was ejected, and the complainant was
allowed to take possession of the property, and the
defendant lost all his rights to it.

If a ruinous house (aedes ruinosae) fell and
damaged a neighbour before any cautio had been
given, all the right that the damaged person had
was to retain the materials that hr^ fallen on his

land (Dig. 39. tit 2. ss. 6, 7. §§ 2, 8) ; but it seems
that the owner of the ruinous house could, if he
liked, pack up the materials and carry them off.

( Cic. Top. 4, In Verr. i. 56 ; Inst 4. tit 5 ; Thi-
baut, System, Slc. § 274, Ac. 9th cd.) [G. L.]

DAMNUM INJURIA D.-ITUM. The most
usual form of proceeding in cases of Damnum in-

juria datura was by the Lex AquiIia(Dig. 9. tit 2),
which repealed all previous legislation on the sub-
ject. This Lex Aquilia was a plebiscitum, which
was proposed by Aquilius, atribunus plebis. If the
owner of the damaged thing sued, there might be
tw’o cases. The damage might be done by cor-

poreal contact of tho wrongdoer (corpore), or by
something which he directed, and done to another
thing (corpus), so as to impair its value or destroy
it

;
and in this case there was the dirccta actio

I^egis Aquiliae. The first chapter provided that

if a man killed (injuria, that is, dolo aut culpa,

Gaius,,iii. 21 1 ) a slave or quadruped (quae pecudum
numcro sit) which belonged to another, he was
bound to pay the highest value that the slave or

animal had within the year preceding the unlaw-
ful act If the wrongdoer wilfully denied the fact

of the damage, he was liable to make compensation
to double the value. The third chapter provided
for the case of a slave or quadruped (quoc 4)ecudura,

&c.) being damaged, or any thing else being
damaged or destroyed. In this case he had to

pay the highest value that the thing had within

the thirty days preceding the unla'^ul act. If

the damage was done to a thing (corpus), but not
by a corpus, there was an actio utilis Legis Aqui-
liae, which is also an actio in factum or on the

case. Such a case would occur when, for instance,

a man should purposely drive his neighbour's beast

into a river and it should perish there. (Dig. 9.

Ut. 2. 8. 7. § .3, 9.)

If the thing was not damaged, but the owner
was damaged, there might be an actio in factum

;

as, for instance, if a man out of compassion loosed
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another man's slnre who was bound and so gate

him the opportunity of escaping. A man who
was not ovkucr, might have an actio utilis l^s
Aquiliae or in factum, if be had an interest in the

thing, as a fnictuariua, usuariua, a bonae hdci poi-

scAsor, or a person who had received a thing os a
pledge.

If a man's slave was killed, the owner might

sue for damages under the Lex Aquilia, and
prosecute for a capital offence.

(Cic. Pro Rotcio Comoedn^ c. 11 ; Oaius, iii.

210, dec. : Inst. 4. tiL 3 ; Thibaut, Syftrm^

9th ed. 8 531, &c. ;
Rein, Da$ RomutAe /*rtW-

recAt.) [G. L.]

DAMOSIA (Sc^toola), the escort or suite of

the Spartan kings in time of war. It consisted of

his tent-comrades (<rvff$criPoi\ to whom the pnle-

marchs, Pythiana, and three of the equals (8/mun)

also belonged (Xen. Rep. Lae* xiii. 1); of the

prophets, surgeons, flute-players, volunteers in the >

army (Xen. Rep. Lae. xiil 7), Olympian conquerors

(PluL Lye, 22), public servants, &c. The two
ephora, who attended the king on military expedi-

tious, also formed part of the damosia. (MUller,

OorioMit^ iii 12. 8 5.)

DANACE (8ai'eb^),the name of a foreign coin,

according to Hesychius (s. o.) worth a little more
than an obolos. According to some writers, it was

a Persian coin. (Pollux, ix. 82, and Hemster. ad
Ice.) This name was also dven to the obolos,

which was placed in the mouth of the dead to pay

the ferryman in Hades (Hesych. a r. ; Lucian, l5e

Lnetu^ c. 10, Mori. Dial, i 3, xi. 4, xxii 1.) At
the opening of a grave at Same in Cephallcnia, a

coin was found between the teeth of the corpse.

(Stackclberg, Die Graber der HeUenen^ p. 42 ;

Becker, C%ariidet^ vol. ii p. 1 70.)

DANEISMA {bdretiTfia). [Fxsus.]

DAPHNRPHO'RIA (Scupvrhpopta), a festival

celebrated every ninth year at Thebes in honour

of Apollo, sumamed Ismcnius or Galaxiua Its

name was derived from the laurel branches (Sd^rcu)

which were carried by those who took part in its

celebration. A full account of the festival is given

by Proclns (Chreelomtiib. p. 1 1). At one time all

the Acolians of Ame and the adjacent districts, at

the command of an oracle, laid siege to Thebes,

which was at the same time attacked by the Pe-

lasgians, and ravaged the neighbouring country.

But when the day came on which both parties had
to celebrate a festival of Apollo, a truce a*as con- i

eluded, and on the day of the festival they went
with laurcl-bouglis to the temple of the god. Bat
Polematas, the general of the Boeotians, had a

vision in which he saw a young man who pre-

1

sented to him a complete suit of armour, and who
made him vow to institute a festival, to be cele-

brated every ninth year, in honour of Apollo, at

which the Thebans, with laurel-boughs in their

hands, were to go to his temple. When, on the

third day after this vision, botn parties again were

engaged in close combat, Polematas gained the

victo^. He now fulfllled his promise, and walked

himself to the temple of Apollo in the manner pre-

scribed by th<) being he W) seen in his vision.

And ever since that time^ continues Proclus, this

custom has been strictly observed. Respecting the

mode of celebration, he adds: — At the daphne-

phoria they adorn a piece of olive wood with gar-

lands of laurel and various flowers
;
on the top of

it a brazen globe is placed, from which imailer
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ones are suspended
;
purple gariands, smaller than

those at the top, are attached to the middle part

of the wood, and tho loa'est part is covered with a
crocus-coloured envelope. By the globe on the

top they indicate the sun, which is identical with
Apollo

;
the globe immediately below the first,

represents the moon
;
and the smaller suspending

globes are symbols of the stars. The number of

garlands being 365, indicates the course of the

year. At the head of the procession w^ked a
youth, whose father and mother must be living.

This youth was, according to Pausanias (ix. 10.

8 4), chosen priest of Apollo every year, and called

: he was always of a handsome figure

and strong, and taken from the most distinguished

fiimilics of Thebes. Immediately before this

youthful priest walked his nearest kinsman, a'bo

bore the adorned piece of olive-wood, which was
called kwA. The priest followed, bearing in his

hand a laurel -branch, with dishevelled and floating

hair, wearing a golden crown on his head, a
magnificent robe which reached down to his feet

(wod^pqt), and a kind of shoes called *l^urpdri8«r,

from the general, Iphicrates, who had first intro-

duced them. Behind the priest there followed a
choir of maidens with boughs in their hands and
singing hymna. In this manner the procession

went to the temple of Apollo Tsraenius orOalaxius.

It would seem from Pausanias that all the boys of

the town wore laurel garlands on this occasion,

and that it a*as customary for the ions of wealthy

parents to dedicate to tho god brazen tripods, a
considerable number of which were seen in the

temple by Pausanias himself. Among them was
one which vras said to have been dedicated by
Amphitryon, at the time when Heracles was
dapbnephorns. This last circumstance shows that

the daphnephoria, whatever changes may have
ber'n subsequently introduced, was a very ancient

festival

There was a great similarity bctaTen this fes-

tival and a solemn rite observed by the Dclphians,

who sent every ninth year a sacred boy to Tempe.
This boy went on the sacred rood (PluL Qmtert.

Or. 12), and returned home as laurel-bcorer (8a^
rrf^pos) amidst the joyful songs of choruses of

maidens. This solemnity was observed in com-
memoration of the purification of Apollo at the

altar in Tempe, whither be bad fled after killing

the Pv*thon, and was held in the month of Thar-
gelion (probably on the seventh day). It is a very

probable conjecture of MUller (Dor. il 8. 8 4) that

the Boeotian daphnephoria took place in the samo
month and on the same day on which the Delphian

boy broke the purifying laurel-boughs in Tempe.
The Athenians seem likewise to have celebrated

a festival of the same nature, but the only mention

wc have of it is in Proclus (op. Pkotimm^ p. 987),
who says that the Athenians honoured the seventh

day as sacred to Apollo, that they carried laurel-

boughs and adorned the basket (tedyeoK, sceCANi-
pHORoa) with garlands, and sang hymns to the

god. liespecting the astronomical character of

the daphnephoria see MUlltf, OrcAom. p. 21.%

2d edit
;
and Creuzer, SymbU, rmd Myihol. il

p.160. [L.S.]

DARI'CUS (Sopexirdr), or, to give the name in

full, (rrarhp 8op«<ir4r, the etater Dareiua (Thuc.

viii. 28), was a gold coin of Persia, stamped on one

side with the figure of an archer crowned and
kneeling upon one knee, and on the other with a

jgit
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tort of qundnita incusa or deep clefl. We know
from Hcrodniim (iv. JC6) that Dareiua, the son of

Hystaspea, refomjed the Persian currency, and
stani[>cd gold of the purest standard ; and it is

gononilly belicTcd that the daricus was so called

from him. Harpoemtion, however, says (/. r.)

that the name was older than this Daieius, and
token from on earlier king. Oesenius (//<^r.

L^j-icon) supposes the name to be derived from an

ancient Persian word signifying king, or royal

palace, or the lx)w of the king, in allusion to the

figtire stamped upon it. The best authors, how-
cviT, think that there is no sufficient ground for

supposing cither the name or the coin to be older

than Darcius, the son of Hystaspes. (Dikkh,
Mcirri. Vntrrsuck. p. 129 j

Orotc, lIi$tory of
O'rrrrr^ vol. IT. p. 3*20.)

This c«iin hod a very extensive circulation, not

only in the Persian empire, hut also in Greece.

The pay given by Cyrus to the soldiers of Clcar-

chus was a daricus a month (Xen. Anab. k 3.

§ 21) ; and the same pay was oflered to the same
troops by Thimbrion, a Ijacedaemoninn general

(/bii. rii. 6‘. § 1 ). In the later b<toks of the Old
TesL'uncnt, the daricus is supposed to be mentioned

under the names of odarkon and darken

mon (Sec 1 Chron. xxix. 7 ;
Ezra, viii.

27, ii. 69 ; Nehem. vii. 70, 72.)

All ancient authorities agree in stating that the

daricus was the precise equivalent of the Lydian

and Attic stnlrr; that is, it wascf|uat in weight to

two Attic drachmae. (Harpocr.
;

Lex. Seg.
;

Said.; Schol. ad Kcct 590.) This
according to the ordinary ratio of gold to silver,

10 : ], would moke its viUuc equal to twent}' silver

drachmae
;
which agrees with the statement of

X nophon {Anab.i. 7. § 18 ; comp. Arrian. Anah.

if. 18).

Five darics made a mina of silver, and 300

darics a talent Xenophon also mentions half

darics {rjmioffUovs, Anab, i. 3. § 21.)

The value of the daricus in our money, computed

fnmi the drachma, is 16s. 3<f.
;
hut if reckoned by

omipjirison with our gold money, it is worth mucli

more. The darics in the British Museum weigh

128'4 pmins and 128*6 grains, respectively.

Hussey {Ancimt HViV/A^s, &c. vii. 3) calculates

the daricus ns containing on an average about 123*7

grains of pure gold, and therefore equal in value
!oq*7 ^

ta ^ sovereign, or about \L Is. Idd. l'/6

farthings.

Very few darics hare come down to us ; their

scarcity may l)C accounted for by the fact, that

after the conquest of Persia, they were melted

down and recoined under the type of Alexander.

There were also silver darics, boaring the same
device as the gold, namely, the hgure of an

archer. (Plut dm. 10; Aelian. V. II. i. 22.)

Their weiglits vary from 224 to 230 grains

:

those of the latter weight must have been struck,

as was not very unusual in old coinages, some-

what above the true weight
;
they seem to have

been didracbms of the Babylonian or Eg^-ptian

standard.

In allusion to the device of on archer, the

darics were often called and it is related of

Agcsilaus, that, when recalled to Greece, be said

that the Persian king had driven him out of Asia

by means of 30,000 bowmen, referring to the sum
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which was entrusted to Timocrates the Rhodian to

bribe the demagogues of Tholnrs and Athens to

make his presence iiecessarv* nt home. (Plut, Aqrn.

15, Artujr. 20, lAicon. AjtoiJiik. p. 181.) Ary-
andes, who was appointed governor of Egv'pt by
Cnnibyset, is supposed to have be<m the first who
struck these silver coins, in imitation of the gold
coinage of Dareiiis llystaspis. (Herod, iv. 166.)

GOLD DARIO. BRITISH MUSBL'«. ACTrAI. SB*.

SILVER DARIC. BRITISH UL'SBrM. ACTUAL 8QB.

DETIITOR, [OBL10AT10NE8.1
DECADU'Cni (3*fta3oDxo0» the members of

a council of Ten, who succeeded the Thirty in tbs

supreme power at Athens, n. c. 403. (Harpoesat.

s. r.) They wore chosen from the ten tribes, one
from each (Xen. HeU, ii. 4. f§ 23, 74); but,

though opposed to the Thirty, they sent ambas-
sadors to Sparta to ask fur assistance against

Thrasybulus and the exiles. They remained
masters of Athens till the party of Thrasyhuloi
obtained possession of the city and the democracy
was restored. ( Lys. c. /vm/os/A, p. 420 ;

Wnchs*
muth, IlrUm. Altcrthumsk. vol. i. p. 646, 2d ed.)

DECA'UCHIA or DECADA'RCIIIA (5«»tag-

Xlo, 8«Ka3apxl<*)f a supreme council esta-

blished in many of the Grecian cities by the

Lacedaemonians, who intrusted to it the whole
government of the state under the direction of a
Spartan harmosL It always consisted of the
leading members of the aristocratieal party. (Hor-
pocrat, s.r.

; Schneider, ci</ Aridti. /V. ii. 146,

147.) This form of government appears to have
been first estaldished by Lysauder at Ephesus.

(Plut. /.ys. 5 ;
Wacbsmuth, JIdUn. Alkrikumsk.

vol. i. p. .517, ‘id ed.)

DECASMUS (8<#co<r/^s), bribery. There
were two actions for bribery at Athens: one,

called ZfKoaykOv ypa/pky lay against the person

who gave the bribe
;
and the other, called

or S<npoioKlas ypa^, against the person w ho re>

ceived it. (Pollux, viii. 4‘2.) These actions ap-

plied to the bribery of citizens in the public as-

semblies of the people (trwb^Kd^fty r^y iKKXrfaiay^

Aesch. e. JSmarch. p. 12), of the Heliaea or any of

the courts of justice, of the 3ovA'^ and of the public

advocates {<ruyi]y6poiy Dcm. c. Strpk. ii. p. 1137.

1). Demosthenes (De FoIm Leg. p. 343), in-

deed, says that orators w'cre forbidden by the law,

not merely to abstain from receiving gifU for tho

injury of\he state, but even to receive any present

at all.

c c
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According to Aristotle {apu4 Ifarporrat. », r.

Anytus was the tirst person at Athens
who bribed the judges ; and we learn from

Plutarch {Corioi. c, 14) that he did so, when he

was charged of having lioen guilty of treachery at

Pylos,nt the end of the Pciuponnesian war. Other

writers say that Mcliius was the first person who
bribed the judges. (Petit Att. p.4t27, and
Duker's note.)

Actions for bribery were under the jurisdiction

of the thesmothetac. (Dcm. l,e,) The
punishment on conviction of the defendant was
dcatlj, or payment of ten times the value of the

gift received, to which the court might add an ad-

ditional punishment (wpoonV’JM®). Thus Demos-
thenes w.'is sentenced to a fine of ^0 Uilents by an

action for briber}*, and also ihrowm into pristm.

(lUnkh, PhU. Kcun. of Athens^ p. 384, 2d cd. ;

Meier, Att Process^ p. 352.)

DKCASTY'LOS. [Tkmplum.]
DECATK (Sficdrri). [Dscumab.]
DECE MPEDA, a pole ten feet lotig, used by

the agrimensorea in measuring land. (Cic. Pro AfU.

27 ;
ilnr. C’orm. ii. 15. 14 ; Cic. PkUiftp, xiv. 4.)

Thus we find that the agrimcnsorcs were sometimes
called </ccienipct/atorc4 (Cic. Pkilipp. xiiL 18). The
decempeda was in fact the stand^d land-measure.

(AcTifs; Agrimknsoiiks.]
DKCKM PRIME [Senatvs.]
DECE'MV'IRI, the Ten Men, the name of

Tarious magistrates and functionaries at Rome.
1. Decemviri Lrgibus Scridrndis, w’ere ten

persons, W’ho were appointed to draw up a code of’l

laws, and to whom the whole government of the

state w*as entrusted. As early ns B. c. 482, a
law was proposed by C. Terentilius Arsa, that

commissioners should he appointed for drawing up
a body of laws ;

but this w'as violently opposed by
the patricians (Liv. iii. 9) ;

and it was not till

after a stniggle of nine years that the patricians

con»4’ntcd to send three persons to Greece, to col-

lect such information respecting tlic laws and con-

stitutions of the Greek states as might be useful

to the Konuins. (Liv. ili. 31.) Thor were absent a

year
;
and on their return, after considerable dis-

pute between the patricians and plebeians, ten

commissioners of the patrician order were ap-

pointed with the title of “ decemviri legibus scri-

bendis,*' to whom the revision of the laws was
eommitted. All the other magistrates were ob-

liged to abdicate, and no exception was made even

in favour of the tribunes
;

for there is no reason to

suppose, ns Niehuhr has done, that the tribune-

ship was not given up till the second decomvirate

(Cic. de Prp. ii. .36 ; Liv. iiL 32 ;
Diori}**. x. 56).

They were thus entrusted with supreme power in

the state.

The decemviri entered upon their office at the

beginning of b. c. 451. They consisted of App.
CIniidius and T. Oenneius Augnrinus, the new
consuls, of the pmefcctus urbi, and of the tw'o

qiianstores parricidii as Niebuhr conjectures, and
of five others chosen by the centuries. They dis-

charged the duties of their office with diligence,

and dispensed justice with impartiality. Each ad-

ministen.'J the government day by day in succes-

sion os during an interregnum ; and the fasces were
only carried before the one who presided for the

day. (I^iv. iii. 33.) They drew up a bodv of laws,

distributed into ten sections
; which, after lieing

approved of by the senate and the comitla, were

engraven on tables of metal, and set up in the

comitium.

On the expiration of their year of office, all

parties were so well satisfied with the manner in

which they bad discharged their duties, that it was
resolved to continue the some form of government

for another year ;
more especially os some of the

di'cemvin said that their work was not finished.

Ten new decemvirs were accordingly elected, of

whom Appius Claudius alone belong^ to the farmer

body (Liv. iii. 35 ;
Dionys. x. 53) ;

and of his

nine new colleagues, Niebuhr thinks that five were ’

plebeians. These magistrates framed several new
laws, which were approved of by the centuries,

and engraven on two additional tables. They
acU d, however, in a most tyrannical manner. Eoch
was attended by twilve Hetnrs, who carried not

the rods only, but the axe, the emblem of sove-

reignty, They made common cause writh the patri-

cian party, and committed all kinds of outrages

upon the persons and property of the plebeians and
their families. Wh^n their year of office expired

they refused to resign or to appoint successors.

Niebuhr, however, considers it certain that they

w*erc appointed for a longer period than a year
;

since otherwise they would not have been required

to resign their office, but inteiregcs would at the

expiration of the year havesteppea into their place.

This, however, docs not seem conclusive ; since the

decemvirs were at the time in possession of the

whole power of the state, and would have pre-

vented any attempt of the kind. At length, the

unjust decision of App. Claudius, in the case of

Virginia, which b d her father to kill her with his

own hands to save her from prostitution, occasioned

an insurrection of the people. The decemvirs

were in consequence obliged to resign their office,

B. a 449 ; after which the usual magistracies were
re-established. (Niebuhr, //i^, PomA, voLii.

pp. 309—356 ; Arnold, l/ixt. of Rome^ vol. u pn.

250—313; Becker, Honiisch. AUcrihunu vol. li.

part ii, pp. 126— 1.16.)

The ten tables of the former, and the two tables

of the latter decemvirs, together form the laws of

the Twelve Tables, of which an account is given

in a separate article. [Lex Duodxcim Tad.)
2. Decemviri Lmucsor Stlitidus J»;dican-

niR, were magistrates forming a court of justice,

which took cogniz.rncc of civil cases. From Pom-
poniua {de Orip. Jur. Dig. i. tit 2. s. 2. §29) it

would appear that they were not instituted till the

year B. a 292, the time when the triumviri capi-

tales were first appointetl. Livy (iii. 55) however
mentions decemvirs ns a plebeian magistracy ver)*

soon after the legislation of the Twelve Tables ;

and while Niebuhr (//is/, of //ome, vol. ii. p. 324,

Ac.) refers these decemvirs to the deccmvinil

magistrates, who had shortly before been abolishti],
|

and thus abides by the account of Pomponius, :

Guttling i0c9ch, der R'6m. Staatgr. p.241, Ac.) t

believes that the decemvirs of Livy are the de- ^

cemriri litilms judicondis, and refers their insti-

tution, together with that of the centuraviri, to

Servius Tullius. [Crntcmviri.) But the history
J

as well as the peculiar jurisdiction of this court

during the time of the republic are involved in
|

inextricable obscurity. In the lime of Cicero it I

still existed, and the proceedings in it took place
j

in the ancient form of the sacramenturo. (Cic, pro
I

/’oeew. .13, ;>ro Dom. 29.) Augustus transferred

to these decemvirs the presidency in the courts of
j

I
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the ccntumTiri. (Suet 36 ;
Dion Dug.

liv. 26.) During the empire, this court had jiirU-

diction in capital matters, which U expressly

stated in reguid to the decemvirs.

3. Dscxmvjri SacRis Faciundir, sometimes

calh'd simply Dkckmvjri Sacrokum, were the

meni)>ors of an ecclesiastical collegium, and were

elected for life. Their chief duty was to take care

of the Sibylline books, and to ini{)cct them ou all

important occasions, by command of the senate.

(Liv. viL 27, xxi. 62, xxxi. 12.) V'irgil {Ach.

tL 73) al)udt>s to them in his address to the Sibyl— •* Ixxtos sacmlx? viros.”

Under the kings the care of the Sibylline l>ot»ki

was committed to two nnn (dwuwn'n) of high

r.tnk (Dionys. iv. 62), one of whom, called Atilius

or Tullius, was punished by Tarrpiinius, for being

unfaithful to his tnnut, by being sewed up in n sack

and cast into the S4>a. (Dionys. /. c. ;
Val. Max. L

1. § 13.) On the expulsion of the kings th.* care

of these books was eutnistcd to the nobler of the

patriciansi, w'ho were exempted from all military and
civil duties. Their nuuilnT was increased about

the year 367 n. c. to ten, of whom five were chosen

from the patricians and five from the pIclKrians.

(Inv. vi. 37, 42.) Subse<iucntly their nuiul)er was
still further increased to fifteen (tjuimlfcemviri)

;

but at what time is uncertain. As, however, there

were decemviri in ikc. B2, when the capitol was

burnt (Dionys. f. e.), and we read of (juiudecejnviri

in the time of Cicero {lul I'nm. viii. 4), it appears

proWble that their numl>er was increased from ten

to fifunm by Sulla, esp4'cinlly as wc know that he

increased the numbers of several of the other eccle*

siastical corporations. Julius Caesiir addtnl one

more to their number (l>ion Qua. xlu. .^l)
;
but

this precedent was not followed, ns the collegium

appears to have consisted afterwards of only fifteem

It was also the duty of the decemviri and
quinquoiri to celebrate the games of Ap'jllo (iJv.

X. B)* >tnd the seailiir games. (Toe. xu 1 1 ;

Hot. CVinn. ifeiec. 70.) They were, in fact, con-

sidered priests of Aptdlo, whence each of them had

in his house a bronxe tripod dedicated to that deity.

(J>erv. tui Vini. Aen. iiL 332.)

4. I)Ec'X.vvini Agris Dividusdir, were some-

times ap()ointed for distributing the public land

among the citixens. (Liv. xxxL 4, xlii. 4.)

DKCKNNA'LIA or DECE'NNIA, a festival

celebrated with games every ten years by the

Roman emperors. I'his festival ownl its origin

to the fiict that Augustus refused the supreme

l»ower when ofTered to him for his life, and would

only consent to accept it for ten rears, and when
these expired, for another period of ten years, and

so on to the end of his life. The memory of this
|

comedy, as Gibbon has happily called it, was I

s<Tved to the lost ages of the empire by the festival !

of the DtxatnaJia^ which was solemnised by sub-
j

s<H]tient cm])eror8 every timth year of their reign,

although they had received the imperium for life,

and not for the limited period of ten years. (Dion

Cass. Hii. 16, liv. 12, Iviii. 24, Ixxvi, 1 ; Trcbell.

Poll. Stdamn. ^GiiUUn, 7.)

DECIMA'TIO, w'as the selection, by lot, of

every tenth man for punishment, wlien any number
nf soldiers in the Roman army had been guilty of

any crime. The remainder usually had barley

nllowcd to them instead of wheat. (Polyb. vi. 38 ;

Cic. Clumt. 46.) This punishment does not aj)pear

to have been often inflicted in the cariy times of
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the republic
;

but is frequently mentioned in the
civil WOTS, and under the emjnrt'. It is said to

have been revived by Crassus, after being diKon-
tinned for a long time* (Pint frus*. lU.) For
instances of this punishment, see Liv. ii. 89 ;

Awj. 24, LWio, 12 ; Tacit. Hi*t. L 37 ;
Diun

Cass. xli. 35, xlix. 27, 30.

Sometimes only the twentieth man was punished
(r»c«?4ni«o<iV>),orihe hundreth {ct ntcAnuUio^ Capitol.

Mnrrin. 12).

DECIM ATRUS. [QriNijrATRfs.]
DECKKTUM, seems to mean that which is

determined in a jwtrticular case after examination
1 or considenition. It is sometimes applied to a dc>

;
termination of the consuls, and sometimes to a de-

, termination of the senate. A decretum of the

senate would seem to differ from a sonatus-cniH

sultura, in the way above indicated : it was limitiKl

I
to the special occasion and circumstances, and this

I
would be Inie whether the dccrelnm was of a

I

judicial or a legislative character. But this dis-

,

tinction in the use of the two words, as applied to

an act of the senate, was perhaps not always ob-

served. Cicero («</ i\im. xiii. 56) opposes edictum
to decn'tiiro

; Iwtwoen which there is, in this ]KU-

sjige, apparently the same analogy as between a
consultum and decretum of the seimtc. A de-

cretum, as one of the jiarta or kinds of coiistitutio,

was a judicial decision in a case before the sove-

reign, when it was carried to the auditorium

principis by way of appeal. Paulus wrote a work
in six books on these Iinperiales Sententiae.

Oaius (iv. 140), when he is sf>eakitig of interdicta,

says that they ore properly called decreia, ‘‘cum
(praetor aut proconsul) fieri aliquid julM‘t,*' and
interdicta when he forbids. A judex is said “con-
demnare,” not ** decernere," n word wliich, in

judicial proce«>dings, is appropriate to a magistralus

who has jurisdurtio. [G. I^]

DE CUM-AK (sc partfs\ the tithes paid to

the state by the occupiers of (he agiT publicus

[Aukr PtuLict'a] : hence the Publicani are also

called Decuntani from their farming these tithes.

[PUBLICANX]
A similar system likewise existed in Greece.

Peisistretus, fur instance, imposed a tax of a tenth

on the lorals of the Athenians, which the Peisistra-

tidac lowered to a twentieth. (Thuc vi.^4.) The
same principle was also applied to religious pur-

poses: thus Xenophon subjected the occupWrs
(to^s Kopirovfi4yovs) of the land ho

purchased near Scilius, to a payment of tithes in

support of a temple of Artemisi, the goddess to

whom the purchase-money was dedicateil ; the

Delian Apollo also ivccivcd tenths from the

Cyclades. (Xen. Anab. r. .3. § 1 1 ;
Callim. Ifjfmn.

Dei. 272, S|ianhcim.) That many such charges

originated in conquest, or sometliing similar, may
be inferred from the statement of Herodotus (vii.

132), that nt the time of the Persian war the eon-

federate Gc(‘eks made a vow, by which all the

states who bad surrendered themselves to the

enemy, were subjected to the payment tithes

for the use of the god at Delphi.

The tenth (vb i-wiliKarov) of confiscated pro-

perty was also sometimes applied to similar ob-

jects. (Xen. lltH, L 7. § 11.) The tithes of the

public lands belonging to Athens were fanned out

as at Rome to crmtroctors, colled b^Korwvai: tho

term btKorriK6yoi was ajtplied to the collectors
;

but the callings were, as wc might supjKtsc, often
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united in the *aii»c person. The title ZfKanvral

is applied to both. A or tenth of a dif-

ferent kind was the arbitrary exaction imposed by

the Athenians (u. c. 410) on. the cargoes of all

8hi|n sailing into or out of the Pontua They lost

h by the luittle of Aegospotami (b. C. 405) ; but it

\^os re-established by Thrasybulus about D.C. 391.

This tithe v^*a8 also let out to farm. (Demosth.

c. /xp. 475 ; Xen. IfelL iv. 8. § 27, 31.) The
tithe-house for the receipt of this duly ^^*as called

Ssirarcur^ptoK : to sail by necessity to it, vapayto-

ytd,^ftv. (Bockh, I*ubl, £con. of Athen$^ p. 325,

&c., 2nd ed.) £R. W.]
1>ECUMA'NI. [Decumab.]
DECUNCI8, another name for the dextans.

[Ap, p. 140, b.]

DECU'HIA. [Exsrcitus.]
DECU'HIAE JtJOlCUM. [Ji dex.)

DECURIO'NES. [Colonia
;
Exercitus.]

DECU RREHE. [FuNrs.]
DECUSSIS. [Aa,p. 140, b.]

DKDICATIO. [IxAUouBATio.]
DKDITrCII, arc one of the three classes of

libcrtinL The lex Aclia Sentia provided that, if a

slave was put in bonds by his master as a punish-

ment, or branded, or pul to the torture for an

offence and convicted, or delivered up to fight with

wild beasts, or sent into a Indus {gladuitonm\ or

put in confinement {etutodia)^ and then manumitted

either by his then owner, or by another owner, he

merely acquired the status of a peregrinus dediti-

cius, and hod not even the privileges of a Latinus.

The peregrini dediticii were those who, in former

times, had taken up arms against the Roman
p(‘oplc, and being conquered, had surrendered

themselves. They W’crc, in fact, a people who
W'cro absolutely suMued, and yielded uncon-

ditionally to the conquerors, and, of course, had no

other relation to Rome than that of subjects. The
form of dedilio occurs in Livy (i. 37).

The dediticii existed n< a class of persons who
were neither slaves, nor cives, nor I«ntini, at least

as late as the time of Ulpian. Their civil condi-

tion, as is stated alwve, was formed by analogy to

the condition of a conquered people, who did not

individually lose their freedom, but ns a community
lost all political existence. In thecn.se of the V'olsci,

I/ivy inclines to the opinion that the four thousand

who w'cre sold, were slaves, and not dediti. (Gains,

L 13, Ac. ; Ulpianus, Fraff. lit. I, s. 1 L) [G. L.J

DRDITIO. [Dediticii.]

DEDUCTO'RES. [Ajubiti^s.]

DFFEN.SO'RES. fPROviNxiA.]
DE'FRUTUM. [ViNfM.)
DEICELIST.^E (8f<xfXi<rra»). [CovoKDIa,]
DEIGMA (fuyp.a), a particular place in the

Pciract’us, as well os in the harbours of other

Stales, where merchants exposed samples of their

goods for sale. (Ilarpocrat ». r.
;
Pollux, it. 34 ;

Aristoph. Kquit. 974 ; Dcm. c. Jxter. p. 932. 20
;

Thcophr. Char. 23.) The samples themselves were

also called (Plut. Z^e/aosM. 23 ; Bockh,
Publ. Athms., p. 58, 2nd. ed.)

DEJEfjrUM EFFUSUM. [Dbjecti Epfu-
8IVB Actio.]

DE.IECTI EFFUSIVE ACTIO. If any
person threw or poured out anything from n place

or upper chamber {memtculum) tijion a road which
was frequented by passengers, or on a place where
people used to stand, and thereby caused any
damage, the practor*s edict gave the injured
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person an actio in duplum. The action was against

the occupier. If several persons inhabited a
caenaculum, and any injury was done to another

by a thing being thrown or poured out of it, he

had a right of action against any of them, if tho

doer was uncertain. The damages recoverable

were to double the amount of the damage, except

in the case of a /:5er, when they were fifty aurei,

if he was killed ; and any person might sue for the

money within a year, but the right of action was
given in preference to a person “ cujus interest,'*

or to affincs or cognati. If a man was only in-

jured in his person, the damages were ** quantum
ob cam rem acquum jtidici videbitur cum cum quo
ngatur condemnari," which included the expeners

of a medical attendant, loss of time, and loss of a
man's earnings during the time of his cure, or loss

of future earnings by reason of bis haring been
rendered incapable of making such camings. If

injuiy* was caused by a thing being thrown from a
ship, there was an actio utilis

;
for the words of

the edict are, ** Unde in eum locum quo volgo ilcr

fiat vel in quo consistatur, dejcctum,” &c.

The edict applied to things which were sus-

pended over a public place and W’hich by their ftiU

might injure people. It allowed any person to

bring an action for the recovery of ten aurei

against any person who disregarded this rule of

the edicL If a thing so iispetidod, fell down and
injured any person, there was an actio against

him who placed it there.

As many of the houses in Rome were lofty, and
inhabited to the top by the poor (Cic. Atp-. iu

35
;
Hor. Ep. i. 1. 91 ;

Juv. Sai. x. 17), and
pn»bably as there were very imperfect means for

carrying off rubbish and other accumulations, it

was necessary' to provide against accidents which
might happen by such things being lhn»wn through

the window. According to Labco's opinion, the

edict only applied to the daytime, and not to the
night, which, however, was the more dangerous

time for a passer-by. (Dig. 9. tit 3 ;
Dig. 44.

tit 7. 8. 5. § 5 ; Inst 4. tit 5 ;
.luv. Sai. iii. 2C8,

Ac.; Thil>aut, Syiirm., Ac. §580, 9th ed.) [G. L.]

DEILIAS GRAFIIE' (JeiAlos >pa^), tho

name of a suit instituted against soldiers who
hod been guilty of cowardice. (Aesch. r. OejcipA,

p. 566 ;
Lys. c, Alcih. pp. 520, 52.5.) The pre-

sidency of the court belonged to the stralegi, and
the court was composed of soldiers who had served

in the campaign. (Lys. e, Alrih. p. .521.) The
unishmenl on conviction appears to have been
Ttpla. Compare A.stratkiar Graphe.
DEIPNON (8e7irwp). [Cobna.]
DEL.V'TOU, an informer. The dclatores,

tind(T the empomrs, were a class of men who
gained their livelihood by informing against their

fellow-citizens. (Suet Tih. 61, Dom. 12 ; Tacit.

Ann, iv. 30, vi. 47.) They constantly brought

forward fal.'W charges to gratify the avarice or

jealousy of the different emperors, and were con-

sequently paid according to the importance of the

information which they gave. In some cases,

however, the law specified the sums which were
to be given to informers. Thus, when a murder
had been committed in a family, and any of the

slaves belonging to it had run away before the

qiiaestio, whoever apprehended such slaves re-

ceived, for each slave whom he apprehended, a
reward of five aurei from the property of the de-
ceased, or else from the state, if the sum could
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not be raised from the property of the deceased.

(Dig. 29. tiu 5. s. 25.) In the scnatus consultum

quoted by Frontinus {De Aquaedttd.)^ the informer

received half of the penalty in which the person

was hned who tmnsgressed the decree of the senate.

There seems also to have been a fixed sum given

to informers by the lex Papia, since wc are toid

that Nero reduced it to a fourth, (Suet Ncr. 10.)

The number of informers, however, increas<^d so

rapidly under the early emperors, and occasioned

so much mischief in society, that many of them

were frequently banished, and punished in other

ways, by various emperors. (Snet 7Yt 8, Dom.

9 ;
Mart I 4 ; Plin. 84 ; Brissoniiu, Ant.

ISetecL iii. 17.)

DELECTUS, [Exercitus.]
DE'LIA the name of festivals and

games celebrated at the great panegyris in the

ishind of Delos, the centre of an ampliictyony, to

which the Cyclades and the neighi>ouring lonians

on the coasts belonged, (U«un. Hymn, in A}x>U.

147, &c,) This nm|>hictyony seems originally to

hare been instituted simply fur the purpose of re-

ligious worship in the common sanctiiary of Apollo,

the dchr warper of the loniana, a'ho was believed

to hare been bom at Delos. The Delia, as ap-

pears from the Hymn on Apollo (compare Thucyd. i

iii. 104; Pollux, ix. 61), had existed from vciy*

early times, and were celebrated every fifth year

(Pollux, viii. 1U4), and as Biickh supposes, with

great probability, on tlie sixth and seventh days of

Thargelion, the birthdays of Apollo and Anemia
The meml^rs of the iunphictyony assembled on

these occasions (fOcespot/v) in Delos, in long gar-

ments, with their wives and children, to worship

the god with gymnastic and musical contests,

choruses, and dances. That the Athenians took

part in these solemnities at a very early period,

is evident from the Dcliastae (afterwards called

dewpof) mentioned in the laws of Solon (Athen. vi

p.2.34); the sacred vessel (8ewpfr), moreover,

which they sent to Delos every year, was said to

be the same which Theseus had sent after his re-

turn from Crete. (See the commentators on Plato,

CWto, p. 48, c.) The Delians, during the celebra-

tion of these solemnities, performed the office of

cooks for those who visited their island, whence

they were called *EAeo8i^a< (Athen. iv. p. 173).

in the course of time the celebration of this

ancient panegyris in Delos had ceased, and it was

not revived until 01. 88. 3, when the Athenians,

after having purified the island in the winter of

that year, restored the ancient solemnities, and
added horse-races which bad never before taken

place at the Delia. (Thucyd. /.c.) After this re-

storation, Athens being at the head of the Ionian

confederacy took the most prominent port in the

celebration of the Delia ; and though the islanders,

in common with Athena, provided the choruses and
victims, the leader (dpx<9f<vpor), who conducted

the whole solemnity, was an Athenian (Plut. Nic.

3 ;
Wolf. IrUrod. ad Damodh. f^pt. p. xc.), and

the Athenians bad the iupi>rintendcnce of the com-

mon sanctuary, fAmphicttoxs.]
From these solemnities, l>clonging to the great

Delian panegyris, we must distinguish the lener

DeUoy which were celebrated every ycqr, probably

on the 6th of Thargelion. The Athenians on this oc-

casion sent the sacred vessel (3«wp<s}, which the

priest of Apollo adorned with laurel branches, to

Delot. The embassy was called 3«wpfa : andtboee
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who sailed to the island, dewpof
;
and before they

set sail a solemn sacrifice w*as offered in the Dolion,

at Marathon, in order to obtain a happy vo\'iige.

(Muller, Dor. ii. 2. § 14.) During the ab&cnco of

the vessel, which on one occasion Lasted 30 days

(Plat Phtifdon^ p. 58 ;
Xen, Memorub. iv. 8. § 2),

the city of Athens was purified, and no criininal

was allowed to be executed. The lesser Delia

were said to have been instituted by Theseus,

though in some legends they are mentioned at a
much earlier period, and Plutarch {Thes. 23) re-

lates tliat the ancient vess^’I used by the founder

himself, though often repaired, was prescrvi'd and
used by the Athenians down to the time of Deme-
trius Phalcreus. (Rockh, PuU. Eoou. of Ath. p.

214, &c. 2d edit ;
Thirlwall, llUt. of 6Vercr, voL

iiL p.217.) [L. S.1

DELICTUM. [Crimen.]
DELPHI NIA (5eA^i'vm\ .1 festival of the

same expiatory character ns the A|H>l)unia, which
was celebrated in various towns of Grt*cce, in

honour of Apollo, surnanied Dophinius, who was
considered by the lonians as their 3<hv narp^os.

The name of the god, as well as that of his fi^s*

tival, must l>e derived from the belief of the an-

cients that in the beginning of the mouth of Muny-
chion (probably identic^ with the Aegineian
Delphinius) Apollo came through the defile of

Parnassus to Delphi, and began the battle with

Delphyne. As he thus OMumod the character of a
wrathful god, it w'as thought necessary to appease

him, and the Delphinia, accordingly, were cele-

brated at Athens, as well as at other places where
his w'orship had been adopted, on the bth of Many-
chion. At Athens seven boys and girls carried

olive-branches, bound with white wool (called the

ix6TT}pta), into the Delphinium. (PIiiU Thes. 18.)

The Delphinia of Aegina are mentioned by the

scholiast on Pindar {Pyth. viii. 88), and fn>in his

remark on another passage {Olymp. vii. 151), it is

clear that they were celebrated with contests.

(Compare Diog. Loert Vit, Tftal. c. 7 ; MUllor,

Dor. ii. R. § 4.) Qtncerning the celebration of tha

Delphinia in other places nothing is known ; but

we have reason to suppose that the rites observed

At Athens and in Aegina were common to all

festivals of the same name. See MUller, Aeffintt.

p. 152. [L.S.]
DELPHIS (3<A«pi0t An instrument of naval

war&rc. ' It consist^ of a large mass of iron or

lead suspended on a beam, which projected from

the mast of the ship like a }*ard-arm. It was used

to sink, or make a hole in, an enemy's vessel, by
being dropped upon it when alongside. (Aristoph.

EijuU. 759 ;
Thuc. viL 41 ; Scbol. ad /be.

;

Hesych. s. r.) There seems no necessity for sup-

posing that it was made in the shape of a dolphin.

Bars of iron used for ballast arc at the preedit day
called ** pigs,” though they bear no resemblance to

that anii^. Probably the 9e\<p7n€s were hoisted

alufr only when going into action. We may also

conjecturo that they were fitted, not so much to

the swift (rax<mi ) triremes, as to the military

transports ((rrpcrridrriScr, dirAiTd>-es>o<), for the

sailing of the former would be much impeded by
so lo^c a weight of metal. At any rate, those

that Thucydides speaks of were not on the tri*

rcrocs. but on the bAxdRfv.

DELUBRUM. [TEMPtifM.]
DKMARCHI the chief magistrates

of the demi (5q/ioi) in Attica, and said to bavs
c c 3
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bf'CD first appointed by Cleistbones. Their duties

were N'arioiis and important. Thus, they conreiK'd

meotin^ of the ileiuua, and took the votes u|K>n

all questions under consideration
;
they hod the

custody of the ypofifiaruoy^ or Hook

in which the members of the demus were enrolled

;

and they made and kept a register of the landed '

estates in their districU, whether belong*

ing to individuals or the body cMporate
;
so that

w'hcnerer an ciV^pd, or extraordinary property-

tax was imposed, they must have been of great

service in aascssing and collecting the quota of

each estate. Moneys due to the demns for rent,

Ac. were collected by them (Dorn, c. Rub. p. 1318),

and it may safely be allowed that they were em-
ployed to enforce payment of various debts and

dues claimed by the slate. For this purpose they

seem to have had the power of distraining, to which

allusion is mode by Aristophanes {Sub. 37). In

the duties which have been enumerated, they sup-

planted the nattemri {tnkbupupoi) of the old con-

stitution
;

their functions, however, were not con-

fined to duties of this class, fur they also acted as

police magistrates : thus, in conjunction with the

dtcasts of the towns (Staturrol Kork b^fiovt)^ they

assisted in |»reserving peace and order, and were

rc*<juiivd to bury, or cause to be buried, any deail

Indies found in their district: for neglect of this

duty they w'ere liable to a fine of 1000 drachmae.

(I)ein. c. ;l/ac»rr. 1089. 2*2.) Lastly, they seem to

have furnished to the proper authorities a list of

the meinlnrs of the township who were fit to serve

in war (KoraAdToos 4woff}<roMTo, Demosth. e.

PtJjtc. p. 1208 ; Ilarpocr. s. r. ;
Poll. viii. 118 ;

K. F. Hermann, Grieck. Staat$alferth. § HI;
Bockh, Public AVoa. of Aihena^ pp. 157, 512 ;

Bchomann, Dc Comitii*^ p. 376, Ac.). Dtmanki
was the namo given by Greek writers to the

Roman tribunes of the plobs. [li. W.]
DRMF..VS. (CiRATOR.1
HEMENSUM. [Snavt’s.)

DRME'NTI.V [CiRATOR.]
DEMETRIA (SijMirrpfa), an annual festival

which the Athenians in 307 B. a, instituted in ho-

nour of Demetrius Poliorcetes who, together with

his fether Antignnus wore contecroted under the

title of saviour gods It w*as eolebrated every year

in the month of Munychion, the name of which, as

well as that of the ^y on which the festival was
held, was changed into Demetrion and Demetrias.

A priest ministered at their altan, and conducted

the solemn procession, and the sacrifices and games
with which the festival w*ai celebrated. (Diodor.

Sic. XX. 46; PIuL DemHr. 10,46.) To honour

tbe new god sttU more, the Athenians at the same
time changed the name of the festival of the Dio-

nysia into that of Dometria, as the young prince

was fond of hearing himself compared to Dionysus.

The demetria mentioned by Athenaeus (xii. p.

636) are probably the Dionysia. Respecting the

other extravagant flatteries which the Athenians

heaped upon Demetrius and Antigonus, sec Athen.

vi. p. 252 ; Herm. PoUt. Ant. of Greece^ § 1 75. n.

6, 7, and 8 ;
and Thirlwoll, Hint, of 6'raoev, vol. viL

p.331. IL. S.]

DEMINUTIO CAPITIS. [Caput.]
DEMIOPK-A'TA (brjfubwpara^ sc. ir^y^ra

or rr^/iara), wos property confiscated at Athens
and sold by public auction. The confiscation of

property was one of the must common sources of

revenue iu many of the Grecian states ; and Aris-
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tophanes 559, with Schol.) mentions thg
brtfiibrpara as a separate branch of the public re-

venue At Athens. An account of such proiM'rtv

was presented to the people in the first assembly
of every piytaneia (Pollux, viii. 95) ; and lists of

it were posted upon tablets of stone in ditferrnt

places, os was the case at Eleusis, W’ith the cata-

logue of the articles which accrued to the temple
of Dcroeter and Persephone, from persons who
hod committed any otfence against these deities.

(Pollux, X. 97.) Many monuments of this kind
were collected by Greek antiquarians, of which an
account is given by Biickh (Publ, Reon.of AihcNn.,

pp. 197, 392, 2d edit) and Meier {Dt Bouu /Juiif

rutlorutn^ p. 160, Ac.).

DEMIURGI (87j>aovpyo/). These mogistratrs,

whose title is expressive of their doing the servk-o

of the people, are by some grammarians stited to

have b^n peculiar to Dorian slates; but, perha{K,

on no authority, except the form So^ioupyoi.

Muller {Dorians^ vol. ii. p. l45) observes, nn the

contrary, that ** they were not uncommon in the
PelofionnesuB, but they do not occur often in tbo

Dorian states.*' They existed among the Kleiatis

and Mantineians, with whom they seem to have
been the chief executive miigiatmcy (oi iiifiioupyoi

Kcu ^ 3ooA^, k. t. a., Thuc. V. 47). Wc also read
of demiurgi in the Acliau.in Icagtio, who probably
ranked next to the stmtegi. [Achaicum FoKDfh,
p. 5, b.] Officers named Rfuderniuryi^ or Up|»or

demiurgi, w’ere sent by the Corinthians to nmna'/o
the government of their colony at Potidae.'u (Thuc.

i-56.) [U. W.J
DE'MIHS (8^/4<of). [Tormrvtusi.]
DEMUCK.ATIA (5ij/ioitpaTlo), that form of

constitution in which the sovereign political power
is in the hands of the demus, or commonalty. In
the article Aristockatia the reader will find

notic d the rise and nature of the distinction be-

tween the politically privileged class of nobles and
the commonalty, a class personally free, though
without any constitutionally recognised poliiicil

{wwer. It was this commonalty which w*as pro-

perly termed the demus (8^/ior). The natural

and inevitable effect of the progress of society

being to diminish, and finally do away wnth, thoso

distinctions between the two classes, on which the

original dilfercnce in point of political power was
founded, when the demus, by their inerra'ing

numbers, wealth, and intelligence, had mist'd

thentselves to a level, or nearly so, in real power
and importance with the originally privileged class,

now degenerated into an oligarchy, a struggle wxu
sure to ensue, in which the demus, unless over-

Imme by extraneous influences, was certain to gain

the nmster)’. The soven*ign power of the demns
being thus established, the government was termed

a democracy. There might, however, be two
modifications of tbo victory of the commonalty. If

the struggle betweinj the classes had bt-en p^>-

tracted and fierce, the oligarchs were commonly
expelled. This was frequently the case in the

smaller states. If the victory of the coinraonaity

was achieved more by the force of moral power
than by intestine warfare and force of arms,

through the gradual concessions of ** the few,** tho

result (as ^t Athens) was simply th«* entire ob-

literation of the original distiiictions. This fonn of

the constitution was still, in tho most literal sense

of the term, a democracy
; for ns wealth and birth

no longer fonoed the title to political power, though
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the weilthy nnd noble >t01 remained citiiene of SG3, Ug. iii. p. 690. c. ri. p. *S7,e.) Ari.inilo
the commonwealth, the tupreme power wm to all (/W. iv. 3, d, 5, ri. 1, 2) describe* the variuu*
intent* and purpoecs in the hand* of the cla**for- niodihcntion* which a democmev may assume It
nierly con»tituting the dcrou*, by virtue of their i* *omewhat curimu that neither in practice nor in
bcinft the more nuracrou*. (Aristot. 7'of. iv. t, thcorj- did the representative svitem attract miy
p. 122, ed. Gattling.) When the two cla**e* attention among the Greek*,
were thn* cqualiicd, the term dcmiu iuelf wa* That diwased form of a democracy, in which
frequently need to denote the entire body of free from the practice of giving pay to the poorer citi-
citiren*— “ the many," in contra*! with “ the len* for their attendance in the public aascmbly,

I'rom other can*es, the predominant partv in
It u obviou* that, con*istently with the main- the *fito came to be in feet the lowest da** of the

tenance of the fundamental principle of the supreme citiien* (a state of thing* in which the democracy
power being in the hand* of the demu*, varinu* in many respecu reicmbled a tyranny : *ec Arit^
modification* of the constitution in detail might Pal. iv. 4) wa* by later writer* (Polyb. vi. 4, A/’
erist, and ditferent view* might be held a* to what PluL <U Momin-t. c. 3) termed an flriwicy
wa* the perfect t.vpe of a democracy, and what wa* (ix^^onparla— the dominion of the mob)

j hut the
an imperfect, or a diseased form of it Ari*totle term i* not found in Aristotle. (Wachsmnth,
(/W. iv. 3) point* out that a democracy cannot be IldUnucha AUerlknixii. c. 7, 8; K. P. Ilcr-
defined by the mere coniideration of number*, mann, Uirluch dcr CirMi. Shialaaltrjihumrr,
For if the wealthy were the more numerous and 8§A2,6G—72; Thirlwall,//i«fory t/fe’reree, vol. i!

poMeased the Bupreme power, this would not be b c. 10.) [C. p. M.J*
democn^. A dcmocntcy is rather, when every DhsMOXSTRATlO. [Actio.]
free citizen is a inerabcr of the sovereign body DEMUPOIETOS (a»?/i(nrolTrror), the name
(Brt^ios fiiy ^(TTiy &r<uf ol K^pioi &<riy). given to a foreigner who w-as admitted to the righu
This definition he expresses in a more accurate of citizenship at Athens by a decree of the people,
form thus : foTi iiffiOKparia fiky $ray ol on account of services rendered to the state. Such
aol &9opoi v\*lovs 6yris tcvfHOt rijs ^<rty. citizens were, however, excluded from the phra-
II would still be a democracy if a certain amount triae, and could not hold the offices of either archon
of property were requisite for filling the public or priest (Dem. c. A«ier. p. 1376), bat were re.
offices, provided the amount were not large, gistered in a phylc and deme. [Civitar, Grbek
{Pol. iv. 4. p. 122, cd, GiitU.) A PolU$ia itself, p. 268, b.]

' *

is one species of democracy (/W. iv. 3. p. 117), DEMO'SII public slaves at Athens,
democracy, in the full sense of the word, being a who were purchased by the state. Some of theni
•ort of ‘yap4K€affis of it. But for a perfect and filled subordinate places in the assembly and courts
pure democracy it was necessary that no free of justice, and were also employed os heralds,
citizen should be debarred on account of his in^ checking clerks, Ac. They were usu.ally called
feriority in rank or wealth from aspiring to any Srifi6<rioi oUtrat^ and, as Vc learn from Ulpian
office, or exercising any political function, and that {ad Dem. Olynih. ii. p. 15), were taught at tho
each citizen should be allowed to follow that mode expense of the state to qualify them for the dis-
of life which he chose. (Arist. Pol. iv. 4, vl 1.) charge of such duties as have been mentioned.
In a passage of Herodotus (iii. 80), where we pro. (Hcmilcrh. ad PoUuo, ix. 10 ; Maussac. ad liar-
bably have the ideas of the writer himself, the poerai.s.v. 9i}fji6<rtos

; Petitus, Le^. Aft. p. 342.)
characteristics of a democracy arcsoecified to be— As these public slaves did not belong to aiiy one
1. equality of legal righU (ttroyoMiv)

;

2. the ap- individual, they appear to have posst*ssed certain
pointment of magistrates by lot ; 3. the account- legal rights which private slaves had not, (Meier,
ability of all magistrates and officers ; 4. the refer- Aft. Processy pp, 401, 660 ; Acschin, c. TimardC
ence of all public matters to the decision of the pp. 79, 85.)

community at larm. Aristotle also (RAel. L 8. Another class of public slaves formed the city

§ 4) says ; fari 34 iiffioKparla fiiy woXirtla 4y f guard
; it was their duty to preserve order in the

SioWfioKToi vis 84 4y J public assembly, and to remove any person whom
oi Aw3 rifirifLdTvy. In anotW passo^ {PoL vi. 1 ), the Prytancis might order. (Schneider, Ad A'tw.
after mentioning the essential principles on which Mem. iiL 6. § 1 ; Plato, Proiofj, p. 319, and Ilein-
a democracy is based, he gon on to say :

“ The dorf’s note; Aristoph. Acharn. 54, with the corn-
following points are characteristic of a democracy

; mentators.) They ore generally called bowmen
that all magistrates should be chosen out of the (ro^rfroi)

; or from the native country of tho ma-
whole body of citizens

;
that all should rule each, jority, Scythians (Svi^o^); and also Speusinians,

and each in turn rule all ; that either all magistra- from the name of the person who first established
cics, or those not requiring experience and jwofes- the force. (Pollux, viiL 1.31, 132 ; Photius, s.r.
sional knowledge, should be assigned by lot ; that ro^6rai.) There were also among them many
there should be no property qualification, or but a Thraciajis and other barbarians. They originally
very small one, for filling any magistracy

;
that the lived in tents in the market-place, and afterwards

same man should not fill the same office twice, or upon the Arciopagua Their officers had the name
should fill offices but few times, and but few of- of toxarchs (v4{opxo0* Their number w*as at first

ficcs, except in the case of military commands ; that 300, purchased soon after the battle of Salomis
all, or as many as poMible of the magistracies, hut was afterwards increased to 1200. (Acschin!
should be of brief duration ; that oil citizens should Ilfpl TlapaTptag. p. 335 ; Andoc. Ite Poe. p. 93 ;

be qualified to serve as dicasts
; that the supreme Bockh, PuhL Econ. of AtienSy pp. 207, 208, 2d

power in everything should reside in the public edit.)
'

assembly, nnd that no magistrate should be cn- DEM US. The word originally indicated
trusted with irresponsible power except in very smalt a district or tract of land, nnd is by som dcrivitl
matters. (Comp. Plat. Aesp. viii* pp. 558, 562, from 3«*, as if it signified an “ enclosure marked

c c 4
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off from the waste,*' just as our word town cornea,

according to Homo Tooke, from the Saxon xerb
** UTian," to c-nclose. (Arnold, ad Thuc, vol. i.

Appendix, iil) It seems, however, more simple

to connect it with the Doric dd for 70. In this

meaning of a country district, inhabited and under

cultivation, ^^fios is contrasted with ird\is : thus

wc have di'Spwi' t« w6\tv re (Hot. Op. et

IHes^ 527); but the transition from a locality to

its occupiers is easy and natural, and hence in the

earlier Greek poets we find applied to the

outlying cnuutr)* population, who tilled the lands of

the chieftains or inhabitants of the city ; so that

Sii^or and iroArroi came to be opposed to each

other, the former denoting the subject peasantry,

the latter, the nobles in the chief towns.

The Demi (oi itjfiot) in Atticii were Hubdivisinns

of the triWa, corresponding to our ifiumsltipa or

hundreds. Their institution is ascribed to Theseus;

but wc know nutliing aliout them before the age

of Cleisthenes, who broke up tkc four triU's of the

old constitution, and substituted in their place ten

local tribes (<^v\ai tojcikoI), each named after some

Attic hera (Herod, v. 69.) These wen' sub-

divided each into ten demi or countrj' pariehes,

possoMing each its principal town ; and in some
one of these demi were enrolled all the Athenian

citizens resident in Attica, with the exception,

|x*rhap8, of those who were ualives of Athens itsoK,

(Thirlwall, /list, tf Crfivee, vol. ii. p. 74.) These

subdivisions corresponded in some di-groc to the

vavKpaplas of the old tribes, and were, according

to Herodotus, one hundred in nunil»er; but as the

Attic demi amounted in the time of Siralio (ix. p.

396, c.) to 174, doubts liave been raised about this

statement. Niebuhr has inferred from it that the

tribes of Cleisthenes did not originally include the

whole population of Attica, and “ that some of the

odditiomil 74 must have been cantons, which had

previously been left in a state of dependence; by
for the chief part, however, w'ere houses (7<»^)
of the old aristocracy," which were included in the

four Ionian tribes, but, according to Niebuhr, were

not incorporated in the ten tribt>s of the ** rural

commonalty," till after the time of Cleisthenes.

This inference, however, seems very questionable
;

for the numljcr of the demi might increase from a
variety of causeft, such as the growth of the popu-

lation, the creation of new tribes, and the division

of the larger into smaller demi ; to say nothing

of the improbability of the co-cxisience of two
different orders of tribes. “Another fact, more

difficult to account for, is the transposition by

which domes of the same tribe were found at op-

posite extremities of the counlr)'." (Thirlwall, 1* 0.,

and npp. L vol. ti.) The names of the different

demos were taken, some from the chief towns in

them, as Marathon, Elcusis, and Acharnae
;
some

from the names of houses or clans, such as the

Daedalidae, Bouiadae, Ac. The largest of all

was the demus of Acfoamae, which in the time of

the Pclo]>onnctian war, was so extensive as to

supply A force of no less than three thousand

heavy-armed men. (Comp. Thuc, ii. 191.)

In explanation of their constitution and relation

to the state in general, wc may observe, that they

formed independent corporations, and had each

their scTcml magistrate^ landed and other pro- •

perty, with a common treasmy. They had likc-

wiso' their n'spcctivo convocations convened by the

Demarehi (8q>uigxo0> ^ which was tiansacted

DEMUS.
the public bosmess of the demus, such as the leas-

ing of its estates, the elections of officers, the re-

vision of the registers or lists of Demotae (Sij^droi),

and the admission of new members. [DaaiARCMi.J
Moreover, each demus appears to have kept what
was called a vfood /fcxAi^cicurriitdr, or list of those

Demotae who were entitled to vote at the general

assemblies of the whole people. In a himncial

point of view, they supplanted the old “naucra-
rica “ of the four tribes, each demus being required

to furnish to the state a certain quota of moiuy,
and contingent of troops, whenever neccssar>*.

Independent of these bonds of union, each demus
seems to have had its peculiar temples, and reli-

gious worship (ST^/urrurd icpd, Paos. i. 31 ; Pollux,

viii. 108), the officiating priests in which were

chosen by the Demotae (Dcm. c. Etdjvl. p. 1313);
so that both in a civil and religious point of view,

the demi appear as minor commuiiiiies, whose ma-
gistrates, moreover, were obliged to submit to a

ioKifuuria., in the some way as the public officers

of the whole state. But besides the magistrates,

such as demarchs and treasurers (tci)sI<u), elected

hv each parish, we also read of judges, who were

called Suaurral aard Z/ipovs : the munber of these

officers, originally thirty, was afterwards increased

to forty, and it appi^ars that they mode circuits

through the different districts, to administer justice

in all cases where the matter in dis]Hite was not

more than ton drachmae in value, more imporfutt

questions being reserved for the fiicunfral. (lludt-

wsilcker, p. 37.)

On the first institution of the demi, Cneisihenes

increased the stnmgih of the or coumionnity,

by making many new citizens, amongst whom are

Said to have been included not only strangers and
resident foreigners, but also slaves. (.Ari»t. /AV.

iiL ].)* Now admission into a demus w*as neces-

sarv*, before any individual could enter U|»<>n liis

full rights and privileges as an Attic citizen
;
and

though in the first instance, every one was enrolled

in the register of the demus in which his property

and residence lay, this relation did not continue to

hold with all the Demotae ; for since a ion was
registered in the demus of his real or adoptive

father, and the former might change his residence,

it w*ouId often happen that the memlM'rs of a

demus did not all reside in it Still this would
not cause any inconvenience, since the meetings

of each demus were not held within its limits, hut

at Athens. (Dcm. e. EubiU. p. 1302.) No one,

however, could purchase property situate within a
demus to which he did not himself belong, without

paying to the dcroarchs a fee for the privilege of

doing so (^7<CT?rriifdr), which would, of course,

go to the treasury of the demus. ^Bockh, PuU.
Econ. of Athens^ p. 297, 2nd ed.)

Two of the most important functions of the

general assemblies of the demi, were, the admis-
sion of new members and the revision of the

names of members already admitted. The register

of enrolment aras called ypofifusruov^

because any person whose name was Inscribed in

it could enter upon an inheritance and enjoy a

* IloAAohr itpvX/rtwrt ^iyovs irol SovAouv
fisrolKovs, This passage has given rise to much
dispute, and has been consider^ by many critics

to afford no sense
; but no emendation which has

been proftosed is betUTtban the received text. Se«
Grote, i/isiorji of Greeatf voL iv. p. 170.
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patritnony, the expression for which in Attfe I

Greek was rijs ipxfiy: i^^Vpoy,

being equivalent to the Roman phrase adtre 1t«re-

ditalem. These registers were kept by tlie de-

marchs, who, with the approbation of the members
of the demus assembled in general meeting, in-

serted or erased names according to circumstances.

Thus, when a youth was propo^ for enrolment,

it was competent for any demote to object to his

admission on the ground of illegitimacy, or non-

citizenship, by the side of either parent. The
Demotoe decided on the validity of these objec-

tions under the sanction of an oath, and the ques-

tion was determined by a majority of votes. (Dcm,
c. Kub. p. 1318.) The same process was observed

when a citizen changed his demus in consequence

of adoption.. (Isacus, De ApolL Hered. p. 66. 17.)

Sometimes, however, a dcmarch was bribed to

place, or assist in placing, on the register of a
demus, persons who had no claim to citizenship.

^Demosth, c, Ijcoch. p. 101>I.) To remedy this ad-

mission of spurious citizens {itaptyypairToi) the

Stai^rfi<ptffts was instituted. [Diapsbpiiisis.]

Lastly, crowns and other honorary distmetions

could be awarded by the demi in the same way as

by the trilx's. (K. F. Hermann, Ori^rh. Staid*-

ulterth. §111, &c.
;

Wachsmuth, lleUen. Alter-

Ihamsk. vol. i. p. 544, &c., 2nd cd.
;
Leake, The

Demi of Atlika^ London, 1841, 2nd cd.
;
Ross,

Die Demen ran Attika.) [U. W.J
DEN.V'RIUS, the principal silver coin among

the Romans, was so calle<i because it was originally

cqiml to ten asses
; but on the reduction of the

weight of the os [As], it was made equal to six-

teen asses, cxc<-pt in military ]>ay, in which it was
still reckoned as equal to ten asses. (I’lin. H.X.
xxxiii. 13.) The denarius was first coined five

3'cars before the first Punic war, a c. 269. [An-
GKNTU.M.] There were originnll}' 84 denarii to a

pound (Plin. //. A’, xxxiii. 46 ;
Celsus, v. 1 7. § 1 ),

but subsequently 96. At what time this reduction

was made in the weight of the denarius is uncertain,

as it is not mentiom^ in history. Some have con-

jectured that it was completed in Nero's reign
; and

Mr. Hussey {Ancient Weiffhts^ Ac. p. 137) justlj'

remarks, that Suetonius {Jul. 54) proves that 84

denarii went still to the pound, about the year B.C.

50 ;
since if we reckon 96 to the pound, the pro-

portion of the ralue of gold to silver is 7'8 to 1,

which is incredibly low ;
while the value on the

other supposition, 8*9 to 1, is more prolxible. Com-
pare .\rgkntum.

Mr. Hussev* calculates the average w'cight of the

denarii coined at the end of the commonwealth
at 60 grains, and those under the empire at 52*5

grains. If we deduct, as the average, ^ of the

w’eight for alloy, from the denarit of the common-
wealth, there will remain 58 grains of pure silver

;

and since the shilling contains 80*7 grains of pure

silver, the value of the best denarii will be
58

807
of a shilling, or 8*6245 pence ;

which may l)c

reckoned ifl round numbers 8^1. If the same
method of reckoning be applied to the InUT

denarius, its value will be about 7*5 pence, or 7^/.

(Hussey, pp. 141, 142.)

The Roman coins of silver went at one time as

low down as the fortieth part of the denarius, the

teruncius. They were, the quinarius or half de-

narius, the sesterihu or quarter denarius [Sk.ster-

-TiL's], thc/i5sffu or tenth of the denarius (equal to
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BRITISH MUbBtlM. ACTUAL SIZE. WEIGHT
60*6 ORA1N&

BRITISH MUSEUM. ACTUAL SIZE. WEIGHT
58*5 GRAI.N’S.

the as), the semhella or half libclla, and the ierun-

ciu* or quarter libella.

The quinarius was also called victorudu* (Cic.

Pro Font. 5), from the impression of a figure of
Victor)* which it bore. Pliny {II. N. xxxiii. 13)
says that victoriati were first coined at Rome in

pursuance of the lex Cludia ; and that previous to

that time, they were imported os an article of trade

from Illyria. The Clodius, who pro|<o.sed this law,

is supposed to have been the person who obtained
a triumph for his victories in Istrio, whence he
brought home a large sum of money (Liv. xli. 13);
which would fix the firat coinage of the victoriati

at Rome, b. c. 177 ;
that is, 9*2 years after the first

silver coinage.

If the denarius weighed 60 grains, the tenmeius
would only have weighed 1^ gr.

; which would
have been so small a coin, that some have doubted
whether it was ever coined in silver

;
for we

know that it was coined in copper. [As.] But
\OTTO {De Ling, Lat.v. 174, cd. Miillcr) names it

among the silver coins with the libclla and sem-
bella. It is, however, improl>nblc that the terun-

cius continued to be coined in silver after the ns

had been reduced to of the denarius
;

for

then the teruncius would have been ^th of the

denarius, whereas Varro only descrilies it ns a
subdivision of libella, when the latter was -j^th of

the denarius. In the time of Cicero, the libella

appears to have been the smallest silver coin in use

(Cic. Pro. Hose. Com. c. 4) ;
and it is frequently

used, not merely to express a silver coin equal to

the as, but any veiy* small sum. (Plnut Cus. ii. 5.

7, Capt. V. 1. 27.) Gronovius {De Sestertiisy iL 2),
however, maintains that there was no such coin ns

the libclla when Varro wrote
;
but that the word

was used to signify the tenth part of a sestertius.

No specimens of the libella are now found.

If the denarius be reckoned in value 8^</., the

other coins which have been mentioned, will bo of

the following value :
—

Pence Farth.

Tenmeius .... *531*25

Sembella .... 1*0625

Liludla •2*1 '25

Sestertius .... 2 *5

Quinarius or Victoriatus 4 1

Denarius .... 8 2

It has been frequently stated that the denarius.
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is equal in value to the dmchnia ; but this is not

quite correct. The Attic dmchnui w'os almost

equal to 9^/., whereas we have seen that the

denarius was but little above 8^. The hitcr

drachmae, however, appear to have fallen otT in

weight ; and there can be no doubt that they were

at one time nearly enough equal to pass for equal

(JronoviuB has given all the authorities upon the

subject in his LM Sc*terlii* (iiL 2).

The earliest denarii have usually, on the ob-

verse, the head of Home with a helmet, the

Dioscuri, or the head of Jupiter. Many have, on

the reverse, cliariots drawn by two or four horses

fpuulripae\ whence they are called respect-

ively 6»V^i/i*and sc. waniTOi. [HigaTUS.]
Some denarii were called terrati (Tacit. 6Vrm. 3),

Ix'causc their edges were notched like a saw, which

appears to ha t* been done to prove that they wen*

solid silver, and not plated. Many of the gimtilc

denarii, as those of the .\elLon, Calpiimian, Pa-

pinian, Tullian, and numerous other gentes, ore

marked with the numeral X, in order to show
their value.

Pliny {If. X. xxxiii. 13) speaks of the denarius

aurt^s. Gronovius {J)e .Srjrfcr. iii. 15) says, that

this Coin was never struck at Home ; but there is

one of Augustus in the HritUh Museum, weighing

60 grains, and others of less weight. The avenige

W(‘ight of the common aureus was I'JO grains.

[Agruv.] In later times, a copper coin was
called denarius. (Ducango, s. r. Denarius.)

DKNICA'U:S KK HIAR [Frriae.]
DKNT.V T.E. {Aratkum.]
DKNTIFHl'CIGM (uSorrorpt/i^), dcntrifice

or tooth-powder, appears to have been skilfully

prepared and generally used among the Homans.

A variety of substances, such as the bones, hoofs,

and horns of ct*rtain animals, crabs, egg-shell^ and
the shells of the oyster and the murex, constituted

the basis of the preparation, leaving been pre-

viously burnt, and sometimes mixed with honey,

they were reduced to a fine powder. Though
fancy and superstition often directed the choice of

these ingredients, the addition of astringents, such

as myrrh, or of nitre and of hartshorn ground in a

raw state, indicates science which was the result of

experience, the intciuion being not only to clean

the teeth and to render them white, but also to fix

them when loose;, to strengthen the gums, and to

assuage tooth-ache, (Plin. //. X. xxvUi. 49, xxxL

40, xxxil 21, 20.) Pounded pumice wras a more
duinous article, tliough Pliny (xxxvl 42) says,
** LUiiissima hunt ex his dcniifricia.” [J. Y.J
DEPEKSI ACTIO. [Intkrckssio.J

DEPOHTATIO. (E.xriul'm.]

DEPO.SITI ACTIO. [Dkpositum.]
DEPO SITUM. The notion of depositum is

this: a moveable thing is given by one man to

another to keep until It is demanded back, and
without any reward for the trouble of keeping it

The party who makes the de|i08ituni is called de-

poneus or dejmsitor^ and he who receives the thing

is called deftositurius. The act of deposit may be

purely volunttiy ;
or it may be from neoi-ssity, as

in the case of fire, shipwreck, or other casualty.

The depo^iitarius is bound to take care of the

thing which he has cons nted to receive. He can-

not use the thing unless he has pennis.sion to use

it, either by cxpn*ss words or by ncct^ssary im-

]dication. If the thing is one ^ quae usti mm con-

umiUir," and it is giveu to a person to be used.

DESULTOR.
the transaction becomes a case of locatio and coo-

ductio (Lucatio], if money is to be paid for the

use of it
;
or a case of commodatum iCommooa-

Tuu], if nothing is to be paid for the use. If a
bng of money not sealed up is the subject of the

do])08itum, and the depositorios at any time asks
for permission to tise it, the money becomes a loan

[MuTUt'M] from the time when the permission

is granted
;

if the deponens prafTcrs the use of the

money, it becomes a loan from the time when the

depositarius begins to use it. (Dig. 12. tit I. s. 9.

§ 9, B. 10.) If money is deposit^ with the condition

that the same amount be retunied, the use of it is

tacitly given. If the depositum continues purely a
depositum, the depositarius is bound to make good
any damage to it which happens through dolus or

culpa lata ; and he is bound to restore the thing

on demand to the deponens, or to the person to

whom the deponens orders it to Se restored. If

several (tersons bad received the deposit, they were
severally liable fM~ the whole (in solidum). The
remedy of the deponens against the depositarius, is

by an actio deposit! dirccta. The depositarius is

entitled to be secured egainst all damage which
he may have sustained through any culpa on the

port of the deponens, and to all costs and expenses

incurred by his chai^ ; and his remedy against

the deponens is by an actio deposlti contraria.

The actio was in duplum, if the deposit w'as made
from necessity \ if the depositarius was guilty of

dolus, infamia was a conseijuence. (Inst. 3. tit. 14

(IS); Cod. 4. tit. 34 j Dig. 16. tit. 3 ;
Cic. de Of.

i. 10 ; Juv. Sai. xiii. GO
;
Dirksen, (Jidtersichi^ Kc.

p. 597 ; Thibaut, Sysiem^ &c. $ 480, &c. 9tk

ed.) [O. L.)

DESERTOR, is defined by Modestinus to bo

one **qui per prulixum tempus vagatus, ri*ducilur,**

and differs from an emansor^ ** qui diu vagatus ad
castra egreditur.” (Dig. 49. tit 16. s. 3.) Those
who deserted in time of pence, were punished by
loss of rank, corporal chaitisenicnt, fines, ignomini-

ons dismission from the service, &c. Those who
left the standards in time of war were usunliy

punished with death. The trans/upae^ or deserters

to the enemy, when taken, were sometimes de-

priv(*d of their hands or feet (Liv. xxvi. 12), hut

generally were put to death. (Lipsius, De MilU,
Horn. iv. 4.)

DESIGNATOR. [Funur.}
DKSMOTK'RION (8#<rfiwT^pior). [Carcrr.]
DESPOSIONAUTAE {Hvrwoawyavrai.) [Ci-

VITAS.]

DESULTOR (Awo^dnyv, lite-

rally ** one who leaps off,** was applied to a per-

son who rode several horses or chariots, leaping

from one to the other. As early as iho Homeric
times, we find the description of a man, who keeps

four horses abreast at full gallop, and leaps from

one to another, amidst a crowd of admiring spec-

tators. (74 XV. 679—684.) In the games of the

Roman circus this sport was also very popuUir.

The Roman desuitor generally rode only two
horses at the same time, sitting on theft) without a
saddle, and vaulting upon either of them at his

pleasure. (Did. Or^. xviii, 39.) He wore a hat or

cap made of felL The taste for these excrciAos was
carried to so great an extent, that young men of

the highest rank not only drove bigne and quad-
rigae in the circus, but exhibited these feaU of

horsemanship. (Suet. Jid. 39.) Among other na-

tioa'i this species of equestrian dcxlcriiy was
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applied to the purpooet of »-ar. Livr mentions a

t^p of horse in the Numidian amir« in which

each soldier was supplied with a couple of horses,

and in the heat of tMUUe, and when clod in ar-

mour, would leap with the greatest ease and cole*

rity from that which was wearied or disabled upon

the back of the horse which was still sound and

fresh, (xxiii. 29). The Scythians, Armenians, and
some of the Indians, were skilled in the same art.

The annexed woodcut shows three figures of

desnltores, one from a broiue lamp, published by
Bortoli {AutieMe Luterm StrfxAcroliy i. 24), the

others from coins. In oil these the rider wears a

pileus, or cap of fell, and bis horse is without a

saddle ; but these examples prore that he bad the

use both of the whip and the rein. On the coins

we also observe the wreath and {MUm-branch as

eusigns of victory. [J. Y.J

DET>:STATIO SACUOIIUM. [Qtiss,]

DRVKHSORIUM. tCAUPoNa.]
DKUNX. [Aa, p. 140, b ; Lihra.]
DKXTANS. [Asp. 140, b; Libra.]
OIABATKIUA (Sto^ar^pia), a sacrihee of-

fered to Zeus and Athena by the kings of Sparta,

upon passing the frontiers nf Lacedat'moo with
the command of an army. If the victims were
nnfavoarable, they disbanded the army and re-

turned hnine. (Xen. JJe Hep. Lae. xi. 2 ; Thuc.
T. 54, 55, 116.)

I>IADE'MA (eidSi)^), a white fillet used to

encircle the brad (yCuinu aiha^ VoL Max. ri 2.

I 7). The inventioii of this onuunent is by Pliny

trii. 57) attributed to ** Liber Pater.** Diodorus
Siculus adds (tv. p. 2.^0, Wastel.), that be wore it

to assuage hcadoc^, the consequence of indulgence

in wine. Accordingly, in works of ancient art, Dio-

nysns wearia plain bandage on his bead, as shown
to the cut under CANTHARt's. The di*coration

is properly OrieotaL It is coromoaly represented

on the hfiids of Eastern monarchs. Justin (xil 3)

relates that Alexander the Great adopted the Urge
diadem of the kings of Pereia, the ends of which
fell upon the shoulders, and that this mark of roy-

alty was preserved by hU successors. Antony
asi'imed it in hU luxurious iulcrcoutso with Cle^
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pQtra in Kg>pt. (Florus, iv. 11.) Acliau sars

( r. //. vL 36) cimt the kings of that counuy lad
the figure of an asp upon their diadems. In pro-

cess of time the sculptors placed the diiulotim

on the be^id of Zeus, and >oriuus other diwnitn>s

besides Dionysus
; and it was also gradually as-

sumed by the sovereigns of the Western world.

It was tied behind in a bow
;
whence Tacitus

vi. 37) speaks of the EuphraUw rising in

waves ^ white with foam, so as to resemblu n dia-

dem.** By the addition of gold and gems, and by
a continual increase in richness, sise, and sjilen-

dour, this bondage was at length converted into

the croum which has been for many centuries the

badge* of sovercigntr in modem Europe. [J. Y.]
DIADICA'SIA (SiodiAOtflaX in its most ex-

tendrd sense is a mere synonym of 8i«cq : techni-

callv, it denotes the proceedings in a contest for

preference between two or more rival parties ; as,

for instance, in the cose of several claiming to

succoed as heirs or legatees to the esmte of a de-

ceased person. Upon iui occasion of this kind, it

will be observed that, ns all the claimants are

similarly situated with respect to the subject of

dispute, the ordinary classification of the liliguits

os plaintiiCi and dcUndants becomes no lon^r ap-

plicable. This, in fiict, is the essential distinction

between the pmeedings in question and all other

suits in which the parties appear os immediately
opposed to each other ; but as for os forms ore con-

ct*mcd, we ore not told that they were peculiarly

charocteris4*d. Besides the case above mentioned,

there arc several others to be classed with it in

respect of the object of proceedings being on ab-
solute acquisition of property. Among these ors

to be reckoned the chiitiui of private cr^ilors upon
a confiscated estate, and the contests between in-

formers claiming rewards proposed by the state for

the discovery of crimes, Ac., os upon the occasion

of tho mutiiation of the Ilenuae (Andoc. 14) and
the like. The other class of causes included under
the general term consists of cases like the antid>'sis

of the tricrurchs [ASTinohiaJ, contests as to who
was to be held responsible to the state fur publio

property alleged to have bei'n iraiiaferred on one
baud and denied on tho other (as in Dem. e.

Everg. H Mn4$.\ and qui*stions as to who should
undertake a chon*gia, and many others, in whieh
exemptions from personal or pecuniary liabilities

to the state were the subject of claim by rival

parties. In a diadicasia, as in an ordinary 3urq,

the proper court, the presiding magistrate, and the

expenses of the trial, maiuly depended upon tho

peculiar object of the proceedings, and present no
loading characteristics fur discussion under the

general term. (Platner, Prvou* tm</ KUufen^ ii.

p.17. a9.) [Dikb.] [J.8.M.]
DIADOSEI8 (8ut^«if.) [Dianomar.]
DIAETA. [Domu&I
DIAKTETICA, or DIAETETICE (5ittmf.

rueit\ one of the principRl branches into which
the ancients divided the art and science of medi-
cine. [Mrdicina.] The word is derived from
itatrat which meant much tho some os our word
tUeL It is defined by Celsus (Z>e Medic. Pnie&t.
in lib. L) to signify that port of medicine qitac

rictu medetmr^ ** which cures diseAses by means of

regimen and diet ;** and a similar explanation it

given by Plato (op. Dtog. Aocri. iii. I. § 65.)

Token strictly in this sense, it would correspond

very nearly with the modem dUletie*^ and this it
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the meaning: which it always boars in the earlier

medical writers, and that which will be adhered
to in the present article ; in some of the later au-

thors, it seems to comprehend Celsus's second grand
division, Fharmaceutica^ and is used by Scribonius

Largus {[)e Cbm/JOs. Mftdicam. § 200) simply in

opposition to ekintiyia^ so as to answer exactly to

the province of our physician.

No attention seems to have been paid to this

branch of medicine before the date of llippo>

cratea Homer represents Machaon, who had b^n
wounded in the shoulder by an arrow (77. xi. 507)
and forced to quit the held, as taking a draught
composed of wine, goat's-milk cheese, and flour

(ilntl. 638), which certainly no modem surgeon

would prescribe in such a case. (S.*e Plat De
Bfpubi. iii. pp. 405, 406 ;

Max. Tyr. Serm. 29 ;

Athon. i. p. 10.) Hippocrates seems to claim for

himself the credit of being the first jx'rson who
bad studied this subject, and says that ^ the an-

cients had written nothing on it worth mention-

ing” (/> /?u/. Vui. in Marb. Acu/, vol. IL p. 26,
ed. Kuhn). Among the works commonly ascribed

to Hippocrates, there are four that bear upon this

subject. It would be out of place here to attempt
any thing like a complete account of the opinions

of the ancients on this point
;
those who wish for

more detailed information most be referred to the

ditferent works on medical antiquities, while in

this article raontion is made of only such parti-

culars as may be supposed to have tome interest

for the gencr^ reader.

In the works of Hippocrates and his successors

almost all the articles of food used by the aiicieiiU

are mentioned, and their real or supposed pro-

perties discussed, sometimes quite ns fancifully as

by Burton in his Anatomy of Mdattcholy, In
some respects they appear to hare been much less

delicate in their tastes tKan the modems, os we
find the flesh of the fox, the dog, the horse, and
the ass spoken of as common articles of food.

(Pseudo-liippocr. De Vief. Hat. lib. ii. vol. L pp.

679, 680.) With regard to the quantity of wine
drank by the ancionu, we may arrive at some-
thing like cerLiinty from the fiset that Caelius

Aiirelianus mentions it o.s something extraordinary

that the famous Asclepiades at Rome in the first

centur}' b. c., sometimes ordered his patients to

double and treble the quantity of W'inc, till at last

they drank half wine and half water (Dc Morh.
Chron. lib. iil c. 7. p. 386), from which it appears

that wine was commonly diluted with five or six
{

times its quantity of \rater. Hippocrates recom-
,

mends wine to b« mixed with an equal quantity I

of water, and Galen approves of the proportion ;

but Le Clcrc {Hi$L de la Mitl.) thinks that this

w*os only in particular cases. In one place

(Pscudo-Ilippocr. JM VUi. Hat. lib. iii. in fin.) 1

the patient, after great fatigue, is recommended
fis6va$Tiyeu iwa^ ^ bis, in which passage it has been

much doubted w hether actual intoxication is meant,

or only the ” drinking freely and to cheerfulness,*’

in W'hich sense the same word is used by St. John
(iL lU) and the LXX. {Gen, xliii. 34 • Cant. r.

1 ;
and perhaps Gen. ix. 21). According to Hip-

pocrates, the proportions in which wine and water

should be mixed together, vary according to the

season of the year
;

for in-tance, in summer the

wine should la* most diluted, and in winter the

least so. (Compare Celsus, J)e Metlie. i. 3. p. 31.

ed. Argent) Exercise of various sorts, and balh-
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I mg, are also much insisted upon by the arriters on

di.!t and regimen; but for further particulars on

these subjects the articles Balnsae and Gyu.sa-
Sil'M miut be consulted. It may, however, be

added that the bath could not have been very

common, at least in private families, in the time of

HippocraU's, as he says i^De Hat. Viet, in Morb.

ActU. p. 62) that ^ there are few bouses in which
the necessary conveniences ore to be found.”

Another very favourite practice with the an-

cients, both os a preventive of sickneu and as a
remedy, w*as the t^ing of on emetic from time to

I

time. The author of the treatise IM Victns Ha-
tione^ falsely attributed to Hippocrates, recom-

mends it two or three times a mouth (lib. iii. p.

710). CcUus considers it more beneficial in the

winter than in the summer (iJe Medic, i. 3. p. 28),

and says tluit those who take an emetic twice a
munlh bad better do m on two successive d.iys

than ona? a fortnight (//«>/. p. 29). At the time

in W'hich Celsus wrote, this practice was so com-
monly abused, that Asclepiades, in his work IM

\

Sanitate Tw-mlay rejected the use of emetics alto-

!

geihcr, “ Ofl'ensus,” says Celsus (/W. p. 27),
** oorum consueiudinc, qui quotidic ejiciendo vo-

mndi facultatcm moliuntur.” (Sec also Plin.

//. N. xxrL 8.) It was the custom among the

Homans to take .an emetic immediately before their

meals, in order to prepare themselves to eat more
plentifully

; and again soon after, so os to avoid

any injur\* from repletion. Cicero, in his account
of the day that Caesar s{>ent with him at hU
house in the countiy' {ad Att. xiii. 52), says, “ Ac-
cubuit, agebat, ilaquc ct edit ct bibit

dScors et jucunde and this seems to have been
considered a sort of cuiupliment paid by Caesar to

his host, as it intimated a resolution to pass the

day cheerfully, and to oat and drink freeiy wnth
' him. He is represented as having done the same
thing when he was cnterUiined by King Deiotonia

(Cic. Pro Deiot. c. 7). The glutton V'iteUius u
said to have prcscr>’ed his ow'n life by constant

emetics, W’hllc he destroyed all his companions

who did not use the same precaution (SucL VitdU

c. 1 3 ;
Dion Cass. txv. 2), so that one of them,

who w'as prevented by illness fh>m dining with

him for a few* days, said, ” I should certainly

have been dead if I had not fallen sick.” Even
women, after bathing before supper, used to drink

wine and throw it up again to sharpen their ap-

petite—
f Falcrni]

** sextarius alter

Ducitur ante cibum, rabidam facturus orexim.”

Juv. Sal. vi. 427, 428.

so that it might truly be said, in the strong lan-

guage of Seneca (Cbns. <uf //efr. 9. § 10),** Vomunt,
ut edant

; edunt, ut vomant'* (Compare Seneca,

De Provid. c. 4. §11, Kpist. 95. §21.) By
some, the practice was thought so effectual for

strengthening the constitution, that it w*as the

constant regimen of all the athletac, or professed

w'rcstlcm, trained for the public shows, in order

to make them more robust Celsus, however,

{I, c, p. 28), warns his readers against the too

fm|uent use of emetics without necessity and
merely for luxury and gluttony, and says that

no one who has any regard for his health, and
wishes to live to old age, ought to make it a daily

practice, [\V. A.O.J
DIAETE'TAE (SioiTirroI), arbitrators, um-

pirei. The diaetetoe mentioned by the Atheniaa

oy Google
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omton, were of two kindi ; the one public and It ii doubtful whether the public Dinetetae

apptinted by lot (irXiipairrol ), the other private and took any general oath before entering upon their

chotfTi (oiperoi) by the parties who referred to duties. Such a guarantee would seem to be unne-
tbem the decision of a disputed point, insti'od of cessary ; for wc read of their taking oaths previous

trying it before a court of justice ; the judgments to giving judgment in the particular cases which
of both, according to Aristotle, being founded on came before them. (Isaeus, IM Dicaeog. Hered,

equity rather than law (d yitp 8uur?n’hr rh p. 54; Dcm. c, CuUip. p.1244.) From this cir-

4wieurcr 6pa^ 6 HiKcurr^s rhv y6por^ Rhetor, I cumstance we should infer that no oath was ex-

13). We shall, in the first place, treat of the acted from them before they entered upon office

:

public diaetetae, following os closely as possible Hudtwalcker is of a contrary opinion, and sug-

the order and statements of Hudtwalcker in his gests that the purport of their oath of office was
treatise **Ucber die offcntlichen und Prirat- the same as that of the Helinstic oath given by
Schiedsnehter DiUteten in Athen, und den Process Di-mosthones (c. Timocr. p. 747).

Tor densciben.'*

According to Snidos (s. r.), the public Duietctac

were required to be not less than 50 yema of age
;

according to Pollux (vtii. 126) and Hesychius, not

less than 60. With respect to their number there

is some difficulty, in consequence of a statement of
j

Ulpian (Demosth. e. Jlfeid. p. 542. 15), according

to which it w-as 440, t. e. 44 for each tribe,

(^ay 8i T^aaapts koI rfctrapdiroyrat Koff kKdffTi\v

^vAi^r). This number, however, appears so un-

necessarily large, more especially when it is con-

sidered that the Attic orators fi^uently speak of

only one arbitrator in each case, that some writers

have, with good reason, supposed the reading

should be — ^aay rtcffapdKoyra, rdetrap^s

K, i. At any rate, litigious as the Athenians

were, it seems that 40 miut have been enough fur

all purposes.

The words itaS^ iKdarify imply that each

tribe hod its own arbitrator ; an inference which is

supported by Demosthenes (c. Evtrg. p. 1142. 25),

whcK he speaks of the arbitrators of the Ocncid

and Erectheid tribes : os w’cll as by Lysias (c.

Pand. p. 731), who, in the words itpo<rK\ri<rip*vot

atnhy -wpbt roitt rp 'IrroBoufyriSt SindCoyrat^ is

thought to allude to the Diaetetae of the Hippo-

thoontid tribe. With regard to the election of

these officers, it is doubtful whether they were

chosen by the members of the tribe for which they

adjudicated, or in a general assembly of the people.

Hudtwalcker inclines to the latter supposition, as

being more probable : wc do not think so ; for it

seems just as likely, if not more so, that the four

arbitrators of each tribe a-crc chosen in an nssem-
I

bly of the tril»e itself. Again, w’hether they were '

appointed for life, or only for a definite period, is
|

not expressly mentioned by the orators ; but as

none of the Athenian magistrates, with the excep-

tion of the Areiopagites, remained permanently in

office, and Demosthenes (c. Afcid. p. 542. 1 5) speaks

of the last day of the 1 1th month of the year os

being the last day of the Diaetetae (v TcXcurola

ijulpa riv SioiTT^rw*'), it seems almost certain that

they were elected for a year only. The on’y ob-

jection to this conclusion arises from a stat<mcnt

in a fragment of Isaeus (p. 361, ed. Reiske), whore
an arbitrator is spoken of ns being engaged on a
suit for two years (8uo frri tow 8iaiT7frow rijy

iltcTiy however, we admit the con-

jectural reading r&y hatrrtr&y, the meaning would

be in accordance with what we infer from other

authorities, and would onl^ imply that the same
cause esune before the arbitrators of two different

yean, a cose which might not unfrequently happen
;

if, on the contrary, the reading of the text is cor-

rect, we must suppose that it was sometimes neces-

sary or convenient to re-clect an arbitrator for the

decision of a particular case.

The Dinetetae of the different tribes appear to

have sat in different places ; as temples, halls, and
courts of justice, if not wanted for other purposes.

Those of the Ocneid and Krcctheid tribtt met in

the heliaea (Dcm. c. Ererg. p. 1142. 25.) ; we
read of others holding a court in the delphinium
{c. Boeoi. ii. p. 1011), and also in the arod
wotKiX^i (c. Sieftk, L p. 1 106). Again, wc are told

of slaves being examined by the Diaetetae sitting

for that purpose, under the appellation of /Scurawi-

<tto2 [Tormkntum), in the hephaistrium, or
temple of Poseidon. (Isocr. Tpawt(. p. 361. 2l,od.
Bckker.) Moreover, we arc told of private arbi-

trators meeting in the temple of Athena on the
Acropolis ; and, if the amended reading of Pollux
(viiL 126) is correct,, we are informed by him, in

general terms, that the arbitrators formerly held
their courts in the temples (An/rww 4y‘ Upo7i

T(Ua<). lUrpocration also (». v.) contrasts the
dicasts with the arbitrators, observing that the
former had regtilarly appointed courts of justice

(&iro8«8ei7ju«Va).

Another point of difference was the mode of

payment, iiuismuch as the dicasts n*ceived an
aliou'ancc from the state, whereas the only remu-
neration of the Diaetetae w*as a drachma depositiHl

ns a rapdirraats by the complainant, on the com-
mencement of the suit, the same sum being also

paid for the dyrwpoaioj and every inrutfioala swam
during the proceedings. (Pollux, viiL 39, 127 ;

Ilarpocr. *. r.) This irapd^curis is the same ns

the Bpaxph tow KuwopaprvpUw mentioned bv
I)cmi)sthciies (c. Timoth. p. 1190). The defendant
in this case had failed to give evidence as he ought
to have done, and therefore the plaintiff com-
menced proceedings against him for this neglect,

before the arbitrators in the principal suit, the

first step of which was the payment of the ropd-
trraats.

Tile public arbitrators were {artvOifyoi, i. e, every

one who had, or fancied he had, a cause of com-
plaint against them for their decisions, might pro-

ceed against them by ciVayyeAfa, or iiifitmiation

laid bi'forc the senate. For this purpose, says

Ulpian, whose statement is confirmed by Demo-
sthenes (c. Afeid.) in the case of Straton, the public

Dia teuic were towards the close of their year
of office, and during the latter days of the month
Thargclibn, required to present thimselves in some
fixed place, prolmbly near the senate-house, that
they might be ready to answer any charge brought
against them, of which they received a previous

! notice. The punishment, in case of condemnation,
w’as atimia^ or the loss of civic rights. Harpo-
cration (s. r.), however, informs us that the «uror/-

ycAfa against the arbitrators was brought before

the dicasts or judges of the regular courts, but this

probably happened only on appeal, or in cases of
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inmt importance, iiuurmuch as the Bov\4f could

not inflict a greater penalty than a line of 5UO
drachmae with atimia.

As to the extent of the jurisdiction of the

Diactetae, Pollux (viiL 126) state*, that in former

times no suit was brought into a court before it

had been investigated by the Diaeietne (wdAoi

oviifila 81m} irp]y VtI Sicurr^rdt 4K6t7y uv^iy^o).

There can be bat little doubt that the word wdAcu

here refers to a time which was ancient with re-

ference to the age of the Athenian orators, and
therefore that this previous investigation a*ns no

longer rccjiiisite in the days of Demosthenes and
his contemporaries. Still we find the Diaetetao

mentioned by them in very many cases of civil

actions, and it is not unlikely that the magistrates,

whose duty it w’as to bring actions into court

(«<Vdyci«'), encouraged the process before the arbi-

trators, as a means of saving the state the pay-

ment which would otherwise have been due to the

d leasts. Hudtwalcker is accordingly of opinion

that the Diactetae were competent to act in all

cnHOi of civil actions for restitution or compensa-

tion, but not of penal or criminal indictments

(7po<pai), and, moreover, that it rested with the

complainant whether his cause was brought before

them in the first instance, or sent at once to a
higher court of judicature. (IK*m. e. Androi.

p. 601. 18.)

Dut besides hearing cases of this sort the

Diaetetac sat as commissioners of isquini* on mat-

ters of fact which could not l>e conveniently exa-

mined in a court of justice (Dem. e, S/rph. p. 1 106),

jtut as what is c^led an ^ issue is sometimes

directed by our own C<mrt of Chancery to an in-

ferii>r court, for the purpose of trying a question of

fact, to be determined by a jury. Either party in

a suit could demand or ch^Ienge (TpoxoAcitr^ai)

on inquiry of this sort before an arbitrator, the

challenge being called • a term which

was also applied to tho articles of agreement**

by which the extent and object of the inquiry were

defined. (Dem. e. S'e<in’. p. 1387.) Many in-

stanci** of these arc found in the

orators ; one of the most frequent is the demand
or offer to examine by torture a slave supposed to

l>e ciygnisant of a matter in dispute, the damage
which might result to the owrncr of the slave being

guaranteed by the party who demanded the exa-

mination. (Hnrpocr. ». r. wpdxXijinf.) See also De-
mosthenes {OnHor.x. p. 874), who ohserves that

the testimony of a slave, elicited by torture, was
thought of more value by the Athenians than the

evideiiw* of fit'emen. Another instance somewhat
similar to the last, was the np6K\i\ci% tli fiaprxh-

pia.¥ (Pollux, viii. 62), where a party proposed to

his opponent that the dt'ci.sion of a disputed point

should be determined by the evidence of a third

party, (Antiphon, AM Cftorrut p. 144, ed. Bek-

kcr.) Sometimes also we read of a irpdxXqirif,

by which a party was challenged to allow the ex-

amination of document*; os wills (Dem.'e. .Sy<7>A.

p. 1104), deeds, Itankors* books, Ac. (c. Timotk.

p.1187). It is manifest that the forms and ob-

jetis of a wpdirXiitnv would vary oi'cording to the

matter in dispute, and the evidence which was
producible

;
we shall, therefore, content ourselves

with adding that the term was also used when
a party challenged his adversary to make hi* allc-

gmion under the sanction of an oath, or offeri-d to

make his own Riatements under the same obliga-
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tion. (Dem. e. Apnt. p. 896, c. Con. p. 1269. 19.)

The presumption or prepossession which might

arise from a voluntary oath in the last case, might
be met by a similar TpdxAvjirit, tendered by the op-

posite party, to which the original challenger ap-

pears to have had the option of consenting or not

as he might think proper. (Dem. Timoth. p. 1203 ;

compare Arist Witi. i. 16.) In oil cases where
any of these investigation* or depositions were

made before the Diaetetac, wc may conclude with

HudtWTilcker (p. 48), that they might be called as

witnesses in subsequent stages of the action, either

to state the evidence they had taken, or to pro.

duce the documents they had examined, and which
were deposited by them in on cchinu*. [Appsl-
LATio (Urkek).]
The proceedings in the trials before the public

arbitrators were of two kinds, 1st, When two
parties agreed by a regular contract to refer a
matter in dispute to a judge or judge* sc/cefed from

them. 2<lly, When a cause was brought before a
public Arbitrator, without any such ))revious com-
promise, and in the regular course of law. Tho
chief difference seems to have been that, in case

of a reference by amtract between two parties, tho

award was final, and no appeal could oe brought

before another court, though the unsuccessful party

might, in some mstanci^, move for a new trial

( Tii¥ oZffoy d*n’iAax<7>’, Dem. e. Meid. p. 54 1 ).

Except in this point, of non-appeal, an arbitrator

who was selected from the public Diaetelae by
litigant parties, seems to have been subject to the

same liabilities, and to have stood in the same re-

lation to those parties us an arbitrator appointed by
lot : the course of proceeding also ap{>cani to have

been the same before both (IMm. c. MtUL p 541),
an account of which is given below. It must, how-
ever, be first stated, that there are stnmg reasons

in support of lludtwaickcr's opinion, that when-
ever a suitor wished to bring an action before ono

nr more of the public Diaetetac, he applied to one

of the many officers called (Dem. <*,

Ijocnt, p. 940. 5, c. PanUirn. p. 976- 10 ; Pollux,

iil 93), whose duty it w*ns to bring the cause

(<I<rc(7*ir) into a propiT court. By some such

officer, at any rate, a requisite numlier of arbitra-

tors was allotted to tho complaiuniit, care being

taken that they were of the same tribe a* tho de*

fiuidant. (Horpocr. s. r. StoiTqrai.) Pollux (viii.

126) iufonns us that if a Diactetes nUust^d to

hear 0 cause, he might be pimUhc'd w ith niimia :

but It appears that under extraordinary circum-

stance*, and affer hearing the case, a Diaoietes

sometimes refused to decide himself, and n-fem'd

the parties to a court of justice. (Dem. c. I‘horm.

p. 913.)

The process befiiro the public Diaetetao wna
conducted in the following manner. After com-

plaint made, and payment of tlie nopdirraais, the

plaintiff *np]torted hit averment by an noth, to the

effect that his accusation was true, which the de-

fendant met by a like oath as to the matter of his

defence. When the oath (4rr*p^io<rfa) had been

thus taken by tho parties, the arbitrators entered

upon the inquiry, heard wiine*s«*s examined docu-

ments; and hold os many conferences (<nVo8o<)

w"ith the panic*, as might be necessaiy' for the *<’t-

tiement of the question. (See authorities, Hudt-
walckcr, p. 80.) The day of pronouncing judgment

(^ dirfl-fKWTjv TTit SiifTjj, iK'iu. r. p. 1153)

wa* prolmbly fixed by law, if wc may judge from
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th« namo (h avfMa tcU. by which it is

called in thft oraton ; it might, however, with con-

tent of both panic*, be poetpoiicd. The verdict

g^Tcn WM counteraigned by the proper authoritiea,

perhap* by the ttacrywytTSt and thereby aeqaired

It* validity. The archont, menti<incd by I^mo-

tUienee (c. M€$d. p. 542) as having signed a judg-

ment, were probably thcsroothetoc, as the action

eras a 9hn) Kcunryoplas, which is, moreover, called

an irlfiv^of 8«aa u s. an acti<m where

the plaintiiT was not required to assess the damage*

(ofttiman UUm\ the penalty, in cate of a verdict

for him, being determined by law : this alone is suf-

ficient to prove that the Diaototac sometimes de-

cided in cases where the plaintiff sued for damages,

as distinguished fn>ra those in which he sought

Institution of rights or property ; nor, indeed, does

there seem any reason tjr supposing that their juris-

dirtton was i>^ extended to tne or

actions where the plaintiff was required toosik'ss or

lay his damages, provided the assessment did not

exceed some amount. In support of this

opinion we may adduce the authority of Pollux

(vitl 127), who expressly states that the plaintiff

might assess bis damages before tho arbitrators,

when the law did not do so for him.

If the defendant were not present on the proper

day to nmke his last defence, judgment went

against him by defoult the ar-

bitrator being obliged to wait till the evening

ilftdpat^ D.*m. 0. Afeid. p. 541, e. TYmo^A. p. 11!)0).

StmietimeB, however, the time of pronouncing sen-

tence was deferred in consequeneo of a deposition

{{ntmftoirlay Pollux, viii 60 ;
Ilorpocr. s. r.) al-

Ic^ng a satisfactory cause for postponement, such

as sickness, absence from town, military service,

or other reasons. To s^ibstantiate these, the ap-

plicant, when possible, appeared personally ; but if

a party was prevented from appearing on the day

of trial, by any unexpected event, the bvctnotria

might be made on oath by authorised frienda

( Dem. e. Otpmp. p. 1 1 74. 4 ; Pollux, vlU. 56.) The
ifwmttocia might be met by a coonter-statement

{kvBvwvpoaia) from tho opposite party affirming

his belief that the muons dleged were fictitious

or colmtrable. In connection with this point, wc
may oluerve that, according to Pollux (viiL 60),

the motion for a new trial could only be sustained

in cases where the applicant had made a Aww^Mxria,

and demurred either personally or by proxy OAinit

the passing ofjudgment on the regular day. More-

over, it »*as incumbent on the ^y who wished for

a new trial to move for it within tin days after

judgment had been pronoanced, and even then he

was obliged to tako a kind of ^w/^u>ofe^ to the

effect that his absence on the proper day was in-

voluntary. (Pollux, viii. 60.) In default of com-

pliance with these conditions, the previous sentence

was confirmed. ( Dem. o. AfeuL p. 542.) Wc aro

told also by Pbotios {Iax. $. e. tUaiX that

it was competent for plaintiff as well as defendant

to move for a new trial on the grounds we have

mentioued. W ben it was granted tho former ver-

dict was set aside /AiWro), and tho par-

ties went a(^n before an arbitrator, probably

throogh the instnimcnuUity of the f(^a7*ry«if, to

whom awlieation had boon made in the first in-

stance. The process itself is called AtnrlXri^ts in

Greek, and does not teem to have been confined to

trials bcfjre the Diaetetnc : the corresponding term

in Homan law b mtoMrutio tremodicti.
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This, however, wo* not tho only means of set-

ting aside a judgment, inasmuch os it might also 1m}

effected hy on nr ap|»al to the higher

courts [ArpKLLATio ((iHXkK)], and if ftilse evi-

dence bad been tendered, by a 8urn aoxorcxriwi'

(llarpocr. s. r. ; l)cm. e. Timoth. p. I’JOl. 5).

It remains to speak of tho strictly private arbi-

trators, chosen hy mutual agreement betw*een con-

tending {mrties,and therefore generally distinguisht'd

by the title aipsTof, of whom it must be under-

stood that they were not selected from the ZiairyfraS

of the tribes. The powers with which they were
invcslt'tl, were, as w*c might suppose, not always
the same

;
sometimes they were merely StaXAojrraf,

or chosen to effect a compromise or reconciliation :

thus Isaeus (/>c Hered. p. 54, ed. Bekk.)
speaks of arbiemtor^ offering cither to bring about

a n‘concilwti(m if they could, without taking an
oath, or to make anasa^ (diro^xifrfO'dcu) upon oath.

Sometimes, on the other hand, they were pun*ly

referees, and then their {towers dejH-ndid upon the

terms of the agreement of reference ; if these powers

were limited, the arbitraliun was a Sfwra M
^lyroif (Isocr. c.CalL p. 373, ed. Ih'kk.). The agree-

ment was not merely n verbal contract

but drawn up in writing (^wirpor^ nark
Dem. c. I*k^, p. 912), and signed by the parties

;

it fixed the number of referees (generally three),

determined how many unanimous votes were ne-

cessary for a valid decuion, and proliaUy rcsen'cd

or prohibited, as the case might be, a right of ap-

peal to other authorities. (Itocr. c. p. 375,
cd. IV'kk. ; Dorn, e, Ap^. p. 897.)

If there wero no limitations, these Diaetetae

were then, so to speak, arbitrators proper, accord-

ing to the definition of Festus (p. 15, cd. MUl-
Icr) :

— ^ Arbiter dicitur judex, quod totins rei

habent arbitrium et potestatem.** Moreover, no
appeal could bo brought against their judgment
(Dem. c. Meid. p. 545) ; though we read of on in-

stance of a party having persuaded hb opponent to

leave a matter to the arbitration of three nersons ;

and afterwords, when he found they w*erc likely to

decide against himself, going before one of tbo

public arbitrators. (Dem. e. Aph*^ p. 862.) We
should, however, suppose that in thU case there

was DO wTitten ovv^kti. The award was fre-

quentiv given under tho sanction of an oath, and
had tfie some force ns the judgment which pro-

ceeded from a court of law, to that it might be fol-

lowed hy a 8ikv) (Dem. e. Callip, p. 1240,

22.) Wo may add, that these private Diaetetae

ore spoken of as sitting iy ^y

grcl^, and that in some cases it was customary

to give notice of their appointment to the pnmer
archon or magbtrato (5xo^p«ir xpAt ‘Hjsr apx^i'),

who, os Hudtwalcker suggests, may have nct^ as

an «fVa7sryc</s in the case. (Ihm e, (Xdlip, p.

1244. 14, e. Afeid, p. 542. 14.) (R W.]
DIAGKAPHEIS (8io>pa4»«rs). [Kisphura.]
DIA'LIS FLAMEN. [FtAMis.]
DIAMARTY'RIA {tiopofnvpia.) [Ana*

cRisia.)

DIAMASTTOO'SIS (ttiapairriyu<rit\ was a
solemnity performed at Sparta at the festival of

Artemis Orthia, whoso temple was called Lim*
naeon, from its situation in a marshy port of the

town. (Pans. i!L 1C. § 6.) The solemnity was
thb ;-^S|Artan youths (fiprr^ot) were scourged on

the occasion at the altar of Artemis, by persona

appointed for the purpose, until their blood gushed

Dlgitl^ xl by ijooglc
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forth and covered the altar. The scourjring itaelf

was preceded by a preparation, by which those

who intended to undergo the diamastigosis tried to

harden themselves against its pains. Pausanins

describes the origin of the worship of Artemis

Orthia, and of the diamastigosis, in the following

manner :— A wooden statue of Artemis, which

Orestes had brought from Tauris, was found in a
bush by Astrabacus and Alopecus, the sons of

Irbus. The two men were immediately struck

mad at the sight of it The Limnoeans and the

inhabitants of other ncight)ouring places then of-

fered sacrifices to the goddess
;
but a quarrdi en-

sued among them, in which several individuals were

killed at the altar of Artemis, who now demanded
atonement for the pollution of her sanctuary. From
henceforth human victims were selected by lot and

offered to Artemis, until Lycurgtis introduced the

scourging of young men at her altar as a substitute

fur human sacrifices.

The diamastigosis, according to this account, was
a substitute for hunuin sacrifice, and Lycurgus

made it also serve his purposes of education, in so

far as he made it a port of the system of harden-

ing the Spartan youths against bodily sufferings.

(Plut. Lyc. 18, fnslit. iMced. p. 254; Cic. Tuscul.

Y. 27.) According to another far less probable ac-

count, the diamastigosis originated in a circum-

stJince, recorded by Plutarch {ArisHd. 17), which
happened before the battle of Platoeac.

The worship of Artemis Orthia ^\’ns unquestion-

ably very ancient, and the diamastigosis only a step

from Imrbarism towards civilisation. Many anec-

dotes are related of the courage and intrepidity

with which young S|>artans bore the lashes of the

scourge ;
some even died without uttering a murmur

at their sufferings, for to die under the strokes was
considered as honourable a death as that on the

field of battle. {Compare Milller's Dor. ii. 9. § 6.

no{r. k, and iv. .5. § 8., note c. ; Manso, Sparta., i. 2.

p. 18;i.) [L. S.]

DIA'NOMAE (Siaropcd) or DIA'DOSEIS
(SiaSSa-fis) were public donations to the Athenian

people, which corresponded to the Rom.m cotif/iaria.

[Co.VGiARiUM.] To these belong the free distri-

butions of com (.\ristoph. Vesp. 715), the clcni-

chiae [Coi.onia (Greek)], the nn-enucs from the

mines, and the money of the thcorica. [Thko-
RICON.]

I)I APSE'PHISIS (Siajrf)((>Krts), a political in-

stitution at Athena, the object of which was to pre-

vent aliens, or such as were the offspring of an

unlawful marriage, from assuming the rights of

citizens. As usurpations of this kind were not

uncommon at Athens (Plut. PericL 87 ; Ilarpocr.

». r. irora/udr), various measures had been adopted

against them (ypeupat ^tvias and 5wgo£««//or)
; but

as none of them had the desired effect, a new me-
thod, the Sia\pT)<fn<ris was devised, according to

which the trial on spurious citizens was to be held

by the demotae, within whose demc intmders were

suspected to exist ; for if each demc separately was
kept clear of intruders, the whole lx)dy of citizens

would naturally feel the benefit. Every deme
therefore obtained the right or duty at certain

times to revise its Icxiorchic registers, and to ascer-

tain whether any had entered their names who had
no claims to the rights of citizens. The assembly
of the demotae, in which these investigations took

place, w.'is held under the presidency of the de-

march, or some senator belonging to the deme

DTASIA.

(Harpocr. s. v. H}papxos) ; for in the case brought
forward in the oration of Demosthenes against

Eubulidcs, we do not find that he was demarch,

but it is merely stated that he was a memljer of

the jSowA^. When the demotae were assembled,

an oath was administered to them, in which they

promised to judge impartially, without favour to-

wards, or enmity against, those persons on whom
they might have to pass sentence. The president

then read the names of the demotae from the re-

gister, asking the opinion of the assembly (Stcapy-

^l^ftrdou) respecting each individual, whether they

thought him a true and legitimate citizen or not.

Any one then had the right to say what he
thought or knew of the person in question; and
when any one was impeached, a regular trial took

place. (Dem. c. EiAuL p. 1302; Aeschin. De
FaU. Leg. p. 345.) Pollux (viii. 18) says that the

demotae on this occasion gave their votes with

leaves and not with pebbles ns was usual, but De-
mosthenes simply calls them If a person

was found guilty of having usurped the rights of a
citizen (iwotfnjtpl^f(r6ai), his name was struck from

the lexianchic register, and he himself was de-

graded to the rank of an alien. Hut if he did not

acquiesce in the verdict, but appealed to the great

courts of justice, at Athens, a heavier punishment

awaited him, if he was found guilty there also ; for

he was then sold as a slave, and his property was
confiscated by the state. (Dionys. Hal. de Isaeo^

c. 16. p. 617, ed. Rciske; Argument, ad Demosth.

c. EuftuL)

If by any accident the Icxiarchic registers had
been lost or destroyed, a careful scrutiny of the

same nature as that described above, and likewise

called Siaifrfi<pi<nSf took place, in order to prevent

any spurious citizen from having his name entered

in the new registers. (Dem. 1. c. p. 1306.)

It is commonly believed that the Sta\fditpurn w.ts

introduced at Athens in b. a 4 1 9, by one Demo-
philus. (Schiimann, De Comitiis, p. 358, transl.

;

Wachsmuth, llellen. Attcrthumuk. vol. i. p, 549,
2nd ed.) But it has justly been remarked by
Sicbelis on Philochonis (Fragm. p. 61), that

Ilarpocration (s. r. Siatpiitpuris), the apparent au-

thority for this supposition, cannot be interpreted

in this sense. One is mentioned by
Plutarch {Fericl. 37) as early as b. c. 445. Clin-

ton {F. H. \\. p. 141) has, moreover, shown that

the Sia\lf‘fiipitrts mentioned by Ilarpocration, in the

archonship of Archiiis, does not belong to n. c. 4 1 9,

but to RC. 347. Compare Hermann, Manual of the

Pol. Ant. of Greece., § 123. n. 14, Ac.
;
and Schii-

mann, L c., whose lengthened account, however,

should Ik? read with great care, ns he makes some
statements which seem to be irreconcilable with

j

each other, and not founded on giwd authority.
j

The source from which we derive most information <

on this subject is the oration of Demosthenes against
J

Eubulidcs. [L. S.]

DLVRIUM. [Sbrvcs.]
DIA'SI.V (5(d<na), a great festival celebrated at

Athens, without the walls of the city (f{» -rijr

irdAews), in honour of Zeus, sumomed MtiKlxtos

(Thuc. L 126). The whole people took part in

it, and the wealthicrcitizons offered victims

while the poorer classes burnt such incense ns their

country furnished {dvpMra 4inx»p<a), which the

scholiast on Thucydides erroneously explains as

cakes in the shape of animals. (Compare Xen. i

Anali. vii. 0. § 4 ;
Lucian Tim. 7 ;

Aristoph.
J
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mCASTERION.
S'ab. 402, &c.) The duuia took pUce in the lat-

ter half of the month of Anthesterion (Schol.

ofi ArietofJt. L c.) with featting and rejoicings, and
w'aa, like moat other fcatirala, accompanied by a fair.

(Ariitoph. A'mA. 841.) It woa thia festival at which

Cylon w*aa enjoined by an onicle to take poaaoaaion

of the acropolia of Athena
; but ho mistook the

oracle, and made the attempt during the eelebra-

ti<m of the Olympian games. (Compare Pollux, L

28; Suidaa a. o.) Thcetymology of Stchrua, gi^en

by moat of the ancient grammarians (from Aihs

and Sunt) ia false, the name is a mere derivative

liom as 'AvoXA^ria from *At4aAssi'. [L.S.J
DIASTYLOS* [TsKfLUM.]
DIATRE'TA. [Vitri;m.J
DIAULOS (8tau\of). [Stadium.]
DI.AZO'MA (8id^<s/ia). [Subligaculum.]
DICASTE'HION (8u(a<rr^p(or), indicates both

the ajfgrcgnto judges that sat in court, and the

f)lftce itself in whicn they held their sittings. For
an account of the former, the reader is ndVrred to

the article DiCA»TBa: with respect to the latter,

oar information is very imperfect. In the earlier

ages there were five celebrated places at Athens sot

apart for the sittings of the judges, w*ho had cog-

nuance of the graver causes in which the loss of

human life w'os avenged or expiated, vis. the areio-

pogites and the ephetae. These places were the

Areiopagus [.ArbioPaous], and the 4wl IlaAAaSf^,

Arl npirray^l^ and 4u ^p*arroi.

The antiquity of these four last is suHicientIv

vouched for by the archaic character of the divi-

sion of the causes that were appropriated to each :

in the first we arc told that accidental deaths were

discussed ; in the second homicides confessed, but

justified
i

in the third there were quasi trials of

inanimate things, which, by falling and the like,

had occasioned a loss of human life ; in the fourth

homicides who had returned from exile, and com-

mitted a fresh manslaughter, were appointed to be

tried. With respect to these ancient institutions,

of which little more than the name remained when
the historical age commenced, it will be sufficient

to observe that, in accordance with the ancient

Greek feeling respecting murder, viz., that it pur-

took more of the nature of a ceremonial pollution

than a political offence, the presiding judge «iu
invariably the king archon, the Athenian rex sa-

croniro *. and that the places in which the trials were

bold were (^n to the sky, to avoid the contami-

nation which the judges might Incur by being

under the same roof with a murderer. (Matthiae,

De Jud. Atk. p. 157.) The places, however, re-

mained after the office of the judges who originally

sat there, was abolished
;
and they appear fmm

Demosthenes (o. jVraer. p. 1348.21) to have been

occasionally used by the oidinary Heliastic judges

when trying a cause of the kind to w’hich they

were originally appropriated. The most important

court in later ages was the lletiaea, in which, we
ore told by the grammarians, the weightiest

causes were decided
;
and if so, wo may conclude

the thesroothetae were the presiding magistrates.

Besides this, ordinary Heliastic courts sate in the

Odeium, in the courts Trigonon, the Greater

(MeiC®P)» the Middle (Mv<roe), the Green, the

Red, that of Metiochns, and the Parabyston: but

of these we ore unable to fix the localities, or to

what magistrates it was usual to apportion them.

They were all painted with their distinctive co-

loors ;
and, it had a letter of the alphabet
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inscribed over the doorway. With the exception

of the lleliaea, and those in S'hich causes of mur-
der were tried, they were probably protected from
the w'eathcr. The dicasts sat upon wooden
benches, which were covered with mgs or matting
(4'taOia,) and there were elcmtioiis or tribunes

(/5^/ioro), upon which the antagonist advoaitos

stood during their address to the court. The space

occupied by the persons engaged in the trial was
protected by a railing (8pv^idicTo<r) from the intm-
sion of the bystanders; but in causes which bore

upon the violation of the mysteries, a further space

of fiRy feet all round was enclosed by a rope, and
the security of this barrier guaronued by the

presence of the public slaves. (Meier, Att. Proc.

p.1141.) [./. S.M.]
DICASTES (8<#ra<rT^j), in its broadest accep-

tation a judge, more peculiarly denotes the Attic

functionar}’ of the democratic (>eriod, who, with his

colleagues, was constitutionally empowered to try

and jtoss judgment upon all causes nnd questions

that the laws nnd customs of his countrv' pronounced
susceptible of judicial investigation. In the circum-

stance of a plurality of persons being selected from

the mass of private citisens, and associatetl tempo-
rarily as representatives of the whole body of the
people, adjudicating between its individual mem-
bers, nnd of such delegates swearing an oath that

they would well and tmly discharge the duties

entrusted to them, there appears some resemblance

between the constitution of the Attic dicasterioii

and an English jurv', but in nearly all other respects

the distinctions between them arc as great os the

intenals of space and time which separate their

several nations. At Athens the conditions of his

eligibility were, that the dicast should be a free

citizen, in the enjoyment of his full franchise

(^Tiri/ila), and nut less than thirty years of age,

and of persons so qualified six thousand were se-

lected by lot for the sen ice of every year. Of tho

precise method of their appointment our notices are

somewhat obscure : but we may gather from them
that it took place every year under the conduct of

the nincarchons and their official scribe
; that each

of these ten personages drew by lot the names of

six hundred persons of the tribe assigned to him
;

that the whole number so selected was again divided

by lot into ten sections of 500 each, together with

a supernumerary one, consisting of a thousand per-

sons, from among whom the occasional deficiencies

in the sections of 500 might be supplied. To each

of the ten sections one of the ten first letters of the

alphabet was appropriated as a distinguishing mark,
and a small tablet (irii'dxtoi'), inscribed with the

letter of tho section and the name of tho individual,

was delivered os a certificate of his appointment to

each dicast. Three bronze plates found in the

Peirac«us,and described byDodwell(7Varr/ji,vol. i.

pp. 433—437), are supposed to have sened this

purpose ; the inscriptions upon them consist of

the follow'ing letters:— A. AlOAAPOS ^PEA,
E. AEINIA2 AAA1ET2, and B. ANT1XAPM02
AAMI1, and bear besides representations of ow*ls

and Gorgon heads, and other devices symbolic of

the Attic people. The thousand supernumeraries

had in all probability some dilTerent token, but of

this wc have no certain knowledge.

Before proceeding to the exercise of his fune-

tions the dicast w*as obliged to swear the official

oath :
which rrs done in the earlier ages at a place

called Ardettns, without the city, on the banks of

D D
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the IlittuA, but in after times at some other spot,

of which wo are not informed. In the time of

Dem6«then'*8 the onth (which is given nt full

length in Dem. a, Timoc. p. 746) osterted the

qu^iticatinn of the dicast, and a solemn engage*

roent by him to discharge his ofKcc faithfully and
incormptibly in general, as well as in certain spe-

cified cases which bore reference to the appoint*

incnt of magistmtoa, a matter in no small degree

under the control of the dicost, inasmuch as few

could enter upon any office without having hiul

their election submitU'd to a court for its approba-

tion [Duciva»ia] : and besides these, it con-

tain d a general promise to support the existing

constitution, which the dienst would of course be

peculiarly enabled to do, when persons were ac-

cused before him of attempting its subversion.

This oath Iwing taken, and the divisions made as

above mentioned, it remained to assign the courts

to the several sections of dicasts in which they

were to siL This was not, like the first, an appoint-

ment intended to last during tho year, but took

place under the conduct of the thesmothetae, <U

Moro, time that it was necessary to impanel

a number of dicasts. In ordinary cases, when one,

two, or more sections of 500 made up the comple-

ment of judges appropriated to trying the particular

kind of cause in band, the process was extremely

simple. Two unis or caskets (ic\i)p«rr4p<a) were
produced, one containing tickets inscribed with the

distinctive letters of the sections ; the other fur-

nished, in like manner, with similar tickets to in-

dicate the courts in which the sittings were to be

held. If the cause was to be tried by a single

section, a ticket would be drawn simultaneously

from each turn, and the result announced, that sec-

tion B, for instance, was to sit in court F ; if a

thousand dicasts were requisite, two tablets would,

in like manner, be drawn from the um that re-

presented the sections, while one was drawn from
|

the other as above mentioned, and the announce-

ment might run that sections A and B were to sit

in court F, and the like. A more coraplicatori

sysU'm must have been adopted when fractional

parts of the section sat by tbemselves nr wiTc
added to other whole sections : but what this might
have been wo can only conjecture, and it is ob-

vious that some other process of selection must
have prevailed upon ^1 those occasions when
judges of a peculiar qualification were required

;

as, for instance, in the trial of violators of the mys-
teries, when the initiated only were allowed to

judge ; and in that of military offenders who were
left to the justice of those only whose comrades

they were, or should have lieen at the time when
the offence was alleged to have been committed.

It is pretty dear that the allotment of the dicasts

to their seveml courts for the day, took place in the

manner above-mentioned. In the market place, and
that it was conducted in all cases, except one, by
the thesmothetae ; in that one, which was when
the magistrates and public officers rendered an ac-

count of their conduct at the expiration of their terra

of office, and defended themselves against all charges

of malversation in it [Euthynk], the logistae

were the officiating personages. As soon as the

allotment had taken place, each dicast received a

staff, on which w*as painted the letter and colour of

the court awarded him, w'hich might serve both as

a ticket to procure admittance, and also to dis-

tinguish him from any loiterer that might endea-
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vonr clandcttinely to obtain a sitting after bnsinca
had begun.

The dicasts received a fee for their attendance

(t5 tiKOffTiK6¥ or iiiffBos BiK«urriK65). This pay-

ment is said to have been first instituted by Pe-

ricles (Aristot Polit. ii. 9. p. 67, ed. Guttling
;

Plut. Per. 9; Plot Gorg. p. 516); and it is

generally supposed fri>m Aristophanes (.Vm5. 840),
who makes Strepsiades say tliat for the first nbolus

he ever received as a dicast, he bought a toy for his

son, that it was at first only one obolus. Accord-

ing to the Scholiast on Aristophanes {Pan. 140)
the my was subsequentiy increased to two oboli,

but this seems to be merelv an erroneous infen nee

from the passage of bis author. Three ob<^i or the

truiUAtm (rpiw^oAor) occurs as eariy as b. c. 4*25 in

the comedies of Aristophanes, and is afterwards

mentioned frequently. (Aristopb. Kq. 61, 265,
Vesp. 684, 654, 660, Han. 1640, Ac.) Bockh has
inferred f^m these passages that the triobolon waa
introduced by Cleon about a c. 4*21

; but G. Her-
mann (Prasad A'i(5. p.l,&c. 2nd edit.)

has disputed this opinion, at least so far ns it is

founded upon Aristophanes, and thinks that the
pay of three obolt for the dicasts existed before

that time. However this may be, thus much is

certain, that the pay of the dicasts was not the

same at all times, although it is improbable that it

should ever have been two oboli. (Aristot ap.

Sckol. ad Aristopk, Vesp. 682; Hesyeb. t. r. 6t«o-

: Suid. s. r. 7)>aatrred.) The payment uras

made after every assembly of a court of heliostoe

by the Colacretae (Lucian, Bis accusat. 12, 16) in

the following manner. After a citixen had been
appointed by lot to act as judge in a particular

court, he received on entering the court together

with the staff (/9airr7)pfa or ^66of) a tablet or

ticket {avp6o\o¥). After the business of the court

I

was over, the dicast, on going out, delivered his

I

ticket to the piy'tancis, and received his fee in re-

I

turn. fScbol. ad ArUtopk. Plut. 277 ;
Suid. a v.

BcKTripia
;
Etyraol, M. s. v. aip€o\o¥ ;

Pollox, viii.

16.) Thoto who had come too late had no claim

to the triobolon. (Ariitoph. Vesp. 660.) The an-

nual amount of these fees is reckoned by Aristo-

phanes
( Fesp. 6 GO, Ac. with the SchoL) at 160

talents, a sum which is very high and can perhaps

only be applied to the most flourishing times of

Athens. (Bockh, PuU. Econ. of Athens^ p. 227,
2nd ed.

;
Mcler, AU. Proc. p. 125, Ac. [J.S.M.]

DICASTICON (6ufo<rTac6y). [Dicastes.]
DIKE' (6bra), signifies generally any proceed-

ings at law by one party directly or mediately

Against others. (Horpocrat. s. v. ; Pollux, viii. 40,

41.) The object of all such actions is to protect

the body politic, or one or more of its indiridual

members, from injury and aggression ; a distinc-

tion which has in most countries suggested tho

division of all causes into two great classes, tho

public and the private, and assigned to each its

peculiar form and treatment. At Athens the first

of these was implied by the terms public SiVoi, or

dywi'sr, or still more peculiarly by 7po^of ; causes

of the other cLiss were termed private Binat or

Aywvsr, or simply Sbroi in its limit^ sense. There
is a still further subdivision ofypapal into iripocltu

and 18ioi, of which the former is somewhat analo-

gous to impeachments for oifcnccs directly against

the state
;
the latter, to criminal prosecutions, in

which the state appears as a party mediately in-

jured in the violence or other wrong done to indi-
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Tidual citlxeni. It wOl bo observed that case«

frequently arise, which, with reference to the

wrung complained of, may w'ilh equal propriety be

brought before a court in the form of the ypa^
lost mentioned, or in that of an ordinary 8t«rr;, and
under iheeo circumstances the laws of Athens gave

the prooeentor an ample choice of methods to

vindicate his rights by private or public proceed-

ings (Dem. e. Andoc. p. 601), much in the same
way as a plaintiff in modem timet may, for the

same offence, prefer an indictnicnt for assault, or

bring his civil action for trespass on the pi'fson.

It will be necessary to mention some of the prin-

cipal distinctions in the treatment of causes of the

two great classes above mentioned, before proceed-

ing to discuss Uie forms and treatment of tho pri-

vate lawsuit.

In a 8ur^, only the person whose rights were

alleged to be affected, or the legal protector (xopior)

of such person, if a minor or otherwise incapable

of appearing suo jure, was pennitted to institute

an action os plaintiff ; in public causes, with the

exception of some few in which the person injured

or hU family were peculiarly bound and interested

to act, any free citiien, and sometimes, when the

state was directly attacked, almost any alien, was
empowered to do so. In all private causes, except

ihcjte of 4^ovKris^ ^icu'wk, and ^(otpetrswr, the

penalty or other subject of contention was ex-

clusively recovered by tho plaintiff, while in most

others the state alone, or jointly with the prose-

cutor, profited by the pecuniary punishment of the

offender. The court fees, called prytaneia, were

paid in private but not in public causes, and a

public pMsecutor that compromised the action with

the defendant vnu in most coses punished by a

fine of a thousand drachmae and a modified dis-

franchisement, while there was no legal impedi-

ment at any period of a private lawsuit to the

reconciliation of the litigant parties. (Meier, AU.
/*roee$$^ p. 163.)

The proceedings in tho Bfjo) were commenced
by a summons to the defendant {vp6^K\ri<rts)

to appear on a certain day before the proper

magistrate (sto'crysryct/r), and there answer the

charges prefeired against him. (ArisL Nub. 1221,

Atf. 1046.) This summons was often served b^’

the plaintiff in person, accompanied by one or

two witnesses [Clstsrss], whose names were

endorsed upon the declaration (K^tt or fyxAn/m).

If there were an insufficient service of the sum-
mons, the lawsuit was styled and
dismissed by the magistrate. (Hesyrh.) From
the eircamstance of the same officer that conducted

the anacrisis being also necessarily present at the

trial, and as there were besides dies nefasti

(dwo^pd8«t) and festivals, during which none, or

only some special causes could be commenced, the

power of the plaintiff in selecting his time aas, of

course, in some degree limited
;
hnd of several

causes, we know that the time for their institution

was particularised by law. (Aristoph. Nub. 1 120.)

There were also occasions upon which a personal

arrest of the party proceeded against took the

place of, or at all events was simultaneous with,

the service of the summons
;

as for instance,

when the plaintiff doubted whether such party

would not Wve the country to avoid answering

the action ; and accordingly we find that in such

cases (Dem. c. Zm^Ak, p. 820, c. Arutog. p. 778)
an Athenian plaintiff might compel a foreigner to
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accompany him to the poleroarch's office, and there

produce bail for his appearance, or failing to do so,

submit to remain in custody till the trial. The
word KcerrfYiA¥ is peculiarly used of this proceed-

ing. Between the sen iceof the summons and ap-

pearance of the parties before the magistrate, it is

very probable t^t the law prescribe the inter-

vention of a period of five days. (Meier, Att.

J*roofM^ p. 580.) If both parties appeared, the

proceedings commenced by the plaintiff putting in

nis declanition, audat the same time depositing hU
share of the court foes (spimu'cld), the non-pay-

ment of which was a fatal objection to tho further

progress of a cause. (Matth. DtJud. Aik. p. 261.)
These w'erc very trifling in amount. If tiie sub-

ject of litigation was rated at less than lOU
drachmae, nothing wna paid

;
if at more than 100

drachmae and less than 1 000 drachmae, 3 drachmae
was a sufficient deposit, and so on in proportion.

If the defendant neglected or refusevi to make his

payment, it is nntur^ to conclude that he under-
went the penalties consequent upon non-appear-

ance
; in ^1 cases the successful party was reim-

bursed his prv'tancia by the other. (Meier, AU.
Process^ p. 6 1 3.) The xapoKorcZoKii was another
deposit in some cases, but paid by the plaintiff

only. This was not in the nature nor of the

usual amount of the court fees, but a kind of

penalty, as it was forfeited by the suitor in case ho
failed in establishing his cause. In a suit against

the treasury, it was fixed at a fifth
;
in that of a

claim to the property of a deceased person by an
aliped heir or devisee, at a tenth of tho value

sought to bo recovered. (Matth. iM Jad. Aik.

p. 26U.) If the action was nut intended to bo

brought before an belioslic court, but merely sub-

mitted to the arbitration of a dioeteles [Diax-
TKTE8], a course which was competent to tho

plaintiff to adopt in all private actions (iludt-

walckcr, lhaeUt. p. 35), the drachma paid in

the place of the deposit above mentioned bore the

name of vapdtrTturir. The deposits being made, it

became the duty of the magistrate, if no manift'st

objection appeared on the face of tho declaration,

to cause it to be written out on a tablet, and ex-

posed for the inspection of the public on the wall

or other place that served as the cause list of bis

court (Meier, Ati PmtxUy p. 605.)

The magistrate then appointed a day for tho

further proceedings of the anacrisis [Anacrisis],
which was done by drawing lots for the priority

in case there was a plurality of causes instituted at

tho same time
; and to this proceeding the phrase

which generally denotes to bring

an action, is to be primarily attributed. If the

plaintiff foiled to appear at the anacrisis, the suit,

of course, fell to the ground ; if the defendant

made default, judgment passed against him.

(Meier, AtU /'rocess, p.623.) Both parties, how'-

ever, received an official summons before thcii

non-appearance was mode the ground of cither re-

sult An affidavit might at this, os well as at

other periods of the action, he made in behalf of

a person unable to attend upon the given day,

and this would, if allowed, have the effect of post-

poning further proceedings {yw^ala ) ; it might,

however, be combated by a counter affidavit to the

effect, that the alleged reason was unfounded or

otherwise insufficient {hfBxntttftoula)
; and a ques-

tion would arise upon this point, the decision of

which, when adverse to the defendant, would
n n 2
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render him liable to the peimlty of contumacy.

(I)um. c. Ottfmp. p. 1174.) The plaintiff waa in

this case said Matv : the defendant,

iiiofy being the word otniUed in both

phraies. If the cause were primarily brought bc-

^>re an umpire {itturrrriis\ the noaerUis was con-

ducted by him
;

in rases of appeal it w'as dispensed

with as unnecessary. The anacrUis began with

the affidavit of the plaintiff {wpot0noala)^ then

fidlowed the answer of the defendant (ianufioala

or iyTiypa^ [Antioraphb], then the parties pro-

duced their respective witnesses, and reduced their

evidence to writing, and put in originals, or authen-

ticated copies, of all the records, deeds, and con-

tracts that might be useful in establishing their

case, as well os memoranda of offers and requisi-

tions then made by cither side {wpoK\^<Tfis).

The w'hole of the documents were then, if the

cause took a straight-forward course (cvOoSixIa),

enclosed on the last day of the anacrisis hi a

casket (4x7pos), which was sealed and entrusted

to the custody of the presiding magistrate, till it

was produced and opened at the trial. During the

intenal no alteration in its contents was per-

mitted, and accordingly evidence that had been

discovered after the anacrisis was not producible

at the trial. (Dem. r. lioeof, i. p. 909.) In some
causes, the trial before the dicasts was by law ap-

pointed to come on within a given time
; in such

as were not provided for by such regulations, we
may suppose that it would principally dejiend upon
the leisure of the magistrate. The parties, how-
ever, might defer the day (Kvpid) by mutual con-

sent. (Dem. c. Phaen. p. 104’J.) Upon the court

being assembled, the magistrate chilled on the cause

(Plainer, Process uml Khtfen, vol. i. p. 182), and
the plaintiff opened his case. At the commence-
ment of the speech, the proper officer (4 t^wp)

tilled the clepsydra with waU‘r. As long as the

water ffoa*ed from this vessel, the orator was per-

mitted to speak
; if, however, evidence was to be

rca<l by the officer of the court, or a Liw recited,

the water was stopped till the speaker recommenced.
The quantity of water, or, in other words, the length

of the speeches, was not by any means the same
in oil causes : in the speech against Macartatus,

and elsewhere, one amphora only was deemed
sufficient ; eleven are mentioned in the impeach-
ment of Aeschines for misconduct in his embassr.
In some few coses, as those of iccUoNrir, according

to Harpocration, no limit was prescribed. The
speeches were sometimes interrupted by the cry
aord^a— “go doa'n,” in effect, “cense speaking"— from the dicasts, which placed the advocate in

a serious dilemma
;
fur if after this he still per-

sisted ill his address, he could hardly fall to offend

those who bid him stop ; if he obeyed the order,

it might be found, after the votes hud been taken,

tliat it had emanated from a minority of the

dicasts. (Aristoph. 973.) After the speeches

of the advocates, which were in general two on

each side, and the incidental reading of the docu-

mentary and other evidence, the dicasts proceeded

to give their judgment hy ballot. [Pssphos.]
When the principal point at issue was decided in

fiiTuur of the plaintiff, there followed in many cases

a further discussion as to the amount of damages,

or penalty, which the defendant should pay.

^Tiubma.] The method of voting upon this

question seems to have varied, in that the dicasts

used a small tablet instead of a ballot-ball, upon
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which those that approved of the heavier penalty

drew a long line, the oihersa short one, (Aristoph.

Vesp. 167.) Upon judgment being given in a pri-

vate suit, the Athenian law left its execution very

much in the hands of the successful party, who was
empowered to seize the movables of bis antagonist

as a pledge for the payment of the money, or insti-

tute an action of ejectment (/(ouAqr) against the

refractory debtor. The judgment of a court of

dicasts was in general decisive (8<<nj ahrortK^s)
\

hut upon certain occasions, as, for instance, when a
gross case of peijur}' or conspiracy could be proved

by the unsuccessful party to have operated to his

disadvantage, the cause, upon the conviction of

such conspirators or witnesses, might be com-
menced </e rovo. [AprBLLATio (Orbek).] Inad-
dition to which, the party against whom judgment
had ptisscd by default, had the power to revive

the cause, upon proving that his non-appearance

in court w'os inevitable iprfipriv 4»rtAaxv<»',

Plainer, Process t$nd Kla^en^ vol. i. p. 396) ;
this,

however, w’as to be exercised within two months
after the original judgment. If the parties were
willing to refer the matter to an umpire (Sicu-

'ryfT^s\ it was in the power of the magistrate

to transfer the proceedings as they stood to thlit

officer ; and in the same way, if the diactetes con-

sidered the matter in hand too high for him, he

niight refer it to the to be brought by
him before an helinstic court. The «*hoIe of the

proceedings Iiefore the diactetes were aiuilogous to

those before the dicasts, and bore eiptally the name
of Sbevj : but it seems that the phrase isntXax*^y
T^v oZffOM is peculiarly applied to the revival of

a cause before the umpire in which judgment bad
passed by defaiJt

The following are the principal actions, both
public and private, which we rood of in the Greek
writers, and which are briefly discussed under
their several heads ;

—
Aticri or Fpa^— 'AZiKias sp^s rhy :

*Ayttf(rYlov : *Aypa^lov : *Ayp<L^v /icrdAAoo

:

Alklas: *A\oylov: *Ap€\is<rtiat : *Afis\lov: ’A»«-

y<syy}S : ‘Ayavfsax^^^ ‘ *AySpanoZt<rfwv : *AySpa~

ir6Sa>y . ’Awar^<rcwr rot; : ‘A^pp^s ; *Airo-

Afli^cwr: ‘Awor^p}^etts : 'Arotrreuriav: *Awpo<rra-

triov: ’Apylat:'Apyvpiov: *Ao’«€cIar: ’A<rTpoTflar:

AoropoAlas

:

AurorsA^ : Bf^uxc^crcwr : Bialtey :

B\d€ijf : Bou\*6<rsus : Kascrtyoplas : Kax<^<ws

:

Koaorex*'^*' ; Kdpwov: KaraXvfftafS rov Sifpov :

KaroffMow^t : Xpfovt : Xotpiou

:

KAor^r ; Avaacr-

pov : AtiXlat : Adpvy : : ^Eyytnjt

:

'Erotalotf : *Einrptiipapx^paTos : ’Ewirpoir^s : ’Efa-

ysry^s: ‘E(cup*a-«ws : 'E(ooAris: 'Aprayris: Elpypov:

'Eraip^trtots : ‘lspoirv\tas : 'TwofoA^s : *T$p<ws

:

Afiwopaprvphu ; Asnroyatrrtov : AstTOffrpariov :

A*twora(lov : MurBoO : MurBuxrfwf ofteou : Moi-

Xvlai : NopItrparosSta^fBopaf : OUtas: nopeuara-
Tltipayo(as : Ilapaydp^y : napawpsoBfias

:

nap€i(ryp<upvf • ^appdxofy : ^6you : ^pds iupayoti

aol pt$rip(pivr}s : 4»6opar ruy iAsvOep^y : flpoa-

ytsylas : TIpo8o<rIaf : npocnripopds : npotads : Veu-
Bsyypa^rjs : yn/8oaAi^vIaf : 'l^tvBopaprvpiiey :

‘PifTopia^ : Xkvpla: Xirov : ^VKo<payTias : ^vp€o
Aoiwi', or huyBiiKiiy rapaSdetsts ; Tpavuaros /a
vpoyoias : TepaeWSor. [J. M.]
DI CROTUM. INavia.]
DICTA'TOR, an extraordinary' magistrate .it

Rome. The name is of Latin origin, and the of-

fice probably existed in many I^atin towns before it

was introduced into Rome (Dionys. v. 74). Wo
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find it in I^urium even in verj Intc timri (Cic.

jiTi MiL 10). At Home this magistrate was ori-

pnallj called magi^er poimii and not dictator^ and

in the sacred books be was always designated by

the former name down to the latest times. (Clc.

iU Hfp. L 40, de Jxg. iii. 3, d€ Fin. iii. 2*2
;
Var.

A. L. T. 8*2, Miiller ; Festns, s. r. ofdima /at,

p. 198, ed. MUlIer.)

On the establishment of the Roman republic

the goTemment of the state was entrusted to hro

consuls,that the citizens might be the lietter pro-

tected against the tyrannical exercise of the sitpremr

power. Dut it was soon felt that circumstances

might arise in which it «*as of importance for the

safety of the state that the ^Ternment should )ie

Tested in the hands of a single person, who should

possess fur a season absolute power, and from whose

decision there should be no appeal to any other

body. Thus it came to pass that in ji.r. 501,

nine yean after the expulsion of the Tarquins, the

dictatorship (diefatum) was instituted. The name
J

of the first dictator and the immediate reason of his

appointment were dificrenlly stated in the annalists.

The oldest authorities mention T. I.#arrius, one of

the consuls of the Tear, as the first dictator, but

others ascribed this lionour to M'.Valerius. (Lir. ii.

1 8.) Livy states {L c.) that a formidable war with

the I^tins led to the appointment ;
and he also

found mentioned in the annals that the consuls of

this year were suspected of belonging to the party

of the Tarquins
;
but in the latter case T. l^ircius

could not have bwn one of the consuls. Dionysius

relates at length (v. 63—70) that the plebs, who
were oppressed by the weight of their debts, took

advanta^ of the danger of the republic to obtain

some railigatioti of their sufferings, and refused to

serve in the army, and that thereupon recourse

was had to a dictator to bring them to their duty.

Hut ns Livy makes no mention of any internal

disturlmnces in this year, and does not sp ak of

any commotions on account of debts till four years

subsequently, we may conclude that Dionysius has

in this case, as he has in many others, deserted the

annalists in order to give what appeared to him a

more satisfactory reason. It is true that the pa-

tricians frequenUy availed tbcmaclves of the dic-

tatorship as a means of oppressing the plebs ; but

it is certainly unnecessary to seek the first institu-

tion of the ciiicc in any other cause than the simple

one mentioned by Livy, namely, the great danger

with which the state aws threatened. Modern
•cbolnrs have stated other reasons for the establish-

ment of the dictatorship, which are so purely con-

jectural and possets such little inherent probability,

that they do not require any refutation. Thus

Niebuhr infers {/list, of Home^ toI. L p. 664 ) from

the Homan dictator being appointed only for six

months, that he a*as at the head both of Rome and

of the l^tin league, and that a Ijntin dictator pos-

scsmm! the supreme power for the other six months

of the year ;
but this supposition, independent of

other considerations, is contradicted by the fact,

that in the year in which the dictator was first ap-

pointed, Rome and the I.attns were preparing for

war with one another. In like manner Hoschke
{Ver/iusump d. .Sfrrtas TnUiu*^ p. 516) starts the

strange hypothesis, that the dklatonhip was part of

the constitution of Serrius Tullius, and that a dic-

tator was to be nominated every decennium fev the

purpose of fixing the ofarss annalit and of holding

the ceiuits.
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Hy the original law respecting the appointment

of a dictator {Itje de diflainrt errandu) no one was
eligible for this office, unless he had previously

lieen consul ( Liv. iu 1 8). We find, however, a
few iiutanres in which this law was not observed.

(See e.g. Lit. ir. 26, 48, vii. 24.) When a dic-

tator was considered necessary, the senate passed n

senatns consultum that one of the consuls should

nominate (</ioere) a dictator ; and a'ithout a pre-

riotis decree of the senate the consuls had not the

power of naming a dictator, although the contrary

used to be assorted in most works on Roman an-

tiquities. In almost all cases we find mention of

a previous decree of the senate (sec «. g. it 30, iv.

17, 21, 23, *26, 57, ri 2, vii. 21, viil 17, ix. 29,

X. 1 1, xxii. 57); and in the few instances, in which
the appointment by the consul is nione spoken of,

the senntus consultum is probably not mentioned,

simply because it was a matter of course. Niebuhr
indeed supposes {IlUt. of vol. i. p. 567)
that the dictator was originally created by the

curiae, like the kings. According to his view the

senate proposed a person as dictator, whom the

curiae elected and the consul then proclaimed

{dirit) ; and after this proclamation the newly
elected magistrate received the iroperium from the

curiae. Niebuhr further supposes that the right of

conferring the imperinm may have led the curiae

to dispense with voting on the preliminary nomina-

tion of the senate. Hut this election of the dic-

tator by the curiae is only supported by ta*o pas-

sages, one of Dionysius and the other in Kestus,

neither of which is conclusive in fovour of Niebuhr's

view. Dionysius simply says (.70) that the dic-

tator should be one ** whom the setialc should

nominate and the people approve of**

TTrrai), but this may merely refer to the granting

of the imperinm by the curiae. In Kestus (p. 198)

we read ** M. Valerius— qui primus mogister a

ftofm/o errntus est ;
*' but even if there were no

comiption in this passage, we need only under-

stand that a dictilor w*as appointed in virtue of n
senatas consultum, and certainly need not suppose

that by ptgm/u* the airiae arc intended : there

can however be hardly any doubt that the passage

is comipL, and that the true reading is ^ qui

primus matpstrr fiopuH creatus est.** We may
therefore safely nject the election by the curiae.

The nomination or proclamation of the dictator

by the consul was, however, necessary in all cases.

It w*as always made by the consul, probably with-

out any w'itncsses, between midnight and morning,

and with the observance of the auspices (sanTeiu or

orsms nocte si/mtio * ditifUorem dicrltai^ Liv. viil.

23, ix. 38, xxiii. 22 ; Dionys. x. 11). The tech-

nical word fur this nomination or proclanuition was

dicem (seldom eroorfl or So essential was

the nomination of the consuls, that wro find the

senate on one occasion W ing recourse to the tri-

bunes of the people to compel the consuls to nomi-

nate a dictator, when they had refused to do so

(Liv. iv. 26) ; and after the liatUe at the lake

Trasiromus, when all commtmicatim with the sur-

viving consul was cut off, the senate provided for

the emergency by causing the people to riect a
prodktator^ becaw, says Li>T, the people could

not elect (rrrora) a dictator, having never up to

that time exercised such a power (Liv. xxii. 8).

* Uespecting the meaning of si/ra/iioN in rela-

tion to the auspices, see Ai’urit, p. 176, b.

i> u 3
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In the same spirit it became a qarstion, whether

the tribiini roiiitum with consuUir power could

nomiimte n dictator, and they did not venture to

do so till the augurs Imd l>een conaulted and de-

clared it allowable (Liv. iv. 21). The nomination

of Sulla by an interrex and of Caesar by a praetor

w*as contrary to all precedent and altogether illegal.

(Comp. Cic. <ui Att. ix. 15.) The senate seems to

have usually mentioned in their decree the name
of the person whom the cousul was to nominate

(Mv. iv. 17,21,2.% 46, vL 2, riu 12, viil 17, ix.

29, X. 1 1, xxii. 57) ;
but that the consul was not

abAoIiitely bound to nominate the person whom the

scumte liad named, is evident from the coses in

which the consuls appointed persons in opposition

to the wishes of the senate (Liv. viii. 12, Kpit.

19 ; Suet 7i5. 2.) It is doubtful what nile «*as

adopted, or whether any existed, for the purpose

of determining which of the two consuls should

nominate the dictator. In one case we read that

the nomination was mode by the consul who had

the fasces (Lir. Viii. 12), iu another that it was

decided by lot (iv. 26), and in a third that it was
matter of agreement among themselves (Iv. 21).

In later times the senate usually entrusted the

office to the consul who ams nearest at hand. The
nomination took place at Rome, as a gcneml rule

;

and if the consuls a*ere nlwcut, one of them was
recalled to the city, whenever it was practicable

(Liv. vii. 19, zxiii. 22) ; but if this could not be

done, a senattis consultum authorising the appoint-

ment aiu sent to the consul, who thereupon made
the nomination in the camp. (Liv. viL 21, riiL 23,

ix. 38, xxT. 2, xxrii. 5.) Nevertheless, the rule

was maintained that the nomination could not tnke

place outside of the Hotnanus^ though the

meaning of this expression was extended so as to

include the whole of Italia. Thus we 6nd the

senate in the second Punic war opposing the uonii-

nation of a dictator in Sicily, bemuse it was out-

side of the ager Romnnus {ejira ayrum liomanum—
tumauiem Italia terminari., Liv. xxviL 5).

Originally the dictator was of course a patrician.

The first plebeian dictator was C. Mnreius Uutilus,

nominated in b. c. 356 by the plebeian consul M.
Pnpillius f^nas. (Lir. vii. 17.)

The reftsonsi, which led to the appointment of a

dictator, required that there should be only one at

• time. The only exception to this rule occuitcmI

in B. c. 216 after the little of Cannae, when M.
Kabius Buteo mas nominated dictator for the pur-

poM* of filling up the vacancies in the senate, al-

though M. Juniitt Pern was dischoigin^ the regular

duties of the dictator ; hut Kabius resigned on the

day of his nomination on the ground that there

could not be two dictators at the same time. (Liv.

xxiii. 22, 23 ;
Plut /’*o5. 9.) The dictators that

were appointed for carrying on the business of the

state were said to l>e nominated m' gtmmdae cuuau,

or sometimes fedilionit $tdandae cauta ; and upon

them, as well as upon the other magistrates, the

iroperium was conferred by a /^esr C'uriata. (Liv,

ix. 38, 39 ; Dionys. v. 70.) Dictators were also

frequently appointed for some special purpose, and
frequently one of small importance, of whom fur-

ther mention will be made lielow. At present we
confine our remarks to the duties and powers of

the dictator rri gerundoe causa.

The dictatorship was limited to six months (Cic.

de I^eq. iii. 3 ; Liv. iii. 29, ix. 34, xxiiL 23 ; Dio-

nys. T. 70, X. 25 ;
Dion C^aas. zzxvi. 17, xlii. 21 ;
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Zonar. vii. 1 .3>, and no instances occur in which a
person hold this office for a longer time, for the

dictatorships of Sulla and Caesar are of course not

to lie token into nccounL On the contraiy, though
a dictator was appointed for six months, he often

resigned his ofiice long previously, immediately
after he had despatched the business for which he
had been appointed. (Liv. iiL 29, iv. 46, vi 29.)

As soon ns the dictator was nominated, a kind of

suspension took place with respect to the consuls

and all the other magisirates, with the exception

of the tribuni plcbis. It is frequently stated

that the duties and functions of all the ordinary

magistrates entirely ceased, and some writers have
even gone so far as to say that the consuls abdi-

cated (Polyb. iii. 87 ; Cic. tie Leg. iiL 3 ; Dionya
V. 70, 72) ;

but this is not a correct way of stating

the facts of the case. The regular magistrates

continued to discharge the duties of their various

offices under the dictator, but they were no longer

independent officers, but were subject to the higher

iniperium of the dictator, and obliged to obey his

orders in every thing. We often ind the dictator

and the consuls at the head of separate armies at

the same time, and carrying on war independent of

one another (Liv. it 30, viiL 29) ; we see that

the soldiers levied by the dictator took the oath of

allegiance to the consul (Liv. it 32), and that the

consuls could hold the consular comitia during a
dictatorship. (Liv. xxiii. 23.) All this shows that

the consuls did not resign their functions, although

they were subject to the imperium of the dictator

;

and accordingly, as soon ns the dictator abdicated,

they again entered forthwith into the full posse*-

siun of the consular power.

The superiority of the dictator's pom*er to that of

the consuls consisted chiefly in the three following

points —
'
greater independence of the senate, more

extensive power of punishment without any ap-

peal (jirotoeatio) from their sentence to the people,

and icTcsponsihility. To these three points, must
of course lie added that he was not fettered by a col-

league. We may naturally suppose that the dic-

tator would usually act in unison with the senate ;

hut it is expressly slated that in many cases where
the consuls required the co-operation of the senate,

the dictator could act on his own responsibility.

(Pulyb. ill 87.) For how long a time the dic-

tatorship was a maffithrUtu sine provoeati<m0f is

uncertain. That there W'os originally no appeal

from the sentence of the dictator is certain, and
accordingly the lictors bore the axes in the fasces

before them even in the city, as a symbol of their

absolute power over the lives of the citizens, al-

though by the Valerian law the axes had disap-

peared from the fasces of the consuls. (Lir. ii. 18,

29, iii. 20 ;
Zonar. viL 13 ; Dirniys. v. 70, 75 ;

Pompon.de Chdg.Jw. § IH.) That an ap|»eal after-

wards lay from their sentence to the people, is

ex{>ressly stated by Kestus (s. r. optima /ex), and
it has been supposed that this privilege wns
granted hy the lex Valeria Horotia, passed after

the abolition of the decemvirate in B.C. 449,
which enacted **ne quit uUum maglstratum sine

provocatione creareU" (Liv. iiL 15), But eleven

years afterwards the dictatorship is spoken of as a
mngittratue rim provocatione

;

and the only in-

stance in Livy (viii. S3—34) in which the dicta-

tor is threatened with provocatio, certainly does
not prove that this w*as a legal right ; for L. Pa*
pirius, who was then dictator, treated the provo-

sic
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ratio as an infringement of the rights of his office.

We may therefore suppose that the Lex Valeria

Horatia only applied to the regular magistracies,

and that the dictatorship was regarded os exempt
fmra it, Whether however the right of provocutio

was afterwards given, nr the statement in Festiis

is an error, cannot be detennined. In connection

with the prtjrvcftiio there arises another question

respecting the relation of the dictatorship to the

tribunes of the plebs. We know that the tribunes

continued in office during a dictatorship
; but wo

hare no reason to believe that they had any con*

trul over a dictator, or could hamper hit nn>-

ce«'diiigs bv their iR/entvssib or as they

could in the case of the consuls. The few in-

stances, which appear to prove the contrart', arc

to be explained in a different manner, as Decker

has shown. That the tribunes continued in office os

independent magistrates during a dictatorshipi, while

all the other magistrates becnine simply the officers

of the dictator, is to be explained by the fact, that

the /at (U dieitUtirt ertando was passed before the

institution of the tribuneship of the plebs, and
consequently made no mention of it, and that as a

dictator was appointed in virtue of a senatus con-

sultum, the senate had no power over the tribunes

of the plclie, though they could suspend the other

magistrates.

It has been already stated that the dictator was

irresponsible, that is, ho w'ns not liable after his

abdication to be called to account for any of his

official acts. This is expressly stated by ancient

writers (Sonar, viu 13, Dionys. v. 70, viL 6€ ;

Plut 3 ; Appian, B. C. ii. 2.3), and, crcri if it

had not been stated, it would follow from the rery

nature of the dictatorship. We find moreover no

instance recordt'd in which a dictator after his re-

signation was made answerable for the misuse of

his power, with the exception of Comillus, whose

cas^* however was a very peculiar one. (Com^iorc

Becker, BomucA. AUerih. vol. ii. part ii. p. 172.)

It was in consequence of the great and irre-

sponsible power possessed by the dictatorship, that

we find it frequently compared with the regal

dignity, from which it only differed in being held

for a limited time. (Cic. de Hf}). it 32 ; Zonar.

rii. 13 ; Dionya v. 70, 73 \
Appian, B.C. i. 99 ;

Tac. Ann. L 1.) There were however a few
limits to the power of the dictator. 1. The most
important was that which we have often men-
tioned, that the period of his office was only six

months. 2. He had not power over the treasury,

but could only make use of the money which was
granted him by the senate. (Zonar. viu 13.) S.

He was not allowed to leave Italy, since he might in

that case easily become dangert>us to the republic

(Dion Cast, zxxvi. 17) ; though the case of Ati-

iius Calatinuf in the Ptmic war forms an

exception to this rule. (Liv. Epit. 19.) 4. He
was not allowed to ride on horseback at Rome,
without previously obtaining the permission of the

people (Liv. xziii. 14 ; Zonar. viL 13) ; a re-

gulation apparently capricious, but perhaps

adopted that he might not bear too great a rsseni-

blo^ to the kings, who were accustomed to ride.

The insignia of the consols were nearly the some

as those of the kings in earlier times
; and of the

consuls suboequently. Instead however of having

only twelve Uetors, as was the case with the con-

suls, he was preceded by twenty-four bearing the

secures as well as the &scet. The $eUa cttmlu
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and togn praHexta also belonged to the dictator.

(Polyb. iii. 87 ; Dkmya x. 24 ; Plut Ftih. 4 ;

Appian, B. C. 1. 100 ; i)ion Cass, liv 1.).

The preceding account of the dictatorship ap-
plies more particularly to the dictator rei gerundoe
causa

; hut dictators were also frequently appointed,

especially when the consuls were aliscnt from the

city, to perform certain acts, which could not be done
by any inferior magistrate. These dictators had
little more than the name ; and as they were only

appointed to discharge a pnrticular duty, they had
to resign immediately that duty was performed,

and they W’ere not entitled to exercise the power
of their office in reference to any other matter than
the one for which they were nominated. The oc-

casions OTi which such dictators were appointed,

were principally:— 1. For the purpose of holding

the coraitia for the elections {oomtiorum kaben~

dorum cniisa). 2. For fixing the Havus annalig in

the temple of Jupitcr'(c/ari Jufcndi oaasri) in times

of pestilence or civil discord, because the law said

that this ceremony was to be performed by the
profior man'miu^ and after the institution of the
dictatorship the latter was regarded as the highest

magistracy in the state (Liv. vil. 3). 3. For
appointing holidays (/eriarum nm»htnendarum
cuirsu) on the appearance of prodigies (Liv. viL

28), and for officiating at the public games (/«-

dorum faciendomm ravso), the presidency of which
belonged to the consuls or praetors (viii. 40, ix.

34). 4. For holding trials {tpuirtiKmLu* ejrrcra-

dti, ix. 36). 3. And on one occasion, for filling up
vacancies in the senate {It^fendo mm/m, zxiU. 22).

Along with the dictates there w*as always a
mapitter oytn'/aM, the nomination of whom was left

to the choice of the dictator, unless the senatus con-

lultiun specified, as w*as sometimes the case, the Dame
of the person who was to be appointed (Liv. viii.

17, xzii. 57). The niagister cquitum had, like the

dictator, to receive the imperium by a lex curiata

(Liv. ix. 38). The dictator could not be without

a magister equitura, and, consequently, if tbe latter

died during the six months of the dictatorship,

another had to be nominated in his stead. The
magister equitum was subject to the imperium of

tbe dictator, but in the nbwncc of HTs superior he
became his representative, and exercised the same
powers os the dictator. On one occasion, shortly be-

fore legal dictators ceosed to bo appointed, wc find

an instance of a magister equitum being invested

with an imperium equal to that of the dictator, so

that there were then virtually two dictators, but
this is expressly mentinm'd as an anomaly, which
bod never occurred before (Folyh. iii. 103, 106).

The rank which the magister equitum held among
the other Homan magistrates is doubtful. Nie-
buhr asserts (vol. ii. p. 390) ** no one ever sup-

posed that his office was a cunile one and if he

is right in supposing that the consular tribunate

WAS not a ainile office, hii view is supported by
the account in Livy, that tbe imperium of the
magister equitum aws not rt^rdeil as superior to

that of a consular tribune (vi. 39). Cicero on the

contrary places the magister equitum on a par
with the praetor (<(« Leg. iii. 3) ; and after the

establishment of the praetorship, it seems to have

been considered necessary that the person w*ho

was to be mnninated magister equitum should

previously have been praetor, just as the dictator,

according to the old law, had to be chosen from the

coniulors (Dion Cass. xlii. 21). Accordingly, wo
D D 4
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find at a lat<*r time that the magiatcr equituni had

(he insignia of a praetor (Dion Cast, xliu 27)-

The magistcr cquitum was originally, os his name
imports, the commander of the cavalry, while (he

dictator was at the head of the legions, the in-

fantry (Liv. iii. 27), and the relation between

them w*a8 in this respect similar to that which

Biilwisted between the king and the tribunus

celerum.

Dictators w'crc only appointed so long as the

Ttonuins had to carry on w*ars in Italy. A solitary

instancp occurs in the first Punic war of the nonii-

iinlion of a dictator for the purpose of canying

on war out of Italy (Liv. 19) ;
but this was

never repeated, b^use, ns has Ijccn already re-

marked, it was feared that so great a power might

become dangerous at a distnnee from Rome. But
after the battle of Trasiniene in ILC. 216, when
Rome itself was thn^nlcncd by ]Iamiil«l, recourse

was Again liad to a dictator, and Q. Fabiiis Maxi-
mus w*as appointed to the office. In the next

year, b. c. 216, after the battle of Cannae, M. Ju-

nius Pera was also nominated dictator, but this

w*as the last time of the Appointment of a dictator

rci genmdac causa. From that time dictators

were frequently appointed for holding the « lections

dnn*n to B. r. 202, but from that year the dictator-

ship disapfiears altogether. After a lapse of 120
years, Sulla caused himself to be appointed dic-

tator' in B, c. 82, rfipuUicae con$atufmda€ causa

(Veil. Pat. ii. 28), but ns Niebuhr remarks, “ the

title was a mere name, without any ground for

such a use in the ancient constitution.*' Neither
the magistrate (interrex) who nominated him, nor

the time fur which he was appointed, nor the ex-

tent nor exercise of his power, was in accordance

w'ith the ancient laws and precedents
; and the

same was the case with the dictatorship of (^ac«ar.

Soon after Caesar's death the dictatorship w'as

aliolishcd for ever by a lex proposed by the consul

Antonins (Cic, Phil, i 1 ; Liv. Epit 116 ; Dion
Cass. xliv. 51). The title indeed was offered to

Augustus, but he resolutely refused it in conse-

quence of the odium attached to it from the tyranny
of Sulla when dictator (Suet. Aug. 52).

During the time, however, that the dictatorship

w*as in abeyance, a sulwtitute was invented for it,

whenever the circumstances of the republic re-

quired the adoption of extraordinary measures, by
the senate investing the consuls with dictatori^

poa’cr. This was done by the well-known formula,

Vidmnt or dent operam ctmstdcs^ ne nepublica

delrimenti capiat. (Comp. Sail. Caiil. 29.)

(The preceding account has been mostly taken

from Becker, /famifmch dcr Romiechen Alter-

Mirmer, vol. ii. part ii. p. 150, &c.; comp. Niebuhr,
7/iV. of Rome., vol. i. p. 563, &c. ; Odttling, f#es-

Richie der RVuntiKh. Staairrer/uminp^ pw 279, Ac.)
DICTY'NNIA {jhiKrlnfvia)^ a festival with

sacrifices, celebrated at Crdonia in Crete, in honour
of Artemis, sumamed ^‘uerwya or Aiim^waia,
from WxTwoK, a hunter's net. (Diodor. Sic. v. 76 ;

compare Strabo x. p.479 ; Pausan. ii. 30. §3.)
Particulars respecting its celebration are not known.
Artemis AUrvyra was also worshipped at Sparta
(Pnus. iii. 12. §7), and at Ambrysus in Phocis.

(Paus. X. .36. g .3 ; compare the Sciiol.a// Aridoftk.

Ran. 1284, Veep. 357
;
and Meursius, fWa,

c. 3.) [LS.]
DIES (of the same root as and detail Butt-

maiin, Mythol. ii. p. 74). The name dies was ap-

DIES.

plied, like our word day, to the time during w'hich,

according to the notions of the ancients, the sun

{wrformed his course round the earth, and this

time they called the civil day (die* ciWti, in Greek
yvxSi}fifpov^ because it included both night and
day. CcRsorin. De Die Nat- 23 ;

Piin. //. A'’,

ii. 77, 79 ; Varro, De Re Rust. i. 28 ; Macrob.iSa/.

1. 3). The nature! day (diet naturaJi$)y or the

time from the rising to the setting of the sun, was
likewise designated by the name dies. The ciril

day began with the Greeks at the setting of the

SOD, and with the Romans at midnight ; with the

Babylonians at the rising of the sun, and with the

Umbrians at midday. (Mocrob. 1. e, ; Gellius, iii.

2.

) We have here only to consider the natural

day, and as its subdivisions were different at dif-

ferent times, and not always the same among the

Greeks os among the Romans, wc shall endeavour
to give a brief account of the various parts into

which it was divided by the Greeks at the diffe-

rent periods of their history, and then proceed to

consider its divisions among the Romans, to which
will be subjoined a short list of remarkable days.

At the time of the Homeric poems, the natural

day uns divided into three parts (//. xxi. 111).

The first, called 4is»r, began with sunrise, and com-
prehended the whole space of time during which
light seemed to 1>c increasing, t. «. till midday. (II.

viii. 66, ix. 84, Od. ix. 56.) Some ancient gram-
marians have supposed that in some instances

Homer used the word few the whole day, but

Nitzscb (Anmcricanpen xur Odyssee, L 125) has

shown the incorrectness of this opinion. The
second part was called pltny or midday, dur-

ing which the sun was thought to stand still.

(Hmnins, ad Plat. Phaedr. p. 342.) The third

part bore the name of or SsisXov ^pap (Od.

xvii. 606 ;
compare Bntunann's Lexilog. ii. n. 95),

which derived its name from the increased warmth
of the atmosphere. The last part of the ie'tXii was
sometimes designated by the words worl lewcpoy

or fiov\ur6s (Od. xvii. 191, //. xvi. 779). Besides

these three great divisions no others seem to have
been knoa*n at the time when the Homeric poems
were composed. The chief information respecting

the divisions of the day in the period after Homer,
and more especially the divisions made by the

Athenians, is to be derived from Pollux (Onom. i.

68). The first and last of the divisions madv
At the time of Homer were afterwards subdivided

into two parts. The earlier part of the morning
was lenned or wpd> rfir vp4pas

:

the later,

•wXi}6od<n}s TTjy hyopasy or T«gl wK-h6owray iyofAy
(Herod, iv. 181 ; Xcn. Afemorah. i. 1. g 10,

Ilelten. L 1. § 30 ;
Dion Chiy*sosL Orai. Ixvii).

The p*ffoy ^pap of Homer was afterwards expres-

sed by p*tnjp€pioy piaov ^/ifpar, or pi<ni ppIpOy

and comprehended, os before, the middle of the day,

when the sun scorned neither to rise nor to decline.

The two parts of the afternoon were called BflAij

itpiitii) or wpwta, and 6«i\7i or (Herod,

vii. 167, viii. 6 ;
Thncyd. iii. 74, viii. 26 j com-

pare LiKHnius, E/nst. 1084). This division con-

tinued to bo observed doum to the latest period of

Grecian history, though another more accurate

division, and more adapted to the purposes ofcom-
mon life, was introduced at an early itoriod

;
fi>r

Anaximander, or according to others, his disciple

Anaximenes, is said to hare made the Greeks ac-

quainted with the use of the Babylonian chrono-

meter or sun-dial (called vdAor or IspoKiytorf
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tonietimot wilh the opiihet ff'Kio9ripiK6v or ^\ia- I

fiifSpoy) by means of which the natural day aias

divided into twelve equal spaces of time. (Herod.

iL 109 ; Hiog. I^rt it 1. 3 ;
Plirt //, it 6.

78 ;
Suidas, $. r. 'Aya^ifuafipos.) These spaces

were, of course, longer or shorter accordmg to the

various seasons of the year. The name hours

(^peu)) however, did not come into general use till

a very late period, and the difference between

natund and equinoctial hours was first observed by

the Alexandrine astronomers.

During the early ages of the history of Rome,
w'hcn artificial means of dividing lime were yet

unknown, tho natural phenomena of increasing

light and darkness formed with the Romans, os

with the Greeks, the standard of division, as we
sec from the vague expressions in Censorinus (IM
Die Nat. 24). PHny states {//. N. viL 60) that

in the Twelve Tables only the rising and the

setting of the sun were mentioned as the two
parts into which the day was then divided, but from

Censorinus (/. c;) and Ocilius (xvii. 2) w*e learn

that midday {meri>Jies) was also mentioned. Varro

{IM Ling. JasU vi. 4, 5, ed. MUIler ; and Isidor.

Orig. V. 30 and 31) likewise distinguished three

parts of the day, viz., wane^ meru/tes, and supremo,

acil. trmpt^tas^ after which no assembly could be

held in the forum. The lex Plaetoria prescribed

that a herald should proclaim the suprema in the

comitium, that tho people might know that their

meeting was to be adjourned. But the division of

the day most generally observ'ed by the Romans,
was that into iempus aniemendianum and pomeri-

dianum^ the mer%die$ itself being only considered

as a point at which the one ended and the other

commenced. But as it was of importance that this

moment should bo knowm, an especial officer

[Accknaus] was appointed, who proclaimed the

time of midday, when from the curia he saw the

sun standing between the rostra and the graeco-

stasis. The divisiun of the day into twelve equal

spaces, which, here ns in Greece, were shorUT in

winter than in summer, was adopted at the time

when artificial means of mcastuing time were in-

tr aduced among the Romans from Greece. This

was about the year b. c. 291, w’hen L. Papirius

Cursor, l)cforc the war with Pyrrhus, brought to

Rome an instrument called soLiriuin horologium,

or simply solarium. (Plaut. ap. GeUiwn^ iii. 3.

§ 5 ;
Plin. //. N. viL 60.) But as the solarium

had been made for a different latitude, it showed

the time at Rome very incorrectly. (Plin. /. c.)

Scipio Nasica, therefore, erected in b. c. 15.0 a

public clepsydra, which indicated the hours of the

night as well as of the day. (Censorin. c. 23.)

Before the erection of a clepsydra it was cus-

tomary for one of the subordinate officers of the

metor to proclaim the third, sixth, and ninth

oars ; which shows that the day was, like the

night, divided into four parts, each consisting of

three hours. Sec Dissen's treatise, l)e ParidAU
NocitM et Dii'i ex Divisionihu* Vrieruitij in his

KUine iMteinincitt md Deutsche Sehrij\efty pp. 1 30,

150. Compare the article Horologium.
All the days of the year were, according to dif-

ferent points of view, divided by the Romans into

different classes. Fur the purpose of the admini-

stration of justice, and holding assemblies of the

people, all tho days were divided into dies fasti

and dies ne/astu

Dies raeri were the days on which the praetor
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I
was allow'fd to administer justice In the public

I

courts
;
they derived their name from fari {fari

I

tria terha ; t/o, </ieo, addico^ Ovid, Fast. i. 45, Ac.
;

I

Varro, De Ling. JaU. vi. 29, 30. od. MUIler
;
Ma-

I

crob. iSat. i. 16). On some of the dies fasti comitta

I

could be held, but not on all. (Cicero, ;»ro.Sftr/. 15,

with the note of Manutius.) Dies might be fasti

in three different ways : 1. dies fasti proprie et (oti

or simply dies fasti., were days on which the prae-

tor used to hold bis courts, and could do so nt all

hours. They were marked in the Roman calendar

by the letter F, and their number in the course of

the year was 38 (Niebuhr, Dist. of /fume, iii,

p. 3l4) ; 2. dies proprie sed non Mi fasti^ or dies

intercisiy days on w'hich the praetor might hold his

courts, but not at all hours, so that sometimes one
half of such a day was fastus, while the other half

was nefastus. Their number was 65 in the year,

and they were marked in the calendar by the signs

Fp^fastus pritnoy Np ^nefastus primo, Kn s«e»-

doterasus= iWercMits, Q. Rex C. F ^quando Kex
eomitio fugity or qttando Rex eomiiiavit fasy

y. St. Dif^quando stercus defertur

;

3. dies

U'/n proprie sed easu fastiy or ^ys which wore
not fasti properly speaking, but became fasti ac-

cidentally ; a dies comitialis, for instance, might
become f^us, if either during its whole course, or

,

during a port of it, no comitla were held, so that it

accordingly became either a dies fastus totus, or

fastus ex parte. (Mocrob. 5kU. i. 16; Varro, De
Ling. IM. L c.)

Dik« nspasti were days on which neither

courts of justice nor coniitia a’ere allowed to lie

held, and which were dedicated to other purposes.

(Varro, f. e.) According to the ancient legends

they were said to have been fixed by Ntima l*om-

pilius. (liiv. i. 19.) Fnmi the remarks mode abovo

it will be understood that one part of n day might
be fastus while another ww ncfiistus. (Ovid. Fast,

L 5U.) The mundinaey which had originally been

dies fasti fc^ the plebeians, had l>een made nefasti

at the time when the tw’ulvcroontbs-year was in-

troduced : but in B. c. 286 they wore again made
fasti by a law of (j. Hortensius. (Macrob. i.

16.) The UTm dies nefssti, which originally had

nothing to do with religion, but simply indicated

days on which no courts w*ere to bo held, was in

subsequent times applied to religious days in ge-

ncml, as dies nefasti were mostly dedicated to the

worship of the gods. (Gclllus, iv. 9, v. 17.)

In a religious point of view all days of tho year

were cither dies festi, or dies profestiy or dies inter-

eisi. According to the definition given by Macro-
bius, dies festi were dedicated to the gods, and
spent with sacrifices, repasts, games, and other

solemnities ; dies pn)festi l>clonged to men fur the

administration of their private and public affairs.

They were either diesfastiy or oomitiateSy or com-
perendiniy or siatiy or proeliaies. Dies hitercisi

w'erc common between gods and men, that is,

portly devoted to the worship of the gods, partly

to the transaction of ordinary hustness.

We have lastly to add a few remarks on tome
of the subdivisions of the diet profesti, which are

likewise defined by Macrobius. Dies C'lmitiales

were days on which coroilia w'ero held
;
their nnm-

her was 184 in a year. 'Dies eomperendini were

days to which any action was allowed to l>e trans-

ferred {guilMit fvi^jmofrtunt licet diocrcy Gaiiu, iv.

§ 15). Dies siati were days set apart for causes

between Rciraan citizens and foreigners {qux judicU
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catm atm pertgrinit ituiituuntur). Diet prodiaUt

were all days on which reli|pon did not forbid to

commence a war ; a list of days and fectivals on

which it waa contrary to reli^ion to commence a
war is given by Macrobiiu. See also Festiis, s. v.

Compare Manutius, Dn Velermm Dienan Haikmey

and the article Calkvoarium. [L. &]
DIFFAHEA'TIO. [Oivortium.]
DIGESTA. [Pandsctak.]
DIOITA'LIA- IManica.]
DIGITUS. [Pas.]

DIIPOLEIA (4uv<iA«ia), also called AtinlAfia

or Aiw^Aio, a very ancient festival celebrated every

year on the acropolis of Athens in honour of Zeu^
sunian^ed IIoAifur. (Paus. L 14. § 4 ; comp. Anti*

phon, 1*20. 10.) Suidas and the Scholiast on

Aristophanes (/’ox, 410) are mistaken in believing

that the Diipolia were the same festival as the

Diasia. It was held on the l4th of Scirrophorion.

The manner in which the sacrifice of an ox was
ofifered on this occasion, and the origin of the rite,

arc described by Porphyrias (De Abttinmt. ii.

29), with whose account may be compared the
fragmentary descriptions of Pausanias (i. 28. § 1 1)
and Acltan ( V. //. viiL 3). The Athenians placed

.

barley mixed with wheat upon the altar of Zeus
and left it unguarded ; the ox destined to be sacri>

ficed was then allowed to go and take of the seeds.

One of the priests, who bore the name of $owf>6tos

(whence the festival was sometimes called /9ov-

^yia\ at seeing the ox eating, snatched the axe,

killed the ox, and ran away. The others, os if

not knowing who bad killed the animal, made in*

quiries, and at last also summoned the axe, which
was in the end declared guilty of having committed
the murder. This custom is said to have arisen

from the following circumstance :— In the reign

of Erechtheus, at the celebration of the Dionysia,

or, according to the Scholiast on Aristophanes {Nub.

972), at tho diipolia, an ox ate the cakes offered

to the god, and one Baulon or Thaulon, or,

according to others, the $ov<t>6yos^ killed the

ox with an axe and fled from his country.

The murderer having thus esca{)cd, the axe was
declared guilty, and the rite observed at the

diipolia was p^ormed in oommemomtion of that

event. (Compare Suidas and Ilesych. s. r. jSoo-

^yta.) This legend of the origin of the diipolia

manifestly leads us back to a time when it had not

yet become customary to offer animal sacrifices to

the gods, but merely the fruits of the earth.

Porpbyrius also informs us that three Athenian
fantilies had their especial (probably hercditaiy)

functions to pi>ribrm at this festival. Members of

the one drove the ox to the altar, and were thence

called xft^ptdSox : another family, descended from

Haulon and called the 0ovrvwoi^ knocked the

victim down
; and a third, designated by the name

of Sairpoi, killed it. (Compare Creuxer's MytboL
wui SgmfxU. t. p. 17*2, iv. p. 12'2, &c.) [L. S.]

DIMACHAE (8(^X^)f Macedonian horse-

soldiers, who also fought on foot when occasion

re«]uired. Their armour w*as heavier than that of

the ordinary horse-soldiers, and lighter than that

of the regular heavy-armed foot. A servant ac-

companied each soldier in order to take care of his

horse when ho alighted to fight on foot. This
species of troops is s.’iid to have b«M!n first intro-

duced by Alexander the Great (Pollux, i. 132;
Curtius, v.*13.)

DIMACHEIU. [Gladiatorer.]

DIONYSIA.
DIMENSUM. [SRRVU8.]
DIMINUTIO CA'PITIS. [CArLT.]
DIO'DOLOS. [Drachma.]
DIOCLEIA (StdxAcia), a festival celebrated by

the Megarions in honour of an ancient Athenum
hero, Dioclcs, around whose grave young men as-

sembled on the occasion, ana amused themselves
with gymnastic and other contests. We read that

be who gave the sw*eetest kiss- obtained the prize,

consisting of a garland of flowers. (Ther>criL

Idgtl. xii. 27, dec.) The Scholiast on Theocritus

(/. e.) relates the origin of this festival as fol-

lows :— Dioclcs, an Athenian exile, fled to Me-
gara, where he found a youth with whom he fell

in love. In some battle, while protecting the

object of his love with his shield, he w*as slain.

The Megarians honoured the gallant lover with a
tomb, raised him to the rank of a hero, and in

commemoration of his faithful attachment, insti-

tuted the festival of the Diocleia. See Bbckh, ml
Find. CHymp. vii 157. p. 176, and the Scholiast,

od Arittoph. ^a&orti. 730, where a Megarian
swears by Dioclcs, finm which we may infer that

he was held in great honour by the Megarians.

(Compare Welcker's Sappboy p. 39, and fxd

p. 79.) [D.S.]
DIONY^SIA (Aios'^oia), festivals celebrated

in various parts of Greece in honour of Dionysus.

I

We have to consider under this head several

festivals of the same deity, although some of them
bore diflferent names ; for here, as in other cases,

the name of the festival was sometimes derived

from that of the god, sometimes from the place

where it vas celebrated, and sometimes from some
particular circumstance connected with its cch-hra-

tion. We shall, however, direct our attention

chiefly to the Attic festivals of Dionysus, as, on

account of their intimate connection with the

origin and the development of dramatic literature,

they are of greater importance to us than any other

ancient festival.

The general character of the fcstinila of Dio-

nysus was extravagant merriment and enthusiastic

joy, which manifested themselves in various ways.

The import of some of the apparently unmeaning
and absurd practices in which tne Greeks indulged

during the celebration of tho Dionysia, has been
welt explained by MUller {IliM. of the Lii. Aue,
Greece^ i p. 289) ;

— “ The intense desire felt by
every worshipper of Dionysus to fight, to conquer,

to suffer in common with him, made them regard

the subordinate beings (satyrs, panes, and nymphs,
by whom the god himself was surrounded, and
through whom life seemed to pass from him into

vegetation, and branch off into a variety of beauti-

ful or grotesque forms), who were ever present to

the fancy of the Greeks, ns a convenient step by
which they could approach more nearly to the

presence of their divinity. The customs so preva-

lent at the festivals of Dionysus, of taking the dis-

guise of BAttiTs, doubtless originated in this feeling,

and not in the mere desire of concealing excesses

under the disguise of a mask, otherwise »o serious

and pathetic a spectacle os tragedy could never

have originated in the choruses of these satyrs.

The desire of escaping from self into something

new and strange, of living in an imaginary world,

breaks forth in a thousand instances in these

festivals of Dionysus. It is seen in the colnanng

the body with plaster, snot, vermilion, and dif-

ferent sorts of green and red juices of plants, wear-
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tnir gncita and dc«T skinA mund the Inina, corcrinji;

the ftico with lorire Imres of different plants ; and,

lastly, in the wearing masks of wo<»d, l«rk, and
•' other materials, and of a complete costume bclong-

ins to the character." Dninkenncss, and the

bouterous music of 6utes, cymbals, and drums,
were likewise common to all Diotiysiac fcstirals.

In the processions called dimrot (from

with which they wore celebrated, women also took

part in the disfruise of Bacchae, Lenae, Thyodes,
Naiades, Nymphs dec., adomrd with ftarlands of

iry, and beanng the thyrsiu in their hands (hence
the god was sometimes called so

that the whole train represented a population in-

spired, and actuated hy the powerhd presence of

the god. The choruses sung on the occasion were
call^ dithymrolw, and were hymns addressed to

the god in the freest metres and with the boldmt
imagery, in which his exploits and achievements
were extolled. [CfioRua.] The phallus, the

symbol of the fertility of nature, was alto carried

ill these processions (PluL /As Cupid. IHvU. p.

527, D ; Anstoph. ^4cAum. 229, with the Schol. ;

Herod, ii. 49), and men disguised ns women,
called Idw^oAAoi (Hesych. s. e. ; Athcn. xiv. p.

622), followed the phallus. A wonuin called

Kittv9^6pos carried the Aiireoi', a long bosket con-

taining the image of the god. Maidens of noble

birth {Korri^poi) used to carry figs in baskets,

which were sometimes of gold, iind to wear gar-

lands of 6gt round their necks. (Aristoph. yfcAara.

/. e. ; Lyiislr. 647 ; Natal. Com. v. l.’l.) The in-

dulgence in drinking was considered liy the Greeks
as a duty of gratitude w*hich they owed to the
giver of the vine

; hence in some places it was
thought a crime to remain sober at the IHonysio.

(Lucian, IM Column. 16.)

The Attic festivals of Dionysus were f ur in

number : the Antuvata fror’ iypovf, or the rural

Dionvsia, the A^s'osa, the 'Aj^firr^pia, and the
^lopvcia 4r &^ci. After Uuhnken {Awlar. ad
Htujfeh. voL I p. 199) and Spalding {Abiumdl.
dcr ttfrL Afud. twa IB04— 181 1, p. 70, Ac.) had
declared the Anthesteria and the I^nocn to be only
two nomt^ for one and the same festival, it was
generally taken for granted that there could be no
doubt as to the real identity of the two, until in

1817, A. Ikickh read a paper to the Berlin
Academy ( Vom I'niernrkiededer Attiuehen Lmaeem^
Anihetieritn und UindL Jlionjftieny published in

1319, in the yl&iasd/. d, Jirk, Acad.\ in which
he established by the strongest arguments the
dilTcrence between the Ijctmea aud Anthesteria.

An aliridgment of Bdekh's essay, containing all

that ts necessary to form a clear idea of the whole
question, is given in the Philological Museum,
vol. it. p. 273, Ac. A writer in the Ciameal Mu-
snsjn, Th. Dyer (toL iv. p. 70, Ac.), has since

endeavoured to support Kuhnken*s view with some
new arguments. The season of the year sacred

to Dionysus was during the months nearest to the

shortest day (Plut. J)e Ei ap. Dflpk. 9), and the
Attic festivals were accordingly edebrat^ in the
Poseidcon, Gamelion (the Lenaeon of the lonions),

Anlhcsterion, and Elaphebolion.

The Aiovwrta kvt* aypovt, or the rural m*

lesser Dionysta, a vintage festiv^ were celebrated

in the various domes of Attica in the month of

Poseidcon, and were under the superintendence of

the several local magistrates, the dcmarchs. This
was doubtleas the most ancient of all, and uas

held with the highest degree of merriment and
freedom ; even slaves enjoyed full liberty during

its celebration, and their bnisternus shouts on the

occasion ivere almost intolemble. It is here that

we have to seek for the origin of comedy, in the

jests and the scurrilous abuse which the peasants

vented upon the bystanders from a wn^'gon in

which they rode about (itcv^v cLpa^uiu).

Aristophanes ( leiip. 620 and 1479) calls the comic ,

poets lee-singers ; and comedy, rpvyiylHaf «

lee-song (AcAam. 464, 834 ; Athcn. ii. p. 40) ;

from the custom of smearing the face with lees of

wine, in which the merry country people indulged
at the vintage. The Ascolia and other amuse-
ments, which were afterwards introduced into the

city, seem also originally to have been peculiar to

the niral Dionysia. The Dionysia in the Peiraecus,

ns well as those of the other demes of Attica, be-

longi‘d to the lesser Dionysia, ns is acknowledged *

both by Spalding and B^kh. Those in the

Peiraceus were celebrated with as much splendour

as those in the city ;
for wc rend of a prnceMion, of

the perfomiancc of comedies and tragedies, which
at hrst may have been new os welt ns old pieces

;

but when the drama had attniiied a regular form,

only old picct's were represented at the rural

Dionysia. Their liberal and dcnmcratical character

seems to have been the cause of the opposition

which these festivals met with, when, in the time
of Pcisislmtus, Thespis attempted to introduce the

rural amusements of the Dionysia into the city of

Athens. (PluU Sal. c. 29, 3U ; Diog. Ijoert. .W.
c. 11.) That in other phices, also, the intro<luc-

tioii of the worvhip of i>ionv8US met with great

op|Kieitioi), must be inferred from the legends of

Orchomcnos, Thebes, Arg<«, Rphesui, and other *

places. Something similar seems to bo implied in

the account of the restoration of tragic choruses to

Dionysus at Sicyon. (Herod, v. 67.)

The second festival, the Lmara (from Atji'cIt,

the wine-press, from which also the month of

Qamelion was called by the lonians Ijcnneon), was
ceiebreted in the month of Gamelion

;
the place of

its celcbmtioii was the ancient temple of Dionysus
Limnneus (from as the district was ori-

ginally a sw*anip, whence the god was also called

Ai^U'crysr^s). This temple, the Lenaeon, was
*

situste south of the theatre of Dionysus, and close

by it (Schol ad ArUit^. Htim. 480.) *i'he

Lenaca were celebrated with a procession and
scenic contests in tra^dy and comedy. (Deinostli.

0. ^fid. p. 517.) The procession prol>ably «'cnt

to the Lenaeon, where a goat (rpdyot, hence the

chorus and tragedy which arose out of it were
called TpaytK^s rp«y9>5(a) was lacri- li

Seed, and a chorus standing around the altar sang
the dithymmbic ode to the god. As the dithynunb
was the element out of which, by the introduction

of an actor, tragedy arose [Chorus], it is natural

that, in the scenic contests of this festival, tragedy
should hove pureceded comedy, as we see from the
important documents in Demosthenes. (Ic.) The
poet who wished his play to be brought out at the
Leiiaea applied to the second arcbon, who bad the

superintendence of thb festival as well as the

Anthesteria, and who gave him the chorus if tbo
piece was thought to deserve it

Tbo third Dionysiac festival, the Anthe^tria^
was celebrated on the 12th of the month of

Anlhcsterion (Thncyd. iL 15) ; that is to say, the

second day fell on the 12th, for it lasted three

‘
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days, and the first fell on the 11th (Rnidns, s. v.

Xofs), and the third on the 13lh (Philoch. ap.

8. V. Xvrpoi). The second nrehon super-

intended the celebration of the Anthestcria, and

distributed the prizes among the victors in the

various games which were carried on during the

season. (Aristoph. Acham. 1 14.3, with the Schol.)

'I'he first day was called mOoiyla : the second,

: and the third, ( Harpocrat and

Suidas, ». r.
;

Schol. ad Aristoph. /tan. 219;
Athen. x. p. 437, vii. p. 276, and iv. 129.) The
first day derived its n.-ime fn>m the opening of the

ca-sks to U»8tc the wine of the preceding year ; the

second from x®^^> ctip, and seems to have been

the day devoted to drinking. The ascolia seem to

have iMjcn played on this day. [A.*!COI.ia.] Wc
read in Suidas (s. r. 'Acrady) of another similar

amusement peculiar to this day. The drinker

placed himself upon a Ixtg filled with air, trumpets

were sounded, and he who emptied his cup

quickest, or drank most, received os his prize a

leather bag filled with wine, and a garland, or, ac-

cording to Aclian {V. If. ii. 41), a golden crown.

(Aristoph. Acham. 94.3, with the Schol.) The
Koifioi i<p' ofia^iv also took ploco on this day,

and the jests and abuse which persons poured

forth on this occasion were doubtless an imitation

of the amusements customa^’ at the ruml Dionysio.

Athenacus (x. p. 4.37) says that it was customary

on the day of the Chocs to send to the sophists

their salaries and presents, that they too might

enjoy themselves %vith their friends. I'he third

day had its name from x<^P®»» a pot, as on this

day persons offered pots with flowers, seeds, or

cooked vegetables, as a sacrifice to Dionysus and
Hermes Chthonius. (Schol. ad Aristoph. Acham.
1009 ; Suidas, s. v. Xin-poi.) With this sacrifice

were connected the iyutffs x’^rpewt mentioned

by the Scholiast on Aristophanes (/tan. 220), in

which the second archon distributed the prizes.

Slaves were permitted to take part in the general

rejoicing? of the Anthestcria
;
but at the clo.se of

the day, they were sent home with the words
dopa^c, Kapft, ouk (t'

'

Ks9t<rr-f)pia. (IIe.'<ych. s. v.

Bvpa(f
;
Proclu.«, ad I/csiod. Op. et Dies.)

It is uncertain whether dramtis were performed

at the Anthesteria ; but Diickh supposes that co-

medies were repre.sentcd, and that tragedies which

were to be brought out at the great Dionysia

were perhaps rehearsed at the Anthestcria. The
mysteries cojinectcd with the celebration of the

Anthesteria were held at night, in the ancient

temple /y Aipyais, which was opened only once

a year, on the 1 2th of Anthesterion. They were

likewise under the superintendence of the second

.archon and a certain niimlwr of imptKpTai. He
appointed fourteen pricstcs.ses, called ytpcupal or

yepapai, the venerable, who conducted the cere-

monies with the assistance of one other priestess.

(Pollux, viiL .9.) The wife of the second archon

($aal\iaaa) offered a mysterious sacrifice for the

Welfare of the city ; she was la'trothed to the god

in a secret solemnit}’, and also tendered the oath

to the geracrae, which, according to Demosthenes

(c. jVcMcr. p. 1371. 22), ran thus;— “I am pure

and unspotted by any thing that pollutes, and have

never had intercourse with nmn. I will solemnize

the Thcognia and lobakcheia at their proper time,

according to the laws of my ancestors.” The ad-

mission to the mysteries, from which men were
excluded, took place after especi.al prep.'irations.

DIONYSIA.

which seem to have consisted in purifications by
air, water, or fire. (Serv. ad Am. vi. 740 ;

Paus.

ix. 20. § 4 ; Liv. xxxix. 13.) The initiated per-

sons wore skins of faams, and sometimes those of '•

panthers. Instead of ivy, which was worn in the

public part of the Dionysia, the mystae wore
myrtle. (Schol. ad Arisdoph. /tan. 330.) TliO

sacrifice offered to the god in these mysteries con-

sisted of a sow, the usual sacrifice of Deincter, and
in some places of a cow with calf. It is more
than proliablc that the history of Dionysus was
sjTnlmlically represented in these mysteries, as the

history of Demeter was acted in those of Eleusis,

which were in some respects connected with the

former. (Schol. ad Aristoph. Pan. 343.)

The fourth Attic festival of Dionysus, Aioyvaia

iv iffTft, iariKiL or fxtyd\a, wtis celebrated about

the 12th of the month of Klaphelx>lion (Aesch.

e. Ctesiph. p. 63)-; but we do not know whether
they lasted more than one day or not The order

in which the solemnities took place was, according

to the document in Demosthenes, as follows :
—

The great public procession, the chorus of boys,

the Kctfios [Chorus], comedy, and, histly, tragedy.

Wc possess in Alhenaeus (v. p. 197, 199) the de-

scription of a great Bacchic procession, held at

Alexandria in the reign of Ptolcmaeus Philadel-

phus, from which we may form some idea of the

great Attic procession. It seems to have been

customary to represent the god by n man in this

procession. Plutarch (AVc. 3), at le.Tst relates

that on one occasion a beautiful slave of Nicuis

represented Dionysus (compare Athen. v. p. 200).

A ridictilous imitation of a Bacchic proccfaion is

described in Aristophanes (IUcc/es. 759, Ac.). Of
the dramas which w’erc performed at the great

Dionysia, the tragedies at least were generally

new pieces
;
repetitions do not, however, seem to

have been excluded from any Dionysuic festival.

The first archon had the superintendence, and
gave the chorus to the dramatic poet who wished

to bring out his piece at this festival. The prize

awarded to the dramatist for the best play con-

sisted of a crown, and his name was proclaimed

in the theatre of Dionysus. (Demosth. IM Corem.

p. 267.) Strangers were prohibited from taking

(Htrt in the choruses of boys. During this and
some other of the great Attic festivals, prisoners

were set free, and nobody was allowed to scire

the goods of a debtor
;
but a war was not inter-

rupted by its celebration. (Demosth. e. Bocot.

de jXoiH. p. 999.) As the great Dionysia were
celebrated at the beginning of spring, when the

navigation was re-op;mcd, Athens was not only

visited bj' numbers of country people, but also by

strangers from other parts of Greece, and the

various amusements and exhibitions on this oc-

casion were not unlike those of a modem fair.

(Isocr. A reop. p. 203, ed. Btrkkcr
;
Xcn. Iliero,

i. 1
1 ;

compare Becker, Charikles, ii. p. 237, Ac.)

Re.specting the scnipulous regularity, and the

enormous sums spent by the Athenians on the

celebration of these and other festivals, see De-
mosthenes (Philip. 1. p. 50). As many circum-

stances connected with the celebration of the

Dionysui cannot be made clear without entering

into minute details, wc must refer the reader to

Bbekh's essay.

The worship of Dionysus was almost universal

among tho Greeks in Asia as well ns in Europ»*,

and the character of his festivals was the same
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eTfrywhere, only niodi6ed by the national differ-

cnce« of the Torioue tril>e« of the Oreckt. It U
exprcMly suited that the Spartans did not induljte

so much in drinking; during the celebration of the

Jilunysia os other Greeks. (Athen. ir. p. 1 5d ;

Plntu, /J0 i. p. 637.) The worship of Uio<

nysus was in general, with the exception of Co<

rinth, Sicyon, and the Doric colonies in southern

Italy, leu popular among the Doric states than in

other parts of Greece. (MUller, iJoruinf^ 'n, lU.

I 6 ;
Buttiger, Ideen z. ArchaeoL <Ier

p. 289, &C.) It was roost enthusiastic in Boeotia

in the orgies on Mount Cithocron, os is well

known from allusions nnd descriptions in several

Roman poets. That the extravagant roerriment,

and the unrestrained conduct with which all fes*

rivals of this clau were celebrated, did in the

course of rime lead to the grossest excesses, cannot

be denied ; but we must at the some time acknow>

ledge, that such excesses did not occur until a

coroparativoly late period. At a very' early period

of Grecian history, Bacchic festi\*uls were so-

lemnized with human sacrifices, and traces of this

cnstoni are discernible even until very late, lu

Chios this custom was su{)crscd(‘d by another,

according to which the Bocchau were obliged to

eat the raw pieces of flesh of the victim which

were distributed among them. This act was called

and Dionysus derived from it the name
of w/id3<os and There was a report that

even Tbemistocles, after the battle of Salamis, sacri-

ficed three noble Persians to this divinity. (Plut.

Thrmiat. 13, Palop. 21 ;
c«>mparo Thirlaall, Hist,

of f/rcees, iL p. 310.) But Plutarch's account of

this very instance, if true, shows that at this time

such savage rites were luokid upon with horror.

The worship of Dionysus, whom the Romans
called Bacchus, or rather the Bacchic mysteries

and orgies (B<uvhanniia)^ are said to have been

introduced from southern Italy into Etruria, and
from Ihenoe to Rome (Liv. zxxix. 8), where for a

time they were carried on in secret, and, during

the latter period of their existence, at night. The
initiated, according to Livy, did not only indulge

ui feasting and dnnking at their meerings, but

when their minds were heated with wine, they

indulged in the coarsest excesses and the most

unnatural vices. Young girls nnd youths were
seduced, and all modesty was set aside

;
every

kind of vice found here its full avtisfacrion. But
the crimes did not remain confined to these meet-

ings: their conse<]Ucnces were manifest in all direc-

tions ; for false witnesses, forgeries, fiilse wills,

and denunciations proceedt-d from this focus of

crime. Poison and assassination were carried on

uiidiT the cover of the society
;
and the voices of

those who had been fraudulently drawn into these

orgies, and a’ould cry out against the shomi less

practices, were drowned by the shouts of the Bac-

chantes, and the deafening sounds of drums and
cymbals.

The time of initiation lasted ten days, during

which a person was obliged to abstain from all

sexual intercourse
;
on the tenth he took a solemn

meal, underwent a purification by abater, and a*as

led into the sanctuarY {H<uxhamU). At first only

w’omeii were initialed, and the orgies were cele-

brated every year during three ilnva. Matrons
alternately performed the funcrions of priests. But
Pocula Aiuita, a Campanian matron, pretendiug

to act under the dir^t influence of Bacchus,
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changed the whole method of Cilehration: »he
admitU'd men to the initiation, nnd tranaftTreil

the solrmnisatinii which had hitbcito taken place

during the daytime to the night Instead of three

days in the year, she ordered that the Bacchanalia
should be held during five days in every month.
It «'U from the time that these orgies were car-

ried on after this new plan that, according to the

statement of an eye-witness (Liv. xxxix. 13),

licentiousness and crimes of every description were
committed. Men as well as women indulged in

tho must unnatural appetites, and those who at-

tempted to stop or to oppose such odious pro-

ceedings fell as victims. It was, as Livy says, a
principle of the society to hold every ordinance

of god and nature in contempt. Men, os if seized

by fits of madness, nnd under great convulsions,

gave oracles
; and the matrons, dressed ns Boc-

chai\ with dishevelled h:^ir and buniing torches in

their hands, ran down to the Tiber and plunged

their torches into the water
; the torches, how-

ever, containing sulphur and chalk, were not ex-

tinguished. Men who refused to take part io the

crimes of these orgies, were frequently thrown into

dark caverns and despatched, while the p>erpc-

irators declared that they had been carried off by
the gods. Among the number of the mcmlicrs of

these mysteries, were, at the time when they were
suppresscH], p rsons of all classes ; nnd during the

last two years, nobody had been initiated who
was al)ove the age of twenty years, as this ago
was thought most fit for si^uctioii and sensual

pleasure.

In tlie vear B.C. 186, the consuls Spurius Pos-

tumius Albinus and (j. Marcius Philtppus wero
informed of the existence of these meetings

; and
after having ascertained the facts mentioned above,

they nwde a report to the senate. (Liv. xxxix.

14.) The senate, alarmed by this singular dis-

cover}*, and although dreading lest members of

their own families might be involved, invested the

consuls with extraordinary power, to inquire Into

the nature of these nocturnal meetings, to ex- rt all

their energy to secure the priests and priestesses,

to issue a priKrlomatiun tnroughout Rome and
Ibily, forbidding any one to be initiated in tho

Bacchic mysteries, or to meet for the purpose of

celebrating them ; but above all things, to submit
those individuals who had already been secured

to a . rigid trial. The consuls, after having given

to the subordinate magistrates all the necessary

instructions, held an assembly of the people, in

which the facts just discovered were explained to

tho public, in order that the objects of the pro-

ceedings which were to take place might be known
to every citizen. A reward was at the same time

offered to any one who might be able to give

further iuformauon, or to name any one that be-

longed to the conspiracy, as it was called. Mea-
sures were ^Iso taJeen to prevent any one from

leaving Italy. During the night following, a great

number of persons were ap{>rehendcd ; many of

them put an end to their own lives. The whole
number of the initiated was said to be 7UU0. The
trial of all those who were apprehended lasted

thirty days. Rome was almost deserted, for the

innocent as well os the guilty hod reason to fear.

The punishment inflicted on those who were con-

victed varied according to the degree of their

guilt
;
some were thrown Into prison, others were

put to death. The woincn were surrendered to

Digi;^ od by Google
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their pArenU or hiubands, that they might receiTc

their punishment in private. The consuls then

were ordered by the senate to destroy all Baccha-
|

nalia throughout Home and Italy, with the excep-

tion of such altars or statues of the god as

existed there from oncioiU limes. In order to pre-

vent a restoration of the Bacchic orgies, the cele-

brated decree of the senate {Sematus aurtontas de

/taeckamilibuM) was issued, commanding that no

Bacchanalia should be held either in Home or

Italy ; that if any one should think such cere-

monies necessaiy*, or if he could not neglect them

without scruples or making atonements, he should

apply to the praetor urhmius, who might then

consult the senate. If the permission should be

granted to him in an assembly of the senate, con-

sisting of not less than one hundred members, he

might solemnise the Bacchic sacra
; but no more

th^ fire persons were to be present at the c le-

bration ; there shotild be no common fund, and no

master of the sacra or pri<*st. (Liv. xxxix. 18.)

This decri*e U also mentioned by Cicero (De
ii. 15). A brazen table containing this im-

portant document was discovered near Bari, in

southern Italy, in the year 1640, and is at present

in the imperial Museum of V'ienna. A copy of it

is given in Bmkenborch's edition of Livy (to).

viL p. 197, &c. ).

\Vc have in our account of the Roman Baccha-

nalia closely folloa'ed the description given by
Livy, which may, indeed, be somewhat exag-

gerated ; but considering the dilfercnce of character

between the Greeks and Remans, it cannot be

surprising that a fcsti>‘al like the Dioiiysia, when
once introduced among the Romans, should hare

immediately degenerated into the grossest and
coarsest excesses. Similar consequences were seen

immediately after the time when the Romans were
made acquainted a*ith the elegance and the luxuries

of Greek life
;
for, like barbarians, they knew not

where to stop, and became brutal in their enjoy-

ments. But whether the account of Livy be ex-

aggerated or not, this much is certain, that the

Itoinans, ever since the time of the suppression of

the Bacchanalia, considered these orgies as in the

highest degree immoral and licentious, as we sec

from the manner in which they applied the words
derived from Bacchus, e. g. hacckor^ bacckun*^ bac-

chaiioy baoohicitMy and others. But the most sur-

prising circumstance in the account of Livy is, that

the Bacchanalia should have been celebrated for

seTcnil years in the boisterous manner described

by him, and by thousands of persons, without any
of the magistrates appearing to have been aware
of it.

Wliile the Bacchanalia were thus suppressed,

another more simple and innocent festival of Bac-

chus, the lAbtTulia (from lAbety or Ldtfr Patefy a

name of Bacchus), continued to be celebrated at

Rome every year on the 1 6th of March. (Ovid.

/oW. ill. 713.) A description of the ceremonies

customary at this festival is given by Ovid {L e. ),

with which may be compared Varro (De Ling. Lai.

V. 55, ed. Bipont). Priests and aged priestesses,

adorned with garlands of ivy, carried through the

city wine, honey, cakes, and sweet-meats, toge-

ther with an altar with a handle (anmtta am), in

the middle of which there was a small fire-pan

(JocuIu4)y in which from time to time sacrifices

were burnt. On this day Roman youths who had
auaiued their sixteenth year received the toga
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virilia (Cic. ad Alt. vL 1.) That the Liberalia

were celebrated with various nmoseroents and great

merriment, might be inferred from the general

character of Dionysiac festivals ; hut we may also

see it from the name Lntli LiLenilety which is

sometimes used instead of Libemlia; and Kaevius
(op. Fed.) expressly says that persons expressed
themselves very freely at the Libi'ralia. St.

Augustine {De Civ. Deiy rii. 21) even speaks of

a high degree of licentiousness carried on at this

festival. [L.S.]
BlOSCU'RIA (3(0(riroi^<a), festivals cele-

brated in various parts of Greece in honour of the

dioscuri. The Spartan dioscuria mentioned by
Pausnnias (iv. 27. § 1 ; compare with Hi. 16. § 3)
and Spanheim {ad (JulHm, Hymn, in Fall. 24^
were celebrated with sacrifices, rejoicings, and
drinking. At Cyrene the dioscuri were likewise

honour^ with a great festival. (Schol. ad Find.

Fytk. V. 629.) The Athenian festival of the dios-

curi has been described under Anscbu. Their
worship was very generally adopted in Greece,

especially in the Doric and Achaean states, as «e
conclude from the great number of temples dedi-

cated to them :
but scarcely anything is known

respecting the manner in which their festivals

were celebrated. [ L. S.]

DIOT.\. [Amphora.]
DIPHTHERA (6>0d<pa), a kind of cloak

made of the skins of animals and worn by herds-

men and country' people in general. It is fre-

quently mentioned by Greek writers. (Aristoph.

A^m5. 72, and Schol. Vc$p. 444 ; Plato, CWt. p. 53 ;

Lucian, Tim. c. 12.) Pollux (vii. 70) says that it

hod a covering for the head {iwutpdno¥)y in which
respect it would corres^nd to the Roman cmc«/-

lu*. [CucULLua] (Becker, CkarikU$y vol. ii. p.

359.)

DIPHROS [CuRRUs j Throm’s.]
DIPLAX («i'ir\aO. [Pallium.]
DIPLOIS (JiwAoty). [Pallium.]
DIPLiyMA, a writ or ]mblic document, which

conferred upon a person any right or privilege.

During the republic, it was granted by the con-

suls and senate
;
and under the empire by the

emperor and the magistrates whom he anthorist'd

to do so. (Cic. ad Fwn, tl 12, ad Att x. 17,

e. Fit. 37 : Sen. Bm. viL 10 ; Suet CaJ. 38, Nrr.

12, (MA. 7 ; Dig. 48. tit 10. s.27.) The diploma

«*as sealed by the emperor (Suet Awp. 50) ; it con-

sisted of two leaves, whence it derived its name.

These writs were especially given to public couriers,

I or to those who wished to procure the use of the

I public horses or carriages. (Plin. Fp. x. 14, 121 ;

I

compare x. 54, 55.) The tabellorii of the em-
peror would naturally always have a diploma

;

whence wo read in an inKription (Orclli, No.

2917) of a dipiomarius taMIariut.

DrPTYCHA. [Tabular.]
DIRECTTA ACTIO. [Acria]
DIRIBITO'RKS, are said by most modern

writers to have been the persons who gave to the

citixens the tabeila with which they voted in the

comitia ; but Wunder has most distinctly proved,

in the preface to his Coder Kr/iUentis (pp. cxxri.

—

clviii.), that it H*as the office of the diribitoiva to

divide the votes when taken out of the cutoe, so as

to determine which had the majority. He rrmorki
that the etymology of dirihen would lead us to

assign to it the meaning of ** separation ** or
^ division," as it is compounded of dit and kabervy
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in the tnino iniuincr udirimer* and emere;

the k disappean os in pmthen and deUrty which

come resp^ively from pr%u and Aa&rry, and d«

and habert. In •ereml piuua^et the word cannot

bare anj other lignification than that given by
Wander. (Cic Pro PUnteio^ 20, ad Qu. Frair.

iiu 4. § 1 ;
Varro, IM Rt Rutl. iii. 2. § I, iil. 5.

8 » 8.)
When Cirero layt (m Putm. 15), ** voi roga-

torea, voa diribitnm, roa euttodes tabellanim," we
may preaurae that he mentiona theae oriicera in the

order in which they diaeharged their duties in the

comitia. It waa the office of the ro^torea to coI>

lect the tabcllae which each centory gave, aa they

naed, before the ballot waa introduced, to aak

fn^re) each century for its votes, and report

them to the magistrate who presided over the

comitia. The dirdtUore*^ aa has been already re>

marked, divided the votes when taken out of the

euta«y and handed thorn over to the euMode*^ who
checked them off by points marked on a tablet

[Compare Ciarx ; Hitula.]
lilSCUS (81<r«of), a circular plate of atone

BIokoi, Pind. latk. i. 34), or metal (ifden-

dida pondera di$ci^ Mart xiv. 164), made for

throwing to a distance aa an exercise of strength

and dexterity. This was, indeed, one of tlie prin-

cipal gymnastic exorcises of the ancienta, Iwing

included in the PenUUklon. It was practised in

the heroic age. (Horn.//, ii. 774, viu. 129,
186—188, xviL 16».)

The discus waa tenor twelve inches in diameter,

so os to reach above the middle of the forearm

when held in the right hand. The object was to

throw it from a fixed spot to the greatest distance ;

and in doing this each player had a friend to mark
the point at which the discus, when thrown by
him, struck the ground. {Od. viii. 186—200 ;

Stat. Tkeb, vi 703.) The distance to which it

waa commonly thrown became a measure of length,

called Td Ziattavpa. (//. xxUi. 431, 623.)

The space on which the discobolus, or thrower

of the discus, stood, was called /SoAClr, and was

indicated by being a little higher than the ground

surrounding II As each man took his station,

with his l^Y entirely naked, on the he

placed bis right foot forward, bending bis knee,
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and resting principally on this font. The discus

being held, ready to ^ thrown, in his right hnnd,
he stooped, turning his body towards it, and his

left hand was naturally turned in the same direc-

tion. (Phiiostr. Inutff. L 24 ; Wclcker, ad loc.)

This attitude was represented by the sculptor

Myron in one of his works, and is adduced by
Quintilian (/ngt. Or. ii. 13. g 10) to show how
much greater skill is displayed by the artist, and
how much more powcrtni an effect is produced on
the spectator, when a person is represented in

action, tlian when he is at rest or standing erect.

We fortunately possess scventl copies, more or less

entire, of this celebrated statue ; and one of the
best of them is in the British Museum (see the

preceding woodcut). It represents the player just

ready to swing round his outstretched arm, so os

to descrilie with it a semicircle in the air, and
thus, with his collected force, to project the discus

at an angle of forty-five degrees, at the same time

springing forward so as to give to it the impetus of

bis whole l>ody. Uiscum ** vosto contorquot tur-

bine, et ipse prosequitur.*' (Statius, 1. c.)

Sometimes a heavy mass of a spherical form

(aiXos) was used instead of a discus, as when the

Greeks at the funeral gomes contended for a lump
of iron, which was to be given to him who could

throw it furthesL (//. xxiii. 826—846.) The
a6\os was perforated in the centre, so that a rope or

thong might be passed through and used in throw-

ing it (Eretosth. od. Bembardy, p.251.) In this

form the discobotia is still practised by the moun-
taineers of the canton of Appensell, in Switscr-

lond. They meet twice a year to throw round

stones of great weight and sixo. This they do by
a sudden leap and forcible swinging of the whole

body. The same stone is taken by all, ns in the

case of the ancient discus and crdAor : he who sends

it to the greatest distance receives a public prixe.

The stone is liAed as high ns the right shoulder

(see woodcut
;

$carc/ftaiioio, !L xxiii. 431) before

being projected. (Eliei, Sckildermtg der Griirgt-

ro/ier drr SchteeitSy i. p. 1 74.) [J. Y.J
DISPENSA'TOR. [Calculator.]
DITH VRAM BUS. [Chorus.]
DIVERSO RIUM. [Cautona.]
DIVIDreULUM. [Aquarductus, p.

114,0.]

DIV'INA^TIO is, according to Cicero {Da
DirimU, L 1), a presension and a knowledge of

future things ; or, according to Clirysippns (Cic.

De DivinaL iu 63), a power in man which foresees

and explains those signs which the gods throw m
his way, and the diviner mu«t therelore know tho

disposition of the gods towards men, the import of

their signs, and by what means these signs arc to

be obtained Aet^^ing to this latter definition,

tho moaning of the Latin word divinatio is nar-

rower than that of the Greek /utmafi, in as much
as the latter signifies any means by which the

decrees of the g^ can be discovered, the natural

as well as the artificial ; that is to say, the seers

and the oradcs, where the will of the gods is re-

vealed by inspiration, as well as the divinatio in

the sense of Chrysippus. In the one, man is the

passive medium through which the deity reveals

the future ;
while in the other, man discovers it

by his own skill or experience, without any pre*

tension to inspiration. As, however, the seer or

vates was also frequently called divinus, we shall

treat, under this head, of seers os well as of other
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kinds of dirinfttio. The subject of oracles is dis-

cussed in a separate article. [Oracui.i>m.]

Tho belief that the docrct'S of the divine will

were occasionally revealed by the deity bimself, or

could be discovered by curtain iudividuals, it one
which the classical nations of antiquity had, in

common with many other nations, Wfure the

nttuinment of a certain degree of intellectual culti-

vation. Ill early ages such a belief was natural,

and perhaps founded on the feeling of a vePi* close

connection between man, (iod, and nature. Out
in the course of time, when men became more ac-

qunintod with the laws of nature, this belief was
abandoned, at least by the more enlightened minds,

while the multitudes still continued to adhere to

it ; and the governments, seeing the advantages to

be derived from it, nut only couutciuuiced, but en-

couraged and supported it.

The seers or who, under the direct influ-

ence of the gods, chiefly that of Apollo, announced

the future, seem originally to have Iwen cwinected

with certain pbiccs where oracles were given
;
but

in subsi^uent times they formed a distinct class of

persons, independent of any locality
;
one of them

is Calchos in the Homeric po. ms. Apollo, the

god of prophecy, was generally the source from

which the seers, as well as other diviners, derived

their knowledge. In many fntuiiiei of seers the

inspired knowlinlge of the future was c<»nsidered

to be hereditani’, and to )>e transmitted from father

to son. To these families belonged the lamids

(Paus. iii. 11. §5,

*

Buckh, ad Pind. Oi, vi.

p. 15’J\ who from Olympia spread over a con-

siderable part of Grei'ce
; the Branchidac, near

Miletus (Conon, 3<1) ; the Kumulpids, at Athens
and Rleusis

;
the Clytiads (Paus. vl 17. §4), the

Tclliads (Herod, viii. ‘27 ; Pans. x. 1. §4, &c. ;

Herod, ix. 57), tho Acanianlan seers, and others.

Siimc of these families retained their celebrity

till a very late period of Grecian history. The
innnteis made their revelations either when rc-

questcil to do so on important emergencies, or

they made them spontaneously whenever they

thought it neccssaiy*, either to prevent some
calamity or to stimulate their countrymen to some-

tliing beneficial. The civil government of Athens
nut only tolerated, but protected and honoured

them ; and Cicero (IM Dirinat. i. 43) says, that

the manteis were present in all the public assem-

blies of the Athenians. (Compare Aristopb. Par^
10*J5, with the SeboL

;
iVoA. 325, and the

Schol,
;
Lycurg. c. J^xrot. p- 196.) Along with

the seers we may also mention tho Bacides and

the Sibyllae. Both existed from a very remote

time, and were distinct from the manteis so far ns

they pretended to derive their knowledge of the

future from sacred books (x/’ijiv/iof) which they

consulted, and which were in some places, as at

Athens and Romo, kept by the government or

some especial officers, in the acropolis and in the

most revered sanctuary. Bacis was, according to

Pausonins (x. 12. § 6 ;
compare with iv. 27. § 2),

in Boeotia a general name for a man inspired

by nymphs. The Scholiast on Aristophanes (/*ar,

1009) and Aelian ( P. //. xii. 35) mention three

original Bacidcs, one of Eicon in Boeotia, a second

of Athens, and a tliird of Cnphys in Arcadia.

(Compare Aristnph. Equit. 123, 998, Are.«, 963
;

Clem. Alex. Strom, L 398.) From these three

Bacidcs all others were said to be descended, and
to have derived their name. Anticbarcs (Herod,
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T. 43), Mu«aieu8 (Herod, vii. 6), Kuclous of Cypnis

(Paus. X. 12. § 6), and Lycos, son of Pondion

(Paus. 1. c.), probably belonged to the Bacidcs.

The Sibyllae were prophetic women, probably of

Asiatic origin, whose peculiar ctutom seems to

have been to wander with their sacred books from

place to place. (Liv. i. 7.) Aelian ( V. il. xii. 35)

states that, according to some authors, there were

four Sibyllae, — the Kiythracan, the Samian, the

Eg^'ption, and the Sardinian
;

but that others

added six more, among whom there was one

called the Cumoeon, and another called the Jewish

Sibylla. Compare Suidos (s. r. SifuAXoi), and

Pausanias (x. 12), who bos devoted a whole chap-

ter to the Sibyllae, in which, however, he docs not

clearly distinguish bc‘twecn the Sibyllae properly

so called, and other women who travelled about

and made tho prophetic art their profession, and
who seem to have been very numerous in all parts

of the ancient world. (Clem. Alex. Afrom. i. 319.)

The Sibylla whose books gained so gtvat an im-

portance at Home, was, occtirding to Vorro {np.

Ladant. L 6), the Erythraean : the books which

she was said to have sold to one of the Tarqains,

were carefully concealed from the public, and only

accessible to the duumvirs. The eariy existence

of the Sibyllae is not as certain ns that of the

Bacidcs ; but in some legends of a late date, they

occur even in the period previous to the 'I'rojan

war, and it is not improbable that at an early

IKTiod every town in Greece bad its prophecies by
some Bacis or SibyUa, (Paus. i.o.) They seem to

have retained their celebrity dowm to the time of

Antiochus and Demetrius. (Sec Niebuhr, Hid. of
Romf^ L p. 503, &c.)

Besides these more respectable prophets and
prophetesses, there were numbers of diviners of an

inierior order (xi«7cr/ioA.dyoi), who made it their

business to explain all sorts of signs, and to tell

fortunes. They were, however, more particubirly

[lopular with the lower orders, who arc everywhere

most ready to believe what is most marvellous and

least entitled to belief. This class of diviners,

however, docs not seem to have existed until a
com|ianitivcly late period (Thucyd. IL 21 ; Aristoph.

Aces, 897, Pojty 986, 1034, &c.), and to have been

looked upon, even by the Greeks themselves, as

nuisances to the public.

These soothsayers lead us naturally to the mode
of divination, of which such frequent use was made
by tho ancients in all the affairs of public and

private life, and which chiefly consisted in the in-

terpretation of numberless signs and phenomena.

No public undertaking of any consequence was

ever entered upon by the Greeks and Romans
without consulting the will of the gods, by observ-

ing the signs which they sent, especially those in

the sacrifices offered for the purpose, and by whirh

they were thought to indicate tho success or the

failure of the undertaking. For this kind of divi-

nation no divine uispiration was thought necessary,

but merely experience and a certain knowledge

acquired by routine
;
find although in some cases

priests were appointed for the purpose of observing

and explaining signs [Augvr; Hahi'spxx], yet

on any sudden emergency, especially in private

affairs, any one who met with something extraor-

dinaiy, might act os his own interpreter. The
principal signs by which the gods were thought to

declare their wifi, were things connected with tho

offering of sacrifices, the fliglit and voice of birds.
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all kinds of natuml phcnomciui, ordinary as well

os extraordinary, and dreams.

The inturpretation of signs of the first class

(ItpofMyrda or Upotneowtoy hamsjndum or urs

Ai/nupiWaa), was,according to Aeschylus {Promeih.

492, &C.), the invention of Prometheus. It seems

to have been most cultivated by the Etruscans,

among whom it was raised into a complete science,

and from whom it passed to the Romans. Sacri-

fices were either offered for the special purpose of

consulting the gods, or in the ordinary ^^'ay
;
but

in both cases the signs were observ’cd, and when
they were propitious, the sacrifice was said KoWtt-
ptitf. The principal points that were generally ob-

served were, 1. The manner in which the victim

approached to the altar, whether uttering a sound

or not
;
the former was considered a favourable

omen in the sacrifice at the Panionium. (Stmb.

viii, p. 384 ;
*comp^ Pans. iv. 32. § 3.) 2. The

nature of the intestines with respect to their colour

and smoothness (Aeschyl. Prometh, 493, &c. ;

Kurip. Eled. 833) ;
the liver and bile were of

particular importance. [Cahut E.\torum.] 3.

The nature of the flame which consumed the

sacrifice (see Valckcnacr, ad Ettrip. Phofn. 1261);

hence the words, irvpofuurrtioy fpwvpa <rf\paTa,

{pkayttnii <H)fiara. That the smoke rising from

the altar,^ the libation, and various other things

offered to the gods, were likewise considered

as a means through which the will of the gods

might bo learned is clear from the names,

Kamrofuttn-uoy KiSayopayrtloy Kpidofiayrtloy and

others. Especial care was also taken during a

sacrifice, that no inauspicious or frivolous words

were uttered by any of the bystanders : hence the

admonitions of the priests, fxxprtptlTt and twpj^pday

or (TiyaTC, aiuiraTtyfaveie linguisy and others ; fur

improper expressions were not only thought to pol-

lute and profane the sacred act, but to be unlucky

omens {twr^pioy KKriS6y*s, tfyfj/juuy tpuyed or

dfjupaiy Pind. ^ vi. 112 ;
Horn. IL i\. 41).

The art of interpreting signs of the second class

was called olwyurrucfiy augurium or aiupicium. It

was, like the former, common to Greeks and Ro-

mans, but was never developed into so complete

a system by the former as by the latter ;
nor did it

ever attain the same degree of importance in Greece

ns it did at Rome. [Augur.] The Grcck^
when observing the flight of birds, turned their

fiicc towards the north, and then a bird appearing

to the right (cost), especially an englc, a heron, or

a falcon, was a favoumblc sign (Horn. //. xiv.

274, xxiv. 310, Od. xv. 624) ;
while birds ap-

pearing to the left (west) were considered as un-

lucky signs. (Horn. //. xii. 201, 230 ; Festus,

M. V. Sinutrae A vet.) Sometimes the mere appear-

ance of a bird was thought sufficient : thus the

Athenians always consider^ the appearance of an

owl as a lucky sign ;
hence the proverb, yAewJ

IxTorau, “ the owl is out,” i. s. we have good luck.

Other animals appearing unexpectedly, especially

to travellers on their road {iy6Sia od/x^oAa), were

also thought ominous ;
and at Athens it was con-

sidered a very unlucky omen, when a weasel ap-

pt-ored during the assembly of the people. (Aristopn.

Ecda. 793.) Superstitions of this kind arc still

met with in several European countries. Various

other means were used to ascertain the will of the

gods, such as the (rthjpopayTfla, or divination by

C
lacing straws on red hot iron ;

the /toAotfS/aoKrefo,

y observing the figures which melted lead formed

;
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the $oTayopMn-tioy or divination by writing ore’s

own name on herbs and leaves, which were then

exposed to the wind, &c.
Of greater importance than the appearance of ani-

mals, at least to the Greeks, were the phenomena
in the heavens, particularly during any public

transaction. They were not only obser>cd and
interpreted by private individuals in their own
affairs, but by the public magistrates. The Spartan
ephors, ns we learn from Plutarch (Agesil. 11),

made regular observations in the heavens every

ninth year during the night
;
and the fiunily of

the Pythaistae, of Athens, made similar observ-

ations every year before the thcoris set sail for

Delos. (Muller, Doriunty iL 2. § 14.) Among
the unlucky phenomena in the heavens {Stocrtfpuoy

signoy or portenta) were thunder and lightning

(Aristopb. EccUt. 793 ;
Eustath. nd Horn, (Jd. xx.-

104), an eclipse of the sun or moon (Thucyd. vii.

.50), earthquakes (Xen. J/eUai. iv. 7. § 4), rain of

blood, stones, milk, &c. (Horn. II. xi. .5.3, Ac.; Cic.

De JJinnal. i. 43). Any one of these signs was
sufficient at Athens, as well as at Rome, to break

up the assembly of the people. (Sebomann, iMs

Vomit. Ath. p. 146. Ac. tronsl.) In common life,

things apjiarently of no importance, when occurring

at a criti^ moment, were thought by the ancients

to be signs sent by the gods, from which conclusions

might be drawn respecting the future. Among these

common occurrences we nmy mention sneezing

(Horn. Od. xviL 661, with the note of Eustath.
;

Xen. Anab. iil 2. § 9 ;
Plut, 'fhemist. 13 ;

Ovid,

Ileroid. 19, 151 ;
Prop;’rt. ii. 2. 33), twinkling

of the eyes (Thcocrit. iii. 37 ;
Plaut Pseud, i. 2.

1 05 ;
compare Ustemonn, ad Theocrit. L c.\

tinkling of the ears, and numberless other things

which wo cannot here enumerate. Some of them
have retained their significance with the super-

stitious multitude down to the present day.

The art of interpreting dreams (oyeipoiroKla),

which hod prolmbly been introduced into Europe

from Asia, where it is still a universal practice,

seems in the Homeric age to have been held in

high esteem
;

for dreams were said to be sent by
Zeus. (Horn. //. L 63, ii. init, Ofl. iv. 841, xix.

457.) In subsequent times, that class of diviners

who occupied themselves with the interpretation of

dreams, seems to have been very numerous and
popular

;
but they never enjoyed any protection

from the state, and were only resorted to by pri-

vate individuals. Some persons arc said to have

gained their livelihood by this profession. (Pint.

Aristid. 27.) Respecting the oracles which were

obtained by passing a night and dreaming in a
temple, see Oraculum.

For further information concerning the art of

divination in general, see Cicero’s work, De Dim-
natione. The peamicfi of the Greeks is treated of

at some length by VVachsmuth (I/ellen. AHertk,

iL 2. p. 259, Ac., vol. iL p. 585, 2d edit) Com-
pare Tnirlwall's HisL of Greecey i. p. 206, Ac.

The word divinatio was used in n particular

manner by the Romans os a law-term, which re-

quires some explanation. If in any case two or

more accusers came forward against one and the

same individual, it was, os the phrase ran, decided

by divinaiioy who should be the chief or real ac-

cuser, whom the others then joined as subscrip-

tores ;
t. 0. by putting their names to the charge

brought against the offender. This transaction, by

which one of several accusers was selected to con-

K K
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dnct the accoMtion, was called divinatio, ns the

question here was not about facts, but about some*

thing which w*as to be done, and which could not

l>e found out by witnesses or written documents
;

so that the judices had, as it were^ to divine the

course which they had to take. (Ascon. in Ar^um,
ad Cic. I>ivinai. in Caec. p. 99. ed. Orolli.) Hence
the oration of Cicero, in which he tries to show that

he, and not Q. Caccilius Niger, ought to conduct

the accusation against Verres, is called DirinaHo

in CofcUiwn. Compare c. 15 and 20 of the oration,

ajid Oellius. ii. 4. [L. S.]

DIVrsOR. [Ambiti’8.]

DIVOHTIUM, divorce. 1. Grkbr. The terra

for this act was or the former

denoting the act of a wife leaving her husband, and

the latter that of a husband dismissing his wife.

(l)cm. c. Oust. p. 865, c. Neaer. pp. 1362, 1365.)

The only Greek states respecting whose laws of

divorce we have any knowledge, arc Athens and
Sparta. In both states the law, it appears, permitted

lioth husbandand wife to call for and effect a divorce,

though it was much easier for a husband to get rid

of his wife than for a wife to get lid of her husband.

'J'he law at Athens ollow'cd a man to divorce bis

wife without ceremony, simply by his act of sending

her out of his house iiirow4fiirtiv)^ but

he w*as bound to restore to her the dowry which she

.h:id brought to him, or to pay her the interest of

nine oboli per drachma every month, and in ad*

dition to this, to provide for her maintenance.

(Demosth. c. Neaer. p. 1362.) It would, however,

seem that a husband thus dismissing bis wife,

usually did so in the presence of witucssea (Ly-
sias, e. AlcUt, p. 541.) What became of the

children in such a case is not mentioned, but it

is probable that they remained with the father. If,

on the other hand, a wife wished to leave her bus-

band, she was obliged in person to appear before

the archon and to deliver up to him a memorial

containing the reasons why she wished to be di-

vorced. (PluL Aicib. 8.) She had to conduct her

case quite alone, for as she was in her husband's

t
ower so long as the verdict was not given, no one

ad a right to come forward and plead her case. If

both parties agreed upon a divcurco, no further pro*

ccedings were required, mutual consent being suf-

ficient to dissolve a marriage. But if one party ob-

jected, an action or 8Im})

might be brought against the other : the proceed-

ings in such a case, however, are unknown. (Hetf-

tcr, Aiken. Crericktsver/, pp. 250, 414 ; Meier, AU,
Proc, p. 413, &C.)

At Sparta, it seems, a num might dismiss his wife,

if she l^re him no issue. (Her^. v. 39, vi. 61.)

Charondas, in his legislation at Thurii, had per-

mitted divorce, but his law was subsequently modi-

fied by the addition, that If divorced persons should

wish to marry again, they should not be allowed to

marry a person younger than the one from whom he

(or she) bad been separated. (Diod. xU. 18.)

A woman, after her divorce, returned to the

house of her father, or of that relative who was
under obligation to protect her if she had never

been married at all. In reference to her he was
her Kopios. (Demosth. c. A’eaer. p. 1 362.) ( L. S.]

2. Roman. The word ditxtrtinm signified ge-

nerally a separation, and, in a special sense, a dis-

solution of marriage. A Roman marriage was dis-

solved by the death of the w'ife or husband, and by
divortiuxn in the UfeUme of the husband and a*ifc.

DIVORTIUM.
The statement of Plutarch (Rxmtd. 22) that the

husband alone had originally the power of effecting

a divorce may be true ; but we cannot rely al-

together on such an authority. In the cases of con-

veiuio in mauum, one might suppose that a woman
could not cfifect a divorce witnout the consent of

her husband, but a passage of Gains (i. 137) seems
to say, that the conrentio in manoro did not limit

the wrife's freedom of divorce at the time when
Gaius wrote (Bdcking, JtmtU, i. 229. n. 3). The
passage of Dionysius (A /^om. it 25), in which
be treats of marriage by confinreatio, declares that

the marriage could not be dissolved.

As the essentia] part of a marriage was the con-

sent and conjugal affection of the parties, it was
considered that this affection was necessary to hs
continuance, and accordingly either party might
declare his or her intention to dissolve the con-

nection. No judicial decree, and no interference

of any public authority, was requisite to dissolve a
marriage. Filiifamilias, of course, required the

consent of those in whose power they were. The
first instance of divorce at Rome is said to have

occurred about a. c 234, when Sp. CarrUius Ruga
put away his wife (A. Oell. iv. 3, xvii. 21 ;

Vol. Max. ii 1. § 4) on the ground of barren-

ness : it is added that his conduct was generally

condemned. The real meaning of the story is

explained by Savigny with bis usual acuteness

{^t»dtrifi.y dec. toL t. p, 269).

Toa'ards the latter part of the republic, and
under tbc empire, divorces became very common

;

and in the esue of marriages, where we assume
that there was no conrentio in manum, there was
no particular form required. Cn. Pompeius di-

vorce his wife Macia for alleged adultery, and his

conduct was approved (Cic. ad Att. L 12, 18)

;

and Cicero spe^s of Paula Valeria (ad Fam,
viii. 7) as being ready to serve her hnsliand, on
his return from his province, with notice of divorce.

(Compare Juv. vi. 224, &c. ; Mart. ri. 7.) Cicero

himself divorced his wiJFc Terentia, after living a'ith

her thirty years, and married a young woman
whom he also divorced (Plut. de. 4

1
). Cato the

younger divorced bis wife Marcia, that his friend

Hortensios might marry her and Imve children by
her ; for this is the true meaning of the story. (Plut.

Cat, Mm, 2.5.) If a husband divorced his aife, the

wife's dos, as a general rule, was restored [Dom] ;

and the same a'as the cose when the divorce to^
place by mutual consent. As divorce became more
common, attempts were made to check it indi-

rectly, by affixing pecuniary penalties or pecnniaiy*

lost on the party whose conduct rendered the divarre

necessary. This was part of the object of the lex

Papia Poppaca, and of the rules as to the retentio

dotis, and judicium moruni. There was the re-

tentio dotis propter liberoa, when the divorce aws
caused by the fault of the wife, or of her father, in

whose power the was : three-sixths of the doe was
the limit of what could be so retained. On ac-

count of matters morum grariorum,such os adulter>\

a sixth part might be retained ; in the case of

matters morum leviorum, one eighth. The husband,

when in fault, was punished by being required to

return the dos earlier than it was otherwise re-

turnable. After the divorce, either party might
marry again. (Sueton. 34.)

By the lex I^pia Poppaea, a freedwoman who
had married her patronus could not divorce her-

self ; there appears to have been no other class of
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pmoni subjected to this incapacity. (Dig. 24.

tit. 2. a. 1 1.)

Corresponding to the forms of marn.igc by con-

farr^atio and coemtin, there were the forms of

divoroo by dif&rrcatio and rmancipatio. Accord-

ing to Festus (s. V. difhirrcaho wasa
bind of religious oeremooy so called, ^quia fiebat

farreo libo adhibito,** by which a tnaniage was dis-

solved ; and Plutarch (Quaest, Horn. 5U) bos been

supposed to allude to this ceremony in the case of

a divorce between the flamen dialis and his wife.

It is said that originally marriages contracted by
confiureatio were indissoluble ; and in a later age,

this was the case with the marriage of the flamen

dialis (Ocll. X. 15), who was married by confar*

reatio. In the case referred to by Plutarch, the

emperor authorised the divorce. A marriage by
coerotio was dlssoWed by remancipatio (Festus,

s. r. Jiermmcipaiam). In other cases, less cere-

mony w'as used ; but still some distinct notice or

declaration of intention was necessary to constitute

a divorce : the simple fact of either party con-

tracting another marriage a*as not a legal divorce.

(Cic. OrtU. L 40.) The ceremony of breaking the

nuptialu (Tacit. Ann. xi. 30), or of t^ing
the keys of the house from the woman and turning

her out of doors, were probably considered to be
acts of themselves signiheant enough, though it

may be presumed that they w*ere generally accom-

panied with declarations that could not be mis-

understood. The general practice was apparently

to deliver a written notice, and perhaps to assign a

reason. In the case of Paula Valeria, mentioned

by Cicero, no reason was assigned. By the Lex
Julia de Adulleriis, it was provided that there

sbonld be seven witnesses to a divorce, Roman
citizens of full age (pM&ercj), and a {recdmaii of

the party who made the divorce. (Dig. 24. tit. 2.

a 9.)

Under the early Christian emperors, the power

of divorce remained, as before, subject to the ob-

servance of certain forms. Justinian restricted the

power of divorce, both on the part of the husband

and the wife, to certain cases, and he did not allow

a divorce even by the consent of both parties, unless

the object of the parties was to live a life of chas-

tity
;
a concession mode to the opinions of his

Christiao subjects.

The term repadium, it is said, properly applies to

a marriage only contracted [Matrimomitsi], and
divortium to an actual marriage (Dig. 50. tiu 16.

s. 101. 191) ; but sometimes divortium and re-

padium appear to be used inditferently. The
phrases to express a divorce are, nuncium remit-

tere, divortium fiicere ; and the form of words

might be as follow— ^ Tuns res tibi habeto, tuas

res tibi agito.** (Cic. Pkil. ii. 28 ;
PlauL Amphit.

iii. 2. 47, Trinmm. ii. 1. 43.) The phrases used to

express the renunciation of a marriage contract

were, renuntiare repudinm, repudium rcmittcre,

dicere, and repudiare
;
and the form of words

might be, **Conditione tua non utor." (Dig. 24.

tit. 2 : Ulp. Frap. vL
;

llcinecc. Syntapma ; Cod.

5. tit 1 7, and 24 ; Rein, Dot AomiscAe Primireekt t

and as to the later Roman Law, Thibaut, •S'es^m,

&c. 9thed.) [G.L.]
DO CANA (vk from Sowdr, a beam)

was an ancient symbolical representation of the

Dioscuri (Castor and Polydeuces), at Sparta. It

ccxisisted of two upright beams with others laid

across them transversely. (Plat De Amor. FnUr.
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1. p. 36.) This rude symbol ot fraternal nnitr
evidently points to a very remote age, in which
scarcely any attempts in sculpture can have h<^
made. At a later time, when works of art were
introduced into all the spheres of ordinary life,

this rude and ancient object of worship, like many
others of its kind, a*as not superseded by a more
appropriate symbol. The Dioscuri were worship{>cd

as go^ of w'or, and we know that their images
accompanied the Spartan kings whenever they
took the held against an enemy. But when in the

year 5U4 & c. the two kings, during their inva-

sion of Attica, failed in their undertaking on ac-

count of their secret enmity towards each other,

it was decreed at Sparta, that in future only one
king should command the army, and in conse-

quence should only be accompanied by one of the

images of the Dioscuri. (Hei^ v. 75.) It is not
improbable that these images, accompanying the

kings into the field, were the ancient Mtcoi'a, which
were now disjointed, so that one half of the sym-
bol remained at Sparta, while the other was taken
into the field by one of the kings. Suidas and the

Ktymologicum Magnum (s. v.) state that 8d«rara

was the name of the graves of the Dioscuri at

Sparta, and derived from the verb idxopat, (MUl-
Icr, Dorians^ L 5. § 1 2. note m, ii. 1 0. § 6 ; Zoega,
De OUlUeit, p. 228.) [L. S.)

DOCIMA'SIA (PoKifioffla). When any citi-

zen of Athens was either appointed by lot, or

chosen by suflhage (akvfpwr^s koI afpenfr), to hold

a public office, he w*as obliged, before entering on
its duties, to submit to a docimasia^ or scrutiny

into his previoiii life and conduct, in which any
person could object to him as anfit This was the

case with the archons, the senators, the itmtegi,

and other magistrates. The examination, or ana-
crisis, fof the archooship was conducted by tlio

senators, or in the courts of the heliaea. Thc<io«’iNo-

sui, however, was not confined to persons appointed

to public offices ; for we read of the denouncement
of a scrutiny (4ira77c\la ioKipeurlas) against ora-

tors who spoke in the assembly whUe leading

profligate lives, or after having committed fiagi-

tious crimes. This denouncement might be made
in public by any one vp^v ioKifiOffiatf rau 0iou,

t. «. to compel the party complained of to ap(>ear

before a court of justice, and give an account of his

life and conduct If found guilty, he was punished

with atiroia, and prohibit^ from the aaseuiblies.

(Aesch. TTsvaroA. p. 5.)

The phrase Mpa *Jy«u 3oict>uur0^eai needs a
few wonis of explanation. At the age of eighteen,

every Athenian became an ephebns, and after two
years wns enrolled amongst the men, so that he
could be present and vote at the assemblies. (Pull.

viiL 105.) In the case of wards who were heirs

to property, this enrolment might take place before

the expiration of the tw'o years, on it being esta-

blished by a dodtiuuia that the youth was physi-

cally qualified to discharge any dtMiet the state

might impose upon him. If so, ho wns released

from guardianship, and became a man (dt'V
iy4y*rOt or ZoKtpda$ri)^ being thereby empowered
to enter upon his inhcriL'ince, and enjoy other

privileges, just as if ho were of the full age of

twenty. (Harpocr. s. r. 'Eiriiirrey Dem.
c. Aphob. p. 857, c. Onei. p. 865, c. Ste/A. p. 1 135.)

We may add that the statements of the grammarians
and orators are at variance on this point

;
but the

explanation we have given seems the best way of
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reconciling them, and it agrees in substance with

|

the supposition of Schomann, ** that among the

Athenians, no one period was appointed for onroU

ment, prorided that it was not done before the

attainment of the 18th, nor after the completion

of the 20th year.** (Schumann, Dt Cornetts, pp.

75, 241, Ac.) [R.W.]
DODRANS. [Ar.1

DOLABUA, dim, UOLABELLA (fffilXriy dim.

<rfn\lov), a chisel, a cdt, was used for a rariety of

purposes in ancient as in modem times. They wore

frequently employed in making entrenchments and

in destroying fortifications (Lit. ix. 37, xxi. 11 ;

Curt ix. 5 ; Tacit Hitt. iiL 20) ; and hence they

are often found in ancient earth-works and en-

campments, They abound in our public mu-
seums, being known under the equivalent name of

“ celts'* to antiquaries, who, however, generally

use the word without understanding its true sense.

(See Jamieson's Eiym. Did. t, v. CeU.) Cdiet Is

on old Latin word for a chisel, probably derived

from coelo, to engrave. Thus the phrase oeHe

tcvlpaniur in tilict occurs in the vulgate version of

Job (xix. 24), and maUeolo d edit lUercittt tUat in

an inscription found at Poln. (Grutcr, p. 329.)

These articles are for the most part of bronze,

more rarely of hard stone. The sizes and forma

which they present, aro as various as the uses to

which they were applied. The annexed woodcut

is designed to show a few of the most remark-

able varieties. Fig. 1 is from a celt found, with

several others, at Kombr6 in Cornwall. (Dorloso,

Ani. of CornieaU^ uL 13.) Its length was six

iiKhes without the haft, which was no doubt of

w'ood, and fixed directly into the socket at the top.

It must have been a very effective implement for

removing the stones in the wall of a city or fortifi-

cation, after they hod been first shattered and
loosened in some degree by the battcring-rnm.

The ear, or loop, which is seen in this and many
other celts, would be useful to suspend them from

the soldier's girdle, and may also have had a cord

os chain attached to it to assist in drawing hock

the celt whenever it became too firoily wedged be-

tween the stones of the ivall which it w*as intended

to destroy. Figs 2 and 3 ore from Sir W. Hamil-
ton's "collection in the British Museum. These

chisels seem best adapted for the use of the car-

penter. The celt (fig. 4) w*hich was found in

Furness, co. Lancaster {ArchaecloguSy v. p. 106),

instead of being shaped to receive, or to be in-

serted into a handle, like the three preceding, is

made thick, smooth, and round in the middle, so

as to be conveniently manipulated without a
handle. It is 9 inches long, and weighs 2 lb. 5 oz.

Its sharp edge is like that of a common hatchet,

and may have been used for polishing timber. On
1 9 S 4 6 6

the other hand, figs. 5, 6, 7, exactly resemble

the knife now used by leaUicr-cuttcrs, and there-
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fore illustrate the account given by Julios Polios^

w'ho reckons this some tool, the cr^ifXv}, among the

ipyoXua Tov oKvr<n6fun>, This instnimeat was
also used for cutting paper, and probably in the

same manner (ofiiXa sieila, Philox.

Glots.),

The following woodcut shoigs a cnaB bronze

celt, fixed into a handle of stag's hom, and there-

foro exemplifies one of the modes of attaching the

metal to its haft It was evidently adapt^ for

very fine work, and is strongly contrast^ with

the above-figured celt from CornwalL It was
found in an ancient tomb in Wiltshire. (Sir R.

C. lioarc's ^nc. IH/Zs. Souths pp. 182, 203.) The
two other figures in this woodcut represent the

knife used in sacrifices, as it is often exhibited on

cameos and bas-reliefs, being the soeno, tatema, or

dolaiira pcmtijicalit^ mentioned by Festus (s. s.

Setna) ; and the teeurit dolabrata, or hatchet fur-

nished with a chisel (Pallad. De ^ Jfutt. i. 43) as

sculptured on a funereal monument [J. Y.j

DO'LICHOS (J^XixoO* [Stadium.]
DO'LIUM. [ViNUM.]
DOLO (SdXwv). 1. A secret poniard or dagger

contained in a case, used by the Italians. It was
inserted in the handles of whips (Dig. 9. tit 2.

a 52 ;
Serv. ad Vir^. Aen. vii. 664), and also in

walking-sticks, thus corresponding to our sword-

stick. It was a weapon ^ the latter kind that

Tib. Gracchus mrried (Plut 7»5. Grocol. 10 ;comp.

Ilosych. t. r. A6\mvts).

2. A small top sail. [Navir.]
DE DOLO MALO ACTIO. [Culpa.]
DOLUS MALUS. [Culpa.]
DOMESTICI. [Prartorianl]
DOMICI'LI UM. This word signifies a man^

regular place of abode. It was used in the Lex
Flautia Papiria in such a manner, that when that

lex was enacted, a. c. 89, the word doroicilium

must have had a fixed meaning :
^ Si qui foederatis

civitatibus adscripti fuissent si turn cum lex

ferebatur in Italia domicilium habuissent, et si

•exaginta diebus apud praetorem essent professi.**

(Cicero, ProArchia^ c.4.) This further appears

from another passage in the same chapter: **At

domicilium Uomae non habuit: is qui tot anois

onto civitatem datam ledcm osmium rcnim as

Digitized by Coogli
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forianaram suarum Komae collocavit ;

** and this

indirect definition agrees, in part, with one in the

Code, which will presently be cited.

There are tarious definitions of domicilium in

the Corpoa Juris. One of these (Dig. fiO. tiu 1.

s. 27. 9 1) determines that a person must be con-

sidered to hare his domicilium in a municipium, if

he bays and sells there, attends the public spec-

tacles, keeps the festival days there, and, in fine,

enjoys ail the advantara of the municipium, and
none of the colonia, or ue place where he is merely

for the purpose of cultivation (ubi colendi ruris

causa versatur). In another passage (Cod. 10.

Ut. 40 (39.) a 7X it is stated that a civis is made
by origo, manumisaio, allectio vel adoptio ; but

that domicilium, as an edict of Divas Hadrianus

declares, makes a persmi an incola. Domicilium

is then defined in the following terms :
^ In eo

loco singulos habere domicilium non ambigitur ubi

quis larcm rerumqne ac fortunarum summam con-

Btituit, unde rursos non discessurus si nihil avocet,

unde cum profectns est peregrinari videtur, quod

(quo?) si rediit, peregrinari jam destitiL"

In a passage in the Digest (50. tit. 1. s. 5),
** inedam esse^ and ^domicilium habere " are used

os equivalent terms.

It was important, for many purposes, to deter-

mine where a man had bis permanent alradc. An
incola was bound to obey the magistrates of the

place where he was an incola, and also the magis-

trates of the place where he was a civis ;
and he

was not only subject to the municipal jurisdiction

in both mnnicipia, but he was bound to perform

all public functions (publica munera). If a roan

was bound (obligatus), to pay a sum of money in

Italy, and had his domicilium in a provincia, be

might be sued either in Italy or in the province

(Dig. 5. tit. 1. s. 19, 9 ^)* A son followed the

civitas which was the natoialis origo of his father,

and did not follow his Other's domicilium. If a
man had no legal father ( justus paterX he followed

the origo of his mother. In the Praescriptio longi

tempos decern vel viginti annonun, it was enacted

by Justinian, that the ten years' prescription should

apply, if both p^i^s (tam petens quam possidens)

had their domicilium in the same provincia ; if the

two parties hod not their domicilium in the same
province, the prescription of twenty yean applied.

(Cod. 7. tit 33. t.12.)

The modern law of Domicile is a branch of what

is sometimes called intemational law
;
and many

of the principles which are admitted in modern

times are founded on the Roman rules. ( The Law
tf Domicile by Robert PbUlimore, 1847 ;

Burge,

CommaUariee on CoUmiai and Foreign /xiios,

roll) (O.L.)
DOMTNIUM. Dominium si^ifies quiritarian

ownenhip of a thing ; and dominua, or dominus

legitimua, is the owner. Possessor is often used

by Romu writers os equivalent to owner ;
but

this is not a strictly correct use of the word. In

like manner, ^ to have ownership " is sometimes

expressed by ^poasidere and the thing in which

there is property is sometimes called ** possessio."

(Savigny, Dae heeki dm p. 85, 5th cd.)

The complete notion of property or ownership

comprehends the determination of the things which

may be the obiects of ownership ; the power which

a man may have over such objects, both os to

duration of time and extent of enjoyment ; the

modes in which ownenhip may be acquired and
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lost ; the persons who are capable of acquiring,

tcansrerring, or losing ownership.

Res is the gener^ name for anything which is

the object of a legal net. The chief division of res

is into res divini juris, and res humani juris. Res
divini juris are those which arc appropriated to

religious purposes, namely, res sacrac, sanctae, re-

ligiosae
;
and so long ns they have this character,

they cannot bo objects of property. Res humani
juris are all other things that can be the objects of

property
; and they arc either res publicae or res

priNiitae. Res publicae belong to the state, and
can only become private property by being de-

prived of this public character. [Agrariak
Lkobs.] Res universitatis are the property of a
univereitos, and are not the property of any in-

dividual. The phrase res nullius is ambiguous ;

it sometimes means that the thing cannot be the

property of any individual, which is affirmed of
things divini juris ; when applied to things humani
juris, it sometimes means that they are not the pro-

perty of an individual but of a universitas
;
yet

such things may become the property of an in-

dividual
; res hereditoriae are res nullius until there

is a herea. Res communes ore those which cannot

be the objects of property, and therefore are res

nullius, as the tea.

Res corpotales are defined to be those ** quae tangi

possunt ; " incorporalcs are those ** qum tangi

non possunt, sed in jure consistunt," as Hbrx-
DiTAR, UsGsrRUCTL'H, Obugationss

;
und they

are consequently incapable of tradition, or delivery.

The distinction of things into corporeal and incor-

poreal did not exist in the older Roman law ; and
it is a useless distinction. An incorporeal thing

is merely a right, and so it is explained in the

Institutioncs (ii. tit. 2, cd. Schrader).

Corporeal things are divided into immobiles, or

solum et res soli, and mobiles. The ground (solum),

and that which is so attached to the ground as

to be inseparable from it without being destroyed,

as a building for instance, are res immobiles.

Mobiles res are all such ns can be removed from
one place to another without the destruction of their

character. The class of res mobiles “ quae ponderc,

nnmero, mensura constant,** are such things as wine,

oil, corn, silver, gold, w'hich ore of such a nature

that any the same number, weight, or measure,

may bo considered the same thing. [Mutuum.]
There is another class of res, consisting of those

quae nsu consumuntur, mumuiitur,''' and those

quae non, &c.” The term siugulae res compre-

hends either one thing or several things, so}uirateIy

considered as ones. Such things arc either simple,

as an animal, a stone
;
or compounded of parts, as

a carriage, or a ship. Any number of things, not

mechanically connected, may in a legal souse bo
viewed as one, or as a miiversitas. (Dig. 41. tit. 3.

8.30 ; 6. tit. 1. S.23. § 5.)

Some things are appurtenant to others, tlint is,

as subordinate ports they go with that w'hich forms

the principal thing. (Dig. 18. tit 1. s. 49.) If a
thing, as a house or a ship, was purcliesed, the

buyer got every thing that w*as a peut of the hoaio

or shi{>. (Dig. 21. tit 2. B. 44.)

Fructus are what is product out of a thing by
its own productive power ; os the grass in a field,

the fruit on a tree.

The division of things into res mancipi and res

nec mancipi, was one of ancient origin ; and it con-

tinued to a late period in the empire. Res mancipi
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(Ulp. Frap. xix.) arc pmodin in Italics solo, both

rustic and urban ; also jura nisticonim pracdiomm
or scrvitutes, as via, iter, aqoaeductus ; also slaves,

and four-footod animals, as oxen, horses, &c., quae

ooUo dorsoTo domantnr. Other things were nec

mancipi.

All the things have been enumerated which arc

the object of dominium, and some a*hich arc not.

Every dominus has a right to the possession of the

thing of which he is domiivus ; but possession

alone, which is a bare fact without any legal

character, neither makes a man dominus, nor does

the want of possession deprive him of dominium.
Poeseuion has the same relation to a legal right to

a thing, as the physical power to opeiate upon it

has to the legal power
;
and accordingiv tho doctrine

of possession procedcs that of ownership. Things
cannot be the objects of posiossio civilis a’hich

cannot be the objects of dominium.

Certain things are not properly objects of owner-

ship (domiatwm), though a claim to them is pro-

secuted by an actio in rem : they arc servitutes,

emphytensis, super6 cics, andpignusand hypotheca.

Dominium properly signifies tho right of dealing

with a corporeal thing as a person (^/omtnas)

pleases ; this, of course, implies the right to ex-

clude all others from m^dling with it The do-

minus bos the right to possess, and is distinguished

in that respect from the bare possessor, who has

only the right of possession. He who has the

ususfnictus of a thing, is never considered as owner

;

and pmfKietas is the name for that which remains
after the ususfructus is deducted from the owner-
ship. Ownership may be either absolute, that is,

as complete as the law allows any ownership to be,

it nwy be limited. The distinction Iwtween
bare ownership and ownership united with the

beneficial interest, is explained in another place.

[Bona.] A person who has no ownership of a
thing, may have rights in or to a thing which,

as far as they extend, limit the owner's power over

his property, as hereafter explained. Ownership,
being in its nature single, can only be conceived

as Iwlonging to one person ; consequently there

cannot be sereral owners of one thing, but several

persons may own undivided shares or parts of a
thing.

As a man's right to deal with a thing and to

exclude others from the use or enjoyment of it,

may be limited, this may arise either from his being
bound to allow to another person a certain use or

,

enjoyment of tho thing of which ho is dominus, or

from his being bound to abstain from doing certain

acta on or to his property, and for the benefit of

!

some other person.

This limitation of a man's enjoyment of his own
is explained under Srrvitutss.

In order to acquire ownership, a person must
have a legal capacity to acquire ; and ownership
may l»e acquired by such a person, or by another

for him. There must also be a thing which can

lie the object of such ownership, and there must
be a legal mode of acquisition {acquisUio eiviJu).

Ownerihip may bo acquired in single things (oe-

quisitio rerum tinyularum\ or it may be acquired

in a number of things of diderent kinds at once
{aequiuiHo per tmirenUatem)^ in which case a person
acquires them not as individual things, but he ac-

quires the ports by virtue of acquiring the whole.
The latter kind of acquisition is either lucccssio inter

vivos, as in the case where a man adrogatos another.
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and so becomes the owner of all the admgated per-

son's property (Oaius, iii. 21 ) ; or it is succetsio

mortis causa, as in the case of a testamentary heres,

or a heres ab intestate.

Acquisitiones per universitatem are properly dis-

cussed under other heads [Adoptio
;
Hsrb8;

St’ocKsaio ; Univxrsitas]. The fidlowing re-

marks apply to acquisitiones rerom singul^m.
Acquisitii'iies were either civiles (os Jure civilt)

;

or natumles (arjure peniimm)^ that is, there was no

formality prescribed for the mode of acquisition

;

in both cases dominium could be acquired. The
civiles acquisitiones of single things were by manci*
patio, in jure ccssio, and utucapio : those naturali

jure were by traditio or delivery. In the case of

res mancipi, the only modes of acquiring dominium
were mancipatio, in jure cestio, and usucapio ; but

usucapio applied also to things ncc mancipi. The
alienation of things nec mancipi was the peculiar

effect of traditio or delivery (Ulp. /-Va^. xix. 8 ),

and if there was a justa causa, that is, some legal

ground or motive for the delivery, dominium was
thus acquired ; traditio, in the case of a thing man-
cipi, merely made it la 60ms, and the dominium or

ownership continued unchanged. The notion that

in the case of res nec mancipi, bore tradition with

a justa causa did not conftf quiritarian ownership

or dominium, is erroneous ; for when the Roman
law did not require peculiar forms, the transfer of

ownership was effected in what may be called the

natural way, that is, the simplest and moot easy
way in which the parties to the act could show

I
their meaning and cany it into effect.

A man who was dominus of a thing, whether
acquired jure civili or naturali, prosecuted bis right

to it in the same way, by tho rci vindicatio. Ho
could not of course prosecute such a right unless

he R*as out of possession ; and, in order to succeed,

be miut prove bis ownership. If he bad a thing

in bonis, and was in possession, he could acquire

the ownership by usucapion : if he was out of pos-

session, it seems not an improbable conjecture of

Unterholxner {H&eiu, Mu$. /Ur Juriepnsd. Frtter

Jakrgang^ p. 129), that he was aided in his action

after the time when the legis actiones fell into dis-

use and the formula 'sas introduced (for as to a

previous time it is difficult to form any conjecture)

by the fiction of bis having received the property

by mancipatio. There are examples of a similar

fiction in the case of the bonomm possessor and
the bonomm emtor. (Oaius, iv. 34, 35.) A man
could only dispose of a legacy by his will per vin-

dicationem (Ulp. Frog. xxiv. 7) when he Wd the

dominium of it : if he hod not the dominium, ho

could only give per damnationcm or sinendi raodo.

A slave who was the property of hU master (dbim-

aau) might attain the Roman civitas by the act of

manumission : if he was only in bonis of the person

who manumitted him, he bocame a lAitinus by the

act of manumission. Tho difference between qiiiri-

tarian ownership and in bonis was destroyed by
the legislation of Justinian, who declared in bonis

to be complete ownership.

Some modem writers enumerate m addition to

the civiles acquisitiones here enumerated, addictio,

emtio sub corona, sectio bonomm, adjudicatio, and
lex (Ulp. Frap. tit xix. § 2), by which last they

understand those circumstances under which some
special enactment gives property to a person ; and
ciulucum [Caducum] is mentioned as an instance.

A bonac fidei poeseesio was not ownership (do«
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BUDiumX nor was it the came ai in lionia. The
two thinfrs are distinguished by Ulpian
xix. ‘2U, 21). A bonae fidei possessor had a cajio-

city for acquiring by usucapion the ownership of

the thing which be possessed. He had a Ignd of

action, actio publiciaoa in rem, by which, if he lost

the possession before he bad acquired the owner-
ship by usucapion, be could recorcr it against all

except the owner, or such person as bad a better

right than himself, in which latter respect he dif-

fered from him who had a thing in bonis, for his

claim was good against the person who had the

bare ownership. (Dig. <i. tit 2.)

As to fundi provincialca, it was an old prin-

ciple of Roman law that there could bo no domi-

nium in them, that is, no quiritarian ownership

;

nor were they said to be in bonis, but the occupier

- had poasessio and ususfrnctua. In fact the terras

dominium and in bonis were not applicable to pro-

Tiiicial lands, nor were the fictions that were ap-

plicable to things in bonis applicable to provincial

lands
; bnt it is an ingenious conjecture of Unter-

boUuer, that the formula actionis was adapted to

the case of provincial lands by a fiction of their

being Italic lands, combined srith a fiction of their

being acquired by usucapion. In the case of the

ager pnblicus tn Italy, the dominium was in the

Roman people, and the temu possessio and pos-

sessor were apfwopriate to the enjoyment and the

person by whom the land was enjoyed. Still

the property in pro> racial land was like the pro-

perty in bonis in Rome and Italy, and it conse-

quently became dominium after the distinction

l^tween quiritarian and bonitarian ownership wzs
destroyed.

Ownership was also acquired in the case of oc-

cupatio, accessio, &c* [Accxasiu ; Allvvio;
CoNruaio.]
A man, who had a legal capacity, could acquire

property either himself or by those who were ** in

potestate,manu,mancipiove.'* Hecould even acquire

thus per universitatem, as in the case of an here-

ditas
i and he could also thus acquire a legacy. If a

•lave was a man's in bonis, every thing that the slave

acquired btOonged to the owner in bonis, and not to

him who had tbe bore quiritarian ownership. If a

man was the ” bona fide possessor of another per-

son, whether that person happened to be a freeman

aupposed to be and possessed os a slave, or was the

property of another, the possessor only acquired the

ownership of that which the person so possessed ac-

quired ^ex re possidt ntis *' and **cx ont'ris suia*'

The some rule applied to a slave in which a man
bad only tbe ususfructus ; and the rule was con-

sistent with the rule just laid down, for ususfructus

was not property, ^ns who were in the power

of a father, and slaves, of course, could not acquire

property for themselves. [PacuLiUM.]
Ownership was lost either with the consent of

the owner or against it. With the consent, when
be transferred it to another, which was tbe general

mode of acquiring and losing property
;
without

the consent, when the thing perished, when it be-

came the property of another by accession nr usu-

capion, when it was judicially declared to be the

property of another, or forfeited by being pledged.

Ownership was not lost by death, for the hcrcs

was considered to be the same person as the de-

funct

As certain persons had not a capacity to acquire,

so some persons had not the ssune liability to lose
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that othera had. Thus tho {Mvipertv of a piipillus

who was in tutola Icgitima, could not become the
property of another hy usucapion

; a fund.'itnental

principle of law which Cicero was surprised (hat
his friend Alticus did not know (Ad Att. i. 5).

Ownership might be lost by the Maxima cnpilis

diminutio
; when it was the conse<|uenco of a con-

viction for a capital crime, the property was for-

feited to the state. [Skctio RoNORt;)!.] The
media r^itis diminutio only etlectod an incapacity
for quiritarian oamership : the person could still

retain or acquire properly hy the jus gentium ;

still if the media capitis diminutio was the conKC-

quence of conviction for a capital crime, it had the
same cousequcncea as the Maxima. (Mackeldev,
Lekrbufhy Ac. 12lh ed. ; 6’eier die I'erwchiedeneit

Arim des Kigentkmmt^ Ac. von Unterhaizner,//AeiA.

jVbs. Enter Ja^ry.

;

Oaius, ii. 1, Ac. ;
Ulp. Erfiy.

tit. xix. ; Thibaut, System, Ac. % 146. Ac., § 242,
Ac., 9ih ed.) [0. 1^1
DOMINUS means master, owner [Dominium).

Domimis is opposed to Senma. os master to slave.

Plinius, in his letters, always addresses Tmjanus
as Dominus

; but this must be viewed rather as a
mode of showing hit respect than any acknowledg-
ment of a title. (C. Plinii Caecilii Secundi Ep.
ed. O. H. Schaefer, p. 500, note.) Doroitiamis

claimed the titles of lX>ininus and 1>^. (Dion Cassi

IxviL 13, and the note of Heimarus
;
also Martialis,

Ep. V. 8, and x. 72, when Dnmitianua was dead.)

It it said, that Aurelianus first adoptt^d the title

Dominus on his medala (Eckhel, Loci. .Viun. Vet.

Tol. vii. p, 482.) (O. Ii.]

DOM US (oZxor, stKlo, and in old Greek Z6pos)^

a house. 1. Orikk. — The arrangement of tho
several parts of the dwellings of tho Greeks forma
one of the most difficult subjects in tliuir antiquities.

The only regular description of the Greek house,

that of Vitruvius, is in many respects inconsistent

with tho allusions found in the Greek wrileni
;

w'hilc those allusidiB themselves are ^ too scanty

and obscure, to be woven into a clear dt'seription.

It is manifest, also, that the arrangnincnt nf tho

parts difi'ered much at different periods. To say
nothing of the early period when, according to tra-

dition, rude huts of clay, or wood, or stone, began
to be used instead of the hollow trees, and caves, and
clefts in the rocks, in which tbe savage al>origiru>s

found shelter (Diod. v. 68, Paus. x. 17), we have to

distinguish between the bouses, or rather palaces,

of the heroic age, to which Hmner's allusions apply,

the houses of tbe historical period down to the

time of Alexander the Great, and those after his

time.

There were also considerable dUTcrences between
the arrangements of a town and a country house.

All of these had two principal features in com-
mon. Firstly, in Greece, as in all warm climates,

the general arrangement of a house of the betU>r

sort was that of one or more open courts, sur-

rounded by the various rooms. Secondly, in a
Greek fiimily the women lived in private apart-

ments allotted to their exclusive use. Hence the
house was almays divided into two distirwt por-

tions, namely, tbe Amironitis^ or men's a|)art-

ments (ir^pwririr), and the Gynaeconifi*^ or wo-
men's apartments (yvveuMtMftrts). In the earliest

times, as in the houses referred to by Homer, the

women's apartments were in tbe upper story (^«p-
Mov). Tho same arrangement is found at the time

of the Peloponnesian war in tho house spoken of
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by Lynins (ZXJ Cued. Eralotth. pp. 12, 13 ;

comp.

Aristnpli. Exlet, 961, Thesm, 482). But it does

not follow that that was tho usual custom at this

period. On the contrary, we have the exnrcss

testimony of several writers, and of Lysias him-

self among the rest, that the Gynaeconitis was on

the same story w'ith the Andronitis, and behind it

(Lysias, c. Simon, p. 139 ;
Demosth. c. Energ.

p. 11.55; Xen. Oecon. ix. 5; Antiph. de Venif.

. 611) ; and oven the tragic poets transfer to the

eroic ages the practice of their own, and describe

both sets of apartmejits as on the same door. (Soph.

Oed. Tyr. 1241--1262.)

The scanty notices of the domestic, or rather the

palatial architecture of the early Greeks, which we
find in Homer, arc insufficient to give an accurate

notion of the names, uses, and arrangement of the

apartments ;
besides which, an allowance must no

doubt be made for poetic^ exaggeration. The
various passages and words, in Homer, which

throw any light upon the subject, are collected and

discussed by Schneider {Epim. ad Xenopli. Mem.
iii. 8. § 9), by Krause (in Pauly’s Real-Encyclop.

d. Clou. Aherth. s. v. lJomus\ and by Hirt, who
gives a ground-plan of the Homeric house (Gesc/t-

ichte der Bavkund^ vol. L pp. 208—216, and Plate

VI. fig, 1). The general plan was not very dif-

ferent from that of the later houses. The chief

points of difference appear to have been, the posi-

tion of the women's apartments in tho upper story,

and the great court in front of the house, which

was wanting at least in the ordinary' town dwellings

of later times.

We first gain precise inforination on the subject

about the time of the Peloponnesian war ;
and

from the allusions made by Greek w'riters to the

houses of this and tho immediately subsequent pe-

riods, till the time of Alexander, we may conclude

that their general arrangement corresponded with

that described by Vitruvius (vi. 7, Schneider). In

this description, however, there is one considerable

difficulty, among others of less importance. Vitru-

vius seems to describe the Gynaeconitis as lying

before the Andronitis, an arrangement alike incon-

sistent with the careful state of seclusion in which

the Greek women were kept, and also with the

allusions in the wrriters of the period, who, ns alrove

stated, almost uniformly refer to the two sets of

apartment-H as being on the same floor, the Gynae-
conitis behind the Androm'tis. Becker {ChtiriJdes,

Tol. i. pp, 184, 185) notices the different explana-

tions which have been given of the inconsistency

between tho statements and the description of

Vitruvius, the most* plausible of which is that of

Galinni, namely, that in the time of Vitnivius a

slight change had taken place in the disposition of

the apartments, by which the Andronitis and Gy-
rmeconitis were placed side by side, each of them
having its own front towards the street, and its

own entrance. It is also very likely that V^itruvius

to some extent misunderstood the descriptions given

by his Greek authorities.

The front of tho house towards the street was
not large, ns the apartments extended rather in

the direction of its depth than of its width. In

towns tho houses were often built side by side,

with party walls between, (Thucyd, ii. 3,) The
exterior wall was plain, being composed generally

of stone, brick, and timber (Xen. Mem. iii. 1. § 7;

Demosth. ricpl Hvvra^. p. 175), and often covered

with stucco. (Plutarch. Comp. ArisU ct Cat. 4).
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Plutarch speaks of Phocion’s house as being orna-

mented with plates of iron. (Plut. Phoc. 18.)

The general character of the ordinary houses in

towns was very plain, even at the time of the

Peloponnesian war
;
the Greeks preferring to ex-

pend their wealth on temples and other public

buildings. The ease with which the Plataeans

broke through the party walls of their houses, to

communicate w’ith one another, in the instance

just quoted, shows how indifferently they were
constructed

;
and even at Athens, in the time qf

Pericles, foreigners were struck by the contrast

between the splendour of the public buildings and
the mean dwellings of the common people. (Thuc.
ii. 14, 65 ; Dicacarch. Stat. Grace, p. 8.)

Xenophon {Mem. iii. 8. §§ 9, 10) represents

Socrates as stating briefly the chief requisites of a
good house : that it should bo cool in summer and
warm in winter, and that the apartments should

furnish convenient abodes for the fiunily, and safe

receptacles for their property : for the former pur-

pose, the chief apartments should face the south,

and should be lofty, so as to receive the full rays

of the sun in w'intcr, and to be shaded by their

projecting roofs in summer ; and that those facing

the north should be lower, for the sake of shelter.

Paintings and elaborate decorations, he says, de-

stroy more pleasures than they fiirnish.

Tho advance of luxury, after the time of

Alexander the Great, caused a corresponding im-

provement in the dwelling-houses of the principal

Greek cities, which had already begun to receive

more attention, in proportion as the public build-

ings were neglected. (Demosth. in Aristocr. p.

689, Ofynth. iii. p. 36.) It is probably to tho

larger and more splendid houses of this period

that the description of Vitruvius applies
;
but there

is no reason to suppose that the general arrange-

ments of the previous period were much altered.

Tho following description, therefore, which is de-

rived from a comparison of Vitruvius with tho

allusions in the Greek writers, will serve for the

proUtble arrangements (for further we cannot go)

of the Greek house, at the time of the Pelopon-

nesian war and onwards.

That there was no open space between the

street and the house-door, like the Homan resti-

bulum, is plain from the law of Hippios, which laid

a tax on house-doors opening outwards, because

they encroached upon the street. (Aristot. Oecon.

il 6, p. 1347. Bekk.) The wpoBvpov, which is

sometimes mentioned (Herod, vl 35), seems to be
merely the space in front of the house. We leant,

however, from tho some law of Hippios, that

houses sometimes stood back firom the street, with-

in enclosures of their own (irpotppdyfuiTa or Spinpa-

KTot, Heracl. Pont, PolU. 1). In front of the

house was generally an altar of Apollo Agv'icus,

nr a rude obelisk emblematical of the god. Some-
times there was a laurel tree in the same position,

and sometimes a terminal bust of tho god Hermes.
(Thucyd. vi. 27 ; Aristoph. Plut. 1153.)

A few steps {&va€a0pot) led up to the house-

door, which generally bore some inscription, for

the sake of a good omen, or as a charm, such ns

EftroSor KpcfrTTTi 'AyaO^ Aaiponi. (Plutarch, Frag.
Vit. Crat. ; Diog, Lacrt. vi. 50.) The form and
fastenings of the door are described under Janua.
This door, ns we have seen, sometimes opened out-

wards
; but the opposite was the general nilc, as

is proved by the expressions used for opening.
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MovwUt and shotting it, i-wunrdffcurBai and
KvffoaBai. (Plutarch. 11, />io,57.) The
handles were called 4wt<nreurr^p*s,

The house-door a’as called aCXsior or al^Xfia

3v;kx (Find. AVm. L 19; Ilarpocr. t. r. ; Eiutath.

ad /Uad^ xxiL 66), because it led to the ovA^. It

gave admittance to a narrow passage (^vpttpuoy,

vi/Amv, dup&y\ on one side of a'hich, in a large

house, were the stables, on the other the porter's

lodge. The duty of the porter was to

admit viaiton, and to prevent anything improper

from being carried into or out of the house. (AristoL

Oecom, i. 6.) Plato {Froia^. p. 314.) gives a lively

picture of an officious porter. The porter was
attended by a dog. (Apollod. ttpmi Ath«n. I p.3

;

Tbeocr. xv. 43 ;
AHitoph. Thetm, 416, EquU.

1025.) Hence the phrase thKa^ttaSoi at^a

(Aristopb. Lysid. 1215), corresponding to tbe

Latin Cave ea$»em.

At the further end of the passage Vitruvins

places another door, which, however, does not

seem generally to have existed. Platarch (<fc

fVea. «Socr. 18) mentions the house-door as being

visible from the peristyle.

From the ^pwpsiov we pass into the peristyle

or court (wspior^Aiov, auA^) of the Androniiis,

which was a space open to the skv in the centre

{ihratBpopX and surrounded on all four sides by
porticoes (eroai), of which one, probably that

nearest the entrance, was called vpoar6op (Plato,

PrUag. pp 314, 315). These porticoes were used
for exercise, and sometimes for dining in. (Pollux,

L 78 ; Plato, Symp> p 212, Pmtag. p 311 ;
Plu-

tarclu de Gm, iSocr. 32.) Hero was commonly
the altar on which sacrifices were ofiFerod to the

boQschold gods, but frequently portable altars

were used for this purpose. (Plato, de Rfpviil, i.

p. 328.) Vitruvius (/.c.) says that the porticoes

of the peristyle were of equal height, or else the

one facing the south was built atth loftier columns.

This he colls a Rhodian peristyle
;
and it cor-

responds with the anangement recommended by
Xenophon, for the purpose of obtaining as much
sun in winter, and as much shade and air in sum-
mer, as possible. (Xen. Otcaa, ix. 4 ; Mem. iiL 8.

§ 9 ; AristoL Oeeon. L 6.)

Hound the peristyle were arranged the chambers
used by the men (ofrcoi, such as ban-

queting rooms, which were large enough to con-

tain several sets of couches (rplxAiroi, sotcUAmui,

rptaxoirrdttXiPOt), and at the same time to allow

abundant room for attendants, musicians, and per-

fonneri of games (Vitruv. L e,
;
Xen. Mymp. i. 4.

§13; Plutarch. Symp. v. 5. § 2 ;
Aristoph. EocU$.

676) ;
parlours or sitting moms (/{4opoi), and

amallcr chambers and sleeping rooms (Sw/iirto,

KOiTiSi'f r, oltehpara)

;

pictorc-galleries and libraries,

and sometimes store-rooms ; and in the arrange-

ment of theae apartments attention was paid to

their aspecL (Vitruv. Le.\ Lysias, <U Caede Era-
iodk. p 28, in Eratodh. p 389 ; Aristoph. Eeeies,

8, 1 4 ; Pollux, L 79; Plato, PrvU^. pp 314. 316.)

The peristyle of tbe Andronitis was connected

with that of the Oynoeconitis by a door called

^t^avAof, ^4<rauAor, or peaavKtox^ which was in

the middle of the portico of the peristyle opposite

to the entrance. Vitruvius applies the name
piaauXot to a passage between tbe two peristyles,

in which was the pioauXot Sfupa. By means of

this door all communication between the Andronitis

and tbe Oynaeconitis could be shut off. Its uses
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are mentioned by Xenophon, who calls it hlpa
BaKavwr6i {Otetm. ix. 5 ;

compare PluL Aral. 26).

Its name pitrwXot is evidently derived from
p4(Tos, and means the door betwen the two a2»Aol

or perist^'les. (Suidos s. r. Mctrai^Atov : Acl. Dion.
afmd Eudatk. ad IHady xi. 547 ;

Schol. in Apoll.

Hhod. iiL 3^15.) The other name, /israt/Aor, is

taken by some writers as merely the Attic form of
ptaavXoi. (Moer. Att. p 264.) But it should
rather be derived from as being the door
behind or beyond the at>A^, with respect to tbe
aCXfios dvpa, (I^ysios, de Coed. End. p. 20 ; PluL
Symp. viL 1 ; Ael. Dion, aftud EudaiA. L e.) It

should be oWrved that in tlic house described
hy Vitruvius, if the Andronitis and Gynaoconitis

lay side by side, the p4<rav\os ^vpa would not bo
Opposite to the entnuice, but in one of tbe other
sides of the peristyle.

This door guve admittance to the peristyle of

the Oynoeconitis, which differed from that of tho

Andronitis in having porticoes round only three of

its sides. On the fourth side, that opposite to tho

fi4ffavXos dvpa (tho side facing the south, accord-

ing to Vitruvius), were placed two autae [AntasJ,
at a considerable distance from each other. A
third of the distance between these antae av set

off inwards (Vitruv. /. e. § 1. Quantum inter antae

distat^ ex to tertia dempta epatium datur laMwnis),
thus forming a chamber or vestibule, which was
called wpo4rrdsy wapatrrds and perhaps watrrds^ and
also np^pos ; although some of the later Greek

,

writers apply the word irpdbapos to the vestibule

of tho Andronitis, and such seems to have been
its meaning in Homer's time. (Pollux

;
Suid.

;

Hesych.
;
ElymoL Mng. ;

Vitruv. L e.) On iho

right and left of this wpoards were two bed-
chambers, the deCAo^f and ip<pi9d\apof^ of which
the former was tho principal bed-chamber of the

house, and here also seem to have been kept the

vases, and other valuable articles of omameiiL
(Xen. Oeeon. ix. 3.) Beyond these rooms (for this

seems to be what Vitruvius means by in hie lode

introreue) w't-re large apartments (ioroiKcs) used

for working in wool (oeci mtigni^ fri quibue matree

/'amiliantm cam lanificie kabent sessioaem, Vitruv.).

Round the peristyle were the eating-rooms, bed-
chambers, store-rooms, and other apartments in

common use {tridinia quotidiana^ cubieula^ ei cellae

/amiUaricae).

Besides the aUXeios dbpa and the p4<rau\os

i3upa, there was a third door (ictprala ^bpa) Icod-

ing to the garden. (Pollux, i. 76 ; Demosth. in

Euerg. p 1155 ; Lysias, ta Eratodh. p. 39.1.)

Lysias (f. e. p. 394) speaks of another door, which
probably led from the garden into the street.

There was nsuallj, though not always, an upper

story {Otep^or^ 3if;pcs), which seldom extended

over the whole space occupied by the lower story.

The principal use of the upper story was for the

lodging of the slaves. (Demosth. in Euerg. p. 1 1 56,

where the words 4v ^bpytp seem to imply a

buildir^ several stories high.) The access to the

upper floor seems to have been sometimes by stairs

on the outside of tho house, leading up from the

streeL Guests were also lodged in the upper
story. (Antiph.de Fme/.p.QW.') But in some
large houses there were rooms set apart for their

reception ((fvwvsf) on the ground floor. (Vitruv.

L c. ;
Pollux, iv. 125 ; Eurip Aleed. 564.) In

cases ofemcigency store-rooms were fiUed up for tho

occommodatino of guests. (Plato, Protag. p 315.)
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Portioiu af the upper story sometimei projecte d

beyond the walU of the lower part, forming bal-

conies or verandahs (irpo4oAal, y^tffixoilafiaTOf

Pollux, i. 81).

The following plan of the ground-floor of a Greek

house of the lo^r size is taken from Ik'kker't

Chariklt^ 1 1 is of course conjcctuml, ns there arc

DO Greek houses in existence. Other plans, ditTcr-

ing very much from this and from one another,

ore given by llirt, Stieglitx, and the commentators

on Vitruvius.

a. House-door, a((A«ior bvpa : 3vp. passage,

bvpvp*1o¥ or hvptLv : A, peristyle or oi'Xh of the

Andronitis : o, the halls and chambers of the An-
dronitis ; ^ /i^rovAor or /uc<rauAof : r, peri-

style of the Oynaeconitis ; 7, chambers of the

Oynaeconitis
;
w, v-poordr or wapaordt : 6, 3dXa-

;sof and : I, rooms for working in

wool (lariiyts)
;
K, gordcn-door, fCTproia dvpa.

The roofs were generally flat, and it was cus-

tomary to walk about upon them. (Lysias, adv.

Simon, p. 142; Plant. AlU, iu 2. 3.) But pointed

roofs w'ere also used. (Pollux, L 81.)

In the interior of the house the pixtcc of doors

was sometimes supplied by curtains (iraparrr<hr-

^tora), which were either plain, or dyed, or em-
broidered. (Pollux, X. 32; Theophrast. 5.)

The principal openings for the admission ^ light

and air were in the roofs of the peristyles
;
but it

is incorrect to suppose that the houses had no

windows (<^upl8«s), or at least none overlooking

the street They were not at all uncommon.
(Aristoph. TTtetm, 797, Ecda. 961 ; Plutarch. tU

Curiot, 1^ Diony 56.)

Artificial warmth was procured partly by meant
of fire-places. It is supposed that chimneys were
altogether unknown, and that the smoke escaped

through an opening in the roof («rcnrro34(rvt Herod.
viiL 137). It is not easy to understand how this

ooold be the case when there was an upper story.

Little portable stoves (^e^dpeu, 4<rxapl9*t) ot

chafing oishec were frequently used.
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(Plutarch. ApepMiJi i. p.717; Aristoph. r«ip.811i
Pollux, ri 89, X. 101.) [Foecs.]

The dt'corationt of the interior were very plain

at the period to which our description refers. The
floors were of stone. At a late period coloured

stones were used. (Plin. //. N. xxxvi 25. a 60.)

Mosaics arc first mentioned as introduced under
the kings of Pergamua
The uiklls, up to the fourth century b. c., seem

to bare been only whited. The first instance of

painting them is that of Alcibiadet. (Andoc. m
Aldh. p. 119 ; Plutarch. Aieib. 16.) This inno-

vation met with consklerabte opposition. (Xen.
Afein. iii. 8. § 10 ; Oeeon. ix. 2.) Plato mentions

the painting of the walls of houses as a mark of

a wdXir {/irpnb. iiL pp. 372, 373). These
allusions prove that the practice was not uncommon
in the time of Plato and Xenophon. We have

also mention of painted ceilings at the same period.

(Plato, Rrpuh. ru. 529.) At a later peried this

mode of decoration became general. (The com-

mentators on Vitruvius, L c, ; Schneider, ICpint, ad
Xen, Afem. ; Hirt, IH« Lekre der 6^s5aWs, pp.287—289; Stieglitz, Arck'doL <L Banhauty vcd. ii.

pt2. pp. 150—159; Becker, CkarUdoy voL L pp.

166—205.) [P.S.)

2. Roman. The houses of the Romans were

{K)or and mean for many centuries after the fonnd-

ation of the city. Till the war with Pyrrhus the

houses were covered only with thatch or shingles

(Plin. II. N. xvi 15), and were usually built of

wood or unbaked bricks. It was not till the latter

times of the republic, when wealth had been ac-

quired by conquests in the Kast, that bouses of any
splendour begun to be built

;
but it then became

the fashion not only to build houses of an immense
size, but also to adiom them with columns, paint-

ings, Btatum, and costly works of art.

M. Lepidus, who was consul B.C. 78, w’la tho

first who introduced Numidian marble into Romo
for the purpose of paving the threshold of his

house ; but the fashion of building magnificent

bouses increased so rapidly that the house of Le-

pidns, which, in his consulship, was the first in

Rome, was, thirty-five yean Later, eclipsed br a

hundred others. (Id. xxxvL 8. 24. $ 4.) Lucullus

especially surpns^ all his contcmponiries in the

magnificence of his houses and the splendour of

their decorations. Marble columns were fint in-

troduced into private houses by the orator L. Cras-

sus, but they did not exceed twelve feet in height,

and were only six in number. (Id. xvil 1, xxxvL

3.) He u'as soon outdone by M. Seaurns, who
placed in his atrium columns of black marble,

called Lucullean, thirty-eight feet high, and of

such immense weight that the contnKtor of the

sea’en took security for any injury that might be
done to the sewers in consequence of the columns

being carried along the streets. (Id. xxxvi 2.)

The Ronmns w< re exceedingly partial to marble

for the decoration of their oousea. Mamurra,
who teas Caesar's praefectus fabrum in Gaul, set

the example of lining his room with slabs of mar-

ble. (Id. xxxvi 7.) Some idea may be formed of

tho size and magnificence of the bouses of the

Roman nobles during the later times of the re-

public by the price which they fetched. The con-

sul MesiaiU bought tho house of Autrmius for

3700 sestertla (n^riy 33,00C/.X <tod Cicero the

house of Crassus, on the Palatine, for 3500 sea*

tertia (nearly 31,000i). (Cic. ad Atb L 13,
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Fam. V, 6.) The house of P. Clodiua, whom Milo
killed, cost 14,800 scstertin (about 131,000/.) ; and
the Tusculan villa of Scnums was fitted up with

such magnificence, that when it was burnt by his

slaves, he lost 100,000 sestcrtia, upwards of

885,000/. (Plin- //. N. xxxvL 24.) The house-

rent, which persons in poor circumstances usually

paid at Home, was about 2000 sesterces, between
17/. and 18/. (Suet. Jul. 38.) It was brought as

a charge of cxtra^-ngancc against Caeliiu that he

paid 30 sestcrtia (about 2667.) for the rent of his

house. (Cic. pro CaeL 7.)

Houses were originally only one story high
;

but as the value of ground increased in the city

they were built several stories in height. In many
houses each story was let out to separate tenants,

the highest floors being usually inhabited by the

poor. (Cic. Agr. ii. 35 ; Hor. Ep. i. 1. j>l
;
Juv.

SaL iii. 268, &c., x. 1 7.) To guard against danger

from the extreme height of houses, Augustus re-

stricted the height of all new houses which were
built by the side of the public roads to seventy

feet (Strab. v. p. 235.) Till the time of Nero,

the streets in Home were narrow and irregular,

and bore traces of the haste and confusion with

which the city was built after it had been burnt

by the Oauls
; but after the great fire in the time

of that emperor, by which two-thirds of Rome
was burnt to the ground, the city was built with

great regularity. The streets were made straight

and broad
;

the height of the houses was re-

stricted, and a certain part of each was required

to be built of Oabian or Alban stone, which was
proof against fire. (Tacit Ann, xv. 43 ; Suet
AVr. 38.)

Our information respecting the form and ar-

rangement of a Roman house is principally derived

from the description of Vitruvius, and the remains

of the houses which have been found at Pompeii.

Many points, however, ore still doubtful ; but

without entering into architectural details, we
shall confine ourselves to those topics which serve

to illustrate the classical uTiters. The chief rooms

in the house of a respectable lioman, though dif-

fering of course in size and splendour according to

the circumstances of the owner, appear to have

been luuolly arranged in the some manner ; while

the others varied according to the taste and cir-

cumstances of the master.

The principal parts of a Roman house were
the 1. VettUndunu, 2. Ostium^ 3. Atrium or Catmm
Aedium^ 4. A /os, 5. Tabiinum^ 6. Faucet^ 7. Pe-
ristylium. The parts of a house which were con-

sidered of less importance, and of which tho

arrangement differed in different houses, were the

1. Cubicuia, 2. Triciinia, 3. Occi, 4. Eixtdratt^ 5.

PinacoUteea^ 6. Bibliotheca^ 7. Dalineum^ 8. CUdina^

9. Coenacula, 10. DiactOy 11. Holaria. We shall

sp< ak of each in order.

1. Vbstibuli;.m. The vestibuliufl did not pro-

perly form part of the house, but was a vacant

space before the door, forming a court, which was
surrounded on three sides by the house, and was
open on the fourth to the street. The two sides

of the house joined the street, but the middle part

of it, where the door w*as placed, was at some
little distance from the street. (Gcll. xvi. 5 ;

Macrob. Sat. vi. 8.) Hence Plautus {Mostell. iii.

2. 132) says, ** Viden' vestibulum ante aedes hoc

et ambulacrum qiioiusmodi ?
"

2. 06T1UM. The ostium, which is also called
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janua and forety was tho entrance to the house.

The street-door admitted into a hall, to which the

name of ostium was also given, and in which there

was fre«juontly a small room {ceila) for the porter

(janitor or ostiariue)y and also for a dog, which
w*as usually kept in the hall to guard the house.

A full account of this part of tho honse is given
under Janua. Another door (janua interior) op-

posite tho street door led into the atrium.

3. Atbium or Cavum Akdium, as it is written

by Varro and Vitruvius; Pliny writes it Cavae-
(tium. Hirt, MUllcr (Etruskery vol. L p. 255),
Marini, and most modem wTiters, consider the

Atrium and Cavum Aediuni to be the same
; but

Newton, Stratico, and more recently Becker (Gal-
ltt*y vol. i. p. 77, &c.), maintain that they were
distinct rooms. It is impossible to give a decisive

opinion on the subject
;
but from the statements of

Varro (De Ling. Lot. v. 161, MUller) and Vitru-

vius (vL 3, 4
,
Bipont), taken in connection with

the fact that no houses in Pompeii have been yet
discovered which contain both an Atrium and
Cavum Aediiun, it is most probable that they
were the same. The Atrium or Cavum Aedium
was a large apartment roofed over with the excep-
tion of on opening in the centre, called complu-
eittm, towards which the roof sloped so os to throw
the rain-water into a cistern in the floor, termed
imjduvium (Varro, /. c.

;
Festus, s. v. Implmiium)y

which was frequently ornamented with statues,

columns, and other works of art (Cic. c. Verr. ii.

23, 56.) The word impluriumy however, is also

employed to denote the aperture in the roof. (Ter.

Eun. iii. 5. 41.) Schneider, in his commentary on
Vitravius, supposes cavum aedium to mean tho

whole of this apartment including the impluvium,
while atrium signified only the covered part ex-

clusive of the impluvium. Mazois, on the con-

trary, maintains that atrium is applied to tho

whole apoitment, and cavum aedium only to the

uncovered port. The breadth of the impluvium,

according to Vitruvius (vL 4), was not loss than a
quarter nor greater than a third of the breadth of

the atrium
;

its length was in tho same proportion

according to the length of the atrium.

Vitruvius (vL 3) ^'stinguishes five kinds of atria

or cava aedium, which were called by the follow-

ing names :
—

(1.) Tuscanicum. In this the roof was sup
ported by four beams, crossing each other at riqht

angles, the included space forming the comp^u-
vium. This kind of atrium was probably the most
ancient of all, ns it is more simple than the others,

and is not adapted for a very largo building.

(2.) Tetrasty/um. This was of the same form

as tho preceding, except that the main beams of

the roof w'erc supported by pillars, placed at the

four angles of the impluvium.

(3.) Corinthium was on the same principle as

the tctrastyle, only that there were a greater num-
ber of pillars around the impluvium, on which the

beams of the roof rested.

(4.) Displuviatum had its roof sloping the con-

traiy way to the impluvium, so that the water fell

outside the house instead of being carried into tho

impluvium.

(5.) Testudinatum was roofed all over and had
no compluvium.

The atrium was the most important room in the

house, and among the wealthy was fitted up with

much splendour and magnificence. (Compare Hoc.
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Carm, UL 1. 46.) The marble columoi of Scannu
already spoken of were placed in the atrium. The
atrium appears orimnally to have been the only

aiuitig-rooin in the bouse, and to baTo served also

M a kitchen (Serr. ad Virp. Aeti. I 726, iii. 353)

;

and it probably continued to do so among the

lower and middle classes. In tho houses of the

wealthy, however, it w'as distinct from the private

apartments, and was used as a reception room,

where the patron received his clients, and the

great and noble the numerous visitors who were

accustomed to call every morning to pay their re-

spects or solicit favours. (Hor. JCp. i. 5. 30 ; Juv.

vii. 7, 91.) Cicero frequently complains that he

was not exempt from this annoyance, when he

retired to his country-houses. {Ad Att. iL 14, v.

2, &C.) But though the atrium does not appear

to have been used by the wealthy as a sitting-

room for the family, it still continued to be cm-

l^oyod for many purposes which it had origiiially

served. Thus the nuptial couch was placed in the

atrium opposite the door {in aula^ Hor. Kp. i. 1.

87 ; Ascon. m do. pro MiL p. 43, Orelli), and
also the instruments and materials for spinning

and weaving, which were formerly carried on by
the women of the family in this room. (Ascon.

L c.) Here also the images of their ancestors

were placed (Jut. viiL 19 \ Mart. ii. 90X and the

focus or fire-place, which possessed a sacred cha-

racter, being dedicated to the Lares of each family.

[Focira.]

4. Alas, wings, were small apartments or re-

cesses on the left and right sides of the atrium.

(Vitniv. vi. 4.)

5. Tablinum was in all probability a recess or

room at the further end of the atrium opposite the

door leading into the hall, and was regarded os

port of the atrium. It contained the family records

and archives. (•Vitrur. vi. 4 ; Festus, s. v. ; Plin.

//. iV. XXXV. 2.)

With the tablinum, the Roman bouse appears

to have originally ceased ; and the sleeping rooms

were probably arranged on each side of the atrium.

But when the atrium and its surrounding rooms

were used for the reception of clients and other

public visitors, it became necessary to increase tho

size of the house ; and the following rooms w*crc

accordingly added :
—

6. Faucbs appear to have been passages, which
passed from the atrium to the pcristylium or in-

terior of the house. (VitniT. vi. 3.)

7. PxjusTVLiuM was in its gencml form like

the atrium, but it was one-third noater in breadth,

measured transversely, than in lenrth. (Vitruv.

vi. 4.) It was a cottrt open to the sky in the

middle ; the open part, which was surrounded by i

columns, was larger than the impluvium in the

atrium, and was frequently decorated with flowers

and shnibt.

The arian^ment of the rooms, which are next

to be notice^ varied, as has bera remarked, ac-

cording to the taste and circumstances of the

owner. It is therefore impossible to assign to

them any regular place in the house.

1. CUBicvLA, b^-charobers, appear to have been

usually small There were separate cubicula for

the day and night {cti&icnla (fr'ama ef modurma^

Piin. JCp. I 3) ;
the latter were also called dormi-

/orta. (/if. V. 6 { Plin. //. N. xxx. 17.) Vitruvius

(vi. 7) recommends that they should frice the east

fur the benefit of the rising sun. They some-
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tiroes hod a small ante-room, which was called by
the Greek name of wpomMTwr. (Plin. Kp. iL 17.)

2. Triclinia, dining-rooms, arc treated of in a
separate article. [Triclinium.]

3. Obci, from the Greek oticor, were spacious

halls or saloons borrowed from the Greeks, and
were frequently used as triclinia. They were to

have the same propwiions as triclinia, but were to

be more spacious on account of having columns,

which triclinia bad not. (V'itniv. vi 5.) Vitru-

vius mentions four kinds of oeci :
—

(1.) The TWnufWe, which needs no further de-

scription. Four columns supported the roof.

(2.) Tho CoriniAian, which possessed only one
row of columns, supporting the architrave {rputy^

/iron), cornice (corona), and a vaulted roof.

(3.) The Afpyptuinf which vras more splendid

and more like a basilica than a Corinthian tricli-

nium. In the Aegyptian oecus, the pillars sup-

ported a gallery with paved floor, which formed a
walk round the apartment ; and upon these pillars

others were plac^ a fourth port loss in height

than the lower, which surrounded the roof. Be-
tween the upper columns windows were inserted.

(4.) The C^xicene (Ki/^onji'of) appears in the

time of Vitruvius to have been seldom used in

Italy. These oeci were meant for summer use,

looking to the north, and, if possible, ^ing gar-

dens, to which they opened by folding-doors.

Pliny had oeci of this kind in his villa.

4. E.xbdrar, which appear to have been in

form much the same os the oeci, for Vitruvius (vi.

5) speaks of the cxedrao In connection with oeci

qaadrati, were rooms for conversation and tho

other purposes of society. (Cic. de NaL Dear. i. C,

De Oral. iii. 5.) They served the same purposes

08 the excdrac in the Thermae and Gymnasia,

which were semicircular rooms with seats for phi-

losophers and others to converse in. (Vitruv. v. 1 1,

vii. 9 i Balnbab.)
5. 6, 7. PiNACOTHicA, Bibliotheca, and

Balinbum [see Balnbae], ore treated of in

separate articles.

8. CuLiNA, the kitchen. The food was origin-

ally cooked in the atrium, as has been nlre^y
stated ; bat the progress of refinement afrerwards

led to the use of anotlicr port of the house for this

purpose. In the kitchen of Panin's house, of

which a ground-plan is given below, a stove for

stews and siroilM preparations was found, very

much like the charcoal stoves used in the present

day. (See woodcuU) Before it lie a knife, a
strainer, and a kind of frying-pan with four

spherical cavities, as if it were meant to cook
cg8»«
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In this kitchen, as well as in many others nt

Pompeii, there are paintings of the Lares or do-

mestic gods, under whose care the provisions and
all the cookmg utensils were placed.

9. CoBNscULA properly signified rooms to dine

in ;
but after it b^me the fhshion to dine in the

upper part of the house, the whole of the rooms

above the ground-floor were called coenacula ( Vorr.

de Lmg. Lai, T. 162, Mliller), and hence Festns

says, ** Coenacula dienntur, od quae scalis ascendi-

tur.” (Compare Dig. 9. tit 3. s. 1.) As the rooms

on the ground-floor were of different heights and

sometimes reached to the roof, all the rooms on

the upper story could not be united with one an-

other, and consequently different sets of stairs

would be needed to connect them with the lower

part of the house, as we find to be the case in

houses at Pompeii Sometimes the stairs had no

connection with the lower part of the house, but

ascended at once from the street (Liv. xxxiz. 14.)

10. Diabcta was on apartment used for dining

in, and for the other purposes of life. (Plin. Kp. il

17 ;
Suet Claad, 10.) It appears to have been
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smaller than the triclinium. Diaeta is also the
name given by Pliny {Ep. vL 5) to rooms contain-

ing three or foiu: bed-chambers (cubicuia). Plea-

sure-houses or summer-houses are also <^led di-

aetae. (Dig. 30. tit 1. s. 43 ; 7. tit 1. s. 13.

§ 8.)

11.

Solaria, properly places for basking in

the sun, were terraces on the tops of houses.

(Plant MiL ii. 3. 69, il 4. 25 ;
Suet Ner. 16.)

In the time of Seneca the Romans formed artificiid

gardens on the tops of their houses, which con-

tained even fruit-trees and fish-ponds. (Sen. £p.
122, Contr. Ejcc. v. S ; Suet. Claud. 10.)

The two woodcuts annexed represent two atria

of houses at Pompeii The first is the atrium of

what is usually called the house of the Quaestor.

The view is t^en near the cntrance-hall fiicing the

tablinum, through which the columns of the pen-

style and the garden ore seen. This atrium, which
is a specimen of what Vitruvius calls the Corin-

thian, is surrounded by various rooms, and is

beautifully painted with arabesque designs upon

red and yellow grounds.

The next woodcut represents the atrium of

what is usually called the house of Ceres. In the

centre is the impluvium, and the passage at the

further end is the ostium or entrance-hall. As
there are no pillars around the impluvium, this

atrium roust belong to the kind called by Vitruvius

the Tuscan.

The preceding account of the different rooms,

and especially of the arrangement of the atrium,

tablinum, peristyle, &c., is best illustrated by the

houses which have been disinterred at Pompeii
The ground-plan of two is accordingly subjoined.

The first is the plan of a house, usuxtlly called the

house of the tragic poet.

Like most of the other houses at Pompeii, it

had no vestibulum according to the meaning which
we have attached to the word. 1. The ostium or

entrance hall, which is six feet wide and nearly

thirty long. Near the street door there is a figure

of a large fierce dog worked in mosaic on the

pavement, and beneath it is written Cave Canem.

The tVo large rooms on each side of the vestibule

appear from the large openings in front of them to

have been shops
;
they communicate with the en-

trance hall, and were therefore probably occupied

by the master of the house. 2. The atrium, wnich
is about twenty-eight feet in length and twenty in

breadth ; its impluvium is near the centre of the

room, and its floor is paved with white tesserae,

spotted with block. 3. Chambers for the use ol
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the famSy, or intended for the reception of gtiesU,

who were entitled to clnim hospitality. When
a house did not possess an hospitium, or rooms
ejcpressly for the reception of guests, they ap-

pear to hare been lodged in rooms attached to

the atriiuu. [Ho.spitil’m.] 4, A small room with

a stair-case leading up to the upper rooms. 5.

Alae. 6. The tablinum. 7. The fauces. 8. Peri-

style, with Doric columns and garden in the centre.

The large room on the right of the peristyle is the

triclinium
;

beside it is the kitchen
; and the

smaller apartments are cubicula and other rooms
for the use of the family.

The next woodcut contains the ground-plan of

an intula^ which was properly a house not joined

to the neighbouring houses by a common awll.

(Festus, s. r.) An insula, however, generally

contained several separate bouses, or at least

separate apartments or shops, which were let to

different huniliet
;
and henCe the term domus

under the emperors appears to be applied to the
house where one (amUy lived, whether it were an
insula or not, and insula to any hired lodgings.

This insula contains a house, surrounded by shops,

which belonged to the owner and were let out by
him. The house itself, which is usually called the

house of Pansa, evidently belonged to one of the

principal men of Pompeii. Including the garden,
which is a third of the whole length, it is about
300 feet'long and 100 wide.

A. Ostium, or entrance -hall, paved with mosaic.

D. Tuscan atrium. I. Impluvium. C. Chambers
on each side of the atrium, probably for the recep-

tion of guests. D. Ala. E. Tablinum, which U
open to the peristyle, to that the whole length of

toe house could be seen at once ; but as there is a
passage (fauces), F, beside it, the tablinum might
probably be closed at the pleasure of the owner.
C. Chambers by the fauces and tablinum, of which
the use is uncertain. O. Peristyle, I). Ala to

the peristyle. C. Cubicula by the side of the

peristyle. K. Triclinium. L. Oecus, and by its

side there is a passage leodmg from the peristyle

to the garden. M. Back door i^pottiewm ostium) to

s

the street. N. Culina. H. Servants* hall, with

a back door to the street. P. Portico oftwo stories,

which proves that the house had an upper flour.

The site of the staircase, however, is unknown,
though it is thought there is some indication of

one in the passage, M. Q. The garden. R. Reser-

voir for supplying a tank, S.

The preying rooms belonged exclusively to

Pan8a*B nouse
;
but there were a good many apart-

ments besides in the insula, which were not in his

occupation, a. Six shops let out to tenants. Those

on the right and left hand corners were bakers*

shops, which contained mills, ovens, dec. at 6. The
one on the right appears to have been a large

establishment, as it contains many rooms, e. Two
houses of a ve^ mean class, having formerly an

upper story. On the other side are two bouses

much laiger, d.

Having given a general descriptitm of the rooms

of a Roman house, it remains to speak of the

(1) floors, (2) walls, (3) ceilings, (4) vrindowt^and

(5) the mode of warming the rooms. For the docui

see Janua.
(1.) The floor (so/am) of a room was seldom

boiled, though this appears to have been fc>me-

times done (Wroto sofe f^a/o/a, Stat Si/v. L 5. 57).

It was generally covered with stone or marble, or

mottics. The common floors were pared with

Digitized by Google
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pWcM of brides, tiles, stones, &c., forming a kind

of eoropositkm called ntderatio. (Vitniv. riL 1.)

Another kind of pavement vi-as that called cjnu

Sii^mnum^ which was a kind of plaster made of

tiles beaten to powder and tempered with mortar.

It derived its name from Signio, a town of Italy,

celebrated for its tiles. (Plin. II. S. zxxv. 46.)

Sometimes pieces of marble were imbedded in a

composition sround, which appear to have formed

the floors called by Pliny Itarbariea or $»btfgulantu^

and which probably gave the idea of mosaics. As
these floors were l^ten down {pavita) with ram-

mers {Jutt»cae\ the word parimentum became the

gener^ name for a floor. The kind of pavement

called wealphtratum vcm» first introduced in the

temple of Jupiter Capitolinus after the beginning of

the third Punic war, but became quite common in

Rome before the beginning of the Cimbric war.

(Id. zxzri. 61.) Mosaics, called by Pliny /iMo-

ttrvia (Ajfldorpsrra), though this wotil has a more

extensive meaning, first came into use in Sulla's

time, who made one in the temple of Fortune at

• Praeneste. (Id. xxxvl 64.) Mosaic work was

afterwards called Musirum opus. (Spartian. Pesetn.

Niff. 6 ; TrebelL Pollio, Triffin. Tyrann. 24 ;

Aognstin. Do CVnVcfo Dri, xvi. 8.) The floors of

the houses at Pompeii are frequently composed of

mosaics, which are usually formed of black frets on

a white ground, or white ernes on a black gronnd,

though some of them are in coloured nuirblcs.

The materials of which they are generally formed

ore small pieces of red and while marble and red

tile, set in a very fine cement and laid upon a
deep bed of mortar, which served as a base. The
three examples here ^ven, which are token from

houses at Pompeii, will convey a general idea of

their form and i^ipearance.
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klosaic pAvemmts, however, have l>ecn dis-

covered at Pompeii, which represent figures and
scenes of actual life, and are in reality pictures in

mosaic. One of the most bcnmiftil of these is

given in its original colours in Cell's Pomptima^
2nd series, plate xlv. It is composed of very fine

pieces of glass, and represents the choragus, or

master of the chorus, instructing the actors in their

parts. A still more exlraordinaJT mosaic }>ainting

was discovered in Pompeii in 18sl ; it is supposed

to represent the battle of Issus. {Museo liorUmicOy

viii. t. 36-”45.)

(2.) The inner walls {jxxriMss) of prirate rooms
were frequently lined with slabs of marble ( Pirn.

//. N. xxxTi. 7), but were more usually covered by
paintings, which in the time of Augiutus were
made upon the awlls themselves. The prevalence

of this practice is attested not only by Pliny

( //. N. XXXV. 37 ), but also by the circumstance that

even the small houses in Pompeii have paintings

upon their walls. The following woodcut, which
represents the side of a wall at Pompeii, is one of

the simplest but roost common kind. The comport*

ments are usually filled arith figures.
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The general appearance of the walls may be
seen from the woc^cuts given above. Subjects of
all kinds were chosen for painting on the walls, as
may be seen by a reference to the Masco Borbonicoi,

Cell, Mazois, &c. (Compare Vitruv. viL 5.) The
colours seem usually to have been laid upon a dry
ground, but were sometimes placed upon it wet, as

in the modem fresco painting {cclons udo ttdorio

wducerty Vitruv. vii. 3), The walls also appear
to have been sometimes ornamented with raised

figures, or a species of bas relief {typos in tee/orio

airioli ineimderey Clc. ad Ati. L 10), and some-
times with mosaics. (Plin. II. N. xxxvi 64.)
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(S.) Tbd ceilings seem originally to bare been

left uncorefed, the beams which sopportcd the

roof or the upper story being visible. Afterwards

planks were placed acrou these beams at certain

intervals, leaving hollow spaces, called laewaria

or lagmearia^ which were frequently covered with

gold and ivor}', and sometimes with paintings.

(Hor. Curm. ii. 18 ;
PliiL II. X. xxxiiL 18 ; Sen.

JCp. 90 ; Snet. AVr. 31.) There was an arched

ceiling iu common use, called Camara, which is

described in n separate article.

(4.) The Homan houses had few w’indows

(/me^m). The principal apartments, the atrium,

{icristyle, &.C., were lighted as we have seen,

from above, and the cubicula and other small

rooms generally derived their light from them, and
not from windows looking into the street The
rooms only on the upper story seem to have been

usually lighted by windows. (Juv. iii. 270.)

Very few houses in Pompeii have windows on the

|pv>und-floor opening into the street, though there

IS an exception to this in the bouse of the tmgic

poet, which has six windows on the grouad'floor.

Even in this case, however, the windows are not

near the ground os in a modem house, but ore six

feet six inches above the fbot-pavement, which is

raised one foot seven inches above the centre of the

street The windows are small, being hardly three

feet by two ; and at the side there is a wooden
frame, in which the wHndow or shutter might be

moved backwrards or forwards. The lower port of

the wall is occupied by a row of red panels four

feet and a half high. The following woodcut re-

|uescots port of the wall, with apertures for win-

dows above it, as it appears from the street The
tiling upon the wall is modem, and is only placed

there to preserve it from the weather.

The windows appear cuiginnlly to have been
merely openings in the wall, closed by means of
shutters, which frequently bad two leaves

/htatraCy Ovid, I*oni, iii. 3. 5), whence Ovid
(Amor. L 5. 3) says,

** Pars adaperta fuit, pars altera clausa fenestrae.'*

They arc for this reason said to be joined, when
they are shut (Hor. Carm. ii. 25.) Windows
were also sometiiues covered by a kind of lattice

or trellis work (jdaiAri)^ and sometimes by net-

work, to prevent serpeiiu and other noxious rep-

tiles from getting in. (Plant Mili. E 4. 25 ;

Vorro, He Hust, iii. 7.)

Afterwards, however, windows were made of a
transparent stone, called tpeeularis (mica),
which was first found in Hispauia Citerior, and
afterwards in Cypnis, Cappadocia, Sicily, and
Africa ;

but the best came from Spain and Cap-
padocia. It was easily split into the thinnest
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lomimc, bat no pieces had been discovered, says
Pliny, above five feet long. (PUn. H. N. xxxvi.

45.) Windows made of this stone were called

tjtecuiaria. (Sen. Ep. 90; Plin. Ep. iL 17 ;

Mart viil 14.) Windows made of gloM (r»/rvm)

are first mentioned by lActaotius {De Opt/. liei, 8),
but the discoveries at Pompeii prove that gloM
was used for windows under the early emperors, as
frames of glass and glass windows have b^u found
in several of the houses.

(5.) The rooms were heat?d in winter in dif-

ferent ways ; but the Romans had no stoves like

ours. The cubicula, triclinia, and other rooms,
which were intended for winter use, were built in

that part of the house upon which the sun shone
most

; and in the mild climate of Italy this fre-

quently enabled them to dispense with any arti-

ficial mode of warming the rooms. Rooms exposed
to the sun in this way were sometimes called keiiO'

caminu (Plin. Ep. ii. 17 ; Dig. 8. tiu 2. s. 17.)

The rooms were sometimes heat^ by hot air, which
was introduced by moans of pipes from a furnace

below (Plin. Ep. ii. 17 ; Sen. Ep. 90X but more
frequently by portable furnaces or brasiers (JbeuJi),

in which coal or charcoal was bnnit. (See wood-
cat, p. 190.) The comteas w*as also a kind of

stove, in which wood appears to have been usually

burnt, and probably only differed from the/oemlmt
in being larger and fixed to one place. (Suet.
Viieii. 8 ; Hor. StxL L 5. 81.) It has been a tnb-

ject of much dispute amon^ modem writers,

whether the Romans had chimneys for carrying

oflf the smoke. Fn>m many passages in ancient

writers, it certainly appears that rooms usually had
no chimneys, but that the smoke escaped through
the windows, doors, and openings in the ro«>f

*

(Vitniv. viL 3 ; Hor. L c. ; Voss, ad Viry. Geoiy.

ii. 242) ; but chimneys do not appear to have bera
entirely unknown to the ancient^ as some are said

to have been found in the ruins of ancient build-

ings. (Becker, GoUms^ voL i. p. 1U2.)

(Wi^elmann, Sekri/iem iih^ die Eerhtlaniseien

Ei^eckunyen; Hirt, Geeekiekie der BatJamei ;

Mazois, Im Htiinei de Pompiiy port ii., Lc Palate
de Scaurue ; Oell, Pompeiana ; Pontpeiiy Lond.
12mo. 1832 ; Ik^cr, GaUus; Schneider, ad
Vitrwv.)

DONA'RfA (iafaHipara or dimsf/icni), are
names by which the ancients designated presents

made to the gods, either by individuals or com-
munities. Sometimes they are also called doaa or
dwoo. The belief that the gods were pleased with
cosdy presents was as natural to the ancients as

the belief that they eould be influenced in their

conduct towards men by the offering of sacrifices ;

and, indeed, both sprang from the some feeling.

Presents were mostly riven as tokens of gratitude

for some favour whi^ a ^ had bestowed on
man ; but in many cases they were intended to

induce the deity to grant some special favour.

At Athens, every one of the six thesmothetae, or,

according to Plato (Phaedr. p. 235, d), all the nine

archons, on entering upon their office, had to take
on oath, that if they violated any of tlio laws, they
would dedicate in the temple of Delphi a gilt

statue of the sUe of tho roan who dedicated it

{iudifnirra xp^ovv IffopirpifTWy see Plut, Sol.

25 ^ Pollux viiL 65 ; Suidas, s. v. Xpwrri £bc^
;

ilcraclid. Pont c. 1.) In this last case the ana-
thema was a kind of punishment, in w'hicb the

statue was regarded os a substitute for tho person

Diyii zcd !-iy Google
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forfeited to the Almost all presents of this

kind were dedicated in temples, to which ui tome
places an especial building w*os added, in which
these tit'Asurcs were preserved. Such buildings

were called duffeuipoi (treasuries)
; and in the most

frequented temples of Greece many states hod their

separate treasuries. (Rdckh, J*mb. JSeon, of AtM.

p. 44 1 , dec. 2d edit.) The act of dedication was
called droTid^nu, dbfiore, dedicart^ or $actvn.

The custom of making donations to the gods it

found among the ancients from the earliest tiroes

of which we have any record, down to the intro-

duction of Christianity ; and even after that period

it was, w'ith some modifications, observed by the

Christians during the middle ages. In the heroic

ages of Grecian history the anathemata were of n

simple description, and consisted of chaplets and
garlands of dowers. A very common donation to

the gods seems to have been that of locks of hair

dropx<^)> which youths and maidens,

especially young brides, cut off from their hoods

and consecrated to some deity. (Horn. IL xxiii.

14I ; Aeschyl. Chotpi. 6 ;
Kurip. .*16 and

1427, BaoeK. 433, HeUn, 1093 ; Pint. Thet. 5 ;

PauA. i. 37. § 2.) This custom in some places,

lasted till a very late period : the maidens of Delos
I

dedicated their linir before their wedding to

llecaerge (Paus.1 43. § 4). and those of Megan
to Iphinoe. Pausanias (ii. 11. S 6) saw the statue

|

of Hygieia at Titane. covered all over with

,

locks of hair which had been dedicated by women.
Costly garments (w^Xot) are likewise mentioned

among the eariiest presents made to the gods,

especially to Athena and llera. (Horn. //. vi.

293, 303.) At Athens the sacred wcirAot of

Athena, in which the great adventures of ancient

heroes were worked, was woven by maidens every

fifth year, at the festival of the great Panathenaea.

[Arrsphorla.] (Compare Aristoph. Ae. 792 ;

Pollux, vii. 50 ;
Wesseling, ad DiiM/, ific. ii. p.

440.) A similar peplus was woven every five

years at Olympia, by sixteen women, aud dedi-

cated to Hera. (Paus. v. 16. §2.)
At the time when the fine arts flourished in

Greece the anathemata were generally works of

art of exquisite workmanship, such as high tripods

bearing vases, craters, cups, candelabras, pictures,

statues, and various other things. The materials

of which they were made differ^ according to cir-

cumstances
;
some were of bronze, others of silver or

gold (Atben. vi p. 231, &c), and their number is

to us almost inconceivable. (Demoeth. CHjfntM, iii.

p. 35.) The treasures of the temples of Delphi

and Olympia, in particular, surposs all conception.

Even Pausanias, at a period when numberless

works of art must have perished in the various

ravages and plunders to which Greece had been

expo^, saw and described an astonishing number
of anathemata. Many works of art are stili ex-

tant, bearing evidence by their inscriptions that

they were dedicated to the gods as tokens of grati-

tude. Every one knows of the magnificent presents

which Croesus made to the god of Delphi. ( Herod,

i 50, &C.) It was an almost invariable custom,

aAer the happy issue of a war, to dedicate the

tenth part of the spoil ( ixpoBlyiov^ dxpdAcior, or

irpsrrdAtior) to the gods, generally in the form of

some work of art. (HercKl. viii. 82, 121 Thucyd.

i. 132 ;
Pans. iii. 18. S 5 ;

Athen. vi. p. 231, Ac.)

Sometimes magnificent specimens of armour, such

IS a fine swoM, helmet, or shield, were set apart
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as anathemata for the gods. (Aristoph. Etptif.

792, and Schol.) The Athenians always dedi-

cated to Athena the tenth part of the spoil and
of confiscated goods ; and to all the other gods col-

lectively, the fiftieth port (Demosth. e. Timocr.

p. 738, dec.) After a seafight, a ship, placed upon
some eminence, was sometimes dedicated to Nep-
tune. (Thucyd. ii. 84 ;

Herod, viii. 121.) It is

not improbable that trophies wdiich V'ere always
erected on the field of battle, as well os the statues

of the victors in (ilympia and other places, were
orimally intended as tokens of gratitude to the

god who was supposed to be the cause of the suc-

cess which the victorious party had gained. We
also find that on some occasions the tenth part of

the profit of some commercial undertaking was
dcnlicated to a god in the shape of a work of art.

Respecting tbehirge and beautiful crater dedicated

by the S-umaiis to Hera, S'te the article Cratbh.
Individuals who hod escaped from some danger

were no less anxious to show their gratitude to ilie

gods by anathemata than coramunitiei. The in-

stances which occur most frequently, are those of

persons who had recovered from nn illness, espe-

cially by spending one or more nights in a temple
of Asciepiut (iaci*6a/M). The most celebrated

temples of this divinity were those of Epidaurus,

I Cos, Tricca, and at a later period, that of Rome.
I (PHn. 7/. iV. xxix. 1 ;

compare F. A. Wolf, Fer-

i
mitchU Sekrifim und Atif$iHze^ p. 411, Ac.) Cures

!
were also effected in the grotto of Pluto and
Proserpina, in tho neighbourhood of Nisa. (Strab.

I

ix. p. 437, xiv. p. 649.) In all cases in which a
cure was effected presents were made to the

temple, and little tablets (Jaimitu ro/ieue) were
suspended on its aalls, containing an account of

the danger from which the patient had esca]>ed,

and of the manner in which be had been restored

to health. Some tablets of this kind, wnth their

inscriptions, are still extant. (Wolf, /. c. p. 424,
&c.) From some relict of ancient art we must
infer, that in some cases, when a particular part of

the body was attacked by disease, the person, after

his recovcni', dedicated on imitation of that part

in gold or silver to the god to whom he owed his

recovery. Persons who had escaped from shiji-

wriHrk usually dedicated to Neptune the dress

which they wore at the time of their danger (Hor.

Curm. i. 5. 13 ;
Vlrg. Aen, xii. 768) ;

but if they
had escaped naked, they dedicated tome locks of

their hair. ( Lucian, Afero. fond. c. 1. vol. i. p.

652, ed. Rciz.) Shipwrecked persons also sus-

pended votive tablets in the temple of Neptune, ou
which their accident was described or painted.

Individuals who gave up the profession or occupa-

tion by w'hich they had gained their livelihood,

frequently dedicated in a temple the instruments

which they had used, as a grateful acknowledgment
of the favour of the gods. The soldier thus dedi-

cated his arms, the fisherman his net, the shepherd

his fiute, the poet his lyre, cithara, or harp, Ac.
It would be impossible to attempt to enumerate

all the occasions on which individuals, as woll os
communities, showed their gratefulness towards
the gods by anathemata. DcKriplions of the most
remorHable presents in the various temples of

Greece may be read in the works of Herodotus,
Strabo, Pausanias, Athenoeus, and othera

The custom of rooking presents to the gods was
common to Greeks and Romans, but among the
latter the donaria were neither ns numerous nor

r 9
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at maguiftc«nt oi in Ore«ce
; and it waa more fre*

quent among the Honums to show their gratitude

towards a god, by building him a temple, by public

prayers and thanksgivings ($vppUctUio)^ or by
celebrating festire games in honour of him, than to

adorn his sanctuary with beautiful and costly works
of art. Hence the word donaria was used by the

Romans to designate a temple or an altar, as well

as statues and other thiiisrs dedicated in a temple.

(V'irg. Geoty. iii. 533 ; Ovid, Ftui. iii. 335.) The
occasions on which the Homans made donaria to

their gods, are, on the whole, the same as thoae we
have dcscril>cd among the Greeks, as will be seen

from a comparison of the following passi^^:—

»

Liv. X. 36, xxtx. 36, xxxiL 30, xL 40, 37 ;

Plin //. N. rii. 48 ; SueL Ciaud, 25 ; Tacit .4ivis.

iii. 71 ; Plaut Am^itr. iiu 2. 65, Curcul, i. 1. 61,

ii. 2. 10 ; AureL Viet Cam. 35 ;
Gellius, ii. 10 ;

liucan. ix. 515
;

Cic. D$ Nat. Deor. iii. 37 ;

Tibull. u. 5.29 ;
Horat i. 1. 4 ;

Stat Siiv.

ir. ‘>2. [L.S.J
DONA'TIO. Donatio or gift is an agreement

l>etwecn two persons by which one gives without

remuneration and without any ie^;^ obligation

(nuUo jure cogente), and the other accepts some-
thing iMt has a pecuniary value. (Dig. 24. tit 1.

s. 5. § 8, 16 ; 39. tit 5. s. 19. § 2, 29.) It is

properly called an agreement, because it is not suffi-

cient that tlicre be a person to give : there must
also be a person who consents to receive. He who
is incapacitated to dispose of his property or to

moke a contract is consequently incapable of giving

:

every person who has a capacity to acquire, is

capable of receiving a gift The exceptions to

these rules occurred in the case of persons who
were in certain relations to one another, as pater

and hliusbunilias
;

yet this exception itself is

subject to exceptions in the matter of peculiuro.

It is cssenthd to the notion of gift that the giver

gives in order that the property of the receiver

may be increased by the giR : there must be the

animus donandu The object of gift may be any
thing which accomplishes this end ; for instanc",

the release of a debt A gift of the whole of a
person's property comprises no more than the pro-

perty after the donor's debts arc deducted. Such
a gift is not a case of universal succession, and
consequently the donee is not immedintcly liable

for the debts of the donor. By the old Roman law
n mere agreement (pactum) to give did not confer

a right of action on the intended donee. In order

that a gift should be valid, it a-as required to be
cither in the form of a stipiilatio, or to be made
complete at once by the delivery of the thing.

Gifts also were limit^ in amount by the lex Cincia.

The legislation of Justinian allowed a personal

action in cases of a mere pactum donationis, where i

there bod been neither delivery of the thing which
w'as made a gift, nor stipulntio. (Cod. 8. tit 54.

•. 25, 29 ; 35. § 5 ; Inst 2. tit 7. § 2.) Thus,

the promise to give was put on the footing of a

consensual contract, when the promise related to a

gift of loss than 500 solidi : when the giR was

above 500 solidi, a certain form was required, as

will presently be explained, and the form was re-

quired whether the gift was perfected at once by
traditio, or was only a promise to give.

If a m.in gave something to another for the

benefit of a third person, the third person could sue

him to whom the thing was given. (Cod. 8. tit

65. a 3.)

DONATIO MORTIS CAUSA.

It was required by the legislation of Justin ian,

that a gift which was in value more than 500 so-

lidi, must, with the exception of some few cases,

hare the evidence of certain solemnities before

official persons (insiuuatio). If these formalities

were not observed, the gift was invalid os to all

the amount which exceeded the 500 solidi Some
few kinds of gifts, which exceeded 500 solidi, were
excepted from the solemnities of inrinuatio.

If then a gift was not perfected at once by de-

livery, or w'hat was equivalent to delivoxy, tho
donee might sue ex stipulatu, if there had been a
stipulatiu ; and if there hod not, he might sue by
virtue of the simple agreement. (Cod. 8. tit. 54,
De Donationibus, s. 35. § 5.) The right of action

which arises from the promise to give is, according

to the Roman system, the real gift (Dig. 50. tit.

16. a 49): the actual giving w'as tho payment of

a debt Accordingly, it' there was a promise of a
giR between a man and a w'oman before their

marriage, the payment during the marriage was a
valid act, because tbe promise was the gift, and
the paNnnent was not the gift (Savigny, System^

Ac., iv. 119.) The beredet of a roan might im-

pugn the validity of a donatio inofficiosa by a
querela inofficiosoe donationis : and the donor could

revoke his gift if the donee was guilty of gross

ingratitude towards him, as for instance, of offering

violence to his person. ((^. 8. tit 56. a 10.)

But the donor's claim w'as only in personam, and
he could not recover the fruits which the donee
had enjoyed. (Inst 2. tit. 7. 8 3 ; Savigny, Nys-

t«Ns, Ac., vol. iv. 8 142, Ac., ; Mockel-
dey, Lekrimch, Ac., § 421, Ac., 12th ed. ; Ortolao,

Erjtlication Historique dm IimiUutSf voL I p. 472,
5th ed.) [G. L.]

DONATIO MORTIS CAUS.\. There were,

according to Julianui (Dig. 39. tit 6. a 2), three

kinds of donatio mortis causa :
— 1. When a roan

under no apprehension of present danger, but moved
solely by a consideration of mortality, makes a giR

to another. 2. When a man, being in immediato

danger, makes a gift to another in such manner
that the thing immediately becomes the property of

the donee. 3. When a man, moved by the con-

sideration of danger, gives a thing m such manner
that it shall become tbe property of the donee
only in case the giver diea Every person could

receive such a gift who was capable of receiving a
legacy.

It appears, then, that there were several forms

of gift called donatio mortis causa ; but the third

is the only proper one ; for it was a rule of law

that a donation of this kind was not perfected un-

less death followed, and it «’as revocable by tbe

donor. A thing given absolutely could hardly be
i a donatio mortis causa, for this donatio had a con-

dition attached to it, namely, the death of the

donor and the survivorship of the donee. (Com-

pare Dig. 39. tit. 6. s. 1 and 35.) Accordingly, a
donatio mortis causa has been defined to be ^ a

gift which a man makes with refert-nce to the

event of his death, and so makes that the right of

the donee either commences with the death of the

donor or is in suspense until the death." It re-

semblfs in some respects a proper donatio or giR :

in others, it resembles a legacy. It was necessary

that the donatio should be accepted by the donee,

and consequently there must be traditio or delivery,

or a proffer or offer, which is assented to. Yet

the donatio might be maintained ns a fidcicom-
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murain in the abaence of theee condition!. No
person could make a donatio mortis causa, who
could not make a testament. The death of the

donee before the death of the donor was ipso jure

a revocation of the donatio. 1 1 would appear os if

the law about such donations was not free from

difficulty. They were finally assimilated to legacies

by Justinian, though this bad been dme in some

particulars before his time. Still they differed in

some respects from legacies ; for instance, such a

donation could take effect though there was no

person to take the hereditas. A hlius famili.*u

might with his father*! consent make a donatio

mortis causa of his Peculium Profectitium.

The English law of donationes mortis causa is

first stated by Bracton (ii. c. 2G) in the ver}' words

of the Digest (3.9. tit 6. s. 2, &c.) ; and the pre

sent law is expounded by Lord Hardwicke(WHrd
r. Turner, 2 Ves. 431) ; but what he there states

to be the English law is not exactly the law

ns stated in Bracton. The rales of donationes

mortis causa in English law arc now pretty well

fixed by various recent decisiona Tradition or

delivery is considered one essential of such a gift,

and the death of the donor in the life of the donee

is another essential. The gift is not an absolute

gift, but a gift made in contemplation of death,

and it is revocable. (Dig. 39. tit. 6 ;
Cod. 8. tit.

57 ; Inst. 2. tit. 7 ; Savigny. &c. iv. 276 ;

Z€U$ehri/t /urGetek. Re^ttun»ten$cha/i^x\\. p. 400,

Veber L. Seia^ 42. pr. ; De mor. ca. don. ; Thibaut,

•S^s/em, Ac. 495, Ac. 9th cd.) (G. L.]

DONATIO PROPTER NUTTIAS. The
meaning of this term is explamed in the Institu*

tiones (2. tit 7. 8 3). It was originally called

Donatio ante nuptias, because it c<mld not take

f

dace after the marriage ; but when it w'lu made
egnl to increase the donatio after marriage, and
even to constitute it altogether after marriage, the

more comprehensive term donatio propter nuptias

was used. If a dos had been given hy the wife,

or on the part of the wife, and the husband by

the terms of the contract was entitled to it, or to

a port of it in case of the wife's death, it was neces*

aary that the husband, or some person on the part

of the husband, should give or secure something to

the wife which she should have in the event of

the husband's death : this was a donatio propter

nuptias. Justinian's legislation required that the

donatio must be equal to what was secured to the

husband in case of the wife's death, and that it

must be increased if the dot was increased during

the roarriage. The husband had the manr^ement

of the property given as donatio. Such port of it

as consist^ of things immoveable he could not

alienate or pledge even with the consent of his

wife, unless she ratified her consent after two years.

If the husliand became impoverished during the

marriage, the wife a'os entitled to the profits of

the donatio for her support ; and it was not liable

to the demands of the creditors. If the marriage

was dissolved by the death of the wife, the hus-

band was entitled to the donatio
;

unless some

third person, who had made the donatio, was cn-

titled to have it by the terms of the agreement.

If the husband died, the event had happened with

reference to which the donatio was ma^ ; the wife

bad the ususfractos of the donatio, and the pro

perty of it belonged to the children of the marriagv

if there were any : if there were no children, the

wife obtained by the death of the husband full
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power of disposition over the property included in

the donatio.

The opinions of modern jurists are much divided
os to the notions, purpose, and law of the donatio

propter nuptias. The term donatio propter nuptias

IS used by Bracton (ii. c. 39) ; and the law, as

there statM, is apparently formed upon a Roman
originaL

(Cod. 6. tit 3 ; Nov. 22. c. 20 ; 97. c. 1, 2 ; 98.

c. 1, 2; Mockeldey, Lehrbuck^ Ac. § 528, 12th
ed.

;
Thibau^ Sjtxtem, Ac. § 742, 9th cd,

;
Orto-

lan, Explication Uixlorupte de$ Ac., vol. i.

p. 479.) [O. L.J
DONATIONES INTER VI RUM ET

UXO'KEM. During marriage neither husband
nor wife could, as a general rule, make a gift of

anything to one another. The reason for this rule

was said to be the prcscr>'ation of the nuurioge

relation in its purity, as an agreement subsisting by
affection, and not maintained by purchase or by
gift from one party to the other. Donationes of

this kind were, however, valid when there were
certain considerations, as mortis causa, divortii

causa, serri manumittendi gratia. By certain im-
perial constitutions, a woman could make gifts to

her husband in order to qualify him fur certain

honours. This was a gift ad processus viri

"

(Dig. 24. tit. 1. I. 41 ; Juv. Sat. i. 39 ;
and the

note of Heinrich). The wife bad the means of

doing this, because when there was no conventio

in manum (Gaius, ii. 98), a wife rctauied all her
rights of propeny which she did not surrender on
her marriage [Dos], and she might during the

marriage hold property quite distinct from her
husband. It was a consequence of this rule as to

gifts Wtween husband and wife, that eveiy* legal

form by which the gift was affected to be transferred,

as mancipotio, cessio, and tradiiio, conveyed no
ownership

;
stipulationcs were not binding, and

acceptilationes were no release. A difficulty might
remain as to usucapion

;
but the law provided for

this alsa If a woman received from a third per-

son the property of her husband, and neither the

third pc‘rson nor she nor her husband knew that

it was the husband's property, she might acquire

the ownership by usucapion. If both the giver

and the husband knew at the time of the gift

that it was the husband's property, and the wife

did not know, it might also become her property

by usucapion
;
but not if she knew, for in that case

;

the bona fides which was essential to the commence-
ment of possession was wanting. If, before the

ownership w*as acquired by usucapion, the husband
and wife discovered that it was the husimnd's,

though the husband did not clioose to claim it,

there w*as no usucapion ; for this would have been

a mere e^'asion of the law. If, before the owner-

ship was acquired by usucapion, the wife alone

discovered that it was the husband's property, this

would not destroy her right to acquire the pro-

perty by usucapion. This, at least, is Snvigny's

ingenious explanation of the passage in Digi^st

24. tit. 1. s. 44. The strictness of the law as to

these donations vas relaxed in the time of Septimius

Severus, and they w'crc made valid if the donor

died first, and did not revoke his gift before death.

There were also some exceptions as to the general

nile. (Dig. 24. tit. 1 ; C^. 5. tit. 16 ;
Savigny,

ZeiUdrifiy Ac. i. p. 270 ;
Mackeldcy, fjekrtud^

Ac. §531, 12th ed.) [0. L.]

DONATI'VUM. [CoNGURiUM.j
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DORMITO RIA. (D«>wifR.l

DORODO'KIAS OKAPHE (i^poioitias

ypa^). (Dbcarml's.]

1X)R0N a palm or hand-breadth.

fPw.]
DORON ORAPHE 7pa<f^)- [Db-

CABlfUS.]

DOROXR'NIAS ORAPHE (9»po(eruu
ypa^). [Xbsias Graphs.]
DO'RPIA [Apaturu.]
IK)RPON (Wp»o»'). [CoBNA) p. 303, b.]

DORU (84pu). [Hasta.]
DORY'PHORl (dopv^poi). [Mbrcknaril]
DOS dowrj. 1. Orkbk. Eu-

ripidea (Med. 236) mokei Medeia complain that,

independent of other misfortunea to which women
were aubject, they were obliged to buy their bus-

handa by great tuma of money i&ir«p.

On thia the Scholiast remaAii, that the
poet wrote aa if Medeia had been bia contem-
pomr)% and not a character of the heroic agea, in

which it waa customary for the husband to pur-

chase bia wife from her relations, by gifts called

eSra or Mva. The same practice prevaiUsi in

the East during the patriarchal ages (fV«i<w. xxjtiv.

2), and Tacitus (Germ. c. 18) says of the ancient

Germans, ** Dotem non uxor marito, aed uxori

maritus offert.*' The ctiatoro of the heroic times

is illustrated by many passages in Homer. Thus,
we read of the drepslo’ia, and fwpla eSva, or many
gifts by which wires were purchased. (IL xvi.

178, 190.) In another place (//. xi. 243) w'c are
told of a hundred oxen, and a thousand sheep and
gnats, having been given by a Thracian hero to

his maternal grandfather, whose daughter he was
about to marry. Moreover, the poetical epithet,

dA4»€<rl6oiai (Hcyne, ad II. xviii. 593), applied

to females, is supposed to have had its origin in

the presents of this sort, which were made to a
woman’s relatives on her marriage. These nuptial

gifts, however, or equivalents for them were re-

lumed to the husband in the event of the commis-
sion of adultery by the wife, and perhaps in other

coses. (Od, viil 31 R.)

We must not infer from the above facts that it

was not usual in those times for relations to give

a portion with a woman when she married. On
the contrary, mention is mode (II. ix. 147) of

the ftelKia or marriage grifts which men gave with
their daughters (4x^8wiray), and we are told by
Aeschines (TTspl Ilapa^pscr. 33), of one of the sons

of Theseus having received a territory near Am-
phipolis as a <peprli or dower with his wife. More-
over, both Andromache and Penelope are spoken
of as dAoxoi voAuSwpoi (II. vi. 394, Od. xxiv.

294), or wives who brought to their husbands
many gifts, which probably would have been re-

tnrn^ (o their relations, in case of a capricioos

dismissal. (Od. ii. 132.)

The Doric term for a portion was 8srrl>^, and
MUller (/>or. iib iO) observes, that we know for

certainty that dangbtsrs in Sparta had originally

no dower, but were married with a gift of clothes

only ;
afterwards they were at least provided with

money, and other personal property (PluL Ly*.

30): but in the time of Aristotle (PolU. ii. 6.

§10), so great wt-re the dowers given (Bid tB
irpdtKos BiBiircu ^e7cUaj), and so Urge the number
of ^w-taAiipoi, or female representatives of families

(oTaoi), that nearly two fifths of the whole terri-

.

(ory of Spoita bad come into the poaseasion of

DOS.

fi-mnles. The regulations of Solon were, accord-

ing to Plutarch, somewhat similar in respect of

dower to the old regulations at Sparta : for the

Athenian legislator, as he tells us, did not allow a
woman, unless she were an IirittXripos^ to have

any or dower, except a few clothes and
articles of household furniture. It is plain, how-
ever, that such an interference with private rights

could not be permanent
;
and, accordingly, we find

that in after times the dowers of women formed,

according to the account in Bdckh (Ptdt. Eeon. of
AtAenSy p. 514, 2nd ed.), a considerable port of

the moveable property of the state : ^ even with

Cr people they varied in amount from ten to a
tdred and twenty minae. The daughter of

Hipponicus received ten talents at her marriage,

and ten others wore promised her.” This, how-
ever, was a very lar^ portion, for Demosthenes

(e. Strpk. p. 1 1 12. 19, and p. 1 124. 2) informs us

that even five talents was more than was osually

given
; and Lucian (Dial. Meret. 7. p. 298, ed.

Heits) also speaks of the same sum as a large

dowry. The daughters of Aristeides received from

the state, as a portion, only thirty minae each.

(Pint Ariet. 27 ; Acsch. e. Ciet. p. M.) We may
observe too, that one of the chief distinctions be-

tween a aife and a waAAoir^, consisted in the

former having a portion, whereas the Utter had
not

;
hence, persons who married wives without

portions appear to have given them or their guar-

dians on 6fio>joyia %pouc6i (Isaeus, Ds Pyr.

Iltred. p. 41), or acknowledgment in writing by
which the receipt of a portion was admitted

[Co.scrBiNA.] Moreover, poor heiresses (rmr

IwucXlipwr ifftu ^rfTtKhp rsAoMrii') were either

married or portioned by their next of kin [Ar-
chon], according to a law which fixed the

amount of portion to be given at five minae by a

Pentacosiomedimnus, thi^ by a Horseman, and
one and a half by a Zeugites. (Dem. c. Maear.

p. 1068.) In illustration of this law, and the

amount of portion, the reader is reforred to

Terence, who says (Phorm. ii. 1. 75),

** I-ex est ut orhac, qui lint genere proximi

lii nubant

and again (iL 2. 62),

** Itidem ut cognata si sit, id quod lex jubet,

Dotem dare, abduce hanc : minus quinque accipc.”

It remains to state some of the conditions and
oblirationi attached to the receipt of a portion, or

irpoi(, in the time of the Athenian orators. The
most important of these was the obligation under

which the husband lay to give a security for it,

either by vray of settlement on the irife, or as a
provision for repajrment in case circumstances

should arise to require it With regard to this,

we are told that whenever relatives or guardians

gave a woman a portion on her marriage, they

took from the husband, by way of security, some-

thing equivalent to it, as a house or piece of Uiid.

The person who gave this equivalent (tB dwo-

rifiifna) was said i.woTtftSj': the person who re-

ceived it AwoTitiM$au (Harpocrat «. v. ;
Dem.

e. Onei. p. 866.) The word dTorf/iVfjua is also used

generally for a security. (Pollux, viiL 142.) The
necessity for this security will appear from the

tact that the portion was not considered the pro-

perty of the husband himself, but rather of his

vife aud children. Thus, if a husbaod died, and
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the wife left the fiiniily (iwcAive rhp olKoy\ she

might claim her portion, even though children had
been horn (Dem. Boeoi. tU Dot, p. lOlU); and in

the event of a wife dying without iasue, her por*

tion reverted to the relatives who had given her in

marriage (oi Kvptoi) and portioned her. fisaeus,

Or. eVro*. Ifered. p, 69, Or I*yr. Hertd, p, 41.)

The portion was also returned, if a husband put

away his wift% and in some cases, probably settled

by law, when a woman lefi her husband. iOt
/*yr. Herat, p. 45.) That aft-r the death of

the W'ife, her portion belonged to her children,

if she bad left any, may Im inferred from I>C'

moetbenes (e. Boettf. de Oot. pp. 1025, 1026) ;

if they were minors, the interest w’as set apart

for their education and maintenance. When the

husliand died before tbo wife, and she remained

in the family (ji*yotnnjs O r<p ofa^v), the law ap-

p«‘Ars to have given her portiou to her sons, if of

age, subject, however, to an allowance for her

maintenance. (Id. e. Pkaen. p. 1047.) If the

representatives of the deceased husband (ol rhy
Kk^poy txoyru) wrongfully withheld her portion

from his widow, her guardians could bring an ac>

tion against them for it, as well as for alimony

wpouchr aol enVov). (Isacus, De Pyr. Heral.

p. 45 ;
Hudtivalcker, Oiaei. note 84.) More-

over, if a husband after dismissing his wife re-

fused to return her portion, be might be sued fur

interest upon it as w'cll os the principal : the

former would, of course, be reckoned from the

day of dismisml, and the rate was fixed by law at

nine oboli for every mina, or about 18 per cent.

The guardians were further authorised by the

same law to bring an action for alimony in the

Xl(8<(or. (Dem. c. Xeaer. p. 1362.) We may
add that a irpoiK^t, was one of the $fifirtyot

SiVai or suits that might be tried every month.

(Pollux, viit 63, 101.) [R.W.]
2. Roman. Dos (res ujoria) is every thing

which on the occasion of a wontairs marriage

was transferred by her, or by another person,

to the husband, or to the husband's father (if

the husband was in his father's power), fir the

purpose of enabling the husband to sustain the

chaiges of the marriage state (onrra matritiumit).
\

All the property of the wife which was not mode
,

dos, or was not a donatio propter nuptias, con* '

tinued to be her own, and a*as comprised under

the name of Parap^ma, The dos upon its delivery

became the bushed's property, and continued to

he his BO long as the marriage relation existed.

All things that could be objects of property, and

in fact anything by which the stibstance of the

husband c^d be increased, might be the objects

of dos. All a woman's property might be made a

dos ; but the whole property was only what re-

mained after deducting tne debts. There was no

universal succession in such a case, and consequently

the husband was not personally answerable for the

wife's debts. Any person who had a legal power

to dispose of his property could give the dos
;
but

the dos was divided into two kinds, dos profectitia

and dos adventitia, a division which had reference

to the demand of the dos after the purposes were

satisfied for which it was given. That dos is pro-

fectitia which was given by the father or fothcr's

father of the bride ; and it is profectitia, even if

the daughter was emsneipated, provided the father

gave it as such (mI parms). All other dos is ad-

ventitia. The dos rcceptitia was a species of dos
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adventitia, and was that which was given by some
other person than thu father or fiilher's father, on

the consideration of marriage, but on the condition

that it should be restored on the death of the wife.

The giving of the dos depended on the will of thi>

giver ; but certain persons, such as a father and
father's father, were bound to give a dos with a
woman when she married, and in proportion to

their means. The dos might be cither given at

the time of the marriage, or there might be an
agreement to give. The technical words appli-

cable to the dos were rf<inr, dierre^ promittere.

Any person, who was conr{>etent to dispose of his

properly, was competent rfure, pruotittrre. The
word dicerc was applied to the woman who waa
going to marry, who could promise her property as

doSy but the promise was not binding unless certain

legal forms were observed (mm dAeri viro dotety^

guam ntd/o aurtore dixissely Cic. Prx> (\iecin. c. 2.^,

compare Pro FlarcOy c. 34, 35, and IMp. Fray. xi.

20). An example of a promissio dotis occurs in

Plautus (TriMum. v. 2). The husband had a right

to the sole management of the dos, and to the

fruits of it
; in fwt, he exercised over it all the

rights of ownership, with the exception hereafter

mentioned. He could dispose of such (nrts of the

dos as consisted of things movable
;
but the Julia

lex (de adutteriis) prevented him from alienating

such part of the dus as was land (fundus dolalisy

dotalia praedia^ Cic. ad AH. xv. 20 ; dotates

agriy Ilor. Ep. i. 1. 21) without his wife's con-

sent, or pledging it with her consent. (Oaius, ii.

63 :
Inst ti. 8.) The legislation of Justinian pre-

vented him from selling it also even with the wife's

consent, and itcxtendc'd the law to provincial lands.

Still there were some cases in whicn the land given

as dos could be alienated.

The husband's right to the dos censed with the

marriage. If the marriage was dissolved by the

death of the wife, her fisther or fothcr's father (as

the case might be) was inlitled to recover the dot

profectitia, unless it had been agreed that in such

case the dos should belong to the husband. The
dos adventitia became the property of the wife's

heirs (Cod. 5. tit 13. § 6), unless the person who
gave it had stipulated that it should be returned

to him (dos rioeptUia) ; as to the older law, see

Ulpian, Frag. vl 5.

In the case of divorce, the woman, if she was
sni juris, could bring an action for the restitution of

I the dos ; if she was in the tx>wcr of her fother, he
brought the action jointly with his daughter.

Tbo dos could be claimed immediately upon the

dissolution of the marriage, except it consisted of

things quae numero, &c., for which time was
allowed. (lUp. Frag, vl 8: but comi«re Cod.

7. tit 13. §7.) [Divortium.]
The dos could not be reston^ during the mar-

riage, but in the case of the husband's insolvency^

the wife could demand bock her dos during the

marriage. In certain cases, also, the husband was
permitted to restore the dos during the marriagr,

and such restoration was a good legal acquittance

to him : these excepted cases were either cases of

necessity, as the pa}*roent of the wife's debts, or

the sustentation of near kinsfolks. (Zeiis^rify dec
V. p. 311, essay by Hasse.)

What should Im returned as doa, depended on

the foet of what was given as doe. If the things

given were ready money (dos numeratay Cic. Pm
Ouciaa, c 4), or things estimated by quontitr, &c.,

r K 3
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the husband must return the like sum or the like

quantity. If the things, whether movable or im-

movable*, were valued when they were given to the

husband {dot aestimata)^ this was a species of sale,

and at the ejid of the marriage the husband must

restore the things or their value. If the things

were not valued, he must restore the specific things,

and he must make good all loss or deterioration

which had happened to them except by accident.

But the husband was intitled to be reimbursed for

all necessary expences {impentat newtaariat) ;
as,

for instance, necessary repairs of houses incurred

by him in respect of tiis wife's property, and also

for all outlays by which he bad improved the pro-

perty {impensae utiita).

The husband's heirs, if be were dead, wore

bound to restore the dos. The wife’s father, or the

surviving wife, might demand it by an actio cx

stipulatu dc dote reddenda, which was an actio

stricli juris, if there was any agreement on the

subject ;
and by an actio rei uxorioc or doiis,

which was an actio bonac fidei, wiien there was

no agreement. A third person who had given the

dos must always demand it cx slipulatu, when he

hod bargained for its restoration. Justinian

enacted, that the action should always be ex

•tipulnUi, even when there was no contract, and

should be an actio bonne fidci.

The wife had no security for her do^ except

in the case of the fundus dotalis unless she bad

by contract a special security ; but she had some

privileges as compared with the husband's cre-

ditors. Justinian enacted that on the dissolu-

tion of the marriage, the wife's ownership should

revive, with all the legal remedies for recover-

ing such parts of the dos as still existed ; that

all the husband's properly should be considered

legally pledged {tacita AypoiAeco) as a security

for the dos and that tho w'ife, but she alone,

should have a priority of claim on such property

over all other creditors to whom the same might

be pledged.

The dos was a matter of great importance in

Roman law, both because it was an inf^dient in

almost every marriage, and was sometimes of a

large amount. The frequency of divorces also

gave rise to many legal questions as to dot. A
woman whose dos was large {dotaia luor) had

some influence over her husband, inasmuch as she

had tho power of divorcing herself, and thus of

depriving him of the enjoyment of her property.

The allusions to the dos and its restitution are

numerous in the Roman aTitera. (Cic. ad Att,

xiv. 13.)

It is tt disputed point whether there could be

dos, properly so called, in the case of a marriage

with conventio in manum. [Matrisionicsi.J

(Hassc, Rhein, Mut. ii. 75.)

The name by which the Greek writers designate

the Homan dos is (Plutarch^ Caesar, c. 1,

Afariua^ c. 38, Cicero, c, 8).

(Ulp. vi. ; Dig. 23. tit 3; Cod. 5. lit 12;

Thibaut, &c., § 728 &c., 9ih ed., § 747,

dec. : Mackeldey, Z»«Ar6«eA, &c., § 517, &c., 12ih

cd.) [ti.L.]

DOULOS (8oC\«j)- [Sbrvus.]

DRACHMA (apax/s^). tho principal silver

coin among the Greaks. Like all other denomi-

nations of money, the word ipaxp'fl (sometimes

written ipayp^) no doubt signified originally a

weight j
and it continued to be used in lliis sense,

as one of the suMivisions of the talent, of which

it was the 6000th part. [Talkntd.v.] The
original meaning of the word is a Jkand/itL The
two chief standards in the currencies of the Greek

states were the Attic and Aeginetan. We shall

therefore first speak of the Attic drachma, and

afterwards of the Aeginetan.

The averoge weight of the Attic drachma from

the time of Solon to that of Alexander was 66*5

grains. It contained about ^th of the weight

alloy : and hence there remain 65*4 grains to bo

valued. Each of our shillings contains 80*7 grains

of pure silver. The drachma is therefore worth

of a ehilling, or 9*72 pence, wliich may be
bU*7

called PJ'/. (Huskey, Ancient Weir/hta and Afottry^

pp. 47, 48.) After Alexander's time, there was a

slight decrease in the weight of the drachma
; till

in course of lime it only weighed 6.1 (miins. The
drachma contained six obols (6€o\ol)

; ond the

Athenians had separate silver coins, from four

drachmae to a quarter of an obol. Among those

now preserved, the tetradrachm is commonly

found ; but we possess no specimens of the tri-

drachm, and only a few of the didrachm. Speci-

mens of the tetrobolns, triobolus, diobolus, three-

quarter obol, halfobol, and quarter-obo), are still

found. For the rcsp<‘Ctire values of these coins,

see the Tables.

The tetradrachm in later times was called stater

(Phot s. e. 3tot^P ;
Ilesych. s. r. TAai/ass Aov-

pitertKoi : Mntth. xxvii. 27) ;
but it has been

doubled whether it hore that name in the flourish-

ing limes of the republic. (Hussey, /bid. p. 49.)

We know that stater, in writers of that age,

usually signifies a gold coin, equal in value to

twenty drachmae [Stater]
;
but there appear

strong reasons for believing that the tetradrachm,

even in the age of Thucydides and Xenophon, w*as

sometimes called by this name. (Thucyd. UL 70,

with Arnold's note ;
Xcn. //el/, v. 2. § 22.) The

obolos, in later times of bronxe (Lucian,

ContempL 1 1. vol. i. p. 504, cd. Reii) ;
but in the

best times of Athens we only read of silver obols.

The was a copper coin, and the eighth

part of an obol. [Chalcus.]

A*niXNlAN DRACHMA. BRITISH Nl'SSUM.

ACTUAL 81XB.

The Aeginetan standard appears to have been

used in Greece in very early times. According to

most ancient writers money was first coined at

Aegina by order of Pbeidon of Argos ; and the

Aeginetan standard was used in almost all tho

stales of the Peloponnesus in Docotia and in some

other porta of northern Greece, though the Attic

standard prevailed most in the maritime and com-

mercial statea

The averago weight of the Aeginetan drachma,

calculated by Mr. Hussey (pp. 59, 60) from the

coins of Aegina and Boeotia, was 96 grains. It

uigiiized by Gou^k*
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contains n1>out ij^nd port of the weight alloy.

Hence its value is 93 grains of pure silver, or, ns

93
before,—! of a shilling ;

that is. Is. Icf. 3“2

»07
farthings. The largest coin of the Aeginetan stan-

(fard appears to have been the didrachmn, and the

values of the ditferent coins of this standard will

be found in the Tables.

The proportion of the Aeginetan drachma to tho

Attic, according to the value given above, is ns 93

to 65*4, or as 4’ 18 to 3 nearly. According to

Pollux, however, the proportion was 5 to 3 ;
for he

states (ix. 76, 86) that tho .\cginetan drachma

was equal to 10 Attic obols, and that the Aeginc-

tan talent contained 10,000 Attic drachmae. For

a full discussion of this question, which is one of

the most interesting in ancient numismatics, and

of tho respective values of the other standards

which were used by the Greeks, see Nummus
and Talbntum.

AEGINETAN DRACHMA. BRITISH ML'SBU.M.

ACTUAL SIZE.

As the Romans reckoned in sesterces, so the

Greeks generally reckoned by drachmae
;

and
when a sum is mentioned in the Attic writers,

without any specification of the unit, drachmae are

usually meant. (Biickh, Pol. Earn, of Athms^ L

p.25.)

DR.\CO. [SiONA Mii.itaria.]

DUCENA'RII, the name of various officers

and n)agistrates, in the imperial period, of w'hom

the principal were as follow ;
—

1. The imperial procuratores, who received a

salary of 200 scstertia. Dion Cassius (liii. 15)

says that the pmemmtores first received a salary

in the time of Augustus, and that they derived

their title from the amount of their sal^t’. We
thus read of centenarii, &c., as well as of dace-

narii, (See Capitolin. Pertin. 2 ; Orclli, Inscrip.

No. 946.) Claudius granted to the procuratores

duccnarii the consular ornaments. (Suet. Claud.

2. A class or decuria of judices, first established

by Augustus. They were so called because their

property, as valued in the census, only amounted
to 200 sestertia, and they tried causes of small

importance. (Suet. Aug. 32.)

3. Officers who commanded two centuries, and
who held the same rank as the primi hastati in

the ancient legion. (Veget. ii. 8 ;
Orelli, Inscrip.

No. 3444.)

4. The imperial household troops, who were
under the authority of the magister offidorum.

They are frequently mentioned among the agentes

in rrbtts., or ushers. (Cod. 1. tit 31 ; 12. tit 20.)

DUCENTE'SIMA. [Centesima.1
DU ELLA. [Uncia.]
DULCIA'RII. [PisTOR.]

DUODECIM SCRIPTA. [Latruncitll]
DUODECIM TABULARUM LEX. [Lex.]
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DUPLA'RII or DUPLICA'RII, were sol-

diers who received on account of their good
conduct double allowance {tluplicia ciharia\ and
perhaps in some cases double pay likewise. (Varro,

De Ling. Lai. v. 90, MUllcr
;
Liv. iL 59, xxiv. 47 ;

Orelli, Intcrip. No. 3535.) They are frequently

mentioned in inscriptions (Orelli, Nos. 3533,
4994), but more commonly under tho name of

duplarii. (Orelli, Nos. 3531, 3535, 3476, 3481,
&c.) In one inscription the form duplicarius oc-

curs. (Orclli, No. 3534.) Vegetius (ii. 7) calls

them duplares milites.

DUPLICATIO. [Actio.]

DUPONDIUS. [As,p. I4l,a; Pes.]

DUSSIS. [Aap.l4l,a.]
DUU'MVIRI, or the two men, tho name of

various magistrates and functionaries at Rome, and
in the coloniae and municipia. In inscriptions we
also meet with the form duomrirts (Orelli, Inscrip.

No. 3808), and duovir (Orelli, No. 3886).

1. Duu.mviri Jcri Dicunoo, the highest

magistrates in the munici{>al towns. [Colonia,
p. 318.)

2. Ducmviri Navalbs, extraordinary magis-
trates, who were created, whenever occasion re-

quired, for the purpose of equipping and repairing

the fleet. They appear to have been originally

appointed by the consuls and dictators, but were
first elected by the people, B.a 311. (Liv. ix. 30,
xl. 18, 26, xli. 1.)

3. Duumviri Perduellionie. [Pbrdukl-
LIO.]

4. Duumviri Quinqubnnai.es, tho censors

in the municipal towns, who must not bo con-

founded with the duumviri juri dicundo. [Co-
LONIA, p. 318.]

5. Duumviri Sacri, extraordinary magistrates,

like the duumviri Navales, appointed for the pur-

pose of building or dedicating a temple. (Liv. vii.

28, xxiL 33, xxxv. 41.)

6. Duumviri Sacrorum, originally had tho

charge of the Sibylline books. Their duties were
afteru'ards discharged by the decemviri sacris

fadundis. [Decemviri, No. 3.]

7. Duumviri Viis extra urbem puroan-
Dis, were officers under tlie aedilcs, who had the

charge of the streets of the suburbs of Rome, out-

side the city gates. (TabuL Heracl. i. 50, ed.

Gbttling.) Their office appears to have been
abolished by Augustus, and their duties devolved

upon the QuaUuorviri. (Comp. Dion Cass. liv. 26 ;

Pompon. De Orig. Jur. § 30 ; Becker, Romisch,
Alterth. vol. ii. part iL p. 366.)

DUX. [Provincia.]

K.

ECCLE'SIA (iKK\rf<ria\ the g^cral assembly

of the citisens at Athens, in which they met to

discuss and determine upon matters of public in-

terest. These assemblies were either ordinary.,

and held four times in each prytany, or extra

-

ordinary, that is, specially convened, upon any sud-

den emergency, and therefore called <r0yK\ijrot.

On occasions of extreme importance, when it was
desirable for as many persons as possible to be pre-

sent at the discussion of any question, the people

were summoned by express firom the country to

the city, and then tho assembly was called a
KaraxXpala, the proper meaning of K«TaKa\t7p

F p 4
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being to call from the country into the city. The
ordinniy* assemblic« were called or Kvptaiy

according to the Scholiast on Aristophanes (Ac4cir.

19), who, moreover, informs us that there were
thn*c such in every monti. But according to the

besl-mformed gnunroarians who followed Aristotle,

the name Kvpla was appropriated to the /rst only

of the re^lar assemblies of each piy'tajiy. Such,

at least, is the account given by Pollux (viii. 96)
and ilarpocrotion, the former of whom asserts that

tho third of the regular assemblies in each pry'tany

was partly devoted to the reception of ambassadors

fnun foreign states.

Aristophanes, however, in the Achamians (Cl),

represents ambassadors who had just returned

from Persia and Thrace, as giving an account of

their emliassy in a Kupio. ^fCxAifiri'a, which, ao
cording to Pollux, would be not the third but the

first of the regular asscmblios. With a view of

reconciling these discrepancies, Schumann (/Jtf

Comit. c. i.) supposes, that Solon origionlly ap-

pointed one rtffuiar assembly, colled Kvpla^ to l»e

held on a certain day of ever)' prytany, and that

aftoi>^*ards additional assemblies were instituted,

'

appropriated respectively to particular purposes,

though tho term ttvpla was still reserved for the

assembly fumicriy so called. If, however, the re*

presentation of Aristophanes is in agreement with

the practice of his age, we must further suppose,

what is very probable, that the arrangements for

business, as described by Pollux, were not always
obsen'ed even in the time of the poet ; and since a
few years after Aristotle's time many changes took

bice in the constitution of Athens, it may have

appened tliat tho name of tcvpla was then given

to all the regular assemblies, in which case the

Scholiast probably identified the customs and
terms of a late ago with those of an earlier period.

Jloreovcr, the numlier of prj'tanics in each ye.ir,

originally ten, one for each tribe, was, on the in-

crease in the number of the tribes at Athens,

raised to twelve ; so that tho piytaiiies w'ould

then coincide with the months of the year, a fact

which, taken in conjunction with other circum-

stances (Schoroann, ii. 44), seems to show, that

the authorities who speak of three regular as-

semblies in each month, had in view the times

when a piytany and a month wore the some thing.

Some authors have endeavoured to determine the

particular days on which the four regular assem-

blies of each piy'tany were held, but Schdmoim (ii.

4/) has proved almost to demonstration, that there

were no invariably fixed days of assembly
; and

at any rate, even if there were, we hare not suffi-

cient data to determine them. Ulpian (<ui Zte-

mos/A. Timoc. p. 706) says, in allusion to the

limes when there were three assemblies in cveiy

month, that one was held on the eleventh, another

aUiui the twentieth, a third ahotU the thirtieth

of each month | and it is of course not impro-

bable that they were always held at nearly equal

intervals.

The place in which the assemblies wore anciently

held was, we are told by liarpocratian (s. r.

ncU'Sijftos *A^poBlrri\ the &yopd. Afterwards they

were transferred to the Pnyx, and at lost to the

great theatre of Dionysus, and other placca Thus
'I'hucydides (viii. 97) speaks of the people being

summoned to the Pnyx, the usual place of assembly

in his times
;
and Aristophanes {Eqnit. 42), in

describing ^ Demus,” the represetitative of the

ECCLESIA.

Athenian people^ just ns ** John Bull^ is of the

English, calls that character TTiwWrnr, or

Demu% of the (parish of) Pnyx : a joke by which
that place is represented os tho home of tho

Athenians. The situation of it was to the west
of the Areiojiagns, on a slope connected with
Mount Lycabettus, and partly at least within the

wralls of the city. It was semicircular in form,

with a boundary wall, part rock and port masonry',

and an area of about 12,000 square yards. On the
north the ground was filled up and paved with
large stones, so as to get a level surfiice on the

I
slope

; from which fact some grammarians derive

its name (wapA r^¥ r&y Ki$tty nKy6niTa). I'o-

wards this side, and close to the wall, w*as the
bema a stone platform or hustings ten or

eleven feet high, with an ascent of steps
;

it was
cut out of the solid rock, whence it is sometimes
called 6 \l$osy as in Aristophanes (/’or, 680) we
read SiTTif ttparti yOy rov \i0ov robr rp Hvnyi.

The position of the bema was such os to command
a view of the sen from behind (on which account

the thirty tyrants are said to have altered it),

and of tho npowvAata and Parthenon in ^nt,
though the hill of the Aeiopagus lay partlr be-

tween it and the Acropolis. Hence Demostlienes
(IIcpl 174), when r^indmg the Athenians
from this very bema of the other splendid works
of their ancestors, says emphatically Ilpori/Aata

raOra: and we may be sure that the Athenian
orators would often ronse the national feelings of

their hearers by pointing to the assemblage of

magnificent edifices, ^ momimcnts of Athenian
gratitude and glory'," which they had in view
from the Pnyx. (Cramer, Anciemi Greece, vol. ii.

335 : Wordsworth, AtUene and Attica, In the

ttcr of these works are two views of the re-

mains of the Pnyx.) That the general situation

of the place was elevated is clear from the phrase

ityaBadruy eis rV VkkAitwW, and the wor^ was
6 brifies &KW ffoO^ro, applied to a meeting of the

people in the Pnyx. (Dcm. IM Cor. p. 285.)

After the great theatre of Dionysus was built, the

assemblies were frequently held in it, as it afforded

space and convenience for a large roulritudc ; and
in some particular it was specially deter-

mined by law that the people should aiaemble
there. (Dem. c. Meid. p. 517.) Assemblies were
also held in the Pciraccus, and in the theatre at

Munychio. (Dem. De Fttla. Leg. p. 359 ; Lysias,

c. Agor, p. 1 33 ; Thucyd. viii. 93.)

The right of convening the people generally

vested in the prytanes or presidents of the council

of Five Hundred [ItoVLKj ;
but in cases of sud-

den emergency, and especially during wars, the

strategi also had the power of calling extraordi-

nary meetings, for which, however, if we may
judge by the form in which several decrees arc

drawn up, the consent of the senate appears to

have been necessary. (Dcm. De Cor. p. 249.)
The four ordinary meetings of every prytany
were, nevertheless, always convened by the pry-

tones, who not only save a previous notice (wpo-

ypi^iy r^y 4KK\i\olaM) of the day of assembly,

and published a programme of the subjects to be
discussed, but also, as it appears, sent a crier round
to collect the citizens {avydytiy rhv Pol-

lux, viiL 95 • Harpocr.it. t. e. Kupfa 'E<(«rAf}9fa ;

Dem. c. Ariftog. p. 772.) At any rate, whenever
the strategi wished to convene one of the oxtra-

ordlnaiy' assemblies, notice was certainly given of
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it by a ptiblic prodamalium ; for as Ulpian (ad
Draioftk. de FaU. Lett. p. 1 00, a) observes, these

asM*iublie$ were called cxrfKKrtrot^ because the

people were summoned to them by officers sent

round for that purpose (Sri (rv¥€Kd}kOvy rtyts

mfpdorrts). But independent of the right which
we have snid the strategi possessed of convening

an extraordinary meeting, it would seem from the

case of Pericles (Thucyd. it. 22) that a strategus

bad the power of preventing any assembly being

called, it is, however, important to observe, tluit

such an exercise of power would perhaps not have

been tolerated except during wars and commotions,

or in the person of a distinguished character like

Pericles ; and that under dilTcrcnt circumstances,

at any rate after the time of Solon, the assemblies

were al^Tiys called by the piy tanes. All persons

who did not obey the call were subject to a fine,

and six magistrates called lexiarcht (At){fapx<’0

were appointed, whose duty it was to taJee care

that the people attended the meetings, and to levy

fines on those who refused to do so. (Pollux, viii.

104.) With a view to this, whenever on assembly

was to ])e held, certain public slaves (2«cu0cu or

To(ifr<u) were sent round to sweep the ngom, and
other places of public resort, with a rope coloured

with TcrmilioiL The different persons whom these

ropemcn met, were driven by them towards the

ecclesia, and those who refused to go were marked
by the rope and fined. (Schol. ad Arid. Ackar.

22.) Aristophanes (4 c.) alludes to this subject

in the lines

of iyop^ XoAomti, xirtf tcai xdrm
rb i^vyouirt rb fi«/A.i\Taffi«ycy.

Besides this, all the roads except those which led

to the meeting were blocked up with hurdles

(7f^^), which were also used to fence in the

place of assembly against the intrusion of persons

who had no right to be present: their removal in

the latter case seems to have served ns a signal for

the admission of strangers who might wish to ap*

peal to the people. (Dcm. c. AVoer. p. 1375.)

An additional iuducement to attend, with the

poorer classes, was the ^urdbs ^Kx\Tj<riaimx6t, or

pay which they received for it. I'he originator of

this practice seems to bavo been a person named
Callistratus, who introduced it

**
long after the

beginning of the influence of Pericles.*’ The
payment itself, originally an obolus, was pftcr-

wards raised to three by a {>opuIar favourite called

Ag}*rrhius, of Collytus. The increase took place

but a short time before the Ecclesiazusoe ofi Aris-

tophanes came out, or about a c. 302. A ticket

(ctuu^oAok) appears to have been given to those

who attended, on producing which, nt the close of

the proceedings, they received the money from one

of the thesmothetae. (w\risloph. Kedet. 295, 3U0.)

This payment, however, was not mode to the

richer classes, who attended the assemblies gratis,

and are therefore called otxdcrirot /aKXijffuurToi

by the poet Antiphanes in a fragment preserved

b^ Athenaeus (vL p.247«f). The some w'ord

QU(6onos is amlied generally to a person who re-

ceives no pay for his sen'ices.

With respect to the right of attending, we ma^
observe that it wu enjoyed by all legitimate citi-

zens who were of the proper age (generally sup-

posed to be twenty, certainly not less than eigh-

teen), and not labouring under any aiimia or loss

of civil rights. All were considered citixens.
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whose parents were both such, or who had been

presented with the freedom of the state, and en-

rolled in the register of some demus or parish.

(Dcm. c. iVrrMT. p. ISflO.) Adopted citizens, how-
ever (wonyrof), were not qualified to hold the office

of orchon or any priesthood. (Id. p. 1376.) De-
crepit old men (7^rrsf o< a^tfidyot, perhaps

those above sixty) seem not to have been admitted,

although it is not expressly so stated. (AristoL

Foiii. iii. 1.) Skives and foreigners also were cer-

tainly excluded (Aristoph. T%e*m. 294): though

occasions would of course occur when it would bo

necessary or desirable to admit them ; and from

Demosthenes (e. Aecier. p. 1375) we may infer tliat

it was not unusual to allow foreigners to enter to-

wards the close of the proceedings, when the most
important business of the day had been concluded;

otherwise they stood outside. (Acteb. e. C'te*.

p.86.)

1 he iffOTfXf»T, or foreigners, who enjoyed nearly

equal privileges with the citizens, arc by some
thought to have had the same rights as Copied
citisens, with respect to voting in the assembly.

(Wolf^ ad I)em. Lept, p. 7 0.) This, however, seems

very doubtful
;
ot any rate the etymology of the

word liroreAeTf does not justify such an opinion.

In the article Boulb it is explnmed who the

pryloncs and the proedri were ; and we may here

remark, that it was the duty of the proedri of the

same tribe, under the presidency of their chairman

(5 fwierdriyf), to lay before the people the subjects

to be discussed ; to read, or cause to be read, the

previous bill (rb xpo9o^\*vfia) of the senate ; and
to give permission (yninas wportStym) to the

speakers to address the people. They most pro-

lably sat on the steps near the 5e/na, to which
they were on some occasions called hy the people.

In later limes they were assisted in keeping orfer

(cufcoo-fi/a) by the membi rs of the presiding tribe

iv wpo*bpt^vffa <pv\‘hi Aesch. c. (.^e$iph. p. .5.3,

and Boulb)
;
and the officers who acted under

them, the ** scijeants-nt-anns ” were the crier (5

a^pu(), and the Scythian bowmen. Thus, in

Aristophanes (AcAam. 24), the crier says to a
speaker, who was out of order, xdduffo (rryo, and
in another passage the Tofdrai are represented os

^ drunken man out of the assembly.

143.) When the discussion upon any sub-

ject had tcrroiimted, the chairoian of the pro^i, if

he thought proper, put the question to the vote

:

wc read in siimc imtanccs of his refusing to do so.

(Xen. Mem. L 1. § 18 ; Thnc. vL 14.)

Previous, however, to the commencement of

j

any businc^ it was usual to make a lustra-
' tion or purification of the place where the as-

sembly was held. This was performed by an
officiating priest called the Peridiarchue

a name given to him because he went before

the lustral victims (vi xeptirria.) as they were

carried round the boundary of the place. The
favourite victims were sucking pigs (xoip^3ta) : the

blood of which was sprinkled about the scats, and
their bodies afterwards thrown into the sea.

(SchoL ad Arifiapk. k c., ad Aeeeh. c. Timar. p.

48.) After the peristioreb the crier followed,

burning incense in a censer. When these cere-

monies were concluded, the crier proclaimed silence,

and then oficred up a prayer, in which the gods

were implored to bless the proceedings of the meet-

ing, and bring down destruction on all those who
were hostilely disposed towards the state, or who
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tTRilorously plottM ila overthrow, or received bribei

fi:>r miftleading and deceiving the people. (Aristoph.

'Iltesm. 330.) On the conclusion of this prayer

business began, and the 6rst subject proposed was
said to be brought forward, itpSrrov fitra Itpi.

(Dem. c. Timoer^ p. 706.) We most, however, iin*

dentand that it was illegal to propose to the ecclcsia

any particular measure unless it had previously re-

ceived the sanction of the senate, or been formally

referred by that body to the people, under the title

of a T(>oioO\(vpuL. The assembly, nevertheless,

had the power of altering a previous decree of the

senate as might seem fit. Further information on

this point will be found under liouLK, to which we
may odd, according to Schdmann (De ComUiis^ c. 9),

that the object of the law, mentioned by the gram-

marians (’AwpoCouAfvroK thttveu

4y seems to have been, not to provide

that no motion should be proposed in the assembly

unless previously approved of by the senate, but

rather that no subject should be presented for dis-

cussion to the people, about which a bill of the

senate had not been draaTi up and read in the as-

sembly.

The privilege of addressing the assembly was
not confined to any class or age amongst those who
bad the right to be present : all, without any dis-

,

tinction, were invited to do so by the proclamation

(Tfr iyop*vfiv /3o^Amu) which was rondo by the

crier oAer the proedri h^ gone through the neces-

sary prelitninaries, and laid the subject of discus- '

sioa Wfore the meeting
;
for though, according to

i

the institutions of Solon, those persons who were
I

above hfiy years of age ought to have been called
I

upon to speak first (Acsch. e. Ctesipk. p. 54), this I

regulation hod in the days of Aristophanes become
quite obsolete. (Pem. De Cor. p, 2U5 ; Aristoph.

Acham. 43.) The speakers are sometimes simply

called of «’apfoio'«r,and appear to haveworn a crown
of myrtle on their heads while addressing the as-

sembly, to intimate, perhaps, that they were then

representatives of the people, and like the archons

when crowned, inviolable. (Aristoph. KccUm. 130,

147.) They were by an old law required to con-

fine themselves to the subject before the meeting,

ond keep themselves to the discussion of one thing

nt a time, and forbidden to indulge in scurrilous or

abusive language: the law, however, had in the

time of Aristophanes become neglected and almost

fiirgotten. (Aesrh. c. Timnr, p. 5 ;
Aristoph.

JCcct'r*. 142.) I'he most influential and practised

s{K*nkers of the assembly were generally distin-

guished by the name of

After the speakers hod concluded, any one was
at liberty to propose a decree, whether draam up
beforehand or framed in the meeting (’Ek

avyypi^9oBai^ Plat Gorg. p. 451), which, how-
ever, it was necessary to present to the proedri,

that they might see, in conjunction aith the vofuy-

^uAcurfr, whether there was contained in it any-

thing injurious to the state, or contrary to the

existing laws. (Pollux, viii, 94.) If not, it was
read by the crier

;
though, even after the reading,

the chairman could prevent it lieingput to the vote,

unless his opposition was overborne by threats and
clamours. (Aesch. De Fa^t. Leg. p. 39.) Private

indix-iduals also could do the same, by engaging
upon oath {irwttfAocla) to bring against the author
of any measure they might object to, an accusation

called a ypcL^ sropoyd^r. 1 f, however, the chair-

man refused to submit any question to the decision
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of the people, he might be proceeded against by
endeixii (Plat Apol, p. 32) ;

and if he allowed the

people to vote upon a proposal which was contrary
to existing constitutional laws, he a*as in some cases

liable to atimia. (Dcm. c. Titnoc. p. 716.) If, on
the contrary', no opposition of this sort was offered

to a proposed decree, the votes of the people were
taken, by the permission of the chairman and with

the consent of the rest of the proedri : whence the
permission is said to have been given sometimes
by the proedri and sometimes by the chairman,
who it also simply called 6 wpdeSpor, just ns the
proedri are sometimes styled prytnnes. (Aesch.
e. Cteviph. p. 64 ;

Dem. c. Afeid, p. 5 1 7.) The de-

cision of the people was given either by show of

bands, or by ballot, ». e. by casting pebbles into

urns (ica^iVaoi)
; the former was expressed by the

word the latter by al-

though the two terms are frequently confounded.
The more usual method of voting was by show of

hands, ns l>eing more cxpieditious and convenient

(xsigoroyla). The process was as follows :— the

crier first proclaimed that all those who were in

favour of a proposed measure should hold up their

hands (8rfi 8o/c«t a. r. A. ipdrt$ X**P^) • then
he proclaimed that all those who were opposed to

it should do the same (5r^ pii 8o«tc7 k. r. A.) : they
did so, and the crier then formed as accurate an
idea as possible of the numbers for and against

(ifplBpu rks ^^<1 the chairman of tho

meeting pronounced the opinion of the majority.

(SuidoB, s. r. KaTix*^pororn<T*y.) In this way
most matters of public interest were determined.

Vote by ballot (irpy§87j»'), on the other hand, was
only used in a few special coses determined by
law

: as, for instance, u’hcn a proposition was made
for allowing those who had suiter^ atimia to appeal

to tho people for restitution of their former rights

;

or for inflicting extraordinary punishments on atro-

cious offenders, and gcner^ly, upon any matter
which affected private persons, (Dem. e, TVjworr.

pp. 715, 719.) In cases of this sort it wvis settled

by law, that a decree should not be valid unless six

thousand citizens at least voted in favour of it This
was by far the majority of those citizens who were
in the habit of attending

;
for, in time of war the

number never amounted to five thousand, and in

time of peace seldom to ten thousand. (Tbuc.
viL 72.)

With respect to the actual mode of voting by
ballot in the eccleaia we have no certain informa-

tion
; but it u-as probably the same as in the courts

of law, namely, by means of black and white peb-

bles, or shells, put into urns (KoilffKoi) ; the white
for adoption, the black for rejection of any given

measure, (^^chol. ad Arist. Vesp. 981).

The determination or decree of the people was
called a Ftrjikhma which properly

signifies a law proposed to an assembly, and ap-

proved of by the people. The form for drawing
up the Fsephisma varied in different ages. [Bovr.s.]

We now come to the dismissal of the assembly ;

the order for which, when business was over, was
given by the piytancs (IAuook 4icirAf}0'f»'),

through the proclamation of the crier to the people

(Aristoph. Achant. 173) ; and as it a*as not cus-

tomary to continue meetings which usually begun
early in the morning {Id. 20) till after sunset, if

one day were not sufficient for the completion of

any business, it was adjourned to the next. But
an assembly was sometimes broken up if any one.
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wbf'ther a niRgiftrnt« or private indiridaol., declared

ihal he saw an unfaTouralde omen, or jwreeived

thunder and lightning. The sudden appearance of

min also, or the shuck of an earthtiuake, or any
natural phacnomenon of the kind called 6iO<rn/al<>h

was a sufficient reason for the hasty adjournment

of an assembly. (Aristoph. A'»6. 579 ; Thuc. t.

46.)

W'c have already stated in general terms, that

ail matters of puUic and nativmU interest, whether

foreign or domestic, were determined upon by the

people in their assemblies, and we shall conclude

this article by stating in detail what some of these

matters were. On this point Julius Pollux (vlii.

95) informs us, tliat in the first assembly of every

prytany, which was called aupfo,the 4Tix*tp<fTotfia

of the magistmics was held ; i. e. an inquisition

into their conduct, which, if it proved unhivour-

ahle, was followed by their deposition. In the

same assembly, moreover, the »<r«77fXlai or ex-

traordinary informations were laid before the peo-

ple, ns a'cll as all matters relating to the watch and
ward of the country of Attica ; the regular officers

also read over the lists of confiscated property, and
the names of those who had entered upon inherit-

ances. The second was devoted to the hearing of

those who appeared before the people ns suppli-

ants for some favour, or for the privilege of ad-

dressing the assembly without incurring a penalty

to which they otherw'isc would liave been liable,

or fur indemnity previous to giving information

about any crime in which they were accomplices.

In all these cases it was necessary to obtain an

&5«o, i. e. a special permission or immunity. In

the third assombly, amljassadors from foreign states

were received. In the fourth, religious and other

public matters of the state were discussed.

From this statement, compared with what is

•aid under Kisangxi.u, it appears that in coses

which required an extraordinary trial, the people

sometimes acted in a judicial capacity, although

they usually referred such matters to the court of

the Meliaca. There were, however, other cases in

which they exercised a judicial power : thus, for

instance, the proedri cotUd ex officio prosecute an

individual before the people for misconduct in the

ecclesia. (Aesch. c. Timarch. p. 5.) Again, on

some occasions information was simply

laid before the people in assembly, without the in-

formant making a regular impeachment ;
and al-

though the final determination in cases of this sort

was yentrrUly referred to a court of law, still there

seems no reason to doubt that the pc<iple might
have taken cognizance of them in assembly, and

decided upon them as judges ;
just as they did in

some instances of heinous and notorious crimes,

even when no one came forward with an accusa-

tion. Moreover, in turbulent and excited times,

if any one hod incurred tlic displeasure of the people,

they not unfrequcntly poued summary sentence

upon him, without any regard to the regtilar and

established forms of proceeding: as examples of

which w^ may mention the cases of Demosthenes

and Phocion. The proceedings called and
^iroyycAi'a were also instituted before the people

:

further information with respect to them is given

under those heads.

The legislative powers of the people in assembly,

•o fiir as they were deftned by the enactnienta of

Solon, were very limited ; in fact, strictly speak-

ing, no laws could, without violating the spirit of
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the Athenian constitutiMi, be cither repealed or
enacted, except by the court of the No^otisVai : it

might, however, doubtless happen that ^rpplojuarra

passed by the assemblies had reference to general

and permanent objects, and were therefore virtually

vifioi or laws [Nomothktks]
;
moreover, if wo

may judge by the complaints of Demosthenes, it

appears that in his days the institutions of Solon

had, in this respect, fallen into disuse, and that

new laws were made br the people collectively in

assembly, without the inU rvcniion of the court of

the nomothetac. (Dem. e. T’lmocr. p. 744 ;
Aristot.

Polit. ir. 4.)

The foreign policy of the state, and all matters

connected with it, and the regulation and appropria-

tion of the taxes and revenues, were, as we might
expect, determined upon by the people in assembly.

The domestic economy of the state wns under the

same superintendence ; a fact which Pollux briefly

express<‘s by informing ns that the people deculed

in the fourth assembly wspl Ispwr iral ^f*o<riuy,

i. e. on bU matters, whether spiritual or secular, in

which the citizens collectively had an interest.

Such, for example, says Schomann (p. 290), **are

the priesthood, the temples of the gods, and all

other sacred things
;
the treosuiy', the public land,

and public property in general ; the magistracy,

the courts, the law's and institutions of the state,

and, in fine, the state itself :
** in connection with

w'hich wc may observe, that the meetings for the

election of magistrates were called

Ijostly, as Schbinann remarks, ** the people likewise

detennined in assembly upon the propriety of con-

ferring rewards and honours on such citizens or

strangers, or even foreign states, as had in any
manner signally benefltted the commonwealth.^
It is hardly necessary to add, that the signiflention

of a religions assembly or church, which etWeswi

bore in later timea, sprang its earlier meaning
of an assembly in general, whether of the con-

stituency of a whole state, or of its sub-divi-

sions, such as tribesand cantons. See TniBrsand
DtMt'R. [K. W.]
ECCl.E'TI {fKKXTtToi), wns the name of nn

assembly at Sparta, and seems to hare been the

same as the so-called fesser afffmfJy futeph. aa-

\ovfi4yij ^axAtio-fa, Xen. Ifell. iii. 3. § 8). Its

name seems to indicate a select assembly, but it is

difficult to determine of w’hnt persons it was com-
posed

;
since, however, Xenophon {/ML ii. 4. § 38)

mentions the ephors along with and as distinct

from it, we cannot with Tittman ((SrircM. Stualsv.

p, 100) andWnchsmuth {I/eif. Aftrr, vol.'i. pp.464,
690, 2d edit.), consider it as having consisted of

the Spartan magistrates, with the addition of some
deputies elected from among the citizens. As,
however, the iKKkvfTOi do not occur until the period

when the franchise had been granted to a great

numlier of freedmen and aliens, and when the

number of ancient citizens had l>een considerably

thinned, it does not seem improbable that the leaser

I

os^mbly consisted exclusively of ancient citizens,

either in or out of office ; and this supposition

seems very well to agree with the fuct, that they
appear to have always been jealously watchful in

upholding the ancient constitution, and in prevent-

ing any innovation that might be made by the
ephors or the new citizens. (Thiriwall, //i$t. of
frnwe, iv. p. 372, &c.)

The whole subject of the /ttHk-qroi is involved in

difficult. Tittmann thinks, that though the name
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of thU asifmbly is not mentioned, it existed long

before the Persian wars, and that in many coses in

which the magistrates (tsAij, of ^X®^)
arc said to hare made decrees, the magistrates are

mentioned instead of the faxAffroi, of whom they

were the chief members. This lost supposition is

rejected by MUllcr (Dor. iii. 5, § 10), who ob-

serves that the magistrates were often said to have

decreed a measure (especially in foreign afinirs),

though it had been discussed before the whole

assembly and approved by it
;

for the magistrates

were the representatives and the organs of the

assembly, and acted in its name. Mlillcr is also

of opinion that fxxAirroi and iKHXifffla are identical,

and distinct from the lesser assembly, which he

considers to have been a kind of select assembly,

Dut his arguments on this point are not convincing.

The inK\r)Tot and the lesser assembly are men-
tioned about the same time in Grecian bistoiy*,and

previous to that time we hear of no assembly,

except the regular ^xxAn^^Ui of all the Spartans,

(See Xen. //e/4 v. il § 33, vL 3. | 3.) [L.S.]

E'CDICUS (f*8ixot), the name of an officer in

many of the towns of Asia Minor during the Ro-

man dominion, whose principal duty was the care

of the public money, and the prosecution of all par-

ties who owed money to the state. The word is

translated in the ancient glossaries by oo^i/or, an

attorney. (Cic. ad Pam, xiii. 56 ; Plin. £p. x,

111; Oronovius, <U Setteri. iv. 3. p. 277.)

E'CDOSIS (Motris). [Fknus.]
ECUTNOS (ix^os), [Dike.]
EGLOOEIS (/xAo7«ii). [Eisphora.]
ECMAKTY'RIA (iKfMpTvpla)^ signifies the :

deposition of a witness, who, by reason of absence
,

abroad, or illness, was unable to attend in court. I

His statement was taken down in writing, in the
j

presence of persons expressly appointed to receive
|

it, and afterwords, upon their swearing to its iden-
j

tity, was read as evidence in the cause. They
,

were said pofrrvptTy tV ^ftpaprvplatf : the absent

witness, iKpapruptlr • the party who procured the

evidence, /x^iaprvpfoj' iroi«r(r6ai. It was considered

as the testimony of the deponent himself, not that

of the certifying witnesses, and therefore did not

come within the description of hearsay evidence,

which (except the declaration of a deceased per-

son) was not admissible at Athens. The law
w’os, hcoijrftyai fiaprvpttr TtBrtarroSt dKfiaprvpiatf

54 vwtpoplov xol ^vudrov. The deponent (like

any other witness) was liable to an action for false

testimony if the contents of the deposition were
untrue^ unless he could show that it was incor-

rectly taken down or forged, in which case the

certifying witnesses would be liable. Therefore

(Isaeus tells us) it was usual to select persons of

good cliaracter to receive such evidence, and to

have 08 many of them m possible (Isaeus, D«
Pyrr. Ifered, 23, 24, ed. Dckk. ; Dcm. c. Siepk.

pp. 1130, 1131.) [Martyria.] [C. R, K.]

E'CPHORA (iK^pd). [FfNUS.]
ECPIIYLLOPHO'RIA (/x^oAAo^pia). [Ex-

AlLIDir.]

ECULEUS. [EQurLKfs.]
E'DERE ACTIO'NE.M. [Actio,]

KDICTUM. The Jus Edicendi, or power of

making edicts, belonged to the higher mogistratus

popiili Romani, but it was principally exercised by
the two praetors, the proctor url^us and the

praetor peregrinus, whose jurisdiction was exercised

m the provinces by the pracsci. The curule aediles

EDICTUM.
also made many edicts, and their jurisdiction wns
exercised (under the empire at least) in the pro-

vincioc populi Romani by the quaestors. (Galas,

I 6.) There was no edict promulgated in the pro-

vinciac Coesaris. The tribunes, censors, and ponti-

fices also promulgated edicts relating to the matters

of their respective jurisdictions. The edicts are

enumerated by Gains among the sources of Roman
law, and this port of the R^man law is sometimes
called in the Pandect, Jus Honorarium (Dig. 44.

tit 7. s. 52), apparently because the edictal power
belonged to those magistrates only who had the
honores, and not so much od bonorem praetorum.

(Dig. I. tit 1, s. 7.) As the edicts of the praetors

were the most important, the jus honorarium was
sometimes called jus practorium

; but properly,

the jus honorarium was the term under which was
comprehended all the edictal law.

Edictum signifies, generally, any public notice

made by a competent authority (Tacit Ann, i. 7 ;

Liv. xxxL 6, ii. 30). But it specially signifies,

under the republic, a rule promulgated by a mogis-

tratus, which a*as done by writing it on on album,

and placing it in a conspicuous place, ** Unde de

piano rectc Icgi potest'' From this circumstance,

the Edict was considered to be a part of the jus

scriptum. As the office of a magistratus was
annual, the rules promulgated by a predecessor

were not binding on a successor, but be might

confirm or adopt the roles of his predecessor, and
introduce them into his own Edict, and hence such

adopted rules were called edictum tralatitium (Cic.

nd AH. iii. 23, v. 21 ;
ad Pam, iit 8 ; in IVrr.

L 45), or vetus, as opposed to odictum novum. A
repentinum edictum was that rule which was made
(prout res incidit) for the occasion. (In Verr. iii.

14.) A perpetuum edictum was that rule which

was made by the magistratus on entering upon

office, and which was intended to apply to all cases

to which it wnn applicable, during uio year of his

office: hence it was sometimes called also annua

lex. It was not called perpetuum because the

rules w'ere fixed, but because each praetor pub-

lished his edict upon entering on his office, and
thus there was a perpetuum (conUnuous) edictum.

Until it became the practice for magistratus to

adopt the edicta of their predecessors, the edicta

could not form a body of permanent binding rules
;

but when this practice became common, the edicta

(edictum tralatitium) soon constituted a large body

of law, which was practically of as much import-

ance ns any other part of the law. The several

edicta, when thus established, were designated by

the names of their promulgators, os the Edictum

Carbonianum ; or they were named with reference

to the fbnnuhi, and the actio which they esta-

blished, os Aquiliana, Publiciana, Rutiliana.

The origin of the edictal power cannot be his-

toricallyshown ; but as the praetor was a magistrate

established for the administration of justice on ac-

count of the occupations of the consult, and the

consular power was the representative of the kingly

power, it seems that the jus edicendi may have

been a remnant of the kingly prerogative. How-
ever this may be, the edictal power was early

exercised, and so fiur established, that the jus prac-

torium was a recognised division of law in and

before the time of Cicero (m Verr. L 44), in whose

I

age the study of the Edict formed a port of the

I

regular study of the law. (de i. 5, ii. 23.)

j

The edict of the aediles about the buying and

o^lc
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riling of •Uvri U mentioned by Cicero (df Off", iii.

17) ; the Edlctiones AcdilitiAc arc alluded to by
Pl^tus (Capt. ir, 2, T, 43) ;

and an edict of the

praetor Pcregrinui is mentioned in the Lex <la]liae

C'isalpina*, which probably belongs to the begin*

ning of the eighth century of the city. The l<ex

Cornelia., B.C. 67, provided against abuses of the

edictal power, by declaring that the pmetors should

decide in particular cases, conformably to their

perpetual edict. The edicts made in the provinces

are often mentioned by Cicero. They were founded

on the edictora nrbanum, though they likewise

comprehended rules applicable only to the ad-

ministration of justice in the provinces, and so for

they were properly edictum provinciale. Thus
Cicero {ad AO.ri. ! )

says, that be promulgated in

his province two edicta ; one provinciale, which,

among other matters, contained every thing that

ndated to the pnblicani, and another, to which ho

gives no name, relating to matters of which he

says, ** ex edicto et postulari et fieri solenL** As
to all the rest, he made no edict, but declared that

he would frame all his decrees (decrcta) upon the

edicta urbona. It appears, then, that in the time

of Cicero the edicta already formed a large body
of law, v/hich is confirmed by the &ct, that, in

bis time, an attempt had been already mode to

reduce it into order, and to comment on iL Scr-

vius Sulpicios, the great jurist and orator, the

friend and contemponuy of Cicero, addressed to

Brutus two very short l^ks on the Edict, which
was followed by the work of Ofilius (Pomponius,

Dig. 1. tiL 2. s. 2) :
though we do not know

whether the work of Ofilius was an attempt to

collect and arrange the various edicta, like the sub*

s quent compilation of Julian, or a commentary
like thooe of many subsequent jurists (Ofilius

edictum praetoris primus diligenter composuit).

The object of the Edict, according to the

Roman jurists, was the following (Papinianus,

Dig. 1. tit 1. S.7):— ^Adju'andi vel tuppleiidi

vci corrigendi juris civUis gratia propter utilitatem

publicam :
** the Edict is also described as ** viva

vox juris civilis.” It a-as, in effect an indirect

method of legislating, and it was the means by

which numerous rules of law became established.

It WAS found to be a more effectual, because an

easier and more practical way of grodunlly en-

larging and altering the existing law, and keeping
the whole system m harmony, than the method of

direct legislation
;
and it is undeniable that the

roost valuable part of the Roman law is derived
from the edicts. If a praetor established any rule

which was found to be inconvenient or injurious,

it fell into disuse, if not adopted by his successor.

The publicity of the Edict must also have been a

great security against any arbitrary changes, for a
nuupjtratus would hardly venture to promulgate a

rule to which opinion hod not by anticipation ol-

ready given its sanction. Many of the rules pro-

mulgate by the Edict were merely in conformity

to existing custom, more particularly in cases of

contracts, and thus the edict would have the effect

of converting custom into law. This is what Cicero

seems to mean (ds InvenL ii. 22), when he says

that the Edict depends in a great degree on custom.

As to the matter of the Edict, it must be sup-

posed that the defects of the existing law must
generally have been acknowledged and felt before

any magistratos ventured to supply them
;
and in

doing this, he must have ccuiformed to the so-called
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natural equity (Jus NntunUe or Gentium). Under
the emperora, also, it may be presumed, that the

opinions of legal writers «'ould act on public

opinion, and on those who had the jus edicendi.

Hence, a large part of the edictal rules were
founded on the so-called jus gentium ; and the ne-

cessity of some modifications of the strict rules of

the civil law, and of additional rules of law, would
become the more apparent with the extension of

the Roman power and their intercourse with other

nations. Dut the method in which the praetor

introduced new rules of law was altogether con-

formable to the spirit of Roman institutiuna The
process was slow and gradual

; it was not effected

by the destruction of that which existed, but by
adapting it to circumstances. Accordingly, when

I
a right existed, or was recognised, tho praetor

would give an action, if there was none • ho would
interfere by way of protecting possession, but bo
could not make possession into ownership, and,
accordingly, that was effected by the law [Uai;-

CAPio] : he aided plaintiffs by fictions, as, for iri-

,

stance, in the Publiciana actio, where the fiction

;

was, that the possessor had obtained the ownership
by usucapion, and so was quasi ex jure Quirilium

duminus (Gaius, iv. 36) ;
and he also aided portics

by exofptioncs, and in integrum restitutio. [Jt'8.]

The old forms of procedure were few in number,
and they were often inconvenient and failed to do
justice. Accordingly, the praetor extended the

remedies by action, as already intimated in the

case of the Publiciana actio. This change pn>-

bably commenced after many of the legis actionrs

were abolished by the Aebutialex, and the neces-

sity of new forms of actions arose. These were in-

trt^uced by the praetors, and it is hardly a matter
of doubt that in establishing the formulae they
followed the analogy of the legis actiones. It is

the conclusion of an ingenious writer {Rhein. Mns.
fur Juris, i p. 5 1 , IHs Oecoaoiaie des Edictes^

von Hefftcr), ** that the edict of the praetor urbanus

was in the main part relating to actions arranged

after the model of the old legis actiones, and that

the system is apparent in the Code of J ustinion,

and still more in the Digest.'*

Under the emperors, there were many commen-
tators on the Edict. Thus we find that Lnbeo

I

wrote four books on the E^ict, and a work of his

lin thirty books, Ad Edictum Praetoris Peregrini,

is cited by Ulpian. (Dig. 4. tiL 3 s. 9.) Salvius

Jiilianus, a distinguished junst, who lived in tho

time of Hadrian, and filled the office of praetor,

made a compihHion of Edictal law by order of the

emperor
; the work was arranged in titles, ac-

cording to subjects (Backing, Indit. I 30. n. 11).

It was called Edictum Perpetuum
;
and it seems,

that from the date of this treatise, the name Per-

petuum was more particularly applied to this

edictum than to that which was originally and pro-

perly called the Edictum Pcrpi'tuum. Julian ap-

pears to have collected and arranged tho old edicts,

and he probably both omitted what hod fhilen into

disuse, and abridged many ports, thus giving to

the whole a systematic choiwter. The work of

Julian must have had great infiuence on the study
of the low, and on subsequent juristical writings.

It does not seem probable, that the edicts of the

two Roman praetors, together with the Edictum
Provinciale, and the edicts of the curule aedUes,

were blended into one in this compilation. If the

work of Julian comprehended all these edicts.
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they must have been kept distinct, as the subject-

matter of them was different. We know that the

edicts of the cunile aediles were the subject of

distinct treatises by Gains, Ulpian, and Paulus,

and the Edictum Provincialc would, from its nature,

be of necessity kept separate from all the rest.

But some writers arc of opinion, that the Edictum

Perpetuum of Julianus made one body of law out

of the edicta of the praetor nrbanus and peregrinus,

that there was also incorporated into it much of

the Edictum Provincialc, and a large part of the

Edictum Aedilitium, as an appendage at least.

The hklict thus arranged and systematised was, it

is further supposed, promulgated in the provinces,

and thus became, ns far as its provisions extended,

a body of law for the empire. This view of the

edictum of Julianus is confirmed by the fact of

Italy being divided by Hadrian into the city of

Rome with its appurtenant part, and four districts.

The nuigistmtus remained as before, but the juris-

diction of the praetor was limited to Rome and its

territory
;
and magistrates, called consularcs, and

Bubsc<|uently, in the time of Aurelius, juridici, were

appointed to administer justice in the districts.

As the cdictal power of the praetor was thus

limited, the necessity for a comprehensive Edict

(such as the Edictum Perpetuum of Julian) is the

more apparent

There were numerous WTitings on the Edict

besides those above enumerated. They were

sometimes simply entitled Ad Edictum, according

to the ciuitinns in the Digest
;
and there were also

other juristical writings, not so entitled, which fol-

lowed the order of the Edict, as, for instance, the

epitome of Hermogenianus. (Dig. 1. tit 5. s. *2.)

Ultimately, the writings on the Edict, and those'

which followed the arrangement of the Edict, ob-

tained more authority than the Edict itself^ and
became the basis of instruction.

Some few fragments of the older edicts are

found in the Roman writers, but it is chiefly from

the writings of the jurists ns excerj)ted in the

Digest, that wo know anything of the Edict in its

later form. It seems pretty clear that the order of

Justinian's Digest, and more particularly that of

his Code, to some extent followed that of the

Edict The writings on the Edict, as well as the

Edict itself, were divided into tituli or rubricae,

and these into capita
;
some special or detached

rules were named clausulae ; and some parts were

simply named edictum, as Edictum Carlmnianum,

Ac.

The Edicta or Edictales Leges of the emperors

are mentioned under Constitutio.

The Digest, ns already observed, contains nu-

merous fragments of the Edicts. The most com-

plete collection of the fragments of the Edicts is

by Wieling, in his “Fragmenta Edicti Perpetui,”

Franck. 1733. The latest essay on the subject is

by C. O. L. deWeyh^ “ Libri Tres Edicti sive

de Originc Fatisque Jurispnidentiae Romanae prae-

sertim Edictorum Praetoris ac do Forma Edicti

Perpotui,” Cell. 1821. The twenty-fiAt book of

the Digest (tit. 1) is on the Aedilitium Edictum.

(Zimmem, Gtfchichte des Kom. PrivtUrtchts ; Ma-
rczoll, Tjthfmch, Ac. ;

Rein, DasRomische Privat-

reclU^ Ac., Leipzig, 1836 ;
Savigny, Gtsohkhie det

R. R^ Ac. vol. i. c. 1 ;
Savigny, System, Ac., vol.

L pp. 109, Ac., 116, Ac.) [O. L.]

EDICTUM THEODORICI. This is the first

collection of law that mu made after the downfal

EISAGOGEIS.

of the Roman power in Italy. It was promulgated
by Theodoric, king of the Ostrogoths, at Rome, in

the year a. o. 500. It consists of 154 chapters,

in which we recognise parts taken from the Code
and Novellae of Theodosius, from the Codices Gre-
gorianus and Hermogenianus, and the Sententiao

of Paulus. The Edict was, doubtless, drawn up by
Roman writers, but the original sources are more
disfigured and altered than in any other compila-

tion. This collection of law was intended to apply

both to the Goths (Barbari) and the Romans, so

far as its provisions went
; but when it made no

alteration in the Gothic law, that law was still to

be in force fur the Barbari ; and the Roman
law was still to prevail for the Romans in those

cases to which the Edictum was not applicable.

Athalnrich, the grandson of Theodoric, or rather

Anialasuntha, the mother of Athalarich, who was
a minor, completed this Edictum by a new one

;

but after Narses had again united Italy to the

dominion of Justinian, the legislation of Justinian

was established in Italy (a. d. 554), and the

Edictum of Theodoric had no longer authority.

The opinion of modem wTiters ns to the design and
object of the Edictum of Thco<loric is by no means
uniform. There is an edition of this Edictum
by G. F. Rhon, Halle, 1816, 4to. (Sari^y,
Geechichte dea R. R. Ac.

;
Bdcking, Instil. L

89.) [G. L.]

EEDNA {Uiva). [Dos.1
ElCOSTE (eiKocTT^), a tax or duty of one

twentieth (five per cent) upon all commodities ex-

])orted or imported by sea in the states of the allies

subject to Athens. This tax was first imposed

u. c. 4 1 .5, in the place of the direct tribute which
had up to this time been paid by the subject

allies
;
and the change was made with the hope

of raising a greater revenue. (Thuc. viL 28.)

This tax, like all others, was formed, and the

former* of it were called cicostologi (stKOOToAdyoi).

It continued to be collected in a c. 405, as Aris-

tophanes mentions an eicostoloyus in that year

{Ran, 348). It was of course terminated by the

issue of the Peloponnesian war, but the tribute

was afterwards revived on more equitable prin-

ciples under the name of Syniaris {trvyr^ts).

(Bikkh, J‘uLL Boon, of Athens, pp. 325, 401, 2nd
cd.)

We also read of an eicoste levied by the sons

of Peisistratus. This tax ams n twentieth of the

produce of the lands in Attica, and w*as only half

of what had been levied by Peisistratus himself.

(Thuc. vi. 54.)

El REN {ttpri*') or IREN {'(piiv\ the name
given to the Spartan youth n-hen ho attained the

age of twenty. At the ago of eighteen he emerged
from childhood, and was called Melleiren

Ktlpriv, Plut. Lye. 17). When he had attained

his twentieth year, he began to exercise a direct

influence over liis juniors, and was entrusted with

the command of troops in battle. The word ap-

pears to have orignally signified a commander.
Hesychius explains "Ipayts by lipxoyrfs, 8i«&-

Kom-fs: and tlpriyd(ei by npartZ The Ipivts

mentioned in Herodotus (ix. 85) were certainly

not youths, but commanders. (MUller, Dorians,

vol. ii. p. 315.)

EISAGO'GEIS {tla‘etytsyt7s\ at Athens, were
not themselves distinct magistrates

; but the name
was ^iven to the ordinary magistrates when ap-

plication was made to them for the purpose of
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bringing a cause (uaiytuf) into a proper court.

[Diabtktab; Dike.] The catue itself wna

tried, as is explained under Dikk, by dicasts

chosen by lot ; but all the preliminiuy proceed-

ings, such os receiving the accusation, drawing up

the indictnieut, intn^ocing the cause into court,

Ac, were conducted by the regular magistrate,

who attended in his own department to all that

was understood in Athenian law by the ity^noyla

rot ZiK<um}piov. Thus we find the stratogi, the

l(^stac, the ^imrrdrat rAr itifutalwy Ip7»v, the

^wi/isAirral rov ifiTopiov^ &c., possessing this

; but it was not the chief business of any

of the public magistrates, except of the archons

and perhaps of the eleven. The chief part of the

duties of the former, and es]iccially of the tbes-

inothetae, consisted in receiving accusations and

bringing causes to trial {uodyuv) in tlic proper

courts. [Archon.]
EISANOE'LIA (eiVoyysAia), signifies, in its

primary and most general sense, a denunciation of

any kind (Schomaiin, I)c ('omiiiis, p. 181), but,

much more usuallr, an information laid l>efore the

council or the assembly of the people, and the

consequent impeachment and trial of state crimi-

nals at Athens undor novel or extraordinarj' cir-

cumstances. Among these were the occasions

upon which manifest crinies were alb'ged to have

been committed, and yet of such a nature as the

existing laws had failed to anticipate or at least

describe specifically {&ypa^ d^nHifiora), the result

of which omission would have been, but for the

enactment by which the accusations in question

might be preferred {y6pot tl(Tayyt\rtK6s\ that a

proscciitor would not have known to what magis-

trate to apply
;
that a magistrate, if applied to,

could not with safety bare accepted the indictment

or brought it into court ; and that, in short, there

would hare been a total failure of justice. (Har-

pocraL s. e.) The process in question was pecu-

liarly adapted to supply these deficiencies ; it

pointed out, as the authority competent to deter-

niuie the criminality of the alle^^ act, the as-

sembly of the people, to which applications for

this purpose might be made on the first business-

day of each prytany {Kvpta ixyKriclOy llarpocrat.),

or the council, which w-as at all times capable of

undertaking such iuvesti^tinns
;
and occasionally

the accusation w*as submitted to the cognizance of

both these bodies. After the olfence had been

declared penal, the forms of the trial and amount
of the punishment were prescribed by the same

authority ; and, as upon the conviction of the

oiTenders a prec^ent would be cstablUhcd for the

future, the whole of the proceedings, although ex-

traordinary, and not originating in any specific

law, may be considered as virtu^Iy establishing a

penal statute, retrospective in its first application.

(Lycurg. e. Leocrai. p. 149, ed Steph.)

The speech of Euryptolemus (Xcn. J/eil. i, 7.

s»6 ^a.) clearly shows that the crime charged

against the ten generals who fought at Arginusae

was one of these unspecified offences. The decree

of the senate against Antiphon and his colleagues

(Plut. Ft/. OrtUoT. p. 888, e), directing

that they should be tried, and, if found guilty,

punished as traitors, seems to warrant the infer-

ence, that their delinquency (vis. having under-

taken an embassy to Sparta hr order of the Four

Hundred, a government declared illegal upon the

reinstatement of the democracy), did not amount
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to treason in the usual sense of the term, but re-

quired a special declaration by the senate to render

it cognizable as such by the lleliaca. Another
instance of treason by implication, prosecuted as

an extraordinary and unsjtecified crime, appears in

the case of Leocrates, who is, in the speech already

cited, accused of having absented himself from his

country, and dropped the character of an Athe-
nian citizen at a time w*hrn the state was in immi-
nent danger. Offences, however, of this nature

were by no means the only ones, nor indeed the

most numerous class (>f those to which extraordi-

nary denunciations were applicable. They might
be adopted when the charge embraced a coinblna-

tion of crimes, as that of treason and impiety in

the famous case of Alcibiados, fur each of which a
common indictment (ypa^) was admissible, when
the accused were persons of great influence in tho

state, when tho imputed crime, though punishable

by the ordinary laws, was |>eculiarly heinous, or

when a more speedy trial than was permitted by
the usual course of business was requisite to ac-

complish the ends of justice. (Schbiuann, De Com.
p. 100 ;

ilurpocrat) Circumstances such ai these

would, of course, be very often pretended by on in-

former to excite the greater odium against the

accused, and the adoption of the process in ques-

tion must have been much more frequent than

was absolutely necessary.

The first step taken by the informer was to re-

duce his denunciation to writing, and submit it

immediately to the cognizance of the council,

which had a discretionary power to accept or re-

ject it. (Lys. c. A'icom. p. 185.) Schomann main-
tains that a reference to this body was also noces-

•sary when it was intended to bring the matter

before the assembly of the people, but that its

agency was in such cases limited to permitting

the impeachment to be announced for discussion,

and dia*cting the proedri to obtain a hearing for

the informer. The thesmothetae are also men-
tioned by Pollux (viii. 87) as taking part in bring-

ing the matter before the assembly, but upon what
occasion they were so employed we can only con-

jecture.

In causes intended for the cognizance of tho
council only, after the reception of the denuncia-

tion, three courses with rc^spect to it might be
adopted by that body. If the alleged offence were
punishable by a fine of no greater amount than
five hundred drachmae, the council itself formed a
court competent for its trial

;
if it was of a graver

character they might pass a decree, such as that in

the case of Antiphon already mentioned, directing

the proper officers to introduce the cause to a He-
liastic court, and preKribing the time and forms

of the trial, and the penalty to be inflicted upon
the conviction of the criminals

;
lastly, if the mat-

ter w'cre highly important, and from doubts or

other reasons they required the sanction of the

OMrmbly, they might submit the cause as it stood

to the consideration of that body. In the first

case, the trial was conducted before the council

w'ith all the forms of an ordinary court, and if,

upon the assessment of penaliioa, the otfence scorn-

ed to deserve n heavier punishment than fell w'ith-

in its competency, the trial was transferred to a
Heliastic court, by the deliver)' of the sentence of

the council {Hardyyonris) to the thesmothetae by
the scribe of the piytanes, and upon these officers

it then devolved to bring the criminals to justiec.
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(Dcm. e. Ttmoer. p. 7*20.) The uccuicd were in

the meanwhile put into prison for safe oistody by

the authority of the anincil. When the offence

was obviously beyond the reach of the senate's

competency, the trial was dispensed with, and a

decree immediately drawn up for submitting the

cause to a superior court.

When a cause of this kind was so referred, the

dccriH) of the senate, or vote of the people, asso-

ciated other public advocates, generally ten in num-
ber, with the informer, who received a drachma
each from the public treasury (trvK^TOpoi). And
Ix'sides these, permission was given to any other

citizen to volunteer his services on the side of the

prosecution. If the information were laid before

the assembly, cither by the accuser himself, or the

senate, the first proceedings in the cause had for
,

their object to establish the penalty of the offence,

or the apparent culpability ot the accused ; and this

being decided by a vote of the people after a public

discussion, the inode of conducting the trial and
the penalty were next Axed. In the case of the

ten generals, the assembly directed that the senate

should propose the requisite arrangements. The
plan of the senate, however, was not ncccssarilr

adopted, but might be combated by rival proposals

of any pri\-ate citizen. The assembly very often

referred the matter to the lleliostic courts, but

occasionally undertook the trial itself
;
and when

the prisoner was accused of tri'ason, wc arc told

(Xcn. Le,) that he made his defence to the assem-

bly in chains, and w*iih a keeper upon either side ;

mid, according to another authority (Schol. ad
Aridopk. Keefes. 1081), that the time for such do-

fence was limited. After this the tribes voted by

ballot, two urns being assigned to each tribe for

this purpose. The informer, in the event of the'

prisoner being acquitted, was subjected to no

fenaliy if he obtained the votes of as many as a

fifth of the judges
;
otherwise, he was liable to a

fine of a thousand drachmae. For a more ample
diseuuion of the trials in question the reader is re-

ferred to SchSmann {£Je O/tnitiis^ c. iii).

Besides the class of causes hitherto described,

there were also two others which equally b<ire the

name of eisangelia, though by no means of the

same importance, nor indeed much resembling it

in the conduct of the proceedings. The Ant of

these consists of cases of alleged irdawim, «. e.

wrong done to aged or helpless parents, w'omen,

or orphans. Upon such occasions the informer

laid his indictment before the archon, if the

aggrieved persons were of a free Attic family ; or

iH'fore the polemarch, if they were resident aliena

The peculiarities of this kind of cause were, that

any Athenian citizen might undertake the accusa-

tion
;
that the informer was not limited as to time

ill his address to the court, and incurred no pcnaltv

whatever upon Atiliiig to obtain a verdict With
respect to the accused it is obvious that the cause

must have been rtfirtris^ or, in other words, that

the court would have the power of Axing the

amount of the penalty upon conviction. The third

kind of eisangelia was available against one of

the public arbitrators (8mut^i}i), when any one
complained of his haring given an unjust verdict

against him. The information was in this case

laid before the senate
;
and that the magistrate

w ho had so offended, or did not appear to defend
himselt^ might be punished by disfranchisement,

wo know from the instance mentioned by Demos-
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thenes (c. Meid. p. 542. 14). This passage, how-
ever, and an allusion to it in Harpoemtion, con-

stitutes the w'hole of our information upon the

subject. (Hudtwalcker, iiter die Di’dteL p. 19 ;

Meier, Att. Practss^ p. 270.) [J. S. M.]
EISITE'RI.A (siVrr^gia), scil. tcpd, sacriAcrs

which were offered at Athens by the senate be-

fore the session began, in honour of the Scol Bov-
AoToi, i. e. Zeus and Athena. (Antiph. De Ckur,

p. 789 ; Bockh, Corp. Inscript. L p. 671.) The
uicriAce was accompanied by libations, and a
common meal Av all the senators. (Demostb. Pe
Fait. Jjcg. p. 400. 24 ; compared with c. MUi.
p. 5.52. *2, where siViv^pia are said to be offered

for the senate, tmkp r^s /SovAnr).

Suidas (s. e.) calls the eiVir^pia a festive day

—

the Arst of every year— on which all the Athenian
magistrates entered upon their ofAce, and on which
the senate offered up sacriAcet for the purpose of

obtaining the goodwill of the gods for the new
magistrates. But this statement, as well as the

further remarks he adds, teem to have arisen from
a gn>ss misunderstanding of the passage of Demos-
thenes {De Fafs. Ijtg. p. 400), to which he refers.

Schomaun {De Vomit p.291, tmnsl.) adopts the

account of Suidas, and rejects the other statement
without giving any reason. [L. S.]

ErsniOUA (ciV^pd), litenlly a contribution

or tribute, w*as an extraoi^inary tax on property,

raised at Athens, whenever the moans of the state

were not sutAcient to carry on a war. The money
thus raised was sometimes called iraTafAAMava.

(Demosth. c. Timocr. p. 731.) We must carefully

distinguish between this tax and the various

liturgies which consisted in personal or direct ser-

> vices which citizens had to perform, whereas the

ciV^opd consisted in paying a certain contribution

towards defraying the expenses of a war. Some
ancient wTiteri do not always dearlv distinguish

between the two, and I’lpian on bemosthenes
{OfyntJt. il p. 33, «.) entirely confounds them ; and
it is partly owing to these inaccuracies that this

subject is involv^ in great dtfAcuItiet. At the

time when armies consisted only of Athenian citi-

zens, who equipped themselves and sened without
pay, the military* service was indeed nothing but a
species of extraordinary liturgy

; but when mer-
cenaries were hired to perform the duties of the
citizens, when wars became more expensive and
fluent, the state was obliged to levy contribu-

tioiu on the citizens in order to be able to carry

them on, and the citizens then paid money for

services which previously they had performed in

persoiu

It is not quite certain when this property-tax

was introduce
; for, although it is commonly ii>-

ferred, from a passage in Thucydides (iii. 19X that

it was Arst institute in 4*28 B. c. in order to de-
fray the expenses of the siege of Mytilene, yet we
And mentioned at an esulier period (See
Antiph.' TWiti/. i. 6. e. 12 ; leaeaa^De Dicacog. c. 37 ;

and Tittmann, GHcek. Stoatsv. p. 41, note 31) ;

and even the passage of Thucydides admits of an
interpretation quite in accordance with this, for it

is certainly not impossible that be merely meant to

say, that so large an amount as 200 talents bad
never before been raised as eU^topd, But, how-
ever this may be, after the year 428 B. c. this pro-

perty-tax teems to have frequently been raised, Air,

a few years afterwards, Aristophanes {Eguit 922)
•Dcaki of it as somethii^ of common occiirrenoe.
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Such a contributiou could ncrcr be raised without

a decree of the people, who also fixed upon the

amoout roqjjired (Demosth. e. P(>fycl, p. 1208 ;

Aristnph. JCrciet, 818) ;
the generals superintendsd

its collection, and presided in the courts where

disputes connected with, or nrisinjj from, the levy-

ing of the tax were settled. (Wolf, Proletj. in

I^}4in. p, 94 ;
Dernosth. e, liottd. p. 1002.) Such

disputes seem to have occurred rather friNjuently
;

personal enmity not seldom induced the oncers to

tax persons higher than was Lawfri), according to

the amount of their pmperly. (Aristoph, L c,

:

Demoath. c. AphtJt. p. 815.) The usual expn's-

sions for paying this property-tax arc

:

XpAgoTo, 0tt Toy str rijy ata-

ri piav rtjr vdAewf siV^p^r tlat^apaiy^ and those

who paid it were called ol 0la<p4poyr*f. On the

occasion mentioned by Thucydides, the amount

which was niisc<l was, as we have scon, 200

talents, which, if we suppose the taxable property

to have been 20,000 talents, was a tax of one per

cent, { Bfickh, PiibL Ectm. p. 520, 2d edit.) ( )n

other occasions, the rates were higher or lower, ac-

cording to the wants of the republic nl the time
;

we hnre accounts of rates of a twelfth, a fiftieth, a

hundredth, and a fire hundredth part of the tax-

able property.

The census of Solon was during the first period

the standard according to which the tlatpopd wjus

raised, until in 377 n. &, in the archonsbip of

Nausinicus a new census was instituU*d, in which

the people, for the purpose of fixing the rates of

the property-tax, were divided into a number of

lymmorioe {av^futpleu) or classes, similar to tliose

which wore aftera-ards made for the irierarchy.

(Philoch. a/>a///A»;7)orm/. s.c. 2vfifiopia ;
Demosth.

e. Awlrut. p. 608 ;
IJlpian, atl Demosth. O/yn/A. ii.

p. 33, «.) The nattirc of this new census, not-

withstanding the minute investigation of Biickh

(/W. Eeott. book iv), is still involved in greait ob-

seuritv. Each of the ten phylae, according to

Ulpia’n, appointed 120 of its wealthier citixens,

who were divided into two parts, according to their

property, called syramoriae, each consisting of sixty

persons ; and the members of the wealthier of the

two symmnriae were obliged, in cases of urgent I

necessity, to ad\-mice to the less waillhy the sum I

required for the (Tpofur<popd, Demosth. e.

Mid. p. 564, &C.). When the wunto of the state

had been thus supplied, those who had advanced

the money could at their ease, and in the usual

way, exact their money liack from those to whom
they had advanced it. The whole niimlKT of per-

sons included in the lymmoriac was 1200, who

were considered as the representatives of the whole

republic ; it would, however, as Biickh justly ob-

serves, bo absurd to suppose with Ulpian that

these 1200 alone paid the property-tax, and that

all the rest were exempt from it Tho whole

census of 6000 (Demosth. D« .symmor.), or more

accurately of 5750 talents (Polyb. it. 62, § 7), was

surely not the property of 1200 citizens, but the

taxable property of the wboio republic. Many
others, therefore, though their property was smaller

than that of the 1200, must have contributed to

the (ia^p^ and their property must be considered

as includ<^ in the census of 5750 talents of tax-

able property.

The l)ody of 1200 was, according to Ulpian,

also divided into four classes, each consisting of

300. The first class, or the richest, were the

leaders of the s^imimoriae (^ry*/idi'rs avmiopt&y)^

and arc often called the three hundred kwt' 4^oxhy.
They probably conducted the proceedings of the

symmuriac, and they, or, which is more likely, the

demarchs, had to value the taxable property. Otlier

officers were appointed to make out the lists of the

rales, and were called ^iri7pa4p«7v, or

iKKoyids. When the wants of the state were
pressing, the 300 leaders, perhaps in connection

with tho 300 included in the second class— for

Ulpian, in the first portion of his remark, states

that the richer syminoria of every phylc had to

perform this duty— advonci*d the money to the

others on the above-mentioned t^*nns (Demosth. t.

Phoanipp. p. 146), which, however, was never

done unless it was decreed by the people. (Demosth.

c. Pidifri. p. 1209.) Tho rates of taxation fur the

four cUuses have been mailc out with great prol la-

bility by Ikkrkh (PiJJ. Kcon. p. 519, 2d edit ),

from whose work the following table is taken :
—

Pirst CVtMS, Jrom ttcelre tiJcnts upfrords.

Property. Taxable. Taxable Capltab
Property-tax

of l.XKh part

500 tab i • 1 00 tab . . . 5 tab

100 „ i • 20 „ . . 1 „
50 „ • * • 10 „ . . 30 min.

15 „ • i . 3 „ . .

12 „ • i . 2 bil. 24 min. 720 drach.

Secowi ChuSy from sijr Udeult and upxrardsy hui

tuuler tterire.

Property.

11 tab

10 „
» ..

7 „
6 „

T«.blc. T«.blc Caplul

. . 1 tab 50 min. 550 drach.

. i . 1 „ 40 „ 500 „

. i . 1 „ 20 „ 400 „
. i . 1 „ 10 „ 350 „
. i . 1 « ... 300 „

TTUrt/ C7<ms, /t'om Uco tatenU upteards^ hut under

Property. TuiMe.

six.

Taxable Capital
Property-tax
of 1.90th part.

5 tab • * • 37^ min. . . 187^ dradu

4 « * • 30 . 150 „•

3 „ . * • 2-’i „ . . 112* „

21 - . i IHJ „ . . 93, „

2 „ i 15 „ . . 75 „

PouriA C7<«s, from Ocen/y-^tv minae upitards^ but

under Itco talents.

Property. Taxable. Taxable Cai^tal. of7St?p*art.

H laL

1 ..

* .
900 dnich. . . 45 dmch.

tV 600 w . 30 „

45 min. . 450 „ . 2>i n

30 „ 300 . 15

25 „ Vtr 250 « * . 12i

Every one had to pay hit tax in the phylc

where his landed property lay, as appears from

the oration of Demosthenes against Polydes ; and

if any one refused to pay, the state had a right to

confiscate his estate, but not to punish the indi-

vidual with atimia. (Demosth. e.Amlroi. p. 609,

c. p. 752.) But if any one thought that

his property was taxed higher lluui that of another

man on whom juster claims could be made, he had

the right to call upon this person to take the office

in his stead, or to submit to a complete exchange

of property. [Antihosis.] No Athenian, on

tho other hand, if belonging to the tax-paying

classes, could be exempt from the «i’<r«popd, not even

the descendants of ilarmodius and Aristogiton.
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iSO ELECTRUM.
(DemMth.tf. /-<7>6ii.p.462,&c.) Orphans, though

exempt from liturgies, were obliged to pay the pro-

perty-tax, as we see in the instance of Demosthe-

nes, who was one of the leaders of the symmoriae

for ten years {e. Mid, p. 565 ; compare Isaeus,

ap. Dionys. Isaeus, p. 108 ;
or Orat.Graee, ToLrii

p. 331, ed. Reiske). Eren trierarchs were not

exempt from paying the thems^Tes,

although they could not be compelled to pay the

wpottff^pd. (Demosth. €. Polyd. p. 1209, e.Phas-

nipp, p. 1046.) It seems that aliens were likewise

subject to it, for the only instance we hare of any

exception being made is one of aliens. (Marm.

Oxon. ii. xxir. Bockh, PvU, £!oon. p. 638.)

For further information coiH^ming the subject

of the tUrpopd^ see the fourth book of Bdekh’s

PuLlie Eboaosay o/ Atkem; Wolf, Proiegomena

in Leptin. : Wachimutb, Ildlen, AUerlk, vol. iL

p. 98, 2d edit. ;
Hermann, PU. AnL of Greecty

8 162. [L.S.]

ELAEOTHE'SIUM. [Balnbae, p. 190.]

ELAPHEBO'LIA the greatest

fostirol in the town of Hyampolis, in Phocis, which

was celebrated in honour of Artemis, in commemo-
ration, it is said, of a rictory which its inhabitants

had gained over the Thessalians, who had ravaged

the country and reduced the Phocians in the

neighbourhood of the town nearly to the last ex-

tremity. (Plut. De Mtd, VxrL p. 267 ; Paus. x.

35. § 4.) The only particular which we know of

its celebration is, that a peculiar kind of cake

(fAo^r) was made on the occasion. (Athen. xv.

p. 646.) These cakes were, as their name indi-

cates, probably made in the shap>e of a stag or

deer, and offered to the goddess. The festiv^ of

the claphebolia was also celebrated in many other

parts of Greece, but no particulars are known.
(Eumiol. Magn. s. o. ’EXo^n^oAiwr.) [L. S.]

ELAPHEBO'LION. [Calindarium.)
ELECTRUM (fiKticrpos and lJX#rrpor), is

used by the ancient writers in two different senses,

either for amber or for a mixture of metals com-

posed of gold and tt^Kr. In the former sense, it

does not come withii^he scope of this work, ex-

cept as a substance used in the arts, and also on

account of the difficulty of deciding, with respect

to several of the passages in which the word
occurs, in which of the two senses it is used. If

we could determine which was 6rst known to the

Greeks, the mineral or the metal, the subject

would be simplified
; but the only means we hare

of determining this question is the slight internal

evidence of a few passages in Homer. If, as we
shall endeavour to show, those passages refer to

amber, a simple explanation of the tw'ofold use of

the word suggests itself ; namely, that the word
originally meant am&er, and that it was afierwards

applied to the mixed metal, because its pale yellow

colour resembled that of amber. Etymologically,

the word is probably connected with ^A^irrwp, tJte

SMS, the root-meaning being brilliant. (Pott, E^ym.
Forsch. pt. i. p. 237 ; this derivation was known to

Pliny, II. N. xxxvii. 2. s. 11: Buttmonn's deriv-

ation from fAaw, to drawj is objectionable both on

philological and historic^ grounds: the attractive

power of amber, when rubbed, is said, and no
doubt correctly, to have been discovered long after

the mineral was first known.)
The word occurs three times in Homer

; in two
cases where mention is made of a necklace of gold,

bound, or held together, ^Acirrpourir, where the

ELECTRUM.
plural is almost alone sufficient to prove that the

meaning is, with amber beads. {Od, xv. 460, xviii.

295.) In the former passage the necklace is

brought by a Phoenician merchant The other

passage is in the description of the palace of Me-
nelaui, whkb is said to be <anatnented a’ith tho

brilliancy of copp^ (or bronse) and gold, and
electrnm, and silver, and ivory. {Od. iv. 73.)

Now, since the metallic electnim was a mixture of

gold with a small portiem of silver, the enumeni-

tioo of it, as distinct from gold and silver would

seem almost superffoous ;
als^ the supposition that

it means amber agrees very well with the subse-

quent mention of ivoiy : moreover, the order o'

the words supports this view
; for, applying to

them the principle of paralleUsm,— which is so

common in early poet^ and among the rest in

Homer,— and remembering that the Homeric line

is really a distich divided at the caesura, we have

gold and amber very aptly contrasted with eilver

and ivory :

Xpoaov T* ^Affrrpou t#

Kol bpybpov^ i\4^turros.

In this last passage, Pliny understood the wood
to mean the metallic electrum (//. AI. xxxiii. 4.

s. 23) ;
but his authority on the meaning of a pas-

sage of Homer is worthless : and indeed the Latin

writers seem generally to have understood the

word in the sense of the metal, rather than of

amber, for which they have another word, ntc-

emum. In Hesiod's description of the shield of

Hercules (v. 141), the word again occurs, and
we have gypeumy and tekUe fnory, ami eleetrum,

connected with sAraiii^ gold and eyammsy whore
amber is the more natui^ interpretation

;
although

here again, the Roman imitator, Virgil, evidently

understood by it the metal. (Aen. viii. 402.) For

the discussion of other passages, in which the

meaning is moro doubtful, sec the Lexicons of

Liddell and Scott, and Seiler and Jacobits, and
especially Buttmann's Mytkologusy Supp. T. L'cber

Am EUetrony vol. ii. pp. 337, foil.

The earliest passage of any Greek writer, in

which the word is ceriainty used for the metal, is

in the Antigone of Sophocles (1038), where men-
' tion is made of Indian gold and the dertmm of
Sardity as objects of the highest value. There con

be little doubt that what is here meant is the pale

gold deposited by certain rivers of Asia Minor,

especially the Pactolus, which contained a consi-

derable alloy of silver. We have here an examjdc
of No^ite electrnm

;

but the compound was also

made artificially. Pliny states that when gold

contains a fifth part of silver, it is called electrnm ;

that it is found in veins of gold ; and that it is

also made by art : if, bo adds, it contains more
than a fifth of silver, it becomes too brittle to bo
malleable. Among its properties are, according to

the same author, the reflecting the light of a lamp
more brightly than silver, and that a cup of native

electrum detects the presence of poison by certain

figna One cannot but suspect that the l^t state-

ment is copied from some Greek writer, who made
it respecting amber, on account of the similar pro-

perty that used to be attributed to opal. (Plin.

//. N. xxxiiL 4. a 23, with Harduin's note
;
comp,

ix. 50. a 65 ; Paus. v. 12. § 6.) Isidorus also dis-

tinguishes the three kinds of electrum, namely,

(1) amber; (2) the metal, found in its natural

state
; (3) the metal artificially composed of tkrte
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parts of gold and one of silver, proportion! differ*

ing from those mculiuued by Pliny. (Isid. xvi.

23.)

Electnim was used for plate, and the other

similar purposes for which gold and silver were
employe<L It was also us^ as a material for

money. Lampridius tells os, that Alexander
Severus struck coins of it

;
and coins are in

existence, of this metal, struck by the kings of

Bosporus, by Syracuse, and by other Oreek
stales, (Elckhel, DocL Num, Vet. voL L pp. xxiv.

XXT.) [P.S.]
E'LEPHAS (^At^as). As wo have to speak

of ivory chiefly in connection with Greek art, we
place what we have to say of it under its Greek
name. In preference to the proper Latin word
£lmr. (M^lejtJiamtus is also used in poetry for

ivory
; Virg. Ueorg. iii, 26, Aen. iii, 464, vi, 896.)

In the early writers, such as Homer, Hesiod, and
Pindar, the word invariably means irofy, never the

eUpkant ; just because the Greeks obtained ivory

by commerce long before they ever saw, or had
occasion to speak of, the animal from which it was
obtained. But, on tho other hand, there can be

DO doubt that the word etgmoloffioaUy signifies the

animal, being klentical with the Hebrew and
Arabic, A/«tA and Ete/., which means an ox or

other large graminivorous animal ; that is to say,

the Greeks received the tuIptUinoe ivory, together

with the name of the animal which produces it, and
naturally applied the latter to the former. (Re-
specting the name see further Liddell and Scott's

/.aheoN, and Pott's Etym. Fonck. pt. L p. txxxl)
Herodotus, as might be expected from his researches

in Asia and Africa, knew that ivory came from

the teeth of the elephant, (iv. 191 ;
Plin. H. N.

viii. 3. a 4) ;
while on the other hand writers os

late os Juba ( Plin. L c.) and Pousanias (v. 1 2. a 1 .)

fell into the mistake of regarding the tusks as

homa
The earliest mention of ivory in a Greek

writer is in a passage of the Iliad (v. 583), where

it appears as an ornament for harness (^^fa X«u«c'

iXi^arri). In the Odyssey its use as an article of

luxury is so often referred to, that it is needless to

enumerate the passages, which prove how exten-

sively the Phoenician traders had introduced it

into the Oreek cities of Asia Minor, and no doubt

also into Greece Proper. It appears among the

ornaments of houses, furniture, vessels, armour,

harness, and so forth. Neither is there any oc-

casion to trace its continued use among the Greeks

and Romans, down to the luxurious and expensive

period of the empire, when the supply furnished by

increased commerce was greatly enlarged by the

prodigious quantity of elephants, which wero pro-

vided for the slaughters of the amphitheatre. It

was used, not only as an ornament for, but as the

entire material of chain, beds, footstools, and other

furniture, statues, flutes, and the fraiues of lyres,

besides many other objects.

The most important applicaticm of ivory was to

worits of art, and especially to those statues which,

being composed of gold and ivory, were called

chryvklephantine (xgvacAc^drrtva).

The art of chryselephantine statuary must be

regarded as a distinct subdivision, diflferent from

casting in bronze, and sculpturing in marble, and

indeed more nearly connected with carving in i

wood, os is even indicated by the application of the
j

name {dosw to the master woriu in this art (Strnb.
j
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viii. p. 372). While the sculptor wronght at

once upon a material, which had been compara-
tively neglected in tlic early stages of art, on ac-

count of the difficulty of working it, while the

statuary reproduced in a more durable substance

those forms which had been first moulded in a
plastic material, another class of artists developed

the capabilities of the other original branch of

sculpture, carving in wood, which, on account of its

facility, bad been the most extensively practised

in early times, especially for the statues of tho

gods, (Comp. STATi'ARiA,and Diet, of liiog. art.

Daedahu.) The rudo wooden images were not

only improved in form, but elaborately decorated,

at first with colours and real draper>\ and after-

words with more costly materials. The first great

step in their improvement was to make the parts

which were not covered by drapery, rwmely the

face, hands, and feet, of white marble
; such statues

were called acrolilht. The next was to substitute

plates of ivory for the marble
; and the further im-

provement, the use of beaten gold in place of real

drapery, constitut d the ckryfelephantine ntntues.

This art was one of those which have attained to

their perfection almost as soon os they have re-

ceived their first development. There were some
works of this description before the time of Phei-

dias* ; but the properly regarded, was at

once created and perfected by him
;
and the reason

for its immediate perfection was, that the artist

was prepared for his work, not only by his genius,

but also by a perfect knowledge of the artistic

laws, and the technical processes, of all the other

deportments of his art.

Chrysalcphantinc statuary, as practised by Phei-

dias, combined, in addition to that perfection of

form which characterised all the great works of

the age, the elements of colossal grandeur, exqui-

site beauty and delicacy of materia), and the most
rich and elaborate subsidiary decorations. The
general effect of his Zeus or Athena w*as that of

the most imposing grandeur and the most perfect

illusion to which art can attain. In a bronze or

marble statue the material at once dispels tho

illusion of reality ; but the impression produced

upon a spectator by the soR tints of the ivory, the

coloured eyes and the golden robe of the Olympian
Zeus, to say nothing of tho expression of the fea-

tures and the figure, was almost that of looking

upon the praeeent numen. These statues were the

highest efforts ever made, and probably that ever

can be made, to invest a religion of idolatry with

an external appearance of reality ; and for the

sake of this immediate effi'Ct tho artist was willing

to forego the lasting fame which be would have

obtained if he had executed his greatest works in

a more durable material

The most celebrated chryselephantine statues in

Greece and the Greek states were those of Athena
in the Acropolis of Athens, of Zeus at Olympia, of

Asclepins at Epidaurnsi, all three by Pheidias
;

the Hera near Argos by Pulycleitus (whose works
in this department are esteemed by some the most

beautiful in existence, though others considered

them far inferior to those of Pheidias : comp. Strab.

viii p. 372 ; Quintil. zii. 10) ;
the Olympian Zeus,

* Mention is made of chiyselephontine statues

by Dorycleides, Thcocles, Medon, Canachus, Me-
naechmus, and Suidas. (See the articles in the

Diet of liiog.)
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set np at Daphne by Antiochua IV., in imitation

of that of Phcidtas
;
certain statues, in the temple

of Zeus Olympias at Athens, which arc praised,

but not spccificHl, by Pausanias : auid even some of

the Greek kin^ of the conquered states of Asia

arrogated to themselves this highest honotir that

the piety of earlier times could pay to the gods ;

for Pausanios saw, in the temple of Zeus at

Oltnnpia, an ivoiy’ statue of king Nicomedes (v.

12. § 5), The chief of the above works arc fully

described in the Diettonary of Z^icyra/»Ay, arts.

Phfitluu^ Polydeihu.

The question respecting the mechanical oxecu*

tion of chryselephantine statues involves certain

difficulties, which have been very elaborately and
ingeniously examined by Quatremcre dc Quincy,

in his splendid work entitled “Lc Jupiter Olym-
pien, ou, PArt do la Sculpture Antique, consid^r^

sous un nouveau point dc vuc:" &c. Paris, 1815,

folio. A ver>' slight consideration of the material

employed will show the nature of the difficulties.

From a log of wood or a block of marble the re-

quired figure can be elaborated by cutting away
certain portions : clay can be moulded, and bronze

or plaster cast, in the form previously deU nnined

on : hut the material for an ivory statue is pre-

sented in pirc<‘S w*hich must be ni^c to assume an

entirely new form before the work can be com-
menced. Now Dc Quincy supposes that the

ancients possessed the art, now lust, of cutting the

curved ports of the elephant's tusk into thin

plates, varying in breadth up to 12 or even 20
inches, and bidding them into the exact curves

required by the various parts of the figure to be

covered. These plates, having been brought to

their proper fonns by comparison with a model, on

which each of them was marked, were placed upon

the core of the statue, which was of wood,

strengthened with metal rods, and were fastened

to it and to each other chiefly by isinglass ; and
of cuunc the whole surface was polished. (An
exci'llent account of the process, according to De
Quincy's views, is given in the work entitled

vol. ii. c. 13.) The ivory was used
for the flesh ports, that is, in the colossal statues

of the deities, the face, neck, breast, arms, hands,

and feet. The other ports of the wooden core

were covered w*ith thin beaten gold, to represent

the hair and drapery, which was affixed to the

statue in such a manner as to be taken off at plea-

sure, as, ultimately, it was. The gold was in

many places erol>ossed and chased
;
and colours

were ^ely employed. The eyes were formed

either of precious stones or of coloured marbles.

To preserve the ivory from injury, either from too

much or too little moisture, oil w*as poured over it

in the first case, water in the second. (Comp.
Did. of Diofj. arL Pheidias^ and Muller, Arch. d.

A'uffs/, § 312.) The prodigious quantities of ivory

required for those works were imported, in the

time of Pheidias, chiefly from Africa. (Hermipp.

ap. Ath, L p. 27.)

The other uses of ivory in the arts were chiefly

the making of statuettes and other small objects,

which conld he carv'od at once nut of the solid port

of the tusk
;
and for such purposes it seems to

have been employed from a very early period.

Thus on the chest of Cypselus there w*ere ivory

figures in relief (Paus. v. 17. §2). Various smail

works in ivory have come down to us, belonging

to all periods of the art, among the most interest-
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ing of which are HTiting tablets (8/Aroi, Idm e/e-

phantinC)^ with two, three, five, or more leaves

(t/i;>/yr/ia, trijUyebuy peniaptydut, Aic.X either en-

tirely of ivory, or with the leaves of parchment and
the covers of ivory : the covers are carved in relief.

These tablets are chiefly of the later ages of Rome,
and are divided into two classes, Oatndaria and
Ecde$iaMtioa^ which are distuiguiihcd by the carv-

ings on their covers ; those on the funner being

figures of consuls at the }>ompa C^'ronistj, mjsnoMVf,

and so forth, those on (he latter representing bibli-

cal subjects (Miillcr, U c, n. 3). The teeth of the

hippopotamus were sometimes used as a substi-

tute for ivory in works of art. (Paus. riii. 4G.

§2.) [P.S.]
KLEUSI'NIA (’EAeuafria), a festival and

mysteries, originally celebrated only at Eleusis in

Attica, in honour of Demeter and Persephone.

(Andoc. Mysl. 15.) All the ancients who have
occasion to mention the Elcusinian mysteries, or

the mysteries, as they were sometimes c^led, agree

that they were the holiest and most venerable of

all that were celebrated in Greece. (Aristot Hhet,

ii. 24 ;
Cic. De NcU, Dear. L 42.) Various tradi-

tions were current among the Greeks respecting

the author of these mysteries
;

for, while some con-

sidered Eumolpus or Musaeiis to be their founder,

others stated that they bad been introduced from

Egypt by Ereebtheus, who at a time of scarcity

provided his country with com from Egypt, and
imported from the same quarter the sacred rites

and mysteries of Eleusis. A third tradition attri-

buted the institution to Dcroeter herself, who, when
wandering about in search of her daughter, Perse-

phone, w*as believed to have coroo to Attica, in the

reign of Ercchtheus, to have supplied its inhabit-

ants with com, and to have instituted the rfAerof

and mysteries at Eleusis. (Diod. Sic. L 29 { Isocrat.

Ptutefjyr. p, 46, cd. Steph.) This last opmion
seems to have been the roost common among the

ancients, and in subsequent times a stone, called

dyiXatrros w4rpa (triste saxum), was shoam near

the well Callichoros at Eleusis, on which the god-

dess, overwhelmed with grief and fatigue, a'as be-

lieved to have rested on her arrival in Attica.

(Apollod. liiUioth. i. 5 ;
Ovid. Fast. iv. 502, Ac.)

Around the well Callichoros, the Eleusinian women
were said to have first performed their chorus, and
to have sung hymns to the goddess. (Paus. i. 38.

§ 6.) All the accounts and allusions in ancient

writers seem to w*arTant the conclusion that the

legends concerning the introduction of the Eleu-

linia are descriptions of a period when the inhabit-

ants of Attica were becoming acquainted with the

benefits of agriculture, and of a regularly consti-

tuted form of society. (Cic, De Ley. iL 14, in

Vtrr. v. 14.)

In the reign of Erechtheus a war is said to have

broken out between the Athenians and Eletisinians

(Hermann, PoUt. Antiq. of 6’rrece, § 91. n<ge 9),

and when the latter were defeated, they acknow-
ledged the supremacy of Athens in every thing ex-

cept the reXcToi, which they wished to couduct

and regulate for themselves. (Thucyd. ii. 15 ;

Paus. L 38. § 3.) Thus the superintendence re-

mained with the descendants of Eumolpus [Ei:-

moi.piuab], the daughters of the Elcusinian king

CcleuB, and a third class of priests, the Keryces,

who seem likewise to have been comiectod with

the family of Eumolpus, though they themselves

traced their origin to Hermes and Aglauros.
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At th« time when the local gorcmmento of the

oereml townihipi of Attica were concentrated at

Athena, the capital became also the centre of reii*

poo, and lere^ deities who had hitherto onij en-

joyed a local worship, were now raised to the rank

of national gods. This teems also to hare been

the case with the Kleusinixm goddess, for in tho

reign of Theseus we find mention of a temple at

Atnona, colled Eletisinion (Thucyd. iL 17), pro-

bably the new and national sanctuary of Demctrr.

Her priests and priestesses now bcc^e naturally

attached to the national temple of the capital,

though her original place of worship at Eleusis,

with which so many sacred associations were con-

nected, still retained its importance and its special

share in the eelcbration of the national solemnities

;

and though, as we shall see hereafter, the gniit

Elcusinian festival was commenced at Athens, yet

a numerous procession ala'ays went, mi a certain

day, to Eleosis: it was here that the most solemn

pan of the sacred rites was performed.

We must distinguish between the greater Elcu-

sinta which were celebrated at Athens and Eleusis,

and the lesaer which were held at Agrae on the

Ilissus. (Steph. Bvt. s. o. "A'ypa.) From the tra-

dition respecting tKe initituUon of the lesser Elen-

sinia, it seems to be clear, that the initiation into

the Elcusinian mysteries was originally confined to

Auicans only ;
for it is said that Heracles, before

descending into the lower world, wished to be ini-

tiated, but as the law did not admit strangers, the

lesser Elensinia were instituted in order to evade

tho law, and not to disappoint the great benefactor

of Attica. (Schol. od Aristopk, Plut. 846.) Other

legends concerning the initiation of Heracles do

not mention the lesser Elensinia, bat merely state

that he a*as adopted into the family of one Pylii^

in order to become lawfully intitlml to the initia-

tion. But both traditions in reality express the

same thing, if we suppose that the initiation of

Heracles was only the first stage in the real ini-

tiation ; for the lesser KIcusinia were in reality

only a preparation (wpoad^optris, or wpodyvtwris)

for the real mysteries. (Schol. ad Arisit^. L e.)

After the time when the lesser Eleusinia are said

to have been instituted, we no longer hear of the

exclusion of any one from the mysteries, except

barborinns; and Herodotus (viiL 65) expressly

states, that any Greek who wished it, might be

rnlttnlcd. The lesser FJcuiinia were held every

year in the month of Anthestcrion (Plut />«aerr.

26), and, according to some accounts, in honour of

Persephone alone. Those who were initiated in

them bore the name of mystac (/iweu, Suidas, s. r.

'Ev^im7 t), and had to wait at least another year

before they could be admitted to the great mys-

teries. The principal rites of this first stage of

initiation consisted in the sacrifice of a sow, which

the mystac seem to have first washed in the Can-

Uinrus (Aristoph. AeJkrm, 70S, with the Sebot

720, and T’or, 868 ;
Vnrro, I)e lie Htut. ti. 4 ;

Plat J’koc. 28), and in the purification by a priest,

who bore the name of Hydraooa, (HesyclL r. o.

'TSpoi'dt
;
Polyaen. v, 17.) The mystac bad also

to take an oath of secrecy, which was administered

to them by the mystagogus, also called Itpo^dyrtjs

or wpo^^nvs: ibey received some kind of pro-

poratory instruction, which enabled them after-

wards to understand the mysteries which were

rcvmled to them in the great Elcusmia ; they were

not admitted into the sanctuary of Dvmcter, but
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remained during the solemnities in the vcstibole.

(Seneca, Qmuti. Xat. vii. 31.)

The great mysteries were cclebrateil every year

in the month of Boodromion during nine days,

fn>m the 15th. to the 23d (Plut. iMmrtr. 26 ;

Meursius, Kinuin, c. 21), both at Athens and
Eleusis. The initiated were called in6irrai or

ftpvpoi. (Suidas, $. V.) On the first day, those

who hod been initiated in the lessor Eleusinia,

assembled at Athens, whence its name u'as

iyvpfi6s (Hesych. f. V.); but strangers who' wished
to witness the celebration of these national so-

lemnities likewise visited Athens in great numbers
at this season, and wo find it expressly stated

that Athens was crowd<‘d with visitors on the

occasion. (Maxim. Tyr. 33. tub fim, ;

Philostrat. VU. Apcll. iv. 6.) On the second day
the roystoe went in solemn procession to the sca-

coast, where they underwent a purification. Hence
the day was called 'AAoJe tivtrrax^ probably the

conventional phrase by which the mystac were in-

vited to assemble fur the purpose. (Hcsych. $. r.

;

Polyaen. iiL 11.) Suidas (s. r. 'Pcirol: compare

Pans. L 38. § 2.) mentions two ri^nilets, called

os the pbice to which the myitae went in

order to be purified. Of the third day scarcely

anything is known with certainty ; we only Icom
from Clement of Alexandria (J*ro/rrp(. p. 18, ed.

Potter) that it was a day of fasting, and that in

the evening a frugal meal was taken, which con-

sisted of cakes made of sesame and honey.

Whether sacrifices were oflered on this day, as

Meursius supposes, is uncertain ; but that which
he assigns to it consisted of two kinds of seaTish

(rpiyAtf and f*atyls, Athen. vii. p. 325), and of

cakes of barley grown in the Ilharixui plain. (Paus.

i. 38. § 6.) It may be, however, that this sacri-

fice belonged to the fourth day, on which also the

aoAd^or ttdBobos seems to have taken place. This

was a procession w’ith a basket containing pome-
granates and poppy-seeds ; it was enrried on a
waggon drawn by oxen, and women followed with

small mystic cases hi their hands. (Callim. //vma.

uiOrr.; Vira. 6’cor^. L 166 ; Meursius, f. c. c. 25.)

On the fifth day, which appears to have been

called the torch day (v Aa^wa(wv ^/tepa), the

mystae, led by the 8f8or'xov, went in the evening

with torches to the temple of Dcmeter at Eleusis,

where they seem to have nminined during tho

following night. This rite was probably a symboli-

cal repn*sentation of Demeter wandering about

in search of PerM^phone. The sixth day, called

lakchos (Hesych. a v. the most
solemn of all The statue of lakchos, son of

Dcmetcr, adorned with a garland of my^e and
bearing a torch in bis hamL was carried along tho

sacred road (Plut. A/nb. 34 ;
Etymol Mngn., and

Suidas, s. r. *l«p^ amidst joyous shouts

(loicx^C*^) itod songs, from the Cenmeicus to

Eleusis. (Aristoph. /ion, 315, Ac. ; PIuL /*Ao-

noHy 28, and Valcken. ad Herod, viiL 65.)

This solemn procession was accompanied by great

numbers of followers and fpeclators, and the

story related by llerodotos is founded on the

supposition tliat 30,000 persons walking along

the sacred road on this occasion was nothing

uncommon. • During the night from the sixth to

the seventh day tho mystae remained at Eleu-

sis, and were mitiated into the lost mysteries

(^owTcta). Those ‘who vccre neither ia6wToi

nor nbrrai were sent away by a herald. The
u o 3
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tnrfltAe now repeated the oath of $ecresy which

had been ulministcred to them at the letaer Elen-

sinia, underwent a new purification, and then they

were led by the myttagogiis in the dorknets of

night into the lighted interior of the sanctuary

(<f^aywy(a)f and were allowed to sec (airro^(a)

what none except the epoptac ever bt>hcl(L The
awful and horrible manner in which the initia-

tion is described by later, especially Christian

writers, seems partly to proceed from their igno-

nuice of its real character, partly from their horror

and aversion to these pagan rites. The more

ancient writ<'rs always alistained from entering

upon any description of the subject. Each in-

dividual, after his initiation, is Kiid to have been

dismissed by the words (Hcsych. s. o.),

in order to make room for other mystae.

On the seventh day the initiated returned to

Athens amid various kinds of raillery and jests,

especially at the bridge over the Cephisus, where

they sat do^m to rest, and poured forth their ridi-

cule on those W'ho passed by. Hence the words

y*^up({uy and yt^vpi<r^Ss (Strabo, ix. p. 395;

Suidas, s. V. : Hesych. «. v. r««pvpnrraf:

Aelion, //iit. Animal, iv. 43 ;
Muller, //isi. of the

Lit, of" Greece^ p. 132k These aK^ppxra. seem,

like the procession w'ith torches to Kleusis, to have

been dramatical and symbolical representations of

'

the jests by w'hich, according to the ancient legend,

inmbe nr Baubo had dispelled the grief of the god-

d<*ss and made her smile. We may here observe,

that prol)ably the whole history of Dcmeter and
Persephone was in some way or other symbolically

represented at the Eleusinia. Hence Clemens of

Alexandria p. 12, ed. Potter) calls the

Kleusinian mysteries a ** mystical drama.” (See

Muller, Ifiet, of tke IM. of Greece, p. 287, &c.)

The eighth day, called 'EmSai^pta, was a kind of

additional day for those who by some accident had
come too late, or bad been prevented from being

initiated on the sixth day. It was said to have

been added to the original number of days, when
Ascleptus, coming over from Epidaurus to be in-

itiated, arrived too late, and the Athenians, not to

disappoint the god, added an eighth day. (Philnstr.

Vit. ApolL iv. 6 ; Paus. ii. 26. § 7.) The ninth

and last day bore the nabc of nXnfUix^ (Pollux,

X. 74 ; Athcn. xi. p. 496), from a peculiar kind

of vessel called wKr\fxoxi‘n> which is described as a

small kind of icdroAor. Two of these vessels were

on this day filled with water or wine, and the con-

U*nls of the one thrown to the east, and those of

the other to the west, while those who performed

this rite uttered some mystical wnrda
Besides the various rites and ceremonies described

above, several others are mentioned, bnt it is not

known to which day they belonged. Among them

we shall mention only the Kleusinian games and

contests, which Meursius assigns to the seventh

day. They are mentioned by GcUius (xv. 20), and

are said to have been the most ancient in Greece.

I'he prize of the victors consisted in ears of barley.

(Schol. ad IHnd, OL ix. 150.) It was considered

as one of the greatest profanations of the Eleusinia,

if during their celebration an came os a sup-

liant to the temple (the Eleusinion), and plno^
is olive branch (Ixm^pla) in it (Andoc. />« A/ys^

p. 54) : and whoever did so might be put to death

without any trial, or h.id to pay a fine of one thou-

sand drachmae. It may also be remarked that at

other festivals, ns well as the Eleusinia, no man,

;
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while celebrating the festival, could be seiicd or

arrested for any oiTence. (Demosth. c. p. 571.)
Lycurgus made it a law that any woman using a
carriage in the proceuion to Kleusis should ‘be fined

one thousand drachmae. (Plut De Cnp, Die. ix.

p. 348 ; Aelian, F. H. xiii. 24.) The ciistom

against which this law wos directed seems to have
been very common before. (Demosth. c. Mid,
p. 56.S.)

The Eleusinion mysteries long survived the in-

dependence of Greece. Attempts to suppress them
were made by the emperor Valentinian, but ha
met with strong opposition, and thegr seem to have
continued down to the time of the elder Theodo-
sius. Respecting the secret doctrines whkh were
revealed in them to the initiated, nothing certain

is known. The general belief of the ancients was
that they opened to man a comforting prospect of

n future state. (Find. Thren. p. 8. ed. Bockh.)
But this feature does not seem to have been origi-

nally connt'Cted with these mysteries, and was pro-

bably added to them at the period which followed

the opening of a regular intercourse between Greece
and Egypt, when some of the speculative doctrines

of the latter country, and of the East, may have

been introduced into the mysteries, and hallowed

by the names of the venerable bards of the mythi-

age. This supposition would alto acemmt, in

some measure, for the legend of their introduction

from Egypt. In modem times many attempts bare

been m^c to discover the nature of the mysteries

rcveoled to the initiated, but the results have been
as various and as fanciful os might be expected.

The most sober and probable view is that, ac-

' cording to which, they were the remains of a
worship which preceded the rise of the Hellenic

mythology and its attendant rites, grounded on a
view of nature, less fanciful, more earnest, and
better fitted to awaken both philosophical thought

and rcligioiis feeling.” (Thirlwall, Hist, of Greece,

I ii. p. l40, &c.) Respecting the Attic Eleusinia

see Meursius, Eteunnioy Liigd. Bat 16)9; St
Croix, Recherckee /fiet. ei Critiff, sur le* Myrteree

du J*apoHttme (a second edition was published in

1817, by Sylvcstre d© Sacj*, in 2 vola Paris) ;

Ouw'aro^, A'ssat $ur let Mysteres d'Eletuu^ 3d edi-

tion, Paris, 1816; Wachsmuth, //s//. Vo), ii

p. 575, dec. 2d edit p. 249, &c. ; Creuzer, i^ytnltol.

u. AfytkoL iv. p. 534, Ac.
;
Nitiscb, De L^emrim,

RaHonCy Kiel, 1842.

Eleusinia were also celebrated in other parts of

Greece. At Ephesus they had been int^uced
from Athena (Strabo, xiv. p. 633.) In I^acnnia

they were, os fiir as we know, only celebrated by
the inhabitants of the ancient town of Helos, who
on certain days, carried a wooden statue of Per-

sephone to the Eleusinion, in the heights of Tny-
getua. (Paus. iii. 20. § 5, Ac.) Crete bad likewise

its Eleusinia. (See Meurs. EUut. c. 33.) [L. S.)

ELEUTHF7RIA (Mevd^gm), the feast of

liberty, a festival which the Greeks, after the

battle of Plataeae (479, b. c.), instituted in honour

of Zeus Eleutherios (the deliverer). It was in-

tended not merely to ^ a token of their gratitude

to the god to whom they believed themselves to be

indebl^ fur their victory over the barbarians, but

also as a bond of union among themselves
; for, in

an assembly of all the Greeks, Aristides carried a
decree that delegates (vgd^ovAot «d from

all the Greek states should assemble every year at

Plataeae for the celebntkm of the Eleutheria. The
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town itwlf WM at the same time declared eacred

and inviolable, ae long at iu citiaent offered the an-

nual Mcrificet which were then instituted on behalf

of Greece. Every fifUi year these loleiimitiei were
celebrated with contests (dydw r&v *EAf\4«pfwr)

in which the victors were rewarded with chaplets

(6ry^p yvfiyuths erc^orlnfs, Strab. ix. p. 412).

The annual solemnity at Plataeae, which con-

tinued to be observed down to the time of Plutarch

{Arutid. 19, 21 ; Paua ix.2. § 4), was as follows:—
On the sixteenth of the month of Maimacterion, a
procession, led by a trumpeter, who blew the signal

for battle, marched at daybreak throogh the middle
of the town. It was followed by waggons loaded

with myrtle boughs and chaplets, by a black bull,

and by free youths who carried the vessels con-

taining the libations for the dead. No slave was
permitted to minister on this occasion. At the end
of this procession followed the archon of Plataeae,

who was not allowed at any other time, during his

office, to touch a weapon, or to wear any other but

white garments, now wearing a purple tonic, and
with a sword in his band, and also bearing an um,
kept for this solemnity in the public archive (ypofi-

ftaupykdMiw}. Whcti the procession came to the

place where the Greeks, who bad fallen at Pla-

taeae, were buried, the archon first washdd and
anointed the tombstones, and then led the bull to

a pyre and sacrificed it, praying to Zeus and Her-
mes Chthonios, and inviting the brave men who
had fallen in the defonco of their country, to take

port in the banquet prepared for them. This ac-

count orplutarch (Aristid. 19 and 21) agrees with

that of Thucydides (iii. 58). Thu latter, however,

expressly states that dresses formed a part of the

offenngi, which were probably consumed on the

pyre with the victim. This p^ of the ceremony
seems to have no longer exist^ in the days of Plu-

tarch, who does not mention it, and if so, the Pla-

taeans had probably bem compelled by poverty to

drop it. (See Thirfwall's Uisi. ofGreets, iL p. 353,

dec. : Bockh, Erpi. Find. p. 208, and ad Corp.

Itucript. I. p. 904.)

Eleuthcria was also the name of a festival cele-

brated in Samos, in honour of Eros. (Athcn. xiii.

p. 5G2.) (L.S.]

ELLIMETNION {iWtfUnor). [Pxnte-
COSTS.]

ELLOTIA or HELLOTIA (^AA^iu or A-
XArim\ a festival with a torch race celebrated at

Corinth in honour of Athena as a goddess of fire.

(Schol. Find. OL xiiL 56 ;
Athen. xv. p. 678 ;

Etyrool. a v. 'EAXwris).

A festival of the same name was celebrated in

Crete, in honour of Europe. The word dAAwrfs,

from which the festival derived its name, was,

according to Seleuctis (ap. Aiken, Le.\ a myrtle

garland twenty yards in circumference, which
was carried about in the procession at the festival

of the Ellotia. (Compare llesych. and EtymoL
Magn. s. V. 'EXXwrfa.) [L.k]
ELLY'CHNIUM [Lucxrna.]
BHANCIPATIO was an act by which the

pi^ria potestas was dissolved in the lifetime of the

parent, and it was so called because it was in the

form of a sale (maneipatio). By the Twelve
Tables it was neoeasary that a son should be sold

three times in order to released from the paternal

power, or to be ndjwri$. In the case of daughters

and grandchildren, one sale was sufficient The
father traosfetred the son by the form of a sale to
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another person who manumitted him, upon which
he returned into the power of the fother. This
was repeated, and with the like result After a
third sole, the paternal power was extinguished,

but the son was resold to the parent, who then

manumitted him, and so acquired the rights of

a natnMi over his emancipated son, which would
otherwise have belonged to the purchaser who gave
him his final manumission.

The following view of emancipa^o is given b}' n
German writer :

— ** The patria potestas could not
be dissolved immediately by manuroisaio, because
the patria potestas must be viewed as an imperium,
and not as a right of property like the power of a
master over his slave. Now it was a fundamental
principle that the patria potestas was ezringuished
by exercising once or thrice (as the case might be)

the right which the pater famtlias possessed of sell-

ing or rather pledging hU child. Conformably to

this fundamental principle, the release of a child

from the patria potestas was clothed with the form
of a mancipatio, effected once or three times. Tbe
patria potestas was indeed thus dissolved, though
the child was not yet free, but came into the con-

dition of a nexus. Consequently amanumissio was
ncceatarily connected with tbe mancipatio, in order

that the proper object of tbe emoncipatio might be
attained. This manumissio must take place once

or thrice, according to cimunstancea In the ease

when the manumissio was not followed by a return

into the patria potestas, the manumissio was at-

toided with important consequences to the manu-
missor, which cnnsequenc<*s ought to apply to tbe

emanci^ting party. Accordingly, it was necessary

to provide that the decisive manumisrion should be
made by the emancipating party

;
and for that

reason a rcmancipatio, which preceded the final

manumissio, was a port of the form of emancipatio.**

(Unterholaier, Zej'/scAn/?, vol. iLp. 139; Von dm
formen der Manumistio per Vindietam und der

Emancipatic.)

The legal effect of emancipation was to make

I

the emancipated person become sui juris : and all

the previously existing relations of ognatio between
the parent's familia and the emancipated child

ceased at once. But a relation anal>igous to that of

patron and freedman was formed between the per-

son who gave the final emancipaUonand the child,

•0 that if the child died without children or legal

heirs, or if he required a tutor or curator, the rights

which would have belonged to the father, if he had
not emancipated the child, were secured to him os

a kind of patronal right, in rase he had taken the

precaution to secure to himself the final manumis-
sion of the child. Accordingly, the father would
always stipulate for a remancipatio from the pur-

chaser : this stipulation was the pactum fiducioc.

The emancipated child could not take any part

I of his parent's property ns beres, in case the parent

died intestate. This rigor of the civil law (juris

inujuitaiety Oaius, iiL 25) was modified by the

praetor's edict, which plac^ emancipated children,

and those who were in the parent's power at the

time of his death, on the same footing as to sue*

seeding to the intestate parent's property.

The emperor Anastasius introduced tbe practice

of eifocting emancipation by an imperial rescript,

when tbe parties were not present. {Cod. 8. tit 49.

a 5.) Justinian enacted that emancipation could
' be effected before a magistrate. But he still al-

I lowed, what was probably the old law, a fiither to

0 0 4
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emancipAtc a grandfton, without ccnAnctpAtiiif^ the

»nn, and to emancipate the son without cmnncipntini;

the grandson, or to emancipate them all, Justinian

also 85i. c. li) did not allow a parent to

emancipate a child against his will, though it seems

that this might he done by the old law, and that

the parent might so destroy all the son’s rights of

agnation. Hut a man might emancipate an adopted

child against the will of the child (Inst. 1. tit. 11.

s. 3). As a genera! rule the father could not be

compelled to enmnci|kate a child ; but there were

sonic COST’S in w'hich he might be cornfKdled.

The emperor Anasta-sius allowed an emancipated

child (under certain restrictions) to succeed to the

property of an intestate brother or sister, which

the pmot^r had not allowed
;
and Justinian put an

emancipated child in all respects on the same foot-

ing as one not emancipated, with respect to such

succession.

An emnneipatio eflfccted a capitis diminutio

minima, in conse^juenee of the sers ile character (*rr-

r.Vis cuu9u) into which the child was brought by

such act. (Gaius, i. 13*2, Ac,; Dig. 1. tit 7 ; Cod. 6.

tit. 57. s. 15; fl. tit 49; /mrf. 1. tit 12; 3. tit 5;

Dirksen. Veiersicif^ Ac. p. 278; Thibaut, St/sirin^

Ac., § 783, Ac., 9th ed.) [G. L.]

EM.ANSOR. [Deskrtor.]
EMBAS a shoe worn hy men (Suidas,

s. r.), frequently mentioned by ArisUtphanes

(A’f/tt/t 3’2l, 869, 872, Jtec. 314,850) and other

Gn-t'k writers. This npjtears to hare been the

most common kind of shoe worn at Athens (co-

TcA^r irK6$rina^ Pulliiz. vii. 85 ; compare Isaeus,

Hertd. 94). Pollux (/- r.) says tliat

it was invented by the Thracians, and that it was
like the low cothurnus. TbcemAu was also w'oni

by the Boeotians (Herod, i. 195), and proliaMy in

other parts of Greece. (Becker, ChankUs^ vol. it

p. 372.)

E.MBATEIA In Attic law this

word (like the corresp<jnding EiiuHsh one, entry)^

was used to denote a formal taking possession of

real property. Thus, when a son entered upon

the land left him by his father, be was said

or «'s rd varp^po, and there-

upon he became fcitatiy or possessed of bis in-

heritance. If any one disturbed him in the en-

joyment of this nrojicrty, with an intention to

dispute the title, he miglit maintain an action of

ejectment, 4^ov\r}s 3»ki). Before enlr)' ho could

not maintain such action. ’E^ooAsj is from /(lA-

an old word signifying to eject. The sup-

posed ejectment, for which the action was brought,

was a mere formality. The defendant, after the

pluintilT’s entry', came and t«imed him off,

4tt T^f yns. This proceeding (called

took place quietly, and in the presence of wit-

nesses ; the defendant then became a wrong-doer,

and the plaintiff was in a condition to try' the

ristit.

All this was a relict of ancient times, when be-

fore writs and fJeodiugs and other n giilar piNtccsses

were invtMited, {larties adopted a ruder method and

took the law into their own hands. There was
then an actual ouster, accompanied often with vio-

lence and breach of the peace, for which the per-

son in the wrong was not only resjionsiUe to the

p:irty injured, but was also punishable ns a ]>ublic

offender. Afterwards, in the course of ciTilizaiion,

violent remedies became useless and w'cre discon-

tinued
;
yet the ceremony of ejeiting was still kept
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up as a form of law, being deemed by lawyers a
necessary foundation of the subsequent legal pro-

cess. Thus at Rome, in the earlier times, one

party used to summon the other by the w'ords **rx

jure te inanum conscrlum toco,*' to go with him to

tho land in dispute, and (in the presence of the

praetor and others) turn him out by force. After-

wrards this w'as changed into the symbolical act of

breaking a clod of earth upon the land, by which
the person who broke inlintntcd that he claimed a

right to deal with the land os he pleased. Wc
may obK*rve also, that the English action of

ejectment in this rcs]Kx*t resembles the Athe-
nian, that, although an rnlry by the plaintiff and an
ouster of him by the delendant arc sup]>o6od to

have taken place, and arc considered neci*ssary to

support the action, ycl both entry and uusier ore

mere fictions of law.

These proceedings hy entry', ouster, Ac., took

jilnee also at Athens in case of resistance to an exe-

cution
;
when the defendant, refusing to give up

the laud or the chattel adjudged, or to pay tho

(himagcs awarded to tho plaintiff, by the appointed

time, and thus being inrtfrfffitpoSj i. e. the time

having expired by which he was bound to satisfy

the judgment, the plaintiff proceeded to satisfy

hims^ by seizure of the defendant's lands. This

he certainly might do, if there were no goods to

levy upon ; though, whether it was lawful in all

ca.«es, does not ap|>enr. Tho Athenian laws had
made no provision for putting the party, who tuc-

ceedi*d, in possession of his rights ; he w*as there-

fore obliged to levy execution himself, without the

aid of a ministerial officer, or any other person.

If, in doing so, he encountered opposition, ho had
no other remedy than the /(oi/Atj* which (if

tho subject-matter was land) must have Ixvn

grounded U|>nn his own previous entry. The action

could bo brought against any one wlio implied

him in his endeavour to get possession, as well tts

against the party to the former suit. The cause of

Demosthenes against Ouetor was this:— Demo-
sthenes having recovered a judgment against Apho-
bus, proceeded to take bis lands in execution.

Onctor claimed them os mortgagee, and turned

him out (^(n7VF), whereupon Demosthenes, con-

tending that the mortgage was collusive and frau-

dulent, brought the ^(ouAt;s which is called

SIkt] irpbs ‘OrifTopa, because the proceeding is in

rrm, and collalend to another object, rather than a
direct controversy between the parties in the cause.

The consequence to the defendant, if he fail'd in

the action of ejwtmcnt, was, that (besides his liabi-

lity to the p).aintilT) he was, os a public offender,

condemned to pay to the treasury a sum equal to

the damages, or to the value of the property re-

covered ill the first action. While this remained

unpaid (and w’c may presume it could not be paid

without also satisfying the party), he became, a-s a
state debtor, subject to the disabilities of drt/tla.

(Meier, A«.7’rw. pp. 372, 460, 748.) tC.R,K.J
E'M BATES. (Modulus.)
KMBl.E'M.V (4/^An^a, ffiwanr/sa), an inlaid

ornament. The art of inlaying (^ 4fx-rata^

Atb. xi. p. 488) was employed in producing

beautiful w'orks of two descriptions, viz. ;— 1st,

Those which n*sembled our marquetry, buhl, and
Florentine mosaics

;
and 2dly, those in which

crusts (crustnr)^ exquisitely wrought in relief and
of precious metals, such as gold, silver, ami amber,

were fastened U]>on the surfiicc of vessels or other
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{necci of furniture. Works of both classes, when
in metal, comoninder the head of Caklatl'Ra.
To productions of the former class we may refer

all attempts to adorn the walls and doors of houses

with the dguTcs of dowers and aniiiuils, or with

any other devices expressed upon a common ground

by the insertion of variously coloured woods or

marbles, all of which were polished so as to be

brought to a plain surface. To such mosaics Luci*

lias alludes (u/>. Cic, de Orat. iii. 43), when he

compares the well-connected words of a skilful

orator to the small pieces {testtnUae) which com*
pitsc the ** emblema vemiiculnltim ** of an orna-

mental pavement. In the time of Pliny these de-

corations for the walls of apartments had become

very fashionable. (//. N. xxxv. 1.) Hespccting

emUfnvttn in metal work, see Caklati ka and

CiiaYHENDaTA. It may here be added that

Aihenaeiit, in describing two Corinthian rases (v.

p. 199), distinguishes between the emblems in

bas-relief (vpdtrrinra) which adorned the body

and neck of each vessel, and the dgures in high

relief (wcpi^oi^ Tcropr«i;^4ra (va) which were

placed upon its brim. An artist, whose business

it was tfi make works ornamented with emblems,

was called ertutariiu. (Plin. If. M xzxiii. 12.

a 5.5 ; Cic. Verr. iv. 23 ;
Martial, vili. 51 ; Juv.

i. 7^, V. 38 ; Dig. 24. tit. 2. a. 23. § 1 ; Ileyne,

Jutiif. Av/i. voL i. p. 147.) [J. Y.]

KSiIS.SA'RIUM (vw6rofio9\H channel, natural

or artiheial, by which an outlet is formed to carry

oiT any stagnant body of water. (Plin. //. M
xxxiii. 4. s. 21 ; Cic. ad Fam. xvi. 18.) Such
channels may be either open or underground ; but

the moMt remarkable works of the kind are of the

latter description, ns they carry off the waters of

bikes surrounded by hilla In Greece, the most

r> markable example is presented by the tubter*

ranemis channels which carry off the waters of the

lake Cnpais into the Cephisos, which were portly

iiatiirnl and partly artificial. (Strab. ix. p. 406 ;

'i'hierKh, JCUat achtcl d« la Grict^ vob il p. 23

;

Miillor, Ordumemo$^ pp. 49, &c., 2nd ed.)

Another specimen of such works among the

Greeks at an early period is presented by the sub-

terraneous channels constructed by Phoeax at

Agrigcntiim in Sidlj, to drain the city, about n.c.

480 ; which were admired for their magnitude,

although the workmanship was very rude. (Diod.

Sic. xi. 25.)

Some work! of this kind are among the most
remarkable efforts of Roman ingenuity. Remains
till exist to show that the lakes Trasimene,

Albono, Ncmi, and Focino, were all drained by
means of emtsaema, the last of which is still nearly

perfect, and open to inspectiem, having been par-

tially cleared by the present king of Naples.

Julius Caesar is said to have first conceived the

idea of this stupendous undertaking (Suet JmL

44), which was carried into effect by the Emperor
Claudius. (Tacit Ann. zii. 57.)

The following account of the works, from ob-

senations on the spot, will give some idea of their

extent and difficulties. The circumference of the

lake, includii^ the bays and promontories, is about

thirty miles m extent The length of the onis*

sary, which lies neariy in a direct line from the

lake to the river Liris (Oarigliano), is something

more than three miles. The number of workmen
employed was 30,000, and the time occupied in

the work eleven years. (Suet Ctamd. 20 ;
compare
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Plin. //. K. xxxvi 15. s.24. §11.) For more
than a mile the tunnel is carried under a moun-
tain, of which the highest part is 1000 feet abovo
the level of the lake, and through a stratum of

rocky formation (carnelian) so hnid that every inch

required to be worked by the chisel. The remain-

ing portion runs through a softer soil, not much
below the level of the earth, and is vaulted with

brick. Perfiendiculor openings ( putd) are sunk at

various distances into the tunnel, through which
the excavations were partly discharged ; and a
number of lateral shafts {cnnieuti\ some of which
separate themselves into two branches, one al>ovo

the other, are likewise directed into it, the lowest

at an elevation of five feet from the bottom.

Through these the materials excavated were also

carried out. Their obji‘ct was to enable the pro-

digious multitude of 30,000 men to cany ou their

operations at the same time, without incommoding
one another. The immediate mouth of the tunnel

is some distance from the present margin of the

lake, which space is occupied by two ample rcser-

Toira, intended to break tne rush of water before it

entered the emissary, connected by a narrow pas-

sage, in which were placed the sluices {epitlomia).

The mouth of the tunnel itself consists of a splendid

archway of the Doric order, nineteen feet high and
nine wide, formed out of large blocks of stone, re-

sembling in construction the works of the Claudian

aqueduct. That through which the waters dis-

charged themselves into the Liris was more simple,

and is represented in the preceding woodcut Tho
river lies in a ravine between the arch and fore-

ground, at a depth of 60 feet below, and conse-

quently cannot ^ teen in the cut. The small

aperture above the embouchure it one of the cuni-

culi above mentioned. It appears that the actual

drainage was relinquished soon after the death of

Claudius, either from the perversity of Nero, as tho
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wgrd« of Pliny (/.e.) •ecm to imply, or by neglect

;

for it was reopened by Hadrian. (Spart Hadr,

22.) For further information ice Hirt, who givM
a series of plans and sections of the vorlcs con*

nected with the Lacus Fucinus {Gtbdmia d,

(rrieck, a. i?om. pp. 371—375, PL XXXI. figs. 14

-21). [A. R.J
E'MBOLTJM. [Navts.]
EME'RITI. [ExiBciTtrs.]

EMME'Nl DIKAE (lfi/ii}FOi dfmu), suits in

the Athenian courts, which were not flowed to

be pending above a month. This regulation was
not introduced till after the date of Xenophon's

treatise on the revenue, in which it was proposed

that a more rapid progress should be allowed to

commercial suits (Xen. de Veriig. 3X and it ap.

pears to have been first established in the time of

Philip. (Or. de Ifakm, p. 79. 23.) It wm con-

fined to those subjocts which required a speedy

decision ; and of these the most important were

disputes respecting commerce (ifiwopiKoi duttu, Pol-

lux, viiL 63, lOl ; Harpocrat and Suid. $.v.

’'Lfifirivoi A(iccu), which were heard during the six

winter months from Boedromion to Munychion,
so that the merchants might quickly obtain their

rights and sail away (Dcm. c. Apat. p. 900. 3) ;

by which we are not to luiderstand, as some have

done, that a suit could be protracted through this

whole time, but it was necessary that it should be

decided within a month. (Bockh, PuitU Eotm, of
Athene^ p. 50, 2nd ed.)

All causes relating to mines (/ssraXXixal 3(«ou)

were also‘lfi^i}*^< Sixoi (Dem. e. Pantaen. p. 966.

17) ; the object, as Bockh remarks (On the Sibe«r

Mines of Laurion^ PnU. Eeom, of AihenSy p. 667)
l>eing no doubt that the miue proprietor might
not be detained too long from his business. The
same was the case with causes relating to Igoxoi

j

(Pollux, viiu 101; Harpocrat and Suid. L c.)

[Erani] ; and Pollux (/. e.) includes in the list,

suits respecting dowry, which ore omitted by Har*

pocration and Suidos.

EMPilRU'RI (tfs^povpoi\ from ^povpd, the

name given to the Spartan citUens during the

period in which they were liable to military ser-

vice. (Xen. Rep. Lac. v. 7.) This period lasted to

the fortieth year from manhood (5^ that is

to say, to the sixtieth year firoro birth
; and during

this time a man could not go out of the country
without permission from the authorities. (Isocr.

Ihuir. p. 225, where according to Mliller,

Dor. iiL 12. § 1, is evidently put for tp^povpos.)

EMPHYTEUSIS (ip^wewnsj literally an
ill-planting ") is a perpetual right in a piece

of land that is the property of another : the

right consists in the l^mi power to cultivate it,

and treat it as our own, on condition of cultivating

it prop>criy, and pa3'ing a fixed sum (oaaoa, penno,
m/i/as) to the owner (dominus) at fixed limes. The
right is founded on contract between the owner
(dominus cmnhyteuscos) and the lessee (emphy-
teuta), and the land is called am vectigalis or

empbytcuticarius. It wm long doubted whether
this was a contract of buying and selling, or of

letting and hiring, till the emperor Zeno gave it a
definite character, and the distinctive name of con-

tractus crophyteuticarius.

The Ager Vectigalis is first distinctly mentioned
about the time of Hadrian, and the term is applied
to lands which were leased by the Roman state,

by towns, by ecclesiastical oorporatioDS, and by the
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Vestal virgins. In the Digest mention only b
made of lands of towns so let, with a distinction of

them into am vectigales and ncm rcctigalea, ac-

cording as the lease was perpetual or not ; but in

either case the lessee had a real action (ntilis in rem
aetio) for the protection of hb righto, e\*en against
the owner.

The tenn Emphytensb first occurs in the Digest.

The Praedin Empbyteutica are also frequently men-
tioned in the Theodotbn and Justinian Oidet, but
they are dbtingubhed from the agri vecti^es.
Justinian, however, put the emphyteusis and the

oger vectigalis on the same footing ; and in the caee

of an emphyteusis (whether the was a com-
munity or an individual), the bw was declared to

be the same as in the case of leases of town pro-

perty. Thb emphyteusb was not ownenhip: it

was a jus in re only, and the lessee b constantly

distingubhed from the owner (dominus). Vet the

occupier of the ager vectigalb and the emphyteuta
had a juristical potsessio ; a kind of inconsistency,

which b explained by Savigny, by showing that

the ager vectigalb was fonued on the analogy of

the ager publicua, and though there were many
differences between them, there was nothing in-

consbtent in the notion of possession, as appli^ to

the public land, being transferred to the ager vec-

tigalis as a modified form of the i^r publicus.

Though the emphyteuta bad not tne ownership

of the Iwd, he had an almost unlimited right to

the enjoyment of it, unless there were special

agreements limiting hb right. The fruits belonged

to him as soon as they were separatod from the

•oil. (Dig. 22. lit 1. s. 25. $ 1.) He could sell

hb interest in the land, after giving notice to the

owner, who had the power of choosing whether be

would buy the land at the juice which the pur-

chaser was willing to give. But the lessee could

not sell hb interest to a person who a*as unable to

maintain the property in good condition. The
lessee was bound to pay all the public charges and
burdens which might fall on the land, to improve

the property, or at least not to deteriorate it, and

to pay the rent regularly. In case of the lessee's

interest being transferred to another, a fiftieth part

of the price, or of the value of the property, when
the nature of the transfer did not require a price to

be fixed, was payable to the owner on the admi^
•ion of the new emphyteuta, and which, as a ^eral
rule, was payable by him. Under these limitations

the dominus was bound to admit the new empby-
teuta (in possessionem suscipere.) If the dominus

refused to admit him, the seller, afrer certain forma-

lities, could transfer all hb right without the con-

sent of the dominus. The heredes of the emphy-
teuta were not liable to such payment. The
emphyteuta could dbpose of hb right by testament

:

in case of intestacy it devolved on hb heredca.

The origin of the emphyteusis, as already stated,

was by contract with the owner and by ti^ition

;

or the owner might make an emphyteusb by hb
last wilL It might also in certain cases be founded

on prescription.

The right of the emphyteuta might cease in

several ways ; by surrender to the dominus, or b^
dying without heirs, in which case the emphyteusis

reverted to the owner. He might also lose hb
right by injuring the property, by non-rayroent of

hb rent os the public btOTcns to whicn the land

was liable, by alienation without notice to the

dominus, &c In such cases the dominus could
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take legal measure* for recoTering the poMcssion.

(Dig. 6. tiL 3, and 39. tit 4 ;
Cod. 4. tit G6 ;

lust 3. tit 24 (25) ;
MUblrnbnich, Dociritta Fan-^

declantm ; Savtgny, Det Recht det p. 99,

&C. p. 180 ; Mackcldey, Ijekrhmch, dec. § 2^% &c.

§ 384, I2thed.) [G. I^]

EMPO'RIUM (rb /^Tdp<or),aplace for whole-

sale trade in commodities carried by sea. The
name is sometimes applied to a sea-port town, but

it property lignilies only a particular (dace in such

a town. Thus Ampbitryo says (Plaut AsipA. W.

1 . 4) that he looked for a person.

** Apud emporium^ atqne in moccllo, in palaestra

atquc in foro,

In medicinis, in tonstrinis, apud omnis oedis

sacras.*'

(Compare Liv. xxzt. 10, xll 27.) The word i>

derived from f^aopos, which si|p)ifies in Homer a

person who sails as a passenger in a ship belonging

to another person (Gd. ii. 319, zzir. 300) ; but in

later writers it lignihes the merchant who carries

on commerce with foreign countries, and differs

from adm^Xor, the retail dealer, who purchases his

goods from the l/iwopos and retails them in the

market-place. (Plat, De Htp. ii. p. 371.)

At Athens, it is said {Lex. p. 208) that

there were two kinds of emporia, one for foreigners

and the other for natives ((fs'ticdr and Aoruedv)
;

but this appears doubtful. (Bockh, Pidd, Kctm. of
Athene^ p. 313, 2nded.) The emporium at Athens
was under the inspection of certain officers, who
were elected annually (dri^cXT^ra) rov 4fiToplov),

[Ei'Iublstab, No. 3.)

EMPTI ET VE'NDITI A'CTIO. The scIIct

has an actio venditi, and the buyer bos an actio

enipti, upon the contract of sale and purchase. Both
of them ore actiones directae, and their object is to

obtain the fulfilment of the obligations resulting

from the contract. (Dig. 19. tit 1.) [O. L.]

E'MPTIO ET VENDI'TIO. The contmcl of

buying and selling is one of those which the Ho-
nuins called ex consensu, because nothing more was
required than the consent of the parties to the con-

tract (Gaius, iii. 135, Ac.) It consists in the

buyer agreeing to give a certain sum of money to

the seller, and the seller agreeing to give to the

buyer some certain thing for his money ; and the

contract is complete os soon os both parties have

agreed about the thing that is to be sold and about

the price. No writing is required, unless it be

part of the contract that it shall not be complete

till it is reduced to writing. (Dig. 44. tit. 7. a 2;

Inst. 3. tit. 23.) After the agreement is made, the

buyer is bound to pay his mooey, even if the thing

which is the object of purchase should be accident-

ally destroyed l^orc it is delivered
;
and the seller

must deliver the thing with all its intermediate in-

crease. The purchaser does not obtain the ownership

of the tbiu till it has been delivered to him, and till

he has paid the purchase money, unless the thing is

sold on credit. (Dig. 19. tit 1. 1. 1 1, $ 2.) If he

does not pay the pureboae money at the time when
it is due, he must pay interest on it The seller

must also warrant a good title to the purchase

[Evictio}, and he must also warrant that the

thing has no concealed defects, and that it has all

the good qualities which be (the seller) attribntes

to it It was with a view to check frauds in sales,

and en>ecially in the rales of slaves, that the seller

was obliged by the edict of the cnnile aediles
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[Eoktum] to inform the buyer of the defects of
any slave offered for sole :

^ (jui moncipia vendunt
certiorei fociant emptores quod morbi vitlique,** Ac.
(Dig. 21. tit 1.) In reference to this part of the

law, in addition to the usual action arising from
the contract the buyer had against the seller, ac-

cording to the circumstances, an actio ex stipulatu,

redhibitoria, and quanti minoris. Horace, in his

Satires (it S. 286), and in the beginning of the

second epistle of the second book, alludes to the
precoatioos to be taken by the buyer and seller

of a slave:. [O.L.]
ENCAUSTICA. [Pictuka, No. 7.]

ENCLE'MA (lyaAq^ut). [Disk.]
ENCTE'SIS (fymytf^ii), the right of posaesaing

landed property and bouses {fyientett Tqt km
oUlas) in a foreign country, which was frequently

granted by one Greek state to another, or to se-

parate individuals of anotherstate. (Dem. De Cor.

p. 265. 7 ; Ddckh, Corp. /rueripi. vol. i p. 725.)
^EytcHumra were such posseuions in a foreign

country, and are opposed by Demosthenes {De
Hahn. p. 87. 7) to icr^ftaro, possessions in one's

own county. (Valckco. ad Herod, r. 23.) The
term Fficr^para was also applied to the landed
property or bouses which on Athenian possessed

in a diffident from that to which be belonged
by birth, and with respect to such property he
was call^ 4yK^Krnp4wot : whence we find De-
mosthenes (e. PoljfcL p. 1208. 27) speaking of o/

hffhrat ical ol fyK4Kry}p4yoL For the nght of

holding {ffoperty in a 5^/tot to which be did not

belong, he had to pay such iripios a tax, which is

mentioned in inscriptions under the name of 4y~

KTtirutSy. (Bockh, PubL Eoon. of Athn$y p. 297,
2nd ed.)

ENDEIXIS (fK8ci{(v), properly denotes a prose-

cution instituted against such persons as were al-

leged to have exercised rights or held offices while
labouring under a peculiar disqualification. Among
these are to be reckoned state debtors, wbo during

their liability sate in eourt as dicasts, nr took any
other port in public life

; exiles, who bad returned

clandestinely to Athens ; those that visited holy

places after a conviction for impiety ( Air^dcm)
; and

all su(h as having inaiired a partial disfranchise-

ment (Art/iia Kara irpdora^iv) presumed to exercise

their forbidden functions as bef^orc their condemna-
tion. Besides these, however, the same form of

action was available against the chairman of the

proedri (^xjffrdrqf), who wrongly refused to take

the votes of the people in the assembly (Plat
ApoL p. 32) ; against malcfactort, especially mur-
derers (which ^hdnunn thinks was probably the

course pursued when the time for an apogoge had
been suffered to elapse) ; traitors, amboraadors

acatsed of malversation (Isocrat c. Caltim. 11) •

and persons who furnished supplies to the enemy
during war. (Aristoph. £qa^278

; Andoc. IH
Redituy 82.) The first step taken by the prose-

cutor was to lay his information in writing, also

called endeixky ^fore the (xoper magistrate, who
might be the archon or king archon, or one of the

thesmotbetae, according to the sabject-matter of

the information ; but m the caae of a malefirator

{KOKovfyos) being the accused person, the Eleven
were the officers applied to. It then became the

duty of the magistrate to arrest, or hold to bail,

the person criminated, and take the ufoal steps for

bringing him to trial There is great obscurity as

to the result of condemnation in a prosecution of
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this kind. Htmldus (Animadv. in Salm. ir. 9.

§ 10) ridicules the idea that it >4*01 mranablf a
capital punUhmenU The accuser, if unsuccessful,

was responsible for bringing a inalicioas charge

(^«u8ovr ^fuOuros). (Schdmann, Oe
Com. p. 175, Ati. Proe. p. 239, &c.)

The endeixity <xpagog« (itvaywyt}) and epJtfpesis

must he carefully distinguished. Pollux

says (viil 49) that the endriris was adopted when
the accused w'os absent ; the apeujoge when he was
present ; and we know that the apatjwfe was a
summary process, in which the defendant was al-

lowed to apprehend a culprit caught m ipao fatio

and lead hint before a magistrate. In case the

charge was ill-founded, the complainant ran the

risk of forfeiting 1000 drachmae. If he did not

like to expose himself to this risk, he might hare

recourse to the fpheyesia (<^^7^<r(r), in which he

made an application to the proper magistrate,

as, for instance, to one of the Eleven, if it were

a case of burglary or robbery attended with murder,

and conducted him and his ofiicers to the spot

where the capture was to be effected. (Comp.
Dem. r. Androl. p. 601.)

The cases in which theapou;o^and fpkegf$i* were
most generally allowed, were those of theft, murder,

ill-usage of parents, &c. The punishment in these

cases was generally fixed by law ; and if the

accused confessed, or was proved guilty, the magis-

trate could execute the sentence at once, without

appealing to any of the jury-courts ; otherw’ise, it

was necessary that the case should be referred to a
higher tribunaL (Aesch. c. Timatrk. c, 37 ; Dem.
I>€ Fait, p. 431.) The magistrates w*ho

presided over the apagope were generally the Eleven

\ol fyStKo, Dem. c. Timocr. p. 736 ;
Lysias, e.

Agorot, c. 85); sometimes the chiefarcbon (Aesch.

c. TimareJu c. 64), or the thesroothetae (Dem. e.

Arittorr. p. 63U). The most important passage

w’ith regard to the apo^c^ (Lysias, c. Agorui.

§ 85, 86) is unfortunately corrupt and unintelligible.

(Sec Sluitcr, Led. Andoeid. p. 254, Ac.) The
complainant was said ird-ystv r^v iwaytayiiv : the

magistrates, when they allowed it,

rijv itway<ayfiK [J. S. M.] i

E'NDROSlIS (4>'8popU),nthick coarse blanket,
|

manufactured in Gaul, and called endromis " be-

cAuic those who had been exercising in the stadium

(ir 8p4p$») threw it over them to obviate the ef-

fects of sudden exposure when they were heated.

Notwithstanding its coarse and shaggy appearance,

it w*as worn on other occasions as a protection from

the cold by rich and fashionable persons at Rome.
(Juv. iii. 103 ;

Mart. iv. 19, xiv. 126.) Ladies

also put on an endromis of a finer description («?-

dromidat Tyrias^ Juv. vL246), when they partook,

as they sometimes did, of the exercises of the

palaestra. M<»reover, boots [CoTiiUHNns') were

called iripofiitas on account of the use of them in

running. (Callim. //ymm. m £Han. 16, m
238 :

Pollux, iii. 155, viL 93 ;
Brunck, Antd. iiL

206.) [J. Y.l
KNKCHYRA (Mx*^pa). In private suits at

Athens, whether tried by a court of law, or before

an arbitrator, whenever judgment was given agmnst

a defendant, a certain pi'riod w*os at the some time

fixed (v %fw0a<rpla)^ before the expiration of which
it was inruml)ent upon him to comply with the ver-

dict. In default of doing so he l>ecamc Aircg^pcpoy,

or over the day, as it was called, and the plaintiff

was privileged to seize upon (difoetfeu) his goods

ENGYE.
and chattels as a security or compensation for non-
compliance. (I)cm. c. Afcid. p. 540. 21 ; Ulpion,

ad Cjc. ; Aristoph. A'at^es, 35.) The property thus

taken was called 4Wxupo, and slaves were gene-

rally seized before anything else. (Athcn. xiiL

p. 612, c.) This ** taking in execution ” aas nsu-

ally left to the party who gained the suit, and who,
if be met with resistance in making a seizure, had
bis remedy in a tlnri i^ovKift : if with {)cr8onal

violence, in a Ziicri aUlat. (Dem. e. Er>erg, p,

1153.) On one occasion, indeed, we read of a
public officer (vmtpenis rapa rrjj diftx^s) being
taken to assist in, or perhaps to be a witness of, a
seizure ; but this was in a case where public iiw

tercsts were concerned, and consequent upon a de-
cision of the (ld.e.£wrg. 1149.) The
same oration gives an amusing account of what
Englishmen W'ould consider a case of ** assault and
trespass,*' committed by some plaintififs in a de-
fendant's house, though the amount of damages
which had been given (^ Kctrailicri) was, according

to agreement, lying at the bank (4x1 rp rpaW^p),
and there awaiting their receipL

It seems probable, though we are not aware of
it being expressly so stated, that goods thus seized

w*erc publicly sofd, and that the party from whom
they were taken could sue his opponent, perhaps by
a 8txp for any sorplus which might remain
after all legal demands were satisfied. No seizure

of this sort could take place during several of the

religious festivals of the Athenians, such os the
Dionyiia, the Lenaea, Ac. They were, in fact,

diet non in Athenian law. (Dem. c. Meid. p. 51 8

;

Hudtwalckcr, iJutd. p. 132.) (R. W.]
ENGYE (^TTviy), bail or sureties, were in

very frequent requisition, both in the private and
public affairs of the Athenians. Private agree-

ments, as, for instance, to abide by the decision of

arbitrators (Dem. c, Apatttr. pp. 892—899),or that

the evidence resulting from the application of tor-

ture to a slave sbonld be conclusive (Dem. c. Pan»
taen. p. 978. 1 1), were corroborated by the parties

reciprocally giving each other such sureties ; and
the same took plow generally in all money lending

or mercantile transactions, and was invariably ne-

cessary when persons undertook to farm tolls, taxes,

or other public property.

In judicial matters bail orsurcties were provided

upon two occasions
;

first, when it was requisite

that it should be guaranteed that the accused

should be forthcoming at the trial
; and secondly,

when security was demanded for the satisfaction

of the award of the court In the first case, bail

was very generally required when the accused was
other than an Athenian citizen, whether the action

were public or private ; but if of that privileged

class, upon no other occasion, except when |mt>-

coeded Against by way of Apagnge, Endeixis,

Ephegesis, or Kisangelia. Upon the last-mentioned

form being adopted in a case of high treason latU

was not accepted. The technical word for requiring

bail of on accused person is icerrcTTuar, tliat for

becoming surety in such case i^tyyvaaBnL. Surety
of the other kind ^vai demanded at the beginning

of a suit upon two occasions only
;

first, when a
ciliz. Ji asserted the freedom of a person detained

in slavery by another ; and secondly, when a liti-

gant, who had suffered judgment to go by default

before the arbitrator (8«wr»rr^f), had recommenced
his action within the given time (ph o^a 8fxif).

After the judgment, security of this kind wa.s re>
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quircd ia nil mercaniite and tome other g^irate

caoief ;
and itat« dehton, who had been lentcnced

to remain in prison till they had acquitted them-

selret of their Uabilitiea, were, by a law of Timo-

crates (Don. c. TYstocr. np. 712—716), allowed to

go at large if they could provide three sureties

that the money should be paid within a limited

period. If the principal in a contract made default

the surety was bound to moke it good, or if he re-

fused to do so, might be attacked b^ an iyy^s dlxq,

if such action were brought within a twelvemonth

after the obligation was undertaken. (Dem. e.

.dputer. pfv 901,916.) If, however, a person accused

in a pubiic action by one of the forms above men-

tioned foiled to appear to take his trial, bis boil

became liable to any punishment that such person

had incurred by contempt of court ;
and, consistently

with this, it appears, from a pnssage in Xenophon

{IIcU. I 7. S 119X that the law allowed the bml to

secure the person of the accused by priNate con-

finement (Meier, Att, Proe. p. 515.) [J. S. M.]

ENOUE^IS (d77^<m). [Matrimomum.]
E'NNATA (frwa). [Funu*.]

ENOIKIOU DIKE (i^oudov 8iio»), action

brought (like our tn^xmJhr incjm profits after a

successful action of ejectment) to recover the rents

withheld from the owner during the period of his

being kept out of possession. If the property re-

covered were not a house, but land (in the more

confined sense of the word), the action for the

rents and profits was called Kopwov 8iin}. It seems

from the language of the grammarians, that these

actions could be brought to try the title to the

Mtate, as well as for the above-mentioned purpose.

Perhaps both the tenement and the intermediate

profits might be recovered by one suit, but the pro-

ceeding would be more hazardous, beoiuse a failure

in one part of the demand would involve the loss

of the whole cause. Thus, the title of a party to

the land itself might bare expired, as for instance

where he held under a lease for a term
;
yet he

would be entitled to recover certain bygone profiu

from one who had dispossessed him. Therefore it

is not improbable that the 81«ax <k. and irop. might

M praetiee be confined to those cases where the

rents and wofits only were the subject of claim.

We are told that, if the defendant, after a judg-

ment in one of these actions, still refused to give

satisfoction, an o5<riat Sltcri might be commenced

against him, of which the cfiect was, that the

plomtiff obtained a right to indemnify himself out

of the whole property of the defendant. Schomann

obterres, that this wot a circuitous proceeding,

when the plaintiff might take immediate steps to

execution by means of entry and ejectment. His

conjecture, however, that Uie ofurtas was in

ancient times an important advantage, when re^

property could not in the first instance be taken in

execution, is probably not far from the truth, and

is supported by analogy to the laws of other

nations, which, being (in the tnfSuKy of civiliza*

lion) framed by thcla^owneri only, beer marks

of a watchful jealousy of any encroachment upon

their rights. He remarks also, that the giving to

the party the choice between a milder and a more

stringent remedy, accords with the tteneml tenor

and spirit of the Athenian laws. Wo may add,

that our own law ftimUbet an illustration of this,

rix., where the plaintiff has obtained a judgment,

he has the option of proceeding at once to execu-

tion, or bringing an action on the judgment

;
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though with us the latter measure is considered

the mOTe vexatious, os it incrcnitrs the costii, and is

rendered less necessary by the facility with which

executions can be levied. At Athens the

81x7}, as it Tvns the ultimate and must efficacious

remedy, drew with it also more pt'nal conse<]ucncea,

as is explained under Embatrla. [Meier,

Prw. p. 749.) [C. R. K.J
ENOMO'TIA {irtsporia), [ExBRciTL'a.]

ENSI8. [Olaoiub.]
E'NTASIS {tyroffis). The most ancient co-

lumns now existing are remarkable for the extreme
diminution of the shaft >>etween its lower and upper

extremity, the sides of which, like those of a cone,

converge immediately and regularly from the base

to the neck, so tbat the edge forms a straight line

—

a mode of construction which is wanting in grace

and apparent solidity. To correct this, a swelling

outline, called en/om (Vitrov. iii. 2, iv. 3), was
given to the shaft, which seems to have been tbo

first step to^mrds combining grace and grandeur in

the Doric column.

Tiie original form is represented by the figure on

the left in the annexed woodcut, which is taken

from the great temple at Posidonia (Paestum),

which is one of the most ancient templet now re-

maining ; that on the right shows the en/oMt, and

is from a building of rather later construction in

the same city. Two other examples of the same

style are still to be seen in Italy, one belonging to

an ancient temple at Alba Fucinensis (Piranesi,

Afofpti/. dsi* Hom^ tav. 31. fig. 6), and the other

at Rome, on the sepulchre of C. Publicius. (/5.

fig. 7.)

In the example at Paestom the greatest devia-

tion which the curved edge of the column mokes

from the straqtht line of the cone of which the

pillar may be considered as a part, is at about the

middle of the height, bat it s^l keeps within tho

line of a pemncUcular drawn from the circoxnftf-

cnce of tbo base ;
or, in other words, the column

is thickest at the base : both these properties aro

clearly shown by the dotted lines in the woodcut.

(Comp. Stieglitz, ArckaoL <L Baukunsl^ voL i.

p. 161.) [A.R.]

Dioiii?f«i by Google
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EO'RA. [Akoha.]
EPANGE'LIA (4»<ryy*Xia). If a citiaen of

Athenf had incurred dri/ja, the pririlege of taking

part or speaking in the public aMcmbly was for-

feited [Atimia]. But as it sometimes might

happen that a person, though not formally declared

ftrc^r, had committ^ such crimes as would, on

accusation, draw upon him this punishment, it was
of course desirable Umt such individuals, like real

dri^MK, should be excluded from the exercise of the

rights of citisens. Whenever, therefore, such a
person ventured to speak in the assembly, any

Athenian citisen had the right to come forward in

the assembly itself (Aeschin. c. TVmartA. p. 104),

and demand of him to establish his right to speak

by a trial or examination of bis conduct (SoKifioofa

TOO 0iov\ and this demand, denouncement, or

threat, was called 4rayyt\ia^ or iTcry^fAia 6o«(-

fioffUs. The impeached individual was then com-

pelled to desist speaking, and to submit to a

scrutiny into his conduct (Pollux, viii. 43 ;
Suidas,

a V. 4irayycAla), and if he was conricted, a formal

declaration of dri^a followed.

Some writers have confounded the 4roryycAfa

with Botctfiaffloy and considered the two words as

synonyms
; but from the statements made above,

it is evident that the ioKifuurla is the actual trial,

while the jva77cAla is only the threat to subject

a man to the ^watuurta: hence the expression

4‘wayy4w*iy ^OKtfuuriay. (Schtfmann, De ComU.

p. 23*2. note 8. trmnil.) Other writers, such as Har-

poemtinn and Suidas, do not sufficiently distinguish

between 4va77«Xia and : the latter is an

ncc*jsntion against persons who, though they had

been dec^red ftri/uoi, nevertheli'ss venturi to

assume the rights of citizens in the public assem-

bly
;
whereas ^rcryysXla applied only to those who

had not yet been convicted of the crime laid to

their charge, but were only threatened with an ac-

cusation for the first time. (Meier, AtL Proc.

p. 210
;
Schbmann, De Comii. p. 232, note 7.

transl.) Wachsmuth {Hel/en. AlUrthumskf vol. ii.

p. 236, 2d edit.) seems to be inclined to consider

the ^Tjropitcif to bo connected or identical

with the dirayyiXta, but the former, according to

thi' definitions of Photius and Suidas, was in reality

quiU? a different thing, inasmuch as it was intended

to prevent orators from saying or doing unlawful

things in the assembly where they had a right to

come forward
;
whereas the ^Ta77«Xfa was a de-

nunciation, or a promise to prove that the orator

had no right at all to speak in the assembly. [L.S.]

EPAUITI (IwdpiTOi), the name of the standing

army in Arcadia, which was formed to preserve

the independence of the Arcadian townsi, when
they became united as one state after the defeat

of the Spartans at Lieuctra. They were 5000 in

number, and were paid by the state. (Xen. //eli.

vil 4. § 34, viu 5. § 3 ; Diod. xv. 62, 67 ; Hesych.

a V. dwopdifroi
;

Bejot, in AfSm» de rAcad. des

Jnecrip. xxxil p. 234 ; Kellermann, De Re MilUari

Arcudum^ p 44 ; Wachsmuth, HeUem. AUerikumek.

Tol. L p. 283, 2d ed.)

EPAU'LIA. [Matrimomum.]
EPEHNACTAE (^Tfveairral), a class of

citizens at Sparta who are said to have been the

offiipring of slaves and the widows of Spartan

citizens. Theopompus tells us (Athen. vil p.

271, d) that in the Messenian war, in consequence

of the great losses which the Spartans sustained,

they married the widows of those who were slain

EPIIEBUS.

to helots, and that these helots were admitted to

the citizenship under the name of divfvM«rraf.

Diodorus (Mai, Vai. p. 10) also calls the par^

tisans of Phalonthus 4-wevviucral. [Parthkniaz.]
(Thirl wal 1, /fuif. (/Greece^ vol I p. 353; Muller.

Dor. ill 3. § 5.)

EPHEBE'UM. [Otunasium.]
EPHE'BUS (f^4er), the name of an Athenian

youth after he h^ attained thesge of 18. (Pollux,

viil 105 ;
Harpoemt. s. v. *Ewi81sT«f *H4ijo^aj).

The state of lasted for two years, till the

young men had attained the age of 20, when they
became men, and were admitt^ to share all the
rights and duties of a citizen, fur which the law
did not prescribe a more advanced age. That the
young men, when they became f^njCoi^ did not re-

ceive ali the privileges of full citizens, it admitted
on all hands

;
but from the assertion of Pollux and

Harpocration, who state that their names were not

entered in the lexiarcfaic registers until they had
completed their 20th year, tlmt is to say, until they
had gone through the period of it would
seem that they were not looked upon as citizens as

long os they were and that consequently

they enjoy^ none of the privil^es of full citizena

But we have sufficient ground for believing, that

the names of young men at the time they ^catne
were entered as citizens in the lexiarchic

registe^ for Lycurgus (e. Leoerat. p. 1 89) uses the

expressions l^i^o»'7i7>*e^aiand els rb Ai;(iapx<^^
yfHtfifmretor 4yypd^o$at as synonymoua The
statement of Harpocration and Photius is therefore

probably nothing but a false inference from the fiict,

that young men before the completion of their 20th
year were not allowed to take an active part in the

public assirmbly
;
or it may be, that it arose out of

the law which, as Schumann (De ComiL p. 71,
transl.) interprets it, prescribed that no Athenian
should be enrolled in the lexiarchic registers before

the attainment of the 18th, or after the completion

of the 20th year [Docimasia.] From the oration

of Demosthenes against Aphobus (p. 814, &c.
;

compare e. Onefor. p. 868), we see that some of

the privileges of citizens were conferred upon young
men on beaming : Demosthenes himself, at

the age of 18, entered upon his patrimony, and
brought an action against his guardians ; one Man-
titheus (Demosth. e. Boeot. De Dote^ p. 1009) re-

lates that he married at the age of 1 8 ; and these

focts are stated in such a manner that we must
infer that their occurrence had nothing extra-

ordinary, but were in accordance with the usual

custom.

Before a youth was enrolled among the ephebi,

ho had to undergo a 8ox<>ia<rla, the object of which
was partly to ascertain whether he was the son of

Athenian citizens, or adopted by a citizen, and
partly whether his body was sufficiently developed

and strong to undertake the duties which now de-

volved upon him. (Aristoph. Veep. 533, with the

Schol.
;
Demosth. e. Onetor. p. 868 ; Xen. De Rrp,

Aik. c. 3. § 4; Plato, On'to, p. 51, with Stall-

baum^ note p. 174. Eng. transl.) Schdmann (le.)

believes that this Zottipaffla only applied to orphans,

bnt Aristophanes and Plato mention it in such a
general way, that there seems to be no ground for

such a supposition. Aftar the ioKifioaia the young
men received in the assembly a shield and a lance

( Aristot op. HarpoeraL $. v, AoKipaoia)

;

but

those whose fothers had fiillen in the defence of

their country, received a complete suit of armour
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in Um theatre. (Aeeebin. e. CU^mpL p. 7*^, ed. Steph.

;

Plato, 3f«ner. p. 249, with Stallbaum'i note.) It

aeemi to hare been on thia occaaion that the

I^Cot took an oath in the temple of Artemia

Aglanroa (Demoath. DeFalt. p. 43B ; Pollux,

Tiil 106), bj which they pledged themaelTea nerer

to dtagrmce their anna or to deaert their oomradea
;

to hght to the laat in the defence of their country,

ita altaraand heartha ; to leare their country not in

a worae but in a better atate than they found it

;

to obey the mogiatratea and the lava ; to reaiat all

attempta to aubvert the inatitutiona of Attica, and

finally to reaped the religion of their finefia^era.

Tbia aolemnity took place towarda the cloae of the

year (4r >nd the feative aeaaon bore

the naoM of (laaeua, OtApoUod. c.28;

Derooatb. c. Ltoekar, p. 10^2.) The externa) dis-

tinction of the conaiated in the and

the v4ro0’es. (Hematerhuia, ad PolUte^ x. 164.)

During the two years of the la, which may
be considered aa a kind of apprenticeship in anna,

and in which the young men prepared themaelTca for

the higher duties of lull citixens, they were gene-

rally sent into the country, under the name of

wcplwoXot, to keep watch in the towns and for*

tresaea, on the coast and fiontier, and to perform

other duties which might be necessary for the pro-

tection of Attica. (Pollux, tUL 106 ; Photios, t. e.

^«plvo^or: Plato, /)a tL p. 760, c.) [L.S.]

EPHEGE'SIS {4^dryri<rts). [Endeixis.]

EPllE SIA (4^<rta), a great pone^ris of the

lonions at Ephesus, the ancient capital of the

lonions in Asia. It was held every year, and bad,

like all panegyreia, a twofold character, that of a

bond of political union among the Greeks of the

Ionian race, and that of a common worship of the

Ephesian Artemis. (Dionya Htd. Antig. Pom. it.

pk 229, ed. Sylburg ;
Strabo, xit. p. 689.) The

Epbesia eontimied to be held in the time of Thu-
cydides and Strabo, and the former compares it

(iiL 104) to the ancient ponegyris of Delos I

[Delia], where a great number of the lonians
j

aasembl^ with their wires and cbildreiw Ke- i

specting the particulars of its celebration, we only

know Uiat it was accompanied with much mirth

and feasting, and that mystical sacrifices were of-

fered to the Ephesian goddess. (Strabo, L c.) That

games and contests formed likewise a chief part of

the solemnities is clear from Hraychius (s. r.), who
calls the Ephesia ui 4wi^ay4iS. (Compare

Paua TU. 2. $ 4 :
MUller, Dor. ii. 9. § 8 ;

Bdckh,

Corp. ItueripC iL n. 2909.)

Krom the manner in which Thucydides and

Strabo speak of the Ephesia, it seems that it was

only a pan^rris of some lonions, p^haps of those

who lived m Ephesus itself and its vicinity.

Thucydides seems to indicate this by comparing it

with the Delian panegyris, which likewise con-

sisted only of the lonians of the islands near

Delos ; and Strabo, who colls the great national

panegyris of all the lonians in the Ponionium the

emiH) vtu'^Tvptt Ts^ applies to the Ephesia

simply the name irar^iyofia. It may, however,

have existed ever since the time when Ephesus was

the head of the Ionian colonies in Asia. [L. S.]

ETHESIS («^(t). [Appsllatio.]
EPHESTRI8 {if*4rrpts). [Amictus.]

E'PHETAE the name of certain

judges at Athens. They were fifty-one in number,

•elected from noble families(dpterii^v aip«Mrr«i),

and more than fifty yean of age. They formed a
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tribunnl of great antiquity, so much to, indeed,

that Pollux (vul 125), ascribed their institution to

Draco; moreover, if we can depend upon the au-

thority of Plutarch (5o^, c. 19), one of Solon's

laws (fi(op«r) speaks of the courts of the Ephetae

and Areiopagus as co-existent before the time of

that legislator. Again, we are told by Pollux

{L c.), tne Ephetae formerly sat in one or other of

the five courts, according to the nature of the

causes they bad to try. In historical times, how-
ever, they sat in /oirr only, called respectively the

court by the Palladium (rh 4rlI1aAAa8iV)» by the

Delphinium (rh AeX<piri^), by the Prytaneium
(vh 4el npvroj'cf^), and the court at Phreatto or

Zea (v^ 4r ^psorroT). At the first of these courts

they tried cases of unintentional, at the second, of

intentional but justifiable homicide, such as slay-

ing another in self-defence, taking the life of an

adulterer, killing a tyrant or a nightly robber.

(Plat Leg. ix. p. 874.) At the Prytaneium, by a

strange custom, somewhat analogous to the imposi-

tion ^ a deodand, they passed sentence upon the

instrument of mu^er when the perpetrator of the

act was not known. In the court at Phreatto, on

the sea-shore at the Peirneeus, they tried such per-

sons as were charged with wilful murder during

a temporary exile for unintentional homicide. In

cases of this sort, a defendant pleaded his cause on

board ship (r^r yfir avrd/isvos), the judges

sitting close by him on shore. (Dem. c. Aristocr.

p. 644.) Now we know that the jurisdiction in

cases of wilful murder «*aa by Solon's laws entrusted

to the court of the Areiopagus, which is mentioned

by Demosthenes (/. e.) in connection with the four

courts in which the Ephetae sat Moreover, Draco,

in bis 7%e*wi, spoke of the Ephetae o»/y, though

the jurisdiction of the Areiopagus in cases of

murder is admitted to have been of great antiquity.

Hence MUller {Eumenid. § 65) conjectures that

the court of the Areiopagus was anciently includod

in the five courts of the Ephetae, and infm, more-
over, the early existence of a senate at Athens,

resembling the Gerousia at Sparta, and invested

with the jurisdiction in cases of homicide. (Thirl-

wall, Hiti. of Crreeor, vol. ii. p. 41.) The name of

Ephetae given to the members of this council was,

as he conceives, rather derived from their granting

a licence to avenge blood (ol 4^iaoi

rbr irtptfXdritr) than their being appeiried to, or

from the transfer to them of a jurisdiction which

before the time of Draco had belonged to the

kings. (Pollux, L e.) If this hypothesis be true,

it Imorocs a question, why and when was this

separation of the courts made ? On this subject

MUller adds, that when an act of homicide was
not punished by death or perpetual banishment,

the perpetrator had to receive expiation. [Exsi-

LiUM.] Now the atonement for blood and the

purification of a sbedder of blood came under the

•acred law of Athens, the knowledge of which was
confined to the old nobility, even after they hod
lost their political power. [Exsoetae.] Con-

sequently the administration of the rights of ex-

piation could not be token away from them, and
none but an aristocratioU court like that of the

Ephetae would be competent to grant permission

of expiation for homicide, and to preside over the

ceremonies connected with it Accordingly, that

court retained the right of decision in actions for

manslaughter, in which a temporary flight was
followed by expiation, and also m cases of justifi*
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able homicide, whether from the similarity of the

latter (as re^prds the puilt of the pcrpi'trator) to

acts of accidental homicide, or as requiring a like

expiation. (Plat. I^, ix. pp. 804, 875.) For
acts of wilful murder, on the other band, the

punishment a*as either death or d«i^v>fa, and
therefore no expiation {ndSapcis) was connected

with the administration of justice in such cases,

so that there could be no objection against their

being tried by the court of the Areiopogus, though

its members did not of necessity belong to the old

aristocracy.

Such briefly ore the reasons which Muller

alleges in support of this hypothesis, and if they

are ralid there can be little doubt that the separa-

tion alluded to aiu eflccled when the Athenian
nobility lost their supremacy in the state, and a
timocracy or aristocracy of wealth was substituted

for an aristocracy of birth. This, as is well known,
happened in the time of Solon.

l^tly, we may remark, that the compamtircly
unimportant and antiquated duties of the Ephctoc
•ufiiriently explain the statement in Pollux (/. c.),

that their court gradually lost all respect, and be-

came at last an object of ridicule. [R. W,}
EPH I'PP IUM (da-rpdSri^

a saddle. Although the Greeks occasionally rode

without any saddle (/xl Txirou, Xenoph. De
lie Eques. vii. 5), yet they commonly used one,

and from them the name, together with the thing,

was borrowed by the Romans. (Varr. De Re Rust,

ii. 7 ; Caes. B. G. ir. 2 ; Hor. EpitL i. 14. 43 ;

Gellius, T. 5.) It has indeed been asserted, that

the use of saddles was unknoam until the fourth

century of our era. But Ginzrot, in his valuable

work on the history of carriages (vol. iL c. 26),
has shown, both from the general practice of the

Egyptians and other Oriental nations, from the

t
ictures preserved on the walls of houses at Hcrcu-
incuro, and from the expressions employed by J.

Caesar and other authors, that the term ^ophip-
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pium denoted not a mere horse-cloth, a skin, or

a flexible covering of any kind, but a saddle-tree,

or frame of wood, which, after being filled with a
stuffing of wool or cloth, wtis covered with softer

materials, and fiutened by means of a girth {cutfru-

lum^ zona.) upon the bock of the animal. The
ancient saddles appear, indeed, to have been thus

far different from oura, that the cover stretched

upon the hard frame was probably of staffed or

p^ded cloth rather than leather, and that the

saddle was, as it were, a cushion fitted to tho

horse's back. Pendent cloths (<rrpw^ra, stratu)

were always attached to it so as to cover the sides

of the animal ; but it was not provided with stir-

rups. As a substitute for the use of stirrups the

horses, more particularly in Spain, were taught to

kneel at the word of command, when their riders

w'isbed to mount them. Sec the preceding figure

from an antique lamp found at Herculaneum, and
compare Strabo, iiu 1. p. 43G, cd. Sieb.

;
and Silius

Italicna, x. 465.

The saddle with the pendent cloths is also ex-

hibited in the annexed coin of Q. Labienus.

The terrn “ Ejihippium ” was in later limes in

part supplanted by the word “sella,” and the more
specific expression “ sella equestris.” [J. V.]

E'PHORI ('E^wpo*). Mogistiateihcalled-iv/iAori

or “ Overseers ” were common to many Borian

constitutions in times of remote nnUquity. Cyrene
and the mother state of Thera may be mentioned
os examples : the latter colonized from Laconia in

early ages, and where, os we are told, tho ophors

were (iruwfun^ t. e. gave their name to their year

of office. (HcracL Pont. 4 .) The cphonilly at

Sportiys cl^ed by Herodotus (i. 65) among the

iostituuout of Lycurgus. Since, however, the

ephori ore not mentioned in the oracle which con-

tains a general outline of the constitution ascribi^

to him (Plut. Lycurg. 6), we may infer that no

new powers were given to them by that Irgislator,

or in the age of which he may considered the

representative. Another account refers the insti*

tutiun of the Spartan ephoraUy to Theopompus
(b. c. 770—720), who is said to have founded

this office with a view of limiting the authority of

the kings, and to have justified the innovation by
remarking that “ ho handed down the royal power

to his descendants more durable, because he h.ad

diminished iL” (AristoL Polit. v. 9.) The in-

consistency of these accounts is still farther com-

plicated by a speech of Cleomenes III., who is re-

presented to have stated (P)uL <7cum. 10) that the

ephnrs were originally appointed by the kin^s, to

act for them in a judicial capacity (irphs KfHytiv)

during their alwence from Sparta in the first Mrs-
senian war, and that it was only by gradual

usurpations that those new magistrates had made
tliomselves paramount even over the kings thrm-

selvos. Now, according to sonic authorities (Tbirl-

wall, l/izt. of Greece^ voL i. p. 353), Polydonis, the

colleague of Tlieopnmpus, and one of the kings

under whom the first Messenion war (b. c. 743-—

723) was completed, appropriated a part of the
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conqncnni McueniAn territory to the aagmentatinn

of the number of portioni of land poMetted by the

Spartana— an augmentation which impliea an in*

creaae in the numl>er of Spartan citiscns. But the

ephora, aa wo shall see hereafter, were the repre*

eiitetiTei of the whole nation, and therefore, if in

the reign of Theopompua the franchise at Sparta

was extended to a new class of citizens who never-

theless were not placed on an equality with the

old ones (vTOficloMrX the ephors would thcncefor*

ward stand in a new position with respect to the

kings, and the councillors (oi y4poyr*s) who were
elected from the higher class. Moreover, it is

not improbiible that, during the absence of the

kings, the ephors usur{)ed, or had conferred upon
them, powers which did not originally belong to

tlnmi
; so that, from botli these causes, their

authority may have bL-en so far altered as to lead

to the opinion that the creation of the office, and
not niendy an extension of its powers, took place

during the reign of Theopompus. Again, as Thirl*

wall obsenen, ** if the extension of the ephoralty

was connected with the admission of on inferior

class of citizens to the franchise, the comparison
which Cicero (De iii. 7, lit Bep. ii. 33)
draws between the ephoralty and the Roman
tribunate would be more applicable than be him-
self suspected, and w'ould throw a light on the

scorning contradiction of the ephors l>eing all-

powerful, though the class which they more espe-

cially represented enjoyed only a limited fran-

chise.” of Grttce^ vol. i. p. 356.) But after

all, tlie various accounts which we have been consi-

dering merely show how different were the opi*

nions, and how little historical the statements,

about the origin of the ephoralty. (Muller,

Uoriixnt^ iii. c. 7 ; and see Clinton, F. II. vol. i.

Appendix 6.)

\Ve therefore proceed to investigate the func-

tions and authority of the ephors in historical tinies,

after first observing that their office, considered as

a counterpoise to the kings and council, and in that

respect pccul iar to Sparta alone of the Dorum states,

would have been altogether inconsistent with the

constitution of Lycurgtis, and that their gradual

usurpations and encroachments were facilitated f>y

the vague and indcfiiiilc nature of their duties.

I'heir iiurnWr, 6ve, appears to have been always
the same, and was probably connected with tLe

five divisions of the town of JSpnrla, namely, the

four «rw/iuu, Limnae, Mesoa, Piuuin, Cynosura, and
the n<fAii or city pro|K'rly so culled, around which
the Koipai lay. {PhUoloy. A/tiscirm, vol. it p. 52.)

They were elected from and by the people
awayrtoy), without any qualification of age or

property, nn<f without undeigoing any scrutiny (cm

rvxiyT^s) ; so that, as Aristotle remarks {Folit. ii.

7), the enjoyed through them a participa-

tion in the highest magistracy of the state. The
precise mode of their election is not known, but
Aristotle (/.c.) sp<akt of it as being very puerile

;

aud Plato iiL p. 692) dcscril^ tWur office

as iyyifi ‘vfii xAijpwrfit w*ords which
may apply to a want of a directing and discrimin-

ating principle in the electors, without of necessity

implying an election by lot. They entered upon
office at the autumnal solstice, and the first in rank
of the five gave his name to the year, which was
called after him in ill civil transactions. (MUlIer,

Z)or. iii 7. § 7.) Their meetings were held in the

public building called which in some re-
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spocts resemblc>d the Prytancium at Athena, as

ti«iiig the place whore foriMgners and ambassadors

were entertained, and where, moreover, the ephors

took their meals together. (Pansan. iii 11. §2.)

The ephors also possessed judicial authority,

on which subject Aristotle (PoBi. iii. 1) remarks

that they decided in civil suits (3/xat rtiv avfi€o‘

Xafesv), and generally in actions of great im-

portance (nplattity n9yd\t$y Kvpiot^ PolU. ii. 6)

:

whereas the council presided over capital crimes

(Sfirai (poi'iaaf). In this arrangement we see an

exemplification of a practice common to many of

the ancient Greek staU^s, according to w'hich a

criminal jurisdiction was given to courts of aris-

tocratic composition, w'hile civil actions were de-

cided by popular tribunals. [Compare Ephktab
and ARBioPAOUa.] But with this civil jurisdiction

was imited a censorial authority, such os was pos-

I
sessod by the ephors at Cyrene: for example, tho

! ephors punished a man fur having brought money
into the state (Plut. Lymin. 19), and others fur in-

dolence. (Schol. ad TTiuryd. I 84.) Wc ore told

also, that they inspi'CUd the clothing and the bed-

ding of the young men. (Atbcn. xil p. 550.)

Moreover, something like a superintendence over

the laws and their execution is implied in the Inii-

gtmgo of the edict, which they published on entering

upon their office, ordering the citizens ** to shave

the upper lip (^u^oKa), t. e. to be submissive, and
to obey the laws.” Now the symbolical and archaic

character of this expression seems to prove that the

ephors exercised such a general superintendence

from very early times, and there can be no doubt

that in the hands of able men, it would alono

prove on instrument of unlimited power.” (Thirl-

wall, Hitt of (r'lrcce, vol. i. p. 355.)

Their jurisdiction aud power wore still farther

increased by the privili'ge of instituting tcnitinics

(cf^uvai) into the conduct of all the magistrates,

nn which Aristotle (PtMt. il 6. § 17) observes that

it was a very great gift to the ephoralty (tovto

rp Swpop). Nor w ere they'

obliged to wait till a magistrate had completed his

term of office, since, even before its termituilion,

they might exercise the privilege of deposition

(Xen. De Be. Aoe. viii. 4.) Even the kings them-

selves could be brought before their tribunal (as

Cleonienes was for bribery, SwpoSoio'a, Herod. vl

82), though they were not obliged to answer a

summons to appear there, till it had been repented

three times. (Plut ( '/com. 10.) In extreme cases,

the ephors were also competent to lay an accusjitiun

against the kings os well as the other magistrates,

and bring them to a capital trial before the great

court of justice. (Xen. /. c. ;
Herod, vl 85.)

If they' sat as judges themselves, they were only

able, according to Muller, to impose a fine, and

compel immediate payment
;
but they were not in

any case, great as w*as their judicial authority*,

bound by a written code of law's. (Aristot J’olit.

il 6.)

In later times tho power of the ephors w*as

greatly increased
;
and this increase appears to

have been principally owing to the fact, that they

put themselves in connection with the assembly of

the people, convened iu meetings, laid measures

before it, and were constituted its agents and re-

presentatives. When this connection arose is

matter of conjecture ; some refer the origin of it to

Asteropus, one of the first ephors to whom the ex-

tension of the powers of the ephoralty is ascribed^

H H
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and who i» said to have lived raaiiy years after the

time of Thoopompus
;
prokihly about h. c. 660.

That it was not known in early times appears fnim

the circumstance that the two ordinances of the

onicle at Delphi, which n^ilated the assembly of

the people, made no mention of the functions of the

ephors. (Thirlwall, vol. L p. 356.) It is clear,

however, that the power which such a connection

gave, would, more than any thing else, ennUe
lliem to encroach on the roval authority, and make
themselves virtually supreme in the state. Ac-
cordingly, wo find that they transacted business

with foreign ambassatlors (ilerod. ix. 8) ;
dis-

missed them from the stite (Xen. f/cU. iL 1 3. § 1 9);

decided upon the government of dependent cities

(Xen. ffeii, iii. 4. § 2) ;
subscribed in the presence

of other persons to treaties of p<*ace (Thucy(L v. 1 9),

and in the time of w*ar sent out troops when they

thought necessary. (HenxL ix. 7.) In all these

capacities the ephors acted os the representatives of

the nation, and the agents of the public assembly,

Itcing in fiict the executive of the state. Their au-

thority in this respect is fitrther illustrated by the

fact, that after a declaration of war, ** they entrusted

the army to the king, or some other general, who
received from them instructions how to act ; sent

hack to them for fresh instructions, were restrained

by them through the attendance of extraordinaiy'

plcni}K>tcntiaries, wer<? recalled by means of the

Bcytiiie, stnnmoned before a judicial tribunal, and
their first duty after return was to visit the office

of the ephors," (MUll r. Dor. vol. iL p. 127.)

Another striking proof of this representative cha-

racter is given by Xenophon {De Rrp. Luf<, 15),

who informs ns, that the ephors, acting on behalf

of the state {pirtp t^s irdAcws), received from the

kings every month an oath, by which the latter

l>ound themselves to rule according to law'
; and

that, in return for this, the state engaged, through

the ephors, to maintain unshaken the authority of

the kings, if they adhered to their oath.

] t has been uiid that the ephors encroached upon

the royal authority
;

in course of time the kings

became completely under their control. For ex-

ample, they fined Agesilaus (Plut. Aifei. 2, .5) on

the vague charge of trying to miike himself popular,

and interfered even w'ith the domestic arrengemonts

of other kings ; moreover, ns we are told by
Thucydides (i. 131), they could even imprison the

kings, as they did Pausanias, We know also that

in the field the kings were followed by two ephors

who belonged to the council of war
;
the three

who remained at home received the booty in

charge, and paid it into the treasury, which was
under the superintendence of the whole College of

Five. But the ephors had still another preroga-

tive, based on a religious foundation, which cnahlcd

them to effect a temporary deposition of the kings.

( )nce in eight years (8»’ as we arc told,

they chose a calm and cloudless night to observe

the heavens, and if there was any appearance of a

falling meteor, it was believed to bo a sign that the

gods were displeased with the kings, who were ac-

cordingly suspended from their functions until an
oracle allowed of their restoration. (Plut.

i 1.) The outward sii’mbols of supreme authority

also were assumcil by the ephors
; and they alone

kept tbeir scots while the kings passed
;
whereas it

was not considered below the dignity of the kings
to rise in honour of the ephors. (Xcu. De Hep.
Lac. 15.)
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The position which, as we have shown, the

ephors occupied at Sparta, will explain and justify

the statement of Muller, " tliat the cplioralty was
the moving clement, the principle of change in tho

Spartan constitution, and in the end, the cause of

its dissolution." In coufinnation of this opinion

we may cite the authority of Aristotle, who ob-

serves, that from the excessive and absolute power
{IcoTvpayros) of the ephors, the kings were obliged

to court them (iripaywyiiy)^ and evcnttmlly the

government became a democracy instead of ;m
aristocracy. Tbeir relaxed and dissolute mode of

life too (iveipdyij dfaira), he adds, wascontnuy' to

the spirit of the constitution
;
and we may remark

timt it was one of the ephors, Fpitadeius, who first

carried through the law penuitting a free inherit-

ance of property in contravention of the regulati>in

of Lycurgus, by which an equal sluirc in the com-
mon territory a’as secured to all the citizrot.

The change, indeed, to w'hich Aristotle aUud<*s,

might have been described os a transition from an

aristocracy to an oligarchy ; for we find that in

later times, the ephors, insU-iad of being dema-
gogues, invariably supported oligarchical principles

and privileges. The case of Ciundon, & c. 399, it

an iitstniicu of this
;
and tho fact is apparently so

inconsistent with their being representatives of the

whole community, and as much so of the lower

{inropeioves) as of the higher (5^iot) doss of

citizens, that Wachsmutb supposes the 8^/sor, from

and by whom the ephors were chosen, to mean the

whole body of privileged or patrician citizens only,

the most eminent (icaXol adTo^ot) of whom were

elected to sene as 7^po»T(r. This supposition is

not itself improlmblo, and would go far to explain

a great difficulty
; but any analysis of the argu-

ments that may be urged for and against it is pre-

cluded by our limits. (See Thirlwall, vol. iv.

f

>. 377.) We only add that the ephors bccan>e at

ast thoroughly identified with all opposition to the

ext-nsion of popuUir privileges.

Fur this and other reasons, when Agis and
Cleomcnes undertook to restore the old constitu-

tion, it was necessary for them to overthrow tho

cphoralty, and accordingly Cleomencs murdered the

ephors for the time being, and abolished the office

(u. c. 225) ; it was, however, restored under the

Uonmns. [U. W.]
EPl'BATAE (^iTi^drai), soldiers or mariijcs

appointed to defend the vessels in the Athenian

navy, were entirely distinct from the rowers, and
also from the land toldieni, such as hoplitae, pel-

tasts, and cavalry. (Xen. Hell. i. 2. § 7, v. 1.

§11; Harpoemt. and Hesyeb. ». r.) It appears

that the ordinary numlx'r of opibatoe on board a

trireme was ten. Dr. Arnold {tui ^hw'. ill 95)
rt'marks that by comparing Thtic. til 95 with cc. 9

1

,

94, wc find three hundred epibatae as the comple-

ment of thirty ships, and also by comjiaring il 92
with c. lU2, wc find four hundred as the coinpU^

ment of forty ships ; and the same pn^rtion re-

sults from a comparison of iv. 76 with c. lOI. In

Thucydides vl 42, we find seven hundred epibatae

for a fleet of one hundred ships, sixty of which were

etpiipped In the ordinary way and forty had troops

on board. I n cons«'quencc of the number of heavy-

armed men to? Kara\6yov on the expedition,

tho Athenians appear to have reduced the number
of regular rpiliatac from ten to seven. The number
of forty epil>atae to a ship mentioned by Ilcn>dotus

(vi. 15), Dr. Arnold justly remarks (/.e.), **!)•-
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longt to the eArlier state of Greek na\*al tactics,

when rictorj depended more on the number and

prowess of the soldiers on board than on the

nuuHCuvTcs of the sromen (Tbnc. L 49) ; and it was

in this very point that the AthenioDs improved the

system, by decreasing the numlfcr of ^wt^drai, and
relying on the more skilful managemeut of their

vessels,**

The epibatae were usually taken from the

Theies, or fourth class of Athenian citizens

('I'buc. vL 42) ;
hut on one occasion, in a season

of extraordiiiary d;utgcr, the citizens of the higher

classes (4«c KvraXi^ov) were compelled to serve as

cpilmtae. (Thuc. vui. 24.)

The term is sometimes also applied by the Ro* '

man writers to the marines (llirU de lielL Alcjc,

11, Ml. Afric, (13) ;
but they are more usually

cnilod dauiarii mUite*. The latter term, however,

is also applied to the rowers or sailors as well as

the marines {dauiarionuii veJtiy Tac. Ann.
xix. 4).

EPIBLE'MA {Mexiifia). [Awicrim.]
KPI BOLE (4w»tfoX^), a fine imp«>iH*d by a

nmgistrate, or other ofiicisil person or body, for a

misdemeanour. The various magistrates at Athens

had (each in his own dcpnrtmciit) a suinntary pt'iia)

jurisdiction
; i. «. for certain offences they might

iiillict a pecuniary mulct or fine, not exceeding a

fixed amount* if the offender deaerved further

punishment, it a*as their duty to bring him before

a Judicial trihunal Thus, in cose of an injury done

to orphans or heiresses, the arthon might fine the

parties, or (if the injury were of a serious nature)

bring them before the court of Heliacn. (l)cm.

c. Mitcart. p. 1076.) Upon any one who made a
dlslurl>once, or otherwise misltehaved himself in the

public assembly, the proedri might impose a fine of

fifty dr^ichms, or else bring him for condign punish*

lucut I>cfore the senate of 500, or the next as*

aemhly. (Aesch. e. Tiwor. 35, Ikkk.) The senate

uf 500 were compcU'iit to fine to the extent of 500
dnu'lima (Dem. c. Euenj. and Mne*. p. 1152;
sec also Dem. c. MUl. p. 572.)

The magistrate who imposed the fine

dwr^aXs) hod not the charge of levying it, but was

obliged to moke a return thereof to the treasury

officers (4iri7pd^<(»' or ro7t rpdxro/nrii',

or 4yypd/f>ttv whereupon, like all

other penalties and amerciaments, it became (as wc
should say) a debt of record, to be demanded or

n-covered by the collectors. (Aesch. c. 7'tmar. /. c.j

Dem. e. \ko*t. p. 1251.) If it were mode pay*

nble to the fund of a temple, it was collected by
the functioimries who had the charge of that fund

(ro^oi). There might (it seems) be an appeal

fn>m the sentence of the magistmte to a jury or

superior court. (Meier, Att. /'roc. pp. 32, 34, .565;

Sch unann, Ani. Jmr. pydi. Grace, pp. 242, 2tl3.)

As under the old Roman law no magistrate could

impose a fine of more than two oxen and thirty

sheep, so by the laws of Solon fines were of very

srxuill amount at Athens. How greatly they in-

creased afterwards (as money liecomc more plentiful,

and laws more numerous), and bow important a

branch they formed of the public revenue, may be

seen from the examples collected by Bockb, I*uL.

Eoon. of Athens^ p. 375, &c., 2nd
These epibola* are to be distinguished from the

penalties awarded by a jury or court of law*

/iara) upon a formal prosecution. There the ma-
gistrate or other person who instituted ibo pro*
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ceeding (for any one might prosecute, *raTT|yo/>«7»'),

was said ripripa /aiypeti^acr^ai, as the court or

jury were said ** to assess the penalty,**

which always devolved upon them, except whore
the penalty was one fixed by law (/a tws v6^u^p

iiriHu^iyri in which caae it could not bo

altered (Aesch. Tlcpl TldpaS. 14, Bckk. ; Dim
a TAeocr, p. 1328

;
llorpocr. s. r.

[C. H. K.l
EPICIIEIROTO XlA(/r*x«P®ToWa). [Ciixi*

HOTUSIA.]

EPICLR HUS (/viirXifpor, heiress), the name
given to the daughter of an Athenian citizen, who
had no son to inherit his estate. It w'os deemed
an object of importance at Athens to presone the

family name and property of every citizen. This
was effected, where a man had no child, by adop-

tion (fiWoiTpm)
; if he had a daughter, (he in-

beriuuice was transmitted through her to a grand-

son, who would take the name of the maternal

ancestor. If the father died inUwtalo, the heiress

hud uot.thc choice of a husband, but w’as liotiiid to

many* her nearest relation, not in the ascending
line. Upon such persiHi making his claim before

(he nrehon, w'hosc duty it w as 4mpt\u<r$eu ruip

/wucX^pwv Kol ritp oXxtav ruv il*frritu>vpivw

(Di'm.e. Macari. p.l076), public notice was given

I

of tlie claim ; and if no one appi'urcd to dispute it,

I
the archon adjudged the heiress to him (irtilKotrtp

ain^ 4wlK\T}pop). If another claimant ap-

peared (d^io^rTTfO' ain^ ttjs /wta.), a court w’us

neld fur the decision of the right (5iaBiaairia ri*)v

/vuc.), which was determined according to the

Athenian law of consangiiinity (yiyovs tear* ^7-

XioTsio*'.) Even where a woman was already

married, her hu»band was obliged to give her up
to a man w'ith a better title ; and men often put

aw*ay their former wives in order to marry heir-

cssoa (Dem. e. Onet. argum., c. Eubul, p. 1311 ;

Isacus, De Pyrr. Ilrrtd. p. 78.)

A man without male issue might bcqui-ath his

property ; but if be had a daughter, the devisee

was obliged to marr)’ her. ( Isueus, De A n'rL I/rml.

p. 19.) If the daughter was poor, and the nearest

M’lativedid not choose to marry her, he was iwund
to give her a portion corrc9(»nnding to his ow’n for-

tune. (Dem. e. Afacuti. |i. 1067-)

The husliand of an heiress took her property

until she had a son of full age (/wl 5i«Tfr

ffoi^aX who was usually adopted into hisniatomai
grandfather's family, and took possession of the
estate. He then became iiis mothcr*s legal prtv

lector (Ki/pior), and was bound to find her main-
tenance (eiTo*'). If there were more sons, they
shanHl the property o<|ua!Iy. (Isaena, De Pyrr,
Hered. p. 59, De Cir. Ilered. p. 40 ; Dem. c. iitejiii.

pp. 1)34, 1135.)

When th«-rc was but one daughter, she was
called /irtKXijpor /wi woktIt^ olKtp. If then* were
more they inherited equally, like our co-parceners

;

and were severally married to relatives, the nearest

having the fintchoice. (Andoc. De MyM, p. 117,
Ac.; isaeus, />sC5'r. //cm/, pp.57,58.) Illegitimate

sons did not share mth the daughter, the lav
being c7ro4 Itpiy

6ciwv. (Dem. e, Macurt. p, 1067
;
Aristopb.

1652.)

The heiress was under the special protection of

the archon ; and if she was injured by her husband
or relatives, or by strangers ejecting her from her
estate, the law gave a criminal prusecution against
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468 EPIMELETAE.

the offender, called Keutcoatufs (iffaryyt^la. (Isaous,

Do Fyrr. Herod, p. 76 ; Meier, Att. Proc. pp. 269,

460, 468.) [C. R.K.]
EPIDAIJ'RIA. [Eleusinia.]
EPIDICA'SIA {imZiKOffia). [Heresl]
EPIDEMIURGI. [Dkmiuroi.]
EPI'DOSEIS were voluntary con-

tributions, cither in money, arms, or ships, which

were made by the Athenian citizens in order to

meet the extraordinary demands of the state.

When the cxpences of the state were greater than

its revenue, it was usual for the prj'tancs to sum-
mon an assembly of the people, and after ex-

plaining the necessities of the state, to call upon

tlic citizens to contribute according to their means.

Those who were w’illing to contribute then rose

and mentioned what they would give ; while those,

who were unwilling to give any thing, remained

silent or retired privately from the assembly.

(Pint. Alab. 10, Phoc. 9 ;
Dem. c. Meid. p. 567 ;

Theophras. Cfiar. 22 ;
A then. iv. p, 168,e.) The

names of those who had promised to contribute,

together with the amount of their contributions,

were WTitten on tablets, which were placed before

the statues of the Eiwnymi, where they remained

till the amount was paid. (Isacus, Do Dieaeoy.

p. 1 1 1, ed. Reisk.)

These epidoaeis, or voluntary contribtitions, were

frequently very large. Sometimes the more wealthy

citizens voluntarily undertook a tricrarchy, or the

expcnces of equipping a trireme. (Dem. c. Meid.

p. 566. 2.3.) We read that Pasion furnished

1000 shields, together with five triremes, which he

eqjiipped at his own expencc. (Dem. c. StejJt,

p. 1127. 12.) Chrysippus presented a talent to

the state, when Alexander moved against Thebes

(D.'m. c. P/iorin. p. 918. 20)

;

Aristophanes, the

son of Nicophemus, gave 30,000 drachmae for an

expedition against Cyprus (Lysias, pro Aridoph.

bonia^ p. 644) ;
Charidemus and Diotimus, two

commanders, made a free gift of 800 shields (Dem.
pro Coron. p. 265. 1 8) ; and similar instances of

liberality arc mentioned by Bockh (Puld, Eicon, of
AVums, pp. 586, 587, 2nd. ed.), from whom the

preceding examples have been taken. (Compare
Schomann, Do Cotniliis, p. 292.)

EPIO.VMIA (ixiyapla). [Civitas (Greek.)]
EPIGRAPH EFS (iirtypeuptis). [Eisphora.]
EPIMELE'TAE (iiriptKijTvu), the names of

various magistrates and functionaries at Athens.

1. 'EmptKriT^s rrfSKOiv^s trpo<r6tov, more usu-

ally called rofilas, the treasurer or manager of the

public revenue. [Tamiab.]

2. *Emp(\j)Ta} r&y(xopiuv ’EAaiwv, were persons

chosen from among the Arcopagites to take care of

the sacred olive trees. (Lysias, Areopag. p. 284.5.)

3. ’EiripfKT)Tai rov'Epiroplov, were the overseers

of the emporium. [Emporium.] They were ten

in number, and were elected yearly by lot (Har-

pocrat. s. V.) They had the entire management of

the emporium, and had jurisdiction in all breaches

of the commercial laws. ( Dem. o. Lacrit. p. 94 1 . 1 5.

r. Thcoc. p. 1324 ; Dinarch. c. ArUtog. pp. 81, 82.)

According to Aristotle (<tpud Ilarpoerat. $. v.),

it was part of their duty to compel the merchants to

bring into the city two-thirds of the com which

had been brought by sea into the Attic emporium
;

by which w'e learn that only one-third could be

carried away to other countries from the port of

the Pciraccus. (Bockh, Publ. Econ. of AUtotiSy

pp. 48, 81, 2nd ed. ; Meier, Att. Proc. p^ 86.)

EPISTATES.

4. ’E>n/x*XT7Tal rwv Mvtmjpluy, were, in con-

nection with the king archon, the managers of the

Elcusinian mysteries. They were elected by open
vote, and were four in number

;
of whom two were

chosen from the general body of citizens, one
from the Eumolpidae, and one from the Cerv'ces.

(ilarpoerat and Suid. s. r, ; Dem. c. Afeid. p. 570. 6.)

5. ‘Eirtp(\r}Tcd rwv vfwplwv, the inspectors .of

the dockyards, formed a regular and were
not an extraordinary commission, as appears from

Demosthenes (c. Euerg. et Mnes. p. 1145), Acs-
chuics (c. etceiph. p. 419), and the inscriptions

published by Biickh (JJrhinden lifter das Seeicesen

des AttiscJies Staedes^ Berlin, 1840), in which they

are sometimes called ol &pxovrts iv rois vtwplois,

and their office designated an &px"h. (No. xvi. b.

104, &C. ; No. X. c. 125 ;
No. xiv. c. 122. 138.)

We learn from the same inscriptions that their of-

fice was yearly, and that they were ten in number.

It also appears that they were elected by lot from

those persons who possessed a knowledge of ship-

ping.

The principal duty of the inspectors of the dork-

3rards was to take care of the ships, and all the

rigging, tools, &c. {(TKwi\) belonging to them.

They also had to see that the ships w’cre sea-

worthy
; and for this purpose they availed them-

selves of the services of a SoKtpxurriis, who wtis

w’cll skilled in such matters. (Bockh, /ftirf. No. iu

56.) They had at one time the charge of various

kinds of military’ oKfirf), which did not necessarily

belong to ships, such ns engines of war (No. xi. m),

which were afterwards, however, entrusted to the

generals by a decree of the senate and people.

(No. xvi. a. 195.) They had to make out a list of

all those persons who owed anything to the docks

(Dem. c. Euerg. et Mnes. p. 1145), and also to

get in what was due. (Id. e. Androt. p. 612.)

We also find that they sold the rigging, &c., of

the ships and purchased new, under the direc-

tion of the senate, but not on their own responsi-

bility. (No. xiv. b. 190, dec., compared with Nos.
xiv. xvi. u.) They had rjyffwvlav StKaarrjplou in

conjimetion with the iwooroXets in all matters

connected with their own department (Dem. c.

Euerg. et Mnes. p. 1147.) To assist them in dis-

charging their duties they had a secrctar}’ {ypap-
partvs^ No. xvi. b. 165), and a jpublic servant (Srt-

p6(Tios iv raiis vewplots. No. xvi. b. 135). For a
further account of these inspectors, see Bockh,
Urkunden^ dec. pp. 48—64.

6. ’Em/xfXijTol rwv <pv\wv, the inspectors of the

^vAol or tribes. [Tribus.]
EPIRHE'DIUM. [Rheda.]
EPISCETSIS (MtrKrpl/ts). [Martyri.v.]
EPI'SCOPI {MffKoirot), inspectors, who were

sometimes sent by the Athenians to subject states.

Harpocration compares them to the Lacedaemonian
harmosts, and says that they were also called

<pvKcu<ts. It appears that these Episcopi received

a salary at the cost of the cities over which they

presided. (Aristoph. Ares, 1022, dec., with Schol.;

Ilarpoerat. s. r.
; Biickh, PuU. Econ. of Athens,

pp. 156, 238, 2d ed.
;

Schfimann, Antiq. Juris

Pub. Graec. p. 432. 18.)

EPTSTATES (4iri<rT(irjjj), which means a per-

son placed over any thing, ivas the name of two
distinct classes of functionaries in the Athenian
state ; namely, of the chairman of the senate and
assembly of the people, respecting whose duties seo

the articles Ooule and Etclesia
;
and also of the
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EPISTYLIUM.
directon of the public work*. (*ETi<rTaTal rw¥
tntiiOcita¥ tpyw.) Thc»e directors bad different

names, as rsixorotol, the repairers of the walls
;

rpii^poiroiof, the builders of the triremes ;
ra^povoiol,

the repairers of the trenches, &c. ; all of whom
were elected bj the tribes, one from each : but the

most distinguished o( these were the rfixowotof.

(Aeschio. e, CYest^ pp. 400, 4'22, 425.) Oror
other public buildiDgi a manager of public works
hod the superintendence

;
and it was in this

capacity that Perides, and subsequently Lycurgna,
undertook so many works of architecture. In the

inscriptions relating to the building of the temple

of Athena Polias, we find ^vtoraral mentioned.

(Ddckb, E^, o/ .d Mens, p. 203, frd ed.)

Similar authorities were appoints for care of

the roods, and of the supply of water (53oire(of,

Aesebin. c. CUmpb. p. 4 1 9 ;
2wurraral rSiv v^rv¥^

Plut. Them. 31 ; &bdinaaii, AHtiq. Juris PuU.
6’mec. fw 247).

The directors received the money which was
necessary for these works from the public treasury

(fa r^t 3iooc^(r«wf, Aesebin. e. Oesiph. p. 425),

EPI'STOLA. [CoNSTiTUTio.J
EPISTOLEUS (fwarroAsir), was the officer

•ccond in rank in the Spartan fleet, and succeeded
to the command if any thing happened to the

yaodpx^’ or admiral. (Xen. I/eU. L 1. § 23, iv.

8. § 1 1, r. 1. § 5, 6; Stuix, Lejt. Xempk, s. p.)

Thus, when the Chians and the other allies of

Sparta on the Asiatic coast sent to Sparta to le-

quest that Lysander might be again appointed to

the command of the navy, he was sent with the

title of firnrroXe^r, because the laws of Sparta did
not permit tbe s4me person to hold the office of

twice. (Xcn. IfelL il I. §7.)
EPISTY'LIUM (fxtOTi/AiOP), is properly, as

the nan>e implies, the architrave, or lower member
of an entablature, which lies immediately over the

columns. (Plut. Per. 13{ Paus. pass. ; Varr. H. P.
iii. 2 ;

Festua, $. r. ; comp. Colitmna, p. 324, a)

The rules for the height of the architrave are given
hr Vitruvius (iii. 3. a 5, ed. Schn.). In the

best examples of the Doric order, the front of the

architrave was a plain flat surface, with no carvings,

but sometimes ornamented with metal shields af-

fixed to it over each column, as in the Parthenon,

where there are also inscriptions between the

shields. (See Lucas's model) In the Ionic and
Corinthian orders it was cut up into two or usually

three surfaces {faseiae)^ projecting beyond one

another, the edges of which were aftera'anls

decorated with mouldings. (See the woodcuts

under C'^lumna.) Originally tbe architrave was
the main beam, laid along the top of the columns
to support the roof. When stone was used, a
natnr^ limit was set to the length of the pieces

of tbe architrave, and consequently the distance of

the columns, by the impossibility of obtaining

blocks of stone or marble beyond a certain tixe.

In the temple of Artemis at Ephesus the pieces of

the architrave were so largo that PUny wonders
how they could have been raised to their places.

{II. N. zxzvl 14. S.2I.) When an intercolum*

niation was of the kind called arneostylc, that is,

when the columns were more tbin three diameters

apor;, the epistylium was necessarily made of wood
instead of stone (Vitruv. ill 2. s. 3. g 5. ed. Schn.);

a construction exemplified by the restoration in the

annexed woodcut {Pimpdi^rcA. i. p. 143) of the

Doric portico, which surrounds three sides of the

EPITROPUS. m
Forum at Pompeii. Tbe holes seen at the back
of the frieze received the beams which supported

an upper gallery.

The word is somelimcs also used for the whole
of the entablature. [P. S.J
EPITA'PHIUM. [Frxu?.]
KPITIIALA'MIUM. [Matrimonium.]
EPITPMIA (iirtTipIa). [Atusia.]
EPITRIERARCHK'M.-ITOS DIKE {4rtrpt-

8/jrq). [TaiBRARCiifA.]

EPITROPES ORAPIIE (/wirpoirqy ypeufAi).

[EpiTROPim.]
EPI TROPUS (iwirpawos), which signifies

literally a person to whom any thing is given in

charge (Dem. o Aphob. I p. 819. 18), occurs, how-
ever, much more frequently in the sense of a g\iar-

dian of orphan children. Of such guardians there

were at Athens three kinds: first, those appointed

in tbe will of the deceased father; secondly, the

next of kin, whom the law designated as tutores

legitimi in default of such appointment, and who
required the authorization of the archon to enable

them to act ;
and lastly, such persons as the archon

selected if there were no next of kin living to un-
dertake the office. The duties of the guardian

comprehended the education, maintenance, and
protection of the wiird, the assertion of his rights,

and the safe custody and profitable disposition of

his inheritance during his minority, besides making
a proper provision for the widow if she remained
in the house of her late husband. In accordance

with these, the guardian wus bound to appear in

emut in all actions in behalf of or against his awd,
and give in an account of the taxable capital

(rtfiripa) when an tla^pd (the only impost to

which orphans were liable) was levied, and make
the proportionate pa)*meiit iu the minor's name.
With reference to the disposition of the property,

two courses were open to the guardian to pursue,

if the deceased had left no will, or no spi'cific

directions as to its management, viz., to keep it in

his own hands and employ it as he best could for

the benefit of the minor (3iouc«(i'}, or let it out to

form to the highest bidder (fuaBovv rhr otnoy).

In the former case it seems probable (Dem. e.

Onetitr. I p. 865. 17) that a constant control of

the guardian^ proceedings might be exercised by
the archon ; and a special law onlniiicd that all

money belonging to a minor should be vested iu
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470 EPOBKLIA.

tnnrtgA^^ea, and upon no account be lent ont upon

the more lucmtiTc but haKardotis security of bot-

tomry. (Suidns, s. r. 'E77€wi'.)

To insure the performance of these duties the

;>om)ittcd any free citizen to institute n public

action, ns, for instance, an apipoge or eisnngclia

against a guardian who maltreated his word
op<pa*'oO\ or a ypatph ^wtrpcinjs for

neglwt or injury of his person or pn>perty ; and the

ptinishment, upon conviction, dcjK'iulcd entirely

upon the grenter or less severity of the diensts.

(Meier, Att. p. 294.) If the guardian pre-

ft‘rred that the estate should be farmed, the regular

method of accomplishing this w*as by making an

application to the archon, who theirupon let the
|

iuhcritance to the highest bidder, and took care
j

that the farmer should hN-pothecate a sufficient
i

piece of ground or other real property to guarantee

the fulfilment of the contract (Airori^T^/xo). In

some cases the gmirdian might be compelled to

adopt this course or be punished, if the lease were

irregularly or fraudulently made, by a phasis,

which, up»>n this occasion, might be instituted by
any free citizen. The guardianship expired when
the ward had attained his eighteenth ye:ir, and if

the estate had been leased out, the farmer paid in

the market-place the capital he had received to

trade with, and the interest tliat had accrued

( Dein. c. ApJiob. i. 832. 1); if^ however, t)ie in-

heritance had been nionngad by the gu.irdian, it

was from him that the heir received bis property

and the account of his disbursements during the

minority. In case the accounts were unsatisfactory*,

th ‘ heir might institute an action against

his late guardian
;

this, however, was a mere pri-

vate lawsuit, in which the damages and epobcUa

only could be lost by the defendant, to the latter

of which tbo plaintiif was equally liable upon fail-

ing to obtain the votes of a fifth of the dicasts.

This action was barred by the lapse of five years

friim the termination of the guardianship
;
and, if

the d' fendant in it died before that time, an action

^\a€ris would lie against his representatives to rc-

cover what was claimed from his estate. (Meier,

Att. I^rftc. p. 444, dec.) [J. S. M.j
EPOBK lilA (^ir»^€X/o), at its etymology im-

plies, at the rate of one ofiolus for a drachma, or

one in six, was payable on the jissessment

of several private causes, and sometimes in a case

of phasis, by the litigant that failed to obtain the

vot<*s of one fifth of the dicasts. (Dem. e. /(/'AoA.

p. 834. 23, c. Euerxj. et A/ncsiA. p. 1158. 20.) It

is not, how’cver, quite certain that such was in-

variably the case when the defeated suitor was the

defendant in the cause (Meier, JlL /*roc. p. 730) ;

though in two great classes, namely, cross suits

(iuniypa/^)^ and those in which a preliminary

question a.s to the mitnissibility of the original

cause of action was raised {xapaypa/pai)^ it may be

confidently asserted. As the olqcct of the regula-

tion was to indict a penalty upon litigiousness,

and reimburse the person that was causelessly at-

tacked for bis trouble and anxiety, the fine was
paid to the successful suitor in private causes, and
those cases of phanis in which a private ciliz -n was

the party immediately aggrieved. In public ac-

cusations, in general, a fine of a thousand drachmae,
|

payable to the public treasury, or a complete or i

partial disfranchisement, supplied the place of the

epubelia as a punishment for frivolous )>n>secu-

tions. [J. S. M.]

EPULONES.
EPO'MIS (iirwfii,). [TuNirA.]
KPO'NI.A (^irwWo). [Tku>s.J
EPO'NYMUS (^JT^w/xgs), having or giving a

name, was the snnmmc of the first of tbe nine

archons at Athens, because his name, like that of

the consuls at Rome, was used in public records to

mark the year [Archon], The expression ^arw-

I'vfiot Twv ifKiKiutVy whose number is stated by
Suidas, the Etymologicum Mngn., and other grnn]-

marians, to have been forty, likewise appli* s to the

chicf-archon of Athens. Every Athenuin had to

serve in the army from his 19ih to his 60th ye.ir,

I. c. during the archonship of forty archons. N w
as on army generally consisted of men from the

age of ^ to that of 60, the forty archons under
whom they had been enlisted, were called

ftot Twy r)\iKMy^ in order to distinguish them from

the ^-n^yufjuH rwr ^vKwy. (Compare Demosth. ap.

I/arpocrui. §. v. ’Eacvxvpoi, and flekker, A»m/o/u,

p. 245.) At Sparta the first of the five ephora

gave bis name to the year, atid was therefore called

f^opos iTiiyvpos. (Pau.<i. iiL 11. § 2.)

It was a very prevalent tendency among the

ancients in general to refer the origin of their in-

stitutions to some ancient or fabulous hero (opx^-
Doitjosth. e. Afacari. p. 1072), from whom,

in most cases, the insiittUum was also believed to

havo derived its name, so that the hero became its

apxvy^V^ ^‘y<yyvnos. In later times new institu-

tions were oOcn named after ancient h> roes, on

acconnt of some fabulous or legendary connection

which was thought to exist lietween tliem and the

new* institutions, and the heroes thus bccanm, as it

wen*, their patrons or tutelar^' deities. A striking

instance of tliis custom are the names of the ten

Attic tribes instituted by Cieisthenes, all of which

w'erc named after some national hero. (Dcniosth.

K/ntdph. p. 1397, Ac. ;
Paus. i, 5.) These ten

heroes who were at Athens, generally called the

iirwyv/wty or ivurvpoi ri/y ^vAuy, were honoured

w'ith statues, which stood in the Cemmicus, iK*ar

the Thulos. (Paus. L 5. § I ;
Suidas and Ktvmol.

Magn. i. r. ’Exwyv/toi.) If an Athenian citizen

wished to make proposals for a new law, he ex-

hibited them for public insjMxiion in front of these

statues of the ^wciyvpot, whence^ the oxpn*Shions

^Kdftyeu wp6a’$€y rAy ^wcty6fJMy^ or wpbs Toirs /irw-

yvfious. (Aeschin. e. Clan/tk. p. 59, cd Steph.
;
Wolf,

ad L^rmofth. Leplin. p. 133.) [L. S.J

EPOPTAK (^wda-roi). [Eluvsinu.]
EPULO'NKS, who were origmally three in

number (7Wsiwrfn' Epnlones\ were first created

in H. c. 196, to attend to the Epulum Jovis

(Valor. Max. it 1. § 2 ;
Liv. xx.vi. 4 ; Oell. xiu

8), and the lianquets given in honour of the other

gods ; which duty had originally belonged to the

Pontifices. (Inv. xxxiii. 42 ; (’ic. I>e Orut. iiL

19, J)e /fantsp. 10; Eeslus s. r. A/x>-

foHoe.y Their numl»er was afterwards incr«‘a>ed

to seven (Oell. j. 12; Lucan, i. 602), and they

were calb-d Septemviri Kpiilones or Septemviri

Epulonum; under which names they arc frequently

mentioned in inscriptions. (OrcllL Ittecrip. No.

590, 773, 2259, 226U, 2365.) Julius Caesar

add^ three more (Dion Casa, xliii. 51), but after

his lime the nuinlicr appears to have been again

limited to seven.

The Kpnli»nes formed a collegium, and were one

of the four great religious corporations at Rome
;

the other three were those of the Pontifices, Au-
guros, and (^iiindcccmviru (Dion Goss, Hii, 1,
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Wni. 12; Plin. F.p. x. 3 ;

WiUler, Gcxhirhte </«

Horn. Rftidty § 14 I, 2d e<L)

E'PULUM JOVIS, [Epulon'bs.]

EQUl'RIA, h')mc-mcc*, which an* said to

have been instituted by Homuhis in honour of

Mara, and were celebrated in the Campus Martins.

(Festus, ». r.
;
Varro, Ling. Lai. vL 13, MuHcr.)

There were two festivals of this name ; of which

one was cclcbinted a. d. III. Cal. Mart., and the

other prid. Id. Mart. (Ovid, /W. ii. iii.

519.) If the Cnmpu£ Mortius n*as oversowed by

the Til>er, the races ttxik place on a part of the

Mons Coeliiis, which was called from thiit cirrum>

sUmcc the Martialis Campus. (Festus, s. v. AJort.

Campus.)
K'glJITES. The Roman Equites were ori^fin-

ally the hone-soldiers of the Uonuin state, and did

not form a distinct class or orUo in the common*
wealth till the time of the (IracchL Tlicir insti-

tution is attributed to Romulus, who caused 300
equites, divided into three centuries, to be elected

by the curiae, hiach of the old Roman tribes, the

/iamtuSf TUieSj and laurres was represented hy
lOO equites, and conse<|i)ent!y each of the 30

curiae by 10 c<iuites ;
and each of the three cen-

turies bore the name of the tribe which it repre-

sented. The three centuries were divided into 10

turmae^ each consisting of 30 men ; every turma

contained 10 Ramnes, 10 Tities, and 10 Luceres

and each of these dccuries w.as commanded by a

derurio. The whole laxly likewise boro the name
of Ct'leres^ who are erroneously regarded by some
w’rilers simply as the body-guard of the king.

The commander of the 300 equites was called

Trihunm (>lerum. (Dionys. ii. 13 ;
Varr. L. L, v.

91, ed. MUller; Plin. If. N. xxxiil .0; Festus,

s. t*. Celcres; Liv. L 13, 15.) [Cklkrr.h.]

To the three hundred equites of Romulus, ten

Alban tiirmae were added by Tullus H<xitilius.

(Liv. i. 30.) There were consequently now 600
«M|uites ; but ns the number of centuries was not

increased, each of these centuries contained 200
men. Tarquinins Prisnu, according to Livy (i.

36), wished to establish some new centuries of

horsemen, and to call them by his owm name, but

gave up his intention in consequence of the opposi*

tion of the augur Attus Nnvius, and only doubled

the number of the centuries. The three centuries

which he added were called the Uamnes, Titieu.^*s,

aijd Luceros PosfemrM. The number ought there-

fore now to be 1200 in all, which number is given

in many editions of Livy (/.c.), but is not found in

any manuscript The miml>er in the manuscripts

is ditferent, but some of the best manuscripts have

iBOO, which has been adopted by most modem
editors. This naml>cr, however, is opposed to

Livy's previous account and cannot be supported

by the statement of Plutarch (/fom. 20), that after

the union with the Sabines, the equites were in-

creased to 600 ;
because the original 300 ore spoken

of os the ropri'senmiives of the Mree tribes
;
where

-

1

ns, according to Plutarch's account the original 300
ought only to represent the Ramiies. If therefore

we adopt Livy’s account that there were originally

300 equites, that these were increased to 600 hy
Tullus Hostilins, and that the 6UU were doubled

by Tarquinins Prisctis, there were 1200 in the

time of the last-mentioned king, being divided into

three centuries of fiumnm^ Tiiiety and Lurrrt's^ «ich

century containing 200 prxorc^ and 200 pos-

fsnorss.
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The complete organization of the equites Livy
(i. 43) attributes to Si*rvius Tullius. He says that

this king formed {tcripsit) 12 centuries of equites

from the leading men of the state (« primoribua

etW/o/is)
;
and that he also made six centuries out

of the three established by Romulus. Thus, there

w'ore now 18 centuries. As each of the 12 new
centuries probably contained the same number ns

the six old centuries, if the latter contained 1*200

men, the fturncr would have contained 2400, and
the whole number of the equites would have been
3600.

The account, however, which Cicero {De Hrp.

U. 20) gives is quite dilTerunL lie attributes the

complete organization of the eqiiit- s to Tanpiinius

Priscus. He agrees with Liv-y in saying that Tar-

quinius Prii^cus increased the number of the Rarn-

nes, Tilienscs, and Luceres, by adding new cen-

turies under the name of Rainnes, Titienses, and
Luceres (not, however, posttrierrs^ ns Livy
states

;
compare Festus $. c. Aeo- Vestae) ; but hu

dilfors from him in stating, that this king also

doubled llicir nuniber after the conquest of the

Aequi. Scipio, who is repn*sented by Cicero i\s

giving this account, also says that the oirangciiient

of the equites, which was motle by Tanjuinius

Priscus, continued unchanged to his day (b. c.

129). The account, which Cicero gave of the

equites in the constitution of Servius Tullius, is

unfortunately lost, and the only words which n*-

niain are dmMlrtiginti censH maiimoj hut it is diKi-

cult to conceive in what wny he represented the

division of the 18 centuries in the Senian consti-

tution, after he had expressly said that the orga-

nization of the body by Tnniuinius Priscus had
continued unchanged to the time of Scipio. The
number of equites in this passage of Cicero is open

to much doubt and dispute. Scipio states, accord-

ing to the reading adopted in (dl editiorui of the
“ Ue RejHiblica," tlmt 'I'ainjuinius Priscus imrcnsid

the original number of the equites to 1290, and
that he subsequently doubled this number after

the conquest of the Aequi ; which account would
make the whole numlier 2-100, which number
cannot be correct, since if 2400 be divided by IB

1 (the number of the centuries), the quotient is

not a complete niiml>cr. The MS., however, hns

00 ACCX, which is interpreted to mean milk ac

ducentos : but instead of this, Zumpt (i'cAer die

Itomischen Ritter und den Riitrrrtanfi in 7ioni,

Berlin, 1840) proposes to rend OODCCC, 1800,
justly remarking, that such a use of ac never occurs

in Cicero. This reading would make the number,
when doubled, 3600,which agrees with Livy’sview,

and which appears to have been the rcgtilar number
of equites in the flourishing times of the n-public.

Bc'th Liv}' and Cicero ngri*o in stating that each

of the equites received a horse from the state

{etpius puUicus)^ or money to purchase one, as well

ti.% a sum of money for its annual support
;
and that

the expense of its support was defrayed hy tho

nrfihans and unmarried females ; since, says Nie-

buhr (//«/. o/Rome., vol. i. p. 461), ** in a military

state it could not be esteemed unjust, that tho

women and the children were to contribute largely

for those who fought in behalf of them and of tho

commnnw'calih.” According Gains (iv. 27) tho

purchase-money for a knight's horse was called uet

efiue^re^ and its anmal provision aes hordearium,

[Aks HoRDKABit'M.] The former amounted, ac-

cording to Livy (i. 43), to 10,U00 asses, and the

II H 4
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latter to 2000 : but these sums arc so large as to

l>c alra<»t incredible, cs)Keinlly when we take into

account that 126 years afterwords a sheep was only

reckoned at 10, and an ox at 100 asses in the

tables of penalties. (GcIL xi. 1.) The correctness

of these numbers has accordingly been questioned

by some modem writers, while others hare at*

tempted to account f^r the largeness of the sum.

Niebuhr (rol. i. p. 433) reniarks that the sum was
doubtless intended not only for the ptirchase of the

horse, but also fur its equipment, which would be

incomplete w'ithout a groom or slave, who had to

be bought and then to be mounted. Bbckh {Me~
troliMj. Cnttnuck, c. 2^1) supposes that the sums of

money in the Servian census arc not given in asses

of a pound weight, but in the reduced asses of the

first Punic w’or, when they w'ere struck of the same
weight os the sextons, that is, two ounces, or one*

sixth of the original weight. [As.] Zumpt con*

aiders that 1000 asses of the old weight were

given for the purchase of the horse, and 200 for its

annual provision
;
and tliat the original sum has

been retained in a passage of Varro (fquum puUi-
cum mille lumriontm^ L. L. vlii. 71).

' All the equites, of whom w'e hove been speak*

ing, received a horse from the state, and were in*

eluded in the 18 equestrian centuries of the Sci^non

constitution
; but in course of time, we read of

another class of equites in Roman history, who
did not receive a horse from the state, and were
not included in the 18 centuries. This lattcrclass

is first nientioned by Livy (v. 7) in his account

of the siege of V'cii, B.C. 403. He says that dur*

ing the siege-, when the Romans hod at one time

suffered great disasters, all those citixens who bad
an equestrian fortune, and no horse allotted to them

(xnsuf equ6sier eAi/, equi puUid non trant\

volunteered to serve with their own horses
; and

he adds, that from this time equites first began to

serve with thrir own horses (/am ^‘mam eyai's

rnerert equUe* eo^nint). The state paid them
{certu* numerus aeri* eti assiqnaiui) os a kind of

compensation for serving with their own horses.

The foot soldiers had received pay a few years

liefurc (Liv. iv. 39) ;
and two years afterwards,

II. c. 401, the pay of the equites was made three-

fold that of the infontiy'. (Liv. v. 12 ;
sec Niebuhr,

vol. ii. p. 439.)

From the year n. c. 403, there were therefore two
classes of Roman knights: one who received horses

from the state, and are therefore frequently called

equitesequo pultHco (Cic. PkU. vi. 5), and sometimes

h'lesumin^t or the latterof which, according

to Gbttliiig, is an Etruscan word (Plin. If. A', xxxiii.

9 ;
Festus, s. V. ;

Gbtlliiig, Gf-xA. der Rom. SUutlff;.

p. 372), and another class, who sei^'cd, when
they were required, with their own horses, but were

not classed among the 1 8 centuries. As they served

on horseback they were called rquitts ; and, when
spoken of in opposition to cavalr)*, which did not

consist of Roman citizens, they were also called

equitfM Romani

:

but they had no legal claim to

the name of equites, since in ancient times this title

was strictly confined to those who received horses

from the stale, as Pliny (//. N. xxxiii. 7) expressly

says, “ Equitum nomen subsiitcbat in turmU
cquorum pnblicorom.*’

Rut here two questions arise. Why did the

equites, who belonged to the eighteen centuries,

receive a horse from the state, and the others not ?

and how was a person admitted into each class re-
^
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spectively ? These questions have occasioned mneh
controversy among modem writers, but the follow*

ing account is perhaps the most satisfactory :
—

In the constitution of Servius Tullius all the

Roman citizens w*ere arranged in different classes

according to the amount of their property, and it

may therefore fairly bo presumed that a place in

the centuries of equites wms determined by the

same qualiheation. Dionysius (iv. IB) expressly

says, that the equites were chosen hy Servius out

of the richest and most illustrious families
;
and

Cicero {De Rtp. it 22) that they were of the

highest census {censu morimo). Livy (i. 43) also

states that the tw’clvc centuries formed by Servius

Tullius consisted of the leading men of the state.

None of these w'rilcrs, however, mention the pro-

perty which w'os necessary to entitle a person Ui a
place among the equites

; but it w'os pniltably of

the same amount as in the latter times of the re-

public, tliat is, four times that of the first class.

Ever}’ one therefore who possessed the requisite

propertv, and whose character was unblemished

(for this latter qualification appears to have been
alwrays necessary in the ancient umes of the re-

public), was admitted among the equites of the

Servian constitution ; and it may be presumed that

the twelve now centuries were created in order to

include all those persons in the state who possessed

the necessary qunlificntioni. Niebuhr (//ist. of
Romfy vol. i. p. 427, dec.), however, supposes that

the qualification of property was only necessary for

admission into the twelve new centuries, and that

the statement of Dionysius, quoted above, ought
to be confined to these centuries, and not applied

to the whole eighteen. He maintains that the

twelve centuries consisted exclusively of plebeians

;

and that the six old centuries (that is, the three

double centuries of Ruinnea, Titles and Lucercs,

j>riort* and postrrxore9)y w’hich were incorporated

by Sen ius into his comitia under the title of the

sex mfiragicty comprised all the patricians, inde-

pendent of the amount of property which they

possessed. This account, however, docs not seem
to rest on sufficient evidence

; and we have, on the

contrary, an express instance of a {mlrician, I4. Tar-
quitius, B. c. 458, who was compelled on account

of his poverty to serve on foot. (Liv. iiL 27.)

That the six old centuries consisted entirely of

patricians is most probable, since the plebeians

would certainly not have been admitted among the

equites at all till the Servian constitution ; mid us

by this constitution new centuries were created, it

is not likely that any plebeians w’ould have been

placi*d among the ancient six. But w*e have no

reason for supposing that these six centuries con-

tained the b^y of patricians, or that the

twelve consisted entirrly of piclieians. Wc may
suppose that those patricians, who belonged to the

six, were allowed by the Servian constitution to

continue in them, if they possessed the requisite

property
; and that all other persons in the state,

whether patricians <»r plebeians, who possessed the

requisite property, w’cre admitted into the 12 new
centuries. That the latter were not confined to

plebeians may be inferred from Liv}*, who says

that they consisted of the lending men in the state

(priiiiores eivitatU\ not in the pleba.

At vacancies occurred in the eighteen centuries,

the descendants of those who were originally en-

rolled succeeded to their places, whether plelielatis

or patricians, provided they bad not dissipated
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their property ; for Niebuhr goea too far when he

auerU that all racancius were filled up according

to birth, independent of any property qualification.

But in courae of time, as population and w*cHlth in-

creased, the number of pc>rsoiia, who possessed an

equestrian fortune, also increased greatly ; and as

the number of e<|uites in the lb centuries aiis

limited, those persons, whose ancestnn had not

been enrolled in the centuries, could not receive

horses from the state, and were therefore allowed

the privilege of serving with their own horses

amongst the cavalry, instead of the infantrv', as

they would otherwise have been obliged to have

done. Thus anwe the two distinct classes of

equites, which have beim already mentioned.

The iuB]M-ction of the equites who received

horses fnmt the state, belonged to the censors, who
had the power of depri'> ing an eques of his horse,

and reducing him to the condition of an aerarian

(Liv. xxiv. 43), and also of giving the x-ocaat

horse to the most distinguished of the equites

who had previously served at their own expense.

For those purposes they made during their censor*

ship a public inspection, in tho forum, of all the

knights who possessed public horses (r^ut/a/am re-

cofftiotcmiit, Idv. xxxix. 44 ; aquUmm eenturias re-

coffnoscuMt^ Valor. Afaz. it. 9. § G). The tribes

were taken in order, and each knight was sum*
moned by name. Every one, as his name was
called, walked post the censors, leading bis horse.

This ceremony is represented on the reverse of

many iioman coins struck by the censors. A spe*

cimen is annexed.

Tf the censors had no fault to find cither with

the character of the knight or the c«[uipments of

his horse, they ordered him to pass on {traduc

etptum^ Valer. Max. iv. 1. § 10) ;
but if on the con-

trary they considered him unworthy of his rank,

they struck him out of the list of knights, and de-
'

prired him of his horse ( Liv. xxxix. 44) or ordered i

him to sell it (Liv. xxix. 37 ;
Valer. Max. ii. 9.

§ 6), with the intention no doubt that the person

thus degraded should refund to the state the

money which had been advanced to him for its

purchase. (Niebuhr, HUt, of /fome, voL i. p. 433.)

At the same review, those equites who had served

the regular time, and aushed to be discharged, were

accuatonx’d to give an account to the censors of the

cuiipoigns in which they had served, and were

then dismissed with honour or disgrace, as they

might have deserved. (PluU Pomp. 2'2.)

This review of the e<juitcs by the censors miut

not be confounded with the EquiUm TiivTiwrertio,

which was a solemn procession of the body ever}*

year on the Ides of Quintilis (July). The proces-

sion started from the temple of Mars outside the

city, and passed through the city over the forum,

aJid by the temple of the Dioscuri. On this occasion

the equites were always croa*ned with olive chap-

lets, And wore their state dress, the trabca, with

all the booouiable distinctious which they bod
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gained in bottle. (Dionys. vi. 13.) According to

Livy (ix. 46) this anniuU procession was first esta-

blished by the censors Q. Fabius and P. Decius,

b.c.304
;
but according to Dionysitu {Lc.) it was

instituted afb*r the defeat of the l^atins near tho

Inke Hegillus, of which an account was brought to

Home by the Dioscuri.

It may be asked, how long did the knight retain

bis public horse, and a vote in the equestrian cen*

tury to which ho belonged ? On this subject we
have no positive information ; but as those equites,

who served with their own horses, were only ob-

ligr-d to serve for ten years {stipeudia^ orparefat)

under the age of 46 (Polyb. vi. 19. § 2), we may
presume that the same rule extended to those who
served with the public horses, provided they tcithed

to give up the service. For it is certain that in

the ancient times of the republic a knight might
retain his horse as long as he pleased, even after

be had entered the senate, provided he continued

able to discharge the duties of a knight. Thus the

two censors, M. Livius Solinator and C. Claudius

Nero, in B.a*J04, were also equites (Liv. xxix.

37) ;
nnd L. Scipio Asiaticus, who was deprived

of his horse by the censors in a. c. 1 85 ( Liv. xxxix.

44), had himself been censor in & c. 191. This is

also proved by a fragment in the fourth book (c. 2)
of Cicero's ** De Republicn," in which be sjtys,

w/ai/u/irs, la quo tuf^ragia $unt eiiam $enutuM ; by
which he evidimtly means, that most of the senators

were enabled to vote at the Comitia Centuriata in

consequence of their belonging to the equestrian

centuries. But during the later times of the re-

public the knights were obliged to give up tbeir

horses on ent4>ring the senate, and consequently

ceased to belong to the equestrian centurii*s. This
regulation is alluded to in the fragment of Cicero

already referred to, in which Scipio says that many
persons were anxious that a plehiscitum should be

passed, ordaiuing that the public horses shou'd be

restored to the state, which decree a*as in all pro-

biibility passed afterw’ards
;
since, as Niebuhr ob-

soF'ct (vol. i. p. 433, note 1016), “when Cicero

makes Scipio speak of any measure as intended,

we are to suppose that it had actually taken place,

but, according to the information possessed by Cicem,
was later th^ the date he assigns to Scipio's dis-

course." That the greater number of the cqiiiu's

equo publico, aBer the exclusion of seiuitors from

the equestrian centuries, were young men, is proved

by a passage m the work of Q. Cicero, De
Cemsuiatus (c. 8).

The equestrian centuries, of which we have
hitherto been treating, were only regarded os a
division of the army

;
they did not form a distinct

class or ordo in the constitution. The community,

in A political point of view, was only divided into

patricians and plebeians ; and the equestriun cen-

turies were compos 'd of both. Rut in the year

B.c 123, a new class, called the Ordo Kqnestris,

was formed in the state by the Ijcx Sempronia,

which was introduced by C. Oracchus. By this

law all the judiecs had to be chosen from those

citisens who possessed an equestrian fortune.

(PluL C. Orruxk. 5 ; Appiau, De ISeiL Cit>. I 22 ;

Toe. Ann. xiL 60.) Wo know very little respecting

the provisions of this law ; but it appears f^m the

Lex Scrvilu rcpetnndarnm, passed eighteen vears

afterwards, that every person who was to be cfiosen

judex was required to be above thirtyand under sixty

years of age, to have either an cquus publicus or to

ea Dy Googic
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be qualiiied by hi* fortune to possess one, and not

to be a senntor. The nomberof judicea, who were

required yearly, was chosen from this class by the

praetor urbanus. (Klcnze, I^jr .SWt«7iVi, lierl. 1 825.)

As the name of cipiitcs had been orifrinally ex>

tended from those who posj-essed the puldic horses

to those who served with their own horses, it now
ctmc to be applied to all those pcrsotis who w*ere

qualitied by their fortune to act as judiccs, in which
iw-’usc llie word is usually used by Cicero. l*liny

(//. A'. xxxiiL 7) indeed says that those persons

who possessed the equestrian fortune, hut did not

S4TVC at equiles, were only called JiuiireSy and that

the name of equili‘$ was always confined to the

possessors of the equi publici. This may have

h4Hni the correct use of the terra ; but custom soon

gave the name of cquites to the judiccs chosen in

accordance W'ith the l^ex Sempronia.

After the reform of Sulla, which enliirly de-

prived the equestrian order of the right of being

chosen ns judices, and the passing of the hex Au-
relia (n.c.70), which ordained that the judiccs

should be chosen from the senators, equitea, and
tribuni aerarii, the influence of the order, says

IMiny, tvas still roaintnined by the publicani (Plio.

II, .V. xzxiiL B), or farmers of the public taxes. We
find that the publicani w'crc almost alw'ays called

iriuiles, not because any particular rank was neces-

saiy in order to obtain from the state the farming

of the taxes, but because the state naturally

would not let them to any one who did not possess

a considerable fortune. Thus the publicani are

frequently sp*ken of by Cicero ns identical with

the equestrian order {Ad Att. ii. 1. § 8). fPnB-
i.iCANi.] The consulship of Cicero and the active

)inrt which the knights then took in suppressing

the conspiracy of CatiUne, tended still further to

increase the power and influence of the equestrian

order
; and ** from that time,” says Pliny (£. c),

” it b^mc a third l>ody {corpui) in the state, and,

the title of PftjytUusqtu Homanuty there

lK*gnu to be added Kl Et^mrstrit Ort/o.”

In B. a 63, a distinction was conferred upon
them, which tended to separate them still further

fnmi the plebs. By the I<ex iloscia Olbonia,

passed in that year, the first fourteen seats in the

theatre behind the orchestra w’ere given to the

equites (Lir. Epit. 99); which, according to Cicero

{fyro 3/Hr. 19) and Velleius Paterculus (ii. 32),

was only a restoration of an ancient privilege
;

which is alluded to by Livy (i. 35), when he says

that special teats were set apart in the Circus

Maximus for the senators and equites. l*hey also

possessed the right of wearing the Clams Angus-
tus [Clavua]

: and subsequently obtained the

[irivilege of wearing a gold ring, which was origi-

nally confined to the cquites equo publico.

The number of cquites increase greatly under

the early emperors, and all persons w’ere admitted

into the order, provided they possessed the requisite

property, without any inquiry into their character

or into the free birth of their father and grand-

fa:her, which had always been required by the

censor* under the republic. Property became now
the only qualification ; and the o^er in conse-

quence gradually began to lose all the consideration

which it had acquired during the later times of the

republic. Thus Horace (A^. L 1. 58) says, w'ith

no small degree of contempt,—
Si quauringentis sex septem milia desunt,

Plebs cris.

EQUITES.

Augustus formed a select class of equites, con-

sisting of those equites who j>o.sses*e<l the property

of a senator, and the old reiiuircment of free birth

up to the grandfather. He permitted this class to

wear the lattu duras (Ovid. Trist, iv. 10. 3.5) ;

and also allowed the tribunes of the plebs to 1>o

chosen from them, os well os the senators, and gave
them the option at the tenninalion of their office to

remain in the senate or return to the eqnestrian

order. (.S'leU Aup. 40 ; Dion Cass. llv. 30.) This
class of knights was distinguished by the special

title iUu'(trf$ (sometimes intufaei and r^Jrfididi)

erjuifrs ffomami. (Tacit Ann. xl 4, with the note

of Lipaius.)

The fnrmatimi of this distinct class tended to

lower the others still more in public estimation.

In the ninth year of the reign of Tiberius an at-

tempt was made to improve the order by requiring

the old qualifications of free birth up to the grand-

father, and by strictly forbidding any one to w<-nr

the gold ring unless he possessed this qualification.

This regulation, however, was of little avail, as the

emperors frequently admitted freedmen into the

‘questrian order. (Plin. //. X, xxxHi. 8.) When
private persons were no longer appointed judices,

the necessity for a distinct class in the coramtinily,

like the eqnestrian order, ceuW entirely ; and the

gold ring came at length to be worn by all free

citizens. Even slaves, after their manumission,

were allowed to wear it by special permission from

the emperor, which appears to have been usually

granted jwovided the patronns consented. (Dig. 40.

tiu 10. 8. 3.) [Annui.us.]
Having thus traced the history of the equestrian

order to its final extinction as a distinct class in

the community, we must now return to the equites

cquo publico, w'ho formed the eighteen equestrian

centuries. This doss still existed during the latter

years of the republic, but had entirely ceased to

serve as horse-soldiers in the army. The cavalry

of the Homan legions no longer consisted, ns in the

time of Polybius, of Homan equites, but their place

was supplied by the cavalry of the allied states.

It is evident that Caesar in his Gallic wars

possessed no Roman cavalry. (Cacs. BdL (7<iiL

t 15.) When he went to an interview with

Ariovistus, and w*ns obliged to take cavalry with

him, w'e are told that he did not dare to tnisl his

safety to the Gallic cavalry, and therefore mounted
his legionary soldiers upon their horses, (Id. i, 42.)

The Homan equites are, however, frequently men-
tioned in the Gallic and civil wars, hut never ns

common soldiers
;
they were officers attached to the

staff of the general, or commanded the cavaliy of

the allies, or sometimes the legions. (Id. vii. 70 ;

DeU. Ch. i. 77, iiL71, &c.)

After the year b. c. .50, there were no ermsors in

the state, and it would then*fore follow that for stmie

years no review of the body took plare, and that

the vacancies were not filled up. When Augustus

however took upon himself, in B.C. 29, the pme-
fectura morum, he frequently reviewed the troops

of equites, and restored, according to Suetonius

{Attg. 38), the long-neglected custom of the solemn

procession {franrrrrtio)
\
hy which we are probably

to understand that Augustus connected the review

of the knights {treopnitio) with the annual proces-

sion (^mortw^w) of the 15th of July. From this

lime these equites formed an honourable corps,

fmm which all the higher officers in the army
(Suck A 0^.38, Claud. *lb) and the chief mag is-
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treU'S in the state were choecn. Admission into

this body was equivalent to an introduction into

public life, and was therefore esteemed a great pri-

vilege
;
whence we find it recorded in inscriptions

that such a person was eywo puhlico hotioratus,

exitmeUus^ (ic. by the cnip«*ror. (Orclli, Jnscrip.

No. .‘5457, 313, i‘229.) If a young man was not

admitted into this body, he w.as excluded from all

civil offices of any importance, except in municipal

towns
;
and also from all rank in the army, with

the exception of centurion.

All those equites who were not employed in

actual service were obliged to reside at Rome
(Dion Cass. lix. 9), where they were allowed to

fill the lower magistracies, which entitled a person

to admission into the senate. They were divided

into six tnmuic, each of which was commanded by

an officer, who is frequently mentioned in inscrip-

tions ns Sevir equilitm Horn, turmae I. II. &c., or

commonly Sevir turmae or Serir turmarum equitum

liomanorum. From the time that the equites be-

stowed the title of prinetpes juvetitutis upon Ctiius

and imeius Caesar, the grandsons of Augustus

(Tacit Ann. i. 3 ;
Monuni. Ancyr.), it became the

custom to confer this title, as well as that of Sevir,

upon the probable successor to the throne, when
he first entered into public life and was presented

with an equus publicus. (Capitol. M. Anton. Phil.

6 ;
LampritL C^mtnod. 1.)

The practice of filling all the higher offices in

the state from these equites appears to have con-

tinued as long as Rome was the centre of the

government and the residence of the emperor.

’J'hey are mentioned in the time of Severus (Uni-

ter, Jnscrip. p. 1001. 5 ;
Papiniiui, in Dig. 29. tit.

1 . 8. 43), and of Caracalla (Gruter, p. 379. 7) ; and

perhaps later. After the time of Diocletian, the

equites became only a city guard, under the com
nmnd of the Pmefcctus Vigilum

;
but they still re-

tained in the time of Valcntinianus and Valens,

A. D. 364, the second rank in the city, and were

not subject to corporal punishment. (Cod. Theodos.

6. tit. 36.) Respecting the JMayisler ICquitum, sec

Dictator.
(Zumpt, Ueber die Jiomischen Hitter and den

Jiittsrstand in Horn, Berlin, 1040 ;
Morqu.'irdt,

JJistoriue lHquitum liomanorum libri I V. Berlin,

1840; Madvig, Do Ijoco deeronis in lib.'w. do

JlepuUica^ in Upuscula., vol. i. p. 72, &c. ;
Becker

JIandhuck der Iloinischen Alterthumer^ vol. ii.

part i. p. 2.35, &c.)

EQUULF.US or ECULEUS, an instrument of

torture, which is supposed to have been so callctl

Ix-causc it was in the form of a horse. We have

no dcAcriptinn of its form given by any of the an-

cient writers, but it appeal not to have differed

greatly from the crux. (Cic. I*ro MU. 21, com-
pared with certa crux., c. 22.) It appears to have

been commonly used nt Rome in taking the evi-

dence of slaves. (See Sigonius, Do Judiciis^

iii. 17; Mogius, De Equuleo, in Salengre's A'or.

Thesuur. Ant. Horn. vol. ii. p. 1211, &c.)

EQUUS OCTOBER. IPalh-ia.]
E'RANI (fpawot), were clubs or societies, estab-

lished for charitable or convivial piiqmscs, or for

both. They were very common at Athens, and
suited the temper of the people, who were both

social and gcnerona The term (payor, in the

sense of a convivial party, is of ancient date.

(Horn. Od. i. 226.) It resembled our pintics, or

the German piicniis, and was also called StTiryoy
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airh <nrvp(Sosor inh <rvp6oKuy : where every guest

brought his own dish, or (to save trouble) one was
deputed to cater for the rest, and was aftcrwjmls

repaid by contributions. [Cokna, p. 304, b.] The
clubs that were formed nt Athens used to dine to-

gether at stated periods, as once a month
; and

every member was bound to pay his subscription,

which (as well as the society itself) was called

(payot, and the members ipayia-Tol. If any mem-
ber failed to pay, the sum was made up by the

president, ipayd,>xvf, also called rrAr/porrhi ipdyov,

who afterwards recovered it, if he could, from the

defaulter. nXTjpoiJi' (payoy often means simiil}', to

pay the subscription, as \tlwtiy or iuXfiwfiy, to

make default. (Dcm. c. Aphob. p, 821, c. Mid.
p. 547, c. Aristog. p. 776.)

There were also associ.ations under this name,
for the purpose of mutual relief, resembling in

some degree our friendly or benefit societies
;
but

with this essential difference, that the relief which
they afforded was not (as it is with us) based upon
any calculation of natural contingencies, but was
given pro re nata, to such poor members ns stood

in need of it The Athenian societies do not ap-

pear to have kept up a common fund by regular

subscriptions, though it is probable that the sum
which each member was expected to advance, in

case of need, was pretty well understood. If a
man was reduced to poverty, or in distress for

money for any cause, he applied to the members
of his club for assistance

;
this was called <rvA-

\ty(iy (payoy ; those who advionced it were said

ipayi^fty awry : the relief was considered ns a
loan, repayable by the borrower when in better

circumstances. Isneus (De Ilagn. Ihred. p. 294)
reckons amon^ the assets of n person, ipaywy

6<pf\itpcera turwritpaypAya, from which we may
infer, that each contributor was entitled to recover

the sum he had lent. For the recoverj' of such

loans, and for the decision of other diquites, there

were ipaytual Sluai, in which a summar)' and
C(]uitablc kind of justice vvas administered. Plato

(Leg. xL p. 915) disapproved of lawsuits in such

matters, and would not allow them in his republic.

Salmasiiis contends that wjjcrever the tonn
(payos is applied to an established society, it means
only a coiuiviol club, and that there were no re-

gular associations for the purposes of charitt' ; but

others have held a different opinion. (See Salmas.

De Usuris, c. 3, Obs. ad Jus Att. et Rom. and
Herald. Animadv. in AWmos., referred to in Meier's

Att. Proe. p. 540.) It is not probable that many
permanent societies were formed with the sole

view of feasting. We know that nt Athens, ns

well as in the other Grecian republics, there were

clubs for various pnrposes, politiail ns well as

social : the members of which would naturally

meet, and dine together nt certain periods. Such
were the religious companies (diaarot), the commer-
cial (ipitopucoX), and some others. (Bockh, l‘ol.

/icon, of Athens, p. 245, 2nd ed.) Unions of this

kind were called by the general name of iratplat,

and were often converted to mischievous ends,

such ns bribery, overawing the public assembly,

or influencing courts of justice. (Thuc. iii. 82 ;

Dem. De Coron. p. 329 ; Thirlwall, Gr. Hist. vol.

iv. p. 36.) In the daj’s of the Roman empire
friendly societies, under the name of (payoi, were
frequent among the Greek cities, but were looked

on w’ith suspicion by the emperors ns lending to

political combinations. (Plin. Ep. x. 93, 94.) The
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gildsy or fratomitics for mutual aid^ among the an-

cient Saxons, resembled the fpvoi of the Greeks.

(Tamer’s HUt. of the Angto-Sa^rcMSy it. 10.) Com-
pare also the iyavol, or love-feasta of the early

Christiana

The word tpayot is often used metaphorically, to

signify any contribations or friendly advance of

money. [C. R. K.]

EROA'STULUM was a private prison attached

to most Roman forms, called career tiulieut by
Juvenal (xiv. 24), where the slaves were made to

work in chains. It appears to have been usually

under ground, and according to Columella (L 6)

ought to be lighted by narrow windows, which

should be too high from the ground to be touched

by the hand. The slaves confined in an ergastu-

Inm were also e.iiployed to cultivate the fields in

chains. (Plin. //. ^. xviii. 7* § 4 ; Flor. iii. 19.)

Slaves who had displeased their masters were

punished by imprisonment in the ergastulum ; and
in the same plaw all slaves who could not be de-

pended upon or were barbarous in their habits, were

regularly kept. A trustworthy slave had the care

of theergastu]um,and was thi-reforc called ergtutula-

rius. (Colum. L 8.) According to Plutarch (7i6.

Gmcck. 8), these prisons arose in consequence of

the conquest of Italy by the Romans, and the

great number of barbarous slaves who were em-
ployed to cultivate the conquered lands. In the

time of Hadrian and Antoninus, many enactments

were made to ameliorate the condition of slaves
;

and among other salutary measures, Hadrian abo-

lished the crgastula, which must have been liable

to great abase in the hands of t^Tonnical masters.

(Spart. HadrioHy 18, compared with Oaius, L 53.)

For further information on the subject, see Bris*

sonius, Antuf. Seleei. ii. 9 ; Lipsius, Elect. iU 15,

Opem, vol. 1. p. 317, dee.
;
Gottling, CrescA. der

Horn. .StaaUv. p. 135.

ERl'CIUS, a military engine full of sharp

spikes, w'hich was placed by the gate of the camp
to prevent the approach of the enemy. (Cacs. '

B. C. iii. 67 ;
Sallust, opad iVoa. xviiL 16 ;

Lipsius,

Poliorcet. v. 4.)

EROGATIO. .
[Aqdabductus, p. 115,0.]

ERO'TIA or EROTl'DIA (4/^ia or 4pwr/-

8ia), the most solemn of all the festivals celebrated

in the Boeotian town of Thcspiac. It took place

every fifth year, and in honour of Eros, the prin-

cipal divinity of the Thespians. Respecting the

particulars nothing is known, except that it was
solemnised with contests in music and gymnnsticK.

(PluL AnuU. 1 ;
Paut. ix. 31. § 3 ; Athen. xiii.

p. 561.) The worship of Eros seems to hare been

established at Thespiaa foom the earliest times ;

and the ancient symbolic representation of the god,

a rude stone Xf6or), continued to be looked

upon with particular reverence even when sculp-

ture had attained the highest degree of perfectiem

among the Greeks. (Pans. ir. 27. § 1 ; compare

Schol. ad Find. Oiymp. vii. ] 54 ; Ritscbl, in the

lihem. Mut. to), ii. p. 106.) [L. S.]

KRRHEPHO'RIA or ERSEPHO'RIA
or 4p(TiT^pia.) [Arrbphuria.]

ESCHARA (4«rxd^). fFoens.]

E'SSEDA or E'SSEDUM (from tho Celtic

E$ty a carriage, Ginxrot, vol. i. p. 377), the name
of a chariot used, especially in war, by the Britons,

tho Gauls and Bel^e (V'irg. Georg, iii. 204 ; Scr-

vius, ad loe.) ;
and also by the Germans (Pvrs. vi.

47).

EVICTIO.

According to the account given by Caesar

Gall. iv. 33), and agreeably to the remarks of Dio.

donis Siculus (r. 21, 29), the method of using the

essedum in the ancient British army was very

similar to the practice of the Greeks in the heroic

ages, as described by Homer, and in the article

CuRRua. The principal difference seems to have
been that the essedum was stronger and more
ponderous than the St^pot, that it was open before

instead of behind
;
and that in consequence of

these circumstances and the width of the pole, the

owner was able, whenever ho pleased, to run
along the pole {de temone BrUamno eueddety Juv. iv.

125), and even to laiae hioiself upon the yoke,
and then to retreat with the greatest speed into

the body of the car, which he drove with extra-

ordinary swiftness and skill. From the extremity
of the pole, he threw his missiles, especially the

caieia (Val. Flacc. Argon, vi. 83). It appears

also that these cars were purposely made as noisy
as possible, probably by the creaking and clanging

of the wheels {ttrepUu rotarumy Cnee. L e. ; com-
pare TaciL Agrie. 35 ;

K$eeda mnitieonoray Claud.
Epig. ir.)

; and that this was done in order to

strike dismay into the enemy. The formidable

British warriors who drove these chariots, the
“car-borne" of Ossiau, were called in Latin
Euedarii. (Caes. B. G. iv. 24 ; Cic. ad Fam, vii.

6.) There were about 4000 of them in the army
of (^sibclaunus. (Caes. B.G. v. 19.) Having
been captured, they were sometimes exhibited in

the gladiatorial shows at Rome, and seem to have
been great fovourites with the people. (Sueton.

CW^. 35, C7ai«f. 21.) They must oave held the

highest rank in the armies of their ow*n country
;

and Tacitus {Agrie. 12) observes that the driver ol

the car ranked above bis fighting companion,
which was tho reverse of the Greek usage.

The essedum was adopted for purposes of con-

venience and luxury among the Romans. (Propert.

ii. 1. 76 ; Cic. ad AU. vi 1 ; Ovid. Am. it 16,

49.) Cicero (/’Ai/. it 24) mentions the use of it

on one occasion by the tribune of the people as a
piece of extravagance

;
but in the time of Seueca,

it seems to have been much more common ; for

he {Epi$t. 57) reckons the sound of tho “ o»edae
transcurrentes ** among those noises which did nut

distract him. As us^ by the Romans, the cssc-

dum may have differed from the cUium in this
;

that the cisium was drawn by one horse (sec w'ood-

cut, p. 288), the cssediun always by a pair. The
ess^um, like the cisium, appears to have been
kept for hire at the post-houses or stations {Salo'

nem quinto e*$edo vidd>iSy Mart. x. 1 04.) [M a.vrio.]

The essedum roust have been similar to the Cuvi-
NUS, except that the latter had a cover. (.J. Y.]
ESSED.\'R1I. [Essbda.]
£V1 CTIO. If the purchaser of a thing was

deprived of it by a third person by 1 ‘gul proce ss

(st'iete/), tho seller was bound to make good the

loss {evietionem praesiare). If the seller know
that he was selling what was not his own, this

was a case of dolus, and he n*as bound in case ot

eviction to make good to the purchaser all loss and
damage that be sustained. If there was no dolus

on the part of the seller, he was simply bound to

make good to the purchaser the value of the thing

nt the time of eviction. It was necessor}* for th<3

purchaser to neglect no proper means of defence,

when an attempt u*as made to evict him ; and it

n'os his duty to give the seller notice of the ad-
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rane claim (litem demtmeiart)^ and to pray his aid

in defence of the action. The itipulatio duplae

was usual among the Romans ; and« in such case«

if the purchaser was e\icted frum the whole things

he might br virtue of his agreement demand from

the seller double its value. (Dig. 21. tit. 2, De
eviction ihus et duplae stipulatioue

;
Mackeldej,

LeAHjucA, &c., § 370, 12ih ed.) [G. L.J
KUMO'LPIDAE (fUftoAirid<u), the most dis-

tinguisheti and venerable among the priestly fami-

lies in Attica. They were devoted to the service

of Demcter at Athens and Kleusis, and were said

to be the descend:u)ts of the Thracian bard Kiimol-

piiS who, according to some legends, had intro-

duced the Klcusinion mysteries into Attica. (Diod.

8ic. i. 2f); ApoUod. iit. 1.5. § 4 ; Demosth. c. \eaer,

p. 13H4.) The high priest of the Eteusinian

goddess (ItpixpdrT^t or fiv<rraytay6s)^ who con-

ducted the celebration of ber mysteries and the in-

itiation of the mystne, was always a member of the

family of the Eumolpidae, as Eumolpus himself was
believed to have been the first hierophant (Hosych.
ae. Eu>ioAir(8ai: Tacit Hud. iv. 83 ; Arnob., v. 25;
Clemens Alex. Proirept. p. 1 6, &c.) In his external

a{)pearancu the hierophant was distinguished by a
peculiar cut of his hair, a kind of diadem (orpd.

and a long purple robe. (Arrian, la Hpictet.

lu. 21 ;
Plut Al4^. 22.) In his voice he scorns

always to have affected a solemn tone suited to

the sacred character of his office, which he held for

life, and which obliged him to remain unmarried.

(Paus. ii. 14. § 1.) The hierophant was attended

by four /wi/MATrrai, one of whom likew'ise belonged

to the family of the Eumolpidae. (Harpocrat. and
Suidas, f. r. ’Ewt/i«Airral rwtf fiverrrfplttif.) Other
membera of their family do not seem to have had
any particular functions at the Eleusinia, though
they undoubtedly took part in the great procession

to Eleusis. The Eumolpidae had on certain occa-

sions to offer up prayers for the welfare of the

state, and in case of neglect they might bo taken

to account and punished ; for Uioy were, like all

other priests and magistrates, responsible for their

conduct, and for the sacred treasures entrusted to

their care. (Acschin. e. Oenyh. p. 58, Steph. ;

compare Euthynk.)
The Eumolpidae hod also judicial power in cases

where religion W'as violated (vepl De-
inosth. e. AnJrot. p. 601). This power probably

belonged to this family from the eariiest times, and
Solon as well as Pericles do not seem to have made
any alteration in this respect Whether this re-

ligious court acted independent of the archnn king,

or under hit guidance, is uncertain. The law

according to which they pronounced their sentence,

and of which they had the exclusive possession,

was not written, but handed down by tradition ;

and the Eumolpidae alone had the right to inter-

prt't it, whence they arc sometimes called 4^riyirral.

[ExBOiTAa.] In cases for which the law had
made no provisions, they acted according to their

own discretion. (Lysias, e, Amioeid. p. 204 ;

Andocid. 7>e AfyM. p. 57.) Respecting the mode
of proceeding in these religious courts nothing is

known. (Hciftcr, yfMen. frcn'c&^styiyt p. 4U5,&c. ;

Platncr, Process, iu p. 147, &c.) In some cases,

when a person was convicted of gross violation of

the pnblic institutions of his country, the people,

besides sending the offender into exile, added a
clause in their verdict that a curse should be pro-

nounced upon him by the Eumolpidae. (Plut.
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Alcih. 22 ; Com. Nep. Alcih. 4, 5.) But the

Eumolpidae could pronounce such a curse only nt

the command of the people, and might afterwards

be compelled by the people to revoke it and purify

the person whom they had cursed before. (Plut.

AMh. 33 ; Com. Nep. Atcih. 6. 5.) (L. S.J
KVOCA'TI, were soldiers in the Roman army,

who had served out their time and obtained their

discharge (imusi'o), but had voluntarily enlisted

again nt the invitation of the consul or other corn*

mandcr. (Dion Ckiss. xlv. 12.) There ap|>enrs

always to have been a considerable number of

evocati in every army of importance
;
and when

the general was a favourite among the soldiers, the

number of veterans who joined his standard would
of course be increased. The cvocati w'ere, doubt-

less, released, like tbc vcxillarii, from the common
military duties of fortifying the camp, making
roods, &C. (Tacit. Ana. i 36), and held a higher

rank in the anny than the common legionary

soldiers^ They ore sometimes spoken of in con-

junction with the uqiiites Romani (Gaea. iielL ($all,

viL 65 f, and sometimes classed with the centurions.

(Goes. lieiL Civ. i. 17.) They appear to have been

fr^uently promoted to the rank of centurions.

Thus Pompey induced a great many of the veterans,

who had served under him in former yean, to join

his standard at the breaking out of the civil war,

by the promise of rewards and the comotand of

centuries {orHinum^ Caes. Dell. Civ. i. 3). All the

cvocati could not, however, have held the rank of

centurions as we read of two thousand on one
occasion (/6. iii. 88), and of their belonging to

certain cohorts in the army. Cicero (ad Fatn.

iiL 6. § 5) speaks of a Prae/rctu$ evocaiorunu

(Sec Cic. ad Fam. xv. 4. § 3 ; C«'ies. Dell. Civ. iii.

91 ; Suet. 56 ; Lipsius Oe Alilii. Dum. i. 8.)

The name of evocati was also given to a select

body of young men of the equestrian order, who
were appointed by Domitinn to .guard his bed-

chamber. (Suet. Dom. 10.) This body it sup-

posed by tome writers to have existed under the

succeeding emperors and to have been the same
os those who are called Evocati A vputi. (Hygiims
de Aim. p. 209 ; Orelli, Ineerip. No. 3495, 153.)

EUPA'TRIDAE (f^orpl^ox), t.s. descended

from noble ancestors is the name by which in early

tiroes the nobility of Attica was designated. Who
the Eupatridae originally were has been the sub-

ject of much dispute
;
but the opinion now almost

universally adopted is that they were the noble

Ionic or Hellenic families who at the time of the

Ionian migration settled in' Attica, and there exer-

cised the power and influence of an aristocracy of

warriors and conquerors possessing the best ports

of the land, and commanding the services of a

numerous class of dependents. (Thirlwall, Hist,

Grteevy vol. L p. 1 1 5, &c. ; W achsmuth, vol. i. p. 36 1

,

&C., 2d ed.) The chiefs who are mentioned ns

kings of the several Attic toons l^cforc the organi-

sation of the country ascribed to Theseus belonged

to the highest or ruling class of the Eupatridae ;

and when Theseus made Athens the seat of go-

vernment for the whole country, it must bare

chiefly these nobles of the highest rank, that left

their former residences and migrated to Athens
where, after Theseus had given up his royal pre-

rogatives and divided them among the nobles, ^ey
occupied a station similar to that which they had
previously held in their several districts of Attica.

Other Eupatridae, however, who either were not
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of the highest rank, or were less desirous to cxor-

ciso any direct influence upon Uie government,

remained in their former places of residence.

(Thirlwall, vol. ii. p. 8.) In the division of the

inhabitants of Attica into three classes, which is

ascribed to Theseus, the Eupatridoe were the first

class (Plut 7’iics. 25), and thus fonned n compact

order of nobles, united by their interests, rights,

and privileg'S. The first, or at least the most

ambitious among them, undoubtedly resided at

Athens, where they enjoyed nearly the same privi-

leges as they had before the union in the separate

townships of Attica. They were in the exclusive

possession of all the civil and religions offices in

the state, regulated the affairs of religion, and in-

terpreted the laws human and divine. (Miillcr,

iJor, ii. 2. § 15.) The king was thus only the

first among his equals, being distinguished from

them only by the duration of his office (Schbmann,
IM ComU. p. 4, transl.)

;
and the four kings of the

phylae (<pvKoSacriktis)^ who were chosen from the

Eupatridae, were more his colleagues than his

counsellors. (Pollux, viiL 1 1 1.) The kingly power
was iu a state of great weakness ; and, while the

overlM^aring influence of the nobles, on the one

hand, naturally tended gradually to abolish it

altogether, and to establish a purely aristocratical

government in its stead (Hermann, Pol. Ant. of
(ireeco^.% 102), it produced, on the other hand,

effects which threatened its own existence, and at

last led to the entire overthrow of the hereditary

aristocracy as an order : for tho commonalty,

which hud likewise gained in strength by the

union of all the Attic townships, soon began to

feel the oppression of the arlstocmcy, which in

Attica produced nearly the same effects os that of

the patricians at Rome. The legislation of Draco
seems to have arisen out of the growing discontent

of tho commonalty with the oppressive rule of the

nobles (Thirlwall, vol. ii. p. 18, &c.)
;
but his at-

tempts to remedy the evil were more calculated to

intimidate tho people than to satisfy them, and
could consequently not have any lasting results.

The disUu-bances w’hich, some years after, arose

from the attempt of Cylon, one of the Eupatridae,

who tried to overthrow the aristocratical govern-

ment and establish himself as tyrant, at length led

to the legislation of Solon, by which the political

])ower and influence of the Eupatridae os an order

was broken, and property instead of birth was
made the standard of political rights, (.\ristot

PoUt. ii. 9 ;
Dionys. Hal. Ant. Rom. ii. 8 ; Aclian,

V. H. V. 13.) Hut ns Solon, like all ancient

legislators, abstained from abolishing any of the

religions institutions, those families of the Eupa-

tridiae in which certain priestly offices and func-

tions were hereditary, reutined these distinctions

down to a very late period of Grecian history.

(Compare Schomann, Antiq. Jur. puhL Grace, p.

167, &C., and p. 77, &C.) [L. S.]

EURI'PUS. [A.mphithbatrum, p. 88, b.]

EUSTYLOS. [Templum.]
EUTHY'NE and EUTHY'NI (sWiJpt?,

ctOvvoi). All public officers at Athens, espe-

cially generals, ambassadors, the archons and their

assessors, the diactetao, priests and priestesses

(Acschin. c. Ctesiph. p. 56. Steph.), the secretaries

of the state (Lysias, c. Nicomach.\ tho superin-

tendents *of public buildings, the trierarchs, and
even tho sennto of the Five Hundred and the

members of the Arciop.igus, were accountable for

EUTHYNE.
tlieir conduct and the manner in which they ac-

quitted themselves of their official duties. The
judges in the popular courts seem to have been
the only authorities who were not responsible

(Aristoph. Vesp. 546 ;
Hudtwalckcr, Von deu

Diaetet. p. 32) ;
fur they were themselves the re-

presentatives of the people, and would therefore,

in theuiy', have been responsible to themselves.

This account, which officers had to give after the

time of their office was over, was c^lcd tvOvyrt :

and the officers subject to it, vrrcvBwoi. Eveiy
public officer had to render his account within
thirty days after the expiration of his office

(Harpocrat. Phot, and Suid. s. v. Aoyterred and
EBBvyoi)

;
and as long as this duty was not fulfilled,

the whole property of the ex-officer was in bondage
to the state (Aeschin. c. Ctesiph. p. 56. Steph.)

:

he was not allowed to travel beyond the frontiers

of Attica, to consecrate any part of his property ns

a donarium to the gods, to make his will, or to

pass from one family into another by adoption
;

no public honours or rewards, and no new office

could be given to him. (Acschin. and Demosth.
Z>eCbrorj. and c. 7Vw.p.747.) If within the stated

period on officer did not send in his account, an
action, called akoyiou or hkoyias 8<ki7, was brought

against him. (Pollux, viii. 54 ; Hesych. Suid. Etym.
Mag. s. V. ^AAoyfou Siktj.) At the time when
an officer submitted to the fWosTj, any citizen had
the right to come forward and impeach him. Those
who, after having refused to submit to the cvBvvtj,

also disobeyed tho summons to defend themselves

before a court of justice, thereby forfeited their

rights as citizens. (Demosth. c. Mid. p. 542.)

It will appear from tho list of officers subject to

the euthvnc, that it was not confined to those

whose office was connected with the administration

of the public money, or any part of it ; but in many
cases it was only on inquiry into the manner iu

which a pi'rson had behaved himself in the dis-

charge of his official duties. In the former case

the scrutiny.was conducted with great strictnes.s,

as the state had various means to check and con-

trol the proceedings of its officers
;

in the latter,

the cuthyne may in many instances have been no
more th.in a personal attendance of the ex-officer

before the representatives of the people, to see

whether any charge was brought against him.

When no acc.iscr appeared, the officer was honour-

ably dismissed (ivunjucdyurdaij Demosth. J)e

Coron. p. 3 1 0). After an officer had gone through the

euthync, he became &ycv6uyos. (Pollux, viii. 54.)

The officers before whom the accounts were
given were in some places called tBOvyoi or koyiar-

Tcu, in others ^{eTcurroi or avirfiyopoi. (AristoU

Pulit. vi. 5. p. 213, ed. G nettling.) At Athens we
meet with the first two of these names, and both

arc mostly mentioned together
; but how far their

functions differed is very uncertain. Some gram-
marians (Etymol. Magn. and PhoL jr. v. EMvvoi)
state that koyioTal was the name of the same offi-

cers who were formerly called tS&vyoi. But from

the manner in which the Greek orators spvak of

them, it can scarcely bo doubted that their funo
tions were distincL From the authorities referrod

to by Bockh {PuU. Econ.
jp. 190, &c- 2d ed.

compare the Rltein. Mus. 182/, vol. i. p. 72, &c.),

it seems, moreover, clear that the office of the

koyuTTcd^ though closrdy connected with that of

the fBOvyoi^ was of greater extent than that of

the latter, who appear rather to have been the
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AfSTMon of the former, tbin a totally dutinctcla«s

of officers, a« will be keen horeafter. AH nccounU

of those officers who had anything to do with the

public money were, after the expiration of their

offices sent in to the Aoytaroi, who examined

them, and if any difficulty or iiicorrectneM was dis-

covered, or if chaiyes were brought AKainst an ex-

officer witiiiu the period of 30 days, the further in-

quiry' devolved upon the sWoi'oi, Ijofore whom the

officer was oblij^d to appear and plead his cause. I

( llrnnann, Autif]. of frreeor, § 154. 8.) If

the €C0vyot found that the accounts were unaitis-

factory, that the officer hod embexxled part of the

public money, that he hnd accepted brills, or that

ebarg^es brouffht tt^iiist him were well founded,

they rcfeiTixi the case to a court of justice, for

which the Aoyi<rraJ appointed the judges by lot,

and in this court their herald proclaimed the ques-

tion who would come forward as accuser. (Aeschiii.

c. C/tvtpi. p. 57, cd. Steph. ; Ktymol. Mn(nt ». f.

Evdvya
; lickker, An^rr/f>L p. 245. 6.) The [dace

W'here the court was held was the same os tlmt to

which ex-officers sent their accounts to bo examined

by the AoyuiTa/, and was called Xoyurr'fipioy.

(Andocid, J)t p. 37 ;
Lys. e. Pol^ftrat. p.

<i72.) It can scarcely be doubted that th<y*Mvyot

took an acti^-c part in the tr'uUs of the Ao><^r^
ploy

:

but whether they acted only as the asses-

sors of the Airyurral, or whether they, as Pollux

states, exacted the embezzled sums and hncs, in-

stead of the pmetores, is nn.certain. The numl>cr

of the fMuvoi^ as well as that of the Ao^urral, was
ten, one bcinir token from every tribe. (Phot. #. r.

Ei^dyeov, and Ilarpocmt. s. r. Ao7i<rToi.) The
Ao7i<rrai were appointM by the senate, and chosen

by l'»t ; whether the tOOwoi were likewise chosen

by lot is uiiccrt'iin, for Photius uses an expression

derived from K\^pos (lot), while Pollux (vdii. 98)
stabs that the cl^rot vpoffatpovyrai^ aciL toTs

Airyurreur, accord in[[ to which they were like the as-

sessors of the archons; the latter account, however,

seems to be more consistent an^ more prolmble.

EvciysWueoi had two assessors (ydptipoi). (See

Diickh, PiM. Ei-on. l.c.; Titmann, Grirch. ^fUuiiiny.

p. 323, Ac.; Uennann, PolU. Anliq. <yY#mvy, § 154

;

Schomann, Antiq. Jur. puU, Graec. p. 239, Ac.)

The first traces of this truly democratic institu-

tion ore generally found in the establishment of

the archmiship (&px^ vwst^yKor) instead of the

kingly power, by the Attic nobles (Paua iv. 5. 4).

It was from this state of dependence of the first

magi.strates upon the order of the nobb s that, in

the course of time, the regular euthyne arose. Simi-

lar institutions were established in several other

ri'ptiblica of Greece. (Arisl. Potit. vi. 5 ; Wnchs-
muth, Ilellen AUrrih. i. p. 419, Ac. 2d. ed.) [L.S.]

EXAGO GE.S DIKE' (/{oTWT^r a suit

of a public nature, which might be instituted

against one, who, assuming to act as the protector

(Kvpioa) of an Athenian woman, married her to a

foreigner in a foreign land- This was contrary to

law, intermarriage with aliens being (ns a general

rule) prohibited. In the speech of Demosthenes

against Timocratci (p. 7G3), he is charged with

having sold his sister to a Corcyreon, on pretence

of giving her in marriage. (Meier, Ati. J*roc.

p.350.) tC. U. K.]

EXAIRE SEOS DIKE'(/(aip^<rtw» 8tK7i),was

an action brought to recover dnm.ngcs fnr the at-

tempt to deprive the plaintiff of his slave ; not

where the defendant cUimed a property in the
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slave, but whore he asserted him to be a froimvon.

As the Condition of slaverv' at .Athens incapncitat*-<l

a man to take any legal step in his own person, if

a reputed slave wished to recover his rights as a
freeman, he could only do it by tlie B&»istance of

one who was himself a freeman. He then put
himself under the protection of such a pi'rson, who
WAS said i^atpaiffdiu or atnby *ls ^Aco-

0«piay^ im lUiyrtafem rindintrr. If the master

I
sought to reclaim him, hcproceedt>d to take manual
possession, &yuy aOrhy tis SoyAcia>'. A ninawav
slave might at any time bi* sc'izcd by his master,

cither in the open street or el.-iewhere, except in a
sanctiuiry. If the friend or {lerson who harboured
the slave meant to contest the master's right, tho

proper course was to go with him before the ina-

gistmte, and give security for the value of the slave

and costs, in case a court of law should decide
against him. The magistrate who took cognizance

of the cause was the archon, where a man claimed
to be a citizen

;
the polenuirch, where he claimed

to l>c an ali.-n freom;iii. It was the duty of the

archou or p«}lcmarch to set the man at lilierty

penAentt lite. In thr- suit that followed, the plaintilf

Inid to prove his title to the ownership of the
sUve, and, if successful, obtained such coTn|>enAa-

tion as the jury chose to award ; this being a
Tiprirbs and half of the Tlp-nfui l*eing given
to the state. (Dem. c. Tkeucr. p, 1328.) A verdict

for the plaintitf drew with it, as a iii'cessarv' con-

sequence, the adjudication of the ownership, and
bo would be entitled to take posHossion of his

slave immediately : how’ever, the slave had
escaped in the mcatitime, and evidence of such
fact w’cre produced, the jiirv’ would probably take

that into consideration in estinuiting the dmiuigc^.

If the friend, in rt^sisting the capture of tho

slave, hod used actirnl violence, he was subject to

a 8(«rT) /SiOiwv. And if the soiWimm/ master had
failed in the Biini, the injured party might
maintain an action against him f<»r the attempted

seizure. (Lya c. PaacL p. 734, Ac., with liciske's

note; Dcm. e, AWer. p. 1358; Harpocr. a. v.

’£{aig^(r«s5, and "Kyu
;
Meier, Ait. Proc. p. 394.)

In a speech of Isocrates (Tm/^fx. p. 381), the

defendant, a lianker, from w'hom it is sought to re-

cover a deposit, is charged with having assrrt^Hl

the freedom of his own slave, in order to prevent

his being examined by torture respecting the sum
of money de|>osited in bit bands. This is remark-

able on two accounts: first (as Meier observes),

because it seems to prove that one nut the owner
of the slave could bring the BiVn, if he had an
interest in the matter ; secondly, because it w'os

optional with a man to give up his slave to the

torture or not, the refusal being only matter of ob-

servation to the jurv'
;
and, therefore, it appears

strange that any one should have recourse to a
measure, the result of which (if successful) would
be, to deprive him of his properly. {C- U. K.]
EX AUCTTORA'TIO. [Exkrcitl's.]

EXAUGIJK.V'TIO is the act of changing a
sacred thing into a profime one, or of taking away
from it the sacred character which it had received

by inauguratio, consecratio, or dedicatio. That
such an act was performed by the augurs, and
never w’ithout consulting the pUiuiirc of the gods
by noguriuiu, is implied in the iiame itself. (Eiv.

L 65, V. 54 ; Dionys. Hal. Antiq. Hum. i»L p. 202,
ed. Sylbiirg ;

Cato. ap. />##. s. r. St^/uitinm.)

Temples, shapels, and other consecrated places, ns
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well as prii'Sta, were considered as l>elonging to the

gods. No consecrated p!ace whatever could be

applied for any profane purpose, or dedicated to

nny other divinity than that to which it originally

belonged, without being previously exaugurated
;

and priests could not give up their sacred func-

tions, or (in case they were obliged to live in celi-

bacy) enter into matrimony, without first under-

going the process of exauguratio. (Gcllius, vi. 7.

4 ; Jill Capitol. M. AtUon. Philo$. c. 4.) [L. S.J

EXCE'PTIO. [Actio.]

KXCU'niAE. [Castra. p. 250.]

EXCUBITO'RES, which properly means watch-
men or sentinels of any kind ((jaes. BcU, Guil. vii.

0.0 \ was the name more particularly given to the

soldiers of the cohort who guarded the palace of

the Roman craperor. (Suet. Ner. 8, (Mk, 6.)

Their comnuxnding officer was called iriduntu er-

culfitor. (Suet. Oaud. 42, Ner. 9.) When the

emperor went tQ on entertainment at the house of

another person, the excubitores appear to have ac-

compani^ him, and to have kept guard as in his

own palace. (Suet. Odu 4.)

EXEDRA (^{48pa), which properly signifies a
sent out of doors, came to be used for a chamber
furnished with scats, and opening into a portico,

where people met to enjoy conversation ; such ns

the room which Vitruvius describes as opening on

to the peristyle of the (lynoccofftfts ofa Greek house

[Dusius], and as the rooms attached to a gymna-
sium, which were used for the lectures and dis-

putations of the rhetoricians and philosophers

[Gymnasium.] The former doss of am/ros
Vitruvius indeed calls by another name, namely
iropaordf or wairrds, but the word occurs

in Euripides {Orest. 1449) in this sense, and
Pollux mentions the words 4(*Sptu and waardStr
as synonymous (viL 122). In this sense the word
might be translated pariour.

In old Greek the word ^^<rxv appears to have
had a similar meaning

; but the ordinary use of

the word is for a larger and more public place of

resort than the 4(«8po. [Eadcus.]
Among the Romans the word had a wider

meaning, answering to both the Greek terms,

and Thus it is not only used to signify a
chamber for ordinary resort and conversation in a
private house, or in the public baths and gynnmuia
open to the sun and air, (Vitruv. v. 11 ;

vii. 9 ;

Cic. Ora/, iii. 5, I)e iVat. Dear. i. 6 ;
Varro, R. R.

iiL 5 ; Ulpian, Dig. ix. tit 3, leg. 5) ; but the

W'ord is even applied to the hall attached to the

theatre of Pompey, which a*as used as a place of

meeting by the senate. (Plut Brut. 14, 17).

The diminutive ejedrium also occurs. (Cic. (id

Fam. vii. 23.) [P. 8.]

EXEGETAE (4^Tryirro4 interpreters ; on this

and other meanings of the word sc*c Hhunken, ad
7Y/miei Olcttar. p. 109, &c.), is the name of the

Eumulpidae, by which they were designated as

the interpreters of the laws relating to religion and
of the sacred rites. (Demosth. Kuerg. p. 1160.)

[Eumolpioas.] They were thus at Ath«'ns the

only class of persons who, in some measure, resem-

bled the Roman iurists
;
but the laws, of which the

4l'ityriToJi were the inlerpreteri, were not written

hilt handed down by tradition. Plutarch {Thes,

25) applies the term to the whole order of the

Eupatridoc, though properly spcakinit it belonged
only to certain members of their order, L e. the

Eumolpidae. The Ktymologicum Magn. (s. r.), in

EXERCITORIA ACTIO,

accordance with the etymological meaning of the

word, states, that it was applied to any interpreter

of laws, whether sacred or profiine
;
but we know

tlmt at Athens the name was principally applied to

three members of the family of the Eomolpidne
(Suidas, a e.), whose province it m-as to interpret

the religious and ceremonial laws, the signs in the

heavens, and the oracles
;
whence Cicero {De

ii. 27) calls them rdigioHum iuierprties. (Compare
Pollux, viiL 124 and 188

;
Plato, Euthypkr. p. 4,d.)

They had ols^ to perform the public and private

expiatory sacrifices, and were never appointed

without the sanction of the Delphic oracic, whence
they were called Xlv$6xpf\>f^oi. (Timaeus, Olossar.

s. V. : compare Meier, De Bomis Damnui.
p. 7 ;

Miiller, ad Aesdigl. Eumen. p. 162, Ac.)

The name 4iitYfriis was also applied to thoAc
I persons who served as guides (cicerone) to the

visitors in the most remarkable towns and places

of Greece, who showed to strangers the curiosities

of a place, and explained to them its history aitd

antiquities. (Paus. L 41. § 2.)

H 'spccting the of the laws of Lycur-
gus at Sparta, see M^cr, Dor. iii U. 2. [ll S. J

EXERCITO RIA ACTIO, was an action

granted by the edict against the exercitor lutvis.

By the term navis was understood any vcss«I,

whether used for the navigation of rivers lake*,

or the sea. The exercitor navis is the person t<i

whom all the ship's gains and earnings {obverUvates

et rediius') belong, whether ho is the owner, or h.is

hired the ship {per arersionem') from the owner
for a time definite or indefinite. The mogistei

navis is lie who has the core and management of

the ship, and was appointed {prarposiltu) hy the

exercitor. The exercitor was bound genemlly by
the contracts of the magistcr, who was his agenu
but with this limitation, that the contract of the

magistcr must be with reference to furthering the

object for which he was appointed ; os, for instance,

if he purchased things useful for the navigntion of

the ship, or entered into a contract or inctirred

expense for the ship's repairs, the exercitor was
bound by such contract: the terms of the master's

appointment {praep(mtio) accordingly determine

the rights of third parties against the exercitor.

If the magistcr, being appointed to manage the

ship and to use it for a particular purpose, used it

for a different purpose, his employer was not b lund

by the contract. If there wore several magistri,

without any partition of their duties (aoa dirisi*

(^iciis\ a contract with one was the same as a
contract with all. if there were several exer-

citoros, who appointed a m.'igister either out of

their own number or not, they were scverallv an-

swerable (in soiidmm) for the contracts of the

m^istor. The contracting party might have his

action either against the exercitor or the magistcr,

so long as the magistcr continued to be such.

A party might have an action ex delicto against

an exercitor in respect of the act either of the

magistcr or the sailors, but not on the contract of

the sailors. If the magistcr substituted a person

in his place, though he was forbidden to do so, the

exercitor would still be bound by any proper con<

tract of such person.

The term Nauta properly applies to all persons

who are engaged in navigating a ship ; but in the

Praetor's Edict (Dig. 4. lit. 9. i. 1 ) the term Nauta
moans Exercitor {<fui mirrm ex» rcr/).

(Dig. 14. tiu 1 ; Peckius, ta TUi. Dig. ei Cod,



EXERCITUa
od Hem I^autieam ftertineniet (\>mment.\ Abbott

OM UMippinp^ Index, KeeixUor Aori*.) [G.L.]
EXE'HCITUS (flT^Krrdf), amy, 1. Ohxsk.

The earliest notice* which we poeseM of the mili-

tary art among the Greeks are those contained in

the Homeric poems. The unsettled state of society

in the first ages of Oreece, led to the early and
general cultivation of the art of arms., which a'ere

habitually worn for defence, even when ogj^resstTe

warfare was not intended. (Thuc. L 6.) But the

Homeric poems contain an exhibition of combined
military operations in their earliest stage. War-
like undertakings before the time described in

them can have been little else than predatory

inroads (/3oi}Aourfai, U. xi. 667). A collection of

warriors exhibiting less of organisation and dis-

cipline than wc see depicted in the Grecian troops

before Troy, would hai^ly deserve the name of on

army. The organisation which we sec there, such

as it was, arose, not from any studied, formative

system, but naturally, out of the imperfect con-

stitution of society in that age. Every freeman in

those times was of course a soldier ; but when all

the members of a fiunily were not needed to go
upon an expedition under the command of their

chiefrain or king, those who were to go seem to

have been select^ by lot {IL x. 418). As the

cunfederated states, which are represented as

taking port in the Trojan war, arc united by
scarcely any other bond than their participation in

a common object, the different bodies of troops,

led by their respective chieftains, are far from
being united by a common discipline under the

command-in-chief of Agamemnon. Each body
obeys its ow*n leader, and follows him to the con-

flict, or remains inactive, according as he chooses

to mingle in the fight or not Authority and
obedience are regulated much more by the nature

of the circumstances, or by the relative personal

distinction of the chieftains, than by any law of

military discipline. Agamemnon sometimes urges

the ehiefrains to engage, not by commands, but by
taunts (/I iv. 338, &c. 366, &c.). Accordingly,

nothing like the tactics or strategy of a regularly

disciplmed aiiny is to be traced in the Homeric
descriptions of battles. Each chieftain with his

body of troops acts for himself^ without reference

to the movements of the rest, except as these

famish occasion for a vigorous attack, or, when
hard pressed, call for assistance from the common
f<‘cling of brotherhood in amis. The wide interval

which in the Homeric age separated the noble or

chieftain from the common freeman, appears in as

mnrked a manner in military, as in civil affairs.

The former is distinguished by that superior skill

and prowess in the use of his arms, which would
naturally result from the constant practice of a*ar-

like exercises, for which his station gave him the

leisure and the means. A single hero is able to

put to flight a whole troop of common soldiers.

The account of a battle consists almost entirely of

descriptions of the single combats of the chiefs on
both sides

; and the fortune of the day, when not

ovemiled by the intervention of the gods, is de-

cided by too individual valour of these heroes.

While the mass of the common soldiers were on
foot, the chiefs rode in chariots [Currus], which
usually contained two, one to drive and one to

fighu In these they advanced against the an-

tagonists whom they singled out frr encounter,

•omeiimes hurling their spears from their chariots,
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but more commonly alighting, as they drew near,

nnd fighting on foot, making use of the chariot for

pursuit or flight The Greeks did not, like the

ancient Britons and several nations of the East,

use the chariot itself as an instrument of warfare.

Cavalry was unknown at that time to the Greeks,

and horsemanship but very randy practised
;
the

hrwrjer of Homer ore the chieftains who ride in

chariots. These chiefs are drawn up in the front

of the battle array (/L iv. 287, irpoftd’

X*o^cu)
I
and frequently the foot soldiers seem to

have done nothing but watch the single combats

of their leaders, forming, in two opposite, parallel

lines, something answering to a ring (ffucot ro\^
ftoio, IL iv. 298) within which the more important

single combats are fought How they got the

chwots out of the way when the foot soldiers

came to cloee quarters (as in JL iv. 427, &c.) is

not described.

Though so little account is usually made of the

common soldiers II. xi, 49, xil 77),

,

Homer occasionally lays considerable stress on

j

their orderly and compact array ;
Nestor and Me-

j

nestheus are honourably distinguished by the

: epithet KOfffiitTop* Kdm¥ (IL it 563, iv. 293, &c.).

!
The troops were naturally drawn up in separate

bodies according to their different natioiia It

would appear to be rather a restoration of the old

arrangement, than a new classification, when
Nestor (//. it 862) recommends Agaroomnra to

draw the troops up by tribes and phratries.

Arranged in these natural divisions, the foot sol-

diers were drawn up in densely compacted bodies

(wvicii'ai ^dA«77«r) shield close to shield,-^ hel-

met to helmet— man to man (//. xiit 130, xvi.

212, &c.). In these masses, though not usually

oommcncing the attack, they frequently offer a
powerful resistance, even to distinguished heroes

(os Hector IL xiit 145, dee., comp, xvit 267, 354,

&c., xiit 330), the dense array of their spears

forming a barrier not easily broken through. The
signal for advance or retreat was not given by in-

struments of any kind, but by the voice of the

leader. A loud voice was conseqnentlr an im-

portant matter, and the epithet kytt$6s is

oHnmon. Tho trumpet, however, was not abso-

lutely unknown (IL xviit 219). Respecting the

onnour, offensive and defensive, see Arha.
Under the king or chieftain who commands his

separate contingent we commonly find stibordinate

chiefs who command smaller divisions. It is

difficult to say whether it is altogether accidental

or not, that these are frequently five in number.

Thus the Myrmidons of Achilles are divided into

five each of 500 men. Five chiefs o mmand
the Boeotians ; and the whole Tro^ nnny is

formed in five divisions, each under three leaden.

(IL iv. 296, Ac., xvL 171— 187, it 494, Ac., xii.

87— 104.) The term ^dAccy( is applied either to

the whole army (as IL vi. 6), or to these smaller

divisions and subdivisions, which arc also called

irrix*t and
When an enemy was slain, it was the universal

practice to stop and strip off his arms, which wore

carefully preserved by the victor as trophies. The
division of the booty generally was arranged by the

leader of the troop, for whom a portion was set aside

as an honorary present (y^pas^ IL i. 392, 36R, iz.

328, xi. 703). The recovery of the dead bodies of

the slain was in the Homeric age, os in all later

times, a point of the greatest importance, and fra-

. 1 1
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qucnlly either led to a fierce contest, or was effected

by the payment of a heavy ransom (Kupke, Kri^s-

tresea der Griechen in heroischen Zcitalter; Wacbs*
muth, Hftlen. AUerUtunuk, toL 1L § 110 ; Grote,

//tV/oiy of frreece, vol. iL p. 1 4 1 ).

After the heroic age considerable impulse was

given to the cultivation of the military art by the

conquests of the Thessalians (the first Grecian

people, apparently, that employed cavalry, to the

use of which their conquests were probably in

great part owing) and I^rians, among the latter

of whom the art of warfare was easiest reduced to

system. The distinction of heavy and light armed

foot soldiers of course took its rise with the be-

ginnings of military sen-ice, the poorer class being

Unable to provide themselves with the more effi-

cient, but more costly weapons of those who were

better off than thcmsclvea. Political considerations

tended to make the distinction more marked and
systematic. The system of military castes w-as

indeed uiiknoum among the Greeks, though some-

thing answering the some purpose exist^ in the

earliest times, when the nobles and their more
immediate dependants and retainers, having greater

leisiu^ fur the cultivation of skill in tho use of

arms, and greater means for procuring them, were

soparated in that respect by a wide inten al from

the lower class ;
while conversely, milltaiy supe-

riority was the most direct means of securing

political suprcroncr. Hence, as soon as the dis-

tinction between the nobles (the privileged class)

and Uic commonalty (demus) was established, it

became tho object of the former to prevent the

latter from placing themselves on a par with them
in military strength, and so the use of the full

armour of the henvy-armed infantry was reserved

by the furmcr for themselves ; and when, in times

of distress, it was found necessary to entrust the

demus with full armour, the result was not un-

commonly a revolution (as was ui some degree the

case at Mytilcne, Thuc. iiL 27). But in the de-

mocracies this distinction as regards the kinds of

service depended merely upon the greater or less

ability of the citixena to procure arms. In the

Greek commonwealths all those who enjoyed the

privileges sf citizens or freemen were held bound
to serve ns soldiers when called upon, and were

provided with arms and trained in military exer-

cises as a matter of coarse. The modem system
of standing armies was foreign to Greek habits,

and would have been dangerous to tho liberties of

the ditferenl commonwealths, though something
of the kind may be seen in the body guards,

usuiilly of mercenary troops, kept by t.v-rants.

The mercenaries in the pay of Alexander of

Pherae formed a considerable army. Practically

too, from the continuity of the warlike operations

in which they were engaged, the armies of Philip

and Alexander of Macron, and their successors,

became standing armies. The thousand AoydScr

at Argos (Thuc. v. 67) and the sacred band at

Thebes (Plut, Pf4op. 1ft; K. F. Hennami, Hritxrh.

StaaitaUertk. § 181 note 2) were not considerable

enough to be called armies. The employment
mercenary troo{>s might have led to the use of

standing armies, had it not been that the use of

them characterised the decline of the Grecian

states, so that the circumstances which led to

their employment, also rendered it impossible to

provide the resources for their maintenance, ex-

cept when they were immediately needed. Still,
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ns in the case of tho Scythian bowmen at Atliens,

individual corps of mercenaries might be regularly

maintained. Slaves were but rarely tnist<^ a-iih

arms, and when it was the case, they were usually

manumitted. The Greek armies accordingly were
national armies, resembling rather the militia than

the regular armies of modem times.

In all the states of Greece, in the earliest as in

later times, the general type of their military or-

ganisation w-as the pkaiamxy a body of troops in

close array with a long spear as their principal

weapon. It w*as among the Dorians, and especially

among the Spartans, that this type was most rigidly

adhered to. The strength of their military array

consisted in the hcavy-armed infantry (^Arroi).

The}' attached comparatively small importance to

their cavalry, which was mways inferior (Xcn.
Hellen. vL 4. § 10). Indeed, the Thessalians and
Boeotians were tho only Greek people who di*-

tinguished themselves much for their carnlrr ;

scarcely any other states had territories adapted

for the evolutions of cavalry. The Spartan array,

as described by Xenophon, was probably in all its

main features the same that it was in the time of

Lyairgua The institutions of that lawgiver con-

verted the body of S))ortan citizens into a kind of

military brotherhood, whoso almost sole occupation

was the practice of a-orlike and athletic exercises.

The whole life of a Spartan was little else than

either the preparation for or the practice of w.ir.

The result was, that in the strictnc^ of their dis.

cipline, the precision and facility with which thi*y

performed their military evolutions, and the skill

and power w*iih which they used their weapons,

the Spartans were unrivalled among the Grcck%
so that they seemed like real roosters of the art of

war while in com-

parison with them other Greeks appeared mere

tiros (auTo<rxe5»a<rTij r&v trrparuoTiKSnf^ Xen.

Hep. Laced, xiii. g G ; Plut. Pelop. 23). The
heavy armed infiiuitry of the Spartan armies was
composed partly of genuine Spamn citizens, partly

of Perioeci (c. g. Tbucyd. iv. ft, comp. Grote, Ifid.

of Greece^ vol. iL p.493). In later times, as the

number of Spartan citizens decreased, the Perioeci

constituted the larger portion, a fact which renders

nugatory all attempts to connect the nnroltors of

the divisions of the anny with the political divi-

sions of the Spartan citizena Every Spartan

citizen was liable to military service {fp^povpos)

from the age of twenty to the age of sixty years.

Those beyond that age were, however, sometimes

employed in the less arduous kinds of service —

•

as at Mantincia, where they had chaige of the

baggage (Thuc. v. 72). On the occasion of any
military expedition, the kings at ftnt, and after-

wards the ephors, made proclamation whnt class,

according to age, were to go on the expedition

(ri Irv} els & 8(7 orpvrei/eaQfUy Xen. Rep. Iaxc. xi.

§ 2) as, for example, all citizens beta*een twenty

and thirty, or Iwtween twenty and thirty-five Ac.

(rd 8^aa vi w(rr(xal8(Ka d^' l^s, Ac.).

When in the field, the troops were draam up in

some manner according to their ages, so that for

any special service, those of a particular age might

be separated and employed (Xen. llellen. iv. 4.

§ 16, 5. § 15, 16). On one occasion (b. c. 418),

on a sudden emergency, when probably there was
not time to collect the Perioeci, all the citizens of

the militar}' age were colled forth (Thuc. v. 64).

The political and military divisions of the
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Spnrtsni were mixed up together in tome wny
which it is not easy to unravel. The whole life

of a Spartan was passed in the discipline of a kind

of camp. The citixens messed together in com*

(lonieSf and slept in a sort of barracks. It appears

from Xenophon {Jiqy. Ixte, xi.) that the whole

body of citixens of military ago was divided into

ix divisions called (soXmxol he

terms them), under the command or superintend-

ence of a polemorchf each mom being subdivided

into four X6x»i (commanded by Aoxcryol), each

A^Xo* two wemjxooTws (headed by wsmy-
sroTT^pts), each TcrrTprocrr^f into two 4yt$fjioriai

^headed by enomotorchs). The ivtt^uyrltu were
so called from the men composing them being

)>ound together by a common oath (rd^tr nr
c^yimv ivufi&To$^ Hesych. s. o.). These a'cre

not merely divisions of troops engaged in actual

niiliuiry expeditions. The whole body of citizens

ut all times formed an anny, whether they were

congregated at head- quarters in Sparta, or a

portion of them wore detached on foreign M’rvico.

iferodotus (i. G.^) speaks of cnomoties, triacades,

and syssitia as military divisions, and we loam that

the puletnarchs pn>sidcd over tho public tables

(Plut. 12). When a portion of the citizens

w:ts sent oat on foreign service, the army that they

fonned was arranged in divisions com»pr»uding to.

and bearing the same names as the divisions of

the entire military force of Sparta, L e. of the

entire lx>dy of citizens of military age. As has

already bwn remarked, an army sent on foreign

service consisted of citizens between certain nges,

determined according to the number of soldiers

wanted. So that, as it would seem, every cno*

niotia of the general body sent out a certain pro*

prtrtion of its numbers for the expedition in

question, who (with some Perioeci) fonned on

enomotia of the army so sent ; and the detach*

ment of those cnomutiac w'hich fonned a mora of

the whtde body of citizens, formed (np(>orcntly) a

mora of the army on service. All the accounts

that we have of Spsirtan military opemtioiis indi-

cate that the Perioeci who served as heavy-armed

soldiers, formed integral members of the dilferent

divisions to which they were attached
;
so that an

enomotia, pentccostys, &c., in the held, woubl con*

tain a number of soldiers who did not l>clong to

the corresponding larger divisions of the whole

body of citixens of military age. Thirlwall {Hitt,

o/ frrecM, vol. L app. ii.) tiilks of thirty families

being reprwHted im tie army by thirty soldiers

;

an idea totally at variance with all the accounts

that we have. Supposing a family to consist of a
father and three sons, if the latter were above

twenty, and the father not almve sixty yean of

age, all would be soldiers, liable to >je c^led out

for active service at any time ; and according to

the limits of the age proclaimed by tho ephors,

one, two, three, or all of them might be called out

at once. The strength of a room on actual scrrice,

of course, varied, according to circumstances. To
judge by the name pL'ntec«Mtys,thc normal munber
of a mora would have been 400 ; but 500, 600,

and 900 are mentioned as the number of men in a

mora on different occasions (PluU Pelop. IG ; Xen.
Helltn. iv. 5. § 11, 12, vL 4. § 12 ;

Schol. ad
Tkue. T. 66 ;

Died. zv. H2, &c. ; Muller, Doriant,

iii. 12. I 2, note t). That these vnriatiuns arose

from variations in the number of Spartan citizens

fliaase ia Encb and Umber's Encydt^adie, art.
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Phalanx)^ is nn assumption which leaves nut of
' sight the pnifKirtioii of citizens called out, and the
number of Perioeci in the army. (Of the 292
heavy-anned soldiers who sorrendered at Sphoc*
leria, 120 w'cre Spartans, Thuc. iv. 38. At the
battle of Plntocae, one half of the hcavy-omicd
soldiers of the I^ceilacraonians were Sfiarains.)

When in the Geld, each mora of infantry was at-

tendM by a mora of cavalry, consisting ni the most
of loo mem and commanded by an hipfiormost
(liTTap^taorqi, Xen. Hdlen. iv. 4. | 10, 5. § 12).

Plutarch {Lyc. 23) m> ntiotij squadrons (ooAc^tof)

of Gfty, which may possibly be the same divisions.

It is nut easy, however, to see in what manner the

cavalry could have been thus apportioned, or bow-

each mom of cavalry could have ^ belonged to a
mora of infantry* without being in cbjsc connection

with it** (os MUller says). Tho cavalry sc-ems

merely to have been employed to protect the flanks,

and but little n*gard wtis poid to it. ’j'ho corps of

300 (Herod, viii. 124) formed a s«»rt of

fur the king, and consisted of the

flower of tho young soldiers. Though cjilK‘d

horsemen, they fought on fooL {\cn.Jlep. Imc. iv,

§a.)
Thucydides in his account of the battle of Man-

tineia (v. 68) describes the I.acedaemnniaii ormv
as divided into seven lochi, each containing four

pentccostycs, and each pcntecostys four etiomotine,

with thirty*two men in each ; so that the lochus

here is a body of 512 men, and is commanded by
a polemarch. It is clear, therefore, that the loclius

of Thucydides, in this instance, answers to the

mora of Xenophon. As on this Decision, the
pentccostys contained four instead of two cnev-

raotiae, and as four pentccostycs were thrown U)ge-

ther into one division, Thuevdides may have been
led to call this division a lochus, os being next
above the penteenstys, though it was, in fact, a

mom commanded by a polemarch (Thirlwall, c.

p. 445 ;
comp. Arnold on Thuc. v. 68). Aristotle

appears to use the terms lochus and mom indis*

criminately (Aoircvsws' sroA/r. Kr. 5 and 6 ; Phoiius

s. r. Adx«n)* suggestion of Arnold (/.c.) thnt

one of the seven lochi spoken of consisted of the

Brasidenn soldiers and Neodanio<les, who would
not be taken account of in the ordinary divisions

of the Spartan forces, is not unlikely, and would
explain tho discrepancy between the number of

lochi (or mome) here, and the ordiiuuy number of

six morae ; but even independently of it, no diffi-

culty need bo felt with ri‘spect to that particular

point, as the whole arrangement of the troops on

that occasion was a departure from the ordinary

divisions. It was not uiiivcrsallv the case that an
army was made up of six momc and twenty-four

ordinary lochi On one occasion, wc hear of

twelve lochi (Xen. Hfilm, vil 4. § 20, c«>mp.

§ 27), each of about 1(H) men. The Neudamndes
wore not usuallv incorpomted in the momc (Xeu.
//e//m.iv. 3. §’l6).

It seems a pmbablc opinion that the nunibrr of

morae in the Spartan military force had reference

to the districts into which Ijoconia was divided.

These, including Sparta and the districts imme-
diately around it, were six in number. Perhaps,

as Thirlwall suggests, the division of the army
may have been (bunded on the Action that one
mom was ossignod for the protociton of each

districL The some writer also snggi sts a vi'ry

probable explanation of the A<lx<» nirasdTqy
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which Herodotus (ix. 53) speaks of^ and of which

Thucydides (L 20), though doubtless erroneously,

denies the existence. Thirlwall suggests that as

each morn consisted of four lochi, the four lochi of

the mora belon^iig to the district of Sparta may
hare been distributed on the some principle among
the four Limnae, Cynosiira, Mesoa, and

Pitana, of which Sparta was composed.*

A Spartan army, divided as above described,

was drawn up in the dense arm}* of the phalanx,

the depth of which depended upon circumstances.

An sometimes made but a single file,

sometimes ans drawn up in three or six hies (C'O'a,

Xen, Hep. Lae. xi. § 4 ;
Muller, iii. 12. §. 3, note a).

At the battle of Mantineia the phalanx w*as eight

deep, so that each enomotia made four hies. (Thuc

T. 68 ;
comp. Xen. IlelUn. iii, 2. § 16, vi. 2. § 21.)

At the battle of Leuctra it was twelve deep.

(Xen. lUHen. vi. 4. § 12.) The cnomotarch stood

at the head of his hie {wpwro<rriT7ts\ or at the

head of the right-hand file, if the enomotia «'as

broken up into more than one. The last man was

allied oi/pay6s. It was a matter of great import-

mice that he, like the cnomotarch, should be a man
of strength and skill, as in certain evolutions he

would have to lend the movements. (Xen. Cyrop.

iii. 3. § 41, Ac.) The commander-in-chief, who
w’as usually the king (af^cr the affair of Demarotus

and Cleoracnes it was the practice not to send out

both kings together, Herod, v. 75 ; but comp,

vi. 73), bad his station sometimes in the centre (as

at Mantineia, Thuc. v. 72 b more commonly (as at

Leuctm) on the right wing. The deployments by

which the arrangements of the phalanx were altered

took place under the direction of the cnomotarch.

'When the troops were drawn up in a line in the

ordinary battle array, they were said to be 4ir)

4xUa77or. Supposing an enomotia to consist of

twenty-five men, including its leader, and to be

drawn up eight deep, the front line of the army
would consist of 288. In an ordinary march the

army advanced 4iri ndfuet (or ttesrh Xen.

HeUen. viL 4. § 23), the first enomotia of the

ritfht w'ing filing off, and the n*st in succession

following it
;
so that if the enomotia was drawn

up in three or two files, the whole army would

march in three or two files. The most usual ar-

rangement was in two filea (Xen. Helleiu vii. 4.

§ 22, iii. 1. § 22, Polyaen. ii. 1. § 10.) If an

army in marching order had to form in phalanx,

the movement licgan with the hindmost enomotia of

the column, which placed itself on the left of (vop*

doaiSar) and on a line with («lt pirwitoy) the

enomotia before it. These ta*o then performed

the same evolution with respect to the last but

two, and so on, till all were in a line with the

* Muller {Dorians^ book iii. c. 3. § 7) talks of

a w<lA<r distinct from these KStfMi. Diit the latter

were certainly not mere suburbs, but component

parts of Sparta itself (comp. Paus. iii. 16. § 9).

Haase (/.e.) speaks of five divisions of the city lie-

sides Pitana, so that the six morac or lochi in the

sense of Thucydides corresponded to these six

divisiona For this airangenient, there Bc>< ms no
authority, except the statement of the scholiast on

Aristoph. {Ly». 453), that there were six lochi at

Sparta, five of which he names, one of the names
being correetpd conjeclurally by Mllllt-r t ) Mttro-

drv}f. But there seems here little more than a con-

fused version of the division into six morae.
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first enomotia, which now, with the commander*
in-chief at its head, occupied the extremity of the

right wing. This evolution was culled

(Xen. Hep. Lae. xi. § 6f, a name also given to the

reverse movement, when a phalanx hod to fall into

moKhing order, and to subordinate movements of

the same kind for changing the depth of the

phalanx. In the latter the evolutions were con-

ducted on much the same principle. Thus, if the

depth of the phalanx was to bo diminished by half,

the hinder portion of each enomoty marched for-

wards and placed itself on the left of the half in

front of II Similarly, if tho depth had to be in-

creased, the left-hand portitm of each enomotia

faced about towards the took up iu station in

the roar, and then, facing to the left again, as-

sumed their proper position. (Xen. Hep. Lac. xL

§ 8.) The f^ing to the right was always the

usage, because if the evolution were performed in

the face of an enemy, the shielded side could be

presented towards him. Modifications of tbU
evolution, conducted on the some principle, were

employed if the depth had to be increased or

diminished in any other proportion (comp. Xen.

An<d*. iv. 3. §26, iv. G. § 6, Cyyp, ii. 3. §21).
It is very likely that at those points of the files

where in such evolutions they would bare to

separate, there were placed men suitable for taking

their station in the front rank, where it was al-

awys an object to get the best men. These would

answer to the ScKdSopxm and Ts/iw(l5apx<x

Xenophon, (Orrop, iL 1 ; comp. UipparcL il § 6,

iv. § 9.) If an enemy appeared in the rear. It was
not enough that the soldiers should face about to-

w'ards the enemy. The Spartan tactics required

that the stoutest aoldicr should be opposed to the

enemy. This was accomplished by the manceuvre

termed Of this there were three va-

rieties: 1. 7%e MaoedoiMn. In this the leader of

each file kept his place, only turning towards the

enemy. The man behind him (^wnrvdTt;*) re-

treating and again taking up his station behind

him, and so on. In this way the army retreated

from the enemy by a distance equal to its depth.

2. The Laeonian (the one usually adopted by the

Macedonian phalanx of Philip and Alexander).

This w-as the reverse of the preceding, the rear

man remaining stationary and the others advancing

successively one before the other. In thU way of

course the army advanced against tho enemy by a

distance equal to its depth. 3. The Cretan. In

this the leader and reannon, the second and last

but two, and so on, changed places, so that the

a holc army remained at the same distance from

the enemy. This species w'as also called x<^*<hr

(Haase ad Xen. Hep. Lac. x'l. § 9. ;
Muller, iii 12.

§ 8 ;
Aelianus, Tact, 26, 27, 33.) These evolu-

tions would of course leave the general on the leR

wing. If it wTis deemed expedient that he should

be upon the right, it was not enough that he should

simply remove from the left to the right, the w hole

army had to reverse its position, so that what was

the left wing should become the right This w'ns

effected by an exeligmus, termed (at least by the

later tacticians), 4^f\iyfths Kcera con-

trasted with the narh. (rrlxovs. If the

army changed its front by wheeling round through

a half circle, round one corner os a pivot, the

movement seems to have been expressed by
Vfpnrrwratiy or ivarriurpeiy. One more evolu-

tion rrmnins to be noticed. Suppose an enemy
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appeared on the right, while the army was march-

ing in column, two abreast. The different htchi

wheeled round through a quadrant of a circle,

round their loader, as on a pivot, so that the army
presented twenty-four columns to the enemy, con-

sisting of two files each, and separated by a con-

siderable interval from each other. The depth of

the whole Iwdy was then lessened, and these in-

tervals filled up by the ordinary paragoge, and by
the different lochi siding up nearer to each other

in case the intervals still remained too great If

it was necessary for the general to take his station

on the right, this would be effected, as in other

cases, by an 4lt\iyfi6s. Similar manoeuvres took

place if the enemy appeared on the leR, though,

as this was the shielded side of the soldiers, and

the danger was consequently less, it was frequently

thought sufficient to keep the enemy in check by
means of the cavalry and light troops. (Xen. Rep.

Lac. xL § 10.) One point that a general had to be

on his guard against was the tendency of an army,

when advancing ^irl (pi\ceyyos,, to sheer off towards

the right, each man pressing closer to his right-hand

neighbour in order to protect his unshielded side,

so that the right wing frequently got beyond the

left wing of the enemy. (See espechilly the ac-

count of the battle of Afantineio, Thucyd. v. 71.)

A slight consideration will shew that the analogy

traced between the evolutions of an army and

those of a chorus is by no means fancifuL One
kind of i^tkiyfids w'as even called 1'he

importance attached to the war dances among the

Spartans as a means of military training was con-

sequently very great [Chorus.]
When an army was led to attack a height, it

was usually drawn up in what were termed kSxoi

6p6ioi, a term which merely implies that the lochi

had greater depth than breadth {irapdfttfKts pkv

Xtytrtu itav raypa t tu' rb prtKos txO *’^**0*' toD

PddovSf 6pdioi> si t> ty rh 0ddoj roS Aelian.

Tact. c. 29). The breadth of the lochi would, of

course, vary according to circumstances. They
were drawn up with considemble intervals between

them. In this way the army presented a con-

siderable front to the enemy, and was less liable to

be thrown into confusion than if drawn up in close

phalanx, while at the same time the intervals be-

tween the lochi were not left so great that the

enemy could safely press in between them. (Xen.

^mtb. ir. 2. § 11, 13, 8. § 10—19, v. 4 . § 22,

CS/rop. iiL 2. § 6, Anab. iv. 3. § 17 ; Polyaen.

atnU. V. 16. § 1.) There is no ground for affirming

that a Adxor 6p0tos was drawn up in two files, or

even one, as Sturz (Lex. Xen.) says. Such an ar-

rangement would be perfectly useless for attack.

This system of arrangements, which formed some

approximation to the Roman tactics, was not, how-

ever, employed, except in the particular case men-

tioned.

In special circumstances, such as those of the

retreating Greeks in the Anabasis, the arrange-

ment in a hollow square was adopted, the troops

being so placed that by simply facing about they

presented a front for battle on whichever side it was

nccessar}'. The term vkaiaioy was applied to an

army so arranged, whether square or oblong.

Afterwards the term ‘xkalcrtoy was restricted to

the square, the oblong being called Tklydioy.

Though at first sight the arrangement and ma-

noeuvres of a Lacedaemonian army seem exceed-

ingly complex, they were in reality quite the
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reverse, owing to the carefully graduated system
of subordination which prevailed («rx«3hv yap roi

iray rh <rrpar6wfSoy ruy AaK*Satfxoylo>y Hpxoyres
ipx^yreay tial. Thuc. v. 66). The commands of

the general were issued in the first place to tho

polemarchs, by these to the locbagi, by these

again to the pentccostcrcs, by the latter to the

enomotarchs, and by these last to their respective

divisions. From the orderly manner in which this

wns done, commands were transmitted with great
rapidity: every soldier, in fact, regidating the
movements of the man behind him, every two
being connected together as irperroairdrtjt and
Rrurrdrris.

In later times the king w-as usually accompanied
by two ephors, ns controllers and advisers. These,
with the polemarchs, the fsur Pythii, three peers

(bpotoi), who had to provide for the necessities of

the king in war, the laphyropolae and some other

officers, constituted what was called the damosia
of the king. (Xen. Rep. Lac. xiii. § 1, 7, xv.

§14, I/eiien. i\. 5. §8, vi. 4. §14; Plut. /.yc.

22.) The polemarchs also had some sort of suite

or staff with them, called avfupopfts (Plut. I*etoj>.

17 ;
Xen. Hellen.\\.A. § 14). With the excep-

tion of the enomotarchs, the superior officers and
those immediately about them, are not to be reck-

oned with the division which they led. They stood

distinct, forming what was called the iyrjpa.

The Spartan and Pcrioecian hoplites were ac-

companied in the field by helots, partly in tho

capacity of attendants, partly to serve as light-

armed troops. The number attached to on army
was probably not nniform. At Plataeae each
Spartan was accompanied by seven helots ; but
that was probably an cxtraordinaiy case. One
helot in particular of those attached to each Spartan
was called his bepdiray^ and performed the func-

tions of on armourer or shieldbearer (Eustath. ad
Dionys. Per. 5.33). Xenophon (Hellen. iv. 6.

§ 1 4, 8. § 39) calls them vreunrarraL (Comp. Herod.
V. Ill

;
Muller, Dor. iii. 3. § 2.) In extra-

ordinary cases, helots served as hoplites, and in

that case it was usual to give them their liberty

(Thucyd. viL 19, iv. 80, v. 34). Distinct corps

were, sometimes, composed entirely of these Nco-
damodes. A separate troop in the Lacedaemonian
army was formed by the Sciritae (ittiptrat), ori-

ginally, no doubt, inhabitants of the district Sciritis.

In battle, they occupied the extreme left of the line.

On a march, they formed the vanguard, and were
usually employed on the most dangerous kinds of

service. (Thuc. v. 67, with Arnold's note
; Xen.

Cyrop. iv. 2. § 1 ; K. F. Hermaniq § 29, note 1.3,

infers from this passage that they were cavalry,

an inference which is certainly not necessary, and
is contradicted by MUller, Manso, Haase, Thiri-

wall, Arnold, &c.)

The arms of the phalanx consisted of the long

spear and a short sword (^ufikrt). The chief part

of the defensive armour was the largo brazen
shield, which covered the body from the shoulder

to the knee (Tyrtaeus, fr. ii. 23), suspended, as in

ancient times, by a thong round the neck, and
managed by a simple handle or ring (xdpwa^).

The improved Corian handle (ixdyp) was not in-

troduced till the time of Cleomcnes III. Resides
this, they had the ordinary armour of the hoplite

[Arma]. The heavy-armed soldiers wore a
scarlet uniform (Xen. Rep. Imc. xi. § 3, Ages. ii.

7). The Spartan encampments were circular.

I I 3
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Only the heary-ftfined wcro stationed w ithin it,

the cavalry being placed to look out, and the helots

being kept os much as possible outside. As
another precaution against the latter, every soldier

was obliged always to carry his spear alK>ut with

him. (Xen. Krp. Imc, xiL) Though strict disci-

{

dine was, of course, kept up in the camp, it was

ess rigorous than in the city itself (PluL Lffe, 22,

comp. Herod, vii. 208), Pn^pamtorv to a battle

the Spartan soldier dressed his hair and crowned

himself os otliers would do for a feasL The signal

for attack in ancient tiroes was given by priests of

Ares (wvp<p6f>ot\ who threw lighted torches into

the interval between the two armies (Schol. ad

Eurip. Pltoen. 1186). Afterwards it was given

not by the trumpet, but by the music of flutesi,

and son^otimes also of the lyre and citharo, to

which the men sang the battle song (rcude

riipios). (Paus. iii. 17. § S ;
Plutic.) The object

of the music w’as not so much to inspirit the men,

as simply to regulate the march of the phalanx

(Thuc. v. 70), This rhythmical regularity of

movement was a point to which the Spartans at-

tached great itnportance. A sacrifice was offered

to the Muses before a battle, as also to Eros (Plut
AnV/uf. 17). To prevent the ranks being broken

the soldiers wcro forbidden to stop in order to

strip a slain enemy while the fight lasted, or to

purHiic a routed enemy. The younger hoplites or

the cavalry or light-armed troops were despatched

for this purpose (Xcit /M/gn. iv. 4. § 16, v. 14.

§ 16). All the booty collected had to be handed
over to the laphyropolac and ephon, by whom it

was sold.

The rigid inflexibility of the Spartan tactics

rendert'd them indisposed to the attack of fortified

places. At the battle of Plataenc, they even as-

signed to the Athenians the task of storming the

palisade formed by the of tho Persinna

In Athens (he military system was in its lead-

ing principles the tome as among the Spartans,

though differing in dcbiil,nnd carried out with K-m

exaclneu ; inasmuch ns when Athens became
powerful, greater attention w*as paid to the navy.

Of the times l>cfore Solon, we have but little in-

formation. \Vc learn that there were twelve

phmtriao, and in each of these four naucrariae,

each of which was bound to furnish two horsemen

and one ship. Of the four classes into which the

citizens were arranged by the constitution of Solon,

the citixens of the first and second served as ca-

valry, or as cninnuindors of the infantry (still it

need not be assumed that the linr«7r never served

os heavy-armed iniantr}'), those of the third class

((iftryTroi) formed the heavy-armed infantry. The
Tbetes served either as light-armed troops on land,

or on Ixiard the ships. The same general principles

remained when the constitution was remodelled

by Cloisthencs. The cavalry sorvice continued to

be compulsoiy' on the wealthier class (Xen. Oecofu

ii. 6 ; Lycuig. /xwer. § 139). All citizens quali-

fied to M'rvo either as horsemen, or in the ranks of

the hcavj’-anued infantry, were enrolled in a list

[CsTALooub]. Tho c.ise of Thetes serving as

heavy-armctl soldiers is spoken of as an exception

to the genenU rule ; and even when it w*as the

case, they wore not enrolled in tho catalogus.

(Thucyd. vi. 4.1.) Every citizen was Habln to

senice fr«>m his eighteenth to hit sixtieth year.

On reaching their eighteenth year, the young citi-

ICI.S were formally enrolled
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T'pa^arcrox, and received a shield and spear in a
public assembly of the people, binding thomselws
by oath to perform rightly the duties of a citizen

and a soldier (Aristot ap. Harpocr. p. 241 ; Her-
mann, /.e. § 123). During the first two years,

they were only liahle to smice in Attica itself,

chiefly ns garrison soldiers in the different fortresses

in the countiy*. During this period, they wrri'

called wpiroAot. (Harpocr. s. r. wvplwoXov
;

Pollux, viii. 10.5 ;
[.ycurg. /.eoer. § 76.) Accord-

ing to some authorities, this service was also (Hill'd

irrpaTsi'tt ro7t (Wachsmuth, /. e, vol. i.

§ .56, note 45). The levies were made under the

direction of the generals [Strateui].
soldiers were scU'cted cither according to age, as

among the Spartans (Aristot. ap. Harpocr. s. r.

<rrpaT({a and Phot. s. e. ffrparla : ihay rihiftfar

ynr^^rwtri, irpotrypd^ov^i t(»hv

^woffUfiov rlitos 8ci irrparrwo'Oai
; the

archons being, of course, those in whose year of

office they h.ad entered tho military sen ice), when
the expeditions were called f(o9ot to?* Vwwru-

^iT, or else according to a certain rotation (Aesch.

f. L. p. 3.10, rkt 4k 8<(i8oxfi( 4(d8ovt). The ser-

vices of those below or above the ordinary military

age, were only called for on emergencies, or for

guarding the w*alls. (Comp. Thuc. i. 105, ii. 13.)

Memliers of the senate during the period of their

office, farmers of the revenue, choreutae at the

Dion)*5ia during the festival
; in later times, traders

by sea also, were exempted from military service.

(I.ycurg. Lcncr, § 164 ;
Demosth. AVoer. p. 1353,

A/et</. p. 516; Aristoph. Ecde$. 1019, with tho

Schol.) Any one bound to serve who attempted

to avoid doing so, was liable to a sentence of

The resident aliens commonly served as

heavy-armed soldiers, especially for the purpose of

garrisoning the city. Tln>^ were prohibited from

serving as cavalry (Thiir. ii. 13, 81, iv. 90 ;
Xen.

tie 1><Y. ii. § 5, liipjmrch. ix. § 6). Slaves were

only employed os suldirrt in cases of great neces-

sity, as at Marathon (according to Pans, i 32.

g 3.3), and Arginusae (Xen. llrlten. I 6. § 17).

Of the details of tho Athenian military organi-

sation, wc have no distinct accounts as m*e have

of th^ of Sparta. The heavy-armed troops, as

was the universal practice in Greece, fought in

phalanx order. They were arranged in bodies in

a manner dejiendent on the political divisions of

the citizens. The soldiers of each tribe formed a
sefiarate IkkIv in the army, also called a tribe, and
these bodies stood in some preconcerted onler

(Herod, vi. Ill ; Plut. Ariti. 5 ; Thuc. vi. 98 ;

Xen. HtUen, iv. 2, § 19, with Schneider's notes).

It seems that the name of one division was Td{i*,

and of another Adxor, but in what relations these

stood to the 4^v\-i]y and to each other, we do not

learn, nnless Xenophon's expressions {Cymp. ii. I.

§ 4) may l>e looked upon as indicating that tho

rd^ts contained four lochi, and consisted of one

hundred men. (Comp. Xen. Mem. iii. 4. § 1 ;

Pollux, viU. § 114 ;
Lysias pro Mantitbeo, § 15,

Ac.) Every hnplite was accompanied by an at-

tendant Thuc. iii. 17), to take charge of

his liAggnge, and carry his shield on a march.

Each horseman also had a servant, called /wvo-

K^fior, to attend to his horse (Time. vii. 75, 78 ;

Xe!i. Ifellen. ii. 4).

It would appear, that before the lime of Solon

the cavalry which the Athenians could muster

was under 100. In the time of Cimun it was
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SOO, and »oon after, COO (Andoc. He Paee^ p, 92 ;

fcit hol, Arisloph, I'jfuU. 577, C24)
;

al lliu

Ding of the l\'io|M>nnesian war, 12U0, of whuni

2U0 Bcem to have been hired Scythian bowmen
(Thiic. iL T. 04, vl 94). Besidca the light-

armed »oldien dmwn from the nuiki of the

poorer citizens, there was at Athens a regiment

of Thracian slaves, armed with bows. The
number of these increased fri>m 300, who were

purchased after the liattlc of Salaniis, to lOOO or

r200 (Acschin. tU /uU. Ijeg. p. 335, 33C
; Bbckh,

J*hU\c Kcon. Aih. book ii. c. 1 1). These, how-
ever, were geiiemlly employed as n sort of police

or city guard. Ik'sidei these, however, the Atfac-

iiions hud a troop of bowmen of their own citizens,

amounting, at the beginning of the Peloponnesian

war, to IGOO (Thuc. iL 13 ; Biickh, /«c. li. c.21).

Fur the comntand of the army, there were

chosen every year ten generals [bTRATKUi], and

ten taxiorchs [Taxiarchi], and for the cavalry,

two hipporchs (TmrapxoO phylarchs

AapxoO* Uespecting the fuiKrtions of the

ToAf/iopx^t, sec the article Archon. The
Dumber of stmtegi sent with an army w'os not

unifurnL. Three was a common number. Some-

times one was invested with the supreme com-

mand
;

at other times, they cither took the com-

mand in turn (as at Marathon), or conducted

their operations by common consent (as in the

Sicilian expedition). (Xcil llippan^ L § U ;

Demosth. Phd.x. § 26 ;
Pollux, viii. § 6/ ; Schb-

mann, de Com. Ath. pp. 31 3^315.)
Tile practice of paying the troops when upon

aerv'ice was first introduced by Pericles (Ulpian.

ad Detnoslh. wepl o-i/Krd^. p 50, a). The pay con-

sisted partly of wages {tu<Td6s\ partly of provi-

sions, or, more commonly, provision-money (<riTi|-

p^aioy). Tbo ordinary fua06f of a hoplito was

two obols a day. The ffirr}p4aio¥ amounted to

two obols more. Hence, the life of a soldier was

called, proverbially, rtrfwSiKov 0ios (Eustath. od

Od. p. 1405, ad IL p. 951). Higher pay, how-

ever, was sometimes given, as at the siege of Poti-

doca the seddiers received two drachmae apiece,

one for themselves, the otlicr for their attendants.

This, doubtless, included the provision-money

(Tbuc. iiL 17). Officers received twice os much
;

horsemen, three times
;

generals, four times as

much (comp. Xen. vii. 6. § 1,3. § 9). 7’he

horsemen received pay cron in time of peace, that

they might always be in readiness, and also a sum

of money for their outfit (Kordorofftt, Xen. Hip-

parch. I g 19 ;
K. F. Hermann, § 152, note 19).

They were rcviea’cd from time to time by the

senate (Xen. Hippareh. ilL § 9, Oecoa. ix. 15).

Before entering the scrvic'*, both men and horses

had to undergo on examination before the hip-

parchs, who ahK) hod to drill and train them in

time of peace. The horses of the heavy-armed

cavalry were protected by defensive armour.

As regards the military strength of the Athe-

nians, wc find 10,000 hcavy-onned soldiers at

Marathon, 6,000 heavy armed, and os many light

armed at Platacae ;
and at the beginning of the

Peloponnesian war there were 13,000 heavy armed

ready for foreign service, and 16,000 consisting of

those beyond the limits of the ordinary military'

age and of the metocci, for garrison M'rvice.

It was the natural result of the nalioiuU charac-

ter of the Athenians and their dcmocratical con-

stitution! that military discipline was much less
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stringent among them than among the Spartans
(XoAsred al {tp4rtpat ^wrtts ipiat, Thuc.
vii. 14), and after defeat especially it was often

found extremely difficult to maintain iU The
generals hod some power of punishing military

ofiTcncei on the spot, but for the greater number of

such offences a species of court-martial was held,

consisting of persons who had served in the army
to which the offender belonged, and presided over

by the strategi (Lysias, Adr. Ate. $5,6; Plato,

/.eg. xii. 2. jj. 943 ; K. F. Hermann, /. c. § 146,
153 ; Meier and Schdmann, der Attiaehe Proceu^

pp. 133, 363—366). Varions rewards also were
held out for those who especially distinguished

themselves for their courage or conduct, in the
shape of chaplets, statues, Ac. In connection with
these the Adyor 4wird^iot, spoken over those who
had fallen in war, must not be omitted. Respect-

ing tbc |«ovision made for those who were dis-

abled in war, tec the article Adunati.
The Peltastoo (wsXTooraf), so called from the

kind of shield which they wore [Pki.ta], were a
kind of troops of which we hrarvery little l>efore

the end of the Peloponnesian war. The first time

we have any mention of them it in Thuc. iv. Ill,

where they are spoken of os being in the army of

Brasidos. With the more frequent employment
of mercenary troops a greater degree of attention

was bestow^ upon the peltastae ; and the Athe-
nian general Iphicratcs introduced some important

improvements in the mode of arming them, com-
bining os for as possible the peculiar advantages of

heavy (dvATreu) and light armed (thtAof) troops.

He substituted a linen corslet for the coat of mail

worn by the hoplites, and lessened the shield, while

he doubled the length of tbe spear and sword. He
even took the pains to introduce for them an im-
proved sort of shoe, called after him *l^<«rparf8c>

(Pollux, vli. 89), This equipment was veiy com-
monly adopted by mercenary troops, and proved

very effi'ctive. The almost toUil destruction of a
more of lAccdaeinonian heavy-armed troops by a
body of peltastae under the command of Iphicrntes

was an exploit that became very famoua (Xen.
Iledea. iv. 5. § 11.) Tbe peltas't style of arming
was general smong tbe Acbacans until Philo-

poemen again mt^ueed heavy annour. (Pint,

l^kdop, 9 ;
Liv. xlii. 55.)

When the use of mercenary troops became
general, Athenian citizens seldom served except at
volunteers, and then in but small numbt'rs. Thus
we find 10,000 mercenaries tciu to Olynthus with
only 400 Athenians (Demosth. de f<d». /.eg.

p.425). With 15,000 mercenaries sent against

Philip to Chacroneia, there were 2000 citizens (De-
roosth. de Cor, p. 306). It became not uncommon
also for those bound to serve in the cavalry to

commute their services for those of horsemen hired

in their stead, and the duties of the lamorpo^a
were ill executed. Tbe employment of mer-
cenaries also led in other respects to considerable

alterations in the military system of Greece. War
came to be studied as an art, and Greek generals,

rising above the old simple rules of warfare, be-

came tacticians. The old method of arranging

the troops, a method still retained by Agesilaus

at the battle of Coronea, was to draw up the

op|X)sing armies in two parallel lines of greater

or less depth, according to the strength of the

forces, the engagement commencing usually very

nearly at tbc same moment in all ports of tbe line.
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Tbe genial of P<|iamLnoiidu introduced a complete

rerolution in the military lyitcm. He wai the

fint who ndopU‘d the method of charging in co-

lumn, concentrating his attack upon one point of

the hostile line, to as to throw the whole into con-

fusion by breaking through it For minute details

the reader is referred to the account of the battle

of Mantineia (Xcn. Helien. rii. 5. § 22 ; comp. Ti.

4. § 12). It seems from the description that tbe

troojts were drawn up in a form somewhat like

a wf’dBe.

Philip, king of Macedonia, is sometimes spoken

of by Greek writers as tbe inrentor of the phalanx.

It is probable enough that he was the first to

introduce that mode of organisation into the army
of Macedonia, and that he made several improve-

ments in its anus and arrangement, but the pha-

lanx was certainly not invented by him. The
spear (7dft<r<ra or 7dpi7ft), with which the soldiers

of the Macedonian phalanx were armed, was ordi-

narily 24 feet long ; but the ordinary' length w'as

21 feet (Polyb. xviil 12 ; Aelian. Tact. 14), and

the lines were arranged at such distances that tbe

spears of the fifth rank projected three feet beyond

the first, so that every man in the front rank was

protected by five spears. Tbe men in the ranks

further back rested their spears on the shoulders

of those in front of them, inclining them upa*ards,

in which position they, to some extent at least,

arretted the missiles that might be hurled by the

enemy. Besides the spear they carried a short

sword. The shield was very large and covered

nearly the whole body, so that on favourable

ground an impenetrable front was presented to the

enemy. The soldiers were also defended by hel-

mets, coats of mail, and greaves ;
so that any

thing like rapid movement was impouible. When
in dense battle array (wwtiwrif or wvifrdrvjr),

three feet were allowed for each man, and in this

position their shields touched (7i/>vunri7/«dr, Polyb.

L e, \ Aelian, Tad. c. 11. gives six feet for each

man in the ordinary arrangement, three feet for

the wvKyt0Ci% or dense battle array, and one and a

half feet for the 9vvaffitiCfL6i). On a march six

feet were allowed for each man. The ordinary depth

of the phalanx was sixteen, though depths of eight

and of thirty-two are also mentioned. (Polyb. L c.

comp. xii. 19— 21.) Each file of sixteen was called

A^xos. It is difficult to say what reliance is to lie

pla^ upon the subdivisions mentioned by the

tacticians Aelian, &c. as connected with the pha-

.
lanx of Philip, though they may have been usual

in later times. According to them each higher

division was the double of tbe one below it. Two
lochi made a ddochui; two dilochiae made a r<-

Tpapxl<S consisting of sixty-four men ; two te-

trerchies made a rdfit; two rd^tir a viitnayna or

{sw/lo, to which were attached five supernumeraries,

a herald, an ensign, a trumpeter, a servant, and an

officer to bring up the rear (oifpay6s); two syntag-

mata formed a pentacosiarchk, tw*o of which mado
a containing 1024 men

;
two chi-

liarebies made a rcAor, and two r^Aiy made a pha-

langarchia or phalanx in the narrower sense of the

word, the normal number of which would there-

fore bo 4096. It w*as commanded by a polemarch

or stmtogus ; four such bodies formed the larger

phalanx, the normal number of which would bo

16,3H4. Whendraw'n up, the two middle sections

constituted what w*os termed the o^^oAds, the

othirs being called tUpara or wings. The phalanx
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soldiers in the army of Alexander amounted to

18,000. and were divided not into four, but into

six divisions, each named after a Macedonian pro-

vince, from wbich it was to derive its recruits.

These bodies arcoftenercalled rd{ftsthan^dAiry7«s

by the historians, and their leaders taxiarchs or

strategi. Tbe phalanx of Antiochus consisted of

16,000 men, and was formed into ten divisions

(fidpTj) of 1600 each, arranged 50 broad and 32
deep (Appian, 32 ;

Liv. xxxvii. 40).

In the general principles of its arrang^'ment and
the modes of altering its form, tbe Macedonian
phalanx resembled the Lacedaemonian, though

the late tacticians do not always describe tbe

movements by the same technical terras as Xeno-
phon. Tbe Macedonian phalanx, however, altered

Its form with great difficulty. If an attack on the

flanks or rear was apprehended, a separate front

was formed in that direction, if possible before the

commencement of the fight. Such a doable pha-

lanx, with two fronts in opposite directions, was

called d^lTTo/ior. To guard against

being taken in flank, the line was bent round,

forming what was colled the ivued^Ttos rd^ir.

Tbe cavalry or light tmops w'cre not unfrequently

employed for this purpose, or to protect the roar

(comp. Arrian, Ai^. ii. 9, iiL 12 ;
Polyh. xii.

21). Respecting the relative advantages and dis-

advantages of the Roman legion and tbe phalanx,

there is an instructive passage in Polybius (xviit.

12, and comp, xii 19, Ac.). The phalanx, of

course, became all but useless, if its ranks w'cre

broken. It required, therefore, level and open

ground, so that its operations were restricted to

very narrow limits ; and being incapable of rapid

movement, it became almost helpless in the face of

an active enemy, unless accompanied by a suffi-

cient number of cavalry and light troops.

The light-armed troops were arranged in files

(Adxoi) eight deep. Four lochi formed a

and then larger divisions were successively formed,

each being the double of the one below it ; the

largest (called /wlriry/ia), consisting of 8192 men.

The cavalry (according to Aeliaous), were ar-

ranged in an analogous manner, the lowest division

or squadron (fAi}), containing 64 men, and tbe

successive larger divisions being each the double

of that below it
;
the highest {twirecyfUk) contain-

ing 4096.

Both Philip and Alexander attached great im-

portance to the cavalry, which, in their armies,

consisted partly of Macedonians, and partly of

Thessalians. The Macedonian horsemen were the

flower of the young nobles. They amounted to

about 1 200 in number, forming eight squadrons,

and, under the name froipot, formed a sort of

body-gxiard for tbe king. The Thessalian cavalry

consisted chiefly of the dlite of the W’calthier clou

of the Thessalians, but included also a number of

Grecian youth from other states. There was also

a guard of foot-toldiers {{nrainrt<rral% whom we
And greatly distinguishing thcmseivei in the cam-

paigns of Alexander. They seem to be identical

with the wc^eroipei, of whom we find mention.

They amounted to about 3000 men, arranged in

six battalions (Td^cir). There was also a troop

called Argyraspids, from the silver W'ith which

their shields wore oniamented. [ Argyraspioxa.J
They seem to have been a species of peitastae.

Alexander alto organis«'d a kind of (n»ops called

5i/tdx»» who were something iutermediate be-
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tween cavalry and infantry, beinff detignod to fight

on honcback or on foot, as circumstances required.

It is in the time of Alexander the Great, that

we first meet with artillery in the train of n

Grecian army. His baliatae and oatapeitae were
frequently employed with great effect, as, for in-

stance, at the passage of the Jaxartes (Arrian, ir,

4. § 7). After the invasion of Asia also ele-

phants began to be employed in connection with

Grecian armies. (MiUler, Dorians, book iii. c. 12 ;

Wachsmuth, AUertkmm^tKle, book ri ;

K. K. Hermann, Cfrieck. Staat*iltertM. § 29, 30,

152 ; Haase in Eirsch and Gruber's Encydop,
art Pkalamx

;

Jleeren's Hefloctioms, Ac. AncUnt
Grtfce, c. xiL ;

Bdekh's PmUic Ecomotny ofAthens,
c. xxi. xxii.) [C. R M.J

2.

Romas. In the present article we shall

attempt to present a view of the constitution of a
Roman army at several remarkable epochs, and to

point out in what respect the usages of one age

differed most conspicuously from those of another,

abstaining most carefully from those general state-

ments which in many works upon antiquities are

enunciated broadly, without reference to any spe-

cified time, as if they were applicable alike to the

reign of Tarquin and to the reign of Valentinian,

including the whole intennedtate space within

their wide sweep.

Our authorities wilt enable ns to form a con-

ception, more or less complete, of the organisation

of a Homan army at five periods :
—

1. At the establishment of the comitia conturiata
!

by Senrius.

2. About a century and a half after the expul-

sion of the kings.

3. During the wan of the yoiuiger Scipio, when
the discipline of the troops was, perhaps, more
perfect than at any previous or subsequent era ; and
here, fortunately, our information is roost complete.

4. In the timet of Marius, Sulla, and Julius

Caesar.

5. A hundred and fifty yean later, when the

empire had reached its culminating point under
Trajan and Hadrian.

^yond this, wc shall not seek to advance.

After the death of M. Aurelius, we discern nought
save disorder, decay, and disgrace ;

while an in-

quiry into the complicated arrangements introduced

when every department in the state was remodel-

led by Diocletian and Constantine, would de-

mand lengthened and tedious investigation, and
would prove of little or no service to the classical

student

Anthoritiee, The number of ancient writers

now extant, who treat professedly of the military

affairs of the Romans, is not great, and their works
are, with one or two exceptions, of little value.

Incomparably the roost important is PoiyUus,

who in a fra^ent preserved from his sixth book,

presents us with a sketch of a Roman army at

the time when its character stood highest, and its

discipline was most perfect This, so far as it

reaches, yields the best information we could desire.

The tract w«pl <rrparytyutit¥ rd^wy 'EAXqvtKwv

of AeUanne who flourished under Nerva, belongs,

as the title implies, to Greek tactics, but con-

tains also a brief, imperfect, and indistinct ac-

count of a Roman army. The t4x*^ ramfc^ of

Atrium, governor of Cappadocia under Hadrian,

is occupied in a groat measure with the nm-
noeuvres of the phalanx, to which is subjoined a
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minute practical exposition of the preliroinory

exeix'iscs by which the Roman cavalry were
trained

; to Arrian, likewise, we arc indebted for

a very interesting fragment entitled Irro^is icar*

'AXeuw**, suppos^ to be a portion of bis lost

history, which bore the name ’AXsu'ucl, consUt-
rng of instructions for the order of march to bo
adopted by the force despatched against the Scy-
thians, and for the precautions to \je observed in

niarsbolling the line of battle. This piece taken
In connection with the essay of f/yyiaus, of which
wo have spoken under Castea, will assist us
materially when wo seek to form a distinct idea
of the constitution of a Roman army in the early
part of the second century. It remains for us to

notice the Latin “ Scriptorcs do Re Militari,'*

Erontinus, Motlertas, and I’eyetius. The Strutr-

yemutica of the first, who lived under Vespasian,
is merely a collection of anecdotes compiled with-
out much care or nice discrimination, and presents
very little that is available for our pn^sent purpose

;

the LiheUui de VocofiWif Rei Militaris of the
second, addressed to the emperor Tacitus, affords a
considerable number of tecKnical terms, but is in

such a confused state, and so loaded with interpola-

tions, that wo con employ it with little confidence
;

the 7^01 Afilitaris InstittUa of the third, dedi-
cated to the youngerValentinian, is a formal treatise

dream up in an age when the ancient discipline of
Rome was no longer known, or had, at least, fallen

into desuetude
; but the materials, we are assured

by the author himself^ were derived from sources

the most pure, such as Cato the Censor, Cornelius

Cclsus, and the official rt^latiuns of the earlier

emperors. Misled by these specious professions,

and by the regularity displayed in the distribution

of the different sections, many scholars hare been
induced to adopt the statements here embodied
without hesitation, without even asking to what
period they applied. But when the book is sub-
jected to criti(^ scrutiny, it will be found to be
full of inconsistencies and contradiclkmt, to mix
up into one confused and heterogeneous mass the
systems pursued at epochs the most remote from
each other, and to exhibit a state of things which
never did and never could have existed. Hence,
if we are to make any use at all of this fitfrago,

we must proceed m*ith the utmost caution, and
ought to accept the novelties which it offers, merely
in illustration or confirmation of the testimony of

others, without ever permitting them to weigh
against more trustworthy witnesses.

But while the numW of direct authorities is

very limited, much knowledge may be obtained

through a multitude of indirect channels. Not
only do the narratives of the historians of Roman
affairs abound in details relating to military opera-

tions, but there is scarcely a Latin vbTiter upon
any topic, whether in prose or verse, whose pages
are not filled with allusions to the science of war.

The writings of the jurists also, inscriptions,

medals, and monuments of art communicate much
that is curious and important ; but even after we
have brought together and classified all these

scattered notices, we shall have to regret that

there ore many things left in total darkness, and
many upon which the assertions of different wri-

ters cannot by any dexterity be reconciled in a
satisfactory manner. We shall endeavour to ex-

pound in each case those views which are sup-

ported by the greatest amount of credible evidence.
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xvithout attempting to discuu the various points

upon which controvcrsici have arisen.

Among the writings of modem scholars wo
ought to notice specially the dialogues ** De Mi*

litia llomona*' by the learned and indefatigable

JJpsitu, in whicn the text of Polybius (vi. 19^

4*2), and a chapter in Livy (viil B) serve os a

foundation for a great superstructure of illustration

and supplementary matter
;
nor must wc forget the

** Poliorcetica*’ of the same author, which may bo

regarded os a continuation of the preceding. The
posthumous dissertation of Saimasiu* ^ De He mi-

litari Homanorum," w’hich displays the deep read-

ing, mixed up with not a little of the rashness, of

that celebrated critic, is well worthy of perusal,

and will be found in the “ Corpus Antiquitatiun

Romanarum of GnuriuSy vol. x. p. 1*284. The
same volume includ^'S the admirable commentary

of SfMitu on Hyginus, his notes on Polybius,

together with essays on rarious topics connected

with Roman warfare by Doecl^rtUy Rf^terteHus^

EtyciuM PuteanHS^ M. A. Causetu (De la Cbausse),

Pdru* Ramu*^ &c. A most elaborate series of

papers by M. I^e llea% is printed in the twenty-

fifth and several succeeding volumes of the ** Md-
raoires de TAcoddmie des Inscriptions et Belles

Lettres and although we are far from acquiescing

in all the conclusions at which he arrives, it is im-

possible to deny that in so far ns fitets arc con-

cerned, he bas almost exhausted every topic on

W'hich he has entered, and wc cannot but lament

that he should not have completed the design

which he originally sketched out. Wc may
consult with profit Folard't “ Commontaire,” at-

tached to the French translation of Polybius, by
the Benedictine Vincent Thuillier, 6 tom. 4t^
Amst, 17‘29; Guitickardy “ Mdmoires Militaircs

sur les Orecs et les Romains,'* 2 tom. 4to,

Hayr, 1757, and ** Mdmoircs Critiques et His-

toriejues sur Plusicurs Ponls et Antiquitds Mili-

tairca,” 4 tom. 4to, Berlin et Paris, 1775 ;

VawioncouHy “ Histoire des Campagnes d'llan-

nilwil en Italic,*' 3 torn. 4to, Paris, 1812; 7?oy,
**

Militar}' Antiquities of the Romans in Britain,**

fol. Loud. 1/93; Nast^ “ Romische Kriegsalter-

thUmcr,” 8vo, Halle, 178*2
;

Z.oAr, “ IJehcr die

Taclik und dtw Kriegswesen dcr Oriechen und
UnmtT,** 8vo. Kempt, 1825 ;

AeAwer, “Do Ro-
nblica Romana sivo ox Pnlybii Mcgalop. sezta

listeria Excerpta,** 8vo. Salzb. 18*23.

General Remark* on tie Leyion^

The name //ib is coeval with the foundation

of Homo, and always denoted a body of troops,

which, although subdivided into several smaller

bodies, uns regarded as forming an organised

whole. It cannot be held to have been equivalent

to whnt wc call a reffiment^ inasmuch as it con-

tained troops of all arms, infiintry, cavalry, and,

when military engines were extensively einjiloyed,

artillery also ; it might thus, so far, be regarded os

a complete oraiy, but on the other hand the num-
ber of soldiers in a legion was fixed within certain

limits, never much exceeding 6000, and hence

when war w’as carried on upon a large scale, a
ingle army, under the command of one general,

frequently contained two, three, or more legions,

besides a large number of auxiliaries of rarious

dennniitmtinns. In like manner the legion being

complete within itself, and not directly or neces-

sarily connected with any other corps, cannot be
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translated by battalion^ Hivieiony detaekmeniy nor
any other term in ordinary use among modem
tacticians. Ancient etymologists agree in deriving

Ifnjio from legere to choose (Varr. L. L. r. § 87,
vi. § 66. cd. Muller ; Plut Rom. 1 3 ;

Non. Mar-
cel!. i. s. o. legionum ; Modest, d* VocalA. R, M. ;

Isidor. Orig. iz. 3. § 46X And the name endured
as long as the thing itself Itt Beau and others

are mistaken when they assert that in Tacitus, and
the writers who followed him, the word numeri is

frequently substituted for legioy for it will be seen
from the passages to which we give references

below, that numeri is used to denote cither the

different corps of which a legion was composed, or

a corps generally, without any allusion to the

legion (Tac HUL i. 6, 87. Af/ric. 18, comp. Anm^
ii. 80, Ifist. ii. 69 ; Plin. Ep. iii. 8, x. 38 ; Vopisc.

Proh. 14 ;
lllpian. in Dig. 3. tit. 3. s. 8. § 2 ; 29.

tit. 1. 8. 43, dec. dec. Sm below the remarks on
the Cohort).

In the Scriptures of the New Testament, in

Plutarch (e.g. Rom. 13,20), and elsewhere, we
meet with the Grcciaed word XeylttVy but the

Greek writers upon Roman affairs for the most
part employ some term borrowed from their own
literature as an equivalent

;
and since each con-

sidered himself at liberty to select that which ho
deemed roost appropriate or which suggested itself

at the moment, without reference to the practice

of those who bad gone before him, and without
endeavouring to preserve uniformity even within

the bounds of his own writings, we not only fiud a

considerable variety of words used indiscriminately

08 representatives of IjrgiOy but we find the same
author using different words in different passages,

and, what is still more perplexing, the same word
which is used by one author for the legion as a
whole is used by others to indicate some one or

other of the sn)>divisiona The tonus which we
meet w'itfa most commonly are, (rrpardirsSoK,

kay(y rdyfiay r^Aot, less frequently orpdTtvfjut and
r«7xor. Polybius in those chapters which are de-

voted exclusively to a description of the legion

uniformly dcsimiatcs it by orpar^ircSo*', which he

sometimes njfplies to an army in genei^ (e. g. ii.

73, 86), while by others it is usually employed
to denote a ramp (oo4ra). Again Polybius gives

a choice of three names for the maniple, ffitpeuoy

tnrtlpoy and rdy/ui, but of these the first is fev the

most part introduced by others os the translation of

the Latin vexiUttniy the second almost uniformly as

equivalent to eokorty and the third, although of wide
acceptation, is constantly the representative of Utflo.

Dionysius uses sometimes, especially in the earlier

books of his history, (e. g. v. 67), some-

times rdyfiara (e. g. vL 43, ix. 10, 13), or orpo-

riyuara (vi. 42), and hU example is fol-

lowed by Josephus {D. J. iii. 5. § 5 ; 6. § 2)

;

Appion adopts r^Aof (e.g. Annib. B, R.O. it 76,

79, 96, iii. 45, 83, 92, iv. 115) ;
Plutarch within

the compass of a single sentence (Af. Anion. 18)

has iKith rdyfiara and r4\rf
;
Dion Caosius, when

speaking of the legions in contradistinction to the

household troops, colls them in one pas^gc vd
iroXiTiad arparSwtba (xxxviii. 47), in another

Twi' in KoraXdyov (rrpartvOfilvttr {W. *24),

and where no particular emphasis is required, wo
find orpdrtvfia (rh Seicaror arpdrtvfiOy xxxviit

47, xl. 65), rt7xos (toO rtrdprov rov ^v$tKoO
rtlxovSy Ixxix. 7), <rrpar6w*bon (xxxviii. 46, xL
65, 66), and arpardwtiow 4k Korakdyov (xl. 27
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eoinp. vL 18), whence the leci^^noriet are styinl

•t 4k rov KoToAf^v <rrpaTcvo/«cyo<(lT. 24, lit 22,

Hi. 2), or simply KaTaKty6nwot (Hr. 25).

Neither Livy nor Dionysius notice the tint es<

tablishmeiit of tho lejrion, but they both take for

granipd that it existed from the rcry foundation of

the city, while V'arro (L.L. v. § 89) and Plutarch

( /iom. 1 3) expressly ascribe the institution to

Uomulus. The latter speaks of the band led by
Koreulus ajminst AmiUius as being divided into

ecntiirics sir 4<caro-

rr6ai\ giving at the same time tho origin of the

term maniple, and tho former states that lloinulus,

to establish his legion, took 1000 men from each

tribe.

ConMUuiiam ofthe Legion, Tho legion for many
centuries was composed exclusively of Roman
citizens. By the ordinances of Ser>*ius Tullius

thos<.> alone who were enrolled in the five classes

Were eligible, and one of the greatest changes in-

troduced by Marius was the admission of all

orders of citizens, including the lowest, into the

ranks. (Sail. Jug. 88 ; PluL Mar. 9 ; Fior. iiL 1 ;

Cell. xvL 10.) Up to the year B.C. 107 no one

was permitted to serve among the rc^pilar troops of

the state except thooc who were regarded as pos-

sessing a strong personal interest in the stability of

the Cftmmonwcalth, but the principle having been

at this period abandoned, the privilege was ex-

tended after the close of the Social War (a. c, 87)
to nearly the whole of the free population of Italy,

and by the famous edict of ()^m^la (or perhaps

of M. Aurelius), to the whole Homan world. I^ng
before this, however, the legions w’erc mised chiefiy

in the provinces, and hence are ranked by Hyginus
ainot»g the provineinU$ militia {Uyitme* quvniom

mnt mUitiae prornncialis Juielwsima). Kven under

Augustus, the youth of Latium, Umbria, Etruria,

and the ancient colonics, s<‘rvcd chiefly in the

household troops (Tac. Ann. ir. who for this

reason arc com{dimentcd by Otho os Italiae uiunini

el rrre. Homana juren/us (Tac. HUi. L 84). But
although the legions contained comparatively few
native Italians, it docs not appear that the admis-

sion of foreigners not subjects was ever practised

upon a large scale until the reign of the second

Claudius (a. d. 2G8—270), who incor|x>rated a

large body of vanquished Goths, and of Prubus

(a. d. 276—282), who distributed 1 6,000 Germans
among legionary and frontier battalions (Dumm's et

limitoneis milUiLut^ Vopisc. I*rvb. 14.). From this

lime forward what had originally been tho leading

characteristic of th** legion was rapidly obliterated,

ao that under Diocletian, Constantine, and their

successors, the best soldiers in the Roman armies

were barbarians. The name Legion w’as still re-

tained in the fifth century, since it appears in an

edict addressed by the emperors Arendius and
llonorius to the prefect Romulianus (Cod. Justin.

12. tit. 36. g. 13) and also in the tract known as

tho Notitia Imperii {ti, 59). It pro-

bably did not fall into total disuse until the epoch

of Justinian's 8w*ny
;
but in the numerous ordi-

nances of that prince with regard to military aflairs

nothing bears m any way upon the constitution of

the legion, nor does tho name occur in Ic^l docu-

ments sulisequent to tho above-mentioned edict of

Arendius and Honorius.

There is yet another circumstance connected

with the social position of the soldier to which it

is very ncccsear)* to advert, if we desire to form a
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distinct idea of the changes gradually introduced
into the Roman niiliury system. The Roman
armies for a long period consisted entirely of what
wo might term mUUki. Every cilUen was, to a
certain extent, trained to anni during a fixed

period of his life ; ho was, at all times, liable to

be called upon to serve; but the legion in which
ho was enrolled urns disbanded as soon as the
special service for which it had been levied, was
performed ; and although these calls w*erc frequt‘iit

m the early ages of the kingdom and the ettmmon-
wealth, when the enemies of the republic w'ero

almost at the gates, yet a few inontos, or more
frequently, a few weeks or even days, sufficed to

decide tho fortunes of the campaign. The Roman
annalists assure us that a Homan army had never
wintered in the field, until more than three cen-
turies after the foundation of the city, when tlie

blockade of Veli required the constant pn^nce of

tho besiegers. As the scene of action became
by degree* farther removed from Latium, when
southern Italy and Sicily were now the sent of

war— when the existence of Rome was menaced
by the Carthaginian invasion— when her armies
were opposed to such leaders as Pyrrhus, llamilcar,

and Hannibal — it was, of course, impossible to

leave tho foo for a moment unwatched
; and the

exigencies of the state rendered it necessary that

tho same legions and the same soldiers should
remain in activity for several years in succession.

This protracted service bccaniu inevitable os tho

dominion of Rome extended over Greece and Asia,

when the distances rendered fre<}ucnt relief im-

practicable ; but down to the very termination of

the republic, the ancient principle was rect^iisi'd,

that when a campaign was concluded, the soldier

was entitled to return homo and to resume the

occuftalioii of n peaceful citizi'n. It wo* a con-

viction that their U*adcr hod broken faith with

thorn by commencing a new w’or against Tigranes,

after the defeat of Mithridales, their pmper and
legitimate op|>unent, which induced the troops of

Lucullus to mutiny, and com]x-llcd their leader to

abandon bis Armenian conquests. Hence, fur up-

wards of seven centuries, there was no such thing

AS the military profession, and no man considered

himself os a soldier in contradistinction to other

callings. Everj’ individual knew that he was
bound as a memlwr of the l>6dy politic to perform

certain duties
;
but these duties w'crc performed

without distinction by all— nt least by all w'hoso

stake in the prosperity of their country was con-

sidered sufficient to insure their zeal in defending

it
;
and each man, when his shan* of this obligation

wo* discharged, returned to take his place in

socic-ty, and to pursue his ordinary avocations.

The admission of the C<t}nte Cen*% into the ranks,

persons who, prolmbly', found their condition ns

soldiers much superior to their position ns civilians,

and who could now cherish hopes of amassing
wealth by plunder, or of rising to honour as officers,

tended to create a numerous class disfMised to de-

vote themselves permanently to a miliiarj* life as

the only source from whence they amid secure

comfort and distinction. The long-continued

operations of Caesar in Oaul, and the necessity

imposed upon Pompeius of keeping up a largo

force as a check on his dreaded rival, contributed

strongly to nourish this feeling, which was, at

Icncih, fully developed and confirmed by the civil

broils which lasted for twenty years, and by th«
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practice first introduced upon a large scale, after

the Mithridatic wars, of granting pensions for long

service in the shape of donations of land. Hence,
when Augustus in compliance, as we arc told by
Dion Cassius (lii.27), with the advice of Maecenas,
determined to provide for the security of the

distant provinces, and for tranquil submission at

home by the establishment of a powerful standing

army, he found the public mind in a great degree

prepared for such a measure, and the distinction

l>etween soldier and civilian wiknown, or at least

not recognised before, became from this time for-

ward as broadly marked as in the most pure mili-

tary despotisms of ancient or modem tunes. In

this place, we are required simply to call attention

to the foct— it belongs to the philosophic historian

to trace the results.

7%s ntunbering of Oto legions and their titles.

The legions were originally numbered according to

the order in which they were raised. Thus in the

early part of the second Punic war, we hear of the

fourth legion (rh riraprov <rrpar6ir(Soy)^ being

hard pressed by the Boii (Polyb. iii. 40) ; the

tenth legion plays a conspicuous part in the history

of Caesar ns his favourite corps (Dion Cass.

xxxviiL 1 7), and the cabinets of numismatologists

present us with an assemblage of denarii struck by
M. Antonius in honour of the legions which he
commanded, exhibiting a regular series of numbers
from 1 up to 30, with only four blanks (25, 27,

20, 29). As the legions became permanent, the

some numbers remained attached to the same
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corps, which were moreover distinguished by various

epithets of which we have early examples in the

J^gio Martia (Cic. Fhilip.y. 2 ;
Veil. Pat. iL 61 ;

Dion Oiss. xlv. 13 ;
Appian, B. C. iv. 1 15), and the

Legio Quinta Alauda. [AlaI'DA.]
Dion Cassius, who flourished under Alc^pidcr

Severus, tells us (Iv, 23) that the military esuib-

lishment of Augustus consisted of twenty-three or

twenty-five legions (we know from Tac. Ann. iv. 5,

that twenty-five was the real number), of which
nineteen still existed when he wrote, the rest hav-

ing been destroyed, dispersed, or incorporated by
Augustus or his successors in other legiona Ho
gives the names of nineteen, and the localities

where they were stationed in his own day, adding
the designations of those which had been raised by
subsequent emperors. This list has been consider-

ably enlarged from inscriptions and other autho-

rities, which supply also several additional titles.

We give the catalogue os it stands in the pages of

the historian, and refer those who desire more
complete information to the collections of Roman
Inscriptions by Gniter and Orelli, to the fifth book
of the Comment, lieip. Horn, of Wolfgang I^azius,

fol. Francf. 1598, and to EIckhel, Doctrina Numm.
Vet. vol. vi. p. 50, vol. viiL p. 488. In the follow-

ing table an asterisk is subjoined to the nineteen

legions of Augustus, to the remainder the name of

the prince by whom they were first levied
;
the

epithets included within brackets are not given

by Dion, but have been derived from various

sources ;
—

List ofthe Ijegions in the Reign of Alejcander Severus.

Number of the

Legion.
Title. By whom raised.

Where stationed in the age of

Dion Cassius.

Prima Italica Nero Ilibema in Mvsia Infcriorc.

Adjutrix Galba Pannonia Inferior.

M inerv'ia Domitinnus Germania Inferior.— Parthica Sept Severus Mesopotamia.
Seeunda Augusta • Hiberna in Britannia Superiore.

Adjutrix Vespasionus Pannonia Inferior.

A^gyptia Trajana Trajanus (Egjpt.5)

Italica M. Antoninus Noricunu
Media (Parthica) Sept Severus Italia.

Tertia . Augusta • Numidia.
Gallica * Phoenicia.

Cvrenaica « Arabia.

Italica M. Antoninus Uhnetia.

Parthica Sept Severus Mesopotamia.
Quarta Scythica Syria

Flavin (Felix) Vesposionus Syria.

Quinta Macedonica * Dacia.

Sexta Victrix
«-

Britannia Inferior.

Ferrata Judaea.

Septima Claudia • Mysia Superior.

(Ocmina) Galba Hisponio.

Octava Augusta Gcrnuuiia Superior.

Dccima Gemina « Pannonia Superior.

(Fretensis) « .ludaca.

Undecima Claudia * Mysia Inferior.

l>uodecimn Fulminatrix * Cappadocia.

Di'cima Tertia Gemina #
Dncin.

Decima Quarta Gemina ft Pannonia Superior.

Dccima QninU Apollinaris ft Cappadocia.

Vigesima Valeria Victrix ft Britannia Superior.
ft Hiberna in Gcrnuuiia.

Trigesima Ulpia (Victrix) Tmjonus (Germania ?).
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On this we imiy remark

1. That •eTcral legioni bore the same number:

thus there were four /Vrstfs, hre Seoomltj and hve

TkirrU.

2. The titles were dcriTed from rarioos circtim-

stances
;
some indicated the deity under whose

patronage the legions were placed, such as Mittervitt

and some the country in which they

had been levied or recruited, as /taliat, Afiu»-

doniea^ Cktliiea

;

or the scene of their most brib

liant achievements, as Farthica, Sicytkieu ; some the

eni{wmr under whom they had served or by w'hom

they had been created, ns ^iv;iu/a, Ftaria^ Ufj/ia ;

some a ip«*cial service, as Clauditxna Fia Felix^

applied to the 7th and 11th, which had remained

true to their allegiance during the rebellion of

Camillas, praefect of Dalmatia, in the reign of

Claudius (Dion Cass. lx. 15} ;
some, the fact that

another legion had been incorporated with them
;

at IcHit, this is the explanation given by Dion

Cassius of the epithet tiginina (Al^v/ual, and there

seems little doubt that he it correcL (See Eckhcl,

vol. iv. p. 47*2.)

3. The same legions appear in certain cases to

have been quartered in the same districts for cen-

turies. Thus the Seemda Augtuta^ the Stjria Vic-

and the rsor-nma Victrix^ which were stationed

in Britain when Dion drew op his statement, were

there in the age of the Antonines,as we leom firom

Ptolemy (iL 31), and the hrst of them ns early as

the reign of Claudius. (Tac. HitL iiu 2*2, 24.)

4. The six legions of Augustus which bad dis-

appeared when Dion wrote, were probably the fol-

lowing, whose existence in the early years of the

empire can be demonstrated: Prima Germmica;
Qwirta Maeedonioa ; Quinta Ahudaj Aoau //is-

pana ; Dteima Sexta Callica ; yiffesima Fritna

Jiapax

;

besides these, it would seem that there

was a second fifteenth and a twenty-second, both

named Frimigenia^ and one of these ought, perhaps,

to be substituted for the second twentieth in

above tabic, since the words of Dion with regard to

the latter are very obscure and apparently corrupt

5. We find notices also of a Frima Maniana
LUtenttrix raised in A&ica, after the death of Nero,

by Clodius Macer ; of a Deeima Sexta FUivia Firma
raised by Vespasian ; and of a Seatnda

Deiotariana^ apparently originally a foreign corps,

raised by Dciotarus, which, eventually, like the

Alanda of Caesar, was admitted to the name and
privileges of a Roman legion.

fi. It will be seen that the numbers XVII.,
XVI II., XIX. are altogether wanting in the above

lists. We know that the XVIII. and XIX. were

tao of the legions commanded by Varus, and

hence it is probable that the XVII. was the third

in that ill-fated host

7. The total number of legions under Augustus

was twenty-five, under Alexander Sevenis thirty-

two, but during the civil wart the number was far

greater. Thus, when the second triumvirate was
formed the forces of the confederates were calcu-

lated at forty-three legions, which, after the bottle

of Philippi, had dwindled down to twenty-eight

(Appian, B. C. v. 6) ; but a few years afterwards,

when war between Octavianus and M. Antonius

was imminent, the former alone had upwards of

fiirty legions, and his adversaries nearly the same.

(Appian, B. C. v. 53.) In order that we may be

able to form some idea of the magnitude of these

and other armies, w*e most next consider
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T%e number of/nat eoidiert in a Roman legion .—

.

Although we can determine with tolcmblc certainty
the number of soldiers who, at ditTerent periods,
wore contained in a legion, we must bear in mind
that at no epoch docs this number appear to have
been absolutely fixed, but to have varied within mo-
derate limits, especially when troops were required
for some special or extraordinary service. Tho
permanent changes may be referred to four epochs.

1 . I'nder the A't^s.— Varro (/.. L. v. § 89) and
Plutarch (/font. 13), both of whom describe th>
first establishment of the h'gion, agree that under
Romulus it contained 30UU foot soldiers. Tho
words of Plutarch indeed, in a subsequent passage
(/font, 20), would, at first sight, appear to imply
that after the junction with the Sabines the num-
ber was raised to 60U0 ; but he must be understood
to mean two legions, one from each nation. It is

highly probable that some change may have been
introduced by Senius Tullius^ but, in so far as
numbers are concerned, we have no evidence.

2. From the expulsion of the things until the second
year ofthe second Funic War.— The regular num-
ber daring this space of time may lie fixed at 4U00
or 4200 infantry. According to Dionysius (vi. 42)
M. Valerius, the brother of Publicola, raised two
lemons (B.C. 492), each consisting of 4000, and
Livy, in the first passage, where he specifies the
numbers in the legions (vL 22, a. c. 378), reckons
them at 4000, and a few years afterwards (vii. 2.5,

B. c. 346) he tells us that legions were raised

each containing 4200 foot soldiers, and 200 horse.

Tho l«>gion which possessed itself of Ubegiura
(b. c. 281—271) is described (Liv. xxviii. 28) as
having consisted of 4000, and we find the same
number in the first year of the second Punic War
(Liv. xxi. 17, b.c.218). Polybius, in like manner
(L 16), fixes the number at 4000 in the second
year of the first Punic War (b. c. 263), and again
in the first year of the second Punic War (iii. 72,
B. c. 218). In the war against Vcii, however,
when the Romans put forth all their energies, ac-

cording to Dionysius (ix. 13), an army was raised

of 20,000 infantry and 1200 cavalrTi*, divided into

four legions
; and, according to Polybius (il 24),

in tho war against the Gauls, which preceded the
second Punic War, the legions of the consuls con-
sisted of 5200 infantry, while those serving in

Sicily and Tnrentum contained 4200 only, a proof

that the latter was the ordinary imrober.

3. From the second year of the second Punie
ITiir until the consulship of Afarius. During
this interval the ordinary number may be fixed

at fhim 5000 to 5200. Polybius, indeed, in

bis treatise on Roman warfare, lays it down
(vi. 20) that the legion consists of 4200 foot sol-

diers, and in cases of peculiar danger of 5000.
However, tlie whole of the space we arc now con-

sidering, was in fiKt a period of extraordinary

exertion, and hence from tho year B.C. 216, we
shall Karccly find the number stated under 5000
(e. g. Polyb. iii. 107, Liv. xxii. 36, xxvi. 28,
xxxix. 38), and after the commencement of the
Ligurian war it seems to have been raised to

5200 (Liv. xl. 1,18, 36, xli. 9, but in xli. 21 it is

again 5000X The two legions which passed over

into Africa under Scipio (b.c. 204) contained each
6200 (Liv. xxix. 24), those which served against

Antiochos 5400 (Liv. xxxvii. 39), those employed
in the lost Macedonian war 6000 (Liv. xliL 31, xliv.

21, comp, xliil 1*2), but these were special cases.
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4. Frotn the fint oemsul^hip nf Marius (n. C.

1 07) until the extinction of the letfinn,— For *omc

centuries after Marius the numWrs varied from

5000 to G200, gi'Dcnilly approaching to the higher

limit. Festus (r. r. sex millium et ducentorum)

oz|»^ly declares that C. Marius misod the num-
bers from 4000 to 6200, but his system in this

r-spect was not immediately adopted for in the

anny which Sulla led against Rome to destroy

his rival, the six complete legions rdypara
TcX«ia) amounted to 80,000 men (Plut. 9,

Mar. 35, but the text in the latter passage is

doubtful). In the win against Mithridates again,

the 30,000 men of Lucullus formed five legions

(Appian. Milhr. 72). Comparing Plutarch (Cfc.

36) with Cicero (mf Att. v. 15), we conclude

that the two legions commanded by the latter

in Cilicia contained each 6000. ^osar never

specifies in his Commentaries the number of men
in his legions, but we infer that the 13th did

not contain more than 5000 (//. C. L 7), while

the two mentioned.in the fifth book of the Gallic

war (c. 48, 49) were evidently incomplete. In

Appian, M. Antonius is represented as calcu-

lating the amount of 28 legions at upwards of

170,000 men, that is nearly 6100 to each legion,

but he seems to include auxiliaries {Ttav tnirrcur-

aopiyotr). During the first century tho standard

force was certainly 6000, although subject to con-

stant Toriations according to circumstances, and
the caprice of the reigning prince. The legion of

liadruin, if wc can trust Ilyginus, was 5280, of

Alexander Severus 5000 (L^prid. Sev. 50), that

described by Vegetius (ii. 6), to whatever period

it may belong, 6100, and most of tho grammarians

agree upon 6000 (c. g. Serv. ad Viry. Aen, vii.

274 ; Isidor. Orip. iz. 3. § 46 ; Suidas, s. r.

but Hesychiua gives 6666). The Jovi-

ans and Hcrculcans of Diocletian and Maximian
formed each a corps of 6000 (Veget. i. 1 7 ), but

beyond this wc have no clue to guide us. If wc
believe the rdeypara of Zosimus and the iptBpoi

of Sozomen to designate the legions of Ilonorius,

they must at that epoch have been reduced to a
uumljcr varying from 1200 to 700.

Numlter of Caral$y aitaeked to ike I^epion.—

According to Vnrro and the other authorities who
describe the original constitution of the legion, it

consisted of 3000 infantry and 300 cavalrv'. The
number of foot soldiers w*as, os wc have seen

above, gradually increased until it amounted to

6000, Imt the number of horsemen remained ol-

w'ays the same, except upon particular occasions.

In those passages of Livy and Dionysius, where

the numbers of the I^on are s))eciried, we find

uniformly, amid all the variations with regard to

the infantry, 300 horsemen set down as the regular

complement {justus cquitatus) of the legion.

Polybius, however, is at variance with these au-

thorities, for although in his chapter upon Homan
warfare (vi 20) he gives 300 as the number, yet

when he is detailing (iii. 107) the military pre-

parations of the year B.C. 216, after having re-

marked that each legion contained 5000 infantiy',

he adds, that under ordinary circumstances it con-

tained 4000 infantry and 200 cavalry, but that

upon pressing emergencies it was increased to

5000 infantry and 300 cavalry, and this repre-

sentation is confirmed by bis review of the Roman
forres at the time of the war against the Cisalpine

Gauls (ii. 24). It is true that when narrating the
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events of the first Punic War, he in one pbics

(i. 16) makes the legions to consist of 4000 in-

fantry and 300 cavalry ; and in the passage re-

ferred to above (iL 24) the consular legions

amounted to 5200 infantry and 300 cavalry, but
both of these were pressing cmergenci«'«. The
statements, therefore, of Polybius upon this point

are directly at variance with those of Dionysius

and Livy, and it docs not seem possible to re-

concile the discrepancy. There arc two passages

in the last-named historian which might appear to

bear out the Greek (Liv. xxii. 36, Idii. 31), but

in the first he is evidently alluding to the asser-

tions of Polybius, and in ^e second the best edit-

ors agree in considering the text corrupt, and that we
shnuld substitute duceni pedites for dueeni eqniies.

When troops were raised fora service which re-

quired special arrangements, the number of horse-

men was sometimes increased beyond 300. Thus
the legion despatched to Sardinia in B. c. 215 (Liv.

xxiiL 34) consisted of 5000 infantry and 400
ca^ulr}’, the same number of horsemen was at-

tached to a legion sent to Spain in b. c. 1 80 under
Tiberias Si^mpronins (Liv. xL 36), and in o. c.

1 69 it was resolved that the legions in Spain should

consist of 5000 infiuitry and 330 cavalry (Liv.

xliii. 112), but in the war against Perseus when
the infantry of the legions was raised to 6000 the

cavalry retained the ancient number of 300. ( Liv.

xllL 31.) It must be ol>eerved that these renmrks

with regard to the cavalry' apply only to the period

before Marius ; about that epoch the system ap-

pears to have undergone a very material change,

which will be adverted to in the proper place.

We now proceed to consider the organisation of

the legion at the five periods named above.

First Period. Servius Tullius.—The legion of

Servitis is so closely connected with the Comitia

Centuriata that it biu already been diacnased in a

former article [Comitia], and it ia only necessary

to repeat here that it was a phalanx cquipp>od in

the Greek fashion, the front ranks being furnished

with a complete suit of armour, their weapons
being Irnig spears, and their chief defence the round

Argolic shield {clipeus).

Second Period, T\s Grtai Latin R ar, B. &
340.— Our solo authority is a single chapter in

Livy (viii. 8), but it ** is equalled by few others in

compressed richneas of information,^ and is in it-

self sufficiently intelligible, although tortured and

elaborately corrupted by Lipsius and others, who
were determined to force it into harmony with the

words of Polybius, which represent, it is true, most

accurately the state of a Roman army, but of a

Roman army as it existed two centuries afterwards.

According to the plain and obvious sense of the

pAssaec in question, the legion in the year b. c.

340 nad thrown aside the arms and almost en-

tirely discarded the tactics of the phalanx. It was

now drawn up in three, or perhaps we ought to aiy,

in five lines. The soldiers of the first line, called

Ilasiati, consisted of youths in the first bloom of

manhood {Jtoremjurenum jml*scentium in vtUitimn)

distributed into fifteen companies or maniples (ma-

nipuli\ a moderate space being left between each.

The maniple contained sixty privates, two cciitu*

rions {centuriones^i and a standard bearer (ronY/a-

riMs)
;
two thirds were heavily armed and bore

tho sra/ain or large oblong shield, the remainder

carried only a spear (Aosto) and light javelins

{gaesa). The second line, the Principesy was com-
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posed of men in the full Ttgour of life, divided in

like manner into 6ftcon maniples, all heavily armed
{$cuiati omfMs), and distinguished by the splendour

of their equipments {iHn'ffniOut mujims armu). The
two lines of the IfuskUi and J*ri$icij)e$ taken together

amounted to thirty maniples and formed the AtUe^

jnlanL The third line, the Trutrii^ composed of

tried veterans (tWerassm militem apedaUie inriutia)^

was also in fifteen divisions, but each of these wiu

1 CZJ
Triarii proper

Rorarii .

Accensi . .

The fight was commenced by the /forunV, so

rolled because the light missiles which they

sprinkled among the foe were like the drops which

are the forerunners of the thunder shower (Kestus

s. V. Jiorarioa tniiUtia\ who, running forward Imj-

tween the ranks of the antcpilani, acted as tirail-

leurs ;
when they were driven in they returned to

their station behind the trmrii, and the battle

began in earnest by the onset of the hastati ; if

they were unable to make any impression they re-

tired between the ranks of the priiicipea, who now
advanced and bore the brunt of the combat, sup>

ported by the hastati, who hod rallied in their rear.

If the principes also failed to make an impression,

they retired through the openings between the

maniples of the triarii, who up to this time had

been crouclied on the ground (hence called

aidiarii)^ but now arose to make the last effort

(whence the phrase rem ad triarioa irdiaae). No
longer retaining the open order of the two first

lines, they closed up their ranks so as to present

an unbroken line of heavy armed veterans in front,

while the rorarii and accensi, pressing up from be-

hind, gave weight and consistency to the moss,—
an arrangement hearing evidence to a lingering pre-

dilection for the principle of the phalanx, and ex-

hibiting, just 08 w'e might expect at that period,

the Homan tactics in their transition state. It

must be observed that the words ort/o, maniptdusy

although generally kept distinct, ore

throughout the chapter used as synon^'mous
;
and

in like manner, Polybius, when describing the

maniple, rcumrks (vi. 20), koI ri ph papos fxo-

OTO¥ i$cd\a(ray koI rdypa teal <rwaipay koI ffrjfuxlay.

Livy concludes by saying, that four legions were

commonly levied, each consisting of SOOO infisntry

and 300 horse. We must suppose that he speaks

in round nnmbcrs in so far as the infiuiiry ore con-

cerned, for according to their own calculations the

numbers will stand thus :
—

•

Ilaslati • • . 15x00 =5 900
Principes • . 15x60 = 900
Triarii, &c. • . 15x3x60 « 2700
Centurioncs • • • • « 150
Vezillarii • . — 75

4725
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triple, containing 3 manipuli, 180 privates, 6 cen-
turions, and 3 vexillorii. In these triple manipuli
the Veterans or triarii proper formed the front

ranks
; immediately behind tnem stood the Horarii^

inferior in age and prowess (minua ruUiria artate

/aciiaque\ while the Aoctmti or supemuraerarit^s,

less trustworthy than either {mtnimae fiducial
massm), wero posted in the extreme rear. The
battle array may be thus represented

.

15 Manipuli

of Principes.

] eZD [ZZD

] dZ] LZd

15 triple

Manipuli of

Triarii.

Til deference to a great name, we ought not to

omit mentioning that Niebuhr {UUi. of Uomr^
vol. iiL p. 97)y while he admits that the text of
Liv*}’ is sound and consistent with itself, argues,

we venture to think, somewhat unreasonably, that

he did not understand bis exccll«it materials, and
although clear at first, became ovcnlnally completely
bewildered olid wrote nonsense.

Third Period. Pot^ua.— Polybius describes

minutely the method pursued in raising the four

legions, which imdcr ordinary circumstances were
levied yearly, two being assigned to each consul.

It must be observed that a regular consular army
(Juaiua conau/aria ejxreitua) no longer consisted of

Homan legions only, but as Italy became gradually

subjugated, the various states under the dominion
of Home were bound to furnish a contingent, and
the number of allies {aocii) ustmlly exceeded that

of citisens. They were, however, kept perfectly

distinct, both in the camp and in the battle field.

1. After the election of consuls was concluded,

the first step was to choose the twenty-four chief

officers of the legions, named trihuni mitUumy and
by the Greek writers Of these, four-

tOL-n were selected from persons wlio had sened

I

five campaigns of one year {annua aiipendiay 4ntaV‘

j

atavs arpartlas) and were termed ^iores (of »'•«-

' npoi Tuv ihc remaining ten (senK/res,

irpur6vT*pot)y from those who had served for ten

campaigns. The manner of their election will bo
explained below, when we treat more particularly

of the legionary officers. (Polyb. vL 19.)

2. All Roman citisens whcMe fortune was not

rated under 4000 asses were eligible for military

service from the age of manhood up to their forty-

sixth year, and could be required to sen-e for

twenty years if in the infantry, and for ten years,

if in the cavalry. Those whose fortune was below
the above sum were reserved for naval service,

except in any case of great necessity, when they
also might be called upon to sene for the regular

period in the Infantry.

The consuls having made proclamation of a day
upon which all Homan citizens eligible for service

roust assemble in the Capitol, and these being in

attendance at the time appointed in the presence of

the consuls, the tributics were divided into four

Digitized by Googic
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•rction&, nccording to the ordor of their election,

in the following; manner:— The four junior tri*

hunea firal elected, and the two senior tribunes first

elected were assitfued to the first legion, the three

juniors and the three seniors next in order to the

second
;
the four juniors and the two seniors next

in order to the third, the Inst three juniors and

the but throe seniors to the fourth legion. (Polyb.

vi. 14.)

The tribunes bcinar thus distributed into four

parties of six, those belonging to each legion seated

themselves apart, and the tribes were summoned in

succession by lot. The tribe whose lot came out

first being called up, they picked out from it four

youths as nearly matched as possible in age and

form
;
out of these four, the tribunes of the first

legioD chose one, the tribunes of the second legion

one of the remaining three ; tho tribunes of the

third legion, one of the remaining two, and the last

fell to the fourth legion. Upon the next tribe

being called up, the first choice was given to the

tribunes of the second legion, the second choice to

those of the third, and the last man fell to the first

legion. On the next tribe being called up, the

tribunes of the third legion had the first choice,

and so on in succession, the object in view being

that the four legions should he as neaiiv alike as

possible, not in the number only, but in tne quality

of the soldiers. This proceu was continued until

the ranks were complete, the regular number, ac-

cording to Polybius in this passage, being 4200,

but when any ^nger greater than usual was im-

pending, .5000.

In ancient times, the cavalry were not chosen

nntil after the infantry levy was concluded, but

when Polybius wrote the cavalry were picked in

the first place from the list on which they were

enrolled by the censor according to their fortune,

and 300 were apportioned to each legion. (Polvb.

ri. 20.)

3. The levy being completed (iwir*\*(r$tltnis

rfij Karcrypeupfis), the tribunes collected the men
belonging to their respective legions, and making
one individual stand out from the rest administered

to him an oath (/(opxI^oMriv) ** that he would obey

orders and execute to tho best of his ability the

command of his officers.** (Samimeir/Mm s.

rawfum m^iYare, Cic. dc 0/K i. 1 1 ; Liv. xxii. 38 ;

mcramento mUitr$ adiijcr^ s. rogore^ Liv. vii. 1 1 ;

mcramfntum s. mcrammlo dicert^ Fest. s. r.
;

Cues, li. C. i. 23 ;
Liv. ii. 24, iv. 53 ; Oell. xvi. 4.)

The n*st of the soldiers then came forward one by
one, and swore to do what the first had bound
himself to perform. They were then dismissed, a

day and place having l>ecn appointed where each

legion was to assemble without arms. (Pulyb. vi.

21 ;
Caes, /?. C, i. 7G.) Tho words uttered by

each soldier after the first were prolmbly simply

**idem in me,** (sec Fest. s. r. Pmejurationrs).

4. At the same time the consuls gave notice to

the magi5tmtes of those tow*ns in luly in alliance

with Uom<% frt»m whom they desired to receive a
contingent, of the number which each would be

required to ftmiish. and of the day and place of

gathering. The allied cities levied their troops

and administered the oath much in the same manner
ns the Homans, and then sent them forth after

appointing a commander and a pay-master

«roi ^KTBoZ6ry\¥). (Polyb. vi. 21.)

5. The soldiers having again assembled, the men
belonging to each legion were separaU'd into four
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divisions

; and here, we must remark in passing,

that Polybius has fallen into a slight inconsistencv',

for while in the passage quot'd above he fixes the

number of the legion when he wrote, under ordi-

nary circumstances, at 4200, in describing the

arrangements which follow be supposes it to con-

sul of 4000 only (vi. 21).

(1) One thousand of the youngest and poorest

were set apart to form the VflUe*

rpo<T^o^pci\ or skirroishere of the legion,

(2) Twelve hundred who came next in age (or

w'ho were of the same age with the preceding but

more wealthy— the words of Polybius are not very

distinct) formed the ('Atrrdroi).

(3) Twelve hundred, consisting of those in the

full vigour of manhood, formed the Principe*

(npfytrtTcs).

(4) Six hundred, consisting of the oldest and
most experienced, formed the Triarii (TputouK).

AVhen the number of soldiers in the legion ex-

ceeded 4000, the first three divisions were increased

proportionally, but the number of the Triarii re-

mained alw*ays the same.

The equipment of these corps was as follows :
—

For defensive armour the Veliles were funiished

with a plain head-piece (Atry wspurc^oAoi^),

sometimes covered with the hide of a W’olf (Xv-

Ktlan) or any similar material, and a strong riirular

buckler (parma— wdpfif}), three feet in diameter.

Their offensive weopons were a sword (jtdxtupn\

and the light javelin (htuia veiituris— yp6*^s\
the shaft of which (ia«fi/«— fuXos') was gene-

rally two cubits (8iT}fxv), that is, almut three feet

in length, and in thickness a finger*s breadth (ry

wdx« SoArvAiator), i.e. about 7584 of an inch ;

the iron point a span in length (t8 84 Ktnrpow cnri-

Beuiiaioy)^ i. e. about nine inches, hammered out to

fine that it was of necessity bent at the first cast,

and therefore could not hurK-d bock by the

enemy.
The Uastati wore a full suit of defensive armour

(waroirAia), consUting of shield, helmet, breast-

plate, and greave. Their shield, termed Sentmm
(^opeds), was formed of two rectangular boards

from four feet to four feet three inches long by two
and a half feet broad, the one laid over the other,

and united with strong glue ; the outer surface aiu

then covered with coarse canvas, and over this a
calf's hide was stretched, and a curvature w*as

given to the whole, the convexity being turned

outwards. The upper and under edge a*as

strencthened by an iron rim (ffthfpovv cncUw/4a),

thi* former, that It might resist the downward
stroke of a sword

;
the latter, that it might not be

injured by resting upon the ground. In addition,

it was still further fortified by an iron boss (oiSirpa

n6yxot\ which served to render it more secure

against blows from stones, against thrusts from the

long pikes of the phalanx, and, in general, from all

heavy missiles. [See a figure of the Scuti'm
under that article,) One leg was protected by a

(rreave (oerea— wapojcr^piv), and the head by a

bronze helmet (galea— vcp(««4»oAaia xoA^)« with

a crest composed of three scarlet or black feathers,

standing erect to the height of about eighteen

inches, so that the ca.sqno added greatly to the

apparent stature and imposing carriage of the

soldier. The greater number of the Hastati wore

in fn»nt of their breast a brass plate nine inches

square, which was called the J/turt-presercer (nnp-

8io^t>Ao{)
;

but those whose fortune exceeded
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100«000 asse« bad compleU? riiinuM^ of cbain*

armour {loricate hXuffiBtfrobs ddipr}Kas),

The offV-iuirc weapona of the Hastati consisted

of a sword and heavy javelins. The sword« which
was girded on the right side^ had a strong straight

blade, double-edged, and sharp-pointed, l)cing thus

calculated both for cutting and thrusting. It was
called a Spanish sword (/Mxoipa *l€ripu(i)\ in con-

tradistinction to the Gaulish sword, which was a
cutting sword only. Koch man carried in his

hand ta*o of those heavy missiles, called piU by
the Latins, Octroi by the Greeks, which may b«

regarded as the characteristic weapon of the Roman
infantry. The shaft of these a-as in every case

fonr and a half feet (three cubits) long, and the

barbed iron head was of the same length, but this

extended half way down the shaR to which it

was attached with extreme care (Polyb. ri. 23), so

that the whole length of the weapon was about

six feet nine inches. The shaft varied both in

form and thickness— in form it was sometimes
cylindrical, sometimes quadrangular— in the

heaviest, the diameter of the cylinder or the

breadth across one of the flat sides was about three

inches (waXtuerteuatt fx^**^* • • • 9tdfitrpor).

The equipment of the Principes and the Triarii

was in every respect the same with that of the

Hastati, except that the latter carried pikes {luutuo

— 5dpara) instead of pila. (Polyb. vi. 21, 22,

23. For more minute information with regard to

the different ports of the equipment, consult Oalea,
Hasta, Lorica, Scutum, Parma, &c.)

We may remark, in passing, that in addition to

his armour and weapons the legionary, when in

marching order, nsuidly carried provisions for a
fortnight at least, and three or four stakes, used in

forming the palisade of the camp, besides various

tools, an enumeration of which will be found in

Josephus. (D. J. Ul 3. § 3.) The Roman writers

frequently allude with pride to the powers of en-

durance exhibited by their countrymen in sup-

porting with ease such overwhelming loads
;
and

Polybius draws a contrast between the Italian

and the Greek soldier in this respect little favour-

able to the energy of the latter. (Sec Cic Tuoetd,

ii. 16., which is the loemo cfoMirw/ Polyb. xviii.

] : comp. Yeget I Id ; from Liv. Ejni. Ivil it

appears that Scipio trained his men to carry food .

for thirty da^'s, oik! seven stakes each~ double
|

the usual burden.)

6. The Hastati, Principes, and Triarii were each '

divided into ten companies called Manipuli^ to

which Polybius gives, as equivalents, the three

terms trwtlpa^ trrf/naUi. The Velites were

not divided into companies, but were distributed

equally among the Hastati, Prinetpt^ and Triarii.

7. Rofore the division of the three classes into

maniples, officers were appointed inferior to the

tribunes. Thirty men were chosen by nu rit, ten

from the Hastati, ten from the Principes, and ten

from the Triarii ; and this first choice being com-
pleted, thirty more in like manner. These sixty

officers, of whom twenty were assigned to each of

the three dosses, and distributed equally among
the maniples, were named crafaribnes, or ordinum

ducloret (xsvrvptsM'cr, each of the

sixty chose for himself a lieutenant (optio\ who,

being posted in the rear of the company while the

centurion was at the head, was named oupay6s

(L e. Tcrffiductor) by the Greeks, so that in each

uuuiiple there were two oentarioDS and two op-
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tinn-'S. Farther, the centurions selected out of

each maniple two of the bravest and most vigorous

men as standard bearers (reciUarii^

fiatoip6poi). The first elected centurion of the

whole had a seat in the military council {cwtZpiov
ttotwyu)^ and in each maniple the first chosen
commanded the right division of the maniple, and
the other the left. Each of these subdivisions of
the maniple was called, as we shall see hereafter,

enr/anu, but it it not specifically noticed hero by
Polyl.ius. (Polyb. vi. 24.)

U. The cavalry were divided into ten troops

(/armoe, tXoi), and out of each of these three of-

ficers were clioscn, named dt!cnritme$ {Ixdpxai),

! who named three lieutenants (ppiionft^ oOpayol)^

In each troop the decurio first chosen commanded
' the whedo troop, and failing him, the second.
I Th(‘ equipment of the cavalry was originally

adapted solely to secure great ease and rapidity of

movement, ilencc they wore no breastplate, but
were clad in a single garment girded tight round
their bodies

;
their shields were formetl simply of

an ox's bide, were incapable of withstanding a
strong blow, and were reculiJy damaged by wet

;

their lances (Sdpora) were so light and the shaft

so thin, that they vibrated from the action of the

horse ; could not be directed to their object with a
steady aim, and were constantly snapped in a
charge merely by the rapid motion. Moreover,
not being furnished with a point at both ends,

they served for one thrust only, by which they
were broken, and then became useless. In the

time of Polybius, however, they had adopted the

Greek equipment,— n breastplate, a solid buckler,

and a strong spear, foshioned in such a manner that

the end by which it was held was so for pointed

os to be available in case of necessity.

9. After the soldiers had been thus divided and
officered, the tribunes having given the ditferent

classes instructions with regard to the arms which
they were to provide, dismissed them to their

homes, having first bound them by an oath to as-

semble again on a day and in a place fixed by the

consul Then and there aocordbigly they did as-

semble, DO excuse for absence being admitted ex-

cept inevitable necessity or the appearance of evil

omens,

10. The infantry famished by the sorni M*as for

the most part equal in number to the Roman le-

gions, the cavalry twice or thrice as numerous, and
the whole were divided equally between the two
consular armies. Each consul named tu’elvc su-

perior officers, who wt re tcmicd Prae/ecti X'oaoram
(vpcu^irrei), and corresponded to the it'gionary

tribunes. A selection was then mode of the best

men, to the extent of one fifth of the infantry and
one third of the covnlry ; these a'ere formed into a
separate corps under the name of ej/raorc/mari'j,

and on the march and in the camp were ala-ays

near the person of the consul. The renmimlcr
were divided into two equal portions, and wero
styled re^K*clivcly the Dejtiera Ata ond the Siniftra

Ala ( KoXovci rb pir rb 8' aepas).

[Ala.]
It will be observed that we have implied a doubt

with regard to the number of cavalry furnished hy
the allies. Polybius (iil 107), when giving a
sketch of the Homan forces before the battle of

Cannae, after stating that the legion under or-

dinary circumstances consisted of 4U00 infantry

and 200 cavalry, but that in circumstances of p»>

K fc
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culiar difTiculty and danger it w'as augmented to

5000 infantry and 300 caraliy', adds distinctly

that the allies supplied a force of infantry equal to

that of the legion, and generally thrice as many
cavalry (twv H [liy ruy “wt^ify

•kX^Oos irdpiffoy Troiovffi rots ‘Pw/MiKots orporo-

wiSois, rh Si Twy linrtoty i>s Miray TptxXdaioy),

When treating mure formally of the same subject

(vL 26) he repeats the above observation in nearly

the same words, but when he came to rh Si ruy
tnr«iv rpiirKdtrtoy, many of the MSS. present

Siir\d<rtoy
; and a little further on (vi. 30), in the

passage where he explains the manner in which

the troops were quartered in a camp, his expres-

sions, when interpreted according to their natural

meaning and their comicctiou with the preceding

clause, must signify that the total number of the

allied cavalry was double that of the Romans, and
not, as the I^tin translation attached to the edition

of Schweighacuscr has it, double that of the

Romans ajier deducting one-third for the extra-

ordinarii equites. Livy, when referring to the

position of affairs between the Romans and their

allies before the great Latin war of a c. 340, after

specifying the ordinary strength of the Rontan
armies, adds (viiL 8) ** oltcrum tantum ex Latino

dclectu adjiciebatur." When recounting the pre-

parations for the campaign of Cannae, although he
appears to allude directl}' to the narrative of Po-
lybius and to copy his words, he contradicts him
directly with regard to the allied cavalry (xxii.

36), ** socii duplicem numerum equitum darent.”

At a somewhat iat-.'r period (b. a 1B9), when four

legions were raised, the socii were required to con-

tribute 15,0U0 infantry and 1200 cavalry (xxxviiL

3o\ and nine years afterwards the consuls were
ordered to levy a new army of four legions “ et

socium Latini nominis, quantus temper numeruSy

quindccim millia peditum ct octingenti equites

(xl. 36), which exactly corresponds with what we
read in a former chapter (xl. 18). The truth

seems to be, that although the contingent which
each state was bound to furnish, was fixed by
treaty, it was seldom necessary to tax all the al-

lies to the full extent, and hence the senate used
their discretion as to the precise number to be
supplied, accorditig to the circumstances of the

case, the proportion of confederates to Roman
citi7.oiis becoming of course gradually larger as

the limits of the Roman sway embraced a greater

number of cities and districts. (See Lips, de
MUU. Rom. ii. 7.)

1 1. Agmen atLine ofAfarch.—The Extraordinorii

Pedites led the van followed by the right wing of

the infontr}' of the allies and the baggage of these

two divisions
;
next came one of the Roman legions

with its baggage following ; next the other Roman
legion with its oum baggage, and that of the left

wing of the allies, who brought up the rear. The
different corps of cavalry sometimes followed im-

mediately behind the infantry to which they were

attached, sometimes rode on the flanks of the

boosts of burden, at once protecting them and pre-

venting them from straggling. If there was any
apprehension of an attack from behind, the only

change in the above order consisted in making the

Extraordinorii bring up the rear instead of leading

the van. As far as the position of the two legions

with regard to each otiicr, and also of the two
wings of the allies, was concerned, it u-as under-

stood that the legion and the wing which took the
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lead upon one day should fall behind upon the next

day, in order that each in turn might have the

advantage of arriving 6rst at the watering places

and fresh pastures. When marching in open
groimd where an attack on the flanks was antici-

pated, a different disposition was sometimes adopted.

The Hastati, Principcs, and Triarii marched in

three columns parallel to each other, the baggage
of the first maniples took the lead, the baggage of

the second maniples was placed ^tween the first

and second nuiniples, and so on for the rest, the

baggage in each case preceding the maniple to

which it belonged. If an attack was made then

the soldiers wheeling cither to the right or to the

left, according to circumstances, and advancing at

the same time a few steps, by this simple and
easily executed movement presented at once an
even fraut to the enemy, the whole of the baggage
being now in the rear.

Generally, when advancing through a country

in which it was necessary to guard against a sudden
onset, the troops, instead of proceeding in a loose

straggling column, were kept together in close

compact bodies ready to act in any direction at a
moment's warning, and hence an onny under those

circumstances was said aginitte qtutdraio incederc.

(e. g. Sail. Jug. 105 ;
Seuec. Rp. 59 ;

comp. Cic.

Phil, il 42, v. 7.)

It is to be observed that Polybius, at the outset,

promises an account of the order of march, of tho

encampment, and of the battle array of the Romim
armies (Topflas, OTpoToirsSefas, srapard^tts

; Ag-
mefi, Coftra^ Aciet)

;
but that while he has re-

deemed his pledge with regard to the two former,

he has left the lust topic untouched, unless, indeed,

it was included in a section now lost. It is, more-

over, comparatively spcakuig, a subject of little

consequence, for while we know that a camp was
alw’uys the some so long os the constitution of the

army remained unchanged, and while the order of

march was subject to few modifications, the mar-
shalling of the troops for an engagement must have

varied materially in almost every contest, depend-

ing ucccssiirily in a great measure on the nature of

the grotind, and on the aspect assumed by the foe.

Some doubt exists w ith regard to the force of

the term Agmen PUatnm os distinguished from

Agmen Quadraium. The explanation quoted from

Varro by Servius {Ad ^irg. Aen. xiL 121), **Quad-

ratumy quod immixtis etuiin jumentis incedit, ut

ubivis possit considere: pilatuuiy quod sine ju-

mentis incedit, sed inter sc densum cst, quo fhei-

lius per iniquiora loca tramittatur," has not been

considered satisfacturv', although it is difficult to

understand how Varro, himself a soldier, should

have been inaccurate upon such a point Where
the phrase occurs in poetry as in the passage in

Virgil referred to above (comp. Martial x. 48 i, it

probirbly denotes merely “ columns bristling with

spears.”

Polybius being oiur most copious and pure source

of information, before passing on to the fourth

period, it may be fitting to enter more fully upon
ccrtiin topics which he has cither touched very

lightly or passed over in silence. We shall, there-

fore, make a few' remarks:— 1. On the levying

of soldiers. 2. On the division of the legion os a
body into cohorts, maniples, and centuries, of

which the cohort and the century arc not named
by Polybius in the al>ovu description. 3. On tho

distribution of the soldiers into Triariiy Principety
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floMati^ V’tJUts^ Ant/^tUani^ AHte9Uptaniy &c.« And
on the orij^inal imp^irt of these tenns. 4. On the

orficers of the legion, the tribunei, the centurions

and cuboltcma

1. TV Ucif (deiectus^ Karay^a^Af) was luuallj

held iu the Capitol (Liv. xxri. 31) bj the consuls

seated on their chairs of state {posUi* $elli$^ Liv.

iiL 11); but sometimes in the Campus Martius

(Dionya riii. 87)« which was beyond the juris*

diction of the tribunes of the plelM, who, in the

earlier ages of the comroonwcaltb especially, fre*

qnently interfered to prevent an army from being

raised.

According to the principles of the constitution,

none wore enrolled in the legion, except freeborn

eitixens above the age of scvcnU'on, and
under the age of forty-six, possessing the amount
of fortune specified above (Gell. x. *28)

; but in

times of pt^culiar difficulty, these conditions were
nut insisted upon. Thus, in consequence of the

scarcity of men during the second Punic war, it

was at one time ordained, that lads under seven-

Uh^ti might be admitted into the ranks, and that

their time should be allowed to count just os if

they had attained to the legal ago (Liv. xxv. 5),

and on the other hand, when strenuous exertions

were made for the campaign aminst Perseus, the

senate decreed that no one under fifty should be

excused from enlisting (Liv. xlii. 33). Moreover,

not only were all freeborn citizens without dis-

tinction of fortune called out on such occasions, but

even freedmen were armed (Liv. x. 21, xxii. 11) ;

and after the battle of Cannae, eight thousand

slaves who hod declared themselves willing to

fight for the republic, were purchased by the state,

and formed into two legions, w ho, under the name
of Pofoaes, displayed great braveiy, and eventually

earned their freedom (Liv. xxii. 37).

In moments of sudden panic or when the neces-

sity was to pressing as to admit of not a moment's
delay, all formalities were dispensed with, and
every man capable of bearing arms was summoned
to join in warding off the thrc.'itencd danger, a
force misod under such circumstances being termed

riUniariuM s. lumnllunritu e.rrrri/tu (.$u3i'/</rii mi-

/fres, Liv. iii. 4, xli. 17; Sufjiiariiu airrci/as, iiL

30 ;
nibitttriiu tumultus Ouas'i stti'/Vuc,

xxxL 2, xl. 26 ; TumuHuariut extrcUut rtipUni

coMsm/gas, viiL 1 1 ;
/.eyi'ones tumulluariat $criUrcl^

x\. 26).

If citizens between the ages of seventeen and
forty six did not appear and answer to their names
or contumaciously refused to come forward, they

might be punished in various ways,— by fine,

by imprisonment, by stripes, by confiscation of

their property, and even, in extreme cases, by
being told as slaves (Dion}*!. viiL 87 : Liv. vii. 4 ;

Varr. ap. Cell. xi. 1, ap. Non. s.v. Teftebrionem

;

Vol. Max. vi. 3. § 4). At the same time, causes

might be alleged which w'erc recognised as forming

a ii*gitimate ground for exemption (tvim/to jtuta

fnihtiat). Thus, all who had served for the full

period of twenty years in the infantry or ten in

aivalrj', were relieved from further service, al-

though they might still be within the regular age ;

axKl BO, in iike manner, when they were afflicted by
any grievous malady, or disabled by an^ personal

defect, or engaged in any snered or civil offices

which required their constant att<‘ndance ; but

these and similar picas, nitliough sustained under

ordinary circumstances, might be rendered void by
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a d'creeof the senate “ne vacationes valerent,**

and hence in the case of a Gallic war, wc rca<l that

Acmilius Mararrciiiui, then consul, was instructed

“Kriboro exercitum sine ulla vacationis venia "

(Liv. viiL 20), and one of the measures urged by
Cicero upon the senate in the contest with .\iiionius

was ** delectiim baberi sublatia vacationibus"

{Fkilipp. V. 12). So, also, if ibo soldier, after

being enrolled, failed to appear at the place of

muster appointed by the consul, his absence might
be justified by various ^ excusationes," a list uf

which will be found in Ocllius (xvi. 4), the most
important being severe bodily ailment {tnorbus

sohUcu*)
; the d(^th of a near relation {/umu /u-

iRUian)
;
the obligation of perfurming a slated

sacrifice {$acrijiciittn aaairersanam), or some other

reli^rious impediment.

While those who had served for the stipulated

period were entitled to immunity ft»r the future,

even although within the legal age, and were styled

EmerUiy so on the other hand, it appears fn>m
some passagc.1 in the classics, that persons who had
not completed their regular term within the usual

limits, might be forced, if r«*quircd, to serve be-

tween the ages of forty-five and fifty (L»v. xxviL
1 1, xliL 34 ; Scticc. d« brrv, Vil. cap. ult. ; QuintiL
ix. 2. § 85). Towards the close of the republic,

and under the empire, when the legions became
permanent, the soldier who had served his full

time rcceivt'd a regular discharge {miuio) together

with a l>ounty {praemium) iu money or an allot-

ment of land. The jurists distinguish three kinds

ofdischarge;— 1. d/wib /«oaeWa, gmnled for length
of scPi'ice. 2. Alttvio cjussrtriu, iu coiisequmce of

bad health. 3. Afutio ftinominiosKt^ when a man
was drummed out for l>ad conduct (Macer in Dig.

49. tit 16. 8. 13; Ulpian in Dig. 3. tit. 2. s. 2,
comp. Hirt D.A. 54 ;

Suet, Jul. 69, Octuv. 24).

It frequently hnp{>cned that e/Ncn/t wore induced
to contiuue in the ranks, either from attachment la

the person of the genrml or from hopes of profit or

promotion (Appiun. li. C. v. 3), ai>d were tl>en

called nYrmai, or when they joined an army, in

consequence of a special invitation crocuti (di'a-

KKifToi^ Dion Cass. Iv. 24). Dion Cassius states

(f.c.) that troops bearing this last denomination were
first employed by Octavionus, when he called out
(di^N(L\«<r(v) the veterans of Julius Caesar to aid

him against Antonins, but we rend of them at an
earlier period. (Ciu-a li. G. viu fi.*), B. C. i. 17,

tii. 88.) [Evocati.] They must in no way
be confounded with the voluntv'crs mentioned by
Polybius in his description of a Homan ramp
(vivlr Twr irrpaTfuo^sWi' vp vwr
inedritv who seem to have formed |)ort of

wliat ma}' l>c tcnn<‘d the personal suite of the

general. (Comp. Sallust, 84.) We shall

make some further remarks upon the Veterani and
the ch.angcj introduced by Augustus with regard

to the term of service, when we speak of the

IVj^/uriV, who belong to our fifth ;>eriod.

2. We next proceed to consider the division of

the legion into (oAortes, Manipuli^ Centuriw^
Ordint$^ Cvnltthrmia,

CoAoWes.— It will be observed that Polybius
takes no notice of the Cohort^ a division of the
legion mentioned so often in the Roman W'ritcra

Hence Salmaiius and other distinguished scholars

have supposed that the cohort had no existence

until the time of Marius, and although named by
Livy almost iininediauOy after the expulsion td

uigiiizea oy Cloogle
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the kin^ (ii. 1 1 X and repeatedly afterword* (e. p.

xxrli. l.'X 41) he may be luppowd to >poak pro-

lepiically. But in a quotation presonrod by A.

Gellios («V, A. xvi. 4) from the treatise De Re
MilUtiri of Cincius, who is generally admitted to

be Cincius Alimentu% the annalist contemporaiy

with Hannibal, we find the cohort not only named
but specifically defined. In legieme $unt ccarttnue

tenujinta^ manipvli triginta^ cohorte* deeevi

;

and
Polybius himself uses the Latin word Ko6frTH

twice in his history of 5cipio*s Spanish campaigns

(xi. 23, 33), giving in the first of those passages

an expUutatioii of the term, Kol . . . rpetr

ffwflpaSf TovTO 8) iraA«7Tai rh avyrerffia twv
wapii 'Petfiaiots $co6pris . . . where it must be l)oroe

in mind that Polybius uses the words rdyyLa^

a^fieda^ and cnrcfpa indifferently, to denote the

maniple. On the other hand, the later Greek
writers generally designate the maniple by Aeixov,

and almost inrariably employ <nr«fpa as the repre*

sentativc of colors. Hence considerable confusion

is apt to arise ; and Liry has rendered his de-

scription of the order in which Scipio marshalled

his army at Zama unintelligible by translating

(nrci'par in the text of Polybius by eokortes instead

of maniptdot (Lir. xxx. 33 ; Polyb. xv. 9) ;
while

Polybius himself is guilty of an inconsistency in

the same chapiter when he uses the expression Ta?r

rwv ypo<r^fidx^‘' <vir«fpcur, for the yp«<rd>ofidxoi

or Vclitcs were not dirided into maniples, as ho

most distinctly st*>tcs elsewhere.

When the soldiers of the legion were classified

as Vclitcs, Hostatl, Principes and Triarii, the co-

hort contained one maniple of each of the three latter

denominations, together with their complement of

Yelites, so tliat w*hen the legion contained 4000,
each cohort would consist of 60 Triarii, 120

Principes, 120 Hastati, and 100 Velitca, in all

400 men.
The number of cohorts in a legion being always

ten (Cincius, 1. c. ; Cic. Philip, iv. 27 ; the words

of Isidiir. (Mg. ix. 3. § 47, arc eridenlly comipt),

ond the cohorts, during the republic, being nil

equal to each other, the stren^rih of the cohort

rariod from time to time with the strength of the

legion, and thus at different periods ranged between

the limits of 300 and 600. They were regularly

numl>ered from 1 to 10, the centurion of the first

century of the first maniple of the first cohort

,

w'as the guardian of the e^e, and hence the first

,

cohort secerns always to hare been regarded as

superior in dignity to the rest. {Caei. B. C. iil 64,

Cic. ad Alt. V. 20.) From some ezpresaions in the

doocription given by Caesar of the battle of Pbar-

salia, it has been inferred that even then the first

cohorts in the legions were more numerous than
,

the rest ; and this was certainly the case under the
|

empire, when they were termed cohoriet miUuxriae^
i

and contained twice as many soldiers as the others.
;

Thus the legion described by Hyginns amounted
to 5280 men, divided into ten cohorts; and of

these, the first, which had the charge of the eagle,
I

consisted of 960 men, while the remaining nine '

had 480 each.

The word cohort lasted as long as the w’ord le-

gion, and even longer, for not only docs Ammianiu
(xxi. 13, xxiii. 5) speak of centuries and cohorts

in the army of Julian, but cohort., as a militani' ^

term, is met with in authors after Justinian. But

!

although cohortet is found occasionally in the wTi-
^

tori of the later empire, they for the n»o«t part
I

prefer the somewliat vague term numen., which
appears in Tacitus and Suetonius, and perhaps
even in Cicero {adFam. xi. 10, xii. 13). Nnmcri
seems to have signified strictly the muster roll,

whence the phrases rrferre ta aa/neros, diatril/uere

in numeroe (PHn. Ep, iii. 8, x. 30, 31), and thus

served to dor>ote any body of legionaries. In tho

Digest and the two Codes it is used sometimes for

a century, sometimes for a cohort ; by Suetonius

( Vetpas. 6) for a detachment selected from three

different legions. Nor is it absolutely restricted to

legionaries, for we rend in inscriptions of A'amcrtit

Rrdonum (OrelL 1627), A^ameri IkUauttarnm
(OniL dxxviii.

;
Orell. MIO), while Ammianus

applies it to cavalry as well as infantry, and to

auxiliaries as well as legionaries (xziiL 2). In
like manner the later Greeks introduced hptBpol

nr vovpepoX for cohorieSy the former being the ex*

planation given by St Chrysostom in his exposition

of the tenth chapter of the Acts for the word
airtipasy while Suidas interprets trwtlpat by vcna

ptpa.

Whenever CoJiors occurs in the Latin classics in

connection with the legion, it always signifies a
specific di\'kion of the legion

;
but it is very fre-

quently found, in the general sense of 5o/to/unr, to

denote troops altogether distinct from the legion.

Thus in Livy (iv. 39) it is applied to a body of

dismounted caralr^*, to the force of the allies

(alariae cohoriesy x. 40, 41 ; cohort Peligna, xzr.

14 ;
cohortem Martoruniy xxxiiL 36, &c.), to the

troops of an enemy (vU. 7, z. 40, xxx. 36), with

various other modifications
;
and wo shall bo called

upon to speak under our fifth period of Cohortet

;>raeforiaiiae, Cokoiiet pediiatae^ QAortet equitatacy

and several others.

ManiptdMt.—The original meaning of this word,

which is clearly derived from Mcwms, was a hnnd^

\/fU or tcisp q/* hat/y tttxnty ferny or the liktiy and this,

according to Reman tradition, affixed to the end of

a pole, formed the primitiTe military standard in

the days of Romulus—
Pertica suspensos portabat longn maniplnc

Unde maaiploris nomina miles habet.

(Ovid. Fatt. iil 117; compare PIuL Rom. 8).

Hence it w'as applied to a body of soldiers serving

under the same ensigu (sec Varr. L.L. v. 8, vl 85,

who connects it in this sente directly with mauns):

when the ponderous mass of the phalanx was re*

solved into small companies marshalled in open
order, these were termed manipnliy and down to a
very late period the common soldiers of the legion

were dcsi^iatcd as maniptdaret or manipulariiy

terms equivalent to gre^jarii mildet. By whom
this momentous innovation upon the tactics of a

,

Roman army was first introduced, it ia impossible

to determine with certainty
;
but from the remark

! of Livy (viii. 8), that a change in the equipment
of the heavy-armed soldiery took place at the

I

period when they began to receive pay, compared

I

with the words of Plutarch (CamilL 40), wc may
' conjecture that the revolution was brought about

I

in port at least by the greatest general of whom
I the infant republic could boast— C^aroiilus.

When the phalanx was first broken up, it ap-

pears (Lir. viil 8) that each of the thn‘c classes

of Hastati, Principes, and Triarii, contained fif-

teen maniples
;
but lieforc the second Punic war

(see Cincius, as quoted by Gell. above) the num-
ber of maniples in each of those classes a*as re*

I
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diiccd to ten, ns stated by Polybius. Hence it

is easy to cnlcubitc the number of soldiers in each

maniple, according to the varying numbers in the

legion, it being always borne in mind that the

Triarii never exceeded 600, and that the Velites

were not divided into maniples, but distributed

equally among the heavy -armed companies.

Some wriu^rs, especially Le Bean, in his “ Md-
moires ” on the Legion, maintain that, after the

distinctions between the Hnstatl, Principes and
Triarii were abolished, and the legion was mar-

shalled in cohorts, the division into nuiniplcs was
no longer practised, and that the term manipulus

must from this time be understood to indicate cither

a small number of men indefinitely, or a mass of

ten soldiers quartered in the same tent. No one,

however, who reads without prejudice the words of

Caesar adco ut paucis mutatis centurionibus,

iidem onlines, manipulique constarent ’* {li. C. ii.

comp. Ii. (jr. iL 25, vi. 33), and of Tacitus,
** assistentem concioncm quia permixta videbatur

discedere in manipulos Jubet ” (AnuA. 34), to-

gether with the still more explicit expressions of

Ammianns, ^omnes centurias et manipulos ct co-

hortes in concioncm convocabat " (xxi. 13. §9),
repeated almost in the some words in two other

possiiges (xvii. 13. § 2.5, xxiil 5. § 15), can doubt

that the mnnipuliu continued to the very last to

form one of the larger subdivisions of the legion.

Indeed, the whole sysUm of classifying and naming
the centurions upon which IjO Beau himself be-

stows so much labour and ingenuity is unintelligible

upon any other supposition. At the some time

it cannot be denied that manipulua must sometimes

bo taken in a general sense, ns when Tacitus gives

this name to the detachment of sixty men, sent

into Asia by Nero, for the purpose of putting Plautus

to death. (Ann. xiv. 58, 59.) As to the identity

of manipulus and conhtltemium^ no doubt Vegetius

states very distinctly that the centuries were divided

into coniubemia, and adds ** contubemium nutem
nwnipulus vocalratur," but an assertion proceeding

fimu such a source is as worthless os the etymology

by which it is followed up.

Centuriae.— The distribution of soldiers into

eenturiae must be regarded as coeval with the origin

of Rome. Plutarch, os noticed above, speaks of

the force led by Romulus against Amulius as

formed of centuries
;
and from the close connections

between the centuries of Sen'ins Tullius, and the

organization of the military force, we cannot hesi-

tate to believe that the term was communicated to

the ranks of the phalanx. For a long period after

the establishment of the manipular constitution, the

legion contained invariably sixty centuries, and
even after the introduction of the cohort miUiaria,

we have no good evidence to prove that any
change took place in this respect except we choose

to adopt the statements of Vegetius.

Sipnum.— There is much doubt with regard to

the import of the word tifftium, when used to denote

a division of the legion, in such phrases as tupii uniua

tniliteaferre scalasjussit (Liv. xxv. 23) ;
and posUro

die. cum tuiius tupti milUibut .... pergit ire ad nriem.

(Liv. xxxiii. 1.) The question is, whether in

these passages we ore to understand that a maniple

is meant or a century. On the one hand, it is

admitted that after the legion was marshalled by
cohorts, each century had its own standard, and
in so far as the earlier ages are concerned, Poly-

bius expressly tells us that there were two stondord-
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bearers (UrSpas orppauxpSpovs) in each maniple
(see also Liv. viii. 8). On the other hand, one of

the names given by Polybius to the maniple is

(rrfpaia, which seems to correspond exactly with

siqnum, and Varro in his glossary of military terms,
“ Manipulos exercitus minimas manus qute nnuin

sequuntur signum," to which we may add Liv.xxvii.

14., “ ni C. Decimius Flavus signo adrepto

primi hastati, manipulum cius signi sc sequi jus-

sisset," and as to the irSpas (njpatixpSpovs, although

there were two standard-bearers, it does not follow

that there were two standards.

Ordo generally signifies a centuiy, and ordinum
doctor is synonymous with oeniurio, and ducen
honestum ordinem means to bo one of the principal

centurions in a legion. On the other hand, in the

celebrated chapter in Livy (viiL 8.), discussed

above, ordo undoubtedly denotes one of the ori-

ginal maniples, and when we read in book xlii. 34.

Mihi T. Quinctius Flamininus decumura ordinem

hastatum adsignavit," the speaker seems to declare

that he had been raised from the ranks to the post

of a centurion in the 10th maniple of the Hastati.

These must, however, be regarded os exceptions.

Contubemium.— This was the name given under
the empire to the body of soldiers who were quar-

tered together in the same tent
;
the captain of the

mess, decanus or decurio., is called by Vegetius

caput coniu/temii, and Ammionus designates tho

mess-mates by the word coneorporales.

3. Hastati., Principes^ Triarii, PUami, Antepilani,

Antesiijnani, Principia. — No reasonable doubt
can exist that the Hastati were so called, from
having been armed with a hasta (Hastati dicti

qui primi hastia pugnabant, Varr. L. L. v. 39), tho

Principes from having occupied the front line (the

etymology of Varro, /L c. is here not distinct, Prin-
ciPKS qui a prineijno gladiis), the Triarii, other-

wise named Pilani, from having been ranged be-

hind the first two lines as a body of reserve and
armed with the pi/um (Pilani, qui pilia

.

.

.

Pilani Triarii qnoque dicti quod in ode tertio online

eatremia sttbaidio deponedtantur ; quod hi subtidebani,

ub eo subsidium dictum, a quo Plautus,

Agile nunc aubsidite omnes quasi aoicni triarti,

Varr. L e.
;
comp. Liv. viiL 8), while the first two

lines were termed collectively Antepilani, from
standing in front of the Pilani. In process of time,

it came to pass, that these designations no longer

expressed the actual condition of the troops to which
they were attached. When Polybius wrote, and
long before that period, the Hastati were not armed
with hnatue, but in common with the Principes bore

tho heavy pilum: on the other hand, the pilani

carried hastae and notjiila, while tho Principes were
not drawn up in the front, but formed the second

line. The origin of this discrepancy between the

names and the objects which they represented, is

somewhat obscure, but perhaps not altogether be-

yond the reach of a very simple conjecture. The
names were first bestowed when the Roman army
was disciplined according to the tactics of tho

Orccian phalanx. At that time the hastati were

the skirmishers armed with a light javelin (the

hasta velilaria), who were throwm forward in ad-

vance of the main body, and it is with reference to

their ancient duty that Ennius in the eighth book
of his annals uses an expression no longer appli-

cable in his day.
** Hastati spargunt hastas, fit ferreus imber.'*

K K 3
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In corrobonition of this, it will b« seen from the

celebrated chapter in Livy (viii. 8), which wc
have discoMcd at length above, that after the open

order had been etlablished, and the majority of

the hastati luid become hopUtet one-third

of the men in each maniplo were equipped os light

troops **manipulus leves viemoe militcs .... loves

autem, qui hastam tantum gacsoque gercrenL*'

The Principes were the front ranks of the phalanx,

men in the full vigour of their years and strt'ngth,

clad in complete defensive rumour, and hence dis>

tinguished by Livy (J.e.) as ** insign ibus maxime
amiis.'' The PUani were in the rear of the pha-

lanx, and as the opposing hosts approached each

other, before they were required to give weight

and momentum to the mass, threw tlie heavy
pilum over the heads of their comrades, in order

to break, if possible, the continoity of the enemy's
line.

Wgetiiis uniformly places the Principes in front

(L 20, iL 2, 1.5, iiL W), and it it only necessary

to read the sentences in which they arc mentioned,

to perceive how hopeless is tho confusion which
pci^*adc8 his statements.

While the Hastatiand Principes,

taken to^'ther, were sometimes termed AtUepUani^

in coutnulUlinction to the Triarii, so the llastati

alone were sometimes termed AtUenetwmi^ in con-

tradistinction to the Principes and Triarii taken

together. That the Antesignoni were the soldiers

who fought in the frvnt r.uiks, is manifest from

almost every passage in which tho word is found

(e. g. Liv. ii. 20, vii. 33) ; that they were so called

from being placed before the stoxidiirds, U proved

by the d scription of the confusion which prevailed

in the engagement at the Tbrasymene lake, ** Non
ilia (sc. pugaa) ordinata per principes, hnstalosque

ac iriarios, nec ut pro siguis antesignoni, post signa

alia pugnarct acics** (Liv. zxil 5) ; that they

were not the \' elites is clear from tho marshalling

of the troops before Zama, **vias patentes inter

roanipulos antesignanorum velilibus complevit

"

(Liv. XXX. 33, who here translates Polybius)
;

that they were the soldiers who formed the first

line as distinguished from the second, appears from

the narratives of the battles against the Latins,

**cactot hastatos principesque, stragera ot ante

signa et post signa factam, triorios postremo rem
restituissc''(Liv.viii. 11), and against tbeTuscuns,
^cadunt antesignoni, ct ne nudentur propugna-

toribus signa, fit ex aecunda prima acies" (Liv.

ix. 39) : and from these two quotations, it is

further evident that the position of the signa "

was behind the hastati and before the principes.

These signa must have been the ordinaiy* standards

of the maniples, for wo know that the aquila was
in the cuat^y of the first maniple of tho triarii.

The P rm AnUsignani having become established

as denoting the front ranks in a line of battle, was
retained in this general sense long after the Hastati,

Principes, and Triarii had disappeared (see Coes.

B. C. i. 43, iiL 84, where they arc the oldest and
best soldiers, who now led the van. Comp. Varro

ap. Non. a r. Anietignanorum,)

Another term employed to denote the front

ranks of an army in battle array is Principia^ and
in this sense must bo carefully distinguished fmm
the Prittcijtia or chu-f street in the cantp, and from
Principia^ wliich in the later writers, such os Am-
mianus and Vegetius, is equivalent to />W«n/w/es

ofiVi/es (Liv. iL 65, iiL 22, viiL 10 ; riisenn. ap.
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Non. f. 0. mandare

;

Sail. Jug, 54 ; Tac. IlitL it

43 ;
comp. Vorr. ap. GcU. iiL 4 ; Terent. A'mji. iv.

7, and note of Donatus
; Senec^fr Tfr. beat, 14).

Podsignani does not occur in any author earlier

than Ammianus Marcellinus (xviiL 8. § 7, xxiv. 6.

§ 9), and therefore need not be illustrated here
;

the HubsignanKS miies of Tacitus {Hid. L 70, iv.

33) seems to bo the some with the rnt^/ont, who
fall under our next period.

Horanif Accend, Fcrentarii^ Jacidalifrts^ FV/tfes,

Pwadatoret,

Light-armed troops (/eeu armatura) were,

from the first, associated with the hoplitos, but
under different circumstances and different names,
at different periods.

When the Hastati had, in a great measure, ceased

to act as tirailleurs, their place was supplied by
the Horarii (RoraRII dicti ah rore, qui commiUidjutit

helium anttf idea quod ante rortxt quam pluit^ Varro,

L. I*, vii. § 57), whoso method of fighting has been
described above (p. 495). The as de-

scribed by Livy (riii. 8), were inferior in equip-

ment to the rorarii, although employed in a siiniltf

manner, and seem to have been comp followers or

servants (Accxnaos mmistratorts Cato esse acrihii^

Varro, L e. and ap. Non. Morcell. s. r. aoceasi ), and
hence the name is given to those also who attended

upon magistrates or other officials {t.g. Cic. ad
Fam, iiL 7, ad Q. Fr. L 1. § 4, 7). At a later

period the aoeenn W'cre supcniumeraries, who
I
served to fill up any vacancies which ocounvd in

the course of a campaign (Accrn'SI dicchamlur qui

in locum mortuorwn tnilUum tubiU> Mubrogahanlury

FesU s. r.), persons to whom Varro gives the name
of adscriptivi {quod olim adscr^iebantmr intrm*$y

armatis militibus qui sucoederenL, L. L. viL § 56) ;

and, according to Festiu (p. 198, ed. MUilerX oo
census was tho name given, originally, to the ^io
or lieutenant of the centurion, a fact to which
tho PsL’udo-Asconius, perhaps, refers, when he says

(in Verr. iL 28), ** Acevnmu nomcn cst ordinis ct

promotionis in militia, ut nunc dicitur princeps, vel

commentariensis aut comicularius. Haec enim
uomiiui de l<^ionaria militia sumpta sunt.”

Another ancient term for light-armed soldiers

was Feratiarii^ a word found in tlie Trinumnius of

Plautus (ii. 4. 55), where /erentarius amieus signi-

fies a friend nimble and prompt to lend assistance
;

in Sallust {Caiil. GO), ^ Poskjuom oo ventum cst,

unde a /ereninriu proeliura committi posset
; " and

even in Tacitus {Ann, xti. 35), ** fereutarins gnivis-

que miles.” The term is twice explained by
V'^arro, who, in his treatise [M F'ifa Populi liomani^

after defining accensi^ adds (ap. Non. Marcoll.

$. V. Decurio\ ** Kosdem ctiam quidam vocabont

frrontarios qui depugnabant pugnis et Inpidibos,

his armis quae frrrtntuTy non qiue tenerentur;”
and, again (A. L. vii. § 57), ^ FtTmlarium a
fertndo .... nut quod fercntaril eqiiiles hi dicti

qui ca modo habeltant anna quae ferrentury ut

jaculum,” whence it appears that horsemen ns

well as foot-soldiers were sometimes known by
this appellation. Horarii and acoeasi stand to-

gether in a line quoted (Varro, L c.) from the

Frivolaria of Plautus.

Ubi rorarii estis ? cn sunt. Ubi sunt accensi ?

Ecce !
—

** Rorariu* velox” occurs twice in the fragments

of Lucilius
;
and even Synmiachus, in one of his
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rpistlos (viii. 47\ draw* an illiutnition from thb
•onrce ^tamquaro leris armatuiae niilca Horarioi

aeraulahi.**

The called also ProemhUortty because
they were employed on outpost duty when the

HomanI were encamped before an enemy (Festns,

#. v.\ were fiist formed into a corps at the sicffe of

Capua, B. c. 211, as wo arc informed by Liry
(xxri. 4, comp, xzxviii. 21, and Val. Max. iL 3 ;

Frontin. iv. 7), who ^ve* a minute description of

the cireamttnncea which led to their inilitution,

and of the manner in which they* were armed.
It is true that the historian uses the term IWi/cs

before the epoch in question (e. g. xxL 56, xxiv.

84) ;
and Polybius, in like manner, ipe^s of

7po<r^/<dxo( from the time of the first Punic war
;

but these expressions must be understood to in*

dicate the liKht*arroed troops as they then existed,

and which, after the name Horarii fell into disnse,

were styled Jaeulatoret or we^dirorrurrcii. Wc
most not conclude from the narrative of Liry, that

it was customary for the Velites to mount behind

the ca\'alry ; on the contrary, the above passage is,

perhaps, the only one in which they are represented

as oniployod in this manner, although, in later

times, it was by no means uncommon light*

armed troops to mingle with the horsemen, to keep
pace with them, and to support them in their

operations (Caesar, B.G. i. 48, riij. 19, ii.C. iU.

84 ;

The foreign light*armed troops will be noticed

ander the next epoch.

77<e Officer* UtM Ltgiom,

TrOmni.—^ The chief officers of the legion were

the Triimni AfUUnmy rendered by the Oreck*

TrilMtnus is, um^uestionably, derived

from trUms; and, according to Vairo (/.. L. v,

§ 81), in ancient tiroes three were sent to the

army,— one from the Ramnes ;
one from the

Luceres
; one from the Tilie*,— who would then

h* the commanders of the original legion of S0<»0.

In the time of Polybius, the number in each legion

was six ; but when and under what cimimstanccs

this increase took place, is unknown. Two pas*

sages from Livy (vii. 5, ix. 30), to be more par*

ticulnrly adverted to hereafter, by which Sigonius

endeavoured to throw light upon tho question,

admit of an interpretation totally dififerent from
;

that which he has assigned to them, and they
;

leave the matter altogether in doubt. After the

number six was once established, it does not

appear to have raried for many centuries, nor do

we know what changes were introduced, in this

rp*|»ert, during the decline of the empire. The
case in Livy (xlii. 35), where four military tri*

bvnes BTC represented to have been chosen frt»m

the senate to command four legions, supposing the

text to be fruitless, is manifestly quite special.

It must be understood that the authority of

each tribune a*as not confined to a particular portion

of the legion, but extended equally over the whole.

In order, however, to prevent confusion and colli*

sion, it was the practice (Polyb. vi.) for the

tribunes to divide themselves into three sections of

two, and each pair undertook the routine functions

for two months out of the six, during which active

operations in the field timially* lasted. (Comp.

Liv. xl. 41, ** Sirtindae legionis Fulvius tribumis

militum erat, is meast/nis suis dimisit Irginnem.'*)

Id addition to the duties specified by Polybius,
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and already detailed under Castra, and to the
general superintendence which they must have
exercised, we perceive that they nominated the
centurions, and assigned to each the company
which he was to command. They presided also at
cAurts*martial, and had the po«*cr of awarding tho
highest punishments.

Up to the year B. c. 361, the tribunes were
chosen by the commanders-in-chief, that is, by the
kings in the first instance, and afterwards by the
consuls, or a dictator, as the case might be. In
the year above named the people assumed to them-
selves the right of electing either the whole or a
certain number, it is impossible to say which (Liv.

vii. 5), but they seem to have allowed matters to

return to a great extent to their former state until

B. c. 311, when it was ordained that they should
choose sixteen for the four legions (Liv. ix. 30) ;

but W'hetber this embraced a whole or a part only,

is a point upon which we are again left in doubt.
From this time forward, in virtue of the nation
then passed, the people continued to elect the
whole, or, at all eTc^t]^ the greater number until

H. r, 207, when the consuls, Claudius Nero and
Livius Snlinator, appointed the tribunes to nineteen
out of the twenty-three legions of that year, the
people taking to themselves the nomination to tho

first four only (Liv. xxviL 36). When war was
declared against Perseus B.C 171, a special act

was patted that the military tribunes for that year
should Dot be elected by the votes of the people,

but should be nominated by the consuls and
praetors (Liv. xlii. 31.) ; the tame arrangement
probably was adopted the fullowing year, for it is

pATticularly mentioned that in tho tliird year of

the war (b. c. 169), the people named the tribunes

of four legions, which were kept in reserve (Liv.

xliiL 12) ; and, finally, in the fourth and last year
of the war (B.C. 168), the senate resolved that

the tribunes fi>r the eight legions should bo named
one half by the people and one half by the consuls,

Aemilius Paulas being allowed to select out of the

whole body those whom he considered best fitted

for serving in the two legions which he w'as about
to transport into Macedonia. Polybius (vi. 19)
refers incidentally to the fret that some of the

tribunes were chosen by the people, and some by
theoonsalt, but without specifying the proportions,

and this division of patronage probably subsisted

so long as the forms of the constitution wcTe main-
tained, for even under Augustus the people re>

tained some power, nominally at least, in the

military elections
;
but from tho reign of Til>erius

these offices were held to bo in tne gift of the

priooo exclusively. It is clear that in the later

ages of the republic the nomination of tribunes,

not elected by the people, was vested not in the

consub alone but in proconsuls also, and generally

in those who held the chief command in an army.
Thus Cicero, when in Cilicia, offered, at the re-

quest of Brutus, a tribuneship to Scaptius (Cic. ad
AtL vi 3) ; and the orator, at another time, gives

a hint to Caesar, when in Oaul, that he inigiit

bestow a tribuneship, or some such office, cm Tro-

batius (Cic. ad Fam. vii. 5) ; while Caesar himself

found, to bis cost, that be hod attended too much
to tho claims of friendship in granting these ap-
pointments. (Caes. B.O. L 39.) Th<tsc tribunes

elected by tho votes of the people a*ere termed

Comitiatiy those chosen by the general Hh/uH ; be-

cause, says Festus, their privileges were fixed by
K K 4
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ft law of Ruliliiu Rufiu. (Lir. vii« 5 ;

P«cud.

Aicon. in Verr. Act i. 30 ;
Fcatua, t. c. Ptt/uli.)

That all tribune* were not upon an equality ia

clear from the expression of Liry (xli. 3.),
** L.

Atius, iribunut primm sccundoc Icginnis;" and,

from the Cornelian law quoted by Cicero {Pro
Chent. 54), where the tribunes of the first four

legions are eridently regarded as superior to others.

How this precedence was regulated, whether by
•eniority, by the mode of election, or by some
other principle wc cannot determine.

We have seen from Polybius that no ono was
eligible to the office of tribune w'ho had not served

for ten years in the infantry or five in the cavalry.

This rule admitted of exceptions, for we find that

tho elder Scipio Africanus was tribune of the

soldiers at the battle of Cannae (Liv. xxii. 53), al-

though certainly not twenty years old
; and Hor-

tensius rose to the same rank in his second cam-
paign. Augustus introduced certain r<*guIation8

altogether new. He permitted the sons of senators

to wear the tunica latiolavia as soon as they as-

1

sumed the manly gown, and to commence their

military career os tribunes, or as commanders
{prtw/ccii) of cavalry (Suet. Octav. 3fl). Such
persons were the Tr^nun Laiidacii (Sucton. Dom,
10), whom we find frequently commemorated in

the inscriptions of the empire (Orclli, ii. 133, IG65,

2379, 31 13, 3143, 3441), and to these we observe

allusions in Horace {Sat. i. 6. 25), and in Statius

{S^v. V. 1. 97). Wo find also, in one passage at

least, the phrase Tribunus A ugxutidaeiu* (Suet0/4.

10). We can scarcely suppose that raw youths

entering the army for the first time were actually

allowed to exercise the authority which the name
implies

; and hence wc may conclude that in their

case it was a mere honorary title. By the later

enipcrors, tribuneships were bestowed without re-

gard to the birth of the individual
;
and, in order

that they might have an opportunity of obliging a

greater numl^r of applicants, the post w'as

quently conferred for six months only. Hence, we
read in Pliny {Ep. iv. 4. 1), Hune rogo $emettri

tribumUu splendidiorcm facias,** and in Juvenal,
** ScmcMtri vatum digitos circumligat aaro,'* where
there is an allusion to the gold ring which formed

one of their insignia.

Tribunes were, from a very early period, distin-

guished by their dress from the common soldiers

(Liv. rii. 34), and their equipments and rations

in the middle of the third century may be seen

from a curious letter axiltcn by Valerian, when he

bestowed tbc command of certain l>nttalions of

Saracens on Probus. (Vopisc. Prob. 4.) Under
the empire they were attended by a certain num-
ber of apparifore*^ or of soldiers who walked be-

fore them (Lamprid. A/ar. <Ssr. 52), by a I'ioariu*^

or aide-de-camp (Vopisc. Aurdian, 7. 1U>, and by
a person termed CartMuIartug Triimni (Val. Max.
vi. 1 ;

Prontin. iiL 14 ; Orelli, Iiucripp. LuL 3465),

who w*as probably a sort of fuglc-man who gave

certain signals according to the orders W'hich the

officers wished to communicate — thus wc meet
with the Comiciilarius of a centnrion (\'al. Max.
vi. 1. § 1 1), of a priiproetor (Orell. 34U6), and

others. (Orcll. 34B7» 3522, comp. 1251, comp.

Suet. Dom. 17.)

TrihuHt Cokortium.— It has been maintained by
some critics, that in addition to the six tribunes of

the legions there were ten inferior tribunes, each

of whom commanded a cohort. We have no rca-
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son to believe that any such tribunes existed even
so late ns Hadrian

; for Hyginus, in his minute
description of a camp, and of the accommodation
rcqnii^ for tho officers, makes no mention of them.

It is true that we read in Caesar {B. C. it. 20),

and in Pliny {Ep. iiu 9 ;
comp. Juv. i. 58 ; Stat.

S^v. V. 96) of tribunes who commanded cohorts

;

but those in Caesar were not legionary but auxi-

liary cohorts, and such, in all probability, was the

cobort alluded to by Pliny.

Under Augustus and his successors 7W&mitt was
employed with reference to many military offices.

Thus Velleius Paterculus tells us (it 104), that he
discharged the duties of 7W5tMus Castrontm^ and
in inscriptions we meet with Tribuma Praetoriann$

(Orell. 1 133), TrUntnus Fabrmm SataUmm (OrelL

3140), and many others.

Centurumtt.— Next in rank to the Tribunus
was the Centurio^ who, as the name implies, com-
manded a century; and the century, being termed
also on/o, the centurions were frequently designated

ordinum dudorct (hence, adimero ordinen^ <0erre

orriinet^ ordines impetrart^ dec.), words represented

in the Greek historians by or ro-

and more rarely by Aoxaydr. The
number of centurions in a legion was sixty, that

being at all epochs the number of centuries.

(Dionys. ix. 107 ;
Tnc. Ann. L 32.)

The moral qualities desired in a ccntoricai are

described by Polybius (vi. 24), who tells us that

those regarded as best adapted for the office were
persona not so much remarluble for darii^ valour

as for calmness and sagacity ; men not eager to

begin a battle at all hasutls, but who would keep
their ground although overwhelmed by a supcriiv

force, and die rather than quit their post. Their
chief ordinary duties were to drill the soldiers, to

inspect their arms, clothing, and food, to watch the

execution of the toils imposed, to visit the centinels,

and to regulate the conduct of their men, both in

tho camp and in the field. They sat as judges

also in minor offences, and bad the power of in-

flicting corpora] punishment, whence their badge
of office was a vine sapling, and thus viti* is fir^

qucntly used to denote the office itself (Tac. Ann,
\. 23

;
Plin. If. N. xiv. 1 ;

Martial, x. 26 ;
comp.

Juv. viiL 247, xiv. 193, vitem po$e$ Ubelio
\ Spar-

tian. Hadrian. 1 0.)

According to tho system described by Polybius,

the centurions were chosen occordiog to merit by tho

tribunes (4(f\c{ay ra^Upxovs bftirriyhiv)^ subject,

however, it is evident, to the control of the consuls

(sec Liv. xlii. 33, 34); duringthe decline of the re-

public, it was notorious that these posts were mode
an object of luercenory traffic {Quern enim poasumu*

imperatorem aliquo in nmnero puiare^ cniua in cjtr-

ri/u vmeant ceufuria/us et tenierint / Cic. pro Jjrg.

Manil. 13. Quidl ces/iiria/vs paiam renditosi Cvc.

in Pi»on. 36) ;
and under the empire, the palest

corruption prevailed (7'ac. HiiL i. 52, lii. 49;
Plin. Ep. vi. 25), although man}' laws, os may be

seen upon reference to the codes, were promul-

gated from time to time to remedy such disorders.

The regular pay of the cciiturlous is considered

undcronotherhead [SriPKNDitrM]; but, in addition

to this, their income was increased by the moiu'y

which they received from the soldiers for have
of absence, exemption from fiuigiiing or disagree-

able duties, and other indulgences. This abuse, so

subversive of all discipline, probably arose during

the confusion of the civil wars, and gradually be-
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caxne to intoletmble that Otho, to ntUfy all par-

ties, graoted to the centariona a fixed sum out of

the imperial exchequer os a compensation for these

emoluments
;
and his example, in this respect, was

followed bj the most woithy of his successors.

(Tac. comp. i. 17.) £rcn the tribunes

appear to bare derived perquisites, called ttella-

fvroc, from the rations of the soldiers, and these,

although for a time strictly prohibited, were
erentually recognised as lawfuL (Spartian. Hadr.
10 ; Spartian. /Vsonm. Sig. 3 ;

Iiiunprid. AUjc.

Sev. 15 ; Cod. 12. tit. 33. a 12 ; Cod. Tbeod. 7.

tit 4. a 23.)

It will be seen from Polybius that of the two
oenturious in each maniple the one first chosen

took the command of the right division {6 ftiy

wpmros o/pedfls Tjyttrat rov fidpovs rijs

crwflpat), the other of the left The century to

the right was considered as the first century of the

maniple, and its commander took precedence pro-

bably with the title I*rior, his companion to the Irft

being called Posterior^ the priore4 in each of the

three divisions of Triarii, Principes, and llastati

being the ten centurions first chosen. (Polyb. vi.

24.) So long as these divisions were recognised,

all the centurions of the Triarii appear to have

ranked before those of the Principes, and all tho

centurions of the Principes before those of the

Hastatu Moreover, since the maniples were
numbered in each division from 1 to 1 0, there was
probably a regular progression from tbc first cen-

turion of the first maniple down to the second

centurion of the tenth maniple.

The first centurion of the first maniple of the

Triarii, originally named (Lir. vii. 41) Centurio

y*risiMs, and amrwordj CVa/arib PrimipUi^ or

•imply PrimipUuSy occupied a very conspicuous

position, lie stood next in rank to tho Tribuni

niilitum
; he had a scat in tho military council

(Polyb. tL 24) ;
to his charge was committed the

eagle of the legion, whence be U sometimes styled

A^niii/er (Val. Max. i. 6. § 11; Tac. HuL iil 22;
Pionys. X. 36), and, under the empire at least, his

otfice was rery lucrative {loeupUiem ogvi/am, Jut.

xiv. 197 ; Mart. i. 32, vi. 58).

A series of terms connected with these anange-

ments are furnished b^ the narrative which 8p.
Ligustinus gives of his own career in the 34th
chapter of the 42d Book of IJvy. He thus

enumerates the various steps of his promotion

:

^ Mihi T. Quinctius Flamininus <Ueummm ordmem
haaltihtm odslgnavit ... me iroperator dignum ju-

dicavit cui primum ha$tatum prioris ceiUuriae kd-

signaret ... a M\ Acilio mihi primu$ primeept

priori$ caUMrias est adsignatus . . . quater intra

paucos annos prianm piluat duxi.** The gradual

ascent from tho ranks being to the post of cen-

turion ; 1. In the tenth maniple of the llastati. 2.

In the first century of the first maniple of the Has-
tatu 3. In the first centuiy of the first maniple of

the Principes. 4. In the ^t century of the first

maniple of the Triarii.

Hut even after the distinction between Hostati,

Principes, and Triarii was altogether abolished,

and they were all blended together in the cohorts,

the same nomenclature with regard to tho centuries

and their commanders was retained, although it is

by no means easy to perceive bow it was applied.

The cohorts being numbered from 1 to 10, and
the first cohort having unquestionably the prece-

skfMC over the others, we may suppose that the
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rest took rank in like manner in regular order,

each containing three moui(^es. The first maniple
in each cohort may have been cocisidered os repre-

senting Triarii according to the ancient arrange-
ment, the second maniple in each cohort as repre-

senting Principes, the third os representing llastati.

If this hypothesis be admitted, the J*nmipUus,
whom we find mentioned down to a very late date,

was, under the new system, the first centurion of
the first maniple of the first cohort, and as such hod
as formerly the charge of the eagle ; thus also,

when Caesar says {B. C. iii. 64), ** Hoc casu
aquila conservator omnibus primae cohortis centu-
rionibus interfcctis practer primeipem be
must intend to designate the first centurion of the
second maniple of tho first cohort, who would at
full length hove been denominated primuM priaetpt

prior; in like manner, Cretensi bello or/uoam
primeipem duxit ** ad Brut. L 3) will denote
the second maniple of the eighth cohort, ** Q.
Fulginius ex pritno hadato It^gionis XIV. qui
propter eximiam viruitem ex inferioribus ordinibus

in cum locum pervenerat ** (Cues. B. C. i. 46), and
** Cum signifer primi kadati signum non posset

movere loco " (Cic. de Div. L 35), the third maniple
of tbc first cohort.

That great dilTerenccs of rank existed among the
centurions is evident from the phrases primorts
eenturitmum (Liv. xxvi. 5), primi ordimea (us. chief

centurions, Coes. B. C. vi, 6), as opposed to

riores ordimea (Caes. B. C. L 46), and mylmi ordinea

(Ibid. ii. 35) ; and that promotion from a lower
to a higher grade frequently took place, is evident

from the career of Ligustinus as detailed by him-
self (Liv. xlii. 34), of Scaeva, who was rais4^

octavis ordinibus ad primum pilum (Cacs. B. C.
iil 53) for his gallant conduct at Dyrrhachium,
and from many other {lassagcs of which it will bo
sufficient to quote one from Caesar {B. O. vL 42):
^ Ccnturioncs quorum nonnulli ax in/erioritma ordi-

nUma reliquorum logionum virtutis causa m siyM-

riorea enud ordinea huiui Icgioois traducti but
we are ignorant whether in ordinary cases this

promotion proceeded regularly, or w'as conducted
according to any fixed principle. While on tho

one hand we should be led to infer that there was
some regular progression, from such observations as
^ Erant in ea Icgione fortissimi viri centurionea

qui jam primia ordinilma apprcpinqnaraU (Caes.

B.G. V. 44), and while it is probable that such
was actually the case when the legion became per-

manent, so on the other hand it is difficult to see

how prmnotion could have been systematic during

the long period when the legions were disbanded
annually, since the choice of the centurion depended
entirely upon the discretion of the tribunes subject

to tho coutrol of the general, who w’as himsilf

changed from year to year, so that those who served

together in one season might be in different It^ioua

and different countries the next Nor was it un-

constitutional for a eenturion who had commanded
one of the higher companies to be called upon sub-

sequently to fill lower Stations : this was not

common, as we perceive from a case in which
strenuous resistance was offered by twenty-three

centurions ** qui primos pilos duxerout ** to enrolling

unless their former rank was gimrantced to them
(Liv. xUl 32, 33), but this resistance was overcome,

and it was held, that the consul ought not to bo
pivrciited from assigning that post to any individual

in which his services were likely to prove most
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viOimMo to the itate. It was not until the year

B. c. 341, that a law was pasted by which it wot

ordained, that no one who had held the office of

military tribune should Ite eligible at a centurion

(me THIS, uU trifjun$is miiitum /vtsief, poitfa ordinum

iinefor Liv. vii. 41% and at that time the

regulation was mode in consequence of the dislike

entertained by the soldiers to a particular individual

who during a succession of yean bad been alter-

nately a tribune and pfimipilus.

Optimf*.— In like manner as the tribunes named
the centurions, so each centurion named his own
lieutenant, who is caus’d by Polybius ovpay6t, be-

cause his station wot in the rear of the company.

By Livy (viii. K), a suhaltem of this kind is named
tidifriitHriOy but the individual there mentioned was
aelocted for a particular purpose, and it seems clear

from Varro and Festus that the regular term was
optio^ which signifies in general a person chosen

by another as an assistant They agree

as to the etymology', but the former (L, X,. r. 9\)
confines the term to the lieutenant chosen originally

by the decurio in a troop of cavalry, and adds thtU

the tribunes had assumed to themselves the pntron-

age, ^Quos hi (sc. derarionef) priroo odministros

ipsi sibi adoptaltant, optiones vocari coepti, quos

nunc propter ambitiones tribuni hiciunt,*' while the

words of the latter (p. 196, ed. Miillcr), although

very corrupt, seem to imply that they had been

originally appointed by the tribunes, and the nomi-

nation afterwards tmnsforred to the centurions

:

** Opfio qui nunc dicitur, antea appollahatnr Ac-
oeasws, his adjutor dabotur a Trib. Milititm, qui

ex CO tempore, quern vclint, centurionibus per*

roissum est optare, etiam nomen ex facto sortitus

est." The explanation in the Eicerpta of Pauhis

Diacomis, is somewhat different from either :
** C^*

tu> est optatio, sed in re militari opfio nppellatur

is, quern dccurio aut centurio optat sibi remm
privatarum miuistnim, quo facilius oboat publica

officia'’ (p.184, ed. MUllcr).

Fourth Period. F^m the time* of the Gracchi

until the do^enfsU of the Ifcfmhlic.— The century

which immediately preceded the destruction of the

Ronian constitution, was above all others a season

of restless excitement and revolution. A vast num-
ber of organic changes was introduced into the

army, the greater numl)er of which arc commonly
ascribed to Marius, but, although he was un*

dmiMedly the author of many most important

modifications, others not less vital were the result

of the new position assumctl by the Italian states ;

and some must have required so much time for

their full development, that they could scarcely

have been the work of a single indiridtial. We
shall call attention very briefly to the leading

features of the new system, in so far as they can

be gleaned from the pages of Sallust, Caesar, and
Plntarch, who must be here regarded as our chief

guidea.

1. In the first consulship of Marius, the legions

were thrown open to cititens of all grades, without

distinction of fortune. (See above.)

2. The whole of the legionaries were armed and

equipped in the same manner, all being now fur-

nished with the pilum ; and hence we sec in Taci-

tus (Ann. xiL 35) the pih and y/odii of the legion-

aries, opposed to the hastae and spaihae of the

auxiH.iries.

3. The legionaries when in battle order were no
longer arranged in three lines, each consisting of
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ten maniples with an open space between each ma^
niple, but in two lines, each consisting of five cch

horts with a space between each cohort.

4. The younger soldiers were no longer placed in

the front, but in resenre, the van being composed
of veterans as may be seen from various passages

in Caesar.

5. As a necessary result of the above arrange-

ments, the distinction between Hastati, Principes,

and Triarii ceased to exist These names, as applied

to particular classes of soldiers, are not found in

Caesar, in Tacitus, in the treatise of Hyginus on
caslnunetation, nor in any writer upon military’ af-

fairs after the time of Marius, while Varro explains

them as terms no longer in use. The words lias-

tatus and Princeps occur at a later period, in con-

nection with the legion, but are used only with

reference to the precedence of the centuries and of

the officers by whom they were coraroanded, as we
have pointed out when treating of the oaihtrione*,

6. The Vclites disappeared. The skirmishers,

included under the general temi levi* amtafura^

consisted for the most port of foreign mercenaries

possessing peculiar skill in the use of some nations!

weapon, such as the Balearic tlingers {funditt)rc*\

the Cretan archers {9agiitarii\ and the Moorish
dartmen { jacuUttore*), Troops of this description

had, it is true, been employed by the Romans even

before the second Punic war (Liv. xxii. 37), and
were denominated levium armcUorum (s. armorutn)

auxilia (Lit. L c. and xlil 65, where they ore dis-

tinguished from the Vetite*\ but now the leri*

armatura consisted exclusively of foreigners, were
fonned into a regular corps under their own officers,

and no longer entered into the constitution of the'

legion
; indeed, the terms Urfionaritu and 5*ru

armatura become opposed to each other In the

I^atin writers, just os SrXirai and i|nAoi among
the Greeks (e./7. **cecidcrunt ex levi armatum
co^xxiv, ex legimiariis cxxxviii,*' Auct. B. //u-
}iOM. 24, comp. Tacit. Ann, iL 16). The word
xxlUe* is not found in Caesar, and that they had
ceased to exist when Livy wrote is dear from the

expression in his description of the battle of Zama,
where after having used the word “ velitibus," he

adds the explanation ^ ca tunc levis armotiuo ermt

(xxx. 33). When operations requiring great ac-

tivity were undertaken, such os could not be per-

formed by mere skirmishers, detachments of le-

gionaries were lightly equipped, and marched
without baggage, for these special services ; and
hence, the frequent occurrence of such phrases as

expediti^ expediti mi/tfos, expeditae oohorie*, and even

expeditae ferfione*.

7. The cavalry of the legion underwent a change

in every respect analogous to that which took pla^
in ri'gard of the light armed troops. Whoever
reads with attention the history of C-oesarV cam-
paigns in Oanl, will perceive that the number of

Roman equites attached to his army was ver>' small,

and that they were chiefly employed as aide-de-

camps, and on confidential missions. On the other

band, it is evident that the bnlk of his cavnlry con-

sisted of foreigners, a fact which becomes strikingly

apporent when we read that Ariovistus having

stipulated that the Roman general should ccmie to

their conference attended by cavalry alone, Conar
feeling no confidence in hit Gaulish horse, dis-

mounted them and supplied their place by soldiers

of the tenth legion. (D.G. I 42.) In like manner
they ceaecd to form part of the l^ion, and from

L. gmzod cy Coogk
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thii time forward we find the legions and the
;

cavalrj spoken of os completely distinct from each
;

other («. g. Caesar, B.O. r, 11,18; Appi^ B. C,
\

T. 5). Whether there was not to a certain extent
i

a return to the ancient system under the empire, is

a question which will fall to be considered iu the

next section.

8. When, after the termination of the Social War,
a large proportion of the inhabitants of Italy were

admitted to the pririlego of Homan citixens, the

ancient distinction so long maintained between the

Legiomet and the Sodi at once disappeared, all who
had formerly serred as Socii became as a matter

of right incorporated with the Icgioncs, and an

army during the last yean of the republic and
under the niiier emperon consisted of RomasMe
Ijtgiow$ tt AtucUia $. AutUiares^ the latter term

comprehending troops of all kinds, except the

legions and the imperial guards, wliether infantry

or cavalry, light armed or heavy armed, inrrce-

naries in the pay of the state or contingents fur-

uishe<l at the cost of kings and cities in alliance

with Home. The infantry, not legionary, wiu for

the most part organised in battalions called co<

horUty the cavalr}* in squadrons called o/os, the

numbers in eoch co<&ors and ala varying according

to circumstances, and hence such phrases as o/us

aujnliaque eokortimm (Tacit. Arm. iv. 5) ;
agmen

legionam aloe cohariempu jmevemifharU. (Tacit, if.

ii. 11.) Whenever the word $ocii is applied to

troops after the date of the Marsic war, it is genes

rally to be regarded as equivalent to auxiliaresy

although a distinction is occasionally drawn be*

tween soot in the sense of the civilised allies or

subjects of Home, and the barbarian Germans,
Numidians, Spaniards and others who are more
•pecially termed aruniiare$ (AoxiLiAKls dicuntur

tm Mlo soot Aomofrontm exierarum naiiottumy Paul.

DiacX In the description of the army of Germn-
nicus, 08 manhalled to encounter Arminius, $ocia6

cokofieM is tiscd in the most extended signification,

for we ore told that the army was composed of

aurUiare* Galli (J^rmamiquey pedite* tagiitariiy

qualuor legiomety daae praeioriae cokorie* ae deUeti

tquilety qttahu>r Ugiemety ievis onaafttro, aquiUs

tagUiariiy ciTXRAX tociomm coJrorie*.

9. The manner of levying troops in Italy must
necessarily have changed with this change of dr*

cumstances. We are destitute of any definite in-

formation, bnt, in all probability, a system of con*

scription was established and carried out by means

of QmquititoTtSy such as were occasionally appointed

in ancient times when difficulty was experienced

in finding men (see Liv. xxlL 11 ; comp. Cic ad

AU. vii. 10 ; B. Alex. 2) ;
and we find that

the Emperor Tiberius was not satisfied with ob*

taining volunteers, whom he regarded as, for the

most part, an indifferent class of soldiers, and in-

sisted upon the necessity of recruiting the legions

** dolectibus.** {Atm. iv. 4.)

10. The most important change of all, in so far

as sndety at large was concerned, was that to

which we have already adverted, the establishment

immely of the military profcsntmy and the distinc-

tion now first introduced between the civilian and

the soldier. This naturally led to the abre^tion

of the rule, still in force when Polybius wrote, by

which no one could hold any magistracy (roAi-

Turhv until he had complete ten years of

military service, a rule which had fallen so com-

pletely into desuetude in the course of sixty or
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seventy years afterwards, that we see Cicero pasai

ing through all the highest dignities m>d attaining

to the consnlship, although liis experience of e
military life was limited to a single campaign undet
Pumpeius Strabo.

Pifih Period. From ike establidtmerU of ike Im*
penW government until tke age of ike AnUminety
B. c. 31

—

A. D. 150.—We sh^l l»c enabled to form
a correct idea of the materials which constituted an
imperial army during the first two centuries <>f our
era by passing under review the various kinds of
troops for which llyginus proposes to provide ac>

commodation in the camp, whose construction ho
describes [Castra]. We shall not take these

rcciscly in the order in which they arc named by
im, but shall endeavour to atrango them sys*

tematically.

A regtUar army during this period consisted of

a certain number of Legionee and of SujqJementUy

the Supplemcnta being again divided into the im>
perial guards, which appear under several dilTercnt

forms, distinguished by different names ; and the

AuriltOy which were subdivided into Hociae Co-
horte$ and AWsoaes, the latter being fur the most
part barbarians.

1. The l4egioneiy as wo have already bad occa*

sion to point out, although still composed of per*

sons who enjoyed the privileges of Roman citixens,

were now raised almost exclusively in the pro-

vinces ; and hence Tiberius, when about to under-
take his long projected progress through the pro-

vinces, ollcg^ as one of his excuses for quitting

Italy, the necessity of recruiting the legions by
a regular levy or conscription. (Tac. Arm. it.

4.) The legion was divid^ into ten cohorts, and
each cohort into six centuries

; tho first cohort,

which hod tho custody of the eogic, was double
the size of the others, and contain^ 960 men, the
remaining cohorts contained each 480 men ; and
consequently each ordinary century 80 men, the

total strength of tho legion being thus 5280 men.
2. Legionum VerUladi. The term VeaeUlarrH or

Vexilluy which is found repeatedly in Tacitus, has
proved a Muree of the greatest embarrassment to

commentators, and a vast number of hypotheses,

all of them highly unsatisfactory, have been pro-

pounded in order to reconcile the statements of the

historian, which at first sight appear replete with
contradictions. But the difficulty has arisen en-

tirely from almost all critics having entered upon
a wrong path from tho very first, starting upon the

suppositioa that Vexillarii, in every cose, denoted
troops of the same kind, whereas, in reality, the
word is a general term ; and wc must ascertain its

signification in each particular case firom the worda
with which it is immediately joined or the general

context of the passage. Veirillum is used in tho

earliest account of the manipular legion (Liv. viit.

8 ) to denote the standard of the <Wo or maniple,

vexillarius being the standard bearer ; and in pro-

cess of time, vexillum was employed to denote any
military standard whatsoever, except the sacred

engle of the legion. By a careful examination of

the various passages in Tacitns where Vexillarii

are mentioned, it will be seen that he designates

by this appellation any body of soldiers serving

apart from the legion under a separate ensign, or

even on army collectively. In this sense we must
tmderstand such expressions os VejeiUum iironum

(Ann. it 78); Otrmaniea rejiUa (i/iet. t 31);
(rermanie veeilUe (fliet. i. 70) ; veviiUe inferiorie
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Oernanitu praertnlus est (/fUL L 53) ;
J^uUum

vurUla {//ist. ii. U). Compare, MtuiipuU ante

coffUam $edUUmfm Nauportiun misn . . . ceinlla

^otmeliumi {Ann, L 20). But when VtxUlarii or

Vexilla are accompanied by any word which de-

note* an immediata connection with a legion, at

wxiUarii diacordiufti {Ann, u 38) ; (fuarta

detima Ugio cum loAxUlariU rtoMtJnoMf {Ann, xir.

34); cum wxiUis nonue $ecund*uiqne el vicesimae

Britannicarum iegiemum {Hut. iii. 22), then they

bear a ipecihe meaning connected with certain

changes introduced by Augustus. We have seen

that under the republic a citiaen might bo called

upon to serve for twenty years in the infantry ;

when the legions became permanent the full pe«

riod was generally exacted, and those who chose

to remain after their time was completed, were

termed rttenni. Augtistus, in the year b. c. 1 3,

limited the period of service to twelve years for the

pracioriana, and sixteen for the legionaries, after

which they were to be entitled to an honourable

discharge {miuio honesia)^ and to receive a bounty

(praciNiaiA, commoda mcsstbawia) ; but not long

afterwards, a. d. 5, it was found necessary to in-

crease the period to sixteen years for the prae-

torians, and twenty for the I gionories. At this

time it appears probable that the practice was first

introduced of discharging the soldiers ftvra the

legion at the end of sixteen y< ars, and keeping

them together under a vcxillum with peculiar

privileges during the remaining four years of their

service. Abuses, however, crept in, and many
soldiers, instead of being pensioned off at the end
of twenty yean, were compelled to remain for a

much longer period, and the discontent caused by
such oppression gave rise to the formidable mutinies

in Pannonia and Oermany, which burst forth im-

mediately after the accession of Tiberius. The
soldiers then demanded that the original arrengc-

meut by Augustus should be restored, and that

they should receive a full discliargc and the bounty

at the end of sixteen years ; while, in order to

calm their wrath, Oermanicus proposed to put an
end to the disorders of which they complained,

and to carry honestly into effect the second arrange-

ment according to which they were to serve in the

legion for sixteen yean, and then being embodied
under a vezillum by themselves to be relieved

of all irksome labours, and to be required only to

&CC the enemy in the field. (Dion Cass. liv. 25,

Iv. 23 ; Suet. f>oter. 49 ; Tacit. Ann, i. 17, 36, the

proposal contained in the last passage being in

these words : nutsionem dari r^aa ttipendia me-

riiis i ejKiueiorxiri^ q%U senadena yeettsm/, oc retineri

tub vctUIo^ eeterorum immunes nui prop^nandi

kostis). The vejrilhtrii or vejriUa Icgionum^ then,

were those soldien who, after having served in

the l^ion for sixteen years, became exauclorati,

but continued to serve in company with that legion,

under a vezillom of their own, until they received

their full discliarge. Hyginus states the nnmber
attached to each legion as usually about five or six

hundred.

3. Kvoeati {h^XifTot), Dion Cassius tells us

that Augustas began to employ troops bearing this

denomination when ho callixl out {kytndiKf<rtr) the

veterans of Julius Caesar to aid him against An-
tonios. They still, says Dion, form a peculiar

corps {ffinmipa f8u»>), and carry sticks in their

hands like centuriona (Dion Cass. xlv. 12, Iv. 24).

Galba gave the name of Hvooati to a body of life-
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guards instituted by himself, who are described by
Suetonius {(riiUi. lO), ^Delcgit ct cquvstris ordinis

juvencs, qui, manente annulorum aureomm usu,

EroccUi appellarentur, excubiasque circa cubiculum
iQom vice rnilitum agerent.**

4. CkAoriet Praeiortae, To these a aeparate

article is devoted. [Prabtoriani.]
5. EquiUt PraeiorianL [Prabtoeianl]
6. Primiptiare*, These, according to the arrange-

ments of the Hygininn camp, were placed close to

the person of the emperor, and must have been a
small corps, consisting of persona who had dis-

charged the office of legionary PrimipnlMt,, and
who now acted as guards or aide-de camps to the

commander-in-chief. Primi^laTtn is met with fre-

quently in Tacitus and in inscriptions {e.g. Tacit
Ann. it 11, iv. 72, Hid. L 31, 87, ii. 22, iit 70,
iv. 15, Ann. xiit 36 ; Orelli, No. 617, 74^ 3568).

7. Offi^alee. These appear to have been public

servants. Thus we read in Appuleius of the offi-

cialis of an aedile, and in Ulpian of the ofiicialis of

a pracfcct (Dig. 36. tit 4. s. 5 ; comp. Gruter,
Inter, p. ccccxxii.

; Clrclli, No. 2952, 4013.)
8. .SfiByTM^trss /m/wraforis. These are

classed by Hyginus along with the EgnUet Pron-^

tondai, were like them quartered in the Ijatera

Praetorii, and equalled or slightly exceeded them
in number. The only classic^ author by whom
they arc noticed is Tacitus, who, in that portion

of his Histories (iv. 70) where he is describing the

confusion that arose upon the death of Vitellius,

mentions among the tfMps aia Singnlarimm ez-
cita olim a Vitellio, dclnde in partes Vetpasiani
transgressa,^ but they are very frequently com-
memorated in inscriptions, as Eguilet i^ngnlaret u
Singularii Imperaioris—AugutH—Cbesoris— /)o>

miW Nodri, Ac. (OrclI. No. 3525, Ac., 3100,
3496, 1576), and on one stone wc read T. Flavuts.
QuiNTiNua. Eq. SiNO. Auo. Lscrcs. Ex. Exbr-
ciTU. Rabtico. Ex. Ala. Flavia. Pia. Fiobll
Milliaria. (Orcll. No. 3409X which may lead

us to suppose that they received their appellation

in consequence of being selected individually from
other corps, and thus they may belong to the same
class with the Eqmilnt Eiedi (OrclL 3155) and the

£q. Gust. Aug. (OrcU. 4453).
9. iHatoret.— Hyginus assigns a place for two

“ Centuriae Statorum ” immc<^tely in the reor of
the Praetorinm which they protect^, and allots to

them, as to the Praetorians, twice ss much space,

in proportion to their numbers, as to the troops of

the line. Hence, it is evident that they were
ranked among the life-guards, althouji^h members of^
their body may have been employed in the capacity

of couriers, as persons bearing the same designation

certainly were employed both under the republic

and the empire by those invested with military

command. (Cic. ad Fam, iL 17, 19 ;
“ ut ad to

tlaloret meot el Uctoret cum literit mittcrem
;

**

comp. X. 21 ; Vulcat. Gallic. Anid. Can. 9 ; Lam-
prid. Alejt. 5!ev. 52 ;

Ulpian, Dig. 1. tit 16. a 4.)

In inscriptions we find Stator. Auo. (OrelL

3524), Stator. Civitatis. Vibnbs. (IU.2780),
and once Statorum. Evocati. (Ib. 3422.)

10. Speenlaiortty although not provided for by
Hyginus, ought to be mentioned here, since they
also occupied a place among the personal attendants

of the emperors {Ipsutn Otkonan comitabantnr

tpeadaicrum lerta corpora^ Tacit IlisL ii. 11,

comp, t 24 ; Suet (Mae. 74.). They were the
executioners of the army (Senec. <U /ro, i. 1 G

;
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MarV, tL 27, and coramcnt. of Cbr}’ioBt

;
comp.

SueL (
'aliff. 32), and teem to have nrted as couriers

likewise. (Tacit flisL it 73.) They foirocd a
regular corps with officers of their own (Tacitus

sjteaks of an optio rpeculaiorum^ //. I 25), and
must have been numerous, as appears from such

expressions os “ praetnriarum cr)bortium et specula*

torum equitumqne valida manos ** (Tacit //. ii.

83) ;
and from inscriptions whore mention is made

of a sixth cohort of speculatores (Ordl. 3518);
while from another inacriptioit in which a certain

L. Vcturiiu is styled Pbaip. Tuhuax. Spxcl**

Lat., it is manifest that there must have been
mounted speculatores. The word it usi‘d also by

,

Tacitus to denote an ordinary scout {Ann. ii. 12.)

1 1. The scouts, however, formed a distinct body
under the name of KjyJoraiorfs^ and llyginus

quarters them appropriately at the extremity of the

camp nenrett to the Praetorian gate, and close to

the Pioneers.

12. Alat.— From the time when the cavalry

were separated from the leqipn they were formed
into bodies called o/rse, which varied in number
according to cimimstax>ccs. Hyginus provides ac-

commodation in his enmp for four Aloe AfiJUariatj

and for five Aia^ Quinpenariof.

The Ala AfU/iaria was divided into 24 turmae,

each of which, ocemrding to the conjecture of

Schelins, consisted of 40 men except the first

w'hich bad 80. The commander of the whole was
the I*ra4>/cetus Aloe., the inferior officers were 24

24 dufJirariiy and 24 $t*qniplarii^ that

ia, a decurio, a duplicarios, and a scsquiplarius for

each tunno.

The Ala Qmingenaria was divided into 1 6 turmae
with a deciirio, a duplicarius and scsquiplarius for

imch, and we may suppoae that each tiinna con-

sisted of 30 men except the first, which thus would
have 50.

Each decurio had three horses allowed to him,

each duplicarius and each scsquiplarius two horses,

so that the total numl)cr of horses in the Ala AfiU
Uaria was 1090, and in the Ala Quinpenuria 504,

exclusive of those belonging to the Proffteti.

It is evident that the Huplicarii and »e*quiplarii

here named were lubaltenii
;
according to the

ancient signification of duplkaritu^ as interpreted

by Varro {L. h. v. § 90), it denoted a soldier who
on account of his valour was allowed double re-

tiotis (romp. Liv. zxiv. 47, ii. 59), which roust of

course have been convertible into increased par.

(Orelli, C. /. 3535.) Such persons arc fi^-quentiy

presented to us in inscriptions under the. cognate

forms duplariu*^ dttpHeariu*^ and dnpliciaritu. Thus
wc have Dvpr.. N. Explor. {Duplarii numeri

esploratorumy OrelL 206) ; Duplario Lia. I.

(Ib. 3531); Duplarius Alarivs (lb. 2003)

;

Duplicarius (Ib. ’i533);DuPLiciAR. (Ib.3534).

Sftqnijdarint^ which evidently denotes a soldier

who received a ration and a half, appears in no

authors except Hyginus and Vegetius, of whom
the latter gives them gold collars and styles them
Tortpiati duplarts^ torquati $emjuiplare$ (ii. 7), but

the title is met with in inscriptions. (Orell. 3470.)

13. Afauri Eqnites. Pannonii Ferrrfan'i. —
The Aloe were raised in the Roman provinces and
consisted, probably, for the most part, of citizens,

or at least subjects. But in addition to these

every army at this period was attended by
squadrons of light horse composed entirely of bar-

barlms ; and the chief duty performed by those
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named above was gtuuding the pioneers as they
perfurraed their lalwurs in advance of the nnny.
when Tacitus speaks of ** Alarcs Pannonios,
robur oqnitatus {Ann. xr. lO) he must mean
cavalry of a differt*nt description from the Pan-
nonii trmfurti of Hyginus, who, probably, n*
sembled the Cossacks of modem warfare.

14. Cokortei peditatae^ were battalions raised

chiefly in the provinces, composed of Roman citi-

zens, of subjects and allies, or of citizens, allies,

and subjects indiscriminately. They were, it

would appear, not bound down by the same strict

rules with regard to the period of service as the
legionaries, not so benvily equippt'd, and not sub-
jected to the same exhausting labours. Vegetius,
in the chapter where he endeavours to account for

the decay of the legionary force (ii. 3), throws
some light upon thcM* points. To this class of
troops belong^ the ctJiortes aim/iVinv, the aturilia

0}Aortiwn^ and the toriorum co/toiie*^ of whom we
rend in Tacitus, together with a multitude of
others recorded in inscriptions and named for the
most port from th<' nntions of which they were com-
posed. The expression erAortrm dfcimam octavam
(Tacit. //. I 64) indicates that these cohorts were
numbered regularly like the legions. Hyginus
provides accommodation for CoAories pedUutae mil-

/iorias /res, and Cohorte$ p«^IUatae quimptnariae ires.

15. Oihortn K<fuUatat from the Pedi-
taiae in this only, that they were made up of in-

fantry combined with cavalry. A Cohort Equitata
AfUIiaria contained 760 foot soldiers divided into

10 centuries, and 240 horsemen divided into 10
turmae. A CoAors EptHaia quinpenaria contained
380 foot-soldiers divided into six (?) centuries and
1 20 horsemen, divided into 5 turmae. There is on
inscription in the collections of Orulcr (p. Mcvin.)
to the memory of L. Flavius, who among other

military titles is styled Praxp. Coh. Paimar.
Equitatar. Civ. Homa.v. in. Ubrman. In-
PBRioRK

; Pliny, in one of his epistles (x. 108),
and Trajan in his reply, make use of the terms
Cohort equestri*^ the former mentioning a centuriun

in connection with It, which provestbat it contained
infiantty. Tacitus {I/iti. iv. 19) speaks of cohorts

of the Batavi and Canninefates, who, among other

demands, insisted that the number of horse should
be increased {anprri numentm eqnitmm)

; and
Josephus, in describing the army of Vespaiian,

notices 10 cohorts {mrtipai) of 600 infantry and
120 cavalry, a series of passages which evidently

refer to CoAortet Etpdiaiae. The Cohoriet Po-
ditatae arc not mentioned under that name except

by Hyginus, but arc indicated by Tacitiu in the

words (.4aa. xiii. 35),
'* ex Germania legio cum

equitibus aloriis et ptditatu cokortium.'^ Hyginus
allows space for Cohotrte* eqnUaiat mUliariae Jaue,

and Cohortet rquitata* quinponariar qttatmor.

16. C<atsieiy which we may fairly nmdor A/o-

rines, were employed, according to Hyginus, as

pioneers. They corresponded to the iVarri/cs .Voo^

under the republic, who were always regarded as

inferior to n'gulor soldiers, and were recruited, as

we learn fioro Polybius, among those persons

whose foitime did not entitle them to enlist in the

legions. After the establishment by Augustus of

regular permanent fleets at MUenum, Ravenna,

and on the coast of Gaul, a largo body of men
most have been required to man them, who, whet;

their services were not required afloat, were callea

upou, at least in great emergencies, to serve ua
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ordinary suldiora. Tacitos mentions at tlie com-

•nienccroent of hii hUtory (i. 6), that Unlba found

in tho city a legion ** quam e classe Nero conscrip-

aerat (comp. Dion Cau. Uiv. 3 ; Suet 6WA. 1*2
;

Plut Galb. 13), which he tnbscquently (i. 31, 36)

terms “legio claasica** and “ claasicomm legio"

(comp. ii. 11, U, 17, 2*2, iii. 65), and elsewhere

(iL 67) we hear of the ‘*prinja clasaioomm Irgio.”

In the Annals dastiarius is the form which he

gcnemlly employs, as dassiariorum copia (Anm. i?.

27), and ecfUttrioM etassiario (Amt. xlv. 8).

17. Nationes.— These occupied the same posi-

tion with regard to the »octM coAoWej, tlmt the

Afiittri and Pannonii yrTvdarii did with regard to

the regular AUte of caralry. They were battalions

composed entirely of barbarians, or of the most

uncivilised among the subjects of Rome, and were

proliably chicily employed upon outpost duties,

ilyginus allows space for 3300, consisting of Pal'

myrmi ; Gaeiat ; Dad; BriUme* ; Cantahri,

Urhanae Cohorte*.— We may take occasion to

notice in this place two bodies of men established

during the first years of the empin', who held a

station intermediate between regular troops and
an armed police, their senrices being, properiy

speaking, confined to the city. These were the

Udtanat (\jktnitt nnd the Cukoriet

Dion Cassius (Ir. 24) informs us that Augustus,

in addition to the praetorian cohorts, instituted a

force of city guar^ amounting to six thousand

men divided into four battalions : to these he else-

where gives the name of iurrttnl (lix. 2), while,

by the Latin writers, they arc usually distin-

guished os CtjAorifs l/r6anae or UrUuui milUitiy

their quarters, which were within the city, being

tho Vrhana Gutm. According to Tacitus, who
states the number of cohorts at three only, they,

like the praetorians, were levied in Umbria,

Etruria, and the anciont Roman colonies (TaciL

Ann. iv. 5), and were under the immediate com-

mand of tbe praefect of the city, whence it uras

urged upon Flavius Sabinus (TaciU Ilud. ilL 64),
** esse illi propriom militem cohortium urbojuuum.''

Cokorift ViyUum.— Augustus orgiunsed a large

body of night-watchers also, whose chief duty was
to act as finmen (Adrernts incendut trculnat noC'

tumas riffilenpie eomm&ntus cW, i^ueUm. Octav. 30).

They were divided into seven cuhons, in the pro-

portion of one cohort to each two lifigiones^ were
stationed in fourteen guardhouses (<u'eu/'i/orfts),

and arc called yvitro^i;A<uc«s by the (ireek, Cb-

bortes Viyilum by the Latin writers. They were

commanded by a Pratfedn* (Tacit. Ann. xi. 3.5),

W’ho was of equestrian rank ; but the corps, in con-

sequence of being raised among the class of li-

bertini, was regarded as occupying a position in-

ferior to that of regular soldiers (Dion (^ass. Iv. 26,

lix. 2). In Tacitus {Hid. iii. 64), they arc termed

the terviiia of the aristocracy, and Suetonius {Octav.

26) alludes to them as ^ libertino milite.** (Comp.
Dig. 1. tit. 16. a. 3.)

Eipiipmcnt oftkt Troopt under Kmpire.

Josephus has transmitted to us a description of

the equipment of the Roman troops and his testi-

mony is peculiarly valuable, proceeding, as it docs,

from a competent eyc-w’itncss {B. J. iii. 5. § 5).

Tho infantry wore cuirasses helmets and two
•words (3wpa(l r« vtippaypivoi koX Hpdyttri koI

uAxmpo^poihrT§> d^i^orspcsdcF), that is a long

award on the left, and a short dagger (<nri6a^qs
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o6 vXfor on the right side. 1 he select

infantry in attendance upon the general carried a
long spear {\6yxv^y kadam\ and a round shield

(dtnriSs dipeum)
; the rest of the l^onorics (i^

Si Aonri) ^dAoyl) a piUm (?) ((i/rr^s*), and a
setf^M (dvpshr iwipbnri). In addition, each man
bad a saw and a basket (wpfora «col a

mattock and a hatchet aol wfAsavir), a leather

strap, a hook and a chain {tpArra aol Spt-roror

fcol &Av(T(r), together with provisions for three

days*— so that, says Josephus Roman in-

fantry differ little from mules of burden.

The Kquites wore helmets and cuirasses like

the infantry, with a broadsword at their right side

{pdxeupa fiaicfd\ and carried in their hand a Icmg

ole {Korrbt ^iri>ti^5)
; a buckler swung at their

orses* flank (<3op«hf 34 napb nKtvpkn Twrov

w\dytos)y and they were furnished with a quiver

containing tliree or more javelins (&«roKr«r), with
broad points &^d as large as spears ( Awo3^r-
T«s 34 Sopdrmy pdyt^os). Tb^ selected to attend

the general differ^ in no respect, in their ap-

pointments from the regular caralry (rwr in raTt

tAoif lww4mn).

The Jewish historian has moreover given an ac-

count of the Afjmen or line of march in which tho

army of Vespasian entered Galilee {D.J. iii 6. § 2),

this being, ho adds the regular arrangement fol-

lowed by the Romans. 1. The light-armed aux-

iliaries and bowmen (tovs pin y* ^lAovr rarr frs.

Kovpun aol To^iras) od\*anced first to reconnoitre,

to examine woods and suspicious localities and to

give timely notice of the approach of an enemy.
2. A detachment of Roman heavy-armed troops

horse and foot {‘Ptnpalmn dxAiruri) paSpoy nt(ol rs

ical imrfit). 3. Ten men out of each century car-

rying their own equipments and the measures of the

camp {pirpa rijs irafw/sfoA^s). 4 . The pioneers

(33oroiof). The l^go^ of Vespasian and hit

legati (rwr nin^ ijy*pomnn) guarded by a
strong body of horse. 6. V'etpasion himself at-

tended by adecii PvditeSy Sdecti Eqmten. and a body
of spearmen f 7. The peculiar

cav.'ilry of the legion fSiov too rbypaioi In-

wubi'), for, he subjoins oach legion has 120 horse

attached to it This we perceive was a return, to

a certain extent, to the ancient system. 8. The
artillery dragged by mutes {ol vAr sAfvdAfir ^
payrts 6pu% ned ra Aoiira prixfudfpara.) 9. l‘hc

legati, pmcfccts of cohnrts nnd tribunes {rry^fdnft

T« Kol <nrf<p^ fropxoi guarded

by a body of picked soldiers. 10. The standards

surrounding the eagle (oi tnipaieu n*pii<rxovacu

rhn bfrin). 11. The trumpeters (ol (raAvryrrai).

1*2. The main body of the infantry (^ ^dAoyf)
six abre<ut, accompanied by a centurion (4fforo»’-

whose duty it was to see that the men
kept their ranks. 13. The whole body of slaves

attached to onch legion (t3 olntruthn iKdarov rdy-

paros\ driving the mules and beasts of burden

loaded with the baggage. 14. Behind all the le-

gions followed the mercenaries (6 piaBios 3xXoi),

15, The rear was brought up by a strong body of

infimtry and cavalry. Josephus seems to desig-

nate the Ivffuti by the word rrytpintSy the 7W6n«i
mi/Uuni by Aoxayoi or X'Atdf)X^^ ctniunoim

by To(<dpxoi or iKoronrdpx^
»
whether he moans

by oiipayoi (in iii. 6. % 2) tho optionos who are so

designated by Polybius, or intends to comprehend
the whole reor-guord under the appellation, may
admit of doubt. Four words are used to dcooie

: . ;ll
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WMpont of the Bpcor kind,

—

iv<rr6y probably in-

tended to represent the pilunt^ for which u<ya6s is

generally employed ;
Axtov the light javelin ; >^iyxv

and Sdpv, pikes of ditTercnt kinds. It would ap-

pear from Arrian that the sometimes
list'd as a missile.

Kinally, some additional light will be thrown
up^m the constitution of a Homan army about half a
century later by the instructions issui^ for the line

of march to be observed by the force despatched

against the Scythian Alani, preserved in the fng'

merit of Arrian, of which we have spoken above.

The force in question consisted of the fifteenth

Icirion, which was complete, and of the twelfth,

W’hich appears to have been a fragment only, these

legions having both cavalry and skirmishers at-

tached to them exactly as under the republic— of

•cverel cokortes ttjuitatae^ composed of Italians,

Cyrenians, Armenians, and others, each of these

battalions containing heavy ftnd light infantry to-

gether with squadrons of cavalry— of cokorte* pe-

dUaiof^ including infantry only, both light and
henry, and of light cavalry of the allies and of

barbarians. The order in which they were to ad-
vance was as follows :

~
1. Horse scouts (xarflunedvovr I'wir/of), horse

archers and slingers {inroroloras xol Tcrpofoi/r),

coram.indcd by their own dccurions (SsKaddpx<>u).

2. Various corps of foreign cavalry, Cyrenians,

Itiiroeons, Celts, and others, of whom tho names
are doubtful. Z. The whole of the infantry arch-

ers, followed by different bodies of heavy-armed

infiuitry, not legionaries, Italians, Cyrenians, Dos-

p>ranians and Numidians, the flanks of this division

being covered by cavalry. 4. I’he equites selecti

niid the equites of the legion (ol dvh r^i (fxiKayyos

iTWffr). 6. The artillery (aoTow^XTOi). 6. Tho
standard {<nifitiov) of the fifteenth legion, and
around it the principal officers, namely the com-
mander of the legion r^s ^dAoyyot), the

logatos (?) (ywdpx®’)» tribunes (o/

and the centurions of the first cohort {iKaT6yTapx<n

ol rijr TrpwTTis trwtipTjs iwurrirai). Here, it will

be remarked, we meet with an officer called the

Tjyffxity T^s ^Xayyos and his deputy or ^dpxof.
7. The infantry of the legion, four and four, pre-

ceded by their own skirmishers oi OKOi'riir-

Toi). tt. Foreign (rh trvfifiax^"^*') infantry, both

light and heavy. 9. The baggage (ri aKsvoipdpa),

10. The rear broiijtht up by an ala of Getoe under

their praefectus (eUdpx’f*)- The centurions were

to march on the flanks of tho infantry, keeping the

men to their ranks ; for the sake of greater security

a body of horsemen was to ride in single file along

the whole length of tho line ;
the commondcr-in-

chief, Xenophon, was to march in front of the in-

fantry standards, but to move alrout occasionally

from place to place, watching everything, and pre-

serving order everywhere. It appears that of the

cavalry some were archers (imroro^6Teu\ some

lanccn polo-meo (aorro^dpoi),
^

tome iword-rocn (pax<upo<pdpot\ some axc-mcn
;

(wsAfKo^poi)
;
these and nuiny other curious par-

;

ticulan may extracted from the detailed account i

of the Ayoieii, and from the AeUs or scheme of
|

battle by which it is followed ; but unfortunately
|

wc are so much embarrassed at every step by the '

uncertainty of the text that it is scarcely s^c to

form positive conclusions.

A great many topics connected with a Rom.*in

army arc discussed under Mparato articles : thus,
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' much that belongs to the civalry is necessarily in-

cluded under Equites ; the ^iiion of the allies

in the service under Socii
; the life-guards under

PRABTORIAM
; the pay of the soldier under

Stipbndium
; a detailed account of his armour

and weapons under Galba, Lohica, Ockba,
Caliua, Hasta, Pilum, GLAUiua, Scitim,
&C. ; of bis dress under Chlamys, Palvoa-
MSNTUM, Saoum ; of the Standards under Siona
Mjljtahia

; of military processions under (Jva-
Tio, Triumph U8 ;

of punishments under Fubtu-
ARJUM, Decimatjo ; of military rewards under
Torques, Pualerar, Corona

;
of military en-

gines under Tormkntum, Ariia, Vineae,
Plutei, IIelepolis, Turris, Slc. [W. R.J
EXKTASTAE (^{sTcwTol), special commis-

sioners sent out by the Athenian people to investi-

gate any matters that might claim attentiun. Thus
wc find mention of Exetastao being appointed to

ascertain whether there were as many nicFcenarius

as the generals reported. It appears to have been no
uncommon plan for tho commanders, who received

pay for troops, to report a greater nunilier than
they possessed, in order to receive the pay them-
selves

; in w’hich case they were said ** to draw
pay for empty places in the mercenary force ’*

(juir6o^pf7y h ry (*yitc<p H*ycus Xf^fxus, Aeschin.
c. Oes. p. 536). Thu commissionen, however, who
were sent to make inquiries into the matter, often

allowed themselves to b« bribed. (Aeschin. a,

Timurck, p.131, D« I'als. Leg. p. 339 ; Bbckh.
FuIJ. Ectm. of Athene^ p. 292, 2nd ed.)

EXHERES. [I1EREA.J
EXIIIBENRGM, ACTIO AD. This action

was introduced mainly with respect to vindica-

Liones or actions about property. “ Exbibere *' is

defined to be ^ focere in publico potestatem, ut et

qtii agat experiundi sit copia.*^ This was a per-

sonal action, and he had the right of action who
intended to bring an actio in rcm. The actio ad
exbibendum was against a person who was in

possession of the thing in question, or had fraudu-
lently ported with the possession of it

; and the
object was the pruductiim of the thing for the pur-

po« of iu being examined by the plaintiff. The
tiling, which was of course a movable thing, was
to be produced at the place where it was at the
commencement of the legal proceedings respecting

it ; but it was to be taken to the place where the
action was tried, at the cost and expense of the
plaintiflf.

The action was extended to other cases : for in-

stance, to coses w'hcn a man claimed the privilege

of taking his property off another person's land,

that other person not being legally bound to restore

the thing, though bound by this action to allow
the owner to take it

;
and to tome cases where a

roan had !n bis possession something in which bis

own and the plaintiff's property were united, as a
jewel set in the defendant's gold, in which case

there might be an actio ad exbibendum for the

purpose of separating tho things (ut excludatur ad
exhibcndiim ogi potest. Dig. 10. tit 4. s. 6).

If the thing was not produced when it ought to

have boon, the plaintiff might have damages for

lots caused by such non-production. This action

would lio to produce a slave, in order that he might
be put to the torture to discover bis confederates.

The ground of the right to the production of a
thing, was either property in the thing or some in-

terest ; and it was tho business of judex to
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declare whether there wna lufficient reason {iutta

t4 prohe^U caKsa) for production. The word
** interest ^ was obviously a word of doubtful im>

port. Accordingly, it was a question if a man could

bring this action for the pn^ucti<m of his adver-

aarySi accounts, though it was a general rule of law
that all persons might have this action who had an
interest in the thing to be produced {quorum in-

UrtM) ; but the opinion as given in the Digest

(Dig. 10. tit. 4. s. 19) is not &vouroble to the pro-

duction on the mere ground of its being for the

plaintiff's advantage. A man might hare this

actio though he had no vindicatio
;
os, for instance,

if he bad a legacy given to him of such a slave os

Titius might choose, he had a right to the production

of the testator's slaves in order that Titius might
make the choice ; when the choice was made, then

the plaintiff might claim the slave as his property,

though be had no power to make the choice. If a

man wished to assert the freedom of a slave {in

liberttiiem vindieare), he might have this action.

This action was, as it appears, generally in aid

of another action, and for the purpose of obtaining

evidence ; in which respect it bt^s pome resem-

blance to a Bill of Discovery in Equity.

(MUhlenbruch, Dodrina Pandectarum ; Dig. 1 0.

tit 4.) [G. L.]

EXITE'RIAor EPEXO'DIA (^n^pmor4»f(-
ddia), the names of the sacrifices which were offered

by generals before they set out on their expeditions.

(Xenopb. Amab. vL 5. g 2.) The principal object

of these sacrifices always was to diKover from the

accompanying signs the favourable or unfavourable

issue of the undertaking on which they were about

to enter. According to Hesycbiui, wut
also the name of the day on which the annual

magistrates laid down their offices. [L. S.]

EXO'DIA from and 584r) were

old-fashioned and laughable interludes in verses,

inserted in other plays, but chiedy in the Atel-

laiuic. (Liv. viL 2.) It is difficult to ascertain

the real character of the exodia ; but from the words

of Livy we must infer that, although distinct from

the AtcUanoc, they were closely connected with

them, and never performed alone. Hence Juvenal

colls them rhodium AtrUantu {Sai. vi. 71), and
Suetonius (T'lh. 45) exfxiium Atefianicunu They
were, liko the Atellanae themselves, played by
ouiig and well-bom Romans, and not by the

Utriones. Since the time of Jos. Scaliger and
Casaubon, the exodia have almost generally been

considered as short comedies or forces which

were performed after the Atellanae ; and this

opinion is founded upon the vague and tncorrt-ct

statement of the Scholiast on Juvenal {StU. iiL

174). But the words of Livy, exodia contrrta

/abeUis^ seem rather to indicate interludes, whiclu

however, must not be understood as if they had

been played between the acts of the At llanae,

which would suggest a false idea of the Atellanae

themselves. But as several Atellanae were per-

formed on the same day, it is probable that the

exodia were played between them. This supposi-

tion is also supported by the etymology of the

word itself^ which signifies something A5o0,

extra viam, or something not belonging to the

main subject, and thus is synonymous with 4wuo.
6Stor. The play, as well as the name of exodium,

seems to have boen introduced among the Romans
from Italian Greece ;

but after its introduction it

appears to have become very popular among the

EXOMOSIA.
Romans, and continued to be played down to a
very late period. (Sueton. DomU. 10.) [Ij. S.]

EXO'MIS a dress which had only a
sleeve for the left arm, leaving the right with the

shoulder and a part of the hnent free, and was for

this reason called exowu$. It is oIm frequently

colled (Phot and HesycL
s. r. ^Zrtpopk. : Heliod. Aetkiop. iii. 1 ; Pans. v. 16,

§ 2.) The exomis, however, was not only a chiton

[Tunica], but also an l/tdrtor or

[Pallium.] According to Hesycbiui (s- e. '£{«#•

pis)^ and Aelius Dionysius {ap. ad P,
xviii. 595), it r'rred at the same time both the

purposes of a chiton and an himation
;
but Pollux

(vii. 46) speaks of two different kinds of exomis,

one of which was a weplSKiipa and the other a

Xivdw His account is confirmed

by existing works of art Thus we find in the

Mus. Pio-Clement (vol. iv. pi. 11), Hephaestos

wearing an exomis, whkh is an himation thrown

round the body in the way in which this garment

was always worn, and which clothes the b^y like

an exomis when it is girded round the waist The
following figure of Charon, on the contrary (taken

from Stackelberg, Die Grd/ier dor I/eUenem, pi. 47),

represents the proper and
we see a similar dress in the figure of Ulysses

represented in the article Pilsus.

The exomis was asoally worn by slaves and
working people (Phot s. v. ; SchoL ad Arittopk,

EquiL 879), whence we find Hephaestos, the

working deity, frequently represented with this

gonnent in works of art (MUUer, Arckdol. der

A'luisf, § 366. 6.) The chorus of old men in the

Lysistnita of Aristophanes (1. 662) wear the

exomis
;
which is in accordance with the state-

ment of Pollux (iv. 1 18), who says that it was the

dress of old men in comic plays. Aecordii^ to

Oelliui (vii. 12), the exomis was the same as the

common tunic without sleeves {citra bumerum de-

sinentee) ; but his statement is opposed to the ac-

counts of all the Greek grammarians, and is without

doubt erroneous. (B«xker, CkarUdeSy vol ii. p,

112, &C.)

EXOMO'SIA {i^eipoaia). Any Athenian
citixen when colled upon to appear as a witness ia
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a court of jiutice (KXijrfVfiy or 4KK\rfTfiuv, Pol-

lux, riii. 37 ; Aeschin. c. Titnarch, p. 71), waa
obliged by law to obey the summons, unless he
could establish by oath that he was unacquainted

with the case in question. (Demosth. Fais.

Lfff. p. 396, 0. Neaer. p. 1354, c. Aphob, p. 850 ;

Suidas, s. v. 'E^opAaaaBai.) This oath was called

J^eefuxrlei, and the act of taking it was expressed

by 4^6pMv<r6cu, (Demosth. e. .S/spA. i. p. 1119
;

c. EubtUid. p. 1317 ;
Harpocrat s.v.) Those who

refused to obey the summons w’ithout being able

to take the incurred a fine of one thousand

drachmae
;
and if a person, after promising to give

his evidence, did nevertheless not appear when
railed upon, an action called Ktiwoftaprvplov, or

might be brought against him by the

panics who thought themselves injured by his

having withheld his evidence. (Demosth. c. Timotk.

p. 1 190 ; Meier, Att. Proc. p. 387, &c.)

When the people in their assembly appointed a

man to a magistracy or any other public office, he

was at liberty, before the ioKipaffia took place,

to decline the office, if he could take an oath that

the state of his health or other circumstances ren-

dered it impossible for him to fulfil the duties

connected with it (i^6pyv<T$cu ^xV, or

X*‘poToyleaf) : and this oath was likewise called

dltypotrla, or sometimes axotfioffia. ( Demosth. De
Fats. Jjeg. p. 379, c. Timoih. p. 1204 ; Aeschin.

J)e Fait. Leg, p. 27 1 ;
Pollux, viiL 55 ;

Etj'mol.

Mag. s. V.) [L. S. ]

EXOSTRA (^{<6<rTpa, from was one

of the many kinds of machines used in the theatres

of the ancients. Cicero (De Prov. Cmi. 6), in

speaking of a man who formerly concealed his

vices, expresses this sentiment by poti siparium

heluabatur ; and then stating that he now shame-

lessly indulged in his vicious practices in public,

says, jam in exostra heluatur. From an attentive

considemtion of this passage, it is evident that

the exostra was a machine by means of which

things which had been concealed behind the sipa-

rium, were pushed or rolled forward from behind

it, and thus became visible to the spectators. This

machine was therefore very much like the ixKb-

K\ri/JM^ with this distinction, that the latter was
moved on wheels, while the exostra was pushed

forward up<m rollers. (Pollux, iv. 128 ;
Schol.

ad Aristoph. Aeham. 375.) But both seem to

have been used for the same purpose
;
namely, to

exhibit to the eyes of the spe^tors the results or

consequences of such things

—

e.g. murder or suicide

— ns could not consistently take place in the pro-

scenium, and were therefore described as having

occurred behind the siparium or in the scene.

The name exostra was also applied to a peculiar

kind of bridge, which was thrown from a tower of

the besiegers upon the walls of the besieged town,

and across which the assailants marched to attack

those of the besieged who were stationed on the

ramparts to defend the town. (Veget, De Re Milit.

iv. 21.) [L.S.]

EXOULES DIKE Slfoj). [Em-
nATKIA.]
EXPLORATO'RES. [Exbrcitus, p. 50.9, a]
EXSEQUIAE. [Funus.]
EX Si'LlUM (^wy^), banishment. I.Grbbk.— Banishment among the Greek states seldom, if

ever, appears as a punishment appointed by law

for particular offences. VVe might, indeed, expect

this ; for the division of Greece into a number of

independent states would neither admit of the es-

tablishment of penal colonics, as amongst ns, nor
of the various kinds of exile which w’c read of

under the Roman emperors. I’he general term
•pvyh (flight) was for tlm most part applied in the

case of those who, in order to avoid some punish-

ment or danger, removed from their own country
to another. Proof of this is found in the records of
the heroic ages, and chiefly where homicide had been
committed, whether with or without malice afore-

thought Thus (71. xxiii. 88) Patroclus appears as
a fugitive for life, in consequence of manslaughter
(bySfHMcrofflr)) committed by him when a boy, and
in anger. In the same manner (Hom> Od. xv.

275) Theoclymenus is represented as a fugitive

and wanderer over the earth, and even in foreign

lands haunted by the fear of vengeance, from the nu-
merous kinsmen of the man whom he had slain. The
duty of taking vengeance was in cases of this kind
considered sacred, though the penalty of exile waa
sometimes remitted, and the homicide allowed to

remain in his country on payment of a woii^, the
price of blood, or w'chrgeld of the Germans (Tacit.

Germ, 21), which was made to the relatives or

nearest connections of the slain. (//. ix. 630.)
Even though there were no relatives to succour the

slain man, still deference to public opinion imposed
on the homicide a temporary absence (Od. xxiii.

119, and Schol.), nntil he had obtained expiation

at the hands of another, who seems to have been
called the ayyirp$ or purifier. For an illustration

of this, the reader is referred to the story of

Admstus and Croesus. (Herod, i. 35.)

In the later times of Athenian historj-, <ptrpif, or

banishment, partook of the same nature, and was
practised nearly in the some cases, as in the heroic

ages, with this difference, that the laws more strictly

defined its limits, its legal consequences, and dura-

tion. Thus an action for wilful murder was brought
before the Areiopagus, and for manslaughter before

the court of the Ephetae. The accused might, in

either case, withdraw himself (<pxryt7y) before sen-

tence was passed ; but when a criminal evaded the

punishment to which an act of murder would have
exposed him had he remained in his own land, he
was then banished for ever (ipfvyei dcKpuylov), and
not allowed to return home even when other exiles

were restored upon a general amnesty, since on
such occasions a special exception was made against

criminals banished by the Areiopagus (ol 4( 'Aptlot

wdyov <pfvyoyrts). A convicted murderer, if found
within the limits of the state, might be seized and
put to death (Dem. c. Arts. p. 629), and whoever
narboured or entertained (

inr*Sl(aTo) any one who
had fled from his country to avoid a capital punish-

ment, was liable to the same penalties as the fugi-

tive himself. (Dem. c. Polgd. p, 1222. 2.)

Demosthenes (c. Arts. p. 634) says, that the word
(ptirytiy was properly applied to the exile of those

who committed murder, with malice aforethought,

whereas the term p.fBl<rra<r6tu, was used where the

act was not intentional. The property also was
confiscated in the former case, but not in the latter.

When a verdict of manslaughter was returned,

it was usual for the convicted pnrty to leave (4{fi\6<)
his country by a certain road, and to remain in

exile till he induced some one of the relatives of

the slain man to take compassion on him. During
his absence, his possessions were ixiripa, that is,

not confiscated
;
but if he remained at home or

returned before the requirements of the law were
1. 1.
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latisfied, he wm liable to be driven or carried out

of the country by force. (Dem. e. Ari*. pp. 634

and 644.) It •nmetlniee happened that a fugitive

for man^aughter wai charged with murder ; in

that ca»e he pleaded on boonl thipi before a court

which lat at Phreatto, in the Peimeetu. (Dem. e.

Arts. p. 646.) We are not informed what were the

contequencee if the relativei of the slain man re*

fused to make a reconciliation ;
supposing that there

u'as no compulsion, it is reasonable to conclude that

the exile was alloi^ to return after a fixed time.

In case* manslaughter, but not of murder, this

seems to hare been usual in other ports of Greece

as well as at Athens. (Meursius, Lycfrp. 26*2

;

Eiirip. Hijtp, 37, and SeAoUa.) Plato {Leff. ix.

p. 865), who is believed to hare copied many of

nis laws from the constitution of Athens, fixes the

period of banishment for manslaughter at one year,

and the word kwtvtavTtffiiAs^ explained to mean a

year's exile for the commission of homicide (rotf

^¥0¥ kpkawi) seems to imply that the custom was

pretty general. We have indeed the authority of

Xenophon (AaoA iv. 8. § 1 5) to prove that at Sputa
banishment was the consequence of involuntary

homicide, though he does not tell us its duration.

Moreover, nut only was an actual murder

punished with banishment and confiscation, but

also a rpaufia 4k vpoeolat, or wounding with intent

to kill, though death might not ensue. (Lysias,c.

Aimofl. p. loo ; Dem. e. Bo«ot. p. 1018. 10.) The
same punishment w*as inflicted on persons who
rooted up the sacred olives at Athens (Lysias,

*Tirfp 2i)xov 'AvoAoyfa), and by the laws of Solon

every one was liable to it who remained neuter

during political contentions. (Plot. Sol. 20 ; Oell.

il 12.)

Under or banishment, as a general term,

it comprehended Ostracism (4<rrp«uria'/idr)
; the

difference between the two is correctly stated by
Suidas, and the Scholiast on Aristophanes {Kquit

861 ), if we axe to understand by the former

yfo, or banishment for life. (say they)

differs from ostracism, inasmuch as those who are

banished lose their property by confiscation, whereas

the ostracised do not; the former also have no fixed

place of abode, no time of return assigned, but the

latter have.** This ostracism was instituted by
Cleisthenes, after the expulsion of the Pcisistra-

tidae ; its nature and objects are thus explained

by A^totle {PoL iiu 8) :
~ ^ Democratical states

(be observes) used to ostracise, and remove from

the city for a definite time, those who appeared to

be pre-eminent alwve their fellow-dtiaent, by rea-

son of their wealth, the number of their friends, or

any other means of influence.** It is well known,
and implied in the quotation just given, that ostra*

cism was not a punishment for any crime, but

rather a precautionary removal of those who pos-

sessed sufficient power in the state to excite either

envy or fear. Thus Plutarch {A rvL 1 0) says it was
a good-natured way of allaying envy {^96yov wapa-

fui$ia^tXdv6ponros)^ by the humiliation of superior

dijroily and power, hir. Grote {Hi$toryo/ Cr'rsaoe,

viX iv. p. 200, &C.) has some very ingenious re-

marks in defence of ostracism, which he maintains

was a wise precaution for maintaining the demo*

cratical constitution established by Cleisthenes.

He observes that ** CleisUicncs, by the spirit of

his reforms, secured tbe hearty attachment of the

body uf citizens
;
but from the first generation of

leading men, under the nascent democracy, and
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with such fuecfdents as they had to look back
upon, no solf-imposcd limits to anibitioo could bo
expected : and the problem required was to elimi-

nate beforehand any one about to transgress these

limits, BO as to escape the necessity of putting him
down afterwards, with all that blobbed and reao*

tioo, in the midst of which the free workuig of the

coostitutiofi would be suspended at least, if not ir-

revocably extinguished. To acquiiv such influence

as would render him dangerous under democraticol

forms, a man must stand in evidence befere the

public, so as to affiwd some reasonable mesms of

judging of bis character and purposes ; and the

security which Cleisthenes provided was, to call in

the positive judgment of the citiaens respecting his

future promise purely and simply, so that they
might not remain too long neuir^ between two
political rivals. He incorporated in the ooiutitu*

tion itself the principle of priviUgium (to employ
the Roman phrase, which signifies, not a peculiar

fevour granted to any one, but a peculiar incon-

venience imposed), yet ool^ under circumstances

solemn and well defined, w'lth full notice and dis-

cussion beforehand, and by the positive secret vote

of a large proportion of the citiaens. * No law
shall be made against any single eitixen, without

the same being made against Athenian citizens;

unless it shall so seem good to 6000 citiaens voting

secretly* (Andoa deMy$t. p. 12). Such was that

general principle of the constitution, under which the

OAtracisro tvas a particular case.** Mr. Grote further

obsen’es,— ^ Cun was taken to diveat the ostra-

cism of all painful consequence, except what was
inseparable from exile ; and this is not one of the

least proofs of the wisdom with which it was de-

vised. Most certainly it never deprived tbe public

ofcandidates for political influence
;
and when we

consider the small amount of individual evil which
it inflicted, two remarks will be quite sufficient to

offer in the way of justificatioa First, it com-
plet<dy produced its intended effect

;
fur the de-

mocracy grew up from infancy to manhood without

a single attempt to overthrow it by force : next,

through such tranquil working of the deniocraiical

funns, a constitutioaal morality quite sufficiently

complete, was produced among the leading Athe-

nians, to enable tbe people af^ a certain time to

dispense with that exceptional security which the

ostracism offered. To the nascent democracy, it

was absolutely indispensable ; to the growing, yet

military democracy it was necessary ; but the Ml-
grown democracy both could and did stand without

iu** The mannoj- effecting it was as follows:—
Befewe the vote of ostracism could be taken, the

senate and the ecclesia had to determine in the

sixth prytany of the year whether such a step was
necessary. If they decided in the affirmative, a
day was fixed, and the agora was enclosed by bar-

riers, with ten entraneps for the ten tribes. By
these the tribesmen entered, each with his ierpa-

«ov, or piece of tile, on which was wTitten the

name of the individual whom he wished to be

ostracised. Tbe nine archooa and tbe senate, ».e.

the presidents of that body, superinteoded the

and the party who had tbe greatest

number of voles against him, supposing that ibis

number amounted to 6000, was obliged to with-

draw (jitraaritycu) from the city wiilun ten days ;

if the number of voles did not amount to 6000,

nothing was done. (Schol. ad Aridopk lupt. 85 1

;

Pollux, viii. 19.) Plutarch {Arid, c. 7) differs

. ,
L'.oo;;;L'
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from other aolhoritiet in BUting, tliat for an ex*

]HjUion of thi* Bort it wm not neceBsarv that the

vute« given against any individual should amount
to 60U0, but only that the sam total should not be
le« than that number. Bockh and Wachsmuth
are in &tout of Plutarch ; bat Mr. Orote, who
supports the other opinion, justly renuu’ks, ** that

the purpoee of the general laor would by no means
be obtained, if the simple majority of votes among
6000 in all, had been allowed to take effect. A
person might then be ostracised with a very small

number of votes against him, and without creating

any reasonable presumption that he was dangerous

to the constitution, which was by no means either

tlie purpose of Cleisthenes, or the welUanderstood
operation of the ostracism, so long as it continued

to be a reality.** All, however, agree that the

party thus expelled was not depriv^ of his pro
perty. The period of his banishment was ten

years. The ostracism was also called the irepa^xb

or earthenware scourge, from the material

of the iffrpoKOP on which the names were written.

Some of the most distinguished men at Athens
were removed by ostracism, but recalled when the

city foond their services indispensable. Amongst
these were Tbemistocles, Ahsteides, Cimon, and
Alcibiades

;
of the first of whom Thucydides (i.

135) states, that bis residence during ostracism

was at Argos, though he was not confined to that

city, but visited other ports of Peloponnetua The
last person against whom it was used at Athens
w*as Hyperbolus, a demagogue of low birth and
character, whom Kicias and Alcibiades conspired

together to ostracise, when the banishment threat*

ened each of themselves ; but the Athenians

thought their own dignity compromised, and os-

tracism degraded by such an application of it, and
accordingly discontinued the prance. (Plut Nic.

c. 1 1, Aidb. c. IS, Arid, c 7 ;
Time, viit 73.)

Ostimeism prevailed in other democratical states

as well as Athens
;
namely, at Argos, Miletus, and

Megaro, but we have no particulars of the way
in which it was administared in those states.

Aristotle says {Pol. iii. 8) that it was abused for

party purposes.

From the ostracUro of Athens was copied the

Petalism {wrrvJaefUs) of the Syrscosans, so called

from the wfraXo, or leaves of the olive, on which
was written the name of the person whom they

wished to remove from the city. The removal,

however, was only for five yean ; a sufficient time,

as they thought, to humble the pride and hopes of

the exile. &t petalism did not last long ; the

fear of this “ humbling,** deterred the best quali-

fied amongst the citisens from taking any p^ in

public affisin, and the degeneracy and bad govern-

ment which followed, soon led to a repeal of the

law B. c. 452. (Died, zl 87.)

In connection with petalism it may bo remarked
that if any one were fklsely register^ in a demos,

or ward, at Athena, his expulsion was called

from the votes being given by leaves.

{McvcTyHis. Juris. Lya e. TVmdm. p. 844.)

The reader of Greek history will remem^, that

besides those exiled by law, or ostracised, there

was frequently a great numbCT of political exiles in

Greece ; men who, having distinguished themselves

as the leaden of one party, were expelled, or obliged

to remove, from their native city when the opposite

fiiction became predominant. They are spoken of

as ^6yorrt$f or ol ittwsffbrrss, and as^ xarfX-
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$6rrtt after their retom xd9o3ot), the word
uardysiu being npplied to those who were instru-

ment^ in effecting iu [K. W.]
2. Roman. In the later imperial period, Am'*

Uum was a general term used to express a punish-

ment, of which there were several species. Paulus
(Dig. 48. tit 1. s. 2), when speaking of those

judicia publica, which are capitalia, defines them
by the consequent punisbment, which is death, or

exsiliuro ; and exsilium he defines to be atjttas ri

iffnis wtsrdiriio, by which the enpui or citixeiiship

of the criminal was taken away. Other kinds of

exsilium he nys were properly called reispatio^

and tbe relcgatus retained his citisenship. Thu
distinction between relegatio and exsilium existed

under the republic. ( Liv. iii. 10, iv. 4 ; Cic. J*ro

P. Seri. c. 12.) Ovid also {Frist, v. 11) descrilxv

himself, not os emt/, which he considers a term of

reproach, but as rrisgatus. Speaking of the em-
peror, be says,—
** Nec vitam, nec opes, nec jus mihi civis ademit ;**

and a little further on,

** Nil nisi me patriis jussit abire focis.**

Compare also Tristia, iL 127, Ac.

Marcianus ( Dig. 48. tit 22. a. 5) makes three

divUiMis of exsilium : it was either an interdiction

fhim certain places named, and wna then called lata

/iipii (a term equivalent to the libera /uga or

liberum e*siiium of soma writers) ; or it was on in-

terdiction of all places, except some place named
;

I or it was the e(mstrai$U of an island (os opposed to

lata/u^).*
Of relepatio there were two kinds : a person

I

might be forbidden to live in a particular province,

or in Rome, and either for an indefinite or a defi-

nite time ; or an island might be assigned to the

relegmtus for his residence, Relegatio was not fol-

lowed by loM of citixenship or property, except so

far as tbe sentence of relegatio might extend to part

of the person's property. The relegatus retained

his citizenship, the ownership of his property, iuid

the patria potsstas^ whether tbe relegatio was for n
definite or an indefinite time. The relegatio, in

&ct, merely confined the person within, or excluded

him from, particular places, which is according

to the definition of Aelius Oallus (Festus, «. Aefs*

ffoti)y who says that the punishment was imposed
by a lex, senatus-oonsultuin, or the edictum of a
magistratus. The words of Ovid express the legal

effect of relegatio in a manner literally and techni-

* Noodt {Op. Omn. L 58) corrects the extract

from Marcianus thus :— ** Exsilium duplex est : out

ceriorum loeorum interdictio, ut lata fuga ; aut

omnium loeorum praeter certum locum, ut iusulao

vinculum,** Ac. «

The passage is evidently corrupt in some editions

of the Digest, and the oorrection of Noodt is sup-

ported by go4^ reasona It seems that Mardon is

nere spewing of the two kinds of releffotio (com-

pare Ulpian, Dig. 48. tiL 22. a 7), and he docs

not include tbe exsilium, which was accomnanied

with the loss of the eivUas; for if his dennition

is intended to include all the kinds of exsilium, it

is manifestly incomplete
; and if it includes only

relegatio, as it must do from tbe terms of it, the

defimtioa is wrong, inasmuch as there are only

two kinds of rriegaUo. Tbe conclusion is, that tbe

I

text of Marcianus is either corrupt, <m has been

I

altered by tbe compilers of the DigesU
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cidiy coiTf^t, (Initiuices of relcgatio occur in the

]

following pMiages :
—~ Suet. Atuj. c.\^ Tib. c.50;

Tacit, .^an. iiL 17, 68 ;
SucL Claud, c. 23, which

last, a« the historian remarks, was a new kind of

relcgatio.) The term relegatlo is applied by Cicero

{de Oft. iiL 31) to the case of T. Manlius, who
had been compelled by his father to lire in solitude

in the countr}'.

lieporUitio in instdam^ or deporiatio simply, was
introiluced under the emperors in place of the

aquae et ignis interdictio. (Ulpian, Dig. 48. tit

13. 8. 3; tit 19. s. 2.) The govenior of a pro-

vince (/Mtiesrs) had not the power of pronouncing

the sentence of deportatio ; but this power was
given to the praefectus orbi by a rescript of the

emperor Severus. The consequence of deportatio

was loss of property and citizenship, but not of

freedom. Though the deportatus ceased to be a
Homan citizen, he had the capacity to buy and
sell, and do other acts which might be dune ac-

cording to the jus gentium. Deportatio differed

from relcgatio, as already shown, and also in being

always for an indefinite time. The relegatus went
into banishment; the deportatus was conducted to

his place of banishment, sometimes in chains.

As the exsilium in the special sense, and the

deportatio took away a person's civitaa, it foUow's

that if he was a father, bis children ceased to be
in his power ; and if he was a ion, he ceased to be
in his father's power

;
for the relationship ex-

pressed by the terms patria potf$la$ could not

exist when either party had ceased to be a Roman
citizen. (Gaius, L 128.) Rel(^tio of a father or

of a son, of course, had not this effect. But the

interdict and the deportatio did not dissolve mar-
riage, (Cod. 5. tit 16. a 24 ; tit 17. a 1 ; com-
pare (iaius, i 128, with the Institutes, L tit 12,

in which the deportatio stands in the place of the
aquae et ignis interdictio of Oaiua)
When a person, either parent or child, was con-

demned to the mines or to fight with wild beasts,

the relation of the patria poicsta* was dissolved.

This, though not reckoned a species of exsilium,

resembled deportatio in its conseqiu>ncea

It remains to exiimine the meaning of the term
exsilium in the republican period, and to ascend, so

far as we can, to its origin. Cicero (/'ro Caenna^
c. 34) affirms that no Itoman was ever deprived of

his civitas or his freedom by a lex. In the oration

Pro Domo (e, 1 6, 1 7) he makes the same assertion,

but in a qualified way
;
he says that no special

lex, that is, no priviUgium^ could be passed against

the caput of a Roman citizen, unless he was first

condemned in a judicium. It was, according to

Cicero, a fundamental principle of Roman law ( Pro
Domo, c. 29), that no Roman citizen could lose

his freedom or his citizenship without bis consent.

He adds, that Roman citizens who went out as

l^tin colonists, could not become Latin, unless

they went voluntarily and registered their names

:

those who were condemned of capital crimes did

not lose their citizenship till they were admitted

as citizens of another state ; and this was effected,

not by depriving them of their civitas {adempHo
etei/o^u), but by the interdictio tecti aquae et

ignis. The same thing is stated in the oration

Pro Caacina (c. 34), with the addition, that a

Roman citizen, when he was received into another

state, lost his citizenship at Rome, because by the

Roman law a man could not be a citizen of two
atates. This reason, however, woold be equally

\
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good frr showing that a Roman citizen could not

become a citizen of another community. In the

oration Pro Ballto (c. 11) the proposition is put

rather in this form ; that a Roman who became a
citizen of another state, thereby ceased to be a Ro-

man citizen. It most not be forgotten that in the

oration Pro Omcmo, it is one of Ciceroni objects to

prove that his client had the rights of a Roman
citizen ; and in the oration Pro Domo, to prove

that he himself had not been an exsuL, though he

was interdicted from fire and water within 400
miles of-Rome. (Cic. Ad Attic, ill 4.) Now, as

Cicero had been intcrdictad from fire and water,

and as he evaded the pcrudtv, to use bis own words
{Pro Caecima c. 34), by going beyond the limits,

he could only escape the consequences, namely,
exsilium, either by relying on the fiut of his not

being received as a citizen into another state, or by
alleging the illegality of the proceedings against

him. But the latter is the ground on which be
seems to maintain bis case in the Pro Domo

:

ho
alleges that he was made the subject of a privi-

legium, without having been first condemned in a
judicium (c. 17).

In the earlier republican period, a Roman
citizen might have a right to go into exsilium to

another state, or a citizen of another state might
have a right to go into exsilium at Home, by virtue

of certain isopolitical relations existing between
such state and Rome. This right was called jus

exulondi with reference to the stats to which the

C
rson came

;
with respect to his own state which

left, he was exul, and bis condition was ex-

silium : with respect to the state which he en-

tered, he was vnjuilinu**

j

and at Rome he might
attach himself {applican so) to a quasi patronus, a
relationship which gave rise to questions involving

the jus applicationis.

The sentence of aquae et ignis, to which
Cicero adds {Pro Domo, c. 30) tecti Interdictio

(comp. PluL Marint, c. 29), was equivalent to

the deprivation of the chief necessaries of life, and
its effect a*as to incapacitate a person from exer-

cising the rights of a citizen within the limits which
the sentence comprised. Supposing it to be true,

that no Roman citizen could in direct toitns be de-

prived of bis civitas, it reqoiret but little know-
ledge of the history of Roman jorispnidence to

perceive that a way would readily be discovered

of doing that indirectly which could not be done
directly

; and such, in fact, was the aquae et ignis

interdiction The meaning of the sentence of aquae

et ignis interdictio b clear when we consider the

symbolical meaning of the aqua et ignia The
bride, on the day of her marriage, was received by
her husband with fire and water (Dig. 24. tit. 1.

a 66), which were symbolical of hb taking her

under hb protection and sustentation. V'arro {D«
Ling. Lot. iv.) gives a different explanation of

the symbolical meaning of aquae et ignb in the

marriage cerL-mony :

—

A<piae W M/iib (according to

the expression of Kestus) $uni duo dementa guao

Aamaffani vitam mojcime continent. The sentence

of interdict was either pronounced in a judicium,

or it aas the subject of a lex. The punishment

* This word ap(>oars, by its termination isas,

to denote a person who was one of a class, like the

word lAertinut. The prefix m appears to be the

correlative of ex in esiuly and the remaining part

^nii, b probably related to eof in ineola and c^nue.
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wiu inflicted for various crimes, as ns ytdJica^

}>rrulatu4^ vemfficium^ &c. The Lex Julia d« vi

yiJtlicu el prir^iia applied, among other cases, to

Htiy person tjui receperiiy ce/(ineri/, tenuerit, the inter*

dieted person (Paulus, Sent, lieceft. ed. Schulting)

;

luid there was a clause to this efl'ect in the lex of

Clodius, by which Cicero was banished.

The sentence of the interdict, which in the

time of the Antonines was accompanied with the

loss of citiztmship (Oaius, L 90), could hardly have

had any other effect in the time of Cicero. It

ntay be true that exsilium, that is, the change of

mthttHy or ground, was not in direct terms included

in the sentence of aquae et u/mie interdictio

:

the

|>onMm might slay if ho liked, and submit to the

{N'lmlty of being an outcast, and being incapacitated

from doing any legal act. Indeed, it is not cosy

til conceive that h^ithmaU can exist in any state,

except such state has distant possessions of its own
to which the offender can be sent. Thus banish*

ment as a penalty did not exist in the old English

law. When isopolitical relations existed between

Rome and another state, exailhim might be the

privilege of an offender. Cicero might then truly

say that exsilium was not a ponishment, but a

ni^c of evading punishment (/*ro Caecina)
;
and

this is quite consistent with the interdict being a

punishment, and having for its object the exsilium.

According to Niebuhr, the inte^ict was intended

to prevent a person, who had become an exsul, friim

returning to Rome and resuming hie citsenship,

and the interdict was taken off when an exsul was
recalled. Further, Niebuhr asserts, that they who
settled in an unprivil^^ place (one that was not

in an isopolitical connection with Rome) needed a

decree of the people, declaring that their settle-

ment should operate as a legal exsilium. And
this assertion is supported b^ a single passage in

Livy (xxvi. 3), from which it appears that it was
declared by a plebiscitum, that C. Fabius, by

going into exile (ara&iivfii) to Tarqainii, which

was a municipium {Pro Caedn. c. 4), was legally

in exile.

Niebuhr asserts that Cicero had not lost the

civitas by tho interdict; but Cicero {Ad Attic, tii.

*23} by implication admits that he had lost his

civitas and his ordo, though in the Oratio Pro
Domo he denies that be had lost his civitas. And
the ground on which he mainly attempted to sup-

port his case was, that the lex by which he was

interdicted, was in fact no lex, but a proceeding

altogether irregular. Cicero was restored by a lex

Centuriato. {Ad AUie, iv. 1.) [O. J4.]

EXTISPEX. (Harusmx.]
EXTRAORDINA'RII. [ExiaciTua, p.

497, b.J

F.

FABRI,«re workmen who make any thing out

of hard materials, as fabri tignarii^ carpenters,

/abri oeraru, smiths, &c. The different trades

were divided by Numa (Plat. Nnma^ 17) into

nine collegia, which correspond to our companies

or guilds. In the constitution of Servhu Tullius,

the fabri tignarii {ritcrores^ Orelli, Interip. 60,

417,36 90, 4 086, 4088, 4184) and the fabri ocrani

or firmrii {xoXKorbwot) were formed into two
centuries, which were called the centuriaefabrum^
and notfabromm* (Cic. Orat. 46.) They did not
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belong ta any of the fire classes into which Sorvius

divided the people
;
but thefabri tign. probablr

voted with the hrst class, and the fabri arr. witii

the second. Livy (i 43) and Dionysius (vii, 59)

name both the centuries together: the former says

that they voted with the first class ; the latter,

that they voted with the second. Cicero (D? Pep.

ii. 2*2) names only one centary of fabri, which he

says voted with the first class ; but as he adds the

word tignariumm^ he must bare recognised the

existeHce of the second oentur^’, which we suppose

to have voted with the second class. (OdlUing,

Oemdi. der Pom. SUu%$tr. p. 249.)

The fabri in the army w’ere under the command
of an officer railed praefeeiu$ fabrum. (Caes. ap.

CVc. ad Att. ix. 8, PelL Civ. L 24 ; VegeL iL 11.)

It has been supposed by some modem writers that

there was a praefectus Csbriim attached to each

legion
:
and this may have been the case. Nogenuine

inscriptions however, contain the title of praefectus

fabrum with the name of a legion added to it.

There were also civil magistrates at Rome and m
the municipal to>vns, called praefecti fabrilm ; but

we know nothing respecting them beyond their

name. Thus we find in Gruter, Praef. Fabr.
Romai (467. 7), pRABrscTus Fabr. Cabr.
(235. 9.) The subject of the praefecli fabrum is

discussed with great accuracy in a letter of Hagen-
buchius, published by Orelli {fn$erip» v<d. ii.

p. 95, dec.).

FA'BULA. [CoifoXDiA.]

FACTIO'NES AURIGA'RUM. [Circus,

. 287.]

FALA'RICA. [Hasta.]
FALSA'RIUS. [Falsi*.]
FALSUM. The oldest legislative provision at

Rome against Falsum was that of the Twelve
Tables against false testimony (Cell. xx. 1 ) ; but

there were trials for giving fUse testimony before

the enactment of the Twelve Tables. (Liv. iii.

*24, &.C.) The next legislation on Falsum, so far

as we know, was a Lex Cornelia, passed in the

time of the Dictator Sulla, which Cicero also calls

teitamentaria and niunaria {In IVrr. ii. lib. 1.

. 42), with reference to the crimes which it was
the object of the law to punish. The offence was
a Crimen Publicum. The provisions of this lex

ore stated by Paulus {Sent. Pecej>L v. 25, ed.

Berl.), who also entitles it Lex Cornelia tcita-

mentaria, to apply to any person ^ qui testamentum

quodve aliud instrumentum falsum sciens dolo

malo scripserit, recitaverit, subjecerit, suppresserit,

amoverit, resignaverit, deleverit,** dec. The punish-

ment was deportatio in insulam (at least when
Paulus wrote) for the ^ honostiores ;

** and the mines

or crucifixion for the “ humiliores.” In place of

deportatio, the law probably contained tho punUh-
ment of the interdictio aquae et ignis. According

to Paulus the law applied to any instrument as

well os a will, and to the adulteration of gold and
silver coin, or refusing to accept in payment ge-

nuine coin stamped with the head of the princeps.

But it appears from Ulpian (sub titulo do poena

legis Corneliae testamentariae) that these were
subsequent additions made to the Lex Cornelia

{Mo«. et Pom, Leg. ColL tit 8. s. 7) by various

senatus-consulta. (Tacit Ann. xiv. 40, 41.) By
a senatus-consultum, in the consulship of Statilius

and Taurus, the penalties of the law were extended

to the case of other than testamentary instruments.

It is conjectured that, for the consulship of Statiliiu

I. L 3
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ami Tmirua, as it stands in the text of Ulpinn, we
should read Statilius Taurus, and that the consiiU

ship of T. Statilius Taurus and L. Scribonius Libo

(a. d. 16) is meant. A subsequent scnatus>con-

sultum, in the fourteenth year of Tiberius, extended

the penalties of the law to those who for money
undertook the defence of a (criminal ?) cause, or to

procure testimony
;
and by a senatus-consultum,

passed between the dates of those just mentimed,
conspiracies for the ruin of innocent persons were

comprised within the provisions of the law. An-
other scnatus-consuUum, passed a. d. 26, extended

the law to those who received money for selling,

or piving, or not giving testimony. There were

probably other legislative pronsions for the pur-

pose of checking fraud. In the time of Nero it

was enacted against fraudulent persons (/a/farti),

that tabulae or written contracts should be pierced

with holes, and a triple thread passed through the

holes, in addition to the signature. (Suet Nero^

c. 17 ;
compare Paulus, HeotpL v. tit 25.

s. 6.) In the time of Nero it a*us also provided

that the first two parts (oeroe) of a will should

have only the testator's signature, and the remain-

ing one that of the witnesses : it was also provided

that no man who wrote the will should giro himself

a legacy in it The provisions, as to adulterating

money and refusing to take legal coin in payment,

were also mode by senatus consulta or imperial

constitutions. Allusion is made to the latter law

by Arrinn (Epict iii. 3). It appears from numer-

ous passages in the Roman writers that the crime

of falsum in all its forms was very common, and
especially in the case of wills, against which legis-

lative enactments are a feeble security, (lleinecc.

SytiUu/ma

;

Hein, Z>04 CnminairtdU der Aomcr,

where the subject is fully discussed.) [O. L.}

FALX, dim. FALCULA
poei. Sprrini^ dim. 8pfwtlKioy) , a sickle ; a scythe •

a pnining-knife, or pnining-book
;
a bill

; a fill-
;

chion ; a halbert.

As CuLTRH denoted a knife with one straight

edge, **
falx signified any similar instrument, the

single edge of which was curved. (Ap^rosw cu-

KOfirds. Horn. Od. xviii. 367 ;
eurvae Jiileety Virg.

Georfl. L 508 ;
cvreamiM /aids oenoe, Ovid, Afei,

viL ^7 ; aduttea /Wee, xiv. 628.) By additional

epithets the various uses of the falx were indicated,

and its corresponding varieties in form and sixe.

Thus the sickle, because it was used by reapers,

H*as called /aljt mejuoria ; the scythe, which was
employed in mowing hay, was call^ /altfuemaria ;

the pnining-kuife and the bill, on account of their

use in dressing vines, ai well as in hedging and in

cutting otT the shoots and branches of trees, were

distinguished by the appellation of /Wr /ntfotorio,

tdmloria, arbararia^ or ^txitica (Cato, De He Hud.

10, 11 ;
Pallad. l 43 ; Colum. iv. 25), or by tbs

diminutive/WeWa. (Colum. xii. 18.)

A rare coin published by Pellerin (Med. de /?ou,

par. 1762. p. 208) shows the head of one of the

Logidae, kings of Egypt, wearing the Diadxma,
and on the reverse a man cutting down corn with

a sickle. (See woodcut)
The lower figure in the same woodcut is taken

from the MSS. of ColumeUa, and illustrates his

description of the various parts of the /a/jt vimitoria.

(De He Hud. iv. 25. p.51^ed.Gcsner.) [Ct'LTxn.]

The curvature in the fore part of the blade is ex-

pressed by Virgil in the phrase procurva faljr.

(Qeorg. u. 421.) After the remo^ml of a branch
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by the pruning-hook, it was often smoothed, as

in modern gardening, by the chiscL (Colum.
De Arixrr. 10.) [Dolabra.] The edge of the

fiilx was often toothed or serrated xop-

Xapd^oKT«^ Hesiod, TAtop. 174, 170 ;
dauioulaia^

Colum. De He Hud. iL 21). The indiq)ensable

process of sharpening these instruments (dprar
Xupeuraefi4uai, Hetio^ Op. 573 ;

»'«o8vry4a, ApoII. RhoiL iii. 1388) was effected by
whetstones which the Romans obtained from
Crete and other distant places, with the addition

of oil or water which the mower (/bemieed) car-

ried in a horn upon his thigh. (Plinu H. N, xviiL

67.)

Numerous as were the uses to which the falx

was applied in agriculture and horticulture, its

employment in bsittle was almost equally varied,

though not so frequent The Geioni were noted

for its use. (Claudia^ De Laud. Stil. i. 1 10.) It

was the weapon with which Jupiter wounded
Typbon (ApoUod. L 6) ;

with which Hercules

slew the Lemacan Hydra (Eurip. /on, 191) ; and
with which Mercury cut off the head of Argus
(falcato smss, Ovid, Aid. i. 718 ;

harptu Cj^midoy
Lucan, ix. 662—667). Perseus, having received

the same weapon from Mercoxy, or, according to

other authorities, from Vulcan, used it to decapi-

tate Medusa and to slay the sea-monster. (Apollod.

ii. 4 ; Eratostb, Odader. 22 ;
Ovid, ilfet iv. 666,

720, 727, V. 69 ; Brunck, Anof. iii 157.) From
the passages now referred to, wc rosy conclude that

the falchion was a weapon of the most remote

antiquity
; that it was girt like a dagger upon the

waist
; that it was held in the hand by a short

hilt : and that, as it was in fiict a dagger or sharp-

pointed blade, with a proper fiUx projecting from

one side, it was thrust into the flesh up to this

lateral curvature (carro tenue abdidU hamo). In
the following woodait, four examples are selected

from works of ancient art to illtistrate its form.

One of the four cameos here copied represents

Perseus with the falchion in his right band, and
the head of Medusa in his left. The.two smaller

figures are heads of Saturn with the falx in its

original form ; and the fourth cameo, representing

the same divinity at full length, a*as probably en-

graved in Italy at a later period than the others,

but early enough to prove that the scythe was in

use among the Romans, whilst it illoitratcs the

adaptation of the symbols of Saturn (Kpirot ;

eenex faleifcr^ Ovid, Pad. v. 627, m /^'m, 216)
for the purpose of personifying Time (Xpdros).

If wc imagine the weapon which has now been
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dt^nbed to be attached to the end of a pole, it

would aMome the form and be applicable to all the

purpoacf of the modem halbert Such must have

been the omstm /aicati used by the Romans at

the siege of Ambracia. (Lit. zxzriii. 6 ; compare

Caet. Bell GalL rii. 2^2, 86 ; Q. Curt It. 19.)

Sometimes the iron head was so large as to be

fastened, instead of the mm‘s head, to a wooden

beam, and worked by men under a testudo.

(Veget ir. 1 4.)

Lastly, the Assyrians, the Persians, the Medes,
and the Syrians in Asia (Xen. Qfrop. ri. 1, 2,

Anab. i. 8; Diod. ii. 5, zvii. 53; Polyb. r.

53 ; Q. Curt. ir. 9, 12, 13 ;
Cell. v. 5 ; 2 Macc.

ziii. 2 ;
Veget ui, 24 ;

Lir. xzzTii. 41), and the

Gauls and Britons in Europe [CovtNUa], made
themselves formidable on the field of battle by the

use of chariots with scythes, fixed at right angles

(«lt wAd^iov) to the axle and turned downwa^s

;

or inserted parallel to the axle into the felly of the

wheel, so as to revolve, when the chariot was
put in motion, with more than thrice the velocity

of the chariot itself ; and sometimes also projecting

from the extremities of the axle. [J. Y.]

KAMPLIA. This word cemtains the same
element as ** &malns** which is said to be the

same ns the Oscan /amul or /amtl, which signified

**servus.** The conjecture that it contains the

same element as the Greek 5/aMo, and is the

same asV or 5ft, is specious, but somewhat doubt-

ful. In its widest sense Familia comprehends all

that is subjected to the will of an individual, who
is sui juris, both free persons, slaves, and objects

of property. In this sense it corresponds to the

Greek olaes and otKia, But the word has various

narrower significations (familiae appellatio et in

res et in personas diducitur. Dig. 50. tiL IG. t. 195.

S 1 ). In the third kind of testamentary disposi-

tion mentioned by Gains (u. 102), the word
** fiuuilia ^ is ex^dained by the equivalent ** patri-

monium and the person who received the familia

from the testator (qui a testatore fim»iliam ac-

cipiobat inancipio) was called ** familiae eroptor."

And in the formula adopted by the ** familiae

emptor,'' when be took the testator's familia by a
fictitious Ml^ his words were : ^ Familiam pe-

ctmiamque tnam endo mandatam tutehun ensto^
lamque meam recipio," Ac.

In the passage of the Twelve Tables which de-
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claret that in de&ult of any bercs suus, the pro-
perty of the intestate shall go to the next agnatus,
the word ''familia" signifies the property only :

" Agnatus proximus fhmiliam habeto." In the
same section in which Ulpian (Froff. tit 26. 1)
quotes this passage from the Twelve Tables, he
explains agnati to be "cognati virilis sezus per
mares deserndetites ejnsdem familiae," where the
word " fiimilia " comprehends only persons. (Dig.
50. tit 16. a 195; 10. tit 2.)

The word " frtniiia " sometiinct signifies only
** persons," that is, all those who are in the power
of a patcrfsmilios, such as his sons (

daughten, grandchildren, and slaves, who are strictly

objects of dominium, but are also in a sense objects

of potcatas. In another sense " familia " aig^ea
only the free persons who are in the power of a
pater&milias

; and, in a more extended sense of

this kind, all those who are agnati, that is, all

who are sprung from a common ancestor, and
would be in his power if he were living. With
this sense of fiunilia is connected the status fami-
liae, by virtue of which a person belonged to a
particular familia, and thereby had a capacity for

certain rights which only the members of the
fiunilia could claim. A person who changed this

status, ceased to belcmg to the fiunilia, and sus-

tained a capitis diminutio minima. [Adoptio;
Caput.] Members of the same family were
" fiuniliores and hence fiuniliaris came to signify

an intimate friend. Slaves who belonged to the

same familia were called, with respect to this

lation, fomiliares. Gene^ly, " fiuniliaris " might
signify any thing relating to a familuL

Sometimes " fiunilia " is used to signify only the

slaves belonging to a person (Cic. ad Fam, xiv. 4,

ad Quimi, Fr. iL 6) j
or to a body of persons

(socM^of), in which sense they are sometimes op-

posed to liberti (Cic. BnU. 22), where the true

reading is "libertL" (Cic. adFam, i, 3.)

The word fiunilia is also applied (improperly) to

sects of philosophers, and to a body of gladiators : in

the Utter sense with less impropriety. In a sense

still less exact, it is sometimes applied to signify a
living, a man's means of subsistence. (Ter. I/eatUtm,

V. 1. 36.)

A paterfamilias and a matcrfunilias were re-

spectively a Roman citisen who was sui juris, and
his wife in manu. (Cic. Top. 3 ;

comp. Ulp. /V057.

iv. 1, and Dbcking, /nttiL L pp. 217, 229.) A
filiusfamiltas and a filiafamilias were a son and
daughter in the power of a paterfiunilias. The
familia of a paterfamilias, in its widest sense,

ooraprehended all his agnati ; the extent of which
term, and its legal import, are explained under
CoonATI. The relation of familia and gens is

ezj^ained under Gxnk.
The notiim of Familia os a natnnJ reUtioo con-

sists of Marriage, the Patria Potestos, and Cognatio

(kinship). lUt Positive Law can fashion other

relations after the t>-pe of these natural reUtions.

Of these artificial family reUtions the Roman Uw
had five, which are as follow:— (1) Manus, or

the strict marriage reUtiun between ^e busbwd
and wife

; (2) ^rvitus, or the relation of master
and sUve ; (3) Patronatus, or the relation of

former master to former sUve ; (4) Mancipii
causa, or that intmnedUte state between servitus

and libertas, which chameterixed a child who wos
mancipated by his father [Emakcipatio] ; (5)
Tutcla and Curatio, the origin of which must ba

I L 4
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traced to the Patna Hotostas. These relations are

treated under their appropriate heads.

The doctrine of representation, as applied to the

acquisition of property, is connected with the doc-

trine of the relations of fiunilia
;
but being limited

with reference to potestas, innnus, and roancipium,

it is not co-extensive nor identic^ with the rela-

tions of familia. Legal capacity is also connected

with the relations of familia, though not identical

with, but rather distinct from them. The notions

of liberi and servi, sui juris and alicni, are com-

prised in the above-montioned relations of familia.

The distinctions of Cives, Latini, Peregriiii, are

entirely unconnected with the relations of familia.

Some of the relations of familia hare no effect on

legal capacity, for instance, marriage as such. That

family relationship which has an mfliieDce on le^
capacity, is the Patria Potestas, in connection

with which the legal incapacities of filiusfamilias,

filiafamilios, and a wife in monu, may be most

appropriately considered. (Savigny, Syat4rm de$

keuiipm /foot. /fecA/s, voL i. pp. 345, &C., 356, &c.

Tol. ii. Berlin, 1340
;
Docking, Instutitmen^ rol. L

p. 213, Ac.) to. L.)

FAMI'LIAE ERCISCUNDAE ACl'IO.
Every beres, who bad full power of disposition

over his property, was entitled to a division of the

hereditas, unless the testator bad dc>clared, or the

co heredes bad agreed, that it should remain in

common for a fixed time. The division could be

made by agreement among the co-heredcs ; but in

case they could not agree, the division was made by
a judex. For this purpose every heres had against

each of his co^hcrcdcs an actio famiiiae erciscundae,

which, like the actiones communi dividundo, and

finium regundorum, was of the class of Mixtae

Actimies, or, as they were sometimes called, Du-
plicia Judicia, because, as in the famiiiae erciscundae

judicium, each heres w*as both plaintiff and defend-

ant (actor and reus); though he who brought the

actio and claimed a judicium {ati jttdieimm proto-

eavii) was properly the actor. A heres, either ex

testamento or ab intestato, might bring this action.

All the beredes were liable to the bononim collatio

I
Bonurvm Collatio], that is, bound to allow, in

taking the account of the property, what they had
received from the testator in bis lifetime, as part of

their share of the hereditas, at least so for as they

bad been enriched by such donations.

This action was given by the Twelve Tables.

The word Familia here signifies the ** property,*'

us explained in the previous article, and is equiva-

lent to heri'ditaa.

The meaning and origin of the verb ere, tseers,

or Acre, isoerr, have been a subject of some dis-

pute. It is, however, certain that the word means
“division." (Dig. 10. tit, 2; Cic. De OraL i.

56, Pro CatcinOy c. 7; Apul. Mtt, ix. p.210,
Bipont) [Q. L.J

FAMO'SI LIDELLI. [Libcllus.]

FANUM. [TaMPLLM.]
F.\'RREUM. [Matriiionium.]
FARTOR (ertrevr^r), wns a slave who fiittcncd

poultry. (Colum. viii. 7 ; Hor. Sai. iL 3. 2*28
;

I’lauL True. 12. 11.) Donatus (od Trreni. Enn.

il 2. 26) says that the name was given to a
maker of sausages ;

but compare Becker, GoUuty

vol. ii. p. 190.

The name of fartorcs or crammers was also

given to the noroenclatoret, w'ho accompanied the

candidates for the public offices at Rome, and gave

FASCES.

thorn the names of such persons as they might
meet. (Festus, s. e. Fartortt.)

FAS. (Fasti
; Jus.]

FASCES, were rods bound in the form of a
bundle, and containing an axe (seeuWs) in the

middle, the iron of which projected from them.
These rods were earned by hetors before the supe-

rior magistrates at Rome, and are often represented

on the reverse of consular coins. (S|Ninb. D«
Praeti. el Usm voL ii. pp. 88, 91.) The
following woodcuts give the reverses of four con-

sular coins ; in the first of which wc sec the lictors

carrying the fasces on their shoulders ; in the

second, two fasces, and between them a sella

curulis
:
in the third, two fissoes crowned, with

the consul standing between them ; and in the

fourth, the same, only with no crowns around tho

fasces.

The next two woodcuts, which are taken from
the consular coins of C. Norbanus, contain in ad-
dition to the ffisces— the one a spica and caduccus,

and the other a spica, caduccus, and prorm.

The fasces appw to have been usually made of

birch {betuUoy Plin.//.M ztl 30), but sometimes
also of tho twigs of the elm. (Plaut Aeim. iii. 2.

29, il 3. 74.) They are said to have been de-
rived from Vetulonio, a city of Etruria. (Sil Ital.

viii. 485 ; compare Liv. I 8.) Twelve were carried

before each of the kings by twelve lictors ;
and

on the expulsion of the Tarqnins, one of the con-

suls was preceded by twelve lictors with the fMces
and secures, and the other by the same number
of lictors with the fasces only, or, according to

some accounts, with crowns round them. (Dionya.
v. 2.) But P. V'alcrius Publicolii, who gave to

the people the right of provocatio, ordained that

iZKC uy %^OOgle
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the Beaircs should bo removed from the fasces, and
allowed only one of the consuls to be preceded by
the lictors while they were at Rome. (Cic. de

Hep. iu 31 ; Valer. Max. iv. 1. § 1.) The other

consul was attended only by a single accensus

IAccknsus]. When they were out of Rome, and
at the head of the army, each of the consuls re-

tained the axe in the fasces, and w’as preceded by
his own lictors. (Dionys. v. 19 ;

Liv. xxiv. 9,

xxviiL 27.)

When the decemviri were first appointed, the

fasces were only carried before the one who pre-

sided for the day (Li%’. iiu 33) ;
and it was not

till the second decemvirate, when they began to

act in a tyrannical manner, that the fasces with

the axe were carried before each of the ten. ( Liv.

iiL 36.) The fasces and secures were, however,

carried before the dictator even in the city (Liv.

ii. 18) : he was preceded by 24 lictors, and the

magistcr equitum by six.

The praetors were preceded in the city by two
lictors with the fasces (Censorin. De Die Natal.

24 ; Cic. Agnxr. ii. 34) ; but out of Rome and at

the head of an army by six, with the fasces and
secures, whence they are called by the Greek
writers arpamiyol i^airt\4K*is. (Appian, Syr. 1 o

;

Polyb. ii. 24. § 6, iiL 40. § 9, 106. § 6.) The
procoiuuls also were allowed, in the time of Ulpian,

six fiisces. (Dig. 1. tit. 16. a. 14.) The tribunes

of the plebs, the acdiles and quaestors, had no
lictors in the city (Plat. Quaest. Rom. 81 ; Oell.

xiii. 12) ;
but in the provinces the quaestors were

permitted to have the fitsces. (Cic. Fro Plane.

41.)

The lictors carried the fasces on their shoulders,

ns is seen in the coin of Brutus given above ; and
when an inferior magistrate met one who was
higher in rank, the lictors lowered their fasces to

him. This was done by Valerius Publicola, when i

he addressed the people (Cic. Rep. ii. 31 ;
Liv.

ii. 7 ;
Valer. Max. iv. 1. § 1) ;

and hence came
the expression submittere faeces in the sense of to

yield, to confess one's self inferior to another. (Cic.

limt. 6.)

When a general had gained a victory, and had
been saluted as Imperator by his soldiers, his

fasces were alwa^'S crowned with laurel. (Cic. ad
A it. viiL 3. § 6, de Div. L 28 ;

Caes. Bdl. Civ.

iii. 71.)

FASCIA (rcuyla), dim. FASCIOLA, a band
or fillet of cloth, worn, 1. round the head as an
ensign of royalty (Sucton. Jtd. 79) [Diadkma

;

woodcut to Fai,x] : 2. by women over the breast

(Ovid, De Art. AmaL iiL 622 ;
Propert. iv. 10.

49 ;
Fascia Pectoralis^ Mart xiv. 134) [Stko-

fhium] : 3. round the legs and feet, especially

by women (sec the woodcut under the article

Lidra). Cicero reproached Clodius for wearing
fasciae upon his feet, and the Calontica, a female

ornament, upon his head (ap. Non. Mare. xiv. 2).

Afterwards, when the toga had fallen into disuse,

and the shorter pallium was worn in its stead,

BO that the legs were naked and exposed, /asciae

crurales became common even with the nuile sex.

(Hor. SaL iL 3. 255 ;
Val. Max. vi. 2. § 7 ; Grat

Cyneg. 338.) The emperor Alexander ^verus
(Lamprid. Alex. Sex. 40) always used them, even

although, when in town, he wore the toga. Quin-
tilian, nevertheless, asserts that the adoption of

them could only be excused on the plea of infirm

beolth. (/nsf. Or. xi. 3.) White fasciae, worn
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by men (Val. Mux./, c.
; Phaed. v. 7. 37), were a

sign of extraordinary refinement in dress : the
mode of cleaning them was by rubbing them with
a white tenacious earth, resembling our pipe-clay

{fasciae cretatae, Cic. ad Ait. ii. 3). The finer

fasciae, worn by ladies, were purple. (Cic. de
Hamsp. Resp. 21.) The bandages wound about
the legs, as shown in the illuminations of ancient

MSS., prove that the Roman usage was generally
adopted in Europe during the middle ages.

()n the use of fasciae in the nursing of children
(Plaut. True. v. 13) sec Incunabula. [J. Y.]
FA'SCIA (roivla), in architecture, signifies (by

an obvious analogy with the ordinary meaning of
the word) any long flat surface of wood, stone, or

marble, such as the band which divides the archi-

trave from the frieze in the Doric order, and the
surfaces into which the architrave itself is divided
in the Ionic and Corinthian orders. (See Episty-
LiUM, and the cuts under Culumna.) [P. S.]

FA'SCINUM {fi<uJKavia\ fascination, enchant-
ment. The belief that some persons had the
power of injuring others by their looks, was as
prevalent among the Greeks and Romans as it is

among the superstitious in modem times. The
h<p9a\p.hs Bchraopor, or evil eye, is frequently men-
tioned by ancient writers. (Alciphr. Ep. i. 15 ;

Heliod. Aethiop. iii. 7 ;
compare Plin. H. N. vii. 2.)

Plutarch, in his Symposium (v. 7), has a separate
chapter wep) rwv KceraiaaKolvtiv \ryoft4veev, koI
fidtTKavov 6<f>6a\/i6y. The evil eye was sup-
posed to injure children particularly, but some-
times cattle also

;
whence Virgil {EcL iii. 103)

«y»»

“ Ncscio quis tcncros oculos mihi fascinat agnura.’*

Various amulets were used to avert the influence

of the evil eye. The most common of these ap-
p>ears to have been the phallus, called by the
Romans fascinum, which was bung round the
necks of children (turpieula res, Varr. De Ling. Lat.
viL 97, ed. MUller). Pliny (//. N. xix. 19. § 1)
also says that Satyrica tigna, by which he means
the phallus, were placed in gardens and on hearths

as a protection against the fascinations of the
envious; and wo leam from Pollux (viii. 118)
that smiths were accustomed to place the same
figures before their forges with the some design.

Sometimes other objects were employed for this

purpose. Peisistratus is said to nave hung the
figure of a kind of grasshopper before the Acro-
polis as a presenative against mscination. (Hesych.
s. V. Karraxf)vr).)

Another common mode of averting fascination

was by spitting into the folds of one's own dress.

(Theocr. vL 39 ;
Plin. H. N. xxviiL 7 ; Lucian,

Navig. 15. vol. iii. p. 259, ed. Reitz.)

According to Pliny {H. N. xxviiL 7), Fascinus

was the name of a god, who nus worshipped among
the Roman sacra by the Vestal virgins, and was
placed under the chariot of those who triumphed
as a protection against fascination

; by which he
means in all probability that the phallus was
placed under the ohoriot. (MUller, ArchaoL der

Kunst, § 436. 1, 2 ; Oottiger, Klein. Schr. iii.

p. Ill
;
Becker, Charikles, voL ii. pp. 109, 291.)

FASTL Fas signifies divine late

:

the epithet

fastus is properly applied to anything in accordance

with divine law, and hence those days upon which
legal business might, without impiety {sinepiaculo),

be transacted before the praetor, were technically
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denominat«d /tjuii die»y L e. dafft. Varro
and Fettus deriveftvgtus directly from fori (Varr.

de Linff. Lai, vi. '1
; Featua, $. r. Fatti)^ while

Grid {Fast. i. 47) may be quoted in aupport

either etymolopy.

The aacred books in which the^uti dies of the

year wore marked, were themaelvea denominated
/a»ti

;

the term, however, waa employed in an ex-

tended aenae to denote registers oi varinos descrip-

tions, and many miatakca hare arisen among com-
mentators from confounding £uti of different kinda
It will be useful, therefore, to consider aeparately

the two great divisions, which have been distin-

guished as Fasti ,Sacri or Faeti KaiemianSf and
FasH AnnaUs or Fasti Ilistoriei.

1. Fasti Sacri KALSMDARsa. For nearly

four centuries and a half after the foundation of

the city a knowledge of the calendar was possessed

exclusively by the priests. One of the pontiiicca

rq(uiariy proclaimed the appearance of the new
moon, and at the same time announced the period

w’hich would intervene between the Kalends and
the Nones. On the Nones the country people

assembled for the purpose of learning from the Flex

Sacrorum the various festivals to be celebrated

during the month, and the days on which they
would fall. (Macroh. L 15.) In like manner all

who wished to go to law were obliged to inquire of

the privileged few on what day they might bring

their suit, and received the reply as if from the lips

of an aitr^oger. (Cic. /^ro Afarea. II.) The whole
of this lore, so long a source of power and profit,

and therefore jealously enveloped in mystery, was
at length made public by a certain Cn. Flavius,

scribe to App. Claudius Caecus (Liv. ix. 46 ;

Plin. H. N. xxxiii. 1 ;
OclL vL 9 ; VaL Max. ii.

5), who, having guned access to the pontifical

books, copied out all the requisite information, and
exhibited it in the forum for the use of the people

at large. From this time forward such tables be-

came common, and were known by the name of

Fasti. They usually contained an enumeration of
the months and days of the year

;
the Nones, Ides,

Nundinae, Dies Fasti, Kefasti, Comitiales, Atri,

dec. [Calb.mdarium], together with the different

festivals, were marked in their proper places : as-

tronomical observations on the risings and settings

of the fixed stars, and the comroeiioement of the
seasons were frequently inserted, and sometimes
brief notices annexed regarding the introduction

and signification of certain rites, the dedication of
temples, glorious victories, and terrible disastera

In later times it became common to pay homage
to the members of the imperial family by noting

down their exploits and honours in the calendar, a
species of flattery with which Antonius is charged
bv Cicero {FkUipp. iL 34. See also Tacit. Atus.

I 15).

It will be seen from the above description that

these fasti closely resembled a modem almanac
{Faeiortm libri appeUamtur totius anni descriptio.

Festus)
; and the celebrated work of Ovid may be

consider^ as a poetical Year-book or Companiom
to tke AAroaoc, having been composed to illustmte

the Fasti published by Julius Caesar, who re-

modelled the Roman year. All the more remark-
able epochs ore examined in succession, the origin

of the different festivals explained, the various

ceremonies described, the legends connected with
the principal constellations narrated, and many
curious discussions interwoven upon subjects likely
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to prove interesting to his countrymen ; the whole

being seasoned with frequent allusions to the

glories of the Julian line.

Several specimens of/osfs more or less perfect,

on stone and marble, have been discovered at dif-

ferent times in different places, none of them, how-
ever, older than the age of Augustus. The most

remarkable, though one of the least entire, is that

known as the KaUstdarxum Praeiuetimum or FaM
Yerriani. Suetonius, in his short treatise on dis-

tinguished grammarians, tells ns that a statue of

Verrius Flaccus, preceptor to the grandsons of

Augustus, stood in the lower part of the foram

of his native town, Praencste, opposite to the

Ilemiej/dimmy on which he had exhibited to public

view the &sti, arranged by himself^ and engntved

on marble slaU. In the year 1770 the remains

of a circular btiilding were discovered in the im-

mediate vicinity of the modem Palestrina, to-

gether with several fragments of marble tablets,

which were soon recognised as forming part of an

ancient calendar ; and upon further examination

no doubt was entertained by the learned that

these were the very fiisti of Verrius described by
Suetonins. An Italian antiquary, named Foggini,

continued the excavations, collected and arranged

tho scattered morsels with great patience and

skill ; and in this manner the months of January,

March, April, and December, to which a very

small portion of Febniary was afterwards added,

were recovered
; and, although much defiKed and

mutilated, fi»m a very curious and useful monu-
ment They appear to have embraced much in-

formation concerning the festivals, and a careful

detail of the honours bestowed upon, and the

triumphs achieved by, Julios, Augustus, and Ti-

berioa The publication of Foggini contains not

only an account of this particulv discovery, but

also the complete fasti of the Roman year, so fiir

as such a compilation can be extracted from the

ancient calendars now extant Of these he enu-

merates eleven, the names being derived either

from the places where they were found, or from

the family who possessed them when they first be-

came known to the literary world :
—

1. Calendarium A/q/j^tonwa, which contains the

twelve months complete.

2. CW. Prae»estiHHmy described above.

3. CaL GipraHicorusn^ August and September
complete.

4. OjU, Amiienumumj fragments of the month
from May to December.

5. CaL Antiatinum^ fragments of the six last

months.

6. CaL Esquilinum^ fragments of May and June.

7. CaL /'umesuMiMi, a few days of February

and March.
8. CaL Pmciasiumy fragments of July, August,

and September.

9. Cal. re»«MMini, May and June complete.

] 0. CaL Vaticamun^ a few days of March and
April.

11. CaL AUi/anumj a few days of July and
August.

^me of the above, with others of more recent

date, are given in the Corpus Inseriptiomum of

Oruter, in the 11th vol. of the Thesaurus Bom.
Amtujq. of Oraevius, and in other works of a simi-

lar description ; but the fiilleit information upon

all matters connected with the Fasti Sacri is em-

bodied in the work of Foggini, entitled Fastorum
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aiMi> Romam a Ferrio f7aeeo ordima/omm

See. Romae, 1779 ;
and in Jae. Fan Vaanem Am-

madveru. ad FaMo* Rom. Saero$ /ra^mmUOy Tmj.
od Rhen. 1795: to which add Idelcr'* Hamdtmck
<Ur MaikomatUdmn uad Teckmitekm Ckromdayie.

Berlin, 1826.

Before quitting this port of our subject, we maj
moke mention of a curious relic, the antiquity of

which has been called in question without good

cause, the CaUmlurimm HutRcam f\uitenanum.

This Rural Almanac is cut upon four sides of a

cube, each hMO beinsr dirided into three columns,

and each column includmg a month. At the top

of the column is eoired the appropriate sign of the

Bodiac
;
then follows the name of the month, the

number of the days, the position of the nones, the

length of the day and night, the name of the sign

ihrttugh which the sun passes, tbe god under

whose protectiem the month was placed, the rarioos

agricultural operations to be performed, and a list

of the principal fcstirala Take May as an ex*

ample ;
—

MINSM
MAJvs

DIBS. XXXL
iroN. 8XPTIM.

DIBS. HOR. Xlllia

Nox. HOB. viiua.

SOL. TAVRO.
TVTBLA. AVOLLIN.
SBOBT. RVNCANT.
OVB& TONDBNT.
LANA. LAVATVR.
IVVB.VCI DOMANT.
VICBA. PABVL.

8KCATVR.
SIGBTXS

LVSTRANTVR.
SACnVJS. MXRCVR.

BT. VLOBAB.
(See the commentary of Morcelli in his Opera
HpiffrapkicOy rol. L 77.)

II. Fasti Annalbs or Histobicl Chronicles

such as the AnrntAe* Matimi, containing the names
of the chief magistrates for each year, and a short

account of the most remarkable events noted down
opposite to tbe days on which they occurred,

were, from tbe resemblance which they bore in

arrangement to the sacred calendars, denominated

f<uti

;

and hence this word is used, especially

by the poets, in the general sense of kistorieal

record*. (Herat. Sot i. 3. 112, Corm. ir. 13.

13, iil 17. 7.)

In prose writersfaeti is commonly employed as

the technical term for the registers of consuls,

dictators, censors, and other magistrates, which
formed part of the public archives. (Liv. ix. 18 ;

Cic. Pro Seat 14; compare Cic. PhiUpp. xiiu

12; Tacit, .dms. iiL 17, 18.) Again, when Cicero
remarks in the famous epistle to Lncceius {Ad
Fam. T. 12), Etcnim ordo Ule annalium medio-
critcr noe retinet quasi enumeratione fnstoruin,'*

be means that the r^ular sucoession of events

meagrely detailed in chnnicles fixed tbe attention

but feebly, and was little more interesting than a
mere catal^e of names. (Compare Ad AtL iv. 8.)

A most important specimen of/d*U belonging to

this class, executed probably at tbe beginning of

tbe reign of Tiberius, has been pertiaUy preserved.

In the year 1547, several fra^ents of marble
tabU^ were discovered in excavatuig the Roman
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fonim, and were found to contain a list of consuls

dictators with their masters of horse, censors with
the lustra which they closed, triumphs and ova-

tions, all arranged in regular succeMion according

to the years of the Ditonian era. These bad evi-

dently extended from the expulsion of tbe kings

to the death of Augustus, and although defective

in many places, have proved of the greatest value

in chronology. The different pieces were collected

and arranged under the inspection of Cardinal

Alexander Farnese, and deposited in the Capitol,

where they still remain. From this circumstance

they are generally distinguished as tbe Fa*U
CapUolinu In tbe years 1817 and 1818, two
other fragments of tbe nme marble tablets were
discovered in the course of a new excavatimi in

the Forum. A fac-simile of them was published

at Milan, by Dorghesi, in 18)8. [ >V. R.j

FASTI GIUM {Ur6sy literally, a
dopcy in architecture a pedimeaty is tbe triangle

which surmounts each end of a rectangular build-

ing, and which, in fact, represents the gable end of

the root (See woodcut, p. 97.) It is ooroposed

of three sete of mouldings (funning respectively the

horixonlal base and the slopiiw sidra of the triangle,

and representing the timber naming of the roof),

and of a flat surface enclosed by them, which covers

the vacant space of the roof, and which, fitim its

I

resemblance to a membrane stretched upon the

triangular frame, is called tympanum, (Vitruv.

iii. 3.) This flat surface was generally ornamented
with sculpture ; originally, in the early temples ol

Zeus, with a simple eagle as a symbol of the god
(Find. Olymp, xiii. 29, and Schol. ad /be.), an in-

stance of which is afforded by the coin repreeenicd

in the following woodcut (Beger. Spied, AMup

p. 6), wheneo the Greek name derdr which was at

Bret applied to the tympamum and afterwards to

the whole pediment ; and in after times with elabo-

rate sculptures in high relief; such as those in the

pediments of the Parthenon, tbe fragments of which
are among the Elgin marbles in tbe ^tish Museum

;

where aBo mav be seen a fuU-sixed model of the

pediments of the temple of Zeus Panhellenios, at

Aegina, with casts of the statues in them, restored.

Most of the celebrated Greek temples were simi-

larly adorned. (See Pous. i. 24. $ 5, ii. 7. § 3,

V. 10. § 2, ix. 11. § 4 ; Aristopb. Ave*y 1110.)
Terra-cotta Bgures were applied in a similar manner
by tbe Romans in the early ages. (Cic. Dirin,

i. 10 ;
Vitruv. iii.2; Plin. U.N. xxxv. 12. s.43,

46, xxxri. 2.)

The dwelling-houses of the Romans had no gable

ends ;
consequently, when the word is applied to

them (Ck. ad Q. Fr. iil 1. 4 ; Virg. Aeu.
viii. 491), it is not in its strictly techiiicaJ sense,

but designates the roof simply, and is to be under-

stood of one which rises to an apex as distir^uiahed
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from a flat one, or lometimefl it mar refer to the

]N*diment ofa portico attached to the front of a mnn-
gion, ai when the Romans decreed to Caesar the

liberty of erecting a laetigiura to his house (Cic,

J‘kU. tl. 43 :
Flonis, ir. 2 ;

Plut Caet, 81 ; comp.

Achotbrium), that is, a portico and pediment

towards the street like that of a temple. [A. R*]

FAUCES. [Dojura, p. 428, a.]

FAX (^oy^r), a torch. The descriptions of

poets and mythologists, and the works of ancient

art, represent the torch as carried by Diana, Ceres,

Rellona, H>*men (woodcut, p. 238), Phosphorus,

by females in Bacchaimlian processions (p. 288),

and, in an inverted position, by Sleep and Death.

In the annexed woodcut, the female figure in the

middle is copied from a fictile vase. The winged

figure on the left hood, asleep and leaning on a

trirch, is from a fxineral monument at Rome: the

word ^ Sumnns** is inscribed beside it The other

winged figure, also with the torch inverted, is

taken from an antique gem, and represents Cupid

under the character ofAu<r«p«s (Serv. in Kiry. Am.
iv. 520) or “ Letbacus Amor ” (Ovid, fiem. Amor,
555). In ancient marbles the torch it sometimes

more omaroeuted than in the examples now pro-

duced ; but it appears to be formed of wooden
staves or twigs, either bound by a rope dmam
round them in a spiml form, as in the above middle
figure, or surrounded by circular bands at equal

distances, as in the two exterior figures. The in-

side of the torch may be supposed to have been
filled with flax, tow, or other vegetable fibres, the

whole being abundantly impregnated with pitch,

ri>sin, wax, oil, and other inflammable substances.

As the principal nsc of torches was to give light to

those who went abroad after sunset, the portion of

the Roman day immediately succeeding sun-set

was called /ojt or prima fax. (Oeil. iii. 2 ;
Ma-

crob. iSat. i. 2.) Torches, ns now described, ap-

pear to have been more common among the Romans
than the Qreeka The use of torches after sun-set,

and the practice of celebrating marriages at that

time, pro^bly led to the consideration of the torch

os one of the necessary accompaniments and sym-
bols of marriage. Among the Romans the fax
nuptiaiit (Cic. pro Ciumt. 6), having lieen lighted

nt the parental hearth, was carried before the bride

by a Ixty whose parents w'ere alive. (Plaut. Cos. L
30

;
Ovid, EpUi. xi 101 ;

Servius, m Virp. Ed.
viii. 29 ; Plin. H. M xvi. 18 ;

Festus, s. r. Pa-
trimi.) The torch was also carried at ftmerals (fax
trpuickraiUf Ovid, EpisL ii. 120), both bo^isc
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these were often nocturnal ceremonies, and because

it was used to set Are to the pile. lienee the ex-

pression of Propertius (iv. 12. 46), **Vivimus in-

signes inter utramqoe focem.** The torch-bearer

turned away his free from the pile in settmg it on
fire. (Virg. Am. vl 224.) [J. Y.]
FEBRUUM. [LupERcaLiA.]
FECIA'LES. [Fbtialbs.]
FEMINA'LIA, were worn in winter by Augus-

tMM C^*sar, who was very susceptible of cold.

(Sueton. Atuj. 82.) Casaulwn supposes them to

have been bandages or fillets [Fascia] wound
about the thighs

;
it seems more probable that they

were breeches resembling ours, since garments for

the thighs (w*pifi4ipia) were worn by the Roman
horsemen (Arrian, Tad. p. 14, ed. Diane.)

;
and

the column of Trajan, the arch of Constantine, and
other monuments of the same period, present nu-

merous examples of both horse and foot soldiers

who wear breeches, clostdy fitted to the body, and
never reaching much below the knees. (Sec wood-

cuts, pp. 2, 117, 136.) [J. Y.]
FENESTRA. [Domus, p. 432.]

FENUS (Tdifor), interestof money. 1. Okxiic.
At Athens, Solon, among other refonus, abolished

the law by w'hich a creditor was erapoaered to

sell or enslave a debtor, and prohibited the lending

of money u^n a person's own body (/wl To*f

9op#fC*ir, Plat. Sol. c. 15). No
other restriction, we are told, was introduced by

him, and the rate of interest w*as left to the dis-

cretion of the lender (r^ kpyvptov that

6w6o<f hr /SouAirroi 6 Lvs. tn TTteom.

p. 117). The only case in which the rate was
prescribed by law, was in the event of a man sepa-

rating from his lawful wife, and not refunding the

doary be had received with her. Her trustees or

guardians (of xipioi) could in that case procei'd

against him for the principal, with lawful interest

at the rate of 18 per cent [Dos (Grbbk).]
Any rate might be expressed or rt‘prc«ented in

two different ways: (1.) by the number of oholi

or drachmae paid by the nioiiM for cver\* mi'jio ;

(2) by the part of the priucipal (ri

xt^d\atov) paid ns interest either annually or for

the whole period of the loan. According to the

former method, which was generally us4*d when
money was lent upon real security (vdiroi fyyvoi

or ly^ioi), different rates were expressed as fol-

lows:—- 10 per cent by M vlvr* 4^oXo<r, i. e.

5 oboU per month for every mina, or 60 oboli a

year^ ] 0 drachmae= of a mina. Similarly,

12 per cent by M 9paxp^ per month.

16 percent „ Iw* licrit 6€o\o!s „
18 per cent „ 4x* 4yr4a IfoKois „
24 per cent „ M Sotrl ipaxjtcut „
36 per cent „ M rpiirl ipaxpoui „
5 per cent „ M rpir^ ^/ito^oAi^i, probably.

Another method was generally adopted in

cases of bottomry, where money was lent upon the

ship's cargo or freightage (4tI ry eatix^) or the

ship itself, for a specified time, commonly that of

the voyage. By this method the following rates

were thus represented.

1 0 per cent by r6xoi 4wi94Karoiy i. a interest at

the rate of a tenth ; 12^, 16|, 20, 33^, by t4km
IxSyUoot, f^KTOiy Mxtptrot^ and IwirptroL, re-

spectively. So that, as Bockb (/*M, Ecomomw uf
AthenSy pp. 123, 124, 2nd ed.) remarks, the tmm
im^tKaroi is equal to the 4rl w/rre 5foXo<s

;

Digitized by Coogle
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the r6K0t 4v6yioos =the Spaxf^n noarij.

^ „ |^«frroT ass „ 4w' vKrm o€oAo4f „
^ ^ ^wtirf/ATTosis y^ ^w* 6€oKoig „
w t.

V»iVp»TOf = „ 8paxA«u> ^
These nearly corretpondiiig expreMtons are not

to be consider^ at identical, however cloacly the

rates indicated by them may approach each other

in value ;
altbotigh in the age of Justinian, as

Silmasius {tU M. U.) olMcrvcs, the rSttos 4w6yitoos

or 12^ per cent, was confounded with the ern-

tesimofj which is exactly equal to the interest at a

drachma or 1*2 per cent

The rates, aWe explained, frequently occur in

the orators ; the lowest in ordinary use at Athens
being the r6K0S ^td^xerror or 10 per cent., the

highest the t6kos 4vlrptros or 33jl^ per cent The
latter, however, was chiefly confined to cases of

bottomry, and denotes more than it appears to do,

as the time of a ship's voyage was generally less

than a ^ear. Its near equivalent, the 4rl r^url

30 per cenL, was sometimes exacted

by bankers at Athens. (Lys. Frag, u.) The
8paxM|?t or mtc of 1*2 per cent, was common

in the time of Uemostheiies (e. j4pk. p. 3‘2U. 16),

but appears to have Wn thought low. The interest

of eight oboli or 16 per cent occurs in that orator

(e. A’icos. p. 1*250. 18) ; and even in the age of

Lysias (b. c. 440) and Isoeus (b. c. 400), nine

oIkiH for the mina, or 18 per cent, appears to have

been a common rate. (Isaeus, de Ilagn. llrrtd.

p. *293.) Aeschines also (e. Timarck, p. 15) speaks

of money being burrowed on the same terms ; so

that on the w hole we may conclude, that the usual

rates of interest at Athens about the time of De-

mosthenes varied from 12 to 18 per cent That
they were nearly the some in range, and similarly

expressed, throughout the rest of Greece, ap-

pears from the authorities quoted by Bockh. No
conclusions on the subject of the general rate of

interest can be drawn from what we arc told of

the exorbitant rales exacted by common usurers

(ToxoyM^i, tondliones^ ^/upo^os'ct^of). Some
of these (Theophr. ('kamd. 6) exacted as much as

an obolus and a half per day for each drachma ;

and money-lenders and hankers in general, from

the high profits which they realised, and the se-

verity with which they exacted their dues, seem

to have been as unpopular amongst their fellow-

citizens as Jews and usurers in more modem
times. Demosthenes (e. Pant. p. 981), indeed,

intimates that the fact of a man being a money-
lender was enough to prejudice him, even in a

court of law, amongst the Athenians. (Mi^ou-

ci¥ cl 'Ahinuoi roift kai^ci^orras.) It Is curious

also to obser\*e that Aristotle {PoL i. 3. § 23)
objects, on principle, to ^uttin^ money out at

interest {tiiXoy^arra fiururat if k€oKocrari$c4i\

as being a pervetiion of it from its proper use, as

a medium of exchange, to an annatural purpose,

viz. the reproduction or increase of itself ; whence,

he adds, comes the name of interest or rdxor, as

being the offspring {rk ytyvkficvotf) of a parent

like itself.

The arrangement of a loan would of course de-

pend upon the relation between the borrower and
the lender, and the confidence placed by one in the

other. Sometimes money was lent, e. g, by the

banker Pasion at Athens, without a security, or

written bond, or witnesses. (Dem. c. Timotk,

D. 1185.) But genctally either a simple acknow-

ledgment was given by the bor-
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rower to the lender [CHiaoORsPHrM]

;
or n

regular instrument (<rvyypa^\ executed by both
pc^ies and atteiied by witneM<*s, was deposited
wih a third party, usually a banker. (Dem. e.

Jmct. pt 927, c. Phorm. p 908. 22.) Witnessei,
as we might expect, were also present at the pay-
ment of the money borrowed. (Id.c. /»Aorm. p915.
27.) The security for a loan w*as either a irwc94\ici)

or an 4¥ixypo¥‘. the latter was put into the pos-
session of the lender, the former was merely assured
to him, and generally, though not alw.'ivt, con-
sisted of real or immovable property. The 4p4~

on the contrary, generally coniiited of
movable property, such as goods or slaves.

(Bockh, Ibid, p 128.) At Athens, when land
was given as security, or mortgaged (ovo-fa 6ird-

Xpewr), pillars (8poi or (rri}Aai) were set upon
it, with the debt and the mortgagee's name in-

scribed. Hence an unincumbered estate was
called an dorurroK x^P^^*'- (Harpocrat. s. e.)

In the rest of Greece there were public books of

debt, like the German and Scotch registers of
mortgages

; but they are not mentioned ns baring
existed at Athens.

Bottomry (t5 ravrurdx, t8xo< I'atmxo/, or
fxBoivit) was considered a matter of so much im-
portance at Athens, that fraud or broach of contract
in transactions connected with it was •ometimes
punished a’ith death. (Dem. c. Phorm. p 92*2. 3.)

In these cases the loans were generally made upon
the cargo shipped, sometimes on the vessel itself,

and sometimes on the money received or due for

passengers and freightage (4wl The
principal (IxBoo'tf, oioxfl B6eis, Harpocrat.) os

well as the interest, could only be recovered in case

the ship met with no disaster in her voyage (cm-
6(l<msriis pt^s^Dvm.c. Zenoth. p.8H3. 16);aclanse
to this effect being generally inserted in nJl agree-

ments of bottomry or povtikoI cvyypa^cd. The
additional risk incurred in loans of this description

was compensated for by a high rate of interest,

and the lenders took every precaution against

negligence or deception on the part of the bor-

rowers
;
the latter also were careful to have wit-

nesses present when the cargo was put on board,

for the purpose of deposing, if necessary, to a
bona fide shipping of the required amount of goods.

(I>em. e. /^Aorm. p. 9 1 5. 13). The loan itself

was either a kdpuciia ArvpdaXevy, t. e. for a voyage

out, or it was a tdpuciuk kp/^ortpkitXoup^ i. «. for

a voyage out and home. In the former case the

principal and interest were paid at the place of

destination, either to the creditor himself, if he
sailed in the ship or to an authorised agent. (Dem.
e. Phorm, p 909. 24, and p. 914. 28.) In the

latter case the payment w’os made on the return of

the ship and it was specially provided in the

agreement between the contracting parties, that

she should sail to some specifie d places only. A
deviation from the terms of the agreement, in this

or other respects, was, according to a clause usually

inserted in the agreement, punishable by a fine of

twice the amount of the money lent. (Dem. c.

Diongi. p 1294.) Moreover, if the goods which

form^ the original security were sold, fresh

articles of the same value were to be shipped in

their place. (Dem. e. Phorm. p 909. 26.) Some-
times also the trader (6 f/iwopor) was himself the

owner of the vessel (5 rauxXvipor), which in that

case might serve as a security for the money bor-

rowed. (Id. c. Diongi. p. 1284. 11.)
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The rate of interest would of course vnry with
j

the risks and duration of the Toji’a^, and therefore
,

we cannot expect to find that it was at all fixed.
;

Xenophon {de Veetig. uL 7—14) speaks of the fifth

and third parts of the capital lent as being com-

monly given in bottomry, referring of course to

voyages out and home. The interest of an eighth

or I'ij^ per cent,, mentioned by Demosthenes (c.

I*oljfcL p. 1212), was for money lent on a trireme,

during a passage from Sestos to Athens, hut upon

condition that she should first go to Hienun to

convoy vessels laden with com ; the p^cipol and

interest were to be paid at Athens on her arrival

there.

The best illustration of the fisets mentioned

above, is found in a ravriK^ (rvyypapi\^ given in

the speech of Demosthenes against Lacritui. It

contaizu the following statement and conditions.

Two Athenians lent two Pbaselitans 3000
drachmae upon a cargo of 3000 casks of Mendean
wine, on which the latter were not to owe anything

else, or raise any additional loan (ov8*

Tcu). They were to sail from Athens to Meade or

Scione, where the wine was to be shipped, and

thence to the Bosporus, with liberty, if they pre-

ferred it, to continue their voyage on the left side

of the Black Sea as far as the Borysthencs, and

then to return to Athens ; the rate of interest

being fixed at 226 drachmae in 1000, or 26 per

cent, for the whole time of absence. If, however,

they did not return to Hierum, a port in Bithynia

close to the Thracian Bosporus (WolC od Lept, p.

369), before the early rising of Areturns, t.e. be-

fore the 120th of September or thereabouts, when
navigation began to dangerous, they had to pay

a higher rate of 30 per cent, on accoint of the ad-

ditiofuU risk. The agreement further specified

that there should be no change of vessel for the

return cargo, and that if it arrived safe at Athens,

the loan was to be repaid within twenty days

afterwards, without any deductions except for loss

by payments made to enemies, and for jettisons

(4rr«A^r vXV 4ir6aXi}t. k, r. A.) made with the

consent of all on board (ot o6^tAo<)
; that till the

money was repaid, the goods pigged (rd viro-

«c«l^«ra) should be tinder the control of the

lenders, and be sold by them, if payment was not

made within the appointed time
;
that if the sale

of the goods did not realise the required amount,
the lender might raise the remainder by making a

levy (irpo^ci) upon the property of both or either

of the traders, just as if they had been cast in a
suit, and became drcp^icpoi, t. s. had not complied

with a judgment given against them within the

time appointed. Another clausa in the agreement

provides for the contingency of their not entering

the Pontus
; in that case they were to remain in

the Hellespont, at the end of July, for ten days
after the early rising of the dog-star {4w\ awl),

discharge their cargo (4{4a«(t6cu) in some place

where the Athenians no right of reprisals

(8wov ha ffvKtu Tott 'A6i}aaIois), (which

night be executed unfairly, and would lead to

rct^iations,) and then, on their return to Athens,

they were to pay the lower rate of interest, or 26
per cent. Lastly, if the vessel were to be wrecked,

the cargo was, if poesible, to be saved ; and the

agrooment was to be conclusive on all points.

From the preceding investigation, it appears that

the rate of interest amongst the ancient Greeks was
higher than in modern Europe, and at Rome in the

FENUa
ago of Cicero. This high rate does not appear to

have been caused by any scarcity of money, for the

rent of laud and house’s in Athens and its neigh-

bourhood was not at all proportional to iL Thus
Iiaeus (de Hertd. p. 88) says that a house

at Tbrijre was let only 8 per cent of its value,

and tome houses at Melite and Eleusis for a firac*

tion more. We should therefore rather refer it to

a low state of credit, occasioned by a variety of

causes, such as the division of Greece into a number
of petty states, and the constitution and regulation

of the courts of law, which do not seem to have been
at all fisvoorable to money-lenders in enforcing their

rights. Bockh assigns as an additional cause** the

want of moral principles.** (Bockh, Ilnd. pp 123
—139,2nded.)

2. Roman. The Latin word for interest, /iwss

orfomu»^ originally meant any increase, and was

thence applied like the Greek rdaor, to denote the

interest or increase of money. ** Fenus,** rays

Varro (qpw/ xvi. 12),
** dictum a fctu et quasi

a fetura quadam pecuniae porientis atque incrcs-

centis.'* The same root is found in fecundus.

Fenus was also used for the |uincipal as well as the

interest (Tacit Ami. vi 17, xiv. 63.) Another

tenn for interest was assrue, generally found in

the plural, and also impendtutMy on which Varro

(Ae /.tMff. Lai. T. 183, Muller) remarks, **a quo

{pondert) usura quod in sorte acoedebat, impen-

diura appcllatum.**

Towrutls the close of the repablic, the interest

of money became due on the fint of every month :

hence the phrases tristes or ceUret eaUimia€ and
caUndariMm^ the latter meaning a debt-book or book

of accounts. The rate of interest was expressed in

the time of Cicero, and afterwards by means of the

as and its divisions, according to the following

table :
—

Asses usurae, or one as per month
for the use of one hundred

Dcunccs usurae » • . . .

Dextantes

Dodrantes

Besses

SeptuDces

Somisses „ . . « . •

Quincunccs „ . . * . .

Trientes

Quadrantes

Sextantes

Unciae „ .....
Instead of the phrase asset motrae, a synonyme

was used, vis. cmtem'mM warae, inasmuch as at

this rate ^ interest there was paid in a hundred

montliB a sura equal to the whole principal Hence
eenienmae s 24 per cent, and yuatrrmis

cemU$imae 48 per cent So also in- the line ot

Hmnce (jiaf. I 2. 14), “ Quinas hie capiti meroedea

exsecat,'* we must understand tptitMM

or 60 per cent, as the sum taken from the capital.

Niebuhr {Hitt, ofAom. voL iii. p. 57) is of opinion

that the monthly rate of the centesimae was of

foreign origin, and first adopted at Rome in the

time of Sulla. The old jpeaWy rate oitablisbed by
the Twelve Tables (b. c. 460) was the tMcforiirns

/•nut. This has variously interpreted to

mean, (1) one -twelfth of the centetima paid

monthly, i. e. one per cent per annum ; and (2)

one-twelfth of the principal paid monthly, or a

hundred per cent per aiuium. Niebuhr (jL c.) re-

K 12 per cent

11 «
10 „
0 n
8 „
7 „
6 «
5 „
4 «
3 „
2 „
1 «
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at length the two opinioni
;
but it may be

surticient to obeen'e that one is inconsietent with

commoo tense, and the other with the early history

of the republic. A third and tatitfiictory opinion

it at follows:—The uiicia was the twelfth part of

the at, and since the full (12 oa.) copper coinage

wat ttili in use at Rome when the Twelve Tablet

became law, the phrase unciarium fenus would be

a natural expreetion for interest of one ounce in

the pound ; i. e. a twelfth port of the rum bor-

rowed, or 8^ per cent, not per month, but per year.

'I'htt rate, if calculated for the old Roman year of

ten months, would give 10 per cent for the civil

^enr of twelve months, which was in common use

in the time of the decemvirs. The analogy of the

Greek terms r^xet, ^Irgiros, dec., confirms this

view, which, as Niebuhr observes, is not invalidated

by the admission, that it supposes a yeariy and not

a monthly payment of interest
;

for though in the

later times of the republic interest bccaunc due

every month, there is no trace of this having been

the case formerly. (Rein, H'umUdu PrivatrrdUy

p. 304.) Nor is it difficult to account for the

change : it probably was connected with the modi-

fications made from time to time in the Roman
law of debtor and creditor (such as the abolition of

p<*rsonal slavery for debt), the tmtunil effect of

which would be to make creditors more scrupulous

in lending money, and more vigilant in exacting

the interest due upon iu

If a debtor could not pay the principal and in-

terest at the end of the year, he used to borrow

money from a fresh creditor, to pay off his old

debt. This proceeding was very frequent, and

called a eerjuru (compare Ter. J*harw^ v. 2. 1 6),

a word which Festus (s. e.) thus explains: ^ Versu-

ram fiicere, mutnaro peenniam sumcre, ex eo dic-

tum est, quod initio qui mutuabantur ab aliis, ut

aliis Bolverent, relut verteamt errditorem.*^ It

amounted to little short of paying compound in-

terest, or an AmiioeigmuM amafrersaniM, another

phrase for which was asarcie remivaUu ; s. g. oen-

tedmae removaUu is twelve per cent, compound
interest, to which Cicero (ad Att r. 21) opposes

cetUimmae perpetuo 12 per cent, simple

interest. The fiillowing phrases are of common
occurrence in connection with borrowing and lend-

ing money at interest :— PeemMiam apud alitfuem

eoUaearty to lend money at interest ;
releger«y to

call it in again ; cutierr, to give security for it ;

oppomere or oppomert to give as a pledge or I

mortgage: hence the pun in Catullus (Our. 28),
^

** Furi, villula nostra non ad Austri

Flotus oppoeita est, nec ad Favrnii

:

Verum ad millia quindccim et ducentos.

0 ventum horhbilem utque pcstilentem.**

The word aofam is also of extensive use in money
transactions. Properly it denoted the name of a

debtor, registered in a banker's or any other ac-

count-book ;
hence it came to signify the articles

of an account, a debtor, or a debt itself. Thus we
have hoeant eomeii, a good debt : notnima /ac»rfy

to lend monies (Cic. ad Pam. viL 23), and also to

borrow money (Id. de ()p. iii. 14). Moreover, the

Romans generally discharged debts through the

Bgeocy of a banker (mftjro et <U menmu $eHptura)

rather than by a direct personal pairmeiit («e area

domogue) ; and as an order or undertaking for pay-

ment was given by writing down the sum to be

paid, with the rcoeirer'i same underneath or along-
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side it (sec Dem. c. Ca/tip. p. 12.1G), hence came
the phrases teriftere iremmos o/iVwi, to promise to

pay (Plaut Ann. it 4. 34) ;
rcsrriGere, to pay back,

of a debtor (Ter. Ptutrm. v. 7. 29). So also per-

$eriijerey to give a bill or draft {pertcriptio) on a
banker for payment, in opposition to patnnent by
ready money. (Cic. ad Att. xii. 51, xvi. 2.)

TEc Roman law of debtor and creditor is given

under Nxxum. It is sufficient to remark here that

the Liciniait laws [Lioxa Liciniak], by which
the grievances of debtors were to a cerUvin extent

redressed, did nut lay any restriction on the rate oi

interest that might be legally demanded
;
and it is

clear from various circumstances that the scarcity of

money at Rome after the taking of the city by the

Gauls had either lid to the actual abolition of (he

old uncial rate (luWontm /enus) of the Twelve
Tables, or caused it to fall into disuse. Nine years,

however, after the passing of these laws (Liv. vii.

16) the rate of the Twelve Tables was re-es-

tablished, and any higher rate prohibited by tbo

bill (rni;^a/to) of the tribunes Duilius and Maeiiiui.

Still this limitation of the rate of interest did not

enable debtors to pay the principal, and what Tacitus

(Ann. vL 1 6) calls the fenthrt mtthtm became at last

so serious that tbe government thought it necessan.*

to interfere, and remedy, if possible, an evil so great

and inveterate. Accoidingiy, fourteen years after

the passing of the Licinian laws, five commissioners

were appointed for this purpose under the title of

mensorii or bankers. These opened their banks in

the forum, and in the name of tbe tri-asury offered

rendy money to any debtor who could give security

(tvrrrrc) to the stale for it: moreover, they ordered

that land and cattle should be received in payment
of debts at a fair valuation, a regulation which
Caesar adopted f<»r a similar purpose. (Suet. Jtd,

(.aet. 42.) By these means Livy (vii. 21) tells

us that a great amount of debt was satisfaetorily

liquidated. Fire ycort afterwards, the legal rato

I

of interest was still further lowered to the sentita-

,

oarvam /eaus, or the twenty-fourth part of the

whole sum {ad temnneia* redacta antra, Tac. Ann.
vi. IG)

;
and in d.c. 34 G we read of several usurers

being punished for a violation of the law (Liv. vii.

28), by which they were subjected to a penalty of

four times the amount of the loan. (C^to, de lie

Hud. iniL) But all these enactments were merely

palliatives
; the termination and cure of tbe evil

was something more decisive— neither more nor

less than a species of national bankruptcy —

a

general abolitioa of debts or This
happened in B.C. 341, a year remarkable for po-

liti(^ changes of great importance, and was fol-

lowed up by the passing of the Ucnuciaii laws,

which forbade the taking of usury altogether. (Liv.

vii. 42.) A law like this, however, was sure to bo

evaded, and there was a very simple wav of doing

so ; it <mly affected Roman citixens, and therefore

the usurers granted loons, not in the name of them-

selves, but of the Latins and allies who w'ere not

bound by it. (Liv. xxxv. 7.) To prevent this era*

siun the S«‘mpronian law was passed (B.C. 1-94),

which placed the Latins and allies on tho same
footing in respect of lending money as the full

Roman citixens. At last, after many futile at-

tempts to prevent the exaction of interest at any
rate, and in any shape, the idea was abandoned

altogether, and the ccntesima or 12 per cent, per

annum became the legal and recognised rate.

Niebuhr, os we have already obaerred, is of opt*
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nion that it was fint adopted at Rome in the time

of Suita
;
but whether it became the legal rote by

any special enactment, or from general consent, docs

not appear. Some writers have inferred (ileinecc.

iii. 16) that it was first legalised by the edicts of

the city praetors, an infe.rence drown from the

general resemblance between the praetorian and
proconsular edicts, coupled with the fact that some
proconsular edicts are extant, by which the cente-

sima is fixed as the legal rate in proconsular pro-

vinces. {In edicio trulaticio oentesimas me oOser-

Vfttmrvm kabttiy Cic. ud AU. v. 21.) Whether this

supposition is true or not, it is admitted that the
ceiitesima or 12 per cent, was the legal rate towards
the close of the republic, and also under the em-
perors. Justinian reduced it to G per cent. (Ucinoc.

lii. 16.)

In cases of fenus nauticum, however, or bottomr}',

as the risk was the money lender's, he might de-

mand any interest he liked while the vessel on
which the money was lent was a't sea

;
but after she

reached harbour, and while she was th^re, no more
than the usual rate of 12 per cent, on the centesima

could be demanded.
I

Justinian made it the legal rate fur fenus nauti-

cam under all circumstances. (Heinec. 1. c.) [R.W.]
FER.VLIA. [Funus.]
FE'RCULUM {from ftr-o\ is applied to any

kind of tray or platform used for carrying anything.

Thus it js used to signify the tray or frame on which
several dishes were brought in at once at dinner

(Petron. 35 ; Plin. //. N. xxviiL 2) ; and hence

femda came to mean the number of courses at

dinner, and even the dishes themselves. (Suet.

74 : Serv. ad Viry. Aem, i. 637 ;
Jur. i. 93,

xi. 64 : Hor. S<U, il 6. 104 ;
Mart iil 60, ix. 82,

xL 31.)

The ferculum was also used for carrying the

images of the gods in the procession of the circus

(Suet Jtd, 76) [CiECUS, p. 287, a], the ashes of

the dead in a funeral (Suet CaL 16), and the spoils

in a triumph (Suet Jul. 37 ; Liv. i. 10) ;
in all

which cases it appears to have been carried on the

shoulders or in the hands of men. The most ilius-

tnous eaptires were sometimes placed on a fer-

culum in a triumph, in order that they might be

better seen. (Senec. Here. OH. 109.)

FERENTA'UII. [Exircitus, p, 502, b.]

FERETRUM. [FuNua.J
FE'RIAE, holidays, were, generally spooking,

days, or seasons during which free-bom Romans
suspended their political transactions and their

law-suits, and during which slaves enjoyed a cessa-

tion from labour. (Cic. ds Leg. u- 8. 12, de Die.

i. 46.) Ail feriae were thus dies ncfiisti. The
feriae included all days consecrated to any deity ;

consoquontly all days on which public festivals

w'cre celebrated were feriae or dies feriati. But
some of them, such as the feria vindemialis, and

the feriae acstivae, seem to have had no direct con-

nection with the worship of the gods. The nun-

dinae, however, during the time of the kings and
the early period of the republic, were feriae only

for the populus, and days of business for the ple-

beians, until, by the Hortensian law, they liocame

fiuti or days of bnsiness for both orders. (Macrob.

Sat. L 16; compare Niebuhr, Hitt, of Rome^ voL ii.

p. 2 ) 3, Ac. ; Walter, GtokxHdt d. Kovx. Rechtt,

p. 190.)

All feriae were divided into two classes, feriae

^eUioae and feriae privatae. The latter were only
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obaerved by single families or Individoalt, in com-
memoration of some particular event which had
been of importance to them or their ancestors. As
family feriae, are mentioned the feriae CVuadias,

.^em^tde, Jydiae., Caraeliae^ Ac, and we must sup-

pose that all the great Roman fruniliet had their

particular feriae, as they bad their private sacra.

Among the &mily-holidays we may also mention

the feriae detUealee^ i. e. the day on which a frunily,

after having lost one of its members by death,

underwent a purification. (Fest. «. v.
; Cic de

Leg. )l 22 ; (^luroell. ii. 22.) Individuals kept

feriae on their birthdays, and other occasions which
marked any memorable event of their lives. During
the time of the empire the birthday of an emperor
sometimes assumed the character ofa public holiday,

and was celebrated by the whole nation with games
and socrificea Thus the birthday of Augustus,

called Augustalia, was celebrated with great splen-

dour even in the time of Dion Cassius (liv. 34,

IvL 46). The day on which Augustus had re-

turned from his R’ars was likewise for a loiur time

made a holiday oC (Tacit AnmtU. i. 16, with the

note of Lipsius
;
Dion Cass. liv. 10.) The dies

natalicii of the cities of Rome and ConsUuitiuople

were at a still later period likewise reckoned among
the feriae. (Cod. 3. tit 12. a 6.)

All feriae puhlicae^ i. c those which were ob-

sen'ed by the whole nation, were divided into

feriae etativae^ feriae ooncepHvae^ andferiae itmpera-

tivae^ Feriae stativaeor statac were those which
were held regularly, and on cnlain days marked
in the calendar. (Fest s. e.

; Macrob. Le.) To
these belonged some of the great festivals, such as

the Agonalia, Carmentalia, Lupcrcalia, Ac. Ferine

conceptivae orconceptae were held every year, but

not on certain or fixed days, the time being every

year appointed by the magistrates or priests {fptot-

oMni* a iR<^'s/rart'6M vrl eacerdotibas eaeeipinntur^

Macrob. Le.
;
Varro, de Ling. Lot. vL 26, Ac;

Fest s. V.). Among these we mar mention the

feriae Latinac, feriae Seroeotivae, Paganalia, and
Corapitalia. Feriae imperativae are those which

were held on certain en>crgencies at the command
of the consuls, praetors, or of a dictator. The books

of Livv record many feriae imperativae, which
were chiefiy held in order to avert the dangers

which some extraordinary prodigy seemed to fore-

bode, but also after great victories. (Liv. i. 31,

lit 6, vii. 28, xxxv. 40, xlii. 3 ; Polyb. xxi. 1.)

They frequently lasted for several days, the number
of which depended upon the importance of the

event which was the cause of their celebration.

But whenever a rain of stones was believed to have

happened, the anger of the gods was appeased by

a micrum noremduxle^ or feriae per norum diet.

This number of davs had been fixed at the time

when this prodigy liad first been observed. (Liv.

i. 31.) Rrapocting the l^Uimate forms in which

the feriae conceptivae and imperativae were an-

nounced and appointed, see Brisson. de Fona. p.

107, Ac
The manner in which all public feriae were kept

bears great analogy to our Sunday. The people

generally visited the temples of the gods, and

offered up their prayers and sacrifices. The roost

serious and solemn seem to have been the feriae

imperativae, but all the others were generally at-

tended by rejoicings and feasting. All kinds of

biuincss, especially law-suits, were suspended dur-

ing the public feriae, as they were considered to
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pollute the Mcred mmoo
;
the rex •acromm and

the flamines were not even allowed to behold any
work being done during the feriae

; hence, when
they went out, they were preceded by their heralds

{pratctc^, praedamiiaton*^ or oalator9»\ who en-

joined the people to abstain from working, that the

sanctity of the day might not be poUut^ by the

priests seeing persons at work. (Fest s. e. Fraaeia;

Macrob. I, e. ; compare Serv. ad Virg, 0*org. t.

268 }
Pint .Varna, c. 14.) Those who neglected

this admonition were not only liable to a fine, but

in case their disobedience was intentional, their

crime was considered to be beyond the power of

any atonement
;
whereas those who bad unconsci-

ously continued their work, might atone for their

transgression by offering a pig.. It seems that

doubts ns to what kinds of work might be done at

public ferine were not unfrcqucnt, and we possess

some curious and interesting decisions given by
Roman pontiffs on this subject One Umbro de-

clared it to be no violation of the feriae, if a person

did such work as had reference to the gods, or was

connected with the ofifering of sacrifices ; all work,

he moreover declared, was allowed which was ne-

cessary to supply the urgent wants of human life.

The pontiff S^vola, when asked what kind of

work might be done on a dies feriatns, answered

that any work might be done, if any suffering or

injury should be the result of neglect or delay, e,g.

if an ox should fall into a pit the owner might

employ workmen to lift it out ; or if a house

threatened to fall down, the inhabitants might take

such measures as would prevent its filling, without

polluting the feriae. (Macrob. L c. and iiu 3 ;

Vijg. Georg. L270, with the remarks of J.H.Voss;

Cato, (U Re Rud. 2 ; Columella, il 22 ; compare

JdaiL xii 1 1 ; Luke xiv. 5.) Kespectiog the va-

rious kinds of legal affsirs which might be brought

before the praetor on days o public feriae, see

Digest 2. lit 12. B. 2.

It seems to have been owing to the immense in-

crease of the Homan republic and of the accumula-
tion of business arising therefrom, that some of the

feriae such as the Compitalia and Lupercalia, in

the course of time censed to be observed, until they
were restored by Augustus, who revived many of

the ancient religious rites and ceremonies. (Suet

Ayg. 31.) Marcus Antoninas again increased the

number of days of business (dies /asti) to 230, and
the remaining days were feriae. (Capitol. M. A n/on.

PhiL c. 10.) After the introduction of Christi-

anity in the Roman empire, the old feriae were
aboliihed, and the Sabbath, together with the

Christian festivals, were substituted
; but the man-

ner in which they were kept was nearly the same
as that in which the feriae had been observed.

I.aw-suiu were accordingly illegal on Sundays and
holidays, though a master might emancip^ bis

slave if he liked. (<3od. 3. tit 12.) All work
and ail political as well as judicial proceedings,

were suspended ; but the country people were al-

lowed freely and unrestrainedly to apply them-
selves to their agricultural labours, which seem at

all times to have been distinguished from and
thought superior to all other kinds of work

;
for, as

mentioned below, certain feriae were instituted

merely for the purpose of enabling the country

people to follow their rural occupations without

being interrupted by law-suits and other public

transactions.

After this general view of the Roman feriae, we
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shall proceed to give a short account of those festi-

vals and holidays which were designated by the
name of feriae.

Feriae Latmae^ or simply Latinae (the original

name was Latiar, Macrob. L e.

;

Cic. ad Quini,

Frai, ii. 4), had, according to the Roman legends,

been instituted by the last Tarquln in commemo-
ration of the alliance between the Romans and
Latins, (Dionys. Hal. iv. p. 250. Syib.) But
Niebuhr {/fid. of Rot$u^ iu p. 34) has shown that

the festival, which was origmally a ponegyris of
Ute Latins, is of much bigner antiquity

;
for we

find it stated that the towns of the Priscans and
Latins received their shares of the aacrifico on the
Alban mount—which was the place of its celebration— along with the Albans and the thirty towns of
the Alban commonwealth. All that the last

Tarquin did was to convert the original Latin
festival into a Roman one, and to make it tho
meaiu of hallowing and cementing the alliance

between the two nations. Before the union, the
chief magistrate of the Latins had presided at the
festival

;
but Tarquin now assumed this distinc-

tion, which subsequently, after the destruction of
the Latin commonwealth, remained with the chief

magistrates of Home. (Liv. v. 17.) The objt>ct

of this ponegyris on tho Alban mount was the
worship of Jupiter lAtiaris, and, at least as long
as the Latin rep'iblic existed, to deliberate and
decide on matters of the confederacy, and to settle

any disputes w'bich might have arisen among its

members. As tho feriae Latinae belonged to the
conceptivae, the time of their celebration greatly

depended on the state of afiairs at Rome, as the

consuls were never allowed to take the field until

they had held the Latinae. (Liv. xxl 63, xxiu 1,

XXV. 12.) This festival was a great engine in the
hands of the magistrates, who hod to appoint the
time of its celebration (ooncipers, edicere^ or indicere

ljatiitae)\ as it might often suit their purpose

either to hold the festival at a particular time or

to delay it, in order to prevent or delay such pub-
lic proceedings as seemed injurious and pernicious,

and to promote others to which they wore favour-

ably disposed. This feature, however, the feriae

Latinae had in common with all other ferine con-

ceptivae. Whenever any of the forms or cere-

monies customary at the latinae had been neglected,

the consuls had the right to propose to tho seimlc,

or the college of pontiff^ their celebration

should be repeated (tnstesrori, Cic. ad QtnW.
^>a/. ii. 6 ; Liv. zxii. 1, xli. 16). Respecting

the duration of the feriae Latinae, the common
opinion formerly was, that at first they only lasted

for one day, to which subsequently a second, a
third, and a fourth were added (Dionys. Hal. vi,

p. 415. Sylb.)
;

but it is clear that this suppo-

sition was founded on a confusion of the feriae

Latinae with the Ludi Maximi, and that they

lasted for six days ;
one for each docury of the

Alban and Latin towns. (Niebuhr, Hi$L of Rome^
iL p. 35 ;

comp. Liv. vi. 42 ; Plut CamilL 42.)

The festive season was attended by a sacred truce,

and DO battle was oUowed to be fought during those

days. (Dionys. Hal. iv. p. 250, Sylb. ; Macrob.

U e.) In early times, during the alliance of the

Romans and Latins, the chief nmgistmtcs of both

nations met on the Alban mount, and conducted

the solemnities, at which the Romans, however,

hod the presidency. But afterwards the Homans
alone conducted the celebration, and offered the

M M
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common sacrifice of on ox to Jupiter LatiAris, in

the name and on behalf of all who took part in it

The fleiih of the victim was distributed among the

seTcml towns whose common lumctiiary stood on

the Alban mount (Dionya Hal, i. c. ;
Varm,

Umtf, Lai, vi. 25 ;
Scho). Bobiens. t» Cic, C^i.

pro Plane, p. 255, dec. OrclH.) Beeidee the com-
mon sacrifice of an ox, the seTeral towns ofiered

each separately lambs, cheeees, or a c*‘rtain quan-

tity of milk (Cic. de Div, i. 11), or cakes. Mul-
titudes flocked to the Alban mount on the occasion,

and the season was one of great rejoicings and
feasting. V’^anous kinds of games w*ere not want-

ing, among which may be mentioned the oecifhtio

(swinging, Feat s. v. Osdl/um). It was a sym-
bolic game, and the legend respecting its origin

show's that it was derived from the Latins. Pliny

(//. N, xxvii. 2) mentions that during the Latin

holidays a race of four-horse chariots {rptadritfoe

eertatit) took place on the Capitol, in which the

victor received a draught of ab&ynthium.

Although the Roman consuls were always pre-

sent on the Alban mount, and conducted the

solemn sacrifice of an ox, yet we read that the

superintendence of the Latinae, like that of other

festivals, was given by the senate to the Ardilca,

who, therefore, probably conducted the minor sa-

crifices, the various gamca, and other selemnitiet

(Dionyt. Hal. vi. p. 4 15.) While the consuls were
engaged on the Alban mount, their place at Rome
was filled by the pracfcctus urbi. [PRaxFBorus
Urbl]
The two days followring the celebration of the

Latin holidays were considered os dia re/^iori, so

that no marriages could be contracted. (Cic. ad
Quint Frat iL 4.) From Dion (Cassius we see

that in his times the Feriae Latinae were still

strictly observed by tho Homans, whereas the

Latin towms had, at the time of Cicero, almost en-

tirely given up taking any part in them. The
Romans socmed to have continued to keep them
down to the fourth century of our era. (Lactont.

Intiiiut. L 21.)

Feriae SenteTdivaej or Semeniina dies, was kept
in seed-time for the purpose of praying for a good
crop ; it lasted only for one day, which was nxed
by the pontifls. (Varm, de Ling. Lot vi. 26,
ds Re HuMt, i. 2, iniu \ Ovid, Fiut i. 658, Ac.)

Frria vindetniaUa lasted from tho 22d of August
to the 15th of October, and was instituted for the

purpose of enabling the country-people to get in

the fhiiu of the field and to bold tho vintage.

(Codc)^ 3. tit. 12.)

Feriae oeHitae were boliiiays kept during the

hottest season of summer, whon many of the weal-

thier Romans left the city and went into the

country'. (Oellius, ix. 15. § 1.) They seem to have

been the tame as the meme /eria (Cod. 3. tit. 12.

8. 2, 6), and lasted from the 24th of June till the

1st of August.

Feriae praecidaneae are said to have been pre-

paratory days, or such os preceded the ordinary

feriae
; although they did not belong to the feriae,

and often even were diee atriy they were on certain

occ asions iiuiugumted by the chief pontiff, and thus

made feriae. (Oellius, iv. 6.) [L. S.J

FESCKNNI'NA, scil. carmina, one of the

earliest kinds of Italian poetry, which consisted of

rude and jocose vorsos, or rather dialogues in ex-
tempore verses (Liv. vii. 2 ), in which tho merry
country folks asmiJed and ridiculed one another.

FETIALES.

(ITomt Epiei, iL 1. 145.) This amusement seems
originally to have been peculiar to country peopV,

but it was also introduced into the towns of Italy

and at Home, where we find it mentioned os one

of those in which young people indulged at wed-
dings. (Serv. ad Aen. vii. 695 ; Seneca, Cantrur,

21 ; Plin. //. M xv. 22.) The fescennina were

one of the popular amusements at various festivals,

and on many other occasions, but rspecinlly after

the harvest was over. After their intruductieii

into the toams they seem to have lost much of

their original rustic character, and to have l»een

modified by the influence of Greek refinement (sre

V'irg. Georg, it. 385, Ac. ; TibuU. iL 1. 55 ; Catull.

61. 27) ; they remained, however, in so fiir the

same, as they were at all times irregular, and
mostly extempore doggerel verses. Sometimes,

however, versus fescennini were also w'ritten as

Kitires upon persons. (Macrob. .Sariira. H. 4.) That
these railleries hod no malicious character, and
a-erc not intended to hurt or injure, may be in-

ferred from the circumstance that one person often

called upon another to answer and retort in a simi-

lar strotn. The fescennina arc generally believed

to have been introduced among the Romans from

Etruria, and to have derived their name from Kes-

cennia, a toarn of that country. But, in the first

place, Fescennia was not an Etruscan but a Falis-

can town (Niebuhr, Hi$t. ofHomey i. p. 1 36), and,

in the second, this kind of amusement has at all

times been, and is still, so popular in Italy, that it

can scarcely be considered as pecoliar to any par-

ticular plo^. The deri\'ation of a name of this

kind from that of some particular place «*as lor-

merly a favourite custom, as may be seen in the

derivation of caerimonia from Caere. Festui (s. r.)

endeavours to solve the question by supposing fes-

cennina to be derived from fascinum, either becanse

they were thought to be n protection against sor-

cerers and witches, or because fascimim (jdtaUm»\

the symbol of fertility, had in early times, or in

rural districts, been connected with the amusements
of the fescennina. But whatever may be thought

of this etymology, it is of importance not to be

misled by the commoit opinion that tho fescennina

were of Etruscan origin. [ L. S.J

FF>STI DIES. [Dixa]
FESTU'CA. [MANt/Miasio.]
FETIA'LES, a college (Lit. xxxtL 3) of Ro-

man priests who acted as the guardians of the

public faith. It was their province, when any
dispute arose with a foreign state, to demand satis-

faction, to detenniue the circumstances under

which hostilities might be commenced, to perform

the various religious rites attendant on the solemn

declaration of ii’or, and to preside at the formal

ratification of peace. These functions are briefly

but comprehensively defined by Varro (De Ling.

Lot. V. 86, ed Muller), ** FeliiUcs. . . fidei puMiroe

inter populos praeerant: nam per bos fiebat iit

justtim conciperetur bellum et inde desitum, ut

foedere tides pacts conatitueretur. £x his mil-

tebantur,antequam conciperetur, qui res repeterent,

ct per bos etiam nunc fit foodus,” to which we
nuiy odd the old law quoted by Cicero (/> Leg,

iL 9), ^ Fordrrum, rACis, belli, induciarum
URATORKS PBTIaLKS JUDICBRQUB 8UNTO ; BELLA
DiacEPTANTo.” Dionysius (ii. 72) and Livy (L,

32) detail at considerable length the ceremonies

oWnred by the Romans in the earlier ages, whea
they felt themselret aggrieved 1^ a nei^bouring
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people. It appears that when an injury had been

sustained, four fctiales (Varro, ap. Non.) were

deputed to seek redress, who again elected one of

their number to act as their representative. This

individual was styled the pater patruHu populi

Romani. A fillet of white wool was bound round

his bead, together with a wreath of sacred herbs

gathered within the inclosure of the Capitoline hill

(verbettae^ aagmina) [Ssgmina], whence he was
sometimes named Verbenarius. (Plin. H. N. xxiu

2.) Thus equipped he proceeded to the confines

of the offending tril>e, where he halted and ad-

dressed a prayer to Jupiter, calling the god to wit-

ness, with heavy imprecations, that his complaints

w’erc well founded and his demands reasonable.

Ho then crossed the border, and the same form

•was repeated in nearly the same words to the first

imtive of the soil whom he might chance to meet
;

again a third time to the sentinel or any citizen

whom he encountered at the gate of the chief

town
;
and a fourth time to the magistrates in the

fortun in presence of the people. If a satisfactory

onswer was not returned within thirty days, after

publicly delivering asolemn denunciation,—in which

the gods celestial, terrestrial, and infernal were

invoked,—of what might be expected to follow, he

returned to Rome, and, accompanied by the rest

of the fetiales, made a report of his mission to the

senate. If the people ( Liv. x. 45), as well as the

senate, decided for war, the pater patratus again

set forth to the border of the hostile territory, and

launched a spear tipped with iron, or charred at

the extremity and smeared with blood (emblematic

doubtless of fire and slaughter) across the l>oun-

dar}', pronouncing at the same time a solemn

declaration of war. The demand for redress and

the proclamation of hostilities were alike termed

clarigatio, which word the Romans in later times

explained by dare repetere (Plin. //. N. xxiL 3 ;

Serv. ad Virg. Acn. ix. 53) ;
but Quttling (6’c-

echichU der Rom. Staatsverf. p. 196) and other mo-
dem writers, connect it with the Doric form of

ttripv^ and KrtpWeiov.

Several of the formulae employed on these occa-

sions have been preserved by Li\'y (i. 24, 32), and
Aulus Gellius (xvi. 4), forming a portion of the

Jus Feticde by which the college was regulated.

The sen-ices of the fetiales were considered abso-

lutely essential in concluding a treaty (Liv. ix. 5)

;

(uid wo read that at the termination of the second

Punic war fetiales were sent over to Africa, who
carried with them their own verbenae and their

own flint stones for smiting the victim. Here also

the chief was termed paler patratus. (Liv. xxx.

43.)
The institution of these priests was ascribed by

tradition, in common with other matters con-

nected with religion, to Numa (Dionys. ii. 71) ;

and although Livy (i. .32) speaks os if he attri-

buted their introduction to Ancus Martius, yet in

an earlier chapter (i. 24) he supposes them to have

existed in the reign of Hostilius. The whole

system is said to have been borrowed from the

Acquicolae or the Ardcates (Liv. and Dionys. /.c.),

and similar usages undoubtedly prevailed among
the Latin states

;
for it is clear that the formula

preserved by Livy (i. 32), must have been em-
ployed when the pater patratus of the Romans was

^
put in communication with the pater patratus of

the Prisci Latini.

The number of the fetualcs cannot be ascertained
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with certainty, but some have inferred from a pas-

sage quoted from Vurro b}- Nonius (xii. 43) that

it amounted to twenty
;
of whom Niebuhr sup-

poses ten were elected from the Ramties and
ten from the Titienses

; but Gdttling {Geschiehte der

Rom. Staatsi'erf, p. 195) thinks it more probable

that they were at first all chosen from the Ramnes,
as the f^bines were originally unacquainted with

the use of fetiales. They were originally sele<-ted

from the must noble families
;
their office lusted for

life (Dionj’s. ii. 72) ;
and it seems probable that

vacancies were. filled up by the college (roo/)/«/ione)

until the passing of the Lex Domitin, when in com-
mon with most other priests they would be nomi-
nated in the comitia tributo. This, however, is

nowhere expressly stated.

The etymology of fetialis is uncertain. Varro
would connect it with and foedus ; Festus

with fv.rio or fucio: w-hile sonje nuKlcm scholars

suppose it to be allied to and thus ^ptfriiXus

wo.ild be oralores^ speakers. In inscriptions wo
find bothfetialis and feciulis ; but since in Greek
MSS. the word always appears under some one of*

the forms ^vidAeiy tpmdXus, ipiridAfis, the

orthography we have adopted in this article is

probably correct.

The explanation given by Livy (i. 24) of the

origin of tl>e term Pater Patratus is satisfactory :

—

“ P.-itcr Patratus ad jusjunindum pntmndum, id

est, sanciendum fit foedus
;
” and we may at once

reject the speculations of Servius {ad Acn. ix. 53,

X. 14, xii. 206) and Plutarch {Q. R. p. 127, cd.

Reiske)
;
the former of whom supposes that he was

so callcKl because it was necessary that his father

should be alive, the latter that the name indicated

that his father was living, and that he himself was
the fiither of children. [W. R,]

FI'BULA (irspdKTj, irepovlr, •jrcpoJ^Tpfs: irdpir?;,

txiiropxis'. iytrii), a brooch consisting of a pin

(acus), and of a curved portion furnished with a
hook (uAfls, Horn. Od. xviii. 293). The curved

]K>rtion was sometimes a circular ring or disc, the

pin passing across its centre (woodcut, figs. 1,2),

and sometimes an arc, the pin being as the chord

of the arc (fig. 3).
' The forms of brooches, w-hich

were commonly of gold or bronze, and more rarely

of silver (Aelion, K II. i. 1 8), w-ere, however, as

various in ancient as in modem times ;
for the

fibula served in dress not merely as a fastening,

but also as an ornament. (Horn. (Jd. xix. 256,

257 ;
Eurip. Phoen. 821.)

1 . 9. 3 . 4. 3 . 6 . 7.

Women wore the fibula both with the Amictus
and the indutus

;

men wore it with the amictus

only. Its most frequent use was to pin together

two parts of the scarf, shawl or cloak [Chla-
Mvs

;
Pepi.um

;
Pallil’-m], which constituted

the amictus, so as to fasten it over the right

shoulder. (Soph, Track. 923
;
Thcocrit. xiv. 66

mm2
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Ovid, MH. Tili, 318 ; Tacit Germ. 17). [Wood-
cuts, pp- 2, 117,213.] More rarely we ace it

over the breast [Woodcut, p. 218.J The epi-

thet frcpdvoprot was applied to a person wear-

ing the 6bala on one shoulder only (Scbol. m
Kurip. Hec. 933, 934) ; for women often wore it

on Wh sbouldera. [Woodcuts, pp. 138, 243,

257.J In consequence of the habit of putting on

the amictus with the aid of a fibula, it wnis cdled
veporfipa or (Theocrit Adorn. 34. 79),

9ofnrfifia (Eurip. Elect. 820), or wspo-

ylfTts (Bninck, AnaL ii. 28). The splendid shawl

of Ulysses, described in the Odyssey (xia. 225—
231), was provided with two small pipes for ad-

mitting the pin of the golden brooch
;
this contri-

vance would secure the cloth from being torru The
highest degree of ornament was bestowed upon
brooches after the fall of the western empire.

Justin II. (Corippus, iu 122), and many of the

emperors who preceded him, as we perceive from

the portraits ou their medals, wore upon their

right shoulders hbnlae, from which jewels, at-

tached by three small chains, depende<L (Beger,

Tkee. PaL p. 407, 408, Ac.)

It has Iwen already stated that women oBen
wore the fibula on both shoulders. In addition to

this, a lady sometimes displayed an elegant row of

brooches down each arm upon the sleeves of her

tunic (Aelian, V. H. L 18), examples of which are

seen in many ancient statuea It was also fashion-

able to wear them on the breast (Isid. Orig. xix.

30) ; and another occasional distinction of female

attire, in later times, was the use of the fibula in

tucking up the tunic above the knee.

Not only might slight accidents to the person

arise from wearing brooches (Horn. IL v. 426), but

they were sometimes used, especially by females, to

inflict serious injuries. The pin of the fibula is the

instrument, which the Phrygian women employ to

deprive Polymnestor of his sight by piercing his

pupils (Eurip. //eo. 1170), and with which the

Athenian women, having first blinded a man, then

dispatch him. (Herod, v. 87 ;
Schol. in Eurip. Hec.

934). Oedipus strikes the pupils of his own eye-

balls with a brooch token from the dress of Jocasta

(Soph. Oed. Tyr. 1269 ;
Eurip. Phoen. 62). For

tbo same reason we find that utpovdte meant to

ierce, since wtp6n\ was property the pin of the

rooch (»«pd>oj<re, “ pinned him,'* Horn. R. vii.

145 ; xiii. 397).

Brooches were succeeded by buckles, especially

among the Romans, who called them by the same
name. The preceding woodcut shows on the right

hand the forms of four brnnxe buckles (4, 5, 6, 7) from

the collection in the British Museum. This article

of dress was chiefly used to fasten the belt [BaL-
Tsus], and the girdle [Zona]. (Virg. Aen. xii.

274 ;
Lydus, De Mag. Horn. iL 13). It appears

to have been in general much more richly orna-

mented than the brooch
;

for, although Hadrian
was simple and unexpensivc in this as well as in

other matters of costume (Spartian. Hadr. 10),

yet many of his successors were exceedingly

prone to display buckles set with jewels (Jibulae

gemmaia^.
The terms which have now been illustrated as

applied to articles of dress, were also used to denote

f

iins variously introduced in carpentry
;

e. g. the

inch-pins ofa chariot (Porthen. 6); the wooden pins

inserted through the sides of a l^t, to which the
•tilori fasten their lines or ropes (ApoU. Rhod. L
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507) ; the trenails which unite the posts and
planks of a wooden bridge (C^aesar, B. O. iv. 17) ;

and the pins fixed into the top of a wooden tri-

angle used as a mechanical engine (Vitruv. z. 2X
The practice of infibulating singers, alluded to

by Juvenal and Martial, is described in Rhodiiis

De Ana and Pitiscus. [.T. Y.j

Fl'CTILE (uepdpoSf Kfpdftior, varpoKor^

^orpdtciuou), carthenu*are, a vessel or other article

made of baked clay.

The instruments used in pottery (artJigtUma)

were the following:—!. The wheel (rpex^horifts^

roti^ ** rota figularis,** Plant Epid. iii. 2. 35),

which is mentioned by Homer (//. xviii. 600), and
is among the mMt ancient of all human inrentiona

According to the representations of it on the walls

of Egyptian tombs (Wilkinson, Mannert and CWv-

toms, UL p. 1 63), it was a circular table, placed on

a cylindrical pedestal, and turning freely on a
point The workman, having placed a lump of

clay upon it, whirled it swiftly with his left hand,

and employ^ his right in moulding the clay to

the requisite shape. Hence a dish is called the

daughter of the wheel ** (rpoxi^Xdror afpiy, Xenar-
cbos, ap. AiMen. iL p. 64). 2. Pieces of wood or

bone, which the potter (kipofUvSf ^figtilut) held in

his right hand, and applied occasionally to the

siuface of the day during its revolution. A pointed

stick, touching tho clay, would inscribe a circle

upon it ; and circles were in this manner disposed

parallel to one another, and in any number, ac-

cording to the fimey of the artist By having (he

end of the stick curved or indented, and by turning

it in different directions, he would impress many
beautiful varieties of form and outline upon his

vases. 3. Moulds (ybf7aa«,T^oi, Schol. in Arirt.

Ecdet. 1 ), used either to decorate with flgurrs in

relief (vpdcrrwa) vessels which had been thrown
on the wheel, or to produce foliage, animals, or

any other appearances, on Antxpixa, on cornices

of terra cotta, and imitative or ornamental pottery

of all other kinds, in which the wheel was not

adapted to give the first shape. The annexed
woc^cut shows three moulds, which were found

near Rome by M. Seroux d'Agincourt. (Recneil de

Fragment^ p. 08—92.) They are cut in stone.

One of them was probably us^ for making ant<^

6x0, and the other two for making hearts and
legs, designed to be suspended by poor persons

ex Toto," in the temples and sanctuaries. [ Do-
NARIA.] Copies of the some subject, which might

in this manner be multiplied to any extent, were
called ** cctypa.** 4. Oravers or sc^peli, used by
skilful modellers in giving to flgurcs of all kinds a
more perfect 6nUh and a higher relief than could'

bii pr^uced by the use of moulds. These instru-

metise, exceedingly simple in themselves, and de-
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riving thrir efficicnry altogether firom the abilit^r

and taito of the sculptor, would not only contri«

bute to the more exquisite decoration of earthen

but would be almost the only tools appli-

cable for making ** DU fictiles,'* or g^s of baked
eftrth, and other entire figures. (Properl. ii. 3. 25,

ir. 1.5; Plin. //. N. zxxv. 45, 46 ; Sen. Ctnu. ad
AUi. 10 ; A7dX/*aTo 4k Paua
i. 2. § 4, i. 3. § 1, viL 22. $ 6.) These were
among the earliest efforts of the plastic art, and
even in times of the greatest refinement and
luxury they continued to be regarded with reve-

rence.

Vessels of all kinds were very frequently fur-

nished with at least one handle (oasa, o5ar, is).

The Amphora was called Diota, because it bad
two. The name of the potter was commonly
stamped upon the handle, the rim, or some other

part. Of this we have an example in the amphora,

adapted for bolding grain or fouits, oQ or wine,

which is here introduced from the work of Seroux

d'Agincourt The figure on the right hand shows
the name in the genitive case

** Matnri,** im-

^The earth used for making potterr

7^, Gtopon. ii. 49) was commonly red, and often

of so lively a colour as to resemble coral. Vau-
quelin found, by analysis, that a piece of Etruscan
earthenware contained the following ingredients:—
Silica, 63 ;

alumina, 15 ; lime, 8 ;
oxide of iron,

24. To the great abundance of the last constitu-

ent the deep red colour is to be attributed. Other
pottery is brown or cream-coloured, and sometimes
white. The pipe-clay, which most have been used
for white ware, is called^ “ figlina creta.*' (Varro,
Re Ruet. iii. 9.) Some of the ancient earthenware
is throughout its substance black, an effect pro-

duced by mixing the earth with comminuted as-

pbaltum igugatee)^ or with some other bituminous
or oleaginous substance. It appears also that as-

phaltum, with pitch and tar, both mineral and
v^table, was used to cover the sorfocc like a var-

nish. In the finer kinds of earthenware this var-

nish served as a black paint, and to its application

many of the most beautiful vases owe' the decora-

tions which are now so highly admired. (Plin. H.
N. xxxvi. 34.) But the coarser vessels, designed

for common purposes, were also smeared with
pitch, and had it burnt into them, because by this

kind of encaustic they became more impervious to

ruoUture and less liable to decay. (Ilor. CVirm. i.
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20. 3; Plin. If. xiv. 25, 27.) Hence a
** dolium picatum fictile*' was used, as well as a
glass jar to bold pickles. (Colum. He HuM. xiu 18,

54.) Also the year of the vintage was inscribi'd

by the use of pitch, either npon the amphorae
themselves or upon the labels {pittacia^ scArv/ia),

which w’erc tied round their necks. (Hor. C’arm.

iii. 21. 1—5.) Although oily or bituminous sub-
stances were most commonly employed in pottery

to produce by the aid of fire (tS 8)

Horn. Epig. xiv. 3) tho various shades of black

and brown, the vessels, before being sent for the

last time to the furnace (Fornax], were some-
times immersed in that finely prepa^ mud, now
technically called " slip,” by which the surface is

both smoothed and glased, and at the tame time

receives a fresh colour. Ruddle, or red ochre
(jilKros^ ns5rtra), was principally employed fc»

this purpose. (Suidns, $. v. KwAufdov

To produce a further variety in the paintings upon
vases the artists employed a few brightly coloured

earths and roctallic orea [Pictura, No. 9.]

As we might expect concerning an art so indis-

pensable as that of the potter, it was practised to

a great extent in every ancient nation
; even the

most uncivilised not being strangers to it, and
sometimes displaying a surprising degree of dexte-

rity. The remains of an anderrt pottery have been
found in Britain, and some of the potters' names
preserved on their works, are probably British.

vVe are told of a place called the Potteries (Eig-

Unae) in Oauh Numa instituted a corporation of

potters at Rome. (Plin. H. xxxr. 46.) Men-
tion has already been made of Egypt, and there

are frequent allusions to the art in the ancient

writings of the Jews. We also read of its pro-

ductions in Tralles, Pergamus, Cnidus, Chios,

Sieyon, Corinth, Cumae, Adria, Modena, and
Kola, from which city the exports of earthenware

were considerable, and where some of the most ex-

quisite specimens are still dtscovered. But three

places were dutingiiisbcd above all others for the

extent and excellence of this beautiful manu&c-
ture.

). Samos, to which the Romans resorted for the

articles of earthenware necessary at meals, and
intended for use rather than display. (PlatiU

Hacek. ii. 2. 24, SticA. r. 4. 12 ;
Tibull. il 3. 51 ;

Cic. pro Afurrss, 36 ;
Plin, J/. N. xxxr. 46 ;

7'ertull. Apoi. 25.)

2. Athena, a considerable part of which was
called Ccramcicus, because it was inhabited by
potters. In this quarter of the city were tempU's

dedicated to Athena, as presiding over every kind
of handicraft, and to the two fire-gods, Hopha(*sti>s

and Prometheus, the latter of whom was also the

mythical inventor of the art of modelling. Various

traditions respecting Coroebus and others point to

the early efforts of the Athenian potters (Plin. A^
vii 57, xxxr. 45 ;

Critias ap. Athen. i. p. 28) ;

and it is a remarkable circumstance that the enemies
of free trade, and especially of Athenian influence at

Aegina and Argos, imposed restrictions on the use

of these productiona (Herod, v. 88.) The Athe-
nian ware was of the finest description

; the master-

pieces were publicly exhibited at the Pana-
TRBNAXA, and were ^ven, filled with oil, to the

victors at the games ; in consequence of which, we
now read on some of them, in the British Mnseum
and other collections, the inscription T&y
dflAwr or other equivalent expressions. (Pind. AVsr.

.M M 3
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4.14 FICTILE.

X. 35 ; Schol. ftiid BOclch, ad loe.
;
Bockh, Cjrp.

/fifc. rol. L p. 4S>.) Many other ^puciuiens were pre*

»enu given to relations and friends on p^icular
occasions, and often distin^ished by tlie epithets

xoA^tanrl added to their imntcs. A circum-

si.incc w hich contributed to the success of the Athe-
nians in this uiftinifacture, was a mine of fine pot-

ter's clay in the Colian Promontory, near Phalerunu
(Suidiis, L 0. ; Athen. xi. p. 432.) The articles

made from it became so fashionable, that Plutarch

(De Atidd.) describing an act of extreme folly,

compares it to that of the man who, having sw'al-

low'ikl poison, refuses to take the antidote unless it

be administered to him in a cup mode of Colian clay.

Some of the ** Panathcnaic" vasc.<i, as they were
calUd, arc two feet in height, w'hich accords with

what is said by ancient authors of their uncommon
size. (Athen. xi. p. 495 ; Bockh, in Find. Frag. No.

89.) A diota was often stomped upon the coins

of Athens, in allusion to the facts which have now
been explained.

3. Etruria, especially the cities of Arctium and
Tarquinii. Whilst the Athenian potters excelled

nil others in the manufacture of vessels, the Tuscans,

besides excrcisinp; this branch of industry to a great

extent thougli in a less tasteful and elaborate

manner, were very remarkable for their skill in

uroducing all kinds of statuary in baked clay.

Even the most celebrated of the Roman temples

W'ere adorned, both within and without, by the

aid of these productions. The most distinguished

among them was an entire quadriga, made at Veil,

which surmounted the pediment of the temple of

Jupiter Cupitolinus. (Plin. //. N. xxviii. 4, xxxv.

4.5, xxxvi. 2 ; K. 0. MUllcr, Etnuker^ iv, 3. 1, 2.)

1'hc Etrurians also manifested their partiality to

this branch of art by recurring to it for the purpose

of interment
;

for whilst Pliny mentions (//.

xxxv. 4G), that many persons preferred to be buried

in earthen jars, and in other parts of Italy the

bones of the dead have been found preserved in

amphome, Etruria alone has afforded examples,

some of them now deposited in the British Museum,
of large sarcophagi made wholly of terra cotta, and
ornamented with figures in luis-relief and with re-

cuml>ent statues of the dcKicased.

Among many qualities which we admire in the

Greek potterj', not the least wonderful is its thin-

jit*j*s (Xcirrd) and consequent lightness, notwith-

sUmding the great size of the vessels and tlic per-

fix-t regularity and elegance of their forms. That it

was an object of ambition to excel in this respect

we li!am from the story of a master and his pupil,

who contended which could throw the thinnest clay,

and W'hose tw'o amphorae, the result of the trial,

were preserved in the temple nt Erythrae. (Plin.

J[. N. xxxv. 46.) The well-known passage of

Hesiod (Kal Ktpa^vs Kfpatiu Korcct, &c. Up. el

J)ie*j 25) describes the emulation, which incited

potters to excellence as well as architects and
poets.

The Greeks and Romans contented themselves

with using eartbenit'arc on all occasions until the

time of Alexander the Great: the Macedonian

conquests introduced from the East a taste for vessels

of gold and silver, in which, however, the Spartans

refused to indulge themselves. The Persians, on the

contrary, held earthenware in so low estimation,

tluil they condemned persons to drink out of Gctiie

vessels as a punishment. (Athen. vi. p. 229, c, xi.

p. 464, a, p. 483, c, d.) But althongb the Homans,

Ficrrio

as they deviated from the ancient simplicity, made
a great display of the more splendid kind of

vessels, yet they continued to look upon pottery not

only with respect but even with veneration. (Ovid,

Met. viiL 690 ;
Cic. ad Alt. vL 1 ;

Jut. iiL 168,

X. 25.) They called to mind the magnanimity of

the Consul Curiiis, who preferred the use of his own
carthen«*are to the gold of the Samnites (Florus, i.

18) ;
they rc'ckoned some of their consecrated

term-cottas, and especially the above mentioned
quadriga, among the safeguards of their imperial

city (Serv.cuf V'iry. Aen. vii. 188) ;
and, bound by

old associations and the traditons of their earliest

history, they considered earthen vessels proper for

religious ceremonies, although gold and silver might
be admitted ui their private entertainments (Ter-

tull. L c.) ;
for Pliny says (//. N. xxxv. 46), that

the productions of this class, “ both in regard to

their skilful fabrication and their high antiquity,

were more sacred, and certainly more innocent, th^
gold."

Another term, often used ns synonymous with

fictile w'as teda. [DoLiUM ;
Later ; Patera ;

Patina
; Txqula.] [J. Y.]

FPCTIO. Fictions in Roman law are like fic-

tions in English law, of which it htos been said that

they are ** those things that have no real essence

in their own body, but are so acknowledged and
' accepted in lau’ for some especial purpose." The
fictions of the Roman law apparently had their

origin in the cdictal power, and they were derised

for the purpose of providing for cases where there

was no legislative provision. A fiction supposed

something to be which was not ; but the thing sup-

:

posed to be was such a thing as, being admitted to

j

be a fiict, gave to some person a right or imposed

I

on some person a duty. Various instances of fic-

tions are mentioned by Gains. One instance is

that of a person w’bo hod obtained the bonomm

;

possessio cx cdicta As he was not hcres, he bad
no direct action : be could neither claim the pro-

perty of the defunct os his (legal) property, nor

could he claim a debt due to the defunct as hit

(legal) debt. Ho therefore brought his suit (ts-

tendit) a» hcrcs {ficto $e Acreds), and the formula

was accordingly adapted to the fiction. In the

Piibhciana Actio, the fiction was that the possessor

had obtained by usucapum the ovsmership of the

thing of W'hich ho had lost the posscssi«m. A
woman by coemptio, and a male by being odro-

gnted, ceased, according to the civil law, to be

debtors, if they were debtors before ; for by the

coemptio and adrogotio they had sustained a capitis

diminulio, and there could be no direct acliun

against them. But os this capitis diminutio might

1>« made available for fraudulent purposes, an actio

utilis was still allowed against such persons, the

fiction being that they had sustained no capitis

diminutio. The fonnula did not (as it appears

from Gaius) cxpn>ss the fiction as a but it ran

thus : — If it shall appear that such and such are

the facts (the facts in issue), and that the party,

plaintiff or defendant, w'ould have such and such a

right, or be liiblc to such and such a duty, if such

and such other facts (the facts supposed) were true;

ct reliqua. (Gaius, iv. 10. 32, 4tc. ; Ulp. Frag.

xxviii. i‘2.)

It was by a fiction that the notion of legal ra-

pacity was extended to artificial persons. [Coi.lk-

uiUM ; FiiK'i'H.} Instances of fiction occur in the

chapter intitlcd Juristhche Personen in Savigny's



FIDEICOMMISSUM.
Sgtiem keuL R. R. toL iL, and in ruchta*t /»>

itUutioneny i. § 80, ii. § 165.) [O. L.]

FIDKICOM-MISSUM U a tcstamcniary dl»-

poiitioii, by which a poreon who gives something

to another imposes on him the oblignlion of trans-

ferring it to a third person. The obligation was
not created by words of legal binding force {civUta

nrr6a), but by words of request {prttxUitc)^ such

as “ fideicommitto,” ** peto,” ** volo dari,” aiwl the

like; which were the operative words (twr5a

uiiiia). If the object of the hdeicommissuro was
the hereditas, the whole or a part. It was called

fideicommissaria hereditas, which is equivalent to

a universal fideicoromissum ; if it was a single

thing or a sum of money, it was called fidciccjm-

miMum singulac rei or fidcicommissum speciale.

The obligation to transfer a hdeicommissnria here-

ditas could only be imposed on the heres
|
the ob-

ligation of transferring a single thing might be

im;>osed on a legatee.

By the legislation of Justinian a fidcicommis-

Slim of the hereditas was a universal succession
;

but before his time the p.-rson cmitled to it was
sometimes ** hcred is loco/' and sometimes

tarii loco.** The hcrcs still remained hcrea after

he hod parted with the hereditas. Though the

fideicommiuum resembled a vulgar substitution, it

ditfered from it in this:— in the case of a vulgar

substitution, the substituted person only became
heres when the first person, named heres, failed to

become such ; in the case of the fide.icommissum,

the second heres had only a claim on the inherit-

ance when the person, named Iktcs, had actually

become such. I bcre could be no fidcicommissum

unless there wwt a heres.

The person who created the fidcicommissum

must be a person who was capable of making a
will

;
but he might create a hdeicommisium omily

without having made a will. The person who
was to receive the benefit of the fidcicommissum

was the fideicommissarius
;
and a person might be

a fideicommissarius who could take a legacy (Ulp.

/•'rug. XXV. 6); the person on whom the obligation

w‘os laid w*as the fiduciarius. The fidcicommis-

sarius himself might be bound to give the fideicom-

misium to a second fideicommissarius. Originally

the fideicommissarius was considered as a purchaser

(tTHpioris loco) \ and when the hem transferred to

him the hcreditns, mutual covenants {cauiionct)

were entered into by which the heres was not to

be answerable for any thing which he hod been

bound to do as heres, nor for what he had given

bona fide, and if an action was brought against

him as hcret, he was to be defended. On the

other )mnd the fideicommissarius (71M rccipi^xU

hercditcUem) w'as to have whatever part of the

hereditas might still coino to the hands of the

here*, and was to be allowed to prosecute all rights

of action which the hcies might have. But it was
enacted by the lenatus-coiisultum Trebcllianum, in

the time of Nero, that when the hen's had given

up the hereditas to the fideicommissarius, all right

of action by or against the heres should be trans-

ferred to the fideicommissarius. The praetor ac-

cordingly gave utiles actiones to and against the

fideicommissarius. From this time the heres

ceased to require from the fideicommissarius the

covenants which he had fnimcriy taken os his

security against his general liabilities as bores.

As fideicomroissa were s«imctimes lost because

the heres would not accept the inheritance, it was
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enacted by the scnatus-consultum Pegnslanum, in

the time of Vcsjtasian, that the fiduciarius might
retain one fourth of the hereditas, and the same
power of retainer was allowed him in the case of

single things. In this case the heres w.is liable to

all debts and charges (oMrra kercdilaria)
; but

the same agreenieni was made between him and
the fideicommissarius which was made betwetMi

tho heres and the legatus partiurius, that is, the
profit or loss of the inheritance was shared be-

tween tlicin according to their shares ( pro ra/a

jnirU), Accordingly, if the heres was re<iuired

to restore not more than tliree-fourths of the here-

ditas, the scnntiu-consuUiun Trebellianum took
eiTect, and any loss was borne by him and the
fideicommissarius in proportion to their shares.

If the heres was required to restore more thaii

three-fourths or the whole, the senatus-consultuin

Pegasiaiium applied. If tho heres refused to

tiike possession of {mlirt) the hereditas, the

fideicommissarius could compel him, by applica-

tion to the praetor, to take possession of it and to

ri'atore it to him
; but all the costs and charges

accompanying the hereditas were borne by tho

fidoicommiiuarius.

Whether the heres was sole heir (ex a«se), and
required to restore the whole or a port of the

hcrudiUis, or whether he was not sole heir (at

parte) Olid was required to restore tho whole of
such port, or a part of such part, was immaterial

:

in all cases the S. C. Pegiutiaiium gave him a
fourth.

By the legislation of Justinian the scnatus-con-

lulta Trebcllianum and PegHsianum wore consoli-

dated, and the following rules were established:^
The heres who was ch^irged w’ith a universal fidei-

commissum always rcUined one-fourth part of the
hereditas (which w‘as called simply Quarta, or

Falcidia, or commodum Legis Falcidiae), and all

claims on behalf of or against the hereditas were
shared between the fiduciarius and fideicommissarius

who was considered beredis loco. If the fiduciarius

suffered himself to be compelled to take the inherit-

ance, he lost h» Quarto, and any other advantage
that he might have from the hereditas. If the fidu-

ciarius w as in possession, the fideiertmmissarius had
a personal actio ex testamento against him for the

hereditas. If not in possession, he must at least

verbally assent to the claim of the fideicommissarius,

who had then thcheredilatispetitiufidoicommiMnria

against any person who w'as in possession of tho

prt^rty.

The Quarto is in fact the Falcidia, applied to

the case of iinirt-rsal fideicommissa. Accordingly,
the heres only was entitled to it, and not a fidci-

commissariDS, w‘ho w*as himself charged with a
fidcicommissum. If there were several heredes
charged with fideicommissa, each was entitled

to a quarta of his portion of the hereditas. The
heres was entitled to retain a fourth out of the

hereditas, not including therein what he took as
legatee.

The fiduciarius was bound to restore tho hcre-

ditns at the time named by the testator, or, if no
time W'as named, immediately after taking posses-

i>iun of it. He was entitled to be indeinnified for

all proper costs and charges which ho had sustained

with respect to the hereditas
;
but he was answer-

able for any damage or loss which it had sustained

through his culpa.

Pi'S slngulae, as already observed, might alwi

»i M i



536 FIDEICOMMISSUM.
be the objects of a fideicommisfum, as a particular

piece of land, a slare, a garment, piece of silver,

or a som of money ; and the duty of giving it to

the 6deicommissarius might be impoa^ either on

the heres or on a legatee. In this way a slave

also mi^ht receive his liberty, and the request to

mnnuroit might be addressed either to the heres or

the Icgatarius. The slave when manumitted was
the libertus of the person who manumitted him.

There were many differences between fideicom-

xnissa of single things and legacies. A person

about to die intestate might charge his heres with

a Bdeicommissnm, whereas a legacy could only be
given by a testament, or by a codicil which was
confirmed by a proper declaration of the tostat<ff in

a will ; but a ndeicommissum could be given

a simple codicil not so confirmed. A heres insti-

tuted by a will might be requested by a codicil,

not so confirmed os above, to transfer the whole
hereditas, or a part, to a third person. A woman
who was prevented by the fuovisions of the

Voconia lex from taking a certain hereditas, might
|

take it as a fideicommissum. The Latini, also,

who were prohibited by the Lex Junia from

taking hereditatos and legacies by direct gift

{dirteto jure) could take by iideicommissa. It was

not legal to name a person as heres, and also to

name another who after the death of the bores,
;

should become heres
;
but it was lawful to request

|

the heres on his death to transfer the whole or a

port of the hereditas to another. In this way a
testator indirectly exercised a testamentary power
over his property for a longer period than the law
allowed him to do directly. A man soed for a

legacy per forroulam ; but he sued for a fideienm-

mUsum before the consul or praetor for fideicom-

missa at Rome, and in the provinces before the

praeses. A fideicommissum was valid, if given in

the Greek language, but a legacy was not, until a

late period. Justinian finally assimilated legacies

and singular fideicommlssa. [Lx<3ATtrM ; Jntt.2,

tit 20. § 3 ; Cod. 6. tit 43. a 2.]

T t appears that there were no legal means of en-

forcing the due discharge of the trust called fidei-

commissum till the time of Augustus, who gave

the consuls jurisdiction in fidcicommissa. In the

time of Claudius praetores fideicommissarii were

appointed : in the provinces the praesides took cog-

nizance of fideicommisflL The consuls still retained

their jurisdiction, but only exercised it in impor-

tant easea (Quintil. Inst. iii. 6.) The proceeding

was always extra ordinem. (Gains, iu 228 ; Ulp.

tit 25. s. 12.) Fidcicommissa seem to havo

been introduced in order to evade the civil law,

and to give the hereditas, or a legacy, to a person

who was either incapacitated from t^ing directly,

or who could not take as much as the donor wish^
to give. Gaiui, when observing that peregrini could

take fideicommissot observes tWt **this*' (the ob-

ject of evading the law) was probably the origin

of fidcicommissa but by a sonatus-coDfultum m^e
in the time of Hadrian, such fideicomroissa were

claimed by the fiscus. They are supposed to be

the comraendationes mortuonim mentioned by
Cic«ro (de Fin. iil 20). There is the case of

Q. Pompelus Rnftis (Val. Max. iv. 2. 7), whoi,

being in exile, was legally incapacitated from

taking any thing under the will of a Roman citi-

ten, but could chum it from his mother, who was
the heres fiduciarias. They were also adopted in

the case of gifts to women, in order to evade the

FIDUCIA.

Lex Voconia [Lix Vocoxia] ; and in the case

of proscribed persons, iocertae personae, Latini,

peregrini, caclibes, orbL But the senatus-con-

soltum Pegasianum destroyed the capacity of

caclibes and orbi to take fidcicommissa, and gave

them to those persons mentioned in the will who
had children, and in defiiult of such to the popu-

luB, as in toe case of hereditatos and legata.

[Bona Caduca.] Municipia could not take as

heredes [Collsoium] ; but by the senatus-con-

Bultum Apronionum, which was probably passed

in the time of Hadrian, they could take a fidci-

commissa h««ditas. (GIpi Frog, tiu 22. s.5;

Plin. Ep. T. 7.) [Hkru (Roman).] (Gains,

il 247—289
; Ulp. Frug. tit 25 : InsL 2. tit 23,

24 ; Dig. 36. tit 1 ; C^. 6. tit 49 ;
Mackeldcy,

Lehrimek^ &c., 12th ed. § 726, &c. ; Vani^ruw,
lAttfadm fur Pandekien VorUemngem^ voL it. p.

561.) [G. L.]

FIDKJUSSO R. [I NTIRCKSRIO.
I

FIDEPROMISSOR. [Intircsssio.]
FIDES. [Lyra.]
FIDI'CULA is said to have been an instni-

ment of torture, consisting of a number of strings.

According to some modem writers, it was the

some as the eqnuleus, or at all events formed part

of it [Equuleur.] The term, however, appears

to be applied to any strings, whether forming port

of the equuleui or not, by which the limbs or ex-

tremities of individuals were tied tightly. (Sucton.

Tib. 62, Cal. 33 ; Cod. Theod. 9. tit 35. a 1 ;

Sigonius, De Jud. lii. 17.)

FIDU'CIA. If a man transferred his property

to another, on condition that it should' be restored

to him, this contract was called Piducia, and the

person to whom the property was so transferred was
said fiduciam accipere. (Cic. Top. c. 10.) A man
might transfer his property to another for the sake

of greater security in time of danger, or for other

sufficient reason. (Qaius, it 60.) The contract of

fidueia or pactum fiducioe also existed in the case

of pignus ; and in the case of mancipation. [Eman-
ciPATio.] The hereditas itself mi^t be on object

of fidueia. [FiDRicoMMtasuM.] The trustee ivos

bound to discharge his trust by restoring the thing:

if he did not, he was liable to an actio fiduciae or

fiduciaria, which was an actio bonae fidci. (Cic.

de Ofi iii. 1 5, ad Fam. vii. 12 ; ut inter buiuM

bene agier oportet) If the trustee was con-

demned in the action, the consequence was in-

&mia. Cicero enumerates the judicinro fiduciae

with that tutelae and societatis os
**
judicia sum-

mae existimationis et poene capitis (Cic. pro

Ro$. Com. c. 6), where he is evidently alluding to

the consequence of infamia. (Compare Savigny,

System, Ac. vol. it p. 176.)

When the object for which a thing was traos-

ferred to another was attained, a remancipatio of

those things which required to be transferred by
mancipatio or in jure cessio was necessary

;
and

with this view a particular contract {pactum fidu-
ode) m*as inserted m the formula of mancipatio. If

no remancipatio took place, but only a simple re-

stitutio, usucapio was necessary to ro^rc the Quiri-

tarian ownertnip, and this was called usureceptiu.

The contract of fidueia might be acoompanied with

a condition, by virtue of which the fidueia might
cease in a given case, and thus the fidueia was con

nected with the Commissoria Lex, as we see in

Paulus {Sfnt. Reerpt. iu tit. 13), and in Cic. pro
FtaceOy c.21, ** fidueia commissa,** which may be
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explnined by reference to Commiss>;m. (Oaius, ii.

60, iii 20] ;
Rnsshirt, (irundliniMy &c. § 99 ;

Rom. Privairecht

;

Heinecc. Syntagma.

ed. liauhold.) [O. L.j

FIDUCIA'RIA ACTIO. [Actio.]

FIOLI'NA ARS. [Fictile.]

FIOLINAE, [Fictile,]

FKJULUS. [Fictile.]

FILIUSFAMIMAS. [Familia.]

FI MBRIAE {npocffoi
;

/oaios, Oreg.

Corinth.), thrumi
;
tassels ; a fringe.

When the wrater had finished any garment on

the loom [Tela], the thrums, i. e. the extremities

of the thmds of the warp, hung in a row at the

bottom. In this state they were frequently left,

being considered omamentaL Often also, to pre-

vent them from ravelling, and to giro a still more
artificial and ornamental appearance, they were

separated into bundles, each of which was twisted

((rrperTotr Bninck, Anal.\. 416), and
tied in one or more knots. The thrums were thus,

by a very simple process, transformed into a row of

tassels. The linen shirts, found in Egyptian tombs,

sometimes show this ornament among their lower

edge, and illustrate, in a very interesting manner,

the description of these garments by Herodotus

(it 81). Among the Greeks and Romans fringes

were seldom worn except by females (apmro’orrbr

Xerwra, Brunck, ii. 525 ; Jacobs, Ac. ad toe. ;

Pollux, vii. 64 ; Sueton. Jtd. 45). Of their manner
of displaying them the best idea may be formed by
the inspection of the annexed woodcut, taken from

a small bronxe, representing a Roman lady who
wean on inner and an outer tunic, the latter being

fringed, and over these a large shawl or pallium.

Among barbarous nations the amictus was oRen
worn by men with a fringe, as is seen very con*

eptcuously in the group of ^armatians at p. 213
By crossing the bundles of thrums, and tying

them at the points of intersection, a kind of net-

work was pranced, and we are informed of a
fringe of this description, which was, moreover,

hung with bells. (Diod. zviu. 26.) The ancients

also manufactured fringes separately, and sewed

them to the borders of their garments. They were
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likewise made of gold thread and other costly

materials. Of this kind was the ornament, con-
sisting of a hundred golden tassels, which sur-
rounded the mythical shield of Jupiter, the alyls
dwr€iy6t<r<T€^, and which d< p>endcd from the girdle
of Juno. (Horn. //. iL 448, v. 738, xiv. 181,
xvii. 593.)

In consequence of the tendency of wool to form
itself into separate bundles like tassels (•8v(rcu^55F,

Aelian, Ii. A. xvL II), the poets S|)rak of the
golden fleece as consisting of them (Find. Pyth. iv.

411 ;
Apoll. Hhod. iv. 1 146) ; and Cicero, declaim-

ing against the effeminacy of Gabiniua, applie s the
aame expresaion to his curling locks of hair (in

Pi*. H). [J. Y.]
FINITO'HES. [AGaiMENSOEEn.]

I FI'NIUM KEGUNDO RUM ACTIO. Iftho
boundaries of contiguous estates were accidentally

confuted, each of the parties interested in the re-

establishment of the boundaries might hare an
action against the other for that purpose. This
action belongi'd to the class of duplicia judicin.

[Familiab EnciscuNDAE Actio.] In this action

each party was bound to account for the fruits and
profits which he had received from any port of the
land which did not belong to him, and also to

account for any injury which it had sustained

through his culpa. Each party was also entitled

to compensation for improvements made in the por-

tion of land which did not belong to him. ( Dig. 10.

tit 1.) There is an article entitled * Ueber die

Orttnxscheidungfklage * by Rudorflf in the ifei/-

$c/tri/l fur GeedUchtlidte ReekiswittentcKa/t^ vol. z.

' [Aosa.] [0. L.j

FISCA'LES. [Oladiatores,]
FISCUS. The following is Savigny's account

of the origin and meaning of this term :
—

In the republican period, the state was desig-

nated by the term Aerarium, in so far as it was
viewed with respect to its having property, which

I

ultimately resolved itself into receipts into, and

I

payments made out of, the public chest On the

establishment of the imperial power, there was a
division of the provinces between the senate, ns

the representativo of the old republic, and the

Caesar
;
and there was consequently a divisiim of

the most important branches of public income and
expenditure. Tho property of the senate retained

the name of Aerarium, and that of the Caesar, as

such, received tho name of Fiscus. The private

property of the Caesar (res privata Prineipit^ ratio

Caeoariii) was quite distinct fiom that of the Fiscus.

The Word Fiscus signified a wicker-bosket, or pan-

nier, in which the Romans were accustomed to

keep and carry about large sums of money (Cic.

rerr. L 8 ;
Pbaedr. Fab. ii, 7) ; and hcncc Fis-

cuB came to signify any person's treasure or money
chest. The importance of tho imperial Fiscus soon

led to the practice of appropriating the name to

that property which the Caesar claimed os Caesar,

and the word Fiscus, without any adjunct, was
used in this sense (res fiaci eat^ Juv. SaU iv. 54).

Ultimately tho word came to signify gencrUly the

property of the state, the Caesar having concen-

trated in himself all the sovereign power, and thus

the word Fisau finally had the same signification

os Aerarium in the republican period. It does not

appear at what time tho Aerarium was merged in

the Fiscus, though the distinction of name and of

thing continued at least to the time of Hadrian.

In &e later periods the words Aerarium and Fis-

Di-/ . CjOO^It.
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CU8 were often used indiscriminately, but only in

the sense of the imperial cbest, for there wm then

no other public chest So long as the distinction

existed between the acrarium and the iiscus, the

law relating to them severally might be expressed

by the terms jus populi and jus fisci, as in Paulus

{Sent. Recepl. v. 12), though there is no reason for

applying the distinction to the time when Paulus

wrote ;
for, as alrwidy observed, it had then long

ceased.

The Fiscus had a legal personal existence ;
that

is, as the subject of certain rights, it was legally a

person, by virtue of the same fiction of Law which

gave a personal existence to corporations, and the

communities of cities and villages. But the Fiscus

ditTercd in many respects from other persons exist-

ing by fiction of law
;
and, as an instMce, it was

never under any incapacity as to taking an hero-

ditas, which, for a long time, n’as the case with

corporations, for the reason given by Ulpian. [CoL-

I.BOIUM]. These reasons would also apply to the

Populus, as well as to a Municipium, and yet the

populus is never alluded to as being under such

disability ;
and in fact it could not, consistently

with being the source of all rights, be under any

legal disabilities.

Various officers, as Procuratorcs, Advocati [Ad-

vocATUs], Patroni, and Praefecti were employed

in the administration of the Fiscus. Nerva esta-

blished a Praetor Fiscalis to administer the law in

matters relating to the Fiscus. The patrimonium

or private property of the Caesar was administered

by Procunitores Caesaris. The privileges of the

Fiscus were, however, extended to the private

property (ratio) of the Caesar, and of his wife the

Augusta. (Dig. 49. tit 14. 8. 6.)

Property was acquired by the Fiscus in various

wTiys, enumerated in the Digest (49. tit 14. s. 1),

many of which may be arranged under the head

of penalties and forfeitures. Thus, if a man was

led to commit suicide in consequence of having

done some criminal act (Jtagilium)^ or if a man
made counterfeit coin, his property was forfeited to

the fiscus. (Paulus, 6’. R. v. 12.) The officers of the

Fiscus generally received information (nunciationes)

of such occurrences from private individuals, who

were rewarded for their pains. Treasure (ihesaurus)

which was found in certain places was also subject

to a claim on the part of the Fiscus. To explain

the rights and privileges of the Fiscus, and its ad-

rainistratioDS, would require a long discussion. (Dig.

49. tit 16. do Jure Fisd; Cod. 10. tit. 1 ;
Cod.

Theod. 10. tit. I ;
Paulu% Sent. Rcoept. v. 12

;

Savigny, System des beut. Rom. R. voL ii.
;
Fragment

turn v^ris juris-contuUi do Jure Fisci, printed in

Ooeschen’s edition of Gains ; Savigny, A'eti entdeckte

Quellen des Rom. R., Zeitschriji, vol. iii.) [G. L.]

FISTU'CA, an instrument used for ramming

down pavements and threshing floors, and the

foimdations of buildings (Cato, R. R. 18, 28 ;
Plin.

II. N. xxxvi. 25. s. 61 ;
Vitruv. iii. 3. s. 4. § 1, x.

3. B. 2. § 3) ;
and also for driving piles (Cacs.

Ii. a. iv. 1 7 ). When used for the former purpose,

that of making earth solid, it was no doubt a mere

log of wood (shod perhaps with iron), with handles

to lift it up
;
just like a paviour’s rammer. But

in the case cited from Caesar, where it was used

for driving the piles of his bridge over the Rhine,

it is almost evident that it must have been a ma-

chine, something like our pile-driving engine (or

monkey), by which n heavy log of wood, shod

FISTULA.

with iron, was lifted up to a considerable height

and then let fall on the head of the pile. [P. S.]

Fl'STULA (awKlfy), a water-pipe. Vitrurius

(viii. 7. 8. 6. §. 1, ed. Sichn.) distinguishes three

modes of conveying w’ater : by channels of masoiuy

(per Canales strudiles), by leaden pipes (Jistulis

plumbeis), and by earthen pipes (tulnUis fictUibue) ;

but of these two sorts of pipes the leaden were the

more commonly used.* [Aquabductus.] They
were made by bending up cast plates of lead into a

form not perfectly cylindrical, but having a sort of

ridge at the junction of the edges of the plate, as

represented in the following engraving, taken firom

antique specimens. (Frontin. do Atjuaed. p. 73.

fig. 15, 16, ed. Pplen. ;
Ilirt, Lehre d. Gcbatule, pL

xxxii. fig. 8.)

In the manufacture of these pipes, particular at-

tention was paid to the bore, and to the thickness.

The accounts of Vitruvius, Frontinus, and other

writers, arc not in perfect accordance ;
but it ap-

pears, from a comparison of them, that two diflerent

systems of measurement were adopted, namely,

cither by the width of the plate of lead (lamina or

lamna) before it was bent into the shape of a pipe,

or by the internal diameter or bore (lumen) of the

pipe when formed. The former is the system

adopted by Vitruvius (1. c. § 4) ;
according to him

the leaden plates were east of a length not less than

ten feet, and of a width containing an exact number

of digits (sixteenths of a foot), w’hich number was of

course different for different sized pipes ;
and then

the sizes of the pipes were named from the number

of digits in the width of the plates, as in the fol-

lowing table, where the numbers on the right hand

indicate the number of pounds which Vitruvius as-

signs to each ten-feet length of pipe :
—

Centenaria, from a plate 1 00 digits wide : 1 200 lbs.

Octogenaria — 80 — : 960 —
Quinquagenaria— 60 — : 600 —

• The etymological distinction between fistula

and tulms seems to be that the former, which ori-

ginally signified o flute, was a small pipe, the latter

a laj^ one
;
but, in usage, at least so far as water-

pipes arc concerned, it seems that fistula is applied

to a leaden pipe, ttdms and tubulus to one of any

other material, especially of terra-cotta, as in the

above and the following passages. (Varro, R. R.

i. 8 ; Colum. i. 5 ;
Plin. v. 31. s. 34, xvi. 42. s.

81, XXXV. 12. B. 46 ;
Frontinus, sec below.)

Digitized by Google
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— 40 —

-

480 —
'J'ricciiaria — 30 — 360 —
Vicenarla — 20 240 —
(^iihidcua 15 — 180 —
Dona — 10 — 120 —
Octona — 8 — 96* —
(juinaria — 5 — 60 —
From thif scale it is evident, at a mere glance, that

the tbickneu of the plates was the same for pipes of

all sizes, namelv, such that each strip of lead, ten

feet long and one digit wide, weighed twelve pounds.

The account of Vitruvius is followed hy Pliny

(if.N. xxxi. 6.s.3l)nnd Palladius (iz. 12 : comp,

the notes of Schneider and GesnerX
Frontinus, who enters into the auhject much more

nunulely, objects to the system of Vitruvius os too

indefinite, on account of the variation which is

made in the shape of the pipe in bending up the

plate of Ictul
;
and he thinks it more prol>ab)e that

the names were derived from the length of the in-

ternal diameters, reckoned in quadruiUes (the unit

being the digit), that is, ifi quartern of a diffit

;

sc that the Qainaria had a diameter of five fourths

of a digit, or 1^ digit, and so on, up to the PtdexanVj,

above which the notation was altered, and the names
were no longer taken from the number of linear

quarlert of a digii in the diameter of the pipe, but

m>m the numbtf of nquare quartern of a di^t In its

area, and this 8}'stem prevailed up to the Centum-

riorao, which was the largest size in use, ns the

QtuRana was the snuillest : the latter is adopted

by Frontinus as the standard measure (modulus) of

tho whole system. (For further details see Fron-

tinus, </e Aquaed. 20—63, pp. 70— 112, wkh the

Notes of Polenus.) Another mode of explaining

the nomenclature was hy the story that when
Agrippa undertook the oversight of the aquaeducts,

finding the modulus inconveniently small, he en-

larged it to fire times its diameter, and hence the

origin of the fistula ^utaario. (Frontin. 25, pp. 80,

81.) Of these accounts that of Vitruvius appears

at once the most simple and the most correct : in-

deed it would seem that the plan of measurement
•was very probably the invention of Vitruvius him-

self. (Frontin. f. e.) Respecting the uses of pipes

in the aqueducts, sec AQUAUDt'CTna.
Of the (*arthen (terra-cotta) pipes we know verv'

little. Pliny aays that they are best when their

thickness is two digits (1^ inch), and that each

pipe should have its end inserted in the next, and
the joints should bo cemented ; but that leaden

pipes should be used where the water risea The
earthen pipes were thought more wholesome than

the leaden. (Plin. II. X. xxxi. 6. s. 31 ;
V'itruv.

f. c. § 10 ; Pallad. ix. 11.) Water pipes wore also

made of leather (Plin. II. X. v. 31. s. 34 ;
Viiniv.

1. e. g 8) ;
and of wood (Pallad. 1. c.), especially of

the hollowed trunks of the pine, fir, and alder.

(Plin. II. X. xvl 42. s. 81.) [P. S.)

FLABELLUM, dim. FLABELLULUM,
Ptwufrilp, dim. a fan. “ The ex-

ercise of tho so wittily described by Addison

(Speti. No. 102), was wholly unknown to the

ancients. Neither were their fans so constructed

* Pliny and Palladios, and even the ancient

MSS. of Vitruvius, give here C, which, however, is

clearly an error of a transcriber who did not perceive

the law of the proportion, but who had a fancy for

tho round number.
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that they might be furled, unfurled, and fluttered,

n<ir wore they even carried by the ladi«*s themselves.

They were, it is true, of elegaiit forms, of delicate

colours { prasiuofiabello^ Mart. iii. 40), and sotiuv

times of costly and splendid materials, such os pea-

cock's feathers (Pmpert ii. 15) { but they were
stitT Olid of a fixed shape, and were held by female
slitves (jUtUili/erae^ Philemon, as translated by
Plaut. Trin. il 1. 22), by beautiful boys (Strato,

22), or by eunuchs (Kurip. Ones/. 1408

—

l4l2; Menander, p. 175, cd. Mcinekc
; and as

translated by Terence, Kun. iiL 5. 45—54), whose
duty it was to wave them so as to produce a cool-

ing breeze. (Brunck, Anal. ii. 92.) A geniicmnn
might, nererthclcts, take the fun into bis o«'o

band and use it in fanning a lady as a compliment.
(Ovid, Ars Am. i. 161, Amor. Hu 2. 38.) The
woodcut at p. 257 shows a female bestowing this

attendance upon her niislreis. The fan which she
holds is apparently made of soparaU' feathers joined

at the base, and also united both by a thread pass-

ing along the tips and by another stronger thread

tied to the middle of tho shaft of each feather.

Another use of the fan was to drive away flics

from living persons, and from articles of food

which were cither placed upon the table or offered

in sacrifice. When intended for a fly-flapper it

was less stiff, and was called muscarium (Mart.xiv.

67), and pvioa6^i) (Menander, p. 175; Aelian,

II. A. XV. 14 ; Brunck, Anal, ii 388, Ui 92). In
short, the manner of using fans was precisely that

which is still practised In Chino, Indio, and other

parts of the h^t ; and K.uripides (1. e.) says that

the Greeks derived their knowledge of them from
** barbarous countries. The emperor Augustus

had a slave to fan him during his sleep (8ueton.

Auf}. 82) ;
for the use of fans was not confined to

females.

Besides separate feathers the ancient fan was
sometimes made of linen, extended upon a light

frame. (Strato, L c.) From tho above-cited pas-

sage of Euripides and the ancient Scholia upon it,

compared with representations of the flabelium in

ancient paintings, it also appears to have been
mode by placing the two wings of a bird back to

back, fastening them t<^ether in this position, and
attaching a handle at the base. (Sec also Brunck,

Anal. ii. 258, nveptVo*' piwTSa.)

A more homely application of tho fan was its use

in cookery [Focus]. In a painting which repre-

sents a sacrifice to Isis (Ant. d' Krcolano^ ii. 6U), a

priest is seen fanning the fire upon the altar with

a triangular llabellum, such as is still used in Italy.

This practice gave origin among classical writers to

expressions corresponding to ours, meaning to fan

the flame of hope (Alciph. HI. 47), of lovo

Brunck, iu 306), or of sedition (./Vristoph. Ham.

360 ;
Cic. pro Fhce. 23). [J. Y.]

FLAGRUM, dim. FLAGRl.LUM
a whip, a scourge, to the handle of which was
fixed a lash made of cords (funibms^ Hor. Epod.

iv. 3 ;
John, it. 15), or thongs of leather (forts,

Hor. E)Hsi. i. 1 6. 47 ;
ffKvrlyc^, Anac. p. 357, ed,

Fischer), especially thongs made from the ox's

hide (bul/uHs orartM, PlauL Most. iv. 1. 26). The
fiapellum properly so called was a dreadful instru-

ment, and is thus put in opposition to the sca/ico,

which was a simple whip. (Hor. .S^. i. 3. 119.)

Cicero in like manner contrasts the severe fiageila

with the n'rt^ ( pro Rtdnr. 4). The flagellum

was chiefly used in the puniehment of slaves. It
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was knotted with bones or hcary indented circles

of bronze or terminated by hooks, in w'bich cose it

was aptly denominated a $ecrpion. The cut below

represents a sconr^ taken from a bns-relief of the

statue of Cybcle in the Museum of the Capitol at

Home, and fully justifies the epithet of ilorace

(/, c.), korrihUefla^lum. The infliction ofpunish-

ment with it upon the naked back of the sufferer

(Jut. vL 382) was sometimes fatal (Hor. StU. L

^41), and was carried into execution by a class

of persons, themselves slaves, who were called

lomrii. A slave who had been flogged was called

fiiujrio (fuurrtylas^ Philemon, p.4)5. ed. Mein.
;

Aristoph. Ran. 502, Equii. 1225, Ly$. 1242
;

Plautus, peusim ; Ter. Adelph. t. 2. 6),

which of course b^me a term of mockery and
contempt. During the Saturnalia the scourge was
deposited under the seal of the master. We like-

W'isc' And that some gladiators fought with the

flagella (Tcrtull. yfpo/. 21), as in the coin here

introduced. The flagellum here has two lashes.

(See also cut, p. 101.) [J. Y.j

FLAMEN, the name for any Roman priest

who was devoted to the service of one particular

god (DlVlSQUB ALUS ALII 8ACBEDOTBS, OMNIBUS
PONTiriCXS, SINGULIS PLAMINBS 8UNTO, ClC. De
Jjtg. ii. 8), and who received a distinguishing

epithet from the deity to whom ho ministered.

{Iforum^ sc. flaminum, tingnli cognomina kabent

ab eo deo quoi $acra /adunt, Varro, De Ling. Lai.
V. 84.) The most dignified were those attached
to Diiovis, Mars, and Quirinus, the Flamen Dialie^

Flamen MarUalis^ and F^anun Quirinalis. The
two first are said by Plutarch {Num. c. 7) to hare
been established by liomulus ; but the greater num-
ber of authorities agree in referring the institution

of the whole three, in common with all other
matters connected with state religion, to Noma.
(Liv. i. 20 ; Dionyi. ii. 64. Ac.) The number was
eventually increased to fifteen (Fest s. e. Marimae

;

dignaiiomie) : the three original flaroent were always
chosen from among the patricians, and styled >

Mtgoree (Gaios, i. 1 12) ; the rest from the plebeians,

with the epithet Minoree ( Fest Majoree F1atnine$\

Two rude lines of Ennius (Varro, de Ling. Lai. vii.

44) preserve the names of six of these, appointed,

says the poet, by Numa,

—

Vofittrnalem^ Palaiaalem^ fStrinaiem^

Fforalemqne^ Falacrem et PomonaJem fecit

Hie idem

to which we may add the Flamen VoleanaliB

(Varro, De Ling. Lot. v. 84), and the Flttmen

Carmentaixe (Cic. UrtU. 14). VVe find in books of

antiquities mention made of the VirhinUi*^ Ijonrtn-
j

tiiUiSf /Moinalit^ and Lucuilariey which w^d com-
|

plete the list ;
but there is nothing to prove that

these four were Roman and not merely provincial

priests.

It is generally stated, upon the authority of

Aulus Oellius (xT. 27), that the flaniens were
elected at the Comitia Curiata, and this was doubt-

less the case in the earlier times ; but upon ex-

amining the passage in question, it will be seen

that the grammarian speaks of their induc-
tion into office only, and therefore we may con-

clude that subsequently to the pauin^of the fxn
Domitia they were chosen in the Comitia Tributa,

especially since so many of them were plebeians.

After being nominated by the people, they were
received (oapd) and installed {inangurabaniur) by
the Pontifex Maximus (Liv. xxvii. 8, xxix. 38 ;

Val. Max. ri. d. § 3), to whose authority they were

at all times subject. (Liv. FpU. xix., xxxvii. 51 ;

Val. Max. L 1. §2.)
The office was understood to last for life ; but a

flamen might be compelled to resign (JIaminio

abire) for a breach of duty, or even on account of

the occurrence of an iU-omcned accident while dis-

chaiging his functions. (Val, Max. l 1. § 4.)

Their characteristic dress was the apex [ Apkx],
the laena [Laxna], and a laurel wreath. The
name, according to V'airo and Festus, was derived

from the band of white wool {JUum^ JUamai,fa-
men) which was wrapped round the apex, and
which they wore, without the apex, when the heat

was oppressive. (Serv. Firg. Aea, viii. 664.) This

etymology is more reasonable than the traniforroa-

tion o(^eaminee ((nmpUeuB) intofamines. (Plu-

tarch, A'sm* 7.) The most distinguished of all the

flamens was the Diaiis

;

the lowest in rank the

Pomonalis. (Festus, s. r. Afaaimae dignaHonis.)

The former enjoyed many peculiar honours.

When a vacancy ocoirred, thm persons of patri-

cian descent, w£ose parents had been married ac-

cording to the ceremonies of confarreaiio [Mar-
RiAGSj, were nominated by the Comitia, one of

whom was selected (captHs)^ and consecrated (ca-

augmrabaiur) by the Pontifex Maximus. (ToctL

I
Ann. iv. 16 ;

Liv. xxvii. 6.) From that time for-

ward he was emancipated from the control of his

fiither, and became sui juris. (Oaius, i. 1 30 ; Ulpian,

Frag.x.5i T&c.Ann. iv. 16.) He alone of all

priests wore the alCogalerus [Apbx] (Varro, ap.

GeU. X. 15); he bad a right to a lidor (Plut.

Q. R. p. 119, ed. HeUke), to the toga praetat^
the Bella curWir, and to a seat in the senate in

virtucof his office. This last privilege, after having

been suflered to fall into disuse for a lot^ period,

was asserted by C. Valerius Floccus (&. u 209),

and the claim flowed, more, however, says Livy,

in deference to bis high personal character th^
from a conviction of the justice of the demand.

(Liv. xxviL 8; compare i 20.) The 7?A».StKrf/€ei*-

luB alone was entitled to recline above him at a
banquet : if one in bonds took refuge in his house,

the chains were immediately strude off and con-

veyed through the tirtp/Mctvm to the roof^ and
thence cast down into the street (Aul. GelL x. 1 5)

:

if a criminal on his way to punishment met him,

and fell suppliant at his feet, he was respited for

that day (Aul. QelL x. 15 ;
PluL Q. R. p. 166) ;

usages which remind us of the right of sanctuorr

attached to the persons and dwellings of the pup^
cardinals.

To counterbalance these high honours, the DialU
was subjected to a multitude of restrictions and
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privfttiont, a long coUOogne of which has been com-

piled by Aului Oellius (x. 15) from the works of

Fuhiiu Pictor luid Alosurius Snbinus, while Plu-

tarch, in hit Roman Quottions, endcavoun to

explain their import. Among these were the fol-

lowing :
—

It was unlawful for him to be out of the city for

a tingle night (Lir. t. 5*2)
; a regulation which

teems to have been moditied by Augustas, in to

far that an absence of two nights was permitted

(Tacit. Ann. iil 58. 71) ; and he was forbidden to

sleep out of hit own bed for three nights consecu-

tively. Thus, it was impossible for him to under-

take the government of a province. He might not

mount upon horseback, nor even touch a horse, nor

look upon an army marshalled without the pomoe-

riuin, and hence was seldom elected to the consul-

ship. Indeed, it would seem that originally he was

altogether precluded from seeking or accepting any

civil magistracy (Plut Q./f. p. 169) ; but this last

prohibiti«>n was certainly not enforced in later

times. The object of the above rules was mani-

festly to make him literally Jori cuituiitum tacer-

dUem ; to compel constant attention to the duties of

the priesthood \ to leave him in a great measure

without any temptation to neglect them. The
origin of the superstitions which we shall next

enumerate is not so clear, but the curious will find

abundance of speculation in Plutarch (Q. H. pp. 1 14,

118, 164— 170), Festus (s. o. Edem and Equo\
and Pliny (//. N. xviii.30, xxviii. 40). He was

not allowed to swear an oath (Liv. zxxi. 50), nor

to wear a ring ** ni$i perrio ccuiso,*' that is, as

they explain it, unless plain and without stones

(Kirchninnn, IM Anntdit^ p. 14) ; nor to strip

himselfnaked in the open air, iu>r to go out without

his proper head-dress, nor to have a knot in any

part of his attire, nor to walk along a path over-

canopied by vinos. Ho might not touch 6our, nor

lenvcti, nor leavened bread, nor a dead body : be

might not enter a bustum [FuNua], but was not

rcvont4’d rn>ro attending a funeral. He was for*

idden cither to touch or to name a dog, a sbe-

goat, ivy, beans, or raw fiesh. None but a free

man might cut bis hair ;
the clippings of which,

together with the parings of his nails, were buried

beneath a^e/ilr arbor. No one might sleep in bis

bed, the legs of which were smeared with fine

clay ; and it was unlawful to place a box con-

taining sacrificial cakes in contact with the bed-

stead.

Ftaminiea was the name given to the wife of the

diaiis. He was required to wed a virgin accord-

ing to the ceremonies of con/arreaiio^ which regu-

lation also oppiied to the two other flaroines

niajofes ($erv. ad Fin?. Aen, iv. 104, 374 ;

Onius, i. 11*2)
;
and he could not marry a second

time. Hence, since her assistance was esst*ntuU

in the performance of certain ordinances, a divorce

was not permitted, and if she died the diaiis was
obliged to resign. The restrictions imposed upon

the fiominica were similar to those by which her

husband was fettered. (Aul. Gell. x. 15.) Her
dress consisted of a dyed robe (omexaio operitur) ;

her hair was plaited up with a purple ^id in a

conical form (fiUtUta)
;

and she wore a small

quare cloak with a border (rroa), to which «*as

attached a slip cut from a /elut arbor. (FesU

i. V, Tuiulum^ Rica; Varro, Ling. Lat. vii. 44.)

It is difficult u> detennine what the rica really

was
;
whether a short cloak, as appears most pro-
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bable, or a napkin thrown over the head. She
was prohibited from mounting a staircase consist-

ing of more than three steps (the text of Aulus
Oellius is uncertain, but the object must Imvc been
to prevent her ancles from being seen) ; and when
she went to the argei [Aroii] she neither combed
nor arranged her hair. On each of the nundinae
a ram w*as sacrificed to Jupiter in the regia by the

ilaminica. (Macrob. 116.)
After the death of the fiamen Merula, who was

chosen consul suffectus on the expulsion of Cinna
(Veil. Pat il 20 ; Val. Max. ix. 12. $ 5), and wh^
upon the restoration of the Marian Action, shed his

own blood in the nuctuary (b. a 87), calling

down curses on bis enemies with his dying breath
(Veil. Pat il 22), the priesthood remained vacant

until the consecration of Servius Maluginensis
(b. c. 11) by Augustus, then Pontifex Maximus.
Julius Caesar had inde^ been nominated in his

1 7th year, but was never installed
;
and during the

whole of the al>ove period the duties of the office

were discharged by the Pontifex Maximus. (Suet
JuL c. 1, compared with Veil. Pat il 43, and the

Commentators. See also Suet iktav. 31 ;
Dion

Cass. lir. 36 ; Tacit Ann. iil 56. The last quoted
historian, if the text be correct, states the interrup-

tion lasted for 72 years only.)

The rotmicipal towns alto hod their flamens.

Thus the celebrated affray between Milo and
Clodius took place while the former was on his way
to Lnnuvium, of which he was then dictator, to

declare the election of a fiamen (gdJlaminem jm>~
dendum). After the deification of the emperors,

fiamens were appointed to superintend their wor-
ship in Rome and in all the provinces

;
and wo find

constantly in inscriptions such titles as FLaMX.N
Augustalis

: Flambn Tibkrii CARj«ARia ; Fi.a-

MBN D. JuLii, &c., and sometimes Flamxn Di-
voRUM Omnium (sc. imperatoruro).

Flatninia^ according to Festus and Aulus Gel-

lius (x. 15), was the house of the Fiamen Diaiis,

from which it was unlawful to cany out fire except
for sacred purposes.

Flaminia^ according to Festus, was also a name
given to a little priestess {tacerdottda)^ who assisted

theJtaminica in her duties. (W. R.J
FLA'MMEUM. [Matrimonivm.J
FLEXU'MINES. [Equites.)
FLORA'LIA, or Florales Ludi, a festival

which was celebrated at Rome in honour of Flora

or Chloris, It w'bs solemnized during five days,

beginning on the 28th of April and ending on tho

2d of May. (Ovid, Fati. v. 185; PI in. //I N.
Xviil 69.) It was said to have been instituted at

Rome in 238 b. c., at the command of an oracle

in the Sibylline books, for tho purpose of obtain-

ing from the goddeu the protection of the blos-

soms (a/ omnia bene deJUtrteoertni^ Plin. L c. ; com-
pare Veil. Pat. i. 14 ; Vnrr^ De Re RuM. 11).
Some time after its institution at Romo its

celebration was discontinued
;
but in the consul-

ship of L. Posturaius Albinus and M. Popilius

Laenas (173 D.C.), it was restored, at tho com-
mand of the senate, by the ocdile C. Sen’ilius

(Rckbcl, De Num. !>/. v. p. 308 ;
compare Ovid,

Fast. V. 329, &.C.), os the blossoms in that year

had severely sufienMl from winds, bail, and rain.

Tho celebration was, as usual, conducted by the

Acdilcs (Cic. inl'err. v. 14 ; Valer. Max. il 10. § 8;
Eckhel, 1. c.), and was carried on with excessive

merriment, drinking, and lascivious games. (Mart
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i. 3; Scnec. EpisL 96.) From Valerius Maxlnms
we leoni that theatrical and mimic representations

formed a principal part of the rnrious amusements,

and that it was customary for the assembled people

on this occasion to demand the female actors to

appear naked on the stage, and to amuse the

multitude with their indecent gestures and donees.

This indecency is probably the only ground on

which the absurd story of its origin, related by
Lactantius (/nstitui. I 20), is founded. Similar

festi vail, chiefly in spring and autumn, are in

southern countries seasons fbr rejoicing, and, as it

were, called forth by the season of the year itself,

without any distinct connection with any partial-

lar dirinily
; they are to this day very popular in

Italy (Voss, ad fVrg. Gtorg. ii. 3U5), and in ancient

times wo find them celebrated from the southern to

the northern extremity of Italy. fSee Anthb&pho-
RiA, and Justin, xliii. 4.) The Floralia were

originally festivals of the country people, which
were afterwards, in Italy as in Greece, introduced

into the towns, where they naturally assumed a

more dissolute and licentious character, while the

country people continued to celebrate them in their

old and merry but innocent manner. And it is

highly probable that such festivals did not become
connect^ with the worship of any particular deity

until a comparatively late period. (Duttmann,
Mytholog. iL p. 54.) This would account for the

late introduction of the Floralia at Home, as w'cll

as for the manner in which we find them celebrated

there. (See Sponheim, D* Praest.et Vnt Svmitm.
ii. IX 14.5, &c.) [L. S.]

FOCA'LK, a covering for the ears and neck,

made of wool and worn by infirm and delicate

persona (Hor. Ao/. ii. 3. 255 ; Sencc. Qit. Nai.
IV. 13; (juintil. xi. 3. 144; Mart. L 121, xiv.

142.) [J. Y.l
FOCUS, dim. FO'CULUS (4<rrla: i<rx^

dim. 4<rxdp<op), a fire-place
;
a hearth

; a
braiier. The fire-place, considered os the highest

member of an altar, is described under ARA,p. 116.

Used by itself it possessed the same saert^ cha-

raclcr, being, among the Homans, dedicated to the
Lares of each family. (Plaut. AvL iL 8. 16 ; Oto,

lUIiufi.Xh
\
Ovid,/W. ii. 589, 61 1, iii, 423;

Juv. xii. 05—95.) It was, nevertheless, made sub-
servient to all the re<]uircmcnU of ordinary life.

(Ilor. Epod. iL 43, £)nV. i. 5. 7 ; Ovid, Mrt. riii.

673 ; Sen. De Coiu. ad Alh. 1.) It was sometimes
constructed of stone or brick, in which case it was '

elevated only a few inches above the ground, and
remained on the same spot

;
but it was also fre-

quently made of bronze, and it was then variously

ornamented, and was carried continually from place

to place. This movable-hearth, or brazier, was
properly called focuius and ** shown
at p. Ifrt). Another, found at Caere in Etruria,

and preserved in the British Museum, is repre-

sented in the annexed woodcut.

FOEDERATAE CIVITATES.

Tn accordance with the sentiments of vraeration

with which the domestic fire-place was regarded,

we find that the exercise of hospitality was
at the same time an act of religious worship.

Suppliants, strangers, all who sought for mercy
and favour, had recourse to the domestic hearth as
to an altar. (Horn. Otf. vii. 153—169; Apoll.
Khod. iv. 693.) The phrase ** pro aris et focis **

was used to express attachment to all that was
most dear and vonersble. (Cic <5* Nat. Dtor. iiL

40 ; Flor. iiL 13.) Among the Romans the focus

was placed in the Atriu.m, which, in primitive

timet, was their kitchen and dining-room. (Virg.

Aen. L 726 ; Servius, ad toe.) There it remained,
as we see in numerous examples at Pompeii, even
after the progress of refinement had led to the use
of another part of the house for culinaiy' purposes.

On festivals the house-aife decorated the hearth
with garlands (Cato, De Re Rust. 143; Ovid,
Trisi. V. 5. 10); a woollen fillet was sometimes
added. (Properl, ir. 6. 1—6). [J. Y.)
FOEDERATAE CIVITATES, FOEDE-

RA'TI, SO'CII. In the seventh century of Home
these names expressed those Italian states which
were connected with Rome by a treaty {foedue).

These names did not include Roman colonics or

Latin colonies, or any place which bad obuiioed
the Roman civitas. Among thefoederati were the

Litiui, who w'cre the most nearly related to the
Romans, and were designated by this distinctive

name
; the rest of the foedereti were comprised

under the name of Socii or Foederati. They were
independent states, yet under a general liability to

furnish a contingent to the Roman army. Thus
they contributed to increase the power of Rome,
but they had not the privileges of Roman citizens.

The relations of any particular federate state to

Rome might have tome peculiarities, but the general

relation was that expressed above
; a kind of con-

dition, inconsistent with the sovereignty of the

federates, and the first stage towards unconditional

submission. The discontent among the foederati,

and their claims to be admitted to the privileges of

Homan citisens, led to the Social War. The Julia

Lex (a c. 90) mve the civitas to the Socii and
I^atini

; and a lex of the follovving year contained,
among other provisions, one for the admissiem to

the Homan civitas of those peregrini who were
entered on the lists of the citizens of federate states,

and who complied with the provisions of the lex.

[Civitas.] It appears, however, that the Lex
Julio, and probably also the Lex of the followong

year, contained a condition that the federate state

should conscut to accept what the lieges ofTeird,

or, as it w'os technically expressed, ** populus fandni
ficreL” (Cic. pm D<%ibo^ c. 8.) Those who did
not become fundi populi did not obtain the civitas.

Balbus, the client of Cicero, was a citizen of Cades,
a federate town in Spain. Cn. Pompeius Magnus
had conferred the Roman civitas on Balbus, by
virtue of certain powers given to him by a lex.

It was objected to Balbus that he could not have
the civitas, unless the state to which he belonged
** fundus foetus esset

;
which was a complete mis-

apprehension, for the term fundus, in this sense,

applied to a ichole state or community, whether
federate or other free state:, which accepted what
was offered, and not to an individual of such state

or commtinity, for he might accept the Roman
civitas without asking the consent of his fellow

citizens at home, or without all of them receiving
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the same privilege that wo* offered to himself. The
people of a state which had accepted the Unman
civiuis {/imdtu /tictui m<), were called, in reference

to their condition after such acceptance, “fundani.”

This word only occurs in the Latin inscription (the

IjCz Roroann) of the tablet of Hcniclca, 1. 85, and
proves that the inscription is posterior to the I.iex

Julia dc Civitate. It has indeed been supposed

that the word may refer to the acceptance by the

state of Ilcraclca of this lex which is on the tablet

;

btit there is no doubt that it refers to the prior lex

which gave the civitas. [Fundus.]
It must be obscr>ed that the acceptance of the

two Leges al>ovo mentioned could only refer to the

federate states, and the few old Latin states. The
Latinae coloniae also received the civitas by the

Julia I<ex
;
but as they were under the sovereignty

of Rome, their consent to the provisions of this lex

was not required.

Before the passing of the Julia Le.v, it was not
unusual for the Socii and Latini to adopt Homan
leges into their own system, as examples of which
Cicero mentions the Lex Furia de Testamentis, and
the Lex Voconia de Mulierum Hcrcditatibus

; and
he adds that there were other instances. (Fro
Jialbo, c. 8.) In such cases, the state w'hich

adopted a Homan lex was said * in earn legem

fundus fieri." It hardly needs remark that the

state which adopted a Homan lex, did not thereby

obtain for its citizens any priviU-ges with respect

to the Homan state ; the federate state merely

adopted the provisions of the Human lex os being

applicable to its oum circiunstances.

An apparent difficulty is caused by the undoubted
ffict, that the provisions of the Lex Julia required

that the states which wished to avail themselves

of its benefits, should consent to accept them. As
the federate states commenced the am in order to

obtain the civitas, it may be asked why was it

given to them on the condition of becoming “fun-
dus?" In addition to the reasons for such con-

dition, which are suggested by Savigny, it may be
observed that the lex only expressed in terms what
w'ould necessarily have Ijecn implied, if it had not

been expressed ; a federate state must of necessity

declare by a public act its consent to accept such a

proposal ns was contained in the Lex Julia. It

appt^ars from the cases of Hemclea and Naples,

that the citizens of a federate state were not in all

cases unanimous in changing their former alliance

•with Rome into an incorporation with the Homan
state. [Civitas.]

There were federate cities beyond the limits of

Italy, as shonm by the example of Oades: Sagun-
tnm and Massiliu also are enumerated among such
cities. (Savigny, Volkftchluss der Tufel Von Hem-
c/m, Zeitsckrijl, dec. vol. ix.

;
Mozochi, Tab. Herac.

P-465.) [G.L.]
FOEDUS. [Fokderatab Civitatkh.]
FOENUS. [Fknus,]
FOLLIS, dim. FOLLI'CULUS, an inflated

ball of leather, perhaps originally the skin of a
quadruped filled with air: Martial (iv. 19) calls

it “ light as a feather." Boys and old men among
the Homans threw it from one to another with
their arms and hands ns a gentlu exercise of the
body, unattended with danger. (Mart. vii. 31,
xiv. 46, 47 ;

Athen. i. 25.) The emperor Au-
gustas (Suet Aug. 83) became fond of the exercise
as he grew old. (See Becker, Callus, vol. L
p. 271.)
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The term /oUis is also applied to a leather purse
or bag (Plant Aul. ii. 4. 23 ;

Juv. xiv, 281) ; and
the diminutive folUculus to the swollen capsule of

a plant, the husk of a seed, or anything of similar

appearance. Nat. Quaest.y. 18; TertulL

De Res. Cam. 52.)

Two inflated skins (Svo <p^<rat, Herod, i. 68 ;

(c&irvpa, Ephor. Frag. p. 188 ;
wp»j<rTup«J, Apoll.

Hhod. iv. 763, 777), constituting a jtairofMlows,
and having valves adjusted to the natural apertures

at one part for admitting the air, and a pipe in-

serted into another part for its emission, were an
essential piece of furniture in everj'foige and foun-

dry. (JL xviil 372—470 ;
Virg. Aen. viii. 449.)

According to the nature and extent of the work
to be done the bellows were made of the hides of

oxen (taurinis follibus, Virg. Georg, iv. 171), or of

goats (hircinis^ Hor. Sat. i. 4. 19), and other

smaller animals. The nozzle of the bellows was
called &Kpo<pv<Tiov or iKpoarSfuay (Thucyd. iv.

100 ;
Eust. in II. xviii. 470). In bellows made

after the fashion of those exhibited in the lamp
here introduced from Bm-toli (An/. Lucerne., iii. 21 J,

we may imagine the skin to have been placed be-
tween the two boards so as to produce a machine
like that which we now employ. [J. Y.J

FONS (xp^vTj), signifies originally a natural
spring of water, but both the Greeks and Homans
had artificial fountains, made either by covering
and decorating a spring with buildings and sculp-
ture, or by making a jet or stream of water, sup-
plied by an elevated cistern, play into an artificial

Iwsin. Such fountains served the double purpose
of use and ornament Among the Greeks, they
fomed the only public supply of water except the
rain-water which was collected in cisterns [Aquab-
Di'CTUs]

;
and at Rome, the poorer people, who

could not afford to have water laid on to their
houses, no doubt procured it from the public foun-
tains.

Several c,xnmples of natural springs, converted
into ornamented fountains, in the cities of Greece,
have been mentioned under Aquakductus. They
were covered to keep them pure and cool, and the
covering was frequently in the form of a monoptcral
temple: there were also statues, the siibjccU of
which were suggested by the circumstance that
everj’ fountain was sacred to some divinity, or they
were taken from the whole range of my'thologiciU
legends. That at Mogara, erected by Theagenes,
is dcKribcd by Pausanias as worth seeing for its

size, its beauty, and the number of its columns (i.

40. § 1). That of Peirene at Corinth was adorned
with covered cisterns of white marble, like grottoes,
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out of which the wntcr flowed into the open air,

and with a statue of Apollo, and was enclosed with

a wall, on which was painted the slaughter of the

suitors by Ulysses. (Paus. ii. 3. § 3; see a paper

by Guttling, on the present state of this fountain,

and of the Cratteioti^ with an engraving of the source

of the Peirene-, in Gerhard's Archoofot/i*cke Z<ntung

for 1U44, pp. 326, 328; the engraving is give4i be-

low.) Corinth conuuned numerous other fountains
;

over one of which was a statue of Dellerophon and
Pegasus, with the w:iter flowing out of the horse's

hoofs (/&. § 6) ;
over another, that of Olaucc, w*as

the Odeium (/&. § 6) ; and another was adorned

with a bronze statue of Poseidon, with a dolphin at

bis feet, out of the mouth of which the water flowed.

(Pans. ii. 2. § 7. a 8.) In the same city, was
another fountain on a still grander scale

;
namely,

that of Lcma, which w'os surrounded by a colonnade

with scats for those who desired a cool retreat in

summer
; the water w'os no doubt collected in a

rious basin in the centre. (_lh, 4. § 5. s. 6 ;
see

5. § 1.) Several other fountains of a similar

kind to these are described or referred to by Pausa-

nias (ii. 27, iv. 31, 33, 34, vil 6, 21, viii. 1),

among which two deserve special mention, as they

w'cre within temples ;
namely, that in the temple

of Ercchiheus at Athens, and of Poseidon at Man*
tineia, which were salt-water springs (i. 26. § 6,

viii. 10, § 4). Vitruvius mentions the fountain of

Salmacis as among the admirable works of art at

Halicarnassus, (ii. 8. § 12.)

The Romans also erected ediflees of various de-

grees of splendour over natural springs, such as the

well-known grotto of Egeria, near Rome, where
the natural cave is converted by the architect into

a sort of temple (comp. Plin. //. N, xzxvi. 21.

8. 42), and the haptitirrium of Constantine. A
simple mode of decorating less considerable springs

w'as by covering them anth a vault, in the top of

which was an opening, surrounded by a balustrade,

or by a low wall adorned with marble bas-reliefs,

one example of which, among many, is seen in a

relief representing the twelve gods, now in the C^pi-

toline Museum. In all cases, a cistern wms con-

structed to contain the wmuT, cither by cutting it

out of the living rock, or (if the spring did not rise

out of rock) by building it of mnsonr}*. V'itruvius

discusses at length the diflerent sorts of springs,

and gives minute rules for testing the goodness of

the spring, and for the construction of the cisterns

(viii. 3. 7). The observations of Vitruvius apply

chiefly to those springs and cisterns which fonn^
the sources of the a«]neducts.

At Rome, a very la^fe proportion of the im-

mense supply of water brought to the city by the

mjueduct^ was devoted to the public fountains,

FONS.
which w'cre divided into two classes

; narndy^
/ocas, ponds or reservoirs, and jets of

water, besides which many of the castelia were

so constructed as to be also fountains. (See Aara-
DUCTUS, p. 114, b, and the woodcut) Agrippa,

w'ho during hit aedilethip paid special attention to

the restoration of the Ronum waterworks, is said to

have constructed 700 lactu^ 105 so/sentos, and 130
oofteUa^ of which very many were magnificeuily

adorned ; they were decorated with 300 brouse

or marble statues, and 400 marble columns. (Plin.

//. xxxvL 15. a 24. § 9.) There were also

many small private fountains in the houses and
villas of the wealthy. (Plm. Epi*t. v. 6.) At
Pompeii, the fountains are extremely numerous,

and that not only in the streets and public places,

especially at the junctions of streets (m biviit, im

/Writs) ; but also in private houses. The engraving

on p. 109 represents a section of one of these foon*

tains, in which the water pours into a basin ; that

now given, in which the water is thrown up in a

jet, is taken from on arabesque painting on the wall

of a house at Pompeii : in the painting, the vase and

pedestal rise out of a sheet of water, which may
be supposed to represent the impl$trium in the

atrium of a house. (Respecting the fountains of

Pompeii, see Pompeii^ vol. i. p. 131, vol. ii. pp. 71,

78, and Sir W. Cell's Pompeiama, vol I pp. 390,

395, plates 50, 53.) The proof which these foun-

tains afford, of the acqiuiintance of the ancients

with the chief law of hydrostatics is noticed under

AguAKoucTua, p. 109.

The forms given to fountains were as numeroos

as the varieties of taste and fancy. The large flat

vases were a common form, and they are found, of

5, 10, 20, and 30 feet in diameter, cut out of a

ingle piece of some hard stone, such as porphyry,

pani^ basanite, breccia, olabasterand marble. An
mgenious and elegant variety, of which there is a

specimen in the Capitolinc Museum, is a tripod, up

tne centre of whicn the jet passes, the 1<^ being

hollow to carry off the water again. Very often

the water was made to flow out of bronze statues,

especially of boys, and of Tritons, Nereids, Satyrs,

and such beings : several of these statues have been

found at Pompeii
;
and four of them are engraved

in Pompeii^ vol t p. 104, one of which is given be-

low. On the Monte Cavallo, at Rome, is a colossal

statue of a river god, probably the Rhine, which

was formerly in the l^orum of Augustus, which it

refreshes with a stream of water pouring con-

tinually into a basin of granite twenty-seven fl-et

in diameter. The ceK>brated group, known as

the Toro Famese, originally, in ilirt's opinion,

adorned a fuunuiuu Myiliological subjects werw
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iUm tcnlptarcd orrr the foontaini, u among the

(ireeki; thus at Romc^ there were the fountains

of Ganymedcand Prometheus, and the Nrmphaeum
of Jupiter. (Stieglitz, A rckHU. d, /iawhrasf, toU it

pt 2. pp. 76, 79 ; H irt,£eAr»d«r Claude, pp. 399,

403.) [P.S.]

FORCEPS (wwpd^pa), tongs or pincers, ne^
no further explanation here, as they were used in

antiquity for the same purposes as they are in

modem times. They were ineented, as the ety-

mology indicates, for taking hold of what is hot

(^formwky Pestus, s. e. ; Serins, ad Tir^. Gtort).

ir. 173, Am, riii. 453, xiL 404), used by smiths,

and therefore attriboted to Vulcan and the Cy-
clopes. (Virg. IL ce, ; Horn. //. xviiL 477,

HL 434 ; Callim. is fkL 144 ;
/hreipt eurva, Orid,

Mel. xn.277.) [Incus
;
Msllxus.]

FORES. [Janus.]
FORFEX, dim, FORFICULA («^(», dim.

d«Af3tor), shears (Serr. m Ftry. Am. Tiii. 453),

used, 1. in shearing sheep, as represented in the

annexed woodcut, which is taken from a camelian

in the Stosch collection of antiqne gems at Berlin ;

2. in cutting hair ( Eurip. Orad. 954 ; Schol. m /oe,

;

Bninck, AnaL iiu 9 ; Virg. Chia/. xiL 9 ;/erro

bidmti^ CirU^ 21 3) ; 3. in clipping hedges, myrtles,

and other shrubs (tf^iurol fiv^iramr, Hterocles,

oyi. iSfoA. Serm. 65.)

In military manoeurres the Ibrfex was a tenaille,

i. e. a body of troops arranged in the form of an

acute angle, so ns to receiee and OTercome the op-

posite body, called a Cuneut. (GeQ. x. 9 ;
Amm.

Mare, xiri 11.)

In architecture the term denoted a con-

tniction which was probably the origin of the arch

fMaccuHoch's Weel. Idamtey L p. 142, iit. p. 49),

consisting of two stones leaning against Mch other
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so as to form an acute angle oTCThead, as is seen

in the entrance to the pj'ramid of Cheops and in

the ruins of Mycenae ; and gradually brought nearer

to the forms which we now employ. (See woodcut,

p. 125.) (Plat. 1)6 Leg. xU. p. 292. od. Rekker
;

IHod. Sic. ii. 9.) [J. V.]

FORI.* (Navis ; Ciacus, p. 283, b.J

FORMA, rfiM. FORMULA, mcond dim. FOR-
MKLLA <T*roj), a pattern, a mould ; any con-

trinmee adapted to convey iu own shape to some

plastic or flexible material, including moulds for

making pottery, pastry, cheese, bricks, and coins.

The moulds for coins were mode of a kind of stme,

which was indestmctible by bent (Plin. //. M
xxxvi. 49.) The mode of pouring into them tbe

melted metal for casting the coins will be Ixut

understood from the annexed woodait, which re-

presents one side of a mould, engraved by Scroux

d’Agineourt, Moulds were also employed in making

walls of the kind, now called piety which were

built in Africa, in Spain, and about Tarentum.

(Vorro, De lie Ruet. I 14 ; Pallad. L 34 ;
parieUe

/itrmaeeiy Plin. ff. M xxxv. 48.) The shoe-

maker's last was also called forma (Hor. SaL IL 3.

106) and lentipeUium (Festus, s. t».), in Greek

iroAdwovt. (Phsto, Cb«mv. p. 404, ed. Bekker.)

The spouts and channels of aquaeducts are called

formaty perhaps from their resemblance to some of

the motuds included in the above ennroemtion.

(Frontin. F)e Atpeaeduet 75, 126.) [J. Y,]

FO'RMUlX [Acria]
FORNACA'LIA, a festival In honour of

Fornax, the goddess of furnaces, in order that the

com might be properly baked. (Peatus, t. e.) This

ancient festival is said to have been instituted by

Nnma. (Plin. IF. N. xviii. 2.) The lime for its

celebration was proclaimed every year by the Cuno

Maximus, who announced in tablets, which were

placed in the forum, the diff. rent part which each

curia had to take in the celebration of tbe fostival.

Thooe persons who did not know to what curia

thcT belonged, performed tbe sacred rites on tho

QmrimUiay called from this circumstance the Stul^

forum fniaty which fell on the last day of tho

Fomacalia. (Ovid, 527 ;
Varro,

N N
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546 FORNAX,

JjU. vu 13, with Miiller'i note
;

Festu*, <- tJ.

t^uUor.fcriof,)

The Fornftcalia continued to be celebrated m
the time of Lactantiu*. (LocUnt i 20.)

FORNAX, dim. FORNA'CULA (ird^iiyof,

dim. fcofJrioi'), a kiln ;
a furnace. The conatruc-

tion of the kilni uaed for baking earthenware

[Fictilb] may be seen in tho annexed woodcut,

which repretenls part of a Ronuin pottery di»covcrcd

at Castor, in Northamptonshire. (Artis** Duro-

inrtJc, I^d. 1 828.) The dome-shaped roof ha*

been destroyed ; but the flat circular floor on which

the earthenware wa* set to be baked i* preserved

entire. The middle of thi* floor is supported by a

FORCM
FORNIX, in its primary sense, is synonymous

with Arcus (Senec. Ep. 90), but more commonly

implies an arched vault, cunstituting both roof and

ceiling to the apartment which it encloses. (Cic.

Top. 4.) It is composed of a semicylindrical and

oblong arch like the Camera, but diitors from it in

construction, consisting entirely of stone or brick,

whereas the other wo* formed upon a frame-work

of wood, like the skeleton of a ship (Sallust,

JuguHh. IR ; Suet. A’ero, 34 ;
Camera) ;

both of

which methods appear to have been sometimes

united, as in the roof of the Tullianum, de»cril>ed

by Sallust {Cat. 65), where the rib* of the Camera

were strengthened by altcniate course* of stone

arches.*

From the roof alone, the same word came to

signify the chamber itself, in which sense it de-

signates a long narrow vault, covered by an arch

of brick or masonry {teetam similar to

those which occupy the ground floors of the modern

Roman palaces. Three such cells arc represented

in the annexed woodcut, from the remains of a

villa at Moladi Gaieta, which passes for the Fur-

mian Villa of Cicero. They are covered internally

with a coating of stucooi, tastUy ornamented, and

painted in streaks of azure, pink, and yellow.

thick column of brick-work, which is encircled by
the oven {/umus, $c?d6aros). ^he entrance to the

oven (prar/untimm) is seen in front The lower

part of a smelting-furnace, shaped like an inverted

bell, and sunk into the earth, with an opening and
a channel at the bottom for the discharge of the

melted metal, has been discovered near Aries.

(Florencourt, iiher die Iterrpt^rke Her Altm, p. 30.)

In Spain these furnaces were raised to a great

height, in order that the noxious fumes might be
carried off. (Strabo, iil 2. p. 391, ed. Sicb.) They
were also provided with long flues {lon^inquaefor-
nacU cuni^o, Plin. //. N. ix. 62X and with cham-
bers {camerat) for the purpose of collecting more
plentifully the oxides and other matters by lubli-

niAtion {lUd. xxxir. 22. 33—11). Homer de-

scribes a blast-furnace w'ith twenty crucibles

II. xviii. 470). Melting-pots or crucibles

have been found at (^tor (Artis, pi. 38), and at

different places in Kgypt, in form and material

very like those which wc now employ. (Wilkin-

son, Man. and Cast. vol. ill p. 224.) A glass-house,

or furnace for making gloss, was c^lcd »*\ovpyuov,

(Dioscor. V. 182.)

Furnaces of an appropriate construction were
erected for casting Urge statues of bronze (Claud.

At Ltiud. Stil. il 176), and for making lamp-black.

(Vitruv. viu 10.) [.Atramrn'TUM.] The lime-

kiln {/(»rwir odcaria) is described by Cato.

(A Re RosL. 38 ; see also Plin. H. N. xvii. 6 ;

Vitruv. vii. 3.) On the mode of beating baths,

tee p. 193.

The early Romans rccognir^Ml, under the name
of Fornax, a divinity who presided over ovens and
furnace* [Furnacalia]. [J. Y.]

Being small and dork, and situated upon the

level of tho street, these vaults were occupied by

prostitutes (ilor. SaL i. 2. 30 ; Jut. SoL iii. 156 ;

xi. 171 ;
compare Suet JuL 49), whence comes

the meaning of the word /ftmieatio in the eccle-

siastical writers, and its English derivation.

Fornix is also a sallyp*^ in the walls (Liv.

xxxvL 23 ; compare xliv. 11) ;
a triumphal arch

(Cic.A Oral. ii. 66) ; and a street in Rome, a hich

led to the Campus Martins, w’as called Via For-

nicata (Liv. xxit 36), probably on account of tho

triumphal arches built across it [A. R.]

FORUM. As the plan of the present work

does not include a topographical description of the

various fora at Home, the following article only

contains a brief statement of the purposes which

they served.

Forum, originally, signiflot an open place (omj)

before any building, especially before a sepulcrum

(Festus, «.r. ; Cic. A Ley. iu 24), and seems
therefore, etymologically to be connected with the

adverb forae. The characteristic features of a Uo*

,
man forum were, that it was a levelled tpoce of

* ^ Tullianum .... miiniunt undique parietes,

atque insuper Camera, lapideis fornicibus vincta.**

If the stone chamber now seen at Rome under the

Mammcrtinc prisons was really the Tullianum, as

commonly supposed, it is not constructed in the

manner described ; being neither oamerotum nor

fomicalum^ but consisting of a circular dome, f<MTOcd

by projecting one conrso of stones beyond the

course below it, like tho treasury of Atreu* at

MjcGQoe, described at p. 125. [Arcds.J

Digiti' ^
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FORUM.
groaiid of an oblmig form, and lurroundi'd bj build-

ings^ houses, temples, biuilicae or porticoes. (Vitruv.

V. ], 2.) It was originidly used as » place where

justice was administered, and where goods were

exhibited for sair. (Varro, lie lAng. Lai. v. 145,

ed. Miilirr.) \V'^c have accurdiiigly to distinguish

between two kinds of fora
; of which some were

exclusively demoted to commercial purposes, and
were real market-places, while others were places

of meeting for the popular assembly, and for the

courts of justice. Mercantile business, however,

was not altogether excluded from the latter, and it

was e^cialiy the Isinkert and usurers who kept

their shops in the buildings and porticucs by which

they were luirounded. The latter kinds of fora

were sometimes called farajmlicialiay to distinguish

them from the mere market-places.

Among the fora judicialia the most important

was the Forum Homanumy which was simply called

joruftty as long as it was the only one of its kind

which existed at Rome. At a late period of the

republic, and daring the empire, when other fora

judicialia were built, the Forum Romaiium was
distinguished from them by the epithets tv/as or

matpiuM. It was situated beta’eon the Palatine

and the Capitolinc hills, and its extent was seven

jugcra, whence Varro (/V He Huxt. L 2) calls it

the ** ^ptvm jugera forrnsia.'* It was originally

a s«*anip or marsh, but was said to have been filled

up by Romulus and Tatius, and to have been set

a|)art as a place for the administration of justice,

for holding the assemblies of the people, and for

the transaction of other kinds of public business.

(Dion. Hal. yf»f. Horn. iii. p. 200, compare it p.

1 13, Sylburg.) In this w'idcst sense the forum

included the comitiuin, or the place of assembly

for the curiae (Varro, l>e Liny, l/ii.'t. 155, MUller),

which was separated from the forum in its narrower

scHM*, or the place of assembly for the comitia tri-

buta, by the Rostra. (Niebuhr, //u4. of Homey i.

p. 2!f1. note 746, and p. 426. note ffdU
; Walter,

ffVscA. tie* Horn. HedUSy p. 83 ; Gdttling, Oe*ch. der

Horn. StAXedfxrrf. p. 155.) These ancient rostra

Were an elevated spore of ground or a stage {*ug-

tietium^y from which the orators addressed the peo-

ple, and which derived their name from the circum-

stance that, after the subjugation of I^atium, its

sides were adonted with the beaks (rosfro) of the

ships of the Aiitiates. (Liv. viii. 14.) In subse-

quent tinws, when the curiae had lost their import-

ance, the accurate distinction between comitium

and fonim likewise ceased, and the comitia tributa

were sometimes held in the Circus Flamiuius ; but

towards the end of the republic the forum soenu to

have been chiefly used for judicial proceedings, and

as a money market ; hence Cicero {i)e Oral. i. 36)

distinguishes between a speaker in the popular
;

assembly {orator) and the mere pleader: ** Hgo
|

istos non modo oratoris nomine, sed nc foro quidem !

dignos putarim.^' The orators when addressing

the- people from the rostra, and even the tribunes

of the people in the early times of the republic, used

to front the comitium and the curia ; but C. Grac-

chus (PluL C. G’roccA. 5), or, according to Varro

{De He Hurt. L 2) and (Cicero {Oe Amidt. 25), C.

Liciuiut, introduced the custom of facing the

forum, thereby acknowledging the soTcreignty of

the people. In 3U8 B.C. the Romans adoniod the

forum, or rather tlm bankers* shops (cirr^fonos)

around, wi|h gilt shields which they bad token

from the Samnites ; and this cuatoro of adoroing

FRAMEA. .147

the fonim with these shields and other ornaments
was subsixiuetuly always observed during the time
of the Lud. Romani, when the Aediles rode in

their chariots {tnmu) in solemn procession around
the forum. (Ijiv. ix. 40 ; Ck. in lerr. i. .'>4, and
iii. 4.) After the victory of C. Duilius over the

Carthaginians the forum was adorned with the
celebraUKl columna rostnita [Colusina]. In the
upper part of the forum, or the comitium, the laws
of the Twelve Tables were exhibited for public
inspection, and it was probably in the some part
that, in 304 b. c., Cn. Flavius exhibited the Fasti,

written on white tables {in aiho)y that every citiium

might bo able to know the days on which the law
allowed the administration of justice. (Liv. ix. 46.)
Ik‘sidos the ordinary business a'hich was carried

on in the fortim, we read that gladiatorial games
were held in it ( Vitruv. v. 1, 2), and that prisoners

of war and faithless colonists or legionaries were
put to death there. (Liv. vii. 19, ix. 24, xxviii.

28.)

A second forum judiciarium was built by J.
Caesar, and was called Forum Caeeari* or JhIU,
The levelling of the ground alone cost him above
a million of sesterc<*s, and he adorned it besides

with a magniticent temple of Venus Oeniirix.
(Suet, J. Cart. 26 ; Pllii. //. N. xxxiv. 15 ;

Dion
Cass, xliii. 22.)

A third forum was bu'.lt by Augustus and called

Forum Auffuftiy because the two existing ones
were not found sufKcicnt for the great inireas * of
business which had taken place. Augustus adorned
bis forum with a temple of Mars and the sta(nt>s

of the most distinguislicd men of the republic, and
issued a decree tliut only the judicia ptJdica and
the eortitiune* jutiicum should take place in it.

(Suet Ortav. 29 and 31 ; compare Dion Cass. )vi.

27 ; Plin. //. .V. L e. ;
Veil. Pat. ii. 39 ; Ovid, Fjt

Pont. ir. 15, 16 {
Martial, iii. 38. 3; Seurca, Ite

IrUy iL 9 ; StaL SUv. iv. 9. ] ,5.) After the Forum
Augusti bad severely suffered by fire, it was re-

stored by Hadrianus. (AcL SiMiit. iJadr. c.

19.)

The three fora which have been mentioned seem
to liave been the only ones that were d<'*tiiu‘d for

the transaction of public business. All the others,

which were subsequently built by the emp rurs,

such as the Forum Tni}iui or L'lpiumy the Forum
Hal/udiiy Forum DiodetUmiy Forum ..-f \c..
Were proljably more intended os embellishments of

I

the city than to supply any actual want

I

Different from these fora were the numerous

I

markets at Rome, which were neither as large nor
as beautiful as the fonnor. They are olwoys dis-

tinguished from one another by epithets expressing
the particular kinds of things which were sold in

them, e.g. forum 6ooriMut, according to Festus, the
cattle -market; according toothers, it derived the
name boarium from the statue of an ox which stood

there (Plin. If. X. xxxiv. 2 ; Ovid, Faei. vL477);
forum oiUoriumy the vegetable market (Varro, iJe

Ling. Lot* . l46);yon»m pixariumy fish-morkct

;

l/vrum cupedinisy market for dainties
; ybnrm co-

tjuinuMy a market in which cooked and prepared
dishes were to be had, Ac.

(Respecting the fora in the provinces, see the
articles Colonia and Convkntus

; compare
Sigonius, De Antiq. Jur. Hal. iL 15, and Waller,
Ge*ck. de* Horn. Heditty p. 206.) (L, S.J
FOSSA- [Castra.]
FRAMEA. [llASTA.]
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Bin FRKNUM.
FRATRES ARVA'LEa [Arvales Fra-

TRI&]
FRAUa [Poena.]
FRENUM (xttAiydi), a bridle. That Bcllo-

rophon mij^ht be enabled to perform the cxploiu

required of him by the kin^rnf Lycio, he was pre-

sented by Athena with a bridle as the means of

subdinnjf the winjred horse Pegasus, who submitted
to receire it w'hilst he was slaking his thirst at the

fountain Peircnc. See the annexed woodcut, from

an antique which repn'‘scnts this event, and com-
pare Pindar, Oitftup. xiii. 85—HS. Such was the
Or«*cian account of the invention of the bridle, and
in reference to it Athena was worshipped at

Corinth under the titles *Iima and XoAiylrir.

(Pans, ii. 4. §§ 1, 5.) The several parts of the
bridle, more es|)ocinlly the bit, arc engraved from
ancient authorities in the treatises of Invemiii
(/M J’Wnui)y OinxTot (L'tf6er and Bracy
Clark {CJiaUnolotfyy I^ond. 1835).

The hit forca, Festus, s. v.

;

8fry/ia, Brunck,
Anul. iL 237 ;

(rr6fi.toVy Aeschyl. Prom, 1045)
was commonly made of several {-ieces, and flexible,

so ns not to hurt the horse's mouth ; for the Greeks
considf'red a kind and gentle treatment the best

discipline, although, when the horse was intract-

able, they taught it submission by the use of a bit

which was armed with protuhemnees resembling
wolves’-tecth, and therefore called Inpaium, (Xcn.
I>« He vi. 13, X. 6 ; Virg. Georg, iii. 208 ;

Hot.
Carm, i. 8. 7 ; Ovid, Atnor. i. 2. 15.) The bit

WTis held in its place by a leathern strap passing

under the chin, and called uroxcLko’iSIo, for which
n chain ( was often substituted

; a rope or

tlmng, distinct from the reins, was sometimes fast-

ened to this chain or strap by means of a ring, and
was used to lead the horse {Porayvyeuty Xen. !. c.

viL 1 ; Aristoph. Pac. 154). The upper part of

the bridle, by which it was flxed round the ears, is

called by Xenophon KoptMpala (iii 2), and it in-

cluded the Ampyx, which was often omamentai
The check-pieces (irop^top, Horn. 77, iv. 142;
'wapaypoBlStoyy Kustath. ad /oc.), which joined this

upper portion to the bit, w'crc also in some coses

richly adorned, especially among the nations of

Asia. Those who took delight in horsemanship

bestowed, indeed, the highest degree of splendour

and el»*gance upon every part of the bridle, not ex-

cepting the bit, which, though commonly of bronze

or iron, was sometimes silver or gold {fulrum
mamluHt sub HentOtue uuruns, Virg. ^en. viL 278).
These precious metals were also cither embossed
{frena caehiiOy Apul. De Deo Hoc.) or set with
jewels. (Claud. Epig. 34. 36.)

fiutmentartae leges.

Nut only was the bridle dispensed with in the

management of creatures invented by the intagi-

nation of the poet (AcschyL ProiH. 284), but of

some which were actually trained by man to go
without it Thus the Numidian ubkultor guided

his two horses by the whip, and the Gallic essk-

DARtus, on the banks of the Rhone, directed and
animated his mules entirely by the voice. (Claud.

4.) [J. Y.]
FRIGIDA'RIUM. [Balnbae, pp. 188, ll»n.]

FRITILLUS {<pipii)y a dice-box of a cylin-

drical form, and therefore called also turricuia

(Mart, xir, 16), orpyn/MS (Sidon. Epist. viii. 12),

and formed with pastel indentations (gradtu) on
the inside, so as to make a rattling noise w'hcn the

dice was shaken it (Mart iv. 14, xiv. 1 ; Hor.

•W. ii, 7. 17, who uses the Greek form pAiwio.)

(Becker, GaUus^ vol. ii. p. 222.) [J. Y.J
FRONTA'LE. [Ampvx.]
FRUCTITS. [UBUSPRUCTtTfi.]

KRILMENTA'RIAE LEGES. From the

I

earliest times the supply of com at Rome was con-

I sidered one of the duties of the government Not
only was it expected that the government should

take care that the corn-market (cmaonu) was pro-

perly supplied, but likewise that in all seasons of

scarcity, they should purchase com in the sur-

rounding countries, and tell it to the people at a

moderate price (Liv. iL 8, 34, iv. 12, 52, x. II,

Ac. xxvL 40; Cic. y>ro i>om. 5.) This price, which
is spoken of as atmona rrius (Liv. ii. 34), could

not rise much, without exciting formidable discon-

tent ; and the administration w*ns in all such cases

considered to have neglected one of its most im-

portant duties. The superintendence of the corn-

market belonged in ordinary times to the nediles,

but when great scarcity prevailed, an extraordi-

nary officer was appointed for the purpose under
the title of Prae/ectus AnnoftM (Liv. iv. 12).

With the decay of agriculture in Italy, which fol-

lowed the importation of com from the provinces,

and the decrease of the free population, the govern-

ment had to pay still further attention to the supply

of com for the city. In addition to this, nn in-

digent population gradually increased in Rome,
which could not even purchase com at the moderate

price at which it was usually sold, aud who de-

manded to be fed at the ezpcncc of the state.

Even in early times it had been usual for the state on

certain occasions, and for wealthy individuals who
wished to obtain popularity and influence, to make
occasional donations of com to the people (</ona/w,

fargiiioyditHjtio ; sul>8cqaently call^ /mmmfa/io).
But such donations were only casual ; and it was not

till the year b. c. 123, that the first legal provisKm

was made for supplying the poor at Rome mill

com at a price much below its market value. Ir

that year C. Sempronius Gracchus brought forward

the first Lex Frumesdariay by which each citizen was
entitled to receive every month a certain quantity of

wheat (fri/ic«m) at the price of asses for the mo-
diiis, which w*as equal to 1 gallon and nearly 8 pints

English.* (Liv. EpU. 60 ; Appian, B.C, L 2i
;

* The price of 6^ asses {$eno$aeri» et trieide*)oc~

curs in the Schol. Bob. ad Sexl. e. 25. p. SCO.

c 48, p. 300 ;
but in the editions of Livy(^. 60),

we find u4 eemisse rf irienfe/himeHtiim pfebi rforpfar,

that is, at ^ths of an as. But instead of sentiW,

the nuinuBcripts have smtis, saris, se«>, evidently for

satis, and thcrofore there can be little doubt that



FUUMENTARIAE LEOES.
Plut. V. (imcchuty 5 ; Veil. Pat. iL 6 ; Cic. pro

48.) Thia waa onljr a trifle more th.on half

the market price, since in the time of Cicero 3 ses-

terces = 12 .'lases were considered a low sum fur a
modius of wheat (l^Kkh^ Mrlrvl. UniertcH. p. 420.) :

It must not be supposed that each person was
allowed to receive os much as he pleased ever}'

month
; the quantity must of course have been

,

flxod, and was probably five modi! monthly, as

in later times. This quantity was only given to

fathers of fiuniUes
;
but it was not confiiit^ to the

poor, as Plutarch (/. c,) would imply, for every

citizen had a right to it, whether he were rich or

{K>or (4/cd<rT^ riy drjftoTws', Appian, /. c. ;
riW/iV»,

Cic. 7Wc. /Mip. iii 20) ;
and even Piso, who had

been consul, Applied for his share nt the distribution

(Cic. i. c.) It appears, however, from the anecdote

which Cicero relates about Piso, that each citizen

had to apply in person, a regulation which would
of itself deter roost of the rich. The example that

had l)cen set.by Gracchus was too tempting not to
'

be followed, although the conse<jUcnccs of such a
tneasuro were equally prejudicial to the public

fiiuuices and the public morality. It empti(^ the

treasury, and at the same time taught the poor to

beuirae state-pau{)cn instead of depending upon
their own exertions for obtaining a living.

The dem.'igogue Appuleius Satuminus went
still further. In B.a 100 he brought forward

liis by w'hich the state was to sell

com at ^ths of an as for the roodius. The city

4|uaestor Caepio pointed out that the treasury

could not l>ear such on expense, and the most
violent opposition was offered to the measure. It

is doubtful whether it ever passed into a law ;

mid it is at all events certain that it was never

carried into execution (Auctor, ad Hercnn, L 12 ;

comp, Cic. de f/rg. ii. 6.) The Lex Livia^ which
was proposed by the tribune, M. Livitu Dnisus,

iu B.C. 01, was likewise never carried into effect,

ns it was repealed by the senate, together with all

his other laws as passed in opposition to the

auspices. Of the provisions of this Lex Krumontaria

we have no account {Lir. Epit. 71). About the

same time, either shortly before or shortly after

the Lex Livia, the tribune M. Octavius;, supported

by the aristocracy, brought forward the J^x Oo-

/aria, which modified the law of Gmcchus to some
extent, so that the public treasury did not suffer

so much. He probably either raised the price of

the com, or diminished the number of modii which
each citizen was entitled to receive. (Cic. Brul.

22, r/e iL 21.) Sulla went still further, and
by his Ia!x Comeliit^ B. c> 82, did away altogether

with these distributions of com, so that in the

language which Sallust puts into the mouth of

Lepidui, pojmltu Homanu»-^m mrrilia quidem
tdiinnttu reiiqua Itabef. (Sail /fist, in Orai. Lepid.

p. 1>39, cd. Cort.) But tho senate soon found it

inexpedient to deprive the people of their cus-

t'lmary largesses, as the popular party began to

increase in power
; and it w’as accordingly at the

desire of the senate, that the consuls of b. a 73
brought forward the Lox Terentia Casria, which
wa.4 probably only a renewal of tlio Lex Semproitio,

with one or two additions respecting the nuimier in

which the state was to obtain the com. The law

enacted that ciich Homan citizen should receive 5

we ought to read senis instead of semissc. (Momm-
sen, Die ItvtniickcH 7W6mt, p. 178.)

FRUMENTARIAE LEGES. 649

I

modii a month nt tho price of 6^ aases for each
modius. It ap{x'ars from the various orntiutis of
Cicero, that by this law the provinces were
obliged to furnish the greater part of the com at a

;
fixed price, which was paid by tlie Roman tn*a-
suiy, and that the governors of the provinces had
to take care that the proper quantity ofeom was
supplied. (Cic. Terr. iii. 70, v. 21, jtro Sert. 26 ;

Ascon. ta Eis, 4, p. 9, ed. Orclli.) Occasionally
extraordinary distributions of com were nmde in
virtue of decrees of the senate. (Cic, rerr. /. c. ;

Plut. OU. min. 26, Coes. 8.)

All the I/oges Fnimentariae, that have been
hitherto mentioned, had toid com to the people,
although at a price much below what the ruuo
had paid for it ; but as the great party-leaders to-

wards the close of the republic were rcad^ to pur-
chase the sujiport of the people at any sacrifice to

the state, the distribution of com became at length
quite gratuitous. Caesar, in his consulship, & c. .^9,

had tiireatened to make it so (Cic. ad Ait. ii. 19 ;

comp, pro /Join. 10) ; and this threat was carried
into execution in the following year, b. c. .^8, by
the Clodia of the tribune C)i>dius. The com
WAS thus in future distributed without any pay-
ment

;
and the abolition of the payment cost tho

state a fifth part of its revenues. (Cic. pro Sext,

2.5 ; SchoL Bob. ad Sext. 25, p. SOI, cd. Orelli ;

Ascon. ta Pis. 4. p. 9 ;
Dion Cass, xxxviii. 13.)

In B. c. 57, Pompey rcceivt-d by the I.#ex Cornelia
Caecilia the superintendence of the cpm-ninrket
{atra annonae) for a period of five years

; but no
alteration was made in the distribution of com by
virtue of this measure. The only extension which
he gave to the distribution was by allowing those
citizens, whose names hod not hitherto been en-
tered iu the lists of the censors, to shore in the
bounty of the state. (Dion Cass, xxxix. 24.)
Tho dangerous consequences of such a system

did not escape the penetration of Caesar
;
and oc>

cordingly, when he became master of the Ronum
world, he resolved to remedy the evils attending
it, as far os he was able. He did not venture to

abolish altogether those distributions of com, but
he did the next best thing in his power, which
was reducing the number of the recipients. During
the civil wars numbers of persons, who had no
claim to tlie Roman franchise, bad settled at Rome
in order to obtain a share in the distributions of
com. The first thing, therefore, that Caesar did
was to have an accurate list made out of all the
com-receivers, and to exclude from this privil<>go

eveiy person who could not prove that he was a
Roman citizen. By this measure tho 320,OUU
persons, who had previously received tho com,
were at once reduced to 150,000.* Having tliiitf

reduced the number of corn-receivers to 150,000,
he enacted that this number should not be exceeded
for the future, and that vacancies that occurred bv
de.atb, should be filled up every year by lot bv the
praetor urbaiius. (Suet Coes. 55 ; Dion Cass.'xliii.

21.) It is further exceedingly probable that as a
general rule, the com was not given even to these

150,000, but sold at a low price, as had been the
case at an earlier period

; and that it was only to

the utterly destitute that the com was supplied

* It must be borne in mind that this was not a
census, os Plutarch (Otes. 55) and Appian (//. C.
ii. 102) state, but simply on enumeration of tho
com-rcceivers,
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gratuitouftly ; the latter c1aa« of porBons were fur-

nished with tickets, called te$$er(u tmmmariae or

/htmefitariae. Thus we find it stated (Suet OcUtv.

41) that Au^^istiis, on one occasion, doubled the

number of the Unerae fhtmeniariae. If, therefore,

the com was, as a geneml rule, not given, but sold,

wc may conclude that every citisen was entitled to

be enrolled in the 150,000 com-receivers, inde-

pendent of his fortune. The opposite option has

been maintained by many modem writers
;
but the

arguments, which have been brought forward by
J^Iiiimnscn {Die liomiechen Tribue^ p. 187) and

others, but into which our space will not allow us

to enter, render the above supposition exceedingly

pmljablc.

The useful regulations of Caesar fell into neglect

after his death, and the number of com-receivcrs

was soon increased beyond the limits of 150,000,

which had been fixed by the dictator. This wc
lenni from the Monumentum Ancyranuro, in which

Augustus enumemtvs the number of persons to

whom he had given congioria at different times
;

and there can be no doubt that the receivers of the

congioria and of the public com were the same.

Thus, in a c 44, and on the three following occa-

sions, he distributed the eongiaria to 250,000 per-

sons
;
and in b. c. 5, the number of recipients had

amoimted to 320,000. At length, in B. c. 2,

Augustus reduced the number of recipients to

200,000, and renewed many of Caesar's regula-

tions. (Snot. Odav. 40 ;
I>ion Cass. Iv. 10.) He

had, indeed, thought of abolishing the system of

coni-distributions altogether on account of their

injurious influence upon Italian agriculture, but

had not persevered in his intention from the con-

viction that the practice would again be introduced

by his successors. (Suet. Odav. 42.) The chief

regulations of Augustus seem to have been: 1.

That every citixen should receive monthly a cer-

tain quantity of com (probably 5 roodii) on the

payment of a certain small sum. As the number
of recipients a*as fixed by Augustus at 200,000,

there were consequently 12,000,000 modii distri-

buted every year. Occasionally, in seasons of

scarcity, or in order to confer a particular favour,

Augustus made these distributions quite gratui-

tous: they then liecame eongiaria. [Conoiarium.]
2. That those who were completely indigent should

receive the com gratuitously, as Julius Caesar had
determined, and should be furnished for the pur-

pose with te$9erae numtnariae or/ruipteniariae^ which

entitled them to the com without paymenL (Suet
Odav. 41.)

The system, which had been established by
Augustus, was followed by his successors

;
but as

it was always one of the first maxims of the state

jM»Hcy of the Roman emperors to prevent any dis*

'

turliance in the capital, they frequently lowered

the price of the public com, and frequently dis-

tributed it gratuitously as a etm^ariiim. llencc,

the cry of the populace paaem d eircensee. No
emperor ventured to abolish the public distributions

of com : the most that he dared do, vm to raise

the price at which it was sold. When, therefore,

we find it stitcd in Dion Cassias (Ixii. 18), that

Nero did away with the distributions of com after

the burning of Rome, we cannot understand this

literally, but must suppose that he either raised the

price of the commodity or, what is more probable,

obliged those poor to pay for it, who had previously

received it gratuitously. The care, which the
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' emperors took to keep Rome well supplied with

com, U frequently referred to in their coins by ib«

legends, Annona^ Vberiae, AlamdatiHaj Lit/ertilita*,

. &c. We find in a coin of Nerva the legend piebei

j

t$rUimte JhtmaUo oondiiuio. (Eckbel, vd. vL

p.406.)

In course of time, the sale of the com by the

state seems to have ceased altogether, and the

distribution became altogether gratuitous. Every

com-rccciver was therefore now provided with a
fr-ssem, and this tessera, when once granted to him,

became his propertv. Hence, it came to pass, that

he was not only allowed to keep the tessera for

life, but even to dispose of it by sale, and bequeath

it by will. (Dig. 5. tit 1. a 52 ; 39. tit 1. s. 49 ; 39.

tit 1. a 87.) Every citixen was competent to

hold a tessera wish the exception of senatora

Further, as the com hod been originally distri-

buted to the people according to the thirty-five

trilies into which they were divided, the corn-

receivers in cnch tribe formed a kind of corpcaaiion,

which came eventually to bo looked upon as the

tribe, when the tribes bad lost all political signi-

ficance. Hence, the purchase of a tessera bec^e
equivalent to the purchase of a place in a tribe

;

and, accordingly, wc find in the Digest the ex-

pressions emere trifmm and emere ie$»cram used as

synonymoua (Dig. 32. tit. 1. a 35.)

Another change was also introduced at a later

period, which rendered the bounty still more ac-

ceptable to the people. Instead of distributing tho

com ever}' month, wheaten bread, called uttmona

civicOy was given to the people. It is uncertain at

what time this change was introduced, but it seems

to have been the custom before the re^i Aurc*

lion (a. d. 270—275), os it is related of this em-
peror that on his return frv>m his Eastern expedition,

he distributed among the people a huger quantity of

bread, and of a different form from that which had

been usually given. (Vopisc.^arsf.35
;
Zosim. i.61.)

The bread was baked by the Pistores, who delivered

it to the various depots in the city, from wliich it was

fetched away on certain days by the holders of the

tesserae. ((Jrclli, Imscrip. No. 3358.) These depots

had steps {ffradue) leading to them, whence the

bread was called panie tnttdiiis; and there were

the strictest regulations that the bread should only

be distributed from these steps, and should never

be obtained at the bakers, ((jod. Theod. 14. tiL

17. SI. 3, 4.) When Onstantine transferred the

seot of government to Constantinople, the systm
of gratuitous distribution of bread was also trans-

ferred to that city
;
and in order to encourage the

building of houses, all householders were entiilod

to a shore of the imperial bounty. (Zosim. ii. 32

;

Socnit. //. E. ii. 13 ; Sorom. iii. 7 ;
Cod. Theod.

14. tit. 17.) The distribution of bread at Home
w-as, however, still continued

; and the care which

tho later emperors took that both Rome and Con-

stantinoplo should be properly supplied with com,

may be seen by the regulations in the Cod. Theod.

14. tit. 15, De Cbnoae Prumentario urhis /fomue,

and tit 1 6, De Fmmento UrbieCcmdaatinopoiUauiU.

The superintendence of the com -market, under tho

emperors, belonged to the Praefedue Annonae.

Many points connected with this subject have

been necessarily omitted in consequence of our

limits. The reader who wishes for further in-

formation is referred to: Contareni, De Fmm.
HofU. iMrtptione^ in the Thesaurus of Oracriua,

vol. vUi. p. 923 ;
Dirksen, CivUid. AbkoMdlmntfm^
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vol.il p. 163, &c. ;

Mommsen, />ie Romitritfn

Tribus, Altona, 1844, which work contains the

best account of the subject; Kuhn, tV*cr dif Korn-

rin/uhr i* Horn im AU^ribnm^ in the Zeitachrifi

fur die AlterthumnDis$en»ehafty 1845, pp. 883—
1008, 1073— 1084 ;

Rein, in the Real-Encydo-

pddie der ciaesiechen AUfrthumstoi»eeuKha/t, art.

lAiryitio; Hikkh, Homieehe voL i. part

ii. p. 138, Ac., p. 384, &c. ;
Walter, (ieedtirhte det

]{6mi$rhen Rechts^ §§ *276—-2/8, 360, 361, 2nd ed.

KHUMENTA'lill, officers under the Roman
empire, who acted as spies in the provinces, and

reported to the emperors anything which they

cmisidered of importance. (Aurel. vMct De Cars.

3y, fuA fin. ;
Spartlan. Hadrian. 1 1 ;

Capitol A/a-

cria. 12, Cortimod. 4.) They appear to nave been

called Frmmentarii because it was their duty to

collect information in iho same way as it was the

duty of other officers, called by the same name, to

collect com. They were accustomed to accuse

p^Tsons falsely, and their office was at length

abolished by Diocletian. Wo frequently find in

inscriptions mention made of Frumentarii belong-

ing to particular legions (Orelli, /«srr. 74, 3491,

4922), from which it has been supposed that the

frumentarii, who acted as spic^ were soldiers

attached to the legions in the provinces ;
they may,

however, have been different officers, whose duty it

was to distribute the com to the legions.

F K U M E N T A'

T

1 0. [Frumkntaria*
Lboks.]
FUCUS (^Citos), was the general term to sig-

nify the paint which the Greek mid Roman Uidies

employed in painting their checks, eye brow^ and

other parts of their faces. The practice of painting

the face was very general among the Greek ladies,

and probably came into fashion in consequence of

th ir sedentary mode of life, which robbed their

complexions of their natural freshness, and induced

them to have recourse to artificial means for re-

storing the red and white of nature. This at the

least is the reason given by some of the ancient

writers themselves, (Xcn. Ocean. 10. § 10;

Phintys, ap. 5fo6uciim, tit. Ixxiv. 61.) The prac-

tice, however, was of great antiquity among the

Gri-cks, and was probably first introduced among
the Asiatic lonians from the East, where the ctutom

has prevailed from the earliest times. That it was

ns ancient os the time of Homor is inferred from the

expreuion vops/ds {Od. xviil 172),

but this is perhaps hardly sufficient to prove tlmt

the cheeks were painted. The ladies at Athens, as

miglit have been expected, did not always paint

their faces when at home, but only had recourse to

this adornment w'hen they wont abroad or wished

to appear beautiful or captivating. Of this we have

a striking example in the speech of Lysias on the

murder of Enitosthenes, m which it is related

(p. 93. 20, ed. Stoph.) that the wife, after leaving

her husband to visit her paramour, painted herself,

which the husband observed on the following

morning, remarking, pxn t6 trpdiruwoy

^y^ifiuBioMrOai, (Comp. Aristoph. Z.ysss^. 149, A'cc4

1178, Fiat. 1064 ;
PluL Aldb. 39.) In order to

give a blooming colour to the cheeks, or

4yxovaaf a red, obtained from the root of a plant,

w^l8 most frequently employed (Xen. Oeoon. 10.

§ 2) ; and the following paints were also used to

produce the same colour, namely, raiSspcps, also a

vt-gctablc dye resembling the rosy hue on the

checks of young children (Alexis, up. AUten. xiii.
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p. 558, c), evKdpivoy (Eubulis, ap. Athm. xiil

p. 557, f), and ^Gxor, which was prolmbl}' a red

point, though used to signify paint in general, as

lias been already remarked. In order to produce

a fair complexion, ernma, white load

was employed. (.\ lexis, ap. Athm /. c. ; Xen.

Oecou. 10. 1 2 ;
Arisloph. JCccL 878, 929.) The

eye-brows and cye-lids were stained black with

arlpfu or a sulphuret of antimony, which

is still employed by the Turkish ladies for tho

same purpose. (Pollux, v. 101.) The eye brows

were likewise stained with itr€o\os^ a preparation

of sooU Thus Alexis says (f. e.)t

rij 6d>pvs

(Comp. Jnv. ii. 93.) I^adies, who used paint, were

occasionally betrayed by perspiration, tears, &c., of

which a humorous picture is given by the comic {>oot

Eubulus {ap. AlAcn. l.e.\ and by Xeimphnn {tja'vn.

10. g 8). It would appear from Xeuoplu»n(Ibid. § 5)

that even in his time men somclimes used paint, and

in later times it may have been still more common

:

Demetrius Phalcrcus is expreuly said to have

done BO. (Duris, ap. Atken. xil p. 542, d.)

Among the Romans the art of painting the com-

plexion was carried to a still greater extent than

among the Greeks ; and even Ovid did not disdain

to write a poem on the subject, which hccallsf*/«.trt.

i4m. iil 206) ‘‘parvus, sod cura grande, libelhis,

opus though tnegenuinenessof the fragment of the

Medicaminra faciei., ascribed to this poet, is doubt-

ful Tho Roman ladies even went so far ns to

paint with blue the veins on tho temples, as we
may infer from ProjieTtius (il 1 4. 27), “ si cncmlco

quaodam sua tempora fuco tinxeril.” The ri-

diculous use of patches {tplenia)., w’hich were

common among the English ladies in the reign of

Queen Anne and the firstGwirgea, was not unknown
to the Roman ladies. (Martil 29. 5>, x. 22 ;

Plin. Ep. vi. 2.) The more effeminate of the male

sex at Rome also employed paint Cicero speaks

(m Piaon, 11) of tW centsaatite buccae of his

enemy, the consul Piso.

On a Greek vase (Tischbein, Engmrimjty il 58)

wc see tho figure of a female engaged in putting

the paint upon her face with a small bntsh. This

figure is copied in Hdtliger's Sabimi (]il ix.),

(Comp. Becker, Cbariklet^ vol. il p. 232, &c.
;

BoUiger, SabinOy vol. i. p. 24, dec., p. 51, &c.)

FUOA LATA. [Exsilium.J
FUOA LIBERA. [Kxsilium.]
FUOITIVA'RIUS. [StRVirs,]

FUGITPVUS. [Srrvus.]
FULCRUM. [Lkctu.s.]

FULLO {Kya^tisy yyaipM{>s\ also called

NACCA (Festuj, s. v. j Apu). Afet. ix. p. 206,
Bipont), a fuller, a washer or scourer of cloth and
linen. The fullones not only received the cloth as

it come from the loom in order to scour and
smooth it, but also washed and cleansed garments

which hod been already worn. As the Homans
generally wore woollen dresses, which were often

of a light colour, they frequently needed, in tho

hot climate of Jtily, a thorough purification. The
way in which this vras done has been doKTibed by
Pliny and other ancient writers, but is most
clearly explained by some paintings which have been

found on tho walls of a fuilonica at Pompeii Two
of these paintings ore given by Ocll {Pompeianay

vnl il pL 51, 52), and the whole of them in tho

Musco Borbonico (vol iv. pi. 49, 50) }
from tho
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Utter of which works the following cnts hare been

taken.

The clothes were first washedt which was done

in tubs or vats, where they were trodden upwn and

stamped by the feet of the fullones, whence

Scncca {Ep. 15) speaks of saUus /u/ionieus. The

following woodcut represents four pcssons thus em-

ployed, of whom throe are boys, probably under

the superintendence of the man. Their dress is

tucked up, leaving the legs bare ; the boys seem to

have done their work, and to be wringing the

articles on which they had been employed.

The ancients were not acquainted with soap, but

they used in its stead ditferent kinds of alkali, by

which the dirt was more cosily separated from the

clothes. Of these, by far the most common was

the urine of men and animals, which was mixed

with the water in which the clothes were washed.

(PUn, If. N. xxTiii. 18. 26 ; Athen. xi. p. 484.)

To procure a sufficient supply of it, the fullones

were accustomed to place at the comers of the

streets vessels, which they carried away after they

had bocQ filled by the passengers. (Martial, vi. 93 ;

Macrob. ii. 12.) We are told by Suetonius

( IV.tp. 23) that V espasian imposed a annoe vediffol,

w'hich is supposed by Casaubon and others to have

been a tax paid by the fullones. Nitrum, of which

Pliny (//. N. xxxL 46) gives an account, was also

mixed with the water by the scourers. Fullers*

earth (crHa fitUonui, Plin. //. N. xviii. 4), of which

there were many kinds, was employed for the

same purpose. We do not know the exact nature

of this earth, but it appears to have acted in the

same way as our fullers' earth, namely, partly in

scouring and portly in absorbing the greasy dirt

Pliny {H. N. xxxv. 57)snys that the clothes should

be washed with the Sardinian earth.

After the clothes had been washed, they were

bung out to dry, and were allowed to be placed in

the street before the doors of the fullonica. (Dig.

43. lit 10. s. 1. §4.) When dry, the wool was

bmshed and carded to raise the nap, sometimes

with the skin of a hedgehog, and sometimes with

some plants of the thistle kind. The clothes were

then hung on a vessel of baskct-w*ork (rimmea
curca), under which sulphur was pbiccd in order to

whiten the cloth
;
for the ancient fullers appear to

have known that many colours were destroyed by

the volatile steam of sulphur. (Aput Met. ix.

p. 208, Bipont ; Plin. II. N. xxxv. 50, 57 ; Pol-

lux, vii. 41.) A fine white earth, called Cimolian

by Pliny, was often rubbed into the cloth to in-

crease its whiteness. (Theophr. Char. 10 ; PlauU

Aulttl. iv. 9. 6 ;^Plin. H.M xxxv. 57.) The pre-

ceding account is well illustrated by the following

woodcut.

On the left we kc a fullo bnishing nr carding a

white tunic, suspended over a rope, with a card or

FULLO.

brush, which boars considerable resemblance to a

modem horse-brush. On the right, another man
carries a frame of wicker-work, which was without

doubt intended for the purpose described al>0Tc

;

he has also a pot in his hand, perhaps intended for

bolding the siUphur. On his head he w’cars a kind

of garland, which is supposed to be an olive garland,

nnd above biman owl is represented sitting. It is

thought that the olive garland and the owl indicate

that the establishment was under the patronage of

M inerva, the tutelar}* goddess of the loom. Sir W.
Oell imagines that the owl is proliably the picture

of a bird which really existed in the family. On
the left, a well-dressi female is sitting, examining

a piece of work which a younger girl brings to her.

A reticttbun [see p. 329, a] upon her bead, a neck-

lace, and braeclcls denote a person of higher rank

than one of the ordinary work-people of the es-

tablishment

In the following woodcut we see a yotmg roan

in a green tunic giving a piece of cloth, which ap-

pears to be finished, to a woman, who wears a

green undcr-tunic, and over it a yellow tunic wiUi

one of the cards or brushes. Among these paint-

ings there was a press, w'orked by two upright

screws, in which the cloth was placed to be

•rooolbencd. A drawing of this press is given on

p. 300.

The establishment or workshop of the fullers w.*!!

colled Ftdloniea (Dig. 39. tit 3. s. 3), Fitlhniaim
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tlL I *. 13. 8 8), or FuUanium (Amm.

Marc. lir. 11. p. 44, Bipout) Of such establish*

menu there were great tmmbcrs in Koroe, for the

Romans do not appear to have washed at home
even their linen clothes. (Martini, xiv. 51.) The
trade of the fullers was considered so important

that the censors, C. Flaminius and L. Acmilios,

ti. c. 220, prescribed the mode in which the dresses

were to be washed. (Plin. //. N. xxxv. 57.) Like

the other principal trades in Rome, the Fulloncs

formed a collt^ura. (Fabrclli, Inter, p. 278.) To
large fanns a nillonica was sometimes attached, in

which the work was performed by the staves who
belonged to the famUia rustica, (^’arro, R. R. i.

16.)

The fullo was answerable for the property while

it was in his possession ; and if he returned by mis*

tike a dilTcrcnt garment from the on© he hod re-

ceived, ho wr:iB liable to an action &r locato ; to

which action he w*os also subject if the gamioiit

was injured. (Dig. 19. ttl. 2. s. 13. § 6 ; s. 60. §2;
12 tit 7. 8. 2.) Woollen garments, which had been

once washed, were considered to be less valuable

than llioy were previoui*ly (Pelran. 30; Lamprid.
ileiiotjalt. 26) ; hence Martial (x. 1 1) speaks of a

toga futa terrjue quatrrquc as a poor present.

The (irecks were also accustomed to send their

gannents to fullers to bo w’osiicd and Koured, who
appear to have adopted a similar method to that

wliich has been described aljovc. (Thoophr. Char.

10; Athcn. xL p. 582, d.
;
Pollux, vii. 30, 40, 4 1.)

'J'hc word TKvrtty denoted the w'ashing of linen,

and or yva^tvtiy\he washing of woollen,

clothes. (Rustalh. adOd. xxiv. 148. p. 1056. 41.) I

(Schuttgen AntiquUate* Triturae el I'uUoniaey

Traj. ad Rhen. 1727 ;
Ik^knuinn, Hist, of Inven-

tion* atul IHxortrirty vnl. iti. p. 266, &c., transl.

:

Becker, Gidius^ vul. ii. p. 100, &c., Chariklet,

roL ii. p. 408.)

FLLLO'NICA. fFni.i.o.]

FUNA'LE (<TKoAd{, Isid- Grig. xx. 10), a link,

Used in the same manner as a, torch [Fax], but

made of papyrus and other fibrous plants, twisted

like a rope, and smeared w'ith pitch and wax.
(Virg. Aen. i. 727 ;

Servius, cui /oc. ; Hor. C’arw.

iii. 26. 7; Val. Max. iU. 6. § 4.) It was indeed,

os Anti|)atcr describes it, light coated with

wax (Ao^irdr icrfpoxiruv^ Bmnck, Anal. ii. 112;
Jacobs, ad loc.). For this rroson it was also called

trreits. Funnlia are sculptured upon a monument
of considerable antiquity preserved at Padua.

(Pignor. De Servuy p. 250.) At the Saturnalia

they were presented by clienU to their superiors,

and were lighted in honour of Saturn. (Antlpnter,

Le, j Mocrub. Sal. i. 6.) [J. Y.]

FUNA'LIS KQUUS. [CrRRfs. p. 370, b.]

FUNA'MBULUS (KoAo^dTTjy

a ro{)p-dancer. The art of dancing on the tight

,

rope w’as carried to as great pi-rfcction among the

Romans as it is W'ith us. (Her. Epitl.W. 1.210;|
Tercnt. Hetyr. /W. 4. 34 ;

Juv. iii. 80; Bulenger, 1

de ThtiU. L 42.) If we may judge from a series of

paintings discovered in the excavations ( .<4 nf.tf'AVco/.

T. iii. p. 160—-165), from which the figures in

the annexed w'oodcut arc selected, the performers

placed themselves in on endless variety of graceful

and sportive attitudes, and represented the chanic-

,

ters of bacchanals, satyrs, and other imaginary
i

beings. Three of the persons here exhibited hold
|

the thjTsus, which may have s»Tved for a balancing
|

pole : two are performing on the double and

one on the lyre : two others are pouring wine into

vessels of different forms. They all have their

heads enveloped in skins or caps, probably intended
as a protection in case of filling. The omp4>ror

Antoninus, in consequence of the fall of a boy,

caused feather-beds (culeitra*) to be laid under the

rope to obviate the danger of such accidents.

(Capitol. M. Anton, 12.) One of the most diffiatit

exploits was running down the rope (Sueton. AVre,

11) at the conclusion of the performance. It was
a strange attempt of Germanicus and of the em-
peror Galba to exhibit elephants walking on the

rope, (Plin. II. N. vUi. 2 ; ljueton. (roJf>. 6 ; Sen,

Epi*t. 86.) [J. y.j
FUMA'RIUM. [ViNrjM.]

FUNDA (c^y96yri\ nsiing. The light troops

of the Greek and Roman armies consisU'd in great

part of slingers (lunditores^ aipey^idiTai). In the
earliest times, however, the sling appears not to

have been used by the Greeks. It is nntmen-
tionnl in the Iliad ; for in the only passage (//.

xiii. 500) in which the word <r^evZ6rrj occurs, it is

used in its original signification of a bandage. But
in the times of the Persian wars slingers had eomo
into use ; for among the other troops which Gelon
offered to send to the assistance of the Greeks
against Xerxes, mention is made of 2000 slingers

(Herod, vii. 158); mid that the sling was then

known among the Greeks is also evident from the

allusion to it by Aeschylus (Agam. 082). At
the same time it must be stat.-d that we rarely road

of slingers in these wars. Among the Greeks the

Acarnanians in early times attained to the greatest

expertness in the use of this weapon (Thuc. ii. 81);
and at a later time the Achacans, especially the in-

habitants of Agium, Patnie, and D^Tiuie, were cele-

brated os expert slingers. The slings of these Achoe-
ans were made of three thongs of leather, and not of

one only, like those of other nations. (Liv. xxxviii.

29.) The people, however, who cnjoycii the greatest

celebrity as slingers were the natives of the Ikilcaric

islands. Their skill in the use of this weapon is said

to have arisen from the circumstance, that, when
they were children, their mothers obliged them to

obtain their food by striking it with a sling. (Veget*
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di^ReMiL 1 16;Strab.ul p.168.) Mo«t Blings frerc

made of leather, but the I^lcaric ones were manu-
factured out of a kind of rush. (Strab. /. e.) The
manner in which the sling was wielded maj be seen

in the annexed figure (Uartoli, CoL Traj. t. 46) of a

soldier with a provision of stones in the sinus of his

pallium, and with his arm extended in order to whirl

the sling about his head. ( Virg. Aen. ix. 587, 588,

xi. 578.) Besides stones, plummets, called glandet

(/ioAv^SfSfs), of a form between acorns and al-

monds, were cast in moulds to be thrown with

slings. (Lucret. vi. 176 ;
Ovid, MH. ii. 729, ril

778, xiv. 825, 826.) Thor hare been found on

the plain of Marathon, and in other parts of Greece,

and arc remarkable for the inscriptions and devices

which they exhibit, such as thunderbolts, the names
of persons, and the word AEHAI, moaning ** Take
this." (Dodwell's Tbar, rol. il. pp. 159— 161 ;

Bbckh, CotT). Jtu. rol i. p. 311 ;
Mommsen, in

ZeiUdtri/l JUr di$ Alterikuameiitmtchaj ty 1846,

p.782.) fj.Y.]
While the sling was a very efficacious and im-

portant instrument of ancient warfare, stones tbrowm
with the band alone were also much in use both

among the Romans (Veget L 16, H. 23) and with
other nations (of ircrp^dAoi, Xen. lltUen. ii. 4.

§ 12). The Libyans carried no other arms than

throe spears and a bag full of stones. (Diod. Sic.

iil 49.)

FUNDITORES. [Funda.]
FUNDUS. The primary signification of this

word appears to be the bottom or foundation of a
thing

; and its elementary part (fiidX seems to be
the same as that of and the n in

fundus being used to strengthen the syllable. The
conjectures of the t.atin writers as to the etymo-
logy of fundus may be safely neglected.

Fundus it often used at applied to land, the

solid substratum of all man's labours. Accenting to

Florontinus (Dig. 50. tit. 16. s. 21 1 ) the term fundus

comprised all land and constructions on it ; but
usage hod restricted the name of aede* to city

houses, villae to rural houses, area to a plot of

ground in a city not built upon, atjer to a plot of

ground in the country, and fn»du$ to ager cwm
aedijuii$. This definition of fiindus may be com-
pared with the uses of that word by Horace, and
other writers. In one passage {Kp. I 2. 47),
Horace places domus and fundus in opposition to

one another, domus being apparently there used as
e<)nivalent to aedea.

The tenn fundus often occnired in Roman wills,

FUNU&
and the testator frequently indicated the fundus, to

which his last dispositioiu referred, by some name,
such as Sempronionus, Seianus; somotunes also,

with reference to a particular tract of country, as

Fundus Trebatianus qui est in regione Ateflana.

(Brissonius, de Foma/M, vii 80.) A fundus was
sometimes devised cum omni instntmemio^ with its

stock and implements of husbandry. Occ^ionally
a question arose os to the extent of the word in-

strumentum, between or among the parties who de-

rived their claim firom a testator. (Dig. 33. tit. 17.

s. 12.)

Fundus has a derived sense which flows easily

enough from its primary meaning. “ Fandus,**

says Festus, **dicitur populusesse rci,qoam niicnat,

hoc est auctor." [Arcroa.] Compare Plautus,

TWaam. v. L 7 {fimdtu potior). In this sense
^ fiindus esse " is to confirm or ratify a thing

;

and in OcUius (xix. 8) there is the expression
** sententiae legisque fundus subscriptorque fieri.**

[Fokdxratl] [O. JL]

FUNES. [Navis.]
FUNUS. It is proposed in the following article

to give a brief account of Greek and Roman
funerals, and of the di&rcnt rites and ccremoojcs

connected therewith.

1. Orbbk. The Greeks attached mat import-

ance to the burial of the dead. They believed

that souls could not enter the Klysian fields till

their bodies bad been buried ; and accordingly we
find the shade of Rlp>cnor in the Odyssey (xi. 66.

dec.) earnestly imploring Ulysses to bury bis body.

Ulysses also, when in dan^r of shipwreck, deplores

that he hod not fallen betore Troy, as he should in

that rase have obtained on honourable burial. (Od.

V. 311.) So strong was this feeling among the

Greeks, that it was considered a religious duty to

throw earth upon a dead body, which a person

might happen to find unburied (AeL Far. HUt. v.

14) ;
and among the Athenians, those children « ho

were released from all other obligations to unworthy
parents, were nevi^rtbeless bound to bury them by
one of Solon's laws. (Aesch. c. TYmarr. p. 40.)

The neglect of bur}’ing one's relatives is frequently

mentioned by the orators as a grave charge against

the moral character of a man (Dcm. c. ArUtoff.

i. p. 787. 2 ; Lys. e. PhiL p. 883, c. Atcdi. p. 535»X
since the burial of the body by the relations of the

dead was considered a religious duty by the uni-

versal law of the Greeks. Sophocles represents

Antigone as disregarding all consequences in order

to bury the dead body of her brother Polyneicea,

which Croon, the king of Thebes, had comnuinded

to be left unburied. The common expressions for

the funeral rites, ra Slxaui, v6fupa or ropi^iptra^

wpoo^ftorro, show that the dead hod, as it were, a

legal and moml claim to burial.

The common customs connected with a Greek
funeral are described by Lucian in his treatise de

Luctu (c. 10, &C., voL iL p. 926. ed. Reiu) ; and

there is no reason for supposing that they differ

much from those which were practised in earlier

times. After a person was dead, it was the cus-

tom first to place in his mouth an obolus, called

Sardjoj [Danacx], with which he might pay the

ferryman in Hades. The body was then washed
and anointed with perfumed oil, and the head was
croamed with the flowers which happened to be in

season. The deceased was next dressed in as

handsome a robe os the family could afford, in

order, according to Lucian, that he might not be
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cold on the pa&sa^ to Hndn, nor be seen luiked

by Cerberus: this garment appears to hare boon

usually white. (//. xviiL 353 ;
Artotniod- Oneirucr.

H. 3.) These duties were not performed by hired

persons, like the poiJiwiifrrs among the Komans,
but by the women of the family, upon whom the care

of the corpoe always devolved. (Isacos, de PkUoei.

hrr.
p, 143, <U Ciron. her. p. 1109.)

The corpse was then Jaid out wporl*

$9<r0eu) on a bed which appears to have

been of the ordinary kind, with a pillow (vpo^ricf-

<pd\aioe) for supporting the head and bock. (Lys.

c. /CnUotth. p. 35>5.) It is said that the on

which the corpse was laid out was originally placed

outside the house (Schol. ad Ariatoph. Liftietr.

61 1) ; but at Athens we know it was placed in-

side, by one of Solon's lawa (I)em. e. Macarl.

p. 1071.) The object of this foiinal wp66M<nt was

that it might bo teen that the deceased bad died

naCumlly, and that no violence had been done to

him. (Pollux, viiL 65.) Plato (L^. zil 9. p. 959)
asHigns another reason, namely, that there might

be no doubt that the person was dead, and says,

that the body ought only to be kept in the bouse

so long as it may be necessary to osa^rtain that (act.

By the side of the bed there w'ere placed painted

earthen vessels, called K-fiKv0Oi (ArUtoph. JCeci.

1 032, 996), which were also buried vrilh the

corpse
;

examples of which mar l>e seen in the

drawings of the coffins given by Bbttiger ( roses/;.

tit)e-pagc)andStackeIlierg(/>M Griiberder I/elfemm^

pL 8). Great numbers or these painted vases have

b«’en found in modem times ; and they have been

of great nse in explaining many matters connected

with anth}uity. A honey-cake, calUd neKtrroi^a^

which appears to have been intended for Cerberus,

was also placed by the side of the corpse. (Arisloph.

Lpsietr. 601, with Schol.
;
compare Virg. Aen. vi.

4 1 9.) Before the door a vessel of water was placed,

called ttrrpeucor, hphdXior or hphdrior^ in order that

persons who had l^en in the bouse might purify

themselves by sprinkling water on their persons.

(Aristoph. Ecd, 1033 ;
Pollux, viii. 65 ;

Hesych.

s. V. *Aj^.) The relatives stood around the bed, the

women uttering great lamentations, rending their

garments and tearing their hair. (liUcion. Ih. 12.)

Solon attempted to put a stop to this (Pint, .^b/.

1*2. 21), but his regulations on the subject do not

appear to have been generally ol^servcd. It was

fonnerlf the practice to sacrifice victims before

carrying out the dead ;
but this custom was not

nWrvf^ in the time of Plato. (Mie, p. 315.) No
females under 60 years of age, except the nearest

rehitions (^rrhs were allowed to be

present while the corpse was in the house. (Bern.

C. Afacart. p. 1071.)

On the day after the or the third dav

after death, the corpse was carried out (Vx^pd,

dKKOfiih^i) for burial, early in the morning and be-

fore sunrise, by a law of 8olun, which law appears

to have been revived by Demetrius Pbalereus.

(Dem. /. c.; Anliph. de C%or. p. 782 ; Cic, de

il 26.) A burial soon after death was sup-

posed to be pleasing to the dead. Thus we find

the shade of Patroclus saying to Achilles (//. zxiiL

71).

0dwT« fit 8tti Tclxnrra, irvXar ifSoo

(Compare Xen. Mem, i. 2. § 53.) In some places

it appears to have been usual to bury the dead on

the day following death. (Callim. ICpiffr. 15 ;
Diog.

Laert, L 122,) The men walked before the

corpse and the women behind. (Dem. /. c.) The
funeral procession w*as preceded or followed by
hired mourners who appear to have

been usually Carian women, though Plato speaks
of men engaged in this office. They played mourn-
ful tunes on the flute. (Plat vii. 9. p. BOO ;

Hesych. a e. Kapirat
;
Pollux, iv. 75.)

The body was cither buried or burnt Lucian

(75. *21) nyi that the Greeks bum and the Per-
sians bury their dead ; but modern uTiters are

greatly divided in opinion ns to which w*as the

usual practice. Wachsrouth myt that in historiaU

times the dead were always buried ; but this state-

ment is not strictly correct Thus we And that

Socrates spesiks of bis body being either burnt or

buried (Plat Pkaed. p. 1 15) ; the body ofTimedcon
was burnt (Plut Timoi. 39), and so was that of

Pbiiopocmcn. (Id. I*hi/vp.2\.) The word^dvreiv
is used in connection with either mnde ; it is applied

to the collection of the ashes after burning, and ac-

cordingly we find the words xoftiv and <3dirrei»'

used together. (Dionys. AfU, Horn. v. 48.) The
proper expression for interment in the earth is

ettrophrreir^ whence we find Socrates speaking of

rh ffwfia KaTepvTr6ftfror. In Humcr
the bodies of the dead are burnt (//. xxiii. 127,

&C., zziv. 787, &e.)
;
but interment was also usi^d

in very ancient times. Cicero {de Leg. iL 25) says

that the dead were buried at Athens in the time

of Cecrops
; and w'e also read of the bones of Ores-

tes being found in a coffin at Tegea. (Herod, i. 68

;

compare Pluu&f. 10.) Thedcod were commonly
buried among the Spartans (PluL /.yc. 27 ;

com-

pareTbucyd. i. 134) and the Sicyoniaus (Puus. ii, 7.

8 3) ;
and the prevalence of this practice is proved

by the great number of skeletons found in coffins

in modern times, which have evidently not l>een

exposed to the action of firs. Both burning and
burying appear to have bceo always usc*d to a
greater or less extent at diflermt periods ; till the

spread of Christianity at length put an end to the

former practice.

The dead bodies were usually burnt on piles of

wood, called ri^l. The body was placed on the

top
; and in the heroic times it was customary to

bum with the o^psc animals and even captives or

slaves. Thus at the funeral of Patroclus, Achilles

killed many sheep, oxen, horses, and dogs, and
also twelve captive Trojans, whose bodies he biuiit

with those of his friend. (//. xxiii. 1 65, &c.) Oils

and perfumes were also thrown into the flames

When the pyre was burnt down, the remains of

the fire were quenched with wine, and the relatives

and friends collected the bones. {IL xxiv. 791.)

The bones were then washed with wine and oil,

and placed in urns, which were sometimes made of

gold. {Od. xxiv. 71, &C.)

The corpses, which were not burnt, were buried

in coffins, w'hich were called by various names, ns

aopoL w5<A<h, At}roi, Aclpvaxff, SpoiTcu, though
some of these names are also applied to the urns

in which the bones were collected. They were

mode of various materials, but were usually of

linked clay or earthenware. Their forms are very

various, as may be seen by a reference to Stackcl-

berg {Die Gr'dher der HeUenen., pi 7, 8), The pre-
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crding woodcut oontams two of the moot ancient

kind ; the figure in the middle it the section of one.

The dead were utuaily buried outside the town,

at it was thought that their pretence Id the city

brought pollution to the living. At Alheni the

dead were formerly buried in their own houses

(Plat. Mi*. L 0.), but in historical times none were
allowed to be buried within the city. (Cic. od
Fatti. iv, 12. § 3i,) Lyenrgut, in order to remove
all supicrstition respecting the presence of the dead,

allowed of burial in Sparta (Plut Lyc. 27); and
at Megara also the dead were buried within the

town. (Pans. i. 43. § 2.)

Persons who possessed lands in Attica were fre-

quently buried in them, and we therefore read of

tombs in the fields. (Dcm. e, p. 1159 ;

Donat ad Ter, Eun, 10.) Tombs, however,

were most frequently built by the side of roads and
near the gates of tlie city. Thus the tomb of Thu-
cydides was near the Melitian gate (Paua i. 23.

§11); but the most common place of burial was
ohuide of the Itonian gate, near the road leading to

the Pciraecus, which gate was for that reason called

the burial gate. wi/Aoi, Etym, Mag. and
Harpocr. *.r. / Theophr. Char. 14.) Those who
had fallen in battle were buried at the public ex-

pense in the outer Ceramcicus, on the road leading

to the Academia. (Thuc. iu 34 ;
Paus. L 29.

§4.)
The tombs were reganled as private propf*rty,

and belonged exclusively to the families whose re-

latives had been buried in them. (Dem. c. EubuL
p. 13»7, c. MaearL p. 1077 ; Cic. de Leg. ii. 26.)

Tombs were called d^xoi, rdtpoi^ ^y^fiaro,

firti^uoy tHtfiora. Many of these were only

mounds of earth or stones (xw^ro, aoAwi'ax,

r6n€ot). Others were built of stone, and frequently

ornamented with great taste. Some of the most
remarkable Greek tombs are those which have
been discovered in Lycia by Sir C. Fellows. In the

neighbourhood of Antiphclius the tombs are verv

numerous. They all have Greek inscriptions, which
are generally much destroyed by the damp sea

air. The following woodcut, taken from Fellows's

weirk {Ermnion in Ania A/inor, p. 219), contains

one of these tombs, and will give on idea of the

general appearance of the whole.

FUNUS.
At Xantbos the tombs are still more numerous.

They are cut into, or are formed by cuttiug saay,
the rock, leaving the tombs standing like worics of

Kulpture. (Ib. p.226.) The some is the case at

Telmessus, where they are cut out of the rock in

the form of temples. They are generally approached

by steps, and the columns of the portico stand out

about six fleet from the entrance to the cella
; the

interiors vary but little ;
they are usually about

six feet in height and nine feet by tw*elvc in sizew

One side is occupied by the door, and the other

sides contain benches on which the coffins or urns

have been placed. (75. p. 245.)

Some Greek tombs were built under ground, and
called igpogea (bwiyata or vwbytia). They cor-

respond to the ^man condUoria. ( Petron. c. 1 1 1 .)

At Athens the dead appear to have been usunllpr

buried in the earth ; and originally the place of their

interment was not marked by any monument (Cic.

de Itcg. ii. 25.) Afterwards, however, so much
expense was incurred in the erection of monuments
to the deceased, that it w*as provided by one of

Solon's law's, that no one should erect a monument
which could not be completed by ten men in the

course of three days. (7d. ii. 26.) This law, how-
ever, docs not seem to have been strictly observed.

We read of erne monument which cost twenty-five

minac (Lys. c. Diog.jg. 905), and of another which
cost more than two talents. (Dem. c. i.

p. 1125. 15.) Demetrius Phalereus also attempted

to put a stop to this expense by forbidding the

erection of anr funeral monument more than three

cubits in height (Cic. I, c.)

The monuments erected over the graves of per-

sons were usually of four kinds : 1. orfiXat, pillars

or upright stone tablets ; 2. Kloyet, columns ; 3.

rdtSia or vp^ small buildings in the form of tem-

ples ; and 4. rpdwf^tUy flat square stones, called by
Cicero (L c.) meneae. The term orfiXat is some-

times applied to all kinds of funeral monuments,
but properly designates upright stone tablets, which
were usually terminated with an oval beading,

called These 4ri94/tara were frequently

omninented with a kind of arabesque work, as in

the two following specimens token from Stackel*

berg (pi. 3). The shape of the however,

sometimes ditfered
;
among the Sicyonians it was

iii the shape of the dsrdr wfadigium [Fastigivm],
which is placed over the extremity of a temple.

Tho KiWex, or column.% were of Tarious foriD&
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The three in the following woodcut are taken from

Stackelbei^ (p)>44, 46)aud Millin {Pem,dt Vas9$

Tol. ii. pi 51.)

The following example of nn which iialio

tnken from Stackclberg (pi. 1) will give a genemi
ide.*! of monunienU of thi* kind. Another

ia given in the course of this article (p. 558, a ).

The inscriptions npon these funeral monuments
usuallr contain the name of the deceased person,

and that of the demus to which he belonged, as

well as frequentljr some account of his life. A
work on such moniimenta, entitled lisp) Mtmtftdrmy

was written by Diodorxis Pvriegetea. (PluL Tlsia.

32.)

Orations in praise of the dead were sometimes

pronounced
; but Solon ordained that such orations

should be confined to persons who were honoured
with a public fiincraL (Cic. ds il 26.) In
the heroic ages games were celebrated at the fune-

ral of a great man, as in the case of Patroclus (li,

zxiii.)
:
but this nrecticc does not seem to have

been usual in the nistorical times.

All persons who hod been engaged in funerals

were considered polluted, and could not enter the

temples of the gods till they had been purified.

Those persons who were reported to hare died in

foreign countejas, and whose funeral rites had been
performed in tneir own cities, were called 6<rrspd>

roTfioi and Jfurfpdxorpoi if they were aliro. Such
persons were considered impure, and could only be
(UliTtfcd from their impurity by being dressed in
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•waddling clothes, and treated like new-boni in>

fonts, (((csych. s. r. / P\at. Quaest. fiom, 6.)

After the fiineral wms over the relatives partook
of a feast, which was called xtpiBttwvow or >*«xpd-

Sfravor. (Lucian, Jb. c. 24 ; Cic. de LegAi. 25.)

This feast aras always given at the house of the
nearest relative of the deceased. Thus the relatives

of those who had (alien at the battle of Chaeroncia
partook of the wpldsiVKor at the bouse of Demo-
sthenes, as if ho were the nearest relative to them
:ill. (Dem. proCoron. p 321, 15.) These feasts

arc frequently represented on funeral monuments.
In one corner a horse's head is usually placed, which
was intended to represent death as a journey. The
following woodcut, which represents a wtplbuwyov
or yficpib4twyo¥^ is taken from the Marmora Oron. i.

tab. 52. No. 1 35. Asimilor example ofa ir«pf5«irKor

is given at the bcgitiijing of llobhousc's TmrtU.
(Com|>are Miiller, ArvhVnJ. der Kunrt^ § 428. 2,)

On the second day after the funeral a sacrifice

to the d«id was offered, called rplra. Pollux (viii.

146) enumerates, in order, all the sacrifices and
ceremonies which followed the funeral,— rplra,

fn^To, rpia«rd5«r, 4vayl(rpara, Aristophanea

(fsy$istr. 611, with Schol.) alludes to the rplra.

The principal aacrifice, how'eviT, to the dead was
on the ninth day, called 4»rara or fyara. (Aeschin.

e. Ctetipb. p 617 ; Isaeus, d« Ciron. herrd. p. 224.)
The mooming for the dead appears to have lasted

till the thirtieth day after the funeral (Lys.</e catd,

Eml. p 16), on which day sacrifices were again
offered, (llarpocrat. t.e. rpioadr.) At Sparta tbo
time of mourning was limited to eleven days.

(Pint. Lye. 27.) During the time of mourning it

was considered indecorous for the relatives of the

deceased to appear in public (Aeschin. e. Ctesipi.

pp 468, 469); they were accustomed to wear a
block dress (Kurip Helen. 1087, Iphiy. Aul. 1438;
Isaei^ de Nieottr. her. p71 ; Plut Periel. 38X
and in ancient times cut off their hair as a sign of

grief. (IlAdaapoi ws»<^r^ptor, Actchyl. do<r/>ilu 7.)

The tombs were preserved by the family to

which they belonged with the greatest care, and
were regarded os among the strongest ties which
attached a man to his native land. (Acschyl. Ptr$.

405 • Lycurg. e, Leoer. p. 141.) In the Docimasia

of the Athenian archons it was always a subject

of inquiry whether they had kept in proper repair

the tombs of their ancestors. < Xen. Mem, iL 2.

$13.) On certain da^s the tombs were crowned
with flowers, and ofienngs were mado to the dead,

consisting of garlands of flowers and various other

things
;

for au account of which see AeschyL Pen,
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609» Ac^ Ckoiph. 86, Ac. Tbe act of offering

these presents was called iyetylCtiy, and the offer-

ings themsclTes ^payUrfieera, or more commonly

XooL Such offerings at the tombs are represented

upon many X^icwtfot, or painted vases ;
of which an

example is given in the following woodcut. (Millin,

Peini. d« Vates^ voL iL pL 27.) The tomb is built

in the form of a temple (rip^ov\ and upon it is a

representation of the deceased. (See also Stackcl-

berp, pi. 44—46, and Millin, yoL ii. pi. 32. 38, for

further examples.)

The yty4ata mentioned by Herodotus (ir. 26)
appear to have consisted in offerings of the same
kmd, which were presented on the annivcrsaiy of

the birth-day of the deceased. The vtKWTia were
probably offerings on the aimivcrsary of the day of

the death ; though, according to some writers, the
ytKwrut were the same as the 7cW<rio. (Hcsych.
#.«. rtpiffia: Grammat. Bekk. p. 231.) Meals
were also presented to the dead and burnt (Lucian,

Coni«mpL 22. vol. i. p. 519, ed. Reitx. ; da Mere.
Cond.2B. p. 687 ; Artemiod. Onaroer. iv. 81.)

Certain crimin^s, who were put to death by the

state, were also deprired of the rights of burial,

which was considered as an additional punish-

ment There were places, both at Athens and
Sparta, where the dead bodies of such criminals

were cast (Plut 1%em. 22 ; Thuc. L 134.) A
person w*ho had committed suicide was not deprived

of burial, but the hand with which he had killed

himself was cut off and buried by itself. (Aeschin.

e. Ctes. pp. 636, 637.) The bodies of those per-

sons who hod been struck by lightning were re-

garded as sacred (I'cpol ptKpol)
; they were never

buried with others (Eurip. 93o),but usually

on the spot where they had been struck. (Arto-
miod. Otteiroer. iL 9. p. 146 ;

Bidbntal.)
2. Roman. When a Roman was at the point

of death, his nearest relation present endeavoured
to catch the last breath with his month. (Virg.

Aen. iv, 684 ; Cic. Verr. v. 45.) The ring was
taken off the finger of the dying person (Suet 7V5.

73) ; and as soon as he was dead his eyes and
mouth were closed by the nearest relation (Virg.

Am. ix. 487 ; Lucan, iii. 740), who called upon
the deceased by name (indamare, conclamare% ex-

claiming Aave or va/e. (Ovid, TViu. iiL 3. 43, MeL
X. 62, piui. iv. 852 ; Catull. cL 10.) The corpse

was then washed, and anointed with oil and per-

fumes by slaves, called PoUindarety who belonged
to the Ldniimaniy or undertakers, called by the
Creeks ympoedwrau (Dig. 14. tit 3. s. 6.' §8.)

FUNU8.
The Libitinarii appear to have been so called be-

cause they dwelt near the temple of Venus Libitina,

where all things requisite for funerals were sold.

(Sencc. de Date/, vi. 38 ;
Plut QuaesL Rom. 23 ;

Liv. xlL21
;
Plut Attm. 12.) Hence we find the

expressions vilare Libitinam and eeadere LUtUiiuun

used in the sense of escaping death. (Hor. Carm,
iiL 30. 6; Jut. xii. 122.) At this temple an ac-

count (ratio, ephemerii) was kept of those who died,

and a small sum was paid for the registration of

their names. (Suet Ner. 39 ;
Dionys. Ant Rom.

iv. 15.)

A small coin was then placed in the month of

the corpse, in order to pay the ferryman in Hades
(Juv. iiL 267), and the body was laid out on a
conch in the vestibule of the house, with its feet

towards the door, and dressed in Uie best robe

which the deceased had worn when alive. Ordi-

nary citizens were dressed in a white toga, and
magistrates in their official robes. (Juv. iii. 172 ;

Liv. xxxiv. 7 ;
Suet Ner. 50.) If the deceased

had received a crown while alive as a reward for

his bravery, it was now placed on bis head (Cic.

de Leg. ii. 24) ;
and the couch on which he 11*88

laid was sometimes covered with leaves and flowers.

A branch of cypress was also usually placed at the

door of the house, if he was a person of conse-

quence. (Lucan. iiL 442 ;
Hor. Ocirm.ii. 14. 23.)

Funerals were usually called fimera junta or

extequiae ; the latter term was generally applied to

the funeral procession (pompa /itnebru). There

were two kinds of funerals, public and private ; of

which the former was colled/wms publicum (Tacit

Atm. tL 11) or indiefitmmy because the people were

invited to it by a herald. (Festus, s. v. ; Cic. de

Ijeg. ii. 24) ;
the latter ftmue taeilum (Ovid, Tritt.

i. 3. 22)ytratulaHtittm (Suet Ner. 33), orplebetum.

A person appears to have usually left a certain sum
of money in his will to pay the expenses of bis

funeral
;
but if he did not do so, nor appoint any

one to bury him, this duty devolved upon the per-

sons to whom the property was left, and if he died

without a will, upon his relations according to their

order of succession to the property. (Dig. 11. tit

7. s. 12.) The expenses of the funeral were in

such cases decided by an arbiter acemding to the

property and rank of the deceased (Dig. /.

whence arhitria is used to signify the funeral ex-

penses. (Cic. pro Domoy 37, pod Red. in Sen. 7, in

Pis. 9.) The following description of tho mode in

which a funeral was conducted applies strictly only

to the funerals of the great
;
the same pomp and

ceremony could not of course be observed in the

case of persons in ordinary circumstances.

All fimerals in ancient times were pofonned at

night (Serv. ad Viig. Aen. xi. 143 ;
Isidor. xi. 2,

XX. 10), but aftenrards the poor only a'erc buried

at night, because they could not afford to have any

fiiner^ procession. (Festus, s. v. Vespae

;

Suet

Dom, 17; Dionys. iv. 40.) The corpse a.*as usually

carried out of the house (fiffmltatwr) on the eighth

day after death. (Serv. ad Viig. Am. r. 64.)

The order of the funeral procession was regulated

by a person called Designator or Dominus Fnmerisy

who was attended by lictors dressed in black.

(Donat ad Ter. Addph. i. 2. 7; Cic. de Leg. iL 24

:

Hor. Ep. L 7. 6.) It was headed^ mnsiciant of

various kinds {eomimnesy siticine^ who played

mournful strains (Cic. Ibid. ii. 23 ;
Gell. xx. 2),

and next came mourning women, called Pratji^
(Festus, s, V.), who were hired to lament and sing
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the ftmcral song (naettta or Usms) in praise of the

deceased. These were sometimes followed by

players and buffoons {aatrrae, hUtrionet)^ of whom
one, called ArciiitnimtUy represented the character

of the deceased, and imitated his words and actions.

(Suet. Vesp. 19.) Then came the slaves whom the

deceased had liberated, wearing the cap of liberty

{pUaiti)
;
the number of whom was occasionally

ver}' great, since a master sometimes liberated all

his slaves, in his will, in order to add to the pomp
of his funeral. (Dionys. iv. 24 ;

compare Lir.

xxzviiu 55.) Before the corpse persons walked
wearing waxen masks [Imaoo], representing the

ancestors of the deceased, and clothed in the official

dresses of those whom they represented (Polyb.

vi. 53 ;
Plin. H. N. xxxv. 2) ;

and there were also

carried before the corpse the crowns or military re-

words which the deceased had gained. (Cic. de

Leg. ii. 24.)

The corpse was carried on a conch (lectica\ to

which the name of Fereirum (Varro, de Ling. Lot.

V. 1C6) or Captdus (Festus, $. v.) was usually given;

but the bodies of poor citizens and of slaves were

carried on a common kind of bier or coffin, called

StuidapUa. (Mart iL 81, viii. 75. 14 ;
Juv. viiL

1 75; vUia area, Hor. Sai. i. 8. 9.) The SandapiUt

was carried by bearers, called Vespae or VespUlonea

(Suet Dorn. 17 ;
Mart L 31. 48), because, ac-

cording to Festus (s. ».), they carried out the

corpses in the evening (vespertino tempore). The
couches on which the corpses of the rich were car-

ried were sometimes made of ivory, and covered

with gold and purple. (Suet Jul. 84.) They were
often carried on the shoulders of the nearest rela-

tions of the deceased ( V'aler. Max. vii. 1. § 1 ;
Hor.

S<U. ii. 8. 5G), and sometimes on those of his freed-

znen. (Pers. iiL 106.) Julius Caesar was carried

by the magistrates (Suet. Jul. 84), and Augustus

by the senators. (li Aug. 100 ; Tacit Ann, i. 8.)

The relations of the deceased walked behind the

corpse in mouniing ; his sons with their heads

veiled, and his daughters with their heads bare

and their hair dishevelled, contrary to the ordinoiy

practice of both. (Plut Quuesf. /font. 14.) They
often uttered loud lamentations, and the women beat

their breasts and tore their cheeks, though this was
forbidden by the Twelve Tables. {Mulieres genae

me radunto, Cic. de Leg. ii. 23.) If the deceased

was of illustrious rank, the funeral procession went
through the forum ( Dion}’s. iv. 40), and stopped be-

fore the rostra, where a funeral oration (laudatio)

in praise of the deceased was delivered. (Dionys.

V. 1 7 ; Cic. pro Afil. 13, de OraL iL 84 ; Suet JuL
84, Aug. 100.) This practice was of great an-

tiquity among the Romans, and is said by some
writers to have been first introduced by Publicola,

who pronounced a funeral oration in honour of his

colleague Brutus. (Plut Public. 9 ;
Dionys. v. 17.)

Women also were honoured by funeral orations.

(Cic. de Oral. iL 11 ; Suet JuL 26, CaL 10.)

From the forum the CArpse was carried to the place

of burning or burial, which, according to a law of

the Twelve Tables, was obliged to be outside the

city. (Cic. de Leg. ii. 23.)

The Romans in the most ancient times buried

their dead (Plin. H. N. viL 55), though they also

early adopted, to some extent, the custom of burn-

ing, which is mentioned in the Twelve Tables.

(Cic. 1. c.) Burning, however, does not appear to

have become general till the later times of the re-

public ;
Marius was buried, and Sulla was the first
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of the Cornelian gens whose body was burned.

(Cic. i5. iL 22.) Under the empire burning w.is

almost universally practised, but was gradually db-
continued as Christianity spread (Minuc. Felix, p.

327, cd. OuzeL 1672), so that it had fiiilen into

disuse in the fourth century. (Macrob. vii. 7.) Per-

sons struck by lightning were not burnt, but buried

on the spot, which was called Bidental, and was
considered sacred. [Bidbntal.] Children also,

who had not cut their teeth, were not burnt, but
buried in a place called Suggrundarium. (Plin.

H. N. viL 15 ; Juv. xv. 140 ;
Fulgent de prise.

Serm. 7.) Those who were buried were plac^ in

a coffin (area or loculus), which was frequently

made of stone (Voler. Max. i. 1. § 12 ; AureL Viet
de Vir. III. 42), and sometimes of the Assian

stone, which came from Assos in Trees, and which
consumed all the body, with the exception of the

teeth, in 40 days (Plin. H. N. ii. 98, xxxvL 27),
whence it was called Sarcophagus. This name was
in course of time applied to any kind of coffin or

tomb. (Juv. X. 172 ; Dig. 34. tit 1. s. 18. §5

;

Orelli, Inser. No. 194, 4432, 4554.)
The corpse was burnt on a pile of wood (pyra

or rogus). Servius (gd Virg. Aen. xi. 185) thus

defines the difference between pgra and rogus,
** Pgra est lignorura congeries ; rogus, cum jam
ardere coeperit, dicitur.” This pile was built in

the form of an altar, witli four equal sides, whence
we find it called ara sepulcri (Virg. Aen. vi. 177)
and funeris ara. (Ovid, Trid. iiL 13. 21.) Tho
sides of the pile were, according to the Twelve
Tables, to be left rough and unpolished (Cic. de
Ijcg. ii. 23) ; but were frequently covered with dark
leaves. (Virg. Aen. vi. 215.) Cypress trees were
sometimes placed before the pile. (Virg. Ovid, 1. e.

;

Sil. Ital. X. 535.) On the top of the pile the corpse

was placed, with the couch on which it had been
carried (Tibull. i. 1. 61), and the nearest relation

then set fire to the pile with his face turned away.
[Fax.] When the flames began to rise, various

perfumes w'cre thrown into the fire (called by
Cicero (L c.) sumptuosa respersio), though this

practice was forbidden by the Twelve Tables ;

cups of oil, ornaments, clothes, dishes of food, and
other things, which were supposed to bo agreeable

to the deceased, w’ere also throAvn upon the flames.

(Virg. Aen, vL 225 ; Stat Theb. vi. 126 ; Lucan,
ix. 175.)

The place where a person was burnt was called

Dustum, if he was afterwards buried on the same
spot, and Ustrina or Ustrinum if he was buried at

a different place. (Festus, s. v. bustum.) Persons
of property frequently set apart a space, surrounded
by a wall, near their sepulchres, for the purpose of

burning the dead ; but those who could not afford

the space appear to have sometimes placed the

funeral pyres against the moniunents of others,

which was frequently forbidden in inscriptions on
monuments. (Huic monumento ustrinum applicari

non licet, Gruter, 755. 4. 656. 3 ; Orelli, 4384,
4385.)

If the deceased was an emperor, or an illustrious

general, the soldiers marched (decurrebant) three

times round the pile (Virg. Aen. xi. 188 ;
Tacit.

Ann. iL 7), which custom was observed annually

at a monument built by tho soldiers in honour of

Dnisus. (Suet Claud. 1.) Sometimes animals

were slaughtered at the pile, and in ancient times

captives and slaves, since the Manes were supposed

to be fond of blood; but afterwards gladiators.
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called hustufirii, were hired to fight round the

burning pile. (Senr. ad Kin/. Aen. z. 519; comp.

Hor. iL 3. U5.)

When the pile was burnt down, the cml>crs

were soaked with wine, and the bones and ashes

of the deceased were gathered by the nearest rela-

tires (Virg. v4«i. vi. —2*28; Tihull. i. 3. 6, iii.

2. 10; SueL Au4/. lUU), who sprinkled them with

perfumes, and placed them in a vessel called urna

(Ovid, Ann. iiu 9. 39 ;/iraUs amn. Tacit Ann.

iii. 1), which u*n8 made of various materials, ac-

cording to the circumstances of individuals. Most

of the funeral unis in the British Museum arc made
of marble, alaluistcr, or baked clay. They are of

various shapes, but most commonly squ.are or round;

and upon tfiom there is usually an inscription or

epitaph (tiitdus or epUapfdMTH\ lieginning with the

letters 1). M. S. or only D. M., that is, l)is Man-
jBus Sacrum, followed by the name of tlic de-

ce.ased, with the length of his life, 5tc., and also by

the name of the person who had the urn made.

The following examples, taken from unis in the

British Museum, will give a general knowle<!ge of

such inscriptions. The first is to Scrullia Zosimenes,

w'ho lived 2U yuan, and is dedicated by her son

Proadecius ;
—

I).

Seuvu.iak Zosimeni
QvaE Vl.XlT ANN .XXVI.

Bknk mehkn. pecit

PUOMIKCIVS I'lLIVS.

The next is an inscription to Licinius Successus

who lived 13 years one month and 19 days, by liis

must unhappy parents, Comicusand AurioLi;—
Dis. Man.

COMICVS. KT
Avhioea. Pahkntkh

Inpemciksimi
Licinio Svccesso.

V. A. XIII. M. L D. XIX.

The following woodcut is a rrprescmlation of a

sc{>ulchnil um in the British Museum. It is of on

upright rectangular form, richly ornamented with
foliage, and supported at the sides by pilastefS. It

is erected to the memory of 0>ssutia Priraa. Its

height is twenty-one inches, and its width, ai the

base, fourteen inches siz-eighihs. Below the in-

scription an infant genius is represented driving a
car dra^vm by four horses.

After the bones and ashes of the deceased had
been placed in the um, the persons present were
thrice sprinkled by a priest with pure water frera

a bninch of olive or laurel for the puiq>ose of purifi-

cation (Virg. Aen. vi. 229 ; Serv. ad loe.) i after

which they were dismissed by the praeUcaf or some
other person, by the solemn word that is,

ire iiiti. (Serv. 1. c.) At their departure they were
accustomed to bid farewell to the deceased by pew-

noiincing the word Irt/e, (Senr. L c.)

The urns were placed in sepulchres, which, as

already stated, were outside the city, though in a
few cases we read of the dead being buried within

the city. Thus Valerius, Publicola, Tubertiu, and
Kabricius were buried in the city ; which right

their descendants also possessed, but did not use.

(Cic. (ie /^. il 2.3.) The vestal virgins and tbe

emperors were buried in the city, according to Ser-

vius (a*t Viry. Aen. xi. 2U5), because they were

not bound by the laws. By a rescript of Hadrian,

those who buried a person in the city were liable to

a pimalty of40 aurci, which was to be paid to the

fiscus ; and the spot where the bupial bad taken

place was confiscated. (Dig. 47. tit. 13. a. S S 5.)

The pmetiee w*as also forbidden by Antoninus Pius

(Gipitol. Anton. Pita, 12), and Theodosius 11.

(Cod. Theod. 9. tit 1 7. s. 6.)

The verb tepetire^ like the Greek Jhdirrfir, was

applied to every mode of disposing of the dead

(Plin. //. .V. Tu. 55) ;
and nrjmlcrum signified any

kind of tomb in which the bc^y or bonce of a man
wore placed. {Sepulcmm esf, nU eorpru otoan

hominis condiia su/i/. Dig. 11. tit7. s.2.$5; com-

pare 47. tit. 12. s. 3. § *2.) Tbe term AeJiiarewas

originally used for burial in the earth (Plin. L e.\

but was afterwards applied like $epeUn to any mode
of disposing of the dead

;
since it appears to have

l>ecn the custom, after tbe body was burnt, to

throw some earth upon tbe bones. (Ck. d* Lep»

ii. 23.)

Tlic places for burial were either public or pri*

vate. The public places of burial were of two

kinds ; one for illustrious citizens, who were buried

at the public expense, and the other for poor dti-

xens, who could not nfiford to purchase ground for

the purpose. The former was in the Campus Mar^

tius, w'hich was ornamented with the tonibs of tbe

illustrious deoil, and in the Campus Esquilinut

(Cic. P/kxI, ix. 7) ; the latter was idso in the Cam-
pus Ksquilinus, and consisted of small pits or

caverns, called putindi or putienlae (V'arr. <U Umf.
IjfU. V. 25. cd. Muller ; Festus, $. v. ; Ilor.

i. B. lU) ;
but as this place rendered the ne^h-

bourhood unhealthy, it n*af given to Maecenas,

w’ho converted it into gardens, and built a mag-

nificent house upon it. Private places burial

were usually by the sides of the roads Icadu^ to

Home ; and on some of these roads, such as the

Via Appia, the tombs formed an alnMwt untn-

temipied street for many miles from the gates of

the city. They were frequently built by indivi-

duals during their life-time (Sen^ de Uno. ViL

20) ; thus Augustus, in hU sixth consulship built

the Mausoleum for his sepulchre between the Via
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FUininta and the Tiber, and planted round it

woodi and walks for public ose. <Suet.^i^. 100.)

The heirs were often ordered by the will of the

deceased to baild a tomb for him (Ilor. Sat. iu H.

84 ; Plin. Ep. ri. 10) ; and they sometimes did

it at their own expense (de mo), which is not un-

freqoently recorded in the inscription on funeral

monuments, as in the following example taken

from an um in the British Museum :
—

Dlls Manibvs
L. Lbfioi ErAFuaAB

pATsis OrriMi
L. LapiDivi
Maximvs F.

Da Svo,

Sepnlchies were originally called buMta (Fettut,

s. V. Seputemm), but this word was afterwards em>
ployed in the manner mentioned abore (p. 559, b.).

Sepulchres were also frequently called AfomitmeiUa

Cic. ad Earn. iv. 12. 9 3 ; Ovid, Md, xiii. 524),
but this term was also applied to a monument
erected to the memory of a person in a different

place from where be was buried. (Festus, a e.

;

Cic. pro Saii. 67 ; comp. Dig. 1 1. tit. 8.) Condi-

lortd or eoiKlUiva were sepulchres under ground,

in which dead bodies were placed entire, in con«

tradistinction to those sepulchres which contained

the bones and ashes only. They ansa’ered to the

Greek Cwdysior or ihrdyaior.

The tombs of the rich W'ere commonly bu!U of

marble, and the ground enclosed with an iron

railing or wall, and planted round with trees. (Cic.

ad Fam. it. § 3 ; TibulL iii. 2. 22 ; Suet Aer.
33. 50 ;

Martial, L 89.) The extent of the bury*

ing ground was marked by Cippi [Cirrirs]. The
name of MaiuoUumy which was originally the name
of the magnideent sepulchre erected by Artemisin

to the memory of Mausolus king of (Wta (Plin.

H. AT. xzxvi. 4. 9 9, xxxr. 49 ;
GelL x. IR),

was sometimes given to any splendid lomb. (Suet
Amg. 100 ; Paus. viiL 16. f 3.) The open space

before a sepulchre was called fonun [Fobum], and
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Dclther this spaeo nor the sepulchre itself could
become the property of a person by usucapion.

(Cic. de Jjtg. it 24.)

Private tombs were either built by an individual

for himself and the members of his family {$epulcra

/amiliaria\ or for himself and his hciis (w7>w/mt
iertdiiaria^ Dig. 1 1. tit 7* a 5). A toral^ whicii

was fitted up with niches to receive the funeral

urns, was called oo/umAafiasi, on account of the

resemblance of these niches to the holes of a
pigeon -bouse. In those tombs the ashes of the

Ircedmcn and slaves of great fomilies were fre*

qucntly placed to vessels made of baked clay,

called which were let into the thickness of

the wall within these niches, the lids only being
seen, and the inscriptiona placed in front Sevenu
of these columbaria %re still to be seen at Rome.
One of the most perfect of them, which was dis-

covered in the year 1 822, at the villa Kufini, about
two miles beyond the Porta Pin, is represented in

the annexed woodcut

Tombs were of various sixes and forms, according

to the wealth and tasto of the owner. The fol-

lowing woodcut, which represents port of the street

of tmnbs at Pompeii, is t^en from Idaxois, Pom-
pesoMo, part i. pL 1 &

All these tombs were raised on a platform of

nuuonry above the level of the footway. The first

building on the right band is a funeral tricliniam,

which iwesents to the street a plain front about

twenty feet in len^h. The next is the family

lomb of Naevoleia Tyche ; it consists of a square

building, cMitaimng a small chamber, and from the

level of the outer wall steps rise, which support a
marble cippus richly ornamented. The burial-

ground of Nestacidius follows next, which is sui^

rounded by a low wall ; next to which comes a

monument erected to the memory of C. Calventius

Quietua The building is solid, and was not

therefore a place of banal, but only an honorary

tomb. The wall in front is scarcely four feet

hi^k, from which three steps lead up to a cippus.

The back rises into a pediment
; and the extreme

height of the whole from the footway is about

imventem) fret. An unoccupied space inten'encs

]

between this tomb and the next, which bears no
inscription. The last building on the left is the

tomb of Scaurus, which is oniamcnted with bas-

reliefs representing gladiatorial combats and the

banting of wild b^ts.
The tombs of the Romani were ornamented

in various ways, but they seldom represented death

in a direct manner. (Muller, ArAHU. der

Kund^ 9 431 ; Lessing, I^m die Alien den Tod
geUidei httben t) A horse's bead was one of the

roost common representations of death, as it signi-

fied departure ; but we rarely meet with skeletons

upon tombs. The following woodcut, however,

which is taken from a bas-relief upon one of tlie

tombs of Pompeii, represents the skeleton of a
child lying on a heap of stoncsu The dress of the

femala, who is stooping over it, is remarkable, and
is still preserved, according to Mnxois, in tlie

country around Sera. (Mazois, Pomp, i. pi. 29.)
u u
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A tepiilcbre, or any place in which a person

was buried, was rdujicw; all things which were
left or belonged to the Dii Manes wero reliffiosae ;

those consecrated to the Dii Superi were called

Sarnu, (Gnius, ii. 46.) Even the place in which
A slave was buried was considered religion's. (Dig.

] 1. tit. 7. s. 2.) Whoever violated a sepulchre

was subject to an action termed gepuferi vuUaii

<uiio. (Dig. 47. tit 12 ;
compare Cic. luae. i. 12,

iie ii. 22.) Those who removed the bodies

or hones from the sepulchre were punished by death

or deportatio in insulam, according to their rank ;

if the sepulchre was violated in any other way,
they were punished by deportatio, or condenina*

tioii to the mines. (Dig. 47. tit 12. s. 1 1.) The
title in the Digest (11. tit 7),

** De Religiosis ct

Sumtibns Funeruni,*' &C., also contains much curi-

ous information on the subject, and is well worth

perusal.

After the bones had been placed in the urn at

the funcml, the friends returned home. They then

underwent a further purification cnlloi

which consisted in being sprinkled with water and
stepping over a fire. (Festus, s. r. Aona e( itfni.)

The house itself was also swept witli a certain

kind of broom
; w’hich sweeping or purification W'as

called arcerroe, and the person who did it ecerria-

ior. (FesUit, s. r.) The DeninUfs J-'enaa were
also days set apart for the purification of the

family. (Festus,#. r. ; Cic. de Leg. ii. 22.) The
mourning and solemnities connected with the dead
huited for nine days after the funeral, at the end of

which time a sacrifice was performed, called A^oten-

dkde. (Porphyr. LfonU. Epod. zvii. 48.)

A feast w'as given in honour of the dead, but

it is nncertain on what day ; it sometimes appears

to have been given at the time of the funeral, some-

times on the Novendiale, and sometimes later.

The name of SUkermium was given to this feast

( Pcstus, #. r.) ; of which the etymology is un-

known. Among the tombs at Pompeii there is a

funeral triclinium for the celebration of these feasts,

which is represented in the annexed woodcut
(Mazois, Pomp. i. p). xx.) It is open to the sky,

and the walls are ornamented by paintings of ani-

mals in the centre of compartments, which have

Itordera of flowers. The tricHnium is made of stone,

w'iih a pedestal in the centre to receive the table.

After tbo funeral of great men, there was, in ad-

dition to the feast for the friends of the deceased,

n distribution raw meat to the people, called

Pmcstu/io (Liv. viii. 2*2), and sometimes a public

banquet. (Suet. Jm/. 26.) Combats of gladiators

and other games were also frequeuUy exhibited in

honour of the deceased. Thus at the funcml of

P. Licinius Crossus, w'ho had been Pontifex Maxi-
mus, raw meat was distributed to the people, a
himdred and twenty gladiators fought, and funeral

games were celebrated for three doll's ; at the end
of which a public banquet was given in the forum.

(Lir. xxxix. 46.) Public feasts and funeral gomes
wiTe sometimes given on the anniversary of fune-

rals. Faustus, the son of Sulla, exhibited in

honour of his father a show of gladiators Mveral
years after his death, and gave a feast to the

people, according to his fiithePs testament. (Dton
Cuss, xxxvii. 51 ; Cic. pro StUL 19.) At all ban-

quets in honour of the dead, the guests were dressed

in w’hite. (Cic. e. VdHm. IS.)

The Romans, like the Greeks, were accustomed
to visit the tombs of their relatives at certain

periods, and to ofifer to them sacrifices and rariotu

gifts, which were called In/eriae and Paremtafia.

The Romans appear to have regarded the Manes or

departed souls of their ancestors as gods ; a'hence

arose the practice of pn sentiiig to them oblations,

which consisted of victims, wine, milk, garlands of

fiowers, and other things. (Virg. Aen. v. 77, ix.

215, X. 519
;
Tacit. I/isi. ii. 95 ; Suet Co^ 15 ,

A'er. 57 ; Cic. Pliil. i. 6.) The tombs were some-

times illuminated on these occasions with lamps.

(Dig. 40. tit 4. s. 44.) In the latter end of the

month of February there was a festival, called

Feraliay in which the Romans were accustomed to

carry food to the sepulchres for the use of the dead.

(Festus, #.e. ; Varro, de Ling. Lot vL 13 ;
Ovid,

Fixet. ii. 565—570 ;
Cic. ad AU. viiL 14.) •

The Romans, like ourselves, were accustomed to

wear mourning for their deceased friends, which
appears to have been black or dark-blue (u/ra)

under the republic for both sexes. (Serv. ad Virg,

Aen, xi. 287.) Under tlic empire the men con-

tinued to wear black in mourning (Jtiv. x. *245),

but the women wore white. (Ilerodian. iv. 2.)

They laid aside all kinds of omamenu (Herodian.

L e.; Tcrcnt. Heaut ii. 3. 47), and did not cut

cither their hair or beard. (Suet JuL 67, Avg. 23,

CW. 24.) Men appear to have usually worn their

mourning for cmly a few days (Dion (^aas. Ivl 43),

but women for a year when they lost a buthond or

parent (Ovid, Faat, iii. 134 ; Sencc. 63,

CoMatd. ad Ilelv. 16.)

In a public mourning on account of some signal

calamity, as for instance the lots of a battle or the

death of an emperor, there was a total cessation

frmn business, called yatsfi/tura. [JusTmuic.] In

n public mourning the senators did not w*ear the

latus clavus and their rings (Liv. ix. 7), nor the

magistrates their budges of office. (Tacit vlaa.

iii. 4.)

(Mrursius, de f'unere ; Stackelbeig, Die Grii6er

//ef/eaen, Berlin, 1837 ; Kirchmann,<f# Mnim-
bus HomiinU; Becker, CkariMea^ Tifl. ii. pp. 166—
210, GaUue, vol. ii. pp. 271—301.)
FUUCA, which properly moans a fork, was also
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tito name of an instniment of punishment It was

a piece of wood in the form of the letter A, which

was placed upon the shoulders of the offender, whose

bands were tied to it Slaves were frequently

punishi'd in this way, and were obliged to carry

about the furca wherever they went ( Donat ad
Tfr, Andr. iil. 5. 12 ; Plut Coriol. 24 ; Plaut

(.'as* ii. 6. 37) • whence the appellatum of /urci/er

was applied to a man ns a term of reproach. (Cic.

in Vafin. 6.) The furca was used in the ancient

mode of rauital punishment among the Ronmni ;

the criminal was tied to it and then scourged to

death. (Liv. L 26 ;
Suet AVr. 49.) ThepaiUmlum

was al<o an instrument of pnnishment resembling

the furca ; it appears to have been in the form of

the letter a ( Plaut Mil. ii. 4. 7, AfosUU. i. 1. 53.)

Roth the furca and patibulum were also employed

as crosses, to which criminals were nailed (in/nrea

funpeudere^ Dig. 48. tit. 13. s. 6 ;
tit 19. s. 2B.

§ 15 ; tit 19. s. 38). See Lijisius, de Cruce.

FU'RCIFER. [Furca.]
FURIO'SUS. [Curator.]
FURNUS. [Fornax.?
FUROR. [Curator]
FURTI ACTIO. [Furtum.]
FUHTUM, “ theft,” is one of the four kinds of

delicts which were the foundation of oblif^tiones

;

it is also called “ crimen.” Moveable things only

could be the objects of furtum ; for the fraudulent

handling (eonhwiaiio /rnudaloga) of a thing was

furtum, and contrectatio is defined to be “ loco

movere.” But a man might commit theft without

carrying off another person's property. Thus it

was furtum to use a thing which w*os deposited

{drjxm/um). It w*as also furtum to use a thing

which bad been lent for use, in a way different

from that which the lender had agreed to
;
but

with this qualification, that the borrower roust be-

lieve that he was doing it agiiinat the owner's con-

sent, and that the owner would not content to such

use if he was aware of it
;
for dolus malus was an

essential ingredient in furtum. Another requisite

of furtum (Dig. 47. tiL 2. s. 1) is the “ lucri faciendi

gratia,” the intention ofappropriating the property.

'I bis was otherwise express^ by saying that furtum

consisted in the intention {/urium tx afftrda etmtittit;

or,siH« affttciufnrandi noa cu/nmiV/i/ar, Uaiui, it 50).

It was not necessary, in order to constitute furtum,

that the thief should know whose property the thing

was. A person who was in the power of another

might be the object of furtum. (Init. 4. tit 1. § 9.)

A debtor might commit furtum by taking a thing

which be had given as a pledge (p^on) to a cre-

ditor
;
or by t^ing his property when in the pot*

session of a bona fide possessor. Thus there might
be furtum either of n moveable thing itself, or of

the use of a thing, or of the possession, as it is ex-

pressed. (Inst 4. tit 1. § 1.)

The definition of furtum in the Institutes is rci

contrectatio fraudulota, writhout the addition of the

word “ alienae.” Accordingly the definition eom-
];rises both the case of A man stealing the property

of another, and also the cose of a man stewing his

own property, as when a man iraudulcntiy takes a

moveable thing, which is his property, from a per-

son who has the legal possession of it This hitter

case is the ** furtum posscssionis.*' The definition

in the Institutes is not intended as a claasification

of theft into three distinct kinds, but only to show
by way of example the extent of the meaning of the

term FMfiunu This U well explained by Vangerow,

FURTUM. 663

Pattifrkien^ Ac, iil. p. 550. J^ee also Rein, I>at

CWmmti/ircA/ drr i?omcr, p. 304.

A person might commit furtum by aiding in a
furtum, ns if a man should jostle you in onler to

give another the opportunity of taking your money

;

or drive away your sheep or cattle in order that

another might get possession of them: but if it

were done merely in a sportive vray, and not with
a view of aiding in a theft, it was not furtum,
though there might be in such case an actio ntilis

under the Lex Aquilia, which gave such an action

even in the case of culpa. [Daunu.*u.]
Furtum was cither Monifestum or Ncc Manift's-

tum. It was clearly manifestum when the person

was caught in the act ; but in vorioas other cases

there was a difference of opinion as to whether the

furtum was manifestum or not. S<mie were of

opinion that it was furtum manifestum so long as
the thief was engaged in conying the thing to the

place to which he designed to carry it : and others

maintained that it was furtum manifestum if the
thief was ever found with the stolen thing in his

possession
;

but this opinion did not prcvnil.

(Gaiua, iii. 184 ;
Inst. 4. tit. 1. § 3.) That which

was not manifestum wasnec manifestum. Furtum
conceptum and oblatum were not species of theft,

but species of action. It was called conceptum
furtum when a stolen thing was sought and found,

in the presence of witnesses, in the j>ossctsion of a
person, who, though he might not bo the thief, was
liable to an action called Furti Concepti. If a man
gave you a stolen thing, ui order that it might be
found (eoncipertfur) in your possession, mther than in

his, this was odled Furtum Oblatum, and you had
on action Furti Oblati against him, even if he was
not the thiefi 7*hcre was also the action Prohibit!

Furti against him who prevented a person from

searching for a stolen thing (Jarimn) \
for the

word furtum signifies both the act of theft and the

thing stolen.

The punishment for furtum manifestum by the

law of the Twelve Tables was cnpitails, that is, it

affected the person's caput : a freeman who had
committed theft was flogged and consigned {addic-

lut) to tho injured person
;
but whether the thief

became a slave in consequence of this addictio, or

on adjudicatus, was a matter in dispute among the

ancient Romans. The Edict subsequently chaiigM
tho penalty into an actio quodrupli, both in the cose

of a slave and a freedmon. The penalty of the

Twelve Tables, in the case of a furtum nec mani-
festum, was duplum, and this was retained in tho

Edict : in the case of the conceptum and oblatum

it was triplum, and this also was retained in the

Edict In the case of Prohibitum, the penalty was
quadniplum, according to the provisions ot tho

Edict ; for the law of the Twelve Tables had af-

fixed no penalty in this case, but merely enacted

that if a man would search for stolen property, he

must bo naked all but a cloth round his middle,

and must hold a dish in his hand. If he found

any thing, it was furtum manifestum. The ab-

surdity of the law, says Gaius, is apparent
;

for if

a man would not let a person search in his ordinary

dress, much less would he allow him to search un-

dressed, when the penalty would be so much more
severe if any thing was found. (Compare Grimm,
Von der Poetie in Hecid^ Zeitschrift, vol. ii. p. 91.)

The actio furti was given to all persons who had

an interest in the preservation of the thing stolen

inlertU rem so/mm esse), and the owner of

0 o 2
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a things, thrrrforc, had not ncccuarily thU action.

A creditor roi^ht have this action even againit the

owner of a thing pledged, if the owner was the

thief A person to whom a thing was delivered in

order to work upon it, as in the case of clothes

given to a tailor to mend, could bring this action

against the thief, and the owner could not, for the
,

owner hod an action (Joeati) against the tailor.

But if the tailor was not a solvent person, the owmer

had his action against the thief, for in such case the

owner had an iiitoiest in the preservation of the

thing. The rule was the some in the case of com-

modatoro [Commodat(;ji]. But in a case of de-

positum, the depositee was under no obligation for

the wife custody of the thing (autodiam praestare\

and he was under no liability except in the case of

dolus
;
consequently, if the deposited thing was

stolen, the owner alone had the actio furti. A
}>ona hde purchaser might have the actio furti,

even if the thing had not been delivered to him,

and he were consequently not dominus.

All impiibcs might commit theft {oUitfoiur crivnuie

if he w*as bordering on the age of puberty,

and consequently of sufficient capacity to under-

stand what he was doing. If a person W’bo was

in the pow’cr of another committed furtum, the

actio furti was against the latter.

The right of action died with the offending per-

son. If a peregrinus committed furtum, he was
made liable to an action by the fiction of his being

a Roman citizen (Gaius, ir. 37) ;
and by the same

fiction he bad a right of action, if his property

tras stolen.

He who took the property of another by force

was guilty of theft ;
but in the case of this delict,

the praetor gave a special action Vi bononim rap-

,

toruin. The origin of the action Vi bonorum mp- i

torum is referred by Cicero to the time of the civil

wars, w hen men had become accustomed to acts of

violence and to the use of arms against one another.

Accordingly, the Edict was originally directed

against those who with bodies of armed men
{homviilms armaiU coacHsque) did injury to the

property of another or carried it off {quid atU

rapufriat aut damni dtdfrini). With the estab-

Uahment of order under the empire the prohibition

against the use of arms w*as less needed, and t!io

word armutit is not contained in the Edict ns cited

in the Digest (47. tit. 8). The application of the

Edict would however have still b^n very limited,

if it had been conhned to cases where numbers
w'ere engaged in the violence or robbery

; and ac-

cordingly the jurists discovered that the Edict,

w’hcn properly understood, applied also to the case

of a single person committing damnum or carrying

off property. Originally the Edict comprehended

both damnum and bona rapta, and, indeed, damnum
which was effected vi homuiiiibut armatis coac-

risque, was that kind of violence to the repression

of which the Edict w*as at first mainly directed.

Under the empire the reasons for this part of the

Edict ceased, and thus we see that in Ulpian's

rime the action w*as simply called
**

vi bonorum

reptonim." In the Institutes and Code the action

ipplies to robbery only, and there is no trace of the

other part of the Edict. This instructive ilhistration

of the gradual adaptation, even of the Edictal law,

to circumstances is given by Savigny (ZrUtchri/iy

vol. V. Ueber Cicero Pro Tullio und die Actio vi bo-

norum Raptnrum), who has also given the masterly

emendation of Dig. 47. liu 8. a '2. § 7, by llcisc.

FL’STUARIUM.

The object of the furti actio was to get a penalty;
as to the thing stolen the owmer could recover it

cither by a vindicatio, which w*as available against

any possessor, whether the thief or another, or by
a condictio, which was available against the thief

or bis heret, though he had not the possession.

(Inst. 4. tiL 1. § 19.)

The strictness of the old law in the case of

actions of theft was gradually modified, as already

sbowm. By the law of the Twelve Tables, if

theft (/urtum) was committed in the night, the

thief, if caught in the act, might be killed : and
be might also be killed in the daytime, if be was
caught in the act and defended himself with any
kind of a weapon (ielum)

; if ho did not so defend

himself he was whipped and became addictus, if

a freeman (as above stated)
; and if a slave, be

was whipped and throw*n down a precipice.

The following are peculiar kinds of actiones

furti
: (1) Actio de tigno Juiicto, against a person

who employed another person's timber in his

building ; (2) Actio arbonim furtiro caesarum,

Against a person who secretly cut wood on another
person's ground ; (3) Actio furti adversns nautas

et caupones, against nautac and caupones [ExiR-
citor], who wore liable for the acts of the men in

their employment.

There were two cases in which a bona fide pos-

sessor of another person's property could not obtain

the ownership by usucapion
;
and one of them «iu

the case of a res furtiva, which was provided for

in the Twelve Tables. The Roman I.aw as to

Furtum underwent changes, as appears from what
has been said ; and the subject requires to be

treated historically in order to l>e fully understood.

The work of Rein {Das CVtmma/rraU der Ji'vmer)

contains a complete view of the matter.

(Gaius, iii. 183—209, iv. 1 ;
Gellius, zL 18 ;

Dig. 47. tit. 2 ; Inst. 4. tit 1 ;
Dirksen, VtUr-

sickty Ac. pp. .')64—.‘>94
; Hcincc. Synfap. Hau-

bold ; Rein, Das Horn. Privairedtiy p. 34.S ; Rein,

Das Criminalncht der Adnier, p. 293.) [G. L.]

FU'SCINA (Tpi<ui>a), a trident
;
more commonly

called tridensy meaning tridens stimulusy because it

was originally a tbn^e-pronged goad, used to incite

horses to greater swiRness. Neptune was supposed

to be armed with it when he drove his chariot and
it thus became his usual attribute, perhaps with an

allusion also to the use of the same instruinciit in

harpooning fish. It is represented in the cut on

p. 276. (Horn. JL xii. 27, Od. iv. 506, v. 292 ;

Virg. Georp. L 13, Am. i. 138, 145, ii. 610;
Cic. de Ab/. Dear, i. 36 ; Philost Jmap. ii. 14.)

The trident was also attributed to Nercus (V'irg.

Am. iL 418) and to the Tritons. (Cic. As A'o/.

Dear. ii. 35 ;
Mart Sped. xxvL 3.)

In the contests of gladiators the Rdiariuswns
armed with a trident (Jut. iL 148, viiL 203.)

[Gladiator.] [J. Y.)
FUSTUA'RTUM (^vKottowla) was a capital

punishment inflicted upon the Roman soldiers for

desertion, theft, and similar crimes. It was ad-

ministered in the following manner:— When a

soldier was condemned, the tribune touched him
slightly with a stick, upon which all the soldiers ol

the legion fell upon him with sticks and stones,

and generally killed him upon the spot If how-
ever he escaped, for he was allow*ed to fly, he could

not return to his native country, nor did-any of his

relatives dare to receive him into their houses.

(Pnlyh. vi. 37 ;
compare Lir. v. 6.) This punish-
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ment continacd to bo inflicted in the Inter times of

the republic (Cie. Philip, iii. 6), and under the

empire. (Tacit. Ann. iii. 21.)

I)itfercnt from the fustuariaro was the animad*
versio fustium, which was a corpoml punishment
inflicted under the emperors upon IW-c men, but

only those of the lower orders {ttnuiore$^ Dig. 4fl.

tit. 19. s. 28. §2). It «*ns a less severo punish-

ment than the flogging with fli^^ella, which punish-

ment a-as confined to sbives. (Dig. 48. tiu 19.

s. 10 : 47. tit. 10. S.45.) [Flsori;m.]
FUSL'S (dTpeuTTor), the spindle, was always,

when in use, accompanied by the distaff {colu$^

VlAoicdri)), as an indisputable part of the same
apparatus. (Ovid, Mrt. iv. 220—229.) The wool,

flat, or other material, having been prepared for

spinning, and having sometimes been dyed (lo8r«-

elpor Horn. Cki. iv. 13.5), was rolled

into a ball (roX^FTr, j^omas, Hor. Kput. t. 13. 14 ;

Ovid, M«t. vi. 1 9), which was, however, suflicicntly

loose to allow the fibres to bo easily drawn out by
the hand of the spinner. The upper port of the

distaff a*as then inserted into this mass of flax or

wool {coin* mmUi, PHn. //. N. viii. 74), and the

lower part was held in the left hand under the left

arm in such a position as was most convenient for

conducting the operation. The fibres were drawn
out, and at the same time tpindly twisted, chiefly

by the use of the fortsfinger and thumb of the right

hand (SfurroXoif cAnr<r«, Kurip. Omt. 1414; fxtllirt

docto^ Claud, de Prod. Con$. 177) ; and the thread

(/UuiHj stomcN, tdfpa) so produced was wound upon

the spindle until the quantity was as great as it

would carry.

The spindle was a stick, 10 or 12 inchee long,

having at the top a slit or catch (deiss, iyntirrpov)

in which the thread was fixed, so that the weight

of the spindle might continually carry down the

thread os it was formed. Its lower extremity vs-as

inserted into a small wheel called the whorl (rv>r'

/stW/am), made of wood, stone, or metal (see wood-

cut), the use of which was to keep the spindle

more steady and to promote its rotation : fur the

spinner, who was commonly a female, every now
and then twirled round the sphidle with her right

hand (Herod, v. 12 ;
Ovid. vi. 22), so as to

twist the thread still more completely
; and when-

ever, by its continual prolongation, it let down the

spindle to the ground, she took it out of the slit,

wound it upon the spindle, and, having replaced it

in the slit, drew out and twisted another length.

All these circumstances are mentioned in detail by

Otulltts (Ixir. 305—319). The accompanying

woodcut is taken from a series of hos-rrlicfs repre-

senting the arts of Minerva upon a friexc of the

Funim Palladiunt at Uome. It shows the opera-

tion of spinning, at the moment when the woman
has drawn out a sufficient length of yam to twist

\

it by whirling the spindle w*ith her right thumb and
I fore-finger, and pn‘viuusly to the act of taking it

I out of the slit to wind it upon the bobbin (w^t'tor)

already formed.

The distaff was about three times the length of

the spindle, strung and thick in proportion, com-
monly either a stick or a recnl, with an expansion
near the top for holding the ball. It was some-
times of richer materials and ornamented. Theo-
critus has left a poem {IdpU. zxviii.) written on
sending an ivory distaff to the wife of a friend.

Golden spindles were sent os presents to ladies of

high rank (Horn. Od. iv. 131 ;
Herod, iv. 1 (i2) ;

and a golden distaff is attributed by Homer and
Pindar to goddesses, and other females of remark-
able dignity, who are called

It w*as usual to hare a bosket to hold the dis-

taff and spindle, with the balls of wool prepared

for spinning, and the bobbins already spun. (Bninck,
AnaL IL 12 ;

fKid, ^fei. iv. 10.) [Cxi.ATHtJa.]

In the rural districts of Italy women were for-

bidden to spin when they were travelling on foot,

the act being considered of evil omen. (Plln. II. *V.

zxviii. 5r.) The distaff and spindle, with the wool
and thread upon them, were carried in bridal pro-

cessions
;
and, without the wool and thread, they

were ofU>n suspended by females ns otferiiigs of re-

ligious gratitude, I'spcci^ly in old age, or on relin-

quishing the constant use of them. (Plin. II. .V.

viii 74.) [Donaria.] They were most frequently

dedicated to Pallas, the patroness of spinning, and
of the arts connected with it. This goddess was
herself rudely sculptured with a distaff and spindle

in the I'rojsn Palladium. (Apollod. iii. 12. 3.)

They were also exhibited in the representations of

the three Fates, who were conceived, by their spin-

ning, to determine the life of every man ; and at

the same time by singing, as females usually did

whilst they lat together at their work, to pn*dict

his future lot. (t'atull. 4 c.) [J. V.j

O.

OA BINDS CINCrrUS. [Toga.]
O.AESUM. [Hasta,]
(l.\'LE.\ {Kp^Xypoet. KdpvSy r^Ai;(), a helmet;

a casque. The helmet was origiaally made of skin

or leather, whence is supposed to have arisen its

appellation, Kwhiy meaning properly a helmet of

dog skin, btA applied to caps or helmets mode of

the hide of other animals (ravpfiijy «rr<34i7, Horn.

IL X. 258, 335 ; edyflih Od. xxiv. 230 ; Herod,

vn. 77 ;
compare tepdyjt aKvrtrOy Xen. Amid. v. 4.

§13; pnUa l$ffn'na^ Prop. iv. 11 . 1 9), and even to

those which were entirely of bronxe or iron (wdy

XoAaaT, Od* xviii. 377). The leathern basis of

the helmet was also very commonly slri ngthened

and adorned by the addition of either bmnze or

gold, which is expressed by such epithets os

tcdpvs* fCxttXxoSy Helmets which had a
metallic basis (np^ X«^S Anad. I 2. §

18) were in lAitin properly called cassidet (Itid.

Grip, xviii. 14 ; Tacit, Germ. 8 ;
Caesar, li. G. iii.

45), although the terms pa/ea and casrin are ofUm
confounded. A casque (cruris) found at Pompeii

is preserved in the collection at Goodrich Court,
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llcrefordihirp. (Skohon^ Knffmr^ Jllusi. i.pl.44.) I

The pcrfomliotu for the lining and exterior bonier
[

are Tisiblc along iu edge. A tide and a front
|

view of it arc pretented in the annexed woodcut,
j

Two casqnct Tory like thit were fished up (rom the

bed of the Alpheus, near Oh'inpia, and are in the

})08Hctiion of Mr. Hamilton. (Dodwcll, 7bur,

vol. iL p. 330.) Among the materinlt used for

the lining of hclmett were felt (vtAor, Horn. //.

X. 265) and sponge. (Aristot. If. A. . 16.)

The helmet, especially that of skin or leather,

was tometirnct a mere cap conformed to the shape
of the head, without either crest or any other onm-
ment (&<paAdr re koI IL x. 358). In this

sUkte it a'as probably u.<ted in hunting ( tfu/ea vena-

tonu, C. Nep. IJaJ. iiu 2.), and was called aarcu-

(Horn. IL L c.\ in Latin CuDO. The pre-

ceding woodcut shows an example of it as worn by
Diomede in a small Gre<‘k bnmzc, which is also in

the colU'ction at Goodrich Court. (Skelton, L c.)

The additions by which the external appearance of

the helmet was varied, and which ser\'ed both for

ornament and protection, were the following :
—

1. Dosses or plates, proceeding either from the

top (^xiAor, Horn. IL iii. 362) or the sides, and
varying in number from one to four

8i^>kAor, Horn. IL r. 743, xi. 41 ;
Euitath. ad toe.;

r<rpd^>aAo», It. xiL 384). It is however vciy'

doubtful w'hat part of the helmet the ^d\os vxi&.

Ilunmann thought that it was what was after-

wards called the awFor, that is, a metal ridge in

which the plume wus fixed ; but Liddell and Scott

(/w*.r. i. r.) maintain with more probability that

the ^dXor was the shade orfore-picecof the helmet;

nnd that an helmet was one that bad a
like projection behind as well as before, such as

may bo seen in the representations of many ancient

helmets.

2. The helmet thus adorned was very commonly
surmounted by the crest {crigta^ Horn. IL
xxii. 316), which was often'of horse-hair (Twirovpir,

/rwoddirfia, Horn. U. ce. ; Ad^r fdsipcu, Thoocr.

xxiL 186 ;
hirttUa jtdia^ Propert iv. 11. 19), and

made so as to look imposing and terrible (Horn. IL
iiL 337 ; Virg. Aen. viii. 620), as well as hand-
some. (75. ix. 365 ;

ffAo^or, Hcliod. Aeth. riL)

The helmet often had two or even three crests.

(Aesch. Sep. e. Thtif. 384.) In the Roman army
of later times the crest serred not only for orna-

ment, but also to distinguish the diiTerent centu-

nuns, inch of whom wore a casque of a pcculuir

form nnd appearance. (Veget. ii. 1 3.)

3. The two check-pieccs {bueadae^ Jut. x. 1 34 ;

vapayvaB'iZ*^ Eustato. in IL T. 743), which were

attached to the helmet by hinges, so as to be lifted

up nnd down. They liod buttons or tics at their

extremities fur fastening the helmet on the head.

(V'al. Place, vi. 62(i.)

4. The l>eaTcr, or visor, a peculiar fonn of which

is supposed to have been the a^A^is rpu^cUeto,

i a tne perforated bearer. (Horn. It. xl 353.)

The gladuitori wore helmets of this kind (Jut.

viiL 203), and specimens of them, not unlike those
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worn in the middle ages, hart been found at P<m«
peii. See the wood-cut to Gi.ADiATORSa.
The five following helmets arc selected from an-

tique gems, and arc engraved of the stxe of the

originis. [J. Y.J

GALKKI'CULUM. fOALERua.]
(fALE'lUJS or UALE'KUM, was originally

a covering for the bead worn by priests, espe-

cially by the Jhvnen dUdiM (^GclL x. 15; Serr. nd
yirtj. Aen. iL 683). It appears to have been a
round atp made of leather, with its lop ending in

an apex or point. [See cut on p. 102.] Thewonlis
probably connected with'/u/eo,a helmet. In courso

of time the name wiu opplied to any kind of cap

fitting close to the head like a helmet (Virg. Am,
vii. 688; Vir^. MorU. 121 ;

Suet A'«r. 28.) Giderut

and its diminutive G^derieulum arc also used to

signify a covering for the head made of hair, and

hence a wig. (Juv. SaL vL 120, with the Schol.;

Suet Otk. 12; Mart xir. 50.)

GALLI, the priests of Cybelc, whose worship

wiu introduced at Rome from Phrygia, in b.c. 204.

(Liv. xxix. 10, 14, xxxvi 36.) The Qalli were,

according to on ancient custom, always castrated

(ipadojies,semiMare«,semmrt,i«eertW nec femimae)^

and it would seem that impelled by religious fana-

ticism they performed this operation on themselves.

(Juv. yI. 512, &C.
;
Ovid, /•list. iv. 237; Martial,

iiL 81, zl 74 ; PUn. II. S, xi. 49.) In their

wild, enthusListic, and boisterous rites, they re-

sembled the C'oiy’bantes (Lucan. L 565, Ac.

;

compare Hilaria), and even went further, in as

much, as in their fuiy, they mutilated their own
bodies. (Propert iL 18. 15.) They seem to have

been always chosen from a poor and despised class

of people, for while no other priests were allowed to

b^,tneOalli {/amuli Idaeue mairiM) were allowed

to do so on certain days. (Cic. de Leg. iL 9 and

16.) The chief priest among them was called ar-

chigollus. (Scmus,a(f wlea. ix. 116.) The origin

of the name of Golli is uncertain: according to

Festus (s. r.), Ovid {Fad. iv. 363), and others, it

W.18 derived from the river Qallus in Phrygia,

which flowed near the temple of Cybele, and the

water of which was fabled to put those persons

who drank of it into such a state of madness, that

they castrated themselves. (Compare Plin. II. N.

V. 32, xL 40, xxxL 2 ;
Herodian. 11.) The sup-

positiou of Hieronymus {Cap. Osroe, 4) that Galli

was the name of the Oauls, which bod been given

to these priests by the Romans in order to show

their contempt of that nation, is unfounded, as the

Romans must hare received the name from Asia,

or from the Greeks, by whom, as Suidas (a o.) in-

forms us, Qallus w*as used as a common noun in

the sense of eunuch. There exists a verb ^/orv,

which signifies to rage (tasoaors, 6aooIiin’), end
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which occurs in one of the fragments of Varro

(p. 273, ed. Dip.) and in the Antholog, lAxi. vol. L

p. 34, ed. Bumiaiin. [L. S.]

GAME'LIA (Tci^ilXla). The domes and phra>

tries of Attica possessed various moans to prevent

intniden from assuming the rights of citizens.

Among other regulations it was or^ined that every

bride, previous to her marriage, should be intro-

duced by her parents or guardians to the phratria

of her busliond (yofiTjAiov \nrhp yvvaiKoi

IsHCtis, (U Pyrrk, Uaend. pp. 62, 65, Ac. ; deC'iron.

//(/crej. p. 20U ;
Domosth. e. Kuhul. p. 1312 and

1320). This introduction of the young women
was accompanied by presents to their new phmtores,

which were called (Suidas, s. v. ;
Schol.

ad De.m. e. Etdtul, p. 1312.) The women were

enrolled in the lists of the phralrics, and this enrol-

ment was also called To^t^Xlo. The presents teem
to have consisted in a feast given to the phmtores,

and the phmtores in return made some offerings to

the gods on behalf of the young bride. (Pollux,

iii. 3, viiL 9, 28.) The acceptance of the presents

and the permission to enroll the bride in the registers

of the phmtria, was equivalent to a declamlion that

she w'as considered a true citizen, and that conse-

quently her children would have li^itimate claims

to all the rights and privileges of citizens. (Ilemt.

l^hr. d. ffriech, iStaatault, § 100. n. 1.)

Fa/tnAla was also the name of a sacrifice offered

to Athena on the day previous to the marriage of a

girl. She was taken by her parents to the temple

of the goddess in the Acropolis, where the offerings

were made on her behalf. (Suidas, s. v. tlporfActa.)

The plural, yofiTiKlai^ was used to express wcd<

ding solemnities in general. (Lycopliron, n/>. /v/ym.

[L.S.J
OAMOS (7d^5>. [Matrimonium.]
O.VMORI. [Okomurl]
\iA'NE''. [Caupona, p. 259, a.]

OAUSAPA, GAUSAPE, or GAUSAPUM,
a kind of thick cloth, which was on one side very

woolly, and was used to cover tables (Homt Sai.

ii. 11 ;
Lucil. ap. Prucian. ix. 870), beds (Mart,

xir. 147)» and by persons to wrap themselves up

after taking a bath (Petrou. 28), or in general to

pn>tect themselves against rain and cold. (Seneca,

Eftiti. 53.) It was worn by men as well as women.

(Ovid, An Atmti. iL 300.) It came in use among
the Romans about the time of Augustus (Plin.

//.M viii. 48), and the wealthier Romans bad it

made of the finest wool, and mostly of a purple

colour. The gaiisapuni seems, however, lometiroes

to have been made of linen, liut its peculiarity of

having one side more woolly than the other always

remained the same. (Mart xiv. 138.) As Martial

(xiv. 152) calls it ffau$apa tp$adraUt^ wo have

reason to suppose that, like the Scotch plaid, it was

always, for whatever purpose it might be used, a

square or oblong piece of cloth. (Sec Bdttigcr,

it p. 1 02.)

The word gausapa is alio sometimes tued to de-

signate a thick wig, such as was made of the hair

of Germans, and worn by the ^hionable people

at Rome at the time of the emperors. (Pen. ^i/.

vi. 46.) Persius {SaL ir. 38) also applies the word
in a figurative sense to a full beard. [L* &]
OELEONTES. [Tribur, Grrbk.]
OELOTOPOII (yeAorroircno/) [PaRASITl]
OENE'SIA. [Funur, p. 558, a.)

OE'NIUS. Sec DicUo/ Gr. ami Eom. Dio^

ipr^.
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GF.NOS (ytVoj). [Tribu.s, Qrbxk.]
GENS. This word contains the same element

as the I^atin ^/is, and Riid as the Greek
yf-yK-o/iai, Ac., and it primarily signifies

kin. But the word has nunterous significations,

which have cither a very remote connection with
this its primary- notion, or perhaps none at alL

Gens sometimes signifies a whole political com-
munity, as Gens Latinonim, Gens (lanq>anonim,

Ac. (Juv. Sat. viii. 239, and Heinrich's note)
;

though it is probable that in this application of the

term, the notion of n distinction of race or stock

is implied, or at least the notion of a totality of

persons distinguished from other totalities by same-
ness of language, community of law, and increase

of their numbers among themselves only. Cicero

{pro Jialbo^ c. 13) speaks of “GcnU*s uiiivenae in

civitatem receptae, ut Sabinorum, Volscorum, llcr-

nicorum.” It is a consequence of such meaning of

Gens, rather than an independent meaning, that

the a'ord is sometimes used to express a people

simply with reference to their territorial limits.

The meaning of the word in the expression Jus
Gentium is explained under Jus.

The words Gens and Gentiles have a special

meaning in the system of the Uonioii biw and in

the Homan constitution. Cicero {Top. 6) has pre-

served a definition of Gentiles which was given by
Scacvolo, the pontifex, and which, w*ith reference

to the time, must be considered complete. Those
were Gentiles, according to Scncvola, (1) u*ho bore

the same name, (2) who were bom of freemen

{inpfnui)^ (3) none of whose ancestors had l>ecn a
slave, and (4) who had suffered no capitis diminu-

tio. This definition contains nothing which shows
a common bond of union among gentiles, except

the possession of a common name ; but those who
had a common name were not gentiles, if the tlirco

other conditions, contained in this definition, were

nut applicable to them. There is also a definition

of gentilts by Festus :
— “That is called Gens

Aelia which is composed {confieiinr) of many
familiae. Gentilis is both one who is of the same
stock {gmti$\ and one who is called hr the same
name (rimi/t nomine) *, as Cincius says, those are

my gentiles who are called by my name.“
Wc cannot conclude any thing more from the

conficitur of Festus than that a Gens contained

several familiae, or that several familiae w'cre com-

prehended under one Gens. According to the

definition, persons of the same genu* (kin) were
gentiles, and also persons of the some name were

gentiles. If Festus meant to say that all persons

of the same genus and all persons of the same
name were gentiles, his statement is inconsistent

* “ Gentilis dicitor et ex eodem geiitre ortus,c<

is qui simili nomine appellatur.“ The second rt is

sometimes rend W, which is manifestly not the right

reading, as the context shows. Besides, if the

words “ 0/ is qui simili nomine appellatur," arc to

he taken as an illustration of “ ex eodem gencrc

orlus,” as they must be if tc< is the true reading,

then the notion of a common name is viewed as of

necessity being contained in the notion of common

kin^ whereas there may be common kin without

common name, and common name without common
kin. Tims neither does common name include all

common kin, nor docs common kin include all com-

mon name
;
yet each includes something that the

other includes.

0 o 4
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with the definition of the Pontifex
;

for pf-rsons

ini?ht be of the same gemu, and might have bus*

tniiied A capitis diminntio either by adoption or

adrogation, or by emancipation: in all these cases

the genus would remain, for the natural relation-

ship MTHi not affected by any change in the juris-

tical condition of a person
;
in the cases of adoption

and adrogation the name would be lost: in the case i

of emancipation it would be retained. If the defi-

nition of Festus means that among thoee of the

same genus there may be gentiles
;
and among

those of the same name, gentiles may also be in-

cluded, his definition is true; but neither part of

the definition is absolutely true, nor, if botn parts

arc taken together, is the whole definition abso.

lutcly true. It seems as if the definition of gentiles

was a uMttcr of some difficulty
;
for while the pos-

session of a common name was the simplest general

characteristic of gentilitas, there were other condi-

tions w’hich were equally essential.

The name of the gens was generally characterised

by the termination «<a or to, as Julia, Cornelia,

Valeria.

When a man died intestate and without agnati,

his familia [Familia] by the law of the Twelve
'J’ables came to the gentiles

;
and in the case of a

lunatic (/urionu) who had no guardians, the guar-

dianship of the lunatic and his property belonged
;

to the agnati and to the gentiles; to the latter, we
may presume, in cose the former did not exist.

Accordingly, one part of the jus gentilitium or

jus gcntilitalis related to successions to the pro-

perty of intestates, who hod no agnati. A notable

example of a dispute on this subject between the

Claudii and Marcelli is mention^ in a difficult

passage of Cicero (</s OnU. i. 39). The Marcelli

claimed the inheritance of an intestate son of one

of the liberti or freedmen of their familia {$tirpe);

the Claudii claimed the same by the gentile rights

(penfe). The Marcelli were pleWians and be-

longed to the patrician Claudia gens. Niebuhr
observes that this claim of the Claudii is incon-

sistent with Cicero's definition, according to which
no descendant of a freedman could be a gentilis

;

and he concludes that Cicero (that is S^vola)
must have been mistaken in this part of his defi-

nition. But it must be observed though the

descendants of freedmen might have no claim as

gentiles, the members of a gens mi^ht as such

have claims against them
; and in this sense the

descendants of fri^men might be gentiles. It

would seem ns if the Marcelli onited to defend

their supposed patronal rights to the inheritance

of the sons of freedmen against the claims of the

pms
;

for the law of the Twelve Tables ^ve the

inherimnce of a freedman only, who died intestate

and without heirs, to his patron, and not the in-

heritance of the son of a freedman. The question

might be this: whether the law, in the case sup-

posed, gave the heroditas to the gens as having a

right paramount to the patronal right It may be

that the Marcelli, as being included in the Claudia

gens, were supposed to have merged their patronal

rights (if they really existed in the cose in dispute)

in those of the gens. Whether as members of the

gens, the plebeian Marcelli would take as gentiles

whnt they lost ns patroni, may be doubted.

It is generally said or supposed that the here-

ditos which came to a gens was divided among the

geutilca, which must mean the heads of faroiliae.

This may be so ; at least wo must conceive that
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the hereditas, at one period at least, must have been

a benefit to the members of the gens : Oemr is

said (Sueton. «/»/. 1) to have been deprived of his

gentilitiae hereditates.

In determining that the property of intestates

should ultimately belong to the gens, the law of

I
the Twelve Tables was only providing for a case

;

which in every civilised country it jMovided for by
' some positive law ; that is, the law finds tome rule as

to the disposition of the property of a pertoo who dies

without having disposed of it or leaving those whom
the law recognises as immediately entitled to it in

case there is no disposition. The gens bad thus a

relation to the gentiles, similar to Uiat which sub-

sists in modem states between the sovereign power
and persons dying intestate and without heirs or

next of kin. The mode in a*hich sneh a succcasioa

was applied by the gciu was probably not deter-

mined by law
;
and as the gens was a kind of

juristical person, analogous to the community of a
civitns, it seems not unlikely that originally inherit-

ances accrued to the gens at tuck, and were com-

mon i^perty. The gens roust have had some
common property, such as sacclla, &c. It would

be no difficult tmasition to imagine, that what
originally belonged to the gens as such, was in the

course of time distributed among the members,
which would easily take place when the fkmiliae

included in a gens were reduced to a small number.

There were certain sacred rites (sacra ffemtiiitia)

which belonged to a gens, to the obscn-ance of

which all the membeEs of a gens, as such, were

bound, whether they were members by birth,

adoption, or adrogation. A person was freed from

the observance ot such sacra, and lost the privilege*

connected with his gentile rights, when he lost his

gens, that is, when ne was adrogmted, adopted, or

even emancipated
;

for adrogation, adoption, i^d
emancipation were accompanied by a diminutio

capitis.

When the adoption was from one fiunilia into

another of the same gens, the name of the gens was
still retained

;
and when a son was emancipated,

the name of the gens was still retained ; and yet

in both these casv‘8, if we adopt the definition of

ScacTola, the adopt^ and emancipated persons lost

the gentile rights, though they were also freed from

the gentile burdens (soero). In the case of adop-

tion oikI adrogation, the adopted and adrogat^

person who passed into a familia of another gens,

must have passed into the gens of such fiunilia,

and so must have acquired the rights of that gena.

Such a person had sustained a capitis diminutio,

and iu effect was to destroy his former gentile

rights, together with the rights of agmtion. The
gentile rights were in fiict implied in the rights ol

agnation, if the pater-familias had a gens. Conse-

quently be who obtained by adrogation or adoption

the rights of agnation, obtained also the gentile

rights of his adopted father. Iir the case of adro-

gation, the ndrngated person renounced bis gens at

the Coinitia Curiata, which solemnity might also

be expressed by the term “ sacra detesiari,” for

sacra and gens arc often synonymous. Thus, in

such case, adrogatio, oo the part of theadoptne

father, corresponded to detestatio sacronim on the

part of the adrogated son. This detestatio sacro-

rum is probably the same thing as the saerorum

alienatio mentioned by Cicero (Orator, c. 42X It

was the duty of the ponlifioes to look after the due

observation of the gentile sacra, and to see that
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they were not lo*t. {Pro Domo^ c. 1.'^, Ac.) Each

pens seems to have had its peculiar place ($oc$Uuih)

for the celebration of the sacra gentUitia, which

were performed at stated times. The ncra genti>

litia« as already observed, were a burden on the

members of a gens os snob. The sacra privata were

a charge on the property ofan indiriduol
; the two

kinds of sacra were thus quite distinct.

According to Dionysius {Jntia. /fom. ii. 7)« the

curiae were respectively suMivided into Decades
;

and Niebuhr argues that Decades and Oentes were

the same. Accordingly each of the three tribes

contained ten curiae and 100 gentes ; and the

three tribes conltiined 300 gentes. Now if there

is any truth in the tradition of this original dis-

tribution of the population into tribes, curiae and

gentes, it follows that there was no necessary kin-

ship among those fsmilies which belonged to a

gens, any more than among those &milies which

belonged to one curio.

We know nothing historically of the organisa-

tion of civil society, but we know that many new
political bodit>s have been organised otit of the

materials of existing political bodies. It is useless

to conjecture what was the original organisation of

the Roman state. We must take the tradition as

it has come down to us. ^he tradition is not, that

familiae related by blood were formed into gentes,

that these gentes were formed into niriae, that these

curiae were formed into tribes. Such a tradition

would contain its own refntation, for it involves

the notion of the construction of a body politic

by the aggregntion of families into unities, and by

further combinations of these new unities. The tra-

dition is of three fundamental parts (in whatever

manner formed), and of the divisions of them into

smalltT parts. The smallest political division is gens.

No further division is made, and thus of necessity,

when we come to consider the component parts of

gens, we come to consider the individuals com-

prised in it or the heads of families. According to

the fundamental principles of Homan law, the in-

dividuals arrange themselves into fismiliae under

their respective patres-familiae. It follows, that if

the distribution of the people was effected by a

division of the larger into smaller parts, there could

he no necessary kin among the familiae of a gens ;

for kiiuhip among all the members of a gent could

only be ejected by selecting kiudn'd familiae, and
forming them into a gens. If the geus was the

result of subdivision, the kinship of the original

members of such gens, whenever it existed, must
have been accidental.

There is no proof that the Romans considered

that there was kinship among the familiae origin-

ally included in a gens. Yet os kinship «*ns evi-

dence of the rights of agnalio, and consequently

of gentile rights, when there hod been no capitis

diminutio, it is easy to sec how that which was

evidence of the rights of agnatio, and consequently

of gentile rights, might viewed as part of the

definition of gentilis, and be so extended as to

comprehend a supposed kinship among the original

memViers of the gens. The word (/ms its«'lf would

also favour such a supposition, especially as the

word ffcnms seems to fie often usc^ in the same

sense. (Cic. f>ro BtUbo^ c, 14.) This notion of

kinship appears also to be confirmed by the fact of

the members of the gens licing distinguished by a

common name, as Cornelia, Julia, Ac. But many
circumstances, besides that of a common origin,
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may have given a common name to the gentiles
;

and indeed there seems nothing more strange in all

the gentiles having a comrooii name, than thrro

being a common name for all the members of a
curia and a tribe.

As the gentes were subdivisions of the three

ancient trills, the populus (in the ancient sense)

alone had gentes, so that to be a patrician and t^

have a gens were synonymous
; and thus we find

the expressions gens and patricii constantly unitod.

Yet it appears, as in the case already cited, that

some gentes contained plebeian foroiliae, which it

is conjectured bad their origin in marriages be-

tween patricians and plebeians before there was

:

connubium between them. When the lex was
carried which established connubium between the

plebs and the patret, it was alleged that this

measure would confound the gentile rights {Jura
Pentium^ Lir. iv. I). Before this connubium ex-

isted, if a gentilis married a woman not a
gentilis, it followed that the children could not
be gentiles

;
yet they might retain the gentile

name, and thus, in a sense, the fiunily might
be gentiles without the gentile privileges. 8ucb
marringes would in effect intrv^uce confusion ;

and it does not appear bow this would he increased

by giving to a marriage between a gentile num,
and a woman not gentilis, the legal character of

connubium ; the effect of the legal change was to

l^ive the children the gentiliias of their father. It

ts sometimes said that the effect cf this lex was to

give the gentile rights to the plebs, which is an
absurdity ; for, according to the expression of Livy
(iv. 4 ), which is conformable to a strict principle

of Roman law, ** patrem sequuntur liberi,** and the

children of a plebeian man could only be plebeian.

Before the passing of this lex, it may be inferred

that if a patrician wonum married out of her gens

(e gente, e patribus enupsit) it was no marriage at

all, and that the children of such marriage were
not in the power of their father, and, it seems a
necessary consequence, not Roman citizens. The
effect would be the same, according to the strict

principles of Roman law, if a plelwian married a
patrician woman, before there was connubium be-

tween them
;
for if there was no connubium, there

was no legal marriage, and the offspring were not
citisens, which is the thing complained of by
Canuleius. (Liv. iv. 4.) It does not appear then
how such marriages will account for pleWian fami-

liae being contained in patrician gentes, unless we
suppose that when the children of a gentile man
and a plebeian woman took the name of the father,

and followed the condition of the mother, they
were in some way or other, not easy to explain,

considered as citizens and plebeians. But if this

be so, what would be the status of the children of

A patrician woman by a plebeian man ?

Niebuhr assumes that the members of the gens
(gentiles) were bound to assist their indigent

fellows in bearing extraordinary burdens ; but this

assertion is founded on the interpretation given to

the words robt rpoa^Koyras of Dionysius

(it. 10), a hich have a simpler and more obvious

meaning. Whatever probability there may be in

the assumption of Niebuhr, as founded on the

passage al*ove cited, and one or two other pas-

sages, it cannot be considered as a thing demon-
strated.

A hundred new members were added to the

I

senate by the first Tarquin. These were the re-
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pretenlAtire« of the Luceres, the third nnd inferior It is probnblo that even in the time of Cicero

tribe
;
and they were called Patres Minomm (ten- the proper notion of a gens and its rights were ill

tiuni (Liv. L 33). Sec the curioos letter of Cicero understood; and still lat*'r, owing to tlie great

to Paetus {ad h'am. ix. 21). changes in the constitution, and the extinction of

II the geiites were such subdivisions of a curia, so many ancient gentes. the traces of the jus grn-

ns already stated, it may be asked what is meant tilitium wore nearly effaced. Thus we hnd that

by naw gentes being introduced among the curiae, the words gens and familia are used indifferently

for this undoubtedly took place. Tullus Hostilius by later wTiters, though Livy carefully distin-

incorfxtrated the Julii, Servilii, and others, among guishes them. The ^ elder Pliny speaks of the

the Patricii, and consc<|Ucntly among tlic curiae, sacra Serviliae fumiJuic ; Maernbius of the sacra

The Clamiii were a Sabine gens, who, it was said familiac Claudiac, Aemiluie, Juliae, Corneliae
; and

(Liv. iv. .3), were received among the patricii aft r an ancient inscription mentions an Aedituus and a
the banishment of the kings. A recent writer Sacerdos Sergiae faroiliae, though those were all

(Oocttling) attempts to remove this difhculty by well known ancient gentes, and these sacra, in the

assuming, according to Ins interpretation of Diony- more correct language of the older writers, would
sins (ii. 7), a division of the curiae into ten decuriae, certainly have l>cen called sacra gcntilitio." (Sa-

and Ity the further assumption of an indefinite vigny, ZtiUckrift^ vol. ii. p. ^5.)
number of gentes in each decuria. Consistently in the time of Gaius (the age of the AntoninesX
with this, he assumes a kinship among the mem- the jus gcntilitium had entirely fallen into disuse,

bors of the tame gens, according to which hypo* (Gains, iii. 17.) Thus an ancient institution,

thesis the several patres*lam Iliac of such gens must which formed an integral part of the old consiitu*

have descended, or claimed descent, from a common tion, and was long held together by the con*

ancestiir. Thus the gentes would be nothing more serrative power of religious rights, gradually lost its

than aggregates of kindred familica, and it must primitive character in the changes which circum*

have contrived in making the division into stances impressed on the form of the Roman sute^

d'-curiac, that all the members of a gens (thus and finally extinguished,

understood) must have been included in the same The word (>ons hiu recently been rendered in

decuria. But to assume this, is nothing more than English by the word House, a term which has here

to say that the political system was formed by bo* been purposely not used, as it is not necessary,

ginning with aggregations of families ; for if the and can only lead to misconception,

ultimate politi<^ division, the decuriae, was to The subject of tho gens is discussed with great

consist of aggregates of gentes (thus understood), acuteness iMth by Niebuhr {Horn, Hid. vol. L) and
such arrangement could only be effected by making by Malden {Hid. of published by the So*

aggregation of families the basis of the political ciety for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge),

system, and then ascending from them to decuriae. The views of Qoettling arc contained in his

from decuriae to curiae, and from enriae to tribes
;

Gt$chidtU Her Horn. SUMUoer/a$suM^. Halle, 1 8-lU,

a proceeding which is inconsistent with saying that and those of Decker in his HamUmek der HoiHifdten

the curiae were subdivided into decuriae, for this Atterik^mor 2ier Thcil, Iste Abth. See also Sa-

mode of expression implies that the curiae were >'igny, Zcit$ckrifl^ cCt. toL ii. p. 380, &c, aud Un*
formed before the decuriae. But tho introduction terholzner, ZcHtckrifiy dc. vol. t. p. 1 19. [O. I..]

of new gentes is cMiceivable even on the hypo^ GENTILES. [Gins.}
thesis of the gens being a mere political division. OENTIL^ITAS. [Oknb.]
If the number was originally limited, it is perfectly GEO'MOHl {ytm^Upoi

; Doric, yd^wpot) is tbe

consistent with what we know of the Roman con- name of the second of the three classes into which
stitution, which was always in a suite of progres- Theseus is said to have divided the inhabitants of

sive change, to suppose that the strict rule of limi* Attica. (Plut. The*. 25 ; Pollux, viiL 111.) This
ution was soon neglected. Now if a new gens was class was, together with the third, the h\fuovpyol,

introduced, it must have been assimilated to the excluded from the great civil and priestly offices

old gentes by having a distinctive name ; and if a which belonged exclusively to the enpatrids, so

number of foreigners were admitted as a gens, it is that there was a great distinction beta'ecji the first

conceivable that they would take the name of some and tho two inferior classes. We possess, how*
distinguished person among them, who might be ever, no means to ascertain any particulars respoct-

thc of a family consisting of many branches, ing the relation in which the yevpApoi stood to the

each wnth a numerous body of retainers. And this two other classes. The name may either signity

is the bettor tradition as to the patrician Claudii, independent land-owners, or peasants who cuhi-

who came to Rome with Atta Claudius, their head vated tbe lands of others os tenants. The yewpdpoi

{genti* prineep*\ after the expubion of the kings, have, accordingly, by some writers been thought to

and were co*optated {ebopiati) by the patres among be freo laml-owncrs, while others have conceived

the patricii ; which is tho same thing as saying that them to have been a class of tenants. It seems,

this immigrating body was recognised as a Roman however, inconsistent W'ith the state of affairs in

gens. (Sueton. Tib. 1 ; Liv. ii. 16.) According to Auicn, ns well as with the manner in which the

the tradition, Atta Claudiiu received a tract of laud name yivfiSpoi was used in other Greek states, to

for his clients on tbe Anio, and a piece of burying- suppose that tho whole class consisted of the latter

ground, under the Capitol, was given to him by only ; there were undoubtedly among them n con*

the state {pttUioe). According to the original cou- siderahlc number of freemen who cultivated (heir

stitstion of a gens, the possession of a common own lands (Timacus, Glossar. x. r. ;

burying-place, and the gentile right to interment V'alckcnacr cid Herod, v. 77), but had by their

therein, were a port of the gentile sacra. (Cic. birth no claims to the rights and privileges of the

Tjtg. ii.22 ; V'elL Pat ii. 119; Festus, «. v. Cinda; noblea We do not hear of any politick distme-

Lir. iv. 3, rl 40 ;
Virgil, Am. vii. 706. As to tions between the yt»p6poi and tnc ^nptovpyoi •

the Gens Octavia, see Suetonius, Aug. 2.)
j
and it rany cither be that there existed none at all,
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or if there were any oriinnally, that they gradually

vanished. This would account fur the fact that

Dionysius (ii. 8) only mentions two classes of At-

ticans ; one corresponding to the Roman patricians,

the other to the plebeians. (Thirlwall, Ilisiory of
(ircccfy vol. ii. p. 14 ;

Wachsmuth, Ihllenitcha

AUvrUiuituJiunde, vol. i. p. 361, 2d edit.
;
Platner,

Deitrage^ «tc., p. 19 ; Titmann, Gr'icch, StacUner-

fa»sunitiin, p. 57.*), Acc.)

In Samos the name ytv/x6pot wasapplicrl to the

oligarchical jwrty, consisting of the wealthy and
powerful. (Thucyd. viii. 21 ;

Plut Quaesl. Horn.

}>. 303; Muller, Dor. iii. 1. § 4.) In Syracuse the

aristocratical party was likewise called ytu>n6poi

or 7a/x(5poi, in opposition to the 8^/xof. (Herod, vii.

155 ;
Ilcsych. s. v. Fdfwpot

;
Muller, Dor. iii. 4.

§ 4 ;
Ooller, de SUu el Grig. Syrac. p. 9.) [L. S.]

GER.\EKAE orGER.^RAE {ytpatf^ or ytpa-

pai). [Dionvsis, p. 412, a.]

GERANOS {ytpavoj). [Hvpurchbma.]
GERMA'NI. [Coo.NATi.]

GEROU'SIA (y*povffia\ the council of elders

(7«popT«y), was the name of the Senate in most
Doric states, and was especially used to signify the

Senate at S|>arta. In connection with this subject

it is proposed to give a general view of the Spartan

constitution, and to explain the functions of its

legislative and administrative elements. In the

later ages of SparUui histoiy one of the most

prominent of these was the college of the live

ephors; but ns an account of the Ephoralty is

given in a sc|inrate article [Ephori], wo shall

confine our inquiries to the kings, the yipotrrts or

councillors, and the iKK\t]ala or assembly of Spar-

tan freemen.

I. 77te Kings. The kingly authority at Sparta

was, ns it is well known, coeval with the settle-

ment of the Dorians in the Peloponnesus, and
confined to the descendants of Aristodemus, one

of the lleracleid leaders, under whom, according

to the Spartan legend, the conquest of lAtconia

was achieved. To him w'cre bom tn'in sons,

Kuiysthcnes and Proclcs
;
and from this cause

arose the diarchy, or divided roj-alty, the sove-

reignty being always shared by the representatives

of the two families which claimed descent from

them (Herod. vL 52) ; the precedence in point of

honour was, however, granted to the older branch,

who were called Agiads, as the younger house

was styled Eurypontidcs from certain alleged de-

scendants of the twin brothers. (Niebuhr, Hid.

of Horn. vol. L p. 356.) Such was the national

legend
;
but ns we read that the sanction of the

Pythian oracle was procured for the arrangement

of the diarchy (Herod. 1. c.), we may conclude that

it nws not altogether fortuitous, but rather the

work of policy and design
;
nor indeed is it impro-

bable that the nobles would gladly avail them-
selves of an opportunity to weaken the royal au-

thority by dividing it

The descent of the Spartan kings from the na-

tional heroes and leaders contributed in no small

degree to support their dignity and honour ; and it

is, perhaps, from this circumstance partly that they

were considered ns lieroes, and enjoyed a certain

religious respect (Xen. De Rep. Lac, c. 15.) The
honours paid to them were, however, of a simple

and heroic character, such as a Spartan might give

without derogating from his own dignity or for-

getting his self-respect Thus, we arc told that

the kings united the character of priest and king.
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the priesthoods of ZeusUmnius (Herod, vi. 56) and
the Lacedaemonian Zeus being filled by them

;
and

that, in their capacity of national high priests, they
officiated at all the public sacrifices oiTcred on be-

half of the state. (Xen. DeRep. Lac. 15.) Moreover
they were amply provided with the means for ex-

ercising the heroic virtue of hospitality'
;

for this

purpose, public or domain lands were assigned to

them in the district of the periocci, or provincial

subjects, and certain perquisites belonged to them
whenever any animal was slain in sacrifice. Be-
sides this, the kings were entitled to various pay-

ments in kind (jwaauy rSiv avSiv 5ir5 t6kov xoipoy)^

that they might never be m want of victims to

sacrifice; in addition to which they received, twice

a month from tho state, an ipi\iov rt\tioy^ to bo
offered as a sacrifice to Apollo, and then served up
at the royal table. Whenever also any of tho

citizens made a public sacrifice to the gods, the

kings were invited to the feast, and honour^ above
the other guests : a double portion of food was given

to them, and they commenced the libations to tho

gods, (Herod, vi. 57.) All these distinctions arc

of a simple and antiquated character, and, so for os

they go, prove that the Spartan sovereignty was a
continuation of the heroic or Homeric. The dis-

tinctions and privileges granted to tho king as

commander of the forces in war, lead to the same
conclusion. These were greater than he enjoyed

at home. He was guarded by a body of lOU
chosen men, and his table was maintained at the

public expense : he might sacrifice in his sacerdotal

capacity os many victims as he chose
;
the skins

and backs of which were his perquisite's, and he

was assisted by so many subordinate officers, that

he had nothing else to do, except to act ns priest

and strategus. (Xen. De Rep. Imc. 14, 15 ;
Herod,

vi. 55.)

The accession and demise of the S})artan kings

were marked by observances of an Oriental chanic-

ter. (Herod, vi. 58.) The former event was sig-

nalised by a remission of all debts due from private

individuals to the state or the king
;
and on the

death of a king, the funeral solemnities were cele-

brated by the whole community. There was a
general mourning for ten days, during which all

public business was suspended : horsemen went
round the country to cany the tidings, and a fixed

number of the pcrioeci, or provincials, was obliged

to come from all parts of the country to the city',

where, w'ith the S|>artans and Helots, and their

wives, to the number of many thousands, they

made loud lamentations, and proclaimed the virtues

of the deceased king as superior to those of all his

predecessors. (Herod. /.c.)

In comparison with their dignity and honours,

the constitutional powers of the kings were very

limited. In fact they can scarcely be said to have

possessed any
; for though they presided over the

council of yipoyrts or hpxaytrai, or prineijrcs

senalus, and the king of the elder house probably

had a casting vote*, still the voice of each counted

for no more than that of any other senator : when
absent, their place was supplied and their proxies

tendered by the councillors who were most nearly'

related to them, and therefore of on lleracleid

family. Still the kings had some important prero-

* Dr. Thirlwall observes that this supposition

may perhaps reconcile the difiference between Herod,
vi. 57. and Thucyd. i 20.
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f^tives ; thus they had in common with other

niaKistmtes the riffkt of addressing the public

assembly
;
besides this, they sat in a separate court

of their own, where they ^fare judgment in all cases

of heiresses claimed by different p^ies : a function

formerly exercised by the kings at Athena, but
afterwards transferred to the Archon EponjTnus.
(Ilorod. vi. 457.) They also appointed the four

P^iams (Tli^un), whose duty it was to go as mes-
sengers to consult the god at Delphi* Adoptions also

took place in their presence, and they held a court

in all cases connected with the maintenance of the

public roads
;
probably in their capacity of generals,

and as superintendents of the intercourse with
foreign nations. (MUUer, Dor. ill 6. § 7.) In
foreign affairs, indeed, their prerogatives were con-

siderable : thus they were the commanders of the

Spartan forces, and had the privilege of nominat-

ing from amongst the citizens, persons to act as
“ proxeni ” or protectors and entertainers of foreign-

ers visiting Sparta. But their chief power was in

war
; for after they had once crossed the borders

of [..aconia, in command of troops, their authority

became unlimited. They could send out and as-

semble armies, despatch ambassadors to collect

money, and refer those who applied to themselves
for justice to the proper officers appointed for that

purpose. (Xen. De Pep. Lae. 13 ; Thuc. v. 60,
viii. 6.) Two ephors, indeed, accompanied the

kings on their expeditions, but those magistmtes
had no authority to interfere with the king's opera-

tions : they simply watched over the proceedings

of the anny. (Xen. L c.) Moreover, there can ^
no doubt that the kings were, on their return home,
accouiuable for their conduct as generals (Thucyd.v.

63), and more especially after the increase of the

ephoral authority. Their military power also was
n>)t connected with any political functions, for the

kings were not allowed to conclude treaties or to

decide the fate of cities, without communicating
with the authorities at home, (Xen. ffeil. ii. 2. § 1 2,
y. 3. § 24.) In former times the two kings had a
joint command ; this, however, led to inconveni-

ences, and a law a*as in consequence passed that

for the future one only of the two kings should

have the command of the army on foreign expedi-

tions. (Herod. V. 57.)

II. ytpovalcL^ or council dden. This
body was the aristocratic element of the Spartan

po'ity, and not peculiar to Sparta only, but found,

ns has been already observed, in other Dorian
states, just as n or demoemtieal council was
an clement of most Ionian constitutions.

The y*pov<rla or yepmyla at Sparta included the

two kings, its presidents, and consisted of thirty

members: a number which seems connected witk

the divisions of the Spartan people. Every Dorian

state, in fact, was divided into three tribes : the

Hylleis, the Dymanes, and the Pamphyli, whence

the Dorians arc called rptxdlKtt^ or thrice divided.

(Od. xix. 174.) The trills at Sparta were a^n
subdirkled into ^o/, also called ^parptal (MUller,

Dor. iii. 5. § 3), a word which signifies a nnion of

families, whether founded upon ties of relationship,

or form^ for political purposes, irrespective of any
such connection. The obae were like the ylporrcs^

thirty in number, so that each oba wns represented

by its councillor: an inference which leads to

the conclusion that two ohae at least, of the Hyl-
lean tribe, must have belonged to the royal house

of the Ucracleids. No one was eligible to the
i
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council till he wns sixty years of nge (Plut

2(>), and the additional qtialificntions were strictly

of an aristocratic nature. VVe are told, for in-

stance, that the office of a councillor was the re.

ward and prize of virtue (.Bristol. Polit. ii. 6. § 15 ;

Deroosth. e. Lept. p. 48.9), and that it was confined

to men of distinguished character and station

(aoAol Kd^a^of).

The election was determined by vote, and the

mode of conducting it a*as remarkable for its old-

fashioned simjdicity. The competitors presented

themselves one after another to the assembly of

electors (Pint. Lycmrff. 26); the latter testified their

esteem by acclamations, which varied in intensity

according to the popularity of the candidates for

whom they were given. These manifestations of

esteem were noted by peraons in on adjoining

building, who could jud^ of the shouting, but

could not tell in whose favour it a^as given. The
person whom these judges thought to have been

most applauded w'as declared the successful candi-

date. The different competitors for a vacant place

offered themselves upon their own judgment

(Aristot PolU. ii 6. § 18), probably always from

the to which the councillor whose place vm
vacant had belonged

;
and as the office was for life,

and therefore only one vacancy could (in ordinary

cases) happen at a time, the attention of the wholo

state would be fixed on the choice of the elocton.

Tho office of a councillor, however, was not only

for life, but also irresponsible (Aristou Polit. ii 6),

as if a previous reputation, and the near approach

of death, were considered a sufficient guarantee for

integrity and moderation. But the councillors did

not always prove to, for Aristotle (/. c.) tells ns

that the members of the yepovoia received bribes,

and frequently showed partiality in their decisions.

The functions of the councillors were partly de-

liberative, partly judicial, and partly executive. In

the discharge of the first they prepared measures

and passed preliminary decrees (PIuL 1
1

)

which were to be laid before the popular assembly,

so that tho important privilege of initiating all

changes in the government or laws was vest^ in

them. As a criminal court they could punish with

death and civil degradation (dri^Jo, Xen. De
Rep. Lae. 10. §2; AristPof^. ui. 1\ and that,

too, without being restrained by any code of writ-

ten laws (Aristot PdU. ii. 6), for which national

feeling and recognised usages would form a suffi-

cient substitute. They also appear to hare exer-

cised, like the Areiopagus at Athens, a genrnU
superintendence and inspection over the lives and
manners of the citizens {arUtri et magutri dimpli-

naepuhlieae^ Aul. Qell. xviil 3), and probably were

allowed “a kind of patriarchal authority to enforce

the observance of ancient usage and discipline.**

(Thirlwall, //w<. t^OreetY!, vol. i. p. 318.) It ll

not, however, easy to define with exactness the

original extent of their functions
;

especially ns

respects the last-mentioned duty, since the ephors

not only encroached upon the prerogatives of the

king and council, but also possessed, in rery early

times, a censorial power, and were not likely to

permit any diminution of its extent.

III. The ^xaXijer/o, or aetrmUg of Spartan

freemen. This assembly possessed, in theory at

least, the supreme authority in all matters affecting

the geneml interests of the state. Its original

position at Sparta is shortly explained bv a rhetra

or ordinance of Lycurgus, which, in the /orm of an
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umcltf, cxhibiU tlic principal fcAturei of the Spartan

polilr:— “Build a temple,” inv* the Pvthian

god, “ to Hellanion Xeuti and HolUnian Athena ;

divide the tribes, and institnte thirty obos ; ap«

point a council with its princes ; call an aasembly

between Babyca and Knokion, then

make a motion and depart ; and let there be a

rii{ht of decision and power to the people ”

KvptJiM Kol fcparot, PliiL /.ycuiy. ti
;
MUlIer,

Dor. iiL 5. § 8).

By this ordinance fiill power was given to the

people to adopt or reject whatever was proposed

to them by the king and other magistrates. It

was, however, found necessary to dehiie this power
more exactly, and the following clause, ascribed to

the kings Theopoinpus and Polydorus, was added
to the original rhetra, “ but if the people should

follow a crooked opinion the elders and the princes

shall withdraw ” {rois irp*ff€iry4v4as iral dpxo'
y4rai kwoordriipaa Phitarch {L c.) in-

ter^irets these words to mean “ That in case the

people does not either reject or approve in toto a

measure proposed to them, the kings and council*

lors should dissolve the assembly, and declare the

proposed decree to be Invalid.” According to this

interpretation, which is confirmed by some verses

ill the Kunomia of Tyrtacus, the assembly was not

competent to originate any measures, but only to

pass or reject, without modification, the law’s and
decrees proposed by the proper authorities : a limi*

tation of its power, which almost determined the

character of the Spartan constitution, and justifies

the words of Demosthenes, who observed (e. Lep.

p. 489. 20), that the ytpovffia at Sparta was in

many respects supreme— Astnrdrijy fori r&r woX-

All citizens above the age of thirty, who
were not labouring under any loss of franchise,

wore admissible to the general assembly or &wcAAa
(Plut. Lyewrg. 25), ns it was called in the old Spar-

tan dialect
;
but no one except public magistrates,

and chiefly the ephors and kings, addressed the

i

icople without being specially called upon. (MUl-
cr, />or.iii.4. § 11.) The same public functionaries

also put the question to the vote. (Thuc. L 80. 87.)

jlence, ns the magistrates only (ra rcAv} or

were the leaders and speakers of the assembly,

decrees of the whole people are often spoken of as

the decision of the authorities only, especially in

matters relating to foreign affairs. The intimate

connection of the ephors with the assembly is

shown by a phrase of very frequent occurrence in

decrees Toir i^pois koI iKKXnoi^),

'J'he method of voting was by acclamation ; the

place of meeting between the brook Kmikion and
the bridge Babyca, to the west of the city, and en-

closed. (Plat. /.yeatj?. 6.) The r^lar assemblies

were held every full moon ; and on occasions of

emergency extraordinary meetings were convened.

(Hcr^. viL 134.)

The whole people alone could proclaim “ a war,

conclude a peace, enter into an armistice for any
li'tigth of time

;
and all negotiations with foreign

stated though conducted by the kings and ephors,

could be ratified by the same authority only.” With
regard to domestic affairs, the highest offices, such

ns magistracies and priesthoods, were filled “ by
tho votes of the people ; a disputed succession to

the throne was deckled upon by them
;
changes in

the constitution were proposed and explained, and
all new laws, after a previous decree in the senate,

were confirmed by them,” (MUller, Dor. 4. § 9.)
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It appears, therefore, to use the words of MUller,
that the popular assembly really pc4sessed the

supreme political and legislative authority at Sparta,

but it was so hampered and checked by the spirit

of the constitution, that it could only exert its au-

thority within certain prescribed limits ; so that

the government of the state is often spoken of os

on aristocracy.

Besides the ^icirAi}<rfa which we have just de-

scribed, we read in later times of another

called the small assembly (Xen. HM, iii. 3. § 18),

which appears to have been convened on occa-

sions of emergency, or which were not of sufficient

importance to require the decision of the entire

body of citizens. This more select assembly was
probably composed of the Sfioioi, or superior citi>

zens, or of some class enjoying a similar prece-

dence, together with some of the magistrates of

the state [Ecclbti], and if, as opiwnrs to have
been the case, it was convened more frequently

than the greater assembly, it is evident that an ad-

ditional restraint was thus laid ii|>on the power of

the latter {l*kUoi. Museum^ vol. ii. p. 85), tho

functions of which must have been often superseded

by iu

The preceding remarks will enable us to decide

a question which has been raised, what was the

real nature of the constitution of Sparta ? Fn>m
the expressions of Greek writers, every one would
at once answer that it was aristocratic ; but it has

been asserted that the aristocracy at Sparta was an
aristocracy of conquest, in which the conquering

people, or Dorians, stood towards the conquered,

or Achaians, in the relation of nobles to commons,
and that it was principally in this tense that the

constitution of Sparta was so completely anli-popu-

Inr or oligarchical. (Arnold, Tkue. Appnul. iL)

Now this indeed is true ;
but it seems no less true

that the Spartan government would have been

equally called an oligarchy or aristocracy even if

there had been no subject class at all, on account

of the disposition and administration of the sove-

reign power within the Spartan body alone. The
fact is, that in theory at least, the Spartan constitu-

tion, as settled by Lycurgus, was a decided demo-
cracy, with two hcrcditoiy officers, the generals of

the commonwealth, at its head ; but in practice (at

least before the encroachments of the ephors) it

was a limited aristocracy ; that is, it worked as if

the supreme authority was settled in the hands of

a minority. The principal circumstances w’hich

justify us in considering it os such, are briefly “ the

restraints imposed upon the assembly, the exU-n-

sive powers of the councillors, their election foi

life, their irresponsibility, the absence of written

laws, of paid offices, of offices determined by lot,”

and other things thought by the Greeks character-

istic of a democracy. Independent of which we
must remember that Sparta was at the head of the

oligarchical interest in Greece, and always sup-

ported, ns at Corej’n and Argos, the oligarchical

party, in opposition to the democratic, which was
aided by Athens. In lact Dr. Arnold himself ob-

serves, that even in the relations of the conquering

people among themselves the constitution was for

less popular than at Athens. We must, however,
bear in mind that the constitution, as settled by
Lycurgus, w*as completely altered in character by
the usurpation of the ephors. To such an extent

was this the case, that Plato (/^. iv. p. 713)
doubted w’bctbcr the goverament at Sparta might
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not be cnlled a ** tyranny,” in con«equonce of the

c;ctcnaivc powers of the cphoralty, though it w*as

M much like a democracy as any fonn of guTemment
could well be

;
and vet, he adds, not to call it an

aristocracy (i. e. a goremment of the ipurrot)^ is

quite nl>surd. Moreover, Aristotle (FoliL ir. 8),

when he enumerates tho reasons why the Spartan

pivemment was called an oligarchy, makes no men-

tion of the relations between the Spartans and their

t:im(juered subjects, but observes that it received

this name because it had many oligarchical insti-

tutions, such as that none of the magistrates were

chosen by lot ; that a few persons were competent

to inflict banishment and death.

Perhaps the shortest and most accurate descrip-

tion of the constitution of Sparta is contained in

the following obsermtions of Aristotle ( Foiit. ii, G)

:

— Some affirm that the best form of government

is one mixed of all the forms, wherefore they praise

the Spartan constitution : for. some say that it it

composed of an oligarchy, and n monarchy, and a

democracy— a monarchy on account of the kings,

an oligarchy on account of the councillors, and a

democracy on account of the epliors ; but others

say that the cphoralty is a ** tyranny; ” whereas, on

the other hand, it may be affirmed that the public

rabies, and the regulations of daily life, arc of a
democratic tendency. [H, W.]
GKRRUA (7€p^a), in Latin, GVrrae, properly

sisrnified any thing made of wicker-work, and was
ci])ocially used ns the name of the Persian shields,

which were mode of wicker-work, and were smaller

and shorter than the Greek shields (dvrl d(vvi8w>',

7f^^a, Herod. viL 61, ix. 61 ;
Xen. Anab. ii. 1. § 6

;

Festus ». pp. cerrones, /;erra«).

GLADIATO'RES were men who
fought with swords in the amphitheatre and other

places for the amusement of the Roman people.

{(tladuUor qtii in arernty popnlo speefem/e, pttff-

ttavity QuintiL Deelam. 302.) They arc said to

have been first exhibited by the Etruscans, and to

have had their origin from the custom of killing

slaves and captives at the funeral pyres of the de-

ceased. (Tertull. de Spectac. 12 ; Serv. ad Virg.

Atn. z. 519.) [Funuh, p. 559, a.] A show of

gladiators was ^Icd mtpiu$, and the person a*ho

rxliibiied {eJabai) it, editor, miiaenz/or, ordomintUy

who was honoured during the day of exhibition, if

a private person, with the official signs of n magis-

trate. (Capitol. M. Anton, Philos, 23 ;
Flor. iii.

20 : Cic. ad Att. il 19. § 3.)

Gladiators were first exhibited at Rome in B. c.

264, in the Forum Boarium, by Marcus and Dcci-

mus Brutus, at the funeral of their father. (Valcr.

Max. il 4. I 7 ;
Liv. Kpit. 16.) They were at

first confined to public funerals, but afterwards

fought at the funerals of most persons of conse-

quence, and even at those of women. (SueLt/id.

26 ; Spartan. JIadr. 9.) I’rivate persons some-

times left a sum of nwncy in their will to pay the

expenses of such an exhibition at their funerals.

(Sen. <U Brtc. Vit. 20.) Combats of gladiators

were also exhibited at entertainraents (Athen. iv.

p. 153 ; Sil. ItaL xl. 51), and especially at public

festivals by the aediles and other magistrates, who
sometimes exhibited immense numbers with the

view of pleasing the people. (Cic. pro Afur. 18 ;

tlr Ojf. ii. 16.) [Akdilbs.] Under the empire
j

the passion of tho Romans for this amusement i

rose to its greatest height, and the number of
|

glndiators who fought on some occasions appears
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almost incredible. ABer Trajan's triumph over

the Dacians, there were more than 10,000 ex-

hibited. (Dion Cass. Ixviii. 15.)

Gladiators consisted either of captives (Vopisc.

Prob, 19), slaves (Suet. VUelL 12), and condemn-
ed male^tors, or of freeborn citizens who fought

voluntarily. Of those who were oondemnc'd, some
were said to be condemned ad gladiumy in which
case they were obliged to be killed at least within

a year ;
and others ad ludttmy who might obtain

their discharge at the end of three years. (Ulpiaii,

CoUaU Mas. et Horn. I^og. tit iu s. 7. § 4.) Free-

men, who became gladiators for hire, were called

aueUmUi (Quint. U e. \
Hor. Sat. ii. 7. 58), ajid

their hire anotoramentusn or pladiatorium, (Suec.

Tib. 7 ; Liv. zliv. 31.) They also took an oath

on entering upon the service, which is preserved

by Petronios (U7).— “ In verba Eumolpi sacra-

mentura jnravimus, uri, viiiciri, verbernri, ferro<]ue

necari, et quicquid aliud Eiimolpus jussisset tam-

quam legitimi gladiatores domino corpora aninias-

que religiosissime addicimus.” (Compare Senec.

Epid, 7.) Even under the republic free-born

citizens fought as gladiators (Liv. xxviii. 21), but

they appe.ar to have belonged only to the lower

orders. Under the empire, however, both eqniies

and senators fought in the arena (Dion Cass. li. 22 ;

Ivi. 25 ; Suet Jul, 39 ;
At^. 43 ;

Ser. 12), and
even women (Tacit Ann. zv. 32 ;

Suet Dom. 4 ;

Juv. vi. 250, Ac. ; Stat SUv. i. vi. 53) ;
which

practice was at length forbidden in the time of

Severus. (Dion Cass. Ixxv. 16.)

Gladiators were kept in schools (fwfi), where
tliey were trained by persona called lanidar.

(Suet Jul. 26 ; Cic. pro Pose, Amer. 40 ;
Juv. vL

216, xi. 8.) The whole body of gladiators under

one lanista was frequently called jUmiiia. (Suet
Ji^. 42.) They sometimes were the property of

the lanistac, who let them out ra persons who
wished to exhibit a show of gladiators

;
but at

other times belonged to citizens, who kept them
for the purpose of exhibition, and engaged laniKtao

to instmet them. Thus wc read of the Indus

Aemilius at Home (Hor. de Ari.poeL 32), and of

Caesar's ludut at Capua. (Cues. Bell. Civ. i. 14.)

The superintendence of the ludi, which belonged

to the emperors, was entrusted to a person of high

rank, called curator or procurator. (Tacit. Ann, xi.

35 ; xiii. 22 ; Suet Cal. 27 ;
Gruter, Jnter. p.

489.) The gladiators fought in these ludi w*ith

wooden swords, called rudes. (SaeU Cal. 32, 54.)

Great attention was paid to their diet in order to

increase the strength of their bodies, whence Cicero

{Phil, iu 25) speaks of '' gladiatoria totius cor-

poris firmitos.” They were fed with nourishing

food, called ^cMfto/ortd so^'iio. (Tacit. Hist. ii. 88.

)

A great number of gladiators were trained at

liavemia on account of the salubrity of the place.

(Strabo, v. p. 213.)

Gladiators were sometimes exhibited ot the

funeral pyre, and sometimes in the forum, but

more frequently in the amphitheatre. [Astriii-

THSATRtrM.] The person who was to exhibit a
show of gladiators published some days before the

exhibition bills llibeili)^ containing the number
and sometimes the names of those who were to

filfht. (Cic. ad Pam. ii. 8 ;
Suet. Coes. 26.)

When the day came, they were led along the

arena in procession, and matched by pairs

Sat. L 7. 20) :
and their swords were examined

by the editor to see if they were sufficiently sharp.
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(Dion Cam. Ixviii. 3 ; Suet. TU. 9 ; Lipsiua,

ICjTur$. otl Toe. Ann. Ui. 37.) At fint there was

a kind of shain balllc, called proelusioy in which

ther fought with wooden swords, or the like (Cic.

tlf. Ortii. ii. 78, 80 ;
Ovid, Art Amixt. iii. 515 ;

Senoe. i 17), and afterwards at the sound of

the trumpet the reul battle began. When a gladi-

ator w’ns wounded, the people called out kiAri or

hoc kafjet

;

and the one who was vanquished low-

ered his arms in token of submission. His fate,
|

however, depended upon the people, who pressed
,

down their thumbs if they wished him to be

s.tved, but turned them up if they wished him to

f>e kilii^ (Hor. Kp. i. 18. 66 ;
Jut. iii. 36), and

ordered him to receive the sword {ftrmm rtci-

which gladiators usually did with the

grimiest fimmess. (Cic. 7'usc. ii. 17, pro SejeL

37, pro M'd. 34.) If the life of a vanquished

gladiator was spared, he obtained his discharge for

that day, which was called fMissto (Mart. xii. *J9.

7) ; and hence in an exhibition of gladiators sme
winione (Liv. xli. 20), the lives of the conquered

were never spared. This kind of exhibition,

however, was forbidden by Augustus. (Suet.

Anil. 45.)

Palnu were nsnally given to the victorious

gladiators (Surt, f.W. 32) ; and hence, a gindintur,

who had Ireqiienlly conquered, is called *“ pluri-

manim pnimarum gladiator'' (Cic. pro Host, Amer.

6) ;
money also was sometimes given. (Juv. vii.

243 ; Suet C'inmi. 21.) Old gladiators, and some-

times those who bad only fought for a short time,

w -re discharged from the service by the editor at

the request of the people, who presented each of

them with a rudis or wooden sword ; whence
those who were discharged were called HmlUtrii.

(Cic. Thilip. iL 29 ; Hor. ICp. L 1, 2 ;
Suet. Tih.

7 ; Quint e.) If a person was free licforo he

entered the Indus, he became on his discharge free

again
;
and if he had been a slave, lie returned to

the same condition again. A man, however, who
had been a gladiator was always considered to

have disgraced himself, and consequcntlv it ap-

pears that he could not obtain the equestrian rank

if he afterwards acquired sufficient property to

entitle him to it (Quint 1. c.) ; and a slave who
bad been sent into a ludiis and there manumitted
either by his then owner or another owner, merely

acquired the ititus of a peregrinus dediticius.

(Gaius, 113.) [DKbiTicn.j
Shows of gladiators were abolished by Constan-

tine (C^. ! 1. tit 43), but appear notwithstanding

to have been generally exhibited till the time of

llonorius, by whom they were tinalJy suppressed.

(Theodoret I/itt. Ecdet. v. 20.)
Gladiators were divided into different classes,

according to their arms and different mode of

fighting, or other circumstances. The names of

the roost important of these classes is given in

alphabetical order :
—

Andabatae (Cic. ad Fom. vii. 10), wore helmets

without any aperture for the eyi-s, so that they
were obliged to fight blindfold, and thus excited

the mirth of the spectators. Some modem wTiters

say that they fought on horseback, but this is

di'nied by OrcllL {Inter. 2.577.)

Colervorii was the name given to gladiators

when they did not fight in pairs, but when several

fought together. (Suet Aug. 45 ;
yregatim dimi-

eanifty V<iL 30.)

IXmochcri appear to have beca so called, be-
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cause ther fought with two iw'ords. (.\rteroio<1. ii.

32 ;
(Jrcfli, Inter. 2584.)

EguUrt w'ere those who fought on horseluick.

(Orelli, 2569. 2577.)

Ksminrii fought from chariots like the Gauls
and Britons. [Kksxda.] They are frequently men-
tioned in inscriptions. (Orelli, 2566. 2584, \c.)

Fitcaiet were those under the empire, who were

trained and supported from the hscua ((-apitul.

6on/. 33.)

Hojdomaeki appear to have been those who
fought in a complete suit of armour. (.SueU ( <d.

35 ; Martial, viii. 74 ; Orelli, 2566.) Lipsius con-

siders them to have been the same with the Sam-
nites, and that this name was disused under the

emperors, and hoplomachi substituted for it.

lAupteolortt were those who used a iuk>sc to

catch their adversaries. (Uiod. xviii. 56.)

Meriiltani were those who fought in the middle
of the day, after combats with wild beasts had
taken place in the morning. These gladiators were
very slightly armed. (Scm*c. Epid. 7 ;

Suet. Cloud.

34 ; OrelU; 2587.)
MimtiU4met nre said to have been so called from

their having the image of a fish (mormyr, pop-

pvpot^ on their helmets. ( Frstus, *. f». /MiVinio.)

Their arms were like those of the Gauls, whence wo
find that they were also called Galli. They were
usually matched ivith the rcliiuii or Tiiraci.ms,

(Cic. Fhil. iii. 12, vii. 6 ;
Juv. viii. 2U0

;
SueU

Od. 32 ; Orelli, 2566, 2580.

)

Ordinarii was the name applied to all the regular

gladiators, who fought in isiim, in the oriiiuHry

wav. (Scnec. Epitt. 7 ; SueU Aug. 4.5, (-W. 26.)

FoduJaticii were such as were demanded by
the people from the editor, in addition to those who
were exhibited. (Senec. 1. e.)

J*rorocidoret fought with the Sanmites (Cic. pro
Seji- 64), but we do not know any thing res{Kx;t-

ing them except their name. They are mentioned
in inscriptions. (Orelli, 2566.) The irpo€oK<iT<»tp

mentioned by Artemiodorus (ii. 32) npp^'ars to be

the same as the provocator.

/Ifiutrii carried only a threc-poinlcd lance, called

irideut or/utcina [FL’HCiNA],anda net (rr/e), wliich

they endeavoured to throw over their adversaries,

and then to attack them with the fuK-ina whilo they

were entangled. The rctiarius was dresse<l in a short

tunic, and wore nothing on his bond. If he mis.<(ed

his aim in throwing the net, he betook himself to

flight, and endeavoured to prepare his net for a
second cast, while his adversary lollowed him mund
the arena in order to kill him before he could make
a second attempt. His Rdvers-ary was usimlly a
sccutor or a mirmillo. (Juv. it 1 43, viii 203; SueU
Cal, 30 ; C7aud. 34 ;

Orelli, 2578.) In the follow-

ing woodcut, taken from Winckclmann (A/osam,

Digitizea by
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Jnetl. p]. 197)« a combat is represented betireen a

retiarius and a mirmilio: the former has thrown

his net over the head of the latter, and is proceed*

ing to attack him with the fuscina. The lanista

stands behind the retiarius.

StmnUes were so called, because they were

armed in the vune way as that people, and were

particularly distinguished by the oblong toUum,
(Liv. ix. 40 ; Cic. pro Sort 64.)

S'CiUore* are supposed by some writers to be so

colled because the secutor in his combat with the

retiarius pursued the latter w’hen he failed in se-

curing him by bis net. Other writers think that

they were the same as the $uppontitii^ mentioned by
Martial (v. 24 ), who were gUuliators substituted in

the place of those who were wearied or were killed.

(Suet. CW. 30 ; Juv. viU. 210.) If the old reading

in a letter of Cicero's {ad AU. viu 14) is correct,

Julius Caesar had no less than 500 secutores in his

ludtts at Capua ; but it appears proboble that we
ought to read tcutorum instead of aeeutorum,

SuppoiitUU. See Secutort*.

Thrace* or Thrrcea were armed like the Thra-
cians with a round shield or buckler (Festus, t. r.

T^raares), and a short sword or dagger (stco, SucL
Cal, 32), which is called falx npina by Juvenal

(viiu 201 ). They were usually matched, as already

stated, with the mirmillones. The woodcut in the

next column, taken from Winckelmann (f. c.), re-

presents a combat between two Thracians. A
lanista stands behind each.

Piuntings of gladiatorial combats, as well as of

the other sports of the amphitheatre, w'ere favourite

subjects with the Roman artists. (Plin.^. AT.

XXXV. 33 ; Capitol. Gord. 3 ; Vopisc. Carin. 18.)

Several statues of gladiators have come down to

us, which are highly admired as* works of art: of

these the most celebrated is the gladiator of the

Boighese collection, now in the Museum of the

Louvre, and the dying gladiator, os it is called, in

the Capitoline Museum. Gladiatorial combats are

represented in the bas-reliefs on the tomb of Scan-

rus at Pompeii, and illustrate in many particulars

the brief account which has been given in this

article of the several classes of gladiators. These
bas-reliefs are represented in the following wood-

cuts from Maaois {Pomp. L pi. 32). The figures

are made of stucco, and appear to have been mould-

ed separately, and attach^ to the plaster by pegs

of bronze or iron. In various parts of the frieze

are written the name of the person to whom the

gladiators belonged, and also tno names of the gla-

diators themselves, and the number of their vic-

tories. The first pair of gladiators on the left hand
represents an equestrian combat. Both wear

helmets with vizors, which cover the whole face,

and are armed with spears and round bucklers.

In the second pair the gladiator on the left has

been wounded ; bo has let fall his shield, and is

imploring the mercy of the people by raising his

hand towards them. His antagonist stands be

hind him waiting the signal of the people. Like

all the other gladiators represented on the frieze,

they wear the $tAligaatlum or short apron fixed

above the hips. The one on the left appears to be
a mirmilio, and the one on the right, with an ob-

long shield («nc/v/a), a Somnite. The third pair

consists of a Thracian and a mirmilio, the latter of

whom is defeated. The fourth group consists of

four figures
;
two are secutores and two retiariL

The secutor on his knee appears to have been de-

feated by the retiarius behind him, but as the

fuscina is not adapted for |Mt>dncing certain death,

the other secutor is called upon to do it. The
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retiariua in the distance is probably destined to

fight in his turn with the surviving socutor. The
lut group consists of a mirmillo and a Samnitc

;

the latter is defeated.

In the last woodcut two combats are repre-

sented. In the first a Samnite has been conquered

by a mirmillo
; the former is holding up his hand

to the people to implore mercy, while the latter

apparently wishes to become his enemy's execu-

tioner before receiving the signal from the people ;

but the lonista holds him bock. In the other

combat a mirmillo is mortally wounded by a
Samnitc.

It will be observed that the right arm of every'

figure is protected by armour, which the left does

not require on account of the shield. [Brstiarii ;

Vbnatio. 1 (Lipsius, •SSu/KTRoA'd.)

GLADIUS 0<pos, pod. &op, <pduryta>oy\ a
sword or glaive, by the Latin poets called easts.

The ancient sword had generally a straight two-

edged blade {ifufniKts, Horn. IL. z. 256), rather

broad, and nearly of equal width from hilt to point.

Gladiators, however, used a sword which was
curved like a scimitar. (Mariette, RecuetL, No. 92.)

In times of the remotest antiquity swords were

made of bronze, but afterwards of iron. (Eurip.

Phoen. 67, 529, 1438 ;
Virg. Aea. iv. 579, vi. 260,

xiu 950.) The Greeks and Romans wore them
on the left side (Sid. Apollin. Carm. 2), so as to

draw them out of the sheath (oa^iao, Ko\t6i) by
passing the right hand in front of the body to take

hold of the hilt with the thumb next to the blade.

Hence Aeschylus distinguishes the army of Xerxes
by the d(>nomination of /xaxaipo^pow (dyos {Pen.

56), alluding to the obvious difference in their ap-

pciuancc in consequence of the use of the Acinacbs
instead of the sword.

The early Greeks used a very short sword.

Iphicrates, who made various improvements in

annour al^ut 400 b. c., doubled its length (Diod.

XV. 44), BO that an iron sword, found in a tomb
at Athens, and represented by Dodwell (Tour, i.

p. 44.3), was two feet five inches long, including

the handle, which was also of iron. The Roman
sword, as was the case also with their other

offensive weapons, was larger, heavier, and more
formidable than the Greek. (Flonis, ii. 7.) Its

length gave occasion to the joke of Lentulus upon
his son-in-law, who was of very low stature,
** Who lied my son-in-law to bis sword ?” (Ma-
cro!). Saturn, ii.) To this Roman sword the

Greeks applied the term avddij (Arrian, Tact.),

which was the name of a piece of wood of the same
form used in weaving [Tela]. The British glaive

was still larger than the Roman. (Tac. Affric. 36.)

In a monument found in London, and presen’ed

at Oxford, the glaive is represented between three

and four feet long. (Moutfau9on, Supplem. iv.

p. 16.)

The principal ornament of the sword was be-

stowed upon the hilt [Capulus.]
Gfadius was sometimes used in a wide sense, so

as to include Puoio. (A. Gell. ix. 13.) [J. Y.]
GLANDES. [Funda.]
GNOMON (yvdifxcev). [HoROLOOiDM.]
GOMPHI. [Via.]

GORGYR.\ (yoyyvpa). [Carcbr.]
GR.'\DUS (0rjfia), a step, as a measure oflength,

was half a pace (patsus) and contained 2^ feet,

Greek and Roman respectively, and therefore the

Greek was rather more, and the Roman
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gradua rather less, than 2^ feet English. (See the
Tables.) [P.S.]
GRADUS COONATIONIS. [Coonati.]
GRAECOST.ASIS, a place in the Roman

forum, on the right of the Comitium, was so called

because the Greek ambassadors, and perhaps also

deputies from other foreign or allied states, were
allowed to stand there to hear the debates. The
Graecostasis was, as Niebuhr remarks, like privi-

leged seats in the hall of a pariiamentar}’ assem-
bly. The Sfatiottea Municipiorum, of which Pliny
speaks (H. M xvi. 44. s. 86), appear to have been
places allotted to municipals for the some purpose.

When the sun was seen from the Curia coming
out between the Rostra and the Graecostasis, it

was mid-day
; and on accensus of the consul an-

nounced the time with a clear loud voice. (Plin.

//. N. vii. 60, xxxiil 1. s. 6 ; Cic. ad Q. Fr. ii. 1

;

Varr. L. L. v. 155, ed. MUller ; Niebuhr, Hist, of
Rome, voL ii. note 1 1 6.)

GRAMMATEUS (ypoftpartif), a clerk or

scribe. Among the great number of scril>es em-
ployed bv the magistrates and goveniments of

Athens, there were three of a higher rank, who
were real state-officers. (Suidas, s. tJ.) Their
functions are described by Pollux (viii. 98). One
of them was appomted by lot, by the senate, to servo

the time of the administration of each prytany,
though he always belonged to a different prytany
from that which was in power. He was therefore

called ypofipeershs Kard irpvravtiay. (Demosth.
c. Timocrat. p. 720.) His province was to keep the

public records, and the decrees of the people which
were made during the time of his office, and to de-

liver to the thesmothetae the decrees of the senate.

(Demosth. 1. c.) Demosthenes in another passage

(de Fuls. Ijcg. p. 381) states that the public docn-

ments, which were deposited in the Motroon, were
in the keeping of a public slave

; whence we must
suppose with Schoniunn (de Cumit. p. 302, transl.)

that this servant, whose office was probably for life,

was under the ypappartvs, and was his assistant.

Previous to the archonship of Euclcides, the name
of this scribe was attached to the beginning of

every decree of the people (Schumann, p. 132, &c.;

compare Boulb)
;
and the name of the ypapfutrsis

who officiated during the administration of the

first piy'tany in a year was, like that of the orchon
epouymus, used to designate the year.

The second ypappardf was elected by the

senate, by and was entrusted with

the custody of the laws (^1 rovs v6povs, Pollux,

1. c. ;
Demosth. c. Timocrat. p. 713 ; de Coron. p.

238). His usual name was ypapparsvs rps $ov\ifs,

but in inscriptions be is also called ypappartvs tuv
0ov\tvT&v (Bockh, PuU. Econ. p. 185, 2d edit).

Further particulars concerning his office are not

known.

A third ypappartvs was called ypappairtvs rps
iroKtus (Thuejd. vii. 10), or ypapjMTsvs rps

BovAfis Kol TOO S-fipou. He was appointed by the

people, by and the principal part of

iiis office was to read any laws or documents which
were required to be read in the assembly or in the

senate. (Pollux, L c.

;

Demosth. de Fals. Leg. p.

419 ; e. Leptin. p. 485 ;
Suidas, s. v.)

A class of scribes, inferior to these, were those

persons who were appointed clerks to the several

civil or military officers of the state, or who served

any of the three ypapparus mentioned above ns

under-clerks (irKoypapparus, Demosth. de Fais.

p p
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p. 419 ; da CoroH. p. 314 ;

Antiphon, da

CAor«t/. p. 792 ; Lviuu, c. Niaomach. p. 864).

Thc«e pcnont were either public slavca or citizciu

of the lower orders, as appears from the nmnner in

which Demosthenes spe^s of them, and were not

allowed to hold their office for two succeeding

years. (Lysias, c. NicotnacM. p. 864, according

to the interpretation of this passage by Bockh,
PtdJ. Kcon. p. 1 88, note 1 68.)

Different from these common clerks were the

drri7pa4>c«r, checking clerks or counter^scribes, who
must likewise be divided into two classes, a lower

nnd a higher one. The former comprised those

who accompanied the generals and cashiers of the

armies (Demosth. daCkerwn.^ 101), w'ho kept

the control of the expenditure of the sacred money,
&c. (Biickh, PuU. Eoott. p. 187). The higher class

of dvTtypoipcir, on the other hand, were public

officers. Their number was, accordiug to llarpo-

cralion (s. r.), only two, the itniypcupavi tj}s

8<oiin^o(«0r, and the hmiypai^hs t^i ^ow\i)r. The
office of the former was to control the expenditure

of the public treasury (8(ol«a)o^<r)
;
the latter was

alu-ays present at the meetings of the senate, and
recorded the accounts of money which was paid

into the senate. (Compare Pollux, viii. 98 ; Suida%
$. r.) Ho had also to lay the accounts of the

public revenue before the people in ererv prytany,

so that he was a check upon the diro8«KTa<. He
was at first elected by the people by
but was afterwords appointed by lot. (Acschin. c.

Ciesipk. p. 4 17 ;
Pollux, 4 e.)

The great number of clerks nnd counter-clerks

at Athens wis a neccssarv consequence of the in-

stitution of the «v6ur7>, wliich could not otherwise

have been carried into effect. (See Schiiinann, de

Comit. p. 302, Ac. ; Hdckh, /. c. ; Hermann,
PiJil. Antiq. § 127. n. 17 and 18.) fU S.]

GUAMMATOPllYLAClUM. [Tabula-
Hlt-M.)

GK.\PHE (7po4>^), in its most general accept-

ation, comprehends all state trials and criminal

prosecutions whatever in the Attic courts
;
but in

Its more limitc'd sense, those only which were not

distinguished as the €v0\nnj^ tlffoeyytKia

by a spt'cial name and a pi'culiar conduct of the

proceedings. The principal characteristic differ-

ences between public and private actions arc enu-
iH(‘nit4Hl under Dikb, and the peculiar forms of

public prosecutions, such as those alwve men-
tioned, are separately noticed. Of these forms,

together with that of the (Jrapiie^ properly so

called, it frequently happened that two or more
were applicable to the same cause of action

; and
the discretion of the prosecutor in selecting the

most preferable of his available remedies was at-

tended by results of great inipnrtanco to himself

and the accused. If the proM'cutor's speech

(aaTvpyopla), and the evidence addnctnl by him,

were insufficient to establish the aggravated cha-

racter of the wnmg in qm*aiion, as indicated by

the form of action he had chosen, his ill-judged

rigour might be alleged in mitigation of the punish-

ment by the dcfoidant in his reply (AiroXo7la), or

upon the assesiment of the penalty after judgment
given ; and if the case were one of those in which

the dicasts had no power of assessing (krinriroi

7pa/p^>, it might cause a total failure of justice,

and even render the pnisecutor liable to a fine or

other punishment. (Dem. e. Afidrot. p. 601, e.

Ateui. p. .W3.)

ORAPUR
The courts before which public causet could be

tried were very various ; and, berides the ordinary’

Hcliastic bodies under the control of the nine

archons or the gcnemls or logistae, the council and
even the assembly of the people occasionally be-

came judicial bodies for that purpose, as in the case

of certain Docimasioe and Eisangeliae. (Meier,

Aft. Proe. pp. 205. 268.) The proper court in

which to bring a particular action was for the most
part determined by the subject-matter of the ac-

cusation. In the trial of state offences it was in

general requisite that the ostensible prosecutor

should he an Athenian citizen in the full posses-

sion of his franchise ; but on some particular occa-

sions (Thuc. 28 ; Lys. pro CalL p. 186) even

slaves and resident aliens a*erc invited to come
forward and lay informations. In such cases, and
in some Eisangeliae and other special proceedings,

the prosecution and conduct of the cause in court

was carried on by advocates retained by the state

^ ((lo^opoi) for the occasion \ but with the excep-

tion of these temporary appointments, the protec-

tion of purely state interests seems to have been

left to volunteer accusers.

In criminal causes the prosecution was con-

ducted by the Kopiot in behalf of the aggrieved

woman, minor, or slave
;
his irpo<rTdrni probably

gave some assistance to the resident alien in the

commencement of proccediugs, though the acctisa-

tion was in the name of the person aggrieved, who
also made his appearance at the trial without the

intervention of the patron (Meier, AU. l*roc.

p. 661) ; and a complete fon*igncr would upon

this occasion require the same or a still further

protection from the proxonus of his country

With the exception of cases in which the Apngoge,

Ephegesis Enilcixis, or Eisangclia were adopted,

in the three first of which an arrest actually did

and in the last might take place, and accusations

at the Euthynoe and Docimasine, when the accus<-d

was or was supposed by the law to be present, n
public action against a citizen commenced like an
ordinar}' law-suit, with a summons to appear be-

fore the proper magistrate on a fixed day. (Dlatn,

KuOttffk, iiiit.) Tho anacrisis then fnllowcd

[Anacririk] ; but the l)ill of accusation was
called a ypatp^), or <pdius^ as the case might l>o, and
not an l7aXTj;ia or Xn{<s, as in private actions ;

Jieither could a public prosecution be referred to

an arbitrator [Diaktrtas], and if it were coin-

f

romised, would in many cases render the accuser

iable to an action naOuipftrwSy if not ipso facto to

a fine of a thousand drachmae. (Meier, Aft. Prt$r.

p. .355.) The same sum was also forfeited when
the prosecutor failed to obtain the voices of a fifth

of tho dicasU in all coses except those brought

Ivcforc tho nrehon that had reference to injury

(kAxwciv) done to women or orphans; nnd bc^klt-a

this penalty, a modified di»franchisi>ment, as, far

instiuice, ait incapacity to bring a similar accusa-

tion, was incurred uixm several occasions. Ujwm
the conviction of the accused, if the sentence were
death, the presiding m.'igistralc of the court deli-

vered the prisoner, who remained in the custody
of the Scylhae during the trial, to the Eleven,
whose business it w«os to execute judgment upon
him. If the punishment were confiscation of pro-

peny, tho demnrehs mode an inventory of the
clft'cU of the criminal, which was read in the as-

sembly of the people, and delivered to the p^detne,

that they migltl make a sale of the goods, and pay
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in the pmceetii to the public triiuiury. (Mi'ier, .-IW.

• /*#w. p. 740, Acc.) [J. S. M.J
(iU.APniA'IUUM. fSTiLt’R.]

fillAIMIIS. IPicTi RA, No. VI.]

OKAPIIIUM. (Stiluh.1

GHKGOKIA'NUS CODKX. [Conxx Obr-
CORMNt'R.]

(iRIFIllIS (7p7^5). [Akn'ujma.]
titiOMA. [A(iHIMSNS<;HRS • C'a5TRA, p.

GROSPnOS (yp6fftpos). fllASTA.]

a U n KUN A'CU LU M. [N A V IM. 1

(iUSTATIO. [UoKNA, p.:J07,a-l

OUTTUS, a vessel, with a n.imiw month or

ncek, from which the lifpiid wns pniirerl in dmfii

:

hence its name vintiin dahant nt miimUilim

funden'tit, a guuia nppellanint.** ( Varr. />.

L. V. l‘J4, ed. Miilier.) It was espicially used tu

acriKces (IMin. //. .V. xri, 3H. luid hence

we hud it n’preseiiied un the Urmuui coins struck

by persons wlio held any of the priestly otHces
;

HA, for instance, in the nnnext'd cf>in of PInnciu,

the contemporary of Amn'sUia, where it ap^iears,

though in ditrerent forms, liotli on the obverAO nn<i

reverse. The guttus was also used for keeping

the oil, with which persons were anointed in the

hnths. (Juv. iii. 26«'i, xi. loU.) A guttus of this

kind is hgurrd on p. lf>2.

GYMN.\SIAUCHi:S. [Ovmna8ium.1
G yM N A'SI UM {yvfirdmov). The whole edu-

cation of a Greek youth was divided into three

]vuts : ummnmr, music, and gymnastics {ypdfifMra^

fiovirttrn, and Tv^iwurTiir^, Plato, 7'he(t^. p. 122 ;

l*lnt, tie Amiit. c. 17 ; Clitoph. p. 4117), to whkh
Aristotle (tie liepuU. viii. 3) adds a iourth, the

art of drawing or painting, (lymnastics, however,

were thought by the ancients a matt4*r of such im-

portance, that this part of education alone occupied

as much time and Attention as all the others put

V^ther
;
and while the latter neceAsorily ccosc-d

nt a certain period of life, gymnastics continued to

be cultivated by persons of all ages, though those

of an advanced i^e naturally took lighter and less

fatiguing exercises than hoys and youths. (Xett.

.sy/«;*o*. i. 7 ; Lucian, l^iph. 5.) The ancients,

and more especially the Gn^ks, seem to have been

tliormighly convinced that the mind could not pos-

sibly l>e in a healthy state, unless the body was
likewise in perfect health, and no means were
thought, either by philo«>phcrs, or physicians, to Ik*

more conducive t<i preserve or rtwtorc bodily henllli

than well-regulated exercise. The word gymnas-
tics is derived from yvp90% (naked), bt“caujM* the

persons w’ho performed their exercises in public or

private gj'mnasia were either entirely nakctl, or

merely covered by the short the autho-

rities inWachsmulh, IltHen, AUerth. vol. ii. p. 354.

2d edit, and Becker, Chariidef^ voL I. p. 3H>.)

The great partiality of the Gn*cks for gymnastic

exercises was productive of infinite good : they

gave to the body that healthy and beautiful dcvc-
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lopment by which the Greeks excelled all other '
"

nations, and which at the some time imparted to

their minds that power and elasticity which will

ever be admired in all their productions. (Luebn,
tie (r’pmnast. 13.) The plastic art in particular

must have found its first and chief nourishment in

the gy'Rinnstic and athletic performances, and it

may lx* justly observed that the Greeks would
never have ntuiined their preeminence in sculpture

had not their gv-mnnstie and athletic exhiliitioiis

made the artists familiar with the l>eauliful forma

of the human body and its various attitudes. Re.
Mpecting the advantages of gvmnnstics in a medical

(mint of view, some remarks ore nuiile at the end
of this article. But wo must at the same time
confess, iluit at a later period of Orwk history

when the gymnasia had become places of re«»rt for

idle loungers, their evil effects WM»re no less strik-

ing. The chief obji>cts for which they had origi-

nally been instiliiteil were gmdimlly lost sight of,

and instead of lieing places of education and train-

ing they bvame mere places of amusement
; and

among other injurious funrtictui to which they gave
rise, the gyinnjLsia were charged, even by the an-

cients themselves, with having pniduced and fos-

teri’d that most odious vice of the Greeks, the
natifpatrria. (Bliit. Qtuirtt. Itnm. 40. vol. ii.

p. 122. ed. Wytlenb.
;
com|iare Arislot </c

tiii. 4 ;
IMtit. 3.)

Gymnastics, in the widest sense of the word,

comprehendwi also the agonistic and athletic arts

and ddATjria))', that is, the art of those

w'ho contended for the prizes nt the great public

games in Greece, and of those who made gymnas-
tic [erformances their pnifiHshm [Atiilktae and
.\oi>nc»thktak]. Both originated in the gymna-
sia, in ns far ns the athh'tno, lu w'cll as the agonis-

lae were originally trained in them. The atliletm*,

however, afterwards forminl n dlstinet class of per-

sons unconnected with the gymnasia ; while the

gyiiinnsin, at the time when they hod dcgenerateil,

were in reality little more than agonistic school.%

attended by numbers of spectators. On rert'iin

occasions the most distingtiislunl pupils of the gym-
nasia were selected f*>r the exhibition of public

contests [ Lampadrphohia], so that on the whole

there was always a closer connection bvlwoeii the

gymnastic and agonistic than between the gym-
nastic and athletic arts. In a narrower sense, how-
ever, the gymnasia had, with very few' exceptions,

nothing to do with the public eontesU, and were
places of exercise for the pur]H>«e of strengthening

and improving the body, or in other wonls places

for physical education and training ; and it is

chiefly in this point of view that we shall consider

them in this article.

Ujmnastic exercises among the Greeks seem to

have l)ecn os old ns the Greek nation itself, os

may l>e inferred from the fact that gymnastic con-

tests are mentioned in many of the earliest legends

of Grecian slorj- ; but they were, as might be suji-

]>osed, of n rude an^ mostly of a warlike character.

They were generally held in the open air, and in

plains near a river, w'bich afforded an opportunity

for swimming and bathing. The Attic legends

indeed referred the regulation of gv mnastics to

Theseus (Pans. L 31h § 3), but according to Galon
it seems to have been al>out the time of Cleisthcnes

that gymnastics were reduced to a regular and com-
plete system. Great progRss, however, must ha\*c

been made os early as the time of Solon, as appears

p p 2
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580 GYMNASIUM,
from ftome of bit laws which are mentioned below.

It waa aboat the same period that the Greek towns

began to build their regular gymnasia as places of

exercise for the young, with baths, and other con-

veniences for philosophers and ail persons who
•ought intellectual amusements. There was pro-

bably no Greek town of any importance which did

not possess its gymnasium. In numy places, such

as Ephesus, Hierapolis, and Alexandria in Troas,

tho remains of the ancient gymnasia have been

discovered in modem times. Athens alone pos-

sessed three gyeat g^'ronaaia, the Lyceum (Ai^xsio*'),

Cynosarges (Ki/)'^<rap77)r),and the Academia (’Aao-

tufila) ; to which, in later timea, several smaller ones

W'ere added. All places of this kind were, on

the whole, built on the same plan, though, from

tho remains, as well os from the descriptions still

extant, we must infer that there were many dif-

ferences in their detail. The moat complete de-

scription of a gymnasium which we possess, is that

given by Vitruvius (v. 11), which, however, is

very obscure, and at the same time defective, in as

far as many parts which seem to have been essen-

tial to a gymnasium, arc not mentioned in it.

Among the numerous plans which have been drawn,

according to the description of Vitruvius, that of

W. Newton, in his translation of Vitruvius, vol. i.

fig. 52, deserves the preference. The following

woodcut is a copy of it, with a few alterotions.

The peristylia (D) in a gymnasium, which Vi-

trurius incorrectly calls palaestra, are placed in the

form of a square or oblong, and have two stadia

(1200 feet) in circtimfercnce. They consist of four

porticoes. In three of them (ABC) spacious exe-

drae with seats were erected^ in which philoso-

phers, rfaetoriciana, and others, who delighted in

intellectual conversation might assemble. A fourth

portico (E), towards the south, was double, so that

the interior walk was not exposed to bad weather.

The doable portico contained the following npait-

ments :— The Ephebeum (F), a spocions hall with

seats, in the middle, and by one-third longer

than broad. On the right is the Coryceum (G),
perliaps the same room which in other cases was
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called Apodyterinm ; then came theConistoriam (H )

adjoining ; and next to the Conisterium, in the re-*

turns of the portico, is the euld both, XovrpoF(l).

On tho left of the Ephehenm is the Elseothesiam,

where persons were anointed by the aliptac (K).
Adjoining the Elaeothesium is the Frigidarium

(L), the object of which is unknown. From thence

is the entrance to the Propnigeum (M), on the re-

turns of the portico ; near which, but more inward,

behind the place of the frigidarium, is the vaultod

sudatory (N), in length twice its breadth, wbk-h
has on the returns the Laconicum (0) on one sidr,

and opposite the Laconicum, the hot-lnth(P).

On tho outside three porticoes are built; one (Q\
in passuig out from the peristyle, and, on the right

and left, the two stadial porticoes (R S), of which,

the (me (S) that faces the north, is made double

and of great breadth, the other (R) is single, and

so designed that in the parts which encircle the

walls, and which adjoin to the columns, there may
be margins for paths, not less than ten feet ;

and
the middle is so excavated, that there may be two
steps, a foot and a half in descent, to go from the

margin to the plane (R), which plane shoold not

be less in breadth than 12 feet; by this means
those who walk about the margins in their apporel

will not be annoyed by those who ore exercising

themselves. This pcutico is called by the Greeks
{(/<rrdr, because in the winter season the atblctao

exercised themselves in these covered stadia. The
{uerrds had groves or plantations between the two
porticoes, and walks between the trees, with seats

of signiue work. Adjoining to the {wrrds (R) and

double portico (3), arc the uncoT<^cd walks (U),

which in Greek are called rapa3po^8«>, to which

the athlctae, in fair weather, go from the wintcr-

xystus, to exercise. Beyond the xystus is the

stadium (W), so large that a multitude of people

may have sufficient room to behold the contests of

the athlctae.

It is generally believed that Vitruvius in thb
description of his gymnasium took that of Naples

os his model ; but two important parts of othi-r

Greek gymnasia, the apodyterium and the sphacris-

terium, are not mentioned by him. The Greeks

bestowed great core upon the outward and inward

splendour of their gymnasia, and adorned them
with the statues of gods, heroes, victors in the

public games, and of eminent men of every class.

Hermes was the tutelary deity of the g^’mnasia,

and hU statue was conscquenily seen in most of

them.

The earliest regulations which we possess con-

cerning the gymnasia are contained in the laws of

Solon. One of these laws forbade all adults to

enter a gymnasium during the time that boys were

taking their exercises, and at tho festival of the

Hermaea. The ^*mnasia were, according to the

same law, not allowed to be opened before sun-

rise, and were to be shut at sunset (Aesebin.

e.Timarch, p. 38.) Another law of ^lon ex-

cluded slaves from gyrnmnstic exercises. (Aeschin,

!

e. T^marck, p. 147 ; Plut SoUm^ 1 ; Demosth. r.

Timoerai. p. 736.) Boys, who were children of

an Athenian citison and a foreign mother (rddoc ',

were not admitted to any other gymnasium but Uie

Cynosarges. (Plut Them, 1.) Some of the laws

of Solon relating to the management and the snper-

intendence of the gymnasia, show that he a.na

aware of the evil consequences which these insti-

tutions might produce, unlen they were regnlatid
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hf the strictest nilos. As we, howercr, find that

adults also frequented the ^^ymnasia, we must sup-

pose that, at least os long as the laws of Solon

were in force, the gyroiuuia were dirided into

ditferent parts for persons of different ages, or that

persons of different ages took their exercise at dif-

fuvnt times of the dav. (Ddckb, Corp. Inscriftt,

n. 246 and 2214.) T^e education of boys up to

the age of sixteen was dirided into the three parts

mentioned above, so that gymnastics formed only

one of them
;

but during the period from the

sixteenth to the eighteenth year the instruction

in grammar and music seems to have ceased, and
gymnostict were exclusively pursued. In the tiiue

of Plato the salutary regulations of Solon appear

to have been no longer observed, and we find per-

sons of all ages visiting the gt'mnasia. (Plat. IM
Jirp.r. p. 4.h'Z

;
Xen..Sympos. ii. 18.) Athens now

possessed a number of smaller gymnasia, which are

sometimes called palaestrae, in which persons of all

ages used to assemble, and in which even the

Hermoea were celebrated by the boys, while for-

merly this solemnity had l^en kept only in the

great gymnasia, and to the exclusion of all adults.

(Plat. Lyt. p. 206.) These changes, and the laxi-

tude in the superintendence of these public places,

caused the gymnasia to differ very little from the

schools of the athlctae ; and it is perhaps partly

owing to this circumstance that writers of this and
subsequent times use the words gymnasium and
palaestm indiscriminately. (Becker, vol.

L p. 341.)

Morri^ as w'ell as unmarried women were, at

Athens, and in all the loninn states, excluded from

the gymnasia ; but at Sparta, and in some other

Doric states, maidens, dressed in the short

were not only admitted os spectators, but also took

p.'irt in the exercises of the youths. Married

women, however, did not frequent the gymnasia.

(Plat, I>e vii, p. 806.)

Respecting the superintendence and administra-

tion of the gymnasia at Athens, we know that

S>lon in his legislation thought them worthy of

great attention ; and the tmnsgreasion of some of

his laws relating to the gymnasia was punished

with death. II is laws mention a magistrate, called

the Oymnaslorch (yvfiraalapxot or yvpifaaidpx^^)

who was entrusted with the whole management
of the gymnasia, and with every thing connected

therewith. His office was one of the regular litur-

gies like the choregia and trierochy (Isaeus, De
J'kUodem. her. p. 154), and was attended with

considerable expense. He had to maintain and

lay the persons who were preparing themselves for

the games and contests in the public festivals, to

provide them with oil, and perhaps with the

wrestlers* dost. It also devolved upon him to

adorn the gymnnsiam or the place where the agones

took place. (Xen. Z>s Rq». Aiken, i. 13.) The
gymnasiarch was a real magistrate, and invesU*d

with a kind of jurisdiction over all those who fre-

quented or were connected with the g^^nnasia ;

and his power seems even to have extendi beyond

the gymiuuio, for Plutarch {Ainaior. c.9, &c.)

states that he watched and controlled the conduct

of the ephebi in general. He had also the power
to remove from the gymnasia teachers, philosophers,

and sophists, whenever he conceived that they

exercised an injurious influence upon the young.

(Aeschin. e. TVmorol.) Another p^ of his duties

was to conduct the solemn ^unes at certain great
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festivals, especially the torch-race {Kofiiraiyi^pia\

for which he selected the most distinguished among
the ephebi of the gv'mnasia. The number of gym-
nasiarchs was, according to Lil>anius on Demos-
thenes (e. Mid. p.510) ten, one from every tribe.

(Compare Demosth. e, Pkilip. p. 50, c. Boeot. p.

096 ; Isaeus, D« Mturd. c. 42.) They seem to

have undertaken their <^cial duties in turns, but
in what manner is unknown. Among the external

distinctions of a gymmasiarch, were a purple clook
and white shoes. (Plat. Anton. 33.) In early

timet the office of gymnasiarch lasted for a year,

but under the Roman emperors we And that some-
times they held it only for a month, so that there

were 1 2 or 1 3 gymnasiarrhs in one year. This office

s4‘omt to have been considered so great an honour,
that even Roman generals and emperors were am-
bitious to hold it. Other Greek towns, like Athens,
had their own gymniisiarcbs, but we do not know
whether, or to what extent their duties differed

from the Athenian gymnasiarchs. In Cyrenc the
office was sometimes held by women. (Krause,
(Jymnadik mnd Affoniitik d. HelUnen^ p. 179, &c.)

Another office which was formerly believed to

bo connected with the superintendence of the gym-
nasia, is that of Xystorchus ({voTe(px^*)> But it

is not mentioned previous to the lime of the Ro-
man emperors, and then only in Italy and Crete.

Krause (75. p. 205, Ac.) has shown that this office

had nothing to do with the gymnasia properlvso
called, but was only connected with the schools of
the athletae.

An office which is likewise not mentioned before

the time of the Roman emperors, but was neverthe-

less decidedly connected with the gymnasia, is that

of Cxiimetes. He bad to anange certain games, to

register the names and keep the lists of the ephebi,

and to maintain order and discipline among them.
He was assisted by an Anticosmetes and two Hy«
pocosmebie. (Krause, 75. p. 21 1, Ac.)
An office of very great importance, in an educa-

tional point of view, was that of the Sophronistoe
{atuppor'urrai). Their province was to inspire the
youths with a love of ott^poevyii^ and to protect

this virtue against all iojnrious influences. In early
times their number at Athens was ten, one from
every tribe, with a salary of one dnurhma per day.
{Etymol. Mag. s. v.) Their duty not only ro-

qni^ them to be present at all the games of tho
ephebi, but to watch and correct their conduct
wherever they might meet them, both within and
without the gymnasium. At the time of the em-
peror Marcus Aurelius only six Sophronistoe, as-

sisted by as many Hyposophronistae, are mentioned,
(Krause, 76. p. 214, Ac.)

The instructions in the gymnasia were given by
the G3*mnastao {yvitya/rttS) and the PaedntrilMe
(vcu8orp(gaI)

; at a later period H\*popaedotribae

were added. The Paedotril>es was required to

possess a knowledge of all the various exercises

which were performed in the gymnasia
; the Gym-

nastes was the practical teacher, and was expected
to know the pnysiolngical effects and influences

on the constitution of the youths, and therefore

assigned to each of them those excrciies which ho
thought most suitable. (Galen. IM Valet, tumd. iL

9. 11 ; Aristot. PclH. viii. 3. 2.) These teachers
were usually athleta«>, who had left their profes-

sion, or could not succeed in iu (Aelian, V,l{. U.

6 ;
Galen,/, e. ii. 3, Ac.)

The anointing of the bodies of the youths, and
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strewing them with dust, before they commenced tempt. (Plut Rom. 40.) Tow&rdi the end

their exercises, os well ns the regulation of ilieir of the republic nmny wealthy Romans, who had

diet, was the duty of the aliptoe. [Auptak. 1 acquired a taste forOr«;k manners, used to ntuich

These men sometimes also acted as surgeons or to their villas small places for bodily exercise,

teachers. (PluL J>ion. c. 1.) Galen (f. e. ii. 1 1) sometimes called gymnasia, sometimes polaestr.ii',

mentions among the gvramistic teachers, a and to adnm them with beautiful woi^i of arL

puTTnedt, or teacher of the various games at ball ; (Cic. ad Att. i. 4, e, Verr. iii. 5.) The emperor

and it is not improUible that in some cases ]ioni- Nero was the first who built a public gymnasium

cular games may have been taught by separate at Home (Suetoo. AVr. P2) ;
another was erected by

persona (.'ommodua (Herod, i. 12. 4.) But although these

The games and exercises which were performed institutions wore intended to introduce Greek

in the gymnasia seem, on the whole, to have been gymnastics among the Romans, yet they never

the same throughout Greece. Among the Dorians, gained any great importance, as the magnificent

however, they were n'gardcd chiefly ns institutions thermae, amphitheatres, and other colcsttal build-

for hardening the body and for military training ; ings had always greater charms for the Romans
among the loninns, and especially the Athenians, than the gymnasia.

they Imd an additional and higher object, namely. For a fuller account of this important subject,

to give to the body and its movements grace and which has been necessarily treated with brevity in

beauty, and to make it the basis of a healthy and this article, the reader is referred to HieroDymus

sound mind. But among all the ditlercnt tril^cs of Mcrcuriolis, De Arie f/y/aatufsca, Lil/ri ri 1st cd.

the Greeks the exercises which were carried on in Venice, 1573, 4lh ibid. IGOl
;
Burette, HUioirt

a Greek gymnasium were either mere games, or det .ithletes^ in the Mdm. dc PAcad. des InscripL

the mure important exercises which the g>‘mtuiaiu t3:G.Lubker,/>fsfryoiaa4/ii;<fer/fcffnin«,MUn-

hail in common with the public agones in the great ster, 18.35; Wachsmuth, IleUen. AUerth. vol. ii.

festivals. p. 344, &c. 2d. edit.
;
MUller, Lktr. ir. 5. § 4, &c.

;

Among the former we may mention, 1. The ball Becker, f/a/Zas, vol. i. p. 270, Ac. • CharOdesy vol. i.

((T^a/ptcrii, <r<p(upopaxla, Ac.), which was in uni- pp. 3U9—345 ; and especially J. H. Krause, Die
vcrsal favour w'ith the Greeks, and was here, as at GymmisUk und AtTonidik der //c/Zmea, J^eipzig,

Rome, played in a variety of ways, as appears from 1841 ;
G/y»npia, VV’ien, 1838 ;

Die .Ve-

tiie woMs 4irf<rKv#os, ^OiWvSa or opirao'- mten Ac., I^ipzig, 1841. The histories of edu-

r6vy Ac. (Plat. JH vii. p. 797 ;
compare cation among the ancients, such as those of Hoch*

Gronov. ad PlatU. Curcul. ii. ,3. 17, and Becker, heimer, Schwarz, Cramer, and others, likewise con-

(iailuty L p. 270.) Kvery gymnasium contained tain much useful information on the subject [L.S.]

one large room for the purpose of |>laying at ball in TTte Reiation of Gymnadicetothe ,\Mirai Art —
it (w(paipt<rT^pior), 2. cAxi'crrfFSa, The games of the Greeks had an immediate influ-

KU(Trlt^a,or 5ia 7po^qf, was a game in which one ence upon the art of healing, because they conii-

boy, holding one end of a rope, tried to pull the
j

dcred gymnastics to l>e almost as necessary for the

buy a’lio held its other end, across a line marked pri'senaiion of health, as medicine is for the cure

]M'twi*cn them on the ground. 3. The top(^V^^s-> <>f diseases. (Hippocrates, De Locisin ffomine^ voL

^6fi€oiy <rTp6€iKos)y which was as common iL p. 138, ed. Kuhn ;Timacus Locrensls, De Amunt
on amusement with Greek boys as in our own ,\fundiy p. 564, in GoJe's J\fytAol.) It was
days. 4. The TSKrdXtdos, which was a game with five ftir this reason that the gymnasia were dedicated

stones, which were thrown up from the upper piirt to A}>ollo, the gr>d of ]>hrsitians. (Plut Symp, viii.

of the hand and caught in the palm. 5. SwawspSo, 4. § 4.) The directors of these ostublishmems, as

which was a game in which a rope was drawm well as the persona employed under their orders,

through ihe^jppcr part of a tree or a post Two the Ijothcrs or aliptae, passed for physicians, and
1k)vs, one on each side of iho post, turning their were called so, on accoutit of the skill which long

backs towards one another, took hold of the ends experience had given them. The directors, calk'd

of the rope and tried to pull each other up. This waXat(rrpoip6\aK«St regulated the diet uf the

sport was also one of the amusements at the Attic young men brought up in the gymmasia ; the

Dionysia. (Hcsych. s. i».) These few games will sub-directors or Gymtutdoey prescriljcd for their

suHice to show the character of the gymnastic discasi'S (Plat, 7,^/. xi. p. 916) ; and the ta/cnor#

sports. or bathers, alipkte, iairaliptac, practisetl blood-

The more important games, such ns ninning letting, administered clysters, and dressed wounds,

(Spd^t), throwing of the Hokos and tlie Afcwv, ulcers, mid fractures. (Plat. De Ijey. ir. p. 728 ;

jumping and leaping (&\/ua, with and without Celsus, de Medic. L I ; PHn. //. X. xxix. 2.)

oATnpsr), wrestling (u-dAq), Imxing (wvyfi^)y the Two of these directors Iccus of Tnreiitum, and

|mncmtium (TtryApdrior), wsWadAos, Xay»a5T?^o- Her)>diciis of Sclymbria, a lowm of Thrace, dr-

piOy dancing (opx^o-ij), Ac., are described in sepa- f-ervo |iarticular notice for having contributed to

rate articles. unite more closely medicine and gymnastics. Iccua,

A gymnntimn w.as as V^itruvius ohserres not a who npf*ears fo have lived before llerodiais {Ofymp.

Roman institution, and Dionysius of HalicaniaMiin Ixxvii. Stephan. Byz-mt. s. r. Topdr, p. 693 ;
com-

(Ant. Rom. vil 70—72 ),
expressly states that the j>are Pans. vi. 10. § 2), gave his chief attention

whole 4yw»'i<rTarij of the Romans though it was to cormellng the diet of the wTestlers and to ac-

practised at an early* period in the Ludi Maxiini, ciisUiming them to greater moderation and abstemi-

was introduced among the Romans from Greece, ontneas of which virtues he was himself a perfect

Their altenlion, however, to developing and model. (Plat, </« /.a;. viiL p. 840 ; Aelian, Var.

strengthening the body by exercises was consider- /fixt. xi. 3 ; Id. Animal, vi. I.) Plato con-

aldc, though only for military purposes. The re- sidrrs him, as well as Herodicus, to have been one

gular training of boys in the Greek g.vmnastics w*as of the inventors of medical gymnastics. (Plat,

foruigu to Rommi manners, and even held iii con- J'rotayor. § 20. p. 316 ; Lucian, De Omechb. Hid.

toiTizea oy Google
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§ 35. p. 626.) Hcrodicus, who is sometimes called

ProdicuB (Plin. H. N. xxix. 2), lived at Athens

a short time before the Peloponnesian war. Plato

says that he was not only a sophist (Plat,

rrolag. 1. c.), bat also a master of the gymnasium

(Id. Uef). iiL p, 406), and physician (Id. Clurg.

§ 2. p. 44«), and in fact he united m his own
person these three qualities. He was troubled,

s;iy8 the same author, with very weak health,

and tried if gj-mnastic exercises would not help

to improve it ;
and having perfectly succeeded,

he imparted his method to others. Before him

medical dietetics had been entirely neglecU'd, espe-

cially by the Asclepiadae. (Id. liep.Wi. p, 406.)

If Pinto's account may be taken literally (Id.

rhatdr. p. 220), he much abused the exercise of

gymiuistics, os he recommended his {vuients to

w'alk fh)ra Athens to Megara and to return ns

soon as they had reached the walls of the latter

towiu* The author of the sixth book Z>« Morb.

V'tdtfur. (Hippocr. Epidem. vi. c. 3. vol. iiL

. 509) agrees with Plato :
“ Hcrodicus,” says

e, ” caused p<-ople, attacked with fever, to die

from walking and too hard exercise, and many
of his patients suffered much from drj’ rubbing.”

A short time after w'e find, says Fidlcr (^Medi-

cina G'ymmtidicrt, &c. Lond. 1710» 6vo), that Hip-

pocrates (Ee f'lct. JiaL iii. vol. L p. 716), with

some sort of glory, assumes to himself the ho-

nour of bringing that method to a perfection, so

as to be able to distin^ish irdrfpoy (nrloy

Kpurfti robs xdyovs, ol ir6yoi rd ffirla,

/xcTpi'csr ns he expresses it.

Pursuant to this, we find him in several places of

bis works recommending several sorts of exercises

upon proper occasions ; as first, friction or chafing,

the effects of which he exjdains (/>o Fid. Rut. ii.

p. 701), and tells us, that in some cases it will

bring down the bloatcdncss of the solid parts, in

others it will incam and cause an increase of

flesh, and moke the part thrive. He advises

{ibid. p. 700) walking, of which they had two

sorts, their round and straight courses. He gives

bis opinion {ibid. p. 701) of the ’Axeuen^/taTo, or

preparatory exercises, which served to warm and

fit the wrestlers for the more vehement ones. In

some cases he advises the or common wrest-

ling {ibid.), and the ’Axpox««pla, or wrestling by the

hands only, without coming close, and also the

KwpoKo/xaxia, or tho exercise of the Corycus, or

the hanging ball (see Antyllus, apud Mcrcur. de

Aria Oynn. p. 123) ;
the Xtipoyopia, a sort of dex-

terous and regular motion of the hands, and upper

parts of the Iwdy, something afler a military man-
ner ; the ’AXlySrjffis, or rolling in sand

;
and once

{ibid. p. 700) we find mentioned, with some ap-

probation, the "Hifftpoi *lxTroi, Equi Ind^iti, by
which is probably meant galloping long courses in

the open field.

As for Galen, he follows Hippocrates in this, as

closely as in other things, and declares his opinion

of the benefit of exercises in several places ; his

second book “ De Sanitate Tuenda,” is wholly

upon the use of tho tlrigil, or the advantage of

* “ The distance from Athens to Megara was 210
stadia, as we Icam from Procopius. {Rell. Fund.

i. 1.) Dion Chrysostom calls it a day's journey.

{Oral. vL) Modem travellers reckon eight hours.

(Dodwell, Clou. Tbar, vol. iL p. 177.)” Cramer,

A tin. Greece, voL ii. sect 13, p. 430.
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rcg»ilar chafing; he has written a little tract,

Urpi rod Sid Mixpds 2<palpay rvpyairlov, where-
in he recommends an exercise, by which tho

body mid mind are Imth at the same time

affected. In his discourse to Thrasylmliis, nd-
rtpoy 'larpiKrjs tj rvfAycuTriKrjs iari rh "TyiuySy,

he inveighs against the athletic and other violent

practices of the gymnasium, but approves of the

more moderate exercises, ns subservient to the

ends of a physician, and consequently part of that

art. The other Gret'k writers express a similar

opinion
; and the sense of most of them in this

matter is collected in Oribasius's “ Collceta Mcdi-
cinnlia.” In those remains which are presen'ed

of the writings of Antyllus, we rend of some sorts

of exercises that are not mentioned by Galen or

any fonner author
;
among the rest the Crici/asia

as the translators by mistake call it, instead of
( ’ricol'lasia. This, as it hud for many ages been
disused, Mcrcurialis himself, who had made the

most judicious imjuiries into this subject (Ai Arte
Gymnastica, 4to. Amstel. 1 672), docs not pretend

to explain
;
and I believe, says’Freind {/list, o/

P/iysic, vol. L), though we have the description of

it set down in Oribnsius {Coll. Medic, vi. 26), it

will lie hard to form any idea of what it was.

The ancient physicians relied much on exercise

in tho cure of the dropsy (compare Hor. Epist. i.

2. 34. “ Si nolcs sanus, curres hydropicus ”),

whereas we almost totally neglect it. (.Mexnnder
Trallianus, Da Medic, ix. 3. p. 524, ed. Basil.)

Hippocrates {I/e Intemis Affection, sect. 28. vol.

ii. p. 5 1 8) prescribes for one that has a dropsy

ra\anrtiptcu, or /atiguing-exercises, and he makes
use of the same word in his Epidemics, and almost

always when he speaks of the regimen of a dropsi-

cal person, implying, that though it be a labour

for such people to move, yet they must undergo

it
;
and this is so much the sense of Hippocrates,

that Spon has collected it into one of the new Apho-
risms, which he has drawn out of his works. Cclsus

says of this case {De Aledic. iii. 21. p. 152, ed. Ar-
gent), “ Concutiendum multa gestatione corpus e.st”

The Romans placed great reliance upon exercise

for the cure of diseases
; and Asclepiadcs, who

lived in the time of Pompey tho Great, brought

this mode of treatment into great request Ho
called exercises the common aids of physic, and
wrote a treatise on tho subject, which is mentioned

by Celsus in his chapter ” Do Frictione ” {De
Medio, ii. 1 4. p. 82), but the book is lost He carried

these notions so far, that he invented the LecH
Pensiles (Plin. II. N. xxvi. 8) or hanging beds,

that the sick might be rocked to sleep
;
which took

so much at that time, that they camenfterwards to be
made of silver, and were a great part of the luxury

of that people ; he had so many particular ways to

make physic agreeable, and was so exquisite in the

invention of exercises to supply the place of medi-

cine, that perhaps no man in any ago ever had tho

happiness to obtain so general an applause
;
and

Pliny says {ilnd. c. 7 ) by these means he made him-

self the delight of mankind. About this time the Ro-
man physicians sent their consumptive patients to

Alexandria, and with^'ciy good success, ns w’e fmd
by both the Plinys

;
this was done partly for tho

change of air, but chiefly for the sake of the exer-

cise by the motion of the ship
;
and therefore Celsus

says {De Medic. iiL 22. p. 156), “ Si vera Phthisis

est, opus est longa navigntione and a little after

ho makes Fehiculum and Navis to be two of the
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chief remedict. At for the other more common
cxcrciecft, they were daily practised, as is manifest

from CeUus, Coelius Aurelianua, Theodnrus Prisci-

sniis, and the rest of the Ijntin physicians. And we
do not want instances of cures wrought by these

means. Suetonius {Caltg. c. 3) tells us that Ger>

manicus was cured of a ** crumm gracilitas,*' as he

expresses it (by which he probably means an Atm-
by riding ; and Plutarch, in his life of Cicero,

gives ui an account of his weakness, and that he re*

covered his health by trarelling, and excessive dili>

gcncc in rubbing and chafing his body. (Ompare
Cic. BnU, c. 91.) Pliny (//. N. xxxL 33) tolls

us Annaeus Gallio, w’bo had been consuh was cured

of a consumption by a sea voyage ; and Oolen gives

us such accounts of the gc^ eifects of particular

exercises, and they were practised so universally

by all classes, that it cannot be supposed but they

must have been able to produce great and good

effects. However, from an attentive perusal of

what we find on this subject in the classical nu>

thors, the reader can hardly fail of being convinced

that the ancients 'esteemed gymnastics too highly,

just as the modems too much neglect them ; and
that in this, as in many other matters, both in

medicine and philosophy, truth lies between the

two extremes. [W. A. G.]
GYMNASTES. [Gvmnarivm, p. 581, b.]

GYMNE'SII or GYMNETES (7v/o^(noi,or
•ywjUKfiTvr), were a class of bond-slaves at Argos,

who may be compared with tho Helots at Sparta.

(Slcph. Byi. s. r. Xiov ; Pollux, iil 83.) Their
name shows that thev attended their masters on

military service in tKe capacity of light-armed '

troops. Muller {Dor. iiL 4. § 2) remarks that it

is to these gyranesii that the account of Herodotus
(vi. 83) refers, that 6000 of the citisens of Argos
having been slain in battle by Cleomencs, king of

Sparta (Id. riL 148), the slaves got the govern-

ment into their own hands, and retained possession

of it until the sons of those who had ^Icn had
gro>^7) to manhood. Afterwards, when the young
citixciia hod grown up, the slaves were compelled

by them to retire to Tir)-ns, and then after a long

war, as it appears, were either driven from the

territor)', or again subdued.

OYMNOPAE'DIA (‘yw#u'<nr<u3f«), the festi-

val of ** naked youths,** was celebrated at Sparta

ever>’ year in honour of Apollo Pythaeus, Artemis,

and Leto. The statues of these deities stood in a

port of the Agora called was around
.

these statues that, at the gymnopaedia, Spartan

Youths performed their choruses and dances in

Honour of Apollo. (Paus. iiL 11. § 7.) The festival

lasted for several, perhaps for ten, days, and on

the last day men also performed choruses and

dances in the theatre
;
and during these gymnastic

exhibitions they sai\g the songs of Thalctas and
Aleman, and the paeans of i)ionysodotus. The
leader of the chorus (wpoordri^v or

wore a kind ofchaplet, railed (rr4^aroi (^upvarixol,

in commemoration of the victory of the Spartans

at Thyrcn. This event seems to have been closely

connected with the gymnopaedia, for those Spartazu

who had fallen on that occasion were always

praised in songs at this tcstival. (Athen. xv.

p. 678 ;
Pint. Atffsil. 29 ; Xcn. HrUen, vi. 4. §16;

Hcsych. Suid. Etym. Mag. and Timaeusi, Glottar,

t. V. ru^ov<u8fa.) The boys in their dances per-

formed such rhythmical movements as resembled
the exercises of tho palaestra and the pnneration.

and also imitated the wild gestures ofthe worship of

Dionysus. (Athen.xiv. p.631.) MUller (//wto/Yi-'r.

Lit. Tol. i. p. 161) supposes, with great probability,

that the dances of the gymnopaedia partly consist-

ed of mimic representations, as the establishment

of the dances and musical entertainments at this

festival was ascribed to the musicians, at the bead
of whom was Thaletas. (Pluu tU Mh*. c. 9.) The
whole season of the gymnopaedia, during which
Sparta was visited by great numbers of strangers,

was one of great merriment and rejoicings (Xen.
Memor. i. 2. § 61 ; Plut AgenL 29 ;

Pollux, iv.

14. 104), and old bachelors alone seem to have
been excluded from the festivities. (Osann, d«
Coelibum apud Vetera Popttlo$ Comtitione Corn-

mental, p. 7, Ac.) The intnxluction of the gymno-
paedia, which subsequently became of such import-

ance as an institution for gymnastic and orchestic

performances, and for the cultivation of the poetic

and musical arts at Sparta, is generally assigned to

the year 665 b. & (C^pare Meurtios, Orc4es/ra,

p. 1 2, Ac. ; Creuxer, OmmettiaL Herod, i. p. 230

;

MUller, Z>^. vol. ii. p. 350, Ac.) [L. S.]

GYNAECONITIS. [Domus, pp. 425—
425.]

GYNAECO'NOMI or GYNAECOCOSMI
{•ywaucoy6piOi or ywaiKOK6<rtun\ were magistrates

At Athens, who superintended the conduct of Athe-
nian women. (Pollux, viii. 112.) We know little

of the duties of these officers, and even the time

when they were instituted is not quite certain,

ilockh {de Pkiioek. p. 24) has endeavoured to

show that they did not exist until the time of De-
metrius Phalerens, whereas, according to others,

they were instituted by Solon, whose regulations

concerning the female sex certainly rendered some
special officers necessary for their maintenance.

(PluL SoL 21 ;
comp. Thirlwall, Hid. of (Jreeee^

vol. ii. p. 51.) Their name is also mentioned by
Aristotle {PoL iv. 12. p. 144, and vL 5. p. 214.

ed. Qdttling) as something which he supposes

to be well known to his readers. These circum-

stances induce us to think that the

as the superintendents of the conduct of women,
existed ever since the time of Solcm, but that their

power was afterwards extended in such a manner
that they became a kind of police for the purpose

of preventing any excesses or indecencies, whether

committed by men or by women. (See the Fragm.

of Timocles and Menander, ap. Athen, vL p. 245,

where a xoxvhf v3/xot is mentioned as the source

from which they derived their increased power
;

compare Plut. Sol, 21. tn Jin.') In their first and
original rapacity, therefore, they had to sec that

the r^ilations concerning the conduct of Athe-

nian women were observed, and to

transgressions of them (Harpocrats.r.

ilesych. s. v. nAdrasvr)
; in the latter rapacity

they seem to have acted as ministers of the areo-

pngus, and as such had to take care that decency

and moderation were observed in private as well

as in public. Hence they superintended even the

meetings of friends in their private houses, «. g. at

weddings, and on other festive occasions. (PhUoch.

ap. Athen, vL p. 245.) Meetings of this kind were

not allowed to consist of more than thirty persons,

and the yvvauno¥6poi had the right to enter any
house and send away all the guests above that

number ; and that they might be able, previous to

entering a house, to form an cstimato of the num-
ber of persons assembled in it, the cooks who wen

punish any
'^Ort :
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enp«|!{ed for the ocouion had to gire in thoir names

to the •^(hrmKov6iun, (Athen. L e.) They had

also to puniih those men who showed their effe*

minate character by frantic or immoderate wailing

at their own or other persons* misfortunes (FluL

L e.) The number or these officers is unknown.

Aleier {Ati. Proc. p. B7) thinks that they were

appointed by lot ;
but Hermann {Polit. AnL

§ 150. n. 5), referring to Menander (Jiitt. de

JSnoom. p. 105, ed. Heercn.), reckons them among
those officers who were elected. [L. S.J

H.

HABET^AE (V‘®) were^ generally speaking,

leathern thongs, by means of which things were

held and managed. Hence the word was in par«

ticular applied— 1. To the reins by means of which

horses were guided and managed. (Virg. Aen. x.

576, xi. 670, 765, xiL 327.) The habenae were,

os with us, fixed to the bit or bridle (/rwmum).

2. To the thongs attached to a lance, by which it

was held and wicldrd. (Lucan. 221.) {Com-
pare HasTA, pi 558, a.] 3. To the thong which was
formed into a sling, by means of which stones were

thrown. (Lucan, iii. 710 ;
Valer. Klocc. v. 609.)

[Fl'nda.] 4. To thongs by means of which the

sandals were fastened to the feet. (Oeliius,xiii.

21. 4.) From this passage it is also dear that the

habenae in this case were not always made of

leather, but of strings or chords, whence Gellius

rails them ierttes ko6enae. 5. To the thongs formed

into a scourge w’ith which young slaves were chas-

tised. (Herat Epid, ii. 2. 15.) The coromenta-

tnn on this passage, indeed, differ about the meaning

of habenne ; but if we consider the expressions of

Ulpian (Dig. 29. tit 5. a 33), impubervt tervi

ierreri iatUum tolent^ et habena vel /erufa caedi^ it is

clear that the habena is the scourge itself. (Comp.

Ot. Heroid. ix. 81 ;
Virg. Aen. viL 380.) [L. 8.]

HABITATIO. [SxRViTUTia.]
HAERES. [Hsaxa]
HALIA (iAlo). [Aoora.]
HALMA (<Afia). [Pkntatulon.]
HALO'A (oAm). [Aloa.]
HALTK'RKS (oATripef) were certain masses

of stone or metal, which were used in the gymnastic

exereisM of the Greeks and Romana Persons

who practised leaping often performed their exer-

cises with balteres in both hands ;
but they were

also frequently used merely to exercise the body

HARMAMAXA. 585

in somewhat the same manner as our dumb-Wlla
(Martial, xiv. 49, viL 67. 6 ; Fullux, iii. 155, x.

64 ;
praves mossoe, Juy. rii. 421 ; Scncc. Kp. 15,

56.) Pausanios (v. 26. § 3, t. 27. § 8, vi. 3. § 4)
speaks of certain statues of athletes who were re-

presented with haJterea They appear to have
been mode of various forms and sisca The pre-

ceding woodcut is taken frv>m Tassie, Catalotnte^

6lc. pL 46, No. 7978. (Mcrcuriolis, De Arte
(iymnadica^ iL 12 ; Becker, fro/Zos, voL i p. 277

;

Krause, Die Gymnastik und AffcmitiiJe der HeUenen^
Tol i. p. 395.)

IIAMAXA (5/xa{a). [Harmamaxa ; pLAt/a-
TRUM.]
HA.MAXO'PODES (5^<Mr35«), in Latin,

ARBUSCULAF#, appear to hare been cylindrical

pieces of wood, placed vertically, and with a socket

cut in the lower end, to receive the upright pivot

fixed above a wheel or above the middle of the

axis of a pair of wheels, which could thus turn

horisontally in every direction. One use of this

sort of so<^ct was to unite the axis of the fore-

wheels of a chariot to the body (Pollux, L 144,

253 ; Hesych. s. r. ipa((wo$tt)
; another use of it

vras to attach the wheels of a testudo to tlio framing

in such a manner, that the machine might easily

bo moved in any direction : in fact, the arlmecuia

and the wheel together formed a castor or univeml
joint (V'itniv. x. 20. s. 14. § 1, ed. Schneid.)

Newton (ad Zoe.) supposes that, for the latter pur-

pose, a single piece of timber would bo both clumsy
and insufficient, and that the ar^MseWa must havo

been a sort of framing. (See his figure. No.
114.) [P.S.]

HARMA (5p^). [CURRUR
; Harmamaxa.]

HARMAMAXA ^ftdpa^a) is evidently com-
pounded of a general term, including not

only the Latin CuRRua, but other descriptions of

carriages for persons
;
and which tqgant a

cart, ^ving commonly four wheels, and used to

carry loads or burthens as well os persons. (lies.

Op. et Die*^ 692 ; Horn. II. vii. 426, xxiv. 782.)

The barmamaxa was a carriage for persons, in its

construction very similar to the CartentL'm, being

covered overhead and inclosed with curtains (Died,

zi. 56 ;
Charito, v. 2, 3), so as to be used at night

as well as by day (Xen. (yrop. ir. 2. § 15) ; but

it was in general larger, often drawn by four horses,

or other suitable quadrupeds, and attired with

ornaments more splendid, luxurious, and expen-
sive, and in the Oriental style. (Diod. x>*ii. 35 ;

Aristoph. Aduir. 70.) It occupied among the

Persians (Max. Tyr. Z4) the tame place which the

carpentum did among the Romans, being used,

especially upon state occasions, for the conveyance

of women ami children, of eunuchs, and of the sons

of the king with their tutors. (Herod, vil 83, ix.

76 ; Xen. Cywp. iii. 1. § 8, tv. 3. S 1, v*i 4. | 1
1

;

Q. Curt iii. 3. § 23.) Al^ as persons might lie

in it at length, and it was made as commodious as

possible, it was used by the kings of Persia, and
by men of high rank in travelling by night, or in

any other circumstances when they wished to con-

sult their ease and their pleasurew (Herod, vii. 41

Xen. Cyrap. iii. 1. § 40.)

The body of Alexander the Great was tram
ported from Babylon to Alexandria in a magnifi-

cent barmamaxa, the construction of which occupied

two years, and the description of which, with its

I

paintings and ornaments in gold, silver, and ivory

I

employed the pen of more than one historian.
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(Diod. xviii. 26—28 ;
Athen. v, p.206, e ;

Aelian,

r. //. xVu 64.)

The hamiamaxa wm oceuionally’ ueed b; the

Indiee oF Greece, A printcas of Diatui is repre-

sented as riding in one which is drawn by two
white cows (Heliod. iit. p. 133, ed. Com-
melini), and the coins of Ephesus show, that this

enmage, probably containing also symbols of the

attributes and worship of Diana, added to the

splendour of the religious processions in that

city. [J. Y.]
IIARMOSTAE (from to fit or join to-

gether) was the name of the governors whom the

I^accdacmoniant, after thf Peloponnesian war, sent

into their subject or conquered tow'ns, partly to

keep them in submission, and partly to alralish the

deniocratical form of government, and establish in

its stead one sitnilur to their own. (Diod. Sic.

xiv. 10 ; Xen. IfeUen. iv. 2. § 5 ;
Isocrat Paneg.

ji. 92 ; Suidas, Jlcsych. s. r.

;

Kt}mol. Mag. s. r.

'ErterradfUH.) Although in many cast's they were
ostensibly sent for the purpose of abolishing the

tyrannical government of a town, and to restore

the people to freedom, yet they themselves acted

like kings or tyrants, whence Dionysius {Antiq.

Jtom. V. p. 337, Sylburg) thinks that hannostae
w'as merely another name for kings- How little

sincere the I>acedacmonians were in their profes-

siims to restore their subject towns to freedom w*as

manifest after the peace of Antalcidas ; for although

they had pleilged themselves to re-establUb free

governments in the various towns, yet they left

them in the hands of the harmoslac. (Polyb. it.

27.) The character of their rule is sufficiently de-

scribed by the word xarfx***', which Isocrates (A c.)

and Demostiicnos (/>s fbron. p. 238) in speak-

ing of the harmostao. (Compare Demosth. c. Timo-
crat, p. 740 ;

Plut Aarra<. AmaL c. 3.) Even
Xenophon {De liqa. Jxte. c. 14) could not help cen-

suring the Lacedaemonians for the maimer in which
they allowed their harmostae to govern.

It is uncertain how long the office of an har-

mostes lasted ; but considering that a governor of >

the same kind, who was appointed by the Lacedoe-
tnonians in Cythcni, with the title of Cytherodices,

held his office only for one year (Thucyd. iv. 53),
it is not improbable that the office of hannostes was
of the Kimc duration. [L. S.j

HARPAGES GRAPHE (agiray^r yptupi)).

This action seems, according to Lucian {Jmd, Voc.

c. 1. vol. i. p. 82, cd. IIcmsterh.X to have been
applicable to cases of open rubbery, attended with
violence. Under these circumstances the ofienders

v.ould be included in the class of KaJcoDpyot, and
ns such be tried before a court under the con-

trol and management of the Eleven. With respect

to the punishment upon conviction, we have no
certain information, but there seems no reason to

doubt that it was capital, os in aiscs of burglary'

and stealing from the person. (Xen. Mem. i. 2.

§ 62.) [J. S. M.]
IIARPAGINEnrULI, a sort of decoration for

the wails and ceilings of rooms, thus mentioned by
Vitruvius, in a passage where he is speaking of

imgulor and fantastic ornaments (vii. 5. § 3),

^ pro cuiumnis eni/n g/afuunfvr ca/umt\ pro/attigiis
harpaginetuli ^riati ertia crifjni /bliis rt

ris." The commentators have laboured in-vain to

explain the terra ; and it is even very doubtful

whether the reading is correct. As the word
Stands, it seems to refer to some sort of scrull-

HARUSPICES.

pattdhi. (See Schneider, Newton, and the other

commentators and translators, 1. c., and on addition

by Bailey to the article in ForcellinL) [P. S.]

HA'RPAOO (dpwd'yTj; Aokos: icpsd'ypa, dim.

xpedTpis), a grappling-iron, a drag, a flesh-hook.

{Eje. xxviL 3 ; 1 Sam, iL 13, 14. SepL ; Aristoph.

Penp. 1152 ; Anaxippus, ap. AOteit. iv. p. 169, b.)

The iron-fingered flesh-hook (Kpeirypa fftiripoiaKrih.

Aos, Branck,Aaa/. iL2)5) is described by the Scho-

liast on Aristophanes {EgttU. 769), as “ on instru-

ment used in cookery, resembling a hand with thu

fingers bent inwards, used to take boiled meat out

of the caldron,” Four specimens of it, in bronze,

are in the British Museum. One of them is here

represented. Into its hollow extremity a wooden
handle was inserted.

A simih-ir instrument, or even the fieth-hook it-

self (.\ristoph. EccU*. 994) was used to drsiw up
a pail, or to recover any thing which had fallen

into a well (Hcsychius, s. rr. 'Apwdyii, KptdypOy
Avkos.)

In war the grappling-iron, thrown at an enemy's
ship, seized the ngging, and was then usod to drag
the ship within reach, so that it might be easilv

boarded or destroyed. (*Apira4, Athen. v. p.208,d.)
These instruments appear to have been much the

same as the manut/erreae (moMus/errmeaiquekar^
pagones^ Caes. B. C. i. 57 ; Q. Curt. iv. 9 ;

Dion
Cass. xlix. 3, L 32, 34). The manut ferrtae were
employed by the Consul Duilius against the Car-

thaginians (Flor. ii. 2 ; Front 5Vra/u<7. U. 3. §24),
and were said to have been invented by Pericles.

(IMin. //..V. vii.57.)
'

*[J- Y.]
HAKP--\STUM (aproordv from aprd(w) was

a ball, used in a game of which we have no ac-

curate account ; but it appears both from the ety-

mology of the word and the statement of Galen
(n<pi fiiKpas X^lpaSy c. 2. p. 902, cd. KUhn),
that a ball w'as thrown among the players, each of

whom endeavoured to obtain possession of it

(Comp. Pollux, ix. 105, 106 ; Athen. L p. 14, f.)

Hence Martial (iv. 19. 6) speaks of the karpasia

pulvemUmia. The game required a gn^at deal of

bodily exertion. (Martial, viL 67- 4 ; comp. xiv.

48.) (Sec Becker, Gallos^ vol. i p. 276 ;
Krausei,

Gvmntiftik und AgonUiik der HdUnen^ vol L pp.

3U7, 308.)

HARU SPICES, or ARU'SPICES, were
soothsayers or diviners, who interpreted the will

of the gods. They originally come to Rome from

Etruria, whence haruspicei were often sent for by
tho Homans on important occasions. (Liv. xxvii.

37 ; Cic. CaL iii. 8, de Dir. iL 4.) The art of

the haruspices resembled in many respects that of

the augiu^ ; but they never oequin'd that political

importance w'hich the latter possessed, and were

regarded rather as means for ascertaining the will

of the gods than os possessing any religious autho-

rity.
,
They did not in foct form any port of the

ecclesiastical polity of the Hoinno state during the

republic : they are never called sacerdotes, they

did not form a collegium, and had no mogistcr at

their bead. Tho account of Dionysius (u. 22),

Digiiizeo oy vjuogit
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that tho haninpices were instituted by Romulus^

and that one was eboten from each tribe, is op*

posed to all the other authorities, and is manifestlj

uicom.'cL In tho time of the emperon, wo rend

of a collegium or order of liztj haruspicet (Tacit.

yttiH. zi. 15 ; Urclii, //ucr, i. p. 39d) ; but the time

of its institution is uncertain. It bos been sup*

posed that such a collegium existed in the time of

Cicero, since he speaks of a stunmiu maf^itter (de

/Jiv. ii. 24) ; but by this wc are proliablr to nn*

dersUind not a eUirtpi^ but merely the

most eminent of the baruspiccn at the time.

The art of the haruspio-n, which was called

Aantfptci'wa, consisted in explaining and interpret*

ing the will of the gods from the appearance of the

entrails (oi^a) of animals olfered in sacrihee, whence
they arc sometimes called r.rtu/aors, and their art

&r(tJ7^iWian (Cic df Uxv. ii. 11 ; Suet. Aer. 56) ;

and also from lightning, earthquakes, and all

extraordinary phenomena in nature, to which the

gcnerHl name of portenta was given. (Valer. Max.
i. 1.^1.) Their art is said to have been mvented
by the Ktruscan Tages (Cic dt Div. iL 23 ; Kestus,

s. r. and was contained in certain books

called lihri AorcuTnWnt, /kLittnUet^ and tonitrutiIe$.

(Cic d« IHv. L 33 ; compare Macrub. SUum. iiL

This art was considered by the Romans so hn*

portnnt at one time, that the senate decreed tliat a

certain number of young Ktruscans, belonging to

the principal families in the slate, should always

be instructed in it. (Cic de I)w. L 4 1 .) N iebuhr

ap|)ears to be mistaken in supposing the passage in

Cicero to refer to the children of Homan huuiliesL

(Sec Orelli, <ui loe.) The senate sometimes con-

sulted the haruspicet (Cic de JJw, L 43, ii. 35 ;

Lir. xxvii. 37), as did also private persons. (Cic
de IMv. ii. 29.) lu later times, however, their art

fell into disrepute among well-educated Romans ;

and Cicero {de IHv. ii. 24) relates a saying of

C^to, that be wondei\‘d that one haruspex did not

laugh when he saw another. The Emperor Clau-

dius attempted to revive the study of the art,

which had then become neglected ; and the senate,

under his directions, pass*'d a decree that the

pontihccs should examine what ports of it should

bo retained and established (TaciL dnm, xi. 15);
but we do not know what elTect this decree pro-

duced.

The name of haruspex is sometimes applied to*

any kind of soothsayer or prophet (Prop. iii. 13.

59) ; whence Juvenal (vL 550) speaks of Arms-
nine vel Commuffenu* haruejtcje.

The latter part of the word hanispex contains

the root epee; and Donatns {ad Ter. Pkorpe. iv.

4. 28) derives the funner part from Aarw^o, a
victim. Compare Fei»tus, s. r. Ilarvufa^ and Varroi,

I*e l.ing. IaU. v. 98, ed. MUller. (CibtUing, (JeeA,

der Horn. Utaattv. p. 2 1 3 ; \V'alter, Geeek. dee Horn.

UeekiSy §§ 142, 770, 2nd ed.; Bristonius, Ue
i. 29, &c.)

HASTA {fyxos^ waArdt'), a spear. The speor

is defined by Homer, 5dpv ** a pole fitted

with bronze (//. vL 3), and 66pu
** a pole heavy with bronze ” {Od. xi. 631 X The
bronze, for which iron w'os afterwards sulatituted,

was indis^Kmsable to form tho point oxwirf},

Homer
; \iyxv% Xenophon

; octes, cim;ms, tfdcu-

lunt^ Ovid, Afe4. viii. 375) of the spenr. Each of

tliese two essential parts is often put for the whole,

to that a spear is callvd 5dpv and Sopdrtor, aixp'ht

and \6yx7l. Even the more especial term ^cX/a,

meaning an ath-in«, is used in the same manner,
because the pole of the spear was often the stem of a
young ash, stript of its bark and polished. (//. six,

390, XX. 277y xxiL 328, Od. xxiL 259 ;
Plin.

//. A'. xvL 24 ; Ovid, Met xiL 369.) In like

numner the spear is designated by the term

(Aesch. Aff. 65; Eiirip. /fee. 1155, 1421 ;

Brunck, AmaL i. 191, 226 ; Ant. 8id. 34), meaning
properiy the strong toll reed of the south of Europe,

which served both for spears and for various other

uses. (Hcs. Seat 298
;
SchoL in ioe.; Xcn. de lie

Ktfmeet. xii. 12.)

The l>ottom of the spoor was ofb'n inclosed in

a pointed can of bronze, called by tho Ionic writers

aavpterriip (Horn. IL z. 153 ; Herod. vU. 40, 41 ;

also Polyb. vL 23), and o^plaxor (/f. xiii. 443,
xvi. 612, xvii. 528), and in Attic or common Greek
OTopo^. (Xen. Ueilm. vL 2. § 19 ; Alhen. xii. p.

514, b ;
TTopflUioe, Thuc. ii. 4 ; Acn. Tact. 18.)

By forcing this into the ground the spear was Bxed
erect. (Virg. Aeit. xiL 13U.) Many of the lancers

(5opi^pot, Xoyxo^poi^ woodcut, n.

237), who accompanied the king of Penb, hod,

instep of this spike at the bottom of their spears,

an apple or n pomegranate, either gilt or silvered.

(Herod.
; Athen. ; IL ee.) With this, or a similar

ornament, the spear is often terminated both on
Peraian and Egyptian monuments. Fig. 1. in tho

annexed woodcut shows the top and bottom of a
spear, which is held by one of the king's guards in

tne sculptures at Pcrscpolis. (Sir 11. K. Purterli

TVme/s, voU i« p. 601.) It may be compared with
those in the band of the Greek w'orrior at p. 135,
which hare the spike at the l>ottom. The spike at

the l>ottom of the spear was used in fighting by
the Greeks and Romans, when the head was
broken off. (Polyb. ri. 25.)
A well-finished spear was kept in a case (8opa-

ToO^ftr;), which, on account of its fonn, is called

by Homer a pipe (trypry^, /L xix. 387).

The spear was used ns a weapon of attack in

three different ways :~ 1. It was thrown from cata-

pults and other engines [Torurntum]. 2. It was
thrust forward as a pike. In this manner Achilles

killed Hector by piercing him with his spear

through the neck. {iL xxii. 326.) The Eubocaua
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were particularly celebrated as pikemcn. (Horn.

lU iu 543.) 3. It was commonly thrown by the

hand. The Homeric hero Mnerally went to the

field with two spears. (Ilom. 11. iiL 18, z. 76,

zii. 298 ; Find. Pyth. iv. 139.) On approaching

the enemy he first threw either one spear or both,

and then on coming to close quarters drew his

sword. (Horn. //. iiL 340, iviL 530, xz. 273

—

284.) The spear frequently had a leathern thong

tied to the middle of the shaft, which was called

iyK^Xr} by the Greeks, and amentum by the

Romans, and which was of assistance in throwing

the spear. (Pollux, L 1 36 ; Schol. ad Eurip. Orest.

1477 ; Xen. AntA. ir. 2. § 28 ;
Virg. Aen. ix. 665 ;

Ov. MeL xiL 321 ; Cic. de Orat. L 57.) The an-

nexed figure, taken from Sir W. Hamilton's Etrus-

can Vases (iii. pL 33), represents the amentum
attached to the spear at the centre of gravity, a
little above the middle.

We are not informed how the amentum added

to the effect of throwing the lance
;
perhaps it was

by giving it rotation, and hence a ^nter degree of

steadiness and directness in its flight, as in the

case of a ball, shot from a rifle gun. This supp<»i-

tion both suits the expressions relative to the in-

sertion of the fingers, and accounts for the frequent

use of the verb torqaere,, to whirl, or twist, in con-

nection with this subject. We ^so find mention

in the Latin grammarinns of Hastae ansatae^ and

Ennius speaks of Ansalis concurrunt undique idis

(Macrob. SaL vi. 1). The ansa was probably the

B.'ime as the amentum, and was so called as being

the part w’hich the soldier laid hold of in hurling

the spear.

Under the general terms hasta and fyxof were

included various kinds of missiles, of which the

principal were as follow :
—

Jjoncea {><6yxi\, Festus, s. v. Lanoea\ the lance,

a comparatively slender spear commonly used by
the Greeks. Iphicmtcs, who doubled the length

of the sword [OLAnius], also added greatly to the

dimensions of tho lance. (Diod. xv. 44 ; Ncp. .

HASTA.
xi. 1. 3.) This weapon was used by the Qreciaa
horsemen (Polyh. vi. 23) ;

and by means of an
appendage to it, which is supposed by Stuart (Ant.

of Athens^ voL iiL p. 47 ; woodcut, fig. 2) to be ex-

hibited on the shafts of three spears in an ancient

bas-relief^ they mounted their horses with greater

facility. (Xen. de Re Equesi. viL xiL)

Pilum (iffcrdi), the javelin, much thicker and
stronger than the Grecian lance (Flor. iL 7), as

may be seen on comparing the woodcuts at pp. 1 35
and 136. Its shaft, often made of cornel (Viig.

Aen. ix. 698 ;
Ovid, Met. viiL 408), was four and

a half feet (three cubits) long, and the barbed iron

head was of the same length, but this extended

half way down the shaft, to which it was attached

with extreme care, so that the whole length of

the weapon was about six feet nine inches. Each
soldier carried two. (Polyb. vi. 23.) [E-xbrcitur,

p. 497, a.J It was us^ either to throw or to

thrust writh
; it was peculiar to the Romans, and

gave the name of pilani to the division of the army
by which it was adopted. When Marius fought

against the Cimbri, he ordered that of the two nails

or pins (repdvoi) by which the head wns fastened

to the staff, one sh(^d be of iron and the other of

wood. The consequence was, that, when the pilum

stnick the shields of the enemy, the w’ooden nail

broke, and as the iron head was thus bent, the spear,

owing to the twist in the metal port, still held to the

shield and so dragged along the ground. (Plut.

Mar. 25.)

Whilst the heavy-armed Roman soldiers bore

the long lance and the thick and ponderous javelin,

the light^armed used smaller missiles, which,

though of different kinds, were included under the

general term hastae vditares (Liv. xxxviiL 20 ;

Plin. H. N. xxviii. 6). From yp6atpot, the cor-

responding Greek term (Polyb. i. 40 ;
Stral)o, iv.

4. § 3), the vdites^ or lightrarmed, are called by
Polybius ypoatpopAxoi (vi. 19, 20). According to

his description the yp6<r<po^ was a dart, with a

shaft about three feet long and an inch in thick-

ness : the iron head was a span long, and so thin

and acuminated ns to be bent by striking against

any thing, and thus rendered unfit to be sent back

against the enemy. Fig. 3, in the preceding wood-

cut, shows one which was found, with nearly four

hundred others, in a Roman entrenchment at

Meon H ill, in Gloucestershire. (Skelton's Engraved

•Illustrations^ voL L pi. 45.)

The light infantry of the Roman army used a

similar weapon, call^ a spit (veru, rerutum, Liv.

xxL 55 ;
aavvioy^ Diod. Sic. xiv. 27 ;

Festus, s. r.

Samnites). It was adopted by them from the

Samnites (Virg. Aen. viL 665), and the Volsci

(Georg, ii. 168). Its shaft was 3J feet long, iu

point five inches. (Veget. iL 15.) Fig. 4, in the

preceding w’oodcut, represents the head of a dart

in the Royal Collection at Naples
;

it may be taken

as a specimen of the verutum^ and may be con-

trasted with fig. 5, which is the head of a lance in

the same collection. The Romans adopted in like

manner the gaesum^ which was properly a Celtic

weapon (Liv. xxviiL 45) ; it was given ns a reward

to any soldier who wounded an enemy. (Polyb.

vi. 37.) Spans is evidently the same word with

the English spar and spear. It was the rudest

missile of the whole class, and only used when

better could not be obtained. (Vkg. Aen. xi. 682 ,

Serv. in loc.

;

Nepos, xv. 9. § 1 ; ^lust, CaL 56 ;

GcU. X. 25.)
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Bcflidei the temu jacuium and tpieulum (iKotv^

^6irriov\ which probably denoted darta, resem-

bling in form the lance and javelin, but much
•mailer, adapted consequently to the light-armed

(Jacuiatorfs\ and used in hunting as well m in

battle (Tbucyd. ii. 4 ;
Virg. Am. ix. 52 ; Scrv. tn

loe.

;

Ovid, viiL 411 ;
Cic. ad Fam. t. 12 ;

Flor. it 7), we find in classical authors the names
of various other spear*, which were characteristic

of particular nations. Thus, Serrius state* (in Am,
viL 664), that, as the pilurn was proper to the

Romans, and the paesum to the Qauls, so the

sarissa was the spear peculiar to the Macedonians.

This was used both to throw and as a pike. It

exceeded in length all other missiles. [See p.

488,0.] It was made of cornel, the tall dense

stem of which also served to make spears of other

kinds. (Tbeoph. //. F. iii. 12. 2 ;
(rdpenro, Arrian,

Tact.; npM'eti'a, Xeru dcReFkfueU. xii. 12.) The
Thracian rompkea^ which had a very loug point,

like the blade of a sword (VaL Floe. vi. 98

;

rumpia^ Gcll. /. e.; ^op^edtL, Apoe. i. 16), was pro-

bably not unlike the sarissa ; since Livy asserts

<xzzi. 39), that in a country partly covered with

wood the Macedonian phalanx was ineflective tm

account of their praeUmgat and that the

romphaea of the Thracians was a hindrance for the

same reason. With these weapons we may also

class the Illyrian si&ina, which resembled a hunting-

pole. (Fettus, s. tr.
;
at€imo¥, Polyb. vi 21 ;

si6on,

Qell. 1. c.; Ant. Sid 13.)

The iron head of the German spear, called

Jramcoy was short and narrow, but very sharp.

The Germans used it with great effect either as

a lance or a pike : they gave to each youth a

frames and a shield on coming of age. (Tacit. Germ.

6, 13, 18, 24 ; Juv. xiii. 79.) The Ftdarioa or

Fkalariea was the spenr of the Saguntines, and was
impelled by the aid of twisted ropes ; it was lar^
and ponderous, having a head of iron a cubit in

length, and a ball of lend at its other end
; it some-

times carried flaming pitch and tow. (Liv. xxi. 8,

xxxiv. 1 8 ; Virg. Am. ix. 706 ; Lucan, ri. 1 98 ; Sil.

Ital. L 351
;
OcII. L c. ; Isid. Orig. xviiL 7 ; Orat.

Falisc. Cyneff. 342.) The matara and iragida were
chiefly used in Gaul and Spain ; the tragula was
proliably barlied, as it requirisl to be cut out of the

woimd. (Plant Com. iL 4 . 18, Epid. r. 2. 25 ;

Caes. B.G. i. 26, r. 35 ;
OelL /. c.) The Adis

and Caiexa were much smaller missiles. (Virg.

Aen. vii. 730, 74l.)

Among the decorations which the Roman gene-

rals bestowed on their soldiers, more especially for

saving the life of a fellow-citixen. was a spear

Without a bead, called hoMta pura, (Virg. Am. vi.

760 ; Serv. im loe. ; Festus, s. v. Hasta ; Sueton.

28 ;
Tacit Ann. iii. 21.) The gift of it is

sometimes recorded in funereal inscriptions.

The ceiibaris hasta (Festus, s. r.), having been

fixed into the body of a gladiator lying dead on

the areiia, was us^ at marriages to part the hair

of the bride. (Ovid, Fust. iL 560.)

A spear was erected at auctions [Aucrio], and
when tenders were received for public offices {loca-

tiosus). It served both to announce, by a conven-

tional sign conspicuous at a distance, that a sale

was going on, and to show that it was conducted

under the authority of the public functionaries.

(Cic. (^ic. ii. 8 ;
Nepos, Attic. 6 ; Festus, s. v.

Hasta.) Hence an auction was called hastUy and
an auction-room hasUsrium. (TertuU. ApoL 13.)
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It was also the practice to set up a spesir in the
court of the Cintl'Mviri.
The throwing of spean {htovruriUt) was one of

the gymnastic exercises of the Greeks, and is de-
tcriW at length by Krause {Ggmnastik mmd Agon^
istikder Ifellcnm-, vol. L p. 465, &c.). [J. Y.]
HASTATI. [ExsRciTua, pp. 494—496, 501,

502.]

HECATOMBAEA. [Hrrais.]
HECATOMBAEON. [CaLSNOARirii,

Orrrk.]
HECATOMBE. [SacRiPunuM.]
HECATOMPEDON. [Pits ; Txmplum,]
HECATOSTE (iwaroirr^). [Pkntrcostr.]
HECTE or HECTEUS (J*n*^ 4rr*t;r), and

its half, IlemieetoM or IlemiecUon (y)tds$cTO¥, vfusK-
rtfey), are terms which occur, in more than one
sense, in the Greek metrical system, and are inter-

esting on account of the examples they furnish of
the duodecimal division.

1. In dry measures, the hedeus was the sixth

part of the medimnmSt and the hemiectcon^ of course,

the twelfth part (Aristoph. 547, 638,
645.) The hedeus was equal to the Roman modtas,
as each contained 1 6 ^4ffrai or soxtarii. (Bockh,
Metrol. Uniersuck. pp. S3, 200.)

2. The Heete or Hedeus and HemiecUm were also

the names of coins, but the accounts we have of

their value are very various. The only consistent

explanation is, that there were different heetae^ de-

rived from different units ; in fact, that these coins

were not properly destominaiions of money, but sub-

divisions of the recognised denominations. This
view is confirmed by the statement of Hesychius,
that the words rpfn}, and rtrcfprr} were ap-

plied to coins of gold, silver, and copper ; that is,

we think, that the various denominations of money
were subdivided for convenience into thirds, fourths,

and sixths, which would be of gold, silver, and
copper, according to the value of their respective

units. (Hesyeb. *. t. ^m}.) Now,since tbed^hma
was the unit of the silver coinages, which chiefly

prevailed in Greece, we might expect, d priori^

that the common hedeus would be the sixth of a
drachma, that is, an obol

; and that there was
such a heeteue, is expressly stated by Hesychius,

who gives as the equivalent of^>ucirro»'

(*. v.). But then from a passage of the comic poet

Crates (Pollux, ix. 374), we learo that the

kemieeidn of gdd was eight obols, the natural in-

terpretation of which is, that it was equal i« value

to eight silver obole or (according to Mr. Hussey's
computation of the drachma), a litUe more than 1 3t/.,

which is certainly a very small value for a gold

coin. This objection Bockh meets by supposing

that the gold had a yrry large mixture of alloy
;

and the probability of this will appear further pre-

sently. This staU'r could nut have been an Attic

coin, for at that time Athens had no gold money :

the question therefore arises, to what foreign state

did it belong? Now, among the foreign staters,

which were current at Atbeni in the fifth century

fi. c., that of Phocaca is frequently mentioned, and
an inscription exists (found in the Acroffolis) in

which, amoD^ certain offerings, we find Fhoo^tn
staters^ and cirreu (Bockh, Cbf7>. Inscr.

No. 150, lines 41, 43, voLL pp.231, 236. §§ 19,

22 : the hasty conjecture that these ixreu roust havo

been of silver^ is corrected by Bdckb himself, iii

his Mdrologische l/niersuchus^m, p. 135). Little

doubt cao remain that these nrroi were the euth^
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Aiid the hemieeta of Cmtct the fwJ/& of the Pho-
cae&n stAtcr. The weight of the hemi^on W'ould be

n little leas than that of the Attk ohol
;
and their

value would therefore give a ratio of gold to silver,

as 8 to 1, a low value for gold, it is true, but one

easily explained by thefac^conipctured by Dikkh,

and distinctly stated by Hesychins (s. r. #wwatv),

that the Phocaeon gold money W'os very base : this

fiset also will ezpl^n the light weight of the coin

as’compared with the Attic oboL The result of

this somewhat intricate discussion seems to us both

clear and consistent: namely, that the standard

%rriqht^ the drachma, was divided, on the duodeci-

moi system, into tixiht (?ict<u or 5^oAoi), and
^td*Kra : that Athens had tilvrr ooint of

these weights: and that, in those states which
used a gold coinage, of which the unit was a siatrr

e<]ual (generally) ia to two e/nscAmat and in

vo/m4 to Aroi/y, this stater was subjected to a simi>

lar duodecimal division, by which the nrtk (iKrti

or errevf) became iii toeiphi a piece of

and the ttc«{/iA (4ifd*KToy) a piece of one oho/.

The va/ue$ of these coins (according to the average

ratio of the value of gold to that of silver, namely
10 : 1) would have been 20 o6o^s and 10 ohoi$ re-

spectively
; but those of Phocaea were so light and

debased, that they were only worth 1 6 and 8 respec-

tively of the obols of Athens, whose coinage was
pmverhudly pure. [P. S-]

HKCTKMO KII (Irrri^pioi), a name given

to the poor citisens of Attica before the time of

Solon, who cultivated the fields of the rich and
received only a tilth port (hence their name) of

the produce. (Hesych. s. v. iimifi6poi \ Eustath.

ad I/onu Od. xir. 28, p. 680. 49, ed. Basil, p. 18.54,

ed. Uom.) Plutarch {Soion. 13) seems to have

made a mistake in stating that they paid a sixth

portion to their masters, and retained five-sixths

themselves. (Comp. Schdmonn, Do Ct,miius^

p. 362, Antuf. Jttr. PtM, Gnuc. p. 169 ; Hermann,
Lehr/otch d, Urieeh. iStaatsaitertk. § lOl, n. 10.)

HEDNA (JSi'a). [l^s-l
JIEOKM(yNIA DICASTK'UIOU (^/wWo

[ EiflACiocBis.]

HK(lKTO'HI.\. [Plyn'teru.]
HEIRGMOU OIIaPHE' {tlpyfioo ypo^).

This was an action for false imprisonment of a free

citizen or stranger, and keeping such person in

private custody. There are uo orations upon this

subject extant, nor indeed any direct olltfsions to

it by name ; but it is hinted at as a remedy that

might have 1>con adopted by Agntharchus, the

painter, for the restraint put upon his pt^rsonol

liberty by Alcibiades ( Andoc. e. Alo. p. 1 1,^) ; and
in a passage of Dcinarchtis (e. J)tm. 17), where a
miller is inentioned to have inairrcd capital punish-

ment for a like offence. The thcsmolhctac pro-

Imbly presided in the court before w'hich offenders

of this kind were brought to trial. (Meier, Att.

Proe. p, 332.) [J.S. M.]
HELfc/POLIS (lA^roAij), When Demetrius

|

Puiiorcctca besieged Salamis, in Cyprus, he caused
:

a machine to be constructed, which he called ^ the
.

taker of cities.'* Its form was that of a square

tower, r.ich side being 90 cubits high and 4.5 wide.

It rested on four wheels, each eight cubits high.

It was divided into nine stories, the lower of

which contained machines for throwing great

stones, the middle large catapults for throwing
penrs, and the highest, other machines for throwing
ooiaUer stones, together with smaller catapults.

IIELLENOTAMIAE.

It was manned with 200 Boldiera, besides those

who moved it by pushing the parallel beams at the

bottom. (Diod. xx. 48.)

At the lien of Rhodes, o. c. 306, Demetrius
employed an helepolii of still greater dimensions

and more complicated construction. Besides wheels

it bad castors ( dKrnrTg^irra), to as to admit of

being moved laterally ns well as directly. Its

form was pyramidal. The three sides which were

exposed to attack, were rendered fire proof by
being covered w*ith iron plates. In front each

story biod port-holes, which were adapted to the

several kinds of missiles, and were furnished with

shutters that could be opened or closed at pleasure,

and w'ere made of skins stuffed with u'ool. Kich
story hod two broad flights of stops, the one for

ascending, the other for descending. (Diod. xx. 91 ;

compare Vitniv. x. 22.) This Lclepolts u-os con-

structed by Epimachus the Athenian ; and a much
cstt'emed description of it was written by Dioeclid«
ofAbdera. (Athcn. v. p. 206, d.) Itwosnodoubt
the greatest and most remarkable engine of the kind

that was ever erected. In subsequent ages we
find the name of ** helepolis" applied to moving
lowers which carried battering rams, as well as

machines for throwing spears and stones. (Aiom.
Marcell. xxiiL ; Agatbias, i. 18. p. 30, ed. Yen. ;

Nicot. Chon. Jo. Commenut^ p. 14, b.) Towers
of this description were nsi^ to destroy the walls

of Jerusalem, when it was taken by the Rontans.

(Jot. D. J. iL 19. § 9, iiL 6. § 2.) [Aribs ; Tur-
MBNTtrM.] (J. Y.J
HELIAEA. [Dicastirion.]
HEUOCAMrNUS. [Domur, p. 432, b.]

HELIX (?At{), any thing of aspire! form, whether

in one plane, as the spiral curve, or in different

planes, os the screw.

1. In architecture, the spiral volutes of the Tonic

and Corinthian capitals. The Roman architects,

while they used the u*ord oolutae for the angular

spirals, retained the term ktlicrs for the smaller

spirals in the middle of each face of the (Jorinlhian

capital. (Viiruv. iv. 1. § 12.)

2. In mechanics, the word designates the screw

in its various applications ; but its chief use was
to describe a machine used for pushing or drawing

ships in the wat- r from the beach, which w.os said

to have been invented by Archimedes, (.\ihen. v.

p. 207, a., with CasaulHin's Notes.) [P. S.]

H ELLANO^DICAE (*EAAayo5iitcu), the judj^
in the Olympic games, of whom nn ncrounl is

given under Olympi.v. The same name was aUo
given to the judges or court-martial in the Lace-

daemonian army (Xen. IjOC. xiii. 11) ;
and

they were probably first called by this name
when Sparta was at the head of the Greek con-

ledemcv.

HELLENOTA'MIAE (‘EAAryKOTa^ai), or

treasurers of the Greeks, were magislrates ap-

pointed by the Athenians to receive the contribu-

tions of the allied states. They were first .-ipj»oinU‘d

B. c. 477, when Athens, in consequence of the

conduct of Pausanias, had obtained the command
of the allied states. The money poid by the dif-

ferent states, which was originally fix^ at 46U

talents, was deposited in Delos, which was the

place of meeting for the discussion of all common
interests ; and there con be no doubt that the

hcllenotamiac not only received, but were also the

guardians of these monies, which were railed by

Xenophon {He v. 5) 'KAAi^poto^o. (Thuc.
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i.96 ;
Pint, Aristid. 24 ;

Andoc. de Pace, p. 107.)

The office was retained after the treasury w’as

transferred to Athens on the proposal of the Sa-

mians (Plut. Aristid. 25 ;
Diod. xii. 5K), but

was of course alK>lishcd on the conquest of Athens

by the I^ncedocmonians. The Hollenotamiae were

not reappointed after the restoration of the demo-

cracy ;
fur which reason the {grammarians aObrd

ns little information respecting their duties.

Il<k*kh, however, concludes from inscriptions that

they were probably ten in number, chosen by lot,

like the treasurers of the gods, out of the Pentneo-

siomedimni, and that they did not enter upon their

office at the beginning of the year, but after the

Panatheiuira and the first Piytaneia. Withre{tard

to their duties, Bbckh supposes that they remained

treasurers of the monies collected from the allies,

and that payments fur certain objects were assigned

to them. In the first place they would of course

pay the expenses of wars in the common cause, as

the contributions were originally desifpied for that

purpose
;
but as the Athenians in course of time

considered the money as their own property, the

Ilellenouimiac had to pay the Theorica and inili-

tarj' exj>enscs not connected with wars on behalf

of the common cause, (Hockh, PuiL Kcon. of
Athene, p. 17<>, 2nd ed.

;
Corp. Irucrip. No. 147.)

HKLLO"nA. [Ellotia.1
HELO'TES (ElKuntt, the Latin form lloiaeie

also used, Liv. xxxir. 27), were a class of bonds-

men subject lo Sparta. The whole of the inhabit-

ants of I^aconia were included in the tliree classes

of Spartans, Pt-rioeci, and Helots, of whom the

Ilcluts were the lowest. They formed the rustic

population, as dislinguished both from the inhabit-

ants of Sparta itself, and from the Pcrio<-ci who
dwelt in the lar{pj towns. (Liv. l.c.) Their con-

dition was that of serfs attached to the land, ad-

Mcriptifliebae ; and they appear to have been the only

class of slaves among the Lacedaemonians. Different

etymologies are given of their name. The common
account is, that they were originally the Achaean
inhabiuuits of the town of Helos in Laconia, who,

having been the last to submit to the Dorian invaders,

and that only aftera desperate struggle, were reduced

by the victors to slaver}'. (Paus. iii.20. § 6; Harpocr.

s.r. tlKurtvtu/, who cites Hellanicus as his autho-

rity). Another account, preserved by Athenaeus

from Theoporapns, represents them as the genenU

body of the ancient Achaean population of Laconia,

reduced to slavery by the Dorians, like the Penestoe

in Thessaly. (Ath. vL p. 265, c.) The statement

of Ephonis, a{piin, preserv'ed by Strabo, has some-

thing in common with both the other stories ; for,

according to it, the original inhabitants of the

country, when subdued by the Dorians, were at

first permitted to enjoy an equality of civil and

political rights with their conquerors, and were

aUM I/eloit

;

hut they were deprived of their

equal status by Agis, the son of Euiysthencs, who
made them pay tribute : this decree was resisted

only by the people of Helos (*EA.tIot oi

*ElAor), who rebelled and were reduced to slavery

under certain conditions (Strab. viii. p. 365.)

Now, all these theories (for such they are) rest on

the doubtful foundation of the historical truth of the

circumstances attending the Dorian invasion, and

the connection of the name with Helos is not only

a manifest invention, opposed to the best autho-

rities (Thcopomp. Eph. U. cc.), but is etymolo-

gically faulty, for the people of "EAoj were not
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called ETXsrrcj, but 'E\tiot (Strab. Lc.) or 'E\*d-.

Tou (Athen. vu p. 271). The name lias been
also derived from «At;, marshes, as if it sifmified

inhabitants of the lowlands. But Muller seems to

bo nearer the mark in explaining tlXurts as mean-
ing prisoners, from the root of 4a«7v, to take, liko

8/x^r from the root of hapAst. He supposes that

they were on aboriginal race, who were subdued at
a very early period, and who naturally passed over
as slaves to the Doric conquerors. It is objected
by Thirlwall that this theory docs not account for

the hereditary enmity between them and their

masters ; for unless they lost their liberty by the
Dorian conquest, there is no probability that it

placed them in a worse condition than before. But
to this objection, wo may oppose the acute observ-

ation of Grote, that those (Lingers from the servile

population, the dread of which is the only probable
cause that can lie assigned for the cruelty of the

SfHirtans, and the consequent resentment of the
Helots, “did not become serious until after the

Messeniun war— nor indeed until after the gradual
diminution of the number of Spartan citizens had
made itself felt."

At the end of the second Messenian war (n. c.

668), the conquered Messenions were reduced to

slavery, and included under the denomination of
Helots. Their condition appears to have been the
same, with some slight dilierences, as that of the
other Helots. But, in addition to that remem-
brance of their freedom, which mode not only them,
but, through their influence, the whole doss of
Helots more and more dangerous to their masters,

they preserved the recollection of their national ex-

istence, and were ready to seize any opportunity of

re{piining it; until, at len{^h, the policy of Epami-
noiidas, after the battle of Leuctra, restored tho
main body of these Messenian Helots to their

country, where they no doubt formed the chief jiart

of tho population of the new city of Messene.
(Thirlwall, Hist, of Greece, vol. v. pp. 104, lO.i.)

The Helots were rc{(arded as tho property of tho

state, which, while it gave their services to indivi-

duals, reserved to itself the power of emancipating
them. (Ephorus, op. Strab. 1. c.

; Paus. /. c.) They
were attached to the land, and could not be sold

away from it Several families, as many perhaps
as six or seven, resided on each KKrjpos, in dwell-
uigs of their own, cither in detached farms or in

villages. They cultivated tho land and paid to

their masters as rent a fixed measure of corn, the

exact amount of which had been fixed at a vciy
early period, the raising of that amount being for-

bidden under heavy imprecations. (Plut Inst. Lac.

p. 255.) The annual rent paid for each K\rjpoi

was eighty-two medimni of barley, and a propor-

tionate quantity of oil and wine. (Plut Lye. 8.

24.) The domestic servants of the Spartans were
all Helots. They attended on their masters at the

public meal
;
and many of them were no doubt

employed by the state in imblTc works.

In war the Helots served as light-armed troops

a certain number of them attending every

heavy-anned Spartan to the field
; at the battle of

Plataeae, there were seven Helots to each Sjvar-

tan, and one to every hoplite of the Pcrioeci.

(Herod, ix. 10. 28.) These atteudoats were pro-

bably called apirlTTapt$ (i. e. ifaploToyrts, Hcsych.
s. V.), and one of them in particular, the dtpdnuv,
or servant (Herod- viL 229 ;

Sturz. JAx. Xen. s. v.)

;

though dfpdnwy was also used by the Durians as
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a general nane for armed slavca. The Helots only

served u hoplites in portiatlor emergencies ; and
on such occasions they were generally emancipated,

if they showed distinguished bravery. The first

instance of this kind was in the erpedition of Bra-

•idas, a c. 424. (Thurt'd. iv. 80, r. 34, vii. Id.)

The treatment to which the Helots were sub-

jected, as described by the later Greek writers, is

marked by the most wanton cruelty. Thus Myron
states that “ the Spartans impose upon them every

ignominious service, for they compel them to wear
a cap of dog's skin, and to be clothed with a gar-

ment of sheep's skin, and to have stripes inflicted

upon them every year for no fault, that they may
never forget that they arc slaves. And besides all

this, if any rise by their qualities above the condi-

tion of a slave, they appoint death os the penalty,

and their masters ore liable to punishment if they

do not destroy the most excellent" (Athen. xiv.

p. 657.) And Plutarch {Ljfc. 28) states that He-
lots were forced to intoxicate themselves, and per-

form indecent dances as a warning to the Spartan

youth. These statements must be received with
some caution. There is no evidence that they are

true of the period before the Messenian wars ; nor

can we believe that such wanton and imjfolitic op-

pressions, provocations, and destruction of a valu-

able servile popubition formed any part of the ori-

ginal system of Lycurgus. What has been said

above, respecting the legal condition of the Helots,

indicates a very different state of things ; and their

real condition is probably not misrepresented by
Orotp, when be says:—“The Helots were a part

of the state, having their domestic and social sym-
pathies developed, a certain power of acquiring

property (PliiL CUom, 23), and the consciousness

of Grecian lineage and dialect— all points of

marked superiority over the foreigners who formed
the slave population of Athens or Chios. They
seem to have been no way inferior to any village

population of Greece." As is usual with serfs,

every means was taken to mark the distinction be-

tween them and their masters : they were obliged

to wear the nutic garb described above, and they

were not permitted to sing one of the Spartan songs.

(PluU Lye. 28.) But the state of things described

in the above quotations belongs to a period when
the fear uf a servile insurrection had induced the

natural result of cruel oppression on the one port

and rebellioiis hatred on tho other. That the

cruelty of their masters knew no restraint when it

was thus stimulated by fear, is manifest enough
fri>m the institution of the Kpvwrtia [CavPTXiA].
How far the statements of ancient writers respect-

ing the crypieia are to be believed, is somewhat
doubtful ; imt there can be no doubt of the fact

related by Thucydides, that on one occasion two
thousand of the Helots who bad rendered the

greatest sen’icc to the state in war, were induced

to come forward by the offer of emancipation, and
then were put to death. (Thuc. iv. 80.)

The Helots might be emancipated, but in that

case, instead of passing into the class of Perioeci,

they fonned a distinct body in the state, known, at

the time uf the Peloponnesian war, by the general

term of but subdivided into several

classes. Myron of Prione (a;>. Athen. vi. p. 271, f. ),

enumerates the following classes of emancipated
Helots; — d^ercu, kSeVroroi, /pu#mipcr,3<owo<no-
mtOrcu^ and Of these the inprral

Were probably released from all service
; the /pvic-

HEMINA.
T%Mt were those employed in war ; the

reu served on board the fleet
;
and the

were those who had been possessed of freedom for

some time. Besides these there were the n60»yts
or p6$aK*s, who were domestic slaves, brought up
with the young Spartans, and then emancipated.

Upon being emancipated Uiey received permission

to dwell where they wished. [Compare Civiraa
(Greek), p. 290.]

(Muiler, Dorians^ iii. 3; Hermann, Poiitieal

Aniiquitie$o/Greecey%§ 19,24,28,30,48; Wachs-
niuth, AUerih. 2d ed. see Index

; Manso,
Sparta^ see Index

;
Thiriwall's Hui. of

vol. i. pp. 309—313 ;
Grote, HieL ^’Crreere, vo). ii.

ppi494—499.) [P.S.J
HE^MERA (Wp*). [Djxr.]

HKMEHODHOMI (^^cpo8pd>u>i), were cou-

riers in the Greek states, who could keep on
running all day, and were often employed to cany
news of important events. As the Greeks bad no
system of posts, and but few roads, such messen-

gers must have been of great service. They were
trained for the purpose, and could perform the

longest journeys in an almost incredibly short space

of time. (Her<^ vi. 105 ;
Com. Nep. Milt. 4 ; Plut

Aritt. 20 ; Pans. vi. 16. §5.) Such couriers ap-

pear to have been kept by most of the Gn^ek
states, and were in tiroes of danger stationed on
some eminence in order to obsen*c any thing of

importance that might happen, and carry the

intelligence with speed to the proper quarter.

Hence, we freauently find them called //cmcro-

Kopi Herod, vii. 182, 192 ; Xen.
Hell. i. 1, § 2 ; Aeneas Tact. c. 6.) That the

Hemeroecopi ivere the same as the llnnerodrond

a|>pears not only from the passage of Aeneas Tac-
ticus just ref(‘rr^ to, but also ^m the words of

Livy (xxii. 24) “ ni speculator (hemerodronios

vocant Oracci, ingens die uno cursu emetientes

Bpatium), contemplons regium agmen e specula

quadam, praegressus nocte media Athenas per-

venisset." (See Duker, ad Liv. i. e.) The He-
merodromi were also called Dromokervicei (8po/M»-

leffpvKts^ Ilarpocrat and Hesych. s. o.).

HEMEROSCOPI. [HxMxaoDROMi.]
HKMICHRYSUS. [Aurum ;

Statxr.]
HEMICO'NGIUS.[CoNoiir8;and the Tables.]

HEMICY'CLIUM (^/ukokAiov), a semicir-

cular scat, for the accommodation of persons en-

gaged in conversation, either in private houses or

in places of public resort
; and also the semicircular

seat round tbe tribunal in a basilica. (Plut Aidb.

17* AVc. 12 ; Cic. Lael. 1 ; Vitruv. v. 1. § 8,

comp Schneider's Note.) [P.S.]
HEMIECTEON, HEMIECTON. [Hkc-

TRua.]

HEMILITRON. [Litra.J
HE'MINA {r}filya\ the name of a Greek and

Roman measure, seems to be nothing more than

the dialectic form used by the Sicilian and Italian

Greeks for (See the quotations from Epi-

charmus and Sophron, ap. Ath. xi. p. 479, a, b.,

xiv. p. 648, d., and Hesych. $. r. which
he explains as fr ^/J<n;.) It was therefore naturally

applied to the half of the standard fluid measure,

the w’hich the other Greeks called itoriJAt;,

and the word passed into the Roman metrical

system, where it is used with exactly the same
force, namely for a measure which is half of the
iejiariuf^ and equal to the Greek roiyie, (Biickh.

MetroL Cntenudi, pp 17, 200, 203.) [P. S.]
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HEMIOBO'LION, IIEMIO'BOLUS. [Ouo-

LUS].

HExMIPO'DION. [Pk8].

JIEMlSTATElt, [Statkr].
IIEMIXESTON. [Skxtarius].
IIE'NDECA, HOI, (o/ €v5«ko.) the Eleven,

were nmgistratcs at Athens of considerable im-

portance. They are always called by this luune in

the classical writers
;
but in the time of Demetrius

Phalcreus, their name Is said to have been changed

into that of vono<pv\oKfs (Pollux, viiL 10*2), who
were, however, during the democracy distinct func-

tionaries. [Nomophvlacks.] The grammarians
also give other names to the Eleven, as Stafunpu-

\cuc(s, dtafwipvKaKts, &c. (SchoL ad Ariisto])h.

Ptut.2n, Veep. 775, ] 108.)

The time at which the office of the Eleven was
instituted is disputed. Ullrich considers the office

to have been of an aristocratical character, and
concludes from a passage in lleraciidcs Ponticus

(i. § 10) that it was established by Aristeidcs.

Meier, on the other hand, maintains that the office

existed not only before the time of Cleisthenes,

but probably before the legislation of Solon
;
but it

set;ms impossible to come to any satisfactor}* con-

clusion on the subject. They were annimlly chosen

by lot, one from each of the ten tribes, and a

secretary {ypofifutTfvs), who must properly be re-

gtirdcd as their servant (wirrypsTTjv), though he

formed one of their number. (Pollux, viii. 10*2.)

The principal duty of the Eleven was the care

and management of the public prison {Stapan-ijpioy)

[Carcbh], which was entirely under their juris-

diction. The prison, however, was seldom used

by the Athenians as a mere place of confinement,

sen'ing generally for punishments and executions.

W hen a person was condemned to death ho was
immediately given into the custody of the Pileven,

who were then bound to carry the sentence into

execution according to tho law's. (Xen. IleTi.

ii. 3. § 54.) The most common mode of execution

was by hemlock juice (Kwyfioy), which was drunk
after sunset. (Plat Phaed. cc. 65, 66.) The
Eleven hod imder them jailors, executioners, and
torturers, who were called by various names (ot

itapaaTarai, Bekkcr, Anted, p. 296. 32 ;
6 rwy

fySfxa inrriptTTjs, Xen. Hell. iL 3. § 54 ;
d 8t>ju3-

Koiyos, Antiph. I)e Venef. 615 ;
d br\p6ffios, or

Hipuos, &.C.). When torture was indicted in

causes affecting the state, it was either done in

tho immediate presence of the Eleven (Dcm. c.

Nicost. p. 1254. 2) or by their servant (d Sijfuos),

The Eleven usmdly only had to carry into

execution the sentence passed in the courts of law
and the public assemblies

; but in some instinccs

they possessed an rjyfpoyia Suta<mjplou. This was
the case in those summary proceedings called iwa-

yotyfl, Icfdiyjjais, and (yiti^is, in which the penalty

was fixed by law, and might be inflicted by the

court on the confession or conviction of the accused

without appealing to any of the jury courts. They
also had an rjytpoyla SutaaTripiov in tho case of

KUKovpyot, because the summary proceedings men-
tioned above were chiefly adopted in the case of such

persons : hence Antiphon (de Caede Herod, p. 7 1 3)
calls them ^wi/ieXTjTol tuv KOKOvpyuy. The
word KOKovpyot properly means any kind of male-

factors, but is only applied in Athenian law to

thieves (KKeirrat), house-breakers (roix<epOxoi),

mon-stealers (iySpairott<rTal), and other criminals

of a similar kind. (Meier, Ait. Proc. pp. 76, 77.)
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The Eleven are also said to have possessed riyt-

poyia SiHaoTTiplov in the case of confiscated pro-

perty (Etymol. Map. p. 338. 35), w'hich statement

is confinned by an inscription published by Bockh
{Urkunden uher das Heeteesen des Attischen Slaatea,

p. 535). (Ullrich, Udter die Elf Manner, ap-

pended to his translation of Plato’s Meno, Crito,

.*ind the first and second Alcibiades, Berlin, 1821 ;

Sluiter, Lectioncs Andocid. pp. 256—261 ;
Aleicr,

Att. Proc. pp. 68—77 ;
^hubert, da Aedilibus,

pp. 93—96 ;
Hermann, Lehrb. der Grxech. Htuais-

alierth. § 139.)

HEPH AEST-\EA. [Lampadephoria.]
HEIIAEA ('Hpoua) is the name of festivals

celebrated in honour of Hera in all the towns of

Greece w'here the worship of this divinity was in-

troduced. The original seat of her worship, from

which it spread over the other pjirts of Greece, was
Argos

;
whence her festivals in other places were,

more or less, imitations of those which were cele-

brated at Argos. (Mliller, Dor. ii. 10. § 1.) Tho
Argives had three temples of Hera

;
one lay be-

tween Argos and Mycenae, 45 stadia from Aigos
;

the second lay on the road to the acropolis, and near

it was the stadium in which the games and con-

tests at the Ilernea were held (Paus. n. 24. § 2) ;

the third was in the city itself (Paus. ii. *2*2. § 1).

Her service was performed by the most distin-

guished priestesses of the place
;
one of them was

the high-priestess, and the Argives counted theif

years by the date of her office. (Thucyd. ii, 2.)

The Hcraca of Argos were celebrated every fifth

year, and, according to the calculation of Bockh
{Abhandl. der licrl. A had. von 1818-19, p. 9*2,

&c.) in the middle of tho second year of every

Olympiad. One of the great solemnities which

took place on the occasion, was a magnificent pro-

cession to the great temple of Hera, between Argos

and Mycenae. A vast number of young men— for

the festival is called a panegyris— assembled at

Argos, and marched in armour to the temple of tho

goddess. They wore preceded by one hundred

oxen (iKarSpSri, whence the festival is also called

iKorSpSoua). The high-priestess accompanied this

procession, riding in a chariot drawn by two white

oxen, as w’e see from the story of Clcobis and

Biton related by Herodotus (i. 31) and Cicero

{Tuscul. i. 47). The hundred oxen were sacrificed,

and their flesh distributed among all the citizens.

(Schol. ad Pind, Ul. vii. 152, and ad Nem. x. 39.)

The sacrifice itself was called \f\lpya (Hcsych,

8. r.) or “ the bed of twigs.” (Comp. "NVelcker

on Schtcenck's Etymologische Andcutumjm, p. 268.)

The games and contests of the Hcraca took place in

the stadium, near tho temple on the road to the

acropolis. A bra'/cn shield was fixed in a place

above the theatre, which was scarcely accessible to

any one, tind the young man who succeeded in

pulling it down received the shield and a garland

of myrtle as a prize. Hence Pindar (Atf/t. x.

41) calls the conU*st b.y<l>y xdAKfor. It seems that

this contest took place b»?fore the procession went
out to the Heraeon, for ritnibo (viii. p. 556) states

that the victor went with his prizes in solemn pro-

cession to that tcn)ple. This contest was said to

have been instituted, according to some traditions,

by Acrisius and Proetus (.\elian, F. //. iii. 24),

according to others by Arch'mus. (Schol. ad Pind,

01. vii. 152.)

The Hcraca or Hecatoml)aea of Aegina were

celebrated in the some manner as those of Argos

Q Q
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(See Scbol. ad Pind. ItUan. rlii. 114; MUHcr,

p. 149.)

The Hcniea ofSaznot, which island also derived

the worship of lleni from Ar^ (Paus. vii. 4. § 4),

were perhaps the roost brilliant of all the festivals uf

this divinity. A inagniticont procession, consisting

of maideiu and married women in splendid attire,

and with floating hair (Aslus, ap. Athen, xii. p.

together with men and youths in armour

(Pulyaen. StraL i- 23, vi. 45), went to the temple

of Hora. After they arrived within the sacred

precincts, the men deposited their armour
;
and

prayers and rows were offered up to the goddess.

Her altar consisted of the ashes of tho victims

which had been burnt to her. (Pans. r. 13. g 5.)

The Heraea of Elis were celebrated every fifth

year, or in the fourth year of every Olympiad.

(Corsini, Ditaeri. iiL 30.) The festival was chiefly

celebrated by maidenst and conducted by sixteen

matrons who wove the sacred peplus for the goddess.

But before the solemnities commenced, these ma-
trons sacrificed a pig, and purified themselves in

the well Piera. (Paus. r. 16. g 5.) One of the

principal solemnities was a race of the maidens in

the stadium, for which purpose they were divided

into three classes, accorduig to their age. The
youngest ran first and the oldest last. Their only

dress on this occasion was a which came down
to the knee, and their hair was floating. Sho who
won the prise, received a garland of olive bo>ighs,

togt‘ther with a part of a cow which was sacrificed

to Hera, and might dedicate her own painted like-

ness in tho temple of the goddess. The sixteen

matrons were attended by as many female attend-

ants, and performed two donees ; the one called

tho dance of Pbyscoa, the other the dance of llip-

podameia. Respecting further particulars, and the

history of this solemnity, see Pans. t. 1 6. § 2, &c.

lleraea were celebrated in Tarious other places ;

tf. g. in Cos (Athen. xiv. p. 639, vL p. 262), at

Corinth (Eurip. Med, 1379 ;
Pbilostrat. Her. xix.

14), at Athens (Plat. Quaeat, Pon, Tii. 168), at

Cnossus in Crete (Diod. v. 72), &c. [L. S.J

11 ERE'DITAS. [ Hsrbs.]
HEHES. 1. Qrbxk. The Athenian laws of

inheritance are to be expired under this title.

The subject may be divided into five ports, of

which we shall speak: 1st, of persona] capacity

to inherit ; 2dly, of the rules of descent and suc-

cession
; 3dly, of the power of devising

; 4thly,

of the remedies of the heir for recovering his

rights ; 5tbly, of the obligations to which he suc-

ceeded.

I. 0/ Peraowd CapacUg to JnheriL— To obtain

the right of inheritance as well as citizenship

(iyXi<rreia and iroXtrela), legitimacy was a neces-

sary qualification. Those children were Ultimate
who were bom in lawful wedlock. (Dem. e.

Neaer. p. 1386.) The validity of a marriage de-

pended partly on the capacity of the contracting

parties, partly on the nature of the contract. On
the first point little needs to be noticed here, ex-

cept that brother and sister by the same mother

were forbidden to marry ; but consanguinity in

general was so far from being deemed an objection,

that marriage between collateral relations was en-

couraged, in order to keep the property in the

family. (Andoc. da Mgst. § 119, e. Alcih. § 33,

ed. Bekk.
; Lrs. c. Ate. g 41, ed. Ik'kk.

; Dcm.
e. Leoch. p. 1083, c. KuhtU, p. 1305 ; PluL CVmoa,

4, 'I’kamiat. 32.) The contract was made by the
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hnsband with the father, brother, or other legal

guardian {Kvpios) of the intended wife: then only

was sho properly betrothed {^yyvrrrfi). An
heiress, however, u*as assigned, or adjudged, to

the next of kin (^wtSucoirtlctb’a) by process of law,

as explainod under Epiclkrus. (Isaeus,<y« 0>.
Iter, g 26, de Pki/oct. her. § 19, ed. Bekk. ; Dcm.
pro Pkorm. p. 954, c. ifteph. p. 1134.) No cere-

mony was neccssar>' to ratify the contract : but it

was usual to betroth the brido in the presence of

witnesses, and to give a raarringe feast, and invite

the friends and relations, for the sake of publicity.

(Isaeus, de CSr. her. g 18 ; Dem. e. Onet. p. 86.9,

c. EuLmL pp. 1311, 1312.) A marriage without

proper espousals was irregular
; but the issue lost

their heritable rights only, not their franchise ;

and the former, it seems, might be restored, if the

members of their father's clan would consent to

their being registered. (Isaeus, de Philoct. her,

gg 29—33.) As it was necessary for every man
to be enrolled in his clan, in order to obtain his

full civil rights, so was the registration the best evi-

dence of legitimacy, and the <ftpdrop*s and
y*h were usually called to prove it in courts of jus-

tice. (Andoc. da MgsL g 127, ed. Rekk.
; Isaeus,

de Cir, her. g 26, de Pkiioci. §13; Dcm. c. KubuL
p. 1305, &c) For further particulars see Piatnor,

Deitr'dge^ p. 1 04, &c. ; Sehomann, A ntiq. ^ria
ptiUici Graecorumy lib. v. gg 19, 21, 88.

il. Of the Jiulea of DeacetU ami Smseaaaion,

Here we would premise, that, as the Athenian law
made no diflerence in this respect between real and
personal estate, the words hairy inheriiy &c., will be
applied indiscriminately to both. When an Athe-
nian diod leaving sons, they shared the inherit-

ance, like our heirs in gavelkind, and as they now
do in France (Isaeus, ^ PkUoet. her, g 32) : a law
no less favourable to that balance of property which
Solon meant to establish, than the law of primo-

geniture was suited to the military aristocracies

created in the feudal times. The only advantage

possessed by the eldest son was the first choice in

the division. (Dem. pro Pkorm. p. 947.) If there

was but one ton, he took the whole estate
;
but if

be bad sisters, it was incumbent on him to provide

for them, and give them suitable marriage portions ;

they were then called Mwpoutoi, (Harpocr. s. v,

’EiriSncor.) There was no positive law, making it

imperative on a brother to give his sister a portion

of a certain amount
;
but the moral obligation, to

assign her a fortune corresponding to his own rank,

was strengthened by custom and public opinion,

insomuch that if she was given in marriage por-

tioulcas, it was deemed a slur upon her character,

and might even raise a doubt of her l<^itimacy.

(Imcus, de Pyrr. her. g 40 ; Lya. de A riat. bon,

g 16, ed. Dekk. ; Dem. e, ItoeoL de dotcy p. 1014.)

On failure of sons and their issue, daughters

and daughters' children succeeded (as to the law
conceniing heiresses, see Epjclrrus) ; and there

seems to have been no limit to the succeKsion in

the descending line. (Isaeus. de dr. her. §§ 39—46,
de Pyrr. her. § 59, de PhU^ §g 30, 67 ;

Dcm, e,

Macart. pp. 1057, 1058.) If the deceased left

grandsons by diflerent sons, it is clear that they
would take the shares of their rcspecti>’e fiithcrs.

So if he had a granddaughter by one son, and a
grandson by another, the latter would not exclude

the former, as a brother would a sister, but both
would sluirc alike. Of this there is no direct evi-

dence ; but it follows from a principle of Attic Uw«
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hy whtcli, on the birth of a eon, hit title to hie

Other's inheritance, or to a share thereof, imrne*

diately accrued
; if then he died before his father,

but leaving issue, they claimed their grandfather's

inheritance as representing him. It was otherwise

with daughters. Their title did not thus accrue ;

and therefore it was the practice for the son of an
hoireu to be adopted into his maternal gmnd-
&ther's house, and to become his son in point of

law. Further (as will presently bo shown) the

general preference of males to fences did not com-
mence till the deceased's father's descendants were
exhausted.

On failure of lineal descendants the collateral

branches were resorted to. And first came the

issue of the same &ther with the deceased
;

vis.

brothers and brothers* children, the children of a
deceased brother taking the share of their father

(Isaeus, de Hagn, ktr. §§ 1, 2 ;
Dem. c. Macart.

p. 1067, c. /^ocA. p. 1083) ;
and after them, sisters

and sisters' children, among whom the principle

of representation also prevailed (Isaeus, de Aj^L
|W. § 23) ; but whether sisters' children took
\

etirpea or per cci/n/o, does not appear.
I

Next come tho descendants of the same grand-

father with the deceased
;
cousins and cousins'

children. Here the law declared, that males and
the issue of males should bo pri-fcrrcd to fenuilcs

and their issue. (Isaeus, de U<ujn. her. §§ 1, 2 ;

Dem. e. MacKtri. p. 10G7.) Thus, tho son of an

uncle would exclude the son of an aunt, while the
I

son of an aunt would exclude the daughter of an

uncle. On tho some principle Isaeus (de Apoll,

her. §§ 25, 26) contends that the son of a female first

cousin prevented his mother's sister from inherit-

ing, although he was further removed from the de-

ceased (yivu iirterepef) by one degree. This pre-

ference, however, was confined to those who were
descended from tho same common ancestor, that is

to say, from the grandfather of the deceased
;

for

the W'ords /a riy oirrMy in Demosthenes are to be

explained by the rplr^ y4yei of Isaeus. Therefore

a first cousin once removed, claiming through a

female, had a better title than a second cousin

claiming through males ; for a second cousin is de-

Keudod not ftom the grandfather, but onlv from

the great-gmndfather of the deceased, and so is

beyond the legal degrees of succession (l|« rrj$

iyytffreUu or ffvyyeytitis). On this, Eubulides

founds his pretension to the estate of Ilagnias ; be-

cause he claims as representative (son by adoption)

of his maternal grandfaiher, who was first cousin

to Ilagnias ; whereas the &ther of his opponent,

Macartatus, was second cousin to Ilagnias, and (as

Demosthenes expresses it) was not in the same
brunch of the family (ooa tov dUou rov 'AyyiWf
e. Maeart. p. 1070).

On failure of first cousins and their issue, tho in-

heritance went to the half-blood by the mother's

side
;

brothers and sisters, nephews and nieces,

cousins and their children, as Wore. But if there

were no maternal kinsmen within the legal degree,

it returned to the a^aii, or next of kin on the pa-

ternal side (rovr warpdr), whose proximity

was traced by counting the degrees &om the com-
mon ancestor. (Isaeus, de Ihign. Iter. §§ 1—18 ;

Dem. e. Maeart. p. 1067.)

The succession of parents to their children is

matter of dispute among the learned. Fnnn the

silence of the orators, the absence of any example,

and the express declaration of Isaeus (de lletgn.
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her. § 26) respecting tho mother, it may be inferred

that parents could not inherit at Athens. At
Athens the maxim, herediUu nunquam (ucendit^

held only of lineal, not of collatemi ascent. For
example, an uncle might inherit. ( Isoetis, dr Cleim,

her. § 55.) So also he might marry the heiress, os

next of kin. (De Dyrr. ^r. § 90.) On this part

of the subject the rc^cr is referred to Bunsen, de
jure hered, AUien . ; SirWilliam Jones's Commentaiy
annexed to the translation of Isaeus ;

and a short

summar)* of the law by Schdmann, Ant.j.p. Gr.

lib. V. § 20. These and other writers are not agreed

on many of the foregoing points, which arc left in

much obscurity, owing to the mutilated state in

which the law's have reached us, and tho artifices

used by the orators to misrepresent the truth.

It will assist the student to be informed, that

signifies a first cousin. ’Avs^'iaSoos is a first

cousin's son
;
formed in the some manner as d8«A>

tpiSovs from and <5iryaTpt8oor from ^vya-
rijp. Thus, my first cousin's sou is di'cil'todoDs to

me ; but not conversely. Again, though it is truo

that two or more second cousins may 1^ spoken of

collectively as d>'(if(a5o7 (Dem. c. Steph. p. 1 1 17),
yet one of them cannot be said to be oyc^aadoCr to

another. Herein consists the fallacy of those who
maintain that second cousins came within the legal

degrees of succession.

KAfipos is the subject-matter of inheritance, or

(in one sense of the word) the inheritance ;
aXTjpo-

y6fios the heir. proximity of blood in

reference to succession, and sometimes right of suc-

cession. Svyy^rfMt, natural consanguinity. Stry-

yeycir, collateral relations, ore opposed to (Kyoyoiy

lineal descendants.

111. Ofthe potcer ofDrriaing.— That the owner
had power to alienate his property during his life-

time, and that such alienation was >a)id in point

of law, both as against the heir and all the rest of

the world, is beyond a doubt. There was, however,

an ancient law which punished with degradation

(dri/Ja) a man who had w-asted his patrimony (r&

vorp^ Kor«57)5oKCtfr). He was considered an
offender against the state, because he disabled him-

self fh>m contributing to the public service. Pro-

secutions for such an offence were rare ; but the re-

putation of a spendthril't was atw'ays prejudicial to

a man in a court of justice. (Diog. Lacrt. •Worn,

55 ; Aeschin, e. TVmorcA, §§ 97— 105, 154, ed.

Bekk.)
Every man of full age and sound mind, not under

durance or improper influence, was competent to

make a will ; but if he had a sen, he could not

disinherit him
;
although his will might take cfft'ct

on the contingency of the son not completing his

seventeenth year. (Isaeus, de Arisi. her. § 14, de

Philoct. §10; Dem. c. SUph. pp. 1 1 33, 1 1 36.) The
bulk of the estate being left to the son, legacies

might be given to friends and nlitions, espe-

cially to those who performed the office of our exe-

cutor or testamentary guardian. (Dem. e. Aph>dt.

pp. 814, 827.) And in the division of pro|>erty

among sons, the recommendations of the fatlier

would be attended to. (Dem. c. Mamri. p. 1055,

pro Pltomu p. 955.) Also a provision, not ex-

ceeding a thousand drachmas, might l>e assigned to

an illegitimate child. (Hurpocr. t. r. Nodtid.)

A daughter could not be disinherited, though

the estate might l>e devised to any person on c^»n-

dition of his manying her. (Isaeus, de Pyrr, her,

§§ 82—84.)
Q Q 2
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It was only when a man had no isrie that he

WAS At full lihorU’ to appoint an heir. His bouse

and heritage were then considered desolate

Kol kywvvfxos)^ a great misfortune in the eyes of

an Athenian
;

for every head of a family was
anxious to transmit his name and religious usages

to posterity. The same feeling prevailed among
the Greeks in more ancient times. We learn from

Hesychius and the Etymol. Mag. that distant re«

lations were called because, when they

inherited, the house was Ifprinos. (See

Horn. //. y. 158 ; lies. 607.) To obviate

this misfortune, an Athenian had two courses open

to him. Either he might bequeath his property

by will, or he might ^<>pt a son in his lifetime.

[.\doptio, Grkkk.]
Wills were in writing, and usually had one or

more attesting witnesses, whose names were super*

scribed, but who did not know the contents. They
were often deposited with friends, or other trust-

worthy persons, such as a magistrate. It was con*

sidered a badge of fraud if they were made secretly

or in the presence of strangers. (Isaeus, Je Pfiiloet.

Acr. § 8, tie Aftyjih. her. §§ 8—17 ; Dem. e, Sttjth.

p. 11.37.) A will wn» ambulatory until the death

of the maker, and might be revoked wholly or par-

tially, by a new one. It seems also that there

might be a parol revocation. (Isaeus, /*A»/oci.

ker. § 40, rfe CVeoa. Aer. §32.) The client of Isaeus,

in the laat-cited cause, contends, that the testator

sent for the depositary of his will, with an inten-

tion to cancel it, but died before he got it into his

possession ; this (he says) a*as a virtual revocation.

He calls witnesses to prove the testator's affection

far himself and dislike of his opponents, and thence

infers that the will was unnatural, and a proof of

insanity. Similar arguments were often used.

(Isaeus, (U Nicest, her. §23, d« Astyph. her. § 21.)

With respect to the proceeding by which a
;

father publicly renounced bis paternal authority I

over his son, sec Apokkhuxis. Plato (/>/. xi.
j

9. p. 928) refers to it, and recommends that a I

father should not take such a step alone, but in

conjunction with the other members of the family.

At Athens the paternal authority ceased altogether

after the son had completed his nineteenth rear
;

he A'as then considered to belong less to his father

than to the slate, (Valckenaer, ad Ammonium,
s. p. *AwoK^pvKTos : Meier, de JJonis JMmn. p.

26.)

IV. 0/ the Remedies of the Heirfor Recovering

his Rights.— A son or other mole descendant might

enter and take possession of the estate immediately

after the owner's death. (Isaeus, de Pyrr. fter.

§ 72, de Cir. her. g 47.) If he was prevented from

so doing, he might bring an action of ejectment

against the intruder. [Eaibatsia.] Anyone who
disturbed a minor in the enjoyment of his patrimony

w'as liable to a criminal prosecution {KoxdKxeets

?<ra>-yfX{a, Isaeus, de Pyrr. her, § 76). As to

the proceedings in aisc of heiress, see Eri('l.KRU«.

Other heirs at law and claimants by adoption or

devise were not at liberty to ent t, until the estate
,

was formally adjudged to them. The proper course

was, to make application to the archon, who attended

at his office fur that purpose every month in the year

except the last (Scirophorion). The party who
applied was regnnlcd as a suitor, and (on obtaining

a hearing) was said Kayxdveiv tov Kki)pov. (Isaeus,

de Ifagn. her. §§ 22, 40, de Pyrr. her. § 74, de

Asiypk, her. § 4 ;
Dem. c. Uteph. p 1136.)
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I

At the 6rst regular assembly (nvpia 4KKXrfala),

I held after he had received notice, the nrehon caused

proclamation to be made, that such a p'non had
died without issue, and that such and such p -rsons

claimed to be his heirs. The herald then asked
ff TIT i^<pt<r€rfTU¥ ^ wapaKaraSiWeiv fiovXtrai

TOO icA-^pou
; these words arc variously interpret 'd.

Perhaps the f)e8t explanation is this;

—

I

ir^Tuv is o term of general import, applied to all

I

who dispute the title of another, and would in-

clude those who claimed a moiety or other share

of the estate^ IlapcucaTafdAAciS' signihes to make
a deposit by way of security for costs, which was
required of those who maintained their exclusive

title to the whole inheritance. PerhajMi, however,
the payment in this case was optional, and might
be intended for the men? purpose of compelling the

other parties to do the same. The deposit thus

|Miid was A tenth part of the value of the property

in dispute, and was returned to the party if suc-

cessful. (Pollux, vlii. 32, 95 ;
Isaeus de .Wicost.

her. g 13, de llagn. her. § 20 ; Dom. e. Macuri.

p. 1051, c. /.each, pp 1090—1093.)
If no other claimant appeared the archon ad-

judged the estate to the first suitor {iweZiHturtv

ain^ rhr KXrjpor), If, however, there were ad-
verse claims, he proceeded to prepare the cause for

trial (SmSixacrla). First came the ardupuns, in

the usual vvay, except that no party was considered

as plaintiff or defendant ; and the hills in which
they set forth their respective titles, were called

dyrtypagmi. (Harpocr. s. v. ; Dem. e. Olymp. pp
1173, 1)75.) The dicAsts were then to be sum-
moned, and, whatever the number of parties, one
court was held for tho decision of all their claims.

If any one neghxtcd to attend on the appointed

day, and bad no good excuse to offer, his claim was
struck out of the record {heypdtprf 7} hp(pttT€ijrrfais\

and the contest nits carried on between the remain-

ing parties, or, if but one, the estate was awarded
to him. (Dcin. e. Olymp. p. 1174.) The trial was
thus managed. The dicasts had to give their

verdict cither for one person proving a title to the

whole, or for several persons coming in under the

same title, ns (for instance) two brothers entitled

each to a moiety. One ballotting box therefore

was provided for every party who appeared in a
distinct interest The speeches were measured by
the clepsydra. Each party had an hpg>op(vs of

water fur his first speech, and half that or three

Xo««f for the second. (Isaeus, de Hngn. her. § 30,

&c. ; Dem. e. Mueart. p. 1052.) That these ar-

rangements gave rise to fraud and collusion, is

clearly shown in the cases above cited.

The verdict if fairly obtained, was final against

the parties to the canso. But any other person,

who by absence or unavoidable accident was pre-

vented from being a parly, might afterwards bring

an action against the successful candidate, to re-

cover the estate. He was then obliged to pay his

deposit (wapaxara^oA^), summon the defendant
and proceed in other respects as in an ordinary

suit This he might do at any time during tho

life of the person in possession, and within five

years after his death. (Isaeus, /*jfjr.A<T. §70;
Dem. e. Olymp. p. 1 1 75, c. Mumrt. p. 1054.)

It has hitherto been supposed that a simple issue

was raised between the litigant parties, via. who was
entitled to possess the estate ; and that they pro-

ceeded at once to the trial of such issue. This was
called si<rt4yeu. The cause, hoa’everv
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fni^ht bfcome more complicoted, if one of the

parties cho«e to make exception to the right of any
other to dispute his title : this was done by tender-

ing an afKdarit(8icuuiprvpia) sworn either by him-

self or by another, wherein he declared that the

estate was not the subject of litigation {ftij iirtiutos ),

and alleged some matter of fact or law to support

his assertion. Sons, adopted sons, and persons in

h^l possession, were allowed this ^vantage.

For example, a w'itness might depose that the last

occupier had left male issue surviving him, and
therefore the property could not be claimed by any
collateral relative or devisee : or that the title had
already been legally determined, and that the new
claimants were not at liberty to reopen the ques-

tion. This had the elTect of a dilatory plea, and
stayed further proceedings in the cause. ( Isaeui,

|

de Diateog. her. § 30, de ApoU. § 3,d« §§ 4,

52, de Pyrr. § 3 ; Dem. e. Ijeock. p. 1097.) H
then the suitor was resolved to prosecute his claim,

he had no other course but to procure a conviction

of the W'itness (who had sworn the affidavit) in an
action for false testimony \^evdofiopTvp$e0r).

Examples of such actions are the causes in which

Demosthenes was engaged against Leochares, and

Isaeus for the estate of Philoctemon. On the trial

of the witness the questions were, first, the truth

of the f^ts deposed to •, secondly, their le^ effect,

if true. With respect to the witness, the conse-

quences were the same as in any other action for

false testimony. [MARTVaiA.] With respect to

the original cause nothing further was determined,

than that it could or could not be entertained
;
the

Biofiofrrvpia in this particular resembling the iropa-

ypa^. If the court decided that the suit could

be entertained, the parties proceeded to trial in the

manner before explained.

As to the further remedies to be {Miriued by the

Buccessfu] party, in order to obtain the fruits of hU
judgment, see Embatiia and Kxoulbs Dikb.
And on this part of the subject see Meier, Ati, J*roe.

\

pp.459, 616, 636 ;
Plainer, Aft Proc. vol. i. p. 163,

voL ii. p. 309.

V^ (tftke (AdigaHont io ike Heir succeeded.

—The first duty of an heir, as with us of an exe-

cutor, was, to bury the dead and perform the cus-

tomary funeral rites (rd vofiiC6fi9ra wottir). It is

well knowm what importance was attached to this

by the ancients. The Athenian law regulated the

time of burial, and the order ia which the female

relations should attend. If no money was left to

pay the expenses of burial, still the nearest rela-

tives were bound to defray them ; and if they

neglected to perform their duty, the chief magis-

trate {^fiapxos) of the dcmui, in which tho death

took place, after warning them by public notice

{iLrtupur tral ddwrur, fcol uaBalpuy rhv

got the work done by contract, paid for it himself,

and was then empowered to sue them for double

the amount. When a rich man died, there was

no bnckwardncM about his funeral. It is rather

amusing to see how eagerly the relations hastened

to show respect to his memory, as if to raise a pre-

sumption of their being the heirs. (Isaeus, de

Ast^k.ker. § 40, de Cir. ker. g§ 29—33, de AV-
Cf>d. ker. §§ 9, 25 ; Dcm. c. Ufacurt. pp. 1069,

1071.)

Children, who neglected to bury their parents,

were liable to a criminal prosecution {yptup^ kokw-

trtsss yor(wr\ just as they were for refusing to

sitpport or assist them in their lifetime. The word
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yortis in this case includes all ancestors. (Meier,
de PoH. Damn. p. 126.)

Among heritable obligations may be reckoned
that of marrying a poor heiress or giving
her in marriage with a suitable portion. (See
Eficlbrus, and Meurs. Tkem. Ati. i. 13.)

That the heir was bound to pay the debts of the
deceased, as far as the assets would extend, cannot
be d:>ubted. Five years seem to have been the
period for the limitation of actions against him
{"rpoBsiTfila). In case of a mortgage, he was en-
titled only to the surplus of the mortgaged property,
rentaining after payment of the debt charged
thereon. (Lys. de lien. Publ. 4, 5 ; Isaeus,
de Ariet. ker. § 23; Demostb. e. (ulipp. p. 124U,
c. .Spud. p. 1030, c. Natmm. pp. 968, 969.)

State debtors, such as fanners of the public re-

venue who had made default, or persons con-
demned to pay a fine or penalty, were disfran-

chised {irtpot) until the>’ had settled tho debt ;

and the disgrace extended to their posterity. Thus
Cimon, son of Milliades, was comptdlcd to pay a
fine of fifty talents which had been imposed on bit

fiitber
;
and the story is, that Caliias advanced

him the money, in return for the liand of his sister

Elpinice. (l>em. c. Andrei, p. 603, e. Theoe.

pp. 1322, 1327, c. Apkedi. p. 836, ^ro Vor. p. 329,
c, Macart j), 1069.) When the whole of a man’s
property was confiscated, of course nothing could
descend to his heU. It seems to have been a com-
mon practice, in such a case, for the relations of

the deceased to conceal his eiTects, or to lay claim
to them by pretended mortgages. Against these

frauds there were severe penalties, as may be seen
from the speeches of Lysias, c. PhUocr. and de bon.

Arist. (Meier, de lion. Damn. p. 212.)

The posterity of those who were put to death
by the people, or were convicted of certain in-

faraouj crimes, such as theft, inherited the bripla

of their ancestors, a damnosa hcredita*^ which they
could not decline or escape from. It may be com-
pared to the corruption of blood following upon
attainder in the feu^ law. The legislator seems
to have thought that such children must be the

natural enemies of their country, and ought to be
disarmed of all power to do mischief. We cannot
wonder at this, when w*e consider, that with re-

spect to private feuds, it was deemed honourable
and meritorious in the child to presor>*e the enmity
of the father ; and we find public prosecutors (as

in the opening of the spt'ech of Lysias against

Amratus, of Demosthenes against Theocrines),

tolling the dicasts, that they had been induced to

come for«'ard by n desire to avenge the wrongs of

tlieir family. In the same spirit the Athenian law
required, that men, guilty of unintentional homi-
cide, should remain in exile, until they had ap-

peased the nearest relatives of tho deceased, to

whom it more especially belonged to resent and
foi^ivc the injury. (Dcm. e. Afid. p. 551, c.

Arisioe. pp. 640, 643, c. Aridog. p. 790, c. Afa~
curi. p. 1069

;
Meier, de Don. Lkunu. pp. 106,

136.)

Isaeus tells us, that {xirents, who apprehended
their own ins<dvcncy, used to get their children

adopted into other families, that they might escape

the consequences. (De Arid. ker. % 24.) This how-
ever could not be done, afu*r the infiuny had once

attached. (Meier, de Bon. Z^amn. p. 136 ;
Aeseb.

e, etc*. § 21, ed. ^kk.)
W'c find 110 mention of property escheating to

Q Q 3
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the etatc of Athcni for wTint of heirs. This pro-

'

Kihly arose from a principle of Athenian law, ac-
!

cording to which no civic family was snfTen d to

expire ; and therefore the property of an intestate

w*as always assigned to such person as was moet

fit to b<r his successor and representative. With
aliens, and those illegitimate children who were
reinirded os aliens, it was no doubt otherwise.

(Meier, de lion. Iktmn, p. 148.) [C. R. K.]

2. Kouan. When a man died, a certain

pt'rson or certain persons succeeded to all his

propi^rty, under the name of hem or heredes:

this was a universal succession, the whole property

being ci-nsidcred a universitas. [Univkrsitas).
Such a succession comprehended all the rights and
lubililios of the person deceased, and was ex'

j»n*sscd by the term Hereditns. The word hero-

ditas is accordingly defined to be a succession to

all the rights of the deceased (Dig. 50. tit 16.

a 24.) ;
and sometimes it is used to express the

property which is the object of the succession.

The term pocunia is sometimes used to expn'ts the

•whole property of a testator or intestate (Cic. tU

Invent, ii. 21 ;
Oaius, ii. 104) ; but it only ex-

presses it as property, and therefore the definition of

nereditos by pecunia would be incomplete. Cicero

( Top. 6) completes the definition thus :
— ** Here-

ditas ost pecunia quae morte alicujus ad quempiam
perrenit jure, ncc ea aut legnta teitamcntn aut

possessione rctenta.” The negative port of the

definition excludes legacies, and property of the de-

ceased, the ownership of which is acquired by a suf-

ficient possession of it. The word **jure'* exclodcs

the bonorum possessio,** in opposition to which

the hereditas is appropriately called ^justa.** The
kertt n*as the person who acquired all that had be-

longed to another, morte and jure
;
the etymolo-

gical relation of the word to hem$ seems probable.

A person might become a hercs by being named
as such {instihUus., tcriptus^ foetus) in a will, exe-

cuted by n competent person, according to the forms

required by law [TkstamxntumJ. If a person

died intestate {iutestatus)^ or having mode a will

which was not v'alid, the inheritance came to those

to whom the law gave it in such cases, and was
called herrditas lepitimo or o5 intetinto. But a
man could not die testate ns to part of his property

and intestate as to another part, except he were a
soldier (enjus sola voluntas in testando spectatur).

Accordingly, if a man gave a part of the hereditas

to one heres or more, and did not dispose of the

rest, the hercs or heredes took the whole. (Inst,

ii. tiL 14. § 5 ; Cic. de Invent. iL 21 ;
Vangcrow,

TondeJeten^ Ate. vol. ii. p. 6.)

In order that a tetUimcntary succession should

take pluce, the person dying roust have such rights

as arc capable of being transmitted to another
;

consequently neither a slave, nor a filius-familins,

according to the old Homan law, could make a
hrres. Also, the pmon who is made hercs roust

have a legal capacity to be hercs.

The institution of a heres was that formalin

which could not be dispensed with in a will. If

the testator named no heres or heredes, and com-
plied with all the other legal forms, still hii dispo-

sition of his property was not a w'ill. The heres

called heres directus, or simply here*, represented

the testator, and was thus opposed to the heres

fideicominissarius. [FiDsrco.vtMissi!M.] The tes-

tator might either name one person as heres, or

he might name scTerol heredes (eoheredes)^ and be
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might divide the hereditas among them as ha
pleased. The shares of the heredes were generally
expressed by reference to the divisions of the As

:

thus, ^ hercs cx assc ^ is heres to the whole pro-

perty ;
** heres ex dodrantc,** heres to three-

fourths
;
hexes ** ex semuncio,** heir to one twentr-

fourth. (Cic. ad Att. xiii. 48, vii. 8 ; Cic Pro
Oiedna^ 6 ; Inst2. tit 14. g 5.) If there were
several heredes named, without any definite shares
being given to them, the property belonged to

them in eqoxU shares. A hercs might be insti-

tuted either unconditionally ( pure)^ or conditionally

(nth oonditione).

If the testator had a legal capacity to dispose,

and if bis will was made in due fonn, the first in-

quiry as to the heres was, whether be had a legal

('opacity to take what was given to him. He roust

have this capacity at the time of the institution, or
the institution is null ; and in order to take he
must have the capacity to take (Inst. 2. tit. 19.

§ 4), at the time of the testator's death, and at

the time of accepting the inheritance. This capacity

might be expressed by the word ** tostamenti-

factio,'' an expression which bod reference not
only to the l^i;^ capacity of the testator, but also

to the It^ptl capacity of the person named heres.

As a general rule, only Roman citisens could bo
named as heredes in the will of a Roman citizen

;

but a slave could also be named heres, though he
had no power to make a will, and a filius-fiimilias

could also be luiraed* heres, though he was under
the same incapacity

;
for the slave, if he belonged

to the testator, could, by his rooster's testament,

receive his freedom and become beres
; and if he

belonged to another, he took the inheritance fox

the b^efit of his master : the filius-fomillas in like

manner acquired it for his father. Persons, not
Roman citizens, who had received the commercium,
could take ber^itates, legato and fideicomroissa

by testament (Cic. ;>ro Checin. 7, 32 ; Savigny,

Zeiisdirifi^ vol. v. p. 229, Alston, Ac. voU ii. p. 27.)

Heredes were either Nccessarii, Sui et Neccs-
sorii, or ExtnuieL The heres neccssorius was a
slave of tho testator, who was made a hercs and
liber at the same time ; and he was called neccs-

sariuz, because of the necessity that he was under
of accepting the hereditas. A slave was sometimes

appointed heres, if the testator thought that he won
not solvent, for the purpose of evadmg tlie ignomi-

nia which was a consequence of a person's pro-

perty being sold to pay his debts, as explained by
Oaius (ii. 154, dec.). The heredes sui et necessorii

were sons and daughters, and the sons and daugh-
ters of a son, who were in the power of a testator

;

but a grandson or granddaughter could not be a
auus hercs, unless the testator's ton had ceased to

be a suns here* in the testator's lifetime, either by
death or being released from hit power. These
heredes sui were called necessarii, because of the

necessity that they were under, according to tho

civil law, of taking the hereditas with its incum-

brances. But the praetor permitted such persons to

refuse the hereditas (alMinert se o5 hBreditaU)^

and to allow the property to be sold to pay the

testator's debts (an instance is mentioned by Cic.

PhU. iu 16) ; and he gave the same privilege to a
roancipated son (qui in causa mancipii est). All

other heredes are called extranci, and comprehend
all persons who arc not in the power of a testator,

such as emancipated children. As a mother bad
no polestas over her children, they were cxtfmnoi
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lieredes when named hercdes in her will Rxtranei

hercdcA had the potettas or jua deliberandi (Dig.

2H. tit. U. a. l)« or p>rivilcge of conaidering wbe>
ther they would accept the hereditaa or not : but

if either extranei hercdca,.or thoae who had the

ahatinendi potestaa, meddled with the teatator'a

property, they could not afterwards disclaim the

inheritance, unless the person who had so meddled
was under twenty-five years of age., and so be>

lotitf > d to a class who were relieved by the praetor

in all cases where they were overreached [Cura-
tor], and also in cases where they had accepted

an insolvent hereditaa {datnnota hertditaa). The
emperor Hadrian gave this relief to a person

above twenty-five years of age who had accepted

an hereditaa, and afterwards discovered that it was
incumbered with a heavy debt (Onius, in 163.)

A certain time was allowed to extranei for the

ertiio herrditatU^ that is, for them to determine

whether they would take the hereditaa or not:

honce the phrase **ccrnere bereditatem.*' (Cic.

ad Att. xi. 12.) Thus, if the testator had written

in his will ** Hercs Titiua esto,'* he ought to add,
** Ceraitoque in centum diebus proznmis qnibus

•cies poteriaqne
:
quod ni ita creveris exberes csto.**

(Gaius, iL 163 ;
Cic. de OraL L 22.) If the ex-

traneus wished to take the hereditaa, he was re-

quired to make a formal declaration of his intention

W'ithin the time named (ia^ diem ere^sontr). The
formal words of cretioo were **

earn hcreditatem

adeo cernoqne.*' Unless he did this, be lost the

hereditaa, and he could not obtain it merely by
acting as hcres {pro herede germdo). If a peraon

was named hercs witbont any time of cretion being

fixed, or if he succeeded (A^imo jurt) to the

property of an intestate, he might become heres

without any formal declaration of his intention,

and might take possession of the hereditaa when
be pleased : but me praetor was accustomed, upon

the demand of the auditors of the testator or in-

testate, to name a time within which the heres

should take possession, and in default of his doing

so, he gave the creditors permission to sell the

pniprrtr. The common form of cretion m the will

(rx/^m erriio) has been ali^ulj mentioned.

Sometimes the words '^quibus sciet poteritque
**

were omitted, and i( was then specially c^ed
** cretio certorum dienun,** which was the more
disadvantageous to the heres, as the days began to

be reckoned or, as we say, the time began to nm
immediately, and it w-as not reckoned from the

time when the heres knew that he was named
heres, and bad no impediment to his cretion.

It a-as not unnsual to make several degrees of

heredes in a will, which was called $ahrtihUio,

(Inti. 2. tit. 15.) Thus in the formula beginning
** Heres Titius,** &C., after the words “ exhcrcs

esto,” the testator might add, **Tum Maevius
hcres esto cemitoque in diebus centum," Ac. ; and

he might go on substituting as for as he pleased.

The peraon first named as heres ^radu)

became heres by the act of cretion ; and the

substitutus {$eeundu$ heres, Cic. Top. 10 ;
Hor.

Sai. ii. 5. 48 ;
Tacit. Ann. L 8) was then entirely

excluded. If the words “si non creveris" were

not followed by w’ords of exheredation, this gave

some advantage to the first heres : for instance, if

he neglected the formality of cretion, and only acted

as hcres, he did not lose all, but shared the hereditas

equally with the substituted person. This was the

old rule ;
but a constitution of M. Antoninus made
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the acUng as herea equivalent to cretion, provided
such acting took place within the time of cretion.

(Compare Qaius, ii. 177, &C., with Ulpian, Frag.
xxii. 34.)

In the case of liberi impuberet, who were in tho
power of a testator, there might be not only tho
kind of substitution just mentioned (ruin's ni3-

stituHo), but the testator might declare that if such
children should live to become bis heredes, and
should die impuberet, some other person, whom he
named, should bo his hcres. This was expressed

thus, “ si prius moriatur quam in suam tutelam
venerit" (Cic. de Invent iL 4*2, I'op. 10 ; Gaius,
ii. 179), for the termination of impuberty and of

the tutela wore coincident. [Curator.] Thus,
as Onius remarks, one testamentary disposition

comprised two hen^itates. This was called pupil-

laris Bubstitutio. (Inst *2. tit 16.) This kind of

substitution was contained in a clause by itself, and
in a separate part of the will, which was secured

by the testator's own thr<*ad and seal, with a pro-

vision in the first part of the will that this second

part should not be opened so long as the son lived

and was impubes. A substitution could also l>e

made in the case of children being ezheredated

(disinherited) by the parent's will, and the sub-

stituted person then took all that the pnpillns ac-

quired by hereditaa, Icgatum (legacy) or gift.

Uaku observes (ii. 183) that all his remarks with
reference to substitution for children iropuberes,

when made heredes or ezheredated, apply to post-

humous {poetumi) children, of which there is an
example cited by Cicero {Top. 10. Si filiiu natua

esset in decern mensibua, dec.).

If an extrenens was made heres, there could be
no substitution to the effect, that if he died within

a certain time, another person should be heres : for

though a testator conld attach a condition to be
performed before a person could take the hereditas,

a person when he had once become hercs continued

such. The case of a pupillaris substitutio, which
was an exception to this general rule, was probably

founded on the patria potestas. The heres might,
however, be charged with a fideicommissum, in

which case he was heres fidneiarins. [Fidxicom-
MiaauM.]

As to conditions which the heres was hound to

perform, they might be any that were not contrary

to positive taw or positive morality ; such as thie

setting op of statues, Ac. (Cic. Verr. il 8, 9, 14),
or changir^ the name {ad AU. vii. 8). Impos-
sible conditions were treated as if there were no
conditions mentioned (pro non acripto, Inst. 2. tit.

14. a 10).

If a man^ own slave was made hem by bis

will, it was necessary that he should be made free

also by the will : the words were “ Stichus ser-

vos meus liber heresque csto.** If the slave wero
not made free by the testament, he could not take
under it, evMi if he were manumitted by his

master, and of course he could not if he were sold
;

and the reason is, that the institution was not

valid. If he was instituted free as well as herea,

he became both a freeman and heres necetsarios by
the death of his master : if he was manumitted by
his master in bis lifetime, he might accept the in-

heritance or refuse it If he wns sold by his ma^
ter in his lifetime, he could take possession of tho
inheritance with the permission of his new mostex,

who thus became heres through the medium of his

slave. If the slave who was made beret was at

Q Q 4
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that lime the proportr of anolhor person, and not

of the testator, he could not take the inheritance

without the consent of his master, for if he took it

)iia master l>ocame heres: if such slarc was mann-

milted before taking possession of the inheritnme,

he might accept it or refuse it as he plensetl.

If an Itigenuus died intestate, either from not

having made a will, or having made n will but not

in due form, or having made a will in due form

which afterwards became imalid (ra/Vam, trritum)^

or if there was no heres under the will, the here-

dilas, according t*i the law of the Twelve Tables,

came to the heredcs sui, and was then called le-

ffffinui Acm/iVas. (Gains, iii. 2.) The heredcs sui

were ** llberi ** in the power of the testator at the

tinie of his death ; the term lilwri comprehended

not only children, but the children of the testator's

male children, and the children of a sou's son.

Adopted children w'cre considered the same as

other children. But grandchildren could not be

heredcs sui, unless their father had ceased to be

in the power of the intestate, cither by death or in

any other way, as by emiuicipation. A wife in

nmnti Wing considoi^ as a dtiiightcr, and n

daughter in-law (nanw) in manu filii being con-

sidered a granddangliter, were sui heredes ; but

the latter only when her husband was not in the

power of the intestate at the time of his death.

Posthumous children, who would have been in the

power of the intestate if he were living, were also

sui heredes. The sui heredcs took the hcreditas

in e<|ual shares. If there was a son or daughter,

and children of a son deceased, the children of the

deceased son took the portion which their parent

would have taken. But the distribution was la

tiirpes^ that is, among the stocks or stems sprung

from the ancestor, and not in capita^ or among the

individuals ; thus, if there were n son, and the sons

of a deceased sr>n, the son would take half of the

hereditAS, and the sons of the deceased son would

take the other half, in e<{ual shares.

If an intestate had no sui heitKles, the Twelve
Tables gave the hcreditas to the agnati. (Gains,

iii. 9.) It is stated under Coon ATI, who are agnati.

The hcreditas did not belong to all the agnati, but

only to those who were nearest at the time when
it was ascertained that a person had died intestate.

If the nearest agnnlus either neglected to take the

inheritance or died before he had taken possession

of it, in neither case did the next in succession, ns

agnatus, take the inheritance. He was the nearest

Bgnatus who was nearest at the time when it was
ascertained that n person had died intestate, and
not he who was nearest at the time of the death ;

the reason of which appear* to l>e that the heredi-

tas was in a sense the property of the intestate

until his heir was ascertained, and his heir could

not he ascertained until it was certain that he had
left no will ; and as Gaiui observes, if he bad left

a will, still it might happen that no person would
be heres under that will

; and accordingly it seemed
bolter, 08 he ol^serves, to look out for the nearest

agnatus at the time when it is ascertained that

thi-re is no heres under the will. If there were

several agnati in the same degree, and any one
refused to take his share or died before he had
assented to take it, such share accnied {wlcrevit)

to those who consented to take the hcreditas.

In the case of women, there were some pecnli-

aritics which arose from their legal condition
(Oaius, Ui. 14). The hcrcdiiales of women intes-
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tate came to their agnati just as the inheritances

of males
; but women who were beyond the degrea

of consanguinci (a tenn w'hich legally means bro-

thers and sisters) could not take horeditates ab
intestato. Thus, a sisUr might take from a brother

or sister as legitima heres
;

but an aunt or a
brother's daughter could not be a legitima heres.

The principle uf Roman law which gave to those

w'ho cnine into the potestas or manus the quality

of children of the blood, was followed out in this

case also : a mother or a stepmother w*ho bad come
IS nmaKiit viri thereby obtained the status of a
daughter ; and, consequently, as to legitimate suc-

cession, there were the same relations between such
mother or stepmother and the husliand's children,

as there were among the husband's children them-
selves. By the Twelve Tables the hereditns of an
intestate mother could not come to her children,

because women have no sui heredcs ;
but by a

SOtum Orphitianum of M. Antoninus and Corn-
modus, tlu* SODS of a wife, not in manu, might toko

as her logitimi heredes, to the exclusion of conann-

guinci and other agnati. (Ulp. Frwj. xivi. § 7 ;

comp. Inst. 3. tit 4.)

If a person died leaving no sui heredes, but only

A brother and another brother's children, the bro-

ther took all AS the nearest agnatus. If there a*as

no brother surviving, and only children of brethren,

the hcreditas was divided among all the children

in cafritOy that is, the whole was equally divided

among all the children.

If there were no agnati, the Twelve Tables gave
the hcreditas to the gentiles. [Gbna.]

Gains (iii. 18, Ac.) briefly recapitulates the strict

law of the Twelve Tables as to the faerediuites of

intestates:— emancipated children could claim no-

thing, ns they had ceased to be sui heredes : the

some was the case if a man and his children were
at the same time made Homan cititena, unless the

impenttor reduced the children into the power of

the father: agnati who had sustained a capitis

dimimitio were excluded, and consequently a son
who had been given in adoption, and a dau|{hter

who was married and in manu viri : if the next
agnatus did not take possession, he who w*ns next
in order could not for that reason make any claim

:

feminae agnatac who were beyond the degree of
consanguinei had no claim: cognati, whose kin-
ship depended on a female, had no mutual rights

as to their hereditntos, and consequently there were
no such mutual rights between a mother and her
children, unless the mother hod come in manum
viri, and so the rights of consanguinity had been
established between them.

Gaius proceeds to show (iiL 25, &c.) how these

inequitable rules of the civil law were modified by
the praetor's edict. As to the succession of cognati

under the Imperial legislation, see Inst 3. lit. 5,

SCto TrrtnU.\ (^. 6. tit 58 ; Nov. 1 18.

If a roan had a son in his power, he s*as bound
either to make him here*, or to exheredatc (rj^rre-

rfora) him expressly (nominotim). If he passed
him over in silence (W/eari'o pnwterifrit)^ the will

was nluigether void (inuttlr^ non jure fatiunt').

.Some jurist* were of opinion that even if the son,

so passed over, died in the father's lifetime, there

could be no here* under tliat will. (Gaius, ii. 123,
Ac.) Other lib 'ri could bo passed over, and tho

will would still be a valid will ; but the liberi so

passed over took a certain portion of the hereditns

tuicrr^cendo^ as it was tennad, or jurt <uicrc*cen<iu
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For instance^ if the hercUi^ institati were sni, the

person or persons passed over took nn equal share

with them. If the hercdcs instituti were extninei,

the person or persons passed over took a half ot

the wliole hereditas ; and as the praetor ^ve the

contra tabtilas bononim possotsio to the person so

passed over, the extranei were deprived of all the

hereditas. A rescript of the emperor M. Antoninus

limited the amount which women could take by the

bonorum possessio to that which they could take

jure adcrescendi
;
and the same was the law in the

case of emancipated femnles.

It was necessary either to institute as heredcs,

or to exheredate posthumous children nominatim^

otherwise the will, which was originally valid,

became invalid
; and the will became

invalid by the birth either of a posthumous ion or

daughter, or, as the phrase was, adgnascendo nim-
pitur testamentnm. (Cic. de Or. i. 57.) Postumi
were not only those who were bom after the tes-

tator's will w'as made, and came into his power or

would have come into his power if he had lived,

but also those who might iWcomc the sui heredos
i

of the testator by the death of some other person

in the testator's lifetime. Thus, if a testator's son,

who was in his power, had children, and the son

died in the testator's lifetime, Uic grandchildren

became sui heredes, and the testament became
rnptum by this quasi agnatio : it was therefore a

necessary precaution to institute os heredes or to

exheredate such grandchildren. It follows that if

the testament could be mode invalid by this <piasi

agnatio, it must have become invalid by a son

being bom in the lifetime of the testator, unless
'

the will had provided for the case
;

for it became
invalid if the testator adopted a son or a daughter

(Ulpian) either by adrogation or adoption properly

•o called, after the dale of his will. ^Tlie case was
the same if he took a wife in manum after the date

of the will.

The word Postumus has dearly the same signi-

fication as Postrerous, and literally means a child

hom last. The passage of Oaius is defective where
he treats of Postumi

;
but the definition of Postumi,

|

as presened in the Breviarium, appears to be
|

exact :
^ Postumnrum duo genera sunt

:
quia

postumi adpeliantur hi, qui post mortem palris dc
nxore nati fuerint, ct illi qui post testaincntum

fiictum nascuntur." Sometimes the w'ord postumus
is defined only as a child bom after a father's

death, as we sec in some of the Glossae, and in

Plutarch (6's^a, 37); btit there is no proof that

the meaning was limited to such children
; and the

passages sometimes cited as being to that dT«*ct

(Dig. 50. tit 16. 8. 164; 28. tit. 3. s. 3) have been
misundcritood.

As to Postumi alieni, see Gains, i. 147* ii. 242;
Vangerow, Pandekien., Ac. vol. ii. p. 90.

Other cases in w'hich a valid testamentum
became rnptum or irritum, are more properly con-

sidered under Tk8Tamsntum.
The strictness of the old civil law was modified

by the praetorian law, which gave the bonomm
possessio to those «*Ho could not take the hereditas

by the rules of the civil law'. [Donorl’M Pos-
KESSIO.]

The herei represented the testator and intestate

(Cic de Jjeg. il 1 9), and had not only a claim to all

his property and aJl that was due to him, hut w'as

bound by dl his obligations. He succeeded to the

sacra privata, and was bound to maintain them,
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but only in respect of the property, for the obliga-

tion of the sacra privata whs attached to pn>|>eity

and to the heres only as the owner of it. ilonce

the expression ** sine sacris hereditas " meant nu
hereditas unencumbered with sacra. (Plnut C'«; t,

iv. 1. 8, Trinum. ii, 4. 83 ; Kestus, s. t. Hine sum's

hereditas.)

The legislation of Justinian released the heres,

who accepted an hereditas, from all the debts and
obligations of the testator or intestate, beyond
what the property w'ould satisfy, provided he made
out an inventory {in'vntarium) of the property in

a certain form and within a given time. (Cod. 6.

tit 30. B. 22.) It also allowed the institution of

a man's own slave as heres without giving him bis

freedom. (Inst 2. tit 14 ;
comp. Gaius, ii. 18.5.)

The heres could claim any property which be-

longed to his testator or intestate by the hcredila-

tis petitio (Dig* 5* tit 3. s. 20), which w:is an nctio

in rem, arid properly belonged to a heres only,

though it was afterw’ards given to the bononim
possessor. Each heres claimed only his share.

(Cic. Pro Rose. Com. c. 18.)

Thccoheredes shared among tficmsclves the pro-

perty, and bore their share of the debts in the same
proportions. For the purpose of division and set-

tling the affiiirs of the testator, a sale was often

necessary. (Cic.a(f.d/t zi. 15.) If the parties could

not agree about the division of the property, any
of them might have an actio fiomiliac erciscuodae.

[Familias Erc. Ac.]
The hereditas might be alienated by the form of

in jure cessio. The heres Icgiiimns might alienate

the hereditas before he took possession of it, and
the purchaser then became heres, just as if he had
been the legitimni heres. The scriptus heres could

only alienate it after the aditio : after such aliena-

tion by him, or by the heres legitimiu after aditio,

both of them still remained heredes, and conse-

quently answerable to creditors, but all debts due
to them as heredes were extinguished*

The hereditates of freedmen arc more properly

considered nndcr Eibrrti and Patroni.
Before it w’as determined who was heres, the

hereditas was without an owmer, and was said

“ jacere.” When a heres was ascertained, such
person was considered to possess all the rights in-

cident to the hereditas from the time of the death
of the testator or intestate. But this does not ex-

plain how we are to view the, hereditas in tlie in-

terval between the death of the former owner and
the time when the heres is ascertained. During
such interval, according to one form of expression

used by the Roman jurists, the hereditas is a juris-

tical person (rice, personae fungitur)^ and is the

domina, that is, the domina of itself
;
according to

another form of expression, it n-presents the de-

funct, and not the person of the future heres.

These two forms are the same in meaning, and
they express n fiction which has relation to the

legal capacity of the defunct, and not that of the

future heres, and which does not involve the no-

tion of any juristical personality of the hereditas.

The relation to the legal capacity of the defunct is

this:— Slaves generally belong^ to an hereditas,

\ slave, us is well known, could acquire property

for his living master, even without his knowledge
;

but the validity of the act of acquisition, in some
COSOS, depended on the legal capacity of his master
to acquire. Now, while the hereditas w'os without
an ascertained owner, man}' acts of a shve by
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which the hercditas might reeeire addHiont, were

strictly void, and such acts could only have their

legal effect on the supposition that the slave had

an owner of a sufficient legal capacity ; and accord-

ingly, the fiction of law gave validity to the act of

the slave by relation to the known legal capacity

of the late oumcr, and not by relation to the yet

unascertained owner who might not have such

legal capacity. The following are examples :
—

** When a Roman, who had a legal capacity to

make a will, died intestate, and another person

appointed as his heres a slave, who belonged to

this hereditos which was still without an owner, such

institution of a heres would be valid by virtue of

this fiction, because it had reference to the legal

capacity of the defunct. If there had been no such

fiction, the validity of the institution would have

been doubtful, for the unascertained legitimus heres

might be an intestabilis, who (at least according to

the old law) could not be instituted heres.— If a

soldier died and left a will, which was not yet

opened, another testator might institute as heres a
slave l>eIonging to the soldier's heroditas, because

the institution, according to this fiction, had refer-

ence to the deceased
;
but if there were not this

fiction, the institution might be void, inasmuch as

the unascertained heres might be a peregrinus*who

had no testamentifoclio with this other testator.

It was to provide for such cases as these only, that

this fiction was introduced
;
and it had no other

object than to facilitate certain acquisitions by
means of the slaves who belonged to on hereditas."

This masterly exposition is by Savigny (System

de$ hemi. R. R. vol. iL p. 363).

(Oaius, 2. 99—190, 3. 1—24 ; Ulpian, Fray.

xxii.. Dig. 28, 29 ; Inst. 2, 3 ; Rein, Dm Ao-
miteke PrifxUrteht, p. 361, &c. Erbrccht, a useful

compendium of the I<ow of Hereditas, as it appears

chiefly in the Latin classics
;
Vangerow, Pandrkitn^

&C. Erbrecht, vol. il The chapter on Erbrecbt in

Puchta's InsHtutionen^ &c. iii. p. 2)5, Ac. is concise

and very clear.) [O. L.]

HEKMAE(4p;Mu), and the diminutive Hennuli
(4p^l8ia), statues composed ofa bead, usually that of

the god Hermes, placed on a quadrangular pillar,

the height of which corresponds to the stature of

the human body r<Tp«t)wror ipyaalit, Thoc. vL

27 ;
t5 cxfiAM rh rrr/i^Twvor, Paus. iv. 33. § 4,

s. 3). Some difficulties are involved in theques*

tion of their origin, and of their meaning as symbols

of Hermes. One of the roost important features

in the mythology of Hermes is his prrsidence over

the common intercourse of life, traffic, journeys,

roods, boundaries, and so forth, and there can be no
doubt that it was chiefly in such relations as these

that he was intended to be represented by the

I/rrmae of the Greeks and by the Termini of the

Romans, when the latter were identified with the

Hermoe. It is therefore natural that we should

look for the existence of this symbol in the very

earliest times in which the use of boundary-marks
was required ; and in such times the symbols

would be of the simplest character, a heap of stones

or an unhewn block of marble. Now we find that

there were in many ports of Greece heaps of stones

by the tides of roods, especially at their crossings,

and on the boundaries of lands, which were called

ipneua or ipfiuOy ipfUMt \6ipoi and ^ppMttts*

• Lessing, Biittiger (Andettf. p. 45), and others

derive these words, and also the name of the god,
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(Hetych. $. rr.). An ipnaios near Ithaca

is mentioned in the Odyssey (xvi. 471) ; Stralio

noticed many kpp.eia on the roads in Elis (viii.

p. 343) ; and oven now an ancient heap of stones

may be seen on the boundary of Laconia (Host,

Pfiop. vol. L pp. 18, 174). The religious respect

paid to such heaps of stones, especially at thcmect<
ings of roods, is shown by the custom of each passer

by throwing a stone on to the heap (Nicand. TUr.
150) ; this custom was also observed with refer-

ence to the Hermae of later tiroes, at least to those

which stood where roads met (Anik, Graee. loe.

dt.) Such heaps of stones were also seen by
Stmbo on the roa(b in Egypt (xvii. p. 818).
Another mode of marking a boundary or other de-

finite locality was by a pillar of stone, originally

unhewn, the sacred character of which was marked
by pouring oil upon it and adoruing it (Theophrust

16, comp. Genesis xxviii. 18, 22, xxxL 45—18,

where both the pillar and tho heap of stones are

set up for a witness, xxxv. 1 4). The Egyptian
obeli^ probably belongs to the same class of mouo*
ments.

Referring the reader, for the further examination

of these matters, to works in which they are dis-

cussed at length (Zoega, de Grip, et (Js. OUUse.y

Romae, 1797, p. 217 ; GcrhaH, de ReliyUme

//emamm, ^rol. 1845, 4to. ; Otto, </e f}iis f'ta-

c. 7 ; MUller, Ardiaol. d. Knnsl^ § 66 ;

PrelJer, in Pauly's Real'Encye. d. Class. Alterih,

$. V. Afereurinsy v(A iv. p. 1845), we assume that,

of these heaps of stones and pillars, those which

marked boundaries were either originally s>'mbols

oi^ or were afterwards consecrate to, the god
Hermes. It is not denied that such rude memo-
rials were at first symbols of the various gods alike,

but at a very early period they came to be more
especially associate with the worship of Hermes.

The first attempt at the artistic ^relo|Muent of

the blocks of stone and wood, by which, in the

earliest period of idol-worship, all the divinities

were represented, was by adding to them a head,

in the features of which the characteristics of the

god were supposed to be expressed ; and afterwards

other members of the body were added, at first

with a symbolical meaning. These changes pro-

duced the Horoae, such as they are described by
the ancient authors, and as we now have them.

The phallus formed an essential port of the symbol,

probably because the divinity represented by it

was in the earliest rimes, b^ore the worship of

Dionysus was imported fitun the East, the per-

sonification of the reproductive posrcis of nature.

So the symbol is described by Herodotus, who
ascribes the origin of it to the Pclasgians, who
communicated it to the Athenians, and they to

the other Greeks. (Herod, li. 51 ;
Plat an Semi sit

Resjh ger. 28. p. 797, f. ; Cic. de Sui. Dror. iii

22 ; comp. Creuser'i Note, in Bnehr’s edition of He-
rodotus.) Pausanias gives tbe same account of tho

matter (i 24. § 3, iv. 33. § 3. a 4), nnd also states

that the Arcadians were particularly fond of the

iyakpa rerpdywnw (viii. 48. § 4. a 6 ; where
the statue referred to is one of Zeus), which is

from a heap (comp. Buttmann, Ijeril. pp. 302,
303). It would seem, at all events, that tho
words aro in some way connected ; though tho
question, whether the god took his name from thn
symbol, or the symbol from the god, cannot be
entered into beie.
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nne coafinnation of the tmdition which carried

back the invention to the Pelaagic timet.

In the hUtorical timet of Greece, too, it was at

Athcnt that the Hcrmae were mntt numemut
and mott venerated. So great wat the demand
for thete works that the words ip^o-

y\u^K^ &tid ipnoyXxHfmotf^ were need at

the gcnenc terms for a sculptor, hit art, and hit

ttadio (Plat Symp. p. 215, o. ; Lucian, de Somn,
i 7. vo). i. pp. 3, 4, 1 0, 1 1 ; and the Lexicons).

|

Iloutet in Athens had one of these statnes

placed at the door called ippijs arpo^atos or <rrpo-

(Thuc}'d. vi. 27 ; Aolion. V. //. it 41 ; Said,

s. r.
;
Pollux, viit 72 ;

Ath. x. p. 437, b.) ; some*
times also in the peristyle (Lucian, Nan'y, 20,

voL iit p. 262), which were worshipped by the
!

women at instrumental to fecimdity (tee bas>relief !

in Doittarde, Aniiq, Itoman, part 1), and the preat
,

reverence attached to them it shown by the dann '

and indignation which wore felt at Athens in con-

sequence of the mutilation of the whole number in

a single night, just before the sailing of the Sicilian

expedition. (Thucyd. vt 27, with Poppo's note
;

Andoc. de. Myet.
;
Aristopb. Lysiet. 1093, 1094,

and Schol.
;
Aristophanes applies the term ip}xt>Ko-

«/3ai to the mutilaton
;
see also Phot. s. o. kppa-

kot/Koi.)

They were likewise placed in front of templet,

near to tombs, in the gymnasia, palaestrae, libraries,

porticoes, and public placet, at the comers of streets,

on high roads as sign-posts, with distances inscribed

upon them (Bockh, Corp. Inter. No. 12 ;
Epigr.

ineert. No. 234, Brunck, AnaL voL uL p. 197,

Antk. PloKud. iv, 254 ; the other epigrams on
Hermac, Nos. 255, 256. deserve notice) ; and
some arc still to be seen at Athens with the names
of victors in the gymnastic contests inscribed upon
them. (Ijcakc, AMews, p. 17, n. 1.) They were
even made vehicles of public instruction, according

to the author of the Ihpparckue (falsely ascribed to

Plato, p. 229), who says that the tyrant Hippar-

chus placed ilermae in the streets of the city and
in roads thronghout Attica, inscribed with moral
verses, such as the following

:

’Imrdpxov* <rrc7xf 3fxaia Apov&p,

Mtnjpa TiiS* 'Inrdpx^*-'* i^awAra.

(Omp. Harpocrat. t. v. 'Zppeu
;

Hesych. s. r.

'Iinrdpx**^^ 'SpMAs with Alberti's note). Those
which stood at cross roads had often three or four

heads (Philoch. p. 46, ed. Siebelis ; Horpocr. and
Eiytn. Af. $. v. rpiK^^oAot 'Eppn’ •

Phot Hesych.

a V. rerpeued^aXos
;
Eustath. ad Ham, p.

1353.3).
Numerous examples occur in Panianias and

other writers of their being placed on the boun-

daries of lands and states and at the gates of

cities (wp^r rp vuAlSi, wpowvAaZor, Pans. viii. 34.

§ 3. a 6, iv. 33. § 3. a 4, e/ edib . ;
Harpocr.) Small

Hermoe were also used as pilasters, and as sup-

ports for fumit\ire and utensils. (Pollux, vii. 15,

73 ;
AluUer, Arch. § 379, n. 2.) Respecting the

use of the Hermac and HermtUi in the Circus,

see pp. 285, a, 286, a.

With respect to the form of these w*orks, the es-

sential parts have been already mentioned. A
pointed beard (a^yowdryt0p) belong to the ancient

type(Artemid. it 37). A mantle (Ipdrtov) was fre-

quently bung over the shoulders (Paus. viii. 39. § 4 ;

I)iog. Laert. v. 82). Originally the legs and arms

were altogether wanting ( Pausanias calls them dirw-
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Aoi, i. 24. § 3), and, in place of the arms, there were
often projections to hang garlands upon

;
but, a’hen

the reverence attached to the ancient type became
less, and the love of novelty gn*ater, the whole

torso was placed upon a quadrangular pillar, which
lessened towards the bo^, and finally the pillar

itself was sometimes chiselled to indicate the se|)a>

ration of the legs, as may be seen in a tetragonal

female statue in the Villa Albani. (Winkclnu
Storia deile Arte^ vol. i. tav. 1.) Sometimes, as

above stated, the head was double, triple, and even

fourfold. The whole hgure was generally of stone

or marble ; but Cicero (ad Alt. i. 8) mentions

some a’hich were of Pentelic marble, with bronze

beads. (MUlIcr, Areh'do/. d. A'snsf, § 67.)

Many statues existed of other deities, of the

same form as the Hcrmae ;
w-hich no doubt ori-

ginated in the same manner ; and wliich were still

called by the generic name of //ermae, even though

the bust upon them was that of another deity.

Several images of this kind are de8cril)ed by Pan-
sanias ; one of Poseidon at Tricoloni in Arcadia

(viii 35. § 6), another of Zeus Telcios at Tegoa
(»6. 48. § 4), and another of Aphrodite Urania
at Athens (i. 19. § 2). The reason why the

statues of the other deities were developed into

perfect forms, while those of Hermes so gene-

rally (by no means universally) retained their

ancient fashion, is obviously on account of the re-

ligious significance attached to the symbol of the

pillar, as a boundary mark. Where this motive
was not called into actinn, Hermes himself was
represented in the complete human form with all

the perfection of Greek art, os, for example, in his

statues in the paloeetraty and in those which em-
bodied others of his attributes. (See Mlillcr,

Archtiol. d. Kuruty §§ 380, 381.)

Some statues of this kind are described by a

name compounded of that of Hermes and another

divinity : thus we hare Hermanuf/ity Hcnnarety
Hermaihcna (Cic. ad Att. i. 4), I/ermentdee (Cic.

ad Att. i. 10), Hermeroi (Plin. //. N. xxxvi. 5.

a. 4. 10), Hermopan. It has been much dis-

puted whether such figures were composed of tho

square pillar, as the emblem of Hermes, surmounted
by the bust of the other divinity

; or, secondly,

whether the heads of Hermes and the other god
were united, as in tho bust of Janus

;
or, lastly,

whether the symbolical cboroctcristics of the two
deities were combined in the same statue. As to

the first explanation, it seems hardly probable that,

so late as toe time of Cicero, the mere pillar should

have been considered as adeqtmte a representation

i

of Hermes as the bust was of tho other deity : tho

second is supported by many existing terminal

j

double busts : the third can only be regarded

lu an ingenious conjecture, which may be true of

some works of a late period of art. We think

that the second is the true explanation in tho

passages from Cicero. (Omp, Milllcr, ArchdoL d,

Kunsty § 345, n. 2.)

There is still another class of these works, in

which the bust represented no deity at all, but was
simply the portrait of a man, and in which the

pillar loses all its s^mibolical meaning, and becomes

a mere pedestaL Even these statues, however, re-

tained the names of Hcrmae and Termini. The
examples of them are very numerousi A list of

these and of the other Hermac is given by C. W.
MUllcr. (Ersch and Gruber's Encyklop'ddwy art,

//ermen.)
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The Hcrmac of all kinds were in great request

among the wealthy Romans, for the deenratiun of

their houses and villas. It is also stated that they

used them as posts for ornamental railings to a

garden, in which case they were commonly deco*

rated with the busts of philosophers and eminent

men, some of which mar be seen at the Vatican

and other museums, with the square holes in their

shoulders into which the transverse rail was in-

serted. This square hole, how’cver, is also seen in

Hermae of old Greek workmanship, in which
cases they were probably the sockets of the pro-

jections, above mentioned, for hanging garlands on.

The existing remains of ancient art are rich in

terminal statues of all the classes which have been

described ; and specimens of nearly all may be
seen in the British Museum, and in engravings in

Muller's Ihnkmiiler Her alien Kunst (vol. i. pi. i.

Nos. 3, 4, 5, vol. iL pi. xxviii. Nos. 299, 300, 303,

pi. xxxi. No. 341, p). xxxiii. Nos. 376, 386, 387,
pi. xxxvi. Nos. 428, 429, pi. xlii. No. o26). The
first two examples in Muller ore very interesting

:

the one is a bas>rdie^ exhibiting a Hermes deco-

rated with garlands and surrounded with the im-
plements of his worship, os shown in the following

engraving
; the other is also a bas-relief, in which

we sec a terminal bust of Dionysus w'ashed and de-
corated by a man and three women. Respecting the
Ilennae on coins, sec Rasche, Lex Unit. liri Xum.
$. rr. Iferma^ Hermatitene^ Hermet. [P. S.]

HRRMAEA ('Ep/uoia), festivals of Hermes,
celebrated in curious parts of Greece. As Hermes
was the tutelary deity' of the gy'mnasia and palaes-

trae, the boys at Athens celebrated the Hcrmaea
in the gymnasia. They were on this occasion

dressed in their best, offered sacrifices to the god,

and amused themselves w'ith various games and
sports, which were probably' of a more free and un-
restrained character than usual Honco the gym-
nasiarch was prohibited by a law of Solon (.\eschin.

e. Timarck. p. 38) from admitting any adults on
the occasion. This law, however, was afterwards

neglected, and in the time of Plato (Aym. p. 206,
d. Ac.) we find the boys celebrating the Hermaca
in a palaestra, and in the presence of persons of all

ages. (Becker, CAani/cs, vol. i. p. 335, Ac.
;
com-

pare Gym.sa8U7M, p. 580, b.)

Hermaca were also celebrated in Crete, whore,
on this occasion, the same custom prevailed which
was observed at Rome during the Sat^inialia

; for

the day was a season of freedom and enjoyment
for the slaves, and their m.'isteni waited iip'in them
at their rep.ists. (.\th''i». xlv. p, 839.)

The town of Pbcncos, in Arcadia, of whlclr

Hermes was the principal divinUy, likewise cele-

brated Hcrmaea with games and contests. (Pans.

viiL 14. § 7.) A festival of the same kind wjis

celebrated at Pellene. (Schol. /^iW. O/. vil. 156,

and AVm. x. 82.) Tanagra, in Bocotia (P.1US. ix.

22. § 2), and some other places, likewise cele-

brated festivals of Hermes, but particulars arc not

known. [L.S.]
HERMATHKNA. [Hkrmai.]
HERMEKACLAE. [Hxruae.]
HEROINES, baskets or crates of sedge, which

were employed, when filled w’ith chalk, for making
a foundation in the water (V'itniv. v. 12. § 5).

Pliny states that the architect of the temple of

Diana, at Ephesus, raised to their places immense
blocks, w'hich formed the architrave, by means
of an inclined plane, constructed of herxmes filltMj

with sand (//. N. xxxvi. 14. s. 21). In these

and the few other passages where it occurs, the

readings of the w'ord are very various. DiHercnt

modem scholars have adopted one of the three

forms, aeronex, erones, or herones. (Sec Sc'hneider,

ad Vilrttr. K c.) [ P. S.J

HEROON (^pvo*') [Apotheosis
;

Funis,
pp. 556, h., 557, a.]

HESTIA (iorla) [Focus.]

HESTIASIS (iortamr), was a species of li-

tnrgy, and consisted in giving a feast to one of the

tribw at Athens 4 <tt«op, Dera. c. Afeid.

p. 565. 10 ; Pollux, iii. 67.) It was provided for

each tribe at the expense of a person l>clonging

to that tribe, who was called imirtap. (Dcm.
0. Boed. p. 996, 24.) Harpoemtion (s.e. 'Zmdiwp)
states on the authority of the speech of Demos-
thenes against Meidios, that this feast was some-

times provided by persons voluntarily, and at other

times by persons appointed by lot ; but os Bockh
remarks, nothing of this kind occurs in the spi><‘ch,

and no burthen of this description could have been

imposed upon a citir^^n by lot. The iartdropft

were doubtless appointed, like all persons serving

liturgies, according to the amount of their property

in some regular succession. These bonqnets of the

tribes, called <pv\tnKd iuxva by Athenacus (v.

p. 185, d), a’ore introduced for sacred purposes, mid
for keeping up a friendly intercourse between p»'r-

sons of the same tribe, and must be distinguished

from the great feastings of the people, which were

defrayed from the Theorica, (Bockh, PhU. Kexm.

of Athens^ p. 4.52, 2nd. ed.
;

Wolf, Proie^. ad
Dent, /jeptiu. p. Ixxxvii. note 60.)

IIETAERAE (iralpai). The word 4to^ ori-

ginally signified a friend or companion, hut at

Athens, and in other towns of Greece, it was after-

wanls used as a euphemistic name for wdp»n7, that

is, a prottitnte, or mistress. (Flut. So/on^ c. 15 ;

Athcn. xiii. p. 571.) As persons of this class

acted a much more prominent and influential )>art

ill some of the Greek states than in any of tho

most demoralized capitals of modem limes, we
cannot avoid in this work stating their position and
their relations to other classes of society. Bnt ns

their conduct, manners, ensnaring artifices, and im-

positions, have at all times and in all countries Hcnmi

the same, we shall confine ourselves to those points

which were peculiar to the hetaeme in Drocce.

First we may mention that the young men nt

Athens, previous to their marriage, spent a great

part of their time in tho company of hetaeme with-

out its being thought blntimble in any respect
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whatever. Marrinpe, indeed, produced on the

whutc A change in this mode of living of yonng
men, but in innumcroble instances even married

men continued their intercou»c with hetaerae,

without drawing upon themselves the censure of

public opinion
;

it KHrm% on the contrary, evident

from the manner in which Demosthenes (c. A'eaer.

p. 1351, &c.) relates the hisU>ry of I^ysias the

sophist, that such connections after mnrriHge were

not looked upon as anything extraordinary or in-

consistent, provided a man did not offend against

public decency, or altf'getbcr neglect bis legiti-

mate wife and the affairs of his household, as

was the case with Alcibiodes. ( Andoc. c. Aldl. p.

177.) This jnvffular condition of private life

among the Greeks seems to have arisen chiefly

from tw'o causes
;

first from the groat love of sen-

sual pleasures, which the Greeks ap)>ear to have
poisetised in as high a degree as most other

Muithern nations
;
and, secondly, from the gene-

rally prevniiing indifference between husbands and
wi^es. As n*gards the hitter point, matrimo-

nial life in the historical tiroes of Greece was very

ditfi-rent from that which we find described in the

heroic age. How this change w*as brought about

is not clear
;

but it can scarcely be doubled

that, generally speaking, the Greeks looked upon .

marriage merely ns a means of producing citizens

for the state. {Dom.c. AVucr. p.l386; Becker, ( ’Aa-
!

rikleg, vol, ii. p. ‘2
1 &c.) The education of women

j

was almost entirely neglected
;
they were thought i

a kind of inferior bein^ less endowed by nature, !

and incapable of taking any part in public affairs

and of sympathising with their husbands. In an

intellectual point of view, therefore, they were not

fit to be ngr eable companions to their husbands,

who consequently sought elsewhere that which

they did not find at home. It is true the history

of Greece furnishes many pleasing examples of do-

mestic happiness, and well* educated women, but

these are exceptions, and only confirm the general

rule. A cotiM'quence of all this was, that women
w'ere bound down by tules which men might vio-

late with impunity ; and a wife appears to have had
no right to |>roce^ against her husliand, even if

she could prove that he was unfaithful ( Plaut A/cr-

eut iv. 6. 3), although she herself was subject to

severe pimishinent if she was detected. The
isolated testimony of a late writer like Alciphron

{Kpisi. i. 6), who represents a wife threatening

her husltand, that unless he would give up his dis-

solute mode of living, she would induce her father

to bring a charge against him, can, as Becker

{Cltarikks^ vol. up 112) observes, prove nothing,

inasmuch as a neglect of family affairs might, in

this case, hare been the ground for accusation.

But to return to the hetaerae
; the state not

only tolerated, but protected them, and obtained

profit fri>m them. Solon is said to have established

a iropvuop (also called wo*8i<ras7or, iprfturrjiptoif

or otKijna)^ in which prostitutes were kept (Athen.

xiiL p S6fi), and to have built the temple of Aphro-

dite Paiidemos with the profit which hod been

obt’iined from them. At a later period the num-

ber of such hou-*es at Athens was increased, and

the persons who kept them were called •wopyo€o<r-

aof, fcvoti^s. The conduct of the hetaerae in these

bouses is described in Athenaeus (xiiL p. 5f>K).

All the hetaerae of such houses, as well as indivi-

duals who lived by themselves and gained their

livelihood by prostitution, had to pay to the state
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a tiix {-wopyiKhv r4Xos^ .Aesch. c. T^marcS. p 134,
&C.), and the collecting of this tax w'as cverv rear

let by the senate to such persons (T«A«>'ai, or

irops'OTcAwKoi, Phiionides, ttp. J*o/fHc. vii. 202)
as were best acquainted w ith those who had to pay
it. The heta<‘rae were under the supcrinlendriice

of the kyopay6fttn (f^uidas, s. v. Atdypafj^ui)^ and
their places of abode were chiefly in the Ceramri-
c'is. (llcsych. s. V. Kepa^fifrds.)

The number of privnite hetaerae, or such as did

not live in a wopyttoy^ was very great at Athens.

They were, however, generally not mere prr>sti-

tutes, but acted at the same time as flute or cithara

players, and os dancers, and w*ere as such fre-

quently eiigngeil to add to the splendour of

j

family sacritices (Plaut. KpiU. iii. 4. 64), or to on-

,

liven and heighten the pii*asures of men nt their

sympista. Their private abodes, where often two,

three, and more lived together, were also frequently

places of resort for young men. (Isocret. AreojHtfj.

p. 202, Bckker.) Most of these hetaerae not only
took the greatest care to preserve their physital

^ beauty, and to acquire such accomplishments ns we
just mentioned, but also paid considerable attention

to the cultivation of their minds. Thus the Arca-
dian Lostheneia was a disciple of Pinto (Athen.
xii. p. 546), and Leontiun a disciple of Epicurus

(Athen. xiii. p. 5HK)
; Aspasia is even said to have

instructed Socrates and Pericles, Whatever we
may think of the historical truth of these and simi-

lar reports, they are of importance to the historian,
' inasmuch ns they show in what light these hotae-

rac were looked upon by the ancients. It seems
to have been owing, especially to thrir superiority

in intellectual cultivation over the female citizens,

that men preferred their society and converHatiim

to those of citizens and wives, and that sonio

hetaerae, such as Aspasia, I«nis, Phr}'ne, and
others, formed connections with the most eminent
men of tlieir age, and acquired considerable influ-

ence over their contemporaries. The free and un-
restrained conduct and conversation, which were
not subject to the strict conrentionnl niles which
honest women had to observe

;
their w’it and

humour, of which so many instances are recorded
;

were well calculated to ensnare young men, and to

draw the attention of husluinds away from their

wives. Women, however, of the intellect and
character of Aspasia were exceptions : and even
Athenian citizens did not scruple to introduce

their wires and daughters to her circU*s, that they
might learn there the secrets by which they might
gain and preserve the affections of their husbands.

The disorderly life of the majority of Greek hetaerae

is nowhere set forth in better colours than in the

works of the writers who belong to the tO'Cnllod

school of the middle comedy, and in the plays of

Plautus and Terence
;
with which may be compared

Deiuosth. r. .Verier, p. 1355, dec., and Athen. book
xiii. It was formerly supposed that at Athens
a peculiar dress wus by law prescribed to the

hetaerae, but this opinion is without any founda-

tion. (Beckrr, Ckarikie$^ vol. i. p. 126, dec.)

The towm most notorious in Greece for the num-
ber of its hetaerae, as well ns for their rehned man-
ners and beauty, was Corinth. (Plato, />e Hep.
iiu p. 404

;
Dio ChrysosL Oroi, xxxviL o. 119,

Ueiske
;

.Aristoph. Plut. 149, with the ^hol.
j

and Schol. ml Lyeiitr. 90 ; Athen. xiii. p. 573, dtc
;

Mlilier, Dor. ii, 10. § 7.) Strabo (viii. p. 378)
states that the temple of Aphrodite in this tows
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posscMed more than one thousand hetaerae, who
were called (c^SovAot, and who were the ruin of

many a stranger who visited Corinth. (Wachs-
inuth^ Hdletu AHerth, voL ii. p. 392.) Hence the

name KoptyBia K6pri was used os 8>'iionymous with

iraipa, and /fopiyOidCfffBat was equivalent to jrai*

ptty. (Eustath, ad ii. 570.) At Sparta,

and in most other Doric states, the hetaenie seem

never to have acquired that importance which they

had in other parts of Greece, and among the Greeks

of Asia Minor.

An important qticstion is w*ho the hetacrao gene*

rally were? The l«p6Soi'\oi of Corinth were, as

their luiroe indicates, persons who had dedicated

themselves ns slaves to Aphrodite
;

and their

prostitution was a kind of service to the goddess.

[ iliiaoDL’LL') Those wSpveu who wero kept at

Athens in public brothels by the wopyo€oaftel^ were

generally slaves belonging to these iropyo^otricol, who
|

compelled them U> prostitute their persons for the

purpose of enriching themsidves. The owners of

these w6pyai were justly held in greater contempt

than the unhappy victims themselves. Sometimes,

however, they were real prostitutes, w'ho voluntarily .

entered into a contract with a Topvo€offK6s

:

others I

again w*cre females who had been educated in

better circumstances and for a better fate, but had

by misfortunes h>st their liberty, and were compelled

by wont to take to this mode of living. Among
this last class we may also reckon those girls who
had been picked up as young children, and brought

up by TopyoSoaKol for the purpose of prostitution.

An instanco of this kind is Nicarcto, a Irced

woman, who had contrived to procure seven

youn^ children, and afterwards compelled them to

prosutution, or sold them to men who wished to

have the exclusive possession of them. (Dem.

c. A'eoer. p. 1351, Ac.) Other instances of the

same kind are nicntioned in the comedies of Plau-

tus. (Compare Isaeus, De Pkilodem, htrrd. p.

143.) Thus all prostitutes kept in public or private

houses were either rial ahives or at least looked

upon and treated ns such. Those hctae-iue, on the

other hand, who lived alone either as mistresses of

certain individuals or as common hetoerae, were

'

almost invnrutbly strangers or aliens, or irecd-

women. The coses in which daughters of Athe-

nian citixens adopted the life of an hetaom, as

Lamia, the daughter of Clcanor (Athen. xiiL p.

577), scorn to have occurred very seldom
;
and

whenever such a cose happened, the w'oman w'as

by law excluded from all public sacrihees and offices,

sank down to the rank of au alien, and os such be-

came subject to the wopviKhv ri\ot : she generally

also changed her name. The same degradation

took ph'icc when on Athimian citixen kept a wop-

>'e7o»', which seems to have happened very seldom.

(Diickh, Puhl, Kcon. of Athrns^ p. 333, 2nd ed.)

(Ft. Jacobs, Beiiriuie Zur Gtutch, de* WetUich,

CfichledUs^ in his VermitchU ikkri/ten^ voL iv.
j

Becker, Churikle*^ vol. i. p. 109— 128, and vol. it.

p. 414—-489; Limburg-Brouwer, Histoire de la

CivUiMUion Morale et Reli^use de$ Greet

;

Wachs-
muth, Ilellcn. AlierOu vul. ii. p. 392, Ac.) [L. S.]

HETAERl (cToipoi). (Exskcitus, p. 4B0,

lA]
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7pa^^). This action was nmintaimible against

such Athenian citizens as lutd administered to the

nimntural lusts of another
;
hut only if after such

degradation they ventured to exercise their political

,
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franchise, and aspire to bear office in the state.

From the law, which is recited by Aeschines
(e. Timarch. p. 47), we learn that such ofTetiders

wore capitally punished. The cause was tried by
the court of the thesmothetae. (Meier, Att, Proe,

p. 334.) [J. S. M.]
HETAIRIAE (4rcupf«). [Eassos.]
HEXA'PHORUM. [Lectica.]

HKXA'STYLOS. [Tkmplum.]
HEXE'KES. [Navis.]
HIEKEION (Ispsiov). [Sacbipicitm.]
HIKHEISTON SOTERON (fspstr <rsrr^-

pwv), priests of the Saviours, that is, of Antigonus

and Demetrius, who were received by the Athe-
nians, in E. & 307, AS their liberators with honours

and flatteries of every sort. They even went so

far as to pay divine honours to these princes under
the title of Saviours (a<trr^pf s), and to assign a priest

(lepci/s) to attend to their worship, w’ho was to l>e

elected annually and to give his name to the year in

place of the hrstarcbon. This continued for twenty

years till the conquest of Demetrius by Pyrrhus in

B. c. 287, when the office was al>olished and the

first orchon restored to his former position in the

state. (PluU Demetr. 10, 4G.) Tuc magistrates

of these twenty years were in later times called

archons, as, for instance, by Diodorus and Diony-
sius of Halicimassus, since the Athenians, as

Clinton remarks, would not leave upon their Fasti

this mark of their humiliation. (Droysen, Getchichte

det llellcnitmuSy vol. i. p. 439 ; Clinton, F. II.

vol. ii. p. 380, 2d ed. ; Hermann, LeJt^tteh. d.

Grieek. ^aattaUerih, § 1 75, n. 7 ; Schomann, A ntiqu.

Jur. PuU. Graec. p. 360.)

HIERODU^Lf (<<pJ5ovXo(), were persons of

both sexes, who were devoted like slaves to the

worship of the gods. They were of Eastern origin,

and are must frequently met with in connection

with the worship of the deities of Syria, Phoenicia,

and Asia Minor. They consisted of two classes ;

one composed of slaves properly so called, who at-

tended to all the lower duUcs connected with tho
worship of the gods, cultivated the sacred lands,

Ac., and whose descendants continued in the same
servile condition

; and the other, comprising per-

sons, who were personally free, but had dedicated

themselves as slaves to the gods, and who were
either attached to tho temples, or were dispersed

throughout the country and brought to tbe gods
the money they hod gained. To the latter class

belonged the women, who prostituted their persons

and presented to tho gods the money they had ob-

tained by this means. The pomp with which reli-

gious worship v^*as celebrated in the East, and the

vast domains which many of the temples possessed,

re(}uired a great number of servants and slaves.

Thus, the great temple at the Cappadocian Comana
possessed as many as 6000 hicr^uU (Strab. xii.

p. 535), and that at Morimone had 3000 of the

same class of persons. (Slrah. xil p. 537.) So
numerous were the hieruduli at Tyre, that the

high-priest by their support frequently obtained

the regal dignity. (Joseph, e. Apiwt. L 18, 21.)

These large numl>ers arose from tho idea, prevalent

in the East, that the deity must imve a certain

class of persons specially dedicated to his service

and fteporated from the ordinary duties of life, and
that it was tbe duty of all who had the power to

supply as niany persons as they could for their ser-

vice. Thus,kings dedicated os sacred slaves the pri-

soners whom tliey took iu war, parents their children^
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»nd even persons of the highest families sent their

daughters to the temples to sacrifice their chastity

to the gods« at least till the time of their marriage.

This practice of females offering their chastity to

the gods was of ancient origin in the East, and
seems to have arisen from the notion that the gods

ought to have the first-fruits of every thing. The
custom prevailed at Rahylon (Herod, i. l!)9

; Strab.

xvL p. 745), ns well as in many other places.

(Comp. Hc^Tie, De B<t/yioniorum instilttio rdujioso^

&c. in Comment. SociH. Gotting. vol. xvi, p. 30, &c.)

The Greek temples htid of course slaves to perform

the lowest servici s (Paus. x. 32. § 8) ;
but we

also find mention in some Greek temples of free

persons of both sexes, who had dediaited them-
selves voluntarily to the services of some god, and
to whom the term of hicroduli was generally ap-

plied. Masters, who wished to give slaves their

freedom, but were prevented by various causes

from manumitting them, present^ them to some
temple ns Upo^oiKm under the form of a gift or a

sale, and thus procured for them liberty in reality.

Such cases of manumission frequently occur in in-

scriptions, and ore explained at len^h by Curtius

((/« Afanumistione $acm Graecormriy m his AneeJota

DelMca, Berlin, 1843, p. 10, &c.
;
comp. Plut.

ArtuU. c. 21, T&y liWuy ittneoruv nal ipx<fyr<k)y

4kt6dfpot Kcd &g>eroi KoBiirtp UpHoukoi SiartAov-

ffiv). The female hierodulL, who prostituted their

persons, are only found in Greece connected with

the worship of divinities who were of Eastern origin,

or many of whose religious rites were borrowed ^m
the East This was the case with Aphrodite, who
was originally an Oriental goddess. At her temple

at Corinth there were a thousand lfp6Sovkoi ireupeu^

who were the ruin of many a stranger who visited

Corinth, and there was also a large number of the

same class of women at her temple at Eryx, in

Sicily. (Strab. viii. p. 378, vi. p. 272, comp. xii.

p.559.) (Hirt, Die Hierodulen, with appendices

by Bdckh and Buttmonn, Berlin, 1818 ;
Kreuser,

iW HeUenen Priettentaai^ tnit vorzuglicher Ruck-
Micht auf die HieroduUn^ Mainz, 1824 ;

Movers,

Die Phonizier^ p. 359, &c. ; Hermann, lAhrbuck d.

gotteedienetUchen AUerthUmer d, Grieehen, § 20, n.

13—16.)
HIEROMANTEIA {UpofMyrtla). [Divina-

TIO.]

HIEROME'NIA (ltpofirivla\ was the time of

the month at which the sacred festivals of the

Greeks began, and in consequence of which the

whole month received the name of ifp6s. It

was a part of the international law of Greece that

all hostilities should cease for the time between

states who took port in these festivals, so that the

inhabitants of the different states might go and
return in safety. The hieromeniae of the four

great national festivals were of course of the most
importance : they were proclaimed by heralds

(inroySoip6poi\ who visited the different states of

Greece for the purpose. The Busp<msion of hosti-

lities was called (Pind. IstAm. ii. 23 ;

Strab. viii. p. 343 ;
Krause, Olgmpia., p. 40, &c. ;

and the article Olyupia.)
HIEROMNE'MONES (UpofjiKfifMPfs\ were

the more honourable of the two classes of repre-

sentatives who composed the Amphictyonic council.

An account of them is given under AMPHiCTVONBa
We also read of Hieromncmoncs in Grecian states,

distinct from the Amphictyonic representatives of

this name. Thus the priests of Poseidon, at
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Megara, w'cre called hicromnemones (Plut. Symp.
viii. 8. § 4) ;

and at Byzantium, which was a
colony of Megara, the chief magistrate in the suite

appears to have been called by this name. In a
decree of Byzantium, quoted by Demosthenes (pro
Chron. p. 255. 20 ; compare Polyb. iv. 52. § 4),
on hieromnemon is mentioned, who gives his name
to the year ; and we also find the same word on
the coins of this city. (Eckhcl, Doctr. Num.
vol. ii. p. 31, &C.) At Chalcedon, apother colony of

Megara, on hieromnemon also existed, os is proved
by a decree which is still extant. (Muller, I)or. iii.

9. § 10.) An inscription found inThasos also men-
tions an hieromnemon who presided over the trea-

surv. (Bikkh, Corp. Inscrip. vol. ii. pp. 183, 184.)
illERONI'CAE. [Athi,^tab.]
HIEROPHANTES (Upo<pdtrrris). [Eleu-

81NIA.1

IIIEROPOII (Ifporoiol)j were sacrificers at

Athens, of whom ten were appointed every year,

and conducted all the usual sacrifices, as well as

those belonging to the quinquennial festivalsi, with
the exception of those of the Ponathenaco. (Pollux,

viii. 107 ; Photius, ». r. 'Upovoioi) They are

frequently mentioned in inscriptions. (Bdckh,
Corp. Jngcr. vol. i. p. 250.) The most honourable
of these officers were the sacrificers for the revered

goddesses or Eumenides (Itpoiroiol rats atpycus
dcoTs), who were chosen by open vote, and pro-

bably only performed the commencement of the

sacrifice, and did not kill the victim themselves.

(Dem. c. Meid. p. 552. 6 ; Biickh, PvbU Eicon, of
Athens., p. 216.)

HIEROSYLIAS GRAPIIE (ltpo<rv\tas ypa-
<(rfi). The action for sacrilege is distinguished

from the Kkonijs Upay ypo^t in that

it was directed against the offence of robbery,

aggravated by violence and desecration, to which
the penalty of death was awarded. In the latter

action, on the contrary, the theft or embezzlement,
and its subject-matter, only were taken into con-
sideration, and the dicasts had a power of assessing

the penalty upon the conviction of the offender.

With respect to the tribunal before which a cose
of sacrilege might have been tried, some circum-
stances seem to have produced considcrablo dif-

ferences. The ypaffyfi might be preferred to the
king archon, who would thereupon assemble the

arciopagus and preside at the trial, or to one of the
thesmothetoo in his character of chief of an ordi-

nary Hcliostic body
;

or, if the prosecution assumed
the form of an apagoge or epnegesis, would full

within the jurisdiction of the Eleven. Before the

first-mentioned court it is conjectured (Meier, AU.
Proc. p. 307) that the sacrilege of the alleged

spoliation, as well as the fiict itself, came in ques-

tion
;
that the thcsmothetoc took cognizance of

those cases in which the socnlege was obvious if

the fact were established
;
and that the Eleven had

jurisdiction when the criiuinal appeared in the

character of a common rubber or burglar, surprised

in the commission of the offence. In all these

cases the convict ivas put to death, his property

confiscated, and his body denied burial within the

Attic territory. There is a speech of Lysias (pro

CaUia) extant upon this subject, but it odds
little to our knowledge ; except that slaves were
allowed upon that occasion to appear as informers

against their master— n resident alien— and an-

ticipated their emancipation in the event of his

conviction. [J. S. M.]
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HILA'RIA scorns originnlly to have

boon a name which was given to any day or sea*

son of ix'joicing. The hilaria were, therefore, ac-

cording to Maximus Monachus ad hionyi.

Ar^Oftay. EpiitL H) cither private or public. Among
the foniKT he reckons the day on which a person

married, and on which a son w’as bom
;
among the

latter, those days of public rejoicings appointed by

a new emperor. Such days were devoted togenc-

ntl rejoicings and public sacrifices, and no one was
allowed to show any symptoms of grief or sorrow.

But the Homans also celebrated hilaria, as a

feria stativa, on the ‘2.5th of March, in honour of

Cyl)ole, the mother of the gods (Macrob. Sai. L

*Jl)
;
and it is proluibly to distinguish these hihtria

from those mentioned above, that Ijanipridius

Sfi'fr. c. 37) calls them Hilaria Matrii

Deum. The day of its celebration was the first

after the venml equinox, or the first day of the

year which w’as longer than the night. The winter

with its gloom had |)Ossed away, and the first day
of a better season was spent in rejoicings. (Flav.

Vopisc. AnrtHan. c. 1.) The manner of its cele-

bration during the time of the republic is unknowm,
except that Valerius Maximus (ii. 4. § 3) mentions

games in honour of the mother of the gods. Ke-

specling its celebration at the time of the empire,

we Icani from Herodian (i. 10, 11) that, among
other tilings, there was a solemn procession, in

which the statue of the goddess was carried, and
l>efore this statue were carried the most costly

specimens of plate and w'orks of art belonging

either to wealthy Homans or to the emperors them-
^

selves. All kinds of games and amusements were

allowed on this day j mas<iiiemdes were the most '

{

imminent among them, and every one might, in

lis disguise, imitate whomsoever ho liked, and
even matristratei.

The hilaria were in reality only the last day of

a festival of Cybele, which commenced on the 2'2d

of March, and was solemnised by the Galli w’ith

TAfious mysterious rites. (Grid, Fatt. iv. 337, &c.)

It must, however, be obscpt'cd that the hilaria arc

neither mentioned in the Homan calendar nor in

Ovid's Fasti. [L. 8.]

HILAHOTRAGOE'DI.V [Tbagobdia.]
HIMATION {ipaTiov). [Pallium.]
HIPPARCHUS. tExBRciTus, p. 487, a.]

HIPPARMOSTES. [Exbrcitus, p. 483, b.]

HrPPICON (Imriifdi', sc. <rrd5ior), a Greek

measure of distance, equal to four stadia. Accord-

ing to Plutarch it was mentioned in the laws of

Solon (PIuL iSof. 23). Hesychius also mentions

it under the name of Tnreiot ip6po$, (Comp.

HiproDROMi'B : Stadium.) [P-S>]

HIPPO'DOTAE (ImroffdTai), the feeders of

horses, was the name of the nobility of Chalcis in

Kuboca, corresponding to the lirw«7s in other Greek

stales. On the conquest of the Chalcidinns by the

Athenians in B. c. 506, these Hinpobatae \v*ero

deprived of their lands, and 4000 Athenian clcruchi

scut to take possession of them. (Herod, v. 77,

vi. 100 } Strnb. x. p. 447 ;
Plut. PericL 23 ;

Aclian, V. //. vi. 1.) [Colonia, p. 314, a.]

HIPPODAMEI.A (iSTToSdfifja, sc. l/ryo), is an
adjective derived from the name of the architect

Hippodamus of Miletus, who is said to have been

the first of the Greeks who built whole cities on a

regular architectural plan ; and hence the word is

applied to such cities, and to the public places and
buildings in them. Pcimecus, for example, was

HIPPODHOMUS.
designed by Ilip|VKiainus, mid iU market-place

w*as called 'IxTrvSdfifia ayopii (Harpocr. s. t\ ).

Hippodiinius flourished during the second half of

the fifth century B. c. (See Hurt, of UiiMj. art,

Uippodamtu

;

Muller, Archiiol. 4, §
111.) [P.S.]
HIPPO'DROMUS (linr69ponoi) was the name

by which the Greeks desigtiatcd the place nppr»>-

priated to the horse-races, both of chariots and of

single horses, which formed a part of their games.

The word was also applied to the races tlientsclves.

The mode of fighting from chariots, as described

by Homer, involves the necessity of much previous

practice
; and the funeral games in honour of

Patroclus present us with an example of (lie

chariot-race, occupying the first and most inipurtant

place in those games. (//. xxiii. 262—650.) In
this vivid description the nature of the contest and
the omuigeraents for it arc verj- clearly indicated.

There is no artificially constructed hippodrome
;

but an existing landmark or monument {aripa^

331) is chosen as the goal (r<p^), round which
the chariots had to jvass, leaving it on the left hand
(336), and so returning to the Greek ships on the

sea shore, from which they had started (365).
The course thus marked out was so long, that the

goal, which was the stump of a tree, could only l>e

clearly seen by its having two white stones leaning

against it (3*27-^329), and that, as the chariots

return, the spectators arc uncertain which is first

: (450, &C.: the passage furnishes a pn*cedcnt for

belting at a horse-race, 485). The ground is a
level plain (330), but with its natural inequalities,

which arc sufficient to make the light chariots leap

from the ground (369, 370), and to threatou au
overthrow W'hcro the earth was broken by a
winter torrent, or a collisioa in the narrow b(dlow

way thus fonued (419— 447). The chariots were
five in number, each with two horses and a single

driver (288, &c.) *
; who stood upright in his

chariot (370).

In A race of this nature, success would obviously

depend quite as much on the courage and skill of

the driver os on the speed of the horses
; a &ct

which Homer represents Nestor as impressing upon
his sun Antilochus in a speech W'hich fully ex-

plains the chief stratagems and dangers of the

contest, and is nearly as applicable to the chariot

races of later times os to the one described by
Homer (305—348). At starting, it was necessary

BO to direct the horses os, on the one hand, to avoid

the loss of time by driving wide of the straightest

course, and on the other not to incur the risk of a
collision in the crowd of ch.iriuts, nor to moke so

straight for the goal as to leave insufficient room to

turn it. Hera was the critical point of the race,

to turn the goal as sharp as possible, w ith the nave

of the near wheel almost gnixing it, and to do this

safely ; veiy often the driver was here thrown out,

and the chariot broken in pieces (334—343, 465—168). There w’ns another danger at this point,

which deserves particular notice as connected w'iih

the arrangements of the hippodrome of later times.

As the horse is a veiy* timid animal, it can easily

be understood that the noise and crush of many
chariots turning the goal together, with the addi-

* But Nestor complaint of having been once

beaten by two brothers driving at once, the one

managing the reins and the other plying the whip
(638—642).
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tioual confusion created by the overthrow of some
of them, would so frighten soino of the horses os to

make them umnniingeable ; and this is expressly

referred to by Homer (-16b}

al 8* 4^r)pwij<rayf /wcl fi4yos fAAofs

Among the other disa-slers, to which the competi-

tors were liable were the loss of the whip (384)

;

the reins escaping from the hands (4 Go) ; the

breaking of the pole (392) ;
the light choriut being

ovcrtunied, or the driver thrown out of it, through

the roughness of the ground, or by neglecting to

baimice the body properly in turning the goal (3G8,

3G9, 417—425, 333 and the Iwing compelled

to give w*ay to a bolder driver, for fear of a colli-

sion (42G—137) ; but it was considered foul play

to take such an advantage (439—44l,5GG—611).

Thcs<* and similar disasters were no doubt frequent,

and, in acconlancc with the religious character of

the games, they were ascribed to the intervention

For other representations of the rac^ and its

disasters, m*c Circus, p. 205, Currup, p. 879.

In no other writer, not even in Pindar, have we
a description at once so vivid and so minute, of

the Greek chariot race as this of Homer’s ;
but it

may be safely nMumed that, w’ith a few points of

dilference, it will give us an equally good idea of

a chariot race at Olympia or any other of the trreal

games of later times. The chief points of dilfer-

ence were the greater compactness of the course,

in order that a large body of spectators might view

the race with convenience, and the greater number
of chariots. The first of these conditions involved

the necessity of making the mcc consist of several

double lengths of the course, instead of only one ;
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of the deities, whom the sufferer had neglected to

propitiate (363—39^ 546, 547). The prizes, as

111 the other Homeric games, were of substantial

value, and one for each competitor (262—270).
The charioteer accused of foul piny was required

to lay his hand upon his horses, and to swear by
Poseidon, the potron deity of the race, that he was
guiltless (581—585).

This description may bo illiistmted by the fol-

lowing engraving from on antique Greek vase
; in

which we see the goal as a mere stone post, with
a fillet wound round it: the form of the chariots

arc well shown, and the attitude of the drivers

;

i4tch has four horses, ns in the earliest 0!\'m[>ic

chariot race ; and the vividness of the repa^senta-

tion U iuca*ased by the introduction of the incident

of a horse having got loose fnim the first chariot,

the driver of which strives to retain his place with

the other. (Panofko, Udder Auttken LehcHty pL
iii. Na 10.)

the second required some mrangement by which
the chariots might start wnthout confusion and on
equal terms. It is now to he seen how these

conditions were satisfied in the hippodrome at

Olympia ; of which the only description we possess

is in two passages of Pnasnnias (ri. 20, v. 15. § 4X
Very different explanations have been proposed of

some important points in those descriptions
; but,

from want of rpoce, and from a strong conviction

of what the correct explanation is, wc pass over

the discussion, and give only the result of it, ac-

cording to the view of Alexandre de la Ib^rde,

which is adopted by Hirt {t^hre d. 6'cAn«rfe, pp.
147— 150). The following is the ground-plan,

which Hirt (pL xx. fig. 8) has drawn out from the

description of Paiisanms. A, Tl, the sides, C, the

end of the hippodrome, with raised seats for the

spectators (the dotted line D d is the axis of the

figure), a. Place of honour for the magistrates and
musicians ;

hyd. gntownys
;
D, the sUirting-pInce

;

e, its apex ; fy its curved sides
; 5, i, &c., up to

/, stations of the chariots, their directions con-

verging towards the point K. F, G, the goals, or

turning-posts
; H, the spina

; p p, small intervals

lictwccn the spina and the goals
; 7, the W'inning

line ; m, dolphin used as a signal
; n, altar, with

eagle for sigiml
;
0 o 0, portico of Agnamplus.

The general form of the hippodrome was an
oblong, with a semicircular end, and with the right

side. A, somewhat longer than the left, B, for a
reason to be stated presently. The right side. A,
w’os formed by on artificial mound

;
the left, B, by

the natural liope of a hill. There were (betides

R R
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the starting;- place) two entnmcei to the area, b and
f/, of which the forroor wa* probably for the exit

of diuibled chariots and horses, and the latter ap-

pears to have been for the same purpose os the

porta trittmpkaiis in the Roman circus. The base

of the fourth side, D, was formed by the portico of

Ajntamptus, so called from its builder. At this

end of the hippodrome was the starting-plnce

(&<p€cit\ in the form of the prow of a shipw with I

its apex, e, towards the area, and each of its tides

more than 400 feet long. Along both these sides

were stalls {oliefiftara) for the chariots about to

start, like the carerret in the Roman circns
;
and

it was in the arrangement of these stalls that the

peculiarity of the Oroek starting-ploco consisted.

According to the view which we follow, the stalls

were so arranged, as that the pole of each chariot,

w'hile standing in its stall, was directed to a ttormai

pointy E, at which, as nearly os possible, each

chariot ought to fall into its proper course. As
this point, E, was necessarily on the right side of

the area (in order to turn the goal on the left hand),

and as tho corresponding stalls on each side were
rcf|uired to l)e equidistant from the apex, e (as will

presently be seen) and of course also from the

point K, it follows that the base of the apfwsis

must have been pciq>endicular to the line E e, and
therefore oblique to the axis D d

;
and this is the

reason why the side A was longer than the side

B. The curvature of the sides of th»? aphesis,^^

is a conjectural arrangement, assumed as that

which was probably adopti d to give more space to

each chariot at starting. The fnml of cacii stall

had a cord drawn across it, and the necessary

arningementa were made for lotting these cords fall

at the right moments. On the signal being given

for the race to begin, the cords in front of the two
extreme stalls, A A, were let fall siinnltaneously,

and the two chariots started
;
then those of the

next pair ; and so ott, each pair of chariots being
liberated at the precise moment when those which
had already started came abmist of their position

;

and, when all the chariots finned an even line

abreast of the apex of the oftbeMfy e, it was a fair

start. This arrangement of the aphe*ia was the

invention of the statuor}* Clcoi'tns, and was im-
proved by Aristeides (p<'rha]>s the famous painter;

sec Hirt, /. c.). Cleoctas celebrated his iiivcnlion

in an epigram, which he inscribed on the base of

a statue made by him at Athens:

*Or r^y iTcvdtpeffiv fy *0\vpiri(f aCparo Tpwror
Tcu{c pc KActolrar, vths *Apt(rro«rXcovr.

Precisely the same arrangements were made for

the start in the race of tingle horses (KcATprcr),

and in both cases, as in the race described by
Homer, the stalls were assigned to the competitors

by lot. How many chariots usually started, can-

not be determined
;

but that the number was

llIPPODUOMUS.
large is proved by the well-known story, that Alci-

biodos alone scut to one race sc\en chariots. So-

phocles {Kiect. 701—708) mentions ten chariots as

running at once in tho Pythian games
;
and the

number at Olympia was no doubt greater than at

any of the other games. This is probably tho

reason why the amingements of a starting-place

were so much more complicated in the Greek hip-

podromus than they' w’crc in the Houvui circus

[CircurJ. About the centre of the triangular

area of the njihesia there was an altar, a, of rough
brick, which was plastered a'resh before each
festival, surmounted by a bronze eagle with out-

stretched wings ; and al>ove the apex of tho

aphesis was a bronze dolphin, m. As the signal

for the race to begin, the eagle h'rs made to stior

aloft, BO as to be seen by all the spectators, and
the dolphin sank to the ground.

The chariots, thus started, had to pass several

times round two goals (yvcrcroi), the distinction

between which is one of the dithcult points in the

description of Paustiniiis. On the w'hole it seems
most probable that the one which he describes its

having upon it a bronze statue of Hippodarneia,

holding out the victor's hllet, as if about to cn>wn
Pelops with it, was the one nearer to the aphesis,

and abreast of tho winning line, F ; and that the

other, G, round which the chariots made their f rst

turn, was that which Pausonias calls ^ Tumxippus,
the terror of the horses.” This was a round altar,

dedicated" to Taraxipp»is, who was supposed to

strike a supernatural terror into the horses as they

{lossod the spot, and whom, thcn'fore, the ch.oriot-

eers sought to propitiale, before tho mcc In^gan, by
offering sacrifices and making vows at this altar.

Pausanias gives various accounts as to who this

Taraxippus was : <M>mo modem scholars take the

word for an appellation of Poseidon Hippius. He
was similorlv honoured in the Isthmian hippo-

drome. .‘^t Ncmea there was no such hero, but

nliove the turning point of the course there was a
bright red reck, which was sup{K>sed to frighten

the horses. He adds the remark that, tlie t.ily'm-

pian Tamxippus had hy far the most powerful

etfeet upon the horses
;
and consid ring tliat the

number of chariots which joined in the race there

a*as greater than at any of the other games, that

remark affords a pretty clear proof that the ex-

planation of the supposed supematurnl terror is that

which has been given above in describing tho

Homeric race. There arc several vase paintings,

on which chariots or single horses are exhibited

turning the goal, which is represented as a Doric

or Ionic column. (See Paiujfko, Iti'drr

fjcfiens^ pi. iii.) One of these is shown in the fol-

lowing engraving, which exhibits a vivid picliir* of

a race of single horses : the last rider bos been

unlucky in turning the goal

TIjcre is no authority in the account of Pausaniis
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for the connecting wall, H, between tlie

nor does he state that the winning line, 9, was
marked out os n W'liitc line

;
but these details arc

iuserted from the analogy of the Konmn circus.

So also is the oblique position of the line of the

goals, as eonipnrcd with the axis of the figure: of

course the greatest space was required at K, where

the chariots were all nearly abreast of each other.

llespecting the dimensions of the Olympic
podrotiie we have no precise information

;
but,

from the length of the measure called Hippicon,
and on other grounds, it seems proiuible that the

distance from the starting-place to the goal, or

{lorhaps rather from one goal to the other, was two
stadia, so tbat one double course was four stadia.

How many such double courses made up the whole
race, we arc not informed. The width must have

l>oen, at li'osi, as great as the length of each side

of (he u/rAc^rts, nameir, more tluin 4U0 feet. There
does not ap|H>ar to ^ave been much architectuml

display in the structure, and not many statues.

The internal area of the aphesis, D, couUuncd

several altars.

The chief points <if difference Wtween the Greek
hippodrome and the Roman circus are the sntaller

width of the latter, as only four chariots nm at

once, and the different nmuigcnient of the enreeres.

The periods at which the Olympic horse'ttices were
instituted ore mentioned under Olympia.
A few other hippodromes in Greece, 8}tU, and

Egypt, nre mentioned by Pausanias and other

writers
;

but they deserve no s[»ccial niciitinn.

(Comp. Krause, uaU Agon^ vol. i. pp. 1^1,

&c.) See als<i Horti' 8. [P. S.]

I1IPPUPE'U.\E (IsTTor^pcu), saddli’-bags.

This appendage to the saddle [EriiirriUM] was
made of leather {vuxtdi ttcoriei^ Festus, s. r. Jitd-

and docs not appear ever to have changed its

fonn and apitramnce. Its proper lAitin name was
biviccium (Pelron. Sat. 31), which g:ivc origin to

Utaccia in Italian and bet^tce in French. JJy the

Gauls, saddlc-bngs were called W/7ue (Festus, /.c. ;

Ouomiut. Gr. Lut.\ because they bulge or swell

outwards ; this significant appellation is still re-

tained in the Welsh Myan or btrUfa/u The more

elegant term is adopted by Seneca

{lijnst. 118 ). [J. y.l
IIISTIOX and IIISTOS (iVtIop, lffr6s).

[Navis,]

IirSTRIO (v«roifptT^5), an actor. 1. Grkrk.
It is shown in the articles Churls and DiuNvstA
that the Greek drama originated in the chorus

which at the festivals of Dionysus danced around

his altar, and that at first one person detached

himself from the chorus, and, with mimic gesticu-

la*Jon, relaf'd his story either to the chorus or in

conversation with it. If the Btory ll)us acted rc- I

quired more than one person they were all repre-

sented in succession by the same actor, and there

was never more than one person on the stage at

a time. This custom was retained by Thespis and

i*hrynichu8. But it was clear that if the chorus

took an active and independent port in such a piny,

it would have been obliged to leave its original

and characteristic sphere. Aeschylus therefore

added a s^nd actor, so that the action and the

dialogue became independent of the chorus, and the

dramatist at the same time had an oppcwtuiiity of

showing two persons in contrast witn each other

UD the stage. (AristoL /W. iL 14.) Towards the

close of hU career, Aeschylus found it necessary
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to introduce a third actor, as is the case in the
Agamemnon, Choifphori, and Eunjcnides. (Pollux,
iv. 1 1 0.) I'his number of three actors was also

adopted by Sophocles and Euripides, and was but
seldom exceeded in any Greek drama. In tho

Oedipus in Colonui, however, which was performed
after the death of Sophocles, four actors ap(>cared

on the stiigc at once, and this deviation from the
general rule W’os called napaxop^ryVh^ (Pollux,

/. c.) The three regular actors were distincuished
by the technical names of v/xirraTwytorl^t, Ssirrc^-

and rpirtvywiff^s (Suidaa, s. t>. Tptra-
yti/t'urr^s : Deraosth. de Coron. p. 315, de /•Ws;

fj*y. p. 344 and 403), w’hich indicated the more or

less prominent ]>art which an actor had to piTfonn
in the dranKU Certain conventional means were
also devised, by which the spectators, at the mo-
ment an actor appeand on the stage, were ciuiMed
to judge which part he was going to pcrf«inn

; thus,

the prutagonistes always came on the stage ftxnn a
door in the centre, the deuteragonistes from one on
the right, and the tritagonistes fntm a door on tlic

left hand side. (Pollux, iv. 124.) The protng<miBU*s

was the principal hern or heroine of a play, in

wiiom all the power and cnerg)* of the dnima wtra
concentrated

;
and whenever a Gret*k dnima is

allied after the luime of one of its personae, it is

always the name of the clumcter which was per-

formed by the protagonistes. The deuteragonistes,

in tho pieces of Aeschylus for two actors, calls

forth the various emotions of the proUigoiiistes

cither by friendly sympathy or by painful tidings,

&C. The part of a tritagonistes is represented by
some external and invisible power, by which tho
hero is actuated or caused to sufTor. When a
tritagonistes was added, the part assigned to him
was generally that of an instigator who was tho
cause of the sufferings of the protagonistes, while

he himself was the least aipablc of depth of feeling

or sympathy. The deuteragonistes in tlie dramas
for three actors is generally distinguished by lofti-

ness and warmth of feeling, but has not its depth
and vehemence peculiar to the protagonistes, and
thus serves as a foil to set forth the character of
the chief heroin its most striking and vivid colours.

(Muller, I/Ut ofGreek Lit, i. p. 30.5, &c.
;
comp;iro

Biittiger, Do Actoribus Primarum, Secuud. et TerL
Partium.)

The female characters of a play w*cre always
performed by young men. A distinct class of
persons, who made acting on the stage their pro-

fession, w*as unknown to the Greeks during tho

period of their great dramatists. Tho earliest ami
greatest dramatic points, Thespis, McUuitliius, So-

phocles, and probably Aescliylus also, acted In

their own plays, and in all probability as prutago-

nislac. Wc also know of S(*vcnil iiistunccs in

which distinguished Athenian citizens apfH'ared on
the stage, and Aeschines, the orator, did not scniple

to act tho part of tritagonistes. (Demosth. ^ c.)

These circumstances sliuw that it was by no means
thought degrading in OriH.'cc to perform as an
actor, and that no stigma whatever was attached

to the name of a nuui for his appearing on tho
stage. Bad actors, however, to whatever station

in life tlicy belonged, were not, on that account,

spared ; and the general mode of showing dis-

pleasure on the port of the spectators seems to have
been by whistling. (D inosth. De Corm. p. 315.)

It appears that when the spectators showed theix

displeasure in too offensive or intuiting a manner,
It H 2
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the acton would sometimoi attack the moft fora'ord

of the nudier>ce, and quarrels uf this kind ('udod

not unfri'qucntly in blows and wounds. (Demosth.

de Coron. p. 3)4, de Fa^$. p. 440; Andocid.

e. Alcib. p. 121 ;
Athen. ix. p. 4U6.) At a later

period, however, p<’rsons l>eg:vn to devote them-

selrcs exclusively to the profcMion of actors, aud
distinguished individuals received even as orly as

the lime of Demosthenes exorbitant sums for their

perfominDces. Various instances are menliuned in

Biickh's /^«W, ICevn. of Athrns^ p. 120, &c. At
the time when Greece had h«t her independence,

we 6nd n’gxilar troops of actors, who were either

stationary in particular towns of Greece, or wan-

dered from place to place, and engaged themselves

wherever they found it most proriuiblo. They
formed regular companies or guilds, with their

o\m internal organisation, with their connnon ofK-

cers, property, and sacra. We flbssess a number
of inscriptions l>clonging to such companies, with

decrees to honour their superiors, or to di*clarc their

gratitude to some king by whom they had Ih'cn en-

gaged. But these actors are genemlly spoken of

in very contemptuous terms
;
they were perhaps in

some rases slaves or frecdineti, and their ordinaiy

pay seems to have l»een seven drachmae for every

performance. ( Lucian, Icaromen, 2^, de Merced.

Cond.b\ TheophrasL 6.)

(Omipare MUller, Ilid. of iireek lAl. i. p. .304,

Ac. ; Bwker, Cintrikle*^ ii. p. 2“4 ;
IkKle, Oetch.

der Dntm. lHddkun$t dcr JlellencH^ 2 vols. 1630
ajid 1640.)

2. Homan. The word AiWr»o»«, by wlik-h the

Rottum actors were cnlhrd, is said to have been

funned from the Ktruwan kidtr which signified a

ludio or dancer. (Lir. vii. 2 ;
V'al. Max. ii. 4. § 4 ;

compare Piut Quaest fiom. p. 26.0, c.) In the

year 364 B. c. Rome was visited by a plague, and
os no human mi'aiis could stop it, the Ronmns arc

said In have tried to avert the anger uf the gods

by scenic plays (/udi srcffiW), which, until then,

hsul been unknown to them ;
and ns there were no

persons at Rome propon'd for such performances,

the Runmns sent to Etruria for them. The first

histrioneg who were tiiiis intn»duced from Etniria,

were dmicers, and performed their morements to

tite accompaniment of a fiutc. That the art of

dancing to this acconijinniment should have been
altogether unknown to the Romans is hardly credi-

ble
:

th<‘ real secret must bare been in the mode
of dancing, that i% in the mimic n'prescntations of

the dancers, such as they arc described by Diony-

sins (Antig. Font, viu 72) and Appian (viii. 66).

3‘hat the Etruscans far excelled the Romans in

these mimic dances, is more than probable
; and

we find that in subsequent times also, a fresh sup-

ply of Etruscan dancers (kistriones) came to Rome.

(MUller, Etntxk. ir. J. 6.) Roman youths after-

wards not only imitated these dancers, but also

recited rude and jitcose verses, adapted to the

movements of the dance ni»d the melody of the flute.

I'his kind of amusement, which was the basis of

the Roman drama, remained unaltered until the

time of Liviiis Androuicus, who inlrodiicod a slave

U|Km the st.oge fur the purpose of singing or it'citing

the r«»ciutive, while he himself perft>nned the ap-

jiropriate dance and gesticulation. [Canticum.]
A further step in the development of the drama,

which is likewise ascribed to Livius, was, that the

dancer and reciter tarried on a dmlngtic, and acted

tt story with the .accompaniment of the flute, (S?ec

lUSTUIO.

Gronov, ad Lir. l.c.) The name hlstrio, which
originally signified a dancer, w*as now applied to

the actors in the drama. I'ho atcllanac were
played by Inebom Romans, while the regular

drama was left to the histrioncs who formed a
distinct class uf persons. It is clear from the words
of Livy, that the liistriones were not citiEcns

;
that

they were not contained in the tribes, nor nlinwed

to be enlisted as soldiers in the Roman legion.s ;

and that if any citizen entered the profession of

histrio, he, on this account, was excluded from his

tribe. Niebuhr {Ihet. of /fome, i. p. 620, note

1 150) thinks diflercntly, but does not assign any
reason for his opinion. The histrinnes were there-

fore always either froed-men, stningers, or shives,

and many passages of Roman writers show that they

were generally held in great contempL (Cic. pro

Atrk.b
; Com. Nep.

5

; Sucton. 7i6. 35.)

Towards the ch>se of the republic it was only such

men as Cicero, who, by their Greek education,

raised ihemscdvea aljove the prejudices of their

countPiTnon, and valued the |wrson no l«'ss than

the Uilents of an Aesopits and Roscius. (Macroh.

•SuA ii. iO.) But notwithiiLinding tiiis low esti-

mation in which nemrs were gi’iiemlly held, dis-

tinguished individuals among them attracted im-

mense crowds to the ihe'atres.niid were exorbitantly

pnid. (Cic. c. Verr. iv, 16.) Roscius alone re-

ceived e^ery day that he {orfonned one thousand

denarii, and Aesopns left his son a fortune of

200,000 sesterces, which he laid ac<;uired solely

by his ))n>fessioii. (Macroh. /. c.) The j>osition of

the histrionea was in some res|)octs altered during

(he empire. By an ancient law the Unman ningis-

trates w’orc cmjKJWen'd to ccwrcc the histriones at

any lime and in any place, and the prai tor had the

right to scourge them (Ju* rintarum in hi^rionet).

I'liis law’ was partly abolished by Augustus, in as

far as he did entirely away with the jus virgurum,

and confined the inleriVivnce of the magistrates to

the lime when, and the place where {ludi et sermt)

the actors pertbruied. ( I’acil, ^n«a/. i.77.) But
he nevertheless inflicted very severe pnnishmcnis
upon those actors who, either in tlicir private lifo

or in their conduct on the stage, committed any
impropriety. (Suet. 45.) After these rc-

giiliitioiis of Augustus the only legal puiiishm«'ttts

that could be inflicted upon actors for impro|K’r

conduct, seem to have been imprisonment and
exile. (Tacit. Anmd, iv. 14, xili. 26.) The jus

virgarum is indeed sitid to have t>een restored to

the praetor by a law of Augustus himself (Pauli.

•Sent. V. tit. 26), not expressly, but by the inter-

pretation put upon this law by the jurists. But
this inleq>relation cannot have l>ecome valid till

after the reign of Tiberius, of whom it is clearly

stated that he refused to restore the jus virgarum,

becauso it had b 'cn abolished by his predecessor.

(Tacit. Annal. j. 77.) Tliesc clri’umslanoeR, and
the favcMir of the empcn»rs, increas'd the arrogance

and the hx)se conduct of the histriones, ami the

theatres were n<»t sehlom the scenes of blomly
fights. Hence Tiberius on one occasion found him-
self obliged to expel oil histriones from Italy

(Tacit Annal. ir. 14 ;
Dion Cass. lix. 2) ; but

they were recalled and patronised by his succc*ssor.

(Dion Cass. lix. p. 738.) Some of the later em-
perors were exceedingly fond of histriones, mid
kepi them for their private amusement {hidriimre

auiici^ Spartian. IladriuH. c. 19 ; Jul. Capitol.

IVras, c. 8). They performed at the repasts of
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emperor* (Sueton. ylop. 74), and were occa-

sionally allowed also to play in tlie theatres before

the people {ptUdktJjantur). In the Digest (3. tiu 2.

s. 1) we read that all actors were inrmuoua. From
the time of Tacitus the word histrio was used as

syiionymniu with pantomimus. (.Btitticher, Let.

Tacit, p. 233.)

Kcspecling the ordinary pay which common
actors received during the time of the republic no-

thing is known. The pay itself was cilled lucar

(TaciL AunaL i. 77 ; Plut. 'Quacut. Horn. p. 235, c. ;

Festus, 5, rr. lucar and pecuuia)
;
which word was

perhaps confined originally to the payment made to

those who took part in the religious senices cele-

brated in groves. In the times of the empire it

seems that five denarii (Senec. EptsL 8U), or, ac-

cording to others (Lucian. Icuromcn. c. 29)« seven

drachmae^ was the common pay for a hUtrio for

one perfonnance. Several emperors foimd it ncces-

saiy to restrict the practice of giving immoderate
sums to acu>n. (Tacit 1. e,; Suet Tib, 34.) The
emperor Ihl. Antoninus, who was fond of all his-

trionic arts, ordained that every actor should re-

ceive five aurei, and that no one who rave or con

ducted theatrical representations should exceed the

sum of ten aurei. (.Jul. (^pitoi. M. Anhm. c. 11 ;

compare Schol. ad JurmaL viL 243.) But it is

not clear whi ther in this reguLition the payment
for one or more perfonnances is to be understood.

These sums were either paid by those who en-

gaged the actors to play for the amusement of the

pi^ople, or from the fisctis. (Lipslus, Excurs. N. ad
Tacit. Annal. L) Besides their regular pay, how-
ever, skilful histriones received from the people

gold and silver crowns which w'ere given or throwm
to them upon the stage. (Phaedr. Fob. v. 7. 36 ;

Plin. U. N. xxi. 3.) [L. S.]

IIODOPOKl (63oYoiof), public otficen at

Athens, who had to take care of the raads (oi

Ww*' /xi/tcAfTToI, Phot Lex. *. P.) They are men-
tioned in the fragment of a comic poet of the time

of Pericles (Plut. Fraec. Fol. c. 15) ;
hut in the

time of Aeschines their duties were discharged by
the managers of the Thi‘oric fund. (Ae^cb. c.

Ctrs. p. 4 If). Reiskc ; comp. Bdckh, Fidd. Econ. of
p. 203, 2nd cd.)

llOLOSE'RiCA VF.STIS. [SxRicrM.]
IIOLOSPHY'KATON, IIOLOSPII YRE'-

LAT.A [Mallsi's ;
Mktali.a.1

HOMOKI (3>i0(0(), the luiunls, were those

Spartans w ho possesseil the full rights of citizen-

ship, and are opposed to the or those

who had undergone some kind of civil dt^^rada-

tion. (Xen. </« Hep. Laced, x, 4. s. 7, Ilellcn. ill,

3. § 5 ;
Arist Ful. iL 6. §21.) This distinction

between the citizens was no part of the ancient

Spartan constitution, and is not mentioned by any

writer before Xenophon
;

and Aristotle simply

makes a later institution applicable to an early

time, w’hcn he speaks of the Porthenioe as belong-

ing to the Homoei {Fol. v. 6. § 1). In the in-

stitution ascribed to Lycurgus, every citizen had a

certain portion of land ; but as in course of time

many citizens lost their lands through various

causes, they were unable to contribute to the ex-

penses of the syssitia, and therefore ceased to

possess the fnll rights of Spartan citizens. Hence

the diitinction appears to nave arisen between the

ipoioi and uro/MioKcr, the foniicr Wing those who

were in the possession of their land, and conse-

quently able to contribute to the syssitia, the

latter those who through having no land w*ere un-
able to do so. (Comp. ArisL /V, ii. 6. §21, ii.

7. §4.) Those persons likewise, who did not
adopt the Spartan nmde of life or had disgraced

themselves by any base act, w*ere also reduced to

the condition of vwopAiovfSy even if they
j
ossessed

the requisite landed property (Xen. de lirp. Imc.

X. 4. s. 7 ; PluL Intt. Lac. 21 ; Teles, ap. Stub.

FlorU. xL p. 233) ; but as the severity of the an-
cient Spartan manners decayed, the possession of

property became the chief test to a place among
the Homoei. The Homoei were the ruling class

in the state, and they obtained possession of

almost all the privileges and exclusive rights which
the legislation of Lycurgus conferred upon the

j

Spartan citizens. They filled all the public offices

ot the state w'ith the exception of the Kphoraity,

and they probably met together to determine iqion

public nffair* under the name of iKHK-rtrot in an
assembly of their own, which is called ^
^KxXTjiTia, to distinguish it from the assembly of

the whole body of Spartan citizens. (Hermann,
LeJifb. d. Orieeb. Staaimiltertk. §47 ; Id. de Con-
ditione aiipte Oriffine eorum qui Homoei up. Lacetl,

dicrljoatur^ Marburg, 1B32
;

Schumaon, Aa/up
Jur. Fu/d. 6‘raec p. 1 1.9.)

HONORA'IUA ACTIO. [Actio.]
HONORAHUI LUDI. [Ludi.]
HONOUA'RIUM. [Advocatub

; Li.x
ClNCl.V.]

HONOR.VRUI.M JUS. [Edictuxi.]
HONO'RE.S. Cicero (7b^. c.20) speaks of the

^ honorcs populi,'* and Horace {^rm, i. 6. 5)
speuks of the populus

** qui sUiltus lionoret

Soepe dat indignis.**

In both passages the w*ord ** honores** means the

high offices of the state to which qualified indi-

viduals were called by the votes of the Roman
citizens. Cicero calls the quaestorship ** honor **

(see also Liv. ri. 39) ;
and the words ^magislratus

and “ honorcs ** are sometimes coupled logi*thcr.

The capacity of enjoying the honorcs w os one of the

distinguishing marks of citizenship. [Civitah.]

In Sulla's proscription (V'ell. PaL ii. 28), there

was a clause that the children of the proscribed

“pi tendoruiii hononun jure prohiberentur.”

I'hcre appears to he no exact definition of honor
earlier than in the jurists whose writings are ex-

cerpted in the Digest. “ Honor munici|Kilis **
is

defined to be **administratio reipublicac cum dig-

nitatis gnulu, sivc cum snmptu, sive sine emgu-
tione cotUingeiis.*' Munus was either publicum
or privatum. A publicum munus was concerned

about Administration (I'n adminiiftniiula rrjtuhlica)^

and was attended with cost {tump(u$) hut not

with rank {dufnittte). “ Honor *' was properly said
** deferri,*' “dari;” munus wtu said ‘‘imponi."

Cicero {de Or. i. 45) uses the phrase ** honoribus

et rcioublicae muneribus perfunctum," to signify

one w*no has attained all the honours that his state

can give, and discharged all the duties which can

be re<|uircd from a citizen. A person who held a
niagistrntiiB might be said to discharge munern,

but only ns incident to the {mairnfcentissimo

munerc aedilitntis perfunctus^ Cic. ad Fum. xi. 17),
fur the office itself w*os the honor. Such munern
ns thtv»e were public games and other things of

the kind. (Dig. 50. tit. 4. IH Munenlntt et Ho.
nordiut.) [O. Ii.J
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«U HORA,
IIOPLITAK (d»A?rai), [Arma ; Kxsr-

CITL‘«.]

IIOPLOMACni. [Oladiatores, p. 575, b.]

IlORA (£pa), in the sigitification of hour, thnt

k, the l~th port of the natural day, did not come
into general use among the ancients until about the

middle of the second century o,c. The eqiiinoc>

tin) hours, though known to astronomers, were not

used in the atfaira of common life till tou*ardA the

end of the fourth century of the Christian ere.

As the division of the natural diiy into twelve

equal parts, both in summer and winU'r, rendered

the duration of the boars longer or shorter accord*

ing to the different seasons of the year, it is not

easy, with accuracy, to compare or reduce the hours

of the ancients to our equinoctial hours. The
hours of an ancient day would only coincide with

the hours of our day at the two equinoxes. [Dier
and Horologium.] As the duration of the natural

day, moreover, depends on the polar altitude of a

place, our natural days would not coiiKido with

the natural days in Italy or Orecce. Ideler, in his

IfamiOnck der Chronolotfie^ has given the following

appmxiniatc duration of the natural days at Rome,
in the year 45 B. c., which was the first after the

new regulation of the calendar by J. Caesar
;
the

length of the days is only marked at the eight

principal points in the apparent course of the sun.

DatiS ofthe year. Their duration in

45 B. c. equinoctial hours.

Dec. 23 . . . . 8 hours 54 minutes.

Feb. . . . . 9 „ SO
Mnah 23 . . . 12 „ 0
Mav . • . . 14 „ 10
June 25 . . IS „ 6
August 10 . . . 14 „ 10
SepL 25 . . . 12 „ 0
Nov. 9 , . . . 9 „ 50 T»

The following table contains a comparison of the
hours of a Roman natural day, at the summer and
winter solstice, with the hours of our day.

SUMMER-SOLSTICE.

Homan Ifonn. Afodrm Ilottrt,

1st hour . 4 o'clock. 27 minutes 0
2d w • . 5 * 42 99 30
3rd *» • 6 „ 58 99 0
4th » • 8 99 13 30
5th *9 • 9 99 29 91 0
Gth n • 10 99 44 99 30
7lh 12 99 0 99 0
8th 1 99 15 99 30
9lh »» • 2 99 31

99 0
10th 9f • 3 99 46 99 ,30

11th tf • 5 99 2 99 0
12th 99 • 6 99 17 99 30

End of the day 7 99 33
99 0

seconds

rt

WINTER-SOLSTICE.

Homan ffourt. Modern ffonrf.

1st hour . 7 o'clock, 53 minutes 0 seconds

2d
3rd

4 th

5th

Gth

7th

8th

ifth

10th

n

9

9

10

11

12

12

1

2

17
2
4G
31

15

0
44
29
13

3U

0
30
0
30
0

30
0

30

HORl.

Homan [fours, Aftfdem [fours,

11th hour , 2 o'clock, 58 minutes 0 seconds,

12th „ . 3 „ 42 „ 30 „
End of the day 4 „ 27 » ^ n

The custom of dividing the natural day into

twelve eqvinl parts or hours lasted, as we have ob-

served, till a very late period. The first calcndit-

rium in which we find the duration of day and
night marked according to equuioclial hours, is the

csdendarium nisticum Faniesianuni. (Ideler, [fond-

buck der Chrm. ii. p. 139, Ac. ; Gruev. Tkssaur,

Aut. Rom. viiL)

Another question which has often been discussed,

is whether in such expressions os prints, altera,

tertia, hetra, Ac., wc have to understvid the hour

which is passing, or that wrbich has already elapsed.

From the construction of ancient sun-dials on which
the hours arc marked by eleven lines, so that the

first hour had elapsed when the shadow of the

gnomon fell upon the first line, it might seem ns if

hora prima meant after the lapse of the first hour.

Hut the manner in which Martial (iv. 8), when
describing the various purposes to which the hours

of the day were devoted by the Unm.'ins, speaks of

the hours, leaves no doubt that the expressions

prima, altera, tertia hora, Ac., mean the hour w hich

is passing, and not that which has already elapsed.

(Becker, vol. i. p. 181, Ac.) [L. S.J
IIOHCUS (fjpKOS). [JUKU'RANDUM.]
HORDEA'UIUM AES. (Aes IIoRDKABiirM.]
HOUl (2poj), were stone tablets or pillars placed

on mortgaged houses and lands at Athena, upon
which the debt and the credib>r's name were in-

scribed, and also the name of the archon epony-
mus in whose year the mortgage had been made.
( IlarpocraL s. v. *Opos and ‘'Aoruirrov: Pollux, iii.

85, ix. 9.) The following inscription upon an
Spor, found at Acharnoe, is token from Bockh {Corp,

fnscrip. i. p. 481):
—

*Eirl Bso^pdarrov

Bpos rtfips [yoip(iXofittn}S ^ayoarpdr^
naiav (i«() XX, tiiat is, Sio-xiAW BpaxM^K It ap-

pears that the estate had been thought of Plmtio-

stratus, hut tluit the purchase-money, instead of

being paid, was aliow^ to remain on mortgage.

When the estate of an orphan was let by the

archon and his guardian [Kpitropus], the per-

son to whom it was let was obliged to hypothe-

cate a sufficient piece of ground or other real

properly, which was called kworifirifia : and u}>on

this an Spor was placed, hearing an inscription to

that efiect, as in the following example, which is

taken from an Spos found upon the plain of Mara-
thon (Biickh, p. 485 ):

—
*Opos jrol okiac,

awoTifirjfia vatSl 6p<pay^ Aioysiroyot Hpo^a-
(AktIou). (Compare Isaeus, Philo<^ hered. p. I4l.)

*0/xN were also placed upon houses and lands on
account of money due to a husband for the dowry
of his wife (Deni. c. Spud. p. 1029. 21), and also

upon the prn]ieny which a husband was obligtrd to

give as a security for the dowrj' which he rcceixed

with his wife. (Dem. c, (Jnetor, ii. p. 877.)

The practice of placing these Upoi upon property

was of great antiquity at Athens : it cxisbMl Wfore
the time of S^ilon, who removed all stones standing

upon estates, w'bcn he rclciiscd or relieved, the

debtors. (Bint. Soi. 15.)

{Wockhs [*u/ii. Heon. o/ At/irns., p. 12.0, 2nd ed.

Corp. Jnsicri'p.i, p. 484 ;
Museum CriUcum, N«u

viil. p. 622 ; Herald. OCsrrv. ail ./. A. et It,

p. 216 ;
Meier, Att, /Voccss, j>. .506.)

y Guugle



HOROLOGIUM.
IIOROLO^GIUM {vpoKiytow) wm the name

6f the varioui iiislnimcnti by niooiit of which the

•ncienti meaiured the time of the day and night.

The cArlieat and limplett horologia of which men-
tion is made, were called wdKos and yrdfuey.

Herodotus (it 109) ascribes their invention to the

Rnbrioirians ; Fhavurinus {ud. Diog. lAterL iu 1.

3 ;
compare Suido.% s. r. T¥utm» and

tpo%) to Anaximander ; and Pliny (//. N. ii. 7(>)

to hU disciple Anaximenes. Herodotus mentions

the wdAos and as two distinct instruments.

Both, however, divided the day into twelve eqtial

parts, and were a kind of sun-dial. The
which a*as also called otoix<(0»', was the more
simple of the two, and probiibly the more ancient.

It consisted of a stalT or pillar standing perpen-

dicular, in a place expostsl to the sun (ffxidth;poK),

so that the length of its shadow might bo casily

ascertained. l‘he shadow of the gnomon w*as

measured by feet, which a’crc probably marked on

the place where the shadow fell. (Ilesych. s. r.

'Ewrixour ffitia and SwSsxdiroSof : Pollux, i. 7*2.)

The gnomon is almost without exception mentioned

in connection with the Sttwyov or the bath ; and
the lime fur the former was towards sunset, or

at the time when the shadow of the gnomon mea-

sured too or twelve fecL (Aristoph. AWes. G.52,with

the Schol. ; Pollux, /.e.
;
Menander, ap. Athat. vL

. 243 ;
Ilesych. s. r. AexdirovK Stoixsiok.) The

ioogest shadow of the gnomon, at sunrise and sun-

set, was generally 12 feet, but in some cases 24

feet, so that at the time of the huitpop it won 2U
feet. (Eubulides, ap. Alhen. Lp. H.) The time

for bathing was when the gnomon threw a shadow
of six feet. (Lucian, Cnmo*. c. 17, s. Gall.

. 9.) In later times the name gnomon was applied

to any kind of sun-dial, especially its finger, which

threw the sh.ndow, and thus pointed to the hour.

Even the clepsvdni Is sometimes called gnumon.

(Atben. it. p. 42.)

The gnomon was evidently' a very imperfect in-

strument, and it was impossible to divide the day
into twelve equal spaces by iL This may be the

reason that we fiad it only used for sfich pur}>otcs

as arc mentioned above. The wdAor or ^Atorpd-

wiov, on the other hand, seems to have been a more
perfect kind of sun-dial ; but it appiors, neverthe-

less, not to have been roach used, as it is but seldom

memioiied. (Aristoph. ap. Pollue. ix. 5.) It con-

sisted of a basin (AciraKir), in the middle of which

tl)e perpendicular stadT or finger (yrtyptop) was
erected, and in it the twelve ports of the day were
marked by lin«a. (Alciphron, Kpiti, UL 4 ;

Lucian,

Lextjik. c 4.)

Another kind of horologium was the dfjmfdra
(xAvij'i/Spa). It derived its name from ivA«vt«k

and as in its original and simple form it con-

sisted of a vessel with several little openings

(rpor^/iara) at the bottom, through which the

water contained in it escaped, as it were, by
steadih. This instrument seems as first to have

been used only for the purpose of measuring the

time during which persons were allowed to spe^
in the courts of josuce at Athens. The time of its

invention or int^uction is not known ; but in tho

age of Aristophanes (see Adtarm. 633, Vesp. 9.'1

and 827) it appears to have been In common use.

Its form and construction may be seen veiy* clearly

from a passage of Aristotle {PivUem. xvL 8). The
clepsydra was a hollow globe, probably some-

what flat Bt the top part, where it bad a shui t
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neck (auAdr), like that of a bottle, through which
the w'atcr was poured into it This opening might
be closed by a lid or stopper (w£^), to prevent

the water running out at the bottom. The clepsy-

dra which Arislotlu hod in view was probably not
of glass or of any transparent material, but of
bronze or brass, so that it could not be seen in

the clepsydra itself what quantity of water had
escaped. As the time for speaking in the Athenian
courts was thus measured by water, the orators

frequently use the term 68wp instead of the time

allow'cd to them (fr D3ari, Demosth. de
Coron. p. 274 ; fiy hX"PV c. LeoeA. p.

1094). Aeschines (c. C'te.’n'pk. p. 587), when de-

scribing the order in which the Severn] parties

were tOlowcd to speak, says that the first water
was given to the accuser, the second to the accused,

and the third to the judges. An especial officer

(4 iip' tlSwg) w'os appointed in the courts for the

purpose of wratching the clepsydra, and stopping it

when any documents w*ere read, whereby the

speaker was interrupted ; and it is to this officer

that Demosthenes (c. I p. 1 103) calls out

:

<r^ 34 ^TlkaSt rh 38oirp. The time, and conse-

quently the quantity of water allowed to a speaker
depended upon the importance of the ense

; and we
are informed that in a ypa^^ vapairptaitlas the
water allowed to each party amounted to eleven

amphorae (Acschin. de Pais. Leg. § 126), whereas
in trials concerning the right of inheritance only
one amphora was allowed. (Demosth. c. Maeart.

p. 1502.) Those actions in which the time was
thus measured to the speakers are called by Pollux
(viii. 1 1 3) 6tx(u irphs 63<»p ; others are termed
31x01 irtu 33oror, and in these the speakers were
not tied down to a certain space of time. The
only instance of this kind of actions of w'hich w*e

know, is the xaxtf<r««r (Harpocrat. «. r.

KiKwais).

The clepsydra used in the courts of justice how-
ever was, pro|>erly speaking, no horologium; but

smaller ones, made of glass, and of the same simple

structure, were undoubtedly used very early in

families for the purposes of ordinary life, and for

dividing the day into twelve equal parts. In these

glass-cle{Mydme the division into twelve ports must
have licen visible, either on the glass-glubc itself, or

in the basin into which the water flowed. These
instruments, however, did not show the time quite

correctly all the year round ; first, because the

water ran out of tlic clepsydra sometimes quicker

and sometimes tlower, according to the different

temperature of the water (Atlien. ii. p. 42 ;
Plut.

Quaest. Ao/ur. c. 7) ;
and secondly, because the

length of the hours varied in the different seasons

of the year. To remove the second of thi*se de-

fects the inside of the clepsvdm was covered with

a coat of wax during the sliorUT days, and w’hen

they became longer the wax was gradually taken

away again. (Acn. Tact. c. 22.) Plato is said to

have used a rvrrcpii'dr upo\6yiov in the shape ofa
hirge clepsydra, which indicated the boars of the

night, and seems to have been of a complicated

structure. (Athen. iv. p. 174.) This instance

shows that at on early period improvements were
made on the old and simple clepsydra. But all

these improvements were excelled by the ingeni-

ous invention of Ctesibiut, a celebrated mathema-
tician of Alexandria (about 1 35 b. c.). It is called

Lpo\6yiov vSpovAixhi', and is described by Vitru-

\ius (ix. 9 ;
compare Athen. L c.). Water was

R a 4

Digitized by Googk
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made to drop upon wheels which were thereby

turned. The regular movement of these wheels

was communicated to a snuill statue, which, gra-

dually rising, pointed with a little stick to the

hours marked on a pillar which was attached to

the mechanism. It indicated the hours regularly

throughout the year, but still required to be often

attended to and regulated. This complicated clep-

sydra seems never to have come into general use,

and was probably only found in the houses of very

wealthy persons. The sun-dial or gnomon, and a

simpler kind of clepsydra, on the other hand, were
much used down to a ver)* late period. The twelve

parts of the day were not designated by the name
&pa until the time of the Alexandrian astrono-

mers, and even then the old and vague divisions,

described in the article Dik.s, were preferred in the

affairs of common life. At the time of the geo-

grapher Hipparchus, however (about 150 ». &), it

seems to have bei-n very common to reckon by hours.

(Comp. Becker, C/iariiles, vol. ii. p. 490, &c.)

There is still existing, though in ruius, a horo-
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logical building, which is one of the most interest-

ing monuments ut Athens. It is the structure

fonnerlj' called the Tourer of the H'lWs, but now
known as the Iloroluyical Afonumetil ofA mlronirus

Cyrrheetes (see I>ict. of liiog. s. r.). It is c.x-

prcssly called homioyium by Vnrro (//. It. iii. 5.

§ 17). This building is fully described by Vitru-

vius (i. 6. § 4), and the preceding woodcuts show
its elevation and ground plan, as restored by Stuart
(Antiq. of Athens^ vol. i. c. 3.)

The structure is octagonal
;
with its faces to the

points of the compass. On the N.E. and N.W.
sides are distylc Corinthian porticoes, giving access

to the interior ; and to the south wall is affixed a
sort of turret forming three quarters of a circle, to

contain the cistern which supplied water to the

clepsydra in the interior. On the summit of the

building was a bronze figiire of a Triton, holding a
wand in his hand

;
and this figure tunied on a

pivot so that the wand always pointed above that

side of the building which faced the wand then
blowing. The directions of the several faces were
indicated by figures of the eight winds on the frieze

of the entablature. On the plain wall below the

entablature of each fiice, lines ore still visible,

which, with the gnomons that stood out above
them, formed a scries of sun-diols. In the centre

of the interior of the building was a clepsydra, the

remains of which are still visible, and arc shown
on the plan, where the dark lines represent tho

channels for the water, which was supplied from

the turret on the south, and escaped by the hole

in the centre.

The first horologium with which the Romans be-

came acquainted was a sun-dial (soUtrium, or horo-

loflium scioUtericum), and was, according to some
writers, brought to Rome by Papirius Cursor twelve

years before the war with Pyrrhus, and placed before

the temple of Quirinus (Plin. If.N. vii. b‘0)
;
others

stated that it was brought to Rome at the time of the

first Punic war, by the consul M. Valerius Messala,

and erected on a column behind the Rostra. But
this solarium being made for a different latitude

did not shofr the time at Rome correctly'. Ninety-
nine years aftcrw'ords, the censor Q. Mareius Philip-

pus erected by the side of the old solarium a new
one, which was more carefully' regulated according

to the latitude of Rome. But ns sun-dials, however

jHjrfect they might be, were useless when the sky
w.'is cloudy, P. Scipio Nasica, in his censorship,

1 5.9 B. c., established a public clepsydra, which in-

dicated the hours both of day and night This

clepsydra was in aftertimes generally called sola-

rium. (Plin. II. IV. vii, GO
;
Censorin. de Die^’at.

c. 2.3.) The word hora for hour was introduced

at Rome at the time when the Romans became ac-

quainted with the Greek horologia, and was in this

signification well knoam at the time of Plautus.

(/‘seuJol. V. 2. 10.) After the time of Scipio

Nasica several horologia, chiefly solaria, seem to

have been erected in various public places at Rome.
A magnificent horologium was erected by Augustus
in the Campus Martius. It a'as a gnomon in the

shape of an obelisk
;
but Pliny (7/. A' xxxvi. 10)

complains that in the course of time it had l)ecomc

incorrect Another horologium stiwd in the Circus

Flaminius. (Vitruv. ix. 9. 1.) Sometimes solaria

were attached to the front-side of temples and basi-

licae. (Vnrro, de Liny. Lai. vi. 4 ; Gmter, Inscrijd.

vi. 6.) The old solarium which had been erected

behind the Rostra seems to have existed on that
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«pot till A very late period, and it would seem that

the place was callctl ad Solarium^ so that Cicero

uses this expression as synonymous with Rostra

or Forum (pro QuittcL Id, oi Ilerenn. iv. 10).

liorologia of various descriptions seem also to have

been commonly kept by private individuals (Cic.

ail Fam. xvi. 18) ;
and at the time of the emperors,

the wealthy Romans used to keep slaves whose
special duty it was to announce the hours of the day
to their masters. (Juven. x. 215 ;

Mart. viii. 67 ;

Petron. 26.)

From the number of solaria which have been
discovered in modem times in Italy, we must infer

that they were very generally used among the

ancients. The following woodcut represents one
of the simplest horologia which have been dis-

covered
;

it seems to bear great similarity to that,

the invention of which Vitruvius ascribes to

Berosus. It was discovered in 1741, on the hill

of Tusculum, among the mins of an ancient villa,

and is described by Gio. Luca Zuzzeri, in a work
entitled D'una untica villa scoperta aul dosao del

Ttuculo, e d'un antico orologio a so&, Venezia,

1746, and by G. II. Martini, in his Abhundltnig

von den i^tnuienultreH der AUen^ Leipzig, 1777,

p. 49, &C.

The following woodcut shows the same solarium

as restored by Zuzzeri.

»
H

The breadth as well as the height (A 0, and

P A) arc somewhat more than eight inches ; and

the length (A B) a little more than sixteen inches.

The surface (A 0 R B) is horizontal. S P Q T
is the basis of the solarium, which, originally,

was probably erected upon a pillar. Its side,

A S T B, inclines somewhat towards the basis.

This indination was called or inclinatio

solarii and enclima luccisum (Vitmv. L c,), and

shows the latitude or polar altitude of the place

for which the solarium was made. The angle of

the enclima is about 40^ 48', which coincides

with the latitude of Tusculum. In the body of

the solarium is the almost sphcriail excavation,

H K D M I FN, which forms a double hcmicv'clium

(hemicr/clium ercavaium ex quadnUo, Vitmv.).

Within this excavation the eleven hour-lines

are marked which pass through three semicircles,

H L N, K E F, and D M J. The middle one,

KEF, represents the equator, the two others tho

tropic lines of winter and summer. The curve re-

presenting the summer tropic is somewhat more
than a semicircle, the other two curves somewhat
smaller. The ten middle parts or hours in each of

the three curves ore all equal to one another
;
but

the two extreme ones, though equal to each other,

are by one-fourth smaller than the rest. In the

middle, G, of tho curve D K H N I J, there is

a little square hole, in which the gnomon or pointer

must have been fixed, and a trace of it is still

visible in the lead by means of which it was fixetl.

It must have stood in a pcrjicndicular position

upon the surface A B U O, and at a certain dis-

tance from the surface it must have turned in a
right angle al>ove the spheric excavation, so that

its end (C) extended as far as the middle of the

equator, ns it is restored in the above woodcut.

Sec the description of another solarium in G. II.

Martini's Antiquorum Monimentorum Sylloge, p.

95, &C.

Clepsydrae were used by the Romans in their

camps, ciiielly for the purpose of measuring accu-

nilely the four vigiliac into which the night was
divided. (Coes, de Fell. Gall. v. 13; VegcL de

lie Milit. iii. 0 ;
Acn. Tact, c. 22.)

The custom of using elepsydme as a check upon

the speakers in the courts of justice at Rome was

introduced by a law of Cn. Pompeius, in his third

consulship. (Tacit. Z>c c/ar. Grw/. 38.) Before that

time the spciikers had been under no restrictions,

but spoke 08 long os they deemed proper. At
Rome, as at Athens, the time allowed to tho

speakers dc|>ended upon the iinporUmcc of the

Ciise. Pliny (ICpitL ii. 11) states that on one im-

portant occasion he spoke for nearly five hours,

ten large clepsydrae having been granted to him
by the judices, but the case was so important that

four others were added. (Compare Plin. Epist, vL

2 ;
ALortial, vL 35, viii. 7.) Pompeius, in his law,

is said to have limited the time during which tho

accuser was allowed to speak to two hours, while

the accused was allowed three hours. (Ascon. tn

Milan, p. 37, ed. Orclli.) This, however, as is

clear from the case of Pliny and others, was not

oi)served on all occasions, and we must suppose

that it was merely the intention of Pompeius to fix

the proportions of the time to bo allowed to each

party, that is, that in all cases the accuser should

only* have two-thirds of the time allowed to the

accused. This supposition is supported by a case

mentioned by Pliny (Epist. iv. 9), where, accord-

ing to law (« lege) the accuser had six hours,

while the accused had nine. An especial officer

was at Rome as well as at Athens appointed to

stop the clepsydra during the time when docu-

ments were read. (Apnl. Ajiolog. i. and ii.
;
com-

pare Emesti, de Solariia^ in his Opuscul. Philolog,

eiCriL pp. 21—31 ;
Becker, Gallus^ vol. i. p. 186,

&C.) [L.S.]

IIOROSCOPUS. [Astbolooia, p. 144, b.]
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HORRE-VRII. [Horrkum.]
HOURKUM {^puov^ ffirotpvKaxt'iov. inro^Kri)

woA, accordinf; to iu etymological »i|rnification, a

lace in which ripe fruity and oupccinlly corn* were

ept, and thus answered to our ftrar.ary. (Virg.

(ftonj. L 49 ;
Tibull. ii. 5. 84 ;

llornt. Camu L i.

7 ; Cic. d« Jjet). Affr. ii. 83.) During the empire

the name hoireiim w'as given to any place destined

for the safe prcsenution of things of any kind.

Thtis we find it applied to a place in which beauti-

ful works of art were kept (Plin. Epi>t, viii. 18)

;

to cellars (Aorrea .»aA/erra*en, horrta rintxria^ Dig.

18. tit. 1. s. 78); to depots for merchandise, and ^1

sorts of pn)visions {horrrum pewartum. Dig. 30. tit.

9. s. 3). SeiK'ca {Kjnat. 45) even calls his library

a horreum. But the more general application of

the word horr um '\'as to places for keeping fruit

and com ; and as some kinds of fruit required to be

kept more dry than othen, the ancients had be-

sides the horrea subtcnunca, or cellars, two other

kinds, one of which was built like every other

house upon the ground ; but others (Aormt penti-

lia or nUimui) were erected above the ground, and
rested upon posts or stone pillars, that the fruits

kept in them might remain dry. (Colum. xii. 50,

L 6 ;
Vitruv. vi. C. 4.)

From about the year 140 after Christ, Rome pos-

sessed two kinds of public horrea. The one class

consisted of buildings in which the Romans might

de|>osit their goods, and even their money, securities,

and other valuables (Cod. 4. tit *24. s. 9), for which

they had no safe place in their own houses. This

kind of public horrea is mentioned as early as the

time of Antoninus Pius (Dig. 1. tit. 15. s. 3),

though Ijnmpridiui (A/or. c. 39) assigns their

institution to Alexander Sevenis. (Com^mre Dig.

10. lit. 4. s. 5.) The officers who had the super-

int<’ndence of these cstablishraents w*ere call ’d nor-

rearit The second and more important class of

borrea, which may be termed public granaries, were

buildings in which a plentiful supply of com was

constantly kept at the exjiensc of the state, and from

which, in seasons uf scarcity, the com was distri-

buted among the poor, or sold at a moderate price.

The first idea of building such a public granary

arose witli C. Sempronius Gracchus (/or Seinpronia

/rumenlaria) ; and the ruins of the great granary

(korrea pof^i liomani) which he built were seen

down to the sixteenth century between the Aven-

tine and the Monte Teslaceo. (Apptan, rfe JieU.

Or. i. 21 ; Plut. C. Grttcch. 6 ;
Liv. Eptl. 60 ;

Veil. Pat ii. 6 ; Cic. pro Sext. 24.)

The plan of C. Gracchus was followed outnnd
carried further by Cloditis, Porapey, and several of

the emperors ; and during the empire we thus find

a great number of public horrea which wero called

after the names of their founders, o <7-« horrea Ani-

ceti, Varguuteii, Seiani, Augusti, Domitiani, &c.

The manner in which com from these granaries

was given to the people differed at different times.

[Comp. Frumrstakiak T^bobr.] [^^-]
HORTUS (fffi’ros), garden. 1. OasEK. Our

knowledge of the horticulture of the Greeks is very

limited. We must not look for information re-

specting their gardens to the accounts which wc
find in Greek writers of the gardens of Alcinoiis,

filled with all manner of trees and fruit and flowers,

and adorned with fountains {Otiyts. viL 1 12— 130),

or of those of the Hvsperides (licsiod. Tke>>g 25),

or of the paradises of the Persian aitraps, which

reaemblcd our parks (Xen. Anal*, i. 2. § 7, Occo-
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nom, iv. 26, 27 ; Pint. AltAB. 24) ;
for the former

gardens arc only imaginary, and the manner in

which the paradises arc spoken of by Greek writers

shows that they were not familiar with anything
of the kind in their own countiy. In fact the

Greeks seem to have had no great taste for land-

scape beauties, and the small number of fiowera

with which they were acquainted afforded but

little inducement to ornamental horticulture.

The sacred groves were cultivated with special

care. They contained ornamental and odoriferous

plants and fruit trees, particularly olives and vines.

(Soph. OeJ. (oL 16 ; Xen. Attab. v.3. § 12.) Some-
times they were without fruit trees. (Pans. L 21.

§ 9.)

The only passage in the earlier Greek writers,

in which flower-gardens appear to be mentioned,

is one in Aristophanes, who s|)eaks of icfjwovs

evcMeir (Atvrs, v. 1066). At Athens the flowers

most cultivated were probably those used for

making garlands, such as violets and roses. In

the time of the Ptolemies the art of gardening

seems to have advanced in the rnvoumbic climate

of Egypt so far, that a succession of flowers was
obtained all the year round. (Cillixcnus, ap. Atk.

r. p. 196.) liongus {Past. ii. p. 36) describes a
garden containing every production of each sea-

son, **
in spring, ros s, lilies, hyacinths, and vio-

lets
;

in summer, poppies, wild pears

and all fruit ; in autumn, vines and figs, and pome-
granates and myrtles.” That the Greek idea of

horticultuml beauty isas not quite the tame as

ours, may be inferred from a pasaige in Plutarch,

where he spc:iks of the practice of setting off the

l>caiitie8 of roses and viul«‘ts, by planting them side

by side with leeks and onions (De ruptnuia ta

inimicis c, 10). Becker considers this

passage a proof that flowers were niltivated more
to 1)6 used for garlands than to beautify the garden.

(Becker, Ckarik'et, vol. ii. p. 403—405.)

2. Uo.UAN. The Romans, like the Greeks,
la!)ourcd under the disadvantage of a ver>* limited

flora. This di<»dvantngc they endeavoured to over-

come, by arranging the materials they did possess

in such a way as to produce a striking effect.

We have a verj’ full description of a Roman garden

in a letter of the younger l*liny, in which he dcs

scrilies his Tuscan villa. (Plin. Epid. v. 6.) In

front of the )x>rtina there was generally a
or flat piece of ground, divided into flower-beds of

different shapes by borders of box. There were
also such flower-bed-t in other parts of the garden.

Sometimes they were raUod so as to form terraces,

and their sloping sides planted with evergreens or

creepers. The most striking features of a Homan
garden were lines of large trees, among which the

pLinc appears to have Wen a great favourite, planted

in regular order
;
alleys or walks {amlmlatUmts)

formed by closely dipt hedges of box, yew, cypress,

and other evergreens
;
beds of acanthus, rows of

fruit trees, especially of vines, with statute, pyra-

mids, fountains, and summer-houses {dmetae). The
trunks of the trees and the parts of the house or

any other buildings w'hich wero visible from the

ganien, were often covered with ivy. (Plin. l.c.%

Cic, ad Q. /•’. iii. 1, 2.) In one respect the Roman
taste differed most materially from that of tho

present day, luiinely, in their fondness for the art

ioftiaria., which consisted in tying, twisting, or

cutting trees and shrubs (especially the box) into

the figures of animals, ships, letters, &c. The im-
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portAiicc nttached to ttiis part uf horticulture ij

provetl not only by the description of Pliny, and

the notice* of other writers (Plin, //. xvi. 33.

*. dO, xxl 1 1. s. 39, xxiL 22. *. 34 ;
Martial, iii.

19), but also by the fiict that topiariNS is the only

name used in good Latin writers for the oma*
mental gardener. Cicero (Pamd, r. 2) mention*

the (itjHarius among the higher class of slayes.

AtL*u;hcd to the garden were place* for exercise,

the //esfu/M and At/yxx/romics. The puttUio was a

sort of avenue, shaded by trees, for the purpose of

taking gentle exercise, such as riding in a litter.

(Plin. A/uj/, V. 6, ii. 17.) The kippodromus (not,

as one reading gives the word in Pliny, hppodro-

mss) was a puicc for running or horse exercise, in

the form of a circus, consisting of sevcml paths

divided by hedges of box, ornamented with topi-

arian work, and surrounded by large trees. (Plin.

L c. :
Martial, xii. 30, Ivil 23.)

The tlowcn which the Homans possessed, though

few in comparison with the *|)ecies known to us,

were more numerous than some writers have re-

presented ; but the subject still requires investiga-

tion. Their principal garden-flowers loem to have

been violets and roses, and they also had the cro-

cus, narcissus, lily, gladiolus, iris, poppy, amaranth,

and others.

Conservatories and hot-houses are not mentioned

by any writer e.arlier than the first century of our

cm. They arc fre<juently referred to by Martial

(viii, 14, ()H, iy. 19, xiiL 127). They were used

both to preserve foreign plants and to produce

flowers and fruit out of season. Columella (xi. 3.

§§ 51, 52) and Pliny {H. N, xix. 5. s. 23) speak

of forcing-houses for grapes, melons, &c. In ever)'

garden lucre was a space set apart for vegetables

(o^m).
Mowers and plants were also kept in tlie central

space of the peristyle [Domus], on the roofs, and

in the windows of the houses. Sometimes, in a
ton*n, where the garden was very smxUl, its walls

Were painted in imitation of a real garden, with

trees, fountains, birds, &c., and the small area was

ornamented with flowers iu vases. A beautiful

example of such a garden was found at PompeiL
(Geir* Pontpttiana^ iL 4.)

An ornamental garden was also called viridarium

(Dig. 33. tit. 7. s. 8), and the gardener topiariua

or virid>*riu». I’hc common name for a gardener

is viUictu or cultor horiomm. We find also the

special names vinitor^ olitor. The word hortufanta

is only of late formation. 7'hc aquaritu had

charge of the fountains both in the garden and

in the house. (Becker, GW/as, vol. L p. 2U3,

dec.
;

Bbttigcr, Ractmaiionen xur (farfen-ZirttAS^

der AHen.) [P. S.]

IIOSPES. (HORPITIUM.]
HOSPITIUM ((•'K ypoJeWo). Hospitality

is one of the charartrrUtic features of almost all

nations previous to their attaining a certain degree

of civilisation. In civilised countries the necessity

of general hospitality is not so much felt ; but at

a time when the state or the laws of nations afforded

scarcely any security, and when the troyellcr on

hi* journey did not meet with any places destined

for nis reception and accommodation, the exercise

of hospitality was absolutely necessary. Among
the nations of antiquity, with whom the right of

hospiUility w*as hollowed by religion, it was to

sonic degree oWrvcd to the latest period of their

existence, and acquired a political Importance which
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it has never liad in any other state. Tt was in

Greece, ns well as at Home, of W twofold nature,

either private nr public^ in os far as it was cither

established between individuals, or between two
states. {Hotfiitium primiurn and hosjtUium publi-

cum^ (fvia and wpo^fWo.)

1. OfiKKK. In ancient Greece the stranger,

as such ({sVor and ko«tU\ was looked upon as an
enemy (Cic. d« i. 12 ;

Herod, ix. 11 ;
Plut

Ari^id. 10); but wiienever be app<-arcd among
another tribe or nation without any sign of hostile

,

intentions, he was considered not only as one who
required aid, but at a suppliant, and Zeus was the
protecting deity of strangers and suppliants. (Zsvs
(iyiot and lK§i^<nos: Horn. (Jd. xiv. 57, &c. 29.3,

ix. 270, xiil 213, vil UI4: compare Apollon.

Ar^aaui. iL 1134 ; Aelian. F. If. iv. I.) This
religious feeling was strengthened by the belief

that the stranger might possibly l>e a god in dis-

guise. {Odyu. xvii. 4H4.) On his nrri\-al there-

fore, the stranger, of whatever station in life he
might be, was kindly received, and provided with
everything necessary' to make him comfortahle,

and to satisfy his immediate wants. The host did
not inquire who the stranger was, or what had led

him to his house, until the duties of hospitality

w’cre fulfilled. During his stay, it was a Micred
duty of his host to protect him against any |x>r-

secution, even if he belonged to a politically hostile

race, so that the host's house w*as a perfect asylum
to him On his departure he was dismissed with
presents and good wishes. (Odys$. iv. 37, &c.,

Nitzch's note. ) It seems to have been customary
for the host, on the departure of the stranger,

to break a die (AoTpdToAot) in two, one half of

which he himself retained, while the other half

was given to the stranger
;
and w'hen at any fu-

ture time they or their descendants met, they had
a means of recognising each other, and the hospi-

table connection was renewed. (Schol. (td Kurip.
Med. 61.3.) Hospitality thus not only cxist«'d

between the persons who had originally formed it,

but was transferred os an inheritance from father

to son. To violate the law's of hospitality was a
great crime and act of impiety, and was punished

by men as well os gods (oUai AttAo^cslax, Aelian,

l.c, ; PauB. vii. 25). Instances of such hcrediuiry

connections of hospitality are mentioned down to a
very late period of Greek history

; and many
towns, such as Athens, Oirinth, Byzantium, Phasi.%

and others, were celebrated for the hospitable

character of their citizens. (Herod, vi. 35 ; Thucy-d,

il 13 ;
Plato, C‘rt/o, p. 45, c. ; Stobacus, Florilep.

tit. xliy. 40, &c.) But when a more regular and
frequent interconrsc among the Greeks began to

be established, it w'ns impossible to receive all these

strangers in private houses. This naturally led to

the establishment of inns ( toaSoaciov, x(tTa7<tf7ioK,

AOTcUoini), in which such strangers as had no hos-

pitable connections found accommodation. For those

occasions, on which numerous visitors fl>xkcd to a
particular place for the purpose of celebrating one

of the great or national festivals, the state or the

temple provided for the accommodation of the visitors

either in tents or temporary' inns erected about the

temple. (Aelian, V. II, iv. 9 ;
Schol. ud Pind.

01. xi. 51 and 55; compare Plato, {U Lep. xiL

p. .952; Lucian, Amor. 12; Thucyd. iii. 68.)

The kind of hospitality which was exercised by
private individuals on such festive occihions pro-

,

bably diflered very little from that which is cut-
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tomacy among ourselves, and "wra chiefly shown
towards fricuds or persons of distinction and merit,

whose presence was an honour to the house wherein

they stayed. (Xcn. Oecon. 2. 5 ;
Pluto, Prota^.

. 315 :
Becker, C'ii^uriil^cs, voL i. p. 134.) In the

ouses of the wealthier Greeks a separate port (Aos-

pitimm or hoepU<Uui and with a separate

entrance, w*oa destined for the reception and habi-

tation of strangers, and aas provided with all the

necessary comforts for the temporary occupants.

On the first day after their arrival they w'cre gene-

rally invited to the table of their host
;
but after-

w*aHs their provisions ({cVia), consisting of fowl,

eggs, and fruit, were either sent to them, or they

had to purchase them themsolTcs. ( Vitniv. vi. 7.

4 ;
Apul. Afetum. ii. p. 19.)

What has been said hitherto, only refers to hos-

pitium privatum, that is, the hospitality existing

between two individ'xals or families of different

states. Of far greater importance, however, w'as

the hospitium publicum (po{e>'fa, sometimes

simply or public hospitality which existed

l)Clwcen two stab's, or tween on individual or a

family on the one hand, and a whole state on the

other. Of the latter kind of public hospitality

many instances are recorded, such as that between

the Pcisistmiids and Sparti, in which the )^ple
of Athens had no share. The hospitium publicum

among the Greeks arose undoubtedly from the hos-

pitium privatum, and it may have originated in two
ways. When the Greek tribes were governed by

chieftains or kings, the private hospitality existing

between the ruling families of two tribes may have

produced similar relations bctwi'cn their subjects,

which after the abolition of the kingly power, coo-

tinurd to exist between the new republics ns a

kind of political inheritance of former timet. Or a

person belonging to one state might have either

extensive connections with the citizens of another

state, or entertain great partiality for the other

state itH’lf, and thus offer to receive all those who
came from that state cither on private or public

business, and act as their patron in his own
city. This he at first did merely os a private in-

dividual, but the state to which he offered this kind

service would naturally soon recognise and reward

him fur it. When two states esUihlished public

hospitality, and no individuals came forwiird to

act os the representatives of their slate, it was ne-

cessary that in each state persons should be ap-

pointed to show hospitality to, and watch over the

interests of^ all persons who came from the state

connected by hospitality. The persons M-ho were

ap]M)inted to this office as the recognised agents of

the stale for which they acted were called wpd-

{(Foc, but those who undertook it voluntarily ^dcAo-

irp6l<ifot. (Pollux, iii. 59 ; comfmrc Tliucyd. iL 29
with Arnold's note, and Hi. 70 with Gbller’s.)

The office of proxenus, which bears great re*

semblance to that of a modem consul or minister-

resident, was in some coses hereditary in a parti-

cular family. When a state appointed a proxenus,

it cither sent out one of its own citizens to reside

in the other state, or it selected one of the citizens

of this state, and conferred upon him the honour of

pru.xcnus. The former was, in early times, the

custom of Sptnrlxi, where the kings hod the right to

select from among the Sfiortan citizens those whom
they v^i&hed to send out as proxeni toother states.

(Herod, ri. 57.) But in subsequent times this

custom seems to have been given up, fur wc find
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that at Athens the family of Callias were the pro*

xeni of Sjvirla (Xcn. Hcllm. v. 4. § 22, vi. 3. § 4,

&e.)
:
at Klis, the Rlean Xenias (Pans. iii. 8. § 2) ;

and at Argos, the Argive Alciphron. (Thucyd. v.

59.) A Spartan seut out as proxenus was some-
times also entrusted with the power of harmostei,

as Cleorchus at Byzantium. (Xen. UelUn, L 1. g
35, i. 3. 8 15.)

The custom of conferring the honour of proxenus

upon a citizen of the state with which public hospi-

tality existed, seems in later times to have b^n
iinivcrsaily adopted by the Greeks. Thus we find

besides the instances of Spartan proxeni mentioned
above, Nicios the Athenian, as proxenus of Syra-
cuse at Athens (Diodor. ziii. 27), and Arthmius,
of Roleia, as the proxenus of Athens at i^cleia.

(Acsebin. e. Ctempk, p. 647 : compare Plato, de
Leg. i. p. 642.) The common mode of appointing

a proxenus was, with the exception of Sparta, by'

show of hands. ( Glpian, ad Demosik. Mid. p. 374.)

The principal duties of a proxenus were to receive

those persons, especially ambassadors, who ouno
from the state which be represented ; to procure for

them the admission to the assembly, and scats in

the theatre (Pollux, 1. c.)
;

to act lu the patron of

the strangers, and to mediate between the two
States if any disputes arose. (Xen. lleilen, vi. 3. §
4.) If a stranger died in the state, the proxenus

of bis country bad to take care of the property of

the deceased. (Demosth. c, CalUp. p. 1237, Ac.)

Regarding the honours and privileges which a
proxenus enjoyed from the state which he repre-

sented, the various Greek slates followed different

principles : some honoured their proxenus with tho

full civic franchise, and other distinctions l>csido8.

(Bikkh, Corp. JnacTiiM. n. 1691—93, and ii. p. 79

;

Demosth. de Cor. p. 256 ; Xen. Hellen. i. 1. 8 *-f>.)

But the right of acquiring property in the state nf

which he thus became a citizen seems not to have

been included in his privileges; for we find that where
this right a’as granted, it uns done by on especial

document. (Bbckh,/^tt^.£mn.p.l40.) Afnreigncr
who was appointed in his own country as proxenus

of Athena, enjoyed for his own person the right of

hospitality at Athens whenever he visited this

city, and all the other privili^es that a foreigner

could possess without becoming a real Athenian
citizen. Among these privileges, though they were

not ncccsMirily included in the proxeny, but were
granted by special decrees, we may mention, 1.

'Lviyofiia, which, in cases when it was granted

by the more powerful state, generally became mu-
tilal (Platner's /‘rotws, it p. 73 ; Xeiu HeUen. v. 2,

§19); 2. The right to acquire property' at Athens
(f'yicTTjms, ffutaatSy imraan)

;
3. The exempli n

from paying taxes (&rcA«ia or drcAsia axeU^wi',

Demosth. c. I^m. p. 475, compare p. 498) ; and
4. Inviolability in times of peace and war, both hy
sea and by land. (Bbckh, Corp. Inacrip. i. p. 725.)

Some of these privileges were granted to indivi-

duals as well as to whole states ; but wc have no
instance of a whole state having received all of them,

with the exception of those coses where the civic

franchise or isopolity w*as granted to a whole state ;

and in this case the practical consequences could

not become nuuiifcst, unless a citizen of tlic pri-

vileged state actually took up his residence at

Athens. (Conipiire K. W. Ullrich, de Proxenia^

Berlin, 1822 ; \Vachsmuih, HeUen. Alterik. vol. i.

p. l4Mf, &c.
;
Hermann, Ptkit. Ant. § 1 16.)

2. Roman. The hospitality of the Kuiuons was.
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tu in Greece, (*ithcr hospitiam privatum, or publicum.

IVivatc hospitality with the Kumnns, however,

•eemt to have been more accurately and legally

dcBned than in Greece. The character of a hotpos,

t. e. a person connected with a Homan by tics of

hotpiUiIit}', was deemed even more sacred, and to

have greater claims upon the host, than that of a

person connected by blood or affinity. The relation

of a liospcs to his Roman friend u-as next in im-

portance to that of a clions. (Gellius, v. 13.) Ac-
cording tu MoMurius &ibinus {up. 6W/i»m, i.e.\ a
bnspes had even higher claims than a diens. The
obligations which the connection < f hospitality with

a foreigner impo$t>d upon a Roman were to receive

in his house bis hospes when travelling (Lir. xlii.

1), and to protect, and, in case of ne^ to repre-

sent him as his patron in the courts of justice.

(Cic. i« Q. Caecil. c. 20.) Private hospi-

tality t))us gave to the hospes the claims upon his

host which the client had on bis patron, but with-

out any degree of the dependence implied in the

clientela. Private hospitality Mas established l>e-

tween individuals by mutual presents, or by the

mediation of a third person (Serv. wi Jen. ix.

360), and hallowed by religion ; for Jupiter hospi-

talis was thought to Match over th«‘ jus bospitii, ns

Zeus xenios did M-ith the Greeks (Cic. c. I’crr. iv.

2'2, ad Quint. fnU. ii. 1*2, pro Ueiotar. 6), and
the violation of it »as os great a crime and impiety

at Rome as in Greece. When hospitality was
formed, the two friends used to divide between

themselves a tessera hospitalis (Plnut. Voen. v. 2.87,

Ac.), by M'hich, ufterw^s, they themselves or their

descendants— for the connection was hereditary as

in Greece — might recognise one another. Prom
an expression in Plantiu kofjntatem ac tefte^

ram mecam /cro, Poen. v. 1. 2')) it has been con-

cluded that this tessera l>ore the image of Jupiter

hospitalis. Hospiudity, when thus once established,

could not be dissolved except by a formal decla-

ration {renuntiatio^ Liv. xxv. 18 ;
Cic ta Verr.

ii. 36), and in this cate the tessera hospitalis was
broken to pieces. (PlauL CiWe//. iu 1. 27>) Hos-

pitality MTis at Home never exercised in that in-

discriminate manner ns in the heroic age of Greece,

but the custom of observing tbe laM's of hospitality

Mas probably common to all the nations of Italy.

(Aelian. V. II. iv. 1 ;
Liv. i. 1.) In many cases

it was exercised without any formal agreement be-

tween the parties, and it was deemed an honour-

able duty to receive distinguished guests into the

house. (Cic. de Off. iL 18, pro Itoec. Am. G.)

INiblic hospitality seems likeM-isc to have ex-

isted at a very early period among the nations of

Italy, and the foedus bospitii mentioned in Livy

(L 0) can scarcely be looked upon in any other

light than that of hospitium publicum. But the

first direct mention of public hospitality being esta-

blished between Home and another city, is after

iKc Gauls had departed from Rome, when it was
decreed that C^re should be rewarded for its good
services by tbe establishment of public hospitality

between the tM'o cities. (Liv. t. 5U.) The public

hospitality after the war with the Gauls gave to

the Cacrites the right of isopolity with Horae, that

is, the civitus without the sudragium and the ho-

iioros. [CiviTSS; CoLoNiA.] In the later times of

the republic we no longer find public hospitality es-

tahlishcd between Horae and a foreign state ; but a
relation which amounted to the same thing was
introduced in its stead, that is, towns Mere raised
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to the rank of municipia (Liv. viiL 14), and thus
obtained the civitos without the siiffraginm and tbo
honorcs

;
and when a town was d(*sirout of form-

ing a similar relation with Rome, it entered into

clientela to some distinguished Roman, who then

acted as patron of the client-toM'n. Rut the nistora

of granting the honour of hospt^^ publicus to a dis-

tinguished foreigner by a decree of the senate,

seems to have existed down to the end of the re-

public. (Liv. I 45, V. 28, xxxvii. 54.) Whether
such a public hos})es undertook the same duti«.*s to-

wards Homan citixens, as the Greek proxenus, is

uncertain
; but his privilege's were the same as

those of a municeps, that is, he had the civitos, but
not the sufTragium nor the honores. Public hos-

pitality was, like the hospitium privatum, hereditary

in the family of the person to whom it had l>orn

granted. (Diod. Sic. xiv. 93.) The honour of
public hospes was sometimes also conferred upon a
distinguished Roman by a foreign state. (IWk-kh,
Curp. Inicrip. xo\,i,n. 1331 ; Cic. pro PaJh. 18, e.

V’err. iv. 65. Compore Niebuhr, I/Ut. Homt^
vol. il. p. 58 ;

Walter, iiach. de* li'dm. Kechis^ p. 54,

&C. ; Gbttling, 6'escA. der Uom, Utaatsv. p. 216,
Ac.) [L.S.]

IIO'STIA. [Sacripicium.]
HOSTIS. fllOKPITlUM ; PoSTLIMlNIt'M.]
HYACT NTHl.A ('TaKfpGia), a great national

festival, celebrated every year at Amyclae by
the Amyclaeans and SjMutans. The ancient M’riters

M'ho mention this festival do not agree in the

name of the divinity in M'hose honour it mus held :

some say that it Mas the Amyciaean or the Car-
neion Apollo, others that it mbs the Amyciaenn
hero, Hyacinthus: a third and more probable

statement assigns the fi'stivul to the Amyciaean
Ap«>)lonnd Hyacinlhus together. This Amyciaean
A|mi11o, hoM'ever, M’ilh M-hora Ilyacinthiis M-ns

assimilated in Inter times, must not be confounded
with Apollo, the national divinity of the Dorians.

(MUllcr, OrcAow. p. 327, I>or, ii. 8. § 15.) The
festival Mas called after the youthful hero Hyacni-
ihus, M’ho evidently derivt^ his name from the
lloM’cr hyacinth (the emblem of death among the
ancient Gn.'eks), and whom Apollo accidontnllr

struck dead M-ith a quoit The Hyaciiithia lasted

fur three days, and began on the longest day of
the ini^vartan month llecatombeus (the Attic liecu-

tombocon, Hcsych. ». r. ‘£xaro^f«vs : Manso,
Uparta^ iii. 2. p. 2U 1 ), at the time when the tender
doM'crs opprt'S^ by the boat of the sun, droo{>ed

their languid heads. On the first and last day of
the Hyacinthin sacrifices were offered to the dead,

and the death of Hyacimhus m'Os lamented.

During these tM*o days nobody wore any garlands

at the repasts, nor took bread, but only cakes and
similar things, and no paeans M'cre sung in praise

of Apollo ; and M'hen the solemn repasts were over,

ever)' body went home in the greatest quiet and
order. This serious and melancholy character was
foreign to all the other festivals of Apollo. The
second day, however, was wholly spent in public

rejoicings and amusements. Amyclne M*as visited

by numbers of strangers (irap^i/ptr A{idAo7os naX

and lioys played the cithare or sang to

the accompaniment of the flute, and celebrated in

nnapuestic metres the praise of Apollo, M’hilc others,

in splendid attire, performed a horse-race in the

theatre. This horse-race is probably the i,ywp

mentioned by Strabo (vi. p. 278). After this race

I
there followed a number of choruses of youths
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condactcd by (Xen. Agtsil. 2. 17), in

wliich some of their national songs (ivix^pia

Koii\ixara.) were sung. During the songs of these

choruses dancers performed some of the ancient

and simple movements with the accompaniment of

the flute and the song. The Spartan and Amy-
clnean maidens, after this, riding in chariots made
of wicker-work (ndyaOpa), and splendidly ndonicd,

perfonned a beautiful procession. Numerous sacri-

fices were also offered on this day, and the citizens

kept open liousc for their friends and relations
; and

even slaves were allowed to enjoy themselves.

(Didymus, ap, Alhrri, iv. p. 139.) One of the fa-

vourite meals on this occasion was colled Konis,

and is described by Molpis (ap. Athen. iv. p. 140)

08 consisting of cake, bre^, meat, raw herbs, broth,

figs, dessert, and the seeds of lupine. Some ancient

writers, when speaking of the llyocinthia, apply

to the whole festival such epithets ns can only be

used in regard to the second day ; for instance,

when they call it a mciT}' or joyful solemnity.

Macrobius (5«iVMni. i. 11) states that the Amyclnc-

ans wore chaplets of ivy at the H^'acinthia, which

can only be true if it be understood of the second

day. The incorrectness of these writers is how-
ever in some degree excused by the fact, that the

second day formed the principal part of the festive

season, as appears from the description of Didy-

mus, and as may also be itiferred from Xenophon
{Hcllen. iv. 5. § 1 1 ; compare Ayesil. 2. 1 7), who
makes the ]>nean the principal part of the Hya-
cinthia. The groat importance attached to this

festival by the Amychieans and Lacedaemonians

is seen from the fact, that the Amyclaeans, even

when they had taken the field against an enemy,

always returned home on the approach of the

Bc-ason of the Ilyacinthia, that they might not be

obliged to neglect its celebration (Xen. IlcUetu iv.

.5. § 1 1 ;
Pans. iii. 10. § 1), and that the Lacedae-

monians on one occasion concluded a truce of forty

days with the town of Eira, merely to be able to

return homo and celebrate the iiational festival

(Paus. iv. 19. § 3) ; and that in a treaty with

Sp<arta, B.c. 421, the Athenians, in order to show
their good-will towards Sparta, promised every

year to attend the celebration of the Hyacinthia.

(Thuevd. V. 23.) LL. S.]

HY'^ALUS. [ViTRUM.]
HYBREOS ORAPHE {SSptus yp^^i). This

action was the principal remedy prescribed by the

Attic law for \vanton and contumelious injury to

the person, whether in tlie nature of indecent {Si

cucrxpovpylas) or other assaults (5«i ir\rryiov). If

the offence were of the former kind, it would -al-

ways be available when the sufferer was a minor

of cither sex (for the consent of the infant was

immaterial), or when on adult female was forcibly

violated ; and this protection was extended to all

conditions of life, whether bond or free. (Dein. c.

Afeid.p.5'29. 15.) The legal representative (irupioi),

however, of such person might, if he pleased, con-

sider the injury os a private rather tlian a public

wrong, and sue for damages in a civil action.

[Biaion Dikk.") With respect to common as-

saiilts, a prosecution of this kind seems to have

been allowable only when the object of a wanton

atuick was a free person (.Yristot li/iei. ii. 24), as

the essence lay in its contumely, and a slave could

incur no degradation by receiving a blow, though

the injury, if slight, might entitle the master to

recover damages for the batter)' (oiKi'a), or, if

IlYDRAULA.
serious, for the loss of his services [Blabks Dike]
in a private lawsuit. (Meier, AU. Proa. p. 326.)
These two last-mentioned actions might also be re-

sorted to by a free citizen when similarly outraged

in his own person, if he w’cre more desirous of ob-
taining compensation for the wrong, than the mere
punishment of the wrongdoer, os the penalty in-

curred by the defendant in the public prosecution

accrued to the state and not to the plaintiff'. A
fine also of a thousand drachmae, forfeited by the

prosecutor upon his relinquishing his suit or failing

to obtain the votes of a fifth of the dicasts, may
have contributed to render causes of this kind less

frequent, and partly account fur the circumstance

that there ore no speeches extant upon this subject.

If, however, the case for the prosecution was both

strong and clear, the redress afforded by the public

action was prompt and efficient Besides the legi-

timate protectors of women and childitm, any
Athenian citizen in the enjoyment of his full fran-

chise might volunteer on accusation : the declar-

ation w:is laid before the thesmothetae, who, ex-

cept it were hindered by extroordiiuuy public busi-

ness, were bound not to defer the trial before the

Heliaea beyond a month. The severity of the

sentence extended to confiscation or death
; and if

the latter w'crc awarded, the criminal was executed
on the same day ; if a fine were imposed upon him
he was allowed but eleven days fur its payment,
and, if the object of his assault were a free person,

he was imprisoned till the claim of the state was
liquidated. (Dem. L c. ;

Aeschin. c. Tiinarch. p.

41.) [J.S. M.J
HYDRA'LETA. [Mola.]
II YDR.auLA (WpauAnO* organist Ac-

cording to an author quoted by Athenaeus (iv. 75 ;

compare Plin. //. N. vii. 33), the first organist

was Ctesibius of Alexandria, who lived about b. c.

200. He evidently took the idea of his organ

from the SvBiNX or Pandean pipes, a musical

instrument of the highest antiquity among the

Greeks. His object being to employ a row of

pipes of great size, and capable of emitting the

most powerful os well as the softest sounds, he con-

trived the means of adapting keys with levers

(iyKuylaKoi), and with perforated sliders (vcipara),

to open and shut the mouths of the pipes (y\uaa6^
Kopa), a supply of wind being obtained, without

intermission, by bellows, in which the pressure of

water performed the same p-art which is fulfilled in

the modeni organ by a weight On this account
the instrument invented by Ctesibius was called

the water-organ (SSpauKis, Athen. 4 c.
;
vSpavM-

Khy opydyoy. Hero, HpiriL; hydraulica machina^

Vitruv. X. 1 3 ; Schneider, ad loc.

;

Driebetg, die

jmeuw, Erfindungen der GriecJien^ pp. 53—61 ;

hi/draulosj Plin.Vf. N. ix. 3 ; Cic. Ttuc. iii. 18).

Its pipes were partly of bronze {x<^ittih ipovpa^

Jill. Imp. in Brunck's Anal. ii. 403 ;
t/njes acna,

Claud, de Mall, Theod. Cons. 316), and partly of

reed. The number of its stops, and consequently of

its rows of pipes, varied from one to eight (Vitruv.

/. c.), so that Tertullian {de Anima, 14) describes

it with reason os an exceedingly complicated in-

strument It continued in use so late os the ninth

century of our era: in the ye.or 826, a water-organ
w.as erected by a V'enetian in the church of Aquit-
granum, the modem Aix-la-Chapello. (Quix,
Miinder-kirchc in Aachen^ p. 14.)

The organ was well adapted to gratify the Ro-
man people in the splendid entertainments provided
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for them by the emperors and other opulent per-

sons. Nero was very curious about organs, both

ill regard to their musical effect and their mecha-
nism. (Sueion. AVr. 41. 54.) A conlorninte coin

of tills emperor, in the British Museum (see wood-

cut), shows on organ with a sprig of laurel on one

sideband a man standing on the other, a ho may
have been victorious in the exhibitions of the cir-

cus or the amphitheatre. It is probable that these

ni(‘da)s were ^ stowed upon such victors, and that

the organ was impressed upon them on account of

its introduction on such occasions. (Havercamp, c/s

A^um. contomiatis ! RoMhe, Lfor. Univ. Jiei \um.
s.r. /7yrfru»/icw»/i»s^riinien/e«».) The general form

of the organ is also clearly exhibited in a poem
by Publilius Porphyrins Optatianus, describing the

instriment, and composed of verses so constnicted

as to show both the lower part which contained

the bellows, the wind-chest which lay upon it, and
over this the row of 26 pipes. These are repre-

sented by 26 lines, whicn increase in length each

by one letter, until the Inst line is twice as long

as tho first. ( Wemidorf, Poctae Lai. Afin. vol. ii.

pp. 394—4 13.) [J. Y.]
HYDRAU'LICA MA'CIIINA. [Ily-

naAi'LA.]
HYDRAULUS [Hvdraula.]
IIY'DIUA (6«pfa). [SlTiri.A.1

I!YDRI.APH0'R1A( v9picupopla) was one of the

services which aliens (/ueroiaoi) residing at Athens

had to perform to the Athenuuis at the Panathenaea,

and by which it was probably only intended to im-

1

press upon them the recollection that they were
mere aliens and not citizens. The hydriaphoria was
performed only by tho wives of aliens (Pollux, iit

55) ; whereas their daughters had on the same oc-

casion to perform the ffKtoAn^opla (the cnrrvHng of

parasols) to the Athenian maidens, and their hus-

bands the aKo^nj^upia (the cany'ing of vessels,

see Aclian, V.H. tl 1, with Perizonius ; Harpo-

cmt. $. r. ijtcup^^opoi). It is clear from the words

of Aelian that these humiliating services were not

demanded of the aliens by the laws of Solon, but

that they were introduced at a later period. (Pe-

titus, 7.4^. AtL p. 95.) The hydriaphoria vras

the carrying of a vessel with water (Wpio, Ari-

•toph. Eerfeu 738), which senicc the married alien

women had to perform to the married part of the

female citizens of Athens, when they walked to the

temple of Athena in the great procession at the

Panathenaea. (Compare Meursius, Panathenaea^

c21.) (US.J
HYDROMELI. [Vinum.]

1 ! V LO R I orH Y LKO 'R I (6A«po/, u arc

said by Ilcsychiiu (s. v.) to have been officers who
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had the sttperintendence of forests (CAijs’ ipvXdaam-t
con»{wire Suidas, s. r.). Aristotle {PolU. vi. 5),
who divides all public officers into three classes

(dpx«l» 7iri/wAT?Ta/, and ^t?p«Tcu), reckons the
vKwpoi among the ^irifteAiTToi, and says that by
some they were called &.ypoy6noi. They seem to

liAvo been a kind of police for the protection of
the forests, similar to the German /orgter. But
the exact nature of their office, or the Greek
states where it existed, are unknown. [L. S.}

H Y PAETII UU.S. [Tkmplum.]
HYPASPISTAE (^cunrnrraf). [ExKRciTfs,

p.4B8, b.]

IIYPE HETES (yin^prnu). This word is de-
rived from ipiaate^ 7pfTT7J,aiid therefore originally

signifies a rower
; but in later times the word was,

w'ith the exception of the soldiers or marines, ap-

plied to the whole body of persona who p«*rfonne<l

any service in a vessel. (Thnryd. vi. 31, with
Cibllcr's note ; Demosth. c. Pvl}tcl. pp. 1214, 1216,
Ac.; Polyb. V. 109.) In a still wider sense tnrrjp-

*Tnjs was applied to any person who acted as the
assistant of another, and performed manual labour

for him, whether in sacred or profane things (Pol-

lux, i. J, 16, viii. 10), whence the word is some-
times used as synonymous with slave. (Clicarchus,

ap. Athen. vi. p. 267 ;
coraporo Pollux, vii. 8. 2 ;

Ileaych. s. r.) Hence also the name oTr^perai was
lomeiimcs given to those men by whom the hopli-

tae were accompanied when they took the field,

and who carried the luggage, the provisions, and
the shield of the hoplitcs. (Xen. TyroT). it l.§31.)
Tho more common name for this servant of the
hoplitcs was OKtvi^opos,

At Athens the name imppiri^s^ or tho abstract

vwTjgctn'o, seems to have been applied to a whole
class of officers. Aristotle {Pt^ii. vi. 5) divides all

public offices into throe classes, or magis-

tracies, 4ir</i7A€mi or administrations, and uwv;g«<r(eu

or services. Now all public officers at Athens, in

ns far as they were the representatives of the
people, or the executors of its w’ill, were appointed
by the people itself or by the senate

;
and with

the exception of some subaltern military officers,

we never find that one public officer was pppolnted

by another. A public officer, therefore, when he
appointed another person to perform the low’er or

more mechanical parts of his office, could not raise

him to the rank of a public officer, but merely
engaged him as a sen'aiU (tnrrip4Tr}s\ and on bis

ow'n responsibility. These ^irT^p^roi, therefore,

were not public officers, properly speaking, but
only in os far os they took a part In the functions

of such officers. The origin^ and characteristic

difference lictwcen them and real public officers

was, that the former received salaries, while the

latter had none. Among the &irrip4r<u were reckoned
the lower classes of scribes [Grammatius], he-

ralds, messengers, the ministers of the Eleven, and
others. This class of persons, as might lie snp-

posed, did not enjoy any high degree of estimation

at Athens (Pollux, vi. 31), and from Aristotle

(PoUt. iv. 12) it is clear that they were not always
Athenian citizens, but sometimes slaves, [L. S.]

HYPEROON (virspyo*-). [DoMfS, p. 426, n.]

HYPOBOLES GUAPHE (^otfoAnv 7po^).
Of this action wc learn from the Lex Rhrt that

it wras one of the many institutions calculated to

preserve tho purity of Attic descent, and prefem'd
against persons suspected of having been snpj>osi-

titious childrcu. If this fact was established at tho
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trial, the pretended citizen was reduced to slavery,

and his property confiscated. [J. S. M.]
IIYPOC.\USTUM. [Balnear, p. 192, b.]

H YPOCOSME'TAEt vwo«o(r^7jTai),frcquently

occur in Athenian inscriptions of the time of the

Roman empire, as assistants of the who
at that period was the chief officer who regulated

the exercises of the Gymnasium. (Krause, Oym-
nusiik und Atjonistik^ vol. i. p. 212, &.c.)

IIYPO'CRITES ({fTOKpi-rfis). [Histrio.]

IIYPODE'MA (inroSii^La). [Calcecs.]
HYPOGE'UM. rFuNt.’s,p. 561,a.]

H YPOO RA.MMATEUS (Onoypofipiartis).

[Grammatkus.]
IIYPO GRAPHIS. [PiCTURA, No. VI.]

IIYPOMErONES ({nrofjitloyts). [IIomobi].

HYPOMO'SIA ((nropuxrla). [Diaktbtab
;

Dike.]
HYPO'NOMUS. [EMISSARUT.M.]

HYPGRCHE'MA (vir6pxiifia\ was a lively

kind of mimic dance which accompanied the songs

used in the worship of Apollo, especially among the

Dorians. It was performed by men and women.
(Athen. xiv. p. 631.) A chorus of singers at the

festiyals of Apollo usually danced around the altar,

while several other persons were appointed to ac-

compiny the action of the with an appropriate

mimic performance (uvopxftffdcu). The hypor-

chema was thus a lyric dance, and often passed

into the playful and comic, whence Athcnacus
(xiv. p. 630, Ac.) compares it with the cordax of

comedy. It had, according to the supposition of

Jtliiller, like all the music and poetry of the Dorians,

originated in Crete, but was at an early period in-

troduced in the island of Delos, where it seems to

have continued to be performed down to the time

of Lucian. ( A then. i. p. 1 5 ;
Lucian, Je Salted.

16 ; compare Muller, X>or. ii. 8. § 14.) A similar

kind of dance was the ylpayos, which Theseus on

his return from Crete was said to have performed

in Delos, and which was customary in tliis island

as late as the time of Plutarch. {Thrs. 21.) The
leader of this dance was called ytpayovKK6s.

(Ilesych. *. r.) It was per'ormed with blows, and
with various turning; and windings (iy {>vBp.^

iffpt(\((tit Kol fxoyrt), and was said to

be an imitation of the windings of the Cretan

labyrinth. When the chorus was at rest, it formed

a semicircle, with leaders at the two wings. (Pol-

lux, iv. lOl.)

The poems or songs which W’cre accompanied by
the hyporchem were likewise called hyporchemata
The first poet to whom such poems are ascribed

was Thaletas ; their character must have been in

accordance with the playfulness of the dance which
l)ore the same name, and by which they were ac-

companied. The fragments of the hyjwrchemata
of Pindar confirm this supposition, for their rhythms
are peculiarly light, and have a very imitative

and graphic character. (Biickh, Afeir. Find.

p. 201, &.C., and p.270.) These characteristics

must have existed in a much higher degree in the

hyjwrchematic songs of Thaletas. (Muller, Hift.

of Greek Lit. L p. 23, &c.
;
compare with p. 160,

Ac.) [L.S.J
HYPOSCE'NIUM. [Theatrum.]
HYPOTIIECA. IPiGNVK.]
IIYPOTHECA'RIA ACTIO. [Pignur.]

I1YP0TR.\CHE'LIUM. [Colu.mna, p.

32:>, a.]

HYSPLENX (CcrxXrn-O. [Stadium.]

JANUA.

I. J.

J-^CULATO'RES. [Exbrcitds, p. 503, a,]

JA'CIJLUM. [Hasta.]
JA'NITOR. [Janua.]
JA'NUA (di'pa), a door. Besides being appli-

cable to the doors of apartments in the interior of

a house, which were properly called ottia (Isid.

Orig. XV. ^ ; Virg. Aen. vi. 43. 81), this term more
especially denoted the first entrance into the house,

t. e. the front or street door, which w'as also called

aniicum (Festus, s. v.), and in Greek <3i/pa o5Xf I'or,

aoAcla, avklos, av\ia {Od. xxiii. 19 ; Pind. Arm.
i. 19 ; Mcnand, p. 87, ed. Mein.

;
Harpocration,

s. V.
;

Theophr. Char. 1 8 ;
Theocrit. xv, 43 ;

Charit. i. 2 ; Hcrodian, ii. 1). The houses of the

Romans commonly had a back-door, called potii-

cum., posttea, or posticula (Festus, s. v.
;
Hor. Epist.

i. 5. 31 ;
Plaut Most. iii. 3. 27 ; Sueton. Claud,

18), and in Greek irapiSvpa dim. irapadvpioy.

Cicero (post. Bed. 6) also calls it pseudothyron^
“ the false door,” in contradistinction to janua, the

front door
;

and, because it often led into the
garden of the house (Plaut. Stick, iil 1. 40—44),
it was called the garden-door (mpraloy Herraip. ap.
Athen, XV. 6).

The door-way, when complete, consisted of four

indispensable {>arts, the threshold, or sill
; the

lintel
; and the two jambs.

The threshold (limen^ olSas) was the ob-

ject of superstitious reverence, and it was thought

unfortunate to tread on it with the left foot On
this account the steps leading into a temple were
of an uneven number, because the worshipper,

after placing his right foot on the bottom step,

would then place the same font on the threshold

also. (Vitniv. iii. 4 ) Of this an example is pre-

sented in the woodcut p. 97.

The lintel (jugvmcntumy C^t de Be Bust. 14 ;

snperciliuin^ Vilruv. iv. 6) was also called limen

(Juv. vi. 227), and more specifically limen supcruin^

to distinguish it from the sill, which was called

limen in/erum. (Plaut Mere. v. 1. 1.) Being de-

signed to support a superincumbent weight it was
generally a single piece, either of wood or stone.

Hence those lintels, which still remain in ancient

buildings, astonish us by their great length. In
large and splendid edifices the jambs or door-posts

( /josfes, crradfioi) were made to converge towards

the top, according to certain rules, which ore given

by V'itruvius (1. c.). In describing the construc-

tion of temples he calls them antejxufmefita, the

propriety of which term may be understood from

the ground-plan of the door at p. 241, where the

hinges are seen to l>c behind the jambs. This

plan may also serve to show what Theocritus

means by the hollow door-posts (trraBpa KoiXa

dvpdwy^ Idyll, xxiv. 15). In the Augustan age

it was fiishionablc to inlay the posts with tortoise-

shell. (Viig. Georg, ii. 463.) Although the jamb
was sometimes nearly twice the length of the

lintel, it was made of n single stone even in the

lai^cst edifices. A very striking effect was |)ro-

duced by the height of these door-ways, ns well os

by their costly decorations, beautiful materials, and
tasteful proportions.

The door in the front of a temple, as it reached

nearly to the ceiling, allowed the worshippers to

view from without the entire statue of the ^vinity.
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and to obsorre tba ritei perforrood befbro it Also

the whole light of the building was commonly ad-

mitted through the same aperture. These circum-

stances are illustrated in the accompanying wood-

cut, showing the front of a small temple of Jupiter,

taken from a bas-relief. {Mo», toL iii. Tah.

39.) Thu term amiepagmentum^ which has been

aln^y explained, and which was applied to the lin-

tel as well os the jambs (antepagiHenttuH $upertH$^

Vitrur. ir. 6. § 1), implies, that the doors opened in-

wards. This is clearly seen in the same womicut,

and is found to be the construction of all ancient

buildings at Pompeii and other places. In some
of these buildings, as for example, in that called
** the house of the tragic poet,** eren the marble

threshold rises about an inch higher than the bot-

tom of thediwr (Ocll*s Pompciami, 2nd Ser. vol. i.

p. 144), so that the dtmr was in every part behind

the door-case. After the time of Hippias the

Btreet-dnori w*ere not permitU*d to open outwardly

at Athens (Decker, CAank/es^ vol. L pp. 189, 200);
and hence frSot/Kat meant to opeh the door on

coming in, and 4‘wunrdtrcuT0at or i^KK^eur$ai to

shut it on going out. In a single instance only

were the doors allowed to open outwardly at Rome

;

an exception was made as a special privilege in

honour ^ M. Valerius Publicola. (Senneider, ia

Vitntv. iv. 6. § 6.)

The lintel of the oblong door-caso was in all

large and splendid buildings, such as the great

t«*mples, surmounted either by an architrave and
cornice, nr by a cornice only. As this is not

shown in the bM-rvlief above introduced, an actual

door-t\*ay, via., that of the temple of Hercules at

Cora, is here added. Above the lintel is an archi-

trave with a Latin inscription upon it, and above

this a projecting comice support^ on each side by
a console, which reaches to a level with the bottom

of the lintel. The top of the cornice {oortma fumma,
Vitruv. iv. 6. § 1) coincided in height with the tops

of the capitals of the columns of the pronoos, so

that the door- wav, with its superstructure, was
exactly equal In lieigbt to the columns and tlie

Antak. This snpcrstniction was the AypertAyrutn

of Vitruvius (/. c.}, and of the Greek archiu*ct«

whom he followed. The next woodcut shows one of

the two consoles which support the comice ofa beau-

tiful Ionic door-way in the temple of Mincrm Polios

at Athens. In the inscription relating to the build-

ing of that temple, w*hich is now in the Kigin col-

lection of the British Museum, the object here

delineatea is called ois vvtpdvp^. Other
Greek ruunes for it, used by Vitruvius (iv. 6. § 4),
are parotii and aacoa, lite^ly a ^side-ear*' and
**an elbow.** The use of consoles, or tnisses, in

this situation was characteristic of the Ionic style

of architecture, being never admitted in the Doric.

It is to be observed that Homer {(Mi. vii. 90),
Hesiod 271), and Herodotus (i. 179), use
the term irw4pBvpoy^ or its diminutive {nrfp$vpioy^

to include the lintel Upon some port of the hyper-

thyntin .there was often an inscription, rcconling

the date and occasion of the erection, os in the

case of the temple of Hercules above repn-senti^d,

or else merely expressing a moral sentiment, like

the celebrated ** Know thyself** upon the temple at

Delphi
The door itself was called /ori* or tWro, mid in

Greek troyls, aAnrfas, or difprrpoy. These w’ords

an* commonly found in the plural because the door-

way of every building of the least importance con-

tained two doors ftdding together, as in all the

instances already referred to. When foris is used
in the singular, we may observe that it denotes ono
of the folding-doors only, as in the phraso /oru
erfpmtt which occurs repeatedly in Plautus, and
describes the creaking of a tingle valve, opened
alone and turning on its pivots. Even the internal

doors of houses were bivalve (GdPs Powpeiana^
2nd Ser. vol I p. 166) ; hence we read of “ the

folding-doors of a bed-chamber** (foret enUcuIi^

Suet Q. Curt v. 6 ;
trayiits ipapvieu^

Horn. (Jd. xxiii. 42 ;
voAoi SivAol Soph. Oed,

7\r. I2GI). But in every case each of the two
valves was wide enough to allow persons to pase

through without opening the other valve ^so,
a a
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Even each valve was Bomotimes doable, so as to

fold like onr window-Bhutter* (dufiiices compiicfi-

bile^quc^ IfiicL Orixf. xv. ?)• The mode of attach-

ing doors to the door-waj is explained under the

article Cardo.
The remaining specimens of ancient doors are

oil of marble or of bronze
;
those made of wood,

w'hicb was by far the most common material, have

poriBhed. The door of a tomb at Pompeii (Mazois,

tie /*ow;>ci, vol. i. pL xix. fig. 4) is made
of a single piece of marble, including the pivots,

which were encased in bronze, and turned in

s<M'kets of the same iiietal. It is 3 feet high, 2 feet

0 inches wide, 4^ inches thick. It is cut in front

to resemble panels;, and thus to approach nearer

to the ap{>eamnce of a common wo^cn door, and
it was fastened by a lock, traces of which remain.

The beautifully wTouglit tombs of Asia Minor
niid other eastern countries have stone doors,

made either to turn on pivots or to slide sideways

in grooves. Doors of bronze are often mentioned

by ancient writers. (Herod. 1 179 ; Plin. H. N.
xxxiv. 7.) The doors of a supposed temple of

Uemu.v still existing at Rome, and now occupied

as a Christian church, are of this material. Mr.
]>imaldson {Collediun of Door tcayt from Ancient

London, 1833, pl.21) has represented

them filling up the lower part of the door-way of

the temple at Cora, as shown in the last woodcut,

which is taken from him. The four panels arc

surrounded by rows of small circles, marking the

spots on which were fixed rosettes or bosses, sinii-

li'irto those which arc described and figured in the

article Bulla, and which served both to strengthen

and to adorn the doors. The leaves of the doors

were sometimes overlaid with gold, which was an

Eastern practice, os we sec from the doors in the

temple ot Solomon at Jerusalem (1 AVii^s, vi. 32—
3.5) ;

at other times they were enriched with the

most exquisite carving. (Ovid. A/e/. viiL 705 ; Virg.

Cfc«ry.iii.26,44ea. vi.20^—33.) Those in the temple

of Minerva, lit Syracuse, are said by Cicero ( Verr.

iv. 50) to have exceeded all others in the curious

and iKHUtiful workmanship executed upon them in

gold and ivorv*. “ It is incredible,” says he, “how
many Greeks liave left writings descriptive of the

clcgunco of these valves.” One of the ornaments

WAS “a most beautiful Gorgon's head with tresses

of snakes,” prol>nbly occupying the centre of a

paiK'l. In addition to tho sculptures upon the

valves theinseUTS, tho finest statues were some-

times placed beside them, probably at the l>asc of

the aiiu-pagmenta, as iii the mAgnificent temple of

Juno in SamoB. (Cic. Verr, i. 23.) In the

fancied palace of Alcinous (Od. vii. 83— 94) the

door-case, wliich was of silver with a threshold of

bronze, included folding doors of gold ; whilst dogs,

wrought in gold and silver, gmirded the approach,

probably disprwd like the avenue of sphinxes be-

fore an Egjptian temple. As luxurj' advanced
among the Romans metal took the place of wood,

even in the diors of the interior of a house. Hence
the Quaestor Sp. Carv'ilius reproved Camlllus for

having his chamber dcKirs covered with bronze

(oerd/fj o#/Vo, Pliii. 1. c.).

A lattice-work is to 1)C observed above the

bronze doors in the last woodcut, Mr. Donaldson i

having introduced it on the authority more espe-

cially of the Pantheon at Rome, where the upper
part of the door-way is filled with a window such

as that here represented. Vitruvius (iv. fi. § 1 ) calls
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it tho itfpaetrH7Hy and his language implies that it

was commonly used in temples.

The folding-doors exhibitc'd iu the last woodcut,

instead of a rebate such as we employ, hare an up-

right bronze pilaster standing in the middle of the

door-way, so as to cover the joining of the valves.

The frstenings of the door (c/uus/m, Ovid. Amor.
i. 6. 17 ;

obiciet) commonly consisted in a bolt

{pejfsulus
;

/idrSoAos, KaToxff'U (tA«(0po>', Att.

KAfjOpoy^ Soph. Oed. 7yr. 1262, 1287, 1294)
placed at the base of each fort's, so as to admit of

being pushed into a socket made in the sill to re-

ceive it Soph. Oed. Tyr. 1261). Tho
Pompeian door-ways show two holes com*spond-

ing to the bolts of the two fores (Gell, Pamj^eiana,

2nd Scr. vol. i. p. 167) ; and they agree with

numerous passages which mention in the plural

number “ the bolts,” or, ** lx>th the bolls ” of a door.

(Plaut. Aulul. i. 2. 26, Cure. i. 2, 60—70 ;
Soph.

ILcc. ; Callim. in ApoU. 6.)

The annexed woodcut shows an ancient bolt

preserved in the Museum at Naples. (Mozois,

Huines de Pornpit, vol. i. part. 2. pi. vti.)

By night, iho front-door of the house w'as further

secured by means of a W'oodcn and sometimes an
iron bar {sera, rc/Ku/uIa, fu>xAhs) placed across it,

and inserted into sockets, on each side of the door-

way. (Fcslus, s. r. Adserere

;

Ovid. Amor, i 6.

24— 56.) Hence it was necessarv' to remove the

bar(T^»' poxAhr vapdtptpttv, dra/xoxAtvttv, Eurip.

J\/ed, 1 309) in order to open the door (rcj*erarc).

(Theophrast. CAar. 18; Plutarch, p. 517,
Sleph.

;
Plant. Cist. ill. 18 ;

Ovid. Met. v. 120.)

Even chamber-doors w'ere secured in the same
manner (Heliodor. vi. p, 281, ed. Comm. ;

ntbiculi

olscratis forilus, ApuL Met. ix.) ; and here also,

in case of need, the bar was cmphiyed as a further

security in addition to the two liolts {K\ij$pa trvp-

iTfpaivovrss pdxAon, Eurip. Orest. 1546, 1566,

fjdt. Aul. 345, Andrum. 952). To fasten the

door with the bolt wasJanuae ftcssidum oWerr, with

tho \mt Junttam olaerare (Ter. Pun. Hi. 5. 5.5, iv,

6. 26, Ifeaui. ii. 3. 37), At Athens a jealous

husband sometimes even proceeded to seal the door

of the women's apartment. (Aristoph. I'insnu

Digitizea by vjuu^Ic
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422 ;
Menand. p. 185, ed. Mein.) The door of a

bed-chamber «*aj •ometimee covered with a curtain

[Vstim].
In the Odywey (L 442, ir. 802, xxi. 6, 46

—

60) we find mention of a contrivance for bolting or

unbolting a door from the oataide, which conaicted

in a leathern thong inaerted through a hole

in the door, and by means of a loop, ring, or book

(irAflr, KXntf), which was the origin of keys, capa-

ble of laying hold of the bolt so as to move it in

the manner required. The bolt by the progress of

improvement was transformed into a lock, and the

keys found at Herculaneum and Pompeii and

those attached to rings (Gorlaei, 42,

206—209) prove, that among the polished Greeks

and Romans, the art of the locksmith {KAtiiowoths)

approach!^ very nearly to its present state. (Achill.

TaLiLlO.)
The door represented m the first woodcut to this

article has a ring upon each valve, which was used

to shut the door, and therefore called the ixieva-

CTTjp. Herodotus (vi. 91) tells a story of a captive

who having escaped to a temple of Ceres, clung to

the riagi on the doors with b^th his handa This

appendage to the door, which was sometimes gilt

and very' handsome, was also colled, on account of

its form, KpiKos and Kopwyyi^ i. c. a ** circle " or
** crown ” (Horn. (M. i. 441, vii. 90) ; and, be-

cause it was used sometimes as a knocker, it was

called ^6irrpo» (Harpocmt, s. r. ; Xcn. llrtlem, vi.

4. g ‘66), The term Kdpo(, “ a crow** (Rrunck,

JhoI. iil 168), probably denoted n knocker more

nearly approaching the form of that bird, or per-

haps of its neck and head. The lowest 6gure in

the hut woodcut shows a richly ornamented epr-

spastcr, from the collection at Naples. That with

a lion's head is taken from a bas-relief, represent-

ing the dcM>rs of a temple, in the collection at Inco-

Blundcll, near Liverpool. The third figure is from

the Neapolitan Museum.
Before the door of a palace, or ofany private house

of a 8U]H‘rior description, there w as a passage lead-

ing to the door from the public rood, which w'os

called tt4tii6tUum (Isid. Oru/. xv, 7 ; Blaut. Mo*t.

iiL 2. 132 ; Cell. xvi. 5) and irp6$vpoy (Vitruv.

vl 7. 5 ;
Horn. Od. xviii. 10—100 ;

ilcrod. iii. 35,

140). It was provided with scats (Herod, vl 35).

It was sometimes covered by an arch [Camxra],
which was supported by two pillars (Serv. ad
Viry. Afn. ii. 469) ; and sometimes adorned with

sculptures (Virg. Aea. vii. 181 ; Juv. vii 126;.

Here persons waited, who came in the rooming to

pay their respects to the occupier of the house.

(GelL iv, 1.) In the vestibule was placed the

domestic altar [Aka]. The Athenians also

planted a laurel in the same situation, beside a
figure designed to represent Apollo (Aristoph.

Thfsm, 496 ; Plant. ^lerc. iv. 1. 11, 12) ; and
statues of Mercury wore still more fmqucnt (Thu-
cyd. vi 27), being erected there on the principle

of setting a thief to catch a thief, (SchoL ad Aris-

U>j>h, lUut. 1155.)

The Du.varia offered to the gods were suspended
not only from the Antak, but likewise from the

door-posts and lintels of their temples (Virg.

Aen. iii 287, v. 360 ; Ovid. 7Vu^. iii 1. 34 ;
Hor.

Oirm. iv. 15. 8, Efdst. i 1. 5, i 18, 56 ; Pers.

Sat. vi 45 : Plin. //. A*, xxxv. 4X well os of

paioces, which in ancient times partook of the

sanctity of temples. (V'irg. Aen. ii. 50.% vii. 183.)

Victors ic the games suspended their crowns at
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the door of a temple. (Pind. Nem. v. 5.3.) In
like manner persons hxed to the jambs and lintels

of their own doors the spoils which they hiid taken

in battle. (Festus, s. v. RetiyiHtire ; Plin. //. A^.

xxxv. 2.) Stag's horns and boor's tusks were on

the same principle used to decorate the doors of

the temples of Diana, and of the private indivi-

duals who had taken these, animals in Urn chace.

Owls and other nocturnal birds were nailed upon
the doors as in modem times. (Pallad. (U Re Hud.
i. 35.) Also garlands and wreaths of dowers were
Bitspcnded over the doors of templet in connection

with the performance of religious rites, or the ex-

pression of public thanksgiving, being cran^iosed in

each case of productions suited to the particular

divinity whom they were intended to bunour. In
tliis maimer the corona tpicea was suspended in

honour of Ceres (Tib. i. 1. 21 ;
tee also V'irg.

eVns, 95—9H). Laurel w*as so used in token of

victory, especially at Home (Ovid. MH. i. 562),
where it sometimes overshadowed the Corona
CivicA on the doors of the imperial palace. (Ovid.

Triai. iii. I, 35—49 ;
Plin. II. A', xv. 39 ;

faureati$

\/orif>u*y Son. (<mso/. ad l*olyb. 35 ; VaL Mux. ii.

j

8. § 7.) The doors of private houses were onia-

I

nieiited in a similar way, and with different plants

I

according to the occasion. More especially, in cetc-

^ bration of a marriage either laurel or myrtle was
placed about the door of the bridegroom. (Juv. vi,

I 79, 228 ;
Claud. He A'»/V. lion, et Mur. 208.)

Catullns, in describing an imaginary marriage, sup-

poses the whole vestibulum to have been tastefully

overarched with the branches of trees, {h'pii/iat

Pel. et Thet. 278—293.) The birth of a child

«'as also announced by a cluiplet upon the door

(Juv. ix. 84), and a death was indicntetl by cy-

presses, probably in pots, placed in the vestibulum.

(Plin. //. iV. xvi. 60 ; Serv. in Viry. Aen. iii. 64.)

In addition to trees, branches, garlands, and
wreaths of flowers, the Homans suuietimes dis-

played lamps and torches before the (fours of their

houses for the purpose of expressing gratitude and
joy. (Juv. xii. 92.) Music, both voc^ and instni-

nicntal, vsns sometimes performed in the vestibulum,

especially ou occasions when it was intended to do

honour to the master of the bouse, or to one of bis

frunily. (Pind. AVm. I 1.9, 20, leth. vii. 3.)

It was considered improper to enter a house

without giWng notice to its inmates. This notire

the Spartans gave by shouting ; tlic Allieniuiis and
all other nations by using the knocker already de-

scribed, but more commonly by rapping with the

knuckles or with a stick (xpoi/etr, Kdirriiy, Becker,

Charik. vol. i. pp. 230—234; PlaL Protay. pp. 151,

159, cd. Bekkcr.) In the bouses of the rich a

porter (Janitor^ custos, ^vptepis) was ala’nys in at-

tendance to open the door. (Tibull. t, 1. 56.) Ho
was commonly a eunuch or a slave (Plat. 1. c.),

and was chained to hU post (Ovid. Amor. i. 6 ;

Suetou. de Ctar. RAei. 3.) 'fo asbist him in guard-

ing the entrance, a dog was universally kept near

it, being also attached by a chain to the wall (Theo-

crit, xv. 43 ;
Apollodor. ap. Athen. L 4 ; Ari'loph.

Thetm. 423, Lytid. 1217 ; Tibull. ii. 4. 32—36) ;

and in n'fercnce to this practice, the wzuTiing Cave
Cunc/71 ,

tv\a€ov rijv nvyoy was sometimes written

near the door. Of this a remarkable example oc-

curs ill
** the bouse of the tragic poet " at PompK'ii,

where it is accompanied by the flgnre of a fierce

dng, wrought in mosaic on the pavement. (Cell's

Pump. 2nd Ser. vol. i. pp. 142, 145.) Instead

0 « 2
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of tin* harsh a<lraonition, some walls or pavements

exhibited the more gracious SALVE or XAIPE.
(Pint Charm, p. 94, ed. Heindorf.) The appro-

priate names for the portion of the house immedi-

ately behind the door Soph. OM. Tyr.

1242, AVect 328), denote that it was a kind of

apartment
;

it corresponded to the hall or lobby of

our houses. Immedintely adjoining it, and dote
to the front door, there was in many houses a

small room for the porter (oe/fa, or ceJiiJaJomVorts,

Sueton. yUril. 16 ;
Varro, de Re Rust. i. 13 ;

dvpapfToy^ Pollux, L 77)* [J. Y.]
lATUALIPTA, lATRALIPTES, or lA-

TUOALIPTES (/aTpoAejTT^jy), the fjame given

by the ancients to a physician who paid particular

attention to that part of medical science called

Jafrttitft/icr. The name is compounded of iarpi,s

and tfiAdpci}, and slgnihos litemlly a ;:>^yin‘cian that

cwrrs Ay anoiniiny. According to Pliny (//. N.
xxix. 2), they were at first only the slaves of phy-
sicians, but afterwards rose to the rank of physicians

themselves, and were therefore su{>erior to the

aliptae. [Aliptak.] The word occurs in Paulus

Aegineta (De Re Aled. iii. 47), Celsu* (De \fedic.

1. 1) and other medical writers. [W. A. G.]

lATKUb (i’aTpdr). IMBDicrs]
1.\TH0S0PH1STA (’iaTpotropttrr^t), an an-

cient medical title, signifying apparently (according

to Du Cange, (*lo$sar. Sted. ei. Inf, tirarcU.) one

who both taught medicine and also practised it

himself ; as the ancients made a distinction be-

tween ZiSa/TKoXiiefi and ^gyarir, the art and the

science of medicine, the theory and the practice.

(Damascius m rifa hidori.) Eunapius Sardianus

( I>e Vit. Philomjih. et Sojthi^, p J 68, ed. Antw'crp.

1568) calls them 4^y\tfKi\p.4vovi Xiytiy re ical

iroiety letTptidfy. The word is somewhat varied in

different authors. Socrates (IU$t. Ecdet. vii. 13)

calls Adamantius larpiKtiv X^ywy Stc-

nhanus Ryiantinus ($. v. Tea) mentions rtyy

larp^y (ropterr^s ; Callisthenes (quoted in Dti

Cange), iarphs o’o^ttrriis : and Thcophanes (i6irf.)

ffop«irr^f iarpiK^s ^irnrr^>irjy. Several ancient

physicians are called by this title, e. g. Magnes
(Theoph. Prototpath. De Urini$\ Cassius, the

author of “ Quaestioncs Mcdicae et Natumles,*’

and others. [W.A4O.]
IDUS. [CAI.KNDAR1UM, UoMAN.}
JENTA'CULUM. [Coksa, p 306, a.]

IGXO'RU.KS. [Nobilkh,]
lONOMPKIA. [iNFAMIA.l
ILE (fAij), fExKRriTL'S, p 488, b.]

ILLUSTRES. When Constantine the Great
re-organized the Homan administration, he divided

the princi])al magistrates and officials into three

classes :— 1. The ///«sArc», who held the first rank

;

2. The Spe/iiihi(e$
;
and 3. The dariesimi. The

title of UluMres belongwl only to the Consulesi, the

Patricii, the Praefectus pmotorio, the Pmefcctus

urbi, the Prarpositus sneri eubicuU, the Miigistri

mnitum, the Mogistcr officiorum, the Quaestor sacri

palntii, the Comes sacranim Inrgitionum, and the

Comes rerum privatarura. Even among the Illustres

there was a gradation of rank, the Consuls and
Patricii being regarded ns higher in dignity than the

others. The titles SuiAindstimi^ RreeVeniisfimi, and
Mugnijici arc used as synonymous w'ith Illustres.

Among the privileges of the Illustres we read that

in criminal case* they could only be tried by the

empTor himself or by an imperial commission,

and that they could appear before the courts by

IMPERHTM.

means of procurators. (Cod. Theod. C. tit. 6, &e.,

with the commentary of Oothofred
;
Walter, OscA-

ichie des RthniicheH Rechts^ § 380, 2nd cd. ;
Gibbon,

Dedine and Au//, c. 1 7. vol. iii. p. 34, London,

17.97.)

IMA'GINUM JUS. [Nobiles.]
IMA'GO, the representation or likeness of any

object, is derived from the root »m or «m, which
appears in im-tVar> and nm-t/is, and likewise in

the Greek (“ Jmttgo ab imitatione dicta,**

Festus, i. V. ;
** Imago dicitur quasi imitagof* Por-

phyr. ad Ilor. Cami. i. 12. 4.) It was especially

applied among the Romans to indicate the waxen
busts of deceased ancestors, w'bich distinguished

Romans kept in the atria of their houses, and of

which an account is given in the article Nobiles.
The word is also used in general to signify a por-

trait or statue of a persfm
; on both of which

some remarks arc made under Pictura, No, XVL
and Statuaria, No. II.

rMRHICES. [TsoifLA.]

IMMUNI TAS (from i« and wuwMi), signifies,

1 . A freedom from taxes. 2. A freedom from ser-

vices which other citizens had to discharge. V With
respect to the first kind of immunitns we find that

the emperors frequently granted it to separate

persons (SucL Aug. 40), or to certain classes of

persons, or to whole states. When granted to

individuals the immunitas ceased with their

death, but in the case of states the privilege con-

tinued to subsequent generations. (Dig. 50. tit.

15. 8. 4. § 3.) Thus we find that certain people

in Illyria had immunitas from taxes (Lir. xlv.

26), and that the emperor Claudius granted freedom

fr>im taxation in perprfuum to the inhabitants of

Ilium. (Suet Chud. 25.) The Roman soldiers

from the time of Nero were exempt from all duties

on goods which they might carry into the pro-

vinces for their own use or might purchase in any
place. (Toe. w4nn. xiii. 51 ;

Cod. 4. tit 61. s. 3.)

The second kind of immunitas w*as granted to all

persons w’ho had a valid excuse (ejTusutio) to be
released from such scrv'ices, and also to other ]»er-

sons as a special favour. Under the republic, public

offices were objects of ambition, and consequently

there w'ns no difficulty in obtaining persons to dis-

charge them even when they were attended with
expense to the individual who held them. Hut
under the empire the case became different Many
offices w'hich entailed expenses, such, fi»r instance,

as that of the decurionw in the municipia, were
avoided rather than sought after ; and hence various

regulations wore made at different times to define

the cLasses of persons who were entitled to ex-

emption. (Comp. Dig. 50. tit 6 ;
Cod. 10. tit 47

and 48.) The definition of immunitas in this sense

is given by Paulus (Dig. 50. tit 16. s. 18): —
“ Munus— onus, quod cum rcmittalur, vacationem

militi.ae rounerisque pracstat indc immunitatem ap-

pellari.” The immunitas might be cither general,

from all seniecs w’hich a citizen owed to the state,

orspecial, suchasfrom militaiy service [Exerciti's,

p. 499], from taking the office of tutor or guardian

[Tutor!, and the like.

IMPK NDIUM. [Fenur, p. 526, b.]

IMPERATTVAE FKRIAE. [Feriae.]
IMPERATOR. [Impkrium.]
IMPE'HIUM. Gains (ir. 103), when making

a division of jtidicia into those Quae l^gitimn
jure consistunt nnd those Qime Iinpcrio ctmii-

I Dcntur, observes tliat the latter ore so called
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bccauK they continue in force during the Irnpe*

rium of him who hft« granted them. Legttimn

judicia wcri' those which were prosecuted in Home
or within the first iniliarium, between Ronuu)

citixens, and before a single judex. By a Lex
Julia Judiciarin, such judicia expired, unless they

were concluded within a year and six months.

All other judicia were said Imperio contincri,

whether conducted within the aborc limits before

rt'cu{>cnitores, or before a single judex, when i

either the judex or one of the litigant f>artios n*as

a p> regrinus, or when conducted beyond the first

miliorium either between Roman citixens or pere-

grini. From this passage it follows that there

were judicia quae Imperio continebantur, which
wt‘n‘ granted in Rome ; which is made clearer by

what follows. There was a distinction between a

judicium ex lege, that is, a judicium founded on a

particular lex, and a judicium legiliinum
;

for
|

instance, if a man sued in the provinces under a
j

lex, the Aquilia for example, the judicium was not

legiliinum, but was said Inipeho conlineri, that is,

the Imperium of the proeses or proconsul, who
gave the judicium. The same was the case if n

man sued at Rome ex lege, and the judicium was

before recuperatorcs, or there was a peregrinus

cimccroed. If a nuin sued under the pmetor's

edict, and consequently not ex lege, and a judi-

cium was granted in Rome and the same was be-

fore one judex and no foreigner w'os concerned, it

was legitimum. The judicia Icgitima ore men*

tinned by Cicero (/'ro Ho*c. Com, 5 ;
Or.

l‘J) ; but it may perhaps be doubted if ho uses

the term in the sense in which Gaius docs.

It appears then, that in the time of Qaius, so long

as a man hud jurisdictio, so long was he said to

have Imperium. Inqtcrium is defined by Uipian

(Dig. ‘2. tit. 1. s. 3) to be either merum or

mixtum. To have the menim Imperium is to

have ^ gindii potestatem ad aniroadvertendum in

fiidnnrosos homines,*’, a power that had no con-

nection with jurisdictio: the mixtum Imperium is

defined by him ns that “ aii etiam jurisdictio incst,”

or the pow'er which a magistrate bad for the pur-

poses of ad.ninistcring the civil (not criminal) |iart

of the law. It appears then that there was an

Imperium which was incident to jurisdictio ; but

the merum or pure Imperium was conferred by a

lex (Dig. 1. lit. 21. s. 1). The mixtum Imperium
was nothing more than the power necessary for

giving effect to the Jurisdictio. There might

therefore be Imperium without Jurisdictio, but

there could be no Jurisdictio without Imperium.

Accordingly, Imperium is sometimes nsed to express

the authority of a mogistratus, of which his Juris-

diclio is a pvt. (Puchta, X<sits*Ari/i j'ur Gcsch.

Jifchtsxeisamiuieha/i^ voL X. p. 201.)

Imperium is defined by Cicero {Phil. v. 16) to

be that ** line quo res miiitoris odministrari,

tencri exercitus, bellum gcri non potest" As op-

pmed to Poteslas, it is the power which was con-

ferred by the slate upon an individual who was

appointed to command on army. The phrases

Consularis Potestos and Consulure Imperium might

both be properly used
;

but the expression Tri-

bunitia Potestaa only could be used, as the Tribuni

nevcrrcccived the Imperium. (Liv. ri. 37 ; in V’cll.

Paterc. il 2, Imperium is improfK>rly used.) A con-

sul could not act as commander of on apmy (attin’

yrrt rt.m militarrm) unless he were empowered by a

Lex Curiata, which is cxpivsied by Livy (v. 52)

IMPERIUM. C2»

thus:—“Comitia Curiala rem militarem continent"
Though consuU were elected at the Comitia Cen-
turiata, the Comitia Curiata only could give them
Impc'rium. (Liv. r. 52.) This was in conformitv

with the ancient constitution, according to whicli

the Imperium was conferred on the kings afu*r

they had l>cen elected: “On the death of King
Pompilius, the populus in the Comitia CuriaUi

elected Tullua Hostilius king, upon the rogation

of an iiiterrcx
; and the king, following the ex-

ample of Pompilius, took the votes of the populus

according to their curiae on the question of his

Imperium." (Cic. /fe/j. il 17.) Both Nunia (ii.

13), and Ancus Marcius (ii. 13), the successor of

Tullus, after their appointment as Reges, are
severally said " De Imperio tuo legem curiatam
lulisse.” It appears then that, from the kingly
period to the lime of Cicero, the Imperium, ns

such, was conferred by a Lex Chiriaia, On the

kingly Imperium sec Ileckcr, llumUjttck dcr HWm,
Af/rr/Attwer, vol. L part ii, p. 314, Ac.

The Imperium of the kings is not defined by
Cicero. It is declared by sonte modem writers to

have been the miUury and the judicia] power
;

and it is said that the consuls also received the

Imperium in the same sense
;
and the reason why

the Lex Curiata it specially said to confer the

Imperium Milimre, is that it Sficcially referred to

the consuls, and by the establishment of the pra«‘-

torship the jurisdictio was separatt'd from the con-

sulship. It may be conjectured that the division

of Imperium, made by the jurists, was in. accord-

ance with the practice of the republican period : there

was during the republican pc'riod an Imperium
within the walls which was incident to jurisdictio,

and an Imperium without the walls which was
conferred by a lex curiata. There are no traces of

this separation in the kingly period, and it is pm-

,

bable that the king received the Imperium in its

;

full import, and that its separation into two parts

I

belongs to the republican period. The Iinp<Tium,

!

which was conferred by a lex under the republic,

was lunited, if not by the Urms in which it was
confern^d, at least by usage : it could not be held
or exercised within the city. It vm sometiim's

specially conferred on an individual for the day of

his triumph within the city
;
and, at least in s<>me

cases, by a {debiscitum. (Liv. xxvi. 21, xlv,

35.)

I

The Imperium was ns necessars' fur the go-

vernor of a province, os for a geneml who mcn ly

commanded the armies of the republic, ns he could

uot without it exercise niilibiry authority (rem
militarem aitinffere). (See Cues. /?. C. i. 6.) So far

as we can trace the strict practice of the Homan
con.stitulion, military command was given by a
special lex, and was not incident to any office, and
might be held without any other office than that of

impemtor. It appears that in the time of Cict'ru

there were doubts as to the necessity of the lex in

some cases, which may have graduiilly arisen from
the irregular practices of the civil wars, and from
the gradual decay of the old institutions.

. Cicero,

in a passage which is not verv' clear (Ad Pam. I 9),
refers to a Cornelia Lt?x according to which an in-

dividual who had received a Pmvlnce ex Sonatiis-

consulU) thereby acquired the Imperium, without
the formality of a Lex Curiata.

The Imperium (merum) of the republic appears
to have l>ocn (1), a power which was only exer-

cised out of the city
; (2) a power which naa
A 8 3
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specially conferred by a Lex Curiata, and iras not

incident to any office
; (3) a power without w'hich

no military operation could he considered as done

in the name and on the behalf of the state. Of this

8 notable example is recorded in Liry (xxvl 2),

where the senate refused to recognise a Roman as

a commander because he had not rcccired the

Impcrium in due form.

In respect of bis Imperium, he who received it

was styled imperator {avroKpdrwp)

:

he might be a

consul or n proconsul. It wm an ancient practice,

observes Tacitus (i^na. iiL 74), for the soldiers of

a victorious general to salute him by the title of

impemtor ;
hut in the instance referred to by

Tacitus, the Emperor Tiberius allowed the soldiers

to confer the title on an individual who had it not

aln<ndy, while under the republic the title as a
matter of course was given with the Imperium

;

and every general who received the Imperium was
entitled to the name of imperator. After a victory

it wiu usual for the soldiers to salute their com-

mander os imperator, but this salutation neither

gave nor confirmed tho title. Under the republic,

ohserves Tacitus, there were s<>veral imperatores

at a time: Augustus granted the title to some;
but th>* last instance, he adds, of the title being

conferred ^s’os in the cose of Rlocsus, under
Tiberius. There were, however, later instances.

The assumption of the pmenomcn of imperator by
Julius Caesar (Suet Cues. c. 76) was a usurpation;

or it may have been conferred by the senate (Dion

Cassius, xliii. 44). Under the republic the title

came properly after the name
;
thus Cioerh, when

he was proconsul in Cilicia, could properly style

himself M. Tullius Cicero Imperator, for the term

merely expressed that he had the Imperium. Ti-

berius and Claudius refused to ossiunc the prac-

nomen of Imperator, but the use of it ns a prec-

nomeii became established among their successors,

as wc see from the imperial coins. The title Im-
pi'mtor sometimes appears on the imperial medals,

fcdlowed by a numeral (VI. for instance), which

indicates that it aos specially assumed by them on

the occasion of some great victory
;

for though the

victory might be gained by their generals, it was
considered to be gained under the auspices of the

Imperator.

The term Imperium was applied in the republi-

can period to express the sovereignty of the Ro-
man state. Thus Oniil is said by Cicero (Pro
Pont. 1) to have come under the Imperium and
Ditio of the Populus Romanus

;
and the notion of

the Majestas Populi Romani is said to be ^ in

Imperii atque in nominis populi Romani dignitate.**

(Cic. Or. Part. 30.) Compare the use of Impe-

ritim in Hontoe, Od. i. 37, iii. 5. [G. L.J

IMPLU'VIUM. [Domus, p. 427,b.]

IMPU^BES. An infans [Infans] was in-

capable of doing any legal act. An impubes, who
had passed the limits of infantia, could do any
legal act with the auctoritas of his tutor

;
without

such auctoritas he could only do those acts which

were for his benefit. Accordingly such an im-

pubes could stipulate (rt{pniari\ but not promise

(promitiere)
; in other words, as Oaius (iii. 107)

expresses it, a pupillus could only be bound by the

auctoritas of his tutor, but he could bind another

without such auctoritas. [Infans]
But this remark as to pupilli only applies to

those who had understanding enough to know what
they were doing (91U jam aliquem inUUrctum ha-

IMPUBES.
those who were infantes or Infant!

proximi, though U) the cncc of the infant! proximi

a liberal interpretation was given to the rule of law
(benifrnior jurii inlerjtfrlatio\ by virtue of which a

pupillus, who was infant! proximus, was placed

on the same footing as one who was pubertati

proximus, but this was done for their benefit only

{jmjjtter uiiliUiUm eoram), and therefore could not

apply to a case w’herc the pupillus might be a loser

(Compare Inst iii. tit 19.s. lU with Guius, iiL 103.)

An impubes who was in the power of bis father,

could not bind himself even with the auctoritas of

his father
;

for in the case of a pupillus, the auc-

toritas of the tutor w'as only allowed in restiect of

the pupillus having property of his own, which a
son in the power of his father could not have.

In the case of obligntiones ex delicto, the notion

of the auctoritas of a tutor was of course excluded,

as such auctoritas was only requisite for the pur-

pose of giving effect to rightful acts. If the im-

pubes was of sufficient capacity to understand tho

nature of his delict, he v,na bound by it ; other-

wise, he w*as not. In the case of a person who
was Pubertati proxynus, there was a legal pre-

sumption of such capacity ; but still this presump-

tion did not exclude a considcrotiem of the degree

of understanding of the impubes and tho nature of

the act, for the act might be such as either to be

perfectly intelligible, as thefl, or it might be an

act which an impubes imperfectly understood, as

when he vt’M made the instrument of fraud. These

principles were applicable to cases of fnrtura, dam-
num injuria datum, injuria, and others

;
and also

to crimes, in which tho nature of the act mainly

determined whether or not g^lt should be im-

puted.

An impubes could enter into a contract by which

be was released from a debt, but he could not re-

lease a debt without tho auctoritas of his tutor.

He could not pay money without his tutor
;
nor

could he receive money witliout his tutor, at least

it was not a>*alid payment, because such payment
was, as a consequence, followed by a release to the

debtor. But since the rule as to the incapacity of

an impubes was made only to save him from loss,

he could not retain both the money and the claim.

An impubes could not be a plaintiff or a defend-

ant in a suit without his tutor. He could acquire

the ownership of properly alone, but ho could not

alienate it without the consent of his tutor, nor

could he manumit a slave wnthout such consent

He could contract sponsalia alone, because the

auctoritas of the tutor has reference only to pro-

perty : if he sras in his father's power, he was of

course entirely under hit father's control.

An impub^ could acquire an hcreditos with the

consent of bis tutor, which consent was necessarii*,

because an hereditas was accompanied w'ith oblign-

tions. But as the act of cretion was an act that must
be done by the hcres himself, neither his tutor nor

a slave could take the hereditas for a pupillus, and
be W'os in consequence of his ago incapable of taking

it himselfi This difficulty was got over by tho

doctrine of pro hcredo gestio : the tutor might pi'r-

mit the pupillus to act os heres, which hod the

effect of cretion : and this doctrine would apply

even in the case of infantes, for no expression of

words was necessary in order to the pro heredo

gestio. In the case of the bonoruin possessio, the

father could apply for it on behalf of his child, and
the tutor on bclidf of bis pupillus, without any act
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bt'in^ done bj the impubei. By the ini{>eruil K'fris-

lation, a tutor was allowed to acquire the hi-rcdilos

for his pupiilus, and a father for his son, who was
in his power ; and thus the doctrine of tlic pro

berede gestio wtw renderi’d unnecessary.

A pupillus could not port with a possession

without the auctoritas of a tutor, for though f>os*

si'Mion of itself was no legal right, legal advantages

were attached to it. As to the acquisition of pos-

seuion, possession in itself being a bore fact, and

the fundamental condition of it Wing the animus

poBsidendi, consequently the pupillus cmild only

acquire possession by himself, and when he had

capacity to understand the itature of the act. But
with Uie auctontas of his tutor he could acc|uire

poss4'ssion even when he was an infans, and thus

the acquisition of possession by a pupillus was faci*

litated, utUitatis cuuta. There was no formal didi

cully in such possession any more than in the case

of pro hcredc gestio, for in neither instance wh» it

necessary for words to be used. Subsequently the

legal doctrine was established that a tutor could

oc<|uirc posscuion for bis pupillus. (Dig. 4!. tit 2.

s.l.§20.)
With the attainment of pnbertas, a person ob-

tained the full power of his propertv, otid the

tuu4a ceased : he could also dispose of liis property

by will
;
and he could contract marriage. Accord-

ing to the legislation of Justinian (Inst i. tit 22),

puWiias, in the case of a male, was attained with

the completion of the fourteenth, and, in a female,

with the completion of the twelfth year. In the

case of a f male, it seems that there never bad

been any doubt as to the period of the twelve

years, but a dispute arose among the jurists as to

the period of fourteen years. The Sabiniani main-

tained that the age of pubertas w'as to be deter-

mined by physical capacity {iaf.ifu corpon$\ to

ascertain which a personal examination might be

necessary ; the Proculinni fixed the age of fourteen

complete, os that which absolutely dctcrmiiu’d the

attainment of puberty. (Gaius, i. 196 ; UIp. Froff,

xi. 2H.) It appears, therefore, that under the

earlier emperors there was some doubt as to the

time when pubertas was attained, though there

was no doubt that with the attainment of pul)crty,

whatever that time might be, full legal capacity

w as acquired.

Until a Roman youth assumed the toga virilis,

he wore the prnrtexta, the broad purple hem
of which (pra^iejia) at once distinguished him
from other persons. The toga virilis was assumed
at the Liberalia in the month of March, and though
no age appears to have been positively fixed for

the ceremony, it prolmbly took place as a general

rule on the feast which next followed the comple-
tion of the fourteenth year

;
though it is certain

that the completion of the fourteenth year was not

always the time observed. Still, so long as a male
wore the praetexta, he was Impubca, and when he

assumed the toga virilis, he w'as Pnbe-s. Accord-

ingly, Vesticeps (Festus, t.v.) was the same as

Pul>es, and Investii or practextatus the some ns

ImpuWs. (Oell. V. 19. Vetiu^pM.) After the assump-
tion of the toga virilis, the son who was in the

pow er of his father hod a capacity to contract debts

;

.niid a pupillus was released from the tutelo. But
if neither the pupillus wished to got rid of his tutor,

nor the tutor to be released from the responsibility

of his office (for which he received no emolument),
the period of assuming the toga virilis might be
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deferred. If the pupillus and the tutor could not

agree, it might be necessary that there should be a
judicml decision. In such case the Proculiaui

maintained as a theoretical question, that the ngc
of fourteen shunld be taken as absuhiti-ly deter-

mining the question, fourteen being the age ufu>r

the attainment of which the pmciexta had l>ren

generally laid aside. The Sahinioiii nuiintained

that as the time of pultcrty bad never been abso-

lutely fixed, but had depended on free choice, sonic

other inode of deciding the question mu;«l be

adopted, where free choice was out of the question,

and therefore they adopted that of the physical de-

velopment (Juiiitu* corjiori$\ But though there

arc allusions to this matter ((juincL Jntt. (Jr. iv. 2),

there is no evidence to show that ins{ioctioi) of

the person was ever actually resorted to in order

to delennine the age of puberty. It appears that

the completion of fourteen years was esUihlikhcti as

the coramenceoient of puhertas. The i\at foundation

of the rule ns to the fourteen and the twelve years

appears to be, that in the two sexes respectively,

puberty was, as a general rule in Italy, attained

atmut these ages. In the case of females, the time

bad been fixed absolutely at twelve by immemo-
rial custom, and hud no reference to any pnic-tico

similar to that among nudes of adopting ilie toga

virilis, for women wore the toga pmetexla till thi-y

were married. And further, though the pupilUris

tiitela ende<l with females with the twelfth year,

they w'cru from that time subject to another kind

of tutcla.

A nude hod a capacity to make a will upon
completing his fourteenth, and a female iipfm com-

pleting her twelfth yi>ar (Gaius, ii. 113 ;
Panhis,

It. iii. tit. 4. a.) ; and the same ages, os already

observed, determined the cajAcity, in tlic two sexes,

for coiitrocting a legal marriage. The dispute be-

tw'een the two seboids os to the time w hen the

male attained the age of pul>crty, appears to have had
reference to the termination of the tutcla, and his

general capacity to do legrd acts ;
for the test of

Uic pcrsoiml examination could hardly, from iho

nature of the case, apply to the capacity to make
a will or contract a marriage, os Savigny shows.

Spadones (males who could never attain physi-

cal pubertas) might make a tesbunent after attain-

ing the age of eighteen. (Savigny, drt hrut,

Hwn. vol. iii. p. 53, &c.) [G. L.

)

INAUGUR.\'T10 was in general the cenniinny

by which the augurs obtained, or endeavoured to

obtain, the sanction of tho gods to something

which bad been decreed by man
;
in particular,

however, it was the ceremony by which tilings

or persons were consecrated to the gods, whence

the terras iledicatio and con$ccratio were sometimes

used os synonymous with inauguralio. (Liv. i. 44,

35 ; Flor. i. 7, 8 ; Plin. Kp, ix. 39, x. 38, 59, 76

;

Cic. i« Catil. iv. 1.) The ceremony of innugurotiu

was as follows:— After it had been decreed that

something should be set apart for the sen ice of the

gods, or that a certain person should l>c ap(ioint<‘d

priest, a prayer was addressed to the gods by the

augurs or other priests, soliciting them to declare

by signs whether the decree of men was agrt'cabla

to the w'ill of the gods. (Liv. L 18.) If the siuns

observed by the inaugurating priest were thought

favourable, the decree of men bad the sanction of

the gods, and the inaugiiratio w'as completed. I'ho

inauguralio was, in early times, always {lerformed

by the augurs ; but subscqueiiUv wc find that llio

s s 4
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inauguratio, especially that of the irx tacrificiilufl

and of the flaniine*, was Bometimea performed by
the college of pontifl^ in the comitia mlato. (OelL

XY. 27.) Bat all other priests, as well as new
members of the college of augurs, continued to be

inaiignrated by the augurs, or sometimes by the

augurs in conjunction with some of the pontiffs

(Lir. xrvii. 8, xl. 42) ;
the chief ponlilT had the

right to enforce the inauguratio, if it was refused

by the augurs, and if he considered that there wm
no sufficient ground for refusing iL Sometimes

one augur alone performed the rite of innugtimiio,

as in the case of Numa Pompilius (Liv. i 18;
ennip.'ire Cic. JirtU. 1 ; Macrub. Sut. ii. 9) ; and it

would seem that in some cases a newly appointed

priest might himself not only fix upon the day, but

also upon the partictilar augur by whom he desired

to be inaugurated. (Cic. Le. ; and Philip, ii. 43.)

During the kingly pericnl of Home the inaugura-

tion of persons w;»s not confined to actual priests
;

but the kings, after their election by the populus,

wore inaiigtirated by the augurs, and thus became

the high-priests of their people. After the civil

and military power of the kings had been conferred

upon the consuls, and the office of high -priest was

given to a distinct person, the rex sacrorum, he

was, ns stated alxive, inaugurated by the pontiffs

in the comitia calatn, in which the chief pontiff

presided. But the high republican magistrates,

nevertheless, likew ise continued to be inaugurated

(Dionys. ii. 6), and for this purpose they were

sunimoiv'd by the augurs (txmdictio., denuneiatio)

to appear on the capitol on the third day after their

election, (Serr. ad Ti/y. Aen. iii. jl7.) This

iiiauguratio conferred no priestly dignity upon the

magistrates, but was merely a method of obtaining

the sanction of the gods to their election, and gave

them the rigiit to take the auspicia
; and on im-

portant emergencies it was their duty to make use of

this privilege. At the lime of Cicero, however, this

duty was scarcely ever obsen'ed. (Cic. d« Divin.

ii. 36.) As nothing of any importance was ever

introduced or instituted at Rome without consult-

ing the pleasure of the gods by augury, wc read of

the inauguratio of the tribes, &c. [L. S.]

INAURIS, an car-ring ; called in Greek 4ro5-

TtoK, because it was worn in the e«'ir (ofv), and
iXX6%io¥, because it waa inserted into the lobe of

the ear (\o6ds), which was bored for the purpose.

(Horn. //. xiv. 182, Iljfmn. ii. in I'en, 9 ; Plin.

//. N. xiL 1.)

»ir-rings were worn by both sexes in oriental

countries 0*lin. If. N. xl 50) ; especially by the

liydians (Xcn. Anah. iii. 1. § 31), the Persians

(I)iod. Sic. V. 45), the Babylonians (Juv. i. 1U4),

and also by the Libyans (Macrob. Sttt. vii. 3), and
the Carthaginians (Piaut. Poen. v. 2. 21). Among
the Greeks and Romans they were worn only by
females.

This ornament consisted of the ring (agiNor,

Diod. Sic. l.e.) and of the drops {wtalagmia,. Festua,

$. r.
;
Plant. Men. iii 3. 18.) The ringwras gene-

rally of gold, although the common people also

wore ear-rings of bronse. See Nos. 1, 4, from the

Flgyptian collection in the British Museum. Instead

of a ring a book was often used, os shown in Nos.

6, 8. The women of Italy still continue the

aime practice, passing the hook through the lobe

of the ear without any other fastening. The drops

were sometimes of g«>ld, very finely wrouglit (see

Nos. 2, 7, 11), and sometimes of pearls (Plin. U.cc.

;
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Sen. de Den. vil 0 ; Ovid. Afet. x. 26.1 ;
Claud, de

VI. Chns. Honor. 528 ; Sen. Hi}rp>X. il 1, 33). and
precious stones (Nos, 3, 5, 6). The pearls were
valued for being exactly spherical (Ilor. fCpod. viil

13), as well as for their great sire and doliento

whiteness
; but those of an elongated fonn, called

eUnehi^ were also much esteemed, being adapted to

terminate the drop, and being sometimes placed

two or three together for this pur|>ose. (Plin. If. .V.

ix. 56 ; Juv. vi. 364.) In the Iliad (xiv. 182, 183),

Hera, adorning herself in the most captivating

manner, puts on ear-rings made with three dn>ps

resembling mulberries. (See Enstath. ad loc. ) Pliny

observes (xl 50) that greater expense was la^ isht'd

on no part of the dress than on the cnr-rings.

.According to Seneca {L c.) the cnr-rini;. No. 3, in

the preceding woodcut, in which a couple of pearls

are strung both above and below t(ie precious stone,

was worth a patrimony. (See also De Vila UcatOy

17.) All the ear-rings above engraved belong to

the Hamilton collection in the British Museum.
In opulent families the care of the car-rings was

the business of a female slave, who was called

Auriculae Omatrix (Qniter, Inscrip.). The Venus
dc' Medici, and other female statues, have the cars

pierced, and probably mice had ear-rings in them.

The statue of Achilles at Sigeum, representing him

in female attire, likewise had thisomamcnL (Serv.

tn Virp. Am. L 30 ;
Tcrlull. de I*ali. 4.) fJ. Y.]

INCE'NDIUM, the crime of setting any object

on fire, by w'hich the property of a man is endan-

gered. It was thus a more general term than

the modern Arsoa, which is limited to the act of

wilfully and maliciously burning the property of

another. The crime of incendium was the subject

of one of the laws of the Twelve Tables, which in-

flicted a severe punishment on the person who set

fire to property maliciously tsaens, prudent)
;
but if

it was done by accident (com, id ett^nyliffemtia)^ the

law obliged the offender to repair the injury he

had committed. (Dig. 47. tit. 9. s. 9.) The pun-

ishment, however, of burning alive, w'hich U men-
tioned in the passage of the Digest referred to, ii

supposed by modern commentators not to have been

contained in tho Twelve Tablet, but to have been

transfeiTod from the imperial period to earlier times.

In the second Punic war a great fire broke out at

Hi' ! CivJO^U
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Rome, which was evidently occasioned AMJaoaa

/niwWe. The offenders were discovered and pun-

ished {animadvertum but Livy unfortiuiatcly

does not state (xxvL 27) in what manner. The
crime of incendium was the subject of various

enactments in the last century of the republic.

Sulla, in his Ijox Cornelia de 6Vcuriis, ptinished ma-
licious (</o/o mo/o) incendinm, but only in the city,

or within a thousand paces of it, with aquae ct ignis

interdictio, since it was frequently employed as a
means for the perpetration of murder, which was
especially the subject of this law. (Dig. 48. tit 8.

s. 1.) Cn. Pompeius, in B.C. 52, made incendium

a crime of I'u by his Ims Pomjteia de Pi, in conse-

quence of the burning of the Curia and the Forcia

Ihisilica on the burial of Clodius ; and Julius Cicsar

also included it in his Imc Julia de Pi, which en-

acted that any act of incendium committed by
large numbers of men, even if the object of their

assembling together was not incendium, should be

treated as Vis, and punished with aquae et ignis

interdictio. (Cic. PhU. i. 9 ; comp. Parttd. 4.) The
more iveent Lex Julia de Vi seems to have been

less severe, hut it is uncertain what punishment it

ordainetl. (Pauli, v. 26- § 3.) Besides the two
criniinal prosecutions given by the Lex Cornelia

nnd Lex Julia, a person could also bring actions to

recover compensation for the injury done to his

property: 1. By the ac^io letps AqniUiae, in case

of accidental incendium. (Dig. 9. tit. 2. s. 27 § 5.)

2. Ill the case of a person who had committed

rubl>cry or done injury during an incendium,

there w*as a praetorian action de incendio, which
compelled him to restore fourfold the amount. (Dig.

47. lit. 9. ss. 1,5.) In the imperial period various

distinctions were made in the crime. First, a dis-

tinction was made according to the greater or smaller

danger of the incendium to the contiguous objects

:

thus incendium in the city was punished with less

acverity than incendium in the country. Secondly,

a distinction w:is made according as the act had
bi^en performed <fo/b, cv/fo, or catu. If the incen-

dium was not malicious, but still might have been

avoided by ordinary care, a person had to make
compensation ; but if the incendium was purely ac-

cidental, no compensation w*as necessary. The
engnitio was AiYrtion/indria and belonged to the

Praefcctus urhi, who could inflict whatever pun-
ishment he pleased, for it appears that there was
no punishment fixed by law. We accordingly And
mention of execution by the sword, burning alive,

condemnation to the mines and to public w'orks,

deportatio, rclegatio, flogging, &c., ns punishments
inflicted on account of incendium. (Dig. 48. tit. 19,

B, 28. § 12; 9. tit. 2. s, 30. § 3 ; 47. tit. 9. § 1 ;

Pauli. V. 20. § 1. V. 3. § 6 ; Coll. Leg. tit. 12.)

The preceding account is taken from Rein, Da*
Crimmalrrcht dcr Rwner^ pp. 765—774, where nil

the authorities arc given.

INCENSUS. (Caput ; Cknsu-s p. 263, a.]

INCESTUM or INCESTUa Incestum is

non castum, and signifles generally all immoral

and irreligious acts. In a narrower sense it denotes

the unchastity of a Vestal, and sexual intercourse

of persons within certain degrees of consanguinity.

Tf a man married a w*oman whom it was for-

bidden for him to marry by positive morality

(moribus), he was said to commit incestum. (Dig.

2.3. tit. 2. s. 39.) Such a marriage was in fact no

marriage, for the necessary connubinm between

the parties was wanting. Accordingly, foccstuni
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it the sexnal connection of a male and a female,

whether under the form of marriage or not, if inch
persons cannot marry by reason of consanguinity.

There was no connubium between persons n*-

lated by blood in the direct line, os parents and
children. If snch persons contracted a marriage it

WTW Nefariae ct Incestae nuptiac. Tlierc was no
connubium betw’ccn persons who stood in the iclu-

tion of parent and child by adoption, not even
after the adopted child was emancipated. 3‘heni

were also restrictious ns to connubium between
collateral kinsfolk (at frannertogradu cognatioui*) *

there was no connubium between brothers and
sisters, either of tho whole or of the half blo<»d ;

nor between children of the blood and children by
adoption, so long ns the adoption continued, or so

long os the children of the blood remained in tho

power of their father. There was connubium be-

tween an undo and his brother's daughter, af)er

tho emperor Claudius bad set the example by
marrj'ing Agrippina

;
but there was none between

an undo and a sister's daughter. There was no
connubinm between a man and his omita or matcr-
tera [Coonati] ; nor between a man and his

socrus, nurus, privigna or noverca. In all such

cases when there was no connubium, the children

bad R mother, but no legal father.

Incest between persons in the direct line was
punishable in both parties

; in other cases only in

tho man. The punishment was Rclegatio, as in

the case of adultery. Concubinage between near

kinsfolk was put on the same footing as marriage.

(Dig. 23. tit 2. S.55.) In the case of adulterium

and stupniin between persons who had no eonmt-
bium, there was a double otTence: the man was
punished w’ith deportatio, and the woman was luli-

ject to the penalties of the Lex Julia. (Dig. 48.

tit. 18. B. 5.) Among slaves there was no iiices-

turo, but after they became free their marriages

were regulated according to the analogy of tho

connubium among free persons. It was incestum

to have knowledge of a vestal virgin, and both

parties were punished with death.

That whicD was stupnim, was considered inces-

tum w’hcn the connection was hctw'cen parties who
had no connubium. Incestum, therefore, w’ns

stupnim, aggravated by the circumstance of real or

legal consanguinity, and, in some cases, affinity.

It was not the form of marriage between such ]>cr-

sons that constituted the incestum
;

for the nnptiao

were incestae, and therefore no nrnrriage, and tin?

incestuous act was the sexual conm^^tion of tho

parties. Sometimes incostiim is said to be contra

fas, that is, an act in violation of religion. The
rules as to Incestum were founded partly on thu

Jus Gentium and partly on the Jus Civile ; but
the distinction did nut exist in the early perinrL,

and the rules ns to Incestum were only such
were recognixed by the Jus Gentium. Though
the rules as to Incestum were afterwards more
exactly determined hy the Jus Civile, there does

not seem to have bc'cn any complete lex on thu

matter. The I«cx Julia de adultcriis only treated

Incestum incidentally, or so far as it was also

adultery : but the jurists connected nil the im-
perial legislation on this matter and their own inter-

pretation with the Lex Julia. (Hein, Das CViwi-
nalrecht der /fomer, p. 869, &c.) (O. L.]

INCITE'OA, a corruption of the Greek
ayyo$l}KTi or iyyv^tcrjy a Icnn used to denote a
piece of domestic funiiture, variously formed ac-
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cording to the portictiUr occasion intended ; made
of silver, bronze, clar, stone, or wood, according to

tho circumstances of the possessor ;
soraetimes

adorned with figures ; and employed to hold

amphorae, bottles, oLibutn, or onj other vessels

which were round or point^ at the bottom, and
therefore required a separate contrivance to keep

them erect. {FctUiX,$,v. Ineii^ffa ; Bckker, Aneod.

245 ; Wilkinson, Man, and Customs^ voL li. pp.l 58,

ICO, 21C, 21 7.) Some of those used at Alexandria

were triangular. (Athen. v. 45.) We often see

them represented in ancient Egyptian paintings.

The annexed woodcut shows three iyyo&^KCu^

which are preoerved in the British Museum. Those
on the rigot and left hand are of wood, the one

haring four feet, the other six ; they were found

in Egyptian tombs. The third is a brood cartb>

enware ring, which is used to support a Grecian

amphora, [J. Y.J

I'NCOLA. [DoMiciLiuif.]

INCOUPORA'LES RES. [Dominium.]
INCUN.VBULA orCUNA'BULA {awdpya^

swaddling-clothes.

The first thing done after tho birth of a child

was to wash it ; the second to wrap it in swad-
dling clothes, and the rank of the child u*as indi-

cated by the splendour and costliness of this, its

first attire. Sometimes a fine white shawl, tied

with a gold band, was used for the purpose (Horn.
Ifjfntn. in ApolL 121, 122) ; at other times a small
purple scarf, fastened with a brooch. (Find. Pyth.
iv. 114 ; Longus, i, 1. p. 1 4, 20, cd.

Boden.) The poor used bro^ fillets ofcommon cloth

(pojmi, Luke, ii. 7, 12 ;
Ezek. xvt 4. Vpig.

; com-
pare Horn. Hymn, ta Mere, 151, 306; Apollod.
DibL iii. J 0. § 2 ;

Aelian, V. H. ii. 7 ; Eurip. /o»,

32 { Dion Chrj’sost. tl p. 203, ed. Rciske
; Plauu

INFAMIA.
AmjddL T. I. 62, TVac. v, 13). The preceding
woc^cut, taken from a beautiful bas-relief at Rome,
which is supposed to refer to the birth qf Tclephus,
shows the appearance of a child so clothed, and
renders in some degree more intelligible the fable

of the deception practised by Uhea upon Saturn in

saving the life of Jupiter by presenting a stone,

enveloped in swaddling-clothes, to be devoured by
Saturn instead of his new-born child. (Hes. Tkeog,

485.) It was one of the peculiarities of the Lace-
daemonian education to dispense with the use of
incunabula, and to allow children to enjoy the free

use of their limbs. (Plut p. 90, ed.

Steph.) [J. V.]
INCUS {Sjcymv\ on anvil. The representa-

tions of Vulcan and the Cyclopes on various works
of art, show that the ancient anvil aas fonned like

that of modem times. When the smith a anted to

make use of it, he placed it on a large block of
wood (5«;zd6rro>', Horn. Jl zviii. 4I0, 476, Od.
viii. 274 ;

poeitU incudibuiy Virg. Aen, viL G‘29 ;

viii. 451 ) ; and when be made the link of a chain,

or any other object which was round or hollow, he
l)cat it upon a point projecting from one side of

the anvil. The annexed wo^cut, representing

Vulcan forging a thunderbolt for Jupiter, illus-

trates these circumstances ; it is taken from a gem
in the Royal Cabinet at Paris. It appears that in

the ** brazen age,*' not only tho things made upon
the anvil, but the anvil itself, with the hammer
and the tongs, were made of bronze. (Horn. Od,
iii. 433, 434 ; Apollon. Rhod. iv. 761, 762.)
[Mallius.] [J. Y.l
INDEX. [Libsr.]
INDIGITAMENT.A. [Pontifex.]
INDU SIUM. [Tunica.]
I'NDUTl’S. [Amictt.s; Tunica.]
INFA'MIA. The provisions os to Infamia, as

they appear m tho legifjation of Justinian, are con-
tained m Dig. 3. tit, 2. De bis qui iiotantur Iri-

fiuuia, and in Cod. 2. tit 12. Ex quibus causis In-
famia irrogatur. Tho Digest contains (a 1) the
cases of Infiunia os enumerated in the Praetor's

Edict There arc also v*arious provisions on the
subject in the Lex Julia Municijialis (b.c. 45),
commonly called the Table of llcnurloo.

Infamia w*as a consequence of condemnation in

any Judicium Publicum, of ignominious {ignomimiae
masa) expulsion from the army (Tab. ilcracL I.

121), of a woman being detected in ndullery,
Uiough she might not have been condemned in a
Judiciura Publicum, fit, ; of coudemnaiio for Fur-
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turn, Rapina, Injuriae, and Doliis Moloi, provided

the ofTender wa« condemned in his own name, or

provided in his own name he paid a sum of money
by way of compensation ; of condemnation in an ac«

tion Pro Socio, Tutelae, Mandatum, Depositum or

Fiducia (compare the Edict with Cic. pro Rote.

Omu 6, pro Ho$e. Amrr. 38, 39, pro Caecina^

2, Top. c. 10 ; Tab. Heracl. L 111), provided

the offender was condemned in his own name.

Infamia only followed for a condemnatio in a

directa actio, not If a man waa condemned con*

trario jtidicio, unless the person condemned was
guilty of some special dishonesty. Infamia was also

a consequence of insolvency, when a man's bona

were Possessa, P^oscripU^ Vendita (Cic pro
QuitU. 13 : Tab. Heracl. L 113— 117 i Gaius, ii.

1.54) ;
of a widow marrying within the time ap>

pointed for mourning, but the Infamia attached to

the second husband, if he was a paterfaroiliaa, and
if he was not, then to his &ther, and to the father

of the widow if she was in Lis power ; the Edict

does not speak of the Infamia of the widow, but it

was ribsec{uently extended to her. Infamia was

a consequence of a man being at the same time in

the relation of a double marriage or double sponsa*

lia ; the Infamia attached to the man if he was a
paterfamilias, and if he was not, to his father ; the

Kilict here also speaks only of the man, but the

Infamia was subsequently extended to the woman.
Infamia was a consequence of prostitution in the

case of a woman, of similar conduct in a man (^'
muiid/ria pauu* e$i\ of Lcnocinium or gaining a

living by aiding in prostitution (Tab. Heracl. 1.

123) ; of appearing on a public stage as an actor,

of engaging for money to appear in the Bghu of the

wild b<^ts, even if a man did not appear, and of

appearing there, though not for money.

It results fh>m this enumeration that Infamia

was only the consequence of an act committed by
the person who become Infamia, and waa not the

consequence of any punishment for such act In

some cases it only followed upon condemnation
; in

others It was a direct consequence of an act, as soon

as such act was notorious.

It has sometimes been supposed that the Prae-

tor established the Infamia as a rule of law, which
however was not the case. The Praetor made cer*

tain rules as to Postulatio (Dig. 3. tit 1. s. 1), for

the purpose of maintaining the purity of bis court

With respect to the Postulatio, he distributed per-

sons into three classes. The second class compre-

hended, among others, certain persons who were
tHrftitiniime notabiirs, who might postulate for them-
selves but not fur others. The third class contained,

among others, all those ** qui Edicto Practoris at

infanies notantur," and wore not already enume-
rated in the second class. Accordingly it was
necessary' for the Praetor to cnunierate oU the In-

fiinii'i who were not indiided in the second class,

and this he did in the Edict as quoted. (Dig. 3.

tit. 2. 8. 1.) Consistently with thU, Iiifunia was al-

ready an established legal condition ; and the Prae-
tor in his edicts on Postulation did not make a
class of persons called Infomes, but be enumeraU*d
as persons to be excluded from certain rights of

Postulation, thuso who were Infamet. Conse-
quently the legal notion of lu&mia was fixed before

these edicts.

It is necessary to distinguish Infamia from the
Nota Censoria. The Infamia dues not seem to

have been created by written law, but to have
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been an old Roman institution. In many cases,

though not in all, it was a consequence of a judi-

cial decision. The power of the Censors was in its

effects amilogous to the Infamia, but different from

it in many respecta. The Censors omild at tlieir

pleasure remove a man from the Senate or the

Equites, remove him into a lower tribe, or remove
him out of all the tribes, and so deprive Mm of his

suflTHgium, by reducing him to the condition of an
aerarius. (Cie. pro Clafnt. 43, 45.) They could

also affix a mark of ignominy or censure opposite

to a man’s name in the list of citizens, nota censoria

or subscriptio (Cic. pro Cluent. 42, 43, 44, 40,

47) ; and in doing thisi, they were nut bound to

make any special inquiry, hut might follow genera)

opinion. This arbitrary mode of proceeding was
however partly remediM by the fact that such a
censorian nota might be opposed by a colleagtie, or

removed by the following censors, or by a Judicial

decision, or by a lex. Accordingly the cemsonan

nota was not perpetual, aitd therein it differed

essentially from Infamia, which was perpetual.

The consequences of Infiimia were the loss of

certain political rights, but not all. It was not a
capitis dcroinutio, hut it resembled iu The In-

famis became an Aerarius, and lost the snffmgium
and bonores ; that is, he lost the capacity fur cer-

tain so-called public rights, but not the capacity for

private rights. Under the empire, the Infamia lost

iu effect as to public rights, for such righu became
unimportant

It might be doubted whether the loss of the

suflnigiam n'as a consequence of Infamia, but the

affirmative side is maintained by Savigny with

such reasons as may be pronounced completely con-

clusive. It appears from Livy (vii. 2) and Valerius

Maximus (ii. 4. § 4), that the Actores Atellanarum
were not either removed from their tribe (iwv trihu

fnoreafMr), nor incapable of serving in the army : in

other words such actors did not become Infames,

like other actors. The phrase “ iribu moveri ” is

ambiguous, and may mean either to remove from

one tribe to a lower, or to move from all the tribes,

and so make a nuui an aerarius. Now the mere re-

moving from one tribe to another must have been

an act of the Censors only, for it was necessarv to

fix the tribe into which the removal was made:
but this could not l>e the case in a matter of In-

famia, which was the effect of a general rule, and
a general rule could only operate in a general way

;

that is, ^ tribu moveri,'* ns a consequence of In-

famia, must have bc-cn a removal from all the

tribes, and a degradation to the state of on Acra-

rius. (Compare Liv. xlv. )5.)

The Lex .Julia Municipalis does not contain the

word Infamia, but it mentions nearly the same
cases as those which the laiict mentions os cases

of Infamia. The Lex excludes persons who fall

within iu terms, from being Seiiatores, Decuriones,

Conscript! of their city, from giving their vote in

the senate of their city, and from magistracies

which gave a man access to the senate : but it soys

,

nothing uf the right of voting being taken away.

Savigny observes that there would be no incon-

sistency in supposing that the lex refused only

the Honorcs in the municipal towns, while it still

allowed Infames to retain the siiffragium in such

towns, though the practice was different in Rome,
if we consider that the sutfniginm in the Roman
(^mitia was a high privilege, while in the mojiici-

pol towns it was comparatively unionportanC.
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Cicero {pm Ito$e. Com. G) spenks of tke jndicia hrerity's take, called minoret only [Curatyik] •

Fiduciae, Tutelar, and Socielatis ns
** tummac and the persons included in the third and fourth

cxisumationis et pene capitis.*' In another oration class were Puberes. 4. The fourth period was from

(pm Quint B, 9, J3, 15, 22) be speaks of the ex the age of twenty-five, during which persons |t*era

edicto posscssio 1>onoruin as a capitis causa, and in Majorca.

fact os identical with Infamia (c. 15, cujut bona The term Impubes comprehends Tnfans, at all

ex edicto possidentur, hujus omnis fmna et exis> Infantes are Impulieres
; but all lmpul>eres arc not

timatio cum bonis simul possidetur). This capitis Infantes. Thus the Impul>cres wore divided into
|

niinutio, however, as already observed, affected two classes ; Infantes or those under seven years of
I

only the public rights of a citizen
;
whereas the age, and those above seven, who arc generally un- •

capitis deminuto of the imperial period and the dentood by the terra impnberes. Piipilius is a
expression capitalis causa, a]>ply to the complete general name for all Iropu^res not in the power of

loM of citizenship. This change manifestly arose a father. (Dig. 50. tit. 16. s. 239.)

from the circumstance of the public rights of the The comiuciiccment of Pubertas was the com- I

citizens under the empire having become alto- mencement of full capacity to do legal acts. Be-
gether unimportant, and thus the phrase capitis fore the commencement of Pubertas, a person,

deniinutio, under the empire, applies solely to the according to the old civil law, could do no legal

individual's capacity for private rights. act without the auctoritas of a tutor. This rule

In his private rights the Infainis aits under was made for those Impnberes who had property

some inca^iacilies. He could only postulate before of their own ; for it could have no application to
«

the Prat'tor on his own behalf, and on behalf of Impubercs who were in the power of a father,

certain persons who were very nearly related to Now the ago of pubertas was fixed as above men-
hire, Imt not generally on behalf of all persons, tioned, on the snppcwition that persons were then

'

Consequently he could not generally be a Cognitor competent to understand the nature of their acts,

or a Pnicumtor. Nor could a cause of action be and the age of twelve or fourteen was only fixed

OMigned to him, for by the old law he miut sue as because it was necessary to fix some limit which
the cognitor or procurator of the assignor (Oaius, might apply to all cases

;
but it was obvious that in

ii. 39) ; but this incnpaciiy became unimportant many cases when a person bordered on the age of

when the Cessio was eiterted by the utiles actiones Puberty (pubertati proximus\ and had not yet

W'ithuut the intervention of a Cognitor or Procu- attained it, he might have sufficient understanding

rntnr. The Infamis could not sustain a Populoris to do many legal acts. Accordingly, a person who
Actio, for in such case be must be considered os a was proxirous pubertati was in course of time con-

procuintor of the state. The Infamis w*as also sidcred competent to do certain legal acts without
j

limiti'd as to his capacity for marriage, an incapa- the auctoritas of a tutor
;
but to secure him against

city which originated in the I^x Julia. (UIp. /Vi^. fraud or mistake, be could only do such acts aa

xiiL) This lex prohibited senators, and the chil- were for his own advantage. This relaxation of

dren of senators, from contracting marriage w*ith the old law was beneficial both to the Impubes
Libcrtini and Libcrtinae, and also with other dis- and to others, but owing to its being confined to

reputable persons enumemied in the lex : it also such narrow limits of time, it was of little practical

forljade all freemen from marrving with certain use, and accordingly it was extended as a positive

disreputable w’omen. The Jurists made the fol- rule to a longer period below the age of puberty
;

lowing change:— they made the two classes of but still with the same limitation: the Impubes
disreputable persons the same, which were not could do no act to his prejudice without the

the same before, and they extended the prohibition, auctoritas of a tutor. It w*as, however, m cessary

iH'th for senators and others, to all those whom the to fix a limit here also, and accordingly it w'as

Edict cnuniemted as Infames. The provisions of determined that such limited capacity to do legal

the Lex Julia did not render the tnarriage null, but acts should commence with the termination of

it deprived the parties to such marriage of the privi- infantia, which, legally defined, is that period after

leges conferred hy the lex
;
that is, such a marriage which a person, either alone or with a tutor, is

did not release them from the penalties of celibacy, capable of doing legal acts.

A 8rn.*itus-consuItum, under M. Aurelius, however, Infans properly means Qui fan non potest
;
and

made such marriage null in certain cases. (S.avigny, he of whom could be predicated. Fori potest,

Ac., voL ii.) [G. L.j was not Infans, and was capable of doing certain

INFA'MIS. [Inpamia.] legal acts. The phrase Qui fari potest is itself

INFANS, INFA'NTIA. In the Uonmn law ambiguous
; but tne Romans, in a legal sense, did

there were scvcml distinctions of age which were not limit it to the mere capacity of uttering words,
(

made with reference to the capacity for doing legal which a child of two or three years generally pos-

acts:— 1. The first period was from birth to the sosst^ but they understood by it a certain degree

end of the seventh year, during which time per- of intellectual developcmcnt
j and, accordingly, the

sons were called Infantes, or Qui fari non possunt. expression Qui fan potest expressed not only that

2. Tile second period was from the end of seven degree of intellectual development which is shown
years to the end of fourteen or twelve years, ac- by the use of intelligible s|>ecch, but also a
cording as the person was a male or a female, capacity for legal acts in which sjieoch rtu re-

duritig which persons were defined os those Qui qnired. Thus the period of infantia was extended

fiiri poMunU The pt'rsons included in these first Wyond that which the strict etymological meaning
two clnsses wore Impiibcres. 3. The third period of the word signifies, and its termination aas fixed

was from the end of the twelfth or fourteenth to by a positive rule at the end of the seventh year,

the end of the twenty-fifth jear, during which as ap}>ears by numerous passages. (Dig. 26. tit. 7.

period persons were Adolescentcs, Adulti. The s. 1 ;
23. lit. 1. s. 14 ; Cod. 6. tit. 30. s. 18 ;

'

persons included in these ihriT classes were Quintilian, InM. Or. i 1 ;
Isidorus, Oriff. xL 2.)

tuinores xxv annis or annorum, and were often, for The exprcMions proxinius pubertati, and proxi<
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mot infantm<> or infonti (Gaius, iii. 109), are qio4
by the Roman jurisU to signify respectively one

who is near attaining Pnbcrtas, and one who has

just passed the limit of Infnntia. (Savigny, System

des hetU. R. R. vol. iii.) [Impubks.] [6. L.}

INFF/RIAE. [Funus, p. 6U2, b.)

I NFUIjA, n fl<»ck of white and red wool, which

was slightly twisted, drawn into the form of a

wr«-nth or fillet, and used by the Romans for orna-

ment on festive and solemn occasions. In sacri-

ficing it was tied wnth a white band [Vitta] to

the head of the victim (Virg. ii«ory. iiL 4117
;

Lucret. i. 88 ;
Sueton. C^aiiy. 27), and also of the

priest, more especially in the worship of Apollo

and Diana. (Virg. j4en. ii. 430, x. 538 ;
Senriua,

ti» /oc. ; Isid, (triy. xix. 30 ;
Festus, $. t». In/utae.)

The “ torla infula” w’Bs worn also by the V'estal

Virgins. (Pnid. e. Sytn. ii. 1085, 1094.) Its use

seems analogous to that of the lock of wool worn

by the fiamines and salii [Apex]. At Roman
marriages the bride, who carried wool upon a dis-

taif ill the procession [Furus], fixed it as an infula

upon the door-case of her future husband on enter-

ing the house. (Lucan, iL 355 ; Plin. H. M xxix.

2; Servias, in ITn?. Aen. iv. 458.) [J. Y.J
INGE'NUI, INGENU'ITAS. Freemen (fi-

heri) were either ingenui or libcrtini. Ingenui are

those free men w'ho are bom free. (Gains, t 1 1.)

Libertini are those who arc manumitted from legal

slavery. Though freedmen (liUrtini) were not

ingenui, the sons of libertini were ingenui. A
lilicrtinus could not by adoption become ingenuus.

(Gell. T. 19.) If a female slave {anciifa} was
pregnant, and was manumitted before she gave

birth to a child, such child was bom free, and
therefore was ingenuus. In other cases, also, the

law favoured the claim of free birth, and conse-

quently of ingenuitas. (Paulus, Sent. Reerpt. iii.

24, and r. 1. Dt Uherali cumm.) If a man's in-

genuitas was a matter in dispute, there W'os a

jndicium ingenuitatis. (Tacit Amt. ziii. 27 ;

Paulus, S, R. T. 1.)

The words ingenuus and libertinus arc often

Opposed to one another
; and the title of freeman

(/i5er), which would comprehend libertinus, is

sometimes limited by the addition of ingenuus

(liber et ingenuus, Hor. Ar, P. 383). According
to Ciiiciiu, in his work on Comitia, quoted by
Festus («. r. Patricios\ thewe who, in his time,

were called ingenui, were originally called patricii,

which is interpreted by Gocttling to mean that

Gentiles w'ere originally called Ingenui also: a

manifest mUundersUinding of the passage. If this

passage has any certain meaning, it is this ; ori-

ginally the name ingenuus did not exis^ hut the

word patriciiis was sufficient to express a Roman
citizen by birth. This remark then refers to a
time when there were no Roman citizens except
patricii ; and the definition of ingenuus, if it had
then been in use, would have been a snfficient de-

finition of n pntricius. Rut the word ingenuus %ms
introduced, in the sense here stated, at a later time,

and when it was wanted for the purpose of indicat-

ing a citizen by birth, merely ns such. Thus, in

the speech of Appius Claudius Crassiis (Liv. vi.

40), he contrasts with persons of patrician descent,
^ Unus Quirilium quilibet, duobus ingenuis or-

tui.” Further, the definition of Gcnlilis by
Scacvola [Oxnr, p. 667], shows that a man might
be ingenuus and yet not gcntilis, for be might be
the aoD of a freedman

;
and this is consistent with
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Livy (x. 8). If Cincius meant his proposition to

be as comprehensive as the U‘rms will allow us to

take it, the proposition is this All (now) ingenui

comprehend all (then) patricii
;
which is untrue.

Under tho empire, ingenuitas, or the Jura In-

genuitatis, might be acquired by the inqH.‘rial

favour
;
that is, a person, not ingenuus by birth,

was made so by tho sovereign power. A freedman
who had obtained the Jus Aiinulorum Aureonim,
was considered ingenuus

;
but this did not inter-

fere with the patronal rights. (Dig. 40. tit. 10. a.

5 and 6.) Ry the natalibus restitutio the princeps

gave to a libertinus the character of ingenuus
;
a

form of proceeding which involved the theory of

the original freedom of all mankind, for the liber-

tinus was restored, not to the state in which he
had been bom, but to his supposed original state of

fi^dora. In this case the patron lost his patronal

rights bv a necessary consequence, if tho fiction

were to Kave its full effect. (Dig. 40. tit 11.) It

looms that questions os to a man's ingenuitas w'erc

common at Rome
;
which is not surprising, when

we consider that patronal rights were involved in

them. [O. L.]
INORA'TUS. [Patromts.]
INJU'RIA. Injuria, in the general sense, is

opposed to Jus. In a special sense injuria w*os

done by striking nr beating a man either with the

hand or with any thing ; by abusive words (con-

ricium) ; by the proscriptio bononim, when tho

claimant knew that the alleged debtor was not
really indebted to him, for the lionomm proscriptio

was accompanied with infamia to the debtor (Cic.

pro Quint 6, 15, 16); by libellous writings or

verses
;
by soliciting a mater familias or a prae-

tcztatus [iMPt'BBs]
; and by various other acts.

A man might sustain injuria cither in his own
person, or in the person of those who wore in his

power or in manu. No injuria could be done to a
slave, but certain acts done to a slave were an in-

juria to his master, when the acts were such as

appeared from their nature to be insulting to tho

master
;

as, for instance, if a man should flog

another man's slave, the master had a remedy
against the wrong-doer, which was given him by
the praetor's formula. But in many other cases ^
a slave being maltreated, there w*as no regular

fomiula by which the master could have a remedy,
and it was not msy to obtain one from the praetor.

The Twelve Tables had various provisions on
the subject of Injuria. Libellous songs or verses

were followed by capital punishment, that is,

death, as it appears (Cic. Rep. iv. 10, and the
notes in Mai's edition). In the case of a limb
lieing mutilated the punishment avisTalio (Festus,

9. r. Ttdio). In tho case of a broken bone, the
penalty was 3U0 asses if the injury was done to n
freeman, and 150 if it was done to a slave. In
other COSOS the Tables fixed the penalty at 25 asses.

(Gellius, xvi. 10, xx. 1 ; Dirksen, Ut lersicht., &c )

These penalties which w*erc considered snfficient

at the time when they were fixed, were afterwards

considered to be insufficient ; and the injured per-

son wot allowed by t)ie praetor to claim such
damages ns he thought that he was entitled to, and
tho judex might give the full amount or less. Rut
in the case of a verj' serious injury (airor injvria\

when the praetor required security for tho defend-

ant’s appearance to be given in a particular sum,
it was ustml to claim such sum as the damages in

the plaiotiff'B declaration, and though the judex
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wiu not bound to givo damages to that amount, he
seldom gave leas. An injuria had tlic chometer

of otrox, either from the act itself, or the pUce
where it was done, as for instance, a theatre or

forum, or from the condition of the person injured,

as if he were a niagistratus, or if he were a senator

and the wrong-doer were a person of low condition.

A Lex Cornelia specially provided fur cases of

n*il<u\tio, rerberatiu, and forcible entry into n roan'»

house {domtii). The jurists who commented on

this lex defined the legal meaning of pulsaiio, ver-

bemtio, and doraus. (Dig. 47. tit. 10. s. &.)

The actions for Injuria were gradually much ex-

tended, and the praetor would, according to the

circumstances of the case (caosa cognila)^ give a
person an action in respect of any act or conduct

of another, which tended, in the judgment of the

praetor, to do him injury in reputation or to wound
his feelings. (Dig. 47. tit. 10. s. 15, 2*2, *23, 24,

&C.) Many cases of Injuria were subject to a

special punishment (Dig. 47. tit. 1 1 ) as deportatio

;

Olid this proceeding extra ordincm was often

adopted instead of the civil action. Various imperial

constitutions affixed the punishment of death to

libellous writings (/umosi libelli), [Libblll]
I

Infamia was a consequence of condemnation in

an actio Injurianim [IsrAMiAj. He who brought

such an action per calumniam a*as liable to be

punished extra ordincm. (Oaius, iti. 220—225 ;

.

Hor. 5^/. i. 1. 80 ;
Dig. 47. tit. 10 ;

Cod. Theod.

ix. tit. 34 ;
Cod. ix. tit. 36 ; Paulas, Sent Hecfp.

V. tit 4 ;
Rein, Da* t'rimimdre^ der /fomer,

p. 35, &C.) tO-L.]
INJUIUA'RUM ACTIO. [I.vjuuia.]

INQA festivals celebrated in several

r
srts of Greece, in honour of the ancient heroine

no. At Mcgara she was honoured with an annttal

sacrifice, because the Megariaiis believed that her

body had been cast by the waves upon their coast,

and that it had been found and buried there by
Cleso and Taoropolis. (Paus. i. 42. § 8.) Another
festival of luo was celebrated at Kpidaurus Limcra,

in Laconia. In the neighbourhe^ of this toam
there was a small but very deep lake, called the

witter of Ino, and at the festival of the heroine the

people threw barley-cakes into the water. When
the cakes sank it was considered a propitious sign,

but when they swam on the surface it was an evil

sign. (Pans. iii. 23. § 5.) An annual festival,

with contests and sacrihees, in honour of Ino, was
also held on the Corinthian Isthmus, and was said

to have been instituted by king Sisyphus. (TzcUct,
ad Li/cttpitr.) [I* S.]

INOFPICIO'SUM TESTAME'NTUM.
[Tbstambnti'm.]
INQUILl'NUS. [Exsilium, p. 516, b.}

INSA'Nl A, INSA'N L’S. (.CtRAXOR.]
INSIGNE (<njf**toVy M<rr]txoy^ iropd-

a badge, an ensign, a mark of distinction.

Thus the Bum.a w'om by a Rontan boy was one

of the insignia of his rank. (Cic. Verr. ii. 58.)

Five classes of insignia more especially deserve

notice :
—

I. Those belonging to officers of slate or civil

functionaries of all descriptions, such as the Fasces
carried before the Consul at Rome, the Uticlave

and shoes worn by senators [Caixeus ;
Clavus],

the carpentum and the sword bestowed by the

emperor upon the praeftet of the practorinm.

(liydui, iU Matf. ii. 3. 0.) The Roman Kquites
were distinguished by the ** equus publicus,** tlic
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golden ring, the angustus clavus [p. 294], and the

S4.*at provided for them in the theatre and the cirrus.

(C. G. Schwartz, Di*». Spietfoe, p|x 84— 1 0 1
. ) The

insignia of the kings of Rome, viz. the trabea, the

toga-pmetexta, the crown of gold, the ivorr sceptre,

the stdla cnruIU, and the twelve lictors with fasces,

all of which except the crown and sceptre were
transferred to subsequent denominations of magis-

stratei, were copied from the usages of the Etrus-

cans and other nations of early antiquity. (Flor.

i. 5 ; Sallust, li. Cat, 51 ;
V'irg. Ae». vii. 188, 61*2,

XL 334 ; Lydos, de Mouj. i 7, 8, 37.)

II. Badges worn by soldiers. The centurions

in the Roman army were known by the crests of

their helmets [Galba], and the common men by
their shields, each cohort having them pointed in a
manner peculiar to itself. (Veget. ii. 18 ;

compare
Cnes. lieil. (Jail, vil 45.) [CL 1PBUS.J Among
the Greeks the devices scul^ored ia painted U{h)ii

shields (sec woodcut, p. 298), both fur the sake
of ornament and as badges of distinction, em-
ployed the fancy of poets and of artists of every

description from the earliest timet. Thus the
seven heroes who fought against Thebes, all ex-

cept Amphiaraus, had on their shields expressive

figures and mottoes, differently described, however,

by different authors. (AcsebyL Sejd. e, Theb. 383
-^46; Eurip. J*hoen. 1125^1156; Apollodor,

Bibl. iu. 6. § 1.) Alcibiades, agreeably to his

general character, wore a shield richly decorated

w'ith ivory and gold, and exhibiting a representa-

tion of Cupid brandishing a thunderbolt. (Athcn.

zii. p. 534, e.) The first use of these emblems on

shields is attributed to the Corians (Herod. L 171) ;

and the fictitious employment of them to deceive

and mislead an enemy was among the stratagems

of war. (Faus. iv.28. §3 ; Virg. Aea.ii. 389— 3.9*2.)

III. Family badges. Among the indignities

practised by the Emperor C^UiguIa, it is related

that ho alwtilbed the ancient insignia of the

noblest families, vix. the torques, the cincinui, and
the cognomen ** Magnus.** (Sucton. Caiig. 35.)

IV. Signs placed on the f^t of buiidings. A
figure of Mercury wus the common sign of a
Gvmnasium

: but Cicero had a statue of Minerva
to fulfil the same purpose, {Ad AtL L 4.) Cities

had their emblems as well as sc*parate edifices
\

.and the officer of a city sometimes affixed the

emblem to public documents as we do the seal of a

municipal corporation. (Antigouus CaiyiL 1.5.)

V. The figure-heads of ships. The insigne of a
ship was an image placed on the prow, and giving

its name to the vessel. (Tacit Ann, vi. 34 ; Cars.

D, Cir. ii 6.) Paul saib-d fitim Melite to PuU‘uli

in the Dioscuri, a vessel which traded between

that city and Alexandria. {Acts, zxviii. 11.)

Enschedd has drawn out a list of one bundl'd

names of ships, w'hich occur either in classical

authors or in ancient inscriptions. (L>i**. de 7W.
et In*igmim* Naxdum^ reprinted in Kiibnkcn,

Opu*c. pp. 257—305.) The names w*erc those of

gods and heroes, together w*Ith their attributes,

such as the helmet of Minen*a, painted on the

prow' of the ship w'bich conveyed Ovid to Ponlus

(a jficta aufide nomen habet^ Tri*L i. 9. 2) ; of

virtues and affections, as Hope, Concord, Victory*

;

of countries, cities, and rivers, os the Po, the Min*
cius (Virg. A^n. x. 206), tlie Delia, the Syracuse,

the Alexandria (Atben. v. 43) ; and of men,
w'umcn, and animals, as the bonr*s bead, which

distinguished the vessels of Samoa (Herod. iiL 59i
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Choerilus, p. 155, ed. Nacke
;
Ilesych. s. v. 2a-

fuaxbr rp6wos : East in Horn. (Ml. xiii. p. 525),

the svran, tho tiger (Virg, Aen. x, 1G6), the

bull (nporofi^y ravpov, Schol. in ApolL Wtod.
ii. 168). Plntarch mentions a Lycian vessel with

tho sign of the lion on its prow, and that of

the serpent on its poop, manifestly intended to

express the form of the chimaera. {De Mul.
Viri. p. 441, ed. Steph.) After an engagement at

sea, the insigne of a conquered vessel, as well ns

its aplustre, was often taken from it and suspended

in some temple as on otTering to the god. (Plut.

Themist. p. 2 1 7.) Figure-heads were probably tised

from the first origin of navigation. On the war-
galleys of the Phoenicians, who called them, as

ilcn^otus says (iii. 37), wcItcukoj, i. e. “ carved

imag's," they bad sometimes a very grotesque

appearance.

Besides the badge which distinguished each

individual ship, and which was either an engraved

and painted wooden image forming part of the

prow, or a figure often accompanied by a name
and painted on both the bows of the vessel, other

insignia, which could be elevated or lowered at

pleasure, were requisite in naval engagements.

These were probably flags or standards, fixed to

the aplustre or to the top of the mast, and serving

to mark all those vessels which belonged to the

same fleet or to the same nation. Such were “ the

Attic” and “ the Persic signals” (t5 'Arrinby <nf-

Huoy, Polyacn. iii. 1 1. § 1 1, viii. 53. § 1 ; Becker,

C/tariJilettj vol. ii. p. 63). A purple sail indicated

the admiral's ship among tho Koinans, and flags of

different colours were used in the fleet of Alexander
the Great. (Plin. //. N. xix. 5.) [J. Y.]
I'NSTITA {jfpiir6Zioy)^ a flounce

; a fillet.

The Roman matrons sometimes wore a broad fillet

with ample folds, sewed to the bottom of the tunic

and reaching to the instep. The use of it indi-

cated a superior regard to decency and propriety of

maimers. (Hor. Sat, i. 2. 29 ;
Ovid, Atb Amat. i.

32.) It must have resembled a modem floimce.

By the odditimi of gold and jewellery it took the

form of the more splendid and expensive Cyclas.
When this term denoted a flllct, which was

used by itself, as in the decoration of a TiiVRStrs

(Stat. Theb. vii. 654), it was equivalent to Vitta
or Fascia. [Tunica.] [J. Y.]
I'NSTITOH. [Institoria Actio.]

INSTITO'RIA ACTIO. This actio was al-

lowed against a man who had appointed either

his son or a slave, and either his own or another

man's slave, or a free person, to manage a tabema
or any other business for him. The contracts with

such manager, in respect of the tabema or other

business, were considered to be contracts with the

principal. The formula was called Institoria, be-

cause ho who was appointed to manage a tabema
was called an Institor. And the institor, it is said,

was BO culled, ” quod negotio gcrendo instet sive

insistat.” If several persons appointed an uistitor,

any one of them might be sued for the whole
amomit for which the persons were liable on the

contract of their institor
;
and if one paid the de-

mand, he had his redress over against the others

by a societatis judicium or communi dividundo. A
great deal of business was done through the medium
of institore-v and the Romans thus carried on various

lucrative occupations in the name of their slaves,

which they could not or would not have carried on

personally. Institoresore coupled with Nautac by
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Horace {Ep. xvii. 20), and with the Magistcr Navis
{Carm, iii. 6. 30). (Gaius, iv. 71 ;

Instit, iv.

tit 7 ; Dig. 14. tit, 3.) [G. L.]

INSTITUTIO'NES. It was the object of

Justinian to comprise in his Code and Digest or
Pandect, a complete body of law. But these works
were not adapted to elementary instmetion, and
the writings of the ancient jurists Were no longer

allowed to have any authority, except so far as

they had been incorporated in the Digest. It was,
therefore, necessary' to prepare an elementary trea-

tise, for which purpose Justinian appointed a com-
mission, consisting of Tribonionus, Theophilus, and
Dorotheus. The commission was instructed to com-
pose an institutional work which should contain the

elements of the law (Jegum cunalmla), and should
not be encumbered w’ith useless matter {1‘rooem.

Inst.). Accordingly, they prmluccd a troatise,

under the title of Institutiones, or Elcmenta {l)c

Juris docendi Jtaiione), w'hich was based on fomier
elementary works of the some name and of a simi-

lar character, but chiefly on the Commentarii of

Cains or Gsius, his Res Quotidiaime, and various

other Commentarii. The Institutiones were pub-
lished with the imperial sanction, at the close of

the year a. n. 533, at the same time as the Digest
The Institutiones consist of four books, which are

divided into titles. They treat only of Privatum
Jus

;
but there is a title on Judicia Publicaat tho

end of the fourth book. The judicia publics are not
treated of by Gaius in his Commentaries. Hein-
eccius, in his Antiquitatnm Komanarum Jurispru-

dentiam illustruntium Syntagma, has followed the
order of the Institutiones. Theophilus, generally

considered to be one of the compilers of the Institu-

tiones, wrote a Greek paraphrase upon them, which
is still extant, and is occasionally useful The best

edition of the paraphrase of Theophilus is tlmt of

W. O. Reitz, Haag, 1751, 2 vols. 4to. There are

numerous editions of the Latin text of the Institu-

tiones. The editio princeps is that of Mainz, 1468,
fol.

;
that of Klenze and Boccking, Berlin, 1829,

4to, contains both the Institutiones and the Com-
mentarii of Gaius

;
the most recent edition is that

of Schrader, Berlin, 1 832 and 1 836.

There were various institutional works w’ritten

by the Roman jurists. Callistratus, who lived

under Septimius Severus and Antoninus Caracalla,

wrote thiw books of Institutiones. Aelius Mar-
cianus w-rotc sixteen books of Institutiones under
Antoninns Caracalla. Florentinus, who lived under
Alexander Severus, wrote twelve liooks of Institu-

tiones, from which there are forty-two excerpts in

the Digest. Paiilus also wrote two books of Insti-

tutiones. There still remain fragments of tho

Institutiones of Ulpian, which appear to have con-

sisted of two books. But the flrst treatise of this

kind that we know of was the Institutiones of
Gaius in four books. They were formerly only
known from a few excerpts in the Digest, from the

Epitome contained in the Breviorium, from the
Collatio, and a few quotations in the Commentary
of Boethius on the Topica of Cicero, and in Priscian.

The MS. of Gaius was discovered in the library

of the Chapter of Verona, by Niebuhr, in 1816.
It was first copied by Goeschen and Bethman-
Hollweg, and an edition was published by Goc-
schen in 1820. The deciphering of the MS. was
a work of great labour, as it is a palimpsest, the
writing on which has been washed out, and in

some places erased with a knife, in order to adapt
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the parchment for the purpogea of the trantcriber.

The parchment, after being thus treated, was used

for transcribing upon it some works of Jerome,

chiefly his epistles. The old writing was so ob-

scure tliat it could only be seen by applying to it

an infusion of gaU^nuts. A fresh examination of

the MS. was made by Hlume, but with little ad-

ditional pmflt, owing to the condition of the manu-
script A second edition of Gains was published

by Goeschen in 1824, with valuable not<^ and an

Index Siglarum used in the MS. The preface to

the first <^ition contains tbo complete demonstra-

tion that the MS. of Verona is the genuine Com-
nientarii of Gaius, though the MS. itself has no

title. An improved edition of Goeschen's by Lach-

mann appear^ in 1842.

It appears from the Institutiones that Gaius

wrote that work under Antoninus Pius and M.
Aurelius.

Many passages in tho Fragments of Ulpian ore

the same os passages in Gaius, whkh may be ex-

plained by assuming that both these writers copied

such parts from the same original Though the

Institutiones of Justinian were mainly based on

those of Gaius the compilers of the Institutiones of

Justinian sometimes followed other works: thus

the passage in the Institutes (il tit 17. ^2, ^si

quis priori '*) is from the fourth book of Morcianns*

Institutes (Dig. 88. tit 1. t.211) ;
and, in some in-

stances, the institutiones of Justinian are more

clear and explicit than those of Gaius. An in-

stance of this occurs in Gaius (iii. 109) and the

Institutiones of Justinian (iii. tit 19. s. 10).

Gaius belonged to the school of the Sabiniani

[JuHiHcoNMULTi]. The Jurists whom he cites in

the Institutiones, are Cassius, Fufidius, Jarolenns,

Julimms, Labeo, Maximus, Q. Mucius, Ofilius,

Proculus, Sabinus, Senrius, ^nrius Sulpicius, Sex-

tus, Tubero.

The arrangement of the Institutes of Justinian

is the same os that of the work of Gaius ;
what

ever ditfercnce there is between them in this re-

spect, is solely owing to tho changes in the Roman
law, which had been made between the time of Gaius

and that of Justinian. There has been considerable

ditfercnce of opinion as to tbo nature of tho ar-

rangement of Onius
;
and it is obvious that most

persons liave misunderstood it Accorduig to Gaius

:

^ omne jus quo utimur vcl ad personas pertinct

vcl ad rus, vel ad actioncs ** (i. 8). It is generally

supposed that the division (the first book) which

treats of Persons comprehends the status or con-

dition of persons as the subjects of rights ; others

iitfirm that it treats of legal c^.pacity, or of the

three conditions which correspond to the threefold

capitis deminutio. Rut the first book of Gaius

which treats of Persons contains both matter which

has nothing to do with legal capacity, and it does

not contain all tho4 relates to legal capacity, for it

does not treat of one of three chief divisions which

relate to legal capacity, that of Civet, Latini, Pere-

grini. It treats in lact only of Marriage, Patria

Putestas, Manus, Slavery, Patronatus with respect

to the different classes of freed men, Mancipium

and Tutela. Accordingly, this part of the work
treats only of persons so fiir as they belong to

Familia, in the widest and Roman acceptation of

that term. The part which treats of res com-

prehends the I^aw of ownership. See. and I-4iw of

Obligationes, which tw'o divisions occupy the se-

cond and third books. The fourth book treats of

INTERCESSTO.

Actioncs, which is the third of tbo three divisions

of Gaius. The division of Gaius is faulty in several

respects
;
but this docs not detract from the merit

of the work, which is perspicuous and abounds in

valuable matter. This view of the nature of the

division of Gaius is from Savigny. (.Systewr, dec.,

vol. i. p. 8.98, &c.) ‘iG. L.l
INSTITUTO'RIA ACTIO. [Intbiicmmo.]
I'NSULA. [l>oMU», p. 480, a.]

I'NTEORUM RESTITUTIO, IN. [Ri-

INTE'NTIO. [Actio.]

INTERCK'SSIO. It is a case of Intercessio

when a man takes upon himself the debt of another

by virtue of some dealing w'ith the creditor. This
may be in cither of the following ways : he who
intercedes may take upon himself the debt of

another, and may become debtor in place of that

other : or the intercedent may beebme debtor while

the debtor still continues debtor. (Vangerow,
Pandeiten^ Ac. voL iii. p. 138, Ac.)
To the first class belong (1) the case of a man

undertaking an already existing obligatio, so as to

exclude the existing debtor
; (2.) And tho cose of a

man taking an obligatio on himself, which does

not already exist in the person of another, but which
without such intervention would exist.

To the second class belong (1), the case w*ben

the creditor may consider either the original debtor

or the intercedent as his principal debtor, or when,
in other words, the iutererdent is correus debendi

(Inst, iii tit 16. De duobus reii stipulandi et

promittendi)
; (2) When the creditor can consider

the intercedent only as liable to pay, w*hen the

principal debtor docs not pay, or when in other

words, the intercedent is a fidejussor. (Inst iii

tit 20, de Fidejussoribus.)

The views of PuchU os to the Intcrcesaio are

contained in his InsfUufionen^ vol iii p. 48, Ac.)
In the Institutes of Gains, a distinction is mode

between sponsores and fidepromissorrs, on one side;

and fidejussores on the other. With respect to one

another, sponsores were consptmsores. (Cic. ad Att.

xil 17.) In the Institutes of Justinian, tho dis-

tinction between sponsores and fidejussores docs not

exist

Sponsores and fidepromissorea could only b<*come

p.irtics to an obligatio verbonim, though in some
coses they might be bound, when their principal

(qui promiterU) w*as not, as in the case of a pupillus

who promised without the auctoritas of his tutor,

or of a man who promised s^^mething after his

death. A fidejussor might become a party to all

obligations, whether contracted re, verbis, littcria, or

consLMistL In the case of a sponsor the intermgatio

was. Idem dori spondcs ? in tlte case of a fidepro-

missor, it w'as. Idem fidepromittis ? in the case* of

a fidejussor, it w’os. Idem fide tun esse jubes ? The
object of liaving a sponsor, fidepruinissor, or fide-

jussor, was greater security to the stipulatur. On
the other hand, the stipulator had an adstipulati>r

only when the promise w*a8 to pay something aft«T

the stipulator's death, for if there was no ndstipu-

lator the stipulatio was inulilis or void. (Gaius,

iii. 100, 117.) The adstipulatnr was the proper

party to sue after the stipulator's death, and he could

be compelled by a mandnii judicium to pay to the

beret whatever ho ^ covered.

The bores of a sponsor and fidoproniissor was
not bound, unless the fidcpromissor were a p<*re-

grinus, whose suite had a ditfvrcDt law on thu
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matter ;
but the hercs of a fidejussor was bound.

Ry the Lex Furio, a sponsor and fidcproniissor

were free from all liability after two years, which

appears to mean two years after the obligation had

become a present demand ; but the Lex Furiaonly

applied to Italy. All of them who were alive at

the time when the money became due could be

sued, but each only for his shore (siaf/uli viriles

partes). Fidejussores were never released from their

obliuation by length of time, and each was liable

for the whole sum {statfuli in solidum Miyantur)
;

but by a rescript (epistola) of Hadrian, the creditor

was required to sue the solvent fidejussores sepa*

ratcly, each according to his proportion. If any
one of them was not solvent, his share became a

burden to the rest

A Lex Apuleia, which was passed before the

Lex Furio, gave one of several sponsorcs or fide-

promissorcs, who had paid more than his share, an
action against the rest for contribution. Before

the passing of this Lex Apuleia, any one sponsor or

fidepromissor might be sued for the whole amount

;

but this lex was obviously rendered tiselcss by the

subsequent Lex Furio, at least in Italy, to which
country alone, os already observed, the Lex Furia

applied, while the Lex Apuleia extended to places

out of Italy
;
yet not to fidejussores.

A fidejussor, who had been compelled to pay
the whole amount, had no redress if his principd

was insolvent
;
though, as already observed, he

could by the rescript of Hadrian compel the credi-

tor to limit his demand against him to his share.

A creditor was obliged formally to declare his

acceptance of the sponsores or fidepromissores who
were oflfered to him, and also to declare what was
the object as to which they were security

;
if he

did not comply with this legal requisition, the

sponsores and fidepromissores might, within thirty

days (it is not said what thirty days, but probably

thirty days from the time of the sureties being

offered), demand a praejudicium ( praejudicium pos-

tular«)y and if they proved that the creditor hod.

not complied with the requisitions of the law, they

were released. (Gains, iii. 1 23.)

A Lex Cornelia limited the amount for which
any person could be a security for the same person

to the same person within the same year, but with

some exceptions, one of which was a security
“ dotis nomine.” No person could be bound in a

greater amount than his principal, but he might be

Imund in less ; and every surety could recover on

a mandati judicium from his principal whatever he

had been compelled to pay on his account. By a

Lex Publilia sponsorcs had a special action in

duplum, which was called an actio depensi.

There is a passage in the Epitome of Gains in

the Breviarium (ii. 9. § 2), which is not taken

from Gains: it is to this effect ;—The creditor may
sue either the debtor or his fidejussor

;
but after he

has chosen to sue one of them, he cannot sue the

other.— Cicero appears to allude to the same doc-

trine (ad AtL xri. 15) in apass.age which is some-

w’hat obscure, and is variously explained. The
subject of the sponsio often occurs in Cicero's

letters
;
and in one case he was called upon in re-

spect of a sponsio alleged to have been given by
him twenty-five years before (ail Ait. xii. 17).

Cicero uses the expression ” appellare ” to express

calling on a surety to pay (ad Att. i. 8).

(Gaius, iii. 115—127 ; Inst. iiL tit. 20 ;
Dig. 44.

tit. 7 ;
46. tit. 1.)
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Women generally were incapacitated from doing

many acts on account of the weakness of the sex.

It was a general rule that, any person might ” in-

tcrccdere,” who was competent to contract and to

dispose of his property
;
but minorcs xxv and wo-

men had only a limit^ capacity in respect of their

contracts and the disposition of their estates. In

the earl^' part of the reign of Augustus and in that

of Claudius, it was declared by tho Edict that wo-
men should not ^ intcrccdcre ” for their husl)<ands.

Subsequently the Senatusconsultum Vcllciunum

[Sknatusconsulti;m Vkli.siam;.u] absolutely

prohibited all Intcrcessio by women
; and the

Novella 1 34. c. 8, had for its special object to make
null all Intcrcessio of a wife for her husluind. A
woman who was sued in respect of her Intcrcessio,

or her hercs, might plead the Senatusconsultum,

and she might recover anything that she had ]vnid

in rc8|)oct of her Intercessio. Tho Senatusconsultum,

though it made null the intcrcessio of a woman,
protccU'd the creditor so far os to restore to him a
former right of action against his debtor and fide-

jussores : this action was called Restitutoria nr

Rcscissoria. In tho case of a new contnict, to

which the w'oman was a party, the Intcrcessio was
null by the Senatusconsultum, and the creditor had
the same action against the person for whom the

woman “ intercessit,” ns he would have had
against the woman : this action, inasmuch as the

contract had no reference to a former right, but to

a right arising out of the contract, was Institutoria.

In certain caacs, a woman was permitted to re-

nounce the benefit of the Senatusconsultum
;
and

there was a considerable number of exceptions to

the rulo that a woman could plead the senntus-

consultum.

(Dig. 16. tit. 1. ad S.C. Velleianwm ; Paulus,

S.R. ii. tit. 11 ;
Vangcrow, Pandekten, &c. iii.

p. 149.) (G. L.]

INTERCE'SSIO was the interference of a ma-
gistratus to whom an appeal [Appellatio] was
made. The object of the Intercessio was to put a
stop to proceedings, on the ground of informality

or other sufficient cause. Any magistratus might
“intcrcedere,” w'ho was of equal rank with or of

rank superior to the magistratus from or against

whom the appellatio was. Cases occur in which
one of the praetors inter|>osed (intercessit) against

the proceedings of his colleague. (Cic. in i'err.

i.46.)

The Intcrcessio is most frequently spoken of with

reference to the Tribunes who originally had not

jurisdictio, but used the Intcrcessio for the purpose

of preventing wrong which was olTcrcd to a person

in their presence (Gell. xiii. 12). The Intercessio

of the Tribunes of the Plcbs, was Auxilium (Liv.

vi. 38 ;
Cic. pro Qttintio, 7, 20) ;

and it might be
exercised cither in jure or in judicio. The tribune

qui intercessit could prevent a judicium from la-ing

instituted. That there could be an Intercessio

after tho Litis Contestatio appears from Cicero

(pro Tallia, 38). The tribunes could also use

the Intcrcessio to prevent execution of a judicial

sentence. (Liv. vi. 27.) T. Gracchus Interfered

(intercessit) against tho praetor Terentius, who was
going to order execution, in the case of L. Scipio

who was condemned for peculation (Liv. xxxviii.

60 ; Gell. vii. 19), and he prevented Sc'ipio being

sent to prison, but he did not interfere to prevent

execution being had on his property. A single

tribune could effin^t this, and against the opinion of

T T
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hU colleague^ which was the caac in the matter of

L. Si-ipio. [Tribl'Ni.]

The term Inlrrt.’<'#>sjp and the verb intercedo

also applied to the tribuitituui opposition to a ropa-

tio. (Liv, vi. 3.*)
; Cic. de Ontt. ii. 47.) [(». L.]

INTEUCISI DIES. IDias ]

INTERCOLU'MNIA. [TaMrUM.]
INTEHDrCTIO AQUAE ET IGNIS. [Ex-

BILH'M, p. 516, h.1

INTERDICTUM. “In certain caao* {ctrlU

tie eausis) the praetor or proconsul, in the first in-

stance {prineipaHler)^ exercises his authority for

the termination of disputes. This he chiefly does

when the dispute is about PoKsessinn or Quasi-

possession
; and the exercise of bis authority con-

sists in ordering something to be done, or forbidding

something to he done. Tlic formulae and the

terms, which he uses on such occasions, are called

cither Interdicta or Decrcta. They arc called Dc-
creta when he orders something to be done, as

when he orders something to l»e produced (ftr/iiften
)

or to be restoivd : they are call<^ Interdicta when
he forbids something to be done, as when he orders

that force shall not l>c used against a person who
is in possession rightfully {sine riVio), or tliat no-

thing shall be done on a piece of sacred ground.

Accordingly all Interdicta arc either Restitntoria, or

Kxhibitorio,or Prohibiioria.” (Gaius, ir. 1.39, l40.)

This passage contains the essential distinction

l>etwecn an Actio and an Interdictum, so far as

the praetor or proconsul is concerned. In the cose

of an Actio, the praetor pronounces no decree, but
he gives a Judex, whose business it is to investi-

gate the matter in dispute, and to pronounce a
S4'ntence consistently with the formula, which is

his authority for acting. In the case of an Actio,

therefore, the praetor neither orders nor forbids a
thing to be done, but he says Judicium diil>o. In
the case of on Interdict, the praetor makes an
order that something shall be done or shall not be
done, and hii words are accordingly m*ords of com-
mand : Restituas, Exhibcas, Vim fieri veto. This
immedioie intcr(Joaition of the praetor is appropri-

ately expressed by the word “ principalitcr,** the

full effect of which is more easily seen by its juxta-

position with the other words of the passage,

than by any attempt to find an equivalent English
expression.

Sovi^y observes that it may be objected to this

exposili<m, that in one of the most important In-

terdicts, that Dc Vi, the formula is. Judicium dabo.
(Dig. 43. tit. 16. s. 1.) But, ns he observes, the

old genuine formula tvas, Restituas (Cic, pro
('aecin. b, 30) ; and the “ Judicium dabo'' must
have been introduced when the formulae of the

two old Interdicts (De I'l yfrwofo and l)e IV
Quntidianfi) wen* blended together, and at a lime

when the distinctions between the old formulae

had become a matter of indifference.

The mode of proceeding ns to the Interdict w*as

at follows :— The party aggrieved stated his case

to the praetor, which was the foundation of hit de-

mand of an Interdict, and was therefore analogous

to the Postuintin actionia If the praetor saw
sufficient reason, he might grant the Interdict,

which was often nothing more than the words of

the Eidict addressed to the litigant parties ; and in

doing so, he used his “auctoritas finiendis contro-

vottiis" in the first instance, or immediately, and
without the intervention of a judex {princip(Ui(er\

and also ” certis ex caubis," that is, in cases already
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provided for by the Edict. If the defendant either

admitted the plaintiff's case before the interdict

was granted, and complied with its terms, or sub-

mitted to the interdict after it was granted, the

dispute was of course at an end. This is not

stated by Oaius, but follows of necessity from the

nature of the case ; and when he goes on to say
“ tluit when the praetor has ordered any thing to

be done or forbidden anything to be done, the

matter is not then ended, but the parties go before

a judex or recupcraturcs," he means that this fur-

ther proceeding takes place, if the praetor's Inter-

dict does not settle the matter. The whole fonn

of proceeding is not clearly stated by some modem
writers, but the following U consistent with Oaius.

The complaiiuuit either <»btained the Interdict

or he did not, which would depend on the case

that he made out before the praetor. If he foiled,

of course the litigation w'os at end ;
and if he ob-

tained the interdict, and the defendant complied

with its terms, the matter in this case also was at

on end. If the defendant simply did not ola'y the

terms of the Interdict, it would be iiecessaty* for

the complainant again to apply to the praetor, in

order that this fact might be ascertained, and that

the plaintiff might give full satisfaction. If the

defendant ^^’as dissatisfied with the Interdict, lie

migiit also apply to the praetor for an inreslignlion

into the facts of the case : his allegation might be

that there was originally no ground for the Interdict.

Ilo might also apply to the praetor on the ground

that he had satisfi<*d the tenns of the Intcrdk-t,

though the plaintiff was not satisfied, or on the

ground tlut ite was unable to do more than he hod
done. In all these cases, when the praetor's order

did not terminate the dispute, he directed an in-

<iuiry by certain fonnulae, which were the instruc-

tion of the judex, recuperatores or arbiter. Ac-
cordingly, the process of the Interdict belonged

to the ordo judiciorum priratorum, but the judi-

cium a*os constituted by the peculiar process of

the Interdict. The inquiry would be. Whether
anything had been done contrary to the Praetor's

Edict* ; or. Whether that had been doi>e, which
he had ordered to be done : the former inquiry

a*ould be made in the case of a Prohibitory Inter-

dict
; and the Utter in the case of an Exhibitor/

or Hestitutory Inti^rdict.

In the case of Interdicta Prohibitoria there was
always a sponsio ; that is, the parties were re-

quin^ to deposit or give security fur a sum of

money, the loss of which aas in the nature of a
penalty ( jwena) to the party who Uiled UTore the

judex : this sponsio a*aa probably required by the

praetor. In tho case of Iiiterdicta Restitutoria

and Prohibitmna, the proceeding was sometimt's

per sponsionem, and therefore before a judex or rc-

ruperatorea, and sometimes, without any sponsio,

per fommlam arbitrariam, that is, before an arbiter.

In the case of these two latter Interdicts, it seems

to have depended on the party who claimed the

inquiry whether there should Ite a sponsio or not

:

if such party made a sponsio. that is, proffered to

pay a sum of money, if he did not make out hit

• “ Edict " is the word used by Gains, but he

means Interdict. He uses Edict, because the In-

terdict would only be granted in such coses as

were provided for by the Edict {certit cj- coaru),

and thus an Interdict was only an applicatioo of

the Edict to a particular case.
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rose, the opposite party wna required to make one

aUi). In the cose of Caecitm (Cic. pro Caecin. 8)

a sponsio had been made : Cicero laya, addressing

the recuperatores,
** sponsio facta est : hoc dc spon-

sione vobis jiidicandum esC* In fact, when the

matter came before a judex or arbiter, the form of

proceeding was similar to the oidinary judicium.

The chief division of Interdicts has been stated.

The various purpoees to which they were appli-

cable appear fri>m the titles ; os, Intcrdictum de

Aqua, do Arbmihns coedendis, de Liberls exhi-

bendis, de Hivu, dc Superficiebus, &c.

Another division of Interdicts was into those for

the purpose of acquiring Possession, retaining poe-

seuion, or recovering possession. (Gaius, iv. 144.) i

The Intcrdictum adipUcciidac possessionis was
given to him to whom the Bonorum possesaio

[Bonortm P088XS810] w*ns given,and it is referred

to by the initial words Quorum bonorum. (Dig.

43. tit. 2. S.I.) Its operation was to compel a

person, who hod possession of the property of

which the Bonorum possessio w*as granted to an-

other, to give it up to such person, whether the

person in possession of such property possessed it

pro hcrode or j>ro possessore. The Bonorum Emtor
[Bonohl'm Emtio] was also entitled to this lu-

tiTdict, which was sometimes called Possessorium.
,

It was also granted to him who bought go<tds at

public auction, and in such cose was called Sccto-

riujn, the name “ Sectores ” being applied to per-

sons who bought property in such moaner. (Cic.

pro Iio$e, Am, 36.)

The Interdictum Salvinnum was granted to the

owner of land, and enabled him to take possession

of the goods of the colonus, who had agreed that

his goods should be a security for his reiiL (Dig.

43. Ut. 3.)

This Interdict was not strictly a Possessorial

Interdict, as Savigny luis shown (/Ais HeeJU dot

Itcsiizesy p. 410; Puchtn, InstUutionen^ Ac. il

§ 225.) It did not, like the two other Interdicts,

presuppose a lawful possession, that is, a Jus poa-

sessiouis acquired by the fiict of a rightful posses-

sion ; the complainant neither alleged an actual

possession nor a former possession.

The Intcrdictum retinendae possessionis could

only bo granted to a person who had a riglitful

possessio, and be was intitled to it in respect of

damages sustained by being disturbed in his pos-

session, in respect of anticipated disturbance in his

possession, and in the case of a dispute as to owner-

ship in which the matter of possession was first to

be inquired into. Its elTcct in the last case would

be, as Gaius slates, to determine which of two

litigant parties should poucss, and be the defend-

ant, and which should bo the claimant, and hare

the burden of proof. There were two Interdicts

of this class named respectively Utt Possidetis and

Utnibi, from the initial words of the Edict. The
Interdictum Uti Possidetis applied to land or

houses, and the other to moveables. The Uti

Pfjssidctis protected the person who at the time of

obtaining the Interdict was in actual |)«Bsession,

provided he had not obtained the possession against

the other party {advertarius) vi, clam, or prccario,

which were the three vitia possessionis. (Festus,

s. r. Ponestio ; Oaius,iv. 160.) In the case of the

Interdictum Utrubi, the possession of the movable

thing was by the Interdict declared to belong to

him who had possessed the thing against the other

party during the greater port of that year, “ ncc ri
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ncc clam ncc prccario.” There w'ere some peculi-

arities os to posscAsio of moveable things. (Gaius,
iv. l.$l.)

The Intcrdictum rccupomndaep^sscssinnisniight

be claimed by him who had l>ecn forcibly cjccied

(ri drjrdus) from liis possession of an immovable
thing, and its effect was to compel the wrong,
doer to restore the possession, and to make good all

damage. The initial words of the Interdict were,

Unde tu ilium vi dejccisti
;
and the w'ords of com-

mand were, Eo restituas. (Cic. ;>ro Carew. 30,
pro Ttdl. 4, 29, 44 ; Gaius, iv. 154

;
Dig. 43.

lit. 16. s. 1.) There were two cases of Vis: one of
Vis simply, to which the ordinary Interdict applied,

which Cicero calls Quotidimnim ; the other of Vis
Armata, which had been obuined by Caecina
against Aebutius. The plaintiff had to prove tliat

he was in possc'ssion of the premises, and Imd lie< n
ejected by the defendant or his agents (jUtnUia or

procumior^ Cic. pro TuU. 29.) If the maltor came
before a judex the defendant might allege that he
had complied with the Interdict, ** n^lituisse,'*

though be had not done so in fact
;
but this wiu

the form of the S|H>nsio, and the defendant would
succeed before the judex if he could show that he
was not bound to restore the plamtitf to his pos-

session. {Pro Coecin. 8, 32.)

'I'he defendant might put in on answer (c.myrf/o)

to the plaintiff's claim for restitution: ho might
show that the plaintiff's possession commenced
either vi, clam, or preenrio with respect to the

defeudaut {pro Carcia. 32, pro Toll, 44) ; but
this cxceptio was not allowed in the case of via

armata. {Pro Corcin. 8, 32.) The defendant

might also plead that a year had elapsed since the

violence complained of, and this was generally a
good pica ; for the Interdict contained the words
”iu hoc anno.” But if the defendant was still in

possession after the year, he could not make this

plea ; nor could he avail himself of it in a case of

Vis Armata. (Cic. enf Fav\. xv. 16.)

A clandcstiiia possessio is a jtossessio in w'hich

the possessor takes a thing (which must of course

be a movable thing) secretly (/ar/ire) and without

the knowledge of the person whose adverse claim

to the possession he fears. Such a possessio, when
it was a disturbance of a rightful possexsio, gave
the rightful possessor a title to have the Interdict

de clandcstina |>osscssionc for the reeover)' of his

possession. All traces of this interdict are nearly

lost
; but its cxistenco seems pruliablo, and it must

have had some resemblance to the Intcrdictum de
vi. The excoptio clandcstinae possessionis was
quite a dilferent thing, inasmuch as a claudestina

possessio did not necessarily suppose the lawful

possession of another party.

The Interdictum de Preenria poesessione or de
Precario applied to a cose of Prccorium. It is Pre-

carium when a man permits another to exercise

ownership over his property, but retains the right

of demanding the property back when he pleases.

It is called Precariura because the person who
received sui*h permission usually obtained it by
request (/irece)

; though request was not neces-

sary to constitute Prccorium, for it might arise

by tacit permission. (Paulus, S, H, v. tit. 6. s.

11.) The person who received the detention of

the thing, obtained at the same time a legal posses-

sion, unless provision to the contrary was m^e by
agreement. In either case the permission could at

any time be recalled, and the |>oMcsfio, which in
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its origin was justa, bocamo injusta, viriosa, os

soon as restitution was refused. Restitution could

be claimed by ibe Interdictum de Precarin, pre-

cisely os in the case of Vis ; and the sole founda-

tion of the right to this Interdict w*ns a vitiusa

possessio, as just explained. The Precarium was
never viewed as a matter of contract. Tho Inter-

dictum de prccario originally applied to land only,

but it w*08 subsequently extended to movable

things. The obligation imposed by the Edict was
to restore the thing, but not its value, in case it

was lost, unless dolus or lata culpa could be proved

against the defendant. But from the time that

the demand is made against the defendant, he is

in mom, and, as in the case of the other Interdicts,

he is answerable for all culpa, and for the fruits or

profits of the thing ; and generally, he is bound to

place the plaintiff in the condition in which he

w’ould have been, if there had been no refusaL

No exceptions were allowed in the case of a Pre-

carinm.

Tho origin of tho Precarium is referred by
Savigny to the relation which subsisted between a

patronus and bis cliens, to whom the patroims gave

the use of a portion of the ager puhlicus. If the

cliens refused to restore the land upon demand, the

patronus was entitled to the Interdictum de pre-

enrio. As the relation between the patronus and
the cliens was analogous to that between a parent

and his child, it followed that there was no contract

between them, and the patron's right to demand the

land back was a necessary consequence of the relation

between him and his cliens. (Festns, s. r. Paim.)
Tho precarium did not fill into disuse when the

old ager publicus ceased to exist, and in this respect

it followed the doctrine of possessio generally.

[Agkariab Lbgbs.] It was in fact extended

and applied to other things, and, among them, to

the case of pledge. [PioNua.]

Oaius (iv. 15G) makes a third division of In-

terdicta into SimpUcia and Duplicio. Simplicia

arc those in which one person is the plaintiff

(ac^or), and the other is the defendant (rcKs): all

KosUlutoria and Exhibitoria Interdkta are of this

kind. Prohibitoria Interdicta are cither Simplicia

or Dupiicia : they are Simplicia in such casc*s as

those, when the praetor forbids any thing to be

done in a locus sacer, in a fluraen publicum, or on

a ripa. They are DupUcia as in the case of the

Interdictum uti Possidetis and Utrubi
;
and they

are so called, says Oaius, because each of the liti*

gnnt parlici may be indifferently considered ns

actor or reus, as appears from the terms of the

Interdict. (Gaius, iv. 160.)

Interdicta seem to have l>ecn also called Dupiicia

in respect of their being apjdicable both to the ac-

quisition of a possession which had not been had

l^ore, and also to the recovery of a possession.

An Interdict of this class was granted in the case

of a vindicatio, or action ns to a piece of land

Against a possessor who did not de end his pos-

session, as, fur instance, when he did not submit

to a judicium and give the proper sponsiones or

satistktionos. A similar interdict was granted in

the case of a vindicatio of nn hereditas and a

ususfruetus. Proper security was always rc<^uired

from the person in possession, in the case of an in

rem iictio, in order to s cure the plaintiff against

any loss or injury that the property might sustain

while it was in the post ssion of the defendant.

If the defendant refused to give sucli recurity be

INTERREX.
lost the possessio, which was transferred to the

plaintiff (Rudorif, da$ IrUtrdici

Qufm /Vn(/am, Ac., Zriitckri/)y vol. ix.)

** By all these Interdicts l*ossession is protected,

and possession in itself, in its immediate form ns

power, in fact, over a thing. Possession thus ob-

tains a legal existence, which is simply connected

with that fact. This pure reception of possession

among Rights is not perplexed by the consideration

of the rightful or wronaful origin of the possession,

which origin has no effect with respect to the pro-

tection given to possession. The Injusta Possessio,

that is, the possession which has b^n acquired vi,

or clam or precario, is certainly not protected

Against the person from whom it has been acquired

by the possessor by any one of these throe vitia

possessionis
; but apart from this ease, tho Injusta

Possessio gives the same claim to protection os the

Justa. (Dig. 43. tiL 17. t. 2.) The Interdicts

arise out of Possessio, and indifferently whether it

is Justa or Injusta
;
only, if two possessors claim

against one another, a former and a present pos-

sessor, of whom the one has obtained possession

from the other vitiosc, the former is not protected

against the latter. (Dig. 43. tit. 17. t. 1. § 9.)**

Puchta, InstitHtiormy &c^ ii. § 225.

(For other matters relating to the interdict see

Gains, iv. 1 38— 170 ;
Paulus, A'. 77. v. tiL 6 ; Dig.

43 ;
Savigny, 7>w Ittr/d Ues Ufnitzesy pp, 403—

316; Savigny and Hnuliold, Zeits^rifly voL iii. pp,

305, 358, 421 ;
Keller, l/eixT die O^uciio qucie

moribus fit and Dus Interdictum Uti possidciity

ZeitsdirSfiy vol. xL ; Uudorff, lieiHcrkuugen uber

dassflbe Interdiciy Zeiisekri/ty vol. xi. ; Puchta, In-

stitutionefiy Ac., iL §§ 169, 225.) [G. L.]

INTERPRES, an interpreter. This class of

persons became very numerous and necessary to

the Romans as their empire extended. Kmbauius
from foreign nations to Rome, and from Rome to

other states, were generally accompanied by inter-

preters to explain the objects of the embiusy to

the respective authorities. (Cic. de Dicinat. ii.

64, de 7^/»i6. r. 29 ; Plin. //. N. xxv, 2 ; Cell,

xvii. 17. 2 ;
Liiv. xxvii. 43.) In large mercantile

towns tho interpreters, who formed a kind of

agents through whom business was done, w*ere

sometimes very numerous, and Pliny (//. N. vi.

5) states that at Dioscuriiu in Colchis, there were
at one time no less tlian 130 persons who acted as

interpreters to the Roman merchants, and through
whom all the business was carried on.

All Roman praetors, proconsuls, and quaestors,

who were entrusted with the administration of a
province, had to carry on all their ofiicial proceed-

ings ill the l^atin language (Val. Max. ii. 2. § 2),

and os they could not be expected to be acquainted

with the language of the provincials, they bad
always among their servants [Apparitoabk] one

or more interpreters, who were generally Romans,
but in most cases undoubtedly freedmen. (Cic. pro
Utdb. 11.) These interpreters had not only to

officiate at the conventus [Convbntun], but also

explained to tho Roman governor eveiy'thing which

the provincials might wish to be laid before him.

(Cic. c. Verr. ilL 37, <id Fam, xiii. 44 ;
Cacs. Deli.

GaU, i. 19 ;
compare Dirksen, ViviL Aikandl. i. p.

16, Ac.) [US.]
INTERREX, INTERREGNUM (called by

the Greek writers pcaofamAcur, pecoSaaiKtios

ipXVy ns(To€curi\sla). The office of interrejt is said

to have been instituted on the death of Romulus,
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when the senate wished to share the soreriMgn

power among tbemselres instead uf electing a king.

For this purpose, according to Livy (i. 17), the

senate, which then consisted of one hundred mem*
bers, WTis divided into ten decuries ; and from each

of these decuries one senator was nominated. These

together formed a board of ten, with the ' title of

Interrfge$^ eacli of whom enjoyed in succession the

ri^al power and its badges fbr hre days
;
and if no

king wns appointed at the expiration of hfty days,

the rotation began anew. The period during

which they exercised their power was called an

InterrH^um, Dionysius (it 57) and Plutarch

(iVvnia, *2) give a ditferent account of the matter;

but that of Livy appears the most probable.

Niebuhr {IlisL of /fome, vol. L p. 334, vol. ii. p.

Ill) supposes that the hr»t interreges were ex*

elusircly Roranes, and that they were the Decern

Primt, or ten leading senators, of whom the first

was chief of the whole senate. (Compare Waller,

(ir$ck» det Rom, /^ccA/s, § 21, 2nd ed.)

The interreges agreed among thentselres who
should be proposed as king (Dionys. iv. 40, 80),

and if the senate approved of their choice, they

summoned the assembly of the curiae, and pro*

posed the person whom they had previously agreed

upon
;
the power of the curiae was confined tu ac-

cepting or rejecting him. The decree of the cnriac,

by which they accepted the king, was calledjusmt

fiopuli t Liv. i. 22 ; Cic. He Rep. ii. 13, 21.) After

the king had been elected, the curiae conferred

the imperium upon him by a special law, Ujfntriaia

He imperio. (Cic. He Rep. ii. 1.3, 17, 18, 20, 21.)

Interreges were appointed under the republic for

holding the comitia fur the election of the consuls,

when the consuls, through civil commotions or

other causes, bad been unable to do so in their

year of office. (Dionys. viii. 90 ;
Liv. iv. 4.3, &c.)

Kach held the office for only five d.'iys, as under

the kings. The comitia were, as a genenil rule,

not held by the first interrex ; more usually by the

second or third (Liv. ix. 7, x. 11, v. 31) ; Imt in

one instance we read of an eleventh, and in another

of a fourteenth interrex. (Liv. vii. 22, viii. 23.)

The comitia for electing the first consuls were held

by Sp, Lucretius as interrex (Dionys. iv. 84),

whom Livy (i. GO) calls also praefectus urbi*. The
interreges under the republic, at least from

B. c. 482, were elected by the senate from the

whole body, and were not confined to the decern

primi or ton chief senators as under the khigs.

(Dionys. viii. 90.) Plebeians, however, were not

admissible to this office
;
and conse<]ucntly when

plebeians were admitted into the senate, the patri-

cian senators met together (ooisre) without the

plebeian members to elect an interrex. (Liv. lit.

40, iv. 7, 43, vi. 4l
;
Cic. pro />omo, 14 ;

Niebuhr,

voL iL p. 429 ;
Walter, §§ 55, 131.) For this

muon, os well as on account of the influence which

the interrex exerted in the election of the magis*

trates, we find that the tribunes of the plebs were

strongly opposed to the appointment of on interrex.

(Liv. iv. 43, zxil. 34.) The interrex had juris-

dictio. (Liv. x. 41 ; Niebuhr, voLiii. p. 24.)

Interreges continued to be appointed occasionally

till the time of the second Punic war (Liv. xxil 33,

34) ;
but after that time wc read of no interrex,

till the senate, by eommand of Sulla, created an

interrex to hold the comitia for his election as Dic-

tator, B. c. 82. ( Appian, Bell. Or. i. 98.) In b. a
55 another interrex was appointed to hold the
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comitia, in which Pompey and Crassm wens
elected consuls (Dion Cost, xxxix. 27, 31) ; and
wc also read of uitcrreges in d. c. 53 and 52, in the

latter of which years an interrex held the comitia,

in which Pompey was appointed sole consul.

(Dion Cass. x). 4.5 ;
Ascon, ad Vie. Mil. iniU p. 32,

Orelli ; Plut Pomp. 64 ; comp. Becker, Handlmek
Her Romitchen AUerthUmer, tol. U. part L p. 29.5,

Ac)
INTE'RULA. [TvntcA.]
INTESTA'BILIS. In the Twelve Tables it

was declared qui se sierit testorier lihripensvc

fuerit, ni testimonium fiiriatur, improbus intesta*

bilisque c*ta” (Dirksen, f/e6er«ci/, &c. p. G07 ;

compare Oelliux, vi. 7, xv. 13.) According to

these passages, a person who had been a witness

on any solemn occasion, such, as the making of a
will, and afterwards refused to give his testimony,

wns **
intestnbilis,** that is, disqualified from ever

being a witness on any other occasion. The word
aftcra-ards s^ms to have had its meaning extended,

and to have been used to express one who could

not make a will, and who laboured under a gcneml
civil incapacity. (Hor. Sat. ii. 3. 181 ;

Dig. 28.

tit. I. 8. 18. 26; Inst ii. tit. 10.] [Q. L.]

INTESTA'TO, HEREDITATES AB.
[Hkrxo, p. 598, a.]

INTEST.VTUS. [Hkum, p. 598, a.]

INTESTPNUM OPUS, joiner's work, is re-

ferred to in some passages of Vilmvius as used in

the interior of hnildings
;
but there is nothing in

his allusions to it that requires explanation (V'itniv.

it 9, T. 2, y. 3). (P.S.j
INTU'SIUM. fTt-Nicx.]

INVENTA'RIUM. [IlBRia, p. GOl, b.]

INVESTIS. (ImpubbrJ
IREN (f/njr). [Eirkn.]

lUPEX, HIKPEX, or URPEX (Cato, rfe Re
Rust. 10), a harrow, used to clear the fields of

weeds and to level and break down the soil.

(Festus, s. p. ;
Servius, iji Virp. Geori/. i. 9.5.) The

harrow of the ancients, like ours, had iron teeth,

and was dmam by oxen. (V^ar. de Ling. iMt. v.

31, ed. Spengel.) [J. Y.]
ISELA'STICI LUDI [Athlita*.]
ISO'DOMUM OPUS. [MuRva]
ISOPOLITEIA (iVoaoXiTsia). [Civitar, p.

289, b.]

ISOTELEIS (/o‘oT€Xf?r). [CiviTA«,p.289, b.]
TSTHMIA ("ItTfl^ia), one of the four great

national festivals of the Greeks. This festival de-

rived its name from the Corinthian isthmus, where
it was held in honour of Poseidon. Where the

isthmus is narrowest, betw’ecn the const of the

Saronic gulf and the western fool of the Ocnean
hills, wns the temple of Poseidon, and near it was a
theatre and a stodinm of white marble, the scene of

the Isthmian games. ( Pans. ii. 1
. § 7 : Strah. viM. 6.

p. 380.) The entrance to the temple wns adorned

with an avenue of statues of the victors in the

Isthmian games, and w'ith groves of pine-trees.

These games were said originally to have been
instituted by Sisyphus in honour of Melicertes,

who was also caUed Palaemon. (Apollod. iiL 4.

§ 3 :
Pnua. ii. I. § 3.) Their original mode of

celebration partook, as Plutarch (7’4es.25) remarks,
more of the character of mysteries, than of a great

and national assembly with its various amusements,

,
and was performed at nighL Subsequent to the

j

age of Thcscu.s the Isthmin w'ere celebrated in

I

honour of Poseidon ; and this innovation is ascribed

TT 3
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to Tliojicui him»elf, who, according to ?oine Icgcndi,

w’lu n of Poseidon, and who, in the institution

of the new Isthmian solemnities, is snid to have

imitated Heracles, the founder of the Olympian
games. The cclebratitm of the Isthmia wTis hence*

forth conducted hy the Corinthians, hut Theseus

had rt.'served for his Athenians some honourable

distinctions; tho«o Athenians who attended the

Jsthmiu sailed across the Saronic gulf in a sacred

Tcssel and an honoraty place (rpoedpia),

as large as the sail of their vessel, was assigned to

them during the celebration of the games. (Plut.

Lc,) In limes of w*ar between the two states a

sacred tnicc a’os concluded, and the Athenians

were invited to attend at the solemnities. (Thucyd.

viii. 10.) The Kleans did not take part in the

games, and various stories were related to account

for this singular circumstance. (Paus. v. 2. § 2.)

It is a very probable conjecture of Wachsmulh
(/fd/frt. Aflcrth, vol. i. p. 15.'5\ that the Isthmia,

after the cluuiges atcrib d to Theseus,- were merely

a panegyris of the louians of Pclop<Hinesus and
those of Attica

;
for it should be observed, that

Poseidon was an Ionian deity, whose worship

appears originally to have been unknown to the

I>oruuiti. During the reign of the CypscHds at

Corinth, the celebration of the Isthmian games was
suspended for seventy years. (Solin. c. 12.) But
after that time they gradually rose to the rank of a

national festival of nil the Greeks. In Olymp. 49
they became periodical, and were henceforth cele-

brated regularly every third year, twice in every

Olympiad, that is, in the first and third year of

every Olympiad. The Isthmia held in the first

year of an Olympiad fell in the Corinthian month
P.anemus (the Attic Hecatombaeon)

; and those

which w'orc held in the third year of an Olympiad,

fell either in the month of Munychion or Tharge-

lion. (Corsini, TXsscrt. Affon. 4 ; compare Goeller

ad Thiuy^. viii. 9.) Pliny (//. M iv. 5) and So-

linus (c. 9) erroneously slate that the Isthmia were

celebrated every fifth year. With this regularity

the solemnities continued to be held by the Greeks
down to a very late period. In -28 B.C. the

Romans were allowed the privilege of taking part

in the Isthmia (Polyb. il 13) ;
and it was at this

solemnity that, in b. c. 196 Flamininu.<i proclaimed

before an innumerable assembly the independence

of Greece (Polyb. xvii. 29). After the fall of

Corinth, in b. c. 146, the Sicyonians were honoured

with the privilege of conducting the Isthmian

games
;
but when the town of Corinth was rebuilt

by .lulius Caesar (Paus. ii. I. §2, ii. 2. §2), the

right of conducting the solemnities w'as restored to

the Corinthians, and it seems that they henceforth

continued to be celebrated till Christianity became

the state-religion of the Roman empire. (Sueton.

TVVro, 24 ;
Julian Imperat. h'pitt, 35.)

The season of the Isthmian solemnities was^ like

that of all thegre:it national festivals, distinguished

by general rejoicings and feasting. The contests

and games of the Isthmia were the same as those

at Olympia, and embraced all the varieties of

athletic p<>rformanccs, such os wrestling, tho pan-

cratiunj, together with horse and chariot racing.

( Paus. V. *2. § 4 ; Polyb. 1. c.) Musical and poeti-

cal contests were likewise carried on, and in the

latter women also were allowed to take part, ns

we must infer from Plutarch (6y7n;>os. v. 2), who,
on the authority of Polemn, states that in tlie trea-

sury at Sicyon there was a golden book which bad
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been presenled to It by Aristomache, the poetess,

after she had gained the victory at tho Isthmia.

At a late period of the Roman empire the charac-

ter of the games at the Isthmia appears greatly

altered ; for in the letter of the emperor Julian,

above referred to, it is suited that the Corinthians

purchased lieari and panthers for the purpose of

exhibiting their fights at the Isthmia, and it is not

improbable that the custom of introducing fights of

animals on this occasion commenced soon after tho

time of Caesar.

The prize of a victor m the Isthmian games con-

sisted at first of a garland of pine-leaves, and after-

wards of a wreath of ivy
; but in the end the ivy

was again superseded by a pine-garland. (Plut.

SpmjHn. V. 3.) Simple as such a reward w*as, a
victor in these games gained the greatest distinc-

tion and honour among his countrymen
; and a

victory not only render^ the individual W'ho ob-

tained it, a subject of admiration, but shed lustre

over his family and the whole town or community
to which he belonged. Hence Solon establishid

by a law that every Athenian who gained tho

victory at the Isthmian games, should receive from

the public treasury a reward of one hundred
drachmae. (Pint. >Sbf. 23.) Ills victory was gene-

rally celebrated in lofty odes, called Epinikia, or tri-

umphal odes, of which wc still possess some beau-

tiful specimens among the poems of Pindar. (See

Massieu in the J/em. tU I'Acfut. dc$ /wsm/rf. ft

lull. iMt. V. p. 214, &c. ; Dissen, De Jiatione

Poftica Carminum Pindaricontm^ prefixed to tho

first volume of his edition of Pindar ; MUller,

7/ijrf. o/ Greek TM» p. 220, &c. ; Krause, Pie

Pyt/aen^XemeeTt^und /flhmifn, p. 165,&c.) [L.S.]

ITA'LIA. [CoLONIA ; PKOVX^•ClA.]

ITER, [ViAB.]
ITINERIS SERVITUS. [SKRViTUTBa.1
JUDEX, JUDPCIUM. A Roman mngis-

tratua generally did not investigate the facts in

dispute in such matters as were brought before

him t he appointed a Judex for that purpose, and
gave him instructions. [Actio; Intxroictum.]
Accordingly, the whole of Civil procedure was ex-

pressed by the two phrases Jus and Judicium, of

M’hich tho former comprehended all that took place

before tho magistratus (mjare), and the latter all

that took place before the judex (in Judido). The
meaning of tho term Judiccs in a passage of Livy
(iii. 55) is uncertain. In thcTheodosian Code tho

term Judex designates the governor of a province.

From tlie earlier periods to the time of Constan-

tine it designated a person, whose functions may
bo generally understo<^ from what follows.

In many cases a single Judex was appointed:

in others, several were appointed, and they seem
to have been sometimes called Hccupcratores os

opposed to the single .Index. (Gains, iv. 104-—

109.) Under certain circumstances the Judex was
called Arbiter : thus Judcjc and Arbiter are named
together in the Twelve Tables. (Dirksen, Uclter-

Sic. p. 72.5.)

A Judex when appointed was bound to dis-

charge the functions of the office, unless he had
some valid excuse (exauatio\ A person might
also be disqualified from being a Judex. There
were certain seasons of the year when legal busi-

ness was done at Rome (cu/m res offebantur^ Gaius,

ii. 279), and at these times the services of the

judices \vere re<;uircd. These legal terms were
regulated according to the seasons, so that thers
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n’ero periods of vacation (Cic. ad Jit. L 1 ; atm
Jiomat a jHdiciis /orum n^>irrn<) : in ibo pro-

vinces, the terms depoiided on the Comentns. A
Judex was liaUc to a fine if he was not in attend'

ance when he was required. In any given cose,

the litigant parties agreed upon a judex or nccepU'd

him whom the inagistmtus prupoK'd. A party

bad the power of rejecting a proposed judex,

though there must have been some limit to this

power. (Cic. />ro Of/ien/. 43.) In cases where one

of the litigant partu*s was a pereghnua, a pere-

grinus might be judex. (Ouius, iv. 10.5.) The
judex was sworn to discharge his duty faithfully.

(Cic. de luvrmt, i. 39.)

When Italy had received its organization from

the Uomans, tlie magUtratus of the several cities

bud jurisdictio, and ap{>ointcd a Judex as tho

praetor did at Homo {Ims Ituftria de Calliu

OWpmu), In tho provinces, the govenntrs

pointed a Judex or Kecuperatorcs, as the cose

might bo, at tho Conventus which they held fur

the administration of justice; and the Judex or

Recuperatores were selected both from Konuui

citizens and natives.

When the Judex was appointed, the prococtl-

ings i» or l»oforo the praetor wuro terminated,

w hich was sometimes exprpsse<l by the term /Mi*

C^m^eataiio, the phrases Ia* t 'autentuta and Judicium

acreptum or oidinatuoi^ being equivalent in the

cLuslcal jurists. [LiTis Contkstatio.J The
parties appeared bet'oru the Judex on the tliird day
\cuiupertHdiHatio\ unless tho praetor hud deferred

tho judicium for some sulhciciit reason. The Judex
was generally aided by advisers (Juriscousmiti)

learned in the law, who were said ^ in consilio

adcssc ” (Cic pro A Quiatio^ 2. 6, Top. 17); but

the Judex alone was empnw’ered to give judgment.

The matter w'os first briefiy slated to the Judex
(cau*a« conjectio, coL'ectiu), and tho oratoros or

patmni of each party support d his cause in n

speech. The evidence seems to have been given

at the same time that the speeches were nuulr,

and not to have been heard before the patrusii

nuide their address. (Cic pro Rmtr. Ci}m. 14, pro

J*. Qttiniio, 18.) But it is probable that tho prac-

tice in this respect might vary in dilTercnt cases.

Witnesses were produced on both sides and ex-

amined orally
;
the witnesses on one side were also

cross-examined by tho other. (Cic. pro C^iedna,

10, pro FUiceOy 10.) Written documents, such

as iitstrumeiits and books of account, were also

given in evidence
;
and sometimes the deposition

of an absent witness was read, when it was con-

firmed by an oath. (Cic. pro Ro*e, Com. 15, Cic.

ad Att. IL 1 2, xiv. 1 5.) There were no direct means
of compelling a person to give evidence before the

legislation of Jtutininn, unless they were slaves,

who in some cases might be put to the torture.

As to the application of tho oath in judicio, see

After nil the evidence was given and the natroni

had finished, the judex gave sentence : if there

were several judices, a majority decided. If the

matter was one of difficulty, the bearing might be

adjourned os often as was necessary {awfdUiiio)

;

and if the judex could nut come to a satisfactory

conclusion, he might declare this upon oath and so

release himself from the difficulty. This was done

by the form of words “non liquerc“(N.L.). (Oell.

XIV. 2.) The senteace was pronounced orally, and

was sometime* first written on a tablet If the
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defendant did not make his appearance after being
duly summoned, judgment might be given against

him (judicium detertum^ ercmndicium)^ according to

the proof which tlie plaintitf bad made. If tho

plaintiff did not appear, the defendant could de-

mand an acquittal. (Dig. 40. tit 12. s* 27. § 1,

49. tit 1. 8. 29. pr.)

The sentence was either of Absolntio or Condem-
nntio. That part of the formula which aas called

the Condenmntio [.\cTio, p. 12, bj, empowered
the Judex to condemn or acquit (comtemnarr^

a5si*/trre, Ouius, iv. 43). The defendant might
satisfy the plaintitf afUT tho judicium had b^n
constituted by the litis conteslatio (post acceptum

'judicium^ Uaius, iii. 180, iv. 114), uid before

!

judgntent was given
; but in this case it was a

disputed question between the two schools whether
tho judex should acquit, or whether he should

condemn on the gnmnd that at the time when the

judicium was constitute<l, the defendant was liable

to be condemned and 'it «’os the business of tho

judex men ly to follow hit instructions The dis-

pute accordingly involved one of those principles

on which the schools were theoretically divided,

;

— the following out of a legal principle to all its

logical consequences ; but, like many other ques-

tions between the schools, this question was prac-

tically of no ipiportanco, as the plaiutiff would not

;

be allowed to have satisfaction twice.

M’hile the LegU actioncs were in force, the judg-

nuMit was for the restitution of a thing, if a given

thing (corpu*) was the object of the action
;
but

under the process of the formula, the Judex gave
judgment, pursuant to the formula, in a sum of

money, oven when a piece of property was the ob-

ject of dispute. The sum of munoy a*os cither

fixe<l or not fixed in the formula. If the claim

was for a certain sum of money, the amount was
inserted in tho condemnatio, and the judex was
l>ound to give that or nothing to the phiintitf. If

tho chiim was for damages or satisfaction, the

omomit of which was not ascertained, the emt-

demnatio was either limited to a sum named in

the fiiniiula, and which the judex could not exceed

except at his oam peril (jUtem tuam Jaciendo) ;
or,

if the action was for the recovery of property from

tho poA&esstjr, or if it was an actio ad exhibendum,

the condemnatio empowered the judex to condemn
the defendant in tho value of the thing. Gene-
rally, the term in the formula which expressed tho

value which was the object of the dcmajid was,
“ qiuinti res est.“ Res may mean cither a thing

in the limiu^d sense of the word, or generally tho

claim or demand, and the fixing this at a money
value, was equivalent to litis acstimatia The judex

was always bound to condemn in some definite sum,
even though the formula did not contain a definite

sum : the reason of w'hich is obvious, for, unless

the condemmitiu was definite, there would be no
judgment. (Gaius, iv. 48—52.)

The following is tho distinction beta’cen an
Arbitrium and Judicium, according to Cicero (pro
[{•>*c. Com, 4) :— In a judicium the demand was
of a certain sum or definite amount (pecuniae

cerfue)
; in an arbitrium, the amount was not de-

tennined (incerta). In a judicium the plaintiiT

obtained all that he claimed or nothing, as the

words of the fiwmula show :
“ Si paret H. S.

dari oportore.” (Compare Gaius, iv. 50.) The cor-

responding words in tho formula arbitraria were:
“(Quantum aequius melius id dari;“ and their

T T 4
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^uivaleiita werr\ “ Ex fide bona, Ut inter lionoe

bene ngier." {Tup. 17.) In a dispute alwiit df>*,

which Cicero calls ** nrbitrium rei uxorine," the

wottl* ** Quod aequius, melius” were added. (Com-
pare Gains ir. 47, 62.) If the matter was brought

l>efore a judex, pmperly so called, the judicium

was constituted with a poena, that is per spon-

sionem
;
there was no poena, when an arbiter was

demundeil, and the proceeditjg was by the formnla

nrhiimria. The proceeding by the sponsio then

was the strict one {aHpn.4ifsima formaLi rponsioniiy

Cic. pro Hose. Com. 14): that of the arbitrium

was ex fide bona, and the arbiter, though he was
bound by the instnictiona of the formula, was aU
lowed a greater latitnde by its terms. The engage-

ment between the parties who accepted an arbiter,

by which they bound themselves to abide by his

arbitrium, ^*08 CompmmiMum (pro Com. 4.

4); but this term was abo empbiyed, as it appears,

to express the engagement by which parties agreed

to settle their dilTerences by arbitration, withoot

the intervention of the praetor. Cicero appears to

allude to this arbitration. (Pro P. Qata/ib, 5 ;

compare Senec. de Benef. iiu 7.)

In the division of judicial functions between the

Magislmtus and Judex consisted what is called

the Ordo Judicionim Privatonim, which existed in

the early periods of Ur>me, and continued till the

time of Constantine. At the same time with the

Urdo Judicionira Privatonim existed the proceed-

ing extra ordinem or extraordinaria cognitio, in

which the magistmtus made a decision by a de-

cretum, without letting the matter come to a judex.

Finally, under the later empire the extraordinaria

cognitio supplanted the old mode of proceeding.

According to Cicero (pro Caocina^ 2) all Jndicia

had for their object, cither the settlement of dis-

putes between individuals (eoa/rotvrsiae), or thft

punishment of crimes (ma/e^ia). This passapi

refers to a division of Judicia, which appears in the

Jitrists, into Piiblica and Privnta. The term Pri-

vnta Judicia occurs in Cicero (Top. 17), w'here it

refers to the class of Judicia which he indicates in

the Caecina by the term Controverswe. The term

Publica Jndicia might not then bo in use, but the

term Publica Causa is used by Cicero (pro Roic.

Antrr. c. 21) with reference to a Judicium, W'hich

by the Jurists a*ould bo called Publicum. In the

Digest (48. tit. 1. 8. I) it is suited that all Judicia

ore not Publica in which a crimen wms the matter

in question, but only those in which the offence

was prosecuted under some lex, such as the .Itilia

Majestatis, Cornelia do Sieariis, and others there

enumerated. The Judicia PnpoUria or Populates

Aciiones as they are called (Dig. 47. tit, 2i5. s. 1)

an? defined to be those by which ** suum jus

nnpulus tuelur and they agreed with the Pub-
lica Judicia in this, that any person might be

the prosecutor, who was not under some legal dis-

qualification. The Jndicia PopuU (Cic. BnU. 27)
were those in which the populus acted as judices;

and accordingly Cicero enumerates the Poptili Ju-

dicU among others when he says (|>ro /A>mo, c.

\'.i) that ** nihil de capite civis, aut de bonis, sine

jiidicio senatus aut populi aut eorum qUi de quoque

re constituti Judices sint, detralii posse.” As the

Judicia Publica are defined by the jurists to be

those in which crimina were tried by a special lex,

it appears that the Judicia Populi, strictly so

called, must have fallen into disuse or have gnsdu-

ally become unnecessary after the Judicia Publica
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were regulated by special leges

; and thus the

Judicia Publica of the later republican period re-

present the Jndicia Populi of the earlier times. The
Judicia Populi were originally held in the C^imitia

Curiata and sulvsequently in the Onturiata and
Trihuta. A lex of P. V'alerius Publicola (Liv. ii.

8 ; Cic. Brp. iL 31) gave an appeal (prorocatio) to

the populus from the magiatratus ; and a law of

C. Sempronius Gracchus (Ck. pro liafnr. 4) de-

clared to the some effect : ^ Nc de capite civium
RomAnonim injussu populi judicarctur.”

The kings presid^ in the Judicia Populi, and
the consuls succeeded to their authority. But
after the passing of the Lex Valeria de Provoca-

tione (ii. & 308) persona were appointed to preside

at such trials as affected a citizen's caput, and
they wore accordingly called Quaesitores or Quae-
stores Porricidii or Uerum Capitalium. In some coses

(Liv. iv. 51) a plebiscitnm was passed, by which a
magistrate ams appointed to preside at the judicial

investigation. In the course of time, os cases w*ere

of more frequent occurrence, these (^uaestionc^

were made Perpetiute, that is, particular magi-
strates were appointed for the purpose. In the

year 149 It. c. the tribune I«. Calptimius Fito

Fnigi carried a Lex De Pecuniii Repetundis, by
which a Praetor presided at all such trials during

his year of office, from which time the Quaestio

Repetnndarum liccamc Perpotua. L. Sulla gave

to one praetor the Qiutestiom*8 de Maji^tate, and
to others those of Peculatiis and Ambitus ; and
he also added four other Quacstioncs Perpetuae.

Thus he carried out the principle of the Lex Cal-

pumia, by establishing permanent courts for the

trial of various specified offences, nnd the praetors

determined among themselves in which of these new
courts they should severally preside. The ordinary

functions ' of the praetor urbanus and peregrinus

were not interfered with by those new arrange-

ments. The Quaestionct of Sulla a*ere, De Hepe-
tundii, Majestatis, De Sieariis ct Veneficis, De
Parricidio, Peculatus, Ambitus, Dc Nammis Adul-
terinis, De Falsis or Testamentaria, and De Vi
Publica. But in special cases the senate still some-
times by a decrctum appointed the consuls as

quaesitores, of which an example occurs in Cicero.

(Z/nrf. 22.)

Any person, not legally disqualified, might l>e

an accuser (aervstrfor) in a Judicium Publicum.

On such an occasion a praetor generally presided

ns quaesitor, assisted by a judex quaestionis and a

body of judices called his consilium. The judex

quaestionis was a kind of assistant to the presiding

magistratuB, according to some opinions
; but others

consider him to be a quaesitor, who a*as sometimes

specially appointed to preside on the occasion of a
quaestio. (Walter, GtsekMla des Bom. BecAts^

p. 861.) The judices were generally chosen by
lot out of those who a'ere qualified to act Doth
the Rccusntor and the reus had the privilege nf

rejecting or challenging (rtjicrrr) such judict'S as

they did not like. (Ck. ad Ati. i. 16.) The ju-

dices Appointed according to the provisions of the

Lex Licinia de Ambitu, B. c. 55, were called

cdititii, and these were judices named by the ac-

cuser, whom the accused (reus) could not chal-

lenge. (Cic. pro fV». Plancio^ 15, 17, od. Wun-
der, Prolf^m. p. IxxvL) The judices were called

editi, when they could be challenged by the reus.

In many cases a lex was passed for the purpose of

regulating the mode of procedure. In the matter
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of Clodius and the Bona Don, the senate attempted

to carrj’ a lex by which the pnietor.who \vas to

preside at the trial should be empowered to select

the judices, the effect of which would have been to

prevent their being challenged by Clodius. After

a violent struggle, a lex for the regulation of the

trial was proposed bv the tribune Fuilus and car-

ried : it only differed from the lex recommended
by the senate in the mode of detennining who
should be the judices (Judicum genua) ; a differ-

ence however which was not unimportant, os

it secured the acquittal of Clodius. The judices

voted by ballot, and a majority determined the

acquittal or condemnation of the accused. If the

votes were equal, there was an acquittal (Pint.

A/anuj, 5). Each judex was provided with three

tablets {tabulae)^ on one of which was marked
A, Absolve

;
on a second C, Condemno

;
and on a

third N. L., Non liquet. The judices voted by
placing one of these tablets in the urn (um«,
Juv. SaL v. 4), which was then examined for the

purpose of ascertaining the votes. It was the duty
of the magistratus to pronounce the sentence of

the judices
;
in the case of condemnation, to ad-

judge the legal penalty ; of acquittal, to declare

him acquitted
; and of doubt, to declare that the

matter must be further investigated {amplius cogtio-

acendum).

Mention is often made of the Judicui Populi in the

I.atin writers. A Judicium was commenced by
the accuser, who must be a magistratus, declaring

in a contio, that he would on a certain day accuse

a certain person, whom ho named, of some offence,

which he also specified. This was expressed by
the phrase “diem dicere” {Virgi$titia C\teaoni capi~

Ha diem dicii, Liv. iii. 11). If the offender held any
high office, it was necessary to wait till his time of

service had expired, before proceedings could be
thus commenced against him. The accused was
required to give security for bis appearance on the

d.ny of trial
; the security w’as called vadcs in a

causa capitalis, and praedes when the penalty for

the alleged offence was pecuniary. If such secu-

rity was not given, the accused was kept in con-

finement (Liv. iii. 13.) If nothing prevented the

inquiry from taking pl.*icc at the time fixed for it,

the trial proceeded, and the accuser had to prove

h’s case by evidence. The investigation of the

facts was called Anquisitio with reference to the

proposed penalty : accordingly, the phrases pecunia,

enpito or capitis anquircrc, are used. (Liv. zxvi. 3.)

When the investigation was concluded, the magis-

tratus promulgated a rogatio, which comprehended
the charge and the punishment or fine. It was a

rule of law that a fine should not be imposed toge-

ther with another punishment in the same rogatio.

(Cic. pro Dom. c. 17.) The rogatio was made
public during three nundinoe, like any other lex

;

and proposed at the comitia for adoption or re-

jectioiu The fonn of the rogatio, the effect of

which was to drive Cicero into banishment, is

given in the Oration Pro Domo, c. 1 8. The ac-

cused sometimes w'ithdrcw into exile before the

votes were taken
; or he might moke his defence,

of which we have an instance in the oration of

Cicero for Rabirius. Though these were called

Judicia Populi, and properly so in the early ages

of the state, the leges passed in such judicia in the

latter period of the republic were often Plebiscita.

The offences ‘Which were the chief subject of

Judicia Populi and Publica were Majestas, Adul-
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teria and Stupra, Pnrricidium, Falsum, Vis Pub-
lica and Privatn, Peculatus, Kepetundae, Ambitus,
which arc treated under their several heads.

With the passing of special enactments for tho

punishment of particular offences, was introduced

the practice of forming a body of Judices for tho

trial of such offences as the enactments were di-

rected against. Thus it is said that the Lex Cal-

pumia Dc Peenniis Repetundis established the

Album Judicum Selectorum, or the body nut of

which Judices were to be chosen. It is not known
what was the number of the body so constituted,

but it has been conjectured that tho number w’as

350, and that ten were chosen from each tril-.e,

and thus the origin of the phrase Decuriae Judi-

cum is explained. It is eas}* to conceive that tho

Judiem Populi, properly so called, would be less

frequent as special leges were framed for particular

offences, the circumstances of which could be
l)etter investigated by a smaller body of Judices

than by the assembled people. It is affirmed that

up to the passing of the Calpumia Lex, the

Judices were chosen from the senators only, but
after this time they were not taken from that body
exclusively

; and fiirthcr, that not only the Ju-
dices in the Quocstiones dc Repetundis, but also

the Judices in private matters were from the date

of this lex taken from the Album Judicum which
was onnuall}' made (Ooettling, 6‘e.<icAic^/e(/cr Pom.
Staatsver/uasung, p. 425) ; for which there appears

to be no evidence. Some modern writers affirm

that by the Lex Calpumia the Judices were chosen

by the Praetor annually out of the body of sena-

tors, and arranged according to their tribes
; and

that the necessary number for each trial was
chosen out of this body by lot

As many of those who were tried in the quaes-

tiones perpetuae belonged to the class of the Op-
timates, it often happened that the Judices ac-

quitted those members of their own body, who
w’ould have been convicted by impartial judices.

Accordingly a stniggle arose between the popular

party and the Optimates, whom the popular, party

wished to exclude from the office of Judex. The
laws which relate to the constitution of the body
of Judices are called Judiciariae. whether these laws

related only to this matter, or made rules about

it and other things also. The first lex which ex-

cluded the Senators . from the Album judicum

selectorum was a Lex Sempronia of C. Gracchus,

B.C. 123, in accordance with which the judices

were taken only from the Equites. This airange-

ment lasted above forty years, and gave satisfac-

tion to the popular party ;
but it did not work

well in all respects, because the magistrates in the

provinces favoured the rapacity of the Publicnni, in

order to keep on good terms with the Equites,

to which class the Publicnni belonged. (Cic. Verr.

iii. 41.) A Lex Sen ilia Caepionis B. c. 106 is

said to have repealed the Sempronia Lex
;
but

this Lex Sen-ilia was itself repealed by a Lex
Servilia Gluuciao repetundarum, probably in B. c.

104. This Lex is said to have given the Judicia

to the Equites, and consequently it either repealed

the Lex of b. c. 106 indirectly, or it may merely

have confirmed the Lex Sempronia
;
for the real

nature of the Lex of b. c. 1 06 is hardly ascer-

tainable. There is a passage in Tacitus (AnW.
xii. 60) in which he speaks of the ServUiae leges

restoring the Judicia to the senate. The I^x
Servilia of b. c. 1 04 excluded from the function of
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Judices every person who had been tribunus

plcbis, quaestor, triumvir capitalia, tribunus mili*

turn in one of the first four legions, triumvir agris

dandU ossignandis, who was or had been in the

senate, who vi'as infamis, cverj' person who was
under thirty or above sixty ycjirs of age, every

person who did not live in Rome or in the imme>
diatc neighbourhood, ever)' father, brother, or son

of a person who was or had been in the senate,

and every person w'ho was beyond seas. The
Pmetor who presided in this Qua> stio, was to

choose 450 judices, from whom tbo Judlces for

the particular case w*ero to be token by lot.

(Fragnienta Liegis Serviliac Uepetundurum, &c.

C. A. C. Klenze, Berlin, 1825, 4to.)

Tbo attempts of the tribune M. Idvios Dni<
BUS the younger Had no result [Ligkr LiviabJ.

A I^x Plautia B.C. 89 enacted, that the Judices

should be chosen by the tril>es, fire by each

tribe, without any distinction of class. The Op-
timates triumphed under L. Cornelius Sulla, who
by a I^x Cornelia B. c. 80 enacted that the Ju-

dices should be taken exclusively from the Sena-

tors. But a Lex Aurelia (a c. 70) enacted that the

Judices should be chosen from the three classes—
of Senators, Equitos, and Tribuni Aenirii (Veil. ii.

32.) The Tribuni Acrarii were token from the

rest of the citizens, and were, or ought to have

been, persons of some property. Thus the three

dccuriae of Judices were fonned
;
and it was either

in consequence of the Lex Aurelia or some other

lex that, instead of one um for all the tablets,

the dccuriae hod severally tbelr balloting urn, so

that the votes of tho three clisses were known.
Dion Cassius (xxxviii. 8) ascribes this r^ulation to

a Lex Kufi.a, and be says that the object was that

the votes of the dccuriae (Wviy, 7«»^) might bo

known, though those of individuals could not,

owing to the voting being secret. It is not known
if the Ia!x Aurelia determined the number of Ju-

dices in any given case. A Lox Pompeia passed

in the second consulate of Pompey (a. c. 55),

seems to have made some modiheations in the Lex
Aurelia, as to tho qualification of the Judices

;
but

the new provisions of this lex are only known
from Asconius, who explains them in terms which
are very far from being clear. Tbo Lex Pompeia
dc Vi, and De Ambitu (d. c. 52) determined that

eighty judices were to be selected by lot, out of

whom the accuser and the accused might reject

thirty. In tho case of Clodius (B.a 61), in the

matter of the Bona Dca, there were fifty-six judices.

it is conjectured that the number fixed for a given

case, by the Lex Aun-lia, was seventy judices.

A Lex Judiciaria of Julius Caesar (Sueton. JuL
41

;
Cic. i. 8) • took away the 'decuria of

the Tribuni Aerarii, and thus reduced the judices
,

tn two classes {pettera^ the y*yv of Dion Cassius).
;

A Lex Judiciaria, passed after his death by M.
Antonius, restored the decuria of the Tribuni

Acmrii, but required no pecuniary qualilicution

from them : the only qualification which this lex

required was, that a person should have been a

centurion or have serv^ in the legions. It appears

that the previous Lex Pompeia, Lex Aurelia, and

a Lex of Caesar, had given to those who had been

centurions {qui ordina durerant) the privilege of

being judices (judieaitu\ but still they required a

peettniary qualification (cerutu). The Lex of An-
tonias, besides taking away the pecimiary qualifi-

cation, opened the judicia to the coldicra (Cic.
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PkH. i. 8, V. 5 ; Suelon. Cars. c. 41.) It seems
pntbable that the expression at cenluriis^ which is

used by Asconius in speaking of the change intro-

duced by this Lex Pompeia, had reference to the
admissiou of the centurions into the third of

judices.

Augustus, who altered the whole constitution of

the body of judices by his leges judiciorum pub-
licorum et privatoruni, added to the existing

three Deairiae Judicum, a fourth Dccuria, called

that of the Duccnarii, who had a lower pecuniary
qimlificAiion, and only decided in snsaller matters
{de lerioril/tu suromts, Sueton. Auff. 32). Cali-

^ila (Sueton. Caiuj, 16) added a fifth Decuria,

m order to diminish the labours of the judices.

Augustus had already allowed each Dccuria, in its

turn, an exemption for one year, and hod relieved

tliem from sitting in the months of November and
December. The whole number of judices was
raised by Augtuttu to near 4000 (Plin. J/ist.

Nai. xxxiii. 7) ; and the judices in civil cases

were taken out of this body. They were chosen
by the Praetors out of ths persons who had tho
property qualification, and the duty of serving

as a judex thus beconio one of tho burdens to

which citizens w'ere liable.

As to the whole number of judices, included ut
any given time in the .Mbum Judicum, it seems
almost impossible to state any thing with preci-

sion
; but it is obvious from what has been said,

that the number must hare varied with the vari-

ous changes already mentioned. After the time of

Augustus the number was about four thousand,

and from this period, at least, there is do doubt t)mt

tho Album Judicum contained the whole number
of persons who were qualified to act as judices,

both in Judicia Privata and Judicia Publico. The
fourth Decuria of Augustus was limited in its func-

tions to the Judicia Privata in which the matter in

dispute was of small value. It is often stated

by modem writers, without any qualification, that

the various changes in the judiciary body from tho

time of the I^cx Calpumia to the end of the re-

public bad reference both to the Judicia Publica

and Privata
;
though it is also stated that the ob-

jects of these various enactments were to elevate

or depress one of the great parties in the state, by
extending or limiting the body out of which tho

judices in any given case were to be chosen. But
it is obvious thut these reasons do not apply to tho

matter of Judicia Privata, in which a single judex
generally acted, and which mostly concerned mat-

ters of property and contract. Accordingly, a re-

cent writer (Walter, G’eecAicAte de$ Rom. Rec/dSf

p. 716) has observed w'ith more caution than some
of his predecessors, that ** them is no doubt that

from the time of Augustus the Album Judicum
had reference to the judices in civil matters, but

that as to earlier times a difficulty arises from
the fact that while the Lex Sempronia was in

force, by which the senators were excluded from

the Album Judicum, a Cousularis is mentioned os

a judex (Cic. de Off. iii. 19) ; and, on the other

hand, an Eques is mentioned os a judex at a time

when the Lex of Sulla w*as in force, and conse-

quently senators only could be judices. (Cic. Pro
Rok. Com. c. 14.)^* These instances certainly are

inconsistent with the fact of the Judicia Privata

being regulated by the various I.^egis Judiciariao
;

but they are of small weight, compared with tho

reasons derivable from the character of the two
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kinds of Judicuv and the dilTcrencc in the mode of

procc<luref which render it almost a matter of do*

monstnuinn that the various changes in the jadi*

ciary body had reference to the ^uaestiones and
Judicia Publica. It is trie that some of these

Ic^es may have contained provisions even as to

Judicia Privata, for many of the Roman leges con-

tained a great variety of legislative provisions, and
it is also true that we are very iiu(M rfcclly ac-

quainted with the provisions of these Leges Judi-

ciariae
;

but that the regulation of the Judicia

Privala was included in their provisions, in ihu

•.-iTnc fonu and to the same extent as that of the

Judicia Publica, is an awertion U'tally unsupport.-d

by evidence, and one which leads to ahsurd con-

clusions. Two Ix'gf's Juliae together with a Lex
Aebutia put an end to the Legis Actioncs (Gaius,

W. 30) ;
and a Lex Julia Judicioria limited the

time of the Judicia Legitima (Gaius, iv. 104) : but

it does nut appear whether those leges were passed

solely for these objects, or whellicr their provisions

were part of some other leges,

Itcthmana-Hollweg(//an</bueAt/c4

r

i. 13) observes: “the establishment of a more
imited body of judicesout of the senatorial body
(album Jiidtcum selectorum), A. v. c, b'05, the

transfer of this privilege to the equites, by C.

(iracchiis, the division of it between both classes

after loitg struggles and changes, and even the

giving it to the third class, whereby three classes

or docuriac of judiccs were cstahlishid
;

all these

changes, which were so important in a constiluliomil

point of view, referred especially to the criminal

proceedings which w’cre jK>litically so important.”

Tho<igh the general character of the Roman
Judicia, and the modes of procedure both in civil

and criminal matters, arc cafjablo of a sufficiently

clear exposition, there is much uncertainty as to

many details, and the whole subject requires a

careful examination by some one who combines

with a competent knowledge of tlic original autho-

rities, an accurate acquaintance with the nature of

legal procedure.

The following works may be referred to :
—

Walter, 6’escAi^/e des Horn. liccJils
;

Goeltling,

f.VscAicA/e der Horn. Sicuittrer/astunfj ; Heinec-

cius, Syntoffma^ &C,
;

Tigerstrom, De Jitdicd/HS

aj>xul liamtino*^ Bcrl. 182G, valuable only for the

rollectimi of the original authorities : KcIUt, Vef>rr

Litis Contestation und Urtheily &c. ZUrich, 1 827 ;

Bothmann-Hollweg, Ilatuibuch d«$ < iritprozessesy

Ronn, 1834; P. Invemiiii, />e PtdMeis et Crimi-

nalibus Judiciis /fomanonpa, Libri Tret, lA^ipzig,

1846 ;
Puchta, InstiL i. §71, ii. § L^l, kc.

;

Gaius. iv. • Dig. 5. tiL 1, De Judiciis ; Dig. 48.

De Judiciis Puhiieis ; Inst. iv. lit. IB.) [O. Ia]

JUDEX ORDINA'RIUS. (Jude.x Pkda-
NKU8.]

JUDEX PEDA'NEUS. The origin and mean-

ing of this term seem to be unknown. It is not

used by the classical Roman writers. The judices

to whom the praetor or pmeses referred a matter in

litigation w'itn the usual instnictions, were some-

times called PedaneL (Theophil. iv. 15 ;
Cod. 3.

tit 3.) Subsequently the praeses, who w*as now
sometimes designated Judex Ordinarius or Judex
simply {Cod. Thsod. I. tit, 7), decided most matters

without the intervention of a Judex ; but still he
W.1S empowered to appoint a permanent l)ody of

judices for the d<?cision of h-ss important matters,

and these also w*cre called Judices Pedanci, “ hoc
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csl qni negotia humiliora disceptent’* (Cod. .3,

tit. 3. s. 5.) The proceedings Instore this new kind
of Judices Pedanci were the same as before the
praeses. $on>e modem writers are of opinion that

these new pedanei judices did not form a p« mia-
neiit court, but only decided on matters which were
referred to them by a superior authority. (Cod. .3.

tiu .3.) The reason of these judiccs receiving a dis-

tinctive name is conj<?ctured to l>e this, that the

magistrate himst'lf was now genomllv called Judex.
The Greek translation of Pedancus is

Koar4is (Theophil. iv. 15. pr.) (O. L.j
JUDEX gUAESTIO NIS. [Jvdkx, p. G48.]

JUDICA’TI ACTIO, A thing was a Uos
judicata, when the matter in dispute had iK^en de-
Unnined by a judicial sentence ; and the actio

judienti was a mode which the successful party

might .idopt, for obtaining a decree of the magis-
trains by which he coul«l take possession of the
roporly of the person who had Kmt the cause and
ad not sotisfied the judgment. The plaintifT in

the actio jndicatt was also protected in nis poMos-
sion of the defendant's property by a special inter-

dict, and he was empowen^ to sell it. The party
condemned was limited as to his defence. Origin-
ally the judicatus was obliged to hnd a vindi>x

{Hndicem dove)
;
but In the lime of Gaius it had

become the practice fur him to give security to

the amount of the judgment (jtulictUum stdri sa/i>-

dore). If the defendant ple.adcd that there was
no ri-s juilicat<n, ho w*as mulcted in double the

amount of the judgment, if his plea was false.

The actio judicati, os a peculiar obligation, is

merely the development and completion of the

obligatio which is founded on the Litis Contes-

talio
; hut this pcculmr obligatio it merely another

form of execution, and it participates in the general

nature of the process of execution. The general

nature of the actio judicati appears from the fol-

lowing {inssages. (Dig. 42. tit. L s.4, 5, 6, 7, 41.

§ 2, 43, 44, 61). Savigny, Stfdemy &c. vi. p.41 1.

(Gaius, iv. 9, 25, 171, io2
; Cic, )>ro Fhcc. 21 ;

Paulus, 1. lit. 19.) [G. L.]

JU DICES EDITI, EDITITII. [Judk.x,

p.646.]

JUDUCIA DUPLI'CIA, [Familiar Ercis-
cuNDAB Actio.]

JUDPCIA LEGPTIMA. [Impirium, p.

628, K, p. 6'29,n.]

JUDLCIA quae IMPE'RIO. [iMPiRiUM,
p. 628, b, p. 629, a.]

JUDI'CIUM. [Jt'DRx.]

JUDl'ClUM PO'PULI. [JirDBX, ^64R.)
JUDI CIUM PRIVA'TUM, PU'BLICUM.

[JuDX.x, p. 648.]

JU'GERUM or JUGUS (the latter form, as a
neuter noun of the third declension, is veiy com-
mon in the oblique cases and in the plural), a
Roman measure of surGice, 240 feet in length and
120 in breadth, containing therefore 28,800 square

feeL (Coluro. //. A. v. 1. § G
;
Quintil. i. 18.) It

was the double of the Actus (^tadrotusy and from

this circumstance, according to some writers, it

derived its name. (Varro, L, h. r. 35, Muller,

P.P. L 10). [Actus.] It seems probablo that,

os the word was evidently originally the same as

/u^s orJf/^fHy a vokr, and as actusy in its original

use, meant a petli w'idc enough to drive a single

beast along, that jwterum originally meant a path

wide enough for a yoke of oxen, namely, the

double of the actus in wddth
;
and that when ar/us
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was for a square monsurc of surface, theja-

r;rrum, hy a nntuml analnpj', bocanie the double of

the adut ffundratu*

;

and that this now meaning
of it superseded its old use ns the double of the

single The unrial division [As] W'as ap-

plit^ to the its sraallest part being the

ftrupulum of 10 feet square, =100 s({uaro feet.

Thus thc^^rwm contaiiu'd 288 scrupnla. (Varro,

]i. H. f.c.) The jugcnim was the common mea-

sure of land among the Homans. Two Jw/rra

formed an a hundred herrxlui a ccuturia^

and four ctntvri>ie a mltu*. These divisions w**rc

derived from the original assignment of landed

property, in which two ju<ferrt were given to each

citizen as heritable property. (Varro, 4c./ Nie-

buhr, //is/, of //owe, vol it pp. 150, Ac., and Ap-
pendix ii.) [P. S.]

Jt'GlJM signified in general

that which joined two things together. It denoted

more especially,

1. In architecture any cross beam (Vitnir. x. 8.

I£>).

2. The transverse beam which united the up*

right posts of a loom, and to which the warp was
attached. (Ovid, Met. vi. 55.) [TiLa]

3. The transverse mil of a trellis (Varro, deRe
Rust. i. 8 ;

Col. d« Re Rust. iv. 17, 20, xii. 15,

Gropon. T. 29), joining the upright poU*s (per/tcac,

xdpoKti) for the sup|)ort of vines or other trees.

[Capistrl'M.] Hence by an obvious resemblance

the ridges uniting the tops of mountains were

called ju^ mnntium, (Virg. Ed. v. 76 ;
Flor. ii.

3, 9, 1
7,‘

iii. 3.)

4 . The cross-liar of a lyre. (Horn. II. ix. 187.)
|

5. A icale-heam, and ‘hence a pair of scales >

[Libra]. The constellation Libm was conse-

quently also culled Jugum. (Cic. l>iv. iL 47.)

6. The tmnsverse seat of a boat (AeschyU

1608 ;
Soph. A/ix, 247 ;

Virg. Aen. vi,

41).^ This gave origin to the term ([irylTTji, os

Applied tn a rower. A vessel with many benches

or Imnks for the rowers W'os called vrfvs iroXv^uyos

or iKar6(uyo5. (Horn, If. ill 293, xx. 247.)

7. The yoke by which ploughs and carriages

W'cre drawn. Tlie yoke n*as in many cases a
straight woo<!en plank or pole laid upon the

horsi**' necks ; but it was commonly Wnt to-

wards each extremity, so os to be accommodated
to the ]mrt of the animal which it touched (cunxi
jttfyiy Ovid. East. iv. 216, Trid. iv. 6. 2). The
following m’oodcut shows two examples of the

yoke, the upper from a MS. of Hesiod's Works
and Days, preserved at Florence, the lower from a
MS. of Terence belonging to the Vatican library.

Thi'se may be comp.'uvd with the still ruder forms

of the yoke as now used in Asia Minor, which are

introduced in the article Aratrum. The practice

of having the yoke tied to the horns and pressing

upon the foreheads of the oxen (ca/w/c, non orrrioe

^mae/is, Plin- II. N. riil 70), which is now com-

mon on the continent of Europe, and especially in

France, is strongly condemned bv Culiimella on

grounds of economy as well as of Immanity. (De
Re Rud. ii. 2.) He recommends that their heads

should be left free, so that they may raise them
aloft and thus make a much handsomer appearance.

(Cic. Nat. Dear. ti. 6.3; Ovid. Afet. vii. 211.)

All this was effected by the use either of the two

collars (sb5/*w7iV*, Vitruv. x. 3. 8 ;
pt<ri6a^ Hesiod.

(tp. ri Diee^ 469 t Proclus, ad foe. ; Horn.

If. xix. 406 ; Schol. ad Apoli. Rhotl. iii. 232)

JUGUM.
shown in the upper figure of the woodcut, or of the

excavations (7\u^<u) cut in the yoke, with the

bands of leather {font

;

riWa, Tib. ii. 1.7 ;
xau-

poStriv 0vp<rav /iravxspiqt', Hninck, AmaJ. iii. 44,
XcxdSpa), which are seen in the lower figure.

This figure also shows the method of tying the

yoke to the pole (/emo, ^vp6s) by means of a
leathern strap i^vy6Zeopoy, Horn. iL v. 730, xxiv.

268—274), which was lashed from the two op-

posite sides over the junction of the pole and yoke.

These two parts were still more firmly connected

by means of a pin {fpSoXos, SchoL in Eurip. Hip-
poi. 666 ;

fiTTflsp, Horn, 1. e. ; Arrian. Erp^
Alex. it. p. 85, ed. Dlan. ;

l^6pi*or, Hea /. c.),

which fitted a circular cavity in the middle of the

yoke (5/A^aX5r, Horn. 1. e.). Homer represents the

leathern band as turned over the fastening thrice

in each direction. But the fastening was some-

times much more complicated, especially in the case

of the celebrated Gordian knot, which tied the

yoke of a common cart, and consisted only of flexi-

ble twigs or berk, but in which the ends were so

concealed by being inserted within the knot, that

the only way of detaching the yoke was that which
Alexander adopted. (Arrian, L c.\ Q. Curt. iii. 2 ;

Schol. IB Eurip. 1. e.)

Besides being variegated with precious materials

and with can'ing, the voke, especially among the

Persians, was decorated with elevated plumes and
figures. Of this an example is presented in. a
bas-relief from PersepoHs, preserved in the British

Museum. The chanot of Dareius was remarkable
for the golden statues of Delus and Ninus, about

eighteen inches high, which w'ere fixed to the yoke
over the necks of the horses, a spread eagle, also

WTought in gold, .being placed between them. (Q.
Curt. iii. 3.) The passages above cited show that

when the carriage was prepared for use, the yoke
which had been laid aside, was first fastened to

the pole, and the horses were then led under iu

Either above them, or at the two ends of the

yoke, rings W’cro often fixed, through which the

reins passed. These frequently appear in works of

ancient art, representing chariots.

Morning and evening are often designated in

poetiy* by the act of putting the yoke on tbe oxen
(lies. Op. et Die$y 581) and taking it oiT. (Hor.
^iTB. iii. 6. 42 ; Virg. Ed, i;. 66 ; Ovid. /-os/.

V. 497 ;
/SouXwiriJ, Arrian, l.c, ; Horn.

IL xvi. 779 ;
Cic. ad Att. xv. 27 ;

&ovX^to% &pti

AraU Dios, 387<)
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Br Tncton}Tny jtiffum meant the qtiantity of

land which a yoke of oxen cnold plough in a day.

(Varro, de He HuM. i. lU.) It was used ns equi-

valent to the Latin /wr and the Greek ns

in atjuUantm Ju^in. (Plin. If, A', x. 4, 5.) By
another figure the yoke meant s/orery, or the con-

dition in which men arc compelled against their

will, like oxen or hones, to labour fur others.

(AeschyL Agam, 512; Floras, il 1 4 ; Tacit. Agric.

31 ;
Ilor. iial. ii. 7. 91.) Hence, to express sym-

bolically the subjugation of conquered nations, the

Romans made their captives pass under a yoke (xu6

mitiere\ which,- however, in form and for

the sake of convenience, was sometimes made, not

like the yoke used in drawing carriages or ploughs,

but rather like the jugum described under the two

first of the preceding heads
;

for it consisted of a

spear supported transversely by two others placed

upright fJ. Y.]

JUGUMENTUM. fJanua, p. 624, b.J

JUNIO'RES. [CoMiTtA. p. 333.]

JURA IN RE. [Dominium.]
JURE ACTIO, IN. [JuKisDicTio.]

JURE CESSIO, IN, was a mode of trans-

ferring ownership by means of a fictitious suit &nd
so far resembled the forms of conveyance by fine

and by common recover}', which, till lately, were

in use in England. The In Jure Cessio was appli-

cable to things Mancipi and Nec Mancipi, and
also to Ros Incorporales, w*hich, from their nature,

were incapable of tradition. The parties to this

transaction were the owner (dominns qui ced//), the

person to whom it was intended to transfer the

ownership (riWiVxuu, cut ctditur), and the magis-

tratus, qui addicit. The person to whom the

ownership was to be transferred, claimed the thing

as his own in presence of the magistratus and the

real earner
;
the magistratus called upon the owner

for his defence, and on his declaring that he had

none to make, or remaining silent, the magistratus

decreed {addisii) the thing to the claimant. This
proceeding was a lems oetto.

An her^itas could be transferrod by this pro-

cess [HsRBa, p. 601, b.] ; and the res corpomlet,

which belonged to the hereditas, paued in this way
just as if they bad severally Wn transferred by

the In Jure Cessio.

The In Jure Cessio was an old Roman institu-

tion, and there were provisions respecting it in the

Twelve Tables. (Fmg. Vat. s. 50.]

(Oaius. ii. 24; Ulp. /Vt^. tiL 19. s. 9.) [G. L.]

JU'ROIUM is apparently a contracted form of

Juridicium. The word bad a special legal mean-

ing, os appears from a passage of Cicero, De Re^

puUka^ quoted by Nonius :
^ Si jurgant, inquit,

beneTolonim concertatio, non he inimicorum jurgium

dicitur. Et in sequent!: Jurgare igitnr lex putat

inter sc vicinos, non litigare.** RudorfF states that

the small disputes w*hich arose between owners of

contiguous lands within the ** quinque pedes ”

(Cic. de Leg. L 18) were comprehended under the

term Jurgium. Ho refers for a like use of the

word to Horace {Ep. il 1. 38, and ii. 2. 170),

Sod vocat usque suum, qua populiis adsita certis

Limitibus vicina refugit jurgiiL

(RudoHF, ZcH$Arifly &c. vol. x. p. 346, Ueberdie

Gr'dnztckeidumgeklage.')

Compare also Cicero, de Legihu*., ii. 8. ** Feriis

jorgia omovento and Kacciolati, Laeieomy s. v.

Jurgium, L.j
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JURI'DICI. Under Hadruin, Italy was di-

vided into five districts, one of which contained
Rome, and continued in the same rclutinn to the

I Roman praetor that it had been before the division

j

of Hadrian. Each of the other four districu re-

ceived a magistratus with the title of consularis,

who had the higher jurisdiction, which was taken

from the munici|)al magistrates. We may also

infer that the court of the consularis was a court of

appeal from the inferior courts in the matters which
were left to their jurisdiction. (Sport Hadrian. 22 ;

CapitoL Piusy’2.) This arrangement of Hadrian
was an advantage to the Italians, for before this

time the inhabitants had to go to the Roman
praetor's court for all matters which were not
within the jurisdiction of the duumviri ; for we
must assume that the consulnres reside<l in thi-ir

districts. M. Aurelius placed functionaries with
the title of Juridici in the place of the Consulares
(Puebta, InttU.h. § 92 ;

and note (m) on the pass-

age of Appian, Bell. Cic. i. .38). [O. L.]

JUUI'DICI CONVENTUS [Provincia].
JURISCONSULTI or JURECONSULTI.

The origin among the Romans of a body of men,
who were expounders of the law, may be referred

to the separation of the Jus Civile from the Jus
Pontificium. [Jus Civiti Flavianum.] Such
a body certainly existed before the time of Cicero,

and the persons who professed to expound the law
wore called by the various names of jurisperili,

jurisconsulti, or ronsulti simply. They were also

designated by other names, as jnrisprudentes, pni-
demiorea, peritiorea, and juris auctores. The word
which Plutarch uses is KO/ioSsiarijr (7'i5. (Jracch.

9\ and rofuu6s (Sullay 36.) Cicero {Top. 5) enu-

merates the jurisperitonim auctoritas among the

component pa^ of the Jus Civile. The definition

of a iurisconsultas, as given by Cicero {Oe Or. i.

48), IS, **a person who has such a knowledge of

the laws {legee) and customs (eonsuefudo) which
prevail in a state as to be able to advise {rerpon-

dendum)y act (agendum)y and to secure a person in

bis dealings {eavendum) : Sextus Aelius Cutus [Jl'B

Arlianum], M\ Manilius, and P. Mucius are ex-

amples.” In the oration Pro Afurenuy Cicero uses
“ scribere ” in the place of ** agere.” The business

of the early jurisconsulti consisted both in advising

and acting on behalf of their clients {conrultor<'s)

gratuitously. They gave their advice or answers
(rerpoiua) either in public places which they at-

tended at certain times, or at their own houses

(Cic. de Or. iii. 33) ; and not only on matters of

law, but on any thing else that might be referred

to them. The words “ scribi're ” and ” cavere ”

referred to their employment in drawing up formal

instruments, such ns contracts or wills, Ac. At a

later period, many of these functions were per-

formed by persons a'ho were paid by a fee, and
thus there arose a body of practitioners distinct

from those who gave responsa and who were writers

and teachers. The earlier jurisconsults cannot he

said to be the same kind of persons as those of a
later period. Law hod not then assumed a sci-

entific form. The first whom Pomponius mentions

was Papirius, who is said to have made a collection

of the Leges Regiae. Tiberias Coruncanius, a

plebeian, w'ho w'as consul B.C. 281, and also the

first plebeian Pontifex Maximus, is mentioned as

the first who publicly professed {puhlice pro-

feesue ast), and he was distinguished both for his

knowledge of the law and his eloquence. Ho left
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no u'rilin^ It must not, however, be nsnimed

tlut Coruncanius wa« a professor of law in the

modem sense of the tcmi ;
nor any other of the

jurists after him who are enumerated by Poniponijis.

Ik'fore the time of Cicero the study of the law

had become a distinct branch from the study of

:

oratory, and a man might raise himself to eminence !

in the state by his reputation ns a lawyer, as well I

as hy his oratorical power or military skill. There
were many dlstinfpiished jurists in the last two
centuries of the republican period, among whom
are M\ Mnnilius ; P. Mucius Scaevola, Ponlifex

Maximus (h. c. 131); Q. Mucius Scaevola, the

augur ; and Q. Mucius Scaevola, the son of Publius,

who was consul d. c. Dd, and afterwards Pontifex

Maximus, and one of the masters of Cicero (JnriM-

jieriiontn eloquentimmus^ eloquenttum jurifj>erititn^

musy Cic. de Or. L 39, Jindusy c. 89). This Scae-

vola the Pontifex, was considered to have Iteen the

first who gave the Jus Civile a systematic form, by
a treatise in eighteen books. (Dig. 1. tiL 2. t. 2.

§ 41.) There arc four excerpts in the Digest from

n work of his in one book, on Definitions. Servius

Sulpicius Rufus, tlie friend and contemporary of

Cicero, and consul b. c. 51 (Jind. 7, 40), was as

great an orator as the Pontifex Scaevola, and more
distinguished ns a jurist Many persons, both his

ppodeccsson and contemporaries, had a good prac-

tical knowledge of the law, but he was the first

who handled it in a Kienlific manner, and as he

had both numerous hearers and was a voluminous

writer, we may view him as the founder of that

methodical trt«tment of the matter of law which

characterised the subsequent Homan jurists (Cic.

lirut. 4 1 ; Dig. 1. tit 2. s. 2. § 43), and in which

they have been seldom surpassed. .

The jurists of the imperial tim^s are distin-

guished from those of the republican period by two
circumstances, the Jus Rcspondcndi, and the rise

of two Schools of Law.
It is said that Augustus determined that the

Jnrisconsitlii should give their responsa under his

sanction (or autiorUaie ejus retpoHdermt). The
jurists who had not received this mark of imperial

favour, were not excluded from giving opinions
;

but the opinions of such jurists would hare little

weight in comparison with those of the privileged

class. Those who obtained the Jus Rcspondcndi
from the Princepi, would from this circumstance

alone have a greater authority, for formally their

Rosponaa were founded on the authority of the

Princepa. These responsa w*cre given sealed (stg-

mAi), apparently to prevent faUification. The
matter pro)>oscd for the opinion of the Jurisconsulti

was sometimes stated in the Respon&um, either

fully or briefly
;
and the Responsurn itself was

sometimes short, sometimes long ; sometimes it

contained the grounds of the opinion, and some*

times it did not. (Brisson. de Form. iii. c. 85—
87.)

The responsa of a privileged jiirisconsuUus would

be an authority fur the decision of a judex
;

if

there wi-re conflicting responsa given, the judex

would of course decide ns he best could. Hut,

besides the direct responsa, which w'cre given in

particular cases, there was the authority of the

writings of the privileged jurists. As before the

time of Augustus, public opinion only gave autho-

rity to a jurist's responsa and writings, so from the

time of Augustus this nutliority was given by the

Jus Rcspondcndi to the responsa and writings of
|
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a jurist This privilege gave to a jurist the con-

dition of a Juris auctor, and to his w'ritingt legal

authority, neither of which belonged to a jurist

who had not received the privilege. Accordingly,

the WTitiugs of such privileged jurists received the

same authority as their responsa
; and if the

opinions of the Juris auctores, as expressed in

their w'ritings, did not agree, the Judex was left

to decide as he best could. This explanation of

the nature of the Jus Uespondendi, which is hy
Puchta (Instit i. § 1 1 7), is applied by him to the
elucidation of the passage in Gaius (i. 7. Responsa
prudentium sunt sententiae-ct opiniones, &c.). He
supposes that this interpretation of the passage is

strictly conformable to what has been said of the au-

thority of the writings of the jurists. If we leave

out of consideration the teclinical expression Res-
ponsa, with which the passage begins, there is no
difficulty at all in applying the words of Gaius to the

W'ritings of {he jurists ; and, in fiurt, it is most con-

sistent to take responsa in this passage in a wider
sense, and as cqui%’alent to nuctoritos. The term
Responsa originated at a time when responsa, in

the simple sense of the term, w'crc the only form
in which the auctoritas of a jurist was manifested

;

whereas in the time of Gaius, the writings of the
jurists hod become a very important legal authority’,

and consequently they roust be included by Gaius
in the term li^ponsa Prudentium, for otherwise

he would not have mentioned at all the Auctoritas

Prudentium, to which he so often refers in various

parts of his w*ork. Puchta's explanation of tills

passage, which bears the stamp of great probability,

may com{)arcd with that of ^vigny (6ys/«m,

Ac. vol. L p. 155).

In the time of Augustus there arose tw*o schools

{tcholiie) of Jurists, the heads of which were re-

spectively Ateius C^pito and Antistius I^alteo. The
follow'cra of Ijabeo, whom we know with certainty

to have been such, were Nona, Proculus, Nerva
the son, Pegasus, Cclsus, Celsus the son, and
Nemtiiis Priscus. The followers of Capito w’ere

Massurius Sabinus, C. C^assius Longinus, Coolitis

Sabinus, Priscus Javolenus, Abumus Valeni Tiis-

clonus, Gaius, and probably Pomponius. But the

schools did not take their names from Labeo and
Capito, The follow’crs of Ijibeo were named Pro-

culiani, ihim Proculus. The followers of Capito

derived their name of Sabinloni from Massurius
Sabinus, who lived under Tiberius, and as late as

the reign of Nero: they were sometimes also called

Cossiani, from C. Cassius Longinus. It is not

easy to state with precision the differences which
characterised the two schools. Whatever may
have been the origin of these differences, which
may perhaps be partly referred to the personal

chameter of Capita and Labeo, the schools were
sul^scqucntly distinguished by a difference in their

maimer of handling the matter of the law. The
school of Capito adhered more closely to what w’os

established, and to the letter of what was w’rittcn.

Ijaboo was a man of greater acquirements than

Capito, and his school looked more to the internal

meaning than to the external form, and thus, while

apparently* deviating from the letter, they np-

pHHiched nearer to true results ; though the strict

logic of this Khool might sometimes produce a re-

sult less adapted to general convenience than the

conclusions of the Sabiniani, which w*ere based on

the prc>*niling notions of equity. Much has been
written on the characteristics of the two schools,
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bnt to Tory little parpone. The matter, it bricflr

treated by Piichta. {IhsIU. L § 9H.)

The writings of the jtirUconBulli consisted of

commentorii on the Twelve Tables, on the bUlicL,

on particular leges, more especially on some of the

Juliae Leges, nod on other matters. The later

jurists also commented on the ^Tilings of the earlier

jurists. They olso wrote elementarj* treatises {tie-

mmlOy eommeuiarii)^ such as the Jnstitutiones of

Gains, which is the earliest work of the kind that

we know to have betm written
;

books called

HrguUe, and Dchnitionos, which probably were
collections of maxims and legal principles ; collec-

tions of cases and answers, under the various names
of responsa, epistuUie, senteiitiae, and opiniones

;

systems of law
;
and \‘orious works of a miscdla-

neotis character, with a great variety of nanios,

such as disputaliones, riuacstionet, cnchiridio, res

quotidianoe, and various other titles.

The juristical writers were very numerous ; they

formed a series, beginning with Q. Mucius Scae-

Tola, the Pomifex, and ending about the time of

Alexander Severus, with Modestinus who was a

pupil of Ulpian. With the exception of the frag-

ments preserved in the Digest, this great mass of

literature is nearly lost [Pandbctak.]
The mode of teaching law at Rome was of a

practical nature. Professors of law in the modem
sense did not exist till the Imperial periods. Ul-

pian calls them Juris civilis professorcs (Dig. 50.

tit 13. s. 1. § 5) ; but there is no indication that he

considered himself as one of the class
;
nor can we

consider that such men as Julian, Pupinian or

Paulus ever followed the occupation of teacher of

law. The instruction which was given in the re-

publican period consisted in the Jurisconsuhi nl-

iowing young men to be present os auditoret^ when
they delivered their legal opinions, and to see how
they conducted their business. (Cic. limt. 89,

Jjocliutf 1.) Previous, however, to attending to

this practical instruction, young men were taught

the elements of law, which was expressed by the

term inntitui^ whence probably the name Insti-

tutioncs was given to elementary treatises like

those of Gaius. Accordingly, inttUui and audire^

expressed the two parts of a legal education ; and
this mode of instruction continued probably till

near the time of Constantine. In the Imperial

period, probably young men devoted themselves

for a still longer poric^ to attendance on those

jurists, who had the Jus Uespondendi. These
young men are the juris studiosi, who are men-
tioned by Ulpian and others. Thus Ulpian calls

Modestinus, ^ studiosua meus.'* As already ob-

sei^'ed, the class called Juris Civilis Proi'essores

arose under the empire, and they received from

those who attended them an Honorarium, or fee.

(Ulpian, Dig. 50. tit. 13. s. 1. § 5.)

(Pomponius, l)e Orurine Jurin, Dig. 1. tit, 2.

S. 2 ; Zimrocm, (Jctchichte det JiomiacAeH Prit'ai •

recA/s.) [G. I.*.]

JUniSDl'CTIO. The “officium" of him
**qui jus dicit U defined os follows (Dig. 2. tit 1.

De Jurudicliomi) :
— ** Botiorum possessionem dare

test et in possessionem mitterc, pupillis non
bentibus tulores constituerc, judices litigantibus

dxre.” This is the ffenttral signification of the

word Jurisdictio, which expresses the whole ** ofli-

cium jus dicentis.** The functions w’hich are in-

cluded in the ** officium jus dicentis ** belong either

to the Jurisdictio (in its special sense), or to the
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Imperinra Mixtura, or they are those which aro

exercised by virtue of some lex, sonatu.sconsultum,

or authority delegated by the princc(M, as the
“ Tutoris dalio.” (Dig. 26. lit 1. s. 6.) The Juris-

dictio of those magistratus who had no linperium,

was limited in consequence of not having the Im-
periunt, and therefore was not Jurisdictio in the

full meaning of that term. [iMPERirM
; Mauik-

TRATUS.] Inasmuch as Jurisdictio in its special

sense, and the Imporiuin Mixtum, are com()oni'nt

parts of Jurisdictio in its wider si’use, Im|>erium

may l>c said to be contiincd in or incident to

•Jurisdictio {imperium qwxl jurimUctioui cokaerrty

Dig. 1, tit 21. s. ]). Sometimes imperinm is

viewed os the term whicii designates the full power
of the magistratus

;
and when so viewed, it nuy be

considered as equivalent to Jurisdictio, in its wider

j

scutae, or as compreliending Juriwiiclio in its nar-

rowest 8«‘n8c. Thus Im]>crium may l>o considered

as containing oras contained in Jurisdictio, according

ns wc give to each U-rm respectively its wider or its

narrower meaning. (Puchta, dtn inhalt der

Lex Hnbria^ ZtitschrifL vol. x. p. 195.) The Juris-

dictiowas either VolunUiriaor Conlentiosa. (Dig. 1.

tit 1. G. s. 2.) The Jurisdictio Voluntaria rendered
valid certain acts done before the magistratus, for

which certain forms were required, as adoption

and manumission. Thus adoption, properly so

called, could take place before the pracses of a pro-

vincia (Gaius, i. lOU) ; but in Rome it took place

before the praetor, and was said to l>e ofTected

imporio magistratus.'* The Jurisdictio Coiiten-

tiosa had reference to legal proceedings l>cforc a
magistratus, which were said to be in jnrt ns op-

posed to the proceedings before a judex, which
were said to be in Judicio. The parties were said
** Lege ngcre :

'* the magistratus was said jus dicere

or reddere. Accordingly “ magistratus *' and “ qui

Romae jus dicit** are equivalent. {Cic, ad Futu.

xiii. 14.) The functions included in Jurisdictio

in this, its special sense, were the oddictio in tlie

legis octiones, the giving of the formula in proceed-

ings conducted according to the newer proci'ss, and
the appointment of a judex. The appointing of a

judex, ** judicis dntio,^ was for the purpose of iti-

quiring into the facts in dispute between the par-

ties, The words of the formula are ** Judex esto,’*

&c. (Oaiut. iv. 47) ; and the terms of the edict in

which the praetor declares that he will give a judex,

that is, will recogiise a right of action, are ** Judi-

I

emm dabo.” (Cic. pro Flace. 35.) .\ddictio be-

j

longs to that part of jurisdictio by which the magis-

trotus himself makes a decree or givesa judgment:
thus in the case of the In Jure Ccssio, he is said
“ rem addicerc.** (Gaius, ii. 24.) Addiccre is to

' adjudge a thing or the possession of a thing to one

of the litigant |karties. In the case of furtum

man ifestum, inasmuch os the facts would be certain,

there was an nddictlo. (Gains, iv. 189.)

Other uses of the word oddictio are collected in

Facciolati.

It is with reference to the three terms. Do, Dico,

Addico, that Varro {De Linp. Lat. vi. SO) remarks

that the praetor must use one of these words ** cum
lege quid perngitur.** Accordingly, those days

were called Nefasti on which no legal business

could be done, I>ecau8e tlie words of legal force

could not be used. (Compare Ovid. Fast. i. 47 ;

Macrobius, •Sio/am. i. 16.) [Q. I^.]

JUS. **A11 people," says Gaius (i. 1),
“ who

arc governed by L^p^s and Morea, use partly their
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own law (jus\ partly the law (Jus) that is com-

mon to all mankind ;
for the law 0'^^) which a

state establishes for itself is peculiar to such state,

and is railed Jus Civile, as the peculiar law (jus)

of that state. But the law (jus) which natural

reason (naturaUs nUio) has established among all

mankind is equally observed by all people, and is

called Jus Gentium, as being that law (jus) which

all nations follow. The Homan populus therefore

follows partly its own peculiar law' (suum propriuni

jus)^ partly the common law (commune jus) of all

mankind.”

According to this view, all Law (jus) is distri-

buted into two parts. Jus Gentium and Jus Civile,

and the w'hole body of law peculiar to any state is

its Jus Civile. (Cic. de Oral. i. 44.) The Homan
law, therefore, which is peculiar to the Homan
state, is its Jus Civile, sometimes allied Jus Civile

Hoinanomm, but more frequently designated by the

term Jus Civile only, by which is meant the Jus

Civile of the Homans.
The Jus Gentium is here viewed by Gains as

springing out of the Naturalis Hntio common to all

mankind, which is still more clearly expressed in an-

other passage (i. 189) where he uses the expres-

sion “ omnium civitatium jus ” as equivalent to

the Jus Gentium, and os founded on the Naturalis

Ratio. In other passages he founds the acquisi-

tion of property, which was not regulated by Ro-

man law, on the naturalis ratio and on the naturale

jus iudilTcrcntly, thus making naturalis ratio and
naturale jus equivalent (ii. 65, 66, 69, 73, 79).

He founds Gignatio on Naturalis Ratio, as being

common to all nmukind, and Agnatio on Civilis

Ratio, ns being purely a Homan institution (i. 158).

In two passages in the Digest (1. tit. 8) he calls

same thing Naturale Jus in s. 2, and Jus Gentium
in s. 3, 5. (Compare Gaius, iiL 132.) The Natu-

rnle Jus and the Jus Gentium are therefore iden-

tical. (Savigiiy, System, &c., vol. i. p. 11 3.) Cicero

(de Ofi\ iii. 5) opposes Natura to Leges, where he

explains Natura by the term Jus Gentium, and

makes I.iCges equivalent to Jus Civile. In the

Partitioncs (c. 37) he also divides Jus into Natura
and Lex.

There is a threefold division of Jus made by
Ulpian and others, which is as follows : Jus Civile

;

Jus Gentium, or that which is common to all man-
kind

;
and Jus Naturale which is common to man

and beasts. The foundation of this division seems

to have been a theory of the progress of mankind
from what is commonly termed a state of nature, first

to a state of society, and then to a condition of inde-

pendent states. This division had, however, no

practical application, and must be viewed merely

as a curious theory. Absurd as it appears at first

sight, this theory is capable of a reasonable expla-

nation, and Snvigny shows that it is not meant to

say that beasts have law, but only the matter of

law
;
that is, some of those natural relations on

which legal relations are founded, exist among
beasts ns well as men. Such natural relations arc

those by which the species is propagated. (See

also Puchta's remarks, JnstiU i. § 9, note a.) In

the Institutes the two divisions arc confounded

(i. tit 2. De Jure Natumli, Gentium et Civili)
;

for the explamation of Jus Naturale is first taken

from the threefold division of Ulpian, and then

the Jus Gentium and Civile arc explained accord-

ing to the twofold division of Gains already quoted,

so that we have in the same section the Jus Na-
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turale explained in the sense of Ulpian, and the

Jus Gentium cxplaincil in the sense of Gains, as

derived from the Naturalis liatio. Further, in the

second book (tit 1. a. 11) the Jus Naturale is ex-

plained to be the same as Jus Gentium, and the

Jus Naturale is said to be coeval with the human
race. Notwithstanding this confusion in the In-

stitutes, there is no doubt that the two-fold divi-

sion of Gaius was that which prevailed in Homan
jurisprudence. (Savigny, System, && vol. i. p. 413.)

This two-fold division appears clearly in Cicero,

who says that the old Homans separated the Jus
Civile from the Jus Gentium

;
and he adds that

the Jus Civile (of any State) is not therefore Jus
Gentium, but that what is Jus Gentium ought to

be Jus Civile (de Off. iii. 17).

Those rules which regulated the declaration of

war and the conduct of war are comprehended
under the term Jus Feciale. Some modem writers

give to the term a wider signification
;
and others

limit it more closely. Osenbrueggen (De Jure
Belli et Pads Romanorum, p. 20. Li|is. 1836)
defines the Jus Feciale to be that which pre-

scribed the formulae, solemnities and ceremonial

observed in the declaring, carrying on, and ter*

minating a war, and in the matter of treaties.

The Homans often used the expression Jus Gen-
tium in a sense which nearly corresponds to the

modem phrase Law of Nations, or, as some call it.

International Law. (Livy, ii. 14, vi. 1, quod le-

gatus in Gallos, ad quos missus ernt, contra jus

gentium pugnosset
;

xxxviii. 48 ;
^llust Juy.

22.) The tenu Jus Belli (Cic, de Leg. iL 14)
is used in the same sense.

The origin of the opposition between Jus Gen-
tium and Jus Civile w'as not a speculative notion,

nor did it originate with the Jurists, though they

gave it a theoretical form. The Jus Gentium in

its origin was the general law of Peregrin!, ac-

cording to which the Homans dctemiincd the legal

relations among Peregrin!, a class of persons to

whom the Jus Civile was not applicable. Con-

sequently, the foundation of the Jus was foreign

law, modified by the Homans according to their

own notions; so as to bo capable of general appli-

cation. This is one side of the original Jus Gen-
tium. The other is that Law which owed its

origin to the more enlarged views of the nature

of law among the Roman people, and was the

development of the national character. The two
notions, however, arc closely connected, for the law
of Perogrini was that which first presented the

Homans with the notion of the Jus Gentium, and
it was formed into a body of Law, independent

of the Jus Civile, and not interfering with it.

But the general Law of Peregrin! also obtained

among the Homans, os Law, and not considered

merely with reference to their intercourse with

Peregrin!. “ I'he I^aw of Peregrin! and Homan
Law, disencumbered of all peculiarity of indi-

vidual nations, arc the two sides of the same no-

tion, which the Homans express by the term Jus

Gentium.” (Puchta, InsdiL L § 84). The Jus

Gentium was chiefly introduced by the Edictum,

—

ns the Law of Peregrini by the Edict of the Prae-

tor Peregrinus and the Edicta Provincialia, and as

Law for the Homans by the Edictum of the Prae-

tor Urbanus.

The Jus Civile of the Romans is divisible into

two parts. Jus Civile in the narrower sense, and
Jus Pontifleium or Sacrum, or the law of religion.
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Thi« opposition it sometimoi cxprestcd by the

Words Jus and Fas (Jum et Jura Virg.

(,‘eortf. i. 26.*<) ; and the law of things not pertain-

ing to religion and uf things [>crtaining to it, are

also res|)octive]y opposed to one another by the

terms Res Juris Humani et Divini. (Instit 2.

tiL 1.) [Douinium.] Thus the Pontihees Max-
imi, P. Cmssus, and T. Coruncanius, are said to

have given Kesponsa dc omnibus divinis ct hu-

niaiiis rebus. (Cic. dr. Orat, iiL 33.)

The Law of Religion, or the Jus Ponti6cium,

was under the control of the Pontifice^ who in fact

origimilly had the control of the whole moss of the

law, and it was only after the separation of the Jns

Civile in its wider sense into the two ports of the

Jus Civile, in Us narrower sense, and the Jus Ponti-

ficimn, that each port had its proper and peculiar

limits. Rut after this separation was fully made
the Aucloritas l*untiticum had the same operation

and effect with respect to the Law of Religion that

the Auctoritas Pnidentium had on the Jus Civile.

(Cic. de Ijrg. ii. 1 9, 20.) Still even after the sepa-

ration there was a mutual relation between these

two branches of law ; for instance, an Admgatio
was not valid by the Jus Civile unless it was

valid by the Jus Ponlificium. (Cic. df. Ora/, iii.

33, Unit. 42 :
Adoptio.) Again, Jus Pontifi-

cium, in its wider tense, as the taw of religion, had

its subdivisions, as into Jus Augurum, Pontidcum,

&C. (Cic. d« iSfnrcL 11.)
“ I>aw,” says Gaius (i. 2), meaning the Roman

civil law i.jura\ ^ is composed of leges, plebiscito,

senatus-consulta, constitutiones Principum, the

Kdicta of those who have the .lus Edicendi, and

the Kesponsa Prudentiuro.^ This is a division of

law merely according to its formal origin. The
divisions enumerated liy Cicero (7b/». 5) are “ leges

(which include plebiscita), senatus-consulta, res

judicatae, jurispi‘ritorum auctoritas, cdicta magis-

tratuum, nios, aetjuiUis.** A consideration of the

different epochs at w’htch these writers lived, will

account for part of the discrepancy ;
but the addi-

tion of Mos in Cicero's enumeration is important.

Jus Civile is opposed to the Jus Practoriura or

Honorarium [Edictum] ; and the opposition

consists in the opposition of the means or lurm by
which the two severally obtained an existence

;

whereas the opposition of Jus Civile and Gentium
is founded on the internal character of the two
kinds, and the extent of their application.

' Lex and Mos arc sometimes opposed to one an-

other, ns parts component of the Jus Civile, but

different in their origin. Horace (Curm. iv. 5)

sjM'aks of “ Mos et Lex :** Juvenal (viii.50) opposes
** Juris nodos et legura aenlgmata:” Jus Civile

is opposed to Leges (Cic. dc OrtU. i. 43), to Lex
(de UJT. iii. 1 7), and to Senatus-consultum (Gaius,

ii. 1J>7). As then opposed to Leges, Jus Civile

apprars to be equivalent to M<»s. In fact the op-

p«ilion l)otwccn Lex and Mos follows the analogy

of that l>etwecn jus scriptum and non scriptuiii.

“ When there are no scriptae leges we must follow

that which has bc-en introduced by mores and con-

su<‘tudo.— Immemorial (inreleruiu) consiietudo is

pniporly observed as a lex (;>ro /«?«), and this is

the jus which is said to be * moribus constitutum.'

(Julian, Dig. 1. tit. 3. s. 32.) Thus immemorial

u.^*igc was the foundation of the “ jus Moribus
conslitntum.** (See the article Inpamia as to the

origin of Infamia.) The ultimate origin of custom

is the common consciousness of the people among
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whom it exists r the evidence of it is usage, re-

peated and continued use : it is law* when rocotf-

nixed by a competent authority. There is a piiii-

sage of Utpian (Dig. 1. lit. 3. s. 34) in which ho
distinctly 8|h^s of confirming a consuetudo m a

judicium, which can haVe no other meaning tiian

that its force as law depended on a decision in a
judicium. And the meaning is clear, whether we
rend contradicto or contradicU/ in the passage just

referred to.

The Roman writers indeed frequently refer to a
large part of their law as founded on Mores or on

the MosMajorum and not on Leges. (Quintil./Ns/i/.

Omt. T. 10.) Thus Uipion (Dig. 1. lit. 6. s, 8)
says that the Jus Patriae Potestatis is mnrilnis

raceptum. But mos conuiined matters relating to

religion as w*ell as to the ordinary' affairs of life
;

and therefore we may also view Mos and Lex, when
opposed, 01 component ports of the Jus Civile in

its wider sense, but not os making up the whole nf

it Mores in the sense of immorality, that which
positive morality disapproves of, must not In? con-

founded with jus founded on mores : the former is

mali mores in respect of which there was often a

jus moribus constitutum. Thus in the mattcT of

the dos there w'as a retentio in respect of the mort‘8

graviores or majoros, which was adultery. (Ulp.

Frag, tit 6.)

I

The terms Jus Scriptum and Non Scriptum, as ex-

j

plained in the Institutes (i. tit. 2), comprehendtHl

j

the whole of the Jut Civile
\

for it was all

either Scriptum or Non Scriptum, whatever other

divisions there might be. (Ulp. Dig. 1. tit. 1. s. ti.)

Jus Scriptum comprehended ewry thing except that

^qiiod tuus approbavit" This division of Jus
Scriptum and Non Scriptum does not ap|xnr

in Gaius. It was borrowed from the Greek writent,

and seems to have little or no practical application

among the Romans. The sense in which Written
and Unwritten law has l>ecn used by English writers

is hapiiy the tame as the Roman sense. Ilule

says (Hist, (if th« Common L<nr, p. 2). ** Those laws
that I call Uge$ sm/gos (he should have used the

expression jut terip(um^ though Cicero uses the

expression Lex Scripta) are such as are orighntlly

reduced into writing before they are euacteii,”

Hale applies his detiiiiiion only to statu^'8 nr arts of

parliament
; but it is equally applicable to .my nil>>s

which arc promulgated in writing and have the

force of law or of a law, by virtue of authority

delegated to those who make such rules.

Jus w'as also divided into Publicum and Priva-

tum by the Roman jurists. (Dig. 1. tit 1. s. 1.)

Publicum Jus is defined to be that which relates

to the Status Rci Romauae, or to the Romans ns a
State

;
Priratum Jus is defined to bo that whieh

relates “od singulorum utilitatem." The PiibU

cum Jus is further said by Ulpian (Dig. l.tit 1. s. 1)

in socris, in sacerdotibus, in magistrntibus con-

sistcre.” According to this view, it comprehends
the I..OW of Religion and all the rest of the Jus
Civile, which is not Privatum ; and the nuittor

which is comprehended in Jus Privatum is that

which is contained in the Institutes of Gaius and
Justinian. The elementary treatise of Gaius docs
not mention this division, and it is limited to tho
Jus Privatum. Justinian, in his Institutes, after

making this division of Jus into Publicum and
Privatum, says, “ we must therefore tr«*at of .Jus

Privatum," from which it appears that he did nnt

contemplate treating of Jus Publicum, though Ui«
V u
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last tilV of the fourth book is De Judiciis Pub-

lieis. The Uoman tcmi Jus PuliUctJm also com-

prehended Criminal I^vr and Criminal Procedure,

and Procedure in Civil Actions. It is said by Papi-

nian (Di?. 28. tit. 1. s. 3) that the Tesiamenti-

factio belontjed to Publlcmn Jus. Now the Testa-

meiuifactio was included in Commercium, and

only Roman citizens and I^tini had Cominer-

ciiim. This is an instance of the application of

the term Publicum Jus. All Jus is in a sense

Publicum, and nil Jus is m a sense Privatum ;

but the Uoman Publicum Jus directly concerned

the constitution of the state and the functions of

^vemment and administration ; the Privatum

Jus directly concerned the interests of individuals.

The opposition iM'twoen these two things is clear,

and as well marked as the nature of such things

will allow. If the terms be found fault with, the

meaning of the terms admits of a defence.

The expression Populus Ronianus Qiiirites has

given rise to much discussion. Becker {Hamii. der

JiomisrJicn AlterOAimfr^ vol. ii. p. 24) concludes

that Romani and Quirites are so far opposed that
'

Romani is the historied and polttical name viewed

with respect to fonign states, and Quirites the

political name a.s viewed with reference to Rome.
Accordingly Quirites is equivalent to Cives.

(?>ueton. 70 ; Plut. Caet. 51 ; Liv. xlv.

37.) It does not seem etuty to explain the dif-

ference between Civiias Romana and the Jus

Quiritium, yet so much seems clear that Civitas

Romana was a terra largx* enough to comprehend
all who were Cives in any sense. But the Jus
Quiritium in its later sense seems to lie the pure

Privatum Jus ns opposed to the Publicum Jus, and
thus it dilTers from Jus Civile viewed as the whole
Homan law, or as opposed to the law of other

people. He who claimed a thing exclusively ns his

own claimed it to be his ex JureQuiritium. (Gaius,

ii. 40. &c.) Accordingly we find the expressions

Hominus and Dominium Ex Jure Quiritium, as

contrasted with In bonis [Domimum], Such
part of the Roman law, in its widest sense, ns

related to buying, selling, letting, hiring, and such

obligations as were not founded on the Jus Civile,

were considered to belong to the Jus Gentium (Dig.

1. tit 1. f. 5), that is, the Jos Natumle. (Gaius,

ii 65.) Accordingly when ownership could be

acquired by tradition, occupation, nr in any other

way, not specially provided for by the Jus Civile,

such ownership was acquired by the Jus Gentium.

When the Jus Civile prescribed certain forms by
which ownership was to be transferred, and such

forms were not observed, there was no ownership

Jure Civiii or Jure Quiritium, but there vv*as that

interest which was called In bonis. It is not said

by Gaius (ii. 40, dec.) that the In bonis arose by
virtno of the Jus Gentium, and it may perhaps be

concluded that he did not so view it
;
for in another

passage (il 65), he speaks of alienation or change

of ownership being effected either by the Jus
Naturale, as in the case of tradition, or by the Jus

Civile, as in the cose of mancipatio, in jure ccssio,

and usucapion. In this possoffc he is speaking of

alienation, which is completely effected hy tra-

dition, so that there is a legal change of ownership

recognized by Roman Uw
;
not by Roman law,

specially ns such, but by Roman law as adopting

or derived from the Jus Gentium. In the other

case (ii. 40) there is no ownership either as rc-

cugni^ by Roman law as such, or by Roman law

JUS.

as adopting the Jus Gentium : the Tn bonis is

merely recognized by the Pnietorian l^w, to which

division it therefore belongs. So far as the e(juilv

of the praetor may be said to l>e based on the Jus
(entium, so far may the In bonis be said to bn

founded on it also. Properly speaking, the Jus
Gentium was only received ns Roman law, w’hen

it did not contrtidict the Jus Civile
; that is, it

could only have its full effect ns llie Jus Gentium
when it was not contradicted or limited by the

Jus Civile. When it was so contradicted or

limited, the praetor could only give it n parilnl

effret, but in so doing, it is obvious that he w.'is

endeavouring to nullify the Jus Civile and so to

make the Jus Gentium as extensive in its opera-

tion, as it would have been but for the limitation

of the Jus Civile. The bounds that were phiced

to this power of the praetor were not very definite.

Still he generally fashioned his Jus Pmeturium
after the analogy of the Jus Civile, and though he

made it of no effect as against his Jus Praetorium,

he maintained its form and left it to its full ope-

ration, except so far ns he necessarily limited its

operation by his own Jus Praetorium.

Jus used absolutely Is defined to be “ ars boni

et aequi" (Dig. 1. tit. 1. s. 1), which is an alwurd

definition. What it really is, may be cnllected

from the above enumeration of its parts or divi-

sions. Its general signification is Law, and in this

sciuc it is opposed to Lex or a IjAw. Lex, how-
ever, as already shonm, is sometimes used geneially

for Law, os in the insUmce from Cicero when* it is

opposed to Natura. Lex therefotv in this general

sense comprehends leges and all the other |inrts of

the Jus Civile. In its special sense of a Law, it

is included in Jus. Jus is also used in the plural

number (jttra) apparently in the sense of the

component parts of Jus, as in Gaius (i. 2), where

he says “ Constant autem jura ex legibus,** &c.

;

and in another passage (i. 158), where he says with

reference to the Agnntionis Jus or Law of .Agnatio,

and the CognatinnisJusor I«aw of Cognatio, **civilis

ratio civilia quidem jura comimpere potest." In-

deed in this passagi' Agnationis Jus and Cognationis

Jus arc two of the Jura or parts of Jus, which
with other Jura make up the whole of Jus. Again
(Gains, ii. 62), that provision of the Lex Julia de

Adultcriis, which forbade the alienation of the

Fundus Dotalis, is ref-Tred to thus—“ qnod quidem
jus," “ which rule of law" or ** which law"— it

being a law comprehended in another law, nrhich

contained this and many other provisi'ma. Thus
though Lex in its strict sense of a Law is different

from Jus in its large sense, and though Jus, in its

narrower sense, is perhaps never used for a Lex,

still Jus, in this its narrower sens*, is used to ex-

press a rule of law. Thus Gaius (i. 47) speaks of

the Jura nr legal provisions comprised in the Lex
AcIiaSentia; and ofjurats based on the Rrsponsa

Prudenlium (" responsa prudentium sunt senteniiao

et opiniones eorum quibua pennissum cst Jara cou-

dere," Gaius, i. 7 ;
JraiscossuLTi).

Jus has also the meaning of a faculty or legal

right Thus Gaius says, ^ it is an actio in rem,

when we claim a corporeal thing as our own, or

claim some Jut as our own, such as a jus ut4'ndi,

eundi, agendi." The parental power is called a
“ Jus proprium civium Komanorum." The mean-
ing of law generally, and of a lf(/al rights are ap-

plied to Jus by Cicero in the same sentence :
**

1,

a man ignorant of Uw {imperihu juri$\ seek U
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mamtain my right {meum Jus) by the Interdict.”

( Pro Cdfcina^ c. 11.) As the several rules of law

which ore often comprised in one lex, or which

make up the whole body of Jus (l«aw), may be

called jura with reference to their object, so the

various legal rights w'bich arc severally called jus

with reference to some particular subject, may be

collectively called jura. Thus we find the phnue
Jura Parentis to express all the rights that tiow

from the fact of legal paternity.

The phrase Jura Praediorum, which is used by
the Homan Jurists, is somewhat peculiar, and open

to objection. (Sbrvitus.]

The putestas which a Roman father had over his
i

children and a husband over his wife in mono, being

a jus or legal right, there hence arose the distinc-

tion of persons into those who are sui and those

who are alimiJuris. All tlie rights of such f>ersons

severally are represented by the phrase ** Jus Per-

Bonarum,” or that division of the whole matter of

Jus which treats of the condition of persons as

memlHTs of a Familio. [Fa.\iilia.]

This leads to the mention of another division of

the matter of law which appears among the Homan
Jurists, namely, the Law of Persons

; the IJiw of

Thitigs, which is expressed by the ]ihmse ” jus

quod ad res pcninct aud the Law of Actions,

”jus quod od octiones pcrtiuct.” (fiaius, L b.)

In his first book Gaius treats of the Law of Per>

sons, in the sense explained in the article iNari-

TUTinxa.s in the fourth he tr ats of the I.aw of

Actions
;
and accordingly the second and third

contain the Law of Things, to express which he

does not use a phraseology analogous to that of
** Jus Personnrum but he says ho will treat Du
Rebus. IInstitutionis.

)

The adjective Ju^tum often occurs in the I^tin

writers, in the sense of that which is consistent

with Jus or Law, or is not contrary to law. Thus
it is a justum (legal) matrimoniiim, if theVe is con-

nubium between the two parties to the marriage.

The word Justum has many varieties of meaning,

which may generally be derived, without much
ditficulty, from the meanings of Jus : as justa

BcrvituA, justum concilium, justum iter, Justus ex-

ercitus, justa causa.

Jus is opposed to Judicium, and a thing was said

to be done in jure or in judicio, according as it w*as

done before the magistrntus or before a judef.

[Jt'DiciUM.] Thus all matters of 1<^ question

w'cre Siiid to be done ** ant ad populum, aut in jure,

mu ad judicem.” (Plaut. Afenarch. iv. *2. 18.)

Jus, in the sense of the place ” in quo jus red-

dilur” (Dig. I. tit. 1. s. 11), is only an application

of the name of W'hat is done to the place in wliich

it U dune. The expression Jus Diccrc is explained

under Jurlsdlctio.

The fi>regoing explanation of Jus may not l>c

entirely free from error, nor would it be easy to

make it so, as will appear from comparing the

views of various modem writers. [O. L.]

JUS AEDlLrntiM. [Akdilri?; Edictim.]
JUS AELIA'NUM was a compihaion by

Sextus Aelius Paetus, surnamed Catus, who was

consul B. c. 108 (Liv. xxxii. 7), and who is called

by his contemporary Ennius,
** egregic cordatus

homo." Ho is also freijuently mentioned with

praise by ('iccro (d^ Hep. i. 18, de Or. I 45,

iiL 33). The Jus Aelianum, also eiUed Tripcrtiia,

contained the Law of the Twelve Tables, an in-

(orprttatio, and the Legis Actiuncs. This work
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existed in the time of Pompnniiis. (Dig. 1. tit. 2.

8. 2. § 38.) Cicero also speaks of some commen-
tarii by Aelius. (/>eOrf</. i. 56, Tup. "2.) [O. L.]
JUS ANNULO HUM. [ An.nui.i’s.]

JUS APPLICATIO'NIS. [K.xsiuum, p.

516, h.]

JUS CIVI'LE. [Jcs.]

JUS CIVPLE FLAVIA'NUM. Appius
Claudius Caecus, who was censor b. c. 3)2, is

said to have draw'n up a book of Acliones or fonns
of procedure, which his clerk Cn. Flavius nindo

public. (Cic. de Or. i. 4l.) According to one
stor)' (Dig. J. tit. 2. s. 7) Flavius surreptitiously

obtained poss ssion of the book of Appius, and
was rewarded by the people for his services by
l>eing made Tribunus Plebis and Curule Acdile.

The eUcct of this pnbliailion w-as to extend the

knowledge and the practice of the l.*iw to the ple-

beians, and to st'ponite the Jus Civile from the

Jus Pontificium. (Liv. ix. 45 ; Gellms, vi. 9 j

Cic. pro J/urena, 11.) [O. L.]

JUS CIVILE PAPIHIA'NUM or PA-
PI.SIA'NUM was a compilation of the Leges
Hegiae or laws passed in the kingly period of

Rome. They are mentioned by Livy (vi. 1). 'j'his

compilation was commented on by Oranius Finreus

in the time of Julius Caesar (Dig. 50. tit. 16. s.

144), to which circumstance wc probably owe the

preservation of existing fragments of the Leges
Hegiae. There is great doubt as to the exact

character of this ctmipilation of Papirius, and as to

the time when it was made. Even the name of

the compiler is not quite certain, ns he ts variously

called Cuius, Sextus, and Publius. The best no-

tice of the fragments of the Leges Rcgiae is by
Dirkson, in his " Wrsuchen zur Kriiik und mis-

legung dcr Qucllen des Hbmischen Rechts " See
s\soV.\mxT\QT\\.,(ie^.des Horn. Privutreckts. [O. L.J

JUS CIVITATIS. [CiviTAs, p.291,b.]
JUS CO.M.ME'HCII. [CiviTAs, p. 291, b.]

JUS CONNU'BII. (CiviTAS, p. 291, b;
MATRIMONIt;.M.]
JUS EDICENDI. [EDicTirM.]

JUS GENTILI TIUM. (Gx.ss.]

JUS GENTIUM. [Jus.]

JUS HO.XOHARIUM. [Edictum.]
JUS MONO RUM. [CiviTAS, p. 291,b.]
JUS IMA’OINUM. [Nobiles.]
JUS ITA LICUM. [CoLONiA.]
JUS LATH. [CiviTAS ; Latinjtas.]
JUS LIBEHO HU.M. [Lsx Julia it Pa-

PIA PorPABA.]
JUS NATURALE. [Jufi-l

JUS PONTIFI CIUM. [Jirs.]

JUS POSTLIMI'NII. I Postliminium.]
J US PR.A EDI ATO'RI UM. ( Praes.]
JUS PUOIMCUM, PRIVATUM. [Jus.]

JUS QUIRI TIUM. [CiviTAS ; Jus.]

JUS RKLATIO'NIS. [Sknatus.]
JUS RESPOND ENDI. [Jurisconsult!.]
JUS SCRIPTUM. [Jus.]

JUS SUFFRA'GII. [Civitas p. 291, b.]

JUS VOCATIO, IN. [Actio.]

JUSJUHANDUM (5p«oj), nn oolh. 1,

Greek. An oath is nn a| [>cal to some superior

being, calling on him to bear witness that the

swearer spicks the truth, or intends to {lerform

the promise which he makes. Hence the expre»<

sions tares Ztur, paprvpo^i^ and others of

the same import, so frequently us d in the taking

of oaths. (Soph. Track. 3.99, Antig. 184 ; Sk

1 i tr. .:ea uy Viuu^lc
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Paul, Oa/iil. i. 20.) It U obvion* that nicb an

appeal implies a Wlief, not only in the existence

of the being »o called upon, but also in his power

and inclination to punish the false swearer
;
and

the force of an oath is founded on this belief.

Hence an oath is called Spttoy. (Horn. //y»a,

ad Aferc, 27*2. 515
;
Pind. 01. vii. IIP.) Zds

ipKtot (Soph, Philoct. 1324) is the god who has

regard to oaths, and punishes their Tiulation.

^irw^iOToi' (Soph. Trachy 1100) means (ac-

cording to Suidas) SpKoi/ iyyxn\'rijv.

We find early mention in the Greek writers of

aaths being taken on solemn and important oc*

nutioRS, ns treaties, alliances, vows, compacts, and
agreements, both between nations and individuals.

Thus, when the Greeks and Troians agree to de-

cide the fate of the war by a single combat be-

tween Menclaus and Paris, they ratify their agreo-

ment by on oath. {IL iii. 276.) The alliance

between Croesus and the Ijacedaemoniaiu is con-

firmed by oath. (Herod, i. 69.) So is the treaty

between the Medes and Lydians, whose rites in

swearing (as Herodotus tells us, i. 74) wore the

same as those of the Greeks, with this addition,

that they made an incision in their arms and tasted

each other's blood. Wo may further notice the

treaty of peace between the Athenians and Pelo-

ponnesians, upon which every state was to swear

ivix^p^ow tpKO¥ rhy fitytirrov (Thucyd. v. 47),

the vow of the lonlin women (Herod, i. 146), that

of the Phocaeaiis (Id. 165), and the promise of

Circe to Ulysses (Od. x. 345). The reliance placed

in an oath is specially shown in the dialogue be-

tween Aegeus and Medea in Eurip. Afcd. 736

—

760 ; and the speech of Athena in Eurip. Sufyjd.

1 1 96. For other examples we refer the reader to

Soph. Ort/. Tyr. 647, Ofd. Cof, 1637, Trackin.

11H3
;
Herod, vi, 74 j

Horn. JLix. 13*2.

That the Greeks (as a nation) were deeply im-

bued with religious feeling, and paid high regard
,

to the sanctity of oaths, may be gathered from the

whole tenor of their early history, and especially
l

from the writings of the poets, Homer, Aeschylus, '

and Pindar. (ik‘e Thirlwall, //wrf. o/ G'recos, voL L

c. vl § 3.) They prided themselves on being su-

perior in this respect to the barbarians. (Aelian.

xiv. 2.) The treacherous equivocation practised

by the Persians at the siege of Barca (Herod, ir.

201) would have been repugnant to the feelings of

a people, whose greatest hero declared that he

bated like hell one

*Or X* sTspoy fi^v K*v$rf ^pcal^, &\Ao

IL ix. 313.*

The poets frequently allude to the punishment

of peijury after death, which they assign to the

infernal gods or furies (Horn. //. iv. 157, xix.260;
Find. Ufymp. iu 116; Aristoph. Ran. 274), and
w'o find many proofs of a persuasion that perjurers

would not prosper in this world. (Horn. IL iv.

67, 270, vil 351 ;
Hesiod. Op. ft Die$^ 280 ;

Thuc. viL 18.) One of the most striking is the

story told by Leutychides to the Athenians, of

Glaucus the Spartan, who consulted the Pythian
oracle whether he should restore a deposit, or deny
on oath that he hod ever received it ; and who, for

merely deliberating upon such a question, was cut

off with his whole family. (Hrrod. vi. 86; Pausan.
ii. 18, viiL 7 ; Juv. Sai. xiii. 202.)

Anciently tlie person w'ho took an oath stood

ttp, and lifi^ his bands to heaven, as he would in
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prayer

;
for an oath was a species of prayer, and

required tlie same sort of evremnny, (llom. tL

xix. 175, 254
;
Pind. OL vii. 119.) Oaths were

frefjuently nccom|Mimcd with sacrifice or libation.

(Horn.//, iv. 158 ; Aristnph. A<harn. 148, Verp.

1 048.) Both sorrificc and libation are um'd in the

compact of the Greeks and Trojans in //. iii. 276.

The victims on such occasions were not eaten
;
but,

if sacrificed by the people of the country, were

buried in the ground; if b}' strangers, were thrown
into the sea or river. (//. iii. 3)0, xix. 267.)

Thu parties used also to lay their hands upon

4he victims, or on the altar or some otlr r soi rc-d

thing, as if by so doing they brought before lh« m
the deity by whom the oath was sworn, and made
him witness of the ceremony. Hence the exp^v^-

sions wphr rhv 0o>fxhv ifiyvyat koS
Uv^y. (See Reiake, Index ad Oem. t. r. *Ofiyvytu :

Hnrpocr. s.tJ. A'tBos
;
Thuc. v. 47; Oocllcr, ud loc.;

Juv. Sat. xiv. 219 ; Ovid, hpixt. Dido atl Am.
1*29.) In Homer (//. xiv. 270), Juno, making a
solemn promise to bleep, takes the Earth in one
hand and Heaven in the other, and swears by
btyx and the subterraneon gods. To touch the

head, bond, or other part of the body, of the per-

son to whom the promise was mode, was a common
ciu»tom. The hand cs|)ecially was regarded ns a
pledge of fidelity, and the allusions to the junction

of hands in making contracts and agreements
abound in the ancient writers. (Eurip. Afedeti,

496 ;
Soph. Philoct. 812, Track. 1 183 ;

Ovid. Ep.
Phyliitad Demoph. 21, Dri$ei* .4cA. 107; Horn.

Ilym. ad Tea. 26.) Other 8U{terstitious rites were

often superadded, to give greater solemnity to the

ceremony ( Acsch. Sept. c. Thcb. 42 ; Soph. Aniin.

264
;
Hemosth.c. C'o«. 1269), which appear to be

ridiculed by Aristophanes {I.ysiU. 188).

The different nations of Greece swore by their

own peculiar gods and heroes ; as the Thebans by
Hercules, loUius, dec., the Lacedaemon iaiis by
Castor and Pollux, the Corinthians hy Poseidon

(Aristoph. Aokitm. 774, 860, 867, E<fuites^ 609,

LytitU 81, 148) ;
the Athenians swore j>rincipally

by Zeus, Athena, Apollo (their rvrpatoi

Dcmetcr, and Dionysus.

The oifice or character of the party, or the

place, or the occasion often suggested the oath to

be taken. Thus, Iphigcncia the priestess sw'ears

hy Artemis in Eurip, Ipk. tw Taurit. Menelaus

bids Antilochus swear by Poseidon (the equestrian

god), the subject being on horses. (//. xxiii. 58.^.)

bo Philippides, in Arist. A'u5. 83, is made ridi-

culously to swear rhv Uoettbia rhy Jwnioy.

Achilles swears by his sceptre {IL i. 234), Tele-

machus by the sorrows of his father {Od. xx. 339).

Hence the propriety of the famous oath in Demo-
sthenes, by the warriors who fought at Marathon,

dec. Here we may observe, that as swearing be-

came a common practice with men upon trivial

occasions, and in ordinary conversation, they used

to take oaths by any god, person, or thing, as their

peculiar habits or predilections, or the fancy of the

moment, dictated. Pythagoras on this account

swore by the number Four. (Lucian, Pythag. 4 ;

PluL de Ptac, Phil. i. 3. 16)6.) Socrates iist^ to

swear rhy /cvya, in which he was absurdly im-

itated by others, (.^then. ix. p. 370.) Ainsto-

phanes, so keenly alive to all the foibles of his

counuy'men, takes notice of this custom, and turns

it into ridicule. Hence he makes the sausage*

dealer swear id) rhy rhy iyopaloy (E^miL
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297), Socrates r^n’Ayairvo^p^ &c. (A'afi. 627.)

(See further Vc*p. 63, Aves, 54, 1611, Han, 336,

1J69.)

Women also had their favourite oaths. As the

men preferred swearing by Hercules, Afwlio, &c.,

so the other sex used to swear by Aphrodite, De-

meter, and Persephone, Hera, Hecate, Artemis ;

and Athenian women by Aginuros, Pandrosus, &c.

(Lucian, /Jial. Aferrtr. 7 ;
Xen. Afemor. i. 5. § 5;

Aristuph. LiftiMi. 81, 148, 208, 439, Eedet. 70,

Thesin, 286, 383, 533 ;
Theocr. Itiyll. xv. 14.)

The security which an oath was supposed to

confer induced the Greeks, as it has people of mo-

dern times, to impose it as an obligation upon per-

sons invested w*ith authority, or intrusted with the

discharge of responsible duties. (Plato, de Lf^. xii.

p, .948.) The Athenians, with whom the science

of legislation was carried to the greatest perfection,

were, of all the Greek states, the most punctilious

in this respect. The youth, entering upon bis 2Uth

year, was not pennitted to assume the privileges of

a citizen, or to be registered in the

ypofjifivruoyy without taking a solemn oath in the

temple of Aglauros to obey the laws and defend

his country. (The form of his oath is preserved in

p4)llux, viii. 105.) The archon, the judge, and the

arbitrator, were required to bind themselves by an

onth to perform their respective duties. (See Pol-

lux, f.c. ;
Hudtwalcker, uberdie Didt. p. 10 ; and

Dxastks.) As to the oath taken by the Semite

of Five Hundred, see Demoslh. r, Ixmoc. 745.

As to the oath of the w'itncss, and the voluntary

oath of parties to an action, see Martvria. The
importance, at least apparently, attached to oaths

in courts of justice, is proved by various passages

in the orators. (Andoc. de A/yrf. 5 ;
Lycorg. e.

Lcoer. 157. ed. Steph.
;
Antiph. de nt. Herod. 139,

l40. ed Slcph. ; Demoslh. e. Aphoi. 860.) Demos-
thenes constantly reminds his judges that the}' arc

on their oaths, and Lycurgus (/. c.) declares that

rh ffvy4xoy ^poKparlar bpKOS 4<rrip.

The experience of all nations has proved the

dangerous tendency of making oaths loo common.
The history of Athens and of Greece in general

furnishes no exception to the obs rvalion. While
in the popular belief and in common parlance oaths

continued to be highly esteemed, they had ceased

to be of much real wealth or value. It is impos-

sible to read the plays of Aristophanes, the orators,

and other writers of that period, without seeing

that perjury had bccomo a practice of ordinary

occurrence. The poet who wrote that verse which
incurred the censure of the comedian, ^ y\Ac<r*

V 84 <t>pi)y iyiiporos (Eur. Hijfpol. 612;
Aristoph. Tltetm. 275), was not the only person

who would thus refine. The bold profligacy de-

scribed by Aristophanes {Nab. 1232—l24l,
Kfpiii. 298) was too often realized in action. To
trace the degeneracy of the Greek character be-

longs not to this place. We conclude by reminding

our readers that in a later age the Greeks became
a by- word among the Romans for lying and liad

faith. (Cic. 7>ro /fceco, 4 ;
Juv. i^at iii 60, &c.)

A few expressions deserve notice. Nh is us<*d

by Attic writers in affirmative oaths, pb in nega-

tive. The (dd form of affirmation, still prcser\ed

by the other Or. eks, and used by Xenophon, was
ya\ fj^ (Xen. Afem. ii. 7. § U, A/m4, Socr. 20.)

Nh is nothing mure than another form ofs’al, used

with an accusative caw, pA. being omitted, as it

often is in negative oaths. (Soph. Oed. Tyr, 660,
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1088, Elett. 758, 1063.) Nh, however, is never

used by the tragedians, who always employ a para-

phrase in affirmative oaths, such as papri-ptc^

$ai, 'EwofAvvytu is used affirmatively, awnpyvyxu

negatively, according to Eustathius. (Horn. Od.

ii. 377.) Ai6pyvo$ai is to swear strongly, to

protest. (Soph. 7’racA. 378.) "Opivioi', though
often used s^’nonymously with 5piror, signifies

more tlrictly a compact ratified by oath ; bpKia

rdpyfiy is to make a compact with oaths and
sacrifice

;
and through the frequent pr<totice of

sacrificing on such occasions, it came that bpKtoy

was Kimetimes used for the victim itself. (Horn.

//. iii. ‘J45.) In the phrase 6pyt>yat Uptvf^ the

original moaning of kari was, that the party laid

his hand upon the victims
;
but the same phrase

is used metaphorically in other coses, where tliero

could be no such ceremony. Thus travA

xroi4}aaa6at x*pAp<»y (Arut. Ef/ui/. 660) is

to moke a vow to offer a thousand kids ; at fbuw/A

lie party tvtn'ny iayrd iu bands upon Oie kids at

tie time^as a kind u/ stake. The some (il^servation

applies to hfiyvyai kar* (Comp. Lii-

saulz, VcbcT den Eid bti den Griechen^ ^^'Ul7.bu^g,

1844.)

2. Roman. The subject of Roman oaths may
be treated under four ditferent heads, vix, : — 1.

Oaths taken by magistrates and other persons w ho
entered the service of the republic, 2. Oaths
taken in tranaactioni with foreign nations in the

name of the republic. 3. Oaths, or various modes
of swearing in common life. 4. Oaths taken be-

fore the praetor or in courts of justice.

I. Oaths token by maiiistratet txwl other persons

ifko entered the serviee of the rrj>Mie.— Afu r the

establishment of the republic the consuls, and sub-

sequently all the other magistrates, were obliged,

W'ithin five days after their appointment, to pro-

mise on oath that they would protect and observe

the laws of the republic (ta U^sjurare^ Liv. xxxL
50 ;

com)tare Dionys.v. 1.). Vestal virgins and
the flainen dialis were not allowed to swear
on any occasion (Liv. k c. ; Fest. s.v. Jurare/
Piut. Quo4Ut. Horn. p. 275), but whether they also

entered upon their sacred offices without taking an
oath analogous to that of magistrates is unknown.
When a fiamen dialis was elected to a magistracy,

he might either petition for an especial di.<ipi>nsn-

tion (k< I^bus eulveretur), or be might depute

some one to take the oath for him. But this could

not be done unless the (lermission was granted by
the people. The first Roman consuls seem only

to have sworn that they would not restore the

kingly government, nor allow any one else to do
so (Liv. il 1 • Dionys. /. *.), and this may have

been the case till all feats of such a restoration

having vanished, the oath was changed into a
jusjuRindum in leges. The censuUir oath was
occasionally taken under the mipire. (Plin.

Paneg. 64.)

During the later period of the republic we also

find that magistrates, when the time of their office

bad expired, addressed the people and swore that

during their office they had undertaken nothing

against the rcpnblic, but had done their utmost to

promote its welfare. (Cic. ud Earn. v. 2. § 7, pro
SuUa^ 11, in Pison. 3, pro Oom, 35; Dion Cass,

xxxvii. p.52, xxxviii. p. 72, liii. p. 568,ed. Steph.;

Liv. xxix. 37.) In some cases a tribune of the

people might compel the whole senate to promise

on oath that they would observe a plcbUcituiu^

u u 3
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itnd alloMT it to be carried into effect^ n« was the

case with the lex agraria of Satuniinua. The
censor Q. Mclcllui, who refused to iwear, a'aascnt

into exile. (Appian, V. C. i. 29 ; Cic. pro

S

cj-/. 47

;

riut ^/>lr. 29.) During the time of the empire

all maffUtrale* on entering their oftic.' were obliged

to pledge themselves by an oath that they would

observe the neta Caesarara ( iumre in acta Cue-

Mrum, Snet. Ttfter. 67 ; Tacit. Annal. i. 72, xiii.

26, xvL 22 ;
Dion Cass, xlvii. p. 3H4, &c.), and

the senators had to do the same regularly every

Tear on the hrst of Januart'. (Diuii Cass. Iviii.

p. 724 ; compare Lipsius, I^urt. A. ad Tacit,

Anna/, xvj. 2'2.)

All Homan soldiers after they were enlisted for

a campaign, had to take the military oath (soero-

men/um), which hois ndroinisten^ in the following

manner:— Kach trilmnus militum -asscmbltHl his

regiment, and picked out one of iIjc men to whom
he put the oath, that he would obey the com-

nwnds of his gcnenls and execute them puncuudly.

The other men then came forward one after an-

other and repeated the same oath, saying th.at they

would do like the hrsl (w/ew in we, Holyb. vi.

21 ; Fest, #. r. /'raeJunUumfs). Livy (xxii. t3B)

says that until the year 216 D.C. the military

oath was only s-icramentum, i e. the soldiers

look it voluntarily, and promi8c<i (with impreca-

tions) that they would not desert from the army,

and not leave the ranks except to fight against

the enemy or to save a Kontan citizen. Hut in

the ycjir 216 b. c. the soldiers were compelled by

the tribunes to take the oath, which the tribunes

put to them, that they would meet at the command
of the consuls and not leave the standards without

their orders, so that in this case the roilitaty o:ab

became a juajurandum. But Livy here forgets that

long before that time he has represented (iii. 20)
the soldiers taking the same Jusjurondum. A per-

fect formula of a militar}* oath is preserved in GeL
Hub (xvi. 4; compare Dionys. vi. 23.)

It may here be remarked that any oath might

be takea in two ways: the person who took it,

either framed it himself^ or it was put to him in

a set form, and in this case he was snid in tvria

Jurai e^ orjutvre rei-bis conet/ifu, Polybius (vL 33)

speaks of a second oath which was put to all w*ho

sonred in the array, whether freemen or slaves, ns

soon as the castrametatio had taken place, and by
which all promised that they would steal nothing

from the camp, and that they w ould take to the

tribunes whatever they might happ:'n to find. The
miiiuary oath w*as, according to Dionysius (xL

43), the most sacred of all. and the law allowed

a general to put to death without a formal trial any
soldier who ventured to act cmitniry to his oalli.

It was taken upon the signa, which were them-

selves considered sacred. In the time of the em-
pire a clause was added to the military oath, in

wliich the soldiers dwlared that they would con-

sider the safely of the emperor more important than

anything else, and that they loved neither ihem-

M'lves nor their children more than iheirsovcreign.

(Arrian, Kpici. iii. 14 ;
Suet. 15; Ainmian.

^larc. xxi. 5.) On the military oath in general,

compare Brissonius, Dc Jhormuf. iv. c. 1—5.

II. OatA$ taken in troHstjctioMi fciih JbreifjH na-

tiom in the mame of the repuUic. The most ancient

form of an oath of this kind is recorded by L^y
(i. 24), in a treaty between the Homans and Albans.

Tbo pater patratus proiiaunced the oath in the

JUSJUHAXDUM.
I name of bis country, and struck the victim with a
Hint-stone, calling on Jupiter to destroy the Roman
nation in like manner, as he (the paler patratus)

destroyed the animal, if the people should violate

the oath. The chiefs or priests of the other nation

then swore in a simHor manner by their own gods.

The ceremony was sometimes diHerent, inasmuch
as the fetialis cast away the stone from his hands,

saying. Si tciens falloy turn me Die*jnt«r $alva tiMe

arccijue tonie yiciaty uti epo hunc tapidem. (Kcsl.

s. r. Lapidem.) Owing to the prominent part

which the stone (Japie tilejt) played in this act,

Jupiter himself was called Jupiter I^apis (Pulyb.
iii. 25), and hcnco it was in aftertinios not

uncommon among the Homans in ordinar>' con-

versation to swear by Jupiter Lapis. (Gellius, i,

21 ; Cic. ad Fam. vii. 1, 12 ; PluU 6’a7/<j, 10.)

In swearing to a treaty with a foaign nation, a
victim (a pig or a Iamb) W'as in the early times al-

ways sacrificed by the fetinlis (whence the expres-

sions Jhedujf icere, SpKta rdpytty)^ and the priest

while pronouncing the oath probably touched the

victim or the altar. (Virg. Aen. xH. 201, Ac. ;

Liv. XXL 43 ; compare FKTiALB.«i.) This mode of
sw'canng to a treaty through the sacred person of

a fvtiolii, wTis obsened for a long time, and after

the second Punic war tlie felialcs even tr.iveilcd to

Africa to perform the ancient ceremonies. (Liv.

XXX. 43.) The jus fetiale, however, fell into dis-

use as the Romans extended their conqu^^sts
; and

os in most cases of tri'nties with foreign nations, the

Homans were not the party that chose to promise

anything on oath, wc hear no mure of oaths on
thfir part

;
bnt the fi>reign nation or con>;ucrcd

party was sometimes obliged to promise with as<i-

Icinn oath (sacrri/Nca^ura) to observe the conditions

prescribed by the Homans, and documents record-

ingsuch promises were kept in the capitoL (Liv.

xxvi. 24.) But in cases w’hcrc the Homans hid
ri‘a'*an to mistrust, they demanded hostages as

being a better security than an oath, and this w-as

ihu practice which in later times they adopted
most generally. At fint tho Homans were very

Bcnipulous in obsen ing their oaths in contracts or
treaties with foreigners, and even with enemies

;

but attempts were soon made by individuals to

interpret an oath sophisrically and explain away
iu binding character (Ocllius, vii. 16 ; Liv. iii.

20, xxiL 61 ; Cic. de Of. iii. 27, &c.), and from
the third Punic war to the end of the republic,

perjury was common among the Homans in their

dealings wltli foreigners as well as among them-
selves.

III. Oaths or various mofles of nxrearinij ta com-
mon life. The practice of swearing or calling

upon some god or gods as witnesses to the truth

of assertions made in common life or in ordinary

conversations, wr:is as common among the Homans
ns among the Greeks. Tho various fiinns used in

swearing ntay be divided into thix^e classes :
—

1. Simple invocations of one or more gods, as

llercie or MehercU^ that is, Ita me Hercules juvet,

amet, or scr^ ct(FesU ». c. Mecastor) ;
/V, Ptrpol

or Aedejto!^ that is, per Pollucem ; per Joreax La-
piden or simply per Joreai; per superos ; f^rdeos
immortides i rWiai fidius^ that is, ita me Dius
(Atot) filius juvet (Fest. s. r. ; Varro, de Lifui.

IjcU. iv. p. 20, Bip.)
;
tV« w. dnu amet^ or dii amet^t.

Sometimes also two or a great number of gods

were invoked by their names. (Plaul. Bacdiitl. iv.

6. 51 ;
TcrcDt. Andr. iiL 2. 23.) The genii of
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mm were regarded an divine beings, and persons

used to swear by their own genius, or by that of

a friend, and during the empire by that of an

emperor. (Horat. L 7, 94 ;
Suet. OJuj.

27.) Women as well os men swore by roost of

the gods ; but some of them were peculiar to one

of the sexes. Thus women never swore by ]{er*

cules, and men never by Castor; Vorro, moreover,

said that in ancient times women only swore by
Castor and Pollux, while in the extant writers we
find men frequently swearing by Pollux. (Gellius,

xi, 6.) Juno and Venus were mostly invoked by
women, but n'so by lovers and ( iTcminate men in

general. (Plant Amfihit. ii. 2. 210 ;
Tibull. it. ] 3.

15 ;
Juv. ii 96 ;

Ovid. Amor. iL 7. 27, ii. 8. 16.)

2. Invocations of the gods, together with an

execration, in case the swearer was stating a false*

hood. Execmiions of this kind ore^ fJii me prr-

dfint (PhiMt MiL Ulor. iii. 2. 20, it 1. 21);
dii me iuterficiant (Plaut MostelL i. 3. 35) ; die-

jirrt’tm (Horat Sat. i. 9. 47) ; ne rirom (Cic. ad
t'nm. viL 23 ;

Mart x. 12. 3); ne ealrwt »im (Cic.

iui Alt, xvi. 13), dtc.

3. Persons also used to swear by the indi-

viduals or things most dear to them. Thus we
have inslAtu:es of a person swearing by his own or

another man's hood (Dig- 12. tit. 2. s. 3. §4;
Ovid, Trist. v. 4. 45 ; I/eroid. iii. 107 ;

Juv. vi.

16), by his eyes (Plant Jifenearh. v. 9. 1; Ovid,

ylmor. ii. 16.44), by his own welfare or that of his

children (Dig. 12. lit 2. s. 5 ;
Plin. Epid. ii. 20),

by the welfare of an emperor (Cod. 2. tit 4. s. 41),

dec.

Hetpecting the varions forms of oaths and
swearing sec Brissonius, de Formnl. viiL cc. 1—
18. [L.S.]

IV. Oaiha taken before the praetor or in conrU of
jndiee. There might be a jusjurondum cither in jure

or in judicio. I’he jusjumndum in jure had a like

etfect to the confessio in jure, and it stood in the

place of the Lina Contkstatio (Dig. 5. tit 1.

s. 26. §2). The jusjurandum in jure is the oath

which one party proposed to his adversary (detulit)

that he should make alroiit the roatt'r in dispute

;

and the effret of the oath Ijeing taken or refused

was equivalent to a judicium. If the defendant

took the oath, he ha>l in answer to the actio an

exceplio (plea) jurisjurandi, analogous to the cz-

ceptio rei in judicium deductae and roi judicatae.

If the plaiiitirf swore, he had an actio in factum

(on the case) analogous to the actio judicati. The
reason of the jusjurandum having this effect is

explained (Dig. 44. tiu 5. s. 1 )
to be, that a party

to a cause mokes his adversary the judex by pro-

posing to him to take the oatli (deferendo ei jus-

juiandumy This jusjurandum which is proposed

(delatum) in jure, is Cillod Mceesariituu,hoca\i&e he

to whom it is proposed cannot simply' refuse it
;

he must either take the oath, or, in bis turn, pro-

pose (re/erre) that the pro^ioser shnil take it

Simple refusal was equivalent to con essio (con-

fessiunis est nolle nec jumre nec jusjurandum rc-

ferre
; Dig. 12. tiu 2. s. 38). In the Edict (Dig. 12.

tit 2. s. .34. §6), the proctor snys that he will

compel the person from whom the oath is demanded
to poy or to take the oath. A pupillus, a procurator,

or defensor, a Vestal, and a flamen dialis could not

be compelb'd to swear (Cell. x. 15).

The jusjurandum in judicio (jusjuranduro judi-

cialc) is required by the judex, and not by either

of thc^ parties, though either of the parties may

JUVENALIA. «68

suggest it. This jusjurandum has not the effect of

the jusjumndum in jure: it is merely evidence,

and the judex can give it such nrolmtive force as

to him seems jusL Such an oath is only wanted
when otlier evidence fails. The judicial oath was
DArticularly applicable in coses in which the judex
had to determine the value of the matter in dis-

pute. As a general rule, the aestimatio or esti-

mate of value or damages was to be mode by tho

judex conformably to the evidence furnished by
the plaintiff ; but if the defendant by his dolus

or contumacia pivveuted the plaintiff from recover-

ing the specific thing, which was the object of the

action, and consequently the plaintiff must hare
the value of it, the judex could put the plaintiff t<>

his oath as to the value of tlie thing
; but he

could also fix a limit (taxatio) which the plaintiff

must not exceed in the nnumnt that he declared

upon oath. This is called jusjurandum in litem

(Dig. 12. tit. 3). This oath is merely evidence;

the judex may still cither acquit the defendant or

condemn him in a less sum (Dig. 22. tit. 3 ; De
probationibus ct pracsuniptionlbus).

As to the Jusjurandum ('aluraniao, see C.tl t'Si-

NLA ; and sec Jddkx, JunicirM. (O. L.j

JUSSU, (JUOD, ACTIO, is a Praetorian

actio which a man had against a fiithcr or master

of a slave (f/om/aus), if a hliusfamilias or a slave

had entered into any contract at the bidding

(Jusiu) of the fatlior or master, for tho full amount
of the matter in dispute. He who thus contracted

with a hliusfamilias or a slave, w'os not considered

to deal w'ith them on their own credit, but on that

of the father or master. This Actio is classed by
Gaius with the Excrcitoria and Institoria. (Gains,

iv. 70; Dig. 15. tit 4.) [O. L.)

JUSTA FUNERA. FFi^nkra, p. 558, b.]

JUSTINIANEUS CODEX. [Codkx Jvs-
TINUNKIR.]
JUSTI TIUM, probably signified originally a

cessation of Judicial business (Juris quasi tA/cr^/iVlo

quaedum ei eessatio, GoU. xx. 1 ), but is always used

to indicate a time in which public business of every

kind was suspended. Thus the courts of law and
the treasury were shut up, no amliossadors were
received in the senate, and no auctions took place

(jvnsi/iWionem intennit/i^ r/atkii aeran'tfw, judicia

Cic. de liar. Jiesp. 3G
;
pro IHnne, 14, with

Wunder's note). The Judiiium was proclaimed

(edicere^ iW/orrc) by the stmatc and the magis-

trates in times of public alarm and danger ; and
after conhdence and tranquillity had been restored,

the Juslilium was removed (irmiV/ere, eauere') by
the same authorities. (Liv. vL 7, ix. 7, x. 21 ;

Plut. Hull. 8, Mar. 35.) As such times of alarm

arc usually accompanied w'ith general sorrow, a

Juditium came in course of lime to be ordained as

a mark of public mourning, and under the empire

was only employed f«r this rea*von. Thus we find

it usiuilly proclaimed on the death of an emperor

or of a member of the imperial family. It was
observed in the provinces as well as at Rome, and
during its continiuiiice the §<>ldiers were relea»<’d

from their ordinary militarj' duties. (Tac. Ann. i.

16, ii. 82 ; Suet. Tib. 52, Cah 24. Oalh. 10.)

JUVENA'LIA, or JUVENA'LES LUDI
('loi/ffS’dAia Gitnrip rtyb peaynJKtvpara)^ were

Kcnic games instituted by Nero in a. d. 59, in

commciuoration of his shaving his beard for tho

fin^t time, thus intimating that he had pa&sed

from youth to nuinlmod. Ho w'ob then in the

f u 4
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tv^?nty•»^^con(^ year of his age. Th se garnet were

tiot celebrated in the circus, but in a private

theatre erected in a pbiwure-ground and

Cfnisisted of every kind of theatrical performance,

(»reek and Rt>m.in plays, mimetic pieces, and the

like. 'J'hc most distinguished persons in the state,

old an<! young, male and female, were expected to

take [>art in them. The emperor set the example

by appearing in person on the stage ;
and Dion

Cassius mentions a disiingtiished Roman mntnm,

iipa*ards of eighty years of age, who danced in the

games. It was one of the oti'ences given by Paetus

Thrasoa that he had not acquitU’d himself with

credit at this festival. (Dion Ca.ss. Ixi. 19 ; Tac.

Jnir. xiv. 1.5, xv. 33, xvi. 21.) Suetonius (AVr.

12) confounds this festival with the Quinquennalio,

which was institntial in the following year, a. d.

60. [QuiNQrKVNALiA.) The Juvenalia con-

tinued to be celebrated by siiV^scqtieiU emperors,

but not on the same occasion. The name wois

piv(*n to those games which were exhibited by the

emperors on the 1st of .January in each year.

Tliey no longer consisted of scenic representations,

hut of chariot races and comlmti of w’ild beasts.

(Dion Cjlss. Ixvii, 14 ; Sidon. ApoU. Omn. xxiit.

307, 428; Capitol. O'ortl. 4; comp. Lipsius, aJ

/be. Jnn. xlv. 15.)

K. Skk C.

L.
:

L.\'RARUM. (SiflNA Militaria.]

LAHIUJM. [nAl,NKAR,p. 191.

J

LABYIUNTHU8 {KaSvptvdos). This word

npjH'ari to be of Greek origin, and not of Egyptian

ns has genenilly been supposed ; it is pr«»bably a

derivative form of \d€tpos, and ptymolngicidly

connected with Aaepai. Accordingly, the proper

dehnitiun of labyrinth is a large and complicated

subterraneous cavern with numerous and intricate

passages, similar those of a mine. (Welcker,

Trilop. p. 212, Ac.) lienee the caverns

neiir Nauplia in Argolis were called labyrinths.

(Siralx), viii. C. p. 369.) And this is indeed the

chanicieristlc feature of all the structures to which

the ancients apply the name labyrinth, for they arc

ahvays described as cither entirely or partially

under ground.

The earliest and most renowmed labyrinth was

that of Egypt, which lay beyond lake Mwris, at a

short distance fnun the city oV Crocodiles (.Arsinod’),

in the pn>vincc now called Kaioum. Herodotus

(ii. 148) n!»cribes its couslruction to the dodecarchs

(nboftl 6.50 n.c.\ and Mela (I 9) to Psamineticlrus

alone. But other and more prolmble accounts refer

iu construction to a much earlier age, (Plin. //.A',

xxxvi. 1.3; Diod. Sic. i. 61, 89; Strabo, xvii,

p. 811.) This edifice, which in grandeur even ex-

c»dled the pyramids, is described by Herodotus and

Pliny (//. ec.) It had .3000 njvirtments, 1500

under gmimd, and the same number above it, and

the w'holc was surrsunded by a wall. It was di-

vided into cnijrts each of which was surrounded

by colonnades of while marble. At the time of

Diodorus and of Pliny the Egyptian labyrinth w’as

still extant. But the ruins which modem travel-

1 rs descrilte as relies of the ancient labyrinth, ns

well as the place where they saw them, do not

LABYRINTHUS.
agree with what we know from the best ancient

authorities respecting its architecture and its site.

(British Mus. Eiiyptian Aniiq. vol. L p. 54, and
more especially Buim'n, Arpyj^rnn Strlle in tier

IfV/A/rscd. vol. ii. p. 324, Ac.) The purpose which

this labyrinth was intended to sers'e, can only l>c

matter of conjtctnrc. It has la'cn suppost‘d by
some writers that the whole arrangement of the

edifice was a symbolical repivseiitnlion of th»>

xodiac and the solar system. Herodotus, w*ho saw
the upper port of this labyrinth, and w*ent through

it, was not permitted hy the keepers to enter the

subterraneous part, and he was told by them that

here were buried the kings by whom the labyrinth

bad been built, and the sacred crocodiles.

The second labyrinth mentioned hy the ancients

was that of Crete, in the neighbourhood of Cnos-

sus ; Daedalus w*as said to have built it after the

model of the Egyptian, and at the command of

king Minos. (PUn. Diod. IL re.) This labyrinth

is s«aid to have been only one hundredth part the

size of the Egyptian, and to have been the habit-

ation of the monster Minotaiinis. Although the

Cretan lah>Timh is very frequently mentioned by
ancient authors, yet none of them speaks of it as

an eyewitness; and Dio<loni8 and Pliny expr^tsly

state that not a trace of it was to be seen in their

daya These circumstances, together with the

impossibility of accounting for the objects w’hich a
Cretan king could have had in view* in raising such

a building, have induced almost all modem WTiters

to deny allf»gether the exisUmce of the Cretan
labyrinth. This opinion is not only supporu'd hy
some testimonies of the ancients themselves, but

by the peculiar nature of some parts of the Island

of Crete, The atithor of the Etymolngictini M.agn.

calls the Cretan labyrinth “a mountain with a ca-

vem,** and Kustatliius (ad Odyss. xi. p. 1688)
calls it “a subtermneous cavern;*’ and tiiuilar

statements are made by several other writers

quoted hy Meursius (CW/a, pp. 67 and 69). Such
Large caverns actually exist in some parts of Crete,

esp««cially in the ncighlwurljood of the ancient

town of Oortrs ; and it w*ns prnlmhly some sticl

cavern in the neighhourht»od of Cnossus that gnvi

rise to the story of a lab^-rinth built in the reign

of Minos. (S*ee Walpole's 7rtine/s, p. 402, Ac. ;

Hockh, A"rc/«i, i. p, 56, Ac., and p. 447, Ac.)

A third labyrinth, the constmetion of which
belongs to a more historical age, i^ois that in the

island of I.emno8. It was ctuiimenccd hy Smilis,

an Aeginetan architect, and completed by Rhoecus
and Diodorus of Samos, alwut the time of the first

(lympiad. (Plin. 1. c.) It was in its construction

similar to the Egyptian, and was only distinguish-

ed from it hy a gri*ater number of columns. Re-
mains of it were still extant in the time of PHny.
It if uncertain whether this labyrinth was in-

tended os a temple of the Cabeiri, or whether it h.id

any connection with the art of mining. (WelcKcr,
ArarAyl. Tril. 1. e.)

Samos had likew'ise a labyrinth, which was built

hy Theodonis, the same who assisted in building

that of Lemnos ; but no particulars arc knowiL
(Plin. hf. N. xxxiv. 8.)

Ijasily, we have to mention a fabulous edifice in

Etruria, to which Pliny applies the name of laby-
rinth. It is described as being in the neighbour-
hood of Clusium, and as the tomb of Lar Porwna,
But no writer says that he ever saw it, or remains
of it; .and Pliny, who thought the dcKriptiou which
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he found of it too fabulous, did not rentiirc to gire

it in his own word.*, but quoted those of Vami,
who had probably taken the account from the po-

pular stones of the Ktnucans themselves. It was
said to have been built partly under and partly

alK>ve g^round, whence the name labyrinth is cor-

n'ctly applied to it. Rut a building like this, says

Niebuhr (HUiory of 7/ome, vol. ). p. 130. note

40.^), is alisolutely impossible, and belongs to the

Arabian Nights. (Comp. Abekeo, Mittchitdieny

p.243.) [L.S.J
L.\CKRNA a cloiik worn

by the Romans over the toga, whence it is called

by Juvenal (ix. 28) •* munimentum togae.” It

differed from the pacniila in being an open gar>

ment like the Greek pallium, and fastened on the

right shoulder by means of a buckle

whereas the poenula was what is called a res/tmen-

turn eiaufum with an opening for the head. [Pak-
NULA.J The Lacema appears to have been com-

monly used in the army (V'ell. Pat. ii. 70, 80 ;

Ovid, Fast, il 746 ;
Prop. iv. 3. 18), but in the

time of Cicero was not usually worn in the city

(Cic. Pkxlip. ii. 30.) It soon afterwards, however,

liocame quite common at Rome, as we Icam from

Suetonius, who says {Aug. 40) that Augustus,

teeing one day a great number of citizens before

his tribunal dressed in the lacema, which was
commonly of a dark colour {puUati\ repeated with

indignation the line of Virgil.

^ Romanos rerum dominos, gtntemque togatamf'

and gave orders that the Aedilcs should henceforth

allow no one to be in the forum or circus in that

dress.

Most persons seem to hare carried a Incema or

poenula with them, when thev attended the public

games, to pnitect them from t^ic cold or rain (Dion

Cass. Ivii. 13) ; and thus we are told that the equiles

used to stand up at the entrance of Claudius and
lay aside their iacemoe. (Suet. Claud. 6.)

The lacema was usually, as already remarked,

of a dark colour {/u»ei co/ores, Mart. i. 97* 9), and
w'as frequently made of the dark wool of the

Raetic sheep {Daetictie foeemoe, xiv. 133). It was,

however, S'lmetimcs dyed with the Tyrian purple,

and with other colours. (Jut. i. 27 ;
Mart. L 97.)

^Initial (viii. 10) speaks of larccmae of the former

kind, which cost as much as 10,000 sesterces.

When the emperor was expected at the public

games, it was (he practice to wear white loccmae

only. (Mart iv. 2, xir. 137.)

The lacema was sometimes thrown over the

head for the purpose of concealment (llor. Sat. il

7. bS)
\ but a ematlltu or cowl was generally used

fur that purpose, which appears to have hem fre>

quently attach^ to the lacemae, and to have

formed a port of the dress. (Mart xir. 139,

132.) See Becker, Gallus^ vol. il p. 95, Ac.

[CUCULLU*.]
LACPNIAE, the angular extremities of the

toga, one of which was brought round over the left

shoulder. It was generally tucked into the girdle,

but sometimes was allowed to hang down loose.

Plautus (A/ercot 12. 16) indicates that it occa-

sionally served for a pocket-handkerchief {At tu

tiiepol tUM^ laciniam aique altderye $udortm tibi) :

Velleius Paterculus (il 3) represents Scipio Nasicn

AS wrapping the lacinia of his toga round hU left

arm for a shield (compare V'!. Max. iii. 2. § 17)

before he rushed upon Tib. Uracchos
;
while, ac-
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cording to Servius {ad Vinj. Atn. vii. 612), the

Cinctiu Gabinus was formed by girding the toga

tight round the body by one of its laciniac or Iooac

ends. These expressions are quite irreconcilcaUo

with the opinion of Kerrarius and othe rs, that the

lacinia was the lower border or skirt of the togn,

w'hilc all the passages adduced by them admit r»f

easy explanation according to the above view.

The lacinia wois undoubtedly permitted by son»c

to sweep the ground, es^M'cially by such as wore
their garments loosely. Thus Mocrobiiis {Sat. il 3)
remarks upon one of Cicero’s witticisms, “ Jocatus
in Caesarem quia ita prnecingebatur, ut Irahemlo
lacinium velut mollis mcederel,*’ which corresponds

with the well-known caution of Sulla addressed

to Pompey, ** Cave tibi ilium pucrum male prae-

cinctum and Suetonius tells how the emperor
Caiua, being hllcd with jealousy on account of the

plaudits lavished on a gladmb>r, hurried out of tho

theatre in such h.ostc **
iit calcata lacinia togne

praoceps per gradus iret.” Moreover, the secondary

and figumtive meanings of the word, namely, u
(Plin. //. iV. xix. 7), a narrow «<vi* of land (Id.
V. 32), ike point of « leaf (Id. xv. 30), Me rx~

errs^Mctis trkich hatuj duten from the neck of a Mc-
petot (Id. viii. 50), &c., accord perfectly with tho
klca ofthe angular extremity of a fnece of dotky but

con scarcely be connected naturally with the notiou

of a border or skirt.

The correspimdin^ Greek term was npderweboVy

and perhaps irrep^ion (Pollux considers thrac

sti'nonymoui) ; and accordingly Plutarch {GntccA.

19) and Appian {/). C. i. 16) employ the former

in narrating the story of Scipio alluded to above,

w’ilh this dilTcrcncc, however, that they dc-

Kribe him os throwing rh Kpdtntsbov rot I^riou
over his head instead of twisting it round his

arm. [W. U.J
LACO'NICUM. [Balneae,p. I84,b. 190, b.]

LACU'NAR. (DoMCH,p. 432,a.]

LACUS. [Fonr, p. 544, b.]

LAENA, the same word with the Greek
xAoTra, and radically connected with xAxrnt fono,

Ac.
1. It tignifiet, properly, a woollen clonk, the

cloth of which w*as twice the ordinary thickness

{duamm toparum inetary Varro, de Linp. Lot. v,

133, ed. Muller), and therefore termed duplex

(Fcitus, f. ©. Laena

;

Serv. ad Virg. An. ir.

262), shaggy upon both sides (Schol. imJ Jut. iii.

283), worn over the pallium or the toga for the

sake of warmth, (Mart. xir. 136.) Hence p)cr-

sons carried a laena with them when they went
out to supper (Mart, viii 59) ;

and the rich man in

Juvenal, who walks home at night escorted by a
train of slaves and lighted on nis way by flam-

beaux, is wro])pcd ill a scarlet laena. (Juv. iiu

283.)

2. A robe of state, forming, it is said, in ancient

times, part of the kingly dress. (Plut. S'um. 7.)

.3. The flamines offered sacrifice in a laena

;

which W'AS fastened round the throat by a dn^p,

and in the enso of tho dialis was woven by the

hands of the Haminica. (Serv. ad Virg, Aen. ir.

262 ; Cic. lirut. 57.)

4. In later times the laena seems, to a certain

extent, to have been woni as a substitute for tlio

toga. Thus the courtly bard in Persius (I 32) is

introduced reciting bis iasbionablo lays with a
violet-colmircd latuia over his shoulders

; and we
lather from Juvenal (v. 130, vii. 73) that it was
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an ordinary ortide of dress among the poorer

classes. ( Becker, Gallua, vol. ii. p. .99.)

5. Nonius defines it to be “ vestimentnm
tnilitnre quod supra omnia vestimenta sumilur,”

but quotes no authority e.xcept Virg. Aen. iv.

262. [W.R.]
LAGE'NA. [ViNUM.]
Ij.AMPADA'RCHIA. [Lampadrphoria.]
LAMPADEPHO'RIA (\c^iraS7)<popla\ torch-

hearing (as Herodotus calls it), or Xa/xxaSrjSpo/ila,

torch-race (as some lexicographers), also Ao/tra-

dovxof iycivy and often simply \oftirit, was a

game common no doubt throughout Greece ; for

though all we know concerning it belongs to

Athens, yet we hear of it at Corinth, Pergamus,
and Zerinthus (Bdckh, Puhl Econ. of Athens^ p.

463, 2nd ed.
;
MUller, Minerv. Polias^ p. 5) ;

and
a coin in Mionnet, with a Koftwds on it, which is

copied below, bears the legend 'hpupmoXtruv.

At Athens we know of fire celebrations of this

game : one to Prometheus at the Prometheia

(Schol. ad Ari$toph. Ran, 131 ;
Istcr. ap. Harpocr.

8. r.)
;
a second to Athena at the Panathenaea*

(Herod, vi. 1U5, and il cc,) ; a third to Hephaestos

at the Hephaestciaf (Herod, viii. 9, and U. cc.) ; a
fourth to Pan (Herod, v. 10.5) ;

a fifth to the Thra-

cian Artemis or Bendis. (Plat, de Rep. p. 328, a.)

The three former are of unknonm antiquity ; the

fourth was introduced soon after the battle of Ma-
rathon

;
the last in the time of Socrates.

The race was usually run on foot, horses being

first used in the time of Socrates (Plat, 1. c.)
;

sometimes also at night (interp. vetus ad Lucrct.

ii. 77. ap. Wakef.) The preparation for it was a

principal branch of the yvpyoffiapxlcit so much so

indeed in later times, that XapvaSapx^a seems to

have been pretty much equivalent to the yvpvatn-

apx'i^ (Aristot Pol. v. 8. 20.) The gymnasiarch

had to provide the Kapirds, which was a candle-

stick with a kind of shield set at the bottom of

the socket, so as to shelter the flame of the candle

;

as is seen in the following woodcut, taken from a

coin in Mionnet (pL 49.

6.) He had also to pro-

vide for the training of the

runners, which was of no
slight consequence, for the

race was evidently a se-

vere one (comjKire Aris-

toph. Vesp. 120.3, Ran,

1085), with other ex-

penses, which on the whole
wore very heavy, so that

I.saeus {de Philoct. Ilaered. p. 62. 20) claiwes

this office with the x®P>77^® and Tpirjpapxia, and
reckons that it had cost him 12 minac. The dis-

charge of this office was culled yvpvaatapxf^f
\apirdSi (Isaeus, 1. c.), or iy rats \apvdat yvpya-
atapxflrBai (Xcn. de Vectig. iv. 52). The victo-

rious gymnasiarch presented his \apvds as a votive

offering (ivdOTjfxa, Bbcich, Inscr. No. 243, 250).

As to the manner of the \apxafr]<popla^ there

arc some things difficult to understand. The case

stands thus. We have two accounts, which seem
contradictor}'.— First, it is represented ns a course,

in which a Xapxds was carried from one point to

* Probably the greater Pnnathenaeo. (Bdckh,
uhi sttpr.)

f The ceremony at the Apalurii: was different.

[Apaturu.]

another by a chain of runners, each of whom
formed a successive link. The first, after running
a certain distance, handed it to the second, the

second in like manner to the third, and so on, till

it reached the point proposed. Hence the game is

used by Herodotus (viii. 98) as a comparison
whereby to illustrate the Persian ayyap4]ioy, by
Plato {fjCg. p. 776, b.) as a living image of suc-

cessive generations of men, ns also in the well-

known line of Lucretius (ii. 77.)

“ Et quasi cursorcs vitai hampada tradunt.”

(Comp.nre also Auctor, ad Ilcrenn. iv. 46.) And
it is said that the art consisted in the several run-
ners canying the torch unexlinguished thnnigh
their respective distances, those who let it go out
losing all share of honour. Now, if this were all,

such explanation might content us. But, secondly,
we are plainly told that it was an iytfJv, the run-

ners are said apiXkdaBat (Plat. Rep. l.c.)\ some arc

said to have won (ytKW XafiwdSi, Andoc. in Alcib.

ud fin. ; comp.are Bdckh, Inse. No. 24.3, 244) ;
the

Schol. on Aristoph. Ran. (I, c.) talks of rovs
vardrovs rp^xotn-as, which shows that it must have
been a race between a numlwr of persons ; the

Schol. on the same play (v. 133) speaks of i^t7vai

robs SpoptaSf robs rpixoyras, which shows that a
number must have started at once.

This second account implies competition. But
in a chain of runners, each of whom handed the

torch to the next man successively^ where could the

competition be.® One runner might be said to

lose— he who let the torch out; but who could bo
said to xrin J

We offer the following hypothesis in answer to

this question. Suppose that there were serrral

chains of runners, each of which had to cany the

torch the given distance. Then both conditions

would be fulfilled. The torch would be handed
along each chain,— which would answer to the

first condition of successit'e delivery. That chain
in which it travelled most quickly and soonest

reached its destination would be the winner,

—

which would answer to the second condition, it

being a race between competitors.

In confirmation of this hypothesis we obsene
as foIloR's:— The inscription in Bdckh, No. 245,
consists of the following lines :

—
XapirdSa vutd^aas abv i<pi\Sots r))y 8* dviOpKa

EoTux»8qy xaii 2>v EbrvxlSovs 'AOpoytvs.

This Eutychidcs was no doubt the gymnasiarch
who won with the (<(>7]€oi he had trained, just ns

Andocides (/. c.) talks of his veytKpKfyat Xapirdii

ns g}'mnnsiarch
; so too Inscr. No. 250 records a

like victory of the tribe Cecropis.* Now we know
that the gv'mnasiarchs were chosen one from each

tribe. If then each furnished a chain of XapwaJhjtpd-

po(, there would have been teu(in later times twelve)

chains of nuiners. Perhaps, however, the g> m-
nasiarchs were not all called on to perform this ser-

vice, but c.ach once only in the year, which would
allow us for each of the three greater celebrations

* No. 244 gives a list of ol yfuc^ffayrts r);y

Xapwdda, the leinners in the torch-race, fourt-'en in

number. Who were these? If the several links

of the winning chain, it is rather against analogy
that they should be named. No one ever heard
the names of a chorus

;
yet they can hanlly be

fourteen winning gymiiosiarcht.
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(the Promcthei.% Pnniithcnaea, and Hephaesteia)

three or four chains of competitors.

The phtce of running was, in these great celebm-

tions from the altar of the Three (iods (Prome-
theus, Athena, and IIephar?tos) in the outer

Ccrimektis to the Acropolis, a distance of near half

n mile. (Pausan. i. HO. § 2 ; Schnl. o</ 1005.)

That in honour of Bendis was run in the Peimeeus.

(Plat./.c.)

The oripim of these games must bo sought, we
think, in the worship of the Titan Prometheus,

The action of*carrj-ing an tinextinguished light

from the CefnmeicuB to the Acropfdis U a lively

svmboi of the hencHt conferred by the Titan upon

man, when ho bore fire from the habitations of

the gods, and bestowed it upon man.

dao^droto trvphi rriKi<rKOTrov avyfiv

iv KoiKtf vipOriKi, (Hesiod. 565. Oalsf.)

But the gratitude to the giver of fire soon passed

to the Olympian gods who presided over its use,

— llephaestoB, who taught men to apply it to tho

melting and moulding of metal, and Athena, who
carried it through the whole circle of useful and
ornamental art9. To these three gods, then, were

these gomes at 5rst devoted, as tho patrons of hre.

And looking to the plac‘ it was run in— the

Cemmeicus or Potters' quarter— we aro much in-

clined to adopt Welcker’i suggestion {Ae9ch\fli»che

Triloffie^ p. 121), viz. that it was the Ktpafids or

potters who instituted the Aa/iTaST^popto. Athena
(as we learn from the Ktpoftls) was their patron

goddess
;
and who more than they would have

reason to be thankful for the gift and use of fire?

Pottery would be one of the first modes in which

it would be made serviceable in promoting the arts

oflife. In later times the same honour was paid to

all gods who were in any way connected with fire,

as to Pan, to whom a perpetnai fire w*as kept up in

his grotto and r the Acropolis, and who wos in

this capacity called by the Greeks Phanctes, by
the Homans Lucidus ; so also to Artemis, called

by Sophocles ’A^^frupor, and worshipped as the

moon. (Creuzer, Symboiiquej voL ii. pp. 752« 764,

French ttansl.) At first, liow’cver, it seems to

have been a symbolic representation in honour of

the gods who gave and taught men the use of

material mouldimi fire SrSihraaAov

Ts'xKTjt, as Aeschylus calls it, y^ron*. 7. 110),

though this special signification was lost sight of

in later times. Other W’riters, in their anxiety to

gel a common signification for all the times and
modes of the Xatina^'n^pia^ have endeavoured to

prove that all who were honoured hy it were con-

nected with the heavenly bodies, Aa^irpol 8v»'a<rraf,

(so Creuzer, I, e. \
MUller, Minerva /Wias, p. 5) ;

others that it always had an inner signification,

alluding to the inward fire by which Prometheus
put life into man (so Brdnsted, VoyapeM, roL ii.

p. 286, note 2). But Mts legend of Prometheus
was a later interpretation of the earlier one, ns may
be seen by comparing Plat. Prolog, p. 321. d, with

Hesiod. Theoff. 5GI
,
ike, [H. O. L.J

LAMPAS. [LAMPADsnioRiA.]
LANA'UIUS. (PitBijS,]

LA'NCEA. [Hasta, p. 588 n.]

LANIFl'ClUM. [Tbla.]
LANISTA. [0LADIATORE.H.]
LANTERNA. [Latbrna.]
LANX, dim. LANCULA, a large dish, made

of tilver or some other metal, and sometimes cm-

LARARIUM. C57

b^rssed, used at splendid entertninmenti to hold
meat or fruit (Cic. ad Alt. vi. 1 ;

Hor. Sat. il 2.

4, ii. 4. 41 ;
Ovid. <U Pouto, iii. 5 20 ; IVtmn.

3!) ; and consequenllv at sacrifices (Virg. f/mn/.
ii, 194, 394, A*-n. vii*i. 28-1, xii. 215 ; Ovid. Ih
Ponh., iv. 8, 40) and funeral banquets (Propert.
ii. 13. 23). The silver dishes, used by the Ho-
mans at their grand dinners, were of n vast si*e^

so that a boar, for example, might be brought whole
to table. (Ilor. Ac.) They often weighed from
loo to 500 pounds. (Plin. //. A. xxxiii. 52.)
The ifi/asce (Lihra Ai'Aiax, Mart Cap, ii. 180)

was so called, because it had two metallic dishes.

(Cic. Actid. iv. 12, 7Wc. v. 17 ; Virg. Aen. xii.

725 ; Pers. iv. 10.) [J. Y.]
LA'PHHI.\ (Ao4ppta\ an annual festival, cele-

brated at Pntnie in Achnia, in honojir of Artemis,
lumanied I^aphrin. The peculiar manner in w hich
il was snlemnised during the time of the Homan
empire (for the worship of Artemis Laphria was
not introduced at Palm- til! the time of Augustus',
is described by Pausanias (viii. 18. §7). On the
approach of the festival the Patraeans placed in a
circle, around the altar of the goddess, large pieces
of green wood, each being sixteen yards in length;
within the altar they placed dry wood. They ihni
formed an approach to the nltar in the shape of
steps, which were slightly covered with earth.
On the first day of the festivnl a most magnifi-
cent procession went to the temple of Artemis, ai»d
at the end of it there followed a maiden who had
to perform the functions of priestess on the occa-
sion, and who rode in a chariot dmwn by stags.

On the second day the goddess was honoured with
numerous sacrifices, offered by tho state as well as
by private individuals. These sacrifices consisted
of eatable birds, boars, stags, goats, sometimes of
tho cubs of wolves and bears, and sometimes of the
old animals themselves. All these animals wore
thrown upon the altar alive at the moment when
the dry wood was set on fire. Pausanias says that
he often saw a bear, or some other of the nninmU,
when seized by the flames, leap from the altar and
escape across tho barricade of green wood. Those
persons who h.nd thrown them ii|)on the altar,
caught the devoted victims again, and threw them
back into the flames. The Patraeans did not re-
member that a person had ever bcerf injured by
wiy of the animals on this occasion. (Comp. Paui.
iv. 31.§6; Schol. A’an)). 1087.) [L.S.l
LAPICIBINAE. [Lautumiar.]
LAPIS .MILLIA'RIUS- [Milmaritm.]
LAPIS SPECULA'RIS. [Domus, p. 432a.]
LA'QIJEAR. [Domus, p. 432, a.]

LA'QUEUS, a rope, was used to signify tho
punishment of death by strangling. This mode of
execution was never perfonn^'d in public, but onlv
in prison and generally in the Tullianum. Ilenco
we find the words career and la^nu frcquentlv
joined together (sece.^. Tac. Ann, iil SO). Per-
sons convicted of treason were most frequently put to

death by strangling, as for instance the Catilinorian
conspirators (laqneo ffulam /nvjw!. Sail, (at 55).
This punishment was frequently indicted in the
reign of Til>eriui (Tac, Ann. v. 9, vi. 39, 40

;

Suet. Tih. 61), but was abolished soon afieruords
(Tac. Ann. xiv. 48).

LAQUEATO'RES. [Gladiatores, p. 575,
1>.1

^LARA'RIUM was a place in the inner part of
a Ron>an house, which was dedicated to the Lares,
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and m which their imagea were kept and wor-

ahipped. It aeemi to hove been cuatonmry fur re-

ligious Romans in the morning, immediately after

they rose, to perform their prayera in the larariura.

This custom is said at least to have been observed

by the emperor Alexander Severus (Lainprid. Al,

Stv. 29, 31), who had among the statues of his

Lares those of Christ, Ahraham, Orpheus, and

Alexander the Or«it. This ein|KTor had a second

htmrium, from which the first is distinguished by

the epithet wo/ms, and the images of his second or

lesser lararium w’ere representations of great and
distinguished men, among whom arc mentioned

\'irgil, Cicero, and Ai hilles. That these images

were sometimes of gold, is stated by Suetonius

( Vitfll. 2). We do not know whether it was cos-

tomary to have more than one lararium in a house,

or whether the case of Alexander Severus is merely

to be looked u(>nn as an exception. [L. S.]

L.-\RKNTATilA,sometini«ni written LARRN-
TlNA'LIAand LAURENTA^AA, was a Ro-

man festival iui honour of Acca Larentia, the wife

of Faustiilns and the nurse of Romulus and Remus.

It was celebrated in Deccmlier on the 10th before

the Calends of Jnmmrj*. (Festus, #. ©. ; Macrob. i.

10; Ovid, Fa$L Hi. 57.) The sacrifice in this

festival was perfonned in the Velabrum at the

place which led into the Nova V^ia, which was
outside of the old city not fiu* from the porta

Romanula. At this place Acca w'as said to have

been buried. (Macrob. L <*.
;
Varr. <ie Linff. Lot.

V. 2.3, 24.) This festival appi ars not to have been

confined to Acca I*aivntia, but to have been sacred

to all the Lares. {llMlxiDg^Du Iteh'ffioHderHomfr^

vol. ii. p. 146.)

LAKF.S. Sec Diet, of Gr. and Horn. Dio^raphy

anti

LAUGrilO. [Amditl'S; Frumintaufa*
Leg bs.]

LARNACES (AdpeoKfr). [FrNU«,P- 555, h.]

LATER, dim. LATKRCULUS dim,

w\ii'6fo>',) a brick. Besides the Greeks

and Romans other ancient nations employed brick

for building to a great extent, especially the Baby-

lonians (ilerod. 179; Xen. Anub, Hi. 4. §§ 7, 11 ;

Nahum, Hi. 14) and Egyptians. In the latter

country a painting on the walls of a tomb at Thebes
(Wilkinson's Mannert and Cuntoms^ vol. ii. p. 99)
exhibits slaves, in one port employed in procuring

water, in mixing, tempering, and carrying the clay,

or in turning the bricks out of the mould [Forma],
and arranging them in order on the ground to be

dried by the sun, and in another part carrying the

dried bricks by means of the yoke [Asilla]. In

the annexed woodcut w’e see a man with three

bricks suspended from each end of the yoke, and
beside him another who returns from leaving de-

posited his load.

Those figures are selected from the above-men-

ticned painting, being in fact original portraits of

two *AiyvirrtQi n\tv^o<p6poi^ girt with linen round

the loins in exact accordance with the description

given of them by Aristophanes, who at the same

time alludes to all the operations in the process of

brick-making (»Xi>'6oirojta, Schol. in Pind. 01. v.

29), which are exhibited in the Theban painting.

{A rrs, 1 1 32— 1 1 52 ;
Schol. ad Ine.)

The Romans distinguished between those bricks

which were men'Iy dried by the sun and air (/«-

/ere.* emdi, Plin. //. xxxv. 48 ;
Varro, tie Pe

RhM. i. 1 4 j
CoL de He Hu$t. ix. 1 ;

wul;,
\

L.ATER.

Pans. viii. 8. § 5), and those which were burnt in

the kiln (cocti orcoetUeg; irrof, Xen. Anab. ii, 4.

§ 12 ; Herod. 1. c.). They ptvfeiTcd for the pur-

pose clay which was either whitish or decid^ly
red. They considered spring the best time for

brick-making, and kept the bricks two years before

they were used. (Pallad. i/c //as/, vi. 12). They
made them principally of three shapes ; the Ay-
dian^ which was a foot broad, feet long

;
the

Uirndoran^ which was four palms square, i. e.

I foot
; and i\\e pentadoron^ which was five palms

square. They used them smaller in private than
in public edifices. Of this an example is pre-

sented in the great building at Treves, called the

palace of Constantine, which is built of ** burnt
bricks, each of a square form, fifteen inch<*s in

diameter, and an inch and a quarter thick." (Wyt-
tcnlmch's Guide to ike Homan Antiquitiee of Trrtvtt^

p. 42.) These bricks therefore were the pentadora

of Vitruvius and Pliny. At certain places iho

bricks were made so porous as to float in water ;

' and these were prolmbly used in the construction

of arches, hi which their lightness would be n great

adrantogc. (Plin. H. A^ xxxv. 49 ;
V’itrur. iL 3.)

It was usual to mix straw with the clay. (Vitruv.

L e.
; Pallad. de He Htal. vi. 12 ;

Exod. v. 7.) In

building a brick wall, at least ermio latere^ i. e.

with uiibumt bricks, the interstices were filled

w'ith clay or mud (/«/o, CoL L r.), but the bricks

were also sometimes cemented with mortar.

(Wyttenbach, p. 65, 66.) For an account of the

mode of arranging the bricks, see Mi'nuR. Hie
Babylonians used asphtoluim as the cement. (Herod.

1. c.) Pliny (vH. 67) calls the brickfield /afcmmi,
and to make bricks laiertt c/ncerr, corresponding

to the Greek ie\iv$ovs eXirfi*' or fgusiv. (Ilerod. i.

179, H. 136.)

The Greeks considered perpendicular brick walls

more durable than stone, and introduced them in

their greatest public edifices. Brick was so com-
mon at Rome as to give occasion to the remark of

the emperor Augu-stus in reference to his improve-

ments. that, having fouird it brick (biteritiam\ he
had left it marble. (Sueton. 29.) The Baby-
lonian bricks are commonly found inscribed with

the characters called from their appearance arrow-

headed or cuneiform. It is prolm'ule that these in-

scriptions recorded tha time and place where the

bricks were made. The same practice was enjoined

by law upon the Roman brickmakers. Each had
his mark, such ns the figure of a god, a plunt, or

an animal, encircled by his own name, often with

the name of the place, of the consulate, or of ihe

owner of the kiln or the brickfield. (Scr«iu&
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d’Ajyincourt, Ucc. de Fraymms^ pp, 82—88,) It

has bwn observed by several antiquaries, that these

imprints upon bricks might throw considerable

light upon the history and ancient geography of

the place's where they are found. Mr. P. E.

Wiener has accordingly traced the 22nd legion

through a great part of Ciemiany by the bricks

which bear its name. (/>« /.«/. J{om. vie. sec.^

Darmstadt, 1830, p. 106— 137.) In Britain many
Koman bricks have l>ecu found in the countiy' of

the Silures, especitally at Caer-leon, with the in-

scription LEG. II. AVG. stamped ujion them.

{Archaeologia^ v, p. 35.) The bricks, frequently

discovered at Y ork, attest the presence there of the

6th and 9th legions. (Wellbeloved's Eburacuvi,

pp. 13, 34, 118).

The term luhrculus was applied to various pro-

ductions of the shape of bricks, such ns pastry' or

confectionery (Plnut Fom. i. 2. 115 ;
Cato, dc

lie Hast. 109) ;
and for the same reason ingots of

gold and silver arc called lateres. (Plin. //. A’,

xxxiii. 17.) [d- Y,]

LATEUNAor LANTERNA (tVvdt, Aristoph.

7'ar, 841 ; Pherecrates, p. 26. ed. Runkel
;
\v-

X»'oCxoj, Phrynichus, Fdog. p- 59 ;
in later

Greek, <pav6s^ Athcn. xr. 58 ;
Philox. 6Vo«s.), a

lantern. Two bronze hintenis, constructed with

nicety and skill, have been found in the ruins of

Herculaneum and Pompeii. One of them is re-

presented in the annexed woodcut Its form is

cylindrical. At the bottom is a circular plate of

metal, resting on three balls. Within is a bronze

lamp attached to the centre of the base and pro-

vided with an extinguisher, shown on the right

liand of the lantern. The plates of tninslucent

horn, forming the sides, probably had no aperture
;

but the hemispherical cover may be raised so as to

admit the hand and to serve instead of a door, and
it is also perforated with holes through which the

smoke might escape. To the two upright pillars

supporting the frame-work, a front view of one of

which is shown on the left hand of the lantern,

chains are attached for carrying the lantern by
means of the handle at the top.

that bladder was used for lantcnis os well as horn.

Some centuries later glass was also substituted.

(Isid. Oriff. XX. 10.) The most transparent horn

Lanterns were brought from Girthage. (Plnut. Aid.

iii. 6. 30.) When the lanteni was required for

DSC, the lamp was lighted and placed within it.
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(Pherecrates, p. 21.) It was carried by a slave

(Plant. .4;«/>/uVr, J*rol. 149, i. 1. 185 ; Val. Max.
vi. 8. § I ), who was cilled the laterHurius. (Cic.

in rU. .0.) [J. Y.J
LATICLA'VII. rCi..\vr.s.l

LATI'NAE FE'RIAE. [Kkri.vk.1

LATI'NITAS, LATIU.M, JUS LATH (t5

KoXovyivov Aaruov, Strab. p, 1 86, Casnub.
;
Aar/ou

SiKatoy, Appion, U.C. ii. 26.) All these expressions

are used after the SocuU war to signify a certain

status intermediate lietwcen that of Civt'S and
Peregriui. The word “ Ljitinitas” occurs in Cicero

(ad AU. xiv. 12), where he is speaking of the La-
tinitas being given to the Siculi after Caesar’s

death. Ib'forc the pa,ssing of the Lex Julia dc
Civitate, Latini w’erc the citizens of the old towns
of the I>atin nation, with the exception of those

which were raised to the rank of municipia : it

also comprehended the coloniac Latinae. There
were before the Lex Julia only two cla.sses. Gives

and Peregrin!
;
and Peregrini comprehended the

Latini, Socii, and the Provinciales, or the free sub-

jects of the Romans beyond the limits of Italy.

Almut the year RC. 89, a Lex Pompeia gave the

Jus I.4itii to all the Transpadani, and the privilege

of obtaining the Roman civitas by having filled a
mngistratus in their own cities. To denote the

status of these Transpadani, the word Latinitas

was used, which since the passing of the Lex Julia

had lust its proper signification ;
and this was the

origin of that Latinitas which thenceforth existed

to the time of Justinian. This new Igitinitas or

Jus I.atii was given to whole towns and countries
;

as for instance by Vespasian to the whole of S|>ain

(Plin. I/ixt. A’u/. iii. 4); and to certain Alpine

tribes (IaiUo donati. Id. iii. 20). lladriumis gave

the Latium (Latium dedit) to many cities. (Sixirt,

Hadrian. 21).

This new I.4itinitas was given not only to tow'ns

already existing, but to tow’ns which were founded

subsequently to the Lex Pompeia, ns Latinae Co-

loniae ;
for instance Novum-Comum, which was

founded B. c. 59 by Caesar. (.Appian, B. C. ii.

26.) Several Latin ton-ns of this class arc men-
tioned b\' Pliny, especially in Spain.

Though the origin of this Latinitas, which makes
so prominent a figure in the Roman jurists, is cer-

tain, it is not certain w’herein it dilfered frr)m that

Latinitas which was the characteristic of the Latini

before the passing of the Julia Lex. It is however
clear that all the old I.ntini had not the same
rights, w'ith respect to Rome ; and that they could

ac<|uire the civitas on easier terms than those by
which the new Latinitas was acqtured. (Liv. xli.

12.) Accordingly the rights of the old Latini

might be expressed by the term Majus Latium,

and those of the new Latini by the term Klimts

Latium, according to Niebuhr’s ingenious emend.'i-

tion of Gaius (i. 96). The Majus Latium might

be considered to be equivalent to the Litiuin An-
ti({uum and Vetus of Pliny (iv. 22) ;

for Pliny, in

describing the towns of Spain, always describes

the proper colonies as consisting “ Civium Roma-
nonnn,” while he describes other towns as consist-

ing sometimes ^Tatinorum" simply, and sometimes
“ Ijatinorum veterum,” or as consisting of oppidaui
“ Latii vetcris from which an opposition Iw-

tween Latini V'eteres and Litini simply might l>o

inferred. But a careful examination of Pliny

nither lends to the conclusion that his Latini Ve-
teres *nd Latini ore the some, and that by thcM
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tcrniB he merely desi^jri.'iio* the I^fttini Colontarii

liercafier mentioned. The emendation of Niebuhr
it then.'fore not tup^Ktrted by thete passages of

Pliny, iind tUnugli ingenimit, it ought perhaps to

be rejected ; not for the reason* assigned by Mud-
vig, which Savigny hat antweri'd, but because it

docs not app<\ir to bu consistent with the whole

context of Ciaiu*.

The new I^tini had not the connubium
;
and it

is a doubtful qu(*«ti(»n whether the old Liitini had

it. The new Lntint had the commerciuin.

This new l^atinitas, which was given to the

Tmntpndani, wiu that legal status which the Lex
Junia Norbunn gave to a numeroiu class of freed-

men, hence called Latin! Junumi. (Gaius, i. 22,

iti. 5G ; Ulp. Fmg. til. i.) The date of this lex is

not ascertained
; but it is fixed with some pro-

bability at A. U. C. 772. {iMtiai Juniaui^ by

C. A. Von \'an**erow, Marburg, 1U3.*5.)

7'he Latini Culoniarii, who are mentioned by
Ulpiaii {Fmg. xix. s. 4), are the inhabitants of towns

bev'und Italy, to whom the I^tinitas was given.

T»:*'ao nr.* the towns which Pliny mils *• oppida

L.'Utnnrum voterum,*’ and enumerates with the “ojv

pitlu civinm Uoinanorum (iii. 3), which were

military colonies of Roman citizens. The passages

in which the Latini Coloniarii arc mentioned, ns a

class then existing, must have been written before

Camcolla gave the Civitas to the whole empire.

These, which are the views of Savigny on this

difficnlt 8ubject,are contained in the Zeiischrip^ vol.

ix. iMr /fowl. Vvik$!<Ciiltus drr Tofcl von Urntdea.

The Latini could acquire the Jus Quiritium, ac-

cording to Ulpian {Fnt^. tiu iii. De L*xtini»\ in

the following ways:— Ry the neneficium Princi-

pale, Libcri, lu^mtio, Militia, Navis, Aedibcium,

Pistrinum ; and by a Senatus-coniulturo it was
given to a female ** vulgo quae sit tor enixa.'* These

various modes of acquiring the civitas are treated

in detail by Ulpian, from which, as well as the

connection of this title “ De IjUtinis ” with the

first title which .is “ De Libertis,” it appears that

he only Ut'ated of the modes in which the civitas

might be acquired by those latini who were Li-

beki. The same remark applies to the obsena-

tioiis of Oaius (i. 28) on the same subject

modis lAittni ad CiriUttem Romanam jterrtniant).

In speaking of the mode of acquiring the civitas

by means of Lilieri, Gaius spt'aks of a Latinus, that

is, n Libertus Latinus, marry'ing a Roman citizen,

or a Latina Coloninria, or a woman of hts oam con-

dition, fnun which it is clear that all his remarks

under this head apply to Liborti Latini
;
and it

aUo appears that Gains speaks of the Latini Colo-

niarii as -a class existing in bis time. Neither

Ulpian nor Oaius says any thing on the motle by
which a Ictinus Coloniarius might obtain the Civi-

tas Romana.
I^vigny's opinions on the nature of the I.a-

tinitos are further exphiined in the eleventh

number of the ^tschrijt {^Nachlrdgo zu dnt

Jr^htrvn Jrfteiien). Richard of Ciruticester, in

his work De Situ Rrilanaiae, speaks of ten cities

in Britain, which were JaUw jure donuiae ; and

this is a complete proof, independent of other

proofs, that Richard compiled his amrk from

gi'imine materials. The expression ** Latium Jus'’

could not be invented by a monk, and he here

u.^d a genuine term, the full import of which

he certainly could not nnderstand. Slk'e also Civis,

LiDBRTva, Manumissio.

LATRUNCGLI.
LATROCPNIU.M, LATRO'NES. Armed

persons, wbo robbed others abroad on the public

roads, or elsewhere, were called lAilronejt^ and their

crime lAdrocinium, Murder ivas not an essential

part of the crime, though it was frc<|uently an oc-

coiiqnmiment. (Sen. deRen. v. 14 ;
Festus, p. 118,

ed. Muller ; Dig. 49. tit. U. s. 24, 50. tiu 16.

s. 1 18.) Under the republic, Latrones were appre-

hended by tbc public magistmtes, such as consuls

and praetors, and forthwith executed (Liv. xxxix.

2.9, 41). By the Lex Corvelia de Sicariis of the

dictator Sulla, they w’crc classed with sicorii, and
punished with death, and this law continued in

force in the imperial pi'riod (Paiilus, v. 23 ; Dig.

48. tit. )9- 6. 28. § 15 ;
Sen. de C/cm. ii. 1, Epist.

7 ;
Petron. 91). The Cirasmtores were another

' kind of robbers, who robbed people in the stn*ets

^

or mods. 1 he name seems to have been originally

I

applied to those robl>ers, who did nut carry arms,

and who followed their trade alone. They appear
to have been cla&s<>d with the sicarii by the l<ox

Cornelia ; and if they used arms or were united

with others in commitling the robliery, they were
punished in the same manner as latrones (Cic. d«

/Wo, 15 ; Suet OvL 32 ; Dig. 48. tit. 19. s. 28.

§ 10). Comp. KcUif Dti^ Crimiualrecht der Roiner,

pp. 424— 426.

L.\TKU'NCULI (wsire-of, draughts.

The inveniion of a game resembling draughts was
attributed by the Greeks to Palomcdet (Akaci'S,

§ 5). The game is certainly mentioned by Homer,
w'ho represents the suitors of Penelope amusing

themselves with iu (Od. L 107.) Others ascrilied

the invention to the Egyptian Theuth (PluL
Fhuedr. p. 274 d.)

;
and the |tainting8 in Egyptian

tombs, which ore of far higher antiquity tlian any
Grecian monuments, not unfreqiienily rcjirescnt

persons employed in this recreation. The jiaint-

ing, from which the accompanyiiig woodcut is

taken, is on a papyrus preserved in the Museum
of Antiquities at Leyden, and uvu probably made
about 1700 years b.c. It is remarkable that a
man is here represented playing alone

;
whereas

not only in works of Egyptian art, but also on

Greek painted vases, we commonly observe two

persons playing together. For this purpose there

were two sets of men, one set being black, the

other white or red. Being intended to represent

a miniature comliat between two armies, they were

called soldiers Ovid. Tritt. ti. 477), foes

(Ao4(/es), and marauders {Uttrone$, dim. lainmctdi,

Ovid. Art. Ain*U^ ii. 208, iii. 357 ; 51art. xiv.

Digitizau

-
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20; Sen. Epi$t. 107); al»o CALCVLr, bccan&c

•tones were often empl->ycd for the purpose. (Oe]].

xiv. 1.) Sometimes they were made of metal or

ivory, glass or earthenware, and th.*y wore vari-

ous and often fanciful In their forms. The object

of each player was ti) get one of his adversary's

men between two of his own, in which case he

was entitled to Like the man kept in check (Ovid,

U. ce. ; Mart. xiv. 1 7), or, as the phrase w'as, tdli-

puhu {Sen. KpUt. 116 ). Some of the men were

obliged to be moved in a certain direction {online)^

and were therefore called ordinarii

;

others might

bo ntoved any w'ay, and were called tsufi (Isid.

Orig. xviii. 67) ;
in this respect the game resem*

bled chess, which is certainly a game of great

antiquity.

Seneca calls the board on which the Romans
played at draughts, tabula htruncularia {ICpist,

llU). Tlio sfknces into which tho board was
divided were called ma«»frae. (Mart. vii. 71.) The
abacus, represented at page I, is crossed by five

lines. As five n»on were allowed on each side, we
may suppose one player to arrange his five men on

the lines at the bottom of the abacus, and the other

to place his five men on the anmc lines at the to[),

and w'e shall have them disjiosed according to the

accounts of ancient wriUTS {Eigmol. Mag. $. e.

Tliffaoi

:

Pollux, ix. 97: EusUiili, in //om. L c.\

who say that the middle line of the five was called

ypdfifirj. But instead of five, the Greeks and
Romans often had twelve lines on the board,

whence the game so phiycd was called duodecim

fcripta. (Cic. de Orat. i. io ;
QuintU. xi. 2 ; Ovid,

Art.Amui. iiu 363.) Indeed there can be litilo

doubt that the latrunculi were arranged and played

in a considerable variety of ways, us is now the

case in Egypt and other Oriental countries. (Nie-

buhr, Reisdiencbr. pack Ar^dnen^ vol. L p. 1 72.)

Besides playing with draughtsmen only, when
tlic game w*as altogether one of skill, the ancients

used dice (Teskkrak, fcu^oi) at the same time, so

as to combine chance w illi skill, as wc do in back-

gammon or tric-irac. (Ter. jidelph. iv, 7. 23 ;

laid. Or^/. xviiL 60 ; Bmnck, hi. 60; Becker,

OalluK^ vol, ii, p. 22H, &c.) [ J. Y.J
L.^TUS CL.AVUS. (Clavus Latus.]
LAUD.VTIO FUNEBRIS. [Funus, p.559a.]

LIA. [Larb.stalia.]

LAU TIA. [LEGATir.H.]

LAUTUMIAE, LAUTOMIAE, LATO'-
MIAE. or LATU'MIAE {KiOorogiai or Xoro^fai,

l.;it Lapicidinae)^arc literally plact'S where stones

are cut, or quarries
; and in this K*nse the word

XaTofuau woa used by the Sicilian Greeks. (Psendo-

Ascon. ad Cie, e. I’err. \L I. p. 161, cd. Orelli ;

com|tare Diodor. Sic. xi. 25 ;
Plant. J*oeauL iv. 2.

5, (’ajd. iii. 5. 65 ;
Festus, t.v. Lalumiae.) In

particular, however, the mime lautumiae was given

to the public prison of Syracuse. It lay in the

steep and almost inaccessible part of the town

which was called Epipolae, and had been built by
Dionysius the tyrant. (Aelian. I'. H. xii. 44 ; Cic

c. I'err. v. ,55.) Cicero, who had undoubtedly

•c«m it himself, describes it (c, IVrr. v. 27) as an

immense and magnificent work, w'orthy of kings

and tyrants. U w*.is cut to an immense depth into

the solid roek, so that nothing could l>e imagined

to be a safer or stronger prisoji than this, thrtugh it

had no roof, and thus left the prisoners exposed to

tho boat of the sun, the rain, and the coldness of

the nights. (Compare Tbucyd, vii. 87.) The
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whole was a stadium in length, and two plelhra in

width, (.\elian. I, c.) It was not oitlv use<l ns a
prison for Symcusaji criminals, but other Sicilian

towns also had tht ir criminals often removed to it.

The TuHianum at Rome was also sometimes
called lautumiae. [Carcer.] [L. S.]

LKCTl'CA (»tAfi^, ffA»k4'8io»',or^p€io»') was a
kind of couch or litter, in which persons, in a lying

position, were carried from one place to another.

They may be divided into two classes, viz., those

;

which were used for carrying the dead, and those

which served as conveniences for the living.

The former of these two kinds of Icctieae (also

called lectica funebris, lecticula, leclus funebris,

j

feretrum or cnpulum), in which the dead were car-

I

ried to the grave, seems to have been used among
the Gret^ks and Romans from veiy early times. In

i the Itcauty and costliness of their ornaments these

;

leciicac varied according to the rank and circtim-
' stances of the deceased. (FuNUS, p. 559 a.] The

I

lectica on which the body of Augustus was cirried

' to the grave, w'as made of ivory and gold, and was
covered with cosily dra; ery worked of purple and

I

gold. (Dion Cass. Ivl 34 ;
compare Dionys. Atii.

Horn. IV. 76 ; (Jom. Nepos, Alt. 22. § 2 ; Tacit.

Hid. iii. 67.) During the latter period of tho

empire public .senants {lecticarii) were appointed

for the purpose of carrying the dead to the grave

without any expense to the family to whom tho

deceased belonged- (Novell. 43 and 59.) Repre-

sentations of lecticae funebres have been found on
sevcnil sepulchral monuments. The following wood-
cut represents one taken from tho tombstone of

M. Antouius Anlius Lupus.

(Compare Lipsiiis, ElrH. i. 19 ; Scheffer, D« lie

I'eA*cM/tin, ii. 5. p. 09 ;
Oruter, Inecript. p. 954.

8 ;
Biittigcr, Sahima, vol. ii. p, 200 ;

Agyafalva,
Wandrrungrn durck Pompeii.)

Lecticae for sick persons and invalids seem like-

wise to have been in use in Greece and at Rome
from very early times, and their constnietion pro-

bably differed very little from that of a lectica

funebris. (Liv. il 36 ; Aurel. Viet, De Vir. IV. e,

34.) Wc also frequently read that generals in

their camps, when they had received a severe

w ound, or when they were suffering from ill health,

made use of a lectica to be carded from one place

to another. (Liv. xxiv. 42 ; VaL Max. iu 8. § 2 ;

i. 7 ;
Sucton. ylw/7. 91.)

Down to the time of the Gracchi w’e do not hear
that lecticae wore used at Romo for any other pur-

poses than those mentioned above. The Greeks,

however, had lung been familiar with a different

kind of lectica (kAiitj or ^ptioy\ which was in-

troduced among them from Asia, and wliich was
more an article of luxury than anything to supply

an actual want. It consist -d of a bed or mattress

and a pillow to support the head, placed upon a
kind of bedstead or couch. It had a roof consist-

itig of the skin of an ox, extending over the couch
and resting on four posts. The sides of this lec-

tica were covered with curtains (avAa/<u). It ap-
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pears tf) have been chiefly «*ed by women (Suld.

#. r. <^f»p«7o»'), and by men only when th<“y were

'a\ ill health. (Anacr. ap Afhcn. xii. p. 5il3, &c.
;

Pint /Vrtc/. 27 ; Lysuu* iJf I’a'a. /*i-uew. p. 172 ;

Andocid. heMtfst, p, 30 ; Plut 14.) If

a nmn without any physical necessity made use of

a lecticn^ lie drew upon himself the censure of his

countrymen as a person of effeminate character.

(Dinarch. c, l^mo4h. p. 29.) Hut in the time

subsctpient to the Macedonian conquests in Asia,

lecticae were not only more generally used in

Greece, but were also more magniflcenlly adorned.

(Plut Arixt. 17.) The persons or slaves who car-

rod their masters or mistresses in a lectica were

called ^pso^dpot (Diog. Laert t. 4. § 73), and
their numlier was generally two or four. ( Lucian,

Kpiiit. Saium. 28 ; Somn. s. OaU, lO ; Cy». 9 ;

compare Becker, 04anA/es, iu p.7I,&c.) When
this kind of lectica was int^uced among the

Homaas, it was chiefly used in travelling, and only

very seldom in the city of Home itself The first

trace of such a lectica is in a fragment of a speech

of C. Gracchus quoted by Qcllius (x. 3). From
this |>assagc it seems evident that this article of

luxury was introduced into Italy from .\sia, and
that at the time scare dy any other lectica tlian the

b'ctica funebris was known to the coiintr}' people

nbimt Home. It also appears from this passage

that the lectica there spoken of was covered
; other-

wise the countryman could not have asked whether

they were cariying a dead body. (Compare Cic.

it 45
;
Plut. Vie. 48 ;

Dion C^ass. xlviL 10.)

'J’hc resemblance of such a lectica used by the Ro-
mans to that which the Greeks had received from

Asia is manifest from the words of Martial (xi.

90) : Urtica tutu pc(U rtlftque^ It had a roof con- '

sisting of a large piece of skin or leather expanded

over it and supported by four posts, and the sides

also were covered with curtains (rr/a, plupWy or

jJiujulu* ; compare Senec. 6’aus. i. 6 ; Suet. 7i/. 1 0).

During the time of the empire, liow'cvcr, the cur-

tains were not thought a sufficient protection for a

lectica
;
and, consequently, w*c And that lecticae used

by men os well as u’omen, were closed on the sides

with window’s mode of transparent stone (/<i/>is

ffitattorxt\ whence Juvenal (ir. 20) calls such a

Ic.'Ctica an un/ru;n c/ausum Intis specuiuribus. (Com-
[lan* Juv. iii. 239.) ^S'e sometimes And mention

of a lectica nperta (Cic. ii. 24), but we have

no ifason to suppose that ia this case it had no

roof, fur the adjective aperta probably means no-

thing more than that the curtains were removed,

I. e. either tlirown aside or drnw'n up. The
w’hole lectica was of an oblong form, and the per-

son conveyed in it lay on a bed, and the head

w;is supported by a pillow*, so that ho might

rt'ud and write in it with case. To what extent

the luxury of having a soft and pleasant bed in a

lectica w*as carried, os early as tbe time of Cicero,

may be seen from one of his orations against

Verres (v. 11). Feather-beds seem to have been

very common. (Juv. i. 159, Ac.) The frame-

work, as well as the other appurtenances, were,

w ith wealthy persons, prulmhly of the roost costly

description. The lectica, when standing, rested on

four fe«*t, generally made of wood. Hersons were

carried in a lectica by slaves ((lec^i'cant) by means
of poles (asseres) attached to it, but not Axed, so

that they might easily he taken off when neces-

sary. (Sueton. Culbf. 58 ; Juv. vil 122, iii. 245 ;

Martial, ix. 23. 9.) There caa be no doubt that the
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osseres rested on the shoulders of the Iccticarii, and
not on thongs which passed round the necks of these

slaves and hung down from their shoulders, as

some modem writers have thought. (Senec, KpitC
80. 110; Tcrtull. ad Umr. i. 4 ; Clem. Alex.
Pitetlap. iiu 4 ;

Juv. iii. 24 0, ix. 142.) The act

Ilf taking the lectica upon the shoulders was called

succoUure (Plin. //.A', xxxv. 10 ; Sueton. Ctitud.

)0), and the persons who w’crc carried in this

manner wcjre said suecxtilari (Sueton. Otko. 6 b
From this passage we also Icam that the name
lecticarii w’os sometimes incorrectly applied to thos«

slaves who carried a person in a sella or sedan-

chair. The number of lecticarii employed in carry-

ing one Icctiea varied according to its size, and the

disphiy of wcalili which a person might w*ish to

make. The ordinary number was probably tw’o

(Petron. Sat. 5G ; Juv. ix. 142) ;
but it varied from

two to eight, and the Icetica is called hcxa}tboron

or oclophuron, accordingly as it was carried by six

or eight persons. (Juv. i. 64 ; Mart ii. 81, vi. 77 ;

Cic. c. Verr. v. 11, Quint, ii. 10.) Wealthy
Homans kept certain slaves solely as their lecticarii

(Cic. ad Fum. iv. 12) ;
and for this purpose they

generally selected the tallest, strongest, and moot
handsome men, and had them always w’ell dressed.

In the time of Martial it seems to have been cus-

tomaiy for the lecticarii to wear beautiful red live-

ries. The lectica was generally preceded by a slave

called anteambulo, w’hose office was to make room
for it. (Martial, iii. 46 ; Plin. Epist, iii. 14 ; com-
pare Becker, 6W/its, i. p. 213, Ac.)

Shortly after tbe introduction of these lecticne

among the Homans, and during the latter period of

the republic, they appear to have been very com-

mon, though they were chieAy used in journeys, and
in the city of Rome itself only by I^ies and in-

valids. (Dion Cass. Ivii. 17.) But the lore of this

as well as of other kinds of luxury increased so

rapidly, that Julius Caesar thought it necessary to

restrain the use of lecticae, and to conAne the pri-

vilege of using them to certain persons of a certain

age, and to certain days of the year. (Sueton.

Cues. 43.)

In the reign of Claudius we And that the privilege

of using a lectica in the city w’os still a great dis-

tinction, which was only granteil by the emperer

to his especial fovouritet. (SueU Ciaud. 28.) Hut
what until then had been a privilege became gra-

dually a right assumed by all, and every wealthy

Homan kept one or more lecticae, with the requisite

number oflecticarii. The emperor Domition, how-
ever, forbade prostitutes the use of lecticae. (Suet.

Uomii. 8.) Enterprising individuals gradually be-

gan to form companies {corpus tecticarytrum\ and

to establish public lecticae, which had their stands

(mx^ra lecttcurioru}iC) in the regio transtiberina,

and probably in other ports also, where any one

might take a lectica on hire. (Victor, />e Aw/iiwiA.

Vii>. Horn, in Oraevii Thesaur. Hi. p. 49 ;
Martial,

iii. 46.) The persons of whom these companies

consisted, were pn>l«bly of the lower orders or

freedraen, (Compare (irutcr, Inscript. 599. 11,

600. 1 .)

The h'cticae of which w*o hare hitherto spoken,

were all portable, i. e. they were constructed in

such a manner that the asseres might easily be

fastened to them whenever it was necessary to

caiTj' a person in them from one place to another.

Hut the name lectica, or rather the diminutive Icc-

ticula, W’os also sometimes applied to a kind ol
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lufa, which wof not moved out of the houno.

On i; the Romans frequently reclined for the pur-

pose of reading or writing, for the ancients when
writing M‘ldom snt at a table as we do, but generally

reeling on a couch ; in this posture they raised

one knee, and upon it they placed the parchment

or tablet on a*hich they wrote. From this kind of

occupation the sopha was called lecticula lucubra-

toria (Suet. Aug. 78), or niore commonly lectulus.

(Plin. Episi. V. 5 ; Ovid, Trist. i. 1 1. 38 ;
compare

AlaUir|ih, 7>e Vefenm iJiairUfo, Anistcr-

dam, 1704.) [L. S.J

LKCTICA'Rir. [LitCTiCA.l

LECTISTK'RNIUM. Sacrihees being of the

nature of feasts, the Greeks and Romans on occa-

sion of exttnordinory solemnities plai'cd intages of

the gods reclining on couches, with tobies and
viatjds l»eftu*c them, as if they were really partaking

of the things offered in sacrifice. This ceremony
was called a Ifftifiernium, Three specimens of

the couches emphiyed for the purpose arc in the

GlyptoU'k at Munich. The woodcut here intro-

duced exhibits one of them, which is repn^sented

with a cushion covered by a cloth hanging in

ample folds down each side. This bemilitui pu/-

rtniir (Sueton. Jul. 76 ;
Com. Nep. Timotk. 2) is

wrought altogether in white marble, and is some-

what more than two feet in height. At the
Kpnlum Jons, which was the most noted lecti-

stemium at Rome, and which was celebrated in the

Capitol, the statue of Jupiter was laid in a reclining

imsturc on a couch, while those of Jtmo and
Minerva were seated on chairs by his side

;
and

this distinction was observed in allusion to the
ancient custom, according to which only men re-

clined and women sat at table. (Val. Max. ii. I.

I 2.) Nevertheless it is pmlable that at a later

period both gods and goddesses were represented

in the same position : at least four of them, viz.

Jupiter S'-rapis and Juno or Isis, together with
Apollo and Diana, are so exhibited with a tnble

before them on the handle of a Roman lamp en-

graved by Bortoli. {Lue. AnfAi. 34.) Livy (v. 13)
gives an account of a very splendid Icctistemium,
which he asserts to have bc«u the origin of the

practice. [J. Y.]
LECTUS (Ae'xot, fiirft), a bed. In the

heroic ages of Greece beds were very simple
;
the

bedsteads, however, are sometimes represented as

omamentid (‘rprrrk II. iii. 448 ; compare
Odgu. xxiii. 219, &c.). The principal parts of a
bed were the x^<u*^<and (Odgs$. xix. 337);
the former were a kind of thick woollen cloak,

sometimes coloured, which was in bad weather
worn by men over their and was sometimes
spread over a chair to render the seat sofu That
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these xMiTvox served as blankols for persons in

ihdr sleep, is seen from fA/yss. xiv. 488, .500, 504,
513, 529, XX. 4. The on the other hand,
were probably a softer and more costly kind of

woollen cloth, and were used chiefly by persons of

high rank. They were, like the some-
times used to cover the seat of chairs when persons

wanted to sit down. (fA/yw. x. 352.) To render

this thick woollen stuff less disagreeable, a linen

!

cloth was sometimes spread over it (fA/yss. xiii.

73.) It has been supposed that the (Aryta were
pillows or bolsters

; but this opinion seems to be
refuted by the circumstance that, in ifdga. vi.

38, they ore described as being washed without
anything being said as to any operation which
would have necessarily preceded the washing had
they l)cen pillows. Beyond this supposition re-

specting the wc have no traces of pillows
or holsters being used in the llomeric age. 'i'he

bedstead (A#xos» \iurpoVy i4ptfiov) of persons of
high rank w*as covered with skins (frwsa) upon
which the were placed, and over these linen

sheets or carpets were spread
;
the lastly,

served as a cover or blanket fc>r the slec|>er. (fA/yss.

iv. 296, ^c, ; If, xxiv. 643, &c. ; ix. 6’60, 6lc.)

Poor {lersons slept on skins or b^s of drv' herlis

spread on the ground. (Odyu. xir.519 j xx. 139,
&c.

; xi. 188, dec. ; compare Nitzsch, zttr Otfys$.

vol.i. p.210.) These simple beds, to which shortly

after the Homeric age a pillow for the bead was
added, continued to be used by the poorer dosses
among the Greeks at all times. 'J'hus the bod of

the orator Lveurgus is said to have consisted of

one shev'p-skin (Kwitou) and a pillow. (Plul, yU.

Ihc. Oni/. Lycurg. p. 842. c.) But the complete

bi‘d of a wealthy Greek in later times,

generally consisted of the iollowing ports

:

iuiropot^ TuAsios' or ar^ftoAoi', wpotf’xs^dAcm*', and
(TTpvpara.

The KXfyrt is properly speaking only the bed-
stead, and seems to have consisted only of {tosls

fitted into one another and resting upon four

At the head part ahme there was a IxMud (di'dxAiy-

TffOF or fwiKAtyrpoy) to support the pillow and pre-

vent its falling out. Sometimes the itfdxAtyi pay

aas w'onting, ns we sec in drawings on ancient

vases. (Pollux, X. 34, vi. 9.) .Sometimes, however,
the bottom port of a bedstead was likewise pro-

tected by tne board, so that in this case a Greek
bedstead resembled a modern so-called French bed-

stead. The /rAitnj was generally made of wood,
which in quality varied according to tbo means of

the persons for whose use it was destined
;

for in

some cases w’e And that it was made of solid

maple or box-w'ood, or veneered with a coating of

these more expensive woods. At a laUT period,

bedsteads were not only made of solid ivory or

veneered with tortoiseshell, but sometimes had
silver fecL (Pollux, /. c, ; Aelion, F. II. xiL 29 ;

AtheiL vi. p. 255.)

The bedstead was provided with girths (rj^oq

^vfros'oi, aerpfa) on which the bed or mattress

(nrW^KiAov, TwAfiOK, xoirwr or t6Aij) rested
; in-

stead of these girths poorer people used strings.

(Aristoph. Ar. 814, with the Schol.) The cover

or ticking of a mattress was made of linen or wool-

len cloth, or of leather, and the usual material with
w'hich it was filled (rb 4pfaAA6ptFvFf vAfipwpa^

or yydipaAoF) was cither wool or dried weeds. At
the head part of the bed, and supported by the

/wUAirrpoy, lay a round pillow (wpo<rtet^fdAfioF)

X X

.ugle
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to support the head ; and in some ancient pictiirei

two other square pillows are seen, which were in-

tended to support the bock. The covert of such

pillows arc striped in several pictures on ancient

vases (see the woodcut under Symposium), and

were therefore probably of various colours. They
w*cre undoubtedly h1l(^ with the sanio materials

as the Ixds and mattresses.

The bod-covers, which may be termed blankets

or counterpanes, were called by a variety of names,

such as wifHirrfxufutra^ tnro^rrpw^To, iwi€K-f]fiarcL,

4pt<rrpi5§s^ d^«(TTp(8«s, ^in€(iA<ua, d<i-

Ti€«s,\f<Aoddir<8<s, {o(rri8f f, xpvtT^atrroi^rdrTiTtt

or ipL^irdmirts. The common name, however, was
<rrpvnara. They were ifencrally made of cloth,

which vras very thick and woolly either on ui}e

or on both sides. (Pollux, vi. 9.) It is not

always easy to distinguish whether the niicients,

when spt'aking of xAtPcu, mean b* ds ui our K'nso

of the word, or the couches on which they lay at

meal times. We consequently do not know whe-

ther the descriptive epithets of xAipai, enumerated

by Pollux, belong to beds or to couches. Rut this

matters little, as there was scarcely any difference

Vtween the beds of the ancients and their couches, I

with this exception, that the latter being made for I

appearance us well as for comfort, were, on the '

whole, undoubtedly more splendid and costly tbnn
j

the former. Considering, however, that bedsteads

were often made of the most costly matcruils, wo
may reasonably infer that the coverings and other

ornaments of beds were little inferior to thoso of

couches. Notwithstanding the splendour and com-

fort of many Greek beds, the Asiatics, who have

at ail times excelled the Europeans in these kinds

ofluxurics, said that the Greeks did not under-

stand how to make a comfortable bed. (Athcn. ii<

p. 48 ; Plut. Peiop. SO.) The places most cele-

brated for the manufacture of splendid bed-covers

were Miletus, Corinth, and Carthage. ( Aristoph.

/ian, 410, 542, with the Schol. ;
Lynstr. 73‘2

;

Cic. e. Perp. i. 34 ;
Athen. i. pp. 27, 28.) It ap-

pears that the Orocka, though they wore night-

gowns, did not simply cover themselves with the

crpdpaTt^^ but wrapt themselvt'sup in them. Less

wealthy persons continued, according to the ancient

custom, to use skins of sheep and other animals,

especially in winter, as blankets. (Pollux, x. 123 ;

Aristoph. Xub. 10.)

The bedsteads of tho poorer classes are de-

signated by the names <rxf^wovt, &<ric(u^7)r, and
Kpd6€aroSj and an exi^rgerated description of such

a bed is given by Aristophanes. {PiuL 540,

Ac. ; comiiaro Lynttr. 916.) The woids

and which originally signified a bed of

straw or dry herbs made on the ground (Thcocrit.

iii. 33*; Plut Lycmrtj. 16), were afterwards ap-

plied to a bed which was only near the ground,

to distinguish it from the xAfrr; which was gene-

rnlly n high bedstead. Xa^ictVia were the usual

l»rds for sUives, soldiers in the field, and poor

citizens, and the mattresses used in them were mere

mats made of rushes or bast (Pollux, 1. c., and
vi, 11; Becker, VkarUtle$^ voL ii. pp. 114— 122 ;

Pollux, X. c. 7, 8, vi. 1.)

The beds of the Romans {lecti cnhicnJnrts) in the

earlier periods of the republic wcrcpn>bably of the

same description as those used in Greece
;
but to-

w'anls the end of the republic and during the cm-
ire, when Asiatic luxuries were iniporte<i into

taly, the richness and magnificence of the beds of
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the wealthy Romans far surpassed everything we
find described in Greece. The bedstead was ge-

nerally mther high, to that persons entered tho

bed (srant/rre, atemdent) by means of steps placed

beside it (scumnum, V'^arro, de Ling. Lot. v. 168,
Muller

; Ovid, fW. il 349, Ac,). It was some-
times made of metal, and sometimes of costly kinds
of wood or venem?d with tortoise-shell or ivory

;
its

feet (yb/ero) were frequently of silver or gold.

(P]in. xvi. 43 ; Mart. xii. 67 ;
Juv. xi. 94.) Tho

bed or mattress {ndcUa and toma) nested upon
girths or strings (rejrfes, /bsewie, instiUif^ or funea)
which connected the two horizontal side-posts of

the bed. (Cic. d« ZHV. ii. 65 ; Mart v, 62 ;

Pclron. 97 ; compare lloraL Epod. xii. 12 ;
Cato,

de I{<j litat. c. 10.) In beds destined for two
;>cr8on8, the two sides are distinguished by different

names
;

the sides at which persons entered was

I

ojien, and bore the name of xpnnda; the other side,

i

which was protected by a bemrd, was called plutvtta.

(Isidor. XX, ) 1. p. 629, ed. Lindemann.) The two
sides of such a bed are also distinguished by tho

^

nami-s torus ejrterior and torus tH/er<or, or s^tonda

fjierior and ajtoniia interior (Ovid. Amor, iii. 14.

32 ; SueUm. Cties, 49) ; and from these expres-

sions it is not improbable that such lecti bad two IkxIs

nr mattresses, one for each person. Mattresses were
in the earlier times filled with diy* herbs (Varro,

/. c. ;
Ovid. Faai. 1. 2U0 and 20.5), or straw (Ilorat.

Siti. iL 3. 117 ; Mart. xiv. 160 ; Scnec. De \'U,

Unit b. 2.5), and such bods continued to be used

by the poor. But in subsequent times wool, and
at a still later period, fmthers were used by the

wealthy for the beds as well as the pillows. (Plin.

H.N. viii. 48, x. 22 ; PlnuU fiVor. iv. 4.

42 ; Cic. Tuao, iii. 19 ; Mart. xiv. 161 and 359.)

The cloth or ticking {ojterimentum or mru/ocrum),
with which the beds or mattresses were ctivered,

was called toml, torale, lintcuni, or segestre. (Ilorat.

Sat. ii. 4. 84, Ejtist. i. 5. 21 ; Varro, Lc.) Tho
blankets or counierpanci {rraies struijalttc^ atnxf)ula„

peristromata^ jxripeUisnuita) were in the houses of

wealthy Romans of the most costly description,

and generally of a purple colour {atmfpda conchylio

tinctii^ ;>ms^roffi<i/a conchyiiatn^ coixina atruyuh)

and embroidert>d w'ith Ixiuitiful figures in gold.

Covers of this sort were allied (x'ripetasinata

Attalica, because they were said to have Iwen

first used at the court of Attalas. (Plin, //. A7.

Lc. ; Cic. e. Terr. iv. 12, 26, Philip. tl 27 ;
Mart,

ii. 16.) The pillows were likewise covennl with

magnificent casings. Whether the ancients bad
curtains to their beds is not mentioned any-

where
;
but as curtains, or mther a kind of canopy

(a'*(bea), were used in the lectus tricliniaris (Ilorat.

Conn. liL 29. 15, Sot. iL K. 54) for the ]niipn§c

of preventing the dust fallins upon the persons

lying an it, it is not improbable that the same or

a similar contrivance was used in the lectus cubi-

cularis.

The Ifriua penialis or adrertns was (he bridal

bod which stood in the atrium, oppoi^ite the jnuu.a,

whence it derived the epithet advorsiis. (Ilorat.

E}>ist. i. 1, 87 ;
Festus, s. r. ; comp. Domi s,

p. 428, a.) It was gencmlly high, w'ith steps by
Its side, and in later times beautifully adonusl.

(GelHus, xvL 9 ;
Lucan, ii. 356 ;

Cic pm CtucnU

c. 5.)

Respecting the lectus funebris see the articles

FUNUai and Lkctica. An account of the dis-

|io6ttion of the couches used at entertainments, and
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of the place which each guest occupied, is given

under Triclinium. (Uccker, Go^/w, vol. i. p. 42,

&c) [I-S.1

L
K
'CYTH US ),a small narrow-mouthed

rebse), the principal use of which was to hold oil,

for anointing after the bath, and in the palaestm.

It was sometimes of leather, but more often of

mrtheii-ware. Numerous terra-cotta vessels of

this Sfirt exist, of an oval shape, holding about a

pint, geneiully painted a plain dark brown or black,

but sometimes a bright colour, while a few ex-

amples are adorned w ith beautifully executed paint-

ings. Most of tliem are the producticni of the

j\thenian potteries. (Horn. Od. ri. 79 ; Krause,

6'yma. v. Atfon. to), i. p. 1U9, and in Pauly's

Urttl-Encyciopfidif^ 9.V.) [P. S.]

LKGATIO LI'HERA. [Lkostus, p. 67«, b.}

LKGA'TUM is defined U% 30. s. 116) to be
** delibatio hereditatis qua ti^tator ex oo quod uni-

v<Tstira heredis furet alicui quid collatum relit."

'I'his singular succession presupposes a universal

succession, for if th('re is no hen^s cx testamento

or person loco heredis, there can be no legacy. A
Ix\gatuin then is a [«art of the hereditos which a
testator ^ives out of it, from the hcres (oA herfde)

;

that is, >t is A gift to a person out of that whole

(«mnenrttm) wliich is diminished to the hcres by

such gllL Accordingly the phrase “ ab herede

Icgare " thus l>e<Mmes intelligible. (Uig. 30.

s. 1 16 ;
** ei testamento legal grandem pocuniara a

fdlo," Cic. pro Ciumt. 1*2.) A legatee could not

be charged w'iih the payment of a legacy out of

what was given to him, a rule of law wliich was

thus expressed, “ A legalario legnri non potest.”

A legatum w;is something given according to the

•Tus Civile, and therefore could only be given in

civilia verl^i, and in I^atin. [Tistamsntum.]
The word ** Legatum,” from the verb con-

tains the some clement os Lex. Logo has the

seme of appointing or disposing of a matter, as in

the phrase ” legatum negolium ” (PlauL (ku. i. 1.

12) ;
and it is used in the Twelve Tables to ex-

press generally a testator's disposition of his pro-

perty (uti t«tjrusU^ Ac.). LUpian accordingly

explains the word Legatum by referring to its

etymology, and likening a Legatum to a Ia?x pro-

perly so called. ** A I*egatum,” he says, ” is that

which is left by a testament, U<fii modo^ that is,

imperutire : for those things W'hich are left /)r«-

mtirc mof/o, are called Fidcicommissn.” {Frag.

til- 24.) A lesratce was named iegatarius ; those

to whom a thing w*os given jointly {conjuneiim)

were collegntarii. A legacy which was legally

valid or good, was legalutn utile; a void legacy was
inutile, A legacy which w«as given absolutely or

unconditionally, was said to be given pure; one

which WAS given conditionally was said to be given

tid> conditione. The expression purum an

unconditional legacr, also occurs. (Dig. 36. tit. 2.

s. 5.)

Gaius apologizes for treating of Legata in that

part of his Institutional work in which he has

placed them. In the first ninety-six chapters of his

second book he treats of the ac<jui&ition of prop<Tty

in Res singulas to which chiss legacies belong.

But AS the matter of legacies is not intelligible

without reference to the matter of hen‘ditas or

universal succession, he places the law of It^gacies

(haee jurii materia) immediately aflor that of

hereditos.

There were four Civil forma in which a legacy
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could he left : Per Vindientionem, Per Damna-
tioncm, Sinendi niodo. Per Pracccpiionom.
A legatum per vindinuionem was given in these

wools: **Hominem Slichum Do, Lego;” or the
words might be with reference to the legatee,

Capito, Sumila, Sibi Halieto.” A legatum per
vindientionem was so called with reference to the
legal means by which the legatee asserted his right

to the legacy against the heres or any possessor,

which was by a vindicatio or no Actio in rem
; for

as soon as the Hereditatis aditio had taken })laee,

the legatee had the Quiritarian {exJure Quin'tium)
ownership of the legacy. The two schools raised

a question as to this. Whether under such circum-
stances, the legatee obtained the Quiritarian oaner-
ship of the thing before he had consented to take
it. The opinion of tho Proculiani who contended
for such consent, was confirmed by a Constitution
of Antoninus Pius (Gaius, ii. 19.5). It was con-

sistent with the nature of the Per Vindicationeni,

that those things only could be so given, in which
the testator had Quiritarian ownership; and it was
also necessary that he should have such owner-
ship liotb At tlie time of making his will oud at
the time of his death

;
otherwise the legacy was

void {inutile). But there was an exception in

respect of things ** quae pondere, numcro, mcn-
sura constant,” as wine, oil, corn, and the pre-

cious metals in the form of coin {fterttnia pume-
rata \ in regard to wliich it was sufficient if the
testator hod the Quiritarian ownership at the
lime of his death. By a scnatusconsultum of tho
time of Nero, it was cnaeted,that if a U‘slaU>r left

a thing ns a legacy, which had never lieen his, the

legacy should be equally good as if it had liecn

left in the form most advantageous to the legatee

(o;giiao jure), which form wis the In^tum per
damnationem. But if a testator gave a thing of his

own by a testament, which he afierH*ards alienated,

it was the best opinion that the legacy was inutile

hy the Jus Civile, and that the Seiiatusconsultum
did not make it good. If the same thing was
given to more than one person cither jointly (ma-
Jmetim) so os to make them collegntorii, or se-

verally {dieJuMiitn), each to<ik an equal share. A
legatum a-as given eonjuneiim thus ;

” Tilio et Seio
hominem Stichum do, lego;” dijunctim^ thus:
” Titio hominem Stichum do, lego

;
8eio eundem

hominem do, lego.” If one collegntnrins failed to

take, his portion went to the others. In the case

uf a conditional legacy left per vindicationeni, the
schools were divided in opinion: the Sjibiniani

said that it was the property of tho heres during
the pendency of the condition

;
the Proculiani said

that it was ” res nnllius.”

Tlic form of the Per damnationem was this:

Heres mens Stichum servum meum dare damnas
esto

; but the word Dalo was equally effective. A
thing which belonged to aniithcr fo^ma res) could

be thus left, and the heres was bound to procure

the thing for the legatee or to pay him tho value

of it A thing not in existence at the date of the

will might be left by this form, as the future pro-

duce of A female slave {ancilla). The b gntec did
not acquire the Quiritarian ownership of the legacy

by virtue of the hereditatis aditio: the thing still

remained the property of the hcres, but the effect

of the legntnm w'as to establish an obligatio be-

tween the heres and the legatee, who could sut

for it by an Actio in personam. If it was a thing

Mancipi, the legatee could only acquire the Quiri-

N X 2
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tarUn ownmbip of it by Mancipatio or Tn jure

cessio from tlie here*: if it wu nicrrly delivered,

the le^iariiu only acquired the complete o^Aner*

ship {pfenam Jiu) by usucapion. If the some
thing was left to two or more eonJutHiimy each

had an equal share ; if ttisJaHctimy the herca aTis

bound to give the thing to one and its value to the

rest In the case of a gift con^tcaeft'm the share of

the legntec who failed to take belonged to the

hereditas ; but thq, Lex Pnpia made it caducuin,

and gave it first to a collegatarius who bad
children, then to the heredes who had children,

and then to the other legatees who had children

(/et/ntoni), a privilege which Juvenal alludes to

{dmJee cuducumy ix. 8U).

The Legatum Sinendi modo was thus gi>'en

:

^ lleres mens damnas esto sinere Lucium Titium

honiincm Stichum sumere sibique habere by
w'hicb form a testator could give either his own
property or that which was the property of bis

hrrrs at the time of the death. As in the case of

a legatum per damnationem, the legatee {Mtisecuted

his claim by an Actio in personam. It was
doubted whether the heres was bound to transfer

the property, in the case of a res roancipi, by man-
cipatio or in jure cessio, or, in the case of a thing

nec mancipi, by traditio or delivery, for the words
of the gift are “ permit him to take.'' If the same
thing was left to several conjnnctim, they took it

in common, but without any jus accrescemli if one

of them failed to take. It was a still more doubtful

question (in the time of Oaius), whether, if the

same thing w'as given in this way to two severally

{diijMM(1im)y the whole was due to each, or if the

heres was released from all further claim, when
either of them had obtained possession of the whole

with his permission.

The Legutum per praeceptioncm was in this

manner: ** Lucius Tilius hominem Stichum Pme>
cipilo where ** praecipito,” in the opinion of the

i

Sabiniani, is the same as ** praccipunm sumilo,*'or
** take first" The Sabinboni accordingly were of

opinion that a legacy could only thus be left to

one w'ho was also nuide a heres ; but a Senatus*

coiuiiltum Neronianum made the legacy good, even

if it W'as thus left to an extraneus, that is, to an-

other than the heres, provided the legatee was a

person to whom a legacy could be left in any of

the three other modes. For the Scnatusconsultura

made those legacu*s t*alid which were not valid by
the Jus Civile on account of the w'ords of the gifr

(ty*r^ri(m but not those legacies which
were invalid on account of the incapacity of the

legatee {vitio penoskie), which w'os the case with a
perrgrintis. The Sabiniani also maintained that a

man could leave in this manner only what was his

ow*n, for the only way in which the legatee could

enforce his right was hv a judicium familiae ercis-

eundae, in which judicium it was necessary that

the judex should adjudicate that which was given

per praeceptionem, and he could adjudicate on

nothing else than the res hereditaria. Rut the

same senatusconsultum made a legacy valid, which

was given in this form, even if the thing did not

belong to the testator. The Proculiatii contended

that a legacy could be given to an extraneus per

praeceptionem ; and further that if the thing wms
the testator's ex jure Quiritium, it cotild be sued for

(rtW*ccm‘) by the legatee, whether he w'as a heres

or not (ATfroiieirv)
; if it was the testator's in Imnis,

it was a utile legatum to the extraneus by the
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senatnieonsultom

; and the heres, if he w'OS the

legatee, could obtain it in a judicium fnmilioe er«

ciscundac. If it did not belong to the testator in

either wray, still the legatum was made utile both

to the heres and the extraneus by the senatus-

consultiim. If the same thing, was thus left to

more than one eitlier dinjttnciim or conjuneiimy

each bad only bis share. In all the three forms,

except the per damnationem, only Things and
Jura in ro could l>c the objects of lognta : hut by
the per damnationem any thing could lie mndc the

object of a legatum which could be made the ob-

ject of an ohligallo.

By the Law of the Twelve Tables a man cotild

dispose of his property as he pleased, and he niighl

exhaust (rre^ns) the whole hereditas hy legacies

and b«M]ucsts of freedom to slaves, so as to leave

the bores nothing. The consequence w’as tliat in

such cases the scripti hi'rcdes refused to take the

horeditas, and there was of course an intestacy.

The first legislative measure on this subject was
the Lex Furia, called Testameiitaria, w'hich did

not allow a testator to give as a donatio mortis

causa or os a legacy more than a thousand asscs

to one person, certain kinsfolk excepted. (Gains,

ill 2*25
; Ulp. Frtj^. L 2, xxviiL 7.) But this

measure was a failure, for it did not prevent

a man from giving as many several thousands to

as many persona as he pleased, and so exhausting

his estate. The Lex V’^oconia (ac 109) nfier-

w*ards enacted that no person should take by way
of legacy or donatio mortis causa more than the

heredes (severally, as it seems) ;
but this lex

was ineffectua), for by the testator distrihuting

his property among numerous legaU'CS, the heres

might have so small n portion os not to make it

worth his while to assume the burdens attached to

the hereditas. (Oaius, ii. 26 j Cic. tn I’err. i.

43.) The I>ex Falcidia (a c. 40) at last took

away all means of evasion by declaring that a tes-

tator should not give more than three-fourths in

legacies, and thus a fourth was seeured to tho

heres
;
and “ this law," says Gaius, **

is now in

force." The St-nalusconsultum Pegasianum cxtciidi’d

the same rule of law to fidcicommissa [Fidbicom-
and the Emperor Antoninus applied it

to the case of fideicommissa, when theiv was an
intestacy. (Dig. 3o. tit. 2. u 18.) The I^ex Fal-

cidia applied to the wills of persona who died in

captivity (ttfwd kostes)y for a previnus Lex Cor-

nelia had given to the wills of such persons the

same force as if they had died «V« (m civilalty

Dig. 35. tit 2. s. 1 ).

Legata were inutilia or void, if they were given

before a heres was instituted hy the will, for tho

W’Ul derived all its legal ctfieacy from such institu-

tion
;
there was the same rule as to a gift of free-

dom. It was an inutile legatum, if in form tho

gift W'as given after the death of the heres, hut it

might bo given on the event of his death
; it was

also inntile if given in form on the day before the

death of tho testator, for w'hich rule of law, says

Gains, there seems to l»e no good reason {prrtioM

nUio). A legatum could not be left in the way of

a penalty ( pocaoe Notniae), that is, for the purpose

of compelling the heres to do or restraining nim
from doing any particular act: hut Justinian made
all such legata good, except those which were im-

possible, or forbidden by law or against boni

more* (probrosa) (Inst. 2. tiu 2. s 36). A legacy

could not be left to an uncertain person (uiorrta

Di(
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pmomi). The notion of an uncertain person was
not of a person who could never be ascertained,

for in sevend of the instances mentioned by Oaius,

the person or persons would easily be ascertained

(for instance ** qai poet teetamentum consules de-

sijrnati ertint **)
;
but the notion of the uncertainty

was referred to the mind of the testator at the

time of making his testament. Accordingly the

persona was not considered incerta, where he was
one of a certain class, such as cognati, though ths

individual of the class might be uncertain till the

event happened which w*as to determine who out

of the class was intended by the testator. Such a
form of bequest was called a rerta demonsttatio

inccrtoc personae. (Gains, iL 238.) A legatarius

must have the testament! factio, and be under no

legal incapacity. A legacy could not bo left to a

postumus alietius, nor could such a person be a

ncres institutus, for ho was an incerta persona. It

has been explained who is a postumiu [ilBRia, p,

60l,a] : a postumusalienus is one who when l>on!

cannot be among the sui beredes of the testator.

It was a question whether a legacy could be

legally {rfcie) left to a person, who was in the

power of another person who was made hcres by
the same will. The Proculinni denied thxtt such a
legacy could be left cither pure or sub conditione.

(Gaiu.% ii. 244.) But if a person who was in the

power of another was made beres, a legacy might

be left {uif eo f^jtxri) to the person in whose power
he w:i8

;
for if such latter person became heres

thereby (per eum\ the legacy was extingtiished,

because a roan cannot owe a thing to himself
; but

if the son was cnumcipated, or the slave was ma-
numitted or transferred to another, and to the son

became heres, or so the slave nmde another person

heres, the legacy was due to the father or former

master.

Not only Res singulac could be given as a

legacy, but also a port of a iiniversitas of tilings

(HNiWrsorttm rerum) could be so given
;

thus

the heres might be directed to share a half or

any other pnk of the hcreditas with another,

w hich was called pnrtitio. (Cic. de ii. 20, pro
Caecin. 4 ; UIp. Fruff. tit 24^ s. 25.) By the jns

civile there might be a legacy of a ususfructus of

those things which were capable of being used and
enjoyed w'ithout detriment to the things. By a
senatusconsultura there might be a legacy of the

alnuu$ of those things which w’ere consumed in

the use, as money, wine, oil, wheat, but the lega-

tariiis had to give security for the restoration of

the samo quantity or the same value, when his

right to the enjoyment censed. This technical

meaning of abusuM^ that is, the use of things which

are consumed in the use, is contrasted w'ith usus-

fructus by Cicero (Top. 3; Ueber da* uUer de*

tpMsi u*u*/ructu*^ von Puebta, I{heini*che* Mu*,
iiL p. 82, and Puchta, Instit. ii. § 255).

A legacy might be transferred to another per-

son, or taken away (aditni) by another will or

codicilli confirmed by a will ; it might also be
|

taken aw*ay by erasure of the gift from the will.

'

Such a revocation of legacies (aHcmptio legatorum)

seems to have been only effected in the way men-
tioned. The expression ademption of legacies in

Rnglish law has a different meaning, and in the

cose of a specific thing corresponds to the Roman
extinction of legacies, which took place if the tes-

tator di.4posed of the thing in his lifetime.

If a legatee died after the day on which tb'!
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legatum had become his (po*t diem legati eedentem\
it passed to his hcres ; or to use a phrase of Eng-
lish law, the legacy was vested. The phrase
^ dies legal! cedit '* accordingly means “ the time
is come at which the legacy l^longs to the legatee,”

though the time may not have come when he is

I

entitled to receive it
;
and ** dies venit ” denotes the

I arrival of the day on which it can be demanded.
(I>ig.50. tit. 16. S.213.) If the le^c}' was left con-

ditionally there ivas no vesting till the condition

was fulfilled. By the old law, legacies which were
left unconditionally or from a time named (in diem
certwn) were vest^ from the time of the testator's

death
;
but by the I^x Papia they vested from the

time of opening the will. The legacy might vest

immediately on the death of the testator and yet
the testator might defer the time of payment (Dig.

36. tit 2. s. 21.) A legacy might also be left on a
condition of time only, as a legacy to Titius uvicM

or i/ be should attain the age of fourteen years, in

which case the words vhen and i/ were considered

equivalent, a decision which has been adopted in

English law, in coses in which there is nothing in

the win which gives the words “ when or “ if”
a different signification. (Dig. 36. tit 2. s. 5, 22 ;

Hanson v, Graham, 6 Vcs. p. 243.)

(Gaius,iL 191—245
;
Ulpu tit xzir. &c. •

Dig. 30—32, Ac, ; Inst ii. tit 20—22 ;
Paulas,

IL iii. tit 6.) [Fideicummisaum.] [Q. L ]

LKQA'TUS. Ijcgali may be divided into three

classes : 1. Legal! or anib^sodors sent to Home
by foreign nations ; 2. Legati or ambassadors sent

fiam Rome to foreign natums and into the pro-

vinces ; 3. Legati who accompanied the Homan
generals into the field, or the proconsuls and prae-

tors into the provinces.

I. Foreign legati at Rome, from whatever coun-
try they came, nod to go to the temple of Saturn

and deposit their name w*ith the quaestors, which
Plutarch (QuaetL Horn. p. 275, b.) explains as a
remnant of an ancient custom

;
for formerly, says

he, the quaestors sent presents to all legati, which
a'ere colled lautio, and if any ambassador was taken
ill at Rome, he was in the care of the quaestors,

who, if he died, liad also to pay the expenses of
his burial from the public treasury. When after-

u*ards the number of foreign ambassadors increased

in proportion as the republic became extended, the

fomior hospitable custom was reduced to the mere
formality of depositing the name with the keepers
of the public treasi!ry. Previous to their admis-
sion into the city, foreign ambassadors seem to

have b<H'n obliged to give notice from what natimi

they came and for what purpose
;

for several in-

stances are mentioned in which ambassadors were
prohibited from entering the city, especially in case

of a war between Rome and the state from which
they came. (Liv. xxx. 21, xlii. 36, xlv. 22.) In
such cases the ambassadors were either not heard
at all, and obliged to quit Italy (Liv. xlii. 36), or

on audience was given to them by the senate (senates

Irpati* daiur) outside the city, in the temple of

Belloiia. (Liv. (.c. ; XXX. 21.) This was evidently

a sign of mistrnst, but the ambassadors were never-

theless treated as public guests, and some public

villa outside the city was sometimes assigned for

their reception. In other cases, however, as soon

as the report of the landing of foreign ambassa-
dors on the coast of Italy was brought to Rome,
especially if they were persons of great distinction,

as the son of Masinissa (Liv. xlv. 13), or if they
X X 3
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came from an dly of the Roman people, come one

of the inferior mofristrotca, or a Icgatus of a consul,

a*as despatched by the senate to receive and con*

duct them to the city at the expense of the re-

public. When they were inUtKiuced into the

senate by the pra»?tnr or consul, they fimt ex-

phiin 'd wbat they Imd to communicate, and then

the praetor invited the senaUira to put their ques-

tions to the ambassadors. (I>iv. xxx. 22.) The
manner in which this questioning was frequently

carri.-d on, esftecially when the envoys can»e from

a state with which the Romans were at w*ar, re-

sembled more the cniw-questioning of a witness

in a court of justice, than an inquiry mode with a

view to gain a clear understanding of wdiat was

proposed. (Liv. 4 c. with Gronov's note.) The
whole transaction was carried on by interpreters,

and in the Latin language. [Interprsd.] Vale-

rius Maximus (ii. 2. § 3) st\tei that the Greek

rhetorician Molo, a teacher of Cicero, was the first

foreigner w'hu ever addressed the Roman senate in

his own tongue. After the ambassadors had thus

been examineil, they were requested to leave the

assembly of the senate, w’ho now began to discuss

the subject brought before them. The result w*as

communicated to the ambassadors by the praetor.

(Liv. viii. 1.) In some cases ambassadors not only

received rich presents on their departure, but were

at the command of the senate conducted by a

magistrate, and at the public expense, to the fron-

tier of Italy, and even further. (Liv. xlv. 14.) By
the Ia'x Gabinia it w*as decreed that from the firs*,

of February* to the first of March, the senate should

every day give audience to fon'ign ambassadors.

(Cic. ad Quint. Frat. ii. 11, 1*2, ad Fam. i. 4.)

There was at Rome, os V'orro {l)t Ling. Lot. v.

15.5, Muller) expresses it, a place on the right-

hand side of the senate-house cnllod Oraccoslasis,

in which foreign ambassadors w*aited.

All ambitssadors, whencesoever they came, were

considered by the Romans throughout the whole

period of their existence ns sacred and invicdablc.

(Cic. e. Verr. i. 33 ;
Dionys. Hal. Ant. Horn. xi.

25; Tocit. Ann. i. 42; Liv. xxi. 10; Dig. 50,

tit. 7. s. 17.)

II. Lcgiiti to foreign nations in the name of the

Roman repuUic were always sent by the senate

(Cic. e. Vatin. 15) ; and to l>c npjiointed to such a

mission w-.m considered a great honour which was
conferred only on men of high rank or eminence

;

for a Homan ambassador, according to Dinuysitis,

had the pow.<rs (^foutria koI 8t-vo^ur) of a mngis-

Inilc and the roncrable character of a priest. If

a Roman during the performance of his mission as

nml>assador died or was killed, his memory was
honoured by the republic with a public sepnlchn?

and a statue id the Rostra. (Liv. iv. 17 ; Cic.

Fhiliji. ix. 2.) The expenses during the journey

of an amliassador were, of course, paid by the re-

public; and when he travelled through a province,

tho provincials had to supply him w'ilh everything

he wanted.

III. The third class of legnti, to whom the

name of ambassadors cannot be applied, were per-

sons w'ho accompanied the Roman geiienils on their

expeditions, and in later limes the governors of

provinces also. liOgaii, as serving under the con-

suls in the Rommi annics, are mentioned along

with the tribunes at a ven,' wirly period. (Liv. ii.

59, iv. 17.) These legati were nomin.it d (/ft^r-
!

5cinfvr) by the consul or the dictator under whom
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they served (Sollust Jmu 28 ; Cic. ad Alt. xr. 1 1,

ad Fani. vi. 6, y>ro Lfg. lifanil. 19), but the
sanction of the senate {$fnatu$con*uItum) W'as an
essential point w'ithout which no one could be
legally considered a logntus (Cic. c. Vatin. 1. r,,

pro Srjt. 14) ; and from Livy (xliii. 1 ;
conqmre

xliv. 18) it appears that the nomination by the

magistrates (consul, praetor, or dictator) did not

take place until they had been authorised by a
decree of the senate. The persons appointed to

this office were usually men of great military

talents, and it was their duty to advise and assist

their superior in all liU undertakings, and to act

in bis stead both in civil and military affairs.

(Varro, de Ling. IaU. r. 87, MUller.) The legjiti

were thus always men in whom the consul placed

great confidence, and were frequently his friends or

relations
; but they had no powt»r independent of

the coninmnd of their general. (Cacs. de Uell. (Hr.

it 17, iiL 51 ;
Appian, de lidL Civ, I 38.) Tlicir

number wied according to the greatness nr im-
portance of tho war, or the extent of the province

:

three is the smallest number we know of. but
Pompey, when in Asia, had fifteen legnti. When-
ever the consuls were absent from tho army, or

when a proconsul left his province, the legati or
one of them took his place, and then had the in-

signia as w'cH as the power of his superior. He
was in this case called legatus pro praetore (Liv.

xxix. 9 ; Lydus, de Afagistr. iii. 3 ;
Cacs. de Bril.

(JatL i. 21), and hcncc we sometimes read that a
man governed a province as a legatus without any
mention being mntlc of the proconsul whose vice-

gerent he was, (Sallust. Cat. 42.) During the

latter period of the republic, it sometimes hap-
pened that a consul carried on a w'ar, or a pro-

consul governed his province through his legati,

while he himself remained at Rome, or conducted
some other more urgent affiiirs.

When the provinces were divided at the time
of the empire [Provincia], those of the Roman
people were go\*cmed by men who bad cither bevn
consuls or praetors, and tho fonner were always
nccom|)anled by three legati, tho latter by one.

(Dion Cass, liu. 13; Dig. 1. tit. 16.) The pro-

vinces of the emperor, who was himself the pn>-

a>nsul, were governed by persons W’hora tho
empcrrjr himself appointed, and who had be*cn con-

suls or praetors, or were at least senators. These
vicegerents of the emperor were c.iHcd

/

c/to/* .*4«-

gu*ti pro prartnrr^ legati prartarii^ legati conxu-

or simply and they, like the governors

of the provinciao populi Romani, had one or three

legati ns their assistants. (Strabo, iiL p. 352 ; com-
jwire Dig. 1. tit. 18. s. 7 ; Tacit. Ann. xiL .59,

Agricol, c. 7 ; Spanheim, de V*h et praest. Sumism.
ii. p, 595.)

During the latter period of the republic it had
become customary for senators to obtain from the

senate the {>ernii5sion to travel through or skiy in

any province nt the expense of the provincials,

merely for the puqiosc of managing and conducting

their own personal affairs. There was no restraint

as t6 the length of time the senators wore allowed

to avail themselves of this privilege, which was a

hfavy burden upon the provincials. This mode of

sojouniiiig in a province was called legatio lihem^

because those who avtiiled themselves of it en-

joyed all the privilegi's of a public legatus or

amkissador, without having any of his duties to

perform. At the time of Cicero the privilege of
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Icffnlio Ubcm wru abtucd to a reiy pTWt extent

Cicero, therefore, in hi( consiilahip endeavoured to

put an end to it, but owing to the opposition of a

tribune, he only succeeded in limiting the time of

its duration to one year. (Cic. de Leg. iii. 8,

de Leg. Agr. i. 3, pro Flaec. 34, Philip, i. 2.)

Julius Caesar afterwards extended the time during

which a senator might avail himself of l«>gatio liberm

to five years (Cic. ad Att. xv. 11), and this law of

Caesar (Lex Julia) seems to have remained in

force down to a very late period. (Suet. 7YAer.

31 ;
Dig. 50. tit. 7. s. 14.) [L. S.J

LKtJKS. [Lax.]
LE'OIO. fKxERCiTrs.]
LKOIS ACTIO. (Arrro.l

LKGIS AQUrLIAE ACTIO. [Dasini In-

JURiA Actio.]

LKOITIMA ACTIO. [Actio.]

LEG ITIMA HE RE'DITAS. [H laxs.]

LEIPOMARTYRIOU DIKE (Kuropofm,-

plov ilm)). [Martvria.]
LEIPONAUTIOU ORAPIIK (KuTroravrlov

ypag)-^). The indictment for desertion from the

fleet was preferred before the tribunal of the stm-

tegi
;
and the court which under their superintend*

cncc sat for the trial of this nnd similar military

oflcnces was composed of citizens who had been

engaged in the expedition in question. (Meier, Ati.

I*roc. pp. 108, 133.) The penalty upon conviction

seems to have been a flue, nnd the complete dis-

fmnehisement of the otfender and bis descendants.

(Petit. Leo. Att. pp. 401, 667.) [J. S. M.]
LEIPOSTKATIOU GKAPHE {kuToarpa-

riov ypatfdi). The circumstances of the trial for

desertion from the army and the penalties inflicted

upon conviction were the same ns in the case of de-

sertion from the fleet [Lkiponautiou Graphr],
and the oflfence was also punishable by an eisan-

gelin, which, Ileraldus suggests, would be fre-

quently adopted when the accuser was solicitous

to impose silence upon a political opponent by pro-

curing his disfranchisement, as this was a necessary

cnn&equence of judgment being given against the

defendant, and prevented his speaking or appearing

in public. The eisangelia in such cose would be

preferred before the assembly of the people, by
which, if reasonable cause appeared, it w'ould l>e

submitted to the decision of one of the ordin.ary

legal tribunals. (Herald. Anitttad. in Sti/mat.

p.242.) [J.S. M.]
LE I POTAX lOU 0UAPI! E (Aciworo^fou

ypagd}). [Astratrias Graphe.]
LEITU'KGIA (\«iToup7lo, from Xflrop, Ion.

I. e. 8i)/xdiriop, or, according to others,

wpvrar«ior\ is the name of certain personal ser

vices which at Athens and in some other Greek

republics, every citizen, who possessed a certain

amount of property, hod to perform towards the

state. These personal tcrvicni, which in all cases

were connected with considerable exjiense^ occur

in the histoiy of Attica .*is early as the time of the

PcisiAUatids (Aristol. Oeeonum. ii. 5), and were

probably, if not introduced, at least sanctioned by

the legislation of Solon. They were at first a

natural consequence of the gretilcr political privi-

leges enjoyed by the wealthy, who, in return, hod

also to perform heavier duii«*s tow'ards the re-

public ; but wlicn the Athenian democracy was at

its height, the original character of these liturgies

became changed, for as every citizen now enjoyed

the some rights and privileges os the wealthiest.
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they were simply a tax upon property connected
witli personal labour and exertion (rort

wo2 Tip aiipart kttrovpytir). Notwithstanding
this altered character of the liturgies, wo scarcely

ever find that complaints were made by persons,

subject to them ; many wealthy Athenians, on the

contrary, ruined their estates by their ambitious

exertions, and by the desire to gain the favour of

the people. (Xen. de Hep. Ath. i. 13 ;
Dcinosth.

c. Kuertfel, p. 1155; compare Lyi. pro bon. Alcib.

p. 646 and 657 ; Isocrat. de Big. 15 ;
Aristot.

Polit, V. 7. p. 173, ed. Gdttling.) To do no more
llian the law required (Ai^ooioDodai, Isoetis, de
ApoUod. c. 3B) was at Athens considered ns a dis-

grace, nnd in some cases a wealthy Athenian,
even when it w*as not bis turn, would volunteer

to perform a liturgy. (Demosth. e. Mid. p. 519,
566, Ac. ; compare B3ckh, Pnb. Earn, of Athens^

. 448, Ac., 2d ed.)

All liturgies may be divided into two classes:

1. ordinaiy or encyclic liturgies (/7(fuxAioi Aciroop-
ylat^ Demosth. c. Lept. p. 46.3), and 2. extraordi-

nary liturgies. The former were called encyclic,

because they recurred every year at certain festive

seasons, and comprised the x^PTr'^^ yvpyatrtapxit^

kofiirabapxia, apxtO*t0pla, and 4<rruurir, which
arc all described in separate articles. [Ciioreous

;

OvMN’ASirM ; Lampaosphoria
:

Theoria ;

HESTiASia.] Every Athenian who posscued three

talents and above, was subject to them (Demosth.
. A}>kob. p. 833 ; Isaeus, de J*yrrh. hered. c. 80),
nnd they were undertaken in turns by the mem-
bers of every lril>e who yxissessed the property
qualification just mentioned, unless some one vo-

lunteered to unde.rtake a lituigy for another per-

son. But the law did not allow any one to bo
compelled to undertake more than one liturgy at
a time (Demosth. e. Ijept. p. 462, e. PolgcUi. p.

1209), and he who had in one year performed a
liturgy, was free for the next (/riavrop 3<oAiir4rp

JtccurTos A€tTowp*y*r, Demosth. c. Aep/. p. 459), so

that legally a person had to perform a liturgy only
everj’ other year. Those whose turn it was to

undertake any of the ordinaiy liturgies, were al-

ways appointed by their own triW (Demosth.
c. Mid. pp. 510, 519), or in other words, by the

4wifi«A7ir^ rSnt ^vAwp (Tittmann, GrieeA. Stouieo.

p. 206, Ac.), and the tribe shaivd praise as well

as blame with its ActroupyJr.

The persons who were exempt from all kinds of

liturgies were the nine archons, heiresses, and or-

phans until after the commencement of the second
year of their coming of age. (Lysin% e. Diogeit,

p. 908 ; Demosth. de p. 382.) Some-
times the exemption from liturgies (dr<A«la) was
granted to persons for especial merits towards the
republic. (Demosth. c. I^pt. p. 466, Ac.)

The only kind of extraordinary' liturgy to which
the name is properly applied, is the trierarchy

(rpiiripapxia)
; in tlie earlier timea, however, the

service in the armies was in reality no more than
an extraordinary liturgy'. [See Eisphora and
Trjkrarciiia.] In later times, during and after

the Pch»poimesian war, when the expenses of a
liturgy were found too heavy for one person, we
find that in many instances two persons combined
to defray the expenses of a liturgy (j-mptsAsIo).

Such was the case with the choregia and the
trierarchy. (Hermann, PolU. Ant. § 161. n. 12
and 13.)

Liturgies in regard to the persons by whom-
X X 4
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they were performed were also divided into \*irovp-

ylcu iro\iTiKoi, such as were incumbent u)>on

citizens, and XtiTovpylai tS>v ft-rroiKtav. (De-

mosth. e. Lept. p. 462.) The only lituipes which

aro mentioned as having been performed by the

fitrotKot, arc the choregia at the festival of the

L«'naea (Schol. ad Arifto]>h. PluL 954), and the

iarlcurit (Ulpian, ad Demosth Lept. § 15), to

which may be added the hydriaphoria and skiade-

phoria. [Hvoriaphoria.]
That liturgies were not peculiar to Athens, has

been shown by Bdckh {Pub. Econ. &c. p. 299),

for choregia and other liturgies arc mentioned at

Siphnos (Isocrat. Aeginct. c. 17) ;
choregia in

Aegina even before the Persian wars (Herod, v.

8.‘))
;

in Mytilenc during the Peloponnesian war
(Antiph. de Cued. Herod, p. 744) ;

at Thebes in

the time of E|>nnniiondas (Pint. Aridid. \) • at

Orchomenos, in Uhodes, and in several towns of

Asia Minor. (Compare Wolf, Protegom. in De-
moslh. Lept. p. Ixxxvi. &c. ;

W'aclismuth, vol. ii. p.

92, Ac.) [L.S.]

LEMJIUS, a skiff or small bo.it, used for carry-

ing a person fn>m a ship to the shore. (Plant.

Merc. i. 2. Gl, ii. 1. 35.) The name was also

given to the light boats which were sent ahead of

a fleet to obtain inforniation of the enemy’s move-

ments. (Isidor. Orig. xix. 1 ;
Liv. xxxi. 45, xiv.

10.) Pliny (//. N. vii. 56. s. 57) attributes their

invention to the inhabiuuits of Cyrene.

I.EMNISCU.S {\i)gvi<XKoi). Tliis word is said

to have originally been used only by the Syracu-

sans. (Heaych. s. p.) It signified a kind of co-

loured riblion which hung down from crowns or

diadems at the bixek part of the head. (Eest. s. t».)

The earliest crowns are said to have consisted of

wool, so that we have to conceive the lemniscus os

a rilrbon wound around the wool in such a manner
that the two ends of the ribbon, where they met,

were allowed to hang down. See the representa-

tions of the corona obsidionolis and civica in p.

359, where the lemnisci not only appear as a moans
to keep the little branches of the crowns together,

but also serve ns an ornament. From the remark

of Servius {ad Aen. v. 269) it appears that coronae

adorned with lemnisci were a greater distinction

than those without them. This serves to explain

an expression of Cicero {putma lemniscata., jtro

Hose. Am. 35) where palnxa means a victory, ajid

the epithet lemiiiscnta indicates the contrary of

infamis, and at the same time implira an honour-

able ns well as lucrative victory. (Comp. Ausuiu

EpUt. XX. 5.)

It scorns timt lemnisci were also worn alone and
without being connected with crowns, especially’ by’

ladies, ns an ornament for the head. ( Plin. Jl.N. xxi.

3.) To show honour and admiration for a person,

flowers, garlands, and lemnisci were sometimes

showered upon him while he walked in public.

(Cos.iub. ad Suet. Ner. 25 ; Liv. xxxiii. 1 9.)

lAunnisci seem originally to have been made of

wool, and afterwards of the finest kinds of bast

( p/iilgrae, Plin. II. N. xv, 14) ;
but during the

latter period of the republic the wealthy Crassus

not only made the foliage or leaves of crowns of

thin sheets of g<dd and silver, but the lemnisci

likewise ; and P. Claudius Puleher emliellishcd the

metal lemnisci with works of art in relief and with

inscriptions. (Plin. II. ^V. xxi. 3.)

The word lemniscus is used by medical writers

in the signification of a kind of liniment applied to

LENO.
wounds. (Celsus, vii. 28 ;

Voget. de Re Veter. iL

14 and 48, iii. 18.)

LEMURA'LIA or LEMU'RIA, a festival for

the souls of the departed, which was celebrated at

Rome every year in the month of May’. It was
said to have been instituted by Romulus to ap-

pease the spirit of Remus whom he had slain

(Ovid. Fast. V. 473, &c.), and to have been called

originally Remuria. It was celebrated at night

and in silence, and during three alternate days,

that is, on the ninth, eleventh, and thirteenth of

May’. During this season the temples of the gods
were closed, and it was thought imlucky for women
to marry at this time mid during the whole month
of May, and those who ventured to marry’ were
Indieved to die soon after, whence the proverb,

mense Mato maUxe nuhent. Those who celebrated

the Lemuralia, walked barefooted, washed their

hands three times, and threw nine times black

Wans behind their backs, believing by this cere-

mony to secure themselves against the Lemures.
(Varro, Vita pop. Rom. Fragm. p. 241, ed.

Bipont
;
Servius, ad Aen. i. 276.) As regards

the solemnities on each of the three days, we only
know that on the second there were games, in the

circus in honour of Mars (Ovid. Fast. v. 597), and
that on the third day the images of the thirty

Argei, made of rushes, were thrown from the pons

suhliciiis into the Tilicr by the Vestal virgins.

(Ovid. Fast. v. 621 ; Fcst. s. r. Drpontani

;

com-
pare Aruel) ’On the same day there was a fes-

tival of the merchants {festum mercatorum, Ovid.

Fast. V, 670, &C.), probably because on this day
the temple of Mercury hod been dedicated in the

year 495 B.c. (Liv. il 21.) On this occasion the

merchants offered up incense, and by means of a
laurel-branch sprinkled themselves and their goods

with water from the well of Mercury at the Porta

Ca|)ona, hoping thereby to nmke their bu.siness

prosper. [L.S.]

LEMURES. See Diet, of Gr, and Rom. bio-
graphy and Mythology.

LENAEA.
[ Dionvsia. p. 411, b.]

LENO, LENOCI'NIU.M. I^nocinium is

defined by Ulpian (Dig. 3. tit. 2. s. 4) to be the

keeping of female slaves for prostitution and tho

profits of it ; and it was also lenocininm if gain
was made in the like way’ by means of free women.
Some lenones kept brothels {lujuinaria) or ojicn

houses fur pnistitution. This trade was not for-

bidden, but the praetor’s edict attached infamia to

such persons [Infamia]. In the time of Caligula

(Sueton. Cat. 40, and the notes in Biimiann’s

ed.), a tax was laid on lenones. Theodosius and
Valentinian endeavoured to prevent parents from

prostituting their children and masters their female

slaves by severe penalties ; and they forbad tho

practice of lenociniura under pain of corporal

punishment, and banishment from the city, and so

forth. Justinian (Nov. 14) also attemptc<l to put

down all lenocininm by banishing lenones from tho

city, and by making the owners of houses, who
allowed prostitution to be carried on in them,

liable to forfeit the houses and to pay ten pounds

of gold : those who by trickery or force got girls

into their possession and gave them up to prostitu-

tion wore punished with the “ extreme penalties
;

”

but it is not said what these extreme penalties

were. This Novella contains curious matter.

The Lex Julia de Adulmriis defined the Icno-

cinium which that lex prohibited (Dig. 48. tit. 5.

I

I
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2. § 2). It WM lenociniunit if a faiuband al-

lowed bis wife to commit adultery in order to shore

the gain. The legislation of Justinian (Nor. 117«

c. 9. § 3) allowed A wife a divorce, if her husband
had attempted to make her prostitute herself ; and
the woman could recover the dos and the donatio

propter nuptias. It was lenociuium in the husband
if he kept or took bock (comp. Sueton. Domit. 8)
a wife whom he had detected in on act of adultery

;

or if he let the adulterer who was detected in the

act, escape ; or if he did not proseente him.

With respect to other persons than the husband,

it was ieiiociniuro by the lex Julia, if a man mar-

ried a woman w*ho w*as condemned fur adulter)'

;

if a person who had detected others in adultery,

held his peace for a sum of money ; if a man com-

menced a prosecution for adultery and discontinued

it ; and if a person lent his house or chamber fur

adulterium or stupruin. In all these rases, the

penalty of the lex Julia was the same as for adullo-

rium and stuprum. The lex in this as in other

like instances of leges, was the groundwork of all

subsequent legislation on lenocinium. Probably

no |iart of the lex Julia de adulteriis vras fomiallv

repealed, but it received additions, and the penal-

ties were increased. (Rein, CrimiMolrt4^ der

/fomer, p. 883.) As to the uses of the words

Leno, Lf^ocinimn, in the classical WTiters, sec the

passages cited in Facciolati, Acs’. [O. L.]

LKNUS (Anviii). (Torcular.]
LHONIDEIA (A«o>'t8«4a), were solemnities >

celebrated every year at Sparta in honour of

Leonidas, who, with his 300 Spartans, had fallen

at Thermopylae. Opposite the theatre at S^nrta

there were two sepulchral monuments, one of Pnu-

•anias and another of I^nidos, and here a funeral

oration w*as spoken every year, and a contest was
held, in which none but Spartans were allowed to

take pnrt (Paus. iil 14. § 1.) [L.S.J
LKPTON. [CiiALcxjiTS

;
Obolos.]

LEPTURGI (Arrrovpyol), a class of artificers,

respecting whom there is some doubt. They are

commonly supposed to be carvers of fine work in

wood
;

but, on the authority of two passages

(PluL AemU. FauL 37 ;
Diod. xviL 115), in the

former of which ropswtr aol Ktmovpytlv are

mentioned together, Raoul- Rochette supposes that

the Leptargi were those who beat out gold and
silver in thin leaves to cover statues and furniture

;

and that they corresponded to the Draeietirii Arti-

jSoss among the Romani. {Lcltr$ a M. ScJiorn^

pp. 189, 191.) [P. S.]

LE'KIA. [IjIubl'8 ; Tunica.]
LERNAEA (AspvaZa), were mysteries (rsAsr^)

celebrated at Lema in Argolis, in honour of De-
meter. (Paus. iL 36. g 7.) They were said to

have been instituted by Pbilamroon. (Paua iL 37.

§ 3.) In ancient times the Argivos carried the fire

from the temple of Artemis Pyronio, on Mount
Crathis, to the l.<emaea. (Paus. viii. 15. g 4.)

These mysteries w*ere probably a remnant of the

ancient religion of the Pelai^ans, but further

particulars are not known. [ I>- ]

LESCHK (^^o’X’l), is an Ionic word, signify-

ing ctmndl or eonrermiioH^ and a pl'jeefor coxmcH

or eonvrraatioo. There is frequent mention of places

of public resort, in the Greek cities, by the name
of A<Vx<u» some set apart for the purpose, and
others so called because they were so used by
loungers ; to the latter class belong the agora and
its porticoes, the gymnasia, and the shops of vari-
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ous tradesmen, especially those of the smiths,
which were frequented in winter on account of
their warmth, and in which, for the same reason,

the poor sought shelter for the night. (Horn. Oti.

xviii. 329 ; Hea Op. 491, 499.) In these pos-

BAges, however, in which are the eau-Iicst examples
of the use of the word, it seems to refer to places

distinct from the smiths* workshfqio,* though rc^

sorted to in the some manner; and wo may gather
from the grammarians, that there were in the
Greek cities numerous small buildings or porticoc's,

furnished with scats, and exposed to the sun, to

which the idle resorted to enjoy conversation, and
the poor to obtain warmth attd shelter, and which
were called kiaxoai at .\thcns alone there were
360 such. ( Euslaih. o4 Horn. 1. e. ;

Proclus, <ul

lles.l.e. ; Hcsych., Etym. Mag., $. v. ; KUhn,
Atl. y\ ff. ii. 34.) Suidas, referring to the pas-

sage in Hesiod, explains A«Vxi? by tcifitros.

ily Aeschylus (A'um. 366) and Sophocles (Anf.
1 60) tl>e word is used for a solemn council

;
but

elsewhere the same writers, ns well os Herodotus,
employ it to signify common conversation.

In the Dorian states the word retained the
meaning of a place of meeting for delibenuion and
intercourse, a council -chamber or clulHroom. At
Sparta every pAy/e bad Its /escAe, in which and in

the g)*mnasium the elders passed the greater

part of the day in serious and sportive conventn-

tinn, ni]d in which the ncw-l>om children wore
presented for the decision of the elders as to

whether they should be brought up or destroyed.

(IMut. Aye. 1C, 25 : Muller, Dor. iii. 10. § 2^ iv.

9. g 1.) Some of these Spartan lesciKic si'Cin to

have been [mils of some architccturAl pretensions

:

Raiisanias mentions two of them, the Afox*? Kpo-
Tos'wv, and the As'erx’T ToutiA?) (iii. 14. § 2, 15.

g 8). They were also used for other pur{>oses.

(Ath. iv. p. 138, e.)

Tfiere were generally chambers for council and
conversation, called by this name, attached to

tlie temples of Apollo, one of whose epithets was
(Ilur|iorrat. s. r.

;
PluU de El ap.

Del/ii. p. 385, b. ;
Mliller, Dor. ii. 2. g 15, note).

Of such lescAae the chief was that which was
erected at4)t lpbi by the Cnidians, and which was
celebrated throughout Greece, even less for its own
magnificence, than for the paintings w'ith which it

WHS adorned by Polygnotus. (Paus. x. 25; Ibit-

tiger, Arddol. d. MaUrtiy p. 296, &c.
;

Diet, of
iSiog. $. r. Pofygnotu$.) LP-*!^-]

LEUCA or LEUGA. [?««•]
LEX. Lex is defined by Papinian (Dig. 1.

tit S. s. 1):— ^ Lex est commnuc praeceptura,

virorum pnidcntinm consultum, delictorum, quae

sponte Tcl ignorantia rontrahuntur, coorcitio, com-

munis reipublicae sponsio.** Cicero (de J.eg. i, 6)

defines it thus:— **Quac scripto soncit qu(^ vult,

aut jubendo, aut vetando.** (Sec also de Leg. iu

1 6.) A l^w is properly a rule or command of the

sovereign power in a state, published in writing,

and addressed to and cnforc^ upon the members
of such state ; and this is the proper sense of Lex
in the Roman wTiters.

In the Institutes (1. tit. 2. a 4) there is a defi-

nition of a Ijcx, w'hich has a more direct refea-nce

to that power which is the source of law:— ** l.ex

est quod Populns Romanus 4tnatorio mngistratu

interrogante, veluti Console, constituehat** The
definition of Capito (OclL x. 20) is ** Genenilc

jussuro popnli aut plebls rogaiite mngistmlu ;**
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bat this dcfinlUon, os OcDius obsnrcB, will not

Apply to such CA50S as the Lex about the Impe-

rium of Pompeiua, or that about the return of

Cicero, which related only to indiTiduols, and were

properly called Privilegia.

Of Roman Leges, viewed with reference to the

inode of enactment, there were properly two kinds.

Leges Curiatae and I^'gea Centuriatae. Plebiscita

are Improperly called Leges though they were

Laws and in the course of time bad the same
effect ns Leges.

Originally the Leges Curiatae were the only

T^es, and they were passed by the pnpulus in

the Coroitia Ciiriata. After the establishment of!

the Comitia Centunata, the Comitia Curiata fell
|

almost into disiuie ; hut so long as the Republic

lasted, and even under Augustus a shadow of the

old constitution was preserved in the formal con>

ferring of the Imperium by a Lex Curiata only,

aud in the ceremony of adrogation being effect^

only in those Comitia. [Aduptio.]
Those Leges properly so called, with which we

arc acquainted, were passed in the Comitia Centu-

riatn, and were propt>sed {nMrubantur) by a ma>
gistratus of senatorial rank. Such a Lex aiu also

designated by the name Populi Sciium, (FesUis
9. r. SritHm Pop.) As to the functions of the

Senate in legislation, see Auctor and SRNATrs.
A Plebiscitura was a law made in the Comitia

Tributa, on the n>galion of a Tribune: “ Plebis-

citum est quod plebs pleboio mogistratu interro*

gante, vcluli Tribuns constituebat.” (Inst. 1.

tit 2. s. 4.) “ Accordingly,** says Gains (i. 3),
** formerly the patricli used to say that they were
not iMund by Plebiscita, because they were nmde
without their sanction {fine aMCtoriiaie corum)

;

but afterw.ards the Lex Hortensia was carried

(B.C. 288), which provided that PIcbiKiUi should

bind the whole popiilus (in the larger sense of the

word), and thus they were made of equal force

with Leges.” (Liv. viii, 12 ;
Oell. xv. 27 ; Lroks

PuiiULIAR.)
When the Comitia Tributa were put on the

•nmc footing ns the Centurutto, the name Ia.‘X was
applit'd also to Plebiscita, and thus Lex 1>ec.ame a
generic term, to which was sometimes added the

•pccihc designation, as I^cx IMebeivescitum, Lex
live Plcbiscitum est [Plrbi.scitum].

Cicero, in his enuraenuion of the sources of

Roman law {Top. 5), does not mention Plcbis-

cita, which he undmibt dly compit'hended under
** leges.” Various Plebiscita arc quoted ns leges,

•ncli as the I^x Kalcidia (Gains, ii. 227) and Lex
Aquilia. (Cic. pro 7V/io, 8. 11.) In the Table of

llcraclea the words “ lege plebisvescito ” appear

to refer to the same enactment
;
and in the Lex

Rubria there occurs the phrase ” ex lege Rubria
sive id plehiscituin csL” (Savigny, Zcittchrifi., &c.

Tol. ix. p. 333.)

The word Rogatio (from the verb mjyo) properly

means any measure proposf'd to the legislative

body, and therefore is equally applicable to a pro-

posed Lex and a proposed Plcbiscitum. Accord-

ingly there occur the expressions ** populuro ro-

gare,” to propose a lex to the populus
;
and ** legem

rogaro,” to propose a lex, (Feslus, s. r. Pogatio.)

A R(^tio then is properly a proposed lex or a
proposed plcbiscitum. The tonns Rogare, Rogatio

also apply to a person being proposed for a magis-

tmtus at the Cumitin. (I^t, Jug. 20.) The form

of a Rogatio, in the case of Adrogatio, which was

LEX.

effected at the Comitia Curiata (prr populi rog't-

lionem)^ is preserved by Oellius (r. 19): it begins

with the words ** Velitis, juboalis, 4tc.,” and ends

with the words **
ita vos (juirites rogo.” The

corresponding expression of assent to the Rogatio

on the part of the sovereign assembly was, Uti

Rogas. The rejection of a Rogatio is expressed by
Amiqiiare Rogationem. (Liv. xxxL6.) The tenn

Rogatio therefore included every proposed Lex,

Plcbiscitum, and Privilegium, f(^ without a Rogatio

there could be no command (justum) of the Pnpu->

lus or PIcbs. But the words Lex, Plcbiscitum,

and Privilegium were often improperly used to ex'>

press laws (GelL x. 20) ;
and Rt^tiones, after they

had become laws, were still sometimes called Rogn-

tioiies. The term Rogationet is often applied to

measures proposed by the Tribunes, and afterwards

made Plebiscita: hence some writers (improperly)

view Rogatio as simply equivalent to Plcbiscitum.

Besides the phrase ” rogare legem,” there are the

phrases ” Ictfcm ferre,” to propose a l/cx, and ” ro-

gationem promulgare,” to give public notice of the

contents of a Lex which it x^as intended to pro-

pose
;
the phrase ” rogationem accipere ” applies to

the enacting body. ** Lex Rogata ” is e<juivalcnt

to ** Lex Lata.” Legem perforre and I^x perlata

Apply to a Rogatio when it has become a I^ex.

(Dig. 35. tit. 2. I. 1. Ad legem Fiticidiam.) The
terms relating to legislation are thus explained by
Ulpi.in (lit. ]. S.3):— “A Lex is said either

rognri or ferri

;

it is said abrog^tri^ when it is re-

pealed ; it is said derogari^ when a part is re-

pealed ; it is said mbrogariy when tome addition

IS made to it ; and it is said obrogari^ when some

port of it is changed.*' A subsequent lex repealed

or altered a prior lex which was inconsistent with

it. It ap|>cars to have been also a principle among
the Ronmns that a Law by long desuetude became
of no effect. (Comp. Liv. xxL 63, and Cic. iis

I err. v, 18.)

As to their form, we can judge of the Roman
style of legislation by the frngiucnts which exist

The Romans seem to have always adhered to the

old expressions, and to have used few sunerHunus

words. Great care aiu taken with such clauses as

were proposed to alter a fonner lex, and great care

xvas also used to avoid all interference with a
former lex, when no change in it was intended.

The Leges were often divided into chapters (capita).

(See the tablet of the T^ex de Gallia Cisalptna
;

and Cic. wl AtL iiu 23.) The Lex was cut

on bronze (aes) and deposited on the Aerarium.

(Sucton. C*U9. 28 ;
Flularch, Oti. A/m. 17.) Pro-

bably the fixing of a Lex in a public place was
generally only for a time. (Cic. ad Att. xiv,

12.) The title of the lex was generally derived

from the gentile name of the magistratus who pro-

posed it, as the I./ex Hortensia from the dictator

Hortensius. Sometimes the lex took its name
from the two consult or other magistrates, as the

Acilia Oilpumia, Aelia or Aclia Sentia, Papia or

Papin Poppaea, and others. It seems to have l>cen

the fashion to omit the word el between the two
names, though instances occur in which it was
used, [JcUA Lix XT Titia.] a lex was also

often designated, with reference to its object, as

the Ia^x Cilicia de Donis et Muneribus, Lox
Furia Testamentaria, I^cx Julia Municipalis, and
many others. Leges which related to a common
object, were often designated by a collective name,
AS Leges Agrariac, Judiciariac, and others. Some-
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times a chapter of a lex was referred to under the

title of the lex, with the addition of a reference

to the contents of the chapter, as Lex Julia de
Fundo Dotali, which was a chapter of the Lex
Julia do Adultcriis. A lex sometimes took its

name from the chief contents or its first chapter, os

Lex Julia de Maritandis Ordinibiis. Sometimes a

lex comprised very various provisions, relating to

matters essentially different, and in that case it

was called Lex ^tura. [Lbx Caecilia Didia,

Lxx Julia Municipalis.]
The terms in which a Lex was expressed were

fixed by the person who proposed it ; but in many
cases probably he would require the assistance of

some person who was acquainted with technical

language. A Lex was proposed to the Comitia in

its entire form for acceptance or rejection : there

was no discussion on the clauses, and no alteration

of them in the Comitia, and indeed discussion

of details and alteration were impossible. The
Sonctio of a Lex {liJtet. ad Ilerenn. ii. 10 ;

Papi-

nian, Dig. 48. tit. 19. s. 41) made a Lex which
the Ilomans call Perfecto. In a Ia:x Pcrfccta, the

act which is done contrary to the provisions of

the Lex, is declared by the Lex to be null. If a
Lex did not contain this Sanctio, it was called

Imperfecta. A Lex was called minus qiuim per-

fecta, when the act which was done contrary to its

provisions was not declared null, but the Lex im>

posed a penalty. (Savigny, Hystem^ &c. vol. iv. p.

549, &C.) This division of Leges into Perfectae,

&c. is obviously only applicable to such Leges os

referred to what the Romans called the department

of Privatum Jus.

The number of Leges was greatly increased in

the later part of the republican period (Tacit. Ann.
iii. 25—28), and Julius Cacsiu' is said to have con-

templated a revision of the whole body. Under
him and Augustus numerous enactments were

passed, which arc known under the general mune
of Juliae Leges. [Julias Lsosa] It is often

stated that no Leges, properly so called, or Plebis-

cita, were passed after the time of Augustus
; but

this is a mistake. Though the voting might be a

mere form, still the form was kept ; and if this

were not so, the passage of Gains (i. 2, &c.), in

which he speaks of leges and plebiscita as fonns

of legislation still in use, would not be correct.

Besides, various leges are mentioned os having

been passed under the Empire, such as the Lex
Visellin, a Lex Agraria under Caligula, and a Lex
Claudia on the tutela of women. (Gaius, i. 157,

171.) It does not appear when the ancient fonns

of legislation were laid aside, but they certainly

long survived the popular elections to which alone

the passage of Tacitus (Ann. L 15) refers.

In the Digest a Senatusconsultum is sometimes

referred to as a Lex (14. tit. 6. s. 9. § 4 ;
s. 14) ;

in which there was no great impropriety if we
have regard to the time, for Sonntusconsulta were
then laws. Still a Senatusconsultum, properly so

called, must not be confounded with a Lex properly

so called
;
and there is no reason for supposing

that the Lex Claudia of Gaius was a Senatuscon-

sultum, for when he speaks of a Senatusconsultum

of tho time of Claudius, he calls it such (L 84, 91).

However there is'no mention of any Lex being

enacted later than tho time of Nerva. (Dig. 47.

tiL21.s.3. § 1.)

It remains further to explain the words Rogatio

and Privilegium.
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Rogatio is defined by Festus to be, a command
of the Populus relating to one or more persons, but
not to ail persons

;
or relating to one or moro

things, but not to all. That which the Populus
has commanded (scivit) with respect to nil per-

sons or things is a Lex ; and Aelius Gal'.us says,

Rogatio is a genus Icgis ; that which is Lex is not

consequently (continuo) Rogatio
;
but Rogatio must

be Lex, if it has been proposed (rogatu) at legal

comitia (justis comitiis), Acconling to this defini-

tion a rogatio, when enacted, is Lex
;
there is also

Lex which is not rogatio : therefore wo must
assume a general name Lex, comprehending Lex
Proper and Rogatio. The passage of Aelius Gal-
lus is emended by Goettling (Gctchic/tle dcr Horn.
Stuatsv. &C. p. 310) ; but his emendation is founded
on mistaking the sense of the passage, and it con-

verts the clear meaning of Gollus into nonsense.

According to the definition of Gallus, Rogatio was
equivalent to Privilegium, a term which occurred

in the Twelve Tables (Cic. de I^g. iii. 19) ; and it

signified, according to Gallus (Festus, t. o. Rogatio)

an enactment that had for its object a single per-

son, which is indicated by the form of the word
(privt-Ayium), “ pri\ae res” being the same as
“ singuloe res.” The word privilegium, according

to the explanation of Gallus, did not convey any
notion of the character of the legislative measures

:

it might be beneficial to the party to whom it re-

ferred, or it mi^ht not It is generally used by
Cicero in the unfavourable scmsc (pro Ziotno, 17 ;

jrro SesRo, 30 ;
ro^jationcm pririlegii similem^ Brut.

23). Accordingly in the Republican period Privi-

legia were not general Laws or parts of the general

Law: they bear the character of an exception to the

general rule. In the Corpus Juris Privilegium is

the common name for a Jus Singulare, the mean-
ing of which is explained by Savigny (Sgstemy &c.
L p. 61).

The meaning of Lex, as contrasted with Jus, is

stated in the article J us.

Some other significations of Lex, which are not

its proper significations, are easily explained
; for

instance, Lex is used to express the terms or con-

ditions of a contract, apparently with reference to

the binding force of all legal contracts. In English

instruments which contain covenants, it is often

expressed that it shall bo ” lawful ” for one or

more of the parties to do a certain act, by which
is simply meant that Uic parties agree about some-
thing, which is legal, and which therefore makes
a valid agreement. The work of Marcus Manilius

(Cos. B. c. 149) on sales is quoted by Cicero (de

Or. i. 58) as ” Maniliaims venolium vendendorum
leges.” (See Dig. 18. tit. 1. s. 40, where Lex
means conditions of sale.) Accordingly we find

the expression Leges Censorioe to express the con-

ditions on which the censors let the public pro-

perty to farm
;
and perhaps the term also signified

certain standing regulations for such matters, which
the censors were empowered to make. (/>«/. da

JureFisci, s. 18 ;
Dig. 50. tit. IG. s. 203.) In Imth

the coses just referred to, the phrase Lex Cen-
soria is used (in the singular nmnber)

; and this

Lex, whether a Law proper or not, seems to have
been divided into chapters.

Lex simply sometimes signifies the laws of the

Twelve Tables.

The extant authorities for the Roman Leges are

the works of the classical Roman writers, of the

Roman Jurists, and iuKriptioua. The most useful
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modrm co11f«tinn it that in the Ononuuticon of

< ^relliua, intitled ** Index Le^m Honuuuiruin qua-

rmn apvd Cicemnem, ejusque Schnlinttat, item

apiid Liriiiro, Vellcium Pntcrculum« A. GcUium no*

minotim mentio fit*' There ore altO extant frag-

ments of several laws on bronze tablets, such as

tho I^x Thoria, which it a Lex Agroria, and is

cut on the bock of the same tablet which contains

the Lex Sorvilia $ the Lex Uubria ; and loroc few
other monumenU.

The following is a list of the principal Leges:—
ACrLIA De CoLOMit UcbucsKDia (Liv.

zxxii. 29).

ACI LIA. [HKrKTnNDAK.]
ACl'LIA CALPURNMA. [Ambitur.1
AKBU TI A, of uncertain date, which w ith twro

Juliao I^gcs put an end in the Legis Actionci,

except in certain cas a. [Judex ;
Actio.]

Another Lex of the same name prohibited the

proposer of a lex, which created any office or power
(rw/vtTio or potntas\ frr»m having such office or

power, and even excluded his colleear, cognnti and
affincs. (Cic. in RttU, ii. 8, where he mentions also

a Ia!X Licinia, and in the pro iJonto^ 20.)

AK'M.\. This Lex and a Fuha Ix:x passed

about the end of the sixth century of the city, gave

to all the magistrates the obnunciatio or power of

preventing or dissolving the comitia, by observing

the omens and declaring them to be unfavoumbk*.

(Cic. /'4i7. iu 32, frro .Su/ro, 15, aJ Att. it 9.)

There is some difficulty in stating the precise

nature of these two Leges
;

for it is most probable

that there were two. The passages in which the}'

are mentioned arc collected m Orcliii Onomasticon,

Index IiOgum.

AE'LIA Db CuLOsns Deducendis. (Lir.

xzxiv. 53.)

AE'LIA SE'NTIA. This law which was
pass4‘d in the time of Augustus (about a. d. 3),

cbic*6y regulated the ninuumission of slaves
; a

matter that has been put under certain restrictions

ill modem slave states alsn.

By one fvovision of this law slaves who had
been put in chains by their roosters as a punish-

ment, or brandt*d, or subjected to the other punish-

ments mentioned in the law (Gaius, i. 13), if they

were aften^ards manumitted either by the same
master or another, did not become Roman citizens

or even I^atini, but were in the class of Perrgrini

dediticiL [DxDiTicit.) The law also made ri'gulo-

tions as to the age of slaves who might be manu-
mitted. It enacted that slaves under thirty years

of age who were manumitted, only became Roman
citizens when they were manumitted by the Vin-
dicta, and oRer a legal cause for manunission had
been established before a consilium. What was
a legal cause (causa justa), and how the consi-

lium was constituted, arc explain<:d by Gaius (i.

19, 20). These consilia for the manumission of

slaves w> re held at stated times in the provinces,

and in liome. A sUve under thirty yean of age

could become a Roman citizen if was mode
fhn? and heres by the testament of a master, who
was not solvent. (Gains, i. 21.) The law also

conDiinod provisions by which those who were

under thirty yean of age at the time of monurais-

sion, and )ia«l liecome Latini in consequence of

manumission, might ac<|uirr the Rcmian citizenship

on certain conditions, which were these. They
must have taken to wife a Roman citizen, or a

Latina coloniaria or a woman of the same class as
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themselves, and must have hod as evidence of that

fact the presence of five Roman citizens of full

age, and have begotten a son who had attained the

age of one year. On show*ing these facts to the

praetor at Rome, or to the governor in a pro-

vince, and the magistrate declaring that the facts

were proved, the roan, his w'ife, and his child be-

came Roman citizens. If the fiithcr died before

he had proved his case before the magistrate, the

mother could do it, and the legal effect was the

same.

If a man manumitted his slave to defraud his

creditors, or to defraud a patron of his potronal

rights, the act of manumission was made invalid

by this law. A person under the age of twenty

years was also prevented from manumitting any
slave, except by the process of V'indicta, and after

establishing a legal cause before a consilium.

The consequence was that though a inale, who
had completed his fourteenth y<*ar, could make a
will, he could not by his will manumit a slave

(Gaius, L 37—40). A male under the age of

twenty could manumit his slave so as to make hitn

a Ijatimts, hut this also required a h^l cause to bo

affinned by a consilium. The proviaions of the Lex
.\rlia Sentia, as to manumitting slaves for the pnr-

{MMc of defrauding creditors, did not apply to Rer<^-

grini, until the provision was extended for their

l>t‘iiefit by a Sotum in the time of Hadrian. The
other provisions of the Lex did not apply to Pere-

grini. The application of the principles of tho

f^w is shown in other passages of Gaius (t. 66,

68, 70, 71, 80, 139, iil 5, 73, 74). In a free

state, w'hen manumission must change the condi-

tion of slaves into that of citizens, the importance

of limiting and regulating the monuraitting power
is obvious. Under the later Empire such regu-

lations would be of little importance. This law
u-os passed according to the constitutional forms in

the time of Augustus, when the status of a Civis

had not yet lost its value, and the semblance o(

the old cimstitution still existed (Ulpian, />u^.

tit i. ; Dig. 2«. tit 5. s. 57, 60 ; 38, tit 2. s. 33

;

Tacit AnittU. xr. 55.)

AEMI'LIA DB Censoribus. A Lex passed

in the Dictatorship of Mainercus Aemilius (b.c.

433), by which the Censors wore elected for a

year and a half, instead of a whole Justnim. (Lir.

iv. 24, ix. 33.) After this Lex they had accord-

ingly only a year and a half allowed them for

bolding the census and letting out the public works
to farm.

AKMI'LIA BAE'BIA. [Cornelia Raxbia.]
AEMI'LIA LE PIDI, AKMI'LIA SCAURI.

[Sumtuartar Lbgek.]
AGRAHUAE. [Aurariab Lbgbr ; and Lex

Apuleia
;

Cassia ; Cubnelia ; Flaminia ;

Plavia ; Julia; Licima ; Mamilia ; Seu-
PROMIA ; Srr\'1Ma ; Thoria.]
A'MBITUS. [Ambitur.]
A'MPIA, a Lex proposed by T. Ampins and

T. Labicims, tr. pi. b. c. 64, by which Cn. Pom-
peius was allowed to wear a crown of hay at the

Liidi Circenses, and the like. (Veil. Pat ti. 40 ;

Dion Cass, xxxvii. 21.)

ANNA'LEo LEGES were those Leges which
determined at what age a man might be a candi-

date forthescveralmagistratua. (Cic. Pkt/ipp.T. 17.)

The first licx which particularly dc-iermined

the ago at which a man might be a candidate for

the several magistratus was the Villio. It was

Digiti'— i by
-

'
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proposed by L. Villlus, tr. pi. b. r. IRO (Li>. tty.

2, xl. 44.) According? to tin* I#ex a man mi^hl

be rlected quaestor at the age of thirty>oiR% and

consul at forty-ihreo. [Villia.]

There seems to hare been also a Let Pinoria

on this subject. (Cic. de OnU. ii. 65.)

A'NTIA. [SuMTUARiAE Lkgks.]

ANTO'NIA DR THRBWBSsiBrs, about n. c.

72, by which Thermessu* in Pisidiu was recog-

nised as Libera. (Puchtn, Jm$t. vol. i. § 69 ;

Dirksen, /^ewerjtwayew iiher dtu l‘UbiKUum de

Tkennemofm*.)

ANTO'NIAE, the name of various enactments

propr>sed or passed by the influenceof M. Antonius,

after the death of the Dictator J. Caesar, such as

the Judicioria. (.Iudkx. p. 650, a.) Another lex

that was promulgated allowed an appeal to thepopu*

lus after conviction for V'is or Majestas. (Cic. PhU.

i. 9.) Various other measures proposed by M.
Antonins are mnitioncit by Cicero {Phil, i 1,

ii. 4.\ V. 3, 5), Dion Cassius (xliv. 51, xlv. 9, 20,

2.5, 34, xlvL 23, 24), and .Appian {^liclL Civ. ui.

27, 30.)

APULE'IA, gave a surety an action against

his co-sureties for whatever he hud paid above his

share. [ 1 ntkrcxhsio.]

APULE'IA AGRA'RI.5, proposed by the tri-

bune L. Apuleius Satundnus, ii.c. 10). (Liv.

69 ;
Appian, BeU. Civ, i. 29 ; Cic. pro

16, 47.)

APULE'IA De Coloniis Dbducindis (Cic.

j)tr> liidlto,, 21).

APULE'IA FRUMENTAR'IA, proposed

about the same time by the same tribune. (AucU
mi Hervnn. I 12.) [Fat MXNTARfAR Lkgkh.]

APULE'IA MAJESTATIS. IMajb«tah.]
At^UTLIA (Damni Injuria Actio.)

ATE'RNIA TARPE lA, b.c. 455. This I^ex

empowered all magistratus to fine persons who re-

sisted their authority ; but it fixed the highest fine

at two sheep and thirty oxen, or two oxen and
thirty sheep, for the authorities vary in this. (Cic.

de jiep. ii. 35 ;
Dionys. x. .50

;
Ocll. xi. 1 ;

Festiis,

#. rp. A/u//um, Oriitfs, PeculattUy Niebuhr, Hid.

of Rotne^ vol, ii. p. 300.)

A'TIA DE SACKRDOTIIS (n,c. 63\ pro-

posed by the tribune T. Atius l.jibi(‘nuft, re-

pealed the Lex Cornelia de Sacerdotiis. (Dion

Cass, xxxvii. 37.)

ATI'LIA M.5'UCIA, enacted a c. 312, em-
powered the populuB to elect sixteen trihuni mi-

litum fnr each of four legions. (Liv. ix. 30.)

• ATI'LIA. [Julia Lbx bt Titia ; Tutor.]
ATI'NIA, alloR'ed no usucapion in a stolen

thing. (Oell. xvii. 7; InstiL 2. tit 6. s. 2.)

[Furtum.)
ATI NIA, of uncertain date, was a plebiicitum

w'hich gave the mnk of senator to a tribune. (OtdI.

xiv. 8.) The measure probably originated with C.

Atinius, who was tribune B. c. 130. (Plin. //. N.
tii. 45; Cic. pro Oomo^ 47.)

AUFIDI.5.[Ambitus; Sbnatd«con8ultum.]
AURELIA JUDICIA'RIA. [Judbx, p

650, a.]

AUKE LIA TRIBUNTCIA. [Tbibuni.]

BAE'BIA (b.c. 192), which enacted that four

pnieturs and six praetors should l>e chosen in al-

ternate years (Liv. xL 44); but the law was not

observei (Meyer, Orator. Roman. Fragm. p. 90,

2nd ed.)

RAF. BIA CORNE LIA. [Ambitus.]
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CAECI LIA DE CENSO'RIBUS or CEN-
SO'RI.-V (n.c. 54), projK)8cd by Metellus Sctpi<\

refH*alcd a Clodia I..ex (B. c. 58), which had pre-

scribed certain regular forms of pr(»ceeding for tho
Censors in exorcising their functions ns inspectors

of Mores, and had required the concurrence of iKith

Censors to inflict the noia censorin. When a
senator had l>eon already convicted l>efore an ordi-

nary court the lex permitted the Censors to re-

move him fmiji the seiuite in a summarv wnv.
(Dion Cans, xl 57, xxxviii. 13; Cic. pro Se»tlo^

25; Dig. .50. tit 16. s. 20.3. /> Purinrio.')

CAECI LIA DE VECriOA LI BUS (b.c.
62

>,
rcIeascHl lands and harbours in Italy from thu

payment of taxes and dues (ftoriorin). The only
vectigal renuiining afU'r the pjwsing of this lex wna
the Vicesima. (Di.m Cnss. xxxvii. 51 ;

Cic. ml Att.

il 16, ad Quint, i. 10.)

CAECI LIA DI'DI.\ (n. c. 98), forlmde tho
prri|)osing of a Lex Saturn, on the ground that tho
|MN)pie might be compelled cither to vole for some-
thing which they did not approve, nr to reject some-
thing which they did apjiruve, if it was prtq>ns<*d

to them in this manner. Tliis lex was not always
operative. It also contained a provision that l^^ges

must be promulgated “trinis nundinis lK*fore

they were propos‘’d. (Cic. PkU. v. 3, /m} I)omo^

16,20. ad Att. ii. 9.) [Lxx and Lkin'ia Junia.]
C.XKCi LIA Dk P. Sulla bt P. Autroniu

(Orellii OnomastieonX

CAE LIA TABELLA'RIA. [Tabkllariab
Leuks.]

CALI'GULAE LEX AGRA'RIA. [Ma-
miua.)
CALPU'RNIA DE A'MBITU. [AMniTr.'t.)

CALPU'HNIA DECONDICTIO NE. [Pxii
CONDICTIONXM.)
CALPU'RNIA DE UKPETUNDIS. [Rbpb-

TUNDAK.)
CANULE'IA (B. c. 445), established connu-

bitim l>etwecn the Pntres and PIcbs, which had
been taken away by the law of the Twelve Tables.

(Liv. iv. 1, 4 ; Cic. de Rep. ii. 37.)

CASSIA (b.c. 104), proposed by the tribune

L. Cassius lA)T)ginuB, did not allow a p-rson to re-

main a seiuitor who had bet n convicted in a Judi-
cium Populi, or whose Imp>rium had been abro-

gated by the populus. (Ascon. i» Cic. Cornei.

p. 78, ed. Orelli.)

CA'SSIA (Tacit. xt. 25), which empowered
the Dictator Caesar to add to the nuinbor of tho

Patricii, to prevent their extinction. (Conqjarc

Sueton. Cnee. 41.) C. Octavius w'os made a pa-

trician by this lex, (Sueton. Amt. 2.)

CA'SSIA AGRA'RIA, proposed by the con.«uil

Sp. Cassius, && 486. (Liv. ii. 41 ;
Dionys. viii.

76.)

CA'SSIA TABELLA'RIA. [Tabellaria*
Lbgrr.}
CA'SSIA TERE'NTIA FRUMENTA'RIA

(b.c. 73) for the distribution of com among tho

poor citixens and tho purchasing of it. (Cic. Verr,

iii, 70, V. 21.) [Frumbntariab Lboes.)
CIN'CIA LEX, or MUNERA'LIS, Thislcx

wRs a plebiscitum passed in the time of the tribune

M. Ctncitis Aliinentus (b. c. 204), and entitled De
Donis rt Muncril/us (Cic. de Orai. il 71, ad Att.

L 20 ;
Liv. xxxiv. 4.) One provision of this law',

which furliade a p< rson to take anything fnr his

pains in pleading a cause, is rccordc'd by Tacitus

{A nn. xi. .5), iVe quit ob oautuin orundam pecuniam

oa
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dnnumrt acripitiL In ihc time of Aii^istns, thf

Irx Cilicia wrii confirmed by a lenatusconsultutn

(Dion Cau. H». 18), and a penalty of four timci

the ium received wag impo^ on the advocate.

This fact of cinfirtnatiun will explain a ptuua^e in

Tacitus (Ann. xiiL 42). The law was so far modi-

fiod in the time of Claudius, that an advocate was

allowed to receive ten •l•slertm
;

if he took any
turn beyond that, he was liable to be prosecuted

fur repetundac (re/v/irac/ur«m Tacit. Ann.

xi 7 i
see also Euetnn. Aero, 17, and the note in

Burmaim's edition). [Repktusdak.] It appears

that this pemiifision was so far restricted in Tra>

jan's time, that the fee could not be paid till the

work was done, (Plin. JCp. v. 21).

So far the Cincian law presents no difficulty;

but it appears that the provisions of the law were

not lirniU'd to the case already stated. They ap-

plied also to ffifts in ceneml: or, at least, there

were enactments whiin did limit the amount of

what a person could ffive, and also required gifts

to be accompanied with certain formalities ; and it

does not seem possible to refer these enactments to

any other than the Cincian law. The numerous

caiitradictions and diiBculties which perplex this

subject, are perhaps satisfactorily reconciled and
removed by the f.illowing amjecture of Savigny

(dVAi'r di« Lts (Vne/u, Xeitickrlfiy Kc. iv.) ;
—

“ Gifu which exceeded a certain amount wore only

valid when made by mancipatlo, in jure cessio, or

by tradition: small gifts consequently were left to

a person's free choice ns Ix-foru
;
but large gifts

(except in the cose of near relations) were to be

acc 'ropanied with certain formalities,*' The object

of the law, acconling to Savigny, was to prevent

foolish and hasty gifts to a large amount; and

consequently was intended among other things to

prevent fraud. This was etfccted by declaring

that certain forms were necessary to make the gift

valid, such as mancipatio and in jure ceuio, lioth

of which retiuircd some time and ceremony, and so

allowed the giver opportunity to reflect on what

he was doing. These fonni also could not be ob-

served, except in the presence of other persons,

which wns an nddilional security aga'mst fraud.

It is true that this advantage anas not secured by

the law in the case of the most vaUuible things,

nee nuiHcipi^ namely, money, for the trunifcrring of

which l*nre tradition wns suflicient
; but, on the

other hand, a gift of a large sum of ready money is

one that people of all gilts arc least likely to make.

Savigny concludes, and principally from a pas-

sage in Pliny's letters (x. 3), that the Cincian law

originally contained no exception in favour of rela-

tives; blit that all gilts a^vc a certain amount

rec{uired the formalities already mentioned. The
cm{»erur Antoninus Pius introduced an exception in

favour of parents and children, and also of near

collateral kinsmen. It appears that this exception

was subsequently almlislied (Cod. ilermog. ru 1),

but was restored' by Constantine (a. n. 3)8) so far

as it was in favour of parents and children ; and so

it continued as long as the provisions of the Cincian

law were in force.

As to the amount beyond which the law forbade

a gift to bo made, except in conformity to its pro-

visions, sec Savigny, ZeilJtckri/i^ dec. iv. p. 36.

The matter of the lex Cincia is also discussed in

an elaborate essay by Hosse (HAeinitrkes Afuaeum^

1827), and it is discussed by Puchto, fnU. vol. iu

I 2U6. These examiuations of the subject togc-
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tlier with the essay of Savigny, will furnish the

reader with all the necessary nTerenccs and ma-
terials for investigating this subject.

CLAU'DIA, n Lex passed in the time of the

emperor Chiudius, took away the agnatomm tutcia

in the case of women. (Gaius, i. 171.)

CL.\U'DI.\ Di SxNAToRiBi'a, b.c. 218. The
provisions of this Lex are slated by Livy (xxi.

63), and alluded to by Cicero (ui I err. v. 18) as

antiquated and dead.

CLAU DIA Db Sociia,fi.c. 177. (IJv.xH.R,9.)

CLAU^DI.\ Db SxNATtf COOPTANDO IIale-
aiNORUat (Cic. m IVrr. ii. 49).

CLU'BIAE, the name of various plebiscito, pro-

posed by Clodius when tribune, b. c. 58.

Clodia dk Acsriciio, prevented the magis-

tratns from dissohing the Omiitia Tribute, by
dfHrlaring tliat the auspicee were unfavourable.

This lex thorvforc repealed the Aclia and Fufla.

It also eimcU'd that a lex might be passed on the

Dies Fasti (Dion Cass. xxxvUl 13; Cic. ta

Vaiim. 17, ta Piaom. 4, 5.) [.4xLlA Lbx.]
ClODIA db CK.NSORIIlirS. [Cakulia.]
CLODIA db ClVlBira UoMANIS iNTBRSMFTiS,

to the effect that qui clvem Kumanum indomna-
tnm interemisset ei aqua et igni intcrdiceretur.**

(Veil. Pat. il 45.) It was in consequence of this

lex that the interdict wns pronounc^ against Ci-

cero, who considers the whole proceeding os a
privilegium. (/'ro JJomo^ 18, &c.. Post JiedU. ta

2. 5, Ac. ; Dion Cass, xxxvul 14.)

Clodia Frunkntarja, by which the corn,

which had fornirriy been M)ld to the poor citisens

at a low' rate, was given. (Dion Cass, xxxvul 13 ;

Cic. ;>no 10.) [FhI’mbntarub Lrub.^.]

ClOUIA dr SoOALITATlBl'R Or DB Col.LiniH
restored the i^alitia which had been abolished by
a scnatusconsultum of the year D. c. 80, and per-

mitted the formation of new sodalitia. (Cic. fa

J*ii. 4, pro iSest. 25, ud AU.Wi. 15 ; Dion Cass,

xxxvill 13.)

Clodia db LtBBRTi.NoauM Suppraoiis (Cic.

;»ro iUf/. 12, 33).

Clodia db Hecb Ptolbxiabo bt db bxsi;-

LiBi’S Byza.stims (\>ll. PaL il 45 ; Cic. pro
f>om. 8, 20. pro -Sesf. 26 ; Dion Cass, xxxviil 3U ;

PIuL CW. 34).

There were other so-called Leges Clodioe, which
were however Privilegia.

COE'LIA. [Cablia.]
COMMISSOTIIA LEX. [CoMMiiteORiA

Lbx.1
CORNELI.AE. Various leges passed in tbs

dictatorship of Sulla and by bis influence, are so

cnlled. (Liv. Ppii. 89.)

Agraria, by which many of the inhabitants of

Etruria and Latium were deprived of the complete

clritas and retained only the commcrcium, and a
large port of their lands were made Publicum and
given to military colonists. (Cic. la HidL ii. 28,
lii. 2, 3.)

Db CiviTATB. (Liv. KpU. B6 ; Cic. pro Dom.

30, pro C\iecitt, 33, 35 ;
iS*Ul. Pnitj. Lib. 1.

Oral. I.opidl)

Db Falmr. [Falrum.]
Db Injchiis. [Injvria.]
Jt'DIClAKlA. [JuOBX, p. 650, a.]

Db Mauistratibus (.Vppian, Bell, Civ. i.

100, 101), partly a renewal of old Plebiscite (Liv,

viL 42, X. 13).

Majb^jT.vtir. [M.vjbstas.]

Diyi;;
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Nummaiiia. [Falsum.]
Dk PROiCRIWlONK KT ProSCRIPTIS. [PrO-

«CRIPT10.]

l>s pROTiN'ciis Ordinandis (Cic. ad Fam. i.

ill 6, 10).

I)k Parricidio. [See below, Lex db Sica*
BII.H. ]

Uk Hbjkctionb Jl’DICUU (Cic. Terr, il 31 ;

And OrcIIii OnoiHa»ticon),

Db Ubpbtitndis (Cic, pro Rabir. 4).

Db Sacbrdotiir. [Sacxrdotia.]
Dk Sentbstia Fehksija (Cic. pro Clumt.

cc. tlO, 27). This n*as probably only a chapter in

a Ijcx Judiciaria.

Db SiCARiiH BT VKN’BricJS. A law of the

Twelve Tables contained some provision ns to

homicide (Pliiu H. N. zviil 3), but this is

all that wc know. It is gencmlly assumed

that the law of Numn Pompilius, quoted by Kes-

tus («. p. Farid Quatsiofrs)^ **
Si quis homincm

lilx‘rum dolo scions morti duit paricida csto,'* was
incorporated in the Twelve Tables, nnd is the law
of homicide to which Pliny refers

; but this can*

not be proved. It is generally sup|>oscd that the

laws of the Twelve Tables contained provisions

against incantations (ma/urn oartnen) and poison*

injf, both of which offences were also included

under pairicidiuni : the murderer of a parent was
sened up in a sack (etdeus or adieus) nnd throw'n

into a river. It was under the pmvisions of some
old law that the senate by a consultum ordered the

consuls P. Scipio and D. Brutus (b.c. 13B) to in*

quire into the murder in the Silva Scantia (Silva

6V/o, Cic. Jtndus^ 22). Tlie lex Cornelia de si*

cariis et veneheis was passed in the time of the

dictator Sulla, b. c. 82. The lex contained provi-

sions ns to death or Arc caused hy dolus malus,

nnd against persons going about armed with the

intention of killing or thieving. The law not only

provided for coses of poisoning, but contained pro-

visions against those who made, sold, bought,

possessed, or gave poison for the purpose of poison-

ing
;
also against a magistratus or senator who

conspired in order that a pTson might be con*

demned in a Judicium publicum, dec. (Compare
Cic. pro fluent, c. 54, with Dig. 49. tit 8.) To
the provisions of this law was subsequently abided

a scnatusconsultum against mala sacrificia, other*

w*ise called impia sacrihcla, the agents in which

were brought within the provisions of this lex.

The punishment mBicted by the law was the m-
tcrdictio aquae ct ignis, according to some modem
writers. Marcian (Dig. 49. tit. 8. s. 8) says that

the punishment was deportatio in insulam et

bononim ademtlo. These statements arc recon-

cilable w'hcn we consider that the deportatio under

the emperors took the place of the interdiclio, and
the expression in the Digest was suited to the

times of the wricers or the compilers. Besides,

it appears that the lex was modified by various

scnatiisconsulta and imperial rescripts.

The Lex Poropcin de Parricidiis, passed in the

time of Cn. Pompeius, extended the crime of par-

ricide to the killing (dolo malo) of a brother, sister,

uncle, aunt, and many other relations enumerated

by Marcianos (Dig. 49. tit 9. s. I); this enuroera-

tion also comprises vitricui, noverca, privigoui, pri-

vigno, patronut, patromi, an avus who killed a
nepos, and a mother who killed a filins or filia ;

but it did not extend to a father. All privies to

the crime were also punished by the law, and
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attempts at the crime also came within its pro-

visions. The punishment was the same as that

affixed by the lex Cornelia de sicarii^ (Hig. I- c.),

hy w'hich must be meant the same punishment
that the lex Cornelia affixed to crimes of the same
kind. He who killed a father or mother, grand-

father or grandmother, w*as punished (more majo-
nini) by being whipped till he bled, sewn up in a
sack with a dog, cock, riper, and ape, and thrown
into the sea, if the sea was at band, and if not, by
a constitution of Hadrian, he was exposed to wild

beasts, or, in the time of Paulus, to he bnmU The
ape would appear to be a late addition. The mur-
derers of a father, mother, grandfather, grand-

mother only were punished in this manner (Mo-
dest. Dig. 49. tit. 9. s. 9) • other ptirricides were

simply put to death. From this it is clear that the

lex Cornelia contained a provision against parri-

cide, if a'c are rightly informed as to the |k^)visions

de sicariis et veneficis, unless there was a sc{>arale

Cornelia lex de parricidiis. As already observed,

the provisions of those two leges were modified in

various ways under the tmperors.

Il appears from the law of Numn, quoted by
Feslus (s. r. Farid Quaefiores)^ that a parricida

was any one who killed another dolo malo. Cicero

(pro Rose. Am. c. 2.5) appears to use the word in

its limited sense, as he speaks of the pmrishment

of the callous. In this limited sense there seems

no imprupriely in Catilina being called parricida,

with reference to his country
;
nnd the day of

the dictator Caesar’s death might lx‘ called a parri-

cidium, considering the circumstances under which

the name atw given. (Suet- Coes, c. 88.) If the

original meaning of parricida bo what Festus says, it

may be doubted if the etymologj* of the word (pater

and caedo) is correct ; for it appears that paricida or

parricida me.*mt murderer generally, atid afterwards

the murderer of certain persons in a near relation-

ship. If the word was originally patricida, the law
intended to ninke all malicious killing as great an
offence as parricide, though it would appear that

parricide, properly so call^, was, from the time of

the Twelve Tables at least, specially punished with

the cullous, and other murders were not. (Dig.

49. tit. 8, 9 ;
Paulus, Hecej4. Sentent. r. tit.

24 ; Dirksen, t ebersicity dx. def Xw6lj\a/el<;esetzem

Leipzig.)

SUMTUARIAB. [SWTUARIAK LbOBS.J
Tbstamentaria. [FAi.8r>f.]

Trib’jmua, which diminisbod the power of the

Tribuni Plebis, (Veil Pat il 30; Appian, Dell.

Civ. il 29 ;
Cacs. Bril. Civ. I 7.)

UxciARiA, appi-ars to have been a lex which

lowered the rate of interest, and to have been

passed alntut the same time with the Leges Suin-

tuariao of Sulla. (Festus, $. v. UncUiria.)

Dr Vadixiomo. [Vadimosium.]
Dr Vi Pi'BLIca. [Vis Pubuca.]
There were other Leges Cometiac, such as that

de Sponsoribus [ I.ntbrcE5ikio], which may be

Leges of L. Cornelius Sulla.

There were also Leges Comellie which were
proposed by the Tribune C. Cornelius about b. c.

67, and limited the Ediclal power by compidling

the Praetors Jus diccrc ex cdictis suis perpetuis.

(Ascon. la CHe. CorveL p. 58 ; Dion Cass, xxxvl

2.3.) [Edictum.]
Another Lex of the same Tribune enacted that

no one ** Icgibus solverctur,” unless such a raeasiire

was agreed on in a meeting of the Senate at which
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two hundred members were present and after-

wards approved by tho people
; and it enacted that

no Tribune should put his veto on such a Sena-

tuseon&ultum. (Ascon. in Cic. Cornel, pp. 57, SB.)

There was also a Lex Comelin concerning the

wills of tliose Roman citizens who died in cap-

tivity (o/hk/ Aostes). [Lboatl'M, p. 676, b; Post-
LIMINIl'M.]

COKNE’LIA De Novis Tabellis, proposed

by the Tribune P. Cornelius Dolabclla, d. c. 4 7, and
opposed by M. Antoiiius, Magister K<piituni. (Liv.

JCpit. 113; Dion Cass, xliu 3'2
; PluL jinion.9.)

COHNE'LIA ET CAECI'LIA De Cn. Pom-
trio, B. c. 57, gave Cn. Pomprins the sDjterintend-

cncc over the Res Frumentarin for five years, with

oxtraordinoiy' powers, (Cic. ad Ati. iv. 1 ; Lir.

JCpit. 104 ;
Dion Cass, xxxix. 9 ;

Plut. Pomp.
49.) [Fromrntakiae Leges.]
CURFATA LEX Db Imperio. [Impi-

KIUM.]
CURIATA LEX Db AnomoNB. [Anor-

Tio; and Oell. t. 19; Cic, ad Alt. ii. 7; Sueton.

Aho. 65 ; Tacit Ifid. L 15.]

CORNE LIA BAE'BIA DE AMBITU, pro-

posed by the consuls P. Cornelius Cothegus and
M. Daebius Tamphibis, B.C. 181. <Liv. xl. 19 ;

Schol. Bob. in Cie. pro SuUa^ p. 361, ed. Orolli.)

I'his law is sometimes, but erroneously, attributed

to the consuls of the preceding year, L. Aemilius

and Cn. Raehius. [Ambitita.}

DECEMVIRA'LIS. [Lex Ddodecim Ta-
hblarum.]
DECIA DB DurMvmis Navambu.s (Liv. ix.

30 ; see Atilia Mahcia).
DI'DIA. fSnMTiMRiAE Leokr]
DOMPTIA DE SACERDOTIIS. [Sacer-

DOT!A.]

DUrLIA (a c. 449), a plebiscituro proposed by
the Tribune Duilius, which enacted “ qui plebem

sine tribunis reliquisset, qnique magistratum sine

provocAtione creasset, tergo ac capite puniretur,'’

(Liv. iii. 55.)

DUPLIA MAE'NIA Db Unciario Foenors
D.C. 357. (Liv. iL 16, 19.)

The same tribunes Duilius and Maenius carried

A measure which was intended in future to prevent

such unconstitutional proceedings as the enactment

of a Lex by the soldiers out of Rome, on the pro-

pojNil of theConsnl. (Lir, vii. 16.)

DUO'DECIM TABULA'RUM. In tho year

B.C. 462 the Tribune C. Terentilius Arsn pro-

posed a rogation that five men should l>e ap-

point'd for the purpose of preparing a set of laws

to limit the Imperium of the consuls. (Liv. iii. 9.)

The Patricians opposed the raeasurc, but it w-na

brought forw*ard hy the tribunes in the following

year with some modifications : the new rogation

pmposed that ten men should bo appointed (le^m
la/oirt) from the plebs and the patricii, who were

to make laws for the advantage of Iwth classes, and
for the ** npializing of liberty," a phrase the im-

port of which can only be understowi by reference

to the disputes between the two class(‘s. (Liv. ii.

10; Dinnys. x- 3.) According to Dionysius (x.

52, .54) in the year n.c. 454 the Senate assented

to a Plchiscitnm, pursuant to which «ommiuioners
were to be sent to Athens and the (Jrcek cities

generally, in wder to make themselves acquainted

with their laws. Three commiMioners were ap-

pointed for the purpose. On the return of the

commUsiouers, B.C. 452, it was agreed that persons

should be appointed to draw up the code of laws
(decemviri l^egibu# scribundis), but they were to

Ijc chosen only from the Patricians, with a provi-

fion that the rights of the Plebeians should l>e

iTspcctcd by the decemviri in drawing up the

laws. (Liv. iiL 32, &c.) In the following year

(B.C. 451) the Decemviri were appoinWd in the

C^omitia Centuriata, and during the time of their

office no other magistiatus were chosen. The body
consisted of ten Patricians, including the threo

comniUsioners wlio had been sent abro^: Appius
Claudius, Consul dcsignatus, wia at the head of (ho

body. The Ten took the administration of afioirs

in turn, and the Insignia of office a'crc only used

by him who for the time being directed the ad-

miuistmtion. (Liv. Hi. 33.) Ten Tables of Laws
were prepared during the year, and after being

approved by the Senate were confirmed by the

C^mitia Centuriata. As it was considered that

some further I^ws were wanted, Decemviri w'ere

again elected ac. 450, consisting of Appius Clna-

dius and his friends; but the second l>ody of

Decemviri comprised three plebeians, according to

Dionysius (x. 58), but Livy (iv. 3) s{x^nks only of

Patricians. Two ntore Tables were added by
these Decemviri, which Cicero {de liepub. ii. 37)
calls ** Dnae tahuloe itiiqiiarum leguni.** The pro-

vision which allowed no connubium between tho

I*ntres and the Plebs is referred to the Eleventh

Tabic. (Dirksen, f.'riiemeA/, dcc„ p. 740.) The
whole Twelve Table* were first piihlished in the

consulship of L. V'nlcrius and M. Horaiitis afbT
the downfall of the D<'cemviri, b. c. 449. (Liv. iiu

54, 57.) This the first attempt to make a code

remained also the only attempt for near one thou-

sand years, until the legislation of Justinian. Tho
Twelve Tables are mentioned by the Roman
writers under a great varii'ty of names ; I^epee /^e-

eemriralesy l^:t Jh'cemriralis.t XIL^Les XII.
tahnlttratn or />fcot/r«w, and sometime* they aro

referred to under the names of Letjes and IxJt

simply, a* Iwing pre-eminently The Ia*vw.

The Law* were cut on bronze tablets and put

up in a public place. (Liv. iiu 57 ;
Diod. xii. 56.)

Pomponiiis (Dig. 1. tit 2. s. 2. § 4) states that the

first Ten Tables were on ivory (foWoe ebort*te)i

a note of Zimmem {GencK ties Rotn. Primirethit.,

vol.i. p. 101) contains references to various Autho-

rities which treat of this disputed matter. After

the buming of the city by the Oauls (Liv. vi. 1),

an order was made to collect the old focdcra and

leges ; for, as it h.ns been well remarked, Livy's

words, w'hich are supposed to imply that tho

Twelve Tables were loit, and restored or recon-

structed, may just as well mean that they were

not lost. Indeed, the justcr interpretation of the

passage is, that they wei'e looked for and were

found. However this may be, neither the Romans
of the age of Cicero nor at any time after iisd

any doubt as to the gcnuiueniss of tho collection

which then existed.

The legislation of the Twelve Tables hn**beon a

fniitful matter of speculnlinn and inquiiy to mndorn

historinns and jurists, who have often handled the

stihject in the most uncritical manner and with

utter disregard to the evidence. As to the mis-

sion to the Greek cities, the fact rests on as much
and ns good evklence as most other facts of the

same oae, and there is nothing in it improbable,

though wo do not know what the cummiiwHioners

brought back with them. It is further said that

Digitized by Gt)oglc
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llcnnodonia an Ephesian exile aided the Dcccni-

vin ill drawing up the Twelve Tables, though his

assistance would probably be confined to the inter-

pretation of Greek laws, as it has been suggested

(Strabo, p. 642, (^asaub.
;
Pompon, de Grig.

Dig. 1. tit. 2. 1. 2. § 4). This tradition was con-

firmed by the fact of a statue having been erected

in the (^milium at Rome in memory of Hermo-
doms : but it did not exist in the time of Pliny.

(Plin. //.iV. xxxiv. 5.)

The Twelve Tables contained matters relating

both to the Jus Publicum and the Jus Privatum

{/(MM pnUici privutiipie juris,, Liv. iii. 34). The
Jus Publicum underwent great changes in the

course of years, but the Jus Privatum of the Twelve
Tables continued to be the fundamental law of the

Homan State. Cicero spi^aks of learning the laws

of the Twelve Tables {tU carmm WAy-ssarium) when
a boy {fU hy. it 4, 23) ; but he adds that this

practice bad fallen into disuse when he wrote, the

Edict having then become of more importance.

Rut this does not mean that the fundamental prin-

ciples of the Twelve Tables w’crc « vcr formally

it’penicd, but that the Jus Honorarium grew up

by the side of them and mitigated their rigour oi

supplied their defects. There is indeed an instance

in which positive legislation interfered with them,

by the alMtlition of the I^gis actioncs
; but the

Twelve Tables themselves were never rcpoalctl.

They Ix-came the foundation of the Jus Civile
;

and they continued to exist together with the un-

written I-aw. Tlie I^w which grew up in the

course of time existed in harmony witli the Twelve
Tables, ntid was a development of their fundamental

riiiciplcs. It is a remarkable circumstance in the

istory of Hnm.in Law and a proof of the practical

skill of the Romans, that long before Jurupnidence

was a science, the doctrine of Succcssio per Uni-
Toniimtem w;is so completely and accurately stated

in the I<aw of the Twelve Tables, that the Jurists

of the best |«riod could find nothing to improve.

(Cod. 3. lit. 36. s. 6 ;
10. lit. 2. s, 2.5. § 9. 13 ; 4.

tit 16. B. 7 ;
2. tit 3. s. 26 ;

Savigny’s System,,

dec. i. p. .383.) The Roman writers speak in high

terms of the precision of the enactments contained

in the Twelve Tables, and of the propriety of

the language in which they were express^. (Cic.

de Hej}. iv. 8 ;
Diodor. xii. 26.) 'That many of

their provisions should have become obscure in

the course of time, owing to the change which

language undergoes, is nothing surprising ; nor

can we w'onder if the strictness of the old law*

should often have seemed unnecessarily harsh in a

later age. (Gel), xvi. 10.) So far as we can form

a judgment by the few fiogments which remain,

the enactments were expressed with great broriiy

and archaic simplicity.

Sextus Aelius Paetus Catus in his Tripartita

commented on the Twelve Tables, and the work

existed in the time of Pomponius. [JusAklia-
NUM.] Antistms lAibco also wrote a comment on

the Tables, which is mentioned several times by
GelHus. (L 12, viL 1.5, xx. 1.) Gains also wrote

a Comment on the Tables in six bmiks {mi hftmn

XII. ioLu/arum), twenty fragments of which are

contained in the Digest, and collected by Hom-
melius in his Palingcncsia, (L 117.) There weix*

also other commentaries or explanations of the

I.aws of the Twelve Tables, (Cic. de Lr*}. il 23,

25.)

The notion which has sometimes been entcr-
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talned that the Twelve Tables contained a body
of rules of law entirely new, is not supported by
any evidence, and is inconsistent with all that we
know of them and of Roman institutions. It is

more reasonable to suppose that they fixed in a
written form a large body of customary law, which
would be a benefit to the Plebeians, inasmuch as
the Patricians were the expounders of the law ;

and it would be to the Patricians a better security

for their privileges. One of the two last tables con-

tained a provision which allowed no Conimbium be-
tween Patricians and Plebeians

;
but it is uncertain

W'hether this was a new rule of law, or a confirmation
of an old rule. The latter seems the more probable
supposition ; but in either case it is clear that it

was not one of the obji'cts of this legislation to

put the two classes on the same footing. Modem
writers often speak inaccurately of the Deeemviral
legislation, and of the Decemviri as enacting Laws,
as if the Decemviri had exercised soven-igu jjower

j

.but they did not even affect to legislate abso-
lutely, for the Ten Tables were confinned by the
Comitia Centuriata, or the sovereign people, or, ns

Niebuhr expresses it, ** when the Decemviri had
satisfied every objection they deemed reasonable,

and their w'ork was njmrovfd by the .Senate, thev
brought it bi fore the (>nturi('s, whose assent w*n.*>

ratified by the Curies, under the presidency of

the colleges of priests and the sanction of happy
auspices.” (V'ol. ii. p. 313.) The two new Tables
were confirmed in the same way, as we may safely

conclude from the circumstances of the case. (Liv.

it. 37, 57.) It makes no difference that the

Sovereign pet^le did not role on the several

laws included in the Tables : such a mode of le-

gislation would have lK*en iinpraclicablc,* and,

AS Niebuhr observes, was not conformable to the

usage of ancient Commonwealths. How far the

Decemviri really were able, by intrigue or other-

wise, to carry such particular roensures as they

wished to insert in the Tables, is a different ques-

tion : but in form their so-called logialation wns
confinned, as a whole, by the sovereign, that U,

the Roman people, and consequently the Decemviri

arc improperly called Legislators: they might be
called code-makers.

It is consistent with the assumption that the

Twelve Tables had mainly for their object the em-
bodying of the customary law in writing, to admit
that some provisions were al.so introduced fmm
the laws of other states. Indeed, where the Roman
law was imperfect, the readiest mode of supplying

the defects would be by adopting the rules of law
that had Ivocn approved by experience among other

pen])le, and w ere capable of being easily adapted to

the Roman s^'stem. Gaius, in his Commentary on
the Twelve Tables, where he is speaking of Collcgi.i

(Dig. 47. tit 22. s. 4 ), says, that the members of

Collegia may moke wliat tenns they please among
themselves, if they thereby violate no Publica Lei

;

and he adds, this Lex sems to be taken from one

of Solon's, which he quotes. And in another pas-

sage, when he is speaking of the Actio finium re-

gundomm (Dig. iO. tiL 1. s. 13), he refers to a law
of Solon ns the source of certain rules as to boun-
daries. (See also Cicero, de lyg. ii. 25.) It is a
possible case that the Romans had no written law
before the enactment of the Twelve Tables, except

a few Leges, and if this is so, the prudence of

Applying to those states which had bodies ef

written law, if it were only os samples and pnl-

Y V
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temB of the form of writUm lav, is obviona. How-
ever, what wM octoalljr received of foreign law

could not be more than a few rule* of an arbitraiy

nature, which in no way depend on the pecaUar

Bjatem of law of any count^. The Jot Priva-

tum waa hardly and indeed could hardly be affected

by any mlei of foreign law ; and a* to reaemblance

between Roman Law and the Law of any Greek

states, that U no ground for a conclusion that the

Roman rules are derived from the Greek.

The fragments of the Twelve Tablet have often

l>een collected, but the most complete essay on their

history, and on the critical labours of Mholan and

jurists, is by Dirkten, V«^«rneM <Ur bi^uritfen IVr-

tuchA Tntr Krit{k nnd HeniellHmg dn Texte* der

Ztriuif-Tofel’Fragmentf-^ Leipzig, 1824, Zimmem's
6Vir4uiA/e, &c. contains reference* to all the au-

thorities on this subject
;
and Puchta*s ImitUidioauny

&c. L % 54, 55, 73, 78, some valuable ronmrks on

them.

FA'BIA DE PLA'GIO. [Plaoiiii.]

FA'blA Da Nuhbbo Sbctatorcm (Cic. y>ro

A/urrmi, 34 ).

FALCI'DIA. [LaoATfM.]
FA'NNIA. [SuMTUAAiAR Lsobsl]

FA'NNIA. [JuNu Ds Perkorinis.]
KLAMTNIA, was an Agraria Lex for the

distribution of lands in Picenum, proposed by the

tribune C. Flaminius, in u. c. 228 according to

Cicero, or in B. c. 232 according to Polybius. The
latter date is the more probable. (Cic. Aead. ii 5,

</e 4 ;
Pol\-b. ii. 21.)

FLA'VIA AGRA'UIA, B. c, 60, for the dis-

tribution of lands among Posnpeiut* soldiers, pro-

posed by the Tribune L. Flavius, who committed

the (Consul Caecilius Mctellus to prison for op-

posing it (Cic. ad AU. i. 18, 19 ; Dion (^asi.

xzxviL 50.)

FRUMENTA'RIAE. [FRUMSNraBiAB
Lrorh.]
FU'FIA. [Abua.]
FU'FIA DK RELIOIO'NE, ac. 61, was a

pririle^um which related to the trial of Clodius.

(Cic. ad Aii.l 13, 16.)

FU'FIA JUDICIA'RIA. [JunBX, p. 650, a,
and the remarks in Orellii OtMmaAicon.]

FU'RIA or FU'SIA CANPNIA, limited the

number of slaves to be manumitted by testament.

[Manumissio.)
FU'RIA DE FENORK (Oaiui, iil 122).

FU’RIA DE SPON80R1BUS. [Intbrcbs-
610.]

FU'RIA or FUSIA TESTAMENTA'RIA.
[Lboatl’m.]
<3ABI'N1A TABELLA'RIA. [Tabblla-

rial]
There were various Gabiniao Leges, some of

which were Privilegia, as that (a c. 67) for con-

ferring extraordinary power on Cn. Pompeius for

conducting the war against the pirates. (Ck. pro
Acj/e Mimil. 17 ;

Veil. PaL ii. 31 ;
Dion Cass,

xzxvi. € ^
PJuL Pomp, 25.)

A Oabinia Lex, a c. 51% forbade all loans of

money at Rome to legationos from foreign parts

{SaiamiMti cum Romaevemram facert veUent, non

joterant^ tjnod Le* GaJ^nia vtiabai^ Cic. ad AtL v.

21, vi. 1, 2). The object of the lex waa to pre-

vent money being borrowed for the purpose of

briUng the senators at Rome. There was a Lex
Gabinia intitlcd De Senatu legatis dando (Cic ad
Q.Fr, iL 13).
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OE'LLIA CORNE'LIA, b. c. 72, which gave
to Cn. Pompeius the extnuwdinary power of con-

ferring the Roman civitas on Spaniards in Spain,

with the advice of his consilium (<fe ombi^' sea-

/eario, Cic. pro BaUt. 8, 1 4).

GENU'CIA, B. c. 341, forbade altogether the
taking of interest fur the use of money. (Liv. rii.

42.) It is conjectured that Appian {BelLCiv. i.

54) alludes to this law (Orellii Ohumasticom),

Other Plebiacita of the same year are mentioned
by Livy (vii. 42).

OALLIAE CISALPUNAE. [Rubria.]
HIERO'NICA was not a Lex properly so

caUed. Before the Roman conquest of Sicily, the
payment of the tenths of wine, oil, and other pro-

duce had been fixed by Iliero, and the Roman
quaestors, in letting these tenths to form, followed

the praetioe which they found established. (Cic
Verr. ii. 13, 26, 60, iil 6, Ac.)
HI'RTIA Db PoMPBiANis (Cic Phil. xiii. 16.)
HORA'TIA, proposed by M. Hocatins, made

the persons of the Tribunes, Jie Aedilcs, and others

sacrosancti. (Liv, iil. 55.) [Valbriab bt llo-

RATIAB.]
Another Lex llomtia mentioned by Gclliua

(vi. 7) was a privilqrium.

HORTE'NSIA DE PLEBISCI'TIS. [Pj.b.
BISCITIIU

;
PUBLILIAB LbUBS.]

Another Lex Hortensia enacted that the nun-
dinac, which had hitherto been Feriac, should be
Dies Fasti This was done for the purpose of ac-

commodating the inhabitants of the country,

(Macrob. I 16 ; Plin. H. N. xviii. 3.)

HOSTI'LIA DE FURTIS is mentioned only

in the Institutes of Justinian (iv. Ut. 10).

JCI'LIA, intitled by Livy, Dc Aventino Pub-
licando, was proposed by L. Icilius, tr. pi. b. c.

456. As to the object of this Lex, see the passages

which are here referred to
;
and particulariy Dio-

nysius, and the article SirpsKPiciRS. (Liv. iil. 31,

32 :
Dionys. x. 32, 33 ;

Niebuhr, Hid. of Homey
il p. 301 ( Puchta, Ind. il S 244.)

Another Lex Icilia, proposed by the Tribune Sp.

Icilius B. a 471, had for its. object to prevent all

interruption to the Tribunes while they were ad-

dressing the Plebs. In some cases the penalty

was death. (Dionys. vU. 17 ; Cic pro Hestioy

37 ; Niebuhr, il p. 231.)

JU'LIAE, leges, most of which tvere passed in

the time of C. Julius Caesar and Augustas.

Db Adultbriis. [ Adultbrium.]
Agraria is referred to by Suetonius {Jul.

CoMooTy c 20), and in the Digest, De Termino

MoU) (47. tit. 21). But the lex of C. Caesar, re-

ferred to in the Digest, is probably a lex of Cali-

gula. The Agmria lex of the dictator Cac'sar u'as

pasted B. c. 59, when ho was consul. (Dion C^ass.

xxxviil l-~7, Ac ; Appian, Bell. Cir. il 10 ;

Veil Pat il 44 { Cic PkU^ il 39, ad Ati. il

1 6, 1 8 ; Rudorfi, Lex Mamilia de ColoHiUy Zed-
udtrifly vol. ix.)

Dx AsiniTu. [Ambitus.]
Db Annona. (Dig. 48. tit 1. s. 1.)

Db Bonis Cbdbndir. This lex provided that

a debtor might escape all personal molestation from

his creditors by giving up his property to them for

the puzpoM of tale and distri^tion. (Gnii^ iil

78.) it is doubtful if this lex was passed in the

time of Julius Caesar or of Aiigustus, though pro-

bably of the former. (C^oetar, BdU CVr. iil 1 {

SuetOQ. Cam. 42; Tacit Ann, vl 16; Dion
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Cast. IvuL 21.) The beneficiiun of the lex was
extended to the provinoes by the imperial consti*

tutiona (Cod. 7. tit. 71. a 4.)

Cadocaaia is the same as the Lbx Julia db
Papia Poppaba.
Db Cabdb bt Vbnbpicio (Sueton. AVro,

a 33), perhaps the nme as the De Vi Pub-
lica.

Db CiviTATB, was passed in the consulship of

K Julius Caesar and P. Rutilius Lupus, & c.

90. [CiviTAS :
Fobobhatab CivtTATxa]

Db Fbnobb, or rather De Pecuniis Mutuis or

Croditis (b. c. 47), passed in the time of Julius

Caesar (Sueton. a 42 ; C!aetar, <U UfU. CSvH.

iiL 1). The object of it was to make an arrange-

ment between debtors and creditors, for the satis-

fsetion of the latter. The possessiones and res

were to be estimated at the >^ue which they bad
before the civil war, and to be surrendered to the

creditors at that value
;
whatever had been paid

for interest was to be deducted from tho principal.

The result was that the creditor lost atout one-

founh of his debt ; but he escaped the loss,

usually consequent on civil disturbance, which
would have been caused by Novae Tabulae. (Com-
pare C^'sar, litU. tiv, ill 1, with Sueton.

Coes. c. 42.) A passage of Tacitus (Aim, vi. 16)
ia sometimes considered as referring to this lex, and
sometimes to the Lex de Donis Cedendis ; but it

does nut seem to refer to either of them. The
fjossago of Dion Cassius (Iviii, 21. Ilspl Twr
ffvfi8o?<alw) seems to refer to this Lex de Mutuis
Pccuniia

Db Fundo Dotall The provisions as to the

Fundus Dotolis were contained in the Lex Julia

de Adulteriis. (Gaius, ii. 63 ; Paulas, 77. il

tit. 21. s. 2 ; Dig. J>e DotaJif 23. tit 5.

a 1, 2, 13.) This Julia Lex was commented on by
Papinian, IJlpian, and Paulus. [Adultbrium.]

JuoiciARiAB. The lex referred to in the Digest

(4. tit 8. a 41) by which a person under twenty

years of age was not compelled to be a judex, is

probably one of the Leges Julioe Judicianae.

(Gcll. xiv. c. 2.) As to the other Juliae Leges

Judiciariae, see Jcdbx.
Db Libbrib Lbgationibus. (Cic, ad AU.xj.

11.) [LSGATUaj
Majbbtatjs. (Cic. PkiL i. 91.) The I^x

Majeslatis of the Digest (48. tit 4) is probably a

lex of Augustua [Majbsta8.]
Db Maritakois Obdinibur [Julia bt

pAPiA Poppaba.]
Municjpalis, commonly called the Table of

Hcraclco. In the year 1732 there were found

near the Gulf of Tarenturo and in the neighbour-

hood of the ancient city of llemclca, frag-

ments of a bronze tablet which contained on one

side a Roman lex and on the other a Greek in-

scription. The whole is now in the Museo Bor-

bonico at Naples. The lex contains various pro-

visions as to the police of the city of Rome, and os

to the constitution of communities of Roroan citi-

zens (municipia, eoionitu^ praefectMrnt^ com-

eiiiabula civium Romanontm), It was accordingly

a lex of that kind which is called Satura.

It is somewhat difficult to determine the date

of this lex, but there seem to be only two dates

which can be assumed as probable
;
one is the time

immediately after the Social War, or shortly after

B. a 89 ; the other is tliat which shortly followed

the admission of the Tranipadani to the civitas (b. c.
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49). This latter date, in fizvour of which various

considerations preponderate, seems to be fixed

about the year b. c. 45 by a letter of Cicero (ud

Pam. vl 18). Compare the tablet 1. 94, 104, os

to persons whom tho lex excluded from the office

of dccurio.

It seems that the lex of the year B. c. 49, which
gave the civitas to the Tranapodani, enacted that a
Roman commissioner should be tent to all the

towns for the purpose of framing regulations for

their municipal organization. The Lex Julia

empowered the commissioners to continue their

labours for one year from the date of the lex, tho

terms of which were so extended as to comprise

the whole of Italy. The lex was therefore appro-

priately called Municipalis, as being one which
established certain regulations for all municipia ;

and this sense of the term municipalis must be dis-

tinguished from that which merely refers to the

local usages or to the positive laws of any given

place, and which is expressed by such terms as

Lex Municipii, Lex Civitatis, and other equivalent

tenas.

The name Lex Julia rests mainly on the fact

(assumed to be demonstrated) that this lex was
passed when Julius Caesar was in the possession of

full power, that it is the lex referred to by Cicem,
and that it is improbable that it would have been
called by any other personal appellation than that of

Julia. It is further proved by a short inscription

found at Padua in 1696, that there was a Lex
Julia Municipalis ; and the contents of the inscrip-

tion (nil vir ae^Iiciae. potestat. e lege. Julia

Municipal!) compared with Cicero (eratque rumor
de Transpadanis eos jussos iiii virus creare, ad
Ati. V. 2) render it exceedingly probable that the

l>cx Julia Municipalis of the inscription is the lex

of the Table of Ileraclea, and the Lex Municipalis

I

of the Digest (50. tit, 9. s. 3 ; Cod. 7. tit 9. s. 1 ;

^

and Dig. 50. tit 1. Ad AtHnicipalem ei de Incoiit)-

j

(.Savigny, VolkiecklusM drr Ta/el roB HeracUa^
ZeiUchrijt^ vol. ix. p. 300, and vol.xl p. 50, os to

the passage of Sueton. Oiejar. 41, The tablet is

printed in the work of Mazochi, Comm, in aeneas
7Vl5. IltmeL p. 1, 2. Neap. 1754, 1753, fol., with
a commentary which contains much learning, but
no sound criticism).

Julia bt Papia Poppaba. The history of
this lex is not quite clear. Augustus appears
to have caused a lex to be enacted al>out n. c, 18,

which is cited as the Lex Julia dc Maritandis
Ordinibus (Dig. 38. tit 11 ; 23. tit 2), and is re-

ferred to in the Carmen Seculareof Horace, which
was written ia the year b. c. 17. The object of

this lex was to regulate marriages as to wnicii it

contained numerous provisions
; but it appears not

to have come into operation till the year B.C. 13.

Some writers conclude from the pas8.*ige in Sueto-
nius (Ai^ust. 34) that this lex a-as rejected;

and odd that it was not enacted until a. d. 4.

In the year a. d. 9, and in the cousulship of M.
Papius MutUus and Q. Poppocus Secundui (con-

Muiea another lex was passed as a kind of
amendment and supplt-ment to the former lex, and
hence arose the title of Lex Julia et Papia Pop-
poca by which these two leges are often quoted

;

for it has been inferred from the two Leges being
separately cited that they were not made into one.

Various titles arc used according as reference is

made to the various provisions
; sometimes the re-

ference is to the Lex Julia, sometimes Papia Pop-
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poea, •ometimee L«z Julia et Papia, lomeiimcs Lox
de MariUindis Ordinibus, from the chapter which

treated of the marriaf^i of the sonAtors (Gaius, L

178 ; UIp. Frti^. xi. *J0 ; Lex Marita, Hor. Carm.

See.), §ometime» Lex Caducaria, Decimarin, &c.

from the various chapters. (Ulp. Freuj. xxviii. tit.

7 ; Dion Cass. liv. 16, Ivi. 1, &c. ; Tacit Atm. iii

25.)

There were many commentaries on these leges

or on this lex by the Roman jurists, of which con-

sidoroble fragments arc preserved in the Digest

:

Gaius wrote 15 books, UIpian,20, and Paulus 10

hooks At least on this lex. The lex contained at

hast 35 chapters (Dig. 22. tit. 2, s. 19) ;
but it is

impossible to say to which of the two leges in-

cluded under the geneml title of Lex Julia et Papia

Poppaea, the several provisions as now kno^m to

IIS, belong. Attempts have been made both by J.

Gothofrediis and Hcineccius to restore the lex,

on the assumption that its provisions ore reducible

to the two general beads of a Lex Moritalis and

Lex Caducaria.

The provisions of this Lex or of those Leges
forbade the marriage of a senator or a senator s

children with a lihertina, with a w’oman whose

father or mother had followed an Ars Ludicra,

and with a prostitute
; and also the marriage of

a libcrtinus with a senator's daughter. If an

hercdiUis or a legatum was left to a person on

condition of not marr}'ing, or on conditions which

in elfect pn*venled marriage, the conditions were

illegal, and the gift was unconditionaL The con-

dition, however, might he not to marry a certain

specihed person or certain specified persons ;
or it

might bo, to marry a particular person
;
but then

the person must be such a one as a'ould be a

suitable match, otherwise the condition would be

in effect a condition not to roarr}', .’lud tbereforo

void. (Dig. 3.5. tit 1. s. 63.) '

In order to promote marriage, various penalties

were imposed on those who liv^ in a state of celi-

becy {caeliUitHt) after a cerUiin age. Carlibes

could not take an hcreditas or a legacy 0»fa-
tum) I but if a person was caelebs at the time of

the U'stator’s death, and was not otherwise dis-

((ualificd (Jure eirili), he might take the hcreditas

or legatum, if he obeyed the lex within one hun-

dred days, that is, if he ranrried within that time.

(Ulp. Fraff. xvil 1.) If he did not comply with

the lex, the gift became caducum. [Caduca.J '

The Lex Julia allowed widows a term of one year

(eoco^'o) from the death of a husband, and di-

vorced women a term (vacatio) of six months from

the timo of the divorce, within which periods they

were not subject to the penalties of the lex : the

Ijcx Papia extcndiHl these periods respectively to

two years, and a year and six months. (Ulp.

Froff. xiv.)

A man when be attained the age of sixty and

a woman w'hen she attained the age of fifty were

not included within certain pcnaiiies of the lex

(Ulpian, Froff. xvi.)
;
but if they had not obeyed

the lex before attaining those respective ages, they

were perpetually bound by its penalties by a Se-

natus-consulium Pemicianum. A Senalus cnnsul-

tiim Claudianum so far modified the strictness of

the new rule as to give to a man W'ho roarried above

sixty the tome advantage that he would have had

if he had married under sixty, provided he mar-

ried a woruin who was under fifty ; the ground

of which rule was the legal m>tion that a woman
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under fifty was still capable of having children.

(Ulp. Fniff. xvi.
; Sueton. Claud. 23.) If the

woman was al>ove fifty and the man under sixty,

this w*as called Impar Motrimonium, and by a
Senatiis-consultiim Calvitianum it was entirely

without effect as to releasing from incapacity to

take Icgata and dotes. On the death of the woman,
therefore, the dos became caduca.

By the Lex Papia Poppaea a candidate who b.nd

several children was preferred to one who had
fewer. (Tacit Ann. xv. 19 ;

Plin. Kp. vil 16.)

Freedmen who had a certain number of children

were freed “ oporarum obligationc (Dig. 38. tit

1. I)e Ldtertorum)
;
and libcrtae, who had

four children, were released from the tuteinnf their

patrons. (Ulp. hVag. tit .29.) Those who had
three children living at Rome, four in Italj', and
five in the provinces, were exaised from the office

of tutor or curator. (Inst 1. tit 25; Dig. 27. tit I.)

After the passing of this lex, it became usual fiir

the senate, and afterwards the emperor (prinerjit)

to give occasionally, as a privilege, to certain per-

sons who had not children, the same advantage
that the lex secured to those who had children.

This w’as called the Jus Liberorum. Pliny says

(Rp. iL 13) that he had lately obtiincd from the
emperor, for a friend of his, the Jus Trium Libero-

nim. (Sec also Rp. x. 95, 96 ; and Dion Cass. Iv.

2, and the note of Reimnnis.) This privilege is

mentioned in tome inscriptions, on which the ab-
breviation I. I^ H. (jus liberorum hibens) some-
times occurs, which is equivalent to ^jura parentis

habere.” The emperor M. Antoninus provided
that children should be registered by name within

thirty days after their birth with the Praefectuj

Aerarii ^tunii. (Capitol. Af, Ant. c.9
;
conqvire

Juvenal, Sal. ix. 84.)

The lex also imposed penalties on orbt\ that is,

married persona who lind no children (^ui liberos

non habeut, Gaius, ii. Ill) from the age of twenty-

five to sixty in a man, and from the age of twenty
to fifty in a woman. By the Lex Papia, orbi

could only take one half of an hereditas or Icgntuni

which w'as left to them. (Gaius, ii. 286.) It seems
that an attempt had been made to evade this (tart

of the lex by adoptions, which a Senatus consiiltum

Neronianum declared to In* ineffectual for the pur-

pose of relieving a person from the penalties of the

lex. (TaclL Ann. xv. 19.)

As a general rule a husband and wife could only

leave to one another a tenth part of their property
j

but there w’ere exceptions in respect of children

either bom of the marriage or bv another marriage

of one of the parties, which allowed of the free

dis|K)sal of a birger park This privilege might
also be acipiired by obtaining the Jus Liberorum.

(Ulp. Fraei. tit. xv. xvi.)

As to some provisions of this Lex, see PATRONira.

pECULATUH. [PecULATUS.]
Ji’LiA ET PLAi’TiA, which enacted that there

could be no usucapion in things obtained by robbery

(W /wMessoe). The Twelve Tables had already

provided that there cnnld bo no usucapion in stolen

things. (Gaius, ii. 45 ;
Inst 2. tit 6.) This lex

was probably passed a c. 89.

Ji'LiA Papiria. [Papiria.]
Dk Provinciis. (Dion Cass, xliii. 25 ; Orelli,

Onnrnojtiieon, refers to this Lex Julia do Repe-
tiindis the regulations dc Provincialibus Sumptibiis,

which Emesti considers to belong to the

Julia de Repetundis.) [Provinciak]
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I)k Pt'Ul.lCANis (Cic. ad Attic, ii, 16, jrro Cn.

rtandoy c, 14, cd. Wuiidcr; Appian, DcU. Civ. ii.

13.)

Repbtundaru.m. [Repetundar.]
De Rraiduis. [Pkculatus.]
Dk Sacerdotils. (Cic. Ep. oil Ilruhtm.,\. 5.)

Db Sacrilbgis. [Pbculatg.s.]

SuMTi’ARiA, poMcd in the time of Julius Caesar

(Dion Cnss. xliii. 25) and one under Augustus.

(Oell. ii. 24.) [Si'mtuariak Leges.]
Tiieatralis (Sueton. Aug. 40; Plin. xxxiii.

2), which pennitted Roman equites, in case they or

their parents Lad ever had a census equestris, to

sit in the fourteen rows {quatuordedm ordine$)

fixed by the Lex Roscia Thentralis, d. a 67.

Julia bt Titia (Inst 1. tit 20) empowered

the prneses of n province to appoint a tutor for

women and pupilli who had none. (UIp. Frag. xi.

18.) A Lex Atilia of earlier but uncertain date

had given the same power at Rome to the praetor

nrbanus and the majority of the trihuni plebis ;
and

the new lex was passed in order to extend the

same advantages to the provuices. There are some

re.asons for supposing that there were two Ic-ges, a

Julia and'a Titia ; and among those reasons, is the

circumstance that it is not usual to unite by the

word et the two n.'iincs which belong to one lex,

though this is done by Cicero (firut. c. 16, Fro
H>U(xt,c.2\) in spi'aking of the Lex Liciuia and

Mucio.

1)e VI Pl'hlica kt Privata. [Vis.]

VlCESlMARIA. [VirKSIMA.]

JU'NIA DE PEREORI'NIS proposed n. c.

126 by M. Junius Pennus a tribune, banished

jK?regrini from the city.

A lex of C. Fjumius, consul n. c. 122, contained

the same provisions respecting the Latin! and

Imlici, for we nnut assume that there wjis a Lex
(Pint C. Gmerhusy 12): and a lex of C. Papius,

perhaps B. a b.^j, contained the same respecting all

persons who were not domiciled in lUily. (Cic, De
itff. iii. 11, Brut. 26, 28, de hg. Agrs L 4;
Festus, 5. r, Rcsjnddicaa

;

Meyer, Oral. Rom.
Frat/m. p, 22.0, 2nd ed.)

JU'NIA LICPNIA. [Licinia

J

uMA.]
JU'NI.-V. NORBA'NA of uncertain date, but

probiibly about a. d. 19, enacted that when a Ro-

man citizen h.id nmnnmitted a slave without the

requisite formalities, the manumission should not in

all cases be ineffectual, but the manumitted person

should have the status of a Latinus. (Gaius, i. 16,

17, 22, &c., iii. 56 ;
UIp. Frag, i. xx. 8, xxiL 3.)

[Latinitas
;
Libkrtur

;
Manumis.sio.]

A special clause in the Lex took away from

these Latin! Juniani, as they were called, the

capacity of making a testament, taking under a

testament, and being ap|K>inted tutores by a testa-

ment. Yet they had the other parts of the U^sta-

menti, factio (UIp. J'Vag. xx. 8). The condition of

the Ixitini Juniani is the subject of an essay by

C. A. TonVangerow, Marburg, 1833 ; see also the

remarks of Puchta, Inst. ii. § 213, on the date of

the Lex Junia
;
and also §§ 217, 218.

Db Libekti.norum Supfrauiis. [Clodia ;

Manumissio.]
JU'NIAPETRO'NIAor PATRO'NIA(Dig.

40. tit. 1. 8. 24). It is doubtful whether this is

the same as Pktronia, or is another Lex.

JU'NIA REPETUNDA'RUM, [Rkpetu.n-

bab.]
JU'NIA VELLE'IA, allowed a child who
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was in the womb, and who, when l)om, would bo
the testator's suus heres, to bo instituted heres,

even if he should be bom in the lifetime of the

tosUitor. It also so far modified the old law,

that a person who by the death of a heres insti-

tutiLs after the testator had made his will, l>ccame

a heres quasi agiuucendo, did not break the will,

if he was instituted heres. (Gaius, ii. 1 34 ; UIp.
Frag. xxii. 19, ed. Rocking.)

LAETO'RIA. [Curator.]
Sometimes the lex proposed by Volero for electing

plebeian m.'igistmtes at the Comitia Tributa is cited

as a Lex Lnetoria. (Liv. ib 56, 57.)

LICI'NIA. [Abbutia.]
LICPNIA DE LUDIS APOLLINA'RIBUS

(Liv. xxvii. 23).

LICPNIA DE SACERD0''1TIS (Cic. Lad.
25).

LICPNIA DE SODALI'TIIS. [A.muitur.]
LICPNIA JU'NIA, or, as it is sometiincs

called, Junia ct Licinia, passed in the consulship of

L. Licinius Murena and Junius Silanus, n. c. 62,
enforced the Cnecilia Didia, in connection with
which it is sometimes mentioned. (Cic. pro .Siw/io,

64, J’hU, T, 3, ad Att. ii. 9, iv. 16, in Vatin.

14.)

LICPNIA MU'CIA DE ClVIRlbS RF.-
GUNDIS (probably Rbdigundis), passed in the

consulship of L. Licinns Crassus the orator, and
Q. Mucius Scaevola Pontifex Maximus, u. c. 9.5,

which enacted a strict e.xomination ns to the title

to citizenship, and deprived of the exercise of

civic rights all those who could not make out a
good title to them. This measure partly led to

the Marsic war. (Cic. de Off. iii. 11, Brut. 16,

pro Bali. 21, 24, pro Scst. 13 ;
Ascon. in Comd.

p. 67.

)

LICPNIA SUMTUA'RIA. [Sumtuariak
Lrgbk.]
LICPNIA. In the year n. c. .375 C. Licinius

Stolo and L. Sextius being elected two of the

Tribuni Plebis, promulgated various Rogationes,

the object of which was to weaken the power of

tho Patricians and for the benefit of the Plcbs.

One Rogntio related to the debts, with which the

Plcl)8 was incuml>ercd (Liv. vi, 34): and it pro-

vided that all the money which had been paid as

interest should l>c deducted from the principal

sum, and the remainder should l)e paid in three

years by equal jwiyments. The Second related

to the Agcr Publicus, and enacted that no person

should occupy (possideret) more than 500 jugcra.

The Third was to the effect that no more 'fribuni

niilitum should be elected, but that consuls should

bn elected and one of them should be a Plebeian.

Tho Patricians prevented these Rogationes from

being carried by inducing the other tribunes tn

oppose their intercessio. C. Licinius Stolo and
Ii. Sextius retaliated in the same w.ay, and would
not allow any comitia to be held except those for

the election of Aedilcs and Tribuni Plebis. They
were also re-electe<l Tribuni Plebis, and they
persevered for five years in preventing the election

of any Curule M.'igistmtus.

In the year 368, the two tribunes were still

elected, for the eighth time, and they felt their

power increasing with the diminution of the op-

position of their colleagues, and by having the aid
of one of the Tribuni Milituni, M. Fabius, the
futhcr-in-law of C. Licinius Stolo. After violent

agitation, a new Rogation was promulgated tn tho
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e(Tcct thAt instood of DuamTiri tacru faciundic,

l><K»mviri should be elected, and that half of them
thould be PleboUiu. In the year B. a 366, when
Licinius and Sextius had been elected Trihnni for

the tenth time, the law was passed as to the De-
cemviri, and five plebeians and five patricians were
elected, a measure which prepared the way for the

plebeians participatinfr in the honours of the con-

sulship. The Rogntioncs of Licinius were finally

carried, and in the year B.c. 365 L. Sextius was
clecti'd consul, being the first Plebeian who at-

Uiincd that dignity. The Patricians were com-
]iensnted for their loss of the exclusive right to the

cousuiship by the creation of the office of Curule
Aedile and of Praetor.

The law as to the settlement between debtor

ami creditor was, if Livy's text is to be literally

und(‘ntood, an invasion of the established rights

of property. N iebuhr's explanation of this law is

contained in his third volume, pp. 23, ficc.

Ut'sidcs the limitation fixed by the second Lex
to the number of jugcra which an individual might
/tOMsejif in the public land, it declared that no in-

dividual should have above 100 large and 500
smaller animals on the public pastnres. Licinius

was the first who fell imder the penalties of his

oum law. The statement is that ** he, together

with his son, possessed a thousand jtiffera of the

Ager (publicus), and by emancipating his son had
acted >n fraud of the law.” (Liv. viL 16.) From
this stor\* it appt'ars that the Plebeians could now
possess the public land, a right which they may
have acquired by the Law of Licinius, but there

is no evidence on this matter. The story is told

also by Columella (i. 3), Pliny (//is/. A’of. xviiL

3), and Valerius Maximus (viii. 6. § 3). The
last writer not undcrsUinding what he was record-

ing, s.ays that in order to conceal his violation of

the law, Licinius r/minn'/to/rj part of the land to

his sfin. The facts ns stated by Livy are not put
in the clearest light. The son when emancipated
would be nS much Intilled to {tossess 500 jugora as

the father, and if he boiui fide possessed that

quantity of the .Ager publicus, there was no fraud

on the taw. Fmm the expression of Plmy (s«5-

siilu/a filii peraonn') the fraud appears to have con-

ei-ited in the emanci|iation of the son being effccled

solely that he might in his oum name possessoOO
jugera while his father had the actual cnjoymenL
lint the details of this Lex are too imperfectly

known to enable us to give more than a probable

solution of the matter. As the object of the Lex
was to diminish the [Kwuessiunes of the patricians,

it may be assumed that the surplus land thus

nris ng was di‘>tribut*‘d (asf>y//a/ior) among the

plelx'iiuis, who otherwise would have gained no-

thing by the change
;
and such a distribution of

land is staUMl to have been part of the Lex of

Licinius by Varro (de /ie /iusl. i. 2) and Colu-

mella (I. 3).

According to Livy (vi. 42) the Rngatio de

Deceinviris sacronim was carried first, li. c. 366.

The three other n»gationes were included in one

Lex, which was a Lex Satura. (Liv. vii. 39 ;

Dion Cass. Fnig. 33.)

Ik'kides the passages referred to, the reader may
see Niebuhr, vol. iii. pp. 1—36, for his view of the

Liciiiian Rogations
; and Goettling, drr

Horn. SUuUrc^fasnmjy p. 35-(, and the note on

the passage of Varro (<U He Hud. i 2). The
Liciuian liogntions have been the subject of much

LEX MANLIA.
diseuuion. See the Classical Moseam, Na V.

on the Licinian Rogation /)e Modo Affri

;

N0.VI.,

Ueber die Sidle dee Varro, &c., De He Hust. i. 2.

§ 9 ; and No. VII., Remarks on Professor Long's

Paper on the Licinian Law De Modo Agri., by
Professor Puchta

;
and on the passage in Appiau's

CSvH IKors, i. 8, which relates to the Licinian

Law by Professor Ivong.

LICPNIA I)K CRKANDIS TRIU'MVIRIS
EPULO'NIBUS (Liv. xxxiii. 42 ;

Orellii Ouo-
madicim).

Ll'VlAE were various enactments proposed by
the Tribune M. Livius Dnitus, B.C. 91, for esta-

blishing colonics in Italy and Sicily, distributing

com among the poor citizens at a low rate, and
admitting the focdenitae civitatos to the Roman
civitos. lie is also said to have been the mover
of a law for adulterating silver by mixing with it

an eighth part of brass. (Plin. //.N. xxxiii. 3.)

Drusus was assassinated, and the Senate declared

tliat all his Ijcges were passed contra aospicia, and
were therefore not Leges. (Cic. Lag. ii. 6, 12, ^ro

16 ;
Liv. Ep. 71 ; Appian, /idL (Sa. L 35

;

Ascon. IS rVr. Cornel, p. 62.)

LUTATIA DE VL [Vis.]

MAE’NIA LEX is only mentioned by Cicero

(Hrutus^ 14), who says that M'. Curius compelled
the Patres ** ante auctores fieri ” in the case of the
election ofa plebeian consul, which,” odds Cicero,
** was a great thing to accomplish, as the Lex
Macnia was not yet passed.” The Lex therefore

required the Patres to give their consent at least

to the election of a magiitratus, or in other words
to confer or agree to omfer the Imperium on the

person whom the comitU should elect Livy (i.

17) appears to refer to this law. It was probably

propos'd by the Tribune Moenius, B.C. 287* [Auc-
TORITAS.]

DE MAGISTRIS AQUARU5L (Ilaubold,

Spangen l>erg, Mon. Leg. p. 177.)

MAJESTA'TIS. [Majkstas.]
MAMI'LIA DK COLO'NIIS. The subject

of this lex and its date arc fully discussed by Ru-
dorff iZeitechri/iy vol. ix.), who shows that the Lex
Mamilia, RoKia, Peducaco, Allieno, Fabia is the

same ns the ” Lex Agreria quam Oaius Caesar

tulit” (Dig. 47 . tit 21. a 3), and that this Gains
Caesar is the Emperor Caligula.

MAMILIA DEJUGURTHAE FAUTO'-
RIBUS. (Sol. Jug. c. 48 ; Orellii Onomaa/ieon.)

MAMI'LIA FI'NIUM REGUNDO RUM,
enacted in b. c. 239, or according to another sup-

position, in B. a 165, fixed at five or six feet the

width of the boundary spaces which were not sub-

ject to Usucapio. (Rudorf^ ZeiUchri/ly vol. x.

p. 342, &C.)

MANTLIA, proposed by the tribune C. Mani-
litts B.C 66, was a privilegium by which was con-

ferred on Pompey the command in the war against

Milbridates. The lex was aupported by Cicero

when praetor. (De Lege Mamilia; Plut Pomp. 30 j

Dion Cass, zzxvl 25.)

The Leges Manilianoe, mentioned by Cicero (D*
Or. i. 58), were evidently not Leges Proper, but

probably forms which it was prudent for poriice to

observe in buying and selling.

MANPLIA DE LIBERTINCKRUM SUF-
FRA'OIIS (Dion Cass, xxxvi, 25 ;

Ascon. m Cor-

nd. pp. 64, 65), is apparently the tame as the

Manila De Lib. SuC
MA'NLIA, also called LICPNIA, B.C. 196,
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cirated the tnuDviri epolonea. (Lit. zxxiii. 43 ;

Cic. <<» Or. iii. 19.) [Licinia.]

MA'NLIA DE LIBERTINCVRUM SUF-
FRA'GIIS (b. C. 58 ;

Aicon. m Mil. p. 46.)

MA'NLIA DE VICE'SIMA MANUMIS-
SO'RUM. [Manumisaio.]
MA'RCIA probablj about the ycKt B.C. 352

**adTerfiu feneratorea.** (Oaius, it. 23 ;
Lit. vii.

21 .)

MA'RCIA DE LIOU'RIBUa (Lit. xlii. 22.)

MA'RCIA an agrarian law propoeed by the

tribune L. Marciut Pbilippua, &c. 104. (Cic d*

Off. il 21.)

MA'RIA proposed by Marius when tribune

B.C. 119, for narrowing the pontes at elections.

(Cic. de Leg. iii. 17 ; Plut. Mar. 4.)

ME'MMIA or KE MMIA. [Calumnia.]
MK'NSIA This lex enacted that if a woman

who was a Roman cltisen (dvi* Romtma) married

a peregrinus, the offspring was a perogrinus. If

there was connubium between the peregrinus and
tho woman, the children, according to the principle

of connubium, were peregrini, as the legal effect of

connubium was that children followed the condition

of their father {lAeri temper pairtm tequuntur).

If there were no connubium, the children, ac*

cording to another rulo of law, by which they fol-

lowed the condition of the mother, would haVe

been Roman citizens ; and it was the object of the

lex to prevent this. (Oaius, L 78 ; Ulp. t. 8.)

ME'SSIA. (Cic. ad AtL W. 1.)

METl'LIA (LiT. xxii. 25; Plut. Fabiut,

c. 9.)

MIXU'CIA, B. c. 216, created tho triumviri

mensarii. (LW, xxiii. 21.)

NEUVAE AORA'UIA (Dig. 47. til. 21. s. 3.

§ 1 ), the latest known instance of a Lex.

OCTA'VIA. [Fri;mrntahiab Lbgbs.]
OOU'LNIA, proposed by the tribunes B.C. 300,

increased the number of Pontihees to eight and
that of the augurs to nine ; it also enacted that

four of the Pontifices and five of the augurs should

be taken from the plcbes. (Liv. x. 6—9.)

O'PPIA [SUMTUARIAB LxGXaJ
O'RCHIA [SuMTUARiAB Lxuxs.]
OVl'NI A, of uncertain date, was a plebiscitum

which gave the censors certain powers in regu-

lating the lists of the senators (ordo tenaioriut):

the main object seems to have been to exclude all

improper persons frum the senate, and to prevent

their admission, if in other respects qualified.

(Fcatui, A p. Fraeleriti Senatoret; Cic. de Leg. iiL

12.) The Lex Ovinia of Gaius (iv. 109), if the

reading is right, was a different lex.

PA'PIA DE PEREGRI'NIS. [Junia db
PRRXORtKIS.]
PA'PIA POPPAEA. [JULIAR.]
A Lex Papia on the manner of choosing the

Vestal Virgins is mentioned by Gellius (u 12) ; but

the reading appears to be doubtful, and perhaps it

ought to be culled Lex Popilia.

PAPI'RIA, or JU'LIA PAPI'RIA DE
MULCTA'RUM AESTIMATIO'NE (o.c. 430)
fixed a money value according to which fines were
paid, which mnnerly were paid in sheep and cattle.

(Liv. iv. 30 ; Cic. de Rep. ii. 35.) Gellius (xi. 1)

and Festus (s p. PecvUUut) make this valuation

part of tho Atemian law [Atxrnia Tarpxia],
but in this they appear to have been mistaken
according to Niebuhr. {IfUt. of Rome^ ii. p. 300.)

PAPI'RIA, by which the as was made semun-
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eialis (Plin. H.M xzxiii. 8), one of the various

enactments which tampered with tho coinage.

PAPI'RIA, B.C. 332, proposed by the Praetor

Papirius, gave the Acermni the civitas without the
suftragiuni. It was properly a Pririlcgium, but is

useful as illustrating the history of the extension of

the Civitas Romana. (Liv. riiL 17.)

PAPI'RIA, of uncertain date, enacted that no
modes should bo declared consecratao without a
Plebiscitum Ovumt PUbity Cic. pro Dorn. 49).

PAPI'RIA PLAU'TIA, a Plebiscitum of the
year b.c. 89, proposed by the tribunes C. Papirius

C^bo and M. Plautiua Silvanus, in the consulship

of Cn. Pompeitts Strabo and L. Porcius C^to, is

called by Cicero {^pro Arckioy 4) a lex of Silvanus

and Carbo. (See Civitar
;
Fobdxratab Civi-

TATXS ; and Sarigny, Voiketchlnst der Ta/el ro«
HeracUay Zeiltehr^y ix.)

PAPITUA POETE'LIA. [Poktelia.]
PAPI'RIA DE SACR-\MENTO (Festu^

s. V. Sacramentwn)y proposed by L. Papirius, Tri-

bunui Plebit, pro^Uy enacted that in the case of
the Ixgis actio sacramento, tho money should not
be actually deposited, but security should be given
for it. (P^chtl^ Inti, it 161, note 101.)

PAPI'RIA TABELLA'KIA. [TABStLARUB
Leges.]
PK'DIA, related to the marderers of the Dic-

tator Caesar. (Veil Pat ii. 69.)

PEDUCAEA, B.C. 113, a Plebiscitum, seems
to have been merely a PrivUegium and not a ge-
neral law against Incestum. (Cic. de Xat. Dear.
iii. 30 ; Ascon. in Cic. Mil, p, 46.)

PESULA'NIA provided that if an animal did
any damage, the owner should make it good or
give up the animal. (PauLiSuA. 1. tit 15. s. I. 3.)
There was a general provision to this eficct in the
Twelve Tables (Dirksen, Uel>erticiUy &c. p. 532,
Ac.), and it might be inferred from Paulus that
this Lex extended the provisions of the old law
to doga The name of the lex roav bo uncertain.

See the note in Arndt's edition of Paulus.

PETI'LLIA DE PECU'NIA REGIS AN-
TIOCIII. (Liv. xxxviii. 54.)

PKTKE'IA, a Lex under this title, de dccima-
tione militum, in case of mutiny, is mentioned by
Appian [de lieU. Viv. ii. 47), according to the old

editions. But the true reading is itarpi<f r6ptf.

PETRO'NIA, probably passed in the time of
Augitstus, and subsequently amended by various

senatusconsulta, forbade a master to deliver up his

slave to fight with wild beasts. If, however, the
master thought that his slave deserved such a
punishment, ne might take him before the autho-

rities ijudex) who might condemn him to fight if

be appeared to deserve it. (Dig. 48. tit. 8. all.
18. tiU 1. s. 42 ;

Oell. v. 14 ; Puchta, Inrt. i. § 107,
note 101

;
Savigny, ZeitacMriJly ix. p.374, on the

inscription found on a wall of the amphitheatre of

Pompeii)
PINA'RIA (Oaius, iv. 15) related to the giving

of a Judex within a limited time. (See Puchta,
Ind. L % 53.)

PINA'RIA. [Annales Leges.]
PLAETO'RIA. [Curator.]
PLAETO'RIA DE PIUETO'RE UR-

BA'NO. (Varro, de Ling. Lot, vl 5 ; Censorinus,
de Die Nataliy c. 24.)

PLAUTIA or PLOTIA DE VI. [Vis.)

PLAUTIA or PLOTIA JUDICIA'RIA is

mentioned by Asconius (w Cic. Cornel, p. 79) as
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having enacted that fifteen penons should be aii-

nunlly elected by each tribe out of ita own body

to be placed in the Album Judicum.

PLAUTIA or PLOTIA DE RE'DITU LE-
PIDANO'RUM. (Sucton.CWs. 5 ;

Gcllius,xiii. 3.)

PLAU'TIA PAPPRIA. [Papibia Plau-
TIA.]

POETE'LIA, B.C, 3.58, a Plebiscitum, was the

first Ix;x against Ambitus. (Liv. vii. 15.)

POIiTE'LIA PAPPRIA, ac. 326, nwulc on

imiHirtant change in the liabilities of the Nezi.

(Liv. viii. 28.) [Nexu]
POMPEIAE. There were various Leges so

called.

PoMPBiA, proposed by Cn. Pompeius Strabo,

the father of Cn. Pompeius Magnus, probably in his

consulship B.C. 89, gave the .lus Latii or Latinitas

to all the towns of the Transjutdani, and probably

the Ci vitas to the Cispadani. (Savigny, VoUaseJUuts

tier Ta/el vun Ilcrticlm^ Zeiixhrxfi^ iz.)

DK AMiUTU. [Ambitus.]
DE IMPKRIO CABSARI PROROOANDO.

(Veil. Pat ii. 46 f Appian, H.C. ii. 18.)

jUDiciARiA. [Judex.]
DE JURE MAGISTRATUUM (SuotOD.

Cnes. 28 ; Dion Cass. xl. 56 ;
Cic. ad A U. viii.

3) forbade a person to be a candidate for public

offices ( peiitio honorurn) who w'as not at Rome
; but

C. .Tulius Caesar was excepted. This was doubt-

less the old law, but it had apjMirently become ob-

solete.

DE PAURiciDiis. [Cornelia de
SICARIIS.]

TRiBUNiTiA (b. c. 70) restored the

old Tribunitia Potestas which Sulla had nearly

destroyed. (Sueton. Coes. 5 ; Veil. Pat ii. 30 ;

('ic. de Leg. iii. 9, 11, i« Verr. Act L 15 ; Liv.

EpU. 97.) [Tribuni.]

DE VI w.a8 a Privilegium, and only

referred to the case of Milo. ((iic. PhiL ii. 9 ;

Ascun. and Schol. Bob. in Anfum. MUon.)
POPPLIA. [Papia.]

PO'RCIAE DE CA'PITE CIVIUM or DE
PROVOC.5iTIO'NE enacted that a Roman citizen

should not be scourged or put to death. (Liv. z. 9 ;

Cic. de Rep. ii. 31, pro Rabir. 3, 4 ; Sail. CatU. 51.)

PO'RCIA DE PROVPNCIIS (about ac.
198). The passage in Livy (xxxii. 27. “ Sumtus
quos in cultum praetorum,” &c.) is supposed to

rt'fer to a Porcia Le.x, to which the Plebiscitum do

Themiensibus n^fers ; and the words quoted by
Cicero ( IWr. ii. 4, 5. “ Nc quis emat mancipium”)

arc taken, as it is conjectured, from this Porcia

liCX.

PUBLPCI.\ permitted betting at certain games
which required strength, as running and leaping.

(Dig. 11. tit. 5.)

PUBLPLIA DE SPDNSO'RTBUS. [Inter-
CESSIO.]

PUBLPLIA LEX was proposed by Publilius

Volero, a tribunus plcbis, and enacted B. c. 471.

The tenns of the Rogatio were “ ut plebeii magis-

tratus tributis comitiis fierent ” (Liv. ii. 56). The
object of the Lex was to take these elections from

the Coniitia CcnturiaUi, in which the patricians

could determine the result of the elections by the

votes of their clients. The Rogatio became a Lex
after much opjMisition, the history of which is

given in Livy. According to some authorities, the

number of tribunes was also increased from two to

five (Liv. iL 58) ;
and this must therefore have

LEGES PUBLILIAE.

been provided by the I<ex. In b. c. 457 (Liv. iii.

30) ten tribunes, two from each class, w'cre elected

for the first time
;
but it is not said under what

legislative provision. Dionysius {Ayitiq. Rom. iz.

43) gives a more complete account of this Lex.

After Publilius failed in his first attempt to carry

his Rogatio, he added a new chapter, which gave

the election of the aediles (plelician) to the Comitia

Tributo,and enabled the Tributa to deliberate and
decide upon any matter which could be deliberated

and decided u{>on in the Comitia Centuriata. From
the time of the enactment of this Lex, says Dio-

nysius (iz. 49) “up to my time, the election of

tribunes and aediles w'as made without birds (au-

gural ceremonies), and all the rest of the religious

forms in the Comitia Tributa." Dionysius says

nothing here of the other matter which the addi-

tional chapter contained (ix. 43).

PUBLPLIAE LEGLES of the Dictator Q.
Publilius Philo, which he proposed and carried n. c.

339 (Liv. viii. 12). The purport of these Leges
is thus expressed by Livy ;

“ tres leges secundis-

simas plebei, adversas nobilitati tulit: unam ut

plebiscita orones Quirites tenerent: alteram, ut

legum quae comitiis centuriatis ferrentur, ante

initum suifiragium Patres auctorcs fierent : tertiom

ut alter utique ex plcbe, quura eo ventum sit ut

utnimque plebeium consulem fieri liceret, censor

crcarctur." The provision of the first lex seems to

l>e the same as that of the Lex Hortensia, a c.

286 “ ut plebiscita universum populum tenerent ”

(Gains, i. 3). Some critics suppose that the first

Lex enacted that a Plebiscitum should be a Lex
without being confirmed by the Comitia Centmiita,

but that it would still require the confirmation of

the Senate, or, ns some suppose, of the Comitia

Curinta. The Lex Hortensia, it is further sup-

posed, did away with the confirmation of the

Curiae, or, as some suppose, of the Senate. But
the expression ^omnes Quirites” of Livy clearly

has some reference, and, according to correct in-

terpretation, must be taken to have some reference,

to the e^ietii of the ciTect of a Plebiscitum. There
is no difficulty in giving a consistent meaning to

Livy’s words. The first Lex enacted that Plebis-

cita should bind ail the Quirites
;
which means

nothing else than that a Plebiscitum should have
the effect of a Lex passed at the Comitia Centu-
riata. It is not here said whether the Comitia

Tributa could legislate on all matters on which the

Comitui Centuriata could [Publiua Lex] ; and
nothing is s.aid os to the dispensing with any form

for the confirming of a Lex passed at these Co-
niitia. And that Livy did not suppose that the

first Lex contained any regulations as to matter

of form, is made clear by what he says of the

second Ijcx, which did regulate the form of le-

gislation. This is the clear meaning of Livy's

words : it may not be the tnic import of the first

Lex
;
but it is somewhat difficult to prove any

thing about a matter beyond what the evidence

shows. [Plebiscitum.]
The simplest meaning of the second Lex, ac-

cording to the words, is, that no Rogatio should l*c

proposed at the Comitia Centuriata, until the

Patres had approved of it, and had given it their

auctoritas. If we knew who were meant by the

Patres, the moaning of the Lex would bo tolerably

clear. It is now generally supposed that Livy
moans the Comitia Curiata, and that their veto

on the measures of the Comitia Centuriata was
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taken awnv. If Patrcs weans llie SeimU% then

the purport of the Lex is this, that no mea-

•uro must ho pruposed at the Centuriata Comitia,

without a SCtum first authorising iL (Comp. Lit.

xIt. 21.)

The meaning of the third Lex is plain enough.

Piichta ihoMTs or tries to show that the first IjCX

PublUia simply rendered unnecessary the con-

firmation of a Plebiscitum by the Comitla Centu-

riata ; and therefore there remained only the con-

firmation of the Senate. Accordingly, the effect

of the first Lex was to make the Comitia Tributa

cease to have merely the initiative in legislation
;

henceforth, Plebiscita did not require the confirm-

ation of a Lex Centuriata, but only that of the

Senate ; and we mar, probably, from this time date

the use of the expression :
** Lex sive id Plebiscitum

cst.”

ile considers the second Lex to have simply

dt'clarrd the old practice, that the C"mitia Centu-

riata should pass no U<^tion without the authority

of a previous Scnatusconsultum. The two Leges
then had this relation to one another: the first

Jh‘X provided, that a Lex passed at the Comitia

Tributa, which before this time w’os confinned by
a Sonntuiconsulttim, and finally ratified by the

Comitia Centuriata, should n>»t require the ratifi-

cation of the Comitia Centuriata ; the second Lex
declared that the old practice as to the Cumitin

Centuriata should be maintained, that the Li'grs

{iassed there should have the previous authorisa-

tion (auctoritns) of the Senate,

On the subject of these Leges, see Zachariae

SufftL, i. p. 26, note
;
Puchta, Inst, i. § 59 ;

and
Niebuhr, vol.iii. p. 147, Ac. Kngl. Tr. : and see

VXLKRIAK LeOKK.
PU'PIA, mentioned by Cicero (ad Quint, ii.

13, o/f Fam. i. 4) seems to have enneted that the

senate could not meet on Comitiales Dies.

QUrNTI A was a lex proposed by T. Quintius

Crispinus, consul B.C. 9, and enacted by the Populus

for the presi‘r\-atit»n of the Aquaeductus. The Lex
is preserved bv Frontinus (de Aqttatdud Homan.).

ItE'GIA, 'projx^rly LKX DE IMPE'lUO
PllPNCIFIS. The nature of the Iraperium and
the mode of conferring it have been explained

under Impbrjum. Augustus, by viftue of uniting

in bis ow’n person the Iroperium, the Tribimitia

Potestas, the Censoruin power, and the office of

Pontifex, was in fact many magistrates in one
;

and his title was Princeps. These various powers

were conferred on the earliest Principei (cm-
^'mrs) by various leges ; but finally the whole
of this combined authority was conferred by a

Ix^x Imperii or l^x do Imporio. (Dion Cassius,

liii. 18 ; his remarks on the pow'er of Augtutus,

and the notes of Ueimorus.) By this Ijcx the Im-
perial authority, as we may call it, was conferred

on the Princeps (cum ipse Imporotor per legem

Imperium accipint, Oaius, i 5), and legislative

power. By this IjCx the Princeps was also made
**
solutus Icgibus,'* that is, many restrictive enact*

nu’iits were declared not to apply to him, either

in his private or his magisterial capacity (Dion
Cass. liii. 18, 2B): for instance, Caligula was re-

leased by a Senatusconsultum, which w.is pro-

bably followed by a Lex as a matter of form,

from the Lex Julia et Pnpio. (Dion Cass. lix. )5

;

compare Ulpian, Dig. 1. tit. 3. s.31.) This I<ex

l)c Imperio was preceded by a Senatusconsultum.

(Tacit. I/ist. i. 47, iv. 3, 6.) A considerable fnig-
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nu'ut of the Lex De Imperio Vesj>asi,'mi is still

pretH?r>ed at Rome. (Hmibold, Spangeiiheig, ilfo-

num. p. 221.) It is sometimes incorrectly

called a Si'imtusconsultum, but on the fragment
itself it it called a Lex. It is true that a Si-iiatus-

consultum preceded the Lex, and tlio enactment
of the Lex was a mere form. This Lex empowers
Vespasian to make treaties, to originate S'natus-
coniulta, to propose persons to the people and the

Senate U> be elected to magistracies, to extend tho
Pomocrium, to make constitutions or edicts which
should have the force of law, and to be released

from tho same laws from which Augustus, Tibe-
rius, and Claudius were released

;
and all that ho

had done before the enactment of this lex (ante

legem rogataro) was to have the same effect as if

it had biM^ii done by the command of tho people.

This Lex de Impt'rio Principis is several times

named Lex Regia in the Corpus Juris (InsU 1.

tit. 2. s. 6. ; Dig. 1. tit. 4. s. 1. ; Cod. 1. tit. 17.

187). There is no evidence that the Lex de Im-
perio Principis was ever called Lex Regia under
the early emperors. Under the later empenmi
there is nothing surprising in the name Regia
being adopted os a common expression. When
the emperor was railed Dominus, a title which a%ns

given even to Trajan, the Lex dc Imperio might
well be called Regia. To deny the existence of

a Lex dc Imperil) would show a very imperfect

knowledge of the history and constitution of Rome,
and a want of critical Judgment. (Puchta, Iu*t. 1.

§ 88 .)

RE OIAE. [Ji;s Civilb Papirianum.]
RE'M.MIA. [CAf.ujuNiA.]

REPETUNDA'RUM. [Kbpetukdab.]
HHO'DIA. The Rhodians had n ninritimo

code which was higlily esteemed. Some of its

provisions were adopted by the Romans, and have
thus been incorporated into the maritime law of

European states. Strabo (p. 652. Casnub.) speaks

of the wise laws of Rhodes and their admirable
policy, especially in naval matters

;
nml Cicero

(fnx) Leg. Manil. c. 18) to the same effect. The
Digest (14. tit. 2) contains so much of tho Lex
Khodionim os relates to jactus x>r the throwing
o>'crl)oard of goods in order to save the vessel or

reimVindcr of tho carga This Lex Khodionim do
Joctu, is not a Lex in the proper sente of the U‘rm.

RO SCIA TiIE.\TRA'LIS, proposed by the

tribune L. Roscius Otho, B.C. 67, which gave the

Equites A special place at the public spectacles in

fourteen rows or scats (ta <ptatuordeeim gradibu$

five ordinibuf) next to the place of the senators,

which was in the orchestra. This Lex also assigned

a certain place to spendthrifts (deco<it/res^ Cic.

Pkii. ii. 18). The phrase “ sedere in quatuor-

dt'dm ordinibus,** is equivalent to Imving thu

pmper Census Equestris which »7is required by
the Lex. There arc numerous allusions to this liOX

(Dion, xxxvi. 25 ;
Veil. Pat ii. 32 ;

Liv. Kpit. 99 ;

Cic. pro Afurena^ 19), which is sometimes simply

called the Lex of Otho (Juv. xiv. 324), or referred

to by his name. (Hor. Ep^yd. iv. 16.) This law
enus^ some poptiUr disturbance in the consulship

of Cicero, B. G. 6.1, which he checked by a speech.

(Cic. a<l AIL il 1 ;
Plut Cie. c. 13.) [Julia

Thbvtramk.]
RU'BHIA. The province of Gallia Clsalpinn

ceased to be a Provincia, and became a purl of

Italia ahont the year B.a 43. When this chmigc

lock place, it was necessary to provide for tho
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administration of justice, as the usual modes of

provincial administration would ceaso with the dc>

tennination of the provincial form of government.

This was effected by a Lex, the name of which is

unknown, but a large part of it, on a bronze tab-

let, is preserved in the Museum at Parma. This

Lex arranged the judiciary establishment of the

former pmvincia, and appointed IL viri and iv.

viri juri dicundo : a Praetectus Mutinensis is also

mentioned in the lex. In two passages of this

Lex (c. XX. L 20. 38) a Lex Rubria is mentioned,

which, according to some, is an earlier lex by which
Mutina was made a Praefectura

;
and according to

others, the Lex Hubria is this very Lex de G^lia
Cisalpina. This subject is discussed by Savigny

(ZeilscAr^ ix.) and by Puchta {Zeitsdiri/i^ x. Ueber

den Ifikalt der Lejo Rubria de Gallia Cisalpina).

This Lex has been published several times ; the

latest edition is
** Tavola logislativa della Gallia

Cisalpina ritrovata in Veleia et restituita alia sua

vera lezione da D. Pietro de Ijoma, Parma 1820.**

We only possess the end of the nineteenth chapter

of this Lex, which treats of the Novi Opcris

Niintiatio ; the twentieth chapter on the Damnum
Infectum is complete : the twenty-first treats of

Pccunia Certa Credits, but only of Execution
;

the twenty-second treats in like manner of similar

actions
;
^cre is only the beginning of the twenty-

third, which treats of the divisioit of an hereditas

(qwi de /amilia eerceiscunda ddvidmda ivdioivm

aibei darei reddeive^ &c. poduJaverini, &c.). The
matter of this lex therefore, so far as we know it,

purely concerns procedure, as Puchta remarks.

RUPPLIAE (ac. 181), were the regpilations

established by P. Rupilins, and ten legati, for the

ndministraUon of the province of Sicily, after the

close of the first servile war. They were made
in pursiumco of a consultum of the senate. Cicero

(«n Verr. ii. 13, 15, 16, 37) speaks of these re-

gxilations as a Decretum of Rupilius (quod ie de

decern legatomm sententia tlaluit\ which he says

they call Lex Rupilia ; but it was not a Lex
proper. The powers given to the commissioners

by the Lex Julia Municipalis were of a similar

kind. There was also a Lex Rupilia de Cooptando

Senatu Heracleiotarum (fn Verr. ii. 50) ; and

De Re Frumentaria (/n Verr. iii. 40).

SACRA'TAE, mentioned by Livy (iL 54) and

by Cicero (de Off", iii. 33). Leges were properly

so called which had for their object to make a

thing or person saesr, ns in Livy (ii. 8, de tacrando

cum bonia capUe ejus qui, See.). The consecratio

was in fact the sanction hy which a Lex was to be

enforced. (Liv. iii. 55.) In the latter case it was

the opinion of the jurisconsulti (juria inlerpreiea)

that the Lex did not nuiko ** sacrosancti ” the

persons for whose protection it was designed, but

that it made “sacer" (sacrum aanxU) any one

who injured them
;
and this interpretation is cer-

tainly consistent with the terms of the Lex.

(Festus, a. V. Saeralae leqea.) Compare Liv. ii.

33 ;
Dion HaL Rom. Antiq. vi. 89 ; and the pas*

sage referred to in Orellii ihtomaalicom,

A Lex Sacrata Militaris is also mentioned by
Livy (viL 41) ; but the sanction of the Lex is not

stated.

SAE'NIA Db Patbiciorum Numbro Au-
OBNDO, enacted in the fifth consulship of Au-
gustus. (Tacit. Ann. xi. 25; Mon. Anct/r. Pilae

prioris Tab. 2 ;
see Cassia.]

SA'TURA. [Lbx, p. 683, a.]

LEGES SEMPRONIAE.
SCANTI'NIA, proposed bya tribune: the date

and contents arc not known, but its object was to

suppress unnatural crimes. It existed in the time
of Cicero. (Auson. Epig. 89 ; Jar. ii 44 ;

Cic. ad
Earn. viii. 12, 14.) The Lex Julia de Adulteriis

considered this offence as included in Stuprum
and it was punishable with a fine

; but by the later

Imperial constitutions the punishment was death.

(Sueton. Dorn. 8 ; Paalos, S. R. iL tit 26. s. 13.)

SCRIBO'NIA. The date and whole import of

this Lex are not known ; but it enacted that a
right to servitutes should not be acquired by usu-

capion (Dig. 41. tit 3. s. 4. §29), from which it

appears that the law was once different as to cer-

tain servitudes at least : and these appear to be
the servitutes praedionim urbonoruTOj which, ac-

cording to this Lex, could not be acquired by usu-

capion. In the case of servitutes praediorum rusti-

comro, and of personal servitudes, the impossibility

of usucapion arose out of the nature of the thing.

A “ libertas servitutium ” could be gained by usu-

capion or rather disuse, for the Lex only applied

to that usucapion which established a servitus

(servilulem consiiltiebal) and not to that so-called

usucapion which took away the right (aualulii

servittdem). It is perhaps ^ubtful if the passage

of Cicero (pro Caeem. 26) should be alleged in

proof of this usucapion formerly existing.

ScRIBONIA VuRlA OT De VllS MUNIBNDIS,
proposed by C. Scribonius Curio, tr. pleb. b.c. 51.

(Orellii Onomaaticon.)

SEMPRO'NIAE LEGES, were leges proposed

by Tiberius and C. Gracchus respectively, while

they were tribuni plebis.

Aoraria of Tib. Gracchus was proposed by him
during his tribunate b. c. 133. The nature of this

measure is explained by Appian. (BeU. Civ. L 1 0,

&C.) It was an Agraria Lex, the object of which

was the distribution of the Public Land among the

poorer citizens. [AorariabLbqb&] Tib.Gmcchus
with the advice of P. Licinius Crassus, Pontifex

Maximus, P. Mucins Scacvola. afterwards Ponti-

fex Maximus, and Appius Claudius (Pint Tib.

Gracchua, 9), proposed that no person should hold

more of the Agcr Publicus than 500 jngera

(comp. Liciniab Lbobs), but that for every son

he might holcf 250 more. The poor who were to

be provided with land out of what remained after

the large possessions were reduced, were not to

have the power of alienating their own lots
;
and

they were to pay the tenths. The law was enacted

and the execution of it was intrusted to three per-

sons (ties viriX who were Tiberius himself, his

brother Cains, and Appius Claudius. The execu-

tion of the law was attended with great difficulty,

because the public land which had been held for

many generations by private persons, bod been

dealt with like private property, had often changed

hands by sole, and had b^n improved and built

upon. It was first proposed to indemnify the

Possessors for all improvements, but it appears that

when they made opposition to the measure, this

proposal was withdrawn.

Other measures were designed by Tiberius, but

his premature death stopped them. The execution

of the Agraria Lex of Tiberius was impeded by a

Senatusconsultum, which put an end to the com-

mission. The Lex was revived by Caius Grac-

chus, trib. pi. in B. c. 123. The seimte ruined the

cause of Gracchus by engaging the tribune M.
Livius Drusus to propose measures of a character
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eren more popular than those of Qncchna. The
legislation about the Homan Public Land requires

a history in itself.

Dn Capitb Cnriuv, proposed by C. Oracchus

D. c. 1 '33, enacted that the caput or condition of

a Roman eitisen could not be aifecled without a

trial and vote of the people. (Cic pro Rahir. e. A ;

and Cicero's disingenuous exposition, /n CtU, iv. 5).

Plutarch (C. Orueektu^ 4) appears to allude to ihb
Lex ; but if he does, be has mistaken its purport

Kr<tmbntaria. [FavMBNTAaiAS Lsobk.]
JuoiciARiA proposed by C. Qraochus, had for its

object to deprive the senate of the power which

they deriTcd from supplying the Judices m Judicia

Publka from their b^y (PlutCl Grwxkut, 5).

Plutarch's account of this Lex is probably incor-

rect. Compare Appian {DcU, Cie, L 23) ; and Jt;-

uxx, p. 649, b.

Dk pRoVisciifl Co.NSULARifiUfl proposed by C.
j

Gracchus, b. c. 133, enacted, that m every year,
j

before the Comitia for electing the consuls, the
I

senate should determine the two provinces which
the consub should have

^
and the coosub were to

si'ttle between themselves bv lot, or otherwise,

which province each should have. (Sallust, Jog.

c. 37, and the note of Cortius
; Cic. de i*rov. C'oas.

c2.)
There may have been other measures proposed

and carried by C. Gracchus ;
but it is not easy to

distingnwb between all that was proposed and
:

carried, and what was simply propose. The
Lives of Tiberius and C. Oracchus by Plutarch, i

transbted with notes by G. Long, give some in-

formation on the legislation of the Gracchi, which

should be compared with Appian. Cic. L

10, Ac.)

SEMPRO'NIA DE FE'NORE, ac. 193,

was a Plebbcitum proposed by a tribune M.Sem-
pronius (Liv. xxxv. 7), which coacted that the law

about money lent {peamia eredita) should

he the same for the Socii and Latin! (JSodi ao

Nomtn Jjaiitum) as for Roman citixens. The
object of the Lex was to prevent Romans from

lending money in the name of the Socii who were

not bound by the Fenebres Leges. The Lex
could obviously only apply within the jurisdiction

of Rome.
SKHVrLIA AORA'RL\, proposed bv the

tribune P. Servilius Hullus in the consuUhip of

Cicero, a c. 63, was a very extensive Agroria Ro-

gatio. It was successfully opposed by Cicero {In

I{uilum)\ but it was in substance carried by Julius

Caesar &C. 59 [Julia Lbx Aorarxa], and b
the Lex called by Cicero Lex Compuna {ad AU. U.

18), from the public land called Agcr Campanus
being assigned under this Lex.

SKUVPLIA OLAU'CIA DE REPETUN-
DI8. [Ripxtundab.]
SEHVI LIA JUDICIA'RIA, proposed by

the consul Q. Servilius Coepio, B. c. 106. See

the article Juosx, p. 649, b, and the various pas-

sages in Cicero {linU. 43, 44, 63, 86). It b
assumed by tome writers that a Lex of the tribune

Servilius Glaucia repealed the Scnrilia Judiciaria

two yean after its enactment. (Cic. BnU. 62 ;

OrelUi Omomusiuxm.)

SPLIA. (Oaius, iv. 19.) The L^s Actio

called Condictio was establbhed by this Lex in

the case when the demand was a determinate sum
of money {ceria pceunia).

Sl'LlA, a plebiscitum proposed by P. and M.
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Sillii tribuni plcbis related to Pnbllca Pondeim.
(Festns, PnUiea Pondera^ where the Lex b
given

; and the notes in the Dolphin edition.)

SILVA'Nl ET CARBO'NIS. [Papima
Plautia.]
SL'LPl'CIAE, proposed by the tribune P.

Sulpicius Rufus, a supporter of Marius, b. c. 88,
enacted the rccal of the exiles, the dbtribution of
the new citixens and the Ubertini among the thirty-

five tribes, that the command in the Mitbridatic
war should be taken from Sulla and given to
Marius, and that a Senator ahould not contract
debt to the amount of more than 2000 denarii.

(PluU SulL 8.) The last enactment may have
been intended to expel persons from the senate
who should get in debt. All these Leges were
repealed by Sulla. (App. BdL Civ. i. 55, 59

;

Liv. Bpit 77 ;
Veil Pat ii. 18.)

SULPrCIA SEMPRO'NI^ b. a 304. No
name b given to thb Lex by Livy (ix. 46X but H
was probably proposed by the consol^ It preventeid

the dedicatio of a templum or altar without the
consent of the senate or a majority of the tribunes.

(Compare Gains, il 5—7.)

SUMTUA'KIAB. [Sumtuariab Lb<;b&]
TAUKLLA'RIAB. [Tabxllariab Lbgss.]
TAKPE'IA ATE'RNIA. [Atbrnla Tar-

PSIA.]

TERENTFLIA, proposed by the tribune (X
Terentili^ b.c. 463, but not carried, was a ro-

gatio which bad for its object an amendment of the
constitution, though in form it only attempted a
limitation of the Imperium Consulare. (Liv. iii 9,

10, 31 ; Dionvs. Horn, Aniiq. x. 1, Ac.) Thb
rogatio probably led to the subsequent legislation

of the Decemviri.

TESTAMENTA'RIAE. Various leges, such
os the Cornelia, Falcidia, Furia, and Voconio, re-

gulated testamentary dispositions.

THO'RIA. Thb Agraria Lex b the subject

of a very ebborate essay by RudoriT, ^ l>os

AckergeseU dcs Spurius Tborius, Zeitschrifi,

voL X."

ThU I^x was engraved on the back part of the

same brooxe tablet which contained the Scrvilia

Lex which applied to the Judicia de Kepetundis.
The tablet was broken at some unknown time,

and the lower which was perhaps the larger part

is now lost. Seven fragments of the upper part

were preserved, which ns the tablet b written on
both sidc^ make fourteen inscriptions, which
were publbbed by Fulvius Ursinus : the first five

of the inscriptions, as they are numbered by him,
belong to the Lex Thoria, and the seven lost to

the Lex Scrvilia. The loij^t and most important

of the fragments are now in the Museo Borbonico.

Their bbtory b traced and tbeir present condition

described by Rudorff with great minuteness. Two
of the fragments were copied by Sigonius when
they were in the Museum of Cardinal Bembo;
and the copy of the two fragments of the Lex
Thoria, and also the copy of the two fragments of

the Lex ServUia, ore printed in the work of Sigo-

nius, Zb Anii^no Jure Pof)uli Romam Libri Uo-
deeim^ Bononiae, 1574.

The title of this Lex docs not appear from the
mutilated inscription, but Rudorff sDoa*s that the

Lex belongs to toe period between the consulship of

I

P. Cornelius Scipio Nasica and L. Calpuniius Piso

I Bestia, b. c. Ill, and that of ]L Julius Caesar,

I

n. c. 90, within which space of twenty-two yean
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five Agrarian laws were enactc<l, B«*ria, Thoria,

Marcia, Apulcia, and Titia. It further apjwnrs

from comparing two passages of Cicero {de Or, ii.

70; and Drutus^ 36), in which ho speaks of the

Lex Thoria, with the fragments of this Lex whose

title is lost, that the fragments are those of the

l/cx Thoria. Now the date of the Ix*x Thoria is

fixed by Kudorflf at the year of the city 643 or

D.C. 111, which is, consequently the date of the

Lex on the brontc tablet, thus identified with

the Lex Thoria. Proceeding on the assumption

that the fragmentary Lex was the Plebiscitiim,

called the I,#ex Thoria, Sigonius restored the be-

ginning of it according to the usual form of Hnman
Plcbiscita: Sp. Thorivs . . . F. Tr. PL Plebem isTo

rog. Plebcsque ivre scivit Tribvs .... Principivm

fvit pro tribv Q. Fabivs. Q. F. prlmvs scivit.

The history of this inKription is curious. It

wras not cut on the rough back of the bronze tablet

till after the other side, which is smooth, had been

occupied by the Scnilia Lex. The Servilia Lex
is certainly not of earlier date than the year of the

city 648, or o. c. 1 06, and consequently the Thoria

could not hare been cut on this tablet before the

year 648. It seems that the tablet was large

enough for the l^ex S<;rviVui, for which it w'os in-

tended, but much too small for the Agrarian I^aw

:

“ consequently, the characters of tl>e Agrarian side

of the tablet are reniarkably small, the lines nar-

row, the abbri'viations numerous, and the chapters

only separated by two or three points, whereas on

the other side the letters arc uniform, latge, and

w«*ll made, the lines wide, the words written at

full length, and the chapters of the Lex separated

by superscriptions. Further, the lines (of the

Agrarian Lex) are often so oblique that they cross

the straight lines on the opposite side, which ore

cut very deep and consequently ore visible on the

side on wliich the Agrarian Lex is cut.” (UudortT)

The subject-matter of tliis Lex cannot be stated

without entering into detail: the whole is examined

by Iludiirif with great care. The main subject of

the Lex to wliich the first eighteen chapters or

fiwiy-threc Ijnes refer, is the Public land in Italy

os far 08 the rivers Rubico and Macro. The second

|»art of tlie Lex begins with the nineteenth clmp-

tor and the forty-fourth line, and extends to the

fiftieth chapter and the ninety-sixth line: this

C
ut of the liCX ndates to the Public and Private

nd in the Province of Africa. The third and

last part of the Lex, from the fiftieth chapter and

the nuiety-sixth line to the end of the inscription,

relates to the Roman Public land in the territory

of Corinth.

Rudorff concludes that the Lex applied to other

land also ;
and for two reasons. First, the Roman

Agrarian Laws of the seventh century of the city,

related to all the provinces of the empire, of which

we have an example in the case of the Lex Sen ilia

of Rullus. Secondly, the fragment of the Lex
Thoria, which is preserved, is so broad compared

with the height that we may conclude that the

complete tablet contained three times as much as

it d<H*8 now
;
for nearly all the bn>nze tablets on

which Roman laws are cut, arc of an oblong form,

with the height much greater than their width.

Of the two-thirds of the tablet which it is con-

cluded have been lost, not a trace has yet been

discovered.

The essay of Rudorff contains a copy of the in-

scription^ with the restoration of the passages that

LEGES VALERIAF..

are defaced. The value of this atU'inpt can only
be estimated by an investigation os complete os
lliat of the author.

TI’TIA, similar in its provisions to the Lex
Puhlicia. (Dig. 1 1. tit. fi. s. 3.)

TITIA DE TUTO'HIBUS (see Julia Lsx
BT Titia, and Gains L 195).

TRERO'NIA, a plebiscitnm proposed by L.
Trebonius, B. c. 448, which enacted that if the ten

tribunes were not chosen before the Comitia were
dissolved, those who were elected should not fill

up the number (oo-o/yore), but that the Comitia
should be continued till the ten were elected. (Liv.

iiL 65, V. 10.)

TREBO'NIA DE PROVI'NCIIS CONSTT-
LA'RIBUS. (Plut.ai/.A/«i. A^ iUs.EpU. 105 ;

Dion Cass, xxxix. 33.)

TRiaUNITIA. [Tribusur.]
TIJ'LUA DE A'MniTU. fAMBiTrs.l
TU'LLIA DE LKGATIO'NE LI'RERA.

[Lbqatus, p. 679, a.]

VALE'RIAE LEGES. In b. c. 508, the con-

sul P. Valerius proposed and carried various leges,

the purpose of which was to relieve himsolf from
tbo suspicion of aiming at kingly power, and to

inci:case his popularity. The chief were a I<ex

which gave an appeal (provocaiio) to the populiis

against magistratus, and one which dt'clan^ to be
accursed, and devoted the man and his properly,

who should fonn a design to seize the kingly power
(Liv. ii. 8). Owing to these popular measures,

the consul received the cognomen of Publicola, by
which he is generally known. This statement of

the law on Provoentio by Livy is very brief and
unsatisfactory. Cicero {de Urp. ii. 31) slates

more distinctly that this Lex was the first that was
passed at the Comitia Centurinta, and that the

provisions were ^nc quit mogislritus civcm Roina-

nuin adversus provocalioncm nccarct neve verbe-

raret.” The Ix’x, therefore, secured the right of

appeal to all lUiman cives ; and it is consistent

with this, that some of the Roman cives, the patri-

cians, as Niebuhr states, had already the prove-

catio to their curiae. This right of provoentio only

applied to Rome and a mile round the city, for

the Imperium of the consuls beyond this boundary
was unlimited (Liv. iiL 20, neque cnim provocaiio-

Item esse longius ab urbe mille passuum). Con-
formably to this, the Jtidicia qiuic Imjicrio continen-

tiir comprised among other cases those w here the

Judicium was beyond tho limits of the milie pns-

sns. The substance of the two lH*ges is stated by
Dionysius Rom. v. 19, 70) with mnn.' pre-

cision and apparently in accordance w'ilh the terms

of the Leges. The right of provocaiio was in-

tended to protect persons against the summary
jurisdiction of the consuls, by giving them an ap-

peal to the and until the dreid^
on their case, no punishment could be indicted,

(c. 70.) In c. 19 it is said that the appeal was
also to the 8^ftor ; and this measure made Publi-

cola popular with the whom we must
take to be the Plebs (comp. Dionys. ix. 39). Dio-

nysius generally uses to signify Plebs
;
but

be also uses In the same sense (viL 65,

viii, 70, 71, X. 40).

VALE'RIAE ET IIORATIAE LEGES weie

proposed by the consuls L. V'alcriui and M. Ho-
ratius B. c. 449. (Liv. iii. 55.) One of these

Leges which was passed at the Comitia Centuriata

was ** ut quod tributim plebcs jussisset populum
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trneret»*' the import of which ii not easy to

tinguifth from the later Publilia Lex (Liv. vili. PJ),
^ ut plebiscitn omnet Quirites tenerent.'* [PtK-
BI9C1TUM ; PUBLIUA LXX.]
A second Lex wns intended to secure the prin-

ciple of the Lex Valeria De Provocatione ; *^that if

any person appointed (creoaset) a magistratiu with-

out appeal^ it was lawful to kill such person.**

Vrtattl hu here a technical meaning. (Lir. iii.

5.5, ir. 13
;
Cic. He Rep. ii. 31 ;

**ne qui magistra-

ttis sine provocatione crearetur.") This Lex was
enacted again ii. c. 3U0 (Liv. x. 9) on the proposal

of M. Valerius, consul ; a:id the sanction of the

Lex was mure carefully expressed (diligentius

sarictam). This, says Livy, was the third time

that this IjC-x was enacted since the expulsion of

the kings :
** the cause of its being enact^ several

timi^ I take to be no other than this, that the

jiower of a few^ was greater than the liberty of

the plt‘hs.** This is a plain and intelligible account

of the matter, and may be safely accepted. The
Great Oiarler of England was ratified more than

once. A IjCX Ihiilia (Liv. iii. 5.5) which imme-
diately followed theseValerioe, again enacted, among
other things, severe penalties against him **qui

inagistmtum sine provocatione creasscU** The picbs

thought they were never safe enough against the

nubility, and they hod good grounds to be suspi-

cious.

A third Ia'X of these consuls was to protect the

persons of the tribimi plebis, aediles, judiccs, de-

cemviri. Any p«.'rson who violated their personiUity

w'os sacer, ** devoted,** and hts familia, liberi libemc-

que, were to be sold. It is not known who are

meant by judices and decemviri in tliis pussiage.

The context shows that they were persons of the

plebeian class or in the plebeian interest. Niebuhr's

conjecture that the judices may be the Centumviri

is ingenious and probable. All conjectures about

the decemviri are vague.

VALE'RIA HOKA'TIA. [Pleuiscitlm.]
VA'HI.-\. [MAJKHTA8.1
VATPNIA 1)K PUOVrNCIISwasthe en-

actment by which Julias C^sar obtained the pro-

vince of Gallia Cisalpina with Illyriaim for five

years, to which the senate added Gallia Transol-

pina. This Plcbiscitum was proposed by the tri-

bune P. Vatinius, B. a 59. (Dion Ckiss. xxxviii. H

;

Appian. Bell. Cit;. ii. 13 ; Sueton, Cues. ‘2*2
; Veil,

Put ii. 44.) A Trel)onia Lex subsequently yrth

longed Caesar's imperium for five years.

VATI'NIA. [Repbtundar.)
VATPNIA DE COLO'NIS, under which the

I«atina Colonia [Latinitas] of Novum-Comum in

Gallia Cisalpina was planted B. c. 59. (Sueton.

Cues. 28.)

VATPNIA DE RBJECTIO'NE JU'DICUM
(Cic. in Vatin, c. 1

1 ;
ScAoL Bob. 321, 323.)

LEGES DE VI. [Via.]

VIA'RIA. A Lex that was talked of (Cic.

ati Fum. viii. 6) is only worth mention on account

of the name. Such a Lex might be Do ViU
Muniendia
Some modem writers speak of Freges Viarioc,

but there do not appear to be any Leges properly

Bo called. The provisions os to roods (viae) in

many of the Agrarian laws were ports of kuch

leges, and had no special reference to roads.

(Krontinos, or, as he is often called, Pseodo-FroQ-

tinus, />« Colonns Libelims.)

VICESIMA'RIA. [VicEsiMA.]

LEX VOCONIA. rOl

Vl'LLIA ANNA'LTS. [Annales, p. 684, b.

and the Essay of Wex on the lA'ges Annalos
of the Romans, translated in the Classical Mu-
seum, No. X.]
VISE'LLIA made a man liable to a criminal

prosecution who, being a Ictinus, assumed to ex-
ercise the rights of an Iiigenuui. (0x1. ix. tit.21.)

VOCO'NIA, was enacted on the proposal of

Q. Vocouios Saxo, a Tribunal Plebis. In tlio

“ De Senectute ** of Cicero, Cato the elder is in-

troduced as saying that ho spoke in favour of the

Lex when he was sixty-five years of age, and in

the consulship of Caepio and Philippus. (n.c.

169.) Gellius also S)X!>^s of the oration in which
Cato recommended this Lex. (Cic. pro Balbo^ 8,

Cato Aftylor, 5; Gellius, vii. 13, xvii. 6.)

One provision of the Lex was that no person
who should be included in the census, afUT the

census of that year {j>ost eot censures ; the Censors
of tliat year were A. Postumius and Q. Fulvius),

should make any female (rtrgutent neve mtdierem)
his hcres. (Cic. in Verrem^ I 41, 42.) Cicero docs

not state that the I^x fixed the census at any
sum ; but it appears from Gains (ii. 274) that a
woman could not be made hen s by any person

who was rated in the census at 100,000 asses or

upwards (cen/am oms), though she could

take the hcreditas per fidcicommiMum. Dion Cas-

sius (Ivi. 10) names the sum ns 25,000 drachmae,

which is 100,000 sestertii. The lex allowed no

exceptions even in favour of an only daughter.

(Augustin, de Civit. Dei, iii. 21.) The liCx only

applied to testaments, and therefore a daughter
or other female could inherit ab iutestato to any
amount. Tiic Vestal Virgins could make women
their heredcs in all cases, which w'os the only

exception to the provisions of the Lex. (Cic. de

Rep. iii. 10 \ GclL i. 12.)

If the terms of the Lex are corr ctly reported

by Cicero, a person who w’os not cettsus might
make a woman his hercs, whatever wax the nnmunt
of his property, and so Cicero understands the Lex
(ta Verr. ii. 41). Still there is a difficulty about

the meaning of census, 1 f it is taken to mean that

a person whose property was above 1 00,000, and
who was not included in the census, could dispose

of his property ns he pleased by testament, the

purpose of the Lex would be fnistrated ; nnd

further “ the not being included in the census”
(netpte census esset) seems rather vague. Still, ac-

cording to the terms of the Lex, any person who
Imd ever been included in the census, would l»o

aifected by this legal incapacity. St>mctimes it is

assumed that the last census is meant. The Edict

extended the rule of the Voconia Lex to the Bo-

norum Posscssio. (Dig. 37. tit. I. s. 12.)

Another provision of the Lex forbade a person,

who was census, to give more in amount in the

form of a legacy or a donatio mortis causa, to any
person than the hcres or heredes should take.

This provision secured something to the heres or

heredes, but still the provision was inefiectUAl,aml

the object of this lex was only accomplished by
the Lex Falculia. [Lioatcm.] Gains (ii. 226),

in quoting this provision of the Lex, does not

mention the condition of being census, but this is

stated by Cicero (in Verr. i. 43).

Some writers suppose that this Lex also con-

tained a provision by which a testator was forbid-

den to give a woman more than half of his property

by way of legacy
j
and it appears from Cicero that
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tbe Lex applied to legacies {<U mvHerum legatis ei

kereditatUms^ Cic. <U ReptA. iii. 10). But this

provision is not allowed by some of the best critics

to have been a part of the Lex. Quintilian

{Dedam. 264) states that by the Lex (Voconia) a
woman could not take by testament more than half

of a person's property ;
but Quintilian says nothing

of the provisions of this Lex, which incapacitated

women altogether from taking under a will in

certain cases, and in the passage referred to he

is speaking of two women being made heredes of

a property in equal shares. The dispute between

the cognati and the two women turned on the

words of the Lex, ** ne liccat mulieri plusquain

dimidiaro partem bonorum suomm relinquere," the

cognati contending that the IjCx did not allow the

whole property to be thus given to two women in

equal shai^ though it was admitted that if half of

the property had been given to one woman, there

would have been no ground for dispute. It is

quite consistent that the Lex might have allowed a

woman to take half of a man's property in certain

cases, and in others to take none, though the object

of the Lex, which was to prevent lai^ properties

from coming into women's hands, would have been

better secur^ by other provisions than those of

the Lex os they are known to us ;
for it appears

from Quintilian, that a woman might take by will

one half of as many properties as there were tfs-

tators. It might be conjectured that the clause of

the Lex which forbade a woman being made hercs,

signified sole beret, and then the clause which

forbade her taking more than half would be fitly

framed to prevent an evasion of the law by making
a woman hercs ex dcunce, for instance, and giving

the rest to another person. And this conjecture

derives some support from the provision of the Lex
Voconia which prevented the giving nearly ail the

property in legacies to the detriment of the hcres

;

which prorision, however, it must be observed,

does not apply to women only (Gaius, ii. 226).

The case of Fadia, mentioned by Cicero (de Pin.

ii. 17), shows that there was a provision in the

Lex by which, in certain cases at least, a woman
might take something

;
and it also shows that the

Lex prevented a man from making even his own
daughter Bole heres.

According to Gaius and Pliny {Paneg. 42), the

provisions of the Voconia Lex were in force at the

time when they were writing, though Gellius (xx.

1) speaks of them as being either obsolete os re*

pealed. The provisions of the Lex Julia ctPapia
Poppaea may have repealed some of the clauses of

the Voconia Lex.

The subject of the Voconia Lex is one of con-

siderable difficulty, owing to the imperfect state-

ments that remain of its contents and provisions,

which were probably numerous. The chief modern
authorities on the matter are referred to by Rein

{Dot Rom. PrivaL RedUy p. 367, dec.), and in

Orellii Onomastiem. The latest essay on it that

the writer has aeon is
** Die Lex Voconia &c."

by Dr. J. J. Bachofen, Basel, 1 843 ;
but the essay,

docs not settle all the difficulties.

This list of Leges may not be quite complete,

and the dates of some of them and the statement

of their purport may not be perfectly accurate.

Still it contains all the Leges that are of an^ im-

portance for the understanding of Roman History

and Jiirisprudence. Those which arc not specially

noticed here, are referred to their proper heads.

LTBELLUS.

particularly when there are many Leges relating

to one subject, as Ambitus, ^petundae, &c.
Several of the Roman Leges were modifit^ by
Senatusconsulta. The Senatusconsulta, which are

properly laws, ore enumerated under Sknatus-
CONSULTUM. [G. L.]

LEXIARCHI [Eocibsia, p.

441, a.]

LEXIARCHICON (\viiopxm6w). [Demcs.]
LEXIS {kri^is). [Dike.]
LIBELLA, instruments. [Libra.]
LIBELLA, a small Roman silver coin, which

is mentioned by Varro (L. L. v. 36, p. 68, Mul-
ler) as having existed in the early age of the city,

but which in his time, and apparently for a con-

siderable period before, was no longer coined.

The name, however, was retained especially as a
proverbial expression for a very small value. (Plaut
Ptevd. iL 2. 34, CapL v. 1. 27 ; Cic. Verr. ii. 2,

pro Rose. Com. 4.) It was equal in value to the

as (whence its name), and, in the system of

silver money, it was the tenth part of the denarius.

(Varr. L c. ; Plin. H. N. xxxiii. 3. s 13.) The
words of Varro and Pliny clearly imply that the

libella was equal in value to the old full-weight

as; and it seems most probable that the coin

ceased being struck at the time of the reduction

of the asy on account of the inconveniently small

size which it would have assumed. The Ultella

was subdivided into the sembdloy its half, and the

terunduSy its quarter. Cicero {ad Att. vii. 12) uses

these words to express fractions of an estate, with
'

reference to the denarius as the unit, the libella

signifying 1-1 0th, and the tcruncius 1-4 0th of

the whole (Bbckh, Metrol, Uutersuck. p. 453,

&.C.). [P.S.]

LTBELLUS, is the diminutive form of liber, and
signifies properly a little book. A libellus was
distinguished from other kinds of writings, by b<-ing

written like our books by pages, whereas other

writings were written transversa charta. (Suet
Coes. 56.) A libellus, however, did not necessarily

consist of several iiages. It w'as used by the Ro-
mans ns a technical term in the following cases :

—
1. Libelli accusalorum or aceusaiorii were the

written accusations which in some coses a plaintiff,

after having received the permission to bring an
action against a' person, drew up, signed, and sent

to the judicial authorities, viz., in the city to the

praetor, and in a province to the proconsul. (Cod.

9. tit 2. a 8 ; Dig. 48. tit 5. s. 2. 17. 29 ; 47.

tit 2. s. 74 ;
compare Actio.) The form in

which a libellus occusatorius was to be written, is

described by Ulpian in a case of ailultery. (Dig.

48. tit 2. s. 3.) The accuser hod to sign the libcl-

lus, and if he could not write, he was obliged to

get somebody else to do it for him. If the libel-

lus was not written in the proper 1(^^ form, it

W’as invalid, but the plaintiff hod still tbe right to

bring the same action again in its legal form.

(Juv. vi. 244, &C. :
Tacit Ann. iii. 44 ; Plin. Epist.

viL 27 ;
compare Brisson. de Form. v. c. 1 87, &c.)

2. Libdli famosi were what we call libels or

pasquinades, intended to injure the charactor of

persons. A law of the Twelve Tables indicted

very severe punishments on those who compesed
defamatory wrritings against any person. (Cic. de

Re Pub. iv. 10 ; Arnob. iv. p. 151.) During the

latter part of the republic this law appears to have
been in abeyance, for Tacitus {Ann. L 72) says that

previous to the time of Augustus libels hod never
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been legally panijbed (compare Cic. ad Ffxm. iiL 11\
and that Augustus prorokcd by the audacity with

which Cassius SeTerus brought into disrepute the

most illustrious persons of the age, ordained, by a

lez majestatis, that the authors of libelH famosi

should be brought to trial. On this occasion An*
g;uatus, who was informed of the existence of

sereral such works, had a search made at Rome by
the aedilea, and in other places by the local magis-

trates, and ordered the lioels to be burnt ; aome of

the authors were subjected to punishment. (Dion

Cass. Ivi. 27.) A law quoted by Ulpian (Dig. 47.

tit. 10. a 5) ordained that the author of a Hollas

fiamosus sbc^d be intestabilis, and during the later

period of the empire we find that capit^ punish-

ment w’as not only inflicted upon the author, but

upon those persons in whose possession a libellns

fiimosus was found, or who did not destroy it as

soon as it cams into their bands. (Cod. 9. tit. S6.)

For fiirther infonnation on this subject see Rein,

Das CrimmatredU der isomer, pp. 378, Ac. 531.

3. LibelliiM msmortdA«, a pocket or memorandum
book. (Suet Cae$. 56.) The libellua, from which
Cicero {ad AtL vi 1. | 5) communicates a memo-
randum of Brutua, appeari to hare bean a book of

this kind.

4. Ld)dlu$ is used by the Roman jurists as

equivalent to OnUio 2*r%aapi$, [OaaTiONXS Prin-
CIPItM.]

5. The word Ubellui waa also applied to a

variety of wTitingt, which in most cases probably

consisted of one page only :
—

a. To short letters addressed to a person for the

purpose of cautioning him against some danger

which threatened his life (Sueton. Cat*. 81, Calig.

1 5) ;
and to any short letters or reports addressed

to the senate or private individuals. (Suet. Cat*,

56, Angud. 84 ; Cic. ad Fam. xi. 1 1.)

U To the bills called libtUi ghdiatorii^ or munt-
rarii, which persons who gave gladiatorial exhibi-

tions distribute among the people. [OLADiaTORsa,
p.574,b.j

c. To petitions to the emperora. (Suet Aag. 53 ;

Mart viiL 31. 3, 82. 1.) The emperors had their

especial ofiicers or secretaries who attended to all

petitions {UbelU* praefecta*., Dig. 20. tit. 6), and
who read and answe^ them in the name of the

emperor. (Suet. DoirUt, 14.) Such a libellus is

still extant See Oruter, Inaeripi. p. dcvll 1

.

d. To the bill of appeal called libeilu* appdla-
Umvty which a person who did not acquiesce in a
judicial sentence, had to tend in after the lapse of

two or three days. (Dig, 40. tit 1.)

0. To the bills stuck up in tbo most frequented

parts of the city, in case of a debtor having ab-
sconded. (Cic. proQtnd. 6, 15, 19 ; Rein, Aom.
I^riwUr. p. 499.) Such bills were also stuck upon
the estates of such a debtor, and his friends who
wished to pay for him sometimes pulled down such
bills. (Senec. <fs Btmt/, iv. 12.)

f. To bills in which persons announced to the

public that they had fbui^ things which had been
lost, and in which they invited ^e owner to claim

his property. (Plaut Rad. v. 2. 7* Ac. ; Dig. 47.

tit 2. a. 44.) The owner gave to the finder a re-

ward (efiperpa) and received his property back.

Sometimes the owner also made known to the

public by a libelloa what he had lost, stated his

name and residence, and promised to give a reward
to the person who found his property, and brought
it back to him. (Propert ill 21. 21, Ac.) [L. S.]
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LIBER {$i8\iow) a book. The most common
material on which books were written by the

Greeks and Romans, was the thin coats or rind

(/•6er, whence the Latin name for a book) of the
Egyptian papyrus. This plant was called by the

Egyptians bjftio* whence the Greeks dc>
rived their name for a book (BiflXleir). It formed
an article of commerce long before the time of

Herodotus (v. 58), and was extensively used in

the western port of Europe, as is prov^ by the
number of rolU of papyri found at Herculaneum.
In the sixth century of the Christian aera the
duty on imoorted papyrus was abolished by Tbeo-
dorie the Great, on which occasion Cassiodonis

wrote a letter (zi. 88), in which he congratulates

the world on the cessation of a tax so unfisvouroble

to the pcogress of learning and of commerce. The
papyrus-tree grows in swamps to the height of

ten feet and more, and paper was prepared from
the thin coata or pellicles wnich surround the plant

in the followiim manner according to Pliny (xiii.

23) The dinerent pieces were joined together by
the turbid Nile water, as it bos a kind of glutlii-

out property. A layer of papyrus {tek^ or

pkilgia) was laid flat on a boo^ and a cross layer

put over it ;
and being thus [Spared, the layers

were pressed and afterwards dried in the sun.

The sheets were then fiutened or pasted together,

the best being taken first and then the inferior

sheets. There were never more than twenty in a
scapus or roll. The papyri found in Egj'ptian

tombs difier very much in length, but not much in

breadth, as the breadth was probably determined
by the usual length of the strips taken from the

plant The length might be carried to almost any
extent by fiutening one sheet to another. The
writing was in columns with a blank slip between
them. {Egyptian Antiquitie*^ rol. iL ch. 7. Ix>n<l.

1836.) The form and general appearance of the

papyri rolls will be understood from the following

woodcut taken from paintings found at Pompeii.
(UelL Pomp. voL U. p. 187.)

The poper (e5aria) made from the papyrus was of

differatit qualities. The best was called after Au-
gustus, the second after Livia, the third, which was
originally the best, was named Hieratica, because

it was appropriated to the sacred books. The
finest paper was subsequently called Claudio, from

the emperor Claudius. The inferior kinds were

called Ampluiheatrica^ SaiHcOy LentoHca^ from the

places in Egj’pt where it waa made, and also

FastnianOy from one Fanniua, who had a celebrated

manufisetory at Rome. The kind called Bmporrtica

was not fit for writing, and was chiefly used by
merchants for packing their goods, from which cir-

cumstance it obtain^ its name. (Plin. ziiL 23,

24.)

Next to the papyrus, parchment (memfirana)

was the otost common material for writing upon.
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It U a&id to have been invented by Eumcnet IT.

king of Perg&nius, in con«equcnce of the prohibi-

tion of the export of pApyrui from EgNi^t, by
Ptnlemv Epiphanct. (Plin. xiiL 21.) It ii pro-

bable^ however, that Eumenes introduced only

some improvement in the manufacture of parch-

ment, as Herodotus mentions writing on skins as

common in his time, and says that the lonians hod

been accustomed to give the name of bkius

pat) to books (t. 58). Other materials ore also

mentioned as used for writing on, but l>ooks appear

to have been almost invariably written either

upon papyrus or parchment.

The ancients wrote usually on only one sido of

the pap«T or parchment, whence Juvenal (i. 5)
sf)caks of an extremely long tragedy as

** Summi plena jam margine libri

Scriptus et in tergo nccdum finltus Orestes.**

Such works were called Opitiogrti}iihi (Plin.

iii. 5), are also said to be a'ritten in arerso

charUu (Mart. viii. 02.)

The Wk of the paper, instead of being written

upon, was usually staini'd w*ith saffron colour or

the ccdnis. (Lucian, rp^r diraI8. 16. vol iii. p.

4 1 .*1
;
croceaf mcm5ruw<i Uil*eUae^ J uv. viL 23 ; Pen.

iii. 10.) We learn from Ovid that the cednii

produced a yellow colour. (Ovid, 7m<. iii. 1, 13.)

i\s paper and parchment were dear, it u'ns fre-

quently the custom to erase or w-ash out writing of

liltlo importance, and to HTite upon the |>aper or

parchment again, which was then called FaUm-
(waAi^iI/^<rTos). This practice is mentioned

by Cicero (o#/ Fam. vii. 10), who praises his friend

'I'relMitius for baring been so economical os to write

upon a palimpsest, but wonders what those writ-

ings could have been which were considered of less

importance than a letter. (Compare C^tull. xxii.

5 ; Martini, xiv. 7.)

The paper or parchment w*ns joined together so

as to fonn one sheet ; and when the work was
finished, it w*ns rolled on a staff, whence it was

called a volumen ; and hence we have the expres-

sion erftlr^r liLrum. (Cic. <ui Att. ix. 10.) When
an author divided a work into several books, it

was usual to include only one book in a volume or

n»ll, BO that there were generally the same number
of volumes ns of books. Thus Ovid {Trisf. i, 1.

117) calls his fifteen books of Metamorjihnses

**mulatae ter quinquo volumioa formae.” (Com-
part* Cic. Tu.tc, iiu 3, ad Fam. xvii. 17.) When
A book was long, it was sometimes divided into

two volumes
;
thus Pliny {Fp. iii. 5) speaks of a

work in three liooks “ in sex volumina propter

omplitudinem dirisi.'*

In the papyri rolls found at Herculaneum, the

stick on which the papyrus is rolled does not pro-

ject from the papyrus, but is concealed by it,

Uiually, however, there were balls or liosses,

onmmented or painted, called umfiilici or comua^

which were fastened at each end of the stick and

|in>jc«lcd from the papynis. (Martial, iiL 2, v. C,

15 ;
Tibull. iii. 1. 14 ;

Ovid. 7nsU j. 1. 8.) The
mils of the roll were carefully cut, polished with

pmirice-stone and colnured black
;
they w’cre called

the jgrmiRae /routes. (Ovid, l.e.)

To protect the full from injury it was frequently

put in a parchment case, which was stained w ith a

purple colour or with the yellow of the Lutum.
Martial (x. 2)3) calls such a covering a pHrjmrea

toffd. Something of the same kind is mi^ant by
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the Greek sitt^hae ((rtTrotfot, Cic. ad Att iv. ,*l),

which Ilesychius explains by Zfppdnyai trroKca.

The title of the bwk {titulua indejt) was written

on a small strip of papyrus or parchment with a
light red colour (corrum orminttpa). Winkelmann
supposed that the title was on a kind of ticket

suspended to the roll, os is seen in the paintings

at Herculaneum (see w’oodcut), but it was most
probably stuck on the papyrus itself. (Compare
TibulL/. e,) We learn fn»m Seneca (c<e Tramj.
An. 9) and Martial (xiv. 186) that the portraits of

the authors were often placed on the first page of

the work.

As the demand fur books increased towards the

end of the Roman republic, and it became the

fashion fur the Roman nobles to have a library,

the trade of liooksellers naturally arose. They
were called Liirarii (Cic. de Ijeg. iii. 20), /iiWio-

jtolae (Mart. iv. 71, xiii. 3), and by the Gnek
writers frdxifXot or /3itf\ioKdm;Xoi. Their
shop was called Udtema lUfraria (Cic. FhU. ii. 9),

These sho{)s were chiefly in the Argilctnm (Mart,
L 4), and in the V^icus Sandalarius (Cell xviii.4).

On the shop door, or the pillar, as the case might
bo, there was a list of the titles uf books on sale

:

ullusiun is made to this by Horace {Sot i. 4. 71,
Art, Foct'M2) and Martial (i. 118). The price

at which books were S(dd, seems to have been mode-
rate. Martuil says (/. c.) that a good copy of the
first book of his epigrams might be had for five

denarii In the time of Augustus, the Sosii appear
to have been the great booksellers at Home. (Hor.
Kp. i. 20. 2tArf. Futt. 345 ;

see olsii Becker, fiat/aUf

voL I p. 16.3, &C.) Compare the articles Atra-
MKNTt M, BiBLIOTUKCA, CALAUlTiS CaPNA, StV-
U.*8,

LIBER, LIBEUTAS. The Roman writers di-

vide all men into Lilieri and Servi [Skrvus] ; an<l

racn were either bom Libc‘ri, in which case they
were called by the Romans ingenui [In*oeni;i], or

they became Libcri after l>cing Servi, in which
case they were called Liberlini [LinKRTi’ti].

Libertus is defined in the Institutes of Justinian

(i.tit. J), to be **lhc natural faculty to do that

which a man pleases, except ho be in any thing

hindered by force or law'.** Accordingly the Ro-
mans considered Libertas ns the natural state or

condition of men [SbkvcsJ. A man might either

1)C l)om a slave, nr he might become a slave by loss

of froedoni. Libertas was the first essential of the
three which detennined status or condition; iho

other two were Civitas and Faniilia. Without
Libertas there could be no status. Civitas impik'd

Libertas
;
but Libertas did not ncce^arily imply

Civitas, fur a man might be Liber without lieing

Civis. [Civia.] Familia implies both Libertas

and Civitas, and he only who is Civis has Familia.

[F.iMiLiA.j Thus, Faniilia necessarily includes

Civitas, but Civitas docs not necessarily include

Familia in one sense; for fitniilia may be changed,

while libertas and civitas remain (cum ct iib«irtas

et civitas retinctur, familia tontum mutatur miiii-

mam esse capitis diininutionem constat: Dig. 4.

tit. 5. s. 1 1 ). But Civitas so far necessarily implied

Familia, that no Civis Romanus was pt'mianenily

without Familia. [G. L.]

LLBERA FUGA. [Exsiuum.]
LIBKK.VLIA. [Dionvma. p, 414, a.]

LIBEUA'lriS CAUS.\. [Asskktor.]
LTBERA'LIS MANUS. [Manus.]
LIBERA'LITAS. [Ambitus,]
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LIBERO'RUM JUS. ILbx Julia bt Papia
POPPABA,!
LIBERTUS (4»«A€i^fpos), a freedman. 1.

Greek. It was not iinfrcqnent for a master at

Athena to restore a slave to freedom. A private

]>crson, it appears, might Iilx;rate his slave without

any particular formality ; sometimes the state

would emancipate a slave, but then the purchase

money had to bo restored to his master. (Plat

tie Ijtiffixi. p.914.) The state into which a slave

thus entered was called dwcAcvdfpi'a, and he was
said to be Koff iavr6v. (Demosth. pro Phorm.

p. 94.5.) It is not quite certain whether those i>er-

sons who are termed ol olxovyrts (Demosth.

Philip. L p. 50) were likewise freedmen, ns the

gmminarians assert, or whether they were persons

yet in slavery, but living separated from their mas-

ters' household
;
but in Demosthenes (o. Euerg. et

Mneaib. p. 1161) the expression evi-

dently used as synonymous with “ he has been

emancipated." A slave when manumitted entered

into the status of a ptroiK6t [Metobcl's), and
as such he had not only to pay the ptroiKiov^ but

a triobolon in addition to it. This triobolon was
probably the tax which slave-holders had to pay to

the republic for each slave they kept, so that the

triobolon paid by fieedmen was intended to in*

demnify the state, which would otherwise have

lost by every manumission of a slave. (Bdckh,

PuU. Econ. of Athena, p. 331, 5tc., 2d edit.) The
connection of a freedman with his former master

was however not broken off entirely on his manu-
mission, for he had throughout his life to regard

him as his patron (Tpo(rrdrr)s), and to fulfil certain

duties towards him. In what these duties con-

sisted beyond the obligation of showing gratitude

and respect towards his deliverer, and of taking

him for his patron in all his affairs, is uncertain,

though they seem to have been fixed by the laws

of Athens. (Meier and Schiim. AttProc. p. 473,

&c. ; Petit. Ley. Ait. ii. 6. p. 261 ;
compare Plato,

de I.eg.x\. p.915.) Whether the relation exist-

ing between a person and bis freedman descended

to the children of the latter, is likewise unknown.
That a master, in case his freedman died, had some
claims to his prop<'rty, is clear from Isaeus {de

Nieostrat. hered. c. 9 ;
Rhetor, ad Alex. i. 16 ;

compare Bunsen, De Jur, hered. Alh.\>. 51). The
neglect of any of the duties which a freedman had
towards his former master, was prosecuted by the

iwoirreuTiov Slier). [Apostasiou Dikb.]
The Spartans likewise restored their slaves some-

times to freedom, but in what degree such freed-

men partook of the civic franchise is not known.

That they could never receive the full Spartan

franchise is expressly stated by Dion Chrj'sosto-

mus (OraL xxxvi. p. 448, b), but Muller {Dor.

iiL 3. § 5) entertains the opinion that Spartan

freedmen, after passing through several stage.**,

might in the end obtain the bill franchise ; this

opinion however is more than doubtfiil. Spartan

freedmen were frequently used in the armies and

in the fleet, and were, acconling to Myro (ap.

Athen. vL p. 271), designated by the names of

iuplreu, iSlororoi, IpvKrijpfSf Stairoiriovavrcu,

and vtoSapeeSuf. [L. S.]

2. Roman. Freemen (liberi) were either In-

genui [Inoenui] op LibcrtinL Libertini were

those persons who had been released from legal

servitude (<pd ex Justa tervituie manumim sunt,

Gaius, 111). A manumitted slave was Libertus
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(that is, liheratus) with reference to his master

;

with reference to the class to which he belonged
after manumission, he was Libertinus. According
to Suetonius, libertinus was the son of a libertus

in the time of the censor Appius Claudius, and
fop some time after {Claud, e. 24); hut this is not
the meaning of the word in tho extant Roman
writers.

There were throe modes of Ifjegitima manumis-
sio, tho vindicta, the census, and the testamentum ;

if the manumitted slave was above thirty years of
age, if he was the Quiritarian property of his

master, and if he was manumitted in proper form
{lepitime, justa ei leyitima munumissione) ho became
n Civis Romanus : if any of these conditions were
w’onting, he became a [.atinus

; and in some cases

only a Dediticius. [Mani;.mirrio.] Thus there

were, ns Ulpinn observes, three kinds of Liberti

;

Gives Romani, Latini Juniani, and Dediticiu

The Status of a Civis Romanus and that of a
Dediticius, have been already described. [Civitas;
Dediticii,] As to the {mlitical condition of Lilwr-

tini under the republic, who were Gives Romani,
see Manumissio.

Originally slaves who were so manumitted os

not to become Gives liomani, were still slaves
;
but

the Praetor took them under his protection, and
maintained their freedom, though ho could not

make them Gives Romani. The Lex Junia gave
them a certain status, which was expressed by the

phrase Latini Juniajii : they were called Ijatini,

says Oaius (i. 22, iiL 56), because they were pnt

on the same footing ns the Latini Goloniarii, and
Juniani because the Junia Lex gave them freedom,

whereas before they were by strict law {ex Jure
Quiritium) slaves. Oaius (iii. 56) says that tho

Lex Junia declared sneh manumitted persons to bo
08 free as if they had been Roman citizens by
birth {cires Romani inyenui), who had gone out

from Rome to join a Latin colony, and thereby

had become Latini Goloniarii ; this passage, which
is not free from difficulty, is remarked -on by
Savigny {Zeitschri/l, ix. p. 320).

A Latinus could attain the Givitos in several

ways. (Gains, i. 28, &c.
;
Ulp. Fray. tit. 3 ; La-

TiNiTAS.) As tho pntria potestas was a Jus pecu-

liar to Roman citizens,it followed thatn lAitinus had
not tho (Roman) patria potestas over his children.

If, however, he had married either a Latina and had
begotten a child, who would of course be a I^atinus,

or had married a Roman civis, and had begotten

a child, which, by a senatusconsultum of Hadrian,
would be a Romanus Givis, he might, by complying
with the provisions of the Lex AcHa Sentio, in tho

former cose obtain the civitas for himself, his wife,

and child, and in both cases acquire the patria

potestas over his child just ns if the child had been
bom in justae nuptiae. (Gains, i. 30. 66.)

In considering the legal condition of Libertini,

it is necessary to remember that even those who
were Gives Romani wore not Ingenui, and that

their patroni had still certain rights with respect

to them. The Ijatini Juniani w'cra under some
special incapacities ; for the Lex Junia which de-

termined their status, neither gave them tho power
of making a will, nor of taking property under a
will, nor of being named Tutores in a will. They
could not therefore take cither as heredes or lega-

tarii, but they could take by way of hdci-com-

missura. (Gaius, L 24.) The sons of libertini

were ingenui, but they could not have gentile rights;
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and the dcsccndanU of libertini were sometimes

taunted with their servile origin. (Hor. S«rm. i.

6, 46.)

The law which concerns tho property (bona) of

Libertini may be considered under Patronus ;

see also Inuknui and Lex Ju.ma. [O. L.]

LIUriTNA'IlII. [FuNt-8, p-S-ia, a.]

Lllill.V or AS, a pound, the unit of weight

among the Iloninns' and Italians. Many ancient

specimens of this weight, its parts and multiples,

have come down to us
;
but of these some arc im>

perfect, and tho rest ditfer so much itr weight that

no satisfactory conclusion can be drawn from them.

The diflVrence between some of these specimens

is us much os two ounces. An account of some of

the most remarkable of tlicm is given by Hussey

(Ancient &c. ix. § 3), and Bockh (Metro~

Iwf. Untersuch. p. 170). This variety is to be’ac-

counted for partly by the wcll-kimwn carelessness

of the Romans in keeping to their standards of

wciglit, and partly by the fact that many of the

extant weights arc from provincial towns, in which

this carelessness was notoriously greater than in

the metro})oIis.

The compilation of the weight of the libra has

been attempted in two ways, which are more fully

discussed under Pondera. The method which has

been followed by most writers is that of deducing

it from the weights of the silver coins— a process

which gives, according to Hussey, 5040 grains,

and according to Wunu and Bockh, a little more
than 5053. The other plan is that of weighing

the quantity of water held by tho Congius of

Vcspiisian, which originally contained 10 Roman
pounds, which gives a result of about 5200 grains.

According to the former computation, it was some-

what less than 11^, according to the latter, some-

what more than 11^ ounces avoirdupois; and,

according to either, its value may be roughly

stated ns a little less than 3-4th of a pound
avoirdupois.

The uncial division, which has been noticed in

speaking of the coin As, was also applied to the

weight, (See the Tables.) The divisions of the

ounce are given under Unci.v, Where the word
pondo, or its abbreviations P. or PUNU., occur

with a simple number, the weight understood is

the libra.

The name libra was also given to a measure of

horn divided into twelve equal parts (ttneiae) by
lines marked on it, and used for measuring oil.

(Suet, Cues, c, 38 ;
Oalen, de Comp. Med. Gen. i.

17, vi. 8 ; Horat. ii. 2. 59—61.) [P.S.]

LIBRA, dim. LIBELLA (<rraBfd>s), almlance,

a pair of scales. The principal parts of this instru-

ment were, 1. The beam [Juoum], whence any-

thing which is to be .weighed is said

iya€\ii&r)vai, literally, “ to bo thrown under the

beam,” (Aelian, V. J/.x. 6.) 2. The two scales,

called in Greek rdXayra (Horn. JL viii. 69, xii.

433, xvi. 659, xix. 223, xxii. 209 ;
Aristoph.

liunae^ 809) and irXdemyye (Aristoph. Itamu,

1 425), and in Latin lances (Vii]g. Aen. xii. 725 ;

Pers, iv. 10; C\c. Acad.W. 12). [Lanx.] Hence
the verb roKavrfvu is employed as equivalent to

araBpAuy and to the Latin /t5ro, and is applied as

descriptive of on eagle balancing his wings in the

air. (Philostrat. Jun. /mq^. 6 ; Welcker, ad toe.)

The beam was made without a tongue, being held

by a ring or other appendage (Ugula, fixed

in the centre. (Sec the woodcut.) Specimens of
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bronee balances may be seen in the British Museum
and in other collections of anti(|uities, and also of

the steel-yard [Statera], which was used for tho

same purposes as the libra. The woodcut to the

article Catena shows some of the chains by which

the scales are suspended from the beam. In tho

works of ancient the balance is also introduced

emblematically in a great variety of ways. The
annexed woodcut is taken from a beautiful bronze

patera, representing Mercury and Apollo engaged

in exploring the fates of Achilles and Memnon, by
weighing the attendant genius of the one against

that of the other. (Winckelmnnn, Mon. Tned. 133;

Millin, 1‘eintures de Vases Ant. i. pi. 19. p. 39.)

A balance is often represented on the reverse of

the Roman imperial coins
;
and to indicate more

distinctly its signification, it is frequently held by
a female in her right hand, while she supports

a cornucopia in her left, the words aeqvitas
AVQV8T1 being inscribed on the maigin, so as to

denote the justice and impartiality with which tho

emperors dispensed their bounty.

The constellation Libra is placed in the Zodiac

at the equinox, because it is the period of the year

at which day and night are equally balanced.

(Virg. Georg, i. 208 ;
Plin. II. N. xviii. 69 ;

Schol.

in A rat. 89.)

The mason's or carpenter’s level a*as called libra

or libella (whence the English name), on account

of its resemblance in many respects to a Imlance.

(Varro, de Re Rust, i, 6; (jolumella, iii. 13; Plin.

II. N. xxxvi. 52.) Hence the verb libro meant to

level ns well as to weigh. The woodcut to the

article CiRCiNt'8 shows a libellafabrilis having tho

form of the letter A (Veget. iii. 20), and the line

and plummet (perpendiculum) depending from the

apex. [J. Y.j
LIBRAMENTUM, LIBRATIO AQUA-

RUM. [Aquaeductus, p. 113, b,]

LIBRA'RII, the name of slaves, who were em-
ployed by their masters in writing or copying in

any way. They roust bo distinguished from the

Scnbac publici, who were freemen [Scribak],
and also from the booksellers [Liber], to both

of whom this name is occasionally applied. The
slaves, to whom the muue of librarii given,

may be divided into three classes ;
—

I. Librarii who were employed in copying

books, called Scrip/orrs Librarii by Horace (Ars
Poi't. 354). These librarii were called in later

times antiquarii. (Cod. 12. tit, 19. s. 10 ;
Cod.

I

Thcod. 4. tit. 8. s.2; Isid. Orig. vL 14.) Isidore
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(Le.) says that the librarii copied both old and
new books, while the antiqiiarii copied only old

books. Becker {GtiUiu^ yol. L p. 164), however,

thinks that, when the cursive character came into

general use, the name of antiquarii was afiplied to

the copyists who transcribed books in the old uncial

character. The name of librarii was also given to

those who bound books (Cic. <ul Ait. iv. 4), and to

those who had the care of libraries.

2. Librarii a studiis were slaves who were em-
ployed by their masters when studying to make
extracts from books, &c. (Orell. /nscr. 719; Suet.

Claud. 28 ;
Cic. ad Fam. xvi. 21.) To this class

the fiotarii^ or short- hand writers, belonged, who
could write down rapidly whatever their masters

dictated to them. (Plin. Ep. iii. 5; Martial, xiv.

208.) [Notarii.)
3. Librarii ab eputolis^ whose principal duty

was to write letters from their master's dictation.

(Orelli, Inser. 2437, 2997, &c.
;
Becker, GtdiuSy

voL L p. 180.) To this class belonged the slaves

called ad manum^ a manu^ or amanuenses. [Ama-
NUKN.S18.]

LIBRATOR is in general a person who ex-

amines things by a libra
;
but the name was, in

|>articular, applied to two kinds of persons.

1. Libraior aquae, a person whose knowledge
was indispensable in the construction of aquac-

ducts, sewers, and other structures for the purpose

of conveying a fluid from one place to another. He
examined by a hydrostatic balance {libra aquaria)

the relative heights of the places from and to which

the water was to be conducted. Some persons at

Home made this occupation their business, and
were engaged under the curatorcs aquarum, though

architects were also expected to be able to act as

libratorcs. (Plin. Epist. x. 50 ;
Frontin. deAquaed.

105; comp.irc Vitruv. viiL 6; Cod. 10. tit. 66.

s. 1.)

2. Libratores in the armies were probably sol-

diers who attacked the enemy by hurling with

their own hands (librando) lances or spears against

them. (Tacit. Ann. iL 20, xiiL 39; in both these

passages some MSS. have libritores.) Lipsius {ad

Tacit Ann. L c.) thinks that the libratores were

men who threw darts or stones against the enemy
by means of machines, tormenta (compare his Po-
liorctsL iv. 3). But this supposition can scarcely

be supported by any good authority. During the

time of the republic libratorcs are not mentioned

in the Roman armies. [L. S.]

LITIRIPENS. fMANCiPATio.]
LIBURNA, LIBU'RNICA. [Navir]
LICHAS (Aix<ij). [Pks.]

LPCIA, LICIATO'RIUM. [Tkla.]
LICTOR, a public officer, who attended on the

chief Roman magistrates. The number which
waited on the different magistrates is stated in the

article Fasces.
The office of lictor is said to have been derived

by Romulus from the Etruscans. (Liv. L 8.) The
etymology of the name is doubtful

;
Oellius (xii.

3) connects it with the verb lipare, because the

lictors hod to bind the hands and feet of criminals

before they were punished. The lictors went be-

fore the nuigistratM, one by one in a line ; he who
went last or next to the magistrate was called

proximus lictor, to whom the magistrate gave his

commands (Liv. xxiv. 44; Sail >/t^. 12; Cic.

Verr. v. 54, de Die. i. 28 ;
Orelli, Inscr. 3218),

and as this lictor was always the principal one, we
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also And him called primus lictor (Cic. ad Quint, i.

I. §7), which expression some modem writers

have erroneously sup{x>sed to refer to the lictor who
went first.

The lictors had to inflict punishment on those

who were condemned, especially in the case of

Roman citizens (Liv. ii. 5, viiL 7); for foreigners

and slaves were punished by the cnniifex
; and

they also probably had to assist in some cases in

the execution of a decree or judgment in a civil

suit. The lictors also commanded {unimadrerterunt)

persons to pay proper respect to a magistrate

passing by, which consisted in dismounting from
horseliack, uncovering the head, standing out of the
way, &C. (Liv, xxiv. 44 ; Sen. Ep. 64.)

The lictors were originally chosen from the plebs

(Liv. ii. 55), but afterwards appear to have been
generally freedmen, probably of the magistrate on
whom they attended. (Comp. Tacit. Ann. xiii.

27.)

Lictors were properly only granted to those ma-
gistrates who had the Imperium. Consequently
the tribunes of the plebs never had lictors (Plut,

Quaest. Pom. 81), nor several of the other magis-

trates. Sometimes, however, lictors were granted

to persons as a mark of respect or for the sake of

protection. Thus by a law of the Triumvirs every

Vestal viigin was accompanied by a lictor, when-
ever she went out (Dion Cass, xlvii. 19), and the

honour of one or two lictors was usually granted

to the wives and other female members of the im-
perial family. (Tacit Ann. i. 14, xiii. 2.)

There were also thirty lictors called Lictores

Cariuti, whose duty it was to summon the curiae

to the comitLa curiata
;
and when these meetings

became little more than a form, their suffrages

were represented by the thirty lictors. (Qell. xv.

27 ; Cic. Agr. iu 12 ;
Orelli, Inscr. 2176, 2922,

3240.)

LIOO {SiKfkba or pAntWa) was a hatchet

formed either of one broad iron or of two curved

iron prongs, which was used by the ancient hus-

bandmen to clear the fields from weeds. (Ovid, ex

Pont L 8. 59 ;
Mart iv. 64 ;

Stat 7%<5. iii. 589 ;

Colum. X. 89.) The ligo seems also to have been
used in digging the soil and breaking the clods.

(Hor. Carm. iii. 6. 38, Epist. i. 14. 27 ;
Ovid,

Amor. iii. 10. 31 ;
compare Dickson, On the Hus-

bandry of the Ancients, i. p, 41.5.) [L. S.]

LDOULA, a Roman measure of fluid capacity,

containing one-fourth of the Ctathu.s. (Columella,

P. R. xii. 21 ;
Plin. //, N. xx. 6. s. 18.)

It signifies a spoonful, like cochlear

;

only the

ligula was larger than the cochlear. The spoon

which was called ligula, or lingula (dim. of lin-

gua) from its shape, was used for various purposes,

especially to clean out small and narrow vessels,

and to eat jellies and such things. (Cato, R. R.
84 ; Colum. ix. 5 ;

Plin. II. N. xxi. 14. s. 49 ;

Martial, viii. 3.3. 23. 71. 9, xiv. 120; Becker,

Gallus, ii. p. 1 56.) The word is also used for tho

leather tongue of a shoe (Pollux, ii. 109, vii. 80;
Festns s. t>.). [P. S.]

LIMA, a file, was made of iron or steel, for the

purpose of polishing metal or stone, and appears to

have been of the same form as the instruments

used for similar purposes in modem times. (Plin.

II. N. xxxvii. 8. 8. 32, ix. 35. s, 54, xxviii. 9. s.41

;

Plant. Menacch. L 1. 9.) [L. S.]

LIMBUS {napwp-fi), the border of a tunic

(Corippus, de Laud. just. ii. 1 1 7) or a scarfi (Virg;

z z 2
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Am. ir. 1 37 ; Senr. in loe.) TbU ornament, when
divplayed upon the tunic, waa of a litnilor kind

with the Cyclas and Instita (Serviua in Viry.

Aen. ii. 616), but much leea expenaire, more com-

mon and more aimplc. It waa generally woven in

the aarue piece with the entire garment of which it

formed a part, and it bad aometimoa the appear-

ance of a scarlet or purple band upon a white

ground ; In other inatancea it reaemblcd foliage

(V*irg. Jlea. i. 649; Ovid, M«L vL 127), or the

scrolls and meanders introduced in architecloro.

A very elegimt effect was produced by bands of

gold thread interwoven in cloth of Tyrian purple

(Ovid, Afet V. 51), and called \npoi or Irria,

( Fesitia, #. e. ; Bnmck, Anai. L 483.) Demetriaa

Poiioroctea waa arrayed in thia manner (xpvoo-
dAougyiot, Pint. IMmet. 41). Virgil

(.4cn, T. 251) mentiona a acarf enriched with gold,

the border of which waa in the form of a double

mennder. In illustration of thia account exam|:4ea

of botJ) the single and the double meander are in-

troduced at the top of the annexed woodcut The
other eight specimens of limbi ore selected to show
some of the principal varieties of thia ornament,

which present themselves on Etruscan vases and
other works of ancient art

llIH

The ate of the limbus waa almost confined to

010 female sex among the Greeks and Romans

;

but in other nations it was admitted into the dreea

of men likew'ise.

All ornamental band, when used by itself as a
fillet to Rurround the temples or the waist, was also

called limbus. (Stat 7W. vi. 367, Ackifl. ii. 176

;

Claud, de (hns. AfaVii Thmd. 1 18.) Probably the

Umltolarii mentioned by Plautus (AWuf. iii. 5. 45),
were persons employ^ in making bands of this

description. [J. Y.]
UMEX. [J.sNlfA.l

LINTKA'MEN, LPNTEUM. fPALLittM.]

LITHOSTUOTA. [Domu«; Picruas, tub

fin.)

LITIS CONTESTATIO. “ Coatestari ” is

when each party to a suit (nterytu rtust says,
** Testes estote." Two or more parties to a suit

(fM/iv'rsnrti) arc said conteslari litem, because when
the Judicium is arranged {ordi$uUo jndicio) each

party it accustom', d to say, Testes estoto.*'

(Postns, i. V. ConteMori.) The Litb Contestatio

was thoreforo so called because persons were called

011 hr the parties to the suit to bear witness,**

^ to ^ witnesses.*' It is not here said what they
were to be witnesses ol, but it may be inferred

LITIS CONTESTATIO
frmn the use of tho words contestatio and tostatio

in a similar sense in other passages (Dig. 28. tit I.

a 20 ;
Ulp. Fnu;. xx. a 9) that this contestatio «’as

the formal termination of certain acts of which the

persons called to be witnesses were at some future

time to boor record. Accordingly the Contestatio,

spoken of in the passage of Festus, must refer to

the words ordinato judicio, that is, to the whole
business that has taken place In Jura and which is

now completed. This interpretation seems to be

confirmed by tho following considerations

When the Legis Actiones were in force, the

pcocedure consist^ of a series of oral acts and
phodings. The whole procedure, as was the cose

after the introduction of the Formulae, was divided

into two parts, that before the Magistratus or In
Jure, and that before the Judex or In Judicio.

That before the Magistratus consisted of acts and
words by the parties, and by the Magistratus, the

result of which was the determination of the form
and manner of tho future proceedings In Judicio.

When the parties appeared before the Judex, it

would be necessary for him to be fully informed of

all the proceedings In Jure : this ivas effected in

later times by the Formula, a written instniment

under the authority of the Proctor, which contained

the rasiilt of all the transactions In Jure in the

form of instructions for the Judex. But there is

no evidence of any such written instructions having
been used in. the time of the L^s Acliooes ;

and this must thereffwe have been eftocted in some
other way. The Litis Contestatio then may bo
thus exphiinod: the whole proceedings In Jure
took plMe before witnesses, and the Coutestatio

was the conclusion of these proceedings ; and it

was ibo act by which the litigant parties called on

the witnesses to bear record before the Judex of

what had taken place In Jure.

This;, which seems a probable explanation of the

original meaning of Litis Contostntio, may be com-
pni^ to come extent with the nppnwni\y original

sense of Recorder and Recording in English law.

(Pmny Cyvlopftedia^ art Recordtr.)

When tho Formula was introduced, the Litis

Contestatio would be unnecessary, and there ap-

pears no trace of it in its original sense in the clas-

sical joiiits. Still the expressions LitU Contestatio

and Lis Contestata frequently occur in the Digest,

but only in the sense of tho completion of the

proceedings In Jure, and this is the meaning of

the phrases. Ante litem contestatam, Pott litem

contestatam. (Oaius, iii. 180, iv. 1 14.) The ex-

pression Lis Contestata in a passive sense is used

by Cicero ( pro Rose. Com. c. 1 1 , 12, pro fTnceo,

c. 1 1, and in the Lex Rubria of Gallia Cisalpino,

col. 1 1. 48, ** quos inter id Judicium accipietur leisve

contestabitur **). As the Litis Omtestatio was ori-

ginally and properly the termination of the pro-

ceedings In Jure, it U easily conceivable that after

this form had fallen into disuse, the name should

still be retained to express tho conclusion of such

proceedings. When the phrase Litem Conteslari

occurs in the classical jurists, it can mean nothing

more than the proceedings by which the parties

tonninate the procedure In Jure and so prepare the

matter in dispute for the investigation of the Judex.
It appears from the passage in Festus that tho

phraso Conteslari litem was used, because the

wonls ** Ti'stos estotc ** were uttered by the parties

after the Judicium Ordinatum. It was therefore

the uttering of tho words **Tcttot eatote** whkh
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fture rise to the phrase Litis ContostAtio ; hut this

docs not inform us what the Litis Contostatio

propcriy wns. Still as the name of a thing is dc-

rired Irom that which constitutes its essence* it

mar be that the name here expresses the thing* that

Is* that the Litis Omtestatio was so called* for the

reason which Festus gives* and that it also consisted

in the litigant parties calling on the witnesses Ut

bmr record. But as it is usual for the whole of

a thing to take its name fmm some special part* so

it may be that the Litis Contestatio* in the time of

the Legis Actiones* was equivalent to the whole

proceedings in Jure* and that the whole was so

called horn that part which completed it.

The time when the proper Litis Contestatio fell

into disuse cannot be determined* though it would

seem that this must have taken place with the

passing of the Acbutia Lex and the two Logos

Juliae which did away with the Legis Actiones*

except in certain cases. It is also uncertain if the

proper Litis Contestatio still existed in those l^is
Actiones* which were not interfered with by tne

Logos above mentioned
;
and if so* whether it cx*

isted in the old form or in a modified shape.

This view of the roatwr is by Keller, in bis

treatise ^ Ueber Litis Contestation und Urtheil

nueb Classischen Romischen Hecbt**^ Ziirich* 1827.

Other opinions are noticed in bis work. The
author labours particularly to show that the ex-

pression Litis Contestatio always refers to the pro-

ceedings In Jure and never to those In Judicio.

Savigny {SyttmL, Ac. vl |256—279) has also

folly examined the Litis Contestatio. lie shows

that in the Extmordinaria Judicia [Jvuicii*>i]

which existed at the same time with the process of

the formula* and in which theie was neither Judex
nor formula* and in which the whole legal dispute

was conducted before a tnagistiatus* the Litis Con-

testatio means the time when the parties had fullr

declared their several claims and answers to sucK

claims before the magistratus. This was substan-

tially the same as the Litis Contestatio, and the

ditferenco lay simply in the external form. (Comp.

Cod. 3. tiu 9. 1. 1, Rescript of Severus and Anto-

ninus.) At a later period* when all actions had

become changed into oxtraordinaria judicio, that

which was before the exception now bocunc the

rule* and Lb Cantestata in the system of Jus-

tinian consbted in the statements made by the

parties to a suit before the magistrate respecting

the claim or demand, and the answer or defence to

it. When tbb a*as done, the cause was ready for

hearing. [O. I^.]

LITRA (Alrpa), a word which was used by
the Greeks of Sicily in their system of weights

and money, and which occurs as early as in the

fragments of Simonides and Epicharmus, is evi-

dently another form of the Italian word /tW* as

we are told by Festus (r. o. Aves, ** Airpa oiiim

libra est*'). It was the unit of an uncial system

similar to that used in the Roman and Italian

weights and monev [As
;
Libra], its twelfth part

being called (the Roman vacia), and six,

6ve, four, three, and two of these twelfth parts

being denominated respectively ^fAiXtrpoif^ ve^rdy-

KUM', rerpas, rp<Si, and As a coin, the Airpa

was equal in value to the Aeginetan obol ; and hence

the origin of the word may be explained, by sup-

posing that the Greeks of Sicily, having brought

with them the Aeginetan obol, afterwards assimi-

lated their system of coinage to that used by their
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luilinti n -ighbours* making their obul to answer to

the /lAro, under the name of Sirpa. In the siuue

way a Corinthian slater of ton ubob was called in

Syracuse a dvadAirpor* or piece of ten litras.

(Aristot. ap. P<J!tur^ iv. 24, 173, ix. 6,80 ; MUller,

/>or.ili. 10. §12.) See Nl'Mut’sand Punukha.
The oo(y/a* used for measuring oil* which is

mentioned by Galen [Cotyla], is also called by
him Kirpa. Here the word is only a GriM>k funii

oi (See Libka,
Ll'TUUS. MUller {Die Etrutker, iv. 1.5)

supposes thb to be an Ktmscan word signifying

ervoked. In the Latin writers it is used to denote

I. The crooked staff borne by the augurs* with

which they divided the expanse of heaven when
viewed with reference to divination (lem/i/sm),

into regions (reffionet)
;
the number of these ac-

cording to the Etruscan discipline* being sixteen,

according to the Roman practice, four. (MUller, iii.

6. 1 ; Cic. Oh. ii. 18.) Cicero (tU Oiv. L 7) de-

scribes the lituus as ** incurrum et leviter a sumiiio

inflexum bacillum and Livy (i. 18) as ^bocu-
lum sine nodo aduncum." It b very frequently ex-

hibited upon works of art The figure in the

middle of the following illuitmtions b from a most
ancient specimen of Etruscan Kulpturc in the pos-

session of Inghimmi (Afonumenti AVroscAi, tom.

vi. tav. P. 5. 1), representing an angiir ; the two
others are Roman denarii.

2. A sort of trumpet slightly curved at the ex-

tremity. (Festus* s. V.; GclI. v. 8.) It differed both

from the tulMA and the roma (Ilor. Cann. ii. ]. 17 ;

Lucan* i. 237), the former being straight while the

latter was bent round into a spiral shape. Lydus (ff<i

Afens. iv. 50) calb the lituus the sacerdotal tnim|)ot

{itparueijr ffd\vtyya\ and says that it w*as em-
ployed hy Romulus when he proclaimed the title

of his city. Aero (ad IlorxU. Carm. i. 1. 23) as-

serts that it was peculiar to cavalry, while the

tuba belonged to infantry. Its tones ore usually

characterised as h.irsh and shnll (rtridnr Iduatri^

Lucan, i. 237 ; tomitux arit/os, Ennius, af>ad Fe.si.

i, c.
;
Slat. TkA. vL 228, Ac.). See Muller, />ie

Etntsker, iv. 1. 5. The following repn'sentation

b from Fabretti. [W. R.J

2x3
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LIXAE. [Calon»«.]
LOCATI ET CONUUCTI ACTIO. [Lo-

CATIO.]

LOCATIO, CONDU'CTIO, ii one of thoM
contracts which are made merely by consent, with*

out the' observation of any peculiar form. The con>

tract might be either a locatio conductio rcrum, or

a locatio conductio oporarum. In the locatio con-

ductio renun, he who promises the use of the thing,

is locator, he who promises to give a sum of money
for the use is conductor : if the thing is a dwelling-

bouse, the conductor is called inquilinus
; if it is

cultivable land, he is called colonua The locatio

conductio operaruin consists either in giving certain

services for a fixed pnee, or giving that which is

the result of labour, as an article of furniture, or a

house. He for whom the sen*ice is done, or the

thing is made, is called locator: he who under-

takes to produce the thing is conductor or redemp-
tor. (Hot. Ourm. iii. 1.)

The determination of a fixed price or sum of

money (mmes, pejvsto) is on essential port of the

contract. When lands were let, the mercea might
consist in a part of the produce. (Dig. 4. tit Go.

S.21.) When the parties have agreed about the

object and the price, the contract is completed
; and

the parties have severally the actioncs locati ct con-

duct! for enforcing the obligatio. (Dig. 19. tit. 2.)

This being the nature of the contract of locatio

et conductio, it was a matter of doubt sometimes

whether a contract a*as locatio et conductio or

something else : when a man made a pair of shoes

or suit of clothes for another, it a'as doubted whether
the contract w'as emtio et venditio, or locatio et con-

ductio. The better opinion, and that which is con-

formable to the nature ofthe thing, was that if a man
furnished the materials to the tailor or shoemaker,

it was a contract of locatio et conductio : if the tailor
|

or shoemaker furnished the materials, it was a con-

tract of emtio ct venditio. (Oaius, iii. I <12, dee. ;

jnst. 3. tiL 24. s. 3, 4.) A doubt also arose as to

the nature of the contract when a thing was given

to a man to be used, and he gave the lender another

thing to be used. Sometimes it was doubted
whether the contract was lAicaiio ct Conductio
or Emtio ct Venditio; as in the case where a
thing was let (loeata) for ever, as was done with

lands belonging to miinicipia, which were let on
the condition that so long as the rent

was paid, neither the conductor nor his hcres

could be turned out of the land : but the better

opinion was in favour of this being a contract of

Locatio et Conductio. [EMPiiVTirsis.] [O. L.]

LOCHUS (Adxor). 1. Spartan [se>e p. 4B3].

2. Athenian [p. 486.]. 3. Macedonian [p. 488].

LO'CULUS. [FuNtJS, p. 55.9, b.]

LOCUPLETES or ASSIDUI, was the

name of the Roman citixens who were included in

the five classes of the Servian constitution, and
was opposed to the Proleiarix. The term assi-

dui seems to hare been the older appellation
; but

the etymology of both words is very uncertain.

(Cic, Top. 2, He Hep. iL 22 ;
Plin. //. S', xviii. ,*i

;

Festus, $. rr. Assiduus^ IxKupletes ; Becker, Rom.
Altertk. vol. ii. pt. i. pp. 21 1, 212.)

LODIX, LODI'CULA (triiyior), a small

shaggy blankeL (Juv. vii. 66.) Sometimes t%'o

lodices sewed together were used as the coverlet of

a bed. (Mart. xiv. 148.) The Emperor Augustus
occasionally wrapt himself in a blanket of this de-

scription on account of its warmth, (Suoton. Attg.

LOPE.

83.) It was also used os a carpet {andlla iodiew-

lam in fxirtmento duiifenter euiendit, Petron. iktt»

2U). The Romans obtained these blankets from

Verona. (Mart. xiv. 152). Their lodix was nearly,

if not altogether, the same as the tagulum worn by
the Germans. (Tac. Germ, 6.) [Sagi'm.] [J. Y.J
LOGISTAE (Ao^itrrol). [Euthvnb.]
LOGOGRAPllI {\ayoypd^oi\ is a name ap-

plied by the Greeks to two distinct classes of

persons.

1. To the earlier Greek historians previous to

Herodotus, though Thucydides (i. 21) applies the

I

name logographer to all historians previous to him-
' self, and thus includes Herodotus among Uic num-
ber. The lonians were the first of the Greeks

who cultivated history ; and the first logographer,

who lived about Olymp. 60, vras Cadmus, a native

of Miletus, who wrote a history of the foundation

of his native city. The characteristic feature of all

the logognpbers previous to Herodotus is, that

they seem to have aimed more at amusing their

hearers or readers than at im|Mirting accurate

historical knowledge. They described in prose the

mythological subjects and traditions which had
previously been treated of by the epic and espe-

cially by the cyclic poets. The omissions in the nar-

ratives of their predecessors were probably filled up
by traditions derived from other quarters, in order

to produce, at least in form, a connected history. In
many cases they were mere collections of local and
genealogical traditions. (Thiriwall, I/id, of Greece^

li. p. 127, Ac. ;
MUlIer, Hid. of Greek Lit. i. p.

206, Ac. ; ^^’achsmuth, UcHen. 'Altertk. ii. 2. p.

443, Ac.)

2. To persons who wrote judicial speeches or

pleadings and sold them to those who w’crc in

want of them. These persons were called Xo-

yoxoioi ns well ns Xoyoypd^ot. Antiphon, the

orator, was the first who practised this art at

Athens, towards the close of the Peloponnesian

war. (Pint Dee. Oral. p. 832, ed. Frankf.

;

AristoU Rket. I 33.) After this time the custom

of making and selling speeches became veiy general,

and though the persons who pnetised it were not

very highly thought of and placed on a par w'ith

the sophists (Demosth. de Foie. I^eg. pp. 4)7, 420

;

Plat. Phaedr. p. 257, c ; Anaxim. Ithd. xxxvi. 22
and 24 ;

compare PlaL Ktttkgdem. p. 272, a, 289,

d, 305, a), yet we find that orators uf great merit

did not Kruplc to write speeches of various kinds

for other persons. Thus Lysias wrote fur others

numerous Xdyovs cir hKiuTriipii r< aal fiovXjks teal

irphs ^KKXriaias eif$4rovs^ and besides wamiyvpt-

Kovr, /pomtro^t, and iwttrroXjKovs. (Dionys. Hal.

Lffs. p. 82, ed. Sylburg ; compare Meier and Schom.
Att, Proc. p. 707.) (L. S.]

LOIDORIAS DIKE (Xot8opi'ar 8l«n;) [Ka-
RxaoRiAa Dike.]
LONCIIE (X(iyx»»). [Habta.]
LOPE (Xarm}, aJso Xwirof, dim. Xceiriot'), the

ancient Greek name of the Amictus, whether

consisting of the hide of an animal or of cloth.

Having fallen into disuse as a colloquial or prosaic

term (Phryn. Eel. p. 461, ed. Lobeck), it was re-

tained, though employed very sparingly,J>y the

poets. (Horn. Od. xiii. 224 ; Apoll. Rhod. il. 32 ;

Schol. i» loe.i Anacreon, Frag. 79 ;
Thcocrit.

xiv. 66 ; Rrunck, Anal. i. 230, ii. 18.5.) We
also find it retained in XwiroSun}!, literally one

teko putt OH the amiettu, a term properly applicable

to those peraons who frequented the thermae in
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order to ttail the clothes of the bothers (Sch >1. in

Horn. /. e.)t but used in o more geneml sense to

denote thieves luid highwaymen of all classes.

From the same root was formed the verb /aXanr/.

meoning, to take off the amictus, to denude.

(Soph. TVyioIim. 9tJ5.) [J. Y.J
LOPHOS (Xd^i). [GaLka.]
LT>RA'UII. [Flaorum-I
LORI'CA n cuirass. The epithet

X.iro6u»p7)i^ applied to ta*o light armed warriors in

the Iliad (ii. 529,830; Schn). ad foe.), and op>

posed to x^'t^X*^***'* the common epithet of the

GrecL'in soldiers, indicates the early use of the

linen cuirass. It continued to be worn to much
later times among the Asiatics, especially the Per>

sluiis (Xen. C\/rvp. vL 4. § 2 ;
Plut. vf/e.r. p. 12.S4,

ed. Sleplu), the Egyptians (Herod, ii. J82, lit.

47X the Phoenicians (Paus. vi. 19. § 4), and the

Chalybes. (Xen. At^, iv. 7. § 15.) Iphicrates

endeavoured to n*store the use of it among the

Greeks (Nepos, Jpkie. L 4), and it was occasion*

ally adopted by the Romans, though c<msidered a

much less effectual defence than a cuirass of metnl.

(Sueton. GatUt, 19 ; Arrian, Tact. p. 14, ed.

IMimcardi.)

A much stronger material for cuirasses was horn,

which was applied to this use more especially by
the Sarmatao and Quadt, being ait into small

pieces, a*hich were pinned and polished and fas-

tened, like feathers, upon linen shirts. (Amm.
Marrell. xvil 12. ed. Wagner.) Hoofs w'cre em-
ployed for the same purpose. Pausanins (i. 21.

S8) having made mention of a thorax preserved

in the temple of Aesculapius at Ath<ms, gives the

following account of the Sormatians :— Having
vast her^ of hones, which they sometimes kill

for food or for ncrifice, they collect their hoofs,

and divide them, and shape them like the

scales of a serpent (^oXfo^tr) ; thev then bore them
and sew them together, so that the scales overlap

one another, and in general appearance they re-

semble the surface of a green fir<one. This author

adds, that the loricae made of these homy scales

ore much more strong and impenetrable than

linen cuirasses, which are useful to hunters, but

not aihipted for fighting. The annexed woodcut,

taken from Meyrick's Critical Inquiry into Ancient

Armour (plate tii.) exhibits an Asiatic cuirass ex-

actly corresponding to this description. It consists

of slices of some animal's hoof, which are stitched

together, overlapping each other in perpendicular

rows, without being fiutened to any under gar-

ment The projection nearest the middle must be

supposed to h.ive Wn worn over the breast, and
the other over the bock, so ns to leave two vacant

8|iaces for the arms.

I'hts invention no doubt preceded the meUvlIie

scale armour. The Uhoxaloni, a tril>e nliird to

the .Simtatians, defimdi'd themselves hy wearing n

dress consisting of thin plates of iron and hard

leather. (Tacit //id. i. 79.) The Persians wore a
tunic of the same description, the scales Iwiiig

sometimes of gold (Herod, vii. 61 ; dvpijtta xp'^'
atoy Kfwiibrr6y^ ix. 22) ;

but they were commonly
of bronxc {iMoraca itiJutus aims sqaaoits, Virg. /(cm.

xi. 487). The basis of the cuirass was sometimes
a skin, or a piece of strong linen to which tho

metallic scales, or “feathers,” as they are also

called, were sewed. (Virg. Am. xi. 770 ; Senr,

iM loc. ; Justin, xli. 2. 10.)

The epithet XcatSamfr, as applied to a thorax,

is opposed to the epithet ^XtSon'dr. (Arrian,

T(ui. pk 13, 14.) The funner denotes a similitude

to the scales V fish (XswIctim), the latter to the

scales of serpents (^Xfcriy). The resemlilonco to

the scnl-'S of serpents, which are long and narrow,

is exhibited on the shoulders of the Human suldicr

in the woodcut at (lagc 1 36. These scales were
imitated by lung flexible bands of steel, mode to

fold one over another according to the contraction

of the body. They appear very frtNjnently on the

Homan monuments of the times of the emperors,

ruid the following aoodcut places in immediate

contrast a dupa^ XcviBwrdf on the right and
^XiSwrdt on the left, both token from Uartoli's

Arcus TriumjtJiairs.

The Roman hmstati wore cuirasses of chnin<mail,

I. e. hauberks or habergeons (AXv<riBsrrohs d^pa-

aaf, Polyb. vl 21 ;
Alhcn. v. 22 ; Arrir^ 1. e.).

Virgil scveml times mentions hauberks in which

(he rings, linked or hooked into one another, were

of gold {/oriatm eonsertam Aaotts, auroipte tri/icem^

Virg. Arm. Hi. 467, v. 259, viL 639).

In contradistinction to the flexible cuirasses, or

coats of mail, which have now been descri!>ed, that

commonly worn by the Greeks and Romans, more

especially in the earlier ages, was called <3<4pa{

trrdBtof, or orardr, because, when placed upon the

ground on its lower edge, it stood erect In con-

sequence of its firmness it was even used as a seat

to rest npon. (Paus. x. 27. S2.) It consisted

principally of the two 7tkiXa, via. the breast-plate

(pcctorafe) made of hard leather or of brunxe., iron,

or sometknei the more precious metals, which

covered the breast and abdomen (Horn. Jt. v. 99,

xiii. 507, 587« zvii. 314) ; and of the correspond-

z z i
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ing plate which cevercd the bock. (Paus, x 26. 2 ;

Horn. 74 XV. 630.) Ik»th of these piccca were

adapted to the form of the body, as may be per-

fi'micc of form and appearance between the an*

tique Greek thorax and that worn by the Unman
emjicron and gcnerala The right-hand figure

is from one of Mr. Hope's fictile vases (Costumes

of (he AncientSy i. 102), and bears a very strong

rest^mlilancc to a Grt'ck warrior painted on one of

Sir W. Hamilton's (L 4). The figure on the left

hand is taken from a marble statue of Caligula

found at Gabii. (Visconti, Mon. 6'o6. No. 3H.)

'i'lie goi^n's head over the breast, and tlie two
griffins underneath it, illustrate the style of orna-

ment which was common in the same circum-

stances (M«irt. vii. 1. 1—4.) [As<n&] The ex-

ecution of these ornaments in relief was more
esp> cially the work of the Corinthians. (Cic. Verr.

iv. 44.)

T;ie two plates were united on the right side of

the body by two binges, as seen in the equestrian

statue of the youn^ JQalbus at Naples, and in

various portions of bronze cuirasses still in ex-

istence. On the other side, and sometimes on
both sides, they were listened by means of buckles

(rcpdvoi, Paus. 4 e.). [Fibula.] In Homan
statues we often observ'e a band suirounding the

v^-nist and tied before. The breast plate and the

bark- plate were further connected together by
leathern straps passing over the shoulders, and fast-

ened in front by means of buttons or of ril^ands

tied in a bow. In the last woodcut both of the

connecting ribands in the right-hand figure ore

tied to a ring over the navel. The breast-plate of

Caligula has a ring over each breast, designed to

filler the same purpose.

lUnds of metal often supplied the place of the
leathern straps, or else covered them so us to be-

came very oniamcntal, being terminated by a lion's

bead, or some other suitable figure appearing ou
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ceived in the representation of them in the wood-
cuts at pages 135, 196. The two figures here
introduced are designed to show the usual dif-

cach side of the breast The most beautiful spe-

cimens of cnriclicd bronze shouldur-baiids now in

existence are those which were found a. d. 1320,

near the river Siris in S. Italy, and which are pre-

served in the British Museum. They were origin-

ally gilt and represent in very salient relief two
Grecian heroes combating two Amacona They are

seven inches in length, and belong to the descrip-

tion of bronzes called Ipya <r^up^Xara, having been
beaten into form with wonderful skill by the ham-
mer. Brondsted {Brontes Airis, London, 1836)
has illustrated the purpose which they served, by
showing them in connection with a p^ion of an-
other lorica, which lay upon the shoulders behind
the neck. This fragment was found in Greece.

Its hinges are sufficiently preserved to show most
distinctly the manner in which the shoulder-bonds
were fastened to them (see woodcut).

“ Around the lower edge of the cuirass,** ob-

serves Brondsted, ** were attached straps, four or

five uiches long, of leather, or piTbaps of felt, and

Digitized by Google
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cnvered with small plates of metal. These strops

serv ed in part for ornament, and portly also to pro-

tect the lower n^on of the body in concert with

the belt the bond (^rpa). They are

well shown in the preceding figure of CaligulL

Instead of the straps here described^ which the

Greeks called wrfptrycs (Xen. cfs He Rjueet. ziL

4), the Chalybes, who were encountered by Xeno-
phon on his retreat (Anab. iv. 7. § 15X had in the

same situation a kind of cordage. Appendages of

a similar kind were sometimes fastened by hinges

to the loricaat the right shoulder, for the purp«>s^

of protecting the part of the body which was ex-

po^ by lifting up tbe arm in throwing the sprar

or usii^ the swonl. (Xen. <U He zii. 6.)

Of Grecian cuirasses the Attic were account<-<l

the best and most beautiful. (Aelian, V, //. iiL

*J4). The cuiniss was worn universally by tbe

heary-armed infantry and by tbe horsemen^ ex-

cept that Alexander tbe Great gave to the less

brarc of hia soldiers breast-plates only, in onlcr

that the defenceless state of their bocks might

decrease their propensity to flight. (Polyani.

IT. S. 13.) These were called holf-cuirassei

gdaia). The thorax was sometimes found to be

very oppressive and cumbersome. (Tac. Atm. i,

G4.) IJ. Y.]

LORPCA, LORICA'TIO, in architecture.

[Moaus ; TacTORiUM Opus.]
IjOUTRON (Aoirrpdr). [DaLNIAI.]
LUCAR. [Hiaraio, p. 613, a.J

LU'CERES. [PATgicii.]

LUCERNA an oil lamp, The.Orecki

and Homans originally used candles ;
but in InU'r

times candles were chiefly confined to the houses

of the lower classes. [Candxla] A gnat

number of ancient lamps has come down to vs
;

the greater part of which are made of terra cotbi

(rpox'f?AaToi, Aristoph. EooL 1), but also a con-

siderable number of bronze. Most of the lamps

are of an oval form, and flat upon the top, on which

there are frequently figures in relief. (See the

woodcuts, pp. 143, 395, 464.) In the lamps there

are one or more round holes according to the num-
ber of wicks {eilyAnia) burnt in it ;

and os these

holes were c^led from an obvious analogy, ^o-

rr^pfs or literally nostrils or nozzles, the

lamp was also called Mommyroty Dimyxo*y 7W-
tnyjeoty or Polymytoe, according as it conbuned

one, two, three, or a greater number of nozzles or

holes for the wicks. The following example of a

dimyjoe UteernOy upon which there Is a winged boy

with a goose, is token from the Mueeo Borhomievy

Tol. ir. pL 1 4.

The next woodcut, taken from the same work
(vol. L pi. 10), represents one of the most beautiful

bronze lamps which has yet been found. Upon it

is the figure of a standing Silenus.
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The lamps sometimes

hung in chains from the

ceiling of the room (Viig.

Aen. 1. 726 j
Pelron, 30),

but generally stood upon a
stand. [Candklabruii.]
Sometimes a figure holds

the lamp, as in the an-

nexed woodcut {Mueeo
UoHxm. voL vii- pL 15),
which also exhibits the

needle or instrument wh ich

served to trim tbe wick,

and. is attached to the

figure by means of a chain.

(Comp. Viig. Motet, 11.
^ Et producit urv stupas

humore carentes.")

We read of lucemat ca-

biculart$y balneartey fnWi-

tviare*,sr7>tt/crtt/rs,dic.; but

these names were cmly

given to tbe lamps on ac-

count of tbe purposes to which thc^ were applied,

and not on account of a difference in shape. Tho
Immtae embicuiaree were burnt in bed-chambers
all night (Mart. xiv. 39, z. 38.)

Perfumed oil was sometimes burnt in the lamps.
(Petron. 70 ;

Mart x. 88. 9.)

(Passeri, Ltteernae fietilee

i

Bottigrr Die Silentte-

lamfteny Amalth. vol. iil p. 168, Ac. ; It-cker,

CkarikleSy vol ii. p. 215, Ac., GoUtUy voL it i>.

201, Ac.)

LUCTA, LUfTTA'TIO (irdAi;, irdkouff^iOy

waXatff^Crriy or Kttrae\TtTucfi\ wrestling. Tho
wonl trikfi is sometimes used in a wider sense,

embracing all gymnastic exercises with the excep-
tion of dancing, whence the schools of the athletae

were called palaeetraty that is, kHooIs in which
the stUij in its widest sense was taught (Plat de
Leg, rit p. 795 i Herod, ix. 83.) [Palabxtra.]
There ore also many paasages in ancient writers in

which TcUq and voAolfty arc used to designate

any particular species of athletic games bnidca
wrestling, or a combination of several games. (See
Krause, p 400. note 2.)

The Greeks ascribed tbe invention of wrestling

to mythical mrsonaget, such as Palaestra, the
daughter of Ilernu's (Apollod. it 4. § 9^ Antaeus
and Cercyon (Plat de Leg, vii. p 796), Phorbos
of Athena, or Theseus. (Schol. Piitd. Kcm, r.

49.) Hermes, the god of all gymnastic exercises,
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aiso presided over the irdAij. Theicus U said by

pKUsanias (i. 39. § .3) to Imve been the hrst who
reduced the ^pimc of wrestlin'? to certain rules,

and to have thus raised it to the rank of an art

;

whereas before his time it ^vas a rude fight, in

which bodily size and strength alone decided the

Tictory. The most celebrated wrestler in the

heroic age was Heracles. In the Homeric nge

wrestling was much practised, and a beautiful de-

scription of a wTcstling match is given in the Iliad

(xxiii. 7 1 0, &c. ; compare Od. riii. 103, 1*26,246;

Ilesiod, Scut. Here. 302, where
signifies the During this period wrestlers

contended naked, with the exception of tho loins,

which were covered with the

700), and this custom remained throughout Greece

until 01. 15, from which time the pt'rizoma was no

longer used, and wrestlers fought entirely naked.

(Thucyd. i. 6, w'ith the Scho). ;
Paus. b 44. § I

;

Dionys. vii. 72.) In the Homeric age the custom of

anointing the body for the purpose of wrestling does

not appear to have been known, bat in the time of

Solon it was quite general, and «*ns said to have

been adopted by the Cretans and Lacedaemonians

nt a very early period. (Thucyd. /. c.
;
Plat. He lie

Pubt, v. p. 452.) After the body was anointed, it

was strewed over with sand or dust, in order to

enable the wrestlers to take a firm hold of each

other. At the festival of the Sthenia in Argos the

ircUif was accompanied by flote-musie. [Sthknia.]

When two athletae began their contest, each

might use a v-ariety of means to seize his antagonist

in the most advantageous manner, and to throw
him down without ox|>osing himself (Ovid. Afet.

iz. 33, &C. ; Slat 77/«5. vl 831, &c. ;
Hcliodor.

Aethiop. X. p. 235) ; but one of the great objects

was to make every attack with elegance and
beauty, and the fight was for this os well as for

other purposes regulated by certain laws. (Plat de

J^. viiL p. 834 ;
Cic. Orat. 68 ; Lucian, AnacX,

24 ;
Aelian. V. H. xi. ).) Striking, for instance,

was not allowed, but pushing an antagonist back-

ward {m9i<r(Us) was frequently resorted to. (Plut
Symp. ib 5 ;

Lucian, A uadi. 1. 24.) It is pro-

bably on account of the laws by which this game
was regulated, and tho great art which it re-

quired in consequence, that Plutarch {Symp. ib 4)
c^la it the rtxrtudrrarov irol Tauovpy6Tvrov twk
iiBkriiiirmx. But notwithstanding these laws,

wrestling admitted of greater cunning and more
tricks and stratagems than any other game, with

the exception of the pancratium (Xen. Cyrop. b 6.

§ 32) ; and the Greeks had a great many technical

terms to express the various stratagems, pewitions,

and attitudes in which wrestlers might be placed.

Niirecrous scenes of wrestlers ore represented on

ancient works of art (Krause, p. 412, ; see

woodcut in Pancratium.)
The contest in wrestling was divided by the an-

cients into two parts, vix the wdAr; or hp9ia

{cpBocrdtiiP iraXmetr), that is, the fight of the

athletae as lon^ as they stood upright, and the

JiAirSijOit or auXarif (Juda is>tniatoria)^ in which
the athletae struggled with each other while lying

on the ground. Unless they contrived to rise again,

the aXlv^yiait was the last stage of the contest,

which continued until one of them acknowledged
hhnsclf to be conquered. The wdAi} 6p$ii appears

to have been the only one which was fought in the
times of Homer, as well as afterwards in the great
national games of the Greeks

; and as toon as one
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athlete felt, the other allowed him to rise and cen-

tinne the contest if he still fdt inclined. (Plat de
Leyp. vii. p. 796 ; Com. Nop. Kpatn. 2 ;

Imcian,

Lexiph. 5.) But if the tame athlete fell thrice, the

victory was decided, and he was not allowed to go
on. (Senec. de tienif. v. 3 ;

Aeschyl. Ayam, 171 ;

AntM. Or. vol. ii. p. 406, ed. Jacobs.) The
was only fought in later times, at the

smaller games, and especially in the pancratium.

The place, where the wrestlers contended, was ge-

nerally soft ground, and covered with sand. (Xen.
Anab. iv. 8. § 26 ; Lucian, Anaek. 2.) Effcmimate

persons sometimes spread large and roogniBcent

carpets on the place where they wrestled. (Athen.

zii. p. 539.) Each of the various tribes of the

Greeks seem to have shown its peculiar and na-

tional character in the game of wrestling in some
particular trick or stratagem, by which it excelled

the others.

In a diaetotic point of view the 4xl»'5friris was
considered beneBcial to the interior parts of the

body, the loins, and the lower parts in genera),

but injurious to the head
;
whereas the vdAi| bp6ii

WAS believed to act beneficially upon the upper

parts of the body. It w'as owing to these salutary

effects that v^Tcstling was practised in all the g}'m-

nasia as well as in the palaestrae, and that in 01.

37 aTcstling for boys u*as introduced at tho

Olympic games, and soon after in the other

great games, and at Athens in the Eleusinia, and
Thesca also. (Paus. v. 8. § S, iib 11. § 6 ;

Pind.

OL viib 68 ;
Oell. xv. 20 ;J'lut Symp, ii. 5.) Tho

most renowned of all the Greek wrestlers in tho

historical age was Milon of Croton, whose name
was known throughout the ancient world. (Herod,

iii. 137 ; Strab. vi. p. 262, icc.
;
Diodor, xib 9.)

Other distinguished wrestlers ore enumerated by
Krause (p. 135, &c.), who has also given a very

minute account of the game of wrestling and every

thing connected with it, in his Gymnaetik und .4yon.

d. I/ell. pp. 400—1 39. ( L. S.

J

LUDI is the common name for the whole variety

of theatrical exhibitions, games and contests, which

were held at Rome on various occasions, but chicHy

at the festival of the gods ; and as the ludi at cer-

tain festivals formed the principal part of the so-

lemnities, these festivals themselves are called ludu

Sometimes, however, ludi were also held in honour

of a magistrate or of a deceased person, and in this

case the games may be considered as ludi privati,

though all the people might take part in them.

All ludi were divided by the Homans into two

classes, vix ludi eireeneet and Imdi eceniei (Cic. de

ib 15), accordingly as they were held in the

circus or in the theatre
;

in the latter case they

were mostly theatrical representations with their

various modifications
; in the former they consisted

of all or of a part of the games enurocrat4?d in the

articles Circus and Oladiatorsii. Another di-

vision of the ludi into Mo/i, im/jcm/iri, and ro/<r/,

w*as made only with r^ird to religious festivals,

and is aimlogous to the divisiun of the feriae.

[KxKlAK.j
The superintendence of the games and the so-

lemnities connected w'itb them was in most cases

intrusted to the aediles. [Abdilbs.] If the law-

ful rites were not obscn'cd in the celebration of the

ludi, it depended upon the decision of the pontiffs

whether they were to be held again {itutaurari) or

not. An alphabetical list of the princi^ml ludi is

subjoined. [D-S.]



LUDl CAPITOLINI.

IjUDI APOLLINA'UES were instituted at

Home during the sci’oiid Punic war, four years after

the battle of Caiume (b.c. 212), at the comnuind of

an ornclu contained in the books of the ancient

seer Marcius {canHina A/urciana^ Liv. xxv. 12 ;

Macrob. Ad/, i. 1 7). It was stated by some of the

ancient annalUu that those ludi were instituted for

the purpose of obtaining from Apollo the protection

of human life during the hottest season of stimincr
;

but Liry and Macrobius adopt the account founded

ufion the most anthcntic document, the carmina

MorciaiUi themselves, that the Apollinarian games

were instituted partly to obtain the aid of Apollo

in expidling the Carthaginians from Italy, and

piutly to preserve, through the favour of the god,

the republic from all dangers. The oracle suggested

that tlic games should be held every year under

the superintendence of the praetor urbanus, and
that ten men should perform the sacrihees accord-

ing to Greek rites. The senate complying with

the advice of the oracle made two scnatuscon-

sului
;
one that, at the end of the games, the

pmetor should receive 12,000 asses to l>c expended

on the solemnities and snerihees, and another that

the ten men should socrihee to Apollo, according to

C'reek rites, a bull with gilt horns and two white

goats also with gilt horns, and to I«atona a heifer

with gilt horns. The games themselves were hold

in the Circus Maximus, the spectators were adorned
with chaplets, and each citizen gave a contribution

towards defraying the expenses. (Postus, t. r.

jipoUinares.) The Homan matrons perfexmed sup«

plications, the people took their meals in the pro*

pntulum with open doors, and the whole day—
for the festival lasted only one day~ was filbHl up
with ccrenioiiios and various otlicr rites. At this

6rst celebration of the ludi ApoUinares no decree

was made respecting the annual repetition sug-

gested hy the oracle, so that in the first year tliey

were sim{ily ludi votivi or indictivi. The year

after (B.C. 211) the senate, on the proposal of the

pmetor Calpumius, decreed that they should be re-

peated, and that in future they should be vowed
afresh every year. (Liv. xxvL 23.) The day on
which they were held varied every year according

to circumstances. A few years after, however (b. c.

208), when Home and its vicinity were visited by
a plague, the pmetor urbanus, P. Licinius Varus,

brought a bill before the people to ordain that the

Apollinarian games should in future always be
vowed and held on a certain day (c/iss s/u/bj), viz.

on the 6tb of July, which day henccfora*ai^ re-

mained a dies solcnnis. (Liv. xxvii. 23.) The
games thus l>ecame votivi et stativi, and continued

to be conducted by the praetor urbanus. (Cic.

J*hiL il 1 3.) But during the empire the day of these

solemnities appears again to Imvo been changed,
for Julius CapitoUnus (Aforim. ei DaVtim, c. 1) as-

signs them to the 2Cth of May. [L.S-]

LUDI AUGUSTA'LES. [Auoustalrs.]
LUDI CAPITOLPNI were said to have been

instftuted by tlie senate, on the proposal of the

dictator M. Fnrius Cainillus, in the year H.C. 3H7,

after the departure of the Gauls from Home, as a
token of gratitude towards Jupiter CapitoUnus,

who had saved the Capitol in the hour of danger.

The decree of the senate at the same time intrusted

the superintendence and management of the Capi-

tnlinc games to a college of priests to be chosen by
the dictator from among those who resided on the

Capitol and in the citadel (w arcr), which con only
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mean that they were to he palriciani. (Lit. v. 50,

62.) These priests were called Capitolini. (Cic,

ad Quint. Fnit. it. 5.) One of the amusements at

the Cnpitoline games, a solemnity which W'ns ob-

served as late as the time of Plutarch, was that a
herald offered the Sardiani for public sale, and
that some old man was led about, who, in order to

produce laughter, wore a toga praotextn, and a
bulla puerilis which hung donm from bis neck.

(Plul. Quaest. Horn. p. 277 ; Fesl. t. «. Surdi
trmi/rs, /itc.) According to some of the ancients

this ceremony was intended to ridicule the Veien-
tines, who were subdunl, after long wars with
Home, and numbers of whom were sold as slaves,

while their king, represented by the old man with
the bulla (such w’as said to have been the costumo
of the Etruscan kings), was led through the city

AS an object of ridicule.

The Veientines, it is further said, were desig-

nated by the name Sardiani or Sardi, because they
were believed to have come from Lydia, the capital

of which was Sardes. This specimen of anci«-nt ety-

mology, however, is opposed by another interpretation

of the origin of the ceremony given by SinniusCapito.

According to this author, the name Sardiani or

Sardi had nothing to do with the Veientines, but

referred to the inhabitants of Sardinia. When
their island was subdued by the Homans in B. c.

238, no spoils were found, but a great number of

Sardinians were brought to Home and sold ns

slaves, and these proved to be slaves of the worst

kind. (Fest/. e. ; Aurel. V^’et, de Tir. lUustr.

c. 57.) Hence arose the proverb, Sardi rcnales ;

tdiu$ alio nequior (Cic. ad Fam. vii. 24), and hence
also the ceremony at the Capitoline games. At
what time or at what intervals these ludi were
celebrated is not mentioned. During the time of

the empire they seem to have fallen into oblivion,

but they were restored by Domitian, and were
henceforth celebrated every fifth year under the

name of agones Capitolini. (See Jos. Scaligcr,

Auton. Lect i. 10.) [L. S.]

LUDI CIRCENSF^ ROMA'NI or MAGNI,
were celebrated every year during several days,

from the fourth to the twelfth of September, in

honour of the three great divinities, Jupiter, Juno,

and Minerva (Cic. c. Verr. v. 14); or according to

others, in honour of Jupiter, Cunsus,and Neptunus
Equestris. They were superintended by the ciirulo

aediles. For further jiarticiilars see CiRcra, p.

286, Ac. [L.S.]
LUDI COMPITALrciI. [Compitalia.]
LUDI FLORA'LES. [Floraua.]
LUDI FUNKBHES were games celebrated at

tbe funeral pyre of illustrious persons. Such games
are mention^ in the very early legends of tho

history of Greece and Home, and they continued

with various modifications until the introduction of

Christianity. It was at such a Indus funebris that

in the year b. c. 264 gladiatorial fights were ex-

hibited at Rome for the first time, w*bich hence-

forward remained the most essential part in all

ludi fanebres. [OLAOiAToaxa, p. 674,a.j The
duration of these games varied according to cir-

cumstances. They lasted sometimes for three and
sometimes for four days, though it may be supposed

that in the majority of cases they did not last more
than one day. On one occasion 120 gladiators

fought in the course of three days, and the whole
forum was covered with triclinia and tents, in

which the pe<^Ie feasted. (Liv. xxil 30, xxxL
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.•iO, zxxix. 46 ;
Plin. //.M xxxv. 7.) It woe

thought disgraceful for women to bo present at

these games, nnd Publius Sempronius separated

himself from his wife because she had been present

without his knowledge at ludi funebres. (Plut.

Qiuujt. Horn. p. 267, B
;
Val. Max. vi. 3. § 12 ;

compare Suet. 44.) These ludi, though on

some occasions the whole people took part in them,

were not ludi publici, properly speaking, as they

were gixen by private individuals in honour of

their relations or friends. Compare Fu.vu.s p.

562. [L.S.]

LUDI HONOR.\'RII are expressly mentioned

only by Suetonitu (,Aug. 32), who states that

Augustus devoted thirty days, which had been

occupied till that time by ludi honorarii, to the

transaction of legal business. What is meant by
ludi honorarii, is not quite certain. According to

Festus (s. t». IfoHorariot luJos) they were the same

ns the Libcralia. Scaligcr, however, in his note

on Suetonius, has made it appear very probable

that they were the same as those which Tertullian

(Do Sped. c. 21) says were given for the purpt^

of gaining honours and popularity, in contradis-

tinction to other ludi which were intended cither

ns an honour to the gods, or ns &<ria for the dead.

At the time of Augustus this kind of ludi which

Tacitus (Agric. 6) seems to designate by the name
viania koHoris^ were so common that no one ob-

tained any public office without lavishing a con-

siderable portion of his property on the exhibition

of games. Augustus therefore wisely assigned

thirty of the day's of the year, on which such

spectacles had been exhibited previously, to the

transaction of business, t. e. ho made these 30 days

fasti. (Compare Emesti and F. A. Wolf, ad

Sudan . l.c.) [ L. S. ]

LUDI JUVENA'LES. [Juvznalks.]

LUDI LIBERA'LES. [Dionysia, p. 414.]

LUDI MARTIA'LES were celebrated eve^
\mr on the first of August, in the Circus, and in

honour of Mars, because the temple of Mars had

been dedicated on this day. (Dion Cass. lx. S
;

Sucton. Claud. 4.) The ancient calendaria men-
tion also other ludi martiales which were held in

the Circus on the 12th of May. [L. S.]

LUDI MEOALENSES. [Meoalbsia.]
LUDI NATALITII are the games with which

the birth-day of an emperor was generally cele-

brated. They were held in the Circus, whence

they are sometimes called circenses. (Capitol. An-
iunin. Pius^ 5 ;

Sportian. Hadrian^ 7.) Tliey con-

sisted generally of fights of gladiators and wild

beasts. On one occasion of this kind Hadrian

exhibited gladiatorial combats for six days, and one

thousand wild beasts. [L. S.]

LUDI PALATI'NI were instituted by Lim
in honour of Augiutus,and were held on the Pala-

tine. (Dion Cass. Ivl tuhfin.) Aiwrding to Dion

Ciissius they were celebrated during three days,

but according to Josephus (Attiiq. Jud. xix. 1 ) they

lasted eight days, and commenced on the 27th of

December. (Sec Suet Caluj. 56, with Scaliger’s

note.) [I*S.]

LUDI PISCATO'RII were held every year on

the sixth of June, in the plain on the right bank

of the Tiber, and were conducted by the praetor

nrbanus on behalf of the fishermen of the Tiber,

who made the day a holiday. (Ovid. Fast. vi. 235,

&.C. ; Fest-s. t*. Piscat. ludi.) f L. S.]

LUDI PLEBE'II were, according to the

LUDI SAECULARES.
Pseudo-A sconius (ad Venr. i. p. 143, Orclli), the

games which luui been instituted in commemoration
of the freedom of the plebeians after the banish-

ment of the kings, or after the secession of the

plcbes to the Aventine. The first of these ac-

counts is not borne out by the history of the ple-

beian order, and it is more probable that these

games were instituted in commemoration of the

reconciliation between the patricians and plebeians

after the first secession to the mans sneer, or, ac-

cording to others, to the Aventine. They were
held on the 16th, 1 7th, nnd 10th of November,
nnd were conducted by the plclteian aedilet. (Liv.

xxviii. 10, xxxix. 7.) It is sufficiently clear from
the ancient ailendaria that the ludi picbeii were
not, as some have supposed, the same as, or a part

of, the ludi Romani. [L. S.]

LUDI PONTIFICA'LES were probably no-

thing but a particular kind of the ludi honorarii

mentioned above. They were for the first time
given by Augustus, when, after the death of Lepi-

dus, he obtained the office of pontifex maximus.
(Sueton. Aug. 44.) [.L. S.]

LUDI QUAESTO'RII were of the same cha-

racter as the preceding games. They were insti-

tuted by the emperor Claudius (Suet, Clauti. 24 ;

Tacit. Ann. ii. 22), who decreed that all who ol>-

tained the office of quaestor should, at their own
expense, rive gladiatorial exhibitions. Nero did

away with this obligation for newly appointed

qimestors (Tacit Ann. xiii. 5), but it was revived

by Domitian. (Sueton. Domit. c. 4.) [L. S.]

LUDI ROMANI orMAGNI. [Meoalbsia.]
LUDI SAECUL.\'RES. If we were to judge

from their name, these games w’ould have been
celebrated once in ever)’ century or saeculum

;
but

we do not find that they were celebrated with this

regularity at any period of Roman history, and the

name ludi soccidares itself was never used during

the time of the republic. In order to understand

their real character we must distinguish between the

time of the republic and of the empire, since at

these two periods these ludi were of an entirely

different character.

Daring the time of the republic they were called

ludi Tarentini^ Terentini^ or Taurii^ while during

the empire they bore the name of ludi saeculares.

(FesL $. V. SaecuL ludi and Taurii ludi; Val. Max.
iL 4. § 5.) Their origin is described by Valerius

Maximus, who attributes their institution to the

miraculous rccoverj' of three children of one Vale-

rius, who had been attacked by a plague raging at the

time in Rome, and w'cre restored to health by drink-

ing some water warmed at a place in the Campus
Martins, called Tarentum. Valerius afterwards

offered sacrifices in the Tarentum to Dis and Pro-

serpina, to whom the recovery of his children was
supposed to be owing, spread lectistemia for the

god^ and held festive games for three successive

nights, because his three children hod been saved.

The account of Valerius Maximus agrees in the

main with those of Censorinus (De Die NaL c. 1 7)
and ofZosimus (iL 3), and all appear to have derived

their information from the ancient annalist, Vale-

rius Antius. While according to this account the

Tarentine games were first celebrated by Valerius,

another legend seems to consider the fight of the

Horations and Curiatians as connected with their

first celebration. A third account (Festus, a. v.

Taurii ludii

;

Serv. ad Acn. ii. 140) ascribes their

first institution to the reign of Tarqninius Superbus.
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A frarful plapnc broke out, by which all preguant

women W’ere affected in such a manner that the

children died in the womb. Game* were then in-

tituted to propitiate the infernal divinitiee, and
sacriftcee of sterile cows (faunae) were oflFered up
to them, whence the panios were called ludi TauhL
These games and sacrifices took place in the Circus

Klaininius, that the infernal divinities might not

enter the city. Festus (s. c. Saee. ludi) and Cen-

sorinus ascribe tho first celebration to the consul

Valerius Poplicola. This account admits that the

worship of l>is and Proserpina had existed long

before, but states that the games and sacrifices

were now performed for the first time to avert a
plngue, and in that port of the Campus Mnrtius

which had belonged to the last king Torquinius,

from whom the place derived its name Tarentum.

Valerius Maximus aud Zosimus, who know of the

celebration of these games by Valerius Poplicola,

endeavour to reconcile their two accounts by repre-

senting the celebration of Poplicola as the second

in chronological order. Other less important tradi-

tions are mentioned by Serviua (ad Atu. ii 140)

and by Varro (ap Centorin.).

As regards the names Tarentl or Taurii, they arc

perhaps nothing but different forms of the some
word, and of the same root as Tarquinius. All the

arcoiiiits mentioned above, though differing as to

the time at which and the persons by whom the

Tan'iitine games were first celebrated, yet agree in

stating that they were celebrated for the purpose

of averting from the state some great calamity by
,

which it had been afbictcd, and that they were

held in honour of Dis and Proserpina. From
the time of the consul Valerius Poplicola down to

that of Augustus, the Tarenline games were only

held three times, and again only on certain emer-
gencies, and not nt any fixed time, so that we
must conclude that their celebration was in no way
connected with certain cycles of time (taeeula).

Tho deities in whose honour they were held during

the republic, continued, as at first, to be Dis and
Pniftcrpina. As to the times at which theso three

celelrations took place, the commentorii of the

qiiindeciraviri and the accounts of the annalists did

not agree (Censorin. L c.), and the discrepancy of

tho statements still extant shows the vain attempts

which were made in later times to prove that

during the republic the gami^ had been celebrated

once in every aoeculum. All these misrepresenta-

tions and distortions arose in the time of Augustus,

Not long after be had assumed the supreme power
in the republic, tho quindecimviri announced that

according to their bmks ludi sacculnrcs ought to

be held, and at the same time tried to prove from
history that in former times they bad not only

been colobnited repeatedly, but almost regularly

once in ever^ century. The games of which the

quindecimviri made this assertion, were the ludi

Taroniinu

The celebrated jurist and antiquary Ateius Capito

received from tho emperor the command to deter-

mine the ceremonies, and Horace was requested to

compose the festive hymn for the occasion (oarmea

soers/urs), which is still extant (Zoslni. ii. 4.).

But the festival which was now held, was in

ri'ality very different from the ancient Tarontine

games ; for Dis and Proserpina, to whom formerly

the festival belonged exclusively, a*erc now the last

in the list of the divinities in honour of whom the

ludi sacculares were celebmtcd. A description of
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the various solemnities is given by Zosimus. Sonie

days l»eforc they commenced, heralds were sent

al>out to invito the people to a spectacle which no
one had ever beheld, and which no one would ever

behold again. Hereupon the quindecimviri dis-

tributed, upon tho Capitol and the Palatine, among
the Roman citisens, torches, sulphur, and bitumen,

by whii-h they were to purify themselves. In the

same places, and on the Aventine in the temple
of Diana, tho people received wheat, barley, and
beans, which were to be offered at night-time to

the Parcae, or, according to others, were given at

pay to the actors in the dramatic representations

which were performed during the festive days.

The festival took place In summer, and lasted for

three days and three nights. On the first day tho

games commenced in the Tarentum, and sacrifices

were offered to Jupiter, Juno, Neptune, Minenn,
V'enus, Apollo, Mcrctiry, Ceres, Vulcan, Mars,
Diana, Vesta, Hercules, Latona, tho Parcae, and
to Dis and Proserpina. The solemnities began at

the second hour of the night, and the emperor
opened them by tho river side with the sacrifice of

three lambs to the Parcae upon three altars erected

for tho purpose, and which were sprinkled with
the blood of the victims. The lambs themselves

were burnt. A temporary scene like that of a
theatre was erected in the Tarentum, and illumi-

nated with lights and fires.

In tins scene festive hymns were sung by a
chorus, and various other ceremonies, together

with theatrical performances, took place. During
the morning of the first day the people went to

the Capitol to offer solemn sacrifices to Jupiter

;

thence they returned to the Tarentum to sing

cboniics in honour of Apollo and Diana. On tho

second day tho noblest matrons, at an hour fixed

by an oracle, assembled on the Capitol, performed

supplications, sang hymns to the gods, and also

visited the altar of Juno. The emperor and tho

quindecimviri offered sacrifices which had been
vowed before, to all the great divinities. On tho

third day Greek and Latin choruses were sung in

the sanctuary of Apollo by three times nine ^ys
and maidens of great beauty whose parents were
still alive. The object of these hymns was to

implore the protection of the gods for all cities,

towns, and officers of the empire. One of thesr>

hymns was the carmen snoculore by Horace, which
was especially composed for the occasion, and
adapted to the cinimstancos of the time. Daring
tho whole of the three days and nights, games of

every description were carried on in all the cir-

cuses and theatres, and sacrifices were offered in

all the temples.

The first celebration of the ludi neculares in tho

reign of Angustus took place in the summer of the

year &c. 17 (TaciL Ann, xi. 11.); the second

took place in the reign of Claudius, A.D. 47 (Suet.

Claud. 21) ; the third in the reign of Domition,

A. D. 88 (SucL Domit. 4, with Emesti's note) ; and
the last in the reign of Philippus a.d. 240, and,

os was generally believed, just 1000 years after

j

the building of ^e city. (Jul. CapiloL Oonl. Tert.

I

c. 33 ; compare Scaliger, D« Emend, Tempor. p.

I

486 ; Hartung, Die Religion der Aomer, vol. iu

p. 92, &C., and the commentators ad HotoL
Carm. Saee.) [L.S.]
LUDU8. [Gladiatorrs, p. 674, b.]

LUDUS DUO'DECIM SCRIPTO'RUM,
[IjATRUNCULT.]
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LUDUS LATUUNCULO'UUM. [Latrun-

CULI.]

LUDUS TROJAE. [CiRcrs, p. 2n8, a.]

LU'MINA. [Srrvitutks.]
LUPA'NAR. [Caupona, p. 258,b.]

UIPATUM. [Freni-m.]
LUPERCA'LIAf on« of the roost ancient Ro-

n\an festivals, which w*as celebrated cvciy year in

honour of Lupercua, the god of fertility. All the

ceremonies with which it was held, and all we
know of its history*, shows that it was originally a
shepherd-festival. (Plut foes. 61.) Hence its in-

troduction at Rome was connected w’ith the names
of Romulus and Remus, the kings of shepherds.

Greek writers and their followers among the Ro-
mans represent it as a festival of l*an, and ascribe

its intn^uetion to the Arcadian Evander. This

misrepresentation arose partly from the desire of

these writers to identify the Homan divinities with

those of Greece, and partly from its rude and
almost savage ceremonies, which certainly are a
proof that the festival must have originate in the

remotest ontiquitv. The festival ams held every

year, on the l5tK of February, in the Lupcrcal,

where Romulus and Remus were said to have been
nurtured by the she-wolf

; the place contained on

aluir and a grove sacred to the god Lupcrcus.

(Aurcl. Vicl. d4 Orip, Gtmt. Rom, 2*2
; Ovid. Fast.

ii. 267.) Here the Lnperci assembled on the day
of the Lupercalia, and sacrificed to the god goats

and young dogs, which animals are remarkable for

their strong sexual instinct, and thus were appro-

priate sacrifices to the god of fertility. (Plut Rom,
21 ; Servius ad A«u. viii. 343.) Two youths of

noble birth were then led to the Ltipcrci, and one

of the latter touched their foreheads with a sword
dipped in the blood of the victims

;
other Luperci

immediately after wiped off the bloody spots

with wool dipped in milk. Hereupon tho two
youths were obliged to break out into a shout of

laughter. This ceremony was prol«bly a sypi-

lK>lical purification of tho shejiherds. AfVer tho

sacrifice was over, the Lu|ierci partook of a meal,

at which they w’cre plentifully supplied with wine.

(Val. Max. it 2. 9.) They then cut tho skins

of the goats which they hod sacrificed, into pieces

;

with some of which they covered parts of their

body in imitation of the god Lupcrcus, who was
represented half naked and half covered with goat-

skin. The other pieces of the skins they cut into

thongs, and holding them in their bands they ran

through the streets of the city, touching or strik-

ing with them all persons whom they met in their

way, and especially women, who even used to

come forward voluntarily fur the purpose, since

they believed that this ceremony rendered them

fruitful, and procured them an easy delivery in

childl)earing. This act of running about with

thongs of guat-skin w'os a symbolic purification of

the land, and that of touching persons a purifi-

ratinn of men, for tho words by which this act is

designated are febnum and Im^raro, (Ovid. Fa$t,

ii. 31 ;
FesL r. r. Ftbruariui.') The gnat-skin itself

was called Jlhruum^ the frativo day die$ fAruata^

the month in which it occurred /’’efinfanas, and
the god himself FAruu*.

The act of purifying and fertilising, which, as

we have seen, was applied to women, was without

doubt originally appli^ to the flocks, oimI to the

people of the city on the Palatine. (Varro, <U Ling.

Lot. V. p. 60, Bip.) Festos (s. r. Crepoo) says

LUPERCI.

that the Luperci were also called errpi or erfppi^

from their striking with goatskins (a ertpitu pelli-

cuAxrtrin), but it is more probable that the noma
crepi was derived from crepo, which w*ns the

ancient name for goat. (Fest s. v. Caprae.)

1’he festival of the Lupercalia, though it neces-

sarily lost its original import at the time when the

Homans were no longer a nation of shepherds, was
yet al Wat'S observed in commemoration of the

founders of the city. Antonius, in his consulship,

was one of the I«uperci, and not only ran with
them half-naked and covered with pieces of goat-

skin through the city, but even addressed the

people in the forum in this rude attire. (PlutOies.

61.) After the time of Caesar, however, the Lu-
percalia seem to have been neglected, for Augustus
is said to have restored it (Suet. Aug. 31), but

he forbade youths (tmfierfies) to take port in the

running. The fe8ti\*al was henceforth celebrated

regularly down to the time of the emperor Anas-
tasias. Lupercalia were also celebrated in other

towns of Italy and Gaul, for Luperci arc mentioned
in inscriptions of Velitrae, Proeneste, Kemausus,
and other jtlaces. (Orelli, Inter, n. 2251, &c.)
{Compare Lvpbrci

;
and Hartung, Die Rei^. der

Romer^ vol. ii. p. 176, Ac.) IL. 8.]

LUPERCI, were the priests of the god Luper-
cus. They formed a coll<^ {eodalitae^ ^roxgla), the

members of which were originally youths of patri-

cian fiimilics, and which was said to have been in-

stituted by Romulus and Remus. (Plut Rom. 21.)

The college was divided into two classes, the one
called Fabii or Fabiani, and the other Quinctilii or

Quinctiliani. (Fest a rr. Quinetmaui Luperci and
Fabiani.') These names, which are the same as

those with which the followers of Romulus and
Remus were designated in the early Roman le-

gends, seem to show that the priesthood was
originally confined to certain gentes. (Ovid. Fart.

it 378, who, however, confounds the Potitii and
Pinarii with the Quinctilii and Fabii.) But if such
actually was the case, this limitation does not seem
to have existed for a very long time, though the

two classes retained their Miginal names, for Festus

says, that in course of time the number of Luperci

increased, ^ Quia honoris gratia multi in Liipcrcis

adscribet^tur.” Wbat was the original number
of Luperci, and how long their office lasted, is

unknown \ but it is stated in inscriptions (Orelli,

n. 2256 and n. 4920) that a person held the office

of Lupcrcus twice, and another three times, and
this fact show's at least that the priests were not

appointed for life. Julius Caesar added to the two
classes of the college a third with the name of Julii

or Juliani (Dion Cass. xliv. 6 ; Suet. Coes. 76), and
made Antonius their high priest. He also assigned

to them certain revenues {feetigaliaX which were

afterw*ards withdrawn from them. (Cic. Pkilip, iii.

15, with the note of P. Manutius.) But it is un-

certain whether Caesar assigned these revenues to

the whole college, or merely to the Julii. From
this time the two ancient classes of the Luperci are

sometimes distinguished from the new one by the

nameof Luperci veteres. (Orelli,n.2253.) Although

in early times the Luperci were taken only from

noble fiunilies, their strange and indecent cmduct
At the Lupercalia was offensive to the more re-

fined Romans of a later age {Cic.Pkilip. iL .54),

and Cicero {pro Cod, 1 1 ) characterises the college

AS a ** Fera quaedam todalitas et plane postoricia

Atque ngresUs, quonun coitio ilia silvestris ante est
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institatn qonm humanitAS atque legci-" RccpMt-

ing the rite* with which they solemiiUed tlie I^u-

pcrcalia tec LupaRCAUA. [L.S.]

Ll>PU:5 FE'RKEUS, the iron wolf u*cd by

the betieged in repelling the attack* of the

*icger*« and especially in seising the battcring'tam

and diverting iu blow*. [Arikh.] (Liv. zxxTiiL

3 ;
Veget. (U He SUL iL 2.% iv. 2X) [J. Y.

|

LUSTRATIO (addo^it), wa* originally a

puriheation by ablution in water. But the lus-

trations, of which we potsess direct knowledge,

are always connected with sacrifices and other

religious rites, and consisted in the sprinkling of

water by menni of a branch of laurel or olive, and

at Rome sometimes by moans of the aspcrgilluin

(X<ppn^), and in the burning of certain mate*

rials, the smoke of which was thought to have a

purifying effect. Whenever tacriftccs were offered,

it seems to have been customary to carry them

around the person or thing to b * purified. Lustra-

tions were mode in ancient Greece, and probably at

Rome also, by private individuals when they bad

polluted themselves with any criminal action.

Whole cities and states also sometimes underwent

puriheations to expiate the crime or crimes com-

mitted by a member of the community. The most

celebrated purification of this kind was that of

.Athens, performed by Kpiimniides of Crete, after

the Cylonian massacre. (Uiog. Lacrt. i. 10. § 3.)

Purificatiuns also look place when a sacred spot had

been unhallowed by profane use, as by burying

dead bodies in it, inch as was the case with the

island of Delos. (Thucyd. L H, iii. 104.)

The Romans performed lustrations on many
occasions, on which the Greeks did not think of.

them
;
and the object of most Roman lustrations

was not to atone fur the commission of crime, but
,

to obtain the blessing of the grids iqton the peisous

or things which were lustralcd. Thus fields were

purified after the business of sowing was over

(Ovid. Fiut. i. 669), and before the sickle was

pot to the com. [Ahvalbs Fratrks.] The
manner in which sheep were lustrated every year

at the festival of the Pnlilin, is described by Ovid

{I'iiM. iv. 735, Ac.). The shepherd towards even-

ing spdnkled his flock with water, adorned the

fold with branches and foliage, burnt pure sulphur

and variotis herl)*, and offered sacrifices to Pales.

The object of this lustration was to pr serve the

dock from dis4*osc, contagion, and other evils.

(Catn, de /ife Husl. c. l4l.) All Roman armies

Wforc they took the field were lustrated (Dion

Cass, xlvii. 3(1 1 Appion, llirp. c. 19, CirtL iv. 69.

et passim), and as this solemnity was probably nl>

ways connected with a review of the troops, the

word lustratio is also used in the sense of the mo-

dem review. (Cic. ad Att. v. 20. § 2.) The rites

customary on such occasions are nut mentioned,

but they probably resembled those with which a

fleet was lustrated bcfurc it set sail, and which arc

described by Appian {('ivit, v. 96). Altars were
erected on the shore, and the vessi'ls manned with

their troops assembled in order close to the coast

Every b^y kept profound sileticc, and priests

standing dose by the water killed the victims, and
carried the purifying sacrifices (xadcfpma) in small

boats tbecc times around the flet't On these rounds

they were accompanied by the generals, who
prayed to the gods to preserve the armament from

all dangers. Hereupon the priests divided the sacri-

fices into two parts, one of which was tbrowm into
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the SCO, and the other burnt upon the altars, while

the mullitiidu around prayed to the gods. (Com*
piire Liv. x.xxvi. 42, and xxix. 27, where also a
prayer is recorded such as generals used to offer

on these occasions.) When a Macedonian army
was lustrated, a dog was cut in two pieces in the

lace where the army was to assemble, and one

aif of the dog was thrown at a distance on the

right and the other to the left. The army then ns*

semliled in the place between the spots where the

pieces had fallen. (Liv. x). 6; Curt. x. 9. § 12.)

But to return to the Romans. The establishment

of a new colony was alw'ays preceded by a lustra-

tiu with solemn sacrifices. (Cic. de Divin, i. 45 ;

Barth, Tkeb. iv. p. 1073.) The city of

Rome itself, as well as other towns within its do-

minion, always underwent a lustratio, after they

had boon visited by some great calamity, such as

civil bloodshed, awful prodigies, and the like.

(Appian, tiril. L 26 ; Liv. uxv. 9, xiii. 20.) A
regular and general lustratio of the whole Homan
people ‘took place after the completion of every lus*

irum, when the censor had finished his census and
beftire he laid down bis office. The lustratio (al^o

called lustrum. Fest, $. r.) was conducted by one of

the censors (Cic. de Ih'vtm. i. 45), and held with
sacrifices called Suovetaurilia (I^iv. L 44 ;

V'^arro,

de He HtuL ii. 1), U*cause the sacrifices consisted

of a pig (or ram), a sheep, and an ox. This lus-

tratio, which continued to be observed in the days
of Dionysius, took place in the (Campus Mortius,

where the people assembled for the purpose. The
sacrifices wet>f carried three times around the as-

sembled multitude. (Dionys. Aat. Hom. iv. 22.)

Another regular lustration which W'as obsen’erl

every year in the month of February, wits said

to luive l»ecn instituted because the god Februus
w'os btdieved to bo fnifene /usiraiionum, and be-

cause in this month the solemnities in honour of

the dii manes took place. (Mnerob. S*U. i. 13;
compare Hartung, Die He/i^ion der i^bWr, i. p.

196, &c.) [L.S.]
LUSTRUM (from luo. Or. Xorai), is projierly

speaking a lustration or purification of the whole
Homan people performed by one of the cens«)rs in

the Campus Mariius, after the business of the census

w-as over. [Censor ; Llstratio.] Asthispurifi-

cation took place only once in five years, the word
lustrum was also used to designate the lime between
two lustra. Varro (de Lit^. Lot. vL 1 1, ed. Miill.)

erroneously derives the word lustrum from luo (I

pay), betause the vcctigulia and iributa were paid

every five years to the censors. The first lustrum
was porfonued In n. c 566 by king Servius, after

he had com]>lcicd bis census (Liv. i. 44; Dionys,

iv. 22), and afterwards it is said to have taken
place regularly every five years afl*r the census

was over. In the earliest period of the republic

the business of the census and the solemnities of

the lustrum were performed by the consuls. Tho
first censors were appointed in ik c. 443, and from
this year dowm to u. c. 294 there hod, according to

Livy (x. 47), only been 26 pairs of censors, and
only 21 lustra, or general purifications, although if

all had been regular, there would have been 30
pairs of censor* and 30 lustra. We must therefore

conclude, that sometimes the census was not hold
at all, or at least not by the censors. We also
learn from this sLiiement that the census might
take place without the lustrum, and indeed two
case* of this kind arc recorded (Liv. iii. 22, xxiv.
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43) which hAppencd in B. c. 450 and 214. In

these cases the lustrum was not performed on ac>

count of some great calamities which had befallen

the republic.

The time when the lustrum took place has been

Tciy ingeniously defined by Niebuhr cfRam.
i. p. 277). Six ancient Romulian years of 304
days each were, with the dilTerence of one day,

rf{ual to fire solar years of .^65 days each, or the

six ancient years mode 1K24 days, while the fire

solar years contained 1 825 days. The lustrum, or

the great year of the ancient Romans (Censorin.

de l>ie Sat, ( 8), was thus a cycle, at the end of

which, the beginning of the ancient year nearly

coincided with that of the solar year. At the co>

incidence howerer was not perfect, a month of 24
days was intercalated in every eleventh lustrum.

Now it is highly prolmble that the recurrence of

such n cycle or great year was, from the earliest

times, solemnised with sacrifices and purifications,

and that Servius Tullius did not introduce them,

but merely connected them with his censns, and
thus set the example for subsequent ages, which
however, as we have seen, was not observed with

regularity. At first the irregularity may have
been caused by the struggles between the patri-

cians and plebeians, when the appointment of cen-

sors was purposely neglected to increase the dis-

orders
;
but we also find that similar neglects took

place at A later period, when no such cause ex-

isted. (Sucton, Aag. 37, Claud, 16.) The last

lustrum was solemnised at Rome, in a. d. 74, in

the reign of Vespasian. (Censorin. /. e.)

M.ony writers of the latter period of the republic

and during the empire, use the word lustrum for

any space of five years, and without any regard to

the census (Ovid. Fati, ii. 183, iv. 701, Amor.
iii. 6. 27 ; Homt. Carm, it 4. 24, iv. 1. 6), while

others even apply it in the sense of the Greek pon-

tacteris or an Ol^rniplad, which only contained four

years. (Ovid, rx Pont. ir. 6. 5, &c. ; Mart iv.

45.) Martial also uses the expression lustrum

ingons for sacculum.

(Compare Scaliger, de Emend. Tempor. p. 183 }

Idi'lor, Ihmdb. drr Ckrtmol. ii. p. 77, dtc.) [L. S.]

LYCA KA (Aonroia), a festival with contests, ce-

lebrated by the Arcadians in honour of Zeus sur-

named iivKtuos. It was said to have been instituted

by the ancient hero Lycaon, the son of Pelasgus.

(Paus. viii. 2. §1 ;
Strab, viiu p. 386.) He is also

said, instead of the cakes which had formerly been

otTcred to the god, to have sacrificed a child to Zeus,

and to have sprinkled the altar with its blood. It is

not improbable that human sacrifices were offered

in Arcadia ta Zeus Lycacus down to a very late

period in Grecian history. (Porphyr. de Ah-
s^m. ii. 27.) No further partlailars respecting the

celebration of the Lycaea are known, with the ex-

ception of the statement of Plutarch (Coes. 61),

that the celebration of the Lycaea in some degree

resembled that of the Roman LupercaliiL [LS.J
LYCHNU;CHUS. [Candelabrum.)
LYRA (Avpo, IjBL ^let), a lyre, one of the

most ancient musical instruments of the stringed

kind. There can scarcely be any doubt that this

and similar instruments were used by the Eastern

nations and by the Egyptians, long before the

Greeks became acquainted with them, and that

they were introduced among the Greeks from Asia

Minor. (Wilkinson's AfaunenamdCuMt. ofihe Ane.

ii, pp. 272, 288, Re.) The Greeks them-

selves however attributed the invention of the lyte

to Hermes, who is said to have formed the instra-

ment of a tortoise-shell, over which he placed gut-

strings. (Horn. lfymn.i* Merc.

;

Apollod. iii. 10. §2;
Diodor. r. 75 ;

Serv. ad Viry. Geory. iv. 464.) As
regards the original number ^ the strings of a lyre,

the accounts of the ancients differ so widely, that

it is almoet impossible to arrive at any definite

conclusion. Diodorus (i. 16) states that Hennet
gave his lyre three strings, one with an acute, the
other with a grave, and the tlurd with a middle
sound. Macrobiui {Sat. i. 1 9 ) says that the lyre

of Mercury bad four strings, which symbolically

represented the four seasons of the year ; while

Lucian (Door, DiaL 7), Ovid {Fast, v. 106), and
others, assume that the lyre from the first had
seven stringSL All ancient writers who mendon
this invention of Hermes, apply it to the name
lyra, though its shape in this description of Apol-
lodoniB and Servius rather resembles that of the
instrument which in subsequent times was de-

signated by the name cithom (xfOopa or xfOopir),

and In some degree resembUMl a modem guitar, in

as fiir as in the latter the strings were drawn across

the sounding bottom, whereas in the lyra of later

times they were free on both sides. In the Ho-
meric poems the name A^ki does not occur, with
the exception of the Homeric hymn to Hermes ;

and from the expression which occurs in this hymn
(423), Aupp KtdaplC«iP^ it appears that originally

there was very little or no ditfercnce between the
two instruments, that is to say, the instrument
formerly used was a cithara in the later sense of
the word.

The instruments which Homer mentions as used
to accompany songs are the and nldaptf.

{IL i. 603, Od. viii. 248 and 261.) Now tliat

the and the were the same instru-

ment, appears to be clear from the expression

firffi KiBapiCetPy and Kl$apt ^opnl(etr. {Od. 1 153,
dec.) The lym is also <^led
and in Latin teshtdo^ because it was made of a
tortoise-shell.

The obscurity which hangs over the original

number of strings of the lyre, is somewhat removed
by the statement made by several ancient writers,

that Terpander of Antissa (about b. c. 650) added
to the original number of four strings three new
ones, and thus changed the tctracbord into a hepta-

chord (Euclid. Jntrod. Harm, p. 19 ;
Strab. xiii.

p. 618 : Clem. Alex.iSfrom. vi. p. 814, ed. Potter),

ii^eo by Google
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thongh it oumot b« denied thnt thrre cxiAtod lyros

with only three strings. (Dlanchini, LH Tnlm»
fimfrilmM /tuintm^tUorum A/usicas f'e(rmm Or-

panirae DutiitUio^ tab. iv.) The preceding re*

presentation of a tetrachord and the following ot>e

of a heptachord are both taken from the work of

Blnnchini.

The heptachord inuoduecd by Terpander hence-

forth continued to be most commonly used by the

Greeks as well as subsequently by the Romans,
though in the course of time many additions and
improTctnents were

nuidu which are de*

scribed below. In the

ancient tetrachord

the two extreme
strings stood to each
other in the relation

of a fourth (SiA tw-
<7dpwi'),t.e. the lower

string made three

viluutions in the

time that the upper
one made four. In
the most ancient

arrangement of the

scale, which was
called the diatonic,

the two middle
strings were strung

in such a manner,
that the three in-

tcrrals between the
four strings produc-

ed twice a whole
tone, and one semi-

tone. Terpander in

forming his heptachord, in reality added a new
tetrachord to the ancient one, but left out the
third string of the latter, as there was between
it and the fourth onlv an interval of a semi-tone.

7'he heptachord thus^ad the compass of an octave,

or, as the ancients called it, a diapason (SiA waeufr ).

'I'hc inienals between the seven strings in the
diatonic scale were as folloa':— between one and
two a whole tone, between two and three a whole
tme, between three and four a whole tone and a
semi-tone

;
between four and Ave and five and six

a whole tone each, between six and seven a semi-

tone. The seven strings themselves were called,

beginning from the highest, xapay^jrif^

wopo^coi^, Aixos’dr, wapvrdri}, vwdTjj.

(ibk-kh, rfe /'iwfun, p. 205, Ac.) Pindar
himself nuule use of the heptachord, though in

his time an eighth string hi^ been added. In

the time of Philip and Alexander the number of

strings was increased to eleven by Timotheus of

Miletus (Suidas, $, e. Ti^Btos
;
MUiler, Dor. iv.

C. § .3), an innovation which w*as severely cen-

sured by the Spartans, W'ho refused to go beyond
the number of seven strings. (Cic. de iu 15 ;

Athen. xiv. p. 636.) It it however clt^ that the

anciente made use of a variety of lyres, and in the

representations which we still possess, the number
of strings varies from three to elevea About the

time of Sappho and Anacreon several stringed in-

struments, such as magadU^ 6ar6froii, and others,

were used in Greece, and especially in Lesbos.

They had been introduced from Asia Minor, and
their number of strings far exceeded that of the

lyre, foe we know that some bad a compass of
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two octaves, and others hud even twenty strings,

so that they must have more resembled a modern
harp than a lyre. (Bode, GcJcA. drr Lprisek. IHckl-

kutut der //eZ/mea, voL L p. 362, Ac.
; compore

Quinciil. xiL 10.)

It has been renuuited above that the name lyra

occurs very seldom in tho earliest Greek writers,

and that originally this instrument and the cithora

were the same. Hut about the time of Pindar in-

novations seem to have been introduced by which
the lyre became distmet from tho cithara, the in-

vention of which was ascribed to Apollo, and hcncc
the name of the former now occurs more frequently.

(Pind. 01. X. 11.3, AVai, iii. 19, xL 8, Dyik.

viii. 42, ct passim.) Both however had in nm^t
cases no more than seven strings. The difference

I

between the two instruments is described above ;

the lyre had a great and fiill-soundutg bottom,

which continued as before to be made generally of

a tortoise-shell, from which, as Lucian {Dial. Mor.
1 ) expresses it, the horns rose as from the head of a
stag. A transverse piece of wood connecting the

two horns at or near their top-ends served to fasten

the strings, and was called and in Latin
tnuiMtiUum, The horns were called nr
cornua. (Schol. Venet, ad Iliad, ii 293 ; Hesych.
*. r. Zoya

; Cic. de Nai. l>eor. ii, 69.) Thes** in-

struments were often adorned in the most costly

manner with gold and ivory. (Cic. ad Ilerm. i\*.

47 ;
Ovid. Mei. x\. 167.) The lyre was considered

os a more manly instrument than the cithara,

which, on account of its smaller-sounding bottom,

excluded full sounding and deep tones, and was
more calculated for the middle tones. The lyre

when played stood in an upright position between
the knres, while the cithara stood upon the knees
of the player. ]k)th instruments were held with
the left hand, and played with the right. (Ovid.

Meiam. xi. 168.) It has generally been supposed

that the strings of these instruments were always
touched with a little staA* called plectfjm (vAu-
trrpov) (see woodcut under Mk:v8a), but among
the paintings discovered at Herculaneum we And
se\erul instances where the persons piny the lyre

with their Atigers. (Sec also Ovid, /fervid, iii.

IIH.) The lyre was at all times only plnyc-d

as an accompaniment to songs.

The Latin name which was used for a lyre

as well as a cithara, is probably the same ns the

Greek which, according to Hcsychius (s. r.),

signiAes gut-string ; but Festus (s. r.) takes it to

be the same os tides (faith), boennse the lyre was
tho symbol of harmony and unity among men.
The lyre (cithara or phonniux) was at Arst

used in the recitations of epic poetry, ‘though it was
probably not played during the recitation iuelf,

but only as a prelude l>efore the minstrel com-
menced his story, and in the intervals or pauses

betw'cen the several parts. The lyre has given its

name to a species of poetry called lyric
; this kind

of poetry was originally never recited or sung with-

out the accomptaniment of the Into, and sometimes
also of an appropri.ale dance. (Compare the article

Mi'sica
;
Plutarch, de A/ueica ; Bdckh, de A/rtrie

1‘indari ; Drieberg, A/usihditche WisaentcJm/lm

der Grieehen ; and by the same author An/echhieM
i(6er die Afusik der Griecken ; Burney, History of
Afusic ; Hawkins, /tisiory of Aiusic ; Kriigcr,

Ainsieis Gr*tec. Organis ci'reti I*imiari temjtorafo~
rrn/i/wji, Gottingen, 1840 ;

MUiler, Hist, of Greek

AiZ. p. 148, Ac.) [US.J
3 A
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M.

MACELLUM (oifar»Ai^ Athcn. I D j

Actor, Kp€owtt\uo¥\ a provUion-markfi, frequent-

ed br cuoki, fifthrrmen, poulteren, confectioners,

butchers, and men of •imimr occupaiiont. (Varro,

de He Hud. lit. 3. 17, <U Liug. lAi. t. 32. pp. U7,
]4U. ed. Spengel ; Plaut. Aulnl. ii. B. 3 ; Ter.

Euu. ii. 2. 24 ; Hor. it 3. 229, Epid. i. 13.

31 ; beneca, Epid.lS.) [Kori^m.} From ma*
ref/rw, a provbion-merebant wn* called macri-

larime (oifroirvATjs, $cp9owA\ris). (Sueton. JuL 21>.

IVjptu. 19 ; Varro, de He Hud. iii. 2, 4.) The
Athenians called their maccllum (ts roJ^or, just ns

they called their slave markets tit Tci dr8pdro3o,

their wine-market «lr rhu oTror, and other markets

by the name of the commodities sold in th' m.

(Poll. ix. 47 ; X. 19 ;
llarpocr. s.e. Attypa.) (J.Y.J

MA'CHINAE «nd O'ilfiANA
(3p7ora). The object of this article is to give a

brief general account of those contrivances for the

concuntnition and application of force, which are

knoam by tho names of indmtMenUy mte^uical
/mirrrs, rntrcAiMes, emnnrty and so forth, as they

were in use among the Ori'eks and Homans, espe-

cially in the lime of Vitruvius, to whoso tenth

book the reader is referred for the details of the

subject.

The general, but loose, definition which Vitru-

vius givtrs of a uKudiine (x. 1. § 1 ), is a wooden
itmciiirc, having the virtue of moving very great

weights. A madiimi differs from an OTyancm^ in-

asmuch as the former is more complex and produces

greater effects nf power than the Utter
: p Thnps

the diatinction may be best expressed by translat-

ing the terms respectively nni^tae or engine and
indrvmmt Under the latter class, besides com-
mon toofs and eimp/e indrumenU^ as the plough for

example, Vitruvius appears to include the $imp/e

mechiutiml /Kmvrs, which, hoaever, when used in

combination, as in the crane and other machines,

become miioAutoe. Thus Horace uses the word for

the machines used to launch vessels (Cbrm. L 4. 3),

which appears to have been effected by the joint

force of ropes and pulleys drawing the ship, and

a screw pushing it furw'arda, aided by rollers

(ipdXaTyfs) beneath it. The word orpunm was
also used in its modem sense of a musical instru-

utent [See lIvnaanLA.]
The Greek writers, whom Vitruvins followed,

divided machines into three classes, the (oeuus)

eefinsrorium or ajtpo€ariit6¥ (respecting which see

Vitruvius and his commeiibUon), the sptriiale or

wrrv^toTiicdr [llvnRAULA], and the fro^rt'imi or

fiapovkKO¥ (or $dpav<ro¥ acc<'rding to the reading

nf the old editions) fur moving heavy weights. The
information which he gives us may perha(w, how-
ever, be exhibited better under anuiber classih-

catiun.

I. Afechanierd Engines.

1. T^e SinffJe Afrcftanicul Potcert were known
to the Greek mechanicians from a period earlier

than can be assigned, and their theories were com-

pletely demonstrated by Archimedes. Vitruvius

(X. 3. s. 8) discourses of the two modes of rai*lng

heavy weights, by rertilinear {tvduae) and einru/ar

(icuxAwtV) motion. He explains the action of

the lever (/errcHs rettis), and its thr«’0 different

sorts, acconling to the position of the fulcrum

(o«o/AdxA<oe),itnd some of its applications, as in the

MACHIXAE.
steelyard (fru/ma, statera\, and the oan and ruddeN
oars of a ship; and alludes to the principle of
virtual w/oeitirs. The iacliaed jJiute is not spoken
of by Vitruvius os a maeJiinoy but its pro|><‘rtics

as an aid in the elevation of weights are often

referred to by him and other writers ; and in early

times it was, doubtless, the oulc m(.*ans by winch
the great blocks of stone in the upper ports of

buildings could be raised to their places.

Under the head of circul.ir motion, Vitruvius

makes a passing allusiou to the various forms of
w'hcfds and screws. ;V<7W>/m. rhrdue^ tymf*amt^ rUae,

cochleae^ scory<ionfS., balidae^ about which see

the respective articles. It is worth while, also, to

notice the methods lulopted by Cheraiphron and his

son Metagenes, the architects of the temple of

Artemis at Kphesus, and by later architects, to

convey large blucks of marble from the quarries, by
su[>nurtiiig them in a cradle 1>etwecn wheels, ur

eticiosiiig them in a cylindrical frame-work of

wood (Vitruv. X. 6. s. 2) ; and also the account
which Vitruvius gives of the mode of measuring
the distance passed over by a carriage ora shi|),

by an instrument attached to the wheel of the

former^or to a sort of paddle-wheel projecting from

,

the side of the bitter (c. 9. s. 14). What he says

of the pulley will be more conveniently staled under
!
the next bead.

I

*2- Cwnpouful Meehanicol /’oirrrs. or Afttdiines

^/or raising Aeavy trvitfhfs {mae/iiuae tnuietriae).

Of these Vitruvius dcscribos three principal sorts,

I all of them consisting of a proper erect frame-w ork

(either three beams, or one supported by rapes)

;

from which hang puUies^ the rape of which is

worked either by a uumber of men, or by a wind-

I

lass {suatLt\ or by a targe drum {tympanum^ d^^i-

I

petMTis, vfp(Tpdxtoj') moved os a trend-whi'cl, only

j

from within. He describes the different sort

pullies, according to the number of sAemws (or3t-

euU) in each block {trochlea or reckamm\ whence
also the machine received sp< cial names, such ns

tritpetdos^ when there were three sheaves, one in

the lower block and two in the up|>er
;
and pcN/<n-

j^poxfov, when there w-erc five sheaves, two in the

lower block, and three in the iq»pcr (x. 2—3).
II. Mdihiry Kngittes. (Vitruv. x. 1.5—2*2;

V'cgetius and the other writers de He Militari;

Ahixs
;
IlKLxroLls

;
Tkstudo

;
TuKUK.vTUSf

;

TtRMO, Ac.)

III. Theuirieal Machines. [Thxatrcsi.]
IV. Hydraulic Engines.

1. CtwrreytMos and delivery of waler throu(th pi)^s

am/ o4ajvi««^. [ ActUABbt'CTUS ; Kmissarium ;

Fistula ; Funs.) It has brm shown, under the

articles referred to, that the ancients well knew, and

that they applied in practice, the hydrostatic law',

that water enclosed in a bent pipe rises to tho

same level in lioth arms. It also appears, from

the work of Franlinus, that they were acquainted

with the law of hydraulics, that the quantity of

water delivered by an orifice in a given time de-

pends on the size of the ori6cc and on the height

of the water in tho resi'noir
; and also, that it is

delivered faster through a short pipe than through

a mere orifice of equal diameter.

2. Afachiues for raising teoter. 1 he ancients

did not know enough of the law’s of atmospheric

pressure to he aa^uainted w ith tho common sucking

pomp ; but they had a sort of forcing pump, which

>s described by Vitruvius (x. 12), who ascribes the

invention to Ctrsihiui, For raising w’ater a snuill

DiQitiZ-cTx-'
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height only they had the well-known screw of

Archimedes, an instrument which, for this parti-

cular purpose, has never been surpassed. (V'itruv.

X. 1 1 ;
Cociii-KA.) But their pumps were chiefly

on the principle of those in which the water is

lifted in buckets, placed either at the extremity of

a lever, or on the rim of a wheel, or on a chain

working between two wheels. (V'itruv. x. 9 ;

Antua
; Tympanum.)

3. Afachincs in which water is the moving power.
(V'itruv. X. 10 ; Moi.a.)

4. Other afiplications of water, ns to the men-
Burement of time, and the production of nm.sical

sounds, in the clepsydra and the hydraulic on/an.

(V'itruv. ix. 5, 6, x, 13; Houoi-ooium ; llv-

dhaula.) [R. S.)

iM.AENIA'NUM, signified, originally, a pro-

jecting balcony, which was erected Tound the Ro-
man forum, in order to give more accommodation
to the spectators of the gladiatorial combats, by the

censor, C. Mnenius, B. c. 318 (Festus, «. t?. p. 135,
«!. Miiller

;
Isidor. Orig. xv. 3. § 11); and hence

balconies in general came to be called nmeniana.
Many allusions to such structures, and to the regu-

lations which w'cro found necessary to keep them
within due l>ounds, arc found in the ancient

writers (Cic. Acad, iv, 22 ;
Non. p. 83. s. 65,

Miill.
;

Sueton. Calig. 18 ;
Vitruv, v. 1 ; Plin.

;

H. A'. XXXV. 10. s. 37 ;
Val. Max. ix. 12. § 7 ;

Cod. Just viii. 2. 20, 10. 1 1, xliii. 8. 2. § 6,

I. 16. 242. § 1 ; Amm. Alarc. xxvii. 9, 10 ; sec

also Amphitheatrum, p. 88, and Circus, p.

286, a.) [P.S.]
M-AOADIS. [Lyra, p. 721, a.

;
Musica.]

MAGIST'KR, which contains the same root as

mag-is and mag-nus, was applied at Rome to per-

sons possessing various kinds of oflices, and is thus

explained bj' Festus (s. v. Magisterare) :
— “ Afa-

gisierare^ modcrari. Undo magistri non solum

doctorcs artium, sed etiam pagorum, socictatum,

vicoruni, collegiorum, equitum dicuntur
;

quia

omnes hi magis ceteris possunt” Paulus (Dig. 50.

tit 16. 8. 5'/) thus defines the w'ord :
— “ Quibus

praecipua cum rerum incumbit, ct qui magis qiiam

ceteri diligentiam et sollicitudinem rebus, quibus

praesunt, debent, hi magistri appellantur.*’ The
following is a list of the principal magistri :

—
MaGISTKR AdMISSIONUM. [AnMlS8IONAI.BR.]

Magihter Armorum appears to have been the

same ofheer ns the Magistcr Militum. (Amm. lifarc.

xvi. 7, XX. 9.)

Magistkr .\t'CTioNi& [Ronoru-m Emptio.]
Magi.rtkr Bihbnui. [Symposium.]
Magi.ster C0M.EGII was the president of acol-

legium or corjHiration. [Coi.l.EGit‘M.]

Magistkr Epi.rtoi.arum answered letters on

behalf of the emjK'ror. (Orelli, Inscr. 2352.)

Magistkr Euuitu.m. [Dictator, p. 407, b.]

M AGISTER Libf.i.lorum was an oflicer or secre-

tary w ho rend and answered petitions addressed to

the emperors. [Liuei.lus, 4. c.] He is called in

an inscription “ Magistcr Libellorum et Cogni-

tionum Sacrarum.” (Orelli, /. c.)

M AGISTER Memoriae, an officer whose duty it

was to receive the decision of the emperor on any

subject and communicate it to the public or the

persons concenied. (Amm. Marc. xv. .5, xxvii. 6.)

Magistkr Mimtum, the title of the two offi-

cers, to whom Constantine intrusted the command
of all the aniiies of the empire. One was placed

over the cavalry, and the other over the infmitry.
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On the divisions of the empire their number was
increased, and each of them had Ixith cavaliy and
infantry under his command. In addition to the
title of Afatpsiri militum^ we find them called Afa;n*-
tri armorum^ equitum el jieditum^ lUriiisque militiae

(Zosim. ii. 33, iv. 27 ; V'^alcs. ad Amm. A/are.
xvi. 7.) In the fifth century', there were in the
Eastern empire two of these officers at court, and
three in the provinces

; in the western empire, two
at court, and one in GauL Under Justinian, a
new magistcr militum was appointed for Armenia
and Pontus. (Walter, Clexhicldc dcs Itu/nischen

liechts., § 342, 2d ed.)

Magister Navis. [Exercitoria Actio.]
Magistkr Oppiciorum, was an officer of high

rank at the imperial court, who had the superin-

tendence of all audiences with the emperor, and
also had extensive jurisdiction over both civil and
military officers, ((^od. 1. tit 31 ;

12. tit 16 ;
Cod.

Theod. 1. tit. 9 ; 6. tit, 9 ; Amm. Marc, xv. 5 ;

XX. 2, xxii. 3 ; Cassiod. Variar. vi. 6.)

Magistkr Populi. [Dictator.]
Magisthr SCRINIORUM, had the care of all the

papers and documents belonging to the emperor.
(Cod. 12. tit, 9 ; Spartian. Ael. Ver. 4 ;

Laniprid.
Alex. Sec. 26.)

Magistkr Societatis. The cquites, who
farmed the taxes at Rome, were divided into com-
panies or partnerships

;
and he who presided in

such a company was called Magistcr Societatis.

(Cic. Verr. ii. 74,adJ\tm. xiiL 9, jtro 1‘luticio., 13.)
Maqister VicoRDM, Augustus divided Romo

into certain regiones and vici, and commanded that
the people of each vicus should choose magistri to

manage its affairs. (Suet. Aug. 30, Tib. 76 ; Orelli,

Inscr. 5, 8 1 3, 1 530.) From an inscription on an
ancient stone referred to by Pitiscus {Lexicon, s. r.)

it appears that there were four such magistri to each
vicus. They were accustomed to exhibit the Ludi
Compitalitii dressed in the praetexta. (Ascon. in

Cic. Pison. p. 7, ed. Orelli.)

MAGISTRATUS. A definition of Magistra-
tus may be collected from Pomponius, De Origins
Juris (Dig. 1. tit 2). Magistratus arc those “ qui
juri dicundo praesunt” The King was originally

the sole Magistratus
; he had all the Potostas. On

the expulsion of the Kings, two Consuls were an-
nually appointed and they were'^Iagistratus. In
course of time other Magistratus were appointed,
so that Pomponius enumerates ns the hfagistratus

of his time “ qui in civitntc jura reddebant,” ten
tribuni plcbis, two consuls, eighteen praetors:, and
six aediles. He adds that the Praefccti Annonae
ct V'^igilum were not Magistratus. The Dictator

was also a Magistratus ; and the Censors
; and the

Decemviri litibus judicandis. The governors of

Provinces with the title of Propraetor or Proconsul
were also Magistratus. Gains attributes the Jus
Edicendi to the Magistratus Populi Romani, with-

out any restriction
;

but he says that the chief

cdictal power was possessed by the Praetor Uriianus

and the Praetor Peregrinus, whose jurisdictio in

the provinces was exercised by the Praesides of

Provinces
; and also by the Cunile Aediles whose

jurisdiction in the Provinciac Populi Romani was
exercised by the Quaestors of those Provinces.

The word Magistratus contains the same clement
as mng(ister) and mag(nus)

; and it signifies both

the persons and the otfice, ns we see in the phrase
“ se mngistratu abdicare,” which signifies to give

up tho office before the time at vyhich it regularly
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rxpirrd. (On th« aidlcatii), toe Uul)i)>n, Romi$ehf.

Staattvcr/nmin^y p. KB
;
ami IMut. f Vo. 19). (LIt,

vi. 1« xxtii. 2B.) Acconlin^ to Kettnt, a magi»>

tiatus wat one who had ^judicium auspiclumqiie.**

Accordinif to M. Masala the augur, quoted bj
Oelliut (xiit. 15), the Autpicia Maxima belonged
to the Consult, Praetors, and CenM>rt, atid the

Minora autpiria to the other Magistratus ; accord-

inirly the Consuls, Praetors, and Censors wore
call'd Atajon^s, and they a'err* elected at the Co-
mitla Cpnluriata; the other Magistratus were called

Minnret. The Magistnitut were also divided into

C'urulet and those who were not Ciirulet: the

Alagituatut Caroles were the dictator, consuls,

praetors, censors, and the curulc aediles, who were
so calltd, because they had the Jus Sellae Cuntlis.

The magistrates were chosen only from the Patri-

cians in the carlv RepuMic, but in course of time

the Pielicians sLared these honours, with the

exception of that of the Intcrrcx : the Pleberan

Maeistratus properly so called were the Plebeian
Aediles and the Tribuni Plebis.

The distinction of Magislratus into Majores
who had the Iinperium, and the M inures who had
nut, had a reference to Jurisdiction also. The
fonner terra comprised Praetors and governors of

Provinces
; the latter, in the Republican time.

Comprised Aediles and Quaestors, oikI, under the

Empire, the numerous Itody of Municipal Aiagis-

trates. The a-anl of the Imitcrium limited the

power of the Maglstratus Minorrs in various mat-
ters which came under their cognisance, and the

|

want of it also removed other matters entirely from

their jurisdictio (taking the word in its general

tense). Those matters »*bich belonged to Jiiris-

dktio ill its limited sense wore within the com-
pi>tence of the Magistratus Minores [Jt'RianicTio];
but those matters which belong to the imperium,
were for that reason not w'ithin the competence of

the Magistratus Minores. As proceeding from the

Imperium we find enumerated the praetoriac stipu-

lationes, such as the cautio danmi infecti, and
ex oovi oporis nunciotioijo

;
and also the Missio

in possessionem, and the In integrum restitutio.

Thus it appears that the limited jurisdictio was
confined to the Ordo judicinrum priratorum, and
all the proceedings Extra ordinem were based on
the Imperium: cons<‘quenUy a Minor Magistratus
could not exercise Coguitki, properly so called, and
could nut make a Decretum. This consideration

explains the fact of two Praetors for questions as

to fideicommtssa being appointed under Claudius:

they had to decide such matters for all Italy,

inasmuch as such matters were not within the

competence of the municipal magistrates. Tlic

jurisdiction of the municipd magistraies of Cisal-

pine Gaul was limited in many cases to a certain

sum of money: this limitation was afterwards

extended to all Italy, Added to this, these roagis-

traU*s had not the Imperium, which, as already

observed, limited their Jurisdictio.

The Magistratus Minores could take ci^ixance
of matters which were not within their jurisdictio,

by dedegation from a superior Magistratus. Thus
in the case of Damnum Infectum, inasmuch as de-

lay might cause iiTrparmble mischief the Praetor
could dedegatr to the Municipal Magistratus, who
were under him, the power of requiring the Cautiow

(Dig. 39. tit. 2. S.4.)

It became necessary to re-organise the admini-
stration of Qallia Cisatpina, on its ceasing to be a
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Province ; and ns the Jurisdictio was placed in the

bands of Municipal MngUimtus, who had no Im-
fjcrium, it was further necessary to detcrniinc what
should be the form of procedure Iwfore these M.i-

gistraius in all matters that wore extra ordim-m,

that is, in such matters ns did not belong to their

competence because they wcii* Magistratus M innres,

but were specially given to them by a I>ex. The
determining of this form of procedure w*as the ob-

ject of the Lex Ruhria. [Lsx Rt'jmia.] (Puchta,
ZfUtckri/i^ X. p. J95.)

The case of Adoption (properly so called) illus-

trates the distinction of Alagistratus into Majorca
and Minores, as founded on the possessing or not

possessing the Imp<*rium. (Oaius, I 99.) This
adoption was etfccted ** Iinporio Magistratus,*' as

for instance before the Praetor at Rome : in the

Prorinciae the same thing was effected before a
Proconsul or Legatus, both of whom therefore had
the Imperium. The Municipal MagUtmtiis, as
thc}' had not the Imperium, could not give v'alidity

to such an act of adoption. [O. L.]

MAJESTAS is defined by Ulpian (Dig. 48.

tit. 4. s. 1) to be "crimen illud quod advcr»tis

Populiim Romamim vcl odversus securitaU>m ejus

committitur." ile then gives various insLinces of

the crime of Mnjestas, some of which pretty m-arly

correspond to treason in English law ; but all the

olfences included under Majestas comprcbcud more
than the English treason. One of the offences in-

cluded in Majestas was the effecting, aiding in, or

planning the death of a roagistmtus Populi Ro-
mani nr of one who had Imperium or l^oU'staii.

Though the phrase “ crimen majestatis " a^as used,

the complete expression was ** crimen laesae, im-
minutae, diminutae, miimtae, majestatU."

The word Majestas consistently with its relation

to mog (nns) signifies the magnitude or greatness

of a thing. ** Majestas," says Cicero {/*ar/. 30)
" est quaedam magnitudo Populi Romani " Mn-
jestas est in Imperii aU]uc in nominis Populi Ro-
mani dignitatc.” Accordingly the phmses " Ma-
jestas Populi Romani,'’ " 1 mjH*rii Majestas "(II or.

Oimi. iv. Ih) signify the whole of that which
constituted the Roman State ; in other woitis the

sovereign power of the Roman State. The expres-

sion “ minuere majesiatem ” consequently signifies

any act by which this mnjestas is impaired ; and
it is thus defined by Cicero (tU Inrmt. it. 17),
" Majestatom minuere est de diguilaie, aut nmpli-

tudine, aut potestate Populi aut eonun quibus

Popnlus potestateiii dedit, aliqiiid dcrogtire." (See

Cic. ad Fam. iiL 11. " Majestateni auxUli.")

The phrase Majestas Publica in the Digest is

eqnivalriit to the Majestas Populi Romani. In
the Republican period the term Alajcftas Loesn or

Minuta was most commonly applied to cases of a

general lietraying or Biirrendeniig his army to the

enemy, exciting sedition, and generally by his bad
conduct in administration impairing the Mnjestas

of the State. (Tacit. Ann. L 72.)

The I.OWS of the Twelve Tables punished with

death a |ierson who stirred up an enemy against

Rome or surrendered a Roman citisen to an ene.my.

(Dig. 48. tit. 4. a. 3.) The Leges MajestntU scorn

to have extended the offence of Majestas gene-

rally to all acts which impaired the Majestas

Publica : and several of the sjiccial provisions of

the Ijcx Jitlin arc enumerated in the pAss.ngc ju>t

referred to.

Like many other leges the LcxJuIia was modified
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Yiy Sonatutmnsuha and Imperial Constitutions ; and
wc must not conclude from tlie title in tlie Digest,
** Ad Legem Juliam Maiestatia,^ that all the pruvi>

•ionsenumemlcd under that title w'erc comprehended
in the original I^cx Julia. It it stated by Marcianos,

as there cited, that it was not Majestas to repair the

statues of the Caesar w*hich were going to decay
;

and a Rescript of 8everus and his son Antoninus
Ouacalla declared that if a stone w'as throam and
accidentally struck a statue of the Emperor, that

also vkas not Majestas ;
and they also graciously

declared that it was not Majestas to sell the

statues of the Caesar before they were consecrated.

}I<-re then is an instance under the title ad Legem
Juliam Majestatis of the Imperial rescripts de-

claring what was not Majestaa There is alio an
extract from Satuminni Dc JudicHs, who says

that if a person melted down the statues or tma-

(fine* of the Imprrator which wore already con-

secrated, or did any similar act, he was liable to

the penalties of the Lex Julia Majestatia But
even this also does not prove that this provision

was apart of the Julia I«ox, as originally passed, for

a Lex after being amended by Sonatusconsulta or

Imperial Constitutions still retained its name. In

the time of Tilterius it was a nuittcr of charge

against a man that in selling a garden he had in-

cluded a statue of Augustus ; which Tiberius de-

clared to be no offence. (Tacit. Ana. L 73.)

The old punishment of Majestas was perpetual

Interdiction from Are and water ; but now, says

Paulns (•$. Ji. V. 3!)), that is, in the later Imperial

period, persons of low condition are thrown to

wild beasts, or burnt alive
;
persons of better con-

dition are simply put to death. The property of

the offender was confiscated and bis memory was
inbimous.

In the early times of the Republic every act of

a citisen which injurious to the State or its

pence was cant'd Perduellio, and the offender (;>er-

dufUis) was tried before the populus {popaJi judi^

cto), and, if convicted, put to di*nth. (Liv. ii. 41,

vi. 20.) The earliest trial and form of procedure

is that which is given by Livy (i. 26) ;
after the

overthrow of the kingly power the notion of Per*

ducliio and the process were in some degree

changed. Numerous offences against the state

were comprehended under Perduellio. For in-

stance Cn. Fulvius (Liv. xxvi. c. 3.) was charged

with the offence of perduellio for losing a Roman
army

;
but in course of time, and probably after

the passing of the Lex Porcia, though it does not

appear that this Lex applii-d to Perduellio, the

punishment W'as aquae et ignis interdictio. Ac-
cording to Onius ** pcrduellis ** originally signibed
** hostis ” (Dig. 50. tit. 16. s. 234) ;

and thus the

old offence of perduellio H*as equivalent to making
war on the Roman State. The trial for perduellio

( perdueUionig judicium) existed to the later times

of the Republic
;
but the name seems to hare

almost fallen into disuse, and various leges were
passed for the purpose of determining more accu-

rately what should be Majestas.

These I/Cgcs were a Ijcx Apulcia, probably

passed in the fifth consulship of Marius, the exact

contents of which arc unknown (Cic. de Or. ii 25,

49), a Lex Voria rc. 9l (Appian, Udl. Civ. i

37 :
Cic. Brut. 89 ;

V'alcr. Maxim, viii. 6. § 4), a

Lex Cornelia passed by L. C'onielius Sulla (Cic.

in Pis. 21, pro Cluent. 35), and the Lex Julia

already mentioned, and which continued under
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the Empire to be the fundamental enactment on
this siibjecL This Lex Julia is by some attributed
to C. Julius Caesar, and assigned to the year a. c.

48, and this may bo the Lex referred to in the
Digest

; some assume a second Lex Julia, under
Augustus. That a l^x dc Majestatc was passed
in Caesar's time appears from Cicero. (Piilijtp.

i. 9.)

Under the Empire the term Majestas was applied
to the person of the reigning Caesar, and wc find
the phrases Majestas Augusta, Imperatoria, and
Hegia, It was however nothing new to apply the
term to the Emperor, ccmsidcred in some of hit

capacities, for it was applie<l to the magistratus
under the Republic, as to the consul and praetor.

(Cic. PMipp. xiil 9, i» Pisonem^ 11.) Horace
even addresses Augustus (Ep, ii. 1. 288) in the
terras “ majestas tua,” but this can hsirdly be
viewed otherwise than as a personal compliment,
and not os said with reference to any of the offices

which he held. The extension of the penalties

to \’arious new offences against the person of the
Emperor belongs of course to the Imperial period.

Augustus availed himself of the Lex for prosecut-

ing the authors of femoti libelli {eofjnitionrm dc
/athosis libeUis^ specia Upis ^s, tmeiavit^ TaciL
Ann. L 72 5 Dion Cass. Ivi. 27 ;

Suclon. Ociuv.

55): the proper inference from the passage of
Tacitus is that the Leges Majestatis (for they all

seem to be comprised under the term “ L^em
Majestatis,") did not apply to words or writings,

fur these were punishable otherwise. The pas-

sage of Cicero \ad Fam. iii. II) is manifestly
corrupt, and as it stands, inconsistent with the
context : it cannot be taken as evidence that the
Lex*Majcstatia of Sulla contained any provisions

as to libellous words, as to which there were
other sufficient provisions. [Injurm.] Sigonius

has attempted to collect the capita of the Ia*!

Majestatis of Sulla. Under Tiberius the offence

of Majestas was extended to all acts and words
which might appear to be disrespectful to the

Princeps, as appears from various passages in Ta-
citus {Ann. i. 73, 74, ii. 50, iiL 38, 66, 67, &c.).

The term Perduellio was still in use under the

Empire, and seems to have been cqunalent to

Majestas at that period.

An inquiry might be made into an act of Mnjes-
tas against the Impemtor even after the death of

the offender ; a rule which was established (as we
are informed by Paulns) by M. Aurelius in the

case of Druncianus or Druncaiiius, a senator wlm
had taken part in the ontbreak of Cassius, and
whose property was claimed by the fiscus after his

death. (Perhaps the account of Capitolinus, Af.

Ant. Phil. c. 26, and of Vulcatius Gallicanu^, Art-
dius Cutsiusy c. 9, is not inconsistent with the state-

ment of Paulus : on the case of Druncianus, see

Tillemont, //is/otVe dcs Emperrurt^ vol. ii. p. 382.)
A constitution of S. Severus and Antoninus Cara-
calln declared that from the time that an act of

Majestas was committed, a nrnn could not alienate

his property or manumit a slave, to which the

great {mofptus) Antoninus (probably Camcalla is

still meant), added that a debtor could not after

that time Lawfully make a payment to him. In

the matter of Majestas slaves could also be ex-

amined by torture in order to give evidence against

their master: this provision, though comprehended
in the Code under the title Ad Legem Juliam
Majestatis, was perbapa not contained in theori*
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ginat law, for TiWriui oold a duui'i ularcs to the

actor publiaia {Ann, UL 67) in order Uuit they

might giTc evidence agalnet their milhter, who was
accused of Repetundiu* and also of Majeatas.

M'omen were admitted as evidence in a case of

Luean Majeatas, and the case of Kulvia is cited as

an instance. (Dig. 4U. tiL 4 ; 0x1. ix. lit. 8.)

As to the phrase Patria Mujestos, see Patiua
PoTKSTAS. (The history of Majestas is given

with great minuteness by Hein, /Ais CriminalrtcM

tier K'timtr. A brief view of the subject is very

dilKciilt to give.) [0. L.]

MAJO'RES. [Infanr.]
MA'LLEUS, dim, MALLE'OLUS

tr^upa, din. ffd>vpio¥\ n hammer, a mallet, was
used much for the same purposes in ancient ns in

modem times. When several men w'ere striking

with their hAinmers on the same anvil, it was a

matter of necessity that they should strike in time,

and Virgil accordingly says of the Cyclopes, ** Inter

se bmcliia tolluiit in numrnun.'* {(ieory. iv. 174 ;

^ori. riU. 45'i.) I he scene which he describes is

repreaented in the annexed woodcut, taken from an

ancient bas-relief, iii which Vulcan, Brontes, and
Steropcs, are seen forging the metal, while the

third Cyclops, Pyraemon, bloa-sthc bellows, (/lea.

yiii. 42o.) lloside the anvil -stand [Incua] is seen

the vessel of u^ater, in which the liot iron or bronze

was immersed. {IIk t. 450, 451.)

But besides the employment of the hammer
upon the anvil f.ir making all ordinary utensils,

tbc smith (xaAa<i/s) wrought witli this instrument

figures called <r^op^Acrra (or AXotr^vpitra^

Brunck, .4 mi/, ii. 222), which were either small

and fine, some of their jiaru being beaten as thin

as paper and l>eing in very high relief os in the

bronzes of Siris (Ixirica], or of colossal propor-

tions, being cotnposi'd of M'parate plates, rivetted

togetiicr: of this the rao>t remarkable example
w as the statue of the tun of wrought bronze

pilAaTot KoAoi7(T(it, ThrorriL xxii. 47 ;
^irrs^po-

aoria, Philn, de 7 ^prtiuc. 4. p. 14, e<L Orel).),

seventy cubits high, which was erected in Rhodes.

Another remarkable production of the same kind
was the golden statue of Jupiter (Strabo, viii. 6.

20 ; Plat J*htwlr. p. 232, Heindorf), which was
erected at Ol3rmpia by the sons of Cypselus.

By other artiticers the hammer tisixl in con-

juncthu) with the chisel (Dor.ABRA], as by the

carpenter ( tnaUrnt^ Corip^. dr Ltiud, i/iurfm*,

ir. 47 ;
wimmIcuI, p. 98) and the scul]>tar«

Tbc tenn malleotn* denoted a hamm>'r, the

tmnsverse hood of which was formed for holding
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pitch and tow

;
which, having l>een set on fire, was

projected slowly, so that it might not be extin-

guished during its flight, upon houses and other

buildings in order to set them on fire ; and which
was therefore commonly used in sieges together

with torches and fiUaricac. (Liv. xxxviiL G
;
Noru

Morcidlus, p. 556, ed. Lips
; Festus, s. r.

;
C’ic,

pm Mil.'2A ; VegcL dt He MiL iv. 18 j Vilruv. x.

1 6. 9. cd. Schneider.)

MALUS. [NAVifi.]

MALUS OCULUS. [Fascinum.1
MANCEPS has the same relation to Mancipium

that Auipex lias to Auspicium. It is properly qui

manu capiu But the word has several spieci.al

significations. Mancipcs were they who bid at the

public lettings of the censors for the jiurpose ol

farming any part of the public property. (Festus,

s. V. Manerps ; Manceps dicitiir qui quid a populo
emit eonducitve, quia, &c. ; Cic, pro l^hinc. c. 26,

cd. Wunder.) Sometimes the chief of the Publi-

coni generally arc meant by Oils term, as they were
no doubt the bidders and gave the security, and
then they shared the undertaking with others or

underlet it. (Ascon. in Dit. Vtrrr. c. 10.) The
Mancipes would accordingly lmv«- distinctive names
according to tbe kind of revenue which they took

on lease, os Decuraani, Purtitores, iVctuirii. Sueto-

nius (Fesp. 1, and the note in Bunnann's edition)

says that tbe father of Petro w*as a manceps
labourers {operao) who went yearly from Umbrui
to Sabinum to cultivate tbe land ; tliat is, he hired

them from their masters and paid so much for the

use of them ; as is now often done in slave coun-

tries. The terms Mancipes Thermarum ct Salt-

narum occur in the Thcodosiau Code (14. tiL5.

8. 3). [U. L.1

MANCIPATIO. [MANCimr«.]
MA'NCIPI RES. [Dominicm.J
MANCI'PIl C.\USA. The three expressions

by which the Romans indicated tbe status in

which a free person might be with respect to an-

other, were In Polcstate, In Manu, and In Man-
cipio ejus esse. (Gains, i. 49.) In consequence

of his Potestas a father could manclpato his child

to another person, fur in the old times of the re-

public his Patria Potestas was hardly distinguished

from property. A husband had the same power
over a wife In Manu, for she was ^filtae loco.**

Accordingly a child in Putntate and a wife in

Manu were properly Res Mancipi ; and they were

said to be In Moncipioi. Still such persons, when
mancipated, were not exactly in the relation of

slaves to tbe persons to whom they were muncipated

;

but they occupied a status between free persons and
•laves, which w'as expressed by the words Muncipii

causa. Such persons as were in Mancipii causa

were not Sui juris (Gaius, i. 48—50) ; and all tliat

they Acquired, vi-as acquired for tlie persons to w ham
they were mancipat^. But they diffen'd from

slaves in not being possessed
;
they might aUo luive

an tiijuriamm actio for ill-treatment from those who
had them In Mancipio, and they did not lose the

rights of Ingenni, but these rights were only sus-

pended. As to contracts, tbe person with whom
they contracted might obtain the sale of such pro-

perty {Iona) as would hare been theirs;, if (hey had
not lH>en in mancipii causa ; as Gains expresses it

(iv. 80). Per^ns In mancipii cium might be
nuonnroitted in tbo same wny as slaves, and the

limitations of the Lex Aelia Sentia and Furia Cani-

iiia did ni>l apply to such manumissions. Tlic per-

Di. ;;y 'Uglt
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ton who c0ectod the manumiMion thereby acquired

a kind of patroiiai which wa« of ionic im>

portance in the matters of hereditaa and tutela.

(Sarigny, dec. L 360.)

The strict |>ractice of Mancipatio, as applied to

children, had fiillen into disuse in the time of Oaios,

and probably still earlier, and it bad then become
a mere legal form by which the Patria Potestas

was dissoUed [EsiAN'cirATio] • except a person

was mancipated ex noxali causa. In case of delicts

by the son, the Gather could mancipatehim (at norufi

cuMMi mandpio (fare), and one act of mancipatio

was considered suflicient (Gaius, ir. 75^76 ;

Lir. riii. 28 ; but the son had a right of action for

recoTering his freedom, when he had worked out

the amount of the damage. (Mos. et Rom. Leg. Coll.

il 3.) Justuiion put an end to the noxae datio

in the case of children, which indeed before his

time had &Ilen into disuse. (Inst. 4. tit. 8. s. 7.)

In his time, Gaius remarks (i. 141X that men
were not kept in mnneipii causa (la to jure) fur

any long time, the form of manci{)atio being only

us^ (except in the case of a noxalis causa) for the

purpose of emancipation. But questions of law

still arose out of this form
;
for the three mancipa-

tiones, which were necessary in the case of a son,

might not ala'ays have been obserred. Accord-

ingly a child b^otten by a son who had been

twice mancipated, but bom after the third manci-

patio of his father, was still in the power of his

grandfttther. A child begotten by a son who was

in his third mancipatio, came into his father's power

if he was manumitted after that mancipation
;
but

if the father died in mancipio, the child became
;

sui juris. (Gaius, i. 135.)

Cormptio, by which a woman came in manum,
was effected by mancipatio, and the coemptio might

be either matrimonii causa, ordduciae causa. The
fiduciac causa coemptio was a ceremony which was

necessary when a woman wished to change her

tutores, and also when she wished to make a will
;

but a senatusconsultum of Hadrian diapensf'd with

the ceremony in the latter cose. (Gaius, i, 11 5, Ac.

)

Dion ('assiusfxlviii. 44) snys that Tilieriui Nero
transferred or gave (/(4Bwir«) his wife to Octavianua,

ns a father would do
;
and the tmnsfi-r of his wife

Marcia by the younger (^to to C^iintus Hortensins

( PiuL Cat. Miu. c 25) Ua well-known story. If in

both these cases the wife was In M.*uiu, she must
have been mancipated. Mancipatio in such case

would be equivalent to a divorce
; at any rate, in

both the cases which have been mentioned, the

second marriage must have been preceded by a

consent to dissolve the marriage, which would be

sufficient if the wife m*ns not in manu, and would

r\N]nire tbo form of mnnci|)atio if she was in manu.
(Gains, i. 1 37.)

The situation of a debtor who was adjudicated

to his creditor resembled that of a person who was

In mancipii causa. [G. L.]

MANCI PIUM. The etymology of this word

is the same as that of the word Mancipatio, of

which G.aius (i, 121) says, “ Mancip:»tio dicitur

quia manu res capitur." The term Mancipium
then is derived from the net of corporeal ajipro-

bension of a thing ;
and this corporeal apprehen-

sion if with reference to the transfer of the oumer-

ship of a thing. It was not a simple corporeal

apprehension, but one which was accompanied with

certain forms described by G.'iitts (i. 119):—
** Mancipatio is effi'cted in the presence of not less
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than five witnesses, who mast be Roman citisens

and of the age of pu>»erty {pufjrrei)^ and also in

the presence of another person of the same condition,

who bolds a pair of brazen scales and hence is

called Libripens. The parcha»-r (tpti manripto oc-

taking hold of the thing, says ; I affirm that

this slave {homo) is mine Ex Jure Quiritium, and
he is purchased by roe with this piece of money
{aes) and brazen scales. He then strikes the scales

with the piece of money, and gives it to (he seller

as a symbol of the price {quad jtretii loco).^ The
same account of the matter is given more briefly by
Ulpian {Froff. xix.). This mode of transfer ap*

plied to all Hes Mancipi whether free persons or

slaves, animals or lands. Lands (proMia) might
bo thus transferred, though the parties to the

mancipatio were not on the lands ; but all other

things, which were objects of mancipatio, were only
transferable in the presence of the parties, because

corporeal apprehension was a necessary part of the

ceremony. The purchaser or person to whom the

mancipatio was made did not acquire the possession

of the mancipatio
; for the acquisition of possession

wlis a separate act (Gaius, iv. 131). Gaius calls

Mancipatio **
imaginaria qmiedam venditio," for

though the law required this form for the transfer

of the Quiritarian ownership, the real contract of

sale consisted in the agreement of the parties os to

the price. The party who transferred the oamer-
ship of a thing pursuant to these forms whm said
** mancipio dare

;
** he who thus acquired tho

ownership was said ** mancipio accipere.** (Plant.

TWaam. ii. 4. 18.) The verb “mancipare** is

sometimes used as equivalent to *• mancipio dare.**

Horace (Fp. ii 2. 159) uses the phrase **manci{>at

usus,** which is not an unreasonable licence : he
means to say that ** usus *

or usucapion has the

same efficct as mancipatio, which is true ; hut usus

only had its effect in the cose of Res Mancipi,

where there had been no Mancipatio or In Jure
Ccssio. Both Mancipatio and In Jure Cessio

existed before the Twelve Tables (Fra^. f'at. 50).

Mancipatio is use-l by Gaius to express the act

of transfer, but in Cicero the word Mancipium is

used in this sense. (Cic. de (^. iii. 16, de Orat,

L 39.)

The division of things into Res Mancipi and
Ncc Mancipi, had reference to the formalities re-

quisite to be observed in the transfer of ownership.

It is stated in the article Domimou, what things
were things MancipL To this list may be addM
children of Roman parents, who were according to

the old law Res MancipL [Mancipii Cai'sa.]
Tho Quiritarian ownership of Res Mancipi could

only immediately transferred by Mancipatio or

In Jure Ceuio
;
transfer by tradition only made

such things In ^nU. The Quiritarian ownership
of Res ncc mancipi was acquired by tradition only,

when there aos a juata causa. Quiritarian onmer-

ship is called mancipium by the earlier Roman
writers: tho word dominium is first used hy later

writers, os for instance 0.iiiis. Mancipatio could

only take place between Roman citizens or those

who had the Coromcrcium
;
which indeed appi^an

from the words used by the purchaser. (Gaius, L
119; Ulp. Fntfj. xix. 3.)

The only word then by which this formal iran^fer

of ownership was made aas Mancipium, which
occurs in the Twelve Tables, (Dirk^en, Cef/trdchfy

Ac, p. .395.) The word nexum or ^<‘vus is also

sometimes used in the same sense. Cicero {Too
3 A 4
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6) dcfin«« ** AbnlieDAtio ** to be **ejiit rei quae

mmneipi eat ;** and this ic effected either by **
tra-

ditio altcri nexu aut in jure ccmIo inter quoa ca

Jure civili fieri powunt** Accntling to thii definb

tion ^ Abnlicnatio ** is of a Re« Mancipi, a class of

things determinate
;
and the mode of transfer is

either by “traditio nexu ** or by ** in jure cesaio.*'

These two modes correspond reapcctirely to the

^mancipAtio and ** in jure ecseio” of Oaius (ii,

41), and accordingly mancipntio or the older term

nuincipium Is equivalent to ^tmditio nexu;'^ in

other words mancipium was a nexus or nexum.
Cicero (Oe /lanap, rrxpons. c, 7) uses both words
in the same sentence, where he speaks of various

titles to property, and among them bo mentions

the Jus mancipii and Jus nexi. He may mean
here to speak of the Jus mancipii in its special

sense as contrasted with the Jus nexi which hod a

wider meaning ; in another instance he uses both

words to express one thing. (y|<f /‘'am.iv. 30.) Ac-
cording to Aelius Gallus, everything was ** nexum”
^ quudctmque per aes ct Hhram gcritur and as

mancipatio was eflfccled per aes et libram, it was
consequently a nexum. Tiie form of mancipatru

|

by the acs and libra continued probably till Jus-

tinian abolished the distinction bcta'een Res Mon-
cipi and Rt-s Nec MancipL It is alluded to by
Horace (AV>. ii. 2. 138), and the libra, says Pliny
(xxxiiL 3), is still used in such forms of transfer.

^\*hen things were transferred by mancipotio

under n contract of sale, the vendor was bound to
|

warranty in double of the amount of the thing sold.

(PauL S. H. ii. a 16.) A vendor therefore who
had a doubtful title would not sell by mancipium,
but would merely transfer by delivery, and leave

the purchaser to obtain the Quiritarian ownership
of tile thing by usucapion. (Plaut. Curt. iv. 2.

PerMy iv. 3. 55.) Accordingly V'arro observes

{lit Re Rusticoy ii. 10) that if a slave was not

transferred by mancipium, the seller entered into a
stipulatio dupli to be enforced by the buyer in the

case of eviction ; when the transfer w'as by manci-
piuin, this stipulation was not necessaiy. The
terms of the contract wore called Lex Mancipii,

but it is not necessary to infer from the passage of

Cicero {lie Or. I 39), that the Lex or terms con-

tained the penalty, but merely that it contained

what the wller warranted. (See Pro A/urewo, c. 2.)

As to the application of Mancipatio to Testaments,

sec Tkstamxnti'u.
It ap{>car« from whnt has been said that manci-

,

pium ina^' be used as equivalent to complete owner-

ship, and in.vy thus be opposed to usus as in a pas-

sage of Lucretius that has been often quoted (iii.

dU.^), iind to Fructut ^Cic. ad Pam. vii. 29, 30).

Sometimes the word mancipium signifies a slave,

as being one of the Res mancipi: this is probably

the sense of the word in Cicero {Top. 5) and
rertninly in Horace {Kp. I 6. 39). i^metimes

i

moneipia is used generally for Res mancipi (UIp.

tit. xi. 27), unless Rem nmneipi is the right read-

ing in that passage. Mancijiation no longer ex-

isted in the code of Justinian, who took away all

distinction between Res Mancipi and Nec Man-
cipi. The ownership nf all corporeal thih^ was
made transferable by Tmditio with a justa cansa.

The subject of Mancipium and i^fancipatio is

discussed by Corn. V'an Byukershock, Opn*cu!um
dr Rrfius Afttneipi d i\ec Mancipi

;

and J^uchto,

Inrt. il. § 238. [O. L.J
MANDA-TI ACrriO. [Mand-itim.]

MANDATUM.
MANDA'TUM. It is a contract of mandatnm

when one person commissions another to do some-
thing without rea’ard, and that other person under-
takes to do it : and generally it may be stated that

whenever a man commissions another to do some-
thing without pay, which, if the thing were to be
done for pay (menws), would make the transaction

a contract of locatio and conduciio, the contract ol

mandaium exists
;
ns if a man gives clothes to a

fullo to be furbished up and cleaned, or to a tailor

{earctMtUor) to mend. The person who gave the
commission was the nuindans or mandator: he who
received it, was the mandatarius. The mandatum
might be cither on the sole account of the man-
dator, or on another person's account, or on the

account of the mandator and another person, or on
account of the mandator and maiidntarius or on the
account of the mandatarius and another person.

But there could be no roandatnm on the account
{pratio) of the mandatarius only ; as if a man
were to advise another to put his money out to in-

terest, and it were lost, the loser would have no
mandati actio against his adviser. If the advice
were to lend the money to Titius, and the loon

had the like result, it aas a question whether this

was a case of mandatum
; but the opinion of Sa-

binus prevailed, that it was, and the mandant thus
became security for Titius. It was not mandatum
if the thing a’ua contra bonos mores, or in other

words, if the object of the mandatum a’sson illegal

act A mandatum might be general or special 4
and the mandatarius was bound to keep within

the limits of the mandatum. The mandator hod
an utilis actio against such persons as the mandate-
rius contracted with ; and such persons bad tho

like action against the mandator
;
and a directa

actio against the mandatarius. The mandator and
mandatarius bad also respectively a directa actio

against one another in respect of the mandatum

:

the actio of the mandatarius might bo fnr in-

demnity generally in respect of what he had done
bona fide. If the mandatarius exceeded his com-
mission, he hod no action against the mandator;
but the mandator in such case had an action for

the amount of damage sustained by the non-execu-

tion of the mandatum, provided it could have been
cxccuUmI. The mandatum might be recalled by
the mondnns, or renounced by the mandatarius,

^dum adhuc integra res sit," that is, no loss must
accrue to either paity in consequence of the contract

being rescinded. The contract was dissolved by
the death of either party ; hut if the mandatarius

executed the mandatum after the death of tho

mandator, in ignorance of his death, he had his

action against the herrs, which was allowed ^ ulUt-

tatis causa." According to Cicero a mandati judi-

cium was non minus turpe quam furti " {Pro
Roec. Amer. c. 38) ; which however would ob-

viously depend on circumstances. [Inpamu.]
Mandaium is sometimes used in the sense of a

command from a superior to an inferior. Under
the empire the Mandnta Principura were the com-
mands and instructions given to governors of pro-

vinces and others. (See the letter of PItnius to

'rrajauus, and the erop<''ror's answer, Plin. A/». x.

Ill, 112.) Frontiiuis (7>e A<ptarduc/.) clashes the

M.andata Prinripum with L^x and Scuatuscon-

sulto. (^ee PuchtA, Inni. i. 110.)

(flnius iii. 155—162, iv. 83, 84; luit 3.

tit.26; Dig. 17. tit- 1 ; Ccd. 4. tit 35 ;
Vangcrow

PiiHtUklt'n^ &c. Ui. 4G9.) [G. L.)



MANSIO.
MANDRAE. [Latrunculi.]
MANDYAS [Lacrrna.]
MANES, See Diet of Greek and Horn, Dio-

grojJty and Mythologi/,

MANGONES. [Srrvus.1

MA^N ICA, a ilecvc. Betides the use of tleeres

•owed to the tunic, which, when so manufactured,

was called chiridota or manieata tunica (Curt, iii,

7. p. 12, ed. Zumpt), sleeves were also worn as a

seponUe part of the dress. Fallodius {de Re Rust.

L 43) mentions the propriety of providing oertas

manicasque de pRlilms^ i. e. leggins and sleeves

made of hides, as useful both to the huntsman and

to the agricultural labourer. The Roman gladiators

wore, together with greaves, a sleeve of an appro-

priate kind on the right arm and hand (Juv. vi.

255), as is exhibited in the woodcuts at p. 576.

These parts of dress are mentioned together

even os early os the Homeric age (see Od. xxiv.

228, 229). In this passage the nuinicae (x((pl5cr)

seem to bo mittens, wo^ on the hands to protect

them from briars and thonis: and Eustathius, in

his commentary* on the passage, distinguishes be-

twi'cn simple mittens, such as our labourers use in

hedging, and glovcsi, which he calls x**W^*’
rvKtkrcu (p. I960, is//.).

Gloves with fingers (</igi/a/ia, Vairo,f/e//e^us/.

L 53) were worn among the Romans for the per-

formance of certain manual operations. Pliny the

younger refers also to the use of manicae in winter

to protect the hands from cold {Rpist. iit. 5).

Those used by the P«-rsians were probably made
of fur, perhaps resembling muffs : the Persians also

wore gloves in winter (SosTwA^flpar, Xen. Cyrop.

riii. 3. § 17), In an enumeration of the instru-

ments of torture used in the fourth century of the

Christian era we observe “ the glove ” (Sjtics.

RfAsi. 58) ;
but its constnictiou or material is not

described.

Handcuffs were called iruisioae. ( Virg. Georp. it.

439, Aen. iL 146 ;
Plaut. Asin. ii. 2. 38, Capt.

iiL 5. 1, Mod, r. 1. 17 ; Non. Morcellus, ae.

Manicae.) [J, Y.]

MANI'PULUS; MANIPULA'RES; MA-
NIPULA'RII. [ExBRCiTug,p,500, b.]

MA'NSIO a post-station at the end
of a day's journey. The great roads, which were

constructed first by the kings of Persia and after-

wards by the Romans, were provided, at intervals

corresponding to the length of a day's journey, with

establishments of the same kind with the khans

or caravanseras which are still found in the EasL
There were 111 such stations on the rood from

Sardes to Susa (Herod, v. 52, 53, vL 118), their

average distance from one another being something

less than 20 English miles. The khan, erected at

the station for the accommodation of travellers, is

called by Herodotus nar^vais and Kararfstyii.

To stop for the night was naxoXveiv. (Xen. Analt.

i. 8 ;
Aclian, V. H. i. 32.) As the ancient ro.ids

made by the kings of Persia are still followed to a

considerable extent (Heeren, /c/reo, vol. i. pL ii.

. 193—203, 713—720), so also there ir reason to

lieve that the modem khan, which is a square

building, enclosing a lai^e open court, surrounded

by balconies with a series of doors entering into

plain unfurnished apartments, and having a foun-

tain in the centre of the court, has been copied by
uninterrupted custom from the Persic fraroAutn;,

and that, whether on occasion of the arrival of

armies or of caravans, they have always Kn'cd to
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afford a shelter during the night both to man and
bc-vi.

7'bc Latin term nKrnno is derived from mtnierr,

signifying to pass the night at a place in trarclling.

On the great Roman roads the mansiones were at

the same distance from one another as on those nf

the Persian empire. They were originally called

oiM/ra, bi'ing probably mere places of encampment
formed by making earthen entrenchments. In
process of time they included, not only barracks

and magatines of provisions (Aormi) for the troops,

but commodious buildings adapted for the reception

of travellers of all ranks, and even of the emperor
himself, if he should have occasion to visit them.

At those stations the cisiarii kept gigs for hire and
for conveying government despatches. [Ct8iusi ;

Esskdum.] The masttio w*as under the superin-

tendence of an officer called mansiomtrius.

Besides the post-stations at the end of each

day's jonmey, there were on the Roman military

ways others at convenient intervals, which were

used merely to change horses or to take refresh-

ment, and which were called mutationes (dAAa7ol).

There were four or five mutationes to one nuinsio.

The Itinerurium a Ruixliyala Ificruntlem unpte^

which is a road-l>ook drawn up about the time of

Constantine, mentions in order the mansiones fn m
Bourdoaux to Jenisalem with the inu-nening

mutationes^ and other more cnnsidcrable ]>laees,

which are called cither ctr</u/es, rici, or easteUa,

The number of leat;ues {fent^e) or of miles between
one place and another is also set down. [J. Y.]
MANTK'LK (x«‘pd/4aaTpo»’, a

napkin. The circumstance, that forks were not

invented in ancient times, gnve occasion to the use

of napkins at meals to wipe the fingers (X on. Cyrop,

i. 3. §51) ; also when the meal was finished, and
even before it commenced, an apparatus was car-

ried round for washing the hands. A Itasin, called

in Latin malluriuin (Festns, s. v.), and in Greek
nr xskp6¥tirrpo¥^ was held under

the hands to receive the water, which was poured

upon them out of a ew'cr (urceolus). Thus ilomer

dcKribci the practice, and according to the ac-

count of a recent traveller, it continues unchanged

in the countries to which his description referred.

(Fellow's Joumaly 1838, p. l.$3.) The boy or

slave who poured out the w*ater, also held the

napkin or towel for wiping the bands dry. Tlie

word mappa^ said to be of Carthaginian origin

(Quintil. i. 5. § 57), denoU'd a snuiller kind of

napkin, or a handkerchief, which the guests car-

ried with them to table. (Hor. Sat. ii. 4. 81, ii.

8. 63.) The nmntek, as it w'as larger than the

metppa^ was sometimes used as a table-cloth.

(Martial, xii. 29, xiv. 138.)

The napkins thus used at table wore commonly
made of coarse unbleached linen (w/ioXfi^^, Atheiu

ix. 79). Sometimes, however, they were of fine

linen (^irrpf/ifucTa Xapsrpd ai¥6o¥Vifni, Philoxenus,

ap. Atien. ix. 77). Sometimes they were woollen

with a soft and even imp (tonsis Mantelia vUlis^

Virg. Geory. iv. 377, Atn. i. 702). Those made
of Asbestos must have been rare. The Homans
in the time of the emperors used linen napkins

embroidered or interwoven with gold (Ijamprid.

Hclioyab. 27, AL Setrrusy 37. 40), and the traveller

alnmdy quoted informs us that this luxury still

continues in the East. Napkins were also worn
by w’omen os a head-dress, in which rase they

were of fine mntcrluls and gay colours. (A then. ix.
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79.) ThcM were no doubt put on in a rariety of

elegant reitcmhiing iboso which ore in ate

among the females of Italy, Greece, and Asia

Alinor, at the present dar.

MANTlKKCiioj-rixi) [Divinatio.]

MANU'IllAE. [SP01.IA.]

WANUM, CONVENTIO IN. [Matri-
MUNlUSI.l

MANIIMI'SSIO was the form by which slaves

and persons In MaiKipii causa were released from

those conditions rcsp«*^ctivcly.

There were three modes of efTrcting a Jasta et

Ix^gitima Manamissio. namely, V indicta. Census,

and Teslamentum, which ore enumemled Iioth by

Onius and Ulpian i. ) as existing in their

time. (Com^iare Cic. 7op, ‘2, and Piauttis Ois. il

R. 68.) Of these the Manumissio by Vindicta is

probably the oldest, and perhaps «*as once the only

mode of manumission. It is meniluned by Livy

as in use at an early period (iL •‘>1, mid indeed he

states that some persons refer the origin of the

Vindicta to the event there related, and derive its

name from Vindicius
;
the latter part, at least, of

the sup|»ositioD: is of no value.

The ceremony of the Manumissio by the Vin*

dicta was as follows:—The master brought his

slave liefore the mngistrotna, and stated the grounds

(rawja) of the intended manumission. The lictor

of the magistratus laid a rod (/ethtm) on the head

of the slave, accompanied with certain formal wordsi,

in which he declared that he was a l^e man cx

Jure Quiritium, that is, “ vindiaivitin librrtatcm.**

The master in the meantime held the slave, and
after he had pronounced the wonls ** hunc ho-

roiiiem liberum vulo,'* ho turned him round (mo*
taento iurf*inis ejit A/orcas Dama^ Persius, Sat. v.

78) and let him go {emisit e maaa, or muU moivM,

Plant. Cupi, iL 3. 48), whence the general name of

the act of manumission. The magistratus then

declared him to be free, in reference to which

Cicero (od Ati, Tii. 2) seems to use the word
“addicere.** The word Vindicta itself, which is

15) uses festuca.

It sectns highly probable that this form of Mann*
missio was framed afu*r the analog}* of the In jure

vindienuones (Gaius. \r. 16) ; and that the lictor

in the case of manumission represented the opposite

claimant in the vindicatio. (Unterholzner, Von
Hen furmcm der Afanuntistio per Vindieiam umi
Kmaticipatio^ Zeil»eMri/i^ voL ii. p. 139.)

As for the txplonatioii of the word Vindicta see

ViNDici.iK and ViNDiCATta •

The ManumiMio by the Census it thus briefly

descrilM'd by Ulpian :
“ Slaves were formerly

manumitted by census, when at the lustml census

{Uutnili onisti) at Home they gave in their census

(tome rend nomen instead of census) at the bidding

of their ninstrra.'' Persons In rooncipio might also

obtain their manumission in this way. (Gains. {.

140.) The slave must of course have had a suffi-

cient Peculium, or the master must have given him
property.

In the absence of decisive testimony as to tlie

origin of these two modes of mnnumUsio, modern
writers indulge themselves in a variety of conjec-

tures. It may be true llial originally the mnnu-
luUston by Vindicta only gave libertas and not
civitas

t lint this opinion is not pndMiblc, It may
easily 1x5 allowed that in the earliest period the
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civitas could only be conferred by the sovereign

power, and that therefore there could be no effec-

tual manumission except by the same power. But
the form of the Vindicta itself supposes, not that

the person manumitted was a slave, l>ut that he
was a free person, against whose freedom his

master made a claim. The proceeding before the

magistratus a*as in form an assertion of the slaved

freedom (moau osserrre tiberal* omisu, PlauL I*oau

iv, 2. 83, Ac.), to which the owner made no de-

fence, but he let him to as a free man. The
proceeding then rfscmbles the In Jure Cessie,

and was in fact a fictitious suit in which freedom
{Hherlai) was the matter in Uauc. It followed as

a consequence of the Action, that when the magis-

tratuB pronounced in fiivour of freedom Ex jure

Quiritium, there coold be no dispute about the

Civitas.

In the case of the Census the slave was regis-

tered as a citixen with his master's consent. The
assumption that the Vinmeta must have originally

preceded the C'cnsus. for which there is no evi-

dence at all, is inconsistent with the nature of the

pr«»cc<'ding, which w.is a regisiraiioti of the slave,

with his master's consent, as a citixen. A question

might arise whether he should be ctmsiderrd free

immediately on being entered on the censor's roll,

or not until the lustrum was celebrated (Cic. do Or,

i. 40) ; and this was a matt«*r of some importance,

for his acquisitions wore only his own from the

time when he became a free man.
Tho law of the Twelve Tables confirmed free-

dom which was given by will (frwfamentum). Free-

dom (/iZu-rfos) might be given cither rfrmYo, that

is, ns a legacy, or by way of fideicommissum. The
slave who was made free dirreto, was called orcinus

libertus (or hordniis, as in Ulp. for tho

tame reason perhaps that certain senators were

ca'led Orcini. (Sueton. Octar. 35.) Me who re-

ceived his libertas by way of fideicommisMim, was
not tho libertus of the testator, bnt of the pi'fson

who was requested to manumit him (m<raam>sw>r);

if the heres, who w*ns requested to manumit, re-

fused, he might be compelled to manumit on appli-

cation lieing made to the proper authority. Liber-

tas might be given by fldcicommisstim to a slave of

the testator, of his heres, or of his legatee, and also

to the slave of any other person (e.r/nmeaj). In

case* of libertas being thus given to the ila**e of

any other person, the gift of libertas was extin-

guished, if the owner would not sell the slave at a

Ur price. A slave who was made eonditunally

firee by testament, was called Statu liber, and be

was the slave of the heres until the conditior was

fulfilled. If a Statu liber was sold by the Ictvs,

or if the ownership of him was acquired by usu-

capion, he had still the benefit of the condition this

provision was contained in tlie Law of the Tt^eive

Tables, If a slave was rruide free and her*s by
the testator's will, on the death of the testatw he

became l>oih free and hen*s, whether he wUlicd it

or not. (Gaius, it. 153; Ulp. Fro^. xxii. 11.)

[IlrRES.]

A manumission by adoption is spoken of, hr t no-

thing is known of it (Gcll.T. 19; Instl.ti.ll.

a. 12.)

The Lex Aelia Senlta laid various restrictimis on

manumission (Lax Akma Srntia], particulaily as

to slaves under thirty years of age. The cern ,»ony

ormnmimitting slavrs above thirty years of agi had
become ver)* simple m the time of Gaius (L 20) : it
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might be in the public roed (in tnnntu\ aa when
the praetor or proconsul was going to the bath or

the theatre. It was not the pl.'ice which determined

the rnlidity of such an act, hut it was the cir-

cumstance of its being done before a competent

authority.

The Lex Furia or Fnsia Cnninia fixed limits to

the number of slaves who could be manumitted by

will. The number allowed was a half, one third,

,

one fearth, and one fifth of the whole number that

the testator possessed, according to a scale fixed by
the lex. As its provisions only applied to cases

where a man had more than two slaves, the owner

of one slave or of two slarea wras not affected by

this lex. It also provided that the slaves to whom
freedom was given, should be named. This lex

only applied to manumission by testament. It

was passed about A. D. 7, and several Sfnatuscon-

sulta were made to prevent elusions of it. (Sueton.

Orhir. 40 ;
Gains, i. 42—46.) This lex was re>

pe.*di‘d hy Justinian. (Cod. 5. tit. 3. De /W.
Can. UMmda.)
A form of manumission ** inter omicos ” is al-

luded to by Gaius. This was in fact no legal

manumission, but it was a mere expression of the

master's wish, which would have bewn sufficient in

the absence of all positive law. This might be

done by inviting the slave to table, wrriting him a

letter, or in any other less formal way. It is

stated that originollv such a gift of freedom could

be recalled, as to wftich there can be no doubt, as

it w'as not legal fmedom
;
but ultimately the prae-

tor took persons who bad been made free in this

manner under bis protection, and the Lex Junta

Norbana gave them the status called Latinitas.

[Lkx Juma Norbana
;
Latinl]

A Manumissio sacrorum causa is sometimes

mentioned as a kind of manuiniMion, w'hcrcas the

words Sacrorum causa point rather to the grounds

of the manumission : the form might be the usual

form. (Festus, a.v. ManumUtii J*urij Snvigny,

ZriU^ri/l^ vol. iii. p, 402.)

Besides the due observance of the legal forms,

it was necessary in order to effect a complete manu-
mission that the manumissor should have the Qui-

ritarian ownership of the slave. If the slave was
merely In bonis, he only became a Latinui by
manumission. A woman in tutcla, and a popillus

or pupilla could not manumlL If seveml persons

were joint owners ($oe*i) of a slave, and one of them
manumitted the slave in such form as would hare

effected complete nmnumiKsion, if the slave had
been the soh> property of the manumissor, such

manumissor lost his share in the slave which ac-

crued to the other joint owner or joint owners.

Justinian enacted that if only one joint owtier was '

willing to manumit a slave, the others might be
compelled to manumit on receiving the price fixed

by law for their shares. If one person had the

nsusfructus and another the property of a slave,

and the slave was manumitted by him who had
the property, he did not become free till, the usus-

fnictus had expired : in the meantime, however, he
had no legal owner (dominuM).

The act uf manumission established the relation

of Pnirrmns and Lilicmis between the moimmissor
and the manumitted. [LifiKtiTun.] When manu-
mitted by a citizen, the Libertus took the praeno

men and the gentile name of the manumissor, and
became in a sense a member of the Gens of his

patron. To these two names he added some other
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name as a cognomen, either some name by w'hicli

he was previously kno«m, or some name assumed
on the occasion ; thus we find the names L. Corne-
lius ChrvK^mts, M. Tullius Tiro, P. Terentiiis

Afer, and other like names. If lie was manumitted
by the state ns a Scrims publicus, he received the
civitas and a praennmen and gentile name, or ho
took that of the magistratui l^forc whom he was
manumitted. The slave also assumed the toga or

dress of a Roman citixen, shaved his bead and put
on a fnieua; this lost circumstance explains the
expression “servoa ad pUcum vocare " (Liv. xxiv.

32), which means to invite the sUives to join in

some civil distucbanco by promising them liberty.

The relation between a Patronos and Libertus is

stated under Patronus.
At the time when Gaius wrote, the peculiar

rights of Roman citizens were of less importance

than they bad been under the republic, lie states

that all slaves who were manumitted in the proper

form and under the proper legal conditions, become
complete Roman citizens But this could not have
been so in the earliest ages. The liberti of the
plebeians, for instance, before their nmsters oh-

mined the hnnores, could not be in a better con-

dition than those who manumitted them, and their

masters had not then the complete civitas. The
want of ingenuitas also affected their status ; but
this continued to be the cose even under the empire.

[Inoknui.]

According to Dionysius (iv. 22), Servius Tullius

placed the libertini in the four Urbanne Tribus.

In B. c. 311, the censor Appius Claudius gave the

libertini a place in all the tribi-s. (PluL 7 ;

Lit. ix. 46 ; Diod. xx. 36.) In the year b. c. 304,
they were again placed in the four tribus urbonao
(Liv. ir. 46) ;

but it seems that the libertini did

not keep to their tribus, for in n. c. 220 they wero
again placed in the four urbanae tribus. (Liv. Epit.

XX.) In the censorship of Tiberius Gracchus,

B. c. 169, they were placed in one of the tribus

urbanae determined by lot (Liv. xlv. 1.^ ; compare
Dionys. iv. 22), or as Cicero {de Or, i. 9) expresM4
it, the father of Tiberius and Caius Sempronii

tmnsfcired the libertini (nuiu aique rerbo) into the

tribus urbanne. Subsequently by a law of Acmiiiits

Scaurus, about b. c 116, they were restored to the

four city tribes, and this remained their condition

to the end of the republic, tliough various attempts

were made to give them a better suffrage. As to

the attempt of the tribune, C. Manilius b. c. 58, to

give the libertini votes in all the tribes, see Dion
Cassius (xxxvi. 25), and the note of Heimanis. At
to the distribution of the libertini in the tribus,

see Becker, Ilandlmcit der Horn, AlitrfAutner.

A tax R*as levied on manumission by a Lex
Manlin, b.c.357: it consisted of the twentieth

port of the value of the slave, hence allied Vlccsi-

ma. (Liv. vii. 16, xxvii. 10 ; CIc. ad Att. iL 16.)

As to Manumissio, see Becker, ffandlmck drr

R'6m. AUarth'umer^ 2t« Th. Istc Abtb. ; Dig. 40.

tit.1. LH Manumiationibue.') [G. L.]

M.^NUS. fAxR MANUAnruM ]

MANUS FEUKEA. [Harpaoo.]
MANUS INJE'CTIO is one of the fire modi

I

or forms of the Ix'gis Actio according to Gaius (iv.

12). It was in effect in some cases a kind of

execution. The judicati manus injectio was given

by the Twelve Tables. The plaintiff (actor) laid

hold of the defendant, using the formal words
** Quod tu mihi judicatus sivc damnatus es scater-
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tram z milia quAo dolo nudo non •olvisti ob ram
rem rgo tibi icstcrtiiim z miliit judicati manus
iiijicio.** The defendant who had Wen condemned

in a certain sum, had thirty days allowed him to

make payment in, and after that time he waa liable

to the Dianui injectio. The defendant was not

permitted to make any reeifttance, and his only

mode of defence was to find some responsible per*

son {vuuit*) who would undertake his defence (pn>

eo arjrre). If he found no vindex, the plaintiff

might carry the defendant to his house and keep

him in confinement for sixty days, daring which
time his name and the amount of his debt wore
proclaimed at three successive nundinae. If no

one paid the debt, the defendant might be put to

death or sold. (Oell. zz. 1.) According to the

words of the Twelve Tables, the person must be

brought before the Praetor (ia ju$\ which of course

means that he must be seized first : if when
brought before the praetor, he did not pay the

money («i jttdieahtai »otvU) or find n vindex, he

might be carried off and put in chains, ap|>arcntly

without the formality of nn addictio. The Lex i

Publilia, evidently fdlowing the analogy of the

Twelve Tables, allowed the manus injectio in the

case of money paid by a sponsor, if the sponsor W'as

not repaid in six montha The Lex Furia de

Sponsu allowed it against him who hod exacted

from a sponsor more than liis just proportion

(nnVfs/xfrs). These and other leges allowed the

manus injectio pro judicato, because in these cases

the claim of the plaintiff a*as equivalent to a claim

of a ret judienta. Other leges granted the manus
injectio pura,lhnt i% non pro judicato, ns the Lex
Furia Testamentaria and the Marcia adversiis

f-neratores. Butin those cases the defendant might

withdraw himself from the umnus injectio (iwcmam

tiU drpellfrt\ and defend his cause ; but it would

(^»pcar that he could only relieve himself from this

seizure, by actually undertaking to defend himself

by leg^ means. Accordingly, if we follow the

analogy of the old law, it was in these cases an

sxeculioii if the defendant chose to let it be so

;

if he did not, it was the same as serving him
with process to appear before the Praetor. A lez,

the name of which is obliterated in Gains, allowed

the person seized to defend his own cause except

in tne case of a ** judicatus," and ** is pro quo
depensum est and consequently in the two latter

cases even after the passing of this lex, a man was
bound to find a vindex. This continued the practice

so long ns the Legis Actiones were in use
;

“ whence,** says Oaius (iv. 25), “in our time a

nmn ‘cum quo judicati depensive ngitur’ is com-

pelled to give security ‘judientum solvi.'** From
this wc may conclude that the vindex in the old

time >va8 liable to par, if he could find no good de-

fence to the plaintiff's claim
;
for as the vindex

could “ lege agerc,** though the defendant could not,

wc must assume that he might show, if he could,

that the plaintiif had no ground of complaint
;
as.

for instance, that he had been paid ; and that if

he had no good defence, he nrast pay the debt

himself. The subject of the nuuius injectio is

discussed by Puebto, InU. ii. 9 IGO, 162, 179, iii.

§2G9. IG.I.J
MAPP.A. [Maktri.ii.]

M.AHiS {Mptr, Hesych. a

Greek nu-asurc of capacity, which, according to

Pollux (x. 1U4) and Aristotle (tiid. An. viii. 9),

eontained 6 colyloe, or nearly 3 pints. Polyaenus

(iv. 3. § 32) mentions a much larger measure of

the »mc name, containing 10 congii, or iiraHy 8
gallons [P*S.]

MAUSU'PIUM (fiapvwtoit^ 0aXdirTto¥\ a
purse. (Non. Morcellus, s. v. ; Varro, de /ie Jiust.

iii. 17 ; Plaut, Men. ii. I. 29, ii. 3. 33, 35, v, 7.

47, Poen. iii 5. 37* Pud. r.2. 26 ;
Xen. ^ttvrr.

iv. 2.)

The purse nsed by the an-

cients was commonly a small

leathern bag, and was often

clos d by being drawn together

at the mouth {ovinraaTa ^a-

Adma, Plat Conriv. p.404,e<L

Ik'kker). Mercury is com-
monly represented holding one

in his band, of which the an-

nexed woodcut from an intag-

lio in the SUMch collection at

Berlin, presents an example. [J, Y.]
MA HTIA LK'OIO. [ExKRciTrs, p. 492,b.]
MARTIA'LIS FLAMKN. (Fi.a«rn.]
M.ARTIA'LKS LUDI. [Ltni Maktialzs.]
M.\RTY''RIA (ftapv^ia), signifies strictly the

depusiiion of a witncM in a court of justice, though
the word is applied metaphorically to all kinds uf

testimony. We shall here explain— 1, what per-

sons were competent to be witnesses at Athens ;

2, what w'Os the nature of their obligation ; 3, in

what manner their evidence w*as given
; 4, what

was the punishment fur giving false evidence.

None 1ml frcenien could be witnesses. The in-

capacity of women may be inferred from the gene-

ral policy of the Athenian law, and the aljsence of

any example in the orators where a woman's evi-

dence is produced. The some observation applies

to minors.

Slaves were not allowed to give evidence, unless

upon examination by torture (/Sd^roroi). There
appears to have been one exception to this rule,

viz., that a slave might be a witness against a free-

man in case of a charge of murder (Antiph. d*
Morte l/er. 728), though Plainer {Att. Proe. p.

215) thinks tills only applied to the giving infor-

mation. The party w'ho wished to obtain the evi-

dence of a slave belonging to bis np|>onciit chal-

lenged him to give up the slave to be examined
(ffprii rhu iovKou). The challenge was cant'd

irpdaAqair. The owner, if be gave him up, was
said ^K^ovyat or vopo^oomt. But he was not

obliged so to do, and the general practice was to

refuse to give up slaves, which prrhnps arose from

hunuinity, though the opponent always ascribed it

to a fear li«t the truth should be elicited. The
orators affected to consider the evidence of slaves,

wrung from them by torture:, more valuable and
trustworthy tlion that of freemen ; but it must l>o

observed, they always use this argument when the

slave had not been examined. (Beroosth. c. AjJkJj.

H48, c. (Met. R74
; Hudtwalckcr, U*d*cr die Di'd-

teteuy p. 44, &C.)

Citizens who had been disfranchised

fx^yoi) could not appear as witnesses (any more
than ns jurors or plaintiffs) in a court of justice ;

for they had lost all honourable rights and pri-

vilege. (Demoslh. c. A‘«ier. Ll53; Wachsmutli,
vol. ii. pt. i. p. 244.) But there was no objection

to alien freemen. (Doraosth. c. iMcr. 927, 929 ;

Aeschin. de Fah. Acy?. 49, cd. Steph.) Wc learn

from ilarpocration (s. r. Atatutprvpia) that in ac-

tions against freemen for neglect of duty to iheix
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TAtrons (itroffraalov Sixcu) foreigners were not al-

lowed to put in an affidavit, that the action was
not maintainable furayvyifwy fhat). But this

can hardly be considered an exception, for such

affidavits gave an undue advantage to the party

for whom they were made.

Neither of the parties to a cause was comp -tent

to give evidence for himself, though each was com-

pelled to answer the questions put by the other.

The law declared roly iyriSlKoiy iwdyayKtt tJyat

inoKfHycurdat dAA^Xoiy rh ipc^rdfifyoy, naprvpfiy

Si fii). (Domosh. c. Slfph. 1131.) That the friends

of the party, who pleaded for him (called avyiryo-

po»), were not incompetent to give evidence, ap-

pears from the fragment of Isaeus, pro KuphU.^ and
also from Aeschines, who, on his trial for miscon-

duct in the embassy, calls Phocion to assist him
both as a witness and an advocate. (Z>e FaU. Leg.

pp. 51, 5.3, ed. Steph.)

The obligation to attend as a witness, l>oth in

civil and criminal proceedings, and to give such

evidct.-e as ho is able to give, arises out of the

duty which every man owes to the state ; and

there is no reason to believe that any persons (ex-

cept the parties themselves) were exempted from

this obligation. The passages which Plainer (yl//.

Froc. p. *217) and Schdmaiin {Att. Froc. p. 671)
cite in support of the contrarj* view, prove nothing

more than that the near relations of a party were

rcluctuyl to give evidence against him ;
whereas the

fact tiiat they were bound by law to give evidence

mnv be inferred from Demosthenes (c. Aphoh. 849,

850, 855).

The party who desired the evidence of a wit-

ness, summoned him to attend for that purpose.

The summons was called irp6aKKii)(ris. (Demosth.

c. Timoth. 1194.) If the witness promised to

attend and failed to do so, he was liable to an

action c.*illed Slnp Xttirofiaprvplov. Whether he

f

iromised or not, he was bound to attend, and if

I is absence caused injury to the party, he was
liable to an action (8«»oj fiKd€r}s). This is the

probable distinction lx:twcen these forms of action,

as to which there has been much doubt (Meier

and Schiimann, AU. Froc. p. 387 ;
Platner, Att.

Fruc.p.22\.)
The attendance of the witness was first required

at the dvcLrpuny, where he was to make his deposi-

tion before the superintending magistrate

SiKaair\piov). The party in whose favour be ap-

peared, generally wrote the deposition at home
upon a whitened board or tablet {htXtvKupiyoy

ypapfiarfioy)^ which he brought with him to the

magistrate’s office, and, when the witness had de-

posed thereto, put into the box which
all the documents in the cause were deposited. If

the deposition were not prepared beforehand, as

must always have been the case when the party

was not exactly aware what evidence w'ould be

given, or when any thing took place before the

magistrate which could not be foreseen, as for in-

stance a challenge, or question and answer by the

parties
;

in such a case it w-as usual to write down
the evidence upon a waxen tablet The difference

between these methods was much the same ns be-

tween writing writh a pen on paper, and with a

pencil on a slate ; the latter could easily be rubbed

out and w’ritten over again if necessary. (Demosth.

c. .Steph. 113*2.) If the witness did not attend,

his evidence was nevertheless put into the box,

tliat ifi, such evidence as the |Hirty intended him
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to give, or thought he might give, at the trial. For
all testimonial evidence was re<iuired to be in writ-

ing, in order that there might be no mistake about
the terms, and the witness might leave no subter-

fuge for himself when convicted of falsehood.

(Demosth. c. Steph. 1115, 1130.) The dvdxpiffts

might last several days, and, so long as it lasted,

fresh evidence might bo brought, but none could

be brought after the last day, when the box was
scaled by the magistrate, and kept so by him till

the day of trial. (Demosth. c. Aphot). 836, c. Itoroi.

de Norn. 999, c, Kuerg. et Mnct. 1143, c. Canon.
1*265.)

The form of a deposition was simple. The fol-

lowing example is from Demosthenes (r. Imct.

927):— “ Archenomides son of Archedamas of

Anagynis testifies, that articles of agreement were
deposited with him by Androclcs of $])hettus,

Nausicrates of Carj*stus, Artemon and Apollodonis
both of Phasclus, and that the agreement is still in

his bands.” Here we must observe that when-
ever a document was put in evidence at the trial,

as an agreement, a will, the evidence of a slave, a
challenge, or an answer given by either party at

the iyoKpiffiSy it was certified by a w’itness, whose
deposition was at the same time produced and
read. (Demosth. pro Fhorm. 946, 949, 957, c.

Fhaenipp. 1046, c. Steph. 11*20.)

The witness, whether he had attended before

the magistrate or not, was obliged to be present at

the trial, in order to confirm his testimony. The
only exception was, when he was ill or out of the

country, in which case a commission might be sent

to examine him. [Ecmartyria.] All evidence

was produced by the party during his own speech,

the K\t\f)vSpa being stopped for that purpose.

(Isaeus, de Fyrr. her. 39, cd. Steph.
;
Demosth. c.

EubuL 130.5.) The witness was called by an
officer of the court, and mounted on the raised

platform {Pnpa) of the speaker, while his deposi-

tion was rend over to him by the clerk
;
he then

signified his assent, cither by cxpn*ss wonls, or

bowing his head in silence. (Jjye.de Eratos. Mori.

94, cd. Steph.
;
Aesch. de Fids. /.eg. 49, ed Steph.;

Demosth. e. j\fid. 560, c. Fhorm. 913, e. Steph,

1109. c. Eubid. 1305.), In the editions that wo
h.nve of the orators we sec sometimes Maprvpia
written (when evidence is produced) and some-
times Mdprvpts. The student must not be de-
ceived by this, and suppose that sometimes the
deposition onl)* was rend, sometimes the witnesses

themselves were present. The old editors merely
followed the language of the orators, who siiid
** call the witnesses,” or “ mount up witnesses,” or
“ the clerk shall read you the evidence ” or some-
thing to the same effect, ^'arying the expression

according to their fancy. (See Lys. pm Mantith,

147, cd. Steph. ; Isaeus, de Fyrr. her. 4.5, ed.

Steph. ; Demosth. c. Callipp. 1*236, c. Neaer.
13,5*2.)

If the witness was hostile, he was required

cither to depose to the statement read over to him,
or to take an oath that he knew nothing about it

(paprvpuy fi i^opyvfty). One or the other he
was compelled to do, or if he refused, he was sen-

tenced to pay a fine of a thousand drachms to the

state, which sentence was immediately proclaimed

by the officer of the court, who was commanded
Kkijrtveiy or InnKtirevuy avrSy, i. e. to give him
notice that he was in contempt and had incurred

the fine. (Demosth. c. Aphob. 850, c. Xcaer. 1373,
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e. TUtocr. \ 524 ;

Acsch. c. Timarch. 1 0, cd. Stcph.

;

I^uicus, de Asti/ph. krr, 7d, cd. Stcph., c. I^ocr.

laO, cd. RU'ph. ; Meier and Schdnuinu, AU. J’roc.

p. 672 ;
Plain. Alt. Proc. p. 219.)

An oath was usually taken by the witness at

the cwdutpiffis, where he was sworn by the opposite

K' at an altar (wphr rbr $upht> If

id not attended at the ivoKpuriSj he inipht be

sworn afterwards in court
; ns was always the case

when a witness took the oath of denial (i^upoiTf).

In the passable just cited from Lycurgus, the ex-

pression Ka€6yras ra Upa means nothing more

than touching the altar or its appurtenances, and

has no reference to victims. (Valckenaer, Opusc.

Pkiloi. vol. i. pp. 37—39.) Whether the witness

was always bound to take an oath, is a doubtful

point (See Demosth. c. Coron. 1265, c. Utrph.

11 l.O, c. liul/itl. 1305 ;
Acsch. dc Fuls. Leg. 49,

cd. Steph. ; .Schiimann, All. Proc. p. 675.)

The oath of the witness (the ordinary v6pufwf

SpKoi) must not be confounded with the oath

taken by one of the parties, or by some friend or

other person out of court, with a view to decide

the cause or some particular point in dispute. This

was taken hy the consent of the adversarj-, upon a

challenge given and accepted
; it was an oath of a

more solemn kind, sworn by (or upon the he.ads of)

the children of the party swearing ( (caret Tali'

iraiSatv), or by perfect or full-grown victims (/tad’

ifpwy and often with curses upon himself

or his family (/car* and sometimes was

accompanied with peculiar rites, such as passing

through fire (5(i roD -rvp6s). The mother, or

other female relation of the p.irty (who could not

bo a witness) was at liberty to take this oath.

(Demosth. e. Apkol. 852, c. Borot. de Dote, 1011,

c. Timoth. 1203, e, Callipp. 1240, c. Conon. 1269,

c. Neoer. 1365 ;
Wnchsmuth, vol. ii. pt. i, p. 335

;

lludtwalckcr, pp. 52—57.)

On some extroordinaty occasions we find that

freemen were put to the torture by a special de-

cree of the people or the senate
;
as on the occa-

sion of the mutilated Hermes busts (Thirlwall,

Jliti. of Gi-eece, c. 25. p. 393) ;
and they were less

scrupulous about aliens than about citizens
; but

(ns a general rule) it is cci^ain that freemen could

not be tortured in courts of justice, and even an

emancipated slave, Demosthenes says it would lie

an act of impiety (ou8* Zaior) to give up for such

a puqmse. (Demosth. c^ Aphob. 856, c. Timoth.

1200 ;
dicier, Att. Proc. p. 684.)

With respect to hearsay evidence see Ec.uar-

tvkia; and with respect to the affidavit ctilled

ftapaprupia, sec IIbrks, p. 597, a.

We have hitherto spoken only of causes which

came before the diensts in the ordinniy way, and

have said nothing of those which were decided by

the public arbitrators. The above remarks, how-

ever, will c<iunlly apply fo the latter, if the reader

will bear in mind that the arbilnitor perfonued the

dulii^ of the magistrate at the ivoKpiffn as well os

those of the SiKoorroi at the trial He heard the

wiines$(?s and received the depositions from day to

day, as long ns he sal, and kept the

until the last day (xupiav ijftipay). (See Demosth.

c. Mid. 541, c. Timoth. 1199; Meier and Schu-

mann, Att. Proc. p. 676.)

If the witness in a cause gave false evidence,

the injured party was at liberty to bring an action

against him (Siku <p*vSofnapTvpiuy) to recover com-
pensation. The proceeding was sometimes called

MffKrpptt, and the plaintiff was said ^»i<T({^wT*<r-

e<u rrj paprvp!(f or ry pdprvpi (Isaeus, de Pyrr,
her, 39, de Dicueog. her. 52, ed. Steph.

; Demosth.
c. Aphob. 846, 856 ; Ilarpocr. ». v. ’Eirftr/f^d'OTo).

This cause was probably tried before the same pre-

siding magistiate as the one in which the evidence
was given. (Meier, AIL Proc. p. 45.) The form
of the plaintiff’s bill, mid of the defendajit’s plea

in denial, will he found in Demosthenes (c. Stejik.

1 115). From the same passage we also learn that

the action for false testimony was a rtpriThs i,yii>y,

in which the plaintiff laid bis own damages in the
bill; and from Demosthenes (c. Aphob. 84.0, 859),
it appears that the dicosts had power not only
to give damages to the plaintiff^ but also to inflict

the penally of iripia by a ‘wpo<rrifirj(rts. (Sec also

10.1000, de Dicaeog. her. 52.) A witness who had
l>ccn a third time convicted of giving false testi-

mony was ipso jure disfranchised. (Meier, Att.

Proc. p. 383.) The main question to be tried in

the cause against the witness was, whether his

evidence was true or false
; but another question

commonly raised was, whether his evidence was
material to the decision of the previous cause. (Dc-
niosth. e. Eucrg. tt Mnes. 1139, 1161, c. A/dwb.
853—856, c. Steph. 1117; PLatner. Att. Proc.
vol. i. p. 400, &C.)

When a witness, by giving false evidence against

a roan upon a criminal trial, had procured his con-

viction, and the convict was senUmced to such a
punishment (for instance, death or banishment) ns

rendered it impossible for him to bring an action,

.my other person was allowed to institute a public

prosecution against the witness, either by a ypeuph,

or ]>crhaps by an thrayytXia or irpo€o\^. (.Andoc.

de Myst. 4 ;
Plainer, Att. Proc. p. 41 1 ;

Meier,

AU. Proc. p. 382.)

After the conviction of the witness, an action

might be maintained against the party who sub-

orned him to giro false evidence, called SIkij

KanoTfxyiioy. (Demosth. o. Timoth. 1201, c. Eucrg.

et Mnef. 1 1 39.) And it is not improbable that a
similar action might be brought against a person,

who had procured false evidence to be given of a
defendant having been summoned, after the con-

viction of the witness in a ypwp)) ^toboKkrtTuai.

(Meier, Att. Proc. p. 759.)

It appears that in certain cases a man who had
lost a cause was enabled to obtain a reversal of the

judgment (Si/rq avabiKos)^ by convicting a certain

number of the adverse witnesses of false testimony.

Thus in inheritance causes the law enacted iay

iik^ ns ruy il/fvSofuxprupiiiy, xdkiy hpxvs
tJyat Vfpl abruy rhs (Is,aeus, de Hagn.
her. 80, ed. Steph., de. Dicueog. her. 50, 51.) This
was the moro necessary, on account of the facility

atfnrdcd to the parties to stop the progress of these

causes by affidavits, and also because no money
could compensate on Athenian for the loss of an
inheritance. The same remedy was given by the

law to those who* had been convicted in a SIkti

tl/fvSofiapTvpiay or in a ypcuf>h ^fylas. In the last

cose the convicted person, who proceeded against

the witness, was comptdlcd to remain in prison

until the detennination of his suit. (Demosth.

c. Timocr. 741.) \Vc are informed that these ore

the only cases in which a judgment was allowed

to be reversed in this way ; but whether there

were not more cases than these has been justly

doubted by Schomann {Att. Proc. 761 ). The
Scholiast on Plato {Leg. xi. 14) is evidently wrong
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m soppoting that it H*a8 ccccmry under the Athe-
nian law to convict more than half the numhor of

the witnei»c8. Tbi* appears from the ^siAsngc above

cited from Isaous on the estate of flagnias.

We conclude by noticing a few expressions.

Maprupup rtn is to testify in favour of a man,
KaT(ipapTvp*7y tivos to testify agnlnst. MeprO-

to call to witness (a word used poetically),

$iafAaprvp€<r$M and sometimes iwifiopTvpta&eu,

TOUT Topdrrar, to call upon those who are present

to Uike notice of what passes, with a view to give

evidence. (Demosth. e, Kuery, ft A/ncs. 1150.)

^tvSopapTvpfiy and 4irtopK4itf are never used iri-

ditfcrently, which affords some proof that testi*

moH}' was not necessarily on ooth. The fidprvs

(witness in the cause) is to be distinguished from

the t(\nT^p Of KKijrwpt who merely gave evidence

of the summons to appear. [C. It. K.J
MASTE'UKS (fiatTTTjpfs). [Zstktas.]
MASXrOIA. [Klaorum.I
MA^TIGO'PIIOIII or MASTIGO'XOMI

(ptumyoipdpot or tMCurrtyov6poi)t the name of the

lower police ofHccri in the Greek states, who car-

ried into execution the corporal punishments in-

flicted by the higher magistrates. Thus Lycurgus

assigned mostigopbnri to the Pacdonomus at SparUi,

who had the general superintendence of the edu-

cation of the boys. (Xen. Jfrp. Ixic. ii. 2, iv. G ;

Plul. Lye. 17.) In the theatre the mastigophori

preserved order, ^d were stationed for this pur-

pose in the orchestra, near the thyinele. (SchoL

ad Plat. p. 99, Hubnken
;
Lucian, Pi$c. 33.) In

tlie Olympic games the ftoXiovxoi performed the

same duties. At Athens they were discharged by
tlte public slaves, called bowmen (ro^droi), or

Sevthians [Dkmumi.]
'MATAUA. [Harta, p. 589, a.]

MATEREAMPLIAS. [Matrimonium.]
MATIIEMATICI. [Astrologia.]
MATHA'LIA, a festival celebrated at Rome

every year on the J 1th of June, in honour of the

goddess Mater Mntuta, whose temple stood in the

Forum Roarium. It was celcbmt^ only by Ro-

man matrons, and the sacrifices otfered to the god-

dess consisted of cakes baked in pots of earthen-

ware. (V'arro, tfc Liny. Lai. iv. p. 31, Rip.
;
Ovid.

vi. 475, &C.) Slaves were not allowed to

take part in the solemnities, or to enter the temple

of the goddess. One slave, however, w'as admitted

by the matrons, but only to be exposed to a humi-
liating treatment, for one of the matrons gave her

a blow on the cheek and then sent her away from

the temple. The matrons on this occasion took

with them the children of their sisters, but not

their owm, held them in their arms, and piaycd for

their welfare. (Plut. CamiL 5, QuaesL Horn. p.

2G7.) The statue of the go<ldess was then crowned

with a garland, by one of the matrons who had
not yet lost a husband. (Tcrtull. Monogatu. c. 17.)

The Greek writers and their Homan followers,

who identify the Mater Matuta with Leucothea or

Inn, exphtin the ceremonies of the Matralia by
means of the mythological stories which relate to

tiiese Oreck gi^dcsses. Rut the real import of

the worship of the Mater Matuta appears to have

been to inculcate upon mothers the principle, that

they ought to take care of the children of their

sisters as much os of their owm, and that they

should not leave them to careless slaves, the con-

tempt for whom was symbolically expressed by

the infliction of a blow on the cheek of the one
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admitted into the temple. (Compare Ilartung, I}is

Uefitj. tier /burner, vol. iL p. 75.) [ L. S.]

aMATHIM O'N

I

VM, N U 'PT IA K (7‘^Mot),

marriage. 1. Grkkk. The ancient Greek legis-

lators considered the n lation of marriage .*18 a
matter not merely of private, but also of public or

general interest. This was particularly the case

at Sparta, where the subordinatiuu of private in-

terests and happiness to the r<-al or supiiosiil exi-

gencies of the suite was strongly exemplified in the

regulations on this subject. For instance, by the

laws of Lycurgus, criminal proceedings might be
taken ngninst llmse vt lio married too late {ypa<pif

6y^^tyapl<?v) or unsuitably {ypaup^ KOHoyafuou)^ as

well as against those who did not marry nt all

(yptup^ d^o^lou). (Pollux, viii. 40 ;
Pint. Lyrurg.

15.) These n^gulntions were founded on the

generally recognised principle, that it was the duty
of cvciy citizen to raise up a strong and healthy

progeny of legitimate children to the state. (Mul-
ler, iJorianr^ iv, 4. § .3.) So enlirfly, in fact, did

the Spartans consider tlie rtKyowoua^ or the pro-

duction of children, ns the main object of marriage,

and an object which the state was bound to pro-

mote, that whenever a woman had no children by
her own huslinnd, she was not only allowed, but

even required by the laws, to cohabit with another

man. (Xen. de RejK Lac. i. 8.) On the same
principle, and for the purpose of preventing

the extinction of his family, the S{*artnn king,

Anaxandrides, w'os allowed to cohabit with two
wives, for whom he kept two separate establish-

ments: a case of bigamy, which, as Herodotus
(vi. 39, 40) observes, was not at all consistent

wnth Spartan nor indeed with Hellenic customs.

Thus the heroes of Homer appear never to havo
had more than one KovptZii} aXoxos (Ruttmonn,
Lurilogu*, 73) ;

though they are frequently repre-

sented as living in concubinage with one or more
iraAAoicaf. Solon also seems to have viewed mar-
riage as a matter in w'hich the state had a right to

interfere, for we are told that his laws allowed of a
ypatp^i dycLfilov^ though the regulation seems to

have grown obsolete in later times ; at any mte
there is no instance on record of its application.

(Plntncr, Proeei$j &c. vol. ii. p. 248.) Pinto too

may be quoted to prove how general was this feel-

ing, for according to his laws iv. p. 721),
any one who did not marry before be w*as thirty-

flve was punishable not only with but also

with pecuniary penalties : and he expressly state*

that ill choosing a w'ife every one ought to consult

tho interests of the state, and not bis own plea-

sure. (Leg. vi. p. 773.)

Rut iudependent of any public considemtions

there were also private or personal reasons (p<‘culiar

to the ancients) which mode marriage an obliga-

tion. Plato (1. r.) mentions one of these, viz.

the duty incumbent upon every individual to pro-

ride for a continuance of representatives to succeed

himself 08 ministers of the Divinity (t^ 0c(p lmut-

p4ras airrov irapaHiidyau). Another was the

desire felt by almost every one. not merely to per-

petuate his own name, but also to prevent his

^ heritage being desolate, and his name being cut

off' (Srevt iltprifiwawrt roits a<ptr4pntv airrStv

otkovs), and to lAve some one wbo might make
the customnni' offerings nt his gmvo (&AA’ tarai

Tir Kol 6 4yaytiiy^ Isaeus de flercd. p.60.
Rck.). Wc are told that with this view childleM

I

persons sometimes adopted childrcJL
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'I'hc choice of n wife among the ancienta was but

ntrely gnmiidod upon affcctit)n, and scarcely ever

could have U'cii the result of previous acquaintance

or familiarity. In intiny cases a father chose for

his son a bride whom the latter had never seen, or

compelled him to marry for the sake of checking

his extravagances. Terence {Atulria, i. 5) thus

illustrates the practice :
—

“ Pater praeteriens modo
Mihi apud forum, uxor tibi ducenda cst, Pamphile,

hodic inquit
:
para.”

In Plautus ( Tritium, v. 2. 59) a son promises his

father that he will marry in these words :
—

** Ego diicam, pntcr: etiam si quam aliam jubebis."

Representations of this sort may indeed be con-

sidered as exaggerations, but there must have been

scenes in real life to which they in some measure
corrcs[)ond. Nor was the consent of a female to a
match proposed for her generally thought neces-

sary ; she was obliged to submit to the wishes of

her parents, and receive from them, it might be a
stranger for her husband and lord. S^hocles
thus describes the lot of women in this respect ;

—
“ When we arc grown up (he makes a female say)

we arc driven away from our parents and paternal

gods,”

KoI toot’, itrttiiu' tiiippov^

Xps&o' ittatytit', Kol SoutTy ua\at

Troff. Terms.

So also in Euripides (Atidrom. 951) Hermicnc de-

clares that it is her father's business to provide a
husband for her. The result of marriages con-

tracted in this manner would naturally be a want
of confidence and mutual understanding between
husband and wife, until they became better ac-

quainted with, and accustomed to, each other.

Xenophon (Oeoon.7.§ 10.) illustrates this with much
nairdc in the person of Ischomachus, who says of

his newly married wife ;
— “ When at last she was

manageable (x«ipo^^r), and getting tame so that

I could talk with her, I iisked her,” &c., &c. By
the Athenian laws a citizen was not allowed to

many’ with a foreign wom-'in, nor conversely, under
very severe penalties (Demosth. e. iVcoer. p. 1350);
but ])Tomixity by blood (dyx'o^**®), or consan-

guinity (iruyyiytia), was not, with some few ex-

ceptions, a liar to marriage in any part of Greece
;

direct lineal descent was. (Isaeus, de Cirou. her.

. 72.) Thus brothers were permitted to nuirry

with sisters even, if not duofiiirptoi, or lx>m from

the same mother, us Cimon did with Elpinicc,

though a connection of this sort a)q>ears to hare
Ix’cn looked on with abhorrence. (Becker, Chari-

ktes, vol. iu p. 448.) In the earlier periods of

society, indeed, we can easily conceive that a spirit

of caste or family pride, and other causes such as

the difficulties in the way of social intercourse would
t(Uid to make marriages frcipicnt amongst near

relations and connections. (Compare Numbers,
. XXX vi.) At Athens, however, in the cose of a

father dying intestate, and without mide children,

his heiress had no choice in r.uirriage
;
she was

compelled by law to marry her nearest kinsman
not in the ascending line

;
and if the hcire.<s were

poor (^<r<ra) the nearest unmarried kinsman
either married her or portioned her suitably to her

rank. When there were several coheiresses, they
Were respectively married to their kinsmen, the
nearest hit viug the first choice. [Epiclurus.] The

|
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heiress in fact, together with her inheritance,

seems to have belonged to the kinsmen of the

family, so that in early times a father could not

give his daughter (if an heiress) in marriaTC with-

out their consent. (MUIIcr, Dorians, ii. 10. § 4.)

But this was not the case according to the later

Athenian law (Demosth. c. Sleph. p. 1134), by
which a father was empowered to dis|>08c of his

daughter by will or otherwise
;

just os widows
also were disposed of in marriage, by the will of

their husbands, who were considered their right-

ful guardians (icopioi). (Demosth. c. A^ob.
p.014.)

The same practice of nmrrying in the family

(o7«ros), especially in the case of heiresses, prevailed

at Sparta ; thus Leonidas married the heiress of

Cleomcnes, as being her or next of kin,

and Anaxandrides his on-n sister's daughter.

Moreover, if a father had not determined himself

concerning his daughter, it was decided by the

king's court, who among the privileged persons or

membersof the same family should nuirry the heiress.

(Herod, vi. 57 ;
Muller, 1. c.) A striking resem-

blance to the Athenian law respecting heiresses

is also found in the Jewish code, os detailed in

Numbers (c. xxviL 1— 11), and exemplified in

Ruth (c. iv.).

But match-making among the ancients was not,

in default of any legal regulations, entirely left to

the care and forethought of parents, for we read of

women who made a profession of it, and who were
therefore called wpoyarfiarpicu or tcpofurriffrplSts,

(Pollux, iii. 31.) The profession, however, does

not seem to have been thought very honourable

nor to have been held in repute, as being too

nearly connected with, or likely to be prostituted

to, s-po^wysfo. (Plato, Theaet. 2. p. ISO.)

Particular days and seasons of the year were
thought auspicious and favourable for marriage

amongst the Greeks. Aristotle {PolU. viL, 15)

speaks of the winter generally as being so consi-

dered, and at Athens the month TapirfKiuy, partly

corresponding to our January, received its name
from marriages being frequently celebrated in it

Hesiod {()p^. 800) recommends marrying on the

fourth day of the month,

'Ey 5i Ttrdprri nr}yhs &yto0iu is oltcoy &Kotriv,

but whether he means the fourth from the l>egin-

ning or end of the month is doubtful. Euripides

{Ipkig. in AuL 707) speaks as if the time of tho

full moon were thought favourable,

Stov ofKijyijs fVTvxh^ fAOj? kvkXos,

in which he is confirmed by the expivssiim 5<X®*
faivlhts ttnrtptu, or the full-moon nights in Pin-

dar. (/srt. vii. 4.5.) That this prepossession, how-
ever, was not general and pennanent appears from

Proclus (ud Hesiod. Oper. 782), who informs us

that the Athenians selected for marriages the times

of new moon (rdf upibs trvyoSoy ripipas), i. e.

when the sun and moon were in conjunction.

There was also some difterence of opiiiFon, on

which it is not worth while to dilate, nlmut the

proper age for marrying ; but generally speaking

men were expected to many between 30 and 35,

and women about 20 or rather before. (Plato, Aeg.

vi. p. 785.)

We proceed now to explain the usual prelimi-

naries and accompaniments of marriage in varioua

parts of Greece. The most important prclimuiaiy
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Rt Athens was the Entjucsis {iyyvrjffts) or betro-

thal, which was in fact indispensable to the com-

])Icte validity of a marriage contract It was made
by the natunil or legal guardian (6 Kvpios) of the

bride elect, and attended by the relatives of both

parties as witnesses. The law of Athens ordained,

that all children bom from a marriage legally con-

tracted in this respect should bc 7v^<rtoi (I)emosth.

c. Sttph. p. 1134), and consequently, if sons,

i(r6noipoi, or intitlcd to inherit equally or in gavel-

kind. It would seem, therefore, that the issue of

a marriage without espousals would lose their

heritable rights, which depended on their being

bom iurriis koI iyyvrjTris yvycuKos : i. e. from a

citizen and a legally betrothed wife. The wife’s

dowrj' was also settled at the espousals. (Meier
and Schiiman, p. 415.)

But there were also several ceremonies observed

cither on or immcdmtely before the day of mar-

riage. The first of these were the wporeAeia yd-

fta>y or irpoydfifta (Pollux, iii. 38), and consisted

of sacrifices or offerings made to the 0*ol yofi‘f)\ioi

or divinities who presided over marritige. They
are generally supposed to have been made on the

d.ay before the 70/ioi or marriage
;
but there is a

passage in Euripides in Aul. 642) w’hich

makes it probable that this was not always the

case. The sacrificcr was the father of the bride

elect
;
the divinities to whom the offering was made

Were, according to Pollux (iii. 381), Hera and
Artemis, and the Fates, to whom the brides elect

then dedicated the Airopx®* of their hair. Accord-

ing to Diodonis Siculus (v, 73) they were Zeus
and Hera rf\tla (Juno pronuba)

;
but they pro-

bably varied in different countries, and were some-

times the 0€ol iyx<i>ptoi or local deities. The
offerings to Artemis were probably made with a

view of propitiating her, ’as she was supposed to

be averse to marriage. [Bhaubonia.] We
may also observe that Pollux uses irpoydfitta ns

synonymous with xpoTdktia^ making yd/ios iden-

tical with t4Aos, as if marriage were the rikot or

perfection of man’s being: whence r4kttos con-

nected w'ith or presiding over marriage or a mar-

ried person, and SSfios rtpirikTis a house without

a husband or incomplete. (Horn. //. ii. 701.)

Another ceremony of almost general obsen'ance on

the wedding day, was the bathing of both the

bride and bridegroom in water fetched from some
particular fountain, whence, os some think, the

custom of placing the figure of a kovrpo<p6pos or
“ water-carrier ” over the tombs of those who died

unmarried. [Bai.neak, p. 185, b.] At Athens
the water was fetched from the fountain Callirrhoe,

at the foot of the Acropolis (Thuc. ii. 15.). After

these preliminaries the bride was geivenilly con-

ducted from her father’s to the house of the bride-

groom at nightfall, in a chariot (^<p* apd^ijs) drawn
by a pair of mules or oxen, and furnished with

Kkiyis or kind of a couch as a seat. On either side

of her sat the bridegroom, and one of his most in-

timate friends or relations, who from his office was
called xapdyvfjupos or yuptptvr^s : but as he rode

in the carriage with the bride and bride-

groom, he was sometimes called the xdpoxos
(6 in rpirov i xapoxoifJitvos xdpoxos
Harpocr. s. v.). Hence Aristophanes (Arcs, 1735)
speaks of the “ blooming Love guiding the supple

reins,” when Zeus was wedded to llera, ns the

Zriyht xdpoxos ydptay rr/s t* fvtcdpoyot *Hpor.

The nu])tial procession was probably accom-
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ponied, according to circumstances, by a number of
persons, some of whom carried the nuptial torches

(SfScr yv/x<piKal, Aristoph. Poe, 1318) ;
and in

some places, os in Boeotin, it was customary to

bum tne axle of the carriage on its arrival at the

bridegroom’s house, as a symbol that the bride was
to remain at home and not go abroad. (Plut
<^acst. Horn. p. 1 1 1 .) If the bridegroom had been
married before, the bride was not conducted to

his house by himself, but by one of his friends,

who was therefore called yvp<pay<ny6s. (Ilcsych.

$. V,
;
Pollux, iii. 40.)

Both bride and bridegroom (the former veiled)

were of course decked out in their best attire, \rith

chaplets on their heads (Becker, OiariJtles, vol. ii.

p. 467), and the doors of their houses were hung
with festoons of ivy and bay. (Plut. Amat. 10.

p. 27.) As the bridal procession moved along, the
Ilymenaeau song was sung to the accompaniment
of Lydian flutes, even in olden times, as )>cautifuliy

described by Homer (//. xviii. 490 ;
lies. Scut.

Here. 273), and the married pair received the
greetings and congratulations of those who met
them. (Aristoph. PaXy 1316.) After entering

the bridegroom’s house, into which the bride was
probably conducted by his mother bearing a lighted

torch (Eurip. Phoen, v. 311), it wis customary to

shower sweetmeats upon them (xoToxwff^ara) ns

emblems of plenty and prosperity. (SchoL ad
A ristopk. Plut. 7 68.)

After this came the ydpos or nuptial feast, tho
dotyff yapiuity which was generally (Becker, C/uiri-

MeSy vol. ii. p. 469) given in the house of the bride-

groom or his parents
; and besides being a festive

meeting, scr^’c-d other and more important purposes.

There was no public right whether civil or religious

connected with the celebration of marriage amongst
the ancient Greeks, and therefore no public record

of its solemnisation. This deficiency then was sup-

plied by the marriage feast, for the guests were of

course competent to prove the fact of a marriage
having taken place

;
and Demosthenes (r. Gnet.

p. 869) says they were invited partly with such

views. To this feast, contrary to the usual prac-

tice amongst the Greeks, women were invited ns

well as men
; but they seem to have sat at a se[>nmte

table, with the bride still veiled amongst them.

(Lucian, Conviv. 8 ;
Athcn. xiv. p. 644.) At the

conclusion of this feast she was conducted by
her husband into the bridal chamber

;
and a law

of Solon (Pint Solon, c. 20) required that on en-

tering it they should eat a quince together, ns if to

indicate that their conversation ought to be sweet
and agreeable. The song called the Ejnthalamium
{ixiBakdpioVy sc. ptkos) was then sung before the

doors of the bridal chamber, ns represented by
Theocritus in his 18ih Idyl, where, speaking of

the marriage of Helen, he says

—

Twelve Spartan virgins, the Laconian bloom.

Choir'd before fair Helen’s bridal room—
To tho same timo with cadence tnie they beat

Tho rapid round of many twinkling feet,

One measure tript, one song together sung.

Their bymencan all the palace rung.

CHAr.MAN.

On W’hich passage the Scholiast remarks that Epi-

thalamin are of two kinds
;
some sung in the even-

ing, and called KaTOKoipTrrtKd, and others in tho

morning (ipOpia), and called Suyipriud.

The day after the marriage, the first of th*

3 u
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bride*f residence in her new abode, was called the

iwav\ia\ on which their friends sent the customary

presents to the newly monied couple. On another

day, the dirauAto, perhaps the second after mar-

riage, the bridegroom left his house to lodge apart

from his wife at his fatherVin-law, and the bride

prcMntcd him with n garment called iiravKumipta^

in connection with which, Pollux (iii. 39) obeerves,

that the gifts made to the bride after the marriage

were called dvai^Xia, Some of the presents mode
to the bride by her husband and friends were
called iLycueaXurr^pta^ as being given on the occa-

sion of the bride first appearing unveiled (llarpocr.

$. r.)
;
they were probably given on the ^irauA-ia, or

day after the marrioge.

Another ceremony observed after marriage was
the sacrifice which the husband offered up on the

occasion of his bride being registered amongst his

ow*n phratores (Ya^T^Xlay, scil. dvaiay ro7s <ppdrop-

<riv cio^vc'yKfv, Demostb. e. Eubul. pp. 1312, 1320;
Isaeui, <U Pyrr. her. p. 43).

The statement above made of the solemnities

connected with marringc cannot of course be con-

sidered AS applicable to all ages and circumstancoi,

but rather os a repn'sentation of the customs gene>

rally observed at Athens in later times.

At Sparta the betrothal of the bride by her

father or guardian (auptor) wros requisite as a pre-

limiimry of marriage, as well as at Athens. (Mill-

ler, Dorians^ ii. 4. § 2.) Another custom pecu-

liar to the Spartans, and a relic of ancient times,

was the seizure of the bride by her intended

hiisliand (sec Herod, vi. 6.*^), but of course with

the sanction of her parents or guxu'dians. (Plut
Lycur. 13 ;

Xen. de Rep. Imc, i. 3.) She was
not, how'ever, immediately domiciled in her hus-

band's house, but cohabited with him for some
time clandestinely, till he brought her, and fre-

quently hrr mother also, to his home. (Mliller,

Dorians., I, c.) A similar custom appears to hare
prevailed in Crete, where, as we are told (Strabo,

X. p. 482), the young men when dismissed from
the dyeX^ of their fellows, were immediately mar-
ried, but did not take their wives home till some
time afterw'ords. Miiller suggests that the chil-

dren of this furtive kind of intercourse were called

Ko^ivxoi,

We subjoin some particulars concerning the re-

lation between man and wife amongst the ancient

Greeks, prefacing them wdth a dcKription of do-

mestic married life, from Lysias Coed* Eratos.

p. 92). The speaker there says, **
I have a small

two-story house, of equal dimensions on the base-

ment and first floor, both in the male and female

apartments (kotA r^v yvvaiKtnvlriv k. t. X.). Now
after our little boy was bom, his mother used to

suckle it, and that she might not meet with any
accident in going down the ladder

whenever she wanted to wash, I lived up stairs,

and the w'omen below. And it was usual for my
wife to leave me very frequently and sleep down
stairs with the child, to give it the breast and keep
it from crying. And one day after dinner the

little follow cried and fretted, and T told my wife

to go and suckle it ; now at first she would not,

but at last I got angry with her, and ordered her

t ‘ yes,* said she, * that you may play with

the servant maid,’ " &c.

Now, though the wife, as appears by this tale,

usually took her meals with her husband, she did

Dot go out with him to dinner, nor sit at table with
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his guests when he had company. (IsacTia, dd
J*yrr. her. p. 139 ;

Domosth. e. A’raer. p. 1332.)

TIk* duties of a good housewife ore summed up
by Plato {Dy. vii. p. 803) under the heads of

Tofuefo, depavefo, and natiorpo<pla. The first of

these included the domestic arrangements of the

house and superintendence of the furniture, provi-

sions, cookery*, and servants ; in fact every tliiug

that came under the name of housekeeping. (Becker,
I Chariides, voL ii. p. 476.) But a trust of this kind

I

was not reposed in a young wife til) she had gained

I

some experience ; for what, says Xenophon
' 7. § 4), could a wife, married at fifteen, be likely

to know, who hod lived in complete seclusitm, and
had only been taught by her mother to conduct

herself virtuously (octf^povstv)? Tlie ^(pawtla in-

cluded the attendance upon the sick inmates of the

house, whether free or slaves. (Xen.Oeeon. 7- §37.)
The TrmtoTpo^la was the physical education of the

children, on which Plutarch (de Edueai. Puer. 5.

p. 9) obsen'es that mothers ought themselves to

nurture and suckle their children, though frequently

female citizens w*erc hired os wet-nurses. (Demosth.
e.EubtU. p. 1309.) The Spartan nurses wore so

famous, that they were engaged even in foreign

states
: thus Alcibiades we arc told was suckled by

a Laconian nurse. (Plut /.ytrar?. IG.) It is scarcely

necessary to remark that we have speaking of

the household of a citizen in good circumstances,

to which only our obsc'nations can apply.

The considemtion in which W’omen were held by
their husbands, and the respect |«id to them in an-

cient Greece, would naturally depend, in some de-

gree, on their intellectmil and moral chameter
; but

generally speaking the Orei'kscntertaincd comiiara-

tively little regard for the female character. They
considered women, in fact, as decidedly inferior to

men, qualified to discharge only the subordinate

functions in life, and rather necessary as help-

mates, than agreeable as companions. To those

notions female education for the most part corre-

sponded, and in fact confinned them ; it did -not

supply the elegant accomplishments and refinement

of manners which perm.'inenlly engage the atTiu;-

tions, when other attractions have passed away.
Aristotle (de Rrp. i. 2) states, th.it the relation of

man to woman is that of the gorenmr to the sul>-

jeet ; and Plato (Afeno, p.71), that a wnmau's
virtue may be summed up in a few words, for she

has only to manage the house well, keeping wiint

there is in it, and obeying her hualiand. Nor is it

unimportant to renxark, that Atheniuns, in speaking

of their wives and children, generally said rinva.

aol yvvdtKas^ putting their wives last : a phrase

which indicates very’ clearly what a*ns the tone of

feeling on this subjecL Moreover, before maixiogc
Grecian women were kept in a state of confinement,

which amounted to little short of a deprivation of

liberty, so that they are even said to have been
hatched and guardcil in strong apartments,

hx^pdiffi ^povgoOvreu xoXm

(Eurip. tn Ak/u/.), nor was it thought be-

coming in them to be seen in public (Eurip. Orrst,

108), except on some particular occasions, when
they appeared as spectators of, or participators ia

religious processions ; of which, young men de-

sirous of being married would naturally avail them-
selves to determine the object of their choice.

Even after marriage the restrictions imposed upon
young women of the middle and higher cIomcs
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were of a Tcry jnUoui and almost Orient'd charac-

ter. They occupied, ns Is well known, n sc|tarate

part of the house, and in the absence of their hus>

band it was thought highly improper for a man
eren to enter where they were. (Deroosth. c, Etterff.

pp. 1157, 1150.) From various passages of the

Attic comedians it would also seem that married

women were required to keep at home (ohfovptiy)j

and not allowed to go out of doors without the

pennission of their husbands. Thus, in a frugiuent

of Menander (Meineke, p. 87), we are told that

married women are not allowed to pau the gate of

the court-}*ard of the house,

ir4pat ydp al'Xiot

yvvatKl vw6tu<rr' oticlas

:

and Aristophanes (Tke$m. p. 790) speaks of their

husbands forbidding them to go ouL Again, on

occasions of great public alarm wlitm the

newt of the defeat at Chaeroncia reached Athens),

the women are spoken of, not as leaving their

bouses, but standing at their doors and inquiring

after the fate of their husbands, a circumstance

which is described as being discreditable to them-
selves and the city ainwv aol rijr wdAcwr,

Lycurg. e. Leocr. p. 53, Bek.). From a passage in

Plutarch {de Gen. Soer. 33) it appears tliat on this

subject there was tho tame feeling at Thebes as

well as at Athens ; and the same writer (>Won, 21)
informs ns tluit one of Solon’s laws specified the

conditions and occasions upon which women were

to be allowed to leave their houses. In later times

there were magistrates at Athens (the yvvautov6-

ftoi)^ charged, as their name denotes, with the

superintendence of the behaviour of women. [Gy-
nakcosoml]

But we must observe that the description given

above of the social condition and estimation of

women in Greece, does not apply to the Heroic

times as described by Homer, nor to the Dorian

state of Sparta. With respect to the former, W'e

have only space to remark, that the women of the

Homeric times enjoyed much more freedom and
consideration than those of later ages, and that the

connection between the sexes was then of a more

generous and affectionate character than after-

wards. For another important distincUon see Dos
(Qrkek). (Becker, ChariUes^ vol. ii. p. 415.)

Among the Dorians generally, and in Sparta

especially, the relation of tho wife to the husband,

and the regard paid to women, was for the most

part the same as that represented by Homer to

have prevailed universally amongst the ancient

Greeks ; and as such, presented a strong contrast

to the habits and principles of the Ionic Athenians,

with whom the ancient custom of Greece, in this

respect, was in a great measure supplanted by that

of Che East. At Sparta, for instance, the wife was
honoured with the title of 3«<nrotra or “ mistress,’’

an appellation not used unmeaningly or ironically,

and which was common amongst the Thessalians

and other nations of northern Greece. (Miillcr, ii.

4. § 4.) Moreover, the public intercourse per-

mitted by tho Dorians between the sexes was
(comparatively at least) of so free and unre-

stricted a chaencter, as to have given occasion

for the well knoa'o charges of licentiousness

(&ytais) against the Spartan women. (Eurip.

Androm, 586.) The influence, ton, which the

Lacedaemonian women enjoyed was so great that

the Spartans were blamed for submitting to the
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yoke of their wives
;
and even Aristotle {PoL

ii. 6) thought it noccssan;' to account for the cir-

cumstance, by tlie supposition that Lycurgus had
failed in his attempt to regulate tho life and con-

duct of the Spartan women os he bad wished. In
short there was a great contrast and ditfi rcnce

between the treatment of women in the Dorian
and Ionian states of Greece, which is w*e)l de-
scribed by Muller (/. c.) in the following words ;

—
** Amongst the lonians women were merely con-

sidered in an inferior and sensual light, and though
the Aeoliont allowed their feelings a more exalted
tone, os is proved by thd amatory poetesses of
Lesbos, the Dorians, ns well at Sparta as in the
south of Italy, were almost the only nation who
considcriHl the higher attributes of the female mind
as capable of cultivation.” In ^'parto, too, the un-
married women lived more in puidic than the mar-
ried. The former appeared with their faces un-
covered, the latter veiled ; and at Sparta, in Crete,

and at Olympia, virgins were permitted to be sfiec-

tatora of tho g^'mnastlc contents, and married
women only were excluded. The reverse of thU
was the case in Ionia. (Muller, ii. 2. §2.)
The preceding investigation u ill have prepared

the n-adcr fur the fact, that the strictest conjugal

fidelity was required under very severe penalties

from the wife [AdcltehiumJ, while great laxity

was allowed to the husband. The general pmctice
is thus Uiuitrated by i’lautus {^fcrcx^^. iv. 6. 2) :—
** Nam si vir scortum duxit clam uxorem suani,

Id si rescivit uxor, inipune est viro.

Uxor viro si clam domo egressa cat foras,

Viro fit causa, exigilur raatrimonio.”

In cases of adultery by the wife, the Athenian
law subjected the husband to dvi^ifo, if ho con-
tinued to cohabit with her

;
so that she was i/<»o

/orto divorced. (Demosth. c. Awer. p. 1374.) But
a separation might be eflccted in two diflerent

ways: by the wife leaving the husband, or tho

husband dismissing the wife. If the latter sup
posed her husband to have acted without siiHicii-nt

justification in such a course, it was competent for

her a^r dismissal, or rather for her guardians,

to bring an action for dismissal (Sixl;

or dvowo^irnr): the corresponding action, if brought
by the husband, was a 8ur^ If,

however, a wife were ill-used in any way by her
husband, he was liable to an action called a 8nc^
Kax<w<r«»r, so that the wife was not entirely un-
protected by the laws : a conclusiun justified by a
fragment in Atheiuieus (xiii. p. 559} in which
married women are spoken of os relying on its

protection. But a separation, whether it origi-

nated from the husband or wife, was considered to

reflect discredit on the latter (5 ydip SlauX6s iariv

ouVx*^*’ Erap- apud p. 67, Oaisford)

independent of the difliculties and inconveniences

to which she was subjected by iL At S|nrut
barrenness on the part of a wife seems to hare
been a ground for dismissal by the husltand

(Hcmd. vi. 61) ; and fnim a passage in Dion Chry-
sostom {Orat. XV. p. 447) it has l>een inferred that

w'umcn were in the habit of imposing supposititious

children with a view of keeping (KaTa<rx(7»')

their husbands: not but that the word udmiu of,

if indeed it does not (from the tense) requin% a
diflferent interpretation.

This article has been mainly composed from
Becker's Charikict (vo). ii. p. 4 15). The duties of

3 fi 2
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An Athmian wife are stated somewhat in detail h}r

Xenophon (OoroAow. wi7.). [R. AV,]

2. Roman. A Roman marriage w'os called

Justae Nuptiae, Justum Matrimoniiim, Legitimnm
Matriroonium, as being conformable to Jus Civile

or to Roman IjAW. A marriage was either Cum
conventtone uxoris in manum viri, or it was with*

out this conventio. In both cases th>-re must be

connubium between the parties, and consent : the

male roust also be pub^ and the woman viri

potens. The legal consequences as to the power
of the father over his children were the s.*ime in

both. Opposed to the Legilimum Matriiuoninm

was the Matrimonium Juris Gentium.

A Roman marriage may be viewed. First with

reference to the conditions required fur a Justum
^tatrimonium

;
Secondly, with reference to the

forms of the marriage ;
Thirdly, with reference to

its legal consequences.

Unless there was connubium there could be no

Roman marriage. Connubium is defined by Ul-

pinn {Frttg. v. 3) to bo “ uxoris jure ducendae

facultas,'^ or the ^iilty by which a man may make
a worann his lawful wife. But in truth this is no

definition at all, nor docs it give any information.

Connubium is merely a term which comprehends

all the conditions of a legal marriage. Accordingly,

the term is explained by particular instances

:

** Roman men citisens,” says Ulpian, ** have con-

mihium with Roman W’omen citizens {Homanae
ch'ci)

:
but with Latinae and Peregrinae only in

those cases where it has been permitted. With
slaves there is no connubium.*'

Sometimes connubium, that is the faculty of

contracting a Roman marriage, is viewed with re-

ference to one of its most important consequences,

namely, the Patria Potestas: “for,** says Qaius,
“ since it is the effect of Connubium that the

children follow the condition of their fether, it

results that when Connubium exists, the children

are not onlv Roman citizens, but are also in the

power of llfieir father.” Generally, it may be

stated that there was only connubium between

Roman citizens : the cases in which it at any time

existed between parties, not both Roman citizens,

were exceptions to the general rule. Originally,

or at least at one period of the Republic, there

was no Connubium between the Patricians and

the Plebeians ; but this was altered by the Lex
Canuleia which allowed Connubium between per-

sons of those two classes.

There was no connubium between many persons

with respect to one another, who had severally

connubium with respect to other persons. Thus
there were various degrees of consanguinity within

which there was no connubium. There was no

connubium between parent and child, whether the

relation was natural or by adoption ; and a man
could not marry an adopted daughter or grand-

daughter, even after he had emancipated her.

There was no connubium between brothers and

sisters, whether of the whole or of the half blood :

but a man might marry a sister by adoption after

her emancipation, or after his own emancipation.

It became legal to marry a brother's daughter

after Claudius had set the example by marrying

Agrippina ;
but the rule was not carried further

thM the example, and in the time of Ooias it re-

mained unlawful for a man to marry his slater's

daughter. (Oaiut, i. 62 ; Tacit. Anm, zii. 5 ;

Bueton. 26.)
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There was no connubium also between persons

within certain relations of affinity, as between a
roan and his socrus, nurus, privigna, and novcrca.

Any illegal union of a male and female, though

affecting to be, was not a marriage : the man had
no legal wife, and the children had no legal father

;

consequently they were not in the power of their

reputed father. These restrictions as to marriage

were not founded on any enactments : they were
a port of that large mass of Roman law which be-

longs to Jus Moribui Constitutum.

The marriage of Domitius, afterwards the em-
peror Nero, with Octavia the daughter of Claudius,

seems at first sight somewhat irregular. Nero was
adopted by Claudius by a Lex Curiata (Tacit.

Ann. xii. 20), but he was already his son-in-law;

at least the sponsalia ore mentioned before the

adoption. (Tacit Ann, xil 9.) There seems to bo
no rule of law which would prevent a roan from
adopting his son-in-law

;
though if the adoption

took place before the marriage, it would be illegal,

as stated by Gaius.

Persons who had certain bodily imperfections,

as eunuchs, and others who any cause could

never attain to puberty, could not contract mar-
riage

; for though pubertos was in course of time

fixed at a positive i^e [Impvbbm], yet ns the

foundation of the notion of pubertas was physical

capacity for sexual intercourse, there could be no
pubertas if there was a physical incapacity.

The essence of marriage was consent, and tho

consent, says Ulpian, “ both of those who come
t(^ther, and of those in whose power they are

and “ marriage is not effected by sexual union, but
by consent** Those then who were not sui juris,

hod not, strictly speaking, connubium, or the
“ uxoris jure ducendae facultas though in an-

other sense, they bad connubium by virtue of the

consent of those in whose power they were, if

there was no other impediment (Dig. 23. tit 1.

8, 11—13.)
The Lex Julia ct Pnpia Poppoea plocisl certain

restrictions on marriage as to the pariics between
whom it could take place. [Julia bt Papia
POPPABA

;
Inpamia.]

A man could only have one lawful wife at a
time

; and consequently if he were married, and
divorced his wife, a second marriage would be no
marriage, unless the divorce were effectnal.

The marriage Cum conventione in manum dif-

fered from that Sine conventione, in the relation-

ship which it effected between the husband and
the wife

; the marriage Cum conventione was a
necessary condition to make a woman a mater-

familias. By the marriage Cum conventione, the

wife passed into the familia of her husband, and
was to biro in the relation of a daughter, or as it

was expressed, “ in manum convenit** (Cic. 73p.

3 ;
filiae loco est, Gaius, ii. 159.) In the marriage

Sine conventione, the wife's relation to her own
familia remained as before, and she was merely

Uxor. “ Uxor,” says Cicero i^Top, 3), “ is a genus
of which there are two species

;
one is mater-

familias, * quae in manum convenit ;* the other is

uxor only.” Accordingly a materfaroilias is a wife

who is in mono, and in the familia of her hus-

band, and consequently one of his sui heredos
;
or

in the manus of him in whoso power her htuhand
is. A wife not in manu was not a member of her

husband's familia, and therefore the term could not

apply to her. Oeliiiis (xviii. 6) alio itates that this

ogle
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unu the old meaning of mater&miliftA. Matrona
was pmperlj a wife not in manu, and equivalent

to Cicero's ** tantununodo uxor;" and she w'ns

called matrona before she had any children. But
these words are not always used in these their

original and proper meanings. (See Ulp. Fnuf. iv.)

No forms were requisite in marriage ; the best
|

eridence of marriage was cohabitation matrimonii
|

causa. The matrimonii causa might be proved

by various kinds of evidence. A marriage Cum
cemventione might be effected by Usus, Farreura,

and Coemptio.

If a woman lived with a man for a whole year

as his wife, she became m mann viri by virtue of

this matrimonial cohabitation. The consent to live

together as man and wife was the marria^ : the

usus for a year bfid the xnamis as its result
; and

this was by analogy to Usucapion of movables

generally, in which usus for one year gave owner-

ship. The Law of the Twelve Tables provided

that if a woman did not wish to come mto the

manus of her husband in this manner, she should

absent hersdf from him anmially for three nights

{(rinoetimm) and so break the usus of the yetu*.

(Oell iii 2 ; Oaiui, i. 111.) The Twelve Tablet

probably did not introduce the usus in the cose of

a woman cohabiting with a man matrimonii causa,

any more than they probably did in the case of

other things
;
but os in the i»sc of other things

they fixed the time within which the usus should

have its full effect, so they established a positive

rule as to what time should be a sufficient inter-

ruption of usus in the case of matrimonial cohabit-

ation, and such a positive rale was obviously

necessary in order to determine what should bo a

sufficient legal interruption of usus.

Farreum was a form of marriage, in which cer-

tain words were used in the presence of ten wit-

nesses, and were accompanied by a certain religious

ceremony in which panis fiirrcns was employed ;

and hence this form of marriage was also c^lcd

Confarreatio. This form of marriage roust have

fallen generally into disuse in the time of Oaius,

who remarks (I 1 12) that this legal form of mar-

riage (hoe jus) was in use even in his time for the

marriages of the Flanrines Majores and some others.

This passage of Oaius is defective in the MS., but

its general sense may be collected from comparing

it with Tacitus (Ann, iv. 16) and Servius (ad

Aeneid. iv. 104, 374). It appears that certain

priestly offices, such as that of Flamen Dialit, could

only h« held by those who were born of parents

who had been married by this ceremony (otitrfar-

rsoH parentes). Even in the time of Tiberius, the

ceremony of confarreatio was only observed by a

few. As to divorce between persons married by
confarreatio, see DivouTitrsc.

The confiirroatio is supposed to have been the

mode of contracting marriage among the patricians,

and it was a religious ceremony which put the

W'ife in mnnn viri.

('oemptio was cffi'cted by Moncipatio, and con-

sequently the wife was in mnneipio. (Gaius, i. 1 16.)

A woman who was cohabiting with a man as uxor,

might coroe into his nuinus by this ceremony, in

which case the coemptio was said to be matrimonii

causa, and she who was formerly uxor became
apud maritum filiae loca If the coemptio was ef-

fected at the time of the marriage, it was still a
separate act. The other coemptio which was
called fiduciae causa aud which was between a
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woman and a man not her husband, is considered

under TxsTAMKNTirM and Tutbla. If, how-
ever, an uxor made a coemptio with her husband,

not matrimonii causa, but fiduciae causa, the con-

sequence was that she was in maim, and thereby
acquired the rights of a daughter. It is stated by
a modem writer, that the reason why a woman
did not come in monicipium by the coemptio, but

only in roamun, is this, that she was not mancipated,

but roonci|«tod herself, under the authority of her

father if she was in his power, and that of her

tutors, if she was not in the poa'cr of her father
;

the absurdity of which is obvious, if we liave regard

to the form of mancipatio as described by Gaius (i.

1 1 9), who also speaks (L 118, a) of mancipatio as

being the form by which a parent released his

daughter fiom the patria potestas (e tuo jure),

which he did when he gave his daughter in mnnum
viri. The mancipatio must in all cases have been

considered as legally effected by the father or the

tutors.

In the course of time, marriage without the

manus became the usual marringe. The manus
by USUI fell into desuetude. (Gains, i. 1 1 1.)

Spontalia were not an unusual preliminary of
marri^e, but they were not necessary. " 8pon-
salia," according to Florentinus (Dig. 23. tit. 1.

s. 1)
** sunt menlio et reproinissio ntiptinnim futu-

rarum." Gellius has preserved (iv. 4) an extract

from the work of ^rvius Sulpiciiis Rufus De
Dotibus, which, from the authority of that great

jurist, may bo considered as unexceptionable.

(Compare Varro, de Ling. Lai, vi. 70.) Sponsalia,

according to Servius, was a contract b)' strpula-

tiones and sponsiones, the former on the part of the

future husband, the latter on the port of him who
gave the woman in marriage. The woman who
was promised in marriage was ocairdingly called

Sponsa, which is equivalent to Promissa ; the man
who engaged to marry was -called Sponsus. Tho
Sponsalia then were an agreement to many', made
in such form a» to give each party a right of action

in case of non-performance, and the offending ;iarty

was condemn^ in such damages os to the Judex
seemed just. This was the law (jm) of Sponsalia,

adds Servius, to the time when the Lex Julia

gave the Civitaa to all Latinm ; whence we may
conclude that altcralioiis were afterwards made
in it.

I
Thu Sponsalia wero of course not bhiding, if

tho parties consented to w*atve the contract ;

and either party could dissolve the coiilmct as

either could dissolve a marriage. If a person

was in the relation of double sponsalia at the

same time, he was liable to liifamio. [Infa-
MiA.] Sometimes a present was made I)T tho

future husband to the future wife by wny of earn-

est (arrha, arrka sponmslUia), or as it was called

propter nuptias donatio. (Cod. 5. tit. 3.) Sponsalia

might be contracted by thooe who were not under

seven years of age. The regulation of Augustus,

which was apparently comprised m tho I^x Julia

et Papio, which declared that no sponsalia should

be valid if the marriage did not follow within

two years, was not always observed. (Sueton.

Autj. c. 34 ; Dion Cass. liv. 16, and the note of

Rcimonia.) [Inpans; Imfl'bbs.]

The consequences of marriage were—

•

1, The power of the lather over the children of

the marriage, which was a completely new relation,

an effect indeed of marriage, but one which hod no

3 B 3
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influonco orer the relation of the hiubaudand wife.

[Patria Potbstas.]
2. The liAbilitit'A of either of the portio* to the

ptinishmenu affixed to the Tiolation of the mar*

ringe union. [Auultkrium ; Divortium.]
3. The relation of hustiand and wife with respect

to property, to which head belong the matters of

Doa, Donatio inter rirum et uxorem. Donatio propter

nuptias, Many of these matters, however, are

not necessary consequences of marriage, but the

consequence of certain acts which are rendered pos>

sible by marriage.

In the later Roman history we often read of

nmrriago contracts which have reference to Dos,

and ginierally to the relation of husband and wife

viewed with reference to propi*rty. A title of the

Digest (23. tit. 4) treats De 'pactis Dotalibus,

w'liich might be made cither before or after mar-
riage.

The Roman notion of marriage was this:— it is

the «nion of male and female, a cunsortship for the

whole of life, the insci>aniblo consuetude of life.

An intercommunion of law, sacred and not sacred.

(Dig. 23. tit 2. s. K) Rut it is not meant that

marriage to tliis extent regulated by law, for

marriage is a thing which is, to a great extent,

beyond the domain of law. The definition or de-

scription mrans that there is no ]<^pil separation of

the interests of husband and xinfc in such ntatters

in which the separation would be opposed to the

notion of marriage. Thus the wife bad the sacra,

the domicile,and the rank of the husband. Marriage

was estahliahed by consent, and contiimed by dis-

sent ; for the diss -nt of cither party, when formally

expressed, could dissolve the relation. [Divor-
TIUM.] -

Neither in the old Roman law nor in its later

rDodidc.ations, was a community of propt‘rty an
essential part of the notion of marriage

; unless we
assume that originally all marriages were accom-

panied with the conventio in manum, for in that

case, os already observed, the wife became filiae-

familius loco, and p:issed into the fainilia of her

husband
;
or if her husband was in the power of

his father, she became to her husband's father in

the relation of a granddaughter. All her property

passed to her husltand by n universal succession

(Oaius, iL on, 98), and she could not thenceforward

acquire property for herself. Thus she was en-

tirely removed from her former family as to her

legal status and became as the sister to her hus-

biU)d's children. In other words, when a woman
came in manum, there was a blending of the ma-
trimonial and the hluxl relation. It was a good

marriage withont the relation expressed by in

manu, which was a relation of parent and child

superndded to that of husband and wife. The
roanus was terminated by death, loss of Civltas,

by Difiarcatio,and wc may assume by Mancipotia

It is a I gitinmtc consequenco that the wife

could not divorce her husband, though her hus-

liand might divorce her, and if we assume that the

marriage accompanied by the cum cunvciitione was
originally the only form of marriage (uf which,

however, wo believe, there is no proof) the state-

ment of Plutarch [Divortium] that the husband
alone had originally the power of effecting a di-

vorce, will consist with this strict legal deduction.

It is possible, however, that, even if the marriage
cum conventione was once the only marriago, there

might have been legal means by which a wife in
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manu could be released from the manns

; for the

will alone w’ould be sufficient to release her from
the nuuriage. In the time of Oaius (i. 137), a
woman, after the repudium was sent, could de-
mand a rcinancipatio.

When there was no conventio, the woman re-

mained a member of her own familia : she was to

her husband in the same relation as anv other

Roman citizen, differing only in this that Ker sex

enabled her to become the mother of children who
were the husband's children and citizens of the

state, and that she owed fidelity to him so long as

the matrimonial cohabitation continued by mutual
consenL But her legal status continued as it w.is

before : if she was not in the power of her father,

•ho had for all purposes a leg^ personal existence

independently of her husband, and consequently

her property was distinct faom his. It must have
been with respect to such marriages ns these, that

a great piort at least of the rules of latv relating to

Dos were established
;
and to such marriages all

the rules of law relating to marriage contracts must
have referred, at least so long as the marriage cum
conventione existed and retained its strict character.

When marriage was dissolved, the parties to it

might marry again ; but opinion considered it more
decent for a woman not to marry agmn. A woman
was required by usage (moi) to wait a year before

she contracted a second marriage, on the pain of

Infamia.

At Rome, the matrimonium juris civilis was
originally the only marriage. But under the in-

fluence of the Jus Gentium, a cohabitation be-

tween Peregrini, or between Latini, or between
Peregrini and Latini and Romani, which, in its

essentials, was a marriage, a consortium omnis
vitae with the affectio moritalis, was recognised as

stich ; and though such marriage could not have
ail the effect of a Roman marriage, it bad its

general effect in this, that the children of such
marriage had a father. Thus was established tho

notion of a valid marriage generally, which mar-
riage might be either Juris Civilis or Juris Gentium.
Certain conditions were requisite for a valid mar-
riage generally, and particular conditions were ne-
cessary for a Roman mairtagc. In the system of

Justinian, the distinction ceased, and there re-

mained only the notion of a valid marriage gene-

rally ; which is the sense of Justac nuptiac in the

Justinian system. This valid or legal marriage is

opposed to all cohabitation which is not marriage ;

and the children of such cohabitation have no
father. (Pucbta,/M/. iiL § 287.) [Inpamia.]
The above is only an outline of tho Law of

Marriage, but it is sufficient to enable a student to

cany* his investigations farther. [O. L.]

It remains to describe the customs and rites

which wore observed by the Romans at marriages

{riius nupUalrt or nufitiarum sofamnfa

yotA.t(6n*va ydfiwv). After the parties had
agreed to marry and the persons in whose potestas

they were had consented, a meeting of friends was
sometimes held at the house of the maiden for tho

purpose of settling the marriage-contract, which
was called sponsalia, and written on tablets (tabu-

lae leffitimae)^ and signed by both parties. (Juren.

SaL ii. 119, &c., vi. 25, 2U0 ; Ocllius, ir. 4 .) The
woman after she had promised to bi^comc the wife

of a man w'as called sponso, )vtcta, dicta, or sperata.

(Oell. (. r. ;
Plaut. Trinum. ii. 4. 99 ; Nonius, iv.

p. 213.) From Juvenal {Hat vi. 27) it appears
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that, At l«a«t during the imperial period, the man
put a ring on the finger of hie betrothed, aa a

pledge of hia hdclity. This ring was probably, like

all rings at this time, worn on the left hand, and

on the finger nearest to the smallest (Macrob. >Sat.

vii. 13.) The last ^int to be fixed was the day

on which the mamage was to take place. To>

wards the close of the republic it had Iwome cus-

tomary to betroth young girls when they were yet

children ;
Augustus therefore limited the time

during which a man was allowed to continue be-

troth^ to a girl (Suet Av^. 34), and forbade men
to be betrothed to giris before the latter had com-

pleted their tenth year, to that the age of pubertas

Wing twelve years, a girl might not be compelled

to W betrothed longer than two years. (Dion

Cass. lir. p. GOO, SU’ph.)

The Romans believed that certain days were

unfortunate for the performance of the marriage

rites, cither on account of the religious character of

those days themselves, or on account of the days

by which they w'cre followed, as the woman bad

to perform certain religious rites on the day aft<'r

her wedding, which could not take place on a dies

atcr. Days not suitable for entering upon matri-

mony were the Calend.% Nones, and Ides of every

month, all dies atri, the whole months of May
(Ovid. F<uf. T. 490 ;

Plut Onafst. Horn. p. 234)
and February, and a great number of festivals

(Macrob. Sat. i. 15 ;
Ovid. Fast. ii. 557.) Widows,

on the other hand, might many on days which

were inauspicious for maldena (Macrob. Sat. L c.
;

Plut. Quae^. Uom, p. 239.)

On the wedding-day, which in the early times

was never fixed upon without consulting the au-

spices (Cic. de Div. L 16 ;
VaL Max. ii. 1. § 1),

the bride was drt^ssed in a long white robe with a

purple fringe or adorned with ribands. (Juv. ii.

124.) This dress was called tunica recta (Plin.

//. S. viii. 43), and was bound round the waist

with a girdle (mmaa, rimfvlmn^ or soaa. Felt. s. v,

which the husband had to untie in the I

evening. The bridal rci), called flaromenm, was

of a bright-yellow colour (Plin. //. N. xxi. 8 ;

SchoL ad Jur. vi, 225), and her shoes likewise.

(Catull. Ixii. 10.) Her hair was divided on this

occasion with the point of a spear. (Ovid. FasL ii.

560 ;
Amob. <w/t. Cent. iL p. 91 ; Flut Qnaest.

Itom. p. 235.)

The only form of marriage which was celebrated

with solemn religious rites, was that by conforrea

tin
; the other forms being mere civil acts, were

proiimbly solemnised wfthont any religious cere-

mony. In the case of n marriage by conforreatio,

a sheep was sacrificed, and its skin was spread

over two chairs, upon w’hich the bride and bride-

groom sat down with their beads covered, (Serv.

ad Aen, iv. 374.) Hereupon the marriage was
completed by pronouncing a solemn formula or

prayer^ after which another sacrifice was offered.

A cake was made of far and the mota aalta pre-

pared by the Vestal virgins (Serv. ad Virtj. Fjdog.

viii. 82), and carried before the bride when she

was conducted to the residence of her husband. It

is uncertain whether this cake is the same ns that

which is called moMtaeenm (Juv. Sat. vi. 201), and
which was in the evening distributed among the

piests assembled at the house of the young bus-

Dond.

The bride w*as conducted to the house of her

hnsbond in the evening, Sho was taken with ap-
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parent violence from the arms of her mother, or

of the person who had to give her away, (h) her
w*ay she was accompanied by three iKiys dressed in

the praetexta, and whose fathers and mothers wore
still alive {patrimi ei mairimi). One of them car-

ried before her a torch of white thorn (epina) or,

according to others, of pine wood
; the two others

awlkcd by her side supporting her by the arm.

(FcsL s. r. Fatrimi H matrimi ; Varro, ap. CA«ri-

stsm, L p. 1 17 ; Plin. If. N. xvi. 18.) The bride

herself carried a distalf and a spindle with wool.

(Plin. //. N. viii. 48 ; PluL Qmufi. Horn, p.271.)
A boy called camillut carried in a covert vase

(camera, cameram, or camiUnm,) the so called

utensils of the bride and playthings for children

(ertpundia^ Fest. s. r. Cumeram ; Plaut. Ciultd. iii,

1. 5). Bosidi's these persons who officiatc'd on the
"

occasion, the procession was attended by a nume-
rous train of friends l)oth of the bride and the bride-

groom, w'hose attendance was called ojficium and
ad offurium renire. (SueL 2.^, (luvH. 26.)
Plutarch (Quaed. Itum. init) speaks of five wax-
candles which were used at inarriages

; if these

were borne in the procession, it must have been to

light the company which followed the bride
; but

it may also be that they were lighted during the

marriage ceremony in the house of the bride.

Whi‘n the procession arrived at the house of the

bridegroom, the door of which was adorned with
garlands and flowers, the bride was carried across

the threshold by pruntdti^ i. e. men w*ho had only
been married to one woman, that she might not
knock Against it with her foot, which would have
been an evil omen. (Plut. Qttaed. Horn. p. 271, c;
Plaut Ca$. iv. 4. 1.) Itcfore she entered the

house, sho wound wool around the door-posts of

her new residence, and anointed them with lard

{adej^s snillus) or wolf's fat {adejt$ Inpinuty Serv.

ad Aen. iv. 19 ; Plin. //. N. xxviii. 9). Tho
husband received her with fire and water, which
the woman had to touch. This was cither a
symbolic pmification (for Serv. ad Aen. iv. lU4,

says that the newly married couple washed their

feet in this w^er), or it was a symbolic expression

of welcome, as the interdicero aqua et igni was tho
formula for lianishmciit The bride saluted her
husband with the words : «5» tu Caiue^ epo Caia,

(Plut Quaed. /iom. /. c.) After she bad entered

the house with distaff and spindle, she was placed

upon a sheep skin, and here the keys of the house
were delivered into her hands. (Fest s. v. (laris.)

A repast (coeaa nuptia/is) given by tho husband to

the whole train of relatives and friends w'ho ac-

companied the bride, generally concluded the so-

lemnity of the day. (Plant (Tare. r. 2. 61 ; Suet
CaUg. 2^.) Many ancient wrriters mention a very
popular song, Talasius or Talassio, which was simg
at w’eddings (Plut (^med. Rom. L e. ; Liv. i 9 ;

Dionyi. Ant. Rom. ii. 31 ; Fest s. r. Tatussionem);

but whether it was sung during the repost or

during the procession is not quite clear, though we
may infer from the story respecting the origui of

the song, that it was sung while the procession

was advancing towards the house of the husband.
It mny easily be imagined that a solemnity liko

that of marriage did not take place among the

merry and humorous Italians wiinont a variety of

jests and railleries, and Ovid (Fad. iiL 675) men-
tions obscene songs which were sung before the
door of the hrid^U apartment hy girls, after the

company had left. These songs were probably the
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old Fo*ccnninn [Fsscknnina], and are frequently

called lUintitalumiiM. At the end of the irpost the

bride was conducted by matrons who had not had

more than one husband ( prrmttbac)^ to the lectus

gcntalis in the atritim, which was nn this occasion

inaj;n>>ficently adorned and strewed with flowers.

On the following day the husband sometimes gave

another entertainment to his friends, which was
called repotia (FesU $. r.

;
Horat Sot. ii. 2. 60),

and the woman who on this dav undertook the

management of the house of her liusband, had to

perform certain religious rites (Mnerob. Sot. i. 15),

on which account, as was observed above, it was
necessary to select a day for the marriage which
was not followed by a dies ater. Th«*se rites pro*

bably consisted of socriflccs to the dii Penates.

(Cic. de RejntU. v. 5.)

The rites and ceremonies which have been men-
tioned above, arc not described by any ancient

writer in the order in which they took place, and
the order adopted above ri'sts in some measure

merely upon conjecture. Nor is it, on the other

hnnd, clear which of the rites Wlonged to each of

the three forms of marriage. Thus much only is

certain, that the most solemn ceremonies and those

of n religious nature htdonged to confarreatio.

The position of a Unman woman after marriage

was very different from that of a Greek woman.
The Unman presided over the whole household

;

she educated her children, watched over and pre-

served the honour of the house, and as the mater*

familias she shared the honours and respect sho^m
to her husband. Far from being confined like the

Greek women to a distinct apartment, the Uoman
matron, at least during the better centuries of the

republic, occupied the most important part of the

house, the atrium. (Compare Lipsius, E/^. i 17 ;

Bdttigcr, jifdoCrcuttUtt, f/ochstii^ p. 124, Ac.; Uris*

lonius, De Ititu X'/fftiarumy de Jure Coanuldiy

Paris, 1564. 12roo.) [US.]
MATUO'NA. [MATRiMOXirv, p. 741, a.]

MATUONATJA, also calhd MATUO-
NA'LKS FEUIAK, a festival cclehmt<*d by the

Uoman matrons on the 1st of March in honour of

Juno Inicina. From the many reasons which Ovid
gives why the festival was kept on this day, it is

evident that there was no certain tradition on the

subject
;
but the prevailing opinion seems to have

lK*en that it was instituted in mernorj' of the peace

l>etwcen the Ibnnajjs and Sabines, which w'as

brought alv>Ht by means of the Sabine women. At
this festival wives used to receive presents from

their husbands, and at a later time girls from their

lovers
;
mistresses also were accustomed to feast

their feniaU* slaves. Hcnco we find the festival

called hv Martial the Saturnalia of women. (Ov.

loti. ill. 229, &C. ;
Plant. Mil. iii. 1. 97 ;

Tihull.

iii. 1 ;
Hor. ('arm. iii. U ; Mart. v. 64. 11 ;

Siict.

I’rrp. 19 ; TcrtulL Idol. 14 ;
comp, llartung, IMe

Ucliijion der liumeVy vol. ii. p. 65.)

MAU80LE'UM (MavtroAsiov), which sig-

nified origirtally the eepulchre of MouioluSy was

Used by the Uomnns as a generic name for any
magnificent scpulchml edifice. (Pans. viiL 16. § 3.

s. 8, and the loitin I^exicnns.)

The original building vras the production of

the piety of a wealthy queen, and the skill of

the great artists of the later Ionian and Attic

schools of aabitccture and sculpture. Mauso-
lus, the dynast of Cnria, having died in n.r.

353, his queen Artemisia evinced her sorrow by
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observing his funeral rites w'ith the most expen-

sive splcndotir, and by commencing the erection

of a sepulchral monument to him, at Halicarnas-

sus, which should surpass any thing the world had
yet seen. (See Did. of liitxj. arts, Ariemisuty

MoHMdue.') She entrusted its erection to the

architects Phileus (or Phiteus, or Pythons) and
Satyrus, who wrote un account of the work and its

sculptuml decorations; and to four of the greatest

artists of the new Attic school, Scopas, Biyaxis,

Leocharcs, and either Timothous or Praxiteles, for

respecting this name, Vitruvius tells us, the au-

thorities varied. These artists worked in emu-
lation with one another, each upon one face of the

building, and, upon the death of Artemisia, who
only sunjved her husband two years, they con-

tinued tlieir work ns a lal>our of love. Pliny men
tioni a fifth artist, Pythis, who made the raarblo

quadriga on the summit of the building. (Vitnir.

viu Praef. § 12 ;
Plin. If. N. xxxvi. 5. a 4. § .9 ;

Diet, of Dioff. under the names of the artists.)

It was chiefly, Pliny tells ns, on account of tho

works of these artists that the Mausoleum became
celebrated as one of the seven wonders of the world.

Unfortunately, however, the ancient authors, who
have ceh-brated its magnificence, have furnished

ns with such scanty details of its conslmction,

that the restoration of its plan is almost bopeloss.

(Strabo, xiv. p. 656 ; Cic. Tu»e. Ditp. iii. .31 ;

Oell. X, 18; 3 al. Max. iv. 6. ext. 1 ;
Propert iii.

2. 19 ; Suid. Harpocr. s. rr. ’Aprc^urla, MaOatt.

Aof.) There are, indeed, coins which give a re-

presentation of it ; but they are modem forgeries,

i (Kaschc, s. r. ; El^hel, vol. ii. p. 597.) The edi-

fice has so entirely vanished, that even its site

is doubtful, although some precious fragments of

its sculptures survive, and arc now in our own
p05M>ssion.

Pliny is the only wTitcr who gives any thing

like a complete description of the edifice ; hut

even in this account there are considerable difli-

culties. The building, ho tells us, extended 63
feet from north to south, being shorter on the

fronts, and its whole circuit was 411 feet (or, ac-

cording to the Bamberg MS. 440) ; it rose to the

height of 25 cubits (37^ feet)
;
and was snrroundc'd

by. 36 columns. This part of the building was
called Pterxtn. It was adorned with sculptures in

relief, on its eastern face by Scofias, on the

northern by Biyaxis, on the souihem by Timo-
theiis, on the western by l/cochares. Alwve this

pteron was a pjTiimid equal to it in height, dimi-

nishing by 24 steps to its summit, which was siir-

ninuiited by the marble quadriga made by Pythis.

The total height, including this onmnicnt, n:is

140 fwt.

The limits of this article do not admit of a dis-

cussion of the various proposed restorations of the

plan of the edifice. They will be found enume-
rated and carefully examined by Mr. Chnrh s

Newton, in a veiy valuable essay (Jn the Sculps

tures from the Mouanlnon at IfolicamatsuB in the

(^a$sieol Mtucum for July, 1847, vol. v. pp. 170,

foil., with a chart of Ilalicamnssus, a restoration

uf the Maxcsoleum, and other illustrations.

Thus much is clear enough fn)m Pliny's ac-

count ; that the edifice wa.s composed of an oblong

quadrangular erVa (the pteron)y stinwinded by a

peristyle of columns (which were in all probability

of the Ionic order), and elevated on a basement
(fur this supposition presents the only inemis of
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reconciling the discrepancy between the total and
partial heights), which ptnron was sunnounU‘d by
the pjTnnud ; the Kulpturcs were of course on the

frieze of the order. The other apparent discro*

panry between the lengths of the sides and fronts

and the tjtal circuit of the building can only

be satisfactorily explained by supposing that it

stood within an enclosure, or upon a platform of

the larger dimensions, namely, 440 feet in peri-

meter. When we come to the details of the

amingement of the parts, wo find most writers

giving the simple explanation, which most readers

of Pliny would prol^bly adopt at first sight, that

the 36 columns, of which Pliny speaks, formed a
single peristyle all round the building. (Sec, for

example, the restoration in Hirt*s (iexh. d.

kunsty PI. z. fig, 14, PI. XXX. fig. 14.) To this

view there are tery formidable objections
;
and

another, which has not only the merit of being
i

exceedingly ingenious, but the authority of a

most accomplished architect, is proposed by hlr.

Cockerell, in Mr. Newton's Essay. Taking on

the one hand Pliny's 63 feet as the length of the

longer side of the peritt^Uy and on the other hand,

calculating the dimensions of the order from the

existing fragments of the frieze (which, in the

case of a work of that period of Greek art, an

architect can do with as much certainty os that

with which Prefessor Owen can construct a di-

nomU from a single thigh-bone), Mr. Cockerell

arrives at the conclusion that the 36 pillars were
arranged, in a single row of six columns on each

front, and in a doMe row of eight on each side,

at intcrcoiumnintions of 6 feet d inches, around a
lung narrow crUoy corresponding in length to six

of the columns of the peristyle, and in width to

two. (Sec the plan and elevation in the Chutical

iVuseam, L c.)

The researches of the latest traTcIlcrs furnish a

strong ho|ic that good elements for reconstructing

the plan of the Mausoleum may be found among
the fragments of columns which are scattered about

the city of Dudrumy and worked into its walls.

The building was still standing in the latter

part of the fourth century after Christ (Gregor.

Naz. Epitjr, cxviii.),and even as late as the tenth
;

but it shared at length, with Halicarnassus itself, in

thcalmost total destruction which fell upon the cities

of Asia Minor. For its subsequent history, the

question of its site, and the chain of evidence

which proves that the marbles now in the British

Museum are the very reliefs with which Scopos

and his rivals adorned the sepulchre of Mausolus,

the reader is referred to the very interesting ac-

count of these matters given in Mr. Newtm's
Essay. All that can here be stated is, that when
the knights of Rhodes built the citadel of Ilali-

exumassus (i^u^frum), in the fifteenth century, or

more probably when they strengthened its for-

tifications in 1522, they used materials obtained

from the ruins of the Mausoleum, and, among the

rest, they worked into the inner wall of their for-

tress some of the sculptured slabs which had formed

its frieze. Various travellers, from Thevenot to the

present time, have described these marbles, of

which there is a sketch in the Ionian Antiquities

of the Dillettanti Society (vul. ii. Supp. PL ii.).

At length our ambassador at Constantinople, Sir

Stratford Canning, obtained the permission of the

Porte for their removal, and in Fcbniary, 1846,

they wore taken down and conveyed to England,
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and are now deposited in the British Museum,
under the name of the lituirum Marines. They
consist of thirteen slabs, of the uniform height of

3 feet including the mouldings, or 2 feet 5^ inches

without them, and vaiy'ing in length from 2 feet

8 inches to 6 feet 1 1 inches. Their total length is

64 feet 11 inches, which is nearly the same as
that of each longer side of the building ; but
they are evidently from different faces of it, as
they cannot all bo arranged in one continuous
composition, though some of them arc continuous,

and they show traces of the hands of various

artists. Their subject is the battle of Greek
warriors with .\mazons, which was as favourite

a myth in Ionia and Caria as it was in Attica.

Their stylo is considered by competent judges
to be inferior to what we might have cx^>ecied

from artists of the school of iScopns and Prax-
iteles

; but their close resemblance to another

bas-relief of the same school, that of the choragic

memuroent of Lysiemtes, is o<.linittcd
; and the

|>oints in which they ore alleged to be deficient

are just those in which we recognise the inferiority

of the later Attic school to the perfect art of

Pheidios. The suggestion of Mr. Newton, that

accident may have preserved us, out of the

whole frieze, the inferior works of Biy’axis, Leo-
chares, and Timotheus, and not the better produc-

tions of $copas or Praxiteles, is not only inconsistent,

as be himself remarks, with Pliny's statement that

the Kulpturcs were regarded as of equal merit ;

but also, it is one of those gratuitous suppositious

made to eKape from a difficulty, which cannot l>o

admitted without some positive proof.

In the Roman Mausolca the form chiefly em-
ployed was that of a succession of terraces in

imitation of the ro^. Of these the most celebrated

were those of Augustus and of Hadrian ; the latu-r

of which, stripped of its ornaments, still forms the

fortress of modem Rome (the Castle of S. Angelo);
but of the other, which was on a still larger scale,

and which a'os considered as one of the most
magnificent buildings of Augustus, there are only

some insignificant ruins. (Stralio, v. p. 236 ; Suet.

Aug. 100 ; Nardini, Roma Anticay vol. ill p. 75,

ed. Nibby ; Hirt, l^hre d. (id/dudey pp. 349

—

351, and restoration of the monuments in PI. xxx.

fig. 21,23.) [P.S.]

MAZO'NOMUS (fta^ov6fiOty dim. fia^ov6fxioyy

Athen. v. 30, 34), from a lo^f, or a cake
;

properly a dish for distributing bread : but -the

terra is applied also to any large dish used for

bringing meat to table. (Varro, <U Re Rust. iii. 4.)

TheM dishes were made either of wood (Pollux,

viL 87), of bronze (Athen. iv. 31), or of gold

(Athen. r. 27). [J. Y.J
MKDIASTI^I, the name given to slaves, used

for any common purpoK, and are said by tbo

Scholiast upon Horace {Ep. i. 14. 14) to be those
** qui in medio stant ad quaevis imperata pamtL'*

The name is chiedy given to certain slaves belong-

ing to the familia rustica (Cic* Cat. ii. 3 ; Colum.

i. 9, ii. 13), but it is also applied sometimes to

slaves in the city. (Dig. 4. tit. D. s. 1. § 5, 7. tit.

7. 8. 6.)

MEDICrNA (larpiicfi)y the name of th.nt

Kience which, os Celsus says (de Medic, lib. i.

Praefat), ** Sanitalera aegris promiliit^” and wlu)SO

object Hippocrates defines \de ArtCy vol. i, p. 7,

ed. KUhn) to be ** the delivering sick persons from

their disease, and the diminishing the force of
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•ickncsaet, and the not undertaking tho treatment

of thoee who are quite overcome by sickneu, (u

we know that medicine is here of no avail.*’ For

other definitions of the art and science of Medi-

cine given by the ancients, see Pseudo-Galen (/n-

troduci. Sm Afedictu, c. 6. vol. xir. pp. C86—8,

ed. KUhn). Tho invention of medicine was almost

universally attributed by the ancients to the goda

(Hippocr. ds Pruea Afcdie, vol. i. p. 39 ;
Pseudo-

Galen, Introd. cap. L p. 674 ;
Cic. Tiue. £>is. ill

J • Plio. H.N. xxix. 1.) Another source of in-

formation was the observing the means resorted to

by animals when labouring under disease. Pliny

(7/, X. viii. 41) gives many instances in which

these instinctive efforts taught mankind the pro-

perties of vnrioui plants, and the more simple sur-

gical operations. The wild goats of Crete pointed

out the use of the Dictamnus and vulnerary herbs
;

d<^ when indisposed sought the TViticum rtpetu^

and the same animal taught to the Egyptians the

use of purgative, constituting the treatment called

8}'rmaism. The hippopotamus introduced the prac-

tice of bleeding, and it is affirmed that the em-
ployment of dysters was shown by the ibia

(Ciimpare Pseudo-Galen, Introd, c. 1, p. 675.)

Sheep with worms in their liver were seen seeking

saline substxmces, and cattle affected with dropsy

anxiously looked for chalybeate waters. We are

told (Herod, i. 197 : Strab. xri. c. 1, ed. Tauchn.

;

Pseudo-Oalen, Introd. 1. c.) that the Babylonians

and Chaldacans had no physicians, and in cases of

sickness the patient w*as carried out and exposed

on the highway, that any persons passing by who
had been affected in a similar manner, might nrc
some information respecting the means tliat bad
afforded them relief. Shortly afterwards, these ob-

servations of cures were suspended in the temples

of the gods, and we find that in Egypt the w*al)s

of their sanctuaries were covered w*ith records of

this 'description. The priests of Greece adopted

the same proctico, and some of the tablets sus-

pended in their temples are of a curious character,

which will illustrate the custom. The following

votive memorials are given by Hieron. Mercuri-

alis {de Arte Gymwxti. Amstol. 4to. 1672, pp. 2, 3);— “Some days back a certain Caius, who was
blind, learned from an oracle that ho should repair

to the temple, put up his fervent prayers, cross the

sanctuary from right to left, place his five fingers

on the altar, then raise his hand and cover his eyes.

He obeyed, and instantly his sight was restored

amidst the loud acclamations of the multitude.

These signs of the omnipotence of the gods w'ere

shown in the reign of Antoninus.” “ A blind i

soldier named Valerius Apes, having consulted the

oracle, was informed that he should mix the blood

of a white cock with honey, to make up an oint-

ment to be applied to his eyes, for three conse-

cutive days : ne received his sight, and returned

public thanks to the gods.” ^ Julian appeared

lost beyond all hope from a spittingof blood. The
god ordered him to take from the altar some seeds

of the pine, and to mix them with honey, of which
mixture he was to eat for three da}**. He was
saved, and came to thank the gods in presence of

the people,”

With regard to the medical literature of the

ancients, ” When” (wty* Eittr^, Oeuxrrte Com-
ptrlee d^Hippocmie^ vol. i. Introd. ch. 1. p» 3)
” one searches into the history of medicine mid the

commencement of the science, the 6rst body of
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doctrine that one meets with is the collectioa of
writings known under the name of the wewks of
Hippocrates. The science mounts up directly to

that origin and there stops. Not that it had not
been cultivated earlier, and bad not given rise to

oven numerous productions; but every thing that
had been made before the physician of Cos has
perished. We have only rcmaialng of them scat-

tered and unconnected fragments
; the works of

Hippocrates have alone escaped destruction; and
by a singular circumstance there exists a great gap
after them, as well as before them. The medical
works from Hippocrates to tho establishment of

the school of Alexandria, and those of that school

itself, are completely lost, except some quotations

and passages preserved in the later w riters ; so that

the writings of Hippocrates remain alone amongst
the ruins of ancient medical literature.” The
Asclepiodae, to which family Hippocrates belonged,
w*ere the supposed descendants of Aesculapius
(‘AtrifX^iov), and were in a manner the heredi-

tary physicians of Greece. They professed to have
among them certain secrets of the medical art,

which bad been handed down to them from their

great progenitor, and founded several medical
schools in different parts of the world. Galen
mentions [De Mfth. Med. i. 1. vol z..pp.5, 6) three,

viz., Rhodes, Cnidos, and Cos. The first of these

appears soon to have become extinct, and has left

no traces of its existence behind. From the second

roceeded a collection of observations called KW-
icu ** Cnidian Sentences,” a work of much

reputation in early times, which ii often mentioned
by Hippocrates {de Rat. Fiet. in Morb. .<4cw/.Xand

which appears to have existed in the time of

Galen. (Cbmmen/. in Hippocr. lib. eii. vol. xv. p. 427.)
The school of Cos, however, is by far the most
celebrated, on account of the greater number of

eminent physicians that sprang from it, and espe-

cially from having been the birth«place of the great

Hippocrates. We learn from Herodotus (iii. 131)
that there were also two celebrated medical schools

at Crotona in Magna Oraecia, and at Cyrene in

Africa, of which he says that the former was in

his time more esteemed in Greece than any other,

and in the next place came that of Cyrene. In
subsequent times the medical profession was di-

vided into different sects
;
but a detailed account

of their opinions is foreign to the object of the

present work. The oldest, and perhaps the most
influential of these sects was that of the Dopmaticiy

founded about B.C. 400 by Thessalus, the son, and
Polybus, the son-in-law of Hippocrates, and thence

called also the Hippoeratiei. These retained their

influence till the rise of the Rmpirid, founded by
Screpion of Alexandria, and Philinus of Cos, in the

third century B.C., and so called, because they
.professed to derive their knowledge from expe-

rience only
:
afrer which time every member of the

medical profession during a long period ranged

himself in one of these two sects. In the flrst

century n.c., Themison founded the si'ct of the

Metbodici. who held doctrines nearly intermediate

between those of the two sects already mentioned.

About two centuries later the Methodid w*ere

divided into numerous sects, as the doctrines of

particular physicians became more generally re-

ceived. The chief of these sects were the Pnen~
malici and the Etiectici

;

the former founded hr
Athmacus about the middle or end of tho first

century a. d. ; the bitter about the some time
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father by Agathinoj of Sparta, or hia pupil Archi*

genrs.

It only remains to mention the principal medical

authors after Hippocrates whose works are still

extant, referring for more particulars respecting

their actings to the articlea in the Dictionary of
liioffrapky. Celsus is supposed to bare lired in the

Augustan age, and descn'cs to b^ mentioned more
for the elegance of bis style, and the neatness and
judiciousness of his compilation, than for any
original contributions to the science of Medicine.

IMoscorides of Anazarba, who lived in the first

centur\- after Christ, was for many centuries the

greatest authority in Materia Medico, and was
almost as much esteemed as Galen in Medicine
and Physiology, or Aristotle in Philosophy. Are-

toeus, who probably lired in the time of Nero, is

an interesting and striking writer, both from the

beauty of his language, and from the originality of

bis opinions. The next in chronological order, and
perhaps the most mluable, os be is certainly the

most voluminous, of all the medical WTiters of anti*

quity, is Oalcn, who reigned supreme in all mat-

ters relating to his art till the commencement of

modem times. He was bom at Pergamus a. d.

13), came'early in life to Rome, where ho lived in

great honour, and passed great part of his days,

and died a. d. 201. After him the only writers

desorring particular notice are Orihasius of Per-

gamus, physician to the emperor Julian in the

fourth century after Christ j Aftins of Amida,
who lived probably in the sixth century ; Alex-

andi'r Tralltanus, who lived something later ; and
Paulus Aegincta who belongs to the end of the

seventh. [W. A. G.]

ME'DICUS (mrpds), the name given by the

ancients to every professor of the healing art,

whether physician or surgeon, and accordingly both

divisions of the medical profession will here be

included under that term. In Greece and Asia

Minor physicians seem to have been held in high

esteem
;

for, not to mention the apotheosis of

Acsntlapius, who was considered os the father of

it, there was a law at Athens that no female or

s/are should practise it (Ilyginus, Fah. 274) *

Aelian mentions one of the laws of Zalcucus

among the Epixephyrian l/ocriana, by which it was
order^ that if any one during his illness should

drink wine contrary to the orders of his physician,

even if he should recover, he should be put to

death for his disobedience ( Var. Hitt, ii. 37) ;

and, according to Mead, there are extant several

medals struck by the people of Sm3rma in honour

of different persons belonging to the medical pro-

fession. {Dittertaiio de Nummi$ quibutdam a
\

Smyrnafis ui Medicorum flonorcm percusfis^ 4to.

Load. 1724.) If the decree of the Athenians

(pablisbed among the letters of Hippocra^‘8) be

genuine, and if Soranns (in Vita Hippocr.) can be

depended on, the some honours were conferred

upon that physician as had before been given to

Hercules
; he was voted a golden crown, publicly

initiated into the Eleusinian mysteries, and main-

tained in the Prytanenm at the state's expense.

(Compare Plin. H. H. vii. 37.)

As there were no hospitals among the ancients,

the chief places of study for medical pupils were
the ’Ao'fcXTpricTa, or temples of Aesculapius, where
the votive tablets furnished them with a collection

of cases. The Asclepiadae [M»dicina] were

very strict in examining into and overlooking the
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character and conduct of their pupils, and the

famous IlippocTUtic oath (which, if not drawn up
by Hippocrates himself, is certainly almost as

ancient) requires to be inserted here as being the

most curious medical monument of antiquity. “ 1

swear by Apollo the physician, hy Aesculapius,

by Hygeia, and Panaceia, and all the gods and
goddesses, calling them to n-itness that I will fulfil

religiously, according to the best of my power and
judgment, the solemn promise and the written

bond which I now do make. I will honour os

my parents, the master who has taught me this

art, and endeavour to minister to all his neces-

sities. I will consider his children as my own bro-

thers, and will loach them my profession, should
they express a desire to follow it, without re-

muneration or written bond. I will admit to

my lessons, my discourses, and all my other

methods of tenching, my own sons, and those of

my tutor, and those who have been inscribed as
pupils and have taken the medical oath

; but no
one else. I will prescribe such a course of regimen
as may be best suited to the condition of my
patients, according to the best of my power and
judgnient, K*eking to preserve them from any-
thing that might prove injurious. No induce-

ment shall ever lead me to administer poison, nor
will I ever be the author of such advice : neither

will I contribute to an abortion. I will maintain
religiously the purity and integrity both of my
conduct and of roy art. 1 will not cut any one
for the stone, but w*ill leave that operation to

those who cultivate it. Into whatever dwellings I

may go, I wdll enter them with the sole view of

succouring the sick, abstaining from all injurious

views and corruption, especially from any immodest
action, towards women or men, freemen or slaves.

If during my attendance, or even nnprofcssionally

in common life, I happen to see or hear of any
circumstances which should not be revealed, I will

consider them a profound secret, and observe on
the subject a religious silence. May I, if I

rigidly observe this roy oath, and do not break it,

enjoy good success in life, and in [the practice of]
my art, and obtain general esteem for ever

; should
I transgress and become a perjurer, may the reverso

be my lot”

Some idea of the income of a physician in those

times may be formed fimm the fact mentioned by
Herodotus (ill 131) that the Aeginetans (about

the year b. c. 6.32) paid Democodes from the
public treasury one talent per annum for his ser-

vices, ». e. (if wo reckon, with huster^ Ancient
Weiyhit and Afoney^ the Acginctan drachma
to ^ worth Is. 3^.) not quite 344/. ; he after-

wards received from the Athenians one hundred
minac, L e. (reckoning, with Hussey,- the Attic

drachma to be worth 5)^.) rather more than 406/.,

and he was finally attracted to Samos by being
offered by Polycratcs a salary of two talents, i. «.

(if the Attic standard be meant) 4874 10s. It

should however bo added, that Valckcnacr doubts
the accuracy of this statement of Herodotus with
respect to the Aeginetans and Athenians (and ap-

parently with reason) on the ground that the latter

people, at the time of their greatest wealth, only
allowed their ambassadors two drachmae (or

Is. 7W.) per day, i.e. somewhat less than thirty

pounds per annum. (Aristoph. Acham. v. 66.) A
physician, called by Pliny both Krasistratus {H. /V.

xxix. 3) and Cleombrotus (//. X. vii. .37), is said
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bjr him to have r««civcd one hundred tolcnti for

curing king Antiochus, which (if we Biipposc the

Attic talenU of the standard of Alexander's coin-

age to be mcarit, which, according to Hussey, was
worth 243/. 15s.) would amount to 24,375/.* It

seems to have been not uncommon among the

Greeks in those times (as afterwards in the later

Roman empire, sec Arckiateh) for states to

maintain pliysicians, who were psiid at the public

cost (Xcn. Mem. iv. 2. § 5 ; Plato, Gorg. § 23 ;

Strabo, It. p. 125; Diod. Sic. xii. 13); and theso

again had attendants, for the most part slaves, who
exercised their calling among people of low condi-

tion. (Plato, Dt Lep. iv. p, 720, cd. Steph.)

The Romans derived their knowledge of me-
dicine at first from the Etruscans, and afterwards

from the Grecka One of tho most ancient cus-

toms at Rome in order to ward off epidemic dis-

eases, and to appc.ise the anger of the gods, w*as

the interrogating the books bought by Tnrquin of

the Sibyl In the earlier limes of the Roman
republic physicians arc said by Pliny to have been
unknoa-n (//. N. xxix. 5) ; and for some time

afterwords the exercise of the profession was in a
great measure confined to persons of servile rank

;

for the richer families having slaves who were
skilled in all sorts of trades, Ac., gcncmlly pos-

sessed one or more that understood medicine and
surgcr)'. (Middleton's Essay, De Mcdicorum apud
JiomanoM degeaiium Condiiione.f Cantab. 1726, 4to.

and the various answers to it that appeared on its

publication.) To this practice, however, there

were many exceptions, e.g. the physician who was
taken prisoner with Julius Caesar by tbc pirates

at the island of Pharmacusa (Sucton. J. Gw. 4),

and who is called his friend by Plutarch (see

Casaubon's note on Sueton.) ; Archogathus, who
being the first foreign surgeon that settled at

Rome, had a shop bought for him at the public

expense, and was presented with the JusQuiritium

B. c. 219 (Cassius Hemina, ap. Plin. H. N. xxix.

6) ; Artorius, who is known to have been a phy*
sicl'in (Gael Aurel. De Morb. AcuL ill 14. p. 224),
and who is called the friend of Augnstus (PluL
Brut. 41), where, however, it should be noticed

that some editions read instead of

*Aprwp»or); .^sclapo, whom Cicero calls his friend

{ad Fam. xiii. 29) ;
Asclepindca, tho friend of

Crassus the orator (Cic. de Grot. i. 14); Eude-
mus, who is called by Tacitus {Annal, ir. 3) the

friend and physician of Irivia
;
and others. The

hatred borne by Cato the Censor against the Greek
physicians as well ns the Greek philosophers at

Rome is well known
;
but it is not true that he

caused them to be expelled from Rome. (Sec

Hifi. de la Med.) With respect to the

income made by eminent physicians in the early

times of Rome, the writer is not aware of any

data for ascertaining it ; at the beginning of the

empire, we learn from Pliny (//. N. xxix. 5) that

Albutius, Amintius, Calpctanus, Cassius, and Ru-
brius gained 2.’)0.000 sesterces per annum, i. e.

(reckoning with Hussey the mille numrai {tester-

tium) to be worth, after tho reign of Augustus,

7/. 16s. 3rf.) 1953/. 2s. 6</. • that Q. Steriinius

made it a &vour that he was content to receive

* If, however, the Alexandrian standard, which
is found in the coins of tho Ptolemies, be meant, it

Would amount (reckoning the drai'hma as Is. 3^/.)
to 39,375/.; an almost incredible sum.
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from the emperor 500,000 sesterces per annum
(or 3906/. 5s.), as he might have made 600,000
sesterces (or 4687/. 10s.) by his private practice;

and that he and his brother, who received the

some annual income from the emperor Claudius,

left between them at their dvatb, notwithstanding

large sums that they had spent in beautifying the

city of Naples, the sum of thirty millions of ses-

terces (or 234,375/.).

Of the previous medical education necessary to

qualify a physician at Rome for the legal practice

of his profession in the early times, we know no-

thing; afterwards, however, this under the

superintendence of the arebiatri. [Arcuiatkr.]
Two other medical titles that we meet with

under tho emperors were latrotaphisia (see the

word) and Actuarius^ *KKrovipio$. The latter was
a title at the court of Constantinople, given appa-

rently only to pbysicuuis, and quite distinct fmm
the use of the word found in tho earlier Latin

authors. (See Du Cange, Gloss. Gruee. voL i.

p. 46, and Possini, 6rVo5S. ad J^aeJigmer. /list. An-
dronieiy vol. i. p. 366, &c. and voL ii. pp, 468, 469.)

Besides Joannes the son of Z.'ichorias, who is better

knoam by his title of Actuorius than by his real

name, several other physicians are rocorded as

having arrived nt this dignity. [W. G,l
MEDIMNGS (jstbi/syos or pthnsos o^irripor),

the principal dry measure of the Greeks. It was
used especially for measuring corn. It contained

6 hectes^ 12 hemiccia, 48 cbo^ices^ 96 atsfae {sex-

iarii)f 192 cotglae^ and 1152 cyatki. The Attic

medimnus was equal to six Roman modii, or two
amphorae (Nepos, AU. 2 ;

Cic. in Verr. Hi. 45, 46,

49 ; Suidos, $. v.

;

Hhemn. Fann. v. 64.)

Suidas makes the medimnus= 108 litrae, con-

founduig it apparently with the metretes, the chief

Greek fluid measure, which was three quarters of

the medimnus. Tho medimnus coiitnined nearly

1 2 imperial gallons, or bushel. This was the

Attic medimnus ;
the Aegineton and Ptolemaic was

half as much again, or in the ratio of 3 : 2 to the

Attic, For the values of the sulidivisiona of the

medimnus sec tho Tables. (Bockh, Meirul. Gnter-

mA. pp. 202—204.) [P- S.J
MERITRINA'LIA was one of the festivals

connected with tho cultivation of vineyards. It

took place on the eleventh of October, on which
day the people of Latiura began to taste their new
wine (mui/um), and to offer libations of it to the

gods. In drinking the new a'inc it was customary

to pronounce the words :
^ veins novum vinimi

bibo, novo veteri morbo medcor.” {VRirOyde Liug.

Lot. vi. 2l ; Festus, t. t». Afeditrinalia.) Varro

derives the name of the festival from the healing

power of the new wine, but Festus speaks of a
goddess Meditrina. [L. S.j

MEDIX TUTICUS, the name of the supreme
magistrate among tbc Oscan people. Meilir ap-

pears to hare signified a magUlrate of any kintl

{meJJir apud Osros nomett mugintratus e.t/, Festus,

s. r. p. 123, cd. Miiller)t and tuiicus to bare boon

equivalent to magnut or summus. Livy, therefore,

in casing tho medix tuticus the sHmmMs mngia-

tratus^ gives a literal translation of the word. In

the time of the second Punic war, the Campanians
were governed by the medix tuticus, who seems
to have been elected annually (Liv. xxiii. 35, xxiv.

19, xxvi. 6); and we may infer from a line of

Ennius {apu*l Fest. t.r.\ “Summus ibi capiltir

meddix, occidilur alter," that there was nnolher
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maffiitnite of the sanae name under him, who
perhape took hU place in ca«e of death, or of hii

iNMng incapacitated by ilinen or other cauies from

ducharging hie duties. In Oecan inscriptions the

name occurs in the form of mfddis$ tiirtiiu; so that

the orthography of Festus is more correct than

that of Liry, which is placed at the head of this

article. (Lepsius, Inter. Umbr. et Otrae.)

MEOALE'SIA, MEOALENSIA, or MEGA-
LENSES LUDI,n festival with games celebrated

nt Rome in the month of April and in honour of

the great mother of the gods (Cybele,

whence the festival derived its name). The statue

of the goddess was brought to Rome from Pessinus

in the year 203 n. c., and the day of its arrival

was solemnised with a magnificent procession, lecti-

stemia, and games, and great numbers of people

carried presents to the goddess on the Capitol.

(Varro, da 15 ; Liv. xxiz. 14.) The
regular celebration of the Megalesia, however, did

not begin till twelve years later (191 B.C.), when
the temple which bad been vowed and ordered to be

built in 203 a. c., was completed and dedicated by
M. Jouius Hnitus. (Liv. xxxvi. 36.) But from

another passage of Livy (zxxiv. 54) it appears

that the Me^esia had already been celebrated

in 193 B. a The festival lasted for six days, be-

ginning on the 4th of April. The season of this

festival, like that of the whole month in which it

took place, was full of general rejoicings and feast-

ing. It was customary for the wealthy Romans
on this occasion to invite one another mutually to

their repasts, and the extravagant habits and the

good living during these festive days were pro-

bably carried to a very high degree, whence a

senatusconsultum was issued in 161 B. c., pre-

scribing that no one should go beyond a certain

extent of expenditure. (Oellius, iu 24 ; compare

xviii. 2.)

The games which were held at the Megalesia

were purely scenic, and not circenses. They were

at first held on the Palatine in front of the temple

of the goddess, but afterwards also in the theatres.

(Cic. de ffanup. Hetp. 11, Ac.) The first liidi

scenici at Rome were, according to Valerius An-
tias, introduced at the Megalesia, f. e. either in 193
or 191 B.C. The day which was especially set

apart for the perforntance of scenic plays was the

third of the festival. (Ovid. Fatt. iv. 377 ; Ael.

Spartian. A ntomn. Carae. c. 6.) Slaves were not

permitted'to be present at the games, and the ma-
gistrates appeared dressed in a purple and
praetexta, whence the proverb, purpura Mepalenti*.

The games were under the superintendence of the

curule aediles (Liv. zxxiv. 54), and we know that

four of the extant plays of Terence were performed

at the Megalesia. Cicero {dt Ifarusp. liesp. 12),

proliably contrasting the games of the M^julesia

with the more rude and barbarous gomes and ex-

hibitions of the circus, rails them marimt cosri,

Boltmnety rtligitai. (See Ovid. FaU. iv. 179—372 ;

P. Monutios, ad Cic. ad FamU. iL 1 1.) [L. S.]

MELLEIHEN (jitbXdprip), [Eirxn.J
MEMBRA'NA. [Liber.]

MKNELAEIA (/iceeXic<a),a festival celebrated

at Therapnae in l^aconia, in honour of Menelaus and
Helena, who were believed to be buried there.

(Pans. iiL 1 9. § 9.) Menelaus was to the Lsicedae-

roonianswbat Nestor was to the Messcnians,amodcl

ofa wise and just king, and hence they raised him to

the rank of one of the great gods (Isocrat Fanatk.
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p. 247, B.Vftnd honoured him and Helena with
annual and solemn sacrifices at Theri|mae, which
continued to be ofTeit^ in the days of Isocratet.

{J/eien. Kneom. p. 213, D.) These solemnities ore

sometimes called 'EAcVto. (See Creuzer, SjnnbU.

iiL p. 3K.) [L. S.]

MKNSA (rpdvc^a), a table. The simplest

kind of table was one w'ith three legs, round,

colled ciUdni (Festus, s. r.
;
Varro, de lAny. Lat. v.

25. p. 123, ed. Spongel ;
llur. Sul. L .*1. 13; Ovid.

Sfet. viii. C(>2), and in Greek rpinovt. (Xen,

Anah. viL 3. § 10; Athcn. iv. 21, 35, v.23.) It

is shown in the drinking-scene painted on the wall

of a w'ine-shop at Pompeii. (Cell's Pomjriamt^

1832, voL ii. p. 11.) (See wt^cut) The term

rpdv*(o, though commonly used in Greek for a

table of any kind, must, according to its etymology,

have denoted originally a four-legged table. Ac-
cordingly, in paintings on vases, the tables aro

nsnally represented with four legs, of which on

oxnniplo is given in the annexed cut (Millin,

Peinturti dc Poses AnHquei^ vol. L pi. 59.) Horace
used at Rome a dining-table of white marble, thus

combining neatness with economy. (5o|. L 6. 1 16.)

For the houses of the opulent tables were made of

the most valtuible and beautiful kinds of wood,

especially of maple (0’4>fy8((^i'<n}, Athen. iL 32 ;

ocerao, Hor. Sat. iL 8. 10; Mart. xiv. 90), or of

the citrus of Africa, which was a species of cy-

press or juniper. (Cttreo, Cic. Verr. iv. 17 ; Mart
iL 43, xiv. 89 :

Plin. //. M xiiL 29.) For this

purpose the Romans made use of the roots and

tubers of the tree, which, when cut displayed the

greatest variety of spots, beautiful waves, and curl-

ing veins. The finest specimens of tables so

adorned were sold for many thousand pounds.

(PHn. //. M xiiL 29, xvL 26, 84 ; Tcrtull. dc

PaUio^ nd* fin.

;

A. Aikin, On Omainenial Ifoocfs,

pp. 23, 24.) Besides the beauty of the boards

{4vt0kpetra) the logs of these tables were often

very tasteful, being carved in imitation of lion's or

tiger's feet, and made of ivory. (Athcn. t. e.

;

Mart ii. 43. 9.)

One of the principal improvcmcnls was the in<

Digitized by Google
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Tcntion of the monopodium^ a round table (or6is)

upported by a single foot ;
this, with other

elegant kinds of furniture, was introduced into

Home from Asia Minor by Cn. Manlius. (Plin.

/f.M xxxiv^ 8.) Under the Honmn emperors semi-

circular tables were introduced, called menstu

luiuUae from comparing them to the hnlf*moon, and

su/ma/d, because they had the form of that letter,

C. (Laraprid. IJel. 25, 20.) This lunate table

was surrounded by a sofa of the same form, called

sfi5(u/ium, which was adapted to hold seven or

eight persons. (Mart x. 48, xiv. 87.)

As the tabic w*as not vety' large, ns we see from

the preceding cut it usual to place the dislies

and the various kinds of meat upon it And then to

bring it thus furnished to the place where the

guests were reclining : hence such phrases as men-

mm appouere or rtpjwnert (Plaut Arin. v. 1. 2,

Most. i. 3. 150 ;
Cic. <ul. AtL xiv. 21 ; Ovid, Met.

viii. 570), and mensam at^errt or remot'ere, (Plaut

Amphit. ii. 2. 175 ; Virg. Aen. L 216.) As the

board of the table is called by a distinct name
iw'i97\pa (Athen. L e. ; Pollux, x. Ql), it appears

that it was very frequently made separate from tho

tripod or other staud (aiAAi^at) on which it was
fixed.

Among the Greeks the tables were not covered

with cloths at meals, but w'ero cleansed by the

use of wot sponges (Horn. 0*1, I HI, xx. 151 ;

Mart xiv. 144),orof fragrant herbs. (Ovid. A/r/.

viii. 665.) The Romans used for the some pur-

pose a thick cloth with a long woolly nap (gau-

s.npe. Hot. L c. ; Heindorf in loc.)

Under the inOucnce of the ideas of hospitality,

which have prevailed universally in the primitive

states in society, the table was considered sacred.

(Juv. ii 110.) Small statues of the gods w'crc

placed upon it. (Amob. contra lib. ii) On
this account Hercules was w(irsliip|>ed under the

title and iwtrpaxi^ios. The Cretans

ate in public ;
and in the upper part of their

ivipciov, or public dining-room, there was a con-

stant table set apart for strangers, and another

sacred to Jupiter, called rpaxi^a or Alov

(«Wov. (Athen. iv. 22 ; Hock's A'refa, voL iii.

pp. 120—128.)
The two principal courses of a Zuwvov and cocna,

or a Greek and Roman dinner, were called respect-

ively wpwn) rpdirs^a, ZtCrtpa Tpdre^o, and merua
pn'mo, mensa secundtt. [Cobn’a.]

The name of rpdws^a or menm was given to a
square tomb-stone (Becker, Chariides^ voL ii

pp. 191, 193) [Funi's, p. 556, b.] ; and the same
name was also given to square altars. Every curia

at Rome had an altar, called mcoia, which was
sacred to Juno Curitis. (Hionyt. ii 50 ; Festus,

pp. 49, 64, 156, ed Muller ; Macrob. Sat. iii 1 1 ;

Becker, Horn. Alterth. vol. ii. pt i p. 34.) [J. Y.]
MENSA'RII, MENSULA'UII, or NUMU-

L.\'RII, were a kind of public hankers at Rome
who were appointed by tho state

;
they were dis-

tinct from the orgentarii, who were common
bankers and did business on their ow*n account

(Dig. 2. tit. 13. s. 6.) The mensarii bad their

banks (mensae) like ordinar)* bankers around the

forum, and in the name of the aerarium they of-

fered ready money to debtors who could give se-

curity to the state fur it Such an expediency
was devised by tho state only in times of great

distress. The first time that mensarii (tjumtjutviri

tuensetrii) were appointed was in 352 B. c., at tlie
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time when the plebeians were so deeply involved

in debt, lh.at they were obliged to burrow money
from new creditors in order to pay the old ones,

and thus ruined themselves completely. (Liv. vii.

21 ; compare Fb.nus (Roman) and Arobn-
TARit) On this occasion they were also autho-

rized to ordain that cattle or land should be re-

ceived as payment at a fair valuation. Such bankers

w*ere appointed at Rome at various times and
whenever debts weighed heavily upon the people,

but with the exception of the first time they ap-

pear during the time of the republic to have ala'ays

been triumviri mensoriL (Liv. xxiiL 21, xxvi. 36.)

One class of mensarii, however (perhaps an inferior

order), the mensmlarii or avma/arti, seem to have

been permanently employed by the state, and
these must be meant when we rend that not only

the aerarium but also private individuals deposited

in their hands sums of raon^' which they had to

dispose of (Tacit. Anstal. vi. 17 ;
Dig. 16. tit 3.

s. 7 ;
42. tit 5. a 24.) As Rome must have often

been visited by great numbers of strangers, these

public bankers had also, for a certain percentage,

to exchange foreign money and give Roman coinage

instead, and also to examine all kinds of coins

whether they were of the proper metal and ge-

nuine or not (Dig. 46. tit 3. s. 39.) During tho

time of the empire such permanent mensarii were
under tho control of tho praefcctus urbi and formed
A distinct corporation. (Dig. 1. tit 12. s. 1 ;

Cud.
Theod. 16. tit 4. s. 5.)

Bankers appointed by the state also existed in

other ancient towns, and Cicero {pro Flacc, 19)
mentions mqnsorii at Temnos in Asia Minor who
were appointed by the people. [L. S.]

MKNSIS. [Calbndarium.]
MENSO'RES, measurers or surveyors. This

name was applied to various classes of p>ersons

whose occupation w'as the measurement of things.

1. It a*as applied to land-surveyors who mea-
sured and defined the extent of fields, and appx*ar

to have been the same as the agrimonsores. (Colum.

v. 1 ; compare Ac^kimbni^orbs.)

2. To persons who measured in the Roman
camps the spiace to be occupied by the tents. They
must be distinguished from the metatores, who
selected the place for a campi. (Veget. dtRe MUU.
ii. 7.)

3. To a class of officers during the time of the

empire who pirovided quarters for the soldiers in

the towns through which they paused and where
they made a tempMrary stay. They not only as-

signed to each soldier the house in w'bich he was
to be quartered, but also wrote the name of the oc-

cupiant upwn the door-p>oet, and he who efiaced or

destroyed this name was punished as a falsi reus.

(Ckx!. Theod. 7. tit 8. s. 4.)

4. Mensor aedificionxm is sometimes applied to

architects, or more espiecially to such architects as

conducted the erection of public buildings, the

plans of which had been drawn up by other archi-

tects. (Plin. Epist. X. 28 and 29.)

5. Mensores frumentarii was the name of officers

who had to measure the corn which a*as conveyed

up die Tiber for the public granariea (Dig. 27.

tit 1. a 26 ; Cod. Theod. 14. tit 9. a 9 ; and
tit 15. 8. 1.) They were stationed in the pxirt

near Ostia, and were employed under the praefectns

annonae. Their name is mentioned in various

ancient inscriptiona [L. S.]

MENSU'RA (/typos'), nwosarr, in its widest
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leiue, iignifies the application of number to quan-

tity: or, to apeak mure specifically, the comparison

of different quantities by means of the standard of

number. So long as wo regard quantity apart

from number, wc can only compare two quantities

by the test of coincidence, by which we ascertain

whether they are equal or unequal, and, if the

latter, which of the two U the greater ; ns, for in-

stance, in the case of two lines. The next step is

the comparison of one magnitude with certain de-

finiU‘ ports, or multiples, of the other, its half or

double, third or triple, and so forth. The last

step, by which we attain to a complete method of

expressing magnitude numerically, is the choice of
tome /red ma4/nitude^ or Unit, with which we
may compare all other magnitudes of the tame kind^

so ns to osccrtaui what mtt/rt/de, party or parit

of the uttU each of them is, if they are commen-
surable, and, if not, as nearly as wc please. Thus
the unit, in itself, or in its parts, forma a Measure of

all magnitudes of the same kind os itself. A act

of fixed mcaaurca, one for each kind of quantity,

with their subdiTiaions, forms a Metrical Htfttem.

The notions which lie at the foundation of ma-
thematical and mechanical science determine of

themselves the foundation of every metrical system.

Those notions are E^iention and Force ; the former

in its various kmds, the linCy the tur/acCy the tolidy

and the atufe i the latter in that manifestation of

it which we call tccight. Now, since extension,

whether linear, sujtcrficial, or solid^ can be esti-

mated by means of one stm'ght line
;
or by means

of two straight lines which form a fixed angle with

one another, and which, together with two other

lines draam pamllcl to them, enclose a surface
;
or

by means of three straight lines, the planes passing

through which form a fixed solid angle, and, to-

gether with three other planes drawn parallel to

them, form q solid :— it follows that all these three

kinds of magnitude may be estimated numericuUtf

by fixing upon units which ore respectively a
straight line, a parallelc^ram having two adjacent

sides and an angle fixed, and a paralIelopi(»ed

having three adjacent edges and an angle fixed
;

or, simplifying the two latter coses by making the

fixed sides equal and the fixed angles right angles,

the units are (1) a ttrauftl tine of fijtd lemjthy

(2) the tquare of tchich tlutt ttraifit line it a tidey

and (3) the cube of xchich that line it the edife.

Thus wc obtain a tnetrical tystem for Itmjthy surface^

und capacity.

For the measurement of an<mlar magnitudcy or,

which is the same thing, of distance reckoned along

the circumference of a circle, one unit is sufficient,

namely, a fixed angle, which will exactly measure
the sum of four right angles, or a fixed arc of a
fixed circle, which will exactly measure the cir-

cumference of the circle. Thus we obtain a me-
trical systan for all angular magniiudety including

Time.

Again, with respect to Forccy of which the test

is treigity since all forces may he compared, either

directly, or through the calculation of the velocities

^ which they produce, with the force of gravity.

There are two w'ays of estimating weight. EithiT

its measure may be deduced from the measure of

'

capacity
; for, os the weight of a body depends on

the quantity of matter in a given space, estimated

by the effect which the force of gravity exerts upon
it, we may take the quantity of a fixed kind of

matter (water for example) which will exactly All
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the unit of capacity, as the unit of weight. Or
we may take a bulk of any substance, without
measuring it, as the unit of weight. In the lalior

case it is evident that, by-mcasuring the solid con-
tent either of the unit of weight, or of an equal
weight of some other substance, we might derive
from our system of weights a system of measures,
first, of capacity, and thence of surface, and theuco
of linear distance

;
just as by the opposite p^Dce.^s

wo pass from the line to the sort'ace, thence to
capacity, and thence to weight
The statement of these elementary principles

as brief a form as is consistent with clcanicss has
appeared necessary, in order to the complete un-
derstanding of the metrical systems of the OrcK'ks
and Romans the explanation of which is the object
of this article.

I. Origin of Measurtt.

1. Of Length.—The first step in the construction
of a metriail system is obviously that of fixing upon
the unit of length

; and nature itself suggests the
choice, for this purpose, of some familiar object of
nearly uniform length, and which is constantly at
hand to be referred to. These conditions are fulfilled

by various parts of the human body
; from which

accordingly we find that not only the unit of
length, but all the measures of length, except
those which ore too small or too large to be mea-
sured by ports of the body, are derived in every
metrical system, except the latest formed of all,

the modem French system, which is fnmided on the
measurement of the earth. In support of the
general statement now made we have, besides the
antecedent ai^ument from the nature of the case,

the testimony of all writers, the names of the
measures, and the general agreement of their
lengths with the parts of the body whoso names
they bear. (Horn. II. vi. 319, xv. 678, Od. xi

310; Vitniv. iii. 1. % 2—9, with Schneider’s
Notes; Hero, Gtom. in Anal. Graee. Paris, 1688,
vol. i. pp. 308—315, 388 ;

Uiog. lioert. ix. 51 ;

Ukert, iSeog. d. Grieeh, u. iiotn, vol. i, pt. 2,

p. 54.) The chief of such measures, with their
Greek and Roman names, are the fidlowing : tho
breadth of u finger (SatcruXof, digitut) or thumb
(polfe*)

; the breadth of the handy or palm (to-
\tu<rrf}y palmut)

;
tho span, that is, the distance

from the tip of the thumb to the tip of the little

finger, when spread out as wide as possible

the length of theybo< (irour, pet)
;

the cubity or distance from the elbow to the tip of
the middle finger (wijxvSy cubitut)

; a ttep

gradut)
; a double step, or pace (peusut)

; and the
distance frx)m extrenutv to extremity of the out-

stretched arms (hpyvid). With reference to tho
last two measures, it will be observed that tho
Romans derived them from the legs, the Greeks
from the anns, the pastus being one foot shorter
than the hpyvid of the other, and tho former (5 feel)

belonging to the decimal system, the latter (6 feet)

to the duodecimal. Tho higher measures of
length will be referred to presently. Comp. Pol-

lux, it 157, 158
;
who also mentions some less

important measures ; namely, the boxpii or 8o/c-

rv\oi6xpv or SwpoUy which was the same as the
waAoio-T^

; the or the length of the

* This measure was not in the Roman system.
When they wished to express the Greek span,

the proper word was dodrant, that is, three qaar>

I

ten (of the foot).
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whole hand from the wrist to the tipi of the fin-

gers ; the Aixcfr or distance fmm the tin of the

thumb to the tip of the forefinger (Xixcu'Or) when
cxtendiKi, the Ifsier fpan ; the ir{r} wv and irvyfiif

were modifications of the ih® wvywy being

the distance from the elbow to the fingers icAea

U-nt, that is^ to the knuckle joints, the mryfii} from

the fingers whfn sAu/, that is, to the joints at their

base. Other writers mention the k6vHvXoSj knuckle^

as e<|ual to two SdxrvXot.

In practical use, such a system ns t?jis is suffi-

cient for many ordinary purposes, and eveiy one is

familikr w'ith examples of the use of such mea-
sures in their plain physical sense. But, to make
a system definite, two things are required ; namely,
to fix upon a precise invariable standard for the

unit, or principal measure in the system, fur which
the foot was naturally chosen

;
and, secondly, to

determine the precise relations which the several

measures bear to the foot and to one another. The
former of these points wo resene for the present,

merely observing that the foot in each system was
not vartffur from ours ; the latter was accomplished

according to the following system, which will be
found to express, not only the relations actually

adopted by the Greeks and Homans^ but also very

nearly those which really exist between the ports

in a well made man, csjiccially according to the '

standard of tho Homan foot. It is worth w’hile

also to observ'e the general accordance, which re-

sults from this method of invcntlun, between the

metrical systems of all nations.

The Greek and Roman systems are identical in

their modes of connecting tlic measures which arc

common to the two ; but, to avoid confusion, they
are exhibited separately.

J. In the Greek system—
4 digits . make , a palm.

3 palms .
u

, a span.

4 inlms .
u

. a foot.

1 ^ spans .
u

. a foot.

2 spans . . a cubiL

I ^ feet .
«(

« a cubit.

2^ feet .

u
. a stop.

4 cubits . , an opyvii or fathom.*

6 feet
w

. an opyvii or fathom.

2. I n the Roman system—
4 digits . make . . a palm.

4 palms .
M

. a foot.

1|^ fi.'et
w

. a cubit

2\ feel .
u

. a step.

5 feet , .
“

. a pace.

It will be observed that in this account of the

Greek and Roman systems nothing has been said

of the inch. It was not a measure derived from

the human body, but a subdivision which the

Romans made of their foot, as they were accus-

tomed to subdivide any unit w’batsoevcr, according

to the analogy of the uncial division of tho As.

A more complete view of the Greek and Roman
measures of length, with their values, reduced to

our system, will be found in tho Tables appended
to tills work.

2. Itinrntr^ MHisvreg.— For the higher raca-

BUH'S of length, although the continuity of the

system was preserved by making them exact mul-

* This word is used ns being about the value of

the measure, for want of an English word to ex-

press its meaning.
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tiples of a foot, yet it is obvious that conres
nience would demand higher denominations, one
of which would be rcg.irded as a new unit.

Nay, these higher measures may be viewed,
with res]H*ct to their origin, as in some sense in-

dependent of those smaller measures, with which
they were afterwards made to agree. For, just as
we have scon that the smaller measures of length

are taken from natural objects, so w*e shall find

that, at on early period, the larger measures w*ere

not derived artificially from the smaller, but were
token from distances which occur in nature and in

ordinary life. Thus, Homer expresses distances

by the cast of a stone (//. iL 12 ; and so even in

later times, Thuc. v. 65, Polyb. v. 6), of a quoit

(//. xxiii. 431 ), and of a spear x. 357, xv. 358,
xxiiL 529), and by tho still more indefinite descrip-

tion, ^ as far as a man is heard clearly when he
shouts *’ {Oil. vi. 294, v. 400, et alib.\ and again
by a standard derived from ocriculture, which it is

importint to notice in comparison with the Roman
aettu (//. X. 352 ;

see below.) Of still longer distances

lime was made the measure ; the journey of a dar,
or of a day and night, on foot, with a horse, or with
a ship

;
a system too frequently employed now, as

well 08 in ancient times, to need the citation of ex-
amples for its illustration. (Comp. Ukert,
d. Orieck. n. Korn. vol. i. pt. 2, pp. 54, 55.) The
system of measurement by ttation* or should
prol3abIv be referred to this head, os it is most
likely that such distances w’ould be fixed according

to tho strength of m.an or horse before tho trouble

was token actually to measure them out. Another
plan was that which Herodotus several times adopts,

and which is also fiuniliar to all ages, the descrip-

tion of one distance by comparing it w'ith another,

which was w'dl knowa It is true that in many
cases this method is evidently only general and in-

definite, as when Herodotus describes the length

of the Nile as equal to that of the l>anube, but
there ore other cases in which the method was
definite; and especially one case, in which it

actually formed the foundation of the common sys-

tem of itincrar}* measures among the Greeks. \V«
refer, of course, to the length of the Olympic foot^
race-eoHTte^ or Staoitm, after which all the other

Greek stadia were measured out, and which thus
formed a universally familiar standard of reference

for itinerary measurements. Whether the Olympic
stadium w'ns originally measured out precisely equal

to 600 feet, or whether, having been accidentally

(or at least loosely) assumed, it was found to be so

nearly equal to 600 feet, that tho measure derived

from it was taken at ejeatily COO feet, it is now' im-
possible to determine. We think the latter more
probable

; but, whichever may be the truth, the

point now insisted upon is not affected, namely,
that when an early Greek writer expressed a dis-

tance in stadia, he did not mean to suggest to his

renders the idea of so many times 600 feet, but of

so many times the length of the actual objective

Olympic stadium, with which they w ere all familiar.

The (orresponding fi-ature in the Roman system

furnishes an interesting illustration of the differences

of national character. The military notions, which
lie at the basis of so many of their institutions, are

at once recognised in their mile, tho tlMueand paces

of a foot-march.

3. Land Measures,— Another distinct source

of the greater measures of length is to be found

in the necessity which arises at an early period in
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every civilijk*^ community for determining the

boundaries of land. Herodotus (iL 109) men-
tions a tradition, which assigned the invention

of jfeometry to such a necessity which arose in

K;ty|»l in the reigii of Seaoslris. Of cottrsc this

tradition is now refem'd to merely ns an illustra-

tion, not as expressing an historical facL A» in

the other cases, the origin of the svstenj lies fur

Itnrk b<-yond the reach of history
;
and all that can

l>c done is to trace, with some prubiibility, its suc-

cessive steps, as indicuti'd by the nature of the

case, by the nami’S of the ineasnnw, and by the

statements of ancient wTitcrs. Here pjo, as in the

iiiiK-mry distiinces, the original unit of the system

was pr«»bably not a s{»eci(ic immlter of feet, but

inmc natural quantity, which was afterwards brotight

into accordance with the standard of the smaller

measures. Also it is to be obsirved, that those

measures are, f^^m the nature of the case, measures

of surface, although in practice they w«rc often

used merely ns measures of length. The precise

fact seems to be that the first natural measure of

the sort was one of a conii«lerable length and a very

moderate breadth
;

that then, tills measure came
to be used ns a measure of length alone ; and then,

fi>r the measure of surface connt*cted with it, they

did not revert to the original narrow' strip, but b)ok

the square of its length. This seems to follow

from what the ancient writers tell us of the oc/us,

which was the base of the Homan system of land

measures, amd which is thus defined by Pliny

:

Actiu rocubotur in <fun U/r^ otjertntur cum artiiro

uno im)>ctu jufto (//. *V. xviii. 3) ; by which ho

seems to mean the distance which a yoke of oxen

could draw a plough at one effort, that is a sim;le

/urrvte

:

this nc adds i» 1-0 feet in length. So
also ilomor (U. x. 351, 352) describes a distance

as being ^ as far os arc the furrows of mulea” We
have, as anab»gous measures the rerjuj, or length

of a furrow before the plough was turned, by which,

Varro tells u«(/f. H. i. lU), they measured in Cam-
panis theJu^m (yoke of oxen) by which, he says
they measured in further Spain, and the Gr«ek
&povpa^ a /urroie ; though the joffun was perha()S

never ajiy tiling else but a measure of surface, for

it is defined as the quantity of land which a yoke

of oxen could plough in a day. Even with respect

to the (iriu9 itself, a doubt as to its origin is sug-

gi*st**d by the use of the word in Roman law for

the right of driving cattle through a field (Cic. p.

( <tfcin. 20), and alvj for the path reserved between

fields for the passage of cattle (/>«/•) M we
also use the word drove. Possibly, in the tuius^M

dotennined in length at I'JO feet, and in width at

4, we may have both senses of the word combined.

The length of this artus^ s<{uared, gave the ncftt$

tftuuiratus o( 14,400 square feet, which, W'ith its

double, the Jwjerum of 23,800 square feet, funned

the buso of the Roman system of land measures.

Tw’oJuf/era^ which, according to V'arro (/. <*.), formed

originnily the birth-right of every Roman citizen.

Were thence called heredium ; lOO krrvdia made a

eenturia of 5,700,000 square feet, or the square of

2400 ; 4 ernturiae^ arrongi'd as a square, made a

miltHs. In this system, the smallest sulidivisimi,

and that w'hich connected the system with the

foot, was the area of 100 wjuare feet, or the square

of ten feet, which was the length of the pole [Dk
CK.MPKUA

;
Pbktk a] used in measuring land. To

the jiufcmm^ which gradually superseded the aritu

a« the unit of the system, the uncial division was
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nppli-d, the square of the dt'cem/^du (c»r 100
square feet) bi'ing its ten/jndum or 2U8ih part.

Also 36 armpula made one and 4 ciimuta

one ftciui rpuulrutut. In the longitudinal ados nf

120 feet, the oblong acius of 120 x 4 (or 430),
square feet, and the actus qmulrntus^ with its

double the pufcmm^ we aUo see the connection of

the duodecimal sysunn with the decimal.

In the corresponding part of the Greek system,
the wA«6poK answers to the ocfwx, but with just

the difference between the decimal and duodeci-

mal systems. As a measure' of length, it is 100
feet (10 X 10 instead of 12 x 10) ;

and as a niea-

sun* of surface, it is the stpmn* of 100, or 10,000
square fevt The dpoupa was the quarter of it,

tliat is, 2500 square feet, nr the s<{uare of .50

feet. A measuring rod of 10 feet, xdAo^or, ap-

pears also in the Greek system, and of this the
^KiQpov was the square. Also, 6 xoAo^i or 10

hpyvud or 40 made one or chain.

This system was connected with the iiinemry
mensuri'S by reckoning G jdeihrti or 100 6/ryutoi

to the stadium. (Herod, ii. 149.) For a com-
plete view of the Greek and Roman measures of

iciigth and surface, sec the Tables
;

and, re.<ip<’cl-

ing the Roman land measures, compare Acti;h,
.'V(nuMRN8oiiK.s, DscKMi'RriA, Jt’CKKUXi, and
Niebuhr’s Essay Om the Homan M<nie of fnit’

tiiiotiinif Landed Propert^^ Histury of Home^ Vid.

ii. app. i.

4. ensures of Capacity.— The measures of

cHjacity seem to have bt*cn arranged on a similar

principle to those already noticed
; that is, they

were not derived by a definite {iroecss of calcu-

lation from the measures of length, but were ori-

ginally nothing more than the names bf diflen nt

sized vessels of no very’ definite capacity, which,

when the metrical system came to be definitively

constituted, were brought into harmony, on tho

one hand with the nuasures of length, on the

other with those of weight.

The question stilt remains, which of the three

kinds of measures was the one first cnnsfnirteil,

and the one from which the others were derived.

II. Whence were the Greek and ItomaH jlfro.««rrs

derived /

In all that we have said about tlie origin of

measures of length, it has neither lieen stated

nor implied that those measures, as dejinifefy Jiarxl

by the precise detennination of their ««i7, wen; ob-

tained in the nmntuT and order that bns Un-n de-

scribed. All that has been said may lie true, ns

we iKriicve it is, and yet the question, What nws
the footy and WliKNCR was it derived^ stdl n-ninins

unanswered. To this question we now proceed.

Our limits quite forbid the full discussion of the

various opinions which have been put forward on

this subject, or even the elaborate development

of that view which we believe to be the correct

one
;
and which is, in the main, that which has

been put fora'Rfd by Ritckh in his very careful

and learned work entitled, Mciroioyische Cntrrsu-

chuuyen iiber Gaeiehte, Afunz/usse und Afasse ties

AUerthums in ihrem Zusammmhanpe^ Berlin, 1838,
8vo., and to the principal points in which Mr.
Grate assents, in his review of Bockh'i work in

the Classieal Afuseum for 1844, vol. i. p. ]. The
two chief questions involved in the discussion are

these:— 1. Whence were the Greek mid Rumitn

metrical systems derived ? 2, In each of thoco

3r
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vTstcmi, whicli of the three kinds of measure

formed the foundation, from which the other two
were dirdticed, Icnifih, cnpacUr, or weight?

On the 6nt of these <}uestions our space allows

us to do little more than refer the Header to Bikrkh^

clabomte exposition of the opinion, in which few

competent renders of bis work will fail to coin-

cide, that (As basi$ of Ute Ortek and Homan me-

trical tyetnnt teas that xchich had prerailrd from
rrry eaHtf timee amon^ the Chaldaenns at /iabylun^

from which or from some common original the

Kg^'ptians derived their metrical system ; and
which was carried by the commerce of the Phoe-

nicians into Greece, whence it passed over into

Italy. On the second question, his researches, as

well ns the ai^unnents of other writers, may safely

be said to have established the position that

iceuihte trere determined fiefore meaeureSj and that

tnetuiurce teere dcriredfrom wei<fhl$.

It will be convenient here to give Biickh's own
compendium of the main results which he under-

takes to establish, with Mr. Orote's statement of

the points in which he ditTers from Bockh. Wc
adopt Mr. Grote's translation of the jmssagr, onir

subBlltnting.d<j/tV(a« for .Irflinaean. “ If”tB5ckh
says, iiL 4. p. 26) ** we rt'gard this relation of the

weights and measures*, ba^ upon a given weight

of water, which is the key-stone of the Homan
system— and if we carry the application of this

water-weight backwards to the chief measures of

the ancient worid—-we shall find a conmclion
really and truly organic between the. systems of

the ditferent people of antiquity, and we slmll

arrive at last at the fundamental unity (unit) of

weight and measure in the Babylonian svstem
|

so that this supp«;sition is found to be veniicd in

all its consequences and details. To give some
preliminary tmimatioii of this— I shall show that

the Grecian (or, more accurately, the Arginetan)

and the Roman pound are in the ratio of 10:9;
the Aeginctan pound is half the Acginctan miiia ;

but the aibicnl measures stood normally in the

ratio of the weights
; and therefore the Grecian

cubic foot was to the Roman as lU : 9, and, os the

Roman cubic foot weighs BO potmds of rain-water,

so also the Grecian cubic foot weighs 80 Grecian

or Aogiuctan pounds, equal to 40 Aeginctan minae.

The unity (unit) of weight (in Greece) however
is, not 40 minac, but 60 minae, or a talent. In
the ongiiuU institutions of the people of antiquity

everything has its reason, and we find srarccly

anything purely arbitrary : nevertheless, this unity

(unit) of weight, the talent, does not coincide with

the unity of measure— neither with the cubic foot,

nor with any other specific cubical dcnominaiioo.

But the coincidence reveals itself at once, as soon

as we discover that the Babylonian cubic foot,

standing as it docs in the ratio of 3 : 2 to the

Gi^ianf cubic foot, weighs 60 Aqrinetan minae
(a GO Babylonian minae~ 1 Bubyloniau talent)

of rain-water.” (Claes. A/ut. vol. i. p. 4.)

Hpon this Mr. Oniic remarks :
“ M. Bockh here

promises more than his volume will he found to

roili»c. //« dveSf indenl^ ealisfictori/y show that

the /lahyloniaH talent teas ulentical trtM, and teas

the original prototype of the Artjinetan (o/ca/, nnd
that the standard and s^c of tociyht was striktHi/ly

* Namely, that between the Roman pound nnd
th t Roman amjthora nr quudrtintaL

't' By a curious misprint, Mr. Grote has Cermun.
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and eurwMsIy similar in Asia, in Fgrpt, nnd in

Greece. But he has not, I think, made out the

like with regard to the Grecian wwasarrs, eith« i

of length or cn|»acity, and his proof of the ratio

o/* 3 : 2 hetteecn the lUiltylonian and the Grecian

foot trill hefound alhtfjeiher defttiite. Nor has ho

produced adwjuatc evidence to demonstrate, either

the ratio of 10 : 9 between the Grecian or Aegi-

notan pound nnd the Roman pound, or that of 1 : 2
bctw'oen the Acginetan pound and the Aeginctan

mina
;
Ute ratio betxeeen the Grecian cuIhc foot and

the Homan cul/ie foot^ too, as nlso that hettccen the

Grecian cuhic foot and any yiven Grecian

is, os he proposes it, inaelmusiUe. In fact, there

is no such thing (properly speaking^ as an Aegi-

netan pound weight : nor is llicrc any Jlred normal

relation betxcrrn Grecian uriybt and G’rmVw mea-

sures., either of lenrjtk or q/'co/viei/v, though there is

afijetl normal relation heltcecn liabylonian trciyhl

and Haliylonum measures^ os also hettceen Homan
urexyht and Homan measures.''' (Hid. pp. 4, 5 ; we
Imve introduced the italics to cal) the rentier's at-

tention to the chief points in which Mr. Groto

agrees with, nnd ditTers from, M. Biickh).

These extracts funiish a pretty gotKl idea of the

present position of ancient ntetrita) science. It is

impossible here to discuss the points at issue be-

tween- tlicse two great scholars
;
but wc must ro-

m.*irk tliat, if Biickh has sometimes failed to obwrro
his owTi distinction l»etvveen eseact and apprnj-imate

ratios (see Grote, p. 2), and if he has erred through

attempting to ostnldish some ratios which arc either

fanciful or mere results of an over strained calcula-

tion, or which are too strange to be true,— Mr.
Grote has nlso pressed the other side of the argu-

ment in a manner which, if sound, vvould prevent

the establishment of any exact mtio lietw'ecn any
two systems, and, in stating that there isno fix^
normal relation heltcecn Grecian tceiyht and Grecian

meumres,, be has put forward a proposition, which
he docs not sufficiently sustain by proof, which is

very improbable in itself, and which is hardly con-

sistent with the acknowledged derivation of the

Greek weights from the Babylonian; for it is very

unlikely that the Greeks should have taken their

tceiyhts and nut their measures from the Eabylo-

nians, especially when it is remembered tliat the

Roman system, which was probably derived from

the Greek, agreed w’ith the Babylonian both in

treii/hts and measures^ and nut only so, but also

liore, in its measures of capacity, a definite ratio

to the Greek
; and, moreover, there appears to be

the same inconsistency in the attempt to disconne ct

the Greek and Roman weights, while admitting

the derivation of both from the Babylonian. Bo
this as it niay', wc have no hesitation in affirming

that the rescarchos of Biickh are so important, that

they must be rcgardc>d us the starting-point of all

future investigations into the subject The fact

also deserves notice, that several of Bockb’s con-

clusions, which Mr. Grote questions as exact and
designed ratios, arc admitted by him to be very

near the tnith ; nnd they may therefore, at all

events, be useful to us for the purpose of assisting

the momon'. The rest of this ;>art of the subject,

so far at least as our space permits us to notice it,

will be found under BoN 2)KRA.

The question still rrmains, how to determine the

Greek and Homan measures in terms of our own,
which can be done, without inference to the doubt-

ful points involved in the foregoing discussion.
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III. Dcicrminution of the Greek and Homan
Mcaauree.

1. Afeasurea of lemjih.— Before we can attempt
to fix the Greek and Homan foot, wo mimt examine
the question, whether the former people (for no
one pretends it of the latter) had dififerent standards
of length. We think that Ukert has satisfactorily

shown that they had not dijferent standards, but
aJtcays used the Olympic stadium and the foot cor-

rejqmttdinrf to it. (Ukert, Ueberdie Art der Griedien
nnd Homer die Eutf-mungen zu bestimmen, und
vUr das Stadium, Weiiiwr, lfil3, Uvo.

;
Geog. d.

Griech. u. Homer, vol. i. pt. 2. pp. 55, &C.) It is

only possible here to give a brief statement of the
argiiineiit,

1 1 has been supposed by some authors that there
were other stadia in use in Greece besides the
Olympic. The most ancient writers never either
say or hint at such a thing: but when we compare
the distances between places, ns stated by them
in stadia, with the real distances, they are found
almost invari.ably too great if estimated by the
OltTnpic stadium, never too small. Hence the
conclusiun has been drawn, that the Greeks used
for itinerar)- mensurements a stade muck smaller
than the Olympic. Major Rennell, who analyses
several of these statements, gives 505^ feet for the
value of the itinerary stade. (Geography of Hero-
dotus, sec. 2.) It is, however, scarcely credible

that these authors, some of whom expressly inform
us that the stade contained COO feet, should reckon
distances by another stade, without giving any in-

timation of the fact
;

especially ns they usually
aarn their readers when they spook of measures
differing from the common standard. (Herod, ii. 3,

1 7, 8.9, 05 ; IMin. II. N. vi. 26. s. 30.) The real

cause of the excess in the itinerary distances of
the Greeks is explained by Ukert in a way which
seems decisive of the question. The most ancient
mode of reckoning distances among the Greeks, os
among most other nations, was by the number of
days required to perfonu the journey. When the
sUdium was brought into use, the distances were
still computed by days’ journeys, but transferred

into stadia by reckoning a certain number of stadia

to a day's journey. (Herod, iv. 85, 86.) It is

evident that nearly all the distances given by the
ancient Greek writers were computed, not measured.
The uncertainties attending this mode of compu-
tation are obvious, and it is equally obvious that,

as a general nile, the results would be above the
truth. At sea the calculation was made according
to the number of stadia w’hich could be sailed over
in a day by a good ship, in good order, nnd with a
fair wind. Any failure in these conditions (and
some such there must always have been) would
increase the number of days’ sail, and therefore the

calculated distance when reduced to stnditu Si-

mihirly by land a day’s journey was reckoned
equal to the number of stadia which a good tra-

veller (ii^p sP^uyos) could perform in a day, which
for obvious reasons would generally exceed the
space passed over under ordinary' circumstances.

Even the Greeks themselves are not agreed as to

the number of stadia in a day’s journey. Hero-
dotus (iv. 86) gives 700 stidia for the voyage of

a sailing ship by day, 600 by night Most com-
monly 1 000 stadia were reckoned ns a 24 hours’

voyage, but under unfavourable circumstances

scarcely 500 were performed. (Marin. Tyr. ap.
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Htolem. Get)g. i. 17.) Allowance must also bo
made for the windings of the cojist, the difficul-

ties of the navigation, the currents of the seji,

the varj'ing skill of the seamen, and other circum-
stances.

A day’s journey by land was reckoned at 200
or 180 stadia (Herod, iv. 101 ;

Pausan. x. 33 ;

Ptol. i. 0), or for an army 150 stadia. (Herod, v.

5.3, 54.) And here also delays would often occur.

The ancients themselves ditfer widely in their ac-
counts of distances, not only as compared with the
tnie distances, but with one another, n fact which
the theorj' of a separate itinerary stade cannot ac-
count for, but which is a natural result of their
mode of reckoning, ns explained above.

The following testimonies are advanced in sjip-

port of the view of different stadia. Censorinus,
who lived in the time of Alexander Scvonis, after

speaking of the ostronomiail measurements of

Eratosthenes and Pythagoras, sJiys that by the
stadium used in them we must understand “ the
stadium which is called Italic, of 6'25 feet, for

there arc others besides this, of different lengths,

as the Olympic, which consists of 600 feet, and
the Pythum, of 1000.” (Z/e Z>ic c. 13.)
This pn.«8nge is evidently a complication of blun-
ders. The “Italic stadium,” unknown elsewhere,
is manifestly the same ns the Olympic, but reckoned
in Roman feet, of which it contained 625. Tho
“ Olympic of 600 feet ” is the same in Greek feet.

The value given for the Pythian stadium is clearly

wrong, for the Olympic race-course was the longest

in Greece (as appears from the passage of Gellius

quoted below), and besides Censorinus obviouslv
confounds the extreme length of the race courses

with the portion of them measured out for the
race, the same name, stadium, being applied to

both
;

for it is very {tossiblo that the former
were of different lengths, though the latter never
varied.

Aulus Gellius (i. 1) quotes from Plutarch to the

effect that Hercules nieasurc'd out the stadium at

Olympia with his own feet, making it 600 feet

long ; nnd that when afterwanls other stadia were
established in Greece, containing the same number
of feet, these were shorter than the Olympic in the

proportion by which the foot of Hercules exceeded
that of other men. But whatever there is of truth

in this story is probably the obscure remnant of

an ancient tradition respecting the existence of a
standard of length greater than the common one,

at some distant period: a matter which will be
presently referred to.

Attempts have been made, especially by Romd
dc Plsle nnd Gosselin, to prove the existence nnd
to determine the lengths of different sUidia from
the diiferent lengths assigned by ancient writers to

a great circle of the earth. But surely it is far

more just and reasonable to take these different

values ns a proof (among various others) that the

ancients did not know the real length of a great

circle, than, first assuming that they had such
knowledge, to explain them os referring to different

standards.

On the whole, therefore, there seems no reason

to suppose that different stadia existed before the

third century of the Christian aera.

From this period, however, we do find varieties

of the stade, the chief of which are those of 7 nnd

7i to the Roman mile. (W'urm, de Pond. Ac.
§58.)

3 c 2
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The following tohlc of supposed rariclic* of the

•tadium U from Hussey's Andf^t <i*c.

S:ndc assigned to Aristo-

tle's measurement of

the earth's surface

Mian geographical stade

comjwU'd by Major

Henncll -

Olympic Slade

Stade of 7^ to the Ro-

man mile -

Stade of 7 to the Roman
mile -

But, although the sttidium and the foot connected

with it were single definite measures throughout

Ore ce, yet wc find, in the Eastern cuuntriet,

Jlabylon,* Syria, and Egypt, and in some neigh-

bouring Greek states, feet iow/er than the Olympic

(not sAoWer, os Rennell's itinerary stadium would

reijuire), the origin of which Is to be explained by

the co-existence, in the RahyUmian system, of a

roj/iti or $fur<d and a common fixHand cubit, which

were so related to one another that Me royal euftit

tru3 ihrrc fingcr-breadihs lont/er than the common.

(He^>d. i. 17B : sec further under Pan.)

In proceeding to determine the Greek and Roman
f(Hit, the most convenient plan is first to fix the

Inuer, tuid then to derive the former from it

I. The /toman foot. There arc five different

ways of determining the length of the Roman foot

These are, I. From ancient measures still in ex-

istence, including feet laid down .on sepulchral

monuments, and foot rulea found in the ruins of

various cities of the Roman empire
; 2. From

measurements of known distances along loads, l>oth

l)clwecn mile stones and between places
; 3. From

measurements of buildings and obelisks ; 4. From

the contents of certain mcasureiof capacity; and 5.

From measurements of a degree on the earth's sur-

face. (Fora full historical account of these systems,

si*c the treatises of Wurm, Hussey, and Bikkh.)

1. It might appear, at first thoughts, that an-

cient measures m actual existence would at once

give the required information. But these mea-

sun-8 are found to differ among themselves. They
arc of two kinds, foot-moosurcs cut upon grave-

stones, and brass or iron measures intended in

nil nrolmbility fur actual use. From the nature

of tW c.a.se the latter would probably be more
cxrntt than the former, and in fact the measures on

the gr.4vc-5tones arc rudely cut, and their sub-

divi»ions are of unequal length, so that they have

no pretensions to minute accuracy
; but ou the

other hand, it would be absurd to suppose that

they would have been made very far wrong. Wc
may safely conclude that they would have about

as much ncaimcy as a measure hastily cut on

stone by a mason from the foot-rule used by him

in working. Four such measures are preserved in

the enpitoi at Rome. They arc called the Siatilian,

Cossutian, Aebutian, and Capponian feet. They
have b<H*n repeatedly measured, but unfortunately

the different measurements gave different results.

The brass and iron foot-rules, of which several

exist, do not precisely agree in length. There w'os

aticieiitiy a stamlai^ f<x>t measuro kept in the

rapitol, called the /*cs mondnlis^ which was pro-

bably lost at the burning of tbe capitol under
Vilellius or Titia.
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2. The itinerary measurements arc of two kinds,

according as they aro obtained by measuring iho

dUtance from one place to nnoilicr, or the distance

from one mile-stone to another on a Roman n>ad.

Both methods hare the ad\-nntagc of the diminu-

tion of error which always results from determining

a lesser magnitude from a greater, but both aro

subject to uncertainty from turnings in the road,

and from the improbability of the mile-stones

having been laid dowm with minute accuracy ; mid

two other serious objections apply to the former

mode, namely, tbe difficulty of determining the

points where the mi*asuremcnt began and ended,

and the changes which may have taken place in

the direction of the rood. Both methods, how-

ever, hare been tried
;
the former by Cassini, who

measured tlie distance from Nimet to Narbonne,

and by RiccioU and Grimaldi, who measured that

between Modena and Bologna, and the latter by

Cassini, between Aix and Arles.

3, The measurement of buildings is rather a

verification of the value of the foot as obtained from

other sources than an indcjiendent evidence. It

very seldom hnpjH*ns that we know the iminlier of

ancient feet contained in the building ineaaurcd.'^

We have one such example in the Parthenon,

which W'OS called Hccalompedou (hundrod-fwiUHl,

Flutarch, Perici. 13, CoM, h) from the width

of its front; but even in this case we cannot tell

exactly, till we know something of the length of

the Greek foot, to what precise part of the front

this measurement applies. Again, there is tlie

olielisk in the Piazza del Popolo at Rome, and the

Flamiuian obelisk, the heights of which are given

by Pliny (//. A^ xxxvL 9. s. 14). But the actual

heights of these obelisks, ns comjiared with Pliny,

would give a value for the foot altogether different

from that obtained from other sources. Indeed

the numbers in Pliny arc undoubtedly corrupt, and,

as they stand, it Is only the di^crmce of height

between tho two tliat can be of any scnice, mid

even this gives a result by no means satisfactory.

An ingenious emendation by Stuart would remove

tbe difficulty ; but it is obvious that a

which requires a conjectural emendation cannot be

taken ns an independent mitliority. There is

another mode of deducing; the value of the fi*i»t from

buildings, of the dimensions of which wc have no

information. The building is measured, and the

length thus obtained is divided by tlio BUppost'd

value of the ancient foot (os derived from other

evidence), and if a remainder lie left, this value ot

the foot is corrected so that there may be no re-

mainder. It is assumed in this proci'ss that no

fractions of feet were allowed in the dimensions

of the building, and also that the plans were worked

out with the most minute exactness, both of which
assumptions are not very proliable. In fact tht*sc

measurements have given different values for the

foot “ Modem architects," says Mr. Hussey, ** do

not allow that such calculations could lie depe nded

on in modem buildings, for determining the true

length of the measures by which they were planned.

Nor arc the<dimensions of the ports of buildings

of ibc middle ages in our own countr}', as Gothic

churches and cathedrals, found to agit'c exactly, so

as to give wliole numbers of the standard measure."

On the other hand, tluse measurements, like those

on roads, have the advantage of involving, in all

probability, very small errors, and of the diminu-
tion of the error by division.

l!
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4. Villalpando and Kiftonschmidt have attempted

to deduce the Jenjfth of the Roinan f«K>t from the

solid content of tho congius of Vespnsinn. [Con-
or’s.] Since tho congius was the eighth of the

amphora, and the content of the amphora was a

cubic foot [QuADRANTaL], the process is to mul-
tiply the content of the congius by 8, and extract

tho cube root of the product. But this process is

very uncertain. First, there is a doubt about the

content of the congius itself [Honukra], then it is

hardly to be supposed that the content of the con-

gius was actually adapted with perfect accuracy to

the length of the foot, and lost'y, there is a further

risk of error in reversing this process.

5. Some French geographers, and eipeciully M.
Oosselin, have supposed that the ancient astrono-

mers w’cre acfiuaiotcd with the dimensions of a

gn-at circle of the earth, and that they founded
their whole system of luciisures on the subdivisions

of such a circle. The results of M. Oossclin's cal-

culations agree well with those derived from other

sources* But wc need better evidence than this

agreement to convince us that both the Greeks and
Romans, at a very early period, formed a system
of measures on such scientific principles ; and it is

incredible that, if such a system had really existed,

there should bo no allusion to it in any of the an-

cient geographers.

The average values of the Roman foot, obUincd
from these various sources, in terms of the English

foot, arc the following :
—

-

1. From ancient measures .... *9718

2. From itinerary measurements . « ‘97082

3. From measurements of buildings . ‘9C994

4. From the congius ‘9832

6.

From the length of a degree . . . ‘9724

of which the first three arc the most to be depended
|

on ; and of those three the average is '9708, or
I

11*6496 inches or 11^*1496 inches; which we'
may take as the probable value of the Homan foot.

Cagnazxi, whose researches arc said hy Niebuhr
to have placed the true value of the Homan foot

beyond a doubt (//trf. n/"JiomA, ii. p. 407), gives it

a greater length than the above, namely ‘29624 of

a metre =: ‘9722 of a foot : but this calculation is

objected to by Bdckh, os being derived, by a pro-

cess not perfectly true, from the value of the pound,

and as being confirmed only by one existing mea-
sure, and also os being at variance with the value

of the Greek foot, obtained from independent

sources. (A/efroloj;. Vntertwh, p. 197.) Bdekh's

own calculation, which agrees with that of Wurm,
who follows Rnpor, gives a value very little less

than the above, namely 131’15 Paris lines =
*9704649 of the English foot » 11'6436 inches.

As the general result wc may take tho Roman
foot at 1 1'65 inches, English, or, rather more than

of an inch less than ours. (The writer of an

excellent article Weight* and Measure* in the

Penny Cyclopaedia, gives 11*62 inches for the

value of the Roman foot He also gives the fol-

lowing rule as representing the ratio far within the

limits of probable error:— 61 English feet make
63 Roman feet) For the other measures of length

see the Tablet.

Some have concluded from the measurements of

buildings that the foot w*as slightly reduced about

the time of Dotnilian, which W'urm accounts for

by 6up{)Osing that the pe* mondalit^ afu-r being

destroyed in the fire under Titus, was restored
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by Domitian in a careless manner. Both the fact

and the explanation, however, appear to be very
doublfiil.

1 1. The Greek foot. We have no ancient mea-
sures by which to determine tho length of tho
Greek foot ; but we have the general testimony of
ancient writers that it v.*as to the Roman in the ratio

of 25: 24. Tho Greek stadium, which contained
600 Greek feet, is said by Roman writers to con-

tain 625 Roman feet ; and also a Roman mile, or
5000 feet, was reckoned equal to 8 Greek stadia,

(^4800 feet ; both of these calculations give tho
above ratio of 25 : 24. (Plin. U.N. ii. 23. s. 21,
108. s. 112 ; Colum. v. 1 ;

Polyb. iii. 39 ; Strab.

vii. p. 322.) If therefore the Roman foot was
*9708 of the English, the Greek foot was equal to

1*01125 English feet, or 12*135 inches.

This value is confirmed by the measurement of
the Parthenon. “Stuart” {Antiq. Atk. ii. p. 8),
says Mr. Hussey, “ measured the upper step of the

bfl^ment of the Parthenon, which is the platform

on which the pillars stand, and is exactly that part

of the building where we should expect that the

measure would have been taken, if the name Hcca-
tompedon was really given it on account of tho
dimensiona He found the width of the front to

be 10) feet I '7 inches, the len^h of the side 227
feet 7*05 inches

;
and since these two quantities

ore very nearly in the ratio of 100 to 225, he in-

ferred that the two sides really contained these

two numbers of feet From this he calculated tho

value of the foot, from the frant 12*137 inches,

from the side 12*138 inch< s : of which the greatest

exceeds the >*aluc given above hy only ‘003 of an
inch.” Other measurements of the Parthenon
and of other buildings at Athens tend to the same
result

Strabo, however (f. c.) quotes from Polybius

a calculation which would moke the Greek and
Roman foot equal, but it is perfectly clear that

there is a mistake in this statement Plutarch

again (C. 6’raecA. 7) says expressly that the mile

ts a tiiUe le*» than 8 stadia, w’hich would give a
rather smaller ratio than that of 24 : 25 for the ratio

of the Roman to the Greek foot It is on the autho-

rity of this passage that Bockh gives the value alMvo
mentioned for the Roman foot If, according to

the supposition already noticed, a slight diminu-
tion took place in the Roman foot, this would
account for the difference. But perhaps wc ought

not to consider this solitary passage of sufficient

weight to influence the calculation.

As the general result, we may tike the Greek
foot at 12*135 English inches, that is, rather more
than 1-1 0th of an inch greater than the English

foot. For the other measures see tho Tables.

2. Measures of Sur/aee.— These ore easily de-

rived from the measures of length. See the Tables.

3. Measures of Capacity.— The delcmiinaiion

of the measures of capacity is so inseparably con-

nected with the question of the settlement of tho

Greek and Roman weights, that it is better to

speak of them under Pundsra, to which article

also the reader is referred for the literature of the

whole subject.

4. Angular and Circular Measures.— The chief,

and almost the only importance of this part of tho

subject is in its application to the measurement
of circles and degrees on the earth^s surface, and
to the measures of time. The former class of

measures will be treated of in the Dictionary of
3 c 3
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•

Greek and Roman Geography. Respecting the inea*

surcs of time, see Annuh, Hora, &c.

ME'NSTRUUM. [Skrvus.]
ME'NUSIS (fiiiyvots). [Ecclbria, p. 443, a.]

MERCENA'RII (purSwroiy piaBop6poi^ more

commonly {tvoi), mercenary troops. At on early

period there was no such thing as a standing army,

or mercenary force, in the fJreck republics. The
former would have excited jealousy, lest it should

oppress the people, as the chosen band did at Argos
(Pausan. ii. VlO. § 2 ;

Thucyd. v. 81) ;
and for the

latter there was rarely any occasion. The citmens

of every state formed a national militia for the

defence of their country, and were bound to sen’e

for a certain period at their own expense, the

higher classes usually serving in the cnvaliy, nr

heavy-anned infantry, the lower classes os light-

armed troops. Foreigners were nirely employed
;

the Carians, Cretans, and Arcadians, who served

ns mercenaries (Herod. L 171 ;
Pausan, iv. 8, § 3,

10. § 1, 10. § 4 ;
Wachsmuth, Hell. Allcrth.

vol. i. pt. i. p. 30 ;
Schumann, Anl. jar. pith.

Gr. p. 1 50), are an exception to the general rule.

In tlio Persian war we find a small nnml>cr of

Arcadians offering to serve under Xerxes (Herod,

viii. ‘2fi)
;
and they seemed to have used them-

selves to such employment down to a much later

period. (Xenoph. //e//ew. vii. 1. § *23
;
Schumann,

Id. p. 409.) The pnu;ticc of maintaining a stand-

ing force was introducc<l by the tynuits, w'ho kept

guards and soldiers in their |)ay (Sopo^pot, pier-

6oif>6poi) to prevent insurrections of the people,

and preserve their inlluencc abroad. As it was
unsafe to trust arras in the hands of their own sub-

jects, they usually employed foreigners. (Thu-
cyd. vi. 55 ; Diod. xi. 07, 72 ;

Xenoph. //ier. v.

3.) Hence, mid because citizen soldiers used to

fight without pay, {tVoi came to signify mercenaries.

(Harpoc. $. v. Etyirfuoptvovs.) We must distin-

guish, however, between those who fought asauxi-

luiries, whether for pay or otherwise, under com-
mission from their own country, and tliose who
did not. The former were iwlKovpoi^ not (*Voi,

(Herod, i. 64, iii. 43, v. 63 ; Thucyd. i. 60, ii.

70, iiL 34, iv. 80.) The terms {sVoi and ltvin6y

implied that tlie troops were uidependent of, or

severed from, their own countr}'.

The first Grecian people who commenced the

employment of mercenaries on a laige scale, were
the Athenimis. While t!ic tribute which they re-

ceived from the allies placed a considerable revenue

at their disposal, the wars which their ambition

led them into comp<dled them to maintain a large

force, naval and military, which their own popula-

tion was unable to supply. Hence they swelled

their armies with foreigners. Thucydides makes
the Corinthian ambassador at Sparta say,

p'A9r)yaiuy Svyapii. (i. 121.) They perceived also

the advantage of employing men of different na-

tions in that service, for which from habit they

were best qualified
;
as, for instance, Cretan archers

and .sliiigors, Tlinician peltastao. (Thucyd. vi, 25,

vii. 27 ;
Aristoph. Aclutrn. 159.) At the same

tinjc the practice of paying the citizens wiis intro-

duced
;
a measure of Pericles, which was indeed

both just and unavoidable (for no man was bound

by law, nr could be cx|x!cte<l, to maintain himself

Jor a Itmg lyniijmlgn)
;
but which tended to cffiice

the distinction )>etween the native soldier .and the

foreign-T. Other Greek nations soon imitated the

Aihciiiaus (Thucyd. iv. 76), and the npjictite for

MERCENARII.
pay was greatly promoted by the distribution of

Persian money among the belligerents. (Thucyd.
viii. 5, 29, 45 ;

Xenoph. Ilellen. i. 5. § 3.) At
the close of the Peloponnesian war, lar^e numbers
of men who bad been accustomed to live by war
were thrown out of employment

;
many were in

exile or discontented with the state of things at

home
;
all such persons were eager to engage in a

foreign service. Hence there arose in Greece a body
of men who made arms their profession, and cared

little on which side they fought, provided there

were a suitable prospect of gaining distinction or

emolument. Conon engaged mercenaries with
Persian money. Agesilaus encouraged the practice,

.and the Spoons allowed the members of their

confederacy to furnish money itistead of men for

the same purpose. (Xenoph. I/ell. iii. 4. § 15, iv.

.3. § 1.3, V. 2. § 21.) The Greeks who followed

Cyrus in his expedition against Artaxerxes, were
mcrcemtries. (Xenoph. Anab. i. 3. § 21.) So were
the famous peltastae of Chabrias and Iphicrates.

(Har])ocr. s. v. E(ytK6y iv Kopivdip: Aristoph.

/'/«/, 17.3.) The Phocians, under Philomclus,

Onoiriarchus, and Phayllus carried on the sacred

war by the aid of mercenaries, paid out of the trea-

sures of the Delphian temple. (Died, xvi. 30, See.)

But higher pay and richer plunder wore in general

to bo found in Asia, where the disturbed state of

the empire cri'ated continued occasions for the ser-

vices of Greek auxiliaries, whose 6U|)crior disciplino

and courage were felt and acknowledged by the

Borbiirimis. Even the h>(Kirtaus sent their king
Agesilaus into Egypt, for the sake of obtaining

Persian gold. Afterwards we find a largo body of

Greeks sciwing luider Darius .against Alexander.
It is proper here to notice the evil consequences

that resulted from this employment of mercenaries,

especially to Athens, which employed them moro
than any other Greek state. It might )>e expected

that the fiicility of hiring trained soldiers, whoso
experience gave them great advantages, would lead

to the disuse of militiiry service by the citizens.

Such was the case. The Athenian citizens stayed

at honje and became enervaU*d and corrupted by
the love of ease and ple.asurc

;
while the conduct

of wars, carried on for their benefit, was entrusted

to men over whom they Imd little control. Even
the general, though commonly an Athenian, was
compelled frequently to comply with the humours,
or follow the example of his troops. To concili.ite

them, or to pay them their arrears, he might be

driven to commit acts of plunder and outrage upon

the friends and allies of Athens, which thus found

enemies whore she least expected. It was not un-

usual for the generals to engage in enterprises

foreign to the purposes for which they were sent

out, and unconnected with the interests of their

countiy, whose resources they wasted, while they

sought their own advantage. The expeditions of

Chiibrias and Iphicrates to Egypt ore examples of

this. But the most signal example is the conduct

of the adventurer Charidemua. Upon all these

matters we maj' refer the reader more particularly

to Demosthenes, whose comments upon the disas-

trous policy pursued by his countrjnnen were no

less just than they were wise and statesmanlike.

(l)emosth. ridlip. i. p. 46, c. Aristocr. pp. 666,

671 ;
w»pl TOO art^. Tptrtp. p, 1232, &c.

;

Athen. xii. 43 ;
Thirlwall, f/ist. of Greece^ vol. v.

p. 210 ; Wachsmuth, vol. i. pt. ii. p. 30.9.) The
Romans at a comp.'iratively early time introduced
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tTic practice of paying their own cilwons for their

K'rvice in the anny [STiPENDirw], but merce-

nary troop*, in the uaunl accejttation of the term,

were unknown among them till at a very late

period. [C. R. K.]

MKKENDA. [Cokva, p. 306, b,]

MKRIDIA'NI. [G 1.ADIATORK8
, p. 575, b.]

WI-rTAE. fCiRCt’ts p. 2«4, a.]

METAOEITNIA {neray*irvta\ a feettral

celebrated hy the Attic deino* Melite, in honour

of Af»oIlo Metagcitnkta. The chief tolemintics

confuted in offering sacrifice*, and the festival was

believed to conimeniorale the emigration {yurvia-

ai% irp^f k^fipovs) of the inhabitants of Melite to

Dimnia ( IMuL </« /iW. p. 60 1 , b.
;
comp. Stiidas,

and Hrirpociat $.v. MeToysiTVit^.) [L.S.]

METALI.UM (a»4toAAok). The Greek word

originally signified a pU or cuty, whcn» anything

is sought fur by digging, hence a mine, and hence

any mineral found in a mine, especially mtial. In

I^tin, the word means both a mint and metal^ the

latter sense, however, preponderating in use. The
object of this article is to give a brief general view

of the acquaintance which the Greeks and Romans

had with the metals, and the uses to which they

applied them.

The metals which have been more or less known
from the earliest period of which we have any in-

formation are those which were long distinguished

ns the seven principal metals, namely, gold, silver,

copper, tin, iron, lead, and mercury. (Some very

interesting information, which does not fall within

the province of this work, may be read in Beck-

mann's Hietofy of Inrentions^ by Johnston, vol. iL

pp. 23, &c. 4ih ed.) If to this list we add the

compound of g>ild and silver called s/ecTrum, the

compotind of copper and tin called x®^***^*

(bronze), and steel, we have, in all prolnbility, a

complete list of the metals known to iho Greeks

and Romans, with the exception of zinc, which

they do not seem to have known as a metal, but

only in its ores, and of brass, which they regarded

us a sort of bronze. (See below).

The early Greeks were no doubt chiefly in-

debted for a supply of the various totals to the

commerce of the Phoenicians, who procured them

princifinlly from Arabia and Spain, and tin from

our own island and the East. In the Homeric

poems we find an allusion to this traffic as one in

which the Greeks of the western coast were already

engaged ;
where Athena personates Mcntct, the

niier of the Taphians, carrying shining iron to

Temesa in Cypru^ to exchange it for copper. {Od.

i. IU4, comp. Nitzsch's note.) The Homeric poems

funiisb ample proofs of how much more plentiful

cop|)er w'us than iron. The former is the common
material of anus, instruments, and vessels of various

torts [Ala] ; the latter is mentioned much more

rarely. And is distinguished by an epithet implying

the difficulty of working itfiroAuA^irroj, IL vi. 48),

and its adjective is frequently used metaphorically

to cx(>rrss the grexUest stubl>omness {fJd. v. 191,

Ate. : see Seiler and Jacobilz, 1. 1
*0. aiijjpot and

(TitTjpfos). Hesiod carried us bock to a period

when iron was unknown (Op. ei IH. 150, 151):

Toiv 8* Ifv xd\*f^® 0^*0*,

XoAk(^ 8* sipyd^oero’ ft/Aav 8' ouk toK* aiSr}poi^

and though the period thus described is mythical,

yet the idea of it Tvas clearly connected with the

belief that iron bad been the last discovered of all
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the metals. (See Hiickh, CrHa^ rob L p. 260 ;

Millin, Afiniralnyie I/ontcruptt.) The importance

of hardening the copper used for arms and armour,

and BO forth, is a presumption in favour of the
knowledge and use of tin ; but we have also de>

finite mention of this metal (neuTalrtpos) serond
times in the Iliad ; and it seems not improbable
than then, as now, it was generally plated on
another metat (See Liddell and Scott, and Seiler

and Jacobita, s. v.
; Beckmann, vol. iL p. 206, foil)

The art of hardening copp» by the ^mixture of
tin was known before the historical period. (Comp.
Asa.) With respect to sfref, it is a much dispute
point whether this metal is the proper sense of the
word Kvayos in Homer (IL xL 24, 35, Od, viL 87)
and Hesiod (•ScW. 143), but at all events it is

highly fwobable that this is the meaning of iZdpat
in Hesiod (Ai’ctf/. 231, Theoy. 161 ;

see the lexi-

cographers, f. rr., the commentators on Homer and
Hesi(^, in //., and Bi'ckmnnn, vol. ii. p. 324). It

would appear from the manner in which AcMhylus
refers to the Chalybes, token in connection with
the traditions respecting the early interenurte of the

Greeks with the shores of the Baltic, that the iron

and steel works ef that people were known at a
very early period, and that it was from them chiefly

that the Greeks procured their iron and steel.

(Aosch. Prom. 720; Apollon. Rhod. iulOOO;
Xca Anab. v. 5. § 1 ;

Ritter, Ertiknude^ vol. iL

p. 776 ; Httckh, CWo, vol. L p. 294.) Enough has
already been said respecting the early knowledgo
of the precious metals, separately and m combina-
tion, under AnoBNTt'M, AuRrii, and Elxctrum.
In drawing inferences, however, from Homer's al-

lusions to these and the other materials of the useful

and fine arts, we most be on our guard not to make
the poet's imagination our standard of their actual

abundance. (Si*e further, concerning the real or

supposed knowledge of metals and roetallnigy in the

earliest timea, Plin. II. N. viL 56. s. 57.)

If we turn from the metals themselves to the

art of working them, still taking the poems of

Homer and Hesiod for our guide, a'c find the

Greeks of that early period perfectly acquainted

with the processes of smelting the metal from the

ore and of forging healed masses into the n quired

shapes, by the aid of the hammer and tongs. It

may, indeed, be doubted whether the into

which lli-phaestus throw’s the materials of the
shield of Achilles, and which are worked by the

blast of twenty pairs of bellows (^vcoi) are smelt-

ing'fumnces or mere smith's forges (IL xviii. 470),
but the former sense seems to be required in the

passage of Hesiod. (7%c^. 863.) Both Homer
and Hesiod refer to the smith's u’orkshop (xoAir^tbv

8J/ior, i&«iror) os a common lounge and
as a place of shelter to which the poor resorted for

its witrimh. (Od. xviii. 328, Op. ei IH. 491.) The
whole of Horner^ description of the workshop of

Hephaestus deserves careful study (U, xviiL 369,

&c.). The smith's instruments were the anvil

(dnpttp) with the block on which it rested (bjcpA-

flerov), the tongs (wi/pdypf;), and the h^imcr
(^KTT^p, atpvpoy IL L c., Od. ill 433—485).
[Incus, Forceps, Malleus.] The arU of casting

metals into moulds, and of welding, or even of sol-

dering pieces of metal together, were as yetunknown.
In large a'orks, hammered plates were united by
mechanical fastenings, nails, pins, rivets, cramps,

or dovetails (9t<TfioL ^Aoi, T«pd»'ai, Kkmpa\ and
specimens of this sort of work m the bronze statues

3c 4
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of the earliest period were still to bo seen in the

time of rRtiKinias (//. xi. xviti. ^170 ; Pnus. x.

]6. § 1). The art of embossing, or fastening pieces

of one metal on in the surface of another (V^woia-

rt>i^r4x>'yfk is referred to sereral times in Homer
(//. xi. *24, 35 ; Ix)b4*ck, o(/ Sopfi, AJ. Q4G, Ac.).

Oildinff was commonly pmetisod: one inten'sting

example is the gilding of the horns of an ox about

to be sneriftced. ((A/, iii. 4*25, Ac.) This passage

furnishes a striking instance of the use of words

connected with for w'orking in any kind of

metal : thus, the artiheer is called by the generic

term, (43*2), as well as by the specific

name, x/’vaoxdor (425), and his tools are the

ZirAa xaAKi6f<S orirt»’ re tlfryd^tru (rr.

433,435). Lastly, the image used to describe the

hissing of the burning stake when plunged in the

eye of Polyphemiu, shows an acquaintance with the

proc ss of dipping rcd>hot iron in water to harden

It, (Or/, xi. 3&l,comp. Soph. Ai. 720.)

The advances made in the art of metallurgy in

sultscfpient times are chiefly connected with the

improvements in the art of statuary. The method
of working, as descriliod in Homer, seems to have

long prevailed, namely by beating out lumps of the

material into the form proposed, and afterwards

fitting the pitTCS together by means of pins or

keys. It was called ff^op^Aaroi”, from cr^i’pa, a

hammer. Pausanins (iii. 17. § 6) describes this

pr>cess in speaking of a very ancient statue of

Jupiter at Sparta, the work of Lcarchusof Khegium.
AVith respect to iu supposed anti({uity, Pausanios

can only im an that it was very ancient, and of the

archaic style of art. The term tr^ug^AaTor is used by
Diodorus (ii. 9) in describing a very ancient golden

table which was said to have decorated the cele-

brated gardens of the palace of N inus and Seminunis,
at Babylon. Pliny (//. X, xxxiii. 4. s. 24.) men-
tions a golden statue of Diana Anaitis worked in the

j

same way, which he calls kolorphyraton. A statue
!

of Dionysius by Onassimedes, of solid bronre, is

menliom'd by Puusanias (ix. 12. § 3) os exiitting

at Thebes in his time. The next mode, among the

Greeks, of executing metal works seems to have

been by plating upon a nucleus, or general form,

of wo^ — a practice which was employed also

by the Egyptians, ns is proved by a specimen of

their art preserved in the British Museum. The
Bubjt'Ct is a small head of Osiris, and tlic wood is

still remaining within the metal. It is proliable

that the terms h(Jotp/iyraton and sphyruton were

intended to designate the two modes of hammer-
work

;
the first on a solid mass, and the other ham-

mering out plates. (Comp. Malleus.)
It is extremely dirticult to determine at what

date the outing of metal was introduced. That it

was known at a vciy early period there can be no

doubt, although it may not have been exercised by

statuaries in Europt^an Greece till a coropamliv^-ly

late date. The art of founding may l>e divided

into three classes or stages. The first is the simple

melting of mcLals either from the solid form, or

from the ore
;
the second, casting the fus4.'d inotals

into prepared Ibrms or moulds
;
and the third,

casting into a mould, with a core or internal

nucleus, by which the metal may he preserved of

a detenniiied thickness. The first stage must liavc

been known at a period of which we have no re-

cord beyond a passage in the bvik of Job (xxviil.

I, 2), which cstabliohes the fact that some of the

processes of metallurgy, such as Uic reduction of
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gold, silver, iron, and copper from their ores, were
w’eli known when that book was composed. The
casting of metal into moulds must also have l>ecn

practised very early. There are no means of know-
ing of what material or coiupositioii the forms
or moulds wore made, but in all prolvability clay

(dried, and then perhaps Inikcd) was employed for

the puq>OBo. The circumstance 4>faspot w’hereclay

abounded having been chcM^on for the founding of
the bronxe works for the temple of Solomon s'ij>-

ports this supiwsitiim. (1 Kings, vii. 46). Of course

all the earliest W'orks produced in this stage of tho

art mtut have been solid. The third process, that

of casting into a mould with a core, was an im-
portant step in the statimry's art. Unfortunate! v
there is no better record of the time, nor of tho
mode in which this was effected by the ancients,

than the statements of Pausiinias and Pliny, ac-

cording to w hom the art of casting in bronxe and in

iron was invented by Uhoccui and Tbeodonis of
Samos, who probably lived in the sixth and fifth

centuries before our era. (Pans. iii. 12. § 8, viii.

14 § 5 ; Plin. //. ;V. xxxv. 1*2. s. 43 • Diet, of
Diop. s. rr. Ji/toecus^ T/u^xlonu.)

The ancients ummI something answering the pur-

pose of a solder for fastening the different pieces of

mcUil t4>gelbcr
;
but it is difiicult to deterroino

whether the term K3AAi7<riv means a snider or only

a species of glue. Pausanias distinctly speaks of

it as something different from nails or cramps and
gives us the nauie of its inventor, Glaucus of Chios,

who appears to have lived earlier than the Sjunion

artists just referred to (Herod, i. 25 ;
Pans. x. 16.

§ 1 ;
Plut. i/<5 D*f. Or. 47, p. 436 ; Did. <f lUotj.

9. r.). Pliny in like manner s|)caks of a solder

under the title of piumlmtH arijrniarittm (//. A',

xxxiv. 17. 6. 48). Many of the w'orks in the

British Museum, ns well as in other collections,

are composed of pieces of metal which have been
joined ti>gether, but whether by clamps, rivets, or

soldering, it is now impossible to determine accu-

rately, on account of the rust about the edges of the

plates. The modem practice of welding pieces of

metal together seems to have been altogether un-

known to t^ ancients.

liespccting the supply and use of metals in tho

historical pt'riod, little remains to l>c added to what
has been Stoid under Akh, Ahoentum, Ai'Rt'xi,

Caelatuha, Klectri’m, St.ktuaria, Ac. Iron

was found chictly in Laconia and on the shores of

the Black Sea, and was brought especially from
Sinope. Stepiianus Byznntinus, who mentions
this fact, staU‘3 the purpose's for which tho two
sorts of iron were considered respectively better

fitted (s. r. AoxcSoiVctfi'). The whole subject of

metals and metal-work is treated of by Pliny in

tlie thirty-third and thirty-fourth books of his

Hiistoria Xoturalis.

(jne point not yet noticed is the queslion,*w bother

the ancients |K)8*i*6Scd a knowledge of zinc. That
they randy if ever used it as an alloy of copper is

proved by the analysis of existing specimens of

their bronxc [Aer] ; butlhatthey were al»soliiteIy

ignorant of it can easily be disproved. One of the

most important passages on tiiu subject is in .Strabo

(xiii. p. 610), who says ih.at “ in the neighbour-
hof)d of Arideira (in tlie Trms) there is a certain

stone w’hich, on licing burnt, l>econies iron ; then,

on being sme'iU'd with a certain earth, it distils

d'suSopYopov, and with the addition of copper it

becomes what is called xpapa (which may meiui
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eithrr on alloy in gcnoraU or a particular kind of

alloy), which »ome cull
;
.and r^tu^dp-

yvpos is also found about Tmolas." In alt pro-

bal)ility the tfone here mentioned is the common
sine ore called calamine, which Pliny and other

writers call cotimium. If so, t^tvidpyvpos must l>e

metallic sine, and bmAs. For a further

discussion of this subject, into which we have not

space to enter, the n ader is referred to Beckmann,
Tol. iL pp. 3*J, \c.

Respecting the tiso of metals f*T money, see

KrMMt'8.
Only n few words arc necessary on the word

metiillum in its other sense. Nearly all that is

known on the subject of the Greek mines, the

mode of working tliem, and the revenues derived

from them is contained iu Dbekh's Eiaay on tht

Siivf.r Min^ t of Lat^rion appended to his PttUio

Kconnmy ofAOient. Hespecting the Roman mines,

see VacTiOALU. [P. S,]

MKTATO'HES. [Castra, p. 246, a.)

METOKCI (/tSToiitoi), is the name by which, at

Athens and in other Greek states, the resident
^

aliens were designated, and these must be distin-
|

guished from such strangers ns made only a transi-
|

tor}r’ stay in a place, for llarpocmtion (s. v.) ez>
|

pressly mentions as a characteristic of a /Asroncot,
I

that he ri'sidcd pcnnanciuly in the place. No city
|

of Grt'cce pTlmps had such a number of resident
|

aliens as Athens, ns none afforded to strangers

greater advantages and conveniences, or a more

agreeable mode of living. In the census instituted

by Demetrius Phulercus (309 M,c.), the number of I

resident aliens at Athens was 10,000, in w'hich

number women and children were proliahly not

included. ( Athon. vi. p. 272.) These aliens R'erc

persons from all parts of Greece, os well as from

barbarous countries, such os Lydians, Phn.'ifians,

and SyrioTiS, or Attic freedmen ( Liusatus
(Grirk)], and these pcq>le bad chosen Athens

as their adoptive country, either on account of its

resources for amtisement and instruction, or on ac-

count of the facilities it afforded for carrying on

mercantile business. The latter class of pi*rsons

seems to have been bv far the most numerous.

The jealousy with whiclt the citizens of the ancient

Greek republics kept their body clear of intruders,

is also manifest in their regulations concerning

aliens. However long they might have resided in

Athens, they were always regarded as strangers,

whence they are sometimes called {sVoi, and to

remind them of their position they had on some oc-

casions to pt'ifonn certain degrading services to the

Athenian citizens. These services [Hydriapiioria]
were however in all probability not intended to

hurt the feelings of the aliens, but were simply

acts symbolical of their relation to the citizens.

Aliens a’cre not allowed to acquire landed pro-

perty in the state they had chosen for tlieir resi-

dence, and were consequeiitjy obliged to live in

hin‘d houses or apartments (Demosth. />»•© Phorm.

p. 946 ; Xen. de Vefiip. ii. 2 ;
Aristot. (Mcon. ii.

2, 3 ;
compare Bik-kh's Publ. Kcon, i. § 24), and

hence the letting of houses w‘as a subject of much
speculation and profit at Athens. As the aliens

did not constitute a part of the state, and wore yet

in constant intercourse and commerce w*ith its

nieml>er8, every alien was obligi'd to select a citizen

for his patron (irpo<rrdTi)i\ who was not only the

mediator l)ctvvoen them and the state, through

whom alone they could transact any b*gal busim-s*
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whether private or public, but was at the Kime
time answi-mble (^T^vnv^r) the sUUc for the

conduct of his client (EtymoL M. s. r. 'AirpooTa-

aiov.) On the other hand, however, the state

allowed the aliens to carry on all kinds of industry

and commerce under the protection of the law
; in

fact at Athens nearly all business w*as in the hands
of aliens, who on this account lived for the most
part in the Peiraccus. (Xen.t/e Vedi^. c. 2^ de lit'u.

A (A. I 12.)

Each family of aliens, W'hetherthry avaiUvl them-
selves of the privilege of carrying on any mercantile

business or not, had to pay an annual tux (mvtoL
•cior or itytKa) of twelve drachmae, or if the ht*ad

of the family was a w’idow, of only six drachmae.
(Bbckh, Pidd. Kcon. iii § 7 ; Isaeus up. Unrpo-
cnU. 9. V. MctoIkiok.) If aliens did not pay this

tax, or if they assumed the right of citizens, and
probably also in case they rrfus«‘d to select a pa-

tron, they not only forfeited the protection of tho

state, but were sold as slaves. [ArRosTASiou
Dike.] In some cases, however, though they
are of rare occurrence, aliens without having the

isopolity, might become exempt from the pnoiKiov
(drcAcut fitTouflou) as w'ell os from other obliga-

tions. (Demosth. c. Aristorrat. p. 691
;
Phil. I'tt.

</cc. Orai, p. 842 ; Demosth. c. Aristofj. p. 787 ;

Suidas, s. V. M*toIkiok) Extraordinnry taxes and
liturgies (tIffipopcU and XuTovpylcu) devolved upon
aliens no less than upon citizens (Demosth. e,

Androi. p. 612), though there must have been a
difference between the liturgies performed by citi-

zens and those performed hr aliens. In what this

difference coiisiiu^ is nowhere expressly mentioned,

but we faavo reason to believe that with the ex-

ception of tho trierarchy and gvmnasiarchy, all

other liturgies might devolve upon aliens, though
perhaps only on certain occasions, ns the choregia

at the festival of the lA^naea. (Schol. ad Ans/oftA.

Plui.95i
;
compare Bbckh, /V^. Peon. iv. § 10.)

The extraordinary taxes {t'uT<popal) which aliens

had to pay, seem also in some degree to have dif-

fered from those paid by cititens
;
and it U clear

from Demosthenes (o. Androi. p. 609 and 612),
that they were taxed higher than citizens of tho

same census. The aliens w‘erc also obliged, liko

citizens, to serve in the rcgtilar armies and in the

fleet, both abroad and at home, for the defence of

the city. (Xen. do Veetiff. Le.; Thucyd. ii. 13, ir,

90 ; Demosth. c. Philip, i, p. 50 ;
Thucyd. i 14.3,

iii. 16.) Respecting those piroinot who liad ob-

tained the laorvAvia, see Civitas (Grkxk). The
heirs of a who died in Attica, were under
the jurisdiction of tho polcmarch. (Demosth. e.

Sle)ih. ii, p. 1135.)

The preceding account of the condition of tho

aliens at Athens applies with very few modlflca-

tions to most other parts of Greece. (Comyioro

Petitus, JAyri. Alt. ii. 5. p. 246, Ac. ; F. .A. M'ol^
l*roleg. ad Lepiin. p. Ixvi. Ac. ; Hermann, Poliu

§11.5.) fUS.]
METOPA or METOPE (#irrdin»), the

name applied to each of the spaces V>etwern the

triglyphs in tho friez'' of the Doric order, and hy
meton^uny to the sculptured ornament with which

those spaces were fiDed up. In the original

significance nf the parts the triglyphs represent

the ends of the cross-beams or joists which rested

on the architrave ; the beds of these l>c.im8 w-cre

allied oaa(, and hence the spaces between them

I
^erdwai. (Vitruv. iv. 2. § 4.) Originally they
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were left open

; next they were filled np with '

plain sIkIm, os in the propylaca at Eleusia, and
many other building and lastly, but still at an

early period, they were adorned with sculptares

either in low or high relief. The earliest existing

examples of sculptnred metopes arc probaldy those

of the middle temple on the aeropoUs of ^Hnus,
which had metopes only on its east front, and in

which the style of the sculptures is so rude as al>

most to remind one of some Mexican works of art

The date is probably between 620 and 580 B.C.

The next in antiquity are those from the middle

temple on the eastern side of the lower city of

Selinus, in which there is a marked improvement,
;

but which still belong to the archaic style. Their

date is in the former half of the 5th century B.C.

A still further progress may be observed in the

metopes of the southern temple on the eastern

bill, which belongs to the second half of the same
century. In these the groiuid is tufa and the

frguros marble
;

the others are entirely of tufa.

(Sec figures of the Selinuntine metopes in the

Atlai xm Ktiffffr'i pU ii. pi. 5. figs. 1

—4 ; comp. Muller, Archaoi. d. Kunst^ § 90, n. 2).

Thus these Selinuntine metopes, with the works
of the epoch of perfect art, namely the metopes of

the temple of Theseus and of the Parthenon, form

an interesting scries of illustrations of the progress

of Grecian sculpture. The metopes from the Par-

thenon, now in the nriiish Museum, are too well

known to need description : but it is important

to notice the marked difference in their stylo ;

•ome show evident traces of the archaic school,

while others arc worthy of the band of Pheidias

hims«'!f. In the later orders the metopes arc not

seen, the whole friexc being brotight to one surface.
|

This is the case even in some ancient specimens
|

of the Doric order. (Comp. Columna, and the
,

plates of the order in Mauch, Archdfkton. Ord~

ntianm.') [P. S.]

MKTUKTES (^ergTrHrs), or AMPHORA
METRKTES fitTpitr-fit, the standard

amphora)^ wns the principal Greek liquid measure.

It contained 12 c5o^ 48 cioenices^ 72 restue {se^

/nWO, and 144 co<y/<ic. It utu 3-4ths of the me-

dimnus, iho chief dry measure. Tlie Attic me-
tretes was half os large again as the Homan am-
phora gtutdranUd, and contained a little less than

9 gallons. (See the Tables.) If wc take, oc

cording to IVickh's views, the Greek cubic foot as

equal to 5.*i^ Roman seafon'i, then, since the Attic

metretes contained 72 sejiariL, we have the ratio

of the metretes to the cubic foot as 72 : 5.*^ or as

27 : 20, or as 135 : 100, or as 1*35 to 1, or nearly

as 4 : 3.

The Aeginetan metretes was to the cubic foot

(still following Ifuckh's calculations) in the ratio

of .9 : 4, and to the Attic metretes in the ratio of

5 : 3, so that the Aeginetan measure was 2-5ths

greater than the Attic
;
and since the Attic con-

tained 72 sarAfriV, the Aeginetan contained 12U,

which is precisely the content assigned by Cleo-

patra, Galen, and Didyraus, to the Rabrlonian,

Syrian, or Antiochean mctrcte.% which belonged

to the aamc system as the Eginctan. [MxNstrHA,
Pon'dxka].
The Macedonian metretes is inferred to have

been much smaller than the Attic, from the cir-

cumstance mentioned by Aristotle (//inf. A Him.

vliL 9) of an elcpliant't drinking 14 of them at

once
;
but this is doobtfuL [P. S.]

lULLIAUE.

METRO'NOMI (;i«Tpord/i«i) were officers at
Athens belonging to that class which wc might
term polico-otficera. They were, like all officers of

this kind, appointed by lot. Their number is staled

differently : some say that there were hfteen (ten
for the Peiraeeus and five for the city)

; some say
twenty-four (fifteen for the Peiraeeus, and nine for

the city) ; and others state that there were only ten,

five for the Peiraeeus and five for the city. (Har-
pocrat, Suidas, Phot, and Lex. Seg. s.v. Mrrpo-
r6fun.) Hockh (Pu/d. Earn, i § 9. n. 193) would
alter all these passages of the grammarians so as to

make them say, that the whole number of metro-
nomi was fifteen, and that ten were for the city and
five for the Peiraeeus, because the sitophylaceo were
distributed in the some manner. But there does
not appear sufficient ground for such a hold altera-

tion, and it seems at any rate probable that the
number of these officers, as the grammarians state,

was necessarily greater in the port-town than in

the city, for there most have been more business

fur them in the Peimeeus than at Athens, whirh
wns not the case with thesitophylaces. The duties

of the metronomi were to watch that the weights
and measures used by tradesmen and merchants
should have the size and weight prescribed br
law, and either to punish offiendera or to receive

complaints against them, for the real nature of the
juri^iction of the metronomi it not knoam. (Meier
and Schbinann, AU. Froc. p. 93, &c.) [L. S.]

MKTROTf)LIS. (Coi.onia. p. 313, b.]

MILLIA'RF^ MILLIA'RIUM, or MILLE
P.-VSSUUM (jilKioy)^ the Roman mile, consisted

of 1 000 paces ( fxjssus) of 5 feet each, and wns
therefore » 5000 feet. Taking the Hoinen foot at

11*6496 English inches, the Human mile would
be 1618 English yards, nr 142 yards less than tho

English statute mile. By another calculation, in

which the foot is taken at 11*62 inches, the mile
would be a little more than 1614 yards. fMxN-
stTHA.] The number of Roman miles in a degree
of a large circle of the earth is a very little more
than 75. The Homan mile contained 0 Greek
stadia. I'ho most common term for the mile is

mille passuum, or only the initials M. 1*.
;
some-

times tho word passuum is omitted. (Cic. ad Att.

iii. 4 ;
Sallust, Jufj. e. 1 14).

The mile stones along tho Roman roads were
called miUiana. They w'ore also called luiddes;

thus w’e have ad tertium lapiiinu (or without the

word lapidrm) for 3 miles from Home, fur Home
is to bo understood as the starting-point w hen no
other place is mentioned. Sometimes w’e have in

full ab /.’ric, or a Itoma. (Plin. //. .V. xxxiii. 1*2.

s. 56 ; Varro, Ii. H. iii. 2.) The laying down of

the mile-stones along the Homan roads is commonly
ascribed to C. Gracchus, on the authority of a pas-

sage in Plutarch ( Graceh. 6, 7), which only proves

that Gracchus erected mile-stones on the roads

which he made or repaired, without at all imply-

ing that the system had never been used Itefnn*.

There are passAges in the histori.ans, whore milr-

stones are sjKiken of as if they bad existed much
earlier ; but such passages ore not decisive

;
they

may bo anticipatory anachronisms. (Liv. v. 4 ;

Flor. ii. 6 ; comp. Justin, xxii. 6. § 9.) A more
important testimony is that of Polybius (iii 39),
who expressly states that, in his time, that part of

the high re.-ui from Spain to Italy, which lay iu

Gaul, was provided with mile-stones.

Tiic system wns brought to perfection by An-
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gostiM, probably in connection with that recosurc-

ment of the roiula of the empire, which was set

on foot by Julius Caesar, and the results of which

are recorded in the so-called Antonine Itinerary.

Augustus set up a gilt marble pillar in the forum

at Home, to mark the central point from which

the great roads diverged to the several gates of

Rome (Dion Cass, liv, 8 ; Plut Galb, 24). It n-ns

called the Milliarium Aureum; and its position is

defined as being in capite liotnani Fori (PI in. H.N.
6. 8. 9), tub aetiem Satumi (Tac. Hist. i. 27).

Some remains of it still exist, cloee to the Arch of

Septimius Sevorus, consisting of a round hose and
a piece of fine marble 4^ feet in diameter, the whole

being about 10 feet high. (Pktner u. Bunsen,

Deechrtib. d. Stadt Rom. vol. iii. pt 1. p. 73, pt. 2.

p. 102 ; Plainer u. Urlichs, lieschreib. Roms, p. 20.)

It seems that the marble pillar was covered, on

each of its faces, with tablets of gilt bronze
;
but

whether the information engraved upon them con-

sisted simply of a list of the chief places on each

road, with their distances, or whctlier there was
a sort of map of each set of roads with the dis-

tances marked upon them, is now unknown. 1 1 is

also uncertain whether the miles began to be

reckoned fiom the pillar itself, or from the city

gates. (See De la Nauze, in the Mem. de VAoad.

dot Inter, vol. zxviii. p. .^8, &c. ; Ideler, in the

Abkandl. d. DerL Acad. 1812, pp. 134, 164.)

The Milliarium Aureum at Byzantium, erected

by Constantine in imitation of that of Augustus,

was a largo building in the forum Augusteum,
near the church of S. Sophia. (Sea Buchholz, in

the Zeitschri/l fur Alterthumswisaentchafi, 1845,
No. 100, &c.)

London also had its Milliarium Aureum, a frag-

ment of which still remains, namely, tho cele-

brated London Stone, which may be seen affixed

to the wall of St. Swithin’s Church in (knnon
Street.

From this example it may be inferred that the

chief city of each province of tho empire had its

Milliarium Aureum.
The ordinary milliaria alonj^ the roads were

blocks or pillars of stone, inscnl>ed with some or

all of the following points of information: (1)
the distance, which was expressed by a number,

with or without M. P. prefixed
: (2) the places

between which the road extended
: (3) the name

of the constructor of the road, and of the emperor

to whose honour the work was dedicated. Several

of these inscriptions remain, and arc collected in

the following works : Grater, C. I. pp. cli. Ac.

;

Muratori, Thes. vol. L pp. 447, Ac.
;

Orelli, Inter.

Lai. ad. Nos. 1067, 3330, 4877 ;
and especially

Bergier, Hisl. det grands Chemins des Rom. vol. iL

pp. 757, &C,, Bruxelles, 1728, 4to.

On some of these mile-stones, which have been

found in Qaul, the distances are marked, not only

in Roman miles, but also in Gallic Leugae, a

measure somewhat greater than the Roman mile.

(Fur some further details respecting these extant

mile -stones, see the article Milliarium in the Real-

Eneyclop. d. Class. Altertk., to which the foregoing

article is considerably indebted.) [ P. S.]

MIMUS {pittas) is the name by which, in

Greece and at Rome, a species of the drama was
designated, though the Roman mimus differed

essentially from tho Greek pipes.

The (jrcck mimus seems to have originated

among the Greeks of Sicily and southern Italy,

MIMUS. 76.3

and to have consisted originally of extempory re-

presentations or imitations of ridiculous occurrences

of common life at certain festivals, like the Si>artan

deicelistac. At a later period these rude repre-

sentations acquired a more artistic form, which was
brought to a high degree of perfection by S«jphron

of Syracuse (about 420 ac.). He wrote his pieces

in the popular dialect of tho Dorians and a kind of
ty’thmical prose. (Quinctil. L 8.) The mimes of

Sophron are desiguated as pipoi airovSaioi, which
were probably of a more serious and ethical cha-

racter, and pipoi ylbotot, in which ridiculous buf-

foonery preponderated. Such mimes remained after

the time of Sophron a favourite amusement of tho

Greeks, and Philistion of Magnesia, a contemporary
of Augustus, was a celebrated actor in them. (See
Muller, Dor. iv. 7. § 5.)

Among the Romans the word mimus was ap-
plied to a species of dramatic plays os well ns to

the persons who acted in them. It is certain that

the Romans did not derive their mimus from tho

Greeks in southern Italy, but that it was of native

growth. The Greek mimes were written in prose,

and the name pipos was never applied to an actor,

but if used of a person it signified one w'ho made
grimaces. The Roman mimes were imitations of
foolish and mostly indecent and obscene occurrences

(Ovid, Trist. ii. 515 ;
Valer. Max. ii. 6. § 7, x. 1 1),

and scarcely differed from comedy except in con-
sisting more of gestures and mimicry than of spoken
dialogue, which was not the case in the Greek
mimes. The dialogue was, indeed, not excluded
from the Roman mimes, but was only interspersed

in various parts of the representation, while the
mimic acting continued along with it and uninter-

ruptedly from the beginning to the end. of a piece.

At Rome such mimes seem originally to have been
exhibited at funerals, where one or more persons

(mimi) represented in a burlesque manner the life*

of the deceased. If there were several mimi, one
of them, or their leader, was called archimimus.
(Suet respas. 1 9 ;

Grater, Inscript. 1 089. 6.)

During the latter period of the republic such
farces were also represented in theatres

;
but it

appears that they did not attain any high degree
of perfection before the time of Caesar, for it is not
until then that writers of mimes are mentioned

;

CiL Matius, Decius Lal>erius, and Publ. Syras
were the most distinguished among them. (Gellius,

XV. 25 ; Suet. Caes. 39 ; Cic. ad Fam. xii. 1 8.)

These coorso and indecent performances, of which
Sulla was very fond, had greater charms for tho

Romans than the regular drama : hence the}’ were
not only performed on the stage, but even nt re-

posts in the houses of private persons. On tho

stage they were performed as farces after tragedies,

and during the empire they gradually supplanted

the place of the Atellanoe. The exact time, how-
ever, w'hcn the Atellanae yielded to the mimes is

uncertain. It was peculiar to the actors in these

mimes, neither to wear masks, nor the cothurnus,

nor the soccus, whence they are sometimes called

planipedes. (Diomed. iil 487 ;
Gellius, L 11;

Macrob. Sal. ii. 1.) As the mimes contained

scenes taken from common life, such as exhibited

its most striking features, their authors are some-
times called biologi or ethologi (Cic. pro Rabir. 12,

de Oral. ii. 59), and the works themselves were
distinguished for their richness in moral sentences.

That distinguished and living persons were some-

times exposed to ridicule in these mimes, is clear
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froin J. CHpiUilitnui (Af. Anl. Philos, c. 29). (Com-
p;»re Ileuvona, CoUtrioA. Litfr^ir. t p. 51, &c. ;

Onann, AnoJttcL criU i. p. 67, &c. ; Ziegler, IM
Atimis I{otnanorum.t Giittin;;. 1788). (D.&]
MINA. [TAl.fcNTrjM.J

MINOR, [CUHATOR
;
iNFANa]

MINU'TIO CA PITIS. [Caput.]
MIKMILLO'NI'IS. [OLADiAToRBS,p.575,b.]
MI'SSIO. [Exeruiti-s, p.499, b.)

MrSSIO. [Gladiatorks, p. 575, a.]

M I STI lOTIlUUI {iiiaQo<p6poi). [M brck-

NARII.]

MISTHOSEOS DIKE (fiia$<i<r*tss S.'ioj), also

called fiic6u><T«<n5 qXkov is the action brouf^ht

opiinat a frimrdian for either havinj? neglected to

make profitable use of the pro|XTty of his ward, or

for having made no use of it at all. Use might be
made of such propicrtv either by letting it, if it

consisted of lands or houses, or by putting it out

to interest, if it consisted of capital. The ^iicn

fiurOuxTftts must have lieen of a twofold character,

cither puldic or private, that is, it might be brought

aguiiiist tlie guardian, during the minority of bis

ward, by any person who look an interest in the

w'plfaro of the orphan, or it was brought by the

orjili.'in himself after his coming of age. Complaints

of this kind were brought before the first orchon.

In aiaos where the gnardrin would not or could

not occupy himself with the administration of the

pDjx'rty of his ward, he might request the nrchon

to let the whole sulislance of his ward's property

to tlic highest bidder, provided the testator had
not expressly forbidden this mode of acting in bis

will. (Deinusth. c. AjJiob. p. 8.17 ;
compare 85,1,

857 ;
Dys. r. IHoyit. p. 906.) The letting of such

projiorty took phace by auction, and probably in tlic

presence of a court of justice, for wc read that the

court decided in coses where objections were mode
against the t>-rms of letting the property. (Isaous,

d*i Pkiloctcm. hered, p. 141, &c.) The [lerson who
took the property bad to \vxy an annual per-

centage for the right of using it, and this percent-

age frcijuenUy amounted to more tlmn 12 per cent,

per tumum. If one man alone was unwilling to

take the whole property on such conditions, it

might be divided and let to several persons sepa-

rately. (Isacus, de A(rntcl, h^rretl. p. 13.) The
tenant or tenants of the property of an orphan had
to give security (dvorl^Tj/ia) fur it, and to mort-

gage (droTi/ifi') his own esUiU*, and the archon

sent especial persons, &iroT(^T7Tai, to value his pro-

perty, and to ascertain whether it was equivalent

to that of the orphaiu ( Suidas, s. r. *AT<r-jji«;Tai.)

The technical terra for letting the property of on

orphan, whether it was done by the guardian him-

self or by the archon, w'as fuffBovy^ and those W'ho

took it were said fiiffBovcBcu rhy oJkov {oIkos here

signifies the whole substance of the property). The
tenants of the estate of an orphan had the right

and perhaps the obligation to protect it against any
other person. (Isaeiui,de //<^. Aemf. p. 289.) It

is not clear what resource was open to an orphan

against a tenant who did not fulfil his obligations,

but it is probable, that if any disputes aroao, the

guardian or the archon alone wore answerable and
had to procure justice to the orphan.

(Meier and Schomann, JW. y*roc. pp. 295, 532;
Bdckh, /W. Econ. p. 355, &c., 2d cd.) [L. S.]

I^IISTHOU DIKE (fuo0ov Si'ftT} or futT0w<rfas

tlmj) u the name of a private action W'hich might
be brought against persons who refused to pay for
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services which had been perfonned for them, pro.

vided it had been agreed that they should be paid

for
;
and, secondly, against persons who either had

not or had imperfectly perfonned the services for

which lb<‘y were paid. It made no difference

whether the service was perfonned by physical or

intellectual powers, as teachers, sophists, actors,

authors, and similar persons were paid at Athens
(Bikkh, PtdJ. Ecotu i. § 21), ami it is natural to

suppose that those persons, like others, mode agree-

ments, cither written or by word of mouth, re-

specting the remuneration to be given to them. In

case either parly thought themselves wronged they
might bring the ^laQov against the other.

Protagoras had WTitten n book called 8i«n) mr«p

fiiaQov^ and an instance is recorded of an action of

this kind in which he demanded payment of one
of his pupils. (Diog. LoerL ix. 8. § 8.) It is not

improbable that his work contained an account of

this law-suit. (Meier and Schumann, Att. Prttc.

p.534, &c.) [L.a]
MITHA (jufrpa), signified in general a band of

any kind, and was used specifically to indii-ate,

I. A belt or girdle worn by warriors round the

waist [Zona.] 2. A brood hand of cloth worn
round the head, to which the name of anadenut
was sometimrs given. [Coua, p. 329, b.] 3. In
later times, a band worn round the bosom by women,
which the Greeks usually called and
the Homans fascia pettoruHs or strojikium, (Hccker,

Citarikles^ vol. ii. p. 329.) [ Earcia ; StruI’IIIUM.]

MIXTA ACTIO. [Actio.]

MNA (mfo). [Talxntum.]
MNE'.MATA, MNEMEIA Ou*^>«*Ta, pm-

/*«<«)• [
Fl’Nur, p. 556, n.)

MNOIA (pvola). [Cosiii.]

MOCH LUS (poxf^is). [Janua.]
MO'DIOLUS, the diminutive of Monies, is

used for various kinds of small vessels
; among

others, fur the buckets on the edge of the iym-
panuiHy by which water was raised (Viiruv. x.

lU), and generally for any kind of bucket or
small cistern in hydraulic machinery (75. 12, 13) ;

for the well of an oil press (C^U Ii. Ii. 20) ; for

the box of a wheel (Plin. If. A^ »x. 4. s. 3 ; Vitruv.

X. 14) ; and for other kiiKls of sockets (Vitruv. x«

18). [P.S.]
MO'DIUS, the principal diy* measure of tho

Hrinuuis, was equal to oiK--third of the amphom
(Volusius Maecianus, Festus, Priscian, ap. ^Vu^n,

§ 67), and w*as therefore equal to nearly two gal-

lons English. It contained 16 jniTam, 32 h^mintic,

64 guarturii^ 128 actialaUa^ and 192 ejpUhi. Com-
part with the Greek diy measure, it was l-Gtli

of the Mediunvs. Its contents weighed, accord-

ing to Pliny, 20 posnds of Gallic w’bcat, which
was the lightest known at Rome. Farmers mnda
use of vessels holding 3 and 10 modii (Colum. xii.

18. §5). The third port of the jugenim was
sometimes called modius. [P. S.]

MO'DULUS (Ipidryff), tbo standard measure
used in determining the ports of an architectural

order. It a'os originally the lower diameter of

the column
;

but V'itruvius takes, in the Doric

order, the lower semidiameter for the module, re-

taining the whole diameter in the other orders.

Modern architects use the semidiaraeter in all the

orders. The system of dividing the module into

minutes was not used by tbc ancient architects,

who merely used such fractional parts of it ns were
convenient. The absolute length of the modulo
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dopendft, of courts, on the dimonsioni of the edi-

fice: ihu* Vilrurius direct* that, in a Doric tetm-

(>tyle portico, ]>21ith, and in a hexastyle l>44th of

the whole width should be token as the module,

if dioifttyle, or l-23rd and l-3.5th respectixcly, if

ayitrlc. (VitruT. i. 2, it. 3, y. 9).

MOKNIA. fMuRL-8.]
MOICHiilAy GHAPHE. [AnuLTRRiUM.]
MOLA (jivKos\ A mill. All null* were an-

ciently made of st'^ne, the kind Uiied being a rol-

canic trachyte or porous lava (/lyn/ex, IMin. //.M
xxxvi. 30 ;

«7iocj», Virg. Aforet. 23—27 ;
pumiceat^

Uvid. Fas/, vi. 318), such as that which is now
obtained for iho samo purpose at Mayen and
other parts of the Kifel in Uhenish Prussia. This

species of stone is admirably adapted for the pur-

pose, because it is both hard and cavernous, so

that, ns it gradually wears away, it still presents

on infinity of cutting surfaces.

Every mill consisted of two essentml ports, the

upper milbstone, which was moveable (az/illtu,

t1> dmfxvKtov^ JJrut. xxiv. 8), and the lower,

which was fixed and by much the larger of the two.

Hence a mill is sometimes called mo/ae in the

plunil. The mills mentioned by ancient authors

are the following:—
I. The hand-mill, or quern, called mo/a manu-

arw, versatility or tnOaiilis. (Plin. //. iV. xxxvi.

29 ;
Gell. iii. 3 ; Cato, de Ite liusi. 10.)

The islanders of the Archipelago use in the pre-

sent day a mill, which consists of two iliit round

stones about two feet in diameter. The upper

stone is turned by a handle (xtswv;, Schol. in

Tlieucrit. iv. 38) inserted at one* side, and has a

liule in the middle into which the com is poured.

By the process of grinding the com makes its way
from the centre, and is poured out in the state of

fluuratihe rim. (Tournefort, I 9.) The
description of this machine exactly agrees with

that of the Scottish quem, formerly an indispensable

part of domestic furniture, (Pennant, Tour in Scot-

iandy 1769, p. 231 ;
and 1772, p. 328.) There can

be no doubt that this is the fiour-mill in its most

ancient form. In a very imprt>rcd state it h.as

been discovered at Pompeit The annexed wood-

cut shows two which were found standing in the

ruins of a bakehouse. In the left-hand figure the

lower millstone only is shown. The most essential

pan of it is the cone, which is surmounted by a

^ijection containing originally a strong iron pivot.

The upper millstone, seen in its place on the right

hand of the woodcut, approaches the form of on

hour-gbua, consisting of two hollow cones, jointed
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together at the apex, and provided at this pf»int

w'ith a socket, by which the upper stone was sus-

pended upon the iron pivot, at the same time

touching on all sides the lower stone, and with
which it was intended to revolve. The upper
stone aws surrounded at its narrowest part with a
strong bond of iron ; and two bars of wood were
inserted into sqiuirc holes, one of w'hich appears in

the figure, and were used to turn the upper stone.

The uppemiost of the two hollow cones served the

purpose of a hopper. The corn with which it was
filled, gradually fell through the neck of the upper
stone upon the summit of the lower, and, as it pn>-

ceeded down the cone, was ground into Hour by
the friction of the two rough surfuccs, and fell on
all sides of the base of ttie cone into a channel

fomted for its reception. The mill here represented

is fire or six feet high.

The hand-mills were worked among the Grei ka
and Homans by slaves. Their pistrinum was con-

sequently pmverbial as a place of painful and de-

grading labour
; and this toil was imposed princi-

piilly on women. (Horn. 0*1. rii. ItU
j
Kxod. xL

5 ; Matt. xxiv. 41.)

In every large establishment the hand-mills were
numerous in pn»portion to the extent of the family.

Thus in the ptilacc of Ulysses there were twelve,

each turned by a separate female, who w'ns obliged

to grind every day the fixed quautity of com before

she was permitted to cease from her labour. {Od.

XX, 105— 1 19 ; compare Cato, de lie /»W. 56.)

II. The caule-niill, »io/a astaana (Cato, de lio

littst. 10 ; Matt, xviii. 6) in which human labour

was 8U[<pHcd by the use of an ass or some other

animal. (Ovid, /-oW. vi. 318.) The aninuil devoted

to this labour was blind-fulilcd. (Apul. Met. ix.)

The mill did not diiTer in its construction from tho

larger kinds of hand-mill,

III. The water-mill {mola aquariuy WpoA/rijr),

The first water-mill, of which any record is pre-

served, was connected with the palace of Mitiiri-

dutes in I'ontus. (Strabo, xli. 3. § 30.) That
water-mills were ust-d at Rome is manifest from

the description of them by Vitruvius (x. 5. ed.

Schneider). A cx^cd wheel, attached to the axis

of the water wheel, turned another which was
attached to the axis of the upper mill-stone: the

com to be ground fell between the stones out of a
hop|>cr {i»/undiltulwn)y which w'as fixed above

them. (Sec aLso Brunck, Atud. ii. 119; Pallnd. de

He Hust. i. 42.) Ausonius, .ns quoted below,

mentions their existence on the Huwer ne.ir Treves

;

and V'enantius Fortuiiatus, describing a cistle

built in the sixth centur}* on the banka of the Mo-
selle, makes distinct mention of a tail-race, by
which the tortuous stream is conducted in a

straight channel." (/*oc/n. iii. 10.)

IV. Tho flootuig-mill. When Rome was be-

sieged by the Goths, a. d. 536, and when the stop-

pngc of tho aqueducts rendered it impossible to uso

the public corn-mills {ol rijs fivKssuss) in

the Jauiculum, so that the citizens were in danger

of starvation, Bclisarius supplied their place by
erecting floating-mills upon the Tiber. Two boats

being moored at the distance of two feet from each

other, a water-wheel, suspended on its axis betw’ecn

them, was turned by the force of the stream, and
put in motion tho stones for grinding the com, by
which the lives of the besieged were preserved,

(Procop. de Ikllo OoikicOy L 15.)

V. The saw mill. Ausonius mentions mills
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nituatcd on some of the fttrcanu falling into the

Moselle^ and UAod for cuttmg marble uito slabs.

362, 363.)

VI. The peppor-milL A mill for grinding pep-

per, made of boxwood, is mentioned by Petronius

(jruUea jtijier triviiy Sat- 74), [J. Y.]
MONA^RCHIA {fiovapx^\ ft general name

for any form of government in which the supreme

fnnetioni of political administration are in the

hands of n single person. The term fJMvapx^^ i>

applied to such governments, whether they are ho-

reditar)* or elective, legal or usarped. In its com-

monest application, it is equivalent to /ScuviAc/o,

whether absolute or limitetL Bat the rule of on
oesymaWes or a tyrant would equally be called a

(Arist. Pol. iii. 9, 10, iv. 8; Plato,

PoHt p. 291 , c. e. p. 302, d. e.). Hence Plutarch

uses it to express the Latin dictatura. It is by a

somewhat rhetorical use of the word that it is ap-

plied now and then to the (Eurip. Sup^.
352

;
Arist Pol, iv. 4.) Fora more detailed ex-

amination of the subject the reader is referred to

the article Uix, Archon, Tyrannus, Pr\'tanis,

Aksymnbter, Taocs. [C. P. M.]
MON ETA, the mint or the place where money

was coined. The mint of Rome w*ns a building on

the Capitoline, and attached to the temple of Juno
Moneta, as the aerorium was to the temple of

Saturn. (Liv. vi. 20.) This temple was vowed by
Camillua, and dedicated in 344 B.c. on the spot

where the house of M. Manlius Capitolinus had
once been standing. (Liv, viL 28 ; Ov. /<«<. vi.

183.) Some writers describe the art of coining as

having been known to the Italians from the earliest

times, and assign its invention to Janos (Macrob.

So/, i. 7 ; Athen. xv. p. 692) ;
but this and

similar accounts are nothing more than fables.

The statement of Piiny (//. M xxxiii. 3), who as-

signs the invention of coining to Serviiis Tullius,

has som >what more of an historical aspect ; and he

derives the immo pecunia from the circumstance that

the coins were originally marked with the imago

of some animal. The earliest Roman coins w’crc of

aes [Axs], and not struck, but cast in a mould.

(See the representation of such a mould on page

545.) The moulds, however, were sometimes with-

out any figure and merely shaped the metal, and

in this case, the image as well os the name of the

gens, Ac., were struck upon it by means of a ham-
mer upon an anvil on which the form was fixed.

As the strokes of the hammer were not always

equ.al, one coin though equal in value with another

might differ from it in thickness and shape.

Greater (npiality was produced at the time when

the Romans b<'gan to strike their money
; but

when this custom became general, is not knoRTi.

Respecting the changes which were intn>duced at

Home at various times in the coimoge see Acs, As,

Arubvti’m, Aurvm, and Ncumcr.
In the early times of the republic we do not

rend of any officers who were charged with the

superintendence of the mint ; and respecting the

introduction of such officers we have but a very

vague statement of Pomponius. (Dig. 1. tit. 2,

§ 30.) Their name was triumviri monctales, and

Niebuhr of Rome^ iiL p. 646) thinks that

they were introduced at the time when the Ro-

mans first began to coin silver, i.s. 269 B.C. The
triumviri monetales hod the whole superintend-

ence of the mint, and of the monev* that was coined

ha it. A great number of coizas, both of gold and
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silver, is signed by these triumvirs in the fol-

lowing imanner:— III. VIR. AAAFF, that is,

^riumcir 3«ro, atyenlo, acre flnndo feriundo (Cic.

<U Ijog. iii. 3 ; P. Manut. ttd Cie. ud /’’am. vii.

13) or III. VIR. A.P.F. that U, ad pteunian
ferittndam. Other coins on the other hand do not
bear the signature of a triumvir monetalis, but the
inscription CUR. X. FL. S. C. u e. curator df^u-
riontm fandorum ex eenaiuwnsulto^ or arc signed
by praetors, aediles, and quaestors. Caesar not
only increased the number of the triumviri mone-
tales to four

;
whence some coins of his time bear

the signature II II. VIR. A.P.F., but entrusted

certain slaves of his own with the superintendence

of the mint. (Suet, Caet. 76 ; compare Cic. Philip.

viL 1.) The whole regulation and management of
tho Roman mint and its officers during the time of

the republic is invoR-ed in very great obscurity.

The coining of money at Rome was not a privi-

lege belonging exclusively to the slate, but from

ibe coins still extant wo must infer that every
Roman citizen bad the right to have his own gold

and silver ('oined in the public mint, and midcr the

suporintendoicc of its officers. The individual or
gens who had their metal coined, stated its name
as well M the value of the coin. This was a kind
of guarantee to the pttblic, and nearly all tho coins

of the repiiblican period coined by a gens or an in-

dividiKil bear a mark staling their value. As long

as the republic herself used pure silver and gold,

bad money docs not seem to have been coined by
any one ; but when, in 90 a c., the tribune Liviiis

Drusus aiiggested the expediency of mixing tho

silver which was to bo coined with one-eighth of

copper, a temptation to forgeiy was given to the

people, and it appears henceforth to have occurred

frequently. As early as the year 86 n. c. forgery

of mnn. y was carried to such an extent, that no
one was sure whether the money he possessed was
genuine or false, and the praetor M. Marius (Jrati-

dianus saw the nec^-ssity of interfering. (Cic. tie

Qf^. iii 20.) He is said to have discovered a
means of testing money and of distinguishing tho
good from the bad denarii (Plin. H.N. xxxiii

46.) In what this mc:ms (insisted is not clear
; but

some method of examining silver coins must have
been known to the Romans lung betbre this time.

(Liv. xxxii. 2.) Sulla inilicU'd heavy punish-

ment upon the coiners of false money
; his law

remained in force during the empire, and not

only false coining, but any crime connected with
the deterioration of money, was gradually made to

come under it. In the iitcst times of tho empire

false coining u'ns treated ns a crimen mnjestntis.

.All Roman money was generally coined at Home,
but in some particular cases the mints of other

Italian towns, ns in the provinces, were used ; for

we must remember, that during the time of tho

republic, subject countries and provinces were not

deprived of the right of toining their own money.
This right they even retained under the entpire for

a long time, though with some modifications ; for

while some places were allowed to coin their

money as before, others were obliged to have upon
their coins the head of the emperor, or of some
member of his family. Silver and gold, however,
were coined only in places of the first rank. When
all Italy received the Roman franchise, all the

Italians used the Roman money, and in conse-

quence lost the right to coin their own.

It has been stated above, that probably every
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Roman cllizon bad the riplit to have bis gold and

silver coined, but none had tlic ri^lit to put his

own image upon a coin, and not even Sulla

ventured to act contrary to this custom. The
coins appiircntly of the republican period with

the portraits of individuals, were^ according to

Ecklicl, coined at a later time, and by the de-

scendants of those persons whose portmits are

given. Citesar was the first to whom this privi-

lege was gnintcd, and his examplo wns followed

by many others, as we see from the coins of Sext.

Poni|)eiu8. The emperors assumed the right to

put either their own images or those of members of

their families upon their corns.

From the time of Augustus, the triumviri, gene-

rally speaking, no longer put their names on any
coin, and it became the exclusive privilege of the

emperor to coin silver and gold. The senate en-

tnisted with the administnition of the aenirium

retained only the right of coining coj>per, whence
almost all copper coins of this period are marked
with S. C. or EX S. C. But this lasted only till

the time of Qallienus, when the right of coining all

money became the exclusive privilege of the em-
perors. As, however, the vast exU'nt of the empire

rendered more than one mint nect'ssary, we find

that in several provinces, such os Gaul and Spain,

Homan money was coined under the superin-

tendence of quaestors or proconsuls. Homan colo-

nies and provinces now gradually censed to coin

their owm money. In the western parts of the

empire this must have taken place during the first

century of our atara, but in the Etist the Homan
money did not become universal till after the time

of Gallienus. From the time of the emperor

Aurelian a great number of cities of the empire

possessed mints in which Homan money was coined,

and during the latter period of the empire the su-

pi'rintendcnts of mints are called procuratorcs or

praepositi monetae.

The persons who were employed ns workmen in

a mint were called monetarii. Their number at

Home apj>cnr8 to have been verj' great during the

latter p-riod of the empire, for in the reign of

Aurelian they nearly produced a most dangerous

rebellion. (Aurel. Viet, de Cues. 35 ;
Vopisc

AurcL 33.) They seem generally to have been

freedmen. (Murat. Jnacript. 968. n. 5.)

In Greece cverj' free and independent city had

the right to coin its own money. Sparta and
Byzantium arc said to have only coined iron money
(Pollux, vii. 106), but no ancient iroiv coin has

ever been found. Respecting the time when money
was first coined in Greece, sec Argentum and
Nu.m m U.S. The Greek tenn for money was ySfxiafia,

from v6txoa, because the determination of its value

was fixed by law or contract (Aristot EUtic. v. 8.)

The mint at Athens was called iprfvpoKoirflav.

[Argvrocopeion.] We do not hear of any
officers connected with the management or the

superintendence of the Athenian mint. IIow far

the right of coining money was a privilege of the

central government of Attica is unknown. But
the extant coins show that at least some domes of

Attic.'! had the right of coining, and it is probable

that the government of Athens only watched over

the weight and the purity of the metal, and that

the people in their assembly had the right of regu-

lating everything concerning the coining of money.

(.\ri»toph. Ecdc4. 810, 6ic.) The Attic gold and

silver coins were alw.ays of very pure metal, and

we have only one instance in which the state at a
time of great distress used bad metal. This was
in the archonship of Antigencs and Callias, B. c.

407 and 406. (Aristoph. /fun. 673, with the Schol.,

and 678.) Individuals who coined bad money'

were punished with death. (Demosth. c. I^pt.

p. 508 ; No,mismato8 Diapiioras Dike.) Tho
place where money wns coined is always indicated

on Greek coins
;
cither the name of the place is

stated, or some symbolical representation of the

place, as the owl on Athenian and a peacock on
Siimiau coins. These symbols are generally of a
religious nature, or connected with the worship of

the gods or heroes.

For further information on this subject seo

Eckhel, fJoctrina Xuvwrum Vetrrum^ and especially

the Prolegomena generalia in vol. i. ; Dureuu de la

Malle, Economic I'oliiitptc de$ liomuina.

MONF.TA'RII, [Moneta.]
MON I'LE (Sppos), a necklace. NtTkltices were

worn by both sexes among the most polished of

those nations which the Greeks called barbarous,

especially the Indians, the Egyptians, and the Per-

sians. [Armilla.] Greek and Homan females

adopted them more jiarticularly ns a bridal orna-

ment (Lucan, ii. 361 ;
Claud, de vi. cons. Honor.

527.)

Tho simplest kind of necklace was the monile

bacentum, or bend necklace (Virg. Jen. i. 657 ;

Ijamprid. A/. Her. 41), which consisted of berries,

small 8phe^^8 of glass, amethyst, &c., stnmg to-

gether. This is very' commonly shown in ancient

paintings. (See woodcut, p. 136.) The head of

Minerva at page 566, cxliibits a frequent modifi-

cation of the bead necklace, a n>w of drops hanging
below the beads. These dmps, when worn, arrange

themselves upon the neck like rays proceeding

from a centre. To this class of necklaces belongs

one in the Egyptian collection of the British Museum
(sec the annexed woodcut), in which small golden

lizjirds alternate with the drops. The figure in the
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woodcut imtucdiaUily underneath this exhibit* the

ft-nlnil ptirlion of a vm' ancient and exquisitely

wrought necklace, which was found at S. Afjatha,

near Naples, in the sepulchre of a Greek lady. It

has 71 {>endanU. Above them is a band consisting

of several rows of the close chain-work, which we
now call Venetian. [Catena.] We also give

here the central portions, exhibiting the patterns of

three splendid gold necklaces, purchased from the

Prince of Canino for the British Museum. These

were found in Etruscan tombs. The ornaments

consist of circles, lozenges, rosettes, jvy-l- aves, and

hippocnmpL A heart depends from the centre of

one of the necklaces.

The necklace was sometimes made to resemble a
serpent coiled al>out the neck of the wearer, as was

the case with that given ns a nuptial present by

Venus to Harmonia, which was ornamented in so

clalioratc a manner, that Nonnui devote* .^0 lines

of his />iony>naca (r. 125, &c.) to its descrip-

tion. This same necklace afterwards appears in

the mythology as the hril>e by which Eriphylc was
templed to betrar her husband. (Apollodor. iiL 4.

§ 2, iii. G. 2—6 j
Diod. iv.65, v. 49 ;

Serv. in

^cn. vi. 445.)

The beauty and splendour, ns well ns the v'aliic

of necklaces, were enhanced by the insertion of

p^'arls and precious stones, which were strung to-

gether by means of linen thread, silk, or w’ircs and
links of gold. For this purpose emeralds, or other

Slones of a greenish hue (smara/fr/i)^ were often

employed (virii/cs Juv. vi. 363). Aml>er

ncckbces are mentioned in the Odyssey (xv. 459,

xriii. 295). Some account of the various kinds of

links is given in the article Catena. The hooks

or clasp* for fastening the necklace behind the neck

were also various, and sometimes neatly and in-

geniously contrived. Besides a band encircling the

neck, there wis sometimes a second or even a third

row of oniamenis, which hung lower dowm, passing

over the breasL (Horn. Uymn. ii. in Ten. 11 ;

/on(/rs Ovid. Mrt. x. 264 ; Biittiger, SaOiua^

vol. ii. p. 129.)

Very valuable necklaces were sometimes placed,

as dediciilcd offering*, upon the statues of Minerva,

Venus, and other goddesses (Sucton. 6W5. 13),

and this was in accordiince w'ith the dcscriptioo of

their attire given by the poets. (Horn. Hymn. 1. in

l>a. 33.) Horses and other favonritc animals

were atst) adonied with splendid necklaces (aureu,

Virg. Aat. viL 278 ;
tiernmnia Ovid. Afet,

X. 1 13 ;
Cbudian, Efiii/. xxxvi. 9 ;

A. GolL v, 5).

[TonqrKs ] [J- Y.]
MUNOPO'DIUM. fMENSA.]
MONOPTKHOS. [Tkmi-lum.]
MOXOXYLON. [Navih.]

MOXUMKNTUM. [Funts p.561, a.]

^lOUA. The fact of on obligntio not Ixung

dischaiged at the time when it is due, i* followed

by imjiorlant consequences, which cither may de-

pend on the nature of the contract, or may depend

on nile* of positive law. After such delay the

creditor is empowered to use all b-gal means to

obtain satisfaction for his demand : he may bring

his action against his debtor or against those who
have beemne securities fur him, and, in tlic case of

pledge, he may sell the thing and pay himself out

of the proceeds of the sale. For j>articular cases

there are particular provisions : for instance, the

purelituer of a thing after receiving it, must pay
iiiU'rcst on the purchase money, if there is delay in

j
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paying it after the time fixed for payment (Dig,
19*. tit 1. 8. 13. §20.) Tlie rule is the same as to

debts due to the Fiscus, if they arc not paid when
they are due. If a colonus was behind in payment
of his rent for two years, the ownier (locator) might
eject him (Dig. 19. tit 2. s. 54. § 1): and a man
lost the right to his emphyteusis, if he delayed the

|»ymeut of what was due (canon) fur three years.

These were cases of delay in which there was
simply a non-fulfilment of the obligntio at the

proper time ; and the term Mora is sometimes ap-

plied to such cases. But that which is properly

Mom is when there U delay on the part of him
who owes a duty, and culpa can be imputed to

him. Some modent w riter* are of opinion that all

delay in a person discharging an obligatio is Mom,
except there be some impediment which is created

by causes beyond the debtor's control. But there

are many reasons for the opinion that Mora in its

proper sense alw’ays implied some culpa on tho
part of the debtor. This is proved by the general

rule as to the necessity of intcrpeltntio or demand
of the creditor (si intorpellatus opportuno loco non
so[vcrit, quod apud judiccra examinabitur)

; by
the rules alK)ut excusationcs a inora, which only
have a meaning on the supposition that leal mom
is not alw'nys to l>e imputed to a nuui, though

there may delay in the discharge of an obli-

gntio. That this is the true meaning of Mora is

also shown b3* the terms used with reference to it

(per cum sletit, per cum factum cst quominus, &c.).

This view is confinnod also by the rule that in

every case of Mora the particular circumstances

are to be considered, a nilc which plainly implies

that tho bare fact of dclav' is not necessary to con-

stitute Mura. In a passage of Papinian (Dig. 12.

tiul. 8.5) the doctrine that bare delay does not

constitute legal Mora is clearly expressed.

When Mora could be legaliv* imputed to a man,
he w*as liable to loss in man}' cases when he other-

wise would not be liable: as if a man was bound
to give a thing and it was lost or dcstroved, he
was to boar the loss, if the fault was his, tliat is,

if real culpose inora could be imputed to him. (Dig.

12. tit. I. 8.5.) In cases w’here a man did not

pay money when he ought, he was liable to pay
interest if legal Mora could l>e imputed to him.

In bonne fidei contractus interest (usurac) was
duo if there was legal inora. (Vaiigerow, Pan-

<(*c. Hi. p. 138; Thibaut, d’c. u

§ 96, &c.
;
Dig. 22. tit. 1.) [G. L.]

^lOU.-V. (F..xercitl's, p. 483.]

MOKTA'KIUM, also called PILA and PI-
LUM (Plin. If. A', xviii. 3 ; xx.xiii. 26), {6\fun :

Schol. in Ifrs. Ojk et Di($^ 421 ;
fyitr, ap-

parently from the root of torn’, to strike), a mortar.

lVcfr>re the invention of mills [Mola] com w'as

piundod and rubbed in mortars {}>istum\ and
hence the place for making bread, or the bake-
house, was called pUtrinum, (Sorv. in Virp. A«‘n.

i. 179.) Also long after the introduction of mitts

this was an indispensable article of domestic fumi-

ture. (Plant. Au/. i 2. 17 ; Cato, de Re 74
—76 ; CJolum. de He HuH, xii. 55.) Hesiod (t c.),

enumerating the w’oodcn utensils neccs.«aiy to a
farmer, directs him to cut a mortar three feet, and
a pestle (uir«po»’, Kofivov^ pudillum) three cubits

long. Both uf these were evidently to be made
from straight portions of the tninkfc or branches of

trees, and the thicker and shorter of them was to

be hollowed. Thc}' might then be used in the
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numncr rrpreicntcd in a painting on the tomb of

Hcmoies III. at Thebes (see woodcut, left-hand

6giire taken from Wilkinson, vol. ii. p. 3K3)
;

for

there is no reason to doubt that the Egyptians and
the Greeks fashioned and used their mortars in the

some manner. (See also Wilkinson, toI. iii. p.

lU), showing three stone mortars with metal pes-

tles.) In these paintings wc may obser\e the

thickening of the pestle at both ends, and that two
men pound in one mortar, raising their pestles

alternately os is still the practice in Egypt. Pliny

(//. ^. xxxvi. 43) mentions the various kinds of

stone selected for making mortars, according to the

purposes to which they w'cre intended to serve.

Those used in pharmacy were sometimes made, as

be says, ^of Egyptian alabaster." The annexed

Woodcut shows the forms of two preserved in the

Egyptian collection of the British Museum, which
exactly answer to this description, being made of

that material. They do not exceed three inches in

height: the dotted lines mark the cavity within

each. The woodcut also shows a mortar and
pestle, made of baked white clay, which were dis-

covered, A. D. 1831, among numerous specimens of

Uonmn pottery in making the northern approaches

to I^ondnn-bridgo (wf re/ioeo/i^M, vol. xxiv. p. 199,
plate 44.)

Besides the uses already mentioned, the mortar
was employed In ^munding charcoal, rubbing it

with glue, in order to uuike black paint (atranum-

tum^ VitruY. vij. 10. cd. Schneider) ;
in making

plaster for the wails of apartments (PUn. //. N.
xxxri. 6b) ; in mixing spices and fragrant herbs

and Oowers fur the use of the kitchen (Athcn. ix.

70 ; Brunck, Anal, iii. 51) ; and in metallurgy, as

in triturating cimiahar to obtain mercury from it

by subliidation. (Plin. II, N. xxxiiu 41, xxxiv.

22.) [J. Y.]
• MOS. [Jus,p.657,a.l
MOTHACES. MOTllO'NES (fi6$axts,n6ea-

rsj)» fCiviTAS, p. 290, b.)

MUCIA'NA CAIJTIO. [C.tUTja]
MU'LLEUS. [Patricii.]

MULSUM. [ViNUM.j
MULTA. [PoxNA.]
MUNERATOR. (Gi.adiatorxr, p..57-l,a.]

MU'NICEPS, MUNICI'PIUM. [Colonia;
FoKDBRATAI CIVITATS&]
MUNUS. [Honorbs.]
MUNUS. [G1.ADUTORB8, p. 574, a.]

MUNY'CHIA (fiouvvxm)^ a festival cele-

brated in honour of Artemis Munychia. Plutarch
{de O'lor. AlK. p. 349, P.) says tliat it was insti-

tated to coDunemonUe the victory over the Per-
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slans at Snlomis, and that it was held cverv' year
on the sixteenth of Munycliion. (Compare Suidns

and Haipocrat. s. e. Mou^ox^yp.) The s.'icrifices

which were olfered to the goddess on this day
consisted of cnki^s called either be-

cause at this season the full moon was seen in tho

west at the moment the sun rose in the east, or,

as is more probable, and also coiihrmed by must
authorities, because these cakes were adunied all

round with burning candles, (.\thcn. xiv. p.645;
Guidos, s. V. 'Aydararoi

:

Hesyeb. and Ktymol,

Mag. i. V. *Aii4>i^y.) Eustathius (<»/ I/iad. xviii.)

savs that these rakes were made of cheese. [L.S.]

MUR.VL1S CORO'NA. [Corona.] .

MUREX. [TRiBiai-s.]

MU'llIES. IVB.STALES.]

MU'RRIIINA VASA, or MTJ'RREA VASA,
were first introduced into Rome by Pompey, who
dedicated cups of this kind to JupiUT Cnpitolinns.

(Plin. II. N. xxxvii, 7.) Their value was very

great (Sen. de liai^f. vii. 9, Kpitd. 119 ; Mar-
tial, ill 82. 25 ; Dig. 33. tit 10. s. 3. § 4.) Pliny

(I. r.) states that 70 talents were given for one

holding three sexlarii, and speaks of n murrbino

trulla, which cost 300 talents. Nero gave even
300 talents for a capis or drinking cup.

Pliny (xxxvii. 8) says that these murrhine
vessels came from the East, principally from places

within the Parthian empire, and chictly from Cam-
mania. He describes tliein ns made of a substance

formed by a moisture thickened in the earth by
heat, and says that they were chiefly valued on
account of their variety of colours. M<^em writers

differ much respecting the material ot which they
were composed. Some think that they were va-

riegated glass, and others that they were made of

onyx, since that stone presents a variety of colours ;

but the latter conjecture is overthrown by a pas-

sage of Lampridius {IleUogid). 32), who s]>eak8 of

onyx and murrhine vases. Most recent writers,

however, are inclined to think that they were tnio

Chinese porcelain, and quote in support of their

opinion the words of Propertius (it. 5. 26) :—
^Murreaque in Partfais (locula cocta focis."

This opinion would be rendered still more probable

if we could place dependence on the statement of

Sir W. Oell vol. L pp. 98, 99), ** that

tho porcelain of the 1*^1 was called Mirrha di

Smyrna to os late a date as 1555." (Becker,

GaUu$^ Tol. i. p. 143.)

MURUS, MOENIA (Tf7xo«). the woll of a
city, in contradistinction to Parixs (toixos), tho

wall of n house, and Mactria, a boundary wall.

Both tho Latin and Greek words appear to contain,

M a port of their root meaning, the idea of aJirm^
drong wall ; and they art* nearly always used for

walls of stone or some other massive construction.

Murus and t(7x<>^^ ^>^cd fur the outer wall

of a large building.

We find cities surrounded by massive walls at

the earliest periods of Greek and Homan histoiy,

of which we have any records. Homer speaks of

the chief cities of the Argive kingdom as
**

the

walled Tiryns,” and Mycenae the well-built

city " (//, iL 559, 569), not only thus, as in other

passages, proving the common use of such struc-

tures in tlio Homeric period, but also attesting the

great antiquity of those identical gigantic walls

which still stand at Tiiyms and Mycenae, and
other cities of Greece and luily. In Epirus, iu
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ICtniria, And in Central lulr, cspocially’ in the

valleys at the foot of the Apennines f*n iheir

wesiem side, wc find nmncroiLs remxiiiia of walls,

which are alike, inn.Mnuch as they are tompt>»cd

of immense hhveks of stones fmt le^'elher without

cement of any kind, but which diiTer from one

another in the mode of construction. Throe

nrinci[iai specie? Ciin be clearly distinguished ;
—

1.

Timt in which the innsKOs of fitwu* an* of ir-

regular shape and an' put together without any

attempt to fit th>’in into one another, tlio iiuer-

filicea lieing h>o*,ely filled in with «mriller stunei ;

na ill the walls of tho citadel «f Tiryns, u portion

of w hich is j'howii in the follow ing cugRiring: —

Annther »pf< im(>ii of the buildings at Tiryns, of

inm h more ri guLir conatniclion, may be seen at

p. 1-25.

2.

In other casca we find the blocks still of ir-

regular polygonal shapes, but of a construction

which shows b considcnblo advance upou the

former. The stones are no longer unhewn
Xldot), but their sides arc suilicicndy smoothed to

make each fit ^curatcly into the angles between

the others, and their fiicce are cut so as to give the

whole wall a tolerably smooth surface. Examples

of this sort of work are very common in EtPiria.

The engraving is taken from the walls of Larissa

in Argolis.

3.

In the third species, the blocks are laid In

horizontal courses, more or less regular (sometimes

indeed so irr^lar, that none of the horizontal joints

ore continuous), and with Tertical joints either

perpendicular or oblique, and with the joints

more or less accurately fitted. The walls of My-
cenae {H'cscnt one of the ruder examples of this

sort of structure ; and the following engraving of

the ** Lion Oate,** of that fortress (so <^ed from
the rudely sculptured figures of lions) shows also

the manner in which the gates of these three spe-

cies of walls were built, by supporting an immense
block of stone, for the lintel, upon two others, for

jambs, the latter inclining inauuds, so as to give

more space than if they were upright A very
Urge number of interesting examples of these con*
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sinjcliims will be found engraved in some of the

Works presently referred We have only spue
for tlie«‘ three characteristic 5pt*tiineiis, one of each

cluiA Neither is it here pos^jible, or at all nccessaiy,

to disenss the opinlnny of rnicicnt w-ritera, most of

whom were conU'iit with tlie jxipulnr legend whkh
assigned these works to the Cyclopes, nor the

theories of modem scholars and antiquarlnns, who
(with some of the ancients) have generally rt fem-il

thorn to the IVhtsgians. The principal conclusions

U> which Mr. Huiibnry has come, from n thorough

examination of the w hole subjrct, may lie safely

regarded ns correct; namely, iliat while in such

works as the walls of Tirjns we have umlouhl-

ediy the carlioBt examples of inural architectiirv,

it is quite a fallacy to lay down the general prin-

ciple, that the unhewn, the polygonal, the more

irregular and the more regtilar rectangular con*

stnictions, always indicate successive steps in the

progress of the art
;
and that it is also eiroaeous to

assign these works to any one people or to any one

period
; that, white such massive structures would

of course bo built by people comparatively ignorant

of the art of stone-cutting or of the tools proper for

it, they might bo and were also erected in later

times simply on account of their adaptation to their

purpose, and from the motive of saving unnecessary

labour
;
and that the difforcnce between the poly,

gonal and rectangular structures is generally to be

ascribed not to a difforence in the skill of the

workmen, but to the different physical characters

of the materials they employed,— the one sort of

simeture being usually of a species of limestone,

which easily splits into polyg«>nal blocks, and the

other a sandstone, the natui^ cleavage of which

Is horizontal (Duobury, Cykipaeau U«maim$ ta

Central in the (Xastieal A/vsetnns, 1843, vol ii.

pp.l47,&c. ; MUllcr,^rcAao/. d. A'tMs/,§§45, 166,

and the works there quoted ; Stieglitz, Ar^woL d,

DauhtnsL, vol. L pp. 93—98 ;
llirt, Q4$ek,d.Dau^

kunet^ vol i. pp. 1 95, and plate vli. from which

the foregoing cuts are taken ; Adas xu Kngler'$

Kmut^sekickle^ Pt. il PI 1 ; Obttling in the

RAein, Mas. 1843, vol iv. ppbS21, 480, and in

the AreAd<*loffi$cke ZeUtmg^ No. 26 ;
Pompeii^

vol. I c. 4, with several woodcuts of walls
;
Abckcn,

MitteUtalien wtr den Zdten romtseier Hemehajl^

a most important work, with numerous engravings

of walls).

The examples of the foregoing doss lead ns

gradually to the regular mode of construction which

prevailed in Greece after the time of the Persian

Wars, and which bad been adopted in the walls

of temples much earlier, in tne long walls of

Diyi
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and tlie walls of Peineeiu, tKe nmssivenosi

nf the Cyclopacan worki wat united with perfect

regularity of construction. The stones, which were
so large that each was a cart-load {kfUL^tatoi) were

accurately fitted to one another rofif iyyii»not\

and held together, w ithout cement by metal clamps

soldered with lead into sockets cut into the blocks

of stone. (Thuc. i. The walls of the Par.

tfaenon^ and the other Bir^at edifices of the period,

were of similar constniction. Sometimes wooden
plugs were used instead of metal clamps. It is

unnecessary to describe here the details of the

inodes in which the joints ware anranged in this

regular and mass! re masonry. So perfect was the

workmanship at this period of the art, that the

joints often appeared like a thread : and Pliny

mentions a temple at Cysicus, in the interior wall

of which a 6ne thread of gold was actually inserted

in the joints of the masonry. (7/. N. xjextu 15.

S.22.)

The materials employed at this period were
Tarious sorts of atone, and, in some of the most
magnificent templea, marble. The practice of

putting a ^ing of marble orer a wall of a com-
nmner material was introduced in the next period

of architectural history. The first example of it,

according to Pliny (/f.M xixvi. C. s. (1), was in

the palace ofMausoIua, the walls uf which were of

brick, faced with slabs (crvftaf) of Proconnisinn

marble (about B. c. 360). Vitruvius (il H) nlim

states this fiict, and adds that brick walls, wlictt

perfectly perpendicular, arc qiiiui ns durable as

those of stone, and, in proof of this, he mentions

several examples of rery ancient brick buildings,

both in Greece and Italy. (Comp. Vitniv. i 4’J
;

Pans. i. 42, n. 27, t. 5, x. 4, 35 ; Later.)
For buildings of a common sort, the materials

eiiipinyed were smaller stones, rough or siiimrcd,

or fiints, ns well as bricks : the latter, however,

were not nearly so much used by the fi reeks ns by
the Romans. The difieront mcihcKls of construction

will be described presently.

The walls of smaller quarriod stones nr bricks

were bound together with various kinds of mortur

or cement, composed of lime mixed witii diiferent

sands and volcanic eartha The most dunible of

these was the cement formed by mixing two parts

of TVrro PtUMiaMa{PutxU(ina, a volcanic product,

which is found in rarious parts of Italy, besides

Puttfoli) with one port of mortar: this cement had

the property of hardening rapidly under water:

it was much used in aqneducts, cisterns, and such

works. (For further detailson cements, see Vitniv.

ii. 5, 6, T. 12, vii. 2 ; PUii. If. N. xxxvi. 23.

B. 52, 55 ; Pallod. i 10, 14 ;
Strab. y. p. 245 ;

Dioscor. Y. 133).

The history of Roman masonry is not rery dif-

ferent from that of the Greek. I'he Cyclopean re-

mains of Italy have been already noticed. The
most ancient works at Home, such as the Otreer

jl/owertfmas, the Ctoaea Marima^ and the Servian

Walls, were constructed of massive qnadningular

hewn stones, placed together without cement.

[Cloaca.] In most of the remains, the stones are

twice as long as they are high. Caiiina (.4re5.

Antiq.) distinguishes five species of Roman masonry

;

namely, (1) when the blocks of stone are laid in

alternate eourses, lengthwise in one course, and
crosswise in the next ; this is the most common ; (2)
when the stones in each course arc laid alternately

along and across ; this construction w*as usual when
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tbe walls were to be faced with slabs of matblc *

(3) when they are laid entirely lengthwise
; (4)

entirely crosswise
;
and (5) when the courses

ore alt -mately higher and lower than each other,

as in the round temple (of Vesta, so called) upon
the Tiber. This temple also aifords ns an example
of what is called nu^'e-iror^ in which the stones

are bevelled at their joints, the rest of their surfaces

being generally left rough. This style of work
originated, in the opinion of some, from the desire

to save the trouble of smoothing the whole face of
the stones

;
but it is more probable that it was

adopted in order to give a bolder and firmer ap-
penranee to the structure. Examples of it are
found in the remains of several Roman fortifications

in Germany, and in tbe substructions of the bridge
over tbe Moselle at Coblens {Hheim. Afu$. 1636,
vol. iv. p. 310 ; WiUschcl, in the Re(U->EHeyeLtp.

d.dau. AiUrtk, art. Muri). As by the Greeks,
so by the Romans, walls of a commoner sort were
built of smaller quarried stones {euementa) or of

bricka Vitruvius (ii. «) and Pliny (//. N. xxxvi.

22. a 51) describe the following kin^ of masonry,
according to the mode in which the small stones

{caenuuta) were put together. (The woodcut is

copied from the AlbiUlutiyfn zu Winckdmcmn'i
RerXr, Donauosclriiigt'ij, I6.i5, ilg, 10.)

Resides the large sqtmre bbn'ks of stom? (0>,

they used smaller quadrangular Blmtos anufiged in

rcgul-ar courses of e»]ual iiml of unequal heights;

the fiirmer was called i$^iomHm (.M), the hitter

pifU‘li$oti</mutH (L); in nnotlier s<'rl of work, railed

(G), the outer fares <’f the walls only

were of wrought stones, the intermediate p«ru

being filled up with rough stones, but these, in the

Greek meth<^ of construction, were well bedded

in mortar, and arranged with overlapping join^

and the wall was bonded together with stones laid

across at intervals, which were called Sidroi-oifF);

but the woikmcn of the time of Vitruvius were in

the habit, for the sake of despatch, of running up

the outer walls separately, and then filled the

middle space with loose rubbish, a sort of u'ork

which Pliny calls diamidom. I'he excellence of

the cement which the Homans used enabled them

to construct walls of very small itmgh stones, not

laid in courses, but held together by the mortar

;

this Btructore was called opn$ i$teerium (N). An
improvement upon it in appearance, but inferior in

stability, was the opus reticulatum^ of which there

were two kinds, thn like (R) and the unlike (I).

This sort of work was compost of stones or bricks,

from six to nine inches long, and about three inches

square at the end, which formed the fisces of the

3d 2
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tlio Ulterior beinj; tilloU in with mortar and

•nuill rou({h stoncA. \'itruvius complains of thest;

walls as licing Apt to split, on account of their

having neither horizunla) courses nor covered joints.

Another structure of which the Romans made
great use, and which was one of the most durablo

of all, was that composed of courses of Hat tiles (11).

Such courses were also introduced in the other

kinds of stone and brick wnlla, 1° which they both

served ns bond-courses, and, in the lower part of

the wall, kept the damp from rising from tho

ground. Brick walls covered with stucco were

exceedingly common with tho R<imans : even

columns were made of brick covered with stucco
;

wc have an example in the columns of the basilica

nt Pompeii, the construction of which is explained

in Foinpei\ vul. L p. 136. In hot countries, as in

Africa and Spain, w'alls were built of earth rammed
in between two faces or moulds {Ubulae^ forMoe)y

which were removed wlien it hardened ;
they

Were cnllod pnricietfurmruxi; and Pliny mentions

watch-Ufwers of this construction, built by Han-
nibal, on the mountains of Spain, which still stood

firm. (//. A'l XXXV. I J. a. 48.) Walls of turf

were chioHy used in tho ramparts of camps

(Aggko,V'ai,lv>i) and as embankments for rivers.

With respect to the use of walls ns fortifications,

wo have not sp.acc to s,ay much. The Cyclopean

w’alls of Tiryns, Ac., had no towers ; but Homer
refers to towers on the walls of Troy

;
and in I he

historical period we find that it w.as the practice to

furnish walls with towers nt regular intervals.

Some wTiters on military affairs recommend them
to be placed nt s:ilicnt angles of the walls, in order

to command the intervening spaces, whilst others

object to this position on account of the increased

ex{)08ure of the tower itself to the battering ram.

Tho account which Thucydides gives, in liis sc-

c ir.d book, of the si(*ge of PIntne.ie, is an inter-

e.sting exhibition of the state of the science of

fortification and attack nt the period of tho Pelo-

]Mitinesinn war. Much was done to advance it by
the architects and engineers of the time of Alex-

ander and his successors. The rules which have
}>een established by the lime of the Roman em-
jK'mrs may be seen exhibited in detail by Vitruvius

(L 5), and the writers on military aiTairs, and il-

lustrated by the remains of the walls of Pompeii.

(/*ow/>eiV, vol. i. pp. 66, Ac.) The system may
be described in a few words as a broad terrace of

earth (t//jyer) enclosed between two battlemented
I

w*alls and furnished with towers, two, three, or

more stories high, communicating by arched door-

ways with tho and also having a saJly-porL

These towers were at distances,' on the average,

of tho cost of a javelin, but varying according to

the greater or less exposure of each part of the

wall. Respecting the gates, sec Porta. [P. S.]
'

MU'SeULUS was, according to the description

of V'egeiius (c/e lie Mitit. ir. 16), one of the

smaller military machines, by which soldiers in

besieging a town were protected while engaged in

filling up the ditches round the besieged place, so

that the moveable towers {turret ai^mlatoriae) of

the besiegers might be able to approach the wails

without obstacle. A minute description of a
mtisculus is given by Caesar {de Bell. (Jiv. ii. 10,

Ar.). The one which bo describes was nine feet

long, and was constructed in the following man-
Tier; -—Two beams of equal length were placed
Upon the ground at the distance of four feet from
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each other, and upon them were fixed little pillars

five feet high. Their tcjp-cnds were joined by
transverse beams, which firmed a gentle slope on
either side of tho roof of which they formed the

frame-work. The roof was then entirely covered
with pieces of wood, two feet broad, which were
fiuteneil with metal plates and nails. Around the
edge of this roof s^piare pieces of wood, four cubits

l)Toad, vverc fixed for the purpose of kwping to-

gether the bricks and mortar with which the

miiseulus was then covered. But that these mate-
rials, which wore intended to protect the musculus
against fire, might not sufTer from water, the bricks

and mortar were covered with skins
; and that

these skins again might not suffer from the fire or

stones which the bcsiegetl might throw upon tho

musculus, the whole was covert W'ilh rags of cloth.

The whole of this machine was constructed under
the cover of a vinca, and close by the Ronmi
tower. At a moment when the besieged were least

ex]>ecting any attack, the musculus was moved on
against the wall of the town. The men engaged
under it immediately began to undermine the wall

and thus to mako a breach in it ; and while this

work was going on, tho l)csiegera kept up a lively

fight with the iMJsicged in oiHer to prevent them
from directing their attacks against the musculus.

(Compare Ciies. de Hell. Civ. hi. 80, de Dell. Alex.

I.) The musculus described by Cai'sar was evi-

dently designed for different purposes than the one
mcntiojicd by V'ogetius, and the former appears to

have been only a smaller but a more indcstructiblo

kind of vinca than that commonly used. (Hipsius,

Polit/re. i. 9 ;
Guichord, Memoires Miiit. ii. p. .58,

Uib,2.) [L.S.]
MUSEI.V (Mowtf-fio), a festival with contests

celebrated at Thcspiac in Hocotia in honour of the

Muses. (Paus. ix. 31. | 3.) It was held every

fifth year and with great splendour. (Plut Amator.

p. 748. K ) From Aeschiues (c. Titnarck.) it ap-

pears that there was also a fcstiv^al called Miiseia,

which was celebrated in schools. [L. S. ]

MUSE'UM (Mov^cibr) signified in general a
place dedicated to the Muses, but was specially

tho name given to an institution at Alexandria,
founded by Ptolemy Pliiludelphus, about B.C.280,
for tho promotion of learning and tho support of

learned men. (Aihen. v. p. *J03.) Wc learn from
Strabo (xviii. p. 794) that the museum fonned
part of the palace, and that it contained cloisters

or porticos (irspiwaros), a public theatre or lecture-

room (^(c'3pa), and a Innie hall {oIkom filyas\

where the learned men dined together. The mu-
seum was supported by a common fund, supplied

apparently freon the pufdlc treasury
;

and the

whulo institution was under tho supcrintcndenco

of a priest, who was appointed by the king, and
after Egypt became a province of the Roman em-
pire, by the Caesar. (Strabo, 1. c.) Botanical

and zoological gardems appear to have been at-

tached to the museum. (I'hilostr. Apollon, vi. 24 ;

Atheu. xiv. p. 654.) The emperor Claudius added
t another museum to this institution. (Suet. Claud,

42, with Cosaubon's note.)

MU'SIC.V (^ povffiKri\ signified in general

any art over which the Muses presided, but is somo-
tiincs employed to indicate Aiutic in the modern
acceptation of the U‘rm. 1. Grxkk. In compiling

the following article little more has been attempted
than to give on outline of facts which rest upon posi-

tive cudcucc, oud at Uiesomc time to present thim
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in iTicfi n Turm at to acrre fur an introduclio?i to llio

orijrinal sourcca Hence it nrccMorily cr.n«i«t^ in

a great measure of technical details, which, how*
ercr, can present no diffictilty to persons acquainted

with the first elements of the modem theory
;

and nothing has been said in the way of deduction,

except in one or two cases where the interest of

the subject and the apparent probability of the

conclusions seemed to permit it.

The term 'Apfiotni^ a^as used by the Greek
writers to denote what is now called the Science of

Music
;
novaitcfi having, as has been already re-

marked, a much wider signification. *Apnoytic(i

{<rriv koX wpatrrtK^ tjJi toO

ijpfuxrfiirov ^MTcesr. 'Hpfio<Tfi4vov 8^ iarty t8 4k

^6yywy ko) Stotm^^resy, iroi^r rd^tp

.avyK*lntro¥. (Euclid. /a/. //arm. p. 1.)

The following sevenfold division of (he subject,

which is adopted by the author just quoted, as well

as by others, will 1m portly adhered to in the pre-

sent article I. Of Sounds (wspl ip66yywy). II.

Of Intervals (w#pl Snurrvj/Adrwr). 1 II. Of Genera
(»epl ytyvr), IV. Of Systems (wspl ffv<rrijfid~

rwy)» V. Of Mod'.'S (w«pl riruy).* VI. Of
Transition (»«pl /irradoA^). VII. Of Composi-

tion (^fpi fitAoiroitcts).

A sound is said to be miuical when it has a de-

terminate piick {rdffts). When two sounds differ

in pitch, one is said to be more acute (^ur), the

other more ffrare (fi<ipvs)

:

or, in common langu.igc,

one is called higher and the other lower. The
term applied to a sound either signifies

sint/Vy, that it is capoble of being used in a melody ;

or reiative/jf^ that it is capable of being used in the

same metody aith tome other sound or system of

sounds ; the latter is its most common meaning.

An lutcn'al is the difference or rather disUincc

iMtwccn two sounds of different pitch. When we
compare the intervals between two pairs of sounds,

we judge them in certain cases to be similar, or

ftftt't/. If the more acute sound of one of them be

then raised, that interval Is slid to become greater

than the other. It is this property of intervals

(their Wing comparable in re.*p<’Ct of magnitude)

which enables us to classify them, and enumerate

their several kinds.

Intervals are cither consonant (<rvfi<peera) or tiu-

sonant (8;d^>«), according as the two sounds may
or may not be heard at the same time without

offending the ear. (Kucl. p.R.) Strictly speaking

it is impossible to define the limit between the two
classes, and this seems to be acknowledged by the

later writers, who distinguish various degrees of

consonance and dissonance. Originally, the only

intervals reckoned consonant were the Octave or

eighth (8i^ TotrwK), the Fifth (8t^ ireVre or 8*’

o(«twv), the Fourth (8i& retradpuiv or ovXXa^^),

and any interval produced by adding an octave to

one of these. But all intervals less than the fourth,

or intermediate between any tw*o of those jtut

enumerated (os the sixth, tenth, dec.), were con-

sidered V dissonant The principal intervals, less

* T6yos is used in several different senses. First

it signifies degree of tension^ and so pHch^ whence
its application to denote mor/e, the modes being

scales which differed in pitch : and then it is taken

for rtsuU of tension ; whence its meaning as the

name of an interval, foae, because a tone is the in-

terval through which the voice is most naturally

raised at one effort. (See Aristid. p. ; Eucl. 19.)
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than the fourth, einployt'tl in Gn'ck music were
tho double tone (8ivo»'oe), nearly (Hpial to the
modern major third

;
the tone and half (rpiripuri.

rioe), nearly the same as the minor third
;

the

lone (vdFOfX equal to the modern major tone j the

half tone (^A^rdKor) and the quarter tone (8i'«(rit).

(Eucl. p. 8.) Other writers speak of hpo^vla or

unison, &yri«pw*'ia or the conaoruinco of the octave,

and Topa^yia or the consonance of the fourth and
fifth. See ArisL ProU. xix. 39, and Gmidentius,

p. 1 1. The Utter author considers wapa^vria to lie

intermediate between coiiBonance and dissormneo,

and mentions the tritono or sharp fourth as an ex-
ample of it

If two strings, perfectly similar except in length,

and stretched by equal tensions, be nmde to vi-

brate, the number of vibrations pcrforme<l in a
^iven time by each is inversely proportional to

Its length
;
and the intereal between the sounds

produced is found to depend only on the ratio of
the lengihst i. e. of the numbers of vibrations. Thus

if the ratio be \ the interval is on octave,

if „ § „ a fifth,

if „ ^ „ a fourth,

if „ $ „ a nmjor tone.

The discovery of these ratios is attributed, pro-

bably with truth, to Pythagoras. But the accounts
of the experiments by which he established them
(see Nicomachus, p. 10) are plainly false, since

they contradict the known fact that when similar

and equal strings are stretched by di/Tercnt tensions,

the number of vibrations arc as the square roof$ uf

tlic tensions. (See Whowell's J>ynaMics^ port ii.

p.331, ed. 1834.)

Tho r6yos or tone vms defined to be the dif-

ference between the fourth and fiftli
;
so that the

corresponding ratio would 1>e deterniined either by
experiment, or by simply dividing | by |.

It is remarkable that each of the four ratios

eiiuroemted above is eupcrjfarticuJar* ; i. e. the two
terms of each differ from oiw anotlier by unity.

And all the intervals employed in tho modem
theory arc cither such as correspond to super]>ar-

liculnr ratios, or are produced, from such by com-
pounding them with the ocUivc. Thus the ratio

corresponding to the

imijor third •» §
minor third

minor tune n T-t

major semitone ..

«

It seems therefore extraordinary, that analogy

should not have led at ouce to the discovery at

least of the major and minor third, as soon as the

connection between intervals and ratios had been
observed. However no such discovery w*ns then

made, or if made it was neglected
; and this affords

at once an explanation of the fact that intervals

less than the fourth were reckoned dissonant : for

the iiroyoVf or doable major tone, is greater than
the true consonant major third (which consists of

a major and minor tone) by an interval expressed

by the ratio ; a difference quite sufficient to de-

* Euclid seems to consider no intervals conso-

nant except such as correspond to suporparticulnr

(4mniptos} or multiple (woXAoirXao/wi') ratios \

the latter being such as &c. On this

theory the octaee and fourth (|) would bo dis-

sonant, but the octave and fjVi (f) consonant.

(J?ce Euel, 5rcf, Caa. p. 24.)

3 b 3
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•troy the consonance of the inten*al. In (act, when
a keyed instrument U tuned according to the equal

tem|)crament, the major thirds arc too great by an

interval little more than half of this nearly),

and yet are only just tolerable. This subject is

important, because it bears immediately upon the

question whether harmony was used in the Greek
music.

An aggregate of two or more intervals, or rather

a series of sounds separated from one another by
intervals, constituted a system. Systems were

ruuned from the numlier of sounds which they com-

prehended. Thus an octachord was a system of

eight sounds, a pentachord of five, and so on : and

usually, though not necessarily, the number of

sounds corresponded to the interval between the

two extreme sounds.

The fundamental system in ancient music was

the tetrachord^ or system of four sounds, of which

the extremes were at an interval of a fourth. In

modem music it is the octachord, and comprehends

an octave between the extremes. The important

and peculiar property of the latter system, namely,

the compUtentu of its scale, was fully understood,

as the name of the interval 8<A itaeStv sufficiently

indicates (see also Aristides, pp. 16, 17), but it was

not taken in theory for the foundation of the scale;

or at any rate was considered as made up of two

tetrachordt.

The Gmtu of a system depended upon the dis-

tribution of the two intermediate sounds of the

tetrachord. The Greek musicians used three Oe-
nera:—

I. Tlic Diatonic, in which the intermls between

the four sounds were (ascending), semitone, tone,

lone :
—

II. The Chromatic; semitone, semitone, tone,

and half :
—

•

III. The Enharmonic; diesis, diesis, double

lone :
—

(The second note is meant to represent a sound

half way between E and F, for which the modem
system supplies no notation.)

Of these genera the Diatonic was allowed to be

the most ancient and natural, and the Enharmonic

the roost modem and difficult ; the latter however

seems soon to have become the favourite with

theorists at least, for Aristoxenus complains that al!

writers before his time had devoted their treatises

almost entirely to it, to the neglect of the two
others. (Aristox. pp.2 and 19.)

The only ditTcrenco between the ancient and
modem Diatonic is, that in the former all the tones

are major tones, whereas in the latter, according

to the Uieory generally admitted, major and minor

tones occur alternately, (See Crotch*i Kt^m^nh
of Mtuical CoinjtotHumy chap, ix.) The interval

called a eemitono in the above descriptions is

therefore strictly neither equal to the modem major
semitone, nor to half a major tone, but the car

would hardlv appreciate the difference in

Besides these genera, certain Coloun (xpdoi) or

specific modifications of them are enuxnenited.

(Eucl. p. 10.)

The Enharmonic had only one namely,
the genus itself as described above : it is commonly
called simply opfiorto.

The Chromatic had three : 1st. XP^f^ romoioi',

or simply xp^f^ the same as the genus ; 2nd.

Xpw/aa Jifu6\iOPy in which intervals of three-eighths

of a tone were substituted for the two semitones
;

3rd. XP^P* in which intervals of one^

third of a tone were sirailarly employed.

The Diatonic had two XP^^- l*t. Sidroror

evyropovy or simply 8idroror, the some as the

genus
; 2nd. iiiropop fioAojc^r, in which an in-

terval of three-fourths of a tone was substituted for

the second semitone (ascending).

The following table will exhibit at one view
the intervals between the sounds of the tetrachord,

taken in the ascending order, according to each of

these xp4ai, the tone being represented by unity,

and two (ones and a half being supposed to make
up a fourth, a supposition which is not exactly

true, but is commonly adopted by the ancient

writers as sufficiently accurate for their purpose.

(See Eucl. Sedio Canwi* Tkeor. xv.)

I. Diatonic • • . 1. tiirtfpop (^civropop) 1, I.

2. iidropop fia\oK6p ,

II. Chromatic « . 1.

2. XP^fM iifu6Ktop . i, i,
3. XP^fut /toAoffdr . V •

III. Enharmonic . &f>/uoria 2.

There seems to be little evidence that any of

the xp4oi were practically used, except the three

principal ones, Bulroi'or, XP^P^ opfiovlo. But it

would be wrong to conclude hastily that the others

would be impossible in practice, or necessarily un-
pleasing. In the $rfl Diatonic for instance, the
mterval which is roughly described as five-fourths

of a tone would be greater than a major tone, but
less than a minor third

; now there aro two in-

tervals of this kind corresponding to the ntperpar-

ticular ratios | and ^ which ought therefore by
analogy to be consonant, or at any rate capable of

being employed as well as the tone and semitone ;

and although they are not used in modem music,

or at least not admitted in theory *, nothing but

experiment can determine how fni the car might
become accustomed to them. If this view bo cor-

rect, the intervals of the tetrachord in the Bidro»>o>'

/AaAaxdr would probably correspond to the ratios

similar considerations might bo ap-

plied to the other

The four sounds of the tetrachord were distin-

guished by the following names : vwdrif (sc.

was the lowed; rlirjf or xsd-ni the highelt ;
Topv-

* See Smith's //anaoiuet, sect iv.art 10. These
intervals exist in the naturiU scales of the hum,
trumpet, dec., and are in fact used, instead of the
minor third and tone, in the harmony of the domi-
nant seventh, both by stringed instrumenU and
voices when unaccompanied by tempered instnx-

ments.

Digitized by Googlt
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wdni the lowest bat one, and the highest

but one. napayffTn was also frequently calletl

probably because in some ancient instni-

ment tho corresponding string was struck by the

forefinger
;
and iropiordrif was afterwards called

rplrrj in certain casea These names were used in

all the genem ; but the name of the genus w*as

commonly added toXix<u'hr (thus A<x^^^ iiiroyos^

Xp^fupruc^ or iyapfi6yios\ perhaps because the

position of Uiis sound with respect to inritrj and

y^rm is what chiefly detennines the ^aradcr of

the genua When the two lowest interrals of the

tetrachord token together were lets than tho re-

maining one, those two were said to form a con-

densed inlerval (»i/irrdr). Thus the intcrral be-

1

tween {nrdni and A<xo>'ds is TVKvdr in the £n-

1

barnionic and Chromatic genera. The three sounds

of the wvKyhy were sometimes called 0eipxnrvKy6s^

fUtroirvKy6s and 6^vwvKy6sy and sounds which did

not belong to a irvKy6y were called dvvtri'of.

It is not to be supposed that the totrachord

could long continuo to furnish the entire scale used
in practice, though it was always considered as the

clement of the more comprehensive systems which
gradually came into use. The theory of the genera,

as has b^n seen, required only the tetrachord for

its full development, though it certainly could not

have been invented till after the enlargement of

the scale.

Terpander is said to have invented the seven-

stringed lyre (Eucl. p. 19), which seems not to

have been obsolete in Pindar's time (Pj/dk, it 70);
its scale consisted of an octave with one sound
omitted. (ArisL Prob. xix. 7, 25, 32.) The ad-
dition of this omitted sound (attributed to Lycaon

or Pythagoras), would give an octachordal lyre
w'ith a complete octave for its scale. And an in-

strument called magadit^ which must have had a
still greater compass, was very early known, and
is said to have had twenty strings as used by
Anacreon. (See Bockh, <U Mdr. Piml. lib. iii.

cap. 7, 11.)

When two tetrachords were joined so that tho
highest sound of one KTved also for the lowest of

the other, they were said to be ootifunci truyijn-

tiiya). But if the highest sound of one wen^ a

tone lower than tho lowest of the other, they were
called di^jmet (8t*C*v7/4cVa), thus

fi C D £ F 0 A conjunct

KFQABCDE disjunct

Tn the latter case tho tone (between A and D)
which separates them was called rdwj 9(a^«uicrt-

n6s. (Fuel p. 1 7.)

A hendecachordal system, consisting of three

tetrachords, of which the middle one was conjunct

with the low'cr but disjunct from the upper, thus

bc^eToab^^
is supposed to have been used about the time of

Pericles. (Bbckh.) In such a system the low'q^t

tetrachord was called (r«rpdxopM>') xmojiiy^ the

middle and the highest

Afterwards a single sound (called rpocrA^^ovd-

tityos) was added at an interval of a tone below
the lowest of Owetriy^ and a conjunct tetrachord

(called inrepioKnlwy) was added above. And thus

arose a system of two complete octaves.

and these two together constituted the immntaJJe

system {(fverjitia iifjusrdMdhoy) described by all the

writers later than Aristoxenus,and probably known
to him. (EucL p. 17.)

The sounds in these systems were named in the

way before described, the names of the tetrachord

only being added, and and wapa^^<rr) being

substituted for t^i<rwy and inrdm Bt«Cevy-

fi4ywy respectively. Thus, taking the sounds in

the ascending order,

A Tpo<rA<vi€ard/«cyot

B irsdri} irsarrmy

C wapvrdnf {ntcer&y

D Aixov^f bwarmy
E biUrri fUctey

F irapvwdrfi fi4<rtoy

O Ajxay^s fuatjy

A

So far tho sounds are common to the greater and
smaller systems. Then follow, in the greater,

B wapafidTri

C Tgirq bu^fvyftdytty

D wapoK^nf bt*^tvyfi4ymy

K yifTii} 8«^«iry^cywy

F Tplrn bw*p€o\aiwy

Q wttptudfTTi ihrcp^oAafwy

A rhryi irwtp^oXtdtsy

The interval between t*4<rn and is a
tone. But In the smaller system serves also

for tho lowest sound of tho tetrachord (ruKij/tficywr,

which terminates the scale, thus

A
5B Tpfr»i cvy7\mi4ymy»

C rapayitrn oi/ny/i/AcVwy.

D rfirtf •n/yjififi^ytsy.

S O 4

rcTpdxop9or
OnarSfr,

«

T. fUavy.

T. bie(tvyfi4yuy,

• T. vwep^oXaltty,

Digitized by Google
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In adapting the modem notation to thcae tcalet,

\re hare repreaented them in the Diatonic genua;

but the same arrangement of the tetrachorda \vaa

adopted in the others. Those sounds of the im-

inutabie system which were the same in all the

genera, namely, wpotr\aft€ay6tityos^ vndril inrar&r^

trwdrij n4ffwry Topo^ftn), rftrrj ewit/Aft/itsr,

and rfjrn vw*p€oKai0Vy were

called fixed (4<rrarr«s), being in fact, except the

first, the extreme somwls of the aevera) tetrachorda.

'J’hc real, Ijcing the intermediate sounds, on the

position of which the genua depended, were called

mornblc {Kiyovfifvoi).

M< jf} woa certainly considered a sort of key note

to the whole system (see Arist. ProU, xix. 20),

and wpoir\a(x6ay6^(vos was added to complete the

octare below fx4<ni. (Aristides, j». 10.) This ad-

dition is supposed to have Ix’cn made later than

the time of Plato, but earlier than Aristoxenua.

(Ibickh.)

1'fie greater of the ta*o syatems thus doacriWd

appears to hare superseded the other in practice

;
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in fact it is evidently the most natural of the two.

But it must not be supposed that it was necessarily

used in its complete f^orm aa the scale of any in-

•trument
; it waa rather a theoretical canon by

which the scales really employed were oonatntcted.

With regard to its fitnm for iiae, it may be ob-

aerrod that in the Diatonic genus the effect of such

a system would not perceptibly differ, so long aa

melofitf only was required, from that of the corre-

sponding notes (given above) aa played on a mo-
dem instrument with or w’ithout temperament
The Chromatic scale is quite unlike * anything
now employed

; and though it was not considered

the most difficult, was certainly the least natuml.
(Tfx»'*«s»TaTO>' rh xp^f^ Aristides, p. 19.)

But it is impossible to fonn a decided judgment of

its merits, without a much greater knoa'ledgc of

the rules of composition than seems now attainable.

The effect of the Enharmonic must have been

nearly the same ns that of the Diatonic, supposing

Ktxaybs to be left out in each tctrocliord, thus

:

Indeed Plutarch relates, on the authority of Aris-

toxenus that Olympus was led to the invention of

this genus by obser>ing that a peculiar and beau-

tiful character was given to melody when certain

notes of the scale, and particularly ^ere

left out (Sec Plutarch's Dialoifue on Mutic; Mem,
de In$crif>li(m$y rol. x. 126.) It is

therefore most probable that this was the original

form of the Enharmonic scale, and that it was more

ancient than the highly artificial Chromatic. In

this form it w'otild be both natural and easy. But

afterwards, when additional sounds were inter-

posed between B and C, E and K, it would of

course become, as it is always described, the most

difficult of all the Genera, without however ceasing

to be natural : for these additional sounds could

certainly be neither used by a Dimposer nor exe-

cuted by a singer os esumtiol to the melody, but

must rather have been introduced as passing or

oniamental notes, so that the general effect of the

genus would remain much the same as before

The assertion of Arisloxenus (sec pp. 26, .53) that

no voice could execute more than two quarter tones

in succession, evidently supports this view.* Thus

the Enharmonic would derive its distinctive cha-

racter more from the largeness of the hi;;hest in-

ten-al of the tetrachord than from the smallness of

the two others. Arisloxenus (p. 23) cxprcssly

mentions the important influence which the magni-

tude of the interval between Aix«»'dj and

had upon the character of the genus, and blanie.s

the musicians of his own time for their propensity

to diminish this interval for the sake of nroc/re*#

{roinoo 8' alrioi' /3ouAc<r8at 7AvKa{i'iii' dcf).

That a peculiar character really is given to a

melody by the occurrence of a larger interval than

tisual between certain sounds of the scale, is a well

known fact, exemplified in many national airs, and

* Compare what is said (Aristid. p. 28) of the

rare use of intervals of Utrre and /re quarter toiiea

easily proved by the popular experiment of playing

on the black keys only of a pianoforte.f

!

The Genus of a system was determined, as has

been explained, by tKe nvutnUnde of certain of its

intervals. The fpecie$ (<18os) depended upon the

order of tbeir succession. Hence, supposing no
system to lie used which was not similar to some
part of the cwm^fia d^frd^oAo*', every system
would have as many species as it had intervals,

and no more. (Eucl. p. M.)
The tetrachord, for example, had three species

in each genus thus (DialonicX

1st. 1, 1. 2nd. 1,^, 1. 3rd. 1, l,f
(where 1 stands for a tone).

The species of a system was often described by
indicating two sounds of the vifornua d^erdfoAoV
between which a similar one might be found. Of
the seven species of the Octachord, the first was
exemplified by the octave comprehended between
bnrdrv} birarStv and Topa^^cn; ; the second by that

betaecn wopuirdrv} irwarity and Tpirti 8t({*vyfi4-

yvy: and so on. The order of the intervals in

these seven species would be os follows in the

DiaUmic genus (ascending)

;

I»t. J, J. i, 1, 1, 1

2nd. 1, 1, i, 1, 1, 1, i
3rd. 1, i, J, J, 1,

i, 1

* The modern minor scale. A, B, C, D E, F,

8 G, A, can hardly lie considered on exception to

this assertion, for its essential character, as now
used, de|K‘nds so little upm the Chromatic interrnl

between F and 8 O, that this peculiarity is usually

got rid of in melody by raising the F or lowering

the 8 0, according to circumstances. Hence the

popular but incorrect way of representing the

ascending and descending minor scales. (Seo

Dehn, 7%eortiiscA‘praJI:/i9cAe /farmmiefe^re, pp.C7,

68.)

t Sec Burney, voL i. p. 27, on the Ofd Enhar
monk.
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4th, 1, ], J, f I, I

5ih. 1, 1, 1, i, i, l» i
6th. 1, 1, 1, 1, I, 1

7ih. 1. i, 1, I, 1, 1

l^ii distinction of species is important, because

it formed orv/inaUjf the chief diiTercnce between the

Mode* (rd»'ot). Unfortunately there arc no means
of detenniriing what was the real difference be-

tween meiodie* written in these several scales ; and
the difficulty of forming any probable hypothesis

on this subject is increased by what is said of n*<rri

in the passage quoted alcove from the ArlstotcHc

Prublcmnta, TIdirra ydp rd woAAd-
Kts Tp Kol irdyrti ol hyaBci votifrcd

witya wphs rV fiiffrjy draKrwcri, ictiy dv^A-
6okti^ Tax» dAAijr oilrwr

oodf^tai'. For since the position of was de-

termined (Euclid, p. 16) by the intervals adjacent
to it, any series of sounds beffinnin^ or endinff tcUh

would give a system always of tlie same
specica Possibly the author of the Problcmata
docs not use the term /is'oi) iu the some eeuse us

Euclid. •

However it is certain that the seven species of

the Octachord above described were anciently

{irwh T«r Euclid, p. 15) denoted by the

names Mixulydian, Lydian, Phiygian, Dorian,

Hypolydian, Ilypophr^'gian, and Hypodorian; and
it seems likely that they always differed in pitcli

as well as species, the Mixolydiau being the highest,

and the Hypodorian the lowest. Hence it is con-

jectured that there were originally only three

modes, corresponding to the three species of tetra-

chord, and that these were the Durian, Phiy’gian,

and Lydian
;
because the Octachord in each of

these three modes is made up of two similar dis-

junct tetmehords, which are of the first species in

the Dorian, the second in the Phr^'gian, and the
third in the Lydian.

Aristides describes also six tnbanmmie modes
of very ancient origin (oTr ol wdyu voAoK^raroi
wp5r rdt ipfiovlas p. -0 consisting of
different species of octachords, and quotes the w’cll

known passage in Plato (Hep. iii. c. 10) ns refer-

ring to them. The order of the intervals is given

ns follows (sec the notes of Meibomius upon tbc

passage) : —
Lydian . , i. 2 I, i. i. 2. i-
Dorian . .. 1, h 2.

i. 2,

I, i. i, 2.

Phrygian , J. i, I, i.
I.

i. 1.

lostian . . i. i. 2, 4,
J. 1,Mixolvdian . i. i. 3.

Syntonolydion
i. 2, 4, 2^

It w'ill be observed that these scales do aot all

comprehend exactly an octave
; and none of them

except the Lydian it coincident with any part of

the own-npa iiperdfoKoK* None of them is de-

cidedly nmialural, except perhaps the Mixolydian.
Of course it is impossible to recognise their chantc-

ten ns descrilxMl by Plato, in the absence of exam-
ples of their application in actual melody. Their
piincipal interest therefore consists in the evidence
which they afford of the antiquity of enharmonic
systems, i.e. of systems formed by omitting certain

aounds of the diatonic scale. For unless we take

• That systems were not o/truys restricted to

the immmtaUe form is proved by what Euclid says
of compound systems, with more than one p4arf.
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this view of them, and consider the quarter tones
as nnesitcntial additions, it seems quite impossible
to understand how they could lx? used at all.

The difference of sjiecies, considered as the
chamclerislic distinction of modes, is evidently
spoken of as a thing antiquated and obsolete, not
only by Aristides (who was certainly later th.an

Cicero, see p. 70% but also by Euclid. As to
Aristoxrnut, the fragments which remain of his
writings contain no allusion to such a distinction
at all. In his time it appears that the number
of modes was thirteen

; and lal<T writers reckon
fifteen- (Euclid, p. 19 ; Aristid. pp. 23, 24.) The
descriptions of these fifteen modem modes arc very
scanty, but they indicate pretty plainly that they
were nothing more than transpositions of the
greater j^fecl r^em i their names were Hypo-
dorian, Jlypoiastian, Hypophrygian, Hvpoaeolian,
Hypolydian, Dorian, Iastian,’l»hrrgiaii, Aeolian,
Lydian, Mixo!y<iiaii,Ily|)criastian, ilyjKTphrvginn,
Hyperaeolian, Hyperlydian. The Hypodorimi was
the lowest in pitch, and the upooKa\ktuv6pi*yo% of
the others were successively higher by a semitone

;

and only that part of each scale was used which
W’as within the compass of the voice. It seems

,

likely that the ancient modes mentioned by Euclid,

j

and dcscrilied above, consisting of uctachoi^s taken,

j

as regards their ypecie*, from different parts of the
I d^vrd^oAev, would, as regards pitchy be
I each so placed as to lie between vwdTT) and
tdtni bi*(*vyfi4yt*y of the modem mode of the
same name. For they certainly did always differ

ill pitch, as the name r6yot shows
;
and then? is no

reason to believe that thi ir relative position was
ever changed : the system of notation, moreove r,

confirms this supposition. But for details on this
subject we must refer to the dissertation of Dockh
(iii. 6), where it is treated at length. The only
important results, however, arc, first, that the
mc^es did anciently differ in epecies; secondly,
that in process of time this difference either disap-
peared entirely, or ceased to be their distinguishing
mark

;
and, thirdly, that their general pitch was

always different The ideas conveyed by these
general assertions of the real character and effect

of the Greek music are excessively vague and un-
satisfactory

; hut an examination into particulars
does not tend to make them at all more definite
or clear.

There can be little doubt that different rhvthms
and degrees of slowness or quickness, ns well ns
different metres and styles of poctiy, would soon
he appropriated to the modes, so as to accord w-ith

their original musical character
; and these dif-

fcrences would in time naturally supersede the old
distinction of species, and come to be looked on ns
their characteristic marks

; so that at length nil

the species might even be used in each mcnlo, for

the sake of additional variety. With repird to
the poctiy, indeed, it is certain that particular
measures were considered appropriate to different
modes (Plat il p. 670), and it has even
been attempted to divide Pindar's Odes into
Dorian, Aeolian, and Lydian. (Bdckh, iii. 16.)
The rhythm of the music most have dep-nded
chiefly, if not entirely, upon that of the wo^d^ or
cUo tiave been of a very simple and uniform
char^ter, since there is no mention of a notation
fur it 08 distinct from the metro of the poetry.
Probably, therefore, nothing like the modem
system of musical rhythm existed

j and if so, this
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mutt hare fomed one of the moct cBsentinl poinU
of difference between the ancient and modem
music. How the rhythm of mere infirumerUal

music was regulated, or what Tuiety it admitted,

doi‘8 not appear. There is no reason, however, to

believe that music without words was practised to

any extent, thoush it H*as certainly known ; for

Plato speaks with disapprobation of those who
Used fiiKox ical

Ki$aplff€t Tt Koi ti.

p. 669), and others mention it. (B&kh, iii. 1 1.)

On the two last of the heads enumerated in

dividing the whole subject, very little real inform-

ation can be obtained. In fiict they could not be
intelligibly discussed without enmplat, a method
of illustration which unfortunately is never em-
ployed by the ancient writers. MrraffoA^ was the

tmiHition from one genus to another, from one
system to another (as linm disjunct to conjunct or

vice rersd ), from one mode to another, or from one
style of melody to another (Euclid. 20), and the

change was made in the same way as in modem
modultUum (to which /isradoA^ portly corresponds),

via. by passing through an intenn^iate stage, or

using on element common to the two extremes be-

tween which the transition was to take place. (See
Euclid. 21.)

MvAowoito, or composition, was the application

or use of all that has been described under the pre-

ceding heads. This subject, which ought to have
been the roost interesting of all, is treated of in

such a very unsatisfactory way that one is almost

forced to suspect that only an ewUrie doctrine is

contained in the works which have oomo down to

us. On composition properlif so called, there is

nothing but an enumeration of different kinds of

$cquence of notes, via. :— 1 . in which the

sounds followed ono another in a regular ascending

or descending order ; 2. wAour^, in which intervals

were taken alternately ascending and descending

;

X wfTTcfa, or the repetition of the same sound
several times successively ; 4. rot^, in which the

same sound was sustained continuously for a con-

siderable time. (Each 22.) Besides this division,

there are several classifications of melodies, made on
difftrrent principles. Thus they aro divided accord-

'

ing to into Diatonic, dtc. ; according to mode, !

into Dorian, Phrygian, Ac. ; according to

into grave, acute, and intermediate (^orosiS^r,

yrro«(8^f, ^«<rofi8^f). This last division seems
merely to refer to the general pitch of the melodpr;

yet each of the three classes is said to have a dis-

tinct turn (rpdwor), the grave being tragic^ the
|

acute aomte (ronuc6t\ and the intermediate di-
,

fAjirram^^ Again melody is distinguished by its

(Juimcicr (d^or), of which three princi^ kinds are

mentioned, SiaoraATucdv, ouoTaATucoy, and 4i<rv»

XaoTuc(i»',and these terms arc respectively explained

to mean aptitude for eirarcssiog a mognaminous
and heroic, or low and effeminate, or calm and re-

fined character of mind. Other subordinate classes

arc named, as the erotic, epithalamian, comic, and
encomiastic. (Euclid. 21; Aristid. 29.) No account

is given of theformed peculiarities of the melodies

distinguished by these different characters, so that

what is said of them merely excites our curiosity

without tending in the least to satisfy it.

The most ancient system of notation appears to

have consisted merely in the appropriation of the

letters of the alphabet to denote the different

sounds of llic scale
;
and the only alteration made
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in it was the introduction of new signs formed by
accenting letters, or inverting, distorting, and mu-
tilating them in various ways, as the compass of
the scale was cnlaigcd. A great, and seemingly
unnecessary, complexity was caused by the use
of two different signs for each sound

;
one for the

voice, and the other for the instnimcnt. Those
two signs were wTitten one above the other imme-
diately over the syllabic to which they belonged.

They are given by several of the Greek writora,

but most fully by Alypius. The instrumental

signs appear to have bwn chosen arbitrarily
; at

least no law is now discoverable in them : but the
vocal (which were probably more ancient) follow

an evident order. The sounds of the middle part

of the scale arc denoted by the letters of the Ionian

alphabet (attributed to Simonides) taken in thoir

natural order
;
and it is remarkable that these

signs would be just sufficient for the sounds com-
prised in the six modes supposed to be the roost

ancient, if the compass of each were an octave and
they were pitched at intervals of a semitone above
one another. Accented or otherwise altered letters

arc'given to the higher and lower sounds. To
learn the system perfectly must have required

considerable labour, though its difficulty has been
much exaggerated by some modem writers. ( 84*0

Bftckh, iil 9.) A few specimens of Greek melody
expressed in the ancient notation have come down
to us. An account of them nuy be found in Bur-
ney (vol. !. p, 83), where they are given in modem
notes with a conjectural rhythm. The best of

them may also be seen in Bikkh (iii. 12) with a
different rhythm. It is composed to the words of
the first Pythian, and is supposed by Ddckh to be

certainly genuine, and to l^Iong to a time earlier

than the fifteen modes. Its merits have been very

variously estimated
;
probably the best that can be

said of it is that no certmn notion can now be ob<

tained of its real effect as anciently performed.

It has long been a matter of dispute whether
the ancients practised harmong^ or music in parts.

We believe there are no sufficient grounds for sup-

posing that they did. The following arc the facts

usually appealed to on each side of the question.

In the first place, the writers who profcssedly^

treat of music make no mention whatever of sucK

a practice
;

this omission constitutes such a very

strong primk facie evidence against it, that it must
have settled the question at once but for suppard
positive evidence from other sources on the other

side. It is trac that fjieXowoda, which might have

been expected to hold a prominent place in a theo-

retical work, is dismiss^ very summarily
:
hut

still when the subjects which ot^t to be explained

arc enumerated, fieKowoda is mentioned with as

much respect as any other, whilst harmong is en-

tirely omitted. In there seems to be no Greek

word to express it ;
for apnovta signifies a well

ordered tuceetsion ofsounds (sec Bnmcy, L 1 3 1 ), and

oufopmuia only implies the concord between a single

pair of sounds, without reference to succession.

That the Greek musicians were acquainted with

avn(fmrla is proved by many passages, though we
are not aware that they ever mention the concord

of more than two sounds. But the subject of con-

cord, to long as succession is not Lntr^uoed, be-

longs rather to acoustics than to music. There is,

however, a passage (Arist l*roU, xiz. 18), where

succession of concords is mentioned : — Aid ri ^
9<d woffity avfi^yla /fierat

;
/layaSf^oiKri
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yiip ratmiVy M<r)ti8t^cir

•4(uified the einging or pUjing in two parU at an

interval of an octave ;
and the word is derived

from ftAyaZis^ the name of a stringed instrument

which had sufficient compass to allow a succession

of octaves to be played on it. (This practice of

matjadizing could not fail, of course, to arise as

soon os men and women attempted to sing the

some melody at once.) The obvious meaning of

tho passage then is, that since no interval except

the octave could be magfuiised (the effect of any

other is well known to be intolerable), tkerf/on no

other interval was employed at all ; implying that

no other kind of counterpoint than magadizing wai

thought of. But the words are certainly capable

of a somewhat milder interpretation.

In tho next place, the constitution of the scale

was, as hot been seen, very unfit for harmony, the

beauty of which depends so essentially upon the

use of thirdi. The true major third was either not

discovered or not admitted to be consonant till a

very late period, Ptolemy being the earliest extant

autlior who speaks of the minor ton«(Bunicy,voI. i,

p. 44U) ; a ^t which is so extraordinary and so

contrary to all that could have been anticipated,

as to destroy all confidence in any a ptiori reason-

ings on the subject, and to exclude all but actual

evidence on cither side. The positive evidence in

/arour of the existence of counterpoint consists

chiefly in certain indications of two modes having

been sometimes used at once. Thus the expression

in Horace {Epod. iz. 5),

** Sonante mUtum tibiis carmen lyn
Hoc Dorium, illis barbarum,*'

is interpreted to mean that the lyre was played in

the Dorian mode, and the tibiae in tho Lydian;

so that if the ancient Dorian and Lydian octave

were employed, the former being of the fourth

•pecieo, while the latter was of the second, and
itched two tones higher, the series of intends
card would consist of fourths and major thirds, or

father double tones.

Again, there arc passages such as—
AloXtit f€aive Awplov niX^uSon ifipSty

(qtioted from Piodar by the Scholiast on Pytb. ii.

127), which are supposed to indicate that poetry

written in one mode npd sung accordingly, was ac*

coroponied by instmments in another. For a view

of the most that can be made of such arguments,

see Bbckh, liL 10. Our knowledge of the real

use of the modes is so very imperfect, that not

much reliance can be placed on them ; and at any
|

rate they would only prove the existence of a kind

of moffodiring^ modified by taking sedes of differ-

ent (instead of tho same) species for the two parts,

so as to avoid the succession of intervals absolutely

the some. This would certainly be tho very lowest

kind of counterpoint
;
but if any thing more had

been practised, it would be absolutely impossible

to account for the utter silence of the theoretical

writers, which is all but fatal even to such a

limited hypothesis. It is only necessary to odd that

the influence of inetrumenU upon the development

of the art ought to be kept in view in considering

this question. The Greeks bad only two kinds of

instrumental music, a8Xq<nf and aiflcipurir. The
oilAof was alwars a pipe pierced with holes, so os

to have an artificial scale. The simple tube or

trumpet does not appear to have been used as a

musical instrument, so that the scale of natural
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bftrmtmics was probably unknown
; and this may

partly account for the major third escaping oWrv-
ation. And anything like the morfcni system of

harmony could probably no more have been in-

vented without the assistance of keyed instruments

than the Elements of Euclid could have been com-
posed in the total absence of drawing materials.

For a fuller account of ancient musical instruments

see Bbckh, ill 1 1.

The chief authorities on the subject of this

article are the ** Antiquae Muticne Auctorvs
Septero,** viz. : Aristoxenus, Euclid, Niccmiachus,

Alypius, Oaudentins, Bocchius, Aristides, Quiiiti*

lianos,and MartiamisCapclla, edited by Meibomius,
in one volume (Amsterdam, 1 652), to the pages of

which the preceding quotations refer; the Har-
monics of Ptolemy ( with an Appendix by Wallis,

Op. MatKemaL vol. iiL) ; the Dialogue of Plutarch
;

and A section of the Aristotelic ProblcmAta; Burney,
Hietory Muaic ; Bbckh, de Metrie /*iWon‘

;

Driebcrg, AfueikaUeehe Wiseeneebt^en der Onecken;
end A ttfttchinsteiibfr die AfusikdrrOrieeben; Bode,
Oeeeb. dcr Lgriseh. Dubthinit der Heilenen; Fort-

lage, Dae MneUcalieobe Hyeiem der Griecbm, I^ipzig,

Hi47. [W.F.D.]
2. Roman. It may well be believed that in

music as in the other arts, the genius of Greece
had left little for Romans to do, but admire and
imitate. Yet we must not forget that another

element had been introduced into the arts of Rome,
as well as into her language and government ; one

which uras derived from Etruria, and partook ot

I

an Oriental character. Every species of musical

I

instrument found on Greek works of art is found
I also on Etruscan. No doubt the early Konmn
' music was rude and coarse, still from tho most
ancient times mention is made of hymns and flutes

' in their triumphal processions: so Servius Tullius

in his comitia made two whole centuries of cor>

nicinee and tiUdnee; and the Twelve Tables al-

lowed at funerals ten players on the flute, and en-

joined that ** tho praises of great men should bo

;
sung in mournful songs (aefriae) accompanied by
the flute.**

The year B. c. 365 marks an era in Roman
music by its adaptation to theatrical amusements.

It is in this year we find mention of a lectiftemium,

at which actors were first brought from Ktnirin,

who, without verses;, danced in dumb show to tho

sound of the flute. Some time later Livy (ix. 30)
mentions a curious tale of the desertion of certain

Roman flute-players, who were only brought back

by an arousing stratagem. We learn from Valerius

Maximus (ii. 5) that the Roman flute-players were

incorporated into a college, and Ovid (Faet. vi. 657),

speokii^ of their ancient importance, says—
** Temporibut reterum tibiclnis usus avc«ura

Magnus, et in mogno semper honore fuit

:

Contabat ^is, cantnbat tibia ludis,

Cootabat moestis tibia funeribus.'*

Kero, as Suetonius (A*ero, 24) tells us, played

on the flute, and came in n sort of triumphal pro-

cession through Italy, bearing the spoils he had
won in 1800 musical contests. The same writer

informs us that the emperor, to preserve his voice,

used to lie on his back with a thin plate of lead

on his sUHoacb ;
that he took frequent emetics and

cathartics, and at last transacted all bnsincse in

writing.

There does not appear to be any trace of a
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Roman masical »v»tcni cntirflj distinct from t^jc

Greek. A |«avnf'e in Cierro would lead us to snp>

pose that the laws of contrasty of light and shade,

of loud and soft, of swelling: and diminishing, were

understood by the Homans (de OnU. iiL 44), and
another passage from Apuleiua decidedly proves that

the Romani had instrumental music distinct from

their vocal
;
on iKith of which points there is not

the same clear evidence to decide the question

with reference to the Greeks. Still the Homan
rmiiical writers, ns St. Augustin, Marrobius, Mar-
tinnus Capelin, Cnssiodnrus nnd Boethius (all of

wfinro flourished between the fourth and sixth

centuries of the Christian era), did nothing to im-

prove the science of music, and were little more
limn copyists of their Greek predecessors. The
great improvement which the Romans introdocctl

(rather a practical than a theoretical one) w'o.s a

simpliflcalion of the musical nomenclature, effected

by rejecting the arbitnuy signs in use among the

Greeks, and substituting for them the Ant fifteen

letters of the Roman alphabet. (Haakins, rol. i.

p. 279.) This simplification they were enabled to

make by a reduction of the modes : indeed it seems
very probable that this complicated system had in

practice entirely fallen into disuse, os wc know
tliat the diatonic genu* had usurped the place of

the two other gmera.
Of all Latin authors Boethius gives the most

profound account of the subject. His work is a

carrying out of the old IVthagorean system, and is

a mere alutroct speculati-.m on the nature of music,

which, viewed as one of the qnadririum or four

mathematical sciences, has its foiindalioii in num-
ber and proportion. A full analysis of the work
may \*e seen in Hawkins <1. p. 3.38). It contains,

1st, an investigation into the ratios of consonances
;

2nd, a treatise on several kinds of proportion
; 3rd,

a cWlaration of the opinions of different sects with

respect to the division of the monoebord and the

general laws of harmony.
Before this time St Ambrose had introduced the

practice of antiphonal singing in the church at

JMilnn, Of the nature of the Ambrusian chant we
only know that it consisted in certain progrrs-

sions, corresponding with dilTemit spfvles of the

diapason. It is described as a kind of recitation,

more like reading than singing.

It was by St Gregory the Great that the octave

was sulistitnted for the tetrachnrd ns the funda-

mental division of the srtdiv The first octave he
denoted by capital letters B, C, ^cc., the second

by small letters a, b, c, &c., nnd when it became
necessary to extend the system, marked the third

by small letters doubled, aa, bb, Ac. There is no
roof that the Romans, any more than the Greeks,

ad any notation with reference to time. Where
vocal music nos united with instrumental, the time

was marked bv the metro of the song : the want
of a notation oi time would make us doubt whether

any but a very simple style of merely instrumental

music prevailed among them. (Hawkins's llidory

o/Music^ vol.i.; Burney’s Iligtoryo/Mtuic^ vol. L)

Fur a general account of ancient music the

render is referred to the presious article. [B. J.J

MUfiilTUM ORGS5. [Domis, p.431 ; Pic-

TURA, No. XV'.]

MUSTAX (>4wrTa{),moustaches. The different

parts of the beard (Barba] had diflferent names,

which also varied with its ago and appearance.

Tbe young beard, first npi»caring on the upper

MYSIA.
li(\ was c.illed viri\rr) or mr^nj wpdni} (Diod. v. 28;
Philnstr. Sen. Imog. j. 30, u. 7, 9), and the youth

Just arrived at pulterty, who was graced with it,

was Tpirroy ^wntdjTtis. (Horn. //. xxiv, 348, Chi.

X. 279; Schol. in toe.; )3runck, AnaL iii. 44 ;

Aelian, T. II. x. 18.) By its growth and develop-

ment it produced the moustaches, which the Greeks
generally cherished os a manly omaroont. (Theoept.

xiv. 4; Antiphones, ap. A/Aea. iv. 21 ;
Pollux,

ii. 80, X. 120.) To this practice, however, thert*

seems to have been one exception. The Spartan

KriioRt, when they were inducted, made a pro-

clamatiun re<{uiring the people ** to sliave tiieir

moustaches mid obey the btws.** For what reaMui

they gave the fonner command docs not appear.

(PluL de Sem Nutn. Vind. p. 978, ed. Sleph.

;

Proclus in lie*. (}p. ei 722; MUller, /Jor.

iii. 7. § 7, iv. 2. § 5 ;
Becker, C'Aonifcs, vol. iu

p. 391.) (J. Y.]
MUSTUM. [ViNTM.]
MUT.\TIO'NK.S. [Manmo.]
MUTUUM. The Mutui daiio is mentioned

by Gaius as an instance of an obligatin ^ qoac re

conimhitur.*’ It exists when things ** quae pon-
dcre,mimcro, mensurave com Uuit,’*as coined mou-y,
wine, oil, corn, acs, silver, gold, are given by
one man to another so ns to Wome his, but on
the condition that an equal quantity of the s.nmc

kind shall be retunied. The dilference in the

thing which is lent constitutes one of the diflerenct's

between this contract and commodatum. In the

mutui datio, inasmuch as the thing l>ccame the

property of the receiver, the Roman jurists were
led to the absurdity of saying that muiiiHm was
so called for this reoson (quod &r meo tanrn JU). This
contract gave the lender the action called condictin,

provided he w-as the owner of the things, and liod

the power of alienaticm : otherwise he had no
action till the things were consumed. If tbe

Iwrrowcr lost the things by any accident os fire,

shipwreck, Ac., he was still bound : the reason t»f

which clearly was, that by the Mutui datio the
things became his own. It was a strict! juris act!'*,

and the lender could have tio iulrrest for a Inaii

of money, unless interest had been agr-'ed on. The
borrowing by way of Mutuum and at interest nrv

opposed by Plautus (Astn. i. 3. 93). The Senatiis-

coitsuUura Macedonianum did not allow a right of

action to a lender against a filiusfainilias to whom
he had given money “ mutua,” even afl?r th-

death of the father. (SENATcacoNMfLTrM Mac*.
DOMANfM.] (Gaius, iii. 90; Inst. 3. tlL 14 ;

Dig. 12. tit. 1. iJe lietm* Cerditi* ; Cod. 4. tit. 1 ;

Vangerow, Pandeiefem^hc, iii. § 623.) [O. I*.]

MY^RII (fivploi\ the name given to the po-

pular assembly of the Arcadians, which was esta-

blished after the overthrow of the Spartan supre-

macy by the battle of Leuctm, and which used to

meet at Megalopolis in order to deU'miin«> upon
matters affecting the whole people. (Xen I/etl.

vL 5. § 6, vii. 1. § 38, viL 4. § 2 ; Diod. xv. 39 ;

I>em. d* Ftd*. I^eg. p. 344 ;
Aeschin. de Fat*. Jxg.

p. 237; Paus. vtiL 32. § I
;
ilar|K>cmt. Suid. Phot.

*. r. ; Schdnuinn, Antiq. Jur. FtdJ. <*r, |x410.)

MY'SIA a festival celebrated by the

inhabitants of Pellenc in Arhaia, in horcur of

Demeter Mysia. The W'orship of this ^oddcM
was introduced at Pt-llene from a place called

Mysia in the neighbourhood of Argos. (Paus. iu

18. § 3.) 'Xhe festival of the Mysia near Pellcue

lasted for seven days, and (he religious solcnnities

f

Digitized h;- CoC3‘e
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took place in a temple Biirroundod by a beautiful

grove. The first two da\s men and women took

jKirt in the celcbnition together ; on the thinl day

the men left the sanctuary, and the women re-

maining in it piTfomied during the night certain

mysterious rites, during which not even mole dogs

were allowed to remain within the sacred precincts.

(Jn the fourth day the men returned to the temple,

and men and women now received each other with

shouts of laughter and assailed each other with

various railleries. (Pans. vii. 27. § 4 ; Comutus,
de Xat. Dcor. 28.) Other particulars arc not

known.

.MYSTAE, MYSTAGO'GUS (jiixrrai,

fiu(TTay«fy6s). [Elkusima.]
AI YSTE'H IA (fivcTT-fipta). As each mystery or

mystic festir.il is described in a separate article, a
few general observations only will be required under

this head. The names by which they were de-

signated in Gtcccc, are /nwffT^pio, rt\tra(, and
Spyta. The name vfr)ta (from (opya) originally

signified only sacrifices accompanied by certain

ceremonies, but it was afterwards applied especially

to the cerentonies obscn’cd in the worship of Dio-
|

jiysus, and at a still later period to mysteries in

general. (I^obeck, Aylaopham. i. p. 305.) '

signifies in general a religions festival (.Vristot.

Jihrt. ii. 24 ;
Pind. AVm. x. 63), but more particu-

larly a lustration or ceremony performed in order

to avert some calamity cither public or private.

(Plato, de Itep. ii. p. 264, E.) Mvarijpiov signifies,

projK'rly speaking, the secret part of the worship,

but it was also used generally in the same sense

as and for mystic worship.

Mysteries in general may be defined as sacrifices

and ceremonies which took place at night or in

secret within some sanctuary, which the uninitiated

were not allow'ed to enter. What was essential

to them, were objc'cts of worship, sacred utensils,

and traditions with their interpretations, which
were withheld from all persons nut initiated. W'c
must however distinguish between mysteries pro-

p«‘rly so called, that is, such in which no one was
allowed to partake unless he had undergone a
formal initiation, and the mystic ceremonies of

certain festivals, the perform.'uicc of which, though
confined to particular classes of persons, or to a
particular sex, yet did not require a regular initia-

tion. Our attention in this article will be confined

to the mysteries properly so ealled.

It appears to have been the desire of all nations

of antiquity to withhold certain parts of their re-

ligious worship from the eyes of the multitude in

order to render them the more venerable. (Strabo,

p. 717.) Bift that the ancient mysteries were
nothing but impositions of priests, who phayed upon
the superstitious and ignorant, is on opinion, which,

although entertained by Limburg- Brouwer, the

latest WTiter on the subject {Ilidoire de la Civilisa-

tion Morale et Rilig. de* CTea^ vol. iv. p. 19i<),

certainly cannot satisfy those who ore accustunu'd

to seek a more solid and vital principle in all re-

ligious institutions that have ever had any lasting

influence upon mankind. The persons united

and initiated to celebrate the mysteries in Greece

were neither all priests, nor did they belong to tbc

ignorant and superstitious classes of societv’, but

they were on the contrary frequently the most dis-

tinguished statesmen and philosophers. It has

been remarked under Elevsima (p. 4S4,b) that

it is far more probable that the mysteries in tbc

varioiis parts of Ore ce were remains of the ancient

I’elasgian religion. Tho associntions of persons

for the purpo.se of celebniting them must therefore

have been formed at the time when the over-

whelming influence of the Hellenic religion began
to gain the upper hand in Greece, and when pcrs' iis

who still entertained a reverence for the worship
of former times, united together with the intention

of preserving and upholding among themselves,

as much as possible of the religion of their fore-

fathers. It is natural enough that they formed
themselves for this puq>cse into societies, analogous
to the brotherhoods in the church of Home (Por-
phyr. t/e Austin, iv. 5), and endeavoured to presen o
against the profanation of the multitude that which
was most dear to them. Hence the secrecy of all

the Greek mysteries, and hence the fact that they
were almost invariably connected with the worship
of the ancient Pelasgian divinities. The time
when mysteries were established ns such, must
have been after the great changes and disturbances

produced by the Dorian migration, although tra-

dition referred their institution to Orpheus, the
Curctes, the Idaeon Dactyles, Dionysus, &c., who
belong to a much earlier period. These tradi-

tions, however, may in so far be regarded as true,

as the mysteries were only a continuation and pro-

[mgntion of the ancient religion. But it must bo
admitted that in subsequent times new elements

were added to the mysteries, which were origin-

ally foreign to them. The development of philo-

sophy, and more especially the intercourse with
the East and with Egypt, appear to have exercised

a considerablo influence upon their character.

The most celebrated mysteries in Greece were
those of Samothmec and Eleusis. [Caiieihi.v

;

Elbusinia.] But several other {daces and divini-

ties had their peculiar mysteries, e.g. the island of

Crete those of Zeus (Stmbo, p. 718 ; Athcn. ix.

18) ; Argolis those of Hera (Paus. ii. 38. §2) ;

Athens those of Athena and Dnmysus (Pint Alci/t.

34 ;
Dionvsia)

;
Arcadia those of .Artemis (Paus.

viii. 23. § 3), and Acgina those of Hecate. (Pans,

ii. 30. § 2). But not only the worship of tlic great

gods, but also that of some ancient heroes was
connected with mysteries. (Paus. iv. 34. §6, ii. 1,

ii. 30. § 5 Herod, v. 83.)

The benefits which tho initiated hoped to obtain

were security against the vicissitudes of fortune,

and protection from dangers both in this life and
in the life to come. The princi{>al |>nrt of the ini-

tiation, and that which was thought to be most
efficacious in producing the desired effects, were

the lustrations and purifications, whence the mys-
teries themselves aro sometimes called KoBdpaia or

Kodappoi.

Offences against and violations of the mysteries

were at Athens under the jurisdiction of the archon

king, and the court in such coses only consisted of

persons who were themselves initiated (ptpvripd-

t'ot), and were selected from the hcliastae for tho

purpose. (Pollux, viii. l4l.) Even in cases which
were brought before an ordinary court, the judges

were only initiated ]>cr8ons, if the cose had any
connection with the mysteries. (Andocid. de Myst,

p. 1 4.) That no one but the initiated might bear

the transactions in such a case, tbc conrt was sur-

rounded by public slaves to keep all profane per-

sons at a distance. (Pollux, viiL 123.)

Tbc Honuin religion had no such mysteries aa

tluit of the Greeks, but only mystic rites and cero*
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moniet oooMct^ with the cclebretlon of fertoin

iectiraia. The Baccbanftlia were of foreign origin,

and of short d'lration. [Dionvsia.]
A very full account of the Greek mysteries is

given by Limburg-Brouwcr, //«/. de la (Svilitat.

Mot, ei RHip. dtt Greets vol. iv. p. 180—415, and
chapter xxvi. of the same work contains a useful

survey of the various opinions upon the subject
which have been entertained by modem scholars

and philosophers. [L. S.]

M YSTILE (/iwot/Aij). [Coina, p. 305, aj.

MYSTRUM a Greek liquid mea-
sure, of which there were two sixes, called the
large and small mystruxn. The small, which was
the more common of the two, was^ of the cotyla,

and ^ of the cyathus, and therefore contained about
]-50lh of on English pint. (Galen, Frag. c. 15.)

Galen adds that the smaller mystrum contained 2^
drachms, that the larger was ^ of the cotyla, and
contained 3^ drachms

;
but that the most exact

mystrum (rh iiKotArarov held 8 scruples,

that is, 2^ drachms. According to this, the small
mystrum would be | of the larger. But in the
13th chapter of the same fragment he makes the
Inige mystrum » ^ of the cotyla and the small
mystrum ^ of the large. In e. 4 he makes the

mystrum a 3 oxyhapha, and the small » 1

Cleopatra makes the large iV of the cotyla, the
mallsa (Warm, de /'oiia. p. 130.) [B. S.]

N.

NAE'NFA. [Funus, p. 559, a.]

NAGS. [Tbmplum.]
NATALITII LUDI. Natautil]
NATA'LinUS RESTITUTIO. [Inobnui.]
NATATIO, NATATO'KIUM. [Balnbab,

p. 189, b.]

NATU'RA, NATURAXIS RATIO. JJus.]
NAVA'LF^S DUU'MVIRI. [Duumvirl]
NAVA'LES SO'CII. [Exbrcitur, p. 509, b.]

NAVA^LIA, were docks at Rome where shipe

were built, laid up, and rehtted. They were
attached to the emporium outside of the Porta
Trigemina, and »*ere connected with the Tiber.

(Liv. XXXV. 10, xl. 51, xlv. 2.) The emporium
and navalia were first included within the walls

of the city by Aurelian. (Vopisc. AvrW. 21.)
The d(^s {v%dnxoutoi or rsi^m) in the Peiraeens

at Athens cost 1000 talents, mid having been de-
strored in the anarchy were again restored and
finally completed by Lycurgus. (Isocr. Arropag.

25; Bdckh, /Vd. Eeon. p. 201, 2nd eA) They
were under the superintendence of regular officers

called i-wifitkifTaX rStP rewplwr. [Epimblbtab,
No. 5.]

NAVA'LIS CORO'NA. [Corona, p. 360.]

NAVARCHUS (rauopx®») i» the name by
which the Greeks designated both the captain of a
single ship, and the admiral of a fleet. The office

itself was called pavapxio. The admiral of the
Athenian fleet was always one of the ten generals
(oTpoTipyol) elected every year, and he had either

'

the whole or at least the principal command of the

fleet. (PiuL 7Vmu^. 18.) The chief officers who
served under him were the trierarchs and the pen-

tecontarchi, each ol whom commanded one vessel
;

the inferior officers in the vessels were the irv^fp.

lo/Tou at helmsmen, the ircXfiMPral or commanders
of the rowers, and the wpwpoTaiwho mutt have

NAUCRARIA.
been employed at the prow of the vessels. (Xennpb.
de RrpM, Atk, 1, 2. S 20 ;

compare Stea-
TBOra.)

Other Greek states who kept a nary had like-

wise their navarcha A Sjiortan navarchus is men-
tioned by Xenophon {HelUm. iu 1. § 7), and
under him served an officer called fv«rroA«uf.

i
(Pollux, L 96; Stun, Le». Xenopk. ii. p. 321.)

The nararebia of Sparta however was an innova-

tion of later times, when the Spartans had acquired

a fleet and possessions in foreign countries. The
office was distinct from that of the kings, and
Aristotle {PoUt. ii. 6. p. 69, eA Gottling) calls it

iripa fiaaiXeia. (See Weber, De Ogtkeo

et jMedaemoniarum Heb. NaroUb. p. 73, &c.)

The navarchus in Rhodes seems to have been

their chief military officer. Wc find him autho-

rixed to conclude treaties with foreign naUont

(Polyb. xvA 1), and sent on embassies in the

name of the republic. (Polyb. xxx. 8 ;
Liv. xlv.

25.) [L. S.]

NAUCRA'RIA (pai'Rpopla) is the name of a

division of the inhabitants of Attica. The four

Attic phylae were each divided into three phratrics,

and each of these twelve phratries into four nau-

craries, of which there were thus forty-eight. This
divisiem is ascribed to Solon (Photius,ae. Nao-
Rpapla), but Herodotus (v. 71) in relating the in-

surrection of Cylon mentions nvgistrates at Athens
called wp%nitas rwr rav<rpdpwr, so that the nau-

craries must have existed long before Solon. There
is, however, some difficulty connected with this

passage of Herodotus, inasmuch as Thucydides

(i. 126) in relating the same event mentions the

nine arsons instep of the prytanes of the nau-

crarica Wochsmuth {HeUen. AlL vol. i. p. 366,

2d ed.) endeavours very ingeniously to reconcile

Herodotus and Thucydides, by supposing that the

prytanes of the naucraries were the same as the

irittyarchs, the assessors of the first archon, and
were thus identified by Thucydides with the archoiis

themselvea What the naucraries were previous

to the legislation of Solon is not stated anywhere,

but it is not improbable that they were political

divisions similar to the domes in the constitution of

Cleistbcnes, and were made perhaps at the time of

the institution of the nine archont for the purpose

of regulating the liturgies, taxes, or financtal and
military affairs in genetal. (Bdckh, PnU. Eeon. ii,

§21.) Tittmann (6’r>eoi. iSSf(ia(sr. p. 269) more-

over supposes with some probability, that they

were, like the domes of Attica, local divisions.

Hence the gnunmarians inform us that pobupapot^

or the chief officer of every nauemry, was the same

as the demarcb. At any rate, however, the nau-

craries before the time of Solon can have had no

eonneciicm with the navy, for the Athenians then

had no navy, and the word vninepopot cannot be

derived from MaOr, a ship, but fiom nuw, and
vnoKpapos is only another form for ra^Xi}por in

the sense of a householder, as rwkor was used for

the rent of a house. ( Pollux, x. 20 ; Wacbsrouth,

Jidlen, All. vol. L p. 367 ; Thiriwall, HiM, of Gr.

voL ii. p. 52.)

Solon in his legislation thus only retained the

old institution of the naucraries. ilis innovation

probably was that he charged each of them with

the equipment of one trireme and with the mount-

ing of two horsemen. (Pollux, viiL 108.) All

military affairs, os far as regards the defraying of

expcDccs, probably continued as before to be regu*
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bted according to oAucrariet. CleUtbencfl in Itls

change of the Solonion constitution retained the

division into nnucraries for military and financial

purposes (Phot. L c.), but he increased their num*
bor to fifty, making five of each of his ten tribes,

so that now the number of their ships was in-

creased from forty-eight to fifty, and that of horse-

men from ninety-six to one hundred. The state-

ment of Herodotus (tL 89) that the Athenians in

their war against Aegina had only fifty ships of

their own, is thus perfectly in accordance with the

fifty naucraries of Cleisthenes. The fiinctions of

the former Kai/apopoi, as the heads of their respective

naucraries, were now transferred*to the demorebt.

[Dkmarchl] (HarpocraL a u. The
obligation of each naucrary to equip a ship of war
fur the service of the republic may be regarded as

the first form of trierarchy. (Lex. Rhetor, p. 283.)

As the system of trierarchy became developed and
established, this obligation of the naucraries np-

poan to have gradually ceased and to have fallen

into disuse. (Compare Trirrarchia.) [L. S.]

NAUCRARUS. [Naucraria.]
NAVIS (vaC*). The beginning of the art of

ship-building and of navigation among the Greeks

must be referred to a time much anterior to the

ogi's of which we have any record. Even in the

onriicst mythical stories long voyages are men-
tioned, which arc certainly not alu^ether poetical

fabrications, and we have every reason to suppose

that at that early age ships were used which were

far tu^wriur to a simple canoe, and of a much more
complicated structure. The time, therefore, when
boats consisted of one hollow tree (A/oaa>y/a), or

when ships were merely rafts (/fotos, o'xc^I<u)

tied together with leathern thongs, ropes, and
other substances (Plin. If. M vil 57), Iwlongs to

a period of which not the slightest record has

reached us, although such rude and simple boats

or rafts continued occasionally to bo used down
to the latest times, and appear to have been very

common among several of the barbarous nations

with which the Romans came in contact. (Codxx ;

compare Qiiintil. x. 2 ; Flor. iv. 2 ;
FesL $. v.

ScJiedia; Liv. xxi. 26.) Passing over the story of

the ship Argo and the expedition of the ArgnnauU,
wo shall proceed to consider the ships as described

in the Homeric poema
The numerous fleet, with which the Greeks

are said to have sailed to the coast of Asia Minor,

must on the whole be regarded as sufficient evi-

dence of the extent to which navigation was car-

ried on in those times, however much of the detail

in the Homeric description may have arisen from

the poet's own imagination. In the Homeric cata-

logue it is stated that each of the fifty Roeotian

ships carried 120 warriors (/?. it 510), and a ship

which carried so many cannot have been of very

small dimensions. What Homer states of the

Boeotian vessels applies more or less to the ships

of other Greeks. These boats were provided with

a most {i<rr6s) which was fastened by two ropes

{wpiroroi) to the two ends of the ship, so that

when the rope connecting it with the prow broke,

the most would fall toa*ards the stem, where it

might kill the helmsman. (Od. xil 409, &c.)

The most could be erected or taken down as ne-

cessity required. They also had sails (i<rria),

but no deck ; each vesac) however appears to

have had only one sail, which was used in £a-

Tjurable wind ;
and the principal moans of pro-
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pelling the veisel lay in the rowers, who lat upon
benches (xAuISvs). The oars were fastened to the

side of the ship with leathern thongs (rpowol 5«p-

/idrtivi, Od. iv. 782), in which they were turned

os a key in its hole. The ships in Homer are

mostly colled black Oa^Xou'oi), probably because

they were pointed or covered with a block sul>-

atance, such as pitch, to protect the wood against

the influence of the water and the air
;
somclinies

other colours, such as /ifXror, tniniutn (a red co-

lour), were used to adorn the sides of the shi[»s

near the prow, whence^ Homer occasionally calls

ships fuXrowdfpoif i. «. red-cheeked (//. ii. 637,

Od. ix. 125) ; they were also painted occasionally

with a purple colour (^ii'iaoirdppM, Od. xi. 124).

Herodotus says ( iiL 58) that all ships were painted

with fd\Toi. When the Greeks had landed on

the coast of Troy, the ships were drawn on land,

and fastened at the poop to large stones with a

rope which served ns anchors (//. L 436, xiv. 77,

Od. ix. 137, XV. 498 ;
Moschopul. ad Jl,\. 436).

The Greeks then surrounded the fleet with a forti-

fication to secure it against the attacks of the

enemy. This custom of drawing the ships upon

the shore, when they were not used, was followed

in laUT times also, as every one will remember
from the accounts in Caesar's Commentaries. There
b a celebrated but difficult pasttgo in the Odyssey
(V. 243, &c.), in which the building of a brat is

described, although not with the minuteness which
an actual ship-builder might wish for. Odysseus

first cuts down with his axe twenty trees, and pn>-

poret the wood for his purpose by cutting it smooth
and giving it the proper shape. He then bores

the holes for nails and books, and fits the planks

together and fastens thorn with nails. He rounds

the bottom of the ship like that of a broad trans-

port vessel, and raises the bulwark (trpta), fitting

It upon the numerous ribs of the ship. He after-

wards covers the whole of the outside with planka,

which ore laid across the ribs from the keel U|>-

wards to the bulwark
;
next the most is made,

and the sail-yard attached to it, and lastly the

rudder. When the ship is thus far completed, he

raises the bulwark still higher by wickerwork
which goes all around the vessel, as a protection

against the waves. This raised bulwark of wicker-

work and the like was used in later times also.

(Rustath. ad Od. v. 256.) For ballast Odysseus
throws into the ship 0Aq, which according to the

Scholiast consisted of wood, atones, and sand.

Calypso then brings him materials to make a sail

of, and he fastens the vwipai or ropes which rur

from the top of the mast to the two ends of the

yard, and also the xdXoi with which the sail is

drawn up or let down. The wdJer mentioned in

this passage were undoubtedly, as in the later

times, the ropes attached to the two lower corners

of the square sail. (Comp. Nitzsch. Anmerk. z.

Od\f$s, voL ii. p. 35, dec. ; Ukert, Bemerk. \iier

\

Horn. GffM/r. p. 20.) The ship of which the

building is thus described w*as a small boat, a
R* Homer calls it • but it had like ail the

Homeric ships a round or flat bottom. Greater

ships roust have been of a more complicated stnic-

ture, as ship-builders ore praised as artists. {JL
T. GO, Ac.) Below, under Cerveki^ a represent-

ation of two boats is given which appear to bear

great resemblance to the one of which the building

is di‘scril>cd in the Odyssey. (Comp. Thirlwall,

IIuL of Greeotf voL I p. 2 1 9.)
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It is a ^n«nl opinicm that in tho Homeric age

sailors diil not renture out into the open tea, but

that such was really done is dear from the fact,

that Homer makes Odysseus say that he had lost

sight of land, and saw nothing but the sky and
water {Od. xiL 403 ;

comp. xiv. 302 ;
Virg. Aai.

iii. 192, Ac.), although on the whole it may be

admitted, that eren down to the historical times

the navigation of the ancients, was confined to

coasting along the shore. Homer neTcr mentions

engagements at sea. The Greeks most renowned
ill the heroic ages as sailors were the Cretans,

whose king Minos ts said to hare possessed a large

fleet, and also tho Pbocacians. (Thucyd. i. 4 ;

Horn. Od. Tiii. 110, Ac.)
After the times of the Trojan w'or, navigation,

and with it the art of ship<building, must have bc>

come greatly Improved, on account of the establish-

ment of the numerous colonies on foreign coasts,

and the increased eommcrcial intercourse with

these colonics and other foreign countries. The
practice of piracy, which w’os during this period

carried on to a great extent not only between
Greeks and foreigners, but also among the Greeks
themselves, roust likewise have contributed to the

improvement of ships and of navigation, nUhough
no particulars are mentioned. In Greece itself the

Corinthians w*crc the first who brought the art of

ship-building nearest to the point at which w*c find

it ill the time of Thucydides, and they were the

first who introduced shipe with three ranks of

rowers (rpi'^peir. Triremes). About the year 700
H.C. Ameinocics tho Corinthian, to whom this in-

vention is ascribed, made the S.imians acquainted

with it (Thucyd. i. 13 ;
Plin. //. N. viL 57) ; but

it roast have been preceded by that of the /iiremes,

that is, ships with two ranks of rowers, which
Pliny attributes to the Erythraeans.* These in-

novations however do not seem to have been gene-

rally adopted for a long time ;
for we it'od that

al>out the time of Cyrus the Phocacans introduced

lung sharp-keeled ships called vtirruKirropoi. (He-
rod. i. 163.) These belonged to tho cIom of long

war-ships (i^cr /uutpof), and bad fifiy roivers,

twenty-five on each side of the ship, who sat in

one row. It is further stated that before this

time vessels called <rrp*rfyvKv^ with large round

or rather flat bottoms, had been used exclusively

by ull the lonians in Asia. At this period most
Greeks seem to have adopted the long ships with

only one nmk of rowers on each side ; their name

* Biromes are sometimes called by the Greeks

SiVpora (Cic.o<IAtf. xvi. 4 ; HtrL BtlL Aleje.Al.)

The name biremis is also applied to a little boat

managed by only two oars. (Horat. iii. 29. 62 ;

Lucan, viii. 562, x. 56.)
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varied accordingly as they had fifty (vfmfvdrro-
poi)« thirty (rpMuc^yropoi), or even a smaller

number of rowers. A ship of war of this class is

represented in the previous woodcut, which is taken
from Montfiiucon, I'Aniia. Explia. vol. iv. port 2,

pi. 142.

The following woodcut contains a beautifnl frag-

ment of a Biremo with a complete deck. ( ^V^inckel-

mann, Anlick. intdiL pi. 207.) Another
specimen of a small Bircme is given further on.

The first Greek people whom wc know to have
acquired a navy of importance were the Corinthians,

Samians, and Phocaeans. About the time of Cyrus
and Cambysei the Corinthian Triremes were gene-
rally adofrted by the Sicilian tyrants and by the
Orcyraeans, who soon acquired the most powerful

navies among the Greeka In other ports of Greece
and even at Athens and in Aemna the roost common
vessels about this time were Tong ships with onir
one rank of rowers on each side. Athens, although
tho foundation of its maritime power bad been laid

by Solon [Naucrsria], did not obtain a fleet of
any importance nntil tho time of Themistocles, who
persuaded them to build 200 Triremes for tho pur-

pose of carrying on the war against Aegiiia. Rut
even then ships were not provided with complete
decks (Karaarp^/urra) covering the whole of the

vessel. (Thucyd. L 14 ; Herod, vii. 144.) Ships
with cmlv a partial deck or with no deck at all,

were called &^p€ueroi rfisr, and in Latin aares

aperitu. A fine representation of such a one is

figured above from a coin of Corcyra. The ships

described in Homer had no decks, and were all

d^porroi (Thucyd. I 10), and the only protection

for the men consisted of the f«pta or bulwark.

(Horn. Od. xii. 229.) Even at the time of the

Persian war, the Athenian ships were without a
complete deck. (Thucyd. i. 14.) Ships which had
a complete duck were called Kard^paxToi^ and
the de^ itself Kordffrptffuu Their invention is

ascribed by Pliny to the Thasians. At the time

when Themistocles induced the AtbenioDs to build
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a fleet of 200 sai]», he also carried n decree, that

every year tvreoty new Triremes should be built

from the produce of the mines of Laurium. (Po.

l>*aen. 1 . 30 ;
Plut. Tbemitt. 4 ;

comp. Ddckh,

Econ. p. 249, 2d edit,) After the lime of

Thcmistncles as many as twenty Triremes must
have been built every year both in times of war
and of peace, as the avemge number of Triremes

which was always ready amounted to between

three and four hundred.- Such an annual addition

was the more necessary, as the vessels were of a

li^^ht structure and did not last long. The whole

Buperintendcncc of the building of new Triremes

was in the hands of the senate of the Five Hun*
dred (Demosth. c. AndroL p. 598), but the actual

business «’as entrusted to a committee called the

rpiT^povotof, one of whom acted os their treasurer,

end had in liis keeping the money set apart for the

jHirposc. In the time of Demosthenes a treasurer

of the Tpiiipoiroioi ran away with the money, which

amounted to two talents and a half. During the

p< riod after Alexander the Oreat the Attic navy
appears to have become considerably diminished,

as in 307 B. a Demetrius Polioicetcs promised the

Athenians timlier for 100 new Triremes. (Died.

XX. 46 ;
PluL Demdr. 10.) After this time the

Uhodions l>ccamc the greatest maritime power in

Oroecc. The navy of Sparta was never of great

importance.

Navigation remained for the most port what it

hod l>cen before: the Greeks seldom ventured out

into the open sea, and it was generally considered

neceasary to remain in sight of the coast or of some
island, which also served as guides in daytime : in

the night the position, rising and setting of the

different stars answered the some purpose. In

winter navigation generally ceased altogether. In

cases where it would have been necessary to coast

around a considerable extent of country, which wu '

connected w'ith the main land by a narrow neck,

the ships were sometimes drawn across the neck of

buid from one sea to the other, by machines called

6\koL This was done most frequently across the
|

isthmus of Corinth. (Herod. viL 24 ;
Thucyd. viiL

j

1, iil 15, with the SchoL ; Strab. viii p. 380 ;

Polyb. iv. 19, v. 101.)

Now as regards the various kinds of ships used

by the Greeks, we might divide them with Pliny

according to the number of ranks of rowers em-
ployed in them, into Monercs, Diremes, Triremes,

Quadriremes, Quinqueremes, &c., up to the enor-

moiu ship with forty ranks of rowers, built by

Ptolcmaeus Pbilopator (Plin. 1. c,

;

Athen. v.

p. 203, &c.) But all these appear to have been

constructed on the same principle, and it is more
convenient to divide them into iJiip$ of tear and
$kip$ of fmrden («popri«d, ^prifyol^ dXirdScr, wAoTo,

ffrpoyyvXm^mtt^ ott^rarioeyMaves aduariae). Ships

of the latter kind were not calculated fer quick

movement or rapid sailing, but to carry the greatest

possible quantity of goods. Hence their structure

was bulky, their bottom round, and although they

were not without rowers, yet the chief means by
which they were propell^ were their sails.

The most common ships of war in the earlier

times were the pentecontori (wvynjxdrropoi), but

afterwards they were chiefly Triremes,and the latter

are frequently designated only by the name k^cv,

while (U1 the othrrs arc* called by the name indi-

cating their peculiar character. Triremes however
were again divided into two classes : the one con-
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listing of real men-of-war, which were qutck-sail-

mg vessels (Tax««u), and the other of transpons

!

either for soldiers (irrpart<iriSif or AvKirayvyoi)
or for horses (lirirTyol, Iwrayoryol), Ships of this

class were more heavy and awkward, and were
therefore not used in battle except in cases of ne-
cessity. (Thucyd. i. 116.) It seems to have been
a common practice to use os transports for soldiers

and horses such Triren>es ns had become useless

os men-of-wnr. The ordinary size of a war galley

may be inf< rred from the fact that the average
umber of men engaged in it, incloding the crew
and marines, was two hundred, to whom on some
occasions as much as thirty epibatoe were added.
(Herod. viiL 17, viL 184 ; corap. Ei'IBATax and
Uwkh, ,PuU, p. 278, Ac.) The rapidity
with which these war galleys tailed may W
gathered from various statements in ancient writers,

and appears to have b<en so gnat, that even we
cannot help looking upon it without oi^toiiishnn nt,

when w’e And that the quickness of an ancient
trireme nearly eqnallcd that of a modem itcnm-
bont. Among the war-ships of the Athenians their

sacred state-vessels were always indiid<^d (Pa-
RALUS; comp. Dockh, Urkunden iiber d. Sceuxi>tn

dos AU. StauUy p.76, Ac.); but smaller vessels,

such os the irtwrini^nopoK or Tp<ax4>^opo(, are
never included when the sum of men-of-war is

mentioned, and their use for military purposes ap-
pears graduallv to have ceased.

Vessels with more than three ranks of rowers on
each side were not constructed in Greece till about
the year 400 B.C., when Dionysius I., tyrant of
Syracuse, who bestowed great care upon his navy,
built the first Quadriremes (TfTp^p«<r), with which
he had probably become acquainted through tha
Carthaginians, since the invention of these vessels

is ascribed to them. (Plin. //. N. vii. 57 • Diodor,
xiv. 41, 42.) Up to this time no Quinqueremes
(vcKT^pcir) had been built, and the invention of
them is likewise ascribed to the reign of Dionysius.

Mnesigeiton {ap. Plin, L o.) ascribes the invention

of Quinqueremes to the Solaminians, and if this

statement is correct, Dionysius had his Quioque-
remes probably built by a Salamliiian ship builder.

In the reign of Dionysius II. Ilezeret

ore also mentioned, the invention of which was
ascribed to the S^Tacusans. (Aelion, K If. vi. 12,
with the note of Perizonius

; Plin. /. c.) After the

time of Alexander the Great the use of vessels

with four, five, and more ranks of rowers became
very general, and it is well known from Polybius
(i. 63, Ac.) that the first Punic war was chiefly

carried on with Quinqueremes. Ships with twelve,

thirty, or even forty ranks of rowers (Plin. l.c. ;

Athon. V. p. 204, Ac.), snch as they were built by
Alexruidcr and the Ptolemies, appear to have been
mere curiosities, and did not come into common
use. The Athenians at first did not adopt vcs8cl<i

larger than Triremes, probably becmuM3 they thought

that with rapidity and skill they could do more
than with lar^ and unwieldy ships. In the year

&c. 356 they continued to use nothing but Tri-

remes ; but in 330 &. c. the republic had already
a number of Quadriremes, which was afterwards
increased. The first Quinqueremes at Athens ore

mentioned in a document (in Bdekh's l/rkumicn^

N.xiv. litt K.) belonging to the year ii. c. 32.^.

Herodotus (vL 87 )i according to the common
reading, calls the thcoris, which in 01. 72 the
Aegioetans took from the Athenians, a :
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but tlie roaditif( iu thU pAssngc U corrupt, find

vtyT§rripis ihould be written instoftd of

(Uockh, Urkundat^ p. 76.) After the year 330
the Athenians appear to hare gradually erased

building Triremes, and to liavc constructed Quad-
rirrmes insU^ad.

Among the smaller rosscls wo may mention the

dxaros or dtcdrior, which seems to have been some-
times used ns a ship of burden. (Herod, vii. 186 ;

cornel. Pind. Pytk, xi. 62, AVm. v. 5.) The ocatus

must generally hare been rcry small, and the some
as a for Suetonius {('aet. 64) in describing

Onesnr's escape from Alexandria, says that he

jumped into a8capha,w’hich Plutarch, in narrating

the Mime event, calls an acation. From Thucydides
(iv. 67) with the remark of the Scholiast, we must
infer that it was a small boat in which every person

sailing in it managed two oars, one with each band.

The name Scapha (aKdtpTi) denotes a small skitTor

life-boat, which was commonly attached to mer-
chantmen for the purpose of saving the crew in

danger. {Act. Apost. xxviL30.)

AiAwrao, or /Afmmuyi^ in Greek \i€vpyis or Ai-

€vpy6y^ is a name given apparently to every war-
ship, from a bireme up to those w'ith six lines of

rowers on each side (Lucian, vol. v. p. 262, ed.

Bip.
;

Flor. iv. 2 ;
Sueton. Atui. 17) ;

but in the

time of Augustus, libumae even with six lines of

rowers were considered small and swift in com-
parison with the unwieldy ships of Antony nt

Actium. (IIornL L 1.) Pliny (x. 32) in-

forms us that they were constructed sharp in the

bows to olfrr the least }>ossibIc resistance to the

water. They were usually provided with a beak,

whence a nnris rosirata is g<*ncra]Iy the same as a

Lihuma. They were first constructed by the

Libumians (whence they derived their name), and
first used by the Romani in the battle of Actium.

((’omp. Coil. xvii. 3 ; Plin. //. AT. ix. 5, xvii. 3 j

Appian, de fldL lUyr. 3 ;
Juven. iii. 240.)

Fvery vessel at Athens, as in modem times, had
a name given to it, which was generally of the

feminine gender, whence Aristophanes {ICq. 1313)
calls the Triremes wapd/t'ovY, and one vessel, the

name of which was Nauphante, he calls the daugh-

ter of Nauso, (Bdckh, LVA p. 81, &c.

;

and a list

of names m p. 84, &c.) The Romans sometimes

gave to their ships masculine names. 7'he Greek
names were either taken from ancient heroines such

as Nuusicna, or they were abstract words such as

ElhrAoia, Bcpawfi'o, flpdroto, Sw^ovira,

Ac. In many cases the name of the builder also

was added.

We now proceed to describe the pruKipal parts

of ancient vessels.

K jyruw {'wpdtpa or p4ruiroy^ ftrora) was
generally ornamented on lioth sides with figures,

which were either painted upon the sides or laid

in. It se<*ms to have been very common to repre-

sent an eye on each side of the prow. (Bockh, Vrk.

p. 102 ;
Becker, Charik'fSy vol. ii. p. 60.) Upon

the prow or foro-deck there was always some em-
blem {Topdtrupoy^ insume^ fiqura) by which the

ship was distinguished from others. At the head

of the prow there pnijcctcd the <rrdAoT, and its ex-

tremity was termed oapo^dAio*', which was fre-

quently made in the shape of an animal or a helmet.

It appears to have been sometimes covered with

brass and to have served as an embole {4fi0oK-fi)

against the enemy's vessels. (Aeschyl. Pen. 4 1 4.)

The iu(/xxTr6\My is sometimes designated by the
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name of (from x^r, a ^se), becauao it

was form^ in the shape of the bead or neck of n
goose or swan, os in the accompanying w'oodcuU
(/vlfjmt. Muffn. $. v.) The cheniscus was often

gilt and made of bronze. (Lucian, Ver. Hid. 41,
Jmp. Trag. 14.) A chcniiicus of bronze is pre-

served in the ^yal Library at Paris. (Millin,

Did. de$ beau* Arts.) [IssiONB.] Just below

the prow and {injecting a little above the keel was
the nostrum (f^6oAor, f/siokoy) or beak, which
consisted of a beam, to which were attached sharp

and pointed irons, or the head of a ram and the

like. This fpSoXos was used for the purpose of

attacking another vessel and of breaking its sides.

It is said to have been invented by the Tyrrhenian

Pisaeus. (Pirn, be.) These beaks were at first

always above the water and visible ; afterwards

they were attached lower, so that they were in-

visible, and thus became still more dangcrotu to

other ships. (Diodor. xi. 27, xiv. 60, 75 ; Polyb, i.

*26, xvi. 5, viii. 6.) The annexed w'oodcuts, taken

from Montfaucon (f/Antiq. Krpiiq. iv.2. lab. 133),

represent three Bi^rent beaks of ships.

Digitized I
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Connected with the I'^^oXot wna the wpotfiioXis^

which according to Pollux (i. 85) mtut hare been

a wooden port of the TeucI in the prow above the

henk,and w*ne probably the tame lu the iwtariits^

and intended to ward off the attack of the f^oXos
of a hoetiie ship. The command in the prow of a

vessel was exercised by an officer called irpwpeiis,

who seems to have been next in rank to the steers^

man, and to have bad the care of the gear, and the

command over the rowers. (Xenoph. Occam, vii.

U.)
‘J. 7%* stem (vpvnyij^ was genemlly

XboTe the other parts of the deck, and in it the

helmsman had his elevated scat It is seen in the

representations of ancient vessels to be rounder

than the prow, though its extremity is likewise

sharp. The stem was, like the prow, adorned in

various ways, but especially with the image of the

tutelary deity of the vessel (tiUefa). In some re-

Emtalions a kind of roof is formed over the

of the steersman, and the upper part of the

stem frequently has an elegant ornament colled

npiuttrCy and in Greek &<pXa<rrov^ which consti-

tuted the highest part of the poop. It formed a
corresponding ornament to the &Kpoc^6Xiov at the

prow. At the junction of the aplustre with the

stem on which it was based, we commonly observe

an ornament resembling a circular shield : this

was called iawiBitov or ^vtZiatnj. It is seen on

the two aplustria here represented. (Comp. Apol-

lon. Rhod. I 1089, ii. 601 ; Apollod. i. 9. § 22 ;

lIiNn. Jl. XV. 716 ;
Herod, vi. 1 14.) The aplustre

rose immediately Whind the gnbemator, and served

in some degree to protect him from wind and rain.

Sometimes there appears, beside the aplustre, a
pole, to which a fillet or pennon (reuWa) was at-

tached, which served both to distinguish and adorn

the vessel, and also to show the direction of the

wind. In the column of Tmjan, a lantern is sus-

pended from the aplustre so as to hong over the

deck before the helmsman. The aplustre com-
monlv consisted of thin plonlrs, and presented a

brood surface to the sky. In consequence of its

conspicuous place and beautiful form, the aplustre

was often taken as the emblem of maritime affiiirs

:

it was carried off in triumph by the victor in a

naval engagement (Juveu. x. 135), and Neptune is
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sometimes represented on medals holding the

aplustre in his right hand, os in the annexed wood-
cut ; and in the celebrated Apotheosis of Homer,
now in the Rritish Museum, the female personating

the Odyssey exhibits the same emblem in refer-

ence to the voyages of Odysseus.

3. The Tpdipril is the bulu*ark of the vessel, or

rather the uppermost edge of it (Ilesych. s.t».) In
small boats the pegs (<fxaX/iol, $calmi) between
which the oars mure, and to which they are fast-

ened by a thong (rpmrwr^p), were upon the
(Rockh, Urhtmi, p. 103.) In all other vessels the
cars passed through holes in the tidwof the vessel

Tp^/iOTo, or rpnrfiiiara). (Schol.

Aristoph. Acham, 97, Ac.)

4. The middle port of the deck in most ships of

war appears to have been raised above the bulwark
or at foast to a level with its upper edge, and thus
enabled the soldiers to occupy a position from
which they could see lar around and hurl their

darts against the enemy. Such an elevated deck
appears in the annexed woodcut representing a
Monnis. In this instance the flag is standing
upon the hind-dcck. (Maxoisi Pomi). Part l tab.

xxii, fig. 2.)

5.

One of the most interesting, as well as im-
portant parts in the airangements of the Biiemes,
Triremes, dec., is the position of the ranks of
rowers, from which the ships themselves derive

their names. Various opinions have been enter-

tained bv those who have written upon this sub-

ject, na ine information W’hich ancient writers give

upon it is extremely scanty. Thus much, how-
ever, is certain, that the diffi;rent ranks of rowers,
who sat along the sides of a vessel, were placed
one alKtvc the other. This seems at first sight

3 B 2
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very improbaLlc, as the common ships in later

times must have had five ordincs of rowers on each

side, and since even the lowest of them must have

been somewhat raised above the surface of the

water, the hinlicst ordo must have been at a con-

siderable height above it, and consequently required

very long oars : the apparent improbability is still

more increased, when we hear of vessels with

thirty or fortv ordincs of rowers above one another.

But that siicli must have been the arrangement is

proved by the following facts: First, In works of

art, in which more than one ordo of rowers is ro-

presetited, they appear above one another, as in

the bireines given on pp. 784, a, 791, a, and in

several others figured by Montfaucon. fondly,
The Scholiast on Aristophanes {AcJiam, 1106;
compare Aristoph. Itan. 1 105) states that the lowest

rank of rowers having the shortest oars and con-

sequently the easiest work, received the smallest

{>ay, while the highest ordo had the longest oars,

jind consequently had the heaviest work and re-

ceived the highest pay. Thirdly, In the monstrous

TfOTffapoKoKT^pTj^ of Ptolcmaeus Philopator, the

d -scription of which by Callixcnus {ap. Athen. v.

. 20.*}, &c.) is ns authentic ns it well can be, the

height of the ship from the surface of the water to

the top of the prow {lutpo(rr6Xiov) was 48 cubits,

and from the water to the top of the stern (HupKaarra)

63 cubits. This height afforded sufficient room
for forty ranks of rowers, especially as they did not

sit perpendicularly above one another, but one
rower, ns may be seen in the above representation

of a Bircmc, sat behind the other, only somewhat
elevated above him. The oars of the uppermost

ordo of rowers in this huge vessel were 38 cubits

long.

In ordinary vessels from the Moneris up to the

Quinqueremis each oar was managed by one man,
which cannot have been the case where each oar

was 38 cubits long. The rowers sat upon little

benches attached to the ribs of the vessel, and
culled ^SeiAio, and in IjUtin /ori and translra. The
lowest row of rowers was colled ^oXdfMS, the

rowers themselves, &tt\afjuTtu or daXdfuoi. (&hol.
<ui A ristoph. Acham. 1 1 06.) The uppermost ordo of

rowers was called dpdvos, and the rowers themselves
dpayirai. (Thucyd. vi. 31.) The middle ordo or or-

dines of rowers were called ^vytoi or ^iryiTcu.

(Pollux, i. 9.) Each of this last class of rowers

had likewise his own seat, and did not, as some
have supposed, sit upon benches running across

the vessel. (Biickh, Urkund. p. 103, &c.)

Wo shall pass over the various things, which
were necessary iiT a vessel for the use and main-
tenance of the crew and soldiers, as well as the

machines of war which were conveyed in it, and
confine ourselves to a brief description of things

belonging ton ship ns such. All such utensils arc

divided into tcooden and hanging gear (aKtirt)

((/Aii/o, and iTKtin) Kptfuurrd^ Pollux, x. 1 3 ; Athen.
i. p. 27). Xenophon (Ocean, viii. 12) adds to

the.se the CKtup nXcicrd, or the various kinds of

wickerwork, but these are more properly compre-
he.'idcd among the Hpepaard.

I. (oXira.

1. Oars (K<irat, rent!). The collective term for

oars is rappds^ which properly signified nothing hiit

the blade or flat part of the oar (Herod, viii. 1 2 ;
Pol-

lux, L 90), but was afterwards iised as a collective

.

xprossioa for all the oars with tho exception of

the rudder. (Eurip. Iph. Tuur. 1346, Ilel. 1554
;

Polyb. xvL 3.) The oars varied in size accordingly

os they were used by a lower or higher ordo of

rowers, and from the name of the ordo by which

they were used, they also received their special

names, viz. ndtirai, doXdfucu, bpopl-

TiSey. Btickh (Urk, p. 119) has calculated, that

each Trireme on an average had 170 rowers. In

a Quinquereme during the first Punic war, the
^

average number of rowers was 300 (Polyb. i.

26) ; in later times we even find ns many ns 400.

(Plin. xxxii. 1.) The great vessel of Ptolcmaeus

Philopator had 4000 rowers (Atheiu v. p. 204),. >

and the handle of each oar (^7x**P‘®‘®>') was partly

made of lead, that tho shorter part in the vessel I

might balance in weight the outer part, and thus
|

render the long oars manageable. The lower part i

of the holes through which the oars passed, ap|)onr r

to have been covered with leather (doxw/xa), which i

also extended a little way outside the hole. (Aris-
|

toph. AcJiam. 97, with tho Schol.
;
Schoi. ad Itan. I

367 ;
Suidas, s. v. 'AaKdtpara and SupBtpa : com-

pare Bockh, ifrit 1 06, &c.) The To^^dy also con-
|

tained the ircpli'c^, which must consequently be a

particular kind of oars. They must have derived

their name, like other oars, from the class of

rowers by whom they were used. Biickh sup-

poses that they were oars which were not regu-

larly used, but only in case of need, and then by
the Epibatae. Their length in a Trireme is stated

|

at from 9 to 9^ cubits, but in what part of the '

vessel they were used is unknown. Respecting '

oars in general see the Appendix in Aimold's

Thnafd. voL ii. p. 461, &c,

2. The rudder (xpidXior, gubcmaculuni). Be-
fore the invention of the rudder, which Pliny

(II. N. vii. 57) ascribes to Tiphys, tho pilot of

the ship Argo, vessels must have been propelled

and guided by the oars alone. This circumstance
\

may account for tho form of the ancient rudder, ns

well as for the mode of using it. It was like an

oar with a very broad blade, and was commonly
placed on each side of the stem, not at its ex-

tremity. The annexed woodcut presents examples

of its appearance as it is frequently exhibited on

gems, coins, and other works of art The figure

in the centre is from one of Bartoli's lamps (I.w.

Ant. i. 5), and shows a Triton blowing the bucciiia,

and holding a rudder over his shoulder. The left-

hand figure in the same woodcut is from a cameo
i

in the Stosch collection. It represents a rudder !

with its helm or tiller crossed by the cornucopia. I

In the third figure taken from another cameo in i
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the nme collection, Venus leans with her left

aim upon a rudder to indicate her origin from the

el's. The rudder was manomd by the gub^-
nator (Kvtfepr^nts), who is also called the ndor
tiorit as distinguished from the moffister. A ship

had sometimes one, but more commonly two rud-

ders (Aelian, V, //. ix. 40 ;
Heliod. Aetkicp, y,

p. 241, ed. Comm.
;

jlcfsxzriL 40), and they

wore distinguished as the right and left rudder

(llygin. Fab. 14) ; but they were managed by the

same steersman to prevent confusion. (Bvtoli,

1. e. iil 31.) In larger ships the two rudders were

joined by a pole which was moved by the guber-'

nntor and kept the rudders parallel. The con-

trivances for Attaching the two rudders to one

another and to the sidca of the ship, are called

^ctryXoi (Eurip. Helen. 1556) or ^tvKry\pl<u {Acts^

xxvii. 40). The famous ship of Ptolemaeus Phl-

lupator had four rudders, cacn 30 cubits in length.

(Athen. v. p.204 ; comp. Tac. Ann.\\. 6.)

.3. Ladder* (KXi/toitiScr, $calae\ Each Trireme

had two wooden ladders, and the same seems to

have been the case in rptoK6vTopoi. (Biickb, p. 125.)

4. Polee or punt poles (aorro/, conri*). Three of

these belonged to every Trireme, which were of dif-

ferent lengths, and were accordingly distinguished

OB Korrhs fiiyaft Komhs pmphr, and Kovrhs fi4<ros.

Triacontorci had probably always four punt polca

(CoNTus
;
Bockh, p. 125, &e.)

5. JlapaardTot or supports for the masts. They
seem to have been a kind of props placed at the

foot of the masts. (Isidor. Oriff. xix. 2. 11.) The
roost of a Trireme, as long as such props were

used, was supported by two. In later times they

do not occur any longer in Triremes, and must have

been supplunted by something else. The Triacon-

tores on the other hand retained thoir wapaordrat.

(Udekh, p. 126, Ac.)

6. The masi (/<rr4r, mo/tts). The ancients had
vessels with one, two or three masts. From
Bockh's Urkunden we Icam that two masts were

issued at Athens from the ¥*dtpiev for ever}' tri-

reme. The foremast was colled dirdrcios, while

the mainmast was called urrdy f*^yas. A tria-

contcr, or a vessel with 3A rowers, had likewise

two masts, and the smaller most here as well os

in a trireme was near the prow. In three-masted

vessels the largest mast was nearest the stem.

The masts as well os the yards were usually of

fir. (PHn. H. N. xvi. 76.) The invention of

masts in navigation is attributed to Daedalus

(Plia If. S. vii. 56.) The port of the roast imme-
diately above the yard (aatmaa), formed a stnic-

turc similar to a dnnking cup, and boro the name
of oardtenum Info it the .mariners

ascended in order to manage the sail, to obtain a
distant view, or to discharge missiles. (Eurip.

Ilecnb. 1237, with the Schol. ; LucU. Sat, 3.) The
ceruchi or other tackle may have been fostened to

its latcml projections which corresponded to the

hands of a cup. (Comp. Pind. Nem. . 94.) The
enrehesia of the three-masted ship built for

Hiero II. by Archimedes were of broiixe. Three

men were placed in the largest, two in the next,

and one in the smallest Breastworks (3wp«Uta)

were fixed to these structures, so as to supply the

place of defensive armour ; and pulleys (vpoxn*

\iaty frochleae) for Hoisting up stones and weapons
from below. (Athen. v. 43.) The continuation of

the mast above the carchesium was called the

^distaff" (^Xoadrif), corresponding to our top-

mast or top-gallant mast (Apollon. Rhod. i. 565 -

Athen. xi. 49.) The carchcaiuro was sometimes

made to turn upon its Axis, so that by means of its

apparatus of pulleys, it oerved the purpose of a
cmne. (Vitmv. x. ^ 16, with Schneider's note.)

7.

Theyortfo (Wpar,iccparci,cDifriMa). The main-

yard was fastened to the top of the mast by mpes
termed centekif as seen in the annexed woodcut

To the mainyard was attached the mainsail, which
was hoisted or let down as the occasion might re-

quire. For this purpose a wooden hoop was made
to slide up and down the mast, os we see it re-

presented in an antique lamp, made in the form of
a ship. (Bartoli, L e. iii. 31 ; comp. laid. Orig. xx.

15.) In the two extremities of the yard (eoniaa,

dapoKfpoioi), ropes {eernehiy iciipovxot) were at-

tached, which passed to the top of the mast ; and
by means of these ropes and the pulleys connected
with them, the yard and sail, guided by the hoop,
were hoisted to the height required. (Cues, de
lied. Gad. iii. 14 ;

Lucan, viil 177 ; Val. Flacc. I
469.) There are numerous representations of an-
cient ships in which the antenna is seen, as in tho
two woodcuts hero appended. In the second of

them, there are ropes Hanging down from the an-
tenna, the object of which was to enable the sailors

to tom the autenna and the tail according to the
wind.

II. Sffcfo} fcptfuurrd.

1. Two^w/taro. This part of an ancient vessel

was formerly quite misanderstood, as it was be-

lieved to be the boords planks covering the out-

side of a ship and running along it in the direction

from poop to prow. But Schneider (ad rUruv. x.

15. 6) hu proved that the word means cordage or

tackling, and this opinion, which is supporu^ by
many ancient autbori, Is confirmed by the docu-

ments published by BSckh, where it is reckoned
among the Kpttuurrd. The (nroCdfiara were
thick and broad ropes which ran in a hurizontAl

direction around the ship from the stem to the

prow, and were intended to keep the whole fabric

3 B 3
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log ther. They ran round the vc«»cl in •evcral

circles, and at certain distances from one another.

The Latin name for is /ormea/«wi. ( Isidor.

Ori^. xix. 4. 4 ;
Plato, Uc lie FuU- z. p. 6 1 6.)

The length ot these tormenta varied accordingly as

they ran around the higher or lower part of the

ship, the latter being naturally shorter than the

former. Their numW rariod according to tlie

sixe of the shipu The Tcasarmcontorcs of Ptolemneus

I'hilnpAtor had twelve each (>0U cu-

bits long. (Atben. v. p. 204.) Sneh vroCwfiora

were always rmdr in the Attic arsenals, and were

only put on a vessel when it was taken into use.

Sometimes also they were taken on board when a

vesael sailed, and not put on till it was thought

necessary. {Act. Apoat. zxvii. 17.) The act of |>ut-

ting them on was called heo^tervi/voi or Sia(tt9vvyat,

or ^ateai, (Polyb. xxvii. 3 j
Appian, D. C. v. 91 ;

Apoll. Khod. Atytm. i 368.) A Trireme required

four vwo^wfmroy and sometimes this number was
even incri-ased, especially when the vessel IumJ to

sail to a stormy part of the si'a. (Bockh, pp. 133—
1 38.)

2. 'loTi'ov (i>*/»m), snih Most ancient ships

had only one sail, which H-ns attached with the

yard to the great most. In a Trireme too one soil

might bo sutHcient, but the trierarch might never-

theless add a six-oitd. As each of the two masts of

a Trireme had two sail-yards, it further follows

that each mast might have two sails, one of which
was placed tower than the other. The two be-

longing to themain-mast were called Ivrla

and those of the fore-mast itrria dxdrfio. (Xenoph.
lltUen. vL 2. $ 27 ; Bokker, pp. 19, 10.)

The formt r wore used on ordinary occasions, but

the latter probably only in cases when it was
necessary to sail with extraordinary speed. The
sails of the Attic war galleys, and of most ancient

ships in general, were of a square form, as is aeon

in numerous representations on works of art. Whe-
ther triangular sails were ever used by the Greeks, I

as has been frequently supposed, is very doubtful.

'

The Ronuins, however, usm triangular sails, which
they called Snppar^x-^ and which bad the shape of

,

an inverted Greek A (v)« the upper side of which
was attached to the ya^. Such a sail had of
course only one (/<*) its lower extremity.

(Schol. aA AeuvM. Phttre, v. 429 ; Isidor. Orig. xix.

3, 4 ; Biickh, pp. 138—143.)
3. Toxtio, cordage. This word is generally ex-

plained by the grammarinns ns identical with

<Txoma or xdAot : but from the documents in

B^kh it is clear that they must have been two
distinct classes of ropes, as the rorcia are always
mentioned after the sails, and the o'xoiria before

the anchors. The (rxo4>ia {fume) are the strong

ropes to which the anchors were attached, and by
which a ship was fastened to the land ; while the

Toweia were a lighter kind of ropes and made nith

greater care, which were attached to the niasts,

yards, and sails. Each rope of this kiud was mode
for a distinct purpose and place (rdiros, whence
the name roTcia). The following kinds nrc most
worthy of nolico :— a. iraA^Sui or vdAoi. What
they were is not quite clear, though Bikkh thinks it

pnibablc that they lM>Innged to the standing tackle,

t. e. that they were the ropes by which the most
was fastened to both sides of the ship, so that

the itp6rovot in the Homeric ships were only on
ripeciol kiud of xoA^Sio, or the them-

i

solves diir«rently placed. In later tiroes the
|
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erp6royot was the rope which went from the top of

the iiminmoit h) the prow of llu: ship,

and thus w;i5 w'hat is now called the mair-stay.

(f. ipAyrts nnd aepooxtu ore proljably names fur the

same ^qH'S which ran from the two ends of the

sail-yard to the tup of the mast. In mure ancient

Vessels the l/iitr consisted of only one rope ; in later

times it consiiU^d of two, and sometimes four,

which uniting at the top of the mast, and there

(lassing through a ring, descended on the other

side, where it formed the iwiroros^ by means of

which the sail was drawn up or let down. (li^kh,

pp. 148—152.) Compare tlie lower woodtut at

. 789, which shows a vessel with twoceruchi, and
the upper woodcut p. 789, which shows one with

four cenichi. c. Scyxotya^ Latin ci»7MtRa (Isid. (h-ig.

xix. 4. 7), was the rope which wcut from the middle

of a yard to the top of the mast, and was intended

to facilitate the drawing up and letting down of the

sail. The iyxotva of Quadriremes undoubt-

edly consisted of two ropes. Whether Trircim^s

also had them double. Is uncertain. (Pollux. /. c.;

Bockh, p. 152.) d. nd3«f {pedta) were in lau r

times os in the poems of Homer the mpt^ attached

to the two lower corners of a square sail. These
w((5tr ran from the ends of the sail to the sides of

the vessel tow’ards the stern, where they were
fastem'd with rings attached to the outer side of the

bulwark. (Herod. iL 36.) Another rope is called

rp6rov% pro/xv (Isidur. Orig. xix. 4. 3), which was
prolMibly nothing else than the lower and thinner

end of the roirs, which was fastened to the ring.

, 'Tw4(Ku were the Iw'o ropes attached to the two
ends of the snil-yard, and thcncc come down to a
port of the ship near the stem. Their obji'ct wiis

to move the yard accorduig to the wind. In Latin

they are called opi/era, which is, perhaps, only a
corruption of (Isidor. Grig. xix. 4. 6.)

The lost among the roTcta is the

bridle, the nature of which is quite unknown.
(Bockh, p. 154, &C.)

4. nof^j)v>iaTa. The ancients as early as the

time of Homer bad various preparations raised

above the edge of n vessel, which were made of skins

and wicker-work, and which were intended as a
proU'dimi against high waves, and also to serve os

a kind of breast-work behind which the men might
be Mtfe against the darts of the enemy. These eleva-

tions of the bulwark ore called wapa^opara, and
in the documents in Biickh they are either called

rpixtya^ made of liair, or XiokcL, while. They
wore probably fixed upon the edge on Iwth sides

of the vessel, and w'cre taken off when not wanted.

Kuc h galley appears to have Imd several xopcqlfiu/iara,

two made of hair aitd two white ones, these fmir

being regulariy mentioned as tielonging to one ship.

(Xenoph. IlelUu, I, 6. § 19 ; Bdckb, p. 159, Ac.)
5. KardfAu^ta and {nr6€Kri^ The former of

these occurs in Quadriremes os well as in Triremes,

the latter only in Triremes. Their object and
nature Oi-c very obscure, but they apfiear to have
been a lighter kind of waf>A^j>vpa. (Polyaen. 6VrW.

iv. 11, 13 ; Biickh, p. 160, Ac.)

6. 2xo(Wa arc the stronger oiid heavier kinds of
ropes. There were two kinds of these, via. the

axojvfa Ayirt-pf to, to which the anchor was sttached,

nnd <rx<»yia ^-xlyva or /irlytia (n/taaeu/u), by
which the ship was fastened to the shore or drawn
upon the shore. Four ropes of «*ncli of these two
kinds is the highest number that is mentioned as
belonging to one ship. The thick ropes were mode
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of MTcral thinner onee. (Aristoph. Piue^ 36 ;

Vorro, de Re Rust. L 135 ; Uockh, pp. 161—166.)

7. The anchor ancoru.) We have al-

ready remarked that in the Homeric age, anchors

were not known, and large stones (cv»^ deepen)

used in their stead. (Horn. Jl. L 436, xir. 77, Od,
ix. 137, XV. 498.) According to Pliny (//.M 67),

the anchor was first invented by Kup^amus and
afterwards improved by Anneharsis. Afterwards,

when anchors were nsed, they were generally made
of iron, and their form, as may be seen from the

annexed figure, taken from a coin, resembled that

of a modem anchor. (Comp. Virg. Aen. i. 169,

vi. 3.) Such an anchor was often tenned

SnrAii, dtfi^6oAor or dfi^loro/xov, because it bad
two teeth or flukes

;
but sometimes it had only

one, and was then called irfpo<rr6pos. The tech-

nical expressions in the use of the anchor are

:

ancoratn so/tvre, hrfKvpcar to loose the

anchor ; ancoram jacere., hyKvpay fiiKKeiw or i>iw-

TciK, to cast anchor
;
and ancoram toUerCy hrfKifpan

aXpsuf or avaiptaBaiy to weigh anchor, whence
aSpttr by itself means **

to set sail," d7irvpa*'

l>eing understood. The following figure, taken

from a marble at Rome, shows the cable (/unis),

passing through a hole in the prow (peutus). Each

ship of course had several anchors ; the one in

which SLPaul sailed bad four (Ads^ xxviu 29),

and others had eight. (Athen. v. 43.) The last or

most powerful anchor, ^the last hope," was called

sacra, and persons trying their last hope were

said sacram solvere. To Indicate where the anchor

lay, a bundle of cork floated over it on the surface

of the waters. (Paua viii. 12 ; Plin. H. N.
xri. 8.)

The preceding account of the different parts of

the ship will be rendered still cU'arer by the

drawing on the following page, in whici it is at-

tempted to give a restoration of an ancient ship.

The Romans in the earlier period of their his-

tory never conceived the idea of increasing their

power by the fonnation of a flecL The time when

NAVIS. 791

they first appear to have become aware of tlio

importance of a fleet, was during the second
Somnite war, in the year b. c. 31 1. Livy (Ix. .30),

where be mentions this event, savs : duumriri
navales dasds ornandae rrjictendaefitic causa were
then for the first time appointed by the people, 'I bis

expression suggests that a fleet had been in exist-

ence before, and that the duumviri navaJea had Wen
previously appointed by some other power. [ Duum-
viri.] But Niebulir {Hist, of Rume^ iii, p.282)
thinks that the expression of Livy only iiieans,

that at this time the Romans resolved to build

their first fleet. The idea of founding a navy was
probably connected with the establishment of a
colony in the Pontian islands, as the Romans at
this time must have felt that they ought not to be
defenceless at sea. The ships which the Romans
now built wore undoubtedly Triremes, which were
then very common among the Greeks of Italy, and
most of them were perhaps fumishud bv the Italian

towns 8ubj(xt to Rome. This fliel, however in-

significant it may have been, conluiued to lie kept
up until the time when Rome become a real nuiri-

tiine power. This was the time of the first Punic
war. That their naval power until then was of no
importance, is clear from Polybius (L 20), who
speaks as if the Romans had been tomlly un-
acquainted with the sea np to that time. In the
year b. c. 260, when the Uoinans saw that without
a navy they could not carry on the war against

Carthage with any advantage, the s itato ordained
that a fleet should be built. Triremes would now
have been of no avail against the high-bulwarked
vessels (Quinqueremes) of the Carthaginians. Hut
the Romans would have I>ecn tumble to build others

had not fortunately a Curthngininn Quinqiicreme
been wTcckcd on the coast of Bruttium, and fallen

into their hands. This wreck the Romans took as
their model, and after it built 120 (Polyb. /, c.), or
according to others (Oros. iv. 7) 130 ships. Ac-
cord mg to Polybius one hundred of them were
wfKT^psir, and the reninining twenty rpihpei^^ or,

as Niebuhr proposes to rend, rtTpfipus. This
large fleet was completed within sixty days after

the trees had been cut doam. (Plin. I/'n. xvi.

74.) The ships, built of green timber in this hur-
ried way, were very clumsily made, and not likely

to last for any time
;
and the Rmnans themselves,

for want of practice in naval affairs, proved very

unsuccessful in their first maritime undertaking,
for seventeen ships were taken and destroyed by
the Carthaginians off Messina. (Polyb. i. 21

;

Polyaeii. Strut, vi. 16 ; Oros, iv. 7.) C. DuiliiiR,

who perceived the di.Midvaiitage with which his

countrymen had to struggle at sen, devised a plan

which enabled them to change a sea fight, as it

were, into a fight on laud. The machine, by which
this was enfected, was afterwards called ci>rr»s,

and is described by Polybius (i. 22 ; comp. Nie-
buhr, iii. p. 678, Slc. ; Corvus). From this time
forward the Romans continued to keep up a power-
ful navy. Towards the end of the Republic they
also increased the size of their ships, and built w ar

vessels of from six to ten onlines of rowers. ( Fin-

ms, iv. 11 ; Virg. Aen. viii. 691.) The construc-

tion of their shi|«, however, scarcely differed fnun

that of Greek vessels ; the only great difference

was that the Roman galleys were provided with a
greater variety of destructive engines of war than

those of the Greeks. They even erected turres

and tabulata upon the decks of their groat men-of-
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A . /*roro, tpdpa,

B. Oculuty ^6aA/i<$r.

C. lioftrum^ fft€oKoi.

D. Ckcnuat$y

E. PttpjnSf wpifiyri, «

F« AjJustre, i^KaoTor^ with the pole contoiuing

the/iucia or tacnin.

G. Tpditnil

II. liemif Ktivat.

I. GubernaaUumy

K. AfitItUj loT6t.

L. IWum, l<rr6s.

M. AntenmM, fccpala, K^pas,

N. Cbmva, iucpOK^pcuou.

O. Cervehit tttpQVX^^’

P. CiroA«Rti;», Kttpx^tJior.

Q. iccUoi, koA^Sio.

R irp6roros.

S. Pcdes^ in(8«9.

T. Opi/fra^ {/wipM.

war (»acv7j turrit<2e\ and fought upon them in the
j

same niniuicr as if they were standing upon the
i

walls of n fortress. Some of such nares turritae I

occur in the woodcuts given above. (Flor. /.c.;'

Plut. Anion. 33 ;
Dion Cass.zxxiL3S ;

PUn. H. N.
xxzii. 1 ;

comp. Cacs. de ML GalL ill 14 ;
Dion

Ca^B. xxxix. 43 ; VcgcL de lie MUit. v. 14, &c.)

For a more detailed account of the ships and
navigation of the ancients, see Scheffer, De Militia

A'oiyi/i, Upsala, 1C34
;
Berghnus, Geechichte der

Sekiff’fahriekunile der vomekmeten l^olker dee Al-

V'rthuma ; Benedict, der S^iffixkri und dee

//andiJs der Alien ; Howell, On the War galleys af
Hit Ancients

\
A. Jal, Ardtcologie Aam/c, Paris,

DUO
; and for the Attic navj’ especially, Bdekb's

Urkutulcn ^ber das ifCtnteeen des AtisAen Sloaiee^

Berlin, DUU ; K. llaltaus, Getckickte Roms tm
/.eiitjdter der Punisehen KriegCy Leipzig, 1846,

^ 607,&c.) [U&]

NADMA'CHIA, w*as the name given to the re*

presentation of a sea-fight among the Romans, and
also to the place where such engagements took

place. These fights were sometimes exhibited in

the Circus or Amphitheatre, sufficient water being
introduced to float ships, but more generally in

buildings especially derot^ to this purpose. The
first representation of a sea-fight on an extensive

scale was exhibited by Julius Caesar, who cauiid

a lake to be dug fur the purpose in a part of the

Campus Martius, called by Suetonius the ** Lessor

Codetn (Dion C^ss. xliii. *23
; SurU Jnl.Caes.

39) ; this lake was aftcra*ards filled np in the time

of Augustus on account of the malaria arising from
the stagnant water in it (Dion Cass. zlv. 17.)

Augustus also dug a lake {stagnum) near the TIImt

for the same purpose, and plank'd amund it a grove
nf trees (nrmusy (Suet. Ang. 43 ; Tacit Ann. xii.

56, xiv. 15.) This naumachia was the fint per-

Digitized by Google



NAUTODICAE,
manent ono ;

it continued to bo used after othere

had been made, and wai subsequently called the

^rctus naumachia.** (Suet Tit. 7 ; Dion Cass.

Ixvi. 25 ;
Emesti, ad Suet. Tib* 72.) Claudius ex-

hibited a magniheent sea-fight on the lake Focinua.

(Tacit Am. xxi* 56 ;
Suet Claud, 21 ;

Dion Cass.

Ir. S3b) Nero appears to bare preferred the am-
phitheatre for these exhibitions. (Dion Casa Ixi.

9, Ixii. 1 5.) Domitian made a new naumachia,

and erected a building of stone around it, in which
the spectators might sit to see the engagement
(Dion Cass. IxrL 8 ;

Suet Dorn, 4, 5.) Hepresenta-

tions of naumachiao ore sometimes giren on the

coins of the emperors. (Scheffer, de Navaiij

iiL 2. pp. 189, 191.)

The combatants in these sca-fghts, called A'aa-

maekiarii (Suet C7a»d. 21), were usually captires

(Dion Cass, xlviii. 19) or criminals condrmned to

death (Dion Cass. lx. 33), who fought as in gladia-

torial combots, until one party was killed, unless

preserved by the clemency of the emperor. The
ships engag^ in the sca-hghts were divided into

two parties, called respectively by the names of

different maritime -nations, as Tyrians and Egyp-
tians (Suet Jul. 31 ), Rhodians and Sicilians (Suet

Claud. 21 ;
Dion Cass. lx. 33), Persians and Athe-

nians (Dion Cass. Ixi. 9), Corcyraeans and (Corin-

thians, Athenians and Syracusans, &c. (Id. Ixvi.

25.) These sea-fights were exhibited with the

same magnificence and lavish expenditure of human
life as cnaracterised the gladiatorial combats and
other public games of the Romans. In Nero's

naumachia there were sea-monsteri swimming
about in the artificial lake (Suet Ntroy 12 ;

Dion

Cass. IxL 9), and Claudius bad a silver Triton

placed in the middle of the lake Fucinus, who niu
made by machinery to give the signal for attack

with a trumpet (Suet Gaud. 21.) Troops of

Nereids were also represented swimming ni>out

(Martial, de Spe^. 26.) In the sea-fight exhibited

by Titus there were 3000 men engaged (Dion Cass.

Ixvi. 25), and in that exhibited by Domitian the

ships were almost equal in numW to two real

fleets {paenejtuUu c/a«ses, Suet Dom. 4). In the

battle on the lake Fucinus there were 19,000 com-

batants (Tacit Ann. xii. 56), and fifty ships on

each side. (Dion Cass. lx. 33.)

NAUTA. [ExxRaToRiA Actio.]

NAUTICON (ratrrticdK). [FxNua, p. 525, b.]

NAUTO'DICAE(ravrd34Xoi),are called dpxot

or magistrates by most of the ancient grammarians

(Harpocrat Suidns, Lex. Rhet s. u. Novro^ficai),

while a few others call them biKoaroL (Hesych.

$. r.) The concurrent authority of most of them,

tigether with a passage of Lysias {de Fecun. FulL
p. 189, Bremi), the o^y Attic orator who mentions

the nautodicoe, renders it more than probable that

they were a magistmey. This can be the less

doubtful os the words butd^tiu and are

sometimes used of magistrates in their capacity of

fiaarywy^Ts. (Meier, Att. Proc. p. 28 ; see Eisa-

ooGBis.) All testimonies of the ancients moreover

agree that the nautodicoe had the jurisdiction in

matters belonging to navigation and commerce, and
in matters concerning suen persons as had entered

their names as members of a phratria without both

their parents being citizens of Athens, or in other

words, in the 3f«(u fpiw6petu and 8/>rai ((War. The
time when nautodicoe were first institnted is not

mentioned, but the fact that they had the jorisdic-

tion in cases where a person had assumed the
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rights of a phmtor without his father and mother
being citizens, shows that their institution must
belong to a time when it was sufficient for a man
to be a citizen if only his father was a citizen,

whatever his mother might be, that is, previous to

the time of Pericles (Plut PericL 37 ;
compare

CiviTAA, n. 289), and perhaps os eariy os the
time of Cleisthenes. The nautodicoe were ap-
pointed every year by lot in the month of Gamclion,
and probably attended to the SIkoi 4pw6pup only
during the winter, when navigation ceased, whereas
the 3/«coi ((vfar might be brought before them all

the year round.

It is a well known fact that the two actions

(5(kcu and 5Uax ((vfor) which we have
here assigned to the nautodicoe, belonged, at least

at one time, to the thesmothetae. (Meier, Alt.

Proc. p. 64, &c.) Several modem writers, such ns
Bdckh, Baumstark, and others, have therefore

been led to suppose that all the grammarians who
call the nautodicoe &re mistaken, and that

the nautodicoe were not tiaaryuyut in the coses

above mentioned, but iiKoaroi. But this mode of

settling the question does not appear to us to be as

satisfactory as that adopted by Meier and Schu-
mann. (Att. Proe* p. 85, &c.) In all the speeches
of Demosthenes no trace occurs of the nautodicac,
and in the oration against Lacritus (p. 940), where
all the authorities are mentioned before whom such
a cose as that of Lacritus might bo brought, the
orator could scarcely have failed to mention the

iiAUtodicae, if they had still existed at the time.

It is therefore natural to suppose that the 81xa«

4fjLir6puu at the time of Philip of Macedonia, when
they became Sitroi ipfirivoi [Emuxni Dikai],
were taken from the nautodicoe and transferred to

the thesmothetae. And as the republic could not

now think it any longer necessary to continue the
office of nautodicoe, merely on account of the bUot
itvlaSf these latter were likewise transferred to the

thesmothetae, and the office of the nautodicac was
abolished. The whole period during which nauto-

dicae existed at Athens would thus comprehend
the time from the legislation of Cleisthenes or soon

after, to Philip of Macedonia. Onediffiailty how-
ever yet remaini, for nautodicoe arc mentioned by
Lucian (ii. p. 203, ed. Bip.) in a dialogue which
the author represents as having taken place after

the death of Alexander. Those who arc unwilling

to believe that Lucian here, as in other places, has
been guilty of on anachronism, must suppose that

the nnntodicae were after their abolition restored

for a time, of which however there is no other evi-

dence. (Compare Bockh, PuU. Peon. i. § 9 ; Bnum-
stark, De C^ratorilme Emporii et Nautodide apud
Alhenieiuet^pp. 65—78.) [L. S.]

NEBRIS, a fawn's skin (from a fawn ;

SCO Abgis), worn originally by hunters and others

as an appropriate part of their dress, and after-

words attributed to Dionysus (Eurip. Baceh. 9.9,

125, 157, 790, ed. Matt
;
Aristoph. Ranac, 1209 ;

Dionya Perieg. 702, 946 ; Rufus Festus Arien.

1129), and consequently assumed by his votaries

in the processions and ceremonies which they ob-

scn*(‘d in honour of him. [Dionysia.] The an-

nexed woodcut, taken from Sir Wm. llamiltoirs

Vaeet (i. 37), shows a priestess of Bacchus in the

attitude of offering a nebris to him or to one of

his ministers. The works of ancient art often

show it AS worn not only by mole and female bac-

chanals, but also by Pans and Satyrs. It was
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cmnmonly put on in the same manner as the aegis,

or goat-skin, hy tying the two fore legs over the

right shoulder so as to allow the body of the skin

to cover the leftside of the wearer. (Ovid. A/rf. vi.

593.) [J. Y.]

NECRODEIPNON (yeKp6Sfinyoy). [Funus,

p. 557, b.)

N ECY'SIA (yeKvcia). [Funus, p. 550, a.]

NEFASTI DIES. [Diks.]

NKGATI'VA,NEGATO'RIA ACTIO. [Con-

KicssoRiA Actio.]

NEOLIGK'NTIA. [Culpa.]

NEGOTIO'RUM GESTO'RUM A'CTIO.
This was an action which a man might have

against another who had managed his affairs for

him in his absence, without being commissioned to

do so (sum incmdalo). The action wm not founded

either on contract or delict, but was allowed for

convenience sake (utilUaiis causa). The person

whose business was transacted by another, and the

person who transacted the business, might severally

have an action against one another in respect of

that which “ ex bona fide altcrum altcri proestarc

ojwrtet.” The doniinus negotii had a nemtiorum

gestorum actio directa. The action of the self-

coiutituted agent (gestor) was sometimes called

Contrarin, by analogy to similar ocUons in other

cases. He was bound to make good any loss that

was incurred during his administration by dolits

or culpa, and in some instances even loss that had

been incurred by casus. On the other hand, he

had his action for all expenses properly iucurrod,

and in some cases, even if the result was unfortu-

nate to the absent person ;
as if he Mid for medi-

cal attendance on a sick slave, and the slave died

notwithstanding all his care : but various diffl-

Lolties might easily be suggested as to such cases

as theso (Dig. 3. tit 5. s. 10), and the rule must

be qualified by the condition of the thing under-

taken being a thing necessary (to the owner) to

be vndortoken, though the result might be unpro-

'fitable. It was aim necessary that the gestor

atboold have undertaken th? business not with the
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view of doing it for nothing, but with the intention

of establishing a right against the negotii dominiis,

though that might not the immediaU motive to

undertaking the thing (Savigny,5y5/eni,&c. iii. p. b,

note 9.) There was, however, no negotiorum ges-

torum actio contrarin, if the gestor had done the acts

that he did, with the clear intention of doing an act

of Liberalitos or Pietas. The edict allowed a nuut

to recover the expenses that he had been put to

about another man's interment, though ho had no

direct authority for looking after it. The reason

of the rule was, that persons might not be prevented

from attending to so necessary a matter as the in-

terment of a corjise, if there was no person present

to whom the duty belonged. (Dig. 11. tit. 7.

De Kelig. ct Sumptibus fiiuerum.)

It was a much disputed question what was the

effect of Ratihabitio on the negotiorum gestio,

whether it was thereby turned into a Mandatuin.
(See Vangerow, Panriek/ett, &c., iii. p. 483.) The
doniinus was not bound by the negotiorum gestio,

except when the acts done were such as were ne-

cessary to prevent some imminent loss or damage to

his property, os already observed. But he might,

if he pleased, confirm the negotium, though it was
male gestum.

(Inst. 3. tit. 27. 8. 3, &c. ; Dig. 44. tit. 7. s. 5 ;

Dig. 3. tit. 5. De Ne</otiis Gestis; Cod. 2. tit. 19 ;

Vangerow, Pandekimy &c. iii. p. 479.) [O. L.]

NEGOTIATO'RES, signified specially during
the later times of the republic Roman citizens

settled in the provinces, who lent money upon in-

terest or bought up com on speculation, which
they sent to Rome as well as to other places.

Their chief business however was lending money
upon interest, and hence we find the words neyotia,

netfolialio, and neyotiari used in this sense. The
net/otiaiores are distinguished from the puUicani

(Cic. ad Att. iL 1 6,
** malo negotUUoribus satisfacere,

quam puUiainis comp. Cic. Verr. ii. 3, pro
Place. 1 6, pro Imj. 7), and from the mcr-
caiores (Cic. pro Plane. 26, uegotiaUtrUnus coinia,

mcrcaioribus Justus ’”). That the word negotiatores

was, during the later times of tho republi^ always
used in the signification above given is amply
proved by Eniesti in the treatise quoted below,

and is also sufficiently clear from the following

passages (Cic. pro Place. 29, Verr. iii. 60, ad Q.
Pr. L I, pro Place. 36 ; Ilirt. D. Afr. 36). Jlencc

the neyotiaiores in the provinces corrcsiionded to

tho arpenlarii and feneratores at Rome ;
and ac-

cordingly we find Cicero giving the name of

/eneraiores to certain persons at Rome, and after-

wards calling the very same persons neyotiatores

when they are in the provinces (Cic. o<f Art. v. 21,

vi. 1—3), Compare Eracsti, De Negotiatoribus in

his Opuscula PhUologica.

NEMEA (ydfXfOf ytpua or ytpaia)^ one of the

four great national festivals of the Greeks. It was
held at Nemca, a place near Cleonoc in Argolis.

The various legends respecting its origin are re-

lated in the argumenta of the Scholiasts to the

Nemca of Pindar, with which may be compared

Pausanias (ii. 15. § 2, &c.), and Apollodonis (iii.

6. § 4X All these legends, however, agree in

stating that the Nemca were originally instituted

by the Seven against Thebes in commemoration

of the death of Ophcltes, afterwards called Archc-

morus. When the Seven arrived at Nemca, and
were very thirsty, they met Hypsipilc, who wiu
carrying Opheltes, the child of the priest of Zeus
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and of Eurydicc. While she showed to the he-

roes the way to the nearest well, she left the child

behind lying in a meadow, which during her ab-

sence was killed by a dragon. When the Seven on

their return saw the accident, they slew the dragon

and instituted funeral games (ayiay ^irirdupios) to

be held every third year (rpitrr)ptK6s). Other

legends attribute the institution of the Nemean
games to Heracles, after ho had slain the Nemean
lion : but the more genuine tradition was that he

had cither revived the ancient gomes, or at least

introduced the alteration by which they were from

this time celebrated in honour of Zeus. That Zeus

was the god in honour of whom the games were

afterwards celebrated is stated by Pindar (AVm.
iii. 1 14, &c.). The gomes were at first of a war-

like diameter, and only warriors and their sons

were allowed to take port in them
;
subsequently,

however, they were thrown ojicn to nil the Greeks

(SripoTiKby wArjOoi (TvyfSpapf). The gomes took

place in a grove between Clconae and Phlius.

(.Straljo, viii. p. 377.) The various games, ac-

cording to the enumeration of Apollodorus (/. c.),

were horse-mcing, running in armour in the stadium

(Paus. ii. 15. § 2), wrestling, chariot-racing and

discus, boxing, throwing the spear and shooting

with the bow, to which we may add musical con-

tests. (Paus. viii. 60. §3; Plut. Philop. 11.)

The Scholiasts on Pindar describe the agon very

imperfectly as linrtKht and yv/xyiKSs. The prise

given to the victors was at first a chaplet of olive-

branches, but afterwards a chaplet of green

larsley. When this alteration was introduced is

not certain, though it may be inferred from an ex-

pression of Piiidw {Nem. vi. 71), who calls the

parsley {ai\iyoy) the fiordya \t6yros, that the

new prize was believed to have been introduced

by Heracles. The presidency at these games and

the management of them belonged at dilTercnt

times to Cleonae, Corinth, and Argos, and from

the first of these places they are sometimes called

ayi)y KAtuyaios, The judges who awarded the

prizes were dressed in black robes, and an in-

stance of their justice, when the Argives presided,

is recorded by Pausanios (viii. 40. § 3).

Ucspccting the season of the year at which the

Nemean games were celebrated, the Scholiast on

Pindar (Arjum. ad Nem.) merely states that they

were held on the 12th of the month of Panemus,
though in another passage he makes a statement

which upsets this assertion, Pausaniiis (ii. 15. § 2)

speaks of winter Ncmea, and manifestly distin-

guishes them from others which were held in

summer. It seems that for a time the celebration

of the Nemea was neglected, and that they were

revived in 01. 53. 2, from which time Eusebius

dates the first NcraeaA Henceforth it is certain that

they were for a long time celebrated regularly twice

in every Olympiad, viz. at the commencement of

eveiy second Olympic year in the winter, and soon

after the commencement of every fourth Ohmipic
year in the summer. This has been shown by
Uockh in an essay xiher die Zcitcerhaltnisne dcr

Demotih. Rede gegen Midias, in the transactions

of the Berlin Acad. 1818, 181.0. Ifitior. PhiloL

Klasse, p. 92, &c.
;
compare Idcler, Jlandlt, der

Chronol. ii, p. 606, &c. About the time of the

battle of JMarathon it became customary in Argolis

to reckon according to Ncmeads.
In 208 B. c. Philip of Macedonia was honoured

by the Argives with tho presidency at the Nemean
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games (Liv. xxviL 30, &c. ; PolyK x. 26), and
Quintius Flamininus proclaimed at the Nemea tho
freedom of the Argives. ( Liv. xxxiv. 4

1 ; Polyb.
X. 26.) The cmjwror Hadrian restored the horse-

racing of hoys at the Nemea, which had fallen into

disuse. But after his time they do not seem to

have been much longer celebrated, as they arc no
longer mentioned by any of the writers of the
subsequent period. (See Villoison, Ilisloire da
I'Aoad. des InscripL et BelL IaU. vol. xxxviii.

p. 29, &C. ; Schjmann,y*fu/arc//t etCleomencs^

&c.§x.) [L.S.)
N E'NIA. [Fl’N'u.s, p, 559, a.]

NEO'CORI {yttuKdpQi)^ signified originally

temple-sweepers (Hcsych. and Suid. s. c.), but
was applied even in early times to priestly officers

of high rank, who had the supreme superintend-

ence of temples and their treasures. (Plat, vi, p.

759 ; Xen. Anub. v. 3. § 6.) Under the Roman
emperors the word was especially applied to those

cities in Asm, which erected temples to the Roman
emperors, since the whole city in every such case

was regarded as the guardian of the worship of tho

emperor. Accordingly we frequently find on the
coins of Ephesus, Smyrna, and other cities, the
epithet Ntwxdpos, which also occurs on the in-

scriptions of these cities. None of these cities, how-
ever, was allowed to assume this honour without
obtaining the pennission of the Roman senate, as

we loam from inscriptions. (Comp, also Tnc, Atm.
iv. 55, 56.) For further information on this sub-

ject, see Krause, NEX1KOP02, Civituics Ncocorae
give Aediluae, Lips. 1844. [Abditul]
N EODAMO'DElS(>'co5a/x(i5c(r). [Helotbs,

p. 592.]

NEPTUNA'LIA, a festival of Neptune, cele-

brated at Rome, of which very little is known.
(Varro, de Liny. IaU, vi. 19.) Tho day on which
it was held, was probably the 23d of July. In
the ancient c.'ilcndnrin this day is marked ns

ludi ct /eriae, or Nept. liuliy from which we see

that the festival was celebrated with games. Rc-
spcctuig the ceremonies of this festival nothing is

known, except that the people used to build huts
of branches and foliage (um5Au>, FesLs. r. Umbrae),
in which they probably feasted, drank, and amused
themselves, (llorat. dtinn. iii. 28. l,&c.

; Tertull.

De Sped. 6.) IL.S.J
NERO'N lA. [Quinqubnnali.\.]
NEXI. [Nexi;.m.]

NEXUM is defined by Manilius to be “omne
quod per libram et ocs geritur. in quo slut Man-
cipia.'* Mucius Scacvola has a different definition :

“ quae per aeset libram fiantut obligcntur, praeter

quae mancipio dentur.” Vnrro (de Liny. Ixd. vii.

105, cd. MUilcr) who has preserved both these de.

finitions, prefers the latter, os being consistent with
the etymology of the word ; “ quod obligatur j>er

libram, neque suum sit, inde Nexum dictum." As
an illustration ho adds :

** Liber qui suas operas

in servitutem pro pccunia qnadam debebat, duin

solveret, nexus vocatur, ut ab acre obaemtus.”
The difference in these definitions arises solely

from the different aspect under which the Nexum
is viewed. Every Nexum was in the form of a
sale, and consequently, viewed os to its fonnal

part, Nexum comprehended Muncipium. The Tes-
tamenti factio was also included under Nexum.
Viewed os to its object and legal effect, Nexum
was either the transfer of the ownership of a thing,

or the transfer of a thing to a creditor ns a secu-
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rity: accordingly in one sense Nexnm included

Mancipiuro, as explained in Mancipium ; in an-

other sense, Mancipium and Kezaro arc opposed

in the same vmy in which Sale and Mortgage or

Pledge arc opposed. The formal port of both

transactions consisted in a transfer per acs ct

libram. This explanation is consistent with the

definitions of the jurists, nnd the uses of these two
words.

The person who bocamc Nexus by the eflect of

a Nezum or Nexus (for this form of the word also

is used) was said Nexum inire. (Liv. yu. 19.)

The phrases Nezi datio, Ncxi llbcratio respectively

express the contracting and the release ih>m the

obligation.

The Homan law os to the payment of borrowed

money (pfcwda certa credita; see L#ex Oall. Cisalp.

21, 2*2) was very strict A curious passage of

Ocliios (xx. 1) gives us the ancient mode of legal

procedure in the case of debt, as fixed by the

Twelve Tables. If the df^btor admitted the debt,

or had been condemned in the amount of the debt

by a judex, he bad thirty days allowed him for

payment At the erpimuon of this time, he was
liable to the Manus Injectio [Manus Injectio],

and ultimately to be assigned over to the creditor

(fulilititu) by the sentence of the praetor. The
creditor w*os required to keep him for sixty days

in chains, during which time he publicly exposed

the debtor on three nondinae, and proclaimed the

amount of his debt If no person released the

prisoner by paving the debt, the creditor might

sell him ns a slave or put him to death. If there

were several creditors, the letter of the law al-

lowed them to cut the debtor in pieces, and to take

their share of his body in proportion to their debt
Ocllius says that there was no instance of a credi-

tor ever having adopted this extreme mode of satis-

fying his debt But the creditor might treat the

debtor, who was addictus, as a slave, and compel

him to work out his debt
;
and the treatment was

often very severe.

In this passage Gellius docs not speak of Nexi,
but only of Addict! ; which ts sometimes alleged

08 cridence of the identity of nexus and addictus,

but it proves no such identity. Ifa Nexus is what
|

be is here supposed to be, the Law of the Twelve
j

Tables could not apply ; for when a roan had once I

become Nexus with respect to one creditor, he could

not become Nexus to another ; nnd if he became
Nexus to several at once, in this case the creditors

most abide by their contract in taking a joint se-

curity. This Law of the Twelve Tables only applied

to the case of a debtor being assigned over by a

judicial sentence to several debtors, and it provided

for the settlement of their conflicting claims. The
distinction between a noxiun and a res judicata

is obvious enough, though some writers have
missed it.

The precise condition of a Nexus has however
been a subject of much discussion among scholars,

and it Is not easy to reconcile all the passages in

which the term occurs so as to deduce from them
A consistent view of the matter. Sometimes indeed

Nexus appears to be used in the same sense ns

Addictus, which cannot cause any difficulty if wc
consider that the cficct of being Nexus and Ad-
dictas was the same, as will presently be made
probable.

As a Nexum was effected per aes et lihram, it

was in the form of a sale, and of course there was
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an object of sale

; and this object of sale might be a
thing or a person. We need not assume that “ per
ncs et libmm so obligarc,** and for a man to make
himself Nexus arc the same. In the case ofNexum
aes, it is more consistent to consider the aes as the
object of the obligatio per aes ct libram, and in the

case when a roan mado himself Nexus to consider

the roan as the object. It docs not follow then

that an obligatio per aes et libram always made a
man Nexus ; but there is no difficulty in as-

suming that a man only became Nexus with refer-

ence to an obligatio per aes et libram, so that a
man could contract on obligatio per acs et libram,

and at the same time could make himself Nexus. A
free roan could not properly bo the object of a sale,

but it requires only a slight acquaintance with Ho-
man law to perceive that this difficulty could be
got over by a fiction. As in the case of Manu-
mission Per Viudictam there was a fiction thiit the

slave was free ; so there might here be a fiction

that the freeman was a slave. And if this is not

admitted as a probable solution, it cannot be denied

that there is as much difficulty in understanding

the co-emtio of a female, who was sui juris, which
as a legal fact is quite certain, as the formal sale of

a freeman with his consent The notion of a free-

man giving himself into the power of another, so

far from being foreign to the notions of Homan
law, as some writers have asserted, is perfectly

consistent with them, as we see in the instance of

adrogation. The Nexum then being in the form

of A sale, the Nexus was in a servile condition

os a necessary consequence of the Nexum, and the

opinion that there must be an addictio to give

effect to the Nexum, is inconsistent with the no-

tion of the Nexum. According to this view, a

Nexus, as soon as the contract of Nexum was
made, was in the condition of an Addictus, and
both were treated as slaves. But it has been

ur^^ that ^*one cannot discover any reason for

this s^f-pledging (fie.rwm), since every insolvent,

even when there was no nexum, must become his

creditor's slave (addictui), and how can we under-

stand that the abolition of the nexum was such on

advantage gained by the Plebeians (Liv. viil 28),

if the addictio still remained, which might be ob-

tained when there was no nexum
;
and it cannot

be denied that it did remain ? The advantage

consists precisely in the difference between n con-

tract which cannot be enforced against a |)cr»fn

without the forms of legal proceeding, and u con-

tract which at once gives a man a power over

bis debtor without any application to a court of

justice. The effect of the abolition of the Nexum,
in this its special sense, while the Addictio still

existed, may be illustrated by the supposed case of

a landlord's remedy for the recovery of his rent by
distreu being abolished, while hit other romodii'S

under the conlnict fur lotting and hiring remainM.

It is remarked by Goettling {GescMicJUe dcr

Rom, Stacdtcer/iusut^) that ^ the comparison of

the Adrogatio and the Adnptio gives the clearest

proof of the correctness of Savigny's view, who re-

jects the notion of a freeman pledging himself. In

the case of the Adrogatio of n Homan, who is lui

juris, there was no moncipatio which such p.'rsnn

could effect os to himself : but in tlie case of adop-

tion, a moncipatio occurs, and it is effected by the

living father and the son together. In the case of

coemtio it certainly appears, as if the woman of

herself effected a self-mancipation ; site, however,
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w not herself aucioTy but her guardian is auctor.*'

There may be some weight in this observation, the

point of which appears to be this : there was man-

cipatio in the rase of adoption, where the adopted

person was in the power of another, but no man*
cipatio in the case of Adrogation, whm the

adopted person was not in the power of another.

The tacit conclusion then seems to be, that if

in one case there was no mancipatio and yet a
person was brought into the power of another

with his own consent, there could be no nuincipa-

tio when a person consented to put himself into a

serrilc relation to another ; lor it is here assumed
that a nexum was voluntary. But this is not a

legitimate conclusion. It is easy to see that man-
cipatio in the case of adoption, where the son was
in the power of the father, was a sufficient form,

considering that the person adopted was only a i

filius fiimilias
;
and that Adrogaticui, which w’at

of a person who was sui juris, was a very different

raattor, and required other forms to be observed,

liocause the person adrogated was not a Alius-

familial. [Adoption.] A nexum effected no

change of familia like an adoption or adrogation,

and while its object was different from that of both

of these ceremonies, it is quite consistent fur its

form to have been the same as the form of the one,

and difformt fn>m the form of the other.

The mode in which Qoettllng (p. 123) explains

this matter of the nexum is as follows :
** A free

citUen can come into a mancipii causa when he

cannot |iay a loon (oes eomfe$gMm) out of his owm
rocani. What in such case he has to give security

for, that to which he has bound himself, is called

nexum (namely nes) ; hence the phrases ncxi datio,

ncxi libemtio. The person who does such an act

is called siMwnt (from nexus nexds) taieMS, aAram
/at'iriUy but after he has received the loan in the

above solemn manner, he is nezu obligatus, nexu

vinctus : as soon as he has failed to fulfil his obli-

gation, and in conseqnencc of such fiiilare has been

addict^ (<uldiehtM\ and given in mancipium by

the magistrate, he is called nexus (adjective), qui se

nexum dedit**— a more confused account of the

thing, or one more remote from lenl precision, can-

not be imagined. The passage of Livy (iL 27) is

not easy to explain. (Compare Liv. ii. 23.)

The I<ex Poetc]ia(B. c. 32G) alleviated the con-

dition of the nexi. So far as we can understand

its provisioni, it set all the nexi free or made them

oluti ( Liv. viii. 28, neri so/afi), and it enacted that

for the future there should be no nexum (cuaAifl>9tM

M p'jUfmm M nfdcmtur)y and that no debtor

should fur the future be put in chains. Addictio

however still continned in force after the Lex
Poetelia, as we see in several instances. (Liv.

xxiii. 14; Sail. Cat. 33; Cic. pm FlacoOy 20.)

It appears from the I«cx Oalliae Cisalpinae (c. 21,

22), that in the case of other actions there was

only a Posscssio Bononnn, but in tbe case of pe-

cunia certa credita there was personal execution.

The enactment of the Lex Julia which introduced

the BoDoniRi Cetsio, and gradual changes in so-

ciety, mast have diminished the frequency of the

Addictio. [Ronorum Ckssio.] In the system

of Justinian, Nexum did not exist, for tho use of

aes et libra in legal transactions had ceased.

Neither the Addictos nor the Nexus was a slave,

and his ingenuitas was only in suspense. As to

the Nexum, it must have been necessary that the

a.Toct of the legal act by which tbe ingenuuf was
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made a nexus should be done au’ay with by another
legal act ; and this seems to be the Ncxi liberatio

which was done per aes ct libmm. It also ap-
pears from a passage in Livy (vi. ]4\ that a
certain person, who was judicatus pecuniae, and is

not described as nexus, wus released from his

obligation per aes ct librmm. In the time of (juius

an imaginary form of payment per aes et libmm
was retained in cases where the obligation was
contracted either per aes et Ubmm or was due ex
judicati causa. (Oaius, iii. 173— 175.) There
seems indeed no reason why this ceremony should
bnvo been used in the case of an addictos who
wished to be restored to his former state, for the
Addictio was by implication only to have an cfft'ct

till the debt was paid. It might be contended that

such was the effect of the Nexum also, but we
must distinguish between the effect of a scntenco
of the Proi'tor and a solemn act like that of the
Nexum, which was in form a transfer of owner-
ship. The addictus was protected against injuria

from his master (Goius. L 141), and it is said that

he retained his name and tribe
;
but it is somewhat

difficult to understand how he retained his tril>c,

since be had sustained Infamio. Upon the dis-

charge of bis obligations tbe addictus, it seems,
returned to his former status.

It was Niebuhr's opinion that the Nexum, when
it became a form of mving security, bad not its

complete effect until too debtor was unable to pay
and was brought into tho condition of a debtor-

slave by the addictia An answer to this has
been already given. If it required on addictio to

make a person nexus, what was the use of a Nexum
when a man might become sddicbis, even when
there was no Nexum? Tho only intelligible so-

lution of all these difficulties is that a Nexum, in

which there was a mancipatio personae, hod on
immediate effect.

It seems to be a legal consequence of a Nexum
and an Addictio that the children, if they were in

the power of the parent, mutt follow his condition,

as in tho ease of adrogation.

In the case mentioned in Liry (viii. 28),
where the son is said to have been nexus for

his hither's debt (cam se newma dedutei)^ it may
be that the hither bound bis son only, which ho
could certainly do just in the tamo way as he
could mancipate hhn. If the son was not in his

I

fethcr'i power, ho could still bind himself on be-

half of his father. The expression in Li>y docs

not enable ns to determine which of the two

,

possible coses was the real case, but it seems pro-

I bable that the son was in the power of tho father.

Unterholxner observes (Lairs de$ Horn, BeekU tvm

^

den Sckmldverhaltnutmy L p. 31. note g): ^ The
legal condition of the nexi is one of the most ol/*

scare points in the old Roman law. It is hero as-

sumed that a roan by the per|pnae mancipatio came
into this condition. Persons who were in the

Patria Potestas could for the noxae causa, which
was long maintained in practice, and also on ac-

count of the debts of him who had the Potestas,

consequently in a sense after tho nature of a pawn,
and by virtue of the so-called paternal power of

sale, be mancipated. Further, we must assume
that persons who were sui juris could also manci-
pate themselves by way of pawn, though no evi-

dence of that has been preserv^ This is made
the less incredible, since we cannot doubt, that

women who were sui juris cotUd make a coeentio.
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ftnd consequently could mancipato themselves either

matrimonii causa or fiduciae causa, whereby how*
ever they did not, like the ncxi, come into a con*

dition similar to that of slaves, but only into a

state of dependence similar to that of a child.

The ncxi were, as a matter of course, in mancipio,

and consequently alieni juris, but for that voiy

reason greatly different from the addicti. How-
ever, they co^d, like them, be put in chains, until

the power of putting debtors in chains was al-

together abolished."

The meaning of tho provision in the Twelve
Tables, cited by Oellios, as to cutting the debtor

in pieces has been a subject of much discussion.

'I'nylor in his essay (Cbmmea/. ad L. Dtc^mviralem
de Inapt D^tort tn parti* ditsteando) attempts to

prove that Gellius misunderstood the old law, and
that the w*ords of the Twelve Tables " partis

secanto : si plus minusvc lecuerint se fraude esto,"

mean that the several creditors are intitlcd to have

the ** partis," that is, the " operne " of the addictus

divided or distribtilcd among them ; and he goes on
to explain the rest of the law in these terms

:

** Communis sit servus corum, qui quidem ad-

fuerint
;
ct sine fraude csto, si ceteri totics proci-

,

tati suns quoiiue partis in Debitoro non vindica*

verint" But the arguments of Taylor are by no
m(*ans snliefactory. The conjecturo that the
** partis ” are the shares of the creditors arising

from the sale of tho debtor, is also unsupported by
any proof. This monstrous enactment, if we take

it literally, shocks all our notions of humanity, but

it has been well observed that it is by no means
inconsistent with the spirit of the old Homan law

;

and the fitet of an actu^ division of a debtor's body
not being on record, is no proof against, and hardly

furnishes a presumption against the existence of

such A law. The Homans had no prisons for

di btors. The creditor was the debtor's jailer, and
we know that in the oldest time he was often a

cruel keeper. When there were several creditors

who claimed the body of a debtor, he might be
kept by any one fur the benefit of himself and the

rest till the sixty days were over
;
but afVer that

time, if the creditors could not agree among them-
selves, there was no possible mode of settling their

conflicting claims than that which the law of the

Decemviri gave them, and which they might adopt

if they chose. Such a law could never ^ carried

into effect in any country, os the legislators must
have well known, and thus while its terms fully

satisfied the claims of tho creditors, in practice it

may have tunicd out really favourable to the debtor.

the remarks of Gellius on this part of the

law, XX. J.) But the solution of the difficulty is

quite a diffiorent matter from the fact of iu ex-

ihtcnce, w'hich is in no way to be questioned be-

cause wc cannot explain it.

The various authorities on the subject of the

Nexnra and Addktio are referred to by Rein, Ikis

/^ow, PriwUreckLt p. 313, Ac. The writer of this

article hat not had the advantage of seeing the

essay of Savigny, Utlftr da* altr'amiscke S^uldrtckt^

Itorlin, 1834. The whole subject is still en-

cumbered with difficulty, as will appear from a
reference to the various writers on this 8ubjt*ct,

The note of Walter {Ot$ekiektt ties Rom. Jiecltts,

p. 64*2. n. G) appears to contain the true statement
ns to the di^erence between the effect of a Nexiim
and a Res Judicata

;
but he n'jects the notion of a

man sriling or pledging himself. [O. B.]

NOBILES.

NO^DILES, NOBI'LITAS. In the «irly

periods of the lioman state the Patricians were the

Nobles as opposed to the Plebs. The Patricians

possessed the chief political power and the distinc-

tion which fwwcr gives. Livius, who wrote in

tho age of Augustus, and is not very c.'ircful in the

use of terms, often designates the Patricians by
the term Nobilis (vi. 42) ; and yet Nobilis, in its

proper historic sense, has a diffierent meaning.

In B. c. 366, the plebeians obtained the right of

being eligible to the consulship, and finally they
obtained access to all tho curule magistracies.

Thus the two classes were put on the same footing

as to political opacity. Those plebeians who had
obtained a curule magistracy were thus elevated

above their own body, and the personal distinction

of a father would confer distinction on bis descend-

ants. It is in the nature of aristocrat ical institu-

tions to perish if they are exclusive ; but they

perpetuate themselves by giving a plebeian class

the power of entering within their narrow limits,

j

Those who are received within the body of nobles

I

are pleased at being separated fium their former

companions, and are at least as exclusive in their

notions as the original members of the class which
they have joined.

This was the history of Nobilitas at Rome. The
descendants of plebeians who had filled curule

magistracies form' d a class called Nobiles or men
** known," who were so called by w'ay of distinction

from “ Ignoblles " or people who were not knowui.

The Nobiles had no legal privileges as such
;
but

they were bound together by a common distinction

derived from a lego) title and by a common interest

;

and their common interest was to endeavour to

confine the election to all the high magistracies to

the members of their body, to the Nobilitas. Thus
the descendants of those Plebeians who had won
their way to distinction combined to exclude other

Plebeians fiom tho distinction which their ow'n

ancestors had transmitted to them.

The external distinction of the Nobiles w'as the

Jus Imnginum, a right or privilege which w*as ap-

panmtly established on nsoge only, and not on any
positive enactments. These Imagines w'cre figures

with painted masks of w*ax, made to resemble

the person whom they represented (PUn. //. N.
XXXV. 2. expressi cent vttllus)

;

and they were
placed in the Atrium of the house, apparently in

small wooden receptacles or cases somewhat in the

form of temples ((uAtva FoISio, Polyk ri. 5.3).

Tho Imagines were accompanied with the tituli

or names of distinction which the deceased had
acquired

; and the tituli were connected in some
way by lines or branches so os to exhibit tho

p«’digrco (itemraa) of the family. (Compare the

pnssiiges quoted in Becker, p. 222, note 53.) These

Imagines were generally enclosed in their cases,

but they were opened on festival days and other

great ccremoninla, and crowned with bay (lau-

rentae) : they also formed part of a solemn funeral

procession. The most complete account of thcM^

Imagines is in the passage of Polybius, which has

been already referred to
j but there is frequent

mention of them in the Roman writers.

These were the external marks or signs of n
Nobilis Familia

;
a kind of heraldic distinction in

substance. Tho origin of this use of Imagines

from which the notion of a Roman Nobilitas must
not be separated, is uncertain. The term Nobilitas,

as already observed, is applied by Livius to a
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period of Remim biitory before the consulship wns
opened to the Plebeians ; and it is possible that

the Patricians may have had the use of Imonies,
which those Plel^ians afterwords adopted, when
the curule magistradea were opened to them. The
Patricians carried bock their pedigrees (stem-

mata) to the remotest historical period and even

beyond it. (Tacit. Ann. iv. 9.) It seems probable

that the Roman NobHitas, in the strict sense of

that term, and the Jns Imaginum, originated with

the admission of the Plebeians to the consulship

ac. 366. The practice of having Imagines, as

aheady observed, may have existed and probably

did exist before the notion of the Jus Imoginum
was established. Indeed, ns the object of the

Patricians, who were all of equal rank so far as

respected their class, would be to attach to them-

selves such Plebeians as were elected to Curule

magistracies, it seems confonnable to the nature of

tho thing that the himily of such plebeians should

be allowed or invited to adopt some existing dis-

tinction which should separate them from tho body
to which they properly belonged. Usage would

soon give to such a practice the nation of legality

;

and thus the Jus Imoginum would be established,

as many Roman institutions vrere,by some general

conviction of utility or upon some prevailing notion,

and it would be perpetuated by custom.

A plebeian who first attained a Curule office

WAS the founder of his family's Nobilitas (princeps

nobilitatis
;
anctor generis). Such a person could

have no imagines of liis ancestors ; and he could

have none of his own, for such imagines of a man
were not made till after he was dead. (Polyb. vL

53.) Such a person then was not nobilis in the

full sense of tW term, nor yet was he ignobUis,

He was called by the Romans a '*novus homo"
or a new man

;
and his status or condition was

called Novitas. (Sail. Jup. 85 ; the speech which

is put in the mouth of C. Marius.) The term

novus homo was never applied to a Patrician.

The first novus homo of Rome was the first

Plebeian Consul, L. Sextius
;
and the two most

distinguished ** no\4 homines " were C. Marius and
and M. Tullius Cicero, both natives of an Italian

mnnicipiiim.

Tho Patricians would of conrse be jealous of

the new nobility ; but this new nobility once

formed would cosily unite with the old aristocracy

of Home to keep the political power in their hands,

and to prevent more novi homines from polinting

this exclusive class. (Sail 63.) As early as

the second Punic war this new cla^ compounded

of Patricians or original aristocrats, and Nobiles

or newly-engrafted aristocrats, was able to exclude

novi homines from the consulship. (Lir. xzii. 34.)

They maintained this power to the end of the

nqmblican period, and the consulship continued

almost in the exclusive possession of tho Nobilitas.

The testimony of Cicero, himself a novus homo, on

this point is full and distinct

The mode in which the Nobilitas continued to

keep possession of tho great offices in the state, is

neither difficult to conjecture, nor to establish by
evidence

; but the inquiry docs not belong to this

place.

As to the persons who would be included in the

steinma of a noble hunily, it appears that all the

ascendants of a man np to the ancestor who 6rst

attained a curule office would be comprehended,

and of course all tho intermediate ancestors who
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' had attained a like distinction. The kinsfolks on
the mother's side were alto included, so that a
steroma would contain both Agnati and Cognati.

Adoption would also increase the number of per-

sons who would be comprised within a stemma

;

and if Affines were occasionally included, as they

appear to have been, the stemma would b^me an
enormous pedigree.

The word Optimates, as explained by Cicero
(pro Sett. 45) is opposed to Populates : he de-

scribes the Optimates to be all those **qui neque
nocentes sunt nec natura hnprobi nec furiosi nec
malis domMticis impediri." This is no political

definition : it is nothing more than such a name os

Conservative or any other like name. The use of

it in Livius (iii. 3.9) shows how he understood it

;

but Livius is blameable for using the terra with
reference to those early times. Velleius (ii. 3)
describes the Optimates, as the Senatus, the better

and lanrer part of tho cquestris ordo,and such port

of the Plebs as were unaffected by pernicious coun-

sels ; all these joined in the attack on Gracchus.

This opens our eyes to the real meaning of Opti-

mates: they were the Nobilitas and the chief part

of tho Equites, a rich middle class, and also all

others whoso support the Nobilitas and Equites
could command, m fact all who were oppos^ to

change that might affect the power of the Nobilitas

and the interests of those whom the Nobilitas

allied with themselves. Optimates in this sense

arc opposed to Plebs, to the roau of the people
;

and Optimates is a wider term than Nobilitas,

inasmuch as it would comprehend tho Nobilitas

and all who adhered to them.

The term Popnloret is vague. It could be used
to signify the opponents of the Nobilitas, whether
the motives of these opponents were pure and
honest, or whether the motives were self-aggran-

dizement through popular favour. Of Caesar, who
•ongbt to gain the popular favour, it was truly

said, that it was not so much what he gave to tlie

people which made him formidable, as what he
would expect to get from them in return. A
PopuJaris might bo of the class of the Nobilitas,

and very often was. He might even be a Patrician

like Caesar: his object might be either to humble
the nobles, or to promote tho interest of the people,

or to promote his own
; or be might have all tho

objects, as Caesar had.

The Nobilitas is discussed by Becker, //and-
6iiekder Jiomttcken AltertAUmer, ii. IsteAbth, ;and
there is probably little to add to what he has said,

and little to correct in it There arc also some re-

marks on the Roman Nobiles in Zachariao, Su//u

(i. 5). He observes of Sulla that though his family

was Patrician, he could hardly be considered as

belonging to the Nobiles in the strict sense, as the

term Nobilitas implied that smne one of a man's
ancestors bad filled a curule magistracy, and it

also implied the possession of wealth. But this

is a confused view of the matter. Sulln^B an-

cestors had filled curule magistracies
;
and though

his fiimily was poor, it was still Nobilis. A
Nobilis, though poor, as Sulla was, was still No-
bilis. Want of wealth might deprive a man of

influence, but not of the Jus Imoginum. If there

was any Patrician whose ancestors had never filled

a curule magistracy, he would not be Nobilis in

tho strict sense. Rut when the Nobilitas had been
formed into a powerful body, which was long be-

I

fore the reforms of the Qraochi, the distinction of
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Patrician wai of secondary importance. It would

seem unlikely that there was any patrician gens

existing in the year b. c. 133, or, indecMl, long

before that time, the families of which had not

enjoyed the highest honours of the state many
times. The exceptions, if any, would be few.

In reading the Greek writers on Ronuin history,

it is useful to attend to the meaning of the political

terms which they use. The Bwarol of Plutarch

(Tiff, ftracch. 13,20), and the TXou(rioi, are the

Nobilitas and their partisans ; or os Cicero, after

he was made consul, would call them the Opti>
j

nvitcs. In SQch passages as Dion Cossiiu (xxxviiL
;

2), the meaning of ivvarol may be collected from

the context. [O. L.]

NODUS, in a special sense, was applied to the

following parts of dress :
— I. The knot used in

tying on the scarf [Chlamts] or other article con-

stituting the AaiicTt’B. This was often effected

by the aid of a brooch [Fibula], a ring, or some
jewel (Virg. Am. L 320, tL 301, zi. 776 ; Gaud.
de Rafft. Prot. it 40) ; but frequently in the

method shown in the woodcut of Diana at p. 276.

1 1. The knot of hair (icdpu/i6ot, xpwtfuAor), either

at the top or at the back of the head adopted by
both sexes in fastening their long hair, which was
turned upwards or bockw'ards for the purpose

(crime rursus adducto revocare nodo^ Seneca, Oedip.

ii. ; Virg. Am. iv. 138 ; Hor. Kpod. xL 28). Ex-
amples may be seen in the wo^cuts at pp. 329,

507. III. The knot of leather worn by Iwys of

the poorer classes at Home instead of the golden

,

Dtn.LA. [J. Y.]
[NOMEX name. 1. Grbrk. The

Orrcks,iu is well known, bore only one name (Paus.

vij. 7. § 4), and it wms one of the especial rights of

a father to chooso the names for his children, and
to alter them if he pleased. (Demosth. c. lieeot. i.

p. 1002, lOOG, e. Macart. p. 1075, &c.) It was
customary to give to the eldest son the name of

the gmndfathcr on bis father's side. The history

of Greece contains many instances of this enstoro,

and Sositheus (ap. Deniostk, e. Macart, LeJ) says,
**

I gave to my eldest son, as is just (&nrcp xol

Sucoidr 4<rri), the name of my latbcr.** (ComtKirc
Kustath. ad ILr. 546.) What custom w’os gcncj^ly
followed in regard to the other children may he
inferred from the same pass^e, for Sositheus goes

on to say, that he called his second son after the

name of his wife's &ther, the third after a relation

of his wife, and the fourth son after his own
grandfather on his mother's side. Mothers seem >

also sometimes to have assumed the right of giving

the names to their children (Eurip. J^ioea. 58),
and it may be that, as in the case described by
Aristophanes (Nuh. 60, dec.), sometimes a quarrel

arose between the parents, if they could not agree

upon the name to to given to a child. A boy also

sometimes received the name of his father, as in

the cases of Demosthenes and Denutdesi, or one

similar to that of his father. Nausinicos thus

called bis son Nausiphilui, and Callicrates called

his son Callistratiu. (Bbckh, ad Pimi. Pytk, iv.

p. 265.) A similar method was sometimes adopted

in the names of several brothers
;
thus two brotWrs

'

in the speech of Lysias against Diugiton oro called

Diodotus and Diogiton. In some cases lastly, the

name of a son was a patronymicon, formed from
the name of the father, os Phocion, the sou of
Phocos.

The day on u’hicb children received their names
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was the tenth after their birth. (Aristopb. Av
922, &C.) According to some accounts a child re-

ceived its name os early as the seventh or even
fifth day after its.birth. [Amfiiioromia.] The
tenth day, called ^cjcdr-q, however, was a festive

day, and friends and rohitiont were invited to take
part in a sacrifice and a repost, whence the ex-

pressions and 9tKdrti¥ ]f

ID a court of justice proofs could be adduct that

a &ther had held toe Scxdri}, it was sufficient

cvidenco that ho bad recognised the child ns his

owm. (Demosth. c. Roeoi. L p. 1001, c. Roeot. iL

p. 1017 ; Isacus, de Pyrrh, iered. p. 60.)

The fact that every Greek had only one name
rendered it necessary to have an innumerable
variety of names;, and never has a nation shown
more taste, ingenuity, and invention in devising

them than the ancient Greeks. But however greut

the number of names might be, ambiguity and con-

fusion could not be avoided ; and in readiug the

works of tho Greeks we arc not always certain

whether tho same name in different passages or

writers belongs to one or to several persons. Tho
Greeks themselves were aware of tliis, and where
accuracy was of importance they used various

means to prevent mistakes. Sometimes they added
tho name of the father in the genitive case, as

'A\Kt€iiiris 6 KAru'lov, nA(«rroiua{ 6 Uavoeufiou :

sometimes they added the name of the place or

country in which a person was bom, in tbe form of

an adjective, os 0ovxvdi8i}$ 6 Adiji'oTor, '\ip69oros

'AXxKapvaffffi6f^ XappayrUrit nojo^'icvr, Atirafap-

Xos 6 Mtaa^iyios, 6ic, ; sometimes they added an
epithet to the name, expressing either the occupa-

tion or profession which a person followed, or in-

dicating the school to which he belonged. Instances

are of such frequent occurrence that it is superfluous

to quote any. The custom of adding the father's

name was c^led warpddcr 6yopdC*oBat. (Paus. vii.

7. § 4 ; Xenoph. Oeconom. 7. § 3.)

In common life the Greeks had yet another

means of avoiding ambiguity, and this was tho

frequent use of nicknxuncs, expressive of mental or

bodily peculiarities and defects. Thus Demos-
thenes was from his childhood colled BdroXor.

(Acschin. c. Timarck, pp. 1 39, 1 42 ;
Demosth. de

Chron, p. 288.) Aristophanes (Av. 1291, &c.)

mentions several names of birds which were used

os nicknames
;
other nicknames arc preserved in

Athenaeus (vi p. 242).

(Compare Broker, CharUdet^ vol. i. p. 23, &c)
2. Roman. In the earliest history of Home

there occur persons who are designated by only

one name, such os Romulus, Remus, and others,

while there arc many also who besx two names.

The Romans of a later age were themselves un-

certain as to the legitimate number of names borne

by the earliest Romans
;
and while Vorro (ap.

VaL Max., Rpifome de Xotuinum Rutione), A|>-

pian (Rtm. Hist. Prae/. 13), and others, stat^
that tho earliest Homans used only to have one

name, their opponents adduced a great many in-

stances in which persons had twa This question

will perhaps be placed in a more proper light, ami

become more satisfactorily settled, if wc consider

sepomtely tho three distinct elements of which
the Roman nation was composed in its origin, and
it will then be found that both Varro and his op-

ponents are right or w*rong according as their as-

sertions arc applied to one or to all of the three

tribes.
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The Snbinei, from the earliest limes down to

the end of their existence, had two names (Vtd.

Mux. <U Aommifm 2{atione\ one indicating; the

individual as such {pnjruomm\ e.p. Alhiis, Volesut,

Pnmpus (Val. Max. /.e.). Talus (Kent, s.r.), Cains,

Titus, Quintus, Appius, &c., and the second the

pens to which the individual belotiped, winch ter-

minated like the Roman nomina peulilicln in lusor

eiusy e. tf, Tatiiis, Pompilius, Claudius, &c. It is

moreover a feature ]KCtiliar to the Sabines that a
person sometimes, instead of a praenomen and a
nomcn pt'utilicium, had two nomina pentilieia, one
indicatinp the gens of his father and the other that

of his mother. The latter sometimes preccdcnl and
sometimes followed the former. This custom is

clfjur from Livy (xxxix. 13, 17), who mentions a
Campanian (Sabine) womaJi, Poculla Minia, who
was married to a man who bore the name of Ccr-

rinius from his pens, and one of the sons of these

poreiiU was called Minhis Cerrinius, Another
iusUmcc is the name of the Sabine aiipnr Attius

Naviiia, where, according to Dionysius (iii. p. 70\,

Attius is the Cro/ua avyytrfTiK6r. Dionysius,

however, must be mistaken in making Nasius an
S^yo^^a irpoirriyopiKhy, if he meant thi.s to be the

same os the Roman praenomen, which the name
Navius never was. In all prulwibility therefore

both Attius and Nnvius are nomina gentilicio. A
third instance scrmi to be Miiiatius Mapiiis (V'clI.

Pat. ii. 16), the son of Dccius Magius. This prac-

tice must have Ih.'CU very common among the Sa-

bines, for in most cases in which the two names of

a person have come down to us, both have the ter-

mination tus, ns Marius Kgnatius, Ilerius Asinius

(Appian. It. C. 40), Statius Gelliui (Liv. ix. 44),

Ofilius Calavius. A more complete list of such

Sabine names is given by Gdttliup {(ifncJi. d. Jilin.

Stuitisr. p. 6. note 3X who supposes that a son bore

the two nomina gentilicin of his father and mother

only as long as he w'as unmarried, and that at his

marriage he only retained the nomon gentilicium of

bis father, and, instead of that of his mother, took

that of bis wife- Of this, however, there is not

sufHcicnt evidence. Thus much is certain, that the

Sabines at all times had two names, one a rt*al

praenomen, or a nomen pcntilicinm s<.‘n'ing as a

praenomen, and the s >cond a real nomon gentili-

ciiim, derived from the gens of the fatlrcr. The
Sabine women b»>re, as we have seen in the case of

Paculla Minia, likewise tw*o names, e. Vestia

Oppia, Faricula Cluvia (Liv. xxvi. 33), but whether

in case they both tonninatu iu iu tliey are nomina
peutiliria, and whether the one, as GdttUng thinks,

is derived from the gens of the woman's father,

and the other from that of her husband, cannot be

decided. Many Sabines also appear to have had a

cognomen, besides their praenomen and nomcn
gentilicium

;
but wherever this occurs, the prae-

nomcn is genomlly omitted, e.p. Ilerennius Rassus

(Liv. xxiii. 43), Calavius Pcrolla (Liv. xxxiii. 8),

Veltius CaU) (Appian. B. C. i. 40), Insteius Cato,

Po{>oedius Silo, Papius Mutilus (Veil. Pat. ii. 16).

Such a cognomen must, as among the Romans,
have distinguished the sereml faniiliae contained

in one gens.

The Latins in the earliest times had generally

only one name, as is seen in the instances adduced

by V'aiTo (ap. IW, /. e.), Romulus, Remus,
KaustuUis, to which we may add the names of the

kings of the .\borigines (Latins), Latiims, Ascaniiis,

Capetus, Capys, Procas, Numitor, Auiulius, and
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others. When, therefore, Varro and Appian
that the earliest Romans Itad only one name, they
were prol)ably thinking of the IjOtins. There oc-

cur, indeed, even at an early period, l^atins with
two names, such as Oeniinus Metius, Metins
Suffciius, Vitruvius Vaccus, Tunuis Herdonius,
AlC. ; but these names seem to be either two
nomina gentilicin, or one a nomen gentilicium and
the other a cognomen, and the I^natins do not ap-
pear to have had genuine pmenominn such os
occur among the i>abincs and afterwards among
the Romans.
The Etruscans in the Roman historians generally

bear only one name, as Porsouna, Spurinna, which
apparently confirms. the opinion of Varro

; but on
many unis in the tombs of Ktniria such names
terminating in mi are frequently pn'ccded by a
praenomen. MUller (EtntfU. i. p. 41.3, \c.), and
Guttling (f. e. p. 31), who follow's him, are of
opinion that no Etniscan ever bore a nomcn genti-

,

licium, and that the names temuimting in mi nro
mere cognomina or agnom'ma, Niebuhr {//iii. nf

L p. 381, note 8*22, and p. 500, note 1 107),
on the other hand, thinks, and with more proba-

bility, that the Etni.«>can na cnm'sponds to tlie

Sabine and Roman iio», and that accordingly such
rnmes as Porsenna, Spurinna, Cnecina, Perpenm,
Vibennn, Ergenna, Mostama, &c. ore real nomina
gentilicin.

From this comparison of the three original trilies,

it it clear that when the Humans became united

into one nation, they chiefly followed the custom
of the Sabines, and perhaps that of the Latins.

(Val. Max. /. c ) Originally every Rmnnn citixen

belonged to a gens, and derived his name {tiomm
OT vomen f/trufUicium) from his gens. This nomen
gentilicium generally terminated in fus, or with a
prewding e, in eios, which in later times was often

changed into ae«s, ns Annins, Anneius, and An-
naeus

;
Appuleius and Appulaens. Nomina gen-

tilicia terminating in ilius or e/ias, sometimes
change their tenninntion into the diminutive tf/as

and cf/ffs, ns Opillu^ llc^tillns, Quintillus, and
Ofellns, instead of Opilius, Hostilius, Quintilius,

and Ofelius, (Horat, Soi. ii, 2. 3, ct passim.) R<*siiies

this nomcn gentilicium every Roman had a name,
called praenomen, which preceded the nomcn gen-

tilicium, and which was peculiar to him as an in-

dividual, e.^. Caius, Lucius, Marcus, Cneiiis, Sex-
tus, Ac. In early times this name was given to

Iniys when they attained the nge of ptibertas, that

is, at the ago of fourtee n, or, according to others,

at the age of seventeen (Oellius, x. 2H), whi n
they recciveil the toga virilis. (I’\*st.s. r. ;

Scaevola «/>. l\tL A/ttx.t.r.) At a later time it

w’as customary to give to boys a praenomen on the

ninth day after their birth, and to girls on the

eighth day. This solemnity was jirewded by a
lustmiio of the child, whence the day was called

</i>s {usiricui, dixs aoiomrim, or nnmimtiia. (Macrob.
Sat i, 16 ; Tertull. de IHoiol. 6.) The praenomen
given to a boy was in most cases that of the father,

but sometimes that of the grandfather or grt^al-

gramlfalhor. Hence we frequently meet with in-

stances like M. Tullius, M. F., that is, Marcus
Tullius, Marci filius, or C. Octavius, C. F., C. N.,

C. P-, that is, Caius Octavius, Caii filitis, Caii nepos,

Caii pronepos. Sometimes, however, tlic praenonjcii

was given without any nrference to father or grand-
father, Ac. There existed, ncconling to N'ano,

about thirty pracnomina, while nomina gentilaia
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were very nnincrotis. Them* two names, a pra©- pcntilicium

;
3. cognomen prtinam ; 4. cognomen

nomcn and a nonica gentilicium or simply iionien, secundum or agnomen, Suinotimes the name of

were indispensable to a Roman, and they were at the tribe to winch a person belonged, w*as added
the same time sufficient to designate him ; hence to liis name, in the ablatire case, as Q. Verres Ilo.>

the numerous instances of Romans being designated milia (Cic. c. IWr, i. ti), C. Claudius Pdatina
only by these two names, even in cases where a (Cic. c, >>rr. it 43), Ser. Sulpicius Lemonia (Cic.

third or fourth name was possessed hr the person. Philip, is. 7). No one was flowed to assume a
Plebeians, however, in many cases only possessed nomcii gentilicium or a cognomen w'hich did not

two names, as C. Marius, Q. Sertoriui, Cn. Pom* belong to him, and he who did so was guilty of

peiuB, &c. The praenomcn characterised a Roman ialsum. (Dig. 48. tit. 11. a. 13.)

citireii ns an individual, and gave him, os it were. It must have been in comparatively few cases

his enput [Catut] nt the time when he received that persons bad a fourth name or agnomen, but tho

it. As women had not the full caput of men, they three others were, at least at a late period, when
only bore the feminine form of the nnmen gentili> the plebeian aristocracy bod become established,

cium, as Cornelia, Semproni^ Tullio, Tcrontia, thought indispensable to any one who claimed to

Porcia, &C. In later times, however, we find that belong to an ancient family. (Juvenal, v. 1*27.) In

women also sometimes had a praenomcn, which the intercourse of common life, however, and espe*

they n^ived when they married, and which was cially among friends and relatives, it was cus-

the f minine fi>rm of the prai*nomcn of their hus- tomary to address one another only by the prac-

bands ; such as Caia, Lucia, PubUa. (Scaevol. tip. nomen or cognomen, as may be seen in the letters

!«/. J/.W. L e.) Caia Caecilia, the wife of L. of Cicero. It w*as but very seldom that persons

Tarquinius, if the name historical, Is an excop- : were addressed by their nomen gentilicium. The
tion to this rule. (\'al. Max. 4 c, ; see Cic. pro

|

most comipon mode of stating the name of a por-

Murtn. 12.) When Mocrobius (4e.) states that son in cases where Icgrd accuracy was not the oIk

girls received their name (he evidently means the ject, was tliat of mentioning the praenomcn and
pnienomen) on the eighth day after their birth, he

^

cognomen, with the omission of the nomen geniilU

nlludes, ns in tho case of boys receiving theirs on .
cium, which w'as easily understood. Thus Cnius

the ninth day, to an innovation of later times, and
|

Julius Caesar would during the better ages of the

among the female praenomina given at such an . remiblic and in familiar address be colled Cuius,

early we may reckon Prima, Secundo, Tertia, otherwise Cnius Caesar, or even C^ius Julius, but

Quarto, Postuma, &c. (Varro, de Ling. JaxL. ix. I never Julius Caesar, which was only done during

GO
;

Suet. Cues. 50 ;
Capitol. AAat. et lUith. 5.) the latter perii>d of the republic and under the cm-

VesUil Virgins, at the appointment to their priest* pire, as in Albius Tibullus, Cornelius Nc]>os, Me-
Ijood {captio\ when they left the pAtria potestas, nenius Agrippa, &c. A verj* common mode of

received, like married w'omen, a pnienomen, «,g. ’ stating the name of a person during these latter

Cttia Torratia, or Caia SufTetta. (Plin, //. iV.
j

times, was that of merely mentioning the cogno-

xxxiv. 11.) men, provided the person bearing it was sufficiently

Every Roman citizen, besides belonging to a kno^^-n or notorious, as wc s]m^ of ^liltou and
gens, ^vas also a member of a familui, contained in

,

Johnson, w'itbout adding any other distinction,

a gens, and, as a member of such a fiimilia, he had
j

although there are many persons bearing the same
or might have a third name or cognomen. Such

|

name. The most common of these cases among
cognomina were derived by the Homans from a the Romans arc Verres, Carho, Cato, Caepio,

variety of mental or bodily peculiarities, or from
|

Cicero, Caesar, Sulla, Ac. In the time of Augus-
lomc remarkable event in the life of tho person tus and TilK'rius it became very common to invert

who was considered as the founder of the familia. the ancient onlcr of nomen and c<^omen, and to

Such cognomina ore, Asper, imperiosus, Magnus, say, e.g. Drusus Claudius or Silvanus Plauiius
Maximus, Publicola, Brutus Caplto, Cato, Naso,

j

insU*ad of Claudius Dmsus and Plauiius Silvanus.

l.abco, Caccus Cicero, Scipio, Sulla, Torquntus, (Veil. Pat ii, 97, 112.)

Ac. These names w*ere in most coses hereditary,
|

Roman women hod likewise sometimes a cogno-

and descended to the latest members of a familia
;

men, although instances of it are very rare. It

in siune c-ws they ceased with the death of the
|

was sometimes, like that of men, derived from per-

person to whom they were given for special rva-
,

sonal peculiarities *>‘th as Rufa and Pusilla

sons. Many Romans had a second cognomen
j
(Ifurat ii. 3. 216) ; sometimes from the nomen

(cotptomfH serundum or ci//i?owm), which was given gentilicium of their husbands as Junia Ciautlilla,

to them as an honorary distinction, and iu coniine* Knnia Noevia (Suet. Ca/ig. 12), Livia OcrlHn.'i

monition of some memorahlc deed or event of their (Suet Gitlb. 3), and sometirocs fnun the cognomen
life, e.g. Afrii-sinus Asintiens, Ilispallus Cretensis of their husbands, ns Caecilia Metclla.

Maccdonicus Nunuiiitianns Ac. Such agnomina During the latter part of the republic, and the

were sometimes given by one general to another, early period of the empire, when the Roman fran-

sometinies by the army and confirmed by the chisc was given to wliole countries and provinces

chief-general, sometimes by the p<*«ple in the co* tho persons who thus acquired the civit.'is fre-

mitia, and sometimes they wen? assumed by the quently adopted the pracnomon and nomcn of the

person hiiiiself, as in the case of L. Cximelius Scipio I person through w’hose interest they had obtained

Asiaticus. Sometimes also a person adopted a ! the distinction, or of the em]x*ror himself. After

second cognomen which was derived fri'm the name the lime of Caracalla (a. d. 212), when all the free

of his mother, os M. Porcius Cato Saloninnus or inhabitants of the empire had obuiinod the Roman
Salonimis, who was the son of M. Cato Censnrius franchise, and when the gcntilician relations which
and of Saioiiia. (Gellius, xiii. 19 ; Plut. Cu/. MoJ.

j

had already gradually fallen into oblivion wero

24.)
1

totally forgotten, any person might adopt what
The regular order in which these names followed i name he pleased, either anci?nt or newly invented,

one another was this:— 1. praonoineii
; 2. nomcn

;
and even change liis name, if he did not like

•u
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!t (Cod. 9. tit 25) ;
and hcjiccforth the ancient

Homnn names disappear from the history of the

empire with inmdihle rapidity.

If a person hy adoption passed from one gens

into another, he asBitmcd the pracnonien, nomcn,
and cognomen of his ndoptirc hither, and added to

these the name of bis former gens, with titc termi-

nation auuK. Thus C.OctArius, after being adopted

by bis great-uncle C. Julius Caesar, was called C.

Julius Caesar Octavianus, and the son of L. Aoim-
lius Paullus, when adopted by P. Cornelius Scipio,

wiis cnlU'd P. Cornelius Scipio Acmilianus. [Ai>op*

TJO (Roman).] Tlierc were, howerer, two
genti^a, vir., the gens Antonia and the gens Fla-

minio, which, in case of any of their gentiles being

adopted into another gens, took the tennination

tHtts instc.'ul of aaits, os Antoninus and Flominiiius,

instead of Antonianus and Flamiiiianus. Some-
times also the cognomen of tho former family was
retained und added without any alteration to the

luime of the adoptive father, os in the case of Q.
Servilius Caepio Brutus. (Eckbcl, Docir. Num.
Tol. r. p. 59.) This was dufTc only in ease the

cognomen was of great celebrity
; but it some-

tinres underwent achiinge in the tennination. Thus
Claudius Marcellus, when adopted b}’ C)raeliu8

jA'iitulus, was called Cunielius Lentulus Marcelli-

nus. (Kckhcl, Doctr. .Vnm. vol. v. p. 59 and p, 1 W7.)

If one man adopted two brothers, the adoptive

father might choose any pmenomina at his discre-

tion in order to distingtiish his adoptive sons from

each other. Thus when Augustus adopted tho two
sons of Agrippo, be gave to the one the procnomen
CaiuB, and to tho other the praenomcii Lucius.

(V'ell. Pat, ii. 96.) During the early period of the

empire it appears to have sometimes occurred that

a person, when adopted into another gens, added

his own nomcn gentilicium without any alteration

to that of his adi>j>tive father, os in the coses of C.

Pliniiu Caecilitts Secumlus, and !>. Aclius .Aure-

lius Commodus. (Dion Cass. Krcerpl. lib. Ixxiu c.

15.) Besides this, nuiny oilier irregularities oc-

curred in cases of adoption during tho period of

the empire, but it is not necessary for our purpose

to enunicrate them here.

Slaves had only one name, and usually ri'tained

that which they had bonic l«forc they came into

slai’cry. If a slave was restored to freedom, he

received the praenonien and nomcn gentilicium of

his former master, and to these was added the

name which he had bad as a slave. He bocoinc

thus in some measure the gentilis of his former

master, in as far as he had tho same nnmen genti-

licium, but he had none of the other claims w'hich

a freclioru gentilis had. (Cic. Top. 6.) Instances

cf such froedom are, Titus Ampius Menander, a

freedman of T. Ampius Ualbua (Cic. ad Fam. xiii,

7U)
; !*. Cornelius Chiysogoims, a freedman of

L. Comedius Sulla (Cic. pro Hose. Am, 2, &r.),

TuUi'is Lauren, and M. Tullius Tiro, freedmen of

M. Tullius Cicero. If the state emancipated a

servus publicus, and gave him the franchise at the

same lime, any praeiiomen and nomen were given

to him, nr he took these names from the magistrate

who performed the act of emancipation in the name
of the state, and then received a cognomen derivixl

from the name of the city, os Komanus or Roma-
noiisU. ( Varro, /Jay. Lat. vili. 63; Liv, iv.

Cl.)

NOMKN. [Fkm’k, p. 527, a ; Oouua-
T1UNKS.J
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NOMKNCLj’V'TOR. [Ambitus, p. 77,a.J
N0MI6.MAT0S DIAPIIOUAS URAPIIE

{vopiuyuxTot Sia^pds 7^041^) is tho name of the

public action which might, at Athens, be brought
against any one who coined money cither too light

in weight or not consisting of the pure metal pre-

scribed by the law. The lawful punislimcnt in-

flicted upon a person in cose he was convicted was
death. (Demoetb. c. Lept. p. 508, e. Timocrat,

p. 765, &C.) What action might be brought
against those who coined money without the sunc-

tiuii of the republic, and how such persons were
punished, is not known. (See Petitus, A/L
p.510.) [ll’S.j

NOMOPIIY'LACES were cer-

tain magistrates or official persons of high authority,

who exercised a control over other magistrates, and
indeed over the whole body of the people, it being

their duty to see that the laws were duly adini-

nittcred and obeyed. Mention is made of such
officers at Sparta and elsewhere, and some of the

Greek philosophers who wrote on legieluiion ap-

pear to have thought, that such a body of men was
(^ential to the well-being of a social community.
(Schiimann, Aa/. Jur. Pub. Or. p 130 ; Plat.

Ley. vl p. 252 ; Xcn. Oeroa. ix. 14.) No such

body existed at Albriis, for they must have had a
power too great for tho existence of a democracy.

The Senate of 3U0, or the Areopagilic council,

performed in some measure the office of law-

guardians (Arist. Pol. vj. .5, tub Jin. ;
Andoc. 1)6

Mysi. 11); but the only persons designated by
this name appear to have ocen inferior function-

aries (a sort of police), whose business it was to

prevent inTgulorilies and disturbances in the

public assemblies. Even their existence has been
doubted by modem writers ; some think they havu
been confounded with the Another
hypothesis is, that the office was never introduced

until the time of Demetrius Phalereus, who, a’hen

he was invested with the authority of lawgiver by

I

Cassandcr, gave to the Eleven the additioiuil duty
of watching the conduct of all the other magis-
trates, with a view to introduce a more aristo-

cmiical government. In favour of this opinion it

has been observed, that the office of uop^vKaxst
it only mentioned by grammarians, and they refer

to Dcinarchus, who was the friend and conlcinpo-

rary of Demetrius. (See Schneider's note to .\rist.

PU. vi. 5. § 10 ;
Wochsm. rol. i. pt. i. p. 209 ;

Meier, .ML Proe. pp. 60—73.) [C. R, K.]
NOMUS iubpos). This word comprehends the

notion nut only of established or statute law, but

likewise of all customs and opinions to wliich long

pri'scription or natural feeling gives tho force of

law ; as Euripides {liacch. 893) expresses it, t5
del 4*U47Ci rt wt^vKis.

In tho heroic ages, before the jK'riod of authentic

history begins, we And in the Homeric and other

poems traces of a general belief among the Greeks
that government ought to be controlled by biw.

As even tbc supreme Ood was supposed to bo

subject to a higher power, Fate or 'As'ayx^, so the

Aiorpc^r )3curiA«t;r w*as bound to govern accord-

ing to tho rules of jusUco, 3i'n), sbvopu-q.

(Horn. Od. xviL 487 ; Find. Pyth. 2. 157 ; Herod.

iiL 38 ; lies. Op. et Diet, 274.) Government,
though tnonarchioil and heredilarv*, w*as neverthe-

less limited, irl ji-qroh ytpatri (T)iuc. i. 13). The
monarchs were TTpffTopet ^84 ptbovres, bound to

consult for the go^ of their people, and to listen
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to tlte advice of tbcir counsellors, or the chief men
of the state (yfpotn-tSy &vaicr«f, &c.), and also to

administer justice, Slfcaf, dsfUirror, cuSuefar. (//.

ii. 660, xvL 542, ai, xix. ir. 689,)

These notions of law and justice were neces-

sarily rnpue. The regal power, though limited in

practice, appears to have been absolute in theory,

and, as such, was easily liable to be abused. We
find coniplaints of the abuse of power in Hesiod

{Ofi. et DieSy 39. 258) ; and Wacbsmuth (//e//. Alt.

vol. t pu i. c. 1 8) remarks that the Odyssey contains

indications of a ttnigglo of the nobility against

the sovercigiL That many beneficial concessions

were made by the kings to their people before the

age of authentic hirtoiy, is not improbable. The
changes introduced liy Theseus may be considered

in this light. But the first great step towards the

establishment of conslitutirm^ Uxte appears to hare

been taken by the Athenians, when they abridged

the pMJWcr of the Medontidae, and rendered govern-

ment rttptmsibky ^a<ri\f\9.p fi*r4(jrrt<rap «i’i

iipxh^ ^tiSvvov. (Pans. rr. 5. § 10.)

Tlie transition from customary or traditionary

law to fixed civil ordinances must have token place

gradually. When people came to unite in cities

((Tur^nri^orro), and form compact societies, they

began to feel the necessity of having permanent

laws to define and secure their civil rights. The
notion soon sprang up that society was formed for

the good of all classes. The expression t5 Koiv6¥y

formerly applied to national leagues and confede-

racies (Hcr^. T. 109), came to denote a united

body of citizens ; and egiial laws were claimed for

all. From this body indeed were excluded all

such persons aa came under the definition of wepf-

o<«rot, provincials (Herod, vi. 58, ix. 11), or scKi,

like the Helnts
;
and all slaves of every kind. It

was only the townsman (woAIttjj) and the free-

man who could enjoy the privileges of a citizen.

The emigrant (irlurires ^«to*'04ttV) though, if he

l>ecame n resident (/icroiiror), lie was upon certain

conditions admitUnl to the protection of the law,

was never placed on the same footing as the

native.

Before any written codes appeared, law was pro-

mulgated by the poets or wise men, who sang the

great deeds of their ancestors, and delivered their

moral and political lessons in verse. Such ^*as the

^4trpa (declared law) of Spmta and Tan*ntum.

The laws of Charoudas were sung as <rK6\ia at

Athens. (Aclian, ii. 39 ; ArisU J*rvlJ. xix. 28 ;

Athenaeus, xiv. p. 619; Wachsm. //<?//. vol. i.

pi. i. pp. 20 1 , 208.) The influence exorcised by these

men arose in a great measure from the belief that

tl>ey were dtrinely inspired; a power which was
ascribed to most of the ancient lawmakers. Thus,

the laws of Minos were said to be a revclaticm from

Jupiter (Paiisan. iil 2. § 4) ;
Lycurgus was the

C'Uificlant of tile Delphic god
;
Zalcucus of Pallas.

(Wachstn. vol.i.pt.L p.204.) have supposed

that the use of i'^/xos,in the sonseof /air, was derived

from the circumstance of laws having first been in

verse, os the same word denotes measure or tune.

Rut this is not surprising, when we consider that

principles of harmony are necessary not only to

music and poetry, hut to the adjustment of the

various relations of civil society
;
and both mean-

ings may well be derived from {tiisiribaere

euum cttifpte).

As civilisation advanced, laws were reduced to

writing, in tlio shape cither of regular codes or dls-

N05^0S.

tinct onlinancos, and afterwards publicly exhibited,

engraved on tablets, or hewn on columns. (Lyc, c.

Ltoc. p. 1 65, ed. Steph. ; Arist. PoL v. 9. § 2 ; Plato,

Ijy. V. p. 738.) The first wTilten laws, wc hear of

are those of Zalcucus. (Wachsm. vol. i. pt. i. p. 208.

)

The first at Athens were those of Draco, called

dccr^ol, and by that name distinguished frem tho

rd/toi of Solon. (Andoc. de Myst. p. 1 1, cd, Steph.)

From the origin of this word one would supjiose

that it signified ordained or statute law, redtiT

rd/ioy : but it is frequently used like in the

sense of natural riglit or social usage. (Horn.*//,

ix. 134, xi. 778, Od. xxiii. 296.) The six inferior

archons were called b^afit^iraiy because a great

variety of causes fell under tlioir c«»gnizance, and,

in the absence of a written code, those who declare

and interpret the laws may he properly s;iid to

make them. (Thirlwall, (ir. Hist. vol. iL p. 17.)

The laws of Lj*curgus were not written. He
enjoined that they should never bo inscribed on any
other tablet than tho hearts of las countrymen.

(Thirlwall, vol. i. p. 336.) Those of Solon were
inscribed on w'oodcn tahleU, arranged in pyramiilal

blocks turning on an axis, railed nitd Kvp^ut,

(Harpocration and Suidas, s. r. ;
Plut. Soion. 2.5.)

They were first hung m the Acropolis, but after-

wards brought down to the Prytaneum. (Harpocr.

i.v. 'O Kdr<»>6fP v6fios: Pausnn. I 18. §3.) Ar-
chives were established for the custody of Athenian

laws in the temple of the mother of the gods {(v

r<p firfTp<a<p) with a public sen'ant {brjftitriof) to

take care of them, (Demosth. de Pals. /.or/. .^11,

c. Aristofl. 799.) Others were hung up in various

puldic places, so that any citizen might bare .access

to them, to read or lake extracts. For instance,

laws which concerned the jurisdiction of the aicbm
were hnng up in his office

;
those which concon>ed

tho senate (/SouAcornrol I'djuoi) in their council-

room, and so on. (Demosth. c. Arisl/jc. 627, 643,

c. TYmoc. 706 ; Wachsm. vol. i. pt.i. p. 266 ;
Meier

and Schom. Alt. J*roc. pp. 170, 660.) After the

expulsion of the thirty tyrants, in the archonship

of Euciides, a decree was passed by the assembly to

restore the ancient laws, and appoint a committee

to revise them, and propose any alterations or ad-

ditions that might seem necessary. TIk* new and
old laws were all to !>e written out in the enlarged

Ionian alphabet, which had not come into u.se in

Soloirs time
;
and the xvhole code thus revised was

transcribed on the walls of the p<inico rijv

(TtoAf dviypa^ay). At the same it was (Uncted

that no magistrate should be allowed to use an

unwritten law (dypd^ip 84 v6fxtp rds hh
w€pl ir6sy Andoc. de Mysi. 11— HI,

ed. Steph.)

According to those statutes of Solon, and those •

which were subsequently enacted at rarious times,

the magistrates and the judges at Athens w'ore

bound to administer the law, executive and judi-

cial. The Hcli.'istic body, acting in their capacity

of judges or jurors (os to lltcir Icjfislative see

Nomotiiktks), were sworn irvpl ft«v Siv v6not

<iVl, Kard tout poixovs Tcpl 84 Sip fx4i

flffly yptifi^ Tp iiKaioriTp. (Meier and Schom.
Aft. Proc. p. 128.) In all causes, whether civil or

criminal, the parties procured copies or extracts of

such laws as w*cre material to the questions to bo
tried, and brought them before tho rjytpxitp Stiroo'-

Tpplou at the ^axpunr, by whom they were con-

signed to the ix^poty and produced at the trial, to

be read to the Sticcurred by the ypo^^arruT. If
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nny mnn produced before the judj,fcs a fictitious

law (ooK 6m-a yd/xoy), he was punishable with
death. (Denjosth. c. /Ir/jrf. 807.)
As the iiKaarod (chosen as explained under

Dicastks) performed the functions both of judge
and jury, it is evident that the important question,

bow the laws of Athens worked, de{)ends on the
discretion which in pratiice they c.xerciscd in the
interpretation of the written law. This is only to

be discovered by a careful perusal of the Attic
orators, and is too wide a question to be discussed

here. Much light is thrown on the subject bv
Aristotle {Wui. i. 1.5), who, in treating of judicial

matters, always has in view the practice of the
Athenian courts. He reckons tlie v6fxot among
tlio &Tfxyoi wi(TT€ts, and advises the orator, when
the law’ of the country is against him (^ckv

ivatrtios p <J yeypofxfifyos ry irpdypxtrC) to appeal
to the universal law of justice or equity (ry Kotvif

y6fitf} Ka\ to7t ^7rj«i»c^<r<v, its SiKaiortpois). For
(says he) if the written law is contrary to justice,

it is not a law, ob yip woiu rb fpyoy rod y6/xov.

From this it ma\’ be scon, that the notions enter-

tained by the Athenians of the discretion to be ex-

ercised by a judge were somewhat dilferent from
our own. There existed at Athens no class of

persons corresponding to our counsel or attorneys,

whose business or profession it was to expound the

laws. The office of the i^tty^ToX related only to

religious observances. [Execetab.] According
to the principle of the constitution, every citizen

w’as l)ound to watch over the preservation of the

laws, and to inform against and prosecute any per-

sons who transgressed them. The people, cither

on the bench or in the assembly, were the ulti-

inate judges. (Lycurg. c. Lcoc. 148, ed. Steph.)

As to the dilTerencc between yipos and
and ns to the manner in which law's were enacted

or repealed, see Nomotiietes. [C. R. K.]
NOMO'TIIETES (vo/ioflrViji), legislator, is a

word which may be applied to any person who
causes laws to be enacted. Thus, Pericles and
Thcmistocles ore called yopoOirou^ movers or pro-

posers of laws. (Eys. c. Nicom. 18G, ed. Steph.)

It is, however, more commonly given to those emi-
nent men w'hose laws have been celebrated for

their intrinsic merit, or for the important influence

which they exercised over the destinies of their

country. .Such were Minos of Crete, Draco at

Athens, Zalencus at Locri and Chnrondas, whose
law's were distinguished for their and
were received at Rhegium, Catona, and other Chul-
cidian stat-'s. (Aristot. PoL ii. 9. § 8 ; Hermann,
Pol. Ant. § 88, 89.) Many other men Lave been
honoured with this title, either for having im-
proved the laws of their countr}’men, or ns having
by their w’ritings, their counsel, and good example,
led to the introduction of a sound moral discipline

among them. These were the sages or wise men,
called by Diogenes I.aertius (i. 40) tniytrol riyts

Kcd vopoOtriKoi. Pittacus of Lesbos, Phidon of

Argos, Thales of Miletus, Bias 6f Priene, Chilon,
who improved the laws of Lyenrgus, and Pytha-
gotus, may be reckoned in this class. ( Wachsm.
vol. i. pti. p. 212.) But the name of yopoBtrrjs is

given Kar’ lloxhv to Solon and Lycuigus
;
for they

not only introduced codes of laws, but were the

founders of constitutions (sro\tTe«ai), w'hich, though
from time to time morlified and altered, and
sometimes even suspended, renmined more or less

in force, so long as Athens and Sparta existed
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as republics. (Aristot 7>o/. ii. 9. § 1.) So high
W’as the esteem in which Solon was held by tho
Athenians, os the founder of their social polity,
that although many important reforms w'cre ef-
fected at various periods, he still continued to be
regarded as t/ie luuyivcr {6 vo(io0irris\ and the
whole body of laws passed under his name.
Wachsmnth (vol. i. pt. i. p. 2G8) remarks that on this
account, whenever a law of Solon is cited, we may
suspect that it conUiins interjwlation. On the
other hand, we should bear in nnnd that in all the
changes w’hich took place in the Athenian consti-
tution, the reformers aimed at preserving the main
principles of ^lon's policy. Cleisthencs, who esta-
blished the remodelled the <pi/Aol, and made
other changes, is characterised by Aristotle {Pol.
ii. G. § II) as having for his object av^ijffat
SripoKparlcu'.

There is this remarkable diflTerenco betw’een the
legislation of Solon and that of other Greek law'-
givers, that he did not (ns they did) endeavour to
secure fixity and finality for his institutions. Za-
Icucus and Charondas are said to have made it a
capital crime to propose new laws. Lycurgus for-
bade young men to censure the laws

; and when ho
went on his last journey, from which he never re-
turned (the storj" says), he bound his countrjiuen
by an oath to observe all his laws till his return.
Solon exacted a similar oath of the .'Vthenians for
only ten years. (Herod, i. 29 ; Wachsm. vol. i.

pt. i. p. 21 1 ; Thirl wall, Gr. Hist. vol. i. p. 29.5.)
But Solon also devised regulations by which the

laws mighty undergo periodical revision, and be
amended iw* occasion required. At tho first Kvpla
iKK\rjffla in every j’car, nny person was at lilicrty
to point out defects in the existing code or
propose alterations. If his motion was deemed
worthy of attention, the third assembly might
refer the matter to a legislative committee, called
yopoBirai. This committee was selected by lot
from tho Heliaslic body

; it being the intention
of Solon to limit the power of the popular assembly
by means of a superior board emanating from iteclfi

composed of citizens of mature age, bound by a
stricter oatL and accustomed to weigh legal prin-
ciples by the exercise of their judicial functions.
The number of the committee, so appointed, varied
according to the exigency of the occasion. The
>cople appointed five advocates {crwitKoi) to attend
icfore the board and maintain the policy of the
existing institution. If the proposed measure met
the approval of the committee, it jiassed into law
forthwith. Besides this, the Thesmothctac were
officially authorised to review the whole code, and
refer all statutes which they considered unworthy
of being retained to the yopoOtreu. (Hermann, PoL
Ant. 8 131 ; Wachsm. vol. i. pt i. p. 2G0 ; Thirl-
wall, vol. ii. p. 46 ; Demosth. c. Timocr. 70G.)

Hence apjiears the ditTcrence between ijrfi^tffpa

and v6pos. The mere resolution of the people in
assembly was a ^fcfitpta’pOy and only remained in
force a year, like a decree of the seimte. Nothing
was a law that did not pass the ordeal of the
yopoOtrai. The democracy of Solon was therefore
one of that kind, in which (us Aristotle says),
Kcpios Jiy 6 yipos, aW' ou rb ttK^Oos. (Pol. iv. 4.

§ 3 ;
Hermann, Pol. Ant. § 67. n. 8 ; Demosth. c.

Artsioc. 649, 651.) PrivUcffia required to be
p.T<scd by six thousand of the people in assembly,
giving their votes secretly. The naturalization of
a foreigner is on example of a priviUyium

;

for
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which two rotoi of different MRcmbliea were ne-

cessary. (Demosth. f. A'cacr. 1375.)

Propositions to be submitted to the people were

first approved by the senate of 500, and then

called irpodovXciJ^urra. The mover of a law was
said duyeu or ypd^tt/ y6n4)v^ the people who passed

it d^$cu. To indict a man for proposing illegal

measures w-as called rtv^ vap(U'6m>>v.

As to the proceedings in such a case, see Para-
KOMON Orapub. [C. R.K.]
NONAK. [CAtKNDARlUM.]
NOKMA (yv^n«»f\ a square, used by carpen-

ters, masons, and other artificers, to make their

work rectangular. (Philo de 7 C^- S/)fcL 2 ;
Vi-

truv. vii. 3; Plin. //.M xxxvi. 22. s. 51 ; Pru-

dent. Pgyehom. 828.) It was made by taking three

fiat wooden rulers [Rbol'la] of equal thickness,

one of them being two feet ten inches long, the

others each two leet long, and joining them to-

gether by their extremities so as to assume the

form of a right-angled triangle. (Isid. Oriff. xix.

ID.) This inetlioil, though only a close aypnixi-

mntion, must have been quite sutficient for all com-

mon purposes. For the sake of convenience, the

longest side, i. e. the hypotenuse of the triangle,

was discarded, and the instrument then assumed

the form, in which it is exhibited among other

tools in woodcut at p. 283. A square of a still

more simple fiuliion, made by merely cutting a

rectangular piece out of a board, is shown on an-

other sepulchral monument, found at Home and
published by Oruter {Lc. p. 228), and copied in

the woodnit which is here introduced. The square

was used in making the semicircular striae of Ionic

columns [Colvmna], a method foumlcd on the

proposition in Euclidi, that the angle contained in

A semicircle is a right angle (Vilniv. iii. 6. § 14).

From the use of this instnmient a right angle

w*as also culled a normal angle. (Quintil. xi. 3. p.

446, cd. Spalding.) Any thing mis-shapen was
called <t5non/i(i. (llor. ii. 2. 3.) [J. Y.]

NOTA, which signified a mark or sign of any
kind, wai also employed for an abbreviation.

Hence mdae signified the marks or signs used in

taking down the words of a speaker, and was

c<iuival nt to our short hand writing, or steno-

gnipby
;
and signified short-hand uTilcrs.

It must be borne In niiiid, however, that notae also

KOTA.

signified writing in cipher; and many passages in

the ancient reciters which arc suppoK-d to refer

to short-hand, refer in reality to WTiting in cipher.

Thus both Julius Ca<*sar and Augustus wrote many
of their letters in cipher (prr mo/os. Suet %/u/.

Gies. 56, Am;. 88 ; comp. Ocll. xvii. 8). Still

short-hand was well known and extensively em-
ployed. Among the Greeks it is said to have

been invented by Xenophon (Diog. Kaert. ii. 48),

and their short-hand writers were called Taxt*ypd<poi,-

and cyifnioypdtpou The first introduc-

tion of the art among the Romans is ascribed to

Cicero. Plutarch, in speaking of the speech of

Cnto in the senate on the punishment of the Caiilitm-

riau (inspirators, relates, *^They say that this is

the only speech of Cnto which is preserved, ami
that it was owing to Cicero the consul who h.id

previously instructed those clerks, who surjKUsed

the rest in quick writing, in the use of certain

signs which cumprrhended in their small and brief

marks the force of many characters, and had
placed them in different parts of the senate-house.

For tlic Kom.'ins at this time were not used to

employ nor did thev possess what ore called note-

writers (trfifiuoypJitpoi)^ but it was on this occa-

! sion, as they say, that they were first establishwl

In a certain fiirni.*’ (Od. mia. c. 23, Long's imnsl.)

Cicero himself sometimes wr<»le in short hand f*>r

the sake of brevity or secrecy (8id tnjfitfaty scrip-

srraw, Cic. ad Att. xiii. 32). Dion Cassius (Iv. 7)
attributes the invention of stenography to Mae-
cenas. Eusebius, in his Chronicon, ascribes it to

Tiro, the freedman of Ciccrn,nnd hence the system
of abbreviated writing, in which some manuscripu
are written, has received the name of Notae Tiro-

nianae; but there is no evidence to show whether
this species of short-hand was really the invention

of Tiro. It would appear, moreover, from several

passages in ancient writers, that the system of

short-hand employed in the time of the Roman
empire must have been of a much simpler and
more expeditious kind than the AWae Tironiauac.

Thus Scnoc.a saji-s {Fp. 90): “Quid verbonim
notas, quibus quainvis citota cxcipitur omtin, et

cclcritatem linguae manus seqnitur.** Manilius

speaks to the same effect (iv. 197):—
“ Hie et Bcriptor crit velox, cui litcra verhum cst,

Quique notis linguoin superct, cursimqnc loqucntis

Kxcipiet longos nova per compendia voces.''

And likewise Martial (xiv. 200):—
“Currant vcrlia licet

;
manus cst velocior illis:

Nondum lingua suum, dexlra peregit opus."

Many of the wealthy Romans kept slaves, w’ho

were trained in the art, (Scnec. Fp. L c.) Thus the

elder Pliny, when travelling, used to cany- a noiarius

with him, that the slave might be ready to take

dowTi any thing that he wished. (Plin. iii. 5.)

The art was also leornt even by the Roman nobles,

and the emperor Titus w'os a grc>at proficient in iL

(Suet. 7'il. 3.) At a later time, it icemt to have

been generally taught in the schools, and hence

Fulgrntius (;V/y/Wcj7. iiL 10) divides the writing

taught in schools into two kinds, the AUceduria
and Xoturia ; the former being the ngular letters

of the alphal>ct. A, B, C, D, &c., and the latter,

stenography. There wen*, mt*reover, phort-har.d

writ<TS (nfdarii) by profession, who were chiefly

employed in taking down (eo/./nr, escipere) t!.c

proceedings in the courts of juitice. At a latct

Digui^tju uy vjvjOglt
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period, they were called ejn'^ytoret (Dig. 19. tit 2.

a. 19. § 9). Theae ahort-liund write r* were alao

eniplnyed on aonie occaaions to tike down a per*

aon> will (Dig. 29. tit. 1. a. 40).

This U the chief infommtion we have reipect-

ing the Uic of itcnograpliy by conlrinporary WTi-

tera. Bat Isidorua^ who lived in the acventh

century of the Chriatian era, givea a more detailed

account of the hiatory of the art {Oriff. i. 21.

p. R.tO, ed. Gothofred), He aacribea the invention

of the art to Enniua (?), who he anya invented

1100 marks (nnl<ut)
\

but the first person who
practised it at Rome he atatca to have b<‘cn Tiro,

the fn.'fjdman of Cicero, who, however, according

to Isidore's account, used only notae for preposi-

tions. Isidore then gnea on to aay that additional

notae were invented hy Tertiua Peraannius, Phi-

InrgiuK, and Aquila, a freedman of Alaecenoa, till

at length Seneca reduced the whole to a regular

ayateiu, and increaaed the number of notae to

fiWXb What truth there may )te in tbia account,

it is impossible to aay ;
but the view which it

gives of the grnduii! improvement of the ayatem

by auccesiive persona ia, from the nature of the

case, moat prolwible.

The system of short hand called AVae Tiro*

niamu ia oxphiined in a work printed hy Gruter

in hia Th^snurtu This work is

ascribed in the mamweripta to Tiro and Seneca,

but coiitalna many words, wluch were only used

at a much later age. It appears fnm this work,

that the Notae Tironuuiac were very different

from our aystcra of stenography, and were simple

abbreviations of the words, such ns were us^,

only to a emnller extent, in ordinary writing.

We likewise have some manuscripts written in

Notae Tironianae, of which nn account ia given in

the work of Kopp qiiolvd below (Caiq»entier, Al-

ftkabcium Tironi<t»Hm^ Paris, 1747; Kopp, /*a-

laernfrojihico Crt'/inJ, 1H17, voL i.
;
Becker,

ol. i pp. 197* 198).

NOTA CENSO'RTA. fC»NtL-s.]

NOTA'Kll, ahort-hand writers, were generally

slavea or freedmen, and are spoken of under

Non. They were likewise called AcfaaniL They

were also employed by the emperors (I^mprid.

Alfs. Scv. 28, Aurel. 36 ;
Trebell. (lami. 14),

and in course of time the title of Xotarii was

exclusively applied to the private aocrelariea of

the emperora, who, of course, were no longer

•Invea, hut persons of high rank. The short-hand

writers were now called ejve/><ore», as is remarked

under Nota. On the reorganisation of the em-

pire by Constantine, the Notarii were constituted

into a kind of imperial chancery, who, in addition

to their regular duties, wore frequently employed

by the emperor on important public missions. The

first of them in rank was called Primicr.nus iVo/a-

nomoi, and the second, Setwidictrius Notariorum.

Othere were called /riAwii et -iwrfanV, and another

class domesfici ei notarii^ who prolwibly acted spe-

cially as private secrctari^'s of the emperors. Others

again who served under the PraefectI Praetnrii,

were called Ao/ani Pruffonani (Cod. Thcod. 6.

tit 10 ;
Cassiod. Vnr. vi, 16 j

Walter, Gf»chiclU«

dtt P\}mi$chcn 8 345, 2d ed.)

NOVA'EK. [Arathum.]
NOVA'TIO. tC)nLmATtoNKfl.]

NOVELLAE or NOVELLAS CONSTITH-
TIO'NES form a part of the Corpus Juris. Most

of them were published in Greek, and their Gre«'k
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title is AwroKparopof *lovffTiViorov Airyovffrov

Nfopai Some of them were published

in I.atin and some in both languages. The first of

these Novelloe of Justinian belongs to the year
A. D. 5.35 (Not. 1 ), and the latest to the year a.d.

565 (Nov. 137) :
but most of them were published

between the years 535 and 539. These Constitu-

tioDes were published after the completion of the
second edition of the Code, for the purpose of sup-

plying what was deficient in that work. Indeed
it appears that on the completion of his second

edition of the Code the Emperor designed to form
any new constitutions, which he might poblish,

into a body by themselves so as to render a third

revision of the Code unnecessary, and that he
contemplated giving to this body of law the name
of Novellae Constitutiones. (Const. CorJi. s.4.)

It does not however appear that any official coro-

f

Illation of these new ccuntitutions appeared in the

ifetime of Justinian. The Greek text of the

Novellae, as wo now have them, consists of 1 65
Novellae at the least, or 168 os some make it, of

which 159 belong to Justinian, and the rest to

Justin the Second and to Tiberius: they are

generally divided into chapters.

A large part of these Novellae relate to the ad-
ministration of the state and to ecclesiastical affaini |

but a considerable number relate to Priraturo Jus,

and they modified or altered many rules of law.

There is a Latin Epitome of these Novellae by
Julian, a teacher of law at Constantinople, which
contains 125 Novellae. The Epitome was pro-

bably made in the time of Justinian, and the

author was probably Antecessor at Constantinople.

There is also another colIection>f 134 Novel-

lac, in a I.atin version made Irom the Greek text
This ctillcetion is generally called Authenticum or

Liber Authenticorum : the compiler and the time

of the compilation arc unknown. This collection

has been made independently of the Greek com-
pilation. It is divided into nine Collationes, and
the Collationes ore divided into tiluIL This was
the collection which the Olossatores considered as

having the authority of law.

The most complete work on the history of the

Novellae is by Biener, dcr Xor^en. Sco
also Litifrar^GfaehieJUa (Ut AotW/ea-

AuMShffs vou Julian^ Von Haubold, ZeUtchrij)^ <{*e.

vol.iv. The history oftlie collections of the Novellae

is very confused, and it is impossible to stite it cor-

rectly in a short space. (Puchta, hut. i. § 147-)

ARer the publication of his Codex, Theodosius

made various new enneimonts under the name of

Novellae Constitutiones, or Novellae Leges, os to

which sec Cooix Tuxodosiaisiur. [Q. L.]

NOVENDIA'LE (sc. taentm) was the name
given to two different festivals 1. Of a festival

lasting nine days, which was celebrated ns often

as stones rained from heaven. It was origtnnlly

instituted by Tullus Hostilius, when there was a

shower of stones upon the Mens Aibanus, and was
fiequently celebrated in later times. (Liv. i. .1),

xxi. 62, XXV. 7, xxvi. 23, xxviu 37, xxix. 34.)

2. Of the sacrifice performed nine d.*iys after a

funeral. [Fe.’Nrs, p. 562,a.]

NOVI HO'MINES. [NoBiLxal
NOVI O'PKUIS NUNTIATIO. [Opkrm

Novi Nustiatio.J
NOXA. [Noxamr Actio.]

NOXA^LIS ACTIO. If a filiusfamilios or a

slave committed theft or injuria, the person injured

3 p 4
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had a Noxalls Actin, or a lognl remedy for the Noxa
or wrong done to him, aj^ninst the fulher ( jHtter-

familiaf) nr the onmer of the slave, (U the case

might be
; but he had no action against the son or

the slave. The word Noxa (from nocco) properly

oignifted injury done ; in its legal sense it compre-

hended every delictum. (Dig. 50. tit. 1C. 8. 2<18.)

The father or the master might cither j'oy damages
to the injured person, or surrender the offender to

him. The surrender of the offender w’os exprewunl

by the phrase “ noxae dare or dedcre ;
” and the

acceptance of the offender in satisfaction of the in-

juiy was expn>ssed by the phrase ** noxae ac-

cipere : in these expressions ** noxa ” does not

mi'an ** punishment,^ as is sometimes supposed,

hut the meaning of the expression is that the per-

son was surrendered in respect of or ns a compen-

sation for his Noxa. In the Institutes (4. tit

8) Noxa is dehnvd to be tho person that does

the miochief, that is, the slave, and Noxia tho

mischief that is done.

Noxales Actiones were given both hy Ix^es and

by the Kdict In the case of Furtum they were

given by the Twelve Tables
;
and in the case of

Damni Injuria by th<' I^x Aquilio. In the case

of Jnjurioe and of Vi Honorum Haptonim, they

were given by the Kdict This action was said

“caput sequi," which is thus ciplaimHl hy in-

stances: if a son or slave committed Noxa, the

action was against tho father or owner, so long as

the offender was in his power
;

if the offender be-

came Bui juris, the injured party bad a dirccta actio

against him ; and if he came into the power of

another person, that other person was liable to the

action. If a gtterfamilias committed a Noxa, and

was adopted (adrogated), the actio which was
originally against him (directa\ became an action

against the adopting person. A paterfamilias or

masUT could have no action against a son or slave

in rc.spccl of a Noxa done to himself, the ground

of which was that no obligatio could be contracted

between such parties
; and as the foundation of all

obligatio was vranting in such case, it followed that

there could be no action against such son or slave,

if he became sui juris, nor against another person

into whose power he might come. If another per-

son's slave or son committed Noxa, and then came
into the power of the injured person, it was a ques-

tion between the two schools whether the right of

action was extinguished, or only suspended so ns

to revive in case the offending party was rclense<l

from the power of the injured person. The
opinion of the Proculiant, which was in favour of

the suspension only, appears more consistent with

the principles on which this right of action w'os

founded.

The mode of the “ noxae deditio “ aTis by man-
cipatio. The Proculiani contended that three man-
cipationea were requireil by the Law of the Twelve
Tables [Emancipatio]

;
but tho Sabiniani con-

tended that the I^w only applied to the case of

Toluntarv' mancipations, and that one mancipatio

was siifKcient

If the father or owner made no defence to a

noxalis actio, the offender was given up by a de-

cree of the praetor to the injared f*crson, and thus

became his praetorian property {in iioni$\ If seve-

ral slaves committed theft, the Kdict required the

mm>ter to pay only the amount of damage which
would lie jinynhie, in case a single freeman hud
committed the theft.

Justinian abolished the noxae datio in the case

of childn'ii ; ohwTving that it appean’d from tho

ancient jurists, that there might lie an action

! against a hliusfamilias in respect of his onm delicts.

As to damage done by an animal, see Paupk-
R1E.<).

(Gaius, iv. 75—70; JnsHt. 4. tit. 8 ; Dig. 0.

tit 4.) [G. U)
NJJDIPEDA'LIA. fCALCBL’a, p. 221, n.]

KUDUS (‘yv/u'ds). These words, IxTsides de-

noting absolute nnkedness, which was to be ^a/i-
irs'xoiiof *fol (cominre M«»schus iv. 9H),

wore applied to any one who, being without nu
AsiurruH, wore only his tunic or indutua. (Aris-

toph. 400 ; John xxi. 7.) In this state of

nudity, the ancients pcrfnnned the o)>crations of

ploughing, sowing, and reaping, (lies. i>j}. ei

3.01 ;
Proclus fui !oc. ; Virg. (Jamj. i. 209 ;

Servius

adloc.; Aclian, V. H. vi. 11, xUi. 27 ; Malt xxiv.

18.) Thus Cincinimtua was found naked at the

plough when ho was called to be dictator, and
sent for his that he might appear before tho

senate. (Plin. xviii. 4 ; Aur. Viet dt I’ir.

lUusi. 17 ; Liv. iiL 26.) Tho acconifanying wmid-
cul is taken from an antique g. m in the Kinrentino

Culiection, and shows a man ploughing in hU tunic

only. The light and thin clothing of Hetaerae,

wa.s denoted by the use of the same epithets.

(Athcn. xiil 24, 25.) [Coa Vestis.]

This terra applied to the warrior expressed the

al)scnce of some part of his armour. (Horn, li, xxi.

50 ;
Jos. Ant. Jud. vL 2. § 2 ; Gell. ix. 13 ; Xcn.

de Rrp. Imc. xi. 9.) Hence the light-armed were
called [J. Y.]
NU'MEKUS, the name of a body of troops in

the imperial period. [ExxRciTt’s, p. 500, b,
]

NUMMUL.A'RII or NUMULA'RII. [Men-
SAKIt]
N UMMUS or NUMU S, coined money.— I.

The chief term* tuted in (treek and Latin for money
arc dpyuptop, v6fuafia, oes, pecunia^

moneia^ nivumus (or Rvotas), and numinna. It

was called ipyCptoy from dpyvpor, because the

prevailing coinages in Greece w*ere of silver [Ar-
GRSTtrMj, (so at a later period wc have xpo<r<op

and which, however, arc seldom used,

except in their specihe senses,) and ues, l>ecnu5o

that of Rome and Italy was of copper [Ae.s]
;

Xphporra., simply as the represenLUive of value
;

ftcennia, from the same cause, in connection with
pceus^ which either meant originally cait/e^ and
thence, in an early age, raltudJe proftcriy in

or, perhaps, rice trrsu*
;
and v6}uapa (sc. dpyi>-

* There is no prolmbility whatever in the other

reason given for the origin of the word, namely,
liecatise the early coins h;id the im.agc of rattle

stam[>cd upon them. (See Arr.)

Diji" by Gu; >glp
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piov)y from vSftoi, because it was a inodium of ex-

change cstablislied by custom and law, currew/ coin

(Demosth. adv. Tintocr. p. 805 ;
Aristoph. A'ni.

246 ;
Aristot. Eih. v. 8). Those last terms, num-

mus and numuma, were transferred into the Latin

language through the Greeks of Sicily and southern

Italy, who applied the word v6fios (or, ns it is

also written, vovfJLfio^), not only to money in general,

but specifically to the chief silver coin of their

system
;
and thus, in I^tin, the word is used both

in the specific sense, as equivalent to sestertius

[Sestertius], and in the generic meaning of any
sort of money. (Varro, L. L. v. 37. § 173, ed.

Milller; Pollux, ix. 79; Muller, Etrusk. vol.’i.

p. 315
;
Biickh, Metrol. Untersuch. p. 310 ;

Eckhel,

rroleyom. GeneroL c. 1 ;
and the Greek and Latin

Lexicons.) Some writers give the ridiculous deri-

vation of numus from Nuina, who, they say, first

coined money : here the process has been, first, to

fancy the connection of the words, and then to

invent the fact to account for it. (Said. s. v. *A<r-

adpia
;

Isid. Grip. xvi. 17.) The word moneta^

from which, through the French, we get our word
monei/^ w’as a siiniamc of Juno, in whose U-mple

the standards of weight, measure, and money were

preserved : the epithet itself seems to correspond

in meaning and derivation (from moneo) to the

name of the Greek deity MypfwtTVKn. [Monbta.]
II. Oriqin of Money.— Aristotle {Polit. I 3)

defines yi/uoya ns (rroix«7oi' koI iripas rijs 4A-

Aot^t, and traces its invention to the earl}' felt

necessity of a common medium of exchange, to

obviate the inconveniences of barter. At first, he

tells us, it consisted of masses of metal and other

convenient substance, determined by size and
weight, and, bstly, with marks stamped upon

them, to save the trouble of always weighing them.

It is unnecessar}’ to quote other authorities in con-

firmation of this statement (Eckhel, Proleg. c. 2.)

Tht things which aro essential to money are the

and iht stamp— the former giving it the

reality of value, the latter its assurance. In the

early state of commerce, described in the Ho-
meric poeiTis and other ancient works, when the

transfer of commodities was eiTected by means of

quantities of unstamped gold, silver, or copper,

which were determined by weight, money, pro-

perly speaking, did not exist On the other band,

a mere stamp, on a material of little intrinsic value,

does not m^e it money, but a mere token of

credit, which is sometimes loosely and inaccu-

rately called money. This sort of so-called money
was sometimes, though rarely, employed by the

ancients, and that chiefly by the barbarous nations
;

the civilised states preferred the subterfuge of de-

basing their coinage to any attempt to introduce

the clement of credit avowedly i^to their monctarj-

system. They had nothing like our paper money
or bills of exchange.

III. Materials of ancient Money.— The con-

ditions which any material used for money must

of necessity answer are obviously the following;

— it must exist in sufficient abundance
;

it must

be of intrinsic, that is, universally acknowledged

value, and, as nearly as possible, of uniform value
;

it must be capable of resisting wear and corrosion
;

it must be portable, easily dimible, and not diffi-

cult to work into those sizes and to mark with

those stomps, which determine and certify its

quantit}' and quality. These conditions arc best

fulfilled by the meuls gold, silver, and copper,
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which therefore have formed, cither separately or
in combination with OiOch other, the muteri.'ils of
nearly every system of money which has ever ex-
isted. The history of their use by the Greeks
and Romans will be noticed presently

; but it is

necessary first to sa)’ a few words respecting some
other substances, which were anciently employed
for money.

Iron was used by the lAiccdacmoninns and By-
zantines, probably on account of the abundance of
the metal in Laconia and on the shores of the
Euxine. (Pollux vii. 106 ;

besides numerous otlar
testimonies.) Aristotle, who in the passage al-

ready quoted, mentions iron and silver as examples
of the materials of money, tells us elsewhere (Oecfm.
ii. 2) that the jieoplc of Clazumcnae had iron

money
; and there arc some obscure testimonies

respecting the use of iron money in the e.'irlic.st

age of Rome (Suid. s. v. 'Aaadpia). Not a speci-

men of iron money is now extant, a fact easily ac-

counted for by the liability of the metal to rust
(Eckhel, Proleg. 6.)

Tin was coined by Dionysius at Syracuse
(Aristot Gccon. ii, 2 ; Pollux, ix. 79); but this

is the only notice of such money, except a law in

the Digest, which refers merely to spurious coins.

(48. tit 10.) No specimens aro extant (See
further, Eckhel, 1. c.)

Leaden money is not unfrcquently mentioned by
the poets, and not a few coins or medals of it arc
preserved

;
but it is doubtful whether they were

true money. (Eckhel, l.c.)

Jjeather, tcood, and sltells are also referred to as

materials of money
;
but such monies could only

have been tokens, not true coin. Leather money
is said to have been used by the Carthaginians,

SparUuis, and Romans. (Eckhel, l.c.)

IV. Distinction between ancitnl Money and
Medals.— It is no longer necessary to examine
the paradoxical assertion of Sebastian Erizzo, that

all the ancient coins which have come down to us
are mere medals, and were never current money.
(See Eckhel, Proleg. c, 5.) But the question is very
important, whether any among them were mere
medals, and if so, how they are to bo distinguished

from the coins which were used as money. This
question is fully discussed by Eckhel (/. c.), who
lays down the following as the chief criteria for

distinguishing between them.

When we find a continuous ' series of coins,

having the same, or nearly the same weight, stamp,
and style of workmanship (allowing for the decline

or improvement of the art)
;
or when wo find a mul-

titude of specimens of the same coins, and that too

in dilTercnt place's
;
w'hen the stamp upon a coin

expresses its weight or its denomination ; in these

cases there can be no doubt that the coins,

if genuine, were real money. These tests are

answered by the general series of Roman copj>er,

silver, and gold coins
;
by most of those of the

Greek states ;
by the ^Id and silver coins of

Philip, Alexander, and his successors
;
and by the

cistojibori of proconsular Asia. On the other hand,
those appear to be medals, and not coins, which
very much exceed in size the ordinary coins, such

as the celebrated and beautiful gold medals of

Lysimachus, many gold medals of the Roman
Empire, and some silver medals which occur only

under the later emperor.?. The question of the
copper or bronze medals is more dilficult to decide
by this test, on account of the large size of the
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ancirnt copper money of Rome, (See Eckhol, 1. c.

p. XT.) Aiiotlicr test of a medal u iu being of

an unusual or very elaborate device or workmon-
aliip. Respecting the occasions on which medals

appear to have been struck, see Eckhel, L c. pp.

xvi—xviii.

V. Teds of the pcntiineiiets of ancient Coins.—
As this work is intended for the general classical

student, and makes no pretension to be a perfectlv

ade<|natc guide for tho special study of each hranrli

of antiquity, and os this branch of numismatic

science, although of primary importance for one

who wishes to examino tho ancient coins them-

selves, is yet one of the most intricate, and is com-

paratively unimportant for the more explanation of

the Greek and Ronuui writers, it must suffice to

refer to the chief writers, quoted at the end of this

article, with only the observation that the abun-

dance of ancient false money and modem forged

coins is one chief cause of the great difficulties of

the subject.

VI. History of Greek and Roman Coins. ~~\t
'

has already Irccn observed that the general defini-

tion of money is a certain weight of metal of a

certain value, that is, of a certain fineness ;
the

weight and tho fineness being attested by a stamp

upon tho coin. The latter condition was not in-

troduced until the first had long liecn acted upon
;

and, on the other hand, there ore many occasions

on which the stamp upon a coin is altogether neg-

lected, and it |)Osses eurrent merely according to its

real weight and fineness : one interesting example

of this has been noticed under p. 140. The
primitive smge in the invention of money is illus-

trated by various passages in the historical books

of the Old Testament, and in Homer. Coined

money is never once mentioned in the Homeric

poems
;
but the instrument of nil the traffic re-

ferred to in them is either simple barter, or quan-

tities of gold, silver, and copper. Gold alone is

referred to ns measured by a definite weight, the

rd^ayroyy which in Homer appears to be quite a

different quantity from the common talent of the

historical jieriod. This w'ord was originally n

generic term for teeiyhi, and signified a pair of
scales, and any thing tceighed out, ns well ns a defi-

nite tceighi. The same is true of the Latin word

lilra

:

the original meaning of the equivalent word

as was merely unity, or a unit, whether of weight

or of anything else. The other principal Greek

word, /ivo, which is later than the Homeric poems,

is, undoubtedly, of Oriental origin, and prolwibly

means anything divided, apportioned, or deter-

mined, akin to the Hebrew maneh, and to pyiopat,

monere, moneta. Sic. These words conctir with all

the other information we have upon the subject,

and with tho very necessity of tlie case, to prove

that erery system of money is founded ujioit a pre-

viously existing system of xreight. It is, however,

of tho utmost iniportauce to observe, that a word

denoting a certain’ weight does not, of necessity,

when applied to money, indicate a qimntity of

meul of the same weight. For, first, the word

talent or pound may be n|>plicd to an equivalent

raltse of ^old, silver, or copper, although, in weight,

its meaning must be restricted to one of these

metals ; secondly, there may he, in the formation

of a monetary system, an intentional deviation from

the existing standard of weight, while the names
of that standard are preserved : and, lastly, the

progressive deterioration, to which history informs
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us that most coiiuiges liave been subjected, destroys

the meaning of the terms of weight, whii’h are

still applied to the coins. Examples of the first I

cause of disagreement occur of necessity in every
monetaiy system which contains more ih.'Ui one
metal

;
of the second, an interesting illiiitration

will bo found in the Attic weights and money
;

and of the third, wc have a striking insUincc in

the progressive diminution of the Roman os.

Still, however, where we have no historic.'il evi-

dence of snrh discrepancies between the v/eights

and monies of a people, cspecinlly in early period*,

wc assume their correspondence. If wc did not,
'

the attempt to reconstruct any ancient syitera of

weight and money, and to express it in n nns of

our own, would bo hopeless, ns there would be no
basis whatever for the investigation. Unle.is then

we know anything to the contrary, we ns.sume a
|

talent of money to mean a talent's teeight of the
|

metal, which was chiefly used for money, namely,
|

among the Greeks, silver ; and, conversely, t!iat the
,

weight of tho silver coins, which make up the
j

value of a talent, gives us the amount of talait-

teeight.

In order that what follows may be better un-

derstood, wc give here the chief denominations of

weight and nioney among the Greeks and Romans.
Among all the Greeks, the unit was the talent,

which was thus divided (comp. Pondera and the

tables); •—

1 Talent* contained 60 Minne.*
1 Mina „ 100 Hraehmac.
1 Drachma „ 6 Oboli. *

In this system wc have a combiiuition of the deci-
'

mal and duodecimal systems. ,

Among the Romans, the unit of weight and
money was the As or Lidra, which was divided

on the duodecimal system, its twelfth |iart being

called unaa, and the intermediate ports being

named according to the number of undue they con-

tained, or according to the fractional part of the

As which c.ach otis. In some ]>arts of Italy, liow-

ever, (namely. Central Italy, north of the Apen-
nines,) the decimal division of the As was used,

the unda being its tenth part. (Comp. As, Pon-
dera, Ukcia, and the Taldcs.)

i. History of Greek Money.— The invention of

coined money among the Greeks is ascrilicd by
tradition to two sources, not to mention the merely

mythical stories of its origin (Pollux, ix. H.1).. Ac-
cording to one account, tno Lydians were the first

of mankind who coined and used gold and silver

money (Herod, i. 94 ;
Xenoph. ap. I'oll. 1. c.).

The other aud prevailing tradition is, that Pheidon,

king of Argos, first coined Imth copper and silver

money at .Aeginn, and first established n system of
|

weight* and measures. (Herod. vL 127 ;
Kphor. >

ap. Strah. viiL p. 376 ; Acl. V.li. xii. lO ; Poll. <

/. e. ; Mann. Par. 45, 46 ; Orote, History of Greece,

vol. ii. p. 424 ; the date of Pheidon, according to

the P.arinn Marble, is R.c, 895 ; but Orote, Clinton,

Rockh, and Muller all agree in placing him aliont

the middle of the eighth ecntuiy, between 7I>3

or 770 and 744 or 730, a c.
;

sec OroU-, /. c.

p. 419.) These traditions are not altogether in-

con- istent; only we must understand the former

as implying nothing more than that a system of

monnj’ existed in .^sia Minor in very early time.* ;

* These were not coined, but were monies of

account.

Digilized by Gooyic
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which was adopted by the Ionian colonists, from

whom it passed over into the Ionian States of

Greece Proper, especially Athens, under the name
of the Eubo'ic system

;
a name which it probably

obtained from on early coinage in the island of

Euboea, which was rich in copj>er and silver ores.*

The other tradition, in all probability, expresses

an historical fact, except as to the circumstance

of Pheidon's executing his coinage in Aegina’f',

which is almost certainly an invention of the later

writers, made for the purpose of explaining the

flame Aeginetan^ applied to the system which was
cslablished by Pheidon and adopted by most of

the Dorian states. This system, as well ns the

former, was derived from the East, and was iden-

tical with the Babylonian
;

and, moreover, I>oth

systems existed together in Asia Minor, where
the larger (Babylonian) talent was used for silver,

and the smaller (Euboic) for gold. Thus it ap-

pears that these two systems of weight and money,

Imth derived originally from the Chaldaeans, may
be distinguished as the larger liabgloniun or Argive

or (generally, but less properly) Acginelan, and

the smaller Babylonian or Lydian or Ionian or Eu-
bo'ic or larger Attic, The last terra is used to

distinguish the old Attic scale, which was iden-

tical with the Euboic, from the scale which Solon

introduced, and which was considerably less
;
the

latter alone was used for money, although the

former continued in use as a scale of weight under

the name of the commercial standard. The talents

of the three systems of money, which have been

mentioned, arc known respectively os the Aet/inetan^

the Euboic, and the Attic or Solonian, Their nu-

merical ratios to one another were as follows :
—

•

Aeginetan *. Euboic : 6 5

Aeginetan : Solonian : 5 3

Euboic : Solonian : 138§ 100

i, e, : 100 72
J 25 18

or nearly : 4 3

(Respecting the details of these matters comp.

Pondkra).
(1.) A/ottay of the Aeginetan Standard.— Al-

though, according to the tradition, Pheidon coined

copper as well os silver, and although we have in-

dications of a copper currency among the Greek

states of Sicily and Magna Graecia, which fol-

lowed the Aeginetan standard, yet in Greece

Proper copper money was altogether exceptional.

[CiiAr.cus.l The ordinaiy currency in all the

states was silver, the principal coins being the

dmc/tni(i,and its double {SiSpaxgoy), and quadruple

(TfTpdSpaxpaiy), the didrachm prevailing in the

* Mr. Crete’s derivation of the names Euhdic

and Aeginetan, “from the people whose commercial

activity tended to make the scales most generally

known— in the one case, the Aeginetans ; in the

other cose, the inhabitants of Chalcis and Eretria”

(vol. ii. p. 432)— is at least as probable as that

suggested in the text.

The statement (Etym, Mag. a. c. EuSoiKhy

ydfxiOfia) that Pheidon's coinage w*os struck in a

place of Argos called Euboea, obviously arose from

a confusion, in the head of the compiler, between

the Aeginetan and Euboic standards
;
and then,

after the frequent fashion of the grammarians, at-

tempting to set right a blunder by a wilful mis-

statement, he invented the Argolic Euboea.

'
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older coinages, and the tctradrachm m the later.

Didrachms are the prevailing coin among the ex-
tant specimens of Aeginetan money : tetradmehros
among the Attic. The didrachm, from its preva-
lence in the early coinages, obtained the name of
stater ((Ttot^p, L e. standard), which was after-

wards used specifically as the n.ame of the chii'f

gold coins, because they w’ere of the same weight
as the silver didrachm [Statru]. There still

exist numerous Aeginetan drachms, didrachms, and
tetradrachms of undoubted genuineness ; many of
the highest antiquity. The earliest of these coins
are very thick, and of rude workmanship : they
are stamped with the figure of a turtle, the reversi'

having no device, but only an indented mark, as if

the coin, at the time of striking, had licen laid

upon a puncheon, the impress of which has been
transferred to it by the weight of the blow. In
the later coins of Aegina, the turtle is changed into

a tortoise, and the other side bears a device. (Si*e

the woodcut on p. 439.)
In calculating the weight of the Aeginetan coin.s,

we arc at once met with one of the great source.s

of uncertainty in numismatics, namely, the doubt
whetlier the existing coins of any system are of
full weight, which doubt, in the great majority of

cases, experience converts into the certainty that
they are not. The chief exception to the general
deb.'isement of ancient money was the silver money
of Athens, which, at least until some time after

the Peloponnesian War, was proverbial for its full

weight and purity. One method, therefore, is to

take the best Attic coins as the standard of com-
putation, not only for the Attic system, but also

for any other system whidi bore a known deter-

mined ratio to the Attic. Now, taking Hussey’s
value for the Attic drachma, 66 5 grains (which,
if there be any error, is a little below the mark),
the Aeginetan drachma ought to weigh between
110 and 111 grains.^ Its actual average weight,
however, as obtained by Mr. Ilussej* from the
coins of Aegina and Boeotia, is only 96 grains.

There is, of course, the alternative of using this dis-

crepancy as an argument against the ratio of .5 ; 3 for

the systems of Aegina and Athens
;
and this course

Mr. Hussey h.as adopted. But Biickh has shown
most conclusively that this explanation is toUilIy

inadmissible. W^c have not space to discuss the
question at length. It must suffice to observe
that, if any one fact in ancient metrology is to be
accepted ns established by testimony, it is the

fact of this ratio of 6:3;

—

that the fact of the

prevailing debasement of ancient coinages, by
which the discrepancy above noticed may be ex-

plained, is also one of the most certain facts in the
whole subject ;— that coins are actmilly found of

the Aeginetan system, which come very nearly up
to the full theoretical weight, those, namely, of

Melos and Byzantium, both Dorian settlements,

and those of the Macedonian kings before Alexan-
der the Oreat§ To these positive arguments it

may bo added, that Mr. Hussey’s attempt to ex-

phiin away the statement of Pollu.x, that the Aegi-

J Bdckh, from a rather higher value of the Attic

drachma, gives the following theoretical weights

for the Aeginetan coins : the didrachm 224‘59

grains, the drachm 112”29.5 grains, the obolus

18716 grains (p. 77).

§ These Mr. Hussey is compelled by his theory

to erect into a distinct suuidar^
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nctnn tolent contAincd 10,000 Attic drachcuir*, as

not referring to the genuine ancient muiiey, but to

the coin* which poMcd a* drachmae under the

Koman empire, and which cither were, or wore

eijual to denarii,—- U not only unaupported by
any actual evidence, but U ea»Lly proved to W
fullaciou*. Some minor, but important, nrgutnents

are KUikfactorily diapoaed of by Hbckh. {Mftrol.

t’uIerKuck. pp. 77, foil.
;
comp. Grole's Review in

the Ciasstcal A/uiteumy 1U44, vol. i. pp. 10, II ;

lIuMcy, Ancient pp. 3i, foil., 6), foil)

For the actual value of the AcKinetan silver

money, as compared with ours, see Drachma and

the Tablca

The Acginetan system of money was adopted

throughout the Peloponnesus (except perhaps in

Achaea) in Boeoita, and Northern Greece generally,

up to Thessaly, in Macedonia, in Crete, and gene-

rally in the Dorian setUements in the Aegean and

on the ctkast of Asia hlinor; and also in the

Dorian stales of Italy and Sicilr, where, however,

it assumed a peculiar form though coming into

connection with the native Italian system (see

below). In Kgrpt also, the coins of the Ptolemies

appear to have been at first conformed to the

Acginetan system
;
but thev a’ere soon very much

debased. One state, in wfaicii the Acginetan system

was adopted, demands special notice. At Corinth,

os being a Dorian state, and from its proximity to

Argos, there can be no doubt that the Acginetan

system was adopted, to which in fact some of the

oldest extant Corinthian coins appreach xery near.

But we also find a smaller Corinthian statir or

didrachm of 10 Acginetan obols, which, according

to the fixed ratio of iho Aeginrtan to the Kulio’ic

scale (6 : 5, i. e. 12 : 10) w’ould be 12 KuboYc

obols, or a didmehm. This coin sc-ems also to be

cquiiialent to that found in Sicily as tlie jiicce of 10
lUr\ie (8sAci\iTpor or JureUirpov (TTar^p). Hence
it would seem that the EubuYc scale was early in-

troduced at Corinth, a fact which might easily

have been anticipated from the pnsition and com-
mercial activity that state. This Corinthian

stater or didmehm seems to have passed at a Inter

period, at a depression of 1-lOth of its value, that

IS, as 9 Acginetan obols. The Attic (Solonian)

sculc Bccrns also to have been introduced nt an
early period into Corinth, and afterwards to have

been used there in preference to the Acginetan

and EuboYc. Tlirnugn Corinth, the Attic suindurd

was introduced into Sicily and severtJ stall's of

Western Greece, such as Ambracia, Anactorium,

Lcucos, AmphUuebia, AetoUa, and the Locrians.

Respecting the gold money of Aegina and the

other Greek slates, sec Stater,

(2.) A/oacy of the Kvitoic 5/a»</urrf,— In Asia

Minor, under the Persian empire, the tribute in

gold was paid in Kiiboic talents: but we must

here understand weight alone to be referred to

:

for the weight of the existing dories shows clearly

that the Persian money was conformed to the

Babylonian standard. That there w'erc in some
parti of Greece, current coins of the Euboic

Btondard of weight, is proved by the very term

£i^orKhy s'd/uo’^o, and such coins arc found among
the extant nioner of the Kulioeaii cities aud their

colonies, especially those of Chalets. First, how-

ever, the standard may be obtained theoretically

from the Attic and the Acginetan; and in this

numner, fiom llnisey's value of tlie Attic drachma,
wc obtain about 92 grains for the KuWte drachma.
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or, from Diickh^ value, rather more than 95^ (or

93'5792, Bbckh, p. 109). There exist several

coins of Cbalcis itself^ of Rhegium In Italy, Naxos
in Sicily, and other Chalcidion cities, whi^ come
quite as near to this standard as could be expected.

(See Dbckh, I, e. and foil.) The Euboic gold
money is singularly scarce, and the few piecra

that exist only give rise to new dilliculties.

(Bikkh, i. c. 8 .5.)

(3.) Afoaey ofthe Attic {SoJorniani) Standard.-^
Before the time of Solon, the standard of weight
used at Athens was the EulraYc

; and there still

exist coins, evidcmly from their form and work-*
maiuliip among the most ancient we possess, which
appear to be didrachms of the Eubuic scab*.

These coins are stamped with the figure of an ox,

which we know from several ancient WTiters to

have l)oen the regular impress upon the oldest

Attic coins. {SdtcL A. B.L. <ui Horn. U. vi. 236

;

AVym. A/cjy. s. r.
;
Pollux, ix- CO ; Dio-

genian, iii. 48 ; Ilesych. t. rr. /Sour 4wl

ttKa€oiov
;
Zenob. ii. 70 ; Suid. s. r. /Soi's ^irl

7AvrTv;f). This coin was called 3oui, and iu
origin was carried back mythically to the time of

Theseus, W'ho was said to luive first coined it, utd
to has'e stamped it with the figure of an ox, in

allusion either to the Marathonian bull, or to the

Minotaur; reasons which are mere guess-work.*

(Plut. TkM. 25.) This didrachm or ^vt was the

chief coin of the old Attic system : in the Solonian

system the chief coin was the lotradrachm stamiHd.
with the head of Athena and the owl, and this

also received a name from its impress, ami w:id*

called (Philoch.qp, Schof. ati Ariftaj>k. Ar.
HOC.) The latter device continued to be the

prevailing one throughout the whole bistort' of the

Athenian coinage. (See the wood-cut on p. 438.)

Bockh supposes that the didrachms of the old

Attic system passed for tetradrachms in the later

(or Solonian) currency.

The politico-economical history of Solon's alter-

ation of the Atheuian currency does not belong to

the present subject (See Grote’s //idory (f G'lwce,

vol. iii. pp. 131, foil.) That ]i*gis1alnr U known to

have lowered the standard of money in order to

relieve debtors, and Plutarch (5h/oti, 15) informs

us, on the testimony of Androtion, that ** Solon

made the miiia of lUO drachmae, which had for-

merly contained 73.** It is incredible that a largo

prime number, such as 73, should have been used

as a multiplier in any system of weights
;
but wluu

Plutarch meant tos.'iy was, that Solon made a miiia

or 100 drachmae out of the tame quantity of tlltcr

which was formerly used for 73 drachmae. The
value, therefore, of the Solonian money to that of

the old standard vna as 73 : JOO. Now this was
ver^* nearly the pro|Mrtiou of the old or comiucrcinl

weight to the new silver we^ht, namely, 100: 1 38,

=s 72^ : 1 00, or, more exactly, as Book)) has shown,

as lOO : 138^^72 : : 25. [Ponukra.]
But why should Soloa have adopted so singular a

proportion? Bockh suggested ui his Aeo-

nomy of Athens that it n'os probably an accident

;

that Solon intended to reduce the mina one-fourth,

that is, to make 100 drachmae of the new coinage

equal to 75 of the old, but that by some inaccuracy

• The ox on the coins of Euboea is supposed to

be in allusion to the name of the iriand, and |)0»-

sibly the Attic coins may have borrowed the type

from the cuius of Euboea.

Digitized by •
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of nmnufacturc the new coins were found to be a

little too light ; and as Solon*a coinage funiUhrd

the standard for all subsequent ones, the rnor H*ns

retained
;
and that, in haing upon one-fourth os the

amount of the reduction, Solon was guided by the

wish of assimilating the Attic system to the Euboic,

which, according to this view, would be different

from the old Attic. A more complete ijireitigaiion

of the subject has, however, convinced that dis-

tinguished scholar that ho was mistaken in sup-

posing the Eubo'ic standard to be distinct from the

old Attic, and that ike true rtaton of ike jrreciee

amoHtii ifdeijaeement adopted by Solon u\t$ in order

in bring hie new ey$tem into a simple iUfiniie r<//ib,

namely 3 : A fo the Aepinctan,, which the Pheidoninn

institutions had established throughout the greater

part of Greece. (For the full development of the

orgttmcnt, see Bockh, Meirologieche Untersuehnngen^

e. ix., and fur the denominations and values of the

Attic silver money, sec DnaciiMA).

It was the boost of the Athenians that their

coinage was finer than all other money in Greece,

and Xenophon says that they exchanged it with

|*rufit in any market (Arisloph. Han. 73'J ;
Xen.

Vect. ill 2) : there is, however, a distinction to be

mude in this respect between the Attic coins of

ditferent ages, which are easily distinguished by

their form and workmanship. The most ancient

arc very thick and extremely rude. The second

kind, which appear to belong to the age of Pericles

and Xcirophon, are also of a thick form, but not so '

clumsy in appearance. The third, which belong to

a later period, are broad nnd thin. Most of the '

extant specimens are of very fine silver. Some
writers have supposed that they are quite free

from Ijaser metal
;
but the experiments which have

been made show that the finest possess a small

quantity of alloy. Mr. Hussey found u{>on trial

{Ancii'nt Wrights and A/onry, p. 45), that the most

ancient Athenian coins contained about of the

weight alloy, the second kind about and the

more modem about ; the last of which is nearly

the same alloy as in our own silver coin.

The purity and full standard of the Attic silver

money, and the commercial character of the people,
[

will account easily for its w ide diffusion throughout
|

the Grecian states. It was adopted at an early
j

period by Corinth and her colonics ; and thus w:is I

introduced into Sicily and Italy, where wc find it,
j

not only in the coins of Ilhegium nnd Tarentum, but

even in those of Populonia; but in most of these coses,

it existed side by side with the Aeginelon stand-

ard. It is also found in the later coins of Euboea

and of Crete, and in those of Tlmsos and Acan-

thus. It is prolMible that it prcmilcd extensively

in the Ionian islands and cities of the Aegean Sea,

but there ore great ditficultics connected with the
!

coins of many of these states, and some of them l

(Chios, for example) seem to have had standards

alu-gother distinct and peculiar. The Attic standard
|

prevailed in Western CJreccc. The Thessalian

confederacy had, at a late period, coins on the

Attic scale
; and the money of some of the barlta-

rian nations of KasU^m Kuro^nj ap{>cars to belong

to the some stand'ird. It also fonned the basis of

the later Maccdoni.an coinage, having been ad(»ptcd

by Philip for gold [Auri/m, Statkr], and by

Alexander for silver. It was followed likewise
i

l>y the .Sclcucidae m Syria, and by Philctacnis in i

Pergamus,

Thera are many other points connected with
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Greek money in grncml, and with the systems of
particular states, which cannot be comprised within
the limits of this article, but which are fully troaird

of in the works referred to at the end of it. The
details of the minting of the money and the laws
afi’t'cting it will be found under Monxta.

ii. Jlistory of Homan and Italian Money. - The
earliest coinage at Rome was of cupper. Its his-

torv’ has been already given under As.
Silver was not coined at Rome till b. c. 269, five

• years before the first Punic war (Plin. II. N. xxxiii.

3. s. 13) ; but the Roman coinage of silver never
appears to have been so free from tioscr metal as the
best Athenian coinage. Under the Emperor Gal-

' lienus, the coinage was so much dclkosed that it

contained ^ silv< r and ^ alloy. In the time of the
republic the impression on silver coins was usimlly,

on the obverse, the hc.'uJ of Rome with a helmet,
the Dioscuri, or the head of Jupiter ; nnd on the

reverse, carriages drawn by two or four animals
{bigae^ quadrig<tc\ whence they were culled resjjcc-

lively hifiati and quadrigutiy se. nummi. The prin-

cipal silver coins among the Romans were the

denarius and sestertius. [Dbnahii'H, SKi>TKR-
Tll'H.] Respecting the Roman gold money, see

Airl’m.
Among the interesting matters which are hero

passed over for want of space, and as not of gr»'at

importance for the ordinary classiciil student, nro

the fuller discussion of the early systems of the

other states of Italy besides Rome, and the descrip*

lion of the coins of the later empire. On the for-

mer subject, the reader is referred to Muller's

Etnwiirry nnd Abekeu's MUtclUalieny on the latter

to Eckhel.

iii. ( onneetion of the Greek and Roman Systems

in Sicily and Lower Italy.— For the reasons just

assigned, some very brief remarks must luiiico

for this part of the subject, though it is ono of

the most interesting in the whole range of numis-
matics. It is also, however, one of the most
difiicult, and its full discussion would require a
separate work of no small dimensions. Wc fii»d

in Sicily nnd Lower Italy all the three chief sys-

tems which prevailed in Greece, and also the
Italian system, not kept distinct, but brought into

connection
;
besides a system which may bo colled

spi'cificajly Sikelian, as it is not found else-

where, and besides also the Carthaginian system.
Of the three systems imported from Greece, the
Aeginetan was naturally brought by the colo-

nists from Corinth and Rhodes, who were the

chief Dorian ii.ttleni in Sicily
; the Eubuic was

similarly introduced by the Chalcidion colonists,

and also from Corinth ; nnd the Attic was im-

ported through commerce, both directly and by
way of Corinth. The Italian is supposed by
Biickh to have been introduced by the commercial
activity of the Ktniscans at a very early period.

Undoubted evidence of the existence of the hist

system is furnished by the very words \irpa and
o^fcla, which it is impossible to explain otherwise

than as being the Italian libra and uncia. It is

important to observe that we have here a mixture,

not only of ditferent standards of weigiit and
money, but also of ditferent systems of aritlmieticnl

computation, the mixed decimal and duodecimal

system of the Greeks coming into collision with
the purely duodecimal system of the Itolmns.

In adapting these systems to one another, it

I

w'ould seem that the /•ound of the Italian synteia
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(/lAro, XtTpa) wru identified, not, m some have

with the rntna^ but with the la// mina of

the AegiiietAn &cale ; mid, consequcutlVf that 120
jMfunds went to the talent^ m we are expressly in*

formed by the Tauromenian inscription ; and that

coppt'r money was coined in conformity with this

fitandiird.

Pollux (ix. 80—02) refers to Aristotle's PolUg

of ike IliwenmtnSy for an account of several de-

nominations of Sicilian coins, mid of these he men-
tions the 007x10, ns equal in >*alue to one c/ia/cus;

the 5«{ar, etjual to two <dia/ci ; the rpi{ds to three

;

the i;jU(AtTpo»' to six ; and the Afrpa, xckich ts an
vhol ; the ScxdAirpoi', he adds, still quoting Aris-

totle, is u>orth ten oWs, and is the Corinihian stater.

He then proceeds to state that there w'ere many
{•ussages of the Attic, as well as the Dorian, co-

medians, in which these coins were alluded to, and
he quotes linos from Diphilus, and from Kpicliar-

mu«, in which tnention is made of the Afrpo, the

TifkiKirpor^ the iloamor (a diminution of 4(ar),

the and the itniXirpos ororfjp, as

srVrer coins. A little before this, ho quotes from

Aristotle's Polity of the A^ufcntines the statement,

tliat the litra teas eifual in tsilue to an Acffincian

oho/. (Compare, to the same effect, Pollux, iv.

174, 175.)

From these statements, it appears that, in the

Sicilian silver money, the Euboic and Aeginetan

scales were connected just as we have seen that

they already were in one of the systems, from

which the Sicilian money was derived, namely, in

the Corinthiim didrochm or stater of ten Aeginetan

NDMMU&
obols, w'hich may be regarded as forming the

<rrarf/p, or chief coin, of the Sicilian sysU'm also:

that then, the obol, being identilied with the Afrpa,

was subdivided, just like the Italian jKmnd, from

which its name was derived, into twelve ports or

ounces (hynltUy oiryKlai^ i. c. uaeioe), each of which

was a dio/cus (xaXxouv : what this chalcus really

was, we shall presently endeavour to show).

As to the intermediate parts of the poimd or

Xlrpo, it is evident, from the explnnatiou which
Pollux gives of 0i|dv and tnat he supposed

them to be named from the number of ounces they

contained, os was clearly the case with the Ter.

rJeyKiov^ according to the analogy of which, if the

idea of Pollux had been right, 8i{dr and rpi^dr

would have been respectively BithyKtor and rptwy.

Kior (like terundus). Bentley has conclusively

shown (quoted by Biickh, p. 293) that, in this

matter, the Greek grammarians fell into a very

natural error, through not understanding a system

foreign to that of tlieir language, and that, iu fact,

the ports of the litra were named, as the general

rule, not from the number of ounces they contained

(exa'pt in the case of the werr^Ktor, like the

Latin guiticunr^ an exception easily accounted

for by the difficulty of expressing the fraction

5-12ths by a single word), but from the fractional

part of the litra which coch of them aws equal to,

just as in the Latin system. The following table

shows the whole scale, with the c'oiresponding

I^atin names, and with the values of the coins in

silver nbols of the Argincton standard uid in the

copper coins called cha/d :—
Dcnnm ina t ions. Value^

(TTOTqp or 8«-
1 = 10 Xfrpai J 1

0

OS.V.1, dt'cussis T
afterwards 1

r 10 obols 1

[ Aegin.
J

1 obol

” 12 ohols or

1 didnichm
NCkAirpojr

Airp*

Tjpi\iTpov

J

12 ohynlat
denarius J
as or libra

1

' KuWic.
12 ciald

c „ = semis a i w 6 w •

werTu/yKtor sse quincunx sas A M ea 5 n
TpiSj = 4 « = triens a i » am 4 n

T«Tpttf ess 3 „ “1
quftdntns or (e-

*1

runritts J
- i « - 3 n

i(us BS 0
** w KSS sextiitts sa a 2 n

oirynla SB 1 n uncia — 1 n

Just as in the Latin system, so in the Graeco-

Sicilimi, there seem to have been no coins between

the lialf and whole Xirpo. Thus, in the second

(ia.ss.igo quoted by Pollux from Kpichamms, a

sum of money is expressed as consisting of Alrpa

Kcd SfxdXirpof irraT^p, ^iyTt6r re xol

Kven as denoniinatinns of weight we have (so far

as we know) no terms corresponding to the Latin

scfttunx^ dodrans^ deeians^ and Heunx. Bikkh
supposes that this system was introduced in Sicily

ab<»ut 01. 40 or 50, b. c. 620 nr 580.

The worth of the chief coin in this system, the

silver litra^ or Ac^meian silver ohol, must evidently

be assumed to have been, like the Italian /i5ru,

t/te value ofa jXMnd-veujId of copper.

The gold money of this scale has already been

spoken of under DaSfARXTioN.
For further details on the w'holo subject, see

Bikkh, Mdrot. Unterstte/t. c. xix.

Besides the Wm, wo find the word nummus
{rovpfios) itself in the Sicilian system as the name
of a particular coin. The Greek origin of the

word is attested by scTeral of the grammarians.

(Varro, L. fj. v, 36. si 67, ed. MUller
;
Pollux, ix.

79; Festus, s.r.; Said. s. r. Pollux(/.c.)

quotes two passages from K]iicbannas, in which
the word U used in the specific sense, for a parti-

cular coin
; and he adds the statement, from

Anitolle's Polity of the TarentineSy that vovpfsos is

the name applied by them to a coin, on which
Taras was represented carried on a dolphin. The
grammarians gave the value of the Sicilian naiN-

mus ns 1^ Attic obols, in connection with a small

talent, peculiar to Sicily, or mlhcr two such talents,

the older containing 24 numini and the later 12.

From a careful criticism of these statements, and
from an examination of the extant coins, Bbckh
comet to the conclusion, that the naiNiirai was
originally the same as the litrOy but that, when
the Attic standard came into common use, this

numinus or lUra was diminished br 1-lOlh, in

order to bring it into confonnity with that scale
;

and by this ch.*inge it liecame of the Aeginetan

obol, which is equ,U to I Attic ohola, or the

fotirtli |mrt of an Attic drachma. Thus we get

the simple law by which the Sicilian money was

Diyiu.:ed by Google
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connected with the Attic, namely, 4 nummi =? '

1 dniduru Jlonce, also, we see how the ov»ce of

the Stciiuin svalem came to be identified by the

Greek writers with the chalnu^ in its specific
j

sense. The Attic cbulcus was i of the ohol

[Chalcl's]
;
hence 12 rJiatci would make up

Attic oboU, that is (rcstorinjj the 1-lOth of depre-

ciation), on Acffinctau oboL, or a Sicilian litra.

The niimmua of the Tarentiues, mentioned in the

at>ovo panwigc from Pollux, and which was also

used at //rruc/rtVi, was a much larger coin, and is

prolaibly the same us the full-wei>;fitcd Aegincton

drachma xax(>^a), which came near

enough to the Attic didrachm to be identihed

with it when the currcucics came to be mixed. In

fact the word nummus was evidently applied (like

orTaTTjp in Greece) to the chief cumnt coin in any
system, and it may therefore have had very dif-

ferx'iit values: Plautus actually uses it for the

didrachm.

For a further account of the Sicilian nummua
and rnialt talent^ and the Attico-Sicilian system,

sec Bdckh, cc. xxi. xxii.

iv. On the Value of Ancient Afonej/ in terms of
emroicn.— When we endeavour to express the value

of ancient coins in terms of our ow'n, we meet with

certain dilBculties which require particular con-

sideration. If wc take for example, a drachma,

and a shilling, and make a comparison of their

weiglil and of the fineness of the silver in each,

we at once obtain a determinate ratio for the value
j

of the one to the other ; and it might appear
j

to a thoughtless person that, having thus found ,

what fnictional part of a shilling a drachma u, we
i

might substitute that value for the drachma, its

multiples and parts, wherever the}' arc mentioned

by ancient authors
; and so of the other coins

;

and that thus we might express all ancient money
in terras of our own. Of course wc might do so ;

hut it docs not follow that, after doing so, we
should at all obtain what wc arc seckuig, a true

of the value of ancient money, in any sense

which can throw light on the numerous social, and
economical, and political questions, which the de-

tennination of its value may aflcct. Even the

coins themselves give ditlerent results according as

we compare the gold or the silver with our g«>!d

or silver, and also according ns we compare them
with the true value of the metal in the coin and
the value at which the coin is current

;
our shilling,

for example, is current at rather more than its

real value. Another source of disiigreemcnt, in

comparing the gold and the silver coins with ours,

is the dilfcrent ratios of the value of gold to that

of silver in ancient atul in modem times. (See

Arobntum, Ai'RUm.) The only course left it

to express the value of the ancient coins in terms

of the current value of our coins, choosing the

sovereign or shilling as the standard just as we
m.ay prefer, but in making use of the values so

obtained, to remember that they are comparativcltf

xcortkirssy until bg otUer iavestijations ice have os-

certained the value of moneg as compared with com-

inoditics at ditTercnt periods of ancient history.

Such investigations form no part of our present

subject. The reader is referred for them to

Bbekh's PuUic tlconomg of Athens^ and to Jacob's

Jlidarg of the Precious Metals. The Tables ap-

p-nded to this work are constructed on the prin-

ciple wo hare described.

It U unnecessary to make any attempt to give a
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complete list even of the chief books on numiaraa-

tics. All the earlier U'orks are referred to in one
or oilier of the few books which wo now proceed

to mention ns those which are most important for

the student who wishes to pursue the subject fur-

ther Eckhel, IhnHriita Sumorum IV/cTwin, 8
voli. -ito,, Vindobon. 1792— 1839, some of the
volumes Wing second editions

;
Rasche, Lcsicon

6’wftwitae A’aoioriV/e, 7 vols. 8vo., Lips. 1785— 1805 ; Worm, de Ponderum^ S’uitufrum^ Mcn~
rururam, ac de Anni ordinandi Uationibus., apud
/loinanoM ci G’raecos. Stutg. 183), 8vo.

; Hussey,
Ess^tg on OiC Ancient Weighte and Moneg^ Oxf.,

1 036, 8vo. ; Diickh, J/r//Wcy/i'*cAe Vutervuchungen
ul>er Gtwichle^ Mumfusse^ und Masse dee AIIcT’

thums in ihrem Zusatntnenhanne^ R<Tlin, 1838,
8vo

; Grote's Review of Rockh's work, in the
Classical Museum^ vol. i. [ P. S.J
N (INCUPATIO. [Tkstambnti’m.J
NU'NDINAE is invariably and justly derived

by all the ancient a’ritcrs from novcm and dies^ so

tlint it literally signifies the ninth day. (Dionys.

Ant. Hum, ii. 28, vii. 58 ;
M:icrob. Aa/. i. 16 ;

Festus, ». v.NundimUcm Cocum.) In ancient Ca-
lendaria all the days of tho year, beginning with
the first of January, are divided into what we may
call weeks, each containing eight days which are

marked by the letters .\, B, C, D, E, F, O, H.
Now it is adinittc’d on all hands that this divuiun

is made to mark the nundiaac, for every eighth

day, according to our mode of speaking, was a
nuudinae. There were thus always seven ordi-

nary days between two nundinac. The Homans
in their peculiar mode of reckoning added tbeso

two nundinae to the seven ordinary’ days, and
:
consequently said that the nundinae recurred every

I

ninth day, and called them nundinae., as it wero

!
wn-emdin<ie. A similar mode of stating the num-

j

her of days in a week is still customary in Ger-
many, where, in common life, the expression eight

dags is Used for a week, and the French and
Italians in the some manner call a fortnight guinze

jours and
The number of nundinae in the ancient year of

ten months was 38 ;
and care was always taken

that they should not fall on the calends oi January
nor upon the nones of any month (Macrob. fiat. i.

13 ;
Dion Cass. xL 47, xlvtii. 33), and in order to

efii'ct this, the 355th day of the lunar year {diet

intercalaris) w’os inserted in such a manner as to

avoid the coincidence of the nundinae with the

primae caL-mlae or the nones. Macrobius says

that it was generally believed that if the nundinao

fell upon the primae calcndae, the wholo year

would be sign^ised by misfortunes
; the nones

were avoided because the birthday of king Servius

Tullius was celebrated on the nones of every

inontli, as it was known that he was bom on the

mmes of some month, though the month itself

was not known. Now, as «>n the nundines,

the country-folk assembled in the city, the

patricians feared lest the plebeians gathered at

Rome on the nones might bectvme excited and en-

danger the peace of the republic. These reasons

are indeed very unsatisfacton*, as Obttling {Gesch.

der Horn. Slaatstv. p. 183) Las shown, and it is

more probable that the calends of January were ill

suited to be nundinac, because this day was gene-
rally spent by every father in the bosom of his

own family, and that the nones were avoided, be-

cause, as Ovid {Fasl.i 58) taysy Xunarum tulela
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def) caret. But at thf* time when the Julian calen-

dar was introduced, these scruple*, whatever they

may linve been, were neglected, and in several

ancient calendnria the nnndinae fall on the first of

January as well ns on the none*. (See Graevius,

Thr*aur. vol. viii. p. 7, and the Tariou* ancient

Calondaria. Both before and after the time of

Caesar it was sotuetiine* thought neceasarv', for re-

ligious rca-oons, to transfer the mmdinac from the

day on which they should have fallen to another

one. (Dion Cass. !*. 24.) The nundinne them-

selves were, according to Plutarch {Quaesi. Korn.

p. 27.% «)» sacred to Saturn, and, according to

Oranius Licinianus {ap, Maervb. Sat. L 16) the

Flaminica offered at all nuiMlinae a sacrifice of a

ram to Jupiter.

It is uncertain to whom the institution of the

nunJinae is to be ascribed, for some say that it was

Bomulu* (Dionys. ii. 28 ;
Tuditanus, ap. ^facrtA.

Sat. f. c.), and others that it was Servius Tullius

(Cassius Hcmina, ap. A/ocroA. f. c.), who instituted

them, while the nature of the things for which

they were originally set apart seems to show that

their institution was os old ns the Romulian year

of ten months, or at least that they were instituted

nt the time when the Roman population extended

beyond the precincts of the city itself. Kor the

nundinne were originally market-days for the

country-folk, on which they came to Home to sell

the produce of th«M> labour, and on which the king

settled the legal disputes among them. When,
therefore, we read that the nundinac were ferine,

or dies nefasti, and that no comitia were allowed

to bo held, we have to understand this of the po-

pulus, and not of the plcbs
;
and while for the

populus the nundinac were feriae, they were real

days of business {dies fasti or comiViWes) for the

plebeians, who on these occasions pleaded their

causes with members of their own order, and held

their public meeting* (the ancient comitia of the

plel>eians) and debates on such matters as con-

cenied their own order, or to discuss which they

were invited by the fc'iiale. (Dionys. rii. 58 ; Ma-
crob. /. c.; Plin. //. iV. xviii. 3 ;

Ft'stua, t. v. Sun-
dif}(u; compare Niebuhr, Hist, of Korne,^ vol. iL p.

213.) How long this distinction existed that the

nuiidinae were nefasti for the patricians and fasti

for the plebeians, is not quite clear. In the law of

the Twelve Tables they appear to have bt*en re-

gnnlcd as fasti for both orders (Gellius, xx. 1.

§ 49\ though, according to Gmnius Licinianus

ap. AAirroA. /,c.), this change was introduced ata
later time hy the laix Hortensia, 286 u.c. This

innovation, whenever it was introduced, facilitated

the attendance of the plebeians nt the comitia cen-

tiiriutA. In the ancient cnbuidaria, therefore, the

nundinac and dies fasti coincide. The subji'cU

to l»e laid before the comitia, whether they were

proposals for new law's or the appointment of

otficers, wore announced to the people three nun-

dinae beforehand {trinundino die pn^ponere^ Ala-

crob. A c. ; Cxe.ad Fam. xvi. 12, Fhitip. v. 3, /»ro

ZA>mo, 1 6 ;
Liv. Hi.

The nundinac l>eing thus nt all times days qf

business for the plcl>ciniis (nt first exclusively for

them, and afterwards for the patricians also), the

proceedings of the tribunes of the people were con-

fined to those d.vys, and it was necessary that they

should V)C terminated in one day, that is, if a pro-

position did not come to a decision in one day it

was lost, and if it was to be brought again before
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the people, the trilmnos were obliged to announce
it thn*c nundines boforehond, as if it were quite a
new subject.

Instead of nuitdirtae the form nundinum is some-
times used, but only when it is preceded by a
numeral, as in trinundinurti, or frinum numlinuia,

(See the passages above referred to.) It is also

used in the expression in/crnauif/faitm or iuirr

ttundinumy that is, the time which elapses betw'ixm

two nundinne. (Varro and Lucil. aptul Ao/ii«ra,

ill. 145.) The word nondinoc is sometimes ust-tl

to designate a market-place or a time for marketing

in general (Cic. de Lei;. Agr. it 33, Philip.

V. 4.) (L.S.J
NU'NDINUM. [NtiNDiNAR.]
NUNTIATIO. [Opkris Novi Nuntutio.]
NU'PTIAE. [AIatrihonium.J

0.

OBAE. [Tribur.]

OBELISCUS (i^cAiVifoj) is a diminutive of
Ohefns (off«Ady), which proporiy signifies a sharps

ened thing., a sketeer or spit., and is the name given

to certain works of Egyptian art* A detailed

description of such works would be inconsistent

with the plan of this work, but some notice of

them is required by the fact that several of them
were transported to Rome under the emperors.

Amminnus Marcelliniis (xvii. 4) says **thnt an

obelisk is a very rough stone in the shape of a kind

of land-mark or boundary stone, rising with a small

inclination on all sides to a great height
;
and in

order that it may imitate n solar ray by a gradual

diminution of its bulk, it terminates in a prolonga-

tion of four faces united in a sharp point. It is

very carefully smoothed.” Most ancient writers

consider obelisks ns emblematic of the sun's rays.

(Comp. Plin. //..V. xxxvi. 14.)

An obelisk is properly a single Mock of stone,

cut into a qti.idrilateral form, the sides of which

diminish gradually, but almost impcTC ptibly fmm
the base to the top of the shaft, but do not teniii-

natc in an n[>ex uj>on the top, which is crowned
by a small pyramid, consisting of four side* termi-

nating in a point. The Egyptian oln-Iisks were
mostly made of the ml granite of Syene, from

which place they w'ere carried to the diiterent jiarts

of Egypt. They were generally placed in pairs nt

the entrance to a temple, and ocensionaliy in tho

interior, and were usually covered with hien*gly-

phic,il inscriplinn*.

Obelisks were first transported to Rome under

.\ugu8tu8, who caused one to be erected in tho

Circus and another in the Campus M.'irtius. (Plin.

xxxvi. 14.) The former was restored in 1589,

and is called at present the Flaminian ubelUk.

Its w'holc height is about 116 feet, and without

the base alxiul 78 feet. The oliclisk in the Campus
Mnrtius w'as set up by Augustus as a sun-diol. It

stands at present on the Monte Cilorio, whore it

was placed in 1792. Its whole height is about

110 feet, and without the base about 71 feet.

Another obelisk was brought to Rome by Caligula,

and placed on the Vatican in the Circus of Cali-

gida. (Plin. xxxvi. 15, xvi. 76. §2.) It stands

at present in front of St Peter's, where it was

* Herodotus (ii. Ill) uses o^cAdr in the sense

of an obelisk.
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placed in 1586, and it« whole height is about 132

feet, and without the base and modem ornaments

at top about 83 foot. But the largest obelisk at

Rome is that which was originally transported

from Heliopolis to Alexandria by Constantine, and
conreyed to Rome by his son Constontius, who
placed it in the Circus Maximus. (Amm. Marc,

xvii. 4.) Its present position is before the north

portico of the Lateran church, where it was placed

in 1588. Its whole height is about 149 feet, and
without the base about 105 feet.

There are eight other obelisks at Rome besides

those mentioned above, but none of them ore of

historical importance. There ore also obelisks in

various other places, as at Constantinople, Arles,

Florence, Catana in Sicily, &c., some of which ore

works of Egyptian art, and others only imitations.

There arc two small obelisks in the British

Museum, which were brought by the French from

Cairo. The preceding brief account is chiefly taken

from Long's Eijyptian Antiquities^ vol. i. rc. 14,

15. London, 12ino. 1832.

OBLIOATIO'NES. Obligatio is defined (Inst.

3. tit 13) to be “ a bond of law by which we are

under a necessity of releasing {advemlue) some-

thing according to the laws of our state.” Ac-
cording to Paulus (Dig. 44. tit 7. s. 3) the sub-

stance of an obligatio does not consist in this, that

its object is to make any corporeal thing (corpus)

or servitus ours, but that it shall bind another per-

son to give ns something, or to do something, or

to secure or make good something {ad daadum
aliquidy rel faciendum^ vd pracsUutdum). This
“ binding ” is a “ legal binding,” that is, the party

who fails to perform what he has engaged to do,

is liable to legal compulsion
;
in other w'ords, the

duty which be owes may be enforced by suit or

action. The duty must consist in something that

has a pecuniary value, or may be estimated in

money (Dig. 40. tit 7. s. 9. § 2) : if the duty is not

capable of such estimation, it is not a duty which

can be enforced by legal process. An agreement

which cannot be enforced because it is not con-

formable to the principles of Roman Law, is not

properly an obligatio, but still the Romans gave

such agreement the name of Obligatio, when it

was conformable to the principles of the Jus Gen-

tium, and added the term Naturalis, by which it

is opposed to Civilis and Practoria or Honoraria.

Obligationcs Civiles were those which produced a

right of action according to the Jus Civile
;
Prae-

t»riac or Honorariae were those which owed their

force to the jurisdiction of the Praetor. In the

wider sense Civiles Obligationes comprehend Hono-
rariac, inasmuch as the Edicta nuigistrotuum be-

long to Jus Civile in its wider sense. [Jus.]

This is the sense of Civiles when opposed to Na-
turalcB Obligationes: Civiles Obligationcs have

the narrower sense when Civiles, Honorariae,

and Naturalcs arc opposed among one another.

Those obligationes, which were viewed as based

on the Naturalis Ratio, were peculiarly consi-

dered ns bonae fldci ; and such obligationcs were

the foundation of bonae fidei actioncs, of which

the Roman Law recognised a limited number, as

emti et venditi actiones ;
locati et conducti actio

;

mondati, negotiorum gestorum, tutelae actioncs
;

commodati actio, and some others. The term

tfrictum jus (Cod. 5. tit. 13) is opposed to bona

tides
;
and stricti juris actioncs arc opposed to

bonae fidei actiones. Viewed with reference to
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the facts on which the law operated to give Ob-
ligationcs a binding force, Obligationes arose from
Contract and Quasi Contract, and Delict {malefi-

cium, delictum)^ and Quasi delict. (Inst 3. tit 13.)

This division of Obligationes with respect to their

origin was apparently viewed as exhaustive; though
it is doubtful whether the Roman jurists really

viewed every obligatio as mcluded with one of

these four divisions. For instance, it is doubtful

whether the actio ad exhibendum was considered

as an obligatio quasi ex contractu, or on obligatio

quasi ex delicto. Oaius divides Obligationes into

these ; ex contractu and ex delicto
;
but he intends

to comprehend the obligationes quasi ex contractu

under those ex contractu, and obligationcs quasi

ex delicto under those ex delicto. In his Aurca
(Dig. 44. tit 7. s. 1) he distributes obligationcs as

to their origin into obligationes ex contractu, ex
delicto, and ex variis causanim figuris

;
and the ox

variis causanim figuris comprehends the obliga-

tiones quasi ex contractu and quasi ex delicto
; in-

deed the term is comprehensive enough to compre-
hend all others, whatever they may lie.

Contract (contractus) was made in four ways—
Re, Verbis, Litteris, and Consensu.

As an example of an obligatio Re, Oaius mentions
Mutuum [Mutuum]. Also, if a man received

what was not duo from a person who payed by
mistake, the payer had his remedy for the recovery

(condictio indebiti) just as if it were a case of

Mutuum. But “ this kind of obligation,” observes

Gains (iiL 91), ** docs not appear to arise from
contract, because he who gives with the intention

of payment, rather intends to dissolve or put an
end to (disirahere) a transaction (negoiium), than
to commence 'or to constitute (conirahere) a trans-

action.”

To the contracts made Rc, there also belong

CoMMODATUM, DePOSITUM, and PlGNUS.
The Obligatio Verbis was contracted by oral

question and answer between the parties. The
form of words might be :— Dare Spondee ? Spondeo
( Sponden’ tu istud ? Spondeo. Plant, Capt. iv. 2.

117.) Dabis ? Dabo ; Promittis? Prorcitto

;

Fidepromittis ? Fidepromitto
;
Fidcjulics ? Fide-

jubeo
;
Facies? Faciam. The words Dare Spondee?

Spondeo, were so peculiarly Roman that their legal

effect could not be preserved, if their meaning was
transferred into another language : nor could a
valid obligatio with a peregrinus be made by the

use of the word Spondeo. (Oaius, iii. 93, 179.)

The evidence of such an obligatio must have been
the presence of witnesses. (Cic. pro Rose. Com. 6.)

It is to this form of contract by question and
answer (ex interrogations et responsione) that the

terms “stipnlari” and “stipulatio” refer. The
word “ stipulari ” properly refers to him who asks

the question : si quis ita dari stipulctur
;
Post mor-

tem meam dari spondes
;
vcl ita. Cum moricris,

spondcs ? The person who asked the question was
Stipulator

;
he who answered the question was

Promissor, and be was said Sponderc. (Gains, iii.

100, 105 ;
Dig. 45. tit 1. s. 113. De Verborum

Oldigaiionilius.) Sometimes the whole form of

w'ords which comprises the question and the an-

swer, is comprehended in the term Stipulatio (Dig.

45. tit 1. 8. 5. § 1), and the participle ” Stipulata ”

is sometimes used in a passive sonso. (Cic. pro
Rose. Com. 5.)

A stipulatio which contained an impossible con-

dition was invalid (inuiUis). As the Stipulatio was
S o
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effected by wojds, it wa« a nocewar)' consequence

that the parties shuuld have power to apeak and

hear, and on this itround was founded the rule of

law that A mutus and a snrdua could not be ptirtics

to a Stipniatio. As to the ability of Pupilli and

Infantes with rcftpcct to Obligationcs,sec iMPi’UKfi

and Inpan'8. The Stipubtor mii{)it hare another

party to the contract on his behalf, who was called

Adsiipulator. The Adstipulator bad the same
ri^ht of action as the Stipulator, and therefore a

l»vn)ent in respect of the Stipidatio could be made
to him as well as to the Stipulator; and the Stipu*

lator had an actio Mandati against the Adstipulator

for the recovery of any thing that he had received.

There were some peculiarities in the Adstipula*

tio. The right of action did not pass to the heres

of tlie Adstipulator, and the adstipulatio of a

slave for his master had no effect, though in all

casis lie could acquire fur his master by stipuintia

The same rule of law appeared to apply to him who
was In Mancipio, for be was servi loco. If a son

who was in the power of his father, became his

Adstipulator, he did not acquire any thing for his

father, though he acquired for him by stipulatio.

Still his adstipulntio gave the son a right of action,

provided he was released from the father's power

without a capitis deminutio, as for instance by the

blher's death or by being inaugurated Flamon
Dinllji. The some rule of law applied to a filia*

fainilias and to a wife in mann.
Those who were bound for the Promissor were

called S[)onsores, Fidi-proinissores, Fidejussores

[Intirce.ssio].

The Obligatio Lilcris is illustrated by Gains

(iii. 128) by the instance of Nomina transcripticio,

os when a creditor who has a debt due from a

{>crBon in respect of a sale, nr a letting, or a part-

nership, enters it in his book (codicft^ or tulultu

crf»^8i rt uccepti) as a debt (fjj>eHsum iUi ftri

:

compare Cic. pi'O Iio$c. Com. 4, 5 ;
fjjtfnsum tuliue

non dicUy cum (t^julos now rtcital'). This was called

Nomen tranKripticium a re in personam. It was

called transcriptio a persona in personam, when, for

instance, I have entered as due from you the debt

which Titius owes to me, that is, if Titius has

transferred or assigned {dele^vil) you to me.”

Cicero clearly alludes to this Liiemrura Clbliga-

tio in his Oration pro [{o$cio Comoedo. He says

(c. 5), sp( aking of the plaintiff's demand : his

tlalin is for n certain sum of money {pccunia certn),

and this must be either * data * (a case of obligatio

re), or ‘expensa lata* (tho Litemciim Obligatio),

cr slipuhita (an obligntio Verbis).**

Some diiBcttUy arises al>out the mode of con<

verting an obligation of a different kind into an

Obligatio Litcris. Tho subject is diKussed by

Unlerhulzner {Ucf<r die Hedt det Ciccro/ur dm
Q. Ronciusy Zeitschrifl, vol. i. p. 248) in

nn ingenious essay, which, however, was written

before the publication of the MS. of Gnius ; and it

has since bwn disetused by himKlf and by other

writers, Unlerholsnor conjectured that a third

j>arty, with the consent of the debtor nnd creditor,

made tho entry in h;s own books ; but there is no

evidence ill support of this assumption. Theophilus

(Ad. tit. 1. De Lit. OUig.) represents the Litcrarum

Obligatio as a Novalio or n change of an obligation

of one kind into an obligation of another kind,

and this he says was effi-cti'd both by words and
writing irol ypifAtiaai). It was effected,

according to him, by the creditor writing to the
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debtor ^nara vphs avrhv) to ask Ills

consent to the old obligation being made into a

new one of a different kind, and by the debtor

consenting. As stated by him the Obligatio Li-

tens might be an obligatio contracted by a letter

of the crciiitor to the debtor and the debtor's reply.

In principle there w*onld be no objection to its

being contracted by the debtor's consent expressed

by a subscription in the creditor's books. The
Litcranim Obligatio of Theophilus, however, rather

seems to correspond to the other kinds of Litera-

rum Obligatio referred to by Gaius (iii. 184),

where he says “ this obligation can be contracted

by chirograpba and syngrapha, that is, if a man
writes that he owes a sum of money or will pay it;

provided, however, there be no stipulatio on the

same account." It is not impv'ssible that Oaius
means that the creditor might convert on obliga-

tion of another kind into that of pccunia expciisa

by the bare entry of it in his book
;

for it is no
objection to this, as Untcrholzner has it, **that a
unilateral writing on the part of the creditor should

have the effect of putting another person under an
obligatio," for an obligatio was already contracted,

which the creditor would have to prove, but if bo
could prove it, tho law gave him all the advantage

of a creditor for pecunia certa, if he bad complied
with certain fonus. Gaius (iii. 137) certainly

may be understood as asserting that this obligatio

was contracted simply ^expensum ferendo:" but

it seems to be the general opinion that this Lite-

raruqi Obligatio required the consent of the debtor

either orally in the presence of writnesscs or by
letter (Cic. pro Ro*c. Com. 5 ;

Val. Max. viil. 2.

§ 2) ; and this is not inconsistent with Gains, for

though he says that tho debtor is bound by the

'^expensum ferendo," that does not exclude his

consent, but merely shows what is necessary in

order to make the consent an obligatio litcris.

Tbc Obligationcs Consensu were Emtio and
Venditio, Locatio Conductio, Societas, Mandatum.
All Obligationes by contract of course required

consent and tho evidence of consent ; but ^ these

obligationcs," says Gains (iii. 135), “are said to

be contracted coasmsv, because no peculiar fona of

words or writing was required, but the consent of

the fxutics to the transaction was sufficient" Ac-
cordingly such transactions could take place be-

tween persons at a distance from one another, but

a verborum obligatio required the presence of tho

parties. The actions founded on these Obligationcs

consensu were Bonac iidcu

An Obligatio Civilis implies a right of action

against tbc person who owes the duty (^vi ol*~

litpilur). This right of action {cjt eontructu) might

be acquired by any pc'rson who was sui juris. It

might also be acquired for him by those who were

in his Potestas, Manus, and Monclpium
;
and by

free men and slaves whom a man possessed l*ona

fide, with certain exceptions. This right of action

might also be acquired by a man through the acts

of a free man who was bis agent, so fkr that be

could require the cession of the obligatio so ac-

quired.

An Obligntio was terminated (jtoUitur) in vari-

ous ways. The most common way was by pay-

ment {ioluiio) of what was due. A man with the

consent of the criNiitnr might pay another's debt,

but the tw'o schools differed as to the legal conse-

quence of such payment. Tlie Proculmni as usual

,

adhering strictly to fundamental principles main-
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taincd that the debtor was still under bis obligatio,

but if the money was denuinded of him by the

creditor he had a good pica of dolus nmlus (cro^tio

doli mail).

An obligntio might be terminated by Accepti-

lalio. An obligalio contracted per nos et librani

might be determined in the nme way, and also

one arising, “ ex judicati causa.'’ [Nexum.] An
obligntio might also be detormined by Novatio,

which is the change of on existing duty {dchitum)

into another oliligation, and the dotennin.ntion of

the former obligation. (Dig. 46. tit. *2. Nora-
tionibut et Dtle/jalionibus.) This is explained by
the following instance (Oaius, iii. 176):— If I

stipulate that Titius shall give me what is due
from you, a new obligntio arises by the interven-

tion of a new person, and the former obligation is

determined by being replace<l by the latter
; and

sometimes a former obligntio may be determined
by a subsequent stipulniio, though the subsequent

stipulatio may be invalid.— If the stipulation was
from the same person, it required the addition of

something to effect a Novatio, as the addition of a
condition, or a sponsor, or the circumatanoo of

adding to or subtracting from the time contained in

the terms of the covenant. As to the case of a
condition, it was the law in the time of Gaius that
there was no Novatio until the condition was ful-

filled, and till that time the former obligntio con-

tinued. The opinion of the great jurist Servius

Sulpicius as to the addition of a condition imme-
diately effecting a Novatio, was not law in the

lime of Oaius {aliojure utimur).

An obligntio was also determined by the Litis

eontestatio, if the proceedmgs had taken place in a
T.iegitimum judicium. It is stated generally under
the articles Litis eontestatio and Legitimum judi-

cium, what is the import of these terms respec-

tively. The originalobligation

was determined by the Litis eontestatio, and the

defendant (rras) was then bound {tenetur) by the

Litis eontestatio. If he was condemned, the Litis

eontestatio ceased to have any efifi'ct, and be was
bound by the judgment {ex eausa judiccUi). It was
a consequence of these doctrines that after a Litis

eontestatio in a legitimum judicium, a man could

not bring bis action on the original contract, for if

his declaration or demand was Dari mihi oportere,

it was l>ad (tas/i7is), for afkr the Litis eontestatio

the Dari oportere had ceased. In the case of a
Judicium quod imperio coiitinctur, the obligatio

existed and the action could be brought, but the

demand might be answered by a plea {txcepdo)

of a res judicata or in judicium deducta. In the

judicia quae imperio, dtc., the exceptio rei judi-

catac corresponds to the condemnatio in the Legi*

tima judicia, and the Exceptio rci in judicium
deductoe to the Litis eontestatio. (Keller, Ueber
Liti* ContettalioHy p. 1 1, Ac. ; Gaius, iit 180.)

Obligalioncs arising from Contract |Mssed by
universal succession to the heres. There were no
means of transferring Obligationcs from the credi-

tor to another person, except by a Novatio, w'hich

was effected by the assignee stipulating with the

debitor with the consent of the creditor, the effect

of which was to release the debitor from bis former

Obligntio and to bind him by a new one. If this

novatio was not effected, the assignee could only
sue os the cognitor or procurator of the assignor,

and not in his own name. (Oaius, iL 38, Ac.)
From the coosidcfation of Obligationcs arising
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from Contracts, Oaius (iii. 182) passes to the coii-

sidorntion of Obligationcs “quae ex delicto ori-

untur;" and these delicts which are the found-

ation of these obligationcs, arc FrnTl'M, Bona
Rapta or Rapina, Damnou and In.H'ria. All

these obligationcs he considers to be comprised in

one genus, whereas the obligationcs cx contractu

are distributed into four genera.

The arrangement by the Homan jurists of Obli-

gntioncs ex delicto with Obligationcs cx contractu,

a*as founded on the circumstance that both classes

of Obligationcs were the foundation of rights against

a determinate individual or det<rminato indivi-

dunU ; but there is an important difference in tho

origin of the two rights. The rights ex contractu

arc rights fonnded on lawful acts ; and rights ox
delicto arc rights founded on infringements of other

rights.

Tho Obligatinneg quasi ex contractu arc not

enumerated by Gaius, but they are discussed in

the Institutes of Justinian (3. tit. 27). These
Obligationcs do not properly arise either from con-

tract or delict, but inasmuch as they are fMinded

on acts, which are not delicts, they were considon'd

as belonging to contract rather tlian to delict. In-

stances of these quasi contract.*, enumerated in the

Institutes, are “absenlis negoliorum gestio ” [Nk-
aoTiOHf&i Gs.stori'M Actio], the “tutelne ju-

dicium," a ** communis res sine sociciale,” as when
a thing has been bequeathed and given to Kveml
persons

; and some other instances.

These quasi contracts are arranged in the Insti-

tutes of Justinian after Obligationcs ex contractu;

and the Obligationcs quasi ex delicto are placed

immediately after the Obiigationes ex delicto.

Instances of these Obligationcs quasi ex dcHcto,

enumerated in the Institutes (4. tit. 5), are, “si

judex litem suara feccrit," and tho case of “ de-

jectum effuBumve," and others. [Dejbcti, Ac.]

The natiuro of an Obligntio may now be moro

clearly understood. An Obligntio implies two

subjects or persons at least, creditoTy or he who
has the right, and dAUor^ or be who owes the

duty : these two terms, which strictly apply to

creditor and debtor in the common sense, are also

used to expreu generally the relation of the parties

to an Obligatio. Obligatio (literally a binding)

primarily denotes the facts by which the legal

relation between the panics is established. It

also denotes tho duty or obligation owing by one

of the parties to the contract {dihUor) to the other

party {creditor\ if the obligatio is unilateral ; and

the duties mutually owing from tho one to the

other, if the obligatio is bilateral. The word,

which, as opposed to obligatio or “ binding," ex-

presses the determination uf such binding, is

“solutio and generally some form of the word
“ solvo " is tho appropriate term to express tho

legal termination of the obligatio. But inasmuch

as duties owing by one pany to the contract, or

duties mutually owing by the panics to the con-

tract, imply a right in the other pany to the con-

tract, or imply mutual rights in the panics to the

contract, the word obligatio is often us*'d to express

also the right which is established by the obligatio:

and it is also used to express the whole relation

between debitor and creditor. Thus, the right of

the Creditor is spoken of os bis Obligatio, and the

duty of the Debitor as his Obligatio. There is no

special name ;n the Roman law for a right against

a determinate person or determinate persons. Tho
3 0 2
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name for ownerehip ii Dominium, to which ij op-

'

po«f>d the munc Ohiigaliones tu dcKriptivo uf righta

ftg&inat detenninAte peraoiva.
I

It U correctlj remarked (Aoitin, An Outline 0/
a courte r*f Lecturte on General Jurieprudenee)
** that in the writingi of the Roman lawyers, the

term obligatio is norer applied to a duty which

answers to a right in rem,*' that is, a right which

is good against all the world. But as the duty

answering to a right in rem is only the duty of

firbeamnee, tliat is, of not doing anything to inter-

fere with the right, there is no inoonvenienee in the

w'ant of a name : the right to the exclusiTe enjoy-

ment of any thing (corpus) is ownership
;
all other

{>cople are not owners : as soon as an act is done

which is an infringement of an owner's right, or in

other words a delictum (in one sense in which the

UoTuans use this w*ord) on obligation arises by
force of snch act {oUipatio ex delicto) and gives

the injured person a right of action against the

wrong-doer.

A contractus required the consent of all the

parties to it. Those Obligationes which were said

to be founded on ** consent ** (coasnsiM) were said

to be so founded only because consent was suth-

dent (Gaius, iii. 136), and no peculiar form of

words or expression was required ; whereas in the

Obligationes contracted ** re,” ** verbis,” and
••literis,” certain acts, words, or writing were re-

quired. In those contracts where particular forms

were not required in order to convert them into

Obligationes, any words or acts were tuJhcient,

which were evidence of consent. Constraint by
force or threats (vtj', me/tts), and fraud (<io/as),

and in many cases error (e/ror, iffnorantiu)^ either

render an agreement absolutely null, or give the

party who mu been constrained, deceive^ or in

error, various modes of defence against the claims

of the other party.

An Obiigatio, as already observed, supposes two
persons at least But there may be more than

two parties to an Obligatio, either as creditores or

debitores or both, all of whom arc comprehended
under the gcneml name of Uei. (Cic. de Or. ii.

43.) With reference to a person who is under

the same obligatio, a person may be called Cor-

reus. But when there are several parties to on
obligatio, there are properlv several Obligationes,

and this is the case whether the creditor is one

ruid the debitores are several, or the creditores

are several and the debitor is ewe, or both the

creditores and debitores are scrcraL In the ob-

ligntio jH'o rata, the claims of the several creditores,

or the duties of the several debitores, ore deter-

minate parts of a w'bole, which is made up by the

ports being united in one formal obligatio. There
aro cases when several creditores may claim the

whole (m>iidum)t or several debitores may owe
the whole (Bolidum) : where a creditor claims the

whole against several debitores, there are In fact

several obligationes binding on the several debi-

tores. But if one creditor has recovered the whole,

or one debtor has paid the whole, the entire Ob-
ligatio is at an end. (Inst. 5. tit. 16 (17).)

If an obligatio is unilateral, it only gives a right

of action to one of the parties to it, as in the case*

of Mutuum, Stipulstio, and others ; if it is bila-

teral, it gives a right to each party against the

other, as emtio venditio, and locatio conductio.

The most general suune for any agreement, the
object of which was to establish legal roUtious
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between the parties, is Conventio, Pactio, Pactum
Conventnm, and its essence is consent: **cvnven-

lionia verbum gcncralc est, ad omnia pertiuens, de
quibus negotii contrahendi tmnsigendique causa

consentiunt, qui inter se ogunt” (Dig. 2. tit.

14.) CoDventiones were juris gentium, and as a
genus were divisible into species. Those Conven-
tiones which were reducible to certain classes were
called Conuactuo, of which the Jus Civile acknow-
ledged the ibor kinds already mentioned. Re,
Verbis, Literis and Consensu. Of those Obli^-
tiones which were established Re, the four which
have been already mentioned, had special names,
Mutuum, Commodatom, Depositum and Pigrms

;

and accordingly they have b^n colled by mode-m
writers Contractus Nominati. But there were
other Obligationea which were established Re,
for which the Romans had no particular name,
and accordingly they have been ^cd by modem
writers Contractus InnominatL

These obligationes are founded upon something
that has been given or done by one party, which
gives him a claim against the other for something

to bo given or done in return. If the matter nf

the conventio was a civile negotium or bad a civilis

causa, it formed an obligatio, and was a found-

ation of on action
**
praescriptis verbis ” or ** in

factum or as it is clearly expressed by Julian

(Dig. 19. tit. 5. De prae$criptii rvr^i's, &&), this is

the actio **ad quam neecsse cst cunfugere, qootios

contractus cxistunt, quorum appcilationes nnllae

jure civili proditae sunt” All the events upon
which these actions could arise were reduced to

the four following heads : ”aut do tibi ut des, am
do ut hicias, aut hicio ut des, aut facio ut facias.”

(Paulus, Dig. 19. tit. 5, s. .5. § 1—d.) The bore

agreement (pactum) both in nominate and inno-

minate contracts is not snilicient to establish an
obligatio ; in both coses some act must be done to

make the agreement become a contract, and to

I establish an obligatio. The nominate contracts

have their particu^ names. The innominate con-

tracts take the name of contracts from their re-

semblance to nominate contracts
;
but as they are

not referable to any one of such contracts, they

are formed into a separate class: still some of them
have special names. These contracts, as it will

appear from the description just given of them, have

their foundation in an act (a giring or doing) by
one of the panics, and so far resemble contracts R^
The transaction is not completed so long as a thing

remains to be given or done by the debitor; and
the creditor mav have his action (eondieiio) for tho

recovery of a thbg which he has given, and for

which the debtor luis not made the return (a giving

or an act) agreed upon. The crediu^ has also his

action generally (praeMeriplis tvt6m) for the per-

formance of the contract, if he prefers that, or for

compensation to the amount of too injury sustained

by its Don-pcrfonnance.

All other eonventiooei were simply Pacta, the

characteristic of which is that they were not ori-

ginally the foundation of actions, but only of picas

or answers (exeeplionee)
; that is, if an agreement

(oownwrio, pactio) could not be ittfcrrod to some
class of contracts, it did not give a right of action.

When there w'ai no civilis causa, there was no

civilis obligatio created by such conventio, and it

is added (Dig. 2. tlL 14. a 7. S4X ” therefore a
nuda pactio docs not produce an obligatio but an
exerptio;” whence it follows that a uuda pactio

Digitized by t
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ia a {vwtio aine caaaa. Sometimea Nuda con-

cntio U uaed aa equivalent to Nuda pactio. (Dig.

15. tit 5. a. 15.) It ia a mUtake to aay that Pac-

tum by itaclf meana a oneniidcd contract Pactum

ia a tenn aa general aa oonventio (padum a pae^

tiome— ed aulem pactio duorum pluriumve in uUm
ptaeitiim oonamaua. Dig. 2. tit 14. a. 1), and ia a

part of all contracta aa conventio ia. There might

be a Pactum or Pactio relating to marriage, the

eatablialiment of a aervitua in provincial landa

(Oaina, it 31), and other mattera. But Pactum

aa included in the law of Obligationoa, obtained a

limited aigniheation ; and it waa used to aignify

agreementa not included among the Contractus, but

still binding agreements as being founded on some

causa. A pactum therefore might produce a naturalis

obligatio. Some of these pacta were in course of

time made the foundation of an actio civilis, and

some were protected by the Praetor : ait Praetor

:

** Pacta coDventa quae neque dolo malo Deque

adversus legee plebiscita senntus-consulta edicta

decreta principum neque quo ftaus cui coram fiat

facta erunt senrabo.*' (Dig. 2. tit. 14. s.7.) The
parties to a Pactum were said “ paciscL** Any-
thing might be the subject of a ** pactum " which

did not involve on ille^ity. If an illegal pactum

was mode, it was still illegal, though it bad been

coiihnncd by a stipulatio or any otner form. The
matter relating to Pacta is not arranged in the

Digest under the head of Obligationes et Actioncs

(Dig. 44. tit 7)« but in the aame book with the

titles De Jurisdictione, Ac.

Savigny shows that the notion of Agreement,

is too narrowly conceived by jurists in

general. He dehnes agreement to be the union

of several persons in one concordant declaration of

will whereby their legal relations ore determined.^

Consequenilr the notion of agreement must be ex-

tended to other things than to contracts which pro-

duce obligationes : for instance Traditio or delivery

is characterized by all the marks of an agreement

;

and the fact that the dechuation of their will by

the parties to the traditio, is insufficient to effect

Traditio without the external act by which pos-

session is acquired, docs not in the least affect the

essence of the agreement. The imperfect concep-

tion of an agreement has arisen from not separating

in some cases the obligatory agreement from those

acts for which such obligator}* agTcement is gene-

rally a preparation and of which it is an accompani-

ment. This becomes more apparent if we consider

the case of a glB, which is a real agreement but

without any obligation : it is merely a giving and

receiving by mutual consent. This general notion

of agreemout is contained in the words of Ulpian

alrc^y quoted, in which he defines Pactio to l)e

**du<»ara pluriumve,*' Ac. It docs not seem how-

ever that the Romans applied the terms Poctio,

Pactum, and Conventio to any agreements except

those which were the foundation of Obligationes

of some kind. (Savigny, System Jes IJeui. JCom.

Rechls^ iii. § 140, Ac.)

Pollicitatio is a proffer or offer on the part of a

person who is willing to agree ( pollicilaHo qfft'rentis

soiitts promitsum^ Dig. 50. tit. 12. s. 3). A pol-

licitatio of course created no obligatio until the

proffer or offer wras accepted. The word is fre-

qacntly osed with reference to promises mode by a

person to a state, city, or other body politic, such

as the promise to erect a building, to exhibit public

bows, Ac Such poUicitationes were binding,
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when there was a causa, as a promise made with
reference to a dignity (honor) conferred or to bo
conferred. A pollicitatio sine causa was also

obligatory, if the person began to do what he had
promised, as if he laid the foundation of a building

or cleared the ground. (See Plin. Ep. x. 48. Ifttio

ikmtro e* privatorum poUicUationibus muUa de-
bmtttr; and t. 12.)

A person who vowed anything, was also bound
(wio ob/igatu$),

(Oaius, Ui. 88, Ac.
;
Inst 3. tit 12 (13), 4. 8;

Dig. 47. tit 7, (^. 4. tit 10, De OUiyolionibue
ei Actionibus i MUhlenbnich, Dortrina I\wdcc-
fontm, lib. iii. De OUigationibus, The most com-
plete work on Roman Obligationes is by Untcr-
kolzncr, QudLemm'desufe xusammensiellung der lekro

dee Romis^en Reekie von den SekubiverhaUnissen,

Leipzig, 1840, 2 vols. 8vo.
; see also Thilmut,

Pand^tstrechi

;

Vangerow, Pandelden^Sic. ; Puchta,
/aW. Tol. iiL) [O. L.]
O'BOLUS (5€oA<f»), the smallest of the four

principal denominations of weight and money
among the Greeks, was l-6tb of the drachma,
l-60Ulh of the mint, and l-36,000th of the talent.

As a coin, the obolus was of silver; and con-

nected with it, at least in the Attic sysUmi, were
silver coins weighing respcctivelv 5, 4, 3, 2, 1;^

obols, and and ^ of nn obof ; which are

found in collections of coins. The 1| obol piece

was a quarter of a dmchm. The Attic obol w*as

abo divided into 8 (or according to others 10)
XnXKo'i. (See Pondbra ; Nt'MMUS; Drachma ;

(^HALcus
; and the Tables.) [P. S.j

OBSIDIONA'LIS CORONA. [Corona.]
OBSO'NIUM. [OpsoNiiM.]
OCCUPA'TIO. The word is used by Cicero

(de Off. L 7) to cxpi'css the acquisition of owner-
ship by occupation or the taking possession of that

which has no owner, and with the intention of

keeping it as one's own. Among the modes uf

acquiring ownership ** natural! ratione," that is, by
such means as are in all nations acknowledged to

be lawful means of acquiring ownership, Gains (ii.

66, Ac.) enumerates the taking possession of thoso

things quae nullius simt, as animals of the chace,

birds and fishes, and such things ore said **oc-

aipantis fieri." The some applies to the finding of

things which have no owner
; but there were par-

ticular rules as to thesaurus, treasure found in tho

ground. (Inst. 2. tit 1. s. 39; Dig. 49. tit 14. s.3.

§ 10 ;
and Qnius, ii. 7). The latest legislation about

Thesaurus is in Cod. 10. tit 15. Things which

were lost or throwm out of a ship in case of ne-

cessity were not subject to Occupalio. Things

taken in war were subject to Occupatio. (Tnst2.

tit 1. s. 17 ;
Dig. 41. tit 1. de aetptirendo remm

dominio.) [G. L.j

OCHLOCRA'TIA (bx^onparta)^ the domininii

of the rabble, a name of later origin than the time

of Aristotle, and applied to that perversion of a

democracy, in which, through the introduction of

devices for removing or counteracting the natural

and wholesome inequalities of society (such os

paying citizens for attendance in the popular as-

sembly and on other occasions on wiiich their

civic functions might be exercised, increasing tho

number and restricting the duration and authority

of public offices), the exercise of nil the highest

functions of govemmont came to be practically in

the hands of a mere faction, consisting of the low-

est and poorest, though most numerous, class uf
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citizens, w>io tvcrc thui tempted to adopt u one

of their ordinary arocationa, that which tliey would

otherwise have left in more suitable hands. (Polyb.

vi. 4 ; Pint, de Monarch, dee., c. 3 ; Thirlwali,

Hi$t. of Grreco., c. x. rol. i. p. 410.) [C. P. M.]
O'CREA » grea^’^i ^ legRin. A pair

of grcarcs (iri^^uScf) w*as one of the six articles of

armour which formed the complete equipment of a

Greek or Etruscan warrior [Arma], and likewise

of a Roman soldier as fixed by ^Tvius Tullius.

(I^iv. i. 43.) They were made of bronze (Alcncus,

i. ed. Matthiae), of brass (lies. <S<^. 1 22),

of tin (Horn. II, XTiii. 612, xxi. 502), or of silver

and gold (Virg. vil 634, riiL 624, xL 488),

with a lining probably of leather, felt, or cloth.

Another method of fitting them to the leg so ns not

to hurt it, was by the interposition of that kind of

sponge which w*as also used for the lining of

helmets [Galea], and which Aristotle describes

as being remarkable for thinness, density, and hrm>

ness. The greaves, lined with these mnteriuls, os

they were fitted with great exactness to the leg,

probably required, in many cases, no other fasten*

ing than their own elasticity. Often, nevertheless,

they were further secured by two straps, as may
be seen in the woodcut at p. 135. Their form and
appearance wilt be best understood from the ac*

comjnnying woodcut. The upper figure is that of

a fallen wanrior represented among the sculptures,

now at Alunich, belonging to the temple in Aegina.

In consequence of the In'nding of the knees, the

greaves arc seen to project a little above them.

3’his statue also shows very distinctly the aiikle>

rings (^a-i/r^i^ia), which were used to fasten the

greaves immediately above the feet. The lower

portion of the same woodcut represents the interior

view of a bronze shield and a pair of bronze greaves,

which were found by Signor Campanari in the

tomb of an Etruscan w'arrior, and which arc now
preserved in the British Museum. These greaves

ore made right and left

That the Greeks took great delight in Iiandsomc
and convenient greaves may be inferred from the

ejfithet cu«rKT]/iI4er, as used by llomor, and from
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his minuteness in describing some of their ports,

especially the ankle>rings, which were sometimes
of silver. (Hum. //. iii. 331, xL 18.) The modem
Greeks and Albanians wear greaves, in form re-

sembling those of their ancestors, but made of

softer materials, such as velvet, ornamented with

gold, and fastened with hooks and eyes.

Among the Romans, greaves made of bronze,

and richly embossed, were worn by the gladiators.

Some such have been found at Pompeii. [5ve

woodcut, p. 576.] It appears that in the time of

the emperors, greaves were not entirely laid aside

ns part of the armour of the soldiers. (Lamprid.
Ai. Utrer. 40.) At an earlier period, the heavy-

armed wore a single greave on the right leg.

(Veget- de lie MU. i. 20.) ]<eggins of ox-hide or

strong leather, probably of the form already de-

scribed and designated by the same names l>oth in

Greek and Latin, were worn by agricultural la-

Iwurers (Horn. Od. xxiv. 228 j Plin. //. x!x. 7 ;

Pnllnd. de lie liutt. i. 43) and by huntsmen. ( Jlor.

Sai. ii. 3. 234.) [J. Y.J
OCTASTY'LOS. [Templusi.]
OCFA'VAE. [Vectioama.]
OCTOBER EQUUS [Pxi.iiiA.]

OCTO'PIIORON. [Lbctica.]
ODE^UM (^8#7ov), a species of public build-

ing, which w*as hrst erected during the flourishing

epoch of Greek art in the fifth century B.C., for

contests in vocal and instrumental music (t6wos

ly ^ ol aol oi «ci9ap^8o) ^ycM'l^ovTo,

Hesych. $. r., comp. Suid. $. o.). In its general

form and nrmngements it was very similar to the

theatre; and it is sometimes oUled dlarpov.*

(Paus. L 8, IL 3 ;
Philostr. VU. Soph. ii. 1. p.

649.) There were, however, some characteristic

differences: the Odeum was much smaller tlmn

the theatre ;
and it wwa roofed over, in order

to retain the sound. (Vitruv. v. 9.) The com-

paratively small size of the Odeum is easily ac-

counted for, not only because the space required

in the theatre for the evolutions of the Chorus was
not wanted here

;
but also because it appears to

have been originally designed chiefly for musical

rehearsals, in subordination to the great choral

performances in the theatre, and consequently a
much smaller space was required for the audience.

Unfortunately we have no detailed description

of this class of bnildinn Vitruvius (1. e.) makes
a passing mention of the Odeum of Pericles, but

states no particulars respecting its construction, ex-

cept that it was adorned with stone pillars, and
roofed over with the masts and yards of the cap-

tured Persian ships, a statement which has 1^
some RTitcra into the mistake of referring the

building to the time of Thcmistoclcs. From the

statement of Pausanias (L 20. § 4) that, when the

Odeum w*as rebuilt, after its burning in the cap-

ture of Athens by Sulla, it was made of a form

which was said to be in imitation of the tent of

Xerxes, it mny perhaps be inferred that the ori-

ginal building was actually covered with that tent-

At all cvent.<t, this statement proves that the roof

must have been conical. Accordingly Plutarch,

who states that the original building't* was an
imitation of the king's tent, describes its roof as

* See, respecting the precise meaning of the

W'ords, the note on p. 83, a.

f Perhaps he confounded it with the one which
was standing in his time.
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doping till rowrrf, and inclined from one summit

(Pcric. 13). lie also saya that, in its internal

arrangement, the building had many seats and

many pillars. From a few other passages, and

from the scanty remains of such edifices, we may
conclude further that the Odeum had on orcliestm

for the chorus and a. stage for the musicians (of

less depth than the stage of the theatre), behind

which were rooms, which were probably used for

keeping the dresses and ressela, and ornaments

required for religious processions. Of course the

Odeum required no shifting scenes ; but the wall

At the bock of the stage seems to hare been per-

manently decorated with psintinga For ex-

ample, Vitruvius tells us (vii. 5. § 5), that, in the

small theatre at Tralles (which was doubtless an

Odeum), Apaturins of Alabonda pointed the scena

with a composition so fantastic that he was com-

pelled to remove it, and to correct it according to

the truth of natural objects. Among the paintings

in the Odeum at Smyrna was a 6'mce, ascribed

to Apelles. (Pous. ix. 35. § 6.) The Odea of

later timet were richly decorated. That of He-

rodca Atticua had its roof of beams of cedar

adorned with carvings, and contained numerous

works of art (Philost. ii. 1. p. 551.)

The earliest building of this kind was that al-

ready mentioned as erected by Pericles at Athens,

fur the purpose, according to Plutarch {f. c.) of

celebrating the musical contests at the Panathe-

imea. It lay on the left band to persons coming

out of the great theatre, and therefore at the foot

of the south-eastern part of the Acropolis. (Vitruv.

V. 9.) Its proximity to the theatre suggested

some of the uses made of it, namely, ns a refuge

for the audience when driven out of the theatre

by rain, and also as a place in which the chorus

could 1^ prepared. (Vitruv. 1. c.) It was burnt

when Athens was token by Sulla, B.C. 85, and was

restored by Ariobartanes 11. king of Cappadocia

;

who employed C. and M. Stallius and Mennlip-

pus as the architects of the work. Ariobarzanes

reigned from D.c. 63 to about b. c. 51. (Vitruv,

/. e. ; Paus. I 20. § 4
;
Appian. IML MUhr. 38 ;

Hdckh, Carp, Inter, vol. i. Na 857.) The build-

ing is now entirely destroyed.

This was not the onlv Odeum at Athens in the

time of Hadrian and tne Antonines. Pausanins,

who in the passage referred to, does not apply the

name of Odeum to the building, speaks of an

Odeum at Athens in two other passages (i. 8. f 6,

14. § 1), from a close examination of which it ap-

pears more than doubtful whether this Odeum is

the same as the former. Stieglits (p 228, foil.)

identl6cs it with the Pnyx, which he supposes to

have been fitted up as an Odeum, while that of

Pericles was in ruins. It is remarkable that Pau-

snnios nowhere mentions the Pnyx, unless this

Odeum be the same as \u

Another Odeum was built at Athens by He-

rodei Attiens, and was the most magnificent edi-

fice of the-sort in the whole empire. It stood, as

compared with the Odeum of Pericles, on the

opposite side of the great theatre, under the soutb-

w'estem port of the Acropolis
;
where large ruins

of it are still seen. The length of its largest

diameter was 248 feet, and it is calculated to have

furnished accommodation for about 8000 persons.

(I^eake, Topogr. of Athens^ p. 61.) This building

was erected after Pansanias w'rote his fint book,and

before be wTote his seventh. (Paus. vii. 20. § 3.)
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The other principal Odea were that of Corinth,
also built by Herodes (Pans. ii. 3. § 6 ; Philcwit,

/. r.)
;
that of Patrae, which was next in magnifi-

cence to that of Herodes at Athens, and conUtined,

among other works of art, a celebrated statue ot

Apollo (Pans. vii. 20. § 6) ;
those of Smynia and

Tralles already mentioned
; that of Messene, 1 12

feet long, and 93 feet in its inner diameter ; that

of Nicopolis, with an inner diameter cqnal to the

Inst, but with an outer diameter of 193 feet: there

are also ruins of Odea at I^odicen, Kphesus, Ane-
murium, and other places in Asia Minor. (See
Chandler, Pococke, Beaufort's Cuntmania^ Leake,
and otlier topographers.)

The first Odeum, properly so called, at Rome,
u-ns built by Domitian (Suet, T>om. 6 ; Kutrop.

viii. 15), and the second by Trajan, (.\rnin.

Marc. xvi. 10.) There are ruins of such buildings

in the villa of Hadrian at Tivoli, at Pomjieii, and
at Catnna.

As a general fact, the Odea were less strictly

reserved for their special use than the theatres.

Some of tfic extra uses, to which the Odeum of

Pericles was applied, have bten already men-
tioned. It was also used sometimes as a court of

justice (Aristoph. Vesp. 1104, c. Schol.^ comp.
Pollux, viii. 6) ; and philosophical disputations

were held in the Odea. (Pint, dc ExfU. p. 604.)
Further details .will Ije found in the following

works. (Martini, Vefnr die Odeen

;

Slicglitr,

Areh'dol. d, Itauktmsiy vol. ii. sect. 3 j Ilirt, />/<re

d, 6’e5nWe, pp. Ill— 113; Rose, Miter die Oilern

til AtheUy /foai, a. Karthago^ Soest, 1831, 4to
;

MUller, Arcft. d. A'aasf, § 2*89
; Klauscn, in Krsch

and Gruber's Enegklop'ddie

;

Bauinstork, in the

Real Eneyclap, d, dots. Alterthum.) [P. S.J

OECIJS. [DoMira, p. 42«,b.]

OENOMELUM. [Vinim.)
OENO'PIIORUM (oiVdipopo>'), a bosket, or

other contrivance for cann ing bottles of wine
; a

wine-basket. This was sometimes used by those

who took their own wine with them in travelling

in order to avoid the necessity of purchasing it on
the read. (Hor. Sai u C. 109 ;

Juv. SoL viL 1 1 ;

Pert. Sai, v. 140 ; Mart vL 88.) A slave, called

the winc-bcarer (oeno/i^ona, PJin. II. N. xxxiv. 8.

a 19 >, carried it probably on his bock. [J. Y.]
OFFENDIX. [Apkx.)
OFFICIA'LKS. (ExiRciTra, p. 508. b.]

OFFI'CIUM ADMISSIO'NUM. [Aumis-
aiONALIS.]

OI'KIAS DIKE folxlat SfiTT;), nn action to

recover a house, in which (ni in any otlier action

where property was the subject of lilignlion) the

dicasts decided (SteSiaao’ir) to which of the parties

the house belonged, and adjudged it to him (Vire.

Sixao’fi'). Nothing further being requisite, the

suit was nn hripiiTos hyiav. Certain speeches of

Lysias, Isaeus, and HN'pcrides, which arc now lost,

were upon this subject. The oMas ^Itnj was only

to lecover the house itself
;
the br-gone rents, or

mesne profits, were recoverable in an action called

IroiKlov [See Enoikiuu Dike.] (Meier,
Ati.Proc. p.492.) [C.R.K.]
O'LEA, OLPVA (ikala)

; O LEUM, OLU-
VUM (fAoiop)

; OLETUM, OLIVETUM
(/Aaftfp).

The importance of the olive was recognised from
the roost remote period of antiquity, in all civilised

countries where the temperature admitted of Its

{
cultivation

; and it was widely adopted os on
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emblem of induHlry and peace. Wbile it yields a

InrKC supply of palatable and highly nutritious

food, it requires less outlay and less attention than

almost anj' other fruit tree, is subject to few casu-

alties, and, even if altogether neglected, does not

suffer serious injury, but may be quickly restored

to fertility by moderate care. Hence, the honour

paid to it at Athens, and hence the title of ** prima

omnium arborum ** bestowed upon it by Columella.

Varibtiks. The Olea Europea is the only spe-

cies of the natural family of Oleaceae^ which yields

the highly valued olive oil, but many varieties arc

produced by different modes of culture, and by pecu-

liarities of soil and climate. Columella enumerates

ten, and this number may be considerably increased

from the works of other ancient writers. The fol-

lowing seem to have been the most important :
—

1. Pautia 8. Posea ; 2. Regia; 8. Orchis s. Or-

chitis 8. Orchita s. Orchas ; 4. Radius ; 5. Licinia

s. Liciniana ; 6. Sergia s. Seigiana. Of these the

Pausiih, according to Columella, was the most

pleasant in flavour (jucundissimus), although upon

this point he is apparently contnidicted by Virgil

{amara Pausia baaxi)
;
the Regia was the hand-

somest in appearance ;
while both of these together

with the Orchis and the Radius, and in general, all

the larger varieties, were better suited for eating

than for oiL The Licinia, on the other hand,

yielded the finest oil, the Sergia, the greatest quan-

tity. (Cat R. R. 7 ;
Varr. R. R. 7 ;

ColumelL v.

8, de Arbor. 17 ;
Plin. //.M xv. 6.)

Son. AND Climatk. The soil considered most

congenial was a rich tenacious clay, or a mixture

of clay and sand, a gravelly subsoil being essential

in either case to cony off the water. Deep fat

mould was found to be not unsuitable, but any
land which retained moisture was avoided, and
also light, stony ground, for, although the trees did

not die in the latter, they never b^mc vigorous.

Here again, however. Columella and Virgil arc at

variance, for while the former observes “ inimicus

est ager sabulo macer ct nuda glarea,” the poet

declares

Difliciles primum terrac collcsque maligni.

Tenuis tibi argilla et dumosis calculus arvis

Palladia gaudent silva vivacis olivoe.

The olive is verj' impatient of frost, and scarcely

any of the varieties known to the ancients would
flourish in very hot or very cold situations. In hot

localities, it was expedient to form the plantations

on the side of a hill facing the north, in cold

localities upon a southern slope. Neither a very

lofty nor a very low position w.as appropriate, but

gentle rolling eminences such ns characterised the

countr}' of the Sabines in I tidy, and the district of

Baetica in Spain. Under ordinarj* circumstances,

a western exposure lying well open to the sun was
preferred. 1 1 is asserted by several classical authors

that the olive will not live, or, at least, not prove

fniitful at a distance from the sen coast greater

than from thirty to fifty miles, and although ex-

ceptions did and do exist to this rule it will be

found to accord with general experience. (Cat.

R.R. 7; Varr. L 24 ;
Columella, v. 8 ;

Plin. II. N.
xrii. 3 ; Pallad. iii. 18 ; Theophr. a. ii. 5 ;

Oeopou. ix. 4.)

Propagation and Cui,tl’rr. Previous to

the formation of an olive yard {oictum, olivetum) it

was necessary to lay out a nursery (seminarium)
for the reception of the young plants. A piece of
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ground was selected for this purpose, freely ex-

posed to the sun and air, and in which the soil was
a rich block mould. It was the practice to trench

(pastinare) this to the depth of three feet, and
then to leave it to crumble down under the influence

of the atmosphere.

The propagation of the qlive was effected in

various ways.

1. The method generally adopted was to fix

upon the most productive trees, and to select from
these long, young, healthy branches (rxnnos no-

veilos) of such a thickness as to l>e easily embraced
by the hand. The branches immediaUdy after

being detached from the parent stem, were sawed
into lengths of a foot and a half each, great care

being taken not to injure the bark ; these seg-

ments, which were call^ taleae or ciavoiae oxtrund,

were then tapered to a point at each end with

a knife, the two extremities were smeared with
dung and ashes, they were buried upright in the

ground, so that the tops were a few fingers’ breadth
below the surface, and each talea was placed os

nearly os possible in the same position, both ver-

tically and laterally, as the branch bad occupied

upon the tree. During the first year, the ground
was frequently loosened by the sarculum

;
when

the young roots {radicular, seminuui) had taken a
firm hold, hcovy hand-rakes (rostra) were em-
ployed for the same purpose, and in the heat of

summer water was regularly supplied. For two
years no pruning was resorted to, but in the third

year the whole of the shoots (ramnli), with the

exception of two, were lopped off
; in the fourth

year, the wcoker of the remaining two was de-

tached, and in the fifth year the young trees

(arbusculac) were fit for being transplanted (habiles

translationi). This latter operation was l>est per-

fornicd m autumn where the ground to which they

were conveyed was dry, but if it was moist and
rich, in spring, a short time before the buds were
formed. In the field which they were to occupy

permanently, pits (scrol>es) four feet every way
were prepared, if practicable, a year beforehand,

so that the earth might be thoroughly pulverised
;

small stones and gravel mixed with mould were
placed at the bottom to the depth of a few inches,

and some grains of barley were scattered over

all. The young tree was lifted with as large

a ball of earth os possible attached to the roots,

placed in the pit surrounded with a little manure,

and planted so as to occupy precisely the same
position, in relation to the cardinal points, as in the

nursery. In rich corn land, the space left between
each row was at least sixty feet, and between each

tree in the row forty feet, in order that the branches

and roots might have full space to spread, but in

poorer soil twenty-five feet, each way, were con-

sidered sufficient. The rows were arranged so as

to run from cast to west, in order that the cool

breezes might sweep freely down the open spaces

in summer. After the trees had become firmly

fixed, and had been pruned up into a proper shape,

that is, into a single stem kept without branches to

the height of the tallest ox, the labour attending

upon on olive yard was comparatively trifling.

Every year, the soil around the roots was loosened

with hoes (buims), or with the plough, the roots

themselves laid bare (ablaqucare, ablaqucaiio), the

young suckers cut away, and the lichens scraped

from the bark
;
every third year, in autumn, manure

was thrown in
;

everj’ eighth year the trees were
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pruned. The gystem of culture here indicated wn*
followed so generally that it bad become embodied
in a proxerb “Veteris proverbii mcminisse con-

venit, eum qui aret olivetum^ rogare fructum
;
qui

stcrcorct, ezorare
;
qui cnedat, cogcre." (Columell.

T. 9. § 15.) Besides this, the whole surface of

the ground was regularly ploughed at the usual

S(*asons, and cropped in alternate years, the manure
applied for these cpips being oltt^cther inde-

pendent of that supplied to the trees specially.

Moreover, since olives bore fruit, in abundance at

least, only once in two years, matters wore so ar-

ranged that the land should yield a crop in those

years when the trees were unproductive.

2. A second method of propagation was to cut

the roots of wild olives into small pieces in such

a manner that each should contain an eye or rudi-

ment of a lateral fibre (radievm ocults silvrstrium

olenrnm horiulot ejKoten\ and these pieces were
treated precisely in the some manner as the taltxie

described above.

3. A third method is indicated by Virgil in the

lines

Quin ct cnudicflius sectis, mirabile dictu,

Truditur e sicco radix oleagina ligno,

and is still pursued in some parts of Italy, where,
as we are told, “ an old tree is hewn down and the

stock cut into pieces of nearly the size and shape
of a mushroom, and which from that circumstance

arc colled novoli

;

care at the same time is taken

that a small portion of bark shall belong to each
novolo. These, after having been dipped in manure,
ore put into the earth, soon throw up shoots, are

transplanted at the end of one year, and in three

years arc fit to form an olive yard,”

Grafting or budding (faserere, instiio, oculos in-

tererc) were also resorted to for the purpose of in-

troducing fine varieties or of rendering barren trees

fruitful. (Cat. R. R. 40, 42, 43, 45 ;
Varr. R. R.

L 40 ;
Columell. v. 9, De Arbor. 17 ;

Plin. Jf.N.
xviii. 19. 8. 30 ;

Pallad. iii. R, 18, x. 1, xi. 8 ;

Geopon, ii. 5, 6, &c.
;
Blunt's Vestigea of Ancient

Manners^ <tc., in Italy, p. 215.)
Olivb oathbri.vg (Oleiiaa, Olivitas). The

olive usually comes to maturity, in Italy, about the

middle or latter end of December, but, according to

the views of the proprietors, it was gathered in

various stages of its progress, either while yet green
(aiba), or when changing colour (rono), or when
fully ripe (nigra), but it was considered highly

desirable that it should never be allowed to re-

main so long as to fall of its own accord. The
friiit was picked as fiir as possible with the Ijare

bond, but such as could not be reached from the

ground or by the aid of ladders was beaten down
wth long reeds, ‘which were preferred to sticks os

less likely to injure the bark of the branches and
the young bearers, a wTint of attention to this pre-

caution on the part of the gatherers (leguli) being

in the opinion of Varro the cause why olive trees

so seldom yielded a full crop for two years con-

secutively. (Varr. R. /f. L 55 ;
Plin. H. N. xv. 3.

s. 6 ; Geopon. ix. 17.)

Dipfkhb.nt usbs. The fruit (baeca) of the olive

was for the most part employed for one of two pur-

poses.

1. It was eaten as a fruit, either fresh, pickled,

or preserved in various ways.

2. It was pressed so as to yield the oil and
other juices which it contained. And again, the
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oil was employed for a variety of purposes, but
chiefly

a. As an article of food.

/3. For anointing the body, and in this c.ase

was frequently made a vehicle for perfumes

( unguenia).

y. For burning in lamps.

Prbservi.ng Olivks. (Condcre dcat, oli-

varum conditura, conditio.)

Olives might be preserved in various ways,
cither when unripe (albae, acerbae), or ripe (nigrac),

or half-ripe (vuriae,/iuctK).

Green olives, the I'ausia being used principally'

for this purpose, were preserved in strong briiio

(muria), according to the modem practice, or they
were beaten together into a mass, steeped in water
which was frcqtiently changed, then pressed ajid

thrown with salt into a jar of vinegar, to which
various spices or flavouring condiments were added,
especially the seeds of the Pistachia Lcntiscus, or

Gum Maslich tree, and fennel. Sometimes, instead

of vinegar, inspissated must (tapa, defrutum), or

sweet wine ( paasunt) or honey were employed, in

whichBcase the olives were preserved sweet, and
sometimes salt pickle, vinegar, must and oil, seem
to have l>ecn all mixed together.

llalf-ripe olives (and here again the Pausia was
the favourite ) were picked with their stalks and
covered over in ajar with the best oil. In this

manner they retained the fiavour of the fresh fruit

for more than a year.

Ripe olives, especially the ordnti*, were sprinkled

with Kilt, and left untouched for five days, the Kilt

was then shaken off, and they were dried in the

sun. Or they were preserved sweet in defrutum
without salt.

The peculiar preparation called Epiigrum was
made by taking olives in any of the three stages,

extracting the stones, chopping up the pulp and
throwing the fragments into a jar with oil, vinegar,

coriander seeds, cumin, fennel, me and mint, tlio

quantity of oil being sufficient to cover up the com-
pound and exclude the air. In fact, it was an olive

salad, and, as the name imports, eaten with cheese.

(Cat. R. R. 117, 118, 119 ;
Varr. R. R. i. 60 ;

Columell. xii. 49 ; Geopon. ix. 3, 32.)

Oil making (Oleum conficere). The fruit of

the olive tree consists of two parts, the pulpy
pericarp (caro), and the stone (nucleus).

The euro or pulp yielded two fluids: one of

these of a watery consistence, dark in colour, bitter

to the taste, flowed from the olive upon very slight

pressure
;

it was called ip6pyri by the Greeks,

Amurca by the Latins, and wms extensively used as

a manure and for a great number of purposes con-

nected with domestic economy'. The other fluid

which flow'ed from the pulp, when subjected to

more forcible pressure, was the oil (oleum, olivum),

mingled however to a certain extent with amurca
and other impurities (/races, faeces), and this was
of different qualities, according to the state of the

fruit, and the amount of pressure. The finest oil

was made from the fniit before it was fully ripe,

and from this circumstance, or from its greenish

colour, was termed Oleum riridc, and by the

Greeks bptpdKivoy : the quantity given out was how-
ever small, and hence the remark of Cato, Quvm
acerbissima oUa oleum facies tarn oleum optimum
erit: domino de matura olea oleum fieri nuurimt

erpediet.

A distinction is made by ColumellA, between the
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oil obtained from the fruit when green (ofeam actr-

bum 9. aestirum)^ when half ripe {oleum rinV/e),

and when fully ripe (oleum maturum\ and while

he considers the manufacture of the first as inex-

pedient, in consequence of the scanty produce, he

strongly recommends the proprietor to moke os

much os possible of the second, because the quantity

yielded was considerable, and the price so high, as

almost to double his receipts.

Under ordinary circumstances, the ripe fruit

when gathered was carefully cleaned, and conveyed

ill baskets to the &rm bouse, where it was pla^»^d

in heaps upon sloping wooden floors (in toMaio\
in order that a portion of the anittrea might flow*

out, and a slight fermentation takes place (v/ M
moi/ibcrt/er /rwsra/), which rendered them more

tender and more productive, and exactly the same
system is pursued for the same reason in modem
times. The gatherings of each day (oooetem tmtifs-

cujtmjue did) were kept separate, and great care was
taken to leave them in this state for a very limited

period, for if the masses heated, the oil soon be

came rancid {Oiea Ucta d mmtirm diu fuit in arcr*

ri>, coldoTt JraceMdtj et oleum ^fijetidum If,

therefore, circumstances did not allow of the oil

being made soon after the fruit w*as gathered, the

olives were spread out and exposed to the air so as

to check any tendency towards decomposition. It

is the neglect of these rules and precautions which

renders the oil now made in Spam so offensive, for

there the olives arc frequently allowed to remain

in ccUarsformonths before they are used. AUhouffh
both ancient and modem experience are upon toe

whole in favour of a slight fermentation, Cato,

whose great practical knowledge entitles him to

respect, strongly recommends that it should be

altogether dispensed with, and affirms that the

oil would be both more abundant in quantity and

superior in quality : ^ Quom citissime conficics

maxime expediet.**

The olives when considered to be in a proper

state were placed in ba^ or flexible liaskets

(jUcis), and were then subjected to the action of a

machine consisting partly of a bruising and portly

of a squeesing appomtus, which was constructed in

various ways, and designated by various names

:

Thipetum^ Mola olearia^ Canalii et Sofeo, Torcular^

iWicm, Tudkula, The oil as it issued forth was
received in a leaden pot (corfiNa jAumUc)^ placed

in the cistern (/ocas) below the press. From the

cortina it was ladled out by an assistant (cvipa/ator),

with a large flat spoon (concAo), first into one vat

{laliTum fidile)^ and then into another, thirty being

placed in a row for this purpose. It was allowed

to rest for a while in each, and the operation was
repeated again and again {oleum fretfueuUr cafiamt)

until the amurea and all impurities bad been com-
pletely removed. In cold weather when the oil

remained in union with the amurca notwithstanding

these transferences, the separation was effected by
mixing a little parched salt with the combined
fluids, but when the cold was very intense, dry
rarlxinatc of soda {niinm) was found to answer
lK>tter. The oil w'ss finally poured into jars {dolia

o’eariaV which had been previously thoroughly

cleaned and seasoned, and glazed with wax or gum
to prevent absorption, the lids {opercula) were
cari'fnlly secured, and they were then delivered to

the overseer (ewfot) by w*hom they were stored

Up in the vault reserved for tbeir reception {etlla

o/*xtria).

OLIGARCHIA.
After a moderate force hod been applied (o the

press, and a considereblo quantity of oil had flowed

forth, the bruised cake (sampm) was taken out of

the bags, mixed with a little salt, replaced and
subject^ to the action of the press a second, and
again a third time. The oil first obtained {oleum

primae presmtrae) was the finest, and in proportion

as additional force was applied by the press-men
(/befores, iorvm/artiX the quality became gradually

worse (louffe mdiorie taporis quod mimore ri pre'fi

quad liwirium d^Uueeril). Hence, the product of

each pressing w’as kept distinct, the markeuble
value of ( ach being very different ( plmrimum re/eri

non miscere iterationte mulioque mmiw tertiaticnem

cum prima pre*»mraX The lowest quality of all

(oleu9n dbarium) was made from olives which had
l>een partially damaged by vermin, or which bad
fallen from the trees in bod weather into the mud,
so that it became necessary to wash them in warm
water before they could be used.

The quantity of fruit thrown at one time into the

press varied from 120 to 160 modii, according to

the capacity of the vessels: this quantity was termed
Foetus^ the amount of oil obtained from one factut

was colled Ilostusy but these words are not nnfre-

quently confound^. (Cat, /?. fi. 7, 64, 65, 66 ;

Varr. It R. L 24, 55 ;
Coluroell. xii. 52 ; Plin.

//.M XT. 3, 6, 7 ;
Geopon. ix- 17.) ( W. R.)

OLIGARCHIA (dXiTopXM)* ^ government

of a /etc, is a term, the application of which by
writers on political science is less wide than its

ctymol<ttieal signification might have warranted.

(See Polyb. vl 4 ; ArisU iv. 3, from whqm
we learn that some writers used Oligarchia as a
generic name, includii^ Aristocratia as one of its

species.) It is shown elsewhere [Aristocratia]
under what conditions the limitation of political

power to a portion of the community was regarded
as a pr<^r and regular constitution {ip^ voXrrcta,

Arut. Pol. iii. 4 ,
iv, 2.) The term Oligareiia was

applied to that perversion (wop^Ntfcurii) of an Arts-
tocratia into which the latter passed, when, owing
to the rise of the demus [DisiocratiaI, and the
vanishing of those sabstantial grounds of pue-cmi-

nence which rendered an Aristocratia not unjust,

the rule of the dominant portion of the community
ceased to be the exponent of the general interests

of the state, and became the ascendancy of a fac-

tion, whose eflfbrts were directed chiefly towards

their own aggrandisement and the maintenance of

their own power and privileges (Arist L e. Etk,
Hieom. viiu 12 ; Polyb. vl 8. § 4 ). The pre-

servation of power under such circumstances of

course depended chiefly upon the possewion of

superior w'cnlth and the other appliances of wealth

which were its concomitants. Thus it came to be

retarded as essentially characteristic of an oligar-

chy, that the main disrinction between the dominant
faction and the subject portion of the community
was the possession of greater wealth on the port of

the former. Hence the term Oligarekia would
not hare been applied, if a small section of the

community, oonsistint^ of poor persons, by any
means got the reins of gotemment into their hands.

(Arist. Pd. iv. 3, trtfiot p4r ivrtr Uroe ol iKtlA*-

pot tevptot 5\ryapxlo ^ Sroy ol w\ovoiou

A little further on he says : 5At7opx^^ brar

ol wXoiatot Kul f^ytrscrrcpoi, 6rr«r, nvpiot

Tfls dpx^^ ietr. Comp. iv. 6 ; Plat de Rep. viil

pp. 550, c. 553,0.) The case of the wealthy portion

being also the more numerous would be a vc'^
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rare exception. Thctr dominion, of conrsc, wotiM

not bo an olignrcbr ; bat noither would it Ire n

democracy (Arist. l*o\ ir. 3). When an oriito-

crocy paaoed in the natural derclopmont of society

into an oligarchy, the oligarchs would, of course,

be high born os well ns rich. But high birth was

not on essential condition. It very coimnonly hnp<

poned that the oligarchs were thcmselrcs only a sec-

tion of the old nobility, having excluded the poorer

menihera of their order the possession of power
Aristotle (/^o/. iv. 5) distinguishes various spe-

cies of oligarchy: — 1. Where a certain large

amount of property is the only requisite for Ireing

A member of the ruling class: *2. Where the pro-

perty qualification is not large, but the memlfers

of the government themselves supply any vacancies

th.it may occtir in their ranks by electing others to

fill them : 3. Where the son succeeds to the power

of his father: 4. Where, besides this being the

case, the rulers govern according to no fixed laws,

hut arbitrarily. (Comp. Plat Volit. pp. 301, 302.)

Tlie first kind, especially when the wot
not extravagantly high, so that a considerable

number shai^ political power, though only a few

of them might be eligible to the highest offices,

was sometimes called rifioKparla (Arist AVA A'tc.

viii. 12 ; Xenophon, A/em. ir, 6, § 12, uses the

term wKovroxfwria
;

Plato, de Hfp. till p. 547, d.,

uses the term rifutKparla in a diffimnt sense).

It approximates closely to the ToXirclo, and hence

Aristotle (Pol. iv. 11) calls it voXtror^.

Klsf'whcrc (KtA. Nie. l.e.) he identifies it with

the voAircfo.

These general divisions of course admitted of

various modifications
;
and the distribution of the

functions of government might be such as to create

an oligarchy within an oligarchy. To this species

of oligarchy, the name 8uro<rr«fa was sometimes

nppiied. (Arist. Pol* v. 3. 5 ; Thuc, iil 62, iv.

76 : Xen; //e/Zen. t. 4. § 46.)

The term ArufocraHa is not unfrequently ap-

plied to what the more careful distinctions of the

writers on political science would term OlifftircAia.

(Comp. Thuc. iil 82 ; Xen. IlelleM. t. 2. § 7 ;

Aristoph. Av. 125.)

Besides the authorities quoted aho^e, the reader

may consult Wacbsmuth, IIellmn9cho AlteriAMm$*

kumley §§ 36, 44, 47, 63, 64 ;
Hermann, L^hHmch

der .VfrtoZsri/tertAamer, 58-^61 ;
Thirl-

wail, UiA. of CrVeetr, vol I ch. 1 0. [C. P. M.]
OLBA, oaf. AUIiA (PlauU A^*d. /xzsWm),

dim. OLIjULA ‘f'M.

Xvrplf ), a vessel of any material, round and plain,

and having a wide mouth
;
a pot ; a jar.

B.-sides being made of earthenware (Antiphanes

ap. Athen. x. 70 ;
6^peudmty Marea) and brnnxe

(XoAioi, oTMOy Aesop. Fa6. 339 ; Cato, de Re Rnsi.

81 ;
aeaam, Ovid. Mft. vil 318—321 ; Xl€ps

xdXaror, Herod. I 48), the ancients also made
these vessels of different kinds of stone, w'hich

were turned upon the lathe. At Pleurs, a village

near Chiavenna to the north of the Lake of Como,

the manufacture of vessels from the potstonc found

in a neighbouring mountain is still carried on, and

has proltoblj existed there from the time of Pliny,

who makes express mention of it (ff. N. xxxvl
2*2. s. 44). Some of these vessels arc nearly two

feet in diameter, and, being adapted to bear the

fire, ore used for cooking. oheerratr olftim

pa/tisy ne a</«ro/Mr, Varro, ap. \on. MarcelL p. 54 3.

cd..AIcrccri
;

Festiis, s. r. Aalae )

The preceding woodcut is taken from a rase in

the British ^^U8cum, which was femnd at Cauino
in Etruria. The painting iipon it represents the
story of Medea boiling an old mm with a view to

persuade the dnughters of Pelias to put him to

death. (Ovid, Met. vil 318—321 j Hygin. Fab.

24.) The pot has a round bottom, and is supported

by a tripod under which is a large fire. The nun,
restored to youth, is just in the act of leaping out
of the pot Instead of being supported by a i< pn-

rate tripod, the vessel was sometimes made with

the feet all in one piece^ and it was then called iu

Oreok rplwovs [Tripor], (lies. Ojk rt

748 ;
Schol, in Aj. 1405), and wvpf<r-

TOTT^r.

Besides being placed upon the fire in order to

boil wrater or cook victuals, the ancients used jtots

to carry fire, just as is now done by the modem
inhabitants of Greece, Ilalr, and Sicily. (Xen,
Ifellen. iv. 5. § 4.) They also used small pots con-

taining fire and pitch to annoy the enemy iu sieges

by throwing them from slings and military engines.

Ollac were also used to hold solids and keep
them in store, while amphorae rendered the same
service in regard to liquids. [Amphora.] Thus
grapes were kept in jars as at present (Columcll

R. R. xii. 43.) Ahhoagh pots wore commonly made
solely with a view to utility, and were thcriToro

destitute of ornament and without handles, yet

they were sometimes made with two handles

(3f«^oi) like amphorae
;
and, when they were well

turned upon the wheel, well Ixiked, smooth and
neat, and so large as to hold six rongii (»4^ gal-

lons nearly), they were, as we learn from Plato

(Hipp.Muj. pp.l53,I54, ed. Heindorf),considca‘d

I

very beautiful

I

Pots were used, as with ui, in gardening. (Cato,

I

de Re Rust. 51.) The custom of placing flower-

ts in window's is mentioned by Slartial (xi. 1 9.

2). A flow'cr-pot, al>nut six inches high and
suited to this application, was found among the

ruins of Aldborough, the ancient Isurium, and U
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prfscrred by A. Lawson EUq., the owner of that

place.

Another very remarkable use of these vessels of

earthenware among the Greeks was to put infants

into them to be exposed (Apistoph. Ran, 1188 ;

Schol. ad loe. ;
Mocris, s. v. *tyKvrpi<rfihs)y or to

iio carried anywhere. (Aristoph. 7^«sm. 512

—

516 ; SchoL ad toe.) Hence the exposure of chil-

dren u'as called iyxvrpl^fiy (Hcsych. s. v.), and

tho miserable women who practised it iyxvrpte^

rptoL (Suidas, s. r.)

In monumental inscriptions the term oHa is fre-

quently applied to the pots which were used to re-

ceive the ashes of the ^ves or inferior members of

a family, and which were either exposed to view

in the niches of the . columbarium, or immured
in such a manner as to show the lid only. Some
good specimens of cinerary ollao are presorved in

the Dritiah Museum in a small apartment so con-

structed os to exhibit accurately tho manner of

arranging them. (See above, p. 561 ; and name-
j

rous plates in Bartoli’a Aniiohi .Sepo/cri.)
j

The lid of the olla was called iwlBrifia and
operrulum. It generally corresponded in the ma-
teria) and the style of ornament with the olla itself.

(Herod, i. 48; Col. 4 c.) [J. Y.J
OLY'MPIA {6\6fiwia\ usually called the

Olympic ^mes, the greatest of the national fes-

tivals of the Greeks. It was celebrated at Olym-
pia in Elis, the name given to a small plain to the

west of Pisa, which was bounded on the north and
north-exist by the mountains Cronius and Olympus,

on the south by the river Alpheus, and on the

west b^ the Cl^eus, which flows into the Alpheus.

Ol^nnpia docs not appear to have been a town, but

rather a collection of temples and public buildings,

tlic description of which does not come within the

plan uf this a*ork.

The origin of the Olympic Games is buried in

obscurity. The legends of the Elean priests attri-

buted the institution of the festival to the idaenn

Heracles, and referred it to the time of Cronos. Ac-
cording to their account, Hhca committed her new-
born Zeus to the Idoean Dactyli, also called Cure-
tea, of whom live brothers, Heracles, Paeonaeus,

Epimedes, lasius, and Idas, came from Ida in

Crete, to Olympia, where a temple had been erected

to Cronos by the men of the golden age
;
and

Hcmcles the eldest conquered his brothers in a
foot-race, and was crowned with the wild olive-

tree. Heracles hereupon established a contest,

which was to be celebrated every five years, be-

cause he and his brothers were live in number.
( Paus. v. 7. § 4.) Fifty years after Deucalion's flood

they said that (^ymetmi, the son of Cardis, a de-

scendant of the Idoean Heracles, came from Crete,

and celebrated the festival
;
but that Endymion,

the son of Aethlius, deprived Clymenos of the

sovereignty, and offered tnc kingdom os a prise to

his sons in the foot-race ; that a generation after

Endymion the festival w’ns celebrated by Pelops to

the honour of tho Olympian Zeus
;
that when the

sons of Pelops were scatlen^ through Pelopon-*

nesns, Amythaon, the son of Cretheus and a rela-

tion of Endymion, celebrated it ;
-that to him suc-

ceeded Pcluu and Neleus in conjunction, then

Augeas, aitd at last Heracles, the son of Amphi-
tryon, alter the taking of Elis. Afterwards Oxy-
lus is mentioned as presiding over the gamesi, and
then ihcjr are said to have been discontinued till

their revival by Iphitas. (Paus. v. 8. § 1, 2.) Mott
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ancient writen, however, attribute the iustitation

of the games to Heracles, the son of Amphitr>*ua

(Apollo^ ii. 7. 9 2 I Diod. iv. 14 ; compare Stral>o,

viii. p. 355), while others represent Atreus as their

founder. (Veil. Pat. i. 8 ; Hermann, Pol, AtU. §
23. n. 10.)

Strabo (viil pp. 354,355) rejects all these legends,

and says that the festival u'as flrit instituted afUT
the return of the Henurlidae to the Peloponnesus

by the Actollans, who united themselves with the

Elcans. It is impoeiible to say what credit is to be

given to the ancient traditions respecting the in-

stitution of the festival ; but they appear to show
that religious festivals bad been celebrated at

Olympia from the earliest times, and it is difficult

to conceive that the Pdoponnesians and the other

Greeks would have attached such importance to

I

tbh festival, unless Olympia had long been re-

garded as a hallowed site. The first historical fact

connected with the Olympian Games is their re-

vival by Iphitus, king of Elis, who is said to have
accomplished it with tho assistance of Lycurgus,

the Spartan -lawgiver, and Cleosthenei of Pisa ; and
the names of Iphitus and Lycurgus were inscribed

on a disc in commemoration of the event ;
which disc

Pausanias saw in the temple of Here at Olympia.
(Paus. V. 4. § 4, V.20. § 1 ;

Plut £yc. 1.23.) It would
appear from this tradition, as Tbirlwall {flitt. of
Greece, ii. p. 386) has remarked, that Sparta con-

curred with the two states most interest^ in tho

establishment of the festival, and mainly contri-

buted to procure the consent of the other Pelopon-

nesians. The celebration of the fcstiral may have

been discontinued in consequence of the troubles

consequent upon the Dorian invasion, and we arc

told that Iphitus was commanded by the Delphic

oracle to revive it as a remedy for intestine com-

motions and for pestilence, «'ilh which Greece w.*u

then afflicted. Iphitus thereupon induced tlie

Elrant to sacrifice to Heracles, whom they h.*id

formerly regarded as an enemy, and from this time

the games were regularly celebrated. (Paus. 4 c.)

Diflereut dates are assigned to Iphitus by ancient

writers, some placing his revival of the Olympiad
at a r, 884, and o&ers, as Callimachus, at a c.

828. (Clinton, Fa$L HelL p. 409. t) The intemd
of four years between each celebration of the

festival was called an Olympiad ; but the Olym-
piads were not employed as a chronological acre

till the victory of Coroebus in the foot-race a c.

776. [OLYMPua]
The most important point in the renewal of the

festival by Iphitus was the establishment of the

4ir«x«pla, or sacred armistice, the formula for pro-

claiming wliich WAS mscrilied in a circle on the

disc mentioned above. Tho proclamation was

mode by pence-heralds (tnrot^o^pot\ first in Elis

and aften^'ords in the other parts of Greece ; it put

a stop to all warfare for the month in which the

^mes were celebrated, and which was called

itfWfiriifla, The territory of Elis itself was con-

sidered especially sacred during its continuance,

and no armed force could enter it without incur-

ring the guilt of sacrilege. When the Spartans on

one occasion sent forces against the furtrvss Phvr-

cum and Lepreum during the existence of the

Olympic truce (4r rcuf 'OXn^irioirart oxot'daiv),

they were fined by the Eleans, according to the

Olympic law, 2000 minae, l>cing two for each

Hoplite. (Thucyd. V. 49.) Tho Elcans, however,

pretended not only that their lands were inviolable
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during the existence of the truce, hut that by the

urigiiial agreement with the other itatea of Pelo*

poiinesus their lauds were mado sacred for ever,

and were never to be attacked by any hostile force

(Strabo, viiL p. 358) ; and they further stated that

the first violation of their territory was made by
Pheidon of Argos. But the Kleans themselves did

not abstain from arms, and it is not proltable that

such a privilege would have existed without im-

posing on them the corresponding duty of refrain-

ing from attacking the territory of their neighbours.

The later Greeks do not appear to have Emitted
this claim of the Eleans, as we find many cases in

which their country was made the scene of war.

(Xcn. iStU. iii. 2. $ 23, &c., vii. 4, &c.)

The Olympic festival was probably confined at

first to the Peloponnesians ; but os its celebrity

extended, the other Greeks took port in it, till at

length it became a festival for tho whole nation.

No one was allowed to contend in the games but

persons of pure Hellenic blood: barbarians might
be spectators, but slaves wore entirely excluded.

All persons who had been branded by their own
states with Atimia, or had been guilty of any
oflTence against the divine laws were not permitted

to contend. (Compare Demosth. c. AriMtocroi. pp.
G31, 8.32.) When the Hellenic race had been ex-

tended by colonies to Asia, Africa, and other ports

of Europe, persons contended in the gomes from

very distant placet
; and in later times a greater

number of conquerors came from the colonies than

from the mother country. After the conquest of

Oret-co by the Homans, the latter were allowed to

take port in the games. Tho emperors Tiberius

and Ni-ro were both conquerors, and Pausanias

(v. 20. § 4) speaks of a Roman senator who gained

the victory. During tho freedom of Greece, even

Greeks were someiimes excluded, when they had
been guilty of a crime which appeared to the Kleans

to deserve this punishment. The horses of llicron
j

of Syracuse were excluded from the chariot-race

through the infiuenco of Themistoclcs, because be

had not taken part with the other Greeks against

the Persians. (Plut Them, 25 ;
Aclian, V. //. ix.

5.) All the Lacedaemonians were excluded in the

9Uth Olympiad, liccause they had not paid the fine I

for violating the Elean territory, as mentioned above ^

(Thuc. V. 49, 50 ;
Paus. iii. 8. § 2) ; and similar

|

coses of exclusion are mentioned by the ancient

writers.

No women were allowed to be present or even

to cross the Alpheus during the celebration of the

games under penalty of l^ing hurled down from

the Typaean rock. Only one instance is recorded

of a wonian having ventured to be present, and she,

although detected, was pardoned in consideration

of her father, brothers, and son having been victors

ill the games. (Paus. v. 6. § 5* ;
Acl. V. //. x. 1.)

An exception was made to this law in favour of

the priestess of Demeter Chamync, who sat on an

nltar of white marble opposite to the Hollanodicne.

(Paul. vi. 20. § 6 ; compare Suet. A'er. c. 12.)

* It would appear from another passage of Pan-

sanias that virffina were allowed to 1m present,

though married women were not (rapHvovt 84

ovK t'ipyovffi vi. 20. § 6) ; but this

statement is opposed to all others on the subject,

and tho reading of the passage seems to be doubt-

ful. (See Valckenaer, ad 'I^eocr, Adorn, pp. 196,

197.)
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Women wore, however, allowed to send chariots to

the races
;
and the first woman, whose horses w«.n

the prize, was Cynisea, the daughter of Archida-

mus, and sister of Agesilaus. (Paus. iiu 8. § 1.)

The number of spectators at the festival was very

great
; and these were drawn together not merely

by the desire of seeing the games, but partly

through the opportunity it afforded them of carry-

ing on commercial transactions with persons from
distant places (Veil. i. 8 ;

mereo/us (Mympiacu.*,

Justin, xiii. 5), as is the case with the Mohammedan
festivals at Mecca and Medina. Many of the per-

sons present were also deputies (dewpol) sent to

represent the various states of Greece
;
and we find

that these cmliassiot vied with one another in the
number of their. oOerings, and the splendour of

their general appearance, in order to su{<{tort the

honour of their native cities. Tho most illustrious

citizens of a state were frequently sent as

(Thuc.vi.16; Andoc. c.AIc. pp.126, 127. Reiske.)

The OKnupic festival was a Peutacteris (ircrras-

ri7plf), that is, according to the ancient mode of
reckoning, a space of four years elapsed between
each festival, in the same way as there was only a
space of two years between a According
to the Scholiast on Pindar {ad Oi. iiu 35, Bdckh ),

the Olympic festival was celebrated at an interval

sometimes of 49, sometimes of 50 months
; in the

former case in the month of Apollonius, in the

latter in that of Parthenius. This statement has
given rise to much dilToronce of opinion from the

time of J. Scoltger
;
but the explanation of Dockh

iu his commentary on Piadar is the most satisfiic-

tory, that tho festival was celebrated on the first

full moon after the summer solstice, which some-
times fell in the month of Apollonius, and some-
times in Parthenius, both of which he considers to

l>e the names of Klean or Olympian months : con-

sequently the festival was usually celebrated in tho

Attic month of Hecatombaeon. It lasted, after all

the contests had boon introduced, five days, from
the 11th to the I5th days of the month inclusive.

(Schol. ad Find. (M. v. 6.) The fourth day of tho

festival was the l4th of the month, which was tho

day of the full-moon and which divided the month
into two equal pails (8ix^M^*'<> Find. OL iiu

19 ; Schol. ad loe.).

The festival was under the immediate superin-

tendence of the Olympian Zeus, whose temple at

Olympia, adorned with the statue of the god made
by Phidias, was one of the roost splendid works of

Grecian art (Paus. v. 10, See.) There were also

temples and altars to most of the other gods. Tho
festival itself may be divided into two ports, the

games or contests (iy^K 'OAo/ivuurdr, S49Ktev

H/uXAoi, Hf>l(ris dstfXwv, rtSfihs &s8Assr, I'tKoipo-

plcu), and the festive rites (iopr^) connected with

the sacrifices, with tho processions and with the

public banquets in honour of the conquerors. Thus
Pattsanias distinguishes between the two parts of

the festival, when he speaks of rhw ir

*0\vftnla TotAry^plr r« 'OKvteiriaK^fp (v. 4. § 4).

The conquerors in the games, and private indivi-

duals, as well ns tho theori nr deputies from tho

various states, offered sacrifices to the diffen^nt

gods
:
but tho chief sacrifices were offered by the

Kleans in the name of the Elean state. The order

in which the Kleans offered their sacrifices to the

different gods is given in a passage of Pausanias

(v. 14. § 5). There has been considerable dispute

among modem writers, whether the sacrifices were
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ofTcred by the Kloani and the Thcori at the com-

mencement or at the termination of the conteits;

our limits do not allow us to enter into the contro-

versy, but it appears most probable that certain

SAcrihcea were otFered by the KIcans as introductory

to the games, but that the majority were not offered

till the conclusion, when the flesh of the Tictimt

was required for the public banquets given to the

victors.

The contests consisted of various trials of strength

and skill, which were increased in number from

time to time. There were in all twenty-four con-

tests, eighteen in which men took part, and six in

which boys engaged, though they were never all

exhibited at one festival, since some were abolished

almost immediately after their institution, and
others after they had been in use only a short time.

We subjoin a list of these from Pausanias (t. B.

8 2, 3, 9. § 1,2 ;
compare PluU Symp. v. 2), with

the date of the introduction of each, commencing
from the Olympiad of Coroebus:— 1. The foot-race

(8p(f/tor), wiiicli was the only contest during the

first 1 3 Olympiads. 2. The SlawAot, or foot-race, in

which the stadium was traversed twice, first intro-

duced in 01. 14. 3. The ^ still longer foot-

race than the SiauXor, introduced in 01. 15.* For

a more particular account of the liav\os and

Xot sec Stadium. 4. Wrestling (wdxij) [Luers],
and 5. The Pentathlum (T4yToB\ev)^ which consisted

of five exercises [Pbntathlum], both introduced

in 0L18. 6. Boxing (iriry/x^), introduced in 01. 23.

[PuoiLATUS.] 7. The chariot-race, with four full-

grown horses (Jmrosy rtktltyy 9p6poSy intro-

duced in 01. 25. 8. The Pancratium (wayit^rioy)

[Pancratium], and 9. The horse-race (7inroy

w/Xiir), both introduced in 01. 33. 10 and 11.

The foot-race and wrestling for boys, both intrr>.

duced in 01. 37. 12. The Pentathlum for boys,

introduced in 01. 38, but immediately afterwards

abolished. 13. Boxing for boys, introduced in 01.

41. 14. The foot-race, in which men ran with the

equipments of heavy-armed soldiers (rwr 6w\tT&y

8/^^or), introduced in 01. 65, on account of its

training men for acttuil service in war. 15. The
clinriot-mce with mules introduced in 01.

70 ;
and 16. The horse-race with mares (KcUin)\

described by Pnnsairas (v. 9. § 1, 2), introduced

in 01. 71, Iwth of which were abolished in OL 84.

17. The chariot-race with two full-grown horses

(7wwtty r*\*l»y irvy»pU\ introduced in 01. 93.

18, 19. The contest of heralds {icfjpvKts) and
tnimpeters (<roAiriy»rref), introduced in 01. 96.

(African, ap. KtuseL ^ 'EAX. 6k p. 41 ;

P.-ius. V. 22. § 1 ;
compare Cic. ad Fain. v. 12.)

20. The chariot-race with four foals (rdtktty

ipfiaffiy\ introduced in 01.99. 2’1. The chariot-

race with la'o foals (riuKety 0‘vi^pir), introduced

in 01. 128. 22. The horse-race with foals (wwXos

K4\rfs)^ introduced in 01. 131. 23. The Pancra-

* Some words appear to have dropped out of the

passage of Pausanias. In every other case be

mentions the ruune of the first conqueror in each

new contest, but never the name of the conqueror

in the same contest in the following 01. In this

p.'usogc, however, after giving the name of the first

conqueror in the Diaulos, ho adds, rp 8^

*AKoy$ot. There can be little doubt that this must
be the name of the conqueror in the OoHchos

;

which is also expressly stated by Africanus (apud
Kus. XF>y L 'EAX. oX, p. 39)1
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tium for boys, introduced in 01.145. 24. There
was also a horse-race (7mro$ acAiyr) in which boys
rode (Paua \i. 2. § 4, 12. § I, 13. § 6), but we
do not know the time of itj introdtiction. Of those

contests, the greater number were in existence in

the heroic age, but the following were introduced

for the first time by the Kleans:— all the contests

in which boys took part, the foot-race of lloplites,

the races in which fools were employed, the chariot-

race in which mules were used, and the horse-race

with mart's ((tiXT?;). The contests of heralds and
trumpeters were also probably introduced after the

heroic age.

Pausanias (v. 9. 8 3) says that up to the 77th
Olympiad, all the contests took place in one day

;

but as it was found impossible in that Olympiad to

finUh them all in so short a time, a new arrange,

meiit was made. The number of days in the whole
festival, which were henceforth devoted to the

games, and the order in which they were cele-

brated, has been a subject of much dispute among
modern writers, and in many particulars can be
only matter of conjecture. 7'he fullowuig airangc-

ment is proposed by Krause {Olympia, p. 106) ;—
On the first day, the initiatory sacrifices were
offered, and all tho competitors classed and arranged
by the judges. On the same day, the contest

between the trumpeters took place ; and to this

succeeded, on tho same day and the next the

contests of the boys, soroew-hat in the following

order:— the Foot-Race, Wrestling, Boxing, the

Pentathlum, the Pancratium, and lastly, the Horse-
Race. On the third day, which appears to have
been the principal one, the contests of the men took

place, somewhat in the following order:—the simple

Foot-Race, the Diaulos, tho DoHchos, Wrestling,

Boxing, the Pancratium, and the Race of Hoplitos.

On the fourth day the P^itathliim, cither beforr> or

after the Chariot and Horse-Races, wlilch were
celebrated on this day. On the same day or on
the fifth, the contests of the Heralds may have
taken place. The fifth day appears to have been
devoted to processions and sacrifices, and to the

banquets given by the Eleans to tho conquerors in

the Uamea
The judges in the Olympic Games, called Hcl-

lanodicoe ('EXAoi^fxai), were appointed by the

Eleona, who had the regulation of the whole festi-

val. It appears to have been originally under the
superintendence of Pisa, in the neighbourhood of
which Olympia was situated, and accordingly we
find in the ancient legends the names of Oenomaus,
Pelops, and Augeas as presidents of the Games.
But after the conquest of Peloponnesus by the Do-
rians on the return of the Herodidac, the Aetolians,

who had been of great assistance to the Heraclidae,

settled in Elis, and from this time the Aetoiian
Eleans obtained the regulation of the festival, and
appointed the presiding officers. (Strabo, viii. pp.
357, 358.) Pisa, however, did not quietly re-

linquish its claim to the luperintendence of tho

festival, and it is not improbable that at first it had
an equal share with the Eleans in its administra-

tion. The Elciins tbemMlves only reckoned three

festivals in which they had not had tho presidency,

namely, the 8th, in which Pbcidon and the Piseans
obtained it

;
the 34th, which was celebrated imder

the superintendence of Pantalcon, king of Pisa

;

and the 104th, celebrated under the superintend-

ence of the Piseans and Arcadians. These Olym<
piads the Eleans called di'oXt//iirfa8fr, as cele-
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brntcd contrary to law. (Paut. \u 22. § 2, 4. oliligcd to »wcar to in the BovXttn'^pioi' at

g 2.) Olympia before the statae of Zciu *Op<inor. The
Tho llellonodicao were eboten by lot from the fiithers, hrothcra, and frymnutic teachcra of the

whole body of the Elcana. PantAnioa (v. 9. § 4,3) competitors, aa well as the competitors tbemscives,

has given an account of their numbers at different had also to swear that they would be guilty of no

periods
;

but the commencement of the passage crime (aoKoopy*;^) in reference to the contests.

IS unfortunately corrupt. At first, he says, there (Paus. t. 24. § 2.) All c(»npctitors w'crc obliged,

were only two judges chosen fi'om all the Eleans, thirty days previous to the festival, to undergo

but that in the 23th 01. (73th OL ?) nine Hel* certain eaercisci iu the Oymnasium at Elis, under
lauodicae were appointed, three of whom had the the superintendence of the Ilclinnodicac. (Paut.

superintendence of the horse-races, three of the vi. 26. § 1—3,24. § 1.) The different contests,

Pentathlum, and three of tho other contests. Ta*o and the order in which they would follow one

Olympiads after, a tenth judge was added. In another, were a*ritten by the Hellonodicac upon a
the lU3rd 01. the number was increased to 12, as tablet (Xfoaw^ui) exposed to public view. (Com-
at that time there were 12 Elcan Phylae, and a pare Dion Cass.lxxiz. 10.)

judge was chosen from each tribe ; but as the The competitors took their places by lot, and
Kleans aOerw.ards lost part of their lands in war were of course differently arranged according to tho

with the Arcadnina, the number of Phylae was re- different contests in which they were to be engaged,

duced to eight in the i04th OL, and accordingly The herald then proclaimed the name and country

there were then only eight Helbnodicae. But in of each competitor. (Compare Plato, viiL p.

the 108th OL the number of Ilcllonodicae was in- 833.) When they were all ready to begin the

creased to 10, and remained the same to the time contest, the judges exhorted them to acquit them-
of Pausanios. (Paus. l.e.) selves nobly, and then gave the signal to com-
The Hellani^icae were instructed for ten months mence. Any one detected in bribing a competitor

before the festival by certain of the Elean magis- to give the victory to his antagonist was heavily

tratce, called No^io^ioAajrsr, in a building devoted to fined
;
tho practice appears to have been not uu-

the purpose near the market-place, which was called common from the many instances recorded by Pau-
‘EWayoiiKouiv. (Paus. vL 24. § 3.) Their office soniaa (v. 21).

probably only Listed for one festival. They had The only prixe given to the conqueror was a
to see that all the laws relating to the games were garland of wild olive (ic^ivor), which according to

observed by the competitors and others, to deter- tho Elean legends was the prize originally iusti-

mine tho prizes, and to give them to the con- tuted by the Idaean Heracles. (Paus. v. 7. § 4.)

qncrors. An appeal lay from their decision to the Dut according to Phlrgon*i account (Ilrpl rStw

Elean senate. (Paus, tl 3. § 3.) Their office was 'OAv^wW, p. 140), the olive crown was not given

considered most honourable. They wore a purple as a prize upon the revival of the games by Ipbitus,

rube (wop^upfi), and hod in the Stadium special and was first bestowed in tho seventh Olympiad
scats appropriated to them. (Paus. vi. 20. §3,6, with the approbation of the oracle at Delphi. This

7 ; Bckker, .4necd. p.249. 4.) Under the direc- ^land was cut from a sacred olive tree, called

tfon of the Hcllanodicao was a certain number of cAoia KoAAt0T^a»^r, which grew in the sacred

dAi^ai with an dAirrdpx^^ their head, who grove of Altis in Olympia, near the altars of Aphro-
fomicd a kind of police, and carried into execution dite and the Hours. (Paus.r. 15. § 3.) Heracles

the commands of tnc Hcllanodicoe. (Lucian, Ilerm, is said to have brought it fitim the country of tho

c. 40. Tol. i. p. 738, Reitz ; Etym. Mag. p. 72. Hyperboreans, and to have planted it himself In

13.) There were alto various other minor officers the Altia (Pind. 01. iiL 14 ;
Muller,Z>or. ii. 12.

under the control of the Hellanodicae. § 3.) A boy, both of whose parents were still

All free Greeks were allowed to contend in the alive voTr) cut it with a golden sicklo

games, who had complied with the rules prescribed B/xw(W). The victor was originally

to candidates. The equestrian contests were ncccs- crowned upon a tripod covered over with broiizo

sarily confined to the wealthy
; but the poorest (rptwovs 4irIxaAxor), but afterwards, and in the

citizens could contend in the athletic contests, of time of Pausanias, upon a table made of ivory and
which Pausanias (vi. 10. § 1) mentions an exam- gold. (Paus. v. 12. § 3, 20. § 1, 2.) Palm
pie. This, however, wns far from degrading the branches, the common tokens of victory on other

games in public opinion ; and some of the noblest occasions, were placed in their hands. The name
ns well as meanest citizens of the state took port of tho victor, and that of his father and of his

in these contests. The owners of the chariots and country, wero then proclaimed by a herald before

horses were not obliged to contend in person
; and the representatives of assemble Greece. Tho

tho wealthy vied with one another in the number festival ended with processions and sacrifices, and
and magnificence of the chariots and horses which with a public banquet given by the Eleans to the

they sent to the games. Alcibuules sent seven conquerors in the Prytaneuro- (Paus.v. 13. § 8.)

chariots to one festival, a greater number than had Tho most powerful states considered on Olympic
ever been entered by a private person (Thuc. vi. victory, gained by one of their citizens, to confer

16), oud the Greek kings in Sicily, Macedon, and honour upon the state to which he belonged ; and
other ports of the Hellenic world contended with a conqueror usually bad immimilies and privileges

one another for the prize in the equestrian contests, conferi^ upon him by the gratitude of his fellow-

All persons, who were about to contend, had to citizens. The Eleans allowed bis statue to bo

prove to tho Hellanodicae that they were freemen, placed in the Altis, or sacred grove of 2^us, which
of pure Hellenic blood, had not been branded with was adorned with numerous such statues erected

Atimia, nor guilty of any sacrilegious acL They by the conquerors or their families, or at the ex-

further had to prove that they hod undergone the ponce of the states of which they were citizens,

preparatory training (wpoyvnvdcrfiara) for ten On his return home, the victor entered the city In

months previously, and the truth of this they were a triumphal procession, in which his praises were
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celfbratcd frequently in the lofiiput ttr^nj of

poeiry. (Compare Atjilktar, p. lt>7.)

Sometimes the victory wa< obtAined without a

contest, in which case it was said to be hcoturL

This happened either wlicn the antagonist, who
was assigned, neglected to come or came too late,

or when an Atliietes had obtained such celebrity

by former conquests or possessed such strength and
skill that no one dared to op{>oso him. (i*nus.vi.

7. § -.) When one state conferred a crown upon

anotlier state, a proclamation to this edVxt was fre-

(|ucnily made at the great natioruil festivals of the

(IriHrks. (I)cmosth. Cor. p. 2G5.)

As iM tsons from all parts of the Hellenic world

were asM^mblcd tog(*thcr at the Olympic Games, it

was the l>C8t opportunity which the artist and the

writer possessed of making their w’orks known. In

fict, it answered to some extent the same purpose

as tlic press does in minlcm times, nefurc the in>

vention of printing, the reading of an author's

W(iH(s to as large an assembly as could be obtained,

was one of the easiest and surest modes of publish-

ing then) ; and this was a favourite practice of the

Greeks and Homans. Accordingly, we find many
instances of literary works thus published at the

Olympic festival. Herodotus is said to hare read

his history at this festival
; but though there are

some reasons for doubting the correctness of this

statement, there are numerous other writers who
tims published tlielr works, as the sophist Hippias,

I'rodicus of Ceos, Anaximenes, the orator Lysias,

Dion Chrysostom, dec. (Compare Lucian, Herod.

c. 3, 4. voi. L p. d34, Reitx.) It must be bomh in

mind that these recitations were not contests, and
tlint they formed properly no part of the festival.

In the same way painters and other artists ex-

hibited their works at Olympia. (Lucian, 1. e.)

The Olympic Games continued to be celebrated

with much splendour under the Roman emperors,

by many of whom great privileges were awarded

to the conquerors. [Athlxtar, p. 167.] In the

sixteenth year of the reign of Theodosius, a.d. 394
(Ol. 293), the Olympic festival was for ever abo-

lished ; but we hare no account of the names of

the victors from 01. 249.

Our limits do not allow ut to enter into the

question of the influence of the 01)'mpic Games
upon the national character

;
but the reader will

find some useful remarks on this subject in Thirl-

wall's Hist of Greece, vol. i. p. 390, Ac.
There were many ancient works on the subject

of the Olympic Games and the conquerors therein.

One of the chief sources from which the writers

obtained their materials, must have boon the re-

gisters of conquerors in the games, which were dili-

gently preserved by the Kleans. (’HXsiwr is robt

*0\vfiwioriKas ypofiftaroy Paus. iii. 21. § 1, . 21.

§ .5, v]. 2. § 1 ;
ri ypdftfiara ipxaTa^ r.

4. §4.) One of the most ancient works on this sub-

ject was by the Elean Hippias, a contemporaiy’ of

IMato, and was entitled iraypeupif ’OAvfiwioyueir.

(Pint .Vu/tta, 1.) Aristotle also appears to have

written a work on the stime subject (Diog. I>aert

V. 26.) There was n work by Timaeus of Sicily,

entitled ’OXufiTiot'iKoi ^ vpo{18ut, and
another by Eratosthenes (born B.C. 27A) also called

'OAo^Txoi'tirai. (Diog. lAjfrt viii. 51 .) The Athe-
nian Stesicleides is mentioned as the author of an

rAy irol *OXvfiwioyutAy (Diog.

I.aert. iL 56), and Pliny ( //. H. viiL 34) speaks
of Agiiopas as a writer of Offmptontcae.
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There were also many ancient works on the

Ore* k festivals in generul, in which the Olympic
Games were of course treated of. Thus the work
of Dicac'archus n«pl ’Ayuyety (Diog. La^rt v. 47),

contained a division entitled d 'OXu/iWiiidt (Athen.

xiv. p. C20, d.)

One of the most important works on the Olym-
pic Games was by Phlegon of 'rrallcs, who lived

in the reign of Hadrian ; it was entitled n<pl rAy
*OXvfiwiti>y or <roI XpoytxAy Svyayvy^^
was comprised in 16 IxKiks, and extimded from the

first Olympiad to 01. 229. We still possess two
considerable fragments of it The important work

of Julius Africanus, 'EXX^wr ‘OXi/firid8«t AtIi

T^ r wpi^T7)r, &C-, is pn'served to us by Eusebius
;

it comes down to 01. 249. Dexippus of Athens, in

his I<rropia^ carried down the Olympic
conquerors to 01. 262.

In modem works much useful information on

the Olympic games is given in Corsini's /M'sterf.

d<fonisficMf and in Bbekh's and Dissen's editions

of Pindar. See also Meier's article on the Olym-
pic Games, and Ralhgcbcr's articles on Olympia,

OUnTipieion, and Olympischer Jupiter in Ersch and
Gruber's Hneycioptidie / Diitcn, C^ehrr dU ^aorrf-

ftkPtjder Otympucken SpieU^ in his Kieine ScArifen^

p. 185 ; and Krause, Olympia oder harUeiluntj der

yrofsen Olympit^en Spiele^ Wien, 1838.

In course of time fcsti\'als were established in

several Greek states in imitation of the one at

Olympia, to which the same name w*as given.

Some of these are only known to ns by inscrip-

tions and coins
;
but others, as the Olympic festi-

val at Antioch, obtained great celebrity. After

these Olympic festivals had been established in

sevcrel places, the great Ol^'ropic festival is some-

times designated in inscriptions by the addition of

**in Pisa," iy (Compare Bockh, /user. n.

247. pp. 361, 362. n. 1068. p. 564.) We subjoin

from Krause on alphabetical list of these smaller

Olympic festivals They were celebrated at :
—

•

Atffoe in Macedonia. This festival was in exist-

ence in the time of Alexander the Great. (.Arrian,

A nab. i. 1 ] .)

AlejKutdria, (Grutcr, /»tser. p.cccxiv. n. 240.)

In later times, the number of Alexandrian a>n-

querori in the great Oltmipic Gomes w*as greater

than from any other state.

Anaxarhut in Cilicia. This festival was not in-

troduced till a late period. (Eckhel, /X>c4r. Sum.
ill p. 44.)

Antioek in Syria. This festival was celebrated

At Daphne, a small place, 40 stadia from Antioch,

where there was a Urge sacred grove watered by
many fountains. The festi\oil was originally called

D.tpnnca, and was sacred to Apollo and Arte-

mis (Strabo, xvi. p. 750 ; Athen. r. p. 194), but

was called Olympia, afrer the inhabitants of An-
tioch had purchased from the Eleons, in a. d. 44,

the privilege of celebrating OljTnpic games. It

was not, however, regularly celebrated as an Olym-
pic festi^-al till the time of the emperor Coramodus.

It commenced on the first day of the month Ily-

perlieretacus (October), with which the year of

Antioch began. It was under the presidency of

an Alytarches. The celebration of it was abo.

lished by Justin, A. o. 521. The writiitgi of Li-

banius, and of Chrysostom, the Christian Father,

who lived many years at Antioch, gave various

particulars respecting this festival.

Athena, There were two fcsti>'als of the name
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of Olympia celebrated at Athena, one of which waa

in cxUlcnce in the time of Pimlnr (Pind. AV«i.

ii. 23, Ac.
;
Schol, ad /or.), who celi-bratcs the

anccAlon of the Athenian Timodonms oa conquerors

in it, and perhaps much earlier (SchuL ad Thuc, L

126). It was celebrated to.the honour of Zeus, in

the spring between the great Dionysia and the

Dendidia. (Bockh, /nstr. pp. 63, 250—2.52.)

The other Olympic festival at Athens was insti-

tuted by Hadrian a. n. 131 ;
from which time a

new Olympic oem commenced. (Corsini, Fast. Att.

Tol. ii. pp. 1U5, 110, &.C; Spartian. IJadr. 13.)

[Olympias.]
Attulia in Pomphylia. This festival is only

kno^vTi to us by coins. (Rathgel)er, /. c, p. 326.)

()^zicus. (Dockh, /flsrr. n. 231 U.)

(yrtme. (Buckh, Ejrjdicfit. Find. p. 328.)

Jjiutn in Macedonia. Those games were insti-

tuted by Archelaus, and lasted nine days, comv
spending to the number of the nine Muses. They
were celebrated with great splendour by Philip II.

and .Alexander the Great. (Diodor. xvii. 16; Dion

Chrysost Tol. L p. 73, Keiske ;
Guidos, s. o.

*Aro{oi'8pi8i;$.)

Ephf*u$. This festival appears by inscriptions,

in which it is sometimes called ‘ASpurra ’Oku/»via

to 'have been mstituted by Hadrian.

(Bockh, Inter, n. 2810 ;
compare n. 2987, 3000.)

EUt. Besides the great Olympic Games, there

i^ipear to have been smaller ones celebrated yearly.

{Anecdot. Gr, ed. Siebenk. p. 95.)

Ma^esia in LvdiiL (Ualhgeber, 1. s. pp. 326,

327.)

Neapolit. {Con\u\^ Ditt. Affon. iv. 1-1. p. 103.)

Nicuta in Bithyina. (Eustath. ad I*erieg.

pp. 172, 173, in Get^. Min. ed. Bemhardy.)
Sicopolit in Epeirus. Augustus, after the con-

quest of Antony, off Actium, founded Nicopolia,

and instituted games to be celebrated every five

cars (dydrir ntirrm)piK6s) in commemoration of

is victory. Those games are sometimes called

Olympic, but more frequently bear the name of

Actia. They were sacred to Apollo, and were

under the care of the Lneedaemoniaus, (Strabo,

vii. p. 32.5.) [Actia.]
Olytnpua in Thessaly, on the mountain of that

name. (Schol. ad Afioll. Jihod. Argonaut, i, 599.)

Fergamot in Mysia. (Biickh, Inter, n.2810
;

Mionnet, iL 610. n. 626.)

!Sidt in Pamphylia. (llathgebcr, p. 129.)

.Smgmi. Pnusanias (vi. 14. § 1) mentions .in

Agon of the Smymaeans, which ^rsini {Ditt.

Agon. I 12. p. 20) supposes to be an Olympic
festival. The Marmor Oxoniense expressly men-
tions Olympia at Smyrna, and they also cwcur in

inscriptions.. (Gruter, Inter, p. 314. 1 ; Bockh,
Inter, ad n. 1 720.)

Tartt in Cilicia. This festival is only known
to us by coins. (Krause, p. 228.)

Tegca in Arc^io. (Bikkb, inscr. n.1513. p.

700.) .

Thettalonxca in Macedonia. (Krause, p. 230.)

Thgatira in Lydia. (Rathgel>er, p. 328.)

TniiUt in Lydia. (Krause, p. 233.)

Tyrut in Phoenicia. (Hathgeber, p. 328.)

OLY'MPIAS (*OAw>iwidf), the most celebrated

chronological aera among the Greeks, was the

period of four years, which elapsed between each

celebration of the Olympic Games. The Olympiads

began to be reckoned from the victory of (^roebus

in the foot-race, which happened in the year a. c.

OLYMPIAS. 033

776. (Paua. r. 8. § 3, viiL 26. § 3 ; Strab. Tiii,

p.'355.) Tiinaeus of Sicily, however, who flourished

D. c. 264, was the first wriier who regularly ar-

ranged events according to the conquerors iu each
Olympiad, with which nem be conqiared the years
of the Attic Archons, the Spartan Kphors, and that

of the Argirc priestesses. (Pulyb. xii. 12. § 1.) His
practice of recording events by Olympiads was fol-

lowed by Polybius, Diodorus Siculus, Dioiivsius of

Halicarnassus, and sometimes by Pausnnias, Aelian,

Diogenes I«aertiiis, Arrian, &c. It is twice adopted
by Thucydides (iii, 8, v. 49) and Xenophon (//ctf.

i. 2. § 1, ii. 3. § I). The names of the conquerors

in the foot-race were only used to designate the
Olympiad, not the cunquerurs in the otiier contt sta.

Thucydides {U. cc.), however, designates two
Olympiads by the name of the conquerors in the

Pancratium ; but this appears only to have been
done on account of the celebrity of these victors,

both of whom conquered twice in the Pancratium.

Other writers, however, adhere so strictly to the

practice of deaignuting the Olympiad only by the
conqueror in the foot-race, that even when the
same person had obtained the prise in other con-

tests as well as in the foot-race, they only mention
the latter. Thus Diodorus (xi. 70) and Pausanias
(iv. 24. § 2) only record the conquest of Xenophon
of Corinlli in the foot-race, although he had also

conquered at the same festival in the Pcntathlum.

The writers, whoiimkc use of the acras of the
Olympiads, usually give the number of the Olym-
piad (the first corresponding to D. a 776), and then

the name of the conqueror m the foot-race. Some
writers also speak of events as happening in the

first, si>cond, third, or fourth year, as the case may
be, of a certain Olympiad ; but others do not give

the separate years of each Olympiad. The rules

for converting OIvBiplads into the year B. c., and
vicf. rersa, aro given under Chhonolouia, p. 281

;

but as this is troublesome, we subjoin for the use

of the student a list of the Olympiads with the years

of the Christian aera corresponding to them from
the beginning of the Olympiads to a. o. 301. To
save space the separate years of each Olympiad,
wilh the corresponding years B. c., arc only given

from the 47th to the I26th Olympiad, as this is the

most important period of Grecian history ; in the

other Olympiads the first year only is given. In
consulting the following table it must be borne in

mind that the Olympic Games were celebrated

about Midsummer [Olympia], and that the Attic

year commenced at about the same time. If,

therefore, an event happened in the second half of

the Attic year, the year b. c. must be reduced by 1.

Thus Socrates was put to death in the 1st year of

the 95th Olympiad, which corresponds in the fol-

lowing table to B. c. 400 ;
but as bis death hap-

pened in Thargclion, the Iltb month of the Attic

year, the year b.c. must be reduced by 1, which
gives us B. c. 399, the true date of his death.

u. c. 01. B. C. 01. B.C. 01.

776. 1. 1. 73S. II. I. 696. 21.

772. 2. 1. 73-2. 12. 1. 692, 22,

768, 3. 1. 72a. 13. 1. 688. 23.

764. 4. 1. 724. 14. 1. 684. 24.

760. 5. 1. 720. 15. 1. 680. 25.

756. 6. I. 71 C. 16. 1. 676. 26.

752. 7. I. 712. 17. 1. 672. 27.

748. 8. 1. 708. 18. I. 668. 28.

744. .9. 1. 704. l.O. 1. 664. 29.

740. 10. 1. 700. 20. 660. ;e. 1.
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B. C. 01. D. C. OL n. c. 01.

656. 31. 1. 530. 3. 468. 78. 1.

€52. 32. 1. 537. 4. 467. 2.

64H. 33. 1 . 536. ei. 1. 466. 3.

644. 34. 1. 535. 2. 465. 4.

640. 35. 1. 534. 3. 464. 79. 1.

€36. 36. 1. 5.33. 4. 463. 2.

632. 37. 1. 332. 62. 1. 462, 3]

626. .30. 1. 531. 2. 461. 4.

€24. 39. 1. 530. 3] 460. 80. 1.

620. 40. 1. 529. 4. 459. 2.

616. 41. 1. 528. 63. 1. 458. 3.

612. 42. 1. 527. 2. 457. 4.

600. 43. 1. 526. 3. 456. 81. 1.
1

6oi. 44. 1. 525. 4. 455. 2.

'

600. 45. 1. 524. 64. 1. 454. 3.

506. 46. 1. 523. 2. 453. 4.

592. 47. 1, 522. 3.
,

452. 82. 1.

591. 2. |o21. 4. 451. 2.

590. 3. 520. 65. 1. 450.
3*

5H9. 4. 519. 0
^ 449. 4.

538. 48. i. 518. 3] 448. 83. 1.

587. 2. 517. 4. 447.

536. a! 516. 66. 1. 446. 3!

585. 4. 515. 2. 445. 4.

584. 49. 1. 514. 3. 444. 84. 1.

583. 2. 513. 4. 443. 2.

582. 3. 512. 67. 1. 442. 3!

581. 4. 511. 2. 441. 4.

580. 50. 1. 510. 3. 440. 85. 1.

579. 2. 509. 4. 439. 2.

578. 3. 508. 68. 1. 438. 3.

577. 4 . 507. 2. 437. 4.

576. 51. 1. 506. 3! 436. 86. 1.

575. 505. 4. 4:45. 2.

574. 3! 504. 69. 1. 434. 3.

573. 4. 503. 0 43.3. 4.

572. 5X I. 502. 3. 432. 87. ].

571. 2. 501. 4. 431. 2.

570. 3. 500. 70. i. 430. 3.

569. 4. 499. *> 429, 4 .

568. 63. 1. 498. 3! 428. 88. 1.

667. 2. 497. 4. 427. 2.

566. 3.

1

496. 71. J. 426. 3!

565. 4.

!

495. 2. 425. 4.

564. 54. l.| 494. 3. 424. 89. 1.

563. 2. 493. 4. 423. 2.

562. 3. 492. 72. 1 . 422. 3.

561. 4 . 491. 2. 421. 4.

560. 55. 1. 490. 3. 420. 90. 1.

559. 2. 489. 4. 419. 2.

558. 3. 488. 73. 1. 418. 3.

557, 4. 487. 2. 417. 4.

556. 56. 1. 486. 3. 416. 91. 1.

555. 2, 485. 4. 415. 2,

554. 484. 74. 1. 414. 3.

553. 4. 483. 2. 413. 4.

552. 57. 1. 482. 3. 412. 92. 1.

551. 2. 481. 4. 411. 2.

550. 3! 480. 75. 1. 410. 3.

549. 4. 479. 2. 409. 4.

548. 58. 1 . 478. 3. 408. 93. 1.

547. 2. 477. 4 . 407. 2.

546. 3. 476. 76. 1 . 406. 3.

545. 4 . 475. 2. 405. 4.

544. 59. 1. 474. 3. 404. 94. 1.

543. 2. 473. 4 . 403. 2.

.542. 3. 472. 77. 1. 402. 3.

541. 4 . 471. 2, 401. 4 .

640. 60. 1. 470. 3. 400. 95. 1.

539. 2. 4G9. 4 . 399. 2

OLYMPIAS.
B. C. 01. B.C. 01. B.& 01.

398. 3. 328. 113. 1. 216. Ul. L
.397. 4. 327. 2. 212. 142. I.

396. 98. 1. 3-26. 3. 208. 143. 1.

395. 2. 325. 4. 204. 144. 1.

394. 3! 324. 114. 1. 200. 145. 1.

393. 4 . 323. 2. 196. 146. 1.

392. 97. 1. 322. 3. 192. 147. 1.

391. 2, 321. 4 . 188. 148. 1.

3‘W. 3! 320. 115. 1. 184. 149. I.

389. 4. 319. 2, 180. 150. 1.

388. 98. 1. 318. 3. 176. 151. 1.

387. 2. 317. 4. 172. 15>. 1.

386. 3. 316. 116. 1. 16a 153. 1.

385. 4. 315. 0^ 164. 154. I.

384. 99. 1. 314. 3] 160. 155. 1.

383. 2. 313. 4. 1.56, 156. 1.

382..
3’

312. 117. 1. 152. 157. 1.

381. 4. 311. 2. 148. 1.58. 1.

;j«o. 100. I. 310. 3. 144. 159. 1.

379. 2. 309. 4. liO. 160. 1.

378. a. ;t08. 118. 1. 136. 161. 1.

377. 4. 307. *2. 132. 16>. 1.

376. 101. 1. 306. 3. 128. 163. 1.

375. 2. 30.5. 4 . 124. 164. 1.

374. 3. 304. 119. 1. 120. 165. 1.

373. 4. 303. 2. 116. 166. 1.

372. 102. 1. 302. 8. 112. 167. 1.

371. 2. 301. 4 . 108. 168. 1.

370. 3. 300. 120. 1. 101, 169. 1.

369. 4. 299. 2. 100. 170. 1.

368. 103. 1. 298. 3. 96. 171. 1.

367. 2. 297. 4 . 92. 172. I.

366. 3. 296. 121. 1. 88. 173. 1.

365. 4 . 295. 2. 84. 174. 1.

364. 104. 1. 294. 3. 80. 17.5. 1.

363. 0 293 4 . 76. 176. 1.

362. 3. 292. 122. 1.
1

177. 1.

361. 4 . 291. 2. 68. 178. 1.

360. 105. 1. 290. 3. 64. 179. 1.

859. 2. 289. 4. 60. 180. L
358. 3. 288. 123 1. 56. 181. 1.

357,
4-i

287. 2. 52. 18i 1.

356. 106. 1. 286. 3. 48. 183. 1.

35,5. 2. 285. 4. 44. 184. 1.

354. 3. 284. 124. 1. 40. 185. 1.

353. 4 . 283. 2. 35. 186. 1.

.352. 107. 1. 282. 3. 32. 187. 1.

351.
'

281. 4. 28. 188. I.

350. 3. 280. 125. 1. 24. 189,

190.

1.

349. 4. 279. 2. 20. 1.

340. 108. 1. 278. 3. 16. 191. 1.

347. 2. 277. 4 . 12. 192. 1.

346. 3. 276. 126. 1. 8. 1.93. 1.

345. 4. 275. 2. 4. 194. 1.

344. 109. 1. 274. 3.

343. 2. 273. 4. A. D. 01.

342. 3. 272. 127. ]. 1. 19.5. 1,

.341. 4. 268. 128. 1. 5. 196. 1.

340. no. 1. 264. 129. 1. 9. 197. !.

339. 2. 260. 130. 1. 13. 198. 1.

338. 3. 256. 131. I. 17. 199. 1.

337. 4 . 252. 13i 1. 21. 200. 1.

336. 111. 1. 248. 1.33. 1. 2.5. 201. 1.

3.35. 2. 244. 134. 1. 29. 202. 1.

334. 3! 240. 135. 1. 33. 203. 1.

333. 4. 236. i;3G. h 37. 204. 1.

332. 112. 1. 232. 137. 1. 41. 205. 1.

331. 2. 228. 138. 1. 45. 206. 1.

330. 3. 224. 139. 1. 49. 207. 1.

3.9. 4 . 220. 140. 1. 53. 208 1.
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OPERIS NOVI NUNTIATIO.
A. D. OL A. D. 01. A. n. OI.

57. 209. I. 141. 230. 1. 225. •251. 1.

61. 210. 1. 145. 231. I. 229. 252. 1.

6S. 211. 1. 149. 232. 1. 233. •253. 1.

69. 212. 1. 1.53. 233. 1. 237. 254. I.

73. •213. 1. 157. 234. 1. 241. 255. 1.

77. 214. 1. 161. 233. 1. 24.5. 256. 1.

81. 215. 1. 165. 236. 1. 249. 257. 1.

BS. 216. 1. 169. 237. 1. 253. 2.58. 1.

89. 217. 1. 173. 238. 1. •257. 259. 1.

93. 218. 1. 177. 239. 1. 261. 260. 1.

97. 219. 1. 181. 240. 1. 265. 261. 1-

101. 220. 1. 185. 241. 1. 269. 262, 1.

lOS. 221. 1. 189. 242. 1. 273. 263. 1.

109. 222. 1. 193. 243. 1. 277. 264. 1.

113. 223. 1. 197. 244. 1. 281. 26.5. 1.

117. 224. 1. 201. 245. 1. 28.5. •266. 1.

121. 225. 1. 205. 246. 1. 289. 267, ^•1

125. 226. 1. 209. 247. 1. 293. 268. 1.'

129. 227, 1. 2i;i. 248. 1. 297. 26!b 1.

1.33. 228. 1. 217. 249. 1. 301. 270. 1.

137. 229. 1. 221. •250. 1.

Miuiy of tho ancient wntura did not contider
|

hiitory to begin till the Olympiad of Coroebiu, and
j

regarded aa fabuloua the events said to have oc>
|

curred in preceding times. (Censorinus^ De DU
Natal. C.21 ; African, ajml Eutth. I*raep. x. 10.

|

p. 487, d ; Clinton, Fust. f/eU. toI. ii. Intr^. p. ii.)
j

The old Olympiad aent appears only to liave
,

been used by writers, and especially by historians. I

It does not seem to have been ever adopted

by any state in public documents. It is never

found on any coins, and scarcely ever on inscrip-

tions. There are only two inscriptions published

by Dockh in which it appears to be used. (Corp.

laser, n. 2682, 2999.) A new Olympiad aero,

however, came into use under the Roman emperors,

which is found in inscriptions and was used in

public documents. This aera begins in 01 227. 3.

(a. d. 131 ), in which year Hadrian dedicated the

Olympieion at Athens ; and accordingly we find

Oi. 227. 3. spoken of as the first Olympiad, 01.

228. 3. (a. o. 135) os the second Olympiad, dtc.

(Rickb, Cbf7>. laser, n. 342, 446, 1345.)

(Krause, (Mympia^ p. 00, &c. ;
VV’unn de Pond.^

&C., § 94, &C.)

ONYX. [ScALrxuRA.]
OI*A. [Metopa.]
OPATAA, a Roman fosti\al in honour of Opis,

which was ceK brated on the l4lh day liefore the

Calends of January (Dec. 1.9th), being the third

day of the Saturnalia, which was also originally

celebrated on the same day, when only one day

was devoted to the latter festivtil. It was l>clicved

that Opis was the wife of Satumus, and fur this

reason the festivals were celebrated at the same
time. (Macrob. S<tt i, 12 ;

Varr. lU Linp. Lot. vi.

22, cd. Muller j Festus, s. v. Opalia.) The wor-

shippers of Opis paid their vows sitting, and touched

the cortli on purpose, of which she was the god-

dess. (Macrob. 1. c.)

O'PEHIS NOVI NUNTIATIO was a sum-

mary remedy provided by the Edict against a p r-

son who w'os making an Opus Novum. An Opus
Novum consisted in either adding something in the

way of building (aedifioando) or taking away some-

thing so as to alter the appearance of a thing

{facies operis). The object of the nuntiatio was

either the maintenance of a right {jus\ or to pre-

vent damage {damHum)^ or to protect the public

interest {puUieuM Jus). The owner of the pro-
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perly which was threatened with damage by the
Opus Novum, or he who had an ensemctit(scrn/«s)
in such property, had the Jus n<mtiaiidi (Dig. 43.
tit. 25). Nuntiatio consisted in protesting against

and forbidding the progress of the Opus Novum, on
the spot where tho w*ork w'os proceeding and in

the presence of the owner or of some person wlm
was there present on his account Tlie Nuntiatio

did not require any application to or interference

on the {kort of ilie Praetor. It w*as a rule of law
that the Nuntiatio must take place before the
work was completed : after it was completed, tho
OperU Novi Nuntiatio had no effect, and redress

could only be obtained by the Interdict Qu(»d vi

aut clam.

If the Opus Nortira consisted in building on tlie

complaiiuint's ground, or inserting or causing any
thing to project into his premises, it was bctu>r to

apply at once to the praetor, or to prevent it p<*r

manum, that is, as it is explained ^ jaciu lapilli,**

which was a symbol of the use of force for self-

protection.

The Edict declared that aRcr a Nuntiatio no-
thing should be doi>e, until tho Nuntiatio was de-
clared illegal {nuuiuiiia missa or reiuissu fat) or a
security {satijuiatio de opere restitucmlo) was given.

If the person to whom the notice was given per-
severed, even if he had a right to do what he wjis

doing
; yet os ho was acting against the praetor's

edict, he might be compelled to undo what he had
dune. Ry the Nuntiatio, the ponies were brought
wiiliin the jurisdiction of the praetor. In coses

where there was danger from tne interruption of
the work, or the person who was making the Opus
Novum di-nit-d the right of the nuntiatis, be was
allowed to go on upon giving a caiitio or security

fur demolition or restoration, in case the law w'lu

against him. When the enutio was given or tho
iiuntians waived it, the parly was iiuiiled to an
interdictum prohibitorium for his protection in pro-

secuting tho work.

The effect of the nuntiatio ceased, when the
cautio was given

;
when the nuntians died ; when

he alienated the property in respect of wliich ho
claimed the Jus nuiitiaudi

;
or when tlie praetor

pcnniltcd the work to go on (operis novi nuntia-

tioiiem .... reineuserit^ Lex Gall. Cis. x. ; Dig. 39,
tit 1. s. 22, ante remissam nuatiatiouem ; Dig. 39.

tit 1 ;
Mackeldcy, LeJirbuch^ Atc.,*12ih ed. § 237,

&.C.). [G. L.]

OPUMA SPO'LIA. [SpoLtA.]
OFIN.YTO'RKS were officers under the Ro-

man emperors, who were sent into the provinces to

obtain provisions for the army. The provisions

had to be supplied to them within a year. The
etymology of the name is uncerlaiu. (Cod. 12. tit

38- s. 11 ; Cod. Thcod. 7. tit 4. s. 26 ; 11. tit 7.

a. 16.)

OPISTIIODOMUa [TIVPLC.M.]
OPISTOOUAPHI. [Librr.]
OPSONIUM, or OBSO'NIUM dim.

i^idptoy

;

Plut Sympos. Prob. ir. 1 ), de-

noted every thing which was eaten with bread.
Among the ancients loaves, at least prepanttions

of com in some forni or other, constituted the

principal substance of every me^. But tgether
with this, which w*as the staff of their life, they

partook of numerous articles of diet called opsoaia

or pulmcniaria (Cat de Pe limsi. 58 {
Ilor. ii,

: 2. 20), designed also to give nutriment, but still

I

more to odd a relish to their food. Some of these

3 u 2
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C3a OPSONIUM.
articles were taken from the TegetaUe kingdom,

blit were much more pungent and savoury than

bn*ad, such as olives, either fresh or pickled,

mdishi's, and sosamurn. (Plato, <ie liejiub. ii. p. 85,

ed. Bckker ; Xen. Ckcon. riii. 9.) Of animal food

by much the most common kind was 6sh, whence

the terms under explanation were in the course of

time used in a cnniiiied and special sense to denote

fish only, but fish variously prepared, and more

es|>ecial]y salt fish, which was most extensively

employed to give a relish to the vegetable diet

eilhernl breakfast (Menander, p. 70, ed, Meincke),
or at the principal meal. (Plant, Atdul. ii, 6. 3.)

For the same reason ir^o^yos meant a gourmand
or epicure, and gluttony. (Alhen. ix.

24—37.) In maritime cities the time of opening

the fish-market was signified by ringing a boll, so

that all might have an equal opportunity for the

purchase of dclicacios. (Strab. xiv. 1. § 2) ;
PluL

Sympoi. pTfih. p. 1

1

87, ed. St *ph.)
|

Of the ditTerent parts of fishes the roe was the

most esteemed for this purpose. It is still pre-

pared from the fish in the very same waters adjoin-

ing Myus in Ionia, which were given to Themis-
lf»clcs by the King of Persia. (Thuc. i. 138 ;

Com. Nepos, Thfm. x. 3 ;
Diod. xi. 57.) A jar

was found at Pompeii, containing caviare made from

the roe of the tunny. (Cell, Pompeianoy f832,

Yol. i. p. 178.)

Some of the principal Topix**®S establish-

ments fur curing fish, were on the southern coast

of Spain (Stroh. iil 4): but the Greeks obtained

their chief supply from the Hellespont (Henuippus
op. AUtfn, I. 49, p. 27, e) ;

and more especially

iivxanlium first rose Into importance aher its

establishment by the Milesians in consequence of

the active prosecution of this branch of industry.

Of all seas the Euxinc was accounted by the an-

cients the most abundant in fish, and the catching

of them w*as aided by their migrator}’ habits, os in

the autumn they passed through the Bosporus

towards the South, and in spring returned to the

Euxinc, in order to deposit their spawn in its tri-

butary rivers. At these two seasons they were
caught in the greatest quantity, and, having been
rim’d, were shipped in Milesian bottoms, and sent

to all parts of Greece and the Levant. The princi-

pal ports on the Enxiue engaged in this traffic

were Sinope and Panticapaeum. (Hegewisch,C’o-

lonieen der 6’riecAea, p. 80.)

Among the fish used for curing were different

kinds of sturgeon {iurraxaios^ Herod, iv. 53 ;

Schneider, Ecf. Phys. i. p. 65, ii. p. 48), tunny
licnnippua, L e. ;

scomber; wrfKofibSf

a name still in use with some modificatioD among '

the descendants of the ancient Phocaeans at Mar-

1

scilles, PasSow, IlandteorterimcAy t. r.), and mullet.

A minute discussion of their qualities, illustrated

hr quotations, may be seen in Athenacos. (iii. 84

Pinto mentions the practice of salting eggs,

w'hich was no doubt intended to convert them into

a kind of opsonium {Sytnp. p. 404, cd. Bckker).
The treatise of Apicios, d« Oj>soniiSf is still extant

ill ten books.

The Athenians were in the habit of going to

markets (fir rovi^or) themselves in order to pur-

chase their opsonia Thcophrast. Char.
28 ; o^^soflure). [Mackli.UM.] Rut the opulent
Homans had a slave, called opiomttor (iilf^>Tjr), I

W'bose office it was to purchase for his master. It

'

OUACULUM.
was his duty, by learning what flavours were most
acceptable to him, by observing what most delighted

his eyes, stimulated his appetite, and even over-

came his nausea, to satisfy as much ns possible all

the cravings of a luxurious palate. (Sen. Ppisi. 47

;

compare Hor, Sai. L 2. 9, ii. 7. 106 ;
Plaut AU-

muxA. ii. 2. 1, AfiL iiL 2. 73.) We may also infer,

from an epigram of Martial (xiv. 217), that there

Were opsonatorcs^ or purveyors, who furnished

dinners and other entertainments at so much per

head, according to the means and wishes of their

employers. Spon (Afisc. Kmd. Ant. p. 2l4) has

published two inscriptions from monuments raised

to the memory of Romans w*ho held the office of

purveyors to the Imperial fiimily. At .\thensboth

the s^e and the use of all kinds of opsonia wore

superintended by two or throe special officers, ap-

pointed by the senate, and called ^ov6fiot. ( Athcii.

vl 12.) [J. y.]
O'PTIO. fExBRciTus, p. 506, a.]

OPTIMATES. [Nobilks.]
ORA'CULUM (jtayrtior^

used by the ancients to designate the revelations

made by the deity to man, as well as the place in

which such revelations w'cre made. The deity

was in none of these places believed to appear in

person to man, and to communicate to him his

will or knowledge of the future
;
but all ora<'ular

revelations were made through some kind of me-
dium, which, as w*o shall see hereafter, was difTe-

rent in the different places where oracles existed.

It may, on first sight, seem strange that there

were, comparative!}* speaking, so few oracles of

Zeus, the father and ruler of gids and men. But

although, ncccKxling to the belief of the ancients,

Zeus himself was the first source of all oracular rc-

vehations, yet he a*as too far above men to enter

with them into any close relation ;
otlier gods

therefore, especially Apollo, and even heroes, acted

ns mediators between Zciu and men, and funned as

it wore the organs through which he communicated
his will, (Soph. Oed. CW. 629 ;

Aesch. £«m. 19,

611, Ac.) The fact that the ancients consuUetl

the w'ill of the gods on all important occasions of

public and private life, arose partly from the uni-

versal desire of men to know the issue of what they

are going to undertake, and partly from the great

reverence for the gods, so peculiar to the ancients,

by which they were led not to undertake any-

thing of importance without their sanction
;

for

it should be l>orne in mind that on oracle was not

merely a revelation to satisfy the curiosity of man,
but at the same time a sanction or authorisation by
the deity of what man was intending to do or not

to do. W'e subjoin a list of the Greek oracloo,

classed according to the deities to whom they be-

longed.
^

I. Oracles 'of AroLLa

1 . The oracie of DelpJii was the most celebrated

of all the oracles of Apollo, Its ancient name was
Pytho, which is cither of the same root os vvdia-
flat, to consult, or, according to the Homeric brnn
on Apollo (185, Ac.) derived from to

putrefy, with reference to the nature of the loca-

lity. Respecting the topography of the temple of

Apollo sec Pausonias (x. 14. § 7) and MUller (to

hissen's Pindar^ iL p. 628). In the innermost

sanctuary (the iSuror or pdyapor)^ there

was t)ic statue of Apollo, which was, at least, in

later times, of gold
; and l^foro it there burnt upon
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fui altar an eternal fire, which wax fed only with

fir-wood. (Acxch. t’Aoe/^. ) 036 ;
IMiiU 1)« Ei ap.

iJeifJi.) The inner roof of the temple wa» covered

ail over with laurel garlondi (Ae»ch. Eum. 39), and
u{)on the altar laurel \vn$ burnt as incense. In the

centre of this temple there was a simUl opening

(Xtbr/ia) in the ground from which, from time to

time, an intoxicating smoko arose, which was be-

lieved to come from the well of Caia<jtis, which
vanished into the ground close by the sanctuary.

(Paua X. 24. § 5.) Over this chasm there stood a

high tripod, on which the Pythia, led into the

temple by the prophetes (
1rpo^p^Jr^s)^ took her seat

whenever the oruclo was to be consulted. The
smoke rising from under the tripod affected her

brain in such a manner that she fell into a state of

delirious intoxication, and the sounds which she

uttered in this state were believed to contain the

revelations of Apollo. These sounds were care-

fully written down by the prophetes, and afterwards

communicated to the persons who hod come to con-

sult the oracle. (Diod. xvi. 26 ; Strabo, ix. p.

419, &C. ;
Plot de Oruc. De/.)

The Pythia (the wpo^^rij) was always a native

of Delphi (Eurip. /oa, 92), and when she had once

entered the service of the god she never left it, and
was never allowed to marry. In early times she

was always a young girl
;
but after one had been

seduced by Echecrates the Thessalian, the Del-

pliians made a law that in future no oae should

be dccted as prophetess who Imd not attained the

age of fifty years ;
but in remembrance of former

days the old woman was always dressed as a

maiden. (Diod.f. r.) The Pythia ^^-as generally

taken from some family of poor countiy-people. At
first there was only one Pythia at a time

; but when
(ireece was in its most flourishing state, and when
Uie number of those who cime to consult the oracle

was very great, there were always two Pythias

who took tueir seat on the tripod altemat -ly, and
a third was kept in readiness in cose some accident

should happen to either of the two others. (Pint.

Oraec, c. .9.) The effect of the smoke on

the whole mental and physical constitution is said

to have sometimes been so great, that in her deli-

rium she leaped^m the tripod, was throaoi into

convulsions, ond'iAcr a few days died. (Pint de

Orac. Df/. c. 51.)

At first oracles were given only once every

year, on the seventh of the month of nysius (pro-

l>nhly the same as Ili^ior, or the month for con-

sulting), which WHS believed to be the birthday of

Apollo (P)ut 6'r. c. 9), but as this one

day in the course of time was not found suffioient,

certain days in every month were set apart for the

purpose. (Plut. A/cr. 14.) The order, in which

the persons who came to consult were admitted,

was determined by lot (Aesch. 32 ; Eurip.

/va, 422) ;
but the Delphian magistratrs had the

power of granting the right of Upo^iotn-tia^ i. e. the

right of consulting first, and without the order

Wing determined by lot, to such individuals or

states as had acquir^ claims on the gratitude of

the Dylphians, or whose political ascendancy seemed

to gif^tbem higher claims than others. Such w’rs

the jjpM vfth Croesus and the Lydians (Herod,

i the Ijacedaeinonians (Plut. Per. 21),

imd Philip of Macedonia. (Demosth. c. Phil. iii.

p. 119.) It appears that those who consulted the

oracle had to pay a certain fee, for Herodotus

states tliat the Lydians were honoured with
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&r«Xc('a by the Dciphians. The Pythia always
spent three days, Wfore she ascended the trip<^,

ill preparing herself for the solemn act, and during
this time she fasted, and bathed in the Ciutalian

well, and. dressed ia a simple manner
;
she also

burnt in the temple laurel leaves and flour of barley
upon the altar of the god. (Schol. Aarrp. 1‘hoen.

230 ;
Plut. <U Pjfth, Or. c. 6.) Those who con-

sulted the ofacle had to sacrifice a goat, or an ox,

or a sheep, and it was necesrary that these victims

should be healthy in body and soul, and to ascer-

tain this they bad to undergo a }>eciil!ar scnitiny.

An ox received barley, and a sheep chick-|>CBs, to

see whether they ate them with appetite
;
water

wti9 poured over the goats, and if this put them
into a thorough tremble tho victim was good.

(Plut de Or. Dr/. 49.) The victim which was
thus found eligible was called 6<rwTTjp. (Plut
Qtuuet. Or. 9.) Wachsrouth {IlfUm. Alt. ii. p.

588, 2d ed.) states that ail who came to consult the

oracle wore laurel-garlands surrounded with riWnds
of wool

;
bat the passages from which this opinion

is derived, only speak of such persons as came to

the temple as suppliants, (iler^. viu 14 ; AeKh.
Choeph. 1U35.)

The Dciphians, or more properly speaking the

noble families of Delphi, had the superintendence

of the oracle. Among the Delphian aristocracy,

however, there were five families which traced

their origin to Deucalion, and from rach of these

one of the five priests, called 8<rioi, w-as taken.

(Eurip. 7o», 411 ; Plut (7r. c. 9. ) Three
of the names of these faniilms only arc known, viz.

the Clcomantids, the 'I'hracids (Diod. xvi. 24 ;

Lycurg. e. Ij'ocraU p. 158), and the Lapliriads,

(Hesych. i. p.)

The 8(7*01, together with the high prii^st or pro-

phetes, held their offices for life, ami had the con-

trol of all the afTaira of the sanctuary and of the

sacrifices. (Herod, viii. 136.) That these noble

families had an immense inHuence upon the oracle

is manifest from numerous instances, and it is tint

improbable that they were its very soul, and that

it was they who dictated the pretended revelations

of the god. (See especially, Lycurg. e. J^eocrut. p.

158 ;
Herod, vii. 14 1, vi. G6

; Pint. Perid. 21 ;

Eurip. /oj», 1219, 1222, 1110.)

Most of the oracular answers which arc extanf,

are in hexamcti'rs, and in the Ionic dialect Some-
times, however, Doric forms also were used. (Herod,

tv. 157, 159.) The hexameter was, according to

some accounts, invented by Phemonoc, the first

Pythia. This metrical form was chosen, partly

because the words of the god were thus rendered

more venerable, and partly because it w*as <^ior to

remember verse than prose. (VXxxLde PjfOt.Or. 19.)

Some of the oracular versos bad metrical defects,

which the feitbful among th Oreeks accounted for

in on ingenious manner. (Plut. f. c. c. 5.) In the

times of Thoopf>mpus, however, the custom of

giving the oracles in verse seems to have gradually

ceiued ;
they were henceforth generally in prose,

and in the Doric dialect spoken at Delphi. Fur
when the Greek states bad lost their political

liberty, there was little or no occasion to consult

the oracle on matters of a national or political

nature, and the affairs of ordinary life, such as tho

sale of slaves, the cultivation of a field, nuirriagos,

voyages, loons of money, and the like, on which
the oracle was then mnxtly consulted, were little

;

calculated to be spoken of in lofty poetical strains.
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( Pint, dt P^ik, Or. 28.) When the orncic of

l>etphi lost iu importAuce in the eyci of the itn-

ciontft, the number of pcrwiw who consulted it

iMturally decreased, and in the days of Plutarch

one Pythia was, as of old, sutheient to do all the

work, and oracles were only giren on one day in

every month.

The divine agency in Pytho is said to have first

been discovered by shepherds who tended their

thicks in the neighbourhood of the chasm, and

whose sheep, when approaching the place, w'ere

s<Mi!cd with couvulsiona (l>io(L xvi. 26 ; Pint

de Drf'rct, Or. c, 42.) Persons who came near

the place shoa’cd the same symptoms, and re-

ceived the power of prophecy. This at last in*

ducLxl the people to build a temple over the sacred

spot. According to the Homeric h\Tnn on ApoHn,

tiiis god was himself the founder of the Delphic

oracle, but the local legends of Delphi stated that

uriginally it was in the possession of other deities,

such as Gaea, Tliemis, Phoebe, Poseidon, Night,

Cronos, and that it was given to Afiollo as a pre*

sent. (Aeschyl. Eum. 3, &c. ; compare Pans. z. 5 ;

Ovid. Meiam. L 321 ; Argiim. Find. Pt/th.;

Taselz. ad Lffr^^phr. 2(»2.) Other traditions again,

and these |HTliaps the most ancient and gemiiiie,

repre»<-nted Apollo as having gained possession of

the oracle by a struggle, which is generally de-

scrib<‘d os a fight, with Python, a dragon, who
guarded the oracle of fJaea or Themis.

The oracle of Du-lphi, during its best period, was

believed to give its answers and advice to every

one who came with a pure heart, and had no evil

designs ; if ho had committed a crime, the answer

was refused until he had atoned for it (Herod, i.

1.9, 22), and he who consulted the god for bad pur-

poses was sure to accelerate his own ruin. (Herod,

iv. 86; Paus.il 18. §2.) No religious institu-

tion in all antiquity obtained such a paramount in-

fiiiencc, not only in Greece, hut in all countries

around the Mediterranean, in all matters of im-

portance, whether relating to religion or to politics,

to private or to public life, as the oracle of Delphi

When consulted on a suhieet of a religious nature,

the answer was in^’arinbly of a kind calculated

not only to protect and preserve r ligious institu-

tions, but to command new orfes to be established

(Demosth. c. Mid. 15 ; Herod, v. 82, I 165, &c.),

so that it was the preserver and promoter of reJi-

ginn throughout the ancient world. Colonies wer«‘

seldom or never founded without having obtained

fhe advice and the directions of the Delphic god.

(Cic. de Div. I 1.) Hence the oracle was consulted

in all disputes between a colony and its metropolis,

ns well as in cases where several states claimed

to bo the nwlropolis of a colony. (Thucyd. i. 25,

28 ; Dlod. XT. 18.)

The Delphic oracle hnd at all times a leaning

in favour of the Greeks of the Doric race; but

the time when it began to lose its influence must

be dated from the period when Athens and Spnrta

entered upon their struggle for the supremacy in

Greece
;
for at this time the partiality fir Sparta

became so manifest, that the Athenians and their

party began to lose all reverence and esteem for

It (PIuL IMmoUk. 20), and the oracle became n

mere instrument in the hands of a political party.

In the times of Cicero and Plutarch many be-

lieved that the oracle bad Inst the powers which it

bad possessed in former days ; but it still continued

to be consulted down to the times of the emperor
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Julmn, until at lost it was entirely done away
with by 'I'heodosius.

Notwithstanding the general obscurity and am-
biguity of most of the oracles giren at Dtdphl
there are many also which convey so clear and
distinct a meaning, that they could not possibly be
misunderstood, so that a wise agency at the bottom

of the oracles cannot be dcnic*^!. The manner in

which this agency has been explained at different

times, varies greatly according to tlie spirit of the

age. During the best period of their history the

Greeks, j^erolly 8)xnking, had undoubtedly a
sincere faith in trie oracle, its cuunsols and direc-

tions. VV’hen the sphere in which it hnd most
benefilted Greece bocarne narrowed and confined to

matters of a private natura, the oracle could no
longer command the Tcncration with which it had
Iwcn looked upon before. The pious and believing

henihcns, however, thonglit that the god no longer

bestownl his former care upon the oracle, and that

he was beginning to withdraw from it ; while free-

thinkers and unbelievers looked upon the oracle as

a skilful contrivance of priestcraft which had then

outgrown itself. This latter opinion has also been
adopted by many modem writers. The early

Clirislinns, seeing that some extraordinary power
must in several cases have been at work, repro-

seiitoJ it ns an institution of the evil spirit. In
modem times opinions are very much divided.

HUllmann, for example, has endeavoured to show
that the oracle of Delphi was entirely maruiged .ind

conducted by the aristncmiic families of Delphi,

which are thus descrilied as forming a sort of hier-

archical senate for all Greece. If so, the Delphic

senate surely was the wisest of all in the history

of the ancient world. Klauscn,on the other ham!,
seems to be inclined to allow some truly divine in-

fluence, and at all events thinks that even in so far

as it was merely mamiged by men, it acted in most
cases according to lofty and pure moral principles.

The modem literature on the Delphic oracle is

very rich ; the most im|>ortanl works are:-—C. K.

Wilsler, Dr Pelhinnr H Qrarulo AjyoiHnis 7>r//»Atri,

Hnfniae, 1827 ; H. Piotrowskl /> Orariiaie fMj-
chH Mphiri^ lupsiae, 1829 ; K, H. Kbusen, eii

Ersrk nnd CraVr's Knctfdirp'ddiry $. v. Orakrl ; K

.

D. Hilllmann, dr$ fktphifrken Gemte/*,

Bonn, 1 8.37 ; W. Gdltc, I)a* IkdphUcMe

in sciiiCM politistkrny rtli(rf69en und tiuliciim Kin-
fiust auf die alU Hvi/, Leipzig, 1839.

2. Grade at Abae in Phttcie. An oracle was be-

lieved to have existed there from very early times

(Pans. X. 35. §2), and was held in high esteem by the

Phoctans. (^ph. Oed. Tjfr. 899 ; Herod, viil 33.)

Some years before the Persian invasion, the Pho-
cians gained a victory oi*er the Thessali.'Uis.in which
they obtained, among other spoils, four thousand

shields, half of which they dedicated in the temple
of Ap4illo nt Abae, and lialf in that of Delphi
(Herod, viil 27.) The oracle unw like many others

consulted by Croeaus ; liut he docs not seem to have

found it ngreeiiig with his wishes. (Hi'md. I 46.)

In the Persian invonion of Xerxes, the temple of

Abae was burnt down, and, like all other temples

destroyed in this invasion, it was never rebuilt.

The oroi le itself, however, remained, and before

the battle of Ijcuctra it promised victory to the

Theliaris
; but in the Phocian or sacred war, when

some Phocinn fugitives had taken refug:' in the

,

mins, they were emirdy destroyed by the Theb.nns.

|(Pau:^. /. c.) But wen after this calamity the

Digitized by Gi
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oracle leems to have been consulted, for the Ro
mans, from reverence for it, allowed the inhabit-

anu of Abae to govern thcmM;lve«. Hadrian built

a small temple by the side of the old one, some
,

walls of which were still standing as ruins in the

time of Pausanias (x. 35. § 2, 3).

S. Oracle om the kill of I’loon^ in the territor}' of

Thebes. The oracle was here given through the

medium of a man called vpdfutxni, and the first

promantis was said to have been Tencroe, a son of

A|x>llo. (Strab. iz. p.413; Paus. ix. 33. § 3.)

The oracles were usually given in the Aeolian

dialect, but when Mys, the Carian, consulted the

god, the answer was given in the Carian language

(Pans, /.c.), so that instead of the three Thebans
who generally wrote down the oracles, the Carian

w:is obliged to do it bimsolf. (H« rod. viiu 135.)

AVhen Alexander the Great destroyed Thebes,

this oracle also {lerished. (puus. ix. 33. § 3.) In

the time of Plutarch the whole district was com*
pletely desolate. (De (}rae. Ihrf c. d.)

4. OrucU of AjhMo at Jemmioity in Boeoti.!,

south of Thebes. The temple of .^pulio Ismcnios

was the national sanctuary of the Thcl>ans. The
Oracle was hero not given by inspiration, as in

other places, but from the inspection of the victims

(Herod, viii. 134.) On one occasion it gave its

propbec}’ from a huge cobweb in the temple of

Demetcr. (Uiod. xvii. 10; compare Puus. ix. 10.

8 '2, &c.)

5. Oracle of ApoUo at ffysiae^ on the frontiers

of .\uica. This place contained an oracle of Apollo

with a socred well, from which those drank who
wished to become inspired. In the time of Pausa*

nias the oracle bad become extinct. (Paus.ix.2. § 1.)

6. Oracle of AjxAlo at «*as an ancient

and much frequented oracle in Rocolio, w'hich was
conducted by prophets. The Pytbla herself on

one occasion declared this to 1>« the birth-place of

Apollo. In the time of Plutarch the whole dis-

trict was a wilderness. (Plut. de Orae. L>rf c. U,

Pelop. 16 } Steph. Byx. $.v. Tlyvpa.)

7. Oracle of ApoUu in the vUlttffe of A’M^rrn's, in

the neighbourhood of Lcuctra. (Steph. Byx. s. r.

ZUr^ais
; Kustath. ad Iliad, iu 502.) This oracle

became extinct during the Macedonian period.

(Plut. de Orae, l>ef c. 5.)

8. Oracle of AjtoUo at Oro&w, in Euboea.
Apllo here bore the surname of the Selinuotian.

(Strab. X. p. 445.)
9. Ora^ of Apollo im the Lyceum at Ar<io$.

The oracle was hero given by a prophetess. (Plut.

Pyrrh. 31.)

10. Oracle of Apollo Driradiotes^ on the acropo-

lis of .\rgni. The oracle was given by a pro-

phetess, who ans obliged to al>stain from main-
i)n>nial connections once in every month. She was
bclicvtsl to l>ccome inspired by tasting of the blood

of a lamb which was sacrificed during the night.

This oracle continued to bo consulted in tho days

of Pnuaonins (ii. 24. § 1).

) 1. Oracle of Apollo at Didyma^ usually called

the orodc of the Branchidac, in the territory of

Miletus. This w*as the oracle most gene-rally con-

Bultffd by the lonians and Acolions. (Herod. L

1 58 ) The temple, however, was said to have been

founded previously to the arrival of the lonians on

the coast of Asia (Paus. vii. 2. § 4 ), and the altar

was said to have been built by Heracles, and the

temple by Bronchus, a son of Apollo, who had
come from Delphi as a purifying priest. (Paus. t.
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§ 6 ; Strab. liv. p. 634.) Hence this oracle,

like that of Delphi, combined purifying or atoning

HU'S with the practice of pniphesying. (Muller,

Dor. iL 2. § 6.) The real antiquity of the orade,

however, cannot be traced furtlier bock than thu

latter half of the 7th century before our aem.
(Soldaii, p.553,&c.) The prichts called Branchidoe,

who hod tlie whole odmiitistraiiuii of the onicle,

were said to be the descendants of Brunchus.

The high priest bore the name Stephaneplionis.

Among them was one family which posseiuied tho

hereditary gift of prophecy, and was called the

family of the Kuangelidae. (Conon, 44.) 'J'he

oracle w*as under the espc'ciul luuiiagemeiU of a
prophet, whose office did nut lost for life. '1 ho
oracles were pn>l>ably iuspiri'd in a manuer simibr
to that at l>i-lphL (Paus. v. 7. § 3.) Croesus made
to this oracle as munificent pn'sents os to tiint of

Delphi. (Herod, i. 46, Ac.) The principles which
it followed in its counsels and directions were also

tho same ns those followed by the Delphians. 'I he

Persians burnt and plundered the temple ns htul

been predicted by the Pythia of Delphi (Herod, vi.

19) ;
but it w&n soon rcatond and adorned with a

fine brazen statue of A{)oUo (Paus.ii. 10. § 4, ix.

10. § 2; compare M Oiler, Ancient Art and its

ItctHuins,, § 06), which Xerxes on his retreat car-

ried with him to Ecbataim. A part of the Bran-
chidae bad surrendered to Xerxes the tr^*nsnr<‘s of

the temple, and were nt their owm request trnns-

pUnted to Ihoctriana (Stral>o, 1. c.), where their

dcscendouts are said to have )>een severely punished
by Alexander for their treachery. (Curt, vii. 5.)

Seleucus sent the statue ef Apollo back to Didynut,
liecause the oracle had saluted him as king. (Paus.

i, 16. § 3; Diod. ix. 90.) The oracle continued

to be consulted after the faithlessness of its minU-
ters. Some ruins of tho Wmple at Didyma arc

still extant (Compare the Commentators on Herod.
'

i. 92 ;
Suid. t. V. Bpayxdiat

;
Droysen, O’esek. Alex,

dee 6'rossen, p. 30/ ;
and an excellent essay by

W, G. Soldan, Lku Oruket der Uranchiden., in

Zimuiermann'i Zeitsekrifi Jur die AUerthumnciticn-
scAa/l, 1 84 1 . No. 66, Ac.)

12. Oracle of Ajxdlo at Claroe^ in tho territory

of Colophon. It was said to have been founded by
Cretans under Rbocius, previous to the settlement

of the lonians iu Asia Minor. The early legends

put this oracle in conncctitfh with IMphi, from

whence Manto, the daughter of Teiresias, came to

Claras, married Kbacius and gave birth to Mo{>sus,

from whom the prophets of C'luros were prol>ably

believed to be descended. (Paus. vii 3. §§ 1, 2.)

This oracle was of great celebrity, and contimn.^

to be consulted even at the time of the Roman
empi'rori. (Pans. vii. 5. 8 1, Ac.

; Strab. xiv.

p. 642 ;
Tacit. Annal. xii. 22.) The oracles wero

given through an inspired pn>p)iet, who was taken

from certain Milesian families, lie was generally

a man without any refined education, had only the

names and the number of the persons w*ho consulted

the oracle stated to him, and th>-n descended into

a cavern, drank of thu water from a secret w'cll,

and afterwards pronounced the oracle in verse.

(TaciL AunaL il 54.)

13. Oracle of Apollo at Grynca^ in the territory

of the Myrinaeans. (Hccat. Pntym. 211.)

14. Oracle of Apcdlo iionnapacm»y in Lesboa.

(Schol. Ariftoph. iVa5. 145.)

15. Oracle of Apollo at Abdera, (Pindar, ap,

Tsetsce^ Lycec^r, 445.)

3 B 4
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IG. Oracle Apollo i* I)elus^ which wn* only

enn&ultcd in summer. (Callim. I/ymn, in iJtL L ;

Sei^'. ati Vtjy. Aen. iv. 143.)

17. Ortide of Apollo at Patara^ in Lycia, wits

only consulted in winter. The prophetess (irpd*

parris) 8}>cnt a ni(;ht in the temple to wait for the

communications which the fp>d might make to her.

(Herod, i. 18’2
; Sitv. «/ j4c». ir. 143.)

18. Oracle of A j^ollo at Tclnie$nu. The priests

of this institution did not give their answers by

inspiration, but occupied themselves chiefly with

the interpretation of dreams, whence Herodotus

(i. 78 ;
compATti Cic. de Div. L 41 ; Arrian, ii. 3)

calls them But they also interpreted

other marvellous occurrences. Near Tclmessus

there was another oracle of Apollo, where those

who consulted it had to look into a well, which

showed them in an image tho answer to their ques-

tions. (Paus.viL *21. § G.)

19. Oracle of Apollo at AAr/Zos, in Cilicia.

(Sirab. xiv. p. 67.5, &c. ;
Arrian, ii. .V)

*20. Oracle of the SarpedoniuM ApoUoy in Cilicia.

(I)iod. I'ljtc, xxxviii. 1*2.)

21. Oracle of ApoUo at IfyUa, in Curia (At)ien.

XV. p. 67*2.)

22. Oracle of ApoQo at Ilicra A'ome, on the

Maeander,a celebrated orade which spoke in good

verses- (Liv. xxxviii. 13 ; Sleph. By*, s. r.)

n. OR.iCLKS OF ZKirS.

1. Oracle ofZeusal Olj/mpia. In this m in the

other oracles of Zeus the did not reveal him-

self by inspiration, as Apollo did in almost all of

his oracles, but he merely sent signs which men
had to interpret. Those who came to consult the

oracle of Olympia offered n victim, and the pri st

gave his ansa'ers from the nature of the several

parts of the victim, nr from accidental circumstances

accompanying the sticrificc. (Herod, viii. 134;
Strab. riti, p. 3.53.) The prophets or interpreters

here belonged to the family of the Inmids. In

early times tho omcle was much resorted to, and
Sophodes (Oeii. Tyr. 900) mentions it along with

the most celebrated oracles
;
but in later times it

was almost entirely neglected, probably beamsc
oracles from the inspection of victims might be

obtained anywhere. The spot, where the oracles

were given at Olympia, was before the altar of

Zeus. (Find. OZ. vL 70.) It was especially those

who intended to take I»rt in the Olympic games
that consulted the oracle about their succ4?ss (Find.

OL viii. 2), but other subjects also were brought

before it.

2. Orade of Zeus at Dodona, Here the oracle

w*as given from sounds produced hy the wind.

The sanctuary w*as sitimted on an eminence.

(Aeschyl. /'rum. R30.) AlUiough in a barbarous

country, the oracle was in close connection with

Greece, and in the earliest times apparently much
more so than afterwards (Horn. IL xvi. 233.)

Zeus himself, as well as the Dodonacans, were
reckoned among the Pelasgians, which is a proof

of the antc-hcllenic existence of the worship of

Zeus in these parte, and perhaps of the oracic also.

(Hesiod, and Kphor. ap. Strab, vii. p. 327, &c.)

'I’he oracle was given from lofty oaks covered with

foliage (Horn. Od. xiv. 328, xix. 297), whence
Aeschylus (/'rom. 83*2 ;compare Soph. TVncA.l 170)
mentions the speaking oaks of Dodona as gmit
wonders. Bccch-trecs, however, arc also men-
tioned in connection with the Dodouaean oracle.
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w'hich, as Hesiod {J'ra^. 3.9 ; Soph. Truck. 169 ;

Herod, ii. 5.5) said, dwell in the stem of a bccch-

trec. Hence wc may infer that the oracle was not

thought to dwell in any particular or single tre<>,

but in a grove of oaks and beeches. I'he will of

the god w*as made manifest by the rustling of the

W'ind through thfe leaves of the trees, wliivli are

therefore represented as eloquent tnngties. In

order to render the sounds produced by the winds

more distinct, brazen vessels w'crc suspended on

the branches of the trees, which being moved hy
the wind came in contact with one another, and
thus sounded till they were stopped. (Suid. s. r.

AoSwki}
;
Fhilostrat Ima^. ii.) Another nuale of

producing the sounds was this :— There were two
columns at Dodona, one of which bore a metil

basin, and the other a boy w'ith a scourge in his

hand
;
the ends of the scourgi* consisted of little

bones, and as they were nwved by the wind they

knocked against the metal liasin on the other

column. (Steph. Byz. r. r. Ldbtktntii St»i«l. s. r.

Ao3«Fcuor
» Strabo, Eceerpt. ex lib. vii.

vol. ii. p. 73, cd. Kramer.) According to other

m*counU oracles were also obtained nt Dodona
through pigeons, which sitting upon oak-trees pro*

nounced the will ol' Zeus. (Dionys. Hal i. 15.) The
sounds were in early times interpn ted by nn-n,

but afterwards, when the worship of Dione became
connected with that of Zens, by two or three old

women who were culled weAeiaSf* or wsAoiai, be-

cause pigcfms were said to have brought the com-
mand to found the oraclo. (Soph. Track. 169,

with the Schol.
;
Herod. Z. c. \ Fnus. x. 1*2. §5.)

In the time of ilerodolus (Z. c.) the nantes of titc

three prophetesses were Fromeneia, Timarole and
Nicandra. They were taken from certain l>«*do-

naean famircs, who traced their pedigree bock to

the mythical ages. There were, however, at all

times priests called rSpovpoi (Strab. Z. c.) connected

with the oracle, who on certain occasions inter-

preted the sounds
;
but how the functions were

dividtsl between them and the Fclacac is not clear.

In the historical times the oracle of Dodona had
less influence than it appears to have had at an

earlier period, but it was at all times inacccMibic

to bribes and refused to lend iu assistance to the

Doric interest. (Corn. Nep, Lymnd. 3.) It was
chiefly consulted by the neighlH>uring tHbes, the

Aetolians, Acarnanians, and Epirote (Faus. vii. 21.

§ 1 ; Herod, ix, 93), and by those who would not

go to Delphi on account of its partiality for the

Dorians. There appears to have been a very

ancient connection between Dodona and the Boeo
tian Ismenion. (Strab. iz. p. 402 ;

compare Muller,

Orchom. p. 378, 2d edit)

The usual form in which the oracles were given

at Dodona was in hexameters
;
but some of the

orai'les yet remaining are in prose. In 219 B. c.

the temple was destroyed by the Aetolians, and

the sacred oaks were cut down (Folyb. iv. 67 >, but

the oracle continued to exist and to be consulted,

and di»ei not seem to have become totally extinct

until the third century of our aero. In the time of

Strabo the Dodonaean prophetesses arc expressly

mentioned, though the oracle was already decaying

like all the others. (Strab. vii. p. 329.)

Compare Cordes, De Oraculo />orfoaoeo, Gro-

ningen, 1826 ;
J. Arncth, Udter Has TatAenorakel

Dodona^ Wien, 18-10
; L. von I.4vtsnulx, /Ms

I*eltitfjiarke Orahel dee Zeus zu Dodona^ ein Beitray

xur Heliffion^ihiloeophicy Wiinburg, 1840.
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S. Oraclf of Zeus Ammcm^ in an oasi* in Libya,

ill the north- west of Kgypt. According to the

traditions current at Dodona and Thebes in Egypt,

it was founded by the latter city (lleiwl. ii. 42,

54, \c.), and the form in which the god was re-

presc-nted at Thebes and in the Ammonium was
the same ; he had in both places the head of a
mm. (Herod, iv. 181.) The Greeks became ac-

quainted with this orade through the Cyrenenns,

and Sparta was the first city of Greece which

formed connections with it. (Paus. iii. IB. §2.)
Its example w”is followed by the Thebans, Olym-
pians, Dodonaenns, Eleans, and others, and the

Athenians sent frequent theories to the Ammo-
nium even before 01. 11 1 (Bdckh, PuU. Kcon. p.

210, 2d edit.), and called one of their sacred vessels

Ammonis. (llesych. and Said. s. r. "AfAftwy ;

lliirpocmt s. r. ’Afinwyis.) Teuiplesof Zeus Am-
mon were now erecti^d in Severn! ports of Greece.

His onicle in Libya was conducted by men who
also gave the answers. (Diod. xviL 51.) Their

number appears to have been vciy great, for on

sonic occasions when they carried the statue about

in a procession, their numlier is said to have been

eighty. (Diud. iii. 50.) In the time of Strabo

(xvii. p. 813) the omclc was very much neglected,

and in a state of decay. The Greek writers, who
are accustomed to call the greatest god of a bar-

liannis nation Zeus, mention several oracles of this

divinity in foreign countries, (Herod, ii. 29 ;

Diod. iii. 6.)

III. Oraclks of other Gods.

The other gods who possessed oracles were con-

sulUrd only concerning those particular departments

of the world and human life over which they

presided. Dvmeier thus gave oracles at Patrae in

Achaia, but only concerning sick persons, whether

their sufferings would end in death or recovery.

Ilefore the sanctuary of the goddess there was a

well BuiToundcd by a wall. Into this well a mir-

ror w'as let down by means of a rope, so as to swim
upon the surface. Prayers were then performed

and incense offered, w’heretipon the image of the

sick person was seen in the mirror either as a

corpse or in a state of recovery. (Paus. vii. 21.

§ 5.) At Pharae in Achaia, there was an oracle

of Hermes. His altar stood in the middle of the

market place. Incense was offered there, oil-lamps

were lighted before it, a copper coin was placed

upon the altar, and after this the question wwi put

to the god by a whisper in his ear. The person

w'ho consulted him shut his own ears, and imme-
diat-ly left the market-place. The first remark

that he heard made by any one after leaving the

market place was believed to imply the answer of

Hermes. (Paus. vii. 22. § 2.)

There was an Oracle of Pluto and Cons at

Charax, or Achamca, not far from Nysa, in C^ria.

The two deities had here a temple and a grove,

and near the latter there wras a subterraneous

cave of a miraculous nature, called the cave of

Charon
;

for persons suffering from illness, and
placing confidence in the power of the gods, tra-

velled to this place, and stayed for some time with

experienced priests who lived in a place near the

cave. These priests then slept a night in the

cavern, and afterwards prescribed to their patients

the remedies rex'ealed to them in their dreams.

Often, however, they took their patients with them

into the cave, where they had to stay for several
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days in quiet and without taking any food, and
were sometimes allowed to fall into the prophetic

sleep, but were prepared for it, and received the

advice of the priests
; for to all other persons the

place was inaccessible and fatal. There was an
annual panegyris in this place, probably of sick

persons who sought relief from their sufferings.

On the middle of the festive day the young men
of the gtHnnasium, naked and anoint^, used to

drive a bull into the cave, which, os soon os it had
entered, fell down dca^ (Strab. xiv, p. C49

;

com|)aro xii. p. 579.)

At Epidanrus Limcra oracles were given at the

fcsti^-nl of Jno. ( I noa ]. The same goddess had
an oracle at Oetylon, in which she made revela-

tions in dreams to persons who slept a night in her

sanctuary. (Paus. iii. 26. § 1.) Hera Acraea had
an omclc between Lcchaeon and Pagae. (Strab.

viii. p. 380.)

IV. Oracles of IlKnoxa.

1 . Oracle ofA mpkuiraus, between Potniac and
Thebes, where the hero was said to have been
swallowed up by the earth. His sanctuary was
surrounded by a wall and adorned W'ith columns,

upon which birds never settled, and birds or entile

never took any food in the neighbourhood. (Paus.

ix. 3. § 2.) The oracles were given to persons in

their dreams, for they had to sleep in the temple

(Herod, viii. 134) after they had prepared them-
ludvcs for this inetdtatto by fasting one day, and by
abstaining from wine for three days. (Philnstrat.

Vit. Ajmtl. ii. 37.) The Thelians were not allowed

to consult this oracle, having chosen to take the

hero as their ally rather than as their prophet.

(Herod. /.c.) Another oracle of Amphinrnus was
at Oropus, between Boeotia and Attica, which was
most frequently consulted by the sick about the

means of their recovery. Those who consulU'd it

had to undergo lustrations, and to sacrifice a ram,

on the skin of which they slept a night in the

temple, where in their dreams they expected the

means of their recovery to be revealed to them.

(Paus. i. 34. § 2, &c.) If they recovered, they

had to throw some pieces of money into the well

of Amphinrnus in his sanctuary. The oracle was
said to have been founded by the Thebans. (Strab.

ix. p. 399.)

2. Oracle of AmphUochus. He w'ns the son of

Amphioraus, and had an oracle at Mnllos in Cilicia,

which Pausonins calls the most trustworthy of his

time. ( Paus. i. 34. § 2 ;
Dion Cass. Ixxii. 7.)

3. Orade of Trophonius at la^badeia in Boeotia.

(Pans. ix. 37. § 3.) Those who wished to con-

sult this oracle had first to purify themselves by
spending some days in the sanctiuuy of the good

spirit and good luck (iyaOoD Aalfxovos Kcd iyaffvi

TvxvO, to live sober and pure, to abstain from

warm baths, but to bathe in the river Herctma, to

offer sacrifices to Trophonius and his children, to

Apollo, Cronos, king Zeus, Hera Heniocha, and to

Demeter Europe, who wns said to have nursed
Trophonius

;
and during these sacrifices a sooth-

sayer explained from the intestines of the victims

whether Trophonius would be pleased to admit the

consultor. In the night in which the consultor

was to be allowed to descend into the cave of Tn>-

phoniiis, he had to sacrifice a ram to Agamedes,
and only in case the signs of the sacrifice were
fiivourable, the hero was thought to be pleased to

admit the person into his cave. What took place
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after this n^as as follows :—Two boys, 1 3 years old,

led him again to the river llercymi, and bathed

and anointed him. The priests then made him

drink from the well of oblivion that he

might forget all his former thoughts, and fnnn the

well of recollection (Myriftoavin)) tliat he niiglit re-

member the visions which he was going to have.

They then showed him a mysterious representation

of Trophonius, made him worship it, and led him
into the sanctuaiy, dn‘ss<‘d in linen garments with

girdles .around his body, and wearing a |>eculiar

kind of shoes (jcgrpriScr) which were customary at

licbadcia. Within the sanctuary which stood on

an eminence, there was a cave, into which the j)cr-

son was now allowed to descend by nu*ans of a

ladder. Close to the bottom, in the side of the

oirc, there was an o|>cning into wiiich he put his

feet, wlicrcupon the other parts of the body were

likewise drawn into the opening by some invisible

{K>wcr. Whiit the persons here saw was different

at different times. They returned through the

sani.? opening by which they had entered, and the

priests now placed them on the throne of Mnemo-
syne, asked them what they had seen, and led

them back to the sanctuary of the good spirit and
good luck. As soon as they had recovered from

their fear, they were obliged to write down their

vision on a little tablet which was dedicated in the

temple. This is the account given hy Pausanias,

who had himself descended into the cave, and
writes as an eye- witness. (Paus. ix. 3.0. § 3, &e. ;

compare Philostr. Vil. A/>o/l. viii. 19.) The an-

swers were prol«bly given by the priests according

to t!ie report of what persons had seen in the cave.

This oracle wus held in very great esteem, and
did not become extinct until a very late period:

and though the army of Sulla had plundered the

temple, tlie oracle was much consulted by the Ro-

mans (Orig. c. f 5f/s. vii. p. 355), and in the time of

I’lutarch it w'os the onlt* one among the numerous

Boeotian oracles, that had not become silent. (Pint.

tie Onus. De/. c. 5.)

4. Omcle of Calchas, in Daunia in southern

Italy. Here answers were given in dreams, for

those who consulted the oracle had to sacrifice a

black nun, and slept a night in the temple, lying

on the skin of the victim. (Strab. vi. p. 284.)

5. Onu-les of Asdepius (Aesculapius). Tlie

oracles of Asclcpius were very numerous. But the

most important and most celebrated was that of

Epidaurus. His temple there was literally covered

with votive tablets, on which persons had recorded

their recovery hy spending a night in the temple.

In the temples of Aesculapius and Scrapis at Rome,
recovery was likewise sought by incubatio in his

temple. (Suet. Claud. 25.) F. A. Wolf has written

an es.say, Deitrag xur Ceach. des Somnamlmlismua
aus dcM Allerthnin

(
Vt'rmischte .Sekriften^ p. 382,

&c.), in which he endi*avours to show that what is

now called Mesmerism, or animal magnetism, was

known to the priests of those temples where sick

persons spent one or more nights for the purpose of

recovering their health. Other oracles of the same
kind are mentioned in that e8s.*iy, together with

some of the votive tablets still c.vtant

6. Omcle of Heracles at Bura in Achaio. Those
who consulted it, prayed and put their questions to

the god, and then cast four dice painted with

figtires, and the answer was given accorditig to the

|>08ition of these figim'S. (Paus. vii. 25. § (j.)

7. Oracle of HasijJtaiyal Thalomiac in Lhaconia,
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where answers were given in dreams while persons

spent the night in the temple. (PluL CUom. 7,
Agis, 9

; Cic. de Div. i. 43.)

8. Oracle of Phrixrts., in Iberia near Mount
Caucasus, where no rams were allowed to be sacri-

ficed. (Strab. xi. p. 498 ;
Tacit AnnaL vL 34.)

V. OllACLES OP THE Db.VD.

Another cla.ss of oracles arc the oracles of the

dead {vtKvofiavrttov or ypuxovopirftoy\ in which
those who consulted called up the spirits of the
di*ad, and offered sacrifices to the gods of the lower
world. One of the most ancient and most cele-

brated places of this kind was in the country of
the 'I'licsprotians near lake Aornos. (Diud. iv.

22 ;
Herod, v. 92. § 7 ; Paus. ix. 30. § 3.) An-

other oracle of this kind w^ls at Hcrncica on the
Pn>poiitis. (Pint Cim. 6.)

liospecting the (Jrt^ck oracles in general seo

Wachsniuth, llellcn. Altcrth. ii. p. 58.5, &c. ; Klau-
sen, in ICrsch uud Cru/jcr's Kncyctap. s. t*. Orulccl.

VI. Italian Okacler.

Oracles, in which a god revealed his will through
the mouth of an ins|iired individual, did not exist

in Italy. The oracles of Calchas and Aesculapius
mentioned above were of Greek origin, and the
former was in a Greek Iieroumon mount Garganus.
The Homans, in the ordinary course of things, did
not feel the want of such oracles os those of Greece,
for they had numerous otiicr means to discover

the will of the gods, sucli ns the Sibylline books,
augury, hnnispiccts, signs in the heavens, and the

like, which are partly described in separate articles

and jwrtly in Divinatio. The only Italian oracles

known to us arc the following :
—

1. Oracle of Faunas, His oracles arc said to

have been given in the Saturnian verse, and collec-

tions of his vaticinia seem to have existed at an
early period. (Aurcl.V’icU Jhs Orig. gent. Horn, c. 4.)

The places where his oracles were given were two
groves, the one in the ncighhonrhood of Tihur,
round the well of Albunea, and the other on the
Aventine. (Virg. y(e«. vii. 81, &c. ; Ovid, /a#/, iv.

650, &c.) Those who consulted the god in the
grove of Albunea, which is said to have been re-

sorted to by all the Italians, had to observe the
following points:— The priest first offered a sheep
and other sacrifices to the god. The skin of tho
victim was spread on the ground, and the consul-

tor was obliged to sleep ujHm it duiing the night,

after his head had been thrice sprinkled with pure
water from the well, and touciied with the branch
of a sacred beech tree. He was, moreover, obliged

several days before this night to abstain from ani-

mal food and from mutrimonial connections, to be
clothed in simple garments, and not to wear a ring

on his fingers. After ho fell asleep on the sheep-

skin he was believed to receive his atiswer in

wonderful visions and in converse with the g«*d

himself. (Virg. I, e.; Isidor. viii. 11. 87.) Ovid
(/. c.) transfers some of the points to be oh.«erved

in order to obtain the oradc on the Albuncn, to

the oracle on the .\ventine. Both ma\' have had
much in common, but from the stoty* which he re-

lates of Numa it seems to bo clear that on tlie

Aventine certain different ceremonies also were
observed.

2. Oracles of Forluna existed in several Italian

towns, especially in Lntium, ns at Antium and
Pracnestc. In the former of these towns two

Digitized by Google
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gUtere Fortansic were w’orshi|>peJt and tiicir itAtueg

lifted to bend forward when omele» were given.

(Macrob. .Vet/, i. 23 ;
compare IIoraL Carm. i. 35.

1 ; Suet. Calig.SI with Eme»ti'snole
;
Domit. 15.)

At Praencglo the oracles w'crc derived from lots

(«or/es), consisting of sticks of mk with ancient

clinnictere graven upon them. These lots were
said to have been found by a noble Praenestine of

the name of Numerius SufTucius, inside of a rock

which he hod cleft open at the command of a dream
by which he had been haunted. The lots, w'hcn

ail oracle a'OS to be given, were shaken up together

by a Imy, after which one was drawn for the per

son who consulted the goddess. (Cic. de Dirin. ii.

41.) The lots of Praeneste were, at least with the

vulgar, in gri'at osteem os lati' os the time of Cicero,

while in other plains of Latium they were mostly

neglected. The Ktrasenn Caere in early times had

likewise its sortos. (Liv. zxh G2.)

Z. An Orwrie nf Mart was in very ancient times,

according to Dionysius (i. 15), at Tiura Mntieno,

not far from Rcate. The manner in which oracles

were here given resembled that of the pigeon-

omcle At Dodona, for a woodpecker (picu$\ a bird

sacred to Mars, was sent by the god, and settled

upon a wooden column, W'hence he pronounced the

oracle.

On Homan oracles in general sec Niebuhr, f/iri.

cf vu). L p. 503, &c.
j

llartung, IMe lielig.

drr liomrr^ vol. i. p. SG, &c. fL. S.J

ORA'HiUM w*asa small handkerchief used for

wiping the face, and appears to have been employed

for much the sumo purposes as our pockct*handkcr-

chief. It was made of silk or linen. In the £.7yot.

Map. (p. 804. 27, ed. Sylb.) it is explained by
•wpoawxov iKfxarfUov. Aiirelian introduced the

practice of giving Orarta to the Roman people to

use ad jui'ortm^ which appiitrs to mean for the

purpose of waving in the public games in token of

applause, os ae use our hats and handken'hiefs for

the tame purpose. (Vopisc. Aurd. 48 ;
Oisaubon

ad toe. ; Augustin, de Cir. Dei., xxii. 8 ;
Prudent.

n«pi 2rf^. L 86 ; Ilicmn. ad Nepotian, Ep. 2.)

ORATIO'NES PUI'NCIPUM. The Ora-

tiofies Principum are frequently mentioned by the

lionmn writers under the Empire
;
but those which

are discussed under this head have reference to

legislation only, and were addressed to the Senate.

Under the Christian Emperors particularly, these

Orationes were only a mode of promulgating T^aw

as constituted by the Emperor
;
and wc hare an

infttnnce of this even in the reign of Probus
(** Deges, quns Probus ederet, Scnatuscoosultis pro-

priis ennsoemrent,'* Prob. Imp. ap. Flav. Vopite.

1 3.) :
and in a passage of the Institutes of Justinian

(2. tit. 17. s. 7b the expression “ Divi Pertinacis

orationc cautum est.'* Under the earlier Emperors,

the Orationes were in the form of propositions I

for laws addressed to the Senate, who had still in I

appearance, though not in reality, the legislative

piwcr. This second kind of Omtiones is often

cited by the CUiftsical Jurists, m in the following

insunce from Oaius (ii. 2b5)— **ex oratione Divi

iladriani Scnatasconsultum factum est”— “Ora-
tionc Divi Marci . . quam 8. C. secutum est”

(Paulus, Dig.23. tlt.2 s. 16.)

Many of the Orationes of the Roman emperors,

such as are quoted by the Angustac Historiae

8criptorcs,are merely communications to the Senate
;

such for instance as the announcement of a victory.

(Maxim. Duo, ap. J. Capitol. 12, 13.) These
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Orationes are sotnetimes called Litterac or Epistolne

by the non-juriatii'ul writers
;

but the juristical

writers appeiir to have generally avoided the u*e of

Kpistola in tliis sense, in order not to confound the

Imperial Orationes with the Rescripia which wero
often called Kpistolae. It appears that the Roman
jurists used the terms Libelliis and Onitio Principis

as equivalent, for the passages w'hicb have been

referred to in supjKirt of the opinion that these two
words had a different sense (Dig. 5. tit. 3. s. 20,

22\ show that Libellus and Oratio Principis arc

the same, for the Oratio is here spoken of by both

names. These Omtiones were sometimes pro-

nounced by the Enip ror himself, but apparently

they were commonly in the form of a written

moswige, which was read by the Quaestors (Dig. 1.

tit. 13); in the passage last referred to, these Im-
perial messages arc called indifferently Libri and
Kpistolae. Suetonius (7»V«s, 6) says, that Titus

sometimes read his father's orationes in the senate

“qimestoris vice.” We frequently r«ul of Lit-

terae and Orationes Wing sent by the Emperor to

the Senate. (Tacit, Ann. iii. 52, xvi. 7.) The
mode of proceeding upon the receipt of one of

these Orationes may be collected from the pre-

amble of the Senatuftconsnltum contained in the

Digest (-5. lit 3). These Omtiones were the found-

ation of the Scnatusconsulta which were framed
upon them, and when the Omtiones were drawn
up with much rccard to detail, they contained in

fact the provisions of the subsequent Scnntuscon-

suUum. This appears from the fact that the Oratio

and the Scnatusconsultum arc often cited indif-

ferently by the classical jurists, as appears from

numerous passages. (Dig. 2. tit 15. s. 8 ; 5. tit 3.

s. 20, 22, 40 ;
II. tit 4. s. 3, &c.) The Oratio is

cited as containing the reasons or grounds of the

law, and the Scnatusconsultum for the pnrtinilar

provisions and words of the I.iw. To the time of

Septimius Severus and his son Caracalla, nnmeroiis

Scnatusconsulti, founded on Orationes, are men-
tinned

;
and numerous Orationes of these two Empe-

rors are cit-*d. But after this time they set'm to

have fallen into disuse, and the form of irnnkiug

and promulgating Laws by Imperial constitutiones

was the ordinary mode of legislation.

There has been much discussion on the amount
of the influence exercised by the Orationes Frinci-

pumon the legislation of the Senate. But it seems
to \to tolerably clear, from the evidence that we
have, and from the nature of the case, that the

Oratio might either recommend generally some
legislative measure, and leave the details to the

Senate ; or it might contain all the details of the

proposed measure, and so be in substance, though

not in form, a Scnatueconsnltum
;
and it would

liecome a S^tnsconsultum on being adopted by
the Senate, which, in the rase sopposod, would be

merely a mattirr of form. In tho case of an Oratio,

expressed in more general terms, there is no reason

to suppose that the recommendation of the kWporor
was IcM of A command

;
it was merely a command

in more general terms.

(Zimmem, Cetdiichte det Horn. Primtrechit^ i. p.

79 ;
and Dirkseti, Udier die lieden der li'om.

nnd deren Einjlust auf die (ieixizpelmnp^ in Rhein,

Mm. fur Jurie\mtdenzy vol. ii.) [O. U)
ORATOR, Cicero remarks {Or. Part. c. 28)

that a “certain kind of causes belong to Jus Civile,

.-ind that Jus Civile is conversant about I*aws

(Acx) and Custom (mos) appertaining to things
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(mblic and private, the knowledge of which, though

neglected hy most oraton, seems to me U> be neces*

s:uy for the puq>o8cs of orator}'.** In his treatise

on the Orator, and particularly in the first book,

Cicero has given his opinion of the duties of an

orator and his rc(]uisit«> qualif)cati>>ns, in the form

of a dialogue, in which Lucius Lkinius Cmsius and

M. Atitonius arc the chief speakers. Cmssus was

himself a model of the highest excellence in ora-

tory : and the opinions attributed to him as to the

qiiaUficationi of an orator were those of Cicero him-

»<df, wlio in the introdtictory part of the first book

(c. 6) declares that ** in his opinion no man can

deserve the title of a perfect orator, unless he has

acquired a knowledge of all important things and

of all arts : for it is out of knowledge that oratory

must blossom and expand, and if it is not founded

on matter which the orator has fully mastered and
understood, it is idle talk, and may almost he

called puerile.** According to Crassus the province

of the Orator embraces everything : he must be

enabled to speak well on all snhjccta. Conse-

quently he must have a knowledge of the Jos
Civile (i. 44, &c.), the necessity for which Crassus

illustrates by instances
;
and he should not only

know the Jus Civile, as bring necessary when be

has to speak m causes relating to priN-ate matters

and to privata Jndicia, hut he should also have a

knowledge of the Jus Publicum which is conver-

sant about a State as such, and he should be fami-

liar w’ith the events of history and instances de-

rived from the ex{>erience of the past Amonius
(i. 4.9) limits the <iualifirations of the orator to the

command of language plensant to the car and of

arguments mhipled to convince in causes in the

forum and on ordinary occasions. lie further re-

quires the orator to have competent voice and
action and sufficient grace and ease. Antonius

(i 5U) contends that an orator docs not require a

knowledge of the Jus Civile, and he instances the

case of hinisolft for Crassus allowed that Antonius

could satisfactorily conduct a cause, though Anto-

nius, according to his own admission, bad never

hamed the Jus Civile, and liad never felt the want

of it in such causes as he had defended {injure}.

The profession then of the orator, who W'itb re-

ference to his undertaking a client's case is also

called patroDus (</e Or. L 56, UruL 38) was

quite distinct from tliat of the Jurisconsultus

[Jt'RiscoNsuLTi], and also from that of the

Advoentus, at least in the time of Cicero (ii. 74),

and even later {<U Orat. Dial, 34). An orator,

who possessed a competent knowledge of the Jus

Civile, would however luivc an advantage in it, os

Antonius admits (i.59); hut ns there were many
cKscutials to an orator, which w*ere of difficult at-

tainment, he says that it would be unwise to dis*

tract him with other things. Some requisites of

orator}*, such as voice and gesture, could only be

nequif^ hy discipline ;
whereas a competent know-

h'dge of the law of a case (Jurit ttii/Uas) could be

got at any time from the juriscnnsulti (periit) or

from iKH'ks. Antonius thinks that the lUiman

ornt>ra in this matter acted more wisely than the

Greek orators, who being ignorant of law had the

assistance of low fellows, who worked for hire, and
were called Pragraatici (i. 4.S): the Roman orators

entrusted the maintenance of the law to the high

character of thoir profi-sscd Jurists.

So far as the pn>fcssion of un advocate consists

in the skilful conduct of a cause, and in the sup-
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porting of his own side of the question hy proper
argument, it must be admitted with Antonius that

a very moderate knowledge of law is sufficient
;
and

indeeil even a purely legal argutnent requires not so

much the accumulation of a vast store of legal know-
ledge os the power of handling the matter when it

has been collected. The method in which this con-

summate master of his art managed a cause is stated

by himself (rfe Or. ii. 72) ;
and Cicero in another

passage (lintiusy 37) has recorded his merits as an
orator. Servius Siilpicius, who was the greatest

law}*er of his age, had a good practical knowledge
of the law, but others had this also, and it w*as

something else which distinguished Sulpicius from

all his contemporaries— “ Many others as well as

Sulpicius had a great knowledge of the law
; he

alone possessed it as an art. But the knowledge
of law hy itself would never have helped him to

this without the possession of that art which
teaches us to divide the whole of a thing into its

parts, by exact definition to devetope what is im-

perfectly seen, by explanation to clear up what is

obscure ; first of all to see ambiguities, then to dis-

entangle them, lastly to have a ntlc hy which
trnth and falsehood are distinguished, and hy which

it shall appear what consequences follow from pr'-

mises and what do not," (/?rw;. 41.) With such

a power Sulpicius combined a knowledge of letters

and a pleasing style of s))cnkmg. As a forensic

orator then he must have been one of the first that

ever lived ; hut still among the Romans his re-

utation was that of a jurist, while Antonius, who
ad no knowledge of the l.iw% is put on a level as

an orator {pafronus) with L. Crassus, who of all the

eloquent men of Rome had the best acquaintance

with the law.

Oratory n*as a serious study among the Romans.
Cicero tolls os by what painful labour he attained

to excellence. (Brui. 91, dec.) Roman oratory

reached its perfection in the century which pre-

ceded the Christian aorn. Its decline dates from

the establishment of the Imperial power under

Augustusand his successors
;

for though there were

many good speakers, and more skilful rhetoricians

under the empire, the oratory of the republic was
rendered by circumstances unsuitable for the senate,

for the popular assemblies, or for cases of crimes

and high misdemeanours.

In the Dinlogue Dc Oratorihus, which is attri-

buted to Tacitus, Messala, one of the spi-nkers,

attempts (c. 28, Ac.) to assign the n'asoni fur the

low state of oratory in the lime of Vcsjiosian, when
the Dialogtie w*as written, compart'd with its con-

dition in the age of Cicero and of Cicero's prede-

cessors. He attributes its dt'vlinc to the neglect of

the discipline under which children were formerly

brought up, and to the practice of resorting to

rhetoricians {rhetom) who professed to teach the

oratorical art This gives occasion to speak more

at length of the early discipline of the old orators

and of Cicero's course of study as descrilx'd in the

Brutus. The old orators (c. 34) learned their art

by c«mstant attendance on some eminent orator

and hy actual experience of business : the orators

of Messala 's time were formed in the schools of

Rhetoric, and their powers were developed in exer-

cises on fictitious matters. These however, it is

obvious, were only secondar}* causes. The imme-
diate causes of the decline of eh>quonce appear to

be itidicaU'd by Maternus, another speaker in tlie

Dialogue, who attributes the former flourishing
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eondilion of eloquence to the political power which

oralorj conferred on the orator under the Republic,

and to the party itru^ffles and eren the violence

that are incident to such a state of society. The
allusion to the effect product'd by the establish'

ment of the Imperial power U clear enough in the

following words, which refer both to the Imperial

and the Uepublicnn period*: ** cum mixlis omnibus

et moderatore ono carentibus, tantum quisque omtor

aaperct, quantum erranti populo persuadori puterat,"

The memorials of Roman oratory are the ora-

tions of Cicero ; but they are only a small portion

of the great moss of oratorical literature. The frag-

ments of the Konum orators from Appius Caccus

and M. Porcius Cato to Q. Aurelius .Symmachus,

have been collected by 11. Meyer, Zlirich, 1 rob

8vo. 2d cd. 1B42. [O. L.J

OKHUS. {Csoas Juluk, p. 6f)2, b.j

ORC.\. (SiTBLLA.]

ORCIIK'SIS [Saltatio.J
ORC1IK.STRA. [Theatrl’m.-]

OUC I N I IS LI ItKRT us. [Man um hwio. ]

( ) RC I N i;s S KN ATO R. [ SenaTUh. J

ORDINA'KIUS judex. [Judex Peda-
KE>;a.l

ORDINA'RirS SERVUS. [Skrvus.]
OUDO is applied to any body of men, who form

a distinct class in the community, either by pos-

sessing distinct privileges, pursuing certain trades

or professions, or in any other way. Thus Cicero
;

( I'err. ii. 6) speaks of the *H)rdo aratorum, give

p<‘cuariorura, sive mcrcatorum.*' In the tame way
the whole body of sacerdotes at Rome is spoken of

as an ordo (Festus, s. r. Ordo Saceniotvm% and
se|Araie ecclesiastical rorporatioiM are called by the

same title. (Onio eollegii aoitri, Orvlli, Ih$ct. n.

2417 ;
Ordo Si-Ttralimm^ Id. n. 2229.) The libor-

tini and tcribae also formed separate ordines. (Suet.

de Grammitt. 18 ; Cic. Verr. i. 47, liL 79.) The
Senate and the Equites are also spoken of re-

spectively as the Ordo Senatorius and Ordo Rques-

tris [SsNATUS ;
Equites]

; but this name is

never applied to the Plebes. Accordingly, we find

the expression ^ Ulerque Ordo'' used without any
further explanation to designate the Senatorial

and Equestrian ordines. (Suet. 15 ;
Veil. Pat.

iL 100.) The Senatorial Ordo, as the highest, is

sometimes distinguished as ^amplissimus Ordo."

(Plin. Kp. X. 3 ; Suet. 0/Ao, 8, 2.)

The senate in colonies and municipia was railed

Ordo Dcciirionum (Dig. 59. tit. 2. a. 2. § 7 ;
Orelli,

/»scr. n. 1167 ;
Colonia, p. 3 18, a), and sometimes

simply Ordo (Tacit //»s^. it 52; Dig. 50. tit 2.

s. 2. S 3 ; Orelli, n. 3734), Ordo amplissimus

(Cic. pro CW. 2), Of Ordo splendidissimus (Orelli,

n. 1180, 1181),

The term Ordo is also applied to a company
or troop of soldiers, and is used as equivalent

to Centuria: thus centurions ore sometimes called

“qui wdines duxerunt" (Cic. PhiL L 8; Caes.

BrlL dv. L 1 3), and the fint centuries in a legion

“ primi ordines-" (Caea Hell, GalL v. 28, 44.)

Even the centurions of the first centuries are oc-

casionally called
** Primi Ordines." (Caes. Dell.

Gall. T. 30, vi. 7 ;
Liv. xxz. 4 ;

Oronov. ad loc.)

[Comp. Exihcitus, p.501,b.]

OU'OANON. [Htdraula
;
Machina.]

O'ROIA. [MyKTERtA.)
OROVIA (ipyvid), a Greek measure of

length, derived from the human body, was the

distance from extremity to extremity of the out-
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stretched arms, W'hence the name, from dpeyw.
(Xcn. Mfin. ii. 3. § 19 ; Pollux, ii. 158.) It was
cqoal to 6 feet or to 4 cubits, and was I- 1 00th of
the stadium. (Herod, ii. 149.) It may be ex-
pressed nearly enough in English by the word
/rUAom. (('ompuMENHi'RA and the Tables.) [P.S.]
ORICHALCUM (^si'xaAxor), a metallic com-

pand, akin to copper and bronze, which was
highly prized by tl\p ancients. (See the passages
in Forcdlini, and the other I^iin Lexicons.) The
word has given rise to much doubt

;
but the truth

seems to be that it denotes 5mss, with which the
ancients became acquainted by fusing zinc ore
{cadmium^ calamine) with copper, although they
appear to Imve bad saircely any knowledge of
zinc as a metat They appear to have regarded
orichalcum as a sort of bronze. How little ac-

quainicd th*y were with iu true formation is

shown by the fact that, deceived by its colour,

they suppos(‘d gold to be one of its rnmititiienis,

and then perp<-luated tlicir error by a folk- ortho-

graphy, auriidittlcum. The true derivation is no
doubt from Spos and that is, momlaim-
bryMze^ so called probably because it was obtaiiietl

by fusing copper with an ore (metal os found iu

the mountain), and not with an already nduced
metal. (Sec especially Stralxi, with Ciroskurd's

note, and Beckman, os quoted in the article Mb-
TAI.I.UM.) [P.S.]
OUIGINA'RII. [Coi.oNATUR, p. 311, b.)

OUNAMENTA TIU UMPH.VLIA. [Tbi-
UMPIIU8.]

OUNATUIX [Coma, p. 330, b].

OUTHODO'RON. [Mbnsura.]
OSCHOPHO'RIA ot werxo^^pm),

an Attic festival, which according to some writers

was celebrated in honour of Athena and Dionysus
(PhoL p. .322, Bekk.), and according to others in

honour of Dionysus and Ariadne. (Plut. TV^cs. 23.)

The time of its cch bration is not mentioned by any
ancient writer, but Corsini (Fast. Aft. ii. p. 354)
supposes with great prulwbility that it was held at

the commencement of the Attic month Pyanepsion.
It is said to havo been instituted by Theseus. Its

name is derived from R
branch of vines with grapes, for it w*ns a vintage

festival, and on the day of its celebration two
ypuths, called itrxo^dpot, whose parents were alive,

and who were elected from among the noblest and
wealthiest citizens (Schol. ad Xicund. Alfjrifth.

109), carried, in the disguise of women, branches
of vines with fresh grapes from the temple of

Dionysus in Athens, to the ancient temple of

Athena Sciras in Phalerus. These youths were
followed by a procession of persons who likewise

carried vine-branches, and a chorus sang hymns
called which were accompanied

by donees. (Athcn. xiv. p. 681.) In the ancrifice

which was offered on this occasion, w'onu'ii also

took port ; they were called denrvo^pot, for they
represented the mothers of the youths, carried the

provisions (5t[« ital airfa) for them, and related

itoricf to them. During the sacrifice the staff of

the herald was adorned with ffnrlands, and when
the liliation was performed the spectators cried

out AfAcr, loo, lou, (PluL TAes. 22.) The epbebi

taken from all the triWs had on this day a contest

in racing from the city to the temple of Athena
Sciras, during which they also carried the t<rxv%

and the victor received a cup filh^ with five dif«

ferent things(wcrr<i»^Ms,r«KrawXda,orTfKrawXq),
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viz. wine, chee»e, flour, and a little oil.

(Alhcn. xi. p. 42>o.) According to other occouuU
the victor only drank from thU ctip. The itory

which woe symbolically represented in the rites

and ceremonies of this festival, and which w’os said

to havo given rise to it, is related by Plutarch

(77ss. 2'2, 23) and by Procliu (p. 3UtI, ed. Gais-

ford). (Compare Bekker's A »co^. p. 3 1 8 ;
Eiy-

niol. M:ign. and Hesyeb. s.v. *n<rxoi ; Suidaa, s. 0.

At>d bKT)(0<pdpOS.) [L. 1^.]

OSClIiLUM, a diminutive through o$culum

from OS, moaning ^ a little face,** was the term

applied to Dices or heads of Bacchus, which wero
suspended in the vineyards to be turned in every

direction by the wind. Whichsoever way they

looked, they were supposed to make the vines in

that quarter fruitful. (Virg. Ceojy. ii. 388—392.)

The left-hand figure in the annexed woodcut is

taken from an oscillum of white marble in the

British Museum. The back of the head is want-

ing, and it is concave within. The mouth and
pupils of the eyes are perforated. It represents

the countenance of Bacchus with a beautiful, mild,

and propitious expression (mof/is, honetium^ Virg.

/. c,). A fillet, spirally twisted about a kind of

wreath, surrounds the head, and descends by the

cart toa'ords the neck. The metallic ring, by
which the marble was suspended, still remains.

The other figure is from an ancient gem (Mattel,

(Jan. Ant. iu. 64\ representing a tree with four

oscilia hung upon its branchet. A Syuinx and a

pgut'M are placed at Uie root of the tree.

From this noun came the verb osci'fZo, meaning
“ to swing.” Swinging {pacUlaiio) was among the

bodily exercises practised by the liomans, and was

one of the amusements at the Ferioe Liutinae.

(Festus, i.v.\ ilygin. Fub. 130; W under, (Join-

ment. ^ CVe. fn'o Plane, p. 93 ;
Firiab, p.

530,0.] [J-Y.]

O'SeiNKS. [Auour, p. 175, b.]

OSTIA'RIUM was a tax upon the doors of

houses, which was probably imposed along with

the CWawinartim by the /as sufM/sartci of Julius

Caesar. It was levied by Metellus Scipio in Syria,

together with the Columnorium, on which see Co*

Lt’MNARiUM (Caes. D.C. iii. 32 j
Cic. ad Fatti,

iil H).

OSTI A'HIUS. (Domus p. 427, b.]

O'STIUM. fJANUA.]
OSTRACISMUS. [Exsilium, p.614.]

O'STRACON {barpoKoy). [Fictile.]

OVATIO, a lesser triumph,; the terms em-

ployed by the Greek writers on Roman history ore

«tSo, ^pia^iSot. The circumstances

by which it was distinguished from the more im-

posing solemnity [TaiUMPiiuaJ were the follow-

ing:— The general did not enter the city in a

chariot drawn by four horses, but on foot
; be ivns

not arrayed in the gorgeous gold embroidered robe,

but in the simple toga pnietcxta of a magistrate ;

his brows w*erc encircled with a wreath not of

laurel but of myrtle
;
he bore no sceptre in his

hand
; the procession was not heralded by trum-

pets, headed by the senate and thronged with vic-

torious troops, but was enlivened by a crowd of

flute-players, attended chiefly by knights and ple-

beians, fluently without soldiers
; the ceremonIi4

wero concluded by the sacrifice not of a bull but
of a shceji (PluL MareeU. c, 22 *; Dionys. v. 4 7 ;

Ocll. V. 6; Liv. iiL 10, xxvi. 21.) The word
oraiio seems clearly to be derived from the kind of

victim otTurrd, and wo need pay little respect to

the opinion of Festus (s. v. Orttnirg)^ who supposes

it to have been fonned from the glad shout 0 ! O!
frequently reiterated, nor to that of Dionysius,

whose system required him to trace every custom
to a Grecian origin, and who therefore maiiitnina

that it is corrupted fran the Bacchanalian *0ou

Dionysius makes another mistake in assigning a
laurel chaplet to the conqueror on these occaiiuns,

since all the Roman writers agree with Plutarch

in representing that the myrtle crown, hence called

OtiilU Corona, W'as a characteristic of the ovation.

(Festus, s. p. Oralis Corona ; Plin. //. X. xv. 29 ;

Plut. ; Gcll. //. cc.) Compare Corona, p. 3GI.

In later times, the victor entered u|>on horse-

back (Sorv. rn I’iry. Am. iv. 543), and the ova-

lions celebrated by Oclavianus, Drusus, Tibrriiui,

Ac., arc usually recorded by Dion Cassius by a
reference to this circumstance. (Dion Cass, xlviii.

31, xlix. 15, liv. 8, 33, Iv. 2.)

An ovation was granted w*hen the advantage
gained, although considerable, was not sufficient to

ccuistitute a legitimate claim to the higher distinc-

tion of a triumph, or when the victory had bi'cn

achieved with little bloodshed, as in the case of

Postumius Tubortus, who first received this honour

(Plin. 11. X. XV. 29) ; or when hostilitii'S had not

been regularly proclaimed (Festus, Goll. U. w.) \

or w'hcn the war had not been completely tennl-

nated, which was one of the ostensible rt'osons for

reftuing a triumph to Marccllus on his return from

Sicily (Plut, l.e.! Liv. xxvi. 21); or when the

contest had been carried on against base and un-

worthy foes, and hence when the servile bands of

Alhenion and 8p.vrtacus were destroyed by Per-

perna and Cnissus, these leaders celebrated ova-

tions only (Flcuiis, iiL 19 ;
Plin. Oell. l.e.\ al-

though the latter by a special resolution of the se-

nate was permitted to wear a laurel crown. [W.K.]
OVI'LE. fC/)MiTU, p,8.36, b]
OU'SIAS DIKE. [Enoikiou Dikr]
OX YB.\PIIU-M. [AcKTAHt'Ll’M.]

p.

PA'CTIO, PACTUM. [Obmoationrr.]
PAEAN (woi^ws', waidr, wcu«^), a hjTnn or

song which w*as originally sung in honour of

Apollo, and seems to be as old as the worship of

this deity. The etymology of the word is doubt-

ful. Some suppo.ie that it obtained its name from

Paeon, the god of healing ; but in the Homeric
poems Paeon is always spoken of n.% a sepamto
divinity, distinct from Apollo. Other writers,

with still less probability, connect it with iralw, to

strike.
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The paeon was always of a joyous nature, and

its tunc and sounds expressed hope and cnufidcncc.

The sound of i-fj appears to have been invariably

connected with it (A then. xv. pp. 61^6, e. f. 70),b.c.)

It was sun^ by several persona, one of whom pro*

bably led the others, and the singers either marched
onwards or sat to'^cihcr at table. Thus Achilles

after the death of Hector calls upon his companions

to return to the ships, singing a paean on account

of the glory they hod gained (IL xxiiu 3dl); and
the Achaeana, after restoring Chryseis to her

father, arc represented as singing a paean to Apollo

at the end of the sacriBcial hast, in order to ap-

pease his wrath. (//. i. 473.) From these pas-

Miges it is clear that tho paeon was a song of

thanksgiving, when danger was passed, and also a

hymn to propitiate the god. It was sung at the

solemn festivals of Apollo, especially at the Hya-
cinthia (<«i 'TaxlyBia voxdi'a, Xcn.
IfeJl. ir. 5. § II, Aife$, u. 1 7), and wns also song
from v( ry early times in the temples of the god.

(Horn. //ywA. ad Apod. 514 ;
Kurip. /on, 125,

dec.)

The poean Tt'os also sung as a battle tong, both

before an attack on the enemy and after the battle

was haished. (Thuerd. L 50, iv. 43, ii. 91, vii. 44 ;

Xcn. Amth. i. 8. § 17, dec.) This practice seems
to have chiefly prevailed among the Dorians, but

it was .ilso common among the other Greek states.

Tho origin of it is said tp nave arisen from the fact,

that .\p^lo sang it after his victory over the Pythian

dragon. The paesm sung previous to an enrage-

incnt tvas called by the Spartans wou^ ^^ar^giof.

(Plut. Lpc. 22.) The Scnoliost on Thucydides (i.

50) says, that the paean which was sung before

the battle was sacred to Arcs, and tho one sung

after to Apollo ; but there' are strong reasons for

believing that the paean os a battle-song w*as in

later times not panicuLorly comiectcd with the

worship of Apollo. (Bode, Gesch. der Ipruch,

DichihtHfi der Hellenen^ vol. i. pp. 9, 10, dec.) It

is certain that the paean was in later times sung

to the honour of other gods besides Apollo. Thus

,
Xenophon relates that the Laced.acmonians on one
occasion sang a paean to Poseidon, to propitiate

him after an ct^hquoko (//«//. iv, 7. § 4X >tnd also

that the Greek army in Asia sang a paeon to

Zeus. (Anab. iii. 2. § 9.)

In still later times, paeans were song in honour

of mortals. Thus Aratos sang paeans to the

honour of the Macedonian Antigunus (PluL C/eoin.

16) ; a paean composed by Alcxiims was sung at

Delphi in honour of the Macedonian Craterus ;
and

the Rhodians celebrated Ptolemaeus I., king of

,

Egypt, in the same manner. (Atbcn. xv. p. 696,

'

e. f.) The Cbalcidians, in Plutarch's time, still

continued to celebrate in a paean the praises of

their benefactor, Titus Flaminios. (Plut Flam. 1 6.)

The practice of singing the paean at banquets,

and especially at the end of the feast, w*hcn liba-

tions were poured out to the gods, was very an-

cient It is mentioned by Aleman, who lived in

the seventh century B. c- (Strab. x. p. 482.) The
paean continued to be sung on such occasions till a

late period. (Xcn. Symp. u. 1 ; Plut Symp. vii. 8.

8 4.)

(MUllcr, IlieL of Greek Liieraittrry pp. 19, 20,

Dorians^ ii. 6. § 4 ; Bode, Geeek. der lyritch.^ <£*c.

vol. i. pp. 7—77.)

P.\KD.AGO’OI.\. [Paed.vgoous.]
PAEDAGO'OUS (wcuSaTnrydi), a tutor. The
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office of tutor in n Grecian family of rank and
opulence (Plato, de lirjtub. i. p. 87, ed. Bekker, de
Ley. vii. pp. 4 1 , 42) was assigned to one of the most
trustworthy of the slaves. The sons of his master
were committed to his care on attniiiing their sixth

or seventh year, their previous education having
l)oen conducted by females. They remained with
the tutor {ynagittcr) until they atuhied the age of
puberty. (Ter. Andr. i. 1. 24.) His duly was
rather to guard them from evil, both physical and
moral, than to communicate instfuction, to culiivalo

their minds, or to impart accomplishments. He
went with them to and from the school or the
Gvmnarium (Plato, Lyris, p. 118); he nccom-
{tnnied them out of doors on all occasions

;
he was

rcsponsiblo for their personal safety, and for their

avoidance uf l^nd company. ( Bato,a/). Athen. vii. p,
I 279.) The formation of their morals by din'd su-

perintendence belonged to the xadiov6poi os public

officers, and their instruction in the various branches
of learning, i. e. in grammar, music, and gymn.os-
tics, to the 5i5d0'(caAoi or praecef>tores^ whom Plato
{U. Off.), Xenophon (</e Lac. Hep. ii. I, iii. 2),
Plutarch {de Lib. Ed. 7), and Quintilian {Im$t. Or.
L 1. 8, 9) expressly distinguish from the paedayrwfi.

These latter even carried the books and instru-

me'nts which were requisite for their young masters

;

in studying under the sophists and prorossors.

j

This account of the office is sufficient to explain

!
why tho woidcrywydr so often appears on tho

I Greek stage, both in tragedy, as in the ^fedra^
' /Vtoenutsne, and Ion of Euripides, and in comedy,
ns in the Dacchides of Plautus. The condition of

slavery accounts for the circumstance, that tho
tutor w'as often a Thracian (Plato, Aicib. i. p. 341,
cd. Bokker), an Asiatic, as is indicated by such
names as I.ydus (Plant f!. c.), and sometimes an
eunuch. (Herod, viii. 75 ; Com. Nep. Themist. iv.

3 ;
Polyacn. i. 30. § 2.) Hence also wo sec why

these persons spoke Greek with a foreign accent
{vTro€ap€opi^ovTt^y Plato, Lydty p. I45,ed. Uekker).
On rare occasions, the tutor was admitted to tho

presence of the daughters, as when the slave, sus-

taining this office in the royal palace at Thebes,
accumpauics Antigone while she surveys the be-

sieging army from tho tower. (E'lrip. /Vioen. 87—
210.)

Among the Romans the attendance of the tutor

on girls as well as boys was much more frequent,

AS they Were not confined at home according to

the Grecian custom. (Val. Max. vl 1. § 3.) As
luxury advanced under the emperors, h was strik-

ingly manifested in the dress and training uf tho

beautiful young slaves who were destined to be-

come pa^agoffiy or, os they were also termed,

paedagogta and pueri pacditfogiaiii. (Plin. If. .V.

xxxiii. 12. B. 54 ; Sen. Epid. 124, De Vila beatOy

17; Tertull. Apol. 13.) Augustus assigned to

them a separate place, no.^r his own, at the public

sjiectaclcs. (Suoton. Aug. 44.) Nero gave oflenco

by causing free boys to be brouglil up in the deli-

cate habits of paedagogi. (Soeton. Ner. 28.) After

this period mirnbers of them were attached to the

imperial family for the soke of state and orna-

ment, and not only is the modem word page a

corruption of the ancient appellation, but it aptly

expresses the nature of the servico which the poe-

dagogia at this later era afforded.

In palaces and other great houses tho pages slqit

and lived in a separate apartment, which was itlso

called paedagogiutH. (Plin. EpixL vii. 27.) [J. Y.]
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PAEDO'NOMUS (w«u8«i'd^or), wua a magis-

trate at Sparta, who had the geucral BUporiiitend-

dice of the education of the boys. Ilia office was

considered very honourable, and he was always

chi>sen from the uoUeit citisens. He bud to make

a general inspection of the boys, and to punish

scverffly all those who had been negligent or idle

;

for which purpose fxatrrtyoi^ipoi were assigned to

him by Lycurgus. Those a*ho were refractory he

might bring before the Ephors. The more imme-
diate inspection of the gymnastic exercises of the

boys belonged to magistrates called /3<8uuot. [Di-

Disxi.] (Xcn. Hep. Lae, u. 2, iii. 10, ir. 6; Plut

Life. 17 ; Hesychius, s. v.
;
Krause, dymnaitik und

AifoK, tier }ldleneny pp. 254, 677.)

PAEHOTUPBAE (iraiJorpiJcJ), [Oymnasi-
uu, p. 581, b.]

PAE'NULA was a thick cloak, chiefly nsed by

the Romans in travelling uistcad of the toga, as a

protection against the cold and rain. (Cic pro Mil.

20 ;
<^uintil. vi. 3. § 66.) Hence wc find the ex-

pression of eeiudere jioentdam (Cic. ad A tt. xiii. 33)

used in the sense of greatly pressing a traveller to

stay at one's house. The paenula was w'orii by

women us well as by men in travelling. (Dig. 34.

tit 2. s. 2.3.) It appears to have been a long cloak

without sleeves, and with only an opening for (he

head, as is shown in tlie following figure token

from Ilurtholinl If this is a real example of a

pooimla, it would seem that the dress was sca'cd

in front about half way down, and was divided

into two parts, wliich might be thrown back by

the wearer so as to leave the arms comparatively

free : it must have been put on over the bead.

This figure explains the expression of Cicero {pro

MU, /, e. ),
** l»aenula irretitus ;

” and of the author

of the Diaiogus de Oraloribus (c. 30), ^pacnulis

adstricli et velut inclusi.*^

Under the emperors the paenula was worn in

the city as a protection against the rain and Cold

(Juv. V. 79), but women were forbidden by Alex-

ander Severus to wear it in the city. (Lamprid.

AUjt. Sev. 27.) At one time, however, the paenula

appears to have been commonly worn in the city

instead of the toga, as we even find mention of

orators wearing it when pleading causes {Dial, de

Orut, .39), but this fashion was probably of short

duration.

PA LA.

The paenula was usually made of wool (Plin.

II. N. viii. 48. s. 73), and pnrlicubirly of that kind

which was called Gnusnpa [OAirsArA] ( paentUa

gaueapina^ Mart, xiv, l45). It was also some-

times mode of leather ( paenula scorieu, hlarL xiv.

130). Seneca {QuaeU. Hat. iv. 6) spi'aks of

“ paenuloc aut scoru^ae,'” but be appears only to

use this expression beciuse paenulae were usiuilly

made of wool (RarthoUni, (fe I*aenula; Decker,

6W/m, vol. ii. p. 93.)

PAGANA'LIA. [Paul]
PAGA'NI. [Paoi.1

PAGA'NICA. [PiLA.]

PAG I, were fortified places, to which the coun-

try-people might retreat in case of an hostile in-

roi^ and are said to have been instituted by
Servius Tullius (Dionyt. iv. 15) ;

though the divi-

sion of the coontry-people into pagi is as old as

the time of Numa (Dionys. iL 76.) Each of the

countni'-tribes was divided into a certain nnmltor

of pagi
;
which name was given to the country ad-

joining the fortified village, os well as to the villxige

itself. Tlierc was a magistrate at the head of osich

pogtis, who kept a register of the names and of

the property of all p. rsons in the pagus, raised the

taxes, and summoned the people, w*)ien necessary,

to war. Each pagus hud its own sacred riles, and
an annual festival called Pagamtlia. (Dionyt. iv.

15 ;
V'arro, de Ling. Lot. vi. 24, 26, cd. M filler

;

Mucrob. Saturn, i. 16 ; Ovid, Last. L 669.) The
Putfani^ or inhabitants of the pagi, had their re-

gular meetings, at which they passed restduiiuns,

many of which have come down to us. (Orelli,

Inscr. n. 3793, 4083, 106, 202, 2177.) The di-

vision of the countT}' people into pagi continued to

the latest times of the Roman empire, and we find

frequent mention of tho magistrates of the pagi

under the names of Magistri, Praefecti or Pnie*

po&iti pagorum. (Orelli, Ittser. n. 121, 3795, 3796 i

Cod. Theod. 2. tit 30. s. 1 ;
«. lit. 15. s. 1; Wal-

ter, GeediicJite de$ liout. itedUs^ §§ 26, 164, 247j

366, 2d ed.)

The tenn Pagnni is often used in opposition to

milites, and is applied to all who were not soldiers,

even though they did not live in the country.

{MiliUa ct jxiifani^ Plin. Ep. x. 10 ; Juv. xvl. 32 ;

Suet .4iicg. 27, Ualb. 19 ; Dig. 11. tit 4. s. 1 ;
48.

tit 19. 8. 14, Ac.). Hence we find Pagani or citi-

zens applied as a term of reproach to soldiers who
did not perform their duty (Tacit Hid. iii. 24),

in the same way as Julius Cai'sar addressed his

rebellious soldiers on one occasion as (Juirites.

The Christian writers gave the name nf Pagani

to those persons who adhered to the old Rouuui

religion, because the latter continued to be gene-

rally believed by the country people, after Chrb^
lianity became the prevailing religion of the i)i.

habitants of the towns. (Isidonis, viii. 10 ;
Cod.

Theod, 16. tit 10 ;
Cod. Just 1. tit 11.)

PALA {wrboy,aKardrtiy cneu^ioyf ju<u<XAa), a

spade. (Cato de He Husi. 10 ;
Plin. If. H. xvii.

17. s. 27, xvii. 22. s. 3.5.) The spade was but little

UK*d in ancient husbandry, the ground having been

broken and turned over by the plough, and also

by the use of largi‘ hoes and rakes. [ Liuo ;
Ras-

TR17AI.] But in some cases a broad cutting edge

WAS necessary for this purpose, as, for example,

when the ground was full of the roots of rushes or

other plants. (Plin. If. N. xviii. 8.) Also in gar-

dening it was nn indispensable instniment, and

it was then tnadc on the same ptinciple os the
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PALAKSTRA.
plough-sharp, viz. by casing iu extremity with

iron. (Colum. X. 45.) The annexed woodcut, taken

fh>m a funeral monument at Rome (Fabretti, /a-

terip. Ant, p. 574), exhibits a deceased countryman
with his ^x and bidens, and abo with a pnla,

modified by the addition of a strong cross-bar, by
the use of which he was enabled to drive it nearly

twice as deep into the ground as ho could have
done without it. In this form the instrument was

called hipaliumy being employed in trenching (pat-
tinatio)^ or, when the ground was full of roots to

a considerable depth, in loosening them, tuniing
them over, and extiqtnting them, so as to prepnre
the soil for plantitig vines and other trees. By
means of this implement, which is still used in

Italy and called tytnpn^ the ground was dog to the
depth of two spades or nearly two feet. {Plin.

//. y. xviil 26. s. 62 ;
Cat de lie liust. 6, 45,

151 ; Varr. de fie liust. L 57 ; Col. de Re Rust.
T. 6. p. 214, xi. 3, p. 4.o0, ed. Rip.)

Cato {Ibid. 1 1) mentions wooden spades ( paint
lujueas) among the implements necessary to the

husliondman. One principal application of them
was in winnowing. The winnowing-shovcl, also

called in Latin is still generally used
in Greece, and the mode of employing it is ex-

hibited hy Stuart in his ** Antiquities of Athens,”
The com which has been threshed lies in a heap
up«m the floor, and the labourer throws it to a dis-

tance with the shovel, whilst the wind, blowing
stmiigly across the direction in which it is thrown,
drives the chaff and refuse to one side. (Theocrit
viL 150

;
Matt iii, 12 ;

Luke, iil 17.) The fmit of

leguminous plants was puribed and adapted to be
«se<l for food in the same manner. (Horn. //. t.

4^9—502, xiii. 588—592.)
The term pala was applied anciently, as it is in

modem Italian, to the blade or brootl part of an
oar. [Rsmus.] In a ring tbe broad part, which
held the gem, was called by the name of pala
[Annulus.] fJ. Y.)
PALAESTE. [Palmus; MaNsuRA,p.751,b.]
PALAESTRA (vaXaiarpa) nropcrly means a

place for wrestling (waXoictK, and apjiears

to have originally formed a part of the gymna-
sium. The word was, however, used in ditfercut
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senses at Torious periods, and its exact moaning,

especially in relation to the gymnasium, has occa-

sioned much controversy among modem wriu*rn.

It brat occurs in Herodotus (vi. 120, 128), who
says that Clcisthcnes of Sicyon built a dromos and

a palaestra, both of which he calls by the gcncml

name of palaestra. At Athens, however, there

was a considerable number of palaestrae, quite

distinct from the gymnasia, which were called

by the names either of their founders, or of tho

teachers who gave instruction there
;

thus, for ex-

ample, we read of the palaestra of Taurcos. (Plat.

ChasTHid. IniL) Krause (Gymnastik umi Aponistik

•Ur HdUuen^ P> 117, Ac.) contends that the pa-

laestrae at Athens were appropriated to tho gym-
mutio exercises of boys and youths (woTScr and
p*ipdxta\ and tho gymuosia to those of men

;
but

Becker (CAariidts^ voL i. pp. 311, 335, 5cc.) has

shown that this cannot be the true distinction, al-

though it appears that certain places were, for obvious

reasons, appropriated to the exclusive use of boys.

(Aesch. e. rimarcA. p. 3.5, Reiske.) But that the

boys exercised in the gymnasia as well, is plain

from nviny passages (.\ntiph. de Coed, intvi. p.

GG 1, Hoiske ;
iroTt wpoTos dwh ArUtoph.

Av. 138, 140) ;
while, on the other hand, we read

of men visiting tbe palaestrae. (Lucian, Naviy. 4.

voL iii. p. 25i, Reitz.)

It appears most probable that the Palaestrae

were, during the bourishirig times of the Greek

republics, chiefly tppropriaiod to the exercises of

wrestling and of the pancratium, and were prin-

cipally intended for tbe athletae, who, it must
bo recollected, were persons that contended in the

public games, and therefore needed special train-

ing. This is expressly stated by Plutarch {Symp.

ii. 4), who says, ** that the place in which all the

athletae exercise is called a palm stni and w'e

stlso leani from Pausanias (v. 15. § .5, vl 21. § 2),

that there were at Olympia palaestrae especially

devoted to the athletes. In Atbenaeus (x. p.

417, f.) we read of the great athletes Damippus

coming out of the palaestra ; and Galen (v«pl roD

5{d ptKpat a<palpas yvpyaalov^ C. 5) places the

athletae in tlic palaestra. (Krause, Ibid. p. 115.)

Tho Homans had originally no places correspond-

ing to the Greek gAinnasia and palaestrae
;
and

when towards the close of the republic, w^thy
Homans, in imitation of the Greeks, l)cgan to build

places for exercise in their villas, they called them

iuditfercntly gymnasia and palaestrae. (C’ic. a/i Alt.

L 4, 8, 9, lO, ad Qu. Fr. iii. 1. § 2, Verr. v. 72.)

Tho w’ords were thus used by the Homans as

synonj'mous
;
and accordingly* wo bnd that Vitru-

vius (r. 11) gives a description of a Greek gym-
nasium andcr tbe name of palaestra,

PAL.VRIA. [Palus.]
PALATPNI LUDI. [Ludi Palatinl]

'

PALE (wdAq). [Lucta.]
P.ALI'LIA, a festival celebrated at Rome every

year on the 21 it of April, in honour of Tales, th«>

tntelary divinity of shepherds. Some of the ancient

writers called this festival ParUUty deriving the

name from /xirio, because sacrifices were offered

on that day pro partu pecoris. ( Fest. s. v. Pales ;

compare Popularia sacra; Varro, de IaU.

vi. 15 ; Dionys. i. 88.) The 21st of April was the

day on which, according to tho early traditions of

Home, Romulus had commenced tho building of

the city, so that the festival was at the same time

solemnised as the dies nalolitius of Rome (FesU
3 I
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». V. Parilibtu; Cic. de Divim. iL 47 ;
Vnrro, <Ie

Ii4 Pusl. iL 1 ;
Plin. //. JV. xTiii. 66) ;

and tome
of the rites custonuiry in later times were said to

hare been first performed by Romulus when he
fixed the pomocriuni. (Dionys. 1. e.) Grid {F(ut
ir. 731, &C.) gives a description of the rites of the

Palilia, which clearly shows that he regarded it as

a shepherd-fesUral, such as it must originally have

been when the Romans were real shepherds and
husbandmen, and as it roust have contumed to be

among country-people in his own time, as is' ex-

pressly stated by Dionysius
;

for in the city itself

it must have lost its original character, and have

been reg^irdcd only as the dies natalitius of

Rome. Tlie connection, however, between these

two characters of the festival is manifest, as the

founders of the city were, as it were, the kings of

shepherds, and the founders of a religion suited to

shepherds.

The first part of the solemnities, as described

by Ovid, was n public purihcalion by hre and
Mn<»ke. The things burnt in order to produce

this purifying smoko were the blood of the f)c~

the ashes of the calves sacrificed at

the festival of Ceres, and tho shells of beans.

The people w’ere also sprinkled with wralcr
; they

washed their hands in spring-water, and drunk

milk mixed w ith must (Ovid. Fast, L c. ; compare

l*ropert. iv. 1. 20.) As regards the Odoltcr-Aorse

(nfuus CMofjer) it must be observed that in early

times no bloody sacrifice w*ni allowed to bo offered

at the Palilia, and the blood of the October-

horse, mentioncid above, was the blood which hod

dropped from the tail of tho horse sacrificed in

the month of October to Mars in the Campus
Martiuf. This blood was preserved by the Vestal

virgins in the temple of Vesta for the purpose of

lieing used at the PalilL'u (Solin. p. 2, d ; Fest.

», r. (kiotter er/«us; Plut. Jiomui. 12.) When
towards the evening the shepherds bad fed their

docks, laurel- branches were used os brooms for

cleaning tho stables, and fur sprinkling water

through them, and lastly the stables wero adorned

with laurel-boughs. Hereupon the shepherds burnt

sulphur, rosemarv’, fir-wood, and incense, and made
the smoke pass through the stables to purify

them
:
the docks themselves were likewise pun-

fied by this smoke. The sacrifices which were

oiTered on this day consisted of cokes, millet, milk,

and other kinds of eatables. The shepherds then

offered a prayer to Pales. After these solemn

rites were over, the cheerful part of tho festival

liogon : bonfires were made of heaps of hay and
straw, and under the sounds of cymbals and flutes

the sheep were again purified by being compelled

to run three times through tho fire, and the shep-

herds themselves did the mme. The festival was
concluded by a feast in the open air, at which the

people sat or lay upon benches of turf, and drank
plentifully. (TibuU. iL 5. 87, &c. ; compare Pro-

port. iv. 4. 75.)

In tho city of Rome the festival must, at least

in later times, have been celebrated in a different

manner ; its character of a shepherd-festival was
fmgotten, and it was merely looked upon as the

day on which Rome had been built, and was eelc-

bnited os such with great rejoicings. (Atben. viiL

p. 361.) In the reign of C^igula it was decreed

that the day, on which this emperor had come to

the throne, should be celebrated under the name
of Palilia, as if the empire had been revived by

PALLIUM.
him, ami had commenced its second existence,

(Suet. Calij/. 16.) Athenaeui (L e.) says, that
^fore his time the name FaiiUa bad l^n changed
into Romana ('Pw^wua). Whether this change
of name was occasioned by the decree in the

reign of Caligula just mentioned, is unknown.
(Comp. Ilartung, Die Reli^. der /^onwr, vol. ii.

p.l50,&c.) [US.J
PALIMPSESTUS. [Lidbr]
PALLA. [Pallium.]
PALLACE (iraAXaxfi). [CoNCUBiN's ]

PALLIA'TA FA'RULA. [Comokoia, p.

346.]

PA LLIUM, dim. PALLIOLUM, PAL-
LA (Plant. Mm. iL 3. 41—47 ; Oviii Atnor. iii.

1. 12, iiL 2. 25) {Ifidriov^ dim, //lorfStov
;

lott.

and po^. ^opos). The English doak^ though com-
monly adopted as the proper translation of these

terms, conveys no accurate conception of the form,

material, or use of tliat which they denoted. Thu
article designated by them was always a rectan-

gular piece of cloth, exactly, or at least m>nriy,

square {rtTpdymva l/udria, Posidonius ap. Athm.
V. p. 213 ;

ijuadranijHlus,, TertulL de FalUo^ 1).

Hence it could easily be divided without loss or

waste into four ports. (John, xix. 23.) It was
indeed used in the very form in which it was
token from the loom [Txla], being made entirely

by the weaver (t5 v^ycu^ Plak Charm.

pp. 86, 98. cd. Heindorf ; Ilipp. Min. p. 210, cd.

llekker), without any aid from the tailor except

to reiair (samre, ix«r<r0ai) the injuries which it

sustained by time. Although it was often onui-

mented, more cspi'cially among the nortlieni na-

tions of Eurujve, wKh a fringe [Fiubbias], yet

this was cominnnly of tho same pieco with tho

pallium itself. Also wliatuver additional richness

imd licauty it received from the art of the dyer,

w*as bestowed upon it before its matcriali were

woven into cloth or even spun into thread. M«>st

commonly it was used without having undergone

any process of this kind. The raw material, such

os wool, flax, or cotton, was nuumfactured in its

natufo) state, and hence blankets and sheets were
commonly white (Xcuad Artomidor. ti. .1),

although from the same cause brown, drab, and
grey were also prevailing colours. The more
splendid and elegant tints were produced by tlie

application of tho murex (mun'ixi/ci, ctmeh^iata^

pmrpurra^ vestis; wop^vpoPr, ikXovpy^ ipirta. He-
raclidos Pout, ap. Atkm. xiL p. 512), the kennes
(curerMCNS, the argol {fucahu)y and the

saffron (erooeiw, KpoKwr^r), [Crocota.J Palo

green was also worn (o^iupdaiKov, Pullux, Onom.
vii. 56). lllnck and grey pallia were either made
from the wool of black sheep (Tbcocrit. v. 98) or

were the result of the art of the dyer. They were

worn in mourning (jiiXcufa ipdrta^ Xcn. I/i*t. 6V.

L 7. § 8 ; Artemidor. L e.j ^o-fluro, Inscrip’

tion im Fellows's %foum^ 1838, p. 31), and by
sorceresses. (Hoc. Sat. L 0. 23.) The pallium of

one colour {l9i6xpoov i/idriov, literally ^thc s<.'lf-

colcMircd,'* Artem. L e.) was distinguished from the

variegated (irotKlAos')
;
and of this latter class the

simplest kinds wero the striped Xcn.
viiL 8. § 8), in which the effect was pro-

duced by inserting alternately a woof of different

colours, and the check or plaid {scutuiatum^ fesse-

latum), in which the same colours were made to

alternate in the warp also. Zeuxis, the painter,

exhibited at the Olympic games a plaid having
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m golden letters. (PUn. //. N. zxxv. 9. i. 3$. 2.)

An endless variety was produced by intcrweavbg

sprigs or flowers in the woof werouaA-

u«Vo»», Plat lifpuU. viii. p. 401, ed. Bekker). By
the same process carried to a higher degree of

complexity and refinement, whole flgnres and
even historical or mythological subjects were in-

tiYKluced, and in this state of advancement the

weaving of pallia was the elegant and worthy em-
j

plo^mient of females of the first distinction (Horn.

If, iii. 125—12B, xzii. 440, 441), and of Atlienn,

the inventress of the art, herself. (Apollon. Rhod.
i. 721—760.) The greatest splendour wtw im-

parted by the use of gold tbrca<L (Virg. Aen. ir.

262—264 ;
Plln. If. N. viiL 40, xxxiiL 1 9 ;

Atison.

Kpif/. 37 ;
ThemisL Oral. 21 ; Q. Curt iii. 3. 17.)

Ilomer represents Penclopo weaving a purple

blanket for Ulysses, which also displayed a beau-

tiful hunting-piece wrought in gold. {Od. xix.

225—235.) The epithet which is com-

monly applied by the poets to these figured palls,

ppibably denoted that they were m^e on the

principle of a quilt or a Scotch carpet, in which
two cloths of diflerent colours are so interlaced os

to form one double cloth, which displays a pattern

of any kind according to the fancy of the artist.

Although pallia were finished for use without

the intervention of the tailor, they were sub-

niitlcd to the embroiderer {Phryfjio; roiKiXr-fiSy

vXovfittpi6s : Aesch. c. Timarch. p. 118, cd. Reiske

;

Schol. ail he.)
;
and still more commonly to the

fuller [Fullo], who received them both when
they were now from the loom, and when they

were sullied tlirongh use. lleiice it was a re-

commendation of this article of attire to be well-

trodden (Itariirrov, Ajwllon. Rhod, ii. 30) and
well washed (^DirAi»v«y, Iloni. 0*/. viii. 425). The
men who jierfontied the operation are called o!

wAvKrjr, i. r. tho washers, in an inscription found

in the stadium at Athens. Another appellation

which they b"re, viz. of the treaders

(Scbol. in Apoll. lihml. 1. o.), is well illuslmled

by the woodcut, representing them at their work,

in p. 552.

Considering pallium and /vx/Za, and
<papoSy ns generic terms, wc find specific terms

included under them, and denoting distinctions

which depended on the materials of which the

cloth was made. Among the Greeks and Romans
by fur the most common material was wool.

(Flaut, Mil. iii. 1. 93; Xen. Occon. vii. 36;
Theocrit 4 c.) The garment made of it (lanevm

yxi//iww,Cic, de AW.ZAw. iii. 35) was called (from

the root of /una, wool), in Latin Lab.na, in Greek
;^AaTi'a : and ns the garment varied, not only in

colour and ornament, but also in fineness, in close-

ness of texture (tfiarlwv AfirrdTijTas, Aclian, F.//.

iv. 3), and in size, sonic of these difTcrcnces were

expressed by tho diminutives of Buch os

XAoi»’<o»', (Herod, iii. 1 .39 ;
Athcn. xii. pp.

545, a, 548,0, 55.3, a), (Herod, i. 195,

compared with Strabo, xri. 1. § 20 ; Plut Symp.
PniU, vi. 6 ;

Dionys. Ant. Rom, viL 9),

KioK (Aristoph. A^m. 518 ;
Aeseb. e, Timarch.

p. 142; Aiciphron, i. 38), and
(Aristoph. 1002) In like manner we find

the pallium not only designated by epithets added
to the general terms in order to denote that it was
made of flax, e.g. IpAnou Atvot/v, Kiyoto vedvAura

ifidpfa (Orpheus, tie Lapid. 702), paUium lineum
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(Isid. Hisp. Orig. xix. 25), but also distinguished

by the specific terms liKleum^ Unteaman; stWon
(Mart. Kpig. ir, 12); aiv8^y (Herod. il 86.;
Mark, xiv. 61, 62) ;

and its diminutive atySorhy.

(Palladii, Fila Strap.) A coarse linen pallium was
also called ^nttruy (Pollux, vii. c. 16), and a fine

one i66yrff dim. 6$6ytoy. (Horn. 74 iii. 141, xviii.

595 ; Brunck, Anal. iii. 81.) These specific terms
ore no doubt of Egyptian origin, haring been in-

troduced among the Hebrews, the Greeks, and
the Romans, together with the articles of merchan-
dize to which they were applied. On the same
principle a cotton pallium is called pal/a oar&amt
(Prudent Psychom. 186, 187), and a silk shawl is

denonunated pallium ^ricum (Stat Syh, iii. 4.

89), and h96viov^r\piK6y. (Arrian, Per. Mar. Kryth.

pp. 164, 170, 173 , 177, ed. Bloncnrdi.)

The following iiutanccs of the application of
pallia to tho purposes of common life, show that it

is an error to translate the word in all coses by
** cloak ''or “garment,” and although in some of
these cases the application may have been accidental,

it serves not the less on that account to demonstrate
the form and properties of the thing spcjkcn of,

and the true meaning of the various names by
which it was called.

I. They were used to spread over beds and
couches, and to cover tho body during sleep (f/id-

Ttov, Aclian, V. //. viii. 7, xii. 1 ;
Deut. xxiv. 13 ;

Ipartffpbsy Theophrast. Char, 23 ;
<pdpos^ Soph.

Trach. 916, compare 537 ; Theocrit. xviii.

19, xxiv. 25 ;
Horn. Od. xiv. 500—521, xvii.

86, 179, XX. 4, 95, 143 ;
Hymn, in Vm, 159

—

104 ; xAavfxrxiov, Aiciphron, 4 c./ pallium^ Juv.

vi. 202 ; Spartinn, flmlr. 22). In many of these

cas(‘8 it is to be observed, that the some pallium

which was worn us a garment b}* day served to

sleep in at night, in exact ngreemeut with tho

practice which to the present day prevails among
the Bedouin Arabs, who constantly lue their Large

hykes for both piu^poscs. [Lbctus
; Lodix

;

Tapes.]
II. They were spread on tho ground and used

for carpets. Clitu%the friend of Alexander, when
he held a levee, appeared walking 4irl rop^vp&y
Ifiaritay, (Athcn. xii. p. 539, c.) This was an
affectation of Eastern luxury. When the people

at Jerusalem spread their hykes upon the ground
(as recorded in St. Matt, xxl 0 ; St. Mark, xi. 8 ;

St Luke, xix. 36) they intended thereby to recog-

nise Jesus as a king. [Tapes.]
III. They were bung over doors (Prudent, m/r.

Sym. ii. 726), and used as awnings or curtains.

(Athcn. xii. p. 518, a.)

IV. At tho bath, persons wiped and nibbt'd

themselves not only with linen slicets (fm/cis), but
with very soft blankets {palliU «r moHistima lana

facti$t PetroD. Sat. 28). The coarse linen doth
used for this purpose vi'at called ttdianum {adSayov).

V. Agamemnon (Horn. 74 viii. 221) holds in

his hand “ a great purple ^opor ” to serve ns a
banner floating in the air.

VI. Pallia, esnccially of linen and cotton, wore
used for sails (<pw<raw>'«5, Lycophron, v. 26 ; Xtv6~

KpoKoy ^dposy Eurjp.i77fc. 1080
;
Horn. Od. v. 250).

VII. When Antony's ships w*ere 011 fire, his

soldiers, having failed to extinguish it by water,

which they could not obtain in snflicient quantity,

threw upon it their thick blankets {Ipdria aurm
rk TaxCO, Dion Casa. 1. 34).

VIII. Thick coarse blankets, which had not
3 I 2
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been to the fuller {ludrM i-yrinTo, Pint Symp.
J*roU. TL 6), were wrapped round ice and snow to

keep them from meltino.

IX. A Ane white blanket was lomctiinca used

as a shroud (<pdpos ra^Xov^ Horn. Ji. xviii. 353 ;

OtI. ii. 94—100 j (ftdrior, Xcn. Cyrqp. rii. 3.

% 13).

X. In Asia, horses and other animals used to

ride upon, wero covered with beautiful pallia, espe-

cially upon occasions of ceremony or of rejoicing.

Cyrus had 200 hones covered w'ith striped cloths.

(Xei). Cyrop. Till. 3. § 16.) When the Persian

ambassador, a few years ago, went to tlie levee in

I^mdon, his hones were in like manner covered

^<i€ivTois ifioriots. Compare St. Matt. zxi. 7 ;

Su Mark, xi. 7 ; St. Luke, xix. 35. [Tapks.]

XI. The ncwly-l>om infant wzis wrapped in a
blanket (^dpor, Horn. Iltfintu ia Apoli. 121). [In-

CU.SABULA.]
X I I. I>astly, the p.'iUiiim was the most common

article of the AMicTi’a. [Ciilamvs.] Hence we
find it continually mentioned in conjunction with

the Tunica, which constituted the indutus. Such
phrases as “coat and waistcoat,” or “shoes and
stockings,” arc not more common w'ith us than

such M those which follow, in ancient authors:

ptUliumque (Cic. in Verr. v. 52 ;
Pliiut.

ICpiJ. V. 2. 61) ; Iflirior ical x*'^**' in the will of

a ceruiin philosopher (Diog. Lacrt. v. 72) ; rb

i^dnoy km rby
» ^pot ifbi

(Horn. //. xxiv. 588, M. viii. 425) ;

T* x^'^'wi'a (Horn. /L ii, 262, Od. iv, 50,

V. 229, riii. 455, x. 365, 451, xiv. 132, 154,

320, 341, XV. 3.30, xvil 89); x^®*'^^
XiTwyi/TKos, (Antiphancs, ap. Atkin, xh. p. 545,

.

) The following passages also exemplify the

practice of naming these two articles of dn^ss to-

gether: A, Gcll, vL lO ;
Plaut Trin. r. 2. 30;

Alheii. v. p. 198, c, d, f
;
Theophrast Char, 21 ;

St Matt. V. 40 ; St John, xix. 23—25,

But although the pallium and tunica were al-

ways regarded as essential parts of an entire dress,

Tet each of them might be worn without the other.

Cases in which the tunic was retained and the

blanket laid aside, are explained under the article

Nudur. It is also evident that the pallium would
not bo the most convenient kind of dress when the

wearer of it bad occasion to run
;
and we find that

in such circumstances he cither put it away entirely

(Horn. Ii. ii 183, Od. xiv. 500) or folded it up
ns a .Scottish Highlander folds hU plaid, and threw
it round his neck or over his shoulder. (Plant
(’apt. iv. 1. 12, iv. 2. 9 ;

Ter. I’hor. r. 6. 4.)

On the other hand, to wear the pallium wHthout

,hc undcr-clothing indicated poverty or seventy of

manners, ns in the case of Socrates ( Xen. Mem. i
. § 2X Agesilaus (Aelian, V.H. vii 13), and
Oelun, king of Syracuse. (Diod. Sic. xi. 26.)

The pallium was no doubt often folded about

the body simply with a view to defend it from

cold, and without any regard to gracefulness of Ap-

pearance. It is thus seen on the persons of Polr-

iiices and Pnrthenopaeus in the celebrated intaglio,

now preuTved at Berlin, representing five of the

heroes who fought against Thebes, and copied on

an cnlargcil scale in the annexed woodcut The
names of the several heroes are placed beside them
in Ktruscan letters. This precious relic was found

nt Perugia. (Winckclmann, D(»cript. dcs Picrrrt

tjrarie* de Stoytdi., p. 344—347). By a slight

a'laptation, the mode of wearing it was rendered

both more graceful and more convenient It was
hrst passed over the left shoulder, then drawn be-

hind the hock and under the right arm, leaving it

I bare, and then thrown again over thelclt shoulder.

I

Of this we sec an example in a bas-relief engraved

i

by DodwelL {Tour through Greece^ voL L p. 243.)
Another very common method was to fasten tho

pallium with a brooch [Fiiiula] over tho right

shoulder {dfaptrepoy^Bixi^ Worn. IL x. 131—136
;

Stat. Tkeb. vii 658, 659 ; Apul. i-Vor. ii, 1), leaving

the right arm at liberty, and to pass the middle
of it either under the left ann so as to leave that

arm at liberty also, or over the left shoulder so ns

to cover the left arm. We see Phocion attired in

the last-mentioned fashion in the admired statue of

him preserved in the Vatican at Rome. (A/ms. 7*iV>-

Cletwnt. Tol. i. tar. 43.) (Seo woodcut) The
attachment of the pallium by means of the brooch

caused it to depend in a graceful manner ((/cmssm

&r Aamerw, Virg. Am. iv. 263), and contributed

mainly to the production of those dignified aiul

elegant forms which we so much admire in ancient
sculptures When a person sat, he often allowt d
his ^lallium to fall from his shoulder, so as to en-
velope the lower part of his body only.

The sagum of the northern nations of Kumfie
(seo w'oodcut, p. 213) was a woollen pallium, fas-
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tcned, like that of the Greeks, by means of a

brooch, or with a large thorn as a substitute for a

brooch, (Tacit Germ. 17 ;
Strabo, iv. 4. 3.) The

Gauls wore in summer one which was striped and

chequered, so as to agree exactly with the plaid

which still distinguishes their Scottish descendants
;

in winter it was thick and much more simple in

colour and pattern, (Diod. Sic. v. 30.) The Greeks

and Romans also wore different pallia in summer
and in winter. The thin pallium made for summer
wear was called Ap5«j, dim. h^idptoy (Aristoph.

Avet, 713—717) and aitupov dim. (rwtiploy (Hum.
Od. ii. 102, vL 179 ;

Xen. llist.Gr, iv. 5. § 4)

in contradistinction from the worm pallium with a

long nap, which was worn in winter (/n«ia. Mart
zir. 136 ;

Mocris, s. r.; Horn. IL xvi. 224,

Od. xir. 529 ;
Pint d« And. p. 73, cd. Steph.

;

Callim. Hymn, in Dian. 1 15). This dis

tinction in dress was, however, practised only by
those who could afford it Socrates wore the same
pallium lioth in summer and w’inter. (Xen. Mem.
i. 6. § 2.)

One kind of blanket was worn by Iwys, another

by men (t5 ircuiiKhv^ rb iySptioy Ipirtov^ Plut de

Aud. init). Women wore this garment os well as

men. “Phocion's wife,” says Aelinn (P, II. vii.

9), “ wore Phocion’s pallium :
” but Xanthippe, as

related by the same author (vii. 10), would not

wear that of her husband Socrates. (See also Horn.

O/. v. 229, 230, X, 542, 543 ;
Plant Men. iy. 2.

36
;
Herod, v. 87.) When the means were not

wanting, women wore pallia, which were in gene-

ral smaller, finer, and of more splendid and brauti-

ful colours than those of men {doiydria drSpeta,

Aristoph. Eedes. 26, 75, 333), although men also

sometimes displayed their fondness for dress by
adopting in these respects the female costume.

Thus Aicibiodcs was distinguished by his purple

pallium which trailed upon the ground (Plut Alcib.

pp. .350, 362, cd. Steph.)
;

for a train was one of

the ornaments of Grecian as well os Oriental dress

(tfiartcpy Plato, Alcib. i. p. 341, ed. Bekker
;

Ovid, Met. xi. 166 ;
QuintiL xL 3), the general

rule being that the upper garment should reach the

knee, but not the ground. (Aelion, V. II. xi. 10 ;

Theophrast Char. 4.)

Philosophers wore a coarse and cheap pallium,

which from being cxnosed to much wear was
called rplSa/yand rpiGwyioy. (Aristoph. Plut. 897 ;

A then, v, p. 21 1, e
;
Themist. Orat. x. p. 155, cd.

Dindorf
;
palliiatrum, ApuL Florid. L) The same

Tv'os worn also by poor persons (Isacus, de Die.

p. 94, ed. Rciske ;
Polyaen. Strat viL 36), by the

Spartans (Athcn. xii. p. 535, e
;
Aclian, V.II. vii.

13), and in a later age by monks and hennits

{tpaiby rpi€tivioy^ Sj'ncs. Epist. 147 ;
satjum rusti-

cum^ Ilicron. Vita IlUar.). These blonkctccrs

(rpiSwyotpdpot^ Palladii, 7/rW. Laus. in vita Serap.)

often went without a tunic, and they sometimes

supplied its place by the greater size of their pal-

lium. It is recorded of the philosopher Antisthenes,

that “ he first doubled his pallium ” (Diog. Ijacrt

vi. 6, 1.3), in which contrivance he was followed

by his brother Cynics (Brunck, Ana/, il 22 ;
Ilor.

Epist. L 7. 25), and especially by Diogenes, who
also slept and died in it, and who according to

some was the first inventor of this fashion. (Diog.

Lncrt. vi. 22, 77.) The large pallium, thus used,

was called StirAofy {diplois, Isid. Hisp. Gn^. xix.

24), and also Exomis, because, being worn with-

out the fibula, it left the right shoulder bare, os

seen in the preceding figure of Pol^miccs, and in

the bas-relief in Dodwell’s Tour already referred

to (Plant. MU. iv. 4. 43 ;
Aelian, V. //. ix. 34) ;

and, when a girdle was added round the waist, it

approached still more to the appearance of the

single-sleeved tunic, the use of which it superseded.

Under the Roman republic and the early Km-
perors, the Toga was worn by men instead of the

pallium. They were proud of this distinction, and
therefore considered that to lie jxiUiattts or sai/atus

instead of being togatus indicated an affectation of

Grecian or even iHuboriau manners. {Graeco pallio

amictus, Plin. Epist. iv. 1 1 ;
Gracci palliutiy Plant.

('urc. iL 3. 9 ;
Cic. PhU. v. 5, xiv. 1 ;

Sueton.

Jul. 48 ;
V'^aL Max. ii. 6. § |0.) Caeciim, on his

return fiom the north of Europe, offended the

Romans (toyaios) by addressing them in a plaid

(versicolore sayulo) and trowsers. [Bk.ico.ak.]

(Tacit. Hist, il 20.) [.I. Y.J
PA'LMIPKS, i. c. pes et palnius, a Roman

measure of length, eqiuil to a foot and a pjilm
;
or

a foot and a quarter, or 15 inches, or 20 digits.

(Plin, II. N. xVii. 20. s. 32 ;
Vitruv. v. 6). [P.S.J

PALM US, properly the width of the ojien

hand, or, more e.xactly, of the four fingers, was
used by the Romans for two different measures of

length, namely, os the translation of the Greek
waAeuiTT^, or bUpoy in old Greek, and awiOapii

respectively. In the former sense it is equal to

4 digits, or 3 inches, or l-4th of a foot, or l-6th

of the cubit. [Mknsura, p. 751, b.] Jerome (f«

Ezech. 40) expressly staU‘S that this ivas its pnqier

meaning, but that the Greek awiOapij was also

called by some palmus

;

or, for the sake of dis-

tinction, fxi/ma / in which sense it would be 3-4 ths

of a foot. Hence some writers distinguish, in tho

old Roman metrical system, a jxtlmus major of 0
inches, and a jxdmus minor of 3 inches, and they
suppose that the former is referred to by Varro
(//. R. iii. 7). Ideler has, however, shown that

this supposition is groundless, that Varro refers to

the common palm of 4 digits (3 inches), and tho

larg«?r palm only occurs in later Roman writers.

{Udter die L'dnyen und Flaekcnmasse der Altniy

p. 129). From this large jxilmtis of 9 inches the

modem Roman palmo is derived. [P- f?-]

PALUDAM ENTUM, according to Varro {I..L.

vii. 37) and Festus (». r.), originally signified

any military decoration
;
but the word is always

used to denote the cloak worn by a Roman gener.il

commanding an omiy, his principal officers and
personal attendants, in contradistinction to the

sagum [SaoumJ of the common soldiers and the

toga or garb of pence. It was the practice for a
Roman magistrate after he had received tho impe-

rium from the Comitia Curinta and offered up his

vows in the Capitol, to march out of the city arrayed

in the pnludnmentum {ejnre paludatus^C'ic. ad Fam.
viii. 1 0) attended by his lictors in similar attire

(palmlaiis lictoribus^ Liv. xli. 10, xlv. 39), nor

could he again enter the gates until he had formally

divested himself of this emblem of military power,

a ceremony considered so solemn and so indispens-

able that even the emperors observed it. (Tacit,

Hist. ii. 89 ;
compare Sueton. Vitell. c. 1 1.) Hence

Cicero declared that Verres had sinned “ contra

auspicio, contra omnes divinas et humanas reli-

giones,” liccausc, after leaving the city in his palii-

damcntuni (cum paludaius exisset), he stole back in

a litter to visit his mistress. (In Verr. v. 1 3.)

The paludomentum was open in front, reached
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down to the knees or n little lower, luid hung
IoosoIt over tho shoulders, being fastened across

the chest by a clasp. A foolish controversy has

Arisen among antfquaries with regard to the posi-

timi of this clasp, some asserting that it rested on

the right shoulder, others on the left, both parties

appealing to ancient statues and sculptures in sup>

port of their several opinions. It is evident from
'

the nature of the garment, as represented in the
'

annexed illustrations, that the buckle must have

shifted from placo to place according to the move-
ments of the wearer

;
accordingly, in the following

cut, which coQtaius two figures Trajon's column.

PAMBOKOTIA.
hand and arm would be free and unembarrassed

;

but in the preceding ent, copied ih>m the Uaccnlta

MaiTcl, representing also a Roman emperor, wo
perceive that the clasp it on the left shoulder

;

while in the cut l«Iow, the noble head of a warrior

from the great Mosaic of Pompeii, we see tho

paludamentum flying back in the charge, and the

clasp nearly in front It may be said tliat the lost

is a Grecian figure
;
but this, if true, is of no im-

portance, since the chlaroys and the paludamentum
were essentially, if notalisolutely, the same. Nonius

Marcellus considers the two terms synonymouB,

and Tacitus (.4n«i. xii. 56) tells how the splendid

naiimochia exhibited by Claudius was viewed by

Agrippiiui dressed oUamyrfs aaraia^ while Pliny

(H, iV. xxxiii. 3) and Dion Cassius (lx. 33) in

narrating the same story use respectively the ex-

pressions paiudamento aicro^ejfiVi, and

one representing an officer, the other the emperor

with a tunic and fringed paludamentum, we ob-

serve the clasp on the right shoulder, and this

w’otild manifestly be its usual poeition when the

cloak was not used for warmth, for thus the right

The colour of the paludamentum was commonly
white or parade, and hence it was marked and re-

membered that Crassuj on the morning of the

fatal battle of Carrhoo went forth in a dark-colour-d

mantle. (Val. Max. i. 6. § 11 ;
compare Plin.

//. M xxil 1 ;
Hirtius, de hello A/rictmo, c.

57.) [W.R.]
PALUS, a pole or stoke, was used in the mili-

tary exercises of the Homans. It was stiurk into

the ground, and the tironcs had to attack it os if it

hod been a real enemy ; hence this kind of exer-

cise is sometimes called Pedaria. (^'egct L 1 1 ).

Juvmal (ri. 247) alludes to it when ho says,

‘•Quit non vidit vulnem poli?" and Martial <viL

32. 8) speaks of it under the name of stipes, ^ Aut
nudi stipitis ictus hebes.** (Becker, G^o//us,i. p.27B.)

PAMB0£(!KT1A (rop^oiAria), a festive p^c-
gyris of all the Boeotians, which the grammarians

compare with the Ponathenaca of the Atticans,

and the Panionia of tho lonians. The principal

object of the meeting was tho common worship of

Athena Itonia, who had a temple in the neigh-

bourhood of (bronco, near which the panegjris

was held. (Strabo, ix. p. 411 ; Paus. ix. 34. $ 1.)

From Polybius (iv. 3, ix. 34) it appears that during

this national festival no war was allowed to bo

carried on, and that in case of a war a truce was

always concluded. This panegyris is also men-

tioned by Plutarch. (Atitat AamU. p. 774, f.)

i It is a disputed point whether the Pambocotla liad

!
anything to do with the political constitution of

Bocotia, or with tho relation of its several towns

to Thebes ; but if so, it can have been only pre-

vious to (ho time when ThebM had obtained the

undisputed supremacy in Boeotia. The question

is dbcUMcd in Saintc Croix, Des Crottvemements/e^

dlral. p. 211, Ac.
;
Raoul-Hochette, Sur la Forms
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fl t^Administr. de I'Etat /nierafi/ <Us l)<ofUnts in

the Mim, de t'Acad. de» Inscripi. toI. riii. (1827)

. 214, &C. ;
Wacbfmiith, HeU.AU, toI. i. p. 176.

2d edit [L.S.]

PANATHENAEA (noKod^wua), the greatest

and most splendid of the fcstiTals celebrated in

Attica in honour of Athena, in the chameter of

Athena Polios, or the protcctccu of the city. It

was said to hare been instituted by Erichthonitu

(Harpocrat «. a. noyo^Koia ;
Morm. Par. Ep. 10),

and its original name, until the time of Tbeeeus,

was bclicv^ to have been Athenaea
;
but when

Theseus united all the Attlcmis into one body, this

festival, which then became the common festiviU of

all Atticans, was called Panatbenaea. (Pans. viii.

2. § 1 ;
Plut. Tke$. 24 ; Apollod. ill 14. § 6 ;

Ilygin. PoH. Astron, ii. 13; Suid. s. e. TToraO^raia.)

Accending to this account it would seem as if the

name of the festival were derived from that of the

city ; but the original name Athenaea a*as un-

doubtedly derived from that of the goddess, and
the subsequent appellation Panatbenaea merely sig-

nifies the festival of Athena, common to or cele-

brated by alt the Attic trib^ conjointly. Pana-

thcnaca are indeed mentioned as having been cele-

brated previous to the reign of Theseus (Apollod.

iii. 15. § 7 ; Died. iv. 6U), but these writers

merely transfer a name common in their own days

to a time when it was not yet applicable. The
Panatbenaea, which, as far as the character implied

in the name is concerned, must bo r^puded as an
institution of Theseus, were celebrated once in

every year. (HarpocmL Said. s. v.) All writers

who have occasion to speak of this festival agree

in dlstingnisbing two kinds of Panatbenaea, the

greater and the lesser, and in stating that the

former was held every fourth year (wfKTosTnplf),

while the latter was celebrated once in every

year. Lilianius(^r^OT.a<f/)emo«/A.3fuf. p.510),
by mistake calls the lesser Panatbenaea a rpifTTjgir.

The time, when the lesser Panatbenaea (which

are mostly c^lcd Panatbenaea, without any epithet,

while the greater are generally distinguished by
the adjective fieyiXa) were cclobratod, is described

by Proclus {ad IHai. Tim. p. 26, &c.) in a vague

manner as following the celebration of the Bcndi-

dcia
;
from which Meursius infers that the Pana-

thenaea were held on the day after the Bendideia,

that is, on the 20th of Thorgelion. Petilus (^07.

Att. p. 18), on the other hand, has shown from

Demosthenes (c. Timocrai. p. 708), that the Pana-
thenaea most have fallen in the month of lleca-

tomliocon, and Corsini {Fa$t. AtL ii. 357, Ac.)

has further proved from the same passage of De-
innsthencs, that the festival most have commenced
iH'forc the 20th of this month, and we may add
that it was probably on the 17th. Clinton {Fad.
Jhll. ii. p. 332, Ac.) has revived the opinion of

Meursius. (Compare H. A. MUller, Panaikenaicay

. 3.)

The great Panatbenaea were, according to the

unanimous accounts of the ancients, a pentacteris,

aud were held in the third year of every Olympiad.

(Dckkh, Sfaaisk. it p. 165, Ac.) Proclus (ad P/a^.

Tim. p. 9) sari that the great Panatbenaea were
held on the 28th of Hccatombaeon. This state-

ment, however, must not lend us to suppose that

the great Panatbenaea only lasted for one day
;

but Proclus in mentioning this particular day was
probably thinking of the most solemn day of the

festival on which the great procession took place
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(Thucyd. vi. 56), and which was in all probability
the lost day of the festival, for it is expressly stated

that the festival lasted for several days. (Schol. ad
Eitrip. Heath. 464 ; Aristid. Panaik. p. 147.) We
have, moreover, every reason to suppose with
Bockb, that the great Panatbenaea took place on
the same days of the month of Ilecatombacon, on
which the lesser Panatbenaea were held, and that
the latter were not celebrated at all in those years
in which the former feU. Now if^ as wo have
supposed, the lesser Panatbenaea commenced on
the 17th, and the last day of the greater festival

fell on the 28th of Hccatombaeon, we may perhaps
be justified in believing that the lesser as well as
the greater Panatbenaea lasted for twelve days,
that is, from the 17th to the 28th of Hecatom-
haeon. This time is not too long, if we consider
that the ancients themselves call the Panatbenaea
the longest of all festivals (Schol. ad Aridoph. Nuft.

385), and if we bear in mind the great variety of

games and ceremonies that took place during the
season. When the distinction between the greater
and lesser Panatbenaea was introduced, is not cer-

tain, but the former are not mentioned before 01.

66. 3 (Thucyd. vi. 66, i. 20 ; Herod, v. 66), and
it may therefore be supposed that they were in-

stitute a short time before OL 66, perhaps by
Pcisistretos, for about his time certain innovotions

were made in the celebration of the Panatbenaea,
as is mentioned below. The principal difference

between the two festivals was, that the greater

one was more solemn, and that on this occasion

the pepiuB of Athena was carried to her temple in

a most magnificent procession which a*ns not held
at the lesser Panatbenaea.

The solemnities, games, and amustonenta of tlio

Panatbenaea were: rich sacrifices of hulls, foot,

horse, and chariot races, gymnastic and musical
contests, and the lampadephoria

; rhnpeodists re-

cited the poems of Homer and other epic poets,

philosophers disputed, cock-fights were exhibited,

and the people indulged in a varii-ty of other
amusements and entertainments. It is, however,
not to be supposed tliat all these solemnities

and games took place at the Panatbenaea from
the earliest times. G^-mnastic contests, horse and
chariot races and sacrifices are mentioned in the
legends l>eIonging to the period anterior to the
reign of Theseua (Apollod. and Died. U. ce.

;

PluL Tftes. 24.) The prise in these contests was
a vase with some oil from the ancient and snered

olive tree of Athena on the Acropolis. (Pind. Nan.
X. 35, Ac.

;
SchoL ad Sopk. Oed. CoL 698.) A

great many of such vases, called Panathenaic vases

{hfi^fxts TlavaByjwatHolf Athen. v. p. 199), have in

late years been found in Etruria, southern Tuily,

Sicily, and Greece. They represent on one side

thn figure of Athena, and on the other the various

contests and games in which these vases were
given OB prices to the victors. The contests them-
selves have been accurately described from these

vases by Ambrosch {AnttoL delV Indit. 1833. p.G4
-^9), and the probable order in which they took

place has been defined by MUller {L e. p. 80, Ac.).

The poems of Homer were rend by rhapsodists

only at the great Panatbenaea ( Lycurg. c. lAocrat.

p. 161), and this custom commenced in the time of

Pisistratus or of his son Hipparchus, after these

poems had been collected. Afterwards the works
of other epic poets also were recited on this occa-

sion. (Plat Hippardt. p.228, b
; Aelian, P. //.
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Tiiu 2.) Songt in pmUc of llarmodius and Aria*

togiton appi'or to have bocu among the atanding

cuittoma at the Panathcnaco. Musical contests in

singing and in playing the flute and the citliara

were not introduced until the time of Pericles ;

they were held in the Odeum. (I’lut, J*niei.

13.) The first who gained the victoiy in those

cuntosts was Phrynit, in 01. 81. 1. (Sc)iol. a*i

jirisfojJi, Nu/t. 971 ;
Mann. Ptir. Ep. G4.) The

prise for the victors in the musical contests was,

as in the gymnastic cont^-sts, a vaso, but with

an additional chaplet of olive branches. (Suid.

«. r. Tlaya&T)y«ua,) Cyclic chonises and other kinds

of dances were also performed at the I^nnathenaea

(Lys, de Mutter, aoxjd. p. 161), and the pyirbic

dance in iinnour is expressly mentioned. (Aris*

loph. A’«i. 988, with the Ix-hol.) Of tlio dis-

vussions of philosophers and orators at the Pana*

thenaea we still possess two specimens, the \6yos

nat>a07ivcuK6s of Isocrates, and that of Aristides,

llcmdotus is said to have recited his history to the

Allieitians nl the Pnnathenoea. The nuumgement
of lh>‘ pimcs mid contests was untrusted to persons

called adXodsroi, whoM- number was ton, one Ixting

tikcn from every tribe. Their office lasted from

one great PanathcTiaic fi*siivul to the other. (Pol-

lux, viii. 8. 6.) It w’as formerly believed, on the

statement of Ditvjienes Laertius (iiL 56 ;
compare

Snidas, ». c. TsTpoAteyio), that dmmalic represent-

ations al^o took place at the Pnnathenaea, but this

mistake has been clearly refuted by Bbckh. {6'racc.

7'itip. Princip. p. 207.)

The lampodephuna or torch-race of the Pana-

thenaea has l>ccn confounded by many writers, and

even by Wachsmulh (//e/4 Alt. ii. 2. p. 246 ;

ii. p. 573, 2d cd.), with that of the Bendideio.
'

On what day it was held, and in what relation

it stood to the other contests, is unknown, though

it is clear that it imut have token place in the

evening. It has been supposed by some writers

that the lampadcphoria took place only at tlic

great Panathciuu-a, but this rests upon too feeble

U'stimony of Libanius (Aryttm. ad Lkmosi/t. Afid,

p. 510), while all other writers who mention

this lampadcphuria, speak of it os a part of the

I’anathcnaca in general, without tue epithet

prydXa^ which is itself a sufficient proof that it

was common to l»oth festivals. The same is implied

in a sUit-mcnt of the author of the Etymolugicum
Magnum (s. r. KfpaptiuSs). I'hc prize of the

victor in the lamjadephoria was proliably tho

lampas itself, which he dedicated to Hermes.
(Uuckh, CorjK Infcn)4. L n. 243, 250.)

It is impossible to determine the exact order in

which the solemnities took place. We may, how-
ever, bcUt've that those (larts which were the most
nticioiit preceded those which were of later intro-

duction. Another assi.Htoncc in this res}icct arc the

sculptures of the Partliennn (now in the British

Museum), in which a scries of the solemnities of

the Panailienoea is represented in the great pro-

cession. Hill they neither represent all the so-

lemnities— for the lampadephuria and the g}'m-

nastic contests ai% not ri'presented— nev can it

1)0 supposeii that the artists should have sacrificed

Uauty and symmetry merely to give the solemnities

in praisely the same order as they succeeded one

another at the festival. In fact w*c sec in these

^ulptures the flute ntid citham players represented

as preceding the cliariots and men on hnrselwiek,

though the contests in chariot mid horse racing
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probably preceded the musical contests. Hut we
may infer from the analog)* of other gr« at festivals

that the solemnities commenced with sacriliecs.

The sacrifices at tlic Ponathenaca were vci^* muni-
ficent

;
for each town of Attica, as well as every

colony of Athens, and, during the time of her great-

ness, every subject town, hod to contribute to this

sacrifice by sending one bull each. (Scbol.^ris/^^.

A'a5. 335.) The mcot of the victims appears to

have liecn distributed among the people ; but
before the feasting comm«rnccd, the public herald

prayed for the welfare and prosperity of the re-

public. After the liattlc of Marathon the Platofoiis

W’ere included in this prayer. (Ilcrnd.vi. 111.)

The chief solemnity of the great Ponathenmn
was the magnificent procession to the temple of

Athena Poiias, which, os stated above, prokibiy

took place on the lost day of the festive season.

The opinion of Creuzer [SymboL ii. p. 810) that

this procession also took place at the lesser Pana-
thenaea, is opposed to all ancient authoriti>-8 witii

the exception of the Scholiasts on Plato {/(vptdJ.

init.) and on Aristophanes (^Equit. 566), and these

scholiasts arc evidently in utter confusion about
the whole matter. The w hole of this procession is

represented in the frieze of the Parthenon, the

work of Phidias and his disciples. The description

and explanation of this m.agiuficeut w'ork of art,

and of the procession it represents, would lend us

too fiir. (See Stuart, Atdiq. of AthcrUy vol, ii.
;

Loakc, TojiOffr. of AtKetu^ p. 215, &c. ; C. O.
Mitllcr, AneCeni Art and iU Rem. § 118 ; 11. A.
Muller, Pamiih. p. 93, &c.) The chief object of

this procession was to carry the peplus of the god-

dess to her temple. It w*as a crocus -coloured

garment for the goddess, and made by maidens,

called ipyaarlvai. (Hesych. s. r.
;

coni[>are Ar-
RiixriiuRU.) Initw’crc woven Enceladus and the

giaiils, as they were conquered by the goddess.

(Eurip. Ilceub. 466 ;
SchuL ad Arisiijjth. E<piii.

566 ; Suid. $. V. TlfxKos
j

Virg. CVr. 29, Ac.
;

compare Plat Euihyd, p. 6.) Proclus {ad Plat.

Tim.) says that the figures on the peplus repre-

sented the Olympic gods conquering the giant*,

and this indeed is the subject represented on a

peplus worn by an Athena preserved in llie Mu-
seum of Dresden. On one occasion in later timi s,

when the Athenians overwhelim*<l Doiuctrius and
Antigonui with their flatteries, they also docr»N-d

that their images, along with those of the gods,

should be woven into the peplus. (Plut Dnnetr.

10.) The p plus was not carried to the temple by
men but was susjicndcd from the mast of a ship

(Schot Horn. II. V. 734 ;
Philostr. I'*/. Sfiph. i. 5.

p. 550; compare llockli, Oraoc. Trxtp. Princ. p 1 93 ;

Schol. ad Ari$to})h. /W, 418) ; and this ship,

which was at other times kept near the Arciopagus

(Paus. i. 29. § 1), w*as moved along on land, ii is

said, b)' subterrancouM inaebinet. What these ma-
chines may liavc been is involved in utter oljscurity.

The procession proceeded from the Ccmmcicus, near

a monument colled Loocorium (Thucyd. I 20), to

the temple of Demctcr at Elcusit, and thence along

the Pelasgic wall and the temple of A^iollo Pythius

to the Piiyx, and thence to the Acropolis, where

the statue of Minerva Pulias w*as adorned with the

peplus.

In this procession nearly the whole population

of Attica appears to have uiken part, cither on foot,

on horselmck. or in chariots, as may be seen in tho

frieze of the Portheiioiu Aged men carried olive
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branches, and were called daWo^poi (Eijm M.
and Hesjeh. «. o.)

:
young men attended, at least

in earlier times, in armour (Tbucyd. vi. 56), and
maidens who belonged to tbo noblest families of

Athens carried boskets, containing offerings fur the

goddesSi,wfaence they were called (Har-
pocrat f. r. Kami^f6pos

;
compare Tbucyd. 1. c.)

Kespccting the port which aliens took in this pro-

cession, and the duties they bad to perform, see

llrORLAPHORia.
Men who hod deserved well of the republic were

reworded with a gold crown at the great Pano-
thenaea, and the herald bad to announce the sveut

' during the gymnastic contests. (Demosth. <^bron.

p. 265 ;
compare Meurs. Panath. p. 43.) Prisoners

also were allowed to enjoy fre^om during the

great Panathcnaca. (Ulpion,a<f Dcmosib.c. Tirno-

crat. p. 740 ; compare Demosth. d« PaU. Ley.

p. 394.)

(Compare J. Meunii, Parndkenaeat lifter ginyu-

larii^ Lugd. BaL 1619 ; C. Hoffmann, Panathe-
naikoty Cossel, 1835, 8to,

; II. A. Mliller, Pa^
ntUhenmeOy Bonn, 1837, 8m ; C O. MUUcr's
Dissertation, Quoartni tempore PanaiJtenaea minora
eclcljraia einty which is reprinted in the Philological

Museum, vol. ii. pp. 227—235.) [L. S.J

PANCRATIASTAE. [Pancratium.]
PANCRA'TIUM {waynpiTiov) is composed of

irae and KpdroSy and accordingly signihes an
athletic game, in which all the powers of the

fighter were called into action. The pancratium

was one of the games or gymnastic contests which
were ezhihited at all the great festivids of Greece;

it consisted of boxing and wrestling (Tfvyp^ and
wdAi;), and was reckoned to be one of the heavy or

Lard exercises {iyuriapara /Sopfa or 0apvrepa)y

on account of the violent exertions it required, and
for this reason it was not much practised in the

gymnasia
;
and where it was practised, it was pro-

bably not without modifications to render it easier

for the boys. According to the ancient physicians

it had very rarely a beneficial influence upon health.

(H. Mercurial. De AH. Gymmut. v. 7.)

At Sparta the reguhir pancratium was forbidden,

but the name was there applied to a fierce and
irregular fight not controlled by any rules, in which
even biting and scratching were not uncouiinuu,

and in which, in short, every thing was allowed by
which one of the panics might hope to overcome

the other. In Homer we neither find the game
nor the namo 'J the pancratium mentioned, and os

it WAS nut introduced at the Olympic games until

Ol. 33 (Pans. v. 8. § 3), wc may presume that the

game, though it may have existed long before in a
rude state, u'os not brought to any degree of per-

fection until a short time before that event. It is

scarcely possible to speak of an inventor of the

pancratium, as it must hare gradually arisen out of

a rude mode of fighting, which is customary among
oil uncivilized nations, and which was kept up at

Sparta in its original state. But the Greeks re-

garded Theseus as the inventor of the pancratium,

who for want of a sword was said to havo used

this mode of fighting against the Minotaums.
(Schol. ad Pind. Nem. v. 89.) Other legends re-

presented Heracles as having been victor in the

pancratium (Paus. v. 8. § 1 ;
Hygin. Fab. 273),

and later wrilcn moke other heroes also fight tlic

pancratium (Lucan, Phargat. ir. 613, Ac.) ; but
these ore mere fictions. After the pancratium was
once introduced at Olympia, it soon found iu way
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also into the other great games of Greece, and in

the times of the Uoinan emperors we also find it

practised in Italy. In Ol 145 the pancratium fur

boys was introduced at the Ol^napic games, and
the first boy who gained the victory w*asPhacdin]us,

a native of a town in Troos. (Paus. v. 8, in fin.)

This innovation had been adopted before in others

of the national gomes, and iu the 61st P^nhiad (OL
108), wo find a Theban boy of the name of Oliidct
os victor in the poucrutiuni in the Pythian gomes.
(Pausi. X. 7. § 3.) At the Isthmian games the
pancratium for boys is not mentioned till the reign

of Domitian (Corsini, IHsgert. Agon. p. 101) ; but
this may be merely accidental, and the game may
have been practised Ion|( before that tune.

' Pbilostrotus {Imag. ii. 6) says that the pancra-

! tium of men was the most beautiful of all athletic

I

contests ; and the combatants must certainly have
' shown to the spectators a variety of beautiful and
exciting spectacles, as all the arts of l>oxing and
wrestling appeared here united, (.\ristot Wut. i.

5 ;
Piut. Sympog. ii. p. 638, c.) The combatants

in the pancratium did not use the cestus, or if

they did, it was the T/iorrcv paXcucuTtpot [Cks-
tub], so that the hands remained free, and wuunds
were not easily inflicted.

The name of these combatants was pancratiostac

(wayKpartatrral) or vdppaxoi, (Pollux iil 30. 5.)

They fought naked, and bad their bodies anointed

and covered with sand, by which they wve en-

abled to take bold of one another. (Philostr. 1. c. •

Aristopb. Pofy 848.) In cases where the contests

of the poncrotiastae were not regulated by strict

rules, it might, os at Sparta, sometimes happen,

that the fighters made use of the ir teeth and nails

(Philostr. L e.

;

Lucian, Dcnionax, c. 49 ; Plut.

Lac, Ajyophth, p. 234, d.) ; but such irregularities

probably did not occur at any of the great public

games.

When two pancratiostac began their contest,

the first object which each of them endeavoured
to accomplish, was to gain a favourable posi-

tion, each trying to make tho ntlier stand so that

the sun might shine in his face, or that other

inconveniences might prevent liii fighting with
success. This struggle (&7bw irtp] rf;s (rrdaftitty

Acsebin. o. CiesijJi. p. 83, ed. Stepli.) was only the
introduction to the real contest, though in certain

cases this preparatory stniggle might lenninate the

whole game, ai one of the ftartiei might wear out

the other by a series of stratagems, and compel
him to give up further resistance. Sostratus of

Siejon hod gained many n victory by such tricks.

(Paus. vL 4. § ).) When the real contest hegnn,

each of tho fighters might commence by iHtxing or

by wrestling, accordingly as he thought ho sliooUl lie

more successful in the one than in the other. The
victory was not dwided until one of the parlies

was killed, or lifted up a fingiT, thereby declaring

that he was unable to continuo the contest cither

from pain or fatigue. (Faber, i. 8.) It

usually lm)*pcned that one of the combatants, by
some trick or other, made his antagonist fall to tho
ground, and the wrestling, which then commenced,
was called dvoitAiKOffdA)?, and continued until ono
of tlie parties dechred himself conquered or was
strangle^ os was the cose at Olympia with Arrhi-
chion or Arrachion of Phigalio, in Ul 54. (Paus.
viil 40. §l,6cc.; Euseb. CArwi. p. 150, 8calig.)

A lively description of a stniggle of this kind is

givcu by Philostnitus (t c.). Sometimes ono of
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tho figlitera fcU do\ni on hit back on purpooe that

he might lhas ward off the Rttocks of hi< antngo-

nUt more eaaily, and thu is perhaps the trick called

inmaafi6s. The usual roc^c of making a person

full was to put one foot behind his, and then to

push him backward, or to seize him round hit

body in such a manner that the upper port being

the heavier the person lost his balance and fell

Hence the expressions f^iaov Ao/i^di'co', ^co’oAa*

fisVot' aipet*', rd niffa fx'^***

<rira»\ &C. (Scaiig. ad Euhcb. Chron. p. 48.) The
aimexcd wcmkIcuI represents two |>oin of Pan>

rratiastae ; the one on the right hand is an ex-

nmpW of the di'curXo^irdAv}, and that on the

left of ll»o tiAffoXaSuK They are taken from

Krause's (»ymnastik uwi d, Ildlen, Taf.

xxl b. Fig. 35, b. 31, b., where they are copied

respectively from Grivaud, Hec. d. Mon. Ant.
voL i. pi. 20, 21, and Krause, Signorum re<. icoaes,

tub. 10.

At Rome the pancratium is first mentioned in

the gomes which Caligula gave to the people. (l)ion

Cass. lix. 13.) After this time it seems to hav#

become extremely popular, and Justinian {NottlU
cv. c. I, provided itiyKopitov be, as some sup|K>8e,

a mistake for nayfKpiriov) made it one of the seven
solemnities (wpdoSot) which the consuls had to

provide for the amusement of the pcf»ple.

Seven! of the Greek pancratinstae have been
immortalised in tlie cpinician odes of Pindar,
namely Timodemus of Athens (Arm. it), MeUssus
luid Strepsiadcs of Thebes {Jsth. iii. and vL), Aris*

toclidcs, Oleander and Phylacidcs of Acgina ( A^cm.

iiL, Istk. iv. T. and vj.), and a boy Pylbeas of

Aegina. (A^e». t.) But besides these the names
of a great many other victors in the pancratium are

known. (Compare Fellows, IHteorcriu tn l^ycia,

p.31S, Bond. 1041.)
The diet and training of the pancratiastae was

the same os that of other Athlctae. [Atblbtas.J
(Compare Hicron. Mercuriolis, deArtc Ggmnai-

iicti

;

J. 11. Krause, iJie Gymnastik und Agonistik

dfr n^enetiy rol. i. pp. 534—556.) [L. S.]

PANDECTAE or DIGESTA. In the last

month of the year a. d. 530, Justinian by a Con*
stitutiou addressed to TrilKmion empowered him
to name a commission fur the purpose of forming a
Code Ml of the wTltings of those Jurists who hod
enjoyed the Jus liespondendi,or, as it is expressed

by the Emperor, antiquoniro pnidcntium quibus

aurtoritatem conKribendorum interprctandanimque

logtim sacratissimi principcs praebuenmt.** The
coRipilatiun however comprises extracts from some
writers of the Republican period {Const. Deo
Auctore), and from Arcadius Chorisius and Her*
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mogcnioziut. Ten yean were allowed for the com-
pletion of the work. Tho instructions of the
Emperor were;, to select what was useful, to omit
what was antiquated or superfluous, to avoid un-
necessary repetitions, to get rid of contradictions,

and to znake such other changes as should products

out of the mass of ancient Juristical writings a
useful and complete body of law {jus asttiguum).

The compilation was to be distributed into Fifty

Books and the Books were to be subdivided into

Titles (7t/a/i). The work was to be named
Digesta, a Latin'tcrm indicating an arrangement
of materials, or Pondcctae, a Greek word express-

ive of the comprehensiveness of the work. 'J'he

name Digesta luu) been already used by Salvius

Julianus for the title of his chief work. The term
Pandcctae had also been applied to compilations

which contained various kinds of matter. (A. OclI.

Prarf.) It was also declared that no commen-
taries should be W'rittcn on this compilation, but

permission was given to moke Paratitla or references

to parallel passages with a short statement of their

contents. (Coo^ Deo Auctore, a 12.) It was
also declared that abbreviations {sigla) should not

be used in forming the text of the Digest. The
work was completed in three years (17 CaL Jan.

533) os appears by a Constitution both in Greek
and Latin which confirmed the work and pave to

it 1(^1 authority. {ConM. Tanta, Ac., and Acowicev.)

licsidcs Tribonion, who had the general conduct
of the undertaking, sixteen other persons are men-
tioned os having been employed on tho work,
among whom were the Professors Dorotheas and
Anatolius, who for that purpose had been invited

from the law-Khool of Bviytus, and Theophilui

nnd Cratinus who resided at Constantinople. The
compilers mode use of about two thousand different

treatises, which contained above 3,000,000 lines

{v^ rsuSj (Tt1x<m)« but the amount retained in the

compilation was only 150,000 lines. Tribonian

procured this large collection of treatises, many of

which bad entirely fallen into oblivion, and a list

of them was prefixed to the vvork, pursuant to the

instructions of Justinian. (Cousin Tanta, Ac. a 16 )

Such a list is at present only found in the Floren-

tine MS. of the Digest, but it is far from being

accurate. Still it is probably the Index mentioned

in the Constitution, Tanta, Ac. (Puchta, liemer^

kungen ueher den Indte Fhrentintu^ in Hkein. Mum.
vo!. iiL pjv. 3G5—-370.)
The work is thus distributed into Fifty Books,

which, with the exception of three books, are sub-

divided into Titles, of which there ore said to bo

422. The books 30, 31,32, arc not divided into

Tilli's, but hare one common Title, Dc lA’gaiis cl

Fideicommissis
; and the first Title of the 45th

book, De Verborum Obligationibus, is really divided

into three parts, though they have not separate

Rubricac. Undc^ each Title ore placed the ex-

tracts from the several jurists, numbered 1, 2, 3,

and so on, with the writer's name and the name
and division of the work from which the extract is

mode. These extracts are said to amount to 9123.

No name, corresponding to Liber or Tituius, is

given to these siibdivisious of Tituli which ore

formed by the extracts from the several writers,

but Justiiiion {Const. Tanta, Ac. s. 7) has called

them ^ leges," and though not ^ laws " iu the strict

sense of the term, they were in fact ^ law ; " and

in the same sense the Emperor calls the jurists

“ legiilatorci." (Coasf. Tanta, Ac. s. 16.) The Filty
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Pooki differ materially both in btilk, rnimbcr of
titlca, and number of extract*. The Glomtorcs
and their follower!, in referring to the Digest, some-
times indicate the work by P, p, or n, and some*
times by D or which according to some writers

represents D, and according to others represents n.
The oldest printed English work in which the
Digest is cit^ is Brocton's Trtati$e on the Law
En^ind^ and his mode of citation is that of the
GloasaUwes. ( Tioo LHeconrstt by G. Long, London,
1847, p. 107.)

There was also a division of the whole Fifty
Books into Seven larger masscn, called Partes,

which corre^nded to the seven main divisions of
the works on the Edict, and bad also a special

reference to the course of instruction then estab-

lished. Thus the first Par* comprises Four Books,
the second Pars comprises seven Books, and so on.

{Contt. Tanta, &e. a 2.
**

Igitur prima quidem
pars,'' dec.)

The number of writers from whose works ex-
tracts were made is thirty-nine, comprehending
those Jurists from whom extracts were made at

second hand, as Q. Mucins Scacvola, the Pontifex,

from whom four fragments, and Aclius Oailus
from whom one fragment is taken ; bat omitting
Senrius Snlpicius Kufus, who is represented by
AJfenns, distinguishing Aclius Oollus from Julius

Aqnila, Venuleius from Claudius Satuminus
;
as-

suming that there is only one Fomponius, and
omitting Sabinus whoso name is oroneoiuly in-

serted in the Florentine Index. (Zimmem, 6W-
MicArs dee Rom. /'riro/rcoA/s, p. 224.)

The following is the list of Jurists from whose
writings the Digest was constructed, as it is given
in the Palingcncsia of Hommelius, who has ar-

ranged tlie matter taken from each writer under
his name, and placed the names in alphabetical

order. The dates of the Jurists ore chieny founded
on the authority of Zimmern. The figures in the

third column indicate the proportions contributed

to the Digest by each Jurist, estimated in the

pages of Hommelius: (a) denotes that the contri-

bution is under one page of the Palingcncsia.

This list includes Sabinus. The extracts from
many of the writers arc few and short : those from
Ulpion ore more than a third of the whole

;
and

next to these the extracts from Paulus, Pnpioian,
Julianas, Pomponlus, Q. Cerridius Scacvola, and
Gaius, are tho largest.

DATS.

Sextos Caeciliui A/Hcanne . Hadrian and the

Antonini . 24
Al/enue Varus, a pupil of

Sirvius Sulpi-

cius Rufus and
contemporary

with Cicero d
Furiui Anihianus

.

Unknoii^’n . . (a)

Julius Aquila . . perhaps about the

time of Sep.

Severn* . . (a)

Aurelius Arco</iiu Chorisius, Constan-

tine the Great 2^
Odlietratue Caracalla . .17^

Juventius Celsue . . . Domitian and
Hadrian . 23

Floreniinus Alex. Severas 4
GaiW . . . Hadrian and the

Antonini . 72
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DATE.

C. Aclius* Gallue ... a contemporary

of Cicero , (u)
Claudius fTermogenianus^ Constantine

the Great . 9^
PriscOB Jiiivolenue . Nerva and Ha-

drian . . . 23^
Solvius Jtdianne . . a pupU of Javo-

Icnu* ... 90
M. Antistius iMttco . . , Augustus . . 12
Acmilius Afacer. , , Alex. Sevenis . 10
Lucius Voluiius Mtiedanus Antoninus Pius 8
I.ucius Ulpius Marcdlue . The Antonini . .’12}^

Aclius Mitreianue Caracalla and ^
Alex. Sevenis 38

Junius ^/rtaricionus Antoninus Pius 1^
Rutiliut A/a.rinitfs . Unknown . , (a)
Arrius Menander, Caracalla . . 3
Hcreniiius Modestinue a pupil of D.

Ulpianos . 41^
Quintus Muoiua Scaevula, Pontifex

Maximus, con-

sul B. c. 95 . 1

PriscuB Neratiua . Trajan . . .10
Lucius Acmilius Pajdnianue S. Severu* and

Caracalla 104
Justus Papiriui . M. Aurelius , 2^
Julius paulus . . Alex. Sevenis 297

Pomponiue Antoninus Pius CO
Licinius? Proculus, . Olho? ... 6
Lidnius Ihijhtue . . Caracalla . . 1 i

Mossurius Stdjinua . , Tiberius . , l|
Claudius Satuminus The Antonini. 1

Qu. Cervidiui Sctwtola . . The Antonini . 78^
Paternuj Tnrrentenus Comniodiis

. («)
Clemens Terentiue . Hadrian and the

Antonini . 3^
Q. Sep. Florens TertuHianue S. Severus and

Caracalla . 1 \
Claudius Tn/j/honinus S. Severus ami

Caracalla . 22
Solvius Abumus ralent

,

. . Hadrian and An-
toninus Pius 3

Penuldus . The Antonini . 10
Domitiiis L'ljdanus . S. Sevenis and

Alex. Severus 610

It follow* from the instructions of the Emperor
and tho plan of the work that the extracts from
the Jurists arc not always given in their exact
words. It is probable that many short passages
were interpolated, or altered, as a matter of neces-
slty, though tlicre seems to bo no reason for sup-
posing that these changes were carried farther than
tho nature of the case required. Still there is no
doubt that the changes arc such that the extracts
from the old Jurists cannot be used for many pur-
poses without some caution and judgment
The distribution of the matter of the Digest into

Books and 7'itlcs has evidently been made accord-
ing to a plan, as will be obvious on inspecting tho
li»t of Tituli prefixed to tho editions. Thus the
28th book treats of testaments, of the institution

of a here*, &e,, and the 29th of military testaments,
and of codicils, &c, ; in fact of matters appertaining
to universal succession by testament: the 30ib,
31st, and 32d books treat of legacies and fiduciary

* He must not be confounded with C. Aquillue
Oailus, one of the masters of Servius Sulpicius,

from whom there is no extract in the Digest.

Digitized by »^uogle
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bfqnesU. There U a method of arran;'<’mciit

therefore so far oi generally to bring things of the

same kind together^ but the com])iIatioii has no

claims to being considered as a scientific anangc>

ment of the mutter of law. And indeed the com-

pilers were evidently fettered in this respect by
the Emperor's instructions, which required them to

arrange (Jii^rere) the whole body of the law com-

prised in the Digest, according to the Code and
the Edictnm Perpetuum.

It has long been a matter of dispute W'hcther

tl«e compilers of the Digest were guided by any,

and if any, by what principle in the arrangement

of the several exlnuu under the respective Titles.

• Tins subject is examined in a very learned essay

by B'uhme, entitled “ Die Ordnung der Fragmcnle
in den Piuidekleutilchi." (ZeiUchri/i^ vol. iv.) The
investigation is of course founded on the titles of the

several works of the Jurists, which as already ob-

served are given at the head of each extract : thus,

for instance, in tho beginning of the 3d book, the

first seven extracts ore headed as follows :
** Ulpi-

nnus Libro sexagesimo quarto ad Edictum;'*
** Idem Inbro primo Fidcicommissorum ;

” “ Idem
Libro quarto od Sabinum “ Idem Libro quinto

ad Sabinum “ J’aulus Libro primo ad Sabinum
“Julinnus Libro trigesimo tertio Digestonim

;

** Paulus Libro secundo ad Sabinum.** These will

serve as samples of tho whole and will explain

the following remarks from Bluhme, whose con-

clusions are these: **Tho compilers separated all

the writings from w'hich extracts wore to bo made,

into three parts, and formed themselves into three

committees. Each committee read through in order

the books that had fallen to its lot, yet so that

books which were closely related ns to their con-

tents, were extracted at the same time. The books

were compared with the Code of Justinian, and
what was selected fur the new compilation, was
pl.iced under a Title taken either from the Code,

tlic Edict, or in case of necessity from the work
itself which w’os extracted. What came under the

same title was compared ; repetitions were erased,

contradictions were got rid of, and alterations were
made, w lien the cuiitents of the extracts seemed to

require it. When the three committees had finished

their labours, the present Digest was formed out of

the three collections of extracts. In order to ac-

complish this, they made that collection tho founda-

tion of each Title which contained the most

iiumernus or at least the longest extracts. With
these they compared tho sm.allcr collections, strik-

ing out, as they hod done before, repetitions and
contradictions, making the necessary additions, and
giving more exact definitions and general princi*

pies. What remained over of tho smaller collections

without having had an appropriate place assigned

to it, was placed after the first collection, and its

place in the scries after the first collection was
gencnilly determined by the number of extracts.*'

**The Digest does not scorn to have been sub-

jected to any further revision."

Bluhme remarks that, although tho Constitutions,

Deo Auctore^ imperaioriam, 'latUa, and Cordi, con-

min much information on the economy of tho

Digest and the mode of proceeding of the compilers,

only the two following facts are distinctly stated

:

1. Tluit the extracts from the wrilings of the
Jurists were arranged according to the titles of the

Code and the Edict 2. That tho e.Ttracts were
compared with the Code. Accordingly everything
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else must he proved from an examination of tho
work itself, and this is the object of Bluhmc's
laborious essay. lie observes that if a person w*ill

examine the extracts in the titles De Verbornm
Significationeand De Rc^ii Juris (50. tit IG, 17)
he will find a regular order obserrablo in the titles

of tho juristical works from which the extracts aro

taken. Generally, the series of the books quoted
shows that the original order of the works from
which the extracts were to be made, has not been
altered

;
and the several works generally follow in

both these titles in the same order. A similar re-

mark applies to the title D<r Verborum Obliga-
tionibus (Dig. 45. tit. 1), though there is a varia-

tion in all the three titles as to the relative order

of the three masses, which are presently Co be
mentioned. ** In the remaining titles of the Di-
gest," adds Blohme, ** at first sight it appears as
if one could find no other distinction in the titles

of the extracts than this, that one part of them 1ms
a certain kind of connection, and another part
merely indicates a motley assemblage of books out
of which the extracts have been m^e. But on a
closer comparison not only ore three amsscs clearly

distinguishable, but this comparison leads to the
certain conclusion, that all the writings which were
used in the compilation of the Digest, may be rt'-

ferred to three classes. I'ho Commentaries on Sa-
biiius (.\d Sabinum), on the Edict (Ad Edictum),
and Papiniau's writings ore at the head of these
three classes. We may accordingly denote these

three masses respectively by the imract Sahinian,
the Edict, and PapiniaxL In each of these dosses
the several works from which extracts are made,
always follow in regular order." This order is

shown by a table which Bluhme has inserted in

his essay.

This article, if read iu connection with the arti-

cles CoDRX and Institutio.nkk, will give some
general notion of the Legislation of Justiuwui, tlic

objects of which cannot be expressed better than
in the following words :

—
** Justinian's plan embraced tw'o principal works,

one of which was to be a selection from Jurists

and the other from tho Constitutiunes. The first,

the Pandect, was very appropriately intended to

contam tho foundation of the law : it was the first

work since the date of the Twelve Tables, which in

itself and without supposing the czUtenco of any
other, might serve as a central point of the whole
body of the law. It may be proj>eriy called a Ctnift,

and the first complete Code since the time of the

Twelve Tables, though a large part of its contents

is not I.aw, but consists of Dogmatic and the in-

vestigation of particular cases. Instead of the in-

surticient rules of Valcntinian III., the excerpts in

the Pandect are token immediately from the writ-

ings of tho Jurists in great numbers, and arranged
according to their matter. The Code also has a
more comprehensive plan than the earlier c«>dcs,

since it comprises both Ucscripts and Edicts. These
two works, iho Pandect and the Code, ought pro-

perly to be considered os the completion of Jus-
tinian's design. The Inslitutiones cannot be viewed
as a third w'ork, indc{Kndent of both : it senes as

an introduction to them or as a nianuaL Lastly, the
Nuvcilac arc single and subsequent additions and
alterations, and it is merely an accidental circum-

stance that a third edition of the Code was not
made at the end of Justiiiian's reign, which w'ould

have comprised the Novcllac which had npenuancut
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applvcAtk>n.*' (Savigny, GttckidUe dt$ Rtim. ReclUs

tjft MiU^alter^ L p. H.)
There are nunierous mamiscripti of the Digest,

both in libraries of the Continent and of Great

Britain. A list of the MSS. of the Corpus Juris

in the libraries of this country, which are princi-

pally in the Colleges of Oxford and Cambridge,
is given by Dr. Hach in the Zeitschrift (vol. v.).

But the MSS. of the Digest generally contain

only parts of the work, and are not older than the

twelfth century. Tho MS. called the Florentine

is complete and probably as old as the seventh

century. It is generally said that it hod been

kept at Amalh time out of mind, and was given

to the Pisans by Lotharius tho Second, after the

capture of Amalfi s. D. 1137, as a memorial of his

gratitude to them for their aid against Roger the

Norman. The Pisans kept it till their city was
taken by the Florentines tmder Gino CaponI a. d.

1406, who carried this precious MS. to Florence

where it is still preserved. There is however

pretty good evidence that the MS. was not found

at Amalfi. Odofradus says, that it was transmitted

to Pisa by Justinian, and Bortolus adds, that it

always bad been, and then was at Pisa. At any
rate it is the oldest MS. of the Pandectae. An
ex.oct copy of this MS. was published at Florence

in 1553, folio, with tho title **Digcst4>rum scu

Pandectarum Libri Qninquaginla Ex Florentinis

I’andcctis repracsentati ;
Florentiao In Ofheina

Laurentii Torrentini Ducalis Typographi MDLIll
Cam Sumroi Ponlif. Cor. V. Imp. ilenrici II Gnl-

lorum Regis, Eduardi VT Angliae regia, Cotmi

Medicis Ducis Florcnt II Privilegio.'* The facts

relating to the history of tho MS. appear from tho

dedication of Franciscus Taurollius to Cosmo I.,

Duke of Florence. Laelio Torclli and bis son

Francisco superinterded the printing of the edition

of this splendid work, which is invaluable to a
schobr. The orthography of tho MS. has been

scrupulously observed. Those who cannot consult

this work' may be satisfied with the edition of

the Corpus Juris by Charondos, which tho distin-

guished printer of that edition, Christopher Plonti-

nns, affirms to be ns exact a copy of the Florentine

edition as it could be made. (Antwerp, 1575).

As to the other editions of the Digest, sec CoR-
pi'8 Juris. (O. L.]

PA'NDIA (vdi'Sia), an Attic festival, the real

character of which seems to have been a subject

of dispute among the ancients themselves ; for ac-

cording to the Etymologicum M. (s. v, IldySta

;

comp. Phot i. r.), some derived it from Pandia,

who is said to have been a goddess of the moon
(this is also Wachsmuth's (pinion, ii. p. 485) ;

others from the Attic king Pandion; others again

from the Attic tribe Dias, so that the Pandia
w'ould bare been in the lame relation to this tribe

as the Panathenaea to Athens : and others from

aUsj and call it a festival of Zeus. Welckcr
Triloff. p. 303) considers it to have been

originally a festival of Zeus celebrated by all the At-

tic tribes, analogous to the Panathenaea, and thinks

that when the confederacy, of which this festival

was ns it were the central point, became dissolved,

the old festival remained, though its character was

changed. It was celebrated at Athens in the time

oi Demosthenes (c. Mid. p. 517). Taylor in his

note on this passage strangely confounds it with

the Dioiia, though it is well known that this fes-

tival was held on the 10th of Mujiyebiun, while
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the Pandia took place on the 14th of ElapheboHm.
(Compare Suidasand Ilesych. s. r. IlcUSia ;*Bdckh,

AlihandL dtr Berlin, AhuMlemie^ 1818, p. 65,

Ac.) [L. a)
PANE'OYRIS (waarlfyvpts) signifies a meeting

or assembly of a whole pct plo for the purpose of

worshipping at a common sanctuary. But tho

word is used in three ways :— 1 . For a meeting of

the inhabitants of one particular town and its

vicinity [Ephxsia]
; 2. For a meeting of the in-

habitants of a whole district, a province, or of the

whole body of people bclcmging to a particular

tribe [Dxlia, Pamjioxotu, Panionia]
;
and

3. For great national meetings, as at tho Olympic,

Pythian, Isthmian, and Nemean games. Although
in all panegyreis which we know, the religiotu

character forms the most prominent feature, other

subjects, political discussions and resolutions, as

well os a variety of amusements, were not excluded,

though they wore perhaps more a consequence of

tho presence of many persons than objects of the

meeting. As regards their religious character, the

panegyreis were real festivals in which prayers

were performed, sacrifices offered, processions held,

&c. The amusements comprehended tho whole
variety of games, gymnastic and musical contests,

and entertainments. Every panegj'ris, moreover,

was mode by tradespeople a source of gain, and it

may be presumed that such a mooting tvas never

held without a fair, at which all sorts of things

were exhibited for sale. (Paus. x. 32. § .9 ; Strah.

X. p. 486; Dio Chiysost Oral, xxvii. p. 528.) In
later times, when tho love of gain had b^omc
stronger than religious feeling, the fairs appear to

have becomo a more prominent characteristic of a
poncgjTis than before

;
hence the Olympic games

aro called mercalus Olympiacus or ladi et mcrcatu*

Olympiorum, (Justin, xiii. 5 ;
V'ell. Pat. i. 8.)

Festive orations were also frequently addressed to

a panegyris, whence they are called x6yoi woio}-

yvpxKol. The Panegyricus of Isocrates though it

was never delivered, is an imagiruuy discourse of

this kind. In later times any oration in praise of

a person was called paneg^'ricus as that of Pliny

on the emperor Trajaru

Each pouegyris is treated of in a separate article.

For a general account see Wachsmuth, IML Alt.

I p. 149, Ac. ;
Biickb, ad Find, 01. vii. p. 175,

Ac.
I
Hermann, PolU. Ant. § 10. [U S.]

PANELLE'NIA (waysXA^wa), a festival, or

P>erhape rather a panegyris of all the Greeks which
seems to have been instituted by tho emperor

H.adrian, with the well-meant but impracticable

view of reviving a national spirit among the Greeks.

(Philostr. Vit. iiofA. li, 1. 5; Bockb, C^rp. In$crip.

i. p. 789, ii. p. 580.) [L. S.]

PANIO'KIA (wds'icss'ia), tho great national

panegyris of the loniani on mount Mycale, where
their national god Poseidon Hcliconius had his

sanctuary, called the Panioninm. (Ftcrod. i. 148;
Strab. viiL p. 384; Paus. vii. 24. § 4.) One of

the principal objects of this national meeting was

the common worship of Poseidon, to whom splendid

sacrifices were offered on tho occasion. (Diodor.

XV. 49.) As chicf-pricit for tho conduct of tho

sacrifices always appointed a young man of

Prione, with the title of king, and it is mentioned

as one of the peculiar superstitions of the lonions

on this occasion, that they thought the bull which

they sacrificed to l>c pleasing to the god if it roared

at the moment it was killed. (Strab. 1. c.) But
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religioai worship was not the only object for which

they assembled at the Pantonium ;
on certain erner*

genciei, especially in case of any danger threaten-

ing their country, the lonlans discussed at these

uir*»>tings 'political questions, and passed resolutions

which were binding upon all. (Hurod. i. 141,170.)

But the political union among iho lonians appears

ncTcrthclcst to hare been very loose, and their

confederacy to have been without any regular in-

tcniol organisation, for the Lydians conquered one

Ionian town after another, without there appearing

anything like the spirit of a political confederacy
;

and we also find that tingle cities concluded sopa-

rate treaties for themselves, and abandoned their

confederates to their fate, (Herod, i. 1G9.)

Diodorus (xv. 49) says that in later times the

lonians used to hold their meeting in the neigh-

bourhood of Ephesus instead of at Mycale. Strabo,

on the other hand, who speaks of the Panionic

panogyris as still held in his own time, does not

only not mention any such change, but appears to

imply that the p.'Uicg}Tis was at all times held on

the same spot, viz. on mount Mycale. Diodorus

therefore sooms to consider the Ephesian panogyris

[EphksiaI ns having been instituted instead of

the Paniouia. But both pruiogyreis existed simul-

taneously, aud were connecU'd with the worship of

two distinct divinities, ns is clear from a com-
parison of two p.i.Mage8 of Strabo, viii. p. 304, xiv.

p. 6.39.

(Com|tf\re Tittmann's Orl6cJt. SUictsv. p. 660,

Ac, ; Thirlwall, Hist, of fZ/wee, it p. 102; C.

K. Hcmuuin, Lchrb. dcr Gottesd. AUcrUi. § 66. n.

2, 3.) (L. S.J

PANOTLIA. [Arma.]
PANTOMI'MUS is the name of a kind of

actora peculiar to the Homans, who very nearly re-

sembled in their mode of acting the modem dancers

ill the l^allet. They did not speak on the stage,

but merely acted by gestures, movements, and atti-

tudes. All movements, however, were rhythmical

like those in the ballet, whence tho general term
fur them is mxUatio^ saltare; the whole art was
called muia (Cassiodor. Tar. L 20) ; and to

represent Niobe or Leda was expressed by sidiare

AVtAes and mltnre Ijeilam.

Mimic dancers of this kind are common to all

nations, and hence wo find them in Ga'cee and
1 U'dy ; in tho former country' they acquired a degree
of perfection of which we Ct-in scarcely form an idea.

But pantomimes in a narrower sense were peculiar

to ihir Uutuans, to whom we shall therefore confine

ourselves. During tho time of the republic the
name pantomimus docs not occur, though tho art

itself was known to the Romans at an early period
;

for the first histriones said to h.avc been in(n>duced

from Etruria were in fact nothing but pantomimic
daiK'cm [llisTRio, p. 612], whence we find that

under the empire the names histrio and pantomimus
were used os synonymous. The ptontomimic art,

however, was not ^n^ried to any degree of perfec-

tion until the time of Augustus ; whence s»mc
writers ascribe its invention to Augustus himself,

or to the great artists who flourished in his reign.

(Suidas, s. t>. wavrd^i/ios.) The greatest

pantomimes of this time were Bathyllus,a fiiecdman

and favourite ofMaecenas, and Pyladcs and Hylas.
(Jut. vi. 63; Suet. Au(f. 45 ;

Macrob. Sat. iL 7 ;

Alhcn. i. p. 70.) The gr«3at fiopularity which
the pantomimes acquired at Home in the time of

Auguiluj through these distinguished actors, was

PANTOMIMUS.
I the cause of their spreading not only in Italy but
also in the provinces, and Tiberius found it neces-

sary to pat n check upon tho great partiality for

them : he forbade oil senators to frequent tho

houses of such pantomimes, and the equites were
not allowed to he scon w'alking with them in the

streets of Home, or to attend their performances in

any other place than the public theatres, for wealthy
Homans frequently engaged male aud female pan-

tomimes to amuse their guests at their repasts.

(TociL Annal. L 77.) But Caligula ti’os so fond of

pantomimes that one of them, M. Lepidus Mnester,
l>ecame bis favourite

;
and through his influence

the whole class of pantomimes again n'covered

their ascendancy. (Suet. C^dig. 36, 55, 57 ; Tacit.

Annul, xiv. 21.) Nero not only patronised them,
but acted himself as pantomime (Suet. Aero, 16,

26), and from this time they retained the highest

degree of popularity at Rome down to the latest

period of the empire.

As regards their mode of acting, wc must first

state that all pantomimes wore masks, so that the

features of the countenance were lost in their act-

ing. All the other parts of their body, however,

were called into action, and especially the arms
and hands, whence the expressions manus loguacii-

«wo«, ditjUi Ac. Not-
withstanding their acting with masks, the ancients

agree that the pantomimes expressed actions, feel-

ings, passions, &c., more b^utifuliy, correctly,

and intelHgibl}' than it would bo possible to do
by speaking or writing. They were, however, as-

sisted in their acting by the circumstance that they

only represented mythological ch.aracters, which
were known to every spectator. (.luv. vi. 63, v.

121; HoraL HpUt ii. 2. 125; Sucton. Aero, 64;
V'cll. Pat. ii. 8ti.) There were, moreover, certain

conventional gestures and movements which every

body uudcrstKxi Their costume appears to^ve
l>een like that of tho dancers in a luillct, so as to

show the beauty of the hum<in form to the greatest

advantage; though the costume of course varitd

according to tho various characters which were re-

presented. Si'C the manner in which Plancus is

described by Velleius (ii. 83) to have danced tho

character of Glaucui. In the time of Augustus
there was never more than one dancer at a time

on the stage, and he represented all the characters

of the story, both male and female, in succession.

(Lucian, de SedUd. c. 67; Jacobs, ati Anthol. iL 1,

p. 308.) This remained the custom till towards

tho cod of the second centuiy of our acra, when
the several parts of a story U'gan to be acted by
several pantomimes dancing together. Women,
during the earlier period of the empire, never ap-

peared as jvintomimes on the stage, though they

did not scruple to act as such at the private parties

of the great. During the latter time of the empire

women acted as |»antomimcs in public, and in some
cases they threw aside all n'gard to decency, and
apjieared naked before tho public. The Christian

writers therefore represent the pantomimic exhibi-

tions as the school of every vice and licentiousness.

(Tcrtull. dtSpect. p. 269, ed. Paris; see also Senec.

Qttaest. Nat vii. 32 ;
Plin. Npist. v. 24; Ammian.

Marc. xiv. 6 ; Procop. Anecdot. 9.)

Mythological love stories were from the first the

favourite subjects of the pantomimes (Ovid. Rem&d,
Ant, 753), and the evil ctTects of such sensual re*

presentations upon women arc described in stmrg
colours by Juvcmil (vL 63, &c.). Every represent-
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atiun was Iiascd upon a text written for the pur-

p<kse. This text wns called the CatUieum (&lacrob.

S-U. ii. 7; Plin. riL 24), and wns mostly

written in the Ore« k language. Some of them
mar hare represented scenes from, or the whole
subjects of Greek dnunas ; but when Arnobius
(adv. (MU. 4, com]ioro Antholog. i. p. 241^) stnt s,

tlwit whole tmgedifS of Sophocles and Kuripidcs

were used ns texts fur pantomimic representations,

he perhaps only means to say that a pantomimus
sometimes n’prcscnted the same story contained in

such a tragi'ily, without being obliged to act or

dance every sentiment expressed in iL . The texts

of the {KinUmumes ur cantica wore sung by a chorus

standing in the background of the stage, and the

sentiments and feelings cxjiressc'^d by this chorus

wore represented by the pantomimus in bis donee
and gesticulation. The time was indicated by the

sc»i^/um, a peculiar kind of toia matle of wood or

metal, which cither the dancer or one of the chorus

wore. The whole performance was accompanied

by musical imtrumeuts, but in most cases by the

flute. In Sicily pantomimic diuices were caller!

^aAAi<r^l, whence perhaps the modem words ball

and ballet. (Compare Lessing, AUuindfunff von den

der Allen

;

Grysar, in Krach and
Gruher's Kncyclop. $. v. PaHtomimMie Kunut des

Alterthuma ; Wclcker, Die ^riechuchtn Trfujfodicnj

pp. 1317, 140£), 1443, 1477.) [L.S.]
PAPV'Kt’S. [LiBKii.]

PAK IMPAR LUDEUE (dpriacr^dr, dprii-

dpria 4) Tfpi-rrd the game at odd
and even, was a favourite gpmc among the Greeks
and Uomans. A person hold in his hiuid a certain

nuinl>cr of nstragnli or other things, and his op-

ponent had to guess W'hethor the number was odd
or even. (Pollux, ix. 101 ;

Plato, Lys. p. 207 ; Hor.
.SVr/. ii. 3. 21B } Suet. Att/j. 71 \

Nux Kteg. 79 ;

Jiceker, Gidlusj vol. ii. p. 233.)

I’AKA'ltASIS. [CoMOKUiA.]
PAKA'ilOLON (napdiSoKov or vapa^dXioy),

a small fee paid by the appellant party, on an ap-

peal from on ioferior to a superior tribu-

nal ; as for instance, from an arbitrator or a
magistrate, or from the court of the or

from the Senate of Kivc Hundred, to the jury or

Hcliostic court As to the sum to bo paid, and
other pAitlculors, we arc uninformed. (Pollux, rlii.

(i*i,63 ; Meier,Atf. /*roe. pp.767,772.) [C.K.K.]
PAU.\CATA'BOLK (wapaaarafoA^), a sum of

money required of a plaintiff or petitioner in certain

cases, as a security that his cumplaint or demand
was not frivolous, or mode on slight and insufB-

cient grounds. Such was the deposit made in

certain inheritance causes, vix. a tenth port of the

value of the property sought to bo recovered.

[IIkrss.] So also in the proceeding termed

ivutlaKTifmOj which was a suit instituted against

the public treasury by a creditor to obtain payment
out of his debtor's conhscated goods, a fifth part of

the value was deposited. It wns returned to the

petitioner, if successful
;
otherwise it went to the

state. (Suidas, s. r. 'Evt-rltrictfufia.) The money
a*as deposited either at tho Avdlirpum, or on the

conimencement of the cause. The word wopo-

naraioXii signifies both the paying of tho deposit,

and the money deposited \ and, being a word of

more general import, we find it used to denote

other kinds of deposits, os the wporas'cra and
Vitpdtrroifftt. (Pollux, viii. 32; Meier, /*roc.

pp.604, G1C-G2L) [C. K. K.]

PAUADISUS. 0()3

PARACATATHE'CE (wopoiraTa^^jo^), ge-
neralJy signifies a deposit of something valuable
with a friend or other person, for tho benefit of the
owner. Thus, if I deliver my goods to a friend,

to 1)0 taken c.\re of for me
;
or if I deposit money

with a lonkcT ; such delivery or UiUment^ or the
goods bailed or delivered, or tho money deposited,

may l» called Topoucarad^in) (Herod, vi. 8G
;

Uemosth. }jroPkorm. 946); and the word is often

applied metaphorically to any important trust com-
mitted by one person to another. (I)emosth.

c. Aphob, 840 ; Aeich. c. Timarch. 26, ed. Steph.,

de FaU. Ltij. 47.) As every bailee is bound to

restore to the bailor tho thing dcp<wited
; either on

demand (in case of n simple bailtneni), or on per-

formance of the condiuons on which it was re-

ceived
;
the Athenians gave n ‘trapoMara(h)K7is binij

against a bailee who uIlju:^Uy withheld bis property

fn>ni the owner, bwaoripiia* tV wapaKaraO^Kr)y.

(Pollux, vi. 154.) An example nf such an action

against a banker is the rpcrr«(iTurbs Xd7os.of
Uocmtei. A pledge given to a creditor could nut

I

be recovered, except on payment of tho money

I

owed to him ; but, after selling the article, and
satisfying his debt out of the proceeds, he would
of course be bound to restore the surplus (if any)
to the pledgor. It follows from the nature of the
sropox. SiKTj that it was artpiyrotf but it is not im-
probable that tlio additional penalty of irtfiia

might be inflicted on a defendant w*ho fraudulently

denied that he had ever received the deposit.

Tho difficulty of procuring safe custody for

money, and the general insecurity of movable pro-

p<Tty in Greece, induced many rich ptTsons to

make valuable deposits in the prtncip:d temples,

such as that of Apollo at D*-lphi, Jupiter at Olym-
pia, and others. (Meier, Alt. Proc. pp. 512—515.)
It ma}' bo observed that TlOtaOaiy wopaKaTo-
rlOfoOcUy in Ms middle t'oice, arc always used of a

person making a deposit for kia oxen benefit^ with
the intention of taking it up agnm. lienco the

expression diuOat to confer an obligation,

which gives the right(as it were) of drawing upon
the obliged party for a retuni of the favour at

some future time. Kofd^taQcu is to recover your
pmjK'rty or right, (IsocraU c. JCutlyn. 400, cd.

Slcph.)
^

(C. U. K.l
PAR.VDI SUS (xopdSfitroj), was tho name

given by tho Greeks to the parks or pleasure-

grounds, which sarrounded the country residences

of the Persian kings and satraps. They were
generally stocked with animals fur tlie chace, wero

full of all kinds of trocs, watered by numerous

Streams enclose d with walls. (Xen. AnfJi. i.

4. g 10, Cyr. i. 3. § 14, 4. §5, IhU. iv. 1. §3.3,

Oec.iv. 13; Diod. Sic.xvL41; Curt, viii. L §11,
12 ;

OelL ii. 20.) These paradises were frequently

of great extent
;
thus Cyrus on one occasion re-

viewed the Greek army in bis paradise at Celaenao

(Xen. Anab. i. 2. g 9), and on another occasion

the Greeks were alarmed by a rc(>ort that there

was a great army in a neighbouring paiadlsc. {Id,

il 4. §16.)
Pollux (ix. 13) says that napibuaot was a

Persian word, and there can be no doubt that tho

Greeks obtained it from the Persians. The word^

however, seems to have been used by other Eastern

nations, and not to have been peculiar to the Per-

sians. OeseniuB {Lexicon //rfrmicum, p. 83H,

Lips. 1833) and other writers suppose it to he the

same as tlie Sanskrit paradUay but this word dms
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not mean a land elevated and culltvaled, ns Oe-
senius and others state, but merely a foreign country

^

whence is derived paratlCeini^ a foreigner. The
word occurs in Hebrew (DTJ^i p<treJis) as early

ns the time of Solomon {Eedes. ii. A
;

Cant. iv.

13), and is also found in Arabic (/irtlaus)^ and
Armenian {pardes, Schroeder, Dissert. Thesaur.

Ling. Armen, praemiss. p. 56).

PARAGAUDA (sopo^wSjjr), the border of a
tunic [LimbI’s], enriched with gold thread, worn
by ladies, but not allowed to meu except as one of

the insignia of office. These borders were among
the rich presents given by Furius Placidus a. d.

343, when he was made consul (lineae paragamlae^
Vopisc. Aurel. 15). Under the later emperors
the manufacture of them was forbidden except in

their own gj’iiaecea. (Cod. 11. tit. 8. s. 1,2.) The
term paragauda, which is probably of Oriental

origin, seems also to have been converted into an
adjective, and thus to have become the denomina-
tion of the tunic, which was decorated with such
borders. ( Lydns de Mag. i. 1 7, ii. 4. 1 3.) [J. Y.]
PAU.\Gk.\PHE {rrapayp^ii). This word

docs not exactly correspond with any term in our
language, but may without much impropriety be
called a plea. It is an objection raised by the de-
fendant to the admissibility of the plaintiff’s ac-

tion :
“ cxceptio rci adversus actorem, actionemve,

querentis aut de foro hand conipetentc, nut de
tempore, modove proce<lendi illegitimo.” (Rciske,
Index Or. in Oral.) Sir William Jones, in the pre-

face to his translation of Isacus, coinparcs it with a
demurrer. But this is not so correct

;
because a

demurrer is an objection arising out of the adver-
sary’s own statement of his case

;
whereas the

waparYpatfd} was an objection depending on facts

stated by the defendant himself, and therefore

rather resembles a plea, or (more strictly) a special

plea. This appears from the irapocypiupiKol \6yoi
of Demosthenes, in which wo find the defendant
introducing new allegations into tho cause, and
supporting them by proof. Thu-s, m tho speech
against Nausimachus and Xenopithes, the ground
of objection is, that tho fiither of the defend.mts
having obtained a release from tho plaintilfs, it

was no lon^r open to the plaintifis to bring an ac-

tion for the same cause. But the first mention of
this release is made by the defendants in their

plea. In the speech against Zenothemis tho de-
fendant objects, that tho ipwopiK^ SIki) does not
lie, because there was no written contract between
him and the plaintiffon a voyage to or from Athens

;

and this (says he) appears from tho declaration

itself (iu Ty iyK\-fifiari). As parties could not
be defeated at Athens by a technical objection to

tho pleadings, the defendant in the almve case,

notwithstanding tho defective statement of tho

plaintiff in the declaration, was compelled to bring

forward his objection by plea, and to support it

before the jury. In the speech against Phormio,
the plaintiffi says that as tho defendant only denies

that ho has committed a breach of the contract,

there was no occasion for a irapceypaipi) ; the ques-
tion merely was, whether the plaintiff's chaise was
true. It seems that a wapa7pa<p^ might be put in,

not only when the defendant could show that the

cause of action was discharged, or that it was not
maintainable in point of law

; but also when the
form of action was misconceived, or when it was
commenced at a wrong time, or brought before
tlio wrong magistrate (ijytpi-'y SiKoarriptov.) In
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the last case the rrapaypa/ph would answer to our
plea to the jurisilietion. ^Demosth. c. Puntaen. i)/U

;

Suidas, *. r. Uapaypatfri] and (uOvSiKia.)

The irapaypaiph. like every other answer (iurt-
ypatpii) made by the defendant to the plaintill’s

charge, was given in writing
;
ns the wonl iLsclf

implies. (Domosth. c. Vhurm. 912.) If the de-
fendant merely denied tho plaintiff's allegatiuns, or
(as we might say) pleadctl the general issue^ he was
said fuBvttKlau or tV tiiOfiay tlaiivai, or dso-
\oytTcr6ai t^u tvOvStniau tl<ri<hu. In this case a
court was at once held for tho trial of tho cause.
If, however, he put in a irapaypeufrh, he maintained
that the cause was not (Iffaywyi/xos (irapfypdipaTo

nh tiaaytiytfiov thai SIkiju), and in that ca.'ie

a court was to be held to try the prclimin.ary

question, whether the cause could be brought into

court or not Ujion this previous trial the defend-
ant w’as considered tho oc/«r, and hence is said by
Demosthenes (c, Phorm. 908) Kartiyopuv roO
SiufcouTos. He began, and had to maintain tho
ground of objection which he relied upon. (Demoslh.
c. Ste/th. 1 103.) If he succeeded, the whole cause
was at an end

; unless the objection was onl}- to tho
form of action, or some other such technicality, in
which case it might be recommenced in the projK-r

manner. If, however, the plaintiff succeeded, the
jurj' merely decided tiaayuytpov dyai rrjv Slngv,

and then the original action, which in the memi-
time had been suspended, was proceeded with.
(Demoslh. c. Zenoth. 888 ; Lys. de Pull. Pee. 148,
cd. Steph.) Both parties on the trial of the
napaypa^i} were Ihible to tho ^xei>§fXi'a, on failure

to obtain a fifth part of the votes,

Tho course of proceeding on a 'wapayparprj was
obviously calculated to delay the pwgre.ss of tho
cause, and was therefore not looked on with favour

by the dicasts. Vlpo<pdafiT, iartapoalaif irapaypa-
<pol, ra Ik tuv v6pMv, excuses, delays, pleas, hgal
ohjrctions, arc classed together by tlic orator ns
being tho manoeuvres of defendants to defeat
justice. Hence we find in tho extant irapaypcapi-

Kol K6yoL, that the defendant, in order to remove
the prejudice of the dicasts against him.self, not only
supports the ground of the irapaypaup)), but dis-

cusses the general merits of the cause, and en-
deavours to show that there is no foundation for

tho plaintiff's complaint. And there is no doubt
that tho dicasts were materially influenced by such
discussion, however in strictness im-levnnt (De-
mosth. c. Mid. 541, c. Dicr. 924, c. Steph. 1117,
pro Phorm. 944, Argum. Or. c. Zenoth.) Tho
same observation applies to the Siapaprvpla, [.Sec

IlEREaJ (Isaeus, Phiioct, her. 60, de Apoll.

her. 63. ed. Steph.
; Domosth. c. Ijcoch. 1097.)

There was no such thing as this proceeding by
irapaypaipii, until after the expulsion of tho thirty

tymnts, when a law was passed on the proposal of
Archinus, &y ns SiKdCvrat waplt robs Spnous,
(lyai T<p (pfiryoyn irapaypd^aaOat, robs Si &p-
Xoyras irtpl rolrrou •xp&roy ticiyuy, \iytiv
wpdrtpoy rhy irapaypaij/dptyov, dicdrepos 8’

VTTTt^, ri]y iiraSeKlay otpdKtiv. The object of
this law' appears to h;ivc been, to enable any person
against whom an information or prosecution might
be brought, or action commenced, for any matter
arising out of the late political troubles, to obtain
tho benefit of the general amnesty, by specially

pleading the same, and so bringing his defcnee in
a more solemn manner before the court. Tho same
privih-ge was aflcrwanls extended to other grounds
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of defence. (See the opening of the »peech of I«>-

crates against Culliuiacnus.) Before this time ail

S{)ccial obji^clions to the adrersary’s course of pro-

ceeding seem to have been called ijniypa^^ and
sometimes because an oath was taken

by the party who tendered them. (Lysias, o.

Panel. 166, ed. Steph.
;

Aristoph. Eekes. 1026 ;

Schol. ad toe. ; Suidna, s. v, *^^w(uxria
; Meier,

Att. Proc. pp. —650.) [C. R. K.]

PA'UALUS (wdpoAof), and SALAMI’NIA
((raAo^iyla). The Athenians from Tery early

times kept for public purposes two sacred or state

Teasels, the one of which was called /’orofta and

the other Salaminia : the crew of the one bore the

name of TopaArreu or wdpoAoi, and that of the

other aa\a^viou (PhoL s. e. fldpoAor and
itipaXou) In the former of these two articles

Phniius erroneously regards the two names as be-

longing to one and the same ship. (Pollux, Tii. 116;
llesych. s. r. napoAirfjr.) The Sitlaminia was
also called Ar;Ala or because it aas used to

convey the dewpol to Delos, on which occasion the

ship ans adorned with garlands by the priest of

Apollou (Plat Phaed. p. 58, c.) Both these ves-

sels were quick-sailing triremes, and were used for

a variety of state purposes : they conveyed theories,

despatches, dec. from Athens, carried treasures

from subject countries to Athens, fetched state cri-

miiuils from foreign parts to Athens, and the like.

(Thucyd. vi. 53, 61.) In battles they were fre-

quently used as the ships in which the admirals

sailed. Those vessels and their crew were always

kept in readiness to act, in case of any necessity

arising
;
and the crew, although they could not for

the greater part of the year be in actual service,

received their regular pay of four oboli per day all

the year round. This is expressly stated only of

the Pomlus (ilarpocraU and Phot s. tr. IldpaAor),

but may be safely said of the Salaminia also. The
stiitement of the schoUast on Aristophanes (Ar.

147 ;
comp. Saidas, s.e. SoAo^iWa I'ai't), that the

Salaminia was ouly used to convey criminals to

Athens, and the Paralus for theories, is incorrect;

at least if applied to the earlier times. When
Athens had become a great maritime power,

and when other ships were employed for purposes

for which before either the Salaminia or the Paralus

had been used, it is natural to suppose that these

two vessels were chiefly employed in matters con-

nected with religion, as theories, and in extraordi-

nary cases, such as when a state criminal like

Alcibiadcs was to be solemnly conveyed to Athens.

The names of the two ships seem to point to a

very early period of the history of Attica, when
there was no navigation cxci'pt between Attica

and Salamis, for which the Salaminia was used,

and anmnd the coast of Attica, for which purpose

the Paralus was destined. In later times the

names wltc retained, although the destination of

the ships was principally to scn'c the purposes of

religion, whence they are frequently called the
'

tncr^l shi()s. (Biickh, Publ. JCcon. of Athen$y p.

240, 2d ed.
; Guller, ad "ntucyd. iii. 33 ; Sclio-

xnann, ad /soctim, p. 206.) [L. S.]

P.ARANOI.AS ORAPIIE (wctpoyoiav ypa^).
This proceeding may be compared to our commis-

sion of lunacy, or writ de IttnuHco inquirendo. It

was a suit at Athens that might be instituted by a

son or other relation against one who, by reason of

madness or mcnt'il imbecility, h:»d become inca-

pable of managing liis uam aflairs. If the com-
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plaint was well grounded, the court decreed lliat

the next heir should take possession of the lunatic's

property, and prulmhly also made some provision for

his being put in confinement, or under proper earn

and guardianship. (Suidas, s. v. Tlapavola: Xen.
Afem. i. 2. § 49 ;

Aristoph. A«5. 844
;

Aesch. e.

Ctes. 89, ed. Steph.) It is related of Sophocles,

that having continued to write tragedies to an ad-
vanced ape, and by reason thereof neglected his

family affairs, be was brought before the court by
his sems, and accused of lunacy

; that he then read

to the judges his Oedipus Coloncus, which he had
just composed, and askc*d them if a man out of his
mind could write such a poem as that ; whereupon
they acquitted him. (Cic. de Seneet. 7.) Tfie story
it u>ld differently by the anonymous author of the

life of Sophocles ; who speaks of the suit as Utking

place between lopbon and his father, and seems to

intimate that it was preferred before the q>pdroptt.

In this last point he is supported by the ^-holiost

on Aristophanes, but it can hardly be correct
;
as

we have no other authority for supposing that the
tppdropts had such a jurisdiction, and Pollux (viiL

09) expressly says that the ireLpayolas ypeutdf enmo
before the orchon ; to whom indeed it peculiarly

belonged, as being a matter connected with family

rights ; and, if so, wc are to understand that it

came before the arcbon In the regtilar w*ay, os

Tjytfiuy SiKatmjpiov. (Meier, Proc. pp. 296^
298.) It is highly probable that there was some
foundation for this anecdote of Sophocles. He
might perhaps have given offence to his sons by
that penuriousness which is said to have crept upon
him in his old ngc ; and Inphon being a poet, and
lying under the suspicion of being assisted by his

father, might possibly be induced by a mean jea-

lousy to bring this charge against him. (See Aris-

toph. 78, Pax., 697.) The play of Oed. Col. ap-

pears to exhibit the wounded feelings of the writer.

(See more especially 337, 441.) [C. R. K.]
PARANOMON GH.VPHE (irap€Ly6^y ypa~

^). An indictment for propounding an illegal, or

rather unconstitqlional measure or law. Wc have

seen [Nomotmxtks] that any Athenian citizen

^i-as at liberty to make a motion jn the popular

assembly, to pass a new law, or amend an old one.

In order to check rash and hasty legislation, the

mover of any law or decree, though he succeeded

in causing it to be passed, was still amenable to

criminal justice, if his enactment was found to be

inconsistent with other laws that remained in force,

or with the public interest. (Demosth. c. Timoc.

710,711.) Any person might institute against

bim the 7pa^ irapay6n»v within a year from the

passing of the law. If he w'os convicted, not only

did the law become void, but any punishment

might be inflicted on him, at the discretion of the

judges before whom he was tried
;

for it was a
Ti/jLTjrht iywy. A person thrice so convicted lost

the right of proposing laws in future. The cogni-

zance of the cause belonged to the Thesmotlictoe.

(Sebdmann, AnLJur. Pub.Gr. p.244.) The pro-

secutor WAS compelled to take an oath, called by
the same name os that taken to obtain delay in

courts of justice {{nrwfuxrla\ because it had the

effect of delaying the operation of the proposed

measure, which otherwise might have come into

force immediately. (Schumann, Id. p. 224.) Ex-
amples of such prosecutions arc the speech of De-
mosthenes ngninst Tiraocratos, and that of Aes-
chines against Ctesiphon. They both comment on
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the importance of the pro«cculion, as tenJInjt to

pH'serve the existing laws, and maintain constitu-

tional lilHTly. (I)einosth. e. Tli’m. 74H, 749 ; Aesch.

c. ('ifjt. 54, 82, c<L Sceph.) Notwithstanding this

cli'vk, the mania for legislation appears to have in-

crossed so greatly at Athens in loter times, that

Demosthenes (r. 48-5) declares that t|o7(fmT-

fidruy ou8* 6riovy 5i(up«pov<Tiy ol p6fU>t. This

arose from the relaxation of that precautionary law

of Solon, which required every measure to be ap-

f

»roved by the yo^wBirtUy before it could pass into

nw. (Nomothetks, and Schbmann, Id. p. 229.)

It is obvious that, while the people in assembly

had the power of making decrees which could re-

main in force for a year, if they wished to evade

the law of Solnn, all they had to do was to renew

their decree frrmi year to year, and thus in practice

the became v6^los.

If the year had elajwed, the proponnder of the

law could not be punished, though the law itself

might bo repealed in the ordinary way by the in-

stitution of proceedings before the vofioQiraiy before

whom it was defended by the five avyZiKoi. The
speech against Leptmes was made in a proceeding

against the law itself, and not against the mover.

As the author of the seemd argument says,

Bdyro% TOO ^ inrtvBuvoi ^y KplT<i koI

yp^oty ns ydfiou^ I^tu'ysTo Aewrit^s

dytySvyos, o6fy irpi^f avrby, dAA* o5 aar* a£rot;

5 { Ilermaan, /W. As/. § 132.) [C. U. K.]

PAUAN VMPHUS (wapdyvfi<p9s). [Mathi-
MONit’M, p. 737, a.1

PARAPETASMA. [Velum.]
PAUAPIIKRNA. [Dos.]

PAHA PRESBE IA (rapairpt(rStla\ signi fios

any corrujtt conduct, misfeasance, or neglect of

duty on the fiort of an ambassador ; for which he

was liable to be called to account and prosecuted

on his return home. (Demoslh. c. Mid. 515, dr

Falg. 342.) Ambassadors were usually elcct<*d

by the people in assembly ; they cither had in-

itnictioiis given to them, or not
;

in the latter case

they W'erc called aoroNpdroper, vi''<)ys with full

powers, or plenipotentiary. (Thucyd. v. 45 ;
Aesch.

r. O’es. 62, ed.Steph.) To net contrary to their

instructions (wap^ t5 wptaSfvtiy) was a

high misdemeanour. (Dcraosth. de F<d$. Lrg. 346.)

On their return home they were required imme-
diately to make a report of tlicir proceedings

{dirayyiKXttv rk}y wptaitlav) first to the Senate of

Five Hundred, and afterwards to the people in

assembly. (Aesch. dr FrU$. Ijot). 30, ed. Steph. ;

Ariitoph. Arh. 61 ;
Schiiraann, Ant jur. j^ub. Gr.

p. 234.) This done, they were fancti officio ; but

still, like all other persons who had hold on office

of tnist, they were li.xblc to render an account

(fytfuvar) of the manner in which they had dis-

charged their duty. (Demostli. de Fui$.Le(), 367,

406.) The persons to whom such account was to

be rendered were the AoyKrraf, and the officers

associated with them, called A j^eeunimy

account was only rendered in coses where money
had passed thrutigb the liands of tho party ; in

other coses, after stating that be had neither spent

nor received any of the public money, the accounting

party was discbargetl, unless there was reason for

thinking that he tleserved to be nn^eded against

for misconduct. The Koytorai themselves had
power to snnmmn the party at once to appear as a

criminal, and undergo the di^cbcpio’is iu their office

{Xrytorliptoy)^ upon which they w'ould direct the

PARASANGA.
ffuteftyopoi to prosecute

;
nnd this probably was tho

-ordinary course in case of any pecuniary malver-

sation. Accusations, however, of a more general

nature were commonly preferred by individu.ils,

I giving information to the Aoyiarai, who, for tho

purpose of giving any ciiixen an opportunity of so

doing, caused their K^pu{ to make proclamation in

public ns.sembly, that such a person was about to

render his account, and to ask if any one intended

to accuse him. If on accuser appv'ared, his charge
i would l*c reduced to tho form of a ypatp^j, and

j

the prosecution would be conducted in the usual

:
way, the Ateyjtrrai being the superintending magis-

1 trates. (Pollux, viil 40, 45 ;
Schbmann, Id. p.

240; Mcier,A/L /^roc.pp.214—224.) Magistrates,

who were annually elected, rendered their accounts

at the end of the official year ;
but ambassadors,

who were extraordinary functionaries, had no time
limited for this purpose. Aeschines delayed giving

an account of his embassy to Philip for three yean,

I

(l)emosth. de Ftd$. 374 ; Thirlwall, 6'r. Hut.
vol. vi. p. 26.) Wc can hardly suppose, however

I
(as Thirlwall states), that the time of rendering

the account was optional with the ambassador him-
self

;
since, not to mention the power of llie Aoyi<r-

red, it w’os open to any man to move for a special

dtrerceof the people, that the party should l>e calU-d

to account immediately. The ypatfA) iropaTpi<r€f(as

was a Ti^iTrrhj dyuv (Meier, AU. Proc. p. 1 93) ;
and

as it might comprise charges of the most serious

kind, such os treachery nnd treason against the

,

state, the defendant might have to apprehend the

heaviest punishment. Aeschines (de FaU. 28,
' 52) reminds the dicasts of the groat peril to which
he is exposed, and makes a merit of submitting to

his trial without fear. Resides the ypeup^^ an
fl<rayyt\{a might be bnjiight against an ambnsMulor

;

upon which the accused would he commiiled to

prison, or compelled to give liail for his apjionrauec.

This course was taken by Uyperides against Philo-

crates, who avoided his trial by voluntary exile.

(.Aeschin. c. C'tes, 65, ed. Steph.) [C. II. K.

)

P.AKASANO.'V (5 irapaffdyyrjs)y a Persian

measure of length, frequently mentioned by the

Greek wTiters. It is still used by the Perskuui,

who call it /ersentf^ which has been changed in

Arabic into ffaraakh.

According to Herodotus (ii. 6, v. 53, vi. 42) the

parnsang was the half of the Egyptian schoenus,

and was eqim) to 30 Greek stadia. Suidas

(«. r.) and Hesychius (s. r.) assign it the samo
length

;
and Xenophon must also have calculated

it at the same, os ho says (A nab. it 2. § 6) that

16,050 stadia arc equal to 535 parasangs (16,050

^ 535 ss30.) Agathias (ii. 21), however, who
quotes the testimony of Herodotus and Xenophon
to the pnrasang being 30 stadia, says that in his

time the Iheri and Persians made it only 21 stadia.

Strabo (xi. p. 518) also states, that some writers

reckoned it at 60, others at 40, and others at 30
stadia

; nnd Pliny (//. iV. vi. 26. s. 30) iufonns

us, that the Persians themselves assigned ditferent

lengths to iu ^lodom English travellers estimate

it variously at from 3^ to 4 English miles, which
nearly agrees with the calculation of llerodutus.

These variations may probably l>c accounted for

by tlw (act, to which attention has been called

under Mbssuka, that iiincrary distances were
originally indefinite, and therefore that the values
of the |iarasang, at least those given by the earlier

Greek writers, were only cotn/>u{ed tulucs. Tliis
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view is confinned by the opinion of the best

Oriental sclmlara respecting the etymology of the

word. (Ojmp. Ukert, Geoyr. d. Griech. u. Bum.
vol. i. pt. 2, p. 77, and iifjcr die Art d. Gr. u. li.

die Eut/ernuwff.n ztt Leslimmeti.) Its true etymo-

logy is doubtful. Riidiger (in Ersch and Grufjcr'a

Encyclofi'ddie^ s. r, Pams.) supposes the latter part

of the word to l>e the same as the Persian sen<7,
“ a

stone,*’ and the former part to l#i connected with the

Snnskrit end,” and thinks that it may have

derived its name from the stones placed at the end

of certauj distances on the public roads of Persia!

I*.\K.\SK'MC>N (itapda-nfiov). [In.signe.]

P.\U.\SITI (napdeiToi) properly denotes per-

sons who dine with others. In the early history

of (Jreece the word had a very different meaning

from that in which it was used in later times. Th
Si rov vapaalrov Svofia iriXai fxiy (Tt/xyhy Koi

i(p6v, says Athenacus (vi. p. 2J14), and he proves

from various decrees (^ii(pl<rnara) and other autho-

rities that anciently the name irapiciTos was given

to distinguished ijorsons, who were appointed as

assistants to certain priests and to the highest ma-
gistmtes. As regards the priestly and civil parasites,

the accounts of their office arc so obscure that we arc

scarcely able to form any definite notion of it. An
ancient law (.Athen. /. c.) ord.ained that each of the

priestly panusites should select from the PovKo\ia

the sixth part of a medimmis of barley, and supply

with it the Athenians who were present in the

temple, according to the custom of their fathers ;

and this sixth of a medimnus was to be given by
the parasites of Achamac. The meaning of this

very obscure law is discussed by Prcller. (Polcmonis

Fnujm. p. 115, &c.) Thus much, however, is

clear, that the pamsites were elected in the demos
of Attica from among the most distinguished and

most ancient families. We find their number to

have been twelve, so that it did not coincide with

that of the demes. This may be accounted for by
supposing that in one demos two or more gods were

worshipped, whose service required a parasite
;
while

in another there was no such divinity. The gods

in whose service parasites are mentioned, are He-
racles, Apollo, the Aiiaces, and .Athena of Pallene.

Their services appear to have been rewarded with

a third of the victims sacrificed to their respective

gods. Such officers existed down to a late period

of Greek history, for Clenrchus, a disciple of Ari-

stotle, said that parasites in his own days con-

tinued to be appointed in most Grecian states to

the most distinguished magistrates. (Athen. vi. p.

235.) These, however, must have been different

fnmi the priestly parasites. Solon in his legislation

called the act of giving public meals to certain

magistrates and foreign aiiiliossadors in the pry-

taneum, srapaairfiv (Pint. Sol. 24), and it may be

that the pamsites were connected with this insti-

tution. (Compare Pollux, vi. c. 7.)

The class of persons'whom we call pamsites urns

very numerous in ancient Greece, and appears to

have existed from early times, though they were

not designated by this name. The comedies of

Aristophanes contain various allusions to them, and
Philippus, who is introduced in the Symposium of

Xenophon, os well as a person described in some
verses of Epiebarraus presen’ed in Athcnaeiis, are

perfect specimens of panusites. But the first writer

who designated these persons by the name of

‘trapdiTiToi was Alexis in one of his comedies.

(Athciu vi. p. 235.) In the so called middle and
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new Attic comedy, and in their Unman imitations,

the {larasites arc standing characters, and although

they arc described in very strong colours in these

comedies, yet the description does not seem to be

tnuch exaggemted, if we may judge from other ac-

counts of real parasites. We shall not therefore

be much mistaken in burrowing our description of

pamsites chiefly from these comedies.

The characteristic features common to all pam-
sites arc importunity, love of sensual pleasures, and
above all the desire of getting a good dinner with-

out {laying for it. According to the various means
they employed to obtain this object, they may be

divided into three clos-ses. The first are the

yfXoi/Toiroiot or jesters ;
who, in order to gel some

invitation, not only tried to amnse {lersons with
their jokes, but even cxfiosed their own jier.snn to

ridicule, and would bear all kinds of insult and
abuse if they could only ho|ic to gain the desired

object. Among these we may class Phili{)(>us in

the Sjanposium of Xenophon, Ergostilus in the Cap-
tivi, and Gelasimus in the Stichus of Plautus. The
second class are the ndKants or flatterers («ssew/a-

lores), who, by praising and admiring vain {lersons,

endeavoured to obtain an invitation to their house.

Gnatho in the Eiinuchus of Terence, and thcArto-
trogtis in the Miles Gloriosus of Plautus, arc ad-

mirable delineations of such characters. The third

class are the ^(pairfvTiKoi or the officious, who by a
variety of services even of the lowest and most de-

grading description endeavoured to acquire claims

to invitations. (Plut. dc Arfa/. 23, dc J-xlucat. )7.)

Characters of this class are the {larasites in the

Asinaria and Mcnacchmi of Plautus, and . more
es{)ccially the Curculioand Saturio in the Persae of

Plautus, and the Phormio of Terence. From the

various statements in comedies and the treatise of

Plutarch, l)e Adulatoris ft Amici Iliscrimine, wo
see that parasites always tried to discover where a
good dinner was to be had, and for this puiqioso

they lounged almut in the market, the palaestrae,

the baths, and other public places of resort. After

they had fixed upon a jierson, who wtis in most

cases prolmbly an inex|ierienccd j’oung man, they

used every po.<tsible means to induce him to invite

them. No humiliation and no abuse could deter

them from pursuing their plans. Some exainjih-s

of the most disgusting humiliations which {mrasitos

endured, and even rejoiced in, arc mentioned by
Athonaeus (vi. p. 249) and Plutarch. (fJe Occult,

viv. 1, Sympos. vii. 6 ;
com]mrc Diog. Laert. ii.

G7.) During the time of the Roman empr-rors a

parasite seon\^ to have been a constant guest at the

Uibh'S of the wealthy. (Lucian, de Parasit. 5b.)

( Com|)nre Becker, vol. i. p. 490; Le
Beau, in the Ilisloire de rAcad. dcs Jnscript. vol.

xxxi. p. 51, Ac.; M. II. E. Meyer, in Ersch mid
Gruber's Eriiyclopadie, s. v. Purasiten.) [L. S.J

PA RASTA DES. [Ant.vk.]

PARA'STASIS (irapchrra«ris), a fee of one

drachm paid to an arbitrator by the plaijitiff, on

bringing his cause before him
; and by the de-

fendant, on putting in his answer. The same
name was given to the fee (perhaps a drachm)
paid by the proscaitor in most public causes.

(Ilarpocr. s. v. napdtrracris
;
Meier^ Att. Proc.

p{). 614, 615.) [Compare Diaetktae, p.

397, b.] [C.R.K.J
PARASTATAE. [IIkndrca.]

PARAZO'NIUM. [Zona.]
PAREDRI (ndptSpoi). Each of the thred
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Bupcrior archons wtu at liberty to have two asses-

sors (irdptbpoi) chosen by himself, to assist him

by advice and otherwise uj the jHjrfonnancc of his

various duties. Tiic assessor, like the magistrate

himself, had to undergo a SoKifuurla in the Senate

of Five Hundred and before a judicial tribunal,

before he could be permitted to enter upon his

labours. He was also to render an account (fiiOumj)

at the end of the year. The oiKce is called an

by Demosthenes (c. Ncaer. 1369), The
duties of the arclion, nuigisterial and judicial, were
so numerous, that one of the principal objects of

haring asscs84.>rs must have been to enable them
to get through their business. We find the wd-

p(fpo7 assisting the atehon at the SIktjs.

(Demosth. e. Theoc. 13.32.) He had authority to

keep order at public festivals and theatres, and to

impose a fine on the disorderly. (Demosth. c. Mid.

572.) As the archons were chosen by lot {K\rt-

pcerol), and might be persons of inferior capacity,

and not very well fitted for their station, it might

often be useful, or even necessary for them, to pro-

cure the assistance of clever men of business.

(Demosth. c.Neaer. 1372.) And perhaps it was
intended that the irdptSpoi should not only as-

sist, but in some measure check and control the

power of their principals. They are spoken of

ns being j8ot;0o1, <rvp.€ov\ot koI tpvXaxtt. Demo-
sthenes accuses Stephanus of buying his place of

the 'Apx*^*' /3a<nA«iJr (c. A'cocr. 1369). It was
usual to choose relations and friends to be asses-

sors
;
but they might at any time be dismissed, at

least for good cause. (Demosth. c. rVeosr. 1373.)

The Thesmothetne, though they had no regular

rrdpeSpot, u.sed to have counsellors ((rv/i€ovXot),

who answered the same purpose. ( Demosth. c. Theoc.

1330 ; Sch5mann,.fn/. Jur. Pub. Gr. p. 245 ; Meier,

A it. Proc. pp. 57—59.) The office of irdptSpos was
called iraptSpla^ and to exercise it waptSptitiy.

From the wdpcSpoi of the archons, we must dis-

tinguish those who assisted the fCBuyot in examin-

ing and auditing magistrates' accounts. The tCOvyoi

were a board of ten, and each of them chose two
assessors. (Schiimann, An/. Jur. Pub. Gr. p. 240 ;

Meier, A//. /*roc. p. 102.) [Et’TiiYNK.] [C.R.K.]

PAREISGR.\PI1E (irapenrypa^^), signifies a

fraudulent enrolment in the register of citizens.

For this an indictment lay at Athens called (cAar

ypa(fyfi ; and, besides, the brifidrat might by their

Sia^tpiffis eject any person who was illegally en-

rolled among them. From their decision there

might be an ap)>eal to a court of dicasts
;
of v.'hich

the speech of Demosthenes against Eubulides

fumislies an example. If the dicasts confirmed

the decision of the the appellant party

was sold for a slave. Spurious citizens are some-

times called wapfyypaxrotf irap(yyfypajj.iu4yoi.

(.\esch. dc puls. />«/. 30, 51, cd. Steph.) The ex-

pressiomropfiaypcup^j ypwpij is not Attic. (Sekii-

m.'inn. Ant. Jur. Pub.Gr. p.20G ;
Meier, A//. /^roc.

pp. 347—349.) [C.II.K.J

PARENTA'LI.\. [Funus, p. 5G2, b.]

PA'RIF.S (to?xoj), the wall of a house, in con-

tradistinction to Murus (Tffxos), the wall of a

city, and maccries (rflxtov), a small enclosure, such

ns a court-yard
;
sniuctimes rtixtoy is used for the

wall of a house. (S e Liddell and Scott.) Among
the numerous methods employed by the ancients in

constructing walls we find mention of the follow-

ing :
—

I. The paries cratUius, Lc. the wattled or the

PARIES.

lath-and-plaster wall, made of canes or hurdles

[Cratks], covered with clay. (Plin, //. iV. ixxv.
14. s. 40 ;

Festus, s.v. Solca.) These were used
in the original city of Rome to form entire houses
(Ovid. Fast iii. 103, vi. 261 ;

Vitriiv, ii, 1) ;
after-

wards they were coated with mortar instead of clay,

and introduced like our lath-ond-plaster walls iu

the interior of houses.

II. Vitruvius (Li.) mentions as the next step,

the practice, common in his time among the Gauls,
and continued to our own in Devonshire, of drying
s<iuare lumps of clay and building them into walls,

which were strengthened by means of horizontal

bond-timbers (jugamenta) laid at intervals, and
which were then covered with thatch.

III. The paries formaccas, i.e. the jnsc wall,

made of rammed earth. [Forma.]
IV. In districts abounding with wood, log-houses

were common, constructed, like those of the Sil>e-

rians and of the modern Americans in the Imck
settlements, of the trunks of trees, which, having
been more or less squared, were then laid upon
one another in an horizontal position, and luid their

interstices filled with chips (sebidiis), moss, and
clay. After this manner the Colchians erected

houses several stories high. (Vitniv. L c.; com-
pare Herod, iv. 108 ;

Vitniv. ii. 9.)

V. The paries laterUius, i. e. the brick wall.

[Latsr.] Among the Romans the ordinary thick-

ness of an outside wall was 18 inches (sestjuijies)^

being the length of the common or Lydian brick
;

but, if the building wtis more than one story high,

the walls at the bottom were either two or three

bricks thick {diplinthii cud trijdinthii) according to

circumstances. The Egyptians sometimes exhibited

a chc(]uered pattern, and perhaps other devices,

upon the walls of their houses by the alternation

of white and black bricks. (Aih. v. p. 208, c.)

The Romans, probabl}’ in imitation of the Etni-

rians, often cas^ the highest part of a brick wall

with a range of terra cottas (sU'uciura and lorica

testaceay Vitniv, ii. 8 ;
Pallad. dc lie Rust. i. 11),

eighteen inches high, with projecting coniiccs, and
spouts for discharging the water from tlic rooL

[Antbfixa.]
VI. The reiiadata striuium (Plin. //. ,V. xxxvi.

22. s. 51), t. c. the reticulated, or resembling net-

work. This structure consists in placing square or

lozenge-shaped stonoe sido by side upon their

edges, the stones being of small dimensions and
cemented by mortar (materia ex calce cl arena). In

many cases the mortar has proved more durable

than the stone, especially where volcanic tufa is

the material employed, as at Baiac in the Bay of

Naples, and in the vilhi of Hadrian near Tivoli.

This kind of building is very common in the an-

cient edifices of Italy. Vitruvius says (ii. 8), that

it was universally adopteil in his time. Walls

thus constructed were considered more pleasing to

the eye, but less secure than those in which the

stones lay upon their flat surfaces. The front of

the wall w*as the only part in which the structure

was regular, or the stones cut into a certain form,

the interior being rubble-work or concrete (/ur-

tura), i. e. fragments and chippings of stone (cue-

mentoy x^^O imbedded in mortar. Only part of

the wall was reticidatcd : to give it firmness and
durability the sides and base were built of brick or

of squared stones, and horizontal courses of bricks

were laid at intervals, extending through tho

length and thickness of the wall. These circuiu-
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•tancfs are well exempUHcd in the annexed wood-

cut, which U copied liom the drawing of a wall at

Pompeii, ezecuUMi on the eiiot by Mr. Mocatia.

VII. The ftrudura antiqua or laceWti, i. e. the

wall of irregular nuuonry, built of stonea, which

were not aquared or cut into any exact form. The
Deceuary conaequence of this method of construc-

tion w*as, that a great port of the wall coiuiated of

mortar and rubble-work. (Vitruv. 1. e.)

VIII. The emplefiuny i. «. the complicated wall,

conaisting in fact of three walls joined together.

Each tide presented regular masqnry or brickwork
;

but the interior was filled with rubble (/arivra).

To bind together the two outside »*alls, and thus

render the whole firm and durable, large stones or

courses of brickwork {coaffmtnta) were placed at

interrals, extending through the whole thickness

of the wall, as was done i^o in the Structuia Re-

ticulata. Walls of this description are not uncom-

mon, especially in buildings of considerable size.

IX. The paries « lapide quadnito^ i. e. the ashlar

wall, consisting entirely of stones cut and squared

by the chisel. [Dolabra.] This was the most

perfect kind of wall, especially when built of mar-

be. The construction of such walls was carried to

the highest perfection by the architects of Greece ;

the temples of Athens, Corinth, and many cities of

Asia Minor still attesting in their ruins the ex-

treme skill bestowed upon the erection of walls.

Considerable excellence in this art must hare been

attained bv the Greeks even as early as the age of

Homer, who derives one of his similes from the

•* nicely fitted stones '* of the wall of a house. {IL

xvi. 312.) But probably in this the Greeks only

copied the Asiatics
;

for Xenophon came to a de-

serted city in Mesopotamia, the brick walls of

which were capped by a parapet of “ polished shell

marble.” (AauA iii. 4. § 10.) Besides conferring

the bigbost degree of beauty and solidity, another

important recommendation of ashlar walls was,

that they were the most secure against fire, an

advantage, to which Sl Paul alludes, when he

contrasts the ifrmes, valuable both for material and

PARIES. 8C9

fur worknianiblp (Ai'doot Ti^ioot), and the gold

and silver, which were exhibited in the walls of

such a temple as that just mentioned, with the

h«gs of wood, the thatch, the stmw and cane, em-
ployed in building walls of the four first kinds.

(1 Cor. iii. 10— 15.) Vitruvius aUo stnmgly ob-

jects to the parifs crutUius on acctiunt of its gn-at

corohustibility (ii. 8. ad Jin.\ Respecting walls of

this kind see further under Mi nra.

Cicero, in a single fiosjutge of hit Tnpicn (§ 4),

uses four epithets which were applied to walls, lie

opposes the /vines solidus to the J'onticatus^ and
the communis to the dtrretus. The jAsugc at the

same time shows that the Romans inserted arches

[Foknix] into their ” common” or parly walls.

The annexed woodcut, representing a portion of

the supposed Thermae at Treves (Wyltcnbach's

iiuidcy p. GO), exemplifies the fre<[uent occurrence

of arches in all Roman buildings, not only when
they were intended for wmdows or doorways, but

also when they could serve no other use than to

strengthen the wall. In this ” paries fomicatus”

each arch is a combiiutliun of two or more concen-

tric arches, all built of brick. This specimen also

shows the alternation of courses of brick and stone,

which is a common characteristic of Roman ma-

sonry. The ^paries solidus,'* i. e. the wall without

openings for windows or doorways, was also called

”a blind wall" (Virg. Ace. v. 589) ;
and the

paries communis (Ovid. Met. iv. 6G ; kou^s

Thucyd. ii. 3), which was the boundary between

two tenements* and common to them both, was

called intnyeriuusy al. mteryerivus (Festus, s. v.;

Plin. II. S. XXXV. 14. a. 49), and in Greek

Toixof (Athen. vil p.28l,d),orM*ff«^'^o*Xo*'« (A/kI.

ii. 14.) The wall^ built at right angles to the

party-wall for the convenience of the respective

Emilies, were the parieies dirtctu

Walls were adorned, especially in the interior of

buildings, in a great variety of ways. Their plane

surface was broken by nancls. [ABACua.] How-
ever coarse and rough their carutmetion might he,

every unevenness was removed by a coating, two

or three inches thick, of mortar or of plaster with

rough-cast, consisting of sand together with stone,

brick, and marble, broken and ground to various

degrees of fineness. (Vitniv. vii. 3 ;
Adt, xxiii.

3.) Gypsum also, in the state which we call

plaster of Paris, was much ustvl in the more
3 K 3
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splendid edifices, and v,na decorated with nn end-

Icis variety of tasteful devices in bas-relief. Of
these oniarntMits, wrought in stucco(o;naa/£ianK»i),

specimens remain in the ^ Baths of Titus** at Rome.

When the plasterer (farfor, Kov^dTr\%) had finished

his work {trullU$(Uio^ i. e. trowelling; opu» tedo

rmm), in dl of which he was directed by the use

of the square [Norma J, the rule, and the line and
plummet [pBRrsNDicuLiraj], and iu which he

aimed at producing a surface not only smooth and

shining, but os little as possible liable to crack or

decay (Vitruv. vii, 3), he was often succeeded by
the pninUT in fresco {u<lo tectorio^ Vitruv. Le.'). In

many cases the plaster or stucco was left without

any additional onuunent ; and its whiteness and
frerthnuss were occasionally restored by washing i(

with certau) fine calcareous or nlmuinnus cartlis

di.tsolved in milk {parttelontum^ Plin. //. xxxv.

(». 8, 18 ; trrra Selinu$ia, 16. 8 . 5C). A painted

wall was commonly divided by the artist into

rectangular compartments, w'hicb he filled accord-

ing to bis taste and fancy with an endless variety

of landscapes, buildings, gardens, animals, &c.

(Vitruv. vii. 6.)

Another method of decorating w'alls was by en-

crusting them with slabs of niarble {erusiae). The
blocks, designed for this purpose, were cut into

thin slabs by the aid of saw'-mills. [Moi.a.J Vari-

ous kinds of sand were used in the opemtion, ac-

cording to the hardness of the sUme
;
emery (noatu,

PJiii. II. N. xxxvi. 6. s. 0) being used for the

hardest This art was of high antiquity, and pro-

bably Oriental in its origin. The brick walls of

the Mausoleum at Hnlicaniassus, built as early as

33.5 II. c., were covered with slabs of Proconnesian

nuirble (Plin. II. X. xxxvi. 6) ; and this is the

most ancient example upon record. In the time

of Pliny (//. X. xxxv. 1) slabs of a uniform colour

were sometimes inlaid with variously coloured ma-
terials in such a way ns to represent animals and
other objects. In short the beautiful invention

now' called Florentine Mosaic was then in use for

the decoration of the walls of apartments. [Eu-
BLRMA.] The common kind of Mosaic was also

sometimes used in walls as well as in floors and
ceiling*. The gnatest refinement was the attempt

to produce the efl'ect of mirrors, which was done
by inserting into the wall pieces of black gloss

manufactured in imitation of obsidian. (Plin. II. X.
xxxvi. 26. B. 67.) [Domus p. 431; Pictura,

i XV.] [J.Y.]

PARILPLIA. [Paliua.1
PAUMA. dim. PAIl.MULA (Hor. Carm. it

7. lU), a round shield, three fdet ui diameter,

carried by the re/iVes in the Roman army. Though
small, cuinparod w'ith the Clirkur, it was so

strongly made as to bo a very etfectual protection.

(Polyb. vi. 20.) This was probably owing to the

use of iron in its frame-work. In the Pyrrhic

dance it was raised above the head and struck

with a sword so as to emit a loud ringing noise.

(Claud, de vl Cohm. Honor. 62K.) The parma was
worn by the KQtriTXS (Sallust, Frutj. Hitt.

IV.)
; and for the sake of state and fashion it was

mnetimes adorned with precious stones. (Propert.

iv. 2. 21.)

Wo find the term ptirma often applied to the

taix'rt [Cktra], which was also a small round
shield, and therefore very similar to the |>anua.

(l*i^*fK*rL. iv. 2. 40 ; Mela, L 5. § 1 ;
Virg. Aen.

X. 817.) Virgil, in like manner, applies the term

PAROP5IS.

to the clipeus of the Palladium, Weausc, the statue

being snmll, the sliield was simill in proportlou.

ii. 175.)

The annexed woodcut represent* a votive parma.

presenting on its txirder, as is supposed, the taking

of Rome by the Gauls under Brennus and its re-

covery by Camillus, It belonged formerly to the

Woodwardian Museum, and is supposed by anti-

quaries to have Ix^cn made in the time of Claudius

or Nero. The Imjss (urniw) is a grotesque face,

surrounded with mm’s horns, foliage, and a twisted

beard. (I)odwell, de Parma Woodtrardiam^ Oxon.

1713.) Compare liemd. Dot Wappcntccten der

Griechen vttd ItomeVy Bonn, 1841. [J. Y.]

PA'ROCIII, were certain people who wore

paid by the state to supply the Roman magistiutes,

ambassadors, and other official persons, wh«m they

were travelling, with those necessaries which they

could not conveniently carry with them. ' They
existed on all the principal stations on the Roman
roads in Italy and the provinces, where persons

were acautomed to pass the night. Rut ns many
mngislmtes frequently made extortionate demands
from the parochi, the lex Julia de Repetundis of

Julius Caesar, B. c. 59, defined the tilings which

the parochi were bound to supply, of which hay,

fire-wood, salt, and a certain numlier of beds ap-

pear to have been the most important (Hor. Sat, i.

5. 46 ; Cic. ad AU, v. 16, xiii. 2 ;
llcindorf, ad

Hor. 1. c.)

PAUOPSIS (wopoi^lf). Two different mean-
ings arc given to this word by the Greek gramma-
rians

;
some interpret it as meaning any food eaten

with the 6t^ov [Orronium], as the pi(oy a kind

of frumenty or soft cake, broth, or any kind of con-

diment or sauce (Pollux, vL 56, x. 87 ;
Horntterh.

ad loc.)
; and others a saucer, plute, or small dish.

(Hcsych, and Suidat,*. r.) It is plain, however,

from the numerous passages collected by .Athenaeus

(ix. pp. 367, 368), that the word was used in both

significations, and was the name of the dish or

plate as well as of its contents. (Compare Xen- Cyr.

i. 3. § 4 ; Pint de Adul, ei Amic. 9 ; St. Matlh.

xxiii. 26.) The Homan writers seem t^lwavs to

use it in the sense of a dish nr plate (Juv. iiL 142 ;

Maru xi. 27. 5) ;
and according to Chnristus it w*as

so railed, ** qutn in eo repnauntur olHinnia, et ex eo

I

in mensa comeduntur." l‘hc word is alw written

I

Parupsii, (Hesveh. s. u. ; Suet, Golb. 12
;
Petron,

I

34 ;
Dig. 34. tft, 2. s. 19. g 9.)
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PAUKICI DA, I’AUUICI'DIUM. [Lkx
CoUNKLIA,

J*,
fill?.}

1*AUTI1ENIAK or ifopOtytlea'jy

arc, according to the literal meaning of the word,

children born by unmarriod women (rapOtyoL, Horn.

Ji. xvi. 180). Some writer* alto dcsi<raated by
this name those legitimate children nt Sparta who
were born before the mother was introduced into

the house of her husbaixL (Hetych. s. c. ; Miillcr,

Jjur. iv. 4. § 2.) The parthenixu', however, os a

distinct class of citizens, appt'or at Sparta after the

first Mvss4>ni»n war and in connection with the

fiHjndntiou of Tarentuin
;
but the legends ns to who

they were ditTer from one another. Ilesychius

says that they were the children of Spartan citi>

xens and female slaves
;
Autiochus (ap. vL

p. 27H,^c.) staU‘S, th«it they were the sons of those

Spartans who took no part in the war against the

Alessenians. These Spartans were made lielots,

and their cliildren were called pnrthcniac, and de-

clared irtfioi. When they grew up, and were

unable to bear their degrading position at home,

they eniigrated, and became the founders of 'I‘aren-

tum. Ephorus (o/>. vi. p. 27fl) again related

the story in a ditTereiit manner. When the Mcsso>

nian war had lasted for a considerable nuntber of

years, S{»artan women sent an cmlxassy to the

camp of their husliands, complained of their lung

mljsence, and stated that the republic would suffer

for want of an increase in the numl>er of citizens

if the WOT should continue much lunger. Their

husltnnds, who were bound by an oath not to leave

the field until the Messenions were conquered, sent

home all the young men in the camp, who were

not bound by that oaili, and requested them to

cohabit with the ntaidensat Sparta. The children

thus produced wero called pnrthcniac. On the

return of the Spartans from McMcnia, these por-

theniae were not treated as citizens, and accord-

ingly united with the Helots to wage war aiminsl

the Spartans. But when this plan was found im-

practicable, they emigrated and founded the colony

of Tnrenluni. (Compare Theopomp. ap. AOten. vL

p. 271; Ki'BUN4CTi.B.) These stories seem to be

nothing but distortions of some historical fact.

The S|iartans at a time of great distress had per-

haps allowed marriagef between Spartans and

slaves or Laconuins, or had admitted a numl>cr of

persons to the franchise, butafterwards endeavoured

to curtail the privileges of these new citizens, which

le<l to insurrection and emigration. (Sec 'rhirlwall,

Jliat. q/*r/reece, voh i. p 352, 6cc.) [L, S.]

PA SCUA PU'BLICA. LScriptura.]
PASSUS (from panda)^ a measure of length,

which consisted of five Homan feet. (Colum. t. I ;

Vitruv, X. 14.) [MBNst'RA.1 The pa$»u* w*as not

the single step {gradus)^ but the double step ; or,

more exactly, it was not the distance from heel to

heel, when the feet were at tlieir utmost ordinary

extension, but the distance from the point m hich

the hct'l leaves to tliat in which it is set down.

The milU poMuam, or thousand paces, was the

common najnc of the Roman mile. [Milliarb.]
In connecting the (Jreek and Roman measures, the

word passu* u'os sometimes applied to the rjrtrnnon

Vit arms, that it, the Greek hpyu\6^ which,

however, ditfered from the true pa**u* by half a-

foot ; and, conversely, the gradu* was ^Icd by

Greek writers or vb /3^pa rh awSoZy, and

the prxssws TO 5‘^AoCt'. [B*^l
PASTU'PHORUS (wcuyTtxpdpof). The shawl,

PATERA. H7l

richly interwoven with gold (xpi^iijrooToj), and
displaying \-nrio»is symbolirnl or mythological

figures, was much used in religious ceremonies to

conduce to their splendour, to explain their signifi-

cation, and also to veil their solemnity. The
maidens, who carried the figured pepins in the

Paimthenaea at Athens, were called a^pi}^6pot.

In Egypt, the priests of Isis and Osiris, who pro-

bably fulfilled a sinrilor office, were denominated
wcurro<p6poi^ and were incorporated. (Diod. i. 29 ;

Porphyr. <U Afjsiin. iv. 8 ; A pul. Met. xi. pp,
124, 128, cd. Aldi.) They appear to have ex-

tended themselves together with the extension of

the Egyptian w'orship over parts of Greece and
Italy, so that “the College of the Postuphori of

Induslria,” a city of Liguria, is mentioned in an
iascriptiun found ucarTurin. (Maffci, Verfm.

p. 230.) The Egyptian college was divided into

minor companies, each containing ten p.'wlnphori,

and each having at its head a leailer who was
called dreurio qvini[uennuU)iy because he was ap-

pointed for five years. (Apul. MH. xi. ad fin.)

Besides carrying the iraar6s^ or sacred onuimeutal

shawl, they jwrformed other duties in connection

with the worship of the temple. It n7« the office

of this class of priests to raise the shawl with the

perform.ance of an appropriate chaunt, so as to dis-

cover the god seated or standing in the adytum
(Cleta, Alex. Paethup iii, 2), and generally to show
the temple with its sacred utensils, of which, like

modern sacristans, they had the en»t«Kly. (Hunt-
polio, //icr. L 41.) In consetjuencc of the Mq>-

posed influence of Isis and her priesthcH»d in

healing diseases, the pastnphori obtained a high

rank os physicians. (Clem. Alex, iiirum. vi. 4.

p. 758, cd. Potter.)

It must bo observed, that according to another

interpretation of woerdv, the postuphori were so

denominated from canying, not a shawl, but a
shrine or small chnpcl, containing the image of flic

god. Supposing this etymology to be correct, it is

no loss tnie that the (lostophori sustained the vari-

ous offices which have here been assigned to them.

It was indispensably requisite, that so numerous
and important a body of men should have a

dcncc appropriated to them in the temple to which
thVy belonged. This residence was called waffTo-

^ptoy. The common use of the term, ns applied

hy the Greeks to Egj-ptian temples, led to iu ap-

plication to the corre».ponding part of the temple at

Jerusab m by Jos<*phu8 {liefL Jtul. iv. 12), and by
the authors of the Alexandrine version of the Old
Testament. (1 C%ron. ix. 26, 33, xxiii. 28 ; Jer.

XXXV. 4 ; I Aface. iv. 38, 57.) [J. Y.]

PATER KAMI'LIAE. (Famiua; Matri-
MON'Il’M ; pATRlA PoTBSTAH-l
PATER PATRATCS. (Fbtialbs.]
PA'l'EIC^, dim. PATELLA a round

dish ; n plate ; a saucer. Macrobins (<Va/. v. 21),
explaining the dilfc^nce between the patera and
the CARi iiBRit’M, says that the funner received its

name from its fiat expanded fonn ( f»/anum (w jm-

tent). The paterae of the roost common kind arc

thus described by Feslus (#. r. PatelUie\ “ Vasa
pienta parva, sacrificiis faciendis apta.“ {S’igra

jHtteiltjty Mart. v. 120 ; Ituhimnda Utia^ xiv. Il4.)

They were small plates of the common red earthen-

ware, on which an onianicntal pattern was drawn
in the manner described under the article of Fic-

Tii.B, and which were sometimes entirely black,

j

Numerous s|»ecimens of them may be seen in the

3 R 4
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Briiisb Museum, and in other collctliona of ancient

fictile rases. The more valuable paterae were

metallic, being chiefly of bronze : but every family,

raised above poverty, possessed one of silver

(dpywpi'j), totrethcr with a silver salt-cellar. [Sam-
NUM.j (Plin. H, N. xxxiii. 12. s. 54.) In opulent

houses there was a plate of gold (xpvtrit^ Alhcn.

xi. pp. 497, 502 ;
Find. OL vii. I—3 ;

Virg.rreory.

ii. 192). These metallic plates were often adorned

with figures, engraved or embossed upon them.

(Cir. Terr. iv. 21 ; Xen. Anab. iv. 7. § 27, viL 3.

§ 27.) A beautiful specimen is presented in the

woodcut to the article Libra ; and the accompany-

ing woodcut exhibits a highly ornamented dish,

also of bronze, designed to be used in the worship

of Mnra, and found at Pompeii. (Donaldson's

Pomp.vol. ii. pi. 78.) The view of the upper lur-

fiicc is accompanied by a side-view, showing the

form and depth of the vessel. The ornamental

paterae sometimes represented leaves of fern, which

probfibly diverged from the centre Cic.

Ptinui. i. § 2). Gems were set in others. (Cic.

Vfrr. iv. 24 ;
Virg. Atn. I 728, 739.) We road

also of on amher dish (e/n^rmatn), having in the

centre the countenance of Alexander the Ori*at,

and his history represented on the border. (Treb.

Pi»ll. Trill, Tyr. li) The annexed woodcut con-

tains a view and section of a plate of wliite marble

PATINA.

in the British Museum, which was found In the

ruins of Hadrian's Villa, and purchased by Mr.
Townley. It is 14 inches in diameter, and 1^
high. It is cut with skill and delicacy, the marble

not being much more than a quarter of an inch

thick. In the centre is sculptured a female bac-

chante in a long tunic and with a scarf [Chlamys]
floating over her head. This centre-piece is en-

circled by a wreatli of ivy. The decorations indi-

cate the appropriation of the plate to the worship

of Bacchus.

Plates were sometimes made so as to bo used

with either side downward, and were then distin-

guished by the epithet (Horn. //. xxiii.

27U, 016.) Ill these the under surface was onm-
mciited as well as the upper. The Massilians and
other Ionic Greeks commonly placed the uiid<T

surface uppermost Plates were further distin-

guished from one another by being either with or

without a base (in^^r), a boss in the middle
(o/i4»aXarrh, /ise’3/MpaA.o5,^8o7r), feet OaAaswr^),
and handlea (Athcn. xi. pp. 501, 502.) In the

preceding woodcuts the bronze patera has one

liandle : both the paterae arc made to stand upon
A low base.

Small plates were sometimes used in cooking

(Plln. II. N. XXX. 8. a 21), an op<>rAtion more com-
monly performed in pots [Olla] and basins or

bowls. [Patina.] They were used at meals to

eat upon as wo use them (Varro, Aiimtfis. ap. Norn,

Marc. XT. 6 ; llor. KpitL i. 5. 2), although it ap-

pears that very religious persons abstained from

this practice on account of the customary employ-

ment of them in sacrificing to the goda (Cic.

Fin. it 7.) A larger plate, in fact, a round dish,

was used to bring to table such an article of food

as a flat fish. (Mart xiii. 81.) Mustard (Plin.

II. N. xix. 8. a. 54) and ointments (Xenophanes,

p. 68, ed. Karsten) were brought in saucers. The
Greeks also drank wine out of plates or saucers

( Xeu. Ctnrr. ii. 23), as we see in the woodcut
under SYMrosiUM, which represents a symposium,
and in which the second and third figures from

the right hand have each a saucer.

The use of paterae at meals no doubt gave origin

to the employment of them in sacrifices. On
these occasions they held either solid food (juKpbp

xpear, VnxTO, Man. ap. Non. Marc. Le. ;
cibos,

Ovid, FoJrt. vL 310), or any liquid intended to be

poured out os a lilwlion. (Virg. Aen. iii. 67, iv.

60, v. 98, vi. 249, viL 133, xiL 174; Ovid.

Met. ix. 160, Fasi. ii. 634, iv. 934 ; Val. Place.

V. 192 ; Jut. iiL 26 ;
Heliodor. Aeibi<^. in p. 98 ;

Athcn. xi. p. 482.) We find them continually

represented in conjunction with the other instm-

inents of sacrifice up<in coins, gems, altars, bas-

reliefs, and the friezes of temples. In the ancient

Doric teniple at Home, now dedicated to Su
Adrian, the tasteful patera and the cranium of the

bull arc alternately Kulptured on the metopes.

(Laliocco, Ant. di /foma, 16, 17.)

Plates of the most precious materials and of the

finest workmanship w’ore sometimes given as prizes

at the public gomes. (Horn. H. xxiii. 270 ;

Find. Itih. L 20 ; SeboU in Find. Ncm. ix. 121,

123.) [J. Y.]

PATI'BULUM. [FtRCA.]
PA'TINA (Ae«rd*^, dim. X^ndytov al. \*Kdptop,

KtKayioKTi^ Athen. vi. p. 268, Xckcu'Is, teeond dim.
XtKoylSioy.. Bekker, .4 rcv. 794), a basin or bowl of

earthenware, rarely of bronze (Pallad. </« lie UnsL



PATRIA POTKSTAS,

I 40 ;
Pllii. //. iV. xxxW. U. s. 25) or Bilvcr.

(Trcb. Poll Claml.
p.
20H, c.)

A patina, covcreu with a Hd (o;)erct(Zaim), «*as

•ometimoB used to keep grapei initead of a jar

(Col. de lie liusi. xiL 43), a proof tliat this ve&»el

was of a form intermediato between the Pateaa
and the Olla, not so flat as the former, nor so

deep as the latter. Hence it is eompared to the

crater. (Schol. in ArutopL Aduirn, 1109.)

[CaATER.] This account of its shape accords with

a variety of uses to which it was applied, via., to

hold water and a sponge for washing (Aristoph.

haip. 598), and clay for making bricks (Atys,

] 14^1, 1146), in vomiting (iVi«6. 904), and in smelt-

ing the ore of quicksilver. (Plin. //. N. zxziii. 8.

s. 41.) But its most frequent use was in cookery

and pharmacy. (Plin. //.M zziiL 2. a 33.) Al-

though the patera and the oUa were also used, the

articles of diet were commonly prepared, some-
times over a fire (Plaut. /*sea»d. iiL 2. 51 ; Plin.

//. A', zriii. 11. a 26, zziL 25. s. 80), and some-

times without fire, in a patina, and more especially

when they were accompanied with sauce or fluid.

(Hor. 5d/. i. 3. 80.) Hence the word occurs in

almost every page of Apicius Dt Op$oniii [Opso-
NiifM); and hence came its synonym,
(Photius, J^. i.v.) In the satee bow) the food

was commonly brought to table (Xcn. Qrrop. i. 3.

S 4 :
Athen. ir. p. 149,f. ; Plaut A/t/. iii. 1. 164

;

Ter. fCun. iv. 7. 46 ; Hor. it 8. 43), an ezample

of which is \*ndyto¥ twp Ao7^wi' i. e. *^a

basin of stewed hare." (Aristoph. Ackam. 1109.)

But it is to be observed, that dishes [Lanx, Pa-
tera] were used to bring to table those articles of

food, the form and solidity of which were adapted

to such vessels.

The silver bo;d was sometimes ornamented, as

with ivy-lcftves (federofa, Treb. Poll. L c.), or by
the insertion of mirrors {»pedUai<x, FL Vopisc.

5ks, p. 234, ed. Salmasii). These bowls w’cighed

from 10 to 20 Ibi. each. Vitellius, wishing to ob-

tain an carthcnw'are bow] of immense size, had a

furnace constructed on purpose to bake it (Plin.

If. N. zzxv. 12. s. 46 ; Juv. iv. 130—134.)
A method of divination by the use of a basin

(AstcoPo^tasTsfa) is mentioned by Tzetzes on Lyco-

pbron, T. 813, [J. Y.J
PATRES. [PATRfcii ;

Senatur.]
PATRIA POTESTAS. Potestos signifies ge-

ncmlly a power or faculty of any kind by which

we do any thing. ** Potestas,” says Panlus (Dig.

50. tit 16. 8.215), ^ has several liguiiications

:

when applied to Magistratus, it is Imperium
; in

the case of Childrer^ it is the Patria Potestas
; in

the case of Slaves, it is Dominium.** According

to Paulas then, Potestas, as applied to Magis-

tratus, is equivalent to Imperium. Thus we find

Potestas associated with the adjectives Praetoria,

Consularis. But Potestas is applied to Mngis-

tratuB who bad not the Imperium, as for inBtance

to Quaestors and Tribuni Plebis (Cic. pro Clucni.

c. 27) ; and Potestas and Imperium are often op-

posed in Cicero. Both the expressions Tribuni-

cium Jus and Tribunicia Potestas are used (Tacit.

Ann. i. 2, 3). Thus it seems that this w’ord

Potestas, like many other Roman terms, bad both

a wider signification and a narrower one. In its

wider signification it might mean all the power

that was dologated to any person by the State,

whatever might be the extent of that power. In

its narrower significations, it was on the one
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I

hand equivalent to Imperium
; and on the other,

I

it exjwessed the power of those functionaries who
had not the Imperium. Sometimes it was used

I

to express a Magistratns, as a person (Sueton.

I

Claud. 13 ; Juv. x. lOU) ; and hence in the

I

Italian language the word Podestk significa a
Magistrate.

I

Potestas is also one of the words by which is

I expressed the power that one private person has
' over another, the other two l^ing Manus aiid

Mancipium. The Potestas is either Dominica,
I that is, oamership ns exhibited in the relation of
' Master and Slave [SxRvrs] ; or Patria as ex-
hibited in the relation of Father and Child. 'J'he

Mancipium was framed after the analogy of the

Potestas Dominica. [Mancipium.]

I

Patria Potestas then signifies the poa-cr which
a Roman father had over the persons of his children,

' grandchildren, and other descendants

}Uiat^amtlias)y and generally all the rights which
be had by virtue of his paternity. The found-

j

ation of the Patria Potestas was a Homan mar-
riage, and the birth of a child gave it full effect.

[Matrimonium.]
It docs not seem that the Patria Potestas was

ever viewed among the Romans at absolutely

^uivalcnt to tbo Dominica Potestas, or as involv-

ing ownership of the child ; and yet the original

notion of the Patria came very near to that of the

Dominica Potestas. Originally the father had the
power of life and death over his son as a member
of hit familia : he could sell him and so bring him
into the mancipii causa ; and be had the jus noxae
dandi as a necessary consequence of his being
liable for the delicts of bis child. He could also

I
give his child in adoption, and emancipate a child

at his pleasure.

The father could exheredate his son, he could
substitute another person as heir to him [Herrs],
and he could by his will appoint him a tutor.

The general rights and disabilities of a filius-

faoiilias may be thus briefly expressed Tho
child is incapable, in his private rights, of any
pow'er or dominion ; in every other respect be is

capable of legal rights.** (Savigny, Slc,

ii. 52.) The incapacity of the child is not really

an incapacity of acquiring legal rights, for the
child could acquire by contract, for instance

;
but

every thing that he acquired, was acquired for his

father.

As to matters that belonged to the Jus Publi-
cum, the son laboured under no incapacities : he
could vote at the Comitia Tributo, he could fill a
magistratus; and he could be a tutor: for the
Tutela was considered a port of Jus Publicum.
(Dig. 1. tic. 6. a 9 ; Liv. xxiv. 44 ; Gell. ii. 2.)

The child had Connubium and Commercium,
L'kc any Roman citizen who was sui juris, but
these legal capacities brought to him no present
power or ownership. His marriage with his father's

consent was 1<^1 (jiutum)^ but if it was accom-
panied w'ith the In Manum conventio, his wife
came into the power of hit father, and not into the
power of the son. The son's children were in all

cases in the power of their grandfather, when the
son was. The son could also divorce his wife with
his father's consent

Inasmuch os he hod Commercium, he could be
a witness to Mancipationes and Testaments

; but
he could not have property nor servitutet. Ho
bad the testamenli fiictio, os already stated, so far
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RS to b« a witnpM to a tosLomont ; hut he could

not make a Wtamont, fur be Imd nothing to dift-

po«e of
;
and he could not hare a hcres.

]{e could, nj alretuly obeL-rred, acquire right*

for his father by contract, but none for himiclf,

except in the case of an Adstipulatio, an instance

^hich shows the ditfercncc between a son and a

slave. fOBUOATioSBS.] Rut a hUus pubes could

incur obligationcs and could be sued, like a pater-

familias. (Dig. 45. tit. 1. a 141. g 2 ;
44. tit. 7.

a. 39.) The foundation of these rules of law was
the maxim that the condition of a master could be

improTcd by the acts of his slaves, but not made
worse

;
and this maxim Applied equally to a son

and a slave. Rctween the father and the son no

civiles obligationcs could exist
;
neither of them

consi'qucntly could have a right of action against

the other. Rut naturales obligationcs might be

established between them. Some writers hare

supposed that there was a difference between the

capacities and incapacities of a hiiusfumilias and a

hliafamiltns os to obligationcs
;
but the reasons

alleged by Savigny seem conclusively to show that

there was no ditfereuce at alL Ac. ii.

Rcylagc, v.)

In the case of delict by a filiusfamilias noxales

octiones were allowed against the father. (Guius,

ir. 75.) Rut Justinian a)>olishcd the noxae deditio

in the case of a hlius or hliafamilias, cum apud
Ti-tcrcs leguro commentatores invenimus taepius

dictum, ipsos filiosfamilias pro suis delicti* posse

conreniri.*' (Inst. 4. tit. 8. s. 7 t Dig. 43. tiL

29. s. 1. 3. § 4 ) (^Noxalis Actio ; Fiuus-
PAMILUa]
The incapacity of the child to ncqiiirc for him-

self and his capacity to acquire for his father, os

well os their mutual incapacity of acquiring rights

of action against one another, are viewed by some
modem writers ns a consequence of a legal unity

of person, while others affirm that'thcre is no trace

of such a fiction in the Homan law, and tlmt the

assumption is by no means necessary to explain

the rule of law. (Bdcking, InMt. L 228, n. 20.)

Indeed the fiction of such a unity is quite unneccs-

sar}% for the fundainentnl maxim, already referred

to, that a man may be made richer but not poorer

by his slaves and children is a simple positive

rule. Though the child could not acquire for him-

self, yet all that he did acquire for his father,

might become his oaui in the event of his father's

death, a circtimstance which materially distin-

guished the acquisitions of a ton from those of a
slave

:
and accordingly the son is sometimes, though

not with strict propriety, considered as a kind of

joint owner with bis fisther.

The rule as to the incapacity of a filius&milias

for acquiring property was first varied about the

time of Augustus, when the son was empowered
to acquire for himsidf and to treat ns his own
whatever he got in military service. This was the

Castrenso Pcculium, with respect to which the ton

was considered os a person sui juria (Jiiv. Sat.

zvi. 51 ;
Oahis, ii. IU6.) But if the filiusfamilias

died without having made any disposition of this

p;'culium, it come to the father, and this continued

to be the law till Justinian altered it
;
but in this

case the properly came as Peculium, not as Hcre-

dinu. 'i'be privileges of a filiuifamilias os to the

acquijiition of pn)perty were extended under Con-
stantine to his acquisitions made during the dis-

charge of civil offices, ami as this new privilege
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was framed after the analogy of the Castrenso Po-
culium, it was designated by the luimc Quasi Cas-
trense Peculium. Further privileges of the same
kind were also given by Constantine and extended
under subsequent emperors {loma quae palri tton

adquiruntur).

The Patria Potettas began with the birth of a
child in a Roman marriage. If a Roman had by
mistake married a woman with whom be had no
connukium, thinking that connubium existed, bo
was allowed to prove his case {caumie erroria pro-
batio)y Upon doing which the child that bad been
bom and the wife also became Roman citixena,

and from that time the ton was in the power of

the father. This causae probatio was allowed by
a Senatus-consnltum (Gaius, L 67), which, as it

appears from the context, and a comparison with
Ulpian's Fragments (vii. 4), was an amendment
of the Lex Aclia Sentia Other instances of the
causae probatio nre mentioned by Gaius.

It was a condition of the Patria Potestas that

the cliUd should be begotten in matriraonium le-

gilimum. (Gaius, L 55—107; IiisU 1. tit. 9— 11.)
Ry the old law, the subsequent marriage of tho
parents did not legitimate a child bf)m before tho
marriage. Rut it seems to have early become thr;

finshion for the Ehiperor, os an act of grace, to

place such child on the same footing ns legitimate

children. Tho legiliaiation per sultsequcns matri-

monium only became an established rule of law
under Constantine, and was introdivct'd for the ad-
vantage of children who were bom in concubinage.

[CoxcuDiNA.] In the time of I'hcodosius II.,

tho rule was established by which a child was
legitimated per oblalionem curiae. To th<*s«^ two
modes of legitimation, Justinian added that per
rescriptum principis. The child thus Ityithnated

came iuto the fiimilia and the potestas of his father,

as if he hod been bom in law^I marriage.

The Patria Potestas could also be acquired by
either of the modes of Adoption. [Anomu,
p.15, b.]

The Patria Potestas was dissolved in various

way*. It was dissolved by the death of the father,

upon which event, the grniidchildn'n, if there were
any, who bad hitherto been in the power of tbcir

grandfather, came into the power of their fiiiher

who was now sui juris. It could olso be dissolved

in various ways during tho lifetime of the father.

A niaxima or media capitis diminutio either of

the parent or child dissolved the Patria Potestas ;

though in the case of either party sustaining a
capitis diminutio by falling into the bonds of an
enemy, the relation might be revived by Post-

liminium. A father who was adrognted,and conse-

quently sustained a minima capitis diminutio, came
together with his children, who had hilhertn lu'cn

in his power, into the power of his adoptive father.

The emancipation of the child by the father was a
common mc^e of dissolving the Patria Potestas,

and was accompanied by the Minima Capitis dimi-

nutio. If a son was elected Klamen Dialis or a

daughter was choti n a Vi^stal, the Patria Potestas

ceased ; ojmI in the later ]>criod, it was also dis-

solved by the son's attaining certain civil or eccle-

siastical honours. The Potestas of tho father

might cease without the son becoming sui juris, us

in the case of the ton being given in adoption.

The term Patria Potestas strictly expresses the

power of the father, as such, which arises from ll»«

paternal relation
; but the term also imports the
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rights of ihe child m a filiusfamiliaj or fiIiafamniA«.

Of thi>»c righu, the inost unjHirUinl wm the ca-

pacity of being the «uu* hcrea of the father. Gene-

rally, the parent could emancipate hit child at hit

pleatare, and thut deprive him of the righu of

agnation ; but the law in thit reipect wat altered

by Juitinion (Nov. 89. c. 11), who made the con-

sent of the child ncccMary. (Savigny, &c.,

ii. 49, &C.
;
Puchta, Inst, ill 142 i

Bikkinir, /nst.

i. 224.) [G.L.)
PATHPCII. Thit word it a derivative from

yxi/er, which in the early timet invarinUy denoted

a (latrician, and in the later timet of the republic

fri'quenily occurs in the Roman writers at equiva-

lent to senator. Palricii therefore tignifiet those

who bcloiTgcd to the patret “ ret patres cot (tata-

torn) voluit nomtnari, pntriciott|ne corum liherot."

(Cic.t/c lie I*uU. iL 12 ;
Liv. L 8 ; Dionyt, ii. 8.)

It it a mistake in these writers to inppoto that

the palricii wore only the offspring of the patret

in the lentc of senators, and necettarily connected

with them by blood. Patret and patricii wore

origijially convertible terms. (PluL /fomw/. 13;
Lydut, de Meni. i 20, de Mfuj. L 16 ;

Niebuhr,

jiist. of Romt^ i. p. 336.) The a’ords yxitres and

f^ricii have radically and essentially the tajne

meaning; and tome of the ancients believed that

the name patres was given to that particular- clast

of the Roman population from the fact that they

were fathers of families (Plut Dionyt. I, e.) ;

others, that they were called so from their ogc

(Sailutt, Cutil. 6) ; or because they distributed

land among the poorer citizena, as fathers did

.among their children. (Fest. ». r. Patres i^notores;

Lyd. de Meat. iv. 50.) But most writers justly

refer the name to the patrocinium which the pa-

tricians exercised over the whole state, and over

all clattcs of persons of whom it tvas composed.

(Plut. and Sallust, L c. \ Zonoras, vii. 8 ;
Suidas,

tf. V. naTpiatot.)

In considering who the patricians were, we have

to distinguish three periods in the history of Rome.
The first extends from the foundation of the city

down to the establishment of the plebeians as a

•ccond order ; the second, from this event down to

the time of Constantine, during which time the

patricians were a real aristocracy of birth, and as

such formed a distinct class of Homan citizens op-

posed to the plebeians, and afterwards to the new
plebeian aristocracy of the nobilcs : the third period

extends fri)m Constantine down to the middle ages,

during which the patricians were no longer an
mristocracy of birth, but w<-ro persons who merely

enjoyed a title, first granted by the emperors and
afterwards by the popes also.

lurtt Period : from thefoundaiion of the «Vy, to

the estoNithmeat of the plebeian order. Niebuhr's

researches Into the early history of Rome liave
j

established it as a &ct beyond all doubt, that dur-

ing this period the patricians comprised the whole

body of Romans who enjoyed the full franchise,

that they were the poj^ut Ronumut^ and that

there were no other real citizens besides them.

(Niebuhr, Hitt, ofRome., iL pp. 224, 225. note 507;
Cic. pro Coecia. 35.) The patricians must be re-

dded os conquerors who reduced the earlier in-

Mbitonta of the places they occupied to a state of

servitude, which in our authorities is designated by
the terms diea* and plebt. The other parts of the

Koirutn population, namely clients and slaves, did

not belong to the populus Romnnus, or sovereign
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people, and w-erc not burghers or patricians. The
seiuUurs were a sch'Ct bijdy of the {>opulus or |>a-

tricimis, which acted as their rcpnsontaiive. The
burghers or patricians consisted originally of three

distinct tribes, which gradually became united

into the sovereign populus. These tribes had
founded settlements upon several of the hills which
were subsequently included within the pmrincts of

the city of Home. Their names were Rnmnss,
Titles, and Lneero^^r Ramnenscs, Titienses, and
LucorCTisos. EachW these tribes consisted of ten

curiae, and each curia of ton dccuries, which
were established fur representative and military

purposes. [Sknatus.] The first tribe, or the
Rnmnea, were a l#atin colony on the Palalino

hill, said to have been founded by Romulus. As
long ns it stood alone, it cnntaincil only one hun-
dred gentes, and bad a senate of one hundred
meinWrs. When the Titles, or Sabine settUrrs

on the Quirinal and Virolnal hills, under kiiig

Tatius, b^rae united with the Ramnes, the nuin-

l>er of genUs as well os that of seiuiton wns
increased to 200. These two triWs after tljcir

union continued prol>ably for o considerable time
to be the patricians of Rome, until the third

tribe, the Euceres, which chielly consisted of

Etruscans, who had settled on the Caelian Hill,

also became united with the other two as a
third tribe. When this sotilemerit was made is

not certain : some say tliat it was in the time of

Romulus (FcsL s. v. CaeHus Moat and Luceret

;

Varro, de Ling. Lot. v. 55) ;
others that it took

place at a later time. (Tacit. Annal. iv. 65 ;
Fest.

t. p. Taseum vicum.) But the Etruscan settlement

wns in all probability older than that of the Sabines

(sec Oottling, 0\tch. dcr Horn. i<Utcttrerf. p. 54,

Ac.), though it Bc'cins occas'onally to hare received

new bands of Etruscan settlers even os late as tho

time of the republic.

The amalgamation of these three tribes did not

take place at once : the union bctw*oen l.atins and
Sabines is ascribed to the reign of Romulus, though

it does not appear to have been quite perfect, since

the Latins on some occasions claimed a su]>eriority

over the Sabines. (Dionyi. iL 62.) The Lucctcs

existed for a long time as a separate tril>e with-

out enjoying tho same rights as the two others

until Tnrquinlits PriKus, himself an Etruscan,

caused them to bo {ilaccd on a footing of equality

with the others. For this reason be is said to

bare increased the number of senators to 300
(Dionys. iiL 67 ;

Liv. L 35 ; Cic de Re PuU.
ii. 20 ; compare Sbnatus), and to have added two
Vestal virgins to the existing number of four.

(Dionys, /. e. ; Fest t. r. Sex Vestae taecnlotes ;

Niebuhr, Hist, ofRome., i. p. 302, Ac) Tho Ln-
ceres, however, are, notwithstanding this equalisa-

tion, sometimes distinguished from the other tribes

by the name patres miaorum geatium

;

though

this name is also applied to other members of the

patricians, e. g. to those plelnrian families who
wore admitted by Tarquinius Priscus into the three

tribes, and in comparison with these, the Luccrcs

ore again called patret majorum gentium. (Compare
Niebuhr, L p. 304, and Guttling, p. 226, Ac.)

That this distinction between patres nmjomm and
miaorum gentium was kept up in private life, at a

time when it had no value v.’hntcrcr in a political

point of view', is clear from Cicero (ad Pam. ix.

21). Tultus Ilostilius admitted several of the

noble gc-ntes of Alba among the patricians (la
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Liv. L 30), riz., the Tullii (Julii ?),

Servilii, Quiuctii, Grgnnii, Curiatii, and Cloelil, to

which Dionysius (iii. 29} adds the gens Metilia.

Ancui Marcias admitted the Tarquinii (Dionys.

ill 43), Tarquinius Prisctis the Tullii (Dionys.

iv. 3), Scrvius Tullius the Octarii (Sueton. Aug.

1, &c.), and even Tarquinius Superbus seems to

hare had similar intentions. (Dionya iv. 37 ;

SsK'ton. VUeil. 1.) \Vc do not hear that the nnra>

ber of genUa was increased these admissions,

and must therefore suppose tM some of them had
already become extinct, and that the vacancies

which thus arose were filled up with these new'

burghers. (Gbttliug, p. 222.) During the time of

the republic, distinguished strangers and wealthy

plebeians were occasionally made Homan patricians,

s. g. Appius Claudius and his gens (Liv. z. 8 ;

compare il 16 ; Dionys. r. 40 ; Sueton. Tib, 1),

and Domitius .Ahenobarbus. (SueL AVrs, 1.) As
regards the kingly period the Roman historians

tp^ as if the kings bad had the power of raising

a gens or an individual to the rank of a patrician
;

^

but it is evident that the king could not do this

withouf the consent of the patres in their curies ;

and hence Livy (iv. 4) makes Canuleius say, ^per
cooptationem in pntres, am ab regibus lecti,” which
lectio, of course, required the sanction of the body
of patricians. In the time of the republic such an
elevation to the rank of patrician could only be
granted by the senate and the populus. (Liv. iv.

4, X. 8, compare especially Becker, Ilandb. der

Jl'vm. Alterth. ii. 1. p. 26. Ac.)
Since there were no other Roman citizens but

the patricians during this period, we cannot speak

of R]iy rights or privileges belonging to them exclu-

sively
;
they arc all comprehended under Civiras

(Roman) and Oknb. Respecting their relations to

the kings see Comitia Curiata and Sbnatus.
During this early period we can scarcely speak of

the patricians as an aristocracy, unless wo regard

their relation to the clients in this light. fCLiZNS. J

Second Period : from the ettaUuhtnaU of the

jddjeian order to the time of Conetantine. When
the pletieians became a distinct class of citizens,

who shared certain rights with the patricians, the

latter iMt in so hir as these rights no longer

belonged to them exclusively. But by far the

greater number of rights, and those the most im*

portant ones, still remained in the exclusive pos-

session of the patricians, who alone were ciMt

optima jure^ and were the patres of the nation in

the same sense ns before. All civil and religious

offices were in their pMsession, and they continued

as before to be the populus, the nation now con-

sisting of the populus and the plebes. This dis-

tinction, which Livy found in ancient documents

(xxv. 12), seems however in the course of time to

have fallen into oblivion, so that the historian

seems to be scarcely aware of it, and uses populus

for the whole body of citizens including the ple-

beians. Under the Antonincs the term populus

signified all the citizens, with the exception of the

patricii. (Goius, I 3.) In their relation to the

plebeians or the commonalty, the patricians now
were a real aristocmey of birth. A person bom of

a patrician hunily was and remained a patrician,

whether he was rich or poor, whether he was a

member of the senate, or an equei, or held any of

the groat offices of the state, or not ! there was no

power that could make a patrician a plebeian, ex-

cept his own free will, for every patrician might
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by adoption into a plebeian family, or by a solemn
transition from his own order to the plebs, become
a plebeian, leaving bis geos and curia and re-

nouncing the sacra. As regards the census, he
might indeed not belong to the w'ealthy elates,

but his rank remained the same. Instances of re-

duced patricians in the latter period of the republic

arc, the father of M. AemUius Seaunis and the
family of the SuUai previous to the time of the
dictator of tluit name. (Soct Aug. 2 ; Liv.

iv. 16^ Plin. IL N. xviil 4 ;
Znnar. vil 15 ;

Ascom^Ped. in Scaur, p.25, ed. Orclli.) A plebeian,

on the other hand, or even a stranger, might, as we
stated above, be made a patrician by a lex curiata.

But this appears to have been done very seldom
;

and the consequence was, that in the course of a
few centuries the number of patrician families be-

came so rapidly diminished, that towards the close

of the republic there were not more than fifty such

himilies. (Dionys. I 85.) Julius Caesar by the

lex Cassia raised several plebeian families to the
rank of patricians, in order that they might be able

to continue to hold the ancient priestly offices

which still belonged to their order. (Suet. Core.

41 ; Tacit. Annal. xi. 25 ; Dion Casa. xUil 47,
xlv. 2.) Augustus soon after found it necessary

to do the same by a lex Saenia. (Tacit. 1. c.

;

Dion
Cass. xlix. 43, lil 42.) Other emperors followed

these examples : Claudius raised a number of sena-

tors and such persons as were bom of illustrious

parents to the rank of patricians (Tacit 1. e,

;

Suet.

Oth. 1) ; Vespasian, Titus, and other emperors did

the same. (Tacit Agric. 9 ;
Capitol M. Antonin,

1 ; I^iprid. Comm^ 6.) The expression for this

act of raising persons to the rank of patricians was
in patridoe or infantUiam pairiciam adiigere.

Although the patricians throughout this whole
period hod the character of an aristocracy of birth,

yet their political rights were not the same at all

times. The first ccmurics of this period are an
almost uninterrupted struggle between patricians

and plebeians, in which the former exerted every

means to retain their exclusive rights, but which
ended in the establishment of the political equality

of the two orders. [Plbbs.] Only a few insigni-

ficant priestly offices, and the performance of certain

ancient religious rites and ceremonies, remained
the excliisi^'e privilege of the patricians ; of which
they were the prouder, as in former days their re-

ligious power and significance were the basis ot

their political superiority. (See Ambrosch, Siudien

und Andeutumgeny dx. p. 58, Ac.) At the time

when the struggle between patricians and plebeians

ceased, a new kind of aristocracy began to arise

at Home, which was partly based upon wealth and
partly upon the great offices of the republic, and
the term Nobiles was given to all persons whose

ancestors had held any of the cunile offices. (Com-
pare NoBiLBR.) This aristocracy of nobiles threw

the old patricians as a body still more into tbo

shade, though both classes of aristocrats united os

far as was possible to monopolise all the great

offices of the state (Liv. xxil 84, xxxix. 41);
but although the old patricians were obliged in

many cases to make common cause with the nobiles,

yet they could never suppress the feeling of their

own superiority
; and the veneration which histori-

cal antiquity alone can bestow, always distinguished

them as individuals from the nobiles. How much
wealth gradtmlly gained the upper hand, is Si^en

from the measure adopted about the time of the
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first Punic war, by which the expense* for the

public same* were no longer given from the nera-

riuin, but were defrayed by the aediles
;
and a*

their office w:is the first step to the great offices of

the republic, that measure was a tacit exclusion of

the poorer citizens from those offices. Under the

emperors the position of the patricians as a body
was not improved

;
the filling up of the racaheies

in their order by the emperors began more and
more to assume the character of an especial honour,

conferred upon a person for his good services or

merely as a personal favour, so that the transi-

tion from this period to the third had been gra-

dimlly preparing.

Respecting the great political and religious privi-

leges which the patricians at first possessed alone,

but afterwards were compelled to sh.arc with the

plebeians, sec Plkbs and the articles treating of

tlie several Roman magistracies and priestly offices.

Compare also Ob.vs ; Curia ; Sknatus.
In their dress and appearance the patricians

were scarcely distinguished from the rest of the

citizens, unless they were senators, cumlc magis-

trates, or equites, in which case they wore like

others the ensigns peculiar to these dignities. The
only thing by which they appear to have been dis-

tinguished in their appearance from other citizens,

was a peculiar kind of shoes, which covered the

whole foot and part of the leg, though they were
not ns high as the shoes of senators and curulc

magistrates. Those shoes were fastened with four

strings {eorritriae or lora pairicia) and adorned with

a lunula on the top. (Scncc. De Tranquil. Anim.
1 1 ;

Plut Quaest. Horn. 75 ;
StaU Silo. v. 2. 27 ;

Martial, i. 50, ii. 29.) Foetus (s. r. MuUeos)
states that mulleus was the name of the shoes

worn by the patricians
; but the passage of Vnrro

which he adduces onl}' shows that the miillci (shoes

of a purple colour) were worn by the curule magis-

trates. (Compare Dion Cass, xliii. 43.)

Third Period : from the time of Constantine to

the middle apes. From the time of Constantine the

dignity of patricius was a personal title, which
conferred on the person, to whom it was granted, a
very high rank and certain privileges. Hitherto

patricians bad been only genuine Roman citizens,

and the dignity had descended from the father to

his children ; but the new dignity was created at

Constantinople, and was not bestowed on old Ro-
man fiunilirs ; it was given, without any regard

to persons, to such men os had for a long time dis-
j

tinguished themselves by good and fiiithful services

to the empire or the emperor. This new dignity

was not hereditan,', but became extinct with the

death of the person on whom it was conferred
;

and when during this period we read of [Mttrician

families, the meaning is only that the head of such

a family was a patricius. (Zosim. ii. 40 ; Cassiodor.

Variar. vi. 2.) The name patricius during this

period assumed the conventional meaning of father

of the emperor (Ammian. Marcellin. xxrx. 2 ; Cod.

12. tit .3. §5), and those who were thus distinguished
occupied the highest rank among the illustres

;
the

consuls alone ranked higher than a patricius.

(Isidor. ix. 4. 1. 3 ; Cod. 3. tit 24. s. 3 ;
12. tit

3. s. 3.) The title* by which a patricius was dis-

tinguished were magnificentia, celsitndo, cminentio,

and magnitude. They were either engaged in

actual service (for they generally held the highest

offices in the state, at the court and in tho pro-

vinces), and were then called patricii praesentales,
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or they had only tho title and were called patricii

codicil!ares or honorarii. (Cassiod. viii. 9 ; i^roron
ad Sidon. A]X>ll. L 3.) All of them, however, were
distinguished in their appearance and dress from
ordinary persons, and seldom appeared before the
public otherwise than in a carriage. The emperors
were generally very cautious in bestowing this great

distinction, though some of the most arbitrary

despots conferred the honour upon young men and
even on eunuchs. Zeno decreed that no one should
be made patricius who had not been consul, prao-
feet, or magister militum. (Cod. 3. tit. 24. s. 3.)

Justinian, however, did away with some of theso
restrictions. The elevation to the rank of patricius

was testified to the person by a writ called diploma.
(Sidon. Apollin. v. 1 (j ; Suidas, s. t?. TpapparuZtov

;

compare Cassiodor. vi. 2, viii. 21, &c.)
This new dignity was not confined to Romans

or subjects of the empire, but was sometimes grant-

ed to foreign princes, such as Odoaccr, the chief of

the Hcruli, and others. When the popes of Romo
had established their authority, they also assumed
the right of bestowing the title of patricius on
eminent persons and princes, and many of tho

German emperors were thus distinguished by the
popes. In several of the Germanic kingdoms tho
sovereigns imitated the Roman emperors and poj^ies

by giving to their most distinguished subjects tho
title of patricius, but these patricii were at all

times much lower in rank than the Roman patricii,

a title of which kings and emperors themselves

were proud.

(Hein, in’ Ersdt uml Gruher's Encyclopddie^

s. V. Patricier, and for the early period of Roman
History, Gottling's Gesch. der Iliiin. Staatsrerf.

p. 51, &C., Becker's Ilatidbuch. 1. c., and p. 133,

&c.) [L. S.]

PATRLMI ET MATRIMI, also called Pa-
trimes et Malrimes^ were those children whose
parents were both alive (Festus, s. r. Plaminia ;

Matrimes ; called by Dionysius, ii.22, iftcpiOaXsis) •

in the same way ns pater patrimus signifies a
father, whose own father is still alive. (Festus, s. v.

Pater Pair.) Sen’ius (ad Vitp. Georg. 31), how-
ever, confines the term patrimi et matrimi to chil-

dren born of parents who had been married by
the religious ccrcmon}' called confarreatio : it ap-

pears proliablc that this is the correct use of tho

term, and that it was only applied to such children

so long as their parents were alive. We know
that the flnraines nmjorcs were obliged to have
been bom of parents who had been married by con-

farreatio (Tac. Ann. iv. 16 ;
Gains, i. 112) ; and

as the children called patrimi et matrimi are almost

always mentioned in connection with religious

rites and ceremonies (Cic. de liar. resj>. 1 1 ;
Liv.

xxxvii. 3 ;
Ocll. i. 12 ;

Tacit. Hist. iv. 53 ;
Mnerob.

Saturn. 6
;

Vopisc. Aurel. 19 ;
Orelli, Inscr. n.

2270), the statement of Servius is rendered more
probable, since tho same reascin, which confined

the office of the flamincs majores to those bom of

parents who had been married by confarreatio,

would also apply to the children of such marriages,

who would proliably be thought more suitable for

the service of the gods than the offspring of other

marriages. (Rein, Das Rom. Privatrccht. p. 177 ;

Guttling, Gesch. d. Rom. Staatsv. p. 90.)

PATRO'NOMI (iraTpovd^toi), were magistrates

at Sparta, who exercised, as it were, a paternal

power over the whole state. Pausanias (ii. 9. § 1)

says, that they were instituted byClcomeucs III.
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(b. c. 2?/6—-221), who destroyed the power of the

ytpoi/cia hv establishing pcUronoini In their place.

The 7«powffifli, however, was not abolished by Cleo-

menes, as it is again spoken of by Pausanias (iiL 1 1

.

§ 2), and also in inscriptions. The patrononii arc

mentioned by Philostratas ( FU. AftoUxm, ir. 32)
among the principal magistrates along with the

gymimsiarchs and ephori
;
and their office is also

spoken of by Plutarch. (An sent sit resp. per.

c. 24.) Their number is uncertain
;
but Bockh

(Corp. Inscrip. voL L p. 605) has shown that

they succeeded to tho jwwcrs which the ephori

formerly [assessed, and that the first palronomus

M*as the iitvrvfxos of the state, that is, gave his

name to the year ns the first ephor had formerly

done. (Compare Muller, Dor, iii. 7. § 8.)

PATRO NUS. The act of maniimisslun created

a new relation between the manumissor and the

slave, which was analogous to that between father

and son. The manumissor became with respect

to the manumitted person bis Patromis, and the

manumitted person became the Lihertus of the

manumissor. The word Patromis (from Pater)

indicates the nature of the relation. If the manu-
missor was a woman, she became Patrona

;
and

the use of this word instead of Matrona appears

to be explained by the nature of the patrona]

rights.^ Viewed W'iih reference to the early ages

of Rome, this patronnl relation must lie considered

a part of the ancient Clicntela ; but from the time

of the Twelve Tables at least, which containe<i

legislative provisions goncmlly on the subject of

patronal rights, we may consider life relation of

i'atroims and I<il>crtus as tho same both in the

case of Patrician and PIel>eian manumisr»res.

Tho Libertus adopted the gentile name of the

Manumissor. Cicero's freedman Tiro was called

M. Tullius Tiro.

The Libertus owed respect and gratitude to his

patron, and m ancient times the patron might
])uuish him in a summar}* way for neglecting

those duties. This obligation extended to the

children of the Libertus, and the duly was duo to

the children of the patron. In later times, the

jiatron had tho power of relegating on ungrateful

freedman to a certain distance from Rome, under
a law probably passed in the time of Augustus.

(Tacit. Ahh. xiii. 26 ;
Dion Cass. Iv, 13.) In the

time of Nero it was proposed to pass a Senalus-
consnltura which should give a patron the power
of reducing his freedman to slavery, if he miscon-

ducted himself towards his {Xitron. The measure
was not enacteil, but this power was given to the

patron under the later emperors. Tho Lex Aelia

Sentia gave the |xitn>n a right of prosecuting his

freedman for ingratitude (ut inpraium aecttsare).

(Dig. 40. tit. 9. s. 30.) An ingratus was also

called Lilwrtns Impiiu, as being deficient in Pictas.

If the Libertus brought on action against the

Patromis (in jus cocan/), he was himself liable to

a special action on the case (Gains, ir. 46) ; and
he could not, as a general rule, institute a capital

charge against his patron. 'I'ho Libertus n'os

bound to support the j>atron and his children in

case of necessity, and to undertake the manage-
ment of his property and the tutcia of his children

:

if he refused, he was ingratus. (Dig. 37. tit U.
s. 19.)

If a slave were the property of several masters

and wore manumitted by all of them, and became
a RonLiu cilixen, oil of them were bis Patron).

PATRONUS,
The manumissor <;ouId secure to himself further

rights over his libertus by a stlpulatio or by taking

an oath from him. The subjects of such agree-

ments were gifts from the libertus to the patronus
(ihiua et rntwera) and services (ojerae). The oath

was not valid, unless the p<.TSun was a libertus

when he took it. If then he took the ckuIi as a

slave, he had to repeat it ns a freeman, which seems
to be the meaning of the p.assagc of Cicero in which
he speaks of his freedman Chrys<^nus, (Ad Att.

vii. 2 ;
compare Dig. 38. lit, 1. s. 7.) These Uperao

were of two kinds, Officiales which consisted in

respect and afifection
; and Fahrilcs which ore ex-

plained by the term itself. The officiales deter-

mined by the death of the Patromis, unless there

was an agreement to the contrary
;
but the fabrilcs

being of the nature of money or money's worth
passed to tho h'-redes of the Patronus, like any
other property. The Patronus, when he commanded
the operoc of his libertus, was said ^ et Ojtcras in-

dicerc or imponere.” (Gaius, iv. 162; Dig. 38.

tit. 2. s. 29.)

The Patron could not command any scnices

which were disgraceful (turpes) or dangerous to

life, such ns prostitution or fighting in the amphi-
theatre ; but if the libertus exercised any art or

calling (urtificium)^ even if he learned it after his

manumiAion, the operae in respect of it w*erc due
to the patron.

The Lex Julia cl PapiaPoppaea released freed-

rfien (except those who followed tho ars ludicra or

hired themselves to fight with beasts) from all ob-

ligation os to gifts or oporae, who had begoueii two
children and had them in their power, or one child

five years old. (Dig. 38. lit. 1, Dc Operit Liber-

/orw»4, 8. 37.)

If liberty was given directly by a testament, the

testator was tho manumissor, and his patronal

rights would consequently belong to his children:

if it was given indirectly, tlial is, per fideicommis-

sum, the person w ho performed the act of manu-
mission was the patronus. lu those cases w'hcro a
slave obtained his freedom under the Seimtuscon-

Bultum Silauianum, the Proctor could assign him
a Patronus ; and if this was not done, that person
was the l*atrnn of whom the libertus had lost beeu
the slave. (Dig. 38. tit- 16. s. 3.)

The patnjnd rights were somewhat restricted,

when the act of manumission was not altogether

the free act of the mnnuniissor. For instance, the

Manumissor per fideicommissum had all the patro-

nal rights, except the power to prosecute for ingra-

titude, the right to be sup[iortcd by the libenusi,

and to stipulate for inuncm and operae: his rights

against the property of the libertus were however

tho same ns those of any other manumissor. (Frag.

Vat. § 225 } Dig. 38. tit. 2. s. 29.) If a slave

bad given money to another person in order that

this other person might purchase and manumit
him, the manumissor hod no patronal rights, and
he lost even the name of patron, if ho refiiK^ to

perform the act for which ho bad received the

money and allowed the fihve to compel him to per-

form his agreement, which the slave could do by a

constitution of M. Aurelius and L, Yenis. (Dig. 40.

til 1. s. 4, 5.) If a master manumitted his slave

in consideration of a sum of money, he retained all

patronal rights, but he could not stipulate fur operae.

A person w ho purchased a slave, and on the occa-

sion of the purchase agreed to manumit him, had

all pnlroiiol rights, except the right of pnisccutiog
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for ingratitude, in dUo the slnre compelled him to

manumit pursunut to the constitution of M. Aure*

lius and L. V'enu. (Dig. 40. tit. 0. s. 30.)

It was the duty of the patron to support his

freednum in case of necessity, and if he did not, he

lost his patronai rights : the cons^>quence was the

same if he brought a capital charge against him.

The Lex Aelin Sentio, among its various provi-

sions, contained several that related to the rights

and duties of the patron.

A capitis diminutio, either of the Patron or the

Libertus, dissolved the relation between them.

(Sec Tacit //<W. ii. 92, where **jura libcrtorum"'

means “jura patronorum," or “Jura in libcrtos.”)

'I'ho relation was dissolved when the Libertus

obtained Ingonuitos by the NaUliiim Restitutio,

but not when he merely obtained the jus aurcorum
anmilonim. [Inoknl'us.]

The most important of the Patroiml rights re-

lated to the property of Ijibcrti who died intestate

or having m^c a b-stoment.

The subject, so far as concerns the Antc-Justl-

nian period, may be distributed uuder the two fol-

lowing heads :
— 1. the ordinary rules of law, and

2. the extraordinary : the former comprehend the

niles of the old civil law, and the Edict on the

Itonorum Poseosaio
; and the latter, the Bonorum

Possessio contra tabulns liberti and contra suos

non luiturales, the Ronorum Posscssio contra tubu-

bis libertae, and the right to a virilis pars which
was given by the Lex Papia Popftoea.

Ry the law of the Twelve Tabb-s, if a freedraan

died intestate, without sui heredes, the patmnus
was his heir. This right was viewed os a right of

Agnation. The I/cgilinm patninunun tutcia was
not expressly mentioned in the Twelve Tables,

j

but it was A legal consequence of the rule as to

inheritance. (Ulp. Frag. xi. 3.) In the case of an
intestate liberta, who could not have a suns hcrcs,

the patron was heres. The Scnatusconsultum Orh-
tianum, which was passed after Galus wrote (iil

51), and in the lost year but one of the reign of

Aundius, made an alteration in this respect.

The passage of Ulpinn {Frag. xxix. 2), which was
w'ritten when this Scnatusconsultum was in force,

says, that if a liberta died intestate, the patron sue-

cocdetl to her property, because a mother could not

have sui heredcs
;
yet Ulpian himself (lib. 12, ad

F*tlAuum

;

Dig, 38. tit. 17. a. 1} says, that whether
the mother was Ingenua or Libcrtina, the children

could succeed to her inheritance by the Senatus-

consnlium Orfitioiium. This apparent contradic-

tion is removed by the suppoulion that the Sena-
tusconsultum gave the children m such cases on
cquaf right <»ith the patron.

These patronai rights belonged both to a Patro-

nos and a ratnnia,uiid to the lil>eri of a Patroinss.

( L'lp. Frag, xxvit.) The male children of the pa-

tronus had the same rights as the patronus himself

;

but the females had only the rights which the

Twelve Tables gave to the males, and they had not

the Dononun Posscssio contra tabulas lestamcnti

liberti aut ab intestate contra suos hcrcdcs non
natiirales, until these rights were given them by
the I^x Papia Poppoea. ( Ulp. xxix. 4, 5.)

A difKcuUy which is raised by a passage In Jus-

tinian's legislation on the patronai rights is dis-

cussed by Untcrhoixncr. {Zt.U$chriJ\ v. p. 37.) It

ncems that the children of a Patrona had not by
the 'Pwelvc Tables the same rights as the children

of a Patronus, but the Lex Papia Poppaea probably
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made some change in this respect. (Zct/scAn//, v.

p. 43, &c.)

In order that these patronai rights should exist,

it WAS necessar}* that the libertus must have been
made free by a Homan citixen, and have btw'onie a
Roman citizen by the act of manumission. Ac-
cordingly, if a person obtained the citizenship, it

was necessary that he should have a special grant

of the jus patronatus, in order that be might have
patronai rights against his then freednten, who
must also at the same time become Homan citizens.

(Plin. Fp. X. 6.) A capitis diminutlo, ns aln'ndy

observed, cilber of the patron or the libertus, de-

stroyed the patronai rights to the inheritance.

(Gaius, iii. 51.)

If then’ were several patroni or patronae, they
divided the inheritance equally, though their shares

in the libertus when a slave might have been un-

equal. These (>ntn>nal rights resembled a joint-

tenancy in English Law', for the survivor or survi-

vors of the piitnmi h.*id all the patronai rights

to the exclusion of any children of a dect'nsed

patronus. A son of a patron also claimed the in-

neriloiice to the exclusion of the grandson of a
patron. If the patroni were all dead, leaving several

children, the hereditas was divided among all tho

children equally (ta capita\ pursuant to the law of

succession in the case of Agnation. (Craius, iii.

10, 59, &C.)

A Scnatusconsultum, which was passed in tho

time qf Claudius, allowed a (tatrun to assign his

patronai rights to the inhcnlance of a libertus, to

any of his children whom he had in his power, to

the exclusion of the rest. (Dig. 38. tit. 4.)

The Edict extended the Ilononim Posscssio to

Patroni. The Patromd rights of the Civil I.aw

w'erc founded on an assumed Agnatio : those of tho

Edict were founded on an assumed Cognatiu. Tho
Edict called to tho Ronorum Possessio of Liberti,

1. their children
; 2. their heredes legitimi

;
3. their

ct^ati, who must of course be descendnnls
;

4. the

fainilia of the Patronus
; 5. the patronus and pa-

trona, and their children and parents, by w'hich

provision was mode in case the Patronus or Pa-
trona had sustained a capitis diminutio, and so

could not be called in the fourth order ; 6, the

hiiaband or wife of the freedwomon or freedman
;

7. the engnati of the maiiumissor.

Originally, if the freedmon nuide a will, he could

pass over (praetfrirt) the patron. But by the

Edict, unless he left him os much as one luJf of

his property, the patron or his male children could

obtain the Bonorum possessio contra tabulas of

one half of the propmy. If the libertus died

intestate, leaving no suus hcrcs, except an adopted

child, or a wife in monu, or a imnis in tho

manus of his son, the patron had a bonorum
possessio of one half against these sui heredcs.

But if the libertus had children of his own blood

{naluroUi) either in his power at tho time of his

death or emancipated or given in adoption, and if

these children were n\ade heredes by his testament

or being practerili claimed the Bonorum possessio

contra tabulas, the patron bad no claim on the

freodman's property. The patron was not excluded,

if the children of the freedman were exheredated.

(Gaius, iii. 40; Dion Cass. li. 15, and tho notu

of Reimarus.)

By the Lex Papia Poppaea, if a freedman had a

property amounting to a hundred thousand sestertii

and fewer than tbm children, the pivtrouus had on
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equiil iliarc {ciriUt pars) with the children, whether

the freedinan died teitAtc or intestate
;
and a

patrona ingenua, who had three children, enjoyed

the same privilege. Before the Lex Pnpia, Patronao

had only the rights which the Twelve Tables gave

them
;
but this Lex put Ingenuae patronao who

had two children, and Libcrtinac patronae who
had three children, on the same footing with re-

spect to the Bonorum pnssessio contra tabulns and
with respect to an adopted son, a wife in manu, or

a nurus in manu hlii, as the Kdict had placed Pa-

troni. The Lex did the same for daughters of the

Patronus who had three children. The Lex also

gave to a Patrona ingenua, but not to a Libcrtina,

who had three children, the same rights that it

gave to a Patronus.

According to the old law, as the llberta was

in the Icgitimn tutclaof her patron, she could make
no disposition of her property without his consent

( jytitrono auciore). The Lex Papia freed a liberta

from this tutela, if she had four children, and she

could consequently then make a will witlioiit the

consent of her patronus, but the law provided that

the patronus should have an equal slmre with her

urviving children.

In the case of a liberta dying intestate, the

Lex Papia gave no further rights to a Patrona,

who had children (Jiberis honoraiae) than she had
before

;
and therefore if there had been no capitis

diminutio fA the Patrona or the Liberta, the Pa-

trona inherited the property, even if she had no

children, to the exclusion of the children of the

liberta. If tlie liberta made a will, the Lex Papia

garo to the Patrona, who had the number of chil-

dren required by that law, the same rights w*hich

the (Mict gave to the Patronus contra tabulas U-

beriL The same Lex gave to the daughter of a
patrona, who had a single child, the same rights

that the patronus had contra tabulas liberti. (Goius,

iii. 53 ;
a passage which Untcrholzncr proposes to

correct, but on very iusuflicivnt groiuids, ifer’/scArf/?,

v. p. 45.)

The rules of law ns to the succession of the

Patronus to the property of I^atini Liberti difTered

in various respects from those that have bo<-n ex-

plained. Being viewed as a pcculium, it had the

incidents of such prop<‘rty. It come to the cxtranci

heredos of the manumissor, but not to his exhere-

dnted children. In both which respects it difTered

from the properly of a Liliertus who was a Civis

Komanua. If there were several patrons, it came
to them in proportion to their interests in the

former slave, and it w*ns consistent with tliis doc-

trine that the share of a deceased patronus should

go to his heres. The Senatusconsultura Lorgiamim,

which \V9S passed in the time of Claudius, enacted

that the property of Lntini should go hrst to those

who had manumitted them, then to their liberi

who were not expressly exheredatod, according to

proximity, and then according to the old law, to

the heredes of the manumissor. The only cfTt'ct

of this S*ejmtosconsultiim was to prefer lilicri, who
were not expressly exheredatod, to extranci hert des.

Accordingly, an emancipated son of the patronus

who w*as proctcritus and who could not claim the

Bonorum posscssio of his father's property contra

tnhulas tostamenti, had a claim to the property of

a I>ntijms prior to the extranei heredos.

As to the Dediticii under the Lex Aolia Sentia,

there were two rules. 7’he property of those who
on their uiamimtssion would have become Roman

PECHUS.
citizens but for the impediments thereto, mme
to their patroni as if they iiad been Roman citizens

;

they had not however tbo testamenti iactio. The
property of those, who on their manumission would
have become Lntini, but for the impediments thereto,

came to their patroni as if they bad been Lalini

:

on this Gains remarks that in this matter tbo

legislator had not very clciirly expressed his in-

tentions. He had already made a similar remark
08 to a (»x>vision of the Ix>x Papia (iii. 47).

As to the other meanings of the word Patronus
see Clirns and Orator.
The subject of the Patronatus is one of con-

siderable importance towards a right understanding

of many parts of the Homan polity. This imperfect

outline may be filled up by referring to the follow-

ing authorities. (Gaius iiu 39—76 ;
Ulpiaii,/'nw/.

tit. zxvii. xxix. ; Dig. 37. tit. 14, 15 ; 38. tiu 1, 2,

3, &C.
;
the Index to Paulus Sent Hecept. ; and for

Justinian's legislation. Inst 3. tit. 8, Ac. ; Untcr-
holxner, UeOer dus paironaiische ICrbrvc/d^ Zrit-

sckrifl^ v., and the article Gkns with the references

in Rein, Das U6m, PrivatrrrM^ p. 285, and in

Walter, GetrhicJiU des Horn. liechts^ pp. 507— 516,
and 684—689.) [O.L.]
PAVIMENTUM. (Domus p. 431,a; Viar.]

PAVONACEUM. [Tk«i?i.a.]

PAUPE'RIE, ACTIO DE. [PAurKRiRS.]
PAUPE'RIES was the legal term for mischief

done by an animal {tjmdrujtes) contrary to the

nature of the animal, os if a man's ox gored an-

other man. In such cases the law of the Twelve
Tablet gave the injured person an action against

the oamcr of the animal for the amount of tho

damage sustained. The owner was bound cither

to pay the full amount of damages or to give up
the animal to the injured person {nojne dare)^

Pauperios excluded the notion of Injuria
;

it is de*

fined to be damnum sine injuria facientis factum,*'

for an animal could not be said to have done a
thing “ injuris quod sensu caret." The actio do

pauperie Wlongcd to the class of Noxales Actionci.

According to the old law, if a bear got away from

his master, he was not liable
;
because when tho

animal got away, it ceased to be the master's pro-

perty. But the Aedilc's edict di'clurcd that it

was not lawful to keep a dog, boar, wild boar,

bear, or lion, in any place w’hich n'os a place of

public resort. If this rule was violated, and any
damage was done by one of these boasts to a free-

man, the judex might condemn the owner in such
sum as he should think to be “ bonum et aequum."
If damage was done to any thing else, the judex
might condemn the owner in double the amount of

the damage. There might also be an actio dc

pauperie in addition to the acdilituie actionos. (Dig.

9. tit. I ; Inst. 4. til. 9.) [G. L.]

PAUSATIII, was the name given to the priests

of Isis at Konm, b<'causc they were occustomt d in

the processions in honour of Isis to make pauses

(pausae) at certain chapels or places, called man-
siones^ by the road's side, to sing hymns and per-

form other sacred rites. (Orclli, Inscr. ii. 1885 ;

Spartian. Pescen. Xui. 6, Caracall. 9; Salui. tid

loc.)

The portisculus^ or commander of the rowers in

a vessel, was sometimes called jvusarius (Sen, Ep,

56), because the rowers began and ceased (pausa)

their strokt^ according to his commands. [Pohtis-
cur.rs.]

PECnUS (wqx^s)* [CuBiTfs ;
Mrnsura.]



PECULATUS.
PECTEN {KTtlt), a comb. The Greeks and

Romans used combs made of box-wood (Hrunck,

Atiul. i. 221; Ovid. /W. vi. 23; Mart. xiv. 25),

which they obtained, ns we do, from the shores of

the Eiixine sea. The mountain ridge of Cytorus

in Galatia was particularlj' ceU;brated for this pro-

duct. (Ovid. Afei. iv. 311.) The Egyptians had

ivorj' combs (Apul. Afcl. xL p. 121, ed. Aldi),

which also came into use by degrees among the

Romans. (Claudian, de Supt. Honor. 102.) The
golden comb, ascribed to the goddesses, is of course

im.'xginar}'. (Callim. in Lav. ValL 31.) The wooden
comb.s, found in Egyptian tombs, arc toothed on

oue side only; but the Greeks used them 'with

teeth on both sides, as appears from the remains of

combs found at Pompeii (Donaldson's Pompeii^

vol. ii. pi. 7b)< *^“<1 repre.scutation of three

combs, exactly like our small-tooth combs, on the

A myclaean marbles. {Memoirs relating to Tur&y,
edited by Waljwlc, p. 432.)

'J'he principal use of the comb vvns for dressing

the hair (Ovid. Amor. i. 14. 15, A/et. xii. 409),

in doing which the Greeks of both sexes were re-

markubl}' careful and diligent. (Herod, vii. 20U.)

To go with uncombed hair was a sign of afQiction.

(Soph. Oed. Col. 1257.)

A comb with iron teeth was used in corn-fields

to separate the grain from the straw, whilst it

was yet standing. (Col. /fe 7?ms<. iL 2 1 .) This

method of reaping was called pectinare sepdem.

A painting in the sepulchral grotto of £I Kab in

Egj’pt represents a man combing flax for the pur-

pose of 8e|inratiiig the linseed from the stem. The
rake used in making hay is called rams perten

(Ovid. Hem. .4/«or. 192), because its teeth are far

niNirt
;
but this may be only a poetical use of the

term.

Two portions of the Greek lyre were called the

combs (Enitosth. Cotaster. 24) ; they may have

been two rows of pegs, to which the strings were

tied. The use of the comb in weaving, and the

transference of its name to the plectrum, are ex-

plained under Tela. [J. Y.]
PKCUA'RII, the name given to persons who

pa.stured their cattle on the public lands (pascua\
for which they were bound to pay a tax to the

suite, called S'criptura. But in the earlier times

of the republic many persons supported their cattle

on the public postures without paying this tax at

all, or paying less than was legally due
;
and hence

the word pecuarii was frequently employed to

signify those persons who thus illegally made use

of the public pastures. They were often prose-

cuted by the acdiles and fined (Ov. Fast. v. 2153

—

2.94 ;
Liv. X. 23, 47, x.xxiii. 42, xxxv. 10; Fes-

tus, p. 23ft, ed. Muller.)

PECULA'TUS is properly the misappropriation

or theft of public property (pecunia publica),

whether it was done by a functionary or by a

private person. Labeo defines it thus, “ pecuniae

publicac aut sacrae furtum, non ab eo factum,

cujus periculo esL” The person guilty of this

offence was Peculator. Cicero {ile Ojf'. iii. 18)
enuinemtes Peculatores with sicarii, vcncfici, testa-

mentarii and furcs. The origin of the word ap-

pears to be Pecus, a term which originally denoted

that kind of movable property which was the chief

sign of wealth. Originally trials for Pcculatus were

before the Populus, or before the Senate. (Liv. v.

32, xxxvii. 57, xxxviii. 54.) In the time of

Cicero matters of peculatus were one of the Quacs-

PEDUM. ftftl

tioncs perpotuae, which imply some Lex de Pecu-
latii, and such a Lex is by some writers eimm' rated
antong the Ijcges Sullaiiae, but without itating tho
authority for this assertion. Two Leges relating

to Pcculatus arc cited in tho Digest, Ia‘x Jnl'a

Peculatus and Lex Julia de Residuis (Dig. 4)5.

tit. 13) ;
but these may be the’ same Lex, though

quoted ns two Leges, just ns the Lex Julia de
Adulteriis comprised a provision De Fundo Dutali,

which chapter is often quoted as if it were a sejm-

rate Lex. Matters relating to sacrilege were al.so

comprised in the Lex Julia Pcculatus («e quis cje

pecunia sacra^ rclu/ios<i ptdAicavc au/lrai, Ac.)
;

matters relating to the dcbiLscmcnt of the coinage
;

the erasing or cancelling of tabulae publicne, Ac.
The Ix!x de Residuis applied to those who had re-

ceived public money for public purposes and liud

retained it {apud quern jiecunia pulJim resedii).

The jienalty under this Lex, on conviction, was a
third part of the sum retained. The punishment
which was origitmlly aquae ct ignis inU'rdictio, was
changed into Di-portatio under tho Empire : the

offender lost all his right!!, and his property was
forfeited. (Inst. 4. tit. 1ft. §.9.) Under the Em-
pire sacrilege was punished with death. A “ Sa-
crilcgus ” is one who plunders public sam d
places. (Rein, Das Criminalrecht der Jt'umcry

p. 672.) [G. L.]

PECU'LIO, ACTIO DE. [Servus.]
PECIJ'LIU.M. [Skrvus.I
PECU'LIUxM CASTRENSE. [Patria Po-

TESTAS.]

PECU'NIA. [Numml-s.]
PECU'NIA. [IIERK.S p.598, a.j

PECU'NIACERTA. [Ouligationbs, p.ftlft.]

PECU'NIAE REPETUNDAE. [Repe-
TU.NDAB.]

PEDA'NEUS JUDEX. [Judex Pedaneus.]
PEDA'RII. [Senatus.]
PEDI'SEQUI, a class of slaves, whose duty

was to follow their master when he went out of

his house. This name docs not appear to have
been given to any slave, who accompanied his

master ; but the pedisequi seem to have foniicd a
special class, which was almost the lowest of all.

(Ncp. Attic. 13 ; Plant Mil. Glor. iv. 2. 1ft.)

There was a similar class of female slaves, called

pedisequae. (Plaut. Asin. i. 3. 31.) Compare
Becker, CalluSy vol. i. p. 101.

PEDUM (Kopvvpy h.«yuS6\oSy Theocrit vii. 43,

128), a crook. The accompanying woodcut is

taken from a painting found at Civita Vecchin.

{Ant. d'Ercolanoy voL iii. tav. 53.) It shows the
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crook in tbo hand of a shepherdcM, who sits upon

a rock, tending sheep and other cattle. (Sec also

woodcut to Ohcillum.)
On account of its connection with pastoral life

the cn>ok is continually seen in works of ancient

art in the hands of Pan (Sil. Ital. Pvn. xiii. 334),
and of saUTS, fauiis, and shepherds. It w*as also

the usual attribute of Thalia, as the Muse of

I’astoral poetry. (Combe, Anc, MarUt» of Hr.

Part iil pi. 5.) [J. Y.]
PEGMA (injytia), a pageant, i. s. an edifice of

wood, consisting of two or more stages (tabu/aia),

which were raised or depressed at pleasure by
means of balancc-w'cights (ponderibus reduetis^

C'landinn, de Afallii Theod. Con*. 323—328 ; Sen.

J'fiist. 89). These great machines w'cre used in

the Roman amphitheatres (Jut. ir. 121 ; Mart i. 2.

2; Sueton. daud. 34\ the gladiators who fought

upon them being called putpnarr*. 28.)

They were supported upon w'hcels so as to be

draam into the circus, glittering with silver and a

profusion of wealth. (Plin. H. N. xxxiii. 3. s. 16.)

At other times they exhibited a magnificent though

dangerous (Vopisc. Carin. 15) display of fire-

works. (CInudian,/. e.) Accidents sometimes hap-

^ned to the musicians and other performers who
were carried upon them. (Phaedr, v. 7. 7.)

The pegmata mentioned by Cicero (o</ Ati. iv. 8)
mav have been movable book-cases. [J. Y.]
PEGMAHES. [Pboma.]
PEIjATAE (TcXdToi), are defined by Pollux

(iii. 82) and other authorities to be free labourers

working for hire, like the d^cr, in contradistinc-

tion to the Helots and Penestae, who were bonds-

men or serfs, having lost their freedom by ennauest

or otherwise. Aristotle (ap. J*hot. $. r. n«\«ko<)
thus connects their name w'ith w(\ar: nvAdreu, be
anys, from iriKas^ otov (yyiara wtvlop wpo^~

lorrtsi i. e. persons who are obliged by poverty

to attach themselves to others. Timaous {Imt
Plat. $. V.) gives the same explanation. ncAdrrfv,

h lurrX rpo^v Koi In
|

the later Greek writers, such as Dionysius of

Halicarnassus, and Plutarch, the word is used for

the l.atin cliens, though the relations expressed

by the two terms arc by no means similar. Plu-
tarch {.4g«s. c. 6) also uses the word rather loosely

for Helots, and we are told of a nation of Illyrians

(the Ardioci) who possessed 300,000 Proipclatae,

compared by Theopompus {ap. Ath. vi. p. 271,
d. e.) with the Helots of Laconia. (MUller, Dor.
iii 4. § 7 ; Wachsmuth, HtUen. AUe^umsk. vol. i.

pp. 361, 811, 2d ed.
; Hermann, Grieck. StaaUal-

ieHk. § 101, n. 9.) [R, W.J
PELLEX. [CoNcrBiNA.]
PELLIS (3«p/ao, 3opd), the hide or skin of a

quadruped. Before weaving was introduced into

Europe there is reason to believe that its inhabit-

ants were universally clothed in skins. The prac-

tice continued among the leas civilised nations

(Virg. Gtorg. iii 383 ;
Tacit Germ. 17, 46; Ovid,

Tri*t. iii 10. 19), and is often ascribed by the

poets to heroes and imaginary beings [Comp.
AxoiS; Nbbris.] The term fftvvpa or aiavpyoy

denoted an article of domestic furniture, which was
|

made by sewing together several goat-skins with
the hair on, (Scnol in Arittoph. Ave*y 122.) The
sheep-skin (oto, vixos^ bt^Bipa) was worn not
only by the Lacedaemonian helots, but frequently

by the laborious poor, as is still the case in many
ports of Europe.' The lamb-skin was called

PENESTAE
vcucG, and a dress, supposed to have had a sheep-

skin sewed to it below, Karvydfcrf.

PELTA (w«Anj), a snmll shield. Iphicmtes,

observing that the ancient Cupbus was cumbrous
and inconvenient, introduced among the Greeks
a much smaller and lighter shield, from which
those who bore it VK>k the name of peHastae.

[ExBRCiTra, p. 487, b.] It cou*i«t»rd principally

of A frame of wood or wickerwork (Xen. Anab.

ii. l.§6), covered with skin or leather, without

the metallic rim. [Antvx.] (Timaous, J.ex.

Plat. i. r.) Light and small shields of a groat

varioW of shapi's were used by numerous imtinns

before the adoption of them by t)ie Greeks. The
round target or eetra was a species of the Pelta,

and was used espedaliy by the people of S|>niii

and Mauritania. [Crtra.J The Pelta is also

said to have been quadranguhir. (Schol. in 7'ku<y<l.

ii. 29.) A light shield of similar constniction whs
port of the national annmir of Thrace (Thucyd.
ii. 29; Eurip. Alee*. 516, Hhrt. 407; Max. Tvr.

Di**. vii.) and of various parts of Asia, and was on

this account attributed to the Amaxons, in whose

hands it appears on the works of ancient art sonio-

times elliptic, as in the bronzes of Siris (woodcut,

p. 712), and at other times variously sinuated on
the margin, but most commonly with a semicir-

cular indentation on one side (lunaii* pelti*^ Yirg.

Aen. i. 490, xi. 663). An elegant form of tho

pelta is exhibited in the annexed woodcut, taken

from a scpuichml urn in the Capitoline Museum at

Rome, and ri‘presenting Penthesilcia, Qiioon of the

Amazons, in the act of offering aid to Prmin.

PELTASTAE [Exercitus, p. 487, b.

;

Pblta.]
PEN A'TES. See Diet, of Gr. and Horn.. Diopr.

and Myth.

PENESTAE (»ev*<TTm), probably from

9o<, operari. (Dionys. ii. 9.) The Penestae of

Thessaly are generally conceived to have stood in

nearly the same relation to their Thessalian lords

as the Helots of Laconia did to the Dorian Spar-

tans, although their condition seems to have been

on the whole superior. (Plat, /xvy. vi. p. 776.)

They were the descendants of the old Pelagic or

Aeolian inliabitants of Thessaly proper, and the

following accoujU is given of them by on author
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cniled Archomachits, in his Eiiboica. (Athcn. vi.

p. ‘2b' l.) “ The Aeolian lh>cotians who did not

emigrate when their country Thessaly was con-

quered by the Thessalians (compare Thuc. L 1*2),

surrendered themselves to the victors on condition

that they should not be carried out of the country

(whence, he adds, they were formerly called

M«»'*VTa«, but afterwards nsvsjrrai), nor be put to

death, but should cultivate the land for the new
owners of the soil, paying by way of rent a portion

of the produce of it : and many of them are richer

than their masters.” They were also called

Aarpits. It appears then that they occupied an

intennediatc position between frwmen and pur-

chased slaves, being reduced to servitude by con-

quest, and resembling, in their Axed pajonents,

the 'EKTrjfi6piot of Attica. Moreover, they were

not subject to the whole community, but belonged

to particular houses, whence also they were called

0*ixaa\oiK(Tai. They were very numerous, for

insuince, in the families of the Aleuadae and
Sco|Mulae. (Theocr. xvi. 35 ;

Muller, Iftn". iii. 4.

§ (i.) W'c may add that amongst the Thessalian

Pencstac Theopompus includes the descendiuits of

the conquered Magnesians and Perrhaebians

(A then. vi. p. 2G5), a statement which can only

apply to a part of these tuitions, as, though reduced

to dependence, they were not made entirely sub-

ject (Herod, viii. 13*2
;
Mull. f. c.)

From a passage in Demosthenes (c. G37,

1) it appears that the Penestae sometimes accom-

panied their masters to battle, and fought on horse-

back, as their knights ot vassals : a circumstance

which need not excite surprise, as Thessaly was
so famous for cavalry. The Penestae of Thessaly

also resembled the Laconian Helots in another re-

spect
;
for they often rose up in arms against their

lords. (Arist JW. ii. 6.) There were Penestae

amongst the Macedonians also. (Muller, /. c.
;

Wachsmuth, Alterthumsk. HeUen. vol. i. j>p. 177,

40*2, 403, 64*2, 2d ed.
;
Thirlwall, Hist, of Greece^

vol, i, p. 437 ;
Clinton, Fast, IlelL Appendix, c.

2*2.) [R.W.]
PENICILLUS. [PicTURA, No, VI.]

PENTACOSIOMEDIMNI. [Census, p.

2GG, a]
PENTADOP.ON. [Latrr.]
PKNTAETE'UIS irftvrasrripis). [Olympia,

p. «*2.0, b.]

PENTALITHUS (xcprdAiGos). [Gymna-
sium, p, 5(12, a

;
Talus.]

PENTASPASTON. [Machina.]
PENTATHLON {rtivraSKov^ quinqueriium)

was next to the pancratium the most beautiful of

all athletic performances. (Herod, ix. 33 ; Paus,

iii. II. § 6.) It does not appear to have been

known in the heroic ages of Greece, although

Apollodorus (iL 4. § 4), according to the usual

practice of later times, describes Perseus as killing

Acrisius in the pentathlon, and although its inven-

tion was attributed to Pelcus. (Schol. ad Find.

Nem, vii. 11.) These accounts are fabulous
;
the

pentathlon was not practised until the time when
the great national games of Greece began to flourish.

The persons engaged in it were called pentathli

(WvtoGAoi, Herod ix. 75 ;
Paus. i. 29. § 4). The

pentathlon consisted of five distinct kinds of games,

viz. leaping the ftx^t-nlce {Sp6fju>s), the

throwing of the discus (Sitruos), the throwing of the

tipear (aiyvyyos or aK^yrioy), and wrestling (voAtj)

(8chol. ad Plat. Amui. p, 135 ;
Simonides in

PENTATHLON. n(l3

Auihol, Palai. vol. ii. p. 62G, cd. Jacobs), which
were all performed in one day and in a certain

order, one aftar the other, by the same athletao.

(Schol. ad Sofift. El. C91 ; Paus. iii. 1 1. § G.) The
pentathlon was introduced in the Olympic games
in 01. 18, and we may presume that soon after this

it was also introduced at the other national games,
as well ns at some of the less iniiwrtant festivals,

such as the Erotidia in Thespiae. (Hiickh, Corp.
Inscript, n. 1590.)

The order in which the different games of the
pentathlon followed one another has Wen the sub-
ject of much discussion in modern times. The most
probable opinion, however, is Biickh's {(Jonment.
ad Find. Nem. vii. 7 1 , Ac.), which has been adopted
by Dissen, Krause, and others, although G. Her-
mann has combated it in a little work called IM
Soffcnis Acffinrtae victoria quinquert, Lipsiac 18*2*2.

The order adopted by lliickh is ns follow’s :
—

1. The &\pa. This was the most prominent {)art

of the pentathlon, and was sometimes used to de-
signate the whole game. It was accompanied by
flute-music. (Paus. v. 7. § 4, v. 17. § 4.) Other
writers, ns Pnusanins himself (vi. 14. §5) and
Plutarch {De Mas. c. 26) speak as if the whole
pentathlon had been accoiu|tanied by the flute, but
in these passages the whole game seems to be men-
tioned instead of that particular one which fanned
the chief part of it. 2. The foot-race. 3. The
discus. 4, The throwing of the spear. 5. Wrest-
ling. In later times, pn)ljably after 01. 77, the

foot-race may have been the fourth game instead of

the second, so that the three games which gave to

the pentathlon its peculiar character, viz. leaping,

discus, and the spear, preceded the foot-race and
wrestling, and thus fonned the so-called rpiayp6i.

The foot-race of the pentathlon was prolmbly the

simple stadion or the diaulos, and not a race in

annour as has been supposed by some
;
for the

statues of the victors in the pentathlon arc never
seen with a shield but only with the haltcrcs, be-

sides which it should be remembered that the race

in armour was not introduced at Olympia until

01. 65 (Paus. v. 8. § 3), while the pentathlon had
been performed long before that time. It is more-
over highly improbable that even after 01. 65 the

race in armour should have formed a part of the

pentathlon. In 01. 38 the pentathlon for boys was
introduced at Ol^mipin, but it was only exhibited

this one time and ^terwards abolished. (Paus.

v. 9. § 1.)

In leaping, racing, and in throw’ing the discus

or spear, it was cosy enough to decide who won
the victory, even if several athletae took part in it

and contended for the prize simultaneously. In
wrestling, however, no more than two persons

could be engaged together at a time, and it is not

clear how the victory' was decided, if there were
several pairs of wrestlers. The arrangement pro-

bably was, that if a man had conquered his an-

tagonist, he might begin a fresh contest with a
second, third, &c., and he who thus conquered the

greatest number of adversaries was the victor. 1

1

is difficult to conceive in what manner the prize

was awarded to the victor in the whole pentathlon
;

for an athlete might be conquered in one or two
games and be victorious in tho others, whereas it

can have occurred but seldom that one and the

same man gained the victory in all the five. Who
of tho pentathli then was tho victor? Mod<;ni

writers have said that the prize was either awarded
3 I. 2
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to him who had been victorious in all the fire games,

or to the person who had conquered his antagonist

in at least three of the games
;
but nothing can lie

determined on this point with any certainty. That
the decision as to who was to be reworded was

considered ditficttltby the Greeks themselves, soems

to be implied by the fuel that at Olympia there

were three hellonodicac for the pentathlon alone.

(Paus. r. 9. § 5.)

As regards the Tpxay^t6s mentioned above, sereral

statements of ancient writers suggest, that the

whole of the pentathlon was not alwa^'s performed

regtilarly and from beginning to end ; and the

words by which they designate the abridged game,

Tpiayfi6i^ &iroTptd^«(K, and rpxa\ irept«rv(u, ktad us

to suppose that the abridged contest only consisted

of three games, and most probably of those throe

w'hich gave to the pentathlon its peculiar character,

vis. leaping and throwing the discus and the spear. '

(Dion Chrysost, Aioy. i. p. 279, ed. Reiske
;
Schol. 1

ad ArisiH. ap. Phot. Cod. p. 40.9, rt<’kker
;
MUllcr,

Ancient Art and it$ Item. § 423. 3.) The reason

for abridging the pentathlon in this manner may
have been the wish to save time, or the circum-

stance that athletac who had l>cen conquered in

the first three games were frequently diacouraged,

and declined continuing the contest. When the

triagmos was introduced at Olympia is not raen-

tioruKi any where, but Krause infers W’ith great

proltobility iiom Pausonias (r. 9. § 3) that it was
in 01. 77.

The pentathlon required and dercloped ver^’

great elasticity of all parts of the body, w’liencc it

was principally performed by young men (Schol.

ad /Vu/. Amat. p. 135, d, &c.) ; and it is probably

owing to the fact, that this game gave to all parts

of the body their harmonious development, that

Aristotle {hket. i. 5) calls the pentathli the most

handsome of all athletae. The pentathlon was for

the same reason also regarded as very* beneficial in

a medical p«iint of view, and the Eicon Hysmon,
who had from hit childhood sutTered from rheuma-

tism, was cured by practising the pentathlon, and
became one of the most distinguished athletac.

(Paus. ri, 3. § 4.) (Compare G. Fr. Philipp, I)e

PentaOJo sice ^inquertio Commentatioy Berlin,

1827; Kmose, (iymnastik und Agonistik der Ild-

/cffcn, pp. 478—497.) [L. S.]

PENTECO'NTERUS i:ittvTy\Kirropoi). [Na-
VIS, p. 784, s.]

PENTECOSTE (wvrTnaoori)), a duty of two
per cent levied upon all exports and imports at

Athens. (Ilarpocr. s. v. Il«yn}KoarI).) Thus, it

wms levied on com (Demosth. c. Neaer. 1353)
;

which, however, could only be imported, export-

otion being prohibited by law (Demosth. e. Lacr.

941) ; and also on woollen cloth, and other mann.
factored goods. (Demosth. c. 3/^. 558.) On im-

ports the duty was {^siyable on the tinloading

(Demosth. c./^<T. 932); on exports, probably,

when they were put on board. The money was

collected by persons called irvio'TjaooToAdyoi, who
kept a book in w’hich they entered all customs re-

ceived. Dem(wthencf refers to their entry (4iro-

7pa^)« to prove that a ship was not laden w'ith

more than a certain quantity of gooda (c. Phorm.

909.) The merchant w'ho paid the duty w'as

said vivTTjKOKTsvcirdcu. All the customs appear

to have been let to farm, and probably from year

to year. They were let to the highest bidders by
the ten wwAiTTof, acting under the authority of the
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senate. The farmers were called tsXwfcu, and w’cro

said i»vutr$ai rijv irtvTrfHOCrkr. They might either

collect the duty themselves, or om]»loy others for

that purpose. Several persons often joined together

in the sp>oculation, in w'hich case the princi^, in

w hose name the bidding took place, and w ho was
responsible to the state, was called or

r€\wydpxvf‘ Sureties were usually required.

(Demosth. c. TYmocr. 713 ; Andoc. de Afyst. 17, ed.

Steph.) Whether the customs on dilTerent articles

of merchandise wore fanned altogether, or sepa-

rately, does not appear. The coni-duty at least

was kept distinct (Demosth. e. Xeacr. 1353): and
this was the case with anotlier tax. (Aeich. c.

Timarch. 16.) With r^’specl to the amount of iho

revenue derived from this source, the reader may
consult D(k:kh (Pul/. Kcou. o/‘ Athens^ p. 315, Ac.,

2d ed.). The has been thought by
some to be the same with the men-
tioned by Pollux (viii. 132, ix. 30), but this w’as

more prolutbly a duty paid for the use of the har-

bour, w’hether goods wore unladen or not
;
and w as

perhaj>8 the same as the ixaroirT^, nientii>m*d by
Xenophon (de Hep. Ath. i. 17) as being paid by
foreign ships entering the Peiraeeus, and alluded to

by Aristophanes. (Pesp. 658.) Bockh's conjec-

ture, that, besides a personal borlMuir due, a duty
was levied of one per cent, on all the goods on
board, appears less probable

;
for it would be un-

reasonable to exact a customs duty on goods not

landed ; and, if they wore to be landed, why
should the it9vTriKQa^ be rerjuired in addition to

the ijcaToo’T'^. [C. R. K.]
PENTECOSTYS (wcvrrjitooTus). [Exkkci-

TUK, p, 48.3, a.]

PEPLUM (WwXor), a sbaw-l, differing from

the Chlamvs in being much larger, and from thn

Pallium in being finer and thinner and also con-

siderably larger. It was sometimes used as a
cover to protect valuable article* of furniture (Horn.

//. V. 194) or to adorn a throne (Od. vii. 96), but
most commonly as a part of the dress of females

(Horn. //. V. 3*15, 734, 735, viii. 384, Od. xv, 123
•—128, *a»6s^ 21, xiv. 178; Eurip. Jlec. 1013,
Med. 791 ;

Thcocrit. i. 33) ;
although instancct

occur, even among the Gri'cks, in which it is worn
by the other sox, unless we suppose the term to be

in these instances improperly put fitr^pos. (Eurip.

/ofi, 1033
;

Thcocrit. vii. 17.) In Persia and
other Eastern countries the shawl was no doubt
worn anciently, as it is at the pn'sent day, hy
lioth sexes. (Aeschyl. /*crs. 204, 474, 1030, 1061.)
Also in Bacchanalian processions it was worn by
men both in allusion to Oriental habits, and because

they then avowedly assumed the dress of females.

(Eurip. Dacck. 783—791.) Women of high rank
w*orc their shawls so long os to trail npon the ground.

(TpwdSas jAxe«rnr«irXot;r, Horn. ll. vi. 442 ;

TOj^nrAoy, Oti. iv. 305.) Like all other pieces

of cloth used for the Amicthii, it was often

fastened by means of a brooch [Fibula] (Soph,

Track. 920 ; Calliro. /.or. PaH. 70 ; A|>ollon.

Rhod. iii. 833), und was thus displayed upon iho

statues of female divinities, such ns Diana (Brunck,

Anal. iii. 206) and the goddess Rome. (Sidon.

Apollin. Carm. v. 18.) ft was, however, fre-

quently w'om without a brooch in the manner
represented in the annexed wiK>dcut, w'hich is

copied from one of Sir Wm. Hamilton's vases

(vol. iii. pi. 58). Each of the females in this group

wears a shift falling dowm to her feet [Tunica],
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and over it an ample tbawl, which the paaiet en-

tirdy round her Ix^y and then throwi the looae ‘

extremity of it OTer her left shoulder and Whind
her back, as is distinctlv seen in the sitting figure.

The shawl was also often worn so as to cover the

head while it enveloped the body, and more espe-

cially on occasion or a funeral (sec a’oodcuta, p.

657), of * marriage, when a very splendid shawl

( woordt, 1 Afatxak. L *27) was worn by the bride.

The following woodcut (from Bartoli, Admir. /torn.

Aid. pi. 57) may be supposed to represent the mo-
ment when the bride, so veiled, is delivered to her

husband at the door of the nuptial chamber. lie

wears the Pallium only ; she has a longshiftl)e-

« neath her shawl, and is supported by the pronuba.

Thus veiled the poets represented Anrora and
Night, but with this difference, that the one arose

expanding a shawl dyed with saflhm {Kpotc6irrw\ot

Horn. IL viil I, xxiii. 2*27), whereas ahinck
one enveloped the other (^uAd^sexXot Nu{, Eurip.

/oa, 1150).

Of all the productions of the loom shawls were
those on which the greatest skill and labour were
bestowed. So various and tasteful were the sub-

jects which they represented, that poets delighted

to describe them. The art of weaving them n-as
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entirely Oriental (3ap€dpwr b^Aafucra., Eurip. /cm,

1 159) ;
those of the most splendid dyes and curious

workmanship wore impf»rted from Tyre and Sidnn

(Horn. Jl, vi.*289
—

‘294 )t ^ whole book was written

by Polemo ** Conferminp the Shturie at ('arthwfe.'*

(Atken. xii. p 541.) Hence ** shawls ** (wsrAoi,

Clem. Alex. Strom, vi. 1. p. 736, ed. Potter) was
one of the titles of works of nn iinngiiuili\e or

descriptive chorocUT, and was adopted to intimate

the variety of their subji^cta and the beautiful mtKio

of displaying them. A book, intended to depict

some of the characters in the Iliad, and denomi-

nated “The Shawl,** was ascribed to Aristotle.

(,Kiistath. »» II. it. 5.^7.) Vnrro also wrotea

t/rafthy (wtvXoypa^a^ Cic arl Ait. xvL 11.) As
a specimen of the subjects delineated a shawl may
be mentioned, which exhibited the frame of (he

world. (Mart. Capella, I<. vi. in Maltaire's Cor’

pus I*oetarumyXo\. i\. p. I44fi.) Euripides descrilioa

one which represented the sun, moon, and stars,

and which, with various others containing hunting-

pieces and n great variety of subjects, belonged to

the temple of A]>ollo at Ibdphi, and was used to

form a magnificent tent for the purpose of an entor-

tainmeot (/'>s, 1141— 116*2)
;

for it is to be ob-

served, that stones of shawls wen* not only kept by
wealthy individuals (Horn. Od, xv. 104— lOH),

but often constituted a very important port of the

treasures of a temple (Kurip. /os, 3*29, 330), haring

been presented to the*divinity on numerous occa-

j

sions by suppliants and devotees. (Horn. //. vi.27l

—304 ; Virg. Am. I 4«0,O>. 21—35.) [Com-
pare Dusakia ;

Panatiixnaka
;

Paktopho-
Rua.1 [J. V.]

PKR CONDICTIO'NEM. ThU I^U Actio,

says Gains, was so called l>ecausc the plaintiif gave

notice to the defendant to he present on the

thirtieth day af\er the notice in order that a judex
might be appointed. (Comp. <>ell. x. 24.) It was

,

an actio in pers'>nam and applicable to those cases

in w’hich tlie plaintilf required the defendant to

give something (^smi iuteutiU rfori oftotierr). This
Ix'gis Actio was introduced by a I.ex Silia in the

COSO of a fixed sum of money (certa ;*ceu«iVi), and
by a Lex Caipurnia in the case of any definite

thing. Gaius observes that it does not appear why
this form of action tvas needed, for in. a case of
** dari oportere ** there was the i^emmentum, and
the Per Judicis postulationem. The name Con-

dictio was applied to actiones in personam, after

the legis actiones fell into disuse, though impro-

perly, for the notice ^euuntiatio) whence the legis

actio took its name w'as dUcontioned. (Gaius, iv.

18, Ac.) [O.L.]
PKR JUDICIS POSTIIL.ATIO'NE.M was

one of the Legis Actiones. The passage in Gains

is wanting in which this form of action is descrilted.

There are some remarks on this Actio by Puchta,

/sM. il § 154, 162. (O.L.1 -

PER MANUS INJECTIO'NEM. [Manuj
Invsctio.]

PER PUONORIS CAPIO'NE.M or CAP-
TIO'NEM. This was one of the I^is Actiones

or old Forms of procedure, which in some caws
was founded on custom (mos), in others on enact-

ments (trjr). It was founded on military usage in

the following cases. A soldier might seise as a

pledge (jriymuM capert) anything belonging to tlio

person who had to fornUb the aes militare, in ense

ho did not make the proper payments ; he miglit

also iTinke a seizure in respect of the money due
3 L 3

Digitte'- by Googli-
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(o him for the purchasi* of a hon^c (r«*4 eqtte$frr\

and also in rc*spwl of the allowance for the fooil of

his horse (ucj konlatriuin)^ upK>n what belonged to

the person whose duty it was to make the pay*

meiit. Origiimlly, such pa>Tiicnts were fixed ujMm

jnrlicular persons, and not made ovit of the Aera-

rium (Liv. i. 43 ; Guius, ir. *27). The Iwiw of the

Twelve Tables allowed a pignoris enpio in respect

of |wy duo for the hire of a beast, when the hire

money was intended for a sacrifice. By a spt’cial

law (the name is not legible in the MS. of Uaius)

the publicani had the right pignoris capionis in re-

s|K'ct of Tectignlia puLlica which were due by any
lex. The thing was s^ ix^’d ( fnt/nv.'i eupifiniiur)

with certain formal w'ordx, and for this reason it

was hy some considered to be a legis actio. Others

did not allow it to be a legis actio, because the

proceeding was extra jus, that is, not before the

Praetor, and generally also in the absence of the

person whose propi'rty was seized. The pignus

could also be sei;^ on a dies nefastus, or one on

which a legis actio was not permitted.

It np]K^rs from a pa.Mage of Gains, in which he

sp(‘aks of the legal fiction that was afterwards in-

troduced into the Formula by which the publicani

recovered the vectigalia, that the thi»»g seized was
only taken ns a security and was redeemed hy
payment of the sum of money in respect of which
It was seized. In caserd* non-payment, there must
however have been a pow'cr of sale, and accordingly

this pignoris capio resembled in all respects a
pignus proper, except as to the want of consent on

the part of the p<Tson whose property was seized.

It dui*s not appear whether this U'gis actio was the

origin of the law of pledge, as subsequently de-

veloped
; but it seems not improbable. (Gains, ir.

2b', dec. ; Cic. Verr, iii. 11 ;
Piynorit otpio^ Gell.

Tii. JU.) [G. L.]

PKKA, dim. PE'UULA (ir^pa), a wallet, made
of leather, worn suspended at the side Ly rustics

and by travellers to carry their provisions (Mart,

xiv. 81) and adopted in imitation of them by the

Cynic philosophers. tDi(^. L.iert. vi. 13 ; Brunck,
Anal, i, 223, ii. 2*2, 28 ; Auson. Kpiff. 53.) The

PERGULA.
preceding woodcut is the representation of a gnat-

herd with his statf and wallet from the column of

Theodosius, formerly at Constantinople. (Menes^
trior, iJiscrijHion tic la Ctd. /jiW. Par. 1702. pi,

10.) f.r. Y.j
PEUDUE'LLIO. fMAJESTAS, p. 725.]

PKKDUELUO'NIS DUU'MVIRI were two
officers or judges appointed for the purpose of try-

ing |KT8ons who w’crc accused of the crime of

perduellio. Niebuhr believes that they were the

same as the quacstores pniricidii,nnd WiJter(G>jcA.
(ies Horn. Jiechts^ p. 24. note 1.*)) agrees with him,
though in a later port of his work (p. 855. note

20) he admits that they were distinct. It ap-

pears from a comparison of the following p.issagcs,— Liv. L 26 ;
Dig. I tit. 2. a. 2. § 23 ; Fest, $. r.

Parici and Sororiuniy— either that some of the

ancient writers confound the duumviri p*Tduel-

lionis and the quacstores parricidii, or th.vt, at

least during the kingly period, they were the

same persons
;

fur in giving an account of the

same occurrence, some writers call the judges
quacstores pniricidii, while others cal! them duum-
viri perdueilionis. After the cstablishnient of the
republic, however, there can be no doubt that

they were two distinct offices, for the quaesUin-s

were appointed regularly every year, whert'os the

duumviri were appointed very rarely and only-

in cases of emergency, as had been the case during

the kingly period. (Liv. iL4l, vi. 20 ;
Dion Cass,

xxxvii. 27.) Livy (126) represents the duumviri
perdueilionis as being np|M>inted by the kings, but

from Junius Gracchanus (Dig. 1. liL 13. s. 1 ; com-
pare Tacit. Anna!, xi. 22) it appears that they
were proposed by the king and np|»ointod by the

populuj {rcije$ populi tu/Tmtjio ertubant). During
the early part of the republic they were appointed

by the coniitia curiaUi, and afterwards by tho

coroitia centnriata, on the proposal of tho consul*.

(Dig. 1 . tit. 2. s. 2. § 23 ; Cic, pro HaUr. 4. Ac.)

In the case of Habirius (h. c. 63), however, this

custom was violated, as the duumviri were ap-

pointed by the praetor instead of by the comitia

centuriata, (Dion C^*. l.e. ; Cic. /. c, ; Suet Cacs.

12.) In tho time of the emperors no duumviri
perdueilionis were ever appointed.

The punishment for those who were found guilty

of perduellio ^•as death
;
they were cither hanged

on the arbor infelix or thrown from the Tarpeian
rock. But when the duumviri found a person

guilty, he might appeal to the people (in early times

the populus, nftTwards the comitia centuriata), as

was done in the first case which is on record (Liv.

i. 26), and in the last which is that of Ibibirius,

whom Cicero defended bt*fore the people in an

oration still exUint. Marcus Ilnmtius who had
slain his sister, was acquitted, but was neverthe-

less obliged to undergo some symbolical punish-

ment he had to |>ass under a yoke with his

head covered. The house of those who were exe-

cuted for perduellio, was mzed to the ground, and
their relatives were not allowed to mourn for them.

(Dig. 3. tiL 2. s. 1 1
. § 3 ;

comp. Becker, ffamlbuck
tier Pom. AUerth. ii. 2. p. 329, Ac.) [L. S.J

PKHEGUl'NUS. fCiviTAS (Roman.)]
PE'UtiULA, appears to have been a kind of

booth or Bumll house, which ,affionled scarcely any
protection except by its roof, so that those who
passed by could easily look into it. It scrv'od

both a« a workshop (Dig. 5. tiu ). s. 19) and a
stall where things were exhibited for sale. We

Di-
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for instance, that |iaintcn exhibited their

worki in a perguU that they might be aeon by

thoM who poMcd by (LucU. a/>. U»Hani, i. 22),

and Apelles is said to have cona*alcd himself in

his porgiila behind his metnres that he might over-

hoar the remarks of those who looked at them.

(Plin. H. N. zxxT. 36. § 12.) Such places were

occupied br persons, who, either by working or

sittmg in them, wished to attract the attention of

the public. (Salmas, ad Script, llut. Aug. pp. 458,

459.) Hence we find them inhabited by poor

philosophers and grammarians who gave instruction

and wished to attract notice in order to obtain

pupils. (SueL Atuj. .94, lUuMr. Grammat, IB
;

Klav, Vopisc. Salumin. 10 ;
Juven. xL 137.)

It should be obsci^'cd that scholars do not agree

as to the real meaning of pergula: ScaIiger(uJ

Plant. P$emL I 2. 79) describes it os a part of a

house built out into the street, as in some old

houses of modem times ; Kmesti {ad Suet. Ang.

94) thinks that a prrgiila is a little room in the

upper part of a house which was occasionally used

by poor philosophers as an obsen*atory. Dut neither

of these two definitions is so applicable to all the

passages in which the word occius as that which

we have proposed. [L. S.j

PKItlACTOS (»tpfturrof ), a theatrical machine,

consisting of three scenes, placed in the form of a
triangle (or rather, triangular prism) on a revolving

platfurm, to that, by simply turning the machine,

the scene could be clion;^. It was chiefly used

when a god was to be introduced W'ilh the acenm-

poniment of thunder. The name was also applied

to the space which w*as provided for the machine

in the erection of the theatre, (Vitruv. v. 7 ;

Pollux, iv. 126.) [P.S.]

PEIUDEIPNON {wtplZuTnoy). [Fu.nus,

p. 557, b.]

PER IDRO'M ID ES. [X ystus.]

PEUIOECI (irspiotaoi). This word properly

denotes the inhabitants of a district lying around
I

some particular locality, but is gcnemlly used to

descril« a dependent population, living without

the walls or in the country'provinces of a domin-
* ant city, and although personally free, deprived of

the enjoyment of citizenship, and the political

rights conferred by it. The words vvyoiKoi and
fitroiKoi have an analogous meaning.

A political condition such as that of the Pcrioeci

of Greece, and like the vassalage of the Germanic
imtiuns, could hardly have originated in anything

else than foreign conquest, and the Periueci of

Laconia furnish a striking illustration of this.

Their origin dates from the Dorian conquest of the

Peloponnesus, when the old inhabitants of the

country, the Achainns, submitted to their con-

querors on certain conditions, by which, according

to Epliorus (Slrab, viiL p. 364 X they were left

in puasession of their private rights of citizenship

{l<roTipia\ such as the right of intermarriage with

the Dorians, and also of their political franchise.

They suffered indeed a partial deprivation of their

lands, and were obliged to submit to a king of

foreign race, but still they remained equal in

law to their conquerors, and were eligible to

all offices of slate except the sovereignitv. 'lod-

ropoi iroAirslav Ktd

(Arnold, Thucyd. voi. i. p. 641.) But this state

of things did not last long : in the next generation

after the conquest, either fwm the lust of increased

dominion on the pirt of the Dorians, or from an
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unsuccessful attempt by the Acbaiant to regain

their indepi'ndence, the relation between the two
parties was changed. The Aebnians were reduced

from citizens to vassals
;
they were made tributary

to Sparta (crvrrcAfir), and their lands were sub-

jected to a tax, perhaps not so much for the sake
of revenue as in token of their dependence (Kphor.

L e.) ; they lost their rights of citizenship {lao-

rtfda)^ such as that of intermarriage with the I>o-

rians, the right of voting in the general assembly,

and their eligibility to important offices in tho

state, such as that of a senator, Ac. It does not,

however, appear that the Pcrioeci (especially in the
Historic times) were generally an oppresscnl peo-

ple, though kept in a state of politick inferiority

to their conquerors. On the contrary, the most
distinguished amongst them were admitted to offices

of trust (Thucyd. viii. 61 X and sometimes invested

with naval command (Id. viiL 22), but prolubly

(Hily because they were bettor suited for it than the

Spartans themselves, who did not sot a h igh value on

good sailorship. Moreover, tho Pcrioeci sometimes

served at heavy-armed soldiers or troops of the line :

at tho battle of Plataeac, for instance, they supplied

10,0U0 men, 5000 hoplites and 5000 light-armed

(Herod, ix. 61), a circumstance which seems to

imply a difference of rank connected with a dif-

ference of occupation amongst the Pcrioeci them-
selves. Again, at Sphocti'ria 292 prisoners wem
taken, of whom 120 were .Spartins and the rest

wfpioiKoi. (MUJIcr, iii. 2. ^ .3.) We also read of

aoAol uiiyaBolj **
or accomplished and well born*'

gentlemen, amongst the Pcrioeci serving as

volunteers in the Spartan service, (Xen. UrU. v.

3. § 9.) Rut still it is not to be expected, it is

not natural, that men competent to the discharge

of high functions in a state, and bearing its

burdens, should patiently submit to an exclusion

fixim all political rights. Accordingly we find, th.at

on the rising of the Helots in b. c. 464, some of

the Periooci joined them. (Thncyd-i. 101.) When
the Theirs invaded Laconia (B. c. 369)i
Periooci were ready to help them. (Xen. llell. vi.

5. § 25.) In connection with the insurrection of

Cimulon we are told that the Periooci were most

bitter against the ruling Spartans. (Id. iii. .1. § 6.)

From these and other facts (Clin. h\ If. Append,

xxii.) it ’appears that the Pcrioeci of Licnnia, if

not an n^ipressid, w'orc sometimes a disaffected and
discontented ct.'iss

; though in cast’s of strong ex-

citement, or of gcnenil danger to the wh«»Ie of

Greece, they identified thcm-selves with their con-

querors. The very relation indeed which snltsisted

between them was sufficient to produce in Sparta a

jealousy of her subjects, w ith coTres|M<nding feelings

on their {lart Nor can we suppose th.at the l>orians

w'ould willingly permit the Periooci to acquire

strength and opulence, or even to settle in latge

tow’ns. (Thirlwall, //M/.q/'6Vrcfe,Tol.i. |»..107.) In

fact it is stated by isoemtes (/Vno/5. p. .307), that

the Dorians intentionally weakened the Aclmiana

by dispersing them over a great number of hamlets,

which they called irdActr, though they were

powerful than the country parishes of Attica, and

were situated in the most impruductive parts of

Laconia, the best land of which was resen'cd for the

Spartans. It is noX however, necessary to under-

stand the orator os speaking of a uniform practice ;

and another of his statements, to the effect that tho

I

Kphori conld put any of the Pcrioeci to death

I
(p. 271) without trial, is either a |»orverKion of tho

3 r. 4
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or arose from his cunfouading the Periocci

with the lielota.

Still the grierances of the Perioeci were not

after nil intolerahle, nor do they seem to have been

treated with wanionni-w or inwdence. The distance

at which many of them lived from Sparta, must have

rendered it impossible for them to share in the ad*

ministration of the state, or to attend the public

assemblies
;
a circumstance which must in some

measure have blunted their sense of their political

inferiority. Nor were they subjected to the rc-

stmints and severe discipUne which the n>‘cessity

of maintaining their political supremacy im|Ki«ed

upon the Spartans, making them more like an
** army of occupation in a conquered coiintrj',” or a
** bclcugurcd garrison,” than a society of men
united for civil government and mutual advantage.

By way of compensation, too, the Perioeci enjoyed

many advantages (though not considered as privi*

leges) which the Spartans did not The trade and
manufactures of the country were exclusively in

their hands, and carried on by them with the more
facility and profit os they occupied maritime towna
The cultivation of the arts also, as well in the

higher as in the lower departments, was confined

U> the Perioeci, the Spartans considering it beneath

themselves
; and many distinguished artists, such

os embossers and brass-founders, were found in the

I^conian schools, all of whom were probably

PerioecL (Muller, Dor. iii. 2. §3.) Nor is there

wanting other evidence, though not altogether free

from doubts, to show that the Spartan provincials

were not in the least checked or shackled in the

development of their intellectual powers. (Thirl-

Tvall and Muller,//, ce.) Moreover, it seems natural

to suppose that they enjoyed civil rights in the com-
munities to which they belonged, and w'hich other-

wise would scarcely have been called v6\9ts
;
but

whcihrr or no these cities liad the power of elect-

ing their own chief nmgistnite is a matter of conjec-

ture. Ephoruii, indeed (/. c.), informs us that on the '

conquest of the Peloponnesus by the Dorians, tliey
|

divided the country of Laconia into six districts,

four of which were left in the possession of the

Achaians ft»d governed by inagistroU's sent from

Sparta ;
hut we do not know how long this prac-

tice lasted, nor can wc draw any conclusions with

rcsp**ct to the govcnimcnt of Laconia in general

from the example of Cythcra, to which a Spartan

officer was annually sent under the peculiar title

of or the “Justice of Cylbenu”
The number of I^onian (as they are called)

or subject cities, is said to have formerly amounted

to lUO. (Sirab. viii. p. 362.) Several of them lay

on the coast, as Oythium, the port of SiMxrta
;

W'hence the whole const of Laconia is called ij

wcpiotKi'v. (Thucyd. lii. 16.) Many, however, lay

more inland, as Thuria (Thucyd. i. lOl) and

('ardamyle, which si'cmi to have belonged to the

old Messenia. The inhabitants of the district of

Sciros (q SKiptru), on the confines of Arcadia, seem

to have l>ecn distinct from the other Perioeci

(Xen. I/rIL v. 2. § 24), and in Imtllewere posted by

themselves on the left wing. (Thucyd. v. 67.) An
enumeration of the principal of these cities is given

in Clinton. (Fiut. Ihtl. App. c.22.) Tho Perioeci

also occupied tho Uland of Cythera, at the port of

which the l^icedaemonian merchants usually put

in, on their voyages home from Egypt and Libye.

(Thucyd, iv. 53, vil 57.) We have said that

the Perioeci living in these towns were the de-
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sceiid.ants of the old inhabitants of the country, but
wo must not suppose they were exclusively so.

Some of them on the contrary were foreigners,

who had either accompanied (he Dorians on their

invasion of l^aconia, or been afterwards Invited by
them to supply t!ie place of the dispossessed

Achnians. One of these cities, Boia, is even said

to have been founded by a llemcleid chief (Strab.

p. 364) ; and another, Gcronthrae, w*as peo)>lcd hr
colonists sent from Sparta, after it was evacuaU'd

by the old inhabitants. (Paus. iiL 22. $5.)
The number of Perioeci in the Persian war

is thus determined by Clinton (L c.) :
•— “At the

batOe of Piataene in B. a 479, the Perioeci supplied

10.000 men. If we assume this proportion to be
the same as that which the Spartan force bore to

the whole number on the same occasion, or five-

eighths of the whole number of citizens, this

would give 16,000 for the males of full age,

and the total population of this class of the

inhabitants of Laconia would amount to about

66.000 persons.”

In the later times of Spartan history, tho
Perioecian towns of the coast (I^iconicae orae cas-

tclla ct vici) were detached from Sparta by T.
Quintius Flaminimis, and placed under the protec-

tion of the Achainn league. (Muller, ill 2. § 1 ;

Liv. xxxiv. 29, 30, xxxviil SI.) Subset|ucntly

to this the emperor Augustus released 24 towns
from their subjection to Sparta, and formed them
into separate communities, under laws of their own.
They were consequently calUnl EIeuthero-Lncon«*s.

(Paus. ill 21. g 6.) But even in the time of Pausa-

nins some of the I^aconlan towns w'ero not airro-

w6noiy but dependent upon Sparta ((rvrr«\oD<rai

XwiipTr\y).

A class of Perioeci, and also of Helots, has been
said by MUllcr to be the basis of the Dorian form of

government ; wc may therefore expect to find Peri-

I

occi amongst other Dorian communiiios,as well as at
^ Sparta, as, for instance, Elis and Argos, and the

Boeotian Thebes: the dependent towns of which
states formed separate communities, as Thespiao
under Thelics, the Trj'phylian cities in Elis, and
Orneae under .\rgoi, though they could not be called

ahroySfioi. (Wacbsmuth, i. 1. p. 161.) From the

last mentioned town, which was long independent,

but reduced about u. c. 500, all the Argive Perioeci

derived^their name of Omcatae. About the time

of the Persian war, however, the inhabitants of the

towns surrounding Argos were received into the

city as avvoncoi^ and admitted to the rights of

citizenship ; a change which was attended with a
revolution in the constitution of Argos, and gave
additional force to its democmey. (MUller, iii. 4.

§ 2.) Tho Dorian cities of Crvle also had their

Perioeci (Arisl. Prd. il 7), as well as the colonics

of Cyrene and Thera. (Herod, iv. 161.)

TIio Perioeci of antiquity have been compared
to other bodies, such as the plebs of Home, and the

communities of tho Athenian derai or parisbes.

But the only resemblance they bore to the latter

was in the similarity of their position relative to

the chief city of their country, nor did the fonner

body sLind in the some relation to the Patricians

as the Laconian provincials did to the Spartan

citizens. Mmlem history furnishes fitter objects

of comparison in the Norman conijucst of England
and the city of Augsburg. (Aniold, Tkucttd. voL i.

!
App. 1 anti 2.) The burghers or free citizens of

i

Augsburg lived in the city, while there grew up
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about them a distinct and large community living

without the city, chiefly formed of the eman-
cipated vassals of the dominant class, and called

** PfahlblirgiT,” or citizens of the ^ pale,” the
i

suburbs in which they lived being surrounded by

pilisndes. The Norman conquest of England pre-

sents a striking parallel to the Dorian conquest of

Laconia, both in its achievement and consequences.

The Saxons, like the old Achaians, were deprived

of their lands, excluded from all offices of trust and
dignity, and reduced, though personally free, to a

state of political slavery. The *Nommns on the

contrary, of whatever rank in their own country,

were all nobles and warriors, compared with the

conquered Saxons, and for a long time enjoyed ex-

clusively the civil and ecclesiastical odmiulstration

of the land.

For further details see Arnold, Thutyd, lib. L c.

101, and Appt'ndix ii. ; Thieny’, IliiAmre de In

Cvmptiie de t'Amjlettm far lei Aon»a*n/s, Lirres

iv.—vii. [ H. W. ]

PERPPOI.I (irsplwoAoi). [EpiiKnua.J

PERI'PTEROS. [Templum.]
PERl'SCELIS (wspjCKsAfy, Long, Past, i. 2 ;

Menander, ap. Pollue. ii. 194, v. 100, llor. JCp. i.

1 7. 56 ;
Petron. 67). Much controversy has arisen

with regard to the true meaning of this word.

The etymology points out merely that it was some-

thing worn round the leg (wcpl inrfXor), but from

the context of the passage in Horace where it is

found we must at once infer that it was a trinket.

The Scholiast explains it os ^ ornamentum pedis

circum crura,” and hence we can scarcely doubt

that it denotes on anklet or bangle, especially smcc
we know that these were commonly worn not only

by the Orientals, the Kg^'ptians, and the Greeks,

but by the K«>mon ladies also. (Plin. //. xxxiit.

3. s. 1*2
; compare Wilkinson's Ancient Kiryptians^

Tol. iii. p. 374.) This explanation perfectly ac-

cords with the expressions of Tcrtullian (deCu/tu

AVwmarv/n, ii. sub hn.), where the periscelium is

spr>ken of as decorating the leg in the same manner
as the bracelet adorns the wrist and the necklace

the throat. The anklet is frequently represented

in the paintings of Greek flgurei on the walls of

Pompeii, ns in the following representation of a

Nereid, (.t/aseo Bortonico^ voL vi. tav. xxxiv.)

It must be observed, however, that the Greek
lexicographers Hcsychius, Photiu8,nnd Suidas, in-

terpret irepiffneXTi and irepurKdXia by /Spoicaia,

^^irdAio, and St. Jerome {Epist. ad Fabiol.) ex-

pressly states that the Greek were the

same with the Latin fcminalia^ that is, drawers

reaching from the navel to the knees. In the

Septuagint we find ir*pi9K*Kts (sc. (»Zvp.d) in

IM-nSONA. 889
' Exod. xxviii. 42, xxxix. 28, I>evit. vi. 10, and

I

repiffniXiov in Leviu xvL 4, which enr tninslalurs

j

uniforndy render, and opj»areiitly with accuracy,

I
linm breeches. [W. U.J
PKRISTI ARCIIUS {wtpteriapxos). [Kcx;lk-

SIA, p. 44), b.]

PERISTRO'MA. [Tapes; Velum.]
PERISTY'LIGM as its name

implies, was a continued row or series of rows of

columns all round a court or building, in contra-

distinction to PoRTJCUS (<rrdaX in which llic pillars

did not surround n space, but were arranged in

one or more parallel lines. The enclosed court

was also called y>enWyfum. The chkf specific use
of the word is in relation to the ancient dwelling-
houies. [Domi’ 8, p. 4*28,0.] [P. S.J
PE UJ U'K 1 U .M. ( J UtiJ UR A NI) Uil. ]

PERIZO'MA (Tfpi'iwfia). [Subliuaculi'm.]
PERO (ip€uA77, dim, dp^uAli

; Xen.
Anab. iv. 5. 14), a low l>oot of unbinned bide
(cruduSy Virg. Aen. vii, 690; Brunck, Anal. i.

230), worn by ploughmen
( peronatus ara/or, Pens.

V. 102) nnd shepherds, as exemplified in the wood-
cut, at p. 808, and by others employed in rural occu-

pations. (Juv. xiv. 186.) It had a strong solo

(Theocrit. vii. 2G), and was adapted to tho ft»nt

with great exactness. (Galen, in J/ippoc. Lib. iv.)

It was also called TT^Aoirdrtv on account of its

adaptation for walking through clay and mire.

In the Greek mythology Fersous was represented

wearing boots of this description with wings at-

tached to them. (I.ycophron, 839.) Diana woro
them, when accoutred furthechacc. (Brunck, .<4 auf.

iii. 206.) [Cothurnus.]
The terra bp€v\ij is applied to an appendage to

the Greek chariot. (Eurip. JUppol. 1179, Here.
Fur. 1275.) It seems to have l^cn a shoe fast-

ened to the bottom of the chariot, into which tho

driver inserted hii foot to assist him in driving and
to prevent him from being thrown out [J. Y.J
PEUPETUA ACTIO. [Actio.]

PEKSAE or ST.VrUAE PERSICAE were
figures which were used in place of columns, like

the Caryatides, Atlantcs, and Telamones. Tho
tradition respecting their invention is that they
were first used in the Forticus Persioa which was
built at S|taria out of the spoils of the liatilc of

Plataenc (Vitruv. i. 1. § 6). Pnusanias, however,

(iii. 2) describes the statues of the conquered Per-

sians, ns being rur Kt6vuv. [P-S.J
PKRSECUTO'RIA ACTIO. [Actio.]
PKRSO'NA (fartxi, irp6atewov or rpaawituop\

a mask. Masks were worn by Greek and Roman
actors in nearly all dramatic representations. This
custom arose undoubtedly from the practice of

smearing the face with certain juices and colour!*,

nnd of appearing in dinguise, at the festivals of

Dionysus. [Dionvria.] Now as the Greek drama
arose out of these festivals, it is highly probable

that some mode of disguising the face was ns old as

the drama itself. Choerilus of Samos, however, is

said to have been the first who introduced regul.ar

masks. (Suid. s. o. XoiplAAos.) Other writers

attribute the invention of masks to Thespis or

Aeschylus (llorat. ad Pis. 278), though the latter

bad probably only the merit of perfecting and com-
pleting the whole theatrical apparatus and costume.

I’hrynichuB is said to have first introduced femnlo

masks. (Suid. s. t*. pwixor.) Aristotle (Poet. ii.

22) was unable to discover who had first intro-

duced the use of masks in comedy. Some mosiu
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coTCPcd, like the mnaks of modem times, only the

face, but they appear more generally to have covered

the whole he^ down to the shoulders, for we
find alwiiys the hair belonging to a mask described

ns being a part of it
;
and this must have been the

case in tragedy more especially, as it was necessary

to make the head correspond to the stature of an

actor which was heightened by the cothurnus.

I. Tragic Masks. It m-ay at first seem strange

to us, that the ancients, with their refined taste in

the perception of the beautiful in form and expres-

sion, should by the use of masks have deprived

the spectators in their theatres of the possibility of

observing the various expressions, of which the

human face is capable, and which with us contri-

bute so much to theatrical illusion. But it must be

remembered, that in the large theatres of the an-

cients it would have been impossible for the greater

part of the audience to distinguish the natural

features of an actor. The features of the masks
were for this same reason very strong and marked.

Again, the dramatis personae of most of the ancient

tragedies were heroes or gods, and their characters

were so well known to the spectators, that they

were perfectly typical Every one therefore knew
immediately on the appearance of such a character

on the smge, who it was, and it would have been

difficult for a Greek audience to imagine that a
god or hero should have had a face like that of

an ordinary actor. The use of the cothurnus

also rendered a proportionate enlargement of the

countenance absolutely necessary, or else the figure

of an actor would have been ridiculously dispro-

portionate. Lastly, the solemn character of ancient

tragedy did not admit of such a variety of expres-

sions of the countenance as modem tragedies
; the

object of which seems to be to exhibit the whole
range of human p.issions in all their wild and self-

devouring play. How widely different are the

characters of ancient tragedy! It is, ns MUller

{Hist, of the Lit. of Anc. Greece., L p. 298) justly

remarks, perfectly possible to imagine, for example,

the Orestes of Aeschylus, the Ajax of Sophocles,

or the Medea of Euripides, throughout the whole

tragedy with the same countenance, though it would
be difficult to assert the same of a character in any
modem drama. But there is no necessity for sup-

posing that the actors appeared throughout a whole
piece with the same countenance, for if circum-

stances required it, they might surely change masks
during the inten’als between the acts of a piece.

Whether the open or half-open mouth of a tragic

mask also contributed to raise the voice of the actor,

os Ocllius (v. 7) thinks, cannot be decided here,

though we know that all circumstances tuiited to

compel a tragic actor to acquire a loud and sonorous

voice.

The masks used in ancient tragedies were thus,

for the most part, typical of certain characters, and

consequently differed according to the age, sex,

rank, and other peculiarities of the beings who
were represented. Pollux, from whom we derive

most of our information on this subject, enumerates

(iv. 133, &C.) 25 typical or standing masks of

tragedy, six for old men, seven for young men,

nine fi>r females, and three for slaves. The num-
ber ofmasks which were not typical,but represented

certain individuals with their personal peculiarities,

such as the blind Thamyris, the hundred-eyed
Argus, A.C., must have been much more numerou.s,

for Pollux by w.ny of c.xainplc mentions thirty of 1
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such peculiar masks. The standing masks of tra-

gedy are divided by Pollux into five classes.

1. Tragic mask*for old men. The mask for the

oldest roan on the stage was called ^vptas iudip^

from the circumstance of the beard being smoothly
shaved. The hair, which was in most coses attached
to the masks, uras white, and hung down with the

exception of a part above the forehead, which rose

in an acute angle, or in a round shape, and left the

temples uncovered. This rising part of the hair

was called Hynos. The checks of this mask were
flat and hanging downwards. A second m.-isk for

old men, called Ktonhs iarf}p, had grey hair, floating

around the head in locks, a full I>eard and a promi-

nent forehead, above which the hair fonned a
small 6yKos. The countenance was probably pale,

ns the adjective Aewady seems to indicate. A third

mask, called <rirapToir6\tos, had black hair mter-

spersed with grey, and was somewhat pole. It

probably represented a hero of from 40 to .50 years

of age, and in a suffering condition. The fourth

mask, /i4\as Mtp, represented a hero in his full

vigour, with black and curly hair and beard, strong

features and a high Synos. This was probably the

mask for most of the tragic heroes who were not

very much advanced in age. For a secondary class

of heroes there were two other masks, the \ay66s

and the ^avtiSTtpos i.tr(\p ; the former represented

a fair man with floating locks, a low Hynos, and a
good colour in his countenance ;

the second or

fairer roan, was pale and of a sickly appearance.

2. Tragic masks for young men. Among these

are mentioned, 1. The yfovloKos irdyxpVf^To^t a

mask intended to represent n man who had just

entered the age of manhood, and was yet unbearded,

but of a blooming and brownish complexion, and
with a rich head of hair. The name irayxpri<f’ros

probably indicates that the mask might be used
in a great variety of parts. 2. The vtavioKos olKoSy

or ^ay66s or inrtpoyKos, a fair j'outh of a haughty
or impudent character

;
his hair was curly and

formed a high Hynos
; his character was indicated

by his raised eye-brows. 3. NearloKOS irdpovKos,

resembled the preceding mask, but was somewhat
younger. The counterpart of these two was, 4, The
anaX6s, a young man of a delicate and white com-
plexion, with fair locks and a cheerful countenance

like that of a youthful god. 5. Ihyapis. There
were two masks of this name, both representing

3’oung men of an irascible appearance, of yellow

complexion and fair hair
;
the one, however, was

taller and younger, and his hair W.OS more curly

than that of the other. 6. ’nxpdr, a mask quite

pole, with hollow checks and fair floating hair.

It was used to represent sick or wounded persons.

7. The irdpwxpos might be used for the •Kayxp‘>1<rros

if this character was to be represented in a suffer-

ing or mclanchoh’ situation.

3. Tragic masks for male slarcs. P<illux men-
tions three, viz. the Si<p6(plas, which had no liynos

and wore a band round the smooth white hair.

The countenance was pale, the beard gray, the

nose sharp, and the expression of the eyes melan-
choly. The cr<pi}voxtiy(cy, or the pointed beard, re-

presented a man in his best years, with a high and
broad forehead, a high oynos, hardened features,

and a red face. The aydoipos, or the j)ug-nose, w.as

an impudent face with fair rising hair, of a red

colour and without beard.

4. Tragic masks forfemale slnres. Of these five

specimens arc mentioned, viz. the no\ia Kardnofios,
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in earlier times called wapdxp^^s, represented an

old'wonmn with long white hair, witn noble but

|HiIe features, to indicate a person who had scon

belter days ; the ypatZioy 4\tu$tpov^ an old freed-

w'oman ; tho ypaHtov oitc*TiK6y^ the old domestic

•larc : the o<ic«T<jr^K ^t(x6Kovpov^ a domestic slare

of middle age
;
and lastly tbo ii<p$€piTis^ a young

female slave.

H.’Tra^e masks/or/re«teom^. Tlie firstof these,

called KardtcofioSy representr^d a pale lady, with long

black hnir and a sad expression in her countenance.

She gcnemlly shared the sufferings of the principal

licm in a pUy. The second, called n«e6Kov(>os

resembled the former, with the exception

tluit her hair was half shorn. She was a woman
of middle age, and was probably intended to repre-

sent the wife of the chief hero, if he was not too

advanced in age. Tho third is the n«a6itovpos

wpdff^etTos, representing a newly married woman
in full bloom with long and floating hair. The
fourth is the Koi/ptfios iragfleVor, a maiden of mature
age, with short hair divided on tlic middle of the

forehead, and lying smoothly around the head.

The colour of her countenance w'oa rather pale.

There was another mask of the same name, but it

differed from the former by the following circum-

stances :— the hair was not divided on the forehead
,

or curled, but wildly floating, to indicate that she

had had much suffering to go through. The last

is the K6pTi^ nr young girl. This mask represented

the beauties of a maiden's fhco in their full bloom,

such os the face of Donae, or any other great

beauty was conceived to have been.

The account which Pollux gives of the tragic

masks comprehends a great numl)cr, but it is small

in comparison with the great variety of masks which
the Greeks must have used in their various trage-

dies, for every hero and every god who was known
to the Greeks as being of a particular character,

must have been represented by a particular mask,
so that the spectators were enabled to recognise

him immediately on his appearance. For this

very reason the countenances of the gods, heroes,

and heroines, roust, in point of beauty, have been

AS similar as possible to their representations in

statues and paintings, to which the eyes of the

Greeks were accustomed
;
and the distorted masks

W'iih widely open mouths, which are seen in great

numbers among the paintings of Herculaneum and
Pompeii (see the annexed woodcut from Mu*eo
liorhon. voL i. tab. 2fl) would give but a very in*

ndctpiatc notion of

the masks used at

Athens during the

most flourishing pe-

riod of the arts. All

the representations

of tragic masks be-

longing to this pe-

riod, do not show
the slightest trace

of ciajgyoration or

distortion in the filatures of the countenance, and
the mouth is not opened w'iderthan would l>c neces-

sary to enable a person to pronounce such sounds

os oA or ha. In later times, how'ever, distortions

and exaggerations were carried to a voiy great

extent, but more particularly in comic masks, so

that they in some degree were raoro caricatures

than representations of ideal or real countenances.

(Apollon. \'it. Aj/oUan. v. 9. p. 195, ed. Olear

;

Lucian, r/e &]//<//. 27,^n'icA. ‘J3, A’«yn‘«. ll,tSbma*

s. Gait 26.)

Tho annexed woodcut re-

presents some masks, one ap-

parently comic and the otlirr

tragic, which are placed at the

feet of the choragiis in the

celebrated mosaic found at

Pompeii. {Mufeo Dorbon, vol.

ii. tab. 56 ; Oell, Fotnp. vol. i.

pi. 45.)

II. Comic Masks.— In the old Attic come<lv,

in which living and distinguished persons were so

often brought upon the stage, it was necessary that

the masks, though to some extent they may have
been caricatures, should in the main (joints bo
faithful portraits of the individuals whom they
were intended to represent, os otherwise the object

of the comic poets could not have been attained.

The chorus on the other hand, as well as certain

phontAstic dramatis personae, rendered sometimes
a complete masquerade necessary

; as in those cases

when the chorcutae appeared with tho heads of
birds or of frogs, dec. We may remark here, by
the way, that the chonts of tragedy appeared gene-
rally without masks, the Kumentdes of Aeschylus
being probably only an exception to the general

rule. The masks of the characters in the old Attic

comedy were therefore, on the whole, faithful to

life, and free from the burlesque exaggerations which
we see in the masks of later times. A change was
made in the comic masks, when it was forbidden to

represent in comedy the arrhon by imitating his

person upon the stage (Schol. ad Arutoph. Kub.

31), and still more, shortly after, by the extension

of this law to all Athenian citizens. (Schol. ad
ArUUyjtk. Ach, 1149, Av. 1297 ; Suid. s. r. 'AktI-

paxos.) The consequence of such laws was, that

the masks henceforth, instead of individuals, repre-

sented classes of men, t. e. they were masks typical

of men of certain profeseioni or trades, of a particu-

lar age or station in life, and some w*cro grotesque

caricatures. A number of standing characters or
masks was thus introduced in comedy. Pollux
gives a list of such standing masks, which are

divided, like those of tragedy, into five classes.

1. C<imic mosAs fur old men. Nine njnsks of

this class are mentioned. The musk reprcstuiting

the oldest man W'os called wdmrof Tparros

:

his

head was shaved to the skin, he had'a mild ex-
pression about his eyebrows, his beard was thick,

his chi'cks hollow, and his eyes melancholy. His
complexion was pale, and tho whole expression of

the countenance was mild. 2. The vdwTros frtpos

was of a more emaciated and more vehement ap-

pearance, sad and pale ; be bad hair on his head
and a beard, but the hair was red and his cars

broken. 3. The likewise an old man,
with a thin croum of liair round his head, an aqui-

line nose, and a flat countenance. His right eye-

brow was higher than the left, 4. The irptcSuriit

had a long and floating beard, and likewise a crown
of hair round his head ; his cye'urotvs were raised,

but his whole aspect was that of an idle man. 5.

The ippurttos was bald-headed, but had a beard

and raised eyebrows, and was of angry appearance.

6. The vopyo€offK6s resembled the mask called

\vKopi}li(ios^ but his lips were contorted, the eye-

brows contracted, and the head without any hair.

7. The ippwyiiot Bivrtpos bad a pointed l>eanl,

but was otherwise without hair. 8. The
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or pointed beard, wru iikewiw bald-headed,

had extended eye-brow#, and wa* looking ill-tem-

pered. 0. Tl]c \vKofiiiitios had a thick beard,

was conspicttotii on account of his long chin, and

the fonn of his eyebrow# expressed great curiosity.

The annexed comio

mask, representing an old

man, is taken from the

Afu»eo Ifurton, rol. L

tab. A.

2. Comic masks for
yoKa<7 men. Pollux enu-

uierate# ten maaks of this

kind. 1 . The »dyxpi7<m>*

formed the transition from

the old to the young men

;

he had but few wrinkles on his forehead, showed

a musailar constitution (yvn»>€urrtK6s\ was rather

red in the face, the upper part of his bend was
bald, his hair was red, and his eycbrowi raised.

2. The ytcuflffKos fi4\as was younger than the pre-

ceding one, and w’lth low eyebrows, lie repre-

sented a young man of good education and fond of

gymnastic exercises. 8. The ytaylffKos oSAor, or

the thick-haired young man, wns young and hand-

some, and of a blooming countenance, his eyebrows
were extended, and there was <mly one wrinkle

upon his forehead. 4. The ytaylaxos avoAdt, bis

hair was like that of the Trdyxpvtrros^ but ho was
the youngest of all, and represented a tender youth

brought up in seclusion from the world. 5. The
iypotKos or rustic young man, had a dark com-
plexion, broad lips, a pug nose, and a crown of hair

round his head. 6. Tlie ivlatiirros (rrpari^Tfjf

or the formidable soldier, with block hair hanging

over his forehead. 7. The 4wUr(iorros dtOrtpar

was the same as the preceding, only younger and
of a fair complexion. 8. The koAo{ or the 6atterer,

and 9. The wapdaiTor or parasite were dark (com-

pare Athen. tI p. 237), and had aquiline noses.

Doth were apparently of a sympathising nature
;

the parasite, howercr, had broken ea^ was niciry-

looking, and had a wicked expression al>out his

eyebrows. 10. The sUoytySs represented a stranger

in splendid attire, his beard was shared and his

cheeks pierced through. The <rixfAtadr was another

parasite.

3. Comic masks far mate sJnrfs. Of this class

seven masks are mentioned. 1. The mask repre-

senting a Tcry old man was called adwiror, and had
grey hair to indicate that he had obtained his

lil>erty. 2. The yfy^td>y b^pdrvy hod his red hair

lotted, raised eyebrows, and a contracted forehead.

le was among sbvos the same character as the

among freemen. 3. The Karto rpixbf,

or fcdrw rtrpixt»ti4yoiy was half bald-headed, had
red hair and raised eyebrows. 4. The o5Aos

bfpiiroiy^ or the thick-haired slave, had red hair

and a red countenance ; he was without eyebrows,

and had a distorted countenance. .5. The dtpdwtey

p.i<Tos was bald-headed and had red hair. 6. The
btpdwvy TtTTi^ was bald-hi'oded and dork, but

had two or three slips of hair on his head and on

his chin, and his countenance was distorted. 7.

The iitiffsuTTos ityt^My^ar the ficrce-looking slave,

resembled the btpdyvy with the exception

of the hair.

4. Comic masks for cJd tcomcn. Pollux men-
tions three, vi*. the ypeX^^ov or Aunai-

a tall woman with many but small wrinkles,

and {Nile but with animated eyes
;

tlie wax^ia
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7paCf, or the fat old woman with large wrinkles,

and a band round her hi.-nd keeping the hair to-

gether
; and the ypaiSioy oixovpSy^ or the domestic

old woman. Her cheeks were hollow, and she bad
only two teeth on each side of lier mouth.

5. Comic masks far youmj %canim. Pollux men-
tions fourteen, via.— l.The ytff^ Asirriich, or the

talkative woman
;
her hair was smoothly combed

down, the eyebrows rather raised, and the com-
plexion white. 2. The yvv^ oCAtj was only dis-

tinguished for her fine head of hair. 3. The ndpri

bad her hair combed smoothly, had high and black

eyebrows, and a white complexion. 4. The
y6pi} had a whiter complexion than the former, her
hair aais bound up above the forehead, and she was
intended to represent a young woman w'ho had not
been married more than once. 5. Another mask of

the same name was only distinguished from the

former by the irregular manner in which the hair

was represented. 6. The <nraprow6\ioi A«xtik^,

an elderly woman who had once been a prostitute,

' and whose hair was partly grey. 7. The itaWcucif

resembled the former, but had a better head of

hair. 8. The rcAfior ircupinhy was more rod in

the face than the 4’et/BoNilgi), and had locks about

her COTS. 9. The iraipl^ioy was of a less good ap-
pearance, and wore a hand round the head. 10.

The itdxpv^os iralpa derived the name from the

gold with w'hich her hair was adorned. 11. The
hdfurpos iralpo, from the variegated band wound
around her head. 1 2. The AoiiwiiBio)', from the cir-

cumstance of her hair being dr\*sscd iu such o man-
ner that it stood upright upon the head in the form

of a lampas. 13. The aipa TtptKovpos represented

a female slave newly bought and wearing only a
white chiton. 14. The srapai^n<pi<rT6y was a slave

distinguished by a pug-nose and her hair
;

she

attended upon hetaerae, and worcacrocus-colourcd

chiton.

Numerous as these masks are, the list cannot by
any means be considered os complete, for we know
tliot there were other standing masks for persons

following particular kinds of trade, which arc not

mentioned in Pollux. Maeson of Megara, for ex-

ample, is said to have uivcntcd a peculiar mask
called after his own name fsedao/v^ another for a
slave, and a third to represent a cook. (Athen. xiv.

p. G.59.) From this pa.ssage of Athenaeus we also

learn that Stephonus of Dyiantium wrote a work
T«pi irpoiTwirvy.

III. Masks rssn in the Satvric Dr.xma.
The masks used m this species of the Greek drama
were intended to represent Satyrs, Silenus and
similar companions of Dionysus, whence the ex-

pressions of the countenances and the form of their

heads may easily be imagined. Pollux only men-
tions the grey-headed Satyr, the unbearded Satyr,

Silcnus, and the irdinroi, and adds that the charac-

ters of all the other Satvric masks cither resembled

lht*8c, or were sufficiently expressed in their nan;es,

e.p. the Papposilenus was an old man with a very

predominant animal character. (Compare KichstMdt,

de fhamate (.hmicO‘Sa/yrico^ p. 81.) A grolejwpie

mask of a Satyr, together with one of the finest

specimens of a tragic m.ask, is contained in the

Townly Gallery in the British Museum, and is re-

presented on tlic following jjage.

As regards the earliest n*presentations of the re-

gular drama among the Romana, it is cxpreasly

stated by Dimn- des (iii. p. 486, ed. Putsckl, that

I
masks were not used, but merely the galerui or
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wi|;, and that Roscius (Jallus, aliout the year 100
B. c.^ was the first who introduced the use of masks.

It should, however, be remembered that masks hod
been used long before that time in the Atellonae

(Fest. *. e. /Vrsowa/o), so that the innovation of

RoKius must hove been confined to the regular

drama, that is, to tragedy and comedy. As for the

forms of Homan masks, it may be presumed that,

being introduced from Orceco at so lato a period,

they had the same defects as those used in Greece
at the time when the arts were in their decline,

and this supposition is confirmed by all works of

art, and the paintings of Herculaneum and Pompeii,

in which masks ore represented
;

for tho masks
appear unnaturally distorted and the mouth always
wide open. The expressions of Roman writers

also support this supjKJsition. (Gellius, v. 7 ;
Jur.

Hi. 175.) We may mention here that some of the

oldest MSS. of Terence Contain representations of

Homan masks, and from these MSS. they have
been copied in scvcml modem editions of that poet,

as in the eilition published at Urbino in 1726, fol.,

and in that of Dacier. The cut annexed contains

representations of four of these masks prefixed to

the Andria.

AV hen actors at Rome displeased their audience
and were hissed, they were obliged to take off their
masks ; but those who acted in the Atellaiiae were
not obliged to do so. (Fest. s. r. Pet'ionata fUmla ;
Mucrob. Silt. ii. 7.) The Roman mimes never wore
masks. [Miura.] (Compare Fr. Do Ficoroni,
Jiitsertaiio dt J/irris srvsjWit rt FUjurxs wmids ant.

Rome 1 1 d6 and 1 1 «*i0, 4to ; Fr. Stievc,
tatio (U m fcenicae apud Romcmo$ Online, ) [ L. S. ]

PE'RTICA, the pole, used by tlie Agrtmkn*
8ORK0, was also called Dscrmpkda because it was
ten feet long. 0»i account of its use in assigning
lands to tlie members of a colony, it is sometimes
represented on medals by the side of the angurial
plough. (Propert iv. 1. 30.) [J. Y.]
PES (iroof), R fo«)t, the standard measure of

length among the Greeks and R'unnns, os well as
among nearly all other naiions, L»oth ancient and
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mcKlem. Very little needs to be added to what
has been said of the Grt ek and Roman feet under
Mknslka.
The Romans applied the uncial division [As] to

the fimt, which thus contained 1*2 u«ciue, whcnco
our inche* ; and many of the words used to express
certain numbers of unciae are applied to the |mrtj
of the foot (Veget d« Re MilU. i. 5 ;

Plin. Jf.N.
xxvii. 5. s. 1 1, xiii. 1.5.) It was also divided into
1C(%V» (finger-brcadihs); this mode of division
was used osifccinlly by architects and land-sur-
veyors, and is found on all the foot-measures that
have come down to us. Pollea (the thumb), which
is used in modem Latin for an inrA, is not fiuind
in the ancient writers, but Pliny {H.N. xxvii. 5,
xr. 24, xiiL 2.‘i) uses the adjective j^oUicuris (of a
thumb's breadth or thickne&s).

From the analog)* of the as, we have also dupoti’
dimn for 2 feet (C'olum. iii. 1.5, Ac.), and ptes scjitrr-

tius for 2^ feet. (Leg. XII. Tab., '/1/A. viii.) Tho
!
chief subdivisions and multiples of the foot will bo
found mentioned under Mensi'RA, and more fully

descril>ed in their proper places, (See also tho
Tables.) One itinerary ntcosure, which has been
omitted in its proper place, is tlie /^tupa^ or Leucj^
which was a Gallic measure « 1600 possus or 1^
mile. (Ammlan. Marc. xvi. 12; Rin. Antunin.)
Stones are still found on the roads in France with
distances marked on them in Leugae, [Milliark.]
The stjunre foot (yxs tjnadrattts) is called by

Frontinus constratas^ and by Boethius cantractut,

Froiitinus applies the term (ptadratu* to the cubic
foot, and the same, as a measure of capacity, was
called Qgadrantal.

Certain peculiar foot-measiires, differing from the
ordinary ones, are mentioned by aiicient writers.

The Saminn, which was the san>e as the Egyptmn
foot, is known from the length of tho Egyptian
cubit ns derived from the Nilometer (namelv,
1 7 74276.576 inches) to have contained 1 1*82652364
inches, or more than 11^ inches. A huger foot

than the common stand:u‘d seems to have been
used in Asia Minor. Heron {de Men$. p. 368)
names the Royal or Philaetcrian foot as being 16
finger-breadths, and the Italian as 13}, and he also

mentions a mile {pilKioy) of 5400 Italian or 4500
royal feet Ideler supposes that the Italian foot

means the common Roman, and the royal a Greek
foot larger than the common standard, correspond-
ing to the stadium of 7 to the mile, which had
been introduced before Heron's time, namely,
the tenth century. The Pe$ I>rusianus or foot of
Dnistis, contained 13} Roman inches = 13*1058
English inches. It was used beyond the bound-
aries of Italy for measuring land, and was the
standard among the Tungri in Lower Oermany.

(Hussey, on Andant WapAU, Ac., Appendix;
Wurm, de Pond, chaps. 6 and 7 ; Bikkh^ Metroiotf,

Uniertueh, pp. 196, Ac. ; Ideler, Langen tend P/ti-

eAenmaste ; Ferret, Obaervationt ntr /« Rajiport des

Mesurtt Gtecfjuf* et de* Misnre* Romain**^ Mdm.
de I’Acad. d'lnscrip. t. xxiv. pp. 551, Ac. [P.S.]
PESSI (ws/r/rol). [LATRnNXUtl.)
PE'SSULUS. [JANi-.t, p.626,b.]
PETALISM US {atroXiirpA*). (E.xsilujm,

'^PEh^ASUS. [PiiEus.]
PETAUKISTAE. [Petaubuv.]
PETAUUUM (rsraupov, ircVcupo*') is said by

tho Greek grammarians to have been a pole or board,

on w'bicli fow ls roosted. (Ilesych. s. n. ; Pollux, x.
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156.) We also fii\d the name of Petaurum in the

Roman games, and coiuidcmhlc doubt has arisen

respecting its meaning. It seems, however, to

have been a board moving up and down, with a

person at each end, and supported in the middle,

something like onr see -saw
;

only it appears to

have been much longer, and consequently went to

a greater height than is common amongst us.

Some writers describe it ns a machine, from which
those who exhibited were raised to a great height

and then seemed to fly to the ground
;
but this in-

teq)rotation does not agree so well with tho pas-

siigi's of the ancient authors ns the one previously

mentioned. (Lucil. ap. Pest. s.v. Pdaurisl.
;
Juv.

xiv. 265 ; Mart. xi. 21. 3 ;
Mnnil. v. 433.) The

jM'rsons, who took jMirt in this game, were called

Pdauridne or Petauristurii

;

but this name seems

to have been also applied in rather a wider signifi-

cation. (Compare Petron. 53.)

PKTITOR- [Actor.]
PETO'URITUM, a four-wheeled carriage,

which, like tho E.s.skrum, was adopted by the

Romans in imitation of the Gauls, (llor. Sat. i. 6.

104.) It diflered from the Harma.maxa in being

uncovered. Its name is obviously compounded of

yWor, four, and nV, a wheel. Kestus (s. c.) in e.t-

jilaining this etymology observes that pelor meant
four in Oscan and in Aeolic Greek. There is no

reason to question the truth of this remark
;
but,

since Petor meant four in many other European
languages, it is more probable that the Romans
derived the name, together with the fashion of this

vehicle, from the Gauls. Gellius (xv. 30) expressly

says that it is a Gallic word. [J. Y.]
PEZETAERI {vi^iTaipoi). [Exercitus, p.

488, b.]

PHALANGAE or PALANGAE {ipiKayytA
any long cylindrical pieces of wood, such as trunks

or branches of trees (Herod, iii. 97 ;
Plin. //. ,V.

xii. 4. s. 8), truncheons (Plin. II. N. vii. 56.

B. 57), and poles used to carry burthens. The
carriers who used these poles were called phalan-

paHi (^Gloss.Ant. s. c.), and n\so hearuphoH^ Mra-
jtiiori., &c., according as they worked in parties of

six, four, or two persons.

The word was especially u.sed to signify rollers

placed under ships to move them on dry laud, so

n.H to draw them upon shore or into the water
(Siivpar^oi >cwAlv8po(, Bnuick, .Ana/, iii. 89 ;

Apoll.

llhnd. i. 375—389). This was efleclcd either by
making use of the oars as levers, and at the same
time fastening to the stem of the ship cables with

a noose (
^i}piV6or), against which the sailors

pressed with their breasts, ns we sec in our canal

navigation (Orph. Arpon. 239—249, 270—273),
or by the use of machines. (Ilor. Carm. i. 4. 2.)

Rollers were cniplo}'ed in the same manner to

move military engines (Caesar, BeU. Civ, ii. 1 0).

PHALANX [ExKRCiTt;s,pp.482,b,

488.]

PHALA'RIC.A. [IIasta, p. 58.0, n.]

PHA'LER.A (<j}d\apoy), a boss, disc, or crescent

of metal, in many cases of gold (Herod. L 215 ;

Athcn. xii. p. 550 ;
Claudian, 34) and beau-

tifully wrought so os to be highly prized. (Cic.

Verr. iv. 12.) Ornaments of this description,

being used in pairs, arc scarcely ever mentioned
except in the plural number. The names for them
arc evidently formed from the temi <petAos, which
is explained under Gai.ra. (Compare Horn. //.

xvi, 1 06.) Besides the metallic oninmeuts of the
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helmet similar deconitions were sometimes, though
very rarely, worn by warriors on other parts of

their dress or amiour, probably upon the breast.

(Virg. Aon. ix. 359, 458.) Tho negro slaves who
were kept by opulent Romans wore them sus-

pended round their necks. (Sueton. A'ero, 30.)

Also tho tiara of the king of Persia was thus

adorned (Aeschyl. Pars. 668.) But we most
commonly read of phalcrae a.s ornaments attached

to the harness of horses (Xen. Hol/on. iv. 1. § 39 ;

V'irg. Aon. v. 310 ;
Gell. v. 5 ; Claudian, Kpip. 36),

especially about the head (ipirvKrijpia (pdAopo,

Soph. Ot’d. Col, 1069; Eurip. Supjtl. 586 ;
Greg.

Cor. dc Dialect, p. 508, cd. Schafer), and often worn
ns pendants (j^ensilia, Plin. //. iV. xxxvii. 12. s.

74), so as to produce a terrific effect when shaken
by tho rapid motions of the horse {lurfxtniur pha-
lerac, Claudian, in iv. Cons. Honor. 548). These
ornaments were often bestowed upon horscmicn by
the Roman generals in tho same manner as the
Armi/.la, the Torquk.s, the hasta pura [IIasta],
and the crown of gold [Corona], in order to make
a public and permanent acknowledgment of bravery
and merit. (Juv. xvi. 60 ;

Gell. ii. 11.) [.LY.J
PHALLUS. [Dionvsia, p. 411,a.]

PHALOS (<pd\os). [Galea.]
PHARETR.A ((Paptrpa, ap. Herod. <}>apfTpttiy\

a quiver. A quiver, full of arrows, was the usiuil ac-

companiment of the bow. [.\rcl’S.] It was conse-

quently part of the attire of every nation addicted
to archery. Virgil applies to it the epithets Cressa,

Lpciay T/iretssa {Ocorg. iii. 345, Aen. vii. 816,
xi. 858) ; Ovid mentions the />Aarc/rti/ws Gcta {Do
Ponto^ i. 8. 6) ;

Herodotus represents it as part

of the ordinary armour of tho Persians (vii. 61).

The quiver, like the bow-case (corglits), was prin-

cipally made of hide or leather (Herml. ii. I4l),

and was adorned with gold (.\nacr. xiv. 6 ;

Viig. Aen. iv. 138, xi. 858), painting (Ovid,
Epist.Her. xxi. 173), and braiding {KoKv^^airToVy

Theocrit. xxv. 265). It had a lid {ireopa, Horn.
II. iv. 116, Od. ix. 314), and was 8us[>ended

from tho right shoulder by a belt [Baltkhs],
passing over the breast and behind the back. (lies.

/. c.) Its most common position was on the left

Digitized by Google
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bip, in the nsnnl place of the tword
and consequently* ai Pindar Bayc*

*“ under the

elbow** {<M. ii. 150. •. 91) or ** under the arm”
(uTwA^rioy, Theoent. xvii. 30). It was worn thus

by the Scythians (Schol. in piml. 1. c.) and by the

Epypliaos (Wilkinson, Man, and Cast, rol. i. pp.

31 i, 391), and is so represented in the preceding

liiTure of the Amazon Dinomache, copied from a

Greek vase. (Hope, Codwne ofUm Ancienity i. 22.)

The leR-hand figure in the same woodcut is from

one of the Aegina marbles. It is the statue of an

Asiatic archer, whose quiver (fractured in the

original) is suspended equally low, but w’ith the

opening towards his right elbow, so that it would

bo necessary for him in taking the arrows to pass

his hand behind bis body instead of before it. To
this fashion was opposed the Cretan method of

carrying the quiver, which is exemplified in the

woodcut, p. 276, and is uniformly seen in the

ancient statues of Diana. [J. Y.]
PHARMACON GHAPHE (tpapfiiKvv or ^*ap-

yLMtias ypa(fdi\ an indictment against one wlio

caused the death of another by poison, whetlicr

given with intent to kill or to obtain undue influ-

ence. (Pollux, viiL 40, 117 ;
Demoslh. c. jfrw/oor.

627 ;
Ari/um. in Or, Antif^, Kariry. It

was tried by the court of Areiopagus. That the

nudicions intent was a necessary ingredient in the

crime, may bo gathered from the expressions in

irporoiaSy koX irpo^ovX^v, in Antiphon
(l.e. iii. 112, ed. Steph ). The punishment was
death, but might (no doubt) bo mitigated by the

court under palliating circumstances. Wo have

examples of such ypa^ai in the speech of Antiphon
already cited, and that entitled »#pl too xop«vroo.

(Meier, Att. Proe, p. 3ll.) Among the Greeks,

women appear to have been most addicted to this

crime, os we Icnrn from various passages in ancient

authors. Such women are called ^ap^uudStr and
^apfitucfvrpicu. Poisonous drugs were frequently

administered as love potions, or for other purposes

of a similar nature. Men whose minds were af-

fected by them were said tpapfiaKfr, Wills made
by a man under the influence of drugs (5r5^piud-
Kwv) were void at Athens. (Demosth. e. Sfc/)A.

11.3.1) [C. R. K.J
Pil.VROS or PHARUS (<pdpos)y a light-housc.

The roost celebrated light-house of antiquity was
that situated at the entrance to the port of Alex-
andria. It was built by Sostratus of Cnidos on an
island, which bore the same name, by command of

one of the Ptolemies, and at an expense of 800
talents. (Plin. //. W. xxxvi. 12 ; Steph. Byz. $.v,

dpof
; Achill. Tat v. 6.) It was square, con-

structed of white stone, and with admirable art

;

exceedingly lofty, and in all respects of great

dinu^nsions, ((^esar, Ofr. iiL 112.) It con-

tained many stories (ro\v6po^yy Strabo, xvii. 1.

§ 6), which diminished in width from below up-

wards. (Horodion, iv. 3.) The upper stories h^
windows looking seawards, and torches or fires

were kept burning in them by night in order to

guide vessels into the harbour. (Val. Place, vii.

84 ; see Bartoli, Luc, Ant ill 12.)

Pliny (/. e.) mentions the light-houses of Ostia

and Ravenna, and says that there were similar

towers at many other places. They are repre-

sented on the medals of Apamen and other mari-

time cities. The name of Pharos was given to

them in allusion to that at Alexandria, which was
the model for their construction. (Herodian, /, o.

;
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Sucton. 20 ; Bnmck, AntU. il 186.) The
Pharos of Brundusitim, for example, was, like that

of Alexandria, an island with a light-house upon
it (Mela,ii. 7. § 13 ;

Steph. Byz. l,c.) Suetonius
{Tiier, 74) mentions another pharos at Capreoc.

Tbb annexed woodcut shows two phari remain-
ing in Britain. The first is within the precincts

of Dover Castle. It is about 40 feet high, octago-

nal extenially, tapering from below upwards, and
built with narrow courses of brick and much wider
courses of stone in alternate portions. The space
within the tower is square, the sides of the ocUngon

without and of the square within being e<iual, viz.,

each 15 Roman feet The door is seen at tho
bottom. (Stukely, Itin. C'»rtof. p. 129.) A similar

piiaros formerly existed at Boulogne, and is sup-

posed to have been built by Caligula. (Sueton.CWo;.

46 ; Montfaiicon, Sujfplcm. vol. iv. L. vi. 3, 4.) Tho
round tower here introduced is on the summit of a
hill on the co.isi of Flintshire. (Pennant, Par. of
}Vhii*/ord and f/ufyictliy p. 112.) [J. Y.]

PH.ASK'LUS (^do^Aot), was a vessel rather

long and narrow, apparently so called from its re«

semblanco to the shtipc of a phasclus or kidney-

bean. It was chiefly used by tho Eg^'ptians,

and was of various sizes, from a mere boat to a

vessel adapted for long voyages. (Virg. Geoty. iv,

289 ; CatuII. 4 ;
Martial, x. 30. 13 ;

Cic. ad Ad.
i. 13.) Octavia sent ten triremes of this kind,

which she had obtained from Antony, to assist her

brother Octavianus
;
and Apptan Civ. v. .95)

describes them os a kind of medium between the

ships of war and the common transport or uicrcbnnt

vessels. The phaselus was built for speed (CatuII.

1. e. pha$tlut iUe—aauiam ceierrimui)^ to which more

attention seems to liave been paid than to its

strength ; whence the epithet frugU.it is given to

it by Horace. (Carm. iil 2. 27, 28.) These ves-

sels were sometimes made of clay (Jictilibutpkasdity

Juv. XV. 127), to which the epithet of Horace may
perhaps also refer.

PHASIS various me-

thods hy which public offenders at Athens might

be prosecuted
;
but tho w'ord is often used to de-

note any kind of information
; os Pollux (viiL 47)

says, Koiyvs tpdatis /xoAoCrro waacu eJ fotruirfit

T&y Xay$arSirrttv idiinjj^dTcty. (See Aristoph.

300, and AeAam. 823, 826, where the word
rd(iw is used in the same sense as tpairw.) The
word ffvKo^yrrjf is derived from the practice of

laying information against those who exported flgs.

[SVCOPHANTKS.J
Though it is certain that the ^datf was distin-

guished from other methods of prosecution (Do-

mosth. e.Aridog. 703 ;
liocr. c. Cid/im. 375, ed.
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Steph.), we arc not informed in what its peculiari-

ties consUtod. According to Pollux (A c.)« it

might be brought against those who committed

otfruces Against the inii>e laws, or the customs^ or

other p;irt of the revenue
;
Against any persons

who brought false accusations ngtiinst others fur

such offences
;
and against guardians who injured

their wards. The charge, as in the yfxup^^ was
made in writing (^r with the name
of the prosecutor, and the propos<-d penalty

atKxed, and also the names of the KArrrTjptt. The
same author says, ^^cVokto 8c rhy ipxoyra.

Here tt'e must cither undcrsUind the word H^x^yra
to be used in a more geiieml sense^ as denoting

any magistrate to whom a jurisdiction belonged, or

n*Rd with Schumann (de Cumit. 1 78) tous &pxoyras.

For it is dear that the archon was not the only

j*»*r»on l>eforc whom a <f>d(ris might be prcf.Tred,

In cases where corn had been curried to a foreign

))ort, or money lent on a ship which did not bring

a return cargo to Athens, and probably in all cases

of offence against the export and import laws, the

information was Laid before the iviueXrjrat too
4fiwoplov. (Demosih. e, Theixr. 13‘i8.) \Vhere

public money had l>oca embexr.led, or illegally ap-

propriated. for which a (pdcrtr was maintainable,

the avv^iKOi were the pre^idin:; magistrates. (liocr.

c. Cidlitn, 37- : Lys. <U l*v3A. Pecun. 149, de

Aridofdi. bon. 154, cd. Steph.) Offences rtdating

to tl»e mines came before the thcsmotbetac. (Meier,

Att. Proc. p. 64.) Injuries done by guardians to their

w ards or wmrds’ estate, whether a public prosecu-

tion or a civil action was resorted to, belonged to

the jurisdiction of the archon, whoso duty it was to

protect orphans. (Suidas. #. r. diris
; Demoslh. c.

Onet, 865,. c. Lacr, 940, c. Kntmm, 991.) All

tfxitTdf were dy(#eir, according to Pollux

(viiL 48), and he says t5 ^yfyvfTo ray
dtbucou/n'ycfy^ fl xal &AAor inrip avrwy ^^ytity.

By this wc are t<> understand that the rlpijfxa went
to the state, if the prusccutiuu was one of a purely

public nature, that is, whore the offence imme-
diately affected the state

;
but where it was of a

nixed nature, as where a private person was in-

jured, and the state only indirectly, in such case

compensation was awarded to the private person.

This was the case in prosecutions against fraudulent

guardians. On the same ground, wherever the
prosecutor had an interest in the cause, l>eyond

that w'liich he might feel os the vindicator of public

justice ; as where he, or some third person on
W'hose behalf he interposed, was the porly directly

injured, and might reap advantage from the result ;

he was liable to the /rur^cAi'oL, and also to the pay-
ment of the irpoToytio, just as he would be in a
private action. Pn^bably this liability attached

upon informations for ennying com to a foreign

port, as the informer there got half the penalty if

successfuL (Demostb. c. Thcocr. 1325.) Where
the ^criT was of a purely public nature, the pro-

secutor would be subji-ct only to the payment of

th‘> irapdtTToaity and to the thousand drachms, if

failed to obuiin a fifth part of the votes, accord-

ing to the common practice in criminal causca
(Uemosih. c. TTieocr. 13*23.) Whether in lliosc of

a mixed nature he was liable to these payments,
as well as to the irpvro»'«fa and is a
question which has been much discussed, but can-

not be settled. We have no s{)occh left us by the
onitors on the subject of a <pdir<t, but only mention
of a lost 8j*ecch gf Lysias wpir t)\v too

PHONOS.
bfiff>ayiKOu ofteov. (Sec Udekh, Puli. Econ, f/
AihmK, p. 368, &c. ‘2d ed.

; Meier, Att. Proc.

pp. 24/—252, 73*2
;
Plainer, prve. und Kl. vol.

ii. pp.9— 17.) [C. K.K.j
IMIEIDITIA (^ciJtTm). [Svssitia.]

PH ENACE (iptyatcrf). [Coma, p. 330, a.J

PHERNE (<pfpi^). [Dos.]
PH IAEA. [Patkra.]
PHONOS (4>dvor), Homicide^ was either

(Tior or dxo^ior, a distinction w'hich corresponds in

some measure, but not exactly, W'ith our murder
and mandauf/fder

;

for the ^6yos ittovtTiot might
fall within the description of justifiable homicide,

w'bile <p6yof iu(o6<rio5 might be exctisablc homicide.

According to the different circurosbinces under
which the homicide was committed, the tribumil

to which the case was r<‘fciTed, and the modes of

proceeding at Athens, viuied. All cases of murder
(with one exception, to l>e henafler noticed) were
tried by the court of Areio{>agiis ; other cases of

homicide were (by ilie statutes of Draco) to 1k»

tried by the i<perai. All bl$cai belonged
to the jurisdiction of the bpx<»y jSeur/Xcur as vyt-
pwy SiKcurriiplov. He was anciently the sole judge
in cases of unintentional homicide ; for such aii act

wjis considered in a religious point of view, as
being a pollution of the city ; and it became his

duty, as guardian of religion, to take care that the
pollution (&yox) was duly expiated. Dnicn, how-
ever, established the irptreu, first as a court of
appooi from the SpX"*' ; and soon after

they began to perform the office of SiKcurra), ho
being the presiding magistrate. (Suidas,s. n. ‘Hys-
povla biKaffTriplou

;

Pollux, viii. 90, 125.) In
discussing this subject wc have to consider the
various courts established at Athens for the trial of

homicide, the ditferenl species of crime therein re-

spectively prosecuted, the manner of proceeding
against the crimina], and the nature of the punish-
ment to which he was liable. All these points

are fully discuued by Matthuie in his treatiiu! d«
Judiciii AtJiea. in the Afwor/AiBea Phdoltufioj^

vol. i., to which more poriiculor ref renccs are
given In this article.

Solon, who seems to have remod<’llcd the court

of Affiojvtgus, enacted that this c<mrt should try

cases of murder and malicious wounding, t>eftidini

arson and poisoning. (Demosth. c, .4ri*/ocr. 627.)

One would be deemed a murderer, who instiLmled

another to commit the deed, provided the purpose

were acconiplishcd. (Demosth.c.fWm. 1264, 1265;
Matth. p. l48.) Besides the court of .Xreionacus,

there were four other courts, of which the (<p<roi

were judges
;

ivl noXAaSl^, rh AfX^<yiV,
npuTcu'«i<p, and t5 <>ptaTToZ (Horpocr. et

Suid. ». V. ’E^pcrcu.) To the court /irl floAXaSt^

belonged casesof accidental homicide, manslaughter,

and attempts to commit murder (jSoo.Kcoastt). Such
a case as that menlionod by Demosthenes (c. Nmer.
1348) of on unlawful blow followed by death,

would be manslaughter. It seems also that this

court bad a concurrent jurisdiction with the Areio-

{^>agus in charges of murderous conspiracy, which
was carried into effect. The Law perhaps allowed

the prosecutor to waive the heavier ch.irgc, and
proceed against the offender for the conspiracy

only. (Har])ocr. s. t>. BooXtoirewf
; Antiph. rcTpaX.

126, cd. Steph.
;
Mattlu p. 15U.) As to the sup-

p<ised origin of this court, sec Harpocr. s. t». ’Es^l

naXXoSf^
;
Pollux, viiL IIU. To the coiut

were reftired ca^cs where the pirty con-

Digitiz
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feued the deed* but juitified it ; rit 6fAo\oyp

KT9i>mit ipv6fiui ^ 8f3pajr^i'ai. Demo-
tihenct calls it a^u^aror «rol j^iKmiiaroJoy {e,

Aristoer. 644 ;
llarpocr. ». v. *Eirl

;
Pol-

lux, tuL i 19). At to the origin of this court tee

Matth. p. 1 5*2. In the rh /W npvrcu'tl^ the objects

of prosecution were inaninuite things, at wood,
stone, or iron, which had caused the d(*ath of a
man by falling on him. (flarpocr. t. r. 'Ewl flpin-a*

ffi'y
; Pollux, Tiii. 1'20

; Demosth, e. Aristoer. 645.)

Draco enacted that the cause of death should be cast

out of the boundaries of the land (5v«popi^«<r9ai),

in which ceremony the $afftK*vs was as-

sisted by the d^Ai^cunActr. (Meier, Ati. l*roe. p.

117; Suidas, $. r. Niewy
; Aesch. c, 88, cd.

Steph.) This was a relic of xery rude times, and
may bo not inaptly conipiircd a*ith oitr cuatom of

giving deodands. Matthiac (p. 154) thinks there
,

a as an ulterior object in the investigation, via., that ,

by the proiluctlen of the instrument by which
|

death was inflicted, a duo might be found to the I

discovery of the real murderer, if any. The court
,

^ptaTJol was resen ed for a peculiar case ; where
a man, after going into exile for an unintentional

homicide, and before bo hod appeased the relations

of the deceased, was charged with having com-
mitted murder. He was brought in a ship to a
place in the harbour called iv ^psarroZ, and there

pleaded his cause on board ship, while the judges

ri*maincd on land. If he was convicted, he suf-

fered the punishment of murder
;

if acquitted, he
suffered the remainder of bis former punishment
The object of this contrivance was to avoid pollu-

tion (for the crime of the first act had not yet been

expiated), and at the same time to bring the second

offence to trial. (Demosth. e. Aristoer. 646 ; liar*

pocr. I. V. 'Ey ^sarroZ
;
Pollux, riii. 1*2U ; Matlh.

p. 155.)

To one or other of these courts all ^yiKol Smai
were sent for trial

;
and it wn» the busineu of the

ipx^y $offik*hs U) decide which. The task of pro-

secution devolved upon the nearest relatives of the

deceased
; and in case of a slave, upon the master.

To neglect to prosecute, srithout good cause, was
deemed an offence against religion, that is, in any
relation not further removed than a first cousin's

son Within that degree the law cn*

joined the relations to prosecute, under penalty of on

wretfsisu ypa^f if they failed to do so. (Demosth.

e. Amdrot. 593, e. Afacart. 1069, e. Euer^. ei

Mnet. UGO, 1161 ;
Antiph. /fer. coetf. 1.35, ed.

Steph.) They might, however (without incurring

any censure), forbear to prosecute, where the mur-

dered man had forgiven the murderer l>eforo he

died (Demosth. c. Pamiaen. 983) ;
or, ui cases of

involuntary homicide, where the offender gave the

satisfaction which the law required ; unless the de-

ceased had giveir a special injunction to avenge

him. (Lysias, c. Agor. 133, 138, ed. Steph.
;

Matth. p. 170.)

The first step taken by the prosecutor was, to

give notice to the accused to keep away from all

public places and sacriiicea. This was called wpd^-

^(Ttr, and was given at the funi rai of the de-

ceased. (Antipb. tU Her. coed. 130, 139, de Ckor.

1 4 1 , ed. Steph. ;
Demosth. c. J^ptin. 505, c. A rtWorr.

632, c. Euerg. 1160.) After this, be gave a pub-

lic notice in the market-place, warning the accused

to appear and answer to the charge : here he was

said wpottwtis ot ypoceyopeoeiv ^vov. (Demosth. c.

Afaeart. 1068, c. A'sosr. 1348.) The next thing

PHONOS. 897

was, to prefer the charge b*'fore the king-archon.

To such charge the term 4tt%aicijwre<r$ai or

f*yat was peculiarly a))plied. (Pollux, viii. 33, 1 IH;
llarpocr. t. ». 'Eweo’x^aro

;
Antiph. Kortty.

111, ed. Steph.) The charge was delivered in

writing ; the prosecutor was said Awoypd4>eaBat

BUffP (Antiph. de Ckor. 145, ed. Steph.)

The king-orcbon having received it, afier first

warning the defendant air«x*<^^<u nvoryipiwp
aal rwy &\\ety yofdpvv (Pollux, viii. (J6, 90), pro-

ot'cded in due form to the kydxpttrts. The main
thing to be inquired into waa the nature of the

offence, and the court to which the cogniuince ap-

pertained. The evidence and other matters wero
to be prepaml in the usual way. Three months
were allowed for this pn'Iiininary inquiry, and
there were three special hearings, one in each
month, called 8ux8(Ka<n'a<, or (accoMing to Rekker's

riading) wpoSiKcuriai (Antiph. de Ckor. 146, cd.

Steph.) ; after which, in the fourth month, the

klng-archon r^y BiK^y. (Matlh. p.l60.) The
defendant was allowed to put in a wof>aypcuph^ if

be contended that the charge ought to be tried in

one of the minor courts. (Pollux, viii. 57.)
Ail the^yixA Btyatrr^pta wen held in the open

air, in order that the judges might not be under
the same roof with one suspected of impurity

;
nor

the prosecutor with his adrersarv'. (Antipb. <ie//er.

easd. 130, ed. Steph.) The king-archon presided,

with his crown taken off. (Pollux, viii, 90.) The
parties were bound by the most sol* mn oaths

;
the

one swearing that the charge was true, that he
bore such a relationship to the deceased, and that

he would in conducting bis case confine himself to

the question at issue ; the other declaring the

charge to be false. (Antiph. de Her. ctied. 130,

1 4 0, de Ckor. 143, ed. Steph. ; Demosth. e. Everg.

1)61
;
Matlh. p. 163.) The witnesses on l>oth

sides were sworn in like manner (Antiph. de Her.
eaed. 130, 131, ed. Steph. ; Meier, Ati. Froe,

p. 675) ; and slaves were allowed to appear as

witn sses. (Meier, Att. Prx>c. p.667. ) Either

party was at liberty to moke two speeches, the

prosecutor beginning, as may be seen from the

rsrpoAoYfa of Antiphon ; but both were obliged to

confine themselves to the point at issue. (Lys.e.

5imoa. 100 ; Antiph. d« Ckor. 143, cd. Steph.)

Advocates {cvrtjyopoi) were not admitted to speak

for the parties anciently, but in later times they

were. (Matth. p. 164.) Two days w'erc occupied in

the trial.- After the first day ike defendant, if

fearful of the result, was at liUTty to fly the coun-

try, except in the case of parricide. Such flight

could not be prevented by the adversary, but tho

property of the exile w’os confiscated. (Pollux, viii.

117; Demosth. c. Aristoer. 634,643; Matth. p. 167.)

On the third day the judges proceeded to give their

votes
;

fur which two boxes or urns w*ere provided

(t^pfox or dkfi4>opus\ one of brass, the other of

wood ; the former for the condemning ballots, the

latter for those of acquittal. An equal number of

votes W1U an acquittal ; a point first established

(according to the old tradition) upon the trial of

Orestes. (AeKhyl. Eumem. 753 ;
Matth. p. 165.)

As the defence might consist either in a simple

denial of the killing, or of the intention to kill, or

in a justification of the act, it is necessary to in-

quire what circumstances amounted to n legal justi-

fication or excuse. We learn from Demostmnei
(e. Aristoer. 637) that st was excusable to kill an-
other unintentionally in a gymnastic combat, or

3
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to kill a friend in battle or ambuscade, mistaking*

him for on enemy
;
that it was justifiable to slay

an adulterer if caught i» ipM> ddieto^ or n paramour

caught in the same way with n sister or daugh-

ter, or even with a concubine, if her children would

be free. (As to on adulterer, see Lys. de Eratostk.

coed. 94, ed. Steph.) It was lawful to kill a rob-

1)er at the time when ho made bis attack

^vv6fttvop) but not after. (Demosth. e.Arigtorr.

329.) Dy a special decree of the people, made after

the expulsion of the thirty tyrants, it was lawful to

kill any man who attempted to establish a tyranny,

or put doum the democracy, or committed troason

against the state. (Lycurg. e. Ltocr. 1C5 ; Andoc.

lie Afyst. 13, ed. Steph.) A physician was ex-

cused who caused the death of a patient by mis-

take or professional ignorance. (Autiph. rsTpoA.

127, ed. Steph.) This distinction, however, must

be observed. Justifiable homicide left the perpe-

trator entirely free from pollution (Kadapd>'). That

which, though unintentional, w*as not perfectly

free from blame, required to be expiated. See

the remarks of Antiphon in the Terpo^oyfo, B.

12,3.

It remains to speak of the punishment.

The courts were not invested with a discre-

tioimry power in awarding pimishment
;
the bw

determined this according to the nature of the

crime. ( Demosth. c. Aeuer. 137*2.) Wilful murder
was punished with death. (Antiph. He Her. coed.

130, ed. Steph.
;
Demosth. c. Atid. 528.) It was

the duty of the Thesmolhetae to see that the sen-

tence was executed, and of the Eleven to execute

it. (Demosth. e. Arietoer. 630 ;
Meier, AM, Vroc,

. 74 ; Sebbmann, Ant, Jur. Pvhl. Gr. p. *246.) We
ave seen that the criminal might avoid it by dy-

ing beforo the sentence was passed. Malicious

wounding was punished w'ith b^islunent and con-

fiscation of goods. (Lys. c, Sim<M, 100 ; Matth.

p. 148.) So were attempts to murder {fiovXeitcets).

liut where the design was followed by the death

of him whoso life was plotted against, and the

crime was treated as a murder, it might be punished

with death, at least if it was tried in the Areio-

pagus
;

for it is doubtfiil whether the minor courts

(except that iv ^pearrot) had the power of inflicting

capital punishment (Matth. p. 150 ; Schumann,
Ant.JHr.Ptd>LGr,p.V)\

\
Meier, p.313.)

If the criminal who was banish^, or who avoided

his sentence by voluntary exile, returned to the

country, an might forthwith be laid against

him, or he might be arrested and taken before the

Thcsniothctae, or even sbin on the spot (Suidas,

j. V. ; Matth. p. 1 68.) The proceeding by
diroyeiry^ (arrest) might perhaps be taken against

a murderer in the first instance, if the murder was
attended with robbery, in which case the prosecu-

tor was liable to the penalty of a thousand drachms

if he foiled to get a fifth of the votes. (Demosth. c.

Arislocr. 647 ;
Meier, Atf. Proe. p. 231.) But no

murdefer, even after conviction, could low’fully bo

killed, or even arrested, in a foreign country.

(Demosth. o. Aristoer. 631, 632.) The humanity

of the Greeks forbade such a practice. 1 1 was a

principle of international -law, that the exile had a

safe asylum in a foreign land. If an Athenian was
killed by a foreigner abroad, the only method by

which his relations could obtain redress, was to

seize natives of the murderer's country (not more
than three), and keep theim until the murderer was
given up for judgment. (Demosth. c. Aristocr. 647 ;

PIITUOUA TON ELEUTIIERON.
Pollux, viii. SO ; H.arpocr. and Suidas, f. r. 'Av9po»

Those who were convicted of unintentional

homicide, not perfectly excusable, were condemned
to leave the country for a year. They were obliged

to go out by a certain time, and by
a certain route {ratcr^p dSdi'), and to expiate

their offence by certain rites. Their term of absence

was called hrevtavriafi^s. It was their duty also

to appease (oidciirflcu) the relations of the deceased,

or if he had none within a certain degree, the

members of his clan, either by presents or by
humble entreaty and submission. If the convict

could prevail on them, he might even return before

the year bad expired. The word o(5«7ir9ou is used
not only of the criminal humbling himself to the

relations, but also of their foigivinghim. (Harf>ocr.

s. r. 'Tiro^wa
; Demosth. e. Pantaen. .983, e. Afa-

cart. 1069, o, Arietoer. 643 ; Matth. p. 170.) The
property of such a criminal was not forfeited, and
it w*as unlawful to do any injury to him cither on
his leaving the country or during bis absence.

(Demosth. c. Aristocr. 634.)

Such was the constitution of the courts, and the

state of the law, as established by Solon, and
mostly indeed by Draco ; for Solon retained most
of Draco's p6iioi. (Demosth. c. E’ciery. 1161,
c. Aristocr. 636.) But it appears that the jurisdic-

tion of the 4^«ra( in later times, if not soon after

the legislation of Solon, was greatly abridged ;

and that most of the ^viHcd Sixoi w’ere tried by a
common juiy'. It is probable that the people pre-

ferred the ordinary method of trial, to which tWy
were accustomed in other causes, criminal os well

as civil, to the more aristocratical constitution of the

court of 4<p4rat. Their jurisdiction in the courts

4p ippearroi and M ngurcu^f^, was, no doubt,

still retained ; and there seem to have been other

peculiar cases reserved for their cognizance. (Pol-

lux, viii. 125 ;
Matth. p. 158 ;

Scbbmaim, Aut,
Jur. Pub. p. 296.) Whether the powers of the
Areiopagus, as a criminal court, were curtailed by
the proceedings of Peridos and Ephialtcs, or only
their administrative and censorial authority as a
council, is a question which has been much dis-

cussed. The strong language of Demosthenes
(e. Aristocr. 641) inclines one to the latter opinion.

See also Dinarebus {o. Aristog. init.), from which
it appears there was no apped from the decision

of that court. (Matth. 166 ; Plainer, Proe, und
Klag. vol.i.p.27 ; Schumann, An/. ^/ar. /'u5.p. 301

;

Tbirlwall, Gr. Hist. vol. iii. c. 17. p. 24.)

No extraordinary punishment was imposed by
the Athenian legislator on parricide. Suicide w*as

not considered a crime in point of law, though it

seems to have been deemed on offence against re-

ligion
;

for by tho custom of the country the band
of tho suicide was buried apart from his body.

(Aesch. c. Ctes. 88, ed. Steph.) (C. K. K.]

PHOUBEIA (^p^««a). [Capistrum.J
PHOHMINX {^pfstyi). [Lvha.)
PHOHOS (ipipos), literally ts brought

in, was specially Used to signify the tribute paid by
the Attic sutes to Athens, which is spoken of under
Tki.or.

PHRATUIA. [Cl VITAS, pp. 289,290; Tribus
(Grrkk ).]

PHHY'GIO. [Pallutm, p. 851, a.)

PHTHORA TON ELEUTIIERON (<pbOfA

TUP 4\tv9«piitp), was one of the offences that might

be criminally prosecuted at Athens. The word
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tft6i)pd mar signify any sort of corruption, bodily or

mcnul
;
out the expression <pB. r. «. comprehends,

if it U not limited to, a crime too common among
iho Greeks, as appears from a law cited by Acs*

chines (c. 'rimarck. 2, ed. Stepb.), On this subject

see Hkoagoobias Ghapus, and Schumann, Ani.

Jur. Gr. pp. 335, 33«. [C. R, K.]
PHYGE [Exsiuum.]
PHYLARClIl g«»orally the pre-

fects of the tribes in any state, as at Epidanmus,

where the government was formerly vested in the

^e\apxo<i but afterwards in a senate. (Arist. PoiU.

V. 1.) At Athens the otficers so called were (after

the age of Cleistbeues) ten in number, one for each

of the tribes, and were specially charged with tho^

command and sxiperintondence of the cavalry.

(Harpocr. s. r.; Pollux, viiL 94.) There can be but

little doubt, that each of the Phylarchs commanded
the cavalry of his own tribe, and they were them-
selves collectively and individually under the con-

trol of the two Hipparchs, just as tbo Taxtarchs

were subject to the two Strategi. According to

Pollux (viiL -94 ), they were elected one from each

trilie by the Arcbons collectively; hut bis authority

can hardly be ciasidercd as conclusive on this point

Herodotus (v. 19) iufomis us that when Cleisthcnes

increased the number of the tribes from four to ten,

be also made ten Phylarchs instead of four. It bos

been thought, however (Titmann,.SYau4st'. pp. 274,

275), that the historian should have said ten

]*hylarcbs in the place of the old ^t;\o€eurcAcTr,

who were four In number, one for each of the old

tribes. (See Wachsmulh, Ilelltn. AUerthumtk.

vol. i. pp. 425, 543, Tol. ii. p. 32G, 2d ed.) [R.W.]
PIIYLOBASILEIS {^vKoSaaikth). The

origin and duties of the Athenian magistrates, so

c.iiled, are involved in much obscurity, and the

little knowledge we possess on the subject is de-

rived almost entirely from the grammarians. In

the earliest times they were four in number, re-

presenting each one of the four tribes, and probably

elected (but not for life) from and by them,

(llesych. s. r.) They were nominated from the

Kupatridae, and during the continuance of royalty

at Athens, these kings of the tribes ** were the

constant assessors of the sovereign, and mther as

his colleagues than counsellors. (Thirlwal), Hist,

of 6'reece, vol. iL p. 11.) Prom an expression in

one of the laws of iSolon (Pint Solon^ 19), it ap-

pears that before his time the kings of the tribM

exercised a criminal jurisdiction in cases of murder
or high treason ; in which respect, und os con-

nected with the four tribes of the city, they mar
1« compared with the ** duumviri pcrduellionis **at

Home, who appeared to have represented the two

ancient tribes of the Hamnes and Titles. (Nie-

buhr, Hist, of ^owe, vol. L p. 304.) They were

also intrusted (but perhaps in later times) with

the performance of cenain religious rites, and ns

they sat in the (Poll viii. Ill), they

probably acted as assessors of the iSa<rtA»i/s,

or ** Rex sacrificulns,’' as they had formerly done

of the king. Though they were originally con-

nected with the four ancient tribes, still they wore

not abolished by Clcisthenes when he increased

the number of tribes and otherwise altered the

constitution of Athens
;
probably because their

duties were mainly of a religious character.

(Wachsmuth, HeUen. Alterihumik, vol. it p. 42G,

2d ed.) They appear to have existed even after

his time, and acted as judges, but in unimpor-
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tont or merely formal matters. They presided,

we are told (Pull. viii. 120), over the court of ih<»

Ephetoe, held at the Prylancium, in the mock
trials over instruments of homicide {ai r<is

5/aoi), and it was port of their duty to remove
these instruments beyond the limits of their

country (t5 ifiwtffhy 6,‘i^vxoy vrspoplaai). We
may reasonably conclude that this jurisdiction was
a relic of more important functions, such as those

described by Plutarch (.Sb/oa, 19), from which,

and their connection with the Prytaneium, it has

been conjectured that they were identical with the

old Piytanes. (Muller, JCumsm. § 6’7.) Plutarch

(/. e.) speaks of them both ns 0aoi\t7s and irpu-

In a quoted by Andocides (c/«

Afjfst, p. 11), the title of fia<rt\t7s seems to be ap-
plied to them. [R, W.]
PHYLON (4.0X0*'). [TRiera.]
PICTU'U.^ {ypa^y 7pa^nc4 paint-

ing. 1. The art of imitating the appeamnees of

bodies upon on even surface, by means of light

and shade or colour, was an art most extensively

cultivated by the ancients, but especially by the

Greeks, amongst whom it was certainly catried to

the highest degree of technical development.

II. AtUAorities. The principal original sources

of information upon the history of ancient art, are

PauAanias, the elder Pliny, and Cjuintilian
; the

writings also of Cicero, Lucian, Action, Aristotle,

Atbcnacus, Plutarch, the elder and younger Phi-

lostmtus, contain many hints and maxims inva-

luable to the historian of art The best modem
works on the subject are: Junius, iM Piciura

Veierum and Cuiuiot/us Artifir.um^ Rotcr. 1694,

folio, which contain almost all the passages in

ancient authors relating to the arts
; hut the Cata-

logue is the more valuable portion of the work
;

Sillig, CatalogHS Aritfieum^ Dresden 1827, 8vo.,

an indispensable stipplement to the Catalogue of

Junius
; this excellent work, written equally for

the scholar and the artist, bos been translated into

English under the title of a Diciiomtry of tits

Artists of Antiquity^ 1837*; a further supple-

ment U) Sillig, of great importance, is the work of

M. Raoul-Rochette, LfUrs a M. Sekom^ HttpjAe’

ment au C<UtxU>gHS de$ Artistes de rA»/iV/ut/^

Grecque et Itomaine^ Paris 184.^ ; Muller, Hand-
buck der Archdologis der Kunst,, Breslau 1848, 8vu.,

3rd ed. by Wclcker, a most useful work, but

written more for the antiquary than the artist

;

the 2nd* edition has recently been translated by
Mr. Leitch ; Bdttigcr, Idem zur Archdologis der

A/ei/eret, Dresden 1811, Svo., first part, from the

earliest times imtU Polygnotus and his contem-

poraries, inclusive
;
Durand, Ilisioire de la Pein^

ture Aneitnne^ London 1V25, folio, a translation of

book XXXV. of Pliny, with copious notes
;
Carlo

Dati, rite dci Pittori Antichi^ Florence 1687,

4 to., the lives of Zeuxis, Parrhasius, Apelles, and
Protogcncs ; Thiersch, CJeber die Epochen der bil'

dendm Kttnst unter den Griechmy MUnchen 1829,

8vo., 2nd cd. ; Raoul- Rochette, Uecherches sur

I'Emploi de la Peinturty Ac., Paris 1836, 4to.
;

John, MaUrti der AUeSy Berlin 1836, 8vo.
;
Le-

tmnne, I^ttres d'tm Antiquaire d un ArtistSy

Paris 1 840, Svo. ; Nagler, Neues aUgemeines Kunst-

• An important error, however, among many
others, in this translation, demands notice ; the

terra enamel is throughout erroneously used in the

place of encaustic.
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/<T*AAriron, Mlincbon, 17 voU. 8ro., not yot com-

1
‘leted

;
and the lectures of Fuseli upon ancient

])ainting, and of Flaxmnn upon sculpture. Other
worlcs have bet*n written upon general and par-

ticular subjects bearing more or less upon painting,

such as those of Heyne, Meyer, Hi^ liennann,

Kugler, Vtilkel, Jacobs, Creuzer, Gnind, Caylus,

I^vesque, MiUin, IPHancarville, Quatrem^rc de
Qalncy, Ingiiirami, Visconti, MUlingen, and others,

too numerous to mention here. Of the celebrated

work of Winckclmann, Gr*ekickU dtr Kurut dc4

Alterikumi^ only a very small portion is devoted

to painting.

III. Painting in Ut tarlUM state. The legends

relating to the origin of painting in Greece,^

though they may have no real historical value, are

at least iuteresting to the lovers of art. One
legend, which is recorded by Pliny (//. M xxxv.

l‘J. 8. 43) and is adverted to hy Athenognras

{Legal, pro Christ. 14. p. 69, ed. Dcchair), relates

the origin of tho delineation of a shadow (<r«la,

aaiaypo^, Pollux, vii. 1‘2B), which is the essen-

tial principle of design, the basis of the imitative

and plastic arts. The legend runs as folloa’s:—
The daughter of a certain Dlbutades, a potter of

Sicyon, at Corinth, struck with the shadow of her

lover who was about to leave her, cast by her

lamp upon the wall, drew its outline (um6rafli e*

facie lineit circutnscripsU) with such force and
fidelity, that her father cut away the plaster

within the outline, and took an impression from

the wall in clay, which he baked with the rest of

his pottery. {IHcL of liiog. s. r.) There seem to

bo, however, other claimants to the honour of

having invented skiagraphy {iTKtciypcupla). Athe-
nagoras (/. c.) mentions Saurias of Samos, who
traced his horse's shadow in the sun with the

point of his spear, and Crato of Sicyon, whom he

styles the inventor of drawing or outline (ypoipuHi),

for he was tho first to practise the art upon tablets

with prepared grounds {is irivoKi \t\*vKtsp4vtp).

Pliny (//. A', vii. 67) mentions upon the testimony

of Aristotle, that Eucheir (E0x*<p)« relation of

Daedalus, invented painting in Greece. (P>W. of
Piog.s.v.) Although Pliny's account {H.N.xxxv.

6) of the origin and progress of painting in Greece

is somewhat circumstantial, bis infoiroation can still

not be eonsidcred as authentic oiatter of history ;

and the existence of several of the most ancient

artists, mentioned hy Pliny and many Greek wri-

ters, is very questionable. Besides those already

spoken of, wo find mention made of Philocles of

Egypt
i
Clcanthcs, Ardicos, and Cieophontus, of

Coniith ;
Telephanes of Sicym, Eiigrammus, and

others. (Upon the meanings of some of these

names see Bbttigor, /Jeen zur Arehaoiogie^ p. 138,

and Thiersch, A/*orA. Ac., note 2’J, and Itict. of
liiog. art. Ckeiritophus.)

^'u/fdure is generally supposed to be a more

ancient art tiuui painting

;

but this arises from an

imperfect comprehension of the nature of the two

art^ whi«'h are one in origin, end, and principle,

and differ only in their development. Design is

the basis of both, colour is essential to neither, nor

can it be said to belong more particnlarty to the

latter (7pcupi«Hj) than to the former (vXmrrnc^).

Colour^ works in plastic, in imitation of nature,

were in ancient times as common, and probably

more so, than coloured designs: the majority of the

illustrations upon the vases are colourless. The
Itnining of the human body, or the colouring of
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inmgot, is the common notion of the origin of paint •

ing * but siDipIe colouriagy and painting^ strictly

8|H'aking, are quite distinct
; the distinction b<s

tween ** to colour," eolorem inducere^ and
** to paint," (<eypag*uy, f>ingercydelmeare. (Pollux,
vii. 12(>.) The colouring of the early w'ooden
images, the ancient {dos'o, or tho ippeu, the roA.
AdSio, and the SoiSoAa, must certainly have pre-

ceded any important essays in painting, or the

representation of forms upon an even surface hy
Dieons of colour and light and shade combined.

But this is no stage in the art of painting, and
these figures were most probably coloured by the
artists who made them, by the old wAdoroi or

^ipfAoy\v<pai^ themselves
; the existence, however,

of the art of design is established by the existence

of the plastic art

We will now as briefly as poesible consider tho

gradual development of painting, and the informa-

tion relating to its progressive steps, preserved in

ancient writers. The simplest form of design or

drawing (ypeupucii) is the outline of a shadow, with-

out any intermediate markings, or the shape of a
shadow itself (a silkonette\ in black, white, or in

colour (unihra kominis linns cirmmducta) ; this

kind of drawing was termed (XKmypa/^ia. But this

simple flgure or shade, cnla {cKtaypdppa\ when
in colour was also essentially a monochrom {poro-

XP^parov). The next step was the outline, the

^'pictura linearis,*' the monogram {pov6ypappov)
;

this is said to hove been invented by Philocles of

Egypt or Cleoiilbes of Corinth, but first developed
in practice by Ardices of Corinth and Telephanes
of Sicyon : it aru the coniplete outline with the

inner markings, still without colour ; such as a'o

find upon the ancient vases, or such as the cele-

brated designs of Flaxman, which are perfect

monograms. These outlines were most probably

originally practised upon a white ground (<r niyani

kf\tvKafpsrtp\ for Pliny remarks that they were
first coloured by Cleophantui of Corinth, who used
" tesla trita," by which we should perhapts under-

stand that he was the first to draw them upon a
coloured or red ground, such ns that of the vases.

(Plin. //. A^ xixr. 6.)

The next step is the more perfect form of the
monochrom, alluded to above

; in this, light and
shade were introduced, and in its roost perfect state

it WAS, in everything that is essential, a perfect

picture. Those ** monochromata " were practised

in all tiroes, and by the greatest masters. Pliny,

speaking of Zeuxis (//. jW. xxxv. 36), says, ^ pinxit

et monochromata ex albo ex u/6o, that is, in

gray and gray, similar to the chiarisenri of (he

Italians. They are detcri!x*d by Quintilian (xi. 3.

§ 46), ** qui singtilis pinxenint coloribui, alia lamm
emisen/iora, o/tu reduciiora fecerunt." They wore

painted also red in red. Pliny (//. y. xxxiii. 39)
tells us that the old masten painted them in ver-

milion, ** Cinnabari veteres, quae etiam nunc vocant

monochromata^ pingel>ant," and also in red lead,

but that afterwards the nibrica or red ochre was
substituted for these colours, being of a more de-

licate and more agreeable tint.

llygiemon, Diiiias, and Charmadns, are men-
tioned by Pliny (//. A^. xxxv. 34) as having been

famous ancient monochromisu
;

their age is not

known, but they must probably practised the

simpler form, such as we find upon the most ancient

vases. Four monochromi in the latter style, red

in red, were discovered in Herculaneum. (As
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Antiekith d'Ereoiano^ toI. L plate* I, 2, 4 .)

They are painting* of a late date and are of con-

aiderable merit in every respect, but the colours

Itave been nearly destroyed by the heat, and the

picture* are in tome pla<^s defaced
;

they are

painted upon marble. They were probablv all

executed by the same artist, Alexander of Athens.

AA£SANAP02 A0HNAIO2 EFPA^EN, i* an in-

scriplion upon one of them (pi. 1 ), which represents

fire females, with their names attached, two of

whom are playing at the ancient game of the ktli

(d<rrpayaAi(r>i4t). These tablets are in tho col-

lection of ancient paintings of the Museo-Borbosico

at Naples, No*. 408, 409, 410, 411.

The next and hist essential step towards the

full derelnpment or establishment of the art of

painting ({orypo^a) m*as (he proper application of

local colours in accordance with nature. This is,

bowercr, quite a distinct process from the simple

application of a variety of colours before light and
soiuic were properly understood, although each ob-

ject may have bad its own absolute colour. The
local colour of an object is the colour or appearance

it assumes in a poriicular light or position, which
colour depends upon,and changes with, the light and
the surrounding objects ; this was not thoroughly

understood until a very late period, but there will

be occasion to speak of this hereafter. Probably

Kumaros of Athens, and certainly Cimmi * of

Cleonae, belonged to the class of ancient tetra-

cbroniista or poTychromists, for painting in a variety

of colours, without a due or at least a partial ob-

servance of llie laws of light and shade, is simply

polychromy
;
and a picture of this latter descrip-

tion is a much more simple effort than the rudest

forms of the monochrom in chiaroKuro. There are

a few examples of this kind of polychrom upon the

most ancient v-ases. In the works of Enmams of

Athens, however, there must have been some at-

tention to light and shade, and in those of Cimon
of Cleonae still more.

IV. Painting in A*ia Minor and in Magna
Gra«eia. It is singular that the poems of Homer
do not contain any mention of painting as on

* These two names are generally connected

with each other, but Eumarus must have preceded

Cimon some time. He was the first, according to

Pliny (//. N. xxxv. 34), wbo distinguished the

male from the female in painting ;
** qui primus in

pictura marem fcroioamquc discreverit, . . . figunis

omnes imitari ausum.*' The most obvious dis-

tinction which here suggests itself can scarcely be

alluded to by Pliny, or Eumarus must belong to a

very early period, for we find that distinction very

decidedly given on even the most ancient ^*ases,

whenever the figure is naked. That Eumarus
dared or ventured to imitate all figures, may imply

that he made every distinction between the male
and the female, giving also to each sex a character-

istic style of design, and even in the compositions,

draperies, attitudes, and complexions of his figures,

clearly illustrating the dispositions and attributes

of each, exhibiting a robust and vigorous form in

the males, and making the female* slighter and
more delicate. These qualities are all perfectly

compatible with the imperfect state of the art of

even so early a period, and they may also be very

evident, notwithstanding ill-arranged composition,

defective design, crude colour, and a bard and
tostclew execution.
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imitative art, nor is there mention of any artist,

similar to Ilephoestuii, who might represent the

class of painters. This is the more n'markable,

since Homer speaks of rich and elabt>ratc em-
broidery as a thing not uncommon

;
it is sutficient

to mention the splendid Diplax of Helen (//. iii.

126), in which w*ere worked many battles of llic

Greeks and Trojans fought on her account This
embroidery is actual painting in principle, and is

a species of painting in practice, and it was consi-

dered such by the Homans, w'ho termed it
**
pictura

textilis (Cic. IVrr. ii. 4. 1),
** textili stragulo,

magnificis operibus picto (Id, Tune. r. 21); that

is, painted with the needle, embroidered, erm/uV/o.

(Ovid. Met. vi. 23 ; V'irg. Aen. ix. 582.) The
various allusions also to other arts, similar in

nature to painting, are mifficient to prove that paint-

ing must nave existed in some degree in Homer's
time, although the only kind of painting he notices

is the “ rcd-cheeked ” and “ purple-cheeked ships "

(K^fr ^tArovdppoi, JL ii. 637 ;
War ^$nKowat>^-

oof, Od. xi. 123), and an ivorv’ oniament for tl>e

faces of horses, which a Mneonian or CarUn wo-
man colours with purple. (IL iv. 141.) Tho de-

scription of the shield of Achilles, worked by
Hephaestus in various coloured metals, satisfac-

torily establishes the £sct that the plastic art must
have attained a considerable degree of development

in the time of Homer, and therefore determines also

the existence of the art of desigm. (Artdelineamli;

yptupi^.)

Painting seems to have made considerable pro-

^ss in .^sia Minor, while it W'as still in its infancy

m Greece, for Candaules, king of Lydia(H c. 716),
is said to have purchased at a high price a paint-

ing of llularchiis, which represented a battle of

the Magnotes. (Plin. //.M xxxv. 34.) It would
appear from tlic expression of Pliny (//. A’, vii. .39)

that Candaules paid the paint- r as much gold coin

as would cover the picture. It must be confessed

that tho tradition is very doubtful (see Viet, of
Biog. art. DtUarchua) ; but this painting of Hubirchus

is not an isolated fact in ev idence of the early

cultivation of painting in Asia; there is a remark-
able passage in Ezekiel, who prophesied about

600 B. c., relating to pictun'S of the Assyrians

(xxiii. 14, 15); *^Men pourtrayed upon the wall,

the iniages of the Chaldeans pourtmyed xeUk ver-

milion^ girded with girdles upon their loins, ex-

ceeding io dged attire upon their heads, all of them
princes to look to, after the manner of the Babylo-
nians of Chaldea, the land of thrir nativity.**

The old Ionic or Asiatic painting, the **gcnus

pictume Asiaticum," os Pliny (//. N. xxxv. 10.

s. 36) terms it, most probably flourished at tho

same time with the Ionian architecture, and con-

tinued as an independent school until the sixth

centiir)’ &.C., when tlie lonians lost their liberty,

and with their liberty their art, Herodotus (i.

164) mentions that when Harnngns besieged the

town of Phocaca (B. c. 544), the inhabitants col-

lected all their valuables, their statues and votive

ofTcringi from the temples, leaving only their

paintingn^ and such works in metal or of stone as

could not eerily be removed, and fled w’ith them
to the island of Chios

; from which wo may con-

clude that paintings wore not only valued by tho

Phocaenns, but also common among them. He-
rodotus (iv. 88) also informs us that Mandroclc* of

Samos, who Constructed for Dareius Hyataspis tho

j

bridge of boats across the Bosporus (B. & 506),
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had a picture painted, representing the passage of

Darrius's army, and the king seated on a throne

reviewing the troops as they passed, which he de-

dicated in the temple of Hera at Samoa.

After the conqtiest of Ionia, Samos became the

seat of the arts. (Herod, iii. 60.) The Horaeiim

at Samos, iu which the picture of Mandrodes was
plncort, was a general depositor}’ for works of art,

and in the time of Strabo app> ars to have been
particularly rich in paintings, for he terms it a
** picture-gallery ^ (wiyoMo6ii$niy xiv. p. 637).

Consecrated or votive pictures on panels or tablets

(wivoKts iufoKftft^yoty or yptupal ayaKtififvai) con-

stituted a considerable portion of the iiyaBiiftara

or votive offerings in the temples of Orcece, most

of \vhich in a later period had a distinct building

or gallery (olKijfxa) attached to them disposed for

the reception of pictures and works of this class,

f Pauii. i. 22. § 4, X. 25. § 1, 2 ;
Ath. xiii. p. 606, b.;

Stntb. ix, p. 396.)

After the decline of the Ionian art, painting

flourished amongst the Greeks in Italy and Sicily,

and especially in Crolona, Syl>ariB, and Tnrentum.
Aristotle (</« Afira/}. AwiaUt. c. 90) speaks of a
magnificent cloth or pallium {Ifidrioy) of Alcis-

tbenes of Sybaris, which measured 15 cubits, w'as

of the richest purple, and in it were worked the

representations of cities, of gods, and of men. It

came afterwards into the possession of the tyrant

Dionysius the elder, who sold it to the Carthagi-

nians for 120 talents. This is sufficient evidence

of the existence of painting among the Itoliots,

;

and even of painting of a high degree.
j

Pliny w’ould induce us to believe that painting

was established thranghout Italy as early as the

time of Tarquinius Priscus (//. N. xxxv. 6). He
mentions some most ancient paintings at Caere

;

and a naked group of Helen and Atalanta, of

beautiful forms, painted upon the wall of a temple

at Lanuvium, and some paintings by the same
artist in the temple of Juno at Ardea, accompanied
with an inscription in ancient Latin characters,

recording the name of the artist and the gratitude

of Ardea. (//. xxxv. 0; 37.)

V. J*aisUinff in Grfece. Cimon of Cleonae is

the first inqwrtant personage we meet with in the

history of painting in Greece. His exact period

is TCTv uncertain, but he was probably n contem-

porary of Solon, and lived at least a century before

Polygnotus. It is not at all necessary, as Pliny

supposes, that be must have preceded Dularchus,

which would place him very much earlier
;
os he

may easily have acquired the art in one of the

Ionian cities, for in the time of Solon there vras a
very extensive intercourse between Greece and the

Asiatic colonics. The sup'rior quality of the

works of Cimon, to which Pliny and Aelian bear

Biiflicicnt testimony, is a strong reason for assigning

him a Inter date ; but his having been contem-

porary with Dionysius of Colophon, who imitated

the works of Polygnotus, is quite out of the ques-

tion. This has been inferred from the occurrence

of the name Cimon in connection with that of

Dionysius in Simonides (AnthoL PaL ix. 758, and
in Append, ii. p. 648) ; but as Mliller {Archaolo^fy

§ 99. 1 ) has observed, Mixwr ought to be there
most probably substituted for Klfiwy.

Cimon improved upon the inventions of Kumanis

;

he was the first who made foreshortenings (cata-

and drew the figure in a variety of atti-

tudes
; he first made muKuUr articulations, indi-
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' cated the veins, and gave natural fiilds to draperv.

(Plin. II. X. xxxv. 34.) The term “ catagm[*ha,”

which Pliny usc'S, evidently signifies any ohlii]ue

view of the figure or countcn.'xncc whatever, whether
in profile or otherwise ; in technical language, ybre*

$horteninffs.

We learn from Aelian ( P. //. viii. 8) that Cimon
was much better paid for his works than any of his

predecessors. This alone implies a great superiority

in his works. He appeari to have emancipated

painting from its arcnaic rigidity
;
and his works

probably occupied a middle place between tho

productions of the earlier school and those of Poly-

gnotus of Thasos.

At the time of Polygnotus (b. c. 460\ partly on
account of the changes which took place in the

Greek character subsequent io the Persian invasion,

and partly in consequence of his own great works
in Athens and at Delphi, painting attracted the

attention of all Greece
;
but previous to this time,

the only cities that hod paid any considerable at-

tention to it, were Aogina, Slcyon, Corinth, and
Athens. Sicyon and Corinth bad long been famous
for their paintings upon vases and upon articles of

furniture
;
the school of Athens was of much later

date than the others, and had attained no celebrity

whatever, until the arrival of Polygnotus from
Thasoa raised it to that pre-eminence which,
through various circumstances, it continued to

maintain for more than two centuries, although
very few of the great painters of Greece were na-

tives of Athens.
It baa been attempted hitherto, as far as our

space would admit of, to trace the progreuivc steps

of Grecian painting from its infancy, until it at-

tained that degree of development requisite to en-

title it to the name of an independent art
;
but

before entering upon the consideration of the paint-

ing of the Greeks in its complete development, it

will be w’ell to<xomine both their technic systems
and their mechanical means.

VL TeeAnic.— PsAiWes, Afalerktlsy drc. (^dp-

fioKOy 6Aoi, Ac., Pollux, viL 128). The Greeks
painted with wax, resins, and in water colours, to

which they gave a proper consistency, according to

the material upon which they painted, with gum
(pummi)y glue and the white of egg
(ori oMamcfi)

;
gum and glue were the most com-

mon. It does not appear that they ever painted

in oil
; the only mention of oil in ancient writers

in connection with painting, is the small quantity

which entered into the composition of encaustic var-

nish, to temper it. (Vitruvius, vii. .9
;

Plin. If. X.
xxxiii. 40.) They painted upon wood, clay, plaster,

stone, parchment, and can>*as
; the last was, accord-

ing to one account (Plin. //. X. xxxv. 33), not used
till the time of Nero

; and though this statement

appears to be doubtful (** dcpictam in tabula

tiparhve imagincni rei,” (Quint. Inst. Or. vu 1. §
32 ; see Raoul-Rochctte, p. 331), the use of can-

vas must have been of late introduction, as there

is no mention of it having been employed by the

Greek painters of the best periods. They generally

pointed upon panels or tablets (wlvoicsr^

Udndaey Uihellae)^ and very rarely upon w’alls

;

and an easel similar to what is now used, was
common among the ancients, who called it 0Kpi€a%

or ifoAutfay. (Pollux, viL 129.) Even in tho

time of Pliny, when wall-painting a-as common,
those only who painted cascl-pictnrei (//j5n/<u*)

were held in esteem :
^ sed nulla gloria artificum es

t
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Ilia! eoruin qui taWIas pinxcre” (IJ.X.xxxw 37)

;

that iXy those who painted history or falile upon
panels, in wbut is tenned the historic or great

style, the nwpaloffrapJiia of Vitruvius (vii. 4, 5\
and the XfmcTfr/pojipkak of Plutarch. (Aral. 13.)

These panels, when finished, were fixed into frames

of various descriptions and materials {Plin.//.

XXXV. 45), and encased in walla (Plin. //.A*.

XXXV. 10 ; Cic. m Verr. iv. 65 ; Dig 19. tit 1. s.

17. § 3 ; Muller, Arek. § 319. 5 ;
see Raoul-Ho-

chettc, Sur fJCmplci <U la Peinturf^ dr., and lie*

tronne, I^eUrts d'un Antiqwire^ cCr., worics devoted

to the discussion of this subject.) The ornamental

panel-painting in the houses of Pompeii is evi-

dently an imitation of this more ancient and more
costly system of decorating walls. The W’ood of

which these panels or tablets were generally made
was Larch {Abie* Ijarix^ Larue fanina^ ’EAdrq,

Theophr. //. PU iii. 9. 7 ; Plin. //. N. xvi. 73),

and they were grounded or prepared for painting

with chalk or white plaster
;
this prepared ground

was tenned Acibrwfto, which term was applied also

to the tablet itself when thus prepared. (Suidos,

s. r.
:
i¥ wiytuct Atbenog. L c.)

The style or cestnim used in drawing, and for
:

spreading the wax colours, pointed at one end and
broad and flat at the other, was termed ypcuftls by
the Greeks and cestntm by the Romans

;
it was

generally made of metal. There is a representa-

tion of an instrument of this description in one of

the paintings of llercolaneuro. {AntickUa d'Erco-
^ito, Tol. iii. pi. 45.) The hair pencil {petticilluti

penieiUum) was termed viro7pa^f, and apparently

also ^ofSiov, Timaeus,
Le*. Plat, $. V. Xpairuv : see Letronne, Encauttic^

Joum, de$ Sav. Sept. 1835, on the meaning of

^a€blo¥).

The ancients used also a palette very similar to

that used by the modems, although it appears that

there is no absolute mention of the palette in any
ancient author. The fact, however, is sufficiently

attested by the figure of Painting discovered in the

so-called Pantheon at Pompeii, which holds the

palette and brushes in her left hand. (Zabn, IXe
$ch'6n*ieH (fmamente und merhjDurdigslen gemiilie

au* Pompeii IferkulanuM med Stabiae^ Berlin 1828.)
In the same work, (plate 98) a female who is

painting is represent^ holding something in bor
left hand which appears to be a palette, but it is

not well defined even in the original. (Museum of

Naples, No. 383. ** La femme Peinlre,'’ Pompdi.
In the AnticAitd tTEroolano^ it is given os a female

copying a Hermes, vol. rii. pL 1.) In the grotesque

drawing of a portrait-painter at work, copied by
Mazois (Let Huine* de Pompeii part iu p. 68) from
a picture in the Casa Carolina at Pompeii, a small

table serves as a palette and stands cloio to his

right hand ; it appears to have seventeen different

tints upon it. 1 1 is moat probable that the ^ tabella

of Pliny and the wtydKiov of Pollux (or even the

vu{for, X. 59) signified also palette os well as

tablet.

The ancient authors have left us less information

concerning the media or vehicles {<pdpfuij(a) used
by the painters of antiquity than on any other

matter connected with ancient painting. Gum and
glue, commis, gumml, glutinum, glutinum tourinum,

were evidently in common use. (Plin. //. X. xxxv.

25 ;
Vitruv. vii. 10.) Pliny (If, X, xiil. 20) speaks

of sareocolla (Petujea SarvocoUa^ Linnaeus) os a

gum most useful to painters. The Greeks received
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It from Periiijt. (t)ioac. iii. 99.) Its sulwitance has
Ix'cn an.’ilysed by M. Pellclier. (See Herat,
Aloi. Seim.)

Mastich, a resin of the Pislacia Ix^ntiscus, now
much used by painters, is also mentioned by Greek
and Roman writers (Plin. //. A^ xii. 36, xxiv. 28 ;

Diosc. i. 96 ;
Theophr. //. PI. vi. 4) ;

the best w.na

produce<l in the island of Chios. It was termed
^rlrri axtyinj and paarlxi}* also bKOPdanj fxcuj-

retina lentitcina^ ma»ticke. There were va-

rious kinds : Pliny mentions a kind from Pontus
which resembled bitumen. This resin was not
improbably mixed with the Punic w^lx prefiand
for painting in encaustic, for the Abate Re<|tieno,

who made many experiments in encaustic {Safjtji

ml rittahiliintnto delC antica arte dei (ireci e Ho-
' mani pittori^ Parma i787), asserts that it amalga-
mates well with wax ; the time writer is also of
opinion that the ancient encaustic painters used
also amber (mea'nufli) and ffiai:kincense or.olibiinunt

(77(tti museulum) in the prepamtion of their colours.

Pliny (//.A^ xxxiv. 26), speaking of verdigris,

remarks that it was sometimes mixed with frank-

iucenio. He also mentions (xiv. 25) other resins

and substances which are useful to painters, and
(xxiv. 22) particularly turpentine {'Lrebintbina)^

of which, as now, there were fnnneriy various

kinds. (See Oeoffit)y, A/atrr. Afed.

;

ami Excurs.

vi. ad Plin. H. X. xxiv. 22, cd. Lomairc.)

The method of preparing wax, or Punic wax (n»ra

PuHtcii), as it was termed, is preserved in Pliny

(//. xxi. 49) and Dioscorides (ii. lOo). It wa.i

the ordinary yellow w*ax, purified and bleached, by
being boiled three distinct times in sea- water, with
a small quantity of nitre, applying fresh water each
time. When taken out of the water the thirtl

time, it was covered with a thin cloth and placed

ill the sun to dry. Wax thus purified was mixed
with all species of colours and prepared for paint-

ing : but it was applied also to many other uses, os

polisliing statues, walls, &c.

Pliny speaks of two kinds of bitumen nr

asphaltum (ft^r^oAros), the ordinan.% and a white

Babylonian bitumen (//. X. xxxv. 51). It was used

as a varnish for bronze statues. For an account of

the colours used by the ancient painters, sec the

article CoLoaxa, and John, Malerei dcr AUen^ d.'C.

Vil. Method* of painting. There were two
distinct classes of painting practised by the an-

cients ; in water colours, and in wax
;

both of

which wero practised in various ways. Of tho

former the principal were fVcsco,al fresco ; and tho

various kinds of distemper (a tempera), with glue,

with the white of egg, or with gums (a guazzo)
;

and with wax or resins W'hen these were rendered

by any means vehicles that could be worked with

water.* Of the latter the principal was through

fire (3<^ Tvphf) termed encaustic {iyKavtrrinii^

encaustiea). The painting in wax, $cvpoypa^la, or

ship painting, inceramenia narium (Liv. xxviii. 45),
was distinct from encaustic. Compare Athcnacus,

* Wax becomes a water colour medium, when
boiled with sareocolla or mastich, according to the

Abate Requeno, w'ho mixed five ounces of mastich

with two of wax, which when boiled he cooled in

a basin of cold water ; turpentine becomes such

when well mixed with the white of egg and water.

The yolk of egg, when mixed with vinegar, also

makes a good working vehicle for this species of

painting, but it docs not require water.
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T. p. 204, b.

; K7ipoyp<vpltf «careir«iroiiriATo, which
ifl distinct from ttKoyts . . . . iyitav/iaai yp<up6’

fAtyai 8<i wvphsy IMut. A/or. Atna/or. 16.)

Fresco was p:x)bably little employed by the

ancients for works of imitative art, but it appears

to have been the ordinal*)' method of simply colour-

ing walls, especially amongst the Romans. The
walls w'ere divided into compartments or ponds,

w'hich were termed abaci, iSaxts
; the composition

of the stucco and the method of preparing the walls

for painting is described by Vitruvius (vii. 3).

They first covered the wall wilh a layer of ordi-

nary plaster, over which, when dry, were succes-

sively added three other layers of a finer quality,

mixed wHth sand
;
above these were placed still

throe layers of a composition of chalk and marble

dust, the upper one being laid on before the under
one w.'is quite dr)', and each succeeding coat being

of a finer quality than the preceding. By this pro-

cw the diflferent layers were so bound together,

that the whole mass formed one solid and beautiful

kIiiIi, resembling marble, and was capable of being

detached from the wall and transported in a wfMxlcn

frame to any distance. (Vilniv. ii. 8 ; Plin. If. N.
XXXV. 49.) Vitniviusremarks that the composition

of the ancient Greek walls was so excellent, that

persons were in the habit of catting away slabs from

them and converting them Into tables, which had
a very beautiful appearance. This colouring al

fresco, in which the colours were mixed simply in

watv, AS the terra implies, was applied when the

composition u-as still wet {wlo tectorio\ and on that

account was limited to certain colours, for no
coloiirs except earths can be employed in this way,
that have not already stood the test of fire. Pliny

(//. N. XXXV. 31) mentions those colours which could

not be so employed : Purpurissum, Indicum, Caeni*

Icum, Molinum, Auripigroentum, Appianum, and
Cerussa ; insU-ad of Melinum they used Parac-

tonium, a white from Eg)*pt, which was by the Ro-
mans considered the best of whites. [Colork$i.]

The care and skill required to execute a w'ork in

fresco, and the tedious and expensive process of

prc(iaring the walls, must have elTi'ctually excluded

It from ordinoT)' places. The majority of the walls

in Pompeii are in common distemper ; but those of

the l>eUer houses, not only in Pompeii but in Rome
and elsewhere, especially those which constitute

the grounds of pictures, are in fresco. All the

pictures, however, arc apparently in distemper of a
superior kind, or a guazzn, but the impasto is of va-

rious qualities ; in some it appears to have the con-

sistency of oil painting w'ithout its defects, in others

it is very inferior.

Ordinary distemper, that is, with glue or size, is

probably thf most ancient species of painting

;

many of the a.icient ornamental friezes and painted

bossi-rclievi in the temples and ruins in Egypt, and
also many of the most ancient remains in Italy, ore

painted in this manner.

The fresco walls, when painted, were covered

with an encaustic varnish, both to hcighu*n the

colours and to prest'rvo them from the injurious

effects of the sun or the weather. Vitruvius (viL 9)

describes the process os a Greek practice, which
they termed xavcis. When the wall was coloured

and dry, Punic wax, melted and tempered with a

little oil, was rubbed over it with a hard bnish

(«efa)
;
this was made smooth and even by apply-

ing a cauterium (iraur^ptor), or an iron pan, filled

with lire coals, over the surface, as near to it as
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M'as Just necessary to melt the wav : it was then

nibb^ with a caudle («*ax?) and a clean linen

cloth, in the way that naked marble statues were
done. (Compare Plin. If. M. xxxiii. 40.) The
Abate Requeno supi>ose8 that the candles W’erc used
os a species of delicate cauterium, simply to keep
the wax soft, that it might receive a polish from tho
friction of the linen ; but it is a subject that pre-

sents considerable difficulty.

This kind of varnish was applied apparently to

plain walls only, for Sir Humpnrv Davy discovered

no remains wluitever in the Baths of Titus, of

an encaustic varnish upon painting% although tho

plain walls had generally traces of a red varnish

of this description. Neither Piiny nor Vitruvius

mention anything about colour, but'this is evidently

a most simple addition, and doea not interfere at

all cither with the principle or the application of

tlio varnish. Paintings may have possibly been
executed upon the walls after they wero thus
^-nniislicd.

A method apparently very generally practised

by the Roman and later Greek painters a'as En-
caustic, which, according to Plutarch (/. c.), was
the most durable of all methods ; it was in very
little use by the earlier painters, and was not

generally adopted until after the time of Alexander.
Pliny (//. M. xxxv. 39) defines the terra thus ;

**
oeris pingere ac picturam inurcrc,^ to paint with

wax nr wax colours, and to l/um in the picture afrer-

wards with the cauterium ; it apptran therefore to

have been the simple addition of the process of bum-
imtj in to the ordinary method of painting w'ith wax
colours.* Corae (waxes) was the ordinary term
for painters' colours amongst tho Romans, but more
especially encaustic colours and they kept them
in partitioned boxes, as painters do at present.

Pictores loculatas magnas habent arculas, uhi

discolores sint cerae," Varro, de He Hust. iii. 17.)

They were most pro^bly kept dry in these boxes,

and the wet brush or pencil was rubbed upon them
when colour was reiimred, or they were moistened
by the artist previous to commencing work. From
tile term ccroe, it would appear that wax consti-

tuted the principal ingredient of the colouring

vcliicle used, but this does not necessarily follow,

and it is ver)' improbable that it did
;
th.rc must

have been a great portion of gum or resin in the

colours, or they could not have hardened. Wax
was undoubtedly a most essential ingredient, since

it apparently prevents the colours from crorking

:

cemc therefore might originally simply moan colours

which contained wax, in contradistinction to those

which did not, but mtu afterwards applied gene-

rally by the Romans to the colours of painters, as

* There were various kinds of encaustic, with

the jiencil and wilh theccstmm ; but the difference

l>otwoen them and the common process in which

the cnnteriutn or heater was not applied cannot

have been very great, for Pausias, w'hose style was
in encaustic with the cestrum, nevertheless un-

dertook to repair the paintings of Polygnotus at

Thespiae, which were (tainted in tho ordinary

manner in water colours with the pencil. Pliny

(II. N. xxxv.) in enumerating the most celebrated

painters of antiquity speaks M'parately of those m ho

excelled in cither class ; cliap. 36 is devoted to

those who painted in the ordinar)- method with

the pencil, and cliap. 40 principally to those who
painted in encaustic.
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fnr tiutance by Statius (Syic. i. L 100),

** Apelleae

cupcrcnt tc scribere corac.** The sponjjc (<r»’077la,

spoken of by I’liny and other writers in

connection with painting, a^ords some proof that

painting in water colours was the method generally

{brtised by the ancient painters ; which is also

corroborated by the small vessel placed close to the

palette or table of the portrait-paint> r of the Casa
Carolina of Pompeii, evidently for the purpose of

washing his single brush in. Seneca (l^p. 121.5)
notices the facility and rapidity with which a

painter takes and lays on his colours. That wax
or resins may be us^ as vehicles in water-colours

has been already mentioned.

The origin of encaustic painting is unknown. It

was practised in two ways with the ccstnim,

namely, in wax and on ivory
;
and in a third man-

ner with the pencil. The last method, according

to Pliny, was applied chiefly to ship>painting
;
the

colonrs were laid on hot. His words are,
— ** £n-

causto pingendi duo fuisse antiquitus genera con-

stat, cera, et in ebore, cestro id esC viriculo, donee

classes pingi coepere. Hoc tertium accessit, rcso-

lutis igni ceris penicillo utendi, quae picture in

rwvibus nec sole noc sale veiitisque comimpitur."

(//. A\ XXXV. 41.) This passage, from its concise-

ness, presents many difficulties. ^ Cere, cestro,** that

is, in wax with the ccstrum
;

this was the method
of Pausias :

** in chore, cestro
;

** this must have

been a species of drawing with a hot point, upon
ivory, for it was, as is distinctly said, without wax,
** ccra, ei in ebore.** The third method, “ resolutis

igni ceris penicillo utendi,** though first employed
on ships, was not necessarily confined to ship-

painting ; and if the assertion of Pliny is correct.

It must have been a very different style of painting

from the ship-colouring of Homer, since be says it

«*as of a later date than the preceding methods.

The “ incerementa navium ** of Liv)*, and the ttrtpo-

ypaipia of Athenaeus, mentioned above, may have

executed in this third method of Pliny ; the

use of the cauterium, or process of burning ta, is

here not alluded to, but since ho defined encaustic to

be “ ceris pingere ac picturam imirere” (//. N. xxxv.

39), its employment may be understood in this case

also. It is difficult, however, to understand what
effect the action of the cauterium could have in the

second method (ta e6ore, ces/ro), a’hich w*ns without

wax. It would appear, therefore, that the definition

alluded to is the explanation of the flrat mentioned

method only t and it is probable that the ancient

methods of painting in encaustic were not only

three, but several
;
the Kawri* of Vitruvius, men-

tioned also by himself, is a fourth, and the various

modes of ship piainting add others to the number.

Pliny (//. N. xvi. 23) himself speaks of ** sopitsa,**

a composition of wax and pitch, w'bich was scmpi'd

from ships ; and it is diffinilt to suppose that the

higher class of encaustic was practised with the

cettnim only, since the pencil is such an infinitely

more efficient instrument for the {iroper mixing and

application of colours. (KfpdtraaBai

ecu tCxaipov woiiiffBoi r^r /xitfoAh*' avr»»', Lucian,

fmofl. 7. vol. iL p. 465, k.) The i^nx painting

on the fictile vases, mentioned by Athenaeus (v.

p. 200. G), can have been scarcely executed w'ith

the cestrum ; and it is also unlikely that it was
done with hot colours, as the painting of the ** flg-

lintim opus’* mentioned by Pliny (//. N. xxxvi.

64) may have been. But as there, were various

methods of painting in encaustic, it follows that
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the colours designed for this species of painting

were also variously prepared, and those which
were suited for one style may hate been quite un-

fit for another. All these styles, however, arc

comparatively simple, compared with that of Paii-

sias, in wax with the cestrum, ** cera, cestro;** and
it is difficult for a modem practitioner to under-

stand how a large and valuable picture could be
produced by such a method

;
unless these colours

or cerae, which painters of this doss, according to

Varro (/. c.), kept in partitioned boxes, were a
species of wax crayons, which were worked u|Hin

the panel with the broad end of the ccstrum
(which may have bad a rough edge) within an out-

line or monogram, previously drawn or cut in, with
the pointed end, and were afterwards fixed, and
toned or blended by the action of the cauterium.

Painters were in the habit of inscribing the word
frcKovacs', ** burnt it in,*' upon pictures executed

in encaustic, as Nuelar ^s'ficaMrcK, Avfflmros

irotMTcy. (Plin. //. N, xxxv, 10, 39.)

VIII. Poiyekromy. The practice of varnishing

and polishing marble statues has been already inci-

dentally noticed. The custom was very’ general
;

ancient statues were also often painU'd, and what
is now termed polychrome sculpture was very* com-
mon in Greece, for the acrolithic and the chry*s-

elephantine statues were both of this description.

Many w'orks of the latter class, which were of ex-

traordinary magnificence and costliness, are de-

scribed by Pausanias. The term polychromy, thus

applied, was apparently unknown to the nneients
;

this species of painting is called by Plutarch

{De Ghr. AtAai. 6) &yaXpdrwv (7«ravair,and ap-

pears to have been executed bv a distinct class of

anists ^7«av(rTai). They are men-
tioned also by Plato {£>6 I^eptiU. iv, 420. c.), ot

iySpidyrat ypA^rrts: and if it is certain tlmt

Plato here aJludes to painting statues, it is clear

that they were occasionally entirely painted, iu

exact imitation cf nature ; for he expressly re-

marks, that it is not by* applying a rich or beautiful

colour to any particular part, but by giving its

local colour to each part, that the whole is made
beautiful (d\A* &6pn tl rk Tpoa^Koyra itcdirrois

iirohi96vrts^ rh SAoy KoXhy woiovfi€y). That this

was, how’cver, not a general practice, is evident

from the dialogue between Lycinus and Poly*-

Btratus, in Lucian {Jmrtff. 5—8), where it is clearly,

though indirectly, stated, that the Venus of Cni-

dus by Praxiteles, and other celebrated statues,

were not coloured, altliough they may have born
ornamented in ports and covered with an encaustic

varnish.

The practice of colouring statues is undoubtedly'

as ancient ns the art of statuary itself ; although

they were perhaps originally coloured more from n

love of colour than from any design of improving

the resemblance of the representation. The Jupiter

of the Capitol, placed by Tarquinius Prisens, was
coloured with minium. (Plin. //. iV. xxxv. 45.) In

later times the custom seems to have been reduced

to a system, and was practised with more reserve.

Considerable attention also seems to have been

paid to the effect of the object as a work of art.

Praxiteles being asked which of bis marble works
he most admired, answered, those which N icias had
had a band in,

^ quibus Nicias mnnum admo-
vusset,'* so muc^says Pliny (//. N, xxxv. 40), did

he attributo to his circumlilio. Nicias, there-

fore, who pointed in encaustic, seems ui hU youtn
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to have brcn an iynaiurriis^ or p;tintcr

of 8tatne«, and from the approval of Praxiteles,

excelled apparently in this description of paluiiug

or colotirinjf.

This Tieur differs very materially from those

•rhich have been hitherto advanced upon this sub-

ject, but it has not been adopted without mature

consideration.

In the “circumlilio'’ of Niciaa, the naked form

was most probably merely varnished, the colouring

being applied only to the eyee, eyebrows, lips, and

hair, to the draperies, and the various omamentJ of

dress ; and there can bo little doubt that fine

statues, especially of females, when carefully and
tastefully colour^ in this way, must have been ex-

tremely beautiful
;
the encaustic varnish upon the

white marble roust have had very much the effect

of a pale transparent flesh. Gold w*as also abun-

dantly employed upon ancient statues
;
the hair of

the Venus de Mcdicis was gilded, and in some, glass

eyes and eyelashes of copper were inserted, examples

of w'hich an^ still extant.

The practice also of colouring architecture seems

to have been universal amongst the Greeks, and
very general amongst the Romans. It is difficult

to deflne exactly what the system was, for there is

scarcely any notice of it in ancient writers ; a few

casual remarks in Vitruvius and Pausanias are all

wc possess of any value. Our information is drawn
chiefly from the observations of modern travellers

\

for traces of colour have been found upon most of

the architectural ruins of Greece, and upon the i

ancient monuments of Italy and Sicily ; but with
|

the exception of the Doric ruins at Corinth and the

temple of Aegina, which are not of marble, the

colouring was confined to the mouldings and other

ornaments, the friexes, the metopes, and the tym-
pana of the pediments. The exterior of the wall

of the cella of the Aegina temple, and the columns

of the Corinthian ruins, were covered with stucco

and coloured red. It does not appear that the ex-

terior walls when of marble were ever coloured,

for no traces of colour have been found upon them.

At an early age, before the use of marble, when
the temples and public edifici's were constructed

mostly of wood, tno use of colour must have been

much more considerable and less syitematic
; but

during the most refined ages, the colouring, other-

wise quite arbitrary, appears to have been strictly

confined to the ornamental ports. From the traces

found upon ancient monuments wo are enabled to

form a very tolerable idea of the ancient system of

decorating mouldings. They were painted in va-

rious vvays and in a great variety of colours, and a
tasteful combination of colours must have added
greatly to the effect of even the richest mouldings.

The ordinary decorations w'ere foliage, ova, and
beads ; but upon the larger mouldings on which
foliage was painted, the outlines of the leaves were

first engraved io the stone. Gilding and metal

w*ork were also introduced, particularly in the

Doric order ;
the architrave of the Parthenon at

Athens was decorated*w'ith gilded shit lds. Frieses

that were adorned with sculpture appear to have

been invariably coloured, as also the tympana of

the pediments
;

in the Parthenon these parts were
of a pale blue, in some of the iiicilian mooumenU
red has been found. Some interior polychrome

cornices of Pompeii are given in the work of Zabn
(/>ts srAonsfea Gmamea/e, d.‘C., pi. 91).

In later times, amongst the Romans, the practice
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of colouring buildings semis to have degenerate i

into a mere Uiste for gaudy colours. Pliny and
Vitruvius both repeatedly deplore the corrupt toale

of their own times. Vitruvius (vii. 5) obst^ru-s

that the decorations of the ancients were taste-

lessly laid aside, and that strong and gaudy coI^m-

ing and prodigal expense were substituted for the

beautiful effects produced by the skill of the ancient

artists. Pompeii, with much that U chaste and
beautiful, has many traces also of what Vitruvius

and Pliny complain of. Plate 99 of Zahn affords a
beautiful specimen of the ancient wall-painting of

Pompeii, in courts and interiora. For a further

account of this subject, sec Kugler, ** Ueber die

Pulycbromie der Griechischen Architectur und
Sculptur nnd ihre Orenxen," Berlin, 1835.

IX. lose Paintififj. The fictile-vase painting

of the Greeks was an art of itself, and was prac-

tised by a distinct class of artists (Aristoph. E<xi.

995, 995, Bckkcr), who must have required a
peculiar instruction, and probably exercised their

art according to a prcscribt’d system. It is, how-
ever, iinpotsibie to say anything positive regarding

the history of this branch of ancient painting, as
scarcely anything is known. The designs upon
these vases (which the Greeks termed
have been variously interpreted, but they have betm
generally consider^ to be in some way connectv'd

with the initiation into the Kleusinian and other

mysteries. (Laiizi, Dt' I’usi AntidU dijnnti

;

Christie, DimpUniiom upon tke painted Greek
Poses; Bbttiger, Ideeuy d.'c.) They were given as

prizes to the victors at the Ponaihenoea mid other

games, and seem to have been always buried with
their owners at their death, for they have been
discovered only in tombs.

Vase painting cannot be adduced to determine

the gener^ nature or character of ancient |>ninting

as a liberal or imitative art
;
though the rude de-

signs upon the vases throw considerable light upon
the progressive development of the art, as relates

to stylo of design, and in some degree upon the
principles of Grecian composition of the early times

;

but their chief interest and value consist in the
faithful pictures they afford of the traditions, cus-

toms, and habits of the ancients.

The ancient Tase-paintera were probably attached

to the potteries, or the eslablUhincnts in which
the vases were made

;
or themselves constituted

distinct bodies, which from the general similarity

of style and execution of the aesigns upon the

vases, is not improbable. They do not seem to

have been hold in any esteem, for their names hare
not been preserved by any ancient writer ; and we
only know the names of very few, from their being
inscribed u{>on the vases themselves, as Taloides,

Auteas, Laiimos, Calliphon, and a few others.

(Millin, Peinture* de Vaeee AniUpte*^ vol. L pi. 3.

pi. 44. vol. ii. pi. 37. pi 61 ; Milluigcn, Anc. Vned.
Mem. pi 27.)

The words uaX6s and xoX^, found frequently

upon the ancient vases, arc explained to be simple

acclamations of praise or approval, supposed to l>e

addressed to the person to whom the vase was pn^-

sented
; the words are frequently preceded or fol-

lowed by a name, evidently that of the pexson for

whom the vase was designed. The inscription

also ^ TOif «roAl} has been foiuid on some vase<,

which have proliably been designed as presents for

j

young females. D'Hancorvillc {Co/lertion of roses,

!

<L*c. Introd.) supposes that rose painting bad eih
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tircly ccftscd about the time of the destruction of

Corinth, and that the art of mAiuifocturing vtues

began to decline towards the reign of Trajan, and
arrired at its last period about the time of the Anto-

nines and Septimius Severus. Vaso painting had
evidently cca^ long before the time of Pliny, for

in his time the painted vases were of immense '

value and were much sought after
;
but the manu*

foctiirc of the vases themselves appears to have been

still extensive, for he himself mentions sixteen

celcbralsd potteries of his own tinte, eight in Italy
'

and six elsewhere. The vases, however, appear to

have been merely remarkable for the biieness or

durability of the clay and the elegance of their

shapes. (//. xxxv. 46.) For the composition of

the clay, with which these fictilia were made,
see FicTiLl.

Fren in the time of the empiro painted vases

were tenned “operis anliqui," and were then

sought for in the ancient tombs of Campania and
other parts of Magna Oraecia. Suetonius («/a/.

Cat$. 81) mentions the discovery of some vases of

this description in the time of Julius Caesnr, in

clearing away some very ancient tombs at Capua.

It is also remarkable that not a single painted

vase has been yet discovered in either Pompeii,

llorculaneuro, or Stahiae, which is of itself almost

sutHcient to prove that rose painting was not

practised, and also that painted vases were cx>

tivmcly scarce. We may form some idea of their

immense value from the statement of Pliny (//.iV.

XXXV. 46), that they were more valuable than the

Murrhinc vases. [Mvrkiiina Vasa.] The paint-

ings on the vases, considered as works of art, vary

exceedingly in the detail of the execution, although

in style of design they may be arranged in two

puincipnl classes, the black and the yellow
;

fur

those which do not come strictly under either of

these heads, ore either too few or vary too slightly

to require a distinct clossihcatiun. The majority

of the vases that have been as yet discovered have

been found, in ancient tombs, about Capua and
Nola.

The black vases, or those with the black.figures

upon the stained reddish-yellow terra cotta, the

best of which were found at Nolo, are the most

ancient, and their illustrations consist principally

of representations from the early mythological tra*

dilions ; but the style of tlieso vases was some-

times imitated by later artists. (Plate 56, vul. iv.

of DTlancarville is an example.) The inferior ex-

amples of this class have some of them traces of the

gmphis or ceatrum upon them, which appear to

have been made when the clay aiis still soft
;
some

also have lines or scratches upon the figures, which
have been added when the painting was completed.

The style of the design of these black figures, or

skiagrams, is what 1ms been termed the 1^’ptiun
j

or E^edalian style. The varieties in this style
!

are, occasionally a purple tint instead of the black ;

'

or the addition of a red sash, or white vest, and
•ometimes a white face and white hands and
feet. A curious and interesting example of tlsis

kind of polychrom, in black, red, and white, was
discovered near Athens in 1813, representing on

one side a Minerva with a spear and shield, in the

Daedalian style ; and on the revenc, in a some-

what better style, a young man driving a biga

of most ancient construction
;

it is supposed to

represent Erichthonius. Near the Minerva is

the following inscription, written from right to
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left: TON A0ENEON A0AON EMI, twv *A6ij-

ifit/av iB\ov “ I am the prize of the Alhe-
nnea (i’.'matbeuaca). It is supposed to be of

the time of Solon. (Millingeii, Anc, L'ned. Afou.

pLI.)

The vases with the yellow monograms, or rather

the black nionognuns upon the yellow grounds,

constitute the mass of ancient rases. Their illus-

trations are executed with various degrees of merit

:

those of inferior execution, also of this class, have
traces of the graphis upon them, which appear to

have becu drawn upon the soft clny ; the only

colour upon these, independent of that of the clay,

is the dark back-ground, generally black, which
renders the figures very prominent. The designs

upon the better vases are also merely monograms^
with the usual dark back-grounds, but there is a
very great diflFcroncc between the execution of

these and that of those just alluded to
; there are

no traces whatever of the graphis upon them, their

outlines are drawn with the hair pencil, in colour,

similar to that of the back-ground, which is a
species of black varnish, prolmbly osphalturo

;
or

perhaps rather prepared with the gagates lapis

(jet?) (yaydn}s) of Pliny, for he remarks that it

is indelible when used on this kind of earthenware.

(//. iV. xxzvL 34.)

The best of these vases, which probably Itelong

to about the time of Alexander, arc conspicuous

for a very correct style of design, although they

ore invariably carelessly executed, especially in the

extremities, but exhibit at the sOmo time a surpris-

ing facility of band. The celebrated vase of Sir

W. Hamilton's collection, now in the British Mu-
seum, the paintings of which represent Hercules

and his companions in the gardens of the Hespe-

ridcs, and the race of Atalnntn and Hippomencs,

exhibits, for design, composition, and execution,

perhaps the finest specimen of ancient vase paint-

ing that has been yet discovered : the style of de-

sign is perfect, but the execution, though on the

whole laborious, is in many parts very careless.

(D'Hancarvillc, plates 127, 128, 129, 130.)

There appears to be no example of the more
perfect monochrom (see No. III.) upon ancient

vases, and examples of the polychrom are very

rare. In Sir W. Hamilton's collection there are a
few examples in which various colours have been

added after the ordinary monogram has been com-

pleted, for they ore not incorporated with the vase,

as the black and ground tints ore, but are subject

to scale and are cosily rubbed o(T. They consist of

white, red, yellow, aiid blue colours. These vases

are apparently of a bter date than the above ; for

the style of design is very inferior.

The Museums of Naples, Paris, London, and

other cities afford abundant examples of these an-

cient vases
;

the Musco Borbonico at Naples

contains alone upwards of 2500 specimens. The
subjects of the illustrations arc almost always con-

nected with ancient mythology, and the execution

is generally inferior to the composition.

No opinion of the stylo of the designs upon

ancient vases con be formed from the generality of

the great works purporting to illustrate them, which

have been published of laic years. Very few arc

at all accurate in the lines and proportions, espe-

cially of the extremities ; and in some, even ibo

composition is not faithfully imitated. This is

particularly the case with the splendid works pub-

lished by Duhois-Maissoimeave, Lahorde, and some
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others, in which the illustrations ore drawn with a
'

care, precision, and uniformity of character quite

foreign to the paintings on the vases. They all

appear to be drawn rather according to common
and perfect standards of the different styles, than

to be the faithful imitations of distinct original

designs. Plates 25 and 26 of the first volume of

Maissonneuve, purporting to be faithful imitations

of the design upon the celebrated Nola vase,

(in the Museum at Naples, No. 1846,) repre-

senting a scene from the destruction of Troy, bear

but little resemblance to the original This remark

is applicable also to the work of D'Kancarrille and
other earlier productions, but in a less decree.

Perhaps the work which illustrates most feithfully

the style of the designs upon ancient vases, as fer

as it goes, is that in course of publication by
Ocrhaid (Au»erle$en« Gr%6cki$^ VaaeiAilder^ Ber-

lin 1 839). The specimens also of ancient paintings,

{

mblished by Raoul- Roebette (/Wafvres AntiqH<a\

lare every appearance of being fiiithful imitations

of the originaJs.

X. Remain* of Ancient Painiinp. There is a

general prejudice against the opinion that the

painting of the Greeks equalled their sculpture ;

and the earlier discoveries the remains of ancient

paintings at Pompeii and Herculaneum tended

rather to increase this prejudice than to correct it.

The style of the paintings discovered in these cities

was condt>mned both by Pliny and Vitruvius, and
yet almost every species of merit may be discovered

in them. What tnerefore must have been the pro-

ductions which the ancients themselves esteemed

their immortal works, and which singly were esti-

mated equal to the wealth of cities.^ (Pliu. II. N.
zxxr. 32.)

These remains of Pompeii and Herculaneum in-

duced Sir Joshua Reynolds to form a decided

opinion upon ancient painting. He remarks (Aofes

to Frrsn. 37), *^From the various ancient paint-

ings which have come down to us we may form a

judgment with tolerable accurac}' of the excellencies

and the defects of the arts amongst the ancients.

There can bo no doubt but that the same correct-

ness of design was required from the painter ns

from the sculptor ; and if what has happened in

the case of sculpture, bad likewise happened in re-

gard to their paintings, and we had the good
fortune to posseas what the ancients themselves

esteemed their masterpieces, I have no doubt but

we should find their figures as correctly drawn as

the Laocoon^ and probably coloured like Titian.*'

This opinion has been further confirmed by later

discoveries at Pompeii • especially by the great

mosaic of the (^asa del Fauno discovered in 1831,
supposed to represent the battle of Issus. (Motaic,

No. XV.) But the beauty of ancient sculpture

alone is itself a powerful advocate in favour of this

opinion
; for when art has once attained such a

degree of excellence as the Greek sculpture evinces,

it is evident that nothing mediocre or even inferior

could be tolerated. The principles, which guide

the practice of both arts, are in design and propor-

tion the same ; and the style of design in painting

cannot have been inferior to that of sculpture.

Heveral of the most celebrated ancient artists were
Iwth sculptors and painters

; Pheidias and Eu-
phranor were both ; Zeuxis and Protogenes were
IX)th modellers ; Polygnotus devoted some atten-

tion to statuary ; and Lysippus consulted Enpom-
pus upon style in sculpture. The design of Pheidias
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and Euphmnnr in painting cannot have been in-

ferior in style to that of ihoir sculptqra
;
nor can

Eupompui have been an inferior critic tn his own
art than in that of Lysippus. We have besides the

testimony of nearly all the Greek and Homan
writers of every period, who in general speak more
frequently and in higher terms of painting than of

sculpture. *^Si quid generis istius modi me de-

lectat, pictura delectat,** says Cicero (ad Fanu vii.

23).

The occasional errors in perspective., detected in

some of the architectural decorations in Pompi-ii,

have been assumed as evidence that the Greek
painters generally were deficient m perspective.

This conclusion by no means follows, and is entirely

confuted by the mosaic of the battle of Issus, in

which the perspective is admirable ; in many other

works also of minor importance the perspective has

been carefully attended to. We know, moreover,

that the Greeks were acquainted with perspective

at a very early period
;
for Vitruvius (vii. praef.)

says, that when Aeschylus was exhibiting trage-

dies nt Athens, Agntharchiis made a scene, and left

a treatise upon it. By the assistance of this, De-
mocritus and Anaxagoras wrote upon the same
subject (Sec IHci. of Riog. art AgalkarcAvn.)

This class of painting was termed scenography

(<rKyi¥oypa^a) by the Greeks, and appears to hare

been sometimes practised by architects. Cleis-

thones of Eretria is mentioned ns architect ami
scenograph (ffKriyoypdipos). (Diog. ii. 125.) S'-

rapinn, Eudonis, and others, were celebrated ns

scene-painters. (PUn. //. A^. xxxv. 37. 40.) Scene-

painting was not perhaps generally practised until

after the time of Aeschylus for Aristotle (Poet. 4)
attributes its introduction to Sophocles.

The meet valuable and the most considerable of

the ancient pointings that hare been yet discotered,

arc:—The so-called Aldobrandini Marriage, Nozze
Aldobrandine, originally the property of the Aldo-
brandini family, which was found on the Esqiiilinc

Mount during the pontificate of Clement VIII.,

Tppolito Aldobrandini, and was placed by Pius

VII. in the Vatican ;
this painting, which is on

stucco and contains ten rather small figures in three

groups u a work of considerable merit in composi-

tion, drawing, and colour, and is executed with

great freedom (Bbtliger and Meyer, Die AlHo-
hrandiniaehe Ilochseii^ Dresden lOlO)

;
and the

following paintings of the Museo Borbonico nt

Naples ^‘hich arc conspicuous for freedom of exe-

cution and genera) technical excellence : the two
Nereids found in Stabiae, Nos 561 and 562, Cat.

;

Tclephus nourished by the roe, &c., from Hercu-

laneum, No. 495 ; Chiron and Achilles also from

Herculaneum, No. 730 ; Briscis delivered to the

heralds of Agamemnon, from Pompeii (Sir W.
Oell, Pompeianoy pi. 39 and 40), No. 684 ; and
the nine Funambuli or Rope-dancers which are

exeented with remarkable skill and facility. (Mus.
Dorb., Ant. d’Krcol., and Zahn contain engravings

from these works ; for fiicsimiles of ancient paint-

ings ^ ^ Recucil dc Peiiitures antiques imit<5cs

fidelemcnt pour les couleurs et pour le trait,

d*aprra I s desseins colori^s fails par P. S. Bartoli,"

&c. Paris 17.57, folio.)

XI. Period of D^^opment.-^ K**ential Style.

With Polygnotus of Thosos (b. c. 463) painting

was fully developed in all the essential principles

of imitation, and was established as an independent

1 art in practice. The works of Polygnotus were
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cnnspicnoas for exproMion, charact(*r, and dciipn ;

th^ more minute discriininatioiis of tone and l<v»)

colour, united with dramatic compoiiiion and efli't t,

were not accomplished until a later period. The
limited space of this article ncceaiarily precludes

anything like a general notice of all the rarious

prtMuctions of Oreck fiointers incidentally men-
tioned in ancient writers. With the exception,

therefore, of occasionally mentioning works of ex-

traordinary celebrity, the notices of the various

Greek painters of whom we have any satisfactory

knowledge will be restricted to those who, by the

quality or peculiar character of their works, have
contributed towards tho establishment of any of

the various styles of painting practised by the an-

cients. A fuller account of each artist will be found
under the respective names in the Dictionary of
Greek and Nomam Biography.

Polygnotus is frequently mentioned by ancient

writers, but the passages of most importance re-

lating to his style arc in the Pootiea of Aristotle (c.

2 and 6) and the Imagines of Lucian (c. 7). The
notice in Pliny (H. N. xxxt. S*")) is very cursory

;

he mentions him amongst the many before Oiymp.
90, from which time he dates the commencement of

his history, and simply states that he added much
to the art of painting, such as opening the mouth,
shomnng the teeth, improving the folds of draperies,

painting transparent rests for women, or giving

them various coloured head-dresses. Aristotle

speaks of the general character of the design and
expression of Polygnotus, Lucian of the colour ; in

which respects both writers award him the highest

praise. AristoUo (c. 2), speaking of imitation,

remarks that it must be either superior, inferior, or

equal to its model, which he illustiatos by the cases

of three painters :

** Polygnotus," he says, **
paints

men better than they are, Pauson w'orte, and
Dionysius as they are.** This passage alludes evi-

dently to the general qimlity of the design of

Polygnotus, which appears to have been of an ex-

alted and ideal character. In another passage (c.

C) he speaks of him as an ^^Boypd^pos, or

an excellent delineator of moral character and ex-

pression, and assigns him in this respect a com-
plete sQperi(»ity over Zeuxis. From the passage

in Lucian, we may infer that Polygnotus, Kuphra-
nor, Apelles, and Ab'tion, were the best colourists

among the ancients according to the general opinion

{&piOTOi 4y4yoyro Kfpdotur^ai vd
itaipov alrrny). He notices

also in the some passage the truth, the elegance, and
the flowing lightness of the draperies of Polygnotua

Pausanias mentions icverai of the works of

]*oIygnotus, but the most important were his two
great paintings, or series of paintings, in thoLesche
of the temple of Apollo at Delphi, to a description

of which Pausanias devotes seven chapters, (x.

25—31, Diet, rf Dtog. t. r.)

The painting of the destruction of Troy (and the

other was similar in style) seems to have contained

three rows of figures, with the names of each sTitten

near them, in distinct groups, covering tho whole
wall, each telling its own story, but all contributing

to relate the tale of the destruction of Troy, It is

evident from this description that wc cannot decide

upon either the merits or the derocriu of the com-
position, from the principles of art which guide the

rules of composition of modem timea Neither
perspective nor composition, as a whole, are to be

expected in such works as these, for they did not
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constitute single compositions, nor wtn any unity
of time or action aimed at

;
they were painted

histories, and each group w*as no further connected
with iu contiguous groups, than that they all

tended to illustrate dilTereut facts of the same story’.

Polygnotus has been termed the Michel Angrlo
of antiquity. His style was strictly ethic, for bis

whole art seems to have been employed in illus-

trating tho human character
; and that he did

it well, the surname of Ethogmph {*HSoypd^s')
given to him by Aristotle and others sufficionliy

testifies. His principles of imitation mar be de-
fined to be those of individual representation inde-

pendently of any accidental combination of acces-

sories
:
neither the picturesque, nor a general and

indiscriminate picture of nature, formed any part
of the art of Polygnotus or of the period. W hatever,

therefore, was not absolutely necessary to illustrate

the principal object, was indicated merely by s}'m-

bol : two or three warriors represented an army ;

a single hut, an encampment
; a ship, a fleet

;
and

a single house, a city : and, generally, the laws of

basso-rilievo appear to have been the laws of
painting, and both were still to a great extent sub-
servient to architecture.

The principal contemporaries of Polygnotus were
Dionysius of Colophon, PleUtaenetusnnd Panaenus,
of Athens, brothers (or the latter, perhaps, a ne-
phew) of Pheidios, and Micon, also of Athens.

Dionysius was apparently an excellent portrait-

painter, tho Holbein of antiquity
; for besides the

testimony of Aristotle, quoted above, Plutarch

{Timol. 36) remarks that the works of Dionysius

wanted nckber force nor spirit, but that they had
the appearance of being too much laboured. Po-
lygnotus also painted portraits. (Plut CVmoM, 4.)

Panaenus assisted Pheidias in decorating tho

statuo and throne of the Olympian Jupiter. Micon
was particubuly distinguished for the skill with
which he paint^ horses. {Diet, of Diog. a w.)

Prize contests also were already e«tablisbed, in

this early period, at Corinth and at Delphi. Pliny

(//. XXXV. 35) mentions that Panaenus was
defeated in one of these at the Pythian games, by
Timagoras of Cbalcis, who himself celebrated his

own victory in verse.

The remarks of Quintilian (Ind. Orator. xiL 10)
respecting tho style of this period are very curious

and interesting, although they do not accord en-

tirely with the testimonies from Greek writers

quoted above. He says, that notwithstanding the

simple colouring of Polygnotus, which was liulo

more than a rude foundation of what was after-

wards accomplished, there were those who even

preferred his style to the styles of the greatest

painters who succeeded him
;

not, as Quintilian

thinks, without a certain degree of affectation.

XII. KtUtUitAment ofPainting.—Xtramatio th^e.

In the succeeding generation, about 420 b. c.,

through the efforts of Apollodoms of Athens and
Zeuxis of Heraclea, dramatic effect was added to

the essential style of Polygnotus, causing an epoch

in the art of painting, which henceforth compre-

hended a unity of sentiment and action, and tho

imitation of tho local and occidental appearances uf

objects, combined with the historic and generic re-

presentation of Polygnotus. The contemporaries

of Apollodoms and Zeuxis, and those who carried

out their principles, were, Parrhasius of Ephesus,
Eupompus of Sicyon, and Timantbet of Cythnua,

all painters of the greatest tame. Athens and
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Seven were the prtucipal »eaU of the art at this

period.

Ajxillodomi, says Plutarch, invented tone (<ff6opkv

Kol 6.w6xp^<rty <TKias\ which is well defined by
Fuseli (Aec. 1) os ^tbe clement of the ancient

*Ap^o7i^, that imperceptible Iraiisition, which, with-

out opacity, confusion, or hardness, united local

colour, demitint, shade, and redoxes.'* This must,

however, not be altogether denied to the earlier

painters; for Plutarch himself {Timol. 36) attri-

butes the same property to the w'orka of Dionysius

r6yov)^ though in a less degree.

The distinction is, that what in the works of Dio-

nysius was really merely a gradation of U^U and
fkiutcy or gradual diminution of li^ht, was in Uiose

of Apollodonia a gradation aito of the tint

gradually changing according to the degree of light

'I'he former was termed rdKor, the latter kp/io^
;

but the English term /one, w'hcn applied to a co-

loured picture, comprehends both ; it is equivalent

to the “splendor** of PHny. (//. xxxv. 1 1.)

Apollodorus hrst painted men and things as they

really appeared ; this is what Pliny (//. S. xxxv.

36) means by “ Hie primus species expriinere insti>

tuit" The rich cfifcct of the combination of light

and shade with colour is also clearly expressed in

the words which follow : “ primusque gloriam

j^niciUo jure contulit;** also, “neque ante eum
tabula uUius ostenditiir,quae teneat oculos." We
may almost imagine the works of a Rembrandt to

be spoken of
;

his pictures rivetted the eye.

Through this striking quality of his works, he was
•umamed the sdea/otoer, CKiaypdipos, (Hesychius,

§,v. Comp, further Did. ofBioffy $. v.)

Zeuxis combined a certain degree of ideal form

with the rich effect of Apollodoms. Quintilian

(/. c.) says that he followed Homer, and was
pleased with powerful forms even in women.
Cicero (Brut. 18) also praises hit design. Zeuxis

painted manv celebrated works, but the Helen of

Croton, which was painted from five of the most
l)cautiful virgins in the city, was the most re-

nowned, and under which he inscribed three verses

(156— 158) in the third book of the Iliad. (Valer.

Max. iii. 7. 9 3 ; Cic. de Invent iL I ; Aclian,

V. //. iv. 12, Ac.) Stobacus (Serin. 61) relates

an anecdote of the painter Nicomachus and this

Helen, where the painter is reported to have ob-

sen’ed to oue who did not understand why the

picture was so much admired, “ Take my eyes

and you will see a goddesa** We learn from

another anecdote, recorded by Plutarch (PericL 1 3),
that Zeuxis painted very slowly.

Parrhasius is spoken of by ancient writers in

terms of the very highest praise. He appears to

have combined the magic tmio of Apollodonis, and
the exquisite design of Zeuxis, with the classic in-

venli4>n and expression of Polygnotus
;
and he so

defined all the powers and ends of art, says Quin-

tilian (Lc.)y that he was called the “Legislator.**

Ho was himself not less aware of his ability, for

he termed himself the prince of painters.

rw wpina ^4porra T^x*^^ Atheu. xii. p. 543, c.)

He was, says Pliny (II. N. xxxv. 36), the most

insolent and most arrogant of artists. (Compare
Athon. XV. p. 687) b.

;
and Aelian, V. H. ix. 1 1.)

Timantbes of Cythnus or Sicyon, was distin*

gtiisbed fur invention and expression ; the par-

ticular charm of his invention wot, that ho left

much to be supplied by the spectator's own fancy

;

and although his productions were always admix-
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able works of art, still the execution was surp.issed

by the invention. As an uistance of the ingenuity

of his invention, Pliny (//. M xxxv. 36. g 6) men-
tions a sleeping Cyclops tliat he painted upon a
small panel, yet conveyed an idea of bis gigantic

form by means of some small satyrs who were
painted measuring his thumb with a thyrsus. He
was celebrated also for a picture of the sacrifice of

Iphigenia. (See the admirable remarks of Fuseli
upon this picture, Aec/are i.) Timantbes defeated
Parrhasius in a professional competition, in which
the subject was the contest of Ulysses and Ajax
for the arms of Achillea. (Aelian, 1. c. ;

Plin. /. e.)

Eupompus of Sicyon was the founder of tho
celebrated Sicyonian school of painting which was
afteru’ords established by Pamphilus. Such was
the influence of Eupompus's style, that he added a
third, the Sicyonic, to the only two distinct styles

of painting then recognized, the HcUadic or Grecian
and the Asiatic, but subsequently to Eupompus dis-

tinguished as the Attic and the Ionic ; which with
his own style, the Sicyonic, henceforth constituted

the three characteristic styles of Grecian paint-

ing. (Plin. II. M xxzT. 36. s. 7.) We may judge,
from tho advice which Eupompus gave Lysippus,
that the predominant characteristic of this style was
indiridu^itj

; for upon being consulted by Lysip-
pus whom of bis predecessors he should imitate, be
IS reported to have said, pointing to the surrounding
crowd, “ Let nature be your model, not an artisi.”

(Plin. II. xxxiv. 19. a 6.) This cclebroU’d

maxim, which eventually had so much influence

upon the arts of Greece, was the first professed

deviation from the principles of the generic style of

Polygnotus and Pheidias.
I XIII. Period of Rifinemeni. The art of this

period, which has been termed the Alexandrian,
because the most celebrated artists of this period

lived about the time of Alexander tho Great, was
the last of progression or acquisition ; but it only

added variety of effect to the tones it could not im-
prove, and WAS principally characterised by the

diversity of the styles of so many contemporary
artists. The decadence of the art immediately
succeeded

; the necessary consequence, when, in-

stead of excellence, variety and originality became
the end of the artist. “ Floruit circa Philippum,
ct usque ad succcssores Alcxandri,** says Quinti-

ILoij (/.c.), “ pictura praecipuc, sed diversis virtuti-

bus
;

** and be then enumerates some of the princi-

pal painters of this time, with the excellencies for

which each w*as distinguished. Protogenes was
distinguished for high finish ; Pamphilus and Me-
lanthius for composition

;
Antiphilus for facility ;

Tbeon of Samos for his prolific fancy
;
and for

grace Apelles was unrivalled
; Euphranor was in

all things excellent
; Pausias and Nicias w*ere re-

markable for chiaroscuro of various kinds • Nico-
machus was celebrated for a bold and rapid pencil;

and his brother Aristcides surpassed all in the depth
of expression. There were also other painters of

great celebrity during this period: Philoxenus of

Eretria, AsclepiodoXus of Athens, Athenion of

Maronca, Echion, Cydias, Philocharcs, Theomnes-
tus, Pyreicus, Ac.

I'his general revolution in tho theories and prac-

tice of painting appears to have been greatly owing
to the principles taught by Eupompus at Sicyon.

Pamphilus of Amphipolis succored Ku|>ompits in

the school of Sicyon, which imm that time became
the most celebrated school of art in Greece. Pam-
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pliilus had the reputation of being the most scientific

nrtist of his time
;
and such was his authority,

says Pliny (//. N. xxxv, 36), that chiefly through

his influence, first in Sicyon, then throughout ail

Greece, noble youths were taught the art of draw-
ing l>efore all others : the first exercise was pro-

bably to draw a simple line. {Vpanfi^y i\Kiaai,

Pollux, vii. 128 ; see further, respecting the school

of Pamphilus, of liiog, s. v.)

Niconmehus of Thel>e8 was, according to Pliny

(/.c.), the most rapid painter of his time
;
but

he was as conspicuous for the force and power
of his pencil as for its rapidity

;
Plutarch (Timol.

36) compares his paintings with the verses of

Homer. Nicomachus had many scholars, of whom
Philoxenus of Eretria was celebrated as a paintirr

of battles
;
a battle of Alexander and Dareius by

him is mentioned by Pliny ( //. A. xxxv. 36) as ono

of the most celebrated paintings of antiquity
;
but

they were all surpassed by his own brother Aris-

tcidcs, who appears to have been the greatest master

of expression among the Greeks. We must, how-
ever, apply some modification to the expression

of Pliny {L c.), that Aristeides first painted the

mind and expressed the feelings and passions of

man, since as it is explained by Pliny in this

passage, cannot be denied to Polygnotus, Apollo-

dorus, Parrhasius, Timanthes, and many others.

(See further Diet, of Diog. art. Aristeides.)

Pausios of Sicyon painted in encaustic, with the

cestrum, and seems to have surpassed all others in

this method of painting
; ho was the pupil of Pam-

philus, and the contemporary of Apelles. Pansias

was conspicuous for a bold and powerful eflect of

light and shade, which he enhanced by contrasts

and strong foreshortenings. {Diet, of Biog. i. v.)

Apelles was a native of Ephesus or of Colo-

phon (Suidas, s. v.), according to the general

testimony of Greek writers, although Pliny (/. c.)

terms him of Cos. Pliny asserts that he sur-

pn.-«ed all who either preceded or succeeded him
;

the quality, however, in which he surpassed all

other painters will scarcely bear a definition
;

it

has been termed grace, elegance, beauty,

oenustas. Fuseli {IjCC. 1) defines the style of it.

Apelles thus: — “ His great prerogative consisted

more in the unison than the extent of his powers
;

he knew better what he could do, what ought to

be done, at what point he could arrive, and what
lay beyond his reach, than any other artist Grace
of conception and refinement of taste were his ele-

ments, and went hand in hand with grace of exe-

cution and taste in finish ; powerful and seldom,

possessed singly, irresistible when united.”

The most celebrated w*ork of Apelles was per-

haps his Venus Anadyomene, Venus rising out of

the waters. {Did. ofBiog. art Ajtelies.)

He excelled in portrait, and indeed all his

works appear to have been portraits iii an ex-

tended sense
;

for his pictures, both historical and
allegorical, consisted nearly all of single figures.

He enjoyed the exclusive privilege of p:tinting the

portraits of Alexander. (Hor. LJp. ii. 1. 239.) One
of these, which represented Alexander wielding

the thunderbolts of Jupiter, termed the Alexander
Kfpavyo<p6pos appears to have been a masterpiece

of etfect ; the hand and lightning, snys Plinj',

seemed to start from the picture, and Plutarch

(Alex. 4) informs us that the complexion was
browner than Alexander's, thus making a finer

contrast with the fire in his hand, which apparently
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constituted the light of the picture. Pliny (/. c.)

tells us that Apelles glazed his pictures in a manner
peculiar to himself, and in which no one could

imitate him. When his works were finished he
covered them with a dark transparent varnish

(most probably containing asphidtum), which Lad
a remarkable effect in harmonizing and toning the

colours, and in giving brilliancy to the shadows.

Sir J. Reynolds discovered in this account of Pliny

“an artist-like description of the effect of glazing

or scumbling, such as was practised by Titian and
the rest of the Venetian painters.” (Notes to

Fresn. 37.) There is a valuable though incidental

remark in Cicero (de Ntit. Deor. I 27), relating to

the colouring of Apelles, where he says, that the

tints of the Venus Anadyomene were not bloiMl,

but a resemblance of blood. The females, and tho

pictures generally, of Apelles, were most probably

simple and unadorned
;
their absolute merits, and

not their effect^ constituting their chief attraction

See further Diet, of Biog. $. v.

Protogenes of Caunus, a contemporary of Apel-
les, ^*08 both statuary and painter

;
he was re-

markable for the high finish of his works, for a
detailed account of wmch, as well as of his life and
his relations with Apelles, sec Did. of Biog. art

Protogenes.

Kuphranor, the Isthmian, w’as celebrated equally

ns pamter and statuary
;
he was, snys Pliny (//. N.

xxxv. 40y, in all things excellent, and nt all times

equal to himself. He was distinguished for a pecu-

liarity of style of design ;
he w’os fond of a muscular

limb, and adopted a more decided anatomical dis-

play generally, but he kept the body light, in pro-

portion to the head and limbs. Pliny says that

Euphranor first represented helxies with dignity.

Parrhasius was said to have established the canon

of art for heroes
;

but tho heroes of Parrhasius

were apparently more divine, those of Euphranor
more human. We have examples of both these

styles, in tho kindred art of sculpture, in the Apollo

and the Laocodn, and in the Meleager and the

Gladiator, or the Antinous and the Discobolus.

It was to this distinction of style which Euphranor
apparently alluded, when he said that the Theseus
of Parrhasius had been fed upon roses, but his own
upon beef. (Plut. de Glor. Athen. 2 ;

Plin. Lc.)

Euphranor painted in encaustic, and executed many
famous works ; the principal were a battle of Man-
tineia, and a picture of the twelve gods. (Plin. /. c .

;

Plut. Uc. ;
Pans. L 3 ;

Lucian, Imag. 7 ;
Valer.

Max. viiL 11. § 5 ;
Eustath. ad 11. i. 629, &c.)

Nicias of Athens was celebrated for tho delicacy

with which he painted females, and for the rich

tone of chiaroscuro which distinguished his paint-

ings. He also painted in encaustic. His most

Celebrated work was the ytKvla, or the region of

the shades, of Homer (necromanda Ilomeri), which

ho declined to sell to Ptolemy I. of Egypt, who
had offered 60 talents for it, and preferred pre-

senting to his native city, Athens, as he was then

sufficiently wealthy. Nicias also painted some of

the marble statues of Praxiteles. (Plin. II. N.
xxxv. 40 ; J*lut Mor.Epicur. 11 ;

see NaVIII.)
Athenion of Moronea, who painted also in en-

caustic, was, according to Pliny (/. c.), compared
with, and even preferred by some to Nicias; ho
was more austere in colouring, but in his austerity

more pleasing, and if he had not died young, says

Pliny, he would have surpassed all men in paint-

ing. He appears to liave looked upon colours as a
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mcK rn^ant, to have negl^tcd pictorial effect, and,

retaining individuality and nmen of the refinement

of design of hU conlemporariea, to have endeavoured

to combine them with the generic style of Poly*

gnotus and Pheidiaa la ipm pietura erudiiio

cUtceal). Ilia picture of a groom with a horse is

mentioned by Pliny as a remarkable paintmg.

Philochares, the brother of the orator Aeschines,

was also a painter of the greatest merit, according

to Pliny {/f.N.xxxr. 10), although he iscontemp*

tuotisly termed by Demosthenes (Fals. IjefftU. p. 4 1 5,

R> i»ko) ^apainterof perfume-pots and tamlmurs*'

(dAafaoTpo^Kor aol ru^irara).

Kchion also, of uncertain country, is mentioned

by Cicero {Brui. 18) and Pliny (//. iV. xxxv. 36)

ns a famous painter. Pliny spe^s of a picture of a

bride by him as a noble painting, distinguished for

its expression of modesty. A great compliment is

also incidentally paid to the works of ^hion by
Cicero (Parad. v. 2), where he is apparently

ranked with Polycletus.

Theon of Samos was distinguished for what the

Greeks termed ^arrwrlot, according to Quintilian

(f.c.), who also ranks him with the painters of the

highest class. Pliny (H. iV. xxxv. 40), however,

classes him with those of the second degree. Aelian

gives a spirited description of a young warrior

painted by Theon. ( V. H. ii. 44.)

XIV. DtdiM, The causes of the decline of

painting in Greece arc very evident The^ political

revolutions with which it was convulsed, and the

various dynastic changes which took place after the

death of Alexander, were perhaps the principal

obstacles to any important etTorts of art ; the in-

telligent and higher classes of the population, upon

whom painters chiefly depend, being to a great ex-

tent engrossed by politics or engaged in war.

Another influential cause was, that the public

buildings were already rich in works of art, almost

even to the exhaustion of the national mythology

and history ; and the new rulers found the transfer

of works sdready renowned a more sure and a more

expeditious method of adorning their public balls

and palaces, than the more U^y and haxardous

alternative of requiring original productions from

contemporary artists.

The consequence was, that the artists of those

times were under the necessity of trying other

fields of art ; of attracting attention by novelty and
variety : thus rhyparography (^larapoypa^fa), por-

nography, and ail the lower classes of art, attained

the ascendancy and became the characteristic styles

of the period. Yet during the early port of this

period of decline, from about B.C. 300, until the

destniction of Corinth by Mummius, B. c.146,

there were still several names which upheld

the ancient glory of Grecian painting, but subse-

quent to the conquest of Greece by the Homans,

what was previously but a gradu^ and scarcely

sensible decline, then became a rapid and a (obU

decay.

In the lower descriptions of painting which pre-

vailed in this period, Pyreicus was pre-eminent

;

he was termed Rhyparogrephoe (^tnr^oypd^r),

on account of the mean quality of his subjects. He
belonged to the class of genre-painters, or ^ peintres

de genre bas,** as the French term them. The
Greek ^wap<rypa4>fa therefore is apparently equi*

valent to our expression, the Dutch style. (See

Diet, of Diog. art Pjfrmeus.')

Pornography, or obscene painting, which, in the
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time of the Romans, was practised with the grossest

licence (Propert ii. 6 ; Sucton. Tib. 43 ; and Vit,

//or.), prevailed especially at no particular period

in Greece, but was apparently tolerated to a con-

siderable extent at all times. Parrhasius, Aristeides,

Pausanias, Nicophanes, Cbaerephanes, Arellius,

and a few other vopvtrffta^i are mentioned as
having made themselves notorious for this species

of licence. (Athen. xiii. p. 567, b ; Plut de aud.
Poet. 3 { Plin. //. N. xxxv. 37.)

Of the few painters who still maintained the
dignity of the dying art, the following may be men-
tioned: Mydon of Soli

;
Nealces, Leontiscus, and

Tiraantbes, of Sic}'on
; Arcesilaus, Krigonus, and

Pasias, of uncertain country
;
and Metrodorus of

Athens, equally eminent as a painter and os a
philosopher. The school of Sicyon, to which the
majority of the distinguished painters of this period

belonged, is expressly mentioned by Plutarch
{Arat. 12) ns the only one which still retained any
traces of the purity and the greatness of style ^
the art of the renowned ages. It appears to have
been still active in the time of Aratui, about 250
B. a, who seems to have instilled some of bis own
enterprising spirit into the artists of his time.

Aratiu was a great lover of the arts, but this did
not hinder him from destroying the portraits of the

Tyrants of Sicyon
;
one only, and that but par-

tially, w’as saved. (PluL Arat. 13.)

It was already the fashion in this age to talk of

the illimitable works of the groat masters
;
and the

artists generally, instead of exerting themselves to

imitate the masterpieces of postages, seem to have
been content to admire them. All works bearing

great names were of the very highest value, and
were sold at enormous prices. Plutarch mentions
that Aretus bought up some old pictures, but par-

ticularly those of Melanthus and Pamphilus, aud
sent them as presents to Ptolemy 111. of Egypt,
to conciliate his favour, and to induce him to join

the Achaean league. Ptolemy, who was a great

admirer of the arts, was gratified with these pre-

sents, and presented Arotus with 150 talents in con-

sideration of them. (PluL yfra/. 12.) These were,

however, by no means the first works of the great

painters of Greece, which had found their way into

Egypt Ptolemy Soter had employed agents in

Greece to purchase the w'orks of celebrated masters.

(PluL Mor. Epieur. c. 11.) Athenoeus also (v,

p. 196, e.) expresslr mentions the pictures of Si*

cyonian masters which contributed to add to the
pomp and display of the celebrated festival oi

Ptolemy Philadelphus at Alexandria.

From the lime of Alexander the spirit of the

Greeks animated Eg^tinn artists, w'ho adopted

the standard of Grecian beauty in proportion and
character. Antiphilus, one of the most celebrated

painters of antiquity, was a native of Egypt, per-

haps of Xaucratis. {Diet, of Diog.n.r.) Many
other Greek painters also were established in EgypL
and both the population and arts of Alexandria
were more Greek than Egyptian. (QuinL xii. 10 ;

Plin. //. iV. XXXV. 37 and 40 j Athen. v. p. 196.)

Amongst the most remarkable productions or

this period were, the celebrated ship of Hiero II.

of Syracuse, which hod Mosaic floors, in which
the whole history of the fiUI of Troy was worked
with admirable skill (Athen. v. p. 207, c.)« and the

immense ship of Ptolemy Philopator, on the prow
and stern of which were carved colossal figures,

eighteen feet in height
; and the whole vessel.
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both interior and exterior,wnfl decorated with paint-

ing of various descriptions. (Athcn. v. p. 2U4,a.)

Nearly a century later than Aratus we have still

mention of tw’o painters at Athens of more than

ordinary distinction, Hcracleides a Macedonian,

and Metrodorus on Athenian. The names of

several painters, however, of tliesc times ore pre-

served in Pliny, but ho notices them only in a

cursory manner. When Acmilios Paulns had con-

quered Perseus, B. c. 168, ho commanded the

Athenians to send him their most distinguished

painter to perpetuate his triumph, and their most

approved philosopher to educate hia sons. The
Athenians selecU*d Metrodorus the painter, pro-

fessing that he was pre-eminent in both respects.

Heraclcides was a Macedonian, and originally a

ship-painter ; he repaired to Athens after the de-

feat of Perseus. (Plin. //. N. xxxv. 40.) Plutarch

in his description of the triumph of Aemilius Paulus

(ta VU. 3'2) says, that the paintings and statues

brought by him from Greece were so numerous

that they required 250 waggons to carry them in

procession, and that the spectacle lasted the entire

day. Aemilius appears at all times to have been

a great admirer of the arts, for Plutarch {AemU.
PauL 6) mentions that after his first consulship

he took especial care to have his sons educated in

the arts of Greece, and amongst others, in painting

and sculpture
;
and that he accordingly entertained

masters of those arts (irX<i4TT<u Koi ^trypdtf>oi) in

his family. From which it is evident that the

migration of Greek artists to Rome had already

commenced before the general spoliations of Greece.

Indeed Livy (xxxix. 22) expressly mentions, that

many artists came from Greece to Rome upon the

occasion of the ten days games appointed by Kill-

vius Nohilior, o. c. 186. But Home must have

had its Greek painters even before this time
;

for

the picture of the feast of Grocchus*s soldiers after

the battle of Beneventum, consecrated by him in

the temple of Liberty on the Aventine, u. C.213
(Liv. xxiv. 16), was in all probability the work of

a Greek artist

The system adopted by the Romans of plunder-

ing Greece of its works of art, reprobated by
Polybius (ix. 3), was not without a pnu:e<lcnt.

The Carthaginians before them bad plundered all

the coast towns of Sicily ; and the Persians, and
even the Macedonians, carried off all works of art

as the lawfitl priae of conquest (Oiodor. xiiL 90 ;

Polyb, ix. 6. § 1 ;
Liv. xxxi, 26; Plin. //.M xxxiv.

19, XXXV. 36.) The Roman conquerors, however,

at first plundered with a certain degree of modera-
tion (Cic. i» Verr. v. 4) ;

as Marcellus at Sntucusc,

and Fabins Maximus at Tarentum, who carric<l

away no more works of art than were necessary to

adorn their triumphs, or decorate some of the

public buildings. (Cic. la Verr. v. 52, &c. ;
Pint

Pab. Mn^. 22, AfarveJ, 30.) The works of Greek
art brought from Sicily by Marcellus, were the

first to inspire the Homans with the desire of

adorning their public edifices with statues and
paintings ; which taste was converted into a pas-

sion when they became acquainted with the great

treasures and almost inexhaustible resources of

Greece ;
and thiir rapacity knew no bounds.

Plutarch says that Marcellus (m 17/. 21) was
accused of having corrupted the public roomls

through the introduction of works of art into

Rome ;
since from that period the people wasted

mach of their time in disputing about arts and
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artists. But Marcellus gloried in the fact, and
boasted t ren before OrtMiks, that he was the firi>t

Co teach the Romans to esteem and to admire the

exquisite productions of Greek art. W'e learn

from Livy (xxvi. 21) that one of the ornaments of

the triumph of Marcellus, 214 B.C., was a picture

of the capture of Syracuse.

These spoliations of Greece, of the Grecian king-
doms of Asia, and of Sicily, continued uninterrupt-

edly for about two centuries
;
yet, according to

Mucianus, says Pliny (ff. A7 xxxiv. 17), such
was the inconceivable wealth of Greece in works
of art, that Rhodes alone still contained upwards
of 3000 statues, and that there could not havo
been less at Athens, at Olympia, or at Delphi.

The men who contributed principally to fill the

public edifices and temples of Rome with the
works of Grecian art, were Cn. Manlius, Fulvius
Nobiliw, who plundered the temples of Amhmcia
(Liv. xxxviii. 44), Mummius, Sulla, Lucullus,

Soaunis, and Verres. (Liv, xxxix. 5, 6, 7 ;
Piui.

If. A7 xxxiiu 53, xxxiv. 17, xxxvii. 6.)

Mummius, after the destruction of Corinth, r. c.

146, carried off or destroyed more works of art

than all his predecessors put together. Some of his

soldiers were found by Polybius playing at dice

upon the celebrated picture of Dionysus by Aris-

tcides. (Strab. viii.p.381.) Many valuable works
also were purchased upon this occasion by Attains

III., and sent to Pergamus ; but they all found
their way to Rome on his death, b. c. 133, as ho
bo<iucathcd all bis property to the Roman people.

(Plin. //. N, xxxiii. 53.) Scmirus, in bis acdile-

ship, B. c. 58, had all the public pictures still re-

maining in Sicyon transported to Home on account

of the debts of the former city, and he adorned tho

great temporary theatre which he erected upon that

occasion with 3000 bronxe statues. (Plin. N. iV,

XXXV, 40, xxxvi. 24.) Verres ransacked Asiaand
Achaia, and plundered almost every temple and
public edifice in Sicily of whatever was valuable

in it. Amongst the numerous robberies of Verres,

Cicero (m Verr.' iv. 55) mentions particularly

twenty-seven beautiful pictures taken from the

temple of Minerva at Syracuse, consisting of por-

traits of the kings and tyrants of Sicily.

From the destruction of Corinth by Mummius,
and the spoliation of Athens by SuU^ the higher

branches of art, especially in paintin(;’ experienced

so sensible a decay in Greece, that only two
painters are mentioned who can be classed with

tho great masters of former times : Timomachus of

Byzantium, contemporary with Caesar (Plin. ff.N,
XXXV, 40, dec.), and Action, mentioned by Lucian

(hnag, 7 ;
Herod. 5), who lived apparently about

the time of Hadrian. (Mifller, Arch'doi, § ‘ill. 1.)

Yet Homo was, about the end of the republic, full

of painters, who appear, however, to have been
chicHy occupied in portrait, or decorative and ara-

besque painting: painters must also have been
very numerous in Kgv'pt and in Asia. Paintings

uf various descriptions still continued to perform a
conspicuous jiart in the triumphs of the Roman
cunquernrs. In the triumph of Pompey over Mithri-

dates tho portraits of the children and family of

that monarch were carried in tho procession (.\p-

pian, de htU. Milhrid. 117); and in one of Caesar's

triumphs the portraits of his principal enemies in

the civil war were displayed, with the exception of

that of Pompey. (Id. df 'HeU. ViviL ii. 101.)

The school of art at Rhodes appears to have bccD
3 N
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the only one that had experienced no great change

;

for works of the highest class in sculpture were still

produced there. The course of painting seems to

have been mnch more capricious than that of Mulp-

turc ; in which maste^ieces, exhibiting various

beauties, appear to have been produced in nearly

erery age, from that of Pheidias to that of Hadrian.

A decided decay in painting, on the other hand, is

repeatedly acknowledged in the later Greek and
in the best Roman writers. One of the causes

of this di‘cay may be, that the highest excellence

in painting requires tho combination of a much
greater variety of qualities ;

whereas invention and
design, identical in both arts, are the sole elements

of sculpture. Painters also arc addicted to the

jvemicious, though lucrative, practice of dashing off

or despatching their works, from which sculptors,

from Very nature of their nmteriuls, are ex-

empt: to paint quickly was all that was required

from some of the Roman painters. (Jur. ix. 146.)

Works in sculpture also, through the durability of

their material, are moro easily presened than

paintings, and they siTve therefore as models and
incentives to the artists of after ages. Artists,

therefore, who may have bad ability to excel in

Bculpttm', would naturally choose that art in pre-

ference to painting. It is only thus that we can

account for the production of such works as the

Antinoiis, the Ixiocoon, the Torso of Apollonius,

and nmny others of surposiuig excellence, at a

period when the art of painting «*as comparatively

extinct, or at least principally practised os mere
decorative colouring, such ns the majority of the

{laiiitings of Itome, Herculaneum, and Pompeii,

now exUnt
;
though it must be remembered that

these wen: the inferior works of ou inferi<v age.

XV'. y/o;naa Patatinff. The early painting of

Italy and Magna Oraeci.a has been already noticed,

and we know nothing of a Roman painting inde-

pendent of tliat of Greece, though Pliny (H. A'.

XXXV. 7) tells us that it was cultivated at an early

Tieriod l>y the Romans. Tho head of the noble

house of the Kahii received the sumame of Pictur,

which remained in his family, through some paint-

ings which he executed in the temple of Solus at

Rome, n. c. 304, which lasted till the time of the

emperor CbudiuR, when they were destroyed by
the ftro tliat consumed that temple. Pacuvius also

the tragic poet, and nephew of Ennius, distin-

guished himself by some paintings in the temple of

Hercules in the Forum Roarium, about 1RUB.C.
Afterwards, says Pliny (/. c.), painting was not

practised by poliJe haadt {honesiis manibus) amongst
the Romans, except perhaps iu the cose of Turpi-

lius, a Roman knight of his own times, who exe-

cute<i some licautilul wotlts with his left hand at

Verona. Yet Q. Pedius, nephew of Q. Pedlus,

coheir of Caesar with Augustus, was instnicted in

painting, and became n great proficient in the art,

though ha died when yuujig. Antistius Labts> also

aiuusi'd himself with pniuting small pictures.

Julius Caesar, Agrippa, and Augubtus were

among the earliest gre;U patrons of artists. Sue-

tonius (t/w/. C-aes. 47) informs us that (.'aesar ex-

pended grreat sums in the purchase of pictures by
the old masters ;

and Pliny (//. A', xxxv. 40)
mentions that he gave os much as 80 talents for two
pictures by his contcinporarv Timomochus of By-
xantium, one an Ajax, and t^e other a Medea me-
ditating the murder of her chihlrt'n. These pictures,

which were painted in encaustic, were vur}* cele-
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brated works ; they are alludod to by Ovid (7Vu/.

il 525), and are mentioned by many other ancient

writers.

There are two eircumstances connected with the

earlier history of painting in Rome which deserve

mention. One is recorded by Livy (xli. 28), who
informs us that the Consul Tib. Sempronius Grac-

chus, dedicated in the temple of Mater Matuta,
upon his return from Sardinia, n.c. 174, a picture

of apparently a siirgular description
; it consisted

of a plan of the island of Sardinia, with repre-

sentations of various battles he had fought there,

painted npon it. The other is mentioned by Pliny

(//. N. xxxv. 7\ who says that L. Hostilius Man-
cinus, b. c. 147, exp>osed to view in the forum a
picture of the taking of Carthage, in which he bad
performed a conspicuous part, and explained its

various incidents to the people. Whether these

pictures were the productions of Greek or of Roman
artists is doubtful ;

nor have we any guide as to

their rank os works of art.

The Romans generally have not the slightest

claims to the merit of having promoted the line

arts. We have seen that before the spoliations of

Greece and Sicily, the arts were held in no consi-

deration in Rome ; and even afterw'ards, until the

time of the empcTors, painting and sailpture seem
to have been practiM:d very rarely by Romans

;

and the works which were then produced were
chiefly ciiaracterised by their bad taste, being mere
military records and gaudy dispkiyi of colour, al-

though the city was crowded with the finest pro-

ductions of ancient Greece.

There arc three distinct periods ol)scrTable in

the history of painting in Home. The first, or great

period of Graeco-Roman art, may be dated from

the conquest of Greece until the time of Augustus,

when the artists were chiefly Greeks. The second,

from tho time of Augustus to the so called Thirty

Tyrants and Diocletian, or from the beginning of

tho Christian era until alwiit the latter end of the

third century ; during w’hich time the great ma-
jority of Roman works of art were produced. The
third comprehends the state of the arts during the

exarchate
;
when Rome, in consequence of the

foundation of Constantinople, and the changes it

involved, suffered similar spoliations to those w'hich

it had previously inflicted upon Greece. This was
the period of the total decay of the imitative arts

amongst the ancients.

Tho establishment of Christianity, the division

of the empire, and the incursions of barltarinns,

were the first great causes of the important revo-

lution experienced by the imitative arts, and the

serious check they received
;
but it was reserved

for the fanatic fury of the iconoclasts effectuAlly to

destroy all traces of their former splcndonr.

Of the first of these three periods sufficient h.as

been already said
; of the second there remain still

a fi'W* observations to be made. About the be-

ginning of the second period is the earliest age in

which we have any notice of portrait painters

(tmfuriaam pi'etores), as a distinct class. Pliny

mentions particularly Dionysius and Sopolis,as the

most celebrated at about the time of Augustufi,

or perhaps earlier, who filled picture galleries with

their wurks. About the same age also I.ala of

Cyzicus was veiy celebrated
; she ]MUUtcd, however,

chiefly female portraits, but received greater prices

:
than the other two, (Plin. //. X. xxxv. 37, 40.)

j

Portraits must have l>ccn exceedingly numerous
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amongnt the Romans ; Yorro made a collection of

the portraits of 700 eminent men. (Plin. //. .V.

XXXV. 2.) The portraits or statues of men who
had performed any public service were placed in

the temples and other public places ; and severe]

edicts w'cre passed by the emperors of Rome re-

specting the placing of them. (Sueton. Tiber. 26,

Vaiig. 34.) The portraits of authors also w'erc

placed in the public libraries; they were np|)n>

rently Axed above the cases which contained their

writings, below which chairs were placed for the

convenience of readers. (Cic. ad Attic, iv. 10 ;

>*iieton. 'I'iber. 70, Calig. 34.) They were painted

also at the beginning of manuscripts. (Martial, xiv.

Il>6.) Respecting the imagines or wax portraits,

which were preserved in “amjaria ** in the atria

of private houses (Plin. //. S. xxxv. 2 ;
Scnec. de

ili-ncf. iit 2B), there is an interesting account in

1‘olybius (vi. 53). With the exception of Action,

ns already mentioned, not a single painter of this

)>eriod rose to eminence : although some were of

course more distinguished than others
;

as the

proHigatc Arellius
;
Fabullus, who painted Nero's

golden house; Dorotheus, who copied for Nero the

Venus Anadyomene of Apelles ;
C«»rnelius Pinus,

Accius Priscus, Marcus Ludius, Mnllius, and others.

(Plin. //. .V. xxxv. 37, dec.) Portrait, decorative,

and scene painting seem to have engrossed the art.

Pliny and Vitruvius regret in strong terms the de-

plorable state of painting in their times, which was
but the commencement of the decay ; Vitruvius

has devoted an entire chapter (vii. 5) to a lament-

ation over its fallen state
;
and Pliny speaks of it

as a dying art (//. N. xxxv. II.) The latter

writer instances (/f. .V, xxxv. 33) ns a sign of the

madness of bis time (nos^mc oe/aris insanutm), the

coloss.al portrait of Nero, 120 feet high, which was

painted upon canvas, a thing unknown till that

time.

Marcus Ludius, in the time of Augustus, became
very celebrated for his landscape decorations, which
were illustrated with figures actively employed in

occupations suited to the scenes ; the artist's name,
however, is doubtful. (See Did. of liiog. s. r.)

This kind of painting became universal aRer bis

time, and apparently with every species of licence.

Viinivios contrasts the state of decorative {tainting

in his own age with w'hat it wms formerly, and he

enumerates the various kinds of a*all painting in

use amongst the ancients. They first imitated the

arrangement and varieties of slabs of marble, then

the variegated frames and cornices of panels, m
which were nfterw’ords added architcctursil decora-

tions
; and finally in the exedrae were painted

.

tragic, comic, or satyric scenes, and in the long I

galleries and corridors, varions kinds of landscapes,

or even subjects from the poets and the higher

walks of history. Rut these things were in the

time of Vitruvius tastelessly laid aside, and had
given place to mere gaudy display, or the most
pfiantastic and wild conceptions, such as many of

the paintings which bare been discovered in

Pompeii.

Painting now came to be practised by slaves,

nnd painters os a body were held in little or no
esteem. Respecting the depraved application of

the arts at this period see Plin. If. N. xxxv. 33 ;

Petitm. Srtl. 88 ;
Propert. iL 6 ;

Sueton. 71i5. 43 j

Juven. ix. 145, xii. 28.

Mosaic, or pictitm de musicOy opus mtmViim, wns
very general in Rome in the time of the early em-
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pemrs. It was also common in Greece and Asia
Minor At on earlier period, but at the time of

which wo aro now treating it began to a great

extent even to supersede painting. It wns used
chiefly for floors, but walls and also ceilings were
sometimes ornamented in the same way. (Plin.

If. N. xxzvi 60, 64 ;
Athen. xiL p. 542, d.

;

Senec. Dp. 86 ; Lucan, x. 1 1 C.) There were
various kinds of mosaic

; the Uthostrota w'cre dis-

tinct from the pictume de nusiro. There wen;
several kinds of the furmer, as the seciiley the tes-

seH.tiuiUy nnd the rerruicuUitumy which arc all

mi'chanical and ornamental styles, unapplicablc to

painting, as they were worked in regular figures.

As a general distinction between musivum and
lithnstrotiim, it may be observed that the picture

itself was de musiro or opus and its

frame, which wns often very large nnd l>cautiful, wns
lithostrutum. The former was made of various

coloured small cubes {tesserae or tejue/iae)y of dif-

ferent materials, and the latter of small thin slabs,

crusiacy of various marbles, Slc.
;
the artists w'cre

termed mmsirariiy and <ptudra(arii or tesfe/iarii re-

spectively. Pliny {If. N. xxxvi. 60) attributes the

origin of mosaic pavements to the Greeks. He men-
tions the “nsarotus oecus”atPergamum, by Sosus,

the most celebrated of the (Jn^'k musivnrii, the

pavement of which represented the remnants of a
snppor. He mentions also at Porgnmiim the famous
Contharns with the doves, of which the ‘ Doves of

' the Capitol * is supposed to be a copy. (3/«s.

iv. 69.) Another musirarius of ontiipiity w-ns

Dioscorides of Samos, whose name is found upon tw'o

mosaics of Pompeii. {Afus. Borb. iv. 34.) Five
others arc mentioned by MUller. {Archdot. § 322.

4.) There arc still many great mosaics of the

ancients extant (See the works of Ciampini,

Furietti, and Labordc.) The most interesting and
most valuable is the one lately discovered in Pom-
peii, which is sup^sed to represent the liattle of

Imus. This mosaic is certainly one of the most
valuable relics of ancient art, and the design and
composition of the work ore so superior to its exe-

cution, that the original has evidently been the

production of an ago long anterior to the degenerate

period of tho mosaic itself. The composition is

simple, forcible, nnd beautiful, and the design ex-

hibits in many respects merits of the highest order.

(See Nicolini, Qmtdro in musaico tcopcho in Pom-
j>eii: Mazoii, Pompiiy iv. 48 and 49 ;

and MUller,

JjeNhnnler d«r alien Kunsty i. 55.) [R.N.W'.J
PlGNOUAXrClA ACTIO. [Pignus.]

PI GNOKIS CA'PIO. [Per Pjonoris Ca-
PIONE.V.]

PIGNUS, a pledge or securitv for a debt or de-

mand, is derived, says Gains (L)ig. 50. tit. 16. s.

238), from pugnus quia quae pignori dantur,

manu traduntur.'^ This is one of several instances

of the failure of the Homan Jurists when they at-

tempted etymological explanation of words. [Mu-
tuum.] The ele ment of pignus {pig) is contained

in the word pa{n)g-Oy and its cognate forms.

A thing is said to be pledged to a man when it

is made a security to him for some debt or demand.

It is called, says Ulpian, Pignus when the posses-

sion of the thing is given to him to w'hom it is

made a security, and Hii'pothcca, when it is made
a security without being put in his possession.

(Dig. 13. tit. 7. s. 9. § 2; Isidor. Orig. v. 25 ;

sec also Cic. ad Fam. ziii. 56.) The agreement

for pledge which was made without delivery of the
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thing by bare agreement (imda conventio) is pro-

perly Hypotheca. (Inst 4. tit. 6. § 7.) The
law relating to Pigmis and Hypotheca was in all

essentials the some. The object of the pledging is

that the pledgee shall in case of necessity sell the

pledge and pay himself his demand out of the pit)*

ceeds. The original nature of pledge perhaps was
simply the power of holding a debtor's property as

a means of compelling him to pay pand a power of

sale would be a matter of agreement : but the

later Roman jurists viewed a power of sale as a
part of the contract of pledge.

A pledge mar be given (res hjfpotheoae dari

potetl) for auy obligation, whether money borrowed

{muitia pecunid)^ dos, in a case of buying and sell*

ing, letting and hiring, or mondatum ; whether
the obligatio is conditional or unconditional ; for

p.*irt of a sum of money, as well as for the whole.

(Dig. 20. tit. 1. s. 5.) Any thing could be the ob-

ject of pledge which could be an object of sale

(Dig. 20. tit. 1. 8. 9 ;
Dig. 20. tit 3. Quae res

pignori vel hypothecae datao obligari non possunt),

and it might be a thing corporeal or incorporeal
;

a single thing or a university of things. If a
single thing was pledged, the thing with all its in*

crease was the security, as in the case of a piece

of land which was increased by alluvio. If a shop

{tabema) was pledged, all the goods in it were

pledged, and if some of them were sold and others

brought in, and the pledger died, the pledgee's

security was the shop and all that it contained at

the time of the pledger's death. (Dig. 20. tit. 1.

8. 34.) If all a roan's property was pledged, the

pledge comprehended also his future property, un-

less such property was clearly excepted. A man
might also pledge any claim or demand that he

hud against another, whether it was a debt (nomen)
or a thing (corpus). (Dig. 13. tit 7. s. 13.)

The act of pledging required no particular form,

in which respect it resembled contracts made by
consensus. Nothing more was requisite to establish

the validity of a pledge than proof of the agree-

ment of the parties to it It %vos called Contractus

pignoratitius, when it was a case of Pignns
; and

Pactum hypothecae, when it was a case of Hypo-
theca : in the former case, tradition was necessary.

A roan might also by hU testam^t make a Pigiius

(Dig. 13. tiL 7. s. 26); for the Romans applied

the hotion of pignits to an annual payment left by
way of legacy, and charged or secured on land.

(Dig. 34. tit *1. s. 12.) The intention of a man to

ledge could in any case be deduced cither from
is words or from any acts which admitted of no

other interpretation than an intention to pledge.

A man could only pledge a thing when be ^vas

the owner and had full power of disposing of it
;

but a part owner of a thing could pledge his share.

A roan could pledge another man's property, if the

other consented to the pledgi^ at the time or after-

wards ;
but in either case this must properly be

considered the pledge of tlio owner for the debt of

another. If a roan pledged a thing, which was not

his, and afterwards bcc^e the owner of it, the

pledge was valid. (Dig. 13. tit 7. s. 20; 20. tit

2. s. 5.)

The amount for which a pledge was security de-

pended on the agreement : it might be for principal

and interest, or for either ; or it might comprehend
principal and interest, and all costs and expenses

which the pledgee might be put to on account of the

tiling pledged. (Dig. 13. tit 17. a 8, 25.) Fur
[
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instance a creditor would be entitled to his neces-

sary expenses concerning a slave or an estate which
had been pignerated.

Pignus might be created by a judicial sentence,

as for instance by the decree of the praetor giving to

a creditor power to take possession of his debtor's

property (misiio ertdilori* in bona debitori*)^ either

a single thing, or all his property, as the case might

be. But the permission or command of the magis-

tratus did not effect a pledge, unless the person

actually took possession of the thing. The follow-

ing are instances : the imraiasio damni infect!

causa [Damnum Inpbctum]: legatorum servan-

donim causa, which bad for its object the securing

of a legacy which had been left sub conditiono or

die (Dig. 36. tit 4) : missio Tentris in posses-

sionem, when the pregnant widow was allowed to

take possession of the inberitanos for the protec-

tion of a postumus : and the missio rei servandao

causa. The right which a person obtained by
such Immissio w*as called Pignus Praetorium. It

was called Pignoris capio, when the Praetor al-

low'ed the goods of a person to be taken who was
in contempt of the court, or allowed his person to

bo seized after a judgment given against bim (a*

eaH$a judicati).

There was also among tlie Romans a tacita

hypotheca, which existed not by consent of the

parties, but by rule of law (ipm)jure\ as a conse-

quence of certain acts or agreements, w'bich were
not acts or agreements pertaining to pledging.

(Dig. 20. tiL 2. In qu^ut coasts pignu$ tW Aypo*

Oteca tacite eontrahitur.) These Hypothecae were

general or speciaL The following arc instances of

what were General Hypothecae. The Fiscus had a

general hypotheca in respect of its claims on tho

property of the subject, and on the property of its

agents or officers: the husband, on the property

of him w'ho promised a Dos : and legatees and
hdeicommis&arii in respect of their legacies or 6dei-

commissa, on that portion of the hereditas of bim
who had to pay the legacies or hdeicomroisso.

There were other cases of general hypothecae.

Tho following arc instances of Special hypo*

thecae :— The lessor of a Pmedium urbanuro had
an hj-pothcen, in respect of his claims arising out

of the contract of hiring, on every thing which the

lessee {inqtulinu$) brought upon the premises for

constant use (tareefa e/ illatd). The lessor of a
Praediuro rusticum bad an hypotheca on the fruits

of the farm os soon as they were collected by the les-

see {colouui). (Dig. 20. tlL 2. s. 7; 19. tiL 2. s. 24.)

A person who lent money to repair a ruinous

bouse, had an hypotheca on the house and the

ground on which it stood, provided the money
were laid out on it

;
but there was no hypotheca,

if the money was lent to build a house with or to

enlarge it or ornament it. Pupilli and ininorea

had on hypotheca on things which were bought with
their money.
The person wdio had given a pledge, was still

the owner of the thing tluit was pledged. He could

tliercforc use the thing, and enjoy its fruits, if he
had not given up the possession. But the agree-

ment might be that the creditor should have the

use or profit of the thing instead of interest, which
kind of contract was called Antichresis or mutual
use : and if there was no agreement as to use, t)ie

creditor could not use the thing, even if it w'os in

bis possession. The pledger could also sell the

thing pledged, unless there were some agreement
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tA the contnrj, but luch mie did not affect the

right of the pledgee. (Dig. 13. tit 7. . 18. §.2.)

I f the pledger sold a movable thing that was pig>

nerated, or that waa specially hypothecated, with-

out the knowledge and consent of tlie creditor, he
was guilty of furtum. (Dig. 47. tit 2. s. 19. § 6,

and s. 68. pr.) If the pledger at the time of a
tgnus being given w’as not the owner of the thing,

ut had the possession of it he could still acquire

the property of the thing by usucapion, for the

pledging w*as not an interruption of the utucapio.

[P0SSK.SS10.]

The creditor could keep possession of a plgner-

ated thing till his demand was fully satisfied, and
he could maintain his right to the possession against

any other person who obtained possession of the

thing. He could also pledge the tiling that was

pledged to him ; that is, he could transfer the

pledji^. (Dig. 20. tit. 1. s. 13. § 2.) lie had also

the right, in case his demand w*ns not satisfied at

the time agreed on, to sell the thing and satisfy his

demands out of the proceeds (jus tUslmKt'mii stW
rendemii pipnus). (Cod. 8. tit. 27 (28).) This

power of sale might l>e qiuxUHcd by the terms of

the agreement
j
but a creditor onild not bo de-

prived of all power of sale
;
nor could he be com-

pelled to exercise his power of sale. Oaiui (ii. 64)
illustrates the maxim that he who n-as not the

owner uf a thing, conld in some cases sell it, hy
the example of the pledgee selling n thing pledged;

but he properly refers the act of sale to the w'ill

of the debtor, as expressed in the agreement of

pledging ; and thus in legal effi'ct, it is the debtor

who sells by means of his agent, the creditor. An
agreement that a pledge should be forfeited in case

the demand was not paid at the time agreed on,

was originally very common
;
but it was declared

by Constantine, A. n. 326, to be illegal. [Commis-
60RIA Dbx.] In case of a sale the creditor, ac-

cording to the later law, must give the debtor

notice of his intention to sell, and after such notice

he must wait two years l>eftire ho could legally

make a sale. If any thing remained over after

BitUfring the creditor, it was his duty to give it to

the debtor
;
and if the price was insuiticient to

aatisfy the creditor's demand, his debtor was still

his debtor for the remainder. If no purchaser at

a reasonable price could bo found, the creditor

might become the purchaser, but still the debtor

had a right to redeem the thing within two years

on condition of fiiUy satisfying the creditor. (Cod.

8. tit. 34. s. 3.)

If there were several creditors to whom a thing

was pledmd which was insufficient to satisfy them

all, he whose pledge was prior in time had a pre-

ference over the rest (poOorfsi in piffnore ywi prius

ertdidU p^-omiam et aceepit hypothecamy Dig. 20.

tit. 4. s. 11). There were some exceptions to this

rule ;
for instance, when a subsequent pledgee had

lent his money to save the pledged thing fh>m de-

struction, he bad a preference over a prior pledgee.

(Dig. 20. tit 4. t. 5, 6.) This rule has been

adopted in the English I^w as to money lent on

ships and secured by bottomry bonds.

Ortain hypothccae, both tacitae and founded on

contract, had a preference or priority (priciUgium)

over all other claims. The Fiscos had a preference

in respect of its claims ; the wife in respect of

her dot ; the lender of money for the repair or

restoration of a building
;
a pupillus with whose

money a thing had been bought. Of those hypo-
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thecae which wore founded on contract, the fol-

lowing were privileged; the hypothecae of those
who had lent money for the purchase of an im-
movable thing, or of a shop, or for the building,

maintaining, or improving of a house, &c., and had
contracted for an hypotheca on the thing

; there
was also the hypotheca which the seller of an
immovable thing reserved by contract until he was
paid the purchase-money. Of these claimants, the
Kiscus came first

; then the wife in respect of her
doi

;
and then the other privileged cr^itors, ac-

cording to their priority in point of time.

In the case of unprivileged creditors, the ge-

j

neral rule at already observed was, that priority in

j

lime gave pri<»rily of right. But an hvpotheca

j

which could be proved hy a writing executed in a
certain public form (ii^ruTnentum puUiat ci>a-

/rrfaiTi), or which wis proved by the signatures
of three reputable persons (insintmentum quasi
puUice eon/ectum)^ had a priority over all those
which could not be so proved. If several hvpo-
thi'cac of the same kind were of the same daU*, he
who was in possession of the thing had a priority.

The creditor who had for any reason the priority

over the rest, was intitled to be tatisfii‘d to the
full amount of his claim out of the proceeds of the
thing pledged. A subsequent creditor could ob-
tain the rights of a prior creditor in several ways.
If he furnished the debtor with money to pay off

the debt, on the condition of standing in his place,

and the money was actually paid to the prior

creditor, the subsequent creditor stepped into the

place of the prior creditor. (Dig. 20. tit. 3. s. 3.)

Also, if he purchased the thing on the condition

that the purchase-money should go to satisfy a
prior creditor, he thereby stepped into his place.

A subsequent creditor could also, without the con-

sent either of a prior creditor or of the debtor, pay
off a prior credit'T, and stand in his place to the
amount of the sum so paid. This arrangement,

however, did not affect the rights of an inter-

mediate pledgee. (Dig. 20, tit. 4. s. 16.)

The creditor had an actio hypotbecoria or pig-

noraticia in respect of the pledge against every

person who was in possession of it and had not a
better right than himself. This right of action

existed indifierenlly in the case of Pignns and
Hypotheca. The hypothecaria actio was designed

to give effect to the right of the pledgee, and con-

sequently for the delivery of the hypothecated

thing or the pnpaent of the debt A creditor who
had a }*ignus, had also a right to the Interdictum

retinendiw et recuperandae poaiessionis, if he was
disturbed in his possession.

The pledgee was bound to restore a pignns on

patnnent of the debt for which it had l>eeD given
;

and up to that time he was bound to take proper

care of it On payment of the debt, he might be

sued in on octio pignoraticia by the pledger, for

the restoration of the thing, and for any damage
that it had sustained through bis neglect The
remedy of the pledgee against the pledger for his

proper costs and charges in respect of the pledge,

and for any dolus or culpa on the port of the

pledger relating thereto, was by an actio pigno-

raticia eontraria.

The pledge was extinguished if the thing

perished, for the lou was the owner's
;

it was also

extinguished if the thing was changed so as no

longer to be the same, as if a man should have all

the timber in n merchant's yard as a security, and
3 N 3
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thu timber should be used in building a ship (Dig.

13. tit 7. s. 18. §3); if there was confusio, os

when the pledgee become the owner of the thing

that was pleilgcd. It was also extinguished by

the pa)'mont of the debt ; and in some other ways.

The law of pledge at Rome was principally

founded on the Edict. Originally the only mode
of giving soau’ity w’os by a transfer of the Quiri-

tariaii ownership of the thing by Muncipalio or In

jure ccssio, if it w'as a Hes Mancipi, on the condi-

tion of its being re-conreyed, when the debt was
paid (su5 Ififfe rtmaneipatioHi$ or sub JUiucia). [Fi-

DCciA.] Aflennuds a thing was given to the

creditor with the condition that he might sell it in

case his demand w*as not satisfied : there w*as no

transfer of the ownership. But so long as the

creditor could not protect his possession by legal

means, this was a very insufficient security. Ulti-

mately the Praetor gave a creditor a right of action

(actio in rem) under the name Serviana actio for

the recover)’ of the property of a coh>nu8 which

was his security for his rent (/>ro

and this right of action was extended under the

mime of quasi Serviana or hypothecaria TCiiemlly

to creditors who had things pigneroted or hypothe-

cated to them. (Inst. 4. tit. 8. s.7.) As to the

Intcrdictum Salvianum, see Lstekdictum.
The progress of pledge in the Homan system

was from the clumsy contrivance of a conveyance

and reconveyance of the ownership, to the deliver)'

(troditio) of a thing without a conveyance and
upon an agreement that it should be a security

(pignus), and finally to the simple Pactum hy-

pu(bccae, in which case there was no delivery, and
all that the creditor got, was a right to have some
particul.'vr thing of the debtor subject to be sold to

pay his debt The hypothcca was the last stage

in the development of the Roman of Pledge.

It gave facilities for pledging beyond what existed

when the Pignus was only in use, because things

could be hypothecated without a transfer of owner-

ship or a giving of possession, such as more rights

of action, debts, and the like. In fact, Pawn or

Pledge under the form of H)’potheca was perfected

by the Romans, and there is notliing to add to it.

The Roman Law of Pledge has many points of

resemblance to the English Law, but more is com-
prehended under the Homan I^w of Pledge tlion

the English Law of Pledge, including in that tenu
Mortgage. Many of the things comprehended in

the Homan Law of Pledge belong to the English

Law of Lien and to oUicr divisions of English

Liw which arc not included under Pledge or

Mortgage.

(Dig. 20. tit. 1, 2, 3, &C, ; Cod. 8. tit 14—33;
Gaiiis, ii. 39—81 ; Dig. 13. tit 7, and Cod. 4.

tit24. Do Pignoraticia Actionc vcl contra; Puchta,

Insi. i. §246, &c. ; there is on English treatise

intitled ^ The Law of Pledges or Pawns as it was
in use among the Romans, dec., by John Ayliffe,

lA)ndon, 173*2,'* which appears to contain all that

can be said, but the author's method of treating

the subject is not perspicuous.) [G.L.]
PILA (iT^ifm), a ball. Tha game at b.'ill

(atpeupierriK-f}} was one of the most favourite

gymnastic exercises of the Crocks and Romans
from the earliest times to the fall of the Roman
empire. As the ancients were fond of attributing

the invention of all games to partiwilar persons or

occasions, wc find the same to bo the case ivith re-

spect to the origin of this gome (Herod, i. 94 ;
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Athcn. i. p. 14, d. e. ; Plin. vii. 5C), but such

statements do not deserve attention. What is

more to the purpose in reference to its antiquity is

that wc find it mentioned in the Odysscc (vi. 10(b
&C. viii. 370, dec.), where it is played by the

Phaeacian damsels to the sound of music, and also

by two celebrated performers at the court of Alci-

nous in a most artistic manner accompanied with

dancing.

The various movements of the IkkIv required in

the game of boll gave elasticity and grace to the

figure
;
whence it was highly esteemed by the

Greeks. The Athenians set so high a value on it,

lliat they conferred upon ArisUmicus of Carystus

the right of citixenship, and erected a statue to

his honour, on account of his skill in tins game.

(Athcn. i. p. 19,0. ; compare Suidas, s. r.

It was equally est4?emcd by the other states of

Greece ; the young Spartans, when they were
leaving the condition of ephebi, were called ertpai-

p(Ts (Paus, iiL 14. § 6 j Ddckh, Corp. Infer, n.

1386, 1432), probably because their chief exercise

was the game at ball. Every complete Gymnasium
bad a room (<r<pcupi<rrI)piov^ atpalpi<rrpa) devoted to

this exercise [GvMN'ASii'.Mj, where a special

teacher (a<fKupuTriHAs) gave instruction in the art

;

for it required no small skill and practice to play

it well and gracefully.

The gome at ball was as great a favourite with

the Romans as the Greeks, and was played at

Rome by persons of all ages. Augustus used to

play at ^11. (Suet. Auff. 83.) Piiuy (£)>. iii. 1)

relates how much his aged friend Spurinna exer-

cised himself in this game for the purpose of ward-

ing off old age
; and under the empire it was

generally played before taking the bath, iu a room
(sphacristerium) attached to the baths fur the pur-

pose
;

in which wc read of the pUicrepus or player

at tennis. (Sen. Ep. 37 ;
Orelli, Inscr. n. 2391.)

The game at l>oll was played at in \7irious ivnys

:

the later Greek writers mention five difTerent

modes, ovpavioy i-KiCKvpos^ ipaivivba^ apwoirr6y^

and there were prol^bly many other

varieties. 1. Ovpavla n’as a game, in which the

ball was throam up into the air, and each of the

persons who played strove to catch it, before it fell

to the ground. (Pollux, ix. 106 ; Hcsych. and
Phot S.V.; Eustath. ad Od. viiL 372. p. 1601.)

2. ’EirfiTxupoi, also called I(prj§iKi} and ^Tixoii'or,

was the game at foot-ball, played in much the

same way as with us, by a great number of per-

sons divided into two p^iea opposed to one an-
other. (Pollux, ix. 104.) This was a favourite

game at Sparta, where it was played with groat

emulation. (Sielielis, ad Paus. iii. 14. § 6.) 3.

^axWi'Sa, called by Hesychins (s. c.), was
plnved by a number of persons, who threw the

ball from one to another, but its peculiarity con-

sisted in the person who bad the ball preU'tiding

to throw it to a certain individual, and while the

latter was expecting it, suddenly turning, and
throwing it to another. V'arious clv’mologi's of

this woril are given by the grammarians. (Pollux,

ix. 105 ;
Etym. Mag. «. r. Athen. i. p.

15, a.) 4. 'Apwaar6y, which was also played at

by the liomans, is spoken of under Harpastum.
3. ’Aird^/^a{ts, was a game in which the player

threw the ball to the ground with such force as to

cause it to rebound, when he struck it down again

with the palm of his hand and so wont on doing

many times : the number of times was counted.
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(Pollux, ix. 105.) We learn from Plato {ThMet.

p. 146) that iu one game of ball, played at by
ifojB, though we do not know what kind it was,

the Imv who was conquered was colled ass (5Kot)
;

and the one who conquered was named king
(/ScuTtAcot).

Among the Romans the game at ball was also

played at in various ways. Pda was used in a gene-

ral sense for any kind ^ ball : but the balls among
the Romans seem to bare been of three kinds

;

tho pila in its narrower sense, a small ball
;
the

/nUiSyO, great ball filled with air [Follir]
;
and

the paganica^oi which we know scarcely anything,

as it is only mentioned in two passages by M.'irtial

(rii. 32, 7, xiv. 43), but from the latter of which

we may conclude that it was smaller than the

follis and larger than the pita. Most of the games
at ball among the Homans seem to have been

played at with the pila or small ImUI. One of the

simplest modes of playing the ball, where two per-

sons standing opposite to one another threw the

ball from one to the other, %vns called dutaUm
htJere. (Plaut Cure. ii. 3. 17.) Rut tho most

favourite game at ball seems to have been the

irigoH or pda trigonalis^ which was played at by
three persons, who stood in the form of a triangle,

iv rprf^tnf. We have no particuhirs respecting

it, but we are told that skilful players prided

themselves upon catching and throwing the ball

with their left band. (Mart. xiv. 46, vii. 72. 9).

The ancient physicians prescribed tho game at

ball, os well as other kinds of exercise, to their

patients ; Antyllus {ap. Orihas. vi. 32) gives some
interesting information on this subject.

The persons playing with the j)ila or small ball

in the annexed woodcut are taken from a painting

in the baths of Titus (7>s(T. det Haim de Titui^

pi. 17) ;
but it is difficult to say what particular

kind of game they arc playing at. Three of the

players have two balls cneb.

(Burette, D« la Spherittigue^ p. 214, &c., in

Mem, de VAcad. dm Inter, vol. i. ; Krause, 6'ym-
naxUk u. Agon. d. Hell. p. 299, &c.

;
Becker,

vol. i. p. 266, &c.)

PILA. [Mortarium.]
PIL.\'NI. [ExxHCiTua, p. 50J,b.]

PILENTUM, a splendid four-wheel^ carriage,

furnished witl^ soft cushions, which conveyed the

Roman matrons in sacred processions, and in going

to the Circensian and other games. (Virg. Aen. viii.

^66 ; Hor. Effisi. ii. 1. 192 ; Claudian, iJe Nupt.
Honor, 2B5

; Isid. Orig. xx. 12.) This distinction

was granted to them by the Senate on account of

their generosity in giving their gold and jewels on

a particular occasion for the service of the state.
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(Liv. V. 25.) The Vestal virgins were conveyed
in the same manner. (Pnidentius eontra Sgm. ii.

ruff Jin.) The pilontnm was pro1>ably very like

the Harmamaxa and Carpkntum, but open at
the sides, so that those who sat in it might l>oth

see and be seen. [J. Y.l
PIXEL’S or PIXEUM (Non. Marc. iii.

;
pHea

rimrHTH sun/, Serv. in Virg. Aen. ix. 616). dim.
PILE'OLUS or PILE'OLUM (Colum. de Arl^or.

25) ;
(xTXor, dim. wi'Aiop, second dim. wiAiStor

;

rlAtjpa, wiAwvdK), any piece of felt
;
more espe-

cially, a skull-cap of felt, n hat.

There seems no reason to doubt that felting (g
wtXrtritrft^ Plat. Pedit. ii. 2. p. 296, ed. Bekkor) is

a more ancient invention than weaving [Tkla], nor
that both of these arts came into Europe from Asia.

From the Oreoki, who were acquainted with

this article as early as the age of llonier (//. x.

265) and Hesiod et Ihes, 542, 546), the >isc

of felt passed together with its name to the Ro-
mans. Among tlicm the cmplo^Tiiont of it was
always far less extended than among the Orivks.
Nevertheless Pliny in one sentence, ** I^nae et

per sc conctae vestem facimit,” gives a verj' exact

account of the process of felling. (//. N. viii. 46.

s. 73.) A lAitin sepulchral inscription (Gnilcr,

p. 648. n. 4) mentions “a manufacturer of woollen

felt ” {lanarim eotuiilariHs\ at the same time in-

dicating that bo was not a native of Italy {Lari-

$eut).

The principal use of felt among the Greeks and
Romans was to make coverings of the head for the

male sex, and the most common kind wiu a siuiple

skull'cap. It was often more elevated, though still

round at the top. In this shape it appt'ors on

coins, especially on those of S(iarta, or such as ex-

hibit the sym^Is of the T>io«curi
\
and it is thus

represented with that addition on its ‘summit,

which distinguished the Roman flamines and salii,

in three figures of the woodcut to the article Apb.\.

But tho apex, according to Dionysius of Halicar-

nassus, was sometimes conical
;
and conical or

pointed caps were certainly very common.
In the Greek and Roman mythology different

kinds of caps were symbolionll}’ assigned to indi-

cate the occupations of the w'carers. The painter

Nicomachus first represented Ulysses in a cap, no
doubt to indicate his sea-faring life. (Plin. H.N.
xxxvi. g 22.) The woodcut on the following page
shows him clothed in the Kxu.vis, and in tlic act of

offering wine to the Cyclops. (Winckelmann, 5/oif.

/uer/. ii. 154 ; Homer, Oc/. iz. 345—347.) lichen-

wears the round cap ; but more commonly both he

and the boatman Charon (sec W'oodciit, p. 512)
have it pointed. Vulcan (see woo<lctit, p. 726)
and Daedalus wear the caps of common artificers.

A cap of very frequent occurrence in the W'orks

of ancient art is that now generally known by tho

name of ** the Phrygian bonnet,^' The Mysian
pileus, mentioned by Aristophanes {Acham. 429),

must have been one of this kind. For wc find it

continually introduced os the characteristic syniliol

of Asiatic life in paintings and sailpturcs of Prinm
(see woodcut, p. 882) and Mithnu (woodcut on
title-page), and in short in all the reprcsoiitations,

not only of Trojans and Phr^’gions, but of Amazons
(woodcut, p. 694), and of all the inhabitants of

Asia Minor, and even of nations dwelling still

further cast. The representations of this Phrygian,

or Mysian, cap in sculptured marble show that it

was made of a strong and stiff material and of a
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conical form, though bent forwards and down-
ward*. By *oine Asiatic nation* it wna worn

erect. A* by the Sacnc, whose stiflT peaked cap*

Herodotus describes under the name of KvpSaalcu.

The form of those worn by the Armenian* (inXo-

^6pot *Apfi9vhi^ Bninck, AnaL ii. 146) is shown
on Tarious coins, which were struck in the reign

of Verus on occasion of the successes of the Homan
army Armenia, a. n. IGl. It is soractimes

erect, but sometimes bent downwards or tmncaled.

The truncated conical hat is most distinctly seen

on two of the Sarmatians in the group at page 2 1 3.

Among the Homans the cap of felt was the

emblem of liberty. When a slave obtained his

freedom he had his head shaved, and wore instead

of his hair an undyed pilrus (irtXeoi' XcvKdv, Dind.

Sic. EjfC, L«g. 22. p. 625, ed. Wess.
;

PInut.

AmphiLi. 1. .306 ;
Persius, v. 82). Hence the

f

ihrase serros ad pilrum rocare is a summons to

iberty, by which slaves were frequently called

upon to take up arms with a promise of liberty.

(Inv. xxiv. 32.) The figure of Liberty on some
of the coins of Antoninus Pius, struck a. d. 145,

holds this cap in the right hand.

In contradistinction to the various forms of the

felt cap now described, we have to consider others

more nearly corresponding arith the hats worn by
Europeans in modem times. The Greek word
•w4reuros^ dim. werdaiov^ derived from ireriti'rw/ii,

**
to expand,** and adopted by the Latins in the

form peiasHs^ dim. pet<tsuncHlus^ well expressed the

distinctive shape of these hats. What was taken

from their height was added to their width. Those

already described had no brim : the petasus of

every variety had a brim, which W’as cither exactly

or nearly circular, and which varied greatly in its

width. In some cases it is a circular disk without

any croam at all, and often there is only a depres-

sion or slight concavity in this disk fitted to the

top of the head. Of this a beautiful example is

presented in a recuml>ent statue of Endyinion,

habited ns a hunter, and sleeping on his scarf:

this statue belongs to the Towuley Collccliou in
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the British Museum, and shows the mode of wear*

iiig the petasus tied under the chin. In other in-

stances, it is tied behind the neck instead of being

tied before it. (See the next woodcuL) Very
frequently we observe a boss on the top of the pe-

t'lsus, in the situation in which it appears in the

woodcuts, pages 259, 379. In these woodcuts

and in that here introduced the brim of the petasus

is Bumiounted by a crown. Frequently the crown
is in the form of a skull-cap

;
we also find it sur-

rounded with a very narrow brim. The Greek
pcUisus in its most common form agreed with the

cheapest hats of undyed f<.-lt, now made in Eng-
land. On the heads of rustics and artificers in

our streets and lanes we often sec forms the exact

counterpart of those which we most admire in the

works of ancient art. The petasus is also still

commonly worn by agricultural labourers in Greece

and Asia Minor. In aiicitnt tiroes it was pre-

ferred to the skull-cap as a protection from the sun

(Sueton. 82), and on this account Odigula
permitted the Homan senators to wear it at the

theatres. (Dion Cass. lix. 7.) It was used by
shepherds (Callim. J'Vng. 125), hunters, and tra-

vellers. (Plaut AmjiJiitr. Prol. U3, i. 1. 287,
Pttud. ii. 4. 45, iv. 7. 90 ; Brunck, Amtl. ii. 170.)

The annexed woodcut is from a fictile vase belong-

ing to Mr. Hope {Coxtume^ i. 71), and it n-prr-

lents a Greek soldier in his bat and pallium. Tho

ordinary dress of the Athenian ephebi, well exhi-

bited in the Pannthenaic Frii^e of the Parthenon,

now preserved in the British Museum, was the hat

and scarf. [Chlauys.] (Brunck, Anai. L 5,

ii. 41 ; Philemon, p. 367, eiL Mcineke ;
Pollux,

X. 164.) Among imaginary beings the same cos-

tume aras commonly attributed to Mercury (Amob.
adv. ChmL vi.

; Martianna Capello, ii. 1 76 ;
Epbip-

pus ap. Aihen. xii. p. 537. t), and sometimes to

tho Dioscuri.

Ancient authors mention three varieties of the

petasus, the Thessalian (Dion Cass. Lc,; Callim.

Frofj. 124 :
Schol. tn So^. Oed, Coi. 316), the

Arcadian (Brunck, Atud. ii. 384 ; Diog. vi.

102), and the Ijoconian (Arrian. Tact p. 12, ed,

Blaucardi) i but they do not say in what the dif-
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fcrence contitted In like manner it i« by no

mcaiu clear in what respect* the Cauaia ditTorrd

from the petasu*, although they are UUtinctly op>

poeed to one another by a W'Hter in Athenaeus

(xii. p. 537, e). Moreorcr in the later Greek au-

thors we find irlXor used to denote a hat of other

materials besides felt. (Athen. ri. p. 274.)

Ou the nse of felt in coTcring the feet see Udo.
Felt was likewise used for the lining of helmets.

[Gai.ka«J For further illustrations of this subject,

see Yates's 7’tjirviiun Antiqwfrum^ F.I, Appen-
dix It. [J. Y.J
PILI'CREPUS. [PiLA.]

PILUM. [Hasta.]
PINACOTIIE'CA a picture-

gallery*. Marcellus, after the capture of Syracuse,

first displayed the works of Greek painters and
sculptors to his countrymen, whose taste for the fine

arts a-os gradually matured by the conquests of h.

Scipio, Flamininos, and L. PauUus, and grew Into

a passion after the spoils of Aebuia had been trans-

ported by Mumroius to Rome. Objects of this

description were at first employed exclusively for

the decoration of temples and places of public resort,

but private collections were soon fonued ; and to-

wards the close of the republic we find that in the

houses of the more opulent a room was devoted to

the reception of paintings and statues. (Varro,

/{. H. i. 2. 59 ; Cic. la Verr. L 21.) In the

time of Augustus, Vitrurius includes the pinaco-

tlieca among the ordinary apartments of a complete

mansion, and gives directions that it should be of

ample sire and facing the north, in order that the

light might be equable and not too strong. (Vitnir.

i. 2, tI 5. 7 ;
compare Piin. il.N. xxxv. 2. 7.

11 ; Mazois, Palaia de .Scuttras, cap. ix.

;

Rceker, Callu*^ toI. i. p. 92.) [AV. R.]

PISCATO'RII LUDI. [Ludi Piacatoril]
PISCI'NA, properly a fish-pond, either of salt-

water or of fresh (see the passages in Forcellini

and Freund) denotes also any kind of reservoir,

especially those connected with the aqueducts and
the baths. (AQUAK0UCTUfl,p. 114, a ;

Balnkai,
pp. 189, b., 19. a.) [P. S.J

PISTILLUM. [Mortarium.]
PISTOR (dgroToufi), a baker, from pineere to

pound, since com was pounded in mortars be-

fore the invention of millA [Mula.] At Rome
bread was originally made at home by the women
of the house ; and there were no persons at Rome
who made baking a trade, or any slaves specially

kept fur this purpose in private houses, till b. &
173. (Plin. H. N. xviii. 11. s. 28.) In Varro's

time, however, good bakers w'ere highly prized,

and great sums were paid for slaves who excelled

in this art. (Oell. xv. 19.) The name was not

confined to those who made bread only, but was
also given to pastry-cooks and confectioners, in

which case however they were usually called

piMortt dtUciarii or canduiarii. (Mart. xiv. 222 ;

Orelli, Inter, n. 4263.) The bakers at Rome, like

most other tradespeople, formed a collegium. (Dig.

3. tit. 4. B. 1 ; 27. tit. 1. s. 46.)

Dread was often baked in moulds called artoptae^

and the loaves thus baked were termed arto^oi.

(Plin. //. N. xviii. 1 1. 8. 27, 28 ; PlauL Aulul. ii.

9. 4.) In one of the bakehouses discovered at

Pompeii, seveml loaves have been found apparently

baked in moulds, which may therefore be regarded

osorfc^icu; they are represented below. They
arc fiat and abo;it eight inches in diauneter.
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Dread was not generally made at homo at

Athens, but was sold in the markct-plnce chieHy
by women, called dgrowwAiSsj. (Compare Aristoph.
Vesp. 1389, dec.) These women st‘em to have
been what the fish-women of I.»nndon are at pre-

sent
; they excelled in abuse, whence Aristophanes

(/7oa. 856) says, Xoidopsio^oi &<rwtp dgTovwAiSar.
(Becker, vol. i. p. 284.)

PISTHTNUM. [Mula; Mortarium.]
PLAG.\. [Rktr.]
PLAGIA'RIUS. [Plagium.]
PLA'GIUM. This offence was the subject of

a Fahia Lex, w’hich is mentiuned by Cicero (^'ro

liabinoy c. 3), and is assigned to the consulship of
Quintus Fabius and M. Claudius Marccllus, a a
183; but without sufficient reason. The chief

provisions of the Lex arc collected from the Digest

(48. tiu 15. 8. 6) : **if a freeman concealed, kept
confined, or knowingly with dolus malus purchased

an ingenuus or libertiims against his will, or par-

ticipated in any such acts
;
or if he persuaded

another person's male or female slave to run away
from a master or mistress, or witliout the consent

or knowledge of the master or mistress concealed,

kept confined, or purchased knowingly with dolus

malus such male or female slave, or participated in

any such acts, he was liable to the pouilties of the

Lex Fabia.” The penalty of the Lex was pecu-

niary, and the consequence was Infamia
;
but this

fell into dis'isc, and persons who offended against

the lex were punished, cither by being sent to

work in the mines or by crucifixion, if they wero
hiimiliorea, or with confiscation of half of their

property or perpetual relegation, if they wi re

nonestiorcs. The crime of kidnapping men became
a common practice and required vigilant pursuit

(Suctonias, Octavian. c. 32). A Senatusconsultnm
ad Legem Fnbiaro did not allow a master to giro

or soil a runaway slave, which was technically

called **fugam vcndcro;'* but the provision did

not apply to a slave who W'os merely absent, nor

to the case of a runaway slave when the master

had commissioned any one to go after him and
sell him : it was the object of the provision to en-

courage the recovery of runaw’ay slaves. The namo
of the Senatutconsultura, by which the Lex Fabia
was amended, does not appear. The word Plagium
is said to come from the Greek oblique,

indirect, dolosua But this is doubtful. Schrader

(Inst. 4. tit. 18. § 10) thinks that the derivation

from ploga (a net) is more probable, lie who
committ^ plagium w*as plagiarius, a word which
Martial (JCv. L 53) applies to a person who falsely

gave himself out as tnc author of a book ; and in

this sense tlie w'ord has come into common nse in

our language. (Dig. 48. tit 15 ; Cod. 9. tit 20 ;

Paulus, .S’, /tf. i. tit 6 A.
; Rein, Iku Criminairccki

dcr Aonier, p. 386.) [0. L.J
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PLANE'TAE,*. StELLAK BRRANTRS(irX«r^.

rat 8. v\ayo>fi4yoi ii<rr4p*sm opposed to

T&y &arpwy). The popular astronomy of the early

Greeks was chiefly confined, ns is pointed out else-

where [Asthonomla}, to a knowledge of the

moming and evening risings and settings of the

brightc^ stars and most remarkable constellations,

since upon these observations the formation and
regulation of the primitive kalcndars in a great

measure depended. No single star was more likely

to attract attention under such circumstances than

the planet Venus, and accordingly T%e Morning
SUtr (’Ewtr^dpor) is placed first among the stellar

progeny of Erigcnein in the TTuogong (381)—
rout 84 fiir (sc. i.<n4pa rlicr^y 'Ewo'-

fp6poy *Hpty4yua

&(Trpa Tf Kofiir€r6<i>yra ri t* ovptufhs ^ors^d-

yerreUy

while both the Afoming Siar ('Eis<r(#>dpos), and the

Evening Sittr (*E<nr«pos), are named in the Ho-
meric poems {II. xxiL 317, xxiii. 226, comp. Od.

xiii. 93), where they are evidently n^garded as

distinct from one another. According to Amllo-
dorus, in the second book of his work Ilrpl

Pythagoms was the first who surmised that ^w<r~

d>4pos and *'E<nr«por wereone and the same, but by
Phavorinus the honour of this discover)' is ascribed

to Parmenides. The latter certainly looked upon

this body, which he called both 'Edws and*E<nr<por,

ns altogether different in its nature from the fixed

stars, he placed it in his highest region or aether

;

below it, but also in the aether, was the sun, and

below the sun, in the fiery region {4y Tvpw8(i),

which ho calls ovpai'hs, were the fixed sUirs. Tbo
term xXot^roi seems, if wo can trust Plutarch and
StuW'Us, to have been recogiiiscd os early as the

epoch of Anaximander, according to whom the sun

stood highest in the universe, next below was the

moon, and then the fixed stars and the planets (virh

84 auTotir rd drXar^ tw»' iarpuy xoi rolrr T\ay4}~

rar). Empedocles supposed the fixed stars to bo

imbmldcd in the ciy'stallin^ sphere, which, accord-

ing to his system, enveloped all things, but the

plmiets to detached from it, thus implying the

necessity felt for some theory, which should account

for thfir erratic course. Democritus wrote a trea-

tise n<pl Tuy irAo>o}rwr, among which he reckoned

the Sun, the Moon, and ^<y<rtp4pos^ but, ns yet,

their number had not been determined. This is

expressly affirmed by Seneca {QuMst. Xa/. vii.

3),
** Democritus BubiiUssinius antiquorum omnium

suspicari ait se plurcs stcllaa esse quae currant

;

sed ncc numcnim illanim posuit, nec nomina, non-

dum comprehensis quiuque siderum cursibus. Eu-
doxus ab ./Eg}’pto hos motus in Graeciam translu-

lit** But although Kudoxiu may have been the

first to communicate scientific details with respect

to the orbits and movements of the planets, Philo-

laus, a Pythagorean, who flourished more than a

century earlier, Nfc'os certainly acquainted with the

whole five, for he maintained that there was a

central fire around which the ten hta^-enly bodies

(S^Ka <r<ifuiTa d*Ta) revolved. Of these, the most

remote from the centre was ovpaybs^ that is, the

sphere containing the fixed stars, next in order

were the planets, then the sun, then the moon, then

the earth, and, below the earth, the Anticthon

{iirrlx^y^ see Arist. dt CWo, ii. 13), thus com-
pleting the number ten if we reckon the planets as

five. In the Timacus of Plato, the planets arc
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mentioned specifically as five in number iljAtor koJ

<reA^ri7 xol v4yrt &AAa &<rrpa iwUXiiy l^orra
irAa*^cu), and in the some passage, we fur the

first time meet with the name //ermesas connocU'd

with one of these {4wa<p6poy 84 xol rhy Uphy 'Eg.

fwv \ty6fi§yoy). It is not, however, until we come
down to the Epinomis, the work of some disciple

of Plato, that the whole five ore enumerated, each

with a distinguishing appellation derived from a
god : rhy TOO Kp6yov, rhy rov Aihr, rhy rov "Apeor,

tV r *A<ppo8fT7)j, rhy rov 'Zpfiov. In the tract,

ncpl K6fffiov^ found among the writings of Aristotle,

although probably not from his pen, we arc fur-

nished W'itD a second set of names— ^alyvy for the

star of Kronus ;
^aedw*', for that of Zeus ;

nvpdcts,

for that of Ares ; for that of Aphrodite

;

SrfA^wi', for that of Hermes ; and these seem to

have been the ordinarv designations employed by
men of science. 1 1 is here stated also, that Tlup6ti s

was by some termed the star of Herakles, and
that 2rl\€o>y was by some termed the star of Apollo.

Pliny gives additional variations, for in his list

they are catalogued as Siocs Sati^rni, Jovis,

Martir s. Hbrculir, Veneris n. Junonis s.

IsiDiB 8. Matris Dbum {Luci/er^ Vesper)^ Mer-
cuRi s. Apollims ;

and these may be still farther

increased from Achilles Tatius, the grammarians
and the lexicographers.

The Earth being generally regarded as the centre

of the Universe, the Moon was believed to be

nearest to it, then the Sun, Venus, and Mercurj’

;

beyond these was Man, l>eyond Mars was Jupiter,

beyond Jupiter was Saturnus, the fixed stan being

the most remote of all. But while astronomers

for tlie most port agreed in placing the Sun, Venus,

and Mercury between the Moon and Man, the

greatest diversity of opmion obtained with regard

to their relative position. According to some, the

Sun w*as the nearest of the three to the Earth, ac-

cording to others the most distant, while a third

sot of philosophers assigned to it the middle place

between Venus and Mercury. In like manner,
some supposed that Mercury was nearer to the

Earth than Venus, others the reverse, and every

possible combination of the three bodies was ex-

hausted.

Saturnus was believed to perform a complete
revolution in thirty solar 3’ears, Jupiter in twelve,

calculations approaching very nearly to the truth.

The period of Mars was fizc^ at two years, a do-

termination less accurate than the two former,

but not very wide of the truth. As to Venus and
Mercury, not oven an approximation was made, for

they were both bdioved to perform their revolution

in exactly, or very nearly the same time as the Sun :

Pliny, who alTocts great precision in this matter,

fixes 348 days for Vonus, and 339 days for Mercury.
Saturnus l>eing thus removed to a great distance

from the source of heat was naturally %'icwed as

possessing a cold and icy character {gdidiK ac
rigentis naturae tttUa Satumi\ Mars, on
the other hand, as of a hot and fiery nature,

while Jupiter which lay between them enjoyed a

temperature made up by the combination of the

extremes. The astrologers caught up these notions,

aud uniting them with the legends of mytholr^y,

adapted them to their own purpose, uniformly

representing the influence of Satunius os malign,

and that of Jupiter as propitious.

Hacc tamen ignorat, quid sidus triste minetur
Saturni. Jnv. vi. 569.
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SaturDumqoe gravem nostro Joto fningimnt iina.

Per*. T. 40.

To Jovi* impio

Tutela Satumo refulgen*

KripuiL

Ilor. Cam, iL 16, 2'2.

It must be understood that in the abore remarks,

wc hare confined ourselves entirely to the popuUir

notions which prevailed among the ancients with-

out ntU’n)pUng to trace the progress of scientific

obsenatiun, a subject which belong;* to a formal

history of a*tronomy, but docs not ^1 within our

limits. (Plut <U hlacUit 14, 1.5, 16;
Slob, Eel. Pky$. i. 23. § 1, 33. § 1 ;

Diogon. L^utL

viii. 14, iz. 23 ; AmU Phtun. 454 ; Gemini
inen/a Astron, c. 1 ; Achill. Tat. ad ArtU.

Pham, xvii,
;

Lvdus, De Afrm. v. Ac. ; Cic. de

Na4. Dear. ii. 20*; PI in. II. M. il 6. 8 ; Tac. Ifmi.

V. 4 ; Macrob. Swnn.Scip. 4.)

PLA'STICA. [Statuaria.]
PLAUSTHUM or PLOSTUL’M, Jim, PLOS-

TFLLUM {/im.

a

carter waggon.

This vehicle hod commonly two wheels, but some-

time* four, and it was then called the plausirum

majus. The invention of four-wheeled waggons is

attributed to the Phrygians. (Plin. II. N. vil 56.)

Besides the wheels and axle the plaustmm con-

sisted of a strong pole (femo), to the hinder port of

which was fiistcncd a table of wooden planks.

The blocks of stone, or other things to be carried,

were either laid upon this table without any other

support, or an additional security tc'as obtained

by tlie use either of iHxords at the sidea (iV«prfplo,

Horn. (A/, vi. 70; Plato, Theact. p. 467, lleindorf.)

or of a large wicker basket tied upon the cart

(wfipiys, Horn. II. xxiv. 267, Od. xv. 131). The
annexed woodcut, taken from a bas-relief at Home,
exhibit* A cart, the lK>dy of which is supplied by a

basket. Similar vehicles arc still used in many
Itfirts of Europe, being employed more especially

to carry charcoal.

In many cases, though not universally, the

wheels were fastened to the axle, which moved, as

in our children's carts, within wooden rings adapt-

ed for its reception and fastened to the body.

Those rings were called in Greek afto{dwo5«r, in

Latin arhu»e%dae. The ports of the axis, which re-

volved within them, were sometimes cased with

iron. (V'ilniv. x. 20. § 14.) The commonest kind

of cart-wheel was that called tympanum., “the

drum,'* from its resemblance to the musical instru-

ment of the same name. (Varro, de Ue HusL iii. 5 ;

V'irg. Qeory. ii. 444.) It. was nearly a foot in

thickness, and was made either by sawing the

trunk of a tree across in an horizontal direction, or

by nailing together boards of the requisite shape

tuid size. It is exemplified in ibo preceding
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woodcut, and in the sculptures on the arch of

Septimius Severus at Home. Although these

wheels were excellent f«jr keeping the road* in

repair and did not cut up the fields, yet they
rendered it necessary to take a long circuit in

turning. They advanced slowly. (Virg. Georg, i.

138.) They also made a loud creaking, which
was heard to a great distajice {strideniia jdaustra^

Virg. Georg, iii. 536 ;
gementiaj Am. xi. 138).

Their rude construction mode them liable to Ik>

overturned with their load of stone, timber, manure,
or skins of wine (Juv. iii. 241—243), whence ihu
Emperor Hadrian prohibited he.ivily loaded wag-
gons from entering the city of Home. (Sjiartiain

Iladr. 22.) The waggoner was somolimes required

to aid the team w'itb his shoulder. Accidents of

this kind gave origin to the proverb “ Pluustnim
pcrculi,** moaning “ 1 have bad a misfortune.’*

(Plnuu Epid. iv. 2. 22.) Carts of this description,

having solid wheels without spokes, arc still used

in Greece (Dodw ell's Tbirr, vol. ii. pp. 102, 103)
and in some ports of Asia. (Sir Ii. K. Porter's

7mtv/s, vol, iL p. 533.) [J. Y.J
PLKBEHI LUDI. [Li-ni Pi.kukh. 1

PLEBESorPLEHS. PLEBEIl. This word
contains the same root as oom-p/co, Ac.,
and is therefore cl}Tnologically ctmnocled with
irX^dor, a term which was applied to the plebeians

by the more correct Greek writers on Homan his-

tory, while others wrongly called them Hijpos or at

5T}^TiKOf.

The plebeians were the body of commons or the

commonalty of Home, and thus constituted one of

the two great elements of which the Homan nation

consisted, and which has given to the earlier periods

of Human history’ its peculiar character and in-

terest, Before the time of Niebuhr the most in-

consistent notions were entertained by scholars with

regard to the plel>eians and their relations to the

patricians
;
and it is one of his pc'culiar merits to

have poink'd out the real position which they oc-

cupied in the history of Home,
The ancients themselves do not agree respecting

the time when the plebeians began to form a part

of the Homan population. Dionysius and Livy
represent them os having formed a p.'irt of the Ho-
mans AS early ns the lime of Honmlus, and seem
to consider them ns the clients of the |iatricimi8, or

as the low multitude of outcasts who flocked to

Home at the time when Romulus ojtem-d the asy-

lum. (Dionyi. L 8 ;
Liv. i. 8.) If there is any

truth at all in these accounts of the early existenco

of the plebeians, we can only conceive them to

have been the original inhabitants of the districts

occupied by the new settlers (Hamnes or Homnns),

who, after their territory mas mnquered, were kept

in that state of submission in which conquered na-

litins were so fretiuently held in early times.

I There arc also some other statements referring to

such an early existence of the plelwians
;

for tho

clients, in tho time of liomulus, are said to have

been formed out of the plebeians. (Dionys. ii. 9 ;

Pint. Homul. 13 ; Cic. de lie PuIA. ii. 9 ;
Fest.

». V. Pittrocinia.) In the early times of Rome the

|)oeition of a client was in many respects undoubt-

edly far more favourable than that of a plebeian,

and it is not improbable that some of the plebeians

may for this reastm liavo entered into the relation

of clicntcla to some patricians, and have given up

the rights which they bad as free plebeians
;
and

occurrences of this kind may have given rise to ths

Digitized by Google
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story mentioned by the ^Titers just referred to. A
recent wTiter, Dr. W. Ihnc {For$chungen auf dem
GeUetederliom. Ve7faasurig>igescAich(e^¥Taiik(. 1 847)
has undertaken with very plausible arguments to

prove that originally plebeians and clients were the

same people, and that originally all the plebeians

were clients of the patricians, from which dependent

relation they gradually emancipated themselves.

Whatever may be thought of the cxi8t4-nce of

plebeians at Rome in the earliest times, their num-
ber at all events cannot have been very great The
time when they first appear as a distinct class of

Roman citizens in contradistinction to the patri-

cians is in the reign of Tullus Hostilius. Alba,

the head of the Latin confederacy, was in his reign

t-ikcn by the Romans and razed to the ground.

The most distinguished of its inhabitants were

transplanted to Rome and received among the patri-

cians
;
but the great bulk of Alban citizens, some

of whom were likewise transferred to Rome, and

received settlements on the Caelian hill, were kept

in a state of submission to the populus Romanus or

the patricians. This new population in and about

Rome, combined, perhaps, with the subdued original

inhabitants of the place, which in number is said to

Lave been equal to the old inhabitants of the city

or the patricians, were the plebeians. They were
Latins, and consequently of the same blood as the

Ramnes, the noblest of the three patrician tribes.

(Liv. i. 80 ;
Dionys. iii. 29, 31 ;

Val. Max. iii. 4.

§ 1.) After the conquest of Alba, Rome, in the

reign of Aacus Marcius, acquired possession of a

considerable extent of country containing a number
of dependent Latin towns, as Medullio, Fidenae,

Politorium, Tellenae, and Ficana. Numbers of

the uiliabitants of these towns were again trans-

planted to Rome, and incorporated with the ple-

beians already settled there, and the Aventine was

assigned to them as their habitation. (Liv. L 33 ;

Dionys. iii. 31, 37.) Many, however, remained in

their original homes, and their lands were given

back to them by the Romans, so that they re-

mained free land-owniers as much ns the conquerors

themselves, and thus were distinct from the clients.

The order of plebeians or the commonalty, which
had thus gradually been formed by the side of the

patricians, and which far exceeded the populus in

number, lived partly in Rome itself in the districts

above mentioned, and partly on their former estates

in the country subject to llome, in towms, villages,

or scattered farms. The plebeians were citizens,

but not optimo jure ; they were perfectly distinct

from the patricians, and were neither contained in

the three tribes, nor in the curiae nor in the patri-

cian gentes. They were conscquentlv excluded

from the comitia, the senate, and all civil and

priestly offices of the state. Dionysius is greatly

mistaken in stating that all the new citizens were

distributed among the patrician curies, and nnder

thu error he labours throughout his history, for he

conceives the patricians and plebeians as having

been united in the comitia curiata (iv. 12, ix. 41).

That the plebeians were not contained in the curies,

is evident from the following facts ;— Dionysius

himself (iv. 76, 78) calls the curies a patrician as-

sembly
;
Livy (v. 46) speaks of a lex curiata, which

was made without any co-operation on the part of

the plebeians
;
and those, who confirm the election

of kings or magistrates and confer the imperium,
ore in some passages called patricians, and in others

curiae (Dionys. ii. 60, vi. 90, x. 4 ;
Liv. vi. 42 ;
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compare Niebuhr, Hist, ofHome, ii. p, 120 ;
Becker,

Ilandhuchder Ram. AUerth.W. 1. p.133, &c.), which
show’s that both were synonymous. That the ple-

beians did not belong to the patrician gemes, is

expressly stated by Livy (x. 8). The only point

of contact between the two estates was the army,
for after the conquest of Alba, Tullus Hostilius

doubled the number of legions of the Roman army.
(Liv. i. 30.) Livy also states that Tullus Hostilius

formed ten new turmae of equites, but whether
these new turmae consisted of Albans, as Livy
says, or whether they were taken from the three

old tribes, as Guttling {Gesch. d. Rom. Siaafsv.

p. 225) thinks, is only matter of speculation. The
plebeians were thus obliged to fight and shed their

blood in the defence and support of their new fel-

low-citizens without Ixsing allow’cd to share any of

their rights or privileges, and without even the

right of intennarruigc (connubium). In all judi-

cial matters they were entirely at the mercy of the

patricians, and had no right of appeal against any
unjust sentence, though they were not, like the

clients, bound to have a patronus. They continued

to have their owm sacra which they had had before

the conquest, but they were regulated by the pa-

trician pontifis. (Fest. s. v. MunicipaUa sacra.)

Lastly, they wore free land-ow'ncrs, and ha»l their

ow’n gentes. That a plebeian, when married to a
plebeian woman, had the patria potestas over his

children, and that if he belonged to a plebeian

gens, he shared in the jura and sacra gentilicia of

that gens, are points which appear to be self-evi-

dent
The population of the Roman state thus con-

sisted of two opposite elements ; a ruling class or

an aristocracy', and the commonalty, which, though
of the same stock as the noblest among the nilers,

and exceeding them in numbers, yet enjoyed none
of the rights which might cimblc them to take a
part in the managonient of public affairs, religious

or civiL Their citizenship resembled the relation

of aliens to a state, in which they are merely tole-

rated on condition of performing certain services,

and they arc, in fact, sometimes called peregrini.

While the order of the patricians was perfectly

organized by its division into ctunae, decuriac,

and gentes, the commonalty* had no such organiza-

tion, except its division into gentes
;

its relations

to the patricians also were in no way* defined,

and it consequently had no means of protecting

itself against any arbitrary proceedings of the

rulers. That such a state of thin^ could not last,

is a truth which must have been felt by every ono
who was not blinded by his own selfishness and
love of dominion. Torquinius Priscus was the first

who conceived the idea of placing the plebeians on

a footing of equality with the old burghers, by di-

viding them into three tribes, which he intended

to call after his own name and those of his friends.

(Verrius Flaccus, ap. Fesi. $. v. Navia; Liv. i. 36,

&c. ; Dionys. iii. 7 1 ; Cic. de Re PuU. ii. 20.) But
this noble plan vraa frustrated by the opposition of

the augur Atttu Navius, who probably acted the

port of a representative of the patricians. All that

Tarquinius could do w-as to cfifcct the admission of

the noblest plebeian families into the three old

tribes, who, however, .were distinguished from the

old patrician families by the names of Ramnes,
Tities, and Luceres secundi, and their gentes ore

sometimes distinguished by the epithet minores,

ns they entemd into the same relation in which the
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Lucercs bad been to the fint two tribes, before the

time of Tarquinius. (Fest s. v. Sejt yesias A'a«r.

titles

;

Cic. d« Re Pt^l. ii. 20 ;
Lir. i. 35, 47.)

This measure, although an adrantage to the most

distinguished plebeian fiimiliea, did not benefit the

plebeians as an order, for the new patricians

must have become alienated from the commonalty,

while the patricians as a body were considerabiy

strengthened by the accession of the new families.

It was reserved to his successor, Serrius Tullius,

to give to the commonalty a regular internal organi-

sation and to determine their relations to the pa-

tricians. The Intention of this king was not to

upset the old constitution, but only to enlarge it so

os to render it capable of receiving within itself

the new elements of the state. He first divided

the city into four, and then the subject country

around, which was inhabited by plebeians, into

twenty-six regions or local tribes (Lir. i. 43 •

Dionys. iv. 14, dec.), and in these regions be

assigned lots of land to those plebeians who were

yet without landed property. Niebuhr (iL p. 162)

thinks that these allotments consisted of seven

jugera each, an opinion which is controverted by
(JiitUing (p. 239, &c.). As regards the four city-

triltes. It should be observed that the Aventinc

and the Capitol were not contained in them : the

former forming a part of the country tribes, and

the latter being, as it were, the city of the gods.

(Varro, ds Linff. Lai. v. 56, ed. Muller.) The
twenty-six country tribes are not mentioned by

Livy in his account of the Servian constitution, and

where he first speaks of the whole number of tribes

(iL 21 * compare Dionys. viL 64), be only men-

tions twenty-one instead of thirty. Niebuhr (i.

p. 418) is undoubtedly right in reconciling tliis

number with the thirty tribes of Sen'ius by the

supposition, that in the war with Ponienna Homo
lost one third of her terriior)*, i. e. ten tribes, so

that there were only twenty left. As, there-

fore, after the immigration of the Claudii and their

clients, a new tribe w'as formed (Liv. ii. 16),

Livy is right in mentioning only twerily-ono tribes.

These thirty Ser>’ion tribes did not, at least origi-

milly, contain any patricians, and even after the

Claudii had come to Hume, it is not necessary to

suppose that the gens Claudio, which was raised to

the rank of patrician, was contained in the new
tril>e, but the new tribe probably con.tisted of their

clients to whom lands were assigned beyond tltc

Anio. ( Liv. 1. c.

;

compare Taiflua.) Some of the

clients of the patricians, however, were probably

contained in the Servian tribes. (Dionys. iv. 22,

Ac.) Each tribe hod its pracfcct called tribuims.

(Dionys. iv. 14 ; Appian, B. C. iii. 23 ;
Tribunls.)

Tlic triltes had also their own sacra, festivals, and
meetings (comitia triUUa\ which were convoked

by their tribunes.

This division into tribes with tribunes at their

heads was no more than an internal organization

of the plebeians, analogous to the division of the

pttricians into thirty curiae, without conferring

upon them the right to interfere in any way in the

management of public afihira, or in the elections,

which were left entirely to the senate and the

curiae. These rights, however, they obtained by
another regulation of Sen'ius Tullius, which was

made wholly independent of the thirty tribes. For

this purpose ho instituU'd a census, and divided

the whole body of Roman citizens, plebeians as

well as patricians, into five classes, according to
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the amount of their property. Taxation and the
military duties w'crc arranged according to these

dosses in such a manner, that the heavier burdens
fell upon the wealthier classes. The whole body
of citizens thus divided was formed into a gre:it

national assembly called comitiatus maxirous or

comitia centuriata. [Comitu, p. S33, Ac.] In
this assembly the plebeians now mot the patricians

apparently on a footing of equality, but the votes

were distributed in such a a’ay that it was always
in the power of the wealthiest classes, to which the

patricians naturally belonged, to decide a question

before it was put to the vote of the poorer classes.

A great number of such noble plebeian families, as

after the subjugation of the Latin towns had not

been admitted into the curies by Tarquinius Pris-

cus, were now constituted by Servius into a number
of equites, with twelve suffragia in the comitia

centuriata. [Equitxs, p. 471.] I.Ast]y, Servius

Tullius is said to have regulated the cominer-

cium between the two orders by about fifty laws.

(Dionys. iv. 13 ;
robs ukr avvaWoKTt^

Kobs Kol robs w«p) rAw iZutrifidreev
;
compare v. 2,

vL 22 ;
Odttlin^, p. 240 ; IWkcr, Le. p. 156.)

In this constitution the plebeians, as such, did
not obtain admission to the senate, nor to the highest

magistracy, nor to any of the priestlv offices. To
all these offices the patricians alone thought them-
svlvos entitled by divino right. The plebeians

also continued to be excluded from occupying any
portion of the public land, which as yet was only

possessed by the patricians, and were only allowed

to keep their cattle upon the common pasture, for

which they had to pay to the state a certain sum.

It is true that by the acquisition of wealth ple-

beians might become members of the first property

!

class, and that thus their votes in the comitia

might become of the same weight as those of the

wcAltby patricians, but the possibility of acquiring

such wealth was diminished by their lieing ex-

cluded from the use of the ager publicus. Niebuhr
(i. p. 430, Ac.) infers from the nature of the Ser-

vian constitution that it must have granted to the

plebeians greater advantages than those mentioned
by our historians: he conceives that it gave to

them the right of appeal to their own assembly, and
to pass sentence upon such as grossly infringed their

liberties, in short that the Senian constitution

placed them on the same footing in regard to the

patricians, ns was afterwards permanently effected

by the laws of C. Licinius and L. Sextiui. There
is no doubt that such might and should have been
the CISC, but the arguments which he brings for-

ward in support of his hypothesis do not apixar to

be convincing, as has been pointed out by Guttling

(p. 265, Ac.). All that we know for certain is,

that Servius gave to the body of the plebeians an
internal organization by the establishment of the

thirty plebeian tribes, and that in the comitia cen-

turiata he placed them, at least apparently, cm a
footing of equality with the populus. Whether he
intended to do more, or would have done more if

it had been in his power, is a different question.

But tacts, like those stated above, were sufficient

at a later period, when the benefits actually con-

ferred upon the plebeians were taken away from

them, to make the grateful commonalty look upon
that king ns its great patron, and even regard him
01 having granted all those rights which subse-

quently they acquired after many years of hard
struggle. Thus what he actually bad done, was
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oxaggerfttod to what he ponibly might hare done,

nr would hare wished to do. In this light we
have to regard the story that he intended to lay

down his royal dignity and to establish the gorem-
ment of two consuls, one of whom was to hare

been a plebeian.

During the reign of the last king the plebeians

not only lost all they hod gained by the legislation

of his predecessor (Dionrs. iv. 43, 44) ; but the

tyrant also compelled them to work like slaves in

his great architectural works, such as the cloacae

and the circus.

On the establishment of the republic, the comitin

centuriata, and perhaps the whole constitution,

such as it had been before the reign of the last Tar-

quiniiui, were restored, so that the patricians alone

continued to be eligible to all the public offices.

(Liv. iv. 6, vi. 40, x. 8.) That the comitia

centuriata w*ere restored immediately afier the

lianishment of the Tarquins, may be inferred from

the words of Livy (i. 60), W’ho says, that the first

consuls were elected e* commeniari** Servii TuUii^

fur these words probably refer to the comitia

centuriata, in which, occfirding to the regulations

of king Servius, the elections were to ^ held.

There was still no connubium between the two
orders, and the popiilus w*os still In cveiy' respect

distinct from the picbs. Considering the fact that

the patricians reserved for themselves nil the

powers which had formerly been concentrated in

the king, and that these powers were now given to

a number of patrician officers, we roust admit that

the plebeians at the commencement of the republic

were, worse olF than if the kingly rule had con-

tinued under the institutions introduced by Ser-

vius. They, however, soon gained some advantages.

The vacancies which had occurred in the senate

during the reign of the lost king were filled up
with the most distinguished among the plebeian

equites (
pairti conKripti^ Liv. ii. 1 ; Dionys. v. 1 3 ;

s. V. Qui potna ; Plut. PmWjc. 11 ;
Sbnatus),

and Valerius Publicola carried a number of Imca by
which tho relations between patricians and ple-

beians were more accurately defined than they nad
hitherto been, and which also afforded some pro-

tection to the plebeians. [Lbgrs Valsriak.] Both
orders acted in common only in the array and the

comitia centuriata, in which, however, the p.*Urt-

cions exercised an overwhelming influence tlmmgh
the number of their cli mts who voted in them ;

and in addition to this all decrees of the centuries

still required the sanction of the curiae. Notwith-
standing these disadvantages, the plelieians occu-

pied a position which might soon have enabled

them to rise to a perfect equality with the patri-

cians, had not a great calamity thrown them Wk,
and put an end to their political progress. This
w*as the unfortunate war with Portenna, in which
a great number (a third) of the plobeiaus lost their

estates, became impoverished, and perhaps for a

time subject to the Etruscans.

In the meanwhile, the {MUricians, not satisfied

with the exercise of all the authority in the state,

appear not seldom to have encMOchcd upon the

rights granted to the plebeians by the Valerian

laws. (Liv. ii. 27.) Such prc»c<^ing8, and tho

merciless harshness and oppres.Hion on the part of

the nilers, could not fail to rouse the indignation

and call forth the resistance of the plebeians, who
gradually became convinced that it was impos-
sible to retain what they possessed without acquir-
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ing more. The struggle which thus originated be-
tween the two parties, is, as far as tho commonalty
U concerned, one of the noblest that has ever been
c.'irricd on between oppressors and oppressed. On
the one hand we sec a haughty and faithless oli-

garchy applying all means that the love of dominion
and selfishness can devise

;
on the other h.ond, a

commonalty forbearing to the Inst in its opposition

and resistance, ever keeping within tho bounds of

the existing laws, and striving after power, not for

the mere gratification of ambition, but in order to

obtain tlic means of protecting itself against fraud

and tyranny. The details of this struggle belong
to a history of Horae and caimot be given here

;
we

can only point out in what manner the plebeians

gradually gained access to all the civil and religi-

ous offices, until nt last the two hostile elements
became united into one great body of Roman citi-

zens with equal rights, and a state of things nn>sc

totally different from what had existed before.

After the first secession, in u. c. 494, the plo-

beiani gained several great advantages. First, a
law was passed to prevent the patricians from
taking usimous interest of money which they fre-

quently lent to impoverished plebcmns (Dionys.

vi. 83) ;
secondly, tribunes were apjwintcd for the

protection of the plebeians [TRiuifNi]
;
and lastly,

plebeian ocdilcs w'crc appointed. [Ardilrs.]
Shortly after, they gained the right to summon
before their own comitia tributa any one who h.n<l

violated the rights of their order (Fest. t.v. Sactr
mans ; Gbtlling, p. 300, &c.), and to moke dccrc< a

(p!cLisciia)^ W’hich, however, did not become
binding upon the whole nation until the year B. c.

449. [Plbdiscitl'm.] A few years after this

(445, n. c.), the tribune Canuleius established, by
his rogations, the connubium between patricians

and plebeians. (Liv. iv. 44, v. 11, 12 ; Dionys. x.

60, xi. 28 ;
Cic. rfe lie PuU. ii. 37.) He also

attempted to divide tlie consulship between tho

two orders, but the patricians frustrated the realLsa-

tiun of this plan by the appointment of six mili-

tary tribunes, who were to l>c elected from lx»th

orders. [Tribcm.] But that the plebeians

might have no share in the censorial power,

with which the consuls had been investetl, the

military tribunes did not obtain that power, ami
a new cunilc dignity, the censorship, was esta-

blished, with which patricians alone were to be in-

veiled. [Ce.vsor.] Shortly after the taking of

Rome by the Uauls, we find the plebeians again in

a state little better than that in W’hich they hud
been before their first secession to the mons sacer.

In B.C. 421, how’cvcr, they were admitted to the

quaestorship, which opened to them the wmy into

the senate, where henceforth their number con-

tinued to increase. [Quaestor ; Sbnatus.] In
it. c. 3G7, the tribunes U Licinius Stolo and Ii.

Sestius placed themselves at the head of the com-
monalty, and resumed the contest against the

patricians. After a fierce struggle, which lasted

for several years, they at length carried a rogation,

according to which decemvirs were to be appointed

for keeping the Sibylline books instwid of duum-
virs, of whom half were to be plebeians. (Liv. vi.

37, 42.) The next great step was the restoration of

tho consulship, on condition that one consul should

always be a plebeian. A third rogation of Licinius,

which w’as only intended to afford momeinaiy re-

lief to the poor plebeians, regulated the rate of in-

terest From this time forward the ptebcinns also
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appear id the postcuion of the rii^ht to occupy parU
of tb^ ager publicua. (Liry, vil IG ; Niebuhr, uL
p. 1, &c.) In B. c. 366, L. Sextius Latenums waa
the first plebeian consol. The patricians, however,
who always contrived to yield no more than what
it was absolutely impossible for them to retain,

stripped the consulship of a considerable part of its

power and transferred it to two now curule offices,

viz., that of praetor and of curulo aedilc. [Axdilxs ;

pRSKTOR,] But after such ppeat advantages had
been once gained by the plebeians, it was impos-

sible to stop them in thiMr progress towards a perfect

of|uality of political rights with the patricians. In
a c. 3.56 C. Marcius Hutilus was the first plebeian

dictator ; in b. c. 351, the censorship was thrown
open to the plebeians, and in a c. 3^ the pnu'tor-

ship. The Ogulnian law, in a c. 300, also opened
to them the offices of puntifez and augur. These
advantages were, as might be supposed, not gained

without the fiercest opposition of the patricians

and even after they were gained and sanctioned by
law, the patricians exerted every means to obstruct

the operation of the law. Such fraudulent attempts

led, in a c. 286, to the lost secession of tho ple-

beians, oAcr which, however, the dictator Q. ilor-

u-nsius fuccesrfully and permanently reconciled tho

two orders, secured to the plebeians all the rights

they had acquired until then, and procured for their

plebiMita the full power of leges binding upon the

whole nation.

In a political point of view the distinction be-

tween patricians and plebeians now censed, and
Home, internally strengthened and united, entered

upon the happiest period of her history. How
completely the old distinction was now forgotten,

is evident from the fact that henceforth both con-

suls were frequently plebeians. The mremment
of Rome had thus gradually changed an op-

pressive oligarchy into a moderate democracy, in

which each party hod its proper infiuence and the

power of checking the other, if it should venture to
,

auomc more than it could legally claim. It was
I

this constitution, the work of many generations,
j

that excited the admiration of the great statesman

Polybius.

We stated aliove that the plebeians during their

struggle with tho patricians did not seek power for

the mere gratification of their ambition, but os a

necessary means to protect themselves from op-

pression. The abuse which they, or rather their

tribunes, made of their power, Wlongt to a much
later time, and no traces of it appear until more
than half a century after the HorteUsian law

;
and

even then, this power was only abused by indivi-

duals, and not on behalf of the real plelieians, but
of a degenerating democrotical party, which is un-

fortunately designated by later writers by the name
of plebeians, and thus has liecome identified with

them. Those who know the immense influence

which religion and its public ministers had upon
the whole management of the state, will not

wonder that the plelicians in their contest with
the aristocracy exerted thcmiclvcs as much to gain

access to the priestly offices as to those of a purely

political character
;
os the latter in reality would

have been of little avail without the former. The
office of curio maximus, which the plebeians sought

and obtained nearly a century after the Ogulnian
law (Liv. xxviL 6, 8), seems indeed to afford

ground for supposing that in this instance the ple-

beians sought a distinction merely for the pur-
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pose of extending their privileges
; but Ambrosch

{Studitn «. Amieuttaiffen^ p. 95) has rendered it

more than probable that the office of curio maxi-
mus was at that time of greater political import-
ance than is generally believed. It is also well
known that such priestly offices as had little or no
connection with tho management of public aflairs,

such as that of the rex sacrorum, the flaruincs,

•alii, and others, were never coveted by the ple-

beians, and continued to be held by the patricians
down to the latest times. (Dionys. v. 1 ;

Cic. pro
Dom. 14 ; Fest s. e. Afajor.jUtm.)

After tho paning of the Jiortension law, the
political distinction between patricians and ple-
beians ceiised, and with a few unimportant ex-
ceptions, both orders were placed on a footing of
perfect equality. Henceforth the name populus is

sometimes applied to the plebeians alone, and
sometimes to the whole body of Homan citizens,

as assembled in the comitia centoriata or tribntn.

(Liv. xxvii. 5 ; Cic. o/f AH. iv. 2 ; GelL x. 2».)
The term plebs or picbocula, on the other hand,
was applied in a loose manner of speaking to the
multitude or populace in opposition to the nobiles
or the senatorial party. (Sallust, Jtiff. 63 ; Cic.
ad AH. i. 1C

; Ilor. ii 1. 150 ;
llirt Iteil.

Alfje. 5, &c.)

A person who was bom a plebeian, could only
bo raised to the rank of a patrician by a lex curiatn,

as was sometimes done during the kingly period,
and in the early times of the republic. <^ac^ was
the first who ventured in his own name to raise

plebeians to the rank of patricians, and his example
was followed by the emperors. [Patricii.)

It frequently occurs in the history of Home that
one and tho same gens contain plebeian as well
u patrician families. In the gens Cornelia, for

instance, we find the plebeian families of the Bnibi,
Mammulae, Morulae, &c., along with the patrician

Scipiones, Sullae, LontuU, &c. The occurrence of
this phenomenon may be accounted for in different

ways. It may have been, that one branch of a
plebeian family was made i^atrician, while tho
others remained plebeians. (Cic. Dnd. 16, de /xy.
ii 3; Sueton, AVr. 1.) It may also have hap-
pened that two families had the same nomen gen-
tilicium without being actual members of the same
gens. (Cic Artt/, 16 ;

TaciL iii. 48.) Again,
u patrician fiunily might go over to the plebeians,

and as such a family continued to bear the name
of its patrician gens, this gens apparently containcil

a plebeian family. (Liv. iv. 16 ; Plin. II. N. xviii.

4.) At the time when no connubium existed Ijo-

tween the two orders, a marriage between a patri-

cian and a plebeian had the consequence, that the

some nomen gentilicium belonged to persons of the

two orders. (Niebuhr, ii. p. 337, n. 756 ; Suet.

Aufj. 2.) When a peregrinus obtained the civitas

through the influence of a patrician, or when a
slave w'os emancipated by his patrician masUT,
they generally adopted the nomen gentilicium of

their l^ncfactor (Cic. ad Fam. xiii. 35, 36, e, Verr.

iv. 17 ; Appian, CStil, 100), and thus appear to

belong to the some gens with him. (^Comp. Becker,

f. c. p. 133, &C. ; Ihne, /. c.) [L. S.]

PLKDISCPTUM, a name properly applied to

a law passed at the Comitia Tributa on the roga-

tion of a Tribune. According to Laclius Felix

(Oellins, xv. 27, and the note in the edition of

Oronoviui), be who had authority to convene not

the universus populus, but only a part, could hold
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n ConcQium, but not Comitin

;
and as the Tribunes

could not summon the Patricii nor refer any matter

to them, what was voted upon the proposal of the

tribunes was not a Lex, but a Scitum. But in

course of time Plebiscita obtained the force of

Leges, properly so called, and accordingly they are

sometimes included in the term lieges. [Lsx.]

The progress of change as to this matter appears

from the following passages. A Lex Valeria,

passed in the Comilia Centuriata B. a 449 (Liv.

iiL 55, 67) enacted that the Populus should be

bound (Jcnerctur) by that which the Plebs voted

tributim
;
and the same thing is expressed in other

words thus :
“ Scita plebis injuncta patribus.”

A Lex Publilin, 339 B. C. (Liv. viii. 12), was
passed to the clTcct that Plebiscita should bind all

the Quirites ; and a Lex Hortensia b. c. 286, to

the etfect that Plebiscita should bind all the

populus (unicersus pojmlus) as Gaius (i. 3) ex-

presses it
;
or, “ ut eo jure, quod plebes statuisset,

omnes Quirites tenerontur,” according to Laelius

Felix, as quoted by Ocllius ; and this latter is also

the expression of Plinj’ {HitL Nat. xv. 10). The
Lex Hortensia is refen^ to as the Lex which

put Plebiscita as to their binding force exactly on-

the same footing as Leges. The effect of these

Leges is discussed in Le.x under the several heads

of VALEai.VB, PuBLILIAB, H0RTEN8IA.
The principal Plebiscita arc mentioned under

Lex. [O. L.J

PLECTRUM. [Lyra.]
PLKMO'CllOAE (irATj/AOxdoi.) [Eleu-

8INIA, p. 454, a.]

PLETIIRON (vXtOpoy) was originally a mea-

sure of surface, which is the only sense of the word
ntXfffpoy in Homer. (//. xxi. 407, OJ. xi. 577.)

It seems to have been the fundamental land mea-

sure in the Greek system, being the square of 100

feet, that is, 10,000 square feeL The later Greek

writers use it as the translation of the Roman
rum, probably because the latter was the standard

land measure in the Roman system
;
but, in size,

the pfeVirun answered more nearly to the Roman
actus, or half-jugcrum, which was the older unit

of land measures. The pleihron would answer ex-

actly to the actus, but for the difference caused by
the former iK-ing decimal (100x100), and the

other partly duodecimal (120 x 120). Thep/W5ro«
contained 4 arurae of 2500 square feet each.

2. As frequently happened with the ancient

land measures, the side of the plethron was taken

as a measure of length, with the same name. This

jtlethnm was equal to 100 feet (or about 101

English feet) = 66^ir^x**s = 10 Saaivoi or *c«£\a-

fuH. It was also introduced into the system of

itinerary measures, being l-6th of the stadium.

(Herod. ii. 124 ;
comp. Mbnsura, p. 753, b., and

the Tables). [P.B.]

PLINTHUS (irKlvOos), any rectangular paral-

lelopiped. 1. A brick or tile. [Later]. 2. The
quadi^gular piece of stone which should properly

form the lowest member of the base of a column,

and which may be supposed to have originated in

the use of a tile or a flat piece of wood to prevent

the shaft from sinking into the ground ;
although

very frequently the plinth is wanting, the highest

step or other basement forming a sort of continuous

plinth or podium. [Spira]. [P-S.]

PLUMA'RII, a class of persons, mentioned by
Vitruvius (vi. 7, p. 177, ed. Rip.), Varro (ap.

A'bnium, iL p. 716), and in inscriptions. It ctin-

not be decided with certainty what their exact oc-

cupation was : their name would lead us to suppose

that it had something to do with feathers ( piumoe).

Salmasius (ad Vopisc. Carin. c. 20) supposes that

they were persons who wove in garments golden or

puqilo figures made like feathers. The word, how-
ever, probably signifies all those who work in fea-

thers, ns lanarii those who work in wool, and
aryenlarii those who work in silver. Seneca (Np.

90) speaks of dresses made of the feathers of birds.

(Becker, Gallua, vol. i. pp. 44—48.)
PLU'TEUS, appears to have signified in general

any kind of protection or shelter, and was hence
us^ in the following special significations:— 1.

A kind of shed made of hurdles and covered with
raw hides, which could be moved forward by small

wheels attached to it, and under which the besiegers

of a town nuidc their approaches. (Festus, s. r. ;

Voget. iv. 15 ;
Liv. xxxiv. 17.) 2. A parapet or

breastwork made of boards and similar materials,

placed on the vallum of a camp, on movcablo
towers or other military engines, on rafts, the decks
of ships, Ac. (Festus, s. r.

; Caes. Jicil. Gall. vii.

25, 41, 72, BdL Cic. i. 25.) 3. The board at

the side of a bed. The side at which a person

entered the bed was open and called sponda

:

the
other side, which was protected by a b&trd, was
called pluteuB. (Suet. Cat. 26 ;

Martial, iii. 91.)
[Lectu.s, p. 674, b.j 4. Cases of some kind upon
the walls of houses on which small statues and
busts wore placed. (Dig. 29. tit. 1. s. 17 ;

Jut.

iL 7.)

PLYNTE'RI.\ (wXvyr-fipta), from irXvyftv, to

wash, was a festival celebrated at Athens every

year, on the 22nd of Thargelion, in honour of

Athena, siimamed Aglaums (Phot. Lex. t. v. ; Pint.

Alcih. 34 ;
Ilorpocrat. Suid. «. v.), whose temple

stood on the Acropolis. (Herod, viii. 53 ; Hesych.
t. V. UXvyr-t\pia.) Plutarch states tluit the festivid

took place on the 2.5th, but probably only because

it lasted for several days. (Dodwcll, de (\/clis, p.

349 ;
comp. PhiloL Mtts. il p. 234.) The day of

this festivid was at Athens among the krotppaZts

or dies nefasti; for the temple of the goddess was
surrounded by a rope to preclude all communi-
cation with it (Pollux, viii. 141) ;

her statue was
stripped of its garments and onuunents for the pur-

pose of cleaning them, and was in the meanwhile
covered over to conceal it from the sight of man.
(Pint. /. c.; Xen. IleUen, L 4. § 12.) The persons

who performed this service were called wpo^iep-

ylias. (Pint. /, c. ; Hesyeb. s. v.) The city was
therefore, so to speak, on this day without its

protecting divinity, and any undertaking com-
menced ou it was believed to be necessarily un-
successful. A procession was also held on the day
of the Plynteria, in which a quantity of dried figs,

called vyTjTopla, was carried about (Etjmol.
Magn.

;
Hesych. s. v. 'Hyrrropia

;
Phot I.xx.

s.v.) [L-S.]
P i\YX . [ Ecu. EsiA, p. 4 40, a. ]

PO'CULUM was any kind of drinking-cup. It

must be distinguished from the Crater or vcss«>l in

which the wine was mixed [Crater], and from
the C)/nthus, a kind of ladle or small cup, w'hicli

was used to convey the wine from the Crater to

the Poculum or drinking-cup. [Cvathus.] Thus
Horace (Oirm. iii. 19. 11)—

“ tribus aut novem
Miscentur cyathis pocula commodis.”
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POLEMAUCHUS,
PO'DIUM, in orchitrcturr, it a continued pe- ^

de«ul, for «upportiti){ a row of columns, or serving

for a parapet, or forming a sort of terrace, as the

podium in the theatre and amphitheatre. (Vitruv.

iiu 3, T. 7, vii. 4 ;
AMPiiiTUKATRrM.) [P. S.]

POENA (Greek, The Homan sense of

this word is explained bj Ulpian (Dig. 30. tiu 16.

a l.'l) nt the same time that he explains Fmus
and Multa. Kmus is generally on otfence, Noxa

;

and Poena is the punishment of an oBence, Noxae
vindicta. Poena is a general name for any punish*

ment of any offence : Multa is the pcmilty of a
particular offi-nce, which is now (in Ulpian*s time)

pecuniary. Ulpian says in his time because by

the Liiw of the Twelve Tables, the Multa was
pecmiria or a certain numl>er of oxen and sheep.

(Pltn. xriii. 3; Festus, a rr. Afa/Zam, FecuiiUut.)

[Lbx Atxrnia Tarpbu.] Ulpian proceeds to

say that Poena may affect a person's caput and
exUtimatio, that is. Poena may be loss of citizen-

ship and Inlamia. A Multa was inipused accord-

ing to circumstances, and its amount was deter-

mined by the pleasure of him who imposed it A
Poena was uuly inflicted when it was imposed by
some lex or some other legal authc^ity {qua alio

jure). When no poeita was imposed, then a multa
or penalty might be inflicted. Every person who
had jurisdictio (this seems to be the right reading

iiMtead of judicatio) could impose a multa ; and
these wera magistmtus and praesides provinciarum.

A Poena might be inflicted by any one who was

intrusted with the judicial prosecution of the offence

to which it was aflixed. The legal distinction l>e-

tween Poena and Multa is not always observed by

the Homan writers. [G. L.]

l*OLEM.\HCHUS (woXs/iopxoi)* An account

of the functions of the Athenian magistrate of this

name is given under ArciiuN. Atliens, however,

was not the only sUite of Greece which bad officers

so called. We read of them at iiporta, and in

various cities of Uoeotia. As tlieir name denotes,

they were originally and properly connected with

military affairs, being entrusted either with the

command of annies abroad, or the aupcrint4*ndcnco

of the war department at home : sometimes with

both. The pulemarchs of Sparta appear to have

ranked next to tho king, when on actual service

abroad, and were generally of tlie royal kindred or

house (7^*'of). (Herod, vii. 173.) They coin-

numded single momo (Xcn. Hep. Lac. xL 4), so

tluii they would appear to have been six in niuuber

(Muller, lM>r. iii, 12. §4), and sometimes whole

armies. (Herod. L c.) They also formed part of

the king's council in w*ar, and of the royal escort

called Zapocia (Xen. HeU. vi. 4. $ 14), and were

supported or represented by the officers called

avpu^oput. (Miiller, iiL 12. §5.) The polemarrhs

of $parta had also the aupcrintendcDce of the public

tables : a circumstance which admits of explana-

tion fn>m tho fact that Lycurgus is said to have

instituted the sysiitia for the purposes of war, and
therefore as military divisions ;

so that the Lace- I

daemonians would eat and light in the same com-

pany. (MUller, iii. 12. §4.) But in addition to

their military functions, and the duties connected

therewith, the polemarchs of Sparta had a civil as

well as a certain extent of judicial power (Id. iii. 7.

§ 8), in which respect they resembled the

•KoKipapx^^ At Athens. In Boeotia also there

were magistrates of this name. At Thebes, for

instance, there appears to have been two, perhaps
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elected annually, and from wlmt happened when
Phoebidas, the J.«accda(‘monian commander, seised

tho (^dmeia or citadel of Thebes (a. c. 362), we
may infer that in times of peace they w*erc in*

vested with the chief executive power of the state,

and the command of the city, having its military
force under their orders. (Xen. HeU. v. 2. § 30.)
Tliey are not, however, to be eoofoundc d with the

B<»eotarchs. AtThespiae also (Plut, tkmetr. c. 39)
there were officers of this name, and likewise in

.\etolia (Polyb. iv. 79) and Arcadia. At Cynnethn
in the latter country the gates of (he city wero
entru.sted to tho special care of the Polemarchs

:

they hiwl to keep guard by them in the day-time,
and to close them at night, and the keys were ab
ways kept in their custody. (ld.iv. 18.) [K.W.]
POLETAE (wwX^ai), a board of ten officers,

or magistrates (for they are called hy liar*

pocration), whose duty it was to grant leases of the

public lands and mines, and also to let the revenues

arising from the customs, taxes, confiscations, and
forfeitures. Of such letting the word wwAio' (not
purBcvv) was generally us<^« and also the com'ln-
live words wMurffai and itpiaaBai, Their nlKciol

place of business was called itei\rfT-i\ptoy. One was
chosen from aich tribe. A cluiirman pn.>sided at

their ineeliugs {iTpxrtdveue). In the letting of the

revenue they were assisted by the managers of the

theoric fund (rh i3cwpoc3ir), and they acted under
the authority of the ^nato of Five Hundred, who
exercised a general contsnl over the finnneial de-

partment of the administration, liesideiit aliens,

who did not pay their residence-tax (/ssroixiov),

were summoned before them, and if found to have
committed default, were sold in a room called

wwKqTiipiop rov peroudov. (Demosth. e.

787.) Other persons who had forfeited their friH^-

dum to the state wero also sold by the irwA^ai,
as foreigners who had been convicted of usurping

the rights of citizenship. (Harpoc. and Suid. t. t-e.

(IwAiTTal and peroiuiov
;

Pollux, viii. 99 ; Bdckh,
Fubl. Kcon. <^' A tkeni^ p. 1.35, 2d ed.; Meier, de
bon. damn. p.4l.) [C. H. K.J
POLITKIA, POLPTES (xoAiTsia, xoaItt^v).

[CiviTAS (Gkbek).]
POLITOPH Y'LACES (xoAiro^wAoxei),

[Tagus.]
POLLICA'RIS. [Pbr.]

POLLICITA^IO. [OuLiGATioNKS, p. 821.]
POLLINCTO'RES. [Funus, p. .358, a.]

POLUS {t6Kos\ in astronomy, is a very diffi-

cult word to explain in a perfectly satisfactory

manner, on account of the various senses in which
it is used. In such a case, the only safe guide to

tho original meaning of a word is to determine, if

possible, its sense in the earliest passage in which

it occurs, and to compare that sense with what is

known of the etymology of tho word. Now it is

evident that w6kos contains the root HEA, which

we find in w^Ao^t and other words, and the

fundamental idea attached to which appears to be

that of motion. Then, turning to the Greek au*

thors, we find the word first occurring in the well-

known passage in which Aeschylus (Prom. 427)

speaks of Atlas as supporting on his shoulders tho

of keaveny that is, the vault of the eh/y which
w-as called x3Aor in accordance with the notion,

which prevailed from the time of Thales, that the

sky was a hollow sphere, which moved continually

round the earth, carrying the heavenly bodies with

iU (Comp. Eurip. Or. 1 685 ; Pseudo-Plat. Axiooiu

3o
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p. 371« b; Aristoph. Av. 179; Alex. ap. Ath.

p. 60, a ; Ukert, (leo^. d. Gritch. u. Korn. toI. L

pt. ii. p. 115; Orotc, Hiaionf of 6’mw, vol. ii.

pp. 154, 155.) The next passage, in order of

time, is that in which Heit^ntus (ii. 109) says

that the Greeks learnt from the Babylonians w6\op

irol yvd^pa Kal Sucffcai'Ocva p4p^a

where tho later coramcnUitors and lexicographers

for the most part explain the word os meaning an

astronomical instrument, different from the yvwpmv
or sun dial. Mr. Grotc (/. r,) interprets the pas-

sage as signifying that the Greeks “acquired from

the Babylonians the conception of the or of

the heavens as a complete hollow sphere, revolving

round and enclosing the earth.*' But Herodotus

certainly' seems to be speaking of something more

definite and specific than a mere conception respect*

ing the sky
;
and, on the whole, tho most prolMble

explanation is that of Scallger and Salmasius, as

m<^iiied by recent astronomers and scholars (see

Bailly, Dclambre, Letronne, and Creuzer, as quoted

by Bahr, ad loc.\ namely, that the word signifies

the (xmeav* hemispherical sun-dial^ made in imitation

of the heavenly sphere, and hence called by the

same name, wtfAor, which was the earliest form of

the sun-dial, inasmuch as it re<juircd less skill than

the delineation of a sun-dial on a plane surface.

The yvipmv was not another didcrent sort of sun-

dial, but the tiu/cjr, or, ns wc still say% <tnomom of

the dial itself, the shadow of which, falling upon

the meridian lines of the suu-diol, indiaitcd tho

hours of the day' ns marked by the motion of the

sun m the true heavenly v6Kos
;
so that, in fact,

the words irdAov xol yvwpova togelher describe the

instrument Pollux (ix. 46) explains wdAox as

menning wpoKiyiov, in a passage which he quotes

from the (ierytades of Aristophanes ; and Lucian

{l^ripk. 4) speaks of the yedfittp ovenhadowing
the middle of the — a striking conhmiation

of the explanation we have given. The yp^fimv

alone was in fact, not originally n sun-dial, but a

more upright stile, the length of the shadow of

which was measured, to obtain a rough notion of

the altitude of the lun and thence of tho time of

the day : aftcra'ards a dial was added with lines

marked upon it, so as to form a true sun-dial, which

was still called yvAfwv. The simple gnomon a'as

used by the Greek geographers to determine the

latitude of places. (Comp. Horologium.*)
For the other meanings of irdAor, see the Greek

Lexicons. [P-S.]

POLY'MITA. [Tkla.]
POMOE'HIUM. This word is compounded of

post and moerium (manu), in the same manner
as pomeridieM of poet and meridiem^ and thos sig-

nifies a line running by the walls of a town ( pone

or poet nturoe). The pomoerium, however, did not

consist of the actual wnlls nr fortiheations of a place,

but w*as a symbolical wall, and the courM of the

pomoerium itself was marked by stone pillars (dfpi
pomoeriiy Varro, de IJng. Lai. v. 143, ed. Mlilicr),

erected at certain intervals The custom of making
a pomoerium was common to tho I^tins and Etrus-

* In the article Horologium will be found

statements differing in some minor points from

those in this article : such differences are unavoid-

able when a difBcult subject is discussed by differ-

ent writers ; and they may even be useful to the

reader who wishes to examine the question tho-

roughly. [Ed.]

POMOERIUM.
cans, and the manner in which it was done in tho

earliest times, whcMi a town was to be founded,

was as follows:— A bullock and a heifer were
y'oked to a plough, and a furrow was drawn around
the place which was to be occupied by the new
town, in such a manner that all the cl(^t fell in-

ward. The little mound thus formed was the

symbolical a'all, and along it ran the pomoerium,
within the compass of which alone the city-auspices

(auepicia urfxma) could be taken. (Varro, de Ling.

JaU. L e.) That the actual walls or fortifications

of a town ran near it, may naturally be supjKtsed,

though the pomoerium might either be within or

without them. This custom was also followed in

the building of Rome, and the Romans afterwards

ohsen'cd it in the establishment of their colonies.

The socred line of the Roman pomoerium did not

prevent the inhabitants from building upon or

taking into use any* place beyond it, but it w*as

necessary' to leave a certain space on each side of

it unoccupied so as not to uiiliallow it by profane

use. (Liv. i. 44.) Thus we find that the Avon-
tine, although inhabited from early times, was for

many centuries not included within the pomoc-
rium. (Gcll. xiii, 14.) The whole space included

in it was called ager efiUtts or fines efUti. The
pomoerium of Rome was not the luunc at all times

;

as the city increased the pomoerium also was ex-

tended, but this extension could, according to an-

cient usage, bo made only by such men as had by
thi’ir victories over foreign nations increased the

boundaries of the empire (Tacit Annal. xii. *23),

and neither could a pomoerium be formed nor

altered without the augurs previously consulting

the will of the gods by augury, whence the Jn$
pomoerii of the augurs. (Uionya iv. 13 ; Cic. de

Div. it 35.) The formula of tho prayer which the

augurs performed on such occasions, and which was
repeated after them by the people who attended, is

preserved in Festus (s. r. Prueimurium).

The original pomoerium of Romulus ran, accord-

ing to Ocliius (/. c.), around the foot of the l*nln-

tine, but the one which Tacitus (yfaao/. xii. 24)
describes as the pomoerium of Romulus compris'd

a much wider space, and was, ns Niebuhr thinks

{llitt. of Horn. L p. *2U6
; compare Bunsen, lies-

<Areib, a. Stadi /fom, i. p. 1 38 ; Saebse, lie^reib,

von Horn. i. p. 50), an enlargement of tho original

compass, taking in a suburb or borough. Niebuhr
also believes that pomoerium properly denotes a
suburb token into the city. The Komnlian pomoe-
rium, according to Tacitus, ran from the Forum
Ikiarium (the arch of Septimius Severus) through

the valley of the Circus so as to include the ara

maxima Hcrculis ; then along the foot of the Pala-

tine to the ara C-onsi, and thence from the Septi-

sonium to the ' curiae veteres (a little below the

baths of Trajan), along the top of the Velia to the

Sacellum Lwiun, and lastly by the via sacra to

tho Forum. From the eastern side of the Forum
to the Velabrum there was a swamp, so that

I
Tacitus does not mention the line of the pomoe-

' rium here. Servius Tullius again extended the

pomoerium (Liv. L 44 ; Dionya iv. 13), but the

Aventine was not included, either berause the

auspices here taken by Rc*mus had been unfavour-

able, or, which is more probable, because there

stood on this hill the temple of Diana, the common
sanctuary of the Latins and Konuins. (Gell. /. c. ;

Varro, de Lir^. Lat. v. 43.) The Aventine did not

become included within the pomoerium until the
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time of the Emperor Claudiui. (Oell. l.e. ; Tacit.

Annal. xii. 23.) Dionysius {L c.) slates that dourn

to hit time nobody had extended the poinoerium '

since the tune of King Ser%ius, altho'igh we know
from authentic sources that at least Augustus en*

larged the pomoerium (Bunsen, l.c. p. 139), and

the same is said ot Sulla and J. Caesar. (Tacit.

Annal, /Le.; Cell. Le. \ Fest $.v. I*r<}$imurium ;

Cic ad Ail. xiii. 20 ;
Dion Cass, xliii. 30, xlir. 49.)

The lost who extended the pomoerium of Rome
was the Emperor Aurelian, after he had enlarged

the walls of the city. (FI. Vopisc. IHv. Anrtl. 21 ;

comp. Becker, Handbi^ <Ur Horn. Aiterih. i. p.

92, Ac.) [L.S.)

POMPA (wo/ss^), a solemn procession, as on

the occasion of a funeral, triumph, dtc. (Cic. pro

Mil. 13 ;
Suet. JuL Caet, 37, Ac.) It is, how-

ever, more particularly applied to the grand pro-

cession with which the games of the Circus com-
menced {Pompa CYrewrm). [Circus.]

PONDERA {<rraBiio(\ The considerations,

which lie at the basis of the whole subject of

weights and measures, both generally, and with

special reference to the ancient Greek and Roman
systems, have already been mentioned in the in-

t^uctory part of the article Mxnsi'RA. In the

present article it is proposed to give a brief general

account of the Greek and Roman tysUtHt of %caight$.

1. Early 6’rei'A Weights. — It h;is been already

stated, ill the article Mkksl'RA, that all the know-
ledge wc have upon the subject goes to proue that,

in the Greek and Roman metrical systems, xeeights

preceded measures ; that the latter were derived

from the former
;
and both from a system which

bad prevailed, from a period of unknown antiquity,

among the Chaldaeans at Babylon. This system

w*as introduced into Greece, after the epoch of the

Homeric poems ; for, of the two chief denomina-
tions used in the Greek system, namely, rihiunov
(ialentum) and psa (mtna), Homer uses only the

,

former, which is a genuine Greek word, moaning
'

tpeitfiiy the other being an Oriental W'ord of the

same meaning. (Sec Numml’s, p. 810; where
some things, which more properly belong to this

article, have been necessarily anticipated.) Homer
uses riXanrov, like p4rpov, in a specific sense (//.

xxiii. 260—270) ; and indeed in all languages the

earliest words used for weight ore merely generic

terms speeificaUy apjAied

;

such arc rdAayrov,

mastek (jofa\ libroy and our own pounds from

pomlus. Hence the introduction of the foreign

word manek ipva) by the side of the native woH
rdKarrov indicates the introduction of a new
standard of weight ;

which new standard soon

superseded the old ; and then the old word rdAo*'-

TOf' was used as a denomination of weight in the

new system, quite different from the weight which

it signified before. This last point is manifest

from the passages in Homer, in which the word is

used in a specific sense, especially in the description

of the funeral games (/. c.), where the order of the

prizes proves that the talent must have been a very

much smaller weight than the later talent of 60

minae, or about 82 pounds avoirdupois
;
and traces

of this ancient small talent are still found al a very

much Inter period. Thus we arrive at the first

position in the subject, that ike Greek system of
yoeigki uvu post-Homeric,

2. The Greek System in the Historical Period.

Of course, by the Greek system here is meant
the system which prevailed throughout Greece in
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the historical timea, and which contained four

principal denominations, which, though different at

ditfercot times and places, and even at the sanio

place for different substanct^, always bore the

some relation to each other. These were the Talent

(ToAorror), which was the largest, then the Mina
(pya\ the Drachma (iyaxp'h)^ and the Obol

{6€o\6s). The two Utter terms are, in all pro-

bability, genuine Greek words, introduced for the

purpose of making convenient subdivisions of the

standard, Spaxpll signifying a kassl/uiy and o€o\6s

being perhaps the same as b€*k6s^ and sUtiifying

a small wedge of silver; so that these words ngain

£sll under the description of generic terms ^tectfeally

applied.

These weights were related to one another as

follos's :
—

1 Talent contained • *60 Mittae.

1 Mina ff
• - loo Drachmas.

1 Drachma „ - -6 Obuls,

Thuir relative values are exhibited more fully

in the following tiiblo

:

OU.1

6
Droclima

600 100
N?lna

36,000 6000 60 Talent.

3.

Deriration (f this System from Babylon.—
Now, in this system, the unhellenic word pva
indicates, ns already observed, the source front

trhick the standard teas derwed. This word is

undoubtedly of Semitic origin
; and it seems to

belong more especially to the Chaldee dialect, in

which it signifies nutnber or measure in its widest

sense, the proper word for tceighl being tekel or

shekel.* (See Dan, v. 25, 26, where both words
occur). In Hebrew it is osed as a specific m-cight,

equal to 50 or60sbckels+ (1 Kings, z. 17 ; Ezra,

ii. 69 ; Nchem. vii. 7U 72 ; Ezek. xlr. 12). The
word was also used in Egypt, in the sense of a

!
fuid measure and also of n weight of teaier. (See

I

Bdckh, MeiroL Uutersuek. c ir.) From an ex-

I

aminalion of sevenU passages of the Greek writers,

I by the light of the etymological signification of the

word Bockh arrives at the following conclu-

•iont, which, if not strictly demonstrated, are

i

established on as strong grounds as wo can pro-

bably ever hope to obtain in so difficult a subject

:

(1) that in the astronomical observations of the

Chaldees and Eg)*ptions, time was measured by tbo

running out of the water through on orifice :
—

(2) that the quantity of the water which so ran

out was estimated both by measure and by weight:

— (4) that this mode of measuring time led na-

turally to the dcierminatUm of a connected system

both ofteeights and measures^ the unit of which was
the manek which originally signified a
nite fpiantity of tracer, determined either by tceigkt or
measure^ and was afterwards used especially in the

sense of a definile Wright:-— (5) that this system
passed from Assyria to Phoenicia, and thetice to

* The t and sk ore merely dialect variations.

Which is the true value is doubtful. Perhaps

the two values were used at difierent places, ac-

corrling as the duodecimal or decimal system jire-

vailed.

3 0 2

v-iou^le
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the Greeks, who arc cx|H'C8sly stated to hare de-

rived from Babylon their method of dividing the

dny and menauring time, and other important

uaiigee, and whose most ancient talent (the Aegi-

netan) was still, in the historical times, identical

with the Babylonian.

4. Tht Uahyloniafi 7aZe«/.—The Babylonian

talent itself was current in the Persian Empire

as the standard weight for silver. Under Darcius

the son of Hystaspes, the siItht tribute of the

provinces was estimated by the Babylonian talent,

their gold tribute by' the Eaboic ; and coined

silver was also paid from the royal treasury oe-

cftrding to the Babylonian talent (Herod, iiu 89,

foil.
; Aeli.m. V. II. i. 2*2.) Now the two stand-

ards here mentioned arc connected by Hemdotns
by the statement that the DtA^hnian talent ia

efjHul to 70 m/ffoe, which, since every ta-

lent contained GO minoe, gives 70 : 60 for the ratio

of the Babylonian talent to the Kuboic. There

are, however, very sufficient reasons for con-

cluding that 70 is here a round numljer, not an

exjict one. (See Biickh, c. v.) Pollux gives the

(tame ratio (70 : GO) for that of the Babylonian to the

Jtfic talent
;

for he says that the Babylonian talent

contained 70 Attic minoe and 7000 .\tUc drachmae

(ix. 86) : and it is probable tliat this statement is

founded on the testimony of Herodotus, but that

Pollux substituted the famiUor Attic standard for

the less knoism Kuboic, which two standards ho

knew to have some close connection wnth each

other, and so he fell into the cnorof making them
precisely equal. The same correction must be ap-

plied to the testimony of Acdian (/. c.), who makes
the Babylonian talent equal to 72 Attic minac ; and

in this statement, so corrected, we have probably the

true ratio of the Babylonian talent to the Euboic,

namely 72:60 or 6:5. dn such arguments as

these, it is extremely important to rememlier that

the evidence is not tliat of Pollux and Aclian, who
could not possibly give any iudependent testimony

on such a subject, but that of the ancient au-

thorities w’hom they followed, and by whom the

ti‘rm Attie mar have been used truly as equivalent

to Eubotc ! for the Attic standard before the legis-

lation of Solon was the same as the Eubo'ic, and
this standard was still retained in commerce after

Solcm*8 alterations.* In this seaic there con be

little doubt that, in the statement of Aelian, we
have the testimony of some ancient writer, who
gave a more exact value than the round number

,

which Herodotus deemed sufficient for his purpose

os an historian
;
and the truth of his testimony is

conhnned, not only by the greater exactness of.

the number, but by its very nature ;
for, not <m1v

do we find in 70 (^7 k 10) a prime (actor whicli

is most unlikely to It^ve entered into a system of

* It is necessary here to caution the student

against an error, which he might mistake fur an

ingenious discovery ; into which Biickh himself

fell in his Publie Economy o/ Athens; and which

Mr. Hussey has adopted ; and to which therefore

the English student is much exposed. This error

consists in assuming that both Herodotus and Aelian

may be right
;
and thus that the Babylonian talent

was equal to 70 Eubole or 72 Attic minae
; and

therefore that the ratio of the EuIkA'c talent to the

Attic was 72 : 70. It will presently be sliown that

this ratio mas not 72 : 70, but 100 : 72, i. e.

72: 51 04.
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weights, namely 7, but in 72 (s6 x 12^ os well

ns in 60 (5 x 12) we have the duodecimal computa-
tion w’hich we know to have prevailed most exten-

sively in the early metrical systems. The division

of the day' into 12 hours, which Herodotus ex-

pressly' ascribes to the Babylonians, is not only a
striking example of this, but a fact peculiarly im-

portant in connection with Uie idea that the mea-
surement of time by water led to the invention

of the Babylonian system of weights. It is also

important to observe that these two ancient sy's-

tems, the Babylonian and the EiiboYc, differ from

one another in a proportion w*hich is expressed by
multiplying 12 by the numbers which form the

bases of the decimal and duodecimal systems re*

spectively, namely', 6 and 5. In connection with

this fact, it is interesting to observe that the

Hebrew talent, w*hich was no doubt essentially' the

same as the Babylonian, is made, by different com-
putations, to consist of 60 or 50 maneh.

Indeed, the whole of the Hebrew system throws

important light on the Babylonian, and on its con-

nection with the Greek. The outline of this sys«

tern is os follows :
•—

Gemh

10
Bekah

20 2
Shokel

1000 100 50
Maneh

60,000 6000 3000 60
1
Kikkar

where the principal unit is the SheJ^l, which can

be identified with the principal unit of the old

Greek sy'stera (in its chief application to coined

money), namely, the didraekm or old stater. Henco
we hare the

Kihlxtr equivalent to the talent

Afaorh ,, mifta

Sheli'l „ diJraehm or stider

JScAxih „ drachma.

To this part of the subject, which we have not
space to pursue further, Bdckh devotes a long and
elaborate chapter (c. vL Hebraischea, Phoaicisekes,

und Syrisekes GewiclU und Geld).

5. The AeytnelaM Talent. — Returning to the

connection between the Babylonian and Greek
talent, we have seen that the Babylonian talent

contained 72 Eubo'ic minae. It will pri'sently

appear that the Eubo'ic Udent and niiim were the

same as the great Attic talent aud mina, which
were in use before the reduction effected in

them by Solon
; and further that the nature of

that reduction was such that the Old Attic

(Euboic) talent was equivalent to 8333^ New
Attic (^Ionian) drachmae, and the Euboic mina
to 13Hf Holonian drachmae. Now the Baby'-

lonian ^ent contained 72 Eubo'ic minae, that is

(138^ X 72 b) 10,(100 Solonian drachmae. But
10,000 Soloiiian drachmae were equivalent loan
Aeginetan talent. (Pollux, ix. 76, 86 ; comp.
NtfMMua, p. 810, a.) Therefore, the Aeyinetam

Talent teas equivalent (o the Babylonian. What is

meant precisely by the Aeyineian talent^ and how
tliis talent was established in Greece by the legis-

lation of Pheidim, hiis already been explained
under Nuumur. The only step remaining to

complete the exposition of the outline of the sub-
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ject ii the ohrions remark that Pheidon muBt bare

arranged his standard of weights by that which
had ^ready been introduced into Greece by the

commerce of the Phoenicians, namely, the Baby*
Ionian.

6. 7%e Euhoie Ihlent— In the foregoing re*

marks, (Jte ATm&om talent has been continnnlly

referred to as a standard with which to compare
the Babylonian. We have now to inrestigate

independently its origin and value. The name
JCuho'ic^ like the name A^netan^ is calcukiU'd to

mislead, as we see in the absurd explanations

by which some of the grammarians attempt to ac-

count for its origin. (Sec Nummuo, p. 810.)

That the name comes from the island of Euboea,

and that the Euboic standard was not only used

there, but was widely diffused thence by the Chal-

cidic colonies, admits of no reasonable doubt ; but

it is not very probable that the standard originated

there. The most important testimony respecting

it is the statement already quoted, that Dareius

reckoned the gold tribute of his satrapies in Eubo’tc

talents. (Herod, iil 89, 95.) Bikrkh (c. viii.)

thinks it incredible that the Persian king shonid

hare made this use of a Greek standaM
; and,

before him, the best of all the writers on metro-

logy, Raper, had acknowledged the Oriental origin

of the standard. {Philos. Trans, rol. Ixi. p.486.)

This view derives also sane support from the

curious numerical rdation already noticed between

the Babylonian and Eubok scales
;
which suggests

the idea that the miaae of the two scales may
hare been derived from the subdivision of the

same primary unit, in the one, into parts both

decimal and duodecimal, that is, sexagesimal (60),

in the other, into ports purely duodecimal (72) ;

and then, fur the sake of uniformity, a talent of

the latter scale was introduced, containing, like

the other, 60 minoe. this os it may, it can

be affiniicd with tolerable safety that the Kulmic

talent is derived from a standard of weight used

for gold, which existed m the East, in the earliest

historical period, by the side of the Babylonian

standard, which utis used chiefly for silver: that,

at an early period, it was introduced by commerce
into Euboea, from which island it derived the

name by which it was known to the Greeks, on

account of its diffusion by the commercial activity

of the Euboeans, just as the Babylonian standard

obtained its Greek name from the commercial ac-

tivity of the Aeginetans. (Comp. Ni'MMus, 1. c.)

The examination of the testimonies respecting

the value of this standard involves a discussion too

intricate to be entered upon here, although it is

one of the most interesting points of the whole sub-

ject. We roust bo content to refer the reader to

the masterly argument of Bockh(c. viii,), who comes
to the following ouiclusions : — that the Euboic
standard was not, os some have thought, the same
as the Aeginctan

;
nor the same, or but slightly

different from, the Solonian Attic
;
but the same

os the old, (ante-$olonian) Attic:— that its true

ratio to the Babylonian, u- Aeginctan, was that

given in round numbers by Hen^otus, os 60 : 70,

and in exact numbers by Aeiian (who by Attic

menxitold AtHe) as 60 : 72, that is, 5 : 6 ;
and that

its ratio to the Solonian was, as will presently be
shown, 25 : 18. These views are confirmed, not

only by the consistency of the results to which they
bad, but by the decisive evidence of the existing

coins of the Eubok standard. [NuHMl'a.]
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These two standards form the foundation of iho

[

whole system of Greek weights. But the second

I

received an important modificatinn by tlic legis-

lation of Solon ; and this roodirimiion became,
' under the name of the Attic silver Utlmty the chief

standard of weight throughout the East of Eun>pe,
and the West of Asia. We proceed to notice both
of the Attic standards.

7. The Old Attic 7'a/entf and the Solonian Ta-
lent,—We have already noticed, under Ni mmus
(p. 812, b.), Plutarch's account of the reduction
effected by Solon in the Attic system of weights
and money, according to which the old weights
were to the new in the proportion of 100 : 73<

An important additional light is thrown on this

matter by an extant Athenian inscription, from
which we obtain a more exact statoroeiit of the
ratio than in Plutarch's account, and from which
we also learn that the old system continued in use,

longaftcrthc Solonian reduction, for all commodities,
except such as were required by law to be weighed
acconiing to the other standard, which was also the
one always used for money, and is thi-rcfore called

the silver standard, the old system being called
the comtnertual dandardy and its mina the cooimer-
cial mina (f) fsva inwopiK-fi). The inscription,

which is a decree of uncertain date (about 01. 155,
B. c. 160, according to Bockh, C. /. No. 123, § 4,

Tol. L p, 164), mentions the commercial tnina as
weighing ^ 138 drachmae accord-

ing to the standard weights in the mint "
fAaov-

rocopsionJ, that is, oi cours^ i38 drachmae of
the silver, or Solonian, standard. This aouid give

the ratio of the old to the new Attic %'cights as
138 : 100, or 100 : 72^, certainly a very curious

proportion. It appears, however, on closer re-

search, that this ratio is still not quite exact. It
often happens that, in some obKure passage of a
grammarian, we And a statement involving minute
details, so curious and so inexplicable, till the clue

is found, that the few scholars who notice tbs
passage reject it as unintelligible, witliout con-

sidering that those strange minutiae arc the best
evidence that the statement is no invention

;
and

that the grammarian, who copied the statement,

without troubling himself to understand it, has
reserved a fact, which more systematic writers
ave lost or perverted. Such passages are grains

of pure gold amidst the mud which forms the hulk
of the deposit brought down to us by those writers.

A striking instance is now before ut, in a pnssago
of Prisetan {de Be Xusnm.) in which, following a
certain Dardanus, he says : “ Talenturo Atheniense
parvum minac soxagint^fM^um minoe octingenta

tres et unciae quattuor." Taking the last words
to be the Roman mode of expressing 83^, and as-

suming, what is obvious, that the minae meant in

the two clauses arc of the ..same standard, namely,
the common Attic or Solonian (for, as a genei^
rule, thiH standard is to be understood, where no
other is specified), and understanding by the ffreai

Attic tal^ that of the eommeraal standard, and
by the smally the silvery or Soloniany W'c obtain tliis

, result,— that ratio ofthe old Attic or commercial

I
talent to the new Attic or Soloniany was ns 8^1^ : 60,
or as 138^ : 100, or as 100 : 72. For the masterly
argument by which Bockh sustains the troth of
this statement, we must refer to his own work
(c. viiL). It is easy to understand how, in process

of time, the fraction came to be neglect^, so that,

in the decree quoted, the commercial mina of 100
3 0 3
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commercial drachmae was spoken of as containing

138 silver drachm.ie instead of 13Hf, and bow^

fiirther, when Plutarch came to calculate how many
drachmae of the old scale were contained in the

Solonbin minn, ho gave an intt^gral number 73,

instead of 72^, and thus, hr these ta'o rejections

of fractions, the true ratio of 100 : 72 was altered

to 100 : 73.*

8. Ratios o/tke three. Greek Systems to each other,

•—The importance of this calculation is made mani-

fest, and its truth is confirmed, by comparing the

result with the statements which we have of the

ratio of the Aeginetan standard to the Solonian.

That ratio was 5 : 3, according to the state-

ment of Pollux, that the Aeginetan talent*con-

tained 10,000 Attic drachmae, and the drachma
10 Attic obols. (Poll. ix. 76, 86.) Mr. Hussey
(who was the first, and, after the reply of Btickh,

ought to be the last, to call this statement in ques-

tion) observes that this value would give an Acgi-

nctan drachma of 110 grains, whereas the existing

coins give an average of only 96 ;
and he explains

the statement of Pollux as referring not to the

Attic silver drachmae of the full weight, but to the

lighter drachma which a*as current in and after

the reign of Augustus, and which was about equal

to the Roman denarius. [Drachma.]
On the other hand, Bbckh adheres to the pro-

portion of 5 : 3, as given by Pollux, who could not

(he contends) have meant by drachmae those equal

to the denarii, because he is not making a calcula-

tion of his own, suited to the value of the drachma
in his time, but repeating the statement of some
ancient wTiter who lived when the Attic and
Aeginetan currencies were in their l>eit condition.

>fr. Hussey himself states (p. 34), and fora si-

milar reason to that urged by B^kh, that when
Pollux speaks of the value of the Babylonian

talent in relation to the Attic, he is to be under-

stood ns referring to Attic money of the full

weight: and Rockh adds the important remark,

that where Pollux reckons by the lighter drachmae,

as in the case of the Syrian* and snmll Egyptian

talents, this only proves that those talents had but

recently come into circulation. Bockh thinks it

ver}' probable that Pollux followed the authority

of Aristotle, whom he used much, to which he

makes frequent references in his statements re-

specting measures and money, and who had fre-

quent occasions for speaking of the values of money
in his political works.

Anin, as the Aeginetan standard was that

which prevailed over the greater pert of Greece in

early times, we should expect to find some definite

proportion between it and the old Attic before

Solon: and, if we take the statement of Pollux,

we do get such a proportion, namely, that of 6 : 5,

the same which has been obtained from the fore-

going investigation.

Bikkh supports his view by the evidence of ex-

* The commercial weights underwent a change

by the decree mentioned above, w'hich orders that

12 drachmae of the silver standard shall be added to

the minaof 138 drachmae ; that to every five com-

mercial minae one commercial mina shall be added ;

and to every commercial talent five commercial

miaae. Thus we shall have—
the mina » 150 drachmae (silver),

5 minae a 6 minae (commercial),

the talent = 63 minae (commercial).
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isting coins, especially the old Macedonian, before
' the adoption of the Attic standard by Philip and
Alexander, which give a drachma of about 110
grains, which is to the Attic as 5 : 3. I'he iden-

tity of the old Macedonian standard with the

Aeginetan is proved by Bikkh (MetroL p. 89 ;

compare MUller, Dor. iiL 10. § 12. and Aetfinet.

pp. 54—58). There are also other very ancient

Greek coins of this standard, which bad their

origin, in all probability, in the Aeginetan system.

[Nummub, p. 812, a.]

The lightneu of the existing coins referred to

by Hussey is explained by B^kh from the well-

known tendency of the ancioit mints to depart

from the full standard.

Mr. Hussey quotes a passage where Herodotus
(iii. 131) states that Dernocedes, a physician, after

receiving a talent in one year at Aegina, obtained

at Athens the next year a salary of 100 minne,
which HiTodotns clearly means was more than

what he had before. But, according to Pollux’s

statement, says Mr. Huuey, the two sums tvero

exactly eqnal, and therefore there was no gain.

But Hemdotiu says nothing of different standards

;

surely then he meant the some standard to be ap-

plied in both cases.

From comparing statements made respecting tho

pay of soldiers, Hussey (p. 61) obtains 4 : 3 as

about the ratio of tlic Aeginetan to the Attic

standard. Bdckh accounts for this by supposing

that the pay of soldiers varied, and by the fact that

the Aegincfain money was actually lighter than the

proper standard, while the Attic at the same period

was very little l)clow the full weight.

There are otlier arguments on both sides, but

what has been said will give a sufficiently compicto

view of the question.

As the result of the whole investigation, we get

the following definite ratios between the three

chief systems of Greek weights

:

A«*ginctan ; EuboYc : : 6 : 5

Aeginetan ; Solonian ; ; 5 : 3
Eubo’ic : Solonian : : 138^ : 100

i.e. ::100 : 72
: : 25 18

or nearly : : 4 : 3

The reason of the strange ratio between the

Solonian and old Attic (Eubo'ic) system seems to

have been the desire of the legislator to establish

a simple ratio between his new system and the

Aegir>etan. Respecting the diffusion of the three

systems throughout Greece, see Ncaimus.
9. Other Grecian Systems.—Our information re-

specting the other standards used in Orccco and the

neighbouring countries is very scanty and confused.

Respecting the Egyptian^ AlejKtndrktn.^oT IHolemaie

Talenty the reader is referred to Bdckh, c. z. The
Tyrian Talent appears to have been exactly equal

to the Attic. A Rhodian Talent is mentioned by
Featus in a passage which is manifestly comipt (s. v.

Talentmn). Tho most probable emendation of tho

passage gives 4000 cisU^hori or 7500 denarii as the

value of this talent. A Syrian Talent is mentioned,

the value of which is very uncertain. There were

two sixes of it. The larger, which vns six times

that used for money, was UM*d at Antioch fur weigh-

ing wood. A (Sliaan Talent of 3000 drachmao, or

half the Attic, is mentioned by Pollux (ix. 6).

A much smaller talent was in use for gold. It

was equal to 6 Attic drachmae, or about ^ ox. It
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wn« called the talent, or the Sicilian talent

fr«m iu being much UM‘d by the Groekf of Italv

and Sicily. ThU talent U perhape connected with

the imall talent which is tlic only one that occurs

in Homer. The Italian Greeks divided it into

24 aaiRMi, and afterwards into 1*2 (Pollux, ix. 6 ;

Fettua, #. V. Tidentum). [Compare Nummus, p.

814.]

This small talent explains the use of the term

preat talent (magnum taientum), which a*e find in

Latin authors, for the silver Attic talent was great

in comparison with this. But the use of the term

by the Romans is altogether very inexact
;
and in

some cases, where they follow old Greek writers,

they use it to signify the old Attic or Kuboic

Talent.

There are other talents barely mentioned by an<

cient writers. Hcsychius (s. v.) mentions one of

100 pounds (AirpwF), Vitruvius (x. *21) one of

1*20
; Sttidas (s. r.), llesycbius, and Epiphanius

(de Mem. et Pond.) of 125 ;
Dionysius of Halicar*

Dotsus (ix. 27) one of 1*25 asses, and llesycbius

three of 165, 400, and 1 125 pounds respectively.

Where talents are mentioned in the classical

writers without any specification of the standard,

we must generally understand the Attic.

10. V<mpari»on of Grecian WeigkU teUk our own.

In calculating the value of Gfi^ck weights in

terms of our own, the only safe course is to follow

the existing coins ; and among these (for the reasons

stated under Nummus, p.811, b.), it is only the

best Attic euini that can be relied on with any ct r-

tainty, although there are many other coins which

afford valuable confirmatory evidence, after the

standards to which they belong have been fixed.

Mr. Hussey's computation of the Attic drachma,

from the coins, is perhaps a little too low, but it is

so very near the truth that we may safely follow

it, for the sake of the advantage of using bis

numbers without alteration. He makes the

drachma 66*5 grains. [Drachma: comp. Num-
Mun, p. 811, b. : for the other weights see the

Tablea]
1 1. Poman Weighli.—~Tho outline of the Roman

and Italian system of weights, which was the same

as the ancient system of copper money, has been

already given under Aa The system is extremely

simple, but its conversion into our own standard

is a question of very considerable difficulty. The
following are the different methods of computing

it:—
(1) 7%e /7omaa cot'as furnish a mode of calni*

latiiig the weight of the /*5ru, which has been more

relied on than any other by most modem writers.

The As will scarcely help us in this calculation,

because its weight, though originally a pound, was

very early diminished, and the existing specimens

ditfer from each other very greatly [As], but speci-

mens, which we may suppose to be ones iibralesy

may of course be used as confirmatory evidence.

We must therefore look chiefiy la the silver and

gold coina Now the average weight of the extant

specimens of the denarius is about 60 grains, and

in the early ages of the coinage 84 denarii went to

the pound. [DsNARlca] The pound then, by

this calculation, would contain 5040 graina Again,

the aurei of the early gold coinage were cq\ial in

weight to a scrapsm aud its multiplea [Aurum.]
Now the scrupulum was the 288th part of the

pound [Uncia], and the average of the scrupul.'ir

aurei has been found by Lclronne to be about 1 7^
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graina Hence the pound will be 288 k17(ss
5040 grains, as before. The next aurei coined
were, according to Pliny, 40 to the pound, and
therefore, if the above calaUation be right, = 1*26

grains
; and wc do find many of this weight. Rut,

well as these results hang together, there is great

doubt of their truth. For, besides the uncertainty

which always attends the process of calculating a
larger quantity from a smaller on account of the

multiplication of a small error, we have every
reason to l>clievc that the existing coins do not
come up to their nominal weight, for there was an
early tendency in the Roman mint to make money
below weight (Plin./Z.A^.xxxiii. 13.a46 ; comjiore

As, Avhum, Dx.sarii's), and we have no proof

that any extant coins belonged to the terg carlied

coinage, and therefore no security that they may
not have been depreciated. In fact, there arc many
specimens of the deiwrius extant, which weigh more
than the above average of 60 grains. It is there>

fore probable that the weight of .5040 grains, ob-
tained from this source, is too little. Hence,
Wtu^m and Dbckh, who also follow the coins, give

it a somewhat higher value, the former making it

5053*635 grains, and the latter 5053*28. (Hussey,
c. 9 ; W urm, c. 2 ; Bdckh, c. 1 1 ).

(2) Another mode of determining the pound is

from lie relation beheetn tie Poman wcigktt and
meaeuret. The chief measures which aid us in

this inquiry are the amphora or quadrontal, and
the congius. The solid content of the amphora
was equal to tbat of a cube, of which the side was
one Homan foot, and the weight of water it con-

tained was 80 pounds. [Quaurantal.] Hence,
if we can ascertain the length of the Roman foot

independently, it will give us the solid content of

the amphora, from W'bich we can deduce the weight
of the Roman |>oand. Taking the Roman foot at
11*65 inches, its cube is 1581*167 cubic inches ~
5‘7025 imperial gallons = 57*0*25 pounds avoirdu-

pois, the 80tb port of which is *7128 of a pound,

or 4969 graina Rut there are many disturbing

elements in this calculation, of which the chief is

our ignorance of the precise density of the fluid,

80 pounds of which filled the amphora.

It might, at first thought, appear that the result

might be obtained at once from the congius of

V'cspnsian, which professes to hold 10 Roman
pounds [Co.S'aius], and the content of which has

been twice examined. In 1630, Auzout found it

to contain 51463*2 grains of distilled water, which
would give 5146*32 grains for the Roman pound.

In 172), Dr. Hose found it to contain 52037*69

grains, giving 5203*77 grains for the Roman pound.

Both these results arc probably too high, on ac-

count of the enlargement which the vessel has

undergone by the corrosion of its inner surface
;

and this view is confirmed by the fact, that the

earlier of the two experiments gave it the smaller

content. (Sec Warm, p. 78; Rbckh, np. ICC,

167.) Again, the nature of the fluid employed in

the experiment, its temperature, and the height of

the barometer, would all influence the result, and
the error from these sources must occur twice,

namely, at the original making of the congius and
at the recent weighing of its contents. We cm,
therefore, by no means agree with Mr. Hus.«ioy in

taking the weight of 5204 grains, os obtained from
this experiment, to be the nearest approximation

to the weight of the Roman pound. On the con-

trary, if this method were followed at all, we
3 0 4
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thouM be conipelled tn prefer the theoretical cal-

eulation from the qttadntnial already given, and to

wiy that the value of 5053'28 (or 5033*63A)

grains, obtained from the coins is too high, rather

than too low.

(3> Another method is from fristintj Ilomnn

treu/Ab, of which we possess many, but ditTering

so greatly among themselves, that they can give

no safe independent result, and their examination

is little more than a matter of niHosity. A full

account of them will be found in Ddckb, pp. 1G8

—

196.

(4) The determination of the Roman pound

from its ratio to the Attic talent.^ namely, as 1 : 80
(sec Bdckh, c. 9) is not to be much relied on

;

since we do not know whether that ratio was exact,

or only approximate.

On the whole, the result obtained from the coins

is pmljably nearest to the truth.

12. Connection hettreen Weit;ktt and hfeatures.

— Upon the interesting, but very difficult, subjects

of the connection of the Greek and Roman weights

with one another, and of Iwth with the Greek
measures, our space does not permit us to add any*

thing to the passages quoted from Bdckh and
Grote under MssarnA, p. 734 ;

and to what is

said under Quadrantal.
1.3. AHthordies.— The following arc the chief

authorities on the subject of ancient weights,

money, and moasurcs.

i. Ancient Authorities.— Tnaddition to the classic

writers in gt'tienil, especially the historians and
geographers, (1) the Ancient Gramntarian$ and
lexicographers contain many scattered notices,

some of which arc pn*«erved from the last metro-

logical treatises of Dardanus, Diodorus, Polemar-

chus, and others. (2) We possess a number of

emn/i metro/offioai which are printed in

the fifth volume of Stepbanus*s Themiurus Linguae

f/romie, and with the works of Galen, vol. xix.

ed. Kiihn. The most important of them are, that

ascribed to DIoscoridet, the piece entitled vtpi

fttrptfr ifypwyf and the extract from the KotTfiTtrind

of Cleopatra. Besides these, we have a good

tn'ntise on the subject, printed in the Benedictine

A na/rcta Graeco^ pp. 3.93, foil., and in Montfancon's
PtUi'tgrxtphie Grteque^ pp. 369, foil. two works,

of but little value, ascribed to Epiphanius, entitled

wrpl pirptev aol eraBpMV and w«pl rqXurdrTjror

pirpuy^ printed m the Varia Sacra of Steph. Ije

Moyne, vol. i. pp. 470, foil. :— various writings of

Heron (sec Diet, of Biop. i. r.) :
—* and a treatise

by Didymns of Alexandria, fitrpa napfidpwv kcu

irayToiwy {oXwi', published by .Angelo Mai from a

MS. in the Ambrosian Eibmrv at Milan, 1H17,

Rvo. Certain difficulties rrsjtecting the authorship

of some of these works are discussed by Bdckh,
c. 2. In Latin, wo have two works by Hrisclan

;

the one in prose, entitled, De Fipuris ei iVonitai6Hs

A^umcn/rum et dc Numxmis ac Ponderibas ad
Spmimit'hum Liber; the other is the poem De
Pon<ffriha$ d Mensurity in 208 hexameter verses,

which is commonly ascribed to Rhemnius Fannius,

and which is printed in Wemsdorf 's Poetne Ix^ini

Minoresy vol. v. pu 1. pp. 212, foU.,and in Weber’s
(\trjms Poetantm Latinonmiy pp. 1369, 1370.

The statements of all these metrological writers

must be used with great caution on account of their

late age. (3) The chief such

as buildings, measures, vessels, weights, and coins,

have been mentioned in the articles hfRXsuRA,

TONS.

and NtrscMt-'O. Further information respecting

them will be found in Bockh
ii. Modem Work* : loe the list given at the end

of the article Num.wus. The present position of

our knowledge is marked by the work of Bockh,

so often referred to, with Mr. Grote*s review of it.

There is no satisfactory English work on the sub-

ject The best, so far as it goes, is the tr. arise of

Kaper, in the Philosophical TransactionSy vol. Ixi.

Mr. Hussey's work is very useful, but its value

is much impaire-d by the want of more of that

criticism, at once ingenious and sound, which has

guided Bockh to so many new and firm results

amidst intricacies which were before deemed hope-

less.

For a general view of the value of the several

weights, measures, and money in terms of our oam,
see the Tables at the end of this work. [1*. S ]

PONDO. [Libra.]
PONS {yi^vpa)y a bridge. Tbe most ancient

bridge upon record, of which the construction has

been described, is the one erected by Nitocris over

the Euphrates at Babylon. (Heit^. I. 186.) It

was in the nature of a drawbridge
; and con-

sisted merely of stone piers without arches, but

connected with one another by a framework of

planking, which w'os removed at night to prevent

the inhabitants from passing over from thedilferent

sides of the river to commit mutual depredations.

The stones were fastened together by iron cramps
soldered with lend

;
and the piers were built whilst

the bed of the river was free from water, its course

having been diverted into a large lake, which was
again restored to the usual channel when the work
had been completed. (Herod. L c.) Compare the

description given by I)iodoru.s Siculus (iL 8, vo). i.

p. 121, od. Wcsseling), who ascribes the w’ork to

Seinirnmis.

Temporary bridges conslnicted upon Ixutts,

called <rx«6ia< (Hcsych. s. r.
;

Herod, vii. 36 ;

Aosch. Per$. 69, cd. Blomf., et Gloss.), were also

of very early invention. Darcius is mentioned ns

having thrown a bridge of this kind over the

Thracian Bosporus (Herod, iv. 8.3, 85) ;
but we

have no details respecting it, beyond the name of

its architect, Mandrocles of Samos. (Herod, iv. 87,

88.) The one constnicted by ordf-r of Xerxes
across the Hellespont is more celebrated, and hag

been minutely descril>ed by Herodotus (vii. 36).

It was built at the place where tbe Chersonese

forms almost a right angle, between the to»vm of

Sestns and Madytus on the one side, nnd Abydos
on the other. The first bridge, which was con-

structed at this spot, was washed awav liv a storm

almost immediately after it was completed (Herod,
vii 3t), and of this no details are given. The
subsequent one w*as executed under the directions

of a different set of architects. {Id. 36.) Both of

them appear to have partaken of the nature of
tusjiension bridges, the platform ahich formed the
passage-way being secured upon enormous cables

formed by ropes of flax (AcuaoAfKot;) and papyrus
{Bv€Klys$y) twisted together, and then stretched

tight by means of windlasses (3foi) on each side.

The bridges hitherto mentioned cannot be
strictly donominitcd Greek, although the archi-

tects by whom the two last were constructed were
natives of the Greek islajuls. But the frequent

mention of the word in Homer proves that bridges
were not uncommon in the Greek states, or at least

in the wcslcni part of Asui Minor, during his lime.
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The Greek terrn fora pomiiuicnt bridge ityt^vpa,

which ihc ancient ctyniologiet* cmmrcted with the

Gophynei (re^upaloi), a people whom Herodotus

(t. 57) stales to have Wn Phoonicinna, though

they pretended to have come from Kretria
; and

the etymologists accordingly tell us that the first

bridge in Greece was built by this people across

the Cephissus
;
but such an expUimtion is opposed

to sound etymology and common sense. As the

riven of Greece were small, and tite use of the arch

known to them only to a limited extent [Aiicua],

it is probable that their bridges were built entirely

of wood, or, at best, were nutliing more than n
wooden platform supported upon stone piers at

each extremity, like that of Nitixris descriWd
above. Pliny (//. N, iv. 1) mentions a bridge

over the Acheron lUOO feet in length ; and also

says (iv. 21) that the island Euboea was joined

to Doootia by a bridge
;
but it is probable that

both thtfse works were executed after tlie Homan
conquesL

In Greece also, as well as in Italy, the term

briJ^ was used to signify a roadway raised upon

piers or arches to connect the opposite sides of a

ravine, even where no water nuwed through it

(ri]¥ y4^vpav^ ^ ry ydwu Xen. Atiab.

tL 5. § 22).

The Romans were undoubtedly the first people

who applied the arch to the construction of bridges,

by which they were enabled to erect structures

of great beauty and solidity, ns well as utility
;

for by this means the openings between the piers

for the convenience of navigation, which in the

bridges of Babylon and Greece must have been very

narrow, conld be extended to any necessary span.

The width of the passage-way in a Uoman
bridge was coTumoiily narrow, ns compared with

modem structures of the same kind, and corre-

sponded with the road (r/a) leading to and from

iL It was divided into three (larts. The centre

one, for horses and carriages, was denominated

atff^er or i/er / and the raised footpaths on each

side {Jtcur$orM)y which were eiiclo^ by parapi't

walls similar in use and ap(K*arancc to the j4ut€iu

in the basilica. [BasiLica, p. 19!), b.]

Eight bridges across the Tiber are enumerated
by P. Victor as belonging to the city of Home.
1. Of these the most celebrated, as well as the

most ancient, was the Pons so called

because it was built of wood
;
inbitcei^ in the lan-

guage of the Fonniani, meaning wooden Itcams.

(Fcstiis, s. V. It was built by Ancus
Martins, when he united the Jnniculum to the city

(Lit. i. 33; Dionya. iii. p. 183), and became re-

nowned from the well-known feat of Homtius
Codes in the war w*ith Porsenna. (Liv. ii.

10; Val. Max. iii. 2. § 1 ; Dionys. v. pp. 29.5,

290.) In c<mse<iucnce of the delay and difficulty

then experienced in bre.'iking it down, it was re-

cuustrucled without nails, in such a manner that

ea;.-h beam could be removed and replaced at plea-

sure. (Plin. II. N. xxxvi. 23.) It was so rebuilt

by the pontificcs (Dionys. iii. p. 183), from which
fact, according to Varro {De Ling. Lai. v. 83),

they derived their name; and it was afterwards

considered so sacred, that no repairs could be made
in it without previous sacrifice conducted by the

pontifex in person. (Dionys. ii. L e.) In the

age of .\agnstus it w*as still a wooden bridge, as

» manifest frinn the epithet robono^ used by Ovid

(I'utt. r. 621) ; in which state it appears to have
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remained at the time of Otho, when it was carried

away by an inundation of the Tilier. (Tacit. IIi$l.

L 86, who calls it jx>n$ nt/V/n'tw.) In later ages it

was also called f>oms probably from (he

name of the (>ers<»n by whom it was rebuilt ; but

who this Aemilius was is uncertain. It may have

been Aemilius I..ej)idus the triumvir, or proliably

the Aemilius I^pidus who was censor with Muim-
tius Plancus, under Augustus, ten years after the

pons sn/jlicius fell down, ns related by Dion Cansius

(p. 423, c.) We l am from P. Victor, in his de-

scription of the Hegio xi., that these two bridges

w'crc one and the same— ** Aemilius qui ante sub-

licius.'' It is called Aemilian by Juvenal {.Sal.

vu 32) and Lampridius (//efiVx/. c. 17), but it is

mentioned by Capitoliiius (AmlontH 7^'hs, c. 8) as

the jons SuUicius

;

which passage is alone suffi-

cient to refute the assertion of some writers that it

w'os built of stone at the period when the name of

Aemilius was given to it. (Nardini, Ifom. Anl.

viii. 3.)

This bridge was a favourite resort for beggars,

who used t«> sit upon it and demand alms, (Ss-ncc.

iJe Pi/. Heal. 25.) Hence the expression of Ju-
venal (xiv. 134), a/tgnis de ponlr^ for a beggar.

(Compare alio Juv. iv. 1 16.)

It w-as situated at the foot of the Aventine, and
«vas the bridge over which C. Gracchus directed

his flight when he was overtaken by his opponents.

(PliiL Gracek, p. 8 12, c. ;
com|»are Val. Max. iv. 7.

§ 2; Ovid- /W. vL 477.)

II. Pons Palatim’s formed the communica-
tion Wtw'een the Palatine and its vicinities and
the Janiculum, and stood at the spot now occupied

by the ** pontc Rotto.** It is thought that the

words of Livy (xl. 51 )
have reference to this bridge.

It was rejiaired by Augustus. {Inscrip, ap. Grut.

p. I6U. n. I.)

III. IV. Pons Fabrich's and Pons Cx-sTira

were the two which comx'cted the Insula Tiberina

with the opposite sidiw *»f the river; the first with

the city, and the latu^r with the Janiculum. Ibith

are still remaining. The pons Fabricius was ori-

ginally of wood, but was rebuilt by K Fabricius,

the curuUir viarum^ as the inscription testifu^ a
short time previous to the conspiracy of Catiline

(Dion Cass, xxxvii. p. 50) ; which passage of Diun
Clnssius, os well ns the words of the f^clioliast on

Horace (Sal. ii. 3. 36), w'arnint the assumption that

it was then first built of atone. It is now cnlbHl

“ Pontc qiuittro capl.” The pons Ceslius is, by
some authors, supposed to have been built during

the reign of TiWrius by Ccstius G.illus, the |>cr-

son mentioned bv Pliny (x. 60 ; Tacit. Ann. vi.

31 X though it ts more reasonable to conclude

that it w'BS constructed before the termination of

the republic, as no private individual would have

been permitted to give his own name to a public

work under the empire. (Nardini, /, c.) The in-

scriptions now remaining arc in commemomttun of

Valentlnianus, Volens, and Gratianus, the emperors

by whom it was restored. Both these bridges are

represented In the following woodcut : that on the

right band is the pons Fabricius, and is curious ns

being one of the very few remaining works which
bear a date during the republic

;
the pons Cestius

on the left represents the efforts of a much later

age ; and, instead of the buildings now seen

upon the island, the temples which originally

stood there, as well as the island itself, have been
restored.
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V. Pons Janicclkwis, which led direct to the

Janiculom. The name of iu founder and the

period of its construction are unknown
;

but it

occupied the site of the present “ponte Sisto,”

which was built by Sixtus IV. upon the ruins of

the old bridge.

VI. Pons VATiCANU8,socalled because it formed

the communication between the Campus Martins

and Campus Vaticanus, When the waters of the

Tiber are very low, vestiges of the piers are still

discernible at the back of the Hospital of San

Spirito. By modem topographists tnis bridge is

often called ** Pons Triumphalis," but without any

classical authority ; the inference, however, is not

improbable, because it led directly from the Cam-
pus to the Clivus Cinnao (now Monte Mario), from

which the triumphal processions descended.

VII. Pons Abliijs, built by Hadrian, which
led from the city to the Mausoleum [Mausoleum]
of that emperor, now the bridge and castle of Su
Angelo. (Sport. Iladr. c.19; Dion Cass. Ixix.

p. 797, B.) A representation of this bridge is given

in the following woodcut, taken ftom a medal still

extant It aiTords a specimen of the style employed

at the period when the fine arts are considered to

have been at their greatest perfection at Rome.

VIII. Pons Milvius, on the Via Flaminin, now
ponte Mollc, was built by Aemilius Scaurus the

censor (Aur. Viet Dt Virit JUtutr. c. 27. § 8),

and is mentioned by Cicero about forty -five ye.irs

after its formation. Upon this bridge the nmha8s.v
dors of the Allobroges were arrested by Cicero's

retainers during the conspiracy of Catiline. (Cic.

in Cal, iii. 2.) Catulus and Pompey encamped
here against Lepidus when he attempted to annul
the acts of Sulla. (Florus, iii. 23.) Its vicinity

WTW a favourite pl.acc of resort for pleasure and de-

Irauchery in the licentious reign of Nero. (Tacit
Ann. xiii. 47.) And finally, it was at this spot that

the battle between Maxentius and Constantine,

which decided the fate of the Roman empire, took

place, (a. n. 312.)

The Roman bridges w'ithout the city were far

too many to be enumerated here. They formed

one of the chief embellishments in all the public

roads
;
and their numerous and stujwndous re-

mains, still existing in Italy, Portugal, and Spain,

attest, even to the present day, the scale of grandeur

with which their works of national utility were

always carried on. Subjoined is a representation

of the bridge at Ariminum (Rimini), which remains

entire : it was commenced by Augustus and ter-

minated by Tiberius, as we Icam from the inscrip-

tion, which is still extant. It is introduced in

order to give the reader an idea of the style of art

during the age of Vitruvius, that peculiar period of

transition between the austere simplicity of the re-

public and the profuse magnificence of the empire.

The bridge thrown across the bay of Baiac by 1 the lucless undertaking of a profligate prince, docs

Cidigula (Dion Cass. lix. p. 662, e
; SucU CaL 1 9), | not require any further notice

;
but the bridge
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which Trnjan built acrow the Danube, which U
cme of the frreatest efforts of human inj^imity,

must not pOM unmentioned. A full account of

its construction is given by Dion Cassius (Ixviii.

p. 776, B.); and it is also mentioned by the younger

Pliny {Ep. viil 4 ; compare Procopius, A^i-
Kciu), The form of it is given in the annexed

woodcut, fn>m a representation of it on tbc column
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of Trnjan at Home
; which has given rise to

much controversy, as it does not agree in many
respects with the description of Dion Cassius. Thu
iiiBcription, supposed to have belonged to this

bridge, is quoted by Leunclav. p. 1041. G, and by
Gruter, 448. S.

Sl’B JVGVU BCCB RAPITUR BT DaNUVICS.

It will be observed that the piers only are of

stone, and the superstructure of wood.

The Conte Marsigli, in a letter to Mont&ucon
(dfiontaie de' l^diertUi <T Italia^ vol. xzii. p. 1 16),

gives the probable mensureraents of this itmcture,

from observations made upon the spot, which will

serve as a faithful commentary upon the text of

Dion. He considers that the whole line consisted

of 23 piers and 22 arches (making the whole bridge

about 3010 feet long, and 48 in height), which ore

much more than the number displayed upon the

column. But this is easily account^ for without

impairing the authority of the artist's work. A
few arches were sufficient to show the general

fcaturea of the bridge, without continuing the mono*
tonons uniformity of the whole line, which would !

liavo produced an effect ill adapted to the purposes '

of sculpture. It was destroyed by Hadrian (Dion
Cass. /. e.), under the pretence that it would facili*

tote the incursions of the barbarians into tbe Homan
territories, but in reality, it ia said, from jealousy

and despair of being able himself to accomplish

any equally great undertaking ; which is supposed

to bo confirmed by the fact that he afterwards put

to death the architect, Artemidorus, under whose
directions it was constructed.

The Romans also dcooniinated by the name of

ptmUs the causeways which in modem language

are termed ** viaducta*' Of these the Pons ad
A'biioai, now called ponte Nono, near the ninth

mile from Rome on tbe Via Praeiteaiina is a fine

•pecimen.

Amongst the bridges of temporary use, which
were m^e for the immediate purpoees of a cam-
paign, the most celebrated is that ennstnreted by
Julius Cocsor over the Rhino within tbe sh<»rt

period of ten daya It wns built entirely of wood,
and the whole process of its constmetion is mi-

nutely detailed by its author {De lUU.GalL iv. 17)-

An elevation of it is given by Palladio, construe tod

in conformity with the account of Caesar, which
has been copied in tbc edition of Oudendorp and
in the Delpfiin edition.

Vegetius (iii. 7), Herodian (viil 4, 8\ mid
Lucan Or. 420) mention the use of casks (<fo/i /.

cupae) by the Homans to support rafts for the )sis-

sage of an army
; and Vegetius {I c.) says that It

was customary for the Roman army to carry with

them small bMts (moisora/i) hollowed out from the

trunk of a tree, t^ether with planks and nails, so

that a bridge could be constructed and bound to>

gather with ropes upon any emergency without

loss of time. Pompey passed the Euphrates by a
similar device during the Mithridatic war. (Klonis,

iii. 5.) The preceding woodcut, taken from a hns>

relief on the column of Trajan, will afford an idea

of the general method of constmetion and form of

these bridges, of which there are several designs

upon the same monnment, all of which greatly re>

aembic each otb^.

When tbe Comitia were hold, the voters, in order

to reach the enclosure cniled mptirm and ori/e,

passed over a wooden platform, elevated above the

ground, which was odled pomt in

order that they might be able to give their votes

without confusion or collusion.

Pons is also used to signify the platform (^i-
tfdtfpo, ^woidBpa) used (or embarking in or dis'

embaiicing from, a ship.

** Intcrea Aeneas socios dc pnppibns altis

Pontibtts ezpooiu** Virg. Aett. z. 288.

The method of using these pontes is represented

in the annexed woodcut, token from a very curious

bitogiio representing the history of the Trojan war,

discovered at Bovillae towards the latter end of the

17th century ; which is given by Fnbrctti, SyntQfjma

de Cofttmn. Trajani^ p. 315. (8ce further, llirt,

I^re der Cebdude^ § R-) [A. R.j

PO'NTIFEX (IrpoSiSdcKoXof, iepo»

^Aa(, tspo^dyrifs). The origin of this word is

explained in various ways. Q. Scaevolo, who was
himself pontifez mnximus, derived it from posse
andyoorre, and Varro from foas, because the pon-
tiifr, he says, had built the pens sijblicius, and
afterwards frequently restored it, that it might be
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po«iibl« lf> perform Micrificcfl on each side of the

Til)er. (Vftuo, Jahq. Lai, v. 03, ed. Miillcr

;

Dtonjs. ii. 73.) ThU alaleroenl is, however, mn-
tmdicted by the tradition which ascribes the build-

ing of the pons sublicius to Aneus Martius (Liv. i.

33), at a time when the pontiffs had long existed

and borne this name. Oottling {(iesch. d. Worn,

mtuxtre. p. 173) thinks that \)ontifrs is only another

form for pompifex, which would characterise the

pontiffs only as the managers and conductors of

public processions and solemnities. But it seems

far more probable that the word is formed from

pant and fito're (in the significalion of the Greek
to perfonn nsaerifice),and thatconsf*«juently

it signifies the priests who offered sacrifices upon

the bridge. The ancient sacrifice to which the

name thus alludes, is that of the Argeans on the

sacred or sublician bridge, which is di^ribcd by

Dionysius (L 38; compare Arori). Greek writers,

moreover, sometimes translate the word pontiffs by

y^vpowoioL
The Roman pontiffs formed the most illuttrioni

among the great colleges of priests. Their insti-

tution, like that of all important matters of reli-

gion, was ascribed to Numa. (Liv. i. 20 ; Dionys.

iu 73.) The number of pontiffs appointed by this

king was four (Lir. x. 6), and at their head was

the ponlifex maximus, w'ho is gcnerall}' not included

when the numl>er of pontiffs is mentioned. Cicen)

lie Ptibi, ii 14), however, includes the pontifex

maximus when he says that Numa appointed five

|K>ntiffi. Nielmhr of Rome^ L p. 302, bic. ;

compare iii. p. 410 ; Liv. x. 6 ;
Cic. de Re Pull.

ii. 9) supposes with great pn>bability,that the ori-

ginal imtnbcr of four pontiffs (not including the

pontifex maximus) had refenmee to the two earliest

tribes of the Romans, the Kamnes and Titles, so

that each tribe was ivpreseuled by two pontiffs.

In the year B. c. 300, the Ogulnian law raised the

number of pontiffs to eight, or, including the p'm-

tifex maximus, to nine, and four of them «*cre to

be plebeians. (Liv. x. 6.) The pontifex maximus,
however, continued to be a patrician down to the

year B. c. 254, when Tib. Coruncanius was the first

plebeian who was invested w'ith this dignity. (Liv*.

18.) This number of pontiffs remained for

a long time unaltered, until in 81 b. c. the dictator

Sulla increased it to fifteen (Liv. Rpit. 89X atid

J. (^esar to sixteen. (Dion Cass. xliL 51.) In

both these changes the pontifex maximus is in-

cluded in the number. During the empire the

number varied, though on the whole fifteen ap-

p?ars to have l>ecn the regular number.

The mode of appointing the pontiffs was also

different at different times. It appears that after

their institution by Numa, the college had the

right of co-optation, that is, if a member of the col-

lege died (for all the pontiffs held their office for

life), the members met and elected a successor,

who after his election was inaugurated by the

augurs. (Dionys. ii. 22, 73.) This el -ction was
sometimes called cnyi^tb. (Ocllius, t 12.) In the

3‘ear 212 b.c. Livy (xxv. 5) speaks of the election

of a pontifex maximus in the comitia (probably

the comitia tributa) as the ordinary mode of ap-

pointing this high-priest. But in relating the

events of the year 181 B.C. he again states that

the appointment of the chief pontiff took place by
the co-optation of the college. (Lir. xl. 42.) Hoa*
these anomalies arose (unless Livy expresses him-

self carelessly) is uncertain (see Obttling, /. «. p.
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37-^) : for, as far as we know, the first attempt to

deprive the college of its right of co oplatinn, and
to transfer the power of election to the people, rtu
not mode until the year B. c. 145, by the tribune

C. Licinius Cmssus ;
but it was frustrated by the

praetor C. Laelius. (Cic. de Am, 25, RnU. 21, de

AW. Deor. iii. 2.) In 104 B.C. the attempt «'as

successfully repeated by the tribune Cn. Dotnitius

Ahenobarhus: and a laa* (I^x Domilia) w'aa then

passed, which transferred the right of electing the

memb(*rt of the great colleges of priests to the

people (pro1>ably in the eoniiiia tributa)
;
that is,

the people elected a candidate, a*ho was then made
a mcmi)or of the college by the co-optatio of the

priests themselves, so that the co-optatio, although

still necessary, became a more matter of form. ( Cic.

de Leri. Apr. it 7, Epid, ad Brut L 5 ; Veil.

Pat. ii. 12 : Sucton. A'ero, 2.) The lex Domitia
was repealed by Sulla in a lex Cornelia do Sacer-

dotils (81 D. c.), which restored to the great priestly

colleges their full right of co-optatio. (Liv. Epit
89 ; Pseudo-Ascon. in Ditriaai, p 102, ed. Orelli

;

Dion Cass, xrxvii. 37.) In the year 63 B.C. the

law of Sulla was abolished, and the Domitian law
was restored, but not in its full extent

;
for it was

now determined, that in case of a vacancy the

college itself should nominate two candidates, and
the pi'ople elect one of them. This mode of pro-

ceeding is expressly mentioned in regard to the

appointment of augurs, and was, no doubt, the

same in that of the pontiffs. (Cic. Philip, ii. 2.)

Julius Caesar did not alter this modified lex Domi-
tia, but M. Afitonius again restored the right of

co-optatio to the college. (Dion Cass. xliv. 53.)

The coll(*gc of pontiffs had the supreme superin-

tendence of all matters of religion, and of things

and persons connected with puliHc as well as pri-

vate worship. A general outline of their rights

and functions is given by Livy (L 20) and Diony-

sius (ii. 73). This power is said to have been
given to them by Numa ; and he also entrusted to

their keeping the books containing the ritual or-

dinances, toother with the obligation to give in-

formation to any one who might consult them on

matters of religion. They iJul to guard against

any irregularity in the observance of religious rites

that might arise from a neglect of the ancient

customs, or from the introduction of foreign rites.

Thev had not only to delennine in what manner
the Keavenlv gods should be worshipped, but also

the proper ^rm of burials, and how the souls of the

de]iortcd (manes) w'cre to be appeased
;

in like

manner w'bat signs either in lightning or other

phenomena were to be received and attended to.

Thev* had the judicial decision in all matters of re-

ligion, whether private p‘rsons, magistrates, or

priests were concerned, and in cases where the ex-

isting laws or customs were found defective or in-

sulHcient, they made new laws and regulations

{decreia jioniifdruni) in which they always followed

their own judgment os to what wss consistent

with the existing customs and usages, (ficll. ii.

28, X. 15.) They watched over the conduct of

all persons who had anything to do with the

sacrifices or the w'orship of the gods, tliat is, over

all the priests and their serv’ants. The forms of

worship and of sacrificing were determined hv' the

pontiffs, and whoever refused to obey their injunc-

tions was punished by them, for they were ** rerum
quae ad sacra et rrligiones pertinent, judices et

vuidicea.** (Fests. r. Marimni pontifrx ; compare
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Cic. d4 Lf^. ii. 8, 12.) Th« pontifT* thcmielrei

were not subject to any court of law or punish-

ment, and were not responsible either to the senate

or to the people. The details of these duties and
functions were contained in books called libri

pontiheii or pontlhcales, commentarii sacrorum or

socrorum poiitihcmlium (Fest. s. e. Aliuta and

OccUum)f which they were said to have received

from Nuina, and which were sanctioned by Ancus
Martius. This kmg is said to have made public

that part of these regulations which had reference

to the sacra publica (Liv. i. 32) ; and when at the

commencement of the republic the wooden tables

on which these published regulations were written

had fiilicn into decay, they were restored by the

ponlifcx maximus C. Papirius. (Dionys. iii. 36.)

One part of those libri poutihcalct was called Indi-

giinmenta, and contained the names of the gods as

well as the manner in which these names were to

be used in public worship. (Serv. ad G^ory.

L 21.) A second port must have contained the

formulas of the jus pontiheium. (Cic. </s jR« PuU.
ii. 31.) The original laws and regulations con-

tained in these books were in the course of time

increased and more accurately defined by the de-

crees of the pontiffs, whence perhaps their name
commentarii. (Plin. It, N. xviiL 3 ;

Liv. iv. 3 ;

Cic. lirui. 14.) Another tradition concerning thcK'

books stated Umt Numa communicated to the

pontiffs their duties and rights merely by word of

mouth, and that he had buried the books in a
stone chest on the Janiculum. (Plut Num. 22 ;

Plin. //. X. xiil 27 ; Val Max. 1 1. 12 ;
August.

de (.'it'd, Ueiy viL 34.) These books were found

in 181 B.C., and one half of them contained ritual

ri'gulatious and the jus pontificium, and the other

half philosophical inquiries on the same subjects,

and wore written in the Greek language. The
books were brought to the praetor urbanns Q.
Petilius, and the senate ordered the latter half to

be burnt, while the former was carefully preserved.

Respecting the nature and authenticity of this

story, see Hortung, Z>m R^iy. d. Koin, L p. 214.

The annalcs mazimi were rec^s of the events of

each year kept by the pontifex maximus, from the

commencement of the state to the time of the

pontifex maximus, P. Mucius Scaevola, o. a
133.

At to the rights and duties of the pontiffs, it must
6rst of all be borne in mind that the pontiffs were

not priests of any particular divinity, but a college

which stood above all other priests, and superin-

tended the whole external worship of the gods.

(Cic. de Ley. ii. 8.) One of their principal duties

was the regulation of the sacra both publica and
private, and to watch that they were observed at

the proper times (for which purpose the pontiffs

originally hod the whole regulation of the calendar,

secCALENDARUTM, p. 230, Ac.), and in their proper

form. In the management of the sacra publica

they were in later times assisted in certain per-

fonnances by the triumviri epulones [Rpulo.nes],
and had in their keeping the funds from which

the expcnces of the sacra publica were defrayed.

[Sacra.]
The pontiffs convoked the assembly of the curies

(coDiitia colata or curiata) in cases where priests

were to be appointed, and flomines or a rex sacro-

rum were to be inaugurated ; also when wills were

to be received, and when a detestatio sacronim and
adoption by admgatio took {Jnee. (OcU. v. 1 9,
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XT. 27 ;
Aooptjo.) Whether the presence of the

pontiffs together with that of the augurs and two
Homines was necessary in the comiiia curinta also

in cases when other matters were transacted, as
Niebuhr thinks (i. p. 342, ii. p.22.3), does not
appear to be quite certain. The curious circum-
stance that on one occasion the pontifex maximus
was commanded by the senate to preside at the
election of tribunes of the people, is explained by
Niebuhr (ii. p.359, Ac.).

As regards the jurisdiction of the pontiffs,

mogistmtes and priests as well as private indivi>

duals a*ero bound to submit to their sentence, pro>
vided it had the sanction of three members of the
college. (Cic. de Haruep, Hap. 6.) In racMt casts
the sentence of the pontiffs only infficted a fine

upon the offenders (Cic. Pidlip. xi. 8 j
Liv. xxxvii.

31, xl. 42), but the person hned had a right to

Appeal to the people, who might release him from
the hue. In regard to the Vestal virgins and the
persons who committed incest with them, the
pontiffs bad criminal jurisdiction and might pro-

nounce the K'ntcncc of death. (Dionys. ix. 40 ;

Liv. xxiL hi
\
FesL s. v. PnJtrum.) A man who

bad violated a Vestal virgin was according to nn
ancient law scourged to death by the pontifex

maximus in the comitium, and it appears that

originally neither the Vestal \irgins nor the molo
offenders in such a case had any right of appc.il.

Guttling (p. 185) considers that they had the

right of appeal, but the passage of Cicero {de He
PuU, it 31) to which ho refers, does not support

his opinion. Incest in general belonged to the
jurisdiction of the pontiffs, and might be puiiUhed
with death. (Cic. de Leg. ii. 19.) In lat r times

wc fnd tlial even in the cose of the pontiffs bavtiig

passed sentence upon Vestal virgins, a tribune in-

terfered and induced the people to appoint a
quaestor for the purpose of making a fresh inquiry

into the case ;
and it sometimes happened that

after this new trial the sentence of the pontiffs

was modihed or annulled. (Ascon. ad MHon. p.

46, ed. Orelli.) Such cases, however, seem to have
been mere irregularities founded upon an abu»e
of the tribuoition power. In the early times the
pontiffs were in the exclusive possession of the

civil as well ns religious law, until the former was
made public by C. Flavius, [.\criu.] The regu-

lations which served as a guide to tlie pontiffs in

their judicial proceedings, formed a large collection

of law's, which was called the jus poiuihcium, and
formed part of tho libri poutiffeii. (Cic. de Ornt. i.

43, iiu 3.3, pro Ihmoy 13 ;
compare Jra, pp. 656,

657.) The new decreet which the pontiffs made
either on the proposal of the senat<\ or in cases

belonging to the sacra privata, or that of private

iudividuais, were, as Livy (xxxix. 16) says, in-

numerable. (Compare Cic. de Ley. iL 23 ; Ma-
crob. Sat. iil 3 ;

Dionys. ii. 73.)

The meetings of the college of pontiffs, to which
in some instances the flamines and the rex sn-

crororo were summoned (Cic. de Hurutp. Hefj». 6i,

were held in the curia regia on the Via Sacra, to

which was attached the residence of the pontifex

maximus and of the rex sacrorum. (Suet. Cac*. 46 ;

Serv. ad Aen. viii. 363 ; Plin. Epist. iv. 11.) As
the chief pontiff was obliged to live in a domus
publica, Augustus, when he assumed this dignity,

changed part of bis own house into a domus pub-
lica. (Dion Cass. liv. 27.) All the pontiffs were
in their appearance distinguished by the couic enp
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culled tutulns or galenu, with an apex upon it, and

the toga proctexta.

The pontifcx maximus vra» the president of the

college and acted in its name, whence he alone is

frequently mentioned in cases in which he must be

considered only as the organ of tho college. He
was generally chosen from among the most dis-

tinguished persons, and such as bad held a curulc

magistracy, or were already members of the col-

lege. (Liv. XXXV. 5, xl. 42.) Two of his especial

duties were to appoint (capere) the Vestal virgins

and the ilamincs [VkrtaLBS; Flamb.n], and to

be present at every marriage by confarreatio.

When festive games were vowed or a dedication

made, the chief pontiff had to repeat over before

the persons who made the vow or the dedication,

the formula with which it was to bo performed

(praeire tvrfia, Liv. v. 40, ix. 46, iv. 27). During
the period of the republic, when the people exer-

cised sovereign power in every respect, we find

that if the pontiff on constitutional or religious

grounds refiised to perform this solemnity, he might
be compt'lled bj' the people.

A pontifcx might, like all tho members of the

great priestly colleges, hold any other military,

civil or priestly office, provided the different offices

did not interfere with one another. Thus we find

one and the same person being pontiff, augur, and
decemvir sncronim (Liv. zl. 42) ; instances of a
pontifex maximus being at the same time consul,

are very numerous. (Liv. xxviii. 38 ; Cic. de
Jlarusp. Retp. 6 ; compare Ambrosch, Studien und
AndetUungen^ p. 229, note 105.) But whatever
might be the civil or military office which a ponti-

fex maximus held beside his pontificate, he was
not allowed to leave Italy, Tho first who violitted

this law was P, Licinius Crassus, in B. c. 131
(Liv. Kpit. 59 ; Val. Max. viiL 7. 6 ; Oros. v.

10) ;
but after this precedent, pontiffs seem to

have fre<juently transgressed the law, and C.iesar,

though pontifex maximus, went to his province of

Gaul.

The college of pontiffs continued to exist until

the overthrow of paganism (Arnob. iv. 35 • Sj-m-

mach. Epil. ix. 128, 129) ;
but its power and in-

fluence were considerably weakened as the em-
perors, according to the example of Caesar, had
the right to appoint as many mem)>crs of the great

colleges of priests as they pleased. (Dion Cass,

xlii. 51, xliiL 51, li. 20, liii. 17 ; Suet Cues. 31.)
In addition to this, tho emperors themselves were
always chief pontiffs, and as such the presidents of

the college
;
hence the title of pontimx maximns

(P. M. or PON. M.) appears on several coins of

the emperors. If there were several emperors at

a time, only one bore the title of pontifex maxi-
rous ; but in the year a. d. 238, we find that

each of the two emperors Maximus and Balbinus
assumed this dignity. (Capitol. Maxim, et Bulb.

8.) The last traces of emperors being at tho

same time chief pontiffs arc found in inscriptions

of Valentinian, Valcns and Gratianus. (Orclli,

Intcripl. n. 1117, 1118.) From the time of

Theodosius the emperors no longer appear in the

dignity of pontiff ; but at last the title was as-

sumed by the Christian bishop of Home.
There wore other pontiffs at Rome who were

distinguished by the epithet minores. Various
opinions have been entertained ns to what these

?
r>ntifices minores were. Niebuhr (i. p. 302. n.

75) thinks that they were origiitally the pontiffs
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of the Luceres ; that they stood in the same re*

lation to the other pontiffs <ts the patres minorum
gentium to the patres majonira gentium

; and that

subse<|uently, when the meaning of the name was
forgotten, it was applied to the s<>cretarics of the

great college of pontiffs. In another passage (iii.

p. 4 II) Niebuhr himself demonstrates that the

Luceres were never represrmted in the college of

pontiffs, and his earlier supposition is contradicted

by all the statements of ancient writers who men-
tion the pontifices minores. Livy (xxii. 57 ;

compare Jul. Capitol. Opil. Afarrin. 7), in speak-

ing of the secretaries of the college of pontilfs,

adds, “ quos nunc minores pontifices np)K‘llant ;

”

from which it is erident that the name pontifices

minores was of later introduction, and that it was
given to persons who originally had no claims to it,

that is, to the secretaries of tho pontiffs. The
only natural solution of the question seems to be
this. At the lime when tho real pontiffs l>egnn to

neglect their duties, and to leave the ]>rincipal

business to be done by their secretaries, it l>ecniuo

custonutry to designate these scribes by the naino

of pontifices minon^s. Macrobius {Std. i. 15), in

speaking of minor pontiffs previous to the time of

Cn. Flavius, makes an anachronism, as he transfers

a name customary' in his own days to a time

when it could not possibly exist. The number of

these secretaries is uncertain ; Cicero (de llurusp.

Resp. 6) raentions the name of three minor iMutitfs.

The name c.'omot have been used long )>eforu tho

end of the republic, when even chief pontiffs began
to show a disregard for their sacred duties, as in

tho case of P. Licinius Crassus and Julius Cac.sar.

Another proof of their falling off in comparison

with former days, is that about the same time the

good and luxurious living of the pontiffs became
proverbial at Rome. ( Horot. Carm. ii. 14. 26, &c. ;

Mart xii. 48. 12 ;
M.icrob. Sat. ii. 9.) [L. S.]

PONTIFICA'LES LUDI. [Lvni Po.vtiki.

CA1«KS ^

PDNTIFI'CIUM JUS. [Jus, pp. 656, 657.)

POP.V. [Cai’i'ona ; Sackificil'm.)

POPI'NA. [Caupona.]
POPULA'RES. (Nobii.e«, p. 799, b.)

POPUL.\'RI.\. [.AMriiiTiiKATRL’M, p. 88, b.]

POPULIFU'OIA or POPLIFU'GIA, the

day of the people's flight, was celebrated on the

Nones of July, according to m ancient tradition

preserved by Vano (f)e Ling. IM. vi. 18, ed.

Mliller), in commemoration of the flight of tho

people, when the inhabitants of Ficulca, Fidenae,

and other places round about, appeared in arms
against Rome shortly after the deptirturc of the

Gauls, and produced such a panic that the Romatis
suddenly fled before them. Macrobins (Saturn.

iii. 2), however, says that the Populifugia was cele-

brated in commemoration of the flight of the people

before the Tuscans, while Dionysius (ii. 76) refers

its origin to the flight of tho people on the death of

Romulus. Niebuhr (Hitt, of Rome, vol. ii. p.

573) seems disposed to accept the tradition pre-

served by VaiTo ; but the different accounts of its

origin given by Macrobius and Dionysius render

the storv uncertain.

PO'PULUS. [Patiucii.]

PORISTAE (rroptOTcd), were magistrates at

Athens, who prolmbly levied the extraoidinarr

supplies. (Tlopurral titriv ipxh viv 'AOtirpaiy,

firit w6povs Bekker, Anrc. p. 294. 19.)

Antiphon (De CJtor. p. 791, Reiskc) classes them
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vith the PoletAe and Pmctorei
;
and Demoathene*

{Philip. L p. 49. 15) join* r&tf raplcu

acd vopitfTol, from which it would appear that

they were public officera in hia time, although the

words do not nec>-»sarily prove this. (Hockh,

Pu/J. Econ. of Athfnis p- 2d ed.)

POHNAK (irdproi). [Hktaerak.]
POKPE (v6pwri). [Fibtla.]
PORTA (wiJat}, »vAO), the gate of a city,

citadel, or other open space inclosed by a wall, in

contradistinction to Janua, which was the door of

a house or any covered edifice. The terms porta

and wv\ri arc often found in the plural, even when
applied to a single gale, because it consisted of

two loaves. (Thucyd. ii. 4 ;
V’iiy. Ae«. ii, 330.)

The gates of a city were of course various in

their numlier and position. The ancient walls of

Pacstnm, Sepianum, and Aosta, still remain and
inclose a square : in the centre of each of the four

walls was a gate. If, instead of being situated on

a plain, a city was built on the summit of a pre-

cipitous hill, there was a gale on the sloping de-

clivity which atTordod the easiest access. If, in

consequence of the unevenness of the ground, the

form of the walls was irregular, the number and
situation of the gates varied according to the cir-

cunistone -s. Thus Megnra had 5 gates (Rein-

ganum, pp, 125, 126) ; Thehos, in Boeo-

tia, bad 7 ;
Athens had K (Krsch u. Gruber, Encyc.

$.r. Attica^ pp. 21 0, 24 1) ;
and Rome 20, or per-

haps even more.

The janiljs of the gate were surmounted, 1. by a

lintel, which was large and strong in proportion to

the width of the gate: examples of extremely

massive jambs and lintels are presented by the

gates in the so-called Cydopean Walls ; see, for

instance, the engraving of the celebrated Lion-

Oate at Mycenae, under Muaira, p. 770, b. The
lintel of the centre gate lending into the Athenian

Acropolis, is 17 feet long. 2. by an arch, ns w*e

ace exemplified at Pompeii, Paestum, Sepianum,

Volterra, Suza, Autiin, Bezanqon, and Treves. 3.

At Arpinum, one of the gates now remaining is

arched, whilst another is constrncted with the

stones projecting one beyond another, after the

manner represented in the wood-cut, at p. 125.

(Keppel Craven, EjKurnons in the A6nuri, toI. i.

p.108.)

At Como, Verona, and other ancient cities of

Lombardy, the gate contains two passages close

together, the one designed for carriages entering,

and the oth<^ for carriages leaving the city. The
same provision is observed in the magnificent ruin

of a gate at Treves. (See the following woodcut,

showing a view of it, together with its plan.) In

other instancea we find only one gate for carriages,

but a smaller one on each side of it (wagawi<Afv,

Heliodor. viii. p. 394) for foot-passengers. (Sec

the plan of the gate of Pompeii, p. 256.) Each of

the fine gates which remain at Autun has not

only two carriage-ways, but exterior to them two
sideways for p^estrians. (Millin, da*»

Ut &C. vol. i ch. 22. Atlas, PI. 18.

Figs. 3, 4.) When there were no sideways, one

of the valves of the large gate sometimes contained
'

a wicket ( porttUa^ wi/Ait
:
^jroT^ATf), large enough

to admit a single person. The porter opened it

when any one wished to go in or out by night.

(Polyb.viii. 20, 24 ; Liv. xxv. 9.)

The contrivances for fastening gates were in

general the same os those used for doors [Janua],
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but larger in proportion. The w’oodcn bar placed

across them in tne inside (/uoxAdr) was kept in

its position by the following methiKl. A hole,

passing through it perpendicularly (^oAcu'oddin},

Aen.Tuct, 18), admitted a cylindrical piece of iron,

called which also entered a hole in the

gate, so that, until It was taken out, the bar could

not be removed either to the one side or the other.

(Thucyd. u. 4 ;
Aristoph. Vejij}. 200

;
iSc^oAdvoerai,

Ares, 1159.) Another piece of iron, htied to the

fioKavos and called 3aA<u'd>pa, was used to ex-
tract it. (Aen. Tact /. c.) When the besiege rs, for

want of this key, the iSaAastfrypo, were unable to

remove the bar, they cut it through with a hatchet

(Thucyd- iv. Ill
;
Polyb. vilL 23, 24), or set it

on hre. (Acn. Tact 1 9.)

The gateway had commonly a chamber, either

on one side or on both, which served as the resi-

dence of the porter or guard. It was called -wvXiav

(Polyb. viii. 20, 23, 24). Its situation is shown
ill the following plan. (See wood-cut.) But the

gate-way was also, in many cases, surmounted by
a tower, adapted either for defence {portU t%rrr$

Cues. U. U. viii. 9; Virg. A^n. vi. 552—
554) or for conducting the general business of go-

vernment. In the gates of Como and Verona this

edifice is 3 stories high. At Treves it was 4

stories high in the flanks, although the 4 stories

remain slaiiding in one of them only, ns may be

obs<.‘nred in the annexed wood-cut. The length

of this building is 115 feet
; its depth 47 in the

middle, 67 in the flanks: its greatest height, 92.

All the 4 stories are ornamented in every direc-

tion with rows of Tuscan columns. The gateways
are each 14 feet wide. The entrance of each ap-
pears to have been guarded, as at Pompeii (see

p. 256), first by n portcullis, and then by gates of
wood and iron. The barbican, between the double
portcullis and the pair of gates, was no doubt
open to the sky, as in the gates of Pompeii,
This edifice was probably ereetbd by Constantinei,
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fH'cat fundncM for such covered v/niks from the

Cirevks ; and us luxuries among them were carried

in everj-thing to a greater extent than in Greece,
wealthy Romans had their private porticoes, some-
times in the city itself, and sometimes in their

countrj’-seats. In the public porticoes of Rome,
which were exceedingly numerous and verj- ex-

tensive (as that around the Forum and the Campus
Martins), a variety of business was occasionally

transacted : we find that law-suits were conducted
here, meetings of the senate held, goods exhibited

for sale, &c. (See Pitiscus, LexUon, s. e. PorlicuSy

who has given a complete list of all the porticoes

of Rome.
) [ L- S. ]

PORTI'SCULUS (>tf\tw<rr^j), an officer in a
ship, who gave the signal to the rowers, that they
might keep time in rowing. The same name was
also given to the pole or hammer, by the striking

of which he regulated the motion of the oars.

(Festus, s. r.) The duties of this officer arc thus

describe by Silius Italicus (vi. 360, &.c.):—
“ Mediae stat matgine puppis,

Qui voce altemos nautorura teniperet ictus,

Kt nmiis dictet sonitum, pariteri|ue relatis

Ad sonitum plandut rcsonantia caerula tonsis.**
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( Wyttcnbach’s Roman Ant. of Trotfs, pp. 9—39.)

Its rows of ornamental windows and the general

style of its architecture, afford sufficient indica-

tions, that although very strong, it was not intended

solely, nor principally, for the purposes of defence,

but to be applied in time of peace to the various

objects of civil government. To these latter pur-

poses the gate house (irvKtir) was commonly de-

voted, more especially in Eastern countries. Hence

Polybius (xv. 29) cdls a building at Alexandria

rhy Twi' ficuriXfiwy^ i. e.

** the gate-house of the palace, used for the trans-

action of public business.” In the Old Testa-

ment the references to this custom are very fre-

quent. By metonymy ** the gates ” meant those

who administered justice at the gates and wielded

the powers of government. (Horn. //. lx. 312 ;

Matt xvi. 18.)

Statues of the gods were often placed near the

gate, or even within it in the barbican, so os to

Ik: ready to receive the adoration of those who
entered the citj\ (Pans. iv. 33. § 4 ; Lucret. i.

314 ; Acts, xiv. 13.) The probable position of the

sUituc was the point S in the above plain The
gate was sometimes much ornamented. Sculp-

tured elephants, for example, were placed upon

the Porta Aurca at ConsUuitinople. [J. Y.j

PORTENTUM. (Prouioium.]

PO'RTICUS (<TTod), a walk covered with a

roof, which is supported by columns, at least on

one side. A portions was cither attached to

temples and other public buiFdings, or it was built

independent of any other edifice. Such shaded

walks and places of resort are almost indispensable

in the southern countries of Europe, where people

live much in the open air, os a protection from the

heat of the sun and from rain. This was the case

in ancient times to a much greater extent than at

present. The porticoes attached to the temples

were cither constructed only in front of them, or

went round the whole building.and temples received

different names according to these different porticoes,

and according to the arrangement of the columns

of the porticoes. [Templum.J They were origin-

ally intended as places for those persons to assemble

and converse in who visited the temple for various

purposes. As such temple-porticoes, how’ever, were

found too small or not suited for the various pur-

poses of private and public life, most of the Greek

towns had independent porticoes, some of which

were very extensive, especially in their places of

public assembly [A«ora]
;
and as the Greeks,

in all their public works, soon went beyond the

limits of mere utility, these public walks were not

only built in the most magnificent style, but were

adorned with pictures and statues by the best

masters. Of this kind were the Poecile (erroa

iroiKi\r{) and (TtoA Paal\tios at Athens (Athen.

xiii. p. 577 ; Paus. 13. § 1, Ac.), and the <rroa

Tltpaticfi at Sparta. (Paus. iii. 11. § 3.) The
Skku at Sparta, where the popular assemblies

were held, seems to have been a building of the

same kind. (Paus. iii. 12. §8.) In most of these

Btoae, seaU [Exkdrak] were placed, that those

who were tired might sit down. They were fre-

quented not only by idle loungers, but also by
philosophers, rhetoricians, and other persons fond

of intellectual conversation. The Stoic school of

philosophy derived its name from the circumstance,

that the founder of it used to converse with his

disciples in a stoo. The Romans derived their

This officer is sometimes called Ifoiiator (Ovid,
Alet. iii. 618; Plant Aferc. iv. 2. 5 ; Virg. Aen.
iii. 128) or Paukarius. (Compare Blomfield, ad
Aosch. Pert. 403.)

PORTITO'RES. [PORTORIUM; PfMLICANI.]
PORTO'RIUM was one branch of the regular

revenues of the Roman state, consisting of the

duties paid on imported and exported goods

:

sometimes, however, the name portorium is also

applied to the duties raised upon goods fur being

carried through a countiy or over bridges. (Plin.

II. N. xii. 31 ;
Suetun. ViteU. 14.) A portorium,

or duty upon imported goods, appears to have
l>een paid at a vciy early period, for it is said that

Valerius Piiblicola exempted the plebcs from the

portorui at the time when the republic was threat-

ened with an invasion by Pursenna. (Liv. ii. 9 ;

compare Dionys. v. 22.) The time of its intro-

duction is uncertain
; but the abolition of it as-

cribed to Publicola can only have been a temporary
measure

; and os the expenditure of the republic

increased, new portoria must have been intro-

duced. Thus the censors M. Acmilius Lepidus
and M. Fulvius Nobilior instituted portoria et vee-

tipalia miUia (Liv. xl. 51), and C. Gracchus again
increased the number of articles which had to pay
portoria. (Veil. Pat iL 6.) In conquered places

and in the provinces the import and export duties,

which had been paid there before, were generally

not only retained, but increased, and appropriated

to the acrarium. Thus wc read of portoria being

paid at Capua and Putcoli on goods which were
imported by merchants. (Liv. xxxii. 7.) Sicily,

and almve all, Asia furnished to the Roman trea-

sury large sums which were raised as portoria.

(Cic. c. I'err. ii. 7o^ pro I/eg. Aland. 6.) In some
cases, however, the Romans allowed a subject

nation, os a particular favour, to raise for them-
selves whatever portoria they pleased in their

ports, and only stipulated that Roman citizens

and socii Latin i should be exempted from thenu
(Liv. xxxviiL 44 ;

Gruter, Ititcriftt. p. 500.) In

the year 60 u. c. all the portoria in the ports of

Italy were done away with, by a lex Caecilia

carried by the praetor *Q. Mctcllus Nepos. (Diuii

Digitized by Google
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Ca». xxxtiL 51 : Cic. ad Att. ii. 16.) It appoars,

however, that the canoe of this aboliiton was not

any complaint by the people of the tax itself, but

of the portitores, i. e. the persons who collected it,

and who greatly annoyed the merchants by their

unfair condnet and Texations proceedings

CAXi.J Thus the republic for a time only levied

import and export duties in the provinces, until

Julias Caesar restored the duties on commodities

imported from foreign countries (Suet Cae$. 43.)

During the triumvirate new portoria were intro*

duced (Dion Cass, xlviii. 34), and Augustus partly

increased the old import duties and partly insti-

tuted new ones. The subsequent emperors in-

creased or diminished this branch ^he revenue

as necessity required, or as their own discretion

dictated.

As regards the articles subject to an import

duty, it may be stated in geneml terms, that all

commodities, including slaves, which were im-

ported by merchants for the purpose of selling

them again, were subject to the portorium
;

whereas things which a person brought with hhn
for his own use, were exempted from it. A long

list of such taxable articles is given in the Digf'st

(39. tit. 4. s. 16 ;
compare Cic. e. r<prr. il 72, 74).

Many things, however, which belonged more to

the luxuries than to the necessaries nf life, such os

eunuchs and handsome youths, had to pay an

import duty, even though they were imported by
persons for their own use. (Suet. Df ctar. Hket.

1 ; Cod. 4. tiL 42. s. 2.) Things which were im-

ported for the use of the state were also exempt
from the portorium. But the governors of pro-

vinces ( pnietide*)^ when they sent persons to pur-

chase things for the use of the public, had to write

a list of such things for the publicani ( poriilortii)

to enable the latter to sec whether more things

were imported than what were ordered (Dig. 39.

tit. 4. s. 4) ;
for the practice of tmuggling appears

to have been as common among the Unmans as in

modern times. Res))ecting the right of the porti-

tores to search travellers and merchants, see Pub-
licani. Such goods ns were duly stated to the

portitores were called teripta^ and those which

were not, inKripta. If goods subject to a duty

were concealed, they were, on their discovery, con-

fiscated. (Dig. 39. tit. 4. s. 16.)

Respecting the amount of the import or export

duties we have but very few statements in the

ancient writers. In the time of Cicero the por-

torium in the ports of Sicily was one-twentieth

(riVrstma) of the value of taxable articles (Cic.

c. I err. iu 75) ; and as this was the customary

rate in Greece (Biwlth, ICeon. p. 325, 2d
edit.), it is proliable that this was the average

sum raised in all the other pDvmccs. In the

times of the emperors the ordinary rate of the por-

torium appears to have been the fortieth part

{qHiulmfjerijHa) of the value of imported go^s.

(SuoL VerpaM. I
;
Quintil. f}eclam. 3.59 ; Symnmeh.

V. 62, 65.) At a late period the exorbitant

sum of one-eighth {octara^ C^. 4. tiL 61. s. 7) is

mentioned as the ordinary import duty ;
but it is

uncertain whether this is the duty for all articles

of commerce, or merely for certain things.

The portorium was, like all other vecligalin,

fanned out by the censors to the publicani, who
collected it through the portitores. [V'bctigalia ;

Publicani.] (Burmann, iJe Vedi^ihu* Populi

Horn. pp.50

—
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uvsms im fiom. Staai^ Braunschweig 1B03, 3
vols. ; Hegewisch, I'ertucA iiber die Horn. /Vnun-
sc», Altona, 1804.) (!.. S.]

PORTlIMNA'LI.\, or PORTTJNA'LIA, a
festival celebrated in honotir of Portumnus, or

Portunus, the god of harbours. (Varro, De Unfj.
IaU. vii. 19, ed. MUller.) It was celebrated on
the 17th day before the Kalends of September.
{Calendarimm MajT.)

poseA, vinegar mixed with water, was the
common drink of the lower orders among the
Romans, as of soldiers when on scr%’ice (SparL
lladr. 10), slaves (PlauL AfiL iii. 2. 23), Ac.
POSEIDO'NIA (w«r«»3wr<a), a festival held

every year in Aegina in honour of Poseidon.

(Athcn. xiiu p. 588; PluL Quaett. 6>. 44.) It

seems to have been celebrated by all the inhabit-

ants of the island, as Athenaeus (xiii. p. 590)
calls it a psnegj’ris, and mentions that daring one
celebration Phiyne, the celebrated hetaern, walked
naked into the sea in the presence of the assem-
bled Greeks. The festival is also mentioned by
I'heodorvtus {Tkerap. 7), but nn particulars are
recorded respecting the way in which it was cele-

brated. (Comp. MUller, AefTtaW. p. 148.) [L. S.J
POSSK'SSIO. Padus (Dig. 41, tit. 2. a 1)

observes, ** Possessio appeUata est, ut et l^nbeo

ait, a pedibus*, quasi positio: quia natunUiter

tenetur ab eo qni insistiL^ The absurdity of the

etymology and of the reason are equal. The ele-

ments of Possidcre are either pot (pot-is), and
tedrre ; or the first part of the word is related to

a/md, and the cognate Greek fonn of wor\ (wpds ).

Possessio, in its primary sense, is the power by
virtue of which a man has such a mastery over a
corporeal thing as to deal with it at his pleasure

and to exclude other persons from meddling with
iL This condition or power is called Detention,

and it lies at the Imttom of all legal senses of the

word possession. This Possession is no legal stato

or cundition, but it may be the source of righu,

and it then becomes Possessio in a juristical or

legal sense. Still even in this sense, it is not in

any way to be confounded with Property (/»ro-

prietas). A man may have the juristical posses-

sion of a thing without l>cing the proprietor
;
and a

man may bo the proprietor of a thing without hav-
ing the Detention of it, or even the juristical pos-

session. (Dig. 41. tiL 2. a 12.) Ownership is the

legal capacity to operate on a thing according to a
man's pleasure and to exclude evcr>’body else from
doing so. Possession, in the sense of Detention,

is the actual exercise of such a power as the owner
bos a right to exercise.

Detention becomes juristical possession and the

foundation of certain rights, when the Detainer

has the intention (oNtmMs) to deal w’ith the thing

as his own. If be deal with it as the property of

another, os exercising over it the rights of anot)ier,

he is not said ** possidcre " in a juristical sense
;

but he is said ** alicno nomine possidcre." This
is the case with the Commodntarius and with him
who holds a depotiL (Dig. 41. tiL 2. s. 18, 30.)

When the Detention is made a juristical Phs-

sessio by virtue of the animus, it lays the found-

ation of a right to the Interdicts, and by virtue of

Usucapion it may become ownership. The right

to the Interdicts is simply founded on a juristical

possession, in whatever a*ny it may have originated,

* “ Sedibus."— Ed, Plor,
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except that it muit not have originated illegally

with roipoct to the person against whom the InU'r-

dict is claimed. [Intshdictum.] Simply by

virtue of being possessor, the possessor has a bettor

right than any person who is not possessor. (Dig.

43. tit. 17. s. 1, 2.) Usucapion requires not only

a juristical posacssio, but in its orgiu it must have

been buna fide and founded on a justa causa, that

is, on some legal transaction. He who buys a

thing from a man who is not the owner, but whom
he believes to be the owner, and obtains possession

of the thing. Is a bona fide possessor with a justa

caufta. [UhL’CAPio.j

The right which is founded on n juristical pos-

sessio is a Jus possessionis, or right of possession,

that is, a right arising from a juristical posses-

sion. The expression Jus po&sessionis is used by

the Iloman Jurists. The right to pouess, called

by modem Jurists, Jus possidendi, belongs to the

thcor)' of Ownership.

All Juristical Posseuio then, that is, Posscssio

in the Homan Law', as a source of rights, has

reference only to Usucapion and Interdicts ; and

air the rules of law which treat Possession as a

thing of a juristical nature have no other object

than to determine the poMibility of Usucapion and

of the Interdicts. (Savigny, />os lieciU dts Dtsilzety

p. 24, &c.)

In answer to tho question to which class of

Rights Possession belongs, Savigny observes <§ 6>,

— So far as concerns Usucapion, ono cannot sup-

pose the thing to be the subject of a question. No
one thinks of asking, to what class of rights a

justa causa belongs, without which tradition can-

not give oivnership. It is no right, but it is a

part of the whole transaction by which ownership

is acquired. So is it with Possession in respect to

Usucapion.

The right to Possessorial Interdicts belongs to

the I«aw of Obligationes ex maleficiis.
**' The right

to possessorial Interdicts then belongs to the l^w
of Obligationes, and therein possession is only so

fiir considered, as containing the condition without

w'hich the Interdicts cannot be supposed possible.

The Jus Possessiouis consequently, that is the

right, which more possession gives, consists simply

in the claim which the Possessor has to the Inter-

dicts, as soon as his possession is disturbed in a

dcfitiilo form. Independent of this disturbance,

bare possession gives no rights, neither a Jus Ob!i-

gntionis, os is self-evident^ nor yet a right to the

thing, fur no dealing with a thing is to be coiisi-

don d as a legal act simply because the person so

dealing has the possession of the thing." (Savigny,

P*

The term Possessio occurs in the Iloman jurists

in various senses. There is Posscssio generally,

and Possessio Civilis, and Possessio Naturalis.

Possessio denoted originally bare Detention.

But this Detention under certain conditions be-

comes a legal state, inasmuch as it lends to owner-

sliip through Usucapion. Accordingly the word
PtMMt'sski, which required no quulificsuion so long

as there was no other notion attached to Posscssio,

requires such qunliticntion w'hcii Detention becomes

a legal state. This Detention then, when it has

tlic conditions necessary to Usucapion, U called

Posscssio Civilis
;
and all other P«isscssio as op-

posed tq Civilis is Naturalis. But Detention may
also be the foundation of Interdicts, which notion

of possession is always expressed by Possessio

POSSESSIO.

simply: Is the meaning of Possessio, when
it is used alone, and yet in a technical tense. As
opposed to this sense of Posscssio all other kinds
of Detention aro also called Naturalis Posscssio,

the opposition between the Natural and the Juris-

tical Possession (postestio) being here expressed

just in the same way as this opposition is denoted
in tho case of the Civilis Possessio. There is there-

fore a twofold Juristical Posscssio : Po$$e*tio

Ctvilis or Possession for the purpose of Usucapion ;

and y^nssessto or Possession for the puipoM of the
Interdicts. It follow's that Posscssio is included

in Possessio Civilis, which only requires more con-

ditions than Possessio. If then a man has Pos-

sessio Civilis, he has also Possessio, that is the

right to the Interdicts ; but the converse is not

true. Possessio Naturalis, as above observed, has

two significationsi, but they are both negative, and
merely express in each case a logical opposition,

that is, they aro respectively not Possessio Civilis,

or Posscssio (ad Interdicta). The various expres-

sions used to denote bare Detention are ** tencre,"
" corporaliter possidere," ^ esse in possessione."

(Savigny, p. 109.)

In tho case of a thing being pignornted, the per-

son who pledges it has still the possessio ad usu-

capionem, but the pledgee alone has the possessio

ad intcrdicta. It is not a Possessio Civilis which
is the foundation of the pledger’s title by usu-

capion ; but by a special fiction he is considered to

have such Possession, and so the case is a special

exception to the general rule, ^ sine posscssiouo

usucapio contingcre non potest."

Posseuio Justa U every Poueisio that is not

illegal in its origin, whether such Possessio be

mere Detention or Juristical Posscssio. The word

;
Justa is here used, not in that acceptation in

which it has reference to Jus Civile and is eqiiira-

f
lent to Civilis or Ijegitima; hut in another sen»e,

which is more indefinite and means " rightful

"

generally, that is, not wrongful. The creditor who
is in posscuion of a pledge, has a Justa Possessio,

but not a Civilis Posseuio: he has, however, a
Juristical Posscssio, that is, Puuessio^ and con-

sequently a right to the Interdicts. The Missio

in Possessionem is tho foundation of a Justa Pos-

seuio, but, as a general rule, not of a Juristical

Posseuio. Possessio Injusta is the logical opposite

of Justa, and in the case of Posseuio Injusta there

are throe special Vitia posscuionis, that is whoa
the Posscuion has originated V i. Clam, or Precario.

(Tcrcntius, Eunuch, ii. 3. J/ane tu mihi trl rf,

tW c/om, ref precario /ite tradai: Dig. 43, tiu 17.

s. 1, 2.)

With respect to the causa Poucuionis, there

was a legal maxim: Nemo sibi ipse causam pos-

seuionis nmtare potest, which applies both to

Civilis and Naturalis Posseuio. This rule is ex-

plained by Savigny by means of Oaius (H. 52, Ac.)

os having refertmec to the old usucapio pro herede,

and the meaning of it was that if a person had once

begun to posseu with any particular causa, he could

not at his pleasure change such Posseuio into a
Posseuio pro hcredc. (Savigny, p. 56.)

A Possessor bonae fidci is ho who believes that

no person has a better right to possess than him-

self. A Pouessor malae fidci is he who knows
that he has no right to poucss the thing. (Savigny,

p.84.)
Besides these various meanings of Posseuio, Pos*

seuur, Pouidorc, at the bottom of oil which lies
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the notion of PoMCMion in the tense of Detention,

there are some other meanings. ** To have owner<

ship **
is sometimes expressed by Postiderc, the

thing, which is the object of ownership, is some-

times Possessio, and the owner is Possessor. This

use of the word occurs frequently in the Code and
Pandect, and also in Cicero, Quintilian, Horace,

and other writers. But it is remarked by Savigny

that these meanings of Possiderc, Possessio,

always refer to land as their object The phrase
^ Possessio poptili Romani," is applied by Cicero

to public land, and it is translate by Plutarch

{Pomp, 39), KTrjpa rov i4ipov 'Pmpaltfy.

Possessio alM) denotes the relation of a defend*

ant with respect to a plaintiff. For instance, when
ownership is claimed, the demand must bo against

a person in possession ; but this does not mean
tliat such person must have a juristical possession.

In a V'indicatio accordingly the plaintiff is colled

Pclitor, and the defendant is named Possessor,

cause in fact he has the possession of that which

the plaintiff claims. The procedure by the Vindi-

catio was also adapted to the case of an hereditas

;

and here also the term possessor was applied to

the defendant. In many cases the possessor was
really s'Jch, and one object of the hcreditatis pe-

tiiio was to recover single things which the de-

fendant pensessed pro berede or pro possessore.

But the term possessor was not limited to such

cases, for the defendant is called possessor when
the petitio is not about a matter of possession. He
is called Juris possessor, because be refuses to do
something which the herct claims of him to do,

or because he asserts his right to a portion of the

hen.*ditas. (Savigny^ p. 87.)

The juristical notion of Possession implies a

thing which can bo the object of ownersbip: it

also implivs that tbo Possessor con be no other

than a person who has a capacity for ownership.

The notion of possession is such that only one

person at a time can possess the whole of a thing

tandem rem in $olidum poeeidert non po$-

tuni). When several persons possess a thing in

common, so that their possession is mutually limited,

each in fact possesses only a fractional 4>art of the

thing, but dues not possess tbo other parts, and
|

though the division into parts is only ideal, this

docs not affect the legal consideration of the matter.

Persons may also possess the same thing in dif-

ferent senses, as in the case of the debtor and his

creditor who has received from him a pignus.

Though things incorporeal are not strictly ob-

jects of possession, yet there is a Juris quasi pos-

scseio of them, as for instance in the case of scr-

vilutes. The exercise of a right of this kind is

analogous to the possession of a corporeal thing: in

other words, as real possession consists in the exer-

cise of ownership, so this kind of possession, which

is fashioned from analogy to the other, consists in

the exercise of a jus in re or a right which is not

ownersbip. In the case of Possession, it it the

thing {corptu) which is possessed, and not the

property : by analogy then we should not say that

the servitus or the jus in re is possessed. But as

in the case of a jus in re there is nothing to which
the notion of possession can be attached, while in

the case of ownership there is the thing to which

we apply the notion of possession, we are com*

pelled to resort to the expression Juris Quasi Pos-

sessio, by which nothing more is meant than the

exercise of a jus in re, which exercise has the samo
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relation to the jus in re, tliat proper possession has
to ownership. (Savigny, p. 166.)

In order to the acquisition of juristical Possessio,

apprehension and animus are necessary. 7 he ap-

prehension of a corporeal thing is such a d^-aling

with it at empowers the person who intends to

acquire the possession to operate on the thing to

the exclusion of all other persons. Actual cor-

poreal contact with the thing is not Accessary to

apprehension : it is enough if there is tome act on
the part of the person who intends to acquire pos-

session, which gives him the physical capacity to

operate on the thing at his pleasure. Thus in the

case of a piece of ground, he who enters upon part

is considered to bare entered upon the whole. A
man may acquire possession of what is contained

in a thing by delivery of the key which gives him
access to the contents, in the presence of (apud)
the thing. The case mentioned in the Digest

(Dig. 18. tit. 1. s. 74) is that of the key of a
granary being delivered in sight of the |tratiary

(apud homa). 7‘he delivery of the key is not a
symbolical delivery, as some have supposed, but
it is the delivery of the means of getting at the

thing. (Compare Lord Hardwicke's remarks on
this matter. Ward v. Turner, 2 Vei.)

The animus consists in the will to treat as one's

own the thing that is the object of our apprehen-
sion. All persons therefore who arc legally in-

competent to will, ore incompetent to acquire a
juristical possession. Infantes and furiosi are

examples of such persona If a man has the de-

tention of a thing, he can acquire the Possessio by
the animus alone ; for the other condition bos

been already complied with.

In order that juristical pouession may be ac-

quired, there must always be the animus on the part

of him who intends to acquire the possession
; but

the act of apprehension {eorptu) may be effected

by another as his representative, if that other does

the necessary acts, and with the intention of ac-

quiring the possession for the other, and not for

himself. (Paulas, S. R. v. tit. 2. s. 1.) There
must be a certain relation between the person fur

whom possession is thus acquired and the person

who acquires it for him, either of legal power ( fo-
t6Mtas\ or of agency : the former is the case of a
slave or filius familias who obeys a command, and
the latter is the case of an agrnt who follows in-

structions {mandatum), A person, who is already

the representative of another, and has the Possessio

of a thing, may by the animus alone cease to have
the Possessio fur himself and have it for that other,

retaining only the bare detention.

Possessio, that is the Right of Possession, can
bo transferred, without the transfer of ownership.

In this case of derivative Possessio the apprehen-
sion is the same as in the case of acquiring a
juristical possessio \ but the animus with which
the thing is apprehended, cannot be the ^ animus
domini," but merely the ** animus possidendi,"

that is, the will to acquire the Jus Possessionis,

which the Possessor transfers, and nothing more.

The Detention ofa thing may be transferred with-

out the owmerthip, but the transfer of the deten-

tion is not al ways accompanied by a transfer of the

Jus Posseuionis. There are three classes into

which all acts may be distributed which ore ac-

companied with a transfer of Detention: 1, those

which are never the foundation of a derivative

Possessio, 2, those which alwrays arc, and 3, those

3p 2
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which are Bometimeii. The First class compre-

hends such cases ns those when the detention of a

thinjf is transferred to an affent ( procurator)^ and

the rase of a Commodatam. [Commooatum.]
The Second class comprehends the case of the

Kmphjtcata, which is a Possessio, but only a de-

nratirc one, as the Eniphyteuta has not the animus

doinini ; it also comprehends the case of the cre-

ditor who receiree the detention of a pignut by a

contractus pignoris, and aith the detention, the Jus

Posseasionis
;
but it does not comprehend the case

of a Pignus pmctorinm, Pigmis in causa judicati

enptum, nor a Pactum hypothecae. In the case of

a contractus Pignoris, when the thing was deli-

vered to the creditor, he had Posaettio^ that is, a

right to the Interdicts, but not Posttesrio Cirilis^

that is, the Right of Usucapion. The debtor had

no Po$*e49io at all, but by virtue of an exception to

a general rule, the usneapion that hud been com-

menced, still continued. The Third class cotilprc-

hends Depnaitiim and Precarium.

The Right of Possession consists in the right to

the protection of the Interdict [I.vtbrdictum],

and this protection is also extended to Jura in re.

The rclAlion of the Juris quasi posseasio to Pos-

seaaio has been already explained. The objects of

this Juris quasi posseasio arc Personal servitutes.

Real servitutes, and Jura in re which do not

belong to the class of Servitutes, of which Sup *r-

heiesisthe only proper instance. (Savigny, \k 5‘J5.)

In all the cases of Juris quasi posscssio, the ac-

quisition and the continuance of the right of pos-

session depend on the corpus and animus ; and the

animus is to be viewed exactly in the same way
AS in the case of po<(scssion of a corporeal thing.

The exercise of Persojial servitutes (particularly

usus and ususfructus) is inseparable from the

natural possession of the thing ; and the posses-

sion of them is consequently acquired in the some
way as the possession of a corporeal thing. As to

the Juris quasi possessio of Real Servitutes, there

are two cases : eiUier he who has a right to the

Servitus, must do some net, which if he had not

the right, he might be forbidden to do (semVas
ouac in jnUicudo eomrint)

;

or the owner of property

lias no right to do some particular thing, W'hich, if

the right did not exist, he might do (srrriVMs quae

im mm facifndo conridit). As to the first class,

which may be called Positive Servitutes, the

acquisition of the Juris quasi possessio consists

merely in doing some act, which is the ohjeci of

the right, and the doing of this act must be for the

purpose of exercising the right. 8* tit 0.

a 2.^.) 7’his rule applies to the Jus Itineris,

Actus, V'iae, and others, which are independent of

the possession of any other properly by the person

who claims the Jus. Such an act as the Jus tigni

immittendi, or the driving a beam into the wall of

one's neighbour's house, is a right connected with

the possession of another piece of property, and the

possession of this right consists in the exercise of

iL As to the second class which may be called

Negnlire Servitutes, tlie Juris quasi possessio is

acquired in consequence of the person whose right

is thereby limited, attempting to do some act con-

trary to the right of the person who claims the

servitus, and meeting with opposition to such act

and acquiescing in the opposition. (Dig. 8. tit. 5.

a 6.) This Juris quasi posstasio may also be
foundc<l on a leg\l title, that is, on any juristical

tnuisaction which can give such right.

POSSESSIO.

Every possession continues so long as the corpus'

and the animus continue. (Savigny, p. 339.) If

both cease or either of them ceases, the possession

is gone. (Dig. 4 1, tit. 2. a 3. 46.) As to the

corpus, the possession is lost, when in consequence

of any event the possessor cannot operate on the

thing Ht his pleasure, as before. In the case of

moveable things, the possession b lost, w'hen an-

other person has got hold of them, either by force

or secretly : in the case of immoveable things, it is

lost when a man lias turned another out of the pos-

session ; blit if in the absence of the possessor, an-

other occupies his land without his knowledge, he
does not lose the posseuion till he attempts to ex-

ercise ownership o%*er the land and is prevented hy
the person then in possession of it, or through fear

does not attempt to recover his possession. The
possession thus acquired by the new possessor is a
violenta possessio. If the former possessor knows
the fact and acquiesces by doing nothing, he loses

the possession by the animus alone. In the case

of possession being lost by animus alone, it may
be effected cither expressly or tacitly

;
the only

thing ncci'ssary is that there must be an intention

to give up the possession. The possession is lost

eorpnre et animo, when the possessor gives np a
thing to another to possess as his own. In the

case of a Juris quasi possessio, as well as in that

of l^ussessio projK*r, the continuance of the possessio

depends on the corpus and animus together.

There can be no Juris quasi possessio w'ithuiit the

animus possidendi
; and if there be merely the

animus possidendi, the Juris quasi possessio must
cease.

Possessio can be Inst by moans of a person who
represents the Possessor. Such person may him-
self acquire the possession by exercising the animus
possidendi, when it is accompanied with a sufficient

corporeal act: in the case of moveable things, this

is furtum ; in the case of immoveable things, it is

violent dispossession. The possession can be lost

through the representative, in all cases in which it

would have been lust by the possessor, if there hod
been no representation.

In many of the systematic expositions of Roman
Law, the theory of l\>ssessio is treated as intro-

ductory to the theory of Ownership {^Dotniaium\

The view which has been here given of it, is also

not univorsally acquiesced in, but it is the correct

view. For instance. Cans in his chapter on Pos-

session {Sye^ev^ dee Horn. Civilrtcitts im Grmndrisee^

dr.) iM'giiis with the two following sections :
—

§ 10.3. Darstcllung der verschiedenen hersch-

enden Meinnngen liber den Besitx.— Der Resits

ist kein blosses Factum, und ensteht niebt als

Recht, durch den umweg dcs Unrcchta.

§ 104. Der Resitz nlsdas Kigenthum nnch der
Seite des bloss besondcren willens.— Anfangendcs
priisumtives Kigenthum.

Savigny's view on the contrary is briefly this:
“ Possession is a Fact {Factum)^ so for as a mere
factiah {unjuristical) r> lalion {detention) is the
foundation of iu But Possession is also a Right,

so far os rights are connected with the bare exist-

ence of the relation of Fact. Consequently Posses-

sion is both Fact and Right*'

Also—“The only Right arising from bare Pos-
scMion is a Right to the Interdicts"—and “ the

Right to the Interdicts is founded on the fact of

the Exercise of Ownership being obstructed wrong-
fully, AS for instance, by force.'*



POSSESSIO.

On whAt ground is bare Possession to be main*

tained, if it is not a Right? The answer is, that

Possession cannot be disturi)cd except by force,

and force is not allowed. The fundamental notion

then is this ; a violent disturbance of Potseuion is

an attack on a man's personality, on his freedom.

It is shown in the article AgrakiasLiues that

the origin of the Roman doctrine of Possession may
proUihiy be traced to the Poucssio of the Ager
Publicus. Possessio, Possessor, and Possidero arc

the proper technical terms used by tho Homan
writers to express the possession and the enjoy-

ment of the Public Lauds. These terms did not

express ownership (ear jure Quirilium ) : they had
in fact no more relation to ownership than the

Poesessio of which this article treats. Still tho

notion of this kind of use and enjoyment was
such, that one may easily conceive how the term

Possessio became applicable to various cases in

which there was no Quiritarian ownership, but

something that had an analogy to iL Thus in the

case of Damnum infectum, with reference to the

second roissio in possessionem (ar tecundo dervrto),

the Praetor says ** poasidere jubebo,*^ which is

equivalent to giving bonitorian ownership with the

power of usucr^ion. A musfnictos which could

only be maintained by the Jus Praetorium, was a
Possessio usDsf^ictus as opposed to Dominium
luusfructus. The expressions llcreditatis or^ bo-

nornm possessio do not mean the actual possession

of the things, but the peculiar character of the

Praetoria hcr^itos : for this Bonorum possessio

has the same relation to the Hereditas that Boni-

tarion has to Quiritarian ownership. [Douinii'M ;

lIsRER.] Now there is a clear analog^' in all

these instances to the Possessio of the Ager
Publicus, which consists in this, that in both coses

an actual exclusive enjoyment of a particular per-

son to a particular thing is recognized. This will

also explain how property in provincial ground

come to be called Possessio : such property was

not Quiritarian ownership, but it was a right to

the exclusive enjoyment of the land, a right which

the word Posscuio sufficiently expressed. Thus
the name Possessio was transferred from the Right

to its Object
\
and Ager and Possessio were thus

opposed: Ager was a piece of land which was

the object of Quiritarian ownership, and Possessio

a piece of land which was either accidentally an

object only of Bonitarian ownership, os a fundus

luilicus of which there had been merely tradition
;

or it was land that could not be the object of Quiri-

tariaii ownership, such as Provincial land (Javo-

lonus. Dig. 50. tit 16. s. 115), and the old Ager
Publicus.

Other matters relating to Possessio appear to be

explained by this view of its historical origin. The
Interdictum reciiperandac posscssionis relates onlv

to land, a circumstance which is consnteut with

the hypothesis of the origin of Possessio. The
nature of the Precorium also is explained, when
we know that it expressed origituilly the relation

between the Patronus and the Cliens wlio occupied

the Possessio of the Patronus ns a tenant at will

and could be ejected by the Interdictum dc pre-

cario, if he did not quit on notice. Further, we
may thus explain the apparent inconsistency in the

case of a lessee of Ager Vectignlis, who though be

had only a jus in re, had yet jurislicid Possessio :

the Ager Vectigalis was in fact fashioned accord-

ing to the analogy of the old Ager Publicus, and it
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was a simple process to transfer it to that notion of

Possessio which had existe<l iu the case of the Ager
Publicus. [KuPiiYTEnsis.]

This article read in connection with the article

on the Agrariae Leges, and tho Licinian Roga-
tions [Lex, pa 693, 694], will give the reader nn
outline of the law of Possession both in relation to

the Ager Publicus and Privatus.

7'he preceding view of possession is fmm
Savigny, Das Recki dcs Bfsilxcs^ fifth ed. 1827.
There is an analysis of this excellent work by
Warnkonig, ** Analyse du traitd de la possession

par M. de ^vigny, Li^e 1824 and a summary
view of Sarigny’s Theory is given by Mackeldey,
Lekri/uch^ dr. ii. p. 7* See also Puchta, InsL ii.

§224 ;
Gaius, iv. 138—170 ; Inst. 4. tit. 15 ;

Dig. 41. tit. 2, 3 ; 43. tit. 16—23, 26, 31 ; Cod.
7. tit. 32 ; 6. tit 4, 5, 6, 9 ;

Cod. Theod. 4. tit

22,23. [G. L.]

POSSE'SSIO BONORUM. [Bonorvm Pos-
SESSIO.]

POSSE'SSIO CLANDESTPNA. [Intbr-
DICTUM.]

POSTI'CUM. [Janl’a.]

POSTLIMI'NIUM, JUS POSTLIMI'NII.
“There are,” says Pomponius (Dig. 49. lit. 15.

8. 14), “two kinds of Postliminium, for a man
may either retiuvi himself or recover something.”
Postliminium is further defined by Paulus (Dig.

49. tit 15. s. 19) to be the “right of recovering a
lost thing from an extraneus and of its being re-

stored to its former status, which right has Urn
established between os (the Romans) and free peo-

ple and kings by usage and laws (mon*5iur ae

Uffibus) ; for what we have lost in war or even out
of R'ar, if we recover it, we are said to recover

postUminio ; and this usage has been introduced

by natural equity, in older that he who was
wrongfully detained by strangers, should recover

his former rights on returning into his own terri-

tories (ta Jines sttos)," Again Pnului says, “ a
man seems to have returned Postliminio, when be
has entered our territory (ta Jimes nostras w^ra-
r<erit)

; as a foundation is laid for a Postliminium
(sicuti adMiititmr*) (?) when he has gone beyond our
territories (m6i' fines nostros tretssit). But if a man
bos come into a state in alliance (socia) nr friend-

ship with Rome, or has come to a King in alliance

or friendship with Rome, he appears to have forth*

with return^ by Postliminium, because he then
first begins to be safe under the name of the Roman
state.^ These extracts are made for the purpose

of clearing up the Etymology of this word, as to

which there was a driTerence of opinion. (Cic.

lop. 8.) The explanation of Scacvola, as given

by Cicero, has reference to the etymology of the

word, post and limen : “ what has bi'en lost by us

and has come to an enemy and as it were has gone
from its own limen, and then has afteru'ards (;a></)

returned to the same limen, seems to have returned

by Postliminium.” According to this explanation,

the limen was the boundary or limit within which
the thing was under the authority of Rome and
an object of Roman law. A recent writer (Goet-

tling, GescMic^e der Horn. Staatsverfiassunff^ p. 11 7)
suggests that Postliminium must be viewed in a
sense analogous to Pomoeriunu There is a fanciful

explanation of the nmtter by Plutarch (Quaest.

Iiotn.5) in his answer to the question, Why are

* “ Sicuti aroittitur,” Flor., Qcb. et Spffng.

3 p 3
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those who have been felsely reported to hare died

in a foreign land, not received into the house

through the door, in case of their return, but let

down through an opening in the roof?

If a Homan citizen during war came into the

power of an enemy, ho sustained a diminutio

capitis maiima, and all his civil rights were in

al>eyance. Ikung captured by the enemy, ho be^
;

came a slave
; but bis rights over his children, if

he had any, wore not destroyed, but were said to

be in aljcyancc {jtenHerr) by virtue of the Jus
Postliminii : when he returned, his children were
again in his power: and if ho died in captivity,

they became sui juris. Whether their condition

as sui juris dated from the time of the captivity or

of the death, nras a disputed matter (Gaius, i. 129) ;

but Ulpian, who wrote after Gaius, declares that

in such cose he must be considered to have died,

when he was made captive
;
and this is certainly

the true deduction from the premises. In the case

of a fUius or nepos being made a captive, the pa-

rental power was suspended (tn *uspen$o). If the

•on returned, he obtained his civic rights and the

father resumed his parental power
;
which is the

case mentioned in the Digest (49. tit 15. s. I4).

As to a wife, the matter was different : the hus-

band did not Flyover his wife jure postliminii, but

the marriage was renewed by consent This rule

of law involves the doctrine, that if a huslmnd was
captured by the enemy, his marriage, if any then

existed, was dissolved. If a Roman was ransomed

by another person, he became free, but he was in

the nature of a pledge to the ransomer, and the

Jus Postliminii had no effect till he hod paid the

ransom money.
Sometimes by an act of the state a man w*as <

given up bound to an enemy ; and if the enemy i

would not receive him, it was a question whether
he had the Jus Postliminii This was the case

with Sp. Postuinius who was given up to the

Samnitos, and w*ith C. llostilius Mancinus who
j

was given up to the Numantines
;
but the better

opinion was that they had no Jus Postliminii (Cic.

D« Or. i. 40, De O^. iil 50, Top. 8, Pro Cm-
eiao, c. 34 ;

Dig. 49. tiL 15. s. 4 ; 50. tit. 7. s. 17)

:

and Mancinus was restored to his civic rights by a
Lex. (Dig. 50. til. 7. a 17.)

Cicero {^Pro Daibo^ c. 12) uses the word Postli-

minium in a different tense ; for he applies it to

the case of a man who had, by hit own voluntary

act, ceased to be a citizen of n state, and subs^
quontly resumed his original civic rights by Postli-

minium.

It appears that the Jus Postliminii was founded

on the Action of the captive having never been

absent from home
;
a Action which was of easy ap-

plication, for as the captive during his abwnce
could not do any legal act, the interval of captivity

was a period of legal non'-aciivity, which was ter-

minated by his showing himself ^(ain.

The Homans aLicnowlcdged capture in war as

the source of ownership in other nations, as they

claimed it in their own case. Accordingly things

taken by the enemy lost their Homan owners ; but

when they w'ere recovered, they reverted to their

original owners. This was the case with land that

had be.'n occupii’d by the enemy, and with the fol-

lowing moveables, which are enumerated by Cicero

as lies Postliminii {Top. 0), “homo (that is slaves),

navis, mulus clilellarius, equus, equa q»we fraena

recipere soleL** (Compare Festus, s.r. PoiUiminium.)

POSTLIMINIUM.
Arms were not Hes Postliminii, for it was a maxim
that they could n^t be honourably lost

The recovery above referred to seems to mean the

recovery by the Roman state or by the original

owner. If an individual recaptured &om an enemy
what had belonged to a Roman citizen, it would lie

consistent that we shotUd suppose that the thing

recaptured w*as made his own by the art of cap-

ture
;
but if it was a res postliminii, this might

not ho the cose. If a thing, as a slave, was
ransomed by a person not the owner, the owner
could not have it till ho had paid the ransom : but
it does not appear to be stated how the matter
was settled, if a Homan citizen recaptured property

(of the class res postliminii) that had ^longed
to another Roman citizen. This apparent diffi-

culty may perhaps be solved thus: in time of war
no Homan citizen could individually be considered

os acting on his own behalf under any circum-
stances, and therefore whatever he did was the act

of the State. It is a remark of Labeo (Dig. 49.
tit. 15. a 28), **Si quid bello captum cst, in

praeda est, non postliminio redit and Pomponins
(Dig. 49. tit. 15. a 20) states, that if the enemy
is expelled from Homan lands, the lands return to

their former owners, being neither considered pub-
lic land DOT praoda

;
in making which remark ho

evidently assumes X)\cgeneral doctrhie laid down by
tAboo. Patilus also, in bis remark on Lalieo's rule

of law, merely mentions an exception to the rule,

which is of a peculiar kind. If then anything taken

in war was booty {praeda\ to what did the Jut
Postliminii apply ? It applied at least to all that

was restored by treaty or was included in the terms
of surrender, and slaves no doubt were a very im-
portant part of all such things os were captured or

lost in time of war i and they were things that

could bo cosily identiAed, and restored to their

owners. It alM applied to a slave who escaped
from the enemy and returned to his master. The
maxim ^quae res hostiles apud nos sunt, occu-

pantium Aunt** (Dig. 40. tit. 1. a 51) has no
reference to capture from the enemy, as it some-
times seems to be supposed. (Miiblenbruch, DocL
Pand. p. 242.)

It may be objected that the explanation of one
difficulty, that has been already suggested, raises

another. According to this explanation, if a man
in time of war recaptored bis own slave, it would
be praeda, and he would not at once recover the
ownership, as above supposed. The answer is,

that it may be so, and that this matter of Postli-

minium, p^icularly as regards things, waits for a
careful investigation. As a general rule all move-
ables belonging to on enemy, which were captured

by a Homan army, were Praeda, apparently not
the property of the individual soldier who hap-
pened to lay his hands on them, but the property

of the state or at least of the army. Now the

difAculty is to aKertain whether all moveables so
taken were Praeda, except Hes Postliminii

;
or

whether all things so taken were Praeda, Ret
Postliminii included. In the former case, the

Hes Postliminii would be the property of the

owner when he could prove them to have been
his, as in the case mentioned by Livy (r. IG) : in

the latter, when a thing hod become Praeda, it

had lost its capacity (if we may so speak) of l>cing

a Ret Postliminii The distinction hero mode ism

fundamental one. The difficulty partly arises

I
from the expressioo of Lnbeo above quolcd. Si
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quid &C., whore the Florctuine rending hni been

fuUowcd. But Bynkershoek (Op. Omn, i. p. 7U)

amondj the rending into Si quod, &c., the propriety

of which may be doubted* [Praeda.]
If a man made a will before he wan taken cap-

tive, and af\erwardt returned, the will was go^
jure postliminii. If he died in captivity, the will

was good by the Lex Cornelia. The law of

Postliminium applied to time of peace as well as

war, when the circumstances were such that the

person or the thing could become the property of

another nation (Dig. 49. tit 15. s. 5), as fori

instance of a nation that bad neither an amkitin,

hoMpitturo, nor a foedus with Rome ; for such

might be the relation of a nation to Rome, and yet

it might not be llostis. A nation was not ilostit,

in the later acceptation of that term, till the Ro-

mani had declared war against it, or the nation

had declared war against Rome. Robbers and
Pirates were not bostes, and a person w’ho was
captured by them did not become a slave, and
therefore hod no need of the Jus Postliminii.

There are some remarks on Postliminium in Walter,

litJckicMo fU$ /font. Rtchi$^ p. 50, and the notes,

Itted. [G. L.]

POSTSION A'NI. tKx«RciTU8, p. 502, b.]

PO’STUMUS. [Herbo, p. COl, a.]

POTl-:STAa [Patria Potbstas.]

PRA'CTOHES (irfnixTop4s\ subordinate offi-

cers (Syopa 6n)p«olas, says Pollux, viii. 1 14) who
collected the fines aioi penalties (^i€oAdr and

Ttfi^fULTA) imposed by magistrates and courts of

justice, and parable to the state. The magistrate

who imposed title fine, or the rjyfpify 5iJcaari|plou,

gave notice thereof in writing to the vpdxropsT.

lie was then said rb Tfpifpa roTs

wpdKToptriif^ and the debtor's name wapa8o0Tjyai

rots wpdtrrop^iy. If the fine, or any part thereof

was to go to a temple, the like notice was sent to

the To^m of the god or goddess to whom tho

temple belonged. (Aesch. c. 7^'marcA 5 ;
Andoc.

de Mytt, 11, ed. Stepb. ; Demosth. e. TTteccr. K12U.)

The name of the debtor, with the sum which he

was condemned to pay, was entered by the irpcU-

ropvs in a tablet in the Acropolis. Hence the

debtor was said to be 4>7«7pa^i^yor

or rf It was the business of the

rpcUropsr to demand payment of this sum, and. If

they received it, to pay it over to the ivaS^jrrai,

and also to erase the name of the debtor in the re-

gister or dvoAcl^ty). Such erasure

usually took place in the presence of some members
of the senate. An Mtt(tr lay against any man
who made or caused to be made a fraudulent entry

or erasure of a debt. (Harpoc. and Suidas, c. r.

'AYpa^lor, dao5cfcrcu, \ff9v9€yyp€s^ : Andoc. do

Afy$t. 11, ed. Steph. ; Demosth. c. Arittoy. 778,

e. Thtoc, 1330.) The collectors took no steps to

enforce payment
;
but after the expiration of the

ninth trpvTorsla from the registering of the debt,

(or in case of a penalty imposed on a

6#p«s*s, after the expiration of eleven days), if it

still remained unpaid, it a*as doubled, and an entry

made accordingly. (Aesch. c. Tiwirck. 3, ed.

Steph.
;
Demosth. r. Pant. 973, c. Tkeocr. 1322,

e.N«aer, 1347.) Thereupon immediate measures

might be taken for seizure and confiscation of the

debtor's goods ;
but here the irpflbcTopcr had no

further duty to perform, except perhaps to give in-

formation of the default to the senate. [C. R. K.]

PKAECl'KCTIO. [AMrujTiiSATRUM, p. 87.j

PKAEDA. 951

PRAECO'KES, criers, were employed for va-
rious purposes : 1. In sales by auction, they fre-

quently advertised the time, place, and conditions
of sale : they seem also to have acted the part of
the modem auctioneer, so for as calling out tho
biddings and amusing the company, though the
properly was knocked down by the magister ouc-
tionia (Hor. An Poet. 419; Cic. <td Att. xii. 40,
do Ojr. ii. 23.) [At'CTio.] 2. In all public as
temblics they ordered silence. (Liv. iii. 47 ; Plaut,
Pofn, prol. 11.) 3. In the comitia they called

the centuries one by one to give their votes, pro-

nounced the vote of each century, and called out
the names of those who were elected. (Cic. c.

tWr. V. 15, pro AfiL 35.) They also recited the
laws that were to be passed. 4. In trials, they
summoned the accuser and the accused, the plaintilT

and defendant. (Suet. Tib. 11.) 5. In the public

garnet, they invited the people to attend, and pro-

claimed tho victors. (Cic. od Pam.r. 12.) 6. In
solemn funerals they also invited people to attend
by a certain form

;
hence these funerals were called

Funera Indictiva. (Festus, s. c. Qin’nVes; Suet.
Jtd. 84.) 7. When things were lost, they cri» d
them and searched for them. (Plaut. Aferc. iii. 4.

78 ;
Petron. 57.) 8. In the infliction of capital

puuishm<-nt, they sometimes conveyed the com-
mands of the magistrates to the lictors. (Liv. xxvi.

15.)

Their office, called praocontum^ appears to hare
been regarded as mther disn^putable : in the time
of Cicero a law was passed preventing all p<'rsons

who had been ptoccones from becoming decurioncs
in the municipia. (Cic. atl Pam. vi. 18.) Under
the early erojicrors, however, it became very pro-

fitable (Juv. iii. 157, viL 6 ; Martial, v. SO. II,

vi. 8. 5), which was no doubt partly owing to

fi'es, to which they were entitled in tnc courts of

justice and on other occasions, and portly to the

bribes which they received from the suitors, Ac.
PRAECO'NIU5L [Prabconks.]
PRAEDA signifies moveable things taken by

an enemy in war. Such things were either dis-

tributed by the Iroperator among the soldiers (Liv.

it 42, vl 13; Sail «/i^. 68), or sold by the
quaestors, and the produce was brought into the
Aermrium :

—

>

** istos captivos duos.

Here quoe emi de praeda de Quaestoribus."

(Plaut. Cap/, i.2. 1.)

The difference between Praeda and Manubiae
is explained by Oellius (xiit 24) to be this:^
Prae^ is the things themselves tliat are taken in

war, and Manubiae is ** |»ecunia per quacstorem
populi Romani ex praeda vendita contracta: " nor

can any objection to this explanation be derived

from the words of Cicero (do Log. Agr. ii. 22).

When prisoners were sold, they were said to 1^
•old "sub corona," the true explanation of which
expression is probably that given by Gellius (eU
amtem d'C. vii. 4). The mode of sale of other

things than slaves was at first probably in detail,

but aftera'ards in the lump, that is, the whole
praeda might bo told to the highest bidder, or it

might be sold in large masses w'hich contained a
great number of separate things, in which cases

the whole or the mass would pass to the purcluiser

os a universitas, and he might retail it if he chose.

I

This mode of sale in the lump was called "scctionem

venire," and the purchaser was called sector. It

3 p 4
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waa the practice to set up a spear at such sales,

which was afterwards used at all sales of things

bv a niaffistralus in the name of the people.

[SacTia]
Corresponding to the acquisition of moveable

things in warfiire, and their being made private pro-

perty, is the transfer of Ager publicus, which was
acquired in war, to individuals hr a Lex Agraria

or de coloniis deducendis or by a sale by the quaes*

tors (ager quaestorius). [Po^TtiUiNiUM.] [O. L.]

PRAEDIATOR. [Peses.]
PRAEDIATO'RIUM JUS. [Praes.]
PRAE'DIUM. This word originally signified

according to Vairo (C.L. v. 40, Muller) any
property which was made a security to the State

by a Praes :
“ Praedia dicta, item ut praedes, a

praestondo, quod ca pignori data publice mancupis

fidera praestenU*' Subsequently the word was

limited to signify land generally. In this sense

Praedia w*ere divided into Rustica and Urbana,

of which the following definition has been given :

Rustica are those on which there arc no aedes or

which are in the country (in a^ro) ; and Urb:ma
are those which arc in the city and comprise build*

ings. Those incorporeal things which consisted

not in the ownership of Praedia, but in certain

rights with respect to them, were called Jura

Pmediorunu As to a difference in the mode of

transferring such Jura in the case of Praedia Rus-
tica and Urbana st'C Oaius (ii. 29). A Praedium

which wiu liable to a senritus was said ^ servire,'*

and was ^ a praedium serviens."

Provincialia Praedia were cither stipendiaria or

trihutaria ; the former were in those provinces

which were considered to belong to the Populus

Roinanus ; and the latter in those provinces which

were considered to belong to ths Caesar. (Gains,

ii. 21.) [G. U]
PRAEFECTU'RA. [Colonia, pp. 318, b,

319.0.]
PRAEFF.CTUS AER.VRII. [Akrarium.]
PR.\EFECTt^8 ANN(yNAE,the praefcct of

the provitions, especially of the corn-market, was

not a regular magistrate under the republic, but

was only appointed in cases of eztniordinary

scarcity, when he had the entire charge of supply-

ing the capital with provisions, especially with

com, and fixed the price at which the latter was
to be sold. This magistrate was appointed fur the

first time in n. c. 439. (Liv. iv. 12; Niebuhr,

//ig/. of ii. p. 418.) The superintendence

of the corn-market throughout the whole republic

was at a later period entnistcd to Pompey for a

period of five years (Dion Cass, xxzix. 9 ; Cic. ud
AU. iv. I ;

Liv. Efit. 104) ;
and in accordance

with this example Augustus took the same super-

intendence upon himself, and commanded that two
persons, who had been praetors five years before,

should be appointed every year for the distribution

of the com. (Dion Cass. liv. 1 ; earam fruntenti

pofmlo dividandi^ Suet. Au^. 37.) Subs^uently
Augustus assigned this duty to two persons of

consular rank (Dion Cass. Iv. 26, 31); but he

also created an officer under the title of Pratfectug

Annoattfy who must be distinguished from the

above-mentioned officers. This office was a per-

manent one, and appears to have been only held

by one person at a time : be had jurisdiction over

all matters appertaining to the corn-market, and,

like the Prxtefecltu was chosen from the

Equitee, and was not reckoned among the ordinary
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magistrates. (Dion Cass. lii. 24 ; Dig. 1. tit 2.

s. 2. § 33 ; 14. tit 1. s. 1. § 18. tit 5. s. 8 ; 48.

tit 2. s. 13.) The Praefectus Annonoc continued

to exist till the latest times of the empire ; respect-

ing his duties in later times see Walter, 6’esc-A.

deg Pom. Rechigy § 360, 2d cd. Comp. Frvmen-
TARIAS LbGB8.
PRAEFECTUS AQUA'RUM. [Aqi’ak

Ductus, p. 115, b.]

PRAEFECTUS CASTRO'RUM, pracfi*ct of

the camp, is first mentioned in the reign of

Augustus. There was one to each legion. (Veil.

Pat ii. 1 19 ;
Tac, Aim. i. 20, xiv, 37.) We learn

from Vrgetius (il 10) that it was his duty to at-

tend to all matters connected with the making of

a camp, such as the vallum, fossa, dtc., and also to

the iritemal economy of it

PRAEFECTUS CLASSIS, the commander of

a fiect. This title was frequently given in the

times of the republic to the commander of a fleet

(Liv. xxvi. 48, xxzvi. 42) ;
but Augustus ap-

pointed two permanent officers with this title, one
of whom was stationed at Ravenna on the lla-

drialic and the other at Misenuro on the Tuscan
sea, each haring the command of a fleet (Suet
Aug. 49

;
Veget iv. 32 ; Tac. Ilist, iii. 12.)

PRAEFECTUS FARRUM. [Fadri.]
PRAEFECTUS JURI DICUNDO. [Co-

LONi.\, p. 31 8, b.]

PRAEFECTUS PRAETO'RIO, was the com-
mander of the troops who guarded the emperoFs
person. [Prabtorianx] This office was insti-

tuted by Augustus, and was at first only military,

and had comparatively small power attached to it

(Dion Cass. lii. 24, Iv. 10 ;
Suet Aug. 49) ; but

under Tiberius, who made Sc'janus commander of

the praetorian troops, it became of much greater

importance, till at length the power of these prae-

fects became second only to that of the emperors.

(Tac. Ann. iv. 1, 2 ; Aurel. Vkt, de Cueg. 9.) Tho
relation of the praefectus practorio to the emperor
is conipon'd to that of the mngister equitum to tho

dictator under the republic. (Dig. 1. tit 11.) From
the reign of Severus to that of Diocletian, the

praefccts, like the \isirs of the East, hod the super-

intendence of all departments of the state, the

palace, the army, the finances, and the law ; they
also had a court in which they decided cases. (Dig.

12. tit 1. s. 40.) The office of praefect of the

praelorium w'as not confined to military officers
; it

was filled by Ulpian and Papinian, and other dis-

tinguished jurist^

Originally there were two praefccts ; afterwards

sometimes one and sometimes two ; from the time

of Commodus sometimes three (Lomprid. Commod.
6), and even four. They were as a regular rule

chosen only from the cquites (Dion Cass. lii. 24 ;

Suet Tit. 6 ;
I«amprid. Commod. 4) ;

but from the

time of Alexander Severus the dignity of senator

was always joined with their office. (Lamprid.
Alex. Sev. 21.)

Under Constantine the praefccts were deprived

of all military commaixi, and changed into go-

vernors of provinces. He appointed four such

praefects : the one, who commonly attended on the

imperial court had the command of Thrace, the

whole of the East and Egypt
;
the second bad the

command of Illyricum, Macedonia, and Greece,

and usually resided first at Sirmium, afterwards at

Thessalonica
;
the third of Italy and Africa

;
the

fourth, who resided at Treves, of Gaul, Spain, and
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Britain. (Zocunua, ii. 33.) These praefecU were

the proper reprcsenUitivet of the emperor, and

their power extended over all departments of the

Uato : the army alone was not subject to their

jurisdiction. (Walter, 6’escA. <Us Horn, RechU^

§§ 269, 341 ; Gibbon, Deciine and Fall, c. 17.)

PUAEFECTUS SOCIO'RUM. [Exirci-
TU8, p. 497, b.]

PUAEFECTUS VUGILUM. [ExinciTys,

p. 510,0.1
PUAEFECTUS URBI, praefect or warden of

the city, was originally called CSuiot UrUt, (Ly-
dua, IM Ma4/utr. i. 34, 38.) The name Praefcciu*

UrU does not seem to have been used till after

the time of the DecemTira. The dignity of Cus-

tos Urbis, being combined with that of Princeps

Senatus, was conferred by the king, as he had to

appoint one of the decern primi as princeps sena-

tus. (Liv. L 59, 60 ;
Dionys. it 12.) The func-

tions of the custos urbis, however, were not ex-

ercised except in the absence of the king from

Rome
; and then he acted as the representative of

the king ; but whether he also had the right to

convoke the assembly of the populus, is doubtful,

but on any emergency be might take such mca-

sures AS he thought proper ; for he had the im-

perium in the city. (Tacit. Annal. vL 11 ;
Lir.

L 59, iiL 24.) Romulus is said to have con-

ferred this dignity upon Denter Komulius, Tulliis

ilostilius upon Numa Martius, and Tarquinius

Superbus upon Sp. Lucretius. During the kingly

riod the oftice of warden of the city was pro-

bly for life. Under the republic the office and its

name of custos urbis remained unaltered
;
but in

487 fi. C. it was elevated into a magistracy, to be

bestowed by election. (Lydus, De i. 38.)

The custos urbis was, in probability, elected by
the curiae, instead of whom Dionysius (vili. 64)

mentions the senate. Persons of consular mnk
were alone eligible

;
and dowrn to the time of the

Di'cemvirate every praefect that is mentioned occurs

previously as consul. The only exception is P.

Lucretius iu Livy (iii. 24), whose name, however,

is probably wrong. (Niebuhr, iu p. 120, note

255.) In the early period of the republic the

warden exercised within the city all the powers of

the consuls, if they were absent : be convoked the

senate (Liv. iii. 9 ;
Oell. xiv. 7. § 4), held the

comitia (Liv. iii. 24), aud, io times of war, even

levied civic legions, which were commanded by him.

When the office of praetor urbanus was insti-

tuted, the wardenship of the city was swallowed

up in it (Lydus, De Metu. 19, D«Atagi»lr. iu 6)

;

but as the Romans were at all times averse to

dropping altogether any of their old mstitutions, a

praefcctus urbi, though a mere shadow of the fonner

office, was henceforth appointed every year, only

for the time that the consuls were absent from

liomc for the purpose of celebrating the Feriae

Uitinoc. This praefcctus bad neither the power

of convoking the senate nor the right of speaking

in it ; os in most cases be was a person below the

senatorial age, and was not appointed by the

people, but by the consuls. (Cell. xiv. 8.) When
Varro, in the passage of Oellius here referred to,

claims for the praefcctus urbi the right of con-

voking the senate, he is probably speidcing of the

power of the praefect such as it was previously to

the institution of the office of praetor urbanus.

Of bow little importance the office of praefect of

the city had gradually become, may Ira inferred
|
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from the facts, that it was always given to young
men of illustrious £&milics (Tacit. AnmoI. iv. 36),
and that Julius Caesar even appointed to it several

youths of equestrian rank under age. (Dion Cass,

xlix. 42, xliiL 29, 48.) During the empire such

pracfccts of the city continued to be appointed so

long as the Feriae Latinao were celebrated, and
were even invested with some kind of jurisdiction.

(Tacit. Anmtl. vL 11 ;
Suet Nero, 7, Claud, 4 ;

Dion Cass. liv. 17 ; J. Capitol. Antonin. Phil. 4.)

On some occasions, however, no praefcctus urbi

waa appointed at all
;
and then his duties wore

performed by the praetor urbanus. (Dion Cass,

xli. 14, xlix. 16 ; comp. Becker, I/andb. dcr Rom.
AUerth, voL ii. pt ii. p. 146.)

An office* very different from this, though bear-

ing the same name, was instituted by Augustus on
the suggestion of Maecenas. (Dion Cass. Iii. 21 ;

Tacit 1. e.

;

Suet Aug. 37.) This new praefcctus

urbi was a regular and permanent magistrate,

whom Augustus invested with all the powers
necessary to maintain peace and order in the city.

He had the superintendence of butchers, bankers,

guardians, theatres, Ac. ; lind to enable him to

exercise his power, ho had distribnted throughout

the city a number of milites stationarii, whom wo
may compare to a modern police. He also had
jurisdiction in cases between slaves and their

masters, between patrons and their fr^d men, and
over SODS who had violated the pielas towards

their parents. (Dig. 1. tit. 12. a 1. § 5—14 ;

37. tit. 15. a 1. §2.) His jurisdiction, however,

became gradually extended
;
and as the powers of

the ancient republican praefcctus urbi nod been
swnllowed up by the office of the proctor urbanus, so

now the power of the praetor urbanus tvas gradu-

ally absorbed by that of the praefcctus urbi
; and

at lost there was no appeal from his sentence, ex-

cept to the person of the princeps himself while

anybody might appeal from a sentence of any
other city mogistrate, and, at a later period, even

from that of a governor of a province, to the tri-

bunal of the praefcctus urbi. (Vopisc. Florian. 5,

6 ; Suet Aug. 33 ; Dion Casa Hi. 21, 33 ; Dig.

4. tit. 4. a 38.) His jurisdiction in criminal mat-
ters was at first connected with the quacstiones

(Tacit. Annal. xiv. 41, with the note of Lipsius)
\

but from the third century he exercised it alone,

and not only in the city of Rome, but at a distance

of one hundred miles from it, and he might sen-

tence a person to deportatio in insulam. (Dig. 1.

tit, 12. a 1. § 3 and 4.) During the first period

of the empire and under good emperors, the office

was generally held for a number of years, and in

many cases for life (Dion Casa Hi. 21, 24,

Ixxviii. 14 ; J. Capitol. Antonin, Pin*, 8 ;
Lam-

prid. Commod, 14 ; Vopisc. Carin. 16) ;
but from

the time of Valerian a new praefect of the city oc-

curs almost every year.

At the time when Constantinople was made the

second capital of the empire, this city also received

its praefcctus urbu The pracfccts at this timo

were the direct representatives of the emperors,

and all the other officers of the administration of

the city, all corporations, and all public institu-

tions, were under their control. (Cod. 1. tit. 28.

a 4 ;
Symmacb. EpitL x. 37, 43 ;

Cassiod. Va~
riar. vL 4.) They also exercised a superinten-

dence over the importation and the prices of pro-

visions, though these subjects were under the more
immediate regulation of other officera (Cod. 1,
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tiL 28. s. 1 ; Orelli, Itueript, n. 31 1C.) The prae-

fccu of the city had every month to make a report

to the emperor of the transaction# of the senate

(Symmach. EpiM, z. 44), where they ^^ve their

Tote before the contulorcs. They were the medium
through which the emperors received the petitions

and presents from their capital. (SymmaclL Epitt.

X. 2C, 29, 35 ;
Cod. 12. tiL 49.) At the election

of a pope the praefect of Rome had the care of all

the external regulations. (Symmach. EpUL x.

71—03.) [US.]
PRAE'FICAE. (Funus, p. 558, b.]

PHAKFU'RNIUM. [Balnsab, p. 192, b
;

Fornax.]
PR.\EJUDI'CIUM. This word, as appears

from its etymology, has a certain relation to Judi«

ciiim, to which it is opposed by Cicero {DirtML 4)

:

^ de quo non pniejudicium, sed plane jam judicium

factum.** The commentator, who goes under the

name of Asconius, observes on this passage, that a
praejudicium is something, which when established

becomes an emnplum for the judices {jmUoaturi)

to follow
; but this leaves us in doubt whether

he means something established in the same cause,

by way of preliminary inquiry, or something estab-

lished in a diCTerent, but a like cause, which would
be what we call a precedent Quintilian {Imt.

OnxL T. 1. 2) states that it is used both in the sense

of a precedent, in which case it is rather exemptum
than pnx^Hdicittm (res c* parilmi eautiijudieutae )

;

and also in the sense of a preliminary inquiry and
determination about something which belongs to

the matter in dispute {judicii* ad iptam cau*arn

petiMrmiibuM), from whence also comes the name
Praejudicium. This latter sense is in conformity

with the meaning of Pmejudiciales Actiones or

Praejudicia in which there is an intentio only and
imthiug else. (Gains, iv. 44.) These accordingly

were ^Icd Pmejudiciales Actiones which had for

their object the determination of some matter,

which was not accompanied by a condemnatio.
** A praojiidicium is an actio, which has not any
condemnatio as a consequence, but only a judici^

decUinition ns to the existence of a legal relation.

The name of this kind of actions comes from the

circumstance that they serve as preliminary to

other and future actions. All these Actiones are

to rem, that is, they avail not exclusively against a
determiiuUe person who owes a duty, like actions

which are founded on Obligationes.'* (Savigny,

dec. Tol. I p. 356.) For instance, the ques-

tion might be. Whether a man is a fistber or not, nr
Whether he has a Potestas over his child: these

were the subject of Praejudiciales Actionca If a
Cstbcr denied that the child who was bon of his

wife, or with which she was then pregnant, was
his child, this was the subject of a ** Praejudicium

cum patre de partu ognoscendo.** If a Judex
should hare declared that the child must be main-

tained by the reputed father, there must still bo

the Piaejndicium to ascertain whether the reputed

&tber is the true father. If it was doubtful

whether the mother was his wife, there must be

a praejudicium on this nutter before the praeju-

dicium de partu agnoscendo. These praejudical

actions then, were, as it appears, actions respecting

Status ; and they were either Civile# or Praetcwiac;.

It wai a Civilis Actio when the question was as

to libertas
; the rest seem to have been Praetorioc

Actiones. Quintilian makes a third class of Praeju-

dicia, ** cum de eadem causa pronuntiatum cst,** &c.

PRAK&

I

Sometimes Praejudicium means ineonvenienee,

damage, injury, which sense appears to arise from
the notion of a thing being prejudged, or decided

I without being Aiirly beard
;
and this sense of the

> word seems to be very nearly the same in which
it occurs in our law in the phrase ** without pre-

judice to other matters in the cause.**

(Oaius,*iii. 123, iv. 44 ; Dig. 25. tiL 3 ; Dig. 22.

tiL 3. s. 8 ;
Dig. 43. tiL 30. De liberis exhibeodis

;

InsL 4. tiL 6. s. 13 : and Theophilus, ParapAr, ad
InsL4.tiL 6. s. 13.) [O. L.]

PRAELU'SIO. [Oladiatorbs, p. 575, a ]

PRAENO'MKN. [Nomin.]
PHAEPETES. [Auoi:r, p. 175, b ]

PRAEPO'SITUS, which means a person

placed over, was given as a title in the later times

of the Roman empire to many officers: of these

the roost important was the Praepositui Saeri Cm-
Uetdi^ or chief chamberlain in the emperor*# palace.

(Cod. 12. tit 5 ;
Cod. Theod. 6. tit. 8.) Under

him was the Primicerius, together with the Cubi-
cularii and the corps of Silentiarii, commanded by
three decuriones, who preserved silence in the in-

terior of the palace, (Cod. 12. tiL 16 ;
Walter,

GescA. dee Pom. PechU, § 340, 2d ed.)

PRAEROGATI'VA. [Comitia, pp. 838, b,

339, b.]

PRAES. If we might trust a definition by
Ausonius {Idy/L xii. 9), he w*as called Vos who
gave security for another in a Causa Capital!# ; and
he who gave security for another in a civil action

was Praes. But this authority cannot be trusted,

and the usage of the words Vas and Praes was
certainly not alw*ays conformable to this definition.

According to Varro (Limp. Lot, vi. 74, ed. Muller),

any person w*as Vas, who promis:'d V'adimonium for

another, that is, gave security for another in any
legal proceeding. Festus («.o. I'adem) says that

Vas is a Sponsor in a rescapitolis. If Vas is genus,

of which \'as in its special sense, and Praes are

species, these definitions will be consistenL < Comp.
Sallust. Jmff. 35, 61 ; lIoraL SaL i. 1. 11, and
Heindorf's note.) Under Mamrepe Festus re-

marks, that Manceps signifies him who buys or

hires any public property (qwt a populo emit earn-

dmciipe\ and that he is also called Frees because
he is bound to make good bis contract (prfieetare

!

quod pnmisit)t as well as he who is his Praes.

(See also Varro, L e,) According to this, Praes is

a surety for one who buys of the state, and so called

because of his liability (praeefare). But the

etymology at least is doubtful, and we are iiiciincd

to think, false. The passage of Festus explains a
passage in the Life of Atticus (C. Nep. 6), in which
It is said that he never bought anything at public

auction (ad kaetam pmbHeam) and never was either

Manceps or Frees. A case is mentioned by Gel-

lias (vii. 19) in which a person was committed to

prison who could not obtain Preedes. The goods
of a Praes were called Preedia (Pscudo-Ascoo. •«

Verr. iL 1. 54), and in Cicero (/.«.) and Livy (xxiL

60)
** preedibus et preedits ** come together. Tho

phrase **piaedibus carere,**to give security, occurs

in the Digest (10. tit 3. a 6), where some editions

have ** pro aedibus cavere.**
( See the vnrious read-

ings ed. Oebauer and Spangenberg. ) The phrase
** praedcs rendere *' means to sell, not the praedcs

properly so called, but the things which are given

08 a security.

Praediatoret are supposed by Brissonius to be the

same as Proedet (Cic. pro Boik c. 20, odAtL zik
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H, 17 ;
Supton. Clawd. c. 9 ; Vml. Max< riiL 12),

at least so far os ther were sureties to the State.

But praediator is dehned by Oaius (it 61) to be

one ^ who buys from the people,'* and from the

context it is clear that it is one who buys a Pme-
dinm, which is further defined to be n thing pledged

to the popnlus ** res obligata populo.** The Prae*

diator then is he who buys a Praediura, that is, a

thing given to the populus as a security by a

Praes ; and the whole law relating to such matters

was called Jus Praediatoriom. (O. L.]

PHAKSCRl'PTIO, or rather TEMPOKIS
PRAESCRIPTIO, signihee the Ezeoptio or an*

s«’er which a defendant has to the demand of a

plaintiff^ founded on the circumstance of the lapse

of time. 'I'be word has properly no reference to

the plaintiff's loss of righ% bat to the defendant's

acquisition of a right by which he excludes the

plaintiff from prosecuting his suit. This right of

a defendant did not exist in the old Roman law.

When the Praetors gave new actions by their

Edict, they attached to them the condition that

those actions must be brought within a year (tWro

a$nHm judieittm that is a year from the time

when the right of action accrued. These actions

then were exceptions from the old rule, that all

actiones were perpetuac. This mle became ex*

tended by the Longi temporU praoscriptio, which

establish^ that in actions a^ut ownership, or

jura in re, ten, or in some cases twenty years,

would give a praescriptio, when the Possessor

could show that he had complied with the main
conditions of Usucapion, without having acquired

ownership by Usucapion, for if he hi^ he had
no need of any Exceptio. This rule was further

extended by Constantine, and a period of 30 or

40 years, for it teems that the time was not

quite settled, was to be considered as sufficient

for a praescriptio, though the defendant had not

complied with the conations of Usucapion. A
general constitution was made by Theodosius,

A. D. 424, which with some variations appears in

both the Codes {Cod. Tbeod. 4. tit. 14 ;
Cod. 7.

tit 39. s. 3) ; and it enacted that, as in the case

of the actiones already mentioned, there should be

no hereditatis petitk> after 30 years, and that after

the same time no personal action should be brought

The actio finium regundonim was excepted, and
also the action of a creditor for his pignus or hypo-

theca against the debtor, but not against others.

Praejudiciales actiones as to Status are not enume-
rated among those against which there was a
Praescriptio, but they seem to be included in the

general words bf the law. Justinian, by a con-

stitution of the year 630 (Cod. 7. tiU40. a 1),

established the general rule of 30 years for all

actions, with the exception of the actio hyputhecaria,

for which he required 40 years. His constitution

enumerates the following actions to which the

praescriptio of 30 years would apply : Fomiliae

nerciscundae, Commniiidividnndo, Finium regundo-
rum. Pro Socio, Forti et V i Bonorum Raptorura

;

and it adds, **neqae alterins cujnscunque perso-

nalis actio vitam longiorem esse triginta annis, &c.,

sed ex quo ab initio competit, et semel nata eat,

&c., post roemoratum tempos finiri." It thus ap-

penn that all actions were originally perpetuac,

that is, the right of action continued without any
interruption f^rom the lapse of time ; then some
were n^e subject to Praescriptio, and finally all

Were made so. In consequence of this change the
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term Perpetuac, origiiuUly applied to actions that

were not subject to praeAcriptiu, was used to signify

an actio in which 30 years wero necessary to give

a Praescriptio, as opposed to actiones iu which the

right Co a Praescriptio accrued in a shorter time.

(Inst. 4. tit. 12.)

The conditions necessary to establish a Prae-

seriptio were, 1, Actio Nat^ fur there roust be a
right of action in order that a praescriptio may
have an origin, and the date of its origin must be
fixed by the date of the right of action. 2. There
must be a continuous neglect on the part of the

person entitled to bring the action, in order th.it

the time of the Praescriptio may be reckoned
uninterruptedly. 3. Bona tides was not a neces-

sary ingredient in a Praescriptio, as such, because

it was the neglect of the plamtitf which laid the
foundation of the Praescriptio. But the longi tem-
poris praescriptio was made like to Usucapion as

to its conditiuns, of which bona fides a*as one.

Justinian (Cod. 7. tit 39. s. ti) required a bona
fides in the case of a thirty year Praescriptio, but
this was no new rule except so far as the Pos-
sessor claimed the benefit of Usucapio

; and as the

longi temporis prmeecriptio, as an independent rule

of law, disappeared from the legislation of Justinian,

the bona fides as a condition of praescriptio went
with it 4. The lapse of time, which was 30 years

;

but to this there were many exceptions.

The sources on the subject of Praescriptio are

referred to in Brinkmann'i In$tUutionei JurxM
liomaniy and Miiblenbruch's Doctrina i*an<UcU^
rrnn^ | 261, and § 481, on the distinction being

ultimately abolished between Praescriptio and
Usucapio ; Savigny, det heutiycM /fons.

Tol. T., from whom this outline is taken.

See also UsircAi>io.

Praescriptio had a special sense in Roman plead-

ings, which Oaius has explained as existing in his

time (iv. 130). These Pracsqiptioncs were pro

Hctore, and not pro rco ; and nn example will ex-

plain the term. It often luippcns that an obligatio

u such that a man is bound to another to do cer*

tain acts at certain times, as for instance, yearly,

half yearly, or monthly. The payment of iiiterut

on money would be an example. At the close of

any of these certain periods, the party to whom
the obligatio was due, might sue for what u-as

due, but not for what was not due, though an ob-
ligatio was contracted as to future time. When
a debt bad become due in consequence of an
obligatio, theie was said to be a Procstatio, or it

was said, ^aliqnid jam praestari oportet:** when
the obligatio existed, but the Praestatio was not

due, it was **futura praestatio," or it was said,

** praestatio adhuc nulla est." If then theplnintiif

wished to limit his demand to what was due, it

was necessary to uso the following Praescriptio

:

" Ea res agatur enjus rei dies fuit." (Compare Cic.

<U Or. i 37.) The name of Pmescriptiones, ob-

serves Gains, is manifestly derived from the cir-

cumstance of their being prefixed (pniescribnntur)

to the formulae, that is, they came before the In-

tentio. In the time of Gaius the Praescriptiones

were only used by the actor
; but formerly they*

were us^ also in frivour of a defendant (reus),

as in the following instance :
^ Ea res agatur quod

praejudicium hcreditati non fiat," which in the

time of Gaius was turned into a kind of exceplio

or answer, when the petitrr hereditatis, by using

a diffierent kind of actio, was prejudging the quca-
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tion of tlie hercditas (cum pctitor^ Ax. . . . pracjm-

dictum Jtcreditaii /aciul't. Compare Gaiiu Dig.

10. tit. 2. >. I
:
and »ee Phabjl'oicium).

Savigny ihowi that in the Icgielation of Jus*

tinian. Praescriptio and Exceptio are identical and
that either term can be us^ indifferently. He
obserres that the Pmescriptiones which in the old

form of procedure were introduced into the formula

for the beneht of the defendant, were properly Ex*
ceptionea, and it wu merely an accident that cer-

tain Exceptiones were placed before the intentio

instead of being placed at the end of the formula,

as was the usual practice. Subsequently, as ap-

pears from Oaius, only tbs Pracscriptiones pro

octore were prefixed to the formula ; and those

pro reo were placed at the end, and they retained,

though improperly, the name of Pracscriptionea

Thus Exceptio and Pracscriptio came to be used as

equiralcnt terms, a circumstance to which the disuse

of the Ordo judiciorum contributed. Yet in the

case of particular exceptiones, one or other of the

names was most in use, and the indiscriminate

employment of them was an exception to the

general rule; The prevalence of one or the other

name in particular cases is easily explained : thus,

the Doli and Rei Judicatae Exceptiones were al-

ways at the end of the Formula, and the Temporis

and Fori Praescriptioncs in earlier times were

placed at the beginning. Savigny adds that in

modem times Praescriptio has acquired the sense

of Usucapion, but this is never the sense of the

word Pracscriptio in the Roman law. Though
Exceptio and Pmescriptio came to be used as

equivalent, yet neither Exceptio nor Praescriptio

is used in the sense of Temporis pracscriptio with-

out the addition of the words Temporis, Temporalis,

triginta annorum, &c. (Savigny, dx. iv.

30i), V. 16.3.) [G.L.]
PRAESES. [pRoviNcu.]
PRAESUL. fjJAUi.l

PRAETE'RITI SENATO'RES. [Sbnatcs.]
PRAETEXTA- [Tooa.]
PRAETOR. According to Cicero (efe iii. 3)

Praetor was a title which designated the consuls

as the leaders of the armies of the state ; and he
considers the a'ord to contain the same elemental

ports as the verb praein. The period and office of

the command of the consuls might appropriately be

called Praetorium. (Liv. viii. 11.) Praetor aai
also a title of office among the Latins : and it is

the name which Livy gives to the ilralegus of the

Achacans.

The first praetor specially so called was ap-

pointed in the year B. c. 366, and he was chosen

only from the Patricians, who had this new office

created as a kind of mdemniheation to themselves

for Ifcing compelled to share the consulship with

the Plebeians. (Liv. vL 42, vii. 1.) No Plebeian

praetor was appointed till the year b. c 337. The
Praetor was called collega consulibos, and was
eUcted with the same auspices at the Comitia

Centuriota. The consuls were elected first, and
then the praetors. (Liv. xlr. 44.)

The Praetorship was originally a kind of third

consulship, and the chief functions of the praetor

(jus in ur6e dicere^ Liv. vi. 42 ; Jura reddere^ Liv.

vii. 1 ) were a portion of the functions of the con-

suls, who according to the passage of Cicero above

referred to,' were also called judices a judicando.

The praetor sometimes commanded the armies of

the state
;
and while the consult were absent with
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the armies, he exercised their functions within the

city. Ho was a Mogistratus Curulis and bo had
the Iropcrium, and consequently was one of the

Mogistratus Majores : but he owed respect and
obedience to the consuls. (Polyb. xxxiii. i.) His
insignia of office were six lictors, whence he is

called by Polybius vyf/iitr or trTparpyhs

Kvr, and sometimes simply Plutarch

(SuKoy 5) uses the expression (rrparTrytairoAiTtir^.

At a later period the Praetor had only two lictors

in Rome. (Censorinus, c. 24.) The praetorship

was at first given to a consul of the preceding year
ns appciirs from Livy. L. Papirius was praetor

aftor being consul. (Liv. x. 47.)

In the year b. c.246 another Praetor was ap-
pointed, whose business was to administer justice

I
in matters in dispute between peregrini, or perc-

I
grini and Roman citisens

;
and accordingly he was

called Praetor Peregrinus. (Dig. 1. tit. 2. s. 28.)
The other Praetor was then called Praetor Urbanus
qui jus inter cives dicit,** and sometimes simply

Praetor Urbanus and Praetor Urbis. The two
Praetors detennined by lot which functions they
should respectively exorcise. If either of them
wTis at the head of the army, the other performed
all the duties of both within the city. Some-
times the military imporium of a Praetor was pro-

longed for a second year. M'hen the territories of
the state were extended l>eyond the limits of
Italy, new praetors were made. Thus two prae-

tors were creati^ B. c. 227, for the administration

of Sicily and Sardinia, and two more were added
when thf* two Spanish provinces were formed b. c.

197. When there were six praetors, two stayed
in the city, and the other four went abroad.

(Liv. xlv. 44). The Senate determined their

provinces, which were distributed among them by
lot. (Liv. xxxii. 27, 28.) After the discharge of

his judicial functions in the city, a Praetor often

had the administration of a province with the title

of Propraetor, and sometimes with the title of Pro-
consul. Sulla increased the number of Praetors

to eight, which Julius Caesar raised successively to

ten, twelve, fourteen, and sixteen. (Dion Cassius,

xlii.51, xliii. 5J, and the notes of lieiiuarus.)

Augustus after several changes fixed the number
at twelve. Under Tiberius there were sixteen.

Two praetors were appointed by Claudius for mat-
ters relating to Fidcicommissa, when the business

in this department of the law had become con-

siderable, but Titus reduced the number to oue
;

and Nerva added a Praetor for the decision of

matters between the FiKus and individuals.

**Tbus,** says Pomponius, speaking of his own
time, ** eighteen praetors administer justice (ju4

dicunt) in the State." (Dig. 1. lit 2. s. 34.) M.
Aurelius, according to Capitolinus (Af. Ant. c. 10),

appointed a Praetor for matters relating to tutclo,

which must have taken place after Pomponius
wrote. [Panokctak.] The main duties of the

Praetors were judicial, and it appears that it was
found necessary from time to time to increase their

number, and to assign to them special departments

of the administration of justice.

Sometimes, extraordinar}' duties were imposed
on them, as in the case of the Praetor Peregrinus

(B.C. 144) who was comiuiiisiuned by a SenaUis-

consultum to look after the repair of certain aque-

ducts and to prevent the improper use of the water.

(Frontinus, De Aauaeduct^ lib. 1.)

The Praetor Urbanus was specially named
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Praetor, and he 'A'as the Bnt in rank. His duties

confined him to Rome, ns is implied by the name,

and he could only leave the city for ten days at n

time. It was part of his duty to superintend the

Ludi Apollinares. He was also the chief rongis-

tmte for the administration of justice, and to tho

Edicta of the successive praetors the Roman Law
owes in a great degree its dcvelopement and im-

pruvemenL Both the Praetor Urbonus and the

Praetor Peregrinus had the Jus Edicendi (Oalus,

i. 2), and their functions in this respect do not ap-

pear to have been limited on the establishment of

the imperial power, though *it must have been

gradually restricted ns the practice of Imperial

Constitutions and Rescriptsbec^e common. [ Edic-

TUM.] The limits of these two praetors* adminis-

tration were expressed by the term Urbatme Pro-

Tinciae.

The chief judicial functions of the Praetor in

civil matters consisted in giving a judex. [Judbx.]
It was only in the case of Interdicts, that ho de-

cided in a summary way. [Interdictum. 1 Pro-

ceedings before the praetor were technically said

to be injure.

The Praetors also presided at trials of criminal

matters. Those were the Quaestioncs perpetuae

(Cic. Brut. c. 27), or the trials for Repetundae,

Ambitus, Majestas, and Pcculatus, which, when
there were six praetors, were assigned to four out

of the number. Sulla added to these Quaestioncs
|

those of Falsum, Dc Sicariis et Veneheis, and I)c

Parricidis, and for this purpose he added two or

according to some accounts four praetors, for the

accounts of Pomponius and of other writers do not

agree on this point. (Sueton. Caesar^ 41 ; Dion
Cass. xlii. 51.) On these occasions the Praetor

presided, but a body of judices determined by a

majority of votes the condemnation or acquittiU of

the accused. [Judicium.]
The Praetor when he administered justice sat

on a sella Cunilis in a Tribunal, which was that

part of the Court which was appropriated to the

Praetor and his assessors and friends, and is op-

posed to the Subsellia, or part occupied by the

Judices, and others who were present. (Cic. Brut.

64.) But the Praetor could do many ministerial

acts out of court, or as it was expressed e piano., or

cjc aequo loco, which terms are opposed to e trihunali
\

or ex superiore loco : for instance, he could in cer-

tain cases give validity to the act of manumission

when he was out of doors, as on his rood to the

bath or to the theatre. (Gaius, i. 20.)

A person who bad b^n ejected from tho senate

could recover his rank by being made Praetor

(Dion Cassius, xxxviL 30 ;
Plutarch, Cicero, 17).

^llustius was made praetor ini rtf riir BovKiiy

iufa\aS(iK (Dion Cassius, xliL 52.)

The Proctors existed with vaiy’ing numbers to

a late period in the Empire, and they had still

jiirisdictio. (Cod. 7. tit. 62. s. 17; 5. tit. 71. s. 18.)

The functions of the Praetors, as above ob-

served, were chiefly judicial, and this article should

be completed by a reference to Edictum, Impb-
RIU.M, JuDBX, JURISDICTIO, MaOISTRATUS PRO-
viNciA. To the authorities referred to under

Edictum may be added, “ Die Pratorischen Edicte

dcr Kiimcr, &C., von D. Eduard Sclunder, Weimar,
1815.” [G.L.]
PRAETO'RIA A'CTIO. [Actio.]

PRAETO'RIA COHORS. [Praetoriani.]
PRAETORIA'NI, sc. militet, or J*ractoriae
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Coliortes, a body of troops instituted by Augustus
to protect his person and his power, and called

by that name in imitation of the Praeloria Co^
/tors, or select troop, which attended the person of

the praetor or general of the Roman army. (Sal-

lust, Cal. 60; Cic. Cat, ii. 11 ;
Caes. Bell. CalL

1. 40.) This cohort is said to have been first

formed by Scipio Africanus out of the bravest

troops, whom he exempted from all other duties

except guarding his person, and to whom he gave
sixfold pay (Festns, s. r.)

; but even in the early

times of the republic the Roman general seems to

have been attended by a select troop. (Liv. ii. 20.)
In the time of the civil wars the number of tho

praetorian cohorts was greatly increased (Appian,
Bell. Civ. iii. 67, v. 3) ;

but the establishment of

them as a separate force was owing to the policy

of Augustus. They originally consisted of nine

(Tac. Ann. iv. 5; Suet Aug. 49) or ten cohorts

(Dion C^ass. Ir. 24), each consisting of a thousand
men, horse and foot. They were chosen only
from Italy, chiefly from Etruria and Umbria, or

ancient lAitium, and the old colonics (Tac. I, c.

Hist. i. 84), but afterwards from Maccdoaia,
Noricum, and Spain also. (Dion Cass. Ixxiv. 2.)

Augustus, in accordance with his general policy

of avoiding the appearance of despotism, stationed

only three of these cohorts in the capital, and dis-

persed tho remainder in the odjnccnt toams of

Italy. (Suet Aug. 49.) Tiberius, however, under
pretence of introducing a stricter discipline among
them, assembled them all at Rome in a permanent
camp, which was strongly fortified. (Tac. Ann.
iv. 2; Suet Tiber. 37; Dion Cass. Ivii. 19.) Their
number was increased by Vitcllius to sixteen co-

horts, or 16,000 men. (Tac. Hist, ii. 93.)

The Praetorians were distinguished by double
pay and especial privileges. Their term of sen-ico

w<ns .originally fixed by Augustus at twelve years

(Dion Cass. liv. 25), but was afterwards increased

to sixteen years
;
and when they had sen-cd their

time, each soldier received 20,000 sesterces. (Id.

Iv. 23 ; Tac. Ann. L 17.) All the Praetormns
seem to have had tho same rank as the centurions

in the regular legions, since we are told by Dion
(Iv. 24) that they had the privilege of canying a
vitis ((xiSSos) like the centurions. The Praetorians,

however, soon became the most powerful body in

the state, and like the janissaries at Constantinople,

frequently deposed and elevated emperors accord-

ing to their pleasure. Even the most powerful
of the emperors were obliged to court their favour

;

and they always obtained a liberal donation upon
the accession of each emperor. After the death

of Pertinax (a. d. 1 93) they even offered the em-
pire for sale, which w'as purchased by Didius

Julianus (Dion Cass. IxxiiL 11 ;
Spartion. Julian.

2, Hcrodian. ii. 7) ;
but upon the accession of

Severus in the same year they were disbanded, on
account of the part they had taken in the death of

Pertinax, and banished from the city. (Dion Cass.

Ixxiv. 1.) The emperors, however, could not dis-

pense with guards, and accordingly the Praetorians

were restored on a new model by Severus, and
increased to four times their ancient number. In-

stead of being levied in Italy, Macedonia, Nori-

cum, or Spain, ns formerly, the best soldiers were
now draughted from all the legions on the frontiers;

so that the praetorian cohorts now formed tho

bravest troops of the empire. (Dion Cass. Ixxiv. 2;
Hcrodian. liL 13.) Diocletian reduced their nura-
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ben and abolished their privileges (Auiel. Viet.

df. Cut, 39) ; they were still allowed to remun at

Rome, but had no longer the guard of the em>
peror's person, as he never resided in the capital.

Their numben were again increased by Maxentias,

but after his defeat by Constantine, a. o. 31*2, they

weiv entirely suppressed by the Latter, their for-

tified camp destroyed, and those who had not

perished in the battle between Constantine and
Maxentius were dispersed among the Icgiona

(^^oiimus, ii. 17; Aurel. Viet, dt Caet. 40.) The
ne^fonn of government established by Constantine

did not require such a body of troops, and accord-

ingly they were never revived. The empuror's body
guards now only consisted of the Domesiici, horse

and foot under two comites, and of the Protectores.

(Cod, 12. tit. 17; Cod. Theod. 6. tit. 24.)

The commanders of the Praetorians were called

PRABrKCTi Phabtoeio, whose duties, powers,

iac. arc mentioned in a separate article.

PRAETO'RIUM was the name of the general's

tent in the camp, and was so called bemuse the

name of the chief Roman magistrate was originally

pmetor, and not consul. [Castra, p. 249.] The
officers who attended on the general in the Prat-
ton'am, and formed his council of war, were called

by the same name. (Liv. xxx. 6.) The word was
also used in sevcnil other significalions, which
were derived from the original one. Thus the

residence of a governor of a province was called

the Praeiorium (Cic. c. rerr. iv. 20, t. 33 ;

St John, xviii. 28, 33) ; and the same name was
also given to any large boose or palace. (Suet
Awj, 72, Cal. 37 ;

Juv. i. 75 ;
praeioria volvptati

tantum dfttrvientia^ Dig. 50. tit 16. s. 196.) The
camp of tho Praetorian troops at Rome, and fre-

quently the Praetorian troops themselves, were
called by this name. [Prabtorianl]
PRAEVARICATOR. [Sinatusconsuitum

TURPltlANItM.]
PRA'NDIUM. [CoRKA, p. 306, b.]

PRECA'RIUM. [iNTRRDlCTUM.j
PRELUM, or PRAELUM, is a part of a

press used by the ancients in making wine, olive-

oil, and paper. The press itself was called tor-

cmiar

;

and the prelum was that part which was
either screwed or knocked down upon the things

to be pressed, in order to squeexe out the last

juices. (Serv. ad Virg. Georg, ii. 242; Vitniv. vl 9.)

Sometimes, however, prelum and torcniar are used

as convertible terms, a part being named instead

of the whole. As regards the pressing of the

grapes, it should be remembered that they were
first trodden with the feet

;
but as this process did

not press out all the juice of the grapes, they were
afterwards, with their stalks and peels {tonpi et

foilinUi)^ put under the prelum. (V'arro, de He
Hud. L 54 ;

comp. Colum. xii. 38.) Cato {<U He
Hud. 31) advised bis countrymen always to make
the prelum of the wood of black maple {oarphuu
otra% After all the juice was pressed out of the

grapes, they were collected in casks, water was
poured upon them, and after standing a night they

were pressed again. Tho liquor thiu obtained

utts c^led lora
;

it was preserved in casks, and
URs used as a drink for workmen during the

winter. (Varro, Le.) Respecting the use of the

prelum in making olive-oil, and in the manufacture

of paper, see Plin. H. N, xv. 1, xiii. 25 ; Colum.
Xil50. [L.S.]
PRIMICE'RIUS, a name given to various
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officers and dignitaries under the later Romaa
empire, is explained by Suidas («. r.) to be the per-

son who holds the first rank in any thing. The
ct3rmology of the word is donbtful : it is supposed

that a person was called Primiotriut because his

name stood first in the wax (ceraX that is, the

tablet made of wax, which contained a list of per-

sons of any rank.

The word Primieerius docs not seem to have
been aluRys applied to the person who was at the

head of any department of the state or army, but

also to the one second in command or authority ;

as, for instance, the Primiceritu Saeri CtdneuH^

who was under the Praeposltt Saeri Cuhiruii.

[pRABPosiTUS.] Various Primiceril are men-
tioned, as the Primiceritu Domudieomm and Pro-
tectorum (Cod. 12. tit. 17. s. 2), Fabrieae (Cod.

11. tit 9. s. 2), Afetttorum (Cod. 12. tit. 28. s. 1),

A^ofarioTHm (Cod. 12. tit. 7X &C.
PRIMIPILA'RES. [Exbrcitus, p. 508, b.]

PKIMIPI'LUS. (ExBRCiTua, p. 505.)
PRI.NXEPS JUVENTU'TIS. [Equitbs.]
PRINCKPS SENATUS. (Sbnatcs.)
PRINCIPA'LIS PORTA. [Castba, p.249.]
PIU'NCIPES. [Exbrcituk, pp. 495—497.

J

PRI.NCPPIA. [Exbrcitub, |>. 502, b.j

PRIVILE GIUM. (Lex, p. 683, b.)

PROAGOGEIAS GRAPHE {irpoayuytiat

Tpo^), a prosecution against those persons who
performed the demding office of pimps or pro-

curers (Tpoayuyol). Bv the law of Solon the

heaviest punishment (ra p4yfirra ^irtripid) was
indicted on such a person {idu ns iXtl/Otpov ralBa

ly yvuaiKa wpoayttyevirg^ Acsch. e. TVmorril A. 26.

ed. Steph.). According to Plutarch {Sol. 23), a
penalty of twenty drachms «’nji imposed for the

same filTcnce. To roconcilc this statement with

that of Aeschines, we may suppose with Plainer

{Proe. und KUig. rol. ii. p. 216) that the law
mentioned by Plutarch applied only to prostitutes.

An example of a man put to dea^ for taking an
Olytitbian girl to a brothel (trrftoas olicfifueroi)

occurs in Dinorchus (c. DemodJt, 93, ed. Steph. )L

.K prosecution of a man by Hrperides wpoa-

yotyl^ is mentioned by Pollux (iii. 27). A charge

(probably false) was brought against Aspasia

getting freeborn women into her house for the use
of Pericles. (Plut. PerieL 32 ; Aristoph. Adam.
527.) In connection with this subject see the

Hbtairbsboh Graphs and Phthoras toh
Elbutubrow Graphs. (Meier, Aft. Proe. p,

332.) [C. R. K.)
PRO'BOLE (irpo8oX^), an accusation of a cri-

minal nature, preferred before the people of Athens
in assembly, with a view to obtain their sanction

for bringing the charge before a judicial tribunal.

It may be compared in this one respect (viz., that

it was a preliminary step to a more formal trial)

with our application for a criminal information ;

though in regard to the object and mode of pro-

ceeding there is not much resemblances The
wpo€a\^ was reserved for those cases where the

public had sustained an injury, or where, from the

station, power, or infiuence of the delinquent, the

prosecutor might deem it hasardous to proceed in

the ordinary way without being authorised by a
vote of the sovereign assembly. Id this point it

differed from the ciVa77€Afa, that in the latter

the people were called upon either to pronounce

final judgment or to direct sonic pecxiliar method
of tri^

; whereas in the after the judg-

lO oy
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ment of the atfembly, the partiee proceeded to

trial in the niual manner. The court before whom
thej appeared, howerer influenced they might be

by the prafjMJieimm of the people, were under no

lejpd compulsion to abide by their decision ; and
on the other hand it is not improbable that if the

people refused to give judgment in farour of the

complainant, he might still proceed against his ad>

Yersary by a or a private action, acewding
to the nature of the case. (Plainer, Proc. md KL
toL i. p. 382.)

The casM to which the wpoioKfi was applied

were complaints against magistrates for official mis-

conduct or oppression
; against those public in-

fbnnen and mischief-makers who were called (Tmco-

^dyrtu
I
against those who outraged public decency

at the religious festivals ; and against all such as

by evil practices exhibited disaffection to the state.

(Ilarpoc. and Saidas, a v. Karax*tpo^ovla ; Pollux,

viii. 46 ; Aesch. <fs Fait, Leg. 47 ; Isocr. trspl

ds>ri3. 344, ed. Steph.)

With respect to magistrates, Schumann (de

p. 231) thinks that the could only be

Drought against them at those 49tx*iporo¥Uu whkh
were held at the first Kvpla in every Pry-

taneia, when the people inquired into the conduct of

magistrates, with a view to continue them in office

or depose them, according to their deserts. An
example of magistrates being so deposed occurs in

l>emostb. e. Tbeocr. ) 330. The people (says Schd-

mann) could not proceed to the htix*^wTovia ex-

cept on the complaint (vpo^oA^) ofsome individual

;

the deposed magistrate was afterwards brought to

trial, if the accuser thought proper to prosecute the

matter further. There appears, however, to be no
authority for .limiting the irpo9oXal against magi-
strates to these particular occasions

; nod other

writers have not agreed with Schumann on this

point. (Plainer, Pnc. tmd KL vol. i. p. 385;
bleier, Ati. Proc. p. 273.)

An example of a vpo6sA^ against Sycophants is

that which the people, discovering too late their

error in putting to death the generals who gained

the battle of Arginusae, directed to be brought

Against their accusers. (Xcn. IltU. i 7. 11 31>.)

Another occurs in Lysias (e. Agorat. 135, ed.

Sieph.), where the words &irarr«s «ral

Tfp irol 4y ouKo<p€unias

tcvriyyttrt^ describe the course of proceeding

ill this method of prosecution. (Schumann, de

Com. p. 234.)

Those who worked the public mines clandes-

tinely, and those who were guilty of pcculntit>n or

enjbesxlemoit of the public money, were liable to

a wpodoXii. A case of cmbexzlcment is referred to

by Demosthenes e. Mid. 584. (Schumann, Lc. ;

Plainer, Proc. tmd Kl. vol. L p. 381.)

But the which has become most cele-

brated, owing to the speech of Demosthenes aninst
Meidios, is that which was brought for misbeha-
viour at public festivals. We learn from the laws

cited in that speech (517, 518, 571) that vpoioXal
were enjoined against any persons who, at the

Dionysian, Thargclian, or Eleusinian festival (and
the same enactment was probably extended to

ether festivals), had been guilty of such an offence

as would fall within the description of iaf^cia
wfpi iopT^K A riot or disturbance during the

ceremony, an assault, or other grow insult or out-

rage, committed upon any of the performers or

sprvtaton of the games, whether dtisen or foreigner.
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and even upon a slave, much more upon a magistrate

or officer engaged in superintending the performance;
an attemgt to imprison by legal process, and even
a levying of execution upon the goods of a debtor,

during the continuance of the fesli^-al, was held to

be a profanation of its sanctity, and to subject the

offender to the penalties of these statutes. For
any such offence complaint was to be made to the
Prj’tanes (». «. the Proedri), who were to bring for-

ward the charge at an assembly to be held soon
aRer the festival in the theatre of Dionysus. The
defendant was to be produced before the assembly.
Both parties were beard, and then the people pro-

ceeded to vote by show of hands. Those who
Vited in favour of the prosecution were said xaro-
X«<poTo>'«i*', those who were against it dvox«po-
rorttr. The complainant was said irpo€dX.\^<r$ai

rhr dSucourro, and the people, if they condemned
him, TpoKarayrovyai. (Demosth. c. 578, 583,
586.)

Some difficulty has arisen in explaining the fol-

lowing words in the law above referred to :— rjif

wpoSoXiit «’apa3<8dTSMraK tcai kr itcrtriop^vat

ticty. Plainer (Proc. tmd Kl. vol. L p. 384) and
Schomann (de Cbss. p. 238) suppose that by these

words the Prytancs arc commanded to bring before

the people those complaints, for which satisfaction

has not been made by the offender to the prose-

cutor ; and, to show that a compromise would be
legal. Plainer refers to Demosthco^ e. Mid. 563,
583 ; to which we may add the circumstance that

Demosthenes is said to have compromised his charge
against Meidias for a sura of money, Meier {AtL
Proc. p. 275) ex(>lains it thus: that the Prytanes

(or rather Proedn) were to bring before the people

all the trpo€o\aif except those of a trifling cha-

racter, for which they were themselves empowered
to impose a fine. (As to the power of fining see

Aft. J*roc. p. 34.) If we suppose the complaint to

take the name of wpo€o\^i upon its being presented

to the Proedri, the expression /KTcri(r>t4n) wpoioK^

wilt cause no difficulty
;

for as 8i’m)v rlt'sii' signifies

to pay the damages aAVirded in an action, so Tpo~

€oK^y riy§iy may signify, to pay tho fine imposed

by the magistrates bi-f-re whom tho charge a'as

brought ; and wpo€o\i)v is not used improperly for

any more thnn Fiktjw is for ripLrjpui in tho

other CtOse. Perhaps there is more force in another

objection urged by Plainer, vie^ that (according to

this interpretation) the not bringing the case before

the assembly is made to depend on the non-pag-

mrnL and not (os might have been expected) on

the impontioH of the fine-

Thc people having given their sentence for the

prosecution, the case was to be brought into the

court of Hcliaea. In certain cases of a scrions

nature the defendant might l>e required to give

boil for his appearance, or (in defatdt thereof) go

to prison. (Meier, Att Proc. p. 276.) The persons

on whom devolved the hKarrjiftlov were,

according to Pollux (viii. 87), the Thesmothetae.

Meier (/. e.) thinks this would depend on the

nature of the cause, and that upon a charge for the

profanation of a festival, the cogniance woqld be-

long to such of the three superior arcbons os had

the snpcrintendcnce thereof. This would (no

doubt) follow from the ordinary principles of Athe-

nian jurispnidence ; but it may be conceived that

the extraordinary nature of the complaint by trpo~

might take it out of the common course of

practice. (Platnet, p. 385.) The dicasU hod to pro«
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iKmncfi their rerdict on the ^ilt of the party, and

to auc«« the penalty, which nii^ht be di-atb, or

only a pecuniary fine, according to their di*cretion.

The trial (it teems) vi'iit attended with no risk to

the protecutor, who was considered to proceed under

the authoritr of the popular decree. (Meier, yftL

Froc. p. ‘277.) [C. R. K-1
PROBOULEUMA (*'potfoiJXev>ia). [Boulb,

p.21«, b.]

PUOBOULI (wf^6iov\ot\ a name applicable

to any persons who are appointed to consult nr take

nieasuret for the benefit of the people. Thus, the

delegates who were tent by the twelve Ionian

cities to attend the Panionian council, and deliberate

on the afifh-irs of the confederacy, were called

9ot/Xot. (Herod. TU 7.) So were the deputies sent

by the several Greek states to attend the congress

at the Isthmus, on the occasion of the second Per-

sian invasion (Herod, vii. 17*2)
;
and alto the en-

voys whom the Greeks agreed to send annually to

Plataca. (Plutarch, .dris/. 21.) The word is also

used like rops^vAoicsr, to denote an oligarchical

body, in whom the government of a state was
vested, or who at least exercised a controlling power
over the senate and popular assemblies. Such were

the sixty senators of Cnidus ; and a similar body
appears to have existed at Megara, where, although

democracy prevailed at an earlier period, the go-

vernment became oligarchical before the beginning

of the Peloponno’sian war. (ArisU Pol. iv. 1*2. § 8, vi.

5. § 13 ; MUller, />or. lit. 9. § 10 ; Wachsmuth, Al-

ierti. vol. i. pt 2. p. 0 1 ;
Schbmonn, A nliq. Jur. publ,

p. 8‘2.) A body of men called rpd^ovAoi were ap-

pointed at Athens, after the end of the Sicilian a*nr,

to act as a committee of public safety. Thucydides
(viii. 1) calls them Tirairp<9ffuTfpwr ovSpwr,

oXrufti ir«pl rwr iropdrrwy diT ^ fcoiphr ^ vpo9ou>

KtvaoxMTt. They were ten in number. (Suidaa, s. r.

EpdfovAoi.) Whether their appointment arose out

of any concerted plan for overturning the constitu-

tion, is doubtful. The ostensible object at least a*as

different
; and the measures which they took for

defending their country, and prosecuting the war.

apjicar to have been prudent and vigorous. Their

anlboriiy did not last much longer than a year
;

fora year and a half afterwards Pisander and his

colleagues established the council of Four Hundred,
b^' which the democracy was overthrown. (Thucyd.

vjii. 67 ;
Wachsmuth, vol. L pt. 2. p. 197.) The

first step which had been taken by Pisandcr and
liis party, a*as to procure the election of n body of

men, called ^vyyp<uf>tTs altroKpdroptSy who were
to draw up a plan, to bo submitted to the people,

for remodelling the constitution. Thucydides says

they were ten in number. Horpocration (s. r.

ivyyfKuftfts) cites Androtion and Philochorus os

having stated that thirty were chosen, and adds,
*0 8« 6ovKMdi8i}t T»r 8^xa 4fiyrfp6ytviTi pl6po¥ twk
rpo^uoAwy. This and the language of Suidas (s.v.

npd^ovAot) have led Schbmann to conjecture that the >

vpdSouAoi were elected as (riry7pei^if, and twenty

more persons associated with them, making in all
i

the thirty mentioned by Androtion and Philochorus.

{Ant jur. ptdJ. 181.) Others have thought that

.

the <fwyypa<p«ry of Thucydides have been con-
|

founded by grammarians with the thirty tyrants,

who were first chosen o1 Toiff worplouj vdpoos

o’lfyypd^'Wtri Koff oht woXtr^vffovtri, ( Xcn. IhU-,

ii. 3. g 2 ;
Ooeller, ad Tfmc. viiL 67.) These

Athenian •wp6tovKoi are alluded to by Aristophanes

in the Ljfnttrata (467), which was acted the year

PUOCONSUU
after the Sicilian defeat, and by Lysias, c. KratostK
1*26, cd. Steph. [C. R. K.l
PHOC 1 1 K I ROTO'N IA (irpox«peToWa).

[But’LB, p. 211, a.]

PROCLE'SIS (wpdxAijffij). [Diabtstab,
p. 398, b.l

PROCONSUL is an officer who acts in the

place of a consul without holding the office of con-

sul itself ; though the proconsul was generally one
who had held the office of consul, so that the pro-

consulship was a continuation, though a modified
one, of the consulship. The first time that we
meet with a consul, whose imperium was prolonged

after the year of his consulship, is at the com-
mencement of the second Samnitc w*ar, at the end
of the consular year 327 B. c., when it wnis tbonght
advisable to prolong the imperium {imperium pro-
rogare) of Q. Publilius Philo, whose return to Rome
would have been followed by the loss of most of
the advantages that bad been gained in his cam-
paign. (Liv. viii. 23, 26.) The power of proconsul

was conferred by a senatusconsultum and plcbis-

citum, and was nearly equal to that of a regular

consul, for he had the imperium and jurisdictio,

but it dilfered inasmuch as it did not extend over
the city and its immediate vicinity (see Niebuhr,
Hist, q/'/fomc, iil p. 186, who infers it from Gaius, ir.

104, lOo), and n*os conferred without the auspicia

by a mere decree of the senate and people, and not

in the comitia for elections. (Lir. iz. 42, x. 22,
xxxii. 28, xxiv. 13.) Hence whenever a procon-

sul led bis army back to Rome for the purpose of

holding a triumph, the imperium (in urhe) was
especially granted to him by the people, which
was, of course, not necessary when a consul tri-

umphed during the year of his office. Livy (iii,

4), it is true, mentions men appointed with pro-

consular power at a much earlier period than the

time of i*ublilius Philo
;
but there is this difierence,

that in this earlier instance the proconsular power
is not an imperium frrorogatutny but a fresh ap-

pointment as commander of the reserve, and
Niebuhr {Hist, of /fome, il p. 123) justly remarks
tliat Livy here probably applies the phraseology of

a much later time to the commander of the reserve
;

and this is the more probable as Dionysius (ix. 12)
speaks of this ^mffrpaTrrf^t as having b^n ap-

pointed by the consuls. Nineteen years after the

proconsulship of Publilius Philo, 308 B. c., Livy
(ix. 42) relates timt the senate alune, and without

a plebiacitum, prolonged the imperium of the consul

Q. Fabius Maximus Rullianiu
; but it is manifest

that here again Livy transfers a later institution to

a time when it did not yet exist
;

for it was only

by the lex Maenia (236 B. c.) that the Senate ob*

tained the right to prolong the imperium.

When the number of Roman provinces had be-

come great, it was customary for the consuls, who
during the latter period of the republic spent the

year of their consulship at Rome, to undertake at

its close the conduct of a war in a province, or its

peaceful administration. (Cic de Nat. iJeor. ii. 3 ;

Liv. xxxiil 25 ;
Cic. ad Fast, viii. 5. 13.) There

arc some extraordinary cases on record in which a

man obtained a province with the title of proconsul

without having held the consulship before. Tbs
first case of this kind occurred in B. c. 21 1, when
young P. Cornelius Scipio ven$ created proconsul of

Spain in the comitia centnriata. (Liv. xxvL 18.)

During the bast period of the republic such cases

occuiTL-d more frequently. (Pint. Aemil. Paul, 4 ;



PRODIGIUM.
Cie. dt Xjtg. i. 20.) Respecting the po«*en and
jurisdiction of the proconsuls in the provinces, see

PaOVINCIA.
After the administration of the empire was

newly regulated by Constantine, parts of certain

dioceses were under the administration of pro-

consuls. Thus a part of the diocese of Asia, called

Asia in a narrower sense, Achaia in the diocese

of Macedonia, and the consular province in the

diocese of Africa, were governed by proconsuls.

(Walter, QtaAxdde de» Himuchm Iteckts^ § SG8,

2d edit) [L.S.]
PROCUBITO'RES. [Exercitus, p. 503, a.]

PROCURATOR is the person who has the

numagement of any business committed to him by <

another. Thus it is applied to a person who main-
tains or defends an action on beh^f of another, or,

as we should sav, an attorney [Actio] ; to a

steward in a family [Calculator] : to an officer

in the provinces l^langing to the Caesar, who at-

tended to the duties discharged by the quaestor in

the other provinces [Provi.vcia] : to an officer

engaged in the administration of the Fitcus [Fis-

cus] : and to various other officers under the

empire.

PRODI'GIUM in its widest acceptation de-

notes any sign by which the gods indicated to men
a future event, whether good or evil, and thus in-

cludes omens and auguries of every description.

( Virg. A«n. v. 638 ; Servius, ad loe, i Plin. //. N.
xi. 37 ; Cic. i» rsrr. iv. 49.) It is, however,
generally employed in a more restrict^ sense to

'

signify some strange incident or wonderful appear-

ance which was snppoted to herald the approach

of misfortune, and happened under such circum-

stances as to announce that the calamity was im-

pending over a whole community or nation mther
;

than fM’ivate indiNridoals. The word may he con-
j

tidcr^ synonymous with os/ea/am, motutrum^ por- .

tfatum. ** Quia enim ostendunt, porUmdunt, mons-
j

trant, praedicunt
;
ostenta, portenta, monstra, pro-

!

digia dicuntur.** (Cic. de l>iv. i. 42.) It should '

be observed, however, that prodigium must be de-

rived from ago^ and not from dico, os Cicero would
have it.

Since prodigies were viewed as direct manifesta-

tions of the wrath of heaven, and warnings of

coming vengeonce, it was believed that this wrath
might be appeased, and consequently this venge-

ance averted, by prayers and sacrihccs duly offered

to the offended powers. This being a matter which
deeply concerned the public welfare, the necessary

rites were in ancient times regularly performed,

under the direction of the pontihcct, by the consuls

before they left the city, the solemnities being
taW'iA prtKMi'otio pndigiorum. Although from the
very nature of the occurrences it was impossible to

anticipate and provide for every contingency, we
have reason to know that rules for expiation, ap-

plicable to a great variety of cases, were laid down
in the OtUmiofia^ the lAri Rituale$^ and other sacred

books of the Etrurians (Cie. de Div. i. 33 ;
MUller,

AVnwfccr, vol. i. pp. 33, 36, 343, vol. ii. pp. 30, 99,

122, 131, 146, 337), with the contents of which the

Romaii [^iests were well acquainted ; and when the

prodigy was of a very terrible or unprecedented
natnre it was usual to seek counsel from some re-

nowned Tuscan seer, from the Sibylline books, or

even from the Delphic oracle. Prodigies were fre-

quently suffered to pass unheeded when they were
considered to have no direct reference to public
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! affiurs, as, for example, when the marvel reported

I

had been observed in a private mansion or in some
I
town not closely connected with Rome, and in this

case it was said non tueeipi^ but a regular record of

the more important was carefully presented in the

Annals, may be seen from the numerous details

dispersed throughout the extant books of Livy.

(Sm Liv. ii. 42, iii. 10, zxir. 44, xxxviL 3, xliii.

13 ;
MUller, f/ieAVnwi^, vol ii. p. 191 ;

ilortung,

die Religion der /fomcr, voli. p. 96 ;
and'for an

interesting essay on the iTostrations of Natural

History to be derived frorj the records of ancient

prodigies, Heyne, Opueo, Acad, vol iii. pp. 198,

255.) [W.R.]
PKO'DOMUS. [Domus, p. 425, b j Te.v-

TLUSI.]

PRODO'SIA (irpo8u<rfa). Under this term

was included not only every species of treason,

but also every such crime os (in the opinion of the

Greeks) would amount to a betraying or desertion

of the interest of a man's country. The highest

sort of treason was the attempt to establish a des-

potism (rvptun'ts), or to subvert the constitution

(xaroAvsM' tV ToAirstar), and in democracies

iRiTaXvcii' rhv or rh irAqtfoj. Otlier kinds

of treason were a secret correspondence with a
foreign enemy

;
a betraying of an important tnist,

such as a fleet, army, or fortress
;
a desertion of

post ; a disobedience of orders, or any other act of

treachery, or bn ach of duly in the public service.

(Domosth. pro Cor, 242, c. Lepi. 481, c. 7'imoc.

745, 0. T\moik. 1204, jrro Cor. Trierarch. 1230 ;

Lyi. e. Agor, 130, 131, cd. Steph. ; Lycurg. c.

I^eocT. 155, ed. Steph.) It would be a betrayal of

the state, to delude the people by fatso intelli-

gence or promises ; or to disobey any special de-

cree, such as that (for instance) which prohibited

the exportation of arms or naval stores to Philip,

and that which (after Philip hod taken possession

of Phocis) forbade Athenian citixeni to pass the

night out of the city. (Demosth. c. 487, 498,
pro Cor. 238, de Fait. /^. 433.) But not only
would oceri acU of disobedience or trcachciy amount
to the crime of wpoioaia^ but also the neglect to

perform those active duties which the Greeks in

general expected of every good citizen. Cowardice
in battle would be an instance of this

kind ; so would any breach of the oath taken by
the at Athens ; or any line of conduct for

which a charge of disaffection to the people (ptao^

Srjpla) might be successfully maintained. (Xcn.
(yrop. vi. 4. § 14, vi. 3. § 27 ;

Eurip. J*hoenist,

1 003 ;
Andoc. c. Aldh. 30, cd. Stepb.

;
Lycurg. c«

Ijeoc. 157, ed. Steph. ;
Domosth. pro Cor. 242.)

Thus, we And persons, whose offence was the pro-

pounding unconstitutional laws, or advising tmd
measures, or the like, charged fay their political

opponents with an attempt to overthrow the con-

stitution. (Demosth. wtp\ <rvKro(. 170; Aeseb.

e. Timarck. 1, c. C^et. 82, ed. Steph.
; Lyx pro

Po/yst. 159, ed. Steph.) Of the facility with which
' such charges might be made at Athens, especially

in times of political excitement, when the most
eminent citizens were liable to l)c suspected of

plots against tUfs state, nist>»ry affords abundant
proof

; and Greek histor>% no less than modem,
shows the danger of leaving the crime of treason

undefined by the law, and to be interpreted by
Judges. (Aristoph. 236, 475, 862, 483,
953 ; Wachsmuth, //^. Aft. voli. pt. il p. 154,

vol. il pt. i. p. 178 ) One of the most remarkabie

Sq
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trials for constructive treason at Athens was that

of Loocratos, who left the city after the defeat at

Chacronein, and was prosecuted by Lycurgus for

desertion of bis country. The speech of Lycurgus

is preserved to us, and is a good specimen of his

eliKiucuce. The facts of the case are slated in p.

JoO, cd. Steph. The nature of the charge may be

K't'n from various expressions of the orator, such as

wpoioifs robs koI ra {877 sol t&v rots

y6fiois (147), Toit irarpi'ott

Ispoij, dyKOToXn^p riiP ird\i»'(148X ov avuSt^

€\TfntPOS ov6iv tis rifp rijs wdAcair trtpTTjpiar

(153)

,
^fvyw rhp irarpiSot klySvpop

(154)

, and the like. The defence of the accused

was, that he did not leave Athens w*ith a traitor-

ous intention (VtI rpo9o<ri(f\ but for the purposes

of trade (^sl (See Argument, and p.

155.)

The ordinary method of proceeding against those

who were accused of treason or treasonable prac-

tices was by ciVa'yyeAlo, as in the case of Leo-

crates. (Pollux, viii. 52.) In tome cases a ypa^
might be laid before the Thesmoth^tae. (Demostb,

c. 1 137.) M'e read of an old law, by which
the jurisdiction in trials for high treason was given

to the archon fia/riXrvs. (Meier, A//, /'roc. p. 50.)

But it could hardly be expected that in a Greek
city state olTences would always be prosecuted ac-

cording to the forms of law ; and we find various

instances in which magistrates, generals, and
others, took a summary method for bringing

traitors and conspirators to justice. Thus a certain

person, named Antiphon, who had promised Philip

to bum the Athenian arsenal, wus seized by the

council of Aroiopagus, and afterwards put to the

torture, and condemned to death by the people.

(I)emnsth. ;>ro Cor. 271 ;
Aesch. c. Cfrs. 8£J, ed.

St -pb.) As to the poa-cr of the Arciupagus, sec

further Lycurg. c. Lt><. 154. The people in as-

sembly might of course direct any extraordinar}*

meastirei to be taken against suspected persons, as

they did in the ofiair of the Hermes busts (Tbucyd.
vL GO, 61), and by their might supersede

even the form of a triaU So fearful were the

Athenians of any attempt to establish a tyranny

or an oligarchy, that any person who conspired for

such purpose, or any person who held an ofiice

under a government which had overthrown the

constitution, might be slain with impunity. Kveiy'

citizen indeed a*as under an obligation to kill such

a person, and for so doing a*as entitled by law to

honours and rc w.^rds. (Andoc. de Mytt. 12, f3,

rd. Steph. ; Lys. aaroA. dvoA. 1 72, ed.

Stoph.)

The regular punishment appointed by the law

for most kinds of treason appears to Imve been

death (Xen. lltHcn, i. 7. § 22 ;
Demosth. />m

for. 238
;
Lycurg. c. Z«oc. 148, 152, ed. Stcpb.\

which, no doubt, might be mitigated by decree of

the people, as in the case of Miltiades (Herod, vi.

136) and many others. The less heinous kinds of

-wpoioirla were probably punished at the discretion

of the court which tried them. (Demosth. c. Timoc.

740, e. Tkeocr. 1344.) The goods of traitors, who
sutferod dt«th, were confiscated, and their houses

nuu'd to the ground ; nor were they permitted to

be buried in the country, but had their bodies cast

out in some place on the confines of Attica and
Megara. Therefore it was that tlie bones of The-
misUKlea, who bod been condemned fur treason,

were brought over and buried secretly by his
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fricLds. (Tbucyd. i. 138.) The posterity of a
1
traitor became an^oi, and Utose of a tyrant w'cre

liable to shore the fate of their ancestor. (Moursius,
Thtm. Art. it 2, 15 ; Plainer, /'roe. und Klay. vul.

ii. p. 82 ; Meier, Art. Proc. p. .34 1, iJt U/h. damn,
pp. 11— 13, 13G.) Traitors might be proceeded
ngninst even after their death, os wc have seen
dune in modem times. Thus, the Athenians re-

solved to prosecute Phrynichus, who had been most
active in setting up the oligarchy of the Four
Hundrtnl (rhi' ptnpbp nplpup rpoSotrlor), aiid

also to subject his defenders to the punishment of
traitors, in cose of a conviction. This was done.

Judgment of treason was passed against Phiyni-
chus. His bones were dug up, and cast out of
Attica ; bis defenders put to death

; and his mur-
derers honoured with the freedom of the city.

(Thuc. viii. 92 ; Lysias, c. Ayor. 136 ; Lycurg. c.

A«xr. 164, ed. Steph.) [C. R. K.J
PROEDKI (irpd«8po»). [BofLE, pp.210, 212.3
PROKI'SPHORA [EisPiioRa.J

PROEISPHORAS DIKE (7rpo«KT«popas Sfavj),

an action brought by a member of a S)'7nmoriA, to

recover a rate paid on account of another. The
Symmoriae being so arranged, that three hundre d
of the richest men were selected to fomi a superior

board, responsible to the state in the first instance

for the collection of a property tax ; the people

passed a decree, in case of need, cuminanding them
to pay the whole tax in advance. These then
were entitled to be reimbursed by the remaining
nine hundred of the Syromoriao, and each of them
probably had a certain number assigned to him by
the Stratogi for that purpose ; against whom he
might bring actions for contribution according to

their respective assessments. To recover money
so advanced was called vpotKTtpopiLP

(Demosth. e. Pantaen. 977, c. Phacnipp. 1046, c.

Poiyd. 1208.) This cause, like others relating to

the property tax and the tricrarchy, belonged to

the jurisdiction of the Strati^i. (Bikkh, PM.
Eeon. 0/ AMom, pp. 450, 52G, 533, 2d ed.

;
Meier,

Art. Proe. pp. 107, 550.) [C. U. K.]
PROKLIA'LES DIES. [Die«.]

PROERO SIA or PROERO'Sl AE (rpongdoio
or vpoijpootai) were sacrifices (or, accoidiug to

other writers, a festival) otfered to Ikmeter at the

time when the seeds m*crc sown, for the purpose of
obtaining a plentiful hanresu (Suidas, Hcsych.,
Elymol. Mag. s. r. / Arrian ta EpicUt. iii. 21.)

According to Suidas the Athenians performed this

sacrifice in 01. 5. on behalf of all the Greeks ; but
from all the other accounts it would appe.^r that

the Athenians did so nt all times, and that the in-

stance mentioned by Suidas is only the first time

that proerosia were offered by the Athenians for

all the Greeks. They ore said to have been insti-

tuted hy the command of some oracle at a time

when all the world was suffering from scarcity or

from a plague. (Suid. $. r. £<p«riw)^
; cum{iarc

Lycurg. Fruqm. e. Mmftnfck.) ( L. S.J

PROFESn DIES. IDiks.]

PROGAMElA(wpo7ci^<ia). [MaTRixtoNitSf,

p. 787, a.]

PROIX (irpofO. [Dos, p. 43G.]

PROLETA'RIL [CAfi/T.]

PROMETHEI.A (irpop4i6tta\ a festival cele-

brated At Athens in honour of Prometheus. (Xe-
nt ph. de Ue PM. Aik, 3. § 4 ;

Ilarp^xnit. s. r.

Aa^wdr.) The time at which it was solemnised is

not known, but it wna one of the five Attic fcsii
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ml*, which were held wUh n torch race in the

Cer&micQs (Harpocrat. /. c./ Schol. aU Arisioph.

Han. 131 ; comp. LAMFADKnioniA), for which
the gymua»iarcha bad to supply the youths from

the gymnasia. Prometheus himself was believed

to hare instituted this torch>race, whence be was
called the torch bearer. {Hygin. Poet. Attr. ii. 13 ;

Eurip. Pkoeniu. 1139 ; Pbllostrat. Vit. i^ophitt. ii.

20.) The torch-race of the Promelheia commenced
at the so>called altar of Prometheus in the aca-

demia (Paus. u 30. § 2 ; Schol. ad Soph. (Jed. Col.

33), or in the Ceramicos, and thence th** youths
with their torches raced to the city. (Weicker,
Die Aeechyl. Trilog. p. 120, &e.) [L. S.]

PROMISSOR. [Oblicjatione-s p. 017, b.]

PROMNE'STRIAE {wpopjrh<rrpuu). [Ma-
TRIMONIUV, p. 736, b.]

PROMULSIS. [CoENA, p.307,fu]

PROMUS. [Cblla
;
Servus.]

PRONA'OS. [TEMPLt'M.J
PRO'NUBAE, PRO’NUm. [Matrimo-

NiUM, pp. 743, b, 744, ft,]

PROPHETES, PROPIIETIS. [Oraculum,
p. 837, a.]

PROPNIGE'UM. [Balnbae, p. 192, b.]

PROPRAETOR, [Provincia.J
PROPHPETAS. [DosiiNiiM.]
PROPYLAEA (wpoavAoia), the entrance to

a temple, or sacred enclosure, consisted of a gate-

way flanked by buildings, whence the plural form

of the word. The Egyptian temples generally had
;

magnifleent propylaea^ consisting of a pair of oblong
I

truncated pyramids of solid masonry, the faces of
|

whith were sculptured with hieroglyphics. (See
j

Herod. iL 6.3, 101, 121, and other passages ; the
j

modem works on Egy'ptian antiquities ; the Atlae
\

to Kuglcr's Kumt^schichte^ sect 1. pi. 5. fig. 1.)

In Greek, except when the Egyptian tempb's

are spoken of, the w*ord is gencriUly used to
'

signify the entrance to the Acropolis of Athens,

which was the last completed of the great w'orks

of architecture executed under the administration
,

of Pericles. The building of the Propylaca occu-

,

pied five years, B.C. 437—432, and cost 2012
talents. The name of the architect was Mncsicles.

(Plul, Per. 13 ; Thnc. ii. 13, w’ith Poppo'i Notes
;

Aristopb. EijuU. 1326 ; Demoeth. <U Hep. Ord. 28.

p.174. 23, ed. Dekker
;

Harpocrat. Suid. e.v.

;

C'K.de i)f. ii. 17.) The edifice was of the Doric

order, and presented in front the appearance of a

bexastyle portico of white marble, with the central

intercniumniation wider than the rest, and with

two advanced wings, containing chambers, the

northern one of which (that on the left luuid) was
adorned with pictures, which are fully described

by Pausanias (i. 22. §§ 4—7), and among w'hich

were w'orkt by Polygnotus, and, prol>ablr, by
Protog.-ncs. (See Diet, of biog. s. rr.) On the

right hand, and in front of the Propyloea, stood

the temple of ISike Apteroey and close to the en-

trance the statue of Ilctmee Propi^aeut

;

and the

pTojnflaea themselves were adorned with numerous

statues. (Paus. /.e.) A brood road led straight

from the Agora to the Projtglaeoy which formed

the only entrance to the Acropolis, and the imme-
diate approach to which was by a flight of steps,

in the middle of which there was left on inclined

plane, paved with Pentelic marble, as a carriage-

way for the processions. Both ancient and modeiti

writers have agreed in considering the Propglaea

as one of the most perfect works of Grecian art.
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(For fuller descriptions and restored views, see
Stuart, ii. 5 ;

Lc.iko, Topog. c. 8 ; MUller, Ar-
cAHoi. d. Kunsty § 109. n. 1, 3 ;

and a beautiful

elevation and plan in the Atlas to Kugler's KunU-
geschicktey sect. 2. pi, 3. figs. 12, 13.)

The great temple at Kleusis had two sots of

projylaeay the Amller forming the entrance of the
inner enclosure (wepi^oAos), and the greater, of
the outer. The latter were an exact copy of the

Athenian propgUtea. (’&!UUer, /.e. n. 3.) There
won? also propyloea at Corinth, surmounted by
two chariots of gilt bronze, the one cony'ing Phai:-

ihun, and the other the Suii hiraselC (Paus. ii. 3.

§‘d.) [P.S.]
PRORA. [Navis, p. 706, a.]

PROSCF/NIUM. [Theatrum.]
PROSCLE'SIS (wpd<raA»jo’js). [Dike.]
PROSClUI*TIO. The verb proscriiere pro-

perly signifies to exhibit a thing fur sale by means
of a bill or advertisement: in this sense it occurs

in a great many passages. But in the time of

Sulla it assumed a very diflerent meaning, for ho
applied it to a measure of his own invention (V^cll.

Pal, ii. 28), namely, to the sale of the property of

those who were put to death at his command, and
who were themselves called proseripti. Towards
the end of the year 82 B. c. Sulla, after his return

from Praeneste, declared before the assembly of

the people that he would improve their condition,

and punish severely all those who had supported

the party of Marius. (Appian. B. C. I 95.) The
people appear tacitly to hare conceded to him all

the power which he wanted for the execution of

bis design, for the lex Conielia de proscriptinne ct

proscriptis was sanctioned afterwards when he was
made dictator. (Cic. de Leg. i. 15, do I^eg. Agr.
lit 2, &C. ; Appian. D. C. I 98.) This law, which
was proposed by the interrex L. Valerius Flaccus

at the command of Sulla, is sometimes called lex

Cornelia (Cic. c. IVrr. t 47), and sometimes lex

Valeria. Cicero (pro Hose. Am. 43) pretends not

to know whether lie should call it a lex Cornelia

or Valeria. (Comp. Schol. Oronov. p. 435, ed.

Orclli.)

Sulla drew up a list of the persons whom he
wished to be killed

;
and this list was exhibited

in the forum to public inspection. Every person

contained in it W’as an outlaw, who might be
killed by any one who met him with impunity,

even by liia slaves and his nearest relatives. All

his property was taken and publicly sold. It may
natumlly supposed that such property wns sold

at a very low price, and was in most cases pur-

chased by the friends and favourites of Sulla
;
in

some instances only a part of the price w*ns paid

at which it had been purchased. (Sallust, Fragm.

p. 238, ed. Gerlach.) The property of those who
bad fallen in the ranks of his enemies was sold in

the same manner. (Cic. pro /fose. ^m. 43.) Those
who killed a proscribed person, or gave notice of

his place of concealment, received two talents as a
reward

;
and whoever concealed or gave shelter to

a proscribed, was punished with death. (Cic. e.

Verr. i. 47, Plut Sub. 3) ; Suet. Caes. 11.) But
this was not all ; the proKription was regarded os

a corruption of blood, and consequently the sons

and grandsons of proscribed persons were for ever

excluded from all public offices. (PluU Lc.; VelL
Pat. ii. 28; Quinctil. xi. 1. 83.)

After this example of a proscription had onco

been set, it was readily adopted by those in poa'er
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during the civil commotioiit of Buhsequent yenr«.

Thii wna the ouc during the triuniTirate of

AntoniuB, Caesar^ and LepiduB. (43 B. C.) Their

proftcription was even far more formidnhle than

that of Bulla, fur 2000 equites and 300 seimtors

are said to have been munlcred, and the motive of

the triumvirs a*as nothing but, a cold-blooded

thirst for vengcanco. Fqriunatoly no more than

these two cases of proscription occur in the history

of Rome. (Appian, II. C. iv. 5 ;
Veil. PaL iL 66 ;

Suet. 27; Liv. KpiL lib. 120.) [L> &]
PROSTAS. [Domur, p. 425, b.]

PRO STATES (vpwrrdrrit). [Librrtl'8, p,

705, a ; Metobti.]
PRO'STATESTOU DEMOU (wpotrrdTijj toC

a leader of the people, denoted at Athens

and in other dcmocratical states, a person who by

his character and clo<iuencc placed liimself at the

head of the people, and whose opinion had the

greatest sway amongst them (PLito, HrjK viii.

p. 565. c.) : such wtis Pericles. It appears, how-
ever, that irpp<rrdrT)S roD Z^jpov was also the title

of a public officer in those Dorian states in which

the government was democmtical. Thus w'e read

of a wpoffrdrijs rov 8^/wu at Corc\Ta(Thtic.iii.70),

at Syracuse (Thuc. vi. 35), at Elis (Xen. I/ciL

iii. 2. § 27), at Mantinoia (Xen. Hc2J. r. 2. § 3),

and nt other places. (Milllor, Dor. iiu 9. § 1 ;

Wachsmulh, Ihit. AUrtibumfk. vol. i. p. 819, 2d
ed.

;
Arnold, ad Thuc. vj. 35; G. C. MUller, de

Career, liep. p. 49 ;
K. F. Hermann, Lehrhuch., dec.

§ 6.0. n. 3, 4.)

PROSTIME'MA [Timbma.]
PROSTOON. [DoMfS p- 425, a.]

PUOSTY'LOS. [Templim.)
PROTELEIA GAMON (wporeAcia yipMv).

[Matrimomc’jj, p. 737, a.]

PUOTHESIS {irp6etats). [FuNi a, p. 555.0.)

PROTIIE'.SMIA (jtrpo9tnpia\ the term limited

for bringing actions and prosecutions at Athens.

In all systems of jurisprudence some limitation of

this sort has been prescribed, for the sake of quiet-

ing possession, and affording security against

vexatious litigation. The Athenian expression

irpo9*apia% v6pot corresponds to our Mtatute of
limUatUms. The time for commencing actions to

recover debts, or compensation for injuries, ap-

pears to have been limited to five years at Athens.

To7t hiZiKovfiiyoit d SAwi* rd idyrt fri} Uayhy
^fy^troT* tJyat titrwpdkaaBau (Demosth. pro

Pkorm. 952, c, Xausim. 989; Harpoc. s. r. ITpo-

Btffplas rhfios.) Inheritance causes stood on a
peculiar footing. When an estate had been ad-

judged to a p^y, he was still liable to an action

at the suit of a new claimant for the w*hole period

of his life ; and his heir for five years after-

wards. This arose from the anxiety of the Athe-
nians to transmit inheritance in the regular line

of succession. [IIbrir (GnBSK).] The liability

of bail continued only for a year (4yyvcu hrlrtiot

^<rtu')y and of course no
|
mceeding could he taken

against them after the expiration of the year.

(Demosth. e. Apaiur. 901.) It is doubtful whether

any period was prescribed for bringing criminal pro-

secutions, at least for offences of the more serious

kind, though of course there would be an indis-

position in the jury to convict, if a long time had
ehipsed since the offence was comnutted. (Lys. c.

Simon. 98, wvpl tow (Ttjicom, 109, c. Jpor. 137,

ed. Sicph.) Certain cases, however, must be ex-

cepted. The ypa^ wapay6p»v could only 1 e
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brought within a year after the propounding of the
kiw. {IlapayhfjMy ypa^^ and Schom. de Comit.

p. 278.) And the tvBvyai against magistrates w’ere

limited to a certain period, according to Pollux
(viii. 45). Amnesties or pardons, granted by
spwial decrees of the people, scarcely belong to

this subject (See Aesch. e. TVmarcA, 6, ed. Steph.)
The term irpoBtapla is applied also to the time
which vnu allowed to a defendant for paying da-
mages, after the expiration of which, if he Had not

pnid them, he ivas called {nr9pwp60€<r-‘

Mor, or iKwp6Bf<rpot. (Meier, AU. Proe. pp. 636,
746.) (C. R. K.J
PRO'THYRON. [Aithoi’sa

; Domur, p.

424, h ; Javua, p. 627, a.J

PUOTRYOAEA {tporpxrfaia\ a festival cele-

brated in honour of Dionysus, suraaroed Protryges,

and of P<w;idon. (Hcsych. $. r.; AelLin. V. If.

iiL 41.) I'he origin and mode of celebration of

this festival at Tyre arc described by Achilles

Tatius (ii. init). [L. S.]

PROVI'NCIA. The original meaning of this

word seems to be “ a duty ” or “ matter entrusted

to a person,*' as we see in various passages. The
word is an abbreviated form of Providentia, as

Iltigo has suggested. All other proposed deriva-

tions ought to he rejected. In the Medicean MB.
of Livy (xxi. 17), the word is written Provintia,

and also in (Tlpian, Froitj. xi. 20, ed. Bikking.

That the word originally had not the signification

of a territory merely appears from such expressions

as Urbana Provincia (Liv. xxxi. 6); and the ex-

pression Urbana Provincia was still used, after

the term Provincia was used to express a ter-

ritory beyond Italy which had a regular orga-

niziition and was under Roman administration.

This is the ordinary sense of the word, that of a
foreign territory in a certain relation of subordina-

tion to Romo. But the word was also used, before

the establishment of any provincial governments,

to denote a district or enemy's country’ which was
assigned to a general ns the field of his operations.

The Roman State in its complete development

consisted of two parts with a distinct organization,

Italia and the Provincinc. There were no Pro-

vinciac in this sense of tlie word till the Romans
had extended their conquests beyond Italy ; and
Sicily (Cic. I>rr. ii. 2) win the first country that

was made a Roman Province, b. c. 241 ; Sardinia

was made a Province d. a 2.35. The Roman pro-

vince of Gallia Ulterior in the time of Caesar was
sometimes designated simply by the term Provincia

(Caesar, lieU. Gall. i. 1, 7, dec.)

A conquered country received its provincial

organization cither from the Roman commander,
whose acts required the approval of the Senate

;

or the government was organized by the com-
iTiander and a body of commissioners appointed by
the .Bi>natu out of their oan number. (Plutarch,

LucuH. 35, .36.) The mode of dealing with a con-

quered country was not uniform. When constituted

a Provincia, it did not become to all purposes an
integral part of the Roman Slate ; it retained its

national existence, though it lost its sovereignty.

The organization of Sicily was completed by P.

Rnpilius with the aid of ten legates, and hit con-

stitution is sometimes referred to under the name
of Leges Rnpilinc. The island was formed into

two districts, with Symeusar f(»r the chief town of

the eastern and Lilylweum of the western district

:

the whole uJ.’ind was administered by a govem<»
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annually sent from Rome. He was assisted by
two t^iacstors and was accompanied by a train of

pracconea, scribae, hanispicet^ and other persons,

who formed his Cohors. The Quaestors received

from the Roman aerarium the necessary sums for

the administration of the island, and they also col-

lected the taxes, except those which were let by

the Censors at Rome. One quaestor resided at

Lilybacum, and the other with the govenmr or

Praetor at Syracusae. The governor could dismiss

the quaestors from the province, if they did not

conform to his orders, and could appoint Legnti to

do their duties. The whole island was not treated

exactly in the same way. Seventeen conquered

towns forfeited their land, which was restored

on condition of the payment of the dccimue and

the scriptura. Rut this restoration must not be

understood os meaning that the oumership of the

land was restored, for the Roman State became the I

owner of the land, and the occupiers bad at most
j

a Possessio. These taxes or dues were let to farm

by the censors at Rome. Three cities, Messaiiu,

Tauromcnium, and Netuin, were made Koeder.iUie

Civitates and retained their land. [Fukdkkatae
CiviTATKH.] Five other cities, among which were

j

Panomius and Segesta, were LilK?rae et Immunes,

that is, they paid no dccimae
;
but it docs not ap-

pear whether they were free from the burdens to

which the Foederatae Civitates as such were sub-

ject b)’ virtue of their Foedus with Rome. Refore

the Roman conquest of Sicily, the island had been

subject to a payment of the tenth of wine, oil, and

other pntducts, the collecting of which had been

determined with great precision by a law or re-

gulation of King Hiero Hieronica). The
regulations of Hiero were preserved and these

tenths were let to farm by the Quaestors in Sicily

to Sicilians and Humans settled in Sicily: the

tenths of the first-mentioned towns were let to

farm to Romans in Rome. The towns which i«id

the tenths were called by the general nnine of

Stipeiidiariae.

For the administration of justice the island ^^-as

divided into Fora or Conventus, which were terri-

torial divisions. Sicilians who belonged to the

same town had their disputes settled according to

its laws
;

citizens of different towns had their dis-

putes decided by judiccs appointed by the go-

vernor
;

in case of disputes between an individual

and a community, the Senate of any Sicilian town
might act as jtidices, if the parties did not choose

to have as judices the Senate of their own towns

;

if a Roman citizen sued a Sicilian, a Sicilian was
judex ; if a Sicilian sued a Roman citizen, a Ro-
man was judex ; but no person belonging to the

Cohors of a Praetor could be judex. These were

the provisions of the Rupilioe Leges. Disputes

between the lessees of the tenths and the Amtores
were decided according to the rules of Hiero. (Cic.

Verr. ii. 13.) The settlement of the Munici|«l

constitution of the towns was generally left to the

citizens
;
but in some instances, as in the case of

C. Claudius Marccllus and the town of Alesa, a

constitution was given by some Roman at the re-

quest, as it appears, of the town. The Senate and
the People still continued as the component parts

of the old Greek cities. Cicero mentions a body
of 1 30 men called censors who were appointed to

take the census of Sicily every five years, after

tlie fa.shion of the Roman census (»n Vtrr. ii,

55^ Ac.) The island was also bound to furnish
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and maintain soldiers and sailors for the service of

Rome, and to pay tributum for the carrying on of

wars. The governor could take provisions for the

use of himself and his cohors on condition of pay-

ing for them. The Roman State had also the

Portoria which were let to farm to Romans at

Rome.
The governor had complete Jurisdictio in the

island with the Imperiunt and Potestas. He could

delegate these powers to his quaestors, but there

was always an np|)eu] to him, and for this and
other ]>ur|)ose8 he made circuits through the dif-

ferent Conventus.

Such was the organization of Sicilia as a pro-

vince, which may Ite taken os a sample of tho

general character of Roman provincial government.

Sicily obtained the Latinitns from C. Julius Caesar,

and the Civitas was given after his death (Cic. ad
AU. xiv. 12) ; but notwithstanding this there re-

mained some important distinctions between Sicily

and Italy, The chief authority for this account of

the Provincial organization of Sicily is the Verrine
orations of Cicero.

His(>ania was formed into two Provinces, Citerior

or 'I'arrncononsis l>etween the Iberus luid the

Pyrenees, and Ulterior or Ractica south of the

Iberus. Hispania Citerior was divided into seven

Conventus,— Carthaginiensis, Tarraconensis, Cae-

saraiigustanus, Cluniensis, Asturum, Lncensis, and
Rracanim. The diversity of the condition of the

several parts of the Province appears from the

enumeration of Coloniac, Oppida (!ivium Roma-
nonnn, Hatini vctcres, Foederati, Oppida sti{>en-

diaria. Hispania Ractica was divided into four

Juridici conventus, — Gaditanus, Cordiibensis,

Astigitamis, Hispalcnsis. The oppida consisted of

Colonine, Municipia, Latiu antiqnitus donato, which
ap}M>ar to be equivalent to Latini veteres, Ijibcra,

Foedemta,Stipendiarin. (Plin. //. A'.iii. 1,3.) Tho
Provincia of Lusitania was divided into three Con-
ventus,— Emeritensis, Pacensis, and Scalnbitanus.

The classes of Oppida enumerated arc Coloniac,

MunicipiaCivium Romanonim,Oppida Latii antiqui

or veteris, Stipendiaria. (Plin. /A A\iv. 22.) This

example will give some idea of the Roman mode
of administering a province for judicial purposes.

All Hispania received the Latinitas from Vespasian.

( Plin. H.N. ii. 3.) The province paid a fixed vecti-

gal or land-tax in addition to the tributum which

was collected by Praefecti, and in addition to being

n^quired to deliver a certain quantity of corn. And
the Praetor had originally the right to purcha.se a
twentieth part at what price he pleased. (Liv. xliii,

2 ;
compare Tacit. Agric. 19 ;

and Cic. in Verr.

iii. 81, de aestimulofmmento.)
This organization was not confired to the Western

Provinces. In Asia, for instance, there was a
Sm^Tna^us Conventus which was frequented by
a great part of Acolia ; the term conventus was
applied both to the territorial division made fur

the administration of justice and also to the chid

city or place “ in quern convcniel>ant.” Ephesus
gave name to another Conventus. As the Con-

ventus were mainly formed for judicial purposes,

the term Jurisdictio is sometimas used os an equi-

valent. Thus Pliny {H. N. v. 29) speaks of tho

Snrdinna Jurisdictio, which is the same as Snr-

dianus conventus. The object of this division is

further shown by such phrases ns ** codem discep-

tnnt foro,” “ Tarracone disceptant populi xliii.”

Strabo remarks (xiii. p. 629) that the boundaries
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of Phn'gla, Lydia, Carla, and Mysla were con-

futed, and that the Rnniana had added to the

confusion, by not attending to the subsisting na-

tional divisions, but niakittg the administrative

divisions different (v&i 8to<«^<retr), in which are

the Fora {aySpas MS.) and the administmliun of

justice. The word 6y6pa probably represents Con-

ventus (as to the reading, see Casaubon!s note).

The Cnnvcntus, it appears, were sometimes held

(convettlui aeti) in the winter (Caesar, lirll, (ialL

i. 54, vl 44) ; but in Caesar's case this might be a

matter of convenience. Cicero proposed to do the

same in his province {<id Att. v. 14). The ex-

pression “ forum Rgere *'
is equivalent to con-

ventum agere." (Praetor Romanus conventus agit,

Liv. xxxi. 29.)

The Conventus were attended by the Romans
who were resident in the provinc', among whom
were the publican!, and genenilly by alt persons

who had any business to spttle there. The indices

for the decision of suits were chosen from the per-

sons who attended the conventus. Other acts

were also done there, which were not matien of

litigation but which required certain forms in order

to be legal. In the case of manumission by per-

sons under thirty years of age certain fonni w'cre

required by the Lex Aelia ^ntia, and in the pro-

vinces it was effected on the last day of Uic Con-

ventus (Gaius, i. 20) ;
fi\>m which it appears that

Conventus means also the time during which busi-

ncu uas transacted at the place ** in quern conve-

niebant"

7'hc governor upon entering on his duties pub-

lished an edict, which was often framed upon the

Kdictum Urbanum. Cicero when Proconsul of

Cilicia says that as to some matters he framed on

edict of his onm, and as to others he referred to

the Kdicta Url^a. {Ad AH. vi. 1.) Though
the Romans did not formally introduce their law
into the provinces, and so much of it as applied

to land and the status of persons was inapplicable

to Provincial land and Provincial persons, great

changes w'ere gradually introduced by the edictal

power both as to the forms of procedure and nil

other matters to w'hich the Roman Law was ap-

plicable ; and also bv special enactments. (Qaius,

i. 1K3, 185, m. 12Zj
There was one great distinction between Italy

and the Provinces as to the nature and property in

land. Provincial land could not he an object of

Quiritarlan ownership, and it was accordingly ap-

propriately called PoBicssio. The ownership of

Provincial land was either in the Populus or the

Caesar: at least this was the doctrine in the time

of Oaius (ii. 7). Provincial land could be trans*

ferred w'ithout the forms required in the case of

Italian land, but it was subject to the payment of

a land-tax (vectigal). Sometimes the Jus Italicum

was given to certain provincial towns, by which

their lands were assimilated to Italian land, for all

legal purposes. With the Jus Italicum such towns

received a free constitution like that of the towns

of Italy, with magistrates, as decemviri, quin-

qiicnnalcs (censores) and aediles ; and also a juris-

dictio. It was a ground of complaint against Piso

that he exercised jurisdictio in a Libera Civitas.
j

(Cic. de Prov. Coni. 3.) Towns possessing the

Jus Italicum in HUpania, Gallui and other coun-

tries are enumerated. The Laiiniias or Jus I^tii

also, which was conferred on many provincial

towns, appeors to hare carried with it a certain
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jurisdictio

;
and those who fftled certain mag’s-

tratus in these towns thcn*by obtained the Roman
Civitas. (Strabo, p. 186, Casaub.) It is not
easy to state what was the precise condition of the
Coloniae Romanac and Latinae which were esta-

blished in the Provinces : if the name is a certain

indicatiou of their political condition, that is pretty
well ascertained.

It has been stated that the terms Italia and
Provinciae arc opposed to one another as the com-
ponent parts of the Roman State, after it had re-

ceived its complete developement Under the Em-
perors we find Gallia Cisnlpina or Citerior on in-

tegral part of Italy and without a governor, the
Provincial orgauizntion having entirely disappeared
there. In the year b.c. 49 when Caesar crossed

the Rubicon on his march towards Rome, it a*as a
Province of which he was Proconsul, a circumstance
which gives a distinct meaning to this event.

Cicero still calls it Provincia Gallia at the epoch
of the bqtlle of Miitino. In the autumn of b. c.

43 D. Brutus the Proconsul of the Provincia

Gallia was murdered, and from that time w*e hear
of no more Proconsuls of this Province, and it is a
reasonable conjecture that those who then had all

the political power were unwilling to allow any
person to have the command of an army in a dis-

trict so near to Rome. The n.ome Italia was how-
ever applied to this part of Italia before it became
an integral portion of the Peninsula by ceasing to

Ik* a Provincia. (Caesar, DtU. GaJL i. 54, v. 1, vu
44, &e.

; Cic. PhH. v. 12.) On the determination

of the Provincial form of government in Gallia

Cisalpina, it was ncccssor}' to give to this part of
Italy a new organization siiiu^ to the change of
circumstances, particularly as regarded the adminis-

tration of justice, which was effected by the Lex
Rubria de Gallia Cisa'pina. The Proconsul of

Gallia Cisalpina had the imperium, bnt on his

functions ceasing, the Jurisdiaio was placed in tho

hands of local magistrates who had not the Impe-
rium. These mogistratus could give a judex

; in

some cases their jurisdiction was unlimited
; in

others it did not extend to cases above a certain

amount of money \ they could remit a novi operis

nuntiatio, require a Cautio in case of Damnum In-

fectum, and if it was not given, they could grant

an action for damagea
The Roman province4 up to the battle of Actium

as enumerated by Sigonius arc: Sicilia
;
Sardinia

ct Corsica; Ilispania Citorior ct Ulterior; Gal-

lia Citerior ; Gallia Narbonensis ct Cuinata
;

II-

lyricum ; Macedonia
;
Achaia

;
Asia ; Cilicia ;

Syria
;
Bithynia et Pontus

; Cyprus ; A^ca ;
Cy-

rcnaica et Creta
;
Numidia

;
Mauritania. Those

of a subsequent date which were either ncu', or

arose from division arc according to Sigoniiu:

Rhaotia ; Noricum ; Pannonia ; Moesia ; Dacia ;

Britannia ; Mauritania Caesariensis and Tingi-

tana
;
At*g)'ptus

;
Cappadocia ; Galatia

;
Rhodus

;

Lycia ; Commngcnc
;
Judaea ; Arabia

;
Mesopo-

tamia ;
Armenia

; Assyria. The accuracy of this

enumeration is not warranted. It will app.'ar that

it docs not contain Lusitania, which is one of the

two divisions of Hispania Ulterior, the other being

Baetica : Lusitania may however not hare had a
separate governor. Originally the whole of Spdin,

so far as it w.'is organised, was divided into the two
provinces Citerior and Ulterior

; the division of

Ulterior into Baetica and Lusitania belonged to a
later period. Under Augustus Gallia was dirided

o^lc
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into four provinces : Nar'K)ncnbi8, Cvltica or Ijtig-

donensis, Belgicn, and Aqiiitania. The Proviucin

of Cnesar's Commentaries, from which term the

modern name Provence is derived, appears to have

corresponded to the subsequent province Narbo-

nensis. He bad also the Province of Gallia Cis-

alpinn, or Citcrior (Caesar, Dell. GaU. i. 54) which,

os already explained, was subsequently incorpo-

rated with Italia as an integral part of it Cicero

speaks of the two Galliae, as tlien united in one

Imp rium under C- Julius Caesar, and he further

distinguishes them by the names of Citerior and

Ulterior. {De Prov.Cons. ii. 15, 16.) The same
expressions arc used by Caesar in his Commen-
taries. {DelL GeJi. i. 7, v. 1 , 2.)

Strabo (xviL p. 840, Casaub.) gives the division

into Provinces (iwdpxtat) as constituted by Augus-

tus. The provinces of the Populus (Sq^oi) were two
consular provinces (OwariKcd), and ten praetorian

rovinces (a-rparttyiai). The rest of the eparchies,

e says, belong to the Caesar. Lusitania is not

enumerated among the eparchies of the Populus,

and if it w'as a distinct eparchy, it must have be-

longed to the Caesar according to the principle of

the division of the provinces, as stated by Strabo.

The list of provinces in the “ Demonstratio Pro-

vinciarum ” {Mythof/. Vat. Bode) mentions the

Province of Asturia et Galloeca Lusitania. Dion

Cassius (liiL 12) states the distribution of the

Provinces by Augustus ns follows : the Provinces

of Africa, Numidia, Asia, Hellas (Achaea) with

Kpirus, I.)almatia, Afacedonin, Sicilia, Creta with

the Cyrenaicn, Bithynia with the adjacent Pontus,

Sardinia, and Bnctica belonged to the Senate and
the people (iriyot and ytpovala), Tarraconensis,

Lusiunio, all Gallia, Coelc Syria, Phoenice, Cilicia,

C'yprus, and Acgj’ptus, belonged to Augustus. He
afterwards took Dalmatia from the SenaU', and
gave to them Cyprus and Gallia Narbonensis, and

other changes were made subsequently.

At first Praetors were appointed as governors of

provinces, but afterwards they were appointed to

the government of provinces, upon the expiration

of their year of office at Rome, and w’ith the title

of Propractores. In the later times of the re-

public, the consuls also, after the expiration of their

year of office, received the government of a province

with the title of Proconsules : such provinces were

called Consulnrcs. Cicero was Proconsul of CiHcia

n. c. 55, and his colleague in the consulship, C.

Antonins, obtained the proconsulship of Macedonia
immediately on the expiration of his consular office.

The provinces were generally distributed by -lot,

but the distribution w’as sometimes arranged by
agreement among the persons entitled to them.

By a Sempronia Lex the proconsular provinces

were annually determined before the election of

the consuls, the object of which was to prevent all

disputes. A Senatusconsultum of tho year 55
D.C., provided that no consul, or praetor should

Lave a province till after the expiration of five

years from the time of his consulship or praetor-

ship. A province was generally held for a year,

but the time was o.'tcn prolonged. When a new
governor arrived in his province, his predecessor

was required to leave it within thirty days. A
Lex Julia passed in the time of C. Julius Caesar

limited the holding of a Practoria Provincia to one

year, and a Consularis Provincia to two years.

(Dion Cassius, xliii. 25 ; Cic. Phil. i. 8, v. 3.) The
governors of provinces hud no pay as such, but cer-
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tarn expenses wore provided for out of the Aernrium.
Augustus first attached pay to the office of pro-

vincial governor. (Dion Cassius, liii. 15 ; Suetun.

August. 36.)

The governor of a province had originally to ac-

count at Rome (ad urhem) for his administration

from his own books and those of his Quaestors
;

but after the passing of a Lex Julia b. c. 61, he
was bound to deposit two copies of his accounts

{raiiones) in the two chief cities of his province

and to forward one (toiiJem verbie) to the Aerarium.
(Cic. ad ii; 17, v. 20, ad Attic. vL 7.) If

the governor misconducted himself in the adminis-

tration of the province, the provincials applied to

the Roman Senate, and to the powerful Romans
who were their Patroni. The offences of Repe-
tundae and Peculatus were the usual grounds of

complaint by the provincials
;
and if a governor

had betrayed the interests of the State, he was
also liable to the penalties attached to Majestas.

Quocsticnes were established for inquiries into

these offences
; yet it was not always an easy

matter to bring a guilty governor to the punish-

ment that he deserved.

With the establishment of the Imperial power
under Augustus, a considerable change was made
in the administration of the provinces. Augustus
took the charge of the provinces where a large

military force was required
; the rest were left to

the care of the Senate and the Roman people.

(Stralvo, xvii. p. 840.) Accordingly w'c find in

the older jurists (Gaius, ii. 21) the division of

provincinc into those which were “ propriae Populi

Rommii,” and those which were “ propriae Cue-
saris," and this division w'ith some modifications

continued to the third century'. The Senatorian

provinces were distributed among consulares and
those w’ho had filled the office of Praetor, two pro-

vinces being given to the 001180110*08 and tho rest to

the Praetorii ; these goveniors were called Pro-

consules, or Praesides, which latter is the usual

tenn employed by the old jurists for a provincial

governor. Tho Praesides had the jurisdictio of

the Praetor Urbanus and the Praetor Peregriniis ;

and their Quaestors had tho same jurisdiction that

the Curulc Acdiles hod at Rome. (Gaius, i. G.

)

The Imperial provinces were governed by Legati

Caesaris with Praetorian power, the Proconsular

pow’cr being in the Caesar himself, and the Legati

being his deputies and representatives. The Legati

were selected from those who had been consuls or

praetors, or from the Senators. They held thoir

office and their power at the pleasure of the Em-
peror ; and ho delegated to them both military

command and jurisdictio, just ns a Proconsul in

the Republican period delegated these powers to

his Legati. These I.egati hud also Legati under

them. No quaestors were sent to the provinces of

the Caesar, and for this reason observes Gaius, tkU

edict {hoc edictum) is not published in those pro-

vinces, by which he appears, from the context, to

mean the edict of the Curulo Aedilcs. In place

of the quaestors, there were Procuratorcs Caesaris,

who were either Equites or freedmen of the Caesar.

Egj'pt was governed by an Eques with tho title of

Pmcfectus. The Procuratorcs looked after the

taxes, paid the troops, and generally were intrusted

W’ith the interests of the Fiscus. Judaea, which
was a part of the province of Syria, was governed
by a Procurator who had the powers of a Legatus.

It appears that there were also Procuratorcs Cac-
3 Q 4
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•aris in the Senatorian pmrincef, who collected

certain due* of the Fiscua, which were independrnt

of what was due to the Aerariunu The regular

taxes, as in the Kcpuhlican period, were the poll*

tax and land-tax. The taxation was founded on

Q census of persons and property, which was csta-

blUhed by Augustus. The Porloria and other dues

w'crc fiirmed by the Publicani, os in the Repub*
lican period.

The goremors of the Senatorial prorinces and
the Irgati of the Caesar received their instructions

from him, and in all cases not thus provided for

they bad to apply to the Caesar for special direc-

tions The Rescripta of the Emperors to the pro-

vincial goTcniors are numerous. Justice was ad-

ministered in the provinces according to the laws

of th Prorinces, and such Roman laws as were

specially enacted for them, and according to Im-
perial Constitutiones, Senatusconsulta and the

^ict of the governors. In some instances the

provisions of Roman laws were ext^'nded to the

provinces. (Gaius, i 47 ; Ulp. Frag, xi. 20.)

The organization of the Italian towns under the

Empire 1ms been already explained in the article

CoLONiA
;
and the same observations apply in

general to the Senates of Provincial towns which
have been made with respect to the functions of

the Senate's of Italian towns. Even in the pro-

vinces the names Senate and Senator occur in the

sense respectively of Curia and Dccurionea But
there was a great distinction between the Magis-

tratus of Provincial and those of Italian towns.

The functions of these personages in the Provincial

towns were generally Muncra {hurdmi) and not

llonores. [Honorbs.] Such Honores as have

reference to religious functions they certainly had,

and probably others also ; but they had nothing

corresponding to the Duumviri Juri dicundo of the

Italian towns, that is, no functionary “qui jiu

dicebat.” The only exception were such towns

as had received the Jus Italicum, the eiTect of

which, as elsewhere explained, appears to have

been, in brief, to give to a certain city and district

the same character that it would have had, if

it had been a part of the Italic soil ; but only so

far AS affected the whole district : it did not affect

the status of individuals. Freedom from the land-

tax, and a free constitution in Italian form, with

Duumviri J. D., Quinqucnualcs, Aediles, and Jurii-

dictio were essential ingredients of this Jus Italicum.

Sicily received the Civitas after the death of C.

Julius Caesar, and from the occurrence of the men-
tion of Duumviri in the inscriptions of a Sicilian

toam, Sarigny draws the probable inference that

the Sicilian towns received the Jus Italicum also:

at least if in any cose, we can show that any pro-

vincial city had Duumviri, we may conclude that

such city had the Jus Italicum aj^ consequently

Magistralus with Jurisdictio. The regular Juris-

dictio in all the provinces was vested in the governor,

who exercised it personally and by bit legati

:

with reference to his circuits in the prorincia the

governor in the later ages of the Empire was called

Judex OrdinariuB and sometimes simply Judex.

The towns which had the Jus Italicum were, os

already observed, not under his immediate Juris-

dictio, though a right of appeal to the governor

from the judgment of the Duumviri must be con-

sidered as ala*ays existing. The provincial towns

bad the management of their own revenue
; and

•ome ef the principal towns could coin money. It
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dues not appear that the religion of the provincials

was ever interfered with, nor had it been put under
any restraint in the Republican period.

The constitution of Caracalla, which gave the

Civitas to all the provinces and toams of the Empire,
mc'rely affected the perBonol status of the people.

The land remained Provincial land, when the Jus
Italicum had not been communicated to it, and the

cities which had not received the Jus Italicum,

were immediately under the Jurisdictio of the

goveniors. This constitution however must have
made considerable change* in the condition of the

provincials, for when they all became Roman citi-

zens, the Roman incidents of marriage, such as the

Patria Polestas, and the Roman Law of succession

in case of intestacy would seem to be iusepanible

consequents of this change, at least so far as the

want of the Jus Italicum did not render it in-

applicable.

The const'tution of the provincial towns was
materially affected by the establishment of Do-
fensores, whose complete title is ** Defensorcs Civi-

tatis Plebis Ivoci.** Until about the time of Con-
stantine, so far as the Pandect shows. Defensor

was the title of persons who were merely em-
ployed in certain municipal matters of a temporary

kind. In the year a. d. 365, the Defensoros ap-

pear as regularly established functionaries. (Cod.
1. tit, 55. De De/etuorUM*.) They were elected

by the Dccuriones and all the city ;
but, unlike

the magistratus, they could not be elected out of

the body of Decuriones. The office w'as originally

for five years, but after the time of Justinian only

for two years. The principal business of the De-
fensor uYis to protect his team against the op-

pression of the Governor. (Cod. 1. tit. 55. s.4.)

He had a limited Jurisdictio in civil matters,

which Justinian extended from matters to the

amount of 60 soUdi to matters to -the amount of

300 solidi. There was an appeal from him to the

Governor, (Nov. 15. c. 5.) He could not impose

a Multa
; but he could appoint a Tutor. In cri-

minal matters, he had only Jurisdictio in some of

the less important cases.

The number of Senators both in the Italic and
provincial towns seems to have been generally one

hundred ; and this was the number in Capua. (Cic.

in RtiU, ii. 35.) But the number was not in all places

the same. Besides the actual members, the Album
Dccurionum comprised others who were merely

honorary members. The Albnm of the town of

Conusium, of the year a. d. 223, which has been
preserved, consists of 148 members, of whom 30
were Patroni, Roman Senators, and 2 were Patroni,

Roman Kquites
;
the remainder were 7 quinquen-

nalicii, a term which is easily explained by re-

ferring to the mooning of the term Quinqncnnales

[Coloma], 4 allecti inter qninquennales, 22 duuin-

viralicii, 19 acdilicii, 21 pedani, 34 nraetextali.

The distinction between Pedani and rraetextati

Savigny professes himself unable to explain. In

many towns the first persons in the list of actual

senators were distinguished from the rest, and
generally the first Ten, as Decemprimi ; of which

there is an example in Livy (xxix. 15. magistratus

dennsque principes) ; and in the case of Ameria,

and of Ccnturipoc in Sicily (Cic. pro. Ro*.Amer,
c. 9, In r«rrem, ii. 67).

It has l)ccn previously shown that at the time

when the Roman Rospublica had attained its com-

plete developemcnt, Italia and the Provinciae were
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the two grcAt component part* of the Empire ; and
one great distinction between them wu this, that

in Italia the towns had magistiatiu with Juris-

dictio ; in the provinces, except in places which

had received the Jus Italicum, the governor alone

had Jurisdictio. But with the growth and develope-

ment of the Imperial power, a greater uniformity

was introduced into the administration of all parts

of the Empire ; and ultimately Italy itself w*as

under a Provincial form of government. [Colo-
MA.] As above shown, the relation of the Governor

to the province was not the same, when a city had
mogUtraius, and when it had not

; and consequently

it was in this respect not the same in Italy as in the

Provinces.

The constitution of Constantine was based on a
complete separation of the Civil and Military

power, which were essentially united in the old

system of provincial government ; Justinian how-
ever ultimately re-united the civil and military

power in the same person. The governor who had
Civil power was called Hector, Judex, Judex Ordi-

narius ; and of these governors there were three

classes, Consulares, Corrcctorcs, Praesides, among
whom the only distinction was in the extent and
rank of their government. In the writings of the

older jurists, which are excerpted in the Pandect,

the Praeses is a general name for a Provincial

governor. (Dig. 8. tiu 18.) The military power
was ^iven to Duces who were under the gmeial
supenntendence of the Magistri Militnm. Some
of these Duces were called Comites, which was
originally a title of rank given to various function-

aries and among them to the Duces ; and when
the title of Comes was regularly given to certain

Duces, who had important commands, the name
Dux was dropped, and Comes became a title. This

was more particularly the case with important

commands ou the fnmtier. (Cod. Theod. 7. tit. 1.

1

s. d.) The Comes is mentioned in Imperial Con- I

stitutions before the Dux, whence we infer bis

higher rank. (Cod. Theod. 6. til. 7. s. 1 1. Ad
vutgUtrot H comiVes, et daou omite$.)

It remains to add a few remarks on the exereise

of the Jurisdictio, so far as they have not been

anticipated in speaking of the functionaries them-

selves. In Italy, and in the towns which had the

pnvileges of Italian towns, all matters as a general

rule came before the magistratus in the first in-

stance ; but in certain excepted matters, and in

cases where the amount in question was above a

certain sum (the precise amount of which is not
|

known), the matter came before the governor of the

province in the first instance, or in Italy before the

noman Praetor. Until the middle of the fourth

century a. d. all matters in the Provincial towns,

which had not magistratus, came before the governor

in the first instance
; but about this time the De-

fensor acquired a power, like that of the magis-

tratus of the privileged towns, though more limited.

The old form of proceeding in civil matters has

been explained elsewhere [Judkx] : the mf^-
tratus empowered the Judex to make a condem-
natio

;
and this institution was the Ordo Judl-

ciorum Privatonira. That which the magistratus

did without the aid of a Judex was Extra Ordi-

nem. [Intxrdictum.] The same institution pn'-

vmiled in those towns which had a magistratus, for

it was of the essence of a Magistmtus or of Juris-

dictio to name a Judex. {L&* Gall. Cimdp. c. 20.)

Under the emperors, it gradually became cummoa
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for the magistratus to decide various cases without

the aid of a Judex, and these are the Extraordi-

nariae Cognitioiies spoken of in the Digest (50.

tit 18). In the reign of Diocletian the Ordo Judi-

ciorum, as a general rule, was abolished in the pro-

rinces and the pedanei judices(hoc est qui iiegotia

humiliora disceptent) were only appointed by the

praeses when he was very much occupied with
business, or fbr some tritling matters (Judex
PxOANBUS]

; (Cod. 3. tit 3. s. 2) { and in the

time of Justinian the institution had entirely dis-

appeared (Inst 4. tit 15. s. B), and, as it is con-

jectured, both in Rome and the Municipia.

By the aid of the Judices, two Praetors were
able to conduct the whole judicial business between
citixens and Peregrini at Rome ; and by the aid

of the same institution, the judicial business was
conducted in the Jurisdictiones out of Rome. In
no other way is it conceivable how the work could

have been got through. But w*hen the Ordo
Judiciorum was abolished, the difficulty of trans-

acting the business must have been apparent. How
this was managed, is explained by Savigny, by re-

ferring to the growth of another institution. Even
in the time of the Republic, the Praetors had their

legal advisers, especially if they were not jurists

themselves
:
and when all the power became con-

centrated in the Caesars, they were soon obliged

to form a kind of college, for the dispatch of busi-

ness of various kinds and particularly judicial

matters which were ri-ferrcd to the Caesar. This
college was the Caesar's Consistorium or Audito-

rium. The Provincial governors had their body of

assessors, which were like ihe Caesar's Audito-

rium (Dig. 1. tit 22) ; and it is a conjecture of

Savigny, which has the highest probability in its

fnvour, that the new institution was estabii.<ihcd in

the municipal towns and in the provincial towns,

so that here also the magistratus and the Defensor

had their assessors.

Besides the Jurisdictio, which bad reference to

Litigation, the so-called Contentiosa Jurisdictio,

there was the Voluntaria. Matters belonging to

this Jurisdictio, as Manumission, Adoption, Eman-
cipation, could only be transacted before the Magis-

tratus Populi Romani, and, unless these powers

were specially given to them, the Municipal Magis-
trates had no authority to give the legal sanction

to such proceedings
;
though in the old Municipia

it is probable that the power of the magistratus

was as little limited in the Voluntaria as in the

Conicntiosa Jurisdictia In the Imperial period it

was usual to perform many acts before the public

authorities, and in the three cases of large Gifts,

the making of a Will, and the Opening of a Will,

it was necessary for these acts to be done before

a public authority. Such acts could be done before

a provincial governor ; and also before the Curia

of a city in the presence of a Magistratus and
other persons. (Comparo the Constitution of Hono-
rins, Cod. Theod. 12. tit 1. s. 151, and a Novel of

Valcntinian, Nov. Theod. tit 23, with Savigny's

remarks on them.)

Though the general administration of the Roman
provinces is adequately understood, there arc dif-

ferences of opinion as to some matters of detail ;

one cause of which lies in the differences which
actually existed in the administration of the pro-

vinces and which had their origin in the different

circumstances of their conquest and acquisition,

and in the diversity of the native customary* law in
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the different provinces, with a larj^e part of which

the Romans originally did not interfere. A general

view of the Provinces should therefore be completed

and corrected by a view of the several provinces.

The authorities for this view of the Provincial

government have been generally referred to. They
are, more piirticularly, Sigonius, Dr Antique Jure

Prminciaruin, Lib. i.—iii. ; Ooettling, Gctchidite

der Romixdien Sttutiiverfassung ; Walter, (Jesdtickte

da Romiachen RecJitSy where the authorities are

very conveniently collected and arranged, and

chap. xxxL Notes 76, 79, wherein he differs from

Savigny as to the Jus Italicnm ; in chapter xxxvii.

Walrer has described the, provincial divisions of

the Empire, w'hich existed about the middle of the

fifth century a. d. ;
Savigny, Geachichie dea Rom.

R. im Afilielidier, vol. i. ;
P'uchta, Ueber den Inhalt

der Im Rubria^ Zeitschrift, &C., vol. x. [O. L.]

PROVOCATIO. [Appkllatio, p.l07,a.]

PROVOCATO'RES. [Gladiatorbs, p. 575,

b.]

PROXE'NTA, PRO'XENUS (wK'J'K
irp6((yoi). [Hospitium.]
PRUDENTES. fJuRiscoNstari.]
PRYTANEIUM (irpoTOPeio*'). The wporovvio

of the ancient Greek states and cities were to the

communities living around them, the common
houses of which they in some measure represented,

what private houses were to the families w'hich

occupied them. Just as the house of each family

was its home, so was the irpvTaytiov of every state

or city the common home of its members or inha-

bitants, and was consequently called the iarla

irdAfwy, the “focus”. or “ penetralc urbis.” (Cic.

de Jjeg. ii. 12 ;
Liv. xli. 20 ; Dionys. ii. 23, 65.)

This correspondence between the irpvTctvatov^ or

home of the citj’, and the private home of a man’s

family, was at Athens very remarkable. A per-

petual fire or uvp &a%t(rroy was kept continually

burning on the public altar of the city in the Pry-

taneium, just os in private houses a fire was kept

up on the domestic altar in the inner court of the

house. (Pollux, i. 7 ; Arnold, ad T/iucyd. ii. 15.)

The same custom was observed at the Pry-
taneium of the Elcans, where a fire was kept burn-

ing night and day. (Paus. v. 15. §.5.) Moreover
the city of Athens exercised in its Piy’tancium the

duties of hospitality’, both to its own citizens and
strangers. Thus foreign ambassadors were enter-

tained here, as well as Athenian envoy’s on their

return home from a successful or well conducted

mission. (Aristoph. AcAar/i. 125; Pollux, ix. 40.)

Here, too, were entertained from day to day’ the

successive Pry tones or Presidents of the Senate,

together with those citizens who, whether from per-

sonal or ancestral services to the states, were

honoured with what was called the alrriats iv

ripvTarei^, the “ victus quotidianus in Prytaneo ”

(Cic. de (Jrat. i. 54), or the privilege of taking

their meals there at the public cost. This was
granted sometimes for a limited period, some-

times for life, in which latter case the parties

enjoying it were called ifimrot. The custom

of conferring this hpnour on those who had been

of signal service to the state and their descend-

ants, was of so great antiquity that one instance

of it was referred to the times of Codnis
;
and

in the case to which we allude the individual

thus henoured was a foreigner, a native of Delphi

(Lycuig. c. Ijeocr. p. 158.) Another illustration of

the uses to which the Prytaneium was dedicated.
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is found in the ca.se of the daughters of Aristcidea,

who on the death of their father were considered

as the adopted children of the state, and nuirried

from {iKbodalaai) that comnton home of the city,

just as they would have been from their father's

home had he been alive. (Plut. Ariat. c. 27.)
Moreover, from the ever-burning fire of the Pry-
taneium, or home of a mother state, w-as carried

the sacred fire which was to be kept burning in

the prytancia of her colonies
; and if it happened

that this was ever extinguished, the flame was
rekindled from the prytaneium of the parent city.

(Duker, ad Thucyd. i. 24.) Lastly, a Prytaneium
w’as also a distinguishing mark of an independent
state, and is mentioned as such by Thucydides (ii.

15), who informs us that before the time of

Theseus, every city or state (irdXjj) of Attica pos-
sessed a prytaneium. The Achaeans, we are told

(Herod, vii. 197), called their prytaneium XifiToy

(from X«<6r, populus), or the “ town-hall,” and
exclusion from it seems to have been a sort of civil

excommunication.

The Prytaneium of Athens lay under the
Acropolis on its northern side (near the iyopd)^

and W’as, os its name denotes, originally the place
of assembly of the IlpvTavfts ; in the earliest times
it probably stood on the Acropolis. Oflicers called
npuTOMtis were entrusted with the chief magi-
tracy in several states of Greece, as Corcyra,
Corinth, Miletus, and the title is sometimes sy-

nonymous with /ScuTiXstr, or princes, haring appa-
rently the same root as irp&ros or wpiraTos. At
Athens they were in early times probably a ma-
gistracy of the second rank in the state (next to

tho Archon), acting as judges in various cases

(perhaps in conjunction with him), and sitting in

the Prytaneium. That this was the case is ren-
dered probable by the fact, that even in aftertimes

the fees paid into court by plaintiff and defendant,
before they could proceed to trial, and received by
the dicast^ were called arpurayua. (Pollux, vii).

38.) This court of the Prytaneium, or the rh 4wl
UpvToptltp, is said (Pollux, viii. 120) to have been
presided over by the q>vKo€a(ri\t7t^ who perhaps
were the same os the arpureuftts.

.In later ages, however, and after the establish-

ment of the courts of the lleliaea, the court of the
Prytaneium had lost what is supposed to have beoji

its original importance, and was made one of tho
courts of the Kphetae, who held there a species of
mock trial over the instruments by which any indi-

vidual had lost his life, as well as over persons who
had committed murder, and were not forthcoming

or detected.

The tablets or &lovts otherwise KvpStta, on
which Solon’s laws were written (Plut, iib/. 25),
were also deposited in the Prytaneium (Pans, i,

18. § 3) ;
they were at first kept on the Acropoli.s,

probably in the old Prytaneium, but afterwards
removed to tho Prytaneium in the iyopd, that

they might be open to public inspection. (Pollux,
viil 128.) Ephialtcs is said to have been the author
of this measure (Harpocrat a. r, *0 ndruBiv vdfios),

but their removal may have been merely the con-

sequence of the erection of a new' Prytaneium on
the lower site in the time of Pericles. ’ (Thirlwall,

Hiat. of Greece., vol, il p. 54.) [R. W.]
PRYTANES (wpoToveij). [Boul,*, pp. 210,

212 ; Prytaneium.]
PSEPHISMA (V^ur^a). [Boole, pp. 21

211 ; Nomotuxtxs.]
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PSEPHUS The Athenian dicast^

in giving their verdict, voted by ballot. For this

purpose they used cither sea-sfaclls, (Aris*

toph. Vesp. 333, 349, Eq. 1332), or beans (hence

the Srjpos is called Kvaporpii^ by Aristophanes,

41), or balls of metal (cnrdi'SvAot) or stone

(^<poi). These last were the most common : hence

}jntq>lC*<T6at, and its various derivatives, arc used so

often to signify voting^ determining^ drc. The balls

were cither pierced (Terpvnjperat) and whole

(irAi7pf?s), the former for condemnation, the latter

for acquittal (Aesch. c. Timarck. 11, c<L Steph.
;

Harpoc. s. v. Ttrpvirt\(iiin\)
;
or they were black

and white, for the same purposes, respectively, as

the following lines show (Ovid. Met. xv. 41) :
—

“ Mos erat antiquus nivcis atrisque Inpillia,

Ills dainnorc reos, illis absolvere culpa."

There might be three methods of voting. First,

the secret method, called KpvSiriv

when each dicast had two balls given him (say a

black and a white)
;
two boxes (»cd8o«, koSIokoi^

or ofupoptii) were prepared, one of brass, colled

the judgment-box (/vwpms), into which the dicast

put the ball by which he gave bis vote, and the

other of wood, called &icvpos, into which ho put

the other ball, and the only object of which was
to enable him to conceal his vote. Each box had a

neck or funnel (arj^idr, ». e. ir'iBgfta pias \lrfi<pou

X^pov fx<’Ot which a man could put his band,

but only one ball could pass through the lower part

into the box. (Aristoph. Veep. 99, 751.) Secondly,

there might be only one box, in which the dicast

put which of the two balls ho pleased, and return-

ed the other to the officer of the court. Thirdly,

there might be two boxes, one for condemnation,

the other for acquittal, niid only one ball. (Harpoc.

j. r. KoSicKos.) The first method was most com-

monly practised at Athens. Where, however,

there were several parties before the court, ns in

inheritance causes, to one of whom an estate or

other thing was to be adjudged, it was custoinaiy*

to Imve as many ballot-boxes as there were parties,

or at least parties in distinct interests
;
and the

dicast put the white or whole ball into the box of

that person in whose favour he decided. [Hkkes
(Grsbk).] The same system of balloting was
employed when the dicasts voted on the question

of damages. . Hence the verdict on the question,

gniltg or not guiltg^ orfor Ute plaintiff'or defendant

(to distinguish it from the other), is called irpdni)

^<pos. (Aesch. c. Cfet. 82, ed. Steph.
;
Demosth.

de Fals. Leg. 434, c. Aristocr. 676, c. Aristog. 795,
r. Neaer. 1347.) A curious custom was in vogue

in the time of Aristophanes. Each dicast had a
waxen tablet, on which, if the heavier penalty was
awarded, he drew a long line (lengthway on the

tablet)
;

if the lighter penalty, he drew a short

line (breadthway on the tablet). W’e must sup-

pose, not that the voting took place in this way,
but that, on the votes l^ing counted, the jurors

took a note of the result for their own satisfaction
;

unless we resort to this hypothesis, viz. that the

drawing lines on the tablets was an act preliminary

to the division, whereby the jury intimated to the

parties how the matter w-as likely to go, unless

they came to a compromise. Such intimation

might l>c necessary in those cases, where, the esti-

mates of the parties being widely different, the

one proposing too high a penalty, the other too low

a one, the jury wished to inform the more un-
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reasonable party, that, unless he offered them some
bett<*r alternative, they should adopt the estimate

of his adversary. (As to this point, see Meier,

AtL Proc. p. liil.) The tablet is called by Aristo-

phanes mydniov ripLTjriKdv. In the expression

rip&v ri)y paxpdy, we understand yp<xppi\v or

Tipriaiv {Vesp. 106, 167,850). Sec IMlux, viii.

16, 17, 123; Meier, Ait. Proc. pp. 720, 726 ;

Plainer, Proc. und Klag. vol. L p. 188 ; Wachs-
muth, vol. iL pt i. p. 844.

In the popular assemblies the common method
of voting was by show of hands. [Chbirotonia.]
There w’cre some occasions, however, when the

liallot was employed ; as where it was deemed im-
portant that the voting should be secret, or that

the numbers should be accurately counted. Thus,
to pass a law for the naturalization of a foreigner,

or for tha release of a state debtor, or for the resto-

ration of a disfranchised citizen, and indeed in

every case of a privilegiuin, it was necessary that

six thousand persons should vote in the majority,

and in secret. (Andoc. de Mgst. 1 2, ed. Steph.
;

Demosth. c. Timoe. 715, 719, c. l^'eaer. 1375.)

On the condemnation of the ten generals who
gained the battle of Aiginusae, the people voted

by ballot, but openly, according to the second of

the plans above mentioned. The voting was then

by tribes, xoro ^uAcfj. (Xen. HeU. i. 7. § 9.)

Secret voting by the Senate of Five Hundred is

mentioned in Aeschines (c. Timarck, 5, ed. Steph.);

and in ostracism the voting was conducted in secret.

(Sebomann, De Comit. pp. 121— 128, 245.)

The people or jury were said ^<pl(ta6ai, i^>rjipoy

(pipuy or dladcu, to vote, or gice their vote or
judgment, Vqipoy ri9ivai, to cast accounts, is used
with a different allusion. (Demosth. y>ro Cor. 304.)

The presiding magistrate or officer, who called on
the people to give their votes, was said

}l/rj<poy Iwdyfiy or 8iS6yat, though the last expres-

sion is also used in the sense of voting in favour of
a jyerson, Vrf<piCta6ai, to vote, to resolve, iwo-

\lrti<pi(fa6ai, to acquit, and other derivations from
^ipos, are often us^ metaphorically, where the

method of voting was and conversely.

Xttporoytiy, however, is not used, like \lnj<piCta9ai,

w'ith the accusative of the thing voted. As to

this see Schumann, Comitiia, p. 123. [C. H. K.j
PSEUDENGRAPHES GRAFHE (if^fw-

Styypaifnjt ypeupij). It is shown under Phac-
TORBS that the luime of every state debtor at

Athens was entered in a register ,by the practores,

whose duty it was to collect the debts, and erase

the name of the party when he had paid it. The
entr}* was usually made upon a return by some
magistrate, to whom the incurring of the debt be-

came officially known ; as, for instance, on a re-

turn by the wwA^toi, that such a person had
become a lessee of public lands, or farmer of

taxes, at such a rent or on such terms. In case,

however, the authorities neglected to make the

proper return, any individual might, on his own
respoiuibility, give information to the registering

officers of the existence of the debt
;
and thereupon

the officers, if they thought proper, might make an
entry accordingly, though it would probably be
their duty to make some inquiry before so doing.

If they made a false entry, either wilfully, or upon
the suggestion of another person, the aggrieved

party might institute a prosecution against them,

or against the person upon whose suggestion it was
made. Such prosecution was called ypa<p)) ifev-
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8f77pa^T. It would lie oltn, where a nuan wa<

registered as debtor for more than wws really due

from him. And the reader must understand the like

remedy to be open to one, who was falsely recorded

as a debtor by the ro^ioi rwv dfwr. Whether
this form of proceeding could be adopted against

magistrates for making a false return, or whether

the remedy against them could only be at the

iwtx*ipoTorlai or cMvrcu, we cannot say. The
ypaeff^ t^*v9*yypa^ris w*ns brought before the

Thesmothetae. If the defendant was convicted,

the name of the complainant was struck out of the

register, and that of the defendant was entered in

his stead, as debtor for the same amount The
fiovK^Catms was similar to this ;

only it lay

in those cases where a man, who had l>een a state

debtor, had paid all that was due, but his name
was not erased, or having been erased, was re-

entered. We may presume, that fraudulent or

malicious motives were necessary to be proved on

such a charge ; but it is reasonable also to suppose

that in any case of gross negligence, fraud or

malice might (as matter of course) be presumed by
the dicasts. (Pollux, viii. 40, 43 ;

Ilarpoc. and

Suid» s. rr. BouAsi^cwt, t^tvityypaip^^ t^tv94y-

ypa^t 61kji ; Bdckh, PubL Econ. of AiMtns^ pp.

349, 390, 2d ed. ; Meier, Ati. Proe, p. 337 ;

Plainer, /'roc. A7o^. vol.ii. p.lI7.) [C.R.K.]
PSEUDOCLETEIAS GRAPIIE (ifeuSo.

mXiiTtias 7pa^), a prosecution against one, who
bad appeared as a witness or K\4irmp) to

prove that a defendant had been duly summoned,
and thereby enabled the plaintiff to get ajudgment
by default. To prevent fraud, the Athenian law
directed that the names of the witnesses who at-

tended the summons should be subscribed to the

bill of plaint or indictment (fyxAij/ia), so that the

defendant, if he never had l^n summoned, and
judgment bad nevertheless been given against him
by default, might know against whom to proceed.

The false witness (xAi^r^p) was liable to be crimi-

nally prosecuted, and punished at the discretion

of the court Even death might be inflicted in a

case of gross conspiracy. (Demosth. c. XicosL

1252.) A person thrice convicted of this offence

was, as in the case of other false testimony, tpso

Jure disfranchised
; and even for the first offence the

jury might, if they pleased, by a inflict

the penalty of disfranchisement u(K>n him. (Andoc.

de A/ysf. 10, cd. Steph.
; Meier, de Bon. Damn.

p. 12.i) Here wc may observe this distinction,

that the proceeding against the false witness to a
summons was of a criminal nature, while the wit-

ness in the cause (ftdprvp) was liable only to a civil

action. The cause might l>e that the former off«)ce

was more likely to do miMhicf. The magistrate,

before whom the defendant neglected to appear,

when by the evidence of the witness it was shown
that he had been duly summoned, had no discre<

tion but to pronounce judgment against him

;

whereas the diemsts, to whom the witness gave
false evidence at the trin). might disbelieve him
and And their verdict according to the truth. If

the fraud was owing to a conspiracy between the

plaintiff and the witness, it is proliahle that an
action at the suit of the defendant w'ould lie against

the former, to recover compensation ; for, though
the conviction of the witness w'ould lead to a re-

versal of the judgment, still he (the defendant)
might have suffei^ damage in the meantime,
which the leUing aside of the judgment would not
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repair. Such action (it has been ccmjectured)

might be a iinrf ffvtco^ayrias^ or perhaps nojcorex-

tni/r. If the name of the \vitncss had been fraudu-

lently used by the plaintif!^ and the witness bad
thereby l>een brought into trouble, wc may con-

clude, by analogy to the case of other witneaset,

that he had a iimj $\dtris against the plaintiff.

(Demosth. c. ApMf. 849.) The ypeup^ i^cvSo-

irAiiTfiof came before the Thesmothetae, and the

question at the trial simply was, whether the de-

fendant in the former cause had been summoned or

not. (Plainer, Proe. uitd Kloff. vol. i. pk4)7;
Meier, Att. Proe, pp. 836, 577, 758.) [C. fc K.]
PSEUDODI'PTEROS. [Templum.]
PSEUDOMARTYRION GRAPHE (4«o8e-

fiapTvpwif ypa^). [Msetyhia, p. 734, b.]

PSILI (t^iAoi). FArma.]
PSYCTER (ikwEvbp, dim, ^vKnipi9toy\ a wine-

cooler. (Plat, C’oanr. p. 332, d ; Tim. Lew. Pl(U,

t,r. ; Menander, p. 177, ed. Meineke
; Atben. xi.

pp. 469, 502, 503.) The vessel specially adapted

ibr this operation, was sometimes made of bronse

(Alhen. iv. p. 142) or silver (v. p. 199). One of

earthenware is preserved in the Museum of Anti-

quities at Copenhagen. It consists of one deep
vessel for holding ice, which is flxed within another

for holding wine. The wine was poured in at the

top. It thus surrounded the vessel of ice and was
cooled by the contact It w'os drawn off so aa to

611 the drinking-cups by means of a cock at the

bottom. Thus was akind ofCrater ;

and accordingly, where Phylnrchus (ap. Adien, tv.

. 142) in describing the ro^e of life of Cieomenes,

King of Sparta, uses the former term, Plutarch

{Oeom. p. 1486, ed. Steph.) adopts the Intler.

The size of the was very various. It

contained from 2 quarts (Plat /. c.) to a great

number of gallona (Athen. v. p. 199, d. f.) It was
sometimes given as a prise to (he winnen in the

game of the CoTTABoa. (J. Y’.]

PUBES, PUBKRTAS, [Curator; I«-
pUBKa

;
Infanr.]

PUBLICA'NI, formers of the public revenues

of the Roman state (veetif/aiia). Their name is

formed from publicum^ which signifies all that be-

longs to the state, and is sometimes used as sy-

nonymous with vectigal. (Dig. 39. til 4. s. 1.

8 1 ; 50. tit 16. a 16 ; Suet Aero, 1 ; Cic. pro
Bobir. Pod. 2 ; Val. Max. vi. 9. J 7.) The re-

venues which Rome derived from conquered coun-

tries, consisting chiefly of tolls, tithes, harlwur

duties, the scriptura or the tax which was paid

for the use of the public pasture lands, and the

duties paid for the ti^ of mines and salt-works

(so/ifioe), were let out, or, as the Romans ex-

pressed it, W’cre sold by the censors in Rome itself

to the highest bidder. (Cic. de Agr. ii. 21,

. IVrr. iii. 7.) This sale generally took place in

the month of Quinctilis and b’os mode for a lus-

trum. (Macrob. Sat. i. 12.) The terms on which

the revenues were let, were fixed hy the censors

in the so-called le*)e* ceueoriae, (Cic. ad (Jvimt, h'mt.

i. 1 ;
Vorro, dc. He Hud. ii. 1 ;

Feat. s. r. /'ro-

duit.) The people or the senate however sometimes

modified the terms fixed by the censors in order to

raise the credit of the puMicani (PluL hlamin. 19 ;

Polyb. vi. 1 7 ;
Liv. xxxix. 44), and in some cases

even the tribunes of the people interfered in this

branch of the administration. (Liv. xliii. 16.) The
tithes raised in the province of Sicily alone, with

the exception of those of wine, oil, and gaideo
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produce, were not told at Rome, but in fbe dis-

tricu of Sicily iuclf, nccording to a practice estiib-

lifbed by Hiero, (Cic.c. Terr. ii. 3, 64, Ac.) The
person* who undertook the fanning of the public

rerenue of course belonged to the wealthiest Ro*

man*. Their wealth and consequent influence may
be S(*en from the fact, that as early as the second

Punic war, after the battl^ of Cannae, when the

aenirium was entirely exhausted, the publicani ad*

ranced large sums of money to the state, on condi-

tion of repayment after the end of the war. ( Val.

Max. V. 6. g 8 ;
Liv. zxiv. 18 ;

comparo zziii.

48, dec) But what class of Romans the publicani

were at this time is not slated ;
scarcely half a

century later however we find that they were
I

principally men of the equestrian order (Lir. zliii. I

16) ; and doAn to the end of the republic, as well

at during the early part of the empire, the farming

of the public revenues was almost exclusively in

the hands of the equites ; whence the word equites

and publicani arc sometimes used at SAmonymoua
(Cic. e. f'err. L 51, ii. 71, ad Att. 'n. 1 ;

Suet
Au^. 24 ; Twc.lL Anml. iv. 6.)

The publicani had to pre security to the state

for the sum at which they bought one or more
br:inches of the revenue in a province

;
but as for

this ri oson the property of even the wealthiest in-

dividual must nave b^n inadequate, a number of

equites generally united together and fonned a

company (tocii, societas or corpus), which was rc-

ciignisrd by the state (Dig. 3. tiL 4. s. 1), and by

which they were enabled to carry on their under-

takings upon a large scale. Such companies ap-

pear as early as the second Punic war. (Liv.

xxiit. 48, 49.) The shares which each partner of

such a company took in the business, were called

partes, and if they were small, porticuUu*. (Cic.

pro JiaUr. Po$t. 2 ;
Vul. Max. vi. 9. g 7.) Thu

respoiuible person in each company, and the one

who contracted with tho state, was called manceps

(Fests. V. Afopeeps; Fscudo-Ascon. u />iriao/. p.

1 13, ed. Orelli.) [Mancipa]
;
but thecL- was also a

magister to manage the business of each society,

who resided at Rome, and kept an extensive cor-

respondence with the o^nts in the provinces. (Cic.

ad AU. V. 15, c. Verr. ii. 74.) He seems to have

held his office only fur one year ; his representa-

tive in the provinces was called sub mogistro, who
hod to travel about and superinteod the actual

business of collecting the revenues. The
ktitnus in St. Luke (xix. 2) was probably such a
sub mogistro. The magister at Ruuie bad also to

keep the accounts which were sent hi to him {Utbu-

las acespd si sjpensi). The credit of these com-
panies of publicani and the flourishing state of

their finances were of the uuiiost impurtuiicc to

the state, and in fact its very foundation : of

this the Romans were well aware tCic. />fo Lsg.

ManU. 6), and Cicero therefore calls them the
^ omomentum civitatis et firmamentum reipublicae.”

(Comp, pro Plane. 9.) It bos been already men-
tioned that the publicani, in case of need, acted

as a kind of public bank and advanced sums of

money to the state (compare Cic. ud Pam. v. 20),

which therefore thought them worthy of its es-

pecial protection. But they abused their power
at an early period, m the provinces as well as nt

Rome itself ; and Livy (xlv. 18) says, ^ ubi pub-
licaous est, ibi aut jus publicum vanum, aut liber-

tas sociis nulla.'* (Compare Liv. zxv. 3, 4.)

Nobody but a Roman citizen was allowed to

PUBLICANI. 978

become a member of a company of publicani ;
freed-

men and slaves wore excluded. (rscudo-.\scon. in

IMrinai. p, 113; Cic. c. f'err. iii. 39.) No
Roman magistrate however, or governor of a pro-

vince, was allowed to take any share whatever in

a company of publicani (Cic. e. Verr. iii. 57), a regu-

lation which was chiefly intended as a protection

against the oppression of the provincials. During
the later period of the empire various changes

were introduced in tho farming of the public reve-

nues. Although it was, on the whole, a rule that

no person should be compelled to take any share

in a company of publicani, yet such cases some-
times occurr^. (Burmann, Vectip. Pop. Ronu
p. 138, 6lc.) From the time of Constantine the

leases of the publicani were generally not longer

than for three years. (Cod. 4. tit. 61. s. 4.)

Several parts of the revenue which hod before been
let to publicani, were now raised by especial oiH-

cers appointed by the emperors. (Burmann, /. c.

. 141, &c.)

All the persons hitherto mentioned as members
of these companies, whether they held any office

in such a coin^iany or not, and merely contributed

their shares and received their portions of the

profit (Cic. ati Ati. i. 19 ;
Nepot, AU. 6), did not

themselves take any part in the actual levying or

collecting of the taxes in the provinces. This part

of the business was performed by an inferior class

of men, who were said operas pubt. cants dare^ or

esse in operis socisiatis. (\'al. Max. vi. 9. § 8 ;

Cic. e. Verr, iii. 41, cm/ Pam. xiii. 9; compare
. Verr. ii. 70, pro Plane. 19.) They were en-

gaged by the publicani, and consisted of freemen
as well as slaves, Romans as well as provincials.

(Cic. c. rierr. ii. 77, de Proc. Cons, 5.) This
body of men is called familia pulAicanorum^ and
comprehended, according to the praetor's edict

(Dig. 39. lit. 4. a 1), all persons who assisted tho

j

puhliconi in collecting the vcctigal. Various Liws

w*ere enacted in the course of time, which were
portly intended to support the servants of the

publicani in tho performance of their duty, and
partly to prevent them from acts of oppression.

(See Digest 39. tit. 4: iM PtdUicanis e/ vecti-

galUt. et commiuis ; Gnius, iv. 28.)

The separate branches of the public revenue in

the provinces (c/ccaouie, portoria^ scriptura^ ai»d

the revenues from the mines and saltworks) were
mostly leased to separate companies of publicani ;

whence they were distinguisned by names de-

rived from that particular branch which they h.'id

taken in form * e.p. decuroani, pccuorii or scrip-

turarii, saliimrii or inancipcs salinarum, Ac. ( Pseudo-

Ascon. /. c. ; compare Dbcumak, Portorhm,
Salinae, ScRiPTi/RA.) On some occasions, how-
ever, one company o( publicani fiumed two or

mure branches at once ; thus we have an instance

of a societas farming the portoriura and the scrip-

ture at the same time. (^Cic. e. Verr. H. 70.)

The commentator, who goes by the name of

Asconius, asserts that the portitores were publi-

cani who fanned the portorium
;
but from all

the passages where they are mentioned in ancient

writers, it is beyond all doubt that the portitores

were not publicani properly so called, but only

their servants engag^ in examining the goods
imported or exported and levying the custom-

duties upon them. They belonged to the same
cl.*isa 08 the puhliconi of the New Testament.
(St. Luke, V. 27, 29.) Ucspoctuig the impndeut
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way in wliich these inferior officers sometimes be-

haved towards travellers and merchants, see PlauL

MenuecJi. i. 2. 5, &c.
;
Cic. ad Quint. I’r. i. 1 ;

Plut de Curiosit. p. 518, e. (Compare Burmann,
de Vcctiff. c. 9.) [ L. S.]

PUliUCLVNA IN REM ACTIO, was given

to him who had obtained possession of a thing ex

justa causa, and had lost the Possession before he

had acquired the ownership by Usucapion. This

was a Praetorian action, so called from a Praetor

Publicius
;
and the fiction by which the Possessor

was enabled to sue, was that he had obtained the

ownership by Usucapion. (Gaius, iv. 36, where

the intentio is given.) This actio was an incident

to every' kind of possessio which was susceptible

of Usucapion (the thirty years’ excepted). In

the old Roman Law, this Actio resembled the

Vindicatio, and in the newer Roman Law it was

still more closely assimilated to it, and consequently

in this actio, n>crc Possession was not the only

thing considered, but the matter was likened to

the cose where ownership and Possession were ac-

quired at the same time by Occupalio or Traditia

Accordingly’ Possessio for tlic purposes of Usuca-

pion may be viewed in two ways: viewed with

respect to the ownership of which it is the founda-

tion, it is an objt'ct of jurisprudence ns bare Pos-

session
;
viewed with reference to the Publiciana

Actio, which is incident to it, it is viewed as

ownership. The owner of a thing might avail

himself of this action, if ho had any difficulty in

proving his ownership.

This action was introduced for the protection of

those who had a civilis possessio, but that only,

and consequently could not recover a thing by the

Rei vindicatio, an action which a man could only

have, when he had the Quiritorian ownership of a

thing. According to the definition a man could

have this actio both for a thing which he had

in bonis and for a thing of which he had a civilis

possessio, without having it in bonis. When he

nad the thing in bonis his action was good against

the Quiritarion owner, for if such owner pleaded

his ownership, the plaintiff might reply that the

thing had been sold and delivered and therefore

was his in bonis. The Publiciana actio of the

plaintiff who had a civilis possessio, without having

the thing in bonis, was not good against the

owner, who had the right of ownership, in fact,

while the plaintiff bad it only in fiction ;
nor was

it valid against another who Imd a Civilis possessio

ns good as his own. His action was good against a

Possessor who had not a civilis possessio. In this

action the plaintiff had to prove that he possessed

civiliter, before the time when he lost the pos-

session. [Possessio.]

The object of the action was the recovery of the

thing and all that belonged to it (cum omni causa).

In the legislation of Justinian, the distinction be-

tween Res Mancipi and Nec Moncipi was abolished,

and ownership could in all cases be transferred by’

tradition. The Publiciana actio therefore became

useless for any other purpose than a case of bonae

hdei possessio, and this seems to explain why the

words ** non a domino ” appear in the Edict as

cited in the Digest (6. tit. 2. s. 1 ), while tlicy do

not appear in Gains (iv. 36).

The Publiciana actio applied also to Sen-itutes,

the right to which had not been transferred by
hlancipatio or In jure ccssio, but which had been
enjoyed with the consent of the owner of the

PUG1L.A.TUS.

land. *As the legislation of Justinian rendered

the old forms of transfer of servitutes unnecessary,

the Publiciana actio could then only apply to a

case of Possessio.

(Dig. 6. tit 2 ;
Inst 4. tit 6 ;

Savimy, Iku
Itadd dc$ besitzes, p. 13, .5lh ed. ;

Pu^ta, /wrf.

ii. § 233 ; Mackeldey, Lehrhuchy 12th ed. § 270,

and the notes). ^ [G. L.]

PU'BLICUM. [Akrarium, p. 23, b.]

PUBLICUM, PRIVATUM JUS. [Jus, p.

657, b.]

PU'BLICUS ACER. [Aokr.]
PUER. [Skrvi;8.]

PUGILATUS (wof, wvyfx'fiyirvyuaxlcL, xvytio-

boxing. The fist {pugnus^ »<5{) being the

simplest and most natural weapon, it may be

taken for granted that boxing was one of the

earliest athletic games among tho Greeks. Hence
even gods and several of the earliest heroes are

described cither as victors in the or as dis-

tinguished boxers, such os Apollo, Heracles, Ty-
deus. Polydeuces, &c. (Pans. v. 7. § 4 ;

Theocrit

xxiv. 113 ;
Apollod. iii. 6. § 4 ;

Paus. v. 8. § 2.)

The Scholiast on Pindar (A'cwt, v. 89) says that

Theseus was believed to have invented the art of

boxing. The Homeric heroes are well acquainted

with it (Horn. JL xxiii. 691, &c.
;
compare Od.

viii. 103, &C.) The contest in boxing was one of

the hardest and most dangerous, whence Homer
gives it tho attribute dA.r><iv^. (77. xxiii. 653.)

Boxing for men was introduced at the Olympic
games in 01. 23, and for boys in 01. 37. ( Paus.

V. 8. § 3.) Contests in boxing for boys arc also

mentioned in the Ncmen and Isthmia. (Pans. vL

4. § 6.)

In the earliest times boxers (pugilcs, wil/rroi)

fought naked, with the exception of a (ipa round

their loins (Ilom. //, xxiii. 683 ;
Virg. Ae$u y.

421) ;
but this w’as not used when boxing was in-

troduced at Olympia, as the contests in wrestling

and racing had been carried on here by persons

entirely naked ever since 01. 15. Respecting the

leathern thongs with which pugilists surrounded

their fists, sec Cbstus, where its various forms arc

illustrated by wood-cuts.

The boxing of the ancients appears to have re-

sembled the practice of modem times. Some par-

ticulars, however, deserve to be mentioned. A
peculiar method, which required great skill, was

not to attack tho antagonist, but to remain on the

defensive, and thus to w’cor out the opponent,

until he was obliged to acknowledge himself to be

conquered. (Dio Chrysost Melanc. ii. orai. 29
;

Eustath. ad JL p. 1 322. 29.) It was considered

a sign of the greatest skill in a boxer to conquer

without receiving any wounds, so that the two

great points in this game were to inflict blows,

and at the some time not to expose oneself to

any danger (ivA»r)^ trol ^uKatet], J. Chrysost.

Serm. viL 1 ;
Plut. SyinpM. ii. 6 ; compare Paus.

vi. 12. § 3). A pugilist used his right arm chiefly

for fighting, and the left as a protection for his

head, for all regular blows w’crc directed against

the upper parts of the body, and the wounds in-

flicted upon the head were often very severe and

fatal In some ancient representations of boxers

the blood is seen streaming from their noses, and

their teeth were frequently knocked out (Apol-

lon. Rhod. ii. 785 ; Theocrit ii. 126 ;
Virg.

Aen. V. 469 ;
Aelian. V. //. x. 19.) The cars

especially were exposed to great danger, and

Digitized by Google
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with regular pugilinU they were generally much
mutilated and broken. (Plat Gory. p. 316

;

PrtMng. p. 34*2
;
Martial, vii. 32. 5.) Hence in

worki of art the can of the pancratio&ti always

appear beaten Bat. and although swollen in some
parts, are yet smaller than ears usually arc. In

order to pn>tect tho cars from severe blows, little

covers, called were invented. (Pollux,

ii. 8*2
;
Ktymnl. Mag. s.v.) But these ear-covers

which, according to the Etymologist, were made
of brass, were undoubtedly never used in the

great public games, but only in the gymnasia and
palat'strae, or at most in the public contests of

boxing for buys
;

they are never seen in any
ancient work of art.

The game of boxing, like all the other gymnas-

tic and athletic games, was rcgubaUHl by certain

rules. Thus pugilists were not allowed to take

hold of one anotlicr, or to use their feet fur the

purpose of making one another fall, os was the

case in the paucnitium. (Plut. Symp. ii. 4 ;
T.n*

cion. Attach. 3.) Cases of death either during the

fight itsidf or soon after, appear to have occurred

rather frequently (bcliol. ad Find. Ol. v. 34), but

if a fighter wilfully killed his niiUgonitt, be was
severely punished. (Paus. vtii. 40. § 3, vi. 9.

g 3.) If both the combatants a'cre tired without

wishing to give up the fight, they niight pause

a while to recover their strength
;
and in some

!

cases they are described as resting on their knees.

(Apollon. Hhod. ii. 86 j
Stat, T/uh. vi. 796,) If

the 6ght lasted too long, recourse a-as had to a
plan railed K\Ipa(^ that is, both parties agreed not

,

to move, but to stitnd still and receive the blows

without using any means of defence, except a cer-

tain position of the hands. (Eustath. //. xxiii.

{). 1324
;
Paus. viii. 40. § 3.) The contest did

not end until one of the combatants was compelled

by fatigue, wounds or despair, to declare him
self conquered (iwetyoptvtiy^ Paua vL 10. § 1),

a’hich was generally done by lifting up one hand.

(PluL I.ycury. 19.)

Tlie lonians, especially those of Snmos, were at

all times more distinguislied pugilists than the

Durians, and at Sparta boxing is said to have

been forbidden by the laws of Lycurgus. (Paus.

Tt 2. § 4 ;
PluU Lycury. 19.) But the ancients

generally considered boxing as a useful training

for military purposes, and a part of education no

less important than any other g}*miinstic exercise.

(Lucian, Attach. 3 ;
Plut. Cat. Mnj. 20.) Even in

a medical point of view, boxing was recom-

mended as a remedy against giddiness and chronic

headaches. (Aretaeus, Dc Mori. dimi. cur. L 2.)

In Italy boxing appears likewise to have been

practised from eari^ times, especially among the

Etruscans. (Liv. u 3.3; Dionya vii. 72) It

continued as a popular game during the whole

period of the republic as well as of tho empire.

(Suet. Aug. 45 ; Cic. IM Leg. ii. 15, 18 ; Tacit

Annal. xvi. 21 ; Suet Calig. 18.) See Krause,

Die Gymtuutik und Agon, d, litltenen, pp. 497

—

534. [US.J
PUOILLA'RES. [Tabul.ik.]

PU^GIO (fuix^P^ dim. paxaiptoy

;

Ztoy)^ a dagger ; a two-edged knife, commonly of

biuDse, with the handle in many csuies variously

ornamented or enriched, sometimes made of tlie

bard black wood of the Syrian terebinth. (Theophr,

y/. F. V. 3. § 2.) The accompanying woodcut shows

throe ancient daggers. The two upper figures ore

copied from Beger ( 77<m. /^raa^/. vol. iii. pp. 398,
419); the third represents a d.igger about a fool

long, which was found in an Egyptian tomb, und
is preserved in the Museum at Leyden. The
middle figure is entiitly of metal. The handles
of the two others were fitted to receive a plate of
wood on each side. The lowermost has also two
bosses of ivory or horn, and shows the remains of
a thin plate of gilt metal, with which the wood
was covered.

In the heroic ages the Greeks sometimes wore
a dagger suspended by the sword on the left side
of the body [Cil.ADius), and used it on all oc-
casions instead of a knife. (Horn. ll. iii. *271

;

Athcn. vi. p. 232, c.) The custom is continued to

the present day among the Amatits, who arc de-
scemied from the ancient Greeka (Dodwell,
Tbtfr, vol. i. p. 133.) Tho Homans (see wood-
cuts, pp.2, 554), wore the dagger as the Persians
did [Acinacks] on the right side, and ermsc-
quenilr drew it with the thumb at the upper part
of the hilt, the position most effective for stabbing.
The terms pugio and denote both its

emaliness and the manner of grasping it in tho
band (wuf, pugnue). In the same way we must
understand “ the two swords ” {duo$ gladios^ Gel),
ir. 13) worn by the Gallic chieftain, slain by
Manlius Torquatus

;
and the monuments of the

middle ages prove that tho custom long continued
in our own and in adjoining countries. (See $to-
thard, Afon. Effigieeof GL Hritain.) Among some
of the northern nations of Europe, a dirk was con-
stantly worn on the side, and was in rtudinoss to
be drawn on every occasion. (Ovid. Tritt. v. 0.

1 9, 20.) The Chaly bes eraplo3'cd the same weapon,
stabbing their enemies in the nock. (Xen. AnuU.
iv. 7. § 16.) For the Greek horsemen the dagger
was considered preferable to the long sword as a
weapon of offence. (Xen. de Eoueet. xiu

11.) [J.Y.]
PULLA'RIUS, fAuGUB, p. 176.a.l

PU'LPITU.M [Thkatri/m.]
PULVI'NAR. A representation of the mode

of using cushions or. pillows ( pulrint)^ to recline

upon at entertainments, is given in the wood-cut
under SYMToaiUM. TIjc most luxurious of such
cushions were stuffed with swan's-down. (Mart,
xiv. 161.) An ancient Egyptian cushion is pre-

served in the British Museum. In reference to

this practice, the Romans were in the habit of

placing the statues of the gpds upon pillows at the
ieciistemia. [Epri.oNK8

;
LacTisTKRNit'ai.] Tha

couches provided fur this purpose in the temples
were called ptdrinaria. (Hor. Oarm. i. 37. 3;
Ovid. Met. xiv. 827 ;

Cic. fa Cot. iiL 10, Harusp,

5, Oom, 53, Tutc. ir. 2 ; Val. Max. iii, 7. | 1

;

Digit
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Serrius, in Virp. Gforg. iii. 533.) There wai aI*o

ft pulvinur^ on which tlie image* of the god» were

Iftid, in the Circus. (Suelon. 45, Claud,

4.) [J. Y.]
PULVI'NUS. [PULVINAR.]
PUPILLA, PUP1LLU& [Impub»8;Iv.

PANS
;
TittKLA.]

PUPILLA'RIS SUBSTITUTIO. [Herbb,
p. 599.]

PUPPIS. [Navis, p. 737. a.]

PUTEAL, properly means the enclosure sur-

rounding the opening of a well, to protect persons

from falling into it. It was either round or square,

and »>eems usually to hare been of the height

of three or four feet from the ground. There Is a

round one in the British Museum, made of marble,

which was found among the ruins of one of

Tiberius's villas in Capreae
;

it exhibits five groups

of fauns and tmcchanalian nymphs
;
and around

the edge at the top may be seen the marks of the

ropes used in drawing up water from the wcU.

Such putealia seem to have been common in the

Roman villas: the puivalia tipnaia, which Cicero

{ad AH. i. 10) wonted for his Tuaculan villa, rou)»t

have been of the same kind as the one in the

Biitish Museum
;
the tipnaia refers to its being

adorned with figures. It was the practice in some
coses to surround a sacred place with an enclosure

at the top, and such enclosures from the

great similarity they bore to Puteaiia were called

by this name. There was a PuUal of this kind

at Rome, called Putecd ScrUxmianum or Puteal

Libonis^ which is often exhibited on coins of the

Scribonia gens, and of which a specimen is given

below. The puteal is on the reverse of the coin

adorned with garlands and two lyres. It is gene-

raUy stated that there were two putealia in the

Roman forum ; but C. F. Hermann, who has care-

fully examined all the passages in the ancient

writers relating to this matter Lect. Mar-
burg. 1840), comes to the conclusion that there

was only one such puteal at Rome. It was in the

forum, near the Arcus Fabianus, and was dedi-

cated in very ancient times either on account of

the w'hetslonc of the Augur Nnvius (comp. Liv. L

36), or because the spot had been struck by light-

ning. It was subsequently repaired and re-dedi-

cated by Scribotiius Libo, who bad been com-
manded to examine the state of the sacred places

(Festus, $. V. Senboniauum). Libo erected in its

neighbourhood a tribunal for the proctor, in con-

sequence of which the place was, of course, fre-

quented by persons who had law-suits, such as

money-lenders and the like. (Comp. Hor. Sat. il

6. 35, Epist. i. 19. 8 ;
Ov. Rented. Amor. 561 ;

Cic. pro S«Jt. 8 ; C. F. Heitnann, t.c.)

PUTreULAE, PUTI'CULT. [Funi-s, p.

560, b.]

PYANE'PSIA (irwa»’i4'i«), a festival cele-

brated at Athens every year on the seventh of Py-
anepsion, in honour of Apollo. ( Harpocrat. Hesych.
Suidos. s. 0. It was said to have ^cn

PYTHIA.
instituted by Theseus after his return from Crete.
(PluL Thft. 2*2.) The festival as well as the
month in which it took place, are said to hare de-
rived their names from rtvapot^ another form for

i. e. pulse or beans, which were cooked at
this season and carried about. (Harp, and Suld. t.c.

;

Athen. ix. p. 408.) A procession appears to have
taken place at the Pyanepsia, in which the

was carried about. This elpeaitiini was an oli\*e-

branch surrounded with wool and laden with the
fruits of the year

;
for the festival was in reality a

harvest feast It was carried by a boy whose parents
were still living, and those who followed him sang
certain verses, which are preserved in Plutarch.

compare Clem. Alex. Strom, ir. p. 474 ;

Eustath. ad It. xxii. ; Suid. $. e. Lipeaidvrt

;

and
Etymol. Mag. where a different account is given.)

The procession went to a temple of Apollo, and
the olive-branch was planted at its entrance. Ac-
cording to others, every Athenian planted, on the

day of the Pyanepsia, such an olive branch before

his own bouse, where it was left standing till the
next celebration of the festival, when it was ex-

changed for a fresh one. (Schol. ad Arutofh,
Ptut. \050.) [L.S.]
PYCNOSTY'LOS. [Tbmplum.]
PYELUS (iryfXoj). [FuNirs, p. 555, b.]

PYGME. [Msnsi’Ra, p. 732, a.]

PYGON. [Mbnsura, p. 752,0.]
PY L.VGOHAE (suXo^dpeu). [AsfPiiicr\'o-

NEO, p. 80, b.]

PYRA. (Funl’s, p.559,b.]
PYRGL’S (wvpTos), a tower. 1. The towers

used in fortification and in war are spoken of under
Tt'RRia. 2. An army drawn up in a deep oblong

column. (Ti;rrie, No. VI.] 3. A dice-box, so

called from its r'wmblancc to a tower [Fri-
TILLU8.]. 4. The territory of the town of Teoe
was distributed among a certain number of towers
(irdpyox), to each of which corresponded a sym-
moiy or section of the citixens (Hdckh, Corp. Inter.

No. 3064 ; and the elucidations of Grote, iliat. of
Greece^ voL iii. pp. 247, 248).

PY'RRHICA. [Saltatio.]
PY'l'HIA (wi^xa), one of the four great na-

tional festivals of the Greeks. It celebrated

in the neighbourhood of Delphi, anciently called

Prtho, in honour of Apollo, ArtemU, and Lcto.

The place of this solemnity was the Crissaean

plain, which for this purpose contained a hippo-

drnmus or race-course (Paus. x. 37. § 4), a stadium
of 1000 feet in length (Ceusorin. d« Die Xai. 13),

and a theatre, in which the musical contests took

place. (Lucian, adv. indoet. 9.) A gymnasium,
piy'taneiiiro, and other buildings of this kind, pro-

bably existed here, as at Olympia, although they
are not mentioned. Once the Pythian games were
held at Athens, on the advice of Demetrius Polior-

cetes (OL 122. 3 ;
see Plut Demeir. 40 ; Conini,

Fati. Ait. IT. p, 77), because the Aetolians were in

^ possession of the passes around Delphi.

The Pythian games were, according to most
legends, instituted by Apollo himself (Ath n. xv.

p. 701 ;
SchoL Arpum. ad Pind. PytL): other

traditions referred them to ancient heroes, such as

Ampbictyon, Adnutus, Diomedes, and others.

They were originally perhaps nothing more than

a religious paneg)*ris, occasioned by the oracle of

Delphi, and the sacred games are said to have

been at first only a musical contest, which con-

sisted in singing a hymn to the honour of the
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Prthian god with the accompaniment of the ci*

thani. (Pans. x. 7. § 2 j Sirab. ix. p. 421.) Some
of the poeU, however, and mythographera repre-

sent even the gods and the early heroes as en-

gaged in g)nnnastic and equestrian contests at the

Pythian games. But such statements, numerous
as they arc, can prove nothing

; they arc ana-

chMnisms in which late writers were fond of in-

dulging. The description of the Pythian games
in which Sophocles, iii the Electro, makes Orestes

take part, belongs to this class. The Pythian
games must, on account of the celebrity of the

Delphic oracle, have become a rwtional festival fur

all the Greeks at a very early p riod
;
and when

Solon fixed pecuniary rewards fur those Athenians
who were victors in the great national festivals,

the Pythian agon was undouhted'y included in

the number, though it is nut expressly mentioned.
(Dir^. Laurt i. 55.)

\\ heiber gy mnastic contests had been performcil

at the Pythian games previous to 01. 47, is un-

certain. Bdckh supposes that these tw*o kinds

of games had been connected at the Pythia frr>m

early times, but that afterwards the g),*mnastic

games were neglected: but however this may bo,

it is certain that about 01.47 they did not exist

at Delphi. Down to 01.48 the Dclphians them-

Bi-lves had been the agonothetae at the Pythian

games, but in the third year of this Olympiad,
when after the Crissaean war the Amphictyons
took the management under their care, they natu-

rally became the agonothetae. (Strab. ix. p. 421 ;

'

Paus X. 7> § 3.) Some of the ancients date the
j

institution of the Pythian games from this time i

(PhoU Cod. p. 533, ed. Bekker), and others say I

that henceforth they were called Pjfthian gamf$.
''

Owing to their being under the management ofj

the Amphictvons they are sometimes called 'A>a-

^utTvovtKk iBKa. (Heliod. iv. I.) From 01.

48. 3, the Pythiads were occasionally used as an

aera, and the first celebration under the Amphic-
tyons was the first Pytbiad. Pausanias (f. c.)

expressly ttates that in this year the original

musical contest in KtQaptf^ia was extended by the '

addition of aoA<;^8ia, t. a. singing with the ac- I

companiment of the flute, and by that of flute-
j

playing alone. Strabo (f.c. ) in speaking uf these ^

innovations does not mention the aoA^Sia, but

states that the contest of cithara-players (xidopur-

rai) was added, while Pausanias assigns the in-

troduction of this contest to the eighth Pythind.

One of the musical contests at the Pythian games
in which only flute and cithara-players took part,

was the so-called v6fiOt l\v$utot^ which, at least

in subsequent times, consisted of five ports, viz.

ju^govwtr, K«traxt\tvafi6s, tofiSoi aal

3d«rTi/Aoi, and ffifptyyti. The whole of this v6nes

W'as a musical description of the fight of Apollo

with the dragon and of his victory over the

monster. (Strabo, /. c.) A somewhat diflferent ac-

count of the parts of this y6fiox is given by the

Scholiast on Pindar (Arffum. ad FyOC) and by
Pollux (iv. 79, 81, 84).

Besides these innovations in the musical con-

terts which were made in the first Pylhiad, such

gymnastic and equestrian games ns were then

customary at Olympia, were cither revived at

r>c)phi or introduced for the first time. The
chariot-race with four hones was not introduced

till the second Pythiad. (Paus. x. 7. § 3.) Some
games on the other hand were adopted, which had
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not yet been practised at Olympia, vix. the
8oA<x<^* the SfavAoj for boys. In the first

Pylhiad the victors received as their

prize, but in the second a chaplet was established

as the reward for the victors. (Pans, and Schnl.

ud Find. Lc.) The Scholiasrs on Pindar reckon
the first Pylhiad from this introduction of the
chapl' t, and their system has been followed bv
most modem chronologers, though Pansanias ex-
pressly assigns this institution to the soci>nd

Pythiad. (Sec Ciint'in, F. If. p. 195 ;
Krause,

Die f*yth. AVw., &c. p. 21, Ac.) The ai>Af?8i'a,

which was intnuiuced in the first Pylhiad, was
omitted at the second and ever after, as only
elegies and dptjroi had b^^en sung to the flute,

which were thought to*i mclaiirholy for this so-

lemnity. The TtOplirwor or ebarioi-nice with four

horsos however was added in the sa.me Pylhiad.
Ill the eighth Pythiad (01. 55. 3) the <^ntest in

playing the cilhar.i without singing was introduced
;

in Pylhiad 23 the foot-race in arms was ad<led
;

in Pythiad 48 the chariot race with two full,

grown horses {cvrvpiios Jpeiyov) was perfomu'd for

the first time ; in Pythiad 53 the chariot-race with
four foals was introduced. In Pyihiad 61 the
pancratium for boys, in Pylhiad C3 the horse-moe
with foals, and in Pythiad 69 the charioi-mce
with two foals were imroduced. (Pans. /. c.)

Various musical contests w’ere also added in the

course of time, and contests in tragedy as well as

in other kinds of poetry and in recitations of his-

torical conipositions are expn'ssly menii^ned.
(Philostr. I'it. Sftfth. ii. 27. 2 ;

Plui. Syoipoe. ii,

4.) Works of art, as {tointings and scu)[iture%

were cxliibited to the assembled Greeks, and
prizes were nvvarded bi those who had produced

the finest works. (Plin. xxxr. 35.) The musical

and artistic contests were at all times the most
prominent feature of the Pythian games, and in

this respect they even excelled the Olympic
games.

Previous to 01. 48 the Pythian games had been
an fyyatTyjpis^ that is, they had been celebrated

at the end of every eighth year
;
hut in 01. 48. 3,

they became like the Olympia a werrafTTjplt, i.e.

they were held at the end of every fourth yeur, and
A Pythiad therefore ever since the time that it was
used os an aero, comprehended a space of four years,

commencing with the third year of eveiy Olympiad.
(Pans. I.e.; Diod. xv. 60 ; compare ClinUjn, F. ff.

p. 195.) Others have, iu opposition to dinx-t

Statements, inferred from Thucydides (iv. 117,
V. 1) that the Pythian games were held towanls

the end of the second year of evert* Olympiad.
Respecting this controversy, see Krause, Le. p-29,
Ac. As fur the season of the Pythian games, tlicy

were m all probability held in the spring, ami
most writers believe that it was in the month of

Bysius, W'hich is supposed to be the same as the

Attic Munychion. B'ickh («rf Corp. fyscrijd,

n. 1688) however has show*n that the gomes took

place in the month of Bucatius, which followed

after the month of Bysius, and that this month
most be considered as the same os the Attic Mu-
nychion. The games lasted for several days, as is

expressly mentioned by Sophocles ( AVert. 690, Ac,),

hut we do not know how many. When ancient

writers speak of the day of the Pythian agon, they

arc probably thinking of the musical agon alone,

which was the most important part of the games,

and probably took place on the 7th of Bucalfui,
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nrn pytiiia.

It is quite impossible to concels’C tlmt &11 tb< nu>

mcrous garnet should have taken place on one day.

The concourse of ttrangers at the season of this

panegyris, must have been very great, as un*

doubtcdly all the Greeks were allowed to attend.

The states belonging to the amphictyony of Delphi

hod to send their thcori in the month of Bysius,

some lime before the commencement of the festival

itself. (Bockh, Cory). Inter, /.c.) All theori sent

by the Greeks to Delphi on this occasion, were

c^led rivdcu<rTai (Strab. ix. p. 404), and the theo>

ries sent by the Athenians were always porticu*

larlr brilliant (Schol. y|r. 15U5.) As
regards sncrificei, processions, and other solemni*

tics, it may be presumed that they resembled in a
great measure those of Olympia. A splendid,

though probably in some degree fictitious, descrip*

tion of a theoria of Thessalians may be read in

lieliodorus (Aeth. ii. S4).

As to the order in which the various games
were porforraod, scarcely anything is known, with

the exception of some allusions in Pindar and a
few remarks of Plutarch. The Utter {Symp. ii. 4 ;

comp. Philostr. ApoU. Tyai$, ti. 10) says that the

musical contests preceded the gymnastic contests,

and from Sophocles it is clear that the gymnastic

contests preceded the horse and chariot races.

Every game, moreover, which was performed by
men and by boys was always first performed by
the Utter. (Plot Symp. ii. 5.)

We have stated above thajt, doam to 0). 48, the

Delphians had the management of the Pythian
games ; but of the manner in which they were
conducted previous to that time nothing is knoam.
When they came under the care of the Amphic-
tyoDS esp^'cial persons were appointed for the pur*

pose of conducting the games and of acting as

judges. They were called ( Plot.

Symp. il. 4, vii. 3) and answered to the Olym-
pian Hcllanodicao. Their number is unknown.
(Krause, /. e. p. 44.) In later times it was decreed

by the Amphictyons that king Philip with the

Thessalians and Boeotians should undertake the

management of the games (Diod. zvi. 60), but
afterwards and even under the Roman emperors
the Amphictyons again appear in the possession of

this privilege. (Philostr. PiV. Sopi. ii. 27.) The
IwiptATjTal had to maintain peace and order, and
were assisted by ptumyo^poi, who executed any
punishment at their command, and thus answered
to the Olympian (Luc.a<fv. 9, Ac.)

The prize given to the victors in the Pythian
games was from the time of the second Pythiad a
laurel chaplet

;
so that they then became an

ffr€<fMtyfr7ir, while before they Imd been an iyAy
(Fans. z. 7. § 3 ;

Schol. in

aA Pind. Pyth,) In addition to this chaplet, the

victor here, ns at Ol5TnpU, received the synilx)lic

palm branch, and was allowed to have his own
statue erected in the Crissaean pUin. (Pint. Symp.
viii. 4 ; Paua vL 15. § 3, 17. % 1 ; Justin, zxir.

7, 10.)

The time when the Pythian games ceosed to be
•olemnised is not certain, but they probably lasted

as long as the Olympic games, i. e. down to the

year a. i>. 394. In a. d. 191 a celebration of the
Fynhia is mentioned by Philostratni ( i'il. Soph,

il 27), and in the time of the emperor Julian they
•till continued to bo held, os is manifest finm his

awn words. (Jul. Kpitt. pro Aryiv. p. 35, a.)

Pythian games of less Importance were celebrated

QUADRAGESIMA.
in a great many other places where the worship

of Apollo n*aB introduced
;
and the games of Del-

phi arc aometiines distinguished from these lesser

FythU by the addition of the words Ir Atkipots.

But as by for the greater number of the lesser

Pythia are not mentioned in the extant ancient

WTiters, and are only knoam from coins or inscrip-

tions, we shall only give a list of the places where
tltey were held :— Ancyra in Galatia, Aphrodisias

in Caria, Antiochio, C^orihaca in the island of Ceos
(Alhen. x. p. 456, 467), CJarthage (Tertull. Sevrp.

6), Cib\Ta in Phrygia, Delos (Dionys. Periry.

527), Emisa in Syria, Hierapolis in Phrygia,

Magnesia, Megara (Schol. ad I*ind. AVm. v. 84,

01. xiii. 155 :
Philostr. Pt/. .$opA. I 3), Miletus,

Neapolis in Italy, Nicaea in Bithynia, NMcomedia,
Pergamus in Mysia, Perge in Pnmphylia, Perin*

thus on the Propontis, Pbilippopolis in Thrace,

Side in Pnmphylia, Sicyon (Find. 01. xiii. 105,

with the Schol. ; AVm. ix. 51), Taba in C^io,
Tbcssalonico in Macedonia, in Thrace, Thyatira,

and Tralles in Lydia, Tripolis on the Maeander
in Caria. (Krause, Pit Pythietif A'cmecn und Itth-

mien, pp, 1— 106.) [L. S.J
PYTHIA. [ORACfti’M, p. 837, a.]

PYTHII called IIol6»oi in the Lace-
daemonian dialect (Photius, ar.), were four per-

sons appointed by the Spartan kings, two by each,

as messengers to the temple of Delphi (6cewpd-
Koi Their office was highly honour-

able and important : they were always the mess-
mates of the Spartan kings. (Herod. vL 67 i Xcn.
Hep. Jjae. xv. 5 ;

MUller, Dor.m. 1. § 9.)

PY X 1 S, PYX IDULA dim. wu(i-

8(0>'), a casket; a jewel-box. (Mart ix. 38.)

Quintilian (viii. 6. § 35) produces this term as an
example of cataebresia, Wcause it properly denoted
that which w’os made of box (wi/(ot), but uras ap-

plied to tilings of similar form and use made of

any other material. In fact, the caskets in which
the ladies of ancient times kept their jewels and
other ornaments, were made of gold, silver, ivory,

mother-of-pcarl, tortoise-shell, Ac. They were also

much enriched with sculpture. A silver coffer,

2 feet long, wide, and 1 deep, most elaborately

adorned with figures in bas-relief, is described by
Bottiger. (i^a5ina, vol. i. pp. 64—80. plate iU.)

The annexed woodcut (from Ani. d'Eradam^ rol.

ii. tab. 7) represents a ver>’ plain jewel-box, out of

which a dove is extracting a riband or fillet. Nero

deposited hla beard in a valuable pyxis, when he
shaved for the first time. [Barba.]
The same term is applied to boxes nsed to con-

tain drugs or poison (Cic. pro Coe/eo, 25—29 ;

Quintil. vi. 3. § 25) ;
and to metallic rings em-

ployed in machinery. (Plin. //.M xviii. 11. s.

29.) [J. y.j

Q.

QUADRAGESIMA, the fortieth part of the

im|K)rted goods, was the ordinarj' rate of the For*
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tonum. (SucL Vtipat. 1. ;

Quintil. Dedam. 359 ;

STmnuurh. r. 6*2, 65.J Tocit'u (A»n. xiii.

51) tnys that the (juadmgcsimn wa« abolished by
Nero and bad not Wen imposed again {uiawi
ahoiUio ijuadnujetittuu) ; but it appears most pro*

bable that this Quadragesima abolished by Nero
was not the Purtorium, but the tax imposed by
Caligula (Suet. CW. 40) of the fortieth part of the

value of all proj>erty, respecting which there was
anj lav-suit 'J'hat the latter is thenu^e probable

cpinion appears from the fact, that we never read

of this tax upon law suits after the time of N<-ro,

while the former one is mentioned to the latest

times of the empire. Considerable difficulty, how-
ever, has arisen in consequence of some of the

coins of Ciallja linving Quatlni^-dmu /iaitista upon
them, which is suppos<‘d by some writ-rs to con-

tradict the [lAssage ofTiKitus, and by others to

prove that Uolba tho Quadmgesinm of

the porturium. The words, however, donut neces-

sarily imply this ; it was common in sensoni of

scarcity and want, or as an act of s|»ecial favour, for

the emperors to rtmit certain taxes for a certain
'

period, and it is probable that the coins of Galba
were struck in commemorotiun of such a remission,

and not of on abolition of tlio tax. (See Ibir-

monn, d« Vreiiifal. p. G4, Ac., who controverts the

opinions of Spanheim, d* Vroest. et I’tu

vol. ii. p. 549.)

QUADRANS. [As, pp. 140, b, 141, a.]

QUADHANTAU or AMPIIOUA QUAD-
RANTAIj, or AMPHORA only, w’os tho princi-

Ronuui measure of capacity for fluids. Alt the

man measures of capacity were founded on

weight, and thus the autjdiom was originally the

space occupied by eighty {>uunds of wine, (Festus,

s.c.)

There is also presorved to us by Festus ($. r.

PuLiica Pondera^ p. 246, MUllcr), a plebiscitum

(the Sillion) of unknown date, regulating the weights

and measures, to the following eflcct ;— ;>oa-

deribu* puUici$^ (juUms hac tempeMaU ftopulut octier

miUi^ vii coofquctur $cdulum^ uti qu<uirunVd vini

odofdntu pondo sift: cvnpiua vini dreem p. (I. e.

pondo) sift: sex 9ejriuri conpiut siei rini ; duods-

ijuim/uaftinta $exiuri quadranial mi vini

:

— that

IS, that the quadrant^ should contain 80 pounds
of wine*, and the conpitu 10 ;

and that the sexta-

rins should be l-6th of the conpius^ and l-48th of

the quadranial. The quadrantd was subdivided

into 2 umae^ 8 eonpii^ 48 $ejiarii^ 06 Aemtnoe,

102 quartarii^ 384 576 cpaiiii^ and 2304
Hpulae. As compared with tho Ronuui dry measure,

the quadranial was three times the modius. The
only measure larger than the qwulramlal was the

cuifuM of 20 amphorae, which was used, ns well as

the amphom itself, in estimating the produce of a

viiierai^. [Ctaxrs: comp. Amphora sub fin.]

The quadranial was connected w'ith tho mea-

sures of length, by the law, that it was the cube

of the foot, whence its name quadrmdnl^ nr, as

other writers give it (using the Greek hv€os in-

stead of the Latin quadranial) amphora cuius,

* The Romans w'ere aware that there is a differ-

ence in the specific gravity of wine and of water,

and in the different sorts of ooch, but, fiir the sake

of simplicity, they rt'garded them ns of the same
specific gravit}*: when, however, they wished a

very exact determination, they used rain water.

(B^kh, C.3.)
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(Cato, It. B. 57 ; Ocll, I 20 ; Priscian. Carm,
Mens, d Pond. vv. 59—63 :

—
“ Pes longo in spatio latoque altoque notetur

:

Angiilui ut par sit, quern claudit Hnca triplex,

Qualuor et medium quadris cingntur inane:
Amphora fit ctibiis, quam ne violnre licoret,

Sacravero Jovi ’I'arpcio in moftc Quirilcs.**

A standard model of the Amphora was kept
with great care in the temple of .Jupiter in tho
Capitol, and was colled anifih<jra Capitolina (Pris-

cinn. I.C.; f'apitolin. Muj-imin. 4). There still

exists a rostpius which professes to have been made
according to this standard. [Conoiur.] For a
full account of this congius, sec II. Hose, AUiandl,
d. lifrl. Ahul. 1824.

There are two questions of very great interest

connected with the Roman quadranial

;

namely,

(1), wlielher the equality to the cubic foot was
originally exact, or only approximal**, and (2),
whether there was any exaet ratio between the

Roman and the Grecian measures. The full dis-

cussion of these questions would bo inconsistent

both with the limits and with the chief object of
this work. A general stalenieiil of the matters in

dispute will be found under Mknsl'Ra, p. 754.
It may here be added that, whether there was or

wag not oripinallp any precise ratio between the

Greek and Roman measures of capacity, they were
at least so nearly rel.iled to one another, that, when
the two systems came to exist side by side, it was
found easy to establish the following definite ratios.

Of the liquid measures ; the Roman amjdtoray or

quadranial, was 2-5ths of the Acginelan, and
2-3rds of the Attic amphora or mclrdes

;

and tho

congius of tlie Homan system was equal to the

Xovs of the Attic. Again, ciunparing the Roimm
liijuid with the Greek dry measures, thcomn/marnf
was }-3rd of the Aeginetan, and one half of the

Attic, medimnus. Constxjuenlly, of the dry measures,

the modius (w'hich was l-3rd of the qmulrantal)

was l-9th of the Aeginetan, and l-6th of the Attic,

medimnu*. The connecting subordinate unit in all

these sets of measures is the Roman ufxtarius, or

sixth pari ofthe congius, which w’os introduced into

the Greek system under the name of and
w'hich stands to the several measures now men-
tioned in the following relations :

—
1. Liquid Aleasnres,

The Roman quadranial = 48 lextorii

„ Attic melrrlei t= 72 „
„ Aeginetan „ = 120 „

2. Pry jMeatures.

The Roman modius es ]6 sextan!

„ Attic mfdimnus =96 „

„ Aeginetan „ =144 „

The or Roman sejiarins, is not to be con-

founded with the genuine Attic cxTcvr or sixth

of the medimnus, which was equal to the Roman
modius. (On the whole of this part of the sub-

ject, see Uiickh, cc. iiL xL xv.—xvii.)
From the preceding remarks it will be seen

that the only safe mode of computing the content

of the amphora in terms of our own mcawires of

capacity is by deducing it from the value already

assigned to the Human pound, on the authority

chiefly of the coins. That value may be taken, in

round numbers, at 5050 grains. Now the im-

perial gallon contains 70,000 grains. Therefore
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Oao QUAESTOR,

the Roman Rmphora =
^ u

^

pf’nal gallon*, or a little more than 5^ gallon*, or

thill) 5 g-.illon* and 6 pint*. If Wi* were to make
the computation directly from the congiu* of V'c»-

pa-Hiiin, we *hould have a *omewliat higher value
;

which, as has alrAdy been shown under Pundkra,
arises proliably from a source of error. On the

other hand, the computation from the Roman cubic

foot gives a somewhat lower value [Pondera]
;

but, os already intimated, it is veiy doubtful

whether the inic content of the amphora was ex-

actly a cubic foot, and in fact, if Uockh be right,

it was a little more. At all events, the value of 5
gallons 6 pints is quite near enough to the tnith

for all the purposes of the classical student. (See
the Tables.) On the other hand, if we were to

reckon the quadranial at exactly 6 gallons, and
consequently the texfnrius^ which is the small unit

of the system, at exactly 1 pint (instead of *96)

We should obtain a system so extremely simple,

and with so small a limit of error (namely less

than in a pint), that it would probably l>e

allowable to adopt it in the ordimiry reading of the

classic authors
;

indicating, however, the small
error, by prefixing in each case the words a tittle less

than; and correcting it, when the numljcrs ore large,

by taking fr'm the ri siilt l*25th of itself. [P. S.J

QUADUI'GAE. [Curri')*. p. 379.]

(^UADU 10 AT US. [
U enari vs.]

QUADKIRH'.MES. [Navis, p. 705, b.]

QU.A'DRUPES. [Paupiriks.]
QUADRUPLATOR'ES, public infonnera or

accuiier*, were so called, cither because they re-

ci'ivcd a fourth part of the criminal's property, or

because those who were convicted were condemned
to pay fourfold {amulnijli Hnmnar^^ as in cases of

violation of the laws respecting gambling, usuiy,

&c. ( Pseudo- Ascon, in Cic. Divin. p. 1 10, in Verr.

ii. p. 208, ed. Orelli; Fostus, t. p.) Wc know
that on some occasions the accuser received a
fourth part of the property of the accused (Tac.

Ann. iv. 21) ; but the other explanation of the word
may also be correct, because usurers, who violated

the law, were subjected to a penalty of four times

the amount of the loan. (Cato, de Ue Husi. init)

When the general right of accusation was given,

the abuse of which led to the springing up of the

Quadruplatores, is uncertain ; but originally all

fines went into the common treasury, and while
that was the case the accusations no doubt w’ere

brought on behalf of the stale. (Niebuhr, Hitt.

q/Vfofne, vol. iii. p. 37.) Even under the republic

an accusation of a public officer, who had merited

it by his crimes, was considered a service ren-

dered to the state ; the name of Quadruplatores

eceins to have been given bv way of contempt to

mercenary or false accusers, ((^ic. /3/r. ii. 7, c, I*<Tr.

ii. 7; PlauU Pers. i, 2. 10 ;
Liv. iii. 72.) Seneca

(</c Benef. vii. 2.5) calls tlmse who sought great

return* for small favours, Quadruplatoret beneji-

ciornm sunnm.
QUADKUPLTCA'TIO. [Actid.]

QUADKUSSIS. [As.]

QUAESTIONES, QUAKSTIONES PER-
PETUAE, [JuDB.x, p. 648, b; Praetor,
p.957,a.]

QUAESTOR is a name which was given to

two distinct classes of Roman officer*. It is de-

rived from 9«tiero, and V*arro {De Linp. Bat. v.

81 gives a definition which embraces the principal

qi;aestor.

functions of both dosses of officers :
** Quaestores

a quaerendo, qui conquircrent publicas peciinias ct

nialeficia." The one class therefore had to do
with the collecting and keeping of the public re-

venues, and the others were a kind of public ac-

cusers. The former bore the name of qnaestnres

olassici^ the latter of quaestores parricidii. (Dig. 1

tit. 2. s. 2. § 22, 23.)

The quaestores parricidii were, as we hare said,

public accusers, two in number, who conducted the

accusation of person.* guilty of murder or any other

capital offence, and carried the sentence into eve-

culion, (Ffstuj, $. p. Parici and Qwtestores ; Liv.

it 41; Dionyi. viii. 77.) There are many points

which might make us inclined to believe that the

quaestores parricidii and the duumviri perdnel-

lionis were the same officers ; but a closer exami-
nation shows that the fonner were a permanent
magistracy, while the latter were appoint d only
on special emergencies. [ See pKRDfKi.tiONis
Duumviri.] All testimonies agree that these pub-
lic accusers existed at Rome during the period of

the kings, tlioiigh it is impossible to ascertain by
which king they were instituted (Fost, t.e.; Tacit.

Annai xi 22; Dig. 1. tiL 13), os some mention
them in the reign of Romulus and others in that

of Numa. When Ulpian takes it for certain that

they occurred in the time of Tullus Ilostilius, he

appears to confound them, like other writers, with

tile duumviri pcrduellionls, who in this reign acted

as judges in the case of Horatius, who had slain

his sister. During the kingly period there occurs

no instance in which it could be said with any
certainty, that the quaestores parricidii took a part.

As thus eveiything is so uncertain, and as late

writers arc gaiilty of such manifest confusions, we
can say no more than that such public accusers

existed, and infer from the analogy of later times

that they were appointed by the popntiis on the

presentation of the king. In the early period of

the republic (he quaestores parricidii nppi'ar to have

become a standing office, which, like others, was
held only for one year. (Lir. iii. 24, 25.) They
were appointed by the populus or the curies on

the presentation of the consuls. (Dig. 1. tit. 2.

s. 2. § 23 ;
Tacit, t. r.) When these qiiaestores dis-

covered that a capital offence had been committed,

they had to bring the charge before the comitia

for trial. (Liv. iii. 24; Dionys. viii. 75.) I’hey con-

voked the comitia through the person of a trum-

peter, who proclaimed the day of meeting from the

cnpitol, at the gates of the city, and at the house of

the accu.sed. (Varro,rfe Lai. vi. 90, ed. Mill-

ler.) When the sentence had been pronounct*d by
the people, the qu.*iestores parricidii executed it

;

thus they threw f^purius Cassius from the Tarpeiaii

rock. (Dionys. viii. 77 ;
Liv. iL 41

;
Cic. de He

PhU. ii. 35.) They were mentioned in the laws

of the Twelve Tables, and after the time of the

decemviratc they still continued to be appointed,

though probably no longer by the curies, huteitlur

in the comitia centuriata or tributa, which they

therefore must also have had the right to assemble

in cases of emergency. (\'am», de Linp. Lot. vi. 9.)

This appi'ars to be implied in the statement of

Tacitus, that in the year 447 b. c. they were

created by the people without any presentation of

the consuls. From the year 366 B.C. they are no

longer mentioned in Roman historj’, as their funo*

lions were gradually transferred to the triumviri

capitalos. (VrI. Max. v. 4. § 7, viii, 4. § 2; Sallust,
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Triumviri Capitalks), and partly to

the aedileii and trUmnes. (Akdii.er, Tkiduni
;

Niebuhr, Ifisl. of' Rome^ vol. iii. p. 44 ;
Zachorine,

Sulkis <xit OrdarTfiac, vol. ii. p>. 147, &c.) The
qutu^tores parricidli have not only been coofoimdod

with the duumviri pcrduellionia, but also with the

quaestoret claasici (Tacit. /. c.
;
Zunnr. viL 1 \ fic. ),

and this probably owing to tho fact, that they

ccaac‘d to be appointed at such on early period, and
that the two kinds of quaestors arc seldom dis-

tinguished in ancient writings by ihrir character*

iKtic epithets. (Decker, IIuHtlb. tUr JCam. AUerth.

Tol. it. pL iL p. 228, &c.)

The ifuaeslores ckustin wore officers entrusted

with the rare of the public money. It is established

by the clearest possible evidence', that during the

kingly period this magistracy did not exist (Liv. iv.

4 ; Plut. I*opl. 12), and it would seem that acon-
siderible time elapsed after the expulsion of the

kings, Itefore this magistracy was instituted. Their

distinguishing epithet classici is not mentioned by
any ancient writer, except Lydus (7>c .yftuf. i. 27),
who however gives nn absurd interpretation of it.

Niebuhr (vol. ii. p. 43(1) refers it to their having been

elected by the centuries ever since the time of Va-
lerius Publicola, who is said to have first instituted

the office. (PluL I*uU. 12.) They were nt first

only two in number, and of course taken only from

tho patricians. As the senate hod the supreme
administration of the finances, the quaestors were

in some measure only its agents or paymasters, for

they could not dispose of any port of the public

money without being dirccti*d by the senate. Their

duties consequently consisted in making the neces*

lary pnymcnls from the aerarium, and receiving

the public revenues. Of both they had to keep

correct accounts in ihcW lahtUiu (Polyb.

vi. 13.) Demands which any one might have on

the aerarium, and outstanding debts were likewise

registered by them. ( Pseudo- <u:oa. m rcm«. p.

158, Orelli ; Plut Cb/. Min. 27.) Fines to be

paid to the public treasury were registered and ex-

acted by them. (Liv. xxxviii. GO
; Tacit Anmd.

xiii. 2B.) Another branch of their duties, which
how'ever was likewise connected with the treasury,

W’Rs to provide the proper accommodations for

foreign ambassadors and such persons ns wore con-

nected with the republic by ties of public hos-

pitality. lastly they were charged with the care

of the burials and monuments of distingiiishod

iiimi, the expenses for which had been decreed by

the senate to be defrayed by tho treasury. In the

Bcrarium, and consequently under the superintend-

ence of the quaestors, were kept the books in which

the senatus-consulta were registered (Joseph, Ant.

Jud. XIV. 10. 10 ; Plut Cut. Min, 17), while the

original documents were in the keeping of the

aedilea, until Augustus transfezred the care of them
also to the quaestors. (Dion Cass. l!v. 3G.)

In the year b. c. 421 the number of quaestors

was doubled, and the tribunes tried to etTect by an

amendment of the law that a part (probably two)

of the quaestores should be plebeians. (Liv. iv. 43;
Niebuhr, vol. ii. p. 430, Slc.) This attempt w'os in-

deed frustrated, but the interrex L. Pupirius eflecU'd

a compromise, that the election should not be re-

stricted to either order. After this law was car-

ried, eleven years passed wiihout any plebeian

being elected to the office of quaestor, until in B. c.

409 , three of tho four quaestors were plebeians.

(Lir. ir. 54.) A person who had held the office
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of quaestor had undoubtedly, as in later times, the

!

right to take his scat in the senate, unless he was

j

excluded as unworthy by the next censors. And
this was probably the reason why the patricians so
dctcmiinaiely opposed the admission of plebeians
to this office. (Sbnatus.] Henceforth the con-
suls, whenever they took the field against an enemy,
were accompanied by one quaestor each, who at
first had only to superintend the sale of the liooly,

the produce of which was either divided among
I
the legion, or was tran.sferred to the aerarium.
(Liv. iv. 53.) Subse<|uently however we find
that these quaestors also kept tho funds of the
army, which they had received from the treasury
at Rome, and gave the soldiers their pay ;

they
were in fact the pay masters in tho army. (Pnlyb.
vi. 39.) The two other quaestors, who remained
at Rome, continued to discharge the same duties
as before, and w'cre distinguished from those who
accompanied the consuls by the epithet urfxtni. In
the year b. c. 265, after the Romans had made
themseU-es masters of Italy, and when, in conse-
quence, the administration of the treasury and the
raising of the revenues became more laborious and
important, the number of quaestors was again
doubled to eight (Lyd. da Mi$fj. i. 27 ; Liv. IC/nt.

lib. 15; Niebuhr, vol. tit. p. 64.5); and it is pro-

bable that henceforth their numlior continued to bo
increased in proportion os the empire b came ex-
tended. One of the eight quaestors was appointed
by lot to the quuastura ostien$i$^ n most laborious

and important post, as he had to provide Romo
with com. (Cic. pro Muren. 8, pro Stjrt. 17.)
Besides the quaestor ostiensis, who resided at Ostia,

three other quaestors were distributed in Italy to

raise those parts of the revenue which were not
fanned by the publicniii, and to control tho latter.

One of them resided at Cales, and the two others

probably in towns on the Upp» r Sea. (Cic. in Vut.

5.) Tbo two remaining quaestors, who were seut

to Sicily, are spoken of below.

Sulla in his dictatorship raised the number of
quaestors to twenty, that ho might have a largo

number of candidates for tho senate {wemitui or-

ptendo^ Tacit. Annul, xi. 22), and Julius Caesar even
to forty. (Dion Cass, xliii. 47,51.) In the year
at 49 no quaestors were elected, and Ca-sar
transferred the keeping of the aerarium to the
aediles. From this time forward the treasury was
sometimes entrusted to the praetors, sometmies to

the praetorii, and sometimes again to quaestors.

I Akr.\RI(;m.] Quaestors however, both in tho

city and in the provinces, occur di»wn to the Iate.<(t

period of the empire. Some of them bore the tiilo

of camliduti priucipU^ and their only duty was
to read in the senate the communicatinns which
the princeps had to mako to this assembly {lihri

principidt)^ ej)Molae priueipii. Dig. 1. til. 13. §2
and 4 ; Lyd. de Mog. i. 23 ; Ivirnpnd. Alex. Hev.

43 ;
Plin. Kjrut. vii. IG). From the time of ihu

emperor Claudius all quaestors, on entering their

offict', were obliged to give gladiatorial games to

the people, at their own expense, whereby the

office l>ecame inaccessible to any one except the

wealthiest individuals. (Suet Claud. 24 ; Tacit.

Annul, l.e. xiii. 5 ; Suet Vomit. 4; Lamprid.
Alex. Si-v. 43.) When Constantinople had be-

come the second capit.il of the empire, it received

tike Rome its quaui^tors, who had to give uames to

tho people on entering upon their office
; but

they were probably, like tho praetors, elected by
3R 8
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the Bcnate nml only nnnounccU to the emperor.

( Booker, Hnntih, tier Horn. AHetih. toI. ii, pt. ii. p.

3^*2, \c. ; Walter, Geteh. dft H'6m. UechUy p. 371.)

The pmcoiiful or praetor, who had the adminis'

tmtion of a province, wa« attended by a quaestor.

This qnaesler had undoubtedly to perform the same
functions as those who accompanied the armies into

the field
j
they were in fact the same olficcni, with

the exception that the former were stationar)* in

their province during the time of their office, and

had consequently rights and duties which those

who accoiDpaniiHl the armies could not have. In

Bicily, the earliest Homan province, there were

two quaestors answering to the two former divi-

sions of the island into the Carthaginian and

Greek territory. The one ri'sidcd at Lilybaeura,

the other at Syracuse. Besides the duties which

they had in common with tlie pay- masters of the

armies, they had to levy those parts of the public

revenue in the province which were not fanned hy

the publicani, to control the publicani, and to for-

ward the sums raised, together with the accounts

of them, to the aerarium. (Pseudo- Ascon. in

I't-rriH. p. 167, OrclIL) In the provinces the

quaestors had the same jurisdiction as the curule

aediles at Home. (Gains, i. 6.) The relation ex-

isting between a praetor or proconsul of a province

and his quaestor was according to ancient custom

ft'gnrded as resembling that between a father and
his son. (Cic. Divin, 19, c. I'err, iL I. 15, pro
I'lune, 11, w/ f\tm. iii. 10.) When a quaestor

dimi in his province, the praetors had the right to

appoint a proquaestor in his stead (Cic c. VerT. L c,),

and when the praetor was absent, the quaestor

supplied his place, and wiu then attended by lie-

tors. (Cic, ad Fam. ii. 15, pro Ffanr. 41.) In

what manner the provinces were assigned to the

qu.’iestors after their election at Rome, is not men-
tioned, though it was probably by lot, as in the case

of the quaestor ostiensis. But in the consulship of

Deciinus Dnisiis and Porcina it was decreed that

the provinces should he distribute<l among the

quaestors by lotex aenatuM t'onsuUo. (Dig. 1. tit. 13.

11 2; Cic, c. Verr. ii. 1. 1.3.) During the time of

the empire this practice continued, and if the

number of quaestors elected was not sufficient for

the nimiher of provinces, those quaestors of the

preceding year, who had had no province, might be
sent out This was, however, tlie case only in the

provinces of the Roman people, for in those of the

cmpcniM there were no quaestors at all. In the

time of Constantine the title of lyuv^es/or aaeripalaiii

was gi\ en to a minister of great importance, whose
office probably originated in that of the candidati

rincipis. Respi'cting his power and influence tee

Valter, frVscA. (/. liiim. H. p. 365.

QU.\ESTO'KIl MJDI. f Duni Quaestoiui.]
QUAESTO'IUUM. [Cartra, pp. 249, a,

2.‘)3,b.]

gUALEi?-QUAEES. rSEnvfs.)
QUALUS. [Cai.athu».]
QUANTI MINO'UIS is an actio which a

buyer had against the sidler of a thing, in res^iect

of any non-apjxircnt faults or imperfections, at the

time of the sale, even if the seller was not aware
of them, or for any defects in the qualities of the

thing which the seller had warranted: the object

of the actio was to obtain an alMtement in the

purchase-money. This action w.xs to bo brought

within a year or within six months, according as

there was a Cautio or not. The actio quanti minoris

QUINgU.\TRUS.
might be brought as often as a new defect w*as dis*

covered
;
but the purclmscr could not recover the

value of the same thing twice, [Emtio et
Venditio.] (Dig. 21. tit, 1 ; 44. tit 2. s. 2.5.

§1.) Ki.Kl
QUARTA'lU US, e Roman measure of capacity,

one fourth of the se.rt(irti«, and conseqiiemly a

little less than a quarter of a pint imperial. It is

also found in the Greek system of liquid measures
under the name of r4TafrroK [P. S.]

QUASI LLA'HIAE. [Cai.athus.]
QUASI LLUM. [CAtATiifH.]
QUATUORVIRI JURI DICUNDO. (Co-

tOMA, p.318, h.l

QUATUORVIRI VIARUM CUHANDA-
UU.M. [ViAE.1

QUERE LA INOFKICIO'Sl TESTAMEN-
T I. 1 TKSTA M ENT tf M. 1

QUINA'RIUS. [DENARiirs.]

QUINCUNX. [Asp. 140, b.]

QUINDECIMVIIU. [Decemviri, p. 3117, a.]

QUINQUAGE'SIMA, the fiftieth or a tax of

two per cent upon the value of all slaves that

were sold, was instituted by Augustus according

to Dion Cassius (Iv. 31). Tacitus (xiii. 31),
however, mentions the twenty-fifth or a tax of

four per cent upon the sale of slaves in the time of

Nero; if both passages arc correct, this tax must
have been increased after the time of Augustus,
proliably by Caligula, who, we are told by Suetonius

{in c. 40), iniroducxxd many new taxes,

(Biinnann, de p. 69, Ac.)

We are also told by Tacitus {Ann. xiiL 51) that

Nero abolished the Quinquagesima
; this must

have been a ditTerent tax from the above-mentioned
one, and may have been similar to the Quinqua.
gesima mentioned by Cicero (c. I’err. iii. 49) in

connection with the Aratores of Sicily.

A duty of two per cent, was levied nt Athens
upon exports and imports. [Pestbcoste.]
QUINQUATRUS or QUINQUATHIA, a

fi'stivai sacred to Minervii, w*hich was celebrated

on the 19th of March (a. J. xiv. Kal. Apr.\ and
was so called according to V^arro (ds JAn^. LaL vi.

14, ed. Miiller), because it was the fifth day after

the Ides, in the same way as the Tusculons called

a festival on the sixth day after the Ides Nejvi/riM,

and one on the seventh Sejdimairus. Gellius (ii.

21) and Festiis (s. r.) also give the same elymologv*,

and the latter states that the Faliscans too called a
festival on the U'ntli d.iy after the Ides Deeimntrus,

(Comp. Miiller, AVnuiker, Tol. ii. p.49.) Both Varro
and Kcstiis state that the Quinqnalnis was cele-

brated for only one day, but Ovid {Fatt. iii. 809,
Ac.) says that it was celebrated for five days, and
was for this reason called by this name : that on
the first day no blood w.*u shinl, but that on the

last four there wore contests of gladiators. It

would appear however from the above mentioned
authorities that the first day was only the festival

properly so called, and that the last four were
merely an addition made perhaps in the time of

Caesar to gratify the people, who became so pas-

si'inately fond of gladiatorial combats. The ancient

Calendars too assign only one day to the festival.

Ovid (/. c.) says that this festival was relebrnU'd

in commemoration of the birth day of Minerva ;

bul according to Fcstiis it was sacml Minerva
because her temple on the Aventiiie was conse-

crated on that day. On the fifth day of the fes-

tival, according to Ovid (iii. 849), the trumpets
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tued in sacred rites were purified
;
but this seems

to have been originally a separate festival called Tu-

biluatrium (Festus, s. v.

;

Varro, L c.), which was
celebraUHl as we know from the ancient Calendars

on the 23d of March (a. d. x. C<iL Apr.), and

would of course, when the Quinquatnis was ex*

tended to five days, fall on the last day of that

festival.

As this festival was sacred to Mincr\’a, it seems

that women were accustomed to consult fortune-

tellers and diviners upon this day. (Plant Mil.

iiL 1. 98.) Domitian caused it to 1m: celebrated

every year in his Alban V'tlla, situated at the foot

of the hills of Alba, and instituted a collegium to

superintend the celebration, which consisted of

the hunting of wild beasts, of the exhibition of

plays, and of contests of orators and poets. (Suet.

Dom. 4.)

There was also another festival of this name
called Qitinquatrtu Minuxulae or QuinqiuUrus Mi-
nores, celebrated on the Ides of June, on which
the tibicines went through the city in procession

to the temple of Minerva. (Varro, de Uny. ImI.

vi. 17 ; Ovid. I'asl. vi. 651, &c.
;
Festus, p. 149,

ed. Miiller.)

QUINQUENNA'LIA, were games instituted

by Nero a. d. 60, in imitation of the Greek festi-

vals, and celebrated like the Greek wfKrcwTTjpfSsf

at the end of every four years ; they consisted of

musical, gymnastic, and equestrian contests, and
were called Neronia. (Suet, Ner. 12; Tac. Ann.
xiv. 20 ;

Dion Cass. Ixi. 21.) Suetonius and

Tacitus (//. cc.) say that such games were first in-

troduced at Home by Nero. The Quinquennalia,

which bad previously been instituted both in

honour of Julius Caesar (Dion Cass, xliv, 6) and
of Augustus (Id. li. 19 ;

Suet Auy. 59, 98), were
confined to the towns of Italy and the provinces.

The Quinquennalia of Nero appear not to have

been celebrated after his time, till they were re-

vived again by Domitian in honour of the Capi-

toline Jupiter. (Suet Dom. 4.)

QUINQUENNA'LIS. [Colonia, p. 318, b.]

QIJINQUERE'MIS. [Navis, p. 785, b.]

QUINQUE'RTIUM. [Pentathlon.]
QUINQUEVIRI, or_ five commissioners, were

frequently appointed under the republic os extra-

ordinary magistrates to cany any measure into

effect. Thus Quinqurviri Mmsarii, or public

bankers, were occasionally appointed in times of

great distress [Mensarji]
;
the same number of

commissioners u-as sometimes appointed to super-

intend the formation of a colony, though three ijri-

umviri) was a more common number. [Colonia,

p. 315, b.J We find too that Quinqueviri were
created to superintend the repairs of the walls and
of the towers of the city (Liv. xxv. 7), as well as

for various other purposes.

Besides the extraordinary commissioners of this

name, there w'cre also permanent officers, called

Quinqueviri, who were responsible for the safety

of the city after sunset, as it was inconvenient for

the regular magistrates to attend to this duty at

that time : they were first appointed soon after the

war with Pyrrhus. (Dig. 1. tit. 2. s. 2. §31.)
QUINTA'NA. [Cahtra.]
QUIRINA'LIA, a festival sacred to Quirinus,

which was celebrated on the 17th of February

(a. d. xilL Cal. Afart.), on which day Romulus
(Quirinus) was said to have been carried up to

k«veii. (Ovid. Fatt. il 475 ;
Festus, s. v./ Varro,
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de Liny. Lat. vL 13, ed. MUller.) This festival

was also called Sttdforum /eriuf, respecting the
meaning of which see Fornaoalia.
QUIRINA'Llf? FLAMK.N. [Flamkn.]
QU I RITES, QUIRITIUM JUS. [Jus,

p. 658, a. ]

QUOD JUSSU, ACTIO. [Jussu, Quod,
Actio. ]

QUORUM BONORUM, INTERDICTUM.
The object of this interdict is to give to the Pnie-
torian heres the possession of anything Ijcloiiging

to the hereditos which another possesses pro he-
rede or pro possessore. The name of this Interdict

is derived from the introductory words, and it runs
as follows :

“ Ait Praetor
:
Quorum bononitn ex

edicto mco illi possessio data est
:

quod de his

bonis pro herede aut pro possessore possidcs, pos-

sideresve si nihil usucaptum csset
:
quod quidem

dolo nialo fecisti, uti desineres possidero ; id illi

restituas." The plaintitf is entitled to this Inter-

dict when he has obtained the Boudniin Possessio,

and when any one of the four following conditions

apply to the defendant.

1. Quod de his bonis pro herede,

2. Aut pro possessore possides,

.3. Possidcresve si nihil usucaptum esset,

4. Quod quidem dolo malo fecisti, uti desineres
possiderc.

The two first conditions arc well understood,
and apply also to the case of the hereditntis petitio.

The fourth condition also applies to the case of tho

hcreditatis |M:titio and tho rci vindicatio
;
but in-

stead of “ quod quidem ” the reading “ quodque ”

has l)cen proposed, which seems to be required,

for No. 4 has no reference to No. 3, but is itself a
new condition. The words of No. 3 have caused
some difficulty, which may be explained as fol-

lows.

In establishing the Bononim Possessio, the
Praetor intended to give to many persons, such as

emancipated children and Cognatl, the same rights

that the heres had
; and his object was to accom-

plish this effectually. The Roman heres was the
representative of the person who had died and left

an hcreditas, and by virtue of this representative

or juristical fiction of the person of the dead having
a continued existence in the person of the heres,

the heres succeeded to his property and to all his

rights and obligations. In the matter of rights

and obligations the Praetor put the bononim pos-

sessor in the same situation os the heres by allow-

ing him to sue in respect of the claims that tho

deceased hod, and allowing any person to sue him
in respect of claims against the deceased, in an
actio utilis or fictitia. (Ulp. Fray. tit. 28. s. 12 ;

Gains, iv. 34.) In respect to the propert}', accord-

ing to the old law any person might take posses-

sion of a thing belonging to the hcreditas, and ac-

quire the ownership of it in a certain time by usuca-

pion. (Gains, ii. 52—58.) The persons in whose
favour the Praetor’s ediot was made could do this

as well as any other person ; but if they found any
other person in possession of anything belonging

to the hcreditas, they could neither claim it by the

vindicatio, for they were not owners, nor by the

hcreditatis petitio, for they were not heredes. To
meet this difficulty the Interdictum Quorum Bono-
rum was introduced, the object of which w'as W
aid the Bononim Possessor in g'-tting the possession

(whence the title of the Interdictum adipiscendae

possessionis) and so commencing the usucapiom
3 n 4
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If he lo«t the possottion befuro the usucapion was

complete, ho could in most cases recover it by the

Possessorial Interdicts, properly so calleil, or by
other legal nu'ans. This, according to Savigny, is

tho origin of the Bonorum Po5se.*sio.

In course of time when B>>i)iturian ownership

(in bonis) was fully established and co existed with

Quiritarian ownership, this new kind of oarnership

was attributed to the Bononim Possessor, afu>r he

hod acquired the Bonorum Possessio, and thus all

that belonged to the deceased ex jure Quiritium b^
came his in bonis and finally by Usucapion, ex jure

Quiritium
;
though in the mean time be had roost

of the practical advantages of Quiritarian ownership.

Ultimately the Bonorum Possessio came to be con-

sidered as a species of hereditas, and tho like forms

of procedure to those in the case of the real herodiuu

were applied to the case of the Bonorum Possessio:

thiu arose the possessoria hereditotis pclitio, which

is mentioned by Gains, and cannot therefore be of

later ori|^n than tho time of Marcus Aurelius.

Thus the new form of procedure, which would

have r<*ndered tho Interdict Quorum Bonorum un-

necessary, if it bod been introduced sooner, co-

existed with tho Interdict, and a person might

avail himself of either mode of proceeding, os he

found best (Gaius, iii. 34.) In the legislation

of Justinian, wc find both forms of procedure men-
tionod, though that of the Interdict liad altogether

fallen into disuse. (Inst 4. tit 15.)

According to the old law, any possessor, W'itbout

respect to bis litlo, could by usucapion pro borede

obtain the ownership of a thing l^longing to the

hereditas ; and of course the Bonorum Possessor

w*as exposed to this danger as much as the 1 1 cit^s.

If the time of Usucapion of the possessor was not

interrupted by the first claim, tho hercs had no

title to the Interdict, os appears from its tenns, for

such a possessor was not included in No. 1 or 2.

Hadrian (Gaius, ii. 57) by a senatusconsullum

changed tho law so far as to protect the* heres

against the complete usucapion of an Improbus Pos-

sessor, and to restore tho thing to him. Though
tlte w’(<rds of Gaius are general, there can be no

doubt that the ScnatUKonsulturo of Hadrian did

not apply to the Usucapion of the Bonorum Pos-

scuor nor to that of the Bouae fidei possessor.

Now if we assume tlmt the SenutuscoiisuUum of

iladrian applied to the Bonorum Possessor also,

its provisions must have been introduced iuto the

formula of the Interdict, and thus the obscure pas-

sage No. 3 receives a clear meaning, which is this

:

You shall restore that also which you no longer

po8»css pro possessore, but once so possessed, and
the possession of which has only lost that quality

in consequence of a lucrativa usucapio. According

to this explanation the passage No. 3 applies only

to the new rule of law established by the Senatus-

consultura of Hadrian, which allowed the old usu-

capion of the improbus possessor to have its legal

efii'ct, but rendered it useless to him by compelling

restitution. In the legislation of Justinian coiiso-

quently theso words lutvc no meaning, since that

old usucapion forms no part of it
;
yet the words

have been retained in the compilation of Justinian,

like many others belonging to an earlier age,

though in their new place they are entirely devoid

of meaning.

(Savigny, Uther das Interdict Quorum Bonorvm,
Zsiiachri/iy &C. vol. v.

;
Dig. 43. tiu 2 ;

Guiut, ir.

144.) [G.L.]

RF.CEPTA.

R,

RAMNES, RAMNENSE.S. [PamiciL]
R.APrNA. [Bona Rapta; Fi'rtvsi.]

RASTER orRASTHUM,rfm.RASTKLLUS,
RALLUS, RALLUM (fwrr^p), a spud (*rd-

rpivot); a rake, a hoc. Agreeably to its deri-

vation from iWo, to scrape^ ^ Raster ” denoted a
hoe which in its operation and in its simplest fonn

r<*tembled the scrapers used by our scavengers in

cleansing the streets. By the division of its blade

into tines or prongs, it assumed more of the form

of our garden-rakes, and it was distinguished by the

epithets bidms and quadridens (Cato de He Rust.

lU) according to the number of the divisions.

The raster Oideus was by far the most common
species, and hence wc frequently find it mrntioiuHl

under tho simple name Udens. (Juv. iii. 223.)

This term corresponds to the Greek 3i«r«\Ao, for

which fffityvTi w*as substituted in the Attic dialect.

(Xen. f yrop. vi. 2. § 34, 36 ; Aristoph. AV->.

1488, 1502, Aves, 601 ; Phiy n. Ectoq. p. 302, ed.

Lobe^ ; Plato, liepub. p. 426, f
;
Tim. /.ear. Plat.

$. r.) The bidens wras used to turn up the s^ii),

and thus to perform on a small scale the part of a
plough. (Plii). //. A*, xvii. 9. s. 6.) But it was
much more commonly used in the work called

occaiiot i. ». the breaking dowm of the chids after

ploughing. (Virg. fArory. i. 94, 155.) [.AcRU-t'i.-

Tt’RA, p.52, a.] Hence it was heavy. (Ovid, A/e/,

xi. iOl.) The prongs of the bidens held by the

rustic ui the wo^cut at p. 849 are curved, which
agrees with the description of the same implement
in Catullus (Ivi. 39). V'ine-drosseri contitiualiy

used the bidens in hacking and breaking the

lumps of earth, stirring it, and collecting it about

the roots of the vines. (V*irg. Geor^. it. 355, 400 •

CoL d« Re R$tet. iii. 13, iv. ] 4 , Geopon. v. 25.) In

stony laud it was adapted for digging trenches,

whilst tho spade was better suited to the purpose

when the soil was full of the roots of rushes and
other pianu. ( Ptin. //. A', xviii. 6. a 8 j Suet.

AVro, 19.) [Pala.] Wooden rakes wcr»* some-

times used. ((Ilol. de Re Rust. ii. 13.) [J. V.]
RATES. [Navis, p. 78.3, n.]

RATIO'NIBUS DISTHAHENDIS ACTIO.
[Tt’TKLA.l
KECEPTA; DE RECEPTO, ACTIO. The

Praetor declared that he would nllow an action

against Nauioe, Cauponea, and Stabularii, in re-

spect of any property for tho security of which

they had undertaken (reerperint^ whence the name
of the action) if they did not restore iL The
meaning of the U’rm Nauta has been explained

[ExRRCiTORiA Actio]: the meaning of Caii^w

follows from the description of the business of a
Caupo. (Dig. 4. tiu 9. s. 5.) ^ A Nauta, Caupo,

and StabuUrius are paid not for tho care which
they take of a thing ; but the Nauta is paid for

carrying passengers ; the Caupo for permitting

travellers to stay in hit Caiipona; the Stabularius

toe Hlluwing be^tt of burden to stay in his stables,

and yet they art* bound for the Si'curity of the

thing also {cusiodiae nomine teneninr),'^ The two
latt r actions are similar to such actions as arise

among us against innkeepers, and livery stable

keepi^rs, on whose promises loss or injury has l>een

sustained with respect to the property of persons

which they iiave by legal implication undertaken

the care of, At fiM sight there seems no reason
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lor these Praetoriae actlonos, as the pverson who
had sustained loss would cither have an actio

locati and conducti, in coses where paymeut had
been agreed on, or an actio deposit), where no pay-

ment bad been agreed on
;
but Pomponius suggests

that the reason was this : in a matter of Locatum
and Conductum, the receiver was only answi-ruble

fur loss in case he was guilty of Cu1{ki
;
and in a

matter of Depositum, only in ose he was guilty of

Dolus Malus ; but the receiver was liable to these

J'rnctorine aciiones, if the thing was lost or injured

even without any Culpa on his part, and ho was
only excused in case of Damnum fatale, such os

tliipwreck, piracy, and so forth.

These praetorian actions in factum were either

“ rei persecutoriae ” for the recovery of the thing,

or pocimles ” for damages. The former action

might be maintained against the heres of the

Nanto, Cau{)0, or Stohularius. The Exercitor of a

ship was answerable fur any loss or damage caused

to property, which he had received in the legal

sense of this term, by any person in bis employ-

ment. The actio against him was in dupluni. The
liability on tho of Cau(K>nos and Stabularii

was the same: a caupu for instance was answer-

able for loss or damage to the goods of any traveller,

]f aiused by those who were dwelling or emjiloycd

in tbo enupono, but not if cauu’d by a mere tra-

veller. The actio for damages could not be main-

tained against the hen:s. (Dig. 4. tiL 9 ; Peckii

In Tilt. Dig. el Cod. Ad rem nauiicam perti-

nentes Commentarii, &C. Amstel. Ib'dd.)

As to the possages in the Digest (4. tit. 9. s. 1.

§ 1, and 47. tit, 5. § b) sec V'angerow, PandtkUn^
6lc. iii. p. 436.

There is a title in the Digest (4. tit. 8), De Re-

ceptis, qiii arbitrium rcc^'p^runt ut sententiam

dicaiiL When parties who had a matter to liti-

gate, had agn^d to refer it to an arbitrator, which

reference was called Conipromissum, and a person

had accepted the olhee of arbitrator (arbUrium ra~

eeperit)^ the praetor would compel him to pro-

nounce a sentence, unless he bud some l^al excuse.

The Praetor could compel a person of any rank, as

a Consularis for instance, to pronounce a sentence

after taking upon him the office of arbitrator ; but

he could not compel a person who held a Magis-

trattis or Potestas, as a Consul or Praetor, for he

had no imperium over them. Tho parties were
bound to submit to the award of the arbitrator

;

and if either party refused to abide by it, the

other had against him a pornae petitio, if a poena
was agreed on in the compromissum ; and if there

was no poena in the compromissum, he had an
Incerti actio. (Dig. 4. tiL B.) [O. L.]

RKCPNIUM. [Ricinilm.]
RECISSO RIA ACTIO. [Intbbcissio.]
RKCUPERATO'HES. [Judkx.]
HKDEMPTOR, the general name for a con-

tractor, who undertook the building and repairing

of public works, private houses, &C., and in fact of

any kind of work. (Eestus,s. e. ; Hor. Cam. iiL

1. 35, Kp. ii. 2 72 ; Cic. de I>iv. ii. 21.) The
fanners of tho public taxes were also called lie-

demptorei. (Dig. 19. Ul 2. s. 60. § B.)

REDHIBITO'IUA ACTIU was an actio

which a buyer bad against a seller for rescinding

the bargain of sale on account of any non-apparent

defect at the time of tho purchase in the thing pur-

chased, which the buyer was not acquainted with,

and which a4xording to tho Edict of the Cuntle
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Aediles, he ought to have been acquainted with ;

or for any defect in the qualities of the thing which
the seller had warranted. The seller was answer-
able even if he was not aware of the defects.
“ Redhiberc,” says Ulpian, “ is so to net that tho
seller shall have back wh.nt he hnd, and because
this is done by restoration, for that rt^on it is

called * Hedhibitio,* w'hich is os much as to say
‘ Uedditio.* ’*

The etfoct of the redhibitio was to rescind the
bargain and to put both parties in the same con-
dition, as if the sale had never taken place. The
time allowed for prosecuting the actio redhibitnria

was ^ sex menses utiles," when a cautio bad been
given, which were it'ckoned from the day of sale

or fmm the time when any statement or promise
lu)d been made relating to the matter {dictum
promUeumve^ tho words of the Edict). If there

was no cautio, the time allowed was two months.
(Dig. 21. tiL 1.) (G. L.l
llEDlMPCLUiUM (fra0€T^p), a 6!let attached

to the Calantica, Diadema, Mitm, or other head-
dress at the occiput, and passed over the shoulders,

so 08 to hang on each side over the breast. (Virg.

Aen. iz.616; Ovid. A/et x. 265.) Hedimicula
were properly female ornaments (Feslus, s. t».

;

Ovid. Efktt, ix, 71; Juv. ii. 70; PrudenL
44B)

; and in the statues of Venus they were imi-

tated in gold. (Ovid. /’asf. iv. 135—137.) [J. Y.]
HEOIA LEX. [Lbx Kegu.]
HEOIEU'OIUM or FUOA'LIA, the king's

flight, a festival which was celebrated by the Romans
every year on tho 24ih of February, and according

U> Verriut (ap. FesL s. r. Ucgi/uffium) and Ovid
{Fast. ii. 6B5, dec.) in commemoration of the flight

,
of king Tnrquinius Superbus from Romo.. The
day is marked in the Fasti as nefustus. In some
ancient calendaria the 24th of May is likewise

called Regifugium, and in others it is described os

Q. Hex. C. F., that is, ** comitiavit,

fas," or “ Qiiando Hex comitio fiigiL" Several

ancient as well as modem writers have denied that

either of these days had anything to do with the

flight of king Tarquinius (Cinciiis, ap. Fest, /. c.),

and ore of opinion that these two days derived

their name from the symbolical flight of the Hex
Sacrorum from the coinitiiim

;
for this king-priest

was generally not allowed to appear in thu comi-

tium, which was destined for the transaction of
political matters in which he could not take parL

But on certain days in the year, and certainly on
the two days mentioned above, be had to go to the

comitium for the purpose of offering certain sneri-

flees, and immediately after he bad performed his

functions there, be hastily (led from it ; and this

symbolical flight is said to have been called Regi-

fugium. (FesL I. c.; PluL Quaes/, ffom. 63 ; Ovid,

/’as/. V. 727.) [L. S.J

REGULA (iroi^i'), the ruler used by scribes

for drawing right lines with pen and ink (Brunck,

Anal. iii. 69, B7)
;
also the rule used by carpenters,

masons, and other artifleers, either for drawing
straight lines or making plane surfaces. (Aristoph.

Ran. 79B
;

Vitruv. vii. 3. § 5.) That it was
marked with equal divisions, like our carpenter's

mies, is manifest from the representations of it

among the “ Instrumcntn fabrorum tignariorum,'*

in the woodcuts at pp 2B7, B06. The substance,

with which the lines wero made, was raddle or

red ochre (filAror, Brunck, AnaL i. 221 ;
^Iviki

xoKds'i, Eurip. Here. Fmr, 925.) [Li.'Vba.] Tht
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•calc-beom u soroctimct called KOMoty Instead of

C^^y. [JircjfM.] [d« Y.J
REI UXO RIAE or DOTIS ACTIO. [Dos.]

RKLA'TIO. [Sbnatus.]
RELEGATIO. f Exsilium. p. 515, b.]

REMANCIPAT'IO. [Emancipatio.]
REMULCUM {^vfiov\Kuy a rope

for towing a ship, and likewise a tow-barge He-

mulcwn^ funis, quo deligata navis magna tmhitur

vice remi,*' Isi<L Oriff. xix. 4. § 8 ;
Remu/oo cst,

quuni scaphac remis navis magna trahitur,” Festus,

$.v.
;
comp. Caca B.C, iL 23, iiu 40 t HirU B.

A/«r. 11 :
Liv. zxT. 30, xxxii, 16 ;

Polyb. i. 27,

28, iii. 46).

REMU'RIA. [Lbmcbia.] i

REMUS. [Navis, pp. 787, b., 708, a.]

REPA'OULA. [Janua, p. G26, b.]

REPETUNDAE, or PECUNIAE REPE-
TUNDAE. Repetundae Pecuniae in its widest

sense was the term used to designate such sums of

money as the Socii of the Roman State or indivi-

duals clmmed to recover from Magistratus, Judices,

or Publici Curatores, which they bad improperly

taken or received in the Provinciae, or in the UrlM

Roma, either in the discharge of their Jorisdictio,

or in their capacity of Judices, or in respect of any

other public function. Sometimes the word Repe-

tundae was used to express the illegal act for which

compensation was sought, as in the phrase
** Repe-

tundarum insimulari, damnori ;

** and Pecuniae

meant not only money, but anything that had

value. The expression which the Greek writers

sometimes use for Kepetundae is Simt Swpwv. (PIuL

SuUa, 5.)

It is stated by Livy (xlii. 1) that before the year

B. c. 173, no complaints wero made by the Socii of

being put to any cost or charge by the Roman magis-

tratus. When complaints of exactions were made,

an inquiry was instituted into this offence extra or-

dincm ex Senatusconsulto ns appears from the case

of P. Furius Philus and M. Matienus, who were

accused of this offence by the Hispani. (Liv. xliiL

2.) The frst Lex on the subject was the Calpur-

nb, which was proposed and carried by the Tri-

bmius Plcbis, L. Calpumius Piso (b. c 145), who
also distinguished himself as an historical writer.

By this Lex a Praetor was appointed for trying

persons charged with this crime. (Cic. d« Off. ii.

21, lirui. 27.) This Lex only applied to Pro-

vincbl Magistratus, because in the year b. c. 141

according to Cicero {tie Fin. ii. 16) the like offence

in a Magistratus Urbanus was the subject of a
(juaeslio extra ordinem. It seems that the penal-

ties of the I^x Calpumia wer<? merely pecuniary,

and at least did not comprise exsilium, for Ii. Cor-

nelius Lentulus who was Clensor B. c. 147, hod
been convicted on a charge of Repetundne in the

previous year. I'he pecuniary penalty was ascer-

tained by the litis aestimatio, or taking on account

of all the sums of money which the convicted party

bad illegally received.

V'arious leges de rcpctnndis were passed after

the Lex C^pomia, and the penalties were con-

tinually made heavier. The Lex Junia was passed

probably about B. c. 126 on the proposal of M. Ju-

nius Pennus, Tribumis Plebis. It is prol«ble that

this was the Lex under which C. Cato, Proconsul

of Macedonia, was living in exile at Tarraco (Cic.

{

TO Bulbo^ 11 ;
Veil. Pat. iL 8) ; for at least exsi-

inm was not a penalty imposed by the Calpumia
X/ex, but was added by some later Lex. This

REPETUNDAE.
Lex Junia and the Lex Calpumia ore mentioned
in the Lex Sen'ilia.

The Lex Servilia Olaucia w'as proposed and car-

ried by C. Servilios Olaucia Praetor B. c. 100,

This Lex applied to any magistratus who had im-
properly taken or received money from any private

person
;
but a magistratus could not be accused

during the term of office. The Lex enacted that

the Praetor Pcregriiius shoidd annually appoint

450 judices for the trial of this offence : the judices

were not to be senators. The penalties of the Lex
were pecuniary and exsilium ; the law allowed a
comperendinatio. (Cic. la Verr. i. 9.) Before the

Lex Servilia, the pecuniary penalty was simple

restitution of what had been wrongfully taken
;

this Lex seems to have raised the penalty to double
the amount of what had been wrongfully taken

;

and subsequently it was made quadruple. Exsi-

liom was only the punishment in case a man did
not abide his trial, bat withdrew from Rome.
(Savigny, Von tUm SciiUx der S(ind..,Zeit9ekrift., x.)

Under this Lex were tried M* Aquillius, P. Ruli-

lius, M. Scaorus,andQ. Metellus Numidicus. The
Lex gave the Civitas to any person on whose com-
plaint a person was convicted of Kepetundae. (Cic.

jTo Ba/ifio, 23, 24.)

The Lex Acilia, which seems to be of uncertain

date (probably b. c. lOl), was {xuposed and carried

by M' Acilius Olabrio, a Tribunal Plebis, which
enacted that there should be neither ampliatio nor

comperendinatio. It is conjectured that this is the

Lex Caecilia mentioned by Valerius Maximus (vi.

9, 1 0), in which passage if the conjecture is correct,

we should read Acilia for Caecilia. (Cic. ui Verr,

Act. i. 17, IS Verr. i. 9.) It has sometimes been

doubted whether the Acilia or Servilia was first

enacted, but it appears that the Acilia took away
the comperendinatio which the Servilia allowed.

The Lex Cornelia a'ai passed in the dictatorship

of Sulla B. c. 81, and continued in force to the time

of C. Julius Caesar. It extended the penalties of

Kepetundae to other illegal acts committed in the

provinces, and to judices who received bribes, to

those to whose hands the money came, and to those

who did not give into the Aerarium their Procon-

sular accounts (proconsularesrationes). TheProet»r
who presided over this quaestio chose the judges by
lot from the Senators, whence it appears that the

Servilia Lex was repealed by this Lex, at least so

far as related to the constitution of the coiut.

This Lex also allowed ampliatio and comperendi-

natio. The penalties were pecuniary (litis aesti-

matio) and the aquae et ignis interdictio. Under
this Lex were tried L. Dulabella, Cn. Piso, C.

I

Verres, C. Macer, M. Fonteius, and L. Klnccus,

the two last of whom were defended by Cicero. Iti

the Verrine Orations Cicero complains of the com-
perendinatio or double hearing of the cause, which

the Lex Cornelia allowed, and refers to the practice

rnider the Lex Acilia, according to which the cose

for the prosecution, the defence, and the evidence

were only heard once, and so the matter was de-

cided. (/» Verr. I 9.)

The last Lex de liepetundis was the Lot Julia

passed in the first consulship of C. Julius Caesar

B. c. 59. (Cic. m Vat. 12.) This Lex consisted

of numerous heads (capita) which have been col-

lected by Sigonius. (Cic. ad Fam. viiL 8.) This

Lex repealed the penalty of exsilium, but in ad-

dition to the litis aestimatio, it enacted that per-

sons convicted under this Lex sh.>uld lose their
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rank, And be ditqtialified from being witncMe^

judices, or senatori. Thi« U the Lex which was

commented on by the Jurista, whoae expositioiu

are preaenred in the DiRcat (48. til. 11), and in the

Code (y. tiu *27). This Ia?x adopted aome pro-

Tiaiona that exiated in previoua Legea, aa for in-

itance that by which the money that had been im-

pn»perly retained could be rccoYcrcd from thoac

into whose handa it could bo traced. (Cic. pro V.

HaUr. to$i. 4.) The Lex had been poaaed when
Cicero made hia oration against Piao, b. c. 55. [In

y*ia. 21.) A. Oabiniua was convicted under tnia

I^x. Many of its pmviaiona may be collected

from the oration of Cicero atminat Piao. Cicero

boosts that in bis proconauUhip of Cilicia there

was no cost caused to the people by himself, hia

legati, quaestor, nor any one eUc
;
he did not even

denial from the people what the Lex (Julia) al-

lowed him. {AdAtt. v. 16.)

Under the Empire the offence was punishable

with exile. (Tacit. Annal. xiv, 28, and the note of

Lipsiiis.)

In Clinton's Fasti ffeUeaici^ the I.ex Calpurnia

is incorrectly stated to be the first law at Home
against Bribery at Klectiona Bribery is Ambitus.

(^igoniua dr JudtciUy ii. c. 27 ; Hein, /Ais Cri-

winnlrechi der homrry p. 604, &c. ; Rudorff,

die Oetavianische Formel^ Xeitschrifl fur (ieechicht,

/fccAlstr. &C. xii. pi. 136.) [U. L.]

REPLICATIO. [.U-rio, p. 10.)

RKPOSITO'UIA. [CosNA, p. 307, b.)

RKPOTIA. [Matrimomum, p. 744, a]
REPU'DIUM. [DivoRTifM.J
RES. [Dominium.]
RE.S JUDICATA. (Judicata AcTia]
RES MA'NCIPI. (Dominium.)
RESCRIPTUM. (CONSTITUTIONES.)

RESPONSA. [JURIRCONSLT.TI.)

RhlSTITUTIO IN INTEGRUM, in the

sense in which the term will here be used, signifiet

the rescinding of a contract or legal transaction so

as to place the parties to it in tho same position

with respect to one another which they occupied

before the contract was made or tho transaction

took place. Tho Restitutio here spoken of is

founded on the Edict. If the contract or trans-

action is such as not to be valid according to the

Jus Civile, this Restitutio is not needed ; nnd it

only applies to cases of contracts and transaction,

which are not in their nature or form invalid. In

order to entitlo a person to the Restitutio, be must
have sustained some injury capable of being esti-

mated, in consequence of the contract or transaction,

and not through any fault of his own ; except in

the ense of one who is minor xxv annonim, who was
protected by the Restitutio against the consequences

of his oam carelessness. The injury also must be

one for mhich the injured person has no other

remedy.

The Restitutio may either be effected on the

complaint of the injured party, which would gene-

rally be made after tho coniplctiou of tho trans-

action, or when he is sued by the other party in re-

spect of the transaction and defends himself by an

Kzeeptio. The complaint as a general rule must

be made within four years of the time of the injury

being discovered, and of the party being capable

of bringing his action ; in the case of Minores the

four years were reckoned from the time of their

attaining their majority. In the case of on Excep-

tio there was no limitation of time. (Cod. *2. tit 53.
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s. 7.) According to the old law the complaint must
be made within one year.

The application for a Restitutio could only be
made to one who had Jurisdictio, either origiial

or delegated, which flowed from the pi>sscAsion of

tho Iinperium
;
and it might, according to tho cir-

cumstances, be decreed by (he Miigistratus extra

ordinem, or the matter might be referred to a
Judex. When a Restitutio was decreed, each

party restored to the other what be had received

from him with all its accessions and fruits, except

so far as the fruits on one side might be set off

against the interest of money to be returned on

tlie other tide. All proper costs and expenses ia-

curred in respect of the thing to be restored wore

aIlowe<l. If the object of the Restitutio was a
right, the injured party was ri'stored to his right

;

or if he hail incurred a duty, he was released from
the duly.

The action for Restitutio might be maintained

by the person injured, by his horedcs, ccssionarii,

and sureties ; but as a general rule it- could only

be maintained against the person with whom the

contract had uc<-n made, and not against a third

person w*ho was in possi^ssion of the thing which
^vas sought to be recovered, except when the actio

for restitutio was an actio in rem scripta, or the in-

jured party had an actio in rem, or when the right

which he had lost w'oa a right in rem.

The grounds of Restitutio were cither those ex-

pressed in the Edict, or any good and sufheient

cause: ^item si qua alia mthi justa causa csso

videbitur in ink'^m reitituam, quod ejus per

Leges, Plebiscitn, SonntuKonsulta, Edicta, Decreta
Principiim licebiu” (Dig. 4. tiu 6. s. 1.)

The following are the chief coses in which a
Restitutio might be decreed.

The case of V'is et Metus. If a man did an act

that was injurious to himself^ through vis nr metus,
the actwosnotfor that n'oson invalid, nor was it con-

sidered that his assent was wanting (Dig. 4. tit. 2.

s. 21. § 5) : but it was contra bonos mores to allow

such an act to have legal effect. When a man had
acted under tho influenre of force, or reasonable

fear caused by the acts of another pnrty, be had
an actio quod metus causa for restitution against

the party who was tho wrongdoer, and alto against

an innocent person w'ho was in poescssion of any
thing which had thus been got from him, and also

against the heredcs of the wrongdoer if they wore
enriched by being his heredcs {quantum ad eo$

pervenit). If he was sued in respect of the trans-

action, he could defend himself by an cxceptio

quod metus causa. The actio Qu(^ Metus was
given by the Praetor I^. Octavius, a contemporary

of Cicero. (Compare Cic m Verr. iii. 65, and Dig.

4. tit. 2. B. 1.)

The case of Dolus. When a man w'as fraudu-

lently induced to become a party to a transaction,

which was legal in all respects, saving the fraud,

he had his actio de dolo i^o against the guilty

person and hia heredes, so far as they were made
richer by the fraud, for the restoration of the thing

of which be had been defrauded, and if that was
not possible, for compensation. Against a third

party who was in bona hde possession of the thing,

he had no action. If he was sued in respect of tho

transaction, he could defend himself by the excep-
tio doli mali. (Compare Dig. 4. tit. 3.)

The case of Minores xxv. annorum. A Minor
could by himself do no legal act for which Uio
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a*8ent of a Tutor or Curator was required, and

therefore if he did such act by himself, no Resti-

tutio was necessary. If the Tutor hud given his

Auctoritas, or the Curator his assent, the trans-

action was legally binding, but yet the Minor
could claim Restitutio if he had sustained injury

by the transaction. G.aius (iv. 57) gives an ex-

ample, when he says that if too large an amount
was inserted in the Condemnatio of the Forroul.a,

the matter is set right by the Praetor, or in other

words “reus in integrum restituitur,'* but if too

little was inserted in the formula, the Praetor would

not make any alteration ;
“ for,” he adds, “ the

Praetor more readily relieves a defendant than a

plaintiif
;
but we except the case of Minorcs xxv

annorum, for the Praetor relieves persons of this

class in all cases wherein they have committed

error ( in omnibus rebus lapsis).”

There were however cases in which Minorca could

obtain no Restitutio
;

for instance, when a Minor
with fraudulent design gave himself out to be

Major
;
when he confinned the transaction after

coming of age ;
and in other cases. The benefit of

this Restitutio belonged to the heredes of the Mi-
nor, and generally also to sureties. The demand
could only be made, as a general rule, agiiinst the

person with whom the Minor had the transaction

and his heredes. The Minor had four years after

attaining his majority, in which he could sue. The
older law allow^ only one year. If the time had
not elapsed when he died, his heres had the benefit

of the remaining time, which was reckoned from

the time adcundi hereditatem
;
and if the heres

was a Minor, from the time of his attaining his

majority. [CtfRAToa.)

The case of Absentia: which comprehends not

merely absence in the ordinary sense of the word,

but absence owing to madness or imprisonment,

and the like causes. (Dig. 4. tit 6. s.28.) If a

man had sustained injury by his owm absentia, he

w’as generally intitlod to restitutio, if the absentia

was unavoidable: if it was not unavoidable, ho

was intitled to Restitutio, either if ho could have

no redress from his Procurator, or was not blamable

for not having appointed one. If a man found

that ho might sustain damage on account of the

absence of his adversary, ho might avoid that by
entering a protestation in due form.

The case of Error, Mistake, comprehends such

error as cannot be imputed as blame
;
and in snch

case, a man could always have restitutio when
another was enriched by his loss. The erroris

causae probatio somewhat resembles this case.

(Gains, i. 67—75.)

The case of Capitis diminntio through adrogatio

or in manum conventio, which was legally followed

by the extinction of all the obligationes of the per-

son adrogated or in manu. The Praetor restored

to the creditors of such persons their former rights.

(Gains, iii. 83, iv. 38.)

The case of alicnatio judicii mutandi causa facta

is hardly a case of restitutio, though sometimes

considered such. It occurs when a man alicimtes

a thing for the purpose of injuring a claimant by
substituting for himself another against whom the

claimant ciinnot so easily prosecute his right. In

the case of a thing whicn the Possessor had thus

alienated, the Praetor gave an actio in factum

against the alienor to the full value of the thir.g.

If a man assigned a claim or right with the view
of injuring his adversary by giving him a harder
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claimant to dc.^! with, the adversary could meet the
.•kssignec, when he sued, with an exceptio judicii

mutandi causa.

The case of alienntio in fraudem creditorura

facta. (Dig. 42. tit. 8.) When a man was insol-

vent (non solvendo), and alienated his property for

the purpose of injuring his creditors, the Praetor’s

Edict gave the creditors a remedy. If for instance

a debt was paid post bona possessa, it was abso-

lutely void, for the effect of the Bonorum Possessio

in the cose of insolvency was to put all the credi-

tors on the same footing. If any alienation w.as

made before the Bonorum Possessio, it was valid

in some cases. A debtor might reject any thing

which was for his advanUige, for the Praetor’s

edict related only to the diminution of his property,

imd not to its increase. If the act was such as to

diminish his property (fraudationis causa) the cre-

ditors, .ns a general rule, were intitled to have the

act undone. A creditor who exacted his just debt,

was intitled to retain it. The actio by which the

creditors destroyed the effect of an illegal aliena-

tion was called Pauliana, which was brought by
the Curator bonorum in the n.nme of the creditors,

for the restoration of the thing which had been im-

properly aliened, and all its fruits. The creditors

were also intitled to an Intcrdictum fraudatorium

in order to get possession of the thing that had
been improperly aliened. (Dig. 36. tit 1. s. 67.)

In the Imperial times. Restitutio was also ap-
plied to the remission of a punishment (Tac. Ann.
xiv. 12 ;

Plin. Ep. x. 64, 65 ;
Dig. 48. tit. 1 9. s. 27)

which could only be done by the Imperial grace.

(Dig. 4. tit. 1—7 ;
44. tit. 4 ;

Paulus, S. /i. i.

tit 7—9 ;
Cod. 2. tit. 20—55 ;

Cod. Thcod. 2.

tit 15, 16 ; MUhlenbruch, Doci. Pandect. ; Mac-
kcldey, Lehriuch, &c. 1 2th cd. ;

Rein, Das liomUche

PrivaireeJit ; Rudorff, Zeitschrift fur GeschirfU.

liecltUnc. xii. 131, Uelterdie Octaviantsehe Formel ;

Puchta, Inst. ii. § 209.) [O. L.]

RESTITUTO'RIA ACTIO. [Intbrcersio.]

RETI.^'RII, [Glauiatores, p. 575, b.]

RETI’CULUM, a head-dress. [Coma, p.

329, a.]

RETIS and RETE ;
dim. RETI'CULUM

(SiATuoi'), a net Nets were made most commonly
of flax from Egypt, Colchis, the vicinity of tho

Cinyps in North Africa, and some other places.

Occasionally they were of hemp. (Varro, de Re
Rust. iii. 5.) They are sometimes called Una
(Alua) on account of the material of which they

consisted. (Horn. //. v. 487 ;
Brunck, Ana/, ii.

494, 495.) The meshes (ma^ae^ Ovid. Ejrist. v,

19 ;
Varro, de ReRust.Vxi. 11 ; Nemesiani, f

302 ; $p6xot, dim. $poxHts, Ilcliodor. vi. p. 2.11,

ed. Commclin.) were great or snmll according to

the purposes intended
;
and these purfiosos wero

very various. But by far tho most important ap-

plication of net-work was to the three kindred arts

of fowling, hunting, and fishing : and besides the

general terms used alike in reference to all tiu'se

employments, there are special terms to be explained

under each of these heads.

I. In fowling tho use of nets was comparatively

limited (Aristoph. Av. 528) ;
nevertheless thrushes

were caught in them (Hor. Epod. ii. 33, 34) ; and

doves or pigeons with their limbs tied up or

fastened to the ground, or with their eyes covered

or put out, were confined in a net, in order that

their cries might allure others into the snare.

(Aristoph. Av. 1083.) The ancient Egyptionn, 15
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we learn from the paintinf^s in their tombCf caught

birdi inclftp-ncU. (Wiikineou, A/an. aiKi CW. vol.

iii. pp. 3.>— 3«, 45.)

11. In hunting it woe usual to extend neU in a

curved liuo of consideruble length, so as in part to

surround a space into which the beasts of cboce,

such as the hare, the boar, the deer, the lion,. and

the bear, were driven through the opening left on

one side. (Aelian, II. A. xii. 4G ; Tibullus, iv. 3.

I J ;
Plin. H. N. xix. 2. § 2.) This range of nets

was flanked by cords, to which feathers dyed

scarlet and of other bright colours were tied, so as

to flare and Hulter in the wind. The hunters then

sallied forth with their dogs, dislodged the animals

from their coverts, and by shouts and barking

drove them first within the Jonuido^ as the appa-

ratus of string and feathers was called, and then,

os they were scared with this appearance, within

the circuit of the nets, splendid descriptions of

this scene arc given in some of the following pas-

sages, all of which allude to the spacious uiclosure

of net work. ( Virg. Georg. iiL 4ll— 413, Aen. iv.

l‘Jl, 151— 159, X. 707—715 ;
Ovid.£/>iX. iv.4l,

42, r. 19,20 ;
Oppuiir, f iv. 120— 123 ;

Kurip.

Bucckae., 821—832.) I'he accompanying woodcuts

are taken from two bas-reliefs iu the cullection of

ancient luarbles at Ince-Ulundell in Lancashire.

In the uppennost figure three servants with slaves

carry on their thoiiidcrs a largo net, which is in-

tended to be sot up ns already described. (Tibullus,

i. 4. 49, 50 ; Son. IlipfXil. i. 1. 44 ;
Projwrt. iv. 2.

32.) The foremost servant holds b}* a leash a dog,

which is eager to pursue the game. In the middle

figure the net is sot up. At each end of it stands

a watchman holding a staff. (Oppian, ('gneg.xy.

124.) Reing intended to take such large quadnt-

peds as boars and deer (which are seen within it),

the meshes are Ten.* wide (rriia ram, Virg. Am.
iv, 131 ;

Hor. JCpod. ii. 33). The net is supported

by lhn‘e stakes (trrelAiaej, Oppian, Cyneg. iv. 67,

Ac. ; Pollux, V. 31 ; aaonars, Gralius, (Sfnfg. 87 ;

mn, Lucan, iv. 439). To dispose the nets in this

manner was callc<l retia ponere (Virg. Georg. L

307), or rrtia teiuiem (Ovid. Art. Amai, i. 45).

Comparing it with the stature of the attendants,

we perceive the net to be l»ctweon five and six feet

high. The upper border of the net consists of a

strong rope, which was called <rapia/y. (Xen. de

Venat. vj. 9.) The figures in the following woodcut

represent two men carrying the net home after

the chacc ; the sfakes for supporting it, two nf

which they hold in their hands, are forked at the

top, as is expressed by the terms for them already

quoted, ancones and rari.

Besides the nets used to inclose woods and co-

verts or other large tracts of countrv* two additional

kinds are mentioned by those authors who treat on
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hunting. All the three are mentioned together by
Xenophon (Sfaruo, iv6iia^ fipnoss, ii. 4), ajid by
Neincsianus (Cvneg. 299, 30U).
The two additional kitids were placed at inter-

vals in the same circuit with the large bunting-net
or hayo. 1 he road-net ( pinga^ IviZiov) was much
less than the others, and was placed across roads
and narrow openings between bushes. The pnrsc-
or tunnel-net (ertssfs, fipxut) was made with a bag
(xfxpoipaAof, Xen. de Vrttat. vi. 7), intended to
receive the animal when chased towo^s the extre-
mity of the inclosure. Within this bag, if we nuiy
so call it, were ]ilaced branches of trees, to keep it

expanded and to decoy the animals by making it

invisible. The words dpaos orcussis are used n>e-
tnphoricaliy to denote some certain method of de-
struction, and arc more particularly applied, as
well as ^<p'i6\ginpoy., which will be explained
immediately, to the large shawl in which Clytem-
nestra enveloped her husband in order to murder
Irim. (Acschyl. Aooot. 1085, 1346, 1353, Choepk.
485, 112.)

III. Fishing-nets (^ifurixA S/xtuo, Diod. Sic.
xvii. 43, p. 193, Wess.) were of six diflfrrcnt kinds,
which are enumeratod by Oppian {Ilai. iiL 80—82)
05 follows : —
Twx rd fity iip<pl€\ri(rrpa^yh. ypi^i koXIovtox^
Td-pytipa t', ^5’ vroxol
AAAa 8« KiKhliffKovai Ka\vfj.fiara.

Of these by far the most common were the
hp^i€\ftirrpoy^ or casting-net (/harfa, jaculatH^

Tfiinaculum) and the iray^Krt^ i. e. the drag net, or
scan (frrw/Mm, Isid. Hisp. Orig. xix. 5 ; troguh^
rerrit^um). Consequently these two are the only
kinds mentioned by Virgil in Georg, i. 141, 142.
and by Ovid, in Ar.AnuU. i. 763,^764. Of the
KaX^PfiA we find nowhere any further mention.
We are algo ignorant of the exact forth and use of
the 7p7^f, although its comparative utility may
be inferred from the mention of it in conjunction

with the scan and casting-net by Artemidorus (it.

14) and Plutarch (w«pl euQvp, vol. v, p. 838, cd.

Steph.). We know no more of the y6yyafxoy,

(llesych. s.e.; Aeschyl. Agom. 352.) The uiroxl)

was a landing-net, made with a hoop (x^xAot)
fastened to a pole, and perhaps provided also with
the means of closing the circular aperture at tho

top. (Oppian, IlaL iv. 251.) The metaphorical
use of the term has been already
mentioned. That it denoted a casting-nct may 1k)

concluded both from its etymology and from tho
circumstances in which it is mentioned by vwrious

authors. (Hesiod, Scut. Here, 213—215 ;
Herod.

;

i. I4l
;
Ps. exit. 10 ;

Is. xix. 8 ; Hub. i. 15— 17

I

(LXX. and Vulgate versions); St Matt. iv. 18}

j

Su Mark, t 16.) More especially the casting-net,

j

being always |)car-shAped or conical, was suited to

j

the use mentioned under the article Conopeum.

Google
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Ita Ltitln TiAmG» arc found in the pas»ngci of Vir-

ffir« OcorgieSy and of the Vulgate Rilile above re-

ferred to, in Plautus, ^finor. L 1. B7, Truc.\. I.

14 ; and in laid. Hiap. Orifj.xxx. 5.

The English term $ean (which is also in the

south of England pronounced and spelt ae/nc, as in

Ercnch), has l>een brought into our language hr a

corruption of the Greek cayiiirti through the Vul-

gate bible (ao^»a) and the Angh>-Saxon. (Kick.

xx\-i5,l4, xlviu 10 ;
St.Mattxiii.47,48 ;

SuJohn
xxi. 6—11.) This net, which, as now used both

by the Arabians and by our ow'ii fishermen in

Cornwall, is sometimes half a mile long, was pro-

bably of equal dimensions among the ancients, for

they speak of it at nearly taking in the compass

of a whole bay. (Horn. Od. xxu. 384—387 ; Alci*

phron, i. 17, 18.) This circumstance well illus-

trates the application of the term to describe the

besii^ing of a city : to encircle a city by on unin-

terrupted line of soldiers was called 9ayr(v*v4iv,

(Herod, iii. 145, ri. 31 ;
Plato, de I^eg. iiL sub

fin, ;
lleliodorus, vii. p. 304, ed. Conimelini.) The

use of corks (^cAAol, coriices sttAcnnt, Sidon.

Apollin. iL 2 ;
Pliu. //. M xvL 8. s. 13)

to sup^rt the top, and of leads (^At^8(3«r) to

keep down the bottom, is frequently mentioned by
nneient writers (Ovid. Trist. iii. 4. 1 1, 12 ;

Aelian,

//. .4. xil 43 ;
Pausan. viii. 12. § 1 ), and is clearly

exhibited in some of the paintings in Egv'ptian

tombs. I^ads, and pieces of wood serving os floats

instead of corks, still remain on a scan which is

preserved in the flue collection of Egyptian anti-

quities at Berlin. (See Yates, Tejirinum Anti-

^um, Appendix C.) [J. Y.]

REUS. [Actor; Obligatiosbs, p. 658.]

HEX (/3a<r(Aci;r,&i'a{), king. I.Orsbk. In the

earliest ages of Greece, of which wc have any au-

thentic records, we And the kingly fonn of govern-

ment everywhere prevalent On this point we may
safely trust the pictures of society found in the

Homeric poems
;

for whatever amount of historical

truth there may be in the legends which form their

subject, there cannot be the smallest question that

the poems present a faithful reflection of the feel-

ings, condition and manners of the society in the

age of which they w’erc compost'd.

Whether in early times altmAuU monarchies ex-

isted in Gficce, w'c have no historical data for

detemiining. The first of which vie can trace the

features are hereditafy monartdiies with limited

functiont {wp6rtpov 8i Itaav ^ifroTs y4poffi

warpiKcd /SatriAcuu, Thuc. i. 13 ; ^ irspl tout

^putiKovs [/SafftAcla] iK6vTV>y Iwl

T«ri 8’ wpi<rn*voiSf Arist. iii. 10, cd. GottL

14, ed. Bekkcr ; comp. Dionys. Halic. v. 74).

By this wc arc to understand, not only that the

kings were themselves under the control of law or

custom, but that only a ]x>rtion of the functions of

political sovereignty w’ere in their hands. This is

the fourth species of jSaotAcla which Aristotle re-

cognises ; the others being, a, the royalty of the

Spartan kings
;

b. the royalty of borbaruin kings

(an hereditary despotism administered according to

law)
;

€. the government of an nesymuetes (Arist.

J*ol. ill. 9 or 14). It is not to be supposed, how-

ever, that the Grecian kings of the heroic age were
constUuiional kings, or were responsible to their

subjects in any recognised sense. Their authority

was founded purely on the personal feeling and
reverence entertained for them by their subjects,

Riid its limitations were derived not from any do-
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finite scheme, or written code, but from tho force of

traditionary usage, and the natural influence of the

circumstances in which the kings were placed, sur-

rounded as they wore by n body ofchieft or nobles,

whose power w*as but little inferior to that of the

kings themselves. Even tho title BatriKri^s is ap-

:

plic^ to them, as well as to the king (Horn. Jl. ii.

I

86, Od. i. 394, vii. 55, viii. .391). The main-

!

tcnanco of regal authority doubtless depended
' greatly on the possession of persojud superiority in

bravery, military prowess, wisdom in council and
eloquence in debate. When old age had blunted

his pow’ers and activity, a king ran a grest chanos

of losing his influence. (Od. xi. 496 ;
comp. IL

xii. 310, &c.) There was, however, an undefined

notion of a sort of divine right connected with the

kingly office (^<c 8« Aihs iSa^tA^sv, Hesiod. Theog.

96 :
comp. Horn. Od. xi. 255. Hence tho epithet

iioTptipiis, so commonly applied to kings in Homer).
This, in most cases, was probably strengthened by
a belief in the divine descent of kingly fiunilies.

Besides the more ordinary kingly accomplish-

ments, there were various others, proficiency in

which gave increased dignity and consideration

even to a king. To be a skilful carpenter or

ploughman was considered not unworthy of 1>eing

nuide a matter of boast (Horn. Gd. v. 246, xviii.

3G5, xxiii. 188). Prowess in boxing and other

athletic exercises was more closely connected with

superiority in the uso of arms. (Od. viii. 180, Ac.
//. xxiii. 257. &c.)

Aristotle (L c.) mentions, as the functions of the

kings in the heroic ago, the leadership in war, the

offering of such sacrifices as were not appropriated

to particular priests, and the duty of deciding

judicial causes. But both in the field and in the

agora the king alw'ays appears in connection w ith tho

or council of chiefs and elders, of which he
acts as president Even before Troy Agamemnon
submits his plans to the assembled chieftains and
soldiers (7/. iL 53, &c. x. 195, &c.). The restrictive

influence of those assemblies was, however, rather

indirect than ostensible. The chieftains or princes

merely offer their nd%-ice (//. ix. 95, &c.), and the

multitude assembled outside the circle in which

they sit take no part in the deliberations. They
onl^' listen, and sometimes applaud (74 iL 100 ;

Anstot ap. Schol. ad JL ix. 17). Still less is

the matter in hand put in any formal w*ay to the

vote of either the iSovA^, or the assembly of freemen.

Tlie assemblies described in the second book of the

Iliad and the second book of the Odyssey will

give a good idea of their nature. Injudicial trials

the council of elders seems alw*ays to have held a
prominent place. (74 xviiL 504 ;

Hesiod. Tfteog,

85, Op. el D. 37.) Theoretically the govern-

ment of the heroic age w’os in the strictest sense

monarchical (see especially the remarkable pas-

sage 74 iL 204). Hero and there the poet repre-

sents kings os using language which would imply a
!
power on the part of tho king to deal with his do-

minions and subjects in a very summary manner
(see the offer of Agamemnon to make over to

Achilles seven cities, 74 ix. 153 ; and of Mciielaus,

to depopulato one of his towms to make room for

Ulysses, Od. iv. 176). No doubt the power of

different kings varied, and in the absence of definite

constitutional restrictions the actual amount of

power in the bands of each depended mainly on

his individual qualifications and addresa, The
COSOS, however, must have been ezlrcmely rare in
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which It approAchod to ab»olut« power
\<la). Even the voice of the commoiwhy carried

a moral weight with it that ensured some degree of

respect for it Od. xiv.

vi.-273).

Besides such private property as the king might

possess, he had the use of a domain attached to

the regal office. {0*L xL 185.) The r§n§yri here

spoken of are different from the rr^/iaro, or pri-

vate property of the family, which Telemochus

a'ould retain, even if excluded from the tlironc,

and so deprived of the use of the royal domain.

((Jd. I. 4U2.) There were also stated dues (d4-

ui<rr<r), which formed an important item in the

king's emoluments (hence termed KiTopal^ //. ix.

15t), *208). But besides these a large port of his

iwenues was derived from presents (JwtiVcm or

8<^a), which appear to have been given on most

occasions on which his aid or protection was in-

voked (//. ix. 155, xvii. 22.5). The chnmcleristic

ciubiem of the kingly office was the ffK^rrpov {IL

U. 101, 206). [SCEPTRUM.]
It was doubtless seldom that the rule of hero-

ditary succession was infringed upon, though the

cns<‘ of Telemachus (Od. i. 386, ^c.) indicates that

under peculiar circumstances the idea of departing

from it might be entertained. But even here the

presumptive right ofTelemachus is admitted. Such

a d parture from the ordinary nde, however,

marks a omsiderable decline in the kingly power,

and advance on the part of the nobles. At a later

period we find kings deprived of their throne for

misconduct, as in the case of Thymoctes in Attica.

At a later ptTiod than the Homeric oge the fact of

responsibility w'as regarded as constituting the dif-

ference between a king and a tyrant ( ArisU /’of. iv.

8). Hence at Argos Pheidon is c^led a (yma/,

though he was a legitimate successor to the throne,

because he acquired for himself despotic authority.

Our information respecting the (irecian kings in

the more historical age is not ample or minute

enough to enable us to draw out a detailed scheme

of their functions. The rising inHucnco of the

nobles gradually reduced these to narrower and

lUiiTDwor limits till at last the establishment of

oristocmtical or oligarchical governments became

alma^t universal, l^spi'cting the kings of Sparta

the reader is referred to the article EriioHt. As
an illustration of the gradual limitation of tlie pre-

Mgalives of the king or chief magistrate, the reader

may consult the article ArchuN. The title Ita-

sileus wta sometimes appli<'d to an officer who dis-

charged the priestly functions of the more ancient

kings, as in Athens [AhchomJ, Delphi (PluU

Quae4. Gr. 1. p. 177), Siphnos (Isocr. ad CkUUm.

p. 685), Megam (Chandler, Afarm. (fjrm. 2, H2X
Chalcedon ((^ylus, Heeueil, &c. ii. 55), Cyxicus

(id. ii. 71, 72), and Samothroce (Llv. xlv. 5).

(K. F. Hermann, lAhritHek der prieeh. StaatsuUer-

th'umer, §§ 53—55 ;
Wachsmuth, HeUenische At-

U'tihuj^unde^ §§ 38, 43 ; Thirlwall, Hist, of
Greece^ cc. vL x. ; Umte, Jlist. of Greece^ c. XX.

vol. ii. p. 79, &c.) [C. P. M.]
2. Koma.v. Romo was originally govormsi by

kings. All the ancient writers agree in repre-

senting the king ns elected by the people for life,

and os voluntarily entrusted by them with the

suprrm'’ power in the state. No reference is made
to the hereditary principle in the election of the

first four kings ; and it is not until the fifth king

Torquiniiu Priacus obtained the fovereignty, that
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anything is said about the children of the deceased
king. Cimseqnoutly the ancient writers state that

the king w.as chnsen on account of his virtues and
not his descent (Cic. de lirp. iL 12 ; Appian, D. C\
i. 98). It is true that in the case of Kuinulus the

genuine legend makes no mention of his election to

Ihe royalty
;
and one of the acutest modem writers

on the history of the Roman constitution has
availed himself of this circumstance to supjic»rt his

theory, that the Human king w*os not ch^ted by the
people, but derived bis power immcditwly from
the gods, and that this power devolved upon tho
senate at bis death, and w*os transmitted in all its

int^ity to the next king by means of the inter-

reges (Ilubino, Ctderttichanpen uter Homiseke I'er-

fassunp^ p. 107, Ac.). Our limits will not permit
us to cuter into an examination of this theory. It

rests to a great extent upon the assumption that

the Patres in the early Roman constitution were
the senate

; and it falls if it con be proved that the

Patres in the earliest times w’ore the same as the
whole body of the patriciana \Vc think that W. A.
Becker (llandbuek der liojnischen Alterikumer) has

established beyond all doubt that tho latter is the

true meaning of the Patres, and that the common
view it correct, which represents the king as roitin-

tarily entrusted by tlio people wi^ the supreme
power.

Since the people had conferred tho regal power,

it relumed to them upon the death of the king.

As in modem states it is held that the king never

dies, in like manner in Rome the vacant place was
instantly filled up. But as a new king could

not be immediately appointed, an Interrox forth-

with stepped into his place. The necessity for an
immediate successor to the king arose 1mm the

circumstance that he alone had had the power of

taking the auspicia on behalf of the state
;
and as

the auspicia devolved upon the people at bis death,

it was imperative upon them to create a magistrate,

to whom they could delegate the auspicia and
w'ho would thus possess the power of mediating

between the gods and the state. Originally the

people consisted only of the patres or patricii
;

and accordingly, on the death of the king, u'o

read res ad patres redit (Liv. L 32), or, what is

nearly the same thing, auspicia ad patres redeunt,

[Arui'R, p. 177.] The interrex was elected by
the whole l>ody of the patricians, and he appointed
(prodebai) his successor, os it was a nilo that the

first interrex could not hold the c<»nitia for th»
election

;
but it frequently happened that tho

second interrex appointed a third, the third a
fourth, and so on, till the election took place, This
was the custom under the republic

;
and there

would have been no reason to suppose that the

practice was different during tho kingly period, if

it had not been for the account of the appoint-

ment of inteireges after the death of Romulus, ac-

cording to which the senate was divided into dc-

ciiries for the purpose of sharing the interregnum

between them. [Intsrrbx.J
The Interrex presided over the comitia curinta,

which WHS assembled for the election of the king.

He had previously agreed with the senate upon
tho person who a*ai to be proposed to the comitia

iis king ; for it is inconceivable that he had the
absolute power of selecting whatever person he
chose, as Dionysius states in some passages. The
person whom the senate had selected was proposed

by the interrex to the people in a regular
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which the people could only accept or reject, for 1

they hod not the initiative and could not them>

iclves propose any name. If the people voted in

favour of the rogation, they were said creare repeniy

and their acceptance of him was called jussus

jioptili, (Dionys. iv. 40, 80 ; Liv. i. 22,3*2 ; Cic.

d« Rep. ii. 17, 21.) But the king did not imme*
diately enter upon his office. Two other acts had
still to take place before he was invested with the

full regal authority and power. First, his inawpi'

ratio had to be performed, os it was necessary to

obtain the divine will respecting his appointment

by means of the auspices, since he was the high

priest of the people. This ceremony was performed

by an augur, who conducted the ncwly>elected

king to the arj*, or citadel, and there placed him on

a stone sect with his face turned to the south,

while the people waited below in anxious suspense

until the augur announced that the gods had sent

the favourable tokens confirming the king in his

priestly character. (Liv. i. 18; Plut. Aawi. 7.)

The inaiiguratio did not confer upon him the aus-

picia ;
for these he obtained by his election to the

ro^-alty, as the comitia were held auspicato. It

simply had reference to his priestly character, as al-

ready remarked, and consequently did not take

place in the case of the republican magbtrates,

though the rrjt *aeror%Lm and other priests were in-

augurated. The passage of Dionysius (ii. 6), which

is quoted in the article Inavouratio to prove that

the republican magistrates were inaugurated, refers

only to their taking the auspices on the morning of

the day on which they entered upon their office.

(Comp. Becker, Ibid. voL ii. pt. i. p. 314.) The
second act which had to be performed was the

conferring of the imperium upon the king. The
curiae h^ only deiennined by their previous vote

who was to be king, and had not by that act be-

stowed the necessary power upon him ; they had,

therefore, to grant him the imperium by a distinct

vote. Accordingly the king himself proposed to

the curiae a Zrx curiata de imperio^ and the curiae

by voting in favour of it gave him the imperium.

(Cic. deRfp. iL 13, 17, 18, 2U, 21.) The reason

of this double vote of the airiae is clear enough.

The imperium could only be conferred upon a
determinate person. It was necessary, therefore,

first to determine who was to be the person who
W'as capable of receiving the imperium

;
and

when this was determined, the imperium was
granted to him by a special vote. Livy in his

first book makes no mention of the lex curiaia de

imperioy but he uses the expressions patree ouetore*

jitrtniy peUret aactores fatiu (Liv. L 17, 22, 32.)

That these expressions, however, are equivalent to

the lex curiaia de imperio in the kingly period is

shown by Becker, an abstract of whose explana-

tion is given under Ai^ctor.

1 1 is very difficult to determine the extent of the

king's powers, as the ancient writers naturally

judged of the kingly period by tbeir own repub-

lican constitution, and frequently assigned to the

king, the senate, and the comitia of the curiae, the

respective powers and functions which were only

true in reference to the consuls, the s^’nate, and the

comitia of their own time. Most modem writers

have represented the supreme power as residing in

the people, and have regarded the king, to a great

extent, as the executive of the senate and the curiae;

but this view of the limited nature of the king's

powers is strongly attacked, and we may say dis-
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1 proved, by the masterly inresUgntions of Rubino.

For whatever exception may be mken to many of

his propositions, no one can examine his arguments
without feeling convinced that the king poss4>Mrd

the supreme power in the earliest times, and that

the senate and the comitia of the curiae were very

slight checks upon its exercise. In the first place,

the 'king alone possessed the right of taking the

auspices on behalf ol the state
; and as no public

biuiness of any kind could be performed without

the approbation of the gods expressed by the

auspices, the king stood as mediator between the

gods and the people, and in ao early stage of so-

ciety must necessarily have l>con regarded with

religious awe. [Augur.] He was thus at the

head of the national religion ; and the priests, who
are in all nations most jealous of their exclusive

rights and privileges, acknowledged that they were
or^inally instituted by the king, and learnt from
him their religious ritca Thus Romulus is not

only said to have established the augurs, but to

have been himself the best of all augurs (Cic. de

Die. i. 2) ;
and the institution of the pontifiis in

like manner was not only attributed to Numa
Pompilius, but they are said to have been taught

by this king the whole doctrine of the public and
private sacra, the arrangement of the calendar, the

division of days into fUssR and M/astiy in one word
ju$ pontijieium. (Liv. i. 1.9, 20 ; Cic de Rep.

ii. 1 4 ; Dionys. iL 72 ;
Plut Num. 1 2.)

Secondly, the people surrendered to the king the

supreme military and judicial authority by con-

ferring the imperium upon him. It is true that

the imperium was grant^ to the consuls in like

manner
; but the imperium, though the same nomi-

nally, was in reality limited in its exercise, as

the consuls at the end of their year of office be-

came private persons again, and might be brought

to trial for acts which they hod performed during

their consulship. In addition to which various

laws were passed for the protection of the citizens

against the arbitrary use of their power, none of

which existed in the kingly period. The impe-

rium is usually defined to be the exercise of military

authority (imperiumy sine quo rt$ militarie ad-

miuistrariy ieneri exercitufy bellum geri non poiesty

Cic Rhii. V. 1 6 ; comp. Lir. v. 52 ; Cic de

Agr. ii. 12) ; but this definition simply arises from

the fact that the wriu-rs are thinking of the im-

perium of the consuls, who were deprived of ju-

dicial power in the city of Rome, and within the

first milestone from it, from the time of the insti-

tution of the praetorship. (Liv*. iv. 42 ; Gaius, iv.

104.) But the praetors also had the imperium
conferred upon them by a lex curiata, and it was
by possession of the imperium that they were

afone qualified to pronounce a judieium le^imumy
at all events in criminal cases. It must, there-

fore, be recollected, that the king was not only the

commander in war, but the supreme judge in peace.

Seated on his throne in the coinitium, he admin-
istered justice to all comers, and decided in all

cases which were brought before him, civil as well

as criminal. The opinion of Puebta {In^U. vol. L

p. 1 40, &c), that prix-ate suits were not decided by
the king, but came under the jurisdiction of the

pontifis, rests on no sufficient authority, and is re-

futed by the talc of the pretended dis^mte which
was brought before Tarqninius Priscus by the mur-
derers of that king. (Liv. i. 40.) If wc are to

place reliance upon Livy, the king did not admin-
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i»ter justice alone, but was fettered by a ooma/V«jn,

since it is brought forward as a reproach against

Tarquinius Superbus, eognitiones eapUaHum rtrmm

sine ooHtiiiit per m so/us ejercebui (Liv. i. 47) ;

but it is not easy to believe in the existence of

such a consilium in the times of the early kin^ or

if it did exist, it must have been a body simply to

advise the king, and could not have had the power

of controlling him, as he administered justice in

virtue of his possessing the imperium. There is

moreover no case recorded in which the consilium

hnd any share in the administration of justice.

From the decision of the king there seems to

have been no appeal (provocaiio). This is in*

de<‘d denied by Niebuhr, who maintains that in

all cases affecting the caput of a Roman cituen,

on appeal lay from the king to the people in

the comitia of the curiae, and who further argues

that this was an ancient right of the patricians,

and was extended to the plebs by the Lex Va-
leria, enacted at the establishment of the re-

public. It is tnic that the ancient writers refer

the institution of the pi-ovocatio to the kingly

period (Liv. i. 26, viii. 33 ; Cic. pro MU. 3 ; VaL
Max. vL 3. § 6, viii. 1. § 1 ;

Festus, f. v. $urorium

Hpilltim ; Cic. dfe Rep. it 31), but it by no means

follows that the provocatio of that early time was

the same as the right secured by the Lex Valeria,

which was regarded as the gn^at bulwark of the

liberty of a Roman citixen. We have indeed the

record of only one cose of provocatio under the

kings, namely, when the surviving Horatius, who
murdered his sister, appealed from the duumviri to

the pt*ople
;
and in this case it must be l)ome in

mind that the appeal was not from the sentence of

the king, but the sentence of the duumviri.

It appears, even from the narrative of Livy, that

the king voluntarily surrendered his right of trying

the criminal and passing sentence upon him, in

order to avoid the odium of putting to death the

hem who had rendered such signal services to the

state, and that he appointed duumviri, from whos«

decision an appeal lay to the people, in order that

the people might have the responsibility of pro-

nouncing his acquittal or condemnation. (Liv. i.

26 ; comp. Dionya iii. 22.) In addition to which

it is expressly stated that the dictatorship was a

rcstomtion of the kingly power (Zonsr. vii. 13;
comp. Cic. d« Rep. ii. 32) ;

and it is certain that

the great distinction between the power of the

dictator and that of the consuls consisted in there

being no provocatio from the decisions of the former,

as there was from the decisions of the latter. Our
limits do not allow us to enter further into an

examination of this question
;
but the reader will

find the arguments against Niebuhr's views stated

at great length in Rubino. {Ibid. p. 430, dee.)

Again, all the magistrates in the kingly period

appear to have been appointed by the king and
not elected by the curiae. This is expressly stated

of the two most important, the Tribtutut CWeruw,
who occupied the second place in the state, and
who stood in the same relation to the king as the

magister cquitum did in later times to the dic-

tator (Lydus, d$ Mag. L 14), and the CuMot or

urbi^ who was nominated by the king

to supply his place when he was absent from the

city (Tac. Ann. vL 1 1), We may consequently infer

that the Quaestores were in like manner nominated
j

by the king, although the ancient authorities difler I

on the point, Tacitus ascribing tboir appeintment
'
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to the king (Tac. Ann. zi. 22) and Junius Orac-
clionus to the people. (Dig. 1. tit. 13.) Livy ex-
pressly says (L 26) that the Dttuinnri Perducl~

Uoni* were appointed by the king
; and if these

were the same officers as the QuaeMorts during the
kingly period, as many writers maintain, there can
be no doubt that the latter were nominated by
the king.

Further, the king was not dependent upon the
people for his suppwrt

; but a large portion of the

oger publicus belonged to him, which was culti-

vated at the expense of the state on his behalf.

(Cic. de Rep. v. 2.) He had also the absolute

disposal of the booty taken in war and of the con-

quered lands. (Dionys. ii. 28, 62 ;
Cic. de Rep. ii.

9, 14, 18.)

It must not, however, be sup|>osed that the au-

thority of the king was absolute. The senate and
the assembly of the people must have formed some
check upon his power

; though, if the views we
have been staling ore correct, they w-ore far from
possessing the extensive privileges which Dionysius

(ii. 14) assigns to them. The senate and the

comitia of the curiae were not independent bodies

poss(‘Ssmg the right of meeting at certain times and
discussing questions of state. They could only be
called together when the king chose, and further

could only determine upon matters which the king
submitted to them. The senate was simply the

consilium of the king, the members of which were
all appointed by him (Liv. i. 8; Dionys. ii. 12;
Festus, p. 246, ed. MiiJlcr; Cic. de Rep. ii. 8),

and which only offered their advice to him, which
he could follow or reject according to his pleasure.

The comitia of the curiae seem to have been
rarely assembled, and then probably more to hear

tho decisions of the king than to ratify hu acts ;

and it is certain that they bad no power of dis-

cussing any matter that uas brought before them.

The only public matter in which the king could

not dispense with the co-operation of the senate

and the curiae was in declarations of war against

foreign nations, as appears clearly from the decla-

ration of war against the Latins in the time of

Ancus Marcius, as related by Livy (i. 32), who
preserves the ancient formula There is no trace

of tho people having had anything to do with the

conclusion of treaties of peace ; and Dionysius in

this case as in many others has evidently trans-

ferred a later custom to the earlier times. The
relation in which the senate and the curiae stood

to the kings is spoken of more at length under
CoMiTU, p. 331, and SsNaTua.
The insignia of the king were the fasces with

the axes (seevres), which twelve lictors carried

before him as often os he appeared in public, the

trabeoy the eella carx/fs, and the toga praettxia and
pida. Tho trabea appears to have been the most
ancient official dress, and is assigned especially to

Romulus: it was of Latin origui, and is therefore

represented by the antiquarian Virgil as worn
by the Latin kings. (Plin. //. N. viii. 48, ix.

39 ;
Ov. Fast. ii. 501 ; Virg. Aen. viL 187, xi.

334.) The U>ga praetesia and picta were bor-

rowed, together with tho seiia cundit^ from the

Etruscans, and their introduction is variously

ascribed to Tullus Hostilius or Tarquinius Priscus.

(Cic. de Rtp. il 1 7; Macrob. Sat. L 6 ; Piin. ll. N.
I ix. 39 ; Dionys. iii. 62.) Dionysius (/. c.) nl?u)

I mentions a diadem and a sceptre as insignia of the
' king*-

3 -H



Sni UKX SACR1FICULU«.
For further informAtinn respecting the Homan

kings, see Niebuhr, IliiL of Rome^ vol. L p. S38,

&c. ; Walter, Getchidiio des Homiicken Hechts^

§17, 2(1 ed.
;
and especially Uubino, Vntenufk-

ungen iOcr I{6mi$chc Vfr/utsung, passim ;
and

Becker, IlamUmch dcr R‘6mi»chcn AllArtiiurntry vul.

u. pt. i. p. 291, &C.
REX SACUIFrCULUS, HEX SACIU'FI-

CUS, or REX SACRO'HUM. When the dvil

and military powers of the king were transferred

to two praetors nr consuls, upon the cstahlishment

of the republic;in government at Rome, these nm-
gistrates were not invested with that part of the

royal dignity by virtue of which he had been the

high priest of his imtion and had conducted several

of the sucm publica, but this priestly part of his

ollicc was transferred to a priest called Hex Sacri-

ficubis or Rex Snerorum. (Liv. ii. 2 ;
Dionys. iv.

74, V. 1.) The first rex sacrorum was designated,

at the command of the consuls, by tlie college of

poutiiTs, and inaugurated by the augurs. He was
ahvays elected and inaugurated iu the comitia ca>

lata under the presidency of the pouiifls (GelL xv.

27\ and os long os a rex sacrificulus was ap-

otuled at Rome, he was always a patrician, for as ne

ad no influence upm the maiiagemcnt of political

ntl'airs, the pleWions nevc-r coveted this dignity.

(Liv. vi. 41 ; Cic. j>ro Dom. 14.) Hut fur the

s,ame reason the patricians loo ap|>car at last to

have attributed little importance to the office
;

whence it sometimes occurs that for one, or even

fur two successive yc^rs no rex sacrorum was ap*

pointetl, and during the civil wars in the lost pe-

nod of the republic, tho office a]>pears to liavc

^len altogether into disuse. Augustus however
se-'ms to have revived it, for w© find frequent

mention of it during the empire, until it was pro-

bably almlished in the time of Theodosius. (Orelli,

fMscr. n. 22«0, 22«2, 2203.)

CunsidiTtng that this priest was the religious

representative of the kings, he ranked indeed

higher than all other priests, and even higher than

tho pouiifex maxiinus (Festus. $.v. Ordo gacfrdo-

/urn), but in |>owcr and influence he was far inferior

to him. (M sacerdatium ftontifei ind^cerf^ Liv. ii.

2.) He held his oltice for life (Dionys. iv. 74),

was not allowed to hold any civil or military dig-

nity, and was at the same time excniptcd from ail

military and civil duties. (Dionya 1. c,
;
Plut

Quaift. Rom, GO
;

Liv. xl. 42.) His principal func-

tions were; 1. To perfonn those oacni publica

which had b‘*forc be»*n (H'rfunued by tho kings

;

and his wife, who bore the tide of rn/ina sticrorum,

had like the queens of former days also to p<Tform

certain priestly functions. These sacra publica he

or his wife had to perform on all tho Calends, Ides,

and the Nutiduies ; lie to Jupiter, and she to Juno,

in the rtgio. (Varro, de Ling. L<U. vL 12, 13 ;

MacroH Ao/. i. 15.) 2. On the days called regi-

fugium he had to offer a sacrifice in the comitium.

[Utciipuoiusf.] 3. When extraordinary portenta

seemed to announce some gcueral calamity, it was
his duty to tty* to propitiate the anger of the gods.

(Fest. s. e. R<egine fftiue,') 4. On the nundines

when the people assembled in the city, the rex sa-

crorum announced («/<«6o/) to them the succession

of the festivals for the month. This port of his

functions hou'cver must have cen«*d after tho time

of Cn. Flavius. (Varro, t/e Limj. l/ut. vi. 13;
S*‘rv. od Ae«. viii. 634.) He lived in a doraus

publica on the via sacm, near the rrgi.a and the

HHRTRAE.
house of the Vestal virgins. (Ambrotch, Sfudim o,

AndftUutt(jen^))p. 41—76*) [L. S.]

RHEDA or REDA was a travelling carriage

with four wheels. Like the CoviNua and the

Ks-skdi'M it was of Gallic origin ((juintil. Inst.

OnU. L 5. §66; Caes. Beil. G<tU. i. 51), and

may perhaps contain the same root os the German
' rviiai mid our ride. It M*ns the common carriage

used by tho Romans for travelling, and was fre«

qucntly made large euough not only to coutaiu

many persons, but also baggage and utensils of va-

rious kinds. (Cic. ;>ro ^fi!. 10, 20 ;
Juven. Hi. 10 ;

Mart Hi. 47.) The word Rpirhedium^ wliich was

form« d by the Rom.aus from the Greek preposition

and the Gallic Hirda (Quint. /. c.), is explained

by the Scholiast on Juvenal (vuL 66) os :
“ Oma*

mentum rhedarum aut plaustrum.**

RHETOR. [Hhetorzck Graph*.]
RHETO'RICE GRAFHE (ATjTopnch 7pa/^^).

I

The best interpretation of this expression is per*

I

haps that given by Harpocralion and Sindos, s. v.

1} Karii fiit^opos yfyofxfKrf^ ypdti/ayrds ti ^ fhrdyros

I fi itpdlayros rapdyouoy. There was not any j»ar-

I

ticulnr class of persons called proper, invested

[
with a legal character, or intrusted with political

duties, at Athens. For everj' citixen, who did not

.

labour under some special disability, was entitled

I

to address tlie people in assembly, make motirms,

,

projiose laws, 5ic. The name of p-rjroptSy however,

I
R*ns given in common parlance to those omton and

I

statesmen, who more especially devoted ihemsolves

j

to the business of public spc'okiiig
;
while those who

I

kept aloof from, or took no part in, the business of

!
iwpular assemblies, were called iSwrai. Hence
^firwp is explained by Suidas s. p. *0 8»Jiuy avg-
€ovK(vtey Koi & iv dyopfi<<i>y. The ^TjTopuri)

7po4ph might be cither the same as the Ttapavdgniy

ypa<pi}^ or a more special prosecution, attended with
heavier penalties, against practised demagogues,
who exerted their talents and influence to deceive

the people and recommend bad measures. Others
linvc conjectured this to be a proceeding similar to

the iwayysKia SoKi/iatrtas, directed against those

ersons who ventured to spi-ak in public, after

aving been guilty of some misdemeanour which
I would render them liable to drigla. Of this nature

I

WTis the charge brought against Timarchus by .\es-

• chines, whose object was to prevent the latter from
I appearing as prosecutor against him on the subject

of the embassy to Philip. (Schomann, de f’o;wt/.

p. 108
;
Meier, AtL Rroc. p. 209.) [C. R. K.J

RHKTH.AE (^firpai), specially tho name of the

ordinances of Lycurgus. (Plut, Lgc, 6, 13.) Tho
word is defined by the grammarians to signify a
compact or treaty rj iiri j^roTsTiai ctvs^jctj,

AjKillon. lex. Horn, n. 138. 30, ed. Hckker ;

auvOimai 5<(i Xoywr, Hcsych.) ; and most
modem WTiters adopt this interpretation, sup|tosing

the word to signify originally words (rh ^7jt2u.'), or

a declaration, which bound p.irties. It is tnte

that the etymology points simply to that which is

spoken or declar'd
;
but Plutarch gives another

meaning to the word in r'lation to the laws of

Lycurgus, and says that they were divine ordi-

nances (ffifTpas wySjxeurey^ wr wapd rov dcou yogt-

(6ptya Kcd xpV<^govs 5rro, Plut, Lye. 13). Tho
opinion of Mr. Grole, which reconciles these two
acromits, seems the most proljable.

^ The wor\l

Rhetfit means a solemn com|)nct, cither originally

emanating from, or subsequently sanctioned by tho
gods, who are always parties to such agreementa :
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see the old treaty between the Elcions and He-
y*®ans

—
'A Ffxirpa,betwcen the two,coniincmonited

in the valuable inscription still preserved,— as an-
cient, according to fiockh,as Olym. 40—60 (Bockh,
Corp. Inscript. No. iL p. 26, part i.). The words
of Tyrtaeus imply such a contract between the
contracting parties : first the kings, then the sena-
tus, lastly the people,— tvOtlas P^pais iirraicapn-
Bofityovt^—where the participle last occurring applies
not to the people alone, but to all the three. The
Khetra of Lycuipjs emanated from the Delphian
god : but the kings, senators, and people all bound
themselves, both to each other and to the gods to
obey it.” (Grote, Hist, of Greece, vol. ii. p. 462 ;

for a different explanation of the word, see Thirl-
wall. Hid. of Greece, vol. i. p. 335, 2d ed.)

IlHYTON (^VT<{»), a drinking-horn (fc-spos), by
which name it was originally called, is said by Athe-
nacus (xi. p. 497, b) to have been first made under
Ptolemy Philadelphus

;
but it is even mentioned

in Demosthenes (c. Mid. p. 565. 29), as Athenaens
himself also remarks. The oldest and original
form of this drinking-horn was prol»ably the nom
of the ox, but one end of it was afterwards orna-
mented with the heads of various animals and
birds. We frequently find representations of the
pirr6v on ancient vases depicting syiU|)osia. Several
specimens of these drinking-horns have also been
discovered at Pompeii (Aluseo Dorbonico, vol. viii.

20): representations of two of these are
given in the annexed cut.

Tho P\n6v had a small opening at the bottom,
which the person who drank put into his mouth,
and allowed the wine to run in : hence it derived
its name (a>voucurdou rt iirh rrjs pvarfus, Athcn.
xi. p. 497, e). We see persons using the f>vr6v in

this way in ancient paintings. (Pitt, d'Ercol. v. t
46 ;

Zahn, Omam. und WunJgem. t, 90.) Martial
(ii. 35) speaks of it under the name of Rkptium.
(Becker, Charikles, vol. i. p. 505.)
RICA. [Flamkn.]
RICI'NIUM, RECTNIUMor RECINUS,an

article of dress. The namo was accordingto FesUis
(s. V ) applied to any dress consisting of a square
piece of cloth. It occurs in a fragment of the
Twelve Tables (Cic. de Ijeg. ii. 23), and the an
cient commentators according to Festus explained
the word there as a toga for women (if the reading
Vtr. loyam be right instead of viritem togam), with
a purple stripe in front. That it was an article of
female dre.sji, and more especially a small and short
kind of pallium, is stated by Nonius (xiv. 33) on
the authority of Vnrro. It was worn in grief and
mourning, and in such a manner that one half of it

vnis thrown back (Varro, de Ling. Lai. v. 132 ;

Serv. ad Aen, i. 286 ; Isidor. Orig. xix. 25),
whence the ancient grammarians derive the word
fn>m rijicere, although it is manifestly a dcsivative
from rioa, which was a covering of the head us(!d
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by females. (Varro, 1. c.
;
FesL t. v. Rica.) The

grammarians appear themselves to have had no
clear idea of the ricinium

; but after careful exami-
nation of the passes above referred to, it appears
to have been a kind of mantle, with a sort of cowl
attached to it, in order to cover the head. It was
also worn by mimes upon the stage (Fest. 1. c. and
s. V. Orchestra), and the mavortium, mavortc, or
mavors of later times was thought to bo only an-
other namp for what had formerly been called* rici-

[L. S.]
ROBIOA'LIA, a public festival n honour of

the god Robigus to preserve the fields from mil-
dew', is said to have been instituted by Numa, and
was cclebraU'd a. d. vii. Kal. Mai. (April 25th).
(Plin. If. N. xviil 29. s. 69 ; Vnrro, Re Rust. i.

1. p. 90, ed. Bip., Ling. Lat. vi. 16, cd. Mull.
;

Festus, 5. r.) The sacrifices oflfered on this occa-
sion consisted of the entrails of a dog and a sheep,
accompanied with frankincense and wine ; a prayer
was presented by a llamcn in the grove of the an-
cient deity, whom Ovid and Columella make a
goddess. (Ovid. Fast. iv. 907—942 ; Colum. x.

342.)^ A god Robigus or a goddess Robigo is a
mere invention from the name of this festival, for
the Romans paid no divine honours to evil dciti«;s.

(Ilartune, IHe Religion der Romer, vol. ii. p. 148.)
ROBUH. [CARCKa, p. 241, a.)

ROGATIO. [Lex, p. 682.]
ROOATO'RES. [Diribitores.]
BOGUS. [FuNtr.s p. 559, b.]

• ROMPIIE,\. [Hasta, p. 589,;u]
RORA'RII. [Exbrcitl'8, pp. 495, 502, b.]

ROSTRA, or The Beaks, was the name applie<l

to the stage {suggestus) in the Forum, from which
the orators addressed the people. This stage was
originally calk'd iemplum (Liv. ii. 56), becau.se it

was consecrated by the augurs, but it obtained its

name of Rostra sA the conclusion of the great Latin
war, when it was adorned with the be:iks {rostra)

of the ships of the Antuites. (Liv. viii. 14 ; Flor.

i. 11 ;
Plin. //. N. xxxiv. 5. s. 11.) The Greeks

also mutilated galleys in the same way for the
purpose of 'trophies: this was called by them
OKpvrgpid^fiy. [AcROTKRIUM.]
The Rostra lay between the Comitium or place

of meeting for the curies, and the Forum or place
of meeting for the tribes, so that the speaker might
tun> either to the one or the other ; but down to

the time of C. Gracchus, even the tribunes in

speaking used to front the Comitium
; ho first

tunicd his back to it and spoke with his face to-

wards the fonun. (Niebuhr, Hist, ofRome, vol. i.

p. 426, note 990.) The form of the Rostra has
been well described by Niebuhr (vol. iii. p. 144,
note 268) and Bunsen (quoted by Arnold, Hist, oj

Rome, vol. iu p. 164): the latter supposes ‘‘that

it was a circular building, raised on arches, with
a stand or platform on the top bordered by a para-

j)ct
;
tho access to it being by two flights of st< ps,

one on each side. It fronted towards the comitium,
and the rostra were affixed to the front of it, just

under the arches. Its fonu has been iu all the

main points preserved in the amboncs, or circular

pulpits, of the most ancient churches, which also

had two flights of steps leading up to them, one on
the cast side, by which the preacher ascended,

and another on the west side, for his descent.

Specimens of these old churches are still to be
seen at Rome in the churches of St. Clement and
S. Lorenzo fuori le mure.” The speaker was thus

3 s 2
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eiuiblcd to walk to aud fro, while addreubg hU
audience.

The BUggcilUf or Roatra wai tranafeired by

Juliui CocMLT to a comer of the Forum, but the

ipot, where the ancient Roetra had sto^ still con-

tinued to be called Rostra IXem, while the other

was called /foi<ra Xova or Rostra Jtdia. (Ascon.

in CVc. MiL § 12. p. 43, ed. Orelli ; Dion Casa,

xliii. 49, WL 34 ; SiieU Attff. 100.) Both the

Rostra contained statues of illustrious men (Cic.

Philip, ii. 61) ; the new Rostra contained eques-

trian statues of Sulla, Pompey, Julius Caesar, and

Augustus. (Veil. Pat. ii. 61.) Niebuhr (f. c.) dis-

covered the new Rostra in the long wall, that runs

in an angle towards the three columns, which hare

for a very long time borne the name of Jupiter

Stator, but which belong to the Curia Julia. The
substance of the new ilMtra consists of bricks and

castiiig-w'ork, but it was of course cased with

marble: the old Rostra Niebuhr supposes were

constructed entirely of peperino.

The following coin of M. Lollius Palicanus con-

tains a represciitalion of the Rostra.

ROSTRATA COLUMNA. [Colvmna, p.

327, b.]

ROSTRATA CORO'NA. [Corona, p. 360.]

ROSTRUM. [Nxvifs p. 786, b.]

ROTA. [CuRRCB, p. 378.]

RUDENS any rope used to move or

fijt the roast or sail of a vessel (Juv. vi. 102; Ovid.

Mtt. lit 616; Achilles Tatiiis, ii. 32.) The dif-

ferent ropes of an ancient ship arc spoken of under
Navis, p. 790.

UUDKRATIO. [Dosirs, p. 431, a.]

RUDI A'RII. [Oladiatoris, p. 575, a]
RUDIS, [Oladiatorbs, p. 575, a.]

UU'PULI, the name of the tribunes of the

soldiers chosen by the consul or other genera).

(Liv. vii. 5 ; Festus, s. r.) For further inform-

ation see Exkrcitus, pp. 503, a. 504, b.

RUNCrXA iffVKdyrt), a plane (Tcrtull. Apol.

12; Brunch, Anal. i. 227), is delineated among
joincrU tools (Insfrum^. Pabr. 7V/aar.) in the

w'oodciit at p. 806. The square hole in the right side

of the stock seems intended for the passage of the

shavings (rmneitia). The Latin and Greek names
for this instrument gave origin to the corresponding

transitive verbs runrtao and i^vkcu^, meaning to

jJane. (Min. Felix, 23.) They seem to be allied

etymologically with f<?ferring to the opera-

tion of tnose beasts and birds which use their snout

or beak to plough up the ground. [J. Y.]

RUTILIA'NA ACTIO was a Praetorian actio

introduced by the Praetor Publius Rutilius, by
virtue of which the bononim eroptor could sue in

the name of the person whose goods he hod bought

and claim the condemnatio to be made in his owm
favour and in his own name. (Uaius, iii. 80, 81,

iv. 35.) [O. L.]

RUTRUM, dim. RUTELLUM,a kind of hoe,

which had the handle fixed perpendicularly into

the middle of tho blade, thus dificring from the
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Rastkr. It was used before sowing to level the

ground, by breaking down any dods which adhered

too long together. (Non. Marc. p. 18,ed. Mcrceri.)

This operation is described by Virgil in the follow-

ing terms, which also assign the derivation of the

name :
^ Curoulosque ruU male pinguis arenae.**

(Ciforp. i. 105.) See Festus, s. o. ; Varro, de L.

Lot. T. p. 137, ed. SpengeL The same implement

was used in mixing lime or clay with water and
straw to make plaster for walls. (Cato, d« R$ Ruft.

10, 128 ; Pol lad. de Re Rusi. L 15 ; Plin. It X.
xxzvi. 23. s. 55.)

The word rttfabulum ought to be considered as

another form of mtrum. It denoted a hoe or rake

of the same construction,- which was used by the

baker in stirring the hot ashes of his oven. (Festus,

s. r.) A wooden rutabnlum was employed to mix
the contents of the vats in which wine was made.

(Coloro. de Re Rust. xii. 20.) [J. Y.]

&

SACCUS (odxxoi), signified in general any
kind of sack or bag, made of hair, cloth, or other

materials. We have only to notice here its mean-
ing as— 1. A head-dress. [Coma, p. 329.] 2. A
sieve for straining wine [Vinum]. 3. A pur-'C

for holding money. Hence the phrase in Plautus

ire <id sacrum, “ to go a begging.*’ (Plaut Capt. i.

1 . 22.)

S.\CELLUM is a diminutive of saccr, and sig-

nifies a small place consecrated to a god, containing

an altar, and sometimes also a statue of the god to

whom it was dedicated. (Gellius, vi. 12.) Festus

(s. o.) completes the definition by stating that a

sacellum never had a root It was therefore a

sacred enclosure siurounded by a fence or w*all to

separate it from the profane ground around it, and
answers to the Greek irspl€o\os. The form of a

sacellum w‘as sometimes square and sometimes

round. The ancient sacellum of Janus which was
said to have been built by Romulus, was of a

square fonn, contained a statue of the god, and bad
two gates. (Ovid. Fad. i. 275 ;

Tereut. Maur. in

Werusdorf’s Poet. Afin, ii. p. 279.) Many Ronmns
hod private sacella on their own estates ; but the

city of Rome contained a great number of public

sacella such as that of Ci^ (Serv. ad Aen. riii.

190), of Hercules in tho Forum Boarium (Solin.1;

Plin. H. X. X. 29), of the Lares (Solin. 2), of

Naenia (Fest. s. o. A'cicnioe deae\ of Pudicitia

(Liv. X. 23), and others. [L. S.]

S.^CERDOS, SACERDO'TIUM. Cicero (de

Leg. ii. 8) distinguishes two kinds of sacerdotes ;

those who had the superintendence of the forms of

worship (oaerimoniae) and of the sacra, and those

who interpreted signs and what was uttered by
seers and prophets. Another division is that into

priests who wi-re not devoted to the service of any
particular deity, such as the pontiffs, augurs,

fetiales, and those who were connected with tho

worship of particular divinities, such as the fla-

mines. The priests of the ancient w*orld did not

consist of men alone, for in Greece as well as at

Rome certain deities were attended only by priest-

esses. At Rome the wives of particular priests

were regarded os priestesses, aud had to perform

certain sacred functions, as the regina sacrorum

and the flaroinica. [Flamxn; Rex Sacrorl'm.]
In other cases maidens were appointed priestesses,
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M the VesUl Yirgins, or boys, with regard to whom
it woa always requisite tliat their fathers and

mothers should be alive (pafrimi ei mutrimi).

At all the different kinds of priests arc treated of

senarately in this work, it is only necessary here

to make some (general remarks.

In comparison with the civil magistrates all

priests at Home were regarded as homines privati

(Cic. e. Caiil. L 1, de OJf. i. 22, ad Alt. iv. 2,

Philip. . 17), though all of them as priests were

sacerdotes publici, in as far as their office {$acrrilo’

timm) was connected with any worship recognised

by the state. The appellation of sacerdos puUirut

was however given principally to the chier-pontifT

and the daraen dialis (Cic. tU Le^. ii. 9 ;
Serv.

ad Am. xii. 534), who were at the same time the

only priests who were members of the seitalo by

virtue of their office. All priestly offices or saccr-

dotia were held for life without responsibility to

any civil magistrate. A priest was generally al-

lowed to hold any other civil or military office l»e-

sides bis priestly dignity (Liv. xxzviii. 47, xjtxiz.

45 ; KpU. 19, xl. 45, Epit. 59, Ac.) ;
some priests

however formed on exception, for the duumviri, the

rex sacrorum and the flamen dialis were not allowed

to hold any state office, and were also exempt

from service in the armies. (Dionys. iv. 8.) Their

priestly character was, generally speaking, inso(>a-

rable from their person, as long os they lived (IMin.

iv. 8) : hence the augurs and fnitres arraU-s

retained their character even when sent into exile,

or when they were taken prisoners. (Plin. //. A^
xriii. 2 ; Plut Qmieti. Horn. 99.) It also occurs

that one and the some person held two or three

priestly offices at a time. Thus we find the three

dignities of pontifex maximus, augur, and decemvir

sacrorum united in one individuaL (Liv. xL 42.)

But two persons belonging to the same gens w*ere

not allowed to be members of the same college of

priests. This regulation however was in later

times often violated or evaded by adoptions. (Serr.

ad Am. Tu. 303; Dion Cass, xxxix. 17.) IWily
defects rendered, at Rome as among all ancient

nations, a person unfit for Bolding any priestly

office. (Diouys. ii. 21 ; Senec. Controv. iv. 2 ;
Plut.

Quaett. Rom. 73 ;
Plin. if. M rii. 29.)

All priests were originally patricians, but from

the year b. c. 367 the plebeians also began to take

part in the sacerdotia [Plibkb, p. 927], and those I

priestly offices which down to the latest times re-

mained in the hands of the patricians alone, such

as that of the rex sacrorum, the flaroines, salii and

others, had no influence upon the affairs of the

state.

As regards the appointment of priests, the an-

cients unanimously state that at first they were

appointed by the kings (Dionya il 21, &c. 73 ;

Liv. L 20), but after the sacerdotia were once in-

stituted, each college of priests— for nearly all

f

iriests constituted certain corporations called col-

egia~ had the right of filling up the occurring va-

cancies by cooptatio. [Po.NTiPKX, p. 940.] Other

priests, on the contrary, such as the Vestal virgins

and the flamines, were appointed (eapiehanlur) by

the pontifex maximus, a rule which appears to

have been observed down to the latest times

;

others a^n, such as the duumviri sacrorum, were

elected by the people (Dionya iv. 62), or by the

curiae, as the curionea But in whatever manner
they were ai^intcd, all priests after their appoint-

ment reqair^ to be inaugurated by the pontiffs
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and the augurs, or by the latter alone. (Dionys. iU

22.) Those priests who formed colleges had ori-

ginally, as wc have already observed, the right of

cooptatio
;
but in the course of time they were

deprived of this right, or at least the cooptatio was
reduced to a mere form, by several leges, called

leges de aacerdotiis, such as the lex Doniitia, Cor-
nelia, aiid Julia

; their naturo is described in the
article Pontifk.x, p. 940, &C., and what is there

said' in regard to ino appointment of pontiffs ap-

plies equally to all the other colleges. The leges

annaies, wliich fixed the age at which persons l>e-

carae eligible to the different magiitradrs, had no
reference to priestly offices ; and on the whole it

seems that the pnbertas was regarded ns the time

after which a person might bo appointed to a sa-

cerdotium. (Liv. xlii. 28 ; Plut Til*, (iracch. 4.)

All priests had some cxU’rnal distinction, as the

apex, tutulus, or golems, the toga praetexta, as

well as honorary seats in the theatres, circuses and
amphitheatrea They appear however to have
been obliged to pay taxes like all other citirens,

but seem occasionally to have tried to obtain ex-

emption. St*e the case it'lated in Livy, xxxiii. 42.

Two interesting questions yet remain to be an-
sw'cn'd : first whether the priests at Rome were
paid for their services, and secondly whether they
instructed the young, or the people in general, in

the principles of their religion. As regards tho

first question, wc nod that in the time of Romulus
lands were assigned to each temple and college of

priests (Dionys. ii. 7), and when Festus (s. e.

Osemn.) states that the Roman augurs had the

enjoyment (/r«i folehant) of a district in the terri-

tory of V'eii, wc may infer that all priests hod the
nsus of the sacred lands belonging to their respec-

tive colleges or divinitiea This suppKisition is

strengthened by the fact that such was actually

the case in the Roman colonics, where, besides the

lots assigned to the culoni, pieces of land arc men-
tioned which belonged to the colleges of priests,

who made use of them by letting them out t*) farm.

(Siculus Flaccus, rfe eondit. agror. p. 23, ed. Goes.

;

Ilyginus, de Limit. Condit. p. 205, cd. Ooea) It

appears however that we must distinguish between
such lands as w*ere sacred to the gi^s themselves
and could not be taken from them except by exau-
guratio, and such as were merely given to the

I priests as possessio and formed port of the nger
publicua Of the latter the state remained the
owner, and might take them from the priests in any
case of necessity. (Dion Cass, xliii.47 ; Oros. v. 18 ;

Appian, de Hell. Mithr. 22.) Besides the nse of

such sacred or public lands some priests also had a
regular annual salary (s/ipeni/mm), which a'nspaid

to them from the public treasuiy. This is ex-

pressly stated in regard to the Vestal virgins (Liv. i.

20), the augurs (Dionya ii. 6), and the curiones

(Fest. $. V. C'uriomum)^ and may therefore be sup-

posed to have been the case with other priests also.

The pontifex maximus, the rex sacrorum, and the

Vest^ virgins had moreover a doinus piiblica os

their place of residence. In the time of the empe-
rors the income of the priests, especially of the

Vestal virgins, was increased. (Suet. Aug. 31 ;

Tacit. AmnaL iv. 16.)

As r^^ards the second question, we do not hear
either in Greece or at Rome of any class of pri«>sts

on whom it was incumbent to instruct the people

respecting the nature and principles of religion.

Of preaching there is not the slightest trace. RclL
3 F 3 •
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jpon with the anciciita was a thing which was

handed down by tradition from father to son, and

consisted in the proper performance of certain rites

and certnnonios. It was respecting those extenial

forms of worship alone that the pontiffs were ob-

liged to give instructions to those who consulted

them. [PoNTiFK.x.] [L.S.]

S.\CRA. This word in its widest sense ex-

presses what we call divine worship. In ancient

times the state ns well as all its subdivisions had

their own peculiar forms of worship, whence at

Rome we find sacra of the whole Roman people, of

the curies, gentes, faniilies, and even of private in-

dividuals. All these sacra, however, were divided

into two great classes, the public and private sacra

(sacra puUicn el prirata), that is, they were per-

formed either on behalf of the whole nation and at

the expense of the state, or on behalf of indi-

viduals, families, or gentes, which had also to defray

their expenses. (¥est. s.v. PtMica sacra ; Liv. i.

20, X. 7 ;
Plut. Num. 9 ;

Cic. dc Harusp. Resp.

7.) This division is nscril)ed to Numa, All sacra,

publica as well os privata, were superintended and
regulated by the pontiffs. We shall first speak of

the sacra publica.

Sacra Piddica, Among the sacra publica the

Romans reckoned not only those which were per-

formed on behalf of the whole Roman people, but

also those performed on behalf of the great subdivi-

sions of the people, viz. the tribes and the curiae,

which Festus (/. c.) exj)resscs: pro monfams^ papts,

ettriis, saceilis. (See Dionys. ii. 21, 23; Appian,

//ist. Rom. viii. ]3Q,de Bell. Civ. ii. 106 ;
Plut.

Quacst, Rom. 09.) The sacra pro montibus ct

]>agis arc undoubtedly the sacra montannlin and
pagsitialio, which although not sacra of the whole

Roman people, were yet publica. (Varro, de Linp.

Lat. vi. 24, &c. ; comp. Fest. a. r. Septimontium.)

'I’he sacella in the expression of Fe8Uis,»5«cra pro

sacelfis, appear only to indicate the places where
some sacra publica were performed. (Gottling,

Ciesch. d. Rom. Staatsv. p. 176.) What was com-
mon to all sacra publica, is that they were per-

formed at the expense of certain public funds,

which had to provide the money for victims, liba-

tions, incense, and for the building and mainte-

nance of those places, wlicre they were pcrfomicd.

(Fest /. c.
;
Dionys. ii. 23 ;

Liv. x. 23, xlii. 3.)

The funds set apart for the sacra publica were in

the keeping of the pontiffs, and the saemmentum
formed a part of them. They were kept in the

domtis publica of the -pontifex nmximus, and were

called aerarium pontificum. (Varro, dc JJnp, Lai,

V. HID
; Gruter, Inscript. 413. 8, 496. 6, 4.i2. 6.)

When these funds did not suflice, the state trea-

sury supplied the deficiency. (Fest s. v. Sacra-

mentnm.) In the solemnization of the sacra pub-

lien the senate and the whole people took }>art

(Plut. Num. 2.) This circumstance however is

not what constitutes their character as sacra pub-

lica, for the sacra popnlaria (Fest s. r. Pvpul.

sacr.) in which the whole people took part, might

nevertheless be sacra privata, if the expenses were
not defrayed out of the public funds, but by one

or more individuals, or by magistrates. The pon-

tiffs in conducting the sacra publica were assisted

by the epulones. [Ehulones.]
Sacra privata embraced, as we have stated,

those which were performed on behalf of a gens, a

family, or an individual. The characteristic by
which they were distinguished from the sacra
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publica, is that they were made at the expense of

ihfrse persons or jierson on whose behalf they were
IH.*rformed. Respecting the sacra of a gens, called

sacra gentilicia, see Gkns, p. 568, b. The sacra

connected with certain families w'erc, like those of

a gens, perfonned regularly at fixed times, and de-

scended as an inheritance from father to son. As
they w’ere always connected with expenses, and

; were also troublesome in other respects, such on
inheritance was regarded ns a burden rather than

^anything else. (Macrob. .SSnL i. 16.) They may
generally have consisted in s.acrifices to the Pe-
nates, but also to other divinities. They had
usually been vowed by some member of a family

on some particular occasion, and then continued

for ever in that family, the welfare of which was
thought to depend upon their regular and proper

' performance. Besides these periodical sacra of a

I
family there were others, the performance of which

I

must have depended upon the discretion of the

I

heads of families, such ns those on the birthday, or

i

on the death of a member of a family, Savigny

j

(Zeitsehrifi^ vol. ii. p. 3) denies the existence of

sacra familiorum.

An individual might perform e.-\cra at any time,

and whenever he thought it necessary ; but if he
vowed such sacra before the pontiffs and wished
that they should be continued after bis death, his

heirs inherited with his property the obligation to

' perform them, and the pontiffs had to watch that

they were performed duly and at llieir proper time.

(Fest s. V. Sacer mans; Cic. pro Dom. 51 ;
comp.

ad Ati. xii. 19, See.) Such an obligation was in

later times evaded in various ways.
Among the sacra privata were reckoned also the

sacra miinicipalio, that is, such sacra ns a commu-
nity or towm had been accustomed to perform l)c-

fore it had received the Roman franchise. After
this event, the Roman pontiffs took care that they
were continued in the same manner as before.

(Fest 8. V. Municipalia sacra ; comp. Ambrosch,
Stud. n. Amlent, p. 21.5.)

(See Guttling, p.^1 75, &c.
;
Walter, Gesch. d.

Rom. Rcchts., p. 178 ;
Ilartung, Die Relig.d. Horn.

vol. i. p. 226, &c. ; comp. SACRiFlcM'Bf.) [L. S.J

SACRA.MKNTUM. [JtsJURA.vnu.M
;
Vi.n-

DICIAE.l

SACR.\'RIUM was, according to the definition

of Ulpian (Dig. 1. tit 8. s. 9. §2), any place in

which sacred things were deposited and kept, whe-
ther tliis place was a part of n temple or of a pri-

v.itc house. (Comp. Cic. c. IVrr. iv. 2, pro Milan.

31 ; Suet 7Y/>. 51.) A sacrarium therefore w.ts

that jkirt of every house in which the images of the

penates were kept. Respecting the sacrarium of
the lares sec LAHAnit'M. Public sacroriaat Rome
were ; one atUiched to the temple of the Capitoline

Jupiter, in which the tensoc or chariots foY* public

processions were kept (Suet Vesp. 5 ;
Grat Falisc.

534); the place of the Salii in which the ancilia

and the lituus of Romulus were kept (V^al. Max.
i. 8. 11; Serv. (ul Aen. vii. 603), and others. In

the time of the emperors, the name sacrarium was
sometimes applied to a place in which a statue of

an emperor was erected, (Tacit Annal. ii, 4l ;

Stat Silv. v, 1. 240.) Li\"y (i. 21) uses it as a
name for a sacred retired place in general. [L. S.j

SACRIFI'CIUM ( itptioy). Sacrifices or offer-

ings formed the chief part of the worship of tho

ancients. They were partly signs of gratitude,

partly a means of propitiating the gods, and partly
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ftlso intended to induce the deity to bestow Rome
favour upon the socrificer, or upon those on whose

behalf the tacrihcc wa« offered. Sficrifice* in a

wider sense would also embrace the 1>onakia
; in

a iKirrowcr sense sacrificia were thinffs offered to

the |rf^d8, which merely afforded mornentary jjra-

lification, which were burnt upon their altars, or

were believed to be consumed by the pods. We
shall divide all sacrifices into two great divisions,

bloody sacrifices and unbloody sacrifices, and,

wheri* it is necessary, consider Greek and Roman
sacrifices separately.

Bloody $acrij\ct». As regards sacrifices in the

earliest times, the ancients themselves sometimes

imagined that unbloody sacrifices, chiefly offerings

of fruit, had been customary h»ng befon* bloody

sacrifices wore introduced among them. (Plat, de

Jjtif. vi. p. 7fl‘i ; Paus. viii. 2. § 1, L 26. § 6 ;

Macrob. Sat. K 10, &c.) It cannot indeed be de-

nied, that sacrifices of fruit, cakes, libations, and
the like existed in very early tiroes ; but bloody

sacrifices, and more than this, human sacrifices, are

very frequently mentioned in early story
; in fact

the mythology of Greece is full of instances of hu-

man sacrifices being offered and of tbeir pleasing

the gods. Wachsniuth {/Ml. Alt. ii. p. Ac.

2d edit.) has given a list of the most celebrated

instances. It may l>e said that none of theni has

come down to us with any degree of historical evi-

dence ; but surely the spirit which gave origin to

those legends is sufficient toprovc that human sacri-

fices had nothing repulsive to the and nts, trod

roust liaveexisted to s<ime extent. In the historical

times of Greece wc find various custonis in the wor-

ship of sevemi gods, and in several parts of (in*ece,

which can only l«s accounted for by supposing that

they were introduced os substitutes for human sacri-

fio^s. In other cases where civilisation had shown
less of its softening influences, human sacrifices re-

mained custoinniy throughout the historical periods

of Greece, and down to the time of the emperors.

Thus in the worship of Zeus Rycaetis in Arcadia,

where human sacrifices were said to have been in-

troduced by Lycaon (Paus. viii. 2. § 1), they ap-

pear to have continued till tlie time of the Rmian
empcn>rs. ( rheophrast. ap. Porjih/r. da Abstin. ii,

27 ;
Plut. Quaest. Cr. 39.) In lAUcns a person

was every year at the festival of Apollo thrown

fitm) a rock into the sea (Stmb. z. p. 452); and
Tliemiftocles before the battle of Snlamis is said to

luHve sacrificed three Persians to Riony.sius. (Plut.

Them. 13, AruL 11, Pclop. 21.) Respecting an

annual sacrifice of human beings at Athens, see

7'hargrua. With these few exceptions liowever

human sacrifices had ceased in the historical ages

of Greece. Owing to the ijifluenoes of civilisation,

in many cases animals were sub.stituti'd fnr human
beings, in others a few drops of human blood were

thought suffictent to propitiate the gods. (Pans,

viii. 23. § 1, ix. 8. § 1.) The custom of sacrificing

human life to the gods arose undoubtedly from tlie

belief, which under different forms has manifested

itself at all times and in all nations, that the nobler

the sacrifice and the dearer to its possessor, the

more pleasing it would be to the gods. Hence the

frequent Instances in Grecian sbny of persons sa-

crificing tbeir own children, or of persons devoting

themselvee to the gods of tlio lower world. In

later times, however, penions sacrificed to the gods

were generally crimiiMds who had been condemned
to death, or such as had been taken prisoners in war.
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That the Romans also believed human sacri-

fices to be pleasing to tho gods, might be inferred
from the story of Curtins and from the self sacrifice

of the Decii. The symbolic sacrifice of human
figures made nf rushes at the Lemurnlia [Lkuu-
rama] also shows that in the early historv of
Italy human sacrifices were not uncommon. ’ For
another proof of this practice, see the article Vbk
Sacrum. One awful instance also is known, which
Iwlongs to the latest p<‘riod of the Roman n public.

\\’hi*n the soldiers of Julius Caesar atlcnjpted an
insurrvetion at Rome, two of them were sacrificed

to Mars in the Campus Martins hy the ponlifices

and the Hamen Martialis and their heads were
stuck up At the regia. (Dion Cjiss. xlii. 24.)
A second kind of hloody sacrifices were those of

nnimals of various kin^, according to the nature
and character of the divinity. 'Phe sacrifices of
animals were the most common among the Greeks
and Romans. The victim w.as called ffpetoa, and
in Latin W/ta or ridima. In the early times it

appears to have Wn the general custom to burn
the whole victim (iAoaouTsra) upon the altars of
the gods, and the same u-ns in some cases also ob-
served in later times (Xenoph. Anah. vii. «. § A),
and more especially In sacrifices to the goils of the
lower world, and such as wore oftered to atone for
some crime that had been committed. (Apollon.
Rhod. iii. 1U30, 1209.) But as early n* the time
of Homer it was the almost general jjraclice to
burn only the legs (fi-npo\^ hVpia, pvpa) enchtned in
fat, and certain parts of the intestines, while the
nmiaining parts of the victim wm* consumed by
men at a festive meal. The gods delighted chiefly

in the smoke arising from the burning victims, and
the greater the number of victims, the more pleas-

ing was the sacrifice. Hence it was not uncnminoii
to offer a sacrifice of on? hundred bulls (iKard^iSi))

at once, though it must not be supposed that a
hecatomb a)w7iys signifies a sacrifice of a hundred
bulls, for the name was used in a general way to

d«‘signate any gn*al sacrifice. Such great sacrifices

were not less ploasing to men than to the gotia, for

in regard to the former they were in reality a do-
nation of moat. Hence at y\thens the pnttialily

fnr such sacrifices rose to the highest degree.

(Alhen. i. p. 3 ;
ct*mp. Buckh, /’M. J-Jeon. p. 21 1,

Ac.) Sparta, on the other hand, was less extrava-
pint in sacrifices, and while in other Greek states

it was necessary' that a victim should be ijenlthy,

beautiful, and uninjurad, the Spartin# were not
very senipulous in this respect. (Pint. AMb. ii.

p 149.) The animals which w’ere sncrifieiHl were
mostly of the domestic kind, os bulls, cows, sheep,

rams, lambs, gouts, pigs d^s, and horses ; but
fishes are also mentioned as pleasing to certain

gods. (Athen. vii. p. 297.) F.ach god had his

lavouritc animals which he liked best as sacrifices;

but it may be considered as a general rule, that

those nnimals which were sacred to a god were
not sacrificed to hjm, though horses were sacrificed

to Poseidon notwithstanding this usage. (Paus.

viii. 7. § 2.) The head of the victim before it

was killed was in most cases strewed with roasted

barley meal (o^Adxi^a or ovAox^cu) mixed with
salt (mo/a saita). The Athenians used for this

purpose only barley grown in the Kharian plain.

(Paus. i. .38. § 6.) The persons who offered the

sacrifice wore generally garlands round their heads
I and Boroctimei also carried them In their hsims*

I

and before they touched anything belonging to the
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tacriEce they washed their hands in water. The
rictim itself wm likewise adorned with i^nrlonds,

and its hnins were sometimes gilt. Before the

animal was killed, a bunch of hair was cut from its

forehead, and thrown into the fire as priinitiae

:

this prepaiatory rite was called Keerdpx*^^’

(Horn. li. xix. 254, Od. xiv. 422; Herod, ii. 45,

IT. 60 ;
Eurip. Ipkig. Tour. 40.) In the hemic

ages the princes, as the high priests of their people,

killed the victim ; in later times this was done by
the priests themselves. When the sacrifice was to

be offered to the Olympic gods, the head of the

animal was drawn heavenward (see the woodcut

on the title page of this work : comp. Eustath. ad
Hutti. i. 459 ) ;

when to the gods of the lower

world, to heroes, or to the dead, it was drawn
doamwards. While the ibsh was burning upon

the altar, wine and incense were thrown upon it

{Iliads L 264, xi 774, &c), and prayers and music

accompanied the solemnity.

The most comn¥>n animal sacrifices at Rome
were the suovetaurilia, or solitaurilio, consisting of

a pig, a sheep, and an ox. They were performed

in all cases of a lustration, and the victims were

carried around the thing to be lustrated, whether

it was a city, a people, or a piece of land. [Lua>

TRATio.] The Greek Tpirria, which likewise

consisted of an ox, a sheep and a pig, was the

same sacrifice as the Roman siioTetaurilia. (Calli>

mach. ap. Phot. s. v. Tpirri/ay; Aristoph. Plui. 820.)

The customs obsen’ed before and during the sacri-

fice of on animal were on the whole tnesamc as

those observed in Greece. (Virg. Aen. vi. 245 ;

Serv. ad Aett. iv. 57 ; Kest. t. e. fmmolan ; Cato,

(fs Re RhsI. 134, 132.) But the victim was in

most cases not killed by the priests wbo conducted

the sacrifice, but by a person called popa, who
struck the animal with a hammer before the knife

was used. (Serv. ad Aen. xii. 120 ; Saet. Calu;.

32.) The better parts of the intestines (e^rta)

were strewed with barley meal, wine, and incense,

and were burnt upon the altar. Those ports of

the animal which were burnt were called pnteecta^

proneitie^ or ableflmina. When a sacrifice was

offered to gods of rivers or the sea, those parts

were not burnt, but thrown into the water. (Cato,

de lie. liusi, 134 ;
Mocrob. Sat. ii. 2 ; Liv. xxix.

27 ; Virg. Aen. v. 774.) Respecting the use which

the ancients made of sacrifices to learn the will of

the gods, see Haruspbx and Divinatio.

UnUoodtf sarn>f«». Among these we may first

mention the libations {libationeif Aoi^al or <nroy9al).

We have seen above that bloody sacrificos were

usually accompanied by libations, as wine was
poured upon them. Lilmtions always accompanied

a sacrifice which was offered in conduding a treaty

with a foreign nation, and that here they formt^d a

prominent port of the solemnity, is dear from the

fact that the treaty itself was called (nropdo/. But
libations were also made independent of any other

sacrifice, as in solemn prayers (//iVuf, xvl. 233),

and on many other occasions of public and {uivate

life, as before drinking at me^s, and the like.

Libations usually consisted of unraixed wine
(fpinroi'Sor, menfm), but sometimes also of milk,

honey, and other fluids, either pure or diluted with

water. (Soph. Oed. CoL 159, 481 ; Plin. ll.N.
xiv. 19 ; Aeschyl. Eum. 107.) Incense was like*

wise an offering which usually accompanied bloody

sacrifices, but it was also burned as an offering by

itselE Heal inccose appears to have been used
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only in later times (Plin. //.M xiii. 1 ), but in the
early times, and afterwards also, various kinds of

fragmot wood, such as cedar, fig, vine, and myrtle*

wo^ were burnt upon the altars of the goda
(Suid. t. V. Hr)<pd\ia {vAo.)

A third class of unbloody sacrifices consisted of

fruit and cakes. The former were mostly offered

to the gods as primitiae or tithes of the harvest,

and as a sign of gratitude. They were sometimes
offered in their natural state, sometimes also

adorned or prepared in various ways. Of this kind
were the an olive branch w’ound around
with wool and hung with various kinds of fniits

;

the OP pots filled with cooked beans [Pva*
NBP61 A]

;
the K^ppov or K^pva^ or dishes with

fruit
; the 5<rx<w or 5irx« [Oschophoria]. Other

instances may be found in the accounts of the

various festiv^ Cakes (wiXoPoi, v^fuurro, wd-
s-opo, idmm) were peculiar to the worship of cer-

tain deities, as to that of Apollo. 7'hey wore
either simple cakes of flour, sometimes also of wax,
or they were made in the shape of some aitinml,

and were then offered as symlwlical sacrifices in

the place of real animals, either because they could

not easily be procured or were too expensive for

the aacrificor. (Suid. a «. BoDr S6So/Aot
; Serv. a/i

Aen. iL 116.) This app*'anuicc instead of reality

in sacrifices was also manifest on other occasions,

for we find that sheep were sacrificed instead of

stags, and were then called stags
; and in the

temple of Isis at Rome the priests used water of

the river Tiber instead of Nile water, and called

the former water of the Nile. (Fest ». v. Crr-

varia orU ; Serv. L c.)

See Wachsmuth, Hellen. AlUrthnmik. vol. ii.

pp. 548—559, 2d ed. ; Hoitung, Die Religion der
Romer., vol. i. p. 1 60, Ac. ( L. S. 1

SACKILE'GIUM is the crime ofstealing things

consecrated to the gods, oe things deposited in a
consecrated place. (Quinctil vii. 3. § 21, &c. ; Cic.

dej^, ii. 16 ; Liv. xlii. 3.) A lex Julia referred

to in the Digest (48. tit. 13. s. 4) appears to hare
placed the crime of sacrilegium on an equality with
peculatus. [Prculatvs.] Several of the imperial
constitutions made death the punishment for a
sacrilegus, which consisted according to circum-
stances cither in being given up to wild beasts, in

being burned alive, or hanged. (Dig. 48. tiu 13. s.

6.) Paitlus says in general that a sacrilegus was
punished with death, but he distinguishes Wtween
such persons who robbed the sacra publica, and
such as robbed the sacra privata, and he it of
opinion that the latter, though more than a common
thief, yet deserves less punishment than the former.

In a wider sense, sacrilegium was used by the Ho-
mans to designate any violatiou of religion (Com.
Nep. Aleii). 6), or of anything which should be
treaU'd with religious reverence. (Ovid. Met. xiv.

539, Rem. Am. 367, FaM. UL 700.) Hence a
law in the Codex (9. tit 29. s. 1 ) states that any
person is guilty of sacrilegium who neglects or
violates the sanctity of the divine l(iw. An-
other law (Cod. 9. tit 29. s. 2) decreed that even
a doubt as to whether a person appointed by
an emperor to some office was worthy of this

office, wa3 to be regarded as a crime equal to

sacrilegium. [L.S.]
SACRO'RUM DETESTA'TIO. [Gbws, p.

568, b.)

SAECULA'RESLUDI. [LmiSASCCtARia.]
SAE'CULUM. A saeculum was of a twofold

JU^lt
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nature, that is, either civil or natural. The civil

saeculum, according to the calculation of the Etrus-

cans, which was i^opted by the Romans, was a
space of time containing 110 lunar years. The
natural saeculum, upon the calculation of which
the former was founded, expressed the longest

term of human life, and its duration or length was
ascertained according to the ritual books of the

Etruscans, in the following manner ; the life of a
person, which lasted the longest of all those who
were bom on the day of the foundation of a town,

constituted the first saeculum of that town
;
and

the longest liver of ail who were bom at the time

when the second saeculum began, again determined

the duration of the second saeculum, and so on.

(Censorin. de Die NiA. 17.) In the same manner
that the Etruscans thus called the longest life of a

man a saeculum, so they called the longest exist-

ence of a state, or the space of 1100 j’ears, a sae-

culor day ; the longest existence of one human
race, or the space of 8800 years, a saeculor week,
&c. (Pint. SttUa, 7 ;

Niebuhr, Hist, of JRome^ i.

p. 137.) It was believed that the return of a new
saeculum was marked by various w*ondcrs and
signs, which were recorded in the history of the

Etruscans. The return of each saeculum at Rome
was announced by the pontiffs, who also made the

necessary intercalations in such a manner, that at

the commencement of a new saeculum the begin-

ning of the ten months’ year, of the twelve months’
year, and of the solar year coincided. But in

these arrangements the greatest arbitrariness and
irregularity appears to have prevailed at Home, as

may be seen from the unequal intervals at which
the ludi saecnlnres a'ere celebrated. [Li’oi Sab-
cularks.] This also accounts for the variuns

ways in which a saeculum was defined by the an-

cients: some believed that it contained thirty

(Censorin. 4 c.), and others that it contained a

hundred years (Varro, d« Ling. Lat. vi. 11 ; Fest
s. r. SaectUaree ludi)

;
the latter opinion appears

to have been the most common in later times, so

that saeculum answered to our century. (See
Niebuhr, Hist, of Rome., i. p. 27.5, &c.) [L. S.]

SAGA'RII, the sellers or makers of the saga

or soldiers’ cloaks. [Saoum.] They formed a col-

legium at Rome, and, like many of the other trade-

corporations, worshipped the imperial family, as

we see from inscriptiona (Dig. 14. tit. 4. s. 5. § 1,5 ;

1 7. tit 2. a 52. § 4 ; and the inscription in A. W,
Zumpt, De Augustalibus^ Berol. 1846, p. 17.)

SAGITTA {oitrrds., Us
;
Herod. an

arrow. The account of the arrows of Hercules

(Hesiod, Scut. 130—135), enumerates and de-

scribes three ports, viz. the head or point, the

shaft, and the feather.

I. The head was denominated &p5(r (Herod, i.

215, iv. 81), whence the instrument, used to ex-

tract arrow-heads from the bodies of the wounded,
was called ipSioOijpa. [Forcbps.] Great quan-

tities of flint arrow heads are found in Celtic bar-

rows throughout the north of Europe, in form ex-

actly resembling those which are still used by the

Indians of North America. (Hoare’s Anc. Wilt-

shire, South, p. 183.) Nevertheless, the Scythians

and Massagetae had them of bronze. (Herdd. IL cc.)

Mr. Dodwell found flint arrow-heads on the plain

of Marathon, and concludes that they had be-

longed to the Persian army. {Tour through Greece,

toL ii. p. 159.) Those used by the Greeks were

conuncMily bronze, as is expressed by the epithet

SAGITTA. 1001

I
“fitted with bronze,” which Homer

! applies to an arrow. (//. xiii. 650, 662.) Another
Homeric epithet, viz. “ three-tongued ”

II. V. 393), is illustrated by the forms of the arrow-
heads, all of bronze, which are represented in the
annexed woodcut. That which lies horizontally

was found at Persepolis, and is drawn of the size

of the original. The two smallest, one of which
shows a rivet-hole at the side for fastening it to

the shaft, are from the plain of Marathon. (Skelton,
Illust. of Armour at Goodrich Court, i. pi. 44.)

I

The fourth specimen was also found in Attica.

I

(Dodwell, L e.) Some of the northern nations,
' who could not obtain iron, barbed their arrow-
heads with bone. (Tacit. Germ. 46.)

The use of barbed (aduncae, hamaiae), and poi-

soned arrows (ceTienatae sagiitae) is always repre-

sented by the Greek and Roman authors as the
characteristic of barbarous nations. It is attri-

buted to the Sauromatae and Gctae (Ovid. Trist.

iii. 10. 63, 64, de Vonto, iv. 7. 11, 12) ; to the
Seryii (Amoldi, Chron. Slav. 4. § 8) and Scythians
(Plin. H. N. X. 53. s. 115), and to the Arabs
(Pollux, i. 10) and Moors. (Hor. Com/, i. 22. 3.)

When Ulysses wishes to have recourse to this in-

sidious practice, he is obliged to travel north of the
country of the Thesprotians (Horn. Od. i. 261

—

263) ;
and the classical authors w'ho mention it

do so in terms of condemnation. (Horn. Plin.

ll. cc. i Aclian,//. A. v. 16.) The poison applied
to the tips of arrows having been called toaicum
(ro^iuhv), on account of its connection with the
use of the bow (Plin. H.N. xvi. 10. s. 20 ; Festus,

s. V. ; Dioscor. vL 20), the signification of this term
was afterwards extended to poisons in general.

(Plant Merc. ii. 4 . 4 ; Hor. Epod. xvii. 61 ;

Propert i. 5. 6.)

II. The excellence of the shaft consisted in

being long and at the same time straight, and, if

it was of light wood, in being well polished. (Hes.
Scut. 133.) But it often consisted of a smooth
cane or reed (Arundo donor or phnigmites, Linn.),

and on this account the whole arrow was called

either arundo in the one case (Virg. Aen. iv. 69

—

73, V. 525 ; Ovid. Met. i. 471, viii, 382), or

calamus in the other. (Virg. Buc. iii. 12, 13 ;
Ovid.

Met. vii. 778 ; Hor. CSam. i. 15. 17 ;
Juv. xiii.

80. ) In the Egyptian tombs reed-arrows have been
found, varying from 34 to 22 inches in length.

They show the slit (yXwpis, Horn. JL iv. 122,
Od.xxi. 419) cut in the reed for fiziug it upon
the string. (Wilkinson, Man. and Cust. do. vol. L

p 309.)
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III. The fenther* are •how'n on ancient monu-

monU of all kinds, and are indicated by the tornis

alae (Virg. Aett. ix. 578, xii. 310), f>eniiofae $a-

giWit (Pnidentins, //a;nar<. 498), and wTf^erres
iitrroi. (Horn. //. t. 171.) The arrows of Hercu-

les arc said to bare been feathered from the wings

of a black eagle. (Hes. /. c.)

Besides the use of arrows in iho ordinary way,

they were sometimes employed to carrj' fire. Julias

Caesar attempted to set Antony's ships on fire by
sending irvp<p6pa from the bows of his archers.

(Dion Cass. 1. 34.) A head-dress of small arrows is

said to hare been worn by the Indians (Prudentius,

J. f.), the Nubians and Egj'ptians, and other Orien-

tal nations. (Claudian, dt Nupt. Honor. 222, de

3 Con^. Honor. 21, <fe Land. Stil, i. 254.)

In the Greek and Roman armies the

more anciently called ar^MtVes, t. e. archers, or

bowmen (Featus, i. r.), formed an important port

of the light-armed infantry. (Caesar, HcU. Civ. i.

81, iii. 44 ; Cic. ad Fam. xv. 4.) They belonged,

for the most part, to the allies, and were princi-

pally Cretans. [Arcitr
j
Corvtus

;
Ph.*rbtra

;

Tormentcm.] [J-Y.]
SA'GMINA were the same as the IVrArnaa,

namely, herbs torn up by llieir n>ots from witliin

the inclosure of the Capitol, which were always

carried by the Fctiales or ambassadors, when they

went to a foreign people to demand restitution for

wrongs committed against the Romans, or to make
a treaty. [Fktulks.J They served to mark the

sacred character of the ambaviadors, and answered

the same purpose as the Greek Ki^gfifreia. (Plin.

H.S. xiii. 2. 8. 3 ;
Liv. i. 24, xrx. 43 ; Dig. 1.

tit. 8. s. 8.) Pliny ((. c.) also says that mupnina

W'ere used in remediut fnddicis^ by which we must
understand expiations and lustrations. The word
I'erffcna si'cms to have l>een applied to any kind of

herb, or to the lK>ughs and leaves of any kind of

tree, gathered from a pure or sacred place. (Serv.

ad t'irff. Aen. xli. 120.)

According to Festus (».«*•)< tlie rcrienoc wore
railed siu/mina^ that is, pure herbs, l>ecau5e they
were taken by the consul or the praetor from a
sacred (iundo) place, to give to legati when setting

out to make a treaty nr declare war. He connects

it with the words mnant and safinre, and it is not

at all impossible that it may contain the same rout,

which appears in a simpler form in soc-er {aap-TMn,

M(n)cdu*): Marcian (Dig. Lc,) however makes a

ridiculous mistake, when he derives sanctus from

sagmina.

Muller (tJ/i Fesfum^ p. 320) thinks, that samm-
fHtn is the same word as sof/men, although used re-

8}>efiing another thing by the .Anagnienscs. (M.
Aurelius, in Fpid. ad Fronton, iv. 4.)

SAOUM was the cloak worn by the Roman sol-

diets and inferior officers, in conlntdislinctiun to the

Paludamcntum of the goncml and superior officers.

[pALirnAUXNTUM.] It is tued in opposition to the

toga or garb of peace, and we accordingly find that

when there a war in Italy, all citizens put on

the sagiim even in the city, witlj the exception of

those of consular rank {sapa rumens, ad $apa ire,

in $apii earn, Cic. Phil. viii. 11, v. 12, xiv. 1)

:

hence in the Social or Marsic war the sagum was
worn for two years. (Liv. Fpit. 72, 73 ;

Veil.

Pat. iL 16.)

The sagum was open in the front, and usually

fastened across the shoulders by a clasp, though
not always (Trcbcll. Poll. Trip. Tyninn. 10): it
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resembled in form the Paliidamentum (see wood-
cuts, p. 854), ns we see from the specimens of it

on the column of Trajan and other ancient monu-
ments. It was thick and made of wool (Mart
xiv. 159), whence the name is sometimes given to

the wool itself. (Varro, L. L. v. 167, ed, MGlIer.)

The cloak worn by the general and superior officers

is sometimes called sagum {Funicum sagwn, Hor.

Fp ix. 28), but the diminutive Sartulum is more
commonly used in such cases. (Compare SU. Ital.

iv. 519, xvii. 628 ; Liv. xxx. 17, xxviL 19.)

The cloak worn by the northern nations of

Europe is also called sagum : see woodcut, p. 213,
where three Sarmatians are represented with saga,

and compare Pallicm, p. 852. The German
sagum is mentioned by Tacitus {Germ. 17): that

worn by the Gauls seems to have been a species of

plaid {terricofor eaptduniy Tac. Hut. ii. 20).

The outer garment worn by slaves and poor

persons is also sometimes called sagum. (Colomcll.

L 8 i compare Dig. 34. tit 2. s. 23. § 2.)

SALAMI'NIA. [Parahts,]
SALAMtIUM, a salary. The ancients derive

the word from so/, t. e. salt (Plin. H. H. ixxi. 41);
the roost necessan.’ thing to support human life

being thus mentioned as a representative for all

others. Salarimn therefore comj>rised all the pro-

visions W'ith which the Roman officers were sup-

plied, as well as their pay in money. In the time
of the republic the name salarium docs not appear

to have l>ccn used ; it was Augustus who in order

to place the govemors of provinces and other mili-

tary officers in a greater state of dependence, gave
salaries to tlirtn or certain sums of money, to which
afterwards t-oriotis supplies in kind w’erc added.

(Suet. Awj. 36; Tacit Apric. 42; Treb. Poll.

Ctand. 14 and 15; Flav. Vopisc. /*ro5. 4.) Before

the time of Augustus, the provincial mogistratrs

had been provided in their provinces with every-

thing they wanted, through the medium of redemp-

tores (wdpoxoi), who undertook, for a certain sum
paid by the state, to provide the governors with all

that w*as necessara* to them. During the empire
we find instances of the salarium being paid to a

]>erson w'ho had obtained a province, hut was ne-

vertheless not allowed to govern it In this case

the salarium was a compensation for the honour
and advantages which he might have derived from

the actual goveniment of a province, whence we
can scarcely infer that the sum of 10,000 scsten es,

which HOIS offered on such an occasion (Dion Oiss.

IxxviiL 22), was the regular salarium for a pro-

consul.

Salaria were also given under the empire to

otlier officers, as to military iribnnos (Plin. //. S.
xxxiv. 6 ;

Juv. iii. 1 32), to asscssorcs [ Asskssor],
to senators (Suet Nero, 10), to the comites of the

princops on his exfieditions (Suet Tib. 46), and
others. Autonimis Pius fixed the salaries of all

the rhetoricians and philosophers throughout the

empire (Capitol, A n/. Pins, 11), and when persons

did not fulfil their duties, he punished them by
deducting from their salaries. (Capitol, ibid. 7.)

Alexander Severus instituted fixed salaries for

rhetoricians, grammarians, physicians, haruspiccs,

mathematicians, mechanicians and architects (Lam-
prid. Alex, Sei\ 44) ; but to how much these sala-

ries amounted we are not informed. Respecting

the pay which certain classes of priests received,

see Sacsroos. [L. S.]

SALIEflTES. [Fons, p. 541, h.]
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SA'LII were priest* of Mars Oradivus, and arc its excellence. (SucL CUud. 33 ; Cic. ad Ati. x.

antd to have been instituted by Numa. They 9 ; Hor. Carm. L 37.) The members of the col-

werc twelve in number, chosen from the patricians lejfium were elected by co*optation. We read of

even in the latest times, and fornted an ecclesios* tlte di^fnities of praesul, vales, and magister in the

tical corporation. (Liv. i. 21); Dionyt. ii. 70; Cic. collegium. (Capitol 4.)

Jirp. ii. 14; lecia juttntu* patricia, Luoan, ix. The shape of the ancile is exhibited in the on-

47b.) They had the core of the twelve Ancilia, nexed cut, taken from an ancient gem in the Kloren-

which were kept in the temple of Mars on the

Palatine hill whence those priests were sometimes

called Snlii Palatini to distinguish them from the

other Salii mentioned below. The distinguishing

dress of the Salii was an embroidered tunic bound

with a bmacn belt, the trabea, and the A|>ex, also

worn by the Flamines. [.Apax.] Each ha<l a

sword by his side, and in his right hand a spi^ar

or staff. (Dionya. /. c.)

The festival of Mars was celebrated by the

Salii on the 1st of March and for several successive

days ; on which occasion they were accustomed to

go through the city in their othciul dress carrying

the ancilia in their left hands or suspended from

their shoulders, and at the some time singing and

dancing. In the dance they struck tlie shields

with rods so as to keep time with their voices and

with the movements of the dance. (Liv. l.c.\

I>ionys. /. e, ;
Hor. ('arm. i. 36. 1, iv. 1. 2B).

From their dancing Ovid, apparently with cor-

rectness, derives their name {/orf. iii. 337). 'I'he

songs or hymns, which they sang on this <»ccnsion

{Saliaria oarmina^ Hor. Kp. ii. 1. 86 ; Tac. Ann.

il 83), were called Asamenta^ Aataincnla., or

AxnmfntOy of which the etymology is uncertain.

Obttling (G'escA. drr Korn, i^aahv. p. 192) thinks

they were so called because they were sung with-

out any musical arci>m;>animent, atsa votr

;

but:

this etymology is op|>osed to the express statement
j

of Dionysius (iii. 32). Some idea of the subject
j

of these songs may l>c obtained from a passage in

V'irgil {Acn. viii. 286), and a small fragment of

them is preserved by Varro (A. A. vii. 26, ed.

Muller). In later times they wore scarcely un-

derstood even by the priest* themselves. (Varro,

A. A. vii. 2 ;
Hor. Kp. ii. 1. 86 ;

Qaintil. i. 6.

p. 54, Bipont.) The praises of Mamurius Vclurius

formed the principal subject of these songs, though

who Mamurius Veturius was, the ancients them-

selves were not agre«‘d upon. (Varro, A. A. vi. 4.5.)

He is generally said to be the armourer, who made
eleven ancilia like the one that was sent from

heaven in the reign of Numo, (Ft*stus,». r. Mam.
Vei.; Dionys. ii. 71 ;

Ovid. Fofi. iit 381), but

some modem writers suppose it to be merely

another name of Mars. Besides, however, the

praises of Mamurius, the verses, which the Salii

song, appear to have contained a kind of theogony,

in which the praises of all the celestial ddtii'S

were celebrate^ with the exception of Venus.

(Macrob. Sai. L 12.) The verses in honour of

each god were called by the respective names of

each, as Januli, Junonii, Miner.il (Festus, s. r.

Axumenta.) Divine honour was paid to some of

the emperors by inserting their names in the songs

of the Salii This honour was first bestow^
upon Augustus (Monum. Ancyr.), and afterwards

upon Oerrnanicus (Tac. Ann. il 83) ; and when
V'enis died, his name was inserted in the song of

the Salii bv command of M. Anuminus. (Capitol.

M. AnL Phil. 21.)

At the conclusion of the festival the Salii w’ere

accustomed to partake of a splendid entertainment

in the temple of Mars, which was proverbial for

tine cabiiu't, which illuAlrates the accnmits of the
ancient writers that its form was oval, btit with
tiie two sides receding inwards with an even curv-

ature, and so as to make it broader at the ends
than in the middle. The persons engaged in air-

rying these ancilia on their shoulders, suspended
from a pole, are proUibly servants of the Salii

;

and the representation agrees exactly with the
statement of Dionyrius (ii. 70) wMraf 5in;p«Tcu

i\prripira% Koyirmn Kopi^ouai. At the top of

the cut is reprf'sented one of the rods with which
the Salii were accustomed to beat the shield in

their dance, as already described. (Orulcr, Inter.

p. cccclxiv. Doto 3.)

Tullus Hostiliui established another collegium

of Salii in fulfilment of a vow which he made in a
war with the Sabines. These Salii were also

twelve in number, chosen from the patricians, and
appeared to have been dedicated to the service of

Qiiirinus. They were called the Salii Collini,

Agonales or Agonenws. (Liv. I 27 ; Dionys. il

76, iii. 32 ; Varro, A. A. vi. 14.) Niebuhr (//iV.

of Home^ vo). ill p. 3.51) supposes, that the oldest

and most illustriouj college, the Palatine Salii,

were chosen originally from the old«^t tribe, the

Uantnes, and the one iiwtituted by Tullus Hostilius

or the Quirinalion from the Tilics alone: a third

college for the Luceret was never established.

(Compare Hortung, Die Religion der R'omer^ vol. il

p. 163.)

SALI'NAE (oAol, AAoirtkyiov), a salt-work.

(Varro, A. Lai. viii. 25, cd. Spcngcl) Al-

though the nneienU were well acquainted with

rock-s.*ilt (Herod, iv. lUl— 185 ;
ogi/icrof,

i.e. “ fossil salt,” Arrian, ICrj)ed. Alex, iii 4. pp.

161,162, ed. Dlan.), and although they obtained

salt likewise from certain inland lakes (Herod, vii

30) and from natural springs or brine-pits (Cic

Sat. Dear. ii. 53 ; Plin. H. S. xxxl 7. s. 39

—

42), and found no small quantity on certain shores

where it was congealed by the heat of the sun
without human labour (SXes a\n6paJoi^ Herod, iv.

53 ;
Plin. L e.\ yet they obtained by far the

greatest quantity by the nuinagement of works

constructed on the sea sheuv, where it was natu-

,

rally adapted for the pnrpose by being so low and

na oy Google
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flat at to b« eaaily^ oTorflowed by ibc lea (man*
timae areae miUnarum, Col* df Re Rusf, ii. 2), or

even to be a brackish manih (iAwrU) or a marine

pool (Ai/ii'ofldXaTTa, Slmbo^ ir. ]. § 6, yIL 4. § 7;

Caesar, JieU. Civ. il 37). In order to aid the

natural ef’apomtion, shallow rectangular ponds

{muitijidi la^) wen dag, dividi^ from one an>

other by earthen walls. The sea-wnt>-r was ad-

mitted through canals, which were opened for the

purpose, and closed again by sluices. [Cataracta.]
The water was moreand more strongly impregnated

with salt as it flowed from one pond to another.

(Rutilii, IUh. L 475—190.) When reduced to

brine (coacto kttmore\ it a*as called by the Greeks

by the Latina or mxIsUupo^ and br
the Spaniards tnuriti. (P]in. 1. c.) In this state it

w'as used by the Egyptians to pickle Ash (Herod,

ii. 77), and by the Romans to preseire olives,

cheese, and flesh likewise. (Cat^ de Re Rutt.

7, 68, 105 ;
Ilor. ifoL ii. 8. 53.) From marto,

which seems to be a corruption of oKfxvpitt^

*• briny," the victuals cured in it were called so/so

tnmriaUen. (Plant Poem. i. 2. 32, 39.) As the

brine which w'as left in the ponds crystallized, a

moQ entrusted with the care of them, and there-

fore called ealimalor (oAowirybr), mked out the salt

tut that it lay in heaps {tumuli) upon the ground to

drain. (Maniliui, v. prope /in.; Nicander,

518, 519.) In Attica (Steph. Bys.), in Britain

(Ptol.), and elsewhere, several placet, in conse>

quence of the works established in them, obtained

the name of 'AAal or Solinae.

Throughout the Roman empire the saluworks

were commonly public property, and were let by
the government to the highest bidder. The flrst

salt-works are said to have been established by

Ancus Marcius at Ostia- (Liv. L 33; Plin. //.

xxxi. 41.) The publicani who fanned these works

appear to have sold the salt, one of the most necet-

sary of all commodities, at a very high price,

whence the censors M. Livius and C. CHaudius

(b. c. 204) fixed the price at which those who took

the lease of them were obliged to sell the salt to

the people. At Rome the raodius was according to

this regulation sold for a sextans, while in other

parts of Italy the price was higher and varied.

(Liv. xxix. 37.) The salt-works in Italy and in

the provinces were very numerous ; in conquered

countries however they were sometimes left in the

possession of their former owners (persons or towns)

w'ho had to pay to Rome only a fixed rent, but

most of them wore farmed by the publicani. (Bur>

mann, Vedio^-. Pop. Rom. p. 90, dec.) fJ. Y.]

SALrNU.M,rfi«. SALILLUM, a saltcellar.

Among the poor a shell served fur a saluccliar

(Hor. 5^ i. 3. 14; Schol. oA/oe.): but all who were

raised above poverty had one of silver, which de-

scended from father to son (Hor. Carm. il 16. 13,

14), and was accompanied by a silver plate, which

was used together with the salt-collar in the do-

mestic sacrificea (Pen. iil 24, 25.) [Patira.]
These two articles of silver were alone compatible

with the simplicity of Roman mannen in the early

times of the republic. (Plin. //. A^ xxxiil 12. a
54 ; Val. Max. iv. 4. § 3 ; Catull. xxiil 19.) The
salt-cellar was no doubt placed in the middle of the

table, to which il communicated a sacred character,

the meal partaking of the nature of a sacrifica

[Focus; Mxnsa.] These circumstances, to-

gether with the religious reverence paid to salt

and the habitual oomparisoo of it to wit and vi-
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vaeily, explain the metaphor by which the soul of

a man is colled his eaUllum, (Plaut TVtu. il 4.

90,91.) [J-Y.]
SALT.A'TIO dancing

The dancing of the Greeks as well as of the Ro-
mans had very little in common with the exercise

which goes by that name in mpdem times. It may
be divided into two kinds, gymnastic and mimetic

;

that is, it was intended either to represent bodily

activity, or to express by gestures, movements and
attitudes certain ideas or feelings, and also single

events or a series of events, as in the modem ballcL

All these movements, however, were accompanied

by music ; but the terms 6pxv<^t* and ialtalio

w’cre used in so much wider a sense than our
word dancing, that they were applied to designate

gestures, even when the body did not move at all.

(Ovid. Art. Ajh. I 595, il 305; ealiare eolUoemlis,

ApuL Afd. z. p. 251, ed. Bip.
; comp. Grote,

Hist, of Greece^ vol. iv. p. 1 14.)

We find dancing prevalent among the Greeks
from the earliest times. It is frequently mentioned
in the Homeric poems : the suitors of Penelope do-

light themselves with music and dancing {Od. L

152, 421, xviil 304): and Ulysses is entertained

at the court ofAicinous .with the exhibitions of very

skilful dancers, the rapid movements of whose feet

excite his admiration. {Od. viii. 265.) Skilful

dancers were at all limes highly priz^ by the

Greeks : we read of some who were presented with

golden crowns, niid bad statues erected to their

honour, and their memory celebrated by inscrip-

tions. (Plot de Pjftk. Orac. 8 ; AnthoL Plan. ir.

n. 283, Slc.)

The lively imagination and mimetic powers of

the Greeks found abundant subjects for various

kinds of dances, and accordingly the names of no
less than 200 different dances have come down to

us. (Mcursius,Orc4esfr.; Athcn. xiv. pp. 627— 630;
Pollux, iv. 95^— 1 LI ; Liban. tw4p Tori' opx-) It

would be inconsistent with the nature of this work
to give a description of all that are known : only

the most important can be mentioned, and such as

will give some idea of the dancing of the ancients.

Dancing uras originally closely connected with

religion; Plato (/yy. vii. pp. 798, 799) thought

that all dancing should be based on religion, os it

was, he says, among the Egyptians. The dances of
the Chorus at Sparta and in other Doric states

were intimately connected with the worship of

.-^pollo, as has been shown at length elsewhere

[Chorus ; Hyporchima]
; and in all the public

festivals, which were so numerous among the

Greeks, dancing formed a very prominent port.

All the religious dances, with the exception of the

Bacchic and the Coiybantian, were very simple,

and consisted of gentle movements of the b^y
with various turnings and windings around the

altar : such a dance was the y4pauos^ which The-
seus is said to have performed at Delos on his

retiyT) from Crete. (PluL Tkee. 21.) The Diony-
siac or Bacchic and the Corybantian were of a
very different nature. In the former the life and
adventures of the god were represented by mimetic
dancing [Dionvsia]: the dance called Bairxis^

by imeian {de Salt. 79), was a Satyric dance and
chiefly prevailed in Ionia and Pontus

;
the most

illustrious men in the state danced in it, repre-

senting Titans, Corybantians, Satyrs, and husband-
men

;
and the spectators were so delighted with

the exhibition, that they remained sitting the
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whole (Uy to witneu it, furgetful of ererything

else« The Corybantian wai of a rety wilt! cha-

racter : it wa« chiefly danced in Fhr^’gU and in

Crete ; the dancers were armed, struck their

swords against their shields, and displayed the

most extravagant fury
; it was accompanied chiefly

by the flute. (Luci&n, 76. U ;
Strab. x. p. 4711

;

Plat. Crit p. 54.) The preceding woodait from

the Museo Pio Clemcntino (toI. iv. pL 2) is sup-

posed to represent a CorylMintian dance. Respect-

ing the dances in the theatre, seeCHORua.
Dancing was a^^licd to gymnastic purposes and

to training fur war, espccfnUy in the Doric states,

and was bcliered to hare contributed very mneh
to the success of the Dorians in war, os it enabled

them to perform their evolutions simultaneously

ax>d in order. Hence the poet Socrates (Athen.

xiv. p. G29. t) says,

Oi 54 JcdAAiara rifMfftVf iptffrot

iv woAsVy*

There were various dances in early times, which

served at a prepantlion for war: hence liomcr

(IL XL 49, xiu 77) calls the Hojditcs irpoXser, a

war-dance having liccn called wpuAii by the Cre-

tans. (Muller, Dor. iil 12. § 10.) Of such dances

the most celebrated was the Pyrrhic

of which the wpi/Air was probably only another

name: this Plato {Ijeg. vii. p. 815) takes as the

representative of all war dances. The invention of

this dance is placed in the mythical age, and is

usuallv assigned to one Pyrrhicos, but most of the

accounts agree in assigning it a Cretan or Spartan

origin ; though others refer it to Pyrrhus or Neo-

pMemus, the son of Achilles, apparently misled by

the mune, for it was nndoitbtcdly of Doric origin.

(Athen. xiv, p. 030, e ; Strab. x. p. 460 ;
Plat.

Ug. p. 790 ;
Lucian, lb. 9.) It was danced In

the sound of the flute, and Us time was very quick

and light, as is shown by the name of the Pj'rrhic

foot whkh must bo connected with this

dance: and from the saoie source came also the

Procoicusniatic or challenging foot (MUl-

Icr, nut. of the [AUrui. of Gr^c€^ p. 161.) The
Pyrrhic dance was performed in different ways at

various times and In various countries, for it was

by no means confined to the Doric states. Plato

{L^. viL p- 815) describes it as representing by

rapid movements of the body the way in which

missiles and bUws from weapons were avoided,

and also tbo mode in which the enemy were

atmeked. in the non-Doric states it was pro-

bably not practised as a training for war, but

only as a mimetic dance : thus we read of its being

danced by women to entertain a company. (Xen.

Anob. vi. 1, § 12.) It was also performed at

Athens at the greater and letter Paraihcnaea bv

Kphebi, m*ho were called Pyrrhichists (lTv^/iiX“rT«M)

and were timioed at the expense of the Chorngus.

(Schol. ad AriMlopk. Nub. 988 ;
Lysias, flvoA.

|
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bmpoboK. p. 098, Reiske.) In the mountainous
parts of Thessaly and Macedon dances are per«

formed at the present day by men armed with

muskets and swords. (Dodwell, Tour through

Greecty voL iu pp. 21, 22.)

The following wo<»dcut, taken from Sir \V.

Hamiltmi's vases (cd. TiscblH'in, vi>I. i. pi. GO),

represents three Pyrrhicists, two of whom with
shield and sword are engaged in the dance, while

the third is standing with a sword. Above them
is a female balancing berself on the head of one,

and apparently in the act of performing a somerset

;

she no doubt is taking part in the dance, and per-

forming a very artistic kind of iroO(oTT}<rii or

tumbling, for the Greek performances of this kind
surpass any thing we csiii imagine in modern tiiuesi

Her danger is increased by the person below, who
holds a sword pointing towards her. A female spec-

tator sitting looks on astonished at the exhibition.

The Pyrrhic dance was introduced in the public

games at Rome bv Julius Caesar, when it was
danced by the cbildrcn of the leading men in Asia

and Bithynut. (SueU JhL fbes. .89.) It seems

to have been much liked by the Homans ; it was
exhibited both by Caligula and Nero (Dion Cass,

lx. 7 ;
Suet. Ner. 12), and also frequently by

Hadrian. (Spartian. Hadr. ID.) Atbenaeus (xiv.

p 631, a) savt tlmt the Pyrrhic donee was still

practised in ^is time (the third century a. d.) at

Sparta, where it was danced by boys from the age

of fifteen, but that in oth^ pU^ it hnd become a

species of Dionysiac dance, m which the histoiy of

Dionysus was represented, and where the dancers

instead of arms carried the thyrsus and torches.

Another important gymnastic dance wu per-

fumed at the testivol of yvfi»oitoj.bia at Sparta in

commemoration of the battle at Thyroa, where the

chief object according to MUller (Dor. hr. 6. § 8)
was to represent g^'mnastic exercises and dmicing

in intimate union ; respi^ting the dance at this

fcsti^'a1, see Ovmnorakoia.
There were other dances, besides the Pyrrhic, in

which the perfonuen had arms, but these seem to

have been entirely mimetic, and not practised with

any view to training for war. Such was the

Koproia peculiar to the Aenianians and Magnetrs,

which was performed by two anned men in the

foUow'ing manner : me lays down hts arms, sows

the ground, and ploughs with a yoke of oxen, fre-

quently looking around os if afraid ; then comes a

robber, whom as soon as the other sees, be snatches

up his arms and fights with bixn for the oxen. All

Digitized by Coogle
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tliesti moTementi are rhyilimica), accompanied by

the flute. At but the robber binds the nuu) and

drives away the oxen, but sometimes the husband-

man conquers. (Xen. Jnaii, vL 1. §§ 7, 8; Athen. i.

pp. 16,a; Maxim. Tyr. xxviii. 4.) Similar

dances by persons with arms are mentioned by

Xenophon on the same occasion. These dunces

were frequently pcrfoniied nt banquets for the en-

tertainment of the guests (Athen. iv. p. 155, b.).

At banquets likewise the Kv€i<m)ri)pts or tum-

blers were frequently introduced. These ttirablons,

in the course of their dance, tiling themselves on

their heads and alighted o^iin on their feet

(SxTrtp oi Kv€i<rrurT(s ffol sir 6p$phv rd OKf'Aij

Wfpip9p6fifvot KvSi<TTUMrt KvH\(f}^ Pluto, St/mp. c.

16, p. iDO). Wo read of Kv€t(TTrjT^pf$ as early

as the time of Homer. {If. xviii. 605, Chi. iv. lU.)

They were also accustomed to make their somerset

over knives or swords, which was called KvSt<rray

fi’s /iaxoipar. (Plato, ICuthyd. c. 55. p. 294 ;
Xen.

^fe-ln. i. 3. § 9, Symp. ii. 14 ;
.\then. iv. p. 129, d

;

Pollux, iil. 134.) The ^“ay in which this feat was

performed is described by Xenophon, who says

{Symp. ii. 1 1) that a circle was made quite full of

upright swords, and that the dancer cir raDra
^f(i'€l(rTa re fcol i^tKv^iara irw^p axnvv • and it is

well illustrated by the following cut taken from

the Mtuen Burbonictx^ vol. vil tav. S3, (ikreker,

(Jharikfesi^ vot i. p. 499, vol. iu p. 207.) We learn

from Tacitus (6'erm. 24) that the Gennan youths

also used to dance among swords and spears pointed

at them.

Other kinds of dances were frequently performed

at entertainments, in Rome as well as in Greece,

by courU'zans, many of which were of a very inde-

cent and lascivious nature. (Macrob. Sat. ii. 10;
Plaut Stick. V. 2. 11.) The dancers seem to liave

frequently represented Bacchanals : many such

dancers occur in the paintings found at Hercula-

netun and Pompeii in a variety of graceful atti-

tudes. (Sec Muaco HorUmico^ vol. vii. tav. 34

—

40, vol. ix. tav. 1 7, vol. x. tav. 5, 6, 54.)

Among the dances performed without arras one

of the most important was the which was
danced at S^mrta by youths and maidens together;

the youth danced 6ret some movements suited to

his nge, and of a military nature ; the maiden fol

lowed in measured steps and ^^uth feminine gos-

tim*s. Lucian {de Salt. 12) says that it was
similar to the dance performed at the Oymnnpaedia.
(Compare MUller, /Jor. iv. 6. § k.) Another com-
mon dance at Sparta was the liiUtsU (3l6ou7ir),

which was much practised lunh by men and women.
The dance consisted in springing rapidly from the
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ground, and striking the feet lichlnd ; a fe.*it of

which a Spartan woman in Aristoph.anes {Lysi.itr.

28) prides herself {yvp.vaZZopai preu irorl irvTdv

fiAAo^ai). The number of success ul strokes was
counted, and the most skilful received prixes. We
arc told by a verse which has been presened by
Pollux (iv. 102), that a I.aconian girl had danced
the bibasis a thousand times, which was mort* than

had ever been done before. (MUller, Dorian*^ iv,

6. g 8.)

In many of the Greek states the art of dancing

was carri^ to great perfiKlion by females, who
were frequently engaged to add to the pleasures

and enjoyment of men at their symposia. These
dancers always belonged to the heuwrae. Xeno-
phon {Symp. ix, 2—7) describes a mimetic dance

which was represented at a symposium, where
Soemtes was present. It was pcrfoniied by a

maiden and n youth, Ijolonging to a Syraciisiaii,

who is called the repre.

sented the loves of Dionysus and Ariadne.

Respecting the danccra on the tight-rope see

Funamdulus.
Dancing was common among the Romans in an-

cient times in connection with religious festivals

and rites, and was practised according to Sen ius

{wi Virp. Eel. V, 73), liecause the ancients thought

that no )>art of the body should l>e ftx'c from the

induenco of religion. The dances of the Salii,

which were performed by men of patrician (amilies,

arc spoken of elsewhere. [Salii.J Dionystiis

(viL 72) mentions a donee with arms at the Ludi
M.i^i, which, according to his usual plan of re-

ferring all old Roman usages to a Greek origin, he

calls the Pyrrhic. 7'here was another old HoinJin

dance of a military nature, called Bel/icrrpa Sall<t-

rib, which is said to h.ave been instituted by Uo-
luiilus, after ho had carried olT the Sabine virgins,

in order that a like misfortune might not befall his

state. (Fcstu.s, s. v.) Dancing, however, was not

performed by any Roman citizen except in con-

nection with religion
;
and it is only in reference

to such dancing that w*c are to understand the

statements, that the ancient Romans did not con-

sider dancing disgraceful, and that not only free-

men, but the sons of senators and noble matrons

practised it. (Quintil. Just. OroL L 11. § 18;
^lacrob. Sat. ii. 10.) In the Inter times of the

republic w*e know that it was considered highly

disgraceful for a freeman to dance : Cicero re-

proaches Cato for calling Murena a dancer (so/M-

tor), and adds “ nemo fere saliat sobrius, nisi forte

insnnit.” {Pro Muren. 6; compare in PUon. lO.)

The mimetic dances of the Romans, which were

carried to such perfection under the empire, are

described under Pantomimus. (Meursuis, Or-
chfftra ; BUrctle, de la Itnnsr des Ancims ; Krause,

(iymniuttil: nnd Afjon. d. f/elf. p. 807, &c.)

SALVIA'NU’M INTEKDICTUM. [Inter-
DicrrM.]
SALUTATO'RES, the name given in the later

times of the republic and under the empire to a

class of men who obtained their living by visiting

the houses of the wealthy early in the morning to

pay their respects to them {saluUire), and to eccom-

piiny them when they went abroad. This arose

from the visits which the clients were accustomed

to pay to their patrons, and degenerated in latei

times into the alwve-mentioncd practice. Such

{Mirsons seem to have obtained a good living among
the great number of wealthy and ^‘ain persons nl
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Home, who were gratified by thU attention. (Afrr-

entariut Saluiatorf Colum. Pmef. i. ; Martial, x.

74 ; Becker, GiiUus^ vol L p. 14G.) [Sporti'la.]

SAMBUCA or Arcadiaii de

Jccent. p. 107), a harp. The preceding Latin and
On^ek nainea ore with good rcatMQ represented by
Bochort, VoMiua, and other critic*, to be the aaoiu

with the Hebrew ^^9 (tabeca), which occur* in

Daniel (iil 5, 7, 10). The performances of Mm*
Ou<^tri<u {ff{ifiivKl<rTpiai) were only known to the

early Homans as luxuries brought over from Asia.

(Plant Stic^. ii. 3. 57 ; Lir. xxxLx. 6.) The Athc*
nians considered them as an exotic refinement

(Philemon, p. 370, ed. Mcincke) ; and the Khodion
women who played on the harp at the marriage-

feast of Caranus in Macedonia, clothed in very thin

tunics, were introduced with a view to give to the

entertainment the highest degree of splendour.

Some Greek authors expressly attributed the in-

vention of this instrument to the Syrians or Phoe-
nicians. (Athen. iv. p. 1 75,d.) The opinion of those

who ascribed it to the Lyric poet, Ibycua, can only

authorize the conclusion, that he had the merit of

inreiiting some modification of it, the instrument

as improved by him being called 'l€vKiyor. (Athen.

l.e.; Snidos,*. re. 'ISuKd'o*' * Za^tfi/«rai.)

Strabo, moreover, represents <rafi€vta) as a ** bar-

barous” name (x. 3. § 17).

The sambtica is several times mentioned in con-

junction with the small triangular harp (rplyttyor),

which it resembled in the principles of its con-

struction, though it was much larger and more
complicated. The iri^num^ a representation of

which from the Museum at Naples is given in the

annexed woodcut, was held like the lyre in the

hands of the performer (Spon, A/£sc. Erttd. Ant.

p. 21), whereas the harp was sometimes consider-

ably higher than the stature of the performer, and
w'as placed upon the ground. The harp of the

Porthians and Troglodytae had only four strings.

(Athen. xiv. p. G33, f.) Those which are painted on

the walls of Kgyptian tombs (sec Denon, Wilkin-
son, &c.) have from 4 to 30. One of them, taken

from Bruce's travels, is here introduced. From
the allusions to this instrument in Vitruvius (ri.

1 ) we find that the longest string was called the

“ prosbimljanomcnun,” the next “ hj'pate,” the

shortest but one “ parancte,” and the shortest,

which had consequently the highest tone, was
called “ nete.” [See Musics, p. 775.] Under
the Roman Kmperors the harp appears to have
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come into more general use (Pers. v. 95 ;
Sportian.

Uudr. 26), and was played by men (^raudiMCiaral)

as well as women. (Athen. iv. p. 182, e.)

Sambuca was also the name of a military engine,
used to scale the walls and towers of besieged
cities. It was called by this name on account of
its general resemblance to the form of the hur|>.

Accordingly, we may conceive an idea of its eon-
structiou by taming to the woodcut and supposing
a mast or upright pule to be eloated in the placo
of the longest stringn, and to have at its summit an
apparatus of pulleys, from which ropes proceed in

the direction of the top of the harp. We must
suppose n strtmg ladder, 4 feet wide, and guarded
at the sides with palisades, to occupy the place of
the sounding-board, and to bo capable of l^ing
lowered or raised at pleasure by means of the ropes
and pulleys. At the siege of Syracuse Marcellos
hod engines of this description fixed upon vessels,

which the rowers moved up to the walls *0 that
the soldiers niight enter the city by ascending the
ladders. (Polyb. viii. 6 ; Plut. Mart. p. 558, ed.
Steph.

;
Athen. xiv. p. 634, b; Onosandr. .b’rra/. 42 j

Vitruv. X. 16. § 9 ;
Festlu^ $. v. Hambuca ; Athen.

dt Mach. ap. Math. Vet. p. 7.) When an inland
city was beleaguered, the Sambuca was mounted
upon wheels. (Bilo, op. A/oM. Vet. pp. 110, 111 ;*

VegeLiv. 21.) [J. Y.]
S.VMNI'TES. [Gladutorks, p. 576, a.]

SANDA^LIUM (oavSdAio*' or acb'SaAoy), a
kind of shoe worn only by women. In the Homeric
ago however it was not confined to cither sex, and
consisted of a wooden sole fastened to the foot

with thou^ (Horn. //yma. in Merc. 79, 83, 139.)
In later times the landalium roust be distinguished

from the vw6^Tipa., which was a simple sole bound
under the foot (Pollux, viii. 84, with KUhn's
emendation), whereas the sandalium, also called

fiKavria or /SAaurtj, was a sole with a piece of
leather covering the toes, so that it formed the
transition from the inr6Sj)pa to real shoes. The
piece of leather under the toes was called

Cay6y. (Aristoph. Lysietr. 390, with the Scbol.
;

Hesych. #. c. Zuydr; Pollux, vil 81 ; Phot Lat.

p. 54, ed. Dobr.) The cos'SdAia &(vya in Strabo
(vi. D. 259) arc however not sandalia without the

but, as Bcckcr (^Otariides^ ii. p. 367, Ac.)
justly remarks, sandalia which did not belong tu

one another, or did not form a pair, and one of
which was larger or higher than the other. The
^vy6y was frequently adorned with costly em-
broidery and gold (Cephisodor. up. Poll. vii. 87 ;

Clem. Alex. Paedag. ii. 1
1 ), and appears to have

been one of the must luxurious articles of female
dress. (Aelian, V. If. i. 18.) The small cover of

the toes however was not sufficient to fasten the
sandalium to the foot, wherefore thongs likewise

beautifully adorned were attached to iL (Pollux,

vii. 92.) Although sandalia, as wo have stated,

were in Greece and subsequently at Homo also

worn by women only, yet there are traces that at

least in the East they were also worn by men.
(Herod, ii. 91 ; St. Mark, vl 9.)

The .Homan ladies, to whom this ornament of

the foot was introduced from Greece, wore sandalia

w'hich appear to have been no less beautiful and
costly than those worn by the Greeks and the

Oriental nations. (Tarpilius, ap. Non. v. 24 ; Terenl.
Ennwh. v. 7. 4.) [L S.J
SANDAPILA. [Funi^r, p.559,a.]
SAHCO'PHAGUS. (Funub, p.559,b.]
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SA'RCULUM (a warriendo^ Varm, de L. Lat.

T. 31, <nca\urr^f}{oi'), a ho^, chiefly u*od in

weeding gardens, cornfields, and vineyards. (Hor.

Carm. i. 1. 11; Ovid. Met xi. 36, FaU. i. 699,

iv. 930 ; PlauL 7>»c. ii. 2. 21 ;
Cato, dt R» Rust.

10 ; Columella, x. 21 ;
Pallad. i. 43.) It was also

sometimes used to cover the seed when sown (Co-

lumella, iL 11), and in mountainous countries it

served instead of a plough. (Plin. //. N. xviii. 19.

M. 49.) Directions for using it to clear the suriime

of the ground (aKdXXtiy^ Herod, it 1 4 ;
^xoXc^ty,

Schol. in THeocrii. x. 14) are given by Palladius

{de Re Rud. ii. 9). [J. Y.]
S.\RISSA. (Exbrcitus, p. 488,a.]

SARRA'CUM, a kind of common cart or wag-
gon, which was used by the country-people of

Wly for c<mveying the produce of their fields,

trees, and the like nom one place to another. (Vi-

truv. X. 1 ; Juv. iiL 254.) Its name as well as

the fact that it was used by several barbarous na-

tions, shows that it was introduced from them into

Italy. (Sidon. Epid. iv. 18; Amm. Marc. xxxi.

2.) That persons also sometimes rode in a sar-

racum, is clear from a passage of Cicero quoted by
Quinctilian (viii. 3. §21), who even regards the

word sarracum as low and vulgar. C^pitolinus

\Anioti. PkifoM. 13) states, that during a plague the

mortality at Rome was so great, that it was found
necessary to carry the dead bodies out of the city

upon the common sarraca. Several of the bar-

barous nations with which the Romans came in

contact used these waggons also in war, and placed

them around their camps as a fortification (Sisenna,

ap. Non. iii. 35), and the Scythians used them in

their wanderings, and spent almost their whole
lives upon them with their wives and children,

whence Ammianus compares such a caravan of

sarraca with all that was conveyed upon them to a

wandering city. The Romans appear to have used

the word sarracum as synonymous with plaustrum,

and Juvenal (v. 22) goes even so far as to apply

it to the constellation of stars which was gene>-

rallv called plaustrum. (Scheffer, de Re V’ihicnl.

iL 31.) (L.S.1
SARTA'OO {riiyoMOp)^ was a sort of pan which

was used in the Roman kitchens for a variety of

purposes, such as roasting, melting fat or butter,

cooking, &C. (Plin. H. N. xvL 22 ; Juv. x. 63.)

Frequently also dishes consisting of a variety of

ingredients seem to have been prepared in such a
sartago, as Persius (i. 79) spi'aks of a tartago

toquendi^ that is, of a mixture of proper and im-

proper expressions. Some commentators on this

passage, and perhaps with more justice, understand

the sartago loquendi as a mode of speaking in which
hissing sounds arc employed, similar to the noise

produced when meat Is fried in a pan. [L. S.j

SATISDATIO. [Actio.]

SA'TUR.\, or in the softened form SATIHA,
is the name of a species of poetry, which we call

satire. In tho history of Roman literature we
have to distinguish two different kinds of satires,

viz. the early satura, and the later satira which
received its perfect development from the poet C.

Lucilius (148— 103 B.C.). Bothspixies of poetry,

however, are altogether peculiar to the Romans.
The literal meaning of satura, the root of which is

tat, comes nearest to what the French call poi-

poufTi, or to the Latin furrago^ a mixture of all

sorts of things. Tho name was accordingly applied

by tho Romans in many a'nys, but always to

SATURA.
things consisting of various parts or ingredients,

e. g. lanx tatura, an offering consisting of various

fruits, such as were offered at harvest festivals and
to Ores (Acron, ad Horat. Sat. i. 1 ; Diomed. ilu

p. 48.3, ed. Putsch.); /ar per taiuram lata^ a law
which contained several distinct regulations at

once. (Fest t. e. &i/Mrti.) It would appear from
the etymology of the woi^ that the earliest Ro-
man satura, of which we otherwise scarcely know
anything, must have treated in one work on a
variety of subjects just as they occurred to the

writer, and perhaps, as was the case with the

satires of Varro, half in prose and half in verse, or

in verses of ditferent metre. Another feature of

the earliest satura, as we Icom from the celebrated

passage in Livy (vii. 2.), is that it was scenic, that

is, an improvisatory and irregular kind of dramatic

performance, of the same class as the versus Fes-

cennini [Fbscxnmna.] When Livitis Andro-
nicus introduced the regular drama at Rome, the

people, on account of their fondness for such ex-

tempore jokes and railleries, still continued to keep
up their former amusements, and it is not impro-

bable that tho exodia of later times were the old

saturac merely under another name. [Exodia.]
Ennius and Pacuvius are mentioned as the flrst

writers of satires, but we are entirely unable to

judge whether their works were dramatic like the

satura of old, or whether they resembled the

satires of Lucilius and Horace. At any rate, how-
ever, neither Ennius nor Pacuvius can have made
any great improvement in this species of pocuy',

os Quinctilian (x. 1. § 93) docs not mention cither

of them, and describes C. Lucilius as the first great

writer of satires. It is Lucilius who is univer^Iy
regarded by the ancients as the inventor of (lie

new kind of satira, which resembled on the whole
that species of poetry which is in modem times

designated by the same name, and which was no
longer scenic or dramatic. The cluiractcr of this

new satira was ofUTwards emphatically called

character Lueilianits. (Varro, de Re Red. iii. 2.)

These new satires were written in hexameters,

which metre was subsequently adopted by all tho

other satirists, as Horace, Persius, and Juvenal,

who followed the path opened by Lucilius. Their
character was ossontlnlly ethicsJ or practical, and
as the stage at Home was not so free as at Athens,
the satires of the former bad a similar object to

that of tlie ancient comedy at the latter place. The
poets in their satires attacked not only tho follies

and vices of mankind in general, but also of such
living and distin^tuished individuals as bad any
influence upon their contemporaries. Such a species

of poetry must necessarily bo subject to great

modifleations, arising partly from the character of

the time in which the poet lives, and partly from

the personal character and temperament of the

poet himself, and it is from these circumstances

that we have to explain the diflfcrences between
tho satires of Lucilius, Horace, Persius, and
Juvenal.

After Lucilius had already by his o«*n example
established the artistic principles of satire, Teren-

tius Varro in his youth wrote a kind of satires,

which were neither like the old satura nor like

the satira of Lucilius. They consisted of a mixture

of verse and prose, and of verses of diflerent

metres, but were not scenic like the old saturae.

They were altogether of a peculiar character, and
Here therefore called satirae Varronianae, or Me-
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nipT>Mu^ or Cynicae, the latter bccaiiM! ho wa« laid

to hare imibited tho works of the Cynic philoso'

pher Menippus. (Gelli'is, ii. 18.)

(See Casaubon« tie SatyricM Graecomm Poen et

flomanorHOk Satira^ libri iL Halsie 1774, with

notes by Ramhach.) [L. S.J

SATURNA'LIA, the festival of Scunrmis, to

w’hom tho inhabitants of Latium attrilmtcd the in*

(roduction of af^rictilture and the arts of civilised

life. Falling towards the end of r>eccmber, at the

season w'hen the agricultural labours of the year

were fully completed, it was celebrated in ancient

times by the rustic population as a sort of joyous

harvest-home, and in every age was viewed by all

classes of the community as a period of absolute

reinx.ation and unrestrained merriment. During

its coniinuanco no public business could be trans-

acted, the law courts were closed, the schools kept

holiday, to commence a war was impious, to punish

a malefactor involved |K>llution. (Macrob. S*\t. i.

10. 18 ;
Martial, i. 8t»

;
Suet. Auff. 32 ; Plin. A/>.

Till. 7.) Special indulgences were granted to the

slaves of each domestic cstahllshmciit ; they were

relieved from all ordinary toils, were permitted to

wr nr the pi/eu$ the badge of freedom, were granted

full freedom of spcrch, partook of a banquet attired

in the clothes of their masters, and were waited

upon by them nt table. (Macrob. SuL i. 7 ;
Dion

Cass. lx. H) ;
Her. ii. 7. 5; Martial, xi. C,

xiv, 1 ; Athcn. xiv. 44.)

.\1I ranks devoted themselves to feasting and

mirth, presents were interchanged among friends,

eerci or wax tapers being the common offering of

the more humble to their superiors, and crowds

thronged the streets, shouting lo S<itunnUia (this

was termed dumatv .Saiuma/ia)^ while sacrifices

were offered with uncovered head, from a convic-

tion that no ill-omened sight would interrupt the

rites of such a b.appy day. (C^uull. 1 4 ; 8cnec

/./». 18; SueL Aufi. 75; Martial, v. 18, III, vii.

53, xiv. 1 ; Plin. Kp. iv. J) ; Macrob. S<tt. i. 8, 10

;

Serv. (ui I'irff. Am. iii. 407.)

Many of the peculiar ciutoms exhibited a re-

markable resemblance to the sports of our own
Christmas and of the Italian Caniiral. Thus on

the Saturnalia public gambling was allowed by the

aediles (Martial, v. 84, xiv. 1, xi. 6), just as in

the days of our ancestors the most rigid were wont

lo countenance card-playing on Chrisliiuis-evc

;

the whole population threw off the toga, wore a

loose gown, called ryn/Acm, and walked about with

the pileus on their heads (Martial, xiv. 141, vi.

24, xiv. 1, xi. 0; .Scnec. /Cp. 18), which reminds

IIS of the dominoes, the peaked caps, and other

disguises worn by masqin s and mummers ; the

cfrci were probably employed os tho mocojii now
are on the last night of the Carnival ; and lastly,

one of the amusements in private society was the

election of n mock king O'ncit. Ana. xih. 15;
Arrian, LHti. JCpiiiet. i. 25 ; Lucian. .Safara. 4),

which at once calls to recollection the characteristic

ceremony of Twelfth-night.

Satumtui being an ancient national god of I^a-

tium, the institution of the Satuntalia is lost in the

most remote antiquity. In one legend it was as-

cribed to Janus, who, after the sudden dlsap{>oar-

ance of his guest and benefactor from the abodes

of men, reared an altar to him, as a deity, in tho

forum, and ordained annual sacrifices ; in another,

ns related by Varro, it wns attributed to the wan-

dering Pelasgi, upon their ffnt acttlcnicnt in Italy,

and FTercules, on his return from Spain, was said

to have reformed the worship, and alwlished the

practice of immolating human victims
;
while a

third tradition represented certain followers of the

last named hero, whom he had left behind on his

return to Greece, as the authors of the Sutiimnlio.

(Macrob. Sai. i. 7.) R4?cord8 approaching more
nearly to history referred the erection of tenipirs

and altars, and the first celebration of the fi-stival,

to epochs oonipomiively recent, to the reign of

Tatius (Dionys. ii. 50), of Tiillus llosiilins (Dio-
nys. iiL 32 ; Macrob. i. 8), of Tnniuinius
Superbus (Dionys. vi. 1 ;

Mncmb. /. c.), to the

consulship of A. Sempmnius and M. Mitiuciiis,

B. c. 497, or to that of T. Larcius in the preceding

year. (Dionys. vi. 1 ; Liv. ii. 21.) These conflict-

ing statements may be lasily reconciled, by sup-

posing that the appointed ceremonies wen^ in these

rude agrs neglected from time to time, or corrupted,

and again at different perii>ds revived, purified,

extended, and performed with fresh sph ndour and
greater regularity. (Compare Liv. xxiii. 1. sub

Jin-)

During the republic, although the whole month
of December was considered as dedicated to Sa-
turn (Macrob. i. 7), only one day, the xiv. Kal.

Jan. was set apart for the sacred rites of the divi-

nity: when the month was lengthened by the ad-
dition of two days upon the adoption of the Julian

Calendar, the Satunialia fell on the xvr. K.vl. Jan.,

which gave rise to confusion and mistakes among
the more ignorant portion of the people. To ob-

viate thh rnconventence, and allay all religious

scruples, Augustus enacted that three whole days,

the 17th, Itfih, and 19th of Decemlier, should in

all time coming be hallowed, thus embracing both

the old and new style. (Macrob. i. 10.) A fourth

day was added, we know not when or by whom,
and a fifth, with the title Jurma/ts^ by Caligula

(Dion Cass. lix. 6 ;
Sueton. (\U. 17), an arrange-

ment which, after it had fallen into disuse for some
yr'flrf, was restored and confirmed by Claudius.

(Dion Cass. lx. 2.)

But although, strictly speaking, one day only,

during the republic, was conseemted to religious

observances, tho festivities were spread over n
much longer space. Thus w’hile Livy speaks of

the first day of the Saturnalia {Satuma/tbus

Liv. XXX. 36), Cicero mentions the second and
third {secuadis Satumaltbrns^ ad A ft. xv. 32 ;

StTfar-

aaidtus Urtiisy ad Att. v. 2U) ; and it would seem
that the merry-making lasted during seven days,

for Novius, the writer of Atellnnae, employed tho

expression sep/em Saturmduiy a phrase copied in

later times by Memmius (Macrob. i. 10), and
even Martial spemks of Satumi w7i/en» difs (xiv.

72), although in many other passages he alludes

to the five days obsened in ncDmlnncc with the

edicts of Caligula and CInndius (ii. 8.9, xiv. 79,

141). In rmlity, wmb r the empire, three different

fifstivals w*erc cclcbmtod during the periini of seven

days. First came the Hatamalia pro[»er, com-
mencing on XVI. Kal. Dec., followed by the

anciently coincident with the .Saturnalia (Macn>b.
L lO), on XIV. Kal. .Jan.; these two together

lasted for five days, and the sixth and seventh
were occupied with the so called from
little earthoTiwnrc figures (n^<7/a, otcilla) exposed
for sale at this season, and given as tovs to chil-

dren.
[ W. R.j

SC.\L.\E (kA(/ui{), a ladder. The gcueral con-

3 V
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1010 SCALPTURA.
•traction and tuc of ladders was the same among
the ancients as in modern times, and therefore re*

quires no eiplanation, with the exception of those

used in besieging a foitihed place and in making
an assault upon it. The ladders were erected

against the w'alls {admovere^ ponert^ apponerr^ or

erigere sou/n«), and the betiegi;rs ascended them
under showers of darts and stones thrown upon

them by the besieged. (Sallust Jitg. 6, 64 ; Cans.

tie lielL Civ, L 2B, 63 ; Tacit Hid. ir. 29, &c.

;

Vegot de Re Miiit. ir. 21 ;
Polyb. ix. 18.) Some

of these ladders were formed like our common
ones • others consisted of several ports (aXt/ioJcfS

mjtcral or OioAi/rol) which might be put together

so as to form one large ladder, and were taken to

pieces when they were not used. Sometimes also

they were made of ropes or leather with large iron

hooks at the top, by which they were fastened to

the walls to be ascended. The laddt-rs made
wholly of leather consisted of tubes sowed up air-

tight, and when they were wanted, these tubes

were filled with air. (Heron, c. 2.) Heron also

mentions a ladder which was constructed in such a
manner, that it might be erected with a roan

st'inding on the top, whose object was to observe

what was going on in the besieged town. (Heron,

c. 12.) Others again w’cre provided nt the top

with a small brirlge, which might be let down
upon the wall (Heron, 19.) In ships small lad-

ders or stops were likewise used for the purpose of

OAConding into or descending from them. (Virg.

Jen. X. 654 ; Heron, c. 1 1.)

In the houses of the Romani the name Scaloe

was Applied to the stairs or staircase, leading from

the lower to the upper parts of a house. I'he

steps were either of wood or iton'*, and, as in mo-
dern times, fixed on one side in the wall. (Vitruv.

ix. 1. § 7, &&) It appears that the itain-asea in

Roman houses were as dark as those of old houses

in modem times, for it is very often mentioned,

that a person concealed himself in 9oaii$ or im sco-

iurum tenehris (Cic. pro MiL 15, I^kdip, iL 9 ;

Herat. KpisL ii. 2. 15), and passages like these

need not be interpreted, as some commentators

have done, by the supposition that tla ecalia is the

same as mb ectilU. The Roman houses had two
kinds of staircases : the one were the common
scalae, which were open on one side

;
the others

were called scalar Omecoc or which were
closed on both sides. Massurius Sabinus (a/>. GeU.

X. 15. § 2.9) states, that the Flaminica w*ns not al-

lowed to ascend higher than three steps on a com-
mon scalo, but that she might make use of a climax

like every other person, as here she was concealed

when going up. (Senr. oH Jen. iv. 664.) [L. S.]

SCALRTU'RA or .SCUI.PTU'RA. There are

two ditferent forms of this word both in Greek
and I.>atin, vix sro/no, sett/pfurOt and seWpo, sct//p-

/«ru (in Greek y\atpw and and there is

much doubt respecting their precise meaning. The
origiiml meaning, common to them, is undoubtedly

the cutting figurt>s out of a solid material. The
gi'ncnil opinion is, that both setdpo and sca^/v), w'ith

their derivatives, signify the same thing, only dif-

ferent in degree of perfection, so that tcalptura

would signify a coarse or rude, $cuipturxi an elabo-

rule and {tcrfcct engraving. This opinion is chiefly

l>nsed upm the following passages: Horat Sat, ii.

X 22 ;
Ovid, Met. x. 218 ;

Viimv. iv. 6. (Com-
pare iht! ^•ommenu^lo^s on SueUGWA. 10.) Others
again b.lieve that 9calpo {y\i^) signifies to cut

SCALPTURA.
figtires into the material (intaglio), and aeuipo

(yKvtpte) to produce raised figutt^s, as In comeoa

,

Rut it is verv’ doubtful whether the ancients them-

I

selves made or observed such a distinction. From
the passages in which the words occur, both in

Greek and Latin writers, it seems that, in their

widest sense, th<-y were used, almost indifferently,

for what we call tcmlpture^ in its various forms, in

wood, marble, ivory, or other maierials, more par-

ticularly for reliefs, for earring^ that is, the exe-

cution of small works by cutting, and for ent/mring

preciouM ttonee ; but, of these senses, the hut was
the most specific and usual ; the first, in which
modem writers use the word scu/p/Mre, w*bs the

most unusual.' [Ststuaria.] (See the Greek
and Latin l>exicons).

It may be expedient, however, in accordance

with the above distinction to divide the art into two
departments : 1. the art of cutting figures into the

material (intaglios), which was chiefly applied to

producing seals and matrices for the mints ; and 2.

the art of producing raised figures (cameos), which
served for the most port as ornaments.

The former of these two branches was much
more extensively practised among the ancients

than in modem times, which arose chiefly from
the general custom of every free man wearing a
seal-ring. [Annulcs,] The first engravings in

metal or stone, which served as seals, were simple

and rude signs w'ithout any meaning, somotitnet

merely consisting ofa round or square hole. (Meyer,
KuntUreachidUe., i. 10.) In the second stage of the

art, certain symlHilical or conventional fonus, as in

the worship of the gods, were introduced, until at

last, about the ago of Pheidias and Praxiteles, this,

like the other branches of the fine arts, had com-
pleted its free and unrestrained career of devclopc-

roent, and aas carried to such a degree of perfec-

tion that, in the beauty of design as well as of exe-
cution, tho works of the ancients remain unrivalled

down to the present day. But few of the names
of the artists, who excelled in this art, have

come down to us. Some intaglios, as well as

cameos, Iiave a name engraved upon them, but it

is in many cases more prolwblc that such are the

names of the owners than of the artists. The first

artist who is mentioned ns on engraver of stones is

'I'beodorus, the son of Tciecles, the Samian, who
engraved the stone in the ring of Polycrates.

(Herod, iii. 41.) The roost celebrated among
them was PyrgoUdes, who engraved the seal-rings

for Alexander the Great. (Winckelronnn, vi. p,

107, &C. ;
see the articles in the Diet, of Diog.)

The art continued for a long time aAer Pyrgoteles

in a very high state of perfection, and it appears

to have been applied alx>at this period to oma-
monta) works. For several of the successors of

Alexander and other wealthy persons adopted the

custom, which w’as and is still very prevalent in

the East, of adorning their gold and silver vessels,

craters, ctindelabras, and the like, anlh precious

stones on w'hich raised figures (cameos) were
worked. (Ath. xi. p. 781 ;

Cic. c. Verr. ii. 4. 27,

&C.) Among the same class of onmroental works

we may reckon such vessels and paterae as con-

sisted of one stone, upon which there was in many
cases a whole series of raised figures of the roost

exquisite workmanship. (Appian. Mitkrid. 115;
Cic. L e. ; Plin. //. N. xxxvii. 3.) The art was ia

a particularly flourishing state at Rome under Au-
gustus and his successors, in the bands of Dioscu-
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ridp» aiid other artists, many of whose werks are

still preserved. Uospreting the various precious

ntid other stones which the ancient artists used in

tliese w'orks, see MUller, Archaoi. § 313.

As regards the technical |>art of the aft of work>

ing in precious stones, we only know the following

purticulon. The stone was hrst polished by the

7<u/i/or, and received cither a plane or convex sur-

face ; the latter was especially preferred, when the

stone was intended toKTve as n seal. The aW/Wor
himself used iron or steel instruments moistened

with oik and sometiimv also a diamond framed in

irom These metal instruments were either sharp

and poiuted, or round. The ancients understood

the use of diamond dust in this work. (Plin. //. N.
xvxvii. 7C

;
Mlillcr, Arck. § 314. 2.) The stones

which were destined to be framed in rings, ns

well as those which were to be inlaid in gold or

silver vi^eis, theti passed from the hands of the

gru/jiior into tliosc of the goldsmith (an/itr/orius,

cviufxwior).

Numerous specimens of intaglios and cameos
|

are still preserved in the various museums of Ku>
rope, and are described in numerous works. For

the literature of the subject, and an account of these

gems and their engravers, see Winck'-imann,

d. KuHfty and other works; MUller,

cMixU. § 315, icc.
I
and Kooul-Kochette, J^-ttre d

A/. .sWioiw, 2d ed. [L.8.]

SCAEPTUIIATUM. [Do\n.A p. 431, a.]

SCAMNUM,<//w. SCADKLLUM, a step which
vt'os placed before the beds of the ancients in order

to assist persons in getting into them, os some
Were very high; others which were lower required

also lower steps, which were called uxibclUi, ( Viirro,

de Ling. JmL v. 168; Isidor. xx. 11 ;
Ovid, Art

Arn. ii. 211.) A scamnum was sometimes also

used as a footstool. ((Jvid, Ar. Am. i. 162.) A
scamnum extended in length becomes a bench,

and in this sense the word is frequently used.

The early Homans, before couches were introduced

among them, used to sit upon benches (scamnu)

heforo the hearth when they took their meals.

(Ovid. /‘utf. vi. 3(K5.) The honchos in ships were

also sometimes called senmna. In the technical

language of the agrimeiisores a scamnum mos a

field which was broader than it was long, and «nc

that was longer than brood was called strvfit.

(Varii Auctor. Rei Agr. pp.46,125, 198, ed. Go<‘s.)

In the language of the Homan peasantry a scum-

nuni w:m a large clod of earth which had not l>ecn

broken bv the plough. (Colum. ii. 2.) [L. S.J

St’AP'HA. (Navis p. 7«6, a.]

SCAPHEPIIO'RIA. [IIVDRIAPIIORU.]
8CKN.-V. [Thkatri’m.]
SCEPTRUM is a latinised form of the Greek

trxfiwTooi', which originally denoted a simple sUiff

or walking-stick. (Horn. /I. xviii. 416; AeschyL
Afpitn. 74; Il«Tod. L 195.) The correspotiding

lAitin term is scij»u\ springing from the same root

and having the same signification, hut of less fre-

quent occurrence.

As the statT was used not merely to support the

sU'ps of the agiKl and infinn, but os a weapon of

defence and assault, the privilege of habitually ear-

ly ing it became emblerpatic of station and autho-

rity. The straight staves which are held by two

of the four sitting figures in the woodcut at p. 98,

while a third holds the curved staif, or Lituus, in-

dicate no less than their attitude and position, that

they arc exercising judicial functions. In ancient
1
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authors the sceptre is represented as belonging
more especially to kings, princes, and leaders of
tribes (Horn. //. ii. 186, 199,265, 268,279, xviii.

557, Od. iL 37, 80, iii. 412) : but it is also borne
by judges (Horn. (Jd. xi. 568), by heralds (//. iii.

218, vii. 277, xviiL 505), and by priests and
seers. (Horn. II. I 15, Od. xi. 91 ;

Aeschvl. Airam.

1236.) It was more cs]>ecially characteristic of

Asiatic manners, so that among the Persians whole
classes of those who held high rank and were in-

vested with authorit}', including cunuch.% were
distinguished as the sceptre-hearing chisM>s (ol

(TKijwrovxoi., Xcn. fyr. vii. 3. § 17, viii. 1. § 38,

3. § 15). The sceptre descended from father to

son (Horn. Jt. ii. 46, 100—109), and might he

committed to any one in order to express tlie

transfer of authority. (Herod, vii. 52.) Thn«e
who bore the sceptre swore by it (Horn. //. i. 234
—239), solemnly takuig it in the right hand and
raising it towards heaven. (Horn. Jl. vii. 412, x.

321, 328.)

The original wooden staff, in conse<|Ucnce of its

application to the uses now described, received a

variety of nmamenU or emblems. It early hecama
a truncheon, pierced with golden or silver studs.

(//. L 246, iu 46.) It was enriched with gems
(Ovid. Affi. iii. 264), and made of precious metals

or of ivory (i. 178, last. vL 38.) The annexed
woodcut, taken from one of Sir Wm. Hamilton's

fictile vases, and representing Aeneas followed by
.\scanius and carr}*ing off his father Anchises, who
holds the sceptre in his right hand, shows its form as

worn by kings. The ivory sceptre (eOunent tn'piOf

Val. Max. ir. 4. § 5) of the kings of Home, which
descended to the consuls, was surmounted by an
eagle. (Virg. Am. xi. 238 j

Jm’Iw. ad loc.; Juv. x.

43; Isid. Orig. xviiL *2.) [Issignk.] Jupiter

and Juno, as sovereigns of the gods, were repre-

sented with a sceptre. (Ovid, It. ec.) [J. Y.]
SCllOENUS (d, n, b literally, a ro/w

of ruskfty an Egyptian and Persian itinerary and
land measure (Herod. L 66). Its length is stated

by Herodotus (iL 6, 9) at 60 stadia, or 2 para-

sangs ; by Eratosthenes at 40 stadia, and by others

' at 32 or 30. (Plin. II. N. r. 9. s. 10, xii. 14. s. 30.)

Strabo and Pliny both state that the schoenus
varied in di^'erent ports of Egypt and Persia

(Strabo, p. 803 ; Plin. II. S. vi. 26. %. 30 ;
comp

Athen. iii. p. 122, a.) [P 5.]
SCHOLA (I^alnkax, p. 189, b.l

8t 2
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1012 SCRIPTURA.
SCIADEPHO'RTA. [nvuRiAPiiORM.]
SCIOTHE'RICUM. lIIoROLWiiUM.]

SCI'PIO. [ScKPTRrsi.]

SCIIU TAE. p. 485, b.]

SOU'HPIO. [ToRMKNTtif.]
SCRIBAK. The Scribaeat Rome were public

notaries or clerks, in the pay of the state. They
were chiefly employed in making up the public

accounts, copying out laws, and recording the pro-

ceedings of the different functionaries of the state.

The phrase mriplum facere (Liv. ix. 4G ; Geilius,

Ti. 9) was used to denote their occupation. Being

very numerous, they w*cre divided into companies

or classes {decuri<u\ and were assigned by lot to

different magistrates, whence they were named
Quacsiorii, Acdilicii, or Praatorii, from the officers

of stale to whom they were attached. (Cic Verr.

iiL 79, iv. 7, pfo Cluent. 45 ; Plin. //. A’',

xxvi. ). s. 3.) We also read of a Naralis Scriba,

whose occupation was of a very inferior order.

(Kestus, §. V. SavfUU.) The appointment to the

office of a scriba K'ems to have been either made
on the nominalio of the magistrate, or purchased.

Thus Livy (xl. 29) tells us that a scriba was ap-

pointed by a qiuiestor: and w*e meet with the

phrase dteuriam emere to ** purchase a company,*’

t. e, to buy a clerk's place. Horace, for instance,

btHight for himself a **
patent place as clerk in the

treasury” {aeriptum quaestorium eompararit^ Tate's

y/oruoc, ed. i. p. 58). In Cicero's time, indeed, it

seems tliat any one might become a scriba or

public clerk, by purchase (Cic. Verr. iii. 79), and
conse quently, as freedtnen and their sons were eli-

gible, and constituted agn*at portion of the public

clerks at Rome (Tacit. Ann. xiii. 27), the office

w*as not highly esteemed, though frequently held

by itigenui or freeborn citixens. Cicero (/, c.)

howeviT infunns us that the Scribac formed a re-

spectable class of men, but he thinks it necessary

to assign a reason fur calling them such, as if he

were conscious that be was combating a popubir

prejudice. Very few instances are recorded of the

Scnbac being raised to the higher dignities of the

state : Cn. Flavius, the scribe of Ap. Claudius, was

raised to the office of curulc aedilc in gmtitude

for his making public the various forms of actions,

which had previously been the exclusive property

of the potricians [Actio], but the returning of-

ficer refused to acquiesce in hts election till he had

given up his books {uJnda* posuit) and left his

profettinn. (Geilius, l.e.) The private secreti-

ries of individuals were called Librakh, and some-

times ScrilAC ah epittolis. In ancient times, as

Festns (#. r.) informs us, scriba was used for a pool.

( Kmesti, ClavU Ciceron, $. p. ; Guttling, fiVscA. drr

Jiorn. SUiatsrrt^l p. 374.) [R- W.J
SCRI'NIUM. [Capsa-I
SCRIPl.UM. [SCRUPCLUM.]
SCRIPTA DUO'DECIM. [Latrc.vci'Li.]

SCRIPTU'RA was that part of the revenue of

the Roman republic which was derived from letting

out those portions of the ager publicus which were

not or could not be taken into cultivation os pas-

ture land. (FesU s. r. Ha/tam.) The name for

such parts of the ager publicus was ; pascita puh-

fiVo, mdttUy or Milrae. They were let by the cen-

sors to the publican!, like all other vecti^in
; and

the persons who sent their cattle to gmzc on such

public pastun-^s had to pay a certain tax or duty to

the publican!, which of course varied according to

the number and quality of the cattle which they

SCUTUM.
kept upon them. To how much this duty amounled
is nowhere stated, but the revenue which the state

derived from it appears to have been very con-

siderable. The publican! had to keep the lists of

the persons who sent their cattle upon the public

pastures, together with the number and quality of

the cattle. From this registering (srriLere) the

duty itself was called eerijdara^ the public posture

land ager seripturarius (Fest. s. r. Seripturarias

oNTrr), and the publican! or their agents w*ho raised

the tax, aeripturarii. Cattle, not n'gistered by the

poblicani, were called /leciufcA msm^oe, and those

who sent such cattle upon the public pasture were
punished according to the lex censoria (Varro, de
He Huet. ii. 1), and the cattle was taken by the
publican! and forfeited. (Plaut Tread, i.2. 42,
Ac.) The lex Thoria (Appian, de DeU. Cir. i.2/;

Cic. Brut. 36) did away with the scriptura in

Italy, where the public pastures were very numer-
ous and extensive, especially in Apulia (Varro, He
Re Huai. L e,

;

Liv. xxxix. 29), and the lands

themselves were now sold or distributed. In the

provinces, where the public postures were also let

out in the same manner (Cic. c. IVfT. ii. 2, 3, pro
Leg. Man. 6, ad Fam. xiii, 65 ; Plin. //. N. xix.

15), the practice continued until the tin>e of the
empire

;
hut afterwards the scriptura is no longer

niontiotied. (Compare Niebuhr, Itisi. of Homey
vo). Hi. p. 1 5, Ac.

;
Burmann, Vectig. I*op. Horn.

C.4.) [L.S.J
SCRU'PULUM, or more properly ScRiPULifsi

or ScRiPLi’M the smallest denomination
' of weight among the Romans. It was the 24th
port of the Uncia, or the 280th of the Libra,
and therefore alntut 10 grains English, which is

about the average weight of the icrupulur aurci

still in existence. [At’RUM.}
As a square measure, it was the smallest division

of the Jugenun, which contained 208 scnqnila.

[JuGSRtTM.] Pliny {If.N. ii. 7) uses the word
to denote small divisions of a degree. It w.*is in

fact to bo applicable, accortling to the use of the
As and its parts, to the 2H0tli |iart of any unit

Though the scnipiilum was the smallest weight
in common use, wc hnd divisions of it soinciimes

mentioned, as the oLdua c= ^ of a scniplo, ihe semi-

ohoiate ss ^ of an obolus, and the aUiqna ^ of an
oholiis, a* ^ of a scruple, which is thus shoaii to

have been originally the weight of a certain num-
ber of seeds. (Priscian. de Fond. v. 8— 13 :

—
^Scmioholi dtiplum cst obolus, quern ponderc

duplo

Gmmmn vocant, scriplum nostri dixere priorcs.

Semina sex alii siliquis latitantia curvis

Attribuunt sexipio, lentisvc grana bis octn,

Aut totidem spcltos numeront, tristesvc luptnos

Bis duo.*') [P. S.J

SCULPTURA. [SCAI.PTIRA.]
SCU'TICA. [Fr.ACRi'Sf.l

SCUTUM (dupeds), the Roman shield, worn
by the heavy-armed infantry, instead of l»eing

round like the Greek Clifsur, was adapted to the

form of the human body, by being made Tiiher

oval or of the shape of a door (i3upa) which it also

resembled in lieing made gf wood or wicker-work,

and from which consequently its Greek name wtu
derived. Two of its forms are shoam in the wood-

cut at p. 711. That which is here exhibited is

also of frequent occurrence, and is given on the

some authority ; in this case the shield is curved
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0 M in part to cncircic the body. The terms
dipeus and $eulum arc often confounded

; but that

they properly denoted different kinds of shields is

manifest from the passages of several ancient writers,

(liiv. viii. 8 ;
Plut. liotn. 21 ;

Diod. Eclug. xxiii. 3.)

In like manner Plutarch distinguishes the Roman
dvpt6s from the Greek iairls in his life of T. Fla-

minius (p. 688, ed. Steph.) In JiJph. vi. 16 St Paul

uses the tenn dvptSs rather than iunris or o’oxdr,

because he is describing the equipment of a Roman
soldier. These Roman sliieUis are called scuta

longa. (V’irg. Aen.\iii. 662 ;
Ovid. Fast. vi. 393 ;

dvptovt Joseph. y|«/. Jud. viii. 7. § 2.)

Polybius (vi. 21) says their dimensions were 4 feet

by 2^. The shield was held on the left arm by
means of a handle, and covered the left shoulder.

[Comp. Exkrcitus, p. 496, b.] [.I. Y.]

SCY'RIA DIKE {cKupla SIkti) is thus ex-

plained by Pollux : ^Kvplay Sitofy iyopiCowriy ol

KuptpSoSiSdaKa^ot rijy Tpaxftatc ol ^pt/yoSi-

Kovyrts iffiefprroyro fit 3icupoy fl sit Arjpyoy iwo-

SrjfAfiy, By rpaxfia Slier] is meant one l>c8et with

difficulties, in which the plaintiff had to encounter

ever}' sort of trickerj’ and evasion on the part of

the defendant On the appointed day of trial both

parties were required to be present in court and if

either of them did not appear, judgment was pro-

nounced against him, unless he had some good

excuse to offer, such os illness or inevitable absence

abroad. Cause was shown by some friend on his

behalf, supported by an aflidavit called vroifwala,

in answer to which the opnonent was allowed to

put in a counter affidavit (ayBtnrw/unrla)^ and the

court decided whether the excuse was valid. It

seems to have hecome a practice with persons who
wished to put off or shirk a trial, to pn‘tend that

they had gone to some island in the Aegean se.o,

cither on business or on the public senricc ;
and

the isles of Seyms (one of the Cyclades), Lemnos,

and Imbms were }>articularly selected for that

purpose. Shammers of this kind were therefore

nicknamed Lemnians and Imbrians. (Pollux, viii.

60,81; Klihn, o^/oc.; Suidas, s. t>. Saupiov Sixijy

;

IIe$ych.«. Steph. 7%<an«r. 8484.C. ». r.

iKvpos : Demosth.c. Oiympiod. 1174 ;
Meier, Att,

Proe. p. 696.) [C. R. K.]

SCYTALE {<TK{na\ri) is the name applied to

a secret mode of writing by which the Spartan

ephors communicated with their kings and generals

when abroad. (Plut Lysand.\0\ Scnol. T/iucyd.

L 131 ;
Suido^ s. r.) When a king or general
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left Sparta, the ephors gave to him a staff ofa defi-

nite length and thickness, and retained for them-
selves another of precisely the siime size. When
they had any communicaton to irake to him, they
cut the material upon which they intended to

write into the shape of a narrow riband, wound it

round their staff, and then wrote upon it the mes-
sage which they had to send to him. When the
strip of writing materi.al was taken from the staff,

nothing but single or broken letters appeared, and
in this state the strip was sent to the general, who
after having wound it around his staff, was able to

read the communication. This mde and imperfect
mode of sending a secret message must have come
down from e.irly times, although no instance of it

is recorded previous to the time of Pausanina
(Com. Ncp. Paus, 3.) In later times, the Spartans
used the scytale sometimes also ns a medium through
which they sent their commands to subject and al-

lied towns. (Xenoph. Ifell. v. 2. § 37.) [L.S.]
SCYTHAE (Sxi^cu). [Uk.mosii.]

SEC K'SPITA, an instrument used by the Ro-
man priests in killing the victims at sacrifices.

(Suet. Tib. 25.) According to the definition of
Antistius Lnheo, presi rved by Festus (p. 348, ed.

Muller) and Servius (ad Viry. Aen. iv. 262), it

was a long iron knife (eulter) with an ivory handle,
used by the Flamines, Flaminicae Virgines, and
Pontifices. Pnuliis, however, in his epitome of
Festus (p. .336) says that some think it to be an
axe (srcMrij), others a doiubra., and others again a
knife (cutter). On Roman coins representing sacri-

ficial emblems we see an axe, which modem writers

call a secespita, though we do not know on what
authority, except the doubtful statement of Paulas.

See the annexed coin of the Sulpicia Gens, the

obverse of which is supposed to represent a eulter,

a simpuvium, and a secespita.

SECRETA'RIUM. [Auditorium.]
SE'CTItX “ Those are called S<H:tores who buy

property pwA/foc.” (Gaius, iv. 146; Festus, s. p.

Sectorrs.) Property was sjiid to lie sold fmhtica

(venire jtutAice\ when a man's property W.TS sold

by the state in consequence of a condemnatio and
for the purpose of repayment to the State of such

sums of money as the condemned person had im-
properly appropriated ; or in consequence of a pro-

scriptio. (Liv. xxxviii. 60 ; Cic. in Verr. i. 20.)

Such a sale of all a man's property was a Sectio

(Cic. pro lioscio Amer. 36, 43, Ac.) ; and some-

times the things sold were called Sectio. (Tacit.

Hist. i. 90.) The sale was effected by the Praetor

giving to the Quaestors the Bonomm Possessio, in

reference to which the phrase “ bona publice pos-

sideri " is used. The property was sold sub hosta

and the sale transferrc‘d Quiritnrian ownership, to

which Qaius probably alludes in a mutilated pas-

sage (iii. 80 ; compare Vorro, de Re Rust. iL 10.

s. 4 ;
Tacit. Hist. i. 20). The Sector was intitled

to the Intcrdictum Sectorium for the purpose of

obtaining possession of the property (Gains, iv.

146) ;
but he took the property with all its liabi-

lities. An hcreditos that had fallen to the Fiscus

.3x8
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wni lold io this way, and the Sector acquired the

hereditatis petitio. [Praida.] [G. L.]

SKCTO U. f S KCTio. 1

SECTO'Ill UM INTERDICTUM. [Intbr-

;
Ski tio.1

SECU'IUS, dvn, SECURICULA Wm,
X^Kur), an axo or hatchet. The axe was either

made with a single edge, or with a blade or head

on each side of the haft, the latter kind being de-

nominated bipepnis (»«X«»cw»8i<rrd/Uor, ox iLpfpiar6^

/aos, Agathias, Wsi. ii. 5. pp. 73, 74). As the axe

was not only on instrument of constmit use in the

hands of the carpenter and the husliandman, but

was moreover one of the earliest weapons of attack

(Horn. //. XV. 711 ;
Suet Gu/Zw, IB), a constituent

portion of the Roman fosccs, and a part of the ap-

paratus when animals were slain in sacrifice, we
find it continually recurring under a ^cat variety

of forms upon coins, gems, and lyas-relicfs. In the

woodcut to the article Scertrl’m, the young As-

canius holds a battle-axe in his hand. Also real

axe-heads, both of stone and metal, arc to be seen

in many collections of antiqnitics. Besides being

made of bronxe atid iron, and more rarely of silver

( Virg. Am. v. 307 ;
Wilkinson, Man. and Cast, of

Eiftfpt. voL i. p. 3*J4), oxe-heads liave from the

earliest times and among all nations been made of

stone. They an? often found in sepulchral tnmnli,

and arc arranged in our nmscuras together wdlh

chisels, both of stone and of bronze, under the uaroo

of evKi [Dolabra].
The prevalent use of the axe on the field of

battle was generally characteristic of the Asiatic

nations (Curt, iil 4), whose troops arc therefore

called seearigrrae oa/errae. (V’al. Flacc. Artjon.x.

1311.) As usual, wo find the Asbtic custom pro-

pagating itself over the north of Europe. The bi-

pennis and the spear were the chief weapons of the

Franks. (Agathias, L c.) [J* Y.]

SECUTO'RES. {G 1.ADIATORKS, p. 576, a.]

SEIS.\CHTHEIA ((r«i<rdx6<«a), a disburden-

ing ordinance, was the first and preliminary step in

the legislation of Solon. (PluL SU. 15; Diog.

Laert. L 45.) The real nature of this measure

was a subject of doubt even among the ancients

themselves, for while some state that Solon thereby

cancelled all debts, others describe it as a mere re-

duction of the rate of interest. But from the

various accounts in Plutarch and the grammarians

it MH'ms to be clear that the consisted

of four distinct measures. The first of these was

the reduction of the rate of interest, and if this

was, as it appears, retrospective, it would nattirally

in many cases wipe off a considerable part of the

debt. The second part of the measure consisted

in lowering the standard of the silver coinage, that

is, Solon made 73 old drachmas to be worth 100
new ones

;
so that the debtor, in paying ofif his

debt, gained rather more than one fourth. BBckh
{PidA. ‘Koon. p. 16) supposes that it w*as Solon's

intention to lower the standard of the coinage only

by one fourth, that is, to make 75 old dmchmas
er)ual to 100 new ones, but that the new coin

proved to be lighter than he had expected. The
third part consisted in the reltiuc of mortgaged

lands from their inctimbrences and the tcstonulon

of them to their owners os full property. How
this was effecU*d is not clear. I>astly, Solon

abolished the law which gave to the creditor a

right to the p-rson of his insolvent debtor, and he

restored to their full liberty those who had hocn

SELLA.

enslaved for debt For further information on this

measure, see Diet, of liioftr. art Sxdvn,

This great measure, when carried into effect,

gave general satisfaction, for it conferred the great-

est Wnefits upon the poor, without depriving the

rich of too much, and the Athenians expressed their

thankfulness by a public sacrifice, which they called

(T€i(rdx6«(a, and by appointing Solon to legislate

for them with unlimited power. (Plut. ,W. 16 ;

compare Suidas, llesych. Etym. Mag. s. r. ; Cic.

dt He HnJtl. ii. 34 ; Wochsmuth, IlcUen. Aft. vol.

i. p. 472.) [L.S.]
SELigUASTRUM. [Sblla, No. IV.]

SELLA. The general term for a seat nr chair

of any description. The varieties most deserriiTg

of notice are :
—

I. Seli.a CuRULis, the chair of state. Curtdis

is derived by the ancient writers fnim cHrnts (Aul.

OclL iiL 18; Festus, s. t». CWrw/ejr; Scrviiis, ad
Viry. Aen. xi. 334 ;

Isidor. xx. Jl. § 11) ;
but it

is more probably connect'd with evrrus. The sella

curulis is said to have been nsed at Rome from a
very remote period as an emblem of kingly power
( hence curuH renjia »dfa adomatit^ Liv. i. 20), having

Itccn imported, along with various other insignui of

royalty, from Etniria (Liv. i. 8), according to one

account by Tullus Hustilius (Mnerob. Sat. L 6) ; ac-

conling to another by the elder Tarqiiinius (Flor.

i. 5) ;
while Silius names Vetulonii os the city

from which it was immediately derived (viii. 4B7).

Under the republic the right of silting upon this

chair belonged to the consuls, praetors, curule

ae<liles,and censors (Liv. ii. 54,vii. 1, ix. 46, x. 7,

xl. 45 ;
Aul. Gcll. vi. .0, &c.) ; to the Flmnen

Dialis (Liv. i. 20, xxvii. 8) [Flambn] ; to the

dictator, and to those whom he deputed to act

under himself, os the mayiiier equitum^ since ho

might be said to comprehend all magistrecit'S

within himself. (Dion Cass, xliil 48 ;
Liv. ii. 31 ;

j

Festus, $. r. SeVa« ettru/u). After the dowifal of

the constitution it was assigned to the cinpernrs

also, or to their statues in their absence (Tacit.

Ann.^w 20, Ifut ii. 50 ;
Sen-ius, Z. c.); to the

Augustnles (Tacit yfna. ii. 83), and, perhaps, to

the praefectus urbi. (Sponheim, de Hnutsi. et (/m
Nnntism. x. 3. § 1 .) It was displayed upon all

gn*at public occasions, especially in the circus and
theatre (Liv. ii. 31 ; Suet Orfar. 43 ;

Dion Cass.

Ivili. 4), sometimes, even after the death of tho

person to whom it belonged, a mark of special

honour, bestowed on Marcellas, Gemianicns, and
Pertinax (Dion Cass. liii. 30, Ixxiv. 4 ; Tacit .4nn.

ii. 83, and Comm, of Lips. ; Sjtanheim, x. 2 § I)

;

and it was the scat of the praetor when he ad-
ministered justice. (Cic, IVrr. ii. 38; Val. Max. iii,

5. § 1 ; Tacit Ann. i. 75 ; Martial, xi. 08. 18.)

In the provinces it was nssumeil by inferior magis-

trates, when they exercised proconsular or pro-

praetorian authority, as w'e infer from its ap-

pearing along with fasces on a coin of the Gens
Pupia, struck at Nicnca in Bithvnia, and bearing

the nmne AVAOC nOvniOC TAMIAC. We find

it occasionally exhibited on the medals of foreign

nionorchs likewise, on those of ArlobarKUies II. of

Cappadocia, for it was the practice of the Romans
to present a cunilo chair, an ivory sceptre, a toga

praotoila, and such like nnmmcnts, :is tokens of

respect and confidence to those rulers whose friend-

ship they desired to cultivate. (Liv. xxx. 1 1, xlii.

14; Polyb. Krr. Ijy. exxi.
; Ck. ad Fa\n. xv. 2

;

Spanheiin, lU'ul. x. 4.)
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Tb« fella curulU appcan from Xhe first to have
|

been omamoUed with iv<My, and this if commonly •

indicated by such exprt>uions as curu/e ebur; Nm-

1

tmdae deMi* opUM ; and iXAiparrivos ZL- 1

^pos (Hor. Ep. L 6. 53 ; Ovid, ex Pont. iv. 9. 27);
^

at a later period it was overlaid with gold, and
;

consequently we hnd Zi^povt dpdrovr

Kteraxpixfovt^ rZw Zt^>por rZr re-

curring constantly in L)iun Cassiiu, who frcouentiy,

however, employs the simpte form Ztippoi apxuc^.

In shape it long remained extremely plain, closely

resembling a common folding (fiUcaidu) comp stool

with crooked legs. These lut gave rise to the

name d^avA^rour Zl^pot^ found in Plutarch (A/a-

rws, 5) ;
they strongly remind us of elephants*

teeth, which they may have been intended to imi-

tate, and the emperor Aurelion proposed to con-

struct one in which each foot was to consist of an

eoonnottf tusk entire. (Vopiscus, Pirm. 3.)

The form of the sella curuiU, as it is commonly

represented upon the denarii of the Human fa-

milies, IS given in p. 520. In the following cut are

represent^ two pair of bronze legs, belonging to

sellae curnles, preferred in the museum at Naples

{Mueeo liarbimco, vol. vi. tnv. 28) ; and a sell.t

curulif, copied from the Vatican collection.
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of honour to distinguished penoni by the magis-

tmtes aiwl people in pn»vincial towns. There are

examples of this in an inscription found at Pisa,

which called forth the long, U-omed, rambling

dissertation of Chimentelit t^Graev. Thee. Jmtit/.

Horn. toL viL p. 2030), and in two others found

at Pompeii. (Orel). Imeer. n. 4048, 4044.) In

another inscription we have Bisxlliatus Honor
(Orell. 4043) ; in another (Orell. 4055X con-

taining the r^ of an incorporation of carpenters,

one of the office-besu^'n is styled COLLEGl HI-

SELLEAKIU8. (Compare Orell. 4046, 4047.)

Two bronxe hiscllia were discovered at Pompeii,

and thus all uncertainty with regard to the form of

the seat has been removed. One of these is en-

graved alKive. (A/ux. liorbon. vol. ii. tav. 31.)

HI. Sklla Gkstatoria (Suet AVr. 26, ViielL

16 ;
Amm. More. xxix. 2) or Fkiitoria (Cac-

lius Aureliaii. i. 5, iL 1), a sedan used both in

town and country (Tacit xiv. 4 ;
Suet (’latuL

26), by men (Tacit i. 35, iil 85 ; Juven.

vii. 14 1 ;
Martini, ix. 23), as w’cll os by women.

(Tacit xiv, 4 ;
Juv. i. 124, vi. 532 ;

hence

mu!iebri» $ella^ Suet (Hho^ 6.) It is expressly dis-

tinguished from the Lbctica (Suet Claud. 25 ;

Martial, x. 10, xi. 98; Senec. brer, eft 12), a

portable bed or sofa, in which the person carried

lay in a recumbent position, while the udla was a

portable chair in which the occupant sat upright,

but they are sometimet c<mfo*inded, as by Martial

(iv. 51). It differed from the cuM^m also, but in

what the difference coufUted it is not rasy to de-

termine. [Catubpra.) The sef&f was sometimes

entirely open, ns we infer from the aixount given

by Tacitus of the death of OallMi {Hid. i. 35, &c.),

but more frequently shut iu. (Juven. L 126 ; Suet.

AVr. 26, Vitell. 16, (Hho^ 6.) Dion Cassius (lx.

2) protends that Claudius first employed the

covered sella, but in this he is contradicted by

Suetonitui (//cfOT. 53), and by himself (xlviL 23,

Ivi. 43). It appemw, however, not to have been

introduced until long after the lecticn was common,

since we scarcely, if ever, find any allusion to it

until the period of the empire. The sellae were

made sometimes of plain Irather, and sometimes

ornamented with b^, ivory, silver (LampHd,

4), or gold (Claud. //c#or. Cone. iv. 583),

acc<Mding to the rank or fortune of the proprietor.

They were furnished with a pillow to supp^ the

head and neck (eemeu/, Juv. vi. 532, and Scfaol.),

when made roomy the epithet laxa wras apptiM

(St nec, de Cunei. 14), when sroaller tlum usual

they were termed ee/iulae (Tacit fiid. iii. 05) ;

the motion was so easy that one might study with-

out inconvenience (Plin. Ep. iii. 5), while at the

same time it afforded healthful exercise. (Senec.

Drev. ril. 1 2 ;
Galen, de Tuend. Val. vL 4 ; Caellus

Aurelian. L e.)

IV. Sbllab of different kinds arc mentioned

incidentally in ancient writers, accompanied by

epithets which serve to point out generally the

purposes for which they were intended. Thus we
read of eellae balmearee^ eellae toneoriae, eellae o6-

etetrieiae^ edlae fiimiliarieoe v. perfume^ and many
others. Both Varro (L. L. r. 128) and Fostus

(s. V.) have preserved the word eeliquaetrum. The
former classes it along with eedes, eedile^ softast,

je^oe, the latter calls them “serfiVio anlufui gene-

ns,** and Aruobius includes them among common

articles of furniture. No hint, however, is given

by any of these authoritiee which could Irad us to

T 4
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conjecUire tlio »}iape, nor is any additional lipl)t

thrown upon tho 4|itc«tiou by liyginoa, who lolit

08, when describing the constcIlutioDB, that Cassio*

pcia is senU'd “
in riliqunstro'^

Of chairs in ordinary use for domestic pnrposes,

a great rarietY, many displaying great taste, have

heen di«co%cred in excavations nr are seen repre-

sented in ancient frescoes. 'I'he first cut annexed

represents a bronze one from the Museum at

Naples (il/as. vol. vL tav. 28) : the second,

two chairs, of which the one on the right liand is

ill the Vatican and the othiT is taken from a paint-

ing nt Pum}>eii. (J/ws. liorb. vol, xii. tav. 3.) A
clmir of a very beautiful form is given in the Mui.
liorh. voL viii. tav. 20

V. Sxi.LAX EQrKSTRKR. [Ei'iurpiu.v.] [W.U.]
SK'MATA (FuNrs, p. 556, a.]

SKMBELhA. [Dknaruk.1
SKMKNTIVAE FEIUAE. [Feria,p.530,juJ

SEMIS, SEMISSIS. [A.H, p. 140, b.J

SEMU'NCIA. [Uncja.1
SKMUNCIA lUUM FUNUS. [Fkncs, p,

527, b.J
SENATUS. In all the republics of antiquity

the goveninicnt was divided lietween a senate and

a popular assembly ;
and in cases whom a king

stood at the head of affairs, as at SfXirUi, the

king had little more than the executive, A se-

nate in the early was always regarded as

an assembly of elders, which is in fact the meaning
of the Homan senalus as of the Spartan ytpovffia^

and its memhert w*erc elected from among the

nobles of the nation. The number of s<*naton»

in the ancient republics always l>ore a distinct re-

lation to the nuiiilier of trilies of which the nation

was composed. [UouLK, Gbrusia.] Hence in

the earliest limes, when Rome consisted of only

one triW, its senate consisted of one hundred mem-
bers (sewi/oTfj or /Mi/rcs; eom|iare Patrich), and
when the Sabine triltc or the 'l ilies l>ecamc united

with the IaUu trilie or the Kainiiei, the number
of semators was increased to two hundred. (I)ionys.

ii. 47 ; i'lut. Horn. 20.) This number was again

Riigmcuiod by one hundred, when the third trilic
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or the Luccres became incorporated with the

Roman st.ate. Dionysius (iiL 67) and Livy (i.

3.^^ place this last event in the rei)^ of Tar-

quinius PHsens ;
Cicero (de lie Puhi. iL 20), who

agrees with the two historians on this point, stales

tiiat Tarquiniui doubled the number of senators,

according to which we ought to suppose that be-

fore Tnrquinius the senate consisted only of 1.M1

members. This difference however may be ac-

counted for by the supposition, that at the time of

Tarquinius Priscus a number of seats in the senate

liad become vacant, which he filled up at tho

same time that he added 1 00 Lneeres to the senate,

or else that Cicero regarded the Luceres, in opjio-

sition to the tw'o other tribes, as a second or a iww
half of the nation, and thus incorrectly considered

their senators likewise as the second or new half

of that liody. The new seiuitora added by Tar-

quinius Priscus were distinguished from those be-

longing to the two older tribes by the appellation

patrr* fflisomm r/en/tsm, as previously those who
represented the Titles had been distinguished, by
the some name, from those who ropri'sented the

Ramnes. (Dioiiys. ih 57.) Serviiu 'fuMius did

not make any change in the composition of tho

senate ; but under Tanjuinius Superbus their

number is said to have become ver)* much di-

roinisht^, os this tyrant put many to death and
lent others into exile. This account however ap-

pears to be greatly exaggerated, and it is a pro-

bable supposition of Nit-iiuhr (//is/, o/ Romc^ i.

p. 526), that several vacancies in the senate arose

from many of the senators accompanying the tyrant

into his exile. The vacancies which had thus

arisen were filled up immediately after the estab-

lishment of the republic, by L. Junius nrutus,

as some writers state (Liv. ii. 1 ), or, according to

Dionysius (v. 1.3), by Bnitus and Valerius Publi-

rota, and according to Plutarch (PuU. 11) and
Festus (s. r, f/iti pairea) by Valerius Publlcnla

alone. All however agree that the persons who
w«.*re on this occasion made senators were noble

plclrchms of e<piestrian rank. Dionysius slates,

tiiat the noblest of the plebeians were first raised

to the rank of patricians, and that then the new
senators were taken from among them. But this

appears to be incompatible with the name by
which tlicy were designated. Had they been
made patricians, they w’ould have been pnlres like

the others, whereas now the new senators arc said

to have been distinguished from the old ones by
the name of mnscrifiti. (Liv. ii. 1 ; Fest a.r.C<M’

scripii and adieiii.) Hence the customary’ mridcof
addressing the whole senate henceforth always
was : fxitres mawri/rfi, that is, ptttres et conarrijiiu

Then* is a statement that the mimborof these new
senators w'as 164 (Phil. Ptdd. 11 ; Fest s. r. Qt/i

pd/rrj)
;
hut this, as Niebuhr has justly remarked,

is a fabrication, perhaps of Valerius of Aiitium,

which is eontnulictcd by all sulisequcnt history.

Henceforth the number of 3U0 senators appc>ar8

to Iiave mnainod unaltered for several centuries.

I

(Liv. JCpU. 60.) C. Semproniut Gracchus was

I

the first who attempted to make a change, but in

what thU consUted is not certain. In the epitome
of Livy it is expressly stated, that he intended to

add 600 equites to the number of 300 senators,

which would have made a senate of 900 memben,
and would hare given a great preponderance to the
e(|iiites. This ap{K’.'irs to bv an absurdity. (Guttling,

ffVjic4. d. Rum. .Sfoaisv, p 437.) Plutarch (t*.
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Orar^h . Ac ) BtAtrs, that Omcchan add«tl to the

senate 300 e<|uites, whom he was allowed to

from the whole body of equites and that he trans>

ferred the judicla to this new senate of GOO. This

account seems to be founded upon a confusion of

the lex judidaria of C. Gracchus with the later

one of Livius Dnisus (Walter, 6>scA. d. Horn.

p. 244), and all the other writers who men-
tion the lex judiciaria of C. Gracchus do not allude

to any change or increase in the number of sena-

tors, but merely state that he transferred the judi-

cia from the senate to the equites, who remained in

their possession till the tribuneship of Livius Dni-

sus. The latter proposed, that as the senate con-

sisted of 300, an equal number of equites should

be elected {iLptarlv^v) into the senate, and that in

future the judiccs should be taken from this senate

of GOO. (Appian. //. (7. t 35 ; Aurcl. V^ict de Tir.

lUuttr. 66 ; Lir. Ejnt. 71.) After the death of

Livius Drusus, however, this law was abolished by
the senate itself, on whose behalf it had been pro-

posed, and the senate now a^in consisted of 300
members. During the civil war between Marius
and Sulla many vacancies must have occurred in

the senate, Sulla in his dictatorship not only filled

up these vacancies, but incrtvised the number of

senators. All we know of this increase with cer-

tainly is, that he caused about 300 of the most
distinguished e<)uites to be elected into the senate

(Appian. B. C. I 100), but the real increase which

he made to the numlier of senators is nut mentioned

anywhere. It appears, however, henceforth to

have coiuisted of between five and six hundred.

(Cic. ad Att. i. 14.) Julius Caesar augmented the

number to 900, and raised to this dignity even

Dimmon soldiers, freedmen, and jiere^ini. (Dion

Casa, xliil 47 ; Suet. BO.) This arbitrari-

ness in electing unworthy persons into the senate,

and of extending its numWr at random, a’as imi-

tated after the death of Cn sor, for on one occasion

there were more than one thousand senators. (Suet.

A 1^.33.) Augustus cleared the femite of the un-

worthy members, who were contemptuously called

by the people Oreini »fnalort$^ reduced its number
to 600 (Dion Om. liv. 14), and ordained that a list

of the senators should als'ayi be exhibited to public

inspection. (Dion Cass. It. 3.) During the first

centuries of the empire, this number appears, on the

whole, to have remained the some ; bat as every-

thing depended upon the will of the empi'ror, we
can scarcely expect to find a regular and fixed

number of them. (Dion Cass. liii. 17.) During the

latter period of the empire their number was again

verv* much diminished.

With respect to the eligibility of persons for

the senate, as well as to the manner in which they

were elected, we must distinguish between the

several periods of Roman history. It was formerly

a common opinion, founded upon Livy (i. 8) and

Fest;*s (s. e. Pratirriti $ettaiores% which has in

modem times found new supporters in Huschke
and Rubino, that in the early period of Roman
history the kings appointed the members of the

senate at their own discretion. Niebuhr and

othtTS after him have attempted to show that the

popului of Rome was the real sovereign, that all

the powers which the kings possessed were dele-

gated to them by the populus, and that the senate

was an assembly formed on the principle of re-

presentation, so that it represented the populus,

and that its members were elected by the populus.
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Dionysius (ii. 14) also states that the senators

were elected by the populus, hut the manner in

which he de»cril>os the election is erroueous, for

he Wieves that the three tribes were alrt-adv

united when the senate consisted of only one
hundred members, and that the senators wero
elected by the curies. Niebuhr (L p. 3.38)

thinks, that each gens sent its decurio, who was
its alderman, to represent it in the senate

; Gdt-
tling (p. 151, comp. p. 62) on the other hand
bi'licTet, with somewnat more probability, that
each decury (the Jsxdj of Dionysius), which c<»n-

tained eilLer a port of one or ports of serera)

smaller gentes, had to appoint one old man by
whom it was represented in the senate, and a
younger one as equet. This supposition removes
the difficulty respecting the dccurio, which has
b<*cn pointed out by Waller {Grtck, d. Bom.
p. 23. n. 12) ; for the dectirio was the commander
of a division of the army, and as such could not
well have been of the age of a senator. As, ac-

cording to this theory, each dccury or gens ap-

pointed one senator, each cury was repres'*nted by
ten, each tribe by one hundred, and the whole
populus by three hundred senators, all of whom
held their dignity for life. Hut this theoiy rann<»t

be accepted, for we must either set nearly all

the ancient authorities at defiance, or we must
< acquiesce in the old opinion that the king ap-

pointed the senators. The plebeians os such
were not represented in the senate, for the in-

stances in which plebeians are mentioned as being

made senators, as in the reign, of Tnrquinius Pris-

cus and after the abolition of the kingly power,
cannot be regarded in any other light than mt re

momentary measures, which the government was
obliged to adopt for several reasons, and without
any intention to appoint representatives of the
plclies. (Niebuhr, L p. 526, &c.) The numbers of

such plebeian senators at any rate must liuve been
much smaller than they arc stated by our authori-

ties, for there is no instance of any plebeian sena-

tor on record until the year 439 B.C., when Spurius
Maelius is mentioned as senator. The senate it-

self appears to have had some influence upon the
election of new memhers, inasmuch as it might raiso

objections against a person elected. (Dionys. vii. 55.)

The whole senate was divided into decuries, each
of which cojTcs])ondcd to a curia. When the
senate consisted of only one hundred members,
there were accordingly only ten decuries of sena-

tors
; and ten senators, one being taken from each

decury, formed the d^ni primi w*ho represented

the ten curies. When subsequently the represent-

atives of the two other tribes were admitted into

the senate, the Ramnes with their decern primi re-

tained for a time their superiority over the two
other tribes (Dionys. ii. 58, iii. 1 ; PluLA'vm. 3\
and gave their votes first. (Dionys. vi. 84.) The
first among the decern primi was the prinrep$

tennfus^ who was appoint^ by the king (Dionys.

iL 12 ; Lyd. do Men*. L 19), and was at the tame
time custoe urbis. [Prskpsctvs Urbi.] Respect-

ing the age at which a person might l>e elected

into the senate during the kingly period, we know
no more than what is indicated by the name sena-

tor itself, that is, that they were persons of ad-
vanced age. ((^mp. Becker, B'6m. Alterik. vol. ii.

pt ii. p. 385. Ac.)

On the establishment of the republic the elec-

tion of senators passed from the hands of tb«
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kin^ into those of the magistrates, the consuls, con-

suhiT tribunes, and subsequently the censors. (Lir.

ii. 1 ; Fest. s.r./*raef«rt/« smo/ones.) Dut the power
of electing senators possessed by the republican

magistrate was by no means an arbitrary power,

ibr the senators were always taken from among
those who were equites, or whom the people had
previously invested with a magistracy, so that in

reality the people themselves always nominated

the candidates for the senate. From the year

487 B. c. the princeps senatus w*as no longer

appointed for life, but became a magistxnte ap>

pointed by the curies, and the patres minorum
gentium were likewise eligible to this dignity.

(Nielmhr, ii. p. 119.) It moreover appears, that

all the curulc magistrates from the quaestors up>

wards had by virtue of their office a scat in the

senate, which they retained after the year of their

office was orer, and it was from these cz*roagit-

trates that the vacancies occurring in the senate

were generally filled up.

After the institution of the censorship, the cen-

sors alone had the right to elect new members into

the senate from among the cx-magistmtos, and to

exciud" such as they deemed unworthy. (Zonar.

vii. 19; compare Cic. d« Ltg. lit 12.) [Ckn-
son.] The exclusion was effected by simply

peusing over the names and not entering them
into the lists of senators, whence such men were
called firuetrriti $en<Uores. (Fest. $. r.) On one

extraordinary occasion the eldest among the ex-

consors was invested with dictatorial power to

elect new members into the senate. (Lir. xziii.

22.) The censors were thus, on the one hand,

confined in their elections to such persons as had
already received the confidence of the people, and
on the other, they were expressly directed by the

lex Ovinia tribunicia to elect
** ex omni ordine op-

timum quemque curiatim.** (Fest L e.) This ob-

scure lex Ovinia is referred by Niebuhr (L p. 527)
to the time anterior to the Emission of tne con-

script! into the senate, but it evidently belongs to

a much later period, and was meant to be a guid-

ance to the censors, as be himself afterwards ac-

knowledged (iu p. 408, n. 855 ; compare Walter,

p. 100, n. 68). The o^o mentioned in this lex it

the ordo icnatorius, t.«. men who were eligible for

the senate from the office they had held. (Lir.

zziL 49.) The expression euriatim is very difficult

to explain
;
some believe that it refers to the fitot

that the new senators were only appointed wdth the

sanction of the senate itself (Dionyt. viL 55 ; Cic.

Philip, r. 17), and in the presence of the lictora,

who represented the curies.

From the time that the curule magistrates had
the right to take their seats in the senate, we must
distinguish between twro classes of senators, viz.,

real senators, or such as had been regularly raised

to their dignity by the magistrates or the censors,

and such as had, by virtue of the office which they

held or had held, a right to take their seats in the

senate and to speak ( $enieniiam dieemjus aaUemiiae)^

but not to vote. (Oellius, iiL 1 8 ;
Fest $. r. ^Smotores.)

To this ordo aenatorius also belonged the ponti-

fex maximus and the flamcn dialis. The whole
of these senators hod, as we have stated, no right

to vote, but when the others had voted, they might

step over or join the one or the other party, whence
they were cnllod $matores ped'trii^ an appellation

which bad in former times Wn applied to those

juniores who were not cmsulariL (O^. /. e. ;
com-

1
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' pare Niebuhr, ii. p. 114 ; Walter, p. 144, and
more especially Becker, /.«. p. 4.31, Ac. ; F. Hof-
mann, Dfr liom Senai^ p. 1 9, Ac.) A singular

irregularity in electing members of the senate was
committed by Appius Claudius Caecus, who elected

into the senate sons of frecdinen (Liv. ix. 29, 46 ;

Aur. Viet, de Fir. lUustr. 84) ; but this conduct
was declared illegal, and bad no further conse-

quences.

When at length all the state offices had become
equally accessible to the plebeians and the patri-

cians, and when the majority of offices «*erc held
by the funner, their number in the senate naturally

increased in proportion. The senate bad gradually
become an assembly representing the people, as
formerly it bad represented the populus, and down
to the last century of the republic the senatorial

dignity was only regarded as one conferred by the
people. (Cic. pro Sud. 65, de Leg. iti. 12, e. Terr,

iv. 1], pro Guent. 56.) But notwithstanding

this apparently popular character of the senate, it

was never a popular or democratic assembly, for

now its members belonged to the nobiles, who
were as aristocratic as the patriciana [No-
biles.] The office of princeps senatus, which
bad be<»me independent of that of praetor urbonus,

was now given by the censors, and at first ala’ars

to the eldest among the cz-censors (Liv. xxriL 1 1 ),

but afterwards to any other senator whom they
thought most worthy, and unless there was any
charge to be made against him, he was re-elected

at the next lustrum. This distinction, however,
great as it a'as, afforded neither power nor advan-
tages (Zonar. vil 19), and did not even confer tho
privilege of presiding at the meetings of the senate,

which only belonged to those magistrates who had
the right to convoke the senate. (OelL ziv. 7 ; Cic.

de I^eg. iiL 4.)

It has been supposed by Niebuhr (iiu p. 406),
that a senatorial census existed at Rome at the
coramenoement of the second Ptinie war, but tho
words of Livy (zxiv. 1 1) on which this supposition

is founded seem to be too vogne to admit of such an
inference. Gottling (p. 346) infers from Cicero (ad
Fatn. ziiL 5), that (Caesar was the first who insti-

tuted a senatorial census, but the passage of Cicero
is still more inconclusive than that of Livy, and
we may safely take it for granted that during the
whole of the republican period no such census

existed (Plin. IL N. xiv. 1), although senatma
naturally always belonged to the wealthiest classes.

The institution of a census for senators belongs

altogether to the time of the empire. Augustus
first fixed it at 400,000 sesterces, afterwards in-

creased it to double this sum, and at last even to

12200,000 sesterces. Those senators whose pro-

perty did not amount to this sum, received grants

from the emperor to make it up. (Suet. Jug. 4 1 ;

Dion Cass. liv. 17, 26, 30, Iv. 13.) Subsequently
it seems to have become customary to remove from
the senate those who had lost their property

through their own prodigality and vices, if they
did not quit it of their own accord. (Tacit Annai.

ii. 48, ziL 52 ;
Suet Tib. 47.) Augustus also,

after having cleared the senate of unworthy mem-
bers, introduced a new and reanimating element

into it by admitting men from the monicipia, the

colonies, and even from the provinces. (Tacit

Annal. iiu 55, xL 25 ;
Suet I'etp. 9.) When

an inhabitant of a province was honoured in this

manner, the province was said to receive the,^
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$enahu. Provincials who were made senators of

course went to reside at Home, and with the ex>

ception of such as belonged to Sicily or lo4jaliia

Narbonensis, they wero not allowed to visit their

native countries w'ithout a special permission of

the emperor. (Tacit Annal. xii. 23 ; Dion Cass,

lii. 46, lx. 25.) In order to make Rome or Italy

their new home, the provincial candidates for the

senate were sul>scquently always expected to ac>

quire landed property in Italy. (Pliu. ICpixt. vi.

1 9.) On the whole, however, the CKpiites remained

during the first centuries of the empire the semi-

narium senatua, which they had also been in the

latter period of the republic.

As regards the age at which a person might be-

come n senator, we have no expr ss statement for

the time of the republic, although it appears to

have been fixed by some custom or law, as the

aetas senaloria is frequently mentioned, especially

during the latter period of the republic. But wc
may by induction discover the probable age.. We
know that according to the lex annalis of the tribune

Villius, the age fixed for the quaestorship was 31.

(Orclli, Onom. Tull. vol. iii. p. 133.) Now as it

might happen that a quaestor was made a senator

immediately after the expiration of his office, we
may presume that the earliest age at which a man
could become a seimtor w’as 32. Augustus at Inst

fixed the senatorial age at 25 (Dion Cass. lii. 20),
which appears to have remained unaltered through-

out the time of the empire.

No senator was allowed to carry on any mer-
cantile business. About the commencement of the

second Punic war, some senators appear to have
violated this law or custom, and in order to pre-

vent its recurrence a law was passed with the ve-

hement opposition of the senate, that none of its

members should be permitted to possess a ship of

more than 300 amphorae in tonnage, os this was
thought sufficiently large to convey to Rome the

produce of their estates abroad. (Liv. xxL 63.) It

is clear however from Cicero (e. Verr. v. 18),

that this law was frequently violated.

Regular meetings of the senate (atnaiHS Ifgiti-

mui) took place during the republic, and probably

during the kingly period also, on the calends, nones,

and ides of every month (Cic. ad Q, Frat. ii. 1 3) ;

extraf>rdinary meetings (^tenatus indidu*) might be

convoked on any other day, with the exception of

those which were atri, and those on which comitia

were held. (Cic. ad Q. Frai. ii. 2.) The right of

convoking the senate during the kingly peric^ be-

longed to the king, or to his vicegerent, the custos

urhis. (Dionys. ii. 8 ; PkaSfbctus Urbi.) This

right w'os during the republic transferred to the

cunilc magistrates, and at last to the tribunes alsa

Under the enipire the consuls, praetors, and tri-

bunes continued to enjoy the same privilege (Dion
Cass. Ivi. 47, Hx. 24 ; Tacit. Hid. iv. 39), al-

though the emperors also had it (Dion Cass. liii.

1, liv. 3.) If a senator did not appear on a day of

meeting, he was liable to a fine for which a pledge

was taken {pi^orit eaptio) until it was paid.

(Oclliiis, xiv. 7 :
Liv. iii. 28 ;

Cic. de I^. iii. 4,

Philip, i. 5 ; Plut Cie. 43.) Under the empire

the penalty for not appearing without sufficient

reason wta increased. (Dion Cass. liv. 18, Ir. 3,

lx. 1 1.) Towanls the end of the republic it was
decreed, that during the whole month of February

the senate shonld give audience to foreign amhos-

aadors on all days on which the senate could law-
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fully meet, and that no other matters should be
discussed until these affairs were settled. (Cic. ad
Q. Frai. iL 1.3, ad Fam. j. 4.)

The places where the meetings of the senate

were held (cunae^ senanda) were always inaugu-
rated by the augurs. [Trmi*luj4.) The most an-

cient place w'as the Curia Hostilio, in which alone
originally a senatusconsultum could be made. Af-
terwards however several temples were used for

this purpose, such as the temple of Concordia, a
place near the temple of Bellonn [Leuatl's], and
one near the porta Capena. (Fest. $. t. ;

Varro, de Ling. Lot. v. 155, 156.) Under the em-
perors the senate also met in other places ; under
Cm>sar the curia Julia, a building of immense
splendour, was commenced

;
but subseqoentlv meet-

ings of the senate were not unfrequcnily )ield in

the house of a consul.

When in the earliest times the king or the cue-

tos urhis, after consulting the pleasure of the gods
by auspices, had convoked the senate {ttmalum
euf/cere, roarooare), he opened the session with the

words: ** Quod Iwuum, faustum, feliz fortunatum-

que sit populo Romano Quiritibus,*' and then laid

before the assembly (r^rre, rtlatio) what he had
to propose. The president then called upon the
members to discuss the matter, and when the dis-

cussion was over, every meml>cr gave his vote.

The niojority of votes always decided a question

The majority was ascertain^ either by nunrratio
or by r/tsoessrb, that is, the president either counted
the votes (Fest. t. v. A’kwcto), or the members
who voted on the same side joined together, and
thus separated from those who voted otherwise.

This latter method of voting appears in later times

to have been the usual one, and, according to

Capito {ap. Gdl. xiv. 7 ), the only legitimate method.
ISenatusconsultuv.]
The subjects laid before the senate partly be^

lunged to the internal affairs of the state, partly

tu legislation, and partly to finance ; and no mea-
sure could bo brought before the populns without

having previously been discussed and prepared by
tlic senate. The senate was thus the medium
through which all affairs of the whole government
bad to pass: it considered and discussed whatever
measures the king thought proper to introduce,

and had, on the other hand, a perfect control over

the assembly of the populus, which could only ac-

cept or reject what the senate brought before it

When a king died, the royal dignity, until a suc-

cessor was elected, was transferrod to the decern

primi (Liv. i. 17), each of whom in rotation hold

this dignity for five days. The candidate for the

royal power was first decided upon by the inter-

regea, who then proposed him to the whole senate,

and if the senate agreed with the electinn, the

inteiTcz of the day, at the command of the senate,

proposed the candidate to the comitia and took

their votes respecting him. (Dionys. ii. 58, iii. 36,

iv. 40, 80 ; comp. Waiter, p. 25, n. 28.) The will

of the gods was then consulted by the augurs, and
when the gods too sanctioned the election (Liv. i.

18), a second meeting of the populus was held, in

which the augurs announced the sanction of the

gods. Hereupon the king was invested with the

powers belonging to his office.

Under the republic the right of convoking the

senate was at first only possessed by the dictators,

praetors or consuls, interreges, and the praefectus

urbi, who also, like the kings of former times, laid
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before tbc tennte the suhjocta for deliberation.

The power of the s nate w'as at first the same as

under the kln|rs, if not (freater : it had the general

care of the public welfare, the superintendence of

all matters of religion, the management of all af-

fairs with foreign nations ; it commanded the levies

of troops, regulated the taxes and duties, and had

in short the supreme control of all the revenue and

expenditure. The order in which the senators

spoke and voted was determined by their rank as

Wlonging to the majorcs or minores. (Cic. de lit

PuU. iu 20 ;
Dionys. vi. 69, vii. 47.) This dis-

tinction of rank however appears to have ceased

after the decemvirate, and even under the decern-

virate we lia%’e instances of the senators speaking

w’ithout any regular order. (I)ionya vi. 4, 16, 19,

21 ;
Liv. iii. 39,41.) It is also probable that after

the decenirirnte vacancies in the senate were gene-

rally filled W'ith ex-magistrates, which had now
become more practicable as the numl»er of magis-

trates had been increased. The tribunes of the

people likewise obtained access to the deliberations

of the senate (Liv. ilL 69, vi. 1) ; but they bad no

seats in it yet, but sat before the opened doors of

the curio. (Val. Max. ii. 2. § 7.) The senate had

at first hod the right to propose to the comitia the

candidates for magistracies, but this right was now
lost: the comitia centuriata had become quite free

in regard to elections and were no longer dependent

upon the proposal of the senate. The airies only

till possessed the right to sanction the election
;

but in the year D. c. 299 they were compelled to

sanction any eU'Clion of magistnitet which the co-

roitia might make, before it took place (Cic. DruL
14 ; Aurc). Viet, de Vir. liluftr. 33), and this

soon after became law by the lex Macnia. (Orclli,

Onom. ThU. vol. iii. p. 215.) When at last the

curies no longer assembled for this empty show of

power, the senate stept into their place, and hence-

forth in elections, and soon after fUso in matters of

legisl.ilion the senate had previously to sanction

W'hntevcr the comitia might decide. (Eiv. i. 17.)

After the lex Hortensia a decree of the comitia

tributa liocainc law even without the sanction of

the senate. The original state of things had thus

gradually l>eeomc reversed, and the senate had lost

very important branches of its power, which had
all been gained by the comitia tributa. [Tmbunl's
pLSBia.] In its relation to the comitia centu-

rinta, however, the ancient rules w ere still in force,

os laws, declarations of war, conclusions of peace,

treaties, Ac. were brought before them and decided

bv them on the proposal of the senate. (Walter,
p,’ 132.)

The powers of the senate after both -orders were

placed u|K>n a perfect e<|ualily may lie thus briefly

summed up. The scimte continued to have the

supreme siipc'rinleiidcnce in all matters of religion

(OcUins, xiv. 7) ; it determined upon the manner
in which a w'ar was to lie conduet4^, what legions

were to be placed at the disposal of a commander,
and W'hether new ones were to lie levied ; it decreed

into what provinces the consuls and praetors were

to be sent [PnoviNclA], and whose imperiuro was
to he prolonged. The commissioners who were

generally sent out to settle the administration of a
newly conquered country, were always appointed

by the senate. (Liv. xlv. 17 ; Appian. </e Reh. llirp.

99, </e Reh. Pun. 135; 8a!Iunt Jug. 16.) AH
emliAssies for the conclusion of peace or treaties

with foreign states were sent out by the senate.
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and such ambassadors were generally senators

themselves and ten in number. (Polyb. vL 13;
Liv, pcisit'm.) The senate alone carried on the ne-

gotiations with foreign ambossailors ( Polyb. 4 c. ;

t‘ic.c. Vatin. 15), and received the complaints of

subject or allied nations, who always regarded the

senate as their common protector. (Liv. xxix. 16,

xxxix. 3, xlii. 14, xliii. 2; Polyb. 4 c.) By
virtue of this office of protector it also settled nil

disputes which might arise among the raunicipia

and colonies of Italy (Dionys. ii. 1 ;
Liv. ix. 20 ;

Varrn, de He Rust. iii. 2 ; Cic. ad AU. iv. 15, c/e

OJT. i. 10), and punished all heavy crimes com-
mitted in Italy, which might endanger the public

peace and security. (Polyb. 4 c.) Even in Home
itself the judicca to whom the praetor referred im-

portant cases, both public and private, were taken

from among the senators (Polyb. vL 17), and in

extraordinary cases the senate appointed npecial

commissions to investigate them (Liv. xxxviii. 54,

xxxix. 14, xl. 37, 44, Ac.) ; but such a commis-
sion, if the case in question was a capital oflfcnce

committed by a citizen, required the sanction of

the people. (Polyb. vi. 16 ;
Liv. xxvi. 33, Ac.)

When the republic was in danger the senate might
confer unlimited power upon the magistrates by
the formula, ^ videant consoles, ne quid respub-

lica detrimenti capiat'* (Sallust Oz/. 29 ; (^s.
D. C. i. 5, 7), which was equivalent to a de-

claration of martial law within the city. This

general core for the internal and external welfare

of the republic included, as before, the right to dis-

pose over the finances requisite for these purposes.

Hence all the revenue and expenditure of the re-

public were under the direct administmtion of the

senate, and the censors and quaestors were only

its ministers or agents. [Cbnror
;
Quaestor.]

.All the expenses necessary for the maintenance of

the armies required the sanction of the senate, be-

fore anything could be done, and it might even
prevent the triumph of a returning general, by re-

fusing to assign the money necessary for it, (Polyb.

vi. 15.) There are, however, instances of a general

triumphing w-ithout the consent of the seuate. (Liv.

iii 6J1, vil 17, ix. 37.)

How many members were required to bo present

:n order to constitute a legal meeting is uncertain,

though it appears that there existed some regula-

tions on this point (Liv. xxxviii. 44, xxxix. 4 ;

Cic. ad Fam. viii. 5 ; Fesl s. v. NnmeraX and
there is one instance on record, in which at Itost

one hundred senators were required to l>e present

(Liv. xxxix. 18.) The presiding magistrate

opened the business, and as the senators sat in the

following order,—princeps senatus, coiuulares, cen-

sorii, praetorii, aedilicii, tribunicii, quaestorii,— it

is natural to suppose, that they were asked their

opinion and voted in the some order. {Suo loco

senlentiam dicere^ Cic. Philip, t. 17, xiil 13, Ac.,

ad AU. xii. 21.) Towards the end of the republic

the order in which the question was piit to the

senators, appears to have depended upon the dis-

cretion of the presiding consul ( Varro, ap. Cell. xiv.

7), who called upon each member by pronouncing

his name (aoiaina/ifii, Cic. c. Vtrr. iv. 64 b but lie

usually begtm with the princeps senalus (Cic. pro
Se.it. 32), or if consulcs detignati were present,

with them. (Sallust, Cat. 50 ; Appian, R. C.
ii. 5.) The consul generally observed all the year

round the same order in which he had commenced
on the first of January. (Suet. Cau. 21.) A
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•cnatnr when called upon to speak might do to at

full length, and eren introduce siihjccls rmt directly

connected with the point at issue. (Cic. de Letj.

iii. 18 ;
Oeliius, (r. 10 ; Taciu Annal. ii. 38, xiii.

39 ; compare Cic. I*kilif>- !».) It depended
upon the president which of the opinions expressed

he would put to the vote, and which he would
pass over. (Polyb. xxxiii. 1 ; Cic. ad Fam. u 2,

X. 12 ;
Coes. /?, C. L 2.) Those men who were

not yet real senators, but had only a sent in the

senate on account of the office they held, or had
held, had no right to vote (Oeilius, xiiL K.) When
a Senatusconsultnm was passed, the consuls ordered

it to be written down by a clerk in the presence of

some senators, especially of those who had been

most interested in it or most active in bringing it

about. (Polyb. vi. 12 ;
Cic. de Orat. iii. 2, ad

Fam. viii. 8.) [SKNATlfHroNHfLTUM.] A nictat-

ing of the si'iiatc was not allowed to l>e held be-

fore sunrise or to he pndonged afUT sunset (Varro,

op. GeJf. 1. e.) : on exiraordiiinry emergencies, how-
ever, this regulation was set aside. (Dionys, iii.

1 7 ; Mnerob. i. 4.)

During the latter part of the republic the senate

was degraded in various ways by Sulla, Caesar,

and others, and on many occasions it was only an

instrument in the hands of the men in power. In

this way it became prepared for the despotic go-

vernment of the emperors, when it was altogether

the creature and obi'dient instrument of the prin-

ceps. The emperor himself was generally also

princeps senatus (Dion Cass. liii. 1, hii. 8, Ixxiii.

5), and had the power of convoking both ordinary

and extraordinary meetings (Dion Cass. liv. 3 ;

Lex de imperio Wsjxis.), although the consuls,

praetors, and tribunes, continued to have the same
right. (Tacit /list. ir. 39; Dion Cass. Ivj. 47, Hx.

21, lx. 16, dec.) The ordinary meetings according

to a regulation of Augustus were held twice in

every month. (Suet .4 1^. 35; Dion Cass. Iv, 3.)

A full assembly required the presence of at least

400 members, but Augustus himself aftcnsurds

modified this rule according to the difference and
importance of the subjects which might be brought

under discussion. (Dion Cass. liv. 35, Iv. 3.) At
a later period wc find that seventy or even fewer

senators constituted an assembly. (Lamprid. Al,

Sever. 16.) The regular president in the assembly

was a consul, or the emperor himself, if he was
invested with the consulship. (Plin. Kpid. ii. 11,

I*ane^yr. 7 6.) At extraordinary meetings, the person

who convoked the senate «*as at the same time its

president. The emperor, however, even when he did

not preside, had by virtue of his office of tribune,

the right to introduce any subject for discussion,

and to make the senate decide upon it. (Dion Cass,

liii. 32 :
Lex do imperio Vespas.) At a later

period this right was expressly and in proper form

conferred upon the emperor under the name of jus

relationis^ and accordingly as he obtained the right

to introduce three or more subjects, the jus was

called jus tertiae^ guartae^ quintae, drc. relationis.

(Vopisc. Prob. 12; J. Capitol. I*ertin, 5, A/. An-
toHtn. 6; lamprid. Al. Sen. I.) The emperor in-

troduced his proposals to the senate in writing

(oro/io, liMlus^ epistola primapis)^ which was read

in the senate by one of his quaestors. (Dion Cam.

liv, 25, Ix. 2; Suet 65, Tit. 6; Tacit, A«»o/.

xvt. 27 ;
Dig. I, lit. 13.‘ s. 1. g§ 2 and 4.) [Ora-

tion ks pRiNclPif.w.] The praetors, that they

might not be inferior to the tribunes, likewise
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! received the jus rclationis. (Dion Cass. tv. 3.) The
mode of conducting the business, and the order in

I which the senators were called up^n to vote, re-

I mained on the whole the same as under the rc-

I

public (Piin. Fpi$t. viii. 14, ix. 13); but when
magistrates were to be elected, the senate, as. in

former tiroes the coniitia, gave their votes in secret

j

aith little tablets. (Plin. Fpist. iii. 2l>, xi. b.)

I

The transactions of the senate were from the time
I
of Caesar registered by clerks appointed for the

purpose, under the superintendence of a senator.

!

(8ueU f.bes. 20, Au/j. 36 ; TaciL AnnaL v. 4, &c.

;

Span, //oiiriany 3; Dion Cass. IxxviiL 22.) In
cases which required secrecy (ematmconsulium
ttuitum\ the senators themselves officiated as

clerks. (Capitol. C/ord. 20.)

As the Homan em{>eror concentrated in his own
person all the powers which had formerly been
possessed by the scveml m.vgistrnte8, and without
limitation or responsibility, it is clear that the

senate in its administrative powers was dependent
upon the emperor, who might avail himself of its

counsels or not, just os he pleased. In the reign
of Tiberius the election of magistrates was trans-

ferred from the people to the senate (Veil. Pnt ii.

124 ;
Tacit. Aumd, I 15 ;

Plin. Fpist. iiL 20, vi.

19), which, however, was enjoined to take especial

notice of those candidates who were recommended
to it by the emperor. This regulation remained,
with a short interruption in the reign of Caligula,

doum to the third centuiy, when wc find that the
princeps alone exercised the right of appointing

magistrates. (Dig. 48. tiu 14. s. 1.) At the de-

mise of an emperor the senate bad the right to

appoint his successor, in case no one had been
nominated by the emperor himself ; but the senate

hod in very rare cases an opportunity to exercise

this right, as it was usurped by the soldiers. The
ocrarium at first still continued nominally to bo
under the control of the senate (Dion C^ass. liiu 1 6,

22), but the emperors gradually took it under their

own exclusive management (Dion Cass. Ixxi. 33;
Vopisc. Aurel. 9, 12, 20), and the senate retained

nothing but the administration of the funds of the

city (urcra publicn\ which were distinct both from

the aerarium and from the fiscus (Vopisc. Aurel.

20, 45), and the right of giving its opinion upon
cases connected with the fiscal law. (Dig. 49. tit.

14. s. 15 and 42.) Its right of coining money
was limited by Augustus to copper coins, and
cemied altogether in the reign of Gmlienus. (Kck-
hel, D.N. Protep. c. 13.) Augustas ordained that

no accinationi should any longer be brought before

the comitia (Dion Cass. IvL 40), and instead of

them he raised the senate to a high court of justice,

upon which he conferred the right of toking cog-

nisance of capital offences committed by senators

(Dion C^ass. Iii. 31, &c. ; Suet Culig. 2 ;
Tacit.

Antud. xiiL 44 ; Clapitol. AL Antonin. 10), of

crimes against the state and the person of the em-
perors (Dion C^ass. Hi. 15, 17, 22, lx. 16, Ixxvi.

8 ; Suet Aug. 66 ; Tacit. AnnaL iii. 49, dec.), and
of crimes committed by the provincial magistrates

in the administration of their provinces. The
senate might also receive appeals from other courts

(Suet AVro, 17; Tacit AnaW. xiv. 28; Capitul.

A/. Antonin. 10 ;
V'opisc. I^rob. 13), whereas, at

least from the time of Hadrian, there R'as no ap-

peal from a sentence of the senate. (Dion Cass,

lix. 18 ; Dig. 49. tit 2. s. 1. § 2.) The princeps

somelunes referred cases which were not contained
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in the al^ore categories, or which he might have

decided himself, to the senate, or requested its co-

operation. (SueL Claud. 14, 15, AVro, 15, Domit.

8,dtc.) Respectiiu the provinces of the senate see

1*R0V1NX1A.

When Constantinople was made the second

capital of the empire, Constantine instituted also a

second senate in this city (Sozomcn, ii. 2 ;
Ejn:*rjA,

da Cand. 30), upon which Julian conferred all

the privileges of the senate of Rome. (Zosim. iii.

1

1

;
Liban. Oral, ad T^eodo$. ii. p. 303, ed.

Morell.) Both these senates were still sometimes

consulted by the emperors in an oratio upon mat-

ters of legislation (Cod. Thcod. 6. til. 2. a 14 ;

S^mironch. Epid. x 2. 28 ;
Cod. 1. tit. 14. a 3)

:

the senate of Constantinople retained its share in

legislation down to the ninth century. (Nov. Leon.

78-) Kach senate also continued to be a high

court of justice to which the emperor referred im-

portant criminal cases. (Amm. Marc, xxriii. 1.

23 ;
Symmach. Epid, iv. 5; Zosim. v. II, 38.)

Capital offences committed by senators, however,

no longer came under their jurisdiction, but either

under that of the governors of provinces, or of

the prefects of the two citiea (Walter, p, 367,

&c.) Civil cases of senators likewise belonged to

the forum of the praefectus urbl (Cod. 3. tit 24.

a 3 ;
S^’mmoch. Epid. x> 69.) The senatorial

dignity was now obtained by descent (Cod. Theod.

G. tit 2. a 2 ; 12. tit 1. s. 58 ;
Cassiodor. Fariar.

iii. 6), and by having held certain offices at the

court, or it was grant^ as an especial favour by
the emperor on the proposal of the senate. (Cod.

Theod. Lc,j Symmocln Epid. z. 25. 118.) To
be made a senator was indeed one of the greatest

honours that could be conferred, and was more
valued than in the times of the republic

;
but its

burdens were very heavy, for not only had the sena-

tors to give public games (S3rmmacn. Epid. x. 25.

28), to make magnificent presents to the emperors

(Cod. Theod. 6. tit 2. a 5), and in times of need
extraordinary donations to the people (Zosim. v.

41 ( Symmach. Ep. ri. 14,26, vii. 68), but in ad-

dition they bad to pay a peculiar tax upon their

landed property, which w'ns called foUia or gltdxi.

(Zosim. it 32; Cod. Theod. 6. tit 2 ; Symmach.
Efdd. ir. 61.) A senator w*ho had no landed pro-

perty was taxed at two follea (Cod. Thcod. 6.

tit 2. 8. 2, 6. tit 4. a 21.) It was therefore only

the wealthiest persons of the empire, no matter to

wh.'it piirt of it they belonged, that could aspire

to the dignity of senator. A list of them, together

w'ith an account of their property, was laid before

the emperor eveiy three months by the prefect of

the city. (Symmach. x. 66, &c.) Dowm to the

time of Jvistinian the consuls were the presidents

of the senate, but from this time the prncfeclui

urbi always presided. (Cod. Thcod. 6. tit. 6 a 1

;

Nov. Instit 62.)

It now remains to mention some of the distinc-

tions and privileges enjoyed by Roman senators

:

1 . The tunica with a bmod purple stripe {lafus

darns) In front, which W'as woven in it, and not ns

is commonly believed svwed upon it, (Acron. ad
Iforai. .Sat. L 5. 35 ; com|we L 6. 28 ; (juinctil.

xi. .3.) 2. A kind of short boot with the letter C
on the front of the foot (Juv. vii. 192 ; Cic. /*Uil.

xiii. 1.3.) This C is generally supposed to mean
cen/ar/if, and to refer to the original number of 100
(oea/aw) senatora 3. The right of sitting in the

•fcbeitni in the theatres and amphitheatres. This
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distinction was first procured for the senators by
Scipio Africanus Major, 194 B.C. (Liv. xxxiv. 54 ;

Cic. pro Cluant. 47.) The same honour was granted

to the senators in the reign of Claudius at thegamea
in the circus. (Suet Claud, 21 ;

Dion Casa Ix. 7.)

4. On a certain day in the year a sacrifice v/as

,

fered to Jupiter in the capitol, and on this occasion

the senators alone had a feast in the capitol
;
the

right was called tbe,^ puhlice rpulamdi. (Ocllius,

xii. 8 ;
Suet Aug. 35.) 5. The Jus UUrae Irga-

tioui*. [LxoATUfl, [I^S.]
SENATUSCONSULTUM. In hU cnuniera.

lion of the formal parts of the Jus Civile, Cicero in-

cludes Senatuscousulta. (7b/>. 5.) Numerous I.egcs

properly so called were enacted in the reign of

Augustus, and Leges, properly so called, were
made even after hit time. [Lxx.] It was
under Augustus however that the Senatuscon-

sulta began to take tbe place of Ix^ges properly

BO called, a change which is also indicated by the

fact that until bis time the SenatuKonsnlta were
not designated either by the names of the Ckm-
sult or by any other personal name, so far as wc
luive evidence. But from that time w*e find the

Senatusconsulta designated either by the name of

the Consuls, as Apronianum, Silanianiun, nr from
the name of the Caesar, as Claudianuni, Ncronia-
num

;
or they arc designated as mode **"

aiirturc ”

or ** ex auctoritate Hudriani," &C., nr ** ad ora-

tionem Iladriani,*' &c. Tbe name of the Senatus-
consultum Macedonianum it an exception, as will

afli'rw*ards appear.

Many Senatusconsulta were enacted in the

Republican period, and some of them wor.- laws in

tbe proper tense of the term, though some modem
writers have denied this position. But the opi-

nion of those who deny the legislative power of

the Senate during the Republican period is op>-

posed by facts. An attempt has sometimes been
made to support it by a passage of Tacitus (** turn

primum e coropo Comitia ad patres tmmlata sunt,"

Arm. i. 15), a paasage which only refers to the

elections. It is difficult however to determine how
far the legislative power of the Senate extended.

A recent wrriter (Walter, GaschicJite drt Horn,

Rrehis^ 437, 1st ed.) observes that tbe S<‘natus-

consulta were an important source of law for mat-
ters which concerned administration, the nmin-
tenance of Religion, the suspension or irpoal of
law’s in the case of urgent public necessity, the

rights of the Aerariiim and the Publicani, the
treatment of the Italians and the Provincials."

(Liv. xxvL 34, xxxix3, xlL 9.) The follow'ing

ore instances of Senatusconsulta under the Re-
public: a Scnalusconsultum ** ne quis in tirl>e

sepeliretur ; " the Senatusconsultum de Rvcchana-
libus hereafter more particularly mentioned

; a
ScnatUBConiultum de Libertinonun tribu (Liv. xlv.

15) ; a Senatusconsultum do Macedonia (Liv. xlv.

1 8); a S<*natusconsultum de Sumlibus at the Mega-
lenses ludi (Gell. ii. 24) ;

a Senatusconsultum
“ ne homo iminolarclur" (Plin. //. A’ xxx 1) ; a
Senatusconsultum de pmvinciis Qiiaestoriis

; a
Senatusconsultum mode M. Tullio Cicerone re-

ferente to the effect, “ ut legationum liberarum

tempos annuum essi-t
;

various Senatusconsulta dc
collegiis dissolvcndis

; an old Senatusconsultum,
^ S^’natusconBult'im vetuinc liccret Africanus (6es-

tiai) in Italiara ndvchcrc," which was so far re-

pealed by a riebiscitum proposed bv Cn. Aufidius,

Tribunus Plcbis, (hat the im}>ortaUon for the pur-
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pose of the Circenseo wai made legal (Plln. II. A^
viiL 17); on old Seixatusconsulturo by which
** qimcAtio («error»m) in caput domiiii prohibeba*

tor” (Tacit. Ann. ii. 30 X a rule of law which

Cicero {.pro Mihyn. *2*2) refers to Mores at its

foundation. From these instances of Scnatuscoo*

sulta made in the Republican period we may col-

lect in a general way the kind of matters to which

this form of legislation applied. The constitution

of the Senate was such as to gradually bring

within the sphere of its legislation all nwtters that

pertained to religion, police, administration, pro-

vincial matten, and all fon'ign relations. And it

seems that the power of the Senate hod so far in-

creased at the time of the accession of Augustus

that it was no great change to make it the only

legislating body. Pomponius (Dig. 1. tit. 2. s. 2),

though his historical evidence must be received

with caution, states the matter in a way which

is generally insistent with what we otherwise

know of the progress of Senatorial legislation

:

^ As the plebs found it difficult to assemble, &C.,

it vias a matter of necessity that the administra-

tion of the State came to the Senate: thus the

Senate l>egtin to act, and whatever the Senate bod

determined (conttituwet) was observed (oArerro-

batur)^ aad a law so made is colled Senatuscoo-

sultum.*'

A Scnatusconsultum was so named because the

Cmisul (qtM reiuUi) was said
** Sonatum consulere

:

** Marcivs L. F. S. Postvmirs L. F. Cos Senatrm
Gmsolvervnt** (Scnatusconsultum de Bacebana-

libus.) In the Scnatusconsultum De Phitosophis et

De Khetoribus (OelL xv. 11), the Praetor ^ con-

suluit,** In the enacting port of a Lex the Populus

was said “jobere,*' and in a PlebiKitum ** scire :

”

in a Scnatusconsultum the Senate w*as said **
cci>-

sere :
^ De Bacchanalibvs, &c., ita exdeicendvro

ccDsvere.'* (S. C. de Bacch.) In the Senatuscon-

sulta of the time of Augustus cited by Frontinus

{de Aquaedudibu* Hovma^ ii.), the phrase which

follows ** censuere is sometimes “ placere huie

ordini.'' In Tacitus the verb censere*' is also

applied to the person who made the motion for a

i^natusconsulturo. (Ann. iv. 20.) Sometimes

the term ** arbitnri ^ is used (Dig. 16. tit 1. a 2);

and (iaius (L 4), writing under the .\nUmines ap-

plies to the Senatus the terms which originally

denoted the legislative power of the Populus:
** Senatus jubet atque constituit ; idqne legis vicem

optinet quamvis I'uit quacsitum.** ** HaWre sena-

tum is to hold a meeting of the senate. When
i

Cn. Pompeius was elected consul for the first time,

bis friend AI. Varro wrote for his use a treatise

^ de Senatu habendo consiilcndoquc.** A Senatus-

cnnsulium made before the rising or after the set-

ting of the sun was not valid. (Gcllius, xiv. 7.)

The mode in which the legislation of the Senate

was conducted in the Imperil period is explained

in the article Orationis Principuu.
(X:rtain forms were observed in drawing up a

Scnatusconsultum, of which there is on example in

Cicero {ad Fam, viii. 8): “8. C. Auctoritates

(for this is the right reading) Pridie. Kal. Octob.

in Aode Apollinis, scribendo adfucmnt L. Domi-

tius Cn. Filius Ahenobarbns, dee. Quod M. Marcel-

lus Consul V. F. {verba /ecit) de prov. Cons. D. E.

R. I.G {de eareiia oensuentui <1*0.)." The pre-

amble of the Scnatuscousultum de Bacchanalibus

is similar, but the luunes of the consuls come at the

beginning and the word is
** consolvervnt :

** the
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date and place are also given
;
and the names of

those qui scribendo adfuenmt (SC. ARF. in tho

Inscription). The names of the persons who were
witnesses to the drawing up of tho Senatuscon-

soltum were called the ** auctoritates,'* and these

auctoritates were cited as evidence of the fact of

the persons named in them having been present at

the drawing up of the S. C. (** id quod in aucto-

ritatibus praescriptis extat," Cic. de Or. iii. 2) ;

from which passage, and from another (Cic. ad
Fam. V, 2 j

“ illud S. C. ea praescriptione est *')

in which Cicero refers to his name being found
among the auctoritates of a S. C. as a proof of

his friendship to the person whom the S. C. con-

cerned, it is certain that ** praescribo " in its

various forms is the proper reading in these Sena-
tusconsulta. (Compare the similar use of Prae-
scriptio in Roman Pleadings [Praswriptio].)
There can be no doubt that certain persons were
required to be present “ scribendo," but others

might assist if they chose, and a person in this way
might testify his regard for another on Whalf of

whom or with reference to whom the S. C. was
made. (** (2ato autem et scribendo adfuil," dec.

Cic. ad Ati. viL 1.) Besides the phrase "scri-

bendo adcsse," there are "esse ad scribenduin"

(Cic. (k/ Ati. i. 19), and poni ad scrihendum "

(as to W'hich see the curious passage in Cicero, ad
Fam. ix. 15). When a S. C. was made on the

motion of a person, it was said to be made " in

sententiam ejut." If the S- C was carried, it was
wTitten on tablets and placed in the Aeroriura : the

S. C. de Bacchanalibus provides that it shall be
cut on a bronze tablet, but this was for the pur-

pose of its being put up in a public place where it

could be read (r5ni/aedivmed j^oset'er potisii).

The Senatusconsulta were originally intrusted

to the care of the tribunes and tho aodilcs, but in

the time of Augustus the quaestors had the care of

them. (Dion Cat*. Iv. 36, and the note of Rci-
niaru!i.) Under the later emperors the Senatus-

consuUa " quae ad principes pertinebant," wore
preserved in " libri elephantini." (V'opiscmi,

Taei(u$t c. 6.

)

A measure which was proposed as a Senatuscon-

lultum might be stopped by the Intercessio of the

Tribunes, and provision was sometimes made for

fiirthcr proceeding in such case :
" si qnis huic

senatusconsulto intercesserit senatui placere aucto-

ritatem perscribi (praescribi) et de ea re ad sena-

turn populumque referri," (Cic. ud Fam. viii. B.)

This explains one meaning of Senatus auctoritos,

which is a Scnatusconsultum which has been pro-

posed and not carried, and of which a record w'as

kept with the auctoritates eorum qui scribendo

adfuenmt." In one passage Cicero calls a S. C.

which had failed owing to an Intercessio, an Aoc-
toritas {ad Fam. L 7). One meaning of Auctoritos

in fact is a S. C. proposed, but not yet carried
;

and this agrees with Livy (iv. 57) :
" Si quis in-

tercedat Sto, auctoritate se fore contentum." If

Senatus anctoritas occasionally appears to be used
as equivalent to Senatusconsultuni, it is an im-

proper use of the word, but one which presents no
difficulty if we consider that the names which de-

note a thing in its two stages are apt to he con-

founded in popular language, as with us the words
Bill and Act. In its general and original sense

Senatus Auctoritos is any measure to which n
majority of the Senate has assented. (See (bo

{
note of P. Manatius on Cic. ad Fam. v. 2,)
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The proper enacting word in the Senatnsconsulla

is ** censco,” but the word “ decemo ” was also

used in ordinary language to express the enacting

of a Senatusconsultum. (Cic. ad Fam. viiL H ; .Sena-

hi$ dmmit id ad Att. i. Id.) But a Senatus-

consultum, which was n law in the proper sense of

the term, is not called a Decretum, which was a

rule made by the Senate as to some matter which

was strictly w’ithin its competence. The words

Dccretum and Senatusconsultum arc often used

indiscriminately and with little precision. (Gell. ii.

24.) (See Aelius Oallus, ajmd i'Vs/um, s. v, Senatwt

XMvretnm^ and Dbcrstitm.)

The forms of the ScnatUKonsiilta arc the best

evidence of their character. The following arc

some of the principal Senatusconsulta which arc

preserved : the Senatusconsultum de Tiburtibus,

printed by Gruter and others, which is
** un-

doubtedly the oldest of all Roman documents **

(Niebuhr, Horn, Hist. voL iii. p. 264, note 66) •

the Senatusconsultum de Bacchanaiibus ; the

Scnatusconsultnm in the Letter of Cicero already

referred to
;

Cic. Fkilifjp. v. 13 ;
Oellius, xv. 11 •

;

the six Senatusconsulta about the Roman Aque-
ducts in the second book of Frontinus de Aquae-

;

ductibus ; the Senatusconsultum about the Aphro-

disienses (Tacit. Ann. iii. 62 ; Tacit. Obcrlin. ii.

835) ;
the oration of Claudius (TaciL Ann. zL 24;

Tacit Oberlin. ii. 806) ;
the various Senatuscon-

Bulta preserved in the Digest, which are mentioned

in a subsequent part of this article. Sec also the

Senatusconsultum printed in Sigonius, ** De Antique

Jure Provincianim,’’ i. 208 ;
and the Setura by

which the name Augustus was given to the month
Scxtilis, (Macrob. SidumaL i. 12.)

The fnilowing list of Scnaluscontulla contains

perhaps all of them which are distinguished by
the name of a consul or other distinctive name.

Numerous Seimtusconsulta under the Kmpire arc

referred to in the Latin writers, for which we find

no distinctive name, though it it probable that all

of them had a title like the I.«eges, but many of

them being of little Importance were not much re-

ferred to or cited, and thus their names were for-

gnlicn. Tacitus, for instance, often speaks of S. C.

without giving their names, and in some cases wc
are able to affix the titles from other authorities.

Many of the Imperial Senatusconsulta wore merely

amendments of Leges
;
but they were laws in the

proper sense of the word.'

Some of the Senatusconsulta of the Republican

period were laws, as already observed, but others

were ouly determinations of the Senate, which

became Leges by being carried in the comitia.

Such S. C. were really only auctoritates. One
instance of this kind occurred on the occasion of

the trial of Clodius for violating the mysteries of

the Bona Dea. A rogatio on the subject of the

trial was proposed to the 0>niitia cx Senntnscon-

sulto (Cic. ad Ait, 1. 14) ; w*hich is also spoken of

as the Auctoritas of the Senate, and as ^ quod nb

Senatu Constitutum ” (the words of Gaius, i. 4).

ApronianI’M, probably civacted in the time of

Hadrian, empowered all Civimtes which were

within the Roman imperium to take a fideicom-

ntissa hereditas. This Senatusconsultum is ciud

by Ulpian ij-'rap. tit. 22) without the name, but

it appears from cnmp:iring Ulpian with the Digest

(36. til. 1. s. 26) to be the Senatusconsultum

A|UY>nianum. A Senatiuconsultum also allowed

Civitates or Municipia, which were legally con-
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sidered as Universitates, to be appointed heredei

by their liberti or libertae. Ulpian speaks of this

Senatusconsultum in the passage referred t<', im-
mediately before he speaks of that Semituscon-

sullum which wo know to be the Apronianum,
and it appears probable that the two Senntus-

consulta were the same, for their objects were
similar and they are mentioned together without

any indication of their being different. This last

mentioned provision is also mentioned in the

Digest (38. tit 3) as being contained in a Sena-

tusconsultiim which was posterior to the Trebclii-

anum, but the name is not given in the Digest

Under this provision a Municipium could obtain

the Bononira Possessio. Biichius (//isToria Jsns-
prudmitw Romanasi) assigns this Senatusconsultum

to the reign of Trajan. But it appears to belong

to the time of Hadrian, and to be the same S. C.

which allowed Civitates to take a legacy. (Ulp.
Frag, lit 24.)

Articcjlsia?cum gave the Praesesof a Province

jurisdiction in the case of fideicommissa libortas,

even when the hcres did not belong to the Pro-

vince. The hercs ctmld be compelled to give the

libertns which was the subject of the fideicommis-

sum. (Manumissio
; Dig. 40. tit 5. s. 44, 51.)

This Senatusconsultum w*as enacted a. d. lUl, in

which year Sex. Artiailcius Paetus was consul.

Dk BacchANAL liiua. This Senatusconsultum,

which is sometimes called Marcionum, a’Bs passed

in the year B. c. 186. The terms of it arc staled

generally by Livy (xxxix. 10), and may be com-
pared with the original Senatusconsultum which is

printed in the edition of Livy by Drakenborch, and
in that by J. Clericns, Amsterdam, 1710. There
is a dissertation on this Senatusconsultum by
Bynkershook (/>s Cnlin Rffiffionis Ferfgrinae apod
y^eiercs 7?omoaos, Op. i. 412), who has printed the

Senatusconsultum and commented upon it at some
length. The provisions of this Senatusconsultum

are stated generally under Diunvaia, p. 414, b.

There is no ancient authority, os it appears, for the

name Marcionum, which has l>cen given to it from
the name of one of the Consuls who proposed it,

and in accordance with the usnal titles of S. C. in

the Imperial |>criod. This Setura was found in

A. n. 1640, in a village in Calabria, and it said to

be now at Vienna, fSenalusconsuIii I)c Ikic-

clianalibus, &c. Explicatio, auctore Matihaeo Ae-
gyptio, Neapol. 172.0.)

Calvitiasum. ( Ulpian, lit xvi.
;
Julia

rt Pafia PoprAKA Lkx, p.602, b.)

Claudian'UM passed in the lime of the Emperor
Claudius, reduced a free woman to the Cfindition of

a slave (ana//a) if she cohabited with the slave of

another person, after the master had given her no-

tice that he would not pennit it But if a woman,
who was a Homan cilisen, cohabited with a slave

W'ith the consent of the slave's master, she might
by agreement with the master renmin five and yet
any child born from this cohabitation would be a
slave

;
for the Senatusconsultum mode valid any

agreement between the free woman and the slave's

master, and by such agreement the w’oman was re-

lieved from the penalty of the Senatusconsultum.

But Hadrian, being moved thereto by a considera-

tion of the hardship of the case and the incongruity

of this rule of law {indegautia juri$\ restored the
old rule of the Jos Gentium, according to which
the woman continuing five was the mother of a
free child.
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A difficulty arose on the interpretation of this

St'imtusconsultum for which the wordH of the law

had not provided. If a wunmn, who was a Homan
citizen, wai with child, and lM?camc an ancilla ,

pura uuit to the Si'imtusconiultum in consequence '

of cohabiting with A slave cuntniry to the nioster's
I

tt’ish, the condition of the child vvos a disputed

matter : some contended that if the woman had

become preunant in a legal marriage, the child was

A Koinan citizen, hut if she had become pregnant

by illicit cohabitation, the child was the property

of the person who Inid become llie master of the

mother. [Skbvl's (Uoman).]
There is an npjiarcnt ambiguity in a passage of

G.nius (i. 8G) in which he says, ** but that rule

of the same Lex is still in force, by which the issue

of a free woman and another man's slave is a slave,

if the mother knew that the man with whom she

cohabited, was a slave." The Lex of which be

speaks, is the Lex Aelia Sentia. The exception

in the Senatusconsultum of Claudius applied to the

case of a compact between a free w'onuin and the

master of tlie slave, which compact implies that

the woman must know the condition of the slave,

and therefore according to the terras of the I^*x

the issue would be slaves. But Gaiiu says (i. 84)

that under this Scnatusconsnltuni the woman might

by agreement continue free and yet give birth to a

slave ; for the Senatusconsultuin gave validity to

the compact between the womaik and the master of

the slave. At first sight it appears os if the

Scnatusconsultum produced exactly the same effixt

as the licx «'ith respect to the condition of the

child. But this is explained by referring to the

chief pnivision of the Seimtusconsiiltum, which

was that cohabitation with a slave ** invito ot de-

uuntiantc domino" reduced the woman to a stTvile

condition, and it was a legal consequence of this

change of condition that the issue of her cohabita-

tion must be a sLive. The Lex Aelia Sentia had
already declared the condition of children bom of

the union of n free woman and a slave to bo ser-

vile. The Sonatusconsultum added to the penalty

of the Lex by making the mother a slave al»o, un-

less she cohabited with the consent of the master,

and thus resulted that '' inelegontia juris " by

which a free mother could i scape the penalty of

the Senatusconsultum by her agreement and yet

her child must be a slave punuant to the I>^x.

Hadrian removed this inelcgantia by declaring that

if the mother notwithstanding the cohabitation es-

capt'd from the penalties of the Senatusconsultum

by virtue of her compact, the child also should

liave the benefit of the agreement. The Scnaius-

coiisultum only reduced the cohabiting woman to

a servile state when she cohabited with a man's

slave "invito et denuntiante domino:" if she co-

habited with him, knowing him to !>e a sla«c,

w’ithout the knowledge of the master, there could

be no demintiatio, and this case, it appears, w.is

not affixted by the Senatusconsultum, for Gains

observe^, as uW'c stated (i. 80), that the Lex had
still effect and the offspring of such cohabitation

w.vs a slave. The fact of this clause of the Lex
remaining in force after the enacting of the Senn-

tusconsullum, appears to be an instance of the

strict interpretation which the Roman Jurists ap-

plied to positive enactments
;

fur the Senntuscon-

Buitum of Hadrian as suited by Gaius only applied

to the case of a contract between the master's

•lave and the woman, and therefore its terms did
;
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not comprehend a case of cohabitation when there

WHS no coin|>acL B sides tills if a free wonmu
cohabited with a nmn's slave either without the

knowledge of the master or with his knowledge,
but without the " dcnuniiatio," it seems that this

was considen'd os if the woman simply indulged ui

promiscuous intercourse (rv/^j cotny^nt\ and tlio

mother being fn*e, the child also was free by the

Jus Gentium till the Lex attempted to rciitmin

such intercourse by working on the p>areiitnl affix-

tions of the mother, and the Senatusconsultum by
a direct penalty on herself. There was a "juris

inelegantia" in a free woman giving birth to a
slave, but this was not regarded by Hadrian, who
W'os struck by the ineleganti.*! of a woman by com-
pact being able to evade the penalty of the .Sum-
tusconsullum while her child was still subject to

the penalty of the Lex.

This Scnatuiconiultuiu was passed a. d. .V2, and
is mentioned by Tacitus, but the terms in which
he expresses himself do not contain the true mean-
ing of the Senatusconsultum, and iu one respect,
" sin ennsensisset duminus, pro libertis haberentur,"

they differ materially from ihc text of Gaius, unless

the rending "liliertis" should be ** liberis." (See

the notes on Tacitus, A/ia. xii. S3, ed. Oberlin.) It ap-

pears huw'cver from a passage in ranliis (S. li. iv.

tit. 10), that a womnii, in some enstx which arc not

mentioned by him, was redudcnl to the condition of

a liberta by the Si'iialusconsultum ; a circunisuince

which confirms the accuracy of thu text of Tacitus,

but also shows how veiy' imperfectly he 1ms stated

the Seiiatuscnnsultum. Suetonius (Uc«7>. 11) at-

tributes the Seimtusconsullum to the reign of Ves-
pasian, ami expresses its effixt in tenus still more
general and incorrect tlian those of Tacitus. Such
instances show how little we can rely on the

Roman historians for exact iiifomiatiim os to

legislation.

It appears from Paulus that iho provisions of

this Senatusconsultum aro stated very im{>erfectlY

even by Gaius, and that they applied to a great

number of cases of cohabitation between free wo-
men, whether Ingenuac or Libertinae, and slaves.

This Senatusconsultum was entirely repealed by
a Coiutitution of Justinian. Some writers refer

the words " ea lege " (Gaius, i. 85) to the Scuialus-

consultum Ciaudianura, and they must consequently

rvfer the words " ejusdein legis" (Gains, i. 86) also

to this Senuttuiconsultum
;
but the w'ord " lex " in

!
neither case appears to refer to the Scnatu*€oiisul*

turn, but to the Lex Aelia Sentia.

(Gnius, I. 84, 86, 91, 160 ; Ulp. Fmg. tit. xL ;

Cod. 7- tit. 24 ;
PauItLs, S, /f. ii. tit 2).)

There were several other Sonatusconsulta Clau-

diaiiA, of which there is a short notice in Jo. Au-
gust! Buchii Hisloria Jurispiudentioe Romaime.

Dasi’MIanusi, passed in the reign of Trajan,

related to Fideicommis.**a lihertas. (Dig. 40. tit h,

s. 51.) Set! Rudorff, ZeUschrifi^bi,z. voL xii. p. 307,
Out Testament ihs Ikisumiaa.

IIadkiani Sbnatuko.n’SI'lta. Numtrmis se-

nntiisconsulla were passed in the reign of Hadrian,
but there does not appear to be any which is called

Hadrianum. Many Sennlnsconsulta of tliis reign

are referred to hy Gains as " Senatusconsulta auc-

tore Hadriano facUv," i. 47, &c,, of which there is

a list in the Index to Gnius. The Senatusconsulta

j

made in the reign of Hadrian ore enumerated by
Borhius, and some of tliein arc noticed here under

j

their projxT designations.
^

3 V
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JuNCtANtTM, in the reign of ComniodnA,

related to Fideicommlwm LiliertAi. (Dig. 40. tit 5.

a. 28, 51.) Thia Senatusconsultum ia preaerved in

one of the pMsngea of tho Digest referred t&

JvNiANUM, Hisaed in the time of Domitian, in

the tenth contulship of Domitinn, and in the con-

aulshipof Ap. Juniua Sahinua, a. d. 84, had for ita

object to prevent collusion botwocn a master and
hii alave, by which tho slave should bo made to

appear to be oa a free man. The person who dis-

covered tho collusion obtained tho alave as his pro-

perty. (Dig. 40. tit 16.)

JirV'SN’TiANi'M ia the name given by modem
iurista to thu Senatusconiultum, which is preserved

in the Digest (5. tit 3. s.20. 1^ 6). The S^nmtiis-

cnnaultum ia placed under the title ** De Uerediuttia

Petitione.**

Largiantm, paaaed in thefirat year of the Em-
ror Claudiua, a. d. 42, gave to the children of a

onumiaaor, if they were not exheredated by name,

a right to the bona of Latini in preference to Kx*
tranci heredet. (Patronus ;

Gniui, iii. 63—71 ;

Inst. 3. tit 7. I. 4 ;
Cod. 7. tit 6.)

LitioNiANUM, pnased in the reign of Tiberitii, in

the conaulship of T. Statiliua Taurus and L. Scriho-

nius Liho, a. n. 16, contained various provisions,

one of which wna to th«* effect that if a man vkTote

a will for another, every thing which he wrote in

bia own favour was void : accordingly he could not

make hlmaelf a tutor (Dig. 26. tit 2. s. 29), nor

hereaorlegatariua (Dig. 34. tit 8). This Senatus-

consultum contained other provisions, and it np.

pears to have been on extension of the Ix>x Cornelia

dc Falsia. [Falbi'U.] See also CoiL Jjt^. ilf. &
li. vUL 7.

MACsnoNiANUii, enacted a. d. 46, provided

that any loan of money to a filiusfamilioa could not

bo recovered even after the death of the father.

The Scnatusconsultum took ita name from Mact^lo,

a notorioua uaurer, aa nppenra from the terms of

tho Scnatusconsultum which is preserved (Dig.

14. tit 6). TheophiUis (Panifthr. ftuL) states m-
com’ctly that the Scnatusconsultum took ita name
from a hliusfnmiltaa. The provision of the Senalua-

consultum ia cited hy Tacitus {Ann. xi. 13), but

in such terms as might lead to amhigtiity in the

interpretation of the law. Suetonius {Vesp. 11)

attrihiites this Senatuaconsultum to the time of

Vespasian ; hut he states ita provisions in lest

omhigtioua terms than Tacitus.

Mbumiani'M. This name it aometimet given to

the SenntusconsuUiim, {mated in the time of Nero,

the lenns of which are pn*aorved by Tacitua {Arm.
XV. 19); “ pe simulata adoptio in ulla parte mune-
ris puhlici juvaret, ac ne usiirpandit quidom here-

ditatibua prodoaaet.'* The object of this Sonatua-

consultum wna to prevent the evasion of the I.^ex

Julia et Papia Poppaea. It is sometimea refem'd

to the consulship of C. Memmlus Regulus and Vir>

giniiis Hufua a. d. 63, hut it appears to belong to

the preceding year. Seo Dig. 31. a. 51, and 53.

tit. 1. s. 76.

Neroniantm de Legatla, the provisions of

which are stated in tho article l.inATt'ii. (Oaiua,

il 157, 198, 212, 218,220 ;
Ulp. xxiv.)

Nsronianum, also called Pisomangm, from

being enacted in the ctmsulship of Nero and U
Calpumiui Pisn, a. d. 57. It contained various

provisions :
^ Ut si qnis a tuis aenns interfectus

aaaet, it qnoque, qui testamanto rannumissi sub

•odem teclo mansiaaent, inter aervoa aupplicia pen-

,
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derent ** (Tacit. Ann. xiii. 32) :

“ Ut occisa nxore

etinm de familia viriquaestiu halieatur, idemquc ut

juxta uxoris fanulinin ohservetur, si vir dicatur

oedsus ** (Paulus, S. H. iii. tit. 5, who gives in

sulMtAiice also the provision mentioned by Tacitus,

but adds: ^Sed et hi torquentnr, qui cum occiso

in itinere fuerunt**); “ Ut, si poenoe obnoxiua

servua veniaaet, qnandoque in eum animndrersum
esset, veiiditor preliiun praeslnret.’* (Dig. 29. tit 5,

a. 8.)

Orphitianum enacted in the time of M. Aurc-
liua (Capitol, fa riVa, II) tliat the legitima hercdiias

of a mother who hod not l>eon in ntanu, might
come to her soiut to the exdusion of the consan-

guinei and other agnati. The name Orphiliantim

is supplied by Paiilua (.9. li. iv. tit. 10\ and the

Digest (.38. tit 17); the enactment was ma«le in

the consulship of V. Hufua and C. Oq)hitua. (Inst

3. tit 4.)

Pnuliia (iv. tit 14) apenks of rules relating to

mamimiasion l>cing iiK:luded in a Senatnsconsiiltum

Orphitianum. [IIxrbr.] This S natusconsultum

was made in the joint reign of M. Aurcliua and
Commodus. (Impp. .\nton. et Commodi oratione

in senatu recitato, Ulp. Frag, tit xxvi.) See Ora-
TIOSES pRIN*CIPr.M.

pEUAMAsrxt was enacted in the reign of Vespa-

sian. Pegasus and Puaio being Cunsiileti ( Suffecti ?)

in the yw of the enactment (Inst ii. tit 2.3 ;

Gains, ii. 254, &c) The provi.»ions of this Scna-
tusconsultum are sUitcd under Fii)SlC0M.MiKaA

and Legati;m. This Scnatusconsultum, or another
of the same name, modified a provision of tho Ia*x

Aelia Sentia as to a Latinus bi'coming a Uomanus.
(Gains, i. 31.)

I*krsicianum, which may l»e the com*ct fonn

instead of Pemidanuni, was enacted in the time of

Tiberius a. d. .34, and was an amendment of the

Lex Julia et Papi.i I’oppiva. (Corap.nre Lex
JuLtA ET Pap. Pop.; Ulp. Frag, lit xvi.

;

Sueton. Claud. 23.)

PiSONIANfM. [NkrONTAKIM.]
Plancianltm, of uncertain date, is hy soma

writers assigned to the time of Vespasian. The
l#cx Julia Pnpia et Pnppaea apparently containe d
a provision by which a fideicomniissum was forfeited

to the Fiscus, if a heres or legatarius engagi-d

himself hy a written instrument or any other secret

nnxle to {lay or give the fideicomniissum to a person

who was legally incapable of taking It (Dig. .30.

s. 103
:
34. tit 9. s. 10, 18 ; 49. tit 14. s. 3.)

Such a Fideicommissum was called Taciturn, and
when made in the way described was said to he
in fraudom legit,” designed to evade the law. If

it wn« tnude opcmiy ( palam\ this aus no fmiis,

and tliongh the fideicommitsum might be invalid

on account of the incapacity of the fideicommi:^

sarius to take, the pi'nnltv of the lex did not apply.

It docs not a]>pear certain whether this provision

as to the confiscation was contained in the original

Lex or added hy some subsequent Senntusconsnl-

lura. However this may he, the fiduciariui still

retained his (Quarto. Hut a Senntascnnsuhum men-
tioned by Ulpian {Fr'rg. ltt.xxr. s. 17) enacted that

if a man undertortk to perfonn a taciluin fidcicom-

missum, he lost the Quwlmns or Quarta [Fiuei>
coaimiakl’m], nor could he claim what was
U4tducum under the Testamenta, which as a general

rule he could cLiim if he had children. [LsuATriu •

Huna Caouc'A.] This Senatuscousultum, it a|v

pears from an extract in the Digest (35. tit 2,

uy
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t. 59\ was the Plancianmn, or Plautisumnif for

the reading is doubtful
;
and in this fi«*is<age it is

stated that the Fourth, which the Fiduciarius was
not allowed to retain, was claimed for the Fiscus

by a Ue»cript of Antoninus Pius. The penalty for

the fraud only applied to that part of the property

to which the fraud extended, and if the heres was
hcres in a larger share of the horeditas than the

sh.'irc to which the fraiis extended, ho had the

benefit of the Falcidia for that part to which the

fmiii did not extend, which is thus eipn'ssed by
Papinian (Dig. 34. tit. f). s. II), ^sed si nuijor

niodiis institutionis qiiam fraudis fuerit quod ad

Falcidiain attinet, do suporfiuo quarti retiiicbitur."

The histoiy of legislation on the subject of Tacita

fideicoinmissu is not nltogother free from some
doubt.

PLAHTIANlfM. [PLANCIANPM.]
RfBHiAVfM, enacted in the lime of Tmjan, in

the consulship of Huhrius (latliis and Q. CooHus
}]ispo (probably consoles sufii'cti) a. u. 101, related

to fideicommissa lilK'ruu. Its ti'rms are given in

the Digest (4U. tit. 5. s. 26) :
** Si hi a quibus li-

l>crtal»'m praeitari opf)rtet evocati a Pmetore adesso

noluissont. Si causa cognita Praetor pronuntiassrt

lil>ertatem bis delH>ri, t^dem jure statum servari I

ac si directo inanumissi cssent" C«»mp!ire Plin. i

Kp. iv. 9, ad Ursuin with the passage in the

Dig<*st.

Sabiniancm, of uncertain date, but apparently

after the time of Antoninus Pius. It related to

the rights of one of three brothers who had been
adopted, to a portion of the hereditos contra tabulos

tesiamonti. ((jud. H. t>t.4M. a. lU ; InsL 3. tit. I.)

SlLASlANPM, prol^hly passed in the time of

Augustus in the consulship of P. Cornelius Dola*

bclta and C. Junius Silanus a. n. lU, contained

various enactments. It pave freedom to a slave

who discovered the murderer of his master. If

A master was murdered, all the slaves who were
under the roof at the time, if the murder was com-
mitted under a roof, or who were with him in any
place at the time of the murder, weiv put to the

Ifiriure, and, if they had not done their best to

defend him, were put to death. Tacitus (Jtm.
xiv. 4'2) refers to this provision of the Senatuscon

suliitm, and he uses the phrase “ veterc ex more."

Li(t«ius (note uu this fiossage) refers to Cicero

(ud /’am. iv. 12). Ser>'» Impuheres were ex-

cef'ied front this provision of the SenatusconsuUum.
(T)ip. 29. tit. 5. s. 14.) The hen»s who to<»k pos-

session of the heri’diuis of a numlerod person l>e-

fore the pritper inquirv’ wns made, fnrfi-ited the

hereditos, which fell to the Fiscus; ihe rule was
the same whether being ben's ex testamento he

ofteiied the will {iohuhe teMumcnti) before the in-

quiry was made, or w’hethi'r being hen-s ab intes-

tato, he to«ik possession of the hereditos {ndiit he-

rtflttaOnn) or obtained the Bonorum Posseasio
; he

w’as also subjected to a hi^vy pectitilary |>etmlty.

A Senatusconsiiltum p;issed in the cntisiibhip of

Taurus and L<‘pidus a. d. 11, emneted that the

penalty for opening the w'ill of a murdered prison

could not be inflicted aft r five years, except it was
a case of parricide to which this temporis pnu‘scrip-

tio did nut Apply. (Pnulus, & R. iii. tit. 5 ;
Dig.

29. tit. 5; Cod.* 6. tiL 35.)

TaRTULUANTM is st.tted in the Institutes of

Justiman (3 tit 3) to have been enacted in the

time of Hadrian, in the consulship of Tertullus and

bacerdoe
;
but some critics, notwithstanding this,
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would refer it to the lime of Antoninus Pius.

This S 'liatusomsulium einiwwcn^d a mother, whe-
ther Ingenua or Lil>crlina, to take tlie Lcpiiima
hereditos of an intestate son ; the Ingenun, if she
was or had been the mother of three children ; the

IJhertiua, if she was or had been the mother of

four children. They could also take, though they
neither were nor had been mothers, if they had
obtained tho Jus LilK*rorum by Imperial favour.

Several persons however look fvecedence of the

mother
; the sui heredes of the son, those who

were called to the Bononim Possessio as sui

heredes, the father, and the fruter cunsaiiguineus.

If there was a soror consanguinea, she shared with
her m iher. The Senalusconiultum Orphitianum
gave the children a claim to the licreditas of the

mother.

(Ulp. Frup'xxx, xxvi. • Paulus, S. H. iv. tit. 9 ;

Dig. 3H. til. 1 7.)

TRKBKLLiANrw, enacted in the time of Nero
in the consulship of L. Annaeus Seneca and Tre-

bellius Maximus a. 0. 62, related to Fideicommis-

sue herediiates.

(FiDBiaiMMiRSL'M
;
Giiius, ii. 251, 253 ; Dig.

36. tit. 1 ;
Paulus, S. U. iv. tit 2.)

Ti'Ri*iLiANi’M, enacted in the time of Nero in

the consulship of Caesonius Pai'tus and Petruniut

Turpillus A< i>. 61, was against proevaricutio or the

collusive desisting from prosi-cuting a criminal

charge. The occasion of this .Si'natusc»iisultmn

and the tenns of it are state<l by Tacitus (Ann,
xiv. 14): “qui talem openim emplitasset, vendi-

dissetve, perinde poena tenerciur ac publico judicio

calumniae condemnaretur.** The definition of a
praevaricator is given in the Digest (48. tit. 16. s.

1. Ad SrnuiuMvngtdlitm Turjtiluinum).

Vellxian>;m rendcn*d void all intercessiones by
women, whether they were on behalf of males or

females. This Senatuscnnsultum was enacted in

the consulship of Marcus Silanus and Velleius

Tutor, AS appears from the preamblo of the Sena-

tusconsiiltum (Dig. 16. tit 1 ), and it app^’ars most
probably to have been passed in the reign of Clnuiliiis

from the words of Dlpian in his comment upon

it. The name of Velleius Tutor does not occ»ir in

the Fasti Consularct, and he may be a consul suf-

fectus. The name of M. Silanus occurs ns ciusul

in the reign of Claudius, and the colleague of

Valerius Aaiuticus, A. n. 46. (Dion Cass. lx. 27.)

[ I.VTBHi.KSMO.] In the year a. D. 1.9, according

to the Fasti a M. Silanus was alto consul
;
his

cnlb^gue according to the Fasti was Ii. Ni-rlxamis

Dttlhus, and this agrees with Tacitus (.4n». ii. .59).

VjTRASiANrM is assigned to the ndgn of Ves-

pasian, but the time is very uncertain. It re-

Lited to Fideicommihsa Lib<TUis. (Dig. 40. tit. 5.

s, 30.)

VoLUftiANUM, enacted in the n*ign of Nero in

the consulsliip of Q. Volusius Saturninus and P.

Contclius Scipio, a. d. 56. It contained a pr»>vi-

sinn against pulling down a domus or villa for tho

sake of profit
;
but the object of this law seems

rather obscure: it is referred to, without the uaine

being given, in the Digest (18. til. I. s. 52. .Se«o/ws

censst/, &c.). Tacitus (Atm. xiii. 2H) mentions a

Seiiatusconsultum in this consulship which limited

the power of the A'-dilca: ‘‘quantum curuleg,

quantum plelKjii pignoris cap«Tent, vel jMM-nae irro-

gar'mt.** \ Senatuscoiiiiultum Volusiamim (if the

name is right) enacted that per.^uns should be liable

to the penalties of the Lex Julia de vi privata,

3 ir 2
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who joined in the suit of another per»on with the

bftrjtAin that they thould ihare whntevcr was

acquired by the condotnimtio. (Pig. 48. tit 7.

e.6.) IG.L.]
SKNIO'RES. [CoMiTU, p. 333.J
SEI»TA. fCoMiTiA, p.33fi,Kl

SKPTEMVIKI EPULO'NES. [Kpitlonbs.]

SEPTIMATRUS. tQuiNQiuTRus.]
SEPTIMO'NTIUM, a Roman feilivaJ which

was held in the month of December. It liutcd

only for one day (diti ffeptimontium^Hies Septimon^

According to Festus (s. v. Septimtmtium\

the fcatival was the same as the Agonalia ; but

Scaliger in his note on this passage bos shown
from V'aiTo (<fr Ling. An/, vi. 24) and from Tcr-

tullian {(U JJolot. 10), that the Si'ptlroontium
!

must have been held on one of the last days of

December, whereas the Agonalia took place on the

tenth of this month. The day of the Septimontiura

w'os a dies feriatus for tho montani, or the inhabit*

ants of the seven ancient hills or rather districts of

Rome, who olFercd on this day sacrifices to the

gods in their respective districts. These sacra

(socm pro montd/us^ Fest. «. v. suera) were,

like the pagniialia, not sacra publico, but privata.

(Varro, Lc.; compare Sacra.) They were believed

to have been instituted to commemorate the en-

closure of (he seven hills of Rome within the walls

of the city, but must certainly b<^ referred to a

time when the Capitoline, Quirinal, and Viminal

were not yet incorporated with Rome. (Compare
Columella, ii. 10 ; Suet. Lhmit. 4 ; PluU Qiutesi.

Horn, 68 ;
Niebuhr, //i#/. o/ Rome^ vol. i. p. 389,

&c.) [L.S.]
SEPTUNX. [Asp. 140, b.]

SEPULCRUM. [FfNi’R, p.560,b.]

SEQUESTRES. [Ambitts.]
SERA. [Janua, p.626,b.]

SE'RICUM ((Ti^piKii*'), silk, also called bom-

hgeinutn. The first ancient author who affords

oi]y evidence reipt'cting the use of silk, is Aristotle

{U.A. V. 19). Afrer a description, partially cor-

rect, of tbe metamorphoses of the silkworm {homhgr^

Martial, viii. 33), he intimates that the produce of

the cocoons was wound upon bobbins by women
for the purpose of being woven, and that Pamphile,

daughter of Plates, was said to have first woven
silk in Cos. This statement authorises the conclu-

sion, that raw silk w'os brought frt>m the interior

of Asia and manufactured in Cos os early ns the

fourth century B.c. From this island it appears that

tho Homan ladies obtained their most spbrndid

garments [Coa VbrtiaI, so that the later poets

of the Augustan age, Tibullus (ii. 4), Propertius

(i. 2, iL 1, iv. 2, iv. 5). Horace {Carm. iv. 13. 13,

SiU, i. 2. 101), and Ovid (Art. A mat. ii. 298),
adoni their verses with allusions to these elegant

textures, which were remarkably thin, sometimes

of a fine purple dye (Hot. U. cc.), and variegated

with transverse stripes of gold. (Tibull ii. 6.)

About this time tbe Parthiim conquests opened a

way for the transport into Italy of all the most
valuable productions of central Asia, which was
the supposed territory of the Stores. Tbe appear-

ance of the silken flags attached to the gilt stand-

ards of the Parthiana in tho battle fought in 54
Jt. c. (Florua, iii. 11), must have been a ycry strik-

ing sight for the army of Crassiis.

Tbe inquiries of the Romans respecting the

nature of this beautiful manufacture led to a very

general opinion that silk in its natural state was a

SERICUM.
thill fleece found on trees. (Virp. Georg, ii. 121 ;

Pi'tron. 119 ; Seneca, 386; Festiis Avio-
nus, 935 ; Sil. Ital. J^un. vi 4, xir. 664, zvii

596.) An author, nearly contompotnry with
those of the Augustan age already quoted (Dio-

nysius Periegeles, 755), celebrates not only the

extreme fineness and the high value, but also the

flowered texture of these productions. The cir-

cumstances now stated luflicieiitly account for the

fact, that after the Augustan age we find no
further mention of Conn, but only of Serie wel>s.

Tho rage for the latter increased more and more.
Even men aspired to be adorned with silk, and
hence the senate early in the reign of Tiberius

enacted “ Ne vestis Serica viros foedarct." (Tac.

Ann. ii 33; Diun Cass. Ivii 15 ; Suidos, t. r.

Tt94pios.)

In the succeeding reigns, we find the roost

vigorous measures adopted by those emperors
who were characterized by severity of manners,
to restrict the use of silk, whilst Caligula and
others, notorious for luxury and excess, not only
encouraged it in the female sex, but delighted to

display it in public on their own persons. (Suet.

Calig. 52; Dion Cass. lix. 12; sec also Joseph.

fi. J, vii. 5. § 4.) Shawls and scarvi^s, interwoven

with gold and brought from the remotest East,

were accumulated in the wardrobe of the Empress
during successive reigns (Martial, xi. .9), until in

the year 176 Antoninus, the philosopher, in conse-

quence of the exhausted stole of his treasury, sold

them by public auction in the Forum of Trajan
with the rest of the imp -rial ornaments. (Capitol,

ta riVa, 17.) At this period we find that the

silken texture, besides being mixed with gold

(Xpu<r4irairT05, adonied with em-
broidery, this part of the work being executed
either in Egypt or Asia Minor. (AV/on>, A/oeoMtu,

oCTw, Lucan, x. 14 1 ; Seiu-ca, Iferc. Oei. 664.) Tho
Christian authors from Clemens Alexnndrinus
{I*aedag. ii. 10) and TertuDian (de Pallio^ 4)
downwards discourage or condemn the use of silk.

Plutarch alto dissuades the virtuous and prudent
wife from wearing it {Conj. Pruee. p. 5.S0, vol. vi.

ed. Reiske), although it is proliable that ribands

for dressing the hair (Mart al, xiv. 24) were not

uncommon, since these gix>ds (Serica) w< re pro-

curable in the vicus Tuscus at Rome (xL 27),
Silk thread was also imported and used for various

purposes. (Galen, Ilcpi vol. vi. p. 533, ed.

Chartier.)

Although Commodus in some degree replenished

the palace with valuable and curious e^i'cis, in-

cluding those of silk (('apitol. Pertin. 8), this arti-

cle soon nfrcrw'ards again became very rare, so that

few writers of the third centuiy’ make mention of

it. Wh<‘D finely manufactured, it sold for its

weight in gold, on which account Aurelian would
not allow his empress to have even a stiigle shaw l

of purple silk {paUio fdutteo ecrico^ Vopisc. Anrct.

45). The use of silk with a warp of linen or wtwd,

called tramo$erica and euhterica^ os distinguishi-d

from holu$rrica^ was permitted under many restric-

tions. About the end, however, of the third cen-

tury, silk, especially when woven with a warp of

inferior value, begun to bo much more generally

worn both by men and women
;
and the conse-

quence was that, in order to confine the enjoyment
of this luxury more entirely to the imperial family

and court, prirate persons were forbidden to en-
gage in the-inonufacture, and gold and silken bor-
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den {porapamdae) were allowed to be made only

in the imperial g^'naecea. [PARAOAUoa.j
The production of raw lilk (/A^To{a) in Europe

wu fint attempU'd under Justinian, a. d. 630.

The eggs of the silkworm were conTeyed to Byzan-

tium in the hollow stem of a plant from ** Serinda,"

which WAS probably Khotan in Little Buchario, by

•ome monks, who had learnt the method of hatch-

ing and rearing them. The wonns were fed with

the leaf of the Black or Common Mulberrj* (<rua<t-

piPot. Procop, B. Goth, ir. 17 ;
Glycas, A nn, ie, p.

20i> ; Zonar. Amt. xir. p. 69, «d. Du Cange ; Phot.

BAL p. 60, ed. Roth.). The aillivation both of

this species and of the White Mulberry, the breeding

of sllk-worms, and the manufacture of their pro-

duce, having been long confined to Greece, were at

length in the twelfth century transpoited into

Sicily, and thence extended over the south of Eu-

rope. (Otto Frisingen, Hid. Imp. Ftyder. i. 33

;

Man. ComnenuB, ii. 8.) The progrcM of this im-

portant branch of industry was however greatly

impeded even in Greece both by sumptuary laws

restricting the use of silk except in the church ser-

vice or in the dress and ornaments of the court,

and also by fines and prohibitions against private

silk-mills, and by other attempts to regulate the

price both of the raw aud manufactured artich-.

It vras at one time determined that the biuincss

should be carried on solely by the imperial tn^a-

snrer. Peter Darsames, probably a Phoenician,

held the office, and conducted himself in the most

oppressive manner, so that the silk trade was ruined

both in Byzantium and at Tyre and Deiy tas, whilst

Justinian, the empress Theodora, and their trea-

surer amassed great wraith by the monopoly.

(Procop. Hitt. Arcan. 25.) The silks woven in

Europe previously to the thirteenth century were

in general plain in their pattern.* Many of those

produced by the industry and taste of the Seres,

I. e. the silk manufacturers of the interior of Asia,

were highly elaborate, and appear to have been

very similar in their patterns and style of ornameut

to the Persian shawls of modem times. [J. Y.]

SERRA, dim. SKRRULA (irp/«i'), a saw. It

was made of iron (/irrea. Non. Marc. p. 223,

od. Merccri
;
de ferro tamina^ Isid. Oriti. xix. 19

;

Virg. Georg, i 143). The form of the larger saw
used for cutting timber is seen in the annexed

woodcut, which is taken from a miniature in the

celebrated Dioscorides written at the bt'giuning of

the sixth century. (Montfaucon, Pat, 6'rticc. p.

203.) It is of the kind which w'e call the frame-

saw, because it is fixed in a rectangular frame. It

was held by a workman (serranvs, Sen. Epitt.

57) at each end. The line H*as used to mark the

timber in order to guide the saw (Sen. Epitt.

90) ; and its movement was fiicilitated by driving

wedges with a hammer between the plonks {tmuet

taimlae) or rafters {trabet). (Corippus, de Ijaud,

Jutt. iv. 45—48.) A similar representation of the

use of the frame-saw it given in a painting found

at Herculaneum, the operators being winged genii,

as in this woodcut (Ant. d'ErcU. i. tnv. 34) ; but

in a bas-relief published by Micali (Ital, ar. it

Dom. dei Rom, tav.49) the two sawyers wrar tunics

girt round the waist like that of the ship-builder in

the woodcut at p. 141. The woodcut here intro-

duced also shows the blade of the saw detarhed

from its frame, with a ring at each end for fixing

it in the frame, and exhibited on a funereal monu-
ment published by Grutcr. On each side of the
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lasUroentioned figure is represented a band-saw
adapted to be used by a single person. That on
the left is from the same funereal monument os the

blade of the frame-saw: that on the right is the

figure of an ancient Egyptian saw preKTved in the
British Museum. Th se saws (termlae monu*
hriaiae) were used to divide the smaller objects.

Some of them, called Ittpi^ had a particular sha^te,

by which they were adapted for amputating the

branches of trees. (Pallad. de Re Rutt. i. 43.)

Su Jerome (in It. xxviii. 27) seems clearly to

allude to the circular saw, which was probably used,

as at present, in cutting veneers (taminae pmefainet^

Plin. //. A', xvi. 43. s.84). We have also inti-

mations of the use of the centre-bit, and w'e find

that even in the time of Cicero (pro Ciuent. 64) it

was employed by thieves.

Pliny (//. N. xxxvi. 22. s. 44) mentions the uso

of the saw in the ancient Belgium for cutting

white building-stone: some of the oolitic and cre-

taceous rocks are still treated in the same manner
both m that part of the continent and in the south

of England. In this case Pliny must be understood

to speak of a proper or toothed saw. The saw
without teeth was then used, just as it is now, hy
the workers in marble, and the place of teeth was
supplied, according to the hardness of the stone,

either by emery or hy various kinds of sand of in-

ferior hardness. (Plin. /7. iV. xxxvi. 6. s. 9.) In
this manner the ancient artificers were able to cut

slabs of the hardest rocks, which consequently

were adapted to receive the highest polish, such
as granite, porphyry, lapis-lazuli, and amethyst.

[MoLa; Parik-s.]

The saw is an instniroent of high antiquity, its

invention being attributed either to Daedalus
(Plln. II. A’’, vii. 56 ;

8en. Epitt. 90\ or to his

nephew Perdix (Hygin. Fab. 274 ;
Ovid. Mrt. viii.

246) [CiRCiNL’s], also called Talos, who, having

found the jaw of a serpent and divided a piece of

wood with it, was led to imitate the teeth in iron.

(Diod. Sic. iv. 76 ;
Apollodor. iii. 15.) In a Ijfts-

relief published by Winckelmann (Mon. Ined. ii.

fig. 94), Daedalus is represented holding a saw
approaching very closely in form to the Egv-ptian

saw above delineated. [J. Y.]
SERRATI NUMMI. (DKNARir8,p. 394,a.]

SERTA, used only In the plural (err^^^o,

A festoon or garland. The art of

weaving w'reaths [ Corona 1, garlands, and fes-

toons, employed a distinct class of persons (coro-

narii and eortmariae j OTs^as'TprAdiroi, Theophrast.

II. P. vi. 8. § 1 ; Plin. il. N. xxi. 2. s. 3, or

o’Tf^os'os’Xdfrot), who endeavoured to combine all

the most beautiful varieties of leaves «f flowcin,

3 (T 3
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anf) of fniita. mj a.i to blend their forms^ colourt,
|

and »ce>a« (Virff. Copa^ J4, 3o) in ihcmoit agree-

able manner. The annexed woodcut taken from a

•nrcophngus at Rome (Millin, (itU. ii. 100),

hows n festoon adapted to be suspended by meant

of the fillets at both ends. Its cxtn‘inttict arc

skilfully encased in acaiubus-Iaivcs : its body con-

srsis appor. iiily of laurel or bay, together with a
profusion of fniits, such as applet, pears, pome-

gmimtes, bunches of grapes, and fir-coiic&. At
Athens there was a market, called im^>ayow?i.6Kioif

for the mnniifaeturR and tale of this class of pro*

ductions, the work being principally performed by
women and girls. (Aristoph. Tkfsm 455.)

When a priest was preparing a sacrifice, he often

appeared with a festoon intcndi'd to be placed on

the door of thi' temple ( /estafrowiey Virg. Aen. ii.

249 ;
txinisaer^is, iv. 202 ;

Juv. x i. 84 ;
Liuan, ii.

354), on the front of the altar (V'ir?. Aen. i. 417)
or upon the head of the victim. Thus in the Iliad

(i. 14, 28), Chryscs besides the gilded sceptre

W'hich denoted his office and authority carries a

garland in honour of Apollo, which was probably

wound about the scoptn'. (See also Aristoph. Av.
894, /'ox, 948 •, Callim. Hymn, in Cer. 45.) The
act here described is seen in the annexed woodcut,

which is taken from a bas-relief in the collection

of antiques at Ince- Blundell, and represents a
priestess carrying in her two hands a festoon to

suspend up«>n the circular temple which is seen in

tho distance. As the festoons remained on the

temples long after their freshness had departed,

they became very combustible. The temple of

Juno at Acp'os was destroyed in coMSo,jucnce of

their being set ou fire. (Time. iv. 183. §2j
Pans. ii. 17. § 7.) The garlands on funereal nionu*

ments hung there for a year, and were then re-

newed. (Tibull. ii. 4. 48, 7. 32 ;
Propert. iii. 16.

23.) The funeml pile was also decorated in a

similar manner, but with an appropriate choice of

plants and flowers. (V'irg. Arn. it. 506.)

Festoons were placed upon the door-posts of

private houses in token of joy and affection (Tibull.

i. 2. 14) more especially on occasion of a weddlng-

(Lucan, ii. 3.54.) They were hung about a palace

in compliment to the wealthy possessor {inarrtaf/o

coronit o/no. Prudent tn Symm. ii. 726): and on

occasions of general rejoicing the streets of a city

were sometimes enlivened with these splendid and
tasteful decorations. (Martial, vi. 79. 8.)

The smaller garlands or crouns, which were
worn by persons on the bead or round the neck,

are sometimes called serto. (Tibull. i. 7. 52.) The
fashion of wearing such garlands suspended from
the neck, was adopted by' tho eariy Christians.

(Min. Felix, 38.) [J. Y.J
SERVI.VNA ACTIO. [Pignus.]
SE'RVITHS, [S*RVU8.J
SERVITU'l'ES. The oamer of n thing can

use it in all ways consistent with his ownership,

and he can prevent others from using it in any way
that is inconsistent with hU full enjoyment of it ns

owner. If the owner's power over the thing is

limited citlier way, that is, if his enjoyment of it

is subject to the condition of not doing certain acta

in order that some other person may have the

benctit of such forbearance, or to the condition of

allowing others to do certain acts, which limit his

complete enjoyment of a thing, the thing is said
“ sen ire " to be subject to a ** servims." Hence
when n thing was sold as ^ optima maxima," this

was legally unddbtood to mean that it was w*ar-

ranted free from Serritutes. (Dig. 50. tit 16.

8. 90. 1 69 ; compare Cic. rfe /^. Ayr. iii. 2.) Tho
existence of a ^rvitns must be proved : the pre-

sumption is that the ground is free (liber) till it

is shown to be servient. Servitutes are also in-

cluded in the terms “ Jura," and ** Jura in Kc,"
and these terms are opposed to Dominium or com-
plete ownership. He who exercises a Servitus

therefore has not the animus dnmiiii, not even in

the case of iisusfructua, for the (^siisfnictuariiis is

never recognited as owner in the Roman Law. Tho
tcehnicnl word for ownership, when tho ususfructus

is deducted from it, is Proprietas.

A man can only have a right to a sen-itus in

another person's property
; and a s*‘n Uus can only

he in a corporeal thing. Viewed with respect to

the owner of the thing, a Servitus either consists

in bis being restrained from doing certain acts to

his pro;>orty, which otherwise he might do («er-

viins quae tn non /aciendo consistU ; Sermtua ma/u-

tiva)
\
or it consists in his being bound to allow

some other person to do something to the pnt|>ert\*,

which such person might otherwise be prevenu^d

from doing {urrvitus quae in paiiendo oonsidit

;

5^re*//iis ojffirmattva). A Servitiis never cousisls in

the owner uf the servient property being obliged to

do any act to his property, though he may be under
an obligntio to d<> acts which are necessary towanU
the enjoyment of the Servims. (Dig. 8. tiL 1. s.

15 ;
Pnehta, inat. i. § 252, note e.)

There wore two cLasscs of Servitutes. Either

they had for their suoject a definite person, who
could exorcise the right, in which case they were

iL Vi ^y Ccorjie
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naTed PcrfonA!, iN'r^onnnim ; and they ceased

with the death of the p rson: the cxprc&sion

** personalis wrTitua" »tis UH*d. (Diff. 3-i. tit. 3.

a 8. § 3.) Or they had for their subject another

piece of property, as a house or land, and the per*

son who exercised the Serritui exercised it in re

spect of his right to the house or huid, which wha

its suhicct. Servitutes of the latter kind were

called Praediat, Servitiitea Pmediorum or Rerum,
or Jura Praedionim (Oaius, ii. 17. 29 ; Dig. 8. tit.

1. s. 1) ; and with reference to their specinl kinds,

Jura aqimrum, &c. (Cic. pro Ckiwitu 26.)

The exercise of Personal Senilutes, of which

Usus and Ususfructus w'cre the principal, w*a8 aU
wars connected with the natural possossiun of the

thing ; and conse4|ucnily the Quasi Possessio of

such Servilutes had a close resemblance to Posses-

sio. [PoHSKSisio.] Servitutes of this class consisted

solely ** in poliendo.”

Proedial servilutes consisted both “ in paliendo,”

and “in non faciendo." Those which consisted

“ in patiendo “ comprised either such acts as a per-

son might do, by rirtue of the Scrviius, which acts i

hod only mediately a reference to another piece of '

land, ns in the case of a Jus Itineris ;
or such acts

^

as a man might do, with immediate reference to

another piece of land, os Jus tigni immittendi,

and the like. Those which consisted “ in non

faciendo ” on the part of the owner were acts

which another possessor of a piece of land could

require the owner of the servient propiirty not to

do, but which except for the servitus, the owner
might do.

Personal servitutes were Uara, Ususrafcrra,
llabitatio, and Opcrac scrronim et AiiimoJium.

Habitatio or the right of living in anuther per-

son's house resembled the luusfructus or usus

aedium. Out it w'as not lost as ususfructus imd
usus were, by capitis diminulio or neglect to exer-

cise the right. Also, it consisted in the right to

inhabit some definite part of a house only, and not

the whole ; the habitatio could be sold or let If

it was a donatio inter vivos, it could be set aside

by the heredcs of the giver. (Dig. 7. lit. 8. £)«

Utm et llahilatioHe j Dig. 39. tit. 5. a. 27, 32 ;

Inst. 2. tit. .5.)

Operae sorvorum ct anlmalium consisted in a

man having a right to the use and services of

another person's slave or beast, so long as the slave

or beast lived. The servitus continued after the

death of the person entitled to it, and was not lost

by a capitis diminutiu nor by neglect to exercise it

This is called by Gaius (ii. 32) “ the Ususfructus

hoininum et cctemrum aninialium."

Proedial Servitutes imply the existence of two
contiguous pieces of land {^prualia)^ one of which
owes a servitus to the other {errrittUem debrt^

pratdium^ fundua srmew)
;
and the servitus is

said to be due (</Meri) from the one to the other.

The name of praedium doniinans which is now
often used to designate the praedium to which the

servitus is due, is a modem invention. It is of

the nature of a Senitus to be an advantage to the

land to which it belongs: it must be something

that in some way increases its value. It must also

be a thing that is permanently to the advantage of

the domiimnt praedium
;

for it is said “ omnes ser-

viiutes pRwdionim perpotuascausos habere debent*'

(Paulus, Dig. 8. tit. 2. s. 8), which means there is

a continuous adaptation of the servient to the use

of the domiimnt tenetpent The Servitus is con-
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siilered as belonging to the dominant praedium in

such a sense that it cannot bo alienated without

the practliiim nor pledged nor let.

Pnu'dial Servilutes were either Pmediorum Ur-
banorum or Kusticonim. Dut the word Servitus

has a double meaning, according as we view it os a
right or a duty. The S^Tvitus of a Praedium Rus-
ticum or Url>anuin is, in the former sense, the

servitus which belongs to a particular Praedium, ns

a right : in the latter sense it is the servitus w.hich

some particul.ir Praedium owes, ns a duty. When
the two Pmedia are contemplated together in their

mutual relations of right and duty, the word Sor-
vitus expresses the whole relation. Senututes Ur-
bmwe are those which arc for the advantage of an
edifice as such, whether the advanuige is d- rived

fmm another building or simply a piece of land ;

Ru.sticae are those which are for the advantage of

a piece of ground, as such, and mainly for the

benefit of agriculture. ‘'Urlwtmini pmediiim non
locus facit, sed materia." (UIp. Dig. .50. tit 16.

s. 198.)

The following arc the principal Servitutes TTr-

banae :— 1. Oueris fereudi, or the right which a
man has to use the edifice or wall of his ncighbvuir

to support his own edifice. The owner of the

servient property was conseijueiitly bound to keep
it in repair so that it should be ndc<]uate to dis-

charge its duty. (Dig. 8. tit. .5. s. 6.) 2. Tigni
immittendi, or the right of planting n beam in or

upon a neij^hbour's wall. 3. Projicierdi, or llio

right of adding something to a man's edifice, though
it shall project into the open space which is above
his neighlmur's grounds. 4. Stillicidii, or fluminis

recipieudi or immittendi. This servitus was either

A right which a man had for the rain water to run
from bis bouse upon and through his neighbour's

premises, or a right to draw such water from bis

neighbour’s premises to his own. The technical

meaning of Siillicidium is rain in drops
;
when

collected in a flowing body it is Flumcn. (Vatro,

de Liny. hit. v. 27, ed. Mliller; Cic. dr Or. i.

38.) 5. Aliiua non tollendi, or the duty which a
man owed nut to build his house higher than its

present elevation, or the duty of the owner of n
piece of laud not to raise his edifice above a cer-

tain height, in order that the owner of sonic

other house might have the adrantigc of such
forbearance. If a man was released from this

duty by his neighbour, he obtained a new right,

w'hich w'as the Jus altius tollendi. In Ukc man-
ner, a man whose ground w*as released from the
Servitus Stillicidii, was said to have the servitus

stillicidii non recipieudi. This w'as not strictly

accurate lan^ingo, for if a servitus Is defined to lie

some limitation of the usual rights of ownership, a
recovery of these rights or a release from the duties

which is implied by the possession of these rights

by another, merely gives the complete exercise of

ownership and so destroys all notion of a Servitus.

Still such was the language of the Roman Jurists,

and accordingly we find enumerated among the

Urbanao Servitutes (Dig. 8. tit. 2. s. 2), “ Siilli-

cidium nvertendi in tectum vel arcam vicini aut
non avertendL" 6. Scrv’itus ne Luminibus, and ne
Proepcctui officiatur, or the duty which a man owes
to his neighbour's land not to obstruct his light nr

his prospect (see Gains, ii. 31 j
Cic. de Or. i. 39) ;

and Si-n ilus Lumiimm or pMs|ic^tui, or the duty
of a man to allow* his neighbour to make openings

into his x>remLses,ns in a common w*nll for instanceiy

3 u 4
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to pet lipht or a prospect It wnfl a Scrvittis tlie

object of which was to procure light whereas the

nc officiatur was to prevent the destroying of light

(Dig. 8. tit 2. ». 4. 40.) But there are different

opinions as to the meaning of Servitus I>uminum.

7. Servitus Stercolinii, or the right of placing dung

Against a neighiMur's wall, &c. R. Servitus fumi

immittcndi, or the right of sending one's smoke
through a neighbour's chimney. 9. Servitus cloacae,

or the right to a drain or sewer from a man's land

or house through a neighbour's land or houst\

The following are the principal Soiwilutes Rus-

licnc ;— 1. Servitus Itineris, or the right to a foot-

path through another man's ground or to ride

through on horsohnek or in a sella or lectica, for a

man in such cases w’os said ire and not aprre.

Viewed with reference to the person who exercised

the right, this Senutus was properly called Jus

eundi, (Gains, jv. 3.) 2. Actus or Agendi, or the

right of driving a beast or carriage through another

man’s land. 3. Viae or the right eundi et agendi

et nmbiilandi. Via of course included the other

two Servitutes
;
and it was distinguished from them

by its width, which was defined hy the Twelve
Tables. (Dig. 8. til. 3. 8. 8.) The width of an

Iter or Actus might be a matter of evidence, and

If it a*as not determined, it was settled by an

arbiter. If the width of a Via was not determined,

its width was taken to be the legal width {Uitiiudo

injttima). In the work De Coloniis, attributed to

Krontinus, the phrase " iter pnpulo deWtur or non

debetur” frequently occurs. When “ iter debetur"

occurs, the width of the iler is given in feet It

seems that in the assignment of the lands in these

instances, the lands were made ** servirc populo,"

for tlie purposes of a rond. 4. Servitus pascendi

or the right of a man in respect of the ground to

which his cattle arc attached, to pasture them

on another's ground. A. Servitus nquaeductus or

ducendi aquam per fundum alienum. There were

also other Servitutes as Aquae haustns, Pecoris

ad aquara appulsus, (^)cis coqueridae, and Arenac
fodiendne. If a Publiciis locus or a Via publica

intervened, no servitus nquaeductus could be im- i

posed, but it was necessary to apply to the Prin-

ceps for permission to form an aquaeduclus across

a public road. The intervention of a Sneer et
'

rehgiosns ]<Krtis was an oKstaclc to imposing an
|

Itineris servitus, for no Senilus could be due to

any person on ground which was sacer or relU
,

giosiis. I

A Servitus Negativa could be acquired by mere

contract
;
and it seems the better opinion that a

Servitus Affirmativa could be so acquired, and that

quasi possessio, at least in the later periods, was

not necessary in order to establish the .Tus Servi-

tutls, but only to give a right to the Publiclana in

rem actio. (Gains, ii. 30, 31 ;
Snvigny, Dae Bechi

dee Dreitze^.) The phrases ** aquae jus consti-

tuere,” ** servitutom fundo imponere,” occur (Cic,

ad Quint. Ui. 1. c. *2). According to Gains, Serri-

tutes LTrbanae could only be transferred by the

III jure cessio: Servitutes Rusticae could be trans-

ferred by Mancipntio also. (Gains, ii. 29.)

A Servitus might be established by Testament

{Srrvitue /,epata^ Dig. 33. lit. 3), and the right to

it was acquired when the “dies legati cossit"

rLsuATi’Ml ; but tradition aas nccessarj' in order

to give a right to the Publictana in rem actio. A
Se^itns could be established by the decision of a

ludex in the Judicium Fnmiliae rrcisctindar, Com-
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muni dividundo, and in a case where the Judex
adjudicated the Proprietas to one and the Usus*
fniclus to another (Dig. 7. tiu 1. s. 6). Servitutes

could also be acquired by the Praescriptio lougi

temporis, (Cod. 7. tit, 33. s. 12.) An obscure and
corrupt passage of Cicero (ad Att. xv. 26) seems
to allude to the possibility of acquiring a right to a
Servitus by use

;
as to w*hich a Ix!x Scriboiiia made

achangc. [Lxx Scridum.a.] Quasi servitudes were
sometimes simply founded on positive enactments,

which limited the omierof a property in its enjoy-

ment (Nov. 22. c. 46. 8. 2) ;
and others were con-

sid red as “ velut jure imposiue" (Dig. 39. tit 3.

s. 1. § 23 ;
and Dig. 43. tit. 27, I>e Arboribue

Citrilendis.')

A Servitus might be released (remitti) to the

owner of the Fundus serviens (Dig. 8. lit. 1. s. 14) ;

or it might be surrendered by allowing the owner
of the Fundus Serviens to do certain acts upon it,

which were inctmsisCent with the continuance of

the Servitus. (Dig. 8. tit 6. s. 8.) If l»oih the

dominant and the servient land came to btdoug to

one owner, the Servitutes were extinguished
;

there was a Confusio. (Dig. 8. tit 6. s. 1.) If the

separate owners of two separate estates, jointly

acquired an estate w’hich wa.s servient to the two
se{wrate estates, the Servitutes W'cre not rxtiii-

guished
;
but they were extinguished if the joint

owTicrs of a dominant estate, jointly acquired the

s'^rvient estate. (Dig. 8. tit. 3. s, 27.) A usu-

fruclus WTis extinguished when the Usufnictua-

rius acquired the Proprietas of the thing. A
Servitus was extinguished by the extinction of the

object, but if the lu'rvicnt object was restored, the

servitus was also restored. (Dig. 8. tit. 2. s. 20 ;

tit 6. 8. 14.) A senit'is was extinguished by the

extinction of the subject, as in the case of a Per-

sonal Servitude with the death of the person who
was intitled to it ; and in the ease of Praedial Ser-

vitutes w'ith the destruction of the dominant 8ul>-

ject, but they were revived with its revival : for

instance, if a building to which a senitude be-

longed, was pulled down in order to be rebuilt,

and if it was rebuilt in the same form, the servi-

tude revived (Paulus, Dig. 8. tit. 2. s. 20. § 2 •

Moore V. Rawion, 3 B. A Cr. 332 b A Servitus

might be extlngulahcd by not using it. There is

a case in the Digest (8. tit. 3. s. 35) of the servitus

of a spring, the use of which had l>een intemiptcd

by the temporary failure of the spring, and a re-

script of Augustus on the matter. According to

the old law, Ususfructus and Usus were lost,

through not exercising the right, in two years in

the case of things immoveable, and in one year in

the case of things moveable. In Justinian's legis-

lation Ususfructus and Usus were only lost by not

exercising the right, when there had been a Usu-
capio liberintis on the part of the owner of the

thing or the ownership had been acquired by Usu-
capion. (Cod. 3. tit. 33. s. 16. § 1, and tit. 34.

s. 13.)

Servitutes might be the subjects of Actiones in

rem. (Dig. 7. tit. 6 ;
8. tit. 5.) An Actio Con-

fessoria or Vindicatio Servitutis bad for its objert

the establishing the right to a Servitns, and it

could only be brought by the owner of the domi-

nant land, when it was due to land. The objert

of the action was the establishment of the right,

damages, and security against future disturlwnce

in the exercise of the right
;
ami the action might

be not only against the owner of the servient
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thing, but against any person who impeded the

exercise of the right. The plaintiff had of course

to prove his title to the Senitus. The Actio Ne-
gatoria or Vindicatio )i))ertatii, might be brought

by the owner of the property against any person

who claimed a Sen'itus in it. The object was to

establish the freedom of the property from the

R'rvitus, for danuigcs, and for security to the owner
against future disturbance in the exercise of his

ownership. The plaintiff had of course to prove

his ownership and the defendant to prove his title

to the Servitus. (Gains, iv. 3 ;
Dig. 8. tit 5.)

In the case of Personal Servitudes, the Inter-

dicts were just the same os in the casi* of proper

Possession
;

the Interdict which was applied in

the c:tse of proper Poss<^*ssion, was here applied as

a Utile Intcrdictum. {Fray. Vat. 90, as emended
by Savigny.)

In the case of Praedial Servitudes, we must

first consider the Positive. In the hrst cla.ss, the

acquisition of the Juris Quasi PosR'ssio is effected

by an act which is done simply as an exercise of

the Right, independent of any other right. The
interference with the exercise of the right was pre-

vented by Interdicts applicable to the several aux.'S.

A person who was disturbed in exercising a Jus

Itincris, Actus, Vine by any person whatever,

whether the owner of the servient land or any
other person, had a right to the Interdict : the

object of this Interdict was prolectitm against the

distnrl>ance, and compensation : its effect was ex-

actly like that of the Interdict Uti possidetis.

Another Interdict applied to the same objects :is

the preceding Interdict, but its obiect was to

protect the person intitled to the servitude from

being disturbe<l by the owner while he was putting

the way or rood in a condition fit for u.«e.

There were various other Interdicts as in the

rase of the Jus a>}uae quotidianae vel aestivae

diicendae (Dig. 43. til.20) ; in the case of the re-

pair of water passages (43. tit. 21, rfs riri$)
\ in

the ca.«e of the Jus aqiuic liaurieiidae (43. tit. 22).

The second class of Positive Servitudes ennsist.s

in tho exercise of the servitude in connection with

the possession of another piece of property. The
Interdicts applicable to this case arc ex]ilained

under the third class, that of Negative Servitudes.

In the case of Negative Servitudes there are only

two modes in which the Juris quasi Poesossio can

bo acquired: 1, when the owner of the servient

property attempts to do some act, which the owner

of the dominant property considers inconsistent

with his Servilui, and it prevented
; 2, by any

legal act which is capable of transferring tho Jus

Servitutis. Tho possession is lust when the owner

of the servient propterty docs an act which is con-

trary to the Right, The Possession of the Servi-

tudes of the second and third class was protected

hy the Interdict Uti possidetis. There was a

6p(‘cial interdict about sewers {De Cluaeis^ Dig.

43. tit. 23).

It has been stated that Quasi-servitudes were

sometimes founded on positive enactments. These

were not S<Tvitutes properly so called, for they

were limitations of the exercise of ownership made
for the public bcnefiL The only rases of the limi-

tation of the exercise of ownership by positive

enactment, which are mentioned in the Pandect,

arc reducible to three principal classes. The first

cla.ss comprehends tho limitation of ownership on

religious grounds. To this class belongs Fiius, or
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a space of five feet in width Ifctwcen adjoining es-

tates, which it was not permitted to cultivate.

This intennediate space was sacred and it was
used by the earners of the adjoinuig lands for sa-

crifice. To this class also belongs the rule, that if

a man had buried a dead body on the land of an-
other a’ithoul his c iiisent, he could not as a general

rule be compelled to remove the body, but he was
bound to make reconjpence. (Dig. II. tit. 7. s. 2.

7, 8.) The second class comprehends rules relat-

ing to police. According to the Twelve Tabi<»8

every owner of land in the city a*as required to

leave a space of two fc*ct and a half vacant all

round any edifice that he erected: this was called

legitinmm spatium, legitimus modus. Conse-

quently between two adjoining houses there must
^ a vacant space of five feet. This law was no
doubt often neglected, for after the fire in NVro's

reign (Tacit y1»n. xv. 43), it was forbidden to

build houses with n common wall (cammumo />ane-

tum)
;
and the old legitinmm spntium was agnin

required to be observed
;
and it is refem'd to in a

rescript of Antoninus and Venis. (Dig. 8. tit 2.

s. 14.) This class also comprehends rules as to the

height and form of buildings. Augustus (Sueton.

Oc/av. 89) fixed the height at seventy feet ; Nero
also after the great fire made some regtilatlons

with the view of limiting the height of hodi^es.

Trajan fixed the greatest height at sixty feet

These regiilatioiis were general, and had no refer-

ence to the convenience of persons who possessed

adjoining house's : they had therefore no relation at

all to the Servitutes altius toliendi and non tollcndi

ns some wriU’rs suppose. The rule of the Twelve
Tables which fnrK'idc the removing a ** tignum

furtivum aedibus vel vinois junctum,** had for its

object the preventing of accidents. (Dig. 47. lit. 3.)

Another rule declared that the owners of lands

which were adjoining to public aquaeducts should

pennit materials to be taken from their lands for

these public purposes, but should receive a proper

compensation. The Twelve Tables forlmdc tho

burning or interring of a dea<l body in the city
;

and this rule was enforced hy a Lex Duilia. In

the time of Antoninus Pius this rule prevailed

both ill Rome and other cities.

The third class of limitations had fur its object

the promotion of Agriculture. It comprised the

rules relating to Aqua Pluvia, and to the Tignum
Junctum in the case of a vineyard

;
and it gave a

man permission to go on his neighbour's premises

to gather the fruits which had fallen theriHin from

his trees
;
with this limitation that he could only

go every third day. (Dig. 43. lit 28, />e (ilande

lepmda.) The Twelve Tables enacted that if a
neighbour's tree hung over into another person's

land, that person might trim it to the height of

fifteen feet from the ground {qnindecim prdet aUiu$

ram tuUueator'), The rule was a limitation of

ownership, but not a limitation of the ownership

of the tree-owner : it was a limitation of the owner-

ship of the land-owner ; for it allowed his neigh-

bour's tree to overhang his ground, provided there

were no branches less than fifteen feet from the

ground.

With these exceptions, some of w-hich were of

great antiquity, oamership in Homan I^w must be
ennsiderrd ns unlimited. Tliese limitations also

had no reference to the convenience of individuals

who had adjoining houses or lands. With res|K*ct

to ncighbniu^ tho law allowed them to rcculato their
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nutitnl intcrcftU as they pleased, and accordinffly a
nan could agree to allow a neighbour to derive

a certain benefit from his land which their proxi-

mity rendered desirablo to him, or he could agree

to al>$tain from certain acts on his land for the

beneht of his neighbour's land. The law gave

force to these Offreements under the name of Servi-

tutes, and assimilated the benefits of them to the

right of ownership by attaching to them a right of

action like that which an oamer enjoyed.

This view of the limitation of ownership
among the Romani by positive enactment is from

a valuable essay by Dirksen, Veber die gcsetxlichen

betckr'dMkungendt>4EipenihumSyd:c. Zeitsdtrijt^rt^, ii.

(Gaiuft, ii. 28—33 ;
InsU 2. tit. 3—5 ;

Dig. 7

and 8 ; Cod. 3. tiL 33, 34.)

This sketch may be completed by reference to

the following works and the authorities quoted in

them : Mackeldey, Lchrluch^ A:c. 12th ed.
;
MUh*

lonbruch, Doctrina Pandectarum^ p. 268, &c.

;

Savigny, Dae Rccht dee Beeitzes^ Juri$ Quasi Pos-
srtsio^ p. 525, 5th ed.

;
Pon der Besteilung der

ServUuten durdi simpte Vertrag und Stipulation^

von Hasse, Rhein. Mus. fiir Jurispmdenz, Erstcr

Jahrpimg ; Von dem Verh'ditniss dee P^igenflums

zu den Serriiuten^ von Puchta, lihein. Mus. Erst.

Jnhrg.
;
Scheurl, Bcmerknngen zur Irhre ran den

iVrrjVu/ew, ZeitscUrift, cCr., xii. p. 237 ; Puchta,

Inst. ii. § 2.52. [O. L.]

SERVUS (Orebk). The Greek 8o0a.os, like

the Latin serrus, corresponds to the usual meaning
of our word slave. Slavery existed almost through-

out the whole of Greece
;
and Aristotle {Pciii. L 3)

says that a complete household is that which con-

sists of slaves and freemen (oiafa 84 rfAcios in

ZovKtav ical /Aeodepwr), and he de6nes a slave to

be a living working-tool and possession. (*0 So^Xor

lipyavovy Ethic. Nicom. viii. 13 ; 8 8oeXor

KTijpd ri PoUt. i. 4.) None of the Greek
philosophers ever seem to have objectid to slavery

as a thing morally wrong ; Plato in his perfect

state only desires that no Greeks should bo made
slaves by Greeks {de Brp. v. p. 469), and Aristotle

defends the justice of the institution on the ground

of a diversity of race, and divides mankind into

the free {iKthBtpoi) and those who are slaves by
nature (of ^ocrci 8oi'Xoi) : under the latter de-

scription he appears to have regarded all barbo.-

riaiis in the Greek sense of tbe word, and there-

fore considers their slavery justifiable.

In the most ancient times there arc said to hare
been no slaves in Greece (Herod, vi. 137 ; Pherc-

craL ap, Athen. vl. p. 263, b), but w*e find them in

the Homeric poems, though by no means so gene-

rally as in later times. They are usually prisoners

titken in war (8op»dX»Toi), who serve their con-

querors : but we also read as well of the purchase

and sale of slaves {Od. xv. 483). They were how-
ever at that time mostly conhued to the bouses of

the wealthy.

Th«Te were two kinds of slavery among the

Greeks. One species arose when the inhabitants
!

of a country were subdued by an invading tribe and
reduced to the condition of serfs or bondsmen : they
lived upon nnd cultivated the land which their

masU'rs had appropriated to themselves, and paid

them a certain rent. They also attended their

masters in war. They could not be sold out of the

country or Si'parated fmm their families, and could

acquire propnrty. Such wore the Helots of Sparta

[Hbi.otbh], the Pcnestac of Tlic5s.'dy [Pk.nks-
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TAS], the Bith3rnians at Byzantium, the CallicyrU

at SjiTacuse, the Mariandyni at Heraclea in Pon-
tus, the Aphomiotae in Crete. [Coasii.] The
other species of slavery consisted of domestic slave's

acquired by purchase {hfrfvpdtvgroi or xpv<roiKi)To<,

see Isocr. Platae, p. 300, ed. Slcph.), who were
entirely the property of their masters, and could

be disposed of like any other goods and chattels

:

those were the 8otXot properly so called, and were
the kind of slaves t^t existed at Athens and
Corinth. In commercial cities slaves were very

numerous, as they performed the work of the arti-

sans and manufacturers of modem towns. In
poorer republics, which had little or no capital, and
which subsisted wholly by agriculture, they would
be few : thus in Phocis and Locris there are said

to have been originally no domestic slaves. (Athen.
vi. p.264, c ; Clinton, F.II. vol. ii. pp.411, 412.)

The majority of slaves was purchased
;
few com-

paratively were bom in the family of the master,

partly because the number of female slaves wns
very small in comparison with the male, and partly

because the cohabitation of slaves was discouraged,

as it was considered cheaper to purchase than to

rear slaves. A slave bom in the house of a master

was called oixdrpnf', in contradistinction to one

purchased, w'ho a*as called oiKerris. (Ammon, and
Suid. s.r.) If both the father and mother wero
slaves, the ofhi^ring w*as called d^fSovXor (Eus-

tath. ad Od. li. 290): if the ]>orcnts were ot-

K6rpi^fSf the offspring w*as called otKorpf^amr.

(Pollux, iii. 76.)

It was a recognized mlc of Greek national law
that the persons of those who were taken prisoners

in war b^me the property of the conqueror (Xen.
Cyr. vii. 5. § 73), but it was the practice for

Greeks to give liberty to those of their own nation

on pa)'ment of a ransom. Consequently almiat all

slaves in Greece, with the exception of the serfs

al>ovcmentioned, were barbaiians. It appears to

follow from a passage in Timneus (ap. Athen. vi.

p. 265, b) that the Clhinns were the first who car-

ried on the slave trade, where the slaves were more
numerous than in any other place, except Sparta,

that is in comparison wiili the free inh.abitants.

(Thuc. viii. 40.) In tho early ages of Greece, a

great number of slaves a'as obtained by pimtes,

who kidnapped persons on the coasts, but the chief

supply seems to have come fmm the Greek colonics

in Asia Minor, who had abundant opportunities of

obtaining them from their own neighl^urhood ond
the inWrior of Asia. A considerable number of

slaves also came from Thrace, where the parents

frequently sold their children. (Herod, v. 6.)

At Athens, as well as in other states, there was
a regular slave market, called the kvk\os (Hnrpo-

crab s. r.), because the slaves st<»od round in a

circle. They were also sometimes sold by auction,

and appear then to have been placed on a stone

called the zpar^p \l6os (Pollux, iii. 78), as is also

done w'hcn slaves arc sold in the United States of

North America: the same was also the praetto* in

Rome, whence the phrase Aomo de htjnde emtus,

[AucTio.j The slave market at Athens seems to

have been held on certain fixed days, usmilly the

last day of the month (the fn? koI yta or youfirjvia^

.\risioph. Eptit. 43, with Scbol.). The price of

slaves naturally diifered according to their ago,

strength, and acquirements. “ S<jmc slaves,” says

Xenophon (.Mesn. ii. 5. § 2) “are well worth two
mimis, others liardly half a niina

;
some sell for
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fire mlnfts and others cren for ten ; and Nicias the

son of Niccratus is said to have given no less than

a talent for an overseer in the mines." Bockh
{PuU. Econ. of Ath^s^ p. 67, &c., 2d ed.) has

collected many particulars respecting the price of

slaves
;
he caleiilates the value uf a common mining

slave at from 125 to 150 drachmas. Tho know-
ledge of any art had a great influence upon the

value of a slave. Of the thirty-two or thirty-

three sword-cullers who belonged to the father of

Demosthenes, some were worth five, some six, and
the lowest more than three minas

;
and his twenty

couch-makers together were worth 40 minoi (in

Apkoft. L p. 816). Considerable sums were paid

for courtcsxuM and female players on tho cithara
;

twenty and thirty minas were common prices for

such (Ter. Adclph. iii. 1. 37, iii. 2. 15, iv. 7. 24 ;

Phorm, iii. 3. 24) : Ncaera w*as sold for thirty

minas, (Demosth. e. Neaer. p. 1354. 16.)

The number of slaves was very great in Athens.

According to the census made when Demetrius

Phal reus was orchon (ac. 309), there are said

to have been 21,000 free citizens, 10,000 Metics,

and 400,000 slaves in Attica (Ctesiclos, ap.Athen,

vi. p. 272,c): according to which the slave popu-

lation is so immensely large in proportion to the

free, that some writers have rejected the account

altr^ther (Niebuhr, 7/jV. of vol. ii. note

1 4 3), and others have sufiposed a corruption in the

numbers and that for 400,000 wo ought to read

40,000. (Ilume, Essays., vol. i. p. 443.) Bockh
and Clinton {F. II. ii. p.391), however, remark
with some justice, that in computing the citizens

and metics the object was ascertain thoir po-

litical and miliuir>' strength, and hence the census

of only males of full age was taken
;

w'hilc in

enumeniting slaves, which were property, it would

be necesAor}' to compute all the individuals who
composed that property. Bockh Uikes the pro-

portion of free inhabitants to slaves as nearly one

to four in Attica, Clinton ns rather more than

three to one
;

but whatever may be thought of

these calculations, the main fact, that the slave

population in Attica waft much Larger than the

free, it incontrovertible: during the occupation of

Decelea by the Lacedaemonians, more than 20,000
Athenian slaves escaped to this place. (Thuc. vii.

27.) In Corinth and Aogina their number was
equally large: according to Timaeus, Orinth
had 460,000, and according to Aristotle Aegina
470,000 slaves (.\thcu. /.e.), but these large num-
bers, especially in rolation to Aegina, must be un-

derstood only of the early times, before Athens
bad obtained possession of the commerce of Greece.

At Athens even the poorest citizen bad a slave

for the care of his household (Aristoph, Plot, itiit), :

and in every moderate establishment many were
employed fur all possible occupations, ns b:ikers, I

cooks, tailors, Ac. The number possessed by one

person was never so great as at Rome during i

the later times of the republic and under the em- '

pire, but it was still very considerable. Plato {de

Hep. ix. p. 578) expressly remarks, that some per-

sons had fifty slaves and even more. This was
about the number which the father of Demosthenes
possessed (la AphtA. i. p. 823) ;

Lysias and I’ole-

marchus bad 120 (Lys. in Erutostk. p. 395),

Philemonides had 300, Ilipponictis 600, and Nicios

1000 slaves in the mines alone. (Xen. tie I’ect. iv.

14, 15.) It must be borne in mind, when wo read

of one person possessing so large a number of
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slaves, that they were employed in various work-
shops, mines, or mamifactorics : the number which
a person kept to attend to his own private wants or

those of his household, was probably never very

large. And this constitutes one great distinction

iKMween Grei k and Roman slaves, that the labour

of the former was regarded as the means by which
an owner might obtain profit for the outlay of his

capital in the purchase of the slaves, while the
latter w'ere chiefly employed in ministering to the

wants of their master and his family, and in grati-

fying his luxiuy and vanity. Thus Athenaeus
(vi. p. 272, e) remarks, that many of the Romans
possess 10,000 or 20,000 slaves and even more,
but not, he adds, for the sake of bringing in a
revenue, as the wealthy Nicias.

Slaves either workM on their masters* account

or their own (in the latter case they paid their

masters a certain sum a day)
;
or they were let

out by their master on hire either for the mines or

any other kind of laliour, or as hired sert'anti for

wages {aitixpopd). The rowers on board the ships

were usually slari*s (Isocrat. He Pacey p. 169, cd.

Steph.) ; it is renwrked as an iinusiml circumstance,

that tho seamen of the Pamlos were frv'cmcii.

(Thuc. viii. 73.) These slaves either lK‘longt»d

to the state or to private persons, who let them out

to the state on payment of a certain sum. It ap-

pears that a considerable number of persons kept
large gangs of slaves merely for the purpose of

letting out, and found this a profitable mode of in-

vesting their capiuil. Great numbers were required

fur the mines, and in mo£t case's the mine-lessees

would be obliged to hire some, as they would nt>t

have sufficient capital to purchase as nuiny as they
wanted. We learn from a fragment of Ilyporides

preserved by Suitlas (#. r. ’Av«v/ri7^f<TttTo), that thero

were at one time ns many as 150,000 slaves, who
worked in the mines and were employed in country

Inl>our. Generally none but inferior slaves were
confined in these mines : they w'orked in chains,

and numliers died from the effects of the unwbole-
sonic atmosphere. (Bikkls Ou the SUrer Mines of
lAxurion^ Wc cannot calculate with accuracy

what was the usual rate of pruflt which a slave-

proprietor obtained. The thirty-two or thirty-

three iw’ord-cuilcrs belonging to the father of De-
mosthenes produced annually a net profit of 30
minas, their purchase value being 190 minas, and
the twenty couch-makcrt a profit of 12 minas,

their purchase value being 40 minas. (Demosth. in

AphoO. L p. 816.) The leather-workers of Timar
chus produced to their masters two, the overseers

three, oboli a day (Acschin. in Tim. p. 118):
Nicios paid an oboius a day for each mining slave

which he hired. (Xen. Vect. iv. 14.) The rate

of profit upon the purchase-money of the slaves

was naturally high, os their value was destroyed

by Age, and thusc wlio died had to be replaced by
fresh purchases. The proprietor was hImi cxpos<-d

to the great danger of their running aw*ny, when it

became neccssaiy to pursue them and otTer roworils

for their recapture {triiarpOy Xen. Mem. ji. 10.

§ 1, 2 :
PlaL Prvtag. p. 3l0). Antigenes of

Rhodes WHS the first that established an insurnneo

of slaves. For a yearly contribution of cigfit

drachmas for each slave that was in the array, ho

undertook to make good the value of the slave at

the lime of his numiiig away. (I’seudo-Arist,

Oeoon. c. 35.) Slaves that worked in the fields

were under an overseer (^xlrpoiror), to whom lli«
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whole nuuuu^ent of the ctbite wu fluently
entmited, while the master resided in the city

;

the household slares were under a steward ( ro^tas ),

the female slaves under a stea'ardess (ro^ia).

(Xen. Ofcon. xii. ix. 1 1.)

The Athenian slaves did not, like the Helots of

Sparta and the Pencslae of Thessaly, serve in the

armies
; the battles of Marathon and Ar^inusae,

when the Athenians armed their slaves (Fousan.

L 32. § 3 ; Schol. ad ^nsto/A. Ran, 33), were
exceptions to the ^neral rule.

Tne rights of possession with regard to slaves

differed in no respect from any other property
;

they could be given or taken os pledges. (Dem. m
Pantckoiet. p. 967, la Apitob. p. 821, in Onetor. i.

p. 871.) The condition, however, of Greek slaves

was upon the whole better than that of Roman
ones, with the exception perhaps of Sparta, where,

according to Plutarch (Zyc. 28), it was the best

place in the world to be a freeman, and the worst

to be a slave {iv AoKcScu^i't aol rhv ibtOBepoy

pd\t<rr<t dKtvBtpov cfiui, fcol rhy iovKoy fuibierra

SovAoy). At Athens especially the slaves seem to

have been allowed a degree of liberty and indul-

gence, which was never granted to them at Rome.
(Compare Plut Garm/. 18 ;

Xenoph. Rfp.

AtA, u 12 ) On the reception of a new slave into

a house at Athens, it a-as the enstom to scatter

sweetmeats (waraxi^^'ra), as w*as done in the

C4UM* of a newly married pair. (Aristoph. /'/«/. 768,
with Schol. : Demoith. m p. 1123. 29 ;

Pollux, iiL 77 ;
Hesych. and Suidas, s. r. Kara-

X^M^ra.)
The lifb and person of a slave were also pro-

tected by the law : a person who struck or mal-

treated a slave was liable to on action

7po^, Dem. Jifid. p. 529 ; Aoschin. in 7Ym. p.

41 ; Xen. d« Rep. Ath, i. 10 ;
Alhen. vL p. 267,

f
; Meier, AU. Proe. p. 322, &c.) ; a slave too could

not be put to death without legal sentence. (Eurip.

Ifecub. 287, 288 ; Antiph. de coed. Urrod. p. 728.)

l^le could even take shelter from the cruelty of

his master in the temple of Theseus, and there

claim the privilege of being sold by him {irpaaiv

cur«uT0ax, Pint. The*. 36 ; Pollux, vii. 13 ;
Meier,

AttProc, p. 403, Ac.). The person of a slave,

however, w’as not considered so saca*d as that of a

freeman : his offences were punished with corpotal

chastisement, which was the last mode of punish-

ment inflicted on a freeman (Dem. in Timoer. p.

752) ; he w*as not believed upon bis oath, and bis

evidence in courts of justice was always taken with

torture.

Notwithstanding the generally mild treatment

of slaves in Greece, their insurrection was not tin-

frequent (Plat. Leff. vi. p. 777): but these insur-

rections in Attica were usually confined to the

mining slaves, who were treated with more severity

than the others. On one occasion they murdered
their guards, took possession of the fortifications of

Sunium. and from this point ravaged the country

for a considerable time. (A then. vi. p. 272, f.)

Slaves were sometimes manumitted at Athens,

though not to frequently as at Rome ;
but it seems

doubtful whether a master w*as ever obliged to

liberate a slave against his will for a certain sum of

money, ns some writers have concluded from a pas-

sage of Plautus. (Carin. ii. 5. 7.) Those who were
manumitted (dveXct^epoi) did not become citizens,

as they did at Rome, but passed into the condi-

tion of Metics. They were obliged to honour their
j
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former master as their patron (wpoordnys), and to

fulfil certain duties towards him, the neglect of
which rendered them liable to the iiroirra’

(rfou, by which they might again be sold into

slavery. [Libkrtus, p, 705, a
; Ai*osta8iou

Dike.]
Respecting the public slaves at Athens, see

Dbmokil
It appears that there was a tax upon slaves at

Athens (Xen. de Vect. iv. 25), which Dockh (Pubf.

Econ. pp.331, 332, 2d ed.) supposes was three

oboli a year for each slave.

Besides the authorities quoted in the course of
this article, the reader may refer to Petitus,

AU. iL 6. p. 254, Ac. ; Reitermcier, Ge*ck. der
Sdatierei in Griechcnland^ Bcrl. 1789 ;

Limburg-
Brouwer, Histoire de la CivilieaiioH de* Greet, vol.

iii. p. 267, Ac.
;
Odttling, de S^oiione Servittiii*

apud AriMoUlem^ Jen. 1821 ;
Hermann, lAhrhuck

der prieck. StaaUalt. §114; aud especially Becker,
Ckarilde*, vol. iL p. 20, Ac.

SERVUS (Roman). SE'RVITUS. “Senifis
est constitutio juris g-mtium qua qiiis dominio
alieno contra naturam subjicitur.*' (Flormt. Dig.

1. tiL 5. a-4.) Gaius also considers the potestas of

a roaster over a slave as “juris gentium “ (i. 52).

The Romans viewed Liberty as a Natural Staley

and Slavery as a condition which was contrary to

the Natural State. The mutual relation of Slave

and Master among the Romans was expressed by
the terms Serins and Dominus ; and the power
and interest which the dominus had over and in

the slave was expressed by Dominium. The term
Dominium or ownership, with reference to a slave,

pointed to the slave merely as a thing or object of

ownership, oml a slave os one of the Res Mancipi

was classed w'ith other objects of ownership. The
word Potestas w*as also applied to the master’s

power over his slave, and the same word was used

to express the father's power over his children.

The boundaries between the Patria and Dominica
Potestas were originally very narrow*, but the child

bad certain legal capacities whicli were altogether

w*anting to the condition of the slave. The master

bad no Potestas over the slave, if he had meruiy a

“nudum jus Quiritium -in servo:” it was neces-

sary that the slave should be his In bonis at bast
(Gaius, i. 54.)

According to the strict principles of the Roman
IjBW, it w as a consequence of the relation of Master

and Slave that the Master could treat the Slave as

he pleased : he could sell him, punish him, and
put him to death. Positive morality how'ever and
the social interconne that must alwrays subsist be-

tween a master aud the slaves, who are immedi-

ately about him, ameliorated the condition of

slavery. Still we read of acts of great cruelty

committed by masters in the later Republican and
earlier Imperial periods, and the L^x Petronut

was enacted in order to protect the slave. The
original power of life and death over a slave,

which Gaius considers to be a port of the Jus

Gentium, w*as limited by a constitution of Anto-

ninus, which enacted that if a man put his slave

to death without sufficient reason {*ine oau*a), he

was liable to the same penalty as if he had killed

another man’s slave. The Constitution applied to

Roman citizens and to all who were under the

Imperium Ronianum. (Gaius« i. 52, Ac.) The
same Constitution also prohibited the cruel treat-

ment of sbv**s by tlieir masters, by enacting that
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if the cnielty of the niaiiter was intolemhle, he

mic'ht be compelled to sell the slave
;
and the

slave was empowered to make his complaint to

the proper authority. (Senec. f/e Beuff. iii. *22.)

A Constitution of Claudius enacted that if a man
exposed his slaves, who were infirm, they should

become free
;
and the Constitution also declared

that if they were put to death, the act should be

murder. (Sueton. Chtwl. ‘25.) It was also eiuicted

(Cod. 3. tit 38. s. 11) that in sales or division

of property, slaves, snch as huslmnd and wife,

parents and children, brothers and sisters, should

not be separated.

A slave could not contract a marriage. Ilis

cohabitation with a woman was Contubemium
;

and no legal relation between him and his children

was recognized. Still nearness of blood was con-

sidered an impediment to marriage after manumis-

sion : thus a manumitted slave could not marr}' his

manumitted sister. (Dig. *23. tit 2. s. 14.)

A slave could have no property. He was not

incapable of acquiring property, but his acquisi*

tions belonged to his master ;
which Oaius consi-

ders to be a rule of the Jus Qentiiim (i. 52). A
slave could acquire fur his master by Mancipatio,

Traditio, Stipulatio, or in any other way. In this

capacity of the slave to take, though he could not

keep, his condition was assimilated to that of a

filiusfamilias, and he was regarded as a person. If

one person had a Nudum JusQuiritium in a slave,

and he was another's In bonis, his ac(]aisitiuns be-

longed to the person whose he was In bonis. If a

man bona fide possessed another man's slave or a

free person, he only acquired through the slave in

two cases : he was entitled to all that the slave

acquired out of or by means of the property of the

possessor {ex re ejns) ; and he was entitled to all

that the slave acquired by his own labour {ex

operis euis)
;
the law was the same with respect

to a slave of whom a man bad the Ususfructus

only. All other acquisitions of such slaves or free

persons belonged to their owner or to themselves,

according ns they were slaves or free men. (Ulp.

Fraff. tit. 19.) If a slave was appointed heres,

he could only accept the hereditas with the consent

of his master, and he acquired the hereditas for

his master: in the same war, the slave acquired a

legacy for his master. (Gaius, ii. 87, &c.)

A master could also acquire Possessio through

his slave, and thus have a commencement of Usu-

capion (Gaius, ii. 89) ;
but the owner must have

the possession of the slave in order that he might

acquire possession through him, and consequently

a man could not acquire possession by means of a

pignomted slave. [PioNt'8.] A bonae fidei pos-

sessor, that is, one who b<*lioved the slave to be

his own, could acquire poss<‘SHion through him in

such cases ns he could acquire property ; conse-

quently a pledgee could not acquire possession

thrmigh a pignorated slave, though he had the

possession of him bona fide, for this bona fides

was not that which is meant in the phrase bonac

fidei possessor. The Usufructuarius acquired pos-

session through the slave in the same cast's in

which the bonae fidei possessor acquired it. (Sa-

vigny. Das Beckt dcs Itesilzes^ p. 314, ed. 5.)

Slaves were not only employed in the usual do-

mestic offices and in the labours of the field, but

also as factors or agents for their masters in the

management of business [Institoria Actio,

&C.], and os mechanics, artisans, and in every
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branch of industiy. It may easily be conceived
that under these circumstances, especially os they
were often intrusted with property to a large

amount, there must have arisen a pmctice of d-
lowing the slave to consider part of his gains os
his own : this was his Peculium, a tenn also ap-

plicable to such acquisitions of a filiusfamilias os
his father allowed him to consider as his own.
[Patria Potestas.] According to strict law,

the Peculium was the property of the master, but
according to usage it was considered to bo the
property of the slave. Sometimes it was agreed
between master and slave, that the slave should
purchase his freedom with his Peculium when it

amounted to a certain sum. (Tacit Ann. xiv. 42,
and the note of Lipsius.) If a slave was manu-
mitted by the owTier in his lifetime, the Peculium
w’as considered to be given together with Libertas,

unless it whs expressly retained. (Dig. 15. tit 1.

8. 53, de PecuHo.) Transactions of borrowing and
lending could take place between the master and
slave with respect to the Peculium, though no
right of action arose on cither side out of such

dealings, conformably to n general principle of

Roman Law. (Gaius, iv. 78.) If after the slave's

manumission, the master paid him a debt which
hod arisen in the manner above mentioned, ho
could not recover it (Dig. 1*2. tit 6. s. 64.) In
case of the claim of creditors on the slave's Pecu-
lium, the debt of the slave to the master was first

taken into the account, and deducted from the Pe-
culium. So far was the law modified, that in the

case of nnturalcs obligationcs, as the Homans
called them, between master and slave, a fidejussor

could be bound for a slave
;
and he could also be

bound, if the creditof was an extraneus.

A naturalis obligatio might result from the deal-

ings of a slave with other persons than his mas-
ter ; but the master was not at all affected by
such dealings. The master was only bound by the

acts and dealings of the slave, when the slave was
employed as his agent or instrument, in which
COSO tho roaster might be liable to an Actio Exbr-
ciTORiA or Institoria. (Gaius, iv. 71.) There
was of course an actio against the master, when the

slave acted by his orders. [Jussu, (ji;oo, &c.]
If a slave or filiiufamilias traded with his peculium
with the knowledge of the dominiis or father, the

peculium and all that was produced by it were di-

visible among the creditors and master or father in

due proportions {jrro rata jwrtione)., and if any of

the creditors complained of getting less than his

shore, he had a tributoria actio against the master

or father, to whom the law gave the power of dis-

tribution among the creditors. (Gaius, iv. 7*2, dec.)

The master was not liable for anything beyond
the amount of tho peculium, and his own demand
was paj-nblc first (Dig. 14. tit 4. de Tributoria

Actions.) Sometimes a slave would have another

slave under him, who had a peculium with respect

to the first slave, just as the first slave had a pecu-

lium with respect to his master. On this practice

was foundiKl tho distinction between Sen'i Ordi-

narii and Vicarii. (Dig. 15. tit 1. s. 17.) Those
subordinate peculia were however legally considered

as included in the principal peculium. In the case

of a slave dying, being sold or manumitted, the

Edict required that any action in respect of the

Peculium must be brought within a year. (Dig. 15.

tit 2. s. 1, which contains the words of the Edict)
If a slave or filiusfamilias had carried on dealing!
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without the knowledge and conjent of hii master

or fathcfi there might be an action against the

master or father in respect of such dealings, so fur

as it could be proved that he had derived ad van*

tnge from them. This was called the .^ctio de in

reiQ Verso (Dig. 15. tit. 3), and it was in fact tlie

same actio as that Dc Pccnlio. That was said
** in rem patris domiiiive verstim,” which tiinjcd

out for his advantage. For instance if a slave bor-

rowed ten seslerlia and paid them to the master's

creditors, the master was bound to pay the loan,

and the lender had an actio against him De in rem

vi-rso. If the slave paid any j«rt of the borrowed

sam to his master's creditors, the master was liable

to the lender fur the amount so applied, and if the

slave had wasted the other part, the master was
bound to make that good to the amount of the

slave's peculium ; but still with this provision,

that the amount of the slave's peculium could only

be ascertained by first deducting from it what he

owed to the master. The case was the same w’ith

the peculium of a sun and a slave. Thus, us

Oaius observes (iv. 73), the Actio Do peculio and

De in rem verso was one actio, but contained two
condemnationes.

It is a consequence of the relation of Slave and
Master, tliat the Master acquired no rights against

the slave in cons(K|iipncn of bis Delicts. Other

persons might obtain rights against a slave in con-

seqvence of his delicts, but their right could not be

prosecuted by action until the slave was manu-
mitted. (Oaius, iv. 77.) They had however a

right of action against tho slave's master for

damages, and if the master would not pay the

damages, he must give up the slave. [Nuxa.]
The slave was protected against injury from other

pt^rsons. If tho slave wnis killed, the master might

either prosecute the killer for a capital offence, or

sue for damages under the Lex Aquillia. (Oaius,

iii. 213.) [.\qvillia Lsx ;
Injuhia.] The

master had dso a practoria actio in duplom against

those who corrupted his slave (serrus, semi) and
led him into bud practices (Dig. II. tit. 3. s. 1.

where the words of tho Edict are given) : the in

duplum was to twice the amount of the estimated

damage. Ho had also on action against a person

who committed stuprum with his female slave.

(Dig. 47. tit. 10. a. 25.)

A runaway slave {/uffiiirus) could not lawfully

l)c received or harboured ; to conceal him was
I'urtum. The master was entitled to pursue him
wherever he pleased ; and it was the duty of all

authorities to give him aid in recovering the slave.

It was the object of various laws to check the

running awTiy of slaves in every way, and ac-

cordingly a runaway slave could not legally bo an

object of sale. A class of persons called Fugitivarii

m^o it their business to recover nmaway slaves.

The rights of the master over the slave were in

no way affected by his running away. (Dig. 11.

tit. 4. De /uffitivU: there was a Lex Fabia on

this subject, and apparently two Seimtusconsnlta

at least
;
see also Voiro, de lie Hml. iii. 1 4 j Flonis,

'

iii. 19, and the note in Duker's edition.) I

A person was a slave either Jure Gentium or
|

Jure Civili. A person was bom a slave Jure Gen-
I

tium whose mother was a slave when she gave
j

him birth (Oaius, i. 82) ;
for it was a legal prin-

j

ciple that the condition of those who were not be-

:

gotten in Justae Nuptiae was to be reckoned from
the moment of the birth. A slave bom in the
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m.ister's house was Verna. Rut it w’as also a
I princi}>)e of Honxan Law that the status of a fM^rsnn

who wiu begotten in Justae Nuptiae was reckoned

from the lime of conception. At a later pcrif»d the

nito of law was established, that though a woman
at the time of the birth might he a slave, still her

child was free, if the mother had been free at any
time reckoning backwards from the tinie of tho

i
birth to the lime of the conception. (Paulus, S. R.
ii. tit. 24; Dig. 1. tit. 5. s. 5.) There wen» various

coses of children the offspring of a free |iorent and
a slave as to which jwsiiive law pro\id^ wlieiher

the children should be free or slaves. (Gaius, i.

83, &c.) [Senatusconsvi.tvm ClaI'uianum.J
A person became a slave by capture in war, also

Jure Gentium. [Hhakda.] Captives in war were
sold as belonging to the Aerarium or distributed

among the soldiers by lot. (Walter, (Jetchichte

Ac. p. 50. note 35, Ut eJ.) In leference to the

practice of selling prisoners with a crown on their

heads, we find the expression ** sub corona venire,

veiidere.*' (Gelt vii. 4 j
Liv. v, 22 ; Caesar,

/i.6*. iii. 16.)

A free person might b;’Ctvmc a slave in various

ways in consequence of jwsitivo law. Jure Cirili.

This was tho case with Inccnsi [Capvt], and
those who evaded militar)' service. (Cic. />ro

Cuficiftay 34.) In certain cases, n man became a
slave, ii he allowed himself to be sold os a slave in

order to defraud the purchaser ; and a free woman
who cohabited with a slave might be reduced to

the same condition. [SENATUSc‘0 .\'8ULTrM Ct.vi’-

DiANUM.] Under the empire the rule was es-

tablished that persons cundemned to death, to tiie

mines, and to fight with wild Wasls, lost their

freedom, and their property was confiscated, whence,

concludes Gains, it appears that they lose the

Testament] factio. (Dig. 28. tit. 1. s. 8.) Hut this

was not the earlier law. A person so condemned,

though he lost his freedom, had no master, and
consequently the herediiatos and legacies which
were left to him, were simply void j for such a
person wtis ‘‘pocnae ser>*us, non Caesaria.** (Dig.

3i. tit. 8. s. 3.) A man never lost his freedom

by usucapion. (Gains, ii. 48.) According to the

old law a manifcsuis fur was liable to a capiulis

poena and was addicted {addit'etmiur) to the |ierson

whose property he had stolen
; but it was doubted

w hether the effect of the addictlo wuis to make him
a servos or to put liim in the cuudition of an adju-

dicatus. (Gaiua, iii. 180.)

By a Conslitutio or Sonatnsconsultmu of Clan-

diiu (Sueton. Ciitud. 25) a freedinan who miscon-

ducted himself towards his patron, wms reduc<‘d t«

his former state of slavcrv’. But this w'as nut the

rule of law* in the time of Nero, (1‘acit. Ann. xiii.

27 ; SCO the notes of Kmesti and Lipsius on this

passage : and Patrunuk, Libkhti/s.)

The State of Slavery was terminated by Mam^-
Missio. It was also terminated by various positive

enactments, either by way of reward to the slav®

or punishment to the master. Tho Sknati’SCON-
auLTUM SiLANiA.suu IS an example of the fonner;

and various sul>aequenl Constitutions gave free<ioni

to slaves who di.scovercd the porpetrators of certain

crimes. (Cod. Theod. tiL 21. s. 2.) Liberty might

also bo acquired by tho Praescriptio Temporia,

After the establishment of Christianity, it might

be acquired subject to certain limitations by be-

coming a monk or a spiritual person (Nov. 5. c 2.

and 123. c. 17. 35) ; but if the person left bi|

.uujjlt
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monaitory for a accular life, or nunblcd about in

the town* or the country, he might be reduced to

hit former tervilo condition.

There were tUvet that b(*ionged to the state and
were called 8crvi Publici (Plaut. Cufit. ii. *2. 83)

:

they had the tcttanicnti factio to the amount of one

half of their projjeriy (Ulp. Frtuf. tit. ‘20), from

which circumstance it ap{H*art that they were

viewed in a light somewhat dilferent from the

slavea of private persons.

In timet of revolution under the Republic, it

was not unutual to pnxlaim the lil>crty of tlavct

to induce them to join in revolt (PIuL Star. c. 41,

4’2>
; but these w'ero irregular proceedings, and

neither justifiable nor exampKw fi>r imitation. Lord

Duhmore, the hist British Governor of Virginia,

at the commencement of the American Revolution,

followed this hod example. {G. L.]

The precetling account treats of the legal con-

dition of slaves in ndalion to their masters. It

remains to give an account of the history of

slavery among the Homans, of the sole and s-alue

of slaves, of the dilTerent classes into which they

were divided, and of their general treatmenL

Slaves existed at Rome in the earliest times of

which we have any record
;
but they do not ap-

pear to have been numerous under tlie kings and
in the earliest ages of tho republic. The (litTerent

trades and the mccbajiicol arts were chietly carried

on hy the clientiw of the patricians, and the small

farms in the country were culiivaied for the most

port by the labours of the proprietor and of his

own family. But as the territories of the Roman
state were extended, the patricians obtained pos-

session of large eatatei out of the ager puhlicus,

since it was the pr.icticc of the Romans to deprive

a conquered people of part of their land. These

estvt- s probably required a larger niiml>er of hands

for their cultivation than could readily be obtained

among the free population, and since the freemen

w'erc constantly liable to be called away from their

work to st'Tvo in the armies, the lands bt'gan to be

cultivated almost entirely by slave labour. (Com-

pare Liv. vi. 12.) Through w'ar and commerce

slaves could easily be obtained, and at a cheap

rate, and their number soon becime so great, that

the p^x>rcr class of freemen was thrown almost

entirely out of employment. This state of things

was one of the chief arguments used by Licinius

and the Gracchi for limiting the quantity of public

land which a person might possess (Appian, li.C.

i. 7, 9, 10) ;
and we know that there was n pro-

vision in the Licinian Rogations that a certain

number of freemen should be employed on every

estate. (Appian, H. C. L 8.) This regulation,

however, was probably of little avail ; the lands

still continued to be almost entirely cultivated by

slaves, although in the latest times of the re-

public w*e find that Julius Caesar attempted to

remedy this state of things to some extent by

enacting, that of those persona who attended to

cattle a third should always be fircemen. (Suet

Jnl. 42.) In Sicily, which supplied Rome with

so great a quantity of com, the number of agri-

cultural slaves w'as immense: the oppressions to

which they were exposed drove them twice to

open rebellion, and their numbers enabU-d them

to defy for a time the Roman power. The first of

these Servile w'ars began in a. c. 1 34 ond ended in

B.C. 132, and tho second commenced in B.C. 102

aud lasted almuat four yoars.
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Long however after it had >>ecome the custom to
employ huge gangs of slaves in the cultivation of
the land, the number of those who served os per-

sonal attendants still continued to be small. Perw
sons in good circumstances seem usually to have
had only one to wail upon them (Plin. //. ^V.

xxxiil 1. B. 6), who was generally called by tho
name of his master with the word por (that is,

purr') affixed to it, as Catftor^ LucijWy Jfam/w,
PuyijMir^ Quhitijmr^ Ac. ; and hence Quintilian

(i. 4. 26) say*, long before whose time luxury
had augmented the number of personal attendants,

that such names no longer existed. Cato, when ho
went to S)«in as consul, took only three slaves

with him. (Apul. Apol. p, 430, ed. Oudeii.) But
during the latter limes of the i>‘puhlic and under
tho empire the numlier of domestic slaves greatly

increased, and in every family of importance there

were separate slaves to attend to all the necessities

of domestic life. It was considered a reproach to

a roan not to keep a considerable number of slaves.

Thus Cicero, in describing the meanness of Piso'i

housekeeping, says ** Idem coquut, idem alriensis

:

pistor domi nullus” (in Pis. 27). The first ques-
tion asked resjiecting a pt‘rson*s fortune was “Quot
pascit servos ? ” (Juv. iii. 141). Horace (.W. i. 3.

12) seems to speak of ten slaves as tho lowest

number which a person in tolerable circumstances

ought to keep, and he ridicules the praetor Tullius

for being attend^^l by no more than five slaves in

going frtim hU Tiburtine villa to Home. {Sat. I 6.

i07.) The immense number of prisoners taken in

the constant w*ors of the republic, and the incn>asc

of wealth and luxury augmented the number of

slaves to a prodigious extent. The statement of

Athenacus (vL p. 272, a), tliut very many Romans
possessed 10,U()0 and 20,000 slaves and even
more, is probably an exaggeration, but a freedman
under Augustus, who had lost much property in

the civil ware, left at his death as many as 4,1 16.

(Plin. H. N. xxxiii. 10. a 47.) Two hundred was
no uncommon number for r>ne person to keep (Hor.
Sat.i. 3. 11), and Augustus permitted even a
person that was exiled to tako tw'enty slaves or

ircedmen with him. (Dion Cass. Ivi. 27.) Tho
mechanical arts, which wore fonnerly in the hands
of the Clientcs, were now entirely exercised hy
slaves (Cic. d« ()f. i. 42) : a natural growth of

things, for where sUves perform certain duties or

practise certain arts, such duties or arts will bo
thought degrading to a fivcdman. It must not bo
forgotten that the games of the amphitheatre re-

quired an immense number of slives trained fur

the purpose. [Oladiatorks.] Like the slaves

in Sicily, the gladiatores in Italy rose in b. c. 73
against their oppressors, and under the able gene-

ralship of Spartocus, defeated a Roman consular

army, and were not subdued till b. c. 71» when
60,000 of them are said to have Ikllcn in battle.

(Liv. Kpii. 97.)

Under tho empire various enactments, mentioned
aliove (p. 1 036,a), were made to restrain the cniclty

of masters towards their slaves
;
but the spread of

Christianity tended most to ameliorate their con-

dition, though the possession of them was for a
long time by no means condemned ns contrary to

Christian justice. The Christian writers, however,
inculcate the duty of acting towards them as we
would be acted by (Clem. Alex. Paedagog. iii. 12),

but down to tho age uf Theodosius wealthy jicr-

sons still continued to keep as many as two Of
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three thousand. (Chrysost, rol. vli. p. 633.) 1

Justinian did much to promote the ultimate ex-

tinction of slavciy
;
but the nurahor of slaves was \

again increased by the invasion of tlic latbarians

from the north, who not only brought with them
their own slaves who were chiefly Sclavi orSclavo-

iiians (whence our word A/are), but also r«?duced

many of the inhabitants of the conquered provinces

to the condition of slaves. Dut all tho various

classes of shires became merged in course of time

into the Adscripti Glebae or serfs of the middle

agea

The chief sources from which the Romans ob-

tained slaves have been pointed out above. Under
the republic one of the chief supplies was prisoners

taken in war, who were sold by the quac-stores

(Plnut. Cupt. Prol. 34, and i. 2. 1, *-) with a crown

on tlieir heads (see above, p. 103K, b), and usually

on the spot where they were taken, as the care of a

large number of captives was inconvenient. Con-

sequently slave dealers generally accompanied an

army, and frequently after a great battle had been

gained many thousands were sold at once, when the

sLive-dealers obtained them fur a mere nothing. In

the camp of Luciillus on one occasion slaves were

sold for four drachmae each. The slave trade was

also carried on to a great extent, and after the fall

of Corinth and Carthage Delos was the chief mart

for this traffic. When the Cilician pirates had

possession of the Mediterranean as many os 10,00U

Blavc.4 are said to have been imported and sold

there in one day, (Slrab. xiv. p. 668.) A laive

number came from Thrace and the countries in the

north of Europe, but the chief supply was from

Africa, and more especially Asia, whence we fre-

quently read of Phrygians, Lycians, Capimducians,

&c. as slaves.

The trade of slave-dealers (wanpoitrs) was con-

sidered disreputable, tuid expressly distingui^hi d
from that of merchants (tnanponts non mercai<yre4

sed t^Htxliciarii apjtfUantur^ Dig. 50. tit. 1 6. s. 207

;

Plaut Tritu ii. 2. 61) ; hut it was very lucrative,

and great fortunes were frequently realized from iu

The slave-dealer Thoranitis, who lived in the time

of Augustus, was a well-known character. (Suet

60 ; Mnerob. Sat. ii. 4 ;
PI in. If. iV. vii, 12.

s. 10.) Martial (viiL13) mentions another cele-

brated slave-dcaL-r in his time of the name of Gar-

gilianus.

Slaves were usually sold by auction at Rome.
They were placed either on a raised slotte (hence

de htpide cm/vs, Cic. la I*u. 15 ;
Plaut liarrh. iv.

7. 17), or a raised platform (ca/os/fi, TibuU. ii. 3.

60 ; l*crsius, vi. 77, Cosaubon, ad /or,), so that

every one might sec and handle them, even if they

did not wish to purchase them. Purchasers usu-

ally took care to have them stript naked (Senecu

Kp. 80 ; Suet Au^j. 69), for slave-dealers bad re-

course to as many tricks to conceal personal defects

as the horsc-jockeys of modem times : sometimes

purchasers called in the advice of medical men.

(Cbuidiari, tn Entrap. 35,36.) Slaves of great

beauty and rarity were not exhibited to public

gaze in the common slave-market, but were shown
to purchasers in private (orruna tahuhita (Vt/os/nr,

Mart. ix. 60). Newly imported slaves liad their

feet whitened with chalk (Plin. If. A', xxxv. 17.

s. 58 ; Ovid. Am. i. 8. 64), and those that came
from the Hast had their ears bored (Juv. i. 104),

which we know was a sign of slaver}' among many
Ristem iiationa. The slave-market, like all other
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( markets, was under the jurisdiction of the aediles,

who made m;uiy regulations by edicts respecting the

I sale of slaves. The character of the slave was S4t

forth in a scroll {titulu*) bunging round his neck,

which was a warnuity to the purchaser (Oell, iv.

2 \ Pfopert. iv. 5. 51); the vendor was bound to

announce fairly all his defects (Dig. 21. tit, 1. a 1

;

llor. Sat. ii. 3. 284), and if he gave a false account

had to take him back within six months from the

time of his sole (Dig. 21. tit. 1. a 19. § 6), nr make
up to the purchaser what the latter had U>st through

obtaining an inferior kind of slave to what had
been warranted. (Dig. 19. til. 1. s. 13, ^ 4 ; Cic.

deOjfi'.in. 16, 17,23.) The vendor might how-
ever use general terms of commendation without

being bound to make them good. (Dig. 18. tiu I.

s. 43 ;
21. tit. 1. t. 19.) The chief points which

the vendor had to warrant, was the health of the
slave, especially freedom from epilepsy, and that

he had not a tendency to thiover}', running away,
or committing suicide. (Cic. de (tfl'. iii. 17.) The
nation of a shive was conaideri'd important, and
had to 1^* set forth by the vendor. (Dig. 21. lit. I.

1.31. §21.) Slaves sold without any warranty
wore at the time of sale a cap (piteus) upon their

head. (Gcll. vii. 4.) Slave* neivly imporud were
generally preferred for common work

; those who
had served long were considered artful

Ter. ffeaut. v. 1. 16) ;
and the p<Ttncsi and im-

pudence of those born in their masti-r's houj»o

(tvraoe, see above, p, 1038) were proverbioL( IVraos
jtrooictty Hor. Sot. ii. 6. 66 ;

Mart. i. 42, x. 3.)

The value of slaves depcuidcd of course U}»on

their qualification*
; but under the empire the in-

crease of luxmy and the corruption of morals led

purchasers to pay immense* sums for Inmuti ul

slaves, or such as ministered to the caprice or w him
of the purchaser. Eunuchs always fetched a very

high price (Plin. //. -V. vii. .39. s. 40), and Martial

(iii. 62, XL 70) speaks of Iteauliful boys who sold

for as much os 100,000 or 200,000 scAterces each
(885/. 8*. 4t/. and 1770/. 16*. 0</.). A morio 4>r

fool sometimes sold for 20,000 se«lcrc«*s. (Mart
viii. 13.) Slaves who possossi'd a knowledge of

any art w hich might bring in profit to their owners,

also sold f(ir a large sum. Thus literniy men and
doctors frequently fetched a high price (Siiol. de
flL Gram . ; Plin, //. .V. vii. 39. s. 40), and aNo
slaves fitted f«T the stage, as we see from Cicero's

*p(*ech on Indialf of (j. Roscius. Female slaves

who might bring in gain to their masters by pn»s-

litution w'erc also dear: sometimes 60 minoc wero
p'»id for a girl of this kind. (Plant. /V«. iv. 4.

113.) Five hundred drachmae (})erh.vps at that

time about 18/.) seem to have been a fair price for

a good ordinary slave in the time of Horace, {Sat
ii. 7.43.) In the fourth centurj' a slave capable

of bearing arms was valued at 25 solidi or aurei.

[.\URUM, p. I82,a.] (Cod. Tbcod. 7. tit. 13.*,

13.) In the time of Justinian the legal valuation

of slaves was os follows : common slaves, l>otK

male and female, were valued at 20 solidi a
piece, and under ten years of age nl h.vlf tluit

sum
;

if they were artificers, they w’ore worth 30
solidi, if noiarii 50, if medical men or midwives
60 ;

eunuchs under ten years of age were worth
30 solidi, above that age 50, and if they wv're

artificers also, as much as 70. (Cod. 6. lit. 44.

s. 3.) Female slaves, unless possessed of pt^rvmal

attractions, were generally clienpcr than male.
Six hundred sesterces (about 5/.) were thought too
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much for a slave girl of indifferent character in the

time of Martial (vi. 6G)
;
and two aurei or solidi

were lint considered so low a price fnr a slave girl

(fincilfa) in the time of Hadrian as to occasion

doubt of her having come honestly into the hands

of the vendor. (Dig. 47. lit. 2. s. 76.) We have

S'M'n that in the time of Justinian the Ic^l value

of female slaves was eqiuil to that of males
;

this

may probably have arisen from the circumstance

that the supply of slaves was not so abundant then

ns at earlier timet, and that therefore recourse was

had to propagation for keeping up the number of

slaves. Hut under the republic and in the early

times of the empire this was done to a very limited

extent, as it was found cheaper to purchase than

to breed slaves.

^^lave• were divided into many rarious classes

:

the first division was into public or private. The
funuiT belonged to the state and public bodies,

and their condition was preferable to that of the

coniinon slaves. They were less liable to be sold,

and under less control than ordinary slaves : they

also possessed the privilege of the testamenti factio

to the amount of one holf of their property (sec

above, p. 1039, a), which shows that they were re-

garded in a different light from other slaves. Sci-

pio, therefore, on the taking of Nova Carthago,

promised 2000 artir.ana, who had been taken pri-

soners and were consequently liable to be sold as

common slaves, that they should become public

slaves of the Roman people, with a hope of speedy

manumission, if they assisted him in the war. (Liv,

xxvi. 47.) Public slaves were employed to take

care of the public buildings (compare Tacit. /list,

i. 43\ and to attend upon magistrates and priests.

Thus the Aediles and (Quaestors had great numbers

of public slaves at their command (Oell. xilL 13),

AS had also the Triumviri Noctumi, who employed

them to extinguish fires by night (Dig. 1. tit 15.

a. 1.) They were also employed ns lictora, jailors,

executioners, watermen, &c, (Oimp. Oesiner, IM
Servi* liomaticrum puhfiei$y Berlin, 1644.)

A body of slaves belonging to one person was

called /amilia, but two were not considered suffi-

cient to constitute a /amiiia. (Dig. 50. tit. 16.

t. 40.) Private slaves were divided into url>an

(/amilia urUi$ta) and rustic (/amilia rustica)
;
but

the name of urban wns given to those slaves who
served in the villa or country residence as well as

in the town house
;
so that the words urban and

rustic rather characterized the nature of their oc-

cupations than the place where they served. (t^V-

boMa Jhmilia et rtutiea non loco, ml pencrc distin^

puitufy Dig. 50. tit. 16. s. 166.) The familia

urliana could there fore accompany their master to

his villa without being called ruslica on account of

their remaining in the country. When there was

a large number of slaves in one bouse, they were

frequently divided into decuriac (Petron. 47) : but

independent of this division thev were amuiged in

certain classes, a’hich held a higher or a lower rank

according to the nature of their occupation. These

cl.isses are : Ordiaarii, Vuiparety Meduutiniy and
Qmdft Qnalet (Dig. 47. tit. 10. a. 15), but it is

doubtful whether the /Merati or literary slaves

were included in any of these classes. Those
callnl I’iairii are sjioken of above (p. 1037, b).

Orrlinarii seem to have been those slaves who
bad the luperintcndoncc of certain p.nrts of the

housekeeping. They a'orc always elms ii from

those who had the coufidcncc sf their master, and
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they generally had certain slaves under them. To
this class the adores^ procurutorrs and dispentatores

bflong, who occur in the familia nuticn as well as

the familia iirlMtna, but in the former are almost

the some as the viUici. They were stewards or

bailiffs. (Colum. i. 7, 8 ;
Plin. J^p. ill 19 ; Cic, ad

Ait, xi. 1 ;
Suet. 6’o/6. 1*2, Vesp. 22.) To the same

class also belong the slaves who had the charge of

the different stores, and who correspond to our

housekeepers and butlers : they arc c^lcd ceUariiy

jirvmiy condiy />rt)C«ra/ore» &c, [Cblla.]
ytdffures included the great body of slaves in a

house who bad to attend to any piuticular duty in

the house, and to minister to the domestic wants
of their master. As there were distinct slaves or

a distinct slave for almost every department of

household economy, as bakers (//iWonrs), cooks

(cofjui)y confectioners (rfa/eiani), picklers («a/mra-

/am), Ac. it is unnecessar}* to mention these more
particularly. This class also included the porters

{Oftiarii)y the bcd-chaniber slaves [Cl’BltVI.Anil],

the litter licarcrs {fcdicurii) [Lkctica], and all

personal attendants of any kind.

Mediastiui. [MsDlASTiNi.]
Quules f/vulcM are only mentioned in the Digest

(/. r.), and appear to have been the lowest claM of

slaves, but in what respects they differed from the

Mediastini is doubtful : Decker (GaUuSy vol. i. p.

125) imagines they may have been a kind of slaves,

ipuilitfuali cffndUione virentesy which however does

not give us any idea of their duties or occupations.

Litensiiy literary slaves, were used for various

purposes by their masters, either as readers fAna-
UNUSTAX], copyists or amanuenses [Libr.irii;

AMAN'irsNSiaJ, Ac. Complete lists of all the

duties performed by slaves arc given in the works
of Pignoriua, l^opnia, and Biair, referred to at the

close of this article.

The treatment of slaves of course varied greatly

according to the disposition of their masters, but
they appear upon the whole to have been treated

with gn'ater severity and cruelty than among the

Athenians. Originally the master could use tlie

slave as he pleased : under the n-public the law
does not seem to have protected the person or life

of the sUive at all, but the crueliv of masters was
to some extent restrained under tfie empire, as has
been stated above (p. 1036, b). The general trent-

ment of slaves, however, was prv»bably little affected

by legixlalive enactments. In early times, when
the number of slaves was small, they were treated

with more indulgence, and more like memlvers of

the family : they joined their masters in offering

up prayers and thanksgivings to the gods (Ilor. Ep.
ii. ). 14‘2), and partook of their meals in common
with their masters (Pint. Coriol. 24), though not

at the same mble with them, but upon benches
l^snisrUia) placed at the foot of the lectus. But
with the increase of numbers and of luxury* among
masters, the ancient simplicity of manners wiis

changed : a certain qiuintity of food was allowed

them (dimensum or drmensum'Sy W'bich was granted

to them either monthly {menstruum, Plaut. 5‘/tcA,

i. 2. 3), or daily {diariuniy Hor. Ep. L 14. 4l ;

Mart, xi. 108). Their chief food was the com,
calk'd fuTy of which eithe r four or five modii were
granted them a month (Donat- 1« Ter, Phorm. i. 1.

9; Sen. Ep. 80), or one Homan pound {libra) a day.

(llor.6a/, i. 5. 69.) They also obtained on allowance
of salt and oil : Cato {li. R. 58) allowed his slaves

a sextarius of oil a month and a modius of salt a

3 \
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year. They alto get a Btnall quantity of wine with

an n(i«iitional allun'ntsru on the ^^'itumalbi and

Compitalia (Ciito, It. It. 57), and sometimes fruit,

bat 8<ddom vegetables. Butdier's meat seems to

have been hardly ever given them.

Under the republic they were not allowed to

serve in the army, though after the battle of Can-

nae, when the state was in such imminent danger,

8000 slaves were purchased by the state for the

army, and subscqtiently manumitted on account of

their bravery. (Liv. xxiL 57, xxiv. 14—16.)

The offences of slaves were punished with

severity and frequently the utmost barbarity. One
of the mildest punishments was the removal from

the familia urbana to the nistica, where they w'ere

obliged to work in chains or fetters. (Plnut.

i. 1. 18; Ter. Fkorm. ii. 1. 20.) They were fre-

quently beaten with sticks or scourged with the

whip (of which an account is given under Fla-
ohum), but these were such every-day punishments,

that manv shives ceased almost to care for them :

thus Chiy’salus says (Plaut. Daeckid. ii, 3. 131),

** Si illi sunt vii^gao ruri, at niihi tergum ett domi.*'

Runaway slaves [fufiUiti) and thieves (fare$)

were branded on the forehead with a mark
whence they ore said to be or inacrijyti.

(Mart. tiii. 75. 9.) Slaves were also punished by

iH'ing hung up by their hands with weights sus-

pended to their feet (PInuL Asin, ii. 2. 37, 38), or

by being sent to work in the Krgastulum or Pistri-

mim. [EftUASTfLfM ; Mola]. The carrying of

the fiirca was a verv' common mode of punishment
[Fl'rca.] Th^' toilet of the Roman ladies was a

dreadful ordeal to the female slaves, w'ho were often

barbarously punished by their mistresses fur the

slightest mistake in the arrangement of the hair or

a part of the dress. (Ovid. Am. i. 14. 15, Ar.Am.
iii. 235; Mart ii. 66 ;

Juv. vi. 498, Ac.)

Masters might work their slaves as many hours

in the day as they pleased, but they usually allowed

them holidays on the public foslivnls. At the fes-

tival of Satumns in particular, sp-cial indulgences

wore granted to all slaves, of which an account is

given under SATtmNALiA.
There was no distinctive dress for slaves. It

w*as once proposed in the senate to give slaves a

distinctive costume, but it was rej«'cted since it

was considered dangerous to show them their

number. (Sen. i. 24.) Male slaves were I

not allowed to wear the toga or bulla, nor females
j

the stola, but otherwise* they were dressed nearly
|

in the s.ame way as p»>or people, in clothes of a dark

colour {fnd/ati) and srqq»ers {yrrpidm), (ricj^ii

serr»7w, Cic. in I^ts. 38.)

The rights of burial, however, were not denied

to slaves, for as the Homans n-garded slavery as an

institution t»f society, death was considered to put

an end to the distinction between slaves and free-

men. Slaves W’ere sometimes even buried with

their masters, and w*e find funeral inscriptions ad-

dressed to the Dii Manes of slaves {Dis AfaniOwt).

It S4*ems to have been considered a duty for a master

to bury his slave, since we find that a per.-ion, who
buried' the slave of another, had a right of .action

against the master for the expenses of the funeral.

(Dig. 11. tit. 7. s. 31 ) In 1726 the burual vaults

of the slaves belonging to Augiwtus and Livia were

discovered n*‘ar the Via Appia, where numerous

inscriptions were found, w’hich have been illustmted

by Bianchini and Oori and give us considerable
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information respecting the different classes of slaves

and their various occupations. Other sepulchres

of the same time hare been also discovered in the

neighbourhood of Home.
(PIgnorius, de Sert-i$ H forum apud Vderrt

MinishriiM

;

Popraa, de Operis t^ennn-um ; Blair,

An Knquiry into the State of Slavery amomiifi tie

Rotnnas^ Edinburgh, 1833; Becker, Gallus, voL i.

p. 103. &c.)

SKSCUNX. [As, p. 140, b.l

SKSQUIPLA'KKS and SEiJQUIPLA'RII.
[Exkrcitus, p. 509, a.]

SESTE KTIUM, a place outside Rome, dis-

tant two Roman mil<^ and a half (w[icnce the

name) from the Esquiline gate, where slaves and
malefactors of the lowest class were put to death

(Scbol. ad Ilor. Kpod. 5 ; Plut. Galb. 28 ;
in locum

(i. e. SfsterUum) $crrUdtus poenis eepositum^ Tnc.

Ann. XV. 60).

SESTE'UTIUS, a Roman coin, which properly

belonged to the silver coinage, in which it was one-

fourth of the dciianiis, and therefore equal to 2y
asses. Hence the name, which is an abbreviation

of semts tertius (sc. auaiMas), the Homan mode of

expressing 2J. (Varro, L. L. v. 173, ed. Muller ;

Fi*slus, S.U./ Plin. //.A', zxxiii. 3. s. 13.) Tho
word Knmmxte is often expressed with ecficrtiuty

and often it stands alone, meaning ee^rtim.

Hence the symbol H S or 1 I S, which is used

to designate the sestertius. It stands cither for

L L S {Litm Idltra et .Semis), or for IIS, tho tu’o

I's merely forming the numeral two (sc. asses or

lihnte\ and the whole being in either case equi-

valent to dujxmdius et semis. (Priscian, dc Ponder.

p. 1347 ;
Festus, p. 347, MUller.)

When the ns was reduced to half an ounce, and
the number of nases in the denarius w*as made
sixteen instead of u*n [Ar, Dsnarius], the ses-

tertius was still ^ of the denarius, and therefore

contained tio longer 2^, hut 4 asses. The old reck-

oning of 10 asses to the denarius w'os kept, how-
ever, in paying the troops. (Plin. xxxiii. 3. s. 13.)

After this change the sestertius was coined in brass

as well as in silver
; the metal used for it w*as that

Cilled ORiciiALcrSf, which w'os much finer than

the common akr, of which the asses were made.
(Plin. I/.S\ xxxiv. 2.)

The sum of lOOU sejrfe/yn was called trsfertium.

This wras also denoted by the symbol H S, the

obvious explanation of which is “ 1 I S (2^) mil-

lin ;

** but Oronovius understands it as 2^ pounds

of silver (sesferimm ftomlue arpcn/i\ which he con-

siders to have been worth originally luOU sestertii,

and therefore to have rcpres<*nted this value ever

after. (Pec. fW. L 4, 1 1.) The eestertium w.xs al-

ways a sum of money, never a coin ; the coin used

in the payment of large sums was the denarius.

According the value we have assigned to the

Dknakil'.s up to the time of Augustus, wo have

£ f. d.farth.

the sestertius ~ 0 0 2 '5

tiic sestertium 8 17 1

after the reign of Augustus

the sestertius w 0 0 1 3*5

the sestertium — 7 16 3

Taking the earlier value of the $eetcr1iui., and
neglecting the half farthing, we have 1 sr$tertius

— two-f>enec, 6 fieslertii * 1 shilling, and 120 sm-

trrtii = 11. sterling. Hence we get the fol’owing

very convenient Hulk : to convert tcetertii info
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potmdt tlfrJing diritltt iy 120 ; and correct thf rt-

$uU by addiny to it the rpuiti^fti obtained by diridintj

the orufi*<d number ^ 1920 : for *5 of a farthing is

T^VTy » pound.

The sestertius was the denomination of money
almost always used in reckoning considerable

amounts. There are a veiy* few examples of the

use of the denarius for this purpose. The mode of

reckoning was as follows :
—

Sedertiut = tesiertiut nummu* s nummui.

Sums bi’low 1000 $edertii W’cre expressed by the

numeral adjectives joined with cither of these forma
The sum of 1000 sestertii = mUle eedertii =

M sedertium (for eesteriupmm) = M niimmi = M
uniumum (for nummorum) = M sedertii nummi—

eeetniium tiummum= eedertium. These forms

are used with the numeral adjectives below 1000,
for sums between 1000 and 1,000,000 sestertii *

sometimes miUia is used instead of gedetita

:

some-
times both words are omitted : sometimes nummuin
or sesiertium is added. For example, 600,000
sestertii = eeseenia eedertia = seseenta miUia =
Meermta = sencenta gesterlia nummutn.

For sums of a thousand p-Miertia {i.e. a million

gestertii) and upwards, tho numcml adverbs in ie$

(t/eetes, undeciesy viciesy d-e.) are used, with which
the words oentena millia (a hundred thousand)

must be understood With these adverbs the

neuter singular scs/rr/tum is joined in the cose re-

quired by the construction. (Nepog, Atl. xiv. 2,

gives gegtertio xicieg and gestertio cerUieg.) Thus,
dreieg gegtertium^decieg centena millia gedertittm^
ten times a hundred thousand sestertiis 1,000,000
sestertii= 1000 sestertia: miliieg H S= miVfic-s ren-

tena miUia sestertium = a thous.'ind times one hun-
dred thousand sestertii = 100,000,000 sestertii =
100,000 sestertio. When an amount is described

by more than one of these adverbs in iesy they must
be added together if the larger numeral stands first,

but multiplied when the smaller is first ; care how-
ever being taken not to reckon tho centena miUia
which is understood, more than onco in tho whole
amount. Thus, Suetonius (Ocfao. lOl) has tnil/ies

et tptinyenfies (or 150,000 sestertio, t. e. 100,000,000
+ 50,000,000 =: 150,000,000 sestertii, and imme-
diately after (ptatenlecies miUies for 1,400,000 ses-

tertia,«.e. 14 x 1000+ 100,000(=1,400,000,000)
sestertii. A variety was allowed in these forms :

thus Cicero uses decies ei octinpenia mUtia for lUOO
sestertia, Le. 1,000,000+000,000 sestertii, and
quaterdecieg for 1400 sestertia, t. e. 14 x 100,000
sestertii. {In I er. L 39.)

When the numbers are written in cypher, it is

often difficult to know whether gegieriii or segtertia

are meanL A distinction is sometimes made by a
line pl.aced over the numeral when sestertia are in-

tended, or in other words, when the numeral is an
adverb in ies. Thus :

—
ilS. M. C. = 1100 sestertii, but

IIS. M. C. = HS milliei centies

= 110,000 sestertia = 1 10,000,000
sestertii.

Wurm (p. 24) gives tho following mle : When
the numbers are divided into three classes by
points, the right-hand division indicates units, the

second thousands, the third hundreds of thousands.

Thiis,llI.XII.DC= 300,000 12,000 + 600=
312,600 sestertii. But these distinctions arc by
no means strictly observed in the manuscripts.

Like other parts and multiples of the as, the
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sestertius is applied to other kinds of magnitude,
e, g. }<es getiertiug fi»r 2^ feet.

It has been assumed throughout this article that
the foims of sesiertiumy as a neuter are
genuine, a fact which may admit of doubt.

Sesteree is sometimes used os an Engltsb word.
If so, it ought to ho used only os the translation of
sestertiagy never of gegtertinm. ( P. S.]
SEVIR, [Equites, p. 475,

a

; ArotsTALES,
p. 180, b.]

SKX StJFFRA'GIA. [Eqi:itbs.]
SKXATRUjj. [Quinquatri.’s.]
8KXTANS. [As, p. I40,b.j
SKXTA'RIUS, a Homan dry and liquid mea-

sure, which may be considered one of the principal
measures in the Roman system, and the connecting
point between it and that of the Gr«*cks, for it wiu
equal to the (cmjt of the latter

;
and there can

be little doubt that the was not an original

Greek measure, but that the word was introduced
into the Greek system from the Roman, for the
purpose of establishing a unit ofagreement (Ql’ad-
BANTAL.] It was onc-sixth of the cftmiiusy and
henc'* its name : in the Gr»*ek system it was one-
sixth of the ehoHs. It was divided, in the same
manner as the As, into p.irts named imaa, sex-

fans, quadranSy tritmsy qnincnnTy semissisy dx, Tho
uncia, or twelfth part of the s<*xtariu% was tho
Cyathts; its sejians was then'fore two cyathi,
its qnadrans three, its triens four, its quincunn
6ve, Ac. (Wurm, de Pond. Ac. p. 1 18, conip. tho
Tables.)

SE^XTULA, the sixth part of the wnciay was
the smallest denomination of money in use among
the Romans. (V'nrm, L. h. v. I/ l, ed. .Miiller.)

It was also applied, like the uncia, to other kinds
of magnitude. (Untia.I [F. S.l

SIBYLI^I'NI I<IHRI. These books arc said

to hare been obtained in the reign of Tnrquinius
Hnscus, or according to other accounts in that of
Tarquinius Superbus, when a Sibyl (2/ffekAa\ or

prophetic woman, presented herself before the king,
and offered nine books for sAle. Upon the king
refusing to purchase them she went and burnt
three, and then returned and demanded the same
price for the remaining six at she had done for tho
nine. The king again refused to purchase them,
whereupon she burnt three more and demanded the
same sum for the remaining three, ns she had done at
first for the nine : the king's ctiriosily now became
excited, so that he pnrchwd the books, and then
the Sibyl vanished. (Dionys. iv. 62 ; Varro, ap.

F/uiant. L 6 ; Gell. i. 19 ;
Plin. //.A', xiii. 27

:

respecting the different Sibyls mentioned by an-

cient writers see DiviNATio,p. 4 1 6, b.) Those books
were probably written in Greek, os the later ones
undoubtedly were, and if so consequently came
from a Greek source, though it is doubtful from
what quarter: Niebuhr {Ilist.o/ Homey vol. i. p.

506) supposes them to have come from Ionia, but
they were more probably derived from Cumae in

Campania. (Guttling, Geseh, der Rom. Siattlsr. p,

212.) They were kept in a stone chest under
ground in the temple of .lupiter Capitoliims, under
the custody of certain officers, at first only two in

number, but afterwards increased successively to

ten and fifteen, of whom an account is giv^ under
DscEMViat, p.387, a. The public were not al-

lowed to inspect the books, and they were only con-
sulted by the officers, who had the charge of them,
at the special command of the senate {ail Idnros ire,

3x2
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Cic. d6 Div. i. 43 ; Lir. xxil 57). They were
eoniulted in the com of prodiffies and calamities^

bnt it is difficult to ascertain whether they contained

predictions, or merely directions as to what vi-as to

be done for conciliating or appeasing the gods. In

consequence of the mystery which enveloped them
from the time that one of their keepers was put to

death for divulging their secrets. (Dionys. Le,;
Valer. Max. i. 1. § 13.) Niebukr remarks from
the instances in Livy, that the original books were
not consulted, as the Greek oracles were, for the

urpose of gelling light concerning future events ;

ut to leani what worship was required by the

gods, when they hod manifested their wrath by
national cniaraities or prodigies. Accordingly we
find that the instruction they give is in the same
spirit

:
prescribing what honour was to be paid to

the deities already recognized, or what new ones
were to be imported from abroad. They were pro-

bably written on palm-leaves (Serr. atl Vinj. Aen,
iii. 444, vi. 74), and it is not unlikely that the

leaves of the Cumacon Sibyl described by Virgil

were designed as an allusion to the fonn of the

Sibylline l>ooka. Their nature being such, Niebuhr
supposes that they were referred to in the same
way as Eastern nations n‘fer to the Koran and to

Hahz : they did not search for a passage and apply

it, but prolmbly only shuffled the palm haves and
then drew one.

When the temple of Jupiter Capitolinus was
burnt in B. c. 82, the Sibylline books p -risbed in

the fire ; and m order to restore them, ambassadors
were sent to various towns in Italy, Greece, and
Asia Minor, to make fresh collections, which on

the rebuilding of the temple w’crc deposited in the

same place that the former had occupied. (Dionya
/. c.) But as A great many prophetic bonks, many
of them pretending to be Sibylline oracles, had got

into general circulation At Home, Augustus com-
manded that all such books should be delivered up
to the praetor urbanus by a certain day and burnt,

and that in future none should be kept by any
private person. More than 2000 prophetic books
were thus delivered up and burnt, and those which
wore considered genuine and were in the custody

'

of the state were deptisited in two gilt cases at

the base of the statue of Apollo, in the temple of

that god on the Palatine, and were entrusted as

before to the Quitidccemvu (Suet 31 ; Tacit
Ann. vi. 12.) The writing of those belonging to

the state had fad -d by time, and Augustus com-
manded the priests to write them over again.

(Dion Cass. liv. 17.) A fresh examination of the

Sibylline books w'as again made by Tiberius, and
many rejected, which were considered spurious.

(Dion (Xss. Ivil 18.) A few years afUTwards,
also in the r. ign of Tiberius, it was proposed to

add A new volume of Sibylline oracles to the re-

ceived ctillection. (Tacit/, c.)

The Christian writers frequently appeal to the

Sibylline verses as containing prophecies of the

Messiah
;

but these in most cases are clearly

forgeries. A complete collection of Sibylline ora-

cles was published by Oallaeus, Amst 1689 : frag-

ments of them hare also been publUh(*d by Mai,
Milan 1817.and Struve, Uegioroont 1818. (Com-
pare lleidbroede, dn l>it$ertat.y Derot

The Sibylline books wore also called Faia Siftyf-

Unit (Cic. Cat. iii. 4), and Fuiules. (Liv. v.

13, xxii. 57.) Those that were collected after
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the burning of the temple on the Capitol, were
undoubtedly written in Greek verses, and were

acrostics (4jtpo<rT«xlv, Cic, tU Div. il 54 ;
Dionys.

I.C.). Along with the Sibylline liooks were pre-

served under the guard of the same officers the

books of the two prophetic brothers, the Mitreii

(Serv. ad Virg. Aen. vi. 72 ; Cic, de Div. i. 40,

ii. 55), the Etruscan prophecies of the nymph
Bygoc, and those of Albuna or .'Vlbunt'A of Tibur.

(l^ctant i. 6.) Those of the Marcii, which had
not bi'cn placed there at the time of the battb* of

Cannae, were written in Latin : a few remains of

them have come down to us in Livy(xxv. 12) and
Macrubius {Sat. i. 17). See Niebuhr, vol. i. p.

507 ; OottUng, Ge$di. d. Horn. Staatsv. p. 21.'1

;

Hartang, Die ReJipum d. Itomer^ vol. L p. 129, &c.

SIC.\,(f<m. SICILA. whence the English neide^

and SICILICULA (PlauL /?«/. iv. 4. 12.5), a
curved dagger, adapted by its form to be concealed

under the clothes, and therefore carried hy robbers

and murderers. fAciKACBS.] (Cic. Cat. iii. 3.)

Sicxi may be translated a evimitar to distinguish

it from Pircio, which denoted a dagger of tbo

common kind. Sicarins., though properly meaning

one who murdered with the sicst, was applied to

murderers in general. (Qiiintil. x. i. § 12.) Hence
the forms de steam# and mter iicarUa were used in

the criminal courts in it'fcrence to murder. Thus
jwlicium lafrr siranbs, “a trial for murder” (Cic.

pro Jtotc 5) ;
dejeuderc inter si'eorios, “ to defend

against a charge of murder ” {PhU. ii. 4 ). [ J. Y.]
SIC-A HIUS. [Sica ; Lbx Curnkma, p. 687.J
SICILICUS. [ScRi’PUi.i’M

;
Uncia.]

I SIGILLA'RI.\. [Saturnalia.]
SIGMA. [Mkn«a.]

' SIONA MILITA'RIA (nfficueu\

military ensigns or standanls. The most nneient

standard employed hy the Romans is said to hare

been a handful of straw hxed to the top of a spear

or pole. Hence the company of soldiers, Iwlonging

to it, was called Afanif-fdtts. [E.xerciti'k, p.

.580, h.] The bundle of hay or fern was soon suc-

ceeded by the figures of animals, of which Pliny

(//. iV. X. 4. s. .5) enumerates five, viz. the engle,

the wolf, the minotaur (Festus, #. r.

the horse, and the bnar. In the second cmif.uUhip

of Marius, b. c. 104, the four quadruples wore en-

tirely laid aside as staiulords the eagle Ixung alone

retained. It was made of silver, or bnmze, and
with expanded wings, but was prolwibly of a imall

size, since a standord-beartT {$itpti/er) under .lulius

Caesar is said in circumstances of danger to have

wrenched the eagle from its staff and concealed it

in the folds of his girdle. (Flor. iv. 12.)

Under the l.iter emperors the eagle was carried,

as it had bei'n for many centuries, with the legion,

a legion being on that account sometimes culled

aqui/a ( Hirt, JieJL I/irp. 39), and at the same time

each cohort had for its own ensign the si.'r|M'nt or

dragon (c/roeo, SpeUw#), which u*as woven on a

square piece of cloth {tejr1iU$ anyuis. Siidoii. .\poll.

Carm. v. 409), elevated on a gill slalT, to which a

ernss-har was odaptotl for the purpose (Themist.

Ortst. i. p. 1, xviii. p. 267, ed. Diudorf
;

Clau-

dian, iv. thus. J/onor. .546 ;
vi. Com. Honor. 566),

and carried liy the draconarius. (Veget. de tie

AfU. ii. 13 ; compare Tac. Ann. i. 18.)

I Another figure used in the standards was n bail

( fti/a\ supposed to have !>een emblematic of the

dominion of Rome over the world (Isid. Orig.

xviii. 3) ;
and for the same rc.uson n bronze figure
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of Viclorj' was BonuHinu'* fixt-d at tlie top of tho

•tail', aa trp see it «cttlpturtnf» toother wUh staall

atatu<-8 of Mars, ou the CoJaiwu nf 'I'nijan and the

Arch of (.'onstantiiie. (S>*e the next wsXKlcttt, and
C’ausi'iis </e .Siti. in Granrli Tkes. v«L x. |>. 2520.)
Under the caf{l<! or other emhlan wtis often placed

a head of the reioiiinR emperor, which wa» to the

nnny the object of idolutrmia iidoratioa. (Jo«epbu»,

li. ii fl. § 2 j 8aet. Tilicr. 48, Ckl^. 1
1 ;

Taut,

ylnw. i. 30, 41, if. 02.) The name of the em-
peror, or of him who was acknowledged as eroptrfor,

WHS stnnetimes mscribed in the sstme sitnatiott

(Htieton. r«^o*,6.) I'lu? jwile, u»ed to tsiiTj the

caijle, laid at its lower extremity an iron point

(ctfs/ns) to fix it in the gromid, and to enable the

aifHili/rr in case of need U» repel an attack. (Suet

The minor divisions of a cohort, called emtum4^
had also isicli an ensign, inscribed with the nnm-
ber both of the cohort and of the centory. liy

this provision, together with the diversities of tlw

ert'sts worn Ire the centurions fli.ttKa], every

soldier wiis ennbW with the giwnest case to take

his place. { Veget. t e.)

In the Arch of Constantine :it Rome there ar©

four sculptured panels near the top, which exhibit

a gre.at number of sutiidards, and iilastrate some of

the forms here described. The annexed woodcut

is copied from two out of the four. The first panel

represents Traj'an giving a king to the Parthians

:

seven standards arc held by the soldiers. The
second, containing five standards, represents the

performance of the sacrifice called tuavetaurilia.

(Bartnii, ^re. Triumjtk.)

When Constantine hod embraced Christianity,

a figure or emblem of Christ, woven in gold upon
purple cloth, was substituted for the head of the

emperor. This richly ornamented standard was
called laburum. (Prudentius conL Sgmtn. i. 460,

488 ;
Niceph. //. ^. viL 37.)

Since the movements of a body of troops and of

every por.ion of it were regulated by the standards,

all the evolutions, acts, and incidents of the Ro-
man army were expressed by phrases derived

from this circumstance. Thus siipm in/erre mount
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to advance (Caesar, D.G. i. 25, 11. *25), rc/irre to

retreat, and converters to face about
;
^erre^ or

Tellers, to march out of the camp (Virg.

llvnrg, i. 108) ;
ad $igna convsnire, to re-assemblc.

(Cocsor, D. Q. vi. 1. 37.) Notwithstanding some
obscurity in the use of terms, it appears that,

whilst the standard of the legion was properly

called aquUa, those of the cohorts were in a special

sense of the term called tigna, their bearers being
signi/eri, and that those of the manipuli or smaller

divisions of the cohort were denominated vexilla,

their bearers being vetillarii. Also those who
fought in the first ranks of the legion before the

standards of the legion and cohorts were colled

antesignemi, (Caesar, B. C. i. 43, 44, 56.) A pecu-

liar application of the term veJtiUarii is explained

on p. 507, b.

In military stratagems it was sometimes neces-

sary to conceal the standards. (Caesar, B. G. vii.

4 .5.) Although the Romans commonly considered

it a point of honour to preseree their standards, yet
in some cases of extreme danger the leader himself

threw them among the ranks of the enemy in

order to divert their attention or to animate bis

own soldiers. (Floras, i. 1 1.) A wounded or dying
suiiidard-bcarer delivered it, if possible, into the

Itands of bis general (Floras, iv. 4>, from whom he
had received it {tignis aco^it, Tnc. Ann. i. 42).

In time of peace the standards were kept in the

Abharium under the care of the Ql'Aestor.

We have little information respecting the stand-

ards of any other nation besides the Romans.
The banners of the Parthians appear to have bad a
similar form to that of the Romans, but were more
richly decorated w'ith gold and silk. [Sbricum.]
A golden eagle with expanded wings was the royal

standard of Persia. (Xen. Cyrop. vii. I. § 4, An<df,

i. 10. § 12.) The military ensigns of the I'lgyptians

were very various. Their sac^ animals were re-

presented in them (Diod. i. 86), and in the paint-

ings at Thebes we observe such objects as a king's

name, a sacred boat, or some other emblem, ap-

plied to the same purpose. (W'ilkinson, Man. and
(Jtul. vol. i. p. 294.) The Jewish army was probably

marshalled by the aid of banners (7's. xx. 5 ;

S X 3
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Cant. vL 4 ; Ts. xiii. 2) ;

but not so the Greek,

although the latter had n standard, the elevation

of which served ns a signal for joining l»nUle,

either by land (Polyacn. iii. 9. § 27 ;
Coni. Nepos,

xi. 2. § 2) or by sea. (Tbucyd. i. 49.) A scarlet

flag (^(Ftirls) was sometimes used for this pur-

pose. (Polvaen. i. 48. § 2.) fJ. Y.]

SIONINUM OPUS. [DoMvsp. 431,0.1

SIGNUM, a division of the Homan legimu

[ExBRciTra, p, .501, a.]

SILENTIA'HII. tl’RAErosiTUR.]
SII.ICE'KNIUM. [Funur, p. 562, a.]

SIMQUA. [Uncia.)
SI’MPULUM or SIMPU'VITJM, was the

name of a small cup used in sacriheos, by which
lilKitions of wine were off red to the gods. Festus

says that it was not unlike the cyathus. (Ft'stus,

s. r.
;
V'arr. L. L. v. 124, ed. Muller

; Plin. //. N.
xxxr. 12. 8. 46 ; Juv. vi. 343 ; Cic. dt Rep. vi. 2.)

It often apfiears on Homan coins, as on the an-

nexed coin of the Sestin gens, w'hich reprcs«‘nts on

the obverse a tripod with a socespita on one side

and a sitnpuvium on the other. A simpurium also

appears on the coin figuri'd under Skcrspita.

There was a proverbial expression ejrritare ftnetut

in vim/m/o, ** to make much ado about noting **

(Cic. Je iiL 16 ).

SIN0ON. [Pallium, p. 8.51, b.]

SINGULA'RES. [Exercitus, p. 500, b.]

SIPA^RIUM, a piece of tapestiy’ stretched on a

frame, which rose before the stage of the theatre

(Festus, i. r. / Cic. /*ror. Cons. 6 ;
Juv. vili. 186),

and consequently answered the purpose of the

drop-scene with us, although, contrary to our prac-

tice, it wTis depressed when the play began, so as

to go below the level of the stage (au/aea ptrmun-
f»r, Hnr. Epiti. ii. 1. 189X <tnd was raised again

when the performance was concluded {tallnnlur.,

Ovid. Md. iii. Ill— 114). From the last-cited

passage we learn that human hgures were repre-

sented upon it, w'hosc feet appeared to rest upon
the stage when this screen was drawni up. From
a ixusage of Virgil (f»rofy. iiL 25) wo further

learn, that the figures were sometimes those of

Britons woven in the canvass and raising their

arms in the attitude of lifting up a purple curtain,

so ns to be inti^iiced in the tame manner as

Atlantks, Persne, and Caryat»db8.
In a more general sense siftariutn denoted any

piece of cloth or canvass stretched upon a frame.

(Qiiintit. vi. 1. § 32.) [J. Y.]
SISTRUM (<r«i<rrpor), a mystical instniment

of music, used by the ancient Egyptians in their

ceremonies, and eA[>ecially in the worship of Isis.

(Ovid. Met. ix. 7H4, Amor. ii. 13. 1 1, iii, 9. 34,

de PantOy i. 1. 38.) it was held in the right hand
(sec woodcut), and shaken, from which circum-

stance it derived its name (ocm rrpulsa manUy
Tibull. i. 3. 24). Its must common f<mn is seen in

the right-hand figure of the annexed woodcut,
which represonU an ancient sistniin formerly Ih*-

kmging to the library' of Su Genovefa at Paris.

SITOPIIYLACES.

Plutarch {de Is. et 0«V. pp. 670, 671, od. Steph.)

says, that the shaking of the four bars within the

circular apsis represented the agitation of the four

elements within the compass of the world, by which
all things arc continually destroyed and ropnv

duced, and that the cat sculptured upon the apsis

was an emblem of the moon. Apuleius {MU. xL

pp. 119, 121, ed. Aldi) describes the sistrum os a
bronze rattle (aurcunt erepitueulum)^ consisting of a

narrow plate curved like a sword-belt {balten$\

through W'hich passed a few rods, that rendered a
loud shrill sound. He says that these inslniiiients

were sometimes made of silver or even of gold.

He also seems to intimate, that the shakes w*erc

three together {Uryeminoi ictu»\ which would

make a sort of rude music.

The introduction of the w'orsbip of Isis into

Italy shortly before the commencement of the

Christian acra made the Homans familiar with this

instrument. The ^ linigcri calvi, sistrataque lurba
**

(Mart, xii. 29) arc most exactly depicted in two
paintings found at Portici {Ant. d'ErcottmOy vol. iL

pp. 309—320), and containing the two figures of a

priest of Isis and a woman kneeling at her altar,

which ore introduced into the preceding w'oodcuL

The use of the sistrum in Egypt ns a military’ in-

stniment to collect the troops is probably a fiction.

(Virg. Aen. viii. 696 ; Propert. iii. 11. 43.) The
sistrum is used in Nubia and Abyssinia to the pre-

sent day.

Sitirumy which is in fact, like Sciptrum, a
Greek w'ord with a I^tin torroinatiuii, the proper

l^tin term for it being crepUocutumy is sometimes

used for a child's rattle. (Martial, xiv. 54 ; Pollux,

ix. 127.) [J. Y.]
81TELLA. [Situla.]

SITO NAE (<riTorva4). [Sims.)

SITOPH Y'L.\CE8 ((fiTo^uAoxsy), a board of

officers, chosen by lot, at Athens. They were at

first three, afterwards increased to fifteen, of whom
ten were for the city, five for the Peiraeena. Their
business was partly to watch the arrival of tlie

corn ships, take arc >unt of the quantity imported,

and see that the import laws were duly observed
;

partly to watch the salt's of com in the market,

and take core that the prices were fair and reason-

able, and none hut U-gnl weights and measures

used by the factors ; in which respect their duties

Were much the same os those of the Agoranomi
and Metronomi with regard toother salc.ahle articles,

[SiTos.] Demosthenes refers to the entry’ in the

Digitized by
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boolcj of the SitophyUcet ro7t fftro^C-

Xa^iy iiwoypa<p^y) to prove the quantity of com
imported from Pontus, which (he lays) waa equal

to all that came from eUcwhore, owing to the

liberality of Lcucon, king of the Bosporus, who
allowed com to be exported from Theudosia to

Athens free of duty. (Demostb. c. Leptin. 466,

467.) These books were probably kept by the

five who acted for the Peinu'eus, whose especial

business it would be to ins{>ect the cargoes that

wereunladcn. (Horpocr. s.r. 2»To^yA.cut«i : Biickh,

PuU. Econ. of Athen$^ p. Ibt, 2d ed.) [C. R. K.]

SITOS ((rrTof),com. The soil of Attica, though

favourable to the production of Bgs, olives, and
grapes, was not so hirourablo for com ; and the

population being very considerable in the flourishing

period of the Athenian republic, it w-as necessary

to import com for their subsistence. According to

the calculation of B<>ckh, which docs not mate-

rially differ'from that of other writers, there were
1.1.5.000 freemen and 36.5,000 slives residing in

Attica., The country, w’hich contained an area of

64.000 stadia, produced annually about two millions

of medimni of com, cbiefiy barley. The medimnu*
w'Rs alfout I bushel, 3 gallons, and 5*75 ]*ints, or

48 Attic xo^*'***^* A consider!^ a fair

daily allowance of meal (rjpfpTiffla rpo^h) for a
slave. The consumption of the whole population

was three million medimni, and one-third therefore

was imported. It came from the countries l>order-

ing on the Euxine Sea (Poiitus, as it was chilled by
the Greeks), and more cspecinlly from the Cimme-
rian Bosporus and tlie Thracian Chersonese

;
also

from Syria, Egypt, Libya, Cyprus, Rhodes, Sicily,

and Kul>oca. The necessities of the Athcnuins

made them exceedingly anxious to secure a plenti-

ful supply, and ever}* precaution was taken for that

purpose by the government as well as by the legis-

lator. Sunium was fortifled, in order that the com
vessels ({rtraymytd 6\t(dSts) might come safely

round the promontory. Ships of war were often

employed to convoy the cargo (»opaW^vfir rhy

ff7roy) bevond the reach of an enetnv. -(Dem. de

Coron. 2ob. 251, e. Pofjfld. 1211.) When Pnllis,

the Lacedaemonian admiral, w*as stationed with

his fleet off Aegina, the Athenians eml^arked in

haste, under the command of Chabrias, and oflered

him Ixittle, in order that the corn-ships, which had
arrived as far os Geroestus in Eul>oca, might get

into the Pciraccus. (Xenopb. r. 4. g 61.)

One of the principal objects of Philip in his attack

on Byzantium H*as that, by taking that city he

might command the entrance to the Euxlnc, and
BO have it in his power to distress the Athenians

in the com trade. Hence the great exertions made
by Demosthenes to relieve the Byzantines, of the

success of which he justly boasts (de C-oron. 254,

307, 326).

The measures taken by the legislature to obtain

supplies of com may appear harsh, and their policy

is at least doubtful, but they strongly evince the

anxiety of the people on the subject. Exportation

w*as entirely prohibited, nor W'os any Athenian or

resident alien allowed to carry com to any other

place than Athens (airtjyf7y ix\(f<re h
Whoever did so, was punishable with death. (Dem.
c. /*^orm. 018 ;

Lyairg. c.Iaoct. 151, ed. SU’ph.)

Of the com brought into the Athenian port two-

thirds was to be brought into the city and sold

there. (Harpocr, 1. 1\ ‘Ers/MAryThf ipTropiou,) No
one might lend money on a ship that did not sail
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with an express condition to bring a return cargo,

part of it com, to Athens. If any merchant, capi-

talist, or other person advanced money or entered
into any agreement in contravention of these laws,

not only was he liable to the penalty, but the agree-

ment itself was null and void, nor could be recover

any sum of money, or bring any action in respect

thereof. (Dem. c. /.ocn7. 941.) Information against

the ofienders w*as to be laid before the iirtptKr\rQX

toD ifivopiov. (Meier, Ati. I*roc, p. 87.) Strict

regulations were made with respect to the sale of

com in the market. Conspiracies among the corn-

dealers (<nroaMAa<) to buy up the com (ffvwytitr-

tfoi), or raise the price {trvyt<rrayai rht

were punished with death. They were not allowed
to make a profit of more than one obol in the me-
dinmut

I
and it was unlawful to buy more th.^n

fifry at a time. It is not certain what iho

size of a ^pp6s was : Bbckh supposes it to be
about as much os a mediinnus. These laws remind
us (»f our own statutes against cii^ossing and re-

grating • but they appear to have beW c.*uily evaded
by the corn-d'-alers. (Sec the speech of Lyshis

' Karh ruy atroxvXuy: Dem. e. hionyfod. 1285.)
The sale of com was placed under the supen ision

of a special board of officers called SUojdiiftacr$

(triro^oAoiccs), while tliat of all other marketablo

commodities was superintended by the agoranomi.

(Lys. id. 165, ed. St'‘ph.) It was their business

to see that meal and bread were of the proper

quality, and sold at the legal weight and price.

They were bound to detect the frauds of the factor

and the luiker, and (if wo may believe Lysias)

they sometimes sulTcred death for their want of

vigilance. The mode of proceeding against tliem

was by eiirayycAia before the senate. (Plainer,

I*roc. %nd Klag. vol. ii. p. 149.)

Notwithstanding these careful provisions, scarci-

ties (airo8«7cu) frequently occurred at Athens,

cither from l>ad bar\ests, the misfortunes of war,

nr other accidental causes. The state then made
grout eff«»rts to supply the wants of the j>eoplo by
importing large quantities of com, and selling it at

a low price. Public granaries were kept in ths

Odeum, Pompeum, I^ng Porch, and naral store-

house near the sea. (Pollux, ir. 45 ;
Dt‘m. c.

Pkorm. 918.) HUortae ((TiTwvai) were appointed

to get in the supply and manage the sale. De-
mosthenes w'os appointed on one occasion to that

office {<U Coron. 310.) Persons called apodedae
(iroS*KT<u) received the com, measured it out,

and distributed it in certain quantities. (Pollux,

viiL 1 14.) Public-spirited individuals would some-

times import grain at their own expense, and K‘I1

it at a moderate price, or distribute it gratuitously.

(Dem. c. PAorm. 918.) Wc i*ead of the Athenian

state receiving presents of com from kings and
princes. Thiu Leucon, king of the Bosporus, sent

a large present, for which he had the honour of

&t<A«(9 (exemption from customs-duties) conferred

on him by a decree of the people. (Dem. c. Jjrj4in,

467 ; sec Isocr. T^vs^tr. 370, ed. Steph.) Psam-
metichus, an Egyptian prince, sent a present in

Olymp. 83. 4, Demetrius in Olymp. 118. 2, Spar-

tot^ king of the Bosporus, a few years after. In

later times, that mode by the Roman Atticus is

well known. On the whole of this subject the

reader is referred to Biickh {PM. Kc<m. of Athens^

p. 77, Ac., 2nd. ed.), where also he will find the

various prices of meal and bread at Athens, and

other details, copiously explained. As to the duty
*

3 4
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payable on Oie imporLatum of com, tee Pints-
COSTS.

Xtroi is strictly vhfiUjltur^ bX^ira barlei)-Jhur^

irvpoX tr4A</, Kpidol harUg^ ipros %c)teat breads

bailry-bre<ui. Siror, howevj^r, is often applied to

all kinds of conv, and even in a larger si*nse to jwo-

viainns in general. [C. K. K.]

SITOU DIKE (<rirov bUr)). The marriage

portion (rpoi^) bt'ing intended os a provision for

the wife, nlthmigh it was paid to the husband bv
her father, brother, or other natural guardian (ku.

ptot\ if anything happened to sever the marriage

contract, the husband or his representative was
l>ound to re(iay it ; or, if he failed to do so, he was
luihle to pay interest upon it at the rate of eighteen

per cent per annum (4t* 4v¥*a 66o\ois roKo^puy).
This was the law in case of a divorce (Dooiosth. e.

Nnter. I3G2)
;
and also when, after a contract of

marriage, and after payment of the marriage por-

tion, the intended hustond refused to perform his

engagement. (Demoslh. c. AfAob. 818.) Upon the

death of the Vhsband without children, the wife

and her money went bark to the natural giuirdian

(IsAC'us, Je Pifrr. her. 41, ed. Steph.)
;
but if he

died leaving children, she had the option of staying

with them or going bock to her Kvpiof. If she did

the latter, the children (or their guardian, if they

were under age) were bound to pay back the por-

tion to the KvpiQSy or eighteen percent, interest in

the meantime. (Isaeus, de I'yrr. her. 38, 46, ed.

Steph.) And if she married again, her Kvpios was
bound in honour to give the same sum to her new
husliond. (Dcmoslh.c. Aoeo<. <ie(fo/e, 1010.) Upon
the tran&ft rofa woman from one husband to another,

which was not uncommon, the ttpo^ was trans-

ferred with her. (Demosih. c. Onet. 866.) A wo-
man's fortune was usually secured by a mortgage
of the husband's property

;
but whether this was

so or not, her guardian, in any of the cases above
mentioned, might bring an action against tbe party

who unjustly w'itlihcld it ;
bitcij irpoiabr, to recover

the princip^ blKTj olroy, for the interest. The
interest was called atros (alimony or maintenance),

because it was the income out of which the woman
had to bo nmintained, oi o^iAd/iei'cu rpo^xu, ^
bibon^m} wp6<robo$ 9tsrpo^t> rcufyvvat^iv. (!lar-

pocr. 1. r. 2<to5 ; Pollux, 33; Demosth. c.

j-ipJtob. 839, 854.) The word triros is often used
generally for provisions, just os we use the word
bmui. So in the law, which required the son of

an 4r[K\ripos to maintain his mother when he
came of nge and took possession of her inheritance,

the expression is rhr airov n^rpur tq fX7)rpi,

(I)omosth. e. Sirph. 1135.) The allowance for

rations given to soldiers u*as called ffiTtipfffior.

(Biickh, PuU. Kcott. of Athen*^ p. 27’2, 2d ed.)

The 5»*fi7 airov was tried before the archon in

tbe Odeum, the same building in which the corn

granaries were kept, which makes it not improbable

that in earlier limes the defendant a*as called upon
to pay the damages in 4aW, that is, in co*m or some
other sort of provisions ; though it was soon found

to )>e more convenient to commute this fur a money
payment This cause, like the bltctj seems
to have belonged to the 5fam,as it was pn'-

suined that tlic woman could not wait long for ilic

means of her daily subsistence. It was brlprirot^

for the damages wor* clearly liquidated, being a

mere matter of calculation, when the payment of

tbe marriage portion was proved. (Suidas, s. r.

: Pollux, iii. 47, vi. 153. viii. 31, 33;

[

Meier, Am. Pi-oc. pp. 43, 423—127 ;
Plainer,

I

Proc. und fifa/j. vol. ii. p. 266.) [C. R. K.J
SITTYBA'E. ILiber.]
STTULA, dim. SITELLA (uSpta), was pro-

,

bably a bucket or pail for drawing and carrying

water (Plant. Amph. ii. 2. 30), but was more usu-

ally applied to the vessel from which lots were
drawn : Siie/ia, however, was more commonly used
in this signification. (Piaut. Cos. ii. 5, 34, 43, ii. 6.

7, 11, Liv. XXV. 3, xli. 18.) It appears that the

vessel was filled with water (as among the Greeks,

whence the w’ord u8pfa), and that the lots (sorief)

were made of wood
;
and as, though increasing in

size below, it had a narrow neck, only one lot

could come to the top of the water at the same
lime, when it H*as snaken. (6'tVa4im hue tecum

afferto cvm cupta et sor/e#, PUut C<u. ii. 4.17; Cic.

in Perr. ii. 51 ; Vupisc. J*rob. 8.) The vessel used
for drawing lots was also called wnm or oms ns

well as Situla or SUetia. (Cic, i« Vatin. 14 ; Val.

Max. vi. 3. § 4 ; Virg. Aen. vL 431, &c. ; Lucian,

r. 394, with Schol. ; compare Pen. iii. 48.)

It is important to understand the true meaning
of Sitello, since almost all mtidcrn writers have
supposed that the name of Sitelb or Cista was
given indifiercntly to the ballot-box, into which
those who voted in the comitla and courts of

ju8ti<^ cast their tabcllac : but Wunder (CWar
pr/tUensis^ p. clviii. &C.) has proved, that the

opinion of Manutius {de Comitiis Pomanu^ c. 15.

p. 527, ed. Graev.) is correct, who maintained that

the Sitclla was the um, from which the names of

the tribes or centuries were drawn out by lot, so

that each might have its proper place in voting,

and that the Cista was the Ikix into

which the tabi-llae were cast. [CisTa.]

The form of the Sitella is preserved on

a coin of the Cassia gens, which is repre-

sented in the annexed cut.

SOCCUS, dim. SO'CeULUS, was nearly if not

altogether equivalent in meaning to Crepid.v, and
denoted a slipper or low shoe, which did not fit

close!}', and was not fastened by any tie. (Isid.

Orry. xix. 33.) Shoes of this description were
worn, more especially among the Greeks together

with the Pallium, both by men and by women.
But those appropriated to the female sex were
finer and more ornamented (Plin. //.iV. ix. 35. s. 56

;

.Soccus w«/i>5n’s. Suet. Culig.b'2^ VitiU, 2), although

those worn hymen were likewise in some instaiuvs

richly adorned according to the taste and means of

the wearer. (Piaut. liatxh. iL 3. 98.)

;
; ; .iMigleDkilliZf
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For the n^sons mentioned undor the articles

Ba.ta and Ckkpiua the Soccua was worn by
comic actors (llnr. Jrt FtHt. 80, 90), and was in

this n^pect opposed to the Cothcrnua. (Mart,

viii. 3. 13 ;
Plm..^is<. ix. 7.) The preceding wood-

cut U taken from an ancient paintii>|i of a buffoon

[MiMun], who is dancing in loose yellow slippers

(/h^hin soerviM, Catull. KpUkal, Jul. 10). 'I his

was one of their moat common colours. (De L'.AuI-

nave, SuU. Thcat. pi. iv.) [Solka.] fJ. V.]

SOerKTAS. Societas is classed by Gaius (iil

135) and in the Inatitutions of Juatiiiioii among
those obligationcs which arise Conseiisu. When
several persons unite for a common purpose, which

is legal, and contribute the necessary means, such i

a union is Societas, and the persons arc Socii. (Dig.

17. tit. 3. 1.57.) The contract of Societas might

either be made in words or by the acts of the par-

ties, or by the consent of the parties signiHcd

through third persons: it required no particular

form of agreement. A Societas might be fonned

either for the sake of gain to arise from the dealings

and labour of the Socii (qiiacWiw), or not Societas

for the purpose of quaestus corresponds to the Eng-

lish Partnership. A Societas might be fonned

which should comprise all the property of the Socii

{ttocidaM omniwoi bonorum) \
in which case as soon

as the Societas was fonned, all the property of all

the Socii immediately became common (nv quae

coeunlium tunt cok/i«uo cvtnmifM^ii/Mr). But the

Societas might be limited to a part of the propeny

of the Socii or to a single thing, as the buying and

selling of slaves, or to carrying on trade in a par-

ticular thing in a particular place. (Cic. pro F,

Quiutioy c. 3.) The communion of propt rty in a

Societas might also bo limited to the use of the

things. A Societas might be formed either in

peri>eiuumy that is, so long as the parties lived, or

ad tempue or ia tempore or tub conditioner ^ 7

*

tit.2. s.1.)

Each S^ius was bound to contribute towards

the objects of the Societas according to the tenns

of the ccmtracU But it was not necessary that all

the Socii should contribute money : one might sup-

ply money and another might supply labour {opera),

and the profit might be divibible betwi'cii them,

for the labour of one might be as valuable as the

money of the other. In the case of Uoscius the

actor, Fannius had a slave Panurgus, who by

agreement between Roscius and Fannius was made

their joint property (communis). Roscius {uid

nothing for bit one half of the man, but be under-

took to instruct him in his art Apparently they

became partners in the man in equal shares, for

Cicero complains of the terms of the Societas on

the port of Roscius whose instruction was worth

much more than the price of the slave before he was

taught hisart. (Cic. pro Q. Hoteio Com. 10.) The
agreement betw’een the Socii might also be, that

one Socius should sustain no loss and should have

a share of the gain, provided his labour w*as so

valuable as to render it equitable for him to become

a partner on such terms. If the shares of the Socii

were not fixed by agreement they were considered

to be equal. (Dig. 17. tit. 2. s. 29.) One partner

might have two or more shares, and another might

have only one, if their contributions to the Societas

in money or in labour were in these proportions.

If the agreement was merely as to the division of

profit, it followed that the Socii must bear the

losses in the same proportion. Each Socius was
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answ'crable to the others for his conduct in the
management of the business : he was Imund to use
Diligentiaaiid was answerable for any loss through
Culpa. The action which one socius had against
another in respect of the contract of partnership,

was an actio directa and called Pro Socio (cur non
arbUmm prosoci'o adetferit Qu. Roteiutn, Ac. ; Cic,

;/To Q. hoteio Coat, 9). The action might be
brought for any breach of the agreement of part-
nership, for an account and for a diasolutim. A
partner might transfer his interest to another per-
son, but this transfer did not make that other per-
son a partner, for consent ofall parties was essential

to a Societas : in fact such a transfer was a disso-

lution of the partnership, and the person to whom
the transfer was made might have his action Du
Cummuni dividundo. But there might be the pro
socio aclio against the hcres of a socius, for though
the heros is not a socius, yet he succeeds to the in-

terest of bis testator or intestate in the partnership

{emolumento tucoettor ui

;

Dig. 17. tiL 2. s. C'3.

§ «).

Each socius had a right of action in proportion

to his interest against any person with whom any
of the socii had contracted, if the socii had coin-

missioned him to make the contract or had ap-
proved of the contract ; or if it was an action

arising from a delict. Thus in the case of Roscius
and Fannius, they had severally sued a third person
in respect of their several claims as partners, and
yet Fannius still claimed the half of what Roecius
had recovered in respect of his share in the part-

Qi-rship. {FroQ. Rote. Com. 11, 17, 18.) In nil

other cases the person who made the contract could
alone sue. All the socii could be sued if they had
all joined in the contract with a third person, oiid

each in proportion to his share. If one socius con-

tracted on behalf of all, being commissioned to do
BO, all were liable to the full amount (tu tolidum).

If a socius borrowed money, the other socii were
in no case bound by bis contract, unless the money
had been brought into the common stock. In fiict

the dealings of one partner did not bind the other

portm-ns except in such cases as thev would be
bound independent of the existence of the Societas.

Condemnatio in an Actio Fro Socio was sometimes
attended with Inramia.
A Societas, unless it was for a limited period,

could be ended at the pleasure of any ohe of the

socii ; any member of the body could gjve notice

of dissolution when he pleased (rmun/iare toeietuii),

and therefore the Societas was dissolved (to/vi/ur).

But in the cose of a societas omnium bonorum, if

one socius had been appointed liercs, he could not

by giving notice of dissolution defraud his co-

partners of their shore of the hereditas. The death
of a partner dissolved the Societas ; and a Capitis

diinlnutio was said to have the same effect. If iho

property of any one of the socii was sold either

publics (Umorumpubiicotio) or privatim,thc Societas

was dissolved. It was idto dissolved when the

purpose fur which it was fonned was accomplished ;

or the things in which there was a Societas, had
censed to exist ; or by the lapse of the time for

which it was formed.

If on the dissolution of a partnership there was
no profit, but a loss to sustain, the loss was borne,

as ^ready stated, by the socii in proportion to their

shares. If une man contributed money and another
labour, and there was a loss, bow was the losa

borne If the money and the labour were con*
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sidered equivalent, it would teem to follow that

until the partnership property were exhausted by
the pajTucnt of the debts, there should l>e no pe-

cuniary contribution by the person who supplied

the labour. This pinciple is a consequence of

what Gains states that the capital of one and the

labour of another might be considered equal, and
the gain might be divided, and if there was a loM
the loss must be divided in the same proportion.

Socictates were formed for the purposes of fuia*

ing the public revenues. [Publicsnl]
(Gaius, Hi. 148—154 ; Dig. 17. tit. 2 ; Inst 3.

tit 26 :
Cod. 4. tit S7 * MUhlenbruch, Dortrina

Pamlectarum : Mnckeldey, /fcArfisrcA, <frc. ; Hosse,

Die ('vipa des Rom. Recht*. a 46, 49.) [O. L.]

SO'Cll (<ritfifiaxot). In the early times, when
Home formed equal alliances with any of the sur-

rounding nations, these nations were cmlled Socii.

(Liv. ii. 53.) After the dissolution of the Latin

league, when the name Laiini, or A'bmen Latinum,

was artificially applied to a great number of Ita-

lians, few only of whom were real inhabitants of

the old I^itin towns, and the majority of whom
had been mode Latins by the will and the law of

Rome, there necessarily arose a difference between

these Latins and the Socii, and the expression

Socii Xotnen LattHum is one of the old asyiidcta,

instead of «SbciV ei Komeit lAtiinum. The Italian

allies again must be distinguished from foreign al-

lies. Of the latter we shall apeak hereafter. The
Italian allies consisted, for the most part, of such

nations os had either been conquered by the Ro-

mans, or had come under their dominion by other

circumstances. When such nations formed an

alliance with Rome, they generally retained their

own laws
; or if at first they were not allowed this

privilege, they afterwards received them back again.

The condition of the Italian allies >’aried, and
mainly depended upon the manner in which they

had come under the Homan dominion (Liv. viii. 25,

ix. 20) ;
but in reality they were always depend-

ent upon Rome. Niebuhr (Hist, ofRome^ voL Hi.

p. 616) considers that there were two main con-

ditions of the Socii, analogous or eqiml to those of

the provincials, that is, that they were olthcr

foederati or lAeri (immunes^ Cic. c. Vtrr. iii. 6).

The former were such as had formed an alliance

with Rome, which was sworn to by both parties
;

the latter were those people to whom the senate

hod restored their autonomy after they w*ere con-

quered, such as the Hemican towms. (I..iv. ix. 43.)

But the condition of each of those classes must
again have been modified according to circum-

stances. The cases in which Rome had an e<]ual

alliance with nations or towns of Italy beetle

gradually fewer in number : alliances of this kind

existed indeed for a long time with Tibur, Pme-
nestc, Naples, and others (Polvb. vl 14 ;

Liv.

xliii 2 ;
Cic. pro Bulb. 8) ; but these places were,

nevertheless, in reality as dependent os the other

Socii It was only a few people, such as the

Camertes and Heracloana, that maintained the

rights of their equal alliance with Rome down to

a very late time. (Liv. xxviii. 45 ; Plut Mar.

28 ;
Cic. pn BaJh. 20, pro ^rcA. 4.) With these

few exceptions, most of the Italians w*erc either

Socii (in the later sense) or Latini. During the

latter period of the republic they had the connu-

bium with Rome (Diodor. KxcerjA. .t/ai, xxxvii. 6),

but not the suffrage of the Latins. It sometimes

happened, as in the case of the Macedonian Ones!-
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mns, tb.it a foreign individual was honoured by the

senate by being registered among the Italian Socii

(in soeiorum form^am re/erix\ and in this case

the senate provided him with a house and lands in

some part of Italy. (Liv. xliv. 16.)

Although the allies bad tbeir own laws, the

senate, in cases where it appeared conducive to the

general welfare, might command them to submit to

any ordinance h might issue, as in the case of the

Sotatusconsulturo de Bocchanalibus. (Liv. xxxix.

14.) Many regulations also, which were port of

the Roman law, especially inch as related tousuiw',

sureties, wills, and innumerable other things (Liv.

XXXV. 7 : Gaius, iii. 121, &c. ; Cic. pro Ball. 8),

were introduced among the Socii, and nominally

received by them volontaiily. (Cic. L c. ; Oell. xvi.

1.3, xix. 8.) The Romans thus gradually united

the Italians with themselves, by introducing their

own laws among them ; but as they did not grant

to them the same civic rights the Socii ultimately

demanded them arms in their hands.

Among the duties which the Italian Socii had to

perform towards Rome the following are the prin-

cipal ones : they had to send subsidies in troops,

money, com, ships, and other things, whenever
Rome demanded them. (Liv. zxvi. 39, xxviii. 4.5,

XXXV. 16, &c.) The number of troops requisite

for completing or increasing the Roman armies was
decreed every year by the senate (l.iv. passhn\
and the consuls fixed the amount which each allied

nation had to send, in proportion to its pr>pulation

capable of bearing arms, of which each nation was
obliged to draw up accurate lists, called /ortnulae.

(Liv. xxxir. 56 ;
Polyb. ii. 23, &c.; Liv. xxii. 57,

xxvii. 10.) The consul also appotnU^d the place

and time at which the troops of the Socii, each part

under its own leoder, h.id to meet him and his

h'gions. (Polyb. vi. 21, 26 ;
Liv. xxxiv. 56,

xxxvl 3, xli. 5.) The infiintry of the allies in a

consular army was usually more numerous than

that of the Romans; the cavalry W’os generally

three times the number of the Romans (Polyb. Hi.

108, vi. 26, 30) : but these numerical proportions

were not always observed. (Polyb. il 24, iii. 72.)

The consuls appointed twelve praefects as com-

manders of the Socii, and their power answered to

that of the twelve military tribun>‘S in the consular

legions. (Polyb. vi. 26, 87.) These praefects, who
were jwobably taken from the allies themsclvca, and
not from the Romans, selected a third of the cn^'a]ry,

and a fifth of the infantry of the Socii, who formed

a select detachment for extraordinary coses, and
who were called the Artraordimtrii, The re-

maining body of the Socii was then divided into

two ports, called the right and the left wing.

(Polyb. Le.; Liv, xxxi. 21, xxxv. 5.) The in-

fantry* of the wings was, as usual, divided into

cohorts, and the cavalry into turmae. In some
cases also legions were formed of the Socii ( Liv.

xxxvii. 39.) Par and clothing were given to the

allied troops by the states or towns to which they

belonged, and which appointed quaestors or pay-

masters for this purpose ( Polyb. vl 21 ; Cic, e. Verr.

V. 24) ;
but Rome furnished them with provisions

at the expense of the republic : the infantry re-

ceived the same os the Roman infantry, but the

cavalry only received two-thirds of whnl a*aa given

to the Roman cavalry. (Polyb. vi. 39 ;
Cic. pro

Bulb. 20.) In the distribution of the spoil and of

conquered lands they frequently received the same
share os the Romans. (Liv. xL 43, x)l 7i 13,
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xlv. 43, zlii. 4.) The Socii were «lto lometlmei

•ent oat as colonists with the Romans. (Appian,

de BfU. Civ, i. 24.) They were never allowed to

take up arms of their own accord, and disputes

among them were settled by the senate. Notwith-

standing all this, the socii fell gradually under the

arbitrary rule of the senate and the magistrates of

Rome ; and after the year B. c. 173, it even be-

came customary fur magistrates, when they UmTelled

through Italy, to require the authorities of allied

towns to pay homage to them, to provide them
with a residence, and to furnish them with beasts

of burden when they continued their journey.

(Liv. xliu 1.) Oellius (x. 3) mentions a numl>er

of other vexations, which the Roman nuigistrates

inflicted upon the Socii, who could not venture to

seek any redress against them. The only way
for the allies to obtain protection against such

arbitrary proceedings, was to enter into a kind of

clientcla with some influential and powerful Ro-
man, os the Saronites were in the clientcla of

Fabricius liuscinus (V'al. Max. iv. 3. § 6), and
the senate, which was at all times regarded os the

chief protector of the Socii, not only recognised

such a relation of clientcla between Socii and a
Roman citisen, but even referred to such patrons

cases for decision which otbcrwisc it might have
decided itself. (Dionys. ii. II

;
Lit. ix. 20 ; Cic.

proSull.'lX.) Socii who revolted against Rome were
frequently punished with the loss of their freedom,

or of the honour of serving in the Roman armies.

(Cell. 1. e,

;

Appian, tie lieU. I/annib. 61
;
Strab. v.

p. 385, vt p. 389 ; Post, m, v. lirutiuui.) Such
punishments however varied according to circum-

stances. After repeated and fniitlcss attempts to

obtain the full Roman franchise by legal means,
the Italian allies broke out in open war against

Rome, the result of which was that she w*as com-
pelled to grant what she hod before obstinately re-

fused.

After the civitas had been obtained by all the

Itilians by the Lex Julia de Civitate, the relation

of the Italian Socii to Rome ceased. But Rome
had long before this event applied the name Socii

to foreign nations also which were allied with

Rome, though the meaning of the word in this

case differed from that of the Socii Italici. Livy
(xxxiv, 57 i

comp. xxxv. 46) distinguishes two
rincipal kinds of alliances with foreign nations

:

. foixltu aetfuum^ such as might be concluded

either after a war in which neither party bad
gained a decisive victory, or with a nation with

which Rome had never l^n at war ; 2. a /bedus

iniquum^ when a foreign nation conquered by the

Romatu was obliged to enter the alliance on any
terms proposed by the conquerors. In the latter

case the foreign nation was subject to Rome, and
obliged to comply with anything that Rome might
demand. But all foreign Sc^ii, whether they

had on equal or unequal alliance,* were obliged

to send subsidies in troops when Homo demanded
them

;
these troops, however, did not, like those

of the Italian Swii, serve in the line, but were

employed os light-armed soldiers, and were called

milifrs aiuriliareit auxUiariiy tuuiUa^ or sometimes

OiueUia eaUrmt, (Polyb. ii. 32 ;
Liv. xxL 46, &c.,

xxii. 22, zxvii. 37, xxxv. 11, xliL 29, 35.) To-

wards the end of the republic all the Roman allies,

whether they were nations or kings, sank down to

the condition of mere subjects or vassals of Rome,
whose freedom and independence consisted in
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nothing but a name. (Walter, Geech. d. Horn,

p. 192, &c.
j compare PosnsaATAK Civi-

TATBK.) (L. S.]

SO'CIO, PRO, ACTIO. [SociBTAS.]
SO'CIUS. [S«>i:ntTAft.]

SODA'LES [CoLLBoiVM.]
SODA'LES AUGUSTA'LES.[Aucu8Talm.]
SODA'LES TI'TII. (Titil]
SODALI TIUM. [AsiBiTfs.]
SOLA RIUM. [lloBOLooivsi, p. 616, b;

Domus, p. 429, b.]

SO'LEA was the simplest kind of sandal [San-
DALiusi], consisting of a sole with little more to

fasten it to the foot than a strap across the instep.

(Ocllius, iii. 14, xiii. 21.) It was sometimes
made of wood (Isid. xix. 33), and worn by
rustics (KoAoir45(Aa, TheoenL xxv. 102, 103), re-

sembling probably the wooden sandals which now
form part of the dress of the Capuchins. The
solcn, as worn by the upper classes, was adapted
chiefly for wearing in the house, so that when a
man went out to dinner, he walked in shoes

[CALcsua], taking with him slippers [Soccra] or

soleno, which he pul on when he entered the

house. Before reclining at table, these were taken
away by a servant (s€*c woodcut, p. 308 ; Plant.

7>«c. ii, 4. 16; Ovid. .,4r. yfm. ii.2l2; Martviii.
59. l4)

; consequently when dinner was over it

WAS necessar}* to call for them. (Plant. True, iu

4. 12, A/osi. ii. 1. 37 ;
ilor. Sat. ii. 8. 77.) But,

nccunling to the state of the roads or of the wea-
ther, the shoes or boots M'cre again put on in order

to return home, the soieoc being carried, as bi'fore,

under the arm. (Ilor. J-Sjiit/. i. 13. 15.) When
circumstances were favourable, this change of the

shoes for slippers or aolcac was not considered

neccssarr, the latter beiug worn in the streets,

(Mart xii. 88.)

So/eae lifftteae^ soles or shoes of wood, were put
on, under the authority of the Roman law, either

for the purpose of torture, or perhaps merely to in-

dicate the condition of a criminal, or to prevent

his escape, (Cic. Invent. iL 50, ad Jlerenn. L 13.)

In domestic life the sandal commonly w*om by
females was often used to chastise a busliand and
to bring him into subjection, (Menander, p. 68.

186, cd. Meineke : tolea ofijurgahert rubrtiy Pers. v.

169; wundiUio^liCT. Kunuch. v. 8. 4; Juv. vi. 516.)

Iron shoes {voUae ferrtae) were put on the feet of

mules (Catull. xvii. 26) ; but instead of this, Nero
had his mules shod with silver (Suclon. AVro, 30),
and his empress Poppaea hcr's with gold. (Plin.

II.N. xxxiiu II. 1. 49.) [J. Y.]
SO'LIDUS. [Aurum, p. 182,b.]

SOLITAURI'LIA. [Sacrificii'm,p. 1000,a;

Lu.stratio, p. 719, b ; and woodcut on p. 1045.]

SO'LIUM. [Balnsak, p. 191 ;
Turonub.]

SOPHRONISTAE. [Gymnasivju, p, 581, b.J

SORTES, lots. It was a frequent practice

among the Italian nations to endeavour to ascertain

a knowledge of future events by drawing lota

(iortes) t in many of the ancient Italian temples

the will of the ^»di was consulted in this way, os.

at Praeneste, C^re, &c. [Okacvlvm, p.843, a.]

Respecting the meaning of Sors see Cic. de l)iv,

ii. 41.

These sortes or lots were nsaally little tablets or

counters, made of wood or other materials, and
were commonly thrown into a sitella or um, filled

with water, os is explained under Sittjla. The
lots were sometimes thrown like dice. (Suet. Tib,
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14.) The Tinnie of S<irt08 was in fact given In any-

thing used to determine chnncei (com|)are Cic. de

IXv. i. 34), and wa.8 also applied to any verbal re-

sponse of an oracle, (Cic. de I>iv. ii. 56; Virg. ,4<yi.

iv. 346, 377.) Various things were written upon

the lots according to circumstances, as for instance

the names of the persons using them, dec. : it seems

to have been a favourite practice in later times to

write the verses of illustrious poets upon little tab-

lets, and to draw them out of the um like other lots,

the verses which a person thus obtained being sup-

posed to be applicable to him : hence we rt>nd of

Soriet VirifUinnae^ &c. (Lamprid. AWvr. 14 ;

Sportum. Hatlr. 2.) It was also the practice to

consult the poets in the same way as the Moham-
medans do the Koran and Hnhz, and many Chris-

tians the Bible, namely, by opening the book at

random and applying the 6rst passige that struck

the eye to a person's own immediate circumstances.

(August. CoHjfM. iv. 3.) This pmclice wtis verj*

common among the early Christians, who substi-

tuted the Bible and the Psalter for Homer and
.

Virgil : many councils repeatedly condemned these
!

Soiict S<intioriim^ as they were called. ((iiblMin,

Dtfiineumi /’u//,c. xxxviii. note .51.) The Sibylline

books were prob.ihly also consolted in this way.

[StBYl.LiM Libri.J Those who foretold future

events by lots were called (Lucsii, ix.

681.)

The Sorif.s ConviriaU* were tablets sealed up,

which were sold at entertainments, and upon being

opened or unseaU*d entitled the purchaser to things

of very iinefjual value ; they were therefore a kind

of lotlciy, (Suet. Octav. 75 ; Lamprid. lUUogah.

22.)

SPAOO'NES. [iMPrsER, p. 631. b.1

SPAIUJS. (Hasta, ^ 588, b.l

SPE'CIKS NOVA. (CoNFfsio.]

SPECTIO. pp. 177,h, 178,a.]

SPKCULA'HIA. (r)osii’R.p. 432, b.]

SPECUL.VRIS LAPIS. [Dow us, p. 432, a.]

SPECULATO'KKS. [Exkrcitus, p. 500, b ;

comp. HxMaKODHOMI.]
S P E'CU LUM (adTorrpor, ^tfoxrpor, %¥oirrp<iv\

a mirror, a looking-glass. The use of mirrors is of

very high antiquity (7b6, xxxvii. 18 ; Kroc/us,

xxxviiL 8), but they are not mentioned by Homer,
even when he dcscrilws in so circumstantial a
manner the toilet of Hera. In the historical times

of Greece they are frequently spoken of {Xcn. Cyr.

viL 1
. § 2 ;

Eurip. d/«t/oa, 1161, Ortii. 11 1 *2, &c. ),

and they wore prol^ahly known in Greece long be-

fore, since cveiy sulistance capable of receiving a
fine polish would answer the purpose of a mirror.

Thus basins were employed instead of mirrors

(.Artemiod. Oneir. iii. 30. p. 279, ed. Keiff)» ftnd

also cups, the inside of which was sometimes so

disposed, that the image of the person who drank

from them was seen multiplied. (Plin.//.M xxxiii.

S. t. 45 ;
compare Vopisc. /*ro6. 4.)

The looking-glaues of the ancients were ustially

made of metal, at 6rst of a composition of tin and
copper, but afterwards more frequently of silver.

(Plin./, c.) Pliny says that silver mirrors were

first made by Praxiteles in the time of Pompey
the Great, but they are mentioned as early as that

of Platitus. i. 3. 111.) Under the empire

the use of silver mirrors was so common, that they

began to lie nsed even by maid servants (Plin.

//. *V. xxxiv. 17. s. 48) ; they are constantly men-
tioned in the Digest, when silver plato is spoken of
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(.3.T tit. 6. *. 3 ;
.34. tit, 2. a 19. 8 8). At first

they were made of the purest silver, but metal of

an inferior quality was aftera*ards employed. (Plin.

11. N. xxxiii. 9. § 45.) Frequently too tho

{lolished silver plate u’os no doubt very slight, but
the excellence of the mirror very much depended
on the thickness of the plate, since the n-fiection

was stronger in proportion as the plate was thicker.

(Vitruv. vii. 3. p. 204, cd. Bip.) We find gold

mirrors mcntioniMl once or twice by ancient writers

(Eurip. ilecub. 925 ; Senec. Quaest, N<xL i. 17 ;

Aelian, V. //. xii. 58) ; but it is not impossible,

as Bixkmann has remarked, that the term golden
rather refers to the frame or ornaments than to the

mirror itself, as we speak of a gold watch, though
the cases only may be of that metal.

Besides metals, the ancients also formed stones

into mirrors, but these are mentioned so seldom

that we may conclude they were intended for oma*
ment rather than for use. Pliny (//. N. xxxvi. 26.

s. 67) mentions the obsidian stone, or, as it is now
called, the Icelandic agate, os particularly suitable

for this purpose. Domitian is said to have had a
gallery lined with which by its r^^fleclion

showed event* thing that was done behind his back
(SueL Dom. 14), by which Beckmann understands

a calcareous or gypseous spar, or selenite, which is

indeed carablc of reflecting an image
;
but we can-

not therefore conclude that the ancients formed
mirrors of it. Mirrors were also made of rubies

according to Pliny {If. N. xxxvii. 7- s. 25), who
refers to Theophrastus for his authority, but he
seems to have misunderstood the passage of Theo*
phmstus {tie Jjipid. 61), and this stone is never

found now sufficiently large to enable it to lie made
into a mirror. The emerald, it appears, also served

Nero for a mirror. (Plin. H. N. xxxvii 5. s. 16;
Isidnr. xvi. 7.)

The ancients S'^m to have had glass mirrors

also like ours, which consist of a glass plate covered

at the bock with a thin leaf of metal. They were

manufactured as early as the time of Pliny at the

eelebmted glass-houses of Sidon (Plin.//.iV. xxxvi.

26. 8. 66), but they must have been inferior to

those of metal, since they never came into general

use and are never mentioned by ancient writers

among costly pieces of furniture, whereas metal mir-

rors frequently are. Pliny seems to allude to them in

another passage {If.N. xxxiii. 9. s. 45), where he

speaks of gold being applied behind a mirror, which
we can understand, if we admit that Pliny was
acquainted with glass mirrors.

Of mirrors made of a mixture of copper and tin,

the best were mamifacturad at Brundisium. (Plin.

//.A', xxxiii 9. 8. 45, xxxiv. 17. s. 48.) This mix-

ture produces a white metal, which, unless pre-

served with great care, soon becomes so dim that

it cannot be used until it has been previously

cleaned and polished. For this reason a sponge

with pounded pumicc-stonc was generally fastened

to the ancient mirrors. (Plat Timaeut^ p. 72, c.

;

Vossius, ctd Catvll. p. 97.)

Ixxiking-glosses were generally small and such

as could be carried in the hand. Most of those

which arc preserved in our Museums arc of this

kind
:
they usually have A handle, and are of a

round or oval shape. Their general form is shou*n

in the woodcut annexed. (Caylus, Remeil
fu/aiVcs, vol. V. pi. 62.)

Instead of their being fixed so as to be hung against
the wall or to stand upon tho table or fioor, they
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were generally held by female slaves before their

mistresses when dressing (Propcrl. iv. 7. 7o, 76),

which office was also performed sometimes by the

lover, w'hen admitted to the toilet of his mistress.

(Ovid. Ar. Am. it. *216.) On ancient vnses we
sometimes find female slaves represented holding

lip mirrors to their mistresses. (1‘ischbcin,

from ancient Toses, toL i. pi. 10.)

Looking-glorses, however, were also made of the

length of a person’s body {specula Mis paria cor-

jiortfnis^ Senec. Quuest. AW. i. 17) : of which kind

the mirror of Demosthenes must have been.

(Qnintil. Inst. Or. xi. 3. § 68.) They were
fastened to the walls sometimes (itpecuhni parieti

ti^Lntm, Dig. 34. tiL 2. s. 19. § 8 * Vitruv. ix.

6. (9.) p. 280. Dip.), though not generally. Sue-

tonins in his life of Horace speaks of an apartment

belonging to that poet, which was lined with

mirrors (speculatum euhicu/um)^ which expression,

however, Lessing considers as contrary to the Latin

idiom, and therefore regards the whole passage as

a forgery. That there were, however, rooms orna-

mented in this way, is probable from Claudian's

description of the chamWr of Venus, which was
covered over with mirrors, so that whichever way
her eyes tamed she could see her own image.

(I/jfmn. in Mupt. Honor, et Afar. 106, Ac.) We
frequently find the mirror mentioned in connection

with Venus (Athen. xv. p. 687, c.), but Minerva

was supposed to make no use of it. (Callim. Hgmn.
in iMvaer. FaVad. 1

7

.)

(Spanheim, Observ. in CaUimachi llymnum in

lavacrum PalMlis^ p. 547, Ultraj. 1697 ;
Mdnord,

liecherckes tur lejt jTfiroirs des Anriens in Vllistoire

de VAcademie des Inner. voL xxiii. p. 140 ;
Caylus,

liecudl d'Antiquitis., iil. p. 331, v. p. 173 ;
Beck-

mann, History of InventionSyrcA. iiL p. 164, transl.

;

Buttiger, 5^mo, vob L pp. 133, 152, vo). ii. pp.

145, 169, GriedUschen Vasengemaldden., vol. iii. p.

46 j Becker, Gallus^ vol. i. p. 97, vol. H. p. 1 1 1.)

8PECU&. [Aquabductus, p. 113.]

SPHAEHISTE'IUUM. [GYMNASiuii, p.

582, a ; PiLA.]

SPI'CULUM. [Hasta, p. 589, a.]

SPINTER or SPINTHEH. [Armilla.]
SPIRA (owsTpa), dim. SPIRULA (Servius in

Virff. Aen. ii. 217), the base of a column.

This member did not exist in the Doric order of

Greek architecture [Cul^mna], but was always

present in the Ionic and Corinthian, and, besides

the bases properly belonging to those orders, there

SPOLIA. 1053

was one called the Attic, which may be regarded
ns a variety of the Ionic [ ATTict'RGBs]. The
term occurs frequently in Vitruvius (iii. 3. § 2 j

4. § 1, 5 ; 5. § 1—4. iv. 1. § 7, v. 9. § 4, ed.

Schneider) and in Pliny (//. X. xxxvi. 5. s. 4 ;

23. s. 56). They adopted it from the writings of

Greek architects, whose works have perished. It

is in fiict the Greek term trwupOy which was ap-
plied to this member of a column (Pollux, vii. 121)
probably on account of its resemblance to a coil of
rope. In ancient Greek inscriptions cnreTpa de-
notes the base of Ionic and Corinthian pillars,

being applied to those of the templet of Mincna
Polias at Athens (C. O. Miiller, A/m. Fol. .^cro,

pp. 35, 50 ;
Bbckh, Corp. Inser.Gr, i. pp. 261—

286), and of Jupiter at l^abranda. (C. Fellows,

Em. in Afia Afinor^ pp. 262, 331.)

In the Tuscan and the Roman Doric the base
consisted of a single torus (Festus, s. r. Spira\
sometimes surmounted by an astragal. In the
Ionic and Attic it commonly consisted of two tori

{torus superior and torus i»/erif}r) divided by a
scotia (rpdx<^ot)» and in the Corinthian of two
tori divfdcd by two Kuliac. The upper torus was
often fluted (^afSwrdr), and surmounted by an
astragal [AaTRAGALuaj.as in the left-hand figure

of the annexed woodcut, which shows the form of
the base in the Ionic temple of Panops on the
IHssus. The right hand figure in the same wood-
cut shows the corresponding part in the temple of
Minenu Polias at Athens. In this the upper
torus is wrought with a plaited ornament, perhaps
designed to represent a rope or cable. In these

two temples the spira rests not upon a plinth

{plinlhus^ wMi^os), but on a podium. In Ionic

buildings of a later date it rests on a square plinth

corresponding in its dimensions with the Auacus.
For other examples, see Mauch, Arekiteiionische

Ordnunpen. [J.Y.]

SPl''rHAME (owiAm'ft), a j^nm, a Orct-k mea-

sure equal to 3-4lhs of the foot. There was no

proper Roman measure corresponding to it, but

the later writers used palmus in this sense ; tlie

early writers express the Greek span properly by

dodrams. [Mbnsura, p. 751,b ;
Palui r.] [P.S.]

SPO^LIA. Four words are commonly employed

to denote booty taken in war, Frueda^ Afauubiae^

Exuviae^ Spolia. Of these, praeda bears the most

comprehensive meaning, being used for plunder of

every description. [Prabda.) A/usiiAidc was the

money which the quaestor realised from the sale of

those objects which constituted praeda (Gel), xiii.

24 ; Cic. de Leg. Ayr. iu 22.) The term Exuviae

indicates any thing stripped from the person of a

foe, while Spolia, properly speaking, ought to be

confined to armour and weapons, although both

words arc applied loosely to trophies such as cha-

L-y Google
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riots, standards, beaks of ships and the like, which ’

might l>c presenred and displayed. (See Doeder-

luiii, IaiL Syn. vol. iv. p. 3147 ;
Kamshorn, ImI. Sy».

p, 869 ; Habicht, Syn. Handit^rirrbut'b^ n. 758.)

In the heroic ages no victory was considered

complete unless the conquerors could succeed in

stripping the bodies of the slain, the spoils thu^

obtained being viewed (like scalps among the

North American Indians) as the only unquestion-

able evidence of successful valour ; and wc find in

Homer that when two champions came forward to

contend in single combat, the manner in which the

body and arms of the vanquished were to be dis-

pnsh'd of formed the subject of a regular compact

between the partica (Horn. H. viL 75, &c., xxii.

254, &C.) Among the Romans, spoils taken in

battle were considered the most honoumbic of all

distinctions
;
to have twice stripped an enemy, in

ancient tiroes, entitled the soldier to promotion

(Val. Max. iL 7. §14), and during the second

Punic war, Fabius when filling up the mimcrntu

vacancies in the senate caused by the slaughter at

Cannae and by other disastrous defeats, after hav-

ing selected such as had borne some of the great

offices of state, named those next ^qui spolia cx

hoste fixa domi haborent, aut civicam coronaro

acceplssenL*' (Liv. xxiii. 23.) Spoils collected on

the battle field after an engagement, or found in a

captured town were employed to decorate the tem-

ples of the gods, triumphal arches, porticoes, and

other places of public resort, and sometimes in the

hour of extreme need served to arm the people

(Liv, xxiL 57, xxiv. 21, x. 47 ; V*al. Max. viii.

6. § 1 ; SiL Ital. X. 599), but thoa; which were

gained by individual prowess were considered the

undoubted property of the successful combatant,

and were exmbit^d in the most conspicuous part

of his dwelling (Polyb. vi. .39), being hung up in

the atrium, suspended from the door posts, or ar-

ranged in the Yeslibuium, with appropriate inscrip-

tions. (Liv. X. 7, xxxviii. 43; Cic. ii. 2H
;

Suet. .Vero, 38 ; Virg. Am. ii. 504, iii. 286,

TibulL i. 1. 54 ; Propert, iii. 9. 26 ;
Ovid. Ar. Am.

ii. 743; Sil. Ital. vi. 446.) They were regarded as

peculiarly sacred, so that even if the house was
sold the new possessor was not permitted to re-

move them. (Plin. //. X. xxxv. 2.) A remarkable

instance of this occurred in the “ rostrata domiis”

of Pompey, which was decoiatcd ivith the beaks

of ships captured in his war against the pirates

;

this house passed into the hands of Antonius the

triumvir (Cic Philipp. 1. c.), and was eventually

inherited by the emperor Ourdinn, in whose time

it appears to have still retained its ancient orna-

ments. (C^pitolin. Goniian.'S.) But while on the

one hand it unlawful to remove spods, so it

was forbidden to replace or repair them when they

had fallen down or become dcca^'cd through age

(Plutarch, Qaae^. Horn. 37)« tho object of this

regulation being doubtless to guard against the

Crauds of false pretenders.

Of all spoils the most important were t)\e Spolia

Ofyima^ a term applied to those only which the

commandcr-in-chief of a Roman army stripped in a

field of battle from the leader of the foe. (Liv. iv.

20.) Festut (s. V. Opimu) gives the same defini-

tion ns Livy, but odds ^ M. Varro ait opima spolia

esse [etuim] si nmnipulnris miles detraxcrit dum-
roodo duci hostiuro,'* a statement, if correctly

quoted, directly at variance with the opinion

generally received and acted upon. Thus when

SPORTULA.
’ M. Cnusus, in the fifth consulship of Oct.*ivuinus

(b. c. 29), slew Drldo, king of the Hastaniac, he

was not considered to have gained spolia opima
because acting under the auspices of another (Liun
Cnss. li. 24 ; compare Val. Max. iii 2. §6), and
Plutarch {Marcell. U) expressly assorts that Roman
history up to his oam time avoided but three ex>

amples. The first were said to have been won by
Romulus from Aero, king of the Caeninenses. the

second by Aulus Cornelius Cossus from LarTolum*
nius king of the Veieiites, the third by M. Claudius

Marcellos from Viridomanis (nr Bpird/taprot os he

is called by Plutarch), king of the Gaesatae. In

all these cast's, in accordance with the original

institution, the spoils were dedicated to Jupiter

Fereirius. The hnnnuri of spolia opima wore voted

to Julius Caesar during his fifth consulship (b. c.

44, the year of his death), but it was not even

pretended that he had any legitimate claim to this

distinction. (Dion Cass. xliv. 4.) (The question

with regard to the true definition of spolia opima
is discu.ssed with great learning by Perixonius,

Animad. llisd. c. 7.) [W. R.]

SPONDA. (LKCTI;^ p. 6?4, b.)

SPO'NDEO. [OuMCATioNKs p- 817, b.]

SPO NGIA. [PicTi'RA, p, 90.5, a,]

SPONSA, SPOXSUS. [MATRiMONirsf,
p. 741, b.)

SPONSA'LIA. [Matrimoniuit, p. 741, b.j

SPONSOlt [Intxrcbrsio, p. 640, b.]

SPO'HTULA. In the days of Roman freedom

clients were in the habit of testifying respect for

their patron by thronging his atrium at an early

hour, and CKorting him to places of public resort

when he a*ent abroad. As an acknowledgment of

these courtesies some of the number were usually

invited to partake of the evening meal. After tho

extinction of liberty the presence of such guests,

who had now lost all political importance, was
soon regarded as an irksome restraint, while at the

same time many of the noble and wealthy were
unwilling to sacrifice the pompous display of a nu-

merous body of retainers. Hence tlie (Rnctice was
introduced under the empire of bestoaing on each

client, wh -n he presented himself for bis morning
visit, a certain portion of food as a substitute and
compensation for the occasional invitation to a
regular supjier (atean recia)^ and this dole, being
carried off in a little basket provided for the pur-

pose, received the name of epotiuJa. Hence also it

is Icmicd by Greek writers on Roman afTaire

^uw¥0¥ dab (Twvpiiot^ which however must not bo

confounded with the 8c7iri'or dirb airvpl6os of

earlier authors, which was a sort of pic-nic. [Cobna,
p. 304, b.] For the sake of convenience it soon

became common to give an equi\*alent in money,
the sum establUhcd by general usage being a hun-
dred quadronles. (Juv. i. 120 ; Martial, x. 70, 75.)

Martial indeed often speaks of this as a shabby
pittance ((wi^um mieelti qtuulratiiee^ iii. 7, compare

i. 60, iiu 14, X. 7-i), which, however, he did not

scorn himself to accept (x. 75), but at the same
time does not fail to snci-r at an upstart who en-

deavoured to distinraish himself by a largess to a
greater amount on his birthday (x. 28). The do-

nation in money, however, did not entirely super-

sede the sportula given in kind, for wc find in

Juvenal a lively description of a great mmrs vesti-

bule crowdfnl with dependents, each attended by a
slave bearing a portable kitchen to receive the

viands and keep them hot while they were carried
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homo (Ui. 249). If the »kctchcfl of the satirist

art* not loo higlily coloured, vrc must conclude that

in his time ^reat numbers of the lower orders dc>

rived their whole suitenance and the funds for or-

dinary expenditure exclusively from this source,

while even thebighitom did not scruple to increase

their incomes by taking advantage of the ostenta-

tious profusion of the rich and vain. (Juv. i. 95.)

A regular roll was kept at each mansion of the

persons, male aiid female, entitled to receive

the allowance ; the names were called over in

order, the individuals were required to appear in

person, and the almoner was ever on his guard to

frustrate the ropery of false pretenders (Juv. /. e.),

whence the proverb quoted by Tertullian (c. Afar-

cioM. iii. 16), $fx»itUuiit /Mrunett/us eaptat. The
morning, as we have seen above (Juv. i. 128), was
the usual period for these distrihutions, but they

were sometimes made in the afternoon. (Martial.

X. 70.)

Nero, imitating the custom of private persons,

ordained that a sportula should be substituted for

the public banquets (
puhlicue coeuae) given to the

people on certain high solemnities
;
but this nnpo>

pular regulation was repealed by Doniilian. (Suet. I

A'cr, l)om. 7 ;
Martial, viii. 50.)

|

When the Emperor Claudius on one occasion

resolved unexpectedly to entertain the populace

with some games which were to last for a short

time only, he styled the exhibition a iporis/a, and
in the age of the younger Pliny the word was !

commonly emjdoyed to signify agyatuity, gift, or
{

emolument of any description. (Plin. Ep. ii. 14,

X. 118.)

(Compare a dissertation on the Sportula by
Bultniann in the A'ni/tscAc BihliaOitk for 1821 ; see

also Becker, Calltu^ vol. L p. 147.) [W. R.J
STABULA RIUS. [RxeapTA Actio.]

STA'DIUM (5 <rrcl5<or and t5 <rrel5*o»') l.The ;

foot-race course at Oljmipia and the other places in

Greece where games were celebrated. It was
originally intended for the foot-race, but the other

^

conU'sts w hich were added to the games from time

to time [Olyupia] w'erc also exhibited in the Sta-

dium, except the horse races, fur which a place ’

was set apart, of a similar form with the stadium,
I

but larger: this was called the IIippodromi’s I

(i'nrddpo/ior).

The stadium was an oblong area terminated at

one end by a straight line, at the other by a semi-

circle having the breadth of the stadium for its
\

base. Hound this area were ranges of seats rising
.

above one another in steps.

It was constructed in three different w*aya, ac-

cording to the nature of the ground. The simplest

form was that in w’hich a place could be found

which had by nature the required shape, as at

Loodicco. Most commonly, however, a position

was chosen on the side of a bill, and the stadium

was formed on one side by the natural slope, on

the other by a mound of earth (y^r xw^), as at

Olympia, Thebes, and Epidaurus. (Pausan. ii. 27.

$ 6, vi. 20. § 5, 6, LX. 23. § 1.) Sometimes, how-
ever, the stadium was on level grotmd,and mounds
of earth were cast up round it to form scats, and
covered with stone or marble. We have two cele-

brated examples of this construction in the Pythian

Stadium at Delphi and the Panathenaic at Athens.

The former was originally constructed of Parnas-

sian stone, and afterwords covered with Pentelic

marble by licxDdet Attkos (Paos. x. 32. § 1), who

adorned in the same manner the stadium at Athens,
which had been origiiutliy constructed on the banks
of the Ilissus by the orator Lycurgus. The mar-
ble covering, which t(x>k four years to complete,

has now disappeared, but the area is still left, with
some ruins of the masonry. (Paus. L 19. § 7 ;

Leake's TojXHfraph^ of Athent.)

The stadium sometimes formed a part of the
buildings of the gv'mnosium [Gymnasium], at

other times it was placed in its neighbourhood, and
often, ns at Athens, stood entirely by itself. That
at Olympia was in the sacred grove called Altis.

The size of the Grecian stadia varied both in

lenjrth and breadth ; but this variety is in all pro-

bability to be understood of the size of the whole
enclosure, not of the length of the part marked out
for the race

;
the latter oppears to have been

fixed, while the former was naturally different,

according to the accommodation to be provided fur

spectators, or the magnificence which the builder

might w'itth to confer upon the structure. Tho
fixed length of the course, between the pillars

which marked the bogiiining and the end of tho
race, WAS 600 Greek fccL There was a tradi-

tion that Hercules measured it out originally by
his own foot. It is not improbable that Pheidon,
who claimed to be a doKcndant of Hercules, and
who presided ns agnnothctc ut the Olympic games,
may have fixed the length of the stadium accord-

ing to the standard of measure which bo esta-

blished.

The accounts left by ancient writers of the ar-

rangement of the ports of the stadium arc scanty,

but from a comparison of them w*ilh existing re-

mains of stadia wc may collect the following par-

ticulars.

At one end a straight wall shut in the area, and
here were the entrances, the starting-place for tho

runners, and (at Olympia) an altar of Endymion.
At the other end, at or near the centre of tho

semicircle, and at the fixed distance from tho

sUirting-placc, w'as the goal, which was the termi-

nation of the simple foot-race, the runners in which
were called <rra5to5pd^o( : the race itself is called

(rrdiitoy and Sp6fios : in the SiauXor ip4fxos the

racers turned round this and came back to tho

starting-place. The starting-place and goal bad
various names : the former was called &4>f<riT,

5(nrA7}|, and $aX€it: the latter rtpfta,

jSoT'^p, t^Aot, KOfAirHip and piaao. The term

ypap.p.4l is explained os the /fae along which tho

racers were placed before starting ;
5o‘irX7|(, which

means the lath of a tr5i)>, is supposed to have been
a cord which was stretched in front of the racers

to restrain their impatience, and which was let fall

when the signal was given to start
;

the name
Kafurriip was applied to the goal because the nm-
ners in the 5fauXor and 84XiX<>r turned round it to

complete their cmusc. These terms arc often ap-

plied indifferently to the atarting-placc and tho

goal
;
prolxnbly because the starting- place was also

the end of all races, except the simple orciSmr.

The stnrtin^-place and goal were each marked by
a square pillar (or^Xeu, uioves Kv^ociSctr), and
half way between these was a third. On the first

was inscribed the word dplortvs, on tho second
cnr«v5<, on the third The 5oX<xo5pdMOi

turned round both the extreme pillars till they had
completed the number of stadia of w’hich their

course consisted, which appears to have been dif-

ferent on different occasiona, for the length of tho
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8tfX(xot 9p6nos 10 rarimiftly stated nt 8, 12.

20, and 24 stadia. (Schol. aH Sopk. Ki^r. 691.)

The semicircular end of the area, which was
colled <r^(»'8or^. and was not used in the races.

w*as probnblr devoted to the other athletic sports.

This <r^«r8or^ is still clearly seen in the Ephesian

and Messenian stadia, in the latter of which it is

urmunded by 16 rows of scots. The area of the

stadium was surrounded by the seats for spectators,

which were separated from it by a low wall or po-

djum.
Opposite to the (pial, on one side of the stadium,

were the seats of the Hcllanodicae, for whom there

wws a secret entrance into the stadium (apvwrh
firoSor), and on the other side was an nltar of

white marble, on which the priestesses of Demeter
Chamyne sat to view the gamea The area was
generally adorned with altars and statues.

Such was the general form and arrangement of

the Greek stadium. After the Roman conquest of

Greece the fonn of the stadium was often modified

M as to resemble the amphitheatre by making both
its ends semicircular, and by surrounding it with
seats supported by vaulted masonry, as in the

Roman amphitheatre. The Ephesian stadium still

has such seats round a portion of it. A restoration

of this stadium is given in the following woodait,
copied from Krause.

A is the boundary wall at the Aphesis, 77 feet

denp, n C th(‘ sides, and D the semicircular end,

of the same depth as A ; F F the area, iucitidiiig

the <r^€yioyif
;
6 6 pieces of masonry jutting out

into the area
;
e e the entrances

;
fh>m o to /> is

the length of an Olympic stadium
;
from ^ to x the

range of amphithealri^ seats mentioned alKivo-

(KraiiS'', />te Gi/mHostik umi Atp*o$tik tier Jfd-
/eaea, p. 131, § 14 ; MUlIcr, Ar^iioi. der K»n$t,

§ 290 ; Olvmpia.)
2. The word also signifies the chief Greek mea-

sure for itinerary distinces, which was adopUKl by
the Romans also, ebiefiy for nautical and astro-

nomical measurements. It was equal to 600 Greek
or G25 Roman feet, or to 125 Roman paces ; and
the Roman mile contained 8 stadia. (Hcmd. ii.

149 ; Plin. If. N. ii. 23. s. 21 ; ColuraelL ft R. r.

1 ;
Strabo, vii. p. 497.) Hence the stadium con-

tained 606 feet 9 inches English. (See the Tables.)

This standard prevailed throughout Greece, under
the name of the Olympic stadium, so called because,

as above stated, it was the exact length of the
stadium or foot-race course at Olympia, mrasured
between the pillars nt the two extremities of the
course. There were multiples of the measure,
corresponding to the longer races ;

thus the 8fauXor

was 2 ardSiOy and the SdAixot 6 or more. (Sec
above.) The (xirurdx of 4 stadia we may presume
to hare been the length of one double course in

the chariot race^ w'hich would give 2 stadia for tho

distance between the pillars in the hippodrome
[IIirpoDaoMua, p. Gll,a]. In mathematical gi>o-

graphy, the ordinary computation was 60Q stadia

to a dt'gtve of a great circle of the earth's surface.

The important question, whether the stadium was
a uniform measure throughout Greece, is fully dis-

cussed under Mbnsura, p. 755. [P-'S.]

STALA'GMIA. {Inairis.]
STATER ((TTOT^p), which means simply a

tfandard (in this cose both of weight and more
particularly of money), was at first the name of tho

chief coin in the early Greek systems, namely, the

didmchui. [NuMMUs, pp. 811, b, 812,a.] When
gold began to be coined, the name w*as applied to

the principal gold coin of Greece, which was also

called Chrysus and which in the ma-
jority of cases was conformed to the Attic stand-

ard, and therefore a siater commonly signifies a
gold coin equal in weight to two Attic drachmae and
tn raltte to txtentu; but there are also staters of the

Kuboic scale. The general subject of Greek gold

mon« y has been discussed under ArRVM, where
it is stated that the Greeks obtained their principal

‘upply of gold from Asia. To the same quarter
w’o must look for the origin of their gold money.
The Dnricus, which came to them from Persia, has

been already treated of. {Daricus.] The slater

is said to have been first coined in Lydia by
Croesus. To this country, indeed, one tradition

ascribes the origin both of gold and silver money
( Ilerod.i. 94) ; but be this as it may, the stater of

Croesus was the first gold coinage w ith which the

Greeks were acquainted. (Herod, i. 84 ; Pollux,

iii. 87, ix. 84.) Ddckh (Metrolog. Uniertuck. p.

129) asserts that these staters w'erc niuloubtedly

formed of the pale gold or electrum which wws
washed down from Tmolus by the Pnetolus, and
which Sophocles speaks of ns Sardian cleclnim.

{Antig. 1U37.) [EutCTRUM.l There is, in the

Ilunterian colli'clion (Plate 66. fig. 1), a very an-
cient coin of this |tf\lc gold, of an oval ball like

Digitized by Google
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fthnpe, imprcMcd with iho figure of a mun kneel-

ing. holding a fifth in hi« left hand, and in his

right a knife hanging down, which Pinkerton

takes fur a coin of Croesus, but respecting which

nothing more can be said with safety than that

it is a very ancient specimen of Asiatic money.

Its weight is *2-18^ English grains, or allowing

fur the loss of weight by wear, about that of the

Attic tetradmehm, which was twice the weight of

the stater. This, therefore would be a double

ttnU’r. (Dbckh, 4e.) At all eventa, in the ab-

sence of certain specimens of the Lydian stater

mid of an express stAtement of its value, we may
suppose from the very silence of the Greek wri-

ters, that it did not differ materudly from the

sUtcr which was afterwards current in Greece ;

And which was equal la tceujkt to /too drachmae,

nnd ta ou/m to tiemty. (Ilesych. s. v. Xpvcovs:

Pollux, iv. 173 ;
Harpocrotion, «. r. Aopciadr.)

Macrdoman Statrr. Britimj M»;sKrw.

The following were llie principal Greek stAtors:

1. The Attic stater, which has been sjHiken of un-

der At’HUAf. The weights of the coins there men-
tioned arc 132'3, 132*7, 132*G, and 132*75 grains,

the average of which is 13*2*5875 grains, which

only falls short of the weight of the Attic didmebm
by a little more than half a grain. [Drachma.]
'J'he gold of the Attic coins is remarkably pure.

‘2. The staler of Cyxicut was common in Greece,

espc'cially at Athens. We Icam from Demosthenes
(m 2'4orm. p. 914) that at a particular period (a

little after u.c. 335) this stater passed on the Bos-

porus fur 28 Attic drachmae, which, by a compari-

son with the then value of the dariciis [Dakici'k],

would give for its weight al>out 180 grains. Se-

venil Cyxiccne staters exist, but none of them
come up to this weight. Hence wo may conclude

that the price of gold on tlie Bosporus was at that

time unusually high, borne of the existing coins

give IGO graina, and others not more than 120, for

the weight of the Cyzicene staler ; but, allowing

for dclfosement in the minting, and for subse-

quent wear, wo may perhaps take 180 grains for

about its true value, and if so, it belongs to the

EuboVc standard, lu value, calculated from the

number of drachmae it passed for, would bo 14

2f. 9d.

3. The Stater of Lampsacus is mentioned in an
Attic inscription of b. c. 434. Several gold coins

of Ijaropsacus are extant
;
they may be known by

the impression of a sea-horse upon them. There
arc two in the British Museum of the weight of

alxiut 129 grains, which is just that of the daricua.

The weighta of the Lompsacene staters arc very

un»iual ; and both Loropsneus and Cyxicus appear

to have had gold coins which were multiples of

difTerent standards. It is not improbable, that

the Eubo'tc and Attic standards existed together

at these places.

4. The stater of Phocaea is mentioned by Thu-
cydides (iv. 52) and Demosthenes (m lioeot. p.

1019) as in circulation in their times, b stini

gives several of these, the largest of which, stamped
with a weighs 255*42 English grains, 'i'his is a
double stater, giving a single one of 127*71 grains,

or 5 grains less than the Attic, and it seems tu

follow the standard of the doricus. Most of the

others are thirds of the staU*r, and of a lighter

compamtivo weight. There was also at Athens a
Phocaenn coin called and its half ^/ilerror,

and Hesychius (t. v. <«rri)) mentions the ««rTT).

rplryf, and rrrd^y), as coins of gold or silver or

copper, llespocting these coins, see JIbctk.

5.

The stator of Macedonia was coined by
Philip II. and Alexander the Great after the

standard of the Attic didrachm, and of very fine

gold. Under those princes it come into general

circulation in Greece and throughout the Macedo-
nian empire. The extant specimens of this coiiuige

arc very numerous.

Mr. 1 1 ussey gives the following report of an nsviy

which was made for him of a stater of Alexamli-r.

Gold 11 oi. 9 dwts. 6 grs.

Silver „ „ 18 „
Alloy 0

The silver is on accidental admixtun^, or, if known
to be present, was not allowed fur, so that tins

coin may l>o reckoned at 1 33 grains of fine gold.

Our sovereign, after deducting the alloy, conuins

1 13*12 gmius of fine gold. Therefure the Macedo-

nian stater s 133

11312
of the English sovereign, or

14 3s. 6c/. 0*G72 farthing. The average is however
a little below this stater, but not more so than is

due to wear. The stater of Philip was very re-

cently current in Greece at Uie value of about 2.’>

shillings. This standard was preserved, or very

nearly so, imder the later Macedonian kings, nnd

was adopted by other states, as Epirus, Aetulia,

Acanmnio, and Syracuse.

Besides the staters noticed above, most of the

cities of loiiia bad gold coins, but their value is

very doubtful. Th6rc are specimens in existence

from Chios, Tcos, Colophon, Smyrna, Ephesus, and

many other places. Samos, Siphntis, Thasos, the

Greek cities of Sicily, and Cyreno had gold money
at on early period.

Pollux mentions a Corinthian stater as used in

Sicily which he calls 8«K<Uirpos orar^p, and makes
equal to 10 Aeginetan obols. (i’oliux, iv. 174, ix.

80.) The explanation of this statement is ver)'

difficult, and depends in a great measure on the

disputed question whether the Cartnthian money
followed the Attic or the Aeginetan standard.

[See Nuumus, p. 812, a.]

In calculating the value if the stater in our

money, the ratio of gold to silver must not be over-

looked. Thus the stater of Alexander, which we
have valued, according to the present worth of

gol^ at 14 ht. G(f., passed for twentv drachmae,

which, according to the pri'sent value of silver, were
worth only IGs. But the former gives the

better idea of the worth of tho stater, the differ-

ence arising from the greater value of silver m an-

cient times than now. [Arobntum.]
Besides the stater itself, there were, as appears

from tho above remarks, double staters, and the

halves (^/xixpvtroDs, ^/Aurrorfiptr), quarters, thirds,

sixths, and twelfths of the stater. The coins of

the last four denominations are, however, much less

common than the single, double, and half staters.

The terra orar^p, in later times, was applied to

3 V
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tho tiWcr tetmdrachin, but whether it wm eo used

in the flouruhiDg timet of Atbeni it doublful.

[Drachiia.]
It wot also uicd in refcronce to w'eight, appa-

rently like the Hebrew thrktd and the Latin pondo^

in a general lente. The Mina (Pidlux, ix. G) and
the Sicilian Litka (Pollux, iv. 24), arc both (^led

stater.

(Settini, d^jli SUUeri Antichi

;

Hussey; Wurra ;

Bikkh.) IP.S.]
STATERA, ii steel-yard. [Libra

;
Tru-

nSA.]
STATI DIES. [Dirs, p, 409, b.]

STATIO'NES. (Castra, p. 250, b.]

STATIO'NES FlSCl. The Fircus was di-

vided into ^-arious departments, called SUUioncM^

according to the dilTereiit revenues belonging to it.

(C<»d. 4. tit 31. 1. 1 ; 10. tit 5. 1. 1.) Thus we
read of a Stitio XX. hereditatium (()rclli. Inter.

n. 3332), a Skitio //ereilitaUum (Orelli, n. 32u7 ;

(iruter, p. 451, n. 3) ; a Staiio Annonae. (Orelli,

ti. 4107, 4420.) Walter, Gesch. det Horn.

g 314. 2d cd.

STATIO'NES MUNICIPIOTIUM. [Ghak-
CORTA8IS.]

STATOR, a public servant, who attended on

the Homan roagislrates in the provinces. The
Stature's scorn to have derived their name from

standing by the side of the nwgistiatc, and thus

being at hand to execute all bis commands
;
they

apiHW to have been chiefly employed in carrying

letters and mcss.'iges. (Cic. /'’am. ii. 17, 19,

X. 21 ;
Dig. 4. tit G. s.10.) Alexander Sererus

forbade the uso of sUUores in the provinces, and
commAndiMl that their duties should bo discliargod

by soldiers. (Dig. 4. tit. 6. s. 10 ;
Lamprid. Ait*,

ikv. 52.)

STATU LIDER. [Mandmimio.]
STATU.\'UIA ARS is in its proper sense the

art of making statues or bu^s, whether they con-

sist of stone or metal or other materials, and
includes the art of making the various kinds of

reliefs (alto, basso, and roezxo relievo). The an-

cients, accustomed to trace oil their arts and
sciences to a single person, who was generally be-

lieved to have been led to his discovery by some
occidental circumitancc, relate several stories to

account for the origin and discovery of the arts of

paititing and statuary. (Plin. //. xxxv. 5 and
43 ;

compare Quiutil. x. 2. § 7.) Rut arts such as

these cannot, like those which are the necessary

result of particular local circumstances, or are in

their origin of a complicated nature, be assigned to

any particular nation or to any particular indi-

vidual : they ^pring^p naturally in all countries,

and take their origin alike everywhere in the

imitative faculty of man. It is, therefore, idle talk

when mudera writers gravely repeat the stories

about the invention of sculpture or pointing, or

assign the invention of either of them to the

Egyptians or any other nation. These arts in their

infant state existed among the Greeks from time

immemorial, and if there are any resemblances

between the earliest works of Grecian art and those

of Egypt, we hnvo still no right to infer that the

Greeks learnt them from the Egyptians, and w*e

might 08 well assert Uint the Greeks learnt their arts

from tlie Qauls or from iho Siamese, for the works
of these nations too resemble those of early Greece.

All art ill its primitive state manifests itself nearly

iu the same uanuer in all parts of the world. Rut
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what U of real interest is to know the causes

through which statuary, or, to use a more common
but less appropriate term, sculpture, became so

pre-eminently art of the Greeks, that down to

this day no other nation has produced artists that

can compete with them, and that all look upon the

Greeks as the great masters and models for all

ngcs. Winckelmann has pointed out three great

causes, viz. their innate genius, ihrlr religion, and
their social and political institutions ; and these

three points, if accurately examined, will certainly

be found to have singularly co-operated in making
the Greek artists what they were. There is another

point connected witli the origin of Grecian sculpture

which appears to have led some modern writers to

form erroneous opinions. The peculiar form of the

llermae [Hbrmax] has given rise to the belief

that in the earliest statues the bead only (bust)

was represented, and that the remaining part of

the body was expressed by a simple pillar or block.

This view is contrary to nature as well as to his-

tory, for neither a nation nor n child (which in this

case may be fairly taken os a representative of a
nation in its infancy), when they begin to exercise

their imitative faculty, will rest satisfied with
forming the mere head of a human being, but cn>

deavour to produce the whole as well as they can.

We may add, that no other nation presents such

a phenomenon in the earliest history of its arts.

The Hermoe, therefore, cannot have arisen from an
incapability of forming a whole human figure. They
appear rather to point to the time when the Greeks

to reprosimt their gods in a human form. To
give to a god the entire form of a man would have

been irreverent, whereas the head was necessary,

and at the some time suflicient, to represent him
as a distinct individual being and endowed with

spiritual and thinking powers. The process of

hunmnizing the gods must have been preccdetl

by the custom of representing them in unnatural

fonns, or such as were partly human and partly

animal. The earliest images of the gods were pure

images (not the gods themselves), and intended to

express some thought or idea: now os the natural

figure of man is only expressive of itself, the

significant parts of two or more beings were put

together to express the idea which men had forn^
of their gods. Such monstrous figures were re-

tained as representations of some gods down to the

latest times. As instances of this we may men-

tion Glaucus with the tail of a fish (Pbiloetr. leom.

ii. 15), tho Arcadian Pan with goat's feet (Hitt.

Af^AoL lidderb, ii. p. 161, &c.), and the Dcmeter
of IMiignleia with the bead and mane of a horse.

(PauB. viii. 42. § S.) Homer's silence on such

compound representations of the gods is no proof

that they did not exist iu early times.

Before proceeding to consider statuary in its

several sta^s of developement, it is necessary to

make a few preliminary remarks respecting the

materials used by the Greeks in this art. On the

whole it may be said that there is no material

Applicable to statuary which was not used by
the Greeks. As $q^ day is capable of being

shaped without difficulty iuto any form, and is

easily dried either by being exposed to the sun or

by being baked, we may consider ibis substance tn

have been the earliest material of which figures

were made. We have a trace of this in the storv-,

that Zeus, in his anger at Prometheus having stolen

the fire, ordered Hephaestus to form Pandora of
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mrth moUtrned witli toart. (Hesiod. Theofjon.

A71«A&; Stob. iSerm. 1.) The name plastic art

(d vAoimirit), by which the ancients sometimes

•iekif^nale the art of statuary, properly signifies to

form or shape a thing of clay. But notwithstand*

ing the great facility of making figures of clny,

they are not often mentioned in the early ages of

(jfeoce, while in Italy the DH fictUea (TilAieot

dcot) were very common from the earliest times,

(’lay figures, however, never fell into disdso en-

tirely, and in later times we find not onlr statues

of clay, but the pediments in small or rtiml temples

frequently contained the most beautiful reliefs in

clny, which were copies of the marble reliefs of

larger temples. When Pliny {II. N. xx*v. 43)
8[»eak8 of Khoecus and Theodorus of Samos ns the

inventors of the piagtice^ he seems to labour under

a minLike and to confound the art of working in

chiy with that of casting in metal, os in later

times the latter of these two arts was commonly
called plastice. Some ancient figures of clay are

still preserved.

The second material was teond, and figures made
of wood were ailled {dam, from {fw, ** polish " or
*• carve.*' Various kinds of wood were list'd in

statuary
;
we find mention of oak, cedar, cypress,

sycamore, pine, fig, box, and ebony. It was chietly

used for making images of the gt^s, and probably

more on account of the Cscility of working in it,

than for any other reason. It should, however, be

remarked, that particnbir kinds of wood were used

to make the inmses of particular deities: thus the

statues of Dionysus, the god of figs, were made of

fig- wood. The use of wood for statues of the

gods continued to the latest times ; but statues of

men, os, for example, some of the victors in the

public games, were likewiso made of wood at a
time when the Greeks were sufficiently acquainted

with the art of working in stone and metal.

•Sfoae was little used in statuary during the

early ages of Greece, though it was not altogether

unknown, as w*e may infer from the relief on the

Lion-gate of Mycenae. In Italy, where the soft

peperino afforded an easy material for working,

stone appears to have been used at an earlier

period and more commonly than in Greece. But in

the historical times the Greeks used all the principal

varieties of marble for ibeir statues
; the most ce-

lebrated kinds of which were the marbles of Paros

and of Mount Prntelicus, both of which were of a
white colour. Different kinds of marble and of

different colours were sometimes used in one and
the same statue, in which case the work is colled

i*oiylithic statuary.

bruHxe (xdAxor, oes), si'/rcr, and gold were used

profusely in the state of society described in the

Homeric poems, which is a sufficient proof that

works of art in these metals were not altogether

unknown in those times. At that period, however,
and Jong after, the works executed in metal were

made by means of the hammer, and the diffiTcnt

pieces were joined together by pins, rivets, cramps,

or other mechanical fastenings, and, as the art

advanced, by a kind of glue, cement, or solder.

Iron came into use much later, and the art of

casting both bronxe and iron is ascribed to Khoecus
and to Theodopis of Samos. (Paus. x. 38. §3.)
lAiia i MrrsLLUM.]

Itorg came into use at a later period than any
of the before- mentioned materials, and then was
higlily valued both for its beauty and rarity. In
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its application to stntiinr}’, ivory was generally

combined with gold, and was used for the ports re-

presenting the fi»h. Winckeliuann has calculated

that about one hundred statues of this kind are

mentioned by the ancients.

The history of ancient art, and of statuary in

particular, may be divided into five periods.

I. Fini /VnW, J)nm the earliest tinwi till ubnut

OL 50, or 580 h. c.

The real history of the arts is preceded hr a
period of a purely mythical chameter, which tm
dition has peopled with divine artists and most
extraordinary productions. Three kinds of artists,

however, may be distinguished in this mythical

period : the first consists of gods and daemons, such

os Athens, Hephaestus, the Phrygian or Dardanian
Dnctjli, and the Cabin. The second contains

whole tribes of men distinguislied from others by
the mysterious posseosion of superior skill in the

practice of the arts, such ns the Tcichincs and the

Lycion Cyclopes. The third consists of individuals

who are indc^ deKribed as human beings, but yet

are nothing more than personifications of particular

branches of art, or the representatives of families

of artists. Of the latter the most celebrated is

Daedalus, whose name indicates nothing but n
smith, or on artist in general, and who is hims^'lf

the mythical ancestor of a numerous family of

artists {I>tiedaluls), which can be traced from the

time of Homer to that of Plato, for even SocraU‘*»

is said to have been a descendant of this family.

It is, however, very probable that, in IIomt*r,

Daedalui is merely an epithet of the god Hephaes-

tus. (See Diet, of liiog. $. r.) He was believed

to be an Athenian, but Crete also claimed the

honour of being his native country. The stories

respecting him are more like allegorical accounts of

the progreu of the arts than anything else. Ho
was principally renowned in antiquity for his {(foeo.

and several parts of Greece, as Beotia, Attica.

Crete, and even Libya in later times, were believed

to possess specimens of his workmanship. (Paus.

vii. 5, ix. 40. § 2, i. 18. § 5 ; Scylnx, p. 53, od.

Hudi.) Numerous inventions also, especially of

instruments used in carving wood, are ascribed to

him. He is said to have mode his statues walking,

which appears to mean that before his time human
figures wore represented wnth their legs close to-

gether, and that in his statues the legs wore sepa-

rated, which w*as at once a great step forward, ns

it imparted greater life and activity to a figure.

Smilis (from (TfiiXit, a carving-knife) exercised his

art in Samos, Aegina, and other places, and som>^

remarkable works were attributed to him. (Midler,

Aegiuet. p. 97.) Kndoeus of Athens is called a
disciple of Daedalus. Various works were attri-

buted to him by the ancients. One among them
was a colossal idasou of Athena Polios in a temple

at Erythrao in Ionia. She was represented sitting

npon a dp6rt*s, bolding a spindle in her band, and
with a w^Aot on ber head. Pausanios (viL 5. § 4)
saw this ^oayop himself. (See Did. of Biog. s. rr.

Daedalus, Endoeus, Smilis.)

According to the popular traditions of Greece,

there was no period in which the gods were not

represented in some form or other, and there is no
doubt that for a long time there existed no other

statues in Greece, than those of the gods
;
a statue

of a man appears for a long time to have been a
thing unheard of in Greece. The earliest n^pn*-

3 V 2
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Bcntationi of the godi, however, were by no meant
regarded at the godt themtcivee or even at imaget

of them, but only as tymboU of their pretence

;

nnd M the imagination of a piout primitive age

(]'H‘t not require much to be reminded of the pre-

sence of the deity, the simplest symbols were
soraetimet sufficient to produce this e^t. Hence
we find that in many. places the pretence of a god

was indicated by the simplest and most shape*

less tymboll, such as unhewn blocks of stone (Al-

But d^o/, Paut. ix. 27. § 1, 35. § 1, rii. 22.

S 3), and by simple pillars or pieces of wooil.

(Paus. vii. 22. § 3. ; Clem. Alex. Strom, i. p.418,

and p. 348, ed. Sylburg; Docan.v and Daxdala.)
Many such syml^lic representations of gods were

hi‘l<i in the greatest esteem, even in the historical

ages, as sacred inlieritonces of former times, and
ivniained the conventional representations of the

g'xli notwithstanding the progress which the arts

hod made. The general name for a representation

of a god not coiisi«iing of such a rude symbol was
dyoXfia. (Ruhiiken, tul 7'ini. p. 2.)

In the lloinerio poems, although the shield of

Achilles the gold nnd silver dogs which kept

u'litch at the ptilnce of Alcinous nnd other similar

things may be pure fictions there arc sufficient

tru es of the existence of statues of the gods ; but

it would seem that, as the ideas of the gods w*ere

yet gigantic and umletined, the n^presentations of

seveml superhuman beings were more calculated to

inspire awe than to display any artistic l>enuty.

( //. xi. 36, A'c.
;
Hesiod, Scut. Here. 144, 156,

243, Ac.) This was however not always the case.

Temples are mentioned in several places (//. i. 39,

vii. 3.3, Ac,), nnd temples presuppose the existence

of reprcHfuitutions uf the gods. A statue of Athena
is nuMitinned at Ilion, upon whose knees the queen

places a magnificent peplus. (//. vi 92 ; comp.

273.) The statue thus appears to have boon in a

sitting po«itioti like the statues of Atheim among
the loiiians in general. (Strab. xiii. p. 601.) The
existence of a statue uf Apfdlo must l>e inferred

from Iliad i. 28, fur the ffrifina dsoio can only

mi?an the wreath or diadem with wliich his statue

itself \isnl to Itc adorned. This statue must more-

over have been represented carrying a bow, for at-

tributes like dftyvpoTolos could have no meaning
nnlciws they referred to something existing and
well-known. Other proofs of representations of

the gods in human form may be found in Iliad ii.

473, Ac. iii. 396, Ac. These statues were un-

doubtedly all and, as we must infer from the

expressions of Homer, were far more perfect than

they ore said to have been previously to the time

of Daedalus. A work still extant, which is cer-

tainly AS old as the time of Homer, if not much
older, is the relief above the ancient gale of Myce-
nae, representing two lions standing on their hind

logs, with n sort of pillar between them. (Pans- ii.

16. §4; Sir 3V. Oell, .i4n/o/, pi. 8— 10 ; Goltliiig

in the WtriHock. Mtu, 184). part 2 : wood-cut

under Mrar^a.) These facts justify us in sup-

posing that, at the time of Homer, the Greeks, hut

more especially the lonians of Asia Minor, had

made great progress in sculpture. The lonians

appear to have l>een far in advance of the Greeks
of the mother*coimtr}'. The cause of this must
probably be sought in tlie influence which some of

the imtiona of western Asia, such as the Lydians,

Lyo.ians, and Phoenicians, hud upon the Ionian

Colonists, for that these nations excelled the Greeks
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in rarions branches of the arts is abundantly at-

tested by numerous passages in the Homeric
poems. We roust not nowever attribute too much
to this foreign influence, for there were many other

causes at w^ besides, by which the Greek colo-

nies, not only of Asia, but of Sicily and Italy also,

were carried forward in advance of the mother-

country. The ancient coins of the Italian Greeks
too are much more beautiful and show more indi-

viduality than those of Greece proper; we also

find that Leorchus of Rhegium came to Sparta at

a very early period, and formed there the ear-

liest broDzo statue of Zeus, which consisted of

several pieces nailed together. (Paus.iii. 17. §6.)
About the same time, ns some think, Gitiados of

Sparta made a brouxe statue of Athena. (Pans,

iii. 17. § 13.) There is, however, very great un-

certainty respecting the true dates of theee artists.

(See Did. of liiop, «. re. GUitulax^ Learehm. )

Another great work in bronze belonging to this

period is the colossal statue of Zeus which was
dedicated at Olympia by Cypsclus or Periander of

Corinth, and for which the wealthy Corinthbins

were obliged to sacrifice a considerable part of their

property. (Stmlx viii. pp. 35.3, 378 ; Phot, and Suid.

jt. I'. Ki/ik*Ai8wt'.) About 650 b. c. Myron of Sicyon

dedicated two ddAa^oi of bronze at Oij'mpio, which
were still tiiere in the days of Pausanias (vi. 1 9.

§ 2 ).

The time which elapsed between the composition

of the Homeric poems and the beginning of the

fifth century before our aero may be termed the

ago of discovery; for nearly all tho inventions,

upon the application of which the developcraent of

the arts is dependent, ore assigned to this period,

which may at the some time Im r^urded as the first

historical period in the history of art. (Jhuicns of

Chios or Samos is said to have invented the art of

soldering metal (oiSifpov adXAT^rir, Herod, i. 25).

The two artists most celebrated for their discoveries

were the two brothers Tclecles and Thcodorus of

Samos, about the time of Polycrates. The most
important of their inventions was the art of casting

figures of metaL It is a singular circumstance,

that the very two artists to whom this invention

is ascribed, are said to have made their studies in

Egypt ; nnd the curious story of the two brothers

executing a ^6a$fov of the Pythian Apollo in such

manner, that while Telecles made the one half of

the statue at Delos, the other half was made by
Theodorui at Ephesus, and that when the two
halves were put together, they tallied as accurately

as if the whole had been the work of one artist

(Diodor. i. 98), has been thought to support the

Egyptian tradition that these artists were greatly

assisted in the exercise of their art by what they

had learnt in Egypt But in the first place, the

wholo story has a very fabulous appearance, and
even admitting that the artists, as the Rgrplians
asserted, had actually been in their country, no-

body will on this ground maintain that they leanit

their art there: the utmost they could have learnt

might have l>een some mechanical processes: the

art itself must be vindicated for the Greeks. In
the second place, Telecles and Theodorus are called

by Diodorus sons of Hhoecus, and Pausanias him-
self, who was unable to discover a bronze work of

ThtHxlnrus, aiw at Ephesus a bronze statue which
was the work of Rhoectis (x. 38. § 3.) Hence we
have reason to suppose that Telecles and Theodorus
learnt at any rate the art of casting metal from
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their father, and not in a foreign country. Uc-

pectiog the rarious accountii of these two artists

and the time at which they lived, see the Diet, nf
Uioff. s. ve. PItnj (//. N. xxzt. 55) says, that

Pasiteles called the art of modelling clay the mother

of the art of casting figures in metal [9t<UuHria)y

and this passage has been explained as if Pasiteles

meant to say that in Samos the former of these

arts had given rise to the latter. But this is ma>
nifestly wrong, for from the words which follow

in the text of Pliny it is clear that the meaning
is, that he never executed any work in metal,

marble, &c. without previously taking a model

in clay.

SLitues of gods in baked chiy, though in general

more used for domestic and private than for public

worship, contimi«*<l to be made as before. Many
siwcimeiis of small dimensions and of very rude

workmonship have U'en discovered in Attic graves.

(See Schnl. wi AnsttifA. Av. 436.) OmninenU and
ndiefs on houses, porticoes, and temples were like-

wise very commonly made of clay, especially at

Corinth and in the Cerameicuf. (Paus. i. 2. § 4,

i. X § 1.)

Representations of the gods in marble are not

mentioned in flomer, although they may Imre ex-

isted in his timo, as well as statues of wood, which

are likewise not expressly mentioned. Marble is

found in the ancient Thesaunis of Orchomenos.

Pliny (//. A' xxxvi. 4. s. 2) calculates that works

in marble were cxecuU'd by Mains in Chios at the

lieginning of the Olympiads; and about 01.50
(.’>60 8. c.). l)ip<K>mis nud Scyllis were renowned
for their works in marble. The most ancient spe-

cimen of a marble statue was seen by Pausanias

(i. 43. g 7) in the market-place of Megara. The
work consisted of two figures, Coroebus killing

Poeno. There are still extant some works in mar-

ble which may with certainty be ascribed to the

period previous to OL 50.

Before we conclude our account of the works i

produced during this period, we have to mention

the celebrated chest of Cypeelns at Olympia, which

Pausanias saw and dcscrilwd (iv. 17. § 2, &c.). It

belonged perhaps to the year 733 b. c. The chest

was made of c^ar-wood, which was thought most

durable. It was adorned on its four sides and on

the cover with figures, partly in ivory, partly

ill gold, and partly in the cedar-wood itself, which

represented various scenes taken from the stories

of the heroic ages. Pausanias docs not express his

opinion as to their artistic merits, but the minute-

ness with which he describes them is a sufficient

proof that he did not consider them ns bad cither

in design or execution. Qimtrcmerc de Quincy

htas atlenipte<l (in his Jupiter 0/ywi;»e>i) to restore

this chest and its ornaments from the description

of Pausanias; but the restoration is so egregiously

bad, that an eye accustomed to the contemplation

of genuine works of art shrinks from it with dis-

gust

During the whole of this period we scarcely

hoar of any statues except those of the gods *«d

although marble and bronze began to exten-

sively applied, yet wood was much more generally

used for representations of the gods. These statues

were pnintM [PicTCRA,p. 90.5], and in roost eases

dressid in the most gorgeous attire. The general

character of the statues produced in the earlier

times of this period is on the whole the same os

among other nations at such an early period. The
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style in which they arc executed is «dled the

arcLaic or the style. The figures are stiff

and ctumsy, the countenances have littfe or no in-

dividuality, the eyes long and small, and the outer

angles turned a little upwards, the mouth, which is

likewise drawn upwards at the two corm-rs, has u
smiling appearauce. The hair is carefully worked,
but has a stiff wiry appearance, and hangs gene-

rally down in straight lines which are curled at the

ends. The anns bang down the sides of the body,

mili'ss the figure carries something in its hand^
The drapery is likewise stiff, and the folds arc very
symmetrical and worked with little regard to na-

titre. As the arts during this period were chiefly

employed in the service of religion, they could,

notwithstanding the many mechanical discoveries

of the time, m^c but slow progress towards tfie

production of arts of sublimity or beauty, for in

the representation of the gods for public worship

ancient forms hallowed by time and custom were
retained and repeated without the artist U‘ing al-

lowed, even if he was able to do it, to depirt from
these forms or to introduce any materi.d change.

Art therefore could not make any great progress,

until it was applied to purposes in which the ar-

tist's genius was nut restrained by religious custom,

and not l>ound to conventional fonns. Religion,

although the fostering mother of the arts in tfieir

infancy, became a tedious restraint when they

grew up to manhood. But as soon as other spheres

of action were opened, religion, in her turn, could

not escape from the influence of the advancement
of the arts, and the old conventional forms in many
plaees gave wny to works of real merit and gt'iiius.

This great and important change took place about
and after 01. 50.

II. Second Pentj({,/ri>m OL .50 (u OL 75.

{560—4«0 8 1.)

This period, although coroprit^ing no more tiian

one century, developed all the elements which com-
l>ined to make Orecian art what it became during

the third and most flourishing p<‘riod of its hi^tor>-.

Greece now came into close contact with the na-

tions of the East and with higypt
; commerce nou-

rished at Corinth, Aegina, Samos, Miletus, Bhoatea,

and other places
;
gold became more abuiidiuit in

Greece than it had been before, and the tyrants,

who sprang up in several parts of Greece, snrmKtid

ed themselves with splendour and mngniiicenrc,

and acted as the patrons of art to palliate their own
usurpation. But all these were only external in-

fluences, and could not have produced a nation of

artists like the Greeks. Kpic poetry had gradunlly

created in the minds of the people more defined

ideas of their gods and heroes while philosophy

began to make men look beyond what was cnnveri-

I

tional and traditionary. The athletic and orchestic

I arts attained about 01. 50 a high degree of perfec-

tion, and the circumstance that about the some
time the g3rnmastic and athletic contests at the great

public festivals began to be performed naked, di-

rected the attention of the artists as well as of the

public to nature, and rendered them familiar with

the beautiful forms of the human body. But the

imitation of nature was at first of a very hard and
severe character, and the influence of conventional

forms still acted in many coses as an obetacic.

The number of artists who flourished during
this period is truly astonishing. It has been said

that the close connection of father and son among
3 y 3
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the JirtisU ceased at this time, aud that individual

artists worked free and according to the dictates of

their own genius. But this is going too far, for it

still continued to be tbe common practice for a son

to be instructed by his father, and although this

relation is usually expressed by the term naBifr^s,

yet on f^tatues we only meet with the term vl6s.

Hut, along with these families of artists, kLooIs now
l>ecanie more general, in which the arts were taught

and cultivated according to certain principles which

were or became traditionary in each school ; tbe

schools thus acquired something of the spirit of

Cistes or corporations.

The loniauB of Asia Minor and the islanders, of

the .Aegean, who had previously been in advance

of the other Greeks in the exercise of the fine arts,

hud their last nourishing period from OL 55 to 01
G3(5GU—528 B.C.). But this short period must

,

have been one of the greatest ns well os one of the

most active and productive of numerous costly

works of arU The presents which Croesus sent to

Dclpiii, and some of which were said to have been

made by tbe Samian Theodoms, must have been

nxtxutcd at the beginning of these forty years.

Our w'ant of infumintion respecting the lonians

nlu^t I)c ascribed to the circiimsUuice that wu have

no Pausiuiias to Lake us through their cities, and
to describe and explain the W'orksof art with which

they w'ere adorned. It is owing to the sanie cic'

cuiustiiiicc that wc know so little of Rhodes, I^m-
nus, Naxos, and Cyprus, although we may take for

gruited that these nourishing islands did not by
any means neglect the arts. Respecting Chios and
Samos w*c possess more infonuation. Works in

incUil were produced in high perfection in the lat>

ter island, in Aegina and Aigos, while Chios gain*

t^l the greatest reputation from its possessing the

earliest great sclioul of sculptors in marble, in

which Rupulus and Anthennus were the most di»<

tiiiguisbcd about 01. 60. Their works were scat*

ler^ over various parts of Greece, and their value

nmy he inferred from the fact that Augustus adorn-

ed with them the pediment of the temple of Apollo

on the i’alatine. (Plin. //. iV. xxxvi. 4.) These
works must be sepposed originally to have belonged

to a Greek temple of the s.ime god, and must cer-

tainly have been of superior beauty to the works
discovered in the islmtd of .\egina, otherwise Au-
gustus would not have chosen them ns ornaments
for the Palatine temple. Sicyon also possessed a

relehraU*il school of sculptors in marble, and about

Oi. 50 Ihpoeiius and ^kryllis, who had come from

Crete, were at the head of it, and executed sevenil

marble italues of gods. (Plin. /. c.) In Actidia,

whither they wiiiidrew' for a time, and nt Argus,

there likewise existed works in ninrhic by these

artists. Disciples of them, such ns Dorycleidos,

.Mvdon, and Theocles, were eitgngcd at Sparta and

in other places. (Puns. v. 17. § 1, vi. 19.) lie-

speUing Magna Groecia and Sicily wo know few
piirticulurs, though it appears that the arts here

went on improving and continued to ho in advance

of the muthor-cuuntry. The most celebrated ariists

in simlheni iLily were Dameas of Croton and
Pythagoras of Rlu-gimn. (.Sec the lives uf those

artists lit Uio iJn-iiomiry o/' UUtt/rufti^.)

In Greece itself Sicyon continue from early

times to be the sent uf a distinguished school of nr-

tisU. Here Giiiachus and Arislocles nourished

(dioiii ul. 70 as sUiluaries in metal, though the

fortucr was also celebrated in the art of carving in
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wood and in toreutic. Pliny (//. .V. xxxvi. 4;
calls Sicyon : tUu oj/kwantm osmium tnrtaUormti

fHitria. Cannehus, whose works Cicero (Hrui. 18)
calls more rigid aud hard than was consistent with
the truth of nature, was the most distinguished

among the Sicyonian tirtisls, and his skill found
employment in otlter parts of Greece also, ills

most celebrated work was a colossal bronze statue

of Apollo Philesius in the Didymnenn, the descrip-

tion of which may give us an idea of the character

of temple-statues nt this period. The whole figure

was stiir, very muscular, and without any elegance.

In his right hand, which was stretched out, the

god held a lawn, and in the left, which was sontc-

what lower, a bow. The features of the counte-

imnce were hard and worked in the old hieratic

style
: the hair was divided and hung down like wire

with little curls at the end. (Muller, ArcAaW. p.64.)
In Aegina the aru appear likewise to have con-

tinued to flourish as before, and the most celebrated

among its artists was Callon, about 01. 66. (Paua,

iii. IB. § 5, iv. 14. §2.) Athens, which at this

time rivalled Aegina in the fine arts, up{>ears in a
short space to have made great progress, fur great

artists ns well as great works begin now* to ap-
pear in the pages of Athenian history. Tliis ua«
in port owing to the influenco of the Peisislratids.

After the death of Peisislratus himself, the first

quadriga of bronze was erected in front of the tem-

ple of Pallas. Tlie most celebnited among the

Athenian sculptors were Critiits and Hegios or

Hegesias, both distinguished for their vvorks in

bronze. The former of them made in 01. 75 the

statues of Hannodius and Aristogiton. (See the

articles in tlio iJici. of Uiotj.)

Argos also distinguished itself, and it is a curious

circumstance, that the greatest Attic artists with

whom the third period opens, and who brought Uie

Attic art to its culminating puint, are disciples of

the Argire Ageladas (about 01. 66), which at once

raises this city and her other artists, such as Aris-

tumedon, Glaucus, Dionysius, and others to a

greater importance than we might otherwise be in-

clined to attribute to them.

Among the numerous works produced during

this period we shall first mention the representa-

tions of the gods {dydA/xara). In all the statues

which were made for temples as objects of worship,

the liiemtic stylb was mure or less conscientiously

reLiined, and it is therefore not in these stalue»<

that we have to seek for proofs uf the progress oi

art. They were for the must part, ns of old, made
uf wood, and when an old statue was to l>e replnced

by a new one, the latter was generally a faithful

copy of the former. Thus the wooden ktatuo of

Demeter at PhigrUeia with n horse's head, from

which dragons and other monsters sprang forth,

and which bore n dolphin and u dovo in its hnndb,

was imitated by OnaUs in bronze after the wooden
figure had been burnt. (Paus. viii. 42.) The
Mime adherence to nneient forms of the ginls was
also visible in oUier c;uh*s ;

fur when colonies wore
sent out the inuiges of the gods of the mother-city

were for the most jwrl faillifully copied for the co-

lony, fuid such copies were colled {iipiSpOMav a.

(Diouys. ilai. ii. 22, viii. 56 ; Slrab. ir. p. 179.)

'i'he in>Linccs of the Apollo Philesius and of the

Deiuclcr of Onulus show ilnit even in U‘ni|de-8tii-

tues wood began to give way tn other and better

m.'itcTialg. Resides bronze, marble also, and ivory

and gold wca* uuw applied to statues of the gods
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and it WM not very uncommon to form the body of

a statue of wood, and to make iu head, arm*, and
fc-et of »tone («U^A«doi), or to cover the whole of

fcuch a wooden fitfure with ivory and gold. (Pmit.

ii. 4. § ], tL 25. §4, &e., ii. 22. § 6 ; Etirip.

Trvad. 1081.) The latter method, which about

tint time U'camc a distinct and much admired

bninch of statuary, was practised by Dorycicidns,

'J'hcoclet, Medun, Canachiis, ]ilcna«‘chiims, and
other*, and appears to havo been inlrotluced by
Dipoenut and Scyllis, Quatn’iiiere de Quincy con-

sidcH'd this kind of sculpture, which tlic niudeinB

call chr)*selcphantine sculpture, as a part of the art

which the ancients called toreutic (ropfurnc^).

'J’here are few errors more surprisin}; than this, and

yet the opinion of the French critic has been re-

lented as if there could be no doubt about it.

[Klbi-iias.J

From tlie statues of Uic gods crecUs] for worship

we mu'<t distinguish those staiiu'S wliich wen* tle-

dicated in temples ns and which now
l>ocnme customary instead of craters, tripmls, 5cc.

Hut here too the change was not sudden, fur the

statues at first were frequently connected with tri-

pods and sitnikir ornaments. At Amyctne there

were tripods mode by Callon and Gitindas with

Kmail statues of goddesses under them. ( Pans. iii.

1 8.) In the execution of sutues to be dedicated as

dt'a^uoTo, even though they were representations

of go<is, the artists were not only not bound to any
tnulitional or conventional forms, but were, like

the poets, allowed to make free use of mythological

'tubjecls, to add, and to omit, or to modify the

stories, so ns to render them more tulnpted for their

artistic purposes.

A third cIohb of statues, which wore erected du^
ing this period in grvat mimU-rs, were ihoM* of the

victors in the great national game's and of other

distinguished persons {dyBptdyrt^). Thecustom of

en'cting statues of the victors in public appears to

hare commenced about 01. 68 (Paua. vi. 18. § 6)

;

but these statues soon became extremely numerous,
and many ofthem were executed by the first artists

of the time. In some the influence of the hieratic

style was visible, or tliey were even made in that

style, as the statue of Mylon by iMmetis. (Phi*

lostr. Apod, 7)/an, iv. 28 ;
comp. Pans. iv. 28,

vi. 14. §2.) Although these statues were gene-

rally not portraits, for Pliny (//.,V. xxxiv.9) staU'S

that only those who had gained the victory thrice

were allowed to have an iconic statue crvcled, yet

tlicy were destined to preserve the memory of the

ixirticular physical |K>wers and the ix>dily dcvuhqio-

menl of the athletes, or even to show the pi'culiar

skill or thepeculiar stratagi*ms by which an athlete

hod excelled and overcome his adversary, ami thus

afforded to the artists numerous opportunities of

representing figure* in a variety of attitudes and
actions, (Paul. vi. 10. § I, viit 40 ; Schol. wl
Find, OL vii. init. ; Xenoph. 10. § 8.)

Statues erected in public or dedicated in temples in

honour of other distiguishtH) pt'rsons are mentioned

very rarely during this ptTital, but they appear

generally to have b<-en portmits (stadi'es. sLitwif,

iamiau). The earliest statues of this kind we
know of are those of Cleobis and Hiton of Argos,

which were dedicated hi the temple of Delphi about

01.50. (Herod, i 81.) The first iconic stitues of

llarmodius and Aristogition were made by Antenor
in 509 B. c., and in 477 R. c. new statues of the

«rae persons were made by Critios. It is allowed
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on all hands that nothing contrihiitcd ino/e to the

advancement of stntu.ary’ than the contests at tho

public games, as they not only rendered the artists

familiar with the gtvatest variety of attitudes, and
w ith tho most he.vutifully developed fomrs of the

bodies of the athletes, but also ntforded to them
nuinermis opportunities to represent in their works
those siunc |>ersons and attiludes which they Incd

seen and admired. The widest field for study and
exercise was thus opened to the artists.

We have wen that at a very early peri«»d <*f

Grecian art attempts were made to adorn the out-

side of temples and other public buildings, but it

was not till the pt'riod we are now describing llmt

it became customarj' to adorn the pediments, friezes,

and other part* of temples w ith reliefs or gi-oiip* of

statues of nuirble. We still possess two great

works of this kind which are siilhrient to show
their general chanu-ter during this period. 1. ‘J'he

SrUnnuUne ilftir/ifes, or the metopes of two temples

on the ncro{K)iis of Selinns in Sicily, which wore
discovered in 1823 by W. Harris and Sam. Angell,

and are at present in tho Aluseiim of Palenno.

Those belonging to the western temple npp<*nr to

have been made at tlir bt'ginning of this period, ns

they show a very great n^umihlnnce to the works
in the hieratic style. The figure* of the otiier or

middle temple show indeed a considerable advance-

ment of the art, but the execution is still hard and
stiff

;
they may have possibly been executed a short

lime before Ol. 75. (See S. Angell and Tli. Evans,
Scut}iUtrtd di$corercd umonp the r<iin» nf
•Sr/iaiM, l^nd. 1828 ; comp. Marop-i.) 2. Tine.

Ae^nektn Afor6Vs were discovered in 1812 in the

island of Aeginn, and are now at Munich in the

collection of the king of Havar'ui. They consist of

eleven statues, which adorned tw*o pedimentH of a

temple of Athena, and reprcHcnl the goddess lead-

ing the Aeacids against Troy, and contain manifest

allusions to the w.v of the Greeks with the

Persians. Many small holes in the marble render

it probable that originally several parts of these

statues, perhaps the armour, were of hmnze, and
fixed to them w'iih nails. The general character

of those Aeginetan statues is a mixture of the

archaic style and an anxious imitation of nature.

The hair is wiry, and tnuvs of paint are visible on

all parts of the statues, w ith the exception of those

representing the flesh. (See Edw. Lyon, Outline*

nf the A/orWes, 1829.)

Resides these a grvnt number of works in bronze

and marble of this period are still extant ; they are

jiarlly round figures or statues and partly reliefs.

(Muller, A irAiio/. p. 73, Ac.) Some of the U‘sl

specimens in marble relief, which seem to form tho

transition from this to the third period, are pre-

served in the British Museum. (Sw Combe, Afar-

Ues of the ttrii. Muu ii. pi. 6 and 7 ; Spoeimen* of
Anc. Sadfiture^ pU 1 1.) It is not always easy t«»

say whether a work made in the archaic style is

really as old as the style indicates, as this style

was never entirely abandoned, and wtu retained

in temple-statues even under the Roman em|K.Tor>>.

in. nir<t Penod/rom OL 75 to Of. 1 U.
(480—336 ac )

During this period Athens was the centre of the

fine arts in Greece. The Persbrn w'ars nwakemnl
in the hearts of the people the feeling and tho con-

viction of their own power, and the Greeks, who
had at first only warded off the attacks of the bar-

St 4
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barums felt strong enough to act ou the otTeii-

uve. The fall of the Spart&n Pausatiias raised

Athens in 472 B.C. to the supremacy in the wars

ngainst Persia. Athens hod now acquired a pow-

erful nary, and the tributes of the allies, which

amounted at different times from 460 to 1200

talents, and which from 462 n. c. were deposited

in the treasury at Atlieiia, raised the city to a

height of power such as few cities hare ever pos-

ses^. Only a small portion of these treasurea

was spent upon war ; the rest was applied at first

to the fortification of the city, and afterwards to

the bnilding of temples, porticoes, theatres, gym-
nasia, dec. Among them we need only mention

the Theseum, the Parthenon, the Propylaea, the

stone theatre, the Poecile, and the Odeum. After

the wars with Persia Athens appears by no means
exhausted or broken down, but refreshed and
stn'ngthened like nature after a heavy storm.

Statuary during this period went hand in band
with the other arts and with literature : it became
emnneipated Irom its ancient fetters, from the stitf-

ness and conventional forms of former times. The
free and noble spirit of the Athenian democracy

showed its influence in all departments of litera-

ture and art, and among the latter statuary reached

its culminating point in the sublime and mighty
works of Pheidias. (See ZHd. of U'tog. s. r. Phti-

tlids.) The democratical spirit did not however
lend to any kind of exiraviigancc in the arts: no
vehement passions or actions were represented, and
although the character of thcMO works wliich belong

to the latter half of this period differs very much
from those of the fonner half, yet on the whole

nil show a calm dignity and an almost passionless

tranquillity of mind, a feature so peculiar to all

the great masterpieces of Oreclan art. The Pelo-

ponnesian war and the> calamities which nccom-

(lanietl it produced a change in the state of things ;

a new generation now stepped into the place of

the heroic race which had partaken in or witnessed

the memorable events of the Persian war. Sen-

Hiiality and an indulgence of the passions became
the prominent features in the character of the

Athenian people
;
and the prevailing desire after

jileasuret and strong excitements could not fail to

produce an injurious influence upon the arts also.

Ill the works of art which were produced after the

yi*ar 380 u. c. there waS no longer that calm and
ttublime majesty which characterised the works of

Pheidiiis and his more immediate followers, but the

figures were more pathetic, and calculated to have

a greater effect upon the senses of the beholders.

'I'lie different stages of the arts during this period

lK!ur the most striking analogy with the three

plmst^ of tragedy ns they lie before us in tbe works
of the three great draiimtisU, Aeschylus, Sophocles,

and Kuripidea,

Argos was, next to Athens, the most dislin-

guifthed seal of the arts during this period, and the

works of the Athenian and Argive artists spread

over all (Jn^ecc, and bcuunc the models for other

flreek artists.

Thu developoment of slatunr}' at Athens and
Argos had bt*en prepared by C'alamis of Athens
iuul Pythagoras of Rhegimn, the former of whom,
although not quite fri^e from the hardness of the

larlier style, yet pnaluced a great ^-nrieiy of works,

•’uiiong which are mentioned repreiM'iitations of gods

in a sublime style, grnvt'ful statues of women, and
s[‘iritod horses, in which be wiu unrivalled. (Plin.
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//, N. xxxiv. 19. g 11 ;
QuinctiL xii. 10. § 7 ; Cic,

liruL 18 ; Lacian, fautff. 6.) Pythagoras wus div
tinguislied for the perfection with which he ex-

pressed the muscles, veins, and hair in his athletic

statues, for the beautifii) proportions and the power-

ful expression of these statues which, as Pliny says,

made the beholders feel the pains which the indi-

viduals represented were enffering. (Plin. //. ^V.

xxxiv. 19. g 4 ; Pout. vi. 6. g 1 ; 13. § 4.) Several

of his works are specified by Pausanias and Pliny.

( See DicL of Biog. t. e.) The career of Pheidias the

Athenian begins about 01. 82. Tbe genius of this

artist was so great and so generally recognised, that

all the great works which were executed in the age

of Perides were placed under his direction, and
thus the whole host of artists who were at that time

assembled at Athens were engaged in working out

his designs and ideas. (Plut Peric, 12.) lie him-

self was chiefly engaged in executing the colossal

works in ivory and gold, the expenses of which
were supplied by the Greek states with the greatest

liberality, and other works in bronse and marble.

(For an account of the chryselephantine statues of

Athena at Athens, and of Zeus at Olympia, and
the other works of Pheidias, see tbe Did. of Bio;/.

s. V.) Pheidias was greatest in the representation

of the gods, and especially in portraying the cha-

racter of Athena, which he represented with various

modifications, sometimes as a warlike goddess, and
sometimes as the mild and graceful protectress of

the arts. (Plin. H. N. xxxiv, 8. a 1 9. g 1 ; Paus. L
28. § 2 ; Lucian, Imag. 6.)

We do not read of many disciples of Pheidi.is,

but the most distinguished among them were
Agoracritus of Samos and Alcamenes of Athens.

Doth, though the latter with greater independence,

applied their skill like their master to statues of

the gods; both were especially renowned for the

great beauty, softness, and calm majesty with

which they represented goddesses, in the composi-

tion of which they rivalled each other. Some of

the statues of Alcamenes were very highly valued

in antiquity, especially Ms Hecate, Athena, Aphro-
dite in the gardens, Hephaestus, and also the

groups in the pediment of the temple at Olympia.
Tiiu most celebrated statue of Agoracritus was the

Nemesis of RImmnus, which had originally been

intcndiHl as an Aphrodite to compete with that of

Alcamenes, but was afterwards by the addition of

the proper attributes consecrated as a Ncincbis at

Rhainnus.

We still possess a series of sculptured works in

marble which were made by the school of Pheidias,

and some of them undoubt^ly by the great nuoster

himself. These works are

:

1. Some parts of tlio eighteen sculptured motopcf^

together with the friexc of the small sides of the

Celia of the temple of I'hcseus. Ten of the metopes

represent the exploits of Heracles, and the eight

others those of Theseus. The figures in tlie friei(>

arc manifestly gods, but their meaning is uncertain.

All the figures are full of life and activity, and
worked in the sublime style of the school of Phej-

duu. Some antiquarians value them even higher

than the sculptures of the Parthenon. Casts of

these figures are in the Dritisli Museum. (Coinporc

btuort, Ant. iii. chap. 1.)

2. A considerable nuinWr of the metopes of the

Parthenon, which are nil adorned with reliefs in

marble, a great part of the friexe of the cella, some
colossal figures, and a number of fragments of the
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two pedimeiitB of this temple. The greater p.\rt of

thi‘H4* works is now in the Rrit'isli Museum, whero

they arc collected under the name of the KIgin

Marbles. They hare been described and com-

mented upon so often, that they require no further

mention here. (See Diet t/ liioy, «. r. Ph’uiuu.)

1^. The marble reliefs of the temple of Nike

Apteros belong indeed to a later age than that of

Pheidias, but they ore manifestly made iii the spirit

of his school. They represent with great liveliness

and energy contests of Greeks with Persinna, and

of Greeks among themselves. These also are in

the Ilritish Museum.
AH these sculptures breathe on the whole the

same sublime spirit, though it would seem that

some, especially some figures of the melopei of the

Parthenon, were executed by artists who had not

em.ancipatcd themselves entirely from the influence

of an earlier age. With this exception and some

other slight defects, which are probably ti»o conse-

quences of the place which the sculptures occupied

in the temples they adorned, we find everywhere a

truth in the imitation of nature, which, without

suppressing or omitting anything that is essential,

and without any forced attempt to go beyond na-

ture, produces the purest and sublimest bcouty:

the?»e works show lively movements combined with

calmness and ease, a natural dignity and grace

united with unalb-cted simplicity
\
no striving after

eflect, or excitement of the passions. These sculp-

tares alone afford us ample means to justify the

ancient critics, who slate that the neyaKthv and

or the grand and sublime, were the charac-

teristic features ofPbeidias and his school. (De-

\neit. de Ehjeut. 14 ;
Dionys. Hal. de. Itocrat. p.

64’J.) Phoidias was the Aeschylus of statuarVf

and it may be safely asserted that, although the art

Bulxiequently made certain progress in the execution

of details, yet Pheidias and his school were never

excelled by subsequent generations.

Resides the sculptures of the three temples men-

tioned above, there arc also similar ornaments of

other temples extant, which show the influence

which the school of Pheidas must havo exercised

ill various parts of Greece, though they were exe-

cuted in a different style. Of these we need only

mention two as the most important.

1. The Pliignleian marbles, which belonged to

the temple of Apollo Kpicurius. built aliout 01. 1H>

bv Ictimis. They were discovered in HllO, and

ennsint of Iwcnly-lbrec plates of marble belonging

to the inner frieze of the celbx. They arc now in

the British Museum. The subjects represented in

them are fights with centaurs and nniAzons, and

one plate shows Apollo and Artemis drawn in a

chariot by stags. Many of the attitudes of the

figures oppi’ar to be repetitions of those seen on

the Attic temples, but there are at the same time

great differences, for the Phigaleian marbles some-

times show a boldness of design which almost bor-

ders on extravagance, while some figures are incor-

rectly drawn and in forced attitudes. The best

descriptions of them arc those in Itasd relievi deUa

(hrcHu, disnpi. da O. M. Wagner ( 1 8 1 4 ), and in

Stackelbcrg's ApoUotempel zh Itas$ne in ArcaditH

«. die daaeliet ausiiegrob. Dildwerke^ 18*28.

2. Marbles of the temple of the Olympian Zeus,

which were made by Paconios of Mcnde and Alcn-

inenes of Athens. (Pans. v. 16.) Several frag-

ments of these sculptures w*ere discovered in l8*Jfl, <

and are now at Paris (^Expidit. ScienUf. de la
|
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A/or6e^ pi. 74—78.) The figLres of these marbles
are indeed free from the fetters of the ancient style,

and show a true imitation of nature, but do not
nearly come up to the ideal simplicity of the works
of Pheidias.

About the same time that tho Attic school rose
to its highest perfection under Pheidias, the school

of Argos was likewise raised to its siimroit bv
Polycleitus, who was inferior to the former in his

statues of gods (Quinctil. xii. 10. § 7, Ac.
; Cic.

Dnd. 18), though he advanced the toreutic art in

hiscolossid statue of Hera at Argos further than
Pheidias. (Piin. 7/.A\ xxxiv.8.a 19. § 2.) But
the art of making bronze statues of athletes was
eorried by him to the greatest perfection : ideal

youthful and manly beauty was the sphere in which
he excelled. Among his statues of gods we only
know two, that of Hera and another of Hermes.
Pliny raentious several of his representations of
human Is'ings, in which without neglecting to give
them indivkluality, he made youthful figures in

their purest beauty, and with the most acairate
proportions of the several parts of the human bodv.
(Plin. f. e. ; comp. Stmb. viii. p. 372.) One of
these statues, a youthful Doryphonis, was made
with such accurate observation of the proportions
of the parts of the body, that it was looked upon
by the ancient artists os a canon of rules on this

point. (Cie, Bml. 86, fMif. 2 ; Quintil. v. J2.

§ 21 ; Lucian, de Sultat. 73.) Polycleitus is said

to have written a work on the same subject, and it

may be that hit DorA’phorus was intended to give a
practical specimen of the rules he had laid down
in his treatise. He gained a victory over Pheidias
in tho rrprescntatiou of an Amazon, which roust

consequently have been a figure in llie greatest

luxuriance of female beauty combined with a manly
character. (Muller, ArrAao/. § 121.) Polyclei-

tus was also distinguished in portrait-statues, among
which that of Artemon Periphoretus, a mechani-
cian of tho time of Pericles, is mentioned a*ith es-

pecial praise. (Comp. Diet, of Itimj. $. r.)

Myron of Eleuthcrae, about Ol. 87, was, like

Polycleitus, a disciple of Agelndas, butadhea*d to a
closer imitation of nature than Polycleitus, and os
far as the impression upon the senses was concerned,
his works were nio^^t pleasing, but animi eenmM
non expressil^ says Pliny (//. A’, xzxiv. 8. s. 19.

3). The cow of Myron in bronze was celebrated

in all antiquity. (Tzetzes. CW. viiu 1 94, &c. ; Pro-

pert. ii. 31. 7.) Pliny mentions a considerable

number of his works, among which a dog, a disco-

bolus, pentatbli and pancraliosts were most celc-

bmted ; the last of them were espt'cially dis-

tinguished for their eurythmia and the animation
displayed in their movements, ns well as for the

most beautiful athletic attitudes. Among his sta-

tucs of gods we find only mention of a colossal

group representing Heracles, Z«‘us. and Athena,
which be made for the Samians. (PHn. L c.

;

Cie.

c. lerr, iv. 3 j Strab. xiv. p. 637.) In his execu-
tion of the hair he adhered, according to Pliny, to

the ancient style. (See Diti. ff ItoMi. t.r.)

The deviation from the sublime ideality of the

Attic school of Pheidias was still more maryfest in

the works of Callimachus and Demetrius. The
former executed his statues with the utmost possi-

ble accuracy and attention to the minutest details,

but was careless in the conception as well as in the

execution of the whole, which destiHycd the value

of his works, whence be was designated by the
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nicknainc of Koranf^frcx^’or. Quinctilmn (xii. 10.

§0)saTtofhim nimiia in fyrilale. (Comp. Lucian,

Phifop«. 18 ;
Plin. A/wrf. iii. 6.) On the whole it

should he observed, that near the end of the Pclo-

)>onnesian war and afterwords tho greater part of

the artists continued to work in the spirit and

strle of Poiycleitus, and that the principal produc-

lions in Peloponnesus were bronze statues of ath-

letes and statues erected in honour of other dislin-

Kuished persons. (Paus. x. 9. § 4, vi. 2. § 4 ;

Pint, L^Mind. 1, 18, de Orac. Pj^th, 2.)

The change wliich took place after the Pelopon-

nesian W'nr in the public mind at Atliens could not

fail to show its influence upon the arts also
;
and

the Khool of statuary, which had gmdnally bi^come

developed, w’as as different from that of Pheidias as

the then existing state offeeling at Athens was from

that which had grown out of the wars with l*en>ia.

It was cspecuilly Scopas of i*aros and Pmxitelcb

of Athens, about one generniioii after Myron and

Polycleitus, wlio gave the reflex of their time in

their productions. Their w'orks expressed the

softer feelings and an excited state of mind, such

as would make a strong impression upon and cap-

tivate the senses of the beholders. Hut the chief

masters of this new school still had tlie wisdom to

combine these things, which were commanded by
the spirit of the age, with a noble and sublime con-

ception of the idms which they embodied in their

w’orks. Scopas and Praxiteles wore both distin-

guished ns sculptors in marble, and both w'orked in

the same style ; the legendary circles to which most

of their ideal productions belong arc those of Dio-

nysus and Aphrodite, a fact which also shows the

chameter of the age. There was a time when tliis

school of statuary was considered superior even to

that of Pheidias, and it is indeed true that its pro-

ductions ore distinguished by exquisite beauty and
gracefulness, whence their female statues in parti-

cular are, in one sense, unrii'alled
;
but tho effect

they produced upon the minds of the beholders

was by no means of the same pure and elevating

nature as that of the works of their predecessors.

( For an account of their works, see the articles /^rrus

iiefes and Soopoi in the Dictionary of liwgrafiky,)

Cephissodurus and Timarchus were sons of

Praxiteles. There were several works of the fo^

inernt Rome in the time of Pliny; be made his

art subservient to passions and sensual desires.

Pliny (/A N. xxxvi. 5. s. 4. § 6) mentions among
his works a celebrated Symplegma at Pergamus,
w’hich is the first insUuice of this kind that we hear

of in Orecian art A similar spirit pervaded the

works of Lcochares (as bis Oanymedes carried hy
nil eagle up to Zeus), of Polycles, who was the first

that made the voluptuous statues of Hermaphro-

dites, and of Silniiion, who made a dying JocasUs

(Plin. II. N. xxxiv. 8. s. 19. § 17 and 20 ; Plut.

de A ud. Poet. 3, Sympot. v. 1 ;
see Diet, of Uiog.

3. rr.) Ijoochares also made a number of portrait-

statues In ivory and gold of members of the royal

family of Mac^onia, and of other persons. (Paus.

V. 20.) Such portrait-statues about this time began

to give much occupation to the artists. About the

year 350 n. c. several of the greatest artists of the

age, such as Scopas, Leochares, Timotheus, and
llryaxis, were engaged in ('aria in making the

m.*igiiificent mausnloum of Mausohts, a general

description of which is given under MautyOLKUM.
Most of tBe above-mentioned artists, however

widely their works diflered from those of the school
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of Pheidias, may yet bo regarded ns having only
' continued and developed its principles of art in a

I

certain direction
;
but towards the end of this pe-

riod Kuphranor and Lysippus of Sicyon carried out

the principles of the Argive school of Polycleitus.

(Cic. Brut. U(>.) Their principal object was to re-

present the highest {K>ssible degrr.*e of physical

beauty and of athletic and heroic power. (See

their lives in the Dict.q/' Bio*/), The chief ch.imc-

teristic of Lysippus, and his Khool is a close

imitation of nature, which even contrived tn

represent bodily defects in some interesting man-
ner, as in his portraits ofAlexander ; its tendency

is entirely realistic. The ideal statues of former

times disappear more nnd mon>, and luakc way
for mere portraits. Lysippus, it is true, mode sta-

tues of gods ; but they did not properly belong to

his sphere ; he merely executed them because he

hod received orders which he could not well refuse.

His greatest care was bestowed upon the execution

of tho details {aryutine ojienm)^ upon tho correct

proportions of the parts of the human body, and
upon making his statues slender and tall above the

common statidnrd. In short, nil tho features which

characterise the next period np]>ear in the Khool of

Lysippus,

IV. fourth Period^ from OK 111 io 01. 158.

(:j3G—14G D.C.)

Within a few gencr.illons Grecian art had passt'^d

through the various stages of devclopement, and
each of them had produced such an abundance of

masterpieces that it >\*as difficult for a new genera-

tion of artists to produce new and original works.

Hence the artists of the periods which followed

could not do much more than imitate, and their

productions are better or worse in proportion as

they were founded upon tho study of earlier works
or not Dut even this pt'riod of eclecticism luu

nevertheless produced stitucs and groups worthy
of the highest admiration, and wliich can be placed

by the side of the best works of antiquity. The
very slow dec.iy of the arts, in comparison with the

rapid decline of literature, is indeed a strange phe-

nomenon.

During the first fifty years of this period tlic

schools of Praxiteles and Lysippus continued to

flourish, especially in works of bronze
; but after

this time bronze statues were seldom rnade, until

the art was carried on with new vigour at Athens
about the end of the period. The school of Ly-
sippus gave rise to that of Rliodes, where his dis-

ciple Chares formed the most celebrated among llie

hundred coln&sal statues of tlie sun. It was seventy

cubits high and partly of metal. It stood near the

harbour, and was thrown down by an earthquake
about 225 n. c. (Plin. II. X. xxxiv. 18 ;

Meursius,

Ithodu3^ i. IG; Did. of Bioy. t.c.) Antiquarians
assign to this part of the fourth period several very

beautiful works still extant, ns the magnificeiii

group of I.,aocoon and his sons, which was dis-

covered in 1.506 near the baths of Titus, and is at

pn‘fcut at Rome. This is, next to the Xiubc, the

most beautiful group among tho extant works ol

ancient art ; it w'as according to Pliny the work of

three Rhodian artists : Agesander, Polydonis, nnd
Athenodorus. (Plin. II. X. xxxvi. 5. s. 4. § 1 1 ,

Lessing's Laoconn,) Tile eelebraU'd Famesiaii bull

is likewise the work of two Uhodi.-m artists Apol-

lonius and TauriKUS. (Plin. II, X. xxxvi. 5. s. 4.

§ 10.)
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In the various kingdoms which arose out of the

C'liquesU of Alexander the arts were more or less

lultivated, and not only were the great master*

works of former times copied to adoni the new ca-

pitals, but new schools of artists sprang up in several

of them. Alexandria, Porgamus, and Scleuceia

rivalled^ench other in art no less than in literature.

At Pergnmus the celebrated groups were composed
which represented the victories of Attalus and
Kumenes over the Oauls. (Plin. H,S. xxxiv. 8.

a. 19. § 24 ; Pans. 1. 25. § 2 ; Plat. Anton, 60.)

It is believ^ by some (Muller, Arch. § 158) that

the so-called dying gladiator at Home is a statue of

a Gaul, which originally belonged to one of these

groups. Ephesus also had a douriihing school of

art, which appears to have followed in the main
the style of Lysippus, and excelled, like that of

Pei^amus, in the representation of battle scenes.

The Borghese fighter in the Louvre is supposed to

be the work of an Ephesian Agasias, and to hare
originally formed a port of such a battle-scene. In

Syria too, art flourished at Antioch until the time

of Antiochus IV., before whose reign a number of

statues bad already been carried away by Scipio.

In these new monarchies statues of the gods
were seldom made, and when they were executed

they were in most cases copies from earlier works,

AS the character in which the gods were repre-

sented had gradually become fixed, and few artists

ventured to alter the forms, which had become
typical. PortnCit-statues of kings increased, on

the other band, to a great extent. The vanity of

the kings and the flattery of the artists created a

new kind of statues : the princes were frequently

identified with certain dettios, and were conse-

quently represented as such with all the requisite

attributes. In many cases the mere bust of a king

was put upon the b^y of a statue of a god. This

was a most dangerous rock for artists ; for the

simple representation of a king in the shape of a

god, which commenced as eariy as the time of

Alexander, was soon thought an iusafficient mark
of veneration, and art degenerated into a mere in-

btrmnciit of the most vulgar flattery
:
pomp and

.

Khow and tasteless ornaments were mistaken for art

riattery towards tho great was also shown in the

inonstrous number of statues that were erected to

one and the same individual. Demetrius Phalereus

had 36d, or according to others 1500 statues erected

to him. (Athen. xil p. 537 ;
Paus. v. 24. § 3 ;

Clem. Alex. ProlrtjA. iv. p. 16, ed. Sylb.
;
Dion

Chrysost OraL 37. p. 122.) When tho honour of

a statue ceased to considered os a high distino

tion, and when it became necessary to produce

such numbers of statues, the workmanship na-

turally became worse in proportion os the honour

sank in public estimation. During this time it

Irocame customary to combine with the statues of

kings and generals symbolical representations of

towns, which are allied wdAcwa. In Magna
( fraecia art gradually fell into decay after the wars

with the Romans ; and the example of Capua,

from which all the statues were carried to Rome,
ail^rds us an instance of the robberies and plunder

which were committed by the Romans in other

towns of Italy. Dut even after the Roman con-

quests the cultivation of tho plastic arts cannot have

ceased altogether, os wo must infer from the nu-

merous works found at Pompeii, some of whicli

possess a higher degree of perfection and beauty

than might have been expected in works of so late
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a daU-, III Sicily tho activity of the artists appenw
to have ceas4Hl after the Uonian conquest, for tho

numerous works with which Syracuse was adorned
and with which we arc made acquainted by Cicero

(c. I'err. iv.), mostly belong to nn earlier period.

Shortly before the taking of Corinth by Mum-
mills smtues in bronze and m.arhio were revivc«l

I

At Athens
;
and although the artists were far in-

! ferior to those of former times, yet they still pro-

duced works of great excellence, as they showed
their good sense and taste by making tho master-
works of their predecessors the subjects of study
and imitation. (Plin. //. N, xxxiv. 8. s. 19.) Among
those who contributed most to this revii^al of sta-

tuary were. Cleomencs (who made the Mcdiceun
Venus, an imitation of that of Cnidus, but inferior

in point of taste and delicacy), his son Cleomenes
(by whom there is a statuo in the Louvre, which
shows exquisite workmanship but little life), Gly-
con, Apolloniuo, and others. (See their lives in

the D^, of Biog.)

About the close of this period, and fur more than

a century afterwards, the Romans, in the conquest

of the countries where the arts bad flourished,

made it a regular practice to cany away the works
of art ; and, ns they were unable to appreciate their

value and merit, they acted in many cases no
better than rude barbarians, regarding the roost

precious relics of art in no other light than that of

chairs and tables, which might be made again nt

pleasure and at any time. At first these robberies

were carried on with some moderation, as by Mar-
cellus at S}'racuse and by Knbiiis M.'uimus at

Tarentum, and only with a view to adorn their

triumphs and the public buildings of Rome. Tho
triumphs over Philip, Antiochus, the Aetolians,

tho <^uls in Asia, Perseus, Pseudo-Philip, and
above all the taking of Corinth, and subsequently

the victories over Mithridates and Cleopatr^ filled

the Roman temples and porticoes with the greatest

variety of works of art After the taking of Co-

rinth, the Roman generals and governors of pro-

vinces began to show a kind of amatcurehip in

works of art w'hich was probably more owing to

tho fashion prevailing among the Roman grandees

than to any real taste or love for the fine arts

:

they now carried off whatever they could, to adorn

their own residences. Sometimes either their ava-

rice or necessity induced them to melt donm the

most precious works without any regard to artistic

worth. The sacrilegious plunder of temples and
the carrying away of the sacred statoes from the

public sanctuaries, which had at first been pre-

vented to some extent by tho pontifls, l>ecnnio

afterwards a common practice. Tho manner in

which Verres acted in Sicily is but one of many
instances of the extent to which these robberies

were carried on. The emperors, especially Au-
gustus, Caligula, and Nero, followed these exam-

ples, and the immense number of statues which

notwithstanding all this remained at Rhodes, Del-

phi, Athens, and Olympia, is truly astonishing.

(See Volkel, Uebrr die Wegf ukrung der alten

Knn$hccrke ant dai erufjerien Lamlem nach Horn ;

Muller, Arch'dol. § 164, Ac.)

Before we proceed to describe the state of sta-

tuary during tho last stage, in which Rome was the-

centre of the ancient world, it will be necessary to

give an outline of the history of statuary among,

the Etruscans and Romans down to the year 146

D. c.
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The Etruscans were on the whole an industrious

and enteq)rising people. DitTerent hypotheses have

been proposed to account for the cultivation of tlie

arts, in which this nation excelled all others in

central and northern Italy, ns well as for the peculiar

style of some of their productions. Some writers

think that it was owing to colonies from Lydia,

which were established at Caere and Tnrquinii,

others that the Etruscans themselves were u Pc-

Insgian tribe. With the works of Grecian art they

must have become acquainted at an early time

through their intercourse with the Greeks of

southern I Uily, whose influence upon the art of the

Etruscans is evident in numerous coses. The East

also appears to have exercised some influence upon

the Etruscans, ns many works of art found in

Etniria contain precisely the same representations

as those which wu find in Asia, especially among
the Rabylonians. However this may have l>een

effected, we know for certain that the whole range

of the flue arts was cultivated by the Etruscans at

an early period. Statuary in clay (which here

supplied the place of wood, (dara, used in Greece)

and in bronae appears to have acquired a high

degree of perfection. In 207 n.c, no less than

2000 bronzo statues are said to have existed at

Volsinii (Plin. //. Af. xxxiv, 16, 18; compare

Vitruv. iii. 2), and numerous works of Etruscan

art ore still extant, which show great vigour and

life, though they do not possess a very high degree

of beauty. Among them we may mention the

('himaera of Arretium (at Florence) ;
the Cnpitoline

JShc-wolf (Dionys. i. 79 ; Liv. x. 23), which was

dedicated in B. c. 296 ; the Minerva of Arezzo

(now at Florence)
;
and others. Some of their

statues are worked in a Greek style ; others are of

a character peculiar to themselves, and entirely

different from works of Grecian art, being stiff and

ugly
;
others again are exaggerated and forced in

tlicir movements and attitudes, and resemble the

figures which we meet with in the representations

of Asiatic nations. Etruscan utensils of bronze,

such ns candelabra, paterae, cups, thrones, &c.,

embellished with various oninments and figures,

were very highly valued in antiquity, and even at

Athens at a time when the arts were still flourish-

ing there. (Ath. i. p. 28, xv. p. 700.) Their

works in stone, especially the alto and basso-

relievos, which nro found in considerable numbers
on chests containing the ashes of the dead, are

with few exceptions, of very inferior merit.

The Romans previously to the time of the first

Tarquiti are said to have had no images of tlie

gods
;
and for a long time afterwards their statues

of gods ill clay or wood were made by EtruscJUi

artists. (Plin. //. A', xxxv. 45, xxxiv. 16.) During

the carl}' part of the republic tlie works executed

at Romo were altogether of a useful and pniclical

and not of mt ornanienhd character ; and statuary

was in consequence little cultivated. Rut in the

course of time the senate and the people, as well as

foreign states which desired to show their gratitude

to some Roman, began to erect bronze suuues to

distinguished persons in the Forum and other

places. (Plin. //. xxxiv. 14.) The earliest

works of this kind, which we can consider ns really

historical, are the statues of Attus Navius (Plin.

/f. .V. xxxiv. 1 1 ; Cic. d« Z>irm. i. 11), of Minucius
outside the Porta Trigemina, and of Pythagoras

and Alcibiades, which stood in the comers of the

comitiura from the year b. c. 314 down to the dic-
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tatorship of Sulla. (Plin. II. N. xxxiv. 12.) The
lust two statues were undoubtedly of Greek work-
manship. The earliest metal statue of a deity

was, according to Pliny, a Ceres which was made
of the confiscated property of Spurius Cassius, about
485 B. c. (Plin. H. N. xxxiv. 9.) Two other metal

statues of gods were the Cnpitoline Hercules, 306
B.& (Liv. ix. 44), and the colossal statue of the

Capitoline Jupiter, which, according to Livy, was
made about 490 B. c. (Liv. ix. 40, x. 38 ; Plin.

II. N, xxxiv. 18.) The number of statues of men
in the Forum appears soon to have become very

great, and many persons seem to have hod them
erected there without any right: hence in 161

B. c. the censors P. Cornelius Ecipio and M. Po-
pilius removed from the Fomm all the statues of

magistrates which had not been erected with the

sanction of the senate or the people. (Plin. //. Al
xxxiv. 14.) A statue of Cornelia, the mother of

the Gracchi, stood in the porticus of Metelhis.

The artists by whom these and other statues were

executed were undoubtedly Greeks and Etruscans.

V. Fi/ih Period, from 01. 158 (b. c. 146) to Ote

J\dl of the WeUern Empire.

During this period Rome was the capital of

nearly the whole of the ancient world, not through

its intellectual superiority, but by its military and
political power. Rut it nevertheless became the

centre of art and literature, ns the artists resorted

thither from all parts of the empire for the purpose

of seeking employment in the houses of the great.

The mass of the people, however, had ns little taste

for and were os little concerned about the arts as

ever. (Horat Art 323; Petron. 88.) In

addition to this there was still a strong party of

the Romans, who, cither from an affected or an
honest contempt for the Greeks, entertained the

vain hope of being able to restore the olden times.

These circumstances account for the fact that a man
like Cicero thought it necessary to conceal and dis-

guise his love and knowledge of the flne arts. It

was, therefore, only the most distinguished and in-

tellectual Romans that really loved and cherished

the arts. This was both a fortunate and on unfor-

tunate ciraimstance : had it not been so, art would

have perished at once ; non* it continued in some
degree to be cultivated, but it experienced the s<amc

fate which it has met with at all times, w’hen it

has continued its existence without the sympathies

of the people, and merely under the patronage of

the great. Notwithstanding these unfavourable

circumstances, tliere were a number of distinguished

artists at Rome during the latter period of the re-

public, who had riMlly imbibed the spirit of the an-

cientGrecksond who produced worksofgreat beauty

and merit. We need only mention such ii.-imes

as Pasitcles of southern Italy, who w.as a Roman
citizen, and who made an ivory statue of Jupiter for

the temple of Metellus (Plin. II. N. xxxvi. 5. s. 4.

§ 12); Arcesilaus, of whom Pliny mentions several

highly valued works, and whose models were prized

more than the statues of others ; Decius, who oven

ventured to rival Chares in the art of founding

metal statues ;
Diogenes, and others. During the

empire the arts declined, and, with some noble ex-

ceptions, merely administered to the vanity, luxu-

ries, and caprices of the emperors. (Senec. E]>isl

88.) The inertness of the times, says Pliny (//. A'.)

xxxv. 2), has destroyed the arts
;
and as there

were no more minds to be represented, the repre*
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icntatioiu of the bodiet were likewise neglected.

Occasionallj,.howerer, excellent and gifted sculp-

tors still arose, and adorned the palaces of tlie em-
perors with beautiful groups. Rliny (//. N. xzxTi.

4. § 11) mentions as such Craterus, Pjthodorus,

Polydectee, Hennolaus, a second Fythodorus, Ar-

temon, and Aphrodisius of Trallea (See the arti-

cles in the Di^ Bioff.) In the time of Nero,

who did much for the arts, we meet with Zeno-

donis, a founder of metal statues, who was com-

missioned by the emperor to execute a colossal

statue of 1 10 feet high, representing Nero os the

Sun. The work was not completely executed, as

the art of using tho metal bad ialleu into oblivion.
'

In A. D. lb the statue was consecrated as a Sol,

and was afterwards changed into a statue of Corn-

modus by altering the b^. (Plin. II. N, xxxiv.

18; llerodian, i. 15.) The principal sculptured

works that were produced during tlie empire, were,

1. Reliefs on public monumeuts, such as those

adriniing the triumphal arch of Titus, which repre-

wnted the apotheosis of the emperor, and his tri-

umph over Judaen. The invention and grouping

of the hgures ore good and tasteful, but the exo*

cuiioii is careless. The same may bo said of the

reliefs of the temple of Minerva in the Forum of

Lbtmitian, in which the drapery in particular is

very bod. 2. Statues and busts of tho emperors.

I'hese may again be divided into classes, and are

easiest distinguished by the costumes in which they

are represented. They are (a) faithful portraits in

the costume of ordinary life (/^^), or in the attire

of warriors {Uutuae thoraoaiae) generally in an at-

titude os if they were addressing a body of men,as,

e.ff. tho colossal statue of Augustus in tho palace

(trimauL To this class also belong the equestrian

statues, and tho statues upon triumphal cart with

from two to six horses, and sometimes even with

elephants, which were frequently made for emperors

out of mere vanity, and without there having been

any real triumph to occasion such a work. (Dion
Cass. liii. 22 ; Stat SUv. i. I ; Mart. ix. 69 ;

Tacit
tie Orut. 8. 1 1 i Juv. vii, 126 ; Plin. II. jV, zxziv.

10.) 5. Such statues as were intended to show
tlie individual in

.
on exalted, heroic or deified

character. Among those were reckoned the so-

called Achillean statues, which were 6rst made in

the time of Augntius ; they were naked, and bore

a hosta in one hand (Plin. //. Ni xxxiv. 10) : and
secondly, statues in a sitting position, with the

up])cr part of the body naked, and a pallium co-

vering the loins. These statues were intended to

represent an emperor as Jupiter, but sometimes

aUo as an Apollo. (Muller, ArrA. § 199.) This*

method of representing an emperor as a god was
at first practised with much good taste. The
sUlucs of the ladies of the imperial families are

likewise either simple and fitithful portraits, or they

are idealized as goddesses: specimens of each kind

are still extanL The custom adopted in the Moeo-
donian time, of combining allegorical representa-

tions of towns and provinces with the monuments
erected in honour of the sovereigns, was sometimes

followed by the Homans also, and some of them
were made by very distinguished artists. (Strab.

iv. p. 19*2; Miiller, l.c.) In the reign ofTmjan
wore executed the column of Tmjan, with sculp-

tures representiug the victories of this emperor

over the Dacians, ami other similar works. Wc
nlso possess a beautiful colossal statue of Nerva
in the Vatican, and in the Louvre there is a l»oau-
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!
tiful statoa thoracata of Trajan, and several fine

busts of the same emperor.

Down to the reign of Hadrian statuary had be-

come more and more confined to tho representation

of subjects of a common nature, so that at length

we scarcely find anything else but the records of
victories in tho reliefs on the public monuments,
and the various kinds of statues of the emperors
and the members of their families. But in the

reign of Hadrian the arts seemed to begin a new
aera. He himself was undoubtedly a real lover

and connoisseur of art, and he cncoumged it not

only at Rome, but in Greece and Asia Minor.
The great Villa of Hadrian below Tivoli, the ruins

of which cover an extent of ten Roman miles in

circumference, was richer in works of art than any
other place in Italy. Here more works of art have
been dug out of the ground than anywhere elstt

within the same compass. , Hadrian was fond of

the ancient forms in art as well as in language, and
many works in the archaic style still extant may
have been executed at this time. Some statueH

'

made at this time combine Kgyptian stiflfneiia with

Grecian elegance ; and, especially, the representa-

tions of Kg}'ptian deities, such as that of Isis, aro

half Greek and half %yptiaiL But, by the side of

this strange school, there existed another, in which
the pure Greek style was cultivated, and which hnt

produced works wortliy of the highest admiration.

Foremost among these stand tho statues ajid busts

of Antinous, for whom the emperor entertained a
passionate partiality, and who was represented in

innumerablo works of art. The colossal bust of

Antinous in the Louvre is reckoned one of the

finest works of ancient art, and is placed by some
critics on an equality with the best works that

Greece has produced. Tho two centaurs of block

marble on the Capitol probably belong to the reign

of Hadrian: one of them is execut^ in an old

and noble style, and is managed by a little Eros
riding on bis back ; the other looks more like on
intoxicated Satyr. There aro also some very

good works in red marble which are referred to

this period, as that material is not known to have
been iftcd before the ago of Hadrian.

As the arts had received such encouragement

and brought forth such fruits in the reign of Ha-
drian, the effects remained visible for some time

during the reigns of the Antonines. Antoninus
Pius built the great villa at Lanuvium, of which
ruins are still extant, and where many excellent

works of art have been discovered. But sophistry

and pedantic learning now began to regard ibe arts

with the same contempt as the ignorance of the

Romans bad formerly dune. The frieze of a tem-

ple, which the senate caused to be erected to

Antoninus Pius and Faustina, is adorned with

griffins and vessels of very exquisite workmanship

;

but the busts and statues of the emperors show in

many parts an affected elegance, while the features

of the countenance are tasteless and trivial copies

of nature. The best among the extant works of

this time are the equestrian statue of M. Aurelius

of gilt bronze, which stands on the Capitol, and
tho column of AL Aurelius with reliefs represent-

ing scenes of his war against the Marcomaiini.

The busts which we possess of M. Aurelius, Faus-
tina, and Lucius Verus, are executed with very
great care, especially os regards the hair. Tho
number of extant busts of the Antonines omoiints

to aliove one hundred
;
and the n\te at which busts
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of enip«ron were goractimci nmltipUcd may be
inferred from the fact, that the lenate smnetimea
ordained that the buit of an emperor should be in

the house of every citiz«m.

After the time of the Antoninea the symptoms
of decline in the arts became more and more visible.

The most numerous works continued to be busts

and statues of the emperors, but the best among
them are not free from affectation and mannerism.
'Hie hair, especially in the representations of female

figurea, becomes gradually utterly tasteless, and
instead of the natunil hair the artists made it a

point to show that it was a large pcniqiic, which

in some cases might bo put on and taken off at

pirasure. [Oalshuk.] In tlie time of Caracnlla

many statues were nuide, especially of Alexander
the Great. Alexander Sewerus was a great ad*

mirer of statues not from a genuine love of art,

but Ix'cause he delighted in the representations of

great and go(»d men. (Lamprid. A/. N»r. 25.) The
rt-lii*fs on the triumphal areli of Seplimius Sevo*

nis, representing his victories over tho Parlhians,

Ara1)S, and Adiabenians have scarcely any artistic

merits. During this time of decay the custom
arose of adorning sarcophagi with fignres in high

relief, representing Kencs from the legends of De-
meter and Dionysus, and from the heroic ages of

Greece, sometimes also tl>e fahle of Eros and
Psyche : all these contained allusions to the im*

morLility of the soul. Art, however, now declined

with gn*at rapidity: busts and statues were more
seldom made than before, and arc awkward and
poor; the liair is freqticntly indicated by nothing
eli^ but holes bored in the stone. The reliefs on
the sarcophagi gradually become monotonous life-

less, and evidently executed without spirit. The
ri'liefs on the arch of Constantine, which ore not

taken from that of Trajan, are perfectly rude and
worthless, and those on the column of Theodosius

were not belter. Art in the proper sense of the

word ceased to exist; statues of victors in the

public games continued to be erected down to the

fourth, and statues of the emperors (at Constanti-

nople) down to the eighth century
;
but at Rome,

ns at Constantinople, those who were bnnodred in

this way were more concerned about their rank

and dress being properly represented in their sta-

tues, than about the real artistic merit of the wtwk.

Statuary become mere maniul labour, and required

nothing but mechanical skill At Constantinople,

however, where statues had been collected from

Unmc, Greece, and Asia Minor, the events of

history allowed the plastic arts to die away more

gnuiually than in It^y.

Reforc concluding, it remains to say a few words

on the destruction of ancient works of art During

the latter part of the reign of Constantino many
statues of the gods wore destroyed and melted

down, and not long after his time a systematic de-

struction began, which under Theodosius spread

to all parts of the empire. The spirit of destruc-

tion, however, was not directed against works of

art in general and as such, but only against tho

pagan idols. The opinion, therefore, which is en-

tertained by some, that the losses wc have sustain*

cd in works of ancient art, are mainly attributable

to the introduction of Christianity, is too sweeping

and general Of the same character is another

opinion, according to which tlie final decay of an-

cient art was a consequence of the spiritual nature
of the new religion. The coincidence of the general
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introduction of Christianity w*ith the dinray of the

arts is merely occidental. That the early Christians

did not deBpisei the arts as such, is clear from m*-

venil facts. Wc know that they erected slntucs to

their martyrs of which wa have a specimen in that

of St Hippolitus in the V'atican library ; and it is

expressly stated that Christians devoted themstdves
to the exercise of the arts. (Baronins Annul, ad .A.

303.) The numerous works, lastly, which have
lieen found in the Christian catacombs at Rome,
might alone be a sufficient proof that the early

Christians were not hostile towards the representa-

tion of the heroes of their religion in works of art.

The hostility, such as it appears in the writings of

Tation and Angustine, cannot therefore have been

general
;
nt»d, in facS Christianity during the mid-

dle ages became os much the motlier of the arts of

modem times, as the religion of Greece was the

mother of ancient art. Another very general and
yet incorrect notion is that the northern barbarians

after the conquest of Rome intentionally dcstniyed

works of art. This opinion is not supported by

any of the contemporary historians nor is it at all

probable. The barbarians were only anxious to

carry with them the most pit'cious treasures in

order to enrich themselves ; a statue must have

been on object of indith'rence to them. What
perished, perished iintumlly by the circumstances

and calamities of tho times : in times of need
bronze statues were melted dawn and the material

used for other purposes ; niarhle statues w*ero fre-

quently broken to pieces and used fur builditn;

materials. ]f wo consider the hiHory of Rmm*
during the first centuries after the conquest of 1 uily

by tho Germans, we have every reason to wonder
that so many specimens of ancient art have cuino

down to our times.

The greatest destruction, at one time, of ancient

works of art is supposed to have occurred at the

taking of Constantinople, in the beginning of the

thirlcciuh century. The collection of statues h»rl

been made with great core, and their number liad

accumulated to an amount which seems quite sur-

prising when it is considered how long a time had
elapsed since art had been eneouragod or protected.

At the period alluded to wc are told that some of

the finest works of the ancient masters were pur-

posely destroyed ; either in mere wantonness, or

with the view of tuniing the material into money,
or for sale to the met^ founders fur tlie value

of the bronze. Among the few works saved from

this devastation are the celebmted bronze hors4*B

which now docnmto the exterior of St. Mark's
'church at Venice. They have been ascribed, but

without sufficient authority, to Lysippus.

The finest collection of ancient bronzes is in the

Museo Borbonico at Naples. They have been
found chiefly in the ruins of Herculaneum and

I Pompeii, and among them are some examples of

I great skill and beauty. A few of the heads offer

peculiarities in the treatment of the hair, tlie small

I
corkscrew curls, and the ends of the beards being

formed of separate pieces of metal fastened on.

Several of the statues have the eyes of paste, and
of stones, or sometimes of a different metal from

the material of the rest of tlie work. Silver was
often united with bronr.e. Cicero ( lerr. iv. 43)
mentions n statue of Ajwtlo aewtts^ cvjui in fsmom

minutit arffcntcis noincn MyranU erai ta-

Btriptutn, In a bronze statue, of a youth, in the

collection At l^aris, are the remains of a Greek
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inscription in silvor letter*. They are inserted

into tne left foot. The Museo llorbonico possesse*

some eiamplet of inlaid lilver work. There are

also instances of it in the colli>ction of bronsos in

the British Museum. Many of the examples of

bronze works that have reached us exhibit si^s
of haring been gilt, and the writers of antiquity

refer occasionally to the practice. It does not

seem to have b^n employed till taste had much
deteriorated ; probably when the value and rich-

ness of the material were more highly estimated

than the excellence of the workmanship. Nero
comnuinded a statue of Alexander, the work of

Lysippus, to be gilt ; but Pliny ( //. A^. xxxir. 1 9.

H b) tells us it was found to injure tlie beauty

and effect of the work, and the gold was removed.

( Winckelmann, iicscM. tier KunU ; Meyer,
tier bildenden Kun$le bei den (.iriceken

;

F. Thiersch,

Ceber die Kpochen der biltlenden Kunst unter den

(itiechen; K. O. Milller, //amlhuck der AreJiaeo-

Itn/ie tier Ku$ut^ 2nd ed. 1U35, 3d ed. with notes

b’v Welcker, 1K48.) [US.]
STKLAE (<rrnX«). [Kl'nuh, p. 556, b.] ,

STELLATU'RAE. [Exkrcitis, p. 505, a.]

STllE'NIA (^6^r<a), a festival with contests

celebrated by the Argives in honour of Zeus sur-

iianied Sthonius, who bad an altar consisting of a
large rock in the neighbourhood of llermione.

(lU^ych. «. o. compare Paus. ii. 32. § 7,

34. § 6.) Plutarch (de Afus. p. IMO, c.) states

that the ir<iA7j or WTestling, which formed a part of
|

the contests at this festival, was accompanied by
|

the flute
; and he also mentions a traditi^u ac- I

cording to which the festival had originally Wn
j

held ill honour of IMnaui, and that it was after-

1

words conseemU'd to Zeus Stheniua. [US.]
STIBAT)IUM. [M»N8a.]
STILLICTDIUM. [SBRviTUTEft,p. 1031,b.l

STILUS or STYLUS is in all probability the

same w*ord with the Greek oruAor, and coureys

the general idea of an object tapering like an
i

architectural column. It signifies,
I

1.

An iron instrument (Grid. McL iz. 521 ;
|

Martial, xir. 21), resembling a peucil in size and
shape, used for writing upon waxed tablets. ( PlauU
Ikuch. ir. 4. 63; Piin./f. A^ xxxir. 14.) At one

end it was sliar{>encd to a point for scratching the

characters upon the vrax (Quinti). i. 1. § 27% while

the other end being flat and circular served to !

render the surface of the tablets smooth again, and
so to obliterate what had been written. Thus,
rertere slilum means to erose, and hence to comet

^

as in the well-known precept taepe Uilum vertae.

(Ii or. Sat. i. 10. 72; Cic. Kerr. ii. 41.) The
stylus was also termed prapAlum (Ovid. Amor. i.

1 1. 23 ; Suet «/v/. 82), and the case in which it

was kept ffrapAtarit/m (Martini, xir. 21 ) or praphi-

aria them, (Suet. firt»tl. .3.5.) The nnnexid cut is
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from a picture found in Herculaneum. (Mus.
BorboiL vuL vi. tar. 35.)

2. A sharp stake or spike placid in pitfalls be-

fore an entrenchment to cmltarmss the progress of

an attacking enemy, (lieil. African. 31 ; Sil. Ital.

X. 415.) It was intended to answer the same
purpose as the contrivances called cijpiy fi/io, and
stimuli by Caesar (B. O. vii. 73).

3. A bronze needle or rod for picking worms oiT

fniit-trees (Pallad. iv. 1 0. § 20), also a wrMHlen

probe employed in gordenuig operations. (Colu-

mell xi. 3. § 53.)

It bears also the meaning of the stem of a tree

or vegetable (Columell. v. 10. § 21, xi. 3, § 46),
which is pcrhajis the primary significaiinn of

trrvXoi, [W. U.J
STIPEND! A'RI I. The Slipimdiarlae urbes of

the Roman provinces w*ere so denominated, os being

subject to the pa^’ment of a Axed money trilmto,
^ stipondiuni,*’ in contradistinction to the recti-

gales, who paid a certain ]>ortioi), as a tenth or

twentieth of the produce of their lands, their

cattle, or customs. The word ** stipendium ^ was
used to signify the tribute paid, os it was origin-

ally impo^ for and afterwards appropriated to the

purpose of fumUbing the Roman soldiers with pay

(itipe^ium^ Liv. ir. 60; Tacit Hist. ir. 74). The
condition of the urbes etipendiariae is generally

thought to hare been more honourable than that of

the vcctigales, but the distinction between the tw'o

terms wras not always observed. (Lir. xxxvii. 35.)

The word sti^jendinrius is also applied to a person

who receives a fixed salar)’ or pay, as a ^ stipen-

diarius miles ** (HIrtius,cfc Beil.A/Hc, 4 3), a phrase

which is sometimes used to denote a vet ran who
has received poy for many years, or served in many
campaigns. (V^eget de lie MUit. i. 18.) Some
MSS. have stipendiosus in the passage last quoted,

which is perhaps a better rending. (Gdttling, iieecU.

der Bom, Staatsrerf. A\^.) [H. W.J
STIPE'NDIUM,a pension or pay, from stipem

and pendoy because before silver was coined at

Romo the copper money in use was paid by weight

and not by talc. (Varro, L. L, v. 182, cd. Muller
;

Plin. 11. iV. XXX. 3.) According to Livy the prac-

tice of giving pay to the Roman soldiers (a^ siipen-

dium milee de publico accifieret) was not introduced

till B. c 405, on the occasion of the taking of

Tormcina or Anxur. He represents the change us

the spontaneous and unsolicited act of the senate,

but from another posMige (ir. 36) wo learn that in

the year 421 b. c. the tribunes had proposed that

the occupiers of the public land should pay their

tectigul regularly, and that it should bo devoted to

the payment of the troops. Tfie concession was
prol«hly accelerated by the prospect of the lakt

war with Veii, and made with a view of conciliating

the plebs, who without some such favour would in

their then humour have refused to vote for the w’ar.

Livy also represents the funds for the payment to

have been raised by a tributum or general tax, but

os Arnold observes (UitL of Romcy vol. L p. 369 ;

compare Niebuhr, vol. iL p. 440), “The vectigal, nr

tithe, due from the occupiers of the public land,

was to provide pay for the soldiers ; and if this

were not sufficient, it was to bo made good by a

tax or tribute levied upon the whole people. This

tithe, however, w’ns probably paid very irregularly,

and hence the pay uf the soldiers would in point

of ffict be provided chiefly out of the tributum.'*

A few years after this concession (b. c. 403), aud
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during the hostilities against Veii^n certain amount

of pay was assigned (certus numerw aeris est as-

si^aiuA, Liv. V. 7) to the knight also, [Equitks,

p. 4 72, a.] Livy, however, seems to be here speak-

ing of the citizens who possessed an equestrian for-

tune, but had no horse (squus ptMicus) assigned to

them by the state. For it had always been cus-

tomary for the knights of the 18 centuries to re-

ceive pay out of the common treasury, in the shape

of im allowance for the purchase of a hone, and a

yearly pension of 2000 asses for its keep. [Aes
KyuK.sTRK; ABsIlonuBsniL’M.] llenceNiebuhr

(vol. i. p. 474, and vol.ii. p. 441) doubts the accu-

racy of the account which is given by Livy (iv.

M>), and observes that “ the Vcientino war cannot

h.ave been the occasion on which the practice of

giving pay to the troops was first established ; the

aerarii must undoubtedly have always continued

to pay pensions {capUa) to the infantry, in the

same way os single women and minors did to the

knights : and the cliango consisted in this, that

every legionary now become entitled to pay,

whereas the number of p<msioners had previously

been limited bv that of the persons liable to l>e

charged with them ;
and hence the deficiency was

supplied out of the aerarium, from the produce of

the vectigal, and when this failed, by a tribute

levied even from those plebeians who were them-

selves liound to serve.” Consequently the tribunes

niumuired that the tribute was only imposed for

the sake of ruining tho plclis. (Liv. iv, O'O.)

In support of his opinion Niebuhr (/. c.) advances

arguments which at least make it vcjy pmliable

that the “patemiJ legislation ” of Servius Tullius

provided for the {>ay of the infantry in tlio manner

mentioned
;
but even admitting this, tho practice

might have been discontinued so as to justify the

statement made on this subject by Livy. We
have not space to repeat or discuss those argu-

ments here, and therefore simply refer to vol. i.

p. 374, and vol. ii. p. 441, of his Ilistory. Accord-

ing to Polybius (vi. 37) the daily pay of a legionary

amounted, in his time, to two oboli, which, os he

makes a drachma equivalent to a denarius, and a

denarius in paying the soldiers was then estimated

at ten asses (Plin. /. c.), and not at sixteen, ns was

usual in other money tmnsacliotis, gives 3^ asses a

day, or 100 a month. Now the yearly pension of

the knights (1000 asses), observes Niebuhr, gives,

if we take the old year of 10 months, 200 asses a

month
:
just double tho pay of the foot soldiers.

In later times the knights received triple pay (tri-

plex stipendium morrUtnt). This allowance was

first established by. the military tribune Cii. Corne-

lius Cossus (400'u. a), and according to Niebuhr

was then designed as a compensation to those

who served with their own horses ; it did not,

become tho general custom till some time after-

wanls. Polybius (vL 37) thus speaks of tho sti-

pendium of his day, which he calls os

St. Luke (iii. 14) also docs. ** Tho foot soldier

receives os pay two oboli a day : tho centurion

twice as much : the horseman a drachma or dena-

rius. Tho foot soldiers also receive in com every

month on allowance (Jemensum) of ^ of an Attic

medimnus or about 2 bushels of wheat : the horse-

men 7 medimni of barley and 2 of wheat. The
infantry of tho allies receive the same allowance

i<rtToptTpovyrat) os the Roman : tho horsemen 1

medimni of wheat and 5 of barley. But there is

this diirerciice, that the allied forces receive their
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allowances as a gratuity

;
the Roman soldiers, on

tho contrary, have deducted from their pay the

money value of whatever they receive, in coni,

amiour or clothes.” There was indeed a law p.Tssrd

,by C. Gracchus (Plut C. GraccL 5) which provided

that besides their pay the soldiers should receive

from the treasury an allowance for clothes
; but

from Tacitus (Ann. i. 17) this law seems cither to

have been repealed or to have fallen into disuse

Tho two oboli of Polybius, which we make equal

to 3^ asses, arc reckoned by Plautus in round num-
bers at 3 asses. Thus bo says ii. 1. 10),
** Isti qui trium numu>oruin causa subeunt sub
fains.” This amount was doubled for the legion-

aries by Julius Caesar (Sueton. Jul. Cites. 20) b«-

fore the civil war. He also gave them com when-
ever he had the means, without any restrictions

(siue modo mensttraque). Under Augustus (Suet.

Auff. 40
; Tacit. 1. c.) it appears to have br-fti

raised to 10 asses a day (three times the original

sum), or 300 a month, or 1200 in four months.

Now as tho original amount of their pity had l>een

tripled, tho soldiers could not complain if the de-

narius were reckoned at 16 asses in |»nymcnt3

made to themselves, as well as other persons
;
ami

taking this value, the 1200 asses amoimt to ex-

actly 3 aurci, or 3 x 400 asses. This sum then

was considered ns an unit, and called stipendium^

being paid three times a ye-ar. Hence Suetonius

says of Doinitinn {Dom, 7) ;
” Addidit et quartnin

stipendium, Uimos aurcos:” a fact which Zonanis

(Ann. iL p. 106) otherwise expresses bj' stating,

that instead of 73 drachmae (i. e. denarii) Domi-
tian gave tho soldiers 100, i.e. he made an addi-

tion of 23 denarii or 1 aureus to their pay. The
expression of Suetonius supposes that 3 aurei were
paid every quarter insU^ad of every four months,

u/ler the addiUon made by Domitian
;
that of

Zonoras implies, timt 4 aurci instead of 3 were
paid, as before, every three months, the annual

amount being the same cither way, and the quar-

terly or four months’ instalment of 3 or 4 aurei

being called a stipendium. Niebuhr's (vol. ii. p.

443) statement on this subject is only partiidly

correct or else obsci^ : at any mte, if the soldiers

received 10 asses a day they must have received

more than 1 200 a year.

Tho Praetorian cohorts received twice as much
as th6 legionaries. (Tacit. 1. c.) The pay of tho

tribunes is not known
;
but it was considered very

great (Juven. iii. 132), and probably was not less

than 48 aurci per annum, after the time of Domi-
tian. We must not omit to mention that if his

pay were withheld the Roman soldier was allowed

by an old rmwrittcn custoni to distrain the goods

( per fiiffnoris cupionem) of tho officer whoso duty

it was to supply it. The eques was allowed the

same privilege against the persons who were bound
to furnish him with the aes equestro, for the pur-

chase of his horse, and the aes hordearium for its

keep. (OaiuB, lib. iv. § 26—28.)

From an expression which Livy (v. 4) puts

into the mouth of a patrician orator, it might be

supposed that the soldiers always received a full

year's pay, independent of the length of their ser-

vice. This, however, seems so unreasonable, that

we cannot but agree with Niebuhr in supposing

that the historian was misled by the custom of his

own time, when a full year had long been tho sti-

pulated term of a soldier's pay as well os of his

service. [R. W.j
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. STIPULATIO, STIPULATOR, [ObligA-
TIONBB, pp. 817, b,^18, it.]

STIVA. [Aratrum.]
STOA. [PoRTicus.]
STOICHEION. [Horologium.]
STOLA, was a female dress worn over the

tunic ; it came as low as the ankles or feet {ad talos

Mtola detnitta, Hor. SaL L 2. 99), and was fastened

round the body by a girdle, leaving above the

breast broad folds {nufosiorem ttola Mart,

iii. 93. 4). The tunic did not reach much below

the knee, but the essential distinction between the

tunic and stola seems to have been, that the latter

always had an Instita or flounce sewed to the

bottom and reaching to the instep. (Hor. SaL i. 2.

29 ; Ovid. Ar. Amat. L 32.) Over the Stola the

Palla or Pallium was worn [Pallium], as we see

in the cut annexed. {Afui, Dorbon. iii. tav. 37.)

The stola seems to have been usually flutened

over the shoulder by a Fibula or clasp, and gene-

rally bad sleeves, but not always,

'i'ho Stola was the characteristic dress of the

Roman matrons as the toga was of the Roman
men. (Cic. Phil, iu 18.) Hence the merctrices

were not allowed to wear it, but only a dark-

coloured to^ (TibulL iv. 10. 3 ;
Mart. L 36. 8) ;

and accordingly Horace {Sat. i. 2. 63) speaks of

the matrona in contradistinction to the tog^a.. For
the same reason women, who had been divorced

from their husbands on account of adultery, were
not allowed to weor the Stola, but only the toga

(SchoL ad Ilor, L c.): to which Martial alludes

(ii. 39, vi. 64. 4). See Becker, Gallus^ vol. i. p.

321, &c.

STRA'GULUM. [Tapbr.]
STRATE'GUS {ffTpanryhs). The oflRce and

title of Siralegos, or General, seem to have been

more especially peculiar to the democratic states of

ancient Greece : we read of them, for instance, at

Athens, Torentum, Syracuse, Argos, and Tburii ;

and when the tyrants of the Ionian cities in Asia

Minor were deposed by Aristagoms, he established

Strotegi in their room, to act as chief magistrates.

(Herod, v. 38.)

The Strategi at Athens were instituted after the

remodefling of tho constitution by Cleisthenes, to

discharge the duties which had in former times

been performed either by the king or the Archon
Polenmrchus. They were ten in number, one for

each of the ten trib^ and chosen by the suffrages

{\ttpoTOpla) of the people. (Pollux, viii 87.)

Before entering on their duties, they were required
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to submit to a SoKt/xaofo, or examination of their

character (Lysias, e. Alcib. 144); and no one was
eligible t> the office unless he had legitimate chil-

dren, and was possessed of landed property in At-
tica. (Dinarch. c. Demo$lk. 99.) They were, as
their name denotes, entrusted with the command
on military expeditions, with the superintendence

of all warlike preparations, and with the regulation

of all matters in any way connected with the war
department of the state. They levied and enlisted

the soldiers (KaT^Xe^ov), either personally or with
the assistance of tho Taxiarebs. (Lysias, c. Alcib.

140, pro Milit. 114.) They were entrusted with
the collection and management of the tioipopal^ or

property taxes raised for the purposes of war ; and
also presided over, or officiated as Llaoyttytis in

the courts of justice in which any disputes con-
nected with this subject or the trierarchy wore de-
cided. (Wolf, ad Lejd. p. 94 ;

Dem. c, /mct. 940.
1 6.) They also nominated from year to year per-

sons to serve as trierarchs (Dem. c. BoeoL L 997

;

Xenoph. d« Rep. Athen. 3), and took cognisance
of the cases of Antidosis arising out of the tric-

rnrehy and property taxes {Iwolovyras du^iSdoctr,

r.P^Mcnip. 1040.) They also presided at courts-

inartinl and at the trials in cases of accusation f< r

non-perforroance of military and naval duties.

IAstratbiar and Anaumachiou Graphak.]
They likewise had the power of convening extra-

ordinary assemblies of the people in cases of emer-
gency [Ecclrria, pp. 440, h, 441, a], and from
the instance of Perides it would always seem that

in critical times they had the power of preventing

an assembly being holden. (Tbucyd. ii. 22.) But
their most important trust was the command in

war, and it depended upon circumstances to how
manv of tlie number it was given. At Marathon
all the ten were present, and the chief command
came to each of them in turn. The Archon Pole-

marchus also was there associated with them, and
according to the ancient custom, his vote in a
council of war was equal to that of any of the

generals. (Herod, vi. 109.) In tho expedition

against Samos, also, all the ten generals were en-

gaged (Thucyd. L 116), the poet Sophocles being
one of the number (Miillcr, Literature of Ancient
Greece^ p. 338) ; but it was obvious that in most
cases it would be neither convenient nor useful to

send out tho whole number on the same under-
taking, and during the course of a protracU>d war
it would be necessary for some of them to be left

at home, in charge of the war department there.

Accordingly, in the best times of Athens, three

only were for the most port sent out ; one of these

{rplros atrr6s) was considered as the commander-
in-chie^ but his colleagues bad an equal voice in

a council of war. Sometimes a strategus, as

Pericles, wtis vested with extraordinary powers
(Thucyd. iL 65) : in like manner, the three go-

ncrols engaged in the Sicilian expedition, Nicios,

Alcibiades, and Lamarchus, were made cwroKpd~
TopcT, or supreme and independent in all matters
connected with it. (Thucyd. vL 8, 26.) So also

was Aristides in bis command at Plataeae. But
even in ordinary cases the Athenian generals were
not fettered in the conduct of a campaign by any
council of war, or other controlling authority, as

the Spartan kings sometimes were
;
still they were

responsible for and in the time of Demosthenes
{PhUip. i. 53) qxposed on the termination of their

command to capital indictment at the caprice of

Digitized by Googie
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tho people, or from the malerolence of personal

enmitj. (e. Mid, 5S5, e, Aristocr, 676.) Even
Penclet hunself (Thucjd. ii. 65) was fined bj the

people for imputed mismanagement, but really be-

cause the Athenians were disappointed in their

expectations.

In the times of Chabrias and Pbocioo, however,

the greater part of the nnerals regularly remained

at home to conduct the processions, &c., as the

citiaens did to enjoy them, leaving their wan to

be conducted by mercenaries and their leaders.

(Demosth. PkiL i. 47. 1 2.) Some of them too were
not commanden of all the troops, but only of the

horse and foot of separate armies {ffrparjry^s 6 dwl

TWK 2hrX«»' or 6wXirir^ and 5 dirl rwr Iswfwy) *

and one of them, the general of the administration

(5M r^s 8iotK^«wr), performed part of the judi-

cial laboun of the strategi, and other civil servieet,

such as that of giving out the pay of tho troops.

(Bbckh, JhiU. Boon, of AOtemSy p. 181, 2d ed.

;

Dem. po Cbroa. 265. 11.) We must also re-

member that the Athenian navy as well as the

army was commanded by the Stimtegi, whence the
** praetoria navis ** or flsig-ship is called tnporytyis

¥OMt. (Hermann, LekriwA der grieA. StaatPilL

81.V2.)

The strategi at Athens were perhaps the most
important officers of the republic, especially during

war
; and amongst them are numbered some of her

mostdistinguUhedcitiseiia,MilUadet,Themistoclet,

Pericles, Phodon, dec. But the generals of the

early times differ^ in many respects from the con-

temporaries of Demosthenes. Fonnerty tho general

and the statesman were united in one person ;
the

leader in the field was the leader in tho assembly,

and thus acquired a double influence, aecompani^
with a double responsibility. But in later times,

the general and the professed orator or statesman

were generally perfectly distinct (Isocr. cfo Poor,

173), and the latter, os ought always to be the ease

in free states, had by fiu the greater influence.

The last of tho Athenian generals who was con<

sidered to unite the two characters, was Phocion,

who was general no less than forty-five times.

(Plut Pkoc. 5.) Accordingly tho various parties

into which the state was then divided had each

their orator and general, the former acting as a
recognised leader (Demosth. (Myn. il 26) ; and a
general, when absent on foreign expeditions, was
liable to be maligned or misrepresented to the

people by an unfriendly and influential demagogue.
(Demosth. de Otenon. 97. 12.) Hence we cannot

a*onder that the generals of tho age of Demosthenes
were neither so patriotic nor so distinguished as

those of former times, mmre especially when we
call to mind, that they were often the commanders
of mercenary troops, and not of citiaens, whose
presence might have checked or animated them.

Moreover, they tuflfered in morel chaxmeter by the

,

contamination of the mercenary leaders with whom
,

they were asanciated. The necessity they were

under of providing their hired soldiers widi pay,

habituated them to the practice of levying exac-

tions frbm the allies
;
the sums thus levied were

not strictly accounted for, and what should have

been applied to the service of the state was fre-

quently spent by men like Chares upon their own
pleasures, or in the purchase of a powerfril orator.

(Thirlwall, Hitl. of &reeev, vol. v. p. 214.) An-
other effect of the separation of tho two characters,

was that the responsibility of the general and of
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the orator or minister was lessened, and it was in

most cases easy for a general to purchase an appa-

rently disinterested advocacy of his conduct. There
was this further abuse connected with the system,

that according to Isocrates (fU Paee^ l€S)« milltsry

command was so much coveted, that the election

of generati was often detennined by the most pro-

fligate bribery.

The most eminent generals of the time of De-
mosthenes were Timotheus, Chobrias, Iphicntes,

and Diopithes : Chares and Lysicles were inferior

to them both in loyalty and skill, but the former

and the roeroenary Choridemns were frequently

employed. Towards the decline of the Roman
empire the chief magistrate at Athens was called

^panrydf, or the Duke: Constantine bestowed
on him the title of VUyas Zrorfydr or the 6'niad

Duke. (Julian. Orat i.) The military cbiefr of

the Aetolian and Achaean leagues were also called

Strategi The Achaean Strategi had the power
of convening a general assembly of the league on
extraordioaiy occasions. [Achaicum Fobdvs
p.5,b.) [a W.J
STRATO'RES. 1. Imperial Equerries subject

to the Tribunus Stabuii Their proper duty, ns

the name imports, was to saddle the horses
;
they

also led them firom the stable and assist^ tlie

emperor to mount. Hence they were termed in

Greek dmfloX«7f. From the addition of miUe to

their title it appears that they were considered os

part of the military establishment (Spartian.

Caroeall. 7 ;
Anun. Marc. xxx. 5 ; see Ducange,

s. 0.) Con^s and praetors had their stratores

as we learn from inscriptions (OrelL Inter

,

n. 798,

3250, 3523), and perhaps aediles also. (Orell.

n. 1584.)

2. Officers sent into the provinces to select

horses for the stud of the prince or for the general

service of the state. (Amm. Marc. xxix. 3 ; Cod.
Theod. 8. tit 8. a. 4 ;

Cod. 12. tit 25 ;
Salmas.

od CapitoUn. M. AmUmin. 8, ad TVehelL PoU. Fa-
ierioH, 3.) These in all probability belonged to

the same body with those mention^ above ; the

title etraioree a ptJdieit rationdme^ by which they
are ufually distinguished in works upon Roman
antiquities, rests upon no authority except the
letters STR. A.F.li. in an inscription (Gniter, p.

DLXix. n. 8), the interpretation of which is very
doubtfrii

3. Jailors under the orders of the CommeiUa-
riauit or Chief Inspector of Prisons. (Cod. Theod.
9. tit S. a. 1.) To these Ulpian refers (Dig. 1.

tit 16. S.4), “ nemo proconsulum stratores suos

habere potest, sed rice eorum milites ministerio

in provinciis funguntur,'* although the passage is

quoted in roost dictionaries as bearing upon the

stratores of the stable. (Compare the Notitia Diy-
miiatum Imperii OrientUy c. 13 and c. 101 in Orac-
vii T%et. Rom. Antiq. voL viL p. 1375 andp. 1606.)

4. In the later lAtin writers and especially in

the monkish historians of the middle ages, etroiorce

denote a chosen body of soldiers sent in advance of
an army to explore the countr}', to determine the
proper line of inarch, to select the spots best fitted

lor encamping, and to make all tho arrangements
necessary for the safo^ and comfort of the troops

when they halted, their duties being in some re-

spects analogous to those of the classical mHaiorce^
and in others to those of a modem oorpt-de-yuidee.

(Symmach. EpieL ad Theod. et ValeeL \ ; Du-
cangc, 9. V.)

by
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5. We find in an inacription the Dio-

MBDBe Ap. Sthator, which ia generally under*

flood to commemorate the laboon ofsome indiTidoal

in paring the ATOian Way, and mention U made
of $traioret of this description in another inscrip*

tioD found at Mayence. (OrelL n. 1450 ; compare

Focha, Ge$^iekie ooa Mainz,) [W. R.]

STRENA,a preeent given on a feetire day and
for the sake of good omen (Festns, s. o.), whence a
good omen is called by Plautus fiona strema. (Stick,

T. 2. 24.) It was however chiefiy applied to a new
year's gift, to a pi^ent made on the Calends of

January. In accordance with aSenatasconsultum

new year's gifts had to be presented to Augustus
ill the Cs^itol, even when he was absent. (Suet
Ai^. 57 ; comp. Dion C^ass. Hv. 55.) The person

who received snch presents was accustomed to

make others in retom (i(rgaarMJW cofninerci^) ;

but Tiberius, who did not like the custom on ac-

count of the trouble it gave him and also of the ex-

pense in making presents in return, frequently left

Rome at the b^inning of January, that he might

be out of the way (Dion C^ass. Ivii. 8), and ^so
strictly forbade any such i^esents to be ofiered

him after the first of January, as he used to be

annoyed by them during the whole of the month.

(Suet 7%. 84 ;
Dion Cass. Ivii. 17.) The custom,

so fiir as the emperor was concerned, thus seems to

have fiillcn almost cnUrely into disuse during the

reign of Tiberius. It was revived again by C^igula

(Suet CkU, 42 ; Dion Cass. lix. 24), but abolished

by Claudius (Dkm C^ass. lx. 6) ; it must, however,

have been restored afterwards, ss we find it men-
tioned as late as the reigns of Theodosias and
Arcadius, (Auson. Ep. xviii 4 ; Synunacb. Ep.
X.28.)

STRIAE, [COLUMNA.]
STRIG.\. [Caotra, p.254.]

STRIOIL. [Bai-nsas, pp. 185,^ 192,a.]

STR(FPHIUM (reurlo, ToirtSiOP,

was a girdle or belt worn by women ronnd the

breast and over the inner tunic or chemise. (Non.

xiv. 8 ;
tereti stropkio luetamUi vincta papiUas^ I

Catull. Ixiv. 65.) It appears from an epigram of

Martial (xiv. 66) to have been usually made of

leather. (Becker, GaUtUy voL i. p. 321.)

STRUCTOR. (Corna, p. 307, b.]

STULTCFRUM FE'RIAE. [Fornacalu.]
STUPHUM. [AouLTXRiuic ; Concuuina

;

Incsstum.]
STYLUS. (Stilus.)

SUBCENTU'RIO. [Exercitus, p.506,a.)

SUBITA'RII. [Tumultor]
SUBLIGA'CULUM orSUCCINCTO'RIUM

(5id(w^ T«p(^o0>ta), drawers. (Joseph. Ant iit 7.

f 1.) This article of dress, or a bandage wound
about the loins so as to answer the same purpose,

was worn by athletes at the public games of Greece

in the earliest ages [Athlxtas] : but the use of

it was soon discontinued, and they went entirely

naked. (Schol. m Horn, II. xxiiL 683 ;
laid. Orig.

xviiL 17.) The Romans, on the contrary, and rdl

other nations except the Greeks, always adhered

to the use of it in their gymnastic exercises.

(Thucyd. I 6 ;
Schol. m loe. ; Clem. Alex. Pa^dag,

ill 9 ;
Isid. Orig. zix. 22.) It was also worn by

actors on the stage (Cic. dt (^. I 35), by those

who were employed in treading grapes [Torcu-
lar] (Oceptm. vL 11), and by the Roman popa

at the sacrifices, and it then received the de>

nomination limta (Virg. Aen, xii 120 ;
Servius,
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m he.\ which name was also applied to it as worn
by Roman slaves. (Gell. zil 3.) The circumstance

ot the slaves in India wearing this as their only

eovering (Strabo, xv. 1. § 75. p. 156, ed. Sieb.) is

agreeable to the practice of modem slavery in the

West Indies and other tropical countries. [ J. Y.)
SUBSCRPPTIO CENSO'RIA. (Censor,

p.263,b.)

SUBSECI^A. (Aorariab LsoBa, p. 42,0.)
SUBSELLIUM. (Thronus.)
SUBSIGNA'NI. (Exercitus, p. 502, a.)

SUBSTITU'TIO. (Hires, p. 599, a.)

SUBTE'MEN. (Tela.)
SUBU'CULA. (Tunica.)
SUCCE^IO. This word is used to denote a

right which raraaina unchanged as such, but is

changed with reference to its subject The change
is of such a nature that the right when viewed as

attached to a new person is founded on a preceding

right, is derived from it and depends upon it The
right must accordingly begin to be attached to the

new person at the moment when it ceases to be at-

tacheid to the person who previously had it
; and

it cannot be a better right than it was to the per-

son from whom it was derived (Dig. 50. tit 1 7.

B. 175. § 1). Thus in the case of the transfer of

ownership by tradition, the new ownership begins

when the old ownership ceases, and it onfr arises

in case the former possessor of the thing had the

ownership, that is, prior ownership is a necessary

condition of subs^uent ownership. This kind of

change in ownership is csJled Succestio. It fol-

lows from the definition of it that Usucapion is

not included in it ; for Usucapion is an original

acquisition. The successio of a heres is included,

for though there might be a considerable int^ral

between the death and the aditio hereditatis,

yet when the hereditas was once taken posses-

sion of, the act of aditio had by a legal fiction re-

lation to the time of the death. Thus whereas we
generally view persons who possess rights as the

permanent substance and the rights as accidents,

m the case of Succession the right is the permanent
substance, which persists in a series of persons.

The notion of Succession applies mainly though
not exclusively to property. With respect to the

law that relates to Fomilia, it applies so fiur as tho

parts of the FamQia partake of the nature of pro-

perty, such as the power of a*iiaaster over his slave,

and the ease of Patronatus and Mancipii causa.

Thus the patria potestas and the condition of a
wife in mann may be objects of succession. It

applies also to the case of ^option.

Successio is divided into Singular Succession

and Universal Succession- These t^rms conveni-

ently express the notion, but they are not Roman
terms. The Roman terms were as follows : in

nnirersura jus, in earn dontaxat rem suecedere

(Dig. 21. tit. SL s. 5) ;
per universitatem, in rem

suecedere ((}aius, il 97 ; Dig. 43. tit 3. s. 1) ; in

omne jus mortui, in eingulanim rerum dominium
suecedere (Dig. 29. tit 2. s. 37) ; in universa bona,

in rei tanturn dominium suecedere. (Dig. 39. tit 2.

s.24.)

It is Singular succession when a single thing as

an object of ownership is transferred, or several

things together, when they are transferred os in-

dividual mings, and not as having any relation to

one another in consequence of this occidental com-
mon mode of transfer. The person into whose
place another comes by Singular succession, is

3 s 2
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called Anctor with respect to his successor. In of the notion was not left to the pleasure of indi*

order to he Singular succession, the whole right of viduals, and* accordingly this doctrino was, to use

the auctor must be transferred. He to whom an a Roman phrase. Juris PublicL

estate in fee simple is transferred, takes by Singular The words Suocossio, Successor, Suoeedere by
succession : he to whom a life estate is granted out themselves have a general meaning and comprise

of an estate in fee simple, does not take by Singu- both kinds of Succession. Sometimes these words

lar succession. by themselves signify universal succession, as ap-

The object of Universal succession is property as pears from the context (Gaius, iii. 82), and by
an ideal whole {uNh^nitas) without any reference such expressions os heredes cctcrique successorca

to its component parts. Yet the notion of sticces' In other cases the kind of succession is denoted by
sion applies as well to a fraction of this ideal whole appropriate words as per universitatem sncocdcrc,

as to the unit which this ideal whole is conceived acquirers, transire, in universum jus succedere, Ac.

to be
;

for tlio whole property being viewed as a in the case of Uiii\*crsal Succession ; and in rein,

unit, it may bo conceived to be divided into frac- in rci dominium, in liagulorum return dominium
tioiial parts w’ilhout any reference to the seveml succedere, &c. in the case of Singular Succession,

things which arc included in the ideal whole. It In the phrase universitatem succedere'* the

was also consistent with this species of succession notion of universal succession is not directly cx-

thal many particular thuigs should be incapable of pressed
;
for the phrase has immediate reference to

being transferred : thus in the case of an hereditas the acquisition of a single thing, and it is only by
the ususfnictus of the deceased did not pass to the means of the word Uuiversitaa that wo express

hercs, and in the case of adrogation neither the tho notion, that the acquisition of the individual

usnsfnictus nor tho debts of the adrogated person, thing is ctTeCted by means of the acquisition of the

according to the uid law. u'hple.

In the case of Obligationet there is no Singular (Savigny, System, drc. iii. p. 8 ;
Gaius, iL 97,

succession : there is either the change of the Gbli- &c. ; Puchta, Inst. ii. § 198.) [G. L.]

gatio into another by Novatio, or the suing for the SUCCESSOIi. [Suocsssio.]

debt hy another (cessio acUouis). SUCCINCTO'RIUM. [Subligaculvu.]
The object of Universal succession it a Univer- SUD.A'TIO, SUDATO'RIUM. [Balnkab,

sitos as such, nnd it is by means of the w'ords p. 190, b.]

Universitas and Universum, that the Romans de> SUFFl'BULUM. [Yxstalss.]
note this kind of succession ; but it would be er> SUFFRA'GIA SEX. [Equitbs, p. 472, h.]

roncous to infer from this use of the term that SUFFRA'GIUM, avote. At Athens the voting

succession applies to all Universiuttes. Its proper in the popular assemblies and the courts of justice

application is to property, and the true character of was either by show of hands or by ballot, as is

Universal succession is the immediate passing over explained under Chbirotonia and Pmxphus. It

from ono person to another of all the credits and is commonly supposed that at Rome the people

debts that belong or arc attached to tbi> property, were always polled in the comitia by word of

This happens in the case of an hereditas : heres in mouth, till the passing of the Leges Tabcllariae

omne jus inortui, non tantum singulanim rcrum about the middle of the second century before

dominium succedit, quum ct ea qiuic in nominibus Christ [Taubllariab Lbobs], when the lialiot

aunt ad heredem transcant (Dig. 29. tiL 2. s. 37) ;
by means of tabellao a*as introduced. [Tabblla.]

and in the case of adrogation as to most matters. Wundcr (Cbd«r p. clxviL &c.) however
The debts would be transferred by adrogation if has shown, that the popular assemblies voted by
this were not accompanied with a capitis deminutio. ballot, as well as by word of mouth, long before

Credits and debts could not be tranifcrrcd by the passing of the Leges Tabcllariae, but that in-

Singular succession. The cases of Universal succes> stead of using tabeUae they employed stones or

sion Were limited and the notion could not be ap- pebbles (the Greek >uid that each voter

plied and made effectual at the pleasure of indivi* received two stones, ono white and the other

duals. The most ipiportant cases of Universal black, the former to be used in the approval and
succession were the property of a deceased person

;
the bttcr in the condemnation of a measure. Tho

as hereditas, bonorum possessio, fideicommissaria voting b^ word of mouth seems to have been
hereditas, and others of the like kind. The pro- adopt^ in elections and trials, and the use of

porty of a living person might bo transferred in pebbles to have been confined to the enactment
this way, in the case of adrogntio, conventio in nnd repeal of laws. That the latter mode of voting

manum, and the bonorum emtio. (Gaius, ii. 98.) was adopted in early times is proved by many
In many other cases though tho object is to trans- passages of Dionysius, and cspeciallv by x. 4 1 : ias

fer a whole property, it is in fact effected by the 4 8%ior r^f oi y*»raroi rwr va-

transfer uf the several thmgs : the following arc rfUKuey— rd dyycia rwr robs

instances of this kind of transfer, the gift of n iupfipovyro

;

and by xi. 52 : MXfxNray KoStViro*'

whole property, or its being nuide a Dos, or being r^^yeu vrkp r^r w^Ac«r ‘P«/iafwr, ko8* initmiy
brought into a Societas, or the sale of an hereditas by iaro$ii(rovTai riis It It also

by a hcivs. confirmed by the common expressions used with
The notion of a Universal succession among the respect to voting, as ferrt^ miUert la

Romans appears to have lieen derived from the tvffngia^ inire, or ir$ m tu^raffiOf which lead us
notion of the hereditas, to which it was necessary to suppose that the sufliragium probably signified

to attach the credits and debts of the deceased and something which was put by the band from one
the sacra. Other instances of Universal succession place into another. For if the Romans had from
such as the Bonorum Possessio grew out of the tho first been polled only by word of mouth, it is

notion of the hereditas ; and it was found con- scarcely possible that such on expression as tu^ra-
venient to extend it to other cases, such as Adro- ffium Jerre would have been used, when they had
gation. But, al already observed, the extension

1
nothing to carry; but on the contrary, some such

... ..lit
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word ns dkere would have been employed, more
especially as it is certain that in the most ancient

times those who voted by word of mouth did not

go up one by one to the officer who received the

votes, but remained in their places, and were asked
for their votes by the Uogaiores^ who thence de-

rived their name. Besides which the word tuffra~

ffium can scarcely signify the same as $ententia or

vox. The etymology is uncertain, for the opinions

of those who connect it with tppd^fcriat or fragor
do not deserve notice. Wunder thinks that it

may possibly be allied with svffrago^ and signified

originally an ankle-bone or knuckle- bone. On the

passing of the Leges Tabellarioe the voting with

stones or pebbles went out of use. For further

particulars with respect to the voting in the comitia,

sec Comitia, p. 336 ; Diribitorks
;
Situla

;

Tabella
;
Tabbllariak Lkobs.

Those who had the Jxu Suffragii or the right of

voting in the comitia, as well as the capacity of

enjoying magistracies, were citizens optima jure,

[ClVITAS, p. 291, b.]

SUGOESTUS means in general any elevated

place made of materials heap^ up {nJi and gcro)^

and is specially applied : 1. To the stage or pulpit

from which the orators addressed the people in tno

comitia. [Rostra.] 2. To the elevation from

which a general addressed the soldiers. (Tacit

HiaL i. 35.) 3. To the elevated seat from which
the emperor beheld the public gomes (Suet Jtd,

76 ; Plin. jpaaeg.51), also called atbiculuvi, [Cu-
DICULUM.]
SIJGORUNDATIIUM. [Funus, p. 559, b.]

SUI IIF.RE'DES. [Hbres, p.59«,b.]

SUMTUA'RIAE LEGES, the name of various

laws passed to prevent inordinate expense {sumtus)

in bimquets, dress, &c. (Gellius, ii. 24, zx. 1.)

In the states of antiquity it was considered the

duty of government to put a check upon extra-

vagance in the private expenses of persons, and
among the Romans in paiticular we find traces

of this in the laws attributed to the kings and
in the Twelve Tables. The censors, to whom was
entrusted the dixiplina or cura morum^ punished

by the nota censoria all persons guilty of what was
then regarded as a luxurious mode of living : a

great many instances of this kind are recorded.

[Censor, p. 264, a.] But as the love of luxury

greatly increased with the foreign conquests of the

republic and the growing wealth of the nations,

various Leges Siimtimriae were passed at different

times with the object of restraining it. These

however, as may be supposed, rarely accomplished

their object, and in the latter times of the republic

they were virtually repealed. The following is a

list of the moat important of them arranged in

chronological order.

OrriA, proposed by the tribune C. Oppius in the

consulship of Q. Fabius and Ti. Sempronius in the

middle of the second Piuiic war B. c. 213, enacted

that no woman should have above half on ounce of

gold, nor wear a dress of different colours, nor ride

in a carriage in the city or in any town, or within

a mile of it, unless on account of public sacrifices.

'I'his law was repealed twenty years afterwards

(Liv. zxxiv. 1, 8; VaL Max. ix. 1. §3), whence

we frequently find the Lex Orchia mentioned as

the first Lex Sumtnaria. Tacitus (Ann, iit 33, 34)
speaks of Oppioe Leges.

Orchia, proposed by the tribune C. Orchius in

the third year after the censorship of Cato b.c. 181,

SUMTUARIAE LEGES. 1077

limited the number of guests to be present at en-
tertainments. When attempts were afterwards
made to repeal this law, Cato offered the strongitst

opposition, and delivered a speech in defence of the
law, which is referred to by the grammarians.
(Macrob. Sal, ii. 13 ; Festus, «. tw, Obumitavere,
Percundutum

;

Schol. Bob. «» CVc. pro Scat.

p. 310, ed. Orelli
;
Meyer, Oral. Homan, Fragm.

p. 91, &C., 2d ed.).

Fannia, proposed by the consul C. Fannius b. c.

161, limited the sums which were to bo spent on
entertainments, and enacted that not more than
100 asses should bo spent on certain festi^-als

named in the lex, whence it is called Centuasia by
Lucilius, that on ten other days in each month not
more than 30 asses, and that on all other days not
more than 1 0 asses should be expended : also that
no other fowl but one hen should be served up, and
that not fattened for the purpose. (Gell. ii. 24 ;

Macrob. ii. 13 ;
Plin. II, N. x. 50. s. 71.)

DiniA, passed B.C. 143, extended the Lex Fan-
nia to the whole of Italy, and enacted that not only
those who gave entertainments which exceeded in

expense what the law had prescribed, but also all

who were present at such entertainments, should
be liable to the penalties of the law. \Ve are not

however told in what these consisted. (Macrob.
Sal, ii. 1 3.)

Licinia agreed in its chief provisions with the

Lex Fannin, and was brought fonvard, we are told,

that there might be the authority of a new law
upon the subject, inasmuch as the Lex Fannia was
lH‘ginning to bo neglected. It allowed 200 asses

to be spent on entertainments upon marriage days
and on other days the some as the Lex Fannia:
also, that on ordinary days there should not be
served up more than three pounds of fresh and one
pound of salt meat. (Gell. Macrob. //. cc,) Gellius

(I, c,) states, that this law was brought forward by
P. Licinius Crassus, but we do not know at what
time, probably however in his prnctorship ac. 103.

Gellius relates elsewhere (xv. 8) that a lAitin

orator of the name of Favorinus spoke in support

of this Law. (See Diet, of IHotj. art. Favorinus.)

Cornelia, a law of the dictator Sulla n. c. 81

,

was enacted on account of the neglect of the Fan-
nian and Licinian IjRws. Like these it regulated

the expenses of entertainments. (Gell. ii. 24 ;

Macrob. L o.) Extravagance in funerals, which
had been forbidden even in the Twelve Tables

(Cic. de Leg. iL 23—25), was also restrained by a
law of Sulla. (Pint. Suit. 35.) It was probably

the same law which determined how much might be

spent upon monuments. (Cic. ad Att, xii. 35, 36.)

Abmilia, proposed by the consul Aemilius Le-

pidus B. c. 78, did not limit the expenses of enter-

tainments, but the kind and quantity of food that

was to be used. (Gell. Macrob. IL cc.) Pliny (//.

N. viii. 67. s. 82) and Aurelius Victor (de Fir. HI,

72) ascribe this law to the consulship of M. Aemi-
lius Scaurus b.c. 115. It is not impossible that

there may have been two Aemilian Leges on the

subject.

Antia, of uncertain date, proposed by Antius

Restio, besides limiting the expenses of entertain-

ments, enacted that no actual magistrate, or magis-

trate elect, should dine abroad anywhere except at

the houses of certain persons. This law however
was little observed

;
and we are told that Antius

never dined ont afterwards, that he might not see

his own law violated. (Gell. Macrob. U, cc.)

3 /. 3
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J ULIA, proposed bj the dictator C. Julius Caesar,

enforced the former loropCoary laws respecting <

tertainments, which had fallen into disuse. (Dioa

Cass, xliii. 2<5.) Julius Caesar adopted strong mea-

sures to carry this law into execution, but it was

Tiolated when he was absent from Rome. (Ck. ad

Jit, xiil 7.) He stationed ofiioeri in the proTision

market to seise upon all eatables forbidden bj the

law, and sometimes sent lictors and soldiers to ban-

quets to take away every thing which was not

allowed by the law. (Suet. Jut. 48.) Cicero seems

to refer to this law in two of his epistles (ad Fam,
vii. 26, ix. 15).

Julia, a lex of Augustus, allowed 200 sesterces

to be expended upon festi>'als on dies profesti,

300 upon those on the Calends, Ides, Nonet, and
some other festive dnrs, and 1 000 upon marriage

feasts. There was a^ an edict of Augustus or

Tiberius by which as much as from 300 to 2000
sesterces were allowed to bo expended upon enter-

tainments, the increase being niade w'ith the hope

of securing thereby the observance of the law.

(Cell. L e.
;
Sueton. Oetav, 34.)

Tiberius attempted to cbec^ extravagance in

banquets (Suet 7V6. 34) ; and a senattuconiultum

was passed in his reign for the purpose of restrain-

ing luxury, which forbade gold vases to be em-
ployed, except for sacred purposes, and which also

prohibited the use of silk garments to men. (Tacit

Ann. ii. 33 ; Dion Cass. Ivii. 15.) This sumptuary

law, however, was but little observed, (Tacit Ann.
iii. 52, 53.) Some regulations on the subject were
also nrnde by Nero (Suet AVr. 16), and by suc-

ceeding emperors, but they appear to have been of ^

little or no avail in checking too increasing love of

liixur}' in dress and food. (Plainer, IC*«reit. II.

fU J^e4jihu» Sumiuariit Rom. Lips. 1752 ;
Box-

inann, IHiwrt. <intiqw\riO’juridiea do Leg, Horn,

iiumtuariiiy Lugd. Datav. 1616.)

Sumptuary laws were not pe<^iar to antiquity.
** Our own legislation, which m its absurd as well

as its best parts baa generally some parallel in that

of the Romans, contains many instances of Sump-
tuary Laws, which prescribed what kind of dre^
and of what quality, should be worn by particular

classes, and so fortL The English Sumptuary Sta-

tutes relating to apparel commenced with the 37th
of Eda*ard III. This statute, after declaring that

the oiittagcous and excessive apparel of divers people

against their estate and degree is the destruction

and impoverishment of the land, prescribes the ap-

perol of the various classes into which it distributes

the people
; but it goes no higher than kuigbta

The clothing of the women and children is also

gulatcd. Tne next statute, 3rd of Edward IV., is

very minute. This kind of statute-making went on

At intervals to the 1st of Philip and Mary, when
an act was passed for the Reformation of ^oeasive

Apparel These Apparel statutes were repealed by
the 1st of James 1.^ (Long's TraasUtioo o(

Plutarch's Life of Sulla, c. 2.)

SUOVETAURPLIA. [SACBiriauM ; Lus-
TRATIO.]

SUPERFl'ClES, SUPERFICIA'IUUS. —
Superficies is Miything which is placed upon the

ground, 10 as to become attached to it. The most

common case of superficies is that of buildings

erected on another man's land. ** Those are

aedes supcrficiariao which are built on hired

ground, and the property of which both by the

Jus Civile nod Natuiale belongs to him to whoa

SUPERFICIES.

the ground (lo^aan) also belongs.*' (Omni, Dig.

43. tit 18. a 2.) Cicero (ad AtL iv. 2) nses the

expression tuperfieieeaodimm.'^ Every building

then was considered a part of the ground on which
it stood ; and the ownership and possession of the

building were inseparable ftixn the owinaebip and
possession of the ground. The Superficies resem-

bles a Servitus and is classed among the Jura in

re. According to the definition, the Supcrficiarius

had not the thing even In bonis ; and as the animus
Domini could not exist in the case of Superficies,

he consequently could not be Possessor. He bod
however a Juris Quasi Possessia The Supcrficiarius

had the right to the enjoyment of the Superficies

:

be could alienate the Superficies and pledge it for

the term of his enjoyment ; ho could dispose of it

by testament ; and it could be the object of suc-

cession ab intestato ; he could also make it subject

to a Servitus
;
and be could prosecute his right by

a utilis in rem actio. As be had a Juris Quasi
Posseisio, he was protected against threatened dis-

turbance by a special Interdict, which Is given in

the Digest (43. tit 18X and in its effect resembles

the Interdictum Utt possidetis. The explanation

of the passage relating to this Interdict (Dig. 43.

tit 16. s. 3) is given by Savigny (Dae RetM dee

lieeitxee^ p. 289, 5th ed.). If he was ejected, be
could have the Interdictum de ri, as in the case

.

of proper Possession
; and if he had granted the

use of the Superficies to another Precario, who re-

fused to restore it, he had the Interdictum dc pre-

cario.

A man could obtain the use of a Superficies by
agreement with the owner of the land for permis-

sion lo erect a building on it : he thus obtained a
Jus Superficiarium

;
and he might also by agree-

ment have the use of an existing Superficies. He
was bound to discharge alt the duties which he

owed in respect of the Superficies, and to make
the proper payment in respect of it (eolarium)^ if

any payment had been agreed on. The solarium

was A ground-rent. (Dig. 43. rit. 8. s. 2. §17.)
The rule of law tliat the Superficies belonged to

the owner of the soil was expressed thus : Super-

ficies S(Jo cedit. (Oains, it 73.) If then a man
built on another man's land, the house became the

property of the owner of the land. But if the

owner of the land claimed the house, and would
not pay the expense incurred by building it, the

builder of the house could meet the claimant with

a plea of dolus malos (eseeptio doU mali\ that is

to say, if be was a Bonao fidci possessor. In any
other case, he had of course no answer to the

owner's claim.

According to Coke (Co. Lift. 48, bX ** a man may
have an inheritance in an upper chamber, though
the lower buildings and the soil be in another, and
seeing it is an inheritance corporeal, it shall pass

by livery." But this doctrine is open to serioui

objections, and conUadicts a fondamontal principle

of law.

At Rome if a man received permission to build
on a locus publicus, he thereby obtained a Jus
Superfidarium. The Lex Icilia de Aveiitioo, b. c.

456, probably gave the ground in ownership to the
Plebs. Dionysius, who speaks particularly of this

lex, says that several persons united to build a
bouse on the same (dot of ground, and distributed

the stwes among them
;

this, however, would not

be a case of su(>erficies, but a communio pro in-

diviso. In later times, it was coamon at Roma
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for th« ground on which Insulae were built to re*

tnnin the property of the owner of the soil, while

other pereont had a Jus Superficiariam in the

diflerent stories, in respect of which a rent (so*

fonam) was payable to the dominus of the soiL

Kudorff {liatrag zur GeaekidUe der Szperfieiet^

ZeUtckrififur GttekuM, Reektwo. dec.. No. xu; says

that these terms were as connnra in Rome ^ as

they now are in London where great landholders,

in consideration of a rent for nine and ninety years,

and the reservation of the ownership of the soil,

allow others to occupy building ground and slightly

built bontes.** He who builds on another's land

on a building lease has a Jus Snperficiarium and
nothing more.

(Gaius, il 73—76 ; Dig. 43. tit 18 ;
Lex Icili^

Dionya Antkj. Rom, x. 82 ;
Puchta, IntL ii.

g 244 ; Zeii$chri/t. d-c. xl 219 ; Stair, IndUutea^

iiook iu tit. 7 ;
M'Dowcll, ln$L i. 676 ;

Coda

CV«7, art 664.) [G. L.]

SUPERNUMERAOUL [AcciNst]
SU'PPARUM. [Nsvia, p. 790, a; Tunica.)

SGPPLICATIO was a solemn thanksgiving or

supplication to the gods decreed by the senate,

when all the temples were opened, and the statues

of the gods frequently placed in public upon
couches {pnlvinaria\ to which the people offered

up their thanksgivings and prayers {ad omnia pul-

t'imria mppUeeUio deerda aar,Cic. in CaRL iii. 10).

( LxcTiSTsaNiuM.] A Svpplicaiio was decreed

for two different reasons.

I. As a thanksgiving, when a great victory had
lieen gained : it was usually decreed as soon as

ufficial inteUi^nce of the victory had been re-

ceived by a Tetter from the general in command.
The number of days during which it was to hut

was proportioned to the importance of the victory.

Sometimes it was decreed for only one day (Liv.

iiL 63), but more commonly for three or five days.

A supplication of ten days was first decreed in

lionour of Pompey at the conclusion of the war

with Mitbridates (Cic. <U Prov. Com. 11), and
one of fifteen days after the victory over the ^Igae
by Caenr, an honour which Caesar himself says

{/i. G. ii. 35) had never been granted to any one

Wfore. (Compare Cic. /. c.) Subsequently a sup*

plicatio of twenty days was decreed after his con-

quest of Vercingetorix. (Caes. B. Q, vii, 90.)

From this time the senate seemi to have frequently

incrensed the number of days out of mere compli-

ment to the general. We thus find mention of

thanksgivings for forty days (Dion Cass, xliil 14),

fiAy days (/</. xliii. 42, and Cic. PkiL xiv. 1 4), and

even sixty. (Dion Ciasa xl. 50.) A supplicatio was

usually regarded as a prelude to a triumph, but it

was not always followed by one, as Cato reminds

Cicero, to whose honour a snpplicatio had been

decreed. (Cic. ad Fom. xr. 5.) This honour was

conferred upon Cicero on account of his suppression

of the conspiracy of Catiline, which had never been

decreed to any one before in a civil capacity (to-

as he frequently takes occasion to mention.

{In CatiL iii. 6, 10, ta Pis. 3, PUL il. 6.)

II. A ^ppHeaRo^ a solemn supplication and

humiliation, was also decreed in timet of public

danger and distrees, and on account of prodigies to

avert the anger of the gods. (Lit. iu. 7, x. 23,

xxzi. 9, xxxvii. 3.)

SURDU8. [Oblioationbs, p. B18,& ;
Txa-

tAMINTUM.]
SUSPENSU'RA. [Balnxa*, p. 191, b.]
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SYCOPHANTES (truxo^jdmjT), At an early

period in Attic history a law was made prohibiting

the exportation of figa. Whether it was made in

a time of dearth, or through the foolish policy of
preserving to the natives the most valuable of
their productions, we cannot say. It appears,

however, that the law continued in force long
after the cause of its enactment, or the general

belief of ita utility, bad ceased to exist ; and
Attic fi^-growers exported their fruit in spite of

prohibitions and penalties. To inform against a
man for so doing was considered harsh and rexa-

Uous
; as all people are apt to think that obaolcto

statutes may 1^ infringed with impunity. Hence
the term ovKo^asreZr, which originally signified

to lay an information a^ntt another for trporiing

fig$y came to be applied to all ill-natur^, malicious,

groundless, and vexatious accusations. It is de-
fined by Suidas, ^cv6wr ramt narypfopur. (Ste-
phan. Tlcsaar. 8873, b.)

liyeopiuintes in the time of Aristophanes and
Demosthenes designated a person of a peculiar

class, not capable of being described by any single

word in our language, but well understood and ap-

preciated by an Athenian. He had not much in

common with our sycopkanL but was a happy com-
pound of the common barrttory informety pettifoggery

bnsybodyy rogncy liary and slanderer. The Athenian
law permitt^ any citisen (rhT ^vXhperor) to give

information against public offenders, and prosecute

them in courts of justice. It was the policy of the

legislator to eucourage the detection of crime, and
a reward (such as h^f the penalty) was frequently

given to the successful accuser. Such a power,
with such a temptation, was likely to be abused,
unless checked by the force of public opinion, or
the vigilance of the judicial tribunals. Unfortu-

nately, the character of the Athenian democracy
and the temper of the judges furnished additiomU
incentives to the informer. Eminent statesmen,

orators, generals, magistrates, and all p<‘rsons of

wealth and influence were regarded with jealousy

by the people. The more causes came into court,

the more fees accrued to the judges, and fines and
confiscations enriched the public treasury. The
prosecutor therefore in public causes, as well as the
plaintiff in civil, was looked on with a more favour-

able eye than the defendant, and the chances of

success made the employment a lucrative one. It

was not always necessary to go to trial or even to

commence proceedings. The timid defendant
was glad to compromise the cause, and the con-

scious delinquent to avert the threat of a proai'cu-

tion by paying a sum of money to his opponent.

Thriving informers found it not very difficult to

procure witnesses, and the profits were divided be-

tween them. According to Theophrastus (a/).i4Mm.
vL 254, b), Athens was full of Aiorv<roKoAcUwr

Kol Xsnrodvrwi' xal ifrevSo^iOpT^pwr xol tn/no^arrAr
nal tlffvdott^ijT^pmK The character of the <rvxo-

tpdrrtu will be best understood by the examples
and descriprions found in the Attic writers. Aris-

tophanes directs the keenest edge of his satire

agmnst them. (See particularly Aeham. 818,
Aves, 1410, Pint. 850.) Demosthenes says:
nosifp^r 6 ovKo^Arrjit nai ffdoKoror nai ^lAtdrum
(de Cbrom. 307 ;

compare o. EiAsd. 1309). 3vxo-
^ajrrttr Tpidicorra tarns in Lysias (c. Evand. 177,
cd. Stephl) signifies ^to exM thirty minas by
Syeophani-liks practices.** (See further Lys. JhrttJL.

KoraX. AvoX. 171 * Aesch. de Fal$. Leg. 36, c^
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Stoph. ; Dcm. de Cor. 291 ; XcnopK Man. u. 9.

I 4, Hep. jiti. i. 4.) That the increase of liti>

gation and p<-ijur}' was in some measure ownog to

the establishment of clubs and political associations

and the violence of party spirit, may be gathered

from various passages of the Attic writers. (Thu-
cyd. viil £4 ; Dcmostlu e. lioeot. de doU^ 1010, e.

l*ant(ien. 978, e. Zenoth. 885.)

The Athenian law did indeed provide a remedy
against this mischievous class of men. There wvis

a yp<iph ffvHoipayrltu tried before the Thesmotbe-

toc. Any person who brought a false charge

against another, or extorted money by threat of

legal proceedings, or suborned false witnesses, or

engaged in a conspiracy to ruin the character of nn

innocent man, was liable to this ypa^. He might

also be proceeded against by ^dcir,

Awayteyii, irpo€o\i) or cl<r<ryyeXla. (See articles

PtiASlR, Ac. ;
Aesch. de Fuls. J^. 47, ed. Steph.

;

Dem. e, Theocr. 1 325.) The tr^ was an

rifiTiTis, The heaviest punishment might be in-

flicted, together with dvi^a and confiscation of

property. Besides this, if any man brought a cri-

minal charge against another, and neglected to

prosecute it he was liable to a pe-

nalty of lOOO drachmas, and lost the privilege of

Instituting a similar proceeding in future, which

was considered to be a species of irifiia. (Dem.
c. Mid. 548, e. Tkeoer. 1 323.) The same conse-

quence followed, if ho fiiiled to obtain a fifth part

of the votes at the trial The fTwd«A(a in ciril

actions was a penalty of the same kind and having

the same object : viz., to prevent the abuse of

legal process, and check frivolous and unjust ac-

tions. Such were the remedies provided by law,

but they were found inefficacious in practice ; and
the woi^s of Aristophanes {PbUns., 885) were not

more severe than true :
** there is no charm against

the bile of a Sycophantes.** (See Plainer, Froe.

und Klttg. vol.ii. p. I64 ; Meier, A//. 2*roc. p. 335 ;

Sebdmann, Ant. Jur. ptib. Gr. pp. lOI, 185 ; Pol-

lux, viii. 31, 46, 47, 88.) [C.R.K.]
SYLAE (trvXiu). When a Greek stale, or

any of its members, had received an injury or

intuit from some other state or some of its mem-
bers, and the former was unwilling, or not in a

condition, to declare open war, it was not unusual

to give a commission, or grant public authority to

individuals to make reprisals. This was called

<rt>Aar, or erOAo, (Deniosth. c. TMoit. 93 1 *

Lysias, c. AVoorn. 1 85, ed. Steph.) Polybius (iv.

26, 36, 53) calls it \dtpvpov or ^b<Tta Karayy4K‘
\uv. Thus, when the liOcedaemoinans thought

the Athenians bad broken the treaty with them
by making incursions from Pylus, they issued a
proclamation that any of their subjects might

commit depredations on the Athenians

To^r Tliucyd. v. 115). Demosthenes

(de Coron. TrierarrA. 1232) declares that the

doput}’ captains of triremes so misbehaved them-

selves in foreign countries, plundering everybody

they came near, that no Athenian could travel safely

8id rbs inrl> rointtv xol vb\o.% irorcir-

Htooffp4yat, whore di^SpoAiji^lar refers to the arrest

of the person, aeAav to the seizure of goods.

Stiidas explains irOAai by the synonym (rwAA^if^su.

As to dv3poAi7i^loi for another purpose, sec Phonos.
In tho vatrri/cb avyypa^ in the speech of Demos-
thenes (e. Tmct. 927), one of tho conditions is that

|px>ds may be linded only 3irou ^ oDAcu &ctv
Adijredoa, ^ where no bostilities oru exercised

SYMBOLAEON.
against Athenians.** The people of Athens passed

a special decree to authorise privateering
;
and

when any booty was taken by Athenian subjects^

they reserved to themselves the right of dcU'rmin-

ing whether it w’os lawfully taken, whether it

ought to be kept or restored, and what should be

done with it. (Demosth. e. Timocr. 703 ;
Argum.

694, 695.) The ancient practice may be compared
with the modern one of granting letten of marque
and reprisal. (Harpocr. s. v. SoAos: Schdmann, ds

ComtV. p.284,A«/.«/ar. Ftdi. Gr. p. 367.) [C.R.K.)

SYLLOGEIS (crvAAfryfTs), usually called 2oA-

Ao7«7f ToC biipavy or the Collectors of the People,

wore special commissioners at Athens, who made out

a list of the property of the oligarchs previously to

its confiscation. {Lex Wut p. 304, Bekkcr.) I'hcy

formed nn (llarpocr. t. v. Si/AAcryi^), and
seem to have been introduced after the dominion of

the Thirty T}Tonts. It appears from on inscrip-

tion that the Syllogeis had to attend to the saen'd

rites connected with the worship of Athena and the

Olympian Zeus, whence Bockh conjectures that

they collected or summoned tho citiu*ns to certain

sacred rites, in which the people were feasted, and
that from this circumstance they derived their

name : the property of the oligarchs, of which they

are said to have made out a list fur the purpose of

confiscation, may have been applied to these public

banquets, since confiscated property was not unfre-

quently divided among the citizens. {Corjfus Inter,

Oraee. No. 99. pp. 137, 138, No. 157. p. 25U.)

SY'MBOLA. [CoKNA, p. 304, b
;
DiCAST>at.]

SYMBOLAEON, SYNALLAGMA, SYN-
TH E'CE (ffVjud<lAcuoi', ovt'dAAa^fui, vvr0ifinj)^ arc

all words used to signify a contract, but arc dis-

tinguishable from one another. ^vfiS6\aior is

used of contracts and bargains between private

persons, and peculiarly of loans of money. Thus,
cvfA€a\.4iv els dr8pdiro8or is, to lend upon the

security of a slave. (Demosth. c. ApAob. 822, c.

ZenotM. 884, e. Fhorm. 907, c. TYwotA. 1186, c.

Diotiys. 1284.) StivdAA07^10 signifies any matter

negotiated or transacted between two or more per-

sona, whether a contract or anything else. (De-

mosth. c. Onet 867, 869, e. Timocr, 760.) ioj*-

Olftcr) is used of more solemn and important con-

tracts, not only of those made between private

individuals, but also of treaties and conventions

between kings and states. (Thucyd. L 40, v. 18,

viil 37 ;
Xenoph. Hell. vii. 1. § 2 ; Demosth. do

Hkod. 199, de Coron. 251, e. Arutog, 774 ; Di-
narch. e. Demosth. 101, ed. Steph.)

As to the necessity or advantage of having

written agreements between individuals, see Syn-
ORAPHK. National compacts, on account of their

great importance, and the impossibility of other-

wise preserving evidence of them, were almost
always committed to writing, and commonly in-

scribe on pillars or tablets of some durable mate-
rial. (Thucyd. v. 23, 47 ; see Aristoph. Ackam,
727.) Upon a breach, or on the expiration, of
the treaty, the pillars were taken down. (Demosth,
pro Megalopol. 29.9.)

For breaches of contract actions were maintain-

able at Athens, called <rvpto\ai«>r (or ewBrinitr)
irape^iffws blKtu, (Pollnx, vi. 153, viil. 31.)
Such actions, it is apprehended, applied only to ex-
press contracts, not to obligations &r ddieto, or tho
^obffia ovraWdyfiaraoi Aristotle. {Ethic. Nieom.
r. 4.) Thus, if I had promised to pay a siun of
moovy by a certain day, and failed to pcHbnu that
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Cmiie, an action for breach of contract would

'o lain at Athena But if my cow bad broken

my neighbour's fence, my obligation to repair the

damage W’oald have given rise not to an action for

breach of contract, but to a 8/107 (Meier,

jiti. Proc. pp. 476, 477.) On the other hand, a

8(107 /3xd£i7T would lie against a person who had
committed a breach of contract ; for be was re*

gardud as a wrongdoer, and liable to pay compen*

sHlion to the party injured. Therefore Dionyso*

dorua, who had failed to perform the conditions of

a ymnut^ avyypeupii, had a Bitcij 0\dSris brought

against him by the persons who lent him money
on his ship. (Deniosth. 1282 ;

see also pro

c. CuUipp. 1240.) The Athenian law fre-

quently gave an option between various forms of

action. It is not, however, improbable that the

8i(ri7 (Tvt^Kwr wapa^dtrewf was only one species

of the Bin; And the name one of a less

technical kind. Wherever a debt had become
due to a man by reason of some previous contract,

we may suppose that be had the option between

an action of debt (x/^ovr) and one for breach of

contract The some observation will apply to the

Hhm wopoiraTa^inTf, dpyvp/ov, and others of a

similar kind. The main point of difference might

be this : that in a general action for breach of con-

tract, the plaintilf went for unliquidated damages,

which the court had to assess
;
whereas, upon a

claim to recover a debt or sum certain, or a specific

chattel, the court had nothing more to do than to

determine whether the plaintiff was entitled to it

or not
; the was krlfirtros. All such actions

were tried before the 0«T^4od«Vo4. (Meier, Jtt.

Proc. pp. 67, 184, 493—4.07, 510.)

'O/uoAoyfa appears to be a word of less technical

imtiiro than though (os we might expect

in words of this sort) they are often used indiffer-

ently. Grammarians make them stmonymous.

(Ilarpocr. $. r. *Kew^vr^vrov : Suidas, s. v.

Svr^icas wotttffBai or ri0*<r0ai fitrd tivoj

is, to make on agreement with any one
;

rats 4TVK9^#raiv, to abide by it ;
{nrtp0airfiy or

vapada/Mtv, to break or transgress. Here we may
observe, that avvOriKat is constantly used in the

plural, instead of <ri;vd^fci7, the only difference

l)cing, that strictly the former signifies the terms

or articles of ngrc«ment, in the same manner as

Biod^aoi, the tetiamentaty diaposiiion$^ is put for

B(od^in7, the iciiL 7,vpt€o\oy also signifies a com-

pact or agreement, but had become (in Attic par-

lance) obwlete in this sense, except in the expres-

sion Sfxoi dwh (TVjU^dXwv. (Sec below.) [C.li.K.J

SYMBOLON, DIKAE APO (Bfxai iirh trvfi-

€6Xmv). The ancient Greek states hod no well

defined international law for the protection of their

respective members. In the earlier times troops

of robbers used to roam about from one country to
'

another, and commit aggressions upon individiuils,

who in their turn made reprisals, and took the law

into their own hands. Even when the state took

upon itself to resent the injury done to its members,

a violent remedy was resorted to, such as the

giving authority to take <rCAa, or ^5aux, a sort of

national distress. As the Greeks advanced in

civilisation, and a closer intercourse sprung up
among them, disputes between tku natives of dif-

ferent countries were settled (whenever it was
poMible) by friendly negotiation. It soon begnn

to l>e evident, that it would be much bettor, if, in-

stead of any interference on the port of the state.
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such disputes could be decided by legal procesi,

either in the oue country or the other. Among
every people, however, the laws were so framed,

as to render the administration of justice mure
favourable to a citizen than to a foreigner

; and
thcrefure it would bo dtsadvanmgeous, and often

dangerous, to sue a man, or be bu<^ by him, in his

own country. The most friendly relation might
subsist between two states, such as or

iwiyofiloj and yet the natives of each lie exposed
to this disadvantage in their mutual intercourse.

To obviate such an evil, it was necessary to have a
special agreement, declaring the conditions upon
which justice was to be reciprocally administered.

Intematiunal contracts of this kind were called

<r^fi€oXOy defined by Suidas thus, cvyBrjitat &r

dXA^Axus oi wdAcix Tdrrwiri rots voAfreuv,

&<TT9 BiSdvcu aal Xa^dytiv rd 8/jcaia : and tho

canses tried in pursuance of such contracts wore
called 8(ir<u dwd crv^dAwy. The more constant

and more important the intercourse between any
two nations, the more necessary would it be for

them to establish a good system of international

jurisprudence. Commercial people would stand in

need of it the most. Aristotle mentions the 'Pus-

cans and Carthaginians os having a^^SoXa irtpl

TOO fiif dSiKcir, (polU. iii. 1, 3, and 5, 1(K) No
such agreement has been preserved to us, and we
know but little about the terms that were usually

prescribed. The basis of them seems to have l>ecn

the principle that ortor mjutiur /oram ret; but

this, ns well as other conditions, must have varied

according to circumstances. Liberty of person, and
protection of property, would, no doubt, he secun*d

to tho foreigner, as far as possible
;
and it would

be the duty of the «pd(cros to see that these rights

wore respected. A common provisfon was, tliat

the party who lost his cause might appeal to the

tribunal of the other country, or to that of some

third state mutuallv agreed upon. (Etym. Mngn.
s. r. ‘'EKxAiTTot vtiAir.) 'Phis was perhaps sug-

gested by the practice which had growm up, of re-

ferring national quarrels to the arbitration of some
individual or third state. (Thiicyd. i. 34, 78, 140,

V. 41, viu 18 ;
^homann, Ant. Jar. pub. G’r. p.

367.)

When the Athenians made any such treaty,

they required it to be approved of and finally nui-

6cd by a jury of tbc llcliaca, under the direction of

the 'Phesmothetae. Hence Pollux (riii. 88) says

of those magistrates, rd aifi$oXa rd irp^r vdr

irdAvir Kvpovfftr. The other contracting state was
therefore compelled to send an envoy to Athens,

with power to conclude the treoty (if he thought

fit) os it was drawn up and settled by the Thesmo-

thetae and jurors. Most of the people with whom
tho Athenians had to deal, were either subject or

inferior to them, and were content to acquiesce in

the above regulation. Philip, however, would not

submit to it, and demanded that the U^rms should

receive final ratification in Macedonia. This de-

mand is made the subject of complaint by Demoa*
thencs (de Ilaiom. 78).

The name of 8iV<u dx& avfji66Xtiy was given also

to the causes which the allies of the Athenians

sent to be tried at Athens. (Pollux, viii. 63.) This

fact has been called in question by Bbckh, but

tlicrc is not much reason for doubting it It is

true that the expression is not strictly applicable

to causes, not lietweon an Athenian and a foreigner,

but between two foreigners
;
and it may bo allowed
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thmt the object of the AtbcnUoa in bringing sq^
cauaet to Athene wne, not to gite the ^iiee a

better or speedier menns of obtaining justice, but

to secure certain advantages to the imperial city.

(Xenoph. de AtpnU. Atk, L 16.) It is, however,

not improbable that the arrangement was called

o^^oAo, for the very purpose of softening the

hanhness of the measure, by giving an honourable

name to that which in r^ity was a mark of servi-

tude. For the same reason the confederate states

were called oZUes, while in point of fact

tiiey were rather vw^aooi or suf»ect9.

'J'hose causes were tried in the summer months,

when the voyage to Athens was more conrenioot,

and (like all other Sixoi dirh ov/sddAwi') belonged

to the jurisdiction of the Thesmotbetae. We have

but one example of such a caose preserved to us,

vis. the speech of Antiphon on the death of

Herodes, where both the prosecutor and the de-

fendant are natives of MytUene. (Harpoc. s. e.

^ifitoKa : Thucyd. L 77. c. not Oocller
;
Platncr,

Proe. ttnd Klag. voL i. pp. 105^114 ; Meier, Ati,

Proe. pp. 67, 773 \ Skhomann, Aii<. j»r. ptdjL

6V. p.376.) taiLK.]
SYMDU'LT {v<ttiMovXoi). [Paridkl]
SYMMO'RIA (avupLopio), [Eisphora

;

Trisrarchta.]
SY^MHUOREIS (irv^^Sir). [Exercitus,

. 485, b.]

SYMPO'SIUM (irv>(W<ru>r, comuso/M, eoavi-

Whm), a drinking-party. The rv/iw4<rior, or the

wdrot, most be distinguished from the detwyor, for

though drinking almost always followed a dinners

party, yet the mrmer was regarded as entirely dis-

tinct from the latter, was regulated by different

customs, and frequently received the addition of

many guests, who were not present at the dinner.

For the Greeks did not usually drink at their

dinner, and it was not tUl the conclusion of the I

meal, that wine was introduced, as is explained
I

under Coina [p.306, a]. Thus we read in the
!

Symposium of Plato (p. 176, a.) that after the
|

dinner had been finished, the libations made, and
I

the paean sung, they turned to drinking (vpf-
j

v«<r6ai wpkt rh¥ wdror).
|

Symposia seem to have been very frequent at

'

Athena Their enjoyment was heightened by
^

agreeable conversation, by the introduction of Diusic
:

and dancing, and by games and amusements of

:

various kinds : sometimes, too, philosophical sub-

jects were diKUSsed at them. The Symposia
of Plato and Xenophon mve us a lively idea of

such enterUunments at Athens. The name itself

shows, that the enjoyment of drinking was the

main object of the Sym|>oeiA : wine from the juice

of the grape (ohfos d^vsAiros) was the only drink

partaken of by the Greeks, with the exception of

water. For palm-wine and beer [Cirbvisia],
though known to many of the Greeks from inter-

course with foreign nations, were never introduced

among them
;
and the extraordinary cheapness of

wine at Athens [Vinum] enabled persons even in

moderate circumstances to nre drinking-parties to

their friends. Even in ^ most ancient times

the enjoyment of wine was considered one of the

greatest sources of pleasure, and hence Mosaeus
and his son suppos^ that the just passed their

time in Hades in a state of perpetual iutoxicaUon,

as a reward of their virtue (iry7|<rd^fro< adAXicrrov

Plat. I^eg. ii. p. 363,
. d.). It would appear from the S^'mposium of

SYMPOSIUM.
Plato, that even the Atheniaos frequently con*

eluded their drinking-parties in rather a riotous

manner, and it was to guard against this that such

partiee were forbidden at Sparta and in Crete.

(Plat A/ia. p. 320,a.)

The wine was almost invariably mixed with

water, and to drink it onmixed (dirparor) was con-

sidered a characteristic of barba^is. (Plat Zeg.

i. p. 637, e.) Zaleucus is said to have enacted a
law among the Locrians, by which any one who
was ill and drank of unmixed wine without tho

cmnmand of bis physician, was to be put to death

(Aelian, V. If. iL 37); and the Greeks in general

considered onmixed wine as exceedingly prejudicial

to physical and mental health. (Athen. 1l p. 36,

b.) The Spartans attributed the insanity of deo-
menet to his indulging in this practice, which he
learnt from the S^thians. (Herod, vi 84.) So
universal was it not to drink wine unless mixed
with water, that the word oTrot is always applied

to such a mixture, and whenever wine is spoken

of in connection with drinking, we are always to

understand wine mixed vrith water, unless the

word &rp<rrof is expresilv added (rh irpa/uz,

Kolrot {terror /icrfx®*' vAeioswf, oirei' aoXeu^cr,

Plut. Co^jug. Pro/bc. 20X
Tho proportion, in which the wine and water

were mixed, natunlly dififered on different occa-

sions. To make a mixture of even half wine and
half water (brer bry) was considered injnrious

(Athen. f. c.), and generally there was a much
greater qusinti^ of water than of wine. It appears

from Plutarch \Sym^. iii. 9), Athenaeus (z.p.426X
and Eustathius (od (ML ix. 209. p. 1624), that the

most common proportions were 3 : 1, or 2 : 1, or

3 : 2. Hesiod ((^. 596) recommends the first of

these.

The wine was mixed either with warm or cold

water: the former, which corresponded to the CWicia

or (Miliiix of the Romans [Calida], was by for the

less common. On tho contrary, it was endeavoured

to obtain the water as cool as possible, and for this

purpose both snow and ice were fr^uently em-
ployed. [PsYCTXR.] Honey was sometimes put

in the wine (Athen. L p. 32, a.), and also spices

(Id. p. 31, e.) : in the latter case it received the

name of rplfifUL^ and is frequently mentioned by
the writers of the New Com^y. (Pollux, ri. IH.)

Other ingredients were also occasionally added.

The mixture was made in a large ve*el called

the Kparitp [Cratrr], from which it was con-

veyed into the drinking-cups by means of oirox^
or K6a$ot, [CvATiiua.] The cups usually em-
ployed were the acipx^mor, and
xdp^apoSy of which an account is given in separate

articles. The or drink ing-born, was also

very commonly need. We find several craters on

vases representing drinking scenes. (See for ex-

ample Mum. Ihriom. vol. v. t 51.)

The guests at a Symposium reclined on couches

and were crowned with garlands of flowers, as is

explained under Coena. A master of the revels

(flpX*^ *^M«ts^<rvfiro<rlafX0SOT$affi\tits) was
osuidly chosen to conduct the Symposium (wa<3a7«»-

y*ip <rvfiw6irtov. Plat. Leg. I p. 641, a. b.), whose

commands the whole company had to oh«y, and
who regulated the whole order of the entertain-

ment, proposed the amusements, Ac. The same

practice prevailed among the Romans, and their

Symposiarch was called the Moj/itter or Atf Cbn-

ciri^ or the ^ir6t/cr Dibendi. The cltoke was
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gmenilly delennined by the tlirowug of Actngali

wTali; but we find in Plato (dym/>. p.213,e.)

Aldbiade* coeetitutisg himself Symposianh. The
proportion in which the wine and water were

mixed was fixed by him, and also how much each

of the eompanT was to drink. The servimts

(slrexdoi and eunjpel dcpdwmn'fr), osoally young
slaxee, who had to mix the wine and present it to

the company, were also onder his orders ; but if

there iras no Symposiarch, the company called for

the wine just m they pleased. (Xen. ii. 27.)

Before the drinkii^ commeiu»d, it was agreed

upon in what way they should drink (Plat Symp.

p. 17G, iL b.), for it was not usually left to the

option of each of the company to drink as much or

as little as he pleased, bat he was ooropelled to

take whatei^ the Sympoeiarch might order. At
Athens they usually be^ drinking out of small

cups ( pitptaTorHifto, Atben. x. p.481, e.), but as

the entertainment went on, larger ones were intro-

duced. (Diog. La^ i. 104.) In the Symposium
of Plato (pp. 213, 214) Alcibiades and' S^rates

each empty an immense cup, containiiw eight oo-

tylae, or nearly four English pints
;
and frequently

such cups were emptied at one draught (dswnKrrl

or d^uNTrl wlrstr, ViMrri^cir, Atheo. x. p. 431, b. ;

Lucian, Let^ 8 ; Suidas, s. v. 'A^oori).

Tbe cups were ^ways carried round from right

to left (m 8«{id), and the same order was ob-

serred in the eonv^sation and in everything that

took place in the cntotiuiunent (4rl 3«{ia Stavlrcur,

Plat Rep, iv. p. 420, e., dvl 8«(id ?<6yoi> «lrs4>,

•S^rmp. p. 214, b. ;
Athen. zL p. 463, e.). The com-

pany fi^uently drank to the health of one another

{Tpowli^ut 4uAonr<ruir, Lucian, OalL 12 ; Atheo.

xi. p. 498, d.),and each did it especially to the one

to whom he handed the same cup. This seems to

have been the custom, which Cicero alludes to,

when he speaks of ^drinking after the Greek
fiuhioo.** (Grtueo more bibere, Verr. i. 26 ; com-

pare 7kse. i. 40, Graed in oonviviu eoteni womi-

ears, cat pocnlum trotRtnri s«at)

Music and dancing wire ust^y introduced, as

already stated, at Symposia, and we find few re-

presentations of such scenes in ancient rases with-

out the presence of female players on the flute and
the dthara. Plato, indeed, decidedly objects to

their presence, and maintains that it is only men
incapable of amiubg themselves by rational con-

versation, that have recourse to sneh means of en-

joyment {Protag. p.347,c. d., Symp. p. 176, e.) ;

but this SAjrs nothbg against tbe general practice,

and Xenophon in his Symposium represents So-

crates migWly pleased with the mimetic dancing

and other feats performed on that occasion. The
female daaoma and the plavers on the flute and
the cithara were frequentlf introduced at the

Symposia of yotmg men for another purpose, and
were ofteotiinea actually 4to^ [Hktjjuias],
as we see clearly represented on many ancient rtaten,

(See for exam^e Afas. Borbon. vol. v. t 31.) Re-
specting the different kinds of dances performed at

Symposia, see Saltatio.
Representations of Symposia are very common

on ancient vases. Two guests usually reclined on
each couch (xAfn)), as is expired on p. 303, and
illustrated by tbe following cut from one of Sir W.
Hamilton^ vases, where tbe couch on tho right

hand contains two persons, and that on the left is

represented with only one, which does not appear
to have been the ust^ practice. The guests wear
garlands of flowers, and the two who aro reclining

on the same couch hold a each in the right

hand.

Sometimes there were four or five persons on
one conch, as in the following woodcut, token
from Millin (Peintures <U Kosvs Antiquee^ vol. ii.

pi. 58). Thm young and two older men are re-

dining on a couch (aAfn}), with their left arms
resting on striped pillows (wpoeitc^dAcua or Gwoy-
K^ria). Before the couch are two tables. Three
of the men are holding a caiut or x3At{ suspended

by one of the bandies to the fore-finger, the fourth

holds a ^tdAi}, and tbe fifth a ^idAif in one band
and a in tbe other. [Calix ; Phiala ;

Ruvton.] In the middle Comos is beatii^ the

tympanum.
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U^spccting the games and amusements hj which

the Symposia w*cre enlivened, it is unnecessar)' to

say much here, as most of them are described in

separate articles in this work. Knigmai or riddles

(ouW^ftora or 7pi<po<) were among (be most usual

and fhvourite modes of diversion. [Abnioma.]
The Coltabos was also another favourite game at

Symposia, and was played at in various ways.

[CoTTABOs.] The other gomes at Symposia, which

require mention, are, the and icw^sfo,

explained under Tali and Tbssbrab, the 1rerTfle^

spoken of under Latrunculi, and the

The latter consisted in turning round n piece of

money placed upright on its edges, and causing

it suddenly to stop while moving by placing a

finger on iu top. (Pollux, ix. 118 ;
Eustath. ad

XL xiv. 29I,p. 986.)

A drinking-party among the Romans was some-

times called Cottviviuniy but the word Comiuatio

more nearly corresponds to the Greek <n//AK6(rtor.

[CoMissATio.] The Romans, however, usually

drank during their dinner (coasa), which they fre-

quently prolonged during many hours in the later

times of the republic and under the empire. Their

customs connected with drinking differed little

from those of the Greeks, and have been incidcut-

nlly noticed above.

The preceding account has been mainly com-
]wised from Becker's C&ariXUes (vol. i. p. 451, &c.)

nnd GoUh9 (vol. ii. p. 235, Ac.), where the su1>

jc'Ct is treated at length.

SYNALLAGMA (trvrdAXrcy^ia). [Symbo-
LA bun.]

SY'NDICUS (rrwrdiicor), an adrom/Cf is fre-

quently used as synonymous w*ith the word

yopoff to denote any one who pleods the cause of

another, whether in a court of justice or elsewhere.

2v*'8(K(ii' also is used indifferently with avyrryoptty

or (rvyayetf'lCtaffoL (Andoc ds Afyd. 19, cd.

ISteph.
;
Demosth. c. jirigfoer. 689, c. Zenoth. 885,

c.Stqtk. U27.) Thus, the five public advocates,

who were appointed to defend the ancient laws

before the Court of Hcliasts, when an amendment
or a new law in abrogation thereof w*as proposed,

arc called both and {niKfryopoi. As to

them, see Komothktbs and also Schbmann, (U

Comit, p. 255, Ant. Jar. I*aU. Gr. p. 228. The
name of avviiKot seems to have been peculiarly

applied to those orators who were sent by the state

to plead the cause of their countrymen before a
foreign tribunaL Aeschines, for example, was ap-

pointed to plead before the Amphictyonic coimctl

on the subject of the Delian temple
;
but n certain

discovery having been mode not very creditable to

his patriotism, the court of Areiopo^s took upon

themselves to remove him, and appomt Hypcridcs

in his stead. (Demosth. de Coron. 271t 272.)

These extraordinary advocates arc not to be con-

founded w'ith the Pylagorac, or ordinary Am-
phictyooic deputies. (Schomann, de Comit. p. 321,

Ant. Jar. I*alX. Or, p. 257.) There were other

out'Suroq who acted rather as magistrates m* judges

than as advocates, though they probably derived

their name from the circumstance of their being

njipointed to protect the interests of the state.

These were extraordinary functionaries, created

from time to time, to exercise a jurisdiction in dis-

putes concerning confiscated property
;

as W'hcn,

for instance, on information w’as laid against a man
for having in hU possession the goods of a con-

demned criminal, or which were liable to be seized
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in execution on behalf of the state ; or when tha

goods of a convict having been confiscated, a claim

was made by a mortgagee, or other creditor having

a lien thereupon, to have his debt satisfied out of

the proceeds. Such a claim was called imlfftaiftfia,

and to prosecute it drtwiaicit^KtffBru. (Ilarpoc. and
Suidas, i. a.) On this subject the reader is refem'd

to the speeches of Lysias de PuU. Pecun.y de Nie,

Fratr. Peeun.^ de Ai^oph. Peean.^ and more espe-

cially pp. 149, 151, 154, ed. Steph. The first ap-

pointment of these judicifd crib'Suroi took place afUT

the expulsion of the thirty tyrants
;
and one of thrir

duties appears to have been to receive informations

from the against those persons who hud
served in the cavalry during the interregnum, and
who by a special decree of the people were orderfd

to restore to the treasury all the pay which they

had received for that service. (Lysias, pro Afu«-

tith. 146, cd. Steph.) See Synboorus ;
Harpoc.

t. V.

:

Meier, AU, X^roc, p. 110; Schu-

mann, de Comit. p. 316. [C. R. K.]

SYNEDRl (trfo'fdpoi), a name given to the

members of any council, or any body of men who
sat together to consult or deliberate. The congress

of Greeks at Salamis is called awtipior. (Herod.

viiL 75, 79.) Frequent reference is made to the

ireneral assembly the Greeks, Koivbr rCtw

awibpievy at Corinth, Thermopylae, or

elsewhere. (Aesch. c. Ctetipk, 62, cd. Steph. ;

Demosth. Ilfpl rwt'irpit 'AAc{(U'8poi', 215.) When
the new alliance of the Athenians was formed afier

B. c. 377, upon fairer and more equitable principles

than the former, the several states who were in-

clnded therein were expressly declared to be inde-

pendent, and R congress was held at Athena, to

which each of the allied states sent representatives.

The congress was called 9w48ptor, and the depu-

ties <r^r«8poi, and the sums famished by the allies

(Tvrrd{eir, in order to avoid the old and hateful

name of ^pos or tribute. (Harpocrat.s.r.; Plut,.SW.

15.) Many allusions to this new league are made
by the orators, especially Isocrates, who strongly

urges his countrymen to adhere to the principle on

which the league was formed, and renounce all

attempt to re-establish their old supremacy. {De
Pace^ 165, ed. Steph.) Perhaps the <ri>vtbpoi men-
tioned in the oath of the Aiaturrof are the Athenian

members of this congress. (Schumann, AtL /Vor.

130.) For further infonnation on the subject of

this confederacy, see Schbmann, Ant. Jar. PiibL Gr.

p. 434 ; Bbckh, Puhl. Econ. of AiheM^ p.418, 2d
ed. ; Thirlwall, Iliti. of <7rrecc, voL . pp. 42, 203.

The name of <rvvibp\ov was given at Athens to

any magisterial or official body, os to the court of

Arciopogus (Acsch. c. TimarA. 13 ; Dinarch. c.

J)cmodh. 91, ed. Steph.); or to the place where
they transacted business, their board or council-

room. (Isocrat. Ilspl *Am8d<r««*r, 318, ed. Steph.

;

Demosth. e. Tfteocr. 1324.) [C. R. K.]

SYNEGO'RICON {avrrrropac6p). [Syne-
CORfR.]

SYNE'OORUS (ow^TogeOt may be trans-

lated an advocate or counsel, though such transla-

tion will convey to the English reader a more
comprehensive meaning than the Greek word
strictly bears.

According to the ancient practice of the Athenian
law, parties to an action were obliged to conduct

their owm causes without assistance : but on tbc

increase of litigation the sciences of law and rheto-

ric began to unfold themselves
;
and men, w*hc bad
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pnid no attention to these, were unnblo to compete
with more experienced opponents. To consult a
friend before bringing an action, or about the best

means of preparing a defence, were obvious expe-

dients. It was but another step to hare a speech

prepared by such friend out of court, to bo delivered

by the party himself when the cause was brought

to trial. A class of persons thus sprang up, somo-

what in the nature of chamber counsel, who re-

ceived money for writing speeches and giving legal

advice to those who consulted them. Of this class

Antiphon was the first who acquired any celebrity.

Lysias, Isacus, and Isocrates obtained considerable

incomes by speech-writing. Demosthenes followed

the same profession for some time, until his engage-

ments in public business forced him to relinquish

it (Dem. o. Zenoth. U90.) These persons were
called not (rwityopoi^ but \oyoypd(pot, a name ap-

plied to Demosthenes reproachfully by his riva4

who accuses him also of betraying his clients by
showing the speeches which he had written to the

adversary. (Aesch. c. Ctetiph. 78, c. Timarch, 13,

ed. Steph.) [Loqooraphl] Still, whatever as-

sistance the party might have received out of

court, the law which compelled him to appear in

person at the trial, remained in force ;
although

the prohibition to speak by counsel was so far re-

laxed, that if the party was labouring under illness,

or through any physic^ or mental debility was un-

able to conduct his own cause without manifest

disndmntoge, be might (by permission of the court)

pmeure a relation or fnend to speak for him.

Thus, when Miltiades was impeached for treason,

and by reason of a gangrene in his hip was unable

to plead his own cause, he was brought on a litter

into court, and his brother Tisagoras addressed the

f
sople on his behalf. So, when Isocrates was iU,

is son Aphnreos spoke for him in the cause about

the iyrlSoa-tt. And in the speech of Demosthenes
against Leocharcs we see (p. 1081) that the son

conducts his father's cause. As a general rule, the

party was expected to address the court himself

;

for the judges liked to form an opinion of him
from his voice, look, and demeanour ; and therefore

if a man distrusted his own ability, he would open

the case himself by a short speech, and then ask

permission for bis friend to come forward. (De-
mosth. c. Pkomu 922. c. Neaer. 1349 ) This was
seldom refused ; and in the time of the orators the

practice was so well established, that the principal

speeches in the cause were not unfrcquently mode
by the advocate. The defences by Demosthenes
of Ctesiphon against Aeschines, and of Phonus
against Aphobus, may be cited as examples. In

both of these it will bo seen that Demosthenes
was as much interested as the defendants them-

selves
;
and it is further to be observed, that the

advocate was looked upon with more favour on this

very account
; for os no fees were allowed to be

taken, a speaker was regarded with suspicion who
had no apparent motive for undertaking the cause

of another person. Hence we find in most of the

awTjyopiKol X&yoK, that the speaker avows what
his motives are ; ns for instance, that he is con-

nected by blood or friendship with the one party,

or at enmity with the other, or that he bos a stake

in the matter at issue between them. (See the

opening of the speeches of Isaeus, de Nicott. her.

and de Philoct. her.
;

Isocrates e. Euthyn. and De-

mosthenes c. Androi.) In the cause against Leo-

chares above cited it is evident that tbo son hod
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an equal interest with his father in preserving the
inheritance, and therefore he would be considered
in the light of a party. The law which pro-

hibited thq advocate from taking fees, under peril

of a ypaip)} before the Thesmothetae (Demosth.
c. Si^)h. 1137), made no provision (and perhaps it

was impossible to make an effective provision)

against an influence of a more pernicious kind, viz.

that of political association, wfiich induced men to

support the members of their club or party without
the least regard for the right or justice of the case.

Hence the frequent allusions by the orators to tho
ifyyacrr^ipia crvHOfpatrruv^ ftox^ripHy itydpdfwuy avv-
ttm^K&roiy^ napaaKtvhs Kiyeiy^ fxaprvpwy, avyo»~

pLOTuyy all which expressions have reference to that
system of confederation at Athens, by which indi-

viduals endeavoured to influence and control the
courts of justice. (See Erani ; Svcophantks

;

Reiske, Itides in Orat. Alt. s. v. 'Epyaurrfipioy and
xapMTKtvf).) That friends were often requested to

plead, not on account of any incapacity in the
party, but in order that by their presence they
might exert an influence on the bench, is evident
from an attentive perusal of the orators. In some
cases this might be a perfectly legitimate course, ns

where a defendant ch^ged with some serious crime
called a man of hi^h reputation to speak in his be-
half, and pledge hunself thereby tluit he believed
the charge was groimdless. With such view Aes-
chines, on his trial for misconduct in the embassy,
prayed the aid of Eubulus and Phocion, tho latter

of whom be had previously called os a witness.

(Aesch. de Fait. Ixy. 51, 52, ed. Steph.)

On criminal trials tho practice with respect to

advocates was much the same as in civil actions;

only that it seems to have been more common to

have several speakers on the part of the prosecu-

tion
;
and in causes of importance, wherein the

state was materially interested, more especially in

those which were brought before the court upon an
flirayyfXla, it was usual to appoint public advo-

cates (called ervyirfopoL, avySiKoi, or KaHiyopoi) to

manage the prosecution. Thus, Pericles was ap-

pointed, not at his own desire, to assist in the im-
peachment of Cimon. (Plut. Perid. 1 0.) Public
prosecutors were chosen by tho people to bring to

trial Demosthenes, Airistogiton, and others charged
with having received bribes from Horpalus. (Di-

narch. c. iMmosth, 90, 96, ed. Steph.) In ordinary

cases however the accuser or prosecutor (Kcerityopos)

was a distinct person from the trxndtyopot, who act-

ed only as auxUiaiy to him. It might b^ indeed,

that the (Tvrfrfopos performed the most important

port at the trial, as Anytus and Lycon are said to

have done on the trial of Socrates, wherein Melitus

was prosecutor
;
or it might be that ho performed

a subordinate part, making only a short speech in

support of the prosecution, like those of Lysias

against Epicrates, Ergocles, and Philocrotes, which
are called l-rlAoyot. But however this might be,

he was in point of law on auxiliary only, and was
neither entitled to a share of the rewo^ (if any)
given by the law to a successful accuser, nor liable,

on the other hand, to a penalty of a thousand

drachms, or the irifua consequent upon a &iluro

to get a fifth part of the votes. Here we must dis-

tinguish between an advocate and a joint prosecu-

tor. The latter stood precisely in the same situa-

tion as his colleague, just as a co-plaintiff in a civil

action. The names of both would appear in the

bill {fyK\r)na)y both would attend the kyiKpiaa

Digitized by Google
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and would in short have the same rights and liabi-

lities ; the elder of the two only having priority in

certain matters of form, such as the wptiroXoyia.

(Aigiun. Or. Dem. c. Androt. 592.) In the pro-

ceeding against the law of Leptines there were two
prosecutors, Aphepeion and Ctesippus the son of

Chabrias
;

each addressed the court, Aphepsion
first, as being the elder

;
each had his advocate,

the one Phormio, the other Demosthenes, who tells

us in the exordium that he had undertaken to

speak, partly from a conviction of the impolicy of

the law, and partly to oblige the son of Chabrias,

who would have b^n deprived of certain privileges

inherited from his father, if the law had taken ef-

fect. (See Aigum. 453.)

There seems to have been no law which limited

the number of persons who might appear as advo-

cates, either in public or private causes. There
was however this practical limitation, that as the

time allowed for speaking to either party was mea-
sured by tho clepsydra, if either chose to em-
ploy a friend to speak for him, he subtracted so

much from the length of his own speech as he
meant to leave for that of his friend, and the whole
time allowed was precisely the same, whatever the

number of persons who spoke on one side. Both
parties were usually allowed to make two speeches,

the plaintiff beginning, the defendant following,

then the plaintiff replying, and lastly the defendant

again. These are often called \6yoi -rp&rtpoi and
Sm-fpoi respectively, bnt arc not to bo confounded

with the (Twriyoptou or ttuTtpoKoylai^ which might,

and usually did, immediately follow the speech of

the party in whose fiivour they were made, though

as a matter of arrangement it might be convenient

sometimes to reserve the speech ^ the advocate for

the reply, in which case tho cruyrrYOpuchs X6yos and
the SffTtpos \6yos would be the same. (Schumann,
AU. Proc. pp. 707—712, 715 ;

Platncr, /^roc. md
KUu). voL L p. 91.)

With respect to the custom of producing friends

to speak in mitigation of damages or punishment,

see TiMKMA. As to the public advocates ap-

pointed to defend the old laws before the Court of

Heliasts, sec Syndicus, Nomothbtss.
The fee of a drachm (t5 <rwriyopiK6v) mentioned

by Aristophanes ( I’e^poe, 691) was probably the

sum paid to the public advocate whenever he was
employed on behalf of the state. It has been
shown clearly by Schomann, that Petit was wrong
in supposing that the orators or statesmen who
spoke in the assembly are called avtdjyopoi. They
are always distinguished by the title of ^^opts or

Srifi'fiyopoi^ or if they possessed much influence with

the people, Srj/utywyol

:

and it is not to be sup-

posed that they constituted a distinct class of

persons, inasmuch as any Athenian citizen was at

liberty to address the assembly when he pleased ;

though, 08 it was found in practice that the posses-

sion of the /Sfiiua was confined to a few persons who
were best fitted for it by their talent and experi-

ence, such persons acquired the title of frftropesy &c.

(lie Comit. pp.107—109, 210.) There appears

however to have been (at least at one period) a
regular appointment of <rvrfiyopoiy ten in number,

with whom the Scholiast on Aristophanes (/. e.)

confounded the ^firoper or orators. For what pur-

pose such ten avvityapoi were appointed, is a matter

about which we have no certain information. Some
think they were officers connected with the board

of Scrutators who audited magistrates* accounts.

SYNGRAPHR
Aristotle (PolU. vl 8) says the authorities to whom
magistrates rendered their accounts were called in

some of the Greek states cMvrai,in others KoryurraL,

in others amdryopoi or /(ercurral, and the author

of the Lexicon Rhetoricum, published by Bekker
(Anecd. L 301), says that the Synegori were

fcXfipttroi ol l€vfi9ovy rots Koyiarrats

wpbs rdi fiMyas. But what sort of assistance did

they render P Is it not probable that they per-

formed tho duty which their name imports, viz.

that of prosecuting such magistrates as, in the opi-

nion of the Logistae, had rendered an unsatis&ctmy
account? Any bidividual, indeed, might prefer

charges arainst a magistrate when the time for

rendering his account had arrived
; but the prose-

cution by a (Tindryopot would be an ec officio

proceeding, such as the Logistae were bound to

institute, if they had any reason to suspect the

accounting party of malversation or misconduct.

If this conjecture be well-founded, it is not unrea-

sonable to suppose that these ten vuyliyopoi were
no other than the public advocates who were em-
ployed to conduct state |nt>sccutions of a different

kind. They might be ^pointed annually, either

by lot or by election (according to Harpocration,

». r. tvyiryopos). Their duties would be only

occasional, and they would receive a drachm as

their fee whenever they were employed. Bockh's
conjecture, that they received a drachm a day for

every day of business, is without much founda-

tion. [C. R. K.]
SYNGENEIA (avyylytia). [Herbs, p.595,

b.]

SYNGRAPHE ((rwyypo^), signifies a written

contract { whereas <rvy9i\in\ and <rvpS6Xmoy do not

necessarily import that the contract is in writing ;

and 6(w\oyia is, strictly speaking, a verbal agree-

ment Pollux explains tho woi^ (rvy9i}Ktt <7-

ypatpoSf SfioXoyla fyypeupos (viiL 140).

At Athens important contracts were usually re-

duced to writing
; such as lenses (fi.ia9<i(rfis\ loans

of money, and all cxecutoiy agreements, where cer-

tain conditions were to be performed. The rent,

the rate of interest, with other conditions, and also

th£ penalties for breach of contract ( iwirlpua rd Ik

rfij avyypa^s) were particularly mentioned. Tho
names of the witnesses and the sureties (if any)
were specified. The whole was contained in a
little tablet ofvsn or wood (ffiSXtoyor ypappaTuoy^
sometimes double, Siwruxoy), which was sealed,

and deposited with some third person, mutually

agreed on between tho parties. (Isocrat Trapez.

362, ed. Steph.
;
Demos, e. Apat. 903, 904, e.

Dionyaod. 1283.) An example of a contract on a
bottomry loan (yearriK^ trvyypa^) will be found

in Demosth. a. Lacrit. 926, where the terms are

carefully drawn up, and there is a declaration at

the end, Kupuirepoy Si Ttpl rointtv iXKh prfiiy

eJyou rijs <rvyypaupris, “ which agreement shall be

valid, anything to the contrary notwithstanding."

Anything might form the subject of a written

contract— a release (&<p«r(r), a settlement of dis-

putes (8idXv<rtr), the giving up of a slave to be ex-

amined by torture, or any other accepted challenge

(irp6K\rfats)
; in short, any -matter wherein the

contracting parties thought it safer to have docu-

mentary evidence of the terma *EKSiS6yat iy-

Splayra aord crvyypaipiiy is, to give an order for

the making of a statue of certain dimensions, of a

certain fashion, at a certain price, &C., as specified

in the agreement. (Demosth. dc Cor. 268.) No
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pnitictiUr form of word# wn» nc'cmarr to make the

instrument talid in point of law, the sole object

being to funiish good evidence of the parties* in*

tention. The agreement itself was valid withont

any writing
; aM would fonn the ground of an ac*

tioii against the party who broke it, if it could be
I

sufficiently prov^. Hence it was the practice to
|

have witnesses to a parol agreement. Toe law de-

clared irvplar clru rdi vpor 6fto\oylaSy

&F Vrorrloi fiaprOpttv 9ot^fftnnau (Demosth. c.

Pkaenipp. 1042, o, Emerg. et Afne$. 1162, e. ZKonys.

1283, e. Ondor. 869.) It seems that for the main-

tenance of an 4nwopo^ it was necessary to have

a written coutract. (Demosth. o. Zenoth. 882.)

Bankers were persons of extensive credit, and
had peculiar confidence reposed in them. They
were often chosen as the depositaries of agree-

ments and other documents. Money was put into

their bands without any acknowledgment, and
often without witnesses. They entered these and
also the loons mode by themselves to others in

their books, making memoranda (ivofAyiifutra) of

any important particulars. Such entries were re-

galed as strong evidence in courts of justice.

Sureties were usually required by them on making
loans. (Is4x;r. Trapex. 369, ed. Steph. ; Demosth.

e. jipat, 894, pro Pkorm. 950, 958, c. Tlmotk.

II 85, c. Pkof^ dOH.; Bockh,
£'

0011. of
AOtmiy p. 128, 2d ed.)

2v>7pci^ denotes an instrument signed by both

or all the contracting parties. Xttpiypapov is a
mere acknowledgment by one party. 2vyypthf^tur$ai

ovyypQ^y or is to draw up the contract,

tnifA^vaa$at to seal itfdivipcri' to cancel, dK«X4(r6(u

to take it up from tho person with whom it was
deposited, for the purpose of cancelling, when it

was no longer of any use. 'Troyofyett', to break

the seal clandestinely for some fraudulent purpose,

as to alter the terms of the initniment, or erase or

destroy some material part, or even the whole,

thereof (jirraypduptiyorJita^tlpiiy). [Symoo-
LABON.] [C. R.K.]
SYNOI'KIA (^irroixia or owota^ffia), a fes-

tival celebrated every year at Athens on tho 16th

of Hecatombaeon in honour of Athena. Jt was
believed to have been instituted by Theseus to

commemorate the concentration of the government

of the various towns of Attica and Athens.

(Thucyd. iii 15 ;
Steph. Byz. s. e. *A9nrai.)

According to the ^holiast on Aristophanes (/'or,

962) an unbloody sacrifice was on ibis day offered

to the goddess of peace (etp^vn). This festival,

which Plutarch (Thea 24) calls /mtoUjo, is men-
tioned both by him and by Thucydides as still held

in their days. (Compare Meyer, He Bon. dammat.

p. 120.) [L. S.]

SYNOl'KIA (flvroiirfa) dififers from oUia in

this ; that the latter is a dwelling-house for a

single fSsmily : the former adapted to hold several

fiunilies, a lodging-house, as the Romans
would say. The distinction is thus expressed by
Aeschines (e. TYmarcA. 17, ed. Steph.): fcrov juir

yap woXXol fucBtfodptyot fdcLy oXmitriy

ovrotMloM xaXot'/ifv, Hwov 6* cTr dyoixuy

eiirfar.

There was a great deal of speculation in the

building and letting of houses at Athens. (Xe-

noph. Oceom. HL 1.) The lodging-houses were let

mostly to foreignos who came to Athens on busi-

ness, and especially to the pirotKoiy whom the law

did not allow to acquire real property, and who
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therefore conld not purchase houses of their ou’n.

(Demosth. pro Pkorm. 946.) As they, with their

families, formed a population of about 45,000, the

number of evpoitclai must have been considerable.

Pasion, tho banker, had a lodging-house valued at

100 minas. Xenophon recommended that the

n4roucot should be encouraged to invest their

money in houses, and that leave should begrann-d
to the most respectable to build and become house-

proprietors (o[Koiofiriffafi4yois 4y«ccirr^<r6ai, de
ii. 6.) The loonXtit laboured under no

such disability
;

for Lysias and his brother Polo-

marchus, who belon^^ to that doss, were the

owners of three houses. The value of houses must
have varied according to the size, the build, the

situation, and other circumstances. Those in the

city were more valuable than those in the Pciraeens

or the country, ccietorts parilmi. Two counting-

houses are mentioned by Isaeus (de Hagn. k^.
88, ed. Steph.) as yielding a return of rather more
than 8^ per cent, interest on the purchase-money.

Rut this probably was much below the average.

The summer season was the most profitable for

the letting of houses, when merchants and other

visitors flocked to Athens. The rent was com-
monly paid by the mouth. Lodging-houses were
frequently taken on peculation by persons called

yainktipot or oraBfujvxoty who made a profit by
underletting them, and sometimes for not very

reputable purposes. (Isaeus, do PUlocL her. 58,

ed. Steph.) Hesychius explains tb« word raiHckti-.

por, 6 owoittlaa wpocorcAs: sec also Rarpocration,

s. r. Some derive the word from raiw : but it is

more probable that it was given as a sort of nick-

name to tho class, when they first sprang up. (See

Stephan. Thtpetur, 6608 ; Heiske, Indox in Or.

Att. $. V. ^woiKta : BOckb, PabL Econ. of Athenoy

pp. 65, 141, 2d ed.) [C,H.K.]
SYNTAGMA {a^rraypa). [Exxrcituh, p,

488,0.]
SYNTAXEIS (<rurr<4«if). [Svnkdrl]
SYNTKLEIA (<rwrT^X«ja). [Tkibrarciiia.]
SYNTHE'CE(<rvip9^an). [Svmbolaron.]
SY'NTHESI^ a garment fraquently worn at

dinner, and sometimes also on other occasions. As
it was inconvenient to wear the toga at table on
account of its-many folds, it was customary to have

dresses especially appropriated to this purpose,

called redes coenaioriae, or eociKi/oria (Mart. x. 87.

12, xiv. 135 : Petr. 21), acenUtoria (Petr. 30), or

Syntkoses. The Synthesis is commonly explained

to be a loose kind of robe, like the Pallium ; but

Becker {GallnSy voL i. p. 37) supposes from a com-

parison of a passage of Dion Cassius (Iziii. 13)

with one of Suetonius(iVer. 5
1 ) describing the dress

of Nero, that it must have been a kind of tunic, an

MK/vmrafrim rather than U) omirtus. [Amictur]
That it was, however, an easy and comfortable kind

of dress, as we should say, teems to be evident

from its use at table above mentioned, and also

from its being worn by all classes at the Satur-
nalia, R season of universal relaxation and enjoy-

ment (Mart xiv. 1, 141, vi. 24.) More than

this respecting its form we cannot say : it was
usually dyed with some colour (Mart ii. 46, x.

29), KttA was not white like the toga.

The wmd Synthesis is also applied to a set of

wearing apparel or a complete wardrobe. (Dig. 34.

tit 3, a 38.) This use of the word agrees letter

with its etymology {o6r$*<nfy ovyriBrifu) than tho

ono mcntioDcd al^vc. (Becker, /. c.)
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SYRINX the Pan's Pip<% or Pandean

Pipe, was the appropriate musical instrument of

the Arcadian and other Grecian shepherds, and was

regarded by them as the invenUon of Pan, their

tutelary god (Virg. Due, ii. 32, tiii. 241, who was

sometimes heard playing upon it {trvpliotnos : see

Theocrit. L 3. 14, 16 ;
Schol. ta toe. ; Longus, ir.

27), as they imagined, on mount Maenalus. (Paus.

riil 36. § 5.) It was of course attributed to Fau-

nus, who was the same with Pan. (Her. Cbrm. i.

17. 10.) When the Roman poets had occasion to ,

mention it, they called (Virg. Due. iL36,

iii. 22, 25 ;
Hor. Carm. iv. 12. 10 ;

Ovid. Met.

iii. 192, xiii. 784 ;
Mart, xir, 63 ; TibulL L 5.

20.) It was also variously denominated according

to the materials of which it was constructed,

whether of cane (ienm wnmdim^ Virg. Due. vi 8 ;

Horn. //ywa. iaPana, 15 ;
8o«Ui, Brunch,

Anal. i. 489), reed (ooAxsio, Virg. Due. i. 10, il

34, V. 2 ;
Theocrit viii. 24 j Longus,

14), or hemlo^ (ciba/o, Virg. Due. . 85). In

general seven hollow stems of these plants were

fitted together by means of wax, having been pre-

viously cut to the proper lengths, and adjiuted so

os to form an octave (Virg. Due. ii. 32, 36) ; but

sometimes nine were admitted, giving on equal

number ofnotes. (Theocrit viiL 18—2i) Another
|

refinement in the construction of this instrument i

which, however, was rarely practised, was to ar-

range the pipes in a curve so as to fit the form of
j

the lip, instead of arranging them in a plane.

(Theocrit i. 129.) A syrinx of eight reeds is

shoum in the gem figured on page 846. The an-

nexed woodcut is taken firom a bas-relief in the

collection at Appledurcombe in ihe Isle of Wight
{Mu4. Woraleyanum^ pi. 9.) It represents Pan

reclining at the entrance of the cave, which was

dedicated to him in the Acropolis at Athens. He
holds in his right hand a drinking-horn [Uhytov]
and in his loft a syrinx, which is strengthened by

two transverse bonds.

The ancients always considered the Pan's Pipe

as a rustic instnimcnt, chiefly used by those who
tended flocks and herds (Horn. il. xviii. 526 ;

Apoll. Rhod. i. 677 ;
Dionys. Perieg. 996 ; Longus,

i. 2, L 14— 16, iL 24—26) ; but also admitted to

regulate the donee. (Hes..S<w/. 278.) The Ly-
dians, whose troops marched to military music,

employed this together with’ other instrunients for

the purpose. (Herod. L 17.) This instrument was
the origin of the organ [Hydraula].

The term avpiy^ was also applied to levels, or

narrow subterranean passages, made either in
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searching for metals, in mining at the siege of a

city (Polyaen. v. 17), or in forming catacombs for

the dead. (Aelian,/A A. vi.43, xvi. 15.) [J. Y.J
SYRMA {evpfjLo), which properly means that

which is drawn or dragged (from crupw), is applied

to a dress with a train. The long Peplos a'om by

the Trojan matrons was consequently a dress some-

what of this kind. (//.vi. 442.) TheSyrma, how-

ever, was more especially the name of the dress

worn by the tragic actors, which had a train to it

tmiling upon the ground ;
whence the word is ex-

plained by Pollux (vii. 67), as a rpaywhu ^pTfua
ivi<rvp6ti*uov^ ai\A is alluded to by Horace (.-Ir.

Pod. 215), in the words,

traxitque vagus per pulpita veslcm,

(Omparc Juv. viii. 229.) Hence we find Syrma
used metaphorically for tragedy itscifi (Juv. xv.

30 ; Mart. iv. 49.)

SYSSPTIA (<n/a<rlrta). The custom of taking

the principal meal of tho day in public prevailed

extensively amongst the Greeks from very corly

ages. It existed not only with the Spartans and

Cretans, amongst both of whom it was kept up tilt

comparatively recent times, hut also at Megam in

the age of Thcognis (v. 305), and at Corinth in

the time of Perionder, who it seems abolished the

practice as being favourable to aristocracy. ( Ari^t.

Pol. V. 9. § 2.) Nor was it confined to the llelbmic

nation : for according to Aristotle (Pol. vii. 9), it

prevailed still earlier amongst the Ocnotrians in

the south of Italy, and also at Carthage, the po-

litical and social institutions of which state resem-

bled those of Sparta and Crete. (Pol, iu 8.) The
origin of tho usage cannot be historically estab-

lished ; but it seems reasonable to refer il to infant

or patriarchal commimitico, the members of which

being intimately connected by the ties of a clt^e

political union and kindred, may naturally be siip-

posi^ to have lived together almost as members uf

the some family. But however and wherever it

originated, the natural tendency of such a praclta*

was to bind the citizens of a state in the closest

union
;
and accordingly we find that at Sparta,

Lycnrgtis availed himself of it for this purpose,

though we cannot determine with any certainty

whether he introduced it there, or merely perpe-

tuated and regulated an uistitution, which the

Spartans brought with them from their mother-

country and retained at Sparta as being suitable to

their position and agreeable to their national habits.

The latter supposition is perhaps the more proljablc.

The Cretan usage Aristotle (PoL vii. 9) attributes

to Minos; this, however, may be considered rather

^ the philosopher's opinion titan as an historical

tmdition :
" but the institution was confessedly of

SO high antiquity, that the Peloponnesian colonists

may well l>e supposed to have found it aln'ndy

existing in Crete, even if there had been no Dorian

settlers in the island before them. (Thirlwall,

flisl. €tf Greece^ vol. i. p. 287.)

The Cretan name for tho Syssitia was *ArSp«<a

(ArisU Pol. ii. 7), the singular of which is used to

denote the building nr public hall where they were

given. This title aflutds of itself a suflicieiit indi-

cation that they wore confined to men and youths

only ; a conclusion justified and supported by all

the authorities on the subject. (Pint. J^. vi. p.

780, d.) It is not however improbable, as Hocck
(Ov/o, vol. iii. p. 123) suggests, that in some of

the Dorian states there w*crc syssitia of tlic young
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Tinmarricd wom^n as well as of iho men. (Comji.
]

Pindar, P\/th. ix. 18.) All the a<liilt citisens

partook of the public meals amongst the Cretans,

and were divided into companies or ** messes,''

called 'Eraiptflu, or sometimes (Athen. ir.

p. 143.) These divisions were perhaps originally

confined to p(‘rsons of the same house and kindred,

but afterwards any vacancies in them were filfed

np at the discretion of the members. (Hoeck, vol.

iiu p. )26.) The divinity worshipped under the

name of Zc2>t “Zrcupuot (Hesyeb. s. r.) was consi-

dered to preside over them.

According to Dosiadns, who wrote a history of

Crete (Alhcn. dc.), there were in ex*ery town of

the islat}d(waKTaxou) two public buildings, one for

the lodging of strangers (woipijr^piov), the other

a common hall (dySpcToy) for the citizens. In the

latter of these the syssitia were given, and in the

upper part of it were placed two tables for the en-

tertainment of foreign guests {(tviKoX rpdTt(ai\

a circumstance dcsiTving of notice, as indicating

the extent to which the Dorians of Crete encou-

raged mutual intercourse and hospitality. Then
came the tables of the citizens. But besides those

there was also a third table on tlic right of the en-

trance dedicated to Z«ut {fVtor, and perhaps used

for the purpose of making olTerings and libations to

the god.

The Syssitia of the Cretans were distinguished

by simplicity and temperance. They olways sat at

their tables, even in later times, when the custom

of reclining had been introduced at Sparta. (Cic.

pro Mur. 35.) The entertainment began with

prayer to the gods and lilmtions. (Athen. iv. p.

143, e.) Koch of the adult citizens received an

equal portion of fare, with the exception of the

“ Archon," or ** Master of the Tables," who was

perhaps in ancient times one of the K6fffuHy and
more recently a member of the ytparla or council.

This magistrate received a fourfold portion
;
**one

as a common citizen, a second as President, a third

for the house or building, a fourth for the furni-

ture " (rwr 7KCVWI', Heraclid. Pont.iit): an ex-

pression from which it would seem that the care

of the building and the provision of the necessary

uU‘iisils and furniture devolved upon him. The
management of all the tables was under the super-

intendence of a female of free birth wpo^ffri^Kvta

r^s avofftrias yvr4))y who openly took the best

fare and presented it to the citizen who was most

eminent in council or the field. She had three or

four male avsistants nndcr her, each of whom again

was provided with two menial servants (xoAt;^-
poty or wood-carriers). Strangers were served

before the citizens, and even before the Archon or

President. (HeracL Pont /. c.) On each of the

tables was placed a cup of mixed wino, from which

the ra<‘ssmntes of the same company drank. At
the close of the repost this was replenished, but all

intemperance was strictly forbidden by a special

law. ( PluL Minoiy p. 265.)

Till they had reached their eighteenth year, when
tlicy were classed in the the yoaths accom-
panied their fathers to the syasitia along with the

orphans of the deceased. (Horck, vol. iii. p. 1 85.)

In some places the youngest of the orphans waited

on the men
;

in others this a*as done by all the

boys. (Ephur. op. Sfrab. x. p. 483.) When not

thus engage*}, they wire seated near to the men
on a lower bench, nud received only a half portion

of meat: the eldest of the orphans oppenr to have
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received the same quantity as jhe men, but of a
plainer description of fare. (Athen. iv. p. 143.)
The boys like the men had also a cup or mixed
wine in common, which however was not reple-
nished when emptied. During the repast a general
cheerfulness and gaiety prevailed, which were en-
livened and kept up by music and singing. (Ale-
man, ap. Strub. 1. c.) It was followed by conversa-
tion, which was first directed to the public affairs

of the state, and afterwords turned on valiant deeds
in war and the exploits of illustrious men, whose
niisi-s might animate the younger hearers to an
onourabio emulation. While listening to this con-

versation, the youths seem to have l>een arranged
in classi'B (dvdpeta), each of which was placed
under the superintendence of on officer (ratZov6pos)
especially appointed for this purpose

; so that the
syssitia w'cre thus made to serve imyortant political

and educational ends.

In most of the Cretan cities, the expenses of the
syssitia w’ere defrayed out of the revenues of the
public lands and the tribute uaid by the Perioeci,

the money arising from which was applied partly
to the service of the gods, and p.'irtly to the main-
tenance of all the citizens both male and female.

(ArlsL Pol. ii. 7. 4) ; so that in this respect there
might be no difference between the rich and the
poor. From the statement of Aristotle compared
with Dosiadas (Athen. 1. e.), it appears probable

that each individual received his separate sliarc of
the public revenues, out of which he paid his quota
to the public table, and provided with the rest for

the support of the females of his family. This
practice however does not appear to have prevailed

exclusively at all times and in all the cities of

Crete. In Lyctus, for instance, a colony from
Sparta, the custom was different : the citizens of
that town contributed to their respective tables a
tenth of the produce of their estates

;
a practice

which may be supposed to have obtained in other

cities, where the public domains w*ere not sufficient

to defray the chaigcs of the syssitia. But both at

Lyctus and elsewhere, the poorer citizens were in

all probability supported at the public cost.

In connection with the accounts given by the

ancient authors respecting the Cretan syssitia there

arises a question of some difficulty, viz. how could

one building accommodate the adult citizens and
youths of such towms as Lyctus and Gortyna ?

The question admits of only tw*o solutions : we are

either misinformed with respect to there being only

one building in each tonm used os a common hall,

or the number of Dorian citizens in each town
must have been comparatively very small.

The Spartan Syssitia were in the main so similar

to those of Crete that one was said to be borrowed

from the other. (ArisL PoL ii. 7.) In later times

they were called ^ctSfrio, or the ** spare meals," a
term which is probably a corruption uf ^lAfrio, the

love-feasts, a word com^sponding to the Cretan
^Tcupfio, (Gottling, ad Aritt. Ofcnn. p. 190; Mlil-

ler. Dor. iv. 3. § 3.) Anciently they were called

dj^Spcio, os in Crete, (Plut, Lycur. 12.) They
differed from the Cretan in the following respects.

Instead of the expenses of the tAbU*t l>eing defrayed

out of the (mblic revenues, every head of a family

was obliged to contribute a certain portion at his

own cost and chaigc
;
those who were not able to

do so were excluded from the public tables. (ArisL

Pol, ii. 7. 4.) The guests were divided into com-
panies generally of fifteen persons each, and all

4 A
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vacancies were filled np l>y ballot, in which unani-

mous consent was indispensable for election. No
persons, not even tlio kings, were allowed what was

called an a<pl^tros i)nipa ( Hesych. s. r.) or excused

from attendance at the public tables, except for some

s;itisfactory reason, as when engaged in a sacrifice,

or a cbast‘, in which latter case the individual was

required to send a present to his table. (Pint. 1. c.

Ai/is,c. 10.) Each person was supplied with a

cup of mixed wine, which was filled again when
required ; but drinking to excess was piohibitcd at

Sparta as well as in Crete. The repast was of a

plain and simple character, and the contribution of

each member of a mess or <puSlri)s was settled by
law. (Wachsmuth, vol. ii. pt. ii, p. 24, 1st ed. ;

Plut. /. c.) The princi{>al dish was the yue'Aar

Coifx6s or black broth, with pork. (Athen. iv. p.

141.) The iiriiK\ov or aftermeall; from the Doric

6,Tk\ov, a mejil) was however more varied, and

richly supplied by presents of game, poultry, fruit,

&c., and other delicacies which no one was allowed

to purchase. Moreover, the entertainment was
enlivened by cheerful conversation, though on

])ublic matters. (Xcn. Hep. iMCon. v. 6.) Sing-

ing also was frequently introduced, as we leani

from .Vlcman {Frag. 31), that “at the banquets

and drinking entertainments of the men it was fit

for the guests to sing the paean.” Tlie arrange-

ments w’ere under the superintendence of the

Poleinarchs.

The use and purposes of the institutions de-

scribed above arc very manifest. They united

the citizens by the closest ties of intimacy and
union, making them consider themselves as mem-
bers of one family, and children of one and the

same mother, tlie state. They maintained a strict

and perfect 8('p;iration between the higher and the

subject classes both at Sparta and in Crete, and
kept up in the former a consciousness of their su-

perior worth and station, U^ether w'ith a strong

feeling of nationality. At Sparta also they were
eminently useful in a military point of view, for

the members of the syssitia were formed into cor-

res(»onding military divisions, and fought together

in the field, as they had lived together at home,
with more bmvciy' and a keener sense of shame
(cuSwr), than could have been tho case with merely
chance comrades. (Herod, i. 65.) Moreover “ they

gave an efficacy to the power of public opinion

which must have nearly superseded the necessity

of penal laws.” (Thirlwall, voL L p. 289.) With
respect to the political tendencies, they w’ere de-

cidedly arranged upon aristocratical principles,

though no individual of a company or mess was
looked upon ns superior to his fellows. Plutarch

(Quaes. Si/mim. vii. p. 332) accordingly calls them
ffvrfSpia iptffTOKpaTtKd, or aristocratical meetings,

and compares them with the Prytancium and Thes-
mothesium at .Athens.

The simplicity mid sobriety, which were in early

times the characteristic both of the Spartan and
Cretan Syssitia, were afterwards in Sparta at least

supplanted by luxury and efieminate indulgence.

The change was probably gradual, but the kings

Arcus and Acrotatus (n, a 300) arc recorded 'as

having been mninl}' instrumental in accelerating it.

The reformer Agis endeavoured but in vain to re-

store the old order of things, and perished in the

attempt. In his days Sparta contained 4500
families, out of which he proposed to moke fifteen

syssitia, whence Muller infers that formerly, when
,
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the number of families was 9000, -the number of

syssitia was thirty ; and consequently that Hero-
dotus, when he spoke of Lycurgus having instituted

the “ syssitia ” for war, alluded to the larger divi-

sions and not the single banqueting companies
; a

conclusion justified by the context. Muller moro-
over supposes, that in this sense the Syssitia at

Sparta corresponded to the divisions of the state

called oboe, and sometimes ipparpicu, which were
also thirtv in number. (Dorians, iiL 5. § 6, and
12. §4.)'

(Hoeck, Creta, vol. iii. pp. 120— 139; lliillman's

Anfatige, § 138 ;
Thirlwall, Hist, of Greece, vol. i.

pp. 288, 331 ;
Hermann, JAihrbiuJt tier Griech

6Ya«/s. §§22,28.) [H. 'V.j

SYSTY'LOS. [Templum.]

T.

T.ABELL.A, dim. of T.ABULA. a billet or

tablet, with which each citizen and judex voted in

the comitia and courts of justice. In the comitin,

if the business was the passing of a law, each citi-

zen was provided with two Talndlae, one inscribed

V. R. I. e. L’li Hogas, “ I vote fiir the law,” tiie

other inscribed A. i. e. Aulupio, “ 1 am for the old

law.” (Compare Cic. ad Alt. i. 14.) If the busi-

ness was the election of u magistrate, each citizen

was supplied with only one tablet, on which the

names of the candidates were written, or the ini-

tials of their names, as some suppose from the ora-

tion pro Domo, c. 43 ;
tho voter then placed a mark

(puncium) against tho one for whom he voted,

whence puncta jire spoken of in the sense of votes.

(Cic. pro Plane. 22.) For further particulars re-

specting the voting in comitia, see Diriuiturb.s,

Ci.STA, SiTELLS, and Svfpragium.
The judiccs were provided with three Tabcllae:

one of which was marked with A. i,e. Alaolvo,
“ I acquit the second with C. i. e. Condemtio,
“ I condemn and the third with N. L. i, e. Non
Liquei, “ 1 1 is not clear to me.” The first of these

was called Tubella altsoluloria and the second 7a-
Mla damnatoria (Suet. Oclav. 33), and hence

Cicero (;>ro Mil. 6) calls the former ///era stduiaris,

and the latter liicra trisiis. It would seem that in

some trials the Tabellae were marked with the let-

ters L. and D. respectively, i.a. Libero and Damno,
since we find on a denarius of the Coclian gens a
Tabella marked with the letmrs L. D. ; and as we
know that the vote by ballot in cases of Pcrduellio

was first introduced by C. Coelius Caldus [Tahrl-
tARiAB Lbob.s], the Tabella on the coin undoubt-
edly refers to that event. There is also a passage

in Caesar (D. C. iiL 83), which seems to intimate

that these initial letters were sometimes marked
on the tabellae :

“ Unam fore tabellam, qui liber-

am/os Omni periculo censerent ; alteram, qui capitis

damnareut," &c. (Compare Sponheim, Numum.
vol. ii. p. 199.)
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The preceding cut contains a cnpy of a coin of the

Ca&ftian geu6, in which a man wearing n togn ie re-

preiented in the act of placing a Uibella, marked
with the letter A. (i. e. oLtniro)^ in the cista. The
letter on the tabelU is evidently intended for A.

For the other meaninge of Taladla tee Tabi jla.

TABELLA'RI AK LH(JES, the laws hy which
the ballot was introduced in voting in the comitia.

At to the ancient mode of voting nt Home, u>e

St'FFRAGirM. There w'ere fourrnactinenU known
by the name of Tabeilariae Leget, which are enu-

merated by Cicero (de iii. 16). They are

mentioned below according to the order of time in

which they were pawed.

1. Oahinia proposed by the tribune Ga-
hinius b. c. 139, introduced the ballot in the elec*

tion of magittratee (Cic. /. c.) ;
whence Cicero (A;/r.

ii. *2) calls the tahclbi “ vindex tneitae libertatis,”

‘2. Cassia !.,ax, proposed by the tribune L. Ca»-

eiut Longinus li. c. 137, ititroduced the ballot in

the ** Jiidicitim PopulL,** with llie exception of cases

of Perdiiellio. Tlie “Judicium Populi” undoubt-

edly applies to cas*'s tried in the comitia by the

whole liody of the people [JuDRX, p. 649], al-

though Kniesti {Indrjc wishes to give a dif-

ferent interpretation to the words. This law was
supported by Scipio AfricAniis the younger, for

which he was censured by the aristocrelical party.

(Cic, tie IjHt. iii. 16, Urnt. 2.5, 27, />ro Sejitio^ 48 ;

Ascon. ifi Ctmfl. p, 78, ed. OrcIH.)

3. pAFiaiA Lkx, proposed by the tribune C.

Pnpirius ('arbo ac. 1 31, introduced the ballot in the

enactment and repeal of laws. (Cic. He Iaq. iii. 1 6.)

4. Ca xi.iA Lrx, proposed by C. Caelius Caldus

D. c. 107, introduced the ballot In cases of Perduel-

lio, which had been excepted in the Cassian law.

(Cic, L c.)

There was also a law brought forward by ^(arills

B. c, 119, w’hich was intended to secure freedom

and order in voting. (Cic. He Leg. iii, 17 ; Plut
Mur. 4.)

TARKLLA'RItl.^ a letter-carrier. As the

Romans hod no public post, they were obliged to

employ special messengers, who were called TtiAe/-

Amt, to convey their letters (/aW/oe, liUnte\ when
;

they had not on opportunity of sending them other- I

wi»e. (Cic. ii. 31 ; Cio» (td Fam. xiL 12,

xiv. 22.)

TABK'LLIO, a notarj’. (Suidns. i. r.) Under
the empire the Tabelliones succeeded to the busi-

ness of the Scribae in the times of the republic.

[ScRiBAE.] They were chiefly employed in draw-
ing up legal documents, and for this purpose usu-

ally took their stations in the market-places of

towna (Cod. 4. tit. 21. s. 17 ; Novell. 73. c. 5,

Ac.) They formed a speciul order in the state.

(Onthofr. aH Cod. Vteod. 12. lit. I. s. 3.)

TARERNA is deflned by Ulpian as any kind

of building flt to dwell in “ ncmpc ex eo, quod

to/WfrcIauditur** (Dig. 50. tit 10.§ 183), or accord-

ing to the more probable etymology of Festus )>e-

cause it w as made of planks. (Festus, s. r. Coatu-

bemale*^ TabemacHla.) Festus (s. e. AHtibemaiU)

asserts that this was the most ancient kind of

abode used among the Romans, and that it was
from the early use of such dwellings that the words

tafjerna and tabemaculurn were applied to military

tents, though the tatter were constructed of skins.

We know very Utile of the form and nmtcrials of

the ancient tents ; but we may infer from the no-

tices we have of them that they were generally
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I
composed of a covering of skims partly supported
by wooden props, and partly stretched on rojH's,

i^metinies, in a permanent camp, they may liave

b'en constnicU'd entirely of planks
; and some-

times, in cases of emergency, garments and rushes
were spread over any support that could \m ol>-

tained. (Lipslut, He Milit. /{omun. in Oper. vol.

iii. pp. 154— 155.) From <(i5ema, when used in

this sense, are derived tainTnacu/um^ the more com-
mon name of a tent, and CoNTiruRRNAJ.XH.
The usual meaning of taUma is a «Ao/>. Ori-

ginally the shops were stalls nr booths in or round
the market place [Agora ; Fortm] ; afterwards
they were permanently cstalilishod ^ih on the
sides of the nuirket-place, and in other parts of the

city. Neitlier the ancient authors nor the remains
of Pompeii le.id us to suppose that tradesnion often

had their sho^is forming part of their houses, as
with us. A few houses arc indeed found in i'om*
peii entirely devoted to the purposes of trad<‘, con-

sisting, that is, of the shop and the rooms occupied
by the tradesman and histUinily. Most commonly,
however, the shops formed a }Kirt of a large house,

to the owner of which they belonged, and were by
him let out to tradesmen. [Domi'h, p. 430.]
Some of the shops round a house were retained hy
the owner for the sale of the produce of his esUttes.

This arrangement of the shops was probably ati ini-

pfovement on an older plan of placing them against

the walls of houses. Even under the emper>rs wo
And that shops were built nut so far into the street

as to olistnict the thoroughfare. Martini (vii. 61)
mentions an edict of Domitiaii by which this prac-

tice was put down, and the shops were coiiflned

within the areas of the huuscs.

The following arc the most remarkable classes

of shops of whicn we have notices or remains.

1. i^hops for the sale of wine, hot drinks, and
ready-dressed meat [Cappona.]

2. Bakers' shops. Of these several have been
found at Pompeii, containing the mill ns well os

the other implements for making bread. [Mola
;

PlSTOR.]

3. Booksellers* shops. [Librr.]

4. Barbers' and Hairdressers* shops. [Barba.]

TABERNA'CULUM.[TABRRNA;TRMrLiM.]
TABLI NUM. [Domur, p. 428, a.]

TA'BULAE. This word properly means planks

or boards, whence it is applied to sereml objects,

as gaming-tables (Juv. i. 90), pictures (Cic. He Fin.

T. I } ProperL L *2. 22), but more especially to

tablets used for writing, of which alone we hare to

speak here. The w*ord Tabulae was applied to

any flat substance used for writing upon, whether
stone or metal, or wood covered with wax. Livy

(L 24) indeed distinguishes between Ttdmlae and
Cera^ by the former of which he seems to mean
tablets of stone or metal

; but Tabulae and Tobellae

more frequently signify waxen tablets {tabulae

eeralae), which were thin pieces of wood usually

of an oblong shape, covered over with wax (oera).

The wax was written on by means of the stilus.

[Stilus.] These tabulae were sometimes made
of ivory and citron- wood (Mart. xiv. 3. 5), but

generally of a wood of a more common tree, as

the beech, fir, &c. The outer sides of the tablets

consisted merely of the wood ; it was only the

inner sides that were covered over with wax.

They were fastened together nt the back by means
of wires, which answered the purpoee of binges, so
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that they opened and ihut Hke our booki

; and
to prevent the wax of one tablet rubbing against

the wax of the other, there was a raised margin

around each, as is clearly seen in the w'oodcut under

SriLt’a. There were sometimes two, three, four

five, or even more, tablets fastened together in the

above-mentioned manner. Two such tablets were

called lyipiffcha (8i«ri;xa), which merely means
** twice-folded ** (from wruaffw ** to fold ”), whence

we have irrvtniovy or with the r omitted, irvKriov.

The Latin word puyt/farea, which is the name fre-

quently given to tablets covered with wax (Mart,

xiv. 3 ; Oell. xvil 9 ; PHn. Ep. i. C), may perhaps

be connected with the same root, though it is

usually derived from pugiltu*^ because they were

small enough to be held in the band. Such tablets

are mentioned ns early as the time of Homer, who
speaks of a irtiuf wrwirrdf. {IL vi. 169.) Three

tablets fastened together were called Triplycha

(rp/wTuxa), which Martial (xiv. 6) transIaU'S by

trijJicfM <(vroe)
;

in the same way we also read of

Pmttipiyeha (verrdrruxa) called by Martial ( xiv. 4

)

Qitiniupiice* (ceroe), and of /Vyy'iyria (woAuxtvx«)

or i\fidtipUtes {eeraeX The pages of these tablets

were frequently called by the name of certie alone ;

thus we reatl of jtritua cero, allera cero, ** first page,**

** s«‘cond page.” (Compare Suet. AVr. 17.) In ta-

blets containing important legal documents, espe-

cially wills, the outer edges were pierced through

with holes (/oranrim), through which a triple

thread (lirtum) was passed, and upon which a seal

wns then placed. This was intended to guard

against forgery, and if it was not done such docu-

ments were null and void. (Suet. AVr. 17 ; Paulus,

Sent. /f«*. V. 25. g 6 ; Tk«taIIINTUM.)
Waxen tablets were used among the Romans

for almost every species of writing, where great

length was not required. Thus letters were fre-

quently written upon them, which were secured

by being fastened together with packthread and
scaled with wax. Accordingly we read in Plautus

{liacehid. iv. 4. 64) when a letter is to be written,

** Effer cito stilum, ceram, et tabellas, et linum.”

The sealing is mentioned afterwards (1 96). (Com-
pare Cic. la eWif. iii. 5.) Tabulae and tabellae are

therefore used in the sense of letters. (Ovid. A/e/.

ix. 522.) Love-letters were written on very small

tablets <^Ied yUeUiani (Mart. xiv. 8,9), of which

word however we do not know the origin. Ta-
blets of this kind are presented by Amor to Poly-

phemus on an ancient painting. {Afut. Borbon.

vol. i. tav. 2.)

Legal documents, and especially wills, were al-

most always written on waxen tablets, as men-
tioned above. Such tablets were also used for

accounts, in which a person entered what he re-

ceived and expended (7u5u/ae or Codex aocrjdi et

fjprnsit Cic. pro Hone. Com. 2), whence Nowu
Tabulae mean an abolition of debts either wholly

or in part. (Suet. Jul, 42 ; Cic. de Off. ii. 23.)

The above are merely instances of the extensive

usa of waxen tablets
; it is unnecessary to pursue

the subject further.

Two ancient H*axen tablets have been discovered

in a perfect state of preservation, one in a gold

mine four or five miles from the village of Abrud-
banya in Transylvania, and the other in a gold

mine in the village itself. Of this interesting dis-

covery an account has been published by Massmann
in a work intitled ** Libeliut Aurarius, sive Tabulae

TABULARIUM.
Ceratae, et antiquissimoe et unice Romanae in

Fodina Auraria apud Abrudbanyam, oppidulum
Transsylvanum, uuper repertae,''* Lipsiae (1841).
An account of these tablet^ token from Massmann*s
description, will serve as a commentary on what
has been said above. Both the tabulae are tri-

ptycha, that is, consisting of three tablets each.

One is made of fir-wood, the other of beech- wood,
and each is about the size of what we call a small

octavo. The outer part of the two outside tablets

of each exhibits the plain sur&ce of the wood, the

inner part is covered with wax, which is now al-

most of a black colour, and is surrounded with a
raised margin. The middle tablet has wax on
both sides with a margin around each ; so that

each of the two tabulae contains four sides or four

pages covered with wax. The edges are pierced

through, that they might be fiuteii^ together by
means of a thread pos^ tiirough them. The wax
is not thick in either ; it is thinner on the beecheu

tabulae, in which the stilus of the w’riter has some-

times cut through the wax into the wood. There
are letters on both of them, but on the beechen ta-

bulae they arc few and indistinct ; the b^inning
of the first tablet contains some Oreek letters, but

they are succeeded by n long set of letters in un-

known characters. The writing on the tabulae

made of fi^wood is both greater in quantity and in

a much better state of preservation. It is written

in Latin, and is a copy of a document relating to

some busineu connected with a collegium. The
name of the consuls is given, which determines its

date to be a. d. 169. One of the most extraordi-

nary things connected with it is, that it is written

from right to left. The writing logins on what we
should call the last or fourth page, and ends at the

bottom of the third ; and by some strange good
fortune it has happened that the same document
is written over again, beginning on tho second

page and ending at the bottom of the first ; so that

where the writing is efiaced or doubtful in the one
it is usually supplied or explained by the other.

Waxen tablets continued to be used in Europe
for the purposes of writing in the middle ages; but

the oldest of these with which we are acquainted

belongs to the year 1301 a. u.,and is preserved in

the Florentine Museum.
The tablets used in voting in the comitia and

the courts of justice were also called tabulae as

well as tabellae. (Tabsllas.]
TA BULAE PU BLICAE. [Tabui.arium.]

TABULA'HH were notaries or accountants,

who are first mentioned under this name in the

lime of the empire. (Sen. Ep. 88 ; Dig. 11. tit. 6.

s. 7 ; 50. tit. 13. s. 1. § 6.) Public notaries, who
had the charge of public documents, were also

called tabularii (Dig. 43. tit. 5. s. 3), and these

seem to have differed from the tabelliones in the

circumstance that the latter had nothing to do
with the custody of the public registers. Public

tabularii were first established by M. Antoninus

ill the provinces who ordained that the births of

all children were to be announced to the tabularii

within thirty days from the birth. (Capitol. M.
Anton. 9.) IL^pecting the other duties of the

public tabularii, see Thcod. 8. tit. 2, and
Gothofr. fid loc.

TABULA'UIUM, a place where the public

records {tabulae publiate) were kept. (Cic. pro C.

Hfdiir. 3, pro Arck. 4.) These records were of

various kinds instance Senatuscoasulta, Ta«
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bulae Cenionaa, register! of birth*, death*, of the

name* of tho*e who Msumed the togn ririlis, dec

(See Abnun. ad Cic. Mil. 27.) There were variou*

tabulorU at Rome, all of which were in temple*
;

we find mention mode of tabuUria in the temple*

of the Nvmph* (Cic ;wo MiL 27), of Lucina, of

Juventus of Libitina, of Ceres, and more especially

in that of Satnm, which was also the public treor

•ary. (Serrios, ad Virg. 6'eory. ii. 502 ; Capitol.

M. Anton. Phil. 9.) [Asrarium.]
A tabttlarium was also called by other name*, as

Grammatophyia^um^ Arekium^ or Arri^irMm. (Dig.

48. tit 19. *. 9.) In a private house the name ot

TaUinum was given to the place where the family

n'cords and archives were kept. [DoMua, p.

428, a.]

TAEDA or TEDA (Jofr, AU, dim. Ztfhton),

a light of fi^wood, called on this account pinm
taeda, (Catull. lix. 15 ; Ovid. Putt. ii. 558.) Be*

fore the adoption of the more artificial modes of

obtaining light, described under Candbi-A, Fax,
Fu.s'ai.b, and Lucbrna, the inhabitants of Greece

and Asia Minor practised the following method,

which still prevails in those countries, and to a

certain extent in Scotland and Ireland, as well as

in other part* of Europe, which abound in forest*

of pines. (Fellows, in Atia A/i«tor, pp. 140,

333—335.) A tree having been select^ of the

species Pinua Maritima, Ama., which was called

vcdvi) by the ancient Greeks from the time of

Homer (//. xi.494, xxiii. 328), and which retain*

this name, with a slight change in its termination,

to the present day, a large incision was made near

it* root, aiusing the turpentine to flow so a* to ao
cumulate in its vicinity. This highly rvsinou*

wood was called 8ar, t. e. torch*wo^
;
a tree so

treated was called f>^3or, the process itself

9ovy or 3^ovp7s7v, and the workmen employed in

the manufacture, i^oupjoi. After the lapse of

twelve month* the portion thus impregnate was

cut out and divided into suitable lengths. This

was repeated for three successive years, and then,

os the tree began to decay, the heart of the trunk

was extracted, and the roots were dug up for the

same purpose. (Theopbrast If.P. i. 6. § I, iii.

9. g 3, 5, iv. 16. g 1, X. 2. § 2, 3 ; Atben. xv.

700, f.) These strips of resinous pinewood ore

now called 3^1a by the Greeks of Mount Ida.

(Hunt and Sibthorp, t» Wdljtofe't Mom. pp. 120,

235.)

\Vhen persons went out at night, they took these

light* in their hands (Aristoph. JCeefet. 688, 970),
more particularly in a nuptiiu procession. (Horn. II.

xviii. 492 ; He*. Scut. 275 ;
Aristoph. Piue^ 1317 ;

Ovid. Met. iv. 326 ; Fast. vi. 22.3.) Hence taedae

/e/ieet signified ^a happy malriage (Catull. 61.

25 ; compare Prudent, e. Symm, ii. 165) ;
and

these lights, no less than proper torches, are at-

tributed to Love and Hymen. (Ovid. Met iv.

758.) (J. Y.)

TAE'NIA. [ViTTA ;
STROPHim.]

TAGUS (ro7dr), a leader or general, was more
especially the name of the military leader of the

Thessalians. Under this head it is proposed to

give a short account of the Thessalian constitu-

tion.

The Thessalians were a Thesprotinn tribe (Herod.

viL 176 ;
VelL Pat. i. 3), and originally came

from the Thesprotian Ephym. Under the guid-

ance of leaders, who are said to have been descend-

ants of Hercules, they invaded the western part
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of the country afterwards called Thessaly, and
drove out or r^uced to the condition of Feiiestae

or bondsmen the ancient Aeolian Inhabitants {r^y
t6t9 fiiy AioAlda vvy 84 BsTToAiaio KoXovfidyify^

Diod. iv. 57). The Thessalians afterwards spn>nd
over the other parts of the country, and took pos-

session of the most fertile districts, and compellM
the Peraebi, Magnetes. Achaean i’hthiotae, and
other neighbouring people to submit to their autho-
rity and to pay them tribute. (Tlmcyd. it lUI,

iv. 78, viii. 3 ; Aristot. Pol. ii, 6.) The popula-

tion of Thessaly therefore consisted, like that of
Laconica, of three distinct classes. 1. The Penes-

tae, whose condition was nearly the same ns that

of the Helots. [Pbmbstab.) 2. The subject

people, who inhabited the districts which were not
occupied by the Thessalian invaders. They paid

tribute, as stated above, but were personally free,

though they had no share in the government.

They corresponded to the Peri»>eci of Lacunica. by
which name they are called by Xenophon, (//r//.

vi. 1. g 19.) [Pkriobci.] 3. The Thrs^nlimi

conquerors, who alone had any share in the public

administration, and whose Imids were cultivated

by the Penestae.

For some time after the conquest Thessaly seems
to have been governed by kings of the race of Her-
cules, who may however have been only the heads
of the great aristocratical families, invested with

the supreme power for a certain time. Under oiio

of these princes, nansed Alcuas, the country was
divided into four districts, Phihiotis, Histiaeoiis,

Thessaliotis, and Pdasgiotis. (.Aristot. ap. Ilurfto-

erat. t. v. Terpapx^^: Strab. ix. p. 430.) This
division continued till the latest times of Thessalian

history, and we may therefore conclude that it w'as

not merely a nominal one. black district may per-

haps have regulated its affairs by some kind of pro-

vincial council, but respecting the internal govern-

ment of each we are dmost entirely in the dark.

(ThirlwalU I/itt. of Greece^ vol. I p. 437.)

When occasioD required, a chief magistrate was
elected under the name of Tagus (ra7ds), whose
commands were obeyed by all the four districts.

He is sometimes called king (/SoirtAsst, Herod, v.

63), and sometimes (D'<’**y** <4.) His
command wras of a military rather than of a civil

nature, and he seems only to have been appointed

when there was a war or one was apprehended.

Pollux (i. 128) accordingly in his list of military

designations classes together the Boeotarchs of the

Thebans, the King of the Lacedaemonians, tho

Polemarch of the Athenians (in reference to his

original duties), and the Tagus of the Thessalians.

We do not know the extent of the pow*er w'hich

the Tagus possessed constitutiuimlly, nor the time

for which he held the office
;
probably neither was

precisely fixed, and depended on the circumstances

of the times and the character of the individual.

(Thirlwall, vol. i. p. 438.) He levied soldiers from

the states in each district, and seem* to have fixed

the amount of tribute to be paid by the allies.

(Xenoph. Hell. vi. 1. § 19.) When Jason was
tagus he had an army of more than 8000 cavalry

and not let* than 20,000 hopliles (Xenoph. /. c.),

and Jason himself says that when Thessaly is

under a tagus, there is an army of 6000 cavalry and
10,000 hopiites. (/</. vL 1. § 8.) The tribute

which Jason levied from the subject towns wot
the same as had been previously paid by one of

the Scopadoe, tvhom Buttmann supposes to be the
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Mirae Scopoi as the one mentioned by .\elinn ( V. II.

xli. 1) as a contemporary of Cyrus the younger.

When I'hessal^ w.*is not united under the govent-

ment of a tagus the subject towns pouessed more

independence. (Xenop)i. Hell. vi. i. $ 9.) In later

times some states cilled their ordinary nrngi’^tmtes

To^ol ( Bdckh, G>fp. Imct. n. 1770), which may
have b^n dime however, as Henaann suggests

only out of affectation.

Thessaly however was hardly ever united under

one government The different cities administered

their own affuirs independent of one another*

though the smaller towns seem to have frequently

been under the intluencc of the more important

ones {r£y ilucDe {rvy ^apffaKitey) i\prr)fAfvw¥

wdAfsrv* Xenoph. //ell. vi. 1. § R). In almost all

the citiers the form of pivemroent was aristocraticsl

(8uea<rrWf fioWov ^ iuoyoulf 4xp£yrord
oi BfotroAol* Thucyd. iv. 70), and it was chiefly

ill the hands of a few great families who were

descended from the ancient kings. Thus I.anss:i

was subject to the Aleuadne* whence Herodotus

(vii. ti) calls them kings of Thessaly; Cmnun or

Cmnnon to the Scopadae. and Hliarsalus to the

Cre<jndae. (Compare Theocr. ivi. 34, Ac.) These

nobles had vast estates cultivated by the Peiiesiae;

they were celebrated for their hospimlity and lived

in a princely manner rs aol ntyaXth

irpcirdr r^y SfrraXiKdy rpoiroy^ Xenoph. HrJl. vi. 1.

§ 3), and tliey attracted to their courts m.any of

the poets and artists of southern Greece. The
Thessalian commonalty did not however submit

quietly to the exclusive rule of the nobles. Con-

tests between the two classes seem to have arisen

early, and the conjecture of Thirlwall (vo). L p.

43R)* that the election of a tagus, like that of a dic-

tator at Rome, was sometimes used as an expedient

fur kct'ping the commonalty under, appears very

prolnble. At Ijarissa the Aleuadae nuule some Cf>n-

ccssions to the popular party. Aristotle (/V. t. 5)

speaks, though we do not know nt wlmt time he

refers to, of certain magistrates at Larissa, who
bore the name of woXiruipvAaaev, who exercised a

8up‘rintendence over the admission of freemen,

aud were elected themselves out of the body of the

people, whence they were led to court the people

in a way unfavourable to the interests of tlie aris-

tocracy. There w*ere also other magistrates at

Larissa of a democralicnl kind, called Aafx«riroro4of.

(.VrisloU l‘ol. liL 1.) Besides the contests between

the oligarchical and dcmocraiicul parties, there

were feuds among the oligarchs themselves ; and

such was the state of parties at Larissa under the

government of the Aleimdae two generations be-

fore the Persi.*in war, that a magistrate was chosen

by mtiimd consent, perhaps from the commonalty,

to mediate between the parties fitffiSiot,

AristoU l*oi, V. 5). At Pharsalus too at the close

of the Peloponnesian war the state was tom asun-

der hy intestine connnotions, and fur the sake of

quiet and security the citizens eiitrustetl the acro-

polis and the whole diroctiou of the government to

Polyd.amas, who discharged his trust with the

strictest integrity. (Xenoph. J/elL ri. 1. § 2, 3.)

The power of the aristocnuicai families however

seems to have contimi«*d with little diminution till

towards the close of the Pvlopnnncsian war, when
decided democratical niovemenU 6n>t Wgin to ap-

pear. At this time the Aleuadae and the Scopadae
had lost much of their ancient inflnenci*. Pherne
and IMiorsolus then became the two Uvtding s nlci^

TALAULV.

in Thessaly. At Pherae a tyranny, prol«bly arising

from a democracy, was establislied by Lyenphron,

who opposed tile great arUtocraiical families, and
aimed at the dominion of all Thessaly. (Xenoph.
Hell, iu 3. § 4 ;

Diod. xiv. 8*2.) The latter ob-

ject was accomplished by Jason, the suco'ssor and
probably the son of Lycophron, who cflected an

alliance with Polydamns of P)iars.*tlus. and caused

himself to be elected ingus about B.C. 374. While
he lived the whole of Tbest:dy was united os one

political power, but after his murder in n.c. 370
his family was tom asunder by iiitesiine discords

and did not long maintain its dominion. The
office of tagus became a tyranny under his succes-

sors, Polydorus, Polyphron, Alexander, Tisiphonus

and Lycophron ; till nt length the old aristocraiical

families called in the assistance of Philip of Mace-

donia, who deprived Lycophron of his power in

B.C. 333, and restored the ancient government in

the different towns. At Pherae he is Stoid to have

restored popular or at least republican government.

(Hind. xvi. 38.) The country however only changed

masters ; for a few years later (d c. 344) he nmdo
it completely subject to Macedonia by placing at

the head of the four diviiuons of the country, te-

trarchies or tetradnrchica, which he re-estahlislied,

governors devoted to hU interests and pnilmhly

members of the ancient noble families, w*ho ha<l

now become little better than bis vassals. (Dein.

Philip. iL p. 71, iii. p. 117 ;
Ilarpocrat. t. r.)

Thessaly from this time remained in a state of de-

pendence on the Macedonian kings (Polyb. iv. 78),

till the victory of T. Flamlnius at Cynosceplmlae in

B, c. 1.^7 again gave them a show of independence

under the protection of the Homans, (Liv. xxxiii.

34, xxxiv. 51, Polyb. xviii. 3U.)

(Buttiiiann, AIiftftolo</us, No. xxii. Von dem
der .Alemden j Voemcl, tU TUstitlift

IncolU antiifu, Frankf. IH'29 ; lloni, de TTrssu/ia

.Mucedonum imperto Oryphiae, IR‘29 ;

Tittmnnn, iMinte.-lnny d. (Jrirck, SlaaUver/. p. 713,

&C. ;
JSchiirannn, Antup Juris ptAl. Grarc. p. 401,

&c. ; Ilenimnn, LcMrtueh d.ifrvxh, Siaatsalt. § 17H.)

T.\LA'RIA, small wings, fixed to the ancles

of Mercury and reckoned among his attributes.

(v^StAo; Alhen. xii. p. 537, f. ;
»TT7eoW8iXot, Orjih.

Htfwn. xxvii. 4 ;
Ovid. Mel. ii. 736 ;

Fulgent.

M^lhttl. I.) In many works of ancient art they

are represented growing from h»s ancles, as if they

were a part of his bodily frame ; but more fre*

quently they are attached to him as n part of his

dress, agreeably to tho description of the poets

(Horn.//, xxiv. 340, Od. v. 44 ; Virg. Arn. iv.

*239) • and this is commonly done by representing

him with sandals, which have wings fastened to

them on eacli side over the ancles. But there is a

most be.autiful bronze statue of this divinity in the
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mtu^um at Naples, in which the artUt> instead of

the Aoie of a sandal, has made the straps unite in a
rosette under the middle of the foot (see the wood-

cut), evidently intending by this elegant device to

represent the messenger of the gods os borne

through space without touching the ground.

Besides Mercury the artists of antiquity also

represented Perseus as wenring winged sandiiK

(Aftm. AfaitJL iiL 2B ; Inghiramt, l'<m i.

tar. 70, IT. tav. 166); bemuse he put on those

of Mercury, when he went on his aerial voyage
to the rescue of Andromeda. (Ovid. Afft iv.

665—677 ; Hes. Scut. 216—220 ; Kratosth. Catasi.

22 ; Hygin. J*oet AUron. ii. 12.) The same ap-

pendage was a*cribed to Minerva, according to

one view of her origin, vis. as the daughter of

Pallas. (Ctc. <U Nat. Dear. iii. 23 ; Tsetses, SdwL
ta Ljfoopk. 355.) [J. Y.J
TALARUS (TdAopov). [CalathuSwI
TALA'SSIO. [Matriuomum, p. 743, b.]

TALENTUM. [Libra, 2d art
;
Pondkra

;

NuMuua.]
TA'LIO, from Talis, signifies an equivalent, but

it is used only in the sense of a punishment or

penalty the same in kind and degree as the mis’

chief which the guilty person bos done to the body
of another. A provision as to Talio occurred in

the Twelve Tables: Si membrum rupit ni cum eo

pacit talio esto. (Fettus, av. TWwmw.) This pas-

sage does not state whnt Talio is. Cato as quoted
|

by Priscian (vi. p. 710, Putsch) says: Si quis
j

membrum rupit aut os fregit, talione proximus

cognatus ulciscatur. The law of Talio was probably

enforced by the individual or his friends: it is not

probable that the penalty was inflicted under a

decision of a court of justice. It seems likely that

it bore some analogy to tho permission to kill an

adulterer and aduUn>ss in certain cases, which the

Julia Lex confirmed ; and if so, the law would

define the circumstances undat which on injured

person or his eognati might take this talio. The
punishment of death fur death was talio ; but it is

not s.iid that the eognati could inflict death for

death. Talio, as a punishment, was a part of the

Mosaic law: breach for breach, eye for eye,

tooth for tooth: os he hath caused a blemish in a

man, so shall it be done to him again.^

zxiv. 20 ; Rein, iMu CriminalreciU der Jfomer, pp.
37,3.‘>8. «I6, 915.) [O. L].

TALUS (ArrpdyaAor), a huckle-bone. The
huckle-bones of sheep and goats have often been
found in Greek and Roman tombs, both real, and
imitated in ivory, bronze, gloss, and agate. Those
of the antelope (dopxd3«tot) were sought as objects

of elegance and curiosity. (Theoph. Char. 5. ;

Atben. v. p. 193, f.) They were us^ to play with

from tlie earliest times, principally by women and
children (Plut AlcH*. p. 350), occasionally by old

men. (Cic. de Schc^ 16.) A painting by Alex-

ander of Athens, found at Resina, represents two
women occupied with this game. One of them,

having thrown the bones upwards into the air, has

cmgiu three of them on the back of her hand. (.4n/.

d'Erc. i. tav. 1.) See the following woodcut, and
compare the account of the game in Pollux (ix. c. 7).

Polygnotus executed a similar work at Delphi, re-

presenting the two daughters of Piindarus thus em-

ployed (veuCovaar d(rrp<r>dAo(r, Paus. x. 30. § 1 ).

But a much more celebrated production was the

group of two naked boys, executed in bronze by

Pulyclettts, and colled the Astni^uofiUs. (Pim.
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//. A', xxxiv. 8. •. 19.) A fractured marble group
of the same kind, preserved iu the Briiikh Museum,
exhibits one of the two boys in the act of biting

the arm of his play-fellow so as to present a livelv

illustration of the account in Homer of the fatal

quarrel of Patroclus. (/L xxiii. 87, 88.) To play
at this game was sometimes called

because live bones or other objects of a similar kind
were employed (Pollux, f.c.); and this numbiT is

retained among ourselves.

Whilst the tali were without artificial marks, the
game was entirely one of skill

; and in ancient no
less than in modern times, it consisted not merely
in catching the five bones on the back of the hand
as shown in the wood-cut, but in a great variety of
exercises requiring quickness, agility, and accuracy
of sigliL When the sides of the bone were
marked with diflerent values, the game bee:une
one of chance. [Alsa ; Tjt.-isKKA.] The two ends
were left blank, because the bone could not rest

upon either of them on account of its curvature.

The four remaining sides were marked with the
nnmliers 1, 3, 4, 6 ; 1 and 6 being on two oppo
site sides, and 3 and 4 on the oilier two opposite
sides. The Greek and Latin names of the num-
bers were as follows (Pollux, I e.

;

Kuitath.
tn //out. II. xxiii. 88 ; Suelon. Awjiud. 71 • Mart,
xiii. 1. 6} : 1. Mo*^5, (fv, *rv«r, XTor (Bruiick,
Anal. i. 35, 242) ; Ion. Ofnj: Unio^ VnUurinf^
cania (Propert. iv. 9. 17; Ovid. Art. Amnt. ii.

205, ii. 473) : 3. Tpedi'. Ternio ; 4. Tsrpdi:
Quatemio ; 6 . 4(iTijf, K<^ov : Senio.

As the bone is brooder in one direction than in

the other, it was said to fall upright or prone
(dp6dr i) wpTjyrjt^ rectus aut pronus), according ns it

rested on the narrow or the broad side. (Pint.
Sympus. rro6. p. 1209, ed. Steph.

; Cic. <U Fin.
ill. 16.)

Two persons played together at this game, using
four bones, which they threw up into tho air, or

emptied out of a dice box [ Fritilluh], and ob-
serving the numbers on tlie up(>enno»i sides. The
numbers on the four »ides of the four liones admitted
of thirty-five diflerent combinations. The lowest
throw of all was four aces ( jicU roliorioa q«a/Mor,

Piaut. Cure. ii. 3. 78). But the r.vlue of a throw
{$6\os, ,^/tis,) was not in all cases the sum of

the four numbers turned up. The highest in value
was that called rentut, or j'tclus Vewreui (Plant.

AAn. V. 2. 55 ; Cic dc Dir. ii. .59 ; bueton. L r.),

in which the numbers cut up were all diflerent

(Mart. xiv. 14), the sum of them being only four-

teen. It was by obtaining this throw that tho king
4 A 4
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of the frfttt wa» np}-nintcd wnotig the Runmn*

{ Mor. Carm. i. 4. 18, ii. 7. 25) [SvMPOsitM], and

hence it wa* also called BasUinu. (Plant fAt/r. ii.

3. 80.) Certain other throws were called by par-

ticular names, taken from gods, illustrious men and

women, and heroes. Thus the throw, consisting

of two aces and two trays, making eight was de-

nominated Strticknnu. When the object was

simply to throw the highest numbers, the game
was called v\*tirro€vKlv^a. (Pollux, vii. 206, ix.

95,110, 117.) Before a person threw the tili, he

often invoked either a god or his mistrt‘sa. (Plaut

Ciipi. i. 1. 5, C^rc- it 3. 77— 79.) These bones,

marked and thrown as above descrilied, were also

used in divination. (Sueton. 7V5er. 14.) [J. Y.]

TA'M1.4S (ra^i'af), was a name given to any
person who had the care, managing, or dispensing

of money, stock, or property of any description,

confided to him
;
as a steward, butler, housekeeper,

torehousekeeper, or treasurer. And the word is

applied metaphorically in a \iiriety of ways. But

the ro^/cu, who will fall under our notice in this

article, are certain officers entrusted with import-

ant duties by the Athenian government
; and more

especially the treasurers of the temples and the

revenne.

In ancient times every temple ofany importance

had property belonging to it, besides its furniture

and omameuts ; and a treasury W'here such pro-

perty was kept Lands were attached to the

temple, from which rents accrued ; fines were made
payable to the god ; trophies and other valuables

were dedicated to him by the public ; and various

sacred offerings were made by individuals. There

was a ffpeev who, together with

iwtffTdrat and Icpiowoml, had the custody and

management of these funds. The wealthiest of all

the temples at Athens was that of Athena in the

Acropolis, in which were kept the spoils taken

from the Persians (vd dptartta Trji vdAsier), be-

sides magnificent statues, painting, and other

works of art. (Demosth. c. Ttmocr. 741.) To the

Goddess large fines were specially appropriated by

the law or given by decree of the courts or the

assembly i and besides this she received a tenth of

all tlie fines that went to the state, a tenth of all

confiscations and prises taken in war. Her trea-

surers were called rapfai rns 3eev, or twi> rtfs

deou, or rafiiai Upmif dfoO, and
sometimes simply to^cu. (Demosth. e. Androi.

615.) They appear to have existed from an early

period. Herodotus (viii. 51, 53) relates that the

rapio4 rov Upo5 with a few other men awaited the

attack of Xerxes upon the Acropolis, and perished

in its defence. They were ten in number, chosen

annually by lot from the class of Pentaeosiome-

dimni, and afterwards when the distinction of

classes hod ceased to exist, from among the wealth-

iest of Atheniuti citisens. ( Harpocr. and Suid. $. v.

To^rn.) The treasurers of the other gods wore

chosen in like manner ^ hut they, about the 90th

Olympiad, where all united into one board, while

those of PalUs remained distinct. (Demosth. c.

7'imocr. 743.) Their treasury, however, was trans-

ferred to the same place as that of Athena, viz. to

the Opisthodoimis of the Parthenon, where w*ere

kept not only all the treasures belonging to the

temples, but also the state treasure (ocria x^nara,
as contm-distinguished from l«pd), under the enre

of the treasurers of Pallas. (Aristoph. Fiui. 1 194.)

All tbe funds of the state were considered as being
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in a manner consecrated to P.dlas ; while on the

otlier luuid the pt^ople reserved to themselves the

right of making use of the sacred monies, ns welt

as the other property of the templet, if the safety

of the state should require it. (Tliucyd. ii. 13.)

Payments made to the temples were received by

tbe treasurers in the pretence of some members oi

the senate, just as public monies w*ere by the

.\podectae ; and then tbe treasurers became re-

sponsible for their safe custody. As to fines see

Epibols, Prsctorxs, and on the whole of this

subject, Bikkh, J^uU. Ecxm, of Alhenty pp. IGO
— 164.

Tbe treasurer of the revenue, ranlat or

(rote^T wpo(rd3ou, was a more import-

ant personage than those last mentioned. He a'as

not a mere keeper of monies, like them, nor a mere

receiver, like the Apodectae ; but a general pay-

master, who received* through the Apodectae all

money which was to be disbursed for the purposes

of the administration (except the property-taxes

which were paid into the wa^office, and the tri-

bute from the allies, which was at first paid to the

Hcllenotomioe, and afterwards to other persons

hereafter mentioned), and then distributed it in

such manner as he w'os required to do by the law
;

the surplus (if any) he piiid into the war-office or

the Tbeoric fund. As this person knew all the cboii-

nels in which the public money hud to fiow, and

exercised a general superintendence over the ex-

penditure, he was competent to give advice to the

people upon financial measures, with a view to im-

prove the revenue, introduce economy, and prevent

abuses
;
he is sometimes called rofuas rfis Stoixii-

or 6 4irl r^s SioixTfofwt, and may be re-

garded as a sort of minister of finance. To him

Aristophanes refers in Equit. 947. He was

elected by held bit office for four

years, but was capable of being re-elected. A law,

however, was passed during the odroinistratinn of

Lycurgtis, prohibiting re-election ; so that Lycur-

gus, who is reported to have continued in office

for twelve years, must have held it f>>r the last

eight years under fictitious names. The power of

this officer was by no means free from control

;

inasmuch as any individual was at liberty to pro-

pose financial measures, or institute criminal pro-

ceedings for malversation or waste of the public

funds; and there was an dMrrtypaptds rijr dtotNii-

fftett appointed to check the accounts of bis supe-

rior. Anciently there were persons called IIop«rrai

who appear to have assisted the rofiiat in some part

of their duties. (Rdckh, tc/. 166) [Poristsk.]

The money disbursed by the treasurer of the

revenue was sometimes paid directly to the various

persons in the employ of the govenimrnt, some-

times through subordinate pay offices. Many pub-

lic functionaries had their own paymasters, who
were dependent on the rapuas wpotrdSou, re-

ceiving their funds from him, and then distributing

them in their respective departments. iSuch were

the Tptnpovoio/, Tfixovoiol, ddoirotol, rtuppoicofoiy

4wffit,\7iTel who received through their

own To^iicu such sums as they required from time

to time for the prosecution of their works. The pay-

ment of tbe judicial fees was made by the Colacretae

(awAoap^rai), which, and the providing for the

jiienls in the Prytaneum, were the only duties that

remained to them after the establishment of the

Apodectae by Cieisthenct. (Aristoph. Vesp. 695,

724.) The TOfitai of tbe sacred vessels, if,

a
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IlapiUov Mid rni SoAa^rtaT, acted not otilj n»

treoAiirerSf butn* trierarch*; the expenf>oft (amoiuit*

ing fur the two ahipi toother to about sixteen

talents) beinff provided by the state. They were

elected by (Demosth. e. Afvl. 570 ;

Pollux, viiL 110.) Other trierarchs liad their own
private ro^oi, for the keeping of accounts and
belter dispatch of business, (itdekh. Id. p. 171,

&c. ; Schdmann, Ant Jur. pmU. Or. pp. *2.'>0, 312.)

I'he duties of the 'EXA^^'ora^tcu are spoken of

in a separate article. [Hsliknotamiac.)
The war fund at Athens (independently of the

tribute) w*as pmvided from two sources, 1st, the

property-tax [Kiamoa.t}, and 2dly, the surplus

of the yearly revenue, which remained after de-

fraying the expenses of the civil adniiniilralion,

r^wfptiyra Sioixifircwf. Of the ton

SrpaTTD'ol, who were annually elected to preside

over the war department, one was called arparyjy6s

6 4w\ Tiff Sioiinjacwf, to whom the management
of the WOT fund was entrusted. He bad under
him a treasurer, called ra^sias rwr orpeerutriKmr,

who gave out the pay of the troops, and defrayed

all other expenses incident to the service. De-
mosthenes, perhaps on account of some abuses

which had spning up, recommended that the

generals should have nothing to do with the mili-

tary fund, but that this should be placed under the

care of special officers, ro^'cu xoi who
should be accountable for its proper application

:

Toy ^^y Ttie Adyor vopd rovTtty

Ao^arcu', vdr 8« raiv Xpr^uy vapd roO arparrrtov.

{De Cheryon, 101.) The passage just cited con-

firms the opinion of those who think that in De-

mosth. <U Coron. 23D, 2b’5, the words 6 dxl

dtounjirvwr refer to a <rrpaTtrydr so designated,

and not to the vo^uar rijs vpoir6iov. (Schdniann,

Ant Jur. puU, Or. p. 252, n. 7 ; D(<kh, Id. p.

Ibtt
; Meier, Att Pruc. p. 105.)

So much of tlie surplus revenue, as was not re-

quired for the purposes of war, was to be paid by
the treasurer of the revenue into the Theoric fund ;

of which, after the Arcbonship of Euclides, special

managers were created. [Thxorica.]
I^tly, we have to notice the treasurers of the

demi, Mmwv ro^dai, and those of the tribes, ^i/Awr

Tufiiai, who had the care of the funds belonging to

their respective coinniuniiies, and performed duties

analogous to those of the state treasurers. The
demi, as well as the tribes, had their common
lands, w'hich were usually let to farm. The rents

of these funned the principal part of their revenue.

^v\apx<>u aitd other local functionaries

w'ere appointed for various purposes; but with re-

spect to their internal economy we have but scanty

information. (Schliniami, do Comit pp. 37 1—37^
A>tt Jur. fmU. Or. pp. 203, 204.) [C. R. K.)

TAPES or TAPK^'PE (Non. Marccll. p. 229,
ed. MerceriX ‘rdsijt, rdvir, or Sdxir, dim, SaxlStoy,

a piece of tapestry, a carpet.

The use of tapestry was in very anc'ent times

characteristic of Oriental rather than of European

habits (Athen. ii. p. 4R, n.) ; we And that the

Asiatics, including the Egyptians and also the

Carthaginians, who were of Asiatic origin, excelled

in the manufacture of carpets, displayed them on

festivals and other public occasions, and gave them
as presents to their friends. (Xen. AnuL. vii 3.

§ iH, 27.) They were nevertheless used by the

Cireeks as early as the age of Homer {//. xvi. 224,
'

x.tiv. 230, 645, Od. ir. 293, vii. 337), and by,
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some of the Inter Roman Emperors they were given

as presents to the combatants at the Circensian

Gomes. (Sidon. Apnll. Carm. zxiii. 427.) The
places most renowned for the manufacture were
Babylon (Arrian, JCrf»l, AUs. vi. p. 43G, ed.

Blanc. ; Sidon. ApolL EfuU. ix. l.’i), Tyre and
Sidon (Heliodor. v. p. 252, ed. Commelio.),

Sardes (Athen. ii. p. 43, b., vi. p. e., zii.

p. 514, c. ; Non. MarcelL p. 542), Miletus (Ari«-

toph. Han. 54SX Alexandria (PlauL Pyeud, i 2.

13), Carthage (.\then. i. p. 28, a), and Corintlu

(Athen. i. p. 27, d.) In reference to the texture,

these articles «*ere distinguished into those which
were light and tliin with but little nap, chieHy

made at Sardes and called tf^iAordviSsf (Athen. vi.

p. 255, e., xii. p.5l4,c. ; Diog. Isiert. v. 72), and
those in which the nap (pmWos) was more abund-
ant, and which were soft and woolly (ollAoi, Horn.

H. xvL 224 ;
moAokou iploto^ Od. iv. 124). The

thicker and more expensive kinds (/uoAAiirroI) re-

sembled our baise or drugget, or even our soft and
warm blankets, and were of two sorts, viz. thr>H»

which hod the nap on one udeonly (^rcpd/ioAAoiX

and those which had it on both sides, called

dfi^lrawot (Athen. v. p. 197, b., vi. p. 255, e. ;
Diog.

I^rt. V. 72, 73X ampAUapae (Non. Morcell. p.

54 0 ; Lucil. Sat. i. p. 1 88, ed. Hip. X or dfi^trdrrtru

( Kustath. in Horn. II. ix. 20U), and also ii^ittaXKoi

or om/>Ai5»tt//a. (Hlin. //. iV. viu. 48. s. 73.) In-

stead of being always used, like blankets, in single

pieces as they came from the loom [Pallium],
carpets were often sewed together. ( PlauL Stick.

ii. 2. 54.) They were frequently of splettdid

colours, being dyed either with the kermes (Hor.
.SriT. ii. 6. 102— 1U6) or with the murex (dAoi^iir,

^ixup^poiX and having figures, especially hunt-

ing-pieces, woven into them. (Sidon. Apoll./.e.;

PlauL Pyeud. L 2. 14.) These fine specimens of

tapestry were spread upon thrones or chairs, and
upon benches, couches, or solas, at entertainments

(Horn. Ii. ix. 200, Od. xx. 150 ;
Virg. Aen. i. 6.39,

697—700 } Ovid. Met. xiii. 638 ; Cic, Tutc. v. 21 ),

more especially at the nuptials of persons of dis-

tinction. Catullus (Ar^n. 47—220) represents

one to have been so employed, which exhibited the

whole story of Theseus and Ariadne. They were
even used to sleep upon (Horn. II. x. 156 ; Anac.
viii. 1,2; TheocriL xv. 125 ; Aristoph. Pint. 540 ;

VTrg. Aen, ix. 325, 358), and for the clothing of

horses. ( Aen. vii. 277.) The tapestry used to

decorate the bier and catafalque at the AroTHBoaia
of a Roman Emperor was interwoven with gold.

(Herodian, iv. 2, p. 82, ed. Rekker.) The orientals

upon occasions of state and ceremony spread

carpets both over their floors and upon the ground.

(Aeschr). Agam, B79—936 ; Athen. iv. p. 131, b.,

xii p. 514, c.)

Hnides the terms which have now been explained,

the same articles of domestic furniture had deno-

roiiuitionB arising from the mode of using them,,

either in the Triclinium (trkivtiaria Babyhtniea^

Plin. II. iV. viii 48. s. 74) or in the Cvrjculum
{cuhtenlaria poiymita^ MarL xiv. 150X and espe-

cially from the constant practice of spr^iug them
out {tejciiU ytragulum^ Cic. Tuye. v. 21 ; r/ra/am,

C. Nepos, Ages, viii 2 ; resits stragula. Liv. xxxiv.

7 ; Hor. Sat. ii 3. 118 ;
<rrpa*>mil, Plut. Ltfcurg.

p. 86, ed. Sleph. ; Athen. iv. p. 142, a., arpZpMTa^
ii. p. 48, d ). The Greek term peristromay which
was tratiisrerred into the Latin (Diog. LoerL Lc.

;

PlauL SticA^ ii. 2. 54 ;
Cic. Pi^. ^ *
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pecial lignification, mmninff probably a coverlet

made w large oa to hang round the tidei of the

bed or conch. [J. Y.]
TAPIIUS [FitNua. p. 556, a.]

TAKKNTI'NI LUDI. [Ltni SaaruLanM.]
TARRIIIJS (ro^^r). [Navta, p. 788, a.]

TAUKII LUOJ. [Lnoi SaaevLants.]
TAXIARCH I (ro{iapxM),^«r« military officers

at Athens, vho were next in rank to the Strategi.

(SraariGUa.] They were ten in number like the

strategi, one for cocb tribe, and were elected in the

same way, namely by ( I^>u. Philip, i.

p. 47 ; Pollux, viil 87 ) In war each commanded
the inhintry of his own tribe (Denu in BofoL p.

999 ; Aetch. de FaU, Le^. p. 333), and they were

frequently called to assist the Strategi with their

advice at the war'Council. (Thueyd. vii. 60.) In

peace they assisted the Strategi in levying and
enlisting soldiere. as is stated under Stkateouss
and they seem to have also assisted the latter in

the discharge of many of their other duties.

The Taxiarchs were so called from their com-

mandiog ra{eis« which were the principal divisions

of the hoplites in the Athenian anny. Each tribe

(^An) formed a rd{ir, whence we find ^i/Aif used

as synonymous with vd^ts. (Eya ta Agwat. pp.

4.98, 501.) As there were ten tribes, there were
consequently in a complete Athenian army ten

vdfsit, but the number of men contained in each '

would of course vary according to the importance

of tlie-war. Among the other Greeks tko rd{is
!

was the name of a much smaller division of troops.
I

The Adxor among the Athenians was a subdivision
|

of the T0 {ir, and tlie Aox<ry<d were probably op*
|

pointed by the taxiarcha (Schomann, Aid. Jur.

ptdd. 6’mcc. p. 253, Ac.)

TAXIS (Tofij). (Taxiarchl]
TECTOR,TECTO'RIUM OPUa [Parim,

p. 870, a.}

TE GULA (Kfpe^uor, dim. xepo^'t. Xen. UtUen.

vL 5. § 9), a roofing-tile. Roofing-tiles were origi-

nally made, like bricks, of baked clay (yfir or-rqs).

Byses of Naxos first introduced tiles of marble

about the year 620 B. c. (Paua v. 10. § 2.) Be-
sides the superior beauty and dumbility of tlie

material, these tiles could be made of a much
larger size than those of clay. Consequently, when
they were employed in the construction of the

greatest temples, such as that of Jupiter at Olympia
(Paus. /. c.), the Parthenon at Athens, anil the

Sempeium at Putenli, their dimensions were in

exact proportion to the other parts of the building
;

nnd the etfect of the parallel rows of joint-tiles

descending from the ridge to the eaves, nnd termi-

nated by omnmental frontons with which the lions*-

heads {tapiia Uemina^ Vitruv. iii. 5. § 15 ; xsA^peu,

Ilorapoll, //rer. L2I) over the cornice alternated,

was exceedingly grand and benntifuL How highly

this invention was prixed by the ancients is |woved

by the attempt of the Roman censor Q. Fulvius

Flaccus to despoil the temple of the Laciniaii Juno
of some of its marble tiles (t^yulae marmoreae)^ in

order to adum another temple which he had vowed
to erect in Rome. (Liv. xlii. 4 ; Val. Max. i. 1.

§ 20.) A still more expensive and magnificent

method of roofing consisted in the use of tiles

made of bronze and gilt. (Plin. //. iV. xxxiii. 3.

s 18.)

At Rome the houses were originally roofed with
shingles, and continued to be so down to the time
of tlie war with Pyrrhus when tiles began to super-
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•ede tbe old roofing matermL (Plin. //. A^xvi. 10.

s 36 ;
Niebuhr, Hid. of /hnne, vol. iii. p. 559.)

Tiles were originally made perfectly fiaS or with

nothing more than the hook or noxlo underneath

the upper border, which fulfilled the purpose of

fixing them upon the rafters. They were afrer-

words formed with a raised border on each side, as

is shown in the annexed woodcut representing the

section of four of Ute tiles ren>aining at Pompeii.

In order that the lower edge of any tile might
overlap the upper edge of that which came next

below it, its two sides were m.ode to converge

downwards. See the next woodcut representing

a tiled roof, from a part of which the joint-tiles are

removed in order to show the overlapping and the

convergence of the sides. It was evidently neces-

sary to cover the lines of junction between the

rows of flat tiles, and this was done by tbe use of

semicylindrioal tiles called tNr^niors. The above

woodait shows the section of three imbrices found

at PomjMui, and indicates their position relatively

to the lut tiles. This is also shown in the next

woodcut. The roof, by the exact adaptation of

the broad legii/ae and the narrow imJjmce* through-

out its whole extent, became like one solid and

compact frame-work. (Xen. Mem. iii. 1. § 7 ; roa*

fringd trffuku indtricfaqm^ Plant Mod. i. 2. 28 ;

Plin.//. V. xxxvi. 22. a 44.) The rows of joint-

tiles divided the roof into an equal numlwr of

channels, down which the water descended into

the gutter (camtlu) to be discharged through open-

ings made in the lions'-heads, the position and ap-

pearance of which are shown in the woodcuts.

The rows of flat tiles terminated in a variously

ornamented front which rose immediately above

the comice, and of which four specimens are shown

in the first woodcut Ths first and fourth patterns

are drawn from tiles found at Pompeii, and the

two intenml from tiles preserved in the British

by Clooglc
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Mu*eum and brought tliillicr from Atbeni. Th«
lions' heads upon the third find fourth are per*

forated* [Antkfixa.] Tlie frontons, which

were ranged along the comice at the tcmiiruitiun

of the rows of joint-tiles, were either painted or

sculptured so as to represent leaves, npluslria

[ArLi'HTRx], or masks. The hrst woodcut shows

three examples of such frontons, which belong

to the Elgin collection in the British Museum,
j

They are dirawn on a much larger scale than the 1

other objects in the same woodcut. The invention
;

of these graceful ornaments U aK’rib<‘d to IHbutades

of Corinth. (Plin. //. A', xxiv. I’i. s, 43 )

Other highly curious details upon the tiled roof*

of Greek temples may be seen in the Vnedited

Antfqidtifi of AUuv^ Lon. I1H7*

The same arrangement of tiles which was placed

round a temple was also to be found within a house

which was formed w'ith an opening in the centre.

Hence anv person who descended from the roof

into the open court or inipluviuro of a house, was

said to pass ** through the tiles” (per Ter.

Kun. iii, 5. 40 ;
cninparc Gcllius, x. 15 ;

8td tw*'

acpdMwr, St. Luke, v. 19).

Pliny mentions a kiiui of tiling under the name
yvirr>nu<rxra (//. <V. xxxvi. 2'J. s. 44 ), so called nn>*

bably bt^cause the tiles were semicircular at their

lower edge, and overlapped one another like the

feathers in the train of a peacock. Ancient se-

pulchres and urns, made in the form of small temples

IFcNvaJ, often represent very exactly the np-

peanuice of a roof with tlie above-mentioned va-

rieties in the form of the tilca [J. Y.]

TtICIIOPOEUS (Tfixo’roKJt)' Among the

vanouB perM>ns to whom was entrusted the ma-

nagement of public works at Athens (e»i<TTfilTo*

tTjftoaiur ipywy), were those whose business it was

to build and keep in repair the public walls. It is

needless to observe how important to the city of

Athens were her walls and fortiheations, mure

especially the long walls, which connected the

upper city with the Peiraeeiis. and which gave it tlie

atlvnntages of an island. These were innintained

at consi«ierable expense. The rtixoToioi appear

to have been elected by each

trib«*, and probably for a year. They were con-

sidered to hold a magisterial office (opx’il* ttnd

in that capacity had an »}7«^oV»a finraimi/dou.

Aeschines calls them itrirrdTai rod nrylorov rwy
fpytry. Funds were pul at their dinposal, for which

they had their treasurer (ro^faT), dependent on

the treasurer of the revenue. They were liable to

render an account (ctl9t/ei;) of their management of

thi^e funds, and also of their general conduct, like

other magistrates. The office of T«»xoeoids has been

invested with peculi^ir intert^t in modem times, on

account of its having been held by Demosthenes,

and its having given occasion to the famous prose-

cution of Ctesiphon,who proposed that Demosthenes

should receive the honour of a crown before he had

rendered his account according to law. As to the

nature of the office, and the laws thereto relating,

we may probably rely upon the account given by

Aeschines. (Aesch. c. CU‘$ijik. 55—57, ed. Sleph.

;

Bdckh, Publ. Ecoh. of AOtenMy pp. 170, *203, 2d

ed.) [C. R. K.j

TELA (l<rr4t), a loom. Although w'caving was

amongst the Greeks and Romans a distinct tridc

earned on by a separate class of persons (v^xii'Tai,

irj-lorrs and Ujtru^ who more ponicu-

lurly supplied the inhabitants of the towns with
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the productions of their skill (CalO, ds /ie Pud,
135), yet every considerable domestic establish-

ment, especially in the country, contained a loom
((.'ato, do /i« liusi. 10, 14) together with the whole
apparatus Decessary for the working of wool (/uni-

/tciwm, ToAatr/a, raKeuriovpyla), fllesiod. Op. rt

J>ieSt770 ; Vi^.L’con;. i, 285, 294.) [CAtATHUa.]
These occupations were all supposed to be carrii-d

on under the protection of Minerva, specially deno-
minated *Epydyri^ who was always regarded in this

character as the fnemi and patroneas of industry,

siibriety, and female decorum. (Serr. w 1 ny. Ed,
vl 3.)

)Vhen the farm or the palace was sufficiently

large to admit of it, a portion of it called the <<rrwK

(AiWones, Varro, de lie Rust. L 2) or tejririnum^ w*aa

devoted to this purpose. (Cic. I err. iv. 2(i.) The
work was there principally carried on by female

slaves (quasillanae^ oJ ipiOot, Theocrit. xv. 8U ;

Horn. L 35G—3b0, vii. 235, xxi. 3.v0) under
Uie uperintendence of the mistress of the bouse,

who herself also together with her daughters took
part in the labour, both by instructing beginners

and by bnisliing the more tasteful and ornamental

parts. (Vitruv. vi. 7. p. lG4,ed. Schneider; Sym-
mnehus l.j>ui. vL 40.) But although weaving was
employed in providing the ordinary articles of

clothing among tlic Greeks and Romans from the

earliest tiroes, yet ns an inventive and decorative

art, subf^en'ienl to luxury and refinement, it waa
almost entirely Oriental. Rersio, Babylonia, I'igypt,

Phoenicia, Phrygia, and Lydia, are all celebrated

fur the wonderful skill and magnificence displayed

in the manuhicturo of scarfs, shawls carpets and
tapestry. [Ciilauya, Pallium, FKPi.u.y,

T

apk.h.]

Among the peculiarities of Egyptian mnnnera
Herodotus (il. 35 ;

compare Athen. ii. p. 48, b) men«
tions that weaving was in that country the employ-
ment of the male sex. This custom still continues

among some Arab and negro tribes. (Welstcd,
7>«iy/s, voL i. p. 123 ; Prichard, /fftworfAcs 'ol.

ii. p. GO, 3d edit.) Throughout Europe, on the

other hand, weaving was in the earliest ages tlie

task of women only. The matron, assisted by her

daughters, wove clothing for the husband and the

sons. (Colum. de Re Rutl, xii. Prttef ; Plin. //. M
viii. 48. a 74 ; Herod, ix. 109.) This domestic

custom gives occasion in the works of the epic and
tragic poets to some very interesting demoumene and
expressions of affi-clion between near relations. In-

deed the recognition, or 'Ara7P^pMrif, os Aristotle

calls it (de Art. Poet. 6. § 18, 14. $21), often

depends on this circumstance. Thus Creusa proves

her-elf to be the uiolher of Ion (Eurip. /on, 1416,

1417) by describing the pattern of a shawl which
she had made in her youth, and in which she had
wrapped her iufant son. Iphigenia recognises her

brother Orestes on one occasion (Eurip. Jph,in
7>iar. 814—817), and Klectra recognises him on
another (.'\e8chyL Cboefth. 225) by' the figured

clothing which he wore, and which they had long
before woven for him.

Besides the shawls which were frequently given

to the temples by private {wrsons, or obUiined by
commerce with foreign nations, companies or col-

leges of females were attached to the more opulent

templet for the purpose of furnishing a regular sup-

ply. Thus the sixteen women, W'ho lived together

in a building deslinetl to their use at Olympia,
wove a new shawl every five years to be displayed

at Uic games which were then celebrated in honour
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of Hem. nnd to be pri'sefred in her temple. (PauR.

V. 16. § 2—4, y124. g 8.) [Hkhaba.] A similar

college At Sparta was devoted to the purpose of

weaving a tunic every year for the sitting statue

of the Amyclenn Apollo, which was thirty cubits

high. (Paus. iii. 16. §2.19. §2.) At Athens
the company of virgins called jp-yaorteai or

and d^^n<f>6pot^ who were portly of Asiatic extrac-

tion. wove the shawl which was carried in the Pa-
nathenaic procession and which represented the

battle between the gods and the giants. (Eurip.

Nec. 461—4G9 ; Virg. CVts, 21

—

35.) [Arrhb-
PHORiA

: Panathr.nasa.] A similar occupotion

was Assigned to young females of the highest rank

at Argos. (Eurip. Ipk, in Taur. 213—215 ) In

the fourth century the task of weaving begnn to

be transferred in Europe from women to the other

sex. a change which St. Chrysostom deplores as a
sign of prevailing sloth and effeminacy. 34.

voL iiL p. 470. ed. Saville.) Vegetius He MU.
L 7)« who wrote about the same time, mentions

linieone*., or the manufacturers of linen cloth, in the

number of those who were ineligible as soldiers.

Every thing woven consists oftwo essential parts,

the warp and the woof, called in Latin Stamen and
SuUegmen^ SeUemen^ or Trama (VMtniv. z. 1 ;

Ovid, Met. iv. 397 ;
Plin. II. N. xi. 24. s. 28 ;

|

Pers. Sat. vi. 73). in Greek onf/xwi' and Kpotci^.

(Plato, PoliL pp. 297, 301, 302, ed. Bekker
;

Aelian, If, A. ix. 17 ; Plut de I*. H Oexr. p.

672.) Instead of Kpwf\ Plato i^heg. v. p. 386,

ed. Bekker) sometimes uses 4^^, and in the

passages referred to he mentions one of the most
important differences between the warp and the

woof : via. that the threads of the former are strong

and firm in consequence of being more twisted in

•pinning, whilst those of the latter are com{wra-

lively soft and yielding. This is in fact the diffe>
|

retice which in the modem silk manufacture dis-

tinguishes organxine from /ram, and in the cotton

manufacture /iri^ from Another name for

the woof or tivun was ^o^rn. (Horn. Batr. 181 ;

Eustath. in Horn. IL zxiiL 762, Od, v. 121.)

The w*arp was called stamen in Latin (from

stare) on account of its erect posture in the loom.

(Varro, £. £. v. 1 13, ed. Muller.) The correspond-

ing Greek term and likewise lar6s have

evidently the same derivation. For the same rea-

son the very first operation in weaving was to set

up the loom, <rr^ac6at (Horn. ()<L iu 94 ;

Ileiiod. Op. et DieSy 779) ;
and the web or cloth,

before it was cut dow*n or ** descended'' from Uie

loom (irart^a 6g> i'<rriS, ThcocriL zv. 35), w*as

called “vestis pendens," or "pendula teU" (Ovid,

Met. iv. 395, Epist. i. 10), because it hung from

the transverse beam or Juoum. These particulars

are all clearly exhibited in the picture of Circe's

loom, which is contained in the very ancient illu-

minated MS. of Virgil's Aeneid preserved at Rome
in the Vatican Library. (See annexed w'ood-

cut, and compare Aen. vii. 1 4 : apnd majnres Mantes

terebant^ Servius in loc.

;

IIom.*Od. x. 222.) Al-

though the upright loom here exhibited was in

common use, and employed fur all ordinary pur-

poses, the practice, now generally adopted, of

placing the warp in an horixontol position was oc-

casionally resorted to in ancient times ; for the

upright loom (s/tias le/a, ttrros 6p9tot)^ the manage-
ment of w*hich required the female to stand and
move about, is opposed to another kind at which

she sat (Artemidor. iii. 36 ;
Seta'ius, 4 c.)

We observe in the preceding woodcut al^t the

middle of the apparatus a transverse rod passing

through the warp. A straight cane was well

adapt^ to be so used, and its application is clearly

expressed by Ovid in the words ** stamen secernit

arundo." {Met. vi. 55.) In plain weaving it was
inserted between the threads of the warp to ai to

divide them into two portions, the threads on one

side of the rod alternating with those on the other

side throughout the whole breadth of the warp.

The two upright beams supporting the jugum, or

transverse be^, from which the warp depends,

were called (Tlieocrit. zviii. 34), and
lrr6Toits. literally, ** the legs of the loom." (Eus-
tath. m Horn. Od. ziiL 107.)

Whilst the improvements in machinery have to

a great extent superseded the use of the upright

loom in all other parts of Europe, it remains almost

in its primitive state in Iceland. The following

woodcut is reduced from an engraving of the Ice-

landic loom in Olaf Olaisen's Economic Tonr in

that island, published in Danish at Copenhagen,

A. D. 1780. We observe underneath the jiignm a
roller (drrtor, Polinx. vii. x. § 36 ; Eustath. in

Horn, Od. xiiL 107) which is turned by a handle,

and on which the web is wound as the work ad-

vances. The threads of the warp, besides being

separated by a transverse rod or plank, are divided

into thirty or forty parcels, to each of which a
stone is suspended for the purpose of keepfing the

warp in a perpendicular position and allowing the

necessary play to the strokes of the spatha, which
is drawn at the side of the loom. The mystical

ode written about the eleventh century of our era,
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with which Gray huinade utfAmilmr in hit tmna-

lalion« and which deicribec the loom of ** the Fatn]

rrpreaenu wjirriors* ikulU as Kupplying

the place of theae round atones (pondera^ Sen.

EpiM. 91 ; Plin. H. N. Le.). The knotted bundles

of threads, to w*hich the stones were attached, often

remained after the web was huished in the form of

A frintte. [FisfuaiAi ]

Whilst the comparatively conrse, strong, and
much-twisted thread designed for the «*orp was

thus arranged in parallel lines, tha woof remained

upon the spindle [Fi'hi'r], forming a $pool, biJJdn^

or pen dint, mfrior, Horn. //. iztii. 762 ;

Eurip. //fc, 466). This was either conveyed

through the warp without any additional con-

trivance, as is still the case in Iceland, or it was

made to revolve in a shuttle (voi'ovAjroSf Hesych.

an. Tltjyiov: raiiins^ Lucret. v. 1352). This was

made of box brought from the shores of the Euxine,

and was pointcii nt its extremities, that it might

easily force its way through the warp. (Virg. Aen,

ix. 476 ; Ovid. Met. iv. 275, vt 56, 132, F(ut.

iiu 879.) The annexed woodcut shows the form

in which it is still used in some retired parts of our

island for common domestic purposes, and which

may be regarded as a form of great antiquity.

All oblong cavity is seen in its uppier surface,

which holds the bobbin. A small slick, like a

wire, extends through the length of this cavity,

and enters its two extremities so as to turn freely.

The small stick passes through a hollow cane,

which our monurncturers call a and wliich

is surrounded by the woof. This is drawn through

a round hole in the front of the shuttle, and,

whenever the shuttle is thrown, the bobbin re-

volves and delivers the woof through this hole.

The process of winding the yam so as to make
It into a bobbin or pen, was called

(Theocrit xviii. 32) or (Aristot.

If. A. V. 19.) The reverse process by which it

was delivered through the hole in front of the

shuttle (see the last woodcut) was called tKrqyi-

f*tr9eu. Hence the phrase ^«ari|»'ic7rai ravra means
** he shall disgorge these things.*' (Ahitopb. Euh.
586 ; Schol. ta loc.)

All that is effected by the shuttle is the con-

veyance of the woof across the warp. To keep
every thread of the woof in iu proper place it is

necessary that the threads of the warp should be
decussat^. This was done by the leashes, called

in Latin /icio, in Greek >Jtoi (Mirot, Hum. II.

xxiii. 762X By a leash we are to understand a
thread having at one end a loop, through which a

thread of the warp was passed, the other end being

fastened to a straight rod called Linaioriumy and in

Greek aavojt'. (Aristoph. Tkenm. 829.) The warp,

having been divided by the arundo, as already

mentioned, into two sets of threads, all those of the

same set were passed through the loops of the cor-

responding set of leashes, and all these leashes

were fastened at their other end to the same wooden
rod. At least one set of leashes was ii'Hressary to

decussate the warp, even in the plainest and sim-

pleat weaving. The number of sets was increased
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I according to the complexity of the pattern, which
was caJl^ bilijt or trilix (Mart. xiv. 143), S^rov,
rpifUTot (Crat. Jun. Fruff. p. lUS, ed. Runkel)«or
voXdutrot (Per. Mar. Eiyth, pp. 164, 170, 173,
ed. BlancardiX according as the number was two,
three, or more.

The process of annexing the leashes to the warp
was called ordiri tetam (Plin. II. N. xi. 24. s. 28),
also licia teiu« adiUrt, or adnecta^ (^^>rg- (Irorg. i,

285 ; Tibull. i. 6. 78.) It occupied two women at
the same time, one of whom took in regular succes-

sion each separate thread of the warp and handed
it over to tlie other

;
this part of the process was

called rapa^ptir^ -ropoSiSonu, or rtpo^optio9ax^

(SchoL fa Ari$ioph.Av,A ; Suidas, Hesychius, s. e.)

The other woman, as she received each thread,

passed it through the loop in proper order, and this

act, which we^l “entering," was called in Greek
Sia^ccrAu, (SchoL in Horn. Od. vii. 107.)

Supposing the warp to have been thus adjusted,

and the pen or the shuttle to have been cnrrieil

through it, it was then decussated by drawing for-

wards the proper rod, so as to carry one set of the
threads of the warp across the rest, after which the
woof was shot hack again, and by tlie continual re-

petition of this process the warp and woof were
interlaced. (Plutarch, vii. mtp. eonr. p. 592, ed.

Reiske
;
Horn. II. xxiii. 760—763.) In the pre-

ceding hgure of the Icelandic loom we obarn*e two
staves, which are occasionally used to hx the rods

in such a position as is most convenient to assist

the weaver in drawing her woof across her warp.
After the woof had b^n conveyed by the shuttle

through the warp, it was driven sometimes down-
wards, .IB is represented in the first woodcut, but
more commonly upwards as in the second. (Isid.

Orig. xix. 22; Hemd. ii. 35.) Two ditfereiit in-

struments wore used in this part of the process.

The simplest and probably the most ancient was in

the form of a large wooden sword (ipaMa,
dim. tntdBiov^ Brunck, Antd. i. 222; Plato, I^gwu^

p. 118 ; Aesch. Choejih. 226). From the verb

erra^dw, to beat with the spatha, cloth rendered

close and compact by this process was called (tfo-

B-qrir. (Athen. xii. p. 525, d.) This instrument

is still used in Iceland exactly os it was in ancient

timet, and a figure of it copied from Ulafsen, is

given in the seomd woodcuL
The spatha was, however, in a great degree

superseded by the comb (/wviea, a«p«(r), the teeth

of which were inserted between the tbmuls of the

warp, and thus made by a forcible impulse to drive

the threads of the woof close tx^ther. (Ovid. Ftid^

iii. 880, Met. vi. 58 ; Jut. ix. 26 ; Virg. An.
vii. 14 ;

Horn. IL xxii. 448 ;
Aristoph. .dres, 832 ;

Eurip. /on, 509, 760, 1418, 1492.) It is probable

that the teeth were soroolimes made of metal (Horn.

Od. v. 62) ; and they were accommodated to the

purpose intended by being curved
( j)ectinia unci^

Claudian, fa Eutrop. ii. 382), as is still the case in

the combs which are used in the aime manner by
the Hindoos. Among us the office of the comb is

executed with greater ease and ctTect by the reed,

/uy, or batten.

The lyre [Lyra], the favourite musical instru-

ment of the Greeks was only known to the Ro-
mans as a foreign invention. Hence they appear

to have deKribed its parts by a comparison with

the loom, with which they were familiar. The
terms jugnm and ttamina were transferred by an
obvious resemblance from the latter to the former
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object ; iind, alihough they adopts into their own
laiiifjut|»e the Greek word iticctrum (Ovid. Mri. xi.

1G7

—

170), they u»ed the Latin Pscten to denote

the tame thing, not becaiito the inalruinent used

in striking the )yrc was at all like a comb in shape

and appearance, but because it a*as held in the

right hand atid inserted between the stamina of the

lyre ns the comb was between the stamina of the

loom. (Virg. -dea. yL 647 ; Juv. ri. —293;
Pers. ri. 2.)

After enumemting those parts of the loom which

were necessary to produce even the plainest piece

of cloth, it retimlns to describe the methods of pro-

ducing its varieties, and more especially of adding

to its value by making it either warmer and softer,

or more rich and omamentaL If the object was to

produce a checked pattern {KtUuIis tiir^erty Plin.

if. iV. viii. 411. s. “4
; Jur. ii 97), or to weave

what we should call a Scotch plaid, the threads of

the warp were arranged alternately black and
white, or of different colours in a certain series

according to the pattern which was to be exhibit*

ed. On the other hand, a striped pattern

rdf, Diod. Sic. V. 30 ;
virgaia Virg. Aen,

viii. 660) was produced by using a warp of one

colour only, but changing at regular intervals the

colour of the a’oof. Of this kind of cloth the Ro-
man Irubta (V'irg. Aen. vii. 188) was an example.

(Checked and itri|>ed goods w'ere, no doubt, in the

first instance, pr<^uc^ by combining the natural

varieties of wool, white, black, brown. Ac. [PaL-
Mr.w.] The woof also was the mediubi, through

which almost every other diversity of appearance

and quality was eifecteiL The warp ns mentioned

above was generally more twisted, and consequently

stronger and hrmer than the w'oof: and with a
view to the same object different kinds of wool
were spun for the warp and for the woof. The
consequence was, that after the piece was woven,
the fuller drew out its nap by carding, so as to

make it like ft soft blanket (Plato, Polit. p. 302)
[PrtLo] ; and, when the intention was to guard
against the cold, the warp was diminished and the

woof or nap trpd«rur) made more abundant
in proportion, (Hesiod, Op. ei /Act, 537 : Proebis

ad Utc.) In this manner they made the soft

XAoiea or Lakna (Pallilm). On the other

hand a woof of finely tw*isted thn>ad pro-

duced a thin kind of cloth, which resembled our
bantine {lacernae nimin tvijtemiHum UnuitaU per-

fiahileK^ Amm. Mareell. xiv. 6). Where any kind
of cloth was enriched by the admixture of different

materials, the richer and more beautiful substance
always formed part of the woof. Thus the xrstis

inlmrica^ or framosen’ra, had the tram of silk.

[Sbricum.] In other cases it was of gold (Virg.

Aen. iii. 483; Servius in toe.)\ of wool dyed w*iib

Tyrian purple (Ovid. Met. vi. h78\ Tyho eubUy-

fMine, Tibull. iv. 1 , ] 22 ;
piiio rubtegmine^ Val. Flocc.

vi. 228); or of lieavers’-wool Jibrina^ Itid.

Orig, xix. 22). Hence the epithets ^irurdirpoirut,
** having a purple woof” (Pind, Oi. vi. 39, ed.

Bdckh
;
Schoi. in /oc.), dvOoKpinos^ ** producing a

flowery m*oof” (Eurip. Hec. 466),
** made from bobbins or pens of gold thread

”

( Eurip. Ore$t. 829), ctrwjsvr, “ made with good
bobbins” (Eurip. 7/>A. m Tanr. 814, 1465), nepKiit

vouciAAoC^a, “ variegating with the comb” (Eurip.

/fib. in Tattr, 215), Ac.

But Itesides the variety of materials constituting
the woof, an endless diversity was effected by the
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manner of inserting them into the warp. The
terms Oilijr and 8/Mcrot, the origin of which has
been explained, probably denoted what we call

r/iMiVy or ifteeled cloth, and the Oennnns zinV/scA.

The poets apply fn/u-, which in Oemian has be-

come drillich. to a kind of armour, perhaps chain*

mail, no doubt resembling the patteni of cloth,

which was denoted by the same term. (V'irg.

Arn. iii. 467. v. 2.o9, viL 639, xil 375; Val.

Flaccus, iii. 199.) In the preceding figure of the*

Icelandic loom the three rods with their leashes

indienU* the arrangement necessary for this texture.

All kinds of damask were produced by a very

complicated apparatus of the same kind {jiit/rtmi*

/1C1V5), and were therefore called JWgmUa. (Plin.

Jf. A^ viii. 40. a 74 ; Mart xiv. 150.)

The sprigs or other omamenU produced in the

texture at regular intervals were called flowers

Philostr. /mag. ii. 28; Horn. //. xxii.

440) or feathers (piumae). Another term, adopted

with reference to the same machinery, was •{<><-

Tor or «{d^Tor, denoting velvet. In the middle

ages it became ^a/xiror, and thus produced the

German uimotet

The Fates are sometimes mentioned by classical

writers in a manner very similar to the description

of “ the Fatal Sisters” above referred ta {/Hra
torontm licia^ Stat. AchUL i. 520

;
futorum ineje-

tricalUiter coutotia licui^ .\pul. Met. xi.)

As far as we can form a judgment frum the Ian*

guage and descriptions of ancient authors, the pro-

ductions of the loom appear to hare fallen in an-

cient times very little, if at ail, below the be.iuty

and variety of the damasks, shawls, and t*ipettry

of the pn-M'nt age, and to have vied with the

works of the most celebrated painters, representing

first mythological, and afterwards scriptural ml*-

jects. In addition to the notices of (mriicular

w'orks of this doss, contained in the p.assnges and

articles which have lu cn already referred to, the

following authors may be consulted for accounts of

some of the finest spedniens of weaving: Euripid.

/on, 1 90—202, 1141— 1 1 65 ; A ri»tot. Mir. A utcuH.

99 ; Alhen. xii. p. 541 ;
.^slcrii, Ilomiliu Dir.

et Faix.; Theod. Prodroro. Hhod. el iJot. Amor, ad

fin. ; Virg. Aen. v. 250—257, Cir. 21— 35 ;
Ovid.

.MeL vL 61— 128 ;
Slat. Theii. vi. 64. 540—547 ;

Au<^n. 26 ;
Lamprid. HeUog. 28 ; CUudian,

tie IV, Cows. Honor. 561—577, »N*iSlfi/Hvk ii. 330—

•

365. [J. Y.J
TELAMO'NES. f Ati-vntkr.]

TE'LKTAE (tcAstoI). [Mvateria.]
TELI/ NES (TsAtin;!). Most of the taxes at

Athens were farmed by private persons, who took

upon thomwlves the task of collecting, and made
periodical payments in respect thereof to the state.

They were called by the general name of rsAweai,

while the farmers of any particular tax were called

«lwo<7TM»'ai, xtrTtiKoaroKifoty Ac., as the case might
be. The duties were let by auction to the highest

bidder. Companies often took them in the name
of one person, who was called TfAtre*

their representative to the state.

Sureties were required of the farmer for the pay-

ment of his dues. The office was frequently under-

taken by resident aliens, citi7.ens not liking it, on

account of the vexatious proceedings to which it

often led. The fanner was armed with coiisi-

demble powers; he carried with him bis books,

searched for contralxmd or uncustomed gomls,

w*atched the harbour, markets and other places, to
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present ftmuggling* or unlawful and clandettino

sales; brought 'a ^acis or other legal proccM
against those a’hom ho suspected of defrauding the

revenue ; or even aeixed their persons on some oc*

casions, and took them before the magistrate. I'o

enable him to perform these duties, be was ex>

empted from military service. Collectors (^KAo7€4t)

were sometimes employed by the farmers
; but

fret]uently the farmer and the collector were the

same person. (Dbckh, PtJjL Ecvn, of Athens^ p.

\c.f 2d ed.)

I'he Uixcs were let by the Commissioners, acting

under the authority of the Senate. [Pulktak.]
The payments (ira'>'a9oAal tsAour) were made by
the farmer on stated Prytaneias in the Senate-

house. There was usually one payment mode in

advance, T^waTatfuAij, and one or more afterwards,

calh*d irfmaKara^Ktifia, Upon any default of pay-

ment, the farmer became if a citizen, and
he was liable to be imprihoneti at the discretion of

the court, upon an information laid ngninst him.

If the debt \^as not )>aid by the expiration of the

ninth Prytaneio, it w'us doubled ; and if not then

p:tid, hit pro;aTty became forfeited to the stale,

and proceedhsgs to couhscalion might be taken

forthwith. Upon this subject the reader should

coii'Ailt the speech of Demosthenes against Timo-

crates. (Schumann, Ant, Jur. 6>. p.

317.) (C.R.K.]
TKLOS (rcAor), a tax. The taxes imposed by

the Athenians and collected at home were cither or-

dinary or extraordin.ory. The former constituted a

regular or pennanent source of income
;
the latter

were only raised in time of a’or or other emer-

gency. The ordiitary taxes were laid mostly upon

f>rn^.rrUf, and upon citizens inr/irrr^y in the shape

of toil or customs ; though tlie resident aliens paid

a poll uix, called ynToUiov, fur the liberty of re-

siding at Athens under protection of the sLite.

[MaroBci.] As to the customs and harbour dues
see pK.NTKcuhTK. An excise was paid on all sales

in the market, colled IwwKtoL. though we know not

what the amount was. (Ilarpoc. #. v. *E«wWo.)

And a duty was imposed on aliens for pennission

to sell their goods there. Slave-owners paid a

duty of three obols for every slave they kept ; and
slaves who had been emancipated paid the same.

This was a very productive tax before the furtih-

catinn of Deceleia by the Lacedaemon iana (Xe-

nopli. dt Vectiy. iv. 25.) There was also a wopeiade

T^Aot, and some others of minor importance, as to

which the reader is referred to Buckh {I‘uJiL Ecor.

of AthfR$^ p. 333, 2d ed.). The justice fees

( npurayfto, nopdoro^riT, &c.) w'cre a lucrative tax

in time of peace. (Thucyd. vi. 91 ; Dockh, Id. p.

345, Ac.)

The extraordinary taxes were the property tax

(ciV^pd), and the compulsory services called A«t-

Toup7 (oi. Some of these last were regular, and
recurred annually

; the most important, tbe rptsp

popxfo, was a war-service, and performed as occasion

required. As these services were all performed,

wholly or partly, at the expense of the individual,

they may be regiuded as a species of tax. [Eia-

PHORA ; Lrituuroia ; Tribrarchia.)
The tribute (^poi) paid by the allied states to

the Athenians formed, in the flourishing period of

the republic, a regular and most important source

of revenue. In b. c. 415 the Atlienians sub-

stituted for the tribute a duty of five per cent,

(ehcvirr^) on all commodities exported or imported
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by the subject states, thinking to raise by this

means a larger income than by direct taxation.

[Eicoarx.]

A duty of ten per cent. (3««rdrsf) on merchan-
dise passing into and from the Euzine Sea was
established for a time by Alcibiades and other

Athenian gbuernla [Dbcimax.] This maybe
regarded as an isolated case. In general, where
S^fcdrot are mentioned among the Greeks, they
denote the tithes of land ; such as the Persian

Ssitraps collected from conquered countries, or such
as tyrants exacted of their subjects for the use of

land held under them as lords of the whole country.

For instance, Peisistratus took a lithe of this kind,

which was reduced by his sons to a Iwoniieth.

The state of Athens held the tithe of some hinds ;

other tithes were assigned to the temples or service

of the Gods, having been dedicated by pious indi-

viduals, or by reason of some conquest or vow,
such as that recorded by Herodotus (viL 132).

Other sources of revenue were derived by tbs

Athenians from their mines and public lands,

fines, and confiscationa The public demesne lands,

whether pasture or arable, houses or other buildings,

were usually lei by auction to private persons.

The conditions of the lease were engraven on stone.

The rent was payable by Prytaneias. If not paid

at the stipulated lime, the lessee, if a cilixen, be-

came dri^or, and subject to the same const^qticiices

at any other state debtor. As to fines and confis-

cations see Tiubua.
'I'hese various sources of revenue produced, no-

cording to Aristophanes an annual income of two
thousand talents in the most flourishing (>eriod of the

Athenian empire. ( Vetp. GbO.) See the cnlcula-

lions of Uocka, Id. p. 433. Ac.

TsAsii' signifies **10 setUs complete, or perfect,'’

and hence ** to settle an account," and generally
** to pay." Thus TeAos comes to mean any pay-

ment in the nature of a tax or duty. The words

arc connected with xtihlen in German, and tbe old

sense of tale in English, and the modem w’ord t(dt,

(.\mold, ad Tkuc. i. 56.) Though t«Aot may
signify any payment in the nature of a tax or

duty, it is more commonly used of the ordinary

taxes, os customs Ac. TsAot, rsActK is used with

reference to the property-tax, in the sense of ieiny

raloJ in a certain prtrporiion^ or, which is the same
thing, belunyitty to a particular c/as« of ratt'jiayer*.

Thus iwTaSa or iwuindy tsAcTk, or tls IwwtiBa

T*A«rr, means to belong to the class of knights.

And the same expression is used metaphorii^ly,

without any immediate reference to the payment
of a tax. Thus sL arSpas T«AfZ»', is to be classed

among adults. So si Botamali TsA^ris Herod, vi.

108. TooWAcia signifies the right of being taxed

on the same footing, and having other privileges

the tame as the cilixens ; a right sometimes granted

to resident aliens. [Mbtobcl] 'AreAfia signifies

an exemption from taxes cr other duties and
services ; an honour very rarely granted by the

Athenians [Atxlbia.] As to tbe fanning of

the taxes Me Tblunbr. For an epitome of the

whole subject, see Schumann, Ant.Jur. puU. 6V.

p. 314, Ac. [C. R.K.]
TE'MENOS (rlp-fros)yn piece of land cut or

marked ofif from other land. The name was parti-

cularly applied to a piece of land cut otf from the

public land and appropriated to the support of a
king in the lieroic age (Horn. IL vi, l93s vii. 313,

XX. 184, Od. vi. 293, xi. 183), and likewise to a
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piec« of landf cutoff from common daci, and dcdi'

cated to A god. In Attica, there appenrt to have

been a considerable quantity of such sacred lands

which were let out by the state to farm ;

and the income arising from them was appropriated

to the support of the templet, and the maintenance

of public worship. (Xen. Vectuj. iv. 19 ; Hnrpocrnt.

s.p.drd
1 Bockh, PuU. Juxm, ofAthtiOy

p. 34)3, 2d ed.)

TKMO. fAratrum ; CuRRua ]

TEMPLUM is the same word as the Greek
r^/xeyor, from rifivat to cut off, for tempiNOty ac-

cording to Servius (ad Aen. i. 446), was any place

which was circumscribed and separated by the au-

gurs from the rest of the land by a certain solemn

formula. The technical terms for this act of the

augurs are ULerare and effariy and hence a templum
itself is a locut /s6era/iu tt fffdtut, A place thus

set apart and hallowed hy the augurs was always

intended to serve religious purposes, but chiefly for

taking the aujuria. Templum /ocas aa^rn aut

antpieii oaasa quibuedam coneeptU verbit finituty'^

Varro, de Ling. Lot. vi. p. 81, Bip.) When Varro
(de lAng. IjoI. v. p. 65, Bip.) says that a locus e/‘

Jdisu was a)ways outside the city, we must rememWr
that this only means outside the pomoeriumy fur

the whole space included within the pomoerium
was itself a templum^ i. e. a place in which auspices

could be taken [Pomosrium] ; but when they

were to be taken in any place outside the pomoe-

riumy it was always necessary for such a place

to be first circumscribed and sanctified by the

augur (Itberare et ^ari). The place in the heavens

within which the observations were to be made
was likewise called templuniy as it was marked out

and separated from the rest by the staff of the

augur. When the augur had defined the templum
within which he intended to make his observa-

tions, he fixed hit tent in it (tahemaeulum oapere)^

and this tent was likewise called lemplumy or more
accurately, templum mimu. To this mmas tern-

plum we must refer what Servius (<i</Aeri. iv. 200)
and Festus (s. v. minora templa) state, that a tern-

plum was enclosed with pUnks, curtains, &c., at-

tached to posts fixed in the ground, and that it

had only one door (e.rt/Ks). The place chosen for

a templum was generally an eminence, and in the

city it was the orx, where the fixing of a tent does

not appear to have been necessary, because here a

place called auguraculum was once for all conse-

crated for this purpose. (Paul Diac. s. r.

culum { comp. Liv. i. 18, iv. 18 ; Cic. de Off. iii.

16.)

Besides this meaning of the word templum in

the language of the augurs, it also hod that of a

temple in the common acceptation. In this case

too, however, the sacred precinct within which a

temple was built, was always a locus liberatus

et effaiut by the augurs, that is, a templum or a

famum (Liv. x. 3“
;

V'arro, de Ling. Lot. v. p. 65,

Bip.) : the consecration was completed by the

pontiffs, and not until inauguration and consecra*

tion had taken place, could sacra be performed or

meetings of the senate be held in it. (Serv. ad Am.
i. 446.) It was necessary then for a temple to be

unctioned by the gods, whose will was ascertained

by the augurs, and to be consecratxMl or dedicated by
the will of man (the pontiffs). Where the sanction

of the gods had not been obtained, and where the

mere act of man had consecrated a place to the

gods, such a place was only a aocruia, saerariumy

TEMPLUM.
or saceltum. [Sacrarutm ; Sacslli'm.] Varro
(ap. GelL xiv. 7> § 7) justly considers llie ceremony
performed by the augurs as essential to a temple,

as the consecration by the pontiffs look place also

in other sanctuaries which were not temploy but

mere sacra or aedes sacrae. Thus the sanctuary

of Ve&ta was not a templum but an aedet sacruy

and the various curiae (llostilin, Pompeia, Juli.n)

required to be made templa by tlie augurs before

senatUBconsulta could be made in them. In what
manner a templum differed from a deltU>rum is more
difficult to decide, and neither the ancient nor mo-
dem writers agree in their definiuons. Some an-

cients believed that deltd/rum was originally the

name given to a place before or at the entrance of

a temple, which contained a font or a vessel with
water, by which persons, before entering the temple,

I

perform^ a symbolic purification (Serv. tul Aen.
IT. 56, iL 225 ; Com. Pronto, quoted by Darter on
Fest. s.v. Delultrum) ; others state that deluljrum

was originally the name for a wooden representa-

tion of a god (f^oyoi'), which derived its name
from Itbrum (the bark of a tree), which was taken
off (delibrare) before the tree was worked into

on image of the god, and that hence iielultrum was
applied to the place where this image was erected.

(Fest. s. V. Delubrum ; Mossiir. Sab. ap. Serv,

ad Aen, ii. 225.) Hartung (Die Rel. d. Rom. i.

p. 143, &c.) derives the word delubrum from /i/«r

(anciently luber)y and thinks that it originally

meant a locus lUieralusy or a place separated by the

augur from the profane land, in which an image of

a god might be erected, and sacred riles be per-

formed. A delubrum would therefore be a sanctuary,

whose chief characteristic was its being sx>parated

from the profane land. But nothing certain can be

said on the subject. (Comp. Macrob. Sat. iii 4.)

After these preliminaiy* remarks, we shall pro-

ceed to give a brief account of the ancient temples,

their property, and their ministers, both in Greece

and lioroe. We must, however, refer our readers

for A more detailed description of the architectural

structure of ancient temples to other works, such as

Stieglitz, Archdologie tier Daukunsty and others,

especially as the stnicture of the temples varied

according to the divinities to whom they were
dedicated, and other circumstances.

Temples in Greece.—Temples appear to have

existed in Greece from the earliest times. They
were separated from the profane land around them
(rdwor /34€qXui,or rd $4€ri\a)y because every one

was allowed to walk in the latter. (Schol. ad Soph.

Oed. Col. 10.) This separation was in early times

indicated by very simple means, such as a string or

a rope.. (Paus. viH. 10. §2.) Subsequently, how-
ever, they were surrounded by more eHicient fences,

or even by a wall (fpnor, wspxdoAot, Herod, vi.

134 ;
Pollux, i. 10; Paus. posn’m ), the entrance

to which was decorated, as architecture advanced,

with magnificent Propylaea [Propvlaia]. The
whole space enclosed in such a irtpifoKos was called

TfusuoSy or sometimes lsp6v (Herod, ix. 36, vL 19,

with Valckenaer's note
; Tbucyd. v. 18) ; and con-

tained, besides the temple itself, other sacred

buildings, and sacred ground planted with groves,

Ac. Within the precincts of the sacred enclosure

no de-ad were generally allowed to be buried,

though there were some exceptions to this m’e,

and we have instances of persons being buried in

or at least near certain temples. Tlie religious

laws of the island of Dulos did not allow any
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c«>rp4e« to be buried within the whnlo extent of

the inland (Thiicyd. iii. 104 : comp. Herod. L 64),

and wiien this hiw had been viulnted, a part of the

ishind was first purified by IVisistmtus, and subse-

quently tho whole isliuid by the Athenian }>eopIe.

The temple itself was called eswr, and at its en-

trance fonts (irtpififtain^pia) were Ronorally placed,

tl)!it tlio>« who enteriMj the sanctuary to pray or to

offer fc'icrifices nnght hnl purify themselves. (Pol-

lux.!. 10; Herod. 1.51.) In the earliest times

the Greek temples were either partly or wholly

made of wood (Paus. v. 2U. §3 ; 16. § 1, viii. 10.

§ 2), and the simplest of all appear to have been

tlio tnfaof, which were probably nothing but hollow

trees in which the image of a god or a hero was

placed ns in a niche ( Hesiod. Frtttjm. 54, ed. Gutt-

ling
;
i^ho). ad TtMck, 1161)): ^ temple

was originally not intended as n receptacle for wor-

shippers, bill simply ns an habitation for the deity.

The act of coiisecnition, by which a temple was
dedicated to a g‘»d, was called TSpoinj. The cha-

racter of the early Greek tenqfles was dark and
niysterinus, for they hud no windows, and they

receivHil light through the door, which w’as very

large, or from lamps burning in them. Vitruvius

(iv. 5) stati's that the enlmiice of Greek temples

W'as aiw'nys towards the west, but most of the

temples still exUuit in Attica, Ionia, and Sicily

Imve their entrance towanli the east. Architecture,

how'ever, in the conslrucliun of magnifa-eiit temples,

made great progreM even at an earlier time than

either p:iinliug or statmiry, and long before the

IVrsian wars wo hear of t<“iuples of extraordinary

gnuuUmr nnd beauty. All temples were built

either ui an oblong or round form, and were mostly

adorned with columns. Those of an oblong fonn

bad columns either in the front alone, in the fore

and back fronts, or on all the four sides, lie-

siK-ctiug the original use of these porticoes see

PuRTicrs. Thu ciassitication of temples, according

to the number and nrmngemont of their c<»lumiis,

will be descril>ed presently. The friezes and me-
top4‘s were adorned with varii>us sculptures, and no
expense was s^jaired in eml>el]ishing the almdes of

the gods. The light which was formerly let in nt

the doM', was now frequently let in from above

through nil oj^euing in the middle, which was
called vw<u6poi>, ai|d a temple thus constructed was
called Sxaidpor. (V^itruv. /. c.) Many of the great

tunipiei consisted of three parts: 1. the irpostior or

irpd5o4«i, the vestibule ; U. the <W/a <rvf«cor) ;

and S. the 6wtad69ofios, The eel/a was the most
important part, ns it was, properly speaking, the

temple, or the habitation of the deity whose statue

it contained. In one and the smne cella there

were aotnetimes the statues of two or more divini-

ties, as in the Krechthoum at Athens the statues of

Poseidon, Hephaestus, and Hutas. The statues

always faced the entrance, which was in the centre

of the pr}>sit)lus^ or front portico. The place arberu the

statue stood was called s5ov, and was surrounded by

a balustrade or railings (T^rpto, Pnus. v. 1 ).

^ 2). Some temples also had mure than one colla, in

which case the one was generally behind the other, as

ill the temple of Atheim PolUis at Athens. In tem-

ples whore oracles wuix^ given, or whero the worship

was connected with mysteries, the cclla was called

ptyapoif, or di'dicropoe, and to it only the

priests and the iniiiAted had access. (Pollux, i. !) ;

P.ina ix. 8. § 1, viii. 62 ; 37. § 5 ; Herod, viii.

53, ix. 65 ; Plut. Auw. 13 ; C'aes. Uc IkU. Civ.
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iii. 105.) In some cases the cella was not nccea-

sible to any bummi being, and various stories wera
related of the calamities that had befallen persons

who had venturetl to cross the threshold. (Paus.

viii. 52. 8 3 ; 10. g 2 ; 38. ^ 2 ; Soph. Otd. CW.
37.) The was a chamber w hich ligd

its entnuico in the l»at-k frmt of a temple, and served

as a place in which the tn'^nsures of the teniplu

were kept, and thus supplietl the place of the

bt^aavpoi which were aimched to some tempb-s.

(Compare MUller, Arch'dol. d. KvnsU 8 288;
Stiegliu, ArchiiU. dtrr lUiukuwit, vul. ii. 4 1;
Hirt, Jjehre der f/<5aWe, 8 1 ; I3ockh, ad Carp,

iMcript pp. 264, icc.)

We now proceed to describe the classification

of temples, both Greek and Roman, the latter being

cliiefly imitated from the former. They were cither

quadrangular or circular.

Quadra»’mlur TemjJra were desciibed by tho

following terms, according to the number and ar-

rangement of the columns on the fronts and sides.

1. ''AoToAor. without any imlmmi*. (1-eo*

nidas Tnrent, in Briuick, Aiud. vul. i. p. 237 ; PHu.
y/.A'.xxxiv. 8.)

2. ’Es* fapaara/fi^ in aa//s, with two columns in

front b<*twoen the nntae. (Pind. (F. vi. 1.)

3. Xlp6arv\os^ pro*iyle^ with four columns in

front.

4. ’A^ivpdiTTi/Xof, with four

columns at eiich end.

h. n«plintpos or ufipttdtav (Siph. Aui. 28.^),

ftrriplerai^ with culumns at each end nnd along

each side.

6. £ilwrtpoi,dipft‘ral, with two nmges of cdluiuns

(vTspd) all round, the one within the other.

7. Vst.5o5fvT«pof, with one mnge
only, but at the same distance from the wails of

the ce/la as tho outer range of a fiiwTspos.

To these must be added n sort of sham invented

by the llonuin architects, namely;

8. ^tviowtp.wrtpos, pneudojiieriftcral (Vilruv. iv.

7), where the sides had only imlf-coluiiuti fat tho

angles three-quarter columns), attached to the walls

of the oe//a, tho object being to have the <xda large

without enlarging the whole building, and yet to

keep up something of the splendour of a peripteral

temple.

Names were also applied to tlie temples, as w oll

os to tho porticoes llietnsolves, aecording to the

nninbar of columns in the porlicu at either end

of the temple ;
namely, TStpdeTwAoj, trtrutJifU^

when there were columns in front, idoToAor,

Aejtw/y/e, when there were *jlt, dxTdoToAor, w/a-

s/y/<r, wlicn there were eiyhL, JsxdjrToAoi, dtHiitt^ln,

wlien there were ten. Thero were never mora

than ten columns in the end portico of a temple ;

nnd when theru were only two, they were always

arranged in that peculiar fonn called in antis {iv

ira> ooTcurt). The nuniWr of columns in the end

porticoi'S was never uneven, but the iiumlMT along

the sides of n temple was generally uneven. 'I ha

number of the side columns varied: where tho

ond portico was lelmsiyle, there were never any
columns at the sides, except false ones, attached to

the w'olls, as in the leinple of I'oriuna VirUts at

Rome, wliich has u tetrastyle purlieu, with a column

behind each comer column, and then five false

columnsalong each side of the cclla: where it was
liexastyle or ociaslyle, there wore generally 1 3 or 17

columns at the tiides, counting in the cunier columns:

sometimes n hexiistyle u-mplu had only eleven co-

4 u



1106 TEMPLUM.
lumn* on tht* u<le«. The but onmngemeDt rosalted

from the rule adopted by the Roman architect!,

who counted by iiiterculamnUtions (the space!

between the colunint), and whoso rule was to have

twite at utamy iHlentJumniaiiotu aiony iMe $iJe* of
Ute bnUdimj as m front ; another example of the

rule is furnished by the abore-mciuion^ temple

of Fortuna Virilis, which has four columns in front

and, altogether, seven on each side. The Greek
architects, on the contrary, counted by columns,

and their rule was to have twice as Many cofumns

aloHp the sides as in fronts ond one w^/re*, counting

the corner columns in each case : sometimes, how*
ever, they followed the other rule, ns in the temple

at Mylasa, where there are six columns in front

and eleven at each side. Another set of terms,

applied to temples and other buildings having por*

ticoos, ns well as to the fiorticoes themselves, was
derived from the distances between the columns os

compared with the lower diameters of the columns.

They were the following

1. llufri^trroAoT, pyenostyfe^ the distance be-

tween tlio columns a diameter of a column and
half a diameter.

2. SdirrvXor, systyfe^ the distance between the

columns two diameters of a column.

3. EvoruAor, eustyle, the distance between the

columns two diameters and a quarter, except in the

centre of tlio front and back of the building, where
each iiitcrcolumniation (itdercoiumMum) was three

diameters ; called eustyle, because it was best

adapted both for beauty and convenience.

4. AubrruAor, diastyfey the intercolumniation, or

distance between the columns, three diameters,

5. *Apai6<rro\ot, araeostyle, the distances exces-

sive, so that it was necessary to make the epistyle

(swurTvAiov), or architrave, not of stone, but of

timber. [Epistvlium.]
These five kinds of intercolumniation are Ulus*

Irated by the following diagram :—

• s •
• n •

morel®

The following elevations and plans of temples

will aid the reader in understanding the different

terms descriptive of the number and arrangement

of the columns. They are taken from the plates

to Hirt's OeKthidUe der liauknnst; and although,

fur the sake of greater clearness convenience,

they are not all taken from actual buildings, but

are general representations of each form, yet they

are not merely imaginary, for they are founded on
a careful comparison of existing remains with the

descriptions of Vitruvius.

I. In Antis.

An engraving of a temple of this form has been
given under Antsb.

* The Roman rule might also be stated accord-

ing to tlio number of columns thus :—twies as
mnmy columns aloi^ tit sidet at m fronts astd owe
ittf.

TEMPLUM.
II. PnusTVLs, Tbtrsstylb, of the Ionic ordec

H

]_

The above engraving exhibits cleariy the prodo*
««e or prtmuot^ or space enclosed by the portica

and the side wails projecting beyond the (ri>nt wmlli
and the cef/o, arith the statue or the god opposite ts

the entnuice.
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TEMPLUM.
III. AiWPHIPKOSTYLK, TstRASTYIK,

Vitniviufi (iil. I) sny« thnt “ the AmyAiprcgivlot

halt every port which tho /VojcfyAiS han, and more*

over it hai colunma and & pe<iinieT»t in the

nfinr the »uue rnanner.*’ Tbw ptwlkvm (iho Greek

cpi$(hittiimus'^ nppeart to have t>eeii of two t

either a ineie portwo altached to the hack wall of the

aV/o, or a hii^er apace, a« thown in tiu) figure.

TEMPLUM. 1107

IV. pKRrrTRn.AL, Hexaisitlk, of the Doric

order.

The above plan i» that of a Roman Prriptfr>>$

:

iQ represent the Grecian t*erij^>U*rm two coliimni

should he added to each side, and the kii^rth thus

gained thrown into tfie ojnstho<i<mus. In ilits form

there were two c^umns Wtween the antae termi-

nating the projecting walls ; and tlie U)ree intar*

eohirmiUtions thus formed wore fenced with marble

railings {pluki^ VilTuv. iv. 4), with pates in them

giving nccesi to the prodomat^ as shown by tho

lines in tho figure.

This specie* of temple was not only more splen-

did than the funner, but also more fully adapted for

the perfuftnance of grand Higioiii ceremonies, as

the continuous ponico sdl round it would give shel-

ter and pnsBnge to a largo number of people, Ac-

«»rdingly we find that scvcml of tho most cc Icbnttod

Greek templ(*s are of this form ; such as that of

Zeua Neiivcns between Argo* and (’orinth, of Cuiv-

cord at AgrigiMitum, of TheseuB at Athena, whirh

lias tio pkUan between the anioA of ilte I'csiicum,

4 n 2
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Th« Dipteroi oiay be concidered m a PeriftUrm,

increaMd in use and ml^[1lifioeDce by tbe addition

of another row of pillars along each aide ; tbe

P$eudodipterM as a PtripUrm with the side co-

lumns moved outwards over tbe space of one column

and intercoluinniationfeoasto allowof eightcolumni

in front Vitruvius, who describes tbe latter ftrst,

assigns its invention to the architect Hermogenes.

From tbe expense of such edifices, there were na-

turally very few examples of them. The far-famed

temple of Artemis at Ephesus, and that of Quirinui

at Rome, were dipteral. That of Artemis at Mag-
nesia, built by IJvnnogcties, was peeudodiptcral

a, the statue of the god ; h 6, entrances to the

cella from the opisthodomus
;
e, aparUnenU for the

keeper of the temple.

Every decastyle temple was also hypaethrol, but

there were also octastyle and even bexostyle hy-

pacthral temples.

A question has lately been raised whether there

ever were any hypoethral temples. The two sides

of tbe question will be found discussed in the fol-

lowing works : Ross, Ktitu HypnAmUempei meir,

in his HeUenihoy pL i. pp. 1—39, Halle, 1846, 4to.,

and liottkher, Drr Hyp'dtkrulUmpely avf Grwi
de* VUruvit^m Zeuffni$$e$y pupen Pr<^, D» /joss,

ertrujew, Potsdam, 1847, 4lo.
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TKMPLUM.
VII. PilBUDOI'EIUPTIRAI., ilBXASTVLS, of the

Ionic Order.

TEMPLUM. 1109

Vitmvjue iff torr difficult, and ha* been differently

explained, (Comp. Stieglitc and Hirt.) The fob
lowing engraving is so constructed os to contain a
representation of the three chief form*, real or ffup-

poffed, of the Tuscan temple.

Thcffe were tho chief normal forma of quadran-

gular temple*. The variations made upon them,

eipecially bj the union of two or more temples in

one building, were very numeroo*. (See Mirt,

StiegUtx, and the other nuthoritiea.) One form

deserrcB particular notice, iiuismuch as it was
certainly very ancient, and some writers have

supposed that it contained tho germs of nil the

Other forms ; this was what Vitruvius called the

7>Mcaa Temper. (Vilniv. iv. 7.) The pass>‘ge of

The above plnn is divided by the lines o, Into

three portions, by completing each of which,we have

three different plans. Thus, if the middle portion

be retained as it is, and the part to the right of b

be made like that to tho left of a, we have one of

the supposed forms. Again, if the middle portion

be retained, and the two sidescompletcd on the same

plan, namely, like the portion to the left of a, but

without the projecting side wall, and with a round

column in place of the square pillar which termi-

nates it, we have what others suppose to have been

the true original form of the Tuscan temple. In

either case, the characteristic feature is the union

of three tW/oe in one temple, dedicated to three

associated deities the middle ce//o, which (a*

shown in the figure) was larger than the other two,

being asaigned to the chief of the three divinities
;

as in the great temple on the Capitol, the middle

<xUa of which wa» dedicated to Jupiter, the ctlla on

the right side of the middle one to Minerva, and

the remaining ccUa to Juno. liBstly, a later varia*

tion of the TiiscJin temple, in which its chief pecu-

liarity wa* lost, was made by retaining only the

middle cr/fo, and carrying a peristyle of column*

4 c
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niO TEMPLUM.
along ench I'uie of it, aa repreaented in the right-

hand division of the plan and elevation.

Circular Templet^ properly *o called, were pro-

bably not used by the Greeks in early times. The
round buildings of which we have notices were

either Iholi or mere monumental edifices. Several

round buildings of this kind are mentioned by
Pausanios

;
such as the iholut at Athens, in which

there were several small silver statues ; where the

Prytaneis sacrificed (Paus. i. 5), and where, ac-

cording to Pollux (viii. 155) they also banquetted.

There was another tkolus at Epidaurus, in the sa-

cred grove of Asclepios, which he describes as well

worth seeing : it was built of white marble, after

the design of Polycleitus, and adonied on the inside

with paintings by Paustas. (Pans. it. 27.) (See

Stieglitz, vol. ii. pp. 38, fob) Vitruvius (iv. 7)

however recognises two reg^ar forms of circular

temples, to wiiich a third must be added.

I. The Monoptxros consisted of a single circle

of columns, standing on a platfonn (/nZnMo^), the

outer wall of which formed a $lyloUUe or conti-

nuous pedestal for the columns, and surmounted by

a dome ; but without any ctlla. For the propor-

tions see Vitruvius. The remains of such a temple

have been found at the ruins of PuteolL

TEMPLUM.
II. The PiRirTBROR had a circular oriZa inr-

rounded by a single peristyle of columns, standing

on three steps, and the whole surmounted by a
dome. Specimens are preserved in the so-called

temples of Vesta at Home (tee wood-cut on p. 299)
and at Tivoli.

The proportions of the temples of this form were
very carefully regulated. Tbo existing specimens

agree in most particulars with the rules laid down
by Vitruvius, according to whom the distance of

the wall of the ceUa from the edge of the stibstrue-

tioD was one-fifth of the whole diameter of the sub-

struction
; and consequently the diameter of the ce//a

(including its walls) was ^rec-fifths of the whole

:

the internal diameter of the edla was equal to the

height of the columns : the height of the dome was
equal to a semi-diameter of the whole building:

and the centre of the dome was surmounted by a
yramid (or cone), to support an ornament equal in

eight to the capitals of the columns. (For a full

discussion of the passage, see Hiri, Leirt tL Ge~
bHuHe^ pp. 29, 30.)

Both species of round temples are mentioned by
Servius {ad Ac*, ix. 408), who says that they were
pcculuir to Vesta, Diana, Hercules, and Mercury ;

and he distinguishes the Mcnopieroi by tlie follow*

ing description : Uctmm rise partHdtui colmamit
si^srvM.
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TEMPLUM.
III. Another form, of which we hAte the chief

example in the Pantheon, betides some smaller

pecimons (see Iliit, § 19), consists of a circnlar

€tUa surmounted bj a dome, without a peristyle,

but with an advent portico. The following en-

graving represents such a temple, with a prostyle

tetmstyle portico, of two slightly different kinds

(coinpure Uie left and right sides of the portico in

the ptnii) ; the niches are for the statues of three

associated deities, such as Apollo, l>lana, and

I^tona ; and thus this form of temple may be re-

garded, in its religious design, as a rariation of the

old Tuscan temple.

The portico of such a temple might be hexa-

style, or even octastylc, as in tne Pantheon.

TEMPLUM. im
Respecting the more minute details of the con-

struction of temples of both sorts, which our space

does not permit us to enter into, the reader is re-

ferred to the works of Hirt and Stieglitx,as quoted

above ; and lists and l>rief descriptions of the chief

Greek and Homan temples, with references to the

works in which they are more fully described, will

be found in Muller's HandlHick dtr Archaologm drr

KwuL, under the heads of the respective periods in

the history of the art.

Besides the terms which have now boon ex-

plained, temples were designated by the names of

the deities to whom they were dedicated, as the

'OAu/uvcioi' or temple of Zeiu Oiymftuui the tlop*

dfi'wV, or temple of Aikena VnriUeno*^ Ac. ; and
sometimes a name W'as given according to some
peculiar feature of the structure, as in the case of

the Parthenon at Athens, which was called Utca^
fom/jcdoa, because its front was exactly 100 feet

wide.

Independently of the immense treasures con-

tained in many of the Greek temples, which were
either utensils or omamenU, and of the titbit of

spoils Ac. (ilerod. vii. 132; Diodor. xi. 3; Polyb.

iv. 33), the property of temples from which they de-

rived a regular income, consisted of lands (rc^isew),

either fields pastures or forests. In Attica we
sometimes find that a demos is in possession of the

estates of a particular temple : thus the Peiraeeus

possessed the lands belonging to the Tbeseum:
in what their right consisted is not known

; but of

whatever kind it may have been, the revenues

accruing from such property were given to the

temples and served to defray the expenses for

sacrihcos the maintenance of the buildings Ac.

For this purpose all temple-property was generally

let out to foim, unless it was by some curse which

lay on it, prevented from l>eing taken into culti-

vation. (Harpoemt. s r. *Aw<l : comp.

Isocrat. Artop. 11.) The rent for such sacred

domains was according to Demosthenes (fa

OuIiJ. p. 1318), received by the demarch, probably

the demarch of the demos by which the soerrd

domain was occupied ; for in other cases we find

that the rents were paid to the authorities en-

trusted with the administmtion of the temples

(Bdckh, Siaalsk L p. 327«Ac, ii. p. 839.) The
supreme control over all property of temples be-

longed to the popular assembly. (Demosth. m
Xfoer. p. 1380.)

Respecting the persons entrusted with the

iiperiotendence, keeping, cleaning, etc., of temples

we scarcely possess anv information. [Akditui.]

We have mention of persons called ffA«i8ovxo<«

icApSovxMy rco^Aoiccf, who must have been em-

ployed at guards and porters (AeschyL Suppi.

294), although it is not certain whether these

functions were not performed by priests who were

occasionally called by names derived from some

particular function. At Olympia were

appointed who belonged to the family of Pheldias

and had to keep clean the statue of the Olympian

Zeus. (Pans. v. 14. $5.)
Trmpifsot Home,— In the earliest times there

appear to have been very few temples at Rome,

and in many spots the worship of a certain divinity

had been established from time immemorial, while

we hear of the building of a temple for the same

divinity at a coroparalively late period. Thus

foundation of a temple to the old Italian divinity

Saturnus, on the capitoline, did not take place till

4 b 4
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ni2 TEUMINALIA.
4f)B n. c. (Liv. ii. 21 ;

Dinny*. tL 1 ;
Pint PufJ.

12.) In the tnme mnimer (^uirinua and Mara had

templen ImiU to them at n late period. Jupiter

aUo had no temple till the time of Ancna Marlins
and the one then built wa* certainly Tory insig-

nificant. (Dioiiy*. ii. 34 ; LW. i 33.) We may
therefore sup|»osc that the placet of worship among

the earliest Uciinans were in most cites simple

altars or tarolla. The Homan templet of later

limes were eonslnicted in t!ie CJret'k style. ’J'he

retl.a was here, as in (Ireece, the inner spncioui port

of the temple which contained the statue or statues

of the gods, and an altar before each statue.

(Vitmv. ir. .5.) The roof which covered the celia

is allied but it was in most casi^ not

wholly coren'd, in order to let the light in from

alxive. (V'arro, up, .Vrc. wi Jen, i. 505.) The
entrance of a Koinan temple wasi, according to

Vitruvius, if possible, always towards the west,

which side was at the s;ime time fuct^ by the

imago of the divinity, so that persons oiTering

prayers or sacrihees at the altar looked towards

the cast. (C<»nip. Isidor. xr. 4, 7 ; Hygin. df.

lAmit. p. 15.3, ed. Goes.) If it was not prae-

tirahle to build a temple in such n position, it was

placed in such a nmmier that the greater part of

the city could )>e seen from it ;
ami when a temple

was ewrted by the side of a street or road, it

was alw.ays so situated that those who passed hy
could look into it, and offer their salutations to

the deity.

.\n regards the properly of temples, it is stated

that in early times lands were ussiuned to each

temple, hut these lands were prolwibly intendeti for

the nmintenanci* of the priests alone. [Sacurdor. ]

The focru pttfdfcn were performed at the expense

of the tivasury, and ill like manner we must sup-

poM’, that whenever the regular income of a

temple. nnHiiig from fees and tines, was not suffi-

cient to keep a temple in repsilr, the state supplied

the deficiency, unless an individual volunteered to

do BO.

The supreme superintendence of the temples of

Rome, and of all things connected with them,
belonged to the colleae of pontiffs. Those persons

who had the immediate care of the temple* were

the .*\Ki»iTnL [L. S.] and [P. S.J

TKMPOllAUS ACTIO. fAcria}
TK'MPOHIS PHAKSCitrPTIO. [Praescrii'-

Tio.)

TKXSAK. [Thknsak.]
TKPIDA'KITIM. [lUl.NBAB,p, 190, a,]

TKKMINA'I.I.A, a festival in honour of the

go^l Terminus who presided over bound.aries His
statue was merely a stone or post stuck in the

ground to distinguish between properties. On the

festival the two owners of adjacent property crowned
the statue with garlands and raised a rude altar, on

which they offered up some corn, honeycombs, and
wine, and sacrificed a lamb ( llor. Ppod. it 59) or

ft sucking pig. They amcluded with singing the

praise* of the god. (Ovid. Fugf. ii. t>39, Ac.)

'J'he public festival in honour of this god was cele-

brated at the sixth milestone on the road towards

Laurentiim (/</. 682), doubtless because this was
originally the extent of the Roman territory in that

dinM;tion.

The festival of the Temiinalia was celebrated

a. d. VII. A'o/, Afurf., or the 23d of February on

the day before the Regifugitim. The Tenninalia

was celebrated on the last day of the old Roman

TKSSKUA.

rear, whence some derive Us name. We know th.nt

February was the last month of the Unman year,

and that when the intercalary rnonlh Merci-donius

was adden), the lost five days of Feliniary were

added to the intercalary month, making the 23nl

of Febriiarv the last day of the year. ( Varro, L. A*

vi. 13, ed. Muller; Macrob. Sit. i. 1.3.) When
Cicero in a letter to Attiens (vi. I) axys, Accrjii

ttni$ liitenu a. d. F. Termiiiulut {Le. Fek 19), he

use* this strange mode of defining a dale, liccause

being then in Cilicia he did not know whether any
intercalation had lieen insertcvl that year. (Calks-
DARti'M, pp. 229, b. 230, a.J

TKUU'NCIUS. ^A^ p. 141,0,]
TK'SSKHA,f/»«f.TKSSE'IU;LA and TESSEf.-

L.A («v5.n), a square «»r cube ; a die ; a token.

The use of small ciilies of marble, earthen-

ware, glass precious stones and mother of-pearl

for nuiking tessellated pavements (parimrmta tettet-

lata. Sueton. JttI, 46) is noticed under IbiMua,

p. 43) ami pK'TritA, p. 915.

The dice used in games of chance [Ar.KA] had

the Kime fonn, and were commonly made of ivory,

lione, or some closo-gmined wood, especially privet

(/iV/fwrfm //rseWs Plin. //, A', xvi. |8.

s. 31). They were numlh'ied on nil the six sides

like the dice still in use (Ovid. Tnst. ii. 473) ;
and

in this respect ns well as in iheirTomi they differed

from the fu/i, which are often distinguished from

lessemo by classical writers. (Gellius, xviil 13;
(*ic. de Sen, 16.) (Taluk.) Whilst four tali were

used in playiiig, only three tess<*me were anciently

employed. Hence arose the proverb, ^ vpjj ^
Tptis kv€oi, i.e. “either three sixes or three ac«‘S,**

meaning, all or none (Plat. /.«/. xii. ad Juu ; Ivbol.

i« /oc. ;
Phereemten, p. 49, cd. Runkel) ; for k9€os

was used to denote the ace, os in the throw 8uo

kv€u» wat TtTTQpa, i. e. 1, 1,4, (Eiqxdis, p. 174,

ed. Runkel
;
Aristoph. lian. 1447 ; !!^hol. ta /or.)

Three sixes is mentioned as the highest thniw in

the Agamemnon of Aeschylus (32). As early as

the time of Ensunthius (m OU, i. 107) wc tind that

the modem practice of using two dice instead of

Um*c had been established.

The ancients sometimes played with dice tAsht-

TotfoAledtt [Talus], when the object was simply

to throw the highest numbers. At other times

they played also with two sets of LaTRURCULI or

draughtsmen, having fifteen men on each side.

The board {idrruf fiuoriuf^ Plin. //.A* xxxvii. 2.

s. 6 ;
alreofnA, Uellius, i. 2u, xiv. 1) was dividctl

by twelve lines, so that the game must hare been

nearly or altogether the same with trio-trac or

liackgnmmon. (Hrunck, A not. iii. 60 ; Jacobs, ad
loe.) Perhaps ihc dufidrrim m'rifUa of the Romans
was the same ganre. [AbacUr]

Objects of the same materials with dice, and
either formed like them or of an oblong shape,

were used as tokens for dil^rent parpnw‘s, ' The
frjisrra hotfntalin was the token of mutual hospi-

tality, and is spoken of under Hospitium, p. 619,n.

This token was probably in many cases of mrthon-
ware, having the head of Jupiter llospilnli* stamped
U|>on iU (Plant. Poen. v. 1. 25; 2. 87—99 )

Trssemc /rumentartM and nvumaruu were tokens

given at certain times by the Homan magistrates

to the p«'or, in excliange for which they received a

fixt*d amount of com or money. (Sueton. Auff. 40,

42, AVro, II.) [FKU!BK>rrARiAK Lkgbr) Similar

tokens were used on various occasions, as they
arose in Uie course of events. For example, wh«ri

Digitizec
; ,

juglt
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the Homans sent to give the Carthaginians their

choice of pence or war, they sent two tesserae, one

marked with a sj^-nr, the other with a C.\DfCKU«,

rtHluesting them to take either the one or the

other, ((ielliiis, x. 27.)

From the nppiication of this term to tokens of

various kinds, it was tmiisfem.‘d to the \pord used

as a token among soldiers. This was the tessera

wVilariB, the ffvrQriua of the Greeks. Before join*

ing battle it was given out and passed through the

ranks as a method by which the soldiers might l>e

able to ilistinguish friends from foes. Thus at the

battle of Cunaxa the word was ^ Zeus the Saviour

and Victory,” and on a subsequent engagement by
the same troops “ Zeus the Saviour, Heracles the

Leader.” (Xeii. Anuh. i. B.*§ 16, vi. 3. § 26.) The
soldiers of Xenophon used a verbal sign for the

same purpose whe.n they were encamped by night

(vii. 3. § 34). Aeneas Tncticus (e. 24)gives various

directions necessary to be observed respecting the

worth Kespecling the tessera or watchword in the

Roman camp, see Castra, p.261, a. [J. Y.]
TKSTA. [Fictilr.]

TKSTAMENTUM is “mentis nostrae justa

contestntio in id solemniter facta ut post mortem
nostram valeat.” (Uln. Amy. til. 20 ;

comp. Ulp.

Dig. 28. tit. 1. 8. 1, where he has “ justa scntcii*

tia.”) In this passage tho word Justa means
“ jure facta,” “ as required by law.” The word
Contestatio is apparently used with reference to the

origin of tho term Testamentum, which is to be re-

ferred to“Te8lari,” which signifies “ to make a

solemn declaration of one's will.” Oellius (vi. 12)
j

pntporly finds fault with Servius Sulpicius fiir

saying that the word is compounded “a mentis

contestationo.” The person who made a Testa-
J

incntum was Testator. (Sueton. Ner. J7; Dig.

20. tiu 3. 8. 17.)

In order to be able to make a valid Roman will,

the Testator must have the TcsUmentifiiclio (Cic.

cut Fom, vii. 21), which lem expresses the legal

capacity to make a valid will : the word has also

another signification. [Herk.s, p. 69B, h.) The
testnmentifactio was the privilege only of Homan
citizens who were patrcsfamilias. Tho following

persons consequently had not tho testnmentifactio
:

j

those who were in the Potostos or Manus of an-
{

other, or !ti Mancipii causa, ns sons and daughters,

wives In maiiu and slaves
;
but with respect to his

Castrense Peculium [Patria Potbstas] a filiiis-

familias had the privilege of testamentary dispo-

sition : lifttini Juniani, I>cdilicii : Pcn*grini could

not dispose of their property according to tho

form of a Roman will ; a person who was doubtful

ns to his status, ns for instance if his father had
duvl abroad and the fact was not ascertained,

cmdd not make a testament : an Impubes could

not dispose of his property by will even with the

consent of his Tutor
;
when a male was fourteen

years of age, he obtained the tcstamentifactio, and
n female obtained the pow’cr, subject to certain

restraints, on the completion of her twelfth year:

mnti, snrdi, furiosi, and prodigi “ quibus lege

bonis interdictum est ” had not the teslamcnti*

factio
;
the reasons why these several classes of

persons bad not the tcstamentifactio illustrate tl^

Roman mode of deducing legal conclusions from

general principles; — the Mutus had not the

Tcstamentifactio, because he could not utter the

words of Nuncupatio ; tho Surdus, because he

could not hear the words of the Emtor familiae
;
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I the Ftiriosns, because he had not intellectual capa-

I

city to dt*clare his will (Jestari) about his pn>p*‘rty;

anti the Prodigns, because he was under a legal

restraint, so that he had no comniorcium, and c«n-

scqnontl}' could not exercise the formal act of the
fiimiliac roancipatio. (Ulp. AVrry. tit. 20. s. 13;
Ct’RATOR

;
lMri;fiR.s.) As to the testament which

a man has made before ho becomes Furiosns, see

Dig. 28. tit 1. s. 20. § 4.

Women had originally no testametitifactio, and
when they did acquire the power, they could only
exercise it with the auctoritns ofn Tutor. Of course
a daughter in the power of her father, whether she
was unmarried or marriwi, and a wife in mamt
could never make a will. The niles therefore ns
to a woman's capacity to make a will, could apply
only to unmarried women after the death of their

father and to widows who were not in the power
of a father. This subject requires explanation.

Cicero {Top. 4 ) obst‘rvcs “ if a woman hasmado
a will, and has never undergone a capitis diminutio,

it does not appear that the Bonomm Possessio can
be granted in pursimnco of such will according to

the Praetor's Edict ; for if it could, the Edict must
give the Possessio in respect of tho wills of Servi,

Kxules, and Pueri.” Cicero means to say that if

a woman made a will without having sustained a
capitis diminutio, the will could ha^e no ctfcct at

all ; and ho derives his argument “ ab ndjunctis,”

for if such a will could have any effect, then tho
wills of other persons, who had not the tostamenti-

factio, might be eifectual so far os to give tho

Bonomm Possessio. It is not a logical inference

from the language of Cicero that a woman who
had sustained n capitis diminutio could make a
will

; but this is the ordinary meaning of such

language and it appears to be his. Consistently

with this, Ulpian says {Frap.iit. 20. s. IS), “ wo-
men after their twelfth year can make a will wiiK

the auctoritas of a Tutor, so long ns they arc in

lutcla ;
” and the comment of Bocihins on the pas-

sage of the Topica clearly shows that he understood

it in this way. A woman then could make a will

with the auctoritas of her Tutor and not without.

Now if a woman was in Tulela Legitima, it might
be corrt'ctly said that she cmtld not make a will

;

for, if she w-as Ingemia, the tulela belonged of

right to the Agnnti and Oentilcs, and if she was a
Lil>erta, it belonged to the patron. In these cases

a woman could indeed make a valid will with the

consent of her Tutores, hut ns h« r Tutores w'crc

her heirs in case of intestacy, such consent would
seldom be given, and though a woman under such

circumstances might be allowed to make a will, it

may be assumed that it was a circtimstince alto-

gether unusual, and thus the rule as to a woman
in Tiitela Legitima, as above stated, might bo

laid dodni as generally true. The passage of

Cicero therefore does not apply to the TuU la

Legitima, but to sonuthing else. Since the dis-

covery of the Institutes of (iaius the difficulty has

been cleared up, though it hud been solved in a
satisfactory inauncr by Snvigny before the pub-

lication of Gains. {Dej^ray zur Geschichte der

Geschlechtstatcl^ Zeitschrifl, voL iii. p. 328.)

A woman could make a “ coemptio fiduciae

causa,” in order to qualify herself to make a will •

for ** at that time women had not the power of

making a will, except certain persons, unless they

made a co-emptio and were rcmancipnted and
manumitted

; but on the recommendation of Ha-
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drtan the a«mite made the ceremuny of coemptio

unnecessary for this purpose." (Goius, 115, a.)

The coemptio was nccompanicd with a capitis

diminutio, and this is what Cicero alludes to in the

possageof thcTopica. [Matrimonium (Roman). J

A woman who came in znanum viri hod sustained a

capitis dirainutio, but it must not be inferred from

this that if she became a widow she could moke a

will. The Capitis diminutio of Cicero means that

the will must be mode with the auctoritos of a
tutor. Now if the husband died, when the wife

had b<'cn in manu, and he appointed no tutor for

her, she was in the legiUma tutcla of her nearest

agnnti, who would be her own children and step*

children, if she bad any. But the tutcla Icgitima in

such a case would seem something unnatural, and
accordingly the magistratus would giro a tutor to

the woman
; and such a tutor, as he had no in-

terest in the woman's property, could not prerent

her from making a will. The husband might by
his will give the w’ife a power to choose a Tutor
(tutoris optio), and such a Tutor could not refuse

his consent to the woman making a will ; for in-

stead of the woman being in the potestas of the

tutor, he was in the potestas of the woman, so for

as to be bound to assent to her testamentary dis-

positions. (Compare Lir. xxxix. 19; Cic. pro
Muren, c. 17 ; O.iius, i. 150.)

The case of Silius (Cic. ad Fam, viL 21) may
be a case of a w’oman's making a will, without the

auctoritos of a tutor, for it appenrt that a woman
(Turpilia) had disposed of property by will, and
Servius Sulpicius was of opinion that this was not

a valid will, because the will-maker bad not the

testamentifoctio. There may however have been

ether reasons whv the will-maker had not the

testamcntifactio, than the w'ant of a enpitis di-

minutio (in the sense of Cic. Top. 4), and con-

sequently the opinion of those critics who refer

the case mentioned in this letter to the principle

of the Capitis diminutio is not a certain truth.

The following references may be consulted os to

this matter : Cic. pro Cbactn. 6. 25, pro Flaoe. 35,

pro Murm. 12, AtL viL 8 ;
Liv. xxxix. 19 ;

Gaius, L 150, &c.
Libertae could not make a testament without the

auctoritas of their patronus, except so far os this

rule was altered by enactments
;
for they were in

the legitima tutela of their patronus. Libertae,

w'bo hod a certain number of children, could make
a will without the auctoritas of their patronus.

[Patroniis.)

The Vestal Virgins had no tutor, and yet they
could make a Testament. The Twelve Tables re-

leased them from all tutela ** in honorem sacer-

dotii." (Cic. do Rrp. iiL 10 ;
Gains, i. 145.)

In order to constitute a valid will, it was neces-

sary that a heres should be instituted, which might
be done in such terms as follow :

•— Titius heres

esto, Titium beredem esse jubeo. [Hkrks (Ro-
man.)]

All persons who had the commercium could he

heredcs ; slaves also and others who were not sui

jiirii could be mode hcredes, but they could not

take fur tbemselvea. [IIxrbs
;
SiRVua, p. 1037.]

But there were many classes of persons who could

not be hcredes : Peregrin!, who had not received

the commercium
:
persons who were imperfectly

described: Juristical persons or univcreitatcs, ex-

cept by their liberti, a privilege granted by a
Senatusconsulluni : Gods, or the temples nf Gods,
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except such as were excepted by a Senatiisoon*

sultum and Imperial Constitutions, such as Jupiter

Tarpeius, Apollo Didyroaeus, Mars in Gallia,

Minerva llicnsis, Hercules Gaditanus, and others

enumerated by IMpian {Frag. tit. 22. s. 6) : a
Posturous alienos could not be made a heres, for

he was an incerta persona : it is a disputed ques-

tion whether, according to the old law, women
could be made heredet ; but the question concerns

only those who were sui juris, as to whom there

seems no sufficient reason why they could not bo
made heredcs ; the capacity of women to take

under a will was limited by the Lbx Voconia :

unmarried persons and persons who had no children

were limit^ as to their capacity to take under a
will by the Papia Poppaca Lex. [Lbx Julia et

Papia Poppaba.]
The first question os to the validity ofa will was

the capacity of the testator: the next question was
as to the proper observance of the forms required

by law, ** except in the case of soldiers, who, in

consideration of their little acquaintance with such

matters, wore allowed to make their wills as they

pleased or 08 they could." (Gaius, ii. 1 14.) This
remark of Gaius seems to refer to the Imperial

period.

As to the Form of wills, Gaius (ii. 101) and
Ulpian (/Vf^.tiL xz.)arc now the best authorities.

Originally there were two modes of making
wills

; for people mode their wills either at Calata

Comitia, which were appointed twice a year for

the making of wills
;
or they made wills I'a pro-

cinetUy that is, when they were going to battle
;

for

an army in movement and under arms is Procinctus.

A third mode of making wills was introduced,

which was effected per aes et lilfram^ whence the

name of Testamentum per acs et libram. If a roan

bad neither made his will at Calata Comitia nor In
rocinctu, and was in imminent danger of death,

e would mancipatc {mancipio dtdxit) his Familio,

that is, his Patrimonium to a friend and would tell

him what he wished to be given to each after his

death. The old form of making a will per aes ct

libram was this. The Familiaeemtor, that is the

person who received the Fomilia by mancipation,

filled the place of heres, and accordingly the testator

instructed him what he wished to be given to each

after his death. In the time of Gaius the practice

was different One person was instituted heres

{here* ^etamento in*Hhtitur\v\io was charged with
the payment of the legacies, or, as it is expressed

in the phraseology of the Roman Law, " a quo
etiam legata relinqucbantur ; " and another person

was present as familiae erotor fnun a regard to the
old legal form. The mode of proceeding was this.

The testator, after having written bis will {tabnlae

te*fameiUi\ called together five witnesses, who were
Roman citisens and pubercs, and a libripcns, as

in the case of other roancipationea, and mancipated
his fiunilia to some person in compliance with legal

forms {diets anwaX The words of the Familiae
erotor (Gaius, ii. 104) show clearly the original

nature of the transaction :
^ Faroiliam pecnnian)que

tooro endo mandatam tutelam custodelamqne meam
recipio eaque quo tu jure testamentum Caccre posais

secundum legem publicam hoc acre (aeneaque libra)

4lto mihi emta." (As to the rending of this {ms-

sage, see Puchta, Inst. iii. § 306, note y.) The
Emtor then struck the scales with a piece of money
which bo gave to the testator as the price of the

Fmuili.'u Then the testator taking the will in his
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hand said :

** Hoec ita nt in his tabulis ccrisquc

(nr cerisve) scriptA sunt ita do ita U'go ita tcstor

itaque voi Quintcs U'stimoniuin niihi |KThibctote.^

This was called the Nuncupatio or publishing of

the will
;
in other words the testator's general con •

fimiation of all that he bad written in his will.

As the Familioe emtio was supposed to be a real

transaction between the Erotor and Testator, the

testimony of their several families was excluded,

and consequently a person who w-as in the power

of the Fnmiliae Emtor, or in the power of the

Testator could not be a witness. If n man who
was in the power of another was the familioe

emtor, it followed that his father could not be a
witness, nor his brother, if the brother was in the

power of the father. A filiusfamilias who after bis

Missio disposed of bis Castrense peculium by testa-

ment, could not have his father as witness nor any
one who was in the power of his father. The same

rules applied to the libripens, for he was a witness.

A person who was in the power of the heres or of

a legatee or in whose power the heres or legatee

was, or who was in the power of the same person

as the heres or a legatee, and also the heres or a

legatee could all be witnesses
;

for as Utpian ob-

serves, there is no objection to any number of wit-

nesses from the same fomily. Dut Oaius observes

that this ought not to be considered as law with

respect to the hercs, and him who is in the power

of the heres and him in whose power the heres is.

According to Oaius, wills were originally made
only at Calata Comitia, and In Procinctu. The
Comitia were held twice a year for the purpose of

making wills, and a will not made there was in-

valid. It is sometimes assumed that these Comitia

were held in order that the Gentes might consent

to the testamentary disposition, in which it is im-

plied that they might refuse their consent Hut

there is no direct evidence for this opinion, and it

derives no support from a considemtion of the

mode of disposing of p^)perty per oes et libram.

The form per aes ct libram was a form introduced

in cases w'lien the will had not been made at the

Calata Comitia nor In Procinctu, It had effect

because it was an alienation of property inter vivos

without the consent of any parties except the buyer

and seller, which alienation must be assumed to

have been a legal transaction nt the time when this

new form of will w-os introduced. This new form

was a talc and the familioe emtor undertook a

trust ; he resembled the heres fiduciarius of later

times. It is probable enough that there were

origiimlly no means of compelling him to execute

the trust, but opinion would bo a sufficient gua-

rantee that the testator's will would be observed,

and thus would arise one of those parts of Law
which had its source in Mos. Now when the

Homans introduced new legal fonns, they always

assimilated them to old forms, whence we have a

probable conclusion that the form of mancipatio was

also observed at the Calata Comitia
;
and if so, the

consent of the Oentes w*as not necessary, unless it

was necessary to every alienation of property, which

in the absence of evidence must not be assumed,

though such may have been the fact. The dif-

ference then between the will made at the Calata

Comitia and the will per oes et libram, consisted

in the greater solemnity and notoriety of the

former, aitd the consequent greater security that the

testator's intentions would be observed. Written

wills are not spoken of with reference to this time,
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nor is it probable that wills were written : it docs
nr>t appear that a written will was ever required

by law. The testator's disposition of his property

would be short and simpio in those early times,

and easily remembered
;
but there would be greater

security for an unwritten will made nt the (Comitia

than for an unwritten will made per aes et libram;

whence in course of time Tabulae became a usual

part of the ceremony of a will.

As we are ignorant of the true nature of private

property among the Romans, viewed with respect

to its historical origin, we cannot determine with

certainty such questions as these respecting testa-

mentary disposition, but it is of some importance

to exclude conjectures which are devoid of all evi-

dence. Rein {D<u Aom. Prwatrrcki^ p. 373, note)

has referred to the modem writers who have dis-

cussed this subject: he has adopted the opinion of

Niebuhr, according to which ** as the property of

an extinct house escheated to tho airy, that of an
extinct cury to the publicum ofthccitiscnsat large,

the consent of the whole populns was requisite
;
mid

this is the origin of the rule that testaments were
to be made in the presence of the pontiff and the

curies.** t>/ Uomey vol. ii. p. 338.) But there

is no evidence of the assertion contained in the first

part of this passage
;
and if this rule as to escheat

is admitted to be a fact, the rule that testaments

must be confirmed by the pontiff and curies is no
necessary conclusion. Niebuhr further observes

that ** the plebeian houses were not so connected
;

but the whole order had a public coffer in the

temple of Ceres
;
and when the army, being as-

sembled in centuries, either on the field of Mars,

or before a battle, passed the last will of a soldier

into a law, it thereby resigned the claims of tho

whole body to the property.” This assertion also

is not supported by evidence, and is therefore n

mere conjecture against the probability of which
there are sufficient reasons.

The Testamentum in procinctu is, for anything

wo know to the contrary, ns old os the testament

at the Calata Comitia. In this case the fonns of

the Calata Comitia were of necessity dispensed

with, or the soldier would often have died intes-

tate. This power of disposition in the case of a
Testamentum in procinctu could not depend on the

consent of the whole popiilus, in each particular

instance ; for the nature of the circumstances ex-

cluded such consent He had therefore full power
of disposition In Procinctu, a circumstance which

leads to the probable conclusion that the w*ill made
at the Calata Comitia diflfered only from the other

will in its forms and not in its substance. Some
writers assert that the Testamentum in Procinctu

could only be made after the auspices were taken,

which gave the testament the religious sanction,

and that when the auspices ceased to be taken i!i

the field, this kind of testament ceased to be made;
and that the military testaments mentioned about

the latter part of the republic (as by Caesar, Belt.

CfiU. i. 39 ;
Veil. Pat ii. 6, Ac.) were not tho saroo

kind of testaments, but purely military testaments

made without any form, which in the Impcrinl

period become in common use and of which Julius

Caesar probably introduced the practice. (Dig. 29.

tit 1. D« Tf^amento Miliiis,) Cicero however
speaks of the will In procinctu {de Or. i. 53) as

then in use, and he describes it as nmde ** sine

libra ct tabulis,” that is, without the forms which
were used after the introduction of the tcstanicnluui
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per aei et lihram. Thus the Testamentam in Pro* I

cinctu always retained iU characteristic of bcinf;

exempted from le^ /orm$j but os to the cajxiciiy

of the Testator it was always subject to the same
rules of law as other wills, so Car os we know.

The fonn of Mancipatio owed its origin to posi-

tirc enactments : it was a form of alienation ao
companied with certain public ceremonies, the pre-

sumed object of which was to secure evidence of the

transfer. The form of Ma})cipalio as applied to a

will was exactly the same form os Mancipatio ap-

plied to any other purpose : it was an alienation

of the propK^y, and according to strict principles

it roust have been irrevocaMe. It may be con-

cluded then that Roman wills were originally irre-

vocable. It is sometimes assumed that tho five

witnesses to the Testament (cinw Romani pvijcre*)

were representatives of the five Classes of Senius
Tullius. If this is true (which is a mere assump-

tion) the classes were represented ns witnesses

only, not as persons who gave their consent to

the act Engel bach states: ** Mancipation was

originally a formal sale in which tho pnblicness of

the transaction constituted the essenti^ character-

istic. When the seller had transferred to the

buyer tho ownership of a thing before the five

representatives of tno fire classes of the Roman
People, this was as valid as any other I^x which
was brought before the assembly of tho People and
passed into n Lex.** (Ucfjer dit Ctucapion zur ZHl
derZu^ Titfdn^ p. 80.) Tbe whole meaning of

this is not clear, but so far as this it is clear and
true : the Testamentum per aes et libram differed

in no respects as to the capacity of the alienor, &om
any other Mancipation. Now we must either sup-

pose that tbe assumed consent of the populus to the

Testamentary disposition at the Calata Comitio,

W'os expressed by a special enactment which should

transfer the property according to the Testator's

wish, or that the consent (mly must have been

given to tho transfer, and the transfer must have

been made in the nsu.!! way : the latter is the only

conceivable case of tbe two. In assuming this

original necessity of consent on the part ot the

po]m]us to the testamentary disposition, we as-

sume that Roman property was originally inalien-

able at the will of the owner. This may be true,

but it is not yot shown to be so.

Tho Twelve Tables recognize a man's power to

dispose of his property by will as he pleased : Uti

legassit super pecunia tutclavo sane rci ita jus csto."

(Ulp. Fra^. tiL xi. 14.) It is generally admitted,

and the extant passages are consistent with the

opinion, that the new testamentary form per acs

et libram existed while the two original forms were

still in use. Now in the testamentum per ocs ct

libram there is no pretence for saying that any
consent was required except that of the buyer and
K'llcr

;
and the Twelve Tables recognize tho testa-

tor's power of disposition. If then the form of

testament at Comitia Calata subsisted after the

Taolve Tables, we hare, according to the views of

tome writers, a form of testamentum to which the

consent of the testator was sufficient and another

form in which it was not There still remains to

those who support this opinion, the power of saying

th.at the consent of the sovereign people had become
a form, and therefore it was mditTcrent so far as

concerns this consent, whether the «nll was made
at the Comitia where it would bo fully witnessi'd,

or per acs ct libram where it would he witnessed
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by the five representatives. But it is easy to sug-

gest possibilities ; less easy to weigh evidence ac-

curately and to deduce its legitiDuite consequences.

As already observed, there seems to have been
no rule of law that a testament must be written.

The mancipatio required no writing, nor did the in-

stitution of a hcres, and tbe number of witnesst's

was probably required in order to secure evidence

of the testator's intentions. Thus it is said (Dig. 28.

tit. 1. B. 21) that the hcres might either be made
by oral declaration (atrNc«;>a/to) or by writing.

Written wills however were the common form
among the Romans at least in the later republican

and in the imperial periods. They were written

on tablets of wood or wax, whence the word
** ccra" is oflen used os equivalent to “ tabella;'*

and the expressions priroa, secunda com arc equi-

valent to priroa, secunda pagina. Tbe will might bo
written cither by the testator or any other person
with his consent, and sometimes it was mode with
the advice of a lawyer. It was written in the Latin
language, until a.d. 439 when it wn$ enacted that

wills might be in Greek. (Cod. 6. tit. 23. s. 21.)

By tbe old law a legacy could not be given in tho

Greek language, though a fideicomroissuro could be
so given. It does not appear that there was origi-

nally any sign.iturc by the witnessos. The will was
sealed, but this might be done by the testator in

secret, for it was not necessary tlmt the witnesses

should know the contents of the will
;
they wore

witnesses to tbe formal act of mancipatio, and to

the testator's declaration that the tabi^ae which ho
held in his hand contained his last will. It must
however have been in some way so marked os to

be recognized, and the practice of the witnesses

(testet) sealing and signing the will became common.
(As to the will of Claudios, see Suetonius, C/oudivK,

44.) It was necessary for the witnessos both to

•eal (»ignare)f that is, to make a mark with a ring

(<»v)i«/«i) or something else on the wax and to add
tlieir names (adnerif»ere). The five witnesses signed

their names with their own hand, and their ad-

scription also declared whose will it was that they
sealed. (Dig. 28. tit. 1. s. 30.) The seals and
odscriptions were both on the outside. A Senatus-
consultum, which applied to wills among other in-

struments, enacted that they should be witnessed
and signed as follows : they were to bo tied with a
triple thread {linttm) on the upper part of the

margin which was to be perforated at the middle
part, and the wax vras to be put over the thread
and sealed. Tabulae which were produced in any
other way had no validity. (Compare Paulus,

S. /?. V. tit. 25. s. 6, whore impositnc seems to l>e

the true r-ading, with Sjuclon. A>r. 17.) A man
might make several copies of his will, which was
often done (irf ru/po fieri zoJriy Dig. 31. tit. 1.

s. 47 ; a case put to Proculus) for the sake of

caution. Both Augustus and Tiberias made two
copies of their wills. (Sueton. Aup. 101, 7V5rr. 76.

)

When scaled, it was deposited with some friend, or

in a temple, or with the Vestal Virgins
;
and after ilio

testator's death it was opened {rmipnart) in due
form. Tbe witnesses or the major part were present,

and after they had acknowletlged their seals, tho

thread {Imum) was broken and the will was opened

and read, and a copy w’as made ; the original was
then scaled with the public seal .and placed in the

nrchium, whence a fresh copy might be got, if the

first copy should ever be lost. (Pnulus,iv. 6.) This
practice described by Paulus m.ay luivc Ik*c« of
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considornl)lo antiquity. The will of An^utiit

which had been deposited with the Vestal Virgins

was brought into the Senate after bis death

(Tacit Ann. L U) : none of the witnesses were

admitted except those of Senatorinn rank
; the

rest of the witnesses acknowledged their signa-

tures outside of the Curio. (Suetun. 7V&. 25.)

A passage in a Novel of Theodosius II. (a. d.

439, Im Te*tamenti») states the old practice as to

the signature of the witnesses. ^ In ancient times

a testator showed {pfierdbat) his written testament

to the witnesses, and asked them to bear testimony

that the will had so been shoam to them {oUutarum

iabulurum ptrhibere testimonium) ” which are almost

the words of Gains. The Novel goes on to state

that the ignorant presumption of posterity had

changed the cautious rule of the ancient law, and
the witnesses were required to know the contents

of the will
; the consequence of which was that

many persons preferred dy'mg intestate to letting

the Contents of their wills be known. The Novel
enacted what we may presume to have been the

old iLsage, that the testator might produce his will

sealed, or tied up, or only closed, and offer it to

seven witnesses, Homan citizens and puberes, for

their sealing and adscription, provided at the same
time he declared the instrument to be his will and
signed it in their presence, and then the witnesses

affixed their seals and signatures at the same time

also. Vnlontinian 1 1 1, enacted that ifaTestamentum
was hologmphum, witnesses were not necessary.

A fragment of a Homan W’ill, belonging to the

time of Trajan, was published by Puggd in the

Uheinisches Museum, vol. i. p. 249, &c. ;
and it is

ex|)lained by Iludorff (Das Testament des JJa-

sumius, Zeit^iri/l, &c. vol. xii. p. 301).

The ]>cnaltie8 against fraud in the case of wills

and other instruments were fixed by the Lex
Cornelia. [FaLauaj.]

The Edict established a less formal kind of will,

since it acknowlctlged the validity of a written will

when there had been no mancipatio, provided there

were seven witnesses and seven seals, and the tes-

tator had the testamentifactio at the time of making
the will and at the time of his death. (Gains, ii.

1 47.) The terms of the Edict are given by Cicero

(in Verr, i. 1, 45.) The Edict only gave the Bo-

iiorum Possessio which is the sense of hereditas in

the passage of Cicero referred to, as well as in Gaius

(ii. 1 1 9). This so-called Praetorian Testament ex-

isted in the licpublicon period^ and for a long time

after. Thus a man had his choice between two
forms of making his will

; the Civil form by Man-
cipntio, and the Praetorian with seven seals and
seven witnesses, and without Mancipatio. (Savigny,

lieytrag xur Geschichtc der Rons. Testam., Xeitsohrijt,

vol. i. p. 78.)

The Praetorian Testament prepared the way for

the abolition of Mancipatio, the essential character

of a will made according to the Jus Civile, and in

the Legislation of Justinian the form of making a

testament was simplified. It required seven nmle

witnesses of competent age and legal capacity, and
the act must be done in the presence of all, at the

same place, and at the same time, that is, it roust

be continuous. The testitor might declare his lost

will orally (sine scriptis) before seven witnesses,

and this was a good will. If it was a written will,

the testator acknowledged it before the witnesses

as his lost will, and put his name to it, and the

witnosses then subscribed their names and affixed
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their seals. The testator might write his will or

have it written by another person, but such other
person could derive no advantage under the will.

[SkNATUSCONSULTUM JilBUNlANUM.]
The cases in which a will was not valid, because

the hcredes sui were not expressly exheredated, are
stated in IIkrks (Hu.man).
A testament which was invalid from the first was

Injustum and never could become valid : it was
Non jure factum, when the proper forms hud not
been observed

;
it was Nullius Moment!, os in the

case of a filiusfamilias who is “ praeteritus.” A
Testamentum Justum might become either Kiiptum
or Irritum in consequence of subsequent events.

(Dig. 28. tit. 3. B. 1.)

A testament became Ruptum, if the testator mado
a subsequent testament in duo form as required

by law : and it made no matter, whether or not

there turned out to be a heres under the second
will

;
the only question was whether there could

have been one. If then the heres named in the

second will refused the hereditas, or died cither

in the lifetime of the testator, or after bis death,

and before the cretio, or failed to comply with the

conditions of the will, or lost the hereditas under
the Lex Julia et Papia Poppaca—in all these coses

the paterfiunilias died intestate.

The testator must have a capacity to make a
will and continue to have the cap.'icity until his

death : but this principle does not apply to mental
sanity, for the will was valid if the testator becamo
insane. But the will became Irritum if the tes-

tator sustained a capitis diminutio after the date of

the will
;
or if it failed of effect because there was

no heres. Thus a prior will which was invalidau-d

by a subsequent will was Uuptum, and'if there was
no heres under the subsequent will, such will was
Irritum.

If a man who had made a will was taken pri-

soner by the enemy, his will was good jure posU
liminii if ho returned home; if he died in (siptivity,

it was made as valid by the Lex Cornelia os if ho
had not been a captive.

Though a will might be Ruptum or Irritum by
the Jus Civile, it was not always without effect

;

for the Bonorum Possessio secundum tabulas might
be had by the scriptus heres, if the will was wit-

nessed by seven witnesses, and if the testator had
the testamentifactio. The distinction between tho

case of a will which was invalid Jure Civil! fur

wont of due forms, and one which was invalid for

want of legal capacity to dispose of proportj' by
will was well recognized in the time of Cicero.

(Top. 1 1.) A will also became Ruptum by adgnatio,

that is, if a suus heres was bom after the making
of the will who was not either instituted heres or

exheredated, os the law required. A quasi adgnatio

also arose by adoption, or by the in manura con-

ventio, or by succession to the place of a suus heres,

as in tho instance of a grandson becoming a suus

heres in consequence of the death or tho emancipa-

tion of a son : a will also became ruptum by the

manumission of a son, that is, where the son after

a first and second mancipation returned into the

power of his father. [Emancipatio.]

A testament was called Inofficiosum which was
made in legal form, ** sed non ex officio pietatis.”

For instance, if a man had exheredated his owm
children, or passed over his parents, or brothers or

si-sicrs, the will u’as in form a good will, but if

there was no sufficient reason for this exbcredation
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or praeterition, the ficrsoni tg^ieved might hare

an Inoihcioci qmTcla. The ground of the com-

plaint waa the allegation that the tcatator waa

**iion Bonac montia,^ bo oa to hare capacity to

make • wilL It waa not alleged that he waa
l''uhoB'ia or Dcmcna, for theae were technical worda

which implied complete U*giU incapacity. Tho dia>

tinction w’aa a fine one, and worthy of the lubtlcty

of the Juriata, to whom it nmy be preaumed to

owe ita origin, fiy the legialation of Juatinian

no person could maintain a Querela inofficioai beyond
the degree of brothera and liatcrs ; and brother!

and aiat4>ra could only maintain their claim against
** script! heredes ** who were ** turpea personae.^

Tho complaint also could only be maintained in

coses where the complaining parties had no other

right or means of redress. If any portion, how-
ever small, was left by the will to the complaining

party, be could not maintain a Querela inofficiosi,

and he was only intitled to so much as would make
up his proper share. If the judex declared the

testamentum to be Inofficiosum, it was rescinded
;

but if there were several heredes, the testament

would only be rescinded as to him or them against

whose institution the Judex bad pronounced.

The portion of an hcreditas which might bo claimed

by the Querela inofficiosi was one-fourtb, which

was divided among the claimants pro rata, (Plin.

ICp. V. 1 ; Inst. *2. tit. lb
;

Dig. 5. tit. 2, Do
Inofhcioso Testamento.)

The Quercia Inofficiosi is explained by Savigny

with his usual perspicuity (6ys<e»», d*e. toI. ii. p.

127). When a testator passed over in bis will

any of his nearest kinsfolks, who in the case of

intestacy would bo his heredes, this gave rise to

the opinion that the person thus pos^ over had
merit^ this mark of the testator's disapprobation.

If this opinion was unfounded, the testator bad done
an unmerited injury to the person, and hU remedy
was by getting the will set aside, as made under

the iafiuence of passion. If the will was set aside,

the testator was thereby declared to have died in-

testate, and the complainant obtained the hendhas
which was the immediate object of the Quereb, or

his share of iL But the ultimate object of the

Querela waa the public re-establishment of the in-

jured honour of tho oom|dainant, who in this action

appeared in a hostile position with respect to the

'Delator who bad brought his character in question.

Consiequenlly this action had for its ultimate object

Viiidicta,and the peculiarity ot the action consisted

in the difference between this ultimate object of

tho action and the immediate object of it (pro-

perty), which was merely a means to the ultimate

object. [VlNDICTA.]

There is no evidence to show when the Querela

Inofficiosi was introduced as a mode of setting aside

a will. The phrase Testamentum Inofficiosum

occurs in Cicero, and in Quintilian {IruL Or.
X. 2). .

Codicilli were an informal will ; they may he
defined to be a testamentary disposition of such a
kind W'hich does not allow any direct universal

succession, and, consequently, neilltcr the direct

appointment nor exheredation of a beres, even
though tlie codicilli are confirmed by a testa-

ment ; but he who was appointed heres by a
testament, might be requested by codicilli to give
the hereditas to another altogether or in part, even
though the codicilli were not confirmed by a Testa-
ment. A legacy could not be given by codicilli,

TFSTUDO.

unless the codicilli were confirmed by a will
;
and

this must be the case to which Pliny refers (A/i.

iL 16). Acilianus had made Pliny ** heres ex
parte,** but be had also made codicilli in his own
handwriting, which as Pliny alleges were void

(/>fo ttoa Kriptu haheadt)^ because they were not

confirmed by the will. Now, as already observed,

it appears from Gnius (ii. 273), that a person who
was appointed heros by a will, might ^ required

by codicilli to give the whole hereditas ora part to

another, even though the codicilli were not con-

firmed by a wilL But Pliny is speaking of codicilli

which were void fur want of a testamentaiy con-

firmation
;
and this, as we learn from Gains, is the

case of a legacy given by codicilli which have not
been confirmed by a will. This confirmation might
be either prospective or retrospective (si ra (e^a»

mrnto eaverit iedtUor^ tU qHidquid m codiciUi* terip^

smV, id ratum ri/; Gams, ii. 270 ;
9MOS norusimot

/eceroy Dig. 29. tit 7. s. B). This passage of Pliny
! as to the confirmation of codicilli by a testament,

has sometimes been misunderstood. It is stated,

(Dig. 29. tit. 7. B. 8), ** Conficiuntur codicilli qua-
tuor modis : aut enim in futiurum oonfirmantur aut
in praeteritum, aut per fideioommissum testamento

facto aut sine testamento.** These four modes are

referred to in Gaius : the first two are contained in

the words above quoted. Si in testamento, Ac. : the

third is the case of the heres institutus being re-

quired to give the hereditas to another person by
codicilli non confinnati ; and the fourth is the case

of a fideicommissum given by oodicilli of a person

who made no other testamentary disposition. It

w*as a rule of law that oodicilli, when duly made,
wore to bo considered (except in a few cases) as

incorporated in the will at the time when the will

was made, a principle which led to various legal

conclusions, which the Roman jurists deduced with
their usual precision. (Dig. 27. tiL 7. s. 2.)

Originally there was probably no particular form
required for codicilli

;
but there must bare been

evidence of their containing tho testator's intention.

Subsequently witnesses were required and five wit-

nesses were sufficient for codicilli made in writing,

if the witnessoi subscribed their names to the codi-

cillL (Cod. 6. tit. 36.) But a man could with-

out wTiting and in the presence of five witnesses

impose a fideicommissum on bis heres. A testa-

ment which was defective as such, might bo ef-

fectual as codicilli. The power to make codicilli

was tho same as the power to make a testament.

(Dig. 29. tit. 7. Ih Juro VodioiUorum; Inst. 2. tiL

25

.

)

The subject of Roman Testaments can only be
satisfactorily expounded in a large treatise, and it

would require to be treated historically. The pre-

ceding sketch may be useful, and generally true,

and it affects to be nothing more. (Gains, ii. lUl—108 ; Ulp, Froff. xx. ; Inst. 2. tit 10, Ac. ; Dig.

26. tiL 1 ; Cod. 6. tiL 23 ; Vangorow, Vamdtkten^

Ac. ii. 8 427, Ac.) [G. L.]

TESTIS, a witness. 1. OaxsK. [Mar-
TVRiA.] 2. Roman. (Ju«jurandi/m.)
TESTU'DO a tortoise, was the name

given to lereral other objects.

1. To the Lyra, because it was sometimes made
of a tortoise-shell [Lyra.]

2. To an arched or vaulted root (Virg. Am. L

505; Cic. 22.) [Tsmplum, p. 11 12, a.]

Thus in a Roman house, when the Ciavum Aedium
was roofed all over and had do opening or com*
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pluviam in the centre, the Cavum Aedium n*n«

called Teetudo. (Varr. 4. Z>. v. lGl,cd. Muller.)

[Domos, p. 427, b.]

S. To a military machine moving upon whorls

and roofed over, used in besieging cities, under

which the soldiers worked iu undemuning the

walls nr otherwise destroying them. (Caes. li. G.

T. 42, 43, li. C. iu 2.) It w’as usually covered

with raw hides or other matorinU which could

not easily bo set on fire. The battering-ram

[Anixs] was frequently placed under a testudo of

this kind, which was then called Te*lttdo .^nWan'o.

(VitniT. X, 19. p. .322, Dip.) Vitruvius also men-
tions and explains the construction of soveml other

military machines to which the name of Tcstudincs

was given (x. 20, 21 ; compare Polyb.ix. 41).

4. The name of Testudo was alto applied to the

covering made by a close body of soldiers who
placed their shields over their heads to secure

tiiomselves against the darts of the enemy. Tho
shields fitted so closely together as to present one

unbroken surface without any interstices between
them, and were also so firm that men could walk
upon them, and even horses and cliariots be driven

over them. (Dion Cass. xUx. 30.) A testudo was
formed {UMudinem fucere) cither in battle to ward
off the arrows and other missiles of the enemy, or,

which was more frequently the case, to form a pro-

tection to the soldiers when they advanced to the

walls or gates of a town for the purpose of attack-

ing them. (Dion Cass. L c.

;

Liv. x. 43 ; Oae& B.

it 6 ; SidL Jug. 94 ; too cut annexed, taken

from the Antonine column.) Sometimes the shields

were disposed in such a way as to make the testudo

slope. The soldiers in the first line stood up-
right, those in the second stooped a little, and each

line successively was a little lowvr than the pre-

ceding down to the last, where the soldiers rested

on one knee. Such a disposition of the shields

was called Fattigaia Testudo^ on account of their

slopii^ like the roof of a building. The adran-

ta|fpc of this plan were obvious : the stones and
missiles thrown upon the shields rolled off them
like water from a roof ; besides which, other sol-

diers frequently advnnc^ upon them to attack the
enemy npon the walls. The Romans were accus-
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tomo<l to form this kind of testudo, as an exorcise,

in the games of the Circus, (Liv. xliv, 9 ; Polyb.
xxviii. 12.)

TKTRADRACIIMON. [Drachma.]
TETRARCHA or TKTRARCJIES {r^rpdp.

This word was originally used, acc<^ing to
its etymological meaning, to signify the governor of
the fourth part of a country (Tvrpopxf® or rrrpa-
9apx^®)> Wo have an example in the ancient di-

vision of Thessaly into four tetmrebies, which was
revived by Philip. (Il.irpocrat. a v. Tsrpopx^®

:

Strabo, ix. p. 430 ; Demosth. Philipp, il, p. J 17 ;

Eurip. Alcest. 1154 ; Thtrlwairs Greece^ vL pp, 1.3,

l4.) [Tagus.] Each of the three Gallic trilies

which settled in OuLitia was divided into four te-

trarchics, each ruled by a tetrarch. (Strabo, xii.

pp. 566, 567 j
Pliju //. M v. 42.) This arrange-

ment subsisted till the latter times of the Roman
republic (Appian. Mithrid. 46, Syr. 50, Bell. Civ,
iv. 88), but at last the twelve tetrarchs of Cfallo-

gn^li wore reduced to one, namely Deiotarus.
(Liv. EpU. xciv.

; Cic. pro DtioL 15 ;
Ilirlius,

de BelL Alex. 67.) Some of the tribes of Syria
were niled by tetrarchs, and several of the princes

of the house of Herod ruled in Palestine with this

title. (Plin. If. V. v. 16, 19
;
Joseph. Aniiq. xiv.

13. $ 1, xvii. 8. § 1, xl 4. § 18, xvii. n. § 1,

XL 2. § 1, Vit. 11.) Niebuhr {_lfUt. of Home^ ii.

p. 135) remarks that the tetrarchs in Syria were
xemindars, who occupied the rank of sovereigns, in
tho same way as the zemindars of Bengal succeeded
under I.«ord Cornwallis in getting themselves ro-

cogriitod as dependent princes and absolute pro-
prietors of the soil.

In the later period of the republic and under the
empire, tho Romans seem to have used the title

(as also those of tiknarch and phylarch) to de-
signate those tributary princes who were not of
sufficient importance to be called kings. (Com-
pare Lncan. viu 227 ;

Sallust, Ooil. 20
;

Cic. pro
MiL 28, IK Vatin. 12 ;

Horat. Sai. i. 3. 12 ; Veil.

Patorc. ii. 51 • Tacit. .^Kmi4 xv. 25.) [P. S.]

TETRASTY'LOS. [Txmpluv.]
TETRO'BOLUS, [Drachma.]
TETTARACONTA, hoi (ol rrrrapdKom\

the Forty^ were certain officers chosen by lot, who
made regular dreuits through the demi of Attica,

whence they ore called 3accurral irarA te
decide all cases of aixla and r«pl rwv fiudttr,

and also all other private causes, where the matter
in dispute was not above the value of ten drachmae
Their number was originally thirty, but was in-

creased to forty after the expulsion of the thirty

tyrants, and the restoration of the democracy by
Tbrasybulus, in consequence, it is said, of the
hatred of the Athenians to the number of thirty.

They differed from other SMcoirraf, inasmuch as
they acted as «lir<tysryc7r, as well as decided causes

;

that is, they received the accusation, drew up the
indictment, and attended to all that was under-
stood in Athenian law by the Ifytfioyia too Surair.

rriplov. They consequently may be classed among
the regular magistrates of the state. (Pollux, viii.

40 ;
Harpocrat. s. e. Kord ^fiovs :

Rhetor. I^x. 310. 21 ; Demosth. e. TYmocr. p. 735.

11, e. Paniaen. p.976. 10; Schubert, AediL
pp. 96—98 ; Meier, ifff. Proc. pp. 77—^2 ; Schd-
moon. Ant. Jur. PubL Grate, p. 267. 10.)

TEXTOR,TEXTRINUM. [Txla, p. 1099.]

I

THALAMIO'AB, THALA'Mll (doXii^roi,

I

ftoXd^ei). [NAvts, p. 788, a.]
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THALLO'PHOUI {da><\o<p6pot).

THKN'AKA, p. »S7,a.]

'I'lIALY'SIA {daXvaia), a festival celebrated

in honour of Dionysus and Demetcr (Mcnand.
KheL quoted by Mcursius), or according to others

of Demetcr atone, at it is described by Theocritus

in his seventh idyll, and by the gronininriang who
wrote the nrgumenta to the saina It was held in

autumn, after the harvest, to thank the gods for

the benefits they had conferred u|>on men. (Span-

heim ad CalUmaoli. hymn, in Ctr. 20 and 137 ;

Wlistonmnn ad Theocrit. Idyll, vii. 3.) [L. S.]

THARGE'LIA {papyhKia), a festival cele-

brated at Athens on the Cth and 7th of Thargclion

in honour of Apollo and Artemis (Ktyinol. M. ;

Suidas, ». e. or according to the Scho-

liast on Aristophanes {E<ptiL 1405) in honour of

Helios and the Horae
;
the latter statement how-

ever is in substance the some ns the former. The
A|k>11o who was honoured by this festival was the

Delian Apollo. (Athen. z. p. 424.)

The real festival, or the Thnrgelia in a narrower

sense of tiic word, appears to have taken place

on the 7th, and on the preceding day the city

of Athens or rather its inhabitants were purified.

(PluL Symp. viiL 1 ;
Diog. Lal-rt. ii. 44 ;

Hnrpo-

crat. s. V. iappoKhs.) The manner in which this

purihention was effected is verj’ extraordinary and
cerUiinly a remnant of very ancient rites, for two
]>er8ons were put to death on that day, and the

one died on behalf of the men and the other on be-

half of the M’omon of Athens. The name by which
these victims were desiguated was tpappoKoi : ac-

cording to some accounts both of them were men,
but according to others the one dying on behalf of

the women was a woman and the other a man.

(Ilesych. t.v. ^apfuxKoL) On the day when the

sacrifice was to be performed the victims were led

out of the city to a place near the sea, with the

accompaniment of a peculiar melod}*, called Kga3f;)t

t>6pos, played on the flute. (Hesych. s. p.) The
neck of the one who died for the men was sur-

rounded with a garland of black figs, that of the

other with a garland of white ones
;
and while

they were j)roceeding to the place of their destiny

they were beaten with rods of fig-wood, and figs

and other things were thrown at them. Cheese,

figs, and cake were put into their hands that they

niight eat them. They were at last burnt on a
funeral pile nmde of wild fig-wood, and their ashes

were thrown into the sea and scattered to the

winds. (Tzetzes, ChiL v. 25.) Borne writers iriain-

biin from n passage of Ammonius (</« Dijfhreid.

Vocal, p. 142, ed. Vnlck.) that they were thrown
into the sea alive, but this passage leaves the

matter uncertain. We are not informed whether

this cxpiatoiy' and purifying sacrifice was ofiered

regularly every year, but from the name of the

victims (ipappaKol) as well ns from the whole ac-

count of Tzetzes, which is founded on good au-

thorities, it appears highly probable that this sa-

crifice only' took jilace in case of a heavy calamity

having befallen the city (yoaouoris tt)j wdAfwv),

such os the plague, a famine, &c. What persons

were chosen ns victims on such occasions is not

mentioned, and we only Icam from Suidas (t. r.

^apfioKul) that they were kept at tho public ex-

pense {Sripoalq. rptiplptyoi). But they wore in

all probability criminals sentenced to death, mid
who were kept by the state from the time of their

condciimatiou to lx; sacrificed at the Thargeiio. In
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the earlier times however they were not criminals,

but either cripples (Tzetzes, t.c.; Schol. ad Ari.*^

(oph. linn. 733), or jicrsons who offered m dio

voluntarily for tho good of their country, (.\thcn.

ix. p. 370 ; Suidas, s. r. UapOivot.)

The second day of tho Thargelia was solemnized
with a procession and an agon which consisted of

a cyclic chorus jierforined b\' men at tho expenso
of a choragus. (Lysias, do Munrr. acccpl. p. 25.^ ;

.'Viitiphon, de ChoretU. c. 1 1 ;
Deiiiosth. in Mid. p.

517.) The prize of the victor in this agon was a
tripod which he had to dedicate in the temple of

Apollo which hod been built by Beisistmtus. (Sui-

das, s. t*. TlvOioy.) On this day it was customary
for persons who were adopted into a family to lie

solemnly registered and received into the genos

and th6 phratria of the adoptive imronts. This
solemnity was tho same as lliat of registering one's

own children at the nimturia. ( Isaeiis, i/c

hered. c. 1.5, do AristarcJi. Itcred. c. 3.) [.\uoi’-

Tio (Ohkkk).]
Respecting the origin of the Tluurgcdia there are

two accounts. According to Istrus (up. I‘hoi. Iax.

p. 4C7 ;
Etyinol. M.,nnd Harpocrat. s. e. ^appaxSi)

tho ipappaKoi derived their name from one I’har-

macus, who having stolen the sacred phials of

Apollo and being caught in the net by tho men of

Achilles, w.as stoned to death, and this event was
comiuoinorated by the awful sacrifice at tho Timr-
gella. Helladins (p. 534. 3), on the other hand,
states that at first these expiatory sacrifices were
offert*d for the piirjiose of purifying the city of con-

tagious disc.-ises, ns tho Athenians after the death

of the Cretan Androgens were visited by the

pl.ague. A similar festival, probably an imitation

of tho Thargelia, wn.s celebniPMl at Massili.i,

(I’etron. l4l.) (See Mcursius, Gntecia J'oriala,

$. V. &apyi]\ia : Bode, Gcscit. der lyriscA. Dichlhimi
dcr J/ei/ofi. i. p. 173, Ac., where an account is also

given of tho xpoBirit vipos

;

K. F. Hermann,
Ilandh. dcr G'otlc»i. AUcrtlt. § CO. n. 4. &c.) [L.8.]

TIIEA'TRUM {^tarpoy). The Athenians be-

fore tho time of Aeschylus had only a wooden
scaffolding on which their drmnas were perfonned.

Such a wooden theatre was only erected for tho

time of the Dionysiac festivals, and was afterwaivls

pulled down. Tho first drama that Aeschylus

brought upon the stage was perfonned upon such a
wooden scaffold, and it is recorded ns a singiil.'ir

and ontiitoits coincidence that on that ocaision

(50* B. c.) the scaffolding broke down. To pre-

vent the ri'currencc of such an accident tho build-

ing of a stone theatre was forthwith commenced on

tho south -c.'istem descent of the acropolis, in tho

Lenaca ; for it should lie observed that throughout

Greece theatres were always built upon eminences,

or on the sloping side of n hill. The now .Athenian

theatre was built ou a very large setde, and ap[>eari

to have been constructed with great skill in regard

to its acoustic mid perspective arrangements, but

tho name of the architect is not known. It is

highly probable that dramas were {wrformed in

this new theatre as soon as it was practicable, and
before it was completely finished, which did nut

take place till about ii. c. 340, unless we adopt tho

untenable supposition that tho completion of the

Attic theatre at this time refers to a second theatre.

(PaiM. L 29. § lO’
;
Pint. ViL A". Oral. pp. 84 1, c,

8.52, c.) During this long inU^rval of forty Olym-
piads theatres were erected in nil {sirts of Greeco

and Asm Minor, idthough Athens was the centre
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of tlie Greek dmnia and tlio only plftco which pro-

duced great tnn^terworks in this deportment of

literature. It should also be bnmu in mind that

theatres are mentioned in several parts of Greece

where the w'omhip of Dionysus and the drama
connected with it did not exist, so that these build-

ings were devoted to other public exhibitions.

Tims at Athena itself there were in later times,

besides the theatre in the Lenaeo, two others, vi*.

the 'Ayplinnioy and the ‘JhjyiKXp drarpor,

which were not destined for dramatic performances,

hut were only places in which the sophists de-

livered their declamatioiu. At Sparta there w'os

a theatre of white marble (Pans, iil 14. § 1) in

which assemblies of the people were held, choral

daiues |>errurmcd, and the like (Athen. ix. pb 139,

xiv. p. d31), for the festive joy of Dionysus and
the n*gular drama were foreign to the Spartans.

All the theatres however which were constructed

in Greece were probably built after the model of

that of Athena, and w*ith slight deviations and

iiiodihcations thevall resembled one another in the

main points, as u seen in the numerous ruins of

theatres in various parts of Greece, Asia Minor,

and Sicily. Some of them were of pn>digioiis di-

mensions. The theatre at Epidaurus in the grove

of Asclepius, of which considerable rains are still

extant, excelled in benuty the Homan theatres

(Paul. ii. 27. § S)f and in size even that of Mega-
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lopolis, W'hich was reckoned the larg<^t theatre in

Greece. (Pans. viii. 32. § 1.) The great num-
ber of ruins of theatres may enable us to form
an idea of the partiality of the Greeks for such

mairaiiirent buildings, and of their giirontie dimen-
sions. The ruins of the theatre at Argos enclose

' a space of 450 feet in diameter
; the theatre of

Ephesus is even 6G0 fi*et in diameter. U{>on
these ruins S4-e the works of Clarke, Dodweii,
Leake, Hughes, Arundell, and the Supplement to

Stuart's Antiquxtif^ of Atkfnt.
The construction of the Greek theatres has lieen

the subject of much discussion and dispute in mo-
dern times, and ahliough all the best writers agree
on the great divisions of which a theatre consisted,

the details ore in many cases mere matters of con-

jecture. The Attic theatre was, like all the Greek
theatres, placed in such a manner that the place

for the spectator! formed the upp<r or north-

western, and the stage w'ith all that belonged to it

the south-eastern part, and between these two
parts lay the orchiMitra. We shall consider each of

these three divisions separately, together with its

parts and subdivisions, referring the reader to tho

annexed plan which has been made from the re-

mains of Greek theatres still extant, and from a
careful examinalion of the passages in ancient

writers which descriW the whole or parts of a
theatre, csjiecially in Vitruvios and Pollux.

I. The place for the spectators was in a nar-

rower sense of the word called ddarpot'. The seats

for the spectators, which were in most cases cut

into the rock, consisted of rows of benches rising

one above another ; the rows themselves (a) fonued
parts (nearly three-fourths) of crmcentric circles,

and were at intervals divided into comportments
by one or more broad passages (b) running betw'cen

them and parallel with the benches. These pas-

sages were called Sta^w/ioro, or Kararofiai, LaL
j/n$ceinctioRcs (V^itruv. v. 3 and 7 ; Ikkkcr, Ance

dot. p. 270 ; Pedux, ir. 123 ; Harpocrat and Suld.
s. r. Karavo/i^), and when the concourse of peoplu
was very great in a theatre, many persons might
stand in them. One side of such a passage formed
towards the upper rows of benches a wall, in which
in some thcatri-s, though perhaps not at Athens,
niches were excavated which contained metal ves-

to increase the sounds coming from the
stage and orchestra. (Vitruv. i. 1. § 9, v. 4 ;

Slit'glitz, ArcUiitil. dcr Dauiutut^ See. ii. 1. p. 150.)
Across the rows of benches roo !tair% by which

4 c
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persons ascend from the lowest to the high-

est. But these stairs mn in straight lines only

from one pm.cinclio to another; and the stairs in

the next scries of rows were just between the two

stairs of the lower series of Wnchrs. By this

course of the stairs the scats were divided into a

number of compartments resembling cones from

which the tops are cut off j
hence they were termed

ircpai'Bsf, and in Latin cunfi. The whole of the

place for the spectators (dewrpot') was somctinics

designated hy the name votAop, Latin oareo, it

being in most cases a real excavation of the rock.

Above the highest row of benches there rose a co-

vered portico (c), which of course far exceeded in

height the opposite buildings by which the stage

was surrounded, and appears to have also eontri-

buted to incTx*ase the acoustic effect. (ApuL Met.

iii. p. 49, Bip.) The entrances to the scats of the

spectators were portly undeiyroiind, and led to the

lowest rows of benches, while the upper rows must

have been accessible from above. (Pollux, iv. 123 ;

Alhcn. xir. p. 622.)

2. The orchestra (ipx^<rrpa) was a circular level

space extending in front of the spcctAlors, and
somewhat below the lowest row of benches. But

it mis not a complete circle, one segment of it

being appropriated to the 8U^^^ The orchestra was

the place for the chorus, where it performed its

evolutions and dAnci*8, fur which purpose it was

covered with l>oards. As the chorus was the ele-

ment out of which the drama arose, so the or-

chestra WAS originally the most important part of a
theatre : it funned the centre around which all the

other parts of the building were grouped. In the

centre of the circle of the orchestra was the^u>*«A»|,

that is, the altar of Dionysus (d), which was of

course nearer to the stage than to the seats of the

spectators, the distance from which was pn*ci«ely

the length of a radius of the circle. In a wider

sense the orchestra also comprised the broad pas-

sages (wdpo3ai, e) on each side between the pro-

jecting wings of the stage and the scats of the

spectators, through which the chonis entered the

orchestra. The chorus generally arranged itself in

the fpa e between the ihymele and the stage. The
thynicle itself was of a squar** fonn, and was used

for various purposes, according to the nature of the

different plays, such as a funeral monument, an

altar, Ac. It was made of boards and surrounded

on all sides w'ith steps. It thus stood upon a

raised platfonn, which was sometimes occupied by

the leader of the chonis, the fiulo-player, and the

rhal>d<3phnri. (Miiller, Disterl. on the Kumen. of
Aftrh^t. p. 249, Ac. transl.) The flute-player as

well A.S the prompter (wrofoXfuj, monitor) were

gencmlly placed tx-hiud the thymele, so as to face

the stage and not to be seen by the apt'cLalors,

(Pint. Ml jmU. iferend. pmf>c, p. U13, e.
;
Ath. xiv.

p. 631.) The orchestra as well as the 34arpo>’ lay

under the open sky ; a roof is nowhere mentioned.

3. The stage. Steps lc«l from each side of the
|

on!hestra to tho stage, and by them the chorus i

pMliably ascended the stage wlienovcr it took a

re.al }>art in the action itself. The back side of the

stage was closed by a wull called the CKTfrft or

srrwi, fn>m which on each side a wing projected

which w-as called the wapatricfitnop. The whole

d*-pth of the stage was not very great, as it only

et»m|»rised a segment of the circle of the orchestra.

1'lie whole space from the scena to the orchestra

W.1S termed llie pn>sconium {jpo<Ttcf)wioy)^ and was
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what w*c should call the real stage. That part of

it which w*as nearest to the orchestra, and where
tho actors stood when they spoke was the Xoy^7ov,

also called 6npi€at or 6Kpliayr*s, in Latin puf/ntum^

which was of course raised above the orchestra

and proliahly on a level with the thymele. What
tho inroeKhnor was is not clear ; some think that

it was a place to which the actors withdrew when
they had acted their parts, others think that it was
the same as tho aoWirTpa (Suidas, $.r. ^Krftd)) • but

as it is stated that the inroaKhnoy was adorned
with statues, it seems more probable that it was
the wall under tho Xoy^loy which faced the orches-

tra and the spectators. Tho or $rtna was,

as we have lUready stated, the wall which closed

the stage ( pro§ceniim and' lopenm) from liehind.

It represented a suitable background or the locality

in which the action was going on. Before the play
began, it was covered with a curtain (wapawh-afffia^

wpoffidjytoy^ af'Aafai, Latin aulaett or $fparium

;

Elymoi. M. s. t». AuAdt : A then. xiii. p. 507 ; Pol-

lux, iv. 122.) When the play began this curtain

was let down and was rolled upon a roller under-

neath the stage. The proscenium and Ic^curo thus

were never cwicealcd from the spectators. As re-

gards the scenery represented on the <rn7K^, it was
different for tragedy, comedy, and the satync
drama, and for each of these kinds of pnciry tho

sccncrv* most have been capable of various modifi-

cations according to the character of each indivi-

dual play ; at least that this ams the case with the

various tragedies, is evident from the scones de-

scribed in the tragedies still extant. In the latter

however the back-ground (aKijyfi) in most cases

represented the front of a jxilace with a door in the

centre (i) which was called the royai door. This
palace generally consisU^d of two stories (JurTe^/o,

Pollux, iv. 129), and upon its flat roof there ap-

)tcara to have sometimes been some elevated place

from which persons might observe what was going

on at a distance. (Eurip, Phomisa, 8B, Ac.) The
jialace presented on each side a projecting wing,

each of which had its separate entrance. These
wings generally represented the habitations of

guests and visitors. All the three doors must have
been visible to the spectators. (Vitfuv. t. 7.)

The protagonistesaUmyi entered the stage through

the middle or royal door, the deuteragonistes atid

tritngonistes through those on the right and left

wings. In tragedies like the Promethius, the

Persians, Philoctctes, Oedipus in Culoniis, and
others the Uick-ground did not represent a palace.

There arc other pieces again in which the serna

must have been changed in the course of the per-

f>rmance, as in the Eumenides of Aeschylus and
the Ajax of Sophocles. The dramas of Euripides

required a great variety of scenery ; and if in ad-

dition to this we recollect that several pieces were
played in one day, it is manifest that the mt'cliani-

cal fhorts of stage performance, at least in the days
of Euripides, roust have been brought to great per-

fection. The scena in the Satyric drama appears

to hare always represented a woody district «'ith

hills and grottoes
; in comedy the scena represented.

At least in later times, the fronts of piivate dwell-

ings or the habitations of slaves. (Vitniv. v. 8. § 1 ;

Pollux, iv. 125.) The art of scene-painting most
have been applied long before the time of i>opho-

cles, although Aristotle (Poet. iv. 16) ascribes its

I

introduction to him. [Pictura, p. 908, b.]

I

The machines io the Greek theatres were ex-

Iby
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trcmcly numerous, but we are in many cases unable

to form an exact idea of their nature and their

effects. We shall only mention the most important

among them. 1. The ntplcucrot (m) 8t<K>d near

the two side entrances of the scena ;
their fonu

was that of a prisma, and by a single turn they

produced a change in the scenery. (V'itruv. v. 7 ;

Pollux, iv. 1*26.) 2. The KKlfioKti, or

the Charonian stei>s, by which the shades ascended

from the lower world upon the stage. (Pollux, iv,

1 3*2.) 3. The /iii7xcu^, xpdSjj or iuprina, a machine

by which gods or heroes were represented passing

thrrjugh or Hooting in the air : hence the proverb,

fleus ftr madiina, (Pollux, iv. 126, 126, I3l
;

Suidas, s. V. 'Ewprina: Hesych. $. v. KpdSri,) 4. The
i^werrfM or iKKVKKrjfJM. [E.xostra.J 5. The
^to\oyftoy^ an especial elevated place alwve the

scena for the Olympian gods when they had to ap-

jK'ar in their full majesty. (Pollux, iv. 130 ;
Phot

/.or. p. .507.) 6. The fipovrttoy, a machine for imi-

titing thunder. It appears to have been placed

nndcnienth the stage, and to have consisted of

large brazen vessels in which stones were rolled.

(Pollux, iv. 130 ;
Suidas, s. v. Bpoyrh : Vitruv. v.

7.) Respecting several other machines of less im-

portance, sec Pollux, iv. -Kfpl pipwy ^fdrpov.

It is impossible to enter here upon the differences,

which are presented by many mins of theatres still

extant, from the description we have given above.

It is only necessai*}' to mention, that in the theatres

of the great cities of the Macedonian time the space

between the thymele and the logcum was converted

into a lower stage, upon which mimes, musicians,

and dancers played, while the ancient stage (pros-

cenium and logeuin^ remained destined, as before,

for the actors in the regular drama. This lower

stage was sometimes called thymele or orchestra.

(Muller, //I’j/. of Greek Lil.l. p.299 ;
Donaldson,

The Theatre of the Greeks.)

The Romans must have become acquainted with

the theatres of the Italian Greeks at an early

|K?riod, whence they erected their own theatres in

similar positions upon the sides of hills. This is

still clear from the mins of very ancient theatres at

Tusculum and Faesulae. (Niebuhr, Hist, ofliomc^
iii. p. 364, &c.) The Romans themselves however
did not possess a regular stone theatre until a very*

late period, and although dramatic representations

were verj' popular in ettrlier times, it appears that

a wooden stage was erected when necessary, and

was afterwards pulled dowm again, and the plays

of Plautus an<l Terence were performed on such

temporarj* scaffoldings. In the meanwhile rttany of

the neighbouring towns about Rome had their stone

theatres, as the introduction of Greek customs and
manners was less strongly opposed in them than

in the city of Rome itself. Wooden theatres,

adorned with the most profuse magnificence, were
erected at Rome even during the last period of the

republic. The first attempt to build a stone theatre

was made a short time before the consulship of

P. Cornelius Scipio Nasica. It w*as sanctioned by
the censors, and was advancing tow*ards its com-
pletion, when Scipio, in 1.55 B. c., persuaded the

senate to command the building to be pulled dow*n

as injurious to public morality. (Liv. EpU. 48.)

Respecting the magnificent wooden theatre which
M. Aomilius Scaums built in his aedileship, 58 B.a,

see Pliny, II. N. xxxvi. 24. § 7. Its scena consisted

of three stories, and the lowest of them was made
of white marble, the middle one of glass, and the
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upper one of gilt wood. The cavea contained

80,008 sjK-ctators. (Comp. Plin. //,,V. .\xxiv. 17.)

In 5.5 B. c. Cn. Ponipoy built the first stone theatre

at Rome near the Can)pus Martius. It w.as of

great beauty, and is said to have been built after

the model of that of Mytilene
;

it contained

40,000 spectators. (Plin. //. N, xxxvi. ‘24. § 7;
compiu*c I)runmnn, Gcsch. Homs. iv. p. 5*20, Acc.)

C. Curio built in 50 B. c. two magnificent wooden
theatres close by one another, which might be
changed into one amphitheatre. (Plin. II. N.
xxxvi 24. § 8.) After the time of Pompey, how-
ever, other stone theatres were erected, ns the
theatre of Marcellus, which was built by Augustus
and called after his nephew Marcellus (Dion C.ass.

xliii. 49; Plin. H.N. xxxvi 12); and that of

Balbus (Plin. /. 0.), whence Suetonius (..4 44)
uses the expression per trina theutra.

The construction of a Roman theatre rescnibled,

on the whole, that of a Greek one. The princip<il

differences are, that the scats of the speemtors,

which rose in the form of an nmpiiithentrc around
the orchestra, did not form more than a simii-

circle
;
and that the whole of the orchestra like-

wise formed only a semicircle, the diameter of

which formed the front lino of the stage. The
Roman orchestra contained no thymele, and was
not destined for a chorus, but contained the seats

for senators and other distinguished persons, such

ns foreign nmiNtssadors, which are called “ primus
subsellionim ordo.” In the year 68 B. c. the tri-

bune L. Roscius Otho carried a law which regu-

lated the places in the theatre to be occupied by the

difi'erent classes of Roman citizens : it enacted that

fotirtecn ordincs of benches were to be as-signed as

scats to the equites. ( Liv. Epit. 99
; A scon, ad

Cnmel. p. 70, cd. Orclli.) Hence these qu.atuor-

dccim ordincs are sometimes mentioned without
any further addition ns the honorary seats of the

equites. They were undoubtedly close behind the

seats of the senators and magistrates, and thus

consisted of the rows of benches immediati ly be-

hind the orchestra. Velleius (ii. 32) and Cicero
(/>ro Muren. 19) speak of this law in a manner to

lead us to infer tiiat it only restored to the e<]uite8

a right which they had possessed l>efore. Another
part of this law was that spendthrifts and persons

reduced in their circumstances (deevetores), whether
through their own fault or not, and whether they
belonged to the senatorial! or •equestrian onler,

should no longer occupy the seats assigned to their

order, but occupy a sepamte place set apart for

them. (Cic. Philip, il 18 ) In the reign of Au-
gustus the si-nate made a decree, that foreign am-
bassadors should no longer enjoy the privilege

mentioned above, ns it had sometimes happened
that freedmon were sent to Rome ns nmbiissadors.

The soldiers also were se^Kimtcd from the peoplo

by the same decree
; the same was the case with

women, praetextati and pned.agogi. (SueL.<4 M/7. 44.)
This separation consisted probably in one or more
cunei being assigned to a {tarticuicir class of per-

sons. The woodcut on the following page contains

a probable representation of the plan of a Roman
theatre.

For a fuller account of the construction of

Greek and Roman theatres see the commentators
on Vitruvius (/. c.), .1. Chr. Genelli, das Theater zu
Athen^ hinsichtlich auf Architecture Hcenerie und
IkirstcUunps Kunst uberhuupt^ Berlin, 1818, 8vo.

;

G. C. W. Schneider, Das Altische Theatcrwcscuy
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tnm h^sscm VerstrJicn dtr Grie<^. Dramatikfr

;

Stioglitz, Ar^tdoioffie <Ur liaukunst dcr Vriech.

vnd lidnier
;
Fcrrum, Sloriu e dcscrip. dc' princip.

teu/ri ani. e modemi^ Milunu, 1U30
;

tlie Sup-

plement to Sm^rVs Antiq. o/ AOtcnt. A penernl

outline is also given, by Muller, f/ist. o/ (»r. Lii.

i. p. ‘299, &C. ;
nnd by Rode, Gc^ch. dtr drtimuL

Jjiciilktimt d. llcUen, I. p. 156, Ac.

It remains to speak of a few points respecting

the attendance in the Greek theatres. Theatrical

repri'scntaticma at Athens began early in the niom-

ing, or after breakfast (Aeschin. c. Ctesijdi. p. -166;

Athen. xi. p. 464) ;
and when the concourse of

people was expected to bo great, persons would even

go to occupy their sc<ats in the night. The sun

could not be very troublesome to the actors, as

they were in a great measure protected by the

buildings surrounding the stage, and the spectators

protccU'd themselves against it by hats with broatl

brims. (SuitUs, $. re. VUraaot and Apixvy.)

When the weatlier was fine, especially at the

Diunysiac festivals in spring, the people ap|)onred

W'ith g.irlands on their heads
;
when it was cold,

os at the Lcna> a in January, they used to wrap

themselves up in their cloaks. (Suidas, L c.)

W'hen a storm or a shower of rain came on sud-

denly, the spi^tators took refuge in the porticoes

bciiind the stage, or in those aimvc the uppiTmost

row of beiichc's. Those who wished to sit com-
fortably brouglit cushions with them. (Aeschin.

c. CfesipA. /.c. ; Thet>phr. Chur. ‘2.) As it was not

iitiuAiuil for the theatrical performances to last from

ten to twelve hours, the spectators rc<juired re-

frt'shuionts, nnd we find that in the inU'rvnls be-

tween the several plays, tliey used to take wi?ie

nnd cakes. (Athen. xL p. 464 ;
Aristot. Eth.

Nictd, X. 5.)

The whole of the raven in the Attic theatre

must have contained about 50,000 spectators. The
places for gi-ncrals, the arclions, priests, foreign am-
bosMidors, nnd other distinguished persons, were
in the lowest rows of benches, and nearest Ui the

orchestra (Pollux, iv. 121i viii. 133; SchoU tut

ArUtnph. Eqiili. 572), and they appear to have

been sometimes covered with a sort of cai>opy,

(Aeschin. A c.) The rows of benches above th so

were occupied by the senate of 500, those next in

succession by the ephebi, and the rest by the

people of Athens. But it would seem that they

did not sit indiBcrimiiiateiy,^ut that the b<'tter

places were let at a higher price than the others,

and tliat no one had a right to takb a place for

which he had not paid. (PlaL Afxdog. p. 26;
Aclian. V. II. ii. 13; Demosth. in Mid. p. 57‘2.)

I'hc question, whether in Greece, and more especi-

ally at Athens, women were present at the per-

formance of tragedies, is one of those which have

given rise to much discussion among modem scho-

lars, ns w'c have scarcely any passage in ancient

writers in which the presence of women is stated

os a positive fact. But Jacobs {Vcrntscht.

iv. p. 272), and Pnssow (in Zimmermaim's ZrHnckr.

fur Hit Alterth. 11137. n. 29), have placed it almost

beyond a doubt, from the mrioas allusions made by
ancient writers, that w'omcn were allowed to be

present during the performance of tragedies. This

opinion is now perfectly confirmed by a passage in

Athe^aeus (xiL p. 534), which has been quoted

by Becker {('barUdes^ ii. p. 560), in corroboration

of the conclusion to which the above mentioned
w'riters had come. In tills passage w*e find that at

Athens, and at the time of the Peloponnesian war,

the 8p<>ctator8 in the theatre consisted of men and
women. We have, however, on the other hand,

every reason to believe that women were not

present at comedies, while boys might be present

both at tragedy and comedy. (Theoph. ChuntcL

9 ;
Isacus, de Ciron. hcred. p. 20G ; Aristoph.

*V*i5. 537, &c.
;
Lucian, de Gpmnaft. 22.) The

seats which women occupied in the Greek theatres

appear to have been separated from those of the

men. (Guttling, in the likeinisdi. Mu*. 1634,

p. 103, Ac.)

For the purpose of maintaining order and pre-

venting excesses, the ancients liad a sort of theatre-

police; the p'Tsons who held this office were called
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in Greece ^a€8o^pot or ^$8oDxoi, and at Rome
PriifcttmtM. (Schol. mi AriilofA. 7’i/j", 7U1.)

Kc'ipcvting the attendance at the Greek theatres,

and the conduct of the ptNtple, see a very good dU>
aertation of Decker, in hu6'4orwt/cjr, ii, pp. 249

—

27». [L.S.]
THEXSAE orTENSAE (for the orthography

and etymology of the word are alike doubtful, al-

though the oldest MisS. goiiorally omit the aspirate)

were highly ornamented *acr»’d vehicles, which, in

the solemn pomp of the Circensian games, conveyed
the sbitues of certain deities with all their decora-

tions to the pulvinaria, and after the sports were
over bore them back to their shrines. (Cic. in IVrr.

il. 1, 59, and note of Pseudo-Ascon. iiL 27, v. 72 ;

Scrv'. aJ Vtr^. Aen, L 21 j
hVstus, $.r.; Diomedes,

t p. 372, ed. Putsch. ; Dion Cass, xlvii. 40 ;

Tertull. tie Sped. 7.) We are ignorant of their

precise form
;

for although we hnd several re-

presenuitions upon ancient medals and other works
uf art, of gods seated in cars, and especially of the

sun-chariot of Elngal>alus (Herodian. v. 0 ; sec

V'ttillanl, iVawwwo/a /mp. vol. ii. p. 209 ;
OinaroL,

IHc W'ape* und PitAnctrrh^^ &c. tab. xlii. fig. 6) j

yet we have no means of deciding which, if any,

•f ilu^ are tensae. We know that they were
drawn by horses (Plut. Corioian. 2o, who calls

them and escorted (dnluctre) by the

chief senatora in rolies of state, who, along with

pucri paihmi [Patrimi], laid hold of the bridles

and traces, or perhaps assisted to drag the carriage

(for dtteere is used as well as deducerty Liv. v. 4l),

by Rienns of thongs attached for the purjtoso (and
hence the proposed derivation from ttudu). So
sacred was this duty considered, that Augustus,

when labouring under sickness, deemed it neces-

sary to accompany the tensae in a litter. If one

of the horses knocked up or the driver took the

reins in his left bond, it was nccessaiy to recom-

mence the pr>cession, and for one of the attendant

boys to let go the thong or to stumble was profa-

nation. (Liv. T. 41 ; Plut, /. c. ; Ascon. L c.

;

Amob. adr. pen/, iv. 31 ;
compared with the ora-

tion de I/tirusp. rc»p. 11 ;
Tertull. de cor. mil. 13,

and de Sftcciac. 7 ; Suet. (kiav. 43.)

The only gods distinctly named as carried in

tensae are Jupiter and Miner\a (Suet. VcsfHts. 5 ;

Dion Cass, xlvii. 40, 1. 8, IxvL 1), to which
number Mars is usually ^ded on the autho-

rity of Dion Cassius (Ixxviii. 8), but, in the pas-

ngc referred to, he merely states, that at the Cir-

ceusian games celebrated a. d. 210, the statue of

Mars, which was in the procession (vo^««ro*'), felt

down, and it is vciy* remarkable that Dionysius

(vii. 72), in his minute description of the Pompa
Circensis, takes no notice whatever of the Tensat*,

but represents the statues of the gods as carried ou

men’s shoulders, t. e. on fcrculo. That a consider-

able number of deities however received this

honour seems probable from the expression of

Cicero, in his solemn appeal at the close of the

lost Verrine oration, ^omiiesquc dii, qui vehiculis

tensanim solomncs coctus ludorum initis though

wo cannot determine who these gods were. We
frequently hear indeed of the chariot of Juno
{Xlr^.Geory. iiL 531), of Cybcle (Aea. vL 784),

and many others, but as these are not mentioned

in contiexion with the Pompa Circensis, there is

no evidence that they were tensae. Among the

impious flatteries heaped on Cae>ar, it was decreed

that bis ivory .statue should accompany the images

f of the gods to the circus in a complete cluirint

(&Pfia SAok, tlial is, a tenaciy in opposition to a mere
/vrcHlum)yM\A that this chariot should stand in tho
Capitol immediately opposite to that of Jupiter.

(Dion Cass, xliii. 15, 21, 45, xliv. 6.)

Similar homage was paid upon high festivals to

the images of their gods hy other ancient nati<ins.

Thus, in the curious ceremonies perfoniied at
Papremis connected with the worship of the
Egyptian deity, whom llen>dotus (iL 8.3) imagined
to be identical with An*s, the statue, cnshrinetl in

I
R cltapel made of gilded wood, was dragged in a
four-wheeled car by a body of priests. So also,

in the account given by Athriiaeus (v. c. 27, ^fcc.),

after Callixenes of Rhodes, of the gorgeous psigeant

at Alexandria, during the reign of Ptolemy Philo-

delphus, we n*ad of a car of Bacchus of prodigious

sise, most costly materials, and most clalmrate

workmanship, which was dragged by 180 men,
and to such customs we may find a parallel in

modem times in the usages which prev;iil at the

festival of S. Agatha at Ciitauua, and S. Kusulia at

I

Palermo,

j

(Scheffer de lie rehicufariy c. 24 ; Giiizrot, IHe
' Tra//ai und I'ahnterke der (JriecJien und liomcry

c. 55 ;
but tho latter author, both here and else-

where, allows his imagination to carry him forth, r

than his authorities warrant) (W. U.]
TIIKODOSIA'NUS CODEX. [Codex Tjieo-

DOSIANI'K.]

THEOPHA'NIA {deo^vta), a festival cele-

brated at Di lphi, on the occasion of which the

Delphians filled the huge silver crater w'hich had
been presented to the Delphic god by Croesus.

(Herod, i. 51.) Valckenacr ou Herodotus (/.c.)

thought that the reading was corrupt, and that

6(o(«Vta should be read, as this festival is well

known to have been celebrated by the Delphians.

(l*iut. de kii qui tcro a num. pun. p. 557, f; Pole-

mon, ap. Athen. ix. p. 372.) But both festivals

are mentioned together by Pollux (i. 34), and
Phllosiratus (TiL .iftollon. iv. 31). The Theo-
phonia were intended os a celebration of tho re-

turn of Apollo to Delphi from which he was l>e-

licved to Im; absent during the winter months. An
agon called theoxcnLi was also celebrated at Pellene

in Achaia in honour of Hermes and Apollo. (SchoU
ltd i‘ind. (M. vii, 156, ix. I46.) But no particulars

of any of these festivals are known. [L. S )

THKO Hl (5*wgol), were persons sent on spe-

cuU missions (dewpieu) to peribrra some religious

duty, ns to consult an oracle, or to offiT a sacrifice,

on behalf of the state. It is tlius explained hy tho

grammarians : deowp6woiy ^ ol Stiifitroiy ^ ol ^pov-

I ri^omts vcpl r5 dtta‘ ol cit dvelay irtfiirdutroi aol
' ioprks «ro4 wayrryi/peis <rol (Hnrpocr.

Suidns and Hesych. s. r. Btotpol: compare Pollux,

I

ii. 55 ;
Sophocl. Oetlip. Tyr. 1 14.) There were in

^ some of the Dorian states, ns the Aeginemns, Troe-

xeiiians, Messonians,ond Mantinonns, official priests

called dtupoiy whose duty it was to consult oracles,

interpret the responses, &c., ns among the Spartans

there were men called Pylhii, chosen by the kings

to consult the Oracle at Delphi. (Schomnnn, Aul.

Jur. puid. iir. pp. 1 30, 395.) At Athens there were
no official persons called dewpof, but the name was
given to those ciilxens who were appointed from

time to time to conduct religious cmliossies to

various places ; of which the most important

were those that were sent to the Olympian,

Pythian, Nemean, and Isthmian games, tboeo

4 c 3
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that w<»nt to consult th*' Ood at Delphi, and those

that li*d the solemn procession to Delos, where the

Athenians established a quadrienninl festirni, in

revival of the ancient Ionian one, of which Horaer

speaks. (Thucyd. iii. 104). The expense of those

cml^assies was dclrnyed partly by the state and

partly by wealthy citizens, to whom the manage-

ment of them was entrusted, called

chiefs of the embassy. This w'as a sort of

A«iToyp7ttt, and frequently a very costly one ; as

the chief conductor represented the state, and was

expected to appear with a suitable degree of

splendour
;
for instance, to wear a golden crown,

to drive into the city with a handsome chariot,

retinue, &c. Nicias, who was very rich, is re-

ported to have incurred great expenses on his

emlwssy to Delos, beyond what was required of

him : and Alcibiadcs astonished nil the spectators

at Olympia by the magnificence of his horst^s,

chariots, Ac., and the profuseness of his expendi-

ture. (llbckh, f*uU. JCcon. of AOtcns^ p. 214, Ac.

2d od.
;
Thirl wall, of (Jrcece, toL iiL pp. 217,

330.) [Dkli.s.]

The Solaminian, or Delian, ship was also called

dcwglr I'ai/r, and was principally used for convey-

ing embassies to Delos, though, like the Paraliis,

it was employed on other expeditions besides.

(Suidas, /. e. ; Btickb, /«/. p. 240.) [C. R.K.]
THEO UIA (d««pia). [Tiikori.]

TllKOTUCA (dswpjKd). Under this name at

Athens were comprised the monies expended on

festivals, sacrifices, and public entertainments ot

rarious kinds
; and also monies distributed among

the people in tho shape of largesses from the state.

There were, according to Xenophon, more festi-

Tals at Athens than in all the rest of Greece. (De
lirp. AtL iii. B.) Besides those which were open

to the whole body of the people, there were many
confined to the members of each tribe, deme, and

house. These last were provided for out of the

private fiinds of the community who celebrated

them. At the most important of the public festi-

vals, such as tho Dionysia, Panathenaea, Eleusinli,

Thargelia, and some others, there were not only

sacriHce.s but processions, theatrical exhibitions,

gymnastic contests, and games, celebrated with

gR'.it splendour and at a great expense. A portion

of the expense was defnyod by the individuals,

upon whom the burden of Kfuovpyia devolved
;

but a considerable, and perhaps the larger, part

was defrayed by the public treasury. Demos-

thenes complains, that more money was spent on a

single Panathenaic or Dionysiac festival th.an on

any militarj' expedition. (/*Ai7i/). L 50.) The reli-

gious embassies to Delos and other places, and

especially those to the Olympian, Nemean, Isth-

mian, and Pythian gam»*s, dn*w largely upon the

public exchequer, though a part of the cost fell

njK>n tlic wealthier citizens who conducted them.

(Schtinuinn, Ant. Jnr. juM. Or. p. 305.)

Tlie largesses distributed among the people had

their origin at an early period, and in a measure

apparently harmless, though from n small b<*gin-

ring they afterwards rose to a height most in-

jurious to the commonwealth. The Attic drama
used to be performed in a wooden theatre, and the

entrance wms free to all citizens who chose to go.

It was found, however, that the crushing to get in

led to much confusion and even dangt*r. On one

occasion, about B. c. 500, the scaffolding which

upported the roof felt in, and caused great alarm.

TIIEORICA.

It was then determined that the entrance should

no longer be gratuitous. The fee for a place was
fixed at two omIs, which was paid to tho lessee of

the theatre, (called .3fOTpowc4Ai}f, or

who undertook to keep it in repair,

and constantly ready for use, on condition of being

allowed to receive the profits. This payment con-

tinued to be exacted after the stone theatre u*as

built Pericles, to relieve the poorer classes,

passed n law which enabled them to receive the

price of admission from the state
;
after which nil

those citizens who were too poor to pay for their

places applied for the money in the public assembly,

which was then frequently held in tho theatre.

(Sebdmann, 7t/. p. 21D.) In process of time this

donation was extended to other entertainments be-

sides theatrical ones
;
the sum of two oboli being

given to each citizen who attended ; if the festival

lasted two days, four oboli ; and if three, six oboli ;

but not beyondL Hence all theoric largesses re-

ceived the name of 3<q^«AIo. The sums thus

given varied at different times, and of course de-

pended on the state of the pnblic exchequer.

These distributions of money, like those of min
and flour, were called 3<a>’o>uif, or StuBoafit.

They were often made at the Dionysia, when the

allies were present, and saw the surplus of their

tribute distributed fri>m the orchestra. The appe-

tite of the people for largesses gri'W by encourage-

ment, stimulated from time to time by designing

demngognes ; and in the time of licmoslhcncs

they seem not to have Wn confined to the poorer

classes. (PhiUp. iv. 141.) Bdckh calculates that

from 25 to 30 talents were spent upon them annu-

ally. Earn, of Atftens^ p. 224, 2d ed.)

So large an expenditure of the public funds

upon shows and amusements ab5ori>ed the re-

sources, which wore demanded for services of a

more iroporUmt nature. By the ancient law the

whole surplus of tho annual revenue which re-

mained after tho expense of the civil administra-

tion (tA wrptot^a rrjs Stota^sws) was to

he carried to the military fund, and applied to the

defence of the ovmmonwealth. $incc the time of

PerieU'f various dcmngf>gnes had sprung up, who
induced the people to divert all that ^uld bo

Bjvired from the other branches of civil expendi-

ture into the Theoric fund, which at length swal-

lowed up the whole surplus, and the supplies

needed for the purpose of war or defimcc were

left to dej>end upon tho extraordinary contribu-

tions, or ]vroperty-Utx (sicr^opai). An attempt was
made by the demagogue Kuhuiiis, of whom Tbt'o-

pompus says, that ras wpoo6^vt Karaptadoipopocv

3ifT«Aci (Athen. iv. p. 166), to perpetuate this

system. He passed a law, which made it a capital

oiTence to pro|>ose that the Theoric fund should be

applied to militar}’ service. In u. C- 353 ApoUo-
drvms carried a decree empowering the peo^e to

determine whether the surplus revenue might be

applied to the purpose of war ; for which he was in-

dicted by a ypeuph trapay6po>v^ convicted and fined :

and the decree was annulled, as a matter of course.

(Deinosth. c. Acoer. 1346— 134B.) The law of

Eubulus was a source of great embarrassment to

Demosthenes, in the prosoctUinns of his schemes

for the national defence ; and he seems at last, but

not before n. c. 33B, to have succeeded in repeal-

ing iL (Hnrpocr. and Snidos, s. r. Sfttputi and
E5^(7uAof : Bdckh. Id. i. jq». 219—223; Schd-

mann, Id. p. 307.)



THESAURUS.
In thf rarluT times there wns no person, or

'

botird of expre»^1j to tuan«g«

the XK<«’« fnn<L The moaej tbu* appropriated

was disbursed by the llalirnouuuiac. AlVr tho

anarchy, the lnrg<i» fvarU'm bftvhig been restored

by Agyrrbluj, a iK)«rd of mftnagvrs was appointed,

who are enlicKi 0‘ “rh

T<Ttty>*«roi or

dpX'h' They were elected bj show of hand*

at tbe period of the grtsit Dionytto, one from each

trilee. In the time oi EubuIiM irumy other branches

of the administratioii were placed under the control

ttf this U«fd ; as Uie oianagemenl of the ciril ex*

penditure, the of the Apodectae, the building

of dock*, areennls, street*, &c. Tbi* vrne dictated

by an aiutiety on the {tort of the people that no
j»art of the revenue shotdd be improperly divejted

from the Tbeoric fund, which tJiey thought would

be prevcnled by increasing the power* of iu mana-
gers. lint thrae extraord inary powen ap{iear not

to have been of long onitinuanco. (Aeschin. c.

destf^f. 57, ed. Sleph. ; Btkkh, p. 1 70, &c, ; Schri-

mntm, Id, 320; Wachtiimth, IftUen, Alt. voLiL

pt. L pp. 124— 127, Uted.) [C. H.K.]
THEOXE'NIA. [Thkophania.]
TilKUA I*( >N [H Ki.oTKR.}

THEHMAF:. (Balniiak, p. 10.1, b.]

THEUMOPO’IilUM. [Cauda ;
Caupona.]

THESAURUS (3^«vp3s), a tfotuurc'houae.

That buildings of this description were re<faircd,

especially by kings and stattfs, in the earliest period

of civilisation, is self-evident
;
and tradition point*

to subterranean imildings in Greece, of unknown
antiquity and of peculiar formation, as having been

areclcd during the heroic jK-riod, for the purpose of

pctik'rving precious metals, arms, and other pro-

n.A?r.

A, entrauco: D, principil cfeunbi’r: C, sirall side

chamber.
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perty (afiu^^ia). Such are the trt>so8«ry of Mi-
nyat, at Orchomcnui, described by i^auaanuu (U.
38), and of which some remains still caist (ib»d-

well, voL L (t. 227), and those of Aisvas and his

sons at Mycenae (Paus. ii. 16), the chief one of

which, the so-called Trtxuuiw of Atrous, still exists

almost in a perieet staU\ The |>rcceding woodent
shows St ^und'plan of tbe building, and a seclion

of tlie pnncipol chamber, which is about 46 feet in

diameter, and 5U high, and is vaulted over in the

manner descrilied und r Abciih, p. 126, a, Tbo
rcmauis of similar structures have been found at

various places iu Greerc and Italy.

It is, however, very qiuvliouable whether those

ediheet wc'fo treasuries at all : some of tbo l>e*t

archaeologists maimoin that they were tombs.

The question cannot he entered into here: a full

discussion of it, with a description of the buildings

• thomselvei, W'ill be found in the works now quoted.

(M{Uler,.4fi^«o/. d.Kttnd, §§ 48, 2&1, Wflckeris

edition ; M'clckcr's review of MiilliT'tvIrcA/iof/y/e,

in the Fihdn. Mtu. for 18.*U, vol. iL pp. 469, foil. ;

CoL Mure, Veter die Koni^ichen (Indtuidltr cf«

keroiteken ZeiUdUn^ in tbe Hhrin, Mu*, for 1838,

toL vi. pp. 240, foil ; we are not aware whether
this Ikitay has been |mbllshed in English

;
Abekcn,

MittdiUdiem^ pp. 234, foil)

In the historical tiinea, the pul^ic treasury wai
either in a building attached to the t^ts, or in

the opisthi)dtmu* of some temple, (ilirt, fjchre d.

O'e^aitde, pp. 189, ISO.)

Hespcciing the public trwvsury at Home, ece

AKRAHinu. [PS.]
THEiSElA (•^qs’ftcs), a festival celebrated by tbo

Athenians in honour of their naiionul hero Theseus

(Arutouh. Vtut. 622, &c. with the SchoL 7’ies-

mttpk. 84
1 ;

Suidas, s. r. 0q<r«ioij), whom they

believed to have becu tin* author of their deinn-

cratical fonn of government. In ctmscqneuce of

this belief donations of bread and meat were given

to the poor j^eople at Uie Thescia, which thus was

for them a feast at which they felt no want and
might fmicy themselves equal to the wealthiest

riuxens. Wo Icam from Gellius (xv. 20. §3)
that a conuwt also was held on this occasion, but

we are not Informed in what it consisted. Tbe
day on which tliis festival was held was the eighth

of every month {tefSiiai)^ but mure espcdallj the

eighth of Pyano}wion, because it was believed that

Theseus returned from Crete on Umt day. (jjchol

ad L c.; Plut, T^es, 36.) licneo the fes-

tival was Boint'timcs allied (Ifesych. #,r.)

Fnmi the {lassagcs almvc referred to, compared

with Diodorus (v. .52), it apjK.'ors highly probable

that tbe festival of Thesela uws lua instituted

till Q. C. 469, when Cimon brought the remnins of

Theseus from Scyros to Athens.

(Mcnr^iui, (rvuec. Fi r. s. e. &rj(Tf7a^ p.

133; Corsini, F<tx(. Att. H p. 330 ; Idclcr, Iiiiti>r.

Vuiersuchnnitea ulfer dk Adritnvm. ll&Aftit-hiwirf.der

AHm^ p. 3811 Ac.) [I*. H.J

TU EtfMOP 1

1

0'RTA <©f <Ttiofp6pta\ n great fvs-

tival .Tud mysteries celebrated in honour of l>rmet«*

in witHMi parts of Greece, and only by inurried

wumen, though some cenummicB also were per*

fbniicd by maidens. The Attic Thesmophoria

were held in the month of Pyanepsion and began

Ml the elevotith- Iu imroduclbn is rufcribed by
Dtniiostheni'i, Diodorus Sicalna, and Plutirch («^
Tkecsliftri. Therap. I) to Orpheus, while IK-rodotu*

(il 171) stales that it w.is introduced into Greece
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from Egypt by the daught>'n of Danrmn, wbo mndc
thf I*<‘la»gian women of Heloponnwu* acquainted

with the mysteries, that after the Dorian conquest

they fell into disuse, and were oiily preserved by

the Arcadians, who remained undisturbed in their

ancient seats. Thus much appears certain from

the imme of the festival itself, that it wvu intended

to coinmcmomlc the introduction of the laws and
regulations of civilized life, which was universally

ascril>ed to Dcincler. (Diodor. v. 5.) Respecting

the duration of the Attic Thesmophoria, various

opinions arc entertained both by ancient and mo-

dem writers. According to llcsyciiius (s. v.Tpirri

it lasted four days : it has Iteeii in-

ferred from Aristophanes (Tht‘4inoph. 80) that it

lasted for five days, i^uch discrepancies have un-

doubtedly arisen from tho circumstance that the

women spent several days before the commence-
ment of the rt?al festival in preparations and pun-

‘

fientions, during which they were especially bound

to abstain from sexual intercourse, and for this pur-

pose they slept and sat upon particular kinds of

herbs which were believed to have a purifying ef-

fect. (Hesych. s. r. Ky^mpoy : Etsmiol. M. #. r.

2xdpo8ov : Aelian. \nt. An. ix. 26; Scho!. <ui

Tfuf-ocrit, ir. 2.> ; Dioscorid. i, 135; Pliii. //. .V.

xxiv. 19; Stephan. Dyx. s. c. MiAqror.) During
this time the women of each demos appointed two
married women from among themselves to con-

duct the preliminary solemnities

Isaeus, de Ciron. Aererf. p. 208, cd.

Rcisk.), and their husbands who had received a !

dowTV junounling to three talents, had to pay the I

expenses for the solemnity in the fonn of a liturgy.
|

(Isaeus, de Pyrrh. hered. p. 66.) The festival
|

itself, which according to the most probable sup-

,

position, also adopted by Wellatier {de Thesmo-

pAoriis, p. 61, lasted only for three days, began on
,

the lllh of Pyanrpsion, which day mw called'

or Kd6o^o5 (Hesych. *. r. *'A*'o8oi) irom the

circumstance that the solemnities were opened by
the women with a procession from Athens to Eleusis.

In this procession they carried on their heads sacred

laws {yimfiot 0iS\oi or r&«r/4o/), the introduction of

which was ascrilK>d to D^>mcter 6c(r^^<ipot, and
other symbols of civilis-^d life. (Schol. wi Th^-rit
xiv. 23.) The women spent the night at Hleusisiri

celebrating the mysteries of the goddess. (Aen.
Tact I*oliore. 4.)

The second day, called vyterua (Athen. vii.

p. 307), was a day of n»f>uming, during which the

women sat on the ground around the statue of

Demeter, and took no other food than cakes made
of sesame and honey Aristoph. Thee-

mo/4i. 535, 820). On this day no meetings
cither of the senate or the people were held.

(.Aristoph. lliesm, 79.) It was prolmbly in the

aftenioon of this day that the women held a pro-

cession at Athens, in which they walked barefooted

bcliiiid a i»*aggon, upon which baskets with mys-
tical stmiboU were conveyed to the Thesmophorion.
(Aristoph. 276, \c.) The third day, called

aoAA47«V€ia from the circumstance that Dcmelcr
W'os invoked under this name (Aristoph. The$ni.

296), was a day of nicrriment and raillerj- among
the women themselves, in commemoration of Iaml>o

who was said to have made the goddess smile
during her grief. (.Aristoph. Thntm. 71^2, Run. 390 ;

Hcaych. $. r. : Phot. Ara-. p. 397 ;
Ap.iHod.

j

I. 5. § 1.) Ilesychius mentions a sacrifice called

which was offered to the goddeas as an
|
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atonement for any excess or error which might
hare been committed during the sacred days, and
this sacrifice was probably offered at the close of

the third d.ay.

There arc scrcml other particulars mentioned
by ancient writcni as fonning port of the Thesmo-
phoria, but we are not able to ascertain in what
manner they were connected with the fesUrol, or

on what day they look place.

Thesmophoria were also celebrated in many other

parts of Greece, as stated above. The principnl

places where tliey are mentioned by ancient authors

ore the following:—f^parto, where tho festival lasted

for three days (Hesych. t. r. Tpdty^pos ) ;
Dr)*maea

in Phocis (Paus. z. 33. § 6 ; Steph. Uyo. t.v.

Apo/ifa)
;
Thebes in Boeotia (PIul. Peiop. p. 280

;

Xenoph. Ilellen. v. 2. § 29) ;
Miletus (Steph. Byz.

8.C. yil\T}Tos: Diog. Laert. ix. § 43), Syraciue

(Athen. xir. p. 647), Erclria in Kuljoea (Plut.

Quitrst. Gr. p. 298, b. 5;c.), Delos (Athen. iii.

p. 109), Kphesus (Slrab. xir. p. 633 ; Herod, rj.

16), Agrigentum (Polyaen. t. I. 1), and other

places. But of their celebration in these towns we
know no more than a few isolated particulars wliicK

ore mentioned in the passngi's referred to.

(Meursius, f/niecia /-Vrtu/a, $.v. Sarjio^pia:

Wellauer, de Titesmophoriity Wratislaviac 182U,

8vo. ; Creuzer, SpmUd. iv. p. 440, &c. ; Prcllrr in

^imiHcrmfinn'e ZrUschri/ij 1835, n. 98 ; a!>d in

general Wachsrauth, I/rUen. AH. iL p. 574, 2d ed.

&c.; K. F. Hermann, Haudb. der Gotteyd. AUertk.

§ .W. n. \5yicc.) [L. S.]

TH ESMOPH V'LACES (3s<r>«>(pvXa«€j).

[IIbnukca.I
THKSMOS (d€<rp6s). [No.\i08.]

TilESMU'TilETAE (3«r/ioWTflu). (Aa-
CHO.V.)

THESSA fIIxRB.s,p. 597, b ]

THETK5 (<3^r«s). In earlier times this name
denoted any frcenjcn who worked for hire {oi

tyeKarpotpyjs SouAcooyrev, Photius,s. e.; iKttfStpity

uvofxa 8(d iftytay iw' apyupi^ boi’\tv6yruyy i’olhi.v,

iii. 32). Homer {(jd. iv. 644, xviiL 356) speaks

of dfii 65 T6 8/.iw<s Tf
, the latter properly signify-

ing those who became slaves by captivity. They
are to Ikj distinguished not only from all common
slaves, but also fnm those persons who were in tho

condition of the Puncstac or Helots. (Wachsmuth,
/led. Alt» vol. i. pt. i. pp. 235, 255, 322, 1st ed.;

Schiimann, Ani.Jur. puh. Gr. p, 70.) The persons

lH‘st knowTi by the name of <3fiTts are the memlicrs

of the fourth or lowest class at Athens, according

to the political division of Solon. They arc 8pok< n

of under CxNsra. [C. H, K. J

THIASOS (-^iWos). [DioNVSiA, p. 41 1 , a ;

Erani, p. 475, b.]

THULIA (doA/a). [Umbracvlvm.]
THOLUS (3(IAo5, 6 and also called OHiis)

is a name which was given to any round building

which terminated at the top in a point, whatever

might be the purpose for which it was used,

(liesych. and Suidas. s. r. 8^Ao5 : Od. xxii. 442,

459, 466.) At Athens the name u*as in particuhr

applied to the new round pHr'lniieum near the

$<>nate-house, which should not be confuimded with

the old prv'taneum at the foot of the acrnpkdis.

(Pans. i. 5. § I, 18. § 13.) It was therefore the

place in which the prylanes took their common
meals and offered their sacrifices. It was adorned

with some small silver statues (Pollux„viiL 155 j

Demosth. de Pah. I.nj. p. 4)9), and near it stood
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t)K* t<*n statiifti of the Attic [KitKvyan,

pRTTAffSIUM.l
Other Greek cJtiw lia4 likewise tl^eir p«blic

^6\ot : thus we find that PolycJetua built ocn* of

white at Kpidatirtuif the ioside of which

\v;u ad<wned with ji«untinfri by Putisms. ‘ It

ori/^inally 8urrt>tmdrd by oolumas, of which in the

days of PsiiMnias six only were lUndin^f and

W|»on thene were inKTibod the nami.*« of sach per-

sons as hid, been cured of some disease \rr Asdo-
pios, toi^ther with the name of tl}e dueftjie itself

Aiul the maimer in which they had obtained their

ree<iven'. (Pans, iL 17. § 3.) [I*S.]

THORAX. [I^iucA.]

TiniACKS. f{»i.AmATORBs, p.576, a.]

TilHANl'TAE (^payrrau). [NAVis,p.788,a,l

THRONUS, the Ori^k 2tp4vor^ for which the

profiex Isstin term is tolium ; a throne. This did

not dil^ from a ch^ (aadiSpa) [Cathcdra ;

8klla] except in being higher, b^er, and in all

reeprets more magnificent (Athcn. t. p. 182, t.)

On account of iu eleratioa it was always neces-

sarily accotn]«nicd by a foot-stool

viroxeiStor, .ttf. /on. H<nn. IL xiv.

240, Od. i 131, X. 31.5). Bt'side* a rariety of

omatnents, esjH»cially nails or studs of silrcr, Iw-

ti,>wed up<m the throne itself, it was often covered

with lieautifol and splendid draporr. (lloin. CM.

XX. 130.) [Tapbs.} The acconipanving wi-wdrm

shows two gilded thrones with cushions and dra-

per}* represented on pAintings found at Kesina.

(,4a/. ttErc. vol- i. tav. 29.) Theae were intended

to be the thrones of and Venus, which is

expres«e<l by Uio helmet on the one and the dove

on the other.

All the greater gods were sorm-times repwsented
ns enthroned. Tbit was in imitation of the prac-

tice adopted by inortnls, and more paiticulany in

Asiiu, as in the of Xerxes (PhUostr. Ima^. it

31), and of the Parihuins. (Claud, m fl\ 0>»».

Ihtiiuf. 214.) When the silting statiu; of the god
xni9 colcMsaL, the thtxsic was of course great in pen-

portion, and coneequently prescnitd a very eligible

field for the display of sculpture ami jiointij^f. As
enxly as the sixth c^tury hcf'>rc Cbiist Dathrcl^s

of MagnofiiA tbna dt’caratod tlie throne of the

Auiyclaeau Apollo. art. /TolbsWas.)

The throne of OlympiiMi ^*as, the work cf
]

Phni^lias, iris constmeted «id ornamented hi a

similar iimimer. {IHcl. of liiog, art. Pknitian^ I

toL iii p,252.) As a chair for common use was
enniftiiTH’s made to bold two pontons (Hwn. IL iil

424, <M. xviL 330) and a tbnme sharwl by two
poicntaiea (8.'^e,l)oTis,op. Ath&n. i. p. 17,*£.X*®
two divkiitiee were immetimes sup^aised to ocrupy

the same thpme. (Pan*, viit 37. | ‘i) Risiidos thoee

bi'kmging to the sUtucs of the geds, the throucs of
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mooartbs were mnetiuiee deposited in the tem{iles

.•M HoNama. (Paiu. iL 19. g 4 , t, 12. § S.)

The following woodcut, taken from a fictile raise

in the Museo Borlmtiico at Naples, represents Juno
a ated on a splendid throne, which it elevated, like

those already diwcribed, on a basemimt. She holds

in her left hand a sceptre, and in her right tho

apple, which Memuy is about to convey to Paris

with a view to iho edebraud contest for beouty
on Mount Ida. Mercury is distinguished by his

Talaria, his CAOvexua, and his petasus thrown
behind bis bock and hanging by its string. On
the right side of the throuc ia the representation of

a tigress or panther.

The elevated seat used by a schoolmaster was

called his throne, (Bniuck, .4»w/. il417.) [-1. Y.J
THY'MKHE {^vfx4\ri}. (TnxATRCM,p. 1 122.]

TIlYU8tI3 (3up<T<jf),n |K>le carried by Diony-

sus, and by Satyw, Maenadea, nnd others who
engaged in Bacchic festivities and riU^. (.\then.

xiv. p. 6Sl,a- ;
Veil. Pal. iL 82.) [DiowarA,

p.4ll,a.] It was sometimes terminated by the

apple of the pine, or fir-cone Unuirk,

An/il. I 421), Uml tree (rewcT;) being dedicated

to Diunysna in couseqoeuce of the use of the tur-

|)ciitine which flowed from it, and also of its (x^ies,

In making wme, (W^Jpble, Mem. «a £ur. /tmi As.

Titrh^^ p. 285.) The inomiments of anciciit art,

hovrerrf, most commonly exhibit indrad nf the

pine-apple a bunch of xme nr ivy leasts (Ovid.

Met. XU 27, 28 j Piopcrt. iH. 3. 35) with grapes or

berrios, mranged iak> the fJim of n «me. The
following woodcut, token from n mrUe ornament

(M»fi. Afnttk. iL tab, 8fi), shows the head of a

thyrsus comp<tsed of the leave* and berries of the

ivy, and wOToonded by ac.'uitbu* Icavca Very

frequency also a whito fillet was tkd to the jiwrio

just below iIm! bead, in the mamier repit«*nt«Hl in

the woodcut on p. 136, b, where lacb irf the figure*

holds a thyrsus in her hand. Seo al*o the w«>od-

eutto KuSAiiBt‘i.i'8 4nd Vaknus. (Statius, 7%rA

viL 054.) {iNSTira.] Tb« fabulous history of

Bacchus n-latt^ that be (v»nverU*d the thyrsi car-

ried by bimself mid hia followers into dangvruua

weaprtns, by concealing an iron jioint in the head

of Wves. (Died. iii. 04, Iv, 4 ; Macroh. .Serf. L

19.) Hence his thyrsus is callo-l **» spt'2ar en-

veloped in rino-lcftvoi ” (_Ovid. Mti. iii 667), uiul
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its point was thought to incite to madness. (Hor.

Conn. iL 19. 8 ;
Ovid. Amor, iiu 1. 23, iii. 15. 17,

Trist. iv, ]. 43 ;
Bmuck, AnaL iiL 201 ;

Orpb.

Hymn. xW. 5, 1. 8.) [J. Y.]
TIA'RA or TIA'RAS (rjdpa or Tiifos ; Ait.

KvpSaffix, Mocris, s.v.

;

lIcroA . 49, vii. 64 ;

Aristoph. Arts, 487), a hat with a huge high

crown. This was the head-dress which character-

ized the north- western Asiatics, and more especially

the Armenians (Xen. Q/r. 1. § 13; Sucton. TVero,

13), the Parthiano, and the Persians (Herod, iil

12 ;
Philost. Sen. Iinag. ii. 31 ;

Plant. Pen. iv.

2. 2), as distinguished from the Greeks and Ro-
mans, whose hats fitted the head or bad only a
low crown. The Mysian hat, or “ Phrygian bon-

net," as it is now called [Pjlbl's, p. 919, b.], was
a kind of tiara (Virg. Acn. vii. 247 ;

Servius, in loc.\

Sen. Thyesl. iv. 1. 40, 41 ;
Philostr. Jun. Imay.

8b formed with lappets to be tied under the chin

(Juv. vi. 616 ;
Vai. FIocc. vL 700), and dyed

purple. (Ovid. Mei. xi. 181.)

The king of Persia wore on erect tiara, w'hilst

those of his subjects were soft and flexible, falling

on one side. (Herod, vii. 61 ; Xen. Anab. ii. 5.

§ 23, Cyrop. viil 3. § 1 3 ; SchoU m Aridoph. L c.)

He was also distinguished by the splendid colours

of his tiara (Tbmist. OraL 2. p. 36, c., 24. p.

306, c.), and by a Diadbma, which encircled it.

TIBIA.

and which was variegated with white spots upon

a blue ground. The Persian name for this regal

head-dress was cidarit. (Curt. iii. 8 ;
nldapis or

KlraptSy Strabo, xi. 12. § 9 ;
Pollux, viL § 58.)

The preceding woodcut shows the cidaris os repre-

sented *on a gem in the Royal Cabinet at Parii>,

and supposed by Caylus to be worn by a sovereign

of Armenia. (Recueil d'Ant. ii. p. 124.) From
a very remote period (AeschyL Pen. 668) down
to the present day the tiara of the king of Persia

has been commonly adorned with gold and jewel-

lery. (J. Y.]

TPBIA (ait\6s)y a pipe, the commonest musical

instrument of the Greeks and Romans. It was
very frequently a hollow cane perforated with

holes in the proper places. (Plin. H. N. xvi. 36.

s. 66 ;
Athen. iv. p. 182.) In other instances it

was made of some kind of wood, especiall}' box,

and was bored wdth a gimblct (lorcbrato Imxoy

Ovid. Fad. vi. 697). The Phoenicians used a pipe,

called gingntSy or ovAhr yiyypatyoSy which did not

exceed a span in length, and was made of a small

reed or straw. (Athen. iv. p. 174, f
;
Festus, s.tr.

Gingriatar.) The use of the sune variety in Egypt
is proved by specimens in the British Museum,
which were discovered in an Egyptian tomb.

When a single pipe was used by itself, the per-

former upon it, as well as the instrument, was
called monatdot. (Mart. xiv. 64 ; p6rav\0Sy
Brunck, Anal. i. 484.) Thus nsed, it was much
in fashion at Alexandria. (Athen. iv. p. 174, b.)

When its size became considerable, and it aws
both strengthened and adorned by the addition of

metallic or ivory rings (Hor. Art. Poet 202—205;
Propert iv. 6. 8), it must have been comparable

to the flageolet, or even to the clarionet of modem
times. Among the varieties of the single pipe the

most remarkable were the bag-pipe, the pi'rformcr

on which was called niriadariva (Sueton. A'cro,

54) or lurKai\r)s (Onomad.)
; and the auA5r

nXdytot or irAerylouAos (Tbeocrit. xx. 29 ; Lon^s,
i. 2 ;

Heliodor. Aetliiop. v.
; Aelian, H. A. vL 19 ;

Eustath. in Horn. 77. xviiL 495), which, os its

name implies, hod a mouth-piece inserted into it

at right angles. Its form is shown in a restored

tcrmimil statue of Pan in the Townley collection

of the British Museum. Pan was the reputed

inventor of this kind of tibia (Bion, iii. 7) as well

as of the fietula or Syrinx.
But among the Greeks and Romans it w*as much

more usual to play on two pipes at the some time.

Hence a performance on this instrument {tibiciniumy

Gellins, iv. 13), even when executed by a single

person, was called oanere or eantare tibiia. (Gcllius,

N, A. XV. 17 ; Com. Nepos, xv. 2. § 1.) This
act is exhibited in very numerous works of ancient

art, and often in such a way as to make it manifest

that the two pipes were p^cctly distinct, and not

connected, as some have suppo^, by a common
mouth-piece. We see this more especially in two
beautiful paintings, which were found at Resina
and Civith Vecchia, and which represent Marsyas
teachmg the young Olympus to play on the double

pipe. (Alt/, d' Ercolanoy L tav. 9, iiu tav. 19 ;

compare Paua. x. 30. § 5.) The tibiae pares in

the British Museum, which were found with a lyre

in a tomb at Athen^ appear to be of cedar. Their

length is about 15 uicoes. Each of them had a
separate mouth-piece (yAwo-ffis), and besides the

hole at the end it has five holes alonjr the top and
one underneath. The circumstance m these three
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Instrumcnta bcinjt found together, is in Bccordancc

with the fact, that they arc verj’ commonly men-
tioned together by ancient authors (Find. 01. iii.

9, xi. 97, 9J5, Isih. iv. 30, ed. Buckh
;

1 Cor. xiv.

7) ;
and the reason of this was, that perfonnnncc s

on tho double pipe were very frequently accom-

panied by the music of the lyre. (Hor. Epod. ix.

5.) The mouth-pieces of the two pipes often passed

through n Capistrum. (See woodcut, p. 553,)

Three different kinds of pipes were originally

used to produce music in the Dorian, Phiy-gian,

and Lydian modes. [Mi'sica, p. 777,] About
the third century B. c., Pronomus, the Theban, in-

vented adjustments {apfxovlai) by which the same
Bet of pipes might be fitted to all the modes. (Pnus.

ix. 12. §4; Athen. xir. p. 631, c.) In what
these adjustments consisted we arc not clearly in-

fonned. Probably stopples or plugs (8A/uoi) were

used fur this purpose. It appears also, that to

produce tho Phrygian mode the pipe had only two
holes above (bi/urts, Virg. Aen. ix. 617—620),
and that it terminated in a horn bending upwards.

(Tibull. ii. 1. 86 ;
Ovid. Met. iii. 533.) It thus

approached to the nature of a trumpet, and pro-

duced slow, grave, and solemn tunes. The Lydian
mode was much quicker, and more \-aried and
animating. Horace mentions “ Lydian pipes ” as

a proper accompaniment, when he is celebrating

the praise of ancient heroes {C<xrm. iv. 13. 30).

The Lydians themselves used this instniment in

lending their troops to battle
;
and the pipes, em-

ployed for the purpose, are distinguished by Hero-

dotus (L 17) as “male and female,” i.e. probably

boss and treble, corresponding to the ordinary

sexmal diftcrcnce in the human voice. The corre-

sponding I.atin terms are tibia dertra atid sinistra

(5i«vi, Plin. I.C.): the respective instruments arc

supposed to have been so called, because the for-

mer was more properly held in the right hand and
the latter in the left The “ tibia dejciru ” was
used to lend or commence a piece of music, and
the ^ sinistra ” followed it as an accompaniment
Hence the former was called tneentit'o, the latter

succentira. {Varfo.de lie Rust. i. 2.) The comedies

of Terence having been accompanied by the pipe,

the following notices arc prefixed to explain the

kind of music appropriate to each : iibiis paribus.

1. e. with pipes in the same mode ; tib. imparibus.

pipes in different modes
;

tib. duabus dextris. two
pipes of low pitch

;
tib. par, dextris et sinistris,

pipes in the same mode and of both low and high

pitch.

The use of the pipe among the Greeks and Ro-
mans was threefold, viz. at sticrifices {tibiae sacri-

Jicae\ entertainments (/Wterue, Plin./.c.; woodcut

p. 308), and funerals. (Ovid. FasL vi. 657.) 1. A
sacrifice was commonly attended by a piper (tibicen.

Varro, de Re RusL iii. 17; woodcut P- 1045, b),

who partook of the food offered, so that “ to live

like a piper ” became a proverb applied to those

who maintained themselves at the expense of other

people. (Suidas, s. v. AvXrrr^s ; Aristoph. Pax.

9.52.) The worshippers of Bacchus (Virg. Aen. xi.

737), and still more of Cybele, “ the Berecynthia

mater” (Hor. Carm. iv. 1. 23), used the Phiygian
pipe, the music of which was on this account de-

nominated rh Vlrtrpciov at/Krffia, (Pans. x. 30. § 5.)

2. At public entertainments the tibiciws wore

tunics reaching down to their feet (Ovid. Fast. vi.

686 j, as is exemplified in one of the woodcuts under

Tunica. In conformity with the use of this kind
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of music at public festivals, a band of tibicine.<i

preceded a Roman general when he triumphed.
(Florus, ii. 2.) 3. The gravity and solemnity of

tho Phiygian pipes, which adapted them to tho
worship of Cyl^lc, also caused them to be* used at
funerals. (Statius, Tbeb. vi. 120 ;

compare Joseph.
D. J. iii. 8. 5 ; Matt. ix. 23.) The pipe was the

instrument principally used to regulate the dance
[Saltatio], whether at sacrifices, festivals, or

private occasions in domestic life (Herod, vi. 129);
by means of it also the rowers kept time in a
trireme. (Max. Tyr. 23.)

Notwithstanding the established use of the pipe

for these important purposes, it was regarded, more
especially by the Athenians, as on inelegant in-

strument, greatly inferior to the lyre. (Pint Alcib.

p. 351 ; Oellius,M yl. xv. 17 ; AristoU /’o/jV. viii.

6.) Horace, however, represents Clio as perform-
ing according to circumstances cither on the lyro

or the pipe {Carm. i. 12. 2 ;
compare Philost Sen.

Imag. ii. 5); and it is certain that the pipe was by
no means confined anciently, os it is with us, to

the male sex, but that au\rjrptifs. or female tibi-

cines, were very common. (Xcn. Symp. ii. 1 ; Hor.
Epist. i. 14. 25.) The Thebans always esteemed
this instrument, and excelled greatly in the use of

it (.dnMoiL ed. Jacobs, ii. 633.) [J. Y.]
TinrCEN. (Tibia.]

TIONI IMMITTENDI SERVITUS. [Ser-
VITUTK-S p. 1031, b.]

TIME'MA (Ttprffta). The penalty imposed in

a court of criminal justice at Athens, and also the

damages awarded in a civil action, received tho

name of Tifirifut. because they were estimated or

assesstnl according to the injury which the public

or the individual might respectively have sustained.

Tho penalty was either fixed by the judge, or

merely declared by him according to some cstiniato

made before the cause came into court In tho

first case the trial w'os called iiyuv Tiprfrhs. in tho

second case iyiitv irlfirfros. a distinction which
applies to civil as well ns to criminal trials.

It is obvious that on a criminal charge two
inquiries have to be made

;
first, whether the de-

fendant is guilty, secondly, if he be found guilty,

what punishment ought to be inflicted upon him.
It may be advisable to leave the punishment to tho

discretion of the judge, or it may not In some
cases tho Athenian law-giver thought that tho

judge ought to have no discretion. Thus, in cases

of murder and high treason sentence of death was
imposed by the law and only pronounced by tho

judge [Phonos
;
Prodosia], and in many other

cases the punishment was likewise fixed by the

law. But where the exact nature of tho offence

could not be foreseen by' the lawgiver, or it might
so far vary in its character and circumstances os to

admit of nmny degrees of culpability, it might bo
desirable or even necessary to leave the punish-

ment to tho discretion of the judge. The law then
directed that tho same court which passed sentence

on the culprit should forthwith impose the penalty
which his crime deserved. Thus in tiie v6fu>s

Sipfus (I)cmosth. c. Mid. 529) it is enacted

;

Stow hv narayvip rj T)\iaia. Tipiru wtpl abrou

TopaxpVfM. Stow S6(p i^ios thai sradttv Q
inoTiaat. where dx-orTiroi refers to pecuniary pe-

nalties, raOfiv to any other sort of penalty', ns

death, imprisonment, &c. Sometimes a special

provision was made ns to the means of enforcing

the punishment
;
as in the law lost cited, and also
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in the Inws in Demoalh. c, Timocr. 733, it is de-

clared, that if n fine l>e imposed, the party ahull

bo impriioned until it is paid.

In civil CAUS08 the sentence by which the Court

awarded redress to the injured parly would vary

according to the nature of his complaint. Where
he sought to recover an estate in land, or a house,

or any specific thing, as a ring, a horse, a slave,

nothing further was required, than to determine to

whom the estate, the house, nr the thing demanded,

of right belonged. [Hkrbs (Ghbkk) ; Oikiab
Dike.] The same would be the case in an action

of debt, where a sum certain w'ns de-

manded
; as for instance, where the plaintiff had

lent a sum of money to the defendant, and at the

trial no question a*as made os to the amount, but

the dispute was, whether it w*ns a loan or a gift,

or whether it had been paid or not So, in an

action for breach of contract, if by the terms of the

contract a certain penalty had been attached to its

violation, it would be unnecessary to have an in-

quiry of damages, they being already liquidated by
the act of the parties themselves. (l)emo»th. c.

J)inn\f$. 1291, 1296, ct argum.) In these and

many other similar cases the trial was iiTl^riros.

On the other hand, wherever the damages were in

their nature uuliquidateil, and no provision had

l>oen made concerning them either by the law or

by the agreement of the parlies, they were to be
assessed by the dicosts.

The following was the course of proceeding in

the TI/4TJT0l &y<k'V*i.
I

Lot IIS sup(>ose that on a criminal prosecution

the defendant had l>een found gtnlty. The super- i

intending magistrate then called upon the pro-

secutor to say, what punishment he proposed to be

inflicted on him, and what ho had to say there-
j

upon. The bill of indictment {tyicKrina) was

always superscribed with some penalty by the

person who preferred it. He was said 4Tiypd-

^fa$cu rifxrjfta, and the penalty proposed is called

iwlypa^Ljxa, (Dcmoslh. c. Naustm. 905.) Wc
find also the expressions 4iray€tif Tlfiyuxa^rifia<r^iu

ry tp^vyarrt^ rl/xy^aiy irotuo^ai. When a charge

was brought not by a private individual, but by a

magistrate ex officio, the law required him in like

manner to write down the penalty which he

thought the case merited. (Deinosth. c. Afacarf.

1076.) The prosecutor vnis now called upon to

support the allegation in the indictment, and for

that purpose to mount the platform and address

the dicaits (avaialyfty tit rifxyifJM).

Here he said whatever occurred to him as likely

to aggravate the charge, or increase the dicasts

against his opponents. He was not boimd, how-

ever, to abide by the proposal made in the bill, but

might, if he pleased (with the consent of the court)

ask for a lower penalty than he had demanded
before. This was often done at the request of the

defendant himself, or of his friends ;
sometimes

from motives of humanity
;
and sometimes from

pnidential considerations. If the accused sub-

mitted to the punishment proposed on the other

side, there was no further dispute
;

if he thought

it too severe, he made a counter proposition, nam-

ing the penalty (commonly some pecuniary fine)

which he considered wmuld satisfy the demands of

jttslice. He w’os then said arr{Tifta<r9ai, or sovry

rif.iua6at. (Demi«th. e. Timner. 74*1, e. AVcojrfr.

12.^2 ; Aesch. de Fuh. />;. 2.9, ed. Jsteph.) He
was allowed to address the court in mitigulion of
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punishment

;
to say what he could in extenuatiniT

of bis offence, or to appeal to the mercy of his

judges. This was frequently done for him by his

relations and friends ; and it was not unusual for

a man, who thought himself in peril of life or free-

dom, to produce his wife and children in court,

to excite compassion. (Demosth. e.Mid. 573, 575,
c. Ariftocr. 793, de fb/s. Le^. 431, 434, e. Onetor.

87H, e. Aphab. 834 ;
ArUtoph. Vesp. 560.) After

both parties had been heard, the dicasts were called

upon to give their verdict

Here occurs a question, about which there has
been much difference of opinion, and which it is

impossible to determine with any certainty
;

viz.

whether the dicasts, in giving this verdict, were
confined to a choice between the estimates of the

opposing parties, or whether they hud a discretion

to A\%*ord what punishment they pleased. With-
out entering upon any controversial discussion, the

following appears to the writer the most probible
view of the mutter.

The dicasts hud no power of discussing among
themselves, or agreeing upon the fine or penalty to

1)C awarded. Such power was inoomicuibb* with

their mode of voting by ballot, f Pskphu.*;.] At
the same time it would be absurd to suppose that

the Athenian court had no means of controlling the
[lartics in the exercise of that privilege which the

law gave them, or that it was the conunon practice

for the parties to submit widely different cstiiiutes

to the dicasts, and leave them no alternative hut

the extreme of severity on the one sid»\ and the

extreme of mercy on tho other. Many pfis.-»ages

in the OMlors arc oppose<l to such a view, ami
especially the words of Demosthenes, c. Tintocr,

737-

The course of proceeding seems to have lioen as

follows. The prosecutor usually superscribed liis

indictment with the highest pimnlty which the law
or the nature of the cose would admit of. In the

course of the trial there might lie various indica-

tions on the part of the dicasts of a disposition to

favour one side or the other. They often exhibited

their feelings by vehement gestures, clamour, in-
'

'lemiption, and questioning of the parties. It

I

WAS not unusual for the speakers to make allusiims

to the punishment before the first verdict had bcM-ii

I given. (Aesch. c. 7'iwai'cA. 12, de /’a/s. /></. 48.

cd. Steph.
;

Demosth. c. AfUi. 523, e. lUx*d. do

I

dot. 1022, 1024, c. Spud. 1033, c. Maeart, 1060,

;

c. Steffh. 1128 ;
Plainer, Proc. uud Klag. vol. i.

I p. 384.) All this enabled both parties to feel the

I pulse of the court before the time bad arrived for

the second verdict. If the prosecutor saw that the

dicasts were greatly incensed against his opponent,

and he himself was not mercifully inclined, ho
would persist in asking for the highest penalty.

If he was himself disposed to be merciful, or

thought that the dicasts were, he would relax in

his demand. Similar views would prevent the de-

fendant from asking for too muaII a penalty, or

would induce him to effect a compromise (if pos-

sible) with his opponent. Wo may reasonably

suppose, that it wa.s competent for the pn«ocuu>r

to mitigate his demand at any time liefore t)>e

magistrate called on the dicasts to divide ; but not

after, without the consent of the court. (Demosth.

c. Sicostrat. 1252, 1254, e. THtacrin, 1343, e.

AVorr. 1347.) If the parties were omli'avouring

to come to an arrangement, the court would give

them a reasonable time fur that purpose ; and then
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is reason to bflicTo, that the petitions addressed

by the defendant or his friends to the prosi‘cntor

were tnado aloud in the hearing of the dicasta.

Ai to the snggested expiaimtion of rt^ay tV
fidypay^ see PhSPHL’S.

We cannot doubt that in case of heinous of-

fences, or those which immediately conrcnied the

stile, the court would not permit of n compromise

between tho opposing parties j but in ordimuy

ensea, a public prosecutor was looked on by the

Athenians much in the light of n plaintiJf, es-

pi*cially where his object was to obtain some

jx-nalty given by the law to an informer. \\ hen

the |«nies could not come to terms, the dicasts,

after hearing what each of them had to say, di-

Yidwl on their respective propositions, and the ma-

jority of votes determined the penalty. (Plainer,

iWtic.und KUtg. vol. i. pp. 1^8—20*2
;
Meier, Att.

Proc. pp. 178—182.)
The course thus pursued at Athens must have

led to injustice occasionally, hut was, porha;>s, the

onlv course that could he adopted with so large a

number of judges. Aristotle tells us, that Hippo-

damus of Miletus (who, no douht, perreived the

evils of ibis system) proposed that the verdict

should not be given by ^llot (StA

but that each judge should bring in a tablet with

a special statement of his opinion ;
upon which

proposal Aristotle remarks, that its effect would be

to make each judge a SioiTTrr^r ; that it was an

object with most of the ancient lawgiver, that the

judges should not confer with each other (icoij'o-

and then he comments on the confiuion

that w'ould arise, if tho judge were allowed to

pn)po«c a penalty different from that submitted

to him by the parties. (Arist Folit. ii. 5. 3,

8, 9.)

As a general rule, only one penalty could be im-

posed by the court, though the law sometimes gave

more than one. (Dcmoelh. c. I^ept. 504, c. Storr.

1363.) Sometimes the law expressly empowered

the jury to impose an additional penalty {KpotrrU

MT?M«) besides the ordinaiy one. Here the pro-

position emanated from the jury themselves, any
one of whom might more that the punishment ul

lowed by the law should be awarded. He was

said vpofTrtfi^trdoA, and the whole dicasU, if (upon

a division) they adopted his proposal, were said

vpwrrifiay. (Demosih. c. TYmoer. 733 ;
Meier,

AU. Prve. pp. 183, 725.) We may observe, that

the preposition wpht in the verb vpo<TTifMV does

not always imply that a second pfualtg is imposed,

but is sometimes used with reference to other mat-

ters, as in Demoslh. e. Aridop, 7.90.

In private actions the course of proceeding with

respect to the mtsossment of damages was much the

same as described above. In some cases, where

the plaintiff's demand was made up of several

charges, or arose out of various matters, he would

give In his bill of plaint a detailed account, specify-

ing the items, 5cc., instead of including them in

one gross estimate. This seems to have been con-

sidered tho foirer method, and may be com|»ared

to our 6i7^ of fioriiculart^ which the plaintiff de-

livers to the defendant, (Demosth. e. AphtJj. 8.i3.)

The liability of the plaintiff to the 7iro«^sA/a, which

was calculated upon the sum demanded, operated

as a check upon exorbitant demands, in addition

to that which we have already noticed.

The wpotrri^irtffii mrely occurred in private ac-

tions, except in those where the wrongful act com-
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plained of had the character of a public offence, os
in the [MikKTYiUA.]
As to the amount of revenue derived by the

Athenians from public hnes, see Dockh, PuU-.
Econ, of Athens^ p. 375, Ac. 2d ed.

As to in the sense of the rutmfJe value

of property with reference to the Athenian pro-

perty tax, see Eisphora. (C. Ii, K.]
TIMOCUATI.A. [Olioartjiia.J
TINTINNAllULU.M (k<Ww»-)i » bell B, l!s

were used for a great variety of purposes among tlio

Greeks and Homans, which it is unnecessary to

particularise here. One use, however, of them,
for the purpose of keeping watch and ward in tho
fortified cities of Greece, deserves mention. (Thu-
cyd. iv. 135 ;

Arisloph. v(trs, 843, 1159 5 Schol.

i« foe.) A gitanl (^oXo^) being stationed in every
lower, a yrtpiitoKot (sec p. 463, a) walked to and
fro on the portion of the wall between two towers.

It was his duty to carry tho bell, which he received

from the guard at one tower, to deliver it to tho
guard at the next tower, and then to return, so that

the bell by passing from hand to hand made tho
circuit of the city. By this arrangement it was
discf>vered if any gnard was absnit from his post,

or did not answ'cr to tho boll in consequence of

being asleep. Hence to prove or try a person was
called /fw8wri^*»»'(Aclian, //. A. xvi. 2.5) ; to per-

fonn tho ofRcc of patrole was Keti»yo<popuy.

The forma of bells were various in proportion to

the multiplicity of tbeir applications. In the Mu-
seum at Naples arc tome of the f'*rm which we
call bell shaped

; others ore more like a Chinese

gong. The bell, fig. 1 in the annexed woodcut, ts

a simple disk of hcll-metal
; it is represented in a

painting ns hanging from the branch of a tre<'.

(Bartoli, Srp. Ant. 13.) Figure 2 n*pn‘8ents a bell

of the same form, but with a circular hole in tho

centre, and a clapper attached to it by a chain.

This is in the Museum at Naples, as well ns the

bell, fig. 3, which in form is exactly like those still

commonly uscil in Italy to be attached to the necks

of sheep, goals, and oxen. Fig. 4 is represented

Digitized by Coogit
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on one of Sir W. Hamiltoira vases (i. 43) as car-

ried by a man in t!ie garb of Pnn« and probably

for the purpose of lustration. (TlicocriL ii. 36 ;

Sobol. iR loc.) Fig. 5 is A bell, or rather a collec-

tion of twelve bells suspended in a frame, which is

preserved in the Antiqnarium at Munich. 7'bis

jingling instrument, as well ns that rqircscnted by

6g. 6 (from Barpili, Luc. Sep. ii. 23), may have

been used at sacrifices, in Daccbanalian processions,

or for lustration. Fig. 7 is a fragment of ancient

sculpture, representing the manner in which bells

were attached to the collars of chariot-horses.

(Ginirot, tiAcr Wopen^ iL pi. 57.) [J. Y,]
TiHO was the name given by the Romans to a

newly enlisted soldier, as oppos^ to erfemnas, one
who had had experience in war. (Caesar, IS^. Civ.

iii. 28.) The mode of levying troops is described

under E.X8Iu:itub, pp. 496, 49.0. The age at

which the liability to military service commenced
was 17.

From their first enrolment the Roman soldiers,

when not actually sen’ing against on enemy, were
perpetually occupied in military exercises. They
were exercised every day (Veget i. 1), the tirones

twice, in the morning and afternoon, and the vete-

mni once. The exercises included not only the

use of their weapons and tactics properly so <^led,

but also whatever could tend to increase their

strength and activity, and especially carrying bur-

thens and enduring toil Vcgctius (i. 9—27) enu-

merates among the exercises of the tirones march-

ing, running, leaping, swimming, carrying the

shield, fighting at a post [Palus], thrusting with

the swoi^ in preference to striking, using their

armour, hurling ipenn and javelins, shooting ar-

rows, throwing stones and leaden bullets, leaping

on and off their horses, carrying weights, fortifying

the camp, and forming the line of battle.

Vegetius also gives rules for choosing tirones ac-

cording to their countrv', their being rustics or

Uiwnsmcn, their age, stature, personal appearance,

and previous occupation (i. 2—8). B»it these rules

refer almost exclusively to the state of things under

the emperors, when the army was no longer re-

cruited froir. the citixens of Rome, but from the

inhabitants of the provinces.

At this period, the tiro, when approved as fit for

the army, was branded or tatooed in the hand with

a mark (s/iyom/a j punda stgnorum 1, which Lipsius

conjectures to have been the nnmo of the emperor.

Tlic stale of a tiro was called fiVor/»iMiA ; and a

soldier who had attained skill in his profession was
then said tiroeinium pwerty or deponere-. (Justin,

xii. 4, ix. 1.)

(liipsiiis, de Milit, Roman, in Oper. vol. iii.

pp. 32, 33, 184, 193—197.)
In civil life the terms tiro and tirocinium were

applied to the assumption of the toga virilis, which

was called tirccinium fori [TouaJ, and to the first

appearance of an orator nt the rostrum, tirocinium

rloqucntiae (Senec, /’roem.l. 2.); and wo even have

such a phrase as 6rocinium »am for the first vov'age

of n shij*. (Plin. H. N. xxiv. 7. s, 26.) [P. S.]

TIROCI'NIUM. [Tiro.]

TITHENI'DIA (Ti9»;ri5ia), a festival cele-

brated at Sparta by the nurses who hod the care

of the mole children of the citixens. On this oc-

casion the nurses (rtr^of) carried the little boys

out of the city to the temple of Artemis sumamed
CorythaHki, which a*as situated on the bonk of

the stream Tiassus in the district of Clcta. Here
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the nurses sacrificed sacking pigs on bolinlf of the

children, and then had a feast, probably of the meat
of the victims, with which they ate bread liaked

in an oven (iwvlraT &prour, Athcn. iv. p. 159;
comp. Plut, Sytnpos. iii. 9, Qaacst. Gr. viL p. 211,
Wvttenb. ; Ilesvch.s.r.ifopwdaAX(<rrpiax.) [L.S.]
tlTlKS or fiTIENSES. [Pathicu.]
TITII SODA'LES, a sodalitas or college of

priests at Home, who represented the second tribe

of the liomans, or the Titles, that is, the Sabines,
' who after their union with the lUmnes or Latins
' continued to perform their own ancient Sabine
saenu To superintend and preserve these, T. Tatius

is said to have instituted the Titii sodales. (Tacit
Anna!. L 54.) In another passage {Hist. iL 95)
'I'acitus describes this sacerdotium in a somewhat
different manner, inasmuch os he says that it was
instituted by Romulus in honour of king Tatius,

who after his death was worshipped as a god. But
this accoimt seems only to mean that Romulus after

the death of Tatius sanctioned the institution of

his late colleague and made the worship of Tatius

a part of the ^binc sacra. From Varro {dc Ling.

ImI. v. 85, cd. Miillcr), who derives the name
Sodalt-s Titii from Titiac aves, which were obsen-cd

by these priests in certain auguries, it appears that

these priests also preserved the ancient ^binc au-

guries distinct from those of the other tribes. Dur-
ing the time of the republic the TiUi sodales are

no longer mentioned, as the worships of the three

tribes became gradually united into one common
religion. (Ambro«ch,.S/M</»e» u. AnJnU. p. 192, &c.)

Under the empire we again meet with a college of

prii^sts bearing the name of Sodales Titii or Titii-iisos,

or Socerdotes TitLoles Flavialcs ; but they had no-

thing to do with the sacra of the ancient tril^; of

the Titles, but were priests instituted to conduct

the worship of on emperor, like the Autrnstales.

(Grutcr, InfcripL xlx. 4, ccciv. 9, cccxcvi. 1 ; In-

script ap. Murat 299. 5: comp. Lucan. J*han. L

602.) [Augurtales.] [L. S.]

TOCOS (t4roi). [Fenus.]
TOCL’LLIONES. [Fe.nus.]

TOG.l {‘rfi€fvvos)t a goam, the name of the

principal outer garment worn by the Rumnns, is

derived by Varro from tegrre, because it covered

the whole body (v. 144, ed. Muller). Gellius

(vii. 12) states that nt first it was worn alone,

without tile tunic. [Tunica.] Whatever may
have been the first origin of this dress, which somo
refer to the LydLuns, it teems to have been re-

ceived hy the Romans from the Etnisenns, for it is

scon on Etniscan works of art ns the only covering

of the body, and the Uga praeUxta is expressly

said to have been derived from the Etruscans.

(Liv. i. 8 ;
Plin. /{. X. viiL 48, s. 74 ;

Muller,

Etrusker^ vol. i. p. 262.)

The toga was the peculiar distinction of the Uo-

m.'ins, who were thence coiled toijati nr gens Uigaia,

(Vi^. Acn. L 282; Martial, xiv. 124.) It was
originally w*om only in Home itself, and the use of

it was fin-bidden alike to exiles and to foreigners.

( Plin. iv. 11 ;
Suet. 15.) Gradually,

however, it went out of common use, and was sup-

planted by the Pallium and lacema, or else it was
worn in public under the laccmo. (SueL Aug. 49.)

[ Lacbrna.] But it was still used by the upper

classes, whe regarded it as nn honourable distinc-

tion (Cic. Philip, ii. 30), in the courts of justice,

by clients when they received the Sportula
(Murti.’il. xir. 12.5), and in the theatre or nt the
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games, at least when the emperor was present.

(Suet. Claud. G
;
Lainprid. Commod. 16.) Under

Alexander Sevents guests at the emperor’s table

were expected to appear in the toga. (Lainprid.

ikTtr. 1 .)

The form of the toga, and the manner of wear-

ing it, ore matters which are much disputed, and
al)out which indeed it seems almost impossible,

with our present information, to arrive at certainty.

Tlic form was, undoubtedly, in some sense round
(Quintil. xL3. § 137 ; Isid. Orig. xix. 24), »emi-

ciradar according to Dionysius (iii. 61), who calls

it w(pi€6\atou i]fiiKVK\toy. It seems, however,

imi>ossible, from the way in which it was worn,

that it could have been always a semicircle. Such
may perhaps have been its form os worn in the

most ancient times, when it hud no grc*at fulness
;

but to account for the numerous folds in which it

was afterwards worn, we must suppose it to have
had a greater breadth in proportion to its length,

that is, to have been a smaller segment than a

semicircle. Proliably the size of the segment which
the toga formed (on which its fulness dcjiendcd)

was determined by the fashion of the time or the

taste of the wearer. This apjiears to be the tnie

explanation of Quintilian’s words (xi. 3. § 139),
“ Ipsam tognm nitundain, et apie caaam velim,”

which could have no mraning if nothing more were
required than to give the garment the very simple

form of a simicircle. The only other point to he
noticed res|>ectiug the fonu of the toga, is the

question whether, when it came to lie worn in

many complicated folds, the art of the tailor may
not have been employed to keep these folds in

their ]x>sition. This question, however, belongs

more properly to the mode of wearing the toga.

On this subject our principal infonuation is de-

rived from Quintilian (xi. 3. §§ 137, &c.) and Ter-

tullian (rfe /*«//ib), whose statements, however, refer

to the later and more complicated modo of wearing
the garment, and from statues in Roman costume.

Frequent reference is made to the Sinu$ of the

toga. This was a portion of the garment, which
hung down in front of the body, like a sling

;
it

will be more fully explained presently.

We must make a clear distinction between the

more ancient and simpler mode of wearing the

toga, and the full form, with many complicated

folds, in which it was worn at a later period.

Quintilian (xi. 3. § 137) says that the ancients

had no sinus, and that afterwards the sinuses were
very short The passage in Livy (xxi. 18, sinu ex
ioffa facto, iterum sinu eff'uso) seems to refer

not to the sinus, technically so called, but a sinus

which Fabius made at the moment by gathering

up some part of his toga.

The ancient mode of wearing the toga is shown
in the following cut, which is taken from the

Augusteum, pi. 117 (Becker, Callus, vol. it p. 83),
and represents a statue at Dresden.

Let the toga, which in this case was proliably

not far from an exact semicircle, be held behind
the figure, with the curved edge downwards. First,

one comer is thrown over the left shoulder
;
then

the other part of the garment is placed on the right

shoulder, thus entirely covering the back and the
right side up to the neck. It is then passed over
the front of the body, leaving very little of the chest

uncovered, and reaching downwards nearly to the

feet (in the figure, quite to one of them). The
remaining end, or comer, is then thrown back over

the left shoulder, in such a manner ns to cover the
greater part of the ami. By this arrangement tho
right anu is covered by the garment, a circumstance
noticed by Quintilian (§ 138) ;

but it was occa-
sionally released by throwing the toga off the right
shoulder, and leaving it to be supported on the left

alone. This arrangement is seen in many ancient
statues

;
an example is showm in the following cut,

which represents the celebmted statue of Aulus Me-
tellus (commonly called the Etruscan orator) in tho
Florence Oaller)'. (M filler, Denkm’dler, vol. i. pi.

Iviii. No. 289.) The portion of the toga which, in

the first figure, hangs down from the chest, if it be a
sinus, is certainly of the kind described by Quin-
tilian as perquam brevis.

The next cut represents the later mode of wear-
ing the toga, and is taken from an engraving in

the Museo liorbonico (voL vL tav. 41) of a statue

found at Herculaneum.
By comparing this and other statues with tho

description of Quintilian, we may conclude that the
mode of wearing the . toga was something like the
following: 'rx v

First, as above remarked, the form in this cose

was a segment less than a semicircle. As before,

the curv^ side was the lower, and one end of tho
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mnnent wai thrown over the left shoulder, and
hung down in front, but much lower than in the

former case. This seeras to be the part which
Quintilian (§ 139) sajs should reach donm half-

way between the knee and the ankle. In our

figure it reaches to the feet, and in somo statues it

is even seen lying on the ground. The garment
was then placed over the back, as in the older

mode of wearing it, but, instead of covering the

right shoulder, it was brought round umler the

right arm to the front of the body. This is the

most difficult part of the dress to explain. Quin-
tilian says (§ 140):—^ Sinus dccentlssimus, si

ttliqunnto supra imam togafb fucrit, nunquam certe

sit inferior. Ille, qui sub humero dextro ad sinis-

trum oblique ducitur velut baltcus, nec stmngulet

nec fluat,** Becker's explanation of this matter

seems perfectly satisfactorj'. He supposes that the

toga, when carried under the right arm, was then

folded into two parts ; one edge (namely, the

*ower or round edge) was then brmightalmost close

under the arm, and drawn, but not lightly, across

the chest to the Icfi shoulder, forming the rc/a/

haUfUM of Quintilian, while the other part was al-

lowed to fall gracefully over the lower part of the
l)ody, forming the sinus, and then the remaining end
of the garment was thrown over the left shoidder,

and hung down nearly as low ns the other end,

which was first put on. It is to this port that

Quintilian seems to refer when he says (§ 140) :
—

Pars togae, quae posica imponilur, sit inferior;

num ita ct sedet melius, ct cojilinctur
;

but the

true application of these words is very doubtful.

By the bottom of the toga (imam tofjam) in the

above quotation, he seems to mean the end of the

toga first put on. The part last ihroam over the

lett shoulder, as well as the end first p\it on, co-

vered the arm, os in the older mode of wearing the

garment The outer edge (rjirtma ora) of this

IKirt ought not, says Quintilian (§ 140), to be
thrown back. He adds (§141), Super quod (t. e.

sinistnim brachium) ora cz toga duplex aequalitcr

sedeat” by which he probably means that the edge
of this portion should coincide w'ith the edge of the

end which a-as first thrown over the left shoulder,

and which is of course covered by this portion of

the garment. He says (§ 141) that the shoulder

and the whole of the throat ought not to bo co-

Tcred, otherwise the dress will b^ome narrow and
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that dignity which consists in width oTchcst will b«
lost. This direction appears to mean that the part

brought across tlic chest (vehti Ut/Utu) should not
be dmam too tight.

Tassels or balls arc seen attached to the ends of

the toga, which may have served to keep it in its

place by tbeir weight, or may have been merely
ornaments.

There is one point which still remains to be ex-

plained. In the figure a moss of folds is seen in

the middle of the part of the toga drawn across the
chest (refui balteus). This is the umbo mentioned
by Tertullian (rf« Fallio^ 5), and used by Persius

for the toga itself {Sat. t. 33). It was cither a
portion of the baUeus itself, formed by allowing this

part of the garment to hang loose (which perhaps

it must have done, as it is the curved, and there-

fore longer edge that is thus drau*n across the chest),

and then gathering it up in folds and tucking these

folds in, ns in the figure, or else the folds which
composed it w'ere drawn out from the riaits, and
either by themselves, or with the loose folds of the

balteus^ formed the umbo. It seems to have been
secured by passing the end of It under the girdle

of the tunic ; and perhaps this is w'hat Quintilian

means by the words (§ 140), ** Subducenda etiam

pars aliqua tunicae, ne ad kicertum in actu redeau”

The back of the figure, which is not seen in our

engravings, \>-ai simply covered with the part of

the garment which was drawn across it, and which,

in the ancient mode of wearing it, reached down to

the heels. (QuintiL § 143). Quintilian states how
low it was worn in his time, but the meaning of

his words is very obsAire (§ 139: “pars ejus

prior mediis craribus optime terminatur, posterior

eadem portionc altius qua cinctura.*' See above).

A garment of the supposed shape of the toga,

put on according to the above description, has

boon found by the writer of this article to present

an appearance exactly like that of the toga as seen

on statues, and Becker states that he has made simi-

lar experiments with equally satisfactory results.

Tertullian (t/« Pallio^ &) contrasts the simplicity

of the Pallium witli the complication of the t(^a,

and his remarks apply very well to the above de-

scription. It appears by his account that the folds

of the umbo were arranged before the dress w'as

put on, and fixed in their places by pins or hooks

;

but generally speaking it does not seem that the

toga was held on by any fastening; indeed the

contrary may be inferred from Quintilian's direc-

tions to an orator for the management of his toga

while speaking (§§ 144— 149).

Another mode of wearing the toga was the

cincius Gahinus. It consisted in forming a part of

the toga itself into a girdle, by drawing its outer

edge round the body and tying it in a knot in

front, and at the same time covering the licad with

another portion of the garment. It was worn by
persons offering sacrifices (Liv. r, 46 ; Lucan, i.

596), by the consul when he declared war ( V»g,
Aen. vii. 612), and by devoted persons, ns in the

case of Decius. (Lir. v. 46.) Its origin was
Ktniscan, os its name implies (Servius in Virg. L r.;

Miilier, Ktrtukery vol. i, p. 26.>; Thiersch in Anna/.

Acad, liarar. vol. L p. 29, quot^ by MUllcr, AnuoL
cul Fesium^ p. 225). Festus (Ac.) speaks of an army
nliout to fight being girt with the cinctus Oabinus.
Persons wearing this dress were raid to be prodneii
(or incincti) cinctu (or ritu) Ga/*ino.

The colour of the toga worn by men
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rtrilu) wot generally white, that ii, the natural

colour of white wool. Ifence it was called ptira or

vestim^tvm purum^ in opposition to the pra^^ejln

mentioned below. A brighter white wns given

to the toga of candidates for offices (candidati from

their Candida) by rubbing it with chalk.

There is an allusion to this custom in the phrase

errta/a am/n/«o. (Pers. t. 177.) White togas are

often mentioned as worn at festivalsi, which does

not imply that they were not worn commonly, but

that new or fresh cleaned togas were first put on

at festi\’als. (See Iwpsiiis, E/rti. i. 13, in Oj>cr. vol.

i. pp. 256, 257.) The toga was kept white and
clean hy the fuller [Ft*Li.o]. Wnen this was
neglected, the toga was called $ordida^ and those

who wore such garments $ordidati. This dress

(with disarranged hair and other marks of dis>

order about the person), was worn by accused per-

sons, as in the case of Cicero. (Plut Cie. 30, 31 ;

Dion Cass. xxxviiL 16 ;
Lir. ri. 20.) The Otfla

pufla^ which was of the n.itiiral colour of black

wool, w’os worn in private mourning, and some-

times also by artificers and others of the lower

orders. (See the passages in Forcellini, $.rv. Pu/ius^

Pnlhtlus,) The />iWa, which was ornamented
with Phr>‘gian embroidery, was W'om by generals

in triumphs [Tru:.\!PI11’8 ], and under the em-
pen>rs by the consuls, and by the praetors when
they celebrated the games. It was also called

('apUoUna, (Lamprid. .Srivr. c. 40.) The
ttvfii palmata was a kind of toga picta. The

prttfirxia had a broad pur]dc border. It was
woni with the IU'li.a, by children of both sexes.

It was also w’om by magistrates, both those of

Home, and those of the colonies and municipia, by
the wcordotes, and by persons engaged in sacred

rites or paying vows. (Liv. xxxiv. 7 ;
Festus, s. r.

Prneiejia pulfu.) Among those who possessed the

JH9 totjne jmieiijitie kaf/endac, the following may
be more particularly mentioned : the dictator, the

c«msul-% the praetors (who laid aside the pmetexta
when about to condemn a Roman citizen to death),

the augurs (who, however, are supposed by some
to have Wf>m the traboa\ the decemviri sacris

faciundia [r)E(E.Mvmi], the aediles, the triumTiri

rpulones, the senators on festival days (Cic. Phil.

ii. 43), the magistri collogii, and the magistri

Ticonun when celebrating games. [Magistkk.]
In the case of the tribuni plebis, c nsors, and
quaestors there is some doubt upon the subject.

The practe*ta pulla might only be worn at the

celebration of a funeral. ( Festus. /. c.)

The toga pmetexta, ns has been above remarked,
is said to have been derived from the Etniscans.

It U said to have been first adopted, with the Intus

clavus (Clavus LxTtf.s], by TdIIus Hosiilius as

the royal robe, whence its use by the magistrates

in the republic (Plin. II. N. ix. 39. s. 63.) Ac-
cording to Maerobius {S<U. i. 6) the iot/a intro-

duced by Hostilius was not only j>raeicjia^ but also

picta. Pliny states (//. Af. viii. 48. i. 74) that the

tofja rcffin unduiaia (that is, apparently, embroi-
dered with waving lines or bands) which had been
worn by Serviut Tullius was preserved in the tem-
ple of Fortune. The toga pmetexta and the bulla

auren were first given to boys in the case of the
son of Torquinitu Priscus, who at tlie age of four-

teen, in the Sabine war, slew on enemy with his

own hand. (Macrob. /. c ,
where other particulars

res|)ccting the use of the toga pmetexta may Ik?

found.) Respecting the leaving otf of the toga
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praetexta and the assumption of the toga virilis, see

lMPUBEa,Bui.LA,Ci-AVi;8LATU9. The occasion

was celebrated with great rejoicings by the friends

of the youth, who attended him in a solemn pro-

cession to the Forum and CJnpitol. (Valor. Max. v.

4. § 4.) This assumption of the toga virilis wns
railed tirocinium f»ri^ as being the young man's
introduction to public life, and the solemnities at-

tending it arc called by Pliny {EpiiU. t. 9) officium

toffoe virility and by Tcrtullian {dc Idolol. c. 16)
tolemnitatet ioffoc. The public ceremonies, con-

nected with the assumption of the tn^a ririlit hv
the sons of the emperors, ore referred to by Sue-
tonius {OcL 26, Tib. 54, Caluf. 16, Ner. 7). The
toga virilis is called Ubera by Ovid {Fastiy iiL 771).
Girls wore the praetexta till their marriage.

The trahea was a toga ornamented with purple

horizontal stripes. Serviui {(ul Aen. vii.612) men-
tions three kinds of trahea

;
one w'holly of purple,

which was sacred to the gods, another of purple

and white, and another of purple and saffron, wliich

belonged to augurs. The purple and white trabc.!

was a royal robe, and is assigned to the I^atin and
early Roman kings, especially to Romulus. (PHn.
H. N. viii. 49, ix. 39 j Virg. Act. vii. 187, xi. 334;
Ovid. Fati. ii. 604.) It was worn by the consuls

in public solemnities, such ns opening the temple

of Janus. (Virg. Act. vii. 612; Claudian. la liujift.

i.249.) The equitoe wore it at the /r«a.*»rc/<o and
in other public solemnities. (Valer. Max. ii. 2 ;

Tacit Ann. iii. 2.) Hence the Intbca is mentioned

as the badge of the cqtiestrian order. Lastly, the

toga worn by the Roman emperors wns wholly of

purple. It appears to have bMn first assumed by
Julius Caesar. (Cic. Philip, ii. 34.)

The material of which the toga was commonly
made was wool. It was sometimes thick and
sometimes thin. The former was the I’ttfa denroy

jnn^tix, ox hirta. (Suet A ay. 02; Qiiintil. xii. 10.)

A new toga, with the nap neither worn off nor cut

close, was called pt-xti, to which is opposed the/nVa

or rasa, which wm used as a summer dress. (Mar-
tial. ii. 85.) On the use of silk for togas see

SKKierM.
It only remains to speak of the general use of

the toga. It a'os originally woni by both sexes ;

but when the stola enme to be worn by matron®,

the toga was only worn by the merctrices and by
women who had been divorced on account of adul-

ter}'. [Stola.] Bt?forc the use of the toga be-

came almost restricted to the upper classes, their

toga was only distinguished from that of the lower

classes hy being fuller and more expensive. In

war it was laid aside and rephiced by the Palu-
DAMESTUU and SAOl’Sf. Ilcnco toffaius is op-

posed to miles. The toga was, however, sometimes

used by soldiers, but not in battle, nor as their

ordinary dress ;
but rather as a cloak or blanket.

It was chiefly worn in Rome, and hence tof/atus is

opposed to rusficut. The toga was often used ns a
covering in sleeping ; and lastly, as a shroud for

the corpse.

(Becker, Ga//«s, vol. ii. pp. 78—88; Fermrius, da

EeVesiiaria; Rubenius, ds /(c Vest.) (P. S.J

TONSOR. [Barba.]
TOPIA'RIUS. [Hortcs.]

TORA'LIA. [Torus.]

TO'RCULUM or TO'RCULAR (xWs), a

press for making wine and oil. When the graprs

were ripe (<rTa4>uX^j), the bunches were gatWrrd,

any which remained nnripe {Hfupa^) or had becomo
4 o
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dry or rotten were cauvfully reroored {Chapott. ti.

11) [FoRFBX],and the rest carried from the vine-

yard in deep baskets (91*0/1 , Vii^. 6'eoiy. U. 241 :

roAdpoi, Hcs. Sent. 296 ;
Loitgus, ii. 1 ;

Kwplvoi^ Gtopon. /. e.) to be poured into a shallow

rat. Ill this they were immediately trodden by
men, who had the lower part of their bodies naked
(Virg. Gforg. ii. 7), except that they a’ore drawers

[SuBLioAcuLt/Mj. At least two persons osually

trod the grapes together. To ** tread the wine-

press alone ** indicated desobtion and distress,

(la Ixiii. 3.) The Eg)'ption paintings (Wilkinson,

Mau.and CW. rol.ii. pp. 152—157) exhibit asmany
as seven treading in the same vat, and supporting

themselves by taking hold of ropes or poles placed

above their bisads. From the size of the Greek
and Roman vats there can be no doubt that the

company of treaders was often still more numerous.
To prevent confusion and to animate them in their

Inliour they moved in time or danced, as is seen in

the ancient mosaics of the church of St. Constantia

at Home, sometimes also loaning upon one another.

The preceding circumstances ore iliuitratcd in the
following woodcut, token from a bas-rclirf. (A/on.

Afa/tk. iii. tab. 45.) An antc&xa in the British

Museum (Combe, Ane. Ttrm-eotias^ No. 59) shows
a ponmn by the side of the vat perionning during
this act on the $cubeUum and tilfiae jtans^ for the

pur{Ki»c of aiding and regubting the movements of

(Athen, T. p. 199, a.) or o/mir/irtX^i'ior, specimens
•f which may be seen in Anacreon {Od. xvii. 1 and
Iii.

;
and Rrunck, Anal, ii. 239. Sec Jacobs, ad toe.:

compare Theocrit vii. 25). After the grapes had
been trodden sufficiently, they were subjected to

the more powerful pressure of a thick and heavy
beam [Prklum] for the purpose of obtaining all

thr Juice yet remaining in them. (Vilrur. x. 1 ;

Virg. Georg, ii. 242 ;
^Tviui la toe.

;

Ilor. Carm,
i. 20. 9.) Instead of a beam acted on by wedges,
a press with n screw [Cochlea] was sometimes
used for the same purpose. (Vitruv. vl 6 ;'Plin.

II. iV. xviii. 31. a 74.) A strainer or colander
[(’oi.um] was employed to clear the must from
solid {MUticles, as it flow'cd from the vat.

The preceding woodcut shows the apertures at
the l^ttom of the vat, by which the must (musfvm,

7X(tijros) was diKhargcd, and the meth^ of re-

ceiving it, when the rat was small, in wide-mouthed
jars, which when full were carried away to be erap-
til'd into casks (c/o/ks, t<9o1, Longiis, ii. 1, 2).

[D&livzi.] When the vine}”ard was eztensi.e

TORMENTUM
and the vat large in proportion, the must flowed

' into another vat of correspcndii^ size, which was

I

sunk below the level of tnc ground, and therefore

called inroKtivior (Mark,X)L 1; Geopon. vi.l. 11),

in Latin lacu$. (Ovid. Fufi. v. 8U0; Plin. Kpisi. ix.

20; Colum. de He Hust. xlL 18.)

From Bacchus w*as called Lenae%u (An-
'tmTof). The festival of the .^caacu a^as celebmtod

on the spot where the first Attic wine-press was
said to have been constructed. [Dionysia-J

Olives as well as grapes were subjected to the

prHttm fur the sake of their oil. [Olxa, p. 826.]

The building erected to contain all the vessels

and other implements {toreula naso, Varro, de lie

HuU. ill 2) for obtaining both wine and oil was
called (Cato, de Re //ust. 12, 13, 18;

Col. de Re Runt. xii. 1 8) and Xffrtwir {Geofxm, ri.

1). It w'As situated near the kitchen and tho

wine-cellar. (V'iiniv. vl 6.) [J. Y.]
TOREU'TICE. [Caelatura.]
TORMENTl'M (i^xT^piov a mili-

tary engine. All the missiles used in war, except

those thrown from the sling [Fcnoa], are pro-

jected either by the hand alone or with the aid of

elastic substances. Of clastic instruments the bow
[Arcus] is still used by many nations. But the

so called from the twisting (U>rquemh)

of hairs, thongs and vegetable fibres ( Polyb. iv. 56),
has fallen into disuse through the discovery of gun-
powder. The W'ord torm^um is often used by
itself to denote engines of various kinds. (Cic. ud
Fam. XV. 4 ;

Coes. R.C. ill 44, 45, B. Alex. 10;

Liv. XX. 11 ;
Veil Pat il 82; Curt. iv. 9. 16.)

Often also these engines are specified separately

under the names of Batistae and CobfW/ae, which
names however most commonly occur together in

the accounts of sieges and other military operations,

because the two kinds of engines denoted by them
were almost always used in conjunction. [Hell-
P0LI8.] The Imlista (srvrpogdXor) was used to

hoot stones (Ovid. Trisi, I 2. 48 ; Lucan, vl 198;
Non. Marc. p. 555, cd. Mcrceri), tlie catapulu
(iraraWXr7}r, xoraveXTurii) to project darts, espe-

cially the Falarica [llAfiTA], and a kind of mis-

sile, 4^ feet long, called irifaje. (Festus, s. r.)

Whilst in besieging a city the mm [Aries] was
employed in destroying the lower part of tho well,

the balista was us^ to overthrow the battlements

{propugnaeula., Plnut. Ba<xh, iv. 4. 58—61 ;
/voX-

(e?f), and the catapult to shoot any of tlie l^ti^cd
who appoired between them. (Diod. xvil 42, 45,

XX. 48, 88.) The forms of these machines bcin<j

adapted to the objects which they were intended

to throw, the catapult was long, the balista nearly

square, which explains the fuilowing humourous
' enumeration by Plautus {Capt. iv. 2. 16) of tbo

three application of which has just

been explained.

^ Meus est balista pugnus, cubitus ratapulta cat

mihi,

llumonis ariea**

In the same armament the number of catapults w'.'is

commonly much greater than the number of balistae.

(Non. Marc. p. 5.V2, ed. Merccri
;
Lir. xxvi. 47.)

Also theso two class«i of machines were both of

them distinguished into the gn ater and the h^ss,

the number of ** the less" being much more con-

lidemblc thou the niiml»cr of ** the greater." Whi n

Carthago Nova, which had soned the Carthaginians

.
for an arsenal, was taken by the Romans, Uie fol-
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lowing were found in it: ICO laiyr and 2R1 small

cAtnpulU
;
23 Urge and A2 imnll baliatae. (Ijiv.

i. €.) Three sizes of the l>alista are mciitiuned by
historians, viz. that which threw stones weighing

half a hundred>weight {rpteucorrofiycdovs \i6ovSy

Polyb. ix. 34), a whole hundred-weight (Utlutu

emltmaria^'Son. Marc. /. e.; toAoxtio/oj,

Polyb. Lc.; Diod. xx, 8<>\ and three hundred-
w'eight (irrrgotfdXos r/xrdAaKTot, Diod. zx. 4IS).

R4 j(ides these, Vitnivius (x. 11) mentions many
other sizes, even down to the lialista which threw

a stone of only two pounds weight. In like manner
yntapidts were denominated according to the length

of the arrows emitted from them. (Vitruv. x. 10 ;

^hneider, ad loo.) According to Josephus, who
gives some remarkable instances of the destructive

force of the balista, it throw stones to the distojicc

of a ({uartcr of a mile. {/J.J. Hi. 7. § 19,23;
C'>mp. Procop. /fcZ/, C'oiA. i. 21,23.) Noilherfrom
the descriptions of authors nor from the figures on
the column of Trojan (Ikirtoli, Col. TraJ, tab. 46

—

47) are we able to form any exact idea of the

construction of those engines. Still Iiss are wc
Infirmcd on the subject of the .Sv-orpio or Onac/rr^

which was also a tormentum. (Vitruv. x. 10; Liv.

x.xvi. 6, 47; Aram, Marcel), xx. 7, xxiii. 4.) Even
the terms bttUsfn and caiopulla are confounded by
WTitors subsequent to Julius Caesar, and Diodorus

Siculus often uses Karax^Xn)« to include both )>a-

listac and cauipnlu, distinguishing them by the

epithets Terpo^oAot and (xiii. 6), xx.48,

»3, HG, XXL 4).

The various kinds of tormenta appear to have
been invented shortly before the time of Alexander
the Great When horse-hair and other materials

filled, the women in scvcml instances cut oflf their

uw'ti hair and twisted it into ropes for the engines.

(CnM. U.C. iiL 9; Vegi>t de He Afit. iv. 9.)

These machines, with those who had the manage-
ment of them, and who were called balixtarii and

(Polyb. iv. 66), were drawn up in the rear

of an advancing army, so as to throw over the heads

of the front ranks. In order to attack a maritime

city, they were carried on the decks of vessels

constnictcd for the purpose. (Diod. xx. 83—86 ;

Tacit, Ann. it 6.)

The meaning of tormenlum as applied to the

cordage of ships is explained on p. 790, a. [J.Y.]

TOll.MENTUM GWokoj), torture. 1. Ghkrk.
By a decree of Scamandrius it was ordained that

no free Athenian could be put to the tnrtnro (An-
doc. de Afyrt. 22 ;

compare Lys. wcpl rpaofi. 177,

e. Aitorai. 462); and this appears to have been the

general practice, notwithstanding the assertion of

Cicero {Part. Oral. c. 34) to the contrary (</« /«-

siitutu A Mrtiie/unam, Wtodiorum— apud tjuos liberi

cirrMpto torquentur). The only two ap}iarent ex-

Cfptions to this practice arc mentioned by Antiphon
(de Herod, cacti. 729) and Lysias (e, 5imon. 163).

But, in the case mentioned by Antiphon, B«kkh
has shown that the torture was not applied at

Athens, btit in a foreign country; and in Lysias,

as it is a Plataenn boy that is spoken of, w’c have

no occasion to conclude that he was an Athenian
citizen, since wo learn from Demosthenes (c.

Kcttcr. 1381) that all Platacans were not neces-

sarily Athenian citizens. It must, however, be

observed that the decree of Scamandrius does not

appear to have interdicted the use of torture as a

means of execution, since wc find Demosthenes {de

Cor. 271) rcniinding the judges that they had put
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Antiphon to death hy the rack {orptSKJiiJcafrxt),

Com}»ore Pint. Phoe. c. 35.
The evidence of slaves was, however, always

taken with torture, and their testimony was not
otherwise received. (Anlipli. Trtral. i. p. 633.)
From this circumstance their testimony appears t>»

have been considered of more value than that cT
freemen. Thus Isaeus {De O'ros, Ucred. 2021
say% “ When slaves and freemen are at hand,
you do rot make use of the testimony of freemen;
but, putting slaves to the torture, you thus cn-
di*avoiir to find out the truth of what has been
done.*' Num rous passages of a similar nature
might easily be produced from the orators, (Comp.
Drmoith. e. Onetor. L p. 874 ;

Antiphon, Dr
Choreut. 778 ;

Lycurg. c. Leocr. 159— 162.) Anv
person might offer his own slave to be examined
by bjrture, or demand that of his adversary, an*!

the offer or demand was ef^ually called wpdKAiiffis

elt fidoayor. If the opf>oncnt refused to give up
his slave to be thus examined, such a refusal was
lo'jked upon as a strong presumption against him.
The wpoivATjcrit appears to have been generally

made in writing (Demosth. c. J*anlacn. 978), and
to have been delivered to the opponent in the
presence of witnesses in the most frcqticniod part of
the Agora (Demosth. c. Apholj. iil. 848) ;

ajjd ns
there Wi re several modes of torture, the particul.tr

one to be employed wms usually specified (De-
mosth. e, Steph. i. 1120). Sometimes, when a
person offered bis elate for torture, he gave his

opponent the liberty of adopting any mode of tor-

ture which the latter pleased. (Anliph. De Cho~
retd. 777.) The parties interested either super-
intended the torture themselves, or chose certain

persons for this purpose, hence called /Soirayorrai,

who took the evidence of the slaves (lAd^icv.n

^aavujraiy h,rT)ini\(Tap9v tU t6 'H^oo’rfToi', Isncr.

Trap. c. 9 ; compare Demosth. e. J*aniaen. 978,
979 ;

Antiph. KavT^opia ^appax. 609)* In
some coses, however, we find a public slave at-

tached to the court, who administered the torture

{vap^trrai 3i 6 Kol fiaffayiu iyiun-toy

bpwy^ Aesch. De Leg. 284, cd. Tayl.)
;
but this

appears only to have token place when the torture

was administered in the court, in presence of the
judges. (Aesch. Le.

;
Demosth. c, Eturg. 1144.)

This particular mode of administering the torturu

was, however, certainly contrary to the usual practice

ovx tvtty ivamloy Demosth. c,

iSteph. i. 1106). The general practice was to read

at the trial the depositions of the slaves, which
were called ^curoKol (Harpocr. Suid. t.o.; Demosth.
e. Nicoetrat. 1254), and to confirm them by the

testimony of tliosc who were present at the ad-

ministration of the torture. (Meier, Ati. Procets.,

p. 680, ficc.)

2. Homan. Daring the time of the republic,

freemen were never put to the torture, and slaves

only were exposed to this punishment. Slaves,

moreover, conld not be tortured to prove the guilt

of their own master, except in the case of inceslus,

which was n crime against the gods, or unless the

senate made an exception in some special instance, as

was done in the Catilinarian conspiracy. (Cic. pro
Afil. 22,y»ro Deiot. 1, Part. Oral. 34

;
Dion Cas^.

Iv. 5 ;
Toe. Ann. ii. 30, Hi. 67 ;

Dig. 48. tit. 18.

I. 1. § 16.) At a later time slaves might be tor-

tured to bear witness against their masters in cas'

s

of majestas (Cod. 9. tiu 8. ss. 6, 7) and adultery.

(Dig. 48. tit. 18. 8. 17 ; Cod. 0. tit. 9. m. 3, 6,
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32.) Under the eroperon oren free persons were

put to the torture to eztmct evidence fit>m them in

cases of majestas
;
and although this indignity was

confined for the most part to persons in humble
circumstances, we rend of cases in which even

Roman senators and equites were erposed to it.

(Dion Cass. lx. 15; Suet Tib. 58; Dig. 48. tit 18.

8. 10. § I.) For further information sec Dig. 48.

tit 18, />e Qftaestionihus

;

Walter, G*9chichte <U$

Jiomuchfn RechtSy pp. 875, 876, 1st ed.; Reui, Das
CHminalrrrJit tier Aom<'r, p. 542.

TORQUES or TORQUIS (trrprrrdf), an or-

nament of gold, twisted spirally and bent into a

circular form, which was worn round the neck by
men of distinction among the Persians (Curt iii. 3 ;

Themiit Oral. 24, p. 306, c.), the Gauls (Floras,

i. 13, ii. 4), and other Asiatic and northern na-

tions. (Isid OnV;. xix. 30.) 7V/rc was the name of

it among the Rritons and ancient Irish. Virgil

(Am. V. 558, 559) thus describes it as part of the

attire of the Trojan youths :

“It pectorc summo
Flexilis obtorti per collum circulus auri.^*

Ornaments of this kind have been frequently

found both in Franco and in many parts of Great

Britain and Ireland (Petrie, Trans, of R. Iris!t

Aca/I. vol. xviii.* ^nft^.pp. 181—184), \*arying in

sire and a'eight, but almost ala'ays of the form ex-

hibited in the annexed woodcut, which represents

n torquis found in Brecknockshire, and now pre-

served in the British Museum. The tame wood-

cut contains a section of this torquis of the size of

the original. It shows, os Mr. Petrie observes con-

cerning some found in the county of Mc-ath, “ four

equidistant radiations from a common centre.” The
torquis in the British Museum is four feet and a
half in length Its hooks correspond well to the

following description of the fall of a Celtic warrior:
“ Torquis ab incisa dccidit unca gula.” (Proport.

IV. 10. 44 ) A torquis, which instead of being

bent into a circular form was turned into a spiral,

became a bracelet, as is shown in the lowest figure

of the woodcut to Armh.la. A torquis contrived

to answer this purpose, is called tonjau bnickialis.

(Vopisc. Aurti. 1.) Such bracelets and torques

are often found together, having been worn by the

some people.

The head in the preceding woodcut is that of a

Persian warrior in the mosaic of the hallla of Issu%

mentioned in p. 431. It illustrates the mode of

wearing the torquis, which in this instance ter-
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minatet in two'serpento' beads instead of hooks. It

was by taking this collar from a Gallic warrior that

T. Manlius obtained the cognomen of Torquatus.

(Cic. de Fin. iL 22, de Of. iii. 31 ; Oellius, ix. 13;

Non. l^larc. pp. 227, 228, ed. Mcrceri.)

Torques, whether in the form of collars or brace-

lets, no doubt formed a considerable port of the

wealth of those who wore them. Hence they

w’erc an important portion of the spoil, when any

Celtic or Oriental army was conquered, and they

were among the re«*ardi of valour bestowed after

an engagement upon those who had most distin-

guished themselves. (Juv. xvi. 60 ;
Plin. //. A’

xxxiii. 2. B. 10 ;
Sidon. Apollin. Cann. xxiii. 424.)

The monuments erected to commemorate Roman
soldiers and to enumerate the honours which they

bad obtained, often mention the number of torques

conferred U{>on them. (Maffci, Mus. Veron. p. 218.)

[PlIAl.ER.\.] [J. Y.j
TORUS, a bed

;
originally made of straw

(PUn. //. M viii. 48. s. 73), hay, leaves, woolly

plants (Mart xiv. 160, 162), sea-wced (de meU-

libus Ovid. Met. vUi. 656), also stuffed with

wool, and afterwards with feathers (xi. Gil), or

SR’nns-down (Mart. xiv. 161), so as to be as much
raised and as soft as possible. (V'irg. Aen. vL 603;
Ovid. .4mor. ii. 4. )4.) It was sometimes covered

with the hide of a quadruped (Virg. Am. viii. 177),

but more commonly with sheets or blankets, called

Tornli<%, (Hor. St%t. ii. 4. 84, Kpisi. i. 5. 22.) Tlio

torus may be observed on the sopha in the first

woodcut, p. 308 ;
and its appearance there may

suffice to explain the transference of its name to

the larger semi-circular mouldings in the base of

columns. [Atticurorr ;
Spira.] [J. Y.]

TO'XOT.\E (ro^6rat). [Dkmosii.]

TRA^BEA. [Toga.]
TRADI TfO. [Do-minium.]

TRAGOE'DIA (Tpa7^fa), tragedy. 1. Grkrk,
The tragedy of the ancient Greeks as well as their

comedy confessedly originated in the worship of

the god Dionysus. It is proposed in this article (1

)

to explain from what clenient of that worship
Tragedy took its rise., and (2) to trace the coufm*

of its dcvelopcment, till it reached its perfect form

and character in the dranui of the Attic tragedians,

Aeschylus, Sophocles, and Euripides.

The peculiarity which most strikingly distin-

guishes the Greek tragedy from that of modern
times, is the lyrical or choral port. This was the

offspring of the dith^TamlJic and choral odes fnuu
which, as applied to the worship of Dionysus,

Greek tragedy took its rise. This worship, we
may observe, was of a twofold character, coir«-

sponding to the different conceptions which were
anciently entertained of Dionysus os the change-

able God of flourishing, deca3’ing, or rcnoraU‘d

nature, and the various fortunes to which in that

character he was considered to be subject at tho

different seasons of the year, Hence Muller oli-

serves (Lit. of Grtecty p. 288), “ the festivals of

Dionysus at Athens and elsewhere were all solem-

nized in tlie months nearest to the shortest day,

coincidcntly with the changes going on in the

course of nature, and by which his worsliippers

conceived tho god himv'If to be affected.” His
mnuniful or joyous fortunes (wd^), his mystiral

d> nth, symbolizing the death of all vegetation in

winter, and his birth (IMat de Ijeg. iii. p. 700 ;

Proclus ii» 6'ui^urtrs Hrphttcsi. p. 383), indi-

cating the renovation of all nature in tlie spring,
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and hit stni^glc# in passing from one state to

another, were not only represented and sym-
pathi»c‘d in by the Dithymnibic singers and dan*

cers, but they also carried their enthusiasm so thr,

as to fancy' themselves under the influence of the

same events as the god himself, and in their at-

tempts to identify thcmsclres with him and his

fortunes, assumed the character of the subordinate

divinities, the Satyrs, Nymphs, and Panes
phummrjue l«ve$ enm SntjfrtM chorx)^ who formed the

mythological train of the god. Hence, os is ex-

plained under Dionysia (p. 410, b), arose the

custom of the disguise of Satyrs being taken by the

worshippers at the festivals of Dionysus, from the

choral songs and dances of whom the Grecian tra-

gedy' originated, “ being from its commencement
connected with the public rejoicings and ceremo-

nies of Dionysus in citUs^ while comedy was more
a sport and merriment of the country festivals." In

fact the very' name ofTragedy (rpayy^ia), far from

signifying anything mournful or pathetic, is most
prolMibly derived from the gnatliko appearance of

the Satyrs w’ho sang or acted with mimetic gesticula-

tions the old Bacchic songs, with Silenus,

the consUmt companion of Dionysus, for their leader.

(Bode, (ifach. d. Ileilen, Dicktkunsty vol. iiL p. 31.)

From their resemblance in dress and action to goats,

they were sometimes called rpayoi, and their song

Tpa>y5fa. Thus Aeschylus in a fragment of tlie

Prometheus Uvp<f>6pos calls a Satyr Tpdyor, and
the Satyric chorus in the Cyclops of Euripides

(1. 30) appears in the akin of a goat (xAao'a
rpdyav). The word Zdrvpos also is apparently

the same as rlrupos, a kind of goaL (Phot. Acx.

f.r.) According to another opinion, the “ word

'J’ragedy was first Diinwi from the goat that was
the prize of it, which prize w*as first constituted in

Thespis' time.” (Bentley, Phalar. p. 24D.) This

derivation, however, as well as another, connecting

it with the goat nlTered on the altar of Bacchus

(MUiler, IMfrrat. o/*6’w<r, p.*29l), around which

the chorus sang, is not equally' supported cither by
the etymological principles of the language, or the

anal(»gou8 instance of the ” revel-song.”

(ElifintJ. p. 7t>4 ; Eurip. Buccit. 131 ;
Aelian,

r. //. iii. 40.)

But the Diony'slan dithyrambs were not always

of a gar and joyous character : they were capable

of expressing the extremes of sadness aud wild

lamcnLatiun as well os the enthusiasm of jor ; and
it was from the Dithyrambic songs of a mournful

cast, pruliably sung originally in the winter months,

that the stately and solemn tragedy of the Greeks
arose. That there were Dithyrambs of such a

character, expressive of the suiferings of Dionysus

(rd Tov Atorveov vcUb)\ appears from the state-

ment in Herodotus (r. 67), that at Siejon in the

time of Clislhcnes (b. c. 600) it was customary to

celebrate (ytpalptiy) the sulTerings of that god with
” tragic choruses.” But it must be remarked that

In the most ancient times the Dithyrambic song

was not executed by a regular chorus. Thus
Archilochus says in Trochaic verse, ** I know how
when my mind is inHamed with wine to lead off

the Dithyramb, the beautiful song of Dionysns,”

whence we may infer that in his time (d. c. 700)
the Dithyramb was sung by a band of revellers led

by a llutc-player. Lvrical choruses, indeed, had
bwn even then established, especially in the Dorian

states of Greece, in connection w’ith the worship of

Apollo, the cithoni or <p6pfuy^ being the instrument
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to which the chorcutoc sang and danced. (MUiler,
IJleraf. of Crr<v'ce, p. 204 ; Dorian*^ iv. 7. § 8.)

In fact the connection of the Dorian choral poetry
with the worship of Apollo, the direct op{)osite to

that of Dionysus, and its consequent subjection to

established rules and forms, admitting too, from
the Dorian character but little innovation, affords

the most obvious explanation of the striking cir-

cumstance that nothing decidedly dramatic sprang
frt^m it, ns from the dithyrambic perfomiances.
(Bode, p. 16.) Still there were some points in

which the Dorian worship of Apollo resembled
that of Dionysus, e.//. the donees w'ith which the
funner god wtu honoured, and the kind of mimicry
which characterised them. Other circumstances
also, on which we cannot here dwell, would pro-
liahly facilitate the introduction of the Dionysian
Dithyramb amongst the Dorian states, especially

after iho improvemonls mode in it by Arion (u. c.

600), which were so great, that even the invention

of that species of poetry is ascribed to him, though
it had been known in Greece for a century lM>fure

his time. The worship of Dionysus was celebrated

at hit native place, Mcthymnae in Lesbos, with
music and orgiastic rites

; and as Arion travelled

extensively in the Dorian states of Hellas, he had
ample opportunities of observing the varieties of

choral worship, and of introducing any improve-
ments which be might wish to make in it. (Bode,

p. 22.) Ho is said to have been the inventor of

the ” tragic turn ” (rptxytKoO rpdwow), a phrase of

doubtful signification, but which seems to mean, that

he was the inventor of a grave and solemn style of

music, to which his Dithyrambs were danced and
sung. (Hermann, O/jusc. vol. vii. p. 216.) Suidas
(s.r.) adds of him, K4ytrai xal wpanos xop^firrijaeu^

Ko) Si$vp<m€oi> ^trai xol kyofxdtrcu rh ^66fi(voy inrb

TOV harvpovs tlfftytyKtiy (^trpa A#'-

yo»^aj. From the first claiuie, in connection with
other authorities (Schol. in AruUopA. ^c«, 1403),
we learn that he introduced the cyclic chorus (a

fact mythologically expressed by making him the

son of Ctfdfus) ; i.e. the Dithyramb, instead of

being sung as before his time in a wild inx'gular

manner, was danced by a chorus of fifty men
around a blazing altar

; whence in the lime of

Aristophanes, a dith^'rambic poet and a teacher of
cyclian choruses were nearly s^'nonyinous. (Muller,

p. 204.) As the alteration was mode at Corinth,

we may suppose that the representation of the

Dithyrambic was assimilated in some respects to

that of the Dorian choral odes. The clause t<> the

effect that Arion introduced Satyrs, i. e. Tgdyoq
speaking in verse (troekaic)^ is by some thought

another expression for the invention of the ” tra-

gic style.” A simpler interpretation is, that ho
introduced the Satyrs as on addition and contrast

to the dance and song of the cyclic chonis of iho

Dithyramb, thus preserving to it its old character

as a part of the worship of Bacchus. The phmso
iyopdffoi (compare Herod. L 23) alludes to the

different titles given by him to his different Dithy.

rambs according to their subjects, for we need not

suppose that they all related directly to Bacchus.

(Weicker, f>!adilrag. p. 233.) As he was the first

cithara player of his age (Herod, i. 23), it is pro-

bable that he made the lyre the principal instru-

ment in the musical accompaninieiiL

From the more solemn Dithyrambs then, ns im-
proved by Arion, with the coinjwny of Satyrs, who
prabably kept up a joking dialogue, uitiniotcly
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sprang tho dramnlic tragedy of Athens, somewhat

in the following manner. The choruses which

represented them were under the direction of a

le^er or exarchus, who, it may be su]>posed, came
forward separately, and whose part was sometimes

token by the poet himself. (Plato, I^rp. iii. p. 394,

c.) We may also conjecture that the exarchus in

each case led off by singing or reciting his port in

a solo, and that the chorus dancing round the altar

then expressed their feelings of joy or sorrow at

his stoiy*, representing the perils and sufferings

of Dionysus, or some hero, as it might be. Ac*

cordingly some scholars have recognized in such

choral songs, or in a proximate deviation from

them, what has been called a “lyrical tragedy,”

]iorfonned without actors distinct from the chorus,

and conceived to be a transition step between the

Dithyramb and the diamatic Tragedy. The title,

however, docs not occur in ancient writers, and

therefore, if it means anything, can only refer to re-

prcsentitions of the character we have just ascribed

to the Dithyrambs of Arion, modified from time to

time, according to circumstances or the fonev of

the writer. That the names rpayifi^ia and rp^y^-

Sor arc applied, indeed, to w’orks and writers before

the time of Tiicspis, and that the “ tragedy ” of

that age was entirely choral, w’ilhout any regular

formal dialogue, is evident from many autho*

rilics. Thus Athcnacus (xiv. p. 630, c), ob-

s«*rvcs that the whole sntyrical poetry formerly

consisted of choruses, os did tlie “ tragedy ” of old

titiics {ti t3t« Tpayif^la). Again, Diogenes Laiir*

tius (iii. 5G) states that formerly the chorus alone

acted (Siedpaftarl^sK) or performed a drama, on

which Hermann vii. 218) observes, “after

the Dithyramb was sung, some of the chorus in

the guise of Satyrs came fora'ord and impro-

vised some ludicrous stories
;
but in exhibitions

of this sort,” he odds, “ we sec rather dramaticae

tragoedhic initio, quam ullum lyrici cujusdam

generis vostiginm.” Lyric poets oIm seem to have

Wen spoken of as Tragedians ;
thus according to

Suidas (s. e.) Pindar wrote 17 ^pdjiara rpayitid

(“ but not lyrical tragedies,” Hi-rmann, L o.), and
Sim'iiiidcs of Ceos >vroto tragedies, or a tragedy,

ns some manuscripts have it. But whatever may
l>e inferred from this, it only y»rmvjj that Dithy*

rambic poets were also called Tnigedlnns, just os

in the Scholia on Aristophanes (/Va/. 290) a writer

is described os ^ Tga7^8<8d<rKaAos.

I'or the Arguments on both sides see Hermann,
A e.; and Oiwkh on the Orcbomeuian Inscriptions.

{GryeJi TheairCy p. 28.)

The choral Dithyrambic songs, accompanied with

mimetic action (the lyrical tragedy ?), prevailed to

some extent, ns all choral poetry' did, amongst the

Durians of the Peloponnesus (Muller, Dorians^ ii

10. g 6) ; whence tlieir derivative, the choral ele-

ment of the .Attic tmgi'dy, was always uxitten in

the Durian dialect, tiius showing its origin. The
lyrical poetry was, however, especially popular at

Sicyun and in Corinth. In the latter city Arion

made his improvements; in the former “tragic

choruses,” A e. dilby'rambs of a sad and plaintive

character, were very nnci-iit (Herod, v. 67 ;

AVelcker, SWhtnu/y p. 235), and the Sicyonians

are also said tn have l>cen the inventors of the

(rpcry^i'ar fvpirai XiKudytoty rt-

\f7iovpyo\ ’AttikoI voiTtToly Tlicniist. xxviL

{>. 406, Dindorf)
; but of course this can only

lucmi, that the dnuniit>o intgcdy w;is a derivative,
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through many changes, of the old satyrical rpay<f-

5(0, t. e. of the songs sung with mimetic dancing by'

the gnatliko Satyrs, or as others would say, round

the altxir, on which lay the burnt sacrihee of a
goat 1 1 appears then that there is a good and in-

telligible foundation for the claims which, accord-

ing to Aristotle {Poei. iii. 3), were mode by the

Peloponnesians, and especially by the Sicy’onians,

to the invention of “ tragedy,” understanding by it

a choral performance, such os has been described

above. Now the subjects of this Dithyrambic

tragedy were not always, even in ancient times,

confined to Dionysus. Even Arion wrote Dithy-

rambs, lelating to different lieroes (Herod. L 23),

a practice in which he was followed by succeeding

poets, who wrote Dithyramb- like odes (whence

they were classed amongst the rpayiKol woiTiral)^

which they called Centaurs, Ajoces, or Memnons,
as it might be. (Zenob. v. 40.) Thus, Epigencs

the Sicyonion is said to have nxitten a tragedy,

i. e. a piece of dithy'rambic poetry* on a subject un-

connected with Dionysus, which was conscaucntly

received with the cry of obhiv irpi* rhy Atiyinjovy

or “ this has nothing to do w*ith Bacchus.”

(Apostulius, XT. 13.) If this anecdote be true,

and Epigones preceded Arion, the introduction of

the Satyrs into the Dithyrambic chorus by the

latter, may possibly have been meant to satisfy the

wishes of the people ;
but whether it was so or

not, there is scarcely any doubt that from the time

of Arion, the tragic dithyramb gradually became
less satyrical and sportive in its character, till the

creation of the independent Satyric drama and the

Attic dramatic tragedy. (Bode, p. 23.)

As to the by which this was cffc'ctcd,

Aristotle {Poci. iv. 14) say*8, “Tragedy w’as at llm

first an cxtcmponuioous effusion (dw’ aoro-

(Tx<5iacrT(K^), and w*as dcrivL'd riy ^(opx^*'*

T»y rhy AiOvpafxSoVy i. e, irom the leaders or tiie

chief singers of the Dithyramb, who probably rang

or recited their partA in the trochaic metre, while

the main body of the ode W’os written in irregular

verse. It is easy* to conceive how the introduction

of an actor or speaker independent of the chorus

might have been suggested by the exarchs or cory-

phaei coming forward separately and making short

off hand speeches (Welckcr, Nuchlnttiy p, 228),
whether learnt by heart )>eforchand, or nmdt? on

the spur of tho moment. [Ciioau.s.] But it

is also possible, if not probable, that it was sug-

gested by the rhapsodical recimiious of the epic

and gnomic poets formerly prevalent in Groect*:

the gnomic poetry being generally written in

lambic verse, the metro of the Attic dialogue, and
which Aristotle {Poet. 4) rays was used by Homer
in his Margites, though its invention is comnuuily

08cril>ed to Archilochus. In fact the rhapsodists

themselves ore sometimes spoken of as actors

{vwoKptrcd) of the pieces they recited, which they

arc also said to act {inroKptydaOaiy Athcn. xiv.

629, d; Muller, LUeniiurAy Ac., p. 34). But if

two or more rliapsodes wore called ii[K)n to go

through an episode of a poem, a regulation which
obtained at the Panathcnaca, and attribated to

•Solon or llipporchui (WoU, /'rWai;. p.97 ;
Plato,

//ipjMtr. p. 228), it is clear that they would pre-

sent much of a dramatic dialogue. In fact (Bode,

p. 6) the principal kchl's of tho whole Iliad

might in this way have been represented tis

parts of A drama. These recitations then being 6o

common, it was natural to combine with the fc-
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ptoBcntalion of the Dithyramb, itself a mixture of

ncitaiirc and ehonil tong, the additional element

of the dialogue, HTittcn in Iambic verse, n mentun'

suggested pcrha{>t by the gnomic p'>etn.*, and used

by Solon about the time of the origin of the dia-

logue (Solon, /raff. 2K, Gaitford), more espcciiillv

as it it the most colloquial of all Greek metres

(AtNTtJchr) and that into which common conversa-

tion most readily falls. It is indeed only a enn-

j»'cluro that the dialogue or the Ionian element of

Attic tragedy was connected with the rhapsodical

r«'citations, but it Is confirmed by the fact that

Homeric rhapso<ies were common at Sicyon (Herod.

V. f»7), the cradle of the Dorian tragedy, and also

at Brauroii in Attica, wliore the won*hip of Diony-

sus existed from ancient times. (Hesych. s. r.

Bftavpotviuis.) This however is certain, that the

union of the Iambic dialogue with the lyrical

chorus took place at Athens under Peisistratiis, and

that it was attributed to 'I'hcspis, a native of

K'anis, one of the country demes or pari.shes of

Attica where the worship of Dionysus bad long

prevailed. The introduction of this worship into

Attica, with its npproprbtc choruses, seems to have

Ijeen |>artly owing to the commands of the Dorian

oracle (Dcm. c. Mid. p. 531), in very early times-

'J'hus it is stated (Plato, A/iaos, p. 3'Jl ; Pint. Sid.

2I>)» th.nt tragedy (i. e. the old Dithyrambic and

Sntyrical tragedy) was very ancient in Attica, and
did not originate with Thespis or his cotempora-

riesL This alteration made by him, and which

gave to the old tragedy

aitnny ffSij Tparyifitiav KiPtip) a new and dra-

n»ntic character (making it an i^notum iraffirtir

<7e««s, Hor. Art 275), was ven,* simp)# hut

very important. He introduced an actor, ns it is

r«rordcd, for the sake of giving rest to the chorus

(Diog. Lacrt iiL 60) and indejKUident of ii, in

which cnjtacity he pro^bly appeared himself (Plut

*W. 29), taking various parts in the same piece,

under \arious disguises, which he was enabled to

assume by nn nns of the linen masks, the invention

of which is attributed to him. Now as a chorus,

by means of its lender, could mauitain a dial<>gue

with the actor, it is easy to sec how with one

actor only “a dramatic action might be introduced,

continued, and concluded, by the speeches between

the choral songs expressive of the joy or sorrow* of

the chorus at the various events of the drama.’*

Thus Miillcr observes that in the play of Penthous,

supposed to have been composed by Thespis, “ a

single actor might appear successively os Dionysus,

Prntheus, a messenger. Agave the mother of Pen-

theus, and in these characters express designs and

intentions, or relate events which could not be re-

pr**sented, as the murder of Pcniheus by his

mother: by which means he would represent the

substance of the fable as it appears in the nacchoe

<»f Euripides.” (Miillcr, p. 29 ;
Bode, p. 57.)

AV'ith respect to the character of the drama of

Thespis there has been much doubt : some writers,

and especially Bentley (/’Ao/ar. p. 218), have

maintained that his plays were all satyrical and

ludicrous, i. e. the plot of them was some storj- of

Bacchus, the chorus consisted principally of satyrs,

and the argument was merry— an opinion indeed

which is supported by the fact that in the early

part of his time, the salyric drama had not ac-

quired a distinctive character. It may also appear

to be confirmed by the statement (Aristot /*ort. 4)

that at first the Tragedians mode use of the tro-
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chaic tetrameter, ns being better suited to the

satyrical and saltatorial nature of their pied's.

But perhaps the truth is that in the early port of

his career Thespis retained the satyrioal character

of the older tragedy, hut afterwards inclined to

more serious compositions, which would almost

oblige him to discard the Siityrs from his choruses.

That he did write serious drauuis is intimated by
the lith*8 of the plays ascribed to him, as well ns

by the character of the fragments of larnhic verse

quoted by Plutarch as his (Bentley, I’hahtr. p.

214), and which even if they arc foigeries of

Ilcrnclides Pontims, at least prove what w.is the

opinion of a scholar of Aristotle on the subject.

Besides the assertion that SSophocles (Suidas,

nV.) wrote against the chorus of Thespis seems to

show that there was some similarity of character

between the productions of the two poets. (Bode,

p. 47.) A summary of the arguments in favour

of the serious character of the tragedy of Thespis

is given by Wclcker (AwA/m//, pp. 2.^>7—27 6).

The invention of the prologus and rhesis of tragedy

(an expiTssion clwly in some measure identical

with the introduction of an actor) is also nscriWd
to Thespis by Aristotle. {Themist. p. 382, ed.

Dlnd.) By the former word is meant the first

speech of the actor (Aristot. Poet. 12), or the

prooemiura with which he opened the pi«*cc ;
the

clmms then sang the first ode or xdpo5oi, after

which came the or dialogue between the

actor and the principal chorvutae. The invention

of this dialogue is also alluded to in tlic phrase

A«{(wv 54 yivofiimis. {Id. 4 .) It U evident that

the introduction of the dialogue must also have

caused an alteration in the arrangement of the

choms, which could not remain cyclic or circular,

hut must have been dmw*n up in a rectangular

form about the thymolo or altar of Bacclius in

front of the actor, who was elevated on a platform

or table (^Astlv), the forerunner of the stage. Tho
fttalcment in Pollux (iv. 123), that this was the

case before Thespis seems incorrecL (Welcker,
Xaehtn^^ p. 2C8.) If we are right in our notion

of the general character of the 1‘hespian dmnrn,

the plirasc oWsk xpis which wm cer-

tainly used in his time, was first applied to his

plays at Athens, ns being unconnected with the

fortunes of Dionysus, and as deviations from the

^liKpoX yS/Ool Kttl A«4<f ysAo/a of his predecessors.

Plutarch bow'ovcr {Symp. i. 5) supposes that its

first application was laU*r : he says ” when Phrj*ni-

chus and Aeschylus continued to derate tragedy

to legends and tales of sufferings (tit p06ous aal

Tidij irpoayiyruy)^ the people missing and regret-

ting the old Satyric chorus, said, ” What is this to

Bacchus? ” Hence the expression was used to sig-

nify w’hat was mal-A-propos, or beside tlie ques-

tion.

The reader may have observed that we have not

noticed the lines of Horace {Ar. Pott. 27<>) :

“ Dicitnr ct plauslris vexisse pwenmla Thespis,

Quae camront agerenlque |>cruncti fuecibus ora.”

The fact is tlmt they arc founded on a miscono ]>•

tion of the origin of the Attic tragedy, and tliat tlio

talc about the wagons of Thespis probably arose out

of a confusion of the wagon of the comedian Susarinn

with the platform of the Thespian actor. The first

representation of Thespis was in b. c. 535. His
immediate successors were the Athenian Choerilus

and Phryniebus, the fonner of whom represented

4 n 4
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plays as early as B. c. 524. lie is said by Saidas

to have written 1 50 pieces : from the title of one

of them, the “ Alope,’’ its subjwt seems to have

been a lejjcnd of Attic origin. (Haus. i. 14. § 3 ;

Rode, p. GO.) That ho excelled in the Satyrical

dninia invented by Pratinas, is indicated by the

line of an unknown author,

'HvlKa p\v PcuriKfvs Jiv Xoiplkos iv Sarupotr,

a id if he wTote anything like the number of dra-

nm ascribed to him, it is also evident that the

custom of contending with Tetralogies must have

been of early origin, for there were only two dra-

nuitic festivals during the year.

Phrynichiis was a pupil of Thespis, and gained

his first victory in the dramatic contests B. c. 511.

In his works, the lyric or choral element still pre-

dominated over the dramatic, and he was distin-

guished for the sweetness of his melodies, which

in the time of the Peloponnesian war were veiy'

popular with the admirers of the old style of music.

The esteem in which his “ ambrosial songs ” were

then held is shown in several passages of Aristo-

phanes (/Itw, 7411, T/wsm. 164), and in the line

( I'efj). 219) where the dicosts are made to chaunt

the old Sidonian sweet songs of Phry'nichiis,

Kol fuyvpi^oyrfs

’Apx<uo/icX»(Ti8«t'o<ppi;vix^paTo.

“ Sidonum ” being an allusion to the play which he

wTole called the Phocnissae. The first use of

female masks is also attribut4;d to him (Suidas, in

and he so far deviated from the general prac-

tice of the Attic tragedians ns to write a drama
on a subject of cotemporary history, the capture

of Miletus by the Persians, B.C. 494. (Herod, vi.

21 .)

We now come to the first writer of Satyrical

dramas, Pratinas of Phlius, a town not far from

Sicyon, and which laid claim to the invention of

tragedy as well as comedy. (Bode, p. 35.) For

sonte time previously to this poet, and probably as

early ns Thespis, tragedy had been gnidnally de-

parting more and more from its old oharucteristics,

and inclinmg to heroic fables, to which the chorus

of Satyrs was not a fit accompaniment. But the

fun and merriment caused by them were too good

to be lost, or displaced by the severe dignity of

the -‘Veschylean dnima. Accordingly the Satyrical

drama, distinct from the recent and dramatic tra-

gedy, but suggested by the sportive element of the

old Diiliynimb, was founded by Pratinas, who
however apjaars to have been surjwssed in his own
invention by Choerihis. It was always written by
tragedians, ajid generally three tragedies and one

Satyrical piece were represented together, which in

some instances at least formed a connected whole,

railed a tetralogy (TfrpaXoy(a). The Satyrical

piece was acted lost, so that the minds of the

spectators were agreeably relieved by a merry
after-piece at the close of an earnest and engrossing

tragedy. The distinguishing feature of this drama
was the chorus of ^tyrs, in appropriate dresses

and masks, and its subjects seem to have been

taken from the s-amo class of the adventures of

Bacchus and of the heroes as those of trageiiy
;

but of course they were so treated and selected,

that the presence of rustic satyrs would seem ap-

propriate. In their jokes and drollery and naivetd

consisted the merriment of the piece
;

for the kings

and heroes who were introduced into their com-
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pany were not of necessity thereby divested of

their epic and legendary character (Horace, Jr.

Poet. 222, speaks of the “ incolumi gravitate ”),

though they wjrre obliged to conform to their situ-

ation and suffer some diminution of dignity, from

their positiom Hence Welcker {NaeJUruff, p. 331)
observes, the Satyrical drama, which, so to speak,

w'as ^ the Epos turned into prose, and interspersed

with jokes nuide by the chorus,” is well spoken of

as a ” playful tragedy ” (wal^ovaa Tpay<pS(a),

being both in form and materials the same as tra-

gedy. Thus also Horace (Ar. Poet. 231) says

:

ETutire loves indigna Tragoedia versus

Intercrit Siityris jxiulum pudibiuida protervis,

alluding in the first line to the mythic or epic ele-

ment of the Satyric drama, which he calls Tmgoe-
dia, and in the second representing it ns being

rather ashamed of its company. The scene was of

course laid in the suppos^ haunts of the Satyrs,

as we learn from Vitruvius (v. 0): “Satyricae

scenac omantur arlmribus, montibus reliquisquo

agrestibus rebus,” all in keeping with the incidents

of the pieces, and reminding the spectators of the

old Dithyramb and the god Dionysus, in whose
honour the dramatic contests were originally held.

We must howc%’cr observe that there were some
characters and legends, which as not presenting

any serious or pathetic aspects, were not adapted

for tragedy, and therefore were naturally appro-

priated to the Sat)'ric drama. Such were Sisy-

phus, Autolycus, Circe, Callisto, Midas, Omphale,
and the robber Skiron. Hercules also, as he aft-

pears in Aristophanes {Rctnae) and the Alcestis

of Euripides, was a favourite subject of this drama,

ns being no unfit companion for a drunken Silenus

and his crew, (Muller, 295.) The Odyssce also,

says Lessing (/>c5t’n dcs Sop/iocles, § 115), was in

general a rich storehouse of the Satyrical plays
;

but though the Cyclops of Euripides, the only

satyrical play extant, was taken from it, the list

of Satyric pieces given by Welcker (Xnchtro^, p.

284—322) hardly confirms this assertion.

We now come to the improvements made in

tragedy by Aeschylus, of which Aristotle {I*oct.

iv. § IG) thus speaks :— “ He first added a s«'cond

actor and diminished the parts of the chorus, and
made the dialogtin the principal part of the action ”

(Tiv K6yov ttpotTar/iaviar^v iraptcriceuaot). Ho
also availed himself of the aid of Agathnrehus, the

scene-painter, and improved the costume of his

actors by giving them thick-soled boots (^/agdroi),

ns well ns the masks, which he made more expres-

sive and characteristic. Horace (Ar. Poet, 278)
thus alludes to his improvements :

—
“personae pallacquc repertor honcstae

Aeschylus, et modicis instravit pulpita tignis

Et docuit mognumque loqui, nitique colhumo ”

The custom of contending w’ith trilogies (Tpikoyicu\

or with three plays at a time, is said to have been

also introduced by him. In fact he did so much for

tragedy, and so completely built it up to its “ tower-

ing height,” that he was considered the father of it.

The subjects of this drama, as we have before inti-

mated from Plutarch, were not connected with the

worship of Dionysus
;
but rather with the great

cycle of Hellenic legends and some of the myths
of the Homeric Epos. Accordingly he said of him-

self (Athen. viii, p. .347, e) that his dramas wero

but scraps and fragments from the great fensU of
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Homer. Another instance of his departure from

the spirit and form of the old tragedy* as connected

with Dionysus* is shown in his treatment of the

Dilhyrambic chorus of fifty men* which in his tri*

log)’ of the Orcstcia he did not bring on the stage

all at once, but divided it into separate parts n)ok>

ing a different set of choreutae for each of the three

iecea. (Mliiler, Eumenid.) In the latter part of

is life Aeschylus made use of one of the iroprovc>

menu of Sophocles, namely the TpiTaTwvnrr^s, or

third actor. This was the finishing stroke to the
,

dramatic element of Attic tragedy, which Sopho-

cles is said to have matured by further improve-

menu in costume and scene-painting. Under him
tragedy appears with less of sublimity and stom-

ne&a than in the hands of Aeachylus, but with

more of calm grandeur and quiet dignity and touch-

ing incident His latter plays are the perfection

of the Grecian tragic drama, os a work of art and
poetic composition in a thoroughly cho.stoned and
classic style, written when os he says of himself he

had put away tho boyish pomp of Aeschylus (rhi'

At^xi^Aot; 8(OTCTa4xws (rfKov\ and the harsh ob-

scurity of his own too great refinements, and at-

tained to that style which he thought the best,

and most suited for portraying the characteri of

men, (Plot. tU l*ro. U..9. p.79, b.) The intro-

duction of the third actor enabled him to do this

tho more effi“Ctttally, by showing the principal cha-

racter on different sides and under different cir-

cumstances, both as excited by the opposition of

one and drawn out by the sympathies of another.

[Histrio, p. 611.] Hence though the play* of

Sophocles are longer than those of Aeschylus, still

there is not a corresponding increase of action, but

a wore perfect delineation of character. Creon for

instance in the Antigone, and Ajax ore more per-

fi'Ct and minutely drawn characters than any in

Aeschylus. The part of the chorus is, on the other

liaitd, considerably diminished in his plays. Ano-

ther distinguishing feature in them is their mural

significance and ethical teacliing. Though the rha-

nu’ters in them arc taken from the old lubJccU of

national interest, still they do not always appear

ns heroes, or al»ove the level of common humanity,

but in such situations and under the influence of

such motives, passions, and feelings as fall to the

lot of men in general ; so that “ every one may re-

cognise in them some likeness of hhnsclf."

In the hands of Euripides tragedy deteriorated

not only in dignity, but also in its moral and reli-

gious significance, lie introduces his heroes in

rags and tatters, and busies them with petty affairs,

and makes them speak the language of evcr}’-d;iy

life. As Sophocles said of him (Arist. Poet. 125),

he represented men not as they ought to be, bnt as

they are, w'ilhout any ideal greatness or poetic

character— thoroughly prosaic p>ersonageB. His

dialogues too were little else than the rhetorical
!

and forensic language of his day cleverly put into

,

verse : full of sophistry and quibbling distinctions. >

One of the peculiarities of his tragedies was the

r/)d\o70T, an introductory monologue, with which

some hero or god opens the play, telling who he

is, what is tbc state of aflairs, and what has hap-

pened up to the time of his address, so as to put

the audience in possession of every fact which it

might be necessary for them to know : a very

business-like proce^ing no doubt, but a poor makc-
8hit\ for artisiical skill. The ^ Deus ex raaebina,**

also, though not always, in a ** nodus, tali vindicc
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dignufl,” wns frequently employed by Euripides to

effect the denoument of his pieces. The chonis loo

no longer discharged its proper and high functions

either os a ropresontaiive of the fiwlings of unpre-

judiced observers, or, **ns ono of the actors and a
part of the whole,” joining in the development of

the piece. Many of his choral odes in fact are

but remotely connected in subject with the action

of the play. Another novelty of Euripides was the

use of the ” monodies” nr lyrical songs >» which
not the chorus, but the princi|«l persons of the

drama, declare their emotions and sulferings. They
were amongst the roost brilliant (Arts of his pieces,

and being sung by persons on the stage, arc some-
times described as ^5ol dir8 aKriy^s. (Phot.

s. r.) Aristophanes often {lanidied them, and
makes Euripides say of hitnscdf (Miffoe, 1^44), tliat

he “nurtured tragedy with monodies introducing

Cephisophon ” his chief actor, to sing them.

E7t* ijf4Tpe<pov fiovtifiiauSy Kif^ptoo^yTa fxiyyvs,

Euripides was also the inventor of tragi-comedy,

which not improbably suggested, as it certainly

resembled, the 'lAaporpa^^Si'a of the Alexandrian

age, the latter being a luilf-tragic, half-comic dram:i,

or rather a parody or travesty of tragical subjects.

A specimen of the Euripldcan tragi-comedy is still

extant in the Alcestis, acted b. c. 438, ns thi‘ last

of four pieces, and therefore as a substitute for a

Satyrical drama. Though tragic in its form and
some of its Kcnes, it has a mixture of comic and
satyric characters Hercules) and concludes

happily.

It remains to make some remarks on the natiire

and object of Greek tragedy in general, and on

the parts into which it wns dividetl. According

to Plato (/.^7. viL p. 817) the truest tragedy is an

imitation of the noblest and best life
:

p.itxT}(ris

ToC KoAAljrroy «al iplarov 0tov. Aristotle's dtv

finition is more cottiprehcnsive and pt*rha{« perfi’ct.

“Tragedy is an imitation of an action that is im-

portant (cnroeSalav), and entire, and of a pro{M>r

magnitude, in pleasurable language, by nxxms of

action, not of narration, and clTi'Cting tlirougli t -r-

ror and pity the refinement and correction of such

passions “ (t^v rotoi^wi' irc^fi.dra>y KdOapoiv). Ho
then adds. Tragedy contains six parts: the story,

t. e. the combination of incidents or plot, maimers,

expivssion, sentiment^ dcc'iratinn, and mu^ic (TiC-dor

K(U ivol Kol SidKoio, Kol koI >cc\o-

wotta). Of these tho ator)’ is the principal part,

developing the character of agents aud being in

fact the ver)' soul of tragedy. The mamicrH conic

next, and manifest the dispositiim of the speakers.

The sentiments lake the third pbici', and compre-

hend whatever is said, whether pniving anything,

or expressing some general reflection. Afterwanla

he adds Fables are of two sorts, simple .and ctiUi-

plicatcd (ot nky axXo^ ot 5« ir€TX«77i(Vo4}, the

catastrophe of the former produced without a revo-

lution or discovery, of the latter with one or both.

Nuvv a revolution (r«piir4r«ta) is a change to tho

reverse of what is expected from the circumstances

of the action : a discovery (dyayytipi<rts) is a change

from known or unknown, happening between cha-

racters whose happiness or unhappiness forms the

catastrophe of the drama. The best sort of dis-

covery is accompanied by a revolution, as in tho

Oedipus. Aristotle next enumerates the parts of

qua/Uity (icard rh wochy) or division in tragedy :

these are, the prologue, episode, exode, and choral
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Bongs
;
the last divided into the pnrode and Bta«i-

inon. The irp6\oyo5 is all that part of a tragedy

which precedes the parodos of the chorus, i.e. the

first act. The 4itti(T6Stov is all the part between

whole choral odes. The f(oSos that part which

has no choral ode after it. Of the choral part the

vrdpoSos is the first speech of the whole chorus ( not

broken up into parts); the stasimon is without

anapaests and trochees. These two divisions were

sung by all the cliorcutiie (fcotyit. aircU^ct>y), but

the “ songs on the stage ” and the K6nfun by a

part only (fSiO 51 ri Axi rljy aKtiv^s kcH k6hhoi).

The coinmus, which properly means a wailing for

the dead, was generally used to express strong ex-

citement, or lively sympathy with grief and suffer-

ing, especially by Aeschylus. It was common to

the actors and a portion onlv of the chonis {KOfifxhs

51 dpjjeos, Kotvhi trxTjKns), whence
its derivative KOfifiarucd is used to designate

liroken and interrupted songs sung either by indi-

vidual choreutac or divisions of the chorus. (Mul-

ler, Eumcn. p. 84.) Again the irdpoios was so

named as l)eing the passage-song of the chorus

sung while it was advancing to its proper place in

the orchestra, and therefore in anapaestic or march-

ing verse: the otow’i/uok, ns being chnunted by the

chorus when standing still in its proper position.

{Suit!, and Eiym. flfatm.)

With respect to the ends or purposes of Tragedy,

Aristotle observes that tbej' are best effected by
the representation of a change of fortune from

prosperity to adversity, happening to a person

neither eminently virtuous nor just, nor yet in-

v«»lved in misfortune by deliberate vice or villany,

but by some error of human frailty, and that he

should also be a person of high fame and eminent

prosperity, like Oedipus or Thyestes. Hence, he

adds, Euripides is not censurable, as is generally

Kup|>i>8cd
;

for tragedies wnth an unhappy termina-

tion like his, have always the most frof/ic effect
;

and Euripides is the most tragic of all poets, i.e.

succeeds best in producing pity : an expression

espcc’uilly true of some scenes in the Medea. In

Aeschylus, the feelings of pity and melancholy

interest are generally excited by the relation in

which his heroes stand to destiny. He mostly

represents them ns vainly struggling against a

blind but irresistible fate, to whose power (ac-

cording to the old Homeric notion) even the father

of gods and men is forced to yield, and it is only

occisiunally, ns in the R|dendid chorus of the Eunic-

nides (522), that we trace in him any intimations

of a moral and retributive government of the world.

Hence there is a want of moral lessons in his

works. I'l Sophocles, on the contrarj*, we see

indications of a different tone of thought, and the

superintendence of a directing and controlling

jKiwer is distinctly recognized ;
“ the great Zeus

in heaven, who superintends and directs all things.*'

{I'Jledr. 1 74
1

Thirl wall, PhU. Afus. vol. ii. p. 482.)

7’hc materials of Greek tragedy were the national

mythology,

“ Presenting Thebes, or Pelops’ line.

Or the tale of Troy divine."

'J’he exceptions to this were the two historical

tragedies, the “Capture of Miletus,” by Phrjmi-

chus, and the “ Persians " of Aeschylus ;
but they

ladong to an early period of the art. Hence the

plot and story of the Grecian tragedy were of

necessity known to the spectators, a circumstance
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which strongly distinguishes the ancient tragedy

from the modern, and to which is owing in some
measure the practical and quiet irony in the hand*

ling of a subject, described by Thirlwall (Phil.

Afus. ii. p. 483, &c.) as a characteristic of the

tragedy of Sophocles.

The functions of the Chorus in Greek Tragedy
were very important, ns described by Horace (Ar.

Poet. 193),

“ Actoris partes chorus officiumque virile

Defendat : neu quid incdios intercinat actus.

Quod non proposito conducat,ct hacrcatnpte,"&c.

Wc must conceive of it, says A. W. Schlegel, ns

the personification of the thought inspired by the

represented action
;
in other w'ords, it often ex-

presses the reflections of a dispassionate and right-

minded spectator, and inculcates the lessons of mo-
rality and resignation to the will of heaven, taught

by the occurrence of the piece in which it is en-

gaged. Besides this, the chorus enabled a poet to

produce an image of the “ council of elders,” which
existed under the heroic governments, and under
whose advice and in whose presence the ancient

)>rinccs of the Greek tragedy generally acted.

This image wuis the more striking and vivid, inas-

much as the chonis was taken from the people at

large, and did not at all differ from the ap|K*arance

and stature of ordinary men ; so that the contrast

or relation between them and the actors was the

s.ame as that of the Homeric \aoi and HvcucTts.

I>astly, the choral songs produced an agreeable

pause in the action, breaking the piece into parts,

while they presented to the spectator a lyrical

and musical expression of his own emotions, or

suggested to him lofty thoughts and great argu-

ments. As Schlegel says, the chorus was the

spectator idealised. With respect to the number
of the chorus, Muller {Lit. of Greece., 300) thinks

that out of the dithyrarahic chonis of 50 a quad-
rongnl.ar chorus of 48 persons was first formed,

and that this was divided into sets of 12, one for

each play of a tetraloge
; but in the time of So-

phocles, the tragic chorus amounted to 15, a

number which the ancient grammarians always
presuppose in speaking of its arrangements, though
it might be that the form of the Aeschylean tra-

gedy afterwards became obsolete.

The preceding account should be read in connec-

tion with the articles Chorus, Dionysia, Histrio,
and The.atrum.
The explanation of the following phrases may

be useful.

UapaxopirYVf^a : this W’ord was used in case of

a fourth actor appearing on the stage
;
probably

because the choragus was required to be at an

extra expense in supplying him with costume, &c.;

sometimes actors so called spoke, as the chiVacter

of Pylades does (Aesch. Ci/aejA. 900—902)

;

sometimes they were mutes.

riapaoK^i'ioi' : this phrase was used when one

of the choreutoe spoke in song, insU'ad of a fourth

actor, probably near or lichind the side-scenc-s.

riofnjyopiinaTa were voices off the stage, and not

seen, ns the frogs in the Ranac. (Pollux, iv. 109

;

Schol. in Ariftoph, Pac. 113.)

Hapax<»piitutTa^ persons who came forw-ard but

once, something like the xpAawra irporaTtKi, or

introductory persons who open a drama and never

appear .again
; ns the watchman in the Agamem-

non, and Polydorus in the Hecuba. Terence also
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frequently tucs the persona protatica. (PonaL

I'cr. Prolofj. ad Andr.)

The ^ixopia was a double chorus, formed of the

choruses of two separate plays ; thus at the end
of the Eumenides of Aeschylus the Furies of one

play and tlie festal train of another come on the
.

scnffe together. (MUller, Literat. dec. p. 300.)

The principal modem writers on the Greek

Tragedy are mentioned in the course of the article.

The reader may also consult Wochsmuth, vol. H.

pL iL pp. 467, 4*21
;
Oiuppo, Ariadnf^ [He Tragitche

Kvn«t der (Jriechen i» i7/rer JCntvickelvng utul in

ikrrrn i!usammcnianpe mil der Volkfjwtnc^ JV*H.

1034 ;
Muecum CViViram, vol. li. p. Cfl, &c.

;
Cop-

leston, Vraeifclumct Acadcmicac ; Schneider, f Vier

d’%» Aliitchf Theattrwccen^ on exceedingly valuable

book.

*2. Roman. The tragedy of the Romans was,

for the most part, an imitation of, or mthor a bor*

rowing from, the Greek, the more imperfect and
unnatural, ns the construction of the Roman
theatre afforded no appropriate place for the

chorus, which was therefore obliged to appear on

the stage, instead of in the orchestm. The first

tragic poot and actor at Rome (Gellius, xxi. 17) was

Livius Andronicus, a Greek by birth, who began

to exhibit in B. c. 240. From the account in

Livy (vii. 2), it would seem that in his monodies

(or the lyrical parts sung, not by a chorus, but by

one person), it wni customary to separate the sing-

ing from the mimetic dancing, leaving the latter

only to the actor, while the singing was performed

by a l)oy placed near the flute-player {ante tiU-

cinem ) ; so tl*at the dialogue only {dtrertia) was

left to be spoken by the actors. One of the plays '

written by him was an ** Andromeda and he
|

also made a Iwiliu prose translation of the OdyMee. I

'I'lie next tragic poet at Rome was Naevius, who
however appears to have written comedies ns well

as tragedies (Micron, in ICuscb. Ofymp. 144. 3),

and a history of the first Punic war: so tlmt the

writing of imgedies was not a^dislinct profession

at Hume, as at Athens. An ** AlcestU ** seems to

have been wrillen by him. To the same epoch as

Livius Andntnicus, and Naevius, belongs Ennius,

who resembled the latter in being on epic p«>et os

well 08 a tragedian. Amongst the plays written

by him arc mentioned, a Meden, an Ajax, a

Pliocnlssae, an Iphigenia, an Andromache, and a

Mecuba. The metre used by him and Naevius

was iambic or trochaic in the dialogue, and ann*

]jnestic for the lyrical parts. (Gellius, xl 4.) The
next distinguished tragedian was Pacitviue, a

nephew of Ennius, and a painter also. Mis style

was more rcinarknblo for spirit and vigour of ex-

pression than polish or refinement, a deficiency

nttribntablc to his age and provincial origin, as he

was bom at Ilruudisium. Among bis plug's occur

an Antiopo, a Chiyses, and a Dulorestes (Quinlil.

X. 1 ;
Cicero, Oral, iii. 39), and his tragedies

found admirers even in the time of Persius (i.

77). Cicero (/. c.) quotes from him a spirited

translation of the concluding lines of the Promc-

tlious Vinctus of Aeschylus. Attius or Accius

the younger w*as junior to Pacuvius by about fifty

years. Ilia earlier plays were, as he himself nd-

inilli d, liarsh and obscure (Gellius, xiiL 2); but

his style prubably altered with increasing years.

Many fragments of bis pltiys occur in Cicero and
the Latin grammarians, Miomodes, Nonius, and
V.'UTo. Me was also a writer of annals in hexa-
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meter verses. (Macrob. Sal. i. 7.) The five poets

mentioned above belong to the earlier epoch of

Roman tragedy, in which little was written but
translations and imitations of the Greek, with oc-

casional insertions of original matter. Mow they

imitated the stmeture of the choral odes is doubt-

ful, perhaps they never attempted it. Ennius,

Pacuvius, and Accius arc contrasted by Cicero

(dc Oral. iii. 7), with Aeechylus, Sophocles, and
Euripides; and of the two lost Quintilian (x. L
§ 97) says, “ Virium Accio plus tribuitnr ; Pucii-

vium videri doclioreni, qui esse docti affectant,

vohint”

In the age of Augustus the WTtting of tragedies,

whether original or imitations, sci ms to have Iktr
quite a f^ionablc occupation. The emperor him-
self attempted an Ajax, but did not succeed

;
and

when his friends asked him, ** Quidnam Ajax
ngerct ? ” his reply was ** Ajacem suiim in spongiam
incubuisse.*' (Suet. Aug. 35.) One of the prin-

cipal tragedians of this epoch «*.*» Asinius Pullio,

to whom the line (Virg. viiL 10)

** Sola Sophoclco tua cannina digna cothumo,”

is supposed to apply : he also excelled in other

literary arcomplisoments. (Mar. farm. ii. 1.) Ovid
{Trial, ii. 556) also wr<»te a tragedy, of which
Quintilian (x. 1. § 98) says, ^Ovidii Medea vi-

detur niibi ostendere, quantum tile vir praestnre

potuerit si ingenio suo temperarc quam indnlgeru

maluisset.” M is ^^armorum judicium " { Metomor.
xiiu) l»elween Ajax and Ulysses, on which Pacu-
vius and Accius also w'rotc dramas, proves that

he might have rivalled Euripides in rhetorical

skill. Quintilian also says of Vnriiis, who was
distinguished in epic os well as tragic pnetr}' (Mnr.

(Jann. i. 6, Ar. Port. 55 ; Tacit. IHaL xii. 1), that

his ThyesU^s might be compared with any of the

Orel k tragedies. Some fragments of this Thyestes
ore extant, but wo have no other remains of the

tragedy of the Augtistan age. The loss perliaps is

not gfi at ;
for the w-aut of a national and indi-

genous mythology must have disabled the Roman
|MK-*ts from producing any original counterparts of

the Greek tragedy
;
besides which, in llio later

days of the republic, and under the empire, the

Roman people were too fond of gladiatorial shows,

and beast-fights, and gorgeous speclaclcs, to en-

courage the dranm. Moreover, it is also manifest

that a tragedy like that of the Greeks could nut
have flourished under a des|K>tism.

The only complete Roman tragedies that have
come down to us arc the ton attributed to the

philosoj»hcr Seneca, But whether he wrote any
of them or not is a disputed point. It is agreed

that they arc not all from the same hand, and it

is doubtful whether they are alt of the same age
even. In one of them, the Medea, the author

' made his hen>ine kill her children on the stage,

I

** coram populo,'* in spite of the precept of Moraeo.

;

Schlegcl (I^ect. viil) thus speaks of them: **To
whatever .'^e they belong, they arc Wyond dc-

8cri])tiun bombastic and frigid, utterly unnatural in

character and action, and full of the moat revolting

violations of propriety, and barren of all theatrical

cff(*ct. W’ith the old Grecian tragedies they have

nothing in common but the name, the exterior

funn, and the matter. Their persons ore neither

ideal nor real men. but misshapen giants of pup-
pets, and the w'irc that moves them is at one time

iui uunatund heroism, at another a pouion alike
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unnntuml, which no ntrocity of jr«ni can nppal.'*

Still they have hod admirer*: Ileinsiu* calls the

Hippolytus “ divine," and prefer* the Troades to

the Hwubn of Euripides : even Racine ha* bor-

rowed from the llippolytus in hi* Fhcdre.

Roman tragedian* sometimes wrote iraeedie*

on subjects taken from their national history.

Pacuvius, €.g. w’rotc a Paulut, L. Accius a UruiMM

and a Dfcius. (Cic. de />»». L ‘J*2.) Curiatiu* Ma-
temus, also a distintfuished orator in the reign of

Dnmitioit, wrote a Domitius and a Cato, the latter

of which gave offence to the ruler* of the state

( jtoictiliHm aairnos Tacit that 2 ;
Lang.

Vind. Trag. Homan, p. 14). The fragmenU of the

Thyeste* of Variu* are given by Botlnus, Poet

Acv*. La/. Frag. p. 279.

TRA'GUI/a. [Hasta, p..S89,a.]

TRANSA'CTIO IN VIA. [Actio, p. 1 1, a.]

TRA'NSFUOA. [DasKRTOB.]

TUANSTRA. [Navis, p.TBfha.]

TRANSVR'CTIO E't^UlTUM. [Eq^itbs.!

TRAUMATOS EK PRONOIAS ORAPHE
(T(>avgarot 4k irporolai ypaift^i). Our principal

information respecting this action i* derived from

two speeches of Lysias, namelv, vpits J,ifMya and

v«pl rpavfietTOi 4k wporolar, though they do not

supply US with many particulars. It appears,

however, that this action could not be brought by

<wg person who had been wounded or assaulted

by another, but that it wtis necessary to prove that

there had Wn an intention to murder the person

who hud been wounded ;
consequently the irpdt'om

consisted in such an intention. Case* of this kind

w'cre brought before the Areiopngus: if the ac-

cused was found guilty, he htis exiled from the

state and his projierty confiscated. (Compare Dcm.

c. Arigiocr. 627. 22, c. Hoeot. 1018. 9, Aesch. de

Fait. Lrg. 270, c. Oes. 410, 608 ; Lys. e. Aadoc.

p. 212; Luclm, 7V»»o«, 46; Pollux, viii, 40;
Meier, Atf. Pme. p, 814.)

TRESSIS. [Ah, p. I4l,a.]

TRESVIUI. [Triumviri.]

TUIA'IIII. [E.VKRCiTi'H, pp. 495—497, 501,

b.]

TUl'RULA or TRI'BUUJ.M (rptS6\os\ a

corn-drag, consisting of a thick and ponderous

wooden board, which was anued underneath with

pie<‘C» of iron or sharp Hint* and drawn over the

com by A yoke of oxen, cither the driver or a heavy

weight lw;ing placed npon it, for the purpose of se-

parating the grain and cutting the straw. (Vairo,

de lie liHsi. i. .^2; Ovid. Mrt. xiii. 803 ; Plin. //.

A*, xviii. 30 ;
I.ongus, iii. 22 ;

Bninck, Anal. ii.

215 ; Amos, L 3.) Together with the trihula an-

other kind of drag, colled truMa^ was also some-

time* used, which it is probable was either entirely

of Slone or made of the trunk of a tree. (Virg.

iin^rg. i. 164 ;
Serviua, ad loe. ; Col. rfe He Hn*t.

ii. 21.) These instruments arc still used in Orcecc,

;

Asia Mintw, Gc<»rgia, and S\’ria,and are dcscrilxjd

by various travellers in those countries, but more

estHrinliy by Paul Lucas iVogage^ vol. i. p. 182),

Sir H. K. porter (TraveU., vol. i. p. 158), Jackson

{./oumey from Indtay p. 249), and C. Fellows,

(.Journal., pp. 70, 333). The com is threshed upon

a circular floor (ami, SAwk), cither paved, made
of hardened clay, or of the natural rock. It is first

heaped in the centre, and a person is constantly

occupied in throwing the sheaves under the drag

as the oxen draw it round. Luca* and Felloa**

have given print* representing tho tribula a* now

TRIBUNUS.

used in the East. The verb tribulare (Cato, de Re
Huft. 23), and the verbal noun trihulatio were ap-

plied in a secondary sense to denote affliction in

general. [J. \ J

TRI'BULUS {rpiio\oi\ a caltrop, also called

murrjT. (Val. Max. iii. 7. §2 ;
Curt iv. 13. g 36.)

When a place was beset with troops, the one party

endeavoured to impede tho cavalry of the other

party cither by throwing before them caltrops,

which Dcccsttrily lay with one of their four sharp

point* turned upward*, or by burying tho cal-

trops with one point at the suffacc of the ground.

(Veget de He Mil. iii. 24; Jul. Afric. 69, ap. IV/.

Math. Graec, p. 311.) The annexed woodcut is

taken from a brnnxe caltrop figured bv Caylu*
(//ecweiV, iv. pi. 98). [J- Y!]
TRIBU'NAL {$rjfxa\ a raised platform, or, to

use the temi adopted fmm the French, tribune, on
which the praetor and judices snt in the B.a*ilica.

It is described under Basilica (p. 199).

There w’us a tribunal in the camp, which was
geneni!ly fomicd of. turf, but sometimes, in a sta-

tionary camp, of flonc, from which the general

addressed the soldiers, and where the consul and
tribunes of the soldiers administered justice.

When tho general addressed the army from the

tribun-ol, the standards were planted in front of it,

and the army placed round it in order. The ad-

dress itself HTi* called Allocuth. (Plut Pomp. 41;

Lipsius, de Milii. Horn. iv. 9 ; Castra.)
A tribunal was sometimes erected in honour of a

deceased imperator, as, for example, the one raised

to the memorj' of Oermanicus. (Tacit A nnal. ii. 83.)

Pliny (//. xvi. 1) applies the term to em-
bankments against the sea. [P. S.]

TRIBU'NUS. This word seems originally to

have indicat«?d an officer connected with a tribe

(trilms\ or who represented a tribe for certain pur-

poses
;
and this is indeed the character of the

officers who were designated by it b the earliest

lime* of Rome, and may be tme^ also in the later

officers of this name. We subjoin an account of

all the Roman officers known under this name.
1. Tribi'Nbr op the thrrk ancient triuks.

At the time when all the Roman citizens were
contained in the three tribes of the Ramnes, Titics,

and ljuceres, each of them was headed by a tribune

(«pl;Aapxo^ Dionys. ii. 7; Dig. 1. til. 2. *.2. §20;
Sen*, ad Aen. v. 560), and these three tribunes

represented their respective tribes in all civil, reli-

I
gious, and militAry nflairs

;
that is to say, they
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were in the citj the magistratos of their tribce, and
performed the sacra on their behalf, and in times

of war they were their military commanders. (Lir.

i. 59; Diotiys. ii. C4 ;
Varro, do Untj. ImI. v. 81.)

Niebuhr {UitL of Rome^ i. p. .381) supposes that

the trdfunui celerum was the tribune of the Uamnes,
the oldest and noblest amon;; the three tribes, and

in this opinion he is followed by Giitlling {iJr$ch.

d. Rom. i>l(taUverf, p. 166), though it is in direct

contradictioD to Dionysius (iL 13) and Pomponius

(</« Oria. Jur. Dig. 1. tit. 2. s. 2. § 15), according

to whom the tribunus celeruro was the commander
of the co/rres, the king’s body-guard, a statement

which is rejected by Niebuhr without his being

supported by any ancient authority, except that

Dionysius in one passage (ii. 64) vaguely speaks

of trihuni cclenim in the plural. That however
the tribunus celerum was really distinct from the

three tribunes of the tribes, is acknowledged by

Niebuhr himself in a subse<|uent part of his work
(iiL p. 41). In what manner the tribunus cclcrum

W’os appointed is uncertain, but notwithstanding

the statement of Dlnnysius, that Tan|uinius Su-

porbus gave this. o(fice to L. Junius Brutus, it is

much more probable that he w’os elected by the

tribes or curiae
;

fur we find that when the im-

porium was to bo conferred upon the king, the

comilia were held under the presidency of the tri-

bunus celt rum, and in the ab^nce of the king, to

whom this officer was next in rank, ho convoked

the comitia; it w*&s in an assembly of this kind

that Brutus proposed to deprive Tnrqninius of the

imprrium. (IjIv. i. 59.) A law passed under the

presidency of tlic tribunus celerum was called a

Itx tribunicia^ to distinguish it fn>m one passed

under the presidency of tho king. [Lx.x Uigia.]

The tribunes of the three ancient tril>es ceased to

be appointed when these tribes themselves ceased

to exist as political bodies, and when tho patricians

became incor|>omted in the local tribes of Servius

Tullius. [Tribus (Romas).]
2. Thidunks of the Skhvias tribe.s. When

Servius Tullius dividi*d the commojuilty into thirty

local tribes, w*e again find that at tlie head of each

of these tribes there was a tribune, whom Dionysius

calls <pv\apxot.t like those of the patrician triljes.

( Diony 8. iv. 1 4.) He mentions them only in connec-

tion with the city tribes, but there om be no doubt

that each of the rustic tribes wus likewise headed

by a tribune. The duties of these tribuiicii, who
W'cre without doubt the most distinguished per-

sons in their respective districts, appear to have

consisted at first in keeping a register of the in-

habitants in each district and of their property,

for purposes of taxation and fur levying the troops

fur the armies. When subsequently the Roman
pe<iple Ix'came exempted from taxes, the main part

of their business was taken from them, but they

still continued to exist. Niebuhr (i. p. 421) sup-

poses that the tribuni ocranV, who occur dowm to

the end of the republic, were only the successors of

the tribunes of the tribes. Varro {do Liny. LaL
vi. 86) siwaks of enratorts omnium tribuunu a name
by which ho probably means the tribunus of the

tribes. Wlien in the year 406 B.C. the custom

of giving [>ay {di}>owiium)'Xo the soldiers was in-

troduced, each of the tribuni ocrarii had to collect

the trihntiim in his own tribe, and with it to pay
the soldiers (V'airo, de fAny. IaU. v. 181), and in

auo they did nut fulfil this duty, the soldiers had

tho right of pignoris capio against them. (Cato,
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ap. Gtil. Tii. 10.) In later times their duties ap-
pear to have been confined to collecting the tribu-

tum, which they made over to tho military quaes-

tors who jjaid the soldiers, [(^uaertor.] The
lex Aur*dia (70 b. t.) railed the tribuni acmrii to

the exercise of judicial lunctions, along with tho
senators and equites, as these tribunes represented

the body of the most respectable citizens. (OrelH,
Onom. I'uU. iii. p. 142 ;

Appian, do Roll. Civ. iii.

2.3.) But of this distinction they w*cre subse-

quently deprived by Julius Caesar. (SucL Coes.

41.)

3. Tribuni pi.Kms. The ancient tribunes of
the plebeian lril>es bad undoubtedly the right of
conruking the meeiingi of their tribes, and of main-
taining the privileges granted to them by king
Servius and subsequently by the Valerian laws.

But this protection was very inadequate against

the insatiable ambition and usurpations of the
patricians. When the plebeians, impoverished by
long wars and cruelly oppressed by tho patricians,

at last seceded in the year 494 b. c. to the Mods
Saccr, the patricians were obliged to grant to the

plebeians the right of appointing tribunes {trU/uui

pleU$) with more efficient powers to protect their

own order than those which were pfjs.sesscd by the

heads of the tril>ct. The purpose fur which they
were appointed was only to afford protection auain&t
any abuse on the part of the potrician magistmles

;

and that they might be able to afford such protec-

tion, their persons were declared sacred and invio-

lable,and it was agreed that whoever acted agnin?it

this mviolability should be an outlaw, and that his

property should be forfeited to the temple of Ceres.

(Liv. ii. 3.3 ; Dionya vi. 89.) This decree seems
to contain evidence that the heads of the triWs in

their attempts to protect members of their own
order had lx>en subject themselves to iiiiult and
maltreatment; and that similar things occurred even
after the sanctity of the tribunes wa» established by
treaty, may be inferred fnim the fact, that, some time

after the tribuneship was instituted, luary punish-

ments were again cnocU'd against those, who should

renlurc to annoy a tribune when he was making a
proposithm to the assembly of the tribes. The law
by which these punishments were enacted ordaimtl

that no one should oppose or interrupt a tribune

while addressing tho people, and that whoever
should act contrary to this ordinance should give

bail to the tribun<*s for the (laymcnt of whatever
fine they should affix to his offi-nco in arraigning

him before the commonalty; if he refused to give

bail, his life and property were forfeited. (Dionys.
vii. 17.) It should however be observed tliat this

law belongs to a later date than that assigned to it

by Dionysius, as has been shown by Niebuhr (ii.

p. 98) ; it was in all prolinbility made only a short

time before its first application in 461 b. & in tho

case of Caeso Quinctius. (Liv. iii. 13.) The tri-

bunes were thus enabled to afford protection to any
one who appealed to the assembly of the common-
alty, or required any other assistance. They were
essentially the representatives and the organs of

the plebeian order, and their sphere of action w’ns

the comilia tributo. With the patricians and their

comilia thcr hod nothing to do. The tribunes

themselves however were not judges and could in-

flict no punishments (Gcllius, xiii. 12), but umld
only propose the imposition of a fine to the com-
monalty {multam irroynre). Tho tribunes were
thus in their origin only a protecting magistracy of
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the plcbs,^ but in the course of time their power

increased to such a degree that it surpaasod that

of all other magistrates, and the tribunes then,

as Niebuhr (!• p. (il4) remarks, became a mo-

gistniry for the whole Roman people in opposition

to the senate and the oligarchical elements in

general, althoiu'h they had nothing to do with

the adminiatmtion or the government. During

the latter period of the republic they became true

tyrants, and Niebuhr justly compares their college,

such as it was in later times, to the national con-

vention of France during the first revolution. But

notwithstanding the great and numerous abuses

which were made of the tribunition power by in-

dividuals, the greatest historians and statesmen

confess that the greatness of Rome and its long

duration is in a grciit measure attributable to the

institution of this ofhee.

As regards the numltcr of the tribunes of the

p«'Oplc, all the ancient writers agree (see the pas-

sages in Niebuhr, i. n. lS5fi), that at 6rst they

were only two, though the accounts ditfer ns to the

names of the first tribunes. Soon afterwords, how-

ever, the number of tribunes was increased to five,

one being taken from each of the five classes. (As-

con. in Cie. Com. p. 56, ed. Orelli ; Zooar. vii. 15.)

When this increase took place is quite uncertain.

According to Dionysius (vi.b9) three new tribimes

Were added immediately after the appointment of

the first two. Cicero {I'niffttu Comei. p. 451,

Orelli) states, that the year after the institution of

the tribunes their number was increased to ten

;

according to Livy (ii. 3d) the first two tribunes

immediately after their appointment elected them-

selves thr.'C new colleagues • according to Piso (ap.

Jav. ii. 50) there were only two tribunes down to

the time of the Publilian laws. It would be hope-

less to attempt to ascertain what was really the

rase
;
thus much only is certain, that the number

was not increased to ten till the year 457 B. c.,

and that then two were taken from each of the

five claseei. (Liv. ili. 30 ; Dionya x. 30.) This

iiiimbor appears to hare remained unaltered down
to the end of the empire.

The time when the tribunes were elected a-as,

according to Dionysius (vi. 8.0), always on the lOtb

of Deceml>er, although it is evident fn»m Cicero

{ad Ait. L 1) that in his limo at least the election

took place a. d- xvi. Kal. Sextil. (17th of July.)

It is almost superfluous to state that none but ple-

beians were eligible to the office of tribune
;
hence

when towards the end of the republic patricians

wished to obtain the office, they were obliged first

to renounce their own order and to become plc-

^>eians [Patricii, p. 876] ;
hence also under the

empire it was thought that the prineeps should not

be tribune because ho was a (latrician. (Dion

Cass. liiL 17, 32.) But the influence which be-

longed to this office was too great for the emperors

not to covet it. Hence Augustus received the tri-

bunitia potestas for life, (Suet. Ang. 27 ; Tacit

Anmii. L 2; comporc Suet T'lVr. 9, 23, Vesp» 12, Tit.

6.) During the republic, however, the old regula-

tion remained in force even after the tribunes had

ceased to be the protectors of the picbs alone. The
only instance in which patricians were elected to

the trihuneship is mentioned by Livy (iiL 65),

and this was probably the consequence of an

attempt to divide the tribnneship between the

two orders. Although nothing appears to be more
iiatuml than that the tribunes should originally

TurnuNus.
have been elected by that body of the Roman ciii-

xens which they represented, yet the subject is in-

volved in considerable obscurity. Cicero {Ftwm.
Comal. Lc.) states that they w'ere elected by the

comitia of the curies ; the same is implied in the

accounts of Dion^’sius (/, c.) and Livy (ii. 56), ac-

cording to whom the comitia of the tribes did not

obtain this right till the Ia'X Publilia (472 B.C.;

Liv. ii, 56 ;
Dionys. x. 41). Niebuhr thinks (i.

p. GIB) that down to the Publilian law they were
elected by the centuries, the classes of which thi-y

represent^ in their number, and that the curies, ns

Dionysius himself mentions in another place (vt.

90), had nothing to do with the election except to

sanction it. The election in the comitia of the

centuries however docs not remove the difficulties

whence Ofittling (p. 289) is inclined to think th.nt

the tribunes before the expiration of their offi«-e

appointed their successors, after a previous con-

sultation with the plebeians. The necessity of the

sanction by the curies cannot be doubled, but it

appears to have ceased even some time before the

Publilian law. (Niebuhr, ii. p. 190.) After thii>

time it is never heard of again, and the election of

the tribunes was left entirely to the comitia iribut.i,

which were convoked and held for this purpose by
the old tribunes previously to the expiration of their

office. (Liv, iL 56, &c.; Dionya ix. 43, 49.) One
of the old tribunes was appointed by lot to preside

at the election. (Liv. iiL 64 ;
Appian, de lidl. Cit.

i. 14.) As the meeting could not be prolonged aftor

sunset, and the business w*as to l>c completed in

one day, it sometimes happened tliat it was obliged

to break up before the election was completed, and
that those who were elected filled up the legitimate

number of the college by cooptatio. (Liv. L r.) But
in order to prevent this irregularity the tribune

L. Trebonius in 448 b. c. got on ordinance pass4 d,

according to which the college of the tribunes

should never be completed by cooptatio, but the

elections should be continued on the second day,

if they were not completed on the first, till the

number ten was made up. (Liv, iii. 64, 6.5, v. 10;
comp. Niebuhr, iL p. 383.) The place where the

election of the tribunes was held was originally

and lawfully the F'onim, afterwards also the

Campus Martiut, and sometimes the area of the

Capitol.

We now proceed to trace the gradual grow’th of

the tribunitian power. Although its original cha-

racter was merely auxilinm or /3o^«ia against pa-

trician magistrates, the plebeians appear early to

have regarded their tribunes also as mediators or

arbitrators in matters among themselves. This

statement of Lydus {de Magirt. i. 38, 44 ; Dionys.

vii. 58) has been pointed out by Walter (frcsok d.

Horn. HeditSy^^h). The whole power possessed

by the college of tribunes was designated by the

name trUrtmicia and extended at no time

further than one mile beyond the gates of the city;

at a greater distance than this tliey came undi-r

the imperium of the magistratcu. like every other

cilixen. (Liv. iiL 20; Dionys. viiL 87.) As thry
were the public guardians, it was necessary that

every one should have access to them and at any
time

;
hence the doors of their houses were opH u

day and night for all who were in need of help and
protection, which they were empowered to affonl

against any one, even against the highest magis-

trates, For the same reason a tribune was n >t

allowed to be absent from the city for a whole day,
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except during the Fcriae Latiime, when the whole
people WM lusembled on tho Alban Mount. (Ma-
crob. Sat. L 3.)

Ill the year 456 b. c. the tribunes, in opposition

to the consuls, assumed the right to convoke the

senate, in order to lay before it a rogation and dis-

cuss the same (Dionys. x. 31, 32) ; for until that

time the consuls alone had had the right of laying

picbiscita before the senate for approbation. 8omc
years after, 452 b. c., tho tribune demanded of the

consuls to request the senate to make a senatus-

consultum for the appointment of persons to frame

a new legislation ; and during tho discussions on

this subject the tribunes themsclvrs were present

in the senate. (Dionya x. 5U, 52.) The written

h-gislation which tho tribunes then wished can

only have related to their owm order
;
but os such

A h'gisiation would only have widened the breach

between the two orders, they aRerwards gave way
to the remonstrances of the patricians, and tho new
legislation was to embrace both ordora (Liv. iii.

31 ;
Zonnr. vii. 18.) From tho second decemvi-

rale the iribuDcship was suspended, but aas re-

stored after the legislation was completed, and now
assumed a diflerent character from the change that

had taken place in the tribes. [Tribus (Roman.)]
The tribunes now had the right to be present at

the deliberations of the senate (Liv. Hi. 68, iv. 1);
but they did not sit among the senators themselves,

but upon benches before tho opened doors of the

sen.tte-house. (V'nI. Max. )L 2. § 7 ; F. Hofmann,
/Vr Horn. p. 109, Ac.) The iitviolability

of the tribunes, which had before only rested upon

a contract between the two estates, was now sanc-

tioned and confirmed by a law of M. Homtiua
(Liv. iit. 55.) As the tribes now also iucliided

the patriciaiu and their clients, the tribunes might

n.nturaliy be asked to interpose on behalf of any
citizen, whether patrician or plebeian. Hence the

patrician ex-deccmvIr, Appius Claudius, implored

the protection of the tribunca (Liv. iii. 56 ;

comp, also viii. 33, 34 ; Niebuhr, ii. p. 374.)

About this time the tribunes also acquired the

right to take the auspices in the assemblies of the

tribea (Zonaros, vii. 19.) They also assumed
again the right which they had exercised before

the time of the decemvirute, to bring patricians

who had violated the rights of the plebeians before

tho coroitia of the tribes, ns is clear from seveml

instances. (Liv. iii. 56, Ac., iv. 44, v. 11, Ac.)

Kes]iecting the authority which a plebiscitum pro-

{MMicd to the tribes by a tribune received through

the lex Valeria, see Plbbiscituu. While the

college thus gained outwardly new strength every

day, a change took place in its internal organisa-

tion, which to some extent paralyzed its powers.

Ik'fore the year 394 b. C. every thing hml been

decided in the college by a majority (Liv. il 43,

44 ; Dionya ix. 1, 2, 4l, x. 31) ; but about this

time, we do not know how, a change was intro-

duced, which made the opposition (interccssio) of

one tribune sufficient to n ndcr a resolution of his

colleagues void. (Zonar. vii. 15.) This new re-

gulation does not appear in operation till 394
and 393 b. c. (Liv, v. 25, 29) ; the old one was
still applied in B. & 421 and 415. (Liv. iv. 42,

48 ;
comp. Niebuhr, ii. p. 438.) From their right

of appearing in the senate, and of taking port in

its discussions, and from their being the repre-

sentatives of the whole people, they gradually

obtained the right of intercession against any
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action which a magistrate might undertiko durin;i

the time of his office, and this even without giving

any reason for it. (Appion, de U^U. Cw. L 23.)

Thus we find a tribune preventmg a consul cot'-

Toking the senate (Polyb. vL 16), preventing th<*

propostil of new laws or elections in the comitii

(Liv. vi. 35, vii. 17, x. 9, xxvii. 6); and they

interceded agninst the official functions of the

censors (Dion Cass, xxxvii. 9 ;
Liv. xliii. 16) ;

and even against a command issued by the praetor.

(Liv. xxxviii. 60 ; GelL vii. 19.) In the same
manner a tribune might place his veto upon an
ordinance of the senate (Polyb. rt 16 ;

Diim Cas^,

xli. 2) ;
and thus either compel the senate to sub*

mit the subject in question to a fresh consideration,

or to raise tho session. (Caes. de lieit. CSv. i. 2 ;

Appian, de Ddl. CYr. I 29.) In order to propose

a measure to the senate they might themselves con-

voke a meeting ((Jellius, xiv. 7), or when it had
been convoked by a consul they might make their

proposal even in opposition to the consul, a right

which no other magistrates had in the presence of

tho consuls. The Knate, on the other hand, had
itself, in certain cases, recourse to the tribunes.

Thus, in 431 B. c. it requested the tribunes to

compel tho consuls to appoint a dictator, in com-

pliance with a decree of the senate, and the tri-

bunes compelled the consuls, by threatening them
with imprisonment, to appoint A. Postumiiis

Tubertus dictator, (fjiv. iv. 26.) From this tinio

forward we meet with several instances in which

the tribunes compelled the consuls to comply with

the decrees of the senate, si non esemt in auctoriL/te

eenatus^ and to execute its commands. (Liv. v. 9,

xxviiu 45.) In their relation to the senate a

change was introduced by the J*UrU$citum Aliniun^

which ordained that a tribune, by virtue of his

office, should be a senator. (Gellius, xiv, 8 ;
Zonnr.

vii 15.) When this plebiscitum was made is un-

c^tain ; but we know that in 170 B. c. it was not

yet in operation. (Liv. xiv. 15.) It pro)>ahly

originated with C. Atinius, who was tribune in

8. c. 132. (Liv. Epit. 69 ; Plin. If.N. vii. 45.)

But as the quaostorsbip, at least in later timc.%

was the office which persons held previously to

the tribnneship, and os the quaestorship itself con-

ferred upon a person the right of being present and
expressing his opinion in the senate, the law uf

Atinius was in most cases superfluous.

In their relation to other magistrates wc may
observe, that the right of intercessio was not con-

fined to slopping a magistrate in his proceedings,

but they might even command their viatorcs

[Viator] to seise a consul or a censor, to im-

prison him, or to throw him from tho Tar|)cinii

rock. (Liv. it 56, iv. 26, v. 9, ix. 34, EpU. 48,

55, 59 ; Cic. de iii. 9, in Fo/w. 9 ;

Cass, xxxvii. 50.) It is mentioned by I^l>eo and
Varro {ap, (r<U, xliL 12) that the tribunes, when
they brought an accusation agninst any one before

the people, had tho right of jrrehensiOy but net

the right of t*oca/io, that is, they might command a
person to be dragged by their viatorcs before th:i

comitia, but could not summon biro. An attempt to

account for this singularity is made by Gellius

(/. c.). They might, os in earlier times, propose a
6ne to be indicted upon the person accused before

the comitia, but in tome cases they dropped tins

proposal and treated the case as a capital one.

(Liv. viii. 33, xxv. 4, xxvi. 3.) The college of

tribunes had al&o the power of making edicts, its
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that montionod by Cicero (m Terr. ii. 41 ; comp.

Oell. iv, 14 ;
Liv. xxxWii. i*2). In ca*ef in which

one member of the college opposed a resolution of

his collengiies nothing could be done, and the

measure was dropped ; but this useful check was

removed by the example of C. Tiberias Gracchus,

in which a precedent was given for proposing to

the people that a tribune obstinately persisting in

his veto should be deprived of his office. (Appion,

de lidL Civ. i. 12 ; Plut Tib. GraccA. 1 ), 12, 15 ;

Cic. tie Leg. lit 10 ; Dion Cass, xxxvi. 13.)

From lh<‘ time of tho Hortonsian law the power

of the tribunes had been gradually rising to such a
height that there was no other in the state to equal

it, whence Velleius (ii. 2) even speaks of the im*

pc'rium of tribunes. They bad acquired the right

of proposing to the comitia tributa or the senate

measures on nearly all the important nifairs of the

state, and it would be endless to enumerate the

cases in w'hich their power was manifested. Their

proposals were indeed utnially made cx auctoritatc

senatufl, or had been communicated to and ap>

proved by it (LIv. xlit. 21) ;
but cases in which the

people itself had a direct interest, such as a gene-

ral legal regulation (Liv. xxi. 63, xxxiv. 1), the

granting of the franchise (Liv. xxxviiL 36), the

alteration of the attributes of a magistrate (Liv.

zxii. 25, &C.), and others, might be brought before

the people, without their having previously been

communicated to the senate, though there are also

instances of the contrary. (Liv. xxxv. 7, xxvii.

5.) Subjects belonging to the administration

could not be brought before the tribes without the

tribunes having previously received through the

consuls the auctoritos of the senate. This how-

ever was done very frequently, and hence we have

mention uf a uuml>cr of picbisoita on matters of

adininistrntiun. (See a list of them in Walter,

p. 132, n. 11.) It sometimes even occurs that the

tribunes brought the question concerning the con-

clusion of a peace before tho tribes, and then com-

pelled the sen.'ite to ratify the resolution as ex-

pressing the wish of the whole people. (Liv. xxx.

4.3, xxxiii. 25.) Sulla, in his reform of the con-

stitution on the early aristocratic principles, left to

tho tribunes only the jus auxiliandi, but de-

prived them of the right of making legislative nr

other pro(>osals, either to the senate or the comi-

tia, without having previously obtained the sanc-

tion of the senate. [Tribus (Homan).] But
this arrangement did not last, for Pompey restored

to them their former rights. (Zachoriae, L. Corn.

Sulla., als Oniner des Horn, FreistaaieSy it p. 12,

&c. and p. 99, &c.)

During the latter period of the republic, when
the office of quaestor was in most cases held im-

mediately before that of tribune, the tribunes were

generally elected from among the senators, and

this continued to be the same under the empire.

(Appian. de Bell. Civ. i 100.) Sometimes, bow.
ever, equites also obtained tho office, and thereby

became members of the senate (SucU Aug. 10, 40),

w'here they w’crc considered of equal rank with

the quaestors. (Veil. Pat. iu 111.) Tribunes of

the people continued to exist down to the fifth

century of our nern, though their powers became
natumllr much limited, especially in the reign of

Nero. (Tacit, Anual, iii. 2H.) They continued

however to have the right of intercession against

decrees of the senate, and on tiehalf of injured in-

dividuals. (Tacit. Annul, xvi. 26, Ilbiu ii. 91,
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iv. 9 ; Plin. Efnst. i. 23, ii. 13 ; comp. Becker,

Handb. der Rom. AUerih. vol. iL pt. ii. p. 247, dec.)

4. TrIBUNI MILITtJM C17M CONSVLARI POTR-
BTATR. When in 445 b. a the tribune C. Cami-
leius brought forward the rogation that the consul -

ship should not be confined to either order (Liv. iv.

1 ;
Dionys. xi. 52), the patricians evaded the at-

tempt by a cliange in the constitution : the powers

which had hitherto been united in the consulship

were now divided between two new magistrates,

viz. the Tribuni militma eum oontitlari pothole and
the censors. Onsequcntly, in 444 b. c. three mi-
litary tribunes, w'ith consular power, were appointed,

and to this office the plebeians were to be equally

I

eligible with the patricians. (Liv. iv. 7 ;
Dionys.

xi. 60, &c.) For the years following however,

the people were to be at liberty, on the proposal of

the senate, to decide whether consuls were to be

elected according to the old custom, or consular

tribunes. Hcnccfortb, for many years, sometimes

consuls and sometimes consular tribunes wore ap-

pointed, and the number of the latter varied from

three to four, until in 405 D. c. it was increased to

six, and as the censors were regarded as their col-

leagues, we have sometimes mention of eight tri-

bunes. (Liv. iv. 61, v. 1 ;
Diodor. xv. 60 ; Liv.

vi. 27 ; Diodor. xv. 51 ; Liv. vL 30.) At last,

however, in 367 B. c. the office of these tribunes

was al>olished by the Licinian law, and the consul-

ship was restored. The consular tribunes w’crc

elected in the comitia of the centuries, and un-

doubtedly with less solemn auspices than the con-

suls. Concerning the irregularity of their number,

see Niebuhr, ii. p. 325, &c., p. 339, fee. ;
conjp.

Odttling, p. .326, See. ; Decker, ILandb. dcr Horn.

AUerih. vol. ii. pt. ii. p. 136, dec.

5. Tribuni Militahes. [Exxrcitus, pp.

503, 504.]

6. Tribunus Voluptatum, was an officer who
docs not occur till after the time of Diocletian,

and who had the superintendence of all public

amusements, especially of theatrical performances.

(Cassiodor. Varior. vii. 10.) [L. S.]

TRIBUS (^oAop, (puA.^). 1. Greek. In the

earliest times of Greek history mention is m.'idc of

people being divided into tribes and clans. Homer
speaks of such divisions in terms which seem to im-

ply that they were elements that entered into tho

composition of every community. Nestor advises

Agamemnon to arrange bis onuy «cara (card

tpfnjrpaSy to that each may be cncoumged by the

presence of its neighbours. (II. ii. 362.) A per-

son not included in any clan (d^p^wp), was re-

garded as a vagrant or outlaw. (IL ix. 63.) These

divisions w’erc rather natural than political, de-

pending on family connection, and arising out of

those times, when each head of a family exercised

a patriarchal sway over its members. The bond
was cemented by religious communion, sacrifices

and festivals, which all the fiimily or clansmen

attended, and at which the chief usually presided.

The aggregate of such communities formed a po-

litical society. (AristoL Fol. i. 1. § 7.) In the ages

succeeding the heroic tribes and clans continued to

exist, though in the progress of civilisation they

became more extended, and assumed a territorial

or political, rather than a fraternal character. The
tnl)C8 were not in general distinctions Ijctwcen

nobles and commons, unless the people were of

diderent races or unless there h.ad been an acces-

sion of foreigners, who w’crc not blended W’ith tho
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orl^huil inhabitants. It U true, that in the com-
mull course of tilings, nobles, or privileged rlassi>s,

•prang up in various countries, by reason either of

wealth, or of personal merit, or of descent from the

ancient kings ; and that in some cases all the land

was possessed by them, os by the Garoori of Syra-

cuse (licrod. vii. 155) ; sometimes their property

was iimlieiKible, as under our feudal law (Arist.

yW. ii. 4. § 4) :
and the ikicchiadae ore an in-

;

stance of a noble family, who iiilemiArricd only

among thcmselvea. (Herod, r. 92.) Still, how-
ever, as a general rule, there was no decided sepa-

raiiun of tribe, much less of caste, between nobles

and commons of the same race. Nor was there

any such distinction of a sacerdotal order. The
priestly function was in early times united to that

of the king (ArUt. /V. iii. 9. § 7) ; aflerwards

the priesthood of particular deities became here-

ditary in certain families, owing either to a sup-

posed transmission of prophetic power, as in the

cose of the Rumolpidae, llranchidnc, lauiidae ; or

to accidental circunistances, as in the caseuf Telines

of Ciela (Herod, vii. 153) ;
but the priests were

not separated, as an order, from the rest of the

people. ( Wachsimith, HeU, Alt. vol. i. pt, I pp.

7d, 149. 1st. cd. ;
Schbmanii, Ant.jur. pub. Gr. p.

79.) The most important distinctions of a class-

like nature, between people living under the same
government, arose in those countries that were con-

quered by tlie migratory hordes of Thessalians,

Boeotians, and Dorians, in the century subsequent

to the heroic age. The revolutions which they

riTi>cted, though varying in dilTercnt places accord-

ing to circumstances, bad in many respects a uni-

form character. The conquering tody took p«)S-

sessiou of the cuuiitiy, and beounc its lords
;
the

original inhabiUuits, reduced to subjection, and

sometimes to complete vassalage or servitude, re-

mained a distinct peojdc or tribe from the conquerors.

The former built cities, usually at the foot of some

citadel that had belonged to the ancient princes,

whore they resided, retaining their military dis-

cipline and martial habits ; while a rural population,

consisting principally of the former natives, but

{uirily also of the less warlike of the invaders, and
|Kirtly of fresh emigrants invited or pomiitted by

them to settle, dwelt in the suriMunding villages,

and received the name of n<p<oncoi. The condition

of the Lacedaemonian irtpioiKOi is spoken of under

Pbriokci. a similar class arose in most of the

countries so colonized, os in Argos, Corinth, Elis,

Crete, Ac. (Herod. viiL 73; Thucyd. ii. 25;
Xenoph. IleU. ill 2. g 2;i, 30 ; Pausan. iii. «. § \
viii. 27. § 1 : Arist FoL ii. 6. g I, r. 2. § B.) But i

their condition varied according to the manner in

which the invaders effected their settlement, and
other circumstances and events prior or subsequent

to that time. In many places the new comer was

ri'ceived under a treaty, or upon more equitable

terms, so that a union of citizenship would take

place lietwcoii them and the original inhabitants.

This was the case in Klis, Messenia, Phlius, Troe
zen. (Pausan. ii. 13. g 1, t. 4. § 1 ; Thirlwall,

104. of G’rceoe, vol. L p. 342.) So the Cretans,

who invaded Miletus, mingled with the ancient

Coriant, and the lonians w*ith the Cretans and
Carians of Colophcm. (Pausan. vii. 2. § 5, vii. 3.

§ 1.) In Megara, the ruling class, after a la;>so of

some time, amalgamated with the lower. (Thtrl-

wall, voL i. p. 430.) In other places the ‘WfpioiKOi

were more degraded. Thus, in Sicyon they were
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compelled to wear sheep-skins, and cal]t*d icaro*-

tfOKtxpopoi (Atlienaeus vi. 271) ;
in Kpidaimis

they were styled Koui-wobts^ dn4v/ooiet/^ a name
which denoted their agricultural occupation, but
was meant as a mark ot contempt. (Aluller, Dor,
iii. 4 . g 2.) But in general they funned a sort

of middle order Ixnweeu the ruling people and the
serf or slave. Thus, in Argos, ibere was a class of
persons called Gymurni or f/i/ame/es, corresiionding

to the Helots. [Gvm.vkhii.] 8o in Thessaly,

in the districts not immediately occupied by the
I'hessallan invaders, there dwelt a pupulatiun of

ancient Aeolinns, who were not serfs, like the Pe-
ncstac [PBNxaTAK], but only tributary subjects,

who retained their personal liberty, though not ad-
roittcil to the rank of citizens. (Thirlwall, vol. i.

p. 433
;
Schomann, Id. p. 40l.) So also in Crete,

thero were the Dorian freemen, the ircp/oncot, or old

inhabitants, siniiliir to the Lacedaemonians, and the

slaves. [CoHMi.] We may observe that the term
wtploiKot is someUtnes used in rather a dilTerent

sense
; os when Xenophon gives that name to tho

Thespians, who w*ere not subjects of the Thcliona,

as tlic Achaeans w’cre of the Spartans. {HeiL v.

4. g 40.) In some of the maritime states the con-

dition of the subject classes was somewhat different

;

they were suffered to reside more in the town
;
ns

in Corinth, where they were artiz:ms,at Tnrenlum,
where they were fisliennen. (Wachsniulh, vol. i,

pL i. p. 1B2 ; Schumann, Id. pp. 80, !07.)

The Piling people, thus remaining distinct from
the rest, were themselves divided into tril>e8 and
other sections. Of the Dorian race there were
originally three tribes, traces of w’hich ore found in

all the countries which they colonized. Hence they

are called by Homer AiupiOs rptxdiMs. ((M.
xix. 177,) These tribes were iho ‘TAAm, Ild^.

4>oAo(, and Sufiaydrcu or Av^t^cr. The first de-

rived their name from Hyllus, son of Hercules, the

two last from Pamphylus and Dynuis, who arc said

to have £iUen in the last expedition when the

Dorians took possession of the Peloponnesus. Tho
Hylleon tribe was perhaps the one of highest dig-

nity ; but at Sparta there does not appear to have
been much distinction, for all the fri'cmen there

were by the constitution of Lycurgtis on a footing

of equality. To these three tribes others were
added in different places, either when the Dorians

were joined by other foreign allies, or when some
of the old inhabitants were admitted to the rank of

citizenship or equal privileges. Thus the Cadmean
Aegeids oro said by Herodotus to have been a

great tribe at Sparta, descended (ns he says) from

Aegeus, grandson of Thcras (Herod, iv. 149),

though others hare thought they were incorporated

with the three Doric tribes. (Thirlwall, vol. i. pp.

257, 288,314.) At Argos, Acgiiuqand Epidnurus

there was an Hymcthian tribe besides the threo

Doric. (Miiller, p. 140.) In Sicyon Cleis-

thencs having changed the names of the Doric

tribes, to degrade and insult their members, and
given to a fourth tribe, to which he himself be-

longed, the name of Archelai, sixty years after his

death the Doric names w'cre restored, and a fourth

tribe added, called AtyiaXOs^ from Aegialcus, son

of the Aigive hero Adrastus. (Herod, v. 68.)

Eiight tribes are mentioned in Corinth (Suidaa, s. p,

Wdirra four in Tegca. (Pausan. viii. 53.

§ 6.) In Elis there were twelve tribes, tliat were

I

afterwards n'duccd to eight by a war with the Ar-

i cadiaiu (Pans. v. 9. § 6), fruin which Uicy appear
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to have l)ecn gcowTiphical divisions. (Wachsmulh, '

Tol. it pt. I. p. 17.) Soniotimet wo find mention

of only one of the Doric tribes, as of the Hylloans

in Cydonia (Hesych. t. v. *TAX«7y), the Dymanes
in llalicamassns

;
which probably arose from co-

lonics having been founded by tl>o n.embers of one

tril»e only. (Wachsmulh, vol. ii. pt. i. p. 1.5.)

Of a)! the Dorian people the Sfiartans kept

themselves the longest unniixed with foreign blood.

So jealous wore they to maintain their exclusive

privileges, that they had only admitted two men
into their body before the time of Herodotus.

(Herod, ix. 33, 85.) Afterwards their numbers

Were occasionally recruited by the admission of

l^aconions, Helots, and foreigners ; but this was
done very sparingly, until the time of Agis and
Cleomcnet, who created large numbers of citizens.

But we cannot further pursue this subject. (Sebd-

mann. Id. p. 1 14.)

The subdivision of tribes into <pparpi<u or irdrpat,

TgiTTuej, Ac. appears to have prevailed in

various places. (Wachtrauth, vol. ii, pt, i, p. 18.)

A Sparta each tribe contained ten a word,

like Koffiat^ denoting a local division or district

;

each o5e contained ten TgioxdSfj, communities con-

taining thirty families. But very little appears to

be known of these divisions, how far they were

local, or how far genealogical. After the time of

Cleomenes the old svslcra of tribes was changed
;

new ones were created corresponding to the ditferent

quarters of the town, and seem to have been five

in number. (Schdinmm, Ant. Jur, Pxtb, p. 115
;

Mliller, Dor. iii. H.)

The four Ionian tribes, Teleontcs or Geleontcs,

Hopletes, Argadensea, Acgicorenses, who are

spoken of below in reference to Attica, were found

also in Cyzicum. In Samos a <pv\^ AlrxpK*riri is

mentioned by Herodotus (iii 26), which was pro-

bably a Carian race that mingled with the lonions.

Ill Ephesus five tribes are menlicmed, of different

races. With respect to these the reader is referred

to Wnthsmuih, voL ii. pt, i. p. 16.

The first Attic tribes that wo read of are said

to have existed in the reign, or soon after the reign,

of Cecrops, and were called Creropis (Ke»f/>oxlj),

AniochOion (Atrdx^wv), Adam (’A/rra/a), and
Panilia (napoXfa). In the reign of a subsequent

king, Cranaus, these names were changed to

Vranaia (Kgoi'aft), Atthii (’AtSi'v), Mrtogitfa (Me-
and IHucria {^toKpit). Afterwards we

find a new set of mimes ; IHas Athmaia
(^^6»Iva^5), y'ojftV/o»ias(no«Te«5an'ids), and Hejtkaca-

tiaa ('H^oiiTTidj)
; evidently derived from the

deities who were worshipjK^d in the country.

(Compare Pollux, viii. I0!b) .Some of those

secondly mciitinncd, if nut all of them, seem to

have Ix-en geographical divisions
; and it is not

improbable that, if not independent coraiminitics,

they were at least connreU'd by a very weak iKmd
of union. But all these lril>cti were supiTseded by
four others which were probably founded soon

after tlie Ionic settlement in Attica, and seem (as

liofure observed) to have been adopted by other

Ionic colonics out of Onwe. The names Ueieontes

(r*A«o*^cy), HojJttn ('OxAijrss), Artfadfs (’Ap-

Antimrts (Ai^wtt^Ts), are said by Hero-

dotus (V. 66) to have been derived from the sons

of Ion, son of Xuihus. (Compare Eurip. /o«, 1596,

Ac.
;

Pollux, L c.) U|K>n this, however, many
douliia have been thrown by modern writers, who
have fuggosted various theories of their own, more

TUinus.

or less ingenious, to which refercnco will be found

in the books cited hi'low, It is impossible within

mir limits to discuss the question at any length.

The etymology of the three last names would seem
to suggest, that the tribes were so called from the

nccuiAtions which tiieir respixtivc ni*nibcrs fol-

lowed j the Hopletiui lH*ing the armed men, or

w’arriors j the Argndes, labourers or hnsl*andnien
;

the Aegicores, g'-atherds or shepherds. It is diHi-

cuit, however, to discover in the first name any such

mcNaiiing, unless T<A<oi^*r, and not r<A/ovT*y, bo

the true rending, in which case it has been su{^

posed that this tribe might be a sacerdotal order,

from Ti\uv^ used in its religious sense
;

or a
peasantry who paid rent to the lords of the soil,

from tcA«»v, in the sense of to jxty. Against the

former of those inlcrpretatioiis it may Iw objected,

that no trace of a priestly order is to be found in

later times of Attic history ; and against the latter,

that the Argodes and the Teleontes would d< nuto

a similar class of people, unless we resort to another

interpretation of llie word Argadcs, viz.

whovvould hardly constitute a distinct tribe in so

early a period of society. It may be observed,

how ever, that -Argadosand A^icorcs nmy l>e token

to signify a Incd distribution of inhabitants, the

former being the tillers of the ground, dwelling in

the plain, the latter mountaineers
;
and this ngnxs

very w-cll, not only with the known character of

the country’ of Attica, but also with the division

above mentioned ns having existi'd in the reign of

Crnnaus, viz. Mesogaea and Dincris. There it no

more difficulty in the one case than in the other,

in supposing that some of the tribes were denomi-

nated fnim their localities or occupations, while

others owed their names to other circunietancc.s.

Afgados and Aegienres might be the old inhabit-

ants, acconling to their previous division
;
while the

other two iriliea might be the Ionic settlers,

Hopletes the most warlike portion of them, Oelc-

onles the great body, so called from a son of Ion.

Or the Inst might, as Schbmnim thinks, l>e the an-

cient nobility, as distinguished from the Ionic

si'ltlcrs. Whnlevcr be the truth with resjvecl to

the origin of these tribes, one thing is more certain,

that, before the lime of 1‘hesous, whom bistnrinns

agree in representing as the groat founder of the

Attic commonwealth, the various people who in-

hahited the country continued to be disunited and
split into factions.

'J’hescua in some measure changed the relations

of the tribes to each other, by introducing a
grod.ition of ranks in each

;
dividing the people

into EoiraTp/5a/, rcof^dptu.and of whom
the first were nobles, the second ngricuUurisls or

yeomen, the third labourers and mechanics. At
the same time, in order to cnnsulidatc the national

unity, he enlarged the city of Athens, with which

he incor])orated several smaller tow’us, made it the

st*at of government, encouraged the nobles to reside

there, and sunrcndcriid a port of the royal pn*ro-

gnlivc in their favour. The Tril»cs or Phylac

were divided, cither in the age of Theseus or wxm
after, each into three <>paTpia4 (a term equivalent

to fraternities, and analogous in its political relation

to the Roman f'liriue), and each ^parfAn into

thirty y<vr) (equivalent to the Homan Cfutes\ the

members of a yavoa l>cing called ytyvijrcu or

Spoya^dfcrts. Each ytros was distinguished by a

particular name of a patronymic fonii, which was

derived from some hero or mythic ancestor. We
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Icam from Pollux (viU. Ill) that Uif^se divuioni,

though the names *oom to import family coiiiicclion,

were in fact artiticml
;
which shows that some nd*

Tonce had now been made towards the cstahlish-

-monlof a closer p<»lilical union. The memhors of

the (pparplcu and y^yy} had their rts(M.'ctivc ndigious

ntes and festivals, which were preserved long after

these communities had lost their political import-

ance, and perhn{>s prevented them from being alto-

gether dissolved. (Compare Niebulir, /fo/Mc,

vol. i. p. 31 1, &c.)

The relation between the four Ionic tribes and

the three classes, into which Theseus divided the

tuition, is a ditticuU and perplexing question. It

would appear from the statements of ancient writers

on the subject that each of the four tribes was

divided into Kupatridac, Oeomori, and Demiurgi ;

which is conhrracd by the fact that the four

who were the assessors of the so-

vereign, were all taken from the Kupatridne, but

at the same tinje one from each tribe. [P1IVI.0-
j

UASii.Kis.] This, as Thirl wall (//»W. 0/ Greece^

vol. ii. p. 10) has remarked, con only be conceived

jiosaible on the supposition, tiiat the distinctiont

w hich originally scparat<-d the Inlxs had become

•merely nomiiml j but Malden (JJi*/. of' /fome, p.

1 -10), who rejects the notion that the four louic

tribes were castes deriving their name from their

omplovment, suppoties that the Tribes or PhyUu*

consisted of the Kupatridae alone, and that the latter

were divided into four Phylac like the juttricions

nt Home into tlirec. The Gcornori and Demiurgi

luul therefore, according to his supposition, nothing

to do with the tril)e8. This view of the subject

would remove many difficulties and is most in ac-

cordance with the subsequent history* and political

analogies in other states, but seems hardly su{>-

ported by sufficient evidence to warrant us in re-

ceiving iu

After the ngc of Theseus, the monarehy having

been first limited and afterw'ords abolii^hcd, the

whole power of the state fell into tlie han<ls of the

KttjKUridM or nobles, who held all civil officii, and

had besides the management of religious affairs, njid

the inU-q)retation of the laws. Attica become
agitated by feuds, and we find the pi^ople, shortly

tK'fore the legislation of Solon, divided into three

)>artics, flcStaroi or lowlanders, LtiKpiot or high-

landers, and ndtpoAoi or people of the sea coast.

The two first remind us of the ancient division of

tribes, Mesognea mid Diocris } and tlie three par-

ties appear in some measure to ix>prcseiit the classes

estabiUhed hy Theseus : the first being the nobles,

whose property lay in the chanqiAign and most

fertile part of the countr}'; the second, the smaller

landowners and shepherds ; the third, the trading

and mining class, who hod by tliis time risen in

wealth and importance. To appease their discords,

Solon was applied to
; and thereupon framed his

celebrated coustitutinn and code of laws. Here
wc liave only to notice, that he retained the four

trilx*! as he found them, but alxilished the existing

distinctions of niuk^ or at all events grcntly di-

minished their importance, by introducing his pro-

perty qualification, or division of the pe<jplc into

nsrrcuroo'ioftcSi^i'oi, 'Iinr<4r, ZftryTrat, and 0^ct.
The enactments of Solon continued to be the Intc

at Athens, though in great me;isure suspended by
the tyranny, until the democratic reform elTccled by
Cieisthenes. He abolished the old tribes, and cre-

uled ten new ones, accordmg to a geographical divi-

TRinUS. Uo5
sion of Attica, and named them after ten of the an-
cient heroes : ICrcrktheigy

Acamantis^ (.'ecrojii*^ Hippothoijntis^ Aeun-
/is, Aniiochi$. These tribe's wen? divided cjich into

ten Stifuu, the number of which w:is afterwards in-

creased hy suI>division
; but the arrangement was

so made, that several hripxH not contiguous or near
to one another were joined to make up a tribe.

[DB.Mt’8.] The object of this arrongcimnl was,
that hy the breaking of old associntiuns a perfect

and lasting revolution miglit bo efficcted, in the
habits and feelings, as well as the political orga-

nization of the people, lie allowed the ancient
<ppvTpiat to exist, but they were deprived of all

political importance. All foreigners admitted to

the citizenship wore registered in a Phylo and
Deinus, but not in a Pbmlria or Ocnos

;
whence

Aristophanes {Uanae^ 41.9, Ares, 7b5) says, os a
taunting mode of designating new* citizens, that

they have no phrators, or only barbarous ones

(quoted by Niebulir, vol. i p. 31'2). The functions

which had I)eeu discharged by the old tribes were
now* mostly transferred to the 8q>i0(. Among otlu rs,

wc may notice that of the forty-eight vavHpapiai

into which the old tribes had bi'cn divided for tho

purjKisc of taxation, but which now became usch'M,

the taxes being collected 011 n diHercnt system. The
reforms of Cleisthenes wife destined to be (>erma-

nent. They continued to be in force (with some few
intemiptious) until the downful of Alheninii inde-

pendenco. The ten tribes were blended with tho

whole mochint'iy of thecoustitulion. Of the Senate
of five hundred, fifty were chosen from each tribe.

The allotment of StKcurral was according to tribes;

and the aanie system of election may be observed

in most of the principal offices of state, judicial and
magisterial, civil and military

;
as that of tbc8iai-

njTal, Xoynrraf, irwXijrai, racial, r«i;^oiroiof, ^6*
Xapxoi^ arparyfyoiy &c. In B. C. 307 Demetrius
Poliorcctes increased the number of tribes to twelvo

by creating two new ones, namely Attliyonia* and
Lkmetrioi^ w’bicb afterwards received the names
of J’t*Jemai$ and Attalis; and a thirteenth was
subsequently added by Hadrian, bearing his own
name. (PluL DaMtr. 10; Paus. i. 5. § 3; Pollux,

viii. 1 10.)

Tho preceding account is only intended as a
brief sketch of the subject, since it is treated of

under several other articles, whicli should be rend

in connection with this. [Civitas (Gueisk)
;

DeMI'8; PllVLARCIIl; PflYLUOASlLEKS, &C.]

(Sec Wochsmuth, vol. i. pt, i. pp. 2*24—240,

•

llcrnmnn, LehHiuek d. Grtech. Stauh. §§ 24, 93, 94,

11 1, 17-^, 170 ; Schomonn, Ant.jur.pub, pp. 16.5,

170, 200, 395 ;
Tbirlwall, vol. ii. pp, 1— 14, 3*2,

73.) fC. R.K.]
2. Roman. The three ancient Romuban tribes,

the Ramnrs, Titie.% and Luccres, or the Uam-
nonses, Tilieiises, and JiUcerenses, to which the

patricians alone belonged, must be distinguished

from the thirty plebeian tribes of Servius Tullins,

which were entirely local, four fur the city, and
twenty-six fur the country around Rome. Tho
histoty* and organization of the three ancient tribes

is spoken of under Patkicix. They continued of

political importance almost down to the time of tho

dccemviral legisbtion ; but after this time they no
longer occur in the history of Rome, except os an
ob^lete institution.

The institution and organization of the thirty

plebeian tribes, and their subsequent rediictioo to
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twenty by the conqueit* of Porienna, are spoken

of under Plkubs. The four city tribes were
called by the same name as the regions which
they occupied, yiz. RttpUlina^ Collina^

and Pti/aiina, (VaiTO, De Ling. Lot. t. 56. ; Feslus,

«. r. Vrbanat irihn*^ The names of the sixteen

country tribes which continued to belong to Rome
after the conquest of Porsenna, are in their alpha-

betical order as follow: AcmHiay Camilia^ Cor-

«c/ia, h'ahia^ Galerxa., Horatia^ I^emonia^ Afewem'a,

Papiria^ PoUta (which Niebuhr, i. n. 977, thinks

to be the same as the Pohlilia, which was insti-

tuted at a later time), Papiria, Ptipinia^ Pomiliay

S^rgia^ Velnria^ and yoitinia. (Compare Oottlin^,

Orsrh. d. Ponu Staatm. p. 238.) As Rome gra-

dually acquired possession of more of the iiir-

'

rounding *erritory, the number of tribes also was
gmduali} increased. When Appius Claudius,

with his numerous train of clients, emigrated to

Romo, lands wore assigned to them in tlic district

where the Anio flf>ws into the Tiber, and a new
tril)e, the Iribut Claudia, was formed. This tribe,

which Liry (ii. 16, if the reading is correct) calls .

rv/as C1($ttdta <n’5«s, was subsequently enlarged,

and was then designated by the name CruMtumim
or (iHftumina. (Niebuhr, i. n. 1236.) This name
is the first instance of a country tribe being named
after a place, for the sixteen older ones all derived

their names from persons or heroes who were in the

same relation to them, as the Attic heroes called

iwuyvpoi were to the Attic phylae. In b. c. 387,
the number of tribes was increased to twenty-five

by the addition of four new ones, viz. the

Una^ TronuntinOj StrfxUina^ and Amiensit. (I.iv.

vi. 5 ; Niebuhr, ii. p. 575.) In 358 n. c. two
more, the Pomptina and PuUilia^ were formed
of Volscians. (Lir. vii. 15.) In b. c. 332, the

Censors Q. Publilins Philo and 8p. Postumius

increased the numb t of tribes to twenty-nine, by
the addition of the Afarcta and Saaptia, (Liv. viii.

17.) In H. a 318 the fl/entina and PaUrina were
added. (Lir. ix. 20.) In b. c. 29S two others, the

AniensU and Tercntina were added by the censors I

(Liv. x. 9), and at lost, in b. c. 24

1

, the number of

'

tribes was augmented to thirty-five, by the addition
I

of the Qtiirina and VfUna. This number was never
j

afterwards increased, ns none of the conquered !

nations were after this incorporated with the so-

vereign Roman state. (Liv. Epit. 19, i. 43.) When
the tribes, in their assemblies, transacted any busi-

ness, a certain order {onto trUmuni) was ol>scrved,

in which they were called upon to give their voles.

The first in the order of succession was the Subu-
rano, and the last the Amiensia (Cic. rfe Let). Apr.

ii. 29.) Any person belonging to a tribe aad in

imp>ortant documents to add to his own name that of

his tribe, in the ablative case. (Nowbn, p. 802, b.

Compare Recker, Handh. dtr Horn. AUci^ rol. ii.

pt, i. p. 164, Ac.)

Whether the local tribes, as they wore established

by the constitution of Sen'ius Tullius, contained

only the plebeians, or included the patricians also,

is a point on which the opinions of modem scholars

are divided. Niebuhr, Walter, and others, think

that the patricians were excluded, as they had al-

ready a regular organization of their owtj; Wachs
routh, Oerlach, Hein, Becker, and others, on the
eontmry, maintain that the patricians also were in-

corporated in the Servian tribes
;
but they allow, nt

the same time, tliat by far the majority of the people
in the assemblies of the tril)cs were plebeians, and

TRIBUTUM.
that hence the character of these assemblies was es-

sentially plebeian ; especially as the patricians, being

so few in numbers, and each of them having no more
influence in them than a plebeian, seldom attended

the meetings of the tribes. The passages, however,

which are quoted in support of this opinion, arc

partly insufficient to prove the point (as Liv. ii. 56,

60 ;
Dionys. ix. 41), and partly Wlong to a Inter

period, when it certainly cannot 1ms doubtwl that

the patricians belonged to the tribes. We must
therefore suppose, with Niebuhr, that doa*n to the

decemviral legislation the tribes and their assem-

blies were entirely plebeian.

The assemblies of the tribes (comiVto iriltdu\ ns

long as they were confined to the plebeians, ran

scarcely have had any influence upon the affairs of

the state : all they had to do was to mise the trl-

butuin, to hold the levies for the armies, and to

manage their ovm local and religious affairs. [Tri-
Bl’NUS; Pl.BBES.I (Fest. $. rr. Jugarius^ I'ulJiru

sacm, Sobrium ; Varm, dt Ling, IM. vi. 24 ; Cic.

pro Dom. 28 ;
Mncmb. Sat. i, 4. 1 6.) Their

meetings were held in the foram, and their sphere

of action was not extended hy the cstahlishmiTit of

the republic. The first great point they gained

was tlinnigh the lex Valeria, (tassed by V.alfrins

Publicnla. [Lrgrr V'aI.rriab.] But the lime

from which the increase of 4ho power of the co-

mitia of the tribes must be dated, ii that in which
the tribuni plebis were instituted (494 fi. c.).

During the time of the decemviral legislation the

comitia were for a short time deprived of their

influence, but we have everj' rc.ison to believe that

immediately after, probably by this logishition it-

self, the comitia tributa, instead of a merely ple-

beian, became a national assembly, inasmuch as

henceforth patricians and freeborn clients were in-

j

comurated in the tribes, and thus obtained the

right of taking part in their assemblies. (Liv. iv.

1
24, V. 30, vi. 18, xxix. 37.) This new con-

stitution of the tribes also explains the otherwise

unaccountable phenomena mentioned in the article

Tribl'NUs, that patricians sought the protection of

the tribunes, and that on one occasion even two of

the tribunes were patricians. From the latter fact

it has been inferred, with great proliability, that

about that time attempts were made hy the patri-

cians to share the tribuneship with the p)cl>cians.

But notwithstanding the incorporation of the patri-

cians' in the tribes, the comitia tributa remained
essentially plebeian, as the same causes, which
would have acted, had the patricians bem included

in the tribes by Sen iui Tullius, were still in ope-

ration ; for the patricians were now even fewer in

number than two centuries before. Hence the old

name of plebiscitum, which means originally a re-

solution of the plebes only, although in a strict

sense of the word no longer applicable, was still

retained, as a resolution of the comitia tributa was
practically a resolution of the plebes, which the

patricians, even if they had voted against it unani-

mously, could not liave prevented. Moreover,
owing to this, the patricians probably attended the

comitia tribnla very seldom. For a more detailed

account of the comitia tributa, see Comitia tui-

b«;ta. [L. S.]

TRinU'TA COMKriA [Comitia.]
TRIBUTtyRIA A'CTIO. [Skrvi-r, p. 10.37.]

TRIBU'TUM is a tax which, ns Niebuhr {f!is(.

of I{omr„ i. p. 4U8) supposes, was at first paid only

by the plebeians, since the name itself is used by
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the ancients in connection with the Servizm tribes

;

for Varro (rffl lAag. Iai(. v. 181) says ^ tributum

dictum n trihubiis,** and Livy (i. 43) ** tribus ap-

pellatae a tribute.** But this seems to be only par-

tially correct, as Livy (iv. 60) expressly states that

the piatres also paid the same tax. It is indeed

true, that the patricians had little real landed pru>

^perly, and that their chief possessions belonged to

thenger publicus, which was not accounted in the

census as real properly, and of which only the
i

tithes had to be paid, until at a late period an al-

teration was attempted by the Lex Thoria. ( Appian,

iU IklL Civ. i. *11.) But there is no reason Cor

supposing that the patricians did not pay the tri-

butum upon their real property, although the

greater part of it naturally foil upon the plebeians.

(Liv. iv. CO, V. 10.) The impost itself varied ac-

cording to the exigencies of the state, and was
portly applied to cover the expenses of war, and
partly those of the fortifications of the city. (Liv.

vi. 3'2.) The usual amount of the tax was ono for

every thousand of a man's fortune (Liv. xxiv. 15,

zxxix. 7, 44), though in the time of Cato it w*as

raised to three in a thousand. The tributum was
not a property tax in the strict sense of the word,

for the accimnls respecting the plebeian debtors

clearly imply, that the debts were not deducted in

the valuation ofn persotrs property, so that he had
to pay the tributum upon property which was not

his own, but which he owed, and for which he had

consequently to pay the interest as well. It was

a direct tax upon objects without any regard to

their produce, like a land or house tax, which in-

deed formed the main part of it. (Niebuhr, i. p.

581.) That which seems to have made it most

oppressive, was its constant fluctuation. It was

raised according to the ri'gions or tril>cs instituted

by .Servius Tiilliut, and by the tribuiwa of these

trilH!8 subnequenlly called tnbuni aerarii (Dionys*

iv. 14, 15.) Bionysius, in another passage (iv. 19)

stales that it was imposed upon the centuries ac-

cording to their census, but this seems to be a mis-

take, as the centuries contained a number of Ju-

niores who were yet in their fathers* power, and

consequently could not pay the tributum. It was

not like the other branches of the public revenue let

out to farm, but being fixed in money it was
raised by the tribunes, unless (as was the case

after the custom of giving pay to the soldiers was

introduced) the soldiers, like the equites, de-

manded it from the persons themselves who were

bound to pay iU [Aks eviukstkx and iiunox-

ARtu.y.] When this tax was to be paid, what
sum was to be raised, and what portion of every

thousand asses of the censusi, were matters upon

which the senate alone had to decide. But when
it was decreed, the people might refuse to pay it

when they ihouglil it too heavy, or unfairly dis-

tributed, or hoped to gain some other advantage by

the refusal (Liv. v. 12.) In Inter times the

senate sometimes left its regulation to the censors,

who often fixed it very arbitrarily. No citizen

was exempt from it, but we find that the priests,

augurs, and pontifTs made attempts to get rid of it,

but this was only an abuse which did not last.

(Liv. xxziii. 42.) In cases of great distress, when
the tributum was not raised according to the

census but to supply the momentary wants of

the republic, it was designated by the namo of

7Vi5ii/um Trmerarium^ (Feet. t. r. Tributorum col-

latiowem.) After the war with Macedonia (
b. c«
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l47), when the Koman treasury was filled with the
revenues accnilng from conquests and from the
provinces, the Roman citizens became exempted
from paying the tributum (Cic. de Off. ii. 22 ; Pliiu
II. N. xxxiii. 17), and this state of things lasted

down to the consulship of Ilirtius and Pa^^A(43
B. c. ; PluU Aem. Paul. 38), when the tributum
was again levied on account of the exhausted state

of the aerarium. (Comp. Cic, ad Fam. xii. 30,
Plilip. ii. 37.) After this time it was imposed
according to the discretion of the emperors.

Respecting tho tributum paid by coiiquen*d

countries and cities, see VKCTiGxLi.i. Comp.
Ilegewisch, Vcnitch ubcrdui Ilotii, Finanzrn^ Al-
tona 1804 ;

Bosse, (imndzutfe dejt FinanzwzettM
im Rom. Staai., Braunschweig 1*803. [L. S.]
TRICLI'NIUM, the dining-room of a Roman

house, the position of which, relatively to the other
ports of the house, is explained in p. 428. It was
of an oblong shape, and according to V’itruvius (vL
3. § 8) ought to be twice as long as it was broad.
The same author (i^ 10) dcKrilies triclinia, evi-

dently intended to be used in summer, which were
open towards the north, and had on each side a
window looking into a garden. The house of ihu

Tragic Poet** at Pompeii, and also that of Actneon,
appear to have bad summer dining-roonrs op<>ning

to the viridarium. The woodcut at p. 562 shows
the arrangement of the three couches (/ccfi, KKivai),

from which the triclinium derived its name. They
also remain in the ** House of Aclaeon,** being built

of stone.

The articles Lbctl^ Torits and Pui.vinar, con-

tain accounts of the furniture used to adapt these

couches for the accaWio, *. e. for the act of reclining

during the meal. When so prejuired for an en-

tertainment they were called fnclinia $lrata (Caes.

/?. C. iii. 92; comp. Alhen. ii. pp. 47, 4H), and
they were made to correspond with one another in

substance, in dimensions, and in shape. (Varro,

L. h, ix. 47, cd. Muller.) As each guest leaned

during a great part of the entertainment upon his

left elbow, so as to leave the right arm at liberty,

and as tw’o or more lay on the s.ame couch, the

head of one man was near the breast of the man
who lay behind him, and he was therefore said to

lie in tlie bosom of the other. (Plin. Fpist. iv. 22.)

Among the Romans, the usual number of persons

occupying each couch was three, so that the three

coaches of a triclinium alTorded accommodation for

a party of nine. It was the rule of Varro (Gelliut

xiii. 11), that the number of guests ought not to

be less than that of the Graces, nor to exceed that

of the Muses. Sometimes however, as many as

four lay on each of the couches, (Ilor. SaL i. 4.

86 )
Among the Greeks it was usual for only

two persons to rediue on each couch. [Cokna,
p. 305, a.]

In such works of ancient art as represent a sym-
posium, or drinking-party, we always ol>sene that

the couches are elevated above the level of iho

table. This circumstance throws some light upon
Plutarch's mode of solving the problem respecting

the increase of room for the guests as they pro-

ceeded with their meal (Sympo*. v. 6.) Knch man
in order to feed himself lay flat upon his breast or

nearly so, and stretched out his hand towards thu

table ; but afterwords, when his hunger was satis-

fied, he turned upon his left side, leaning on his

elbow. To this Horace alludes in describing a
person sated with a particular dish, and tummg
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in order to repose tipoii his elbow. {Sai. ii. 4.

39.)^

We find the relative positions of two persons

who tuy next to one another, commonly expressed

by the preptositions *«/wr or supra and in/ra, A
pnssn|fe of Livy (xxxtx. 43), in which he relates

the cruel conduct of the consul L. Qkiintius Flami-

ninus, shows that i»/ra alirptcm ewAare was the

same as la Maw cuAare, and consequently

that each person was considered ns below him to

whose breast his own head approached. On this

principle we are enabled to explain the denomina-
tions both of the tliree couches, and of tho three

places on each couch.

hMrtns medlus

ill
5 s. c- E =

sunmius

medius

imus

8 3 4

7 3

8 2
9 1

imus

medius

fiumiuus

Supposing the annexed arrangement to represent

the plan of a Triclinium, it is evident that, as each

guest reclined on bis left side, the countenances of

nil when in this position were directed, hrst, from

No 1 towards No 3, then from No. 4 towards No.

6, and lastly, from No 7 towards No. 9 ; that the

guest No. I lay, in the sense explained, abort No.

‘J, No. 3 below No. 2, and so of the rest ; and that

going in the same direction, the couch to the right

hand was nAooe the others, and the couch to the

left hand brlote the others. Accordingly the fol-

lowing fragment of Sallust {ap. Sfro. in Virp,

Aen. i. CM) contains tho denominations of the

couches os show'n on tho plan :
'•* Igitur discu-

buere: Sertorius (£.e. Ao, 6) inferior in nvedio j

super cum L. Fahius llispaniensis senator ex pro-

scriptii ( No. 5) : in sunmio Antonius (Ab. 1 ) ; et

infra scriba Sertorii Versius(A'o. 2) : et niter scri-

Imi Mneconns (Ab. 8) in imo, medius inter Tarqui*

nium (A^o. 7) el dominum Per}>emam (Ab. 9).”

On the same principle. No. 1 was the highetil place

(Aoews s^mtHH*) on the highest couch
;
No. 3 W'as

Locus imus in lecto summo
; No. 2 lx>cus medius

in lecto sunimo
;
and so on. It will ho found that

in the following passage ( Hur. iktt. ii. 8. 20—23)
the gtiesia are enumerated in the order of their nc-

ciibatiou—an order exhibiu'd in the annexed dia-

gram.

S i 5

i i 1
^ '/J

Nuraentinus Vnrius

Nosidlenus
(f Menaa. ))

Yiscus

Porcius Fundanius

Fundanius, one of the gtiests, who was at the top

relatively to all the others, says,

“ Summua ego, et prope me ViKoa Thurinus, et

infra.

Si mcmini, Vanns: aim Servilio BaUtrone
Vibidius, quo# Maecenas adduxerat umbras.

Nomcntanus erat super ipeuin, Porcius infra.*'

It is possible that M.Sf*cenas ought to bo in tho

place No. 4 instead of No 3, since the entertain-

ment was given more e«|>eciiilly in honour of him,

and No. 4 was an honourable
'

place. The host

himself, Nasidienus, occupies the place No. 8,

which was uatially taken by the maste'rof the feast,

and was a convenient situation forgiving directions

and superintending the entertainment. Unless^
there be an exception in the instance of No. 4, it is

to be observed that at each table the most honour-

able was the middle place. (Virg. ..4rrt. L 698.)

The general superintendence of the dining-room

in a great house was intrusted to a slave called tri-

diniaf'cka., who, through the instrumentality of other

slaves of inferior rank, took care that eveiw' thing

was kept and proceeded in proper order. [J. Y.J
THIDKNS. [Fuscina.]

TRIKNS. [An.1

TIUERA^CHIA (rptrjpapx^^)- This was
one of the extraordinary war services or liturgies

[liBiTURGiA] at Athens, the object of which w.-is

to proride for the equipment and maintenance of

the ships of war belonging to the state. The per-

sons who were charged with it were called Tpnjeap-

X04 or Triemrehs, as being the captains of Tri-

remes, though the name w*as also applied to pervms
who 1)0re the same charge in other vessels. It ex-

isted from very early times in connection with the

furty eight naucraries of Solon, and the fifty of

Cleisthenes: each of which corporations appears

to have been obliged to equip and man a vessel.

(Comp. Naucraria : LtJt Hktt, p. 283.) Under
the constitution of Cleisthenes the ten trilies were

at 6rsl severally charged with fire vessels. This

charge was of course superseded by the later

forms of the Tricrarchy, explained in the course of

this article.

1. The serricts to which (he Trierarda were liaUe.

What these were previously to 338 n. c. there can

be no doubt ; the vessel was furnished by the smte,

though sometimes a wealthy and patriotic indivi-

dual ser^'ed in his own ship. Cleinias, for instance,

did so at Artemisium (Herod, vlii. 17), but as it it

particularly recorded that this ship was his own,
w*e may infer, that he supplied at his own cost

what the state was bound to provide. The same
custom prevailed during the Peloponnesian war
also. The lUO ships prepared and reserved at the

beginning of the war, for any critical emergency,
were supplied by the state. (Thucyd. ii. 24.) In

the exp^ition against Sicily {Id, vi. 31) the stale

furnished the hull of the vessel {vauy Ksi'dv), and
the pay of the crews, a drachma per day for each

man: but the equipment of the ships was at the

cost of the Trierarchs, who aleo gave l-rttfwpeU

(Pollux, ui. 94), or additional pay to secure the

liest men. The same conclusions are also deduct-

ble from the credit which a Tricrarch takes to him-
self for saving his vessel, when the city lost her

shijis at Argospotami (Is'icr. c, CaUim. 382):
ami from tlie further statement that he paid

the sailors out of his own pocket. From tho

threat of Cleon (Aristoph. 916) that ho
would (as irpariVY^s) make an adversary a Trier-

arch, and give him an old ship w'ith a rotten

mast {i<rrioy <rairp6r), it appears that the state

furnished the hull and mast also, but that the Trier-

arch was bound to keep and return them In good
repair: an obligation expressed in the inscriptions

quoted by Riickh {Urkunden uhtr das Serurr^rn den

AUwchen Staates^ p. 197), by the phrase, bu t1.it

Digitized by Google
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vavy ioHtuov koI irapaZoOycu. Cuns<**

qiiently tho Rtnlemcnt in the oration ngainat Mi>
diaa (p. 564. *J*J) that when l>emoi»tlienr8 wn« quite

Tounjr (B.C.564)the I'rieiurch* paid all the ex-

pen»cft thonixeiTes (rd dvoAaWTa *k ray iZitaw)

only implies tlmt they defmycd the expenses which

were customary at that time* and which were after-

wards diminished by the regulation of the sym<
nioriae ; hut not that they supplied the ship, or

pay and proTisions for the crew. The whole ex-

{K'liditure, says I4ockh, means nothing more tlian

the equipment of the vessel, the kfH*ping it in repair,

and the procuring the crew w hich was attended

with much trouble and expense, as the Trierarchs

Were vunetimes obliged tc give bounties in order to

induce p>c'rsoiis to serve, foreign siiilors not Wing
admissible. From the oraliun of Demosthenes

i

airainst i’oljcles (ii. C. •161 ), we learn the fuiiowing
|

pnrticuUrs alniut the Trierarchy of that time.
[

The '1‘rierarchs were obliged to launch their ship
; !

the lunilors were supplied from particular p^irishes

(StWoi), through the agency of the demarcln ; but

those siippiii'd to ApolU»dorus the client of Demos-
thenes were but few and inefficient, consequently

he mortgaged his estate (ihroOcivcu ovalay}^

and hired the best men he could get, giving great

buunlit^ and premiums {irpoZoans), lie alsfi

equipped the vessel with his own Lvckle and furni-

ture, mking nothing from the public stores tus
SriuoaCiyy ot^iy fAaSoy. Compare the Speech on
tho Crown of the Trierarchy, p. 1229). Moreover

in GonR'qiionce of his sailors deserting when hu

was out at sea, he was put to additional and henry
expenses in hiring men at different ports. Thu
]>ruvision money fi»r the sailors (frcrrtp4ffiov) was
provided by tho stale, and paid by the stnitegi,

and so generally speaking was the pay for the

marines (^vi^droi) : but Demosthenes' client only

received it for two months >tnd at he served foi

five months more than his time, (from the delay of

his successor elect,) he w.vj obliged to advance it

himw-lf for fifteen months with but an unccrlain

prospect of repayment. Other circumstances are

mentioned which made his Trierarchy very expen-

sive, and the whole speech is worth reading, ns

showing the unfairness and hardship to u Inch a rich

man was sometimes subjected as a Trierarch. The
observation that he took no furniture from the public

stores, proves that at that time (b. c. 361), the

triremes were fitted out and equipped from the

public htores, and consequently by the state ; hut

os we learn from other p.vf.sagcs in Demosthenes,

and the inscriptions in Ibickh ( UrkuntUn^ No. iii.),

the Trierarchs were obliged to return in good con-

dition any articles which they took; in default of

doing so they were considered debtors to the state.

That the ship's furniture was either wholly or in

part supplied by the state, also appears from an-

other speech (o. /vaety. et iMnesib. )l46): but

'I’riemrchR did not alw’ays avail themselves of their

privilege in this respect, that they might have no

trouble in settling with the state. It is evident

then, that at the time referred to (about B.C. 360),

the only expenses biiuHtig upon the Trierarchs were

those of keeping in n^puir the ship and the sliip's

furniture ; but even these might be very consider-

able, especially if the ship were old, pr exposed to

hard sen-ice and rough weather. Moreover, some

Trierarchs whether from ambitious or patriotic

motives put themselves to unnecessary expense in

fitting out and rigging their siiijts which the
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j

sLite derived an advantage. Sometimes, on the

I

other hand, the slate suffered, by the Trii-mrchs
performing their duties at the least (•ossible ex-

i pease, or letting out their Triemrcby (unrdfciTm

K*tTovfryiay) to the conlnicior who offered the
lowest tender. (Dem. de Coron, Trierar. 12‘'0.)

One consequence of this was, that the duties were
inadequately pcrfomuHl ; but there was a greater
evil connected with it, namely, that the contractors

repaid themselves by privateering on their i*wn
account, which led to reprisals and letters of marque
being granted against the state. (Svlak: iK-ni.

Id. 1231.) It seems strange that the Athenians
tolenued this, especially as they wen* sometimes
inconsistent enough to punish llie Trierarchs who
had let out their Trierarchy, considering it as a
desertion of {K»et (Asiworo^joe, Id. 1230).

\\ e may hero observe, that the expression in

Dneus {de ApolL Herrd. 6“), that a Trierarch
hod bis ship made himself" (ti)v vavy

does not mean tlial lie was at the cost of
building it (Kaumryiprd^evoj), but only of fitting

it up and getting it ready fur sea. That the ships
always belonged to the state, is fiirllier evident
from the fact that the senate w-as intrusted with
the inspection of the ship- building (Dem. c. Andn4.
599. 13) ; and is placed beyond all doubt by the

Athenian Navy Lint" of il»e inscriptions in

Bbckh. {Inkundin. A:c,) l^me of the ships there

mentioned are cilled dyrwiKh^punoi. whence it ap»

(H‘ars that the public vessels were as-iginnl by lot

to the respective Trienirchs. A rpn^p7j% Iwthoai^

fios was a ship presented to the state ns ,i free gift,

just as rpii^pij iwiZavvot means to present the state

with a trireme (Dem. c. MU. 566, 568), The
duration of a Trierarchy was a year, and if anv
Trierarch served longer than his legal time, he
could charge the extra expenses (tJ inrptytpdp.

X^ua) to his successor. To recover these expenses
an action (4rtTpi11pQpx^^*^‘^os 6(Kif) miglit be
brought against the successor, of which we have
an example in the speech of Apollodonu against

Polycles, composed by Demosthenes for liie former.

II. Om the i jjMTJsei of ike Trit-mrchy. These
would of course depend upon circumstances; but
except in extraordinar)' cases, they were nut more
tlian 60, nor less than 40 minae : the average W'.*is

almiit 50. Thus about tlie year ii. c, 3G0, a whole
Trierarchy was let out for 40 minae ; in Inter

times the general amount of a contract was 60.

(Dem. e. Mui. 539, 564. 20, iU Coron. 260, 262.)
III. Oh ike difrrrut forms of Ike Tricmrcky,

In ancient times one person bore the whole charge,

afterwards it was customary for two persons to

share it, who were then called Syiurientrchs (crus*-

Tp4T;papxo<)* When this practice w-as first intro-

duced is not known, but B^kh conji-ctures that it

was about the year 412 b. c., after the defeat of

the Athenians in Sicily, when the union oi two
persons for the L'horegia was first penuitted. The
most ancient account of a i} iitriemrchy is later

than 4 10 (Dys. c. DuiffU. 907, 909), and we meet
with one so late as n. a 358, the year of the Athe-

nian expedition into Euljoea. (Dem. c. Mtd. 566.

24.) The syntrierarrby to w*hich we allude was
indeed a voluntary service (4vl5o(rif), but there

can be little doubt that it was suggested by the

ordinary practice of that time ; and even under the

next form of the service, two I'rierarchs were
sometimes employed for the tmmerfiote direction of

the Trierarchy. The svntrientrchy, however, did

4*k 4
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not entirely luper^ede the oMer And form.

only meant a« a relief in ca&c of emergency,

when there wa» nut a sufficient number of wealthy

ciiizeni to bear the expi‘n»e singly. Nnnieruus

instances in fact occur of single Triemrehies, be<

tween 410 and .358 & c., and in two passages of

Isaeus (»/« Di(M€ng. Her. 54, <ie Apffit. 67), refer-

ring to this period, the single and double Triemr-

chy are mentioned as cotempomneous. Ap«dlo-

doms also w.as sole Trierarch (Dcm. c. /''</yc/.) so

late as u. c. 361. In tlie case of a syntriemrchy

the twoTriemrehs comninnded tlu'ir vessel m turn,

six months each (Id. 1-19), according as they

Agreeil U*tween themselves.

The third form of the Trierarchy wni connected

with, or suggested by, the syntrierorchy. In u. c.

358, the Athenians were unable to procure a suffi-

cient number of logidly ap(M>inted Triemrehs, and
accurdiiigly they suiiunoned the volunteers. This,

however, was but a temporary expedient ;
and as

the actual system was not adequate to the public

wants, they determiued to manage th«« Trierarchy

somea'hnt in the same way as the property taxes

[ KisriioAA], namely, by classes or symmoriae,

according to tlie law of Periauder passed, os Biickh

shows, in the year 358, and which was the pri-

mary and original enactment on the subject. With
this view P200 (rwTsAsrr, or partners (Dem. r.

Mul. 564) were Appointed, who were probably the

wealthiest individuals of the state, according to the

census nr valuation. These were divided into 20

(Tvfinoplatt or classes ;
out of which a number of

persons {(nifiara) joined for the equipment or ra-

tiler the maintenance and management uf a ship,

under Uie title of a aMT^Acia (Harpocr. «. r.) or

union Sometimes, perhaps, by special enactment,

when A great numl^ pf ships was required, a

synteleia of this kind consisted of four or five

wealthy individuals, who bore jointly the ex-

penses of one trireme (lliirpocr. s. v. %vfifMpla);

but generally to every ship there was assigned a

synteleia of fifteen persons of different degrees of

w'enith, os we may suppose, so that four only were

provided for by each symmoria of sixty persons.

These syntcleuie of fifteen persons each seem to

have been also called symmuriae by llyperides.

( Harpocr. X. e. ; compare L>ein. de Synunor. 183.)

it appears, however, that before Demosthenes

carried a new law on this subject (a. c. 340), it

hod been customary for su-teen persons to unite in

a synteleia or company for a ship (Dem. pro
Cor. 261), who bore the burden in equal shares.

This being the case it follows, either that the

members of the symmoriae had been by iliat time

raised from 1*200 to 1280, or that tome alterations

had taken place in their internal arrangements, of

which no account has come down to us. (Dockh,
Vrkundrny Ac. p. 181.) From the phrase iK twv ir

TotT Adxetr 0‘oktiA«w»', used in the KoriXoyot (t/e

for. 261 ), it would also seem that the word A^x°<
was used of civil as well as military divisions, and,

in this instance, of the symmoriae. The superiu-

tendence of the whole system was in the hands of

the 300 wcalthirat members, who were therefore

called the ^ leaders of the symmoriae ^ (dyeudrst

Twr on whom the burdens of the trier-

archy chiefly fell, or rather ought to have fallen.

(Dem. Cor. 329, e. Enerp. ei Mnesih. 114.5.)

I'he services performed by individuals under this

system appear to have b^n the same as before:

tne stale still provided the ship's tackle (t. e. the

TUIKRARCHIA.
dddrta ira' <rrvrs-ia ireu excurfa, and other things\

and some slringeiit enactnieiits were made to com-
pel the Trierarchs to deliver it up according to the

inventory taken of it (t3 Smyga^i^ia rmr OKfowr),

either at Athens or to their successors sent out by
the symmoriae. This conclusion, that the vessel

was equipped by the state, is coufinned hy De-
mosthenes {de Spnmnr. 1H3. 17), and in the ora-

tion oguinst Midias (/. c.) he says, referring to the

system of the symmoriae, that the state provided

the crews, and the furniture. The only duly then

of the Trierarchs under this system was to keep
their vessels in the same repair and order ns tliey

received them. Rut even from lliis they managed
to escape: for the wealthiest members, who had to

serve for their synteleia, let out their Trierarchies

for a talent, and received that amount from their

partners (<rurr«Acr$), so that in reality they (mid

next to nothing, or, at any rate, not what they

ought to have done, considering that tlie Tn'emrdiy
was a ground of exemption from other liturgies. It

does not appear from the orators how the different

sriiteleiae appointed the Trierarchs who were to

take charge of their vessels; but it was probably

left to themselves without being regulated by ony
legal eniictmenL The evils and irregularities of

the symmoriae ore thus (rhetorically perhaps)

described by Demosthenes: ** 1 saw your navy
going to ruin, and the rich escaping with little

cost, and persons of moderate income losing their

property, and the city losing the opportunities of

action, and the triremes not being equipped in

sufficient time to meet an emergency, and tiicrcfore

I proposed a law, &c." Tlie changes he meant to

effect by it are related in his oration concerning

the symmoriae (o. c. 354), and ore as follow : he

proposed to add 800 to the 1200 <rvvr«A«7f, making
the whole 2000, so that, subtracting all those who
could claim exemption as minors, orphans, Ac.,

there might always remain 12U0 persons (iraMaTa)

to serve. These were to be divided into 20 sym-
inoriae of 60 each, as under the old system; each

of these was to be subdivided into five divisions of

12 persons each, one-half rich and the other poor
(d*^a>'airAi)p<vv), so as to fonn altogether lOU
smaller symmoriae. The number of triremes, ac-

cording to this scheme, was to be 30U, classed in

‘20 divisions of 15 ships: each of these divisions

was to be assigned to one of the 20 larger sym-
moriae, so that each of the smaller would receive

3 ; and in cose of 300 ships being required, four

Trierarchs would be appointed to each. More-
over, each of the greater symmoriae was to receive

the same amount of the public stores fur equi{i-

ment, in order that they might apportion it to the

smaller cLassrs. With a view to levying the crews,

and for other purposes, the generals were to divide

the dockyards into ten {Kirts for 30 ships' stations

{vfwaoiKoi) adjacent to each other ; and to assign

each of these parts to .a tribe, or two large sym-
moriae of 30 ships. These ten |tarU were to be
subdivided into thirds, cacli of which was to be
assigned to a third part (rpir^vt) of the tribe to

whom the whole was allotted, so that each third

a’ould receive ten ships. Whether this scheme
was put into practice does not appear, but it seems
that it w*os not, for the mismanagement of the Trier-

archy appears to have continued till Demosthenes
ouried his law about the ** Trierarchy according to

the Valuation.” One of the ciiief evils connecUd
with it was, that the triremes were never equipped
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in time; nnd ns l)t'mu»i)iciies (/V/iV. 50) complains

of this, in u. c. we nuij conclude that his

proposal fell to the ground. But these evils were

too serious to remain without a remedy ; and

therefore when the omtor was the irntniriji too

I'avriNoo or the superintendent of the Athenian

navy, he brought forward and carried a law for

altering and improving the system of the symmo*
fine atid companies, the mcmWrs of which no

l«)nger called themselves Trierarchs, but p:irtiiers

(oi'rTfAsTv) (Id. </a (or. 2(>0), thereby introducing

the ^FuttrUt/urm of the Triemrchy.’’ The provisions

of the law w'ere ns follow. The naval servicei re-

qnin-ri from every citizen were to depend upon

and be prn{K>rtional to his property, or rather to

his taxable capita) see Kl.spiiOItA }« ns

registered f<>r the symmoriae of the property taxes,

the rate being one trireme for every ten talents of

taxable capital, up to three triremes and one nuxi-

Imry vessel (div7ip(<Tioo) for the largest properties
;

I. e. no person, however rich, could be required

to funiish more. Those who had not ten talents

in taxable capital were to club together in synle>

leiae till they had made up tliat amount ; and if

the valuation of the year of Nausinicus (b. c. 379)
was still in force, the taxable capital (for the high*

est class) was one-fifth of the whole. By this law

great changes were effected. All persons paying

taxes were rated in proportion to their property,

so that the poor were benehtted by it, and the

state likewise : for, as Demosthenes {de Cor. 261

)

says, those who had formerly contributed one-

sixteentli to the Trierarchy of one ship were now
Trierarchs of two, in which case they must either

have served by proxy, or done duly in successive

years. He adds that the consequences were highly

beneficial. During the whole war, carried on after

the law was in force, no Trierarch implored the aid

of the people {Itmjplaif or took refuge in

a temple, or was put into prison by the persons

whose duly it was to dispatch the fleet (of drotrro-

nor wot any trireme lost at sea, or lying

idle in the ducks for want of stores and tackle, as

under the old system, wh*n the service (vd A*t-

Toi'p7«r»') full on the poor. The duties and services

to which the Trierarchs were subject under the

new law were probably the same as under the '

third form of the Trierarchy, the symmoriae.

On the relation which, in this system, the cost

of a Trierarchy boro to the property of a Trierarch

Bdckh makes the following remarks, which may
be verified by a reference to Eisphora. “ If we
reckon that, as formerly, it cost about a talent, the

total ex pense of the Trierarchs, for 1 00, 200, or 300
triremes amnunted to an equal number of talents,

or a sixtieth, a thirtieth, and a twentieth of the

valiuiiion of Attica : (. e. for the first class one-third,

two-thirds, and one per cent of their property:

for the poorer a proportionally less amount: nnd of

the annual incomes, token as a tenth port of the

property, 3^ 6}, and 10 percent, for the most

Wealthy. But we may reckon that Athens at that

time had m>t more than 1 00 or 200 triremes at

sea, very wldom 300 ; so that this war-tax did not

for the richest class amount on an average to more

than one-third, and two-thirds per cent, of their

property

This arrangement of Demosthenes was calculated

for 300 triremes, for which number 300 persons

serving in person would be necessary
;
so that tlie

chief burden must hare fulien upon the lenders of
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' the former symmoriae. The year of pas»ing this

law Bockh fixes at b.c 340 or 339. How long it

remained in force is uncertain. In the speech fur

the crown (&c. 330), where much is said on iho
subject of the Trierarchy, it is neither mentioned
that the law was in existence, nor that it was
repealed

; but Demosthenes (p. 329) says that

Aeschines had been bribed by the leaders of the

symmoriae to nullify iL

It ap|>eart then that the Trierarchy, though the

most expensive of the liturgies was not of neces-

sity oppressive, if fairly and economically managed,
though this, as has been before observed, was not
always the case. (Demosth. e.

With respect to the amount of properly which
rendered a man liable to serve a Trierarchy or syn-

trierarchy, Bockh observes, **
1 am aware of no

instance of liability arising from a property of less

value than 500 minac, and as an esLite of one or

two talents never obliged the possessor to the per-

formance of any liturgy (Dem. c. AphoL. p. 633),
the assertion of Isaeus (de Dicaeotj. Hered. p, 54)
that many had served tlie ufhee of Trierarch whose
pro)>erty was not more than 60 ininae, obliges us

(if true) to supjtose that public-spirited individuals

were sometimes found to contribute to a Trierarchy

(rather perhaps to a syntriemrehy) out of a very
small property.'*

The disadvantages which in Inter times resulted

from the Trierarchs not being ready for sen by the

time for sailing, were in early times prevented by
their appointments being made beforehand

; ns wns
the case with the Trierarchs appointed to the 100
ships which were reserved at the beginning of the

Peloponnesian war against an atuick upon Alliens

by sea.

The appointment to serve under the 6rst and
second forms of the Trierarchy was made by tlio

strategi (Demosih. e. Lacr. 940. 16), and in enso

any person was appointed to serve a Trierarchy,

and thought that any ono else (not called upon)
was better able to bear it than himself, he olTered

the latter an exchange of his property [AntidusisJ
subject to the burden of the 'l‘rierarchy\

In cases of extreme hardship, persons became
suppILints to the people, or ded to the altar of

Artemis at Munychia. If not ready in time, they
w*ere sometimes liable to imprisonment (l^oxoi 8«ir.

Dem. de Cor. 262. 15). Thus on one occasion

( Dem. dc Cor. Tritr, 12*29. 6), the Trierarchs were
hy a special decree subjected to imprisonment, if

they were not off the pier (xw><o) by the end of

the month ;
on the contrary, whoever got his ship

ready first, was to bo rewarded with the ** crown
of the Trierarchy so that in this w’ay consi-

derable emulation and competition were produced.

Moreover, the Trierarchs were vircv9i;vot, or Hnblo

to be called to account for their expenditure ;

though they applied their own property to the

service of the state. (Dem. e. Fol^c. 1222. 11 ;

Aeschin. c. Ctetipk. 56.) But they also received

money out of the treasury for various disburse-

ments, -as the pay of the soldiers and sailors, and
the extra hands [vmjpfffia) : thus, on one occasion,

each Trierarch is stated to have received 30 niinae,

m iwiwAouv. (Dem. dc Cor. Trier. 1231. 14.) The
Trierarchs may also have been considered ihrc66i>-

voi, from being required to show that they had
performed their duties proMrly. The Sacred Tri-

remes, the Paralus and the Salamii, had special

treasurers [Tamias] appomted to them (PoUux«
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Yul 116); nnd, on the Bulborilr of Ulpinn (a</'

/>OT. e. A/id. 686), it bn* been belicTcd that the

•tale acted as Triemrch for each of them ; but in

the iit«crtplions quoted by Hbckh (i/rluaden^

p. 169), no difference is made between the Trier-

nrehs of the l^amlas and other rcsseis, and there*

f(»re it would »eem that the state appointed Trier-

archs for them as well as for other vessejs, and
provided out of the public funds for tiinse erpens<>s

only which were peculiar to them.

IV. On Ote ejtiupdons from the Trirmnily.—
By on ancient law, in force a c. 355 (Dera. c.

no person (but minors or feninles) could

claim exemption from the Triemrcliy, who were of

sufTicient wealth to perform it, not even the de-

scendants of iiarmodiiis and Aristogiton. But
from Isaeus (/>c AjniiL Urred. 67) it appears

that in the time of the single Trirrarchr no piTson

«)uld be compelled to sene a second time within

two years aflera former service (8do stt?

The nine nrchons also were exempt, and the Trier-

nrehy was a ground of exemption from the other

liturgies, any of which, indeed, gave an exemption

from nil the rest during the year next following

that of its serviw. (Dem. c, l.rpi. 459, 464.)

But all property was not subject to the service,

ns wo learn from Demoitlienes (i>e S^mm, 182.

1 4), who tells us that a person was exempt, if

dSoearor, or unable to serve from poverty
;

so

also w'ere ** wards, hoiresst's, orphans, clemchi, and
corporate bodies.” Of course an heiress could only

claim exemption while unmarried. Wards also

were free from all liluryir*. during their minority,

and for a year after their ^oKifuiala. (Lysias, c.

IMnffit, 90H.) By KK-upwxot^ are meant colonists,

who, while absent by the command of the state,

could not perform a Triemrchy. The to xoivceviwd

admits of a doubt, but it prolmbly means the pro-

perty of joint tenants, as brothers or coheirs, which

had not yet been npportioried to them (Pollux,

viii. 184),' or it may nffer to monies invested in

partnership. Moreover, though the proper duration

of a Triemrchy was a year, it was legally dissolved

if the general furnished no pay to the soldiers,

or if the ship put into the Peiraecus. it being then

impossible to keep the sailors together. (Dem. e,

1209.)

V. On the lepal proccr-littpi eonnecied itUh the

Tfierarchy.—These were either between individual

Trienirchs, or betw'een Trierarchs and the state,

and therefore in the form of a Diadicasia. They
generally arose in consequence of a Tri«rarch not

delivering up his ship and her rigging in proper

onler, eiUter to his successor or to the state. If be

alleged that the loss or damage of either happened

from a storm, ho was said cratp^oOcu xord

chroAwX^i'oi, and if his plea w'ere substantiated,

iio^tv ir TV «t. r. A. Vessels or furni-

ture on which a trial of this kind had been held,

were »id to bo 8ioBt5<«r<urMe»‘a.

The presidency of the courts which tried matters

of this sort was vested in the strategi, and some-

times in the superintendents of rae dockyard,

in conjunciion w'ith tho droo-roAttr. The senate

also appears to have bad a judicial power in thc«e

matters: «.^<7. we meet in various inscriptions with

the phrase o78< twv rptnpdpxwr, dSIsAwtree d
jBooAi) rpiiiptf, ilocich conjectnres that tho

Trierarchs of whom this is said had returned their

•hips in such a condition, that the state might have

called upon them to put them in thorough repair, ur
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to rebnild them, at a cost for an ordinary trireme of

500U drachmae. Supposing that they were not re-

leased from this liability by any decree of a court

of justice, and tliat the rebuilding was not com-

pleted, he conceives that it rou«>t have l>een com-
petent (in a clear and Hngmnt cas<') for the senate

to have inflicted upon lliem the (lenalty of tw’ice

5U00 drachmae, the technical phrase for which was

“doubling the trireme.” {Urknudeny vVc. p, 228.)

The fdimse oj^oAcr^-fltro' freuto}*’ dvodo^ccy,

which occurs in inscHptiuna, does not ap|ly to an

undertaking for giving a new trireme, but merely

for putting one iu a complete state of rt*pair.

The phrase vKoloy (Dem. c. Imct. 941),

to lay an information against a vessel, is used not

of a public ship, hut of a private V(*ssel« engaged

perhaps in smuggling or privateering. ( lUickh, /W.
Kcon. of Athens^ pp. 541~576, 2d ed) IIL W.)
THIEHUPOH {rpiripowoie'i), [Navis p.

785, a.l

TRIOON. fPiLA,]

TRILIX. [T»i.a. p, 1102,b.]

TIllNU^NDINUM. [Nundi.sak- 1

TUIO'nOLON. lUicAhTRs p. 402, b.J

TRIO'BOLIJS. [DRACiisfA.}

TRIPLICATIO. (Actio, p. 12, a.]

.Till PUS (vpfwout), a tripod, i, c. any ntensil

or article of furniture supported upon three feet.

More especially

I. A three le^ed inble. (Mkksa.] The fir»l

woodcut, at p. 308. shows such a table iu u<»e.

Its three sup]>orts are richly and tastefully orna-

mented. Various single legs {fruftezophora^ Cic.

ad Ftim, viL 23), wraiight in the tutme style out

of wiiiie marble, red porphyry, or other valuable

matt-rials and consisting^ a liotiVhead nr some
similar object at the top, and a foot of the mine
animal at the iMttom, united by intervening foliage,

are preserved in the British Museum (CuiiiIh*,

Aneient Marbles, i. 3, i, 13, iii. 38} and in other

colieclions of antiquities The tripod used at en-

tertainments to hold the Cratxr had siinrt feet,

to that it was not much elevated. These tables

were probably sometimes made to move upon
castors. (Horn. //. xviii. 375).

II. A jwt or caldron, used for boiling meat,
and either raised upon a three-legged suind of

bronre, a* is represented in the woodcut, p. 827,
or made with iu three feet in the same piece.

Such a utensil was of grt*al ralue, and was some-

times offered as a prize in the public games (xxiii.

264. 702, 703).

III. A bronze altar, not differing probably in

its original form from the tall tripod caldron already

described. In 'this form, but with additional or-

nament, we see it in the annexed woodcut, which
represents a tripod found at Frejus, (Spon, hfirc,

Kn$d. Anl. p. 118.) That this was intended to be

nsed in sacrihee mar be inferred from the bullV

hcad with a fillet tiM round the horns, which we
see at the top of each leg.

All the most ancient representations of the

sacrificial tripod exhibit it of the same general

shape, together with three rings at the top to serve

as handles (ovaTo, Horn. IK xviii. 378). ifiincc it

has this form on oil the coins oikI other ancient

remains which have any rafcrence to the Delphic

oracle, it has lieen with sufficient reason concluded

that the tripod, from which the Pythian priestess

gave responses, was of this kind. The right-

hand figure in the woodcut ii copied from one
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pablishis) T>y K. 0. Miiller (HoHijrpr's Amo3(k>^
I. p. 119), fmmdod upon mtm<*ruiui Anctent «u->

thoriticB, and d«ign«i U» *how the appcornncrt

of tlic onKuUir tripod at Delphi. the

parU alnmdy mentioned, via. the three lejj*, the

three bandlea, and the Tetwi or ciddron, it how’s

a Bftl, round plate, called Iamot, on which the

Prtbia tented hereelf in order to give retpontet,

and on which lay a laurel wreath at other times.

Thit hgure also shows the position of the Cortina,

which, as well os the caldron, wna made of very

thin bronae, and was supposed to iiicN*aso the

prophetic sounds which camo from nudemoaib the

eoi-th. ( Virg. iiL 9*2.)
i

The celebrity of this tripod produced inmi* '

merahlc imitations of it (Diod. xvi. 26), cnllvd

** Delphic tripods.” (AtJien. v. p. 199.) They
were made to be used in sacriBee, and stdl more

fmjoentlr to be presented to the treusiiry both

in that and in many other Creek temples. (Alhen.

vi. pp. 231, C—232, d. ; Pamt iv. 32. § 1.)

[Dunaru.] Tripods were riiiefly dedicated to

Apolio (l*auB. HU 18. § 5) and to llacchua. I’nrtly

in allusion to the fiible of the rape of a tripod from

Apollo by Hercules, and the rwivery of it by the

former (Pous. uL 21. § 7, x. 13. S 4), the tripod

h;u one of his usual attributee, and therefore

occurs continually on coins and ancient marbles

which have a relation to him. Of this we have an

examyde in the bas-relief encraved on p. 117, which

also exhiUts two more of his attributes, the lyre

and the serpent In conformity with the sfime

ideas it was given as a prize to the conquerors at

the Pythian nnd oilier games, which were cele-

brated in honour of Apollo. (Herod, i. 144.) On
the other hand, the ihe.itre at Athens being con-

sidered sacred to Ilocchiis, the snccessfal Cho-

rauus received a bronze tripod u the appropriate

prise, llie chomgie monuments of Thrasyllus and

Lysiemtes, the omnmental fragments of which are

now in the llritish Museum, were orectod by them

to preserve and display the tripods awarded to

them on such occasions. We find also that a

tripod was sometimes consoemted to the Muses
(lies. Op. ei />ie«, 658) and to Hercules. (Pans.

X. 7. % X)
A tripod, searcely les* remarkable than that

from which the Pyihia delivered omcles, and con-

secrated to Apollo in the same temple at Delphi,

Will tliut made from the spoils of tlie Pendan army
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after Uie battle of Plataeae. It consisted of a
gulden bowU supported by a threG-heade<l bronze

serpent (liemd. ix. HI ; Thocyd. i. 132 ; Schol.

in Lie.; Paus. x. 13. | 5 ; Uyllius, J'cp. Owsf.iL 13

1

naiiduri. Imp. Orient, t. it p. 614.) The golden
bowl liaving been removed, the bronze serpent was
taken to Constantinoph% and is probably the same
which was seen there by Spon and Whaler in

1675. The first figure in iho annexed wwid-cut
is copied from Whaler's engraving of it, (Journty
into G/reee^ p. 165.) He says it was about four-

teen or fifteen feet high.

The use of bronze tri^Kids as altars evidently

arose in a great degree from their suitableness to

be removed from place to place. We have an ex-

ample of tills mode of employing them ui the scene

which is represented in the woodcut on p. 1045.

To accommodate them as much os possible to this

purpose, they fire sometimes made to fold together

into a small coin|»ass bv a contrivance, which may
be understood from an inspection of the preceding

woodcut. The right-hand figure represents a trij>od

in the Hritish Museum. A patera, or a plain me-
tallic disk, WHS laid on the lop, when t^cre was
occasion to offer incense. Many of theto movable
folding tripods may bo seen in Museums, proving

how cmnmon they were among the Romans.
Another species of tripods deserving of notice

are those m^c of marble or hard stone. One
was discovered in the villa of Hadrian, five feet

high, and therefore unsuitable to bo usird in sncii>

iice. It is very much oimmented, and was pro-

bably intended merely to be disphkTed as a work

of art. (^vlus, Hecwsil^ iL pi. 53.) [J. Y.]

TRIPU'iMUM. [Actiumpp. 175, b., I76,a.j

TRIRE^MIS. [Navir]
TRlTAnOKISTKS. [Histbio.]

TRITTYA (TpiTTifo), [Sacrif}ciuu«p.1000.}
TRITTYS (TpiTTwt). [Tribl's, p. 1154.]

TRIUMPHUS, a solemn procession in which

a victorious geneml entered the city in a chariot

drawn by four hitfses. He was prc<«ded by tlui

cafttives and spoils taken in war, was fbUow'od by

bis troops, and after mssing in state along the Via

Sacra, ascended the Capitol to offer sacrifice in the

temple of Jupiter.
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Such (]i&plavft have bec*u m) univertal amon;; oil

warlike tribes from the earliest times, and arc so

immediately connected with some of the strongest

{vissions of the human heart, that it would be as

u>»ele8s as it is impossible to trace their origin his-

toriciilly. It is scarcely necessary to advert to the

fancies of those ancient writers, who refer their hrst

institution to the mythic conquests of Bacchus in

the Kast (Diodor. iv. 5 ; Piin, If. N. vii. 57). nor

need we attach much importance to the connection

between trinmphus and according to the

elymologv doublingly projiosed by Varni {L. L. vi.

6h, eU. Muller). Ucjoicings after a victory, ac-

companied by processions of the soldiery with their

plunder, must have been coeval with the existence

of the Uomons os a nation, and accordingly the

retun) of Uoinulus with spoHa opima after he had

defeated the Caeninenses and slain Aero their king,

is described by Dionysius (ii. 34 ; compare Prop,

ir. 1. 32) with all tho attributes of a regular

tiiumph. Plutarch (7/om. 16) admits that this

event was the origin of and first step towards the

triumpl) of after times, but censures Dionysius for

the statement that Romulus mode his entrance in

a quadriga, which he considers disproved by the

fact that all the triumphal (rpoiraio^dpoi/r) statues

of that king, as seen in hii day, represented him on

foot. He adds that Tarquinius Priscus, according

to some, or Poplicola, according to others, hrsi

triumphed in a chariot
;
and in corroboration of this

we find tliat the first triumph recorded by Livy

(i. 38 ; compare Klor. i. 5 ; Kutrop. i. 6) is that over

tho Sabines by Tarquinius, who accoruing to V'er-

rius (Plin. //. iV. xxxiii. 19) wore upon this oc-

casion a robe of cloth or gold. Whatever conclusion

we may form upon these points, it is certain that

from the first dawn of authentic history down to

the extinction of liberty a regular triumph {juttas

triumphua) was recognized as the summit of military

glory, and w'as the cherished object of ambition to

every Homan general A triumph might be granted

for successful achievements either by land or sea,

but the latter were comparatively so rare that wc
shall for the present defer tho consideration of the

naval triumpL
After any decisive battle had been w*on, or a

province subdued by a series of successful opera-

tions, the Imperator forwarded to the senate a
laurel- wreathed despatch {literuf hxttrtalaey Zonar.

vii. *21
; Liv. xlvi. I ; Plin. H.N. xv. 4U) con-

taining an account of his exploits. If tho intelli-

gence proved satisfactory the senate decreed a public

thanksgiving. [SrrPLicATio.] This supplication

was so frequently the forerunner of a triumph, that

Cato thinks it necessary to remind Cicero that it

•was not in\*ariably so, (Cic. ad Fam. xv. .5, ) After

the war was concluded the general with his army
repaired to Rome, or ordered his army to meet him
there on a given day, but did not enter the city.

A meeting of the senate was held w'iihout the

walls, usually in the temple of Bellona Liv.

xxvl 21, xxxvL 39) or Apollo (Liv. xxxix. 4),

that be might have an opportunity of urging his

pri'tensions in person, and these were then scru-

tinized and discussed with the most jealous care.

The following rules and restrictions were for the

most port rigidly enforced, although the senate

assumed the discretionary power of relaxing them
in special cases.

1.

That no one could be permitted to triumph
unless he bud held the office of dictator, of consul.
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or of praetor. (Liv. xxviii. 38, xzxl 20.) lienee

a triumph was not allowed to P. Scipio after he

had expelled the Carthaginians from Spain, because

he had commanded in that province ^ sine ullo

m.igistmtu.*’ (\'al. Max. ii. 8. §5; Liv. /. c.)

The honours granted to Pompey, who triumphed

in his 24lh year (h.c. 81), before he had held

any of the great offices of state, and again ten

years afterwards, while still a simple eques, were
altogether unpreaNlenled. (Liv. Kptf. 89 ; Cic.

pro Leg. Afua. 21 ; Veil. Pat. ii. 30 ;
V*al. Max.

viii. 15. § 8 ; Plut. Pomp. 12, 22 ; Dion Ciiss.

XXXV). 8.)

2. That the magistrate should have been actwilly

in officu both when tho victory was gained and
when the triumph was to U* ceiehnited. This re-

gulation was insisted upon only during the earlier

ages of the commonwealth. Its violation com-

menced with Q. Pubtilius Philo, the first person to

whom the senate ever granted a **prorogntio im-

perii^ after the termination of a magistracy (I^iv.

viii. 26), and thenceforward proconsuls and pro-

praetors were permitted to triumph without question

(Liv. xxxix. 45, xl 25, 34), although fur a consi-

derable time the event was of rare occurrence. It

was long held, however, that it was necessary for

the ** prorogntio imperii ” to follow immediately

upon the termination of the magistracy, for a

triumph was refused to L. Lentnliis, who succeeded

P. Scipio ID Spain, on the ground that, although

he had been formerly praetor, his imperium had

not been continued unintemiptedly from the period

when the command expired, but bad been renewed
^ extra ordinera” after a lapse of some years,

(Liv. xxxl 20.) But towards the close of the

republic this principle was entirely abandoned.

Consols and praetors seldom quitted the city until

their term of office hod ceased, and when at any
subsequent period they entered upon the govern-

ment of a province, either in regular rotation or
^ extra ordinem,'* they enjoyed the full status and
all the privileges of proconsuls and propraetors.

The position of Pompey when sent against the

pirates and afterwards against Mithridates, and of

Cicero when ho went to Cilicia, will be sufficient

to illiislrotc this without multiplying examples,

3. That the war should have l^n prosecuted

or the battle fought under the auspices and in the

province and with the troops of the general seek-

ing the triumph (Liv. zxxi. 48, xxxiv. 10; Val
Max. ii. 8. § 2), and hence the triumph of the

praetor Furius (Liv. xxzi. 49) was considered ir-

regiilir and imperfect. l‘hus if a victory was
gained by the legntui of a general who was absent

from the army, the honour of it did not belong to

the former, but to the latter, inasmuch as he had

the auspices.

4. That at least 5000 of the enemy should have
been slain in a single battle ( Vul. Max. ii. 8. § 1 ),

that the advantage should have been positive and
nut merely a compensation for some pit'vions dis-

aster (Oroi. V. 4 \ and th.at the loss on the part of

the Homans should have been small compart with

that of their adversaries. (Liv. xxxiii. 22.) By a
law of the tribunes L. Marius and M- Cato penal-

ties were imposed upon nil Imporntores who should

be found guilty of having iiuadc false returns to the

senate, and it was ordained that so soon as they

returned to the city they should bo required to

attest tho correctness of such documents upon oath

before the city quaestor. (Vol. Max. Lc.) It ia
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clear that these provisiont could never have existed

during the petty contests with which Home was
fully occupied for M>me centuries

;
and even wlien

w’ars were waged upon the most extensive scale we
find many instances of triumphs granted for gene*

ml results, without reference to tlie numbers slain

in any one engagement (e. g. Lir. viii. *26, xl. 38).

5. That the war should have been a legitimate

contest against public foes (Justis hot4ilitu»que Mlis^

Cic. pro DeuA. 5), and not a civil contest Hence
Cntuliis celebrated no triumph over I/epidus, nor

Antonlus over Catiline, nor Cinna and Marius over

their antagonists of the Sullan parly, nor Caesar

after Pharsalia, and when be did subsequently

triumph after his victory over the sons of Pompey
it caused universal disgust. Hence the line in

Lucan (i. 12)

:

*• Bella gcri placuit nullos hnbitura triomphos,"

(See Val. Max. ii. 8. § 7 ; Dion Cass, xliii. 42 ;

PluL f (le*. 5(J.) (OvATio.J
6. That the dominion of the state should have

been extended and not merely something previously

lost regained. Hence Kulvius, who won k'lck

Capua after its revolt to Hannibal, did not receive

a triumph. (\'al. Max. L c, ; compare Liv. xxxi. 5,

xxxvi. 1.) The absolute acquisition of territory

does not appear to have been csl^liaL (Dukcr,

ad Lit*, xxxi. 5.)

7. That the war should have been brought to a

conclusion and tlie province reduced to a state of

peace so as to penirit of the army being withdrawn,

.

the presence of the victorious soldiers being consi-

dered indispensable in a triumph. In consequence

of this condition not lieing fulfilled an ovation only

was granted to Marcellus after the capture of Syra-

cuse (Liv. xxvi. 21, compare xxviii. 29, xxz. 48)
and to L. Manlius upon his return from Spain.

(Liv. xxxix. 29.) We find an exception in Liv.

xxxi. 48, 49, but this and similar cases roust be

regarded as examples of peculiar favour. (See also

Tacit. Ann. i. 53, compared with iL 4 1.)

The senate claimed thcexclusive right of delibe-

rating upon all these points and giving or with-

holding the honour sought (Liv. iii, 63 ;
Polyb.

vi. 13), and they for the most part exercised the

privilege without question, except in times of great

political excitemeuL The sovereignty of the peo-

ple. however, in this matter w'as asserted at a very

early date, and a triumph is said to have bi>en

voted by the tribes to Valerius and Homtins, the

consuls of B. c. 446, in direct opposition to the re-

solution of the fathers (Liv. ill. 63 ; Dionys. xi.

50), and in a similar manner to C. Marcius Kutilus

the first plebeian dictator (Liv. vii. 17), while L.

Postumiiis Megolliis, consul U.& 294, celebrated a

triumph, although resisted by the senate and seven

out of the ten tribunes. (Liv. x. 37.) Kay more,

we read of a certain Appius Claudius, consul e. c.

14.3, who having persisted in celebrating a triumph I

in defiance of both the senate and people, was ac-

companied by his daughter (or sister) Claudia, a

vestal virgin, and by her interposition saved from

being dragged from his chariot by n tribune. (Oros.

v. 4 ; Cic. pro. Coel. 1 4 j
Val. Max. v. 4. § 6 ;

Suet.

Tib. 2.) A disappointed general, however, seldom

ventured to resort to such violent measures, but

satisfied hiuiself with going through the forms on

tlie Alban Mount, a practice first introduced by
C. Papirius Maso, and thus noticed in the Capito-

liue Fasti: C. Papiiuuk Maso cos. dx Cokskis
j
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rKiwrs IX MONTK Ausano III. Nonas Mart.
AN. DXXII, (Plin. //..V. XV. 38.) His example
was followed by M.nrcellus ( Liv. xxvi. *21

; PJut.

Marc. *22), by Minuciua (Liv. xxxiiL 23), wid
by many others, so that Livy (xlii. 21 ) after men-
tioning that the seiuUe had ndused a triumph to

Cicereius (praetor B.c. 173) adds, “in monte Al-
bano, quod jam in morem lyj/cru/, triumphaviu**
(See also Liv. zlv. 38.)

If the senate gave their consent they at tha
some time voted a sum of money towards defraying

the necessary expenses (Pulyb. vi. 13), and one
of the tribunes “ex auctoritate senatus" applied

fora plebiscitum to permit the Imperntor to retain

his imperium on the day when he entered the city.

(Liv. xlv. 35, xxvL 21.) This last form could

not be dispensed with 'either in an ovation or a
triumph, because the imperium conferred by the
coniitia curiata did not include the city itself, and
when a general had once gone forth “ paludatus “

his miliuiry power ceased as soon ns he re-entered

the gates, unless the general law had been pre-

viously suspended by a special enactment
;

niul in

this maimer the resolution of the senate was, as it

were, ratified by tJie plebs. [Iupkiuum ; Pacu-
DAMXNTi'M.) For this reason no one desiring a
triumph ever entered the city until the question

was decided, since by so doing he would ipso facto

have forfeited all claim. We have a remarkahle
example of this in the case of Cicero, who after his

return from Cilicia lingered iu the vicinity of Konie
day after day, and dragged about his lictors from
one place to another, without entering the city, in

the vain hope of a triumph.

Such were the preliminaries, and it only now
remains to describe the order of the prncefuiion.

This in ancient days was sudicionily simple. 'l‘ho

leaders of the enemy and the other prisoners were
led along in advance of the general's chariot, the

military standards w*ere carried before the troops

who fullow’cd laden with plunder, banquets were
spread in front of every door, and the populace

brought up the re.ar in a joyous band, filled with
good cheer, chanting songs of victory, jeering and
bantering as they went along with the pleasautnei

customary on such occasions. (Liv. lii. 29.) But
in later times these pageants wore marshalled willt

extraordinary pomp and splendour, and presented

a most gorgeous spectacle. Minute details would
necessarily be ditlerent according to circumstances

but the general arrangements were os follow. When
the day appointed had arrived the w*hole population

poured forth from their abodes in holiday attire,

some stationed themselves on the steps of the pub-
lic buildings in the forum and along the VU Sacra,

while others mounted scaffoldings erected for the

purpose of commanding a view of the show. The
temples were all thrown open, garlands of flowers

decorated every ihrine and im.igc, and incense

smoked on every altar. (PluL Actnd. i‘atd. 32 ;

Dion Casa. Ixxiv. 1.) Meanwhile the Impenuor
called an assembly of his soldiers, delivered an
oration commending their valour, and concluded by
distributing rewards to the most distinguished and
a sum of money to each individual, the amount de-

pending on the value of the spoils. He then as*

cended his triumphal car and advanced to the

Porta Triumplmlis (w)iere this gale was is a ques-

tion which we cannot here discuss
;
see Cic, ta Pis.

23; Suet. Ociav. lOl ; Josephus, U.J. vii. 24),
where he was met by the whole body of tlie senate
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headed by the magUtratea. The procession then

defiled in the following order.

I. The Senate headed by the magistrates. (Dion

Cass. li. 21 ; Serv. a-/ fVry. ^ea. 5-13.) 2. A b<Kly

of trumpeters. 3. A train of carringea and {fames

(Josephus, /J. J. vii. 24) laden with spoils, those

articles which were especially remarkable either on

account of their beauty or rarity being disposed in

such a manner as to be seen distinctly by the

crowd. (Suet. «/u/. 37-) Boards were borne aloft

on fercula, on which were painted in large letters

the names of vanquished nations and countries.

Here, too, models were exhibited in ivory or wood
(Quinctii. vi. 3) of the cities and forts captured

(Plin. r. 5). and pictures of the mountains, rivers,

and other great natural features of the subjugated

region, with appropriate inscriptions. Oold and
silver in coin or bullion, arms, weapons, and horse

furniture of every description, statues, pictures,

vases, and other works of art, pa'cious stones,

ehibumudy wrought and richly embroidered stulTs,

and every object which could be regarded as valu*

able or curious. 4. A body of flute-players. 5. The
white bulls or oxen destined for sacriflee, w'itb

gilded horns, decorated with infulae and serta, at-

tended by the slaughtering priests with their im-

plements. and followed by the Camiili bearing in

their hands paterae and other holy vessels and in-

Btrumeatt. 6. Elephants or any other strange

animals, natives of the conquered districts. 7. The
arms and insignia of the leaders of the foe. 8.

The leaders themselves, and such of their kindred

as had boon taken prisoners, followed by the whole
band of inferior captives in fetters. 9. The coronno

and other tributes of respect and gratitude be-

stowed on the Imporator by allied kings and states.

10. The lictors of the Impcrator in single file, their

fasces wrt*aihed witli laurel. (Plin. //. S. v. 40.)

1 1. Tile liuperator himself in a circular chariot of

(Plut, Oimi//. 7 ; Serv. I, c.

;

Dion Cass, xliii. 1 4.)

The circular form of the chariot is seen in the pre-

ceding cut, copied from a marble formerly in the

possession of the Duke d'Alcnla at Seville (Mont-

fnucon, Anf. Exp. voL iv. pi. cv.), and also in the

following cut, which represents the reverse of one

of the coins of the Antonines. lie was attired in

a gold embroidered robe {topa pi^ fn) and flowered

tunic {tunica ;Wom/u), he bore in his right hand a
laurel bough ( Plut. Pttull. 32), and in bis left a
sceptre (Dionys. v. 47 ; VaL Max, iv. 4. § 5), his
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brows were encircled with a wreath of Delphic laurel

(Plin. II. S. XV. 38, 39), in adiiitioii to which, in

ancient times, his body was painted bright red.

(Plin. II. X. xxiiL 3(>.) He was accom{tnnied

in his chariot by his children of tender years

(Lir. xlv. 40 ; Tac. Ann, ii. 41), and sometimes

by very de.or or highly honoured friends (Dion
Cass. li. IG, Ixiii. 2U), while behind him stood a

public slave holding over his head a golden Ktruv
can crown ornamented wiili jewels. (IMn. II. .V.

xxxiii. 4, xxviii. 7 ; Zonar. vii. 21.) The pre-

sence of a slave in such a place at such a time

seems to have been intended to avert ** in vidia'*

and the influence of the evil eye, and for the fame
purpose a fa>«cinum, a little l>elt, and a scourge

were attached to the veliicle. (Plin. II. X. xxviii.

7 : Zonar. viL 21.) Tcrtiillinn {.4pof. 33) tells us,

that the slave ever and anon whispered in the ear

of the Impemtor the warning w ords ^ Ri'hpice post

te, homineni memento te,'* and this statement is

copied by Zunoras (f. c.), but is not confirmed by
any earlier writer. Isidorus (xviii. 2), niisunder-

sLanding Pliny (xxviii. 7), imagines that the slave

in question was a common executioner. 12. Bo-

hind the chariot or on the horses which drew it

(Zonar. /. c.) rode the grown-up sons of the lia-

perator, together with the legali, the tribuui (Cic.

in I‘u. 2.^), and the equites, all on honeback.
13. The rear was brought up by the whole body
of the infantry in inarching order, their spe:irs

adorned with laurel (Plin. xv. 40), some shouting

lo Triumplie (Vairo, L. L. v. 7, cd. Muller ; Hor.

Carm, iv. 2. 49 ;
Tibull. ii. 6. 121), and singing

hymns to the g<^s, while others procLiimed the

praises of their leader or indulged in keen sarcasms

and coarse rilmldiy* at his expense, for the most
perfect freedom of s{>eech was granted and exer-

cised. (Liv. iv. 53, V. 49, xlv. 38, Dionys. vii. 72;
Suet. Jul. 49, 51 ; Mart. i. 5. 3.)

The arrangement of the procession as given

above is taken, with some changes, from the treatise

of Onuphrius Panvimus De Triumpbn in the 9th

volume of the Thesaunis of Umeviui. The dif-

ferent particulars are all collected from the accounts

transmitted to us of the most celebrated triumphs,

such as that of Pompey in Appiaii {Hell. Mith.

1 IG, 117), of Aemilius Pnullus in Plutarch {I*auU.

32) and in Livy (xlv. 40), of Vespasian and Titus

in Josephus {U. J. vii. 5. § 4, 5, 6), and of Camil-
Itis in Zonaras (vii. 21 ), ti^ether with the remarks
of Dionysius (ii. 34. v. 47), Servius (ad Vvy. ,4ea,

iv. 543), and JuvemU {iiai. x. 38—45).
Just as the pomp was ascending the Capitolina

hill some of the hostile chiefs were led aside into

the adjoining prison and put to death, a custom so

barbarous that we could scaitely believe that it

existed in a civilized age were it not attested by

Digitized oy Google
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til? mnet nnqucstiojuble evidence. (Cic. in Verr.

V. 30 ; Liv. xxii. 13; Joseph, vii. 21.) l^om*

pcy, indeed, refrained fn>m perpetrating thif atrt>*

city in his third triumph (Appian, BcU. MUh.

117), .nnd Aurelian on like occasion spared Zenobia,

but these' are quoted as exceptions to the general

rule. When it was announevd th.at these murdori

hiul l)een compleU'd (Joseph l,c.) the victims were

then sacrificed, an otl'ering from the spoils wsu

presented to Jupiter, the laurel wreath was de-

posited in the lap of the god (Senec. ('on ol. tui

Ilfh. 10 ; Piin. II. *V. xv. 40 ; Plin. 1‘anrp. 0 ;

Suil.,9y/c. iv. 1.41), the Imperutor was enlertiiine<l

at a ptihlic fe.*ist along witit hU friends in the tem*

pie, aitd returned home in the evening preceded

by torches and pipes, and escorted by a crowd of

ciilsens. (Flor. ii. 1.) Plutarch {Q. li. 77) and
Valerius Maximus (ii. 8. § 6) say that it was the

practice to invite the consuls to this banquet, ami

then to send a message requesting them not to

come, in order, doubtless, that the Imperator migiit

be the most distinguished pi'rson in the company.

The whole of the procevditigs generally speak-

ing, were brought to a close in one day, but when
the quantity of plunder was very great, and the

troops very numerous, n longer period was re-

quired for the exhibition, and tliiis the triumph of

KInminius continued for thrt'o dnvs in succession.

(!dv. xxxix. 52; Plut. AemU. I’dulL 32.)

But the glories of the Imperator did not end

with the show nor even with his life. It was
customary (we know not if the practice was in-

variable) to provide him at the public expense

with a site for a house, such mansions Iwing styled

triumphale» dotHU». (Plin. xixvi. 24. § 6.) After

death his kindred were ponnitted to depo'it his

allies within the walls (such, at lea^t. is the ex-

plaiialiun given to the words of Plutarch, Q. li.

78), and iaurcl wreathed statues suuiding erect

in triumpiml cars, displayed in the vestibulum of

tlie family mansion, trunsmilted his fiime to pos-

terity.

A TRiirMPiius Navalis appears to have dif-

fered in no respect from an ordinnrv' triumph

except that it must have been upon a smaller scale,

and would be characterized by tho exhibition of

U'aks of ships and other nautical trophies. The
earliest u[xjii record was granted to C. Duilius,

who laid the foundation of the supremacy of Uome
by wa in tho first Punic war (Liv. Efnt. xvii.

;

Fast. Capit); ami so elated was he hy his success,

that during the rest of his life, whenever he re-

turned iiomo at night from supper, he cnus4*d flutes

to souinl and torches to lie )>ome before him. (Flor.

ii. I ; Cic. Cal. Muj. 13.) A second naval tri-

umph was celebrated by Lutaiius C'atulus fur his

victory off the Insulae Aegatei, b. c. C4l (Val.

Mux. it 8. § 2 ;
Fast. Capit.) ; a third by Q.

Fabiiis Labeo, B.C. 18.9, over the Cri*lans (I.iv.

xxxvii. 8U), and a fourth by C. Octavius over

King Perseus (Liv. xlv. 42) without captives and
without spoils.

Tril^mphl’s Castrkksis was n procession of

the soldiers through the camp in honour of a tri-

humis or some officer, inferior to the general, who
had performed a brilliant exploit. (Liv. vii. 3(S.)

After the extinction of freedom the F.mperor

being considered as the commander-in-chief of all

the armies of the suite, every military achievement

was unilcrstood to be performed under his auspices,

and hence, according to the forms of even tho
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ancient constitution, he alone had a legltiiData

claim to a triumph. This principle was soon fully

recognised and acted upon, for although Antonios
ha<l granted triumphs to his legati (Uion Cass. xlix.

42), and liis example h.-ui been freely followed by
Augustus (^iict. 38; Dion Casa. liv. 11,12)
in the early part of his caret'r, yet after the year
B.C. 14 (I)ioji Cass. liv. 24), he entirely discon-

tinui'd the practice, and from that time forward

triumphs were rarely, if ever, conceded to any
except members of the imperial family. But to

compensate in some degree for what was then
taken away, the custom whs introduced of hestow*-

ing wh.at were termed TriuinfJMtia Ornameutiu
lliat is, permission to receive the titles bestow'cd

upon and to appi'ar hi public with the rol>es woni
by the Imperatores of the commonwe.ilili when
they triumphed, and to bequeath to their descend-

ants triumphal statues. These triumphnlia oma-
mmUi are said to have been first bestowed upon
Agrippa (Dion Cass, l.c.) or upon Tiberius (Suet.

itetuT, ^), and ever after were n common mark of

the favour of the prince. (Tacit. Ann. i. 72, ii. 52,
iii. 72, Ac., Hist, i. 71*, ii. 78, Ac.)

The last triumph ever celebrated was that of

Belisaritis, who entiTed Constantinople in a quad-

riim, nccording to the fashion of the olden time,

after
. the recovery of Africa from tho Vandals.

The total number of triumphs upon n*cord down
to this period has been c^tlsulated ns amounting to

350. Orosius (viL 9) reckons 320 from Romulus
to Vespasian, and Pitiscus Anliq. $. r.

Triumjditts) estimates tlie number from Vespisljm

to Ik-lisarins at 30. [
W. U.]

TRIU'MVIRI orTKK SVIIU, Mere either or-

dinary magistrates or officers, or else extraordinary

commissioners, who were frequently appointed nt

Rome to execute any public office. The following

is a list of the most important of both classes, ar-

ranged in alphabetical order.

1. Triumviri Auru Dividu.vdo. [Triumviri
COLO.VUK DeUUCBSDAX.]

2. Triumviri Catitalbs were regular magis-

trates first appointed about B.& 292. (Liv. Kpit.

1 1 ; Dig. I. lit. 2. s. 2. § 30.) The institution of

their office is saitl to have been proposed by L.

I*apirius, whom Festns {*. r. .S</cra»ncn/«w) calls

tribune of the plebs, but wliom Niebuhr {Ilisi. vf
Uomfy voL iii. pp. 4d/, 408] supposes to be L.

Pnpirius Cursor, who was praetor in n. c. 292.

They were elected by the people, the comitia being

held by the praetor. (Festus, Lc.) They succeede<i

to many of tho functions of the Quaestores Parri-

cidii. (V'^arro, L. A. v. fil, cd. Muller ; Quabstor.)
It was their duty to inquire into all capital crimes,

and to receive informations res(>ecting such (V'arro,

1. c»

;

Plant Asin. i. 2. 5, Aulul. iii. 2. 2 ;
Cic. pro

CJuent. 13), and consequently they apprehended

and committeil to prison all criminals whom they

det4.>cled, (Liv*. xxxix. 17 ; Vnl. Max. vi. 1. § 10 ;

Cic. /. c.) In conjunction with the Aediles, they

had to preserve the public peace, to prevent all un-

lawful assemblies, &c. (Liv. xxv. 1, xxxix. 14.)

They enforced the payment of fines due to the state

(Fest. Le.) They had the care of public prisons,

and carried into efTcct the sentence of the law
u(>on criminals. (Liv. xxxii. 2G ;

Val. Max. v.

4. § 7, viii. 4. § 2 ; Sail. C<ti. .55 ; Tacit Ann. v

9.) In these paints they resembled the magistracy

of the Eleven nt Athens. [Hrndbca.] They hud
the power of inflicring summary [mnisUment upon
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ularfi jind person* of lower rank : their court

appears to have been near the Moeniaii column.

(Festut, L e,

;

Gel), Hi. 3; Plaut. AmphUr. j. I

3 ;
Cic. pro Clund. 13.) Niebuhr (/. c.), who is

followed by Arnold {Hid. o/* vol. ii. p.

389), supposes that they might inflict summary
punishment on all oflenders ngninat the public

peace who might be taken in the fact ; but tlie

p.assAge of Festus, which Niebuhr quotes, does not

prove this, and it is improbable that they should

have had power given them of inflicting summary
punishment upon a Roman ciliicn, especially since

we have no instance recorded of their exercising

such a power. (Walter, Gt*ck. d, Rom. Hecktt^

pp. 16.5, 858, Isted.; Guttling, Gttch. d. Worn.

SUiaiw. p. 378.)

3. Tril’mviri Cou>NtAB Dbducbndab were

persons appointed to superintend the formation of

a colon}'. They are spoken of under Coloma,
p. 315, b. Since they had besides to superintend

the distribution of the land to the colonists, we And
them also called Triumviri CtJoniov Dniuctmtiue

A(/roqHe Dieidundo (Liv. viii. 16), and sometimes

simply Triumviri Afpv Dando (Liv. iii. 1).

4. Trii^mviri Kpulonrs. [Eptlones.]

5. Triumviri Equitum Tt’RMAa Ub(Ognos-
CBNDi, or Lbgbndih EQumrM Dbcukiik, were

magistrates first appointed by Augustus to revise

the lists of the Equites, and to admit persons into

the order. This was fonnerly part of the duties

of the censors. (Suet. Aug, 37 ;
Tacit Attn.

iii. 30.)

6. Triumviri Mbnsarii. [Mbnsarii.]

7. Triumviri Monetalbs. [Monbta.]
8. Triumviri Ni)cturni, were magistrates

elected annually, whose chief duly it was to pre-

vent fires by night ; and for this purpose they had

to go round the city during the night (vigdias

eiivumire). If they neglected their duty they were

sometimes accused before the people by the tri-

bunes of the plobs, (V^al. Max. viii. 1. §5, 6.)

The time at which this office was instituted is un-

known, but it must have been previously to the

year B.C. .304. (Liv. ix. 46.) Augustus transferred

tlieir duties to the Praefoctus Vigilum. (Dig. 1. tit.

15. a 1.) [Prabpbctus Vioilum.]

9. Triumviri Repicibndis Abdirus, extraor-

dinary* officers elected in the Comitia Tribiita in the

time of the second Punic war, were appointed for

the purpose of repairing and rebuilding certain

temples. (Liv. xxv. 7.)

10. Triumviri Rbipublicab CoN8TrriKNn.\B.

Niebuhr {Hist, of Rome, vol. iii. p. 43) supposes

that magistrates under this title were appointed as

early as the time of the Licinian Rogations, in

order to restore peace to the state after tiic com-

motions consequent upon those Rogations. (Lydus,

de Mag. i. 35.) Niebuhr also thinks that these

were the magistrates intended by Varro, who men-

tions among the extraordinary magistrates, that

had the right of summoning the senate. Triumvirs

for the regulation of the republic, along with the

Decemvirs and Consular Tribunes. (Cell. xlv.

7.) Wc have not, however, any certain mention

of officers or magistrates under this name, till to-

wards the close of the republic, when tlie supreme

power was shared between Caesar (Octaviaims),

Antonius,and Lepidiis, who admiuisb'rcd the nflhirs

of the stale under the title of Triumviri ReipuUicae

Cousliluetidae. This office was conferred upon

them iu m. c. 43 for five years (Liv. Ejit, 120 ;

TROPAEUM.
Appian, R. C. iv. 2— 1*2

;
Dion Cass. xlvi. 54—56

;

Veil. Pat. ii. 65 ; Plut. Cic. 46 ) ; and on the ex-

piration of the term, in a. c. 38, was conferred

upon them again, in me. 37, for five years more.

(Appian, R. C. v. 95 ; Dion C^ss. xlviiL 54.) The
coalition between Julius Caesar, Pompeius, and
Crassus, in B.C. 60 (Veil Pat, ii. 44 ; Liv. EpiL
103) is usually called the first triumvirate, and
that between Octavianus, Antony, and I^epidus,

the second ; but it must be borne in mind that the

former never bore the title of triumviri, nor were
invested with any office under that name, whereas

the latter were recognised os regular magistrates

under the aborc-mentioned title.

11. Triumviri Sacris Conquirbndis Donis-
qub Pbrkignandis, extraordinary officers elected

in the Comitia Tributa in the time of the second

Punic war, seem to have had to take care that all

property given or consecrated to the gods was ap-

plied to that purpose. (Liv. xxv. 7.)

12, Triu.mviri Senatus Lbgbvdi were mngis*

tmt('S appointed by Augiistiis to admit persons into

the senate. This was previously the duty of the

censors. (Suet. Aug. 3".)

TRO'CHILUS. [Spira.]

TROCHUS {rpoxis), a hoop. The Greek
boys used to exercise themselves like ours with
trundling a hoop. It was a bronze ring, and had
sometimes bells attached to iL (Mart, xi 2*2. 2,

xiv. 1C8, 169.) It was impelled by means of a
hook with a wooden handle, called davis ( Propert

Hu 12), and 4Aan)p. From the Greeks this

custom passed to the Romans, who conseqnently

adopted the Greek term. (Ilor. Carm. HL 24. 57.)

The hoop was used at the Gy.mnakium (Propert.

/. c. ; Ovid. Trid. ii. 485) ; and, therefore, on one
of the gems in the Stosch coll<M:tion at Ih>rlin,

which is engraved in the annexed woodcut, it is

accompanied by the jar of oil and the laurel branch,

the signs of etfort and of victory. On each side of
this we have represented another gem from the
same collection. Doth of these exhibit naked
youths trundling the hoop by means of the hook
or key. These show the size of the hoop, which
in the middle figure has also three small rings or
WlJs on its circumferiMice. ( Winckelmann, JJesc,

tics Pierres 6’ror^cs, pp. 452—455.)

In a totally different manner hoops were ust'd

in the porfonnances of tumblers and danci>rs.

Xenophon describes a female dancer who receives

twelve hoops in succession, throwing them into the

air and catching them again, her motions being

regulated by another female playing on the pipe.

{Sgjnpos. ii. 7, 8.)

On the UM* of rpox^s, to denote the potter's

wheel, sec Fktii.k. [J. Y.]
TUOJAK LUDUS. [Circur, p. 288, b.]

TUOI*AEUM {rp6roioy, Att. TgowaioP, Schol.

a*i ArialojiL Plut, 453), a trophy, a sign and me-
morml of victory, which was erected on the field
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of bottle where the enemy had turned (r^trw,

to flight, and in case of a victory gained

at aeo, on the nenreat Und. The exprcMioii, for

railing or erecting a trophy, ia rpowaiot' ffrijffat

or OTifircuTdax, to which may be added dah or aard

Twr woAffilv¥, (Wolf) ad Deot, la p. 296.)

When the battle waa not deciaive, or each party

coniidercd it had aome claima to the victory, both

erected trophiea. (Thucyd. L 54, 1U5, iL 92.)

Trophiea uaually coniiated of the arma, ahielda,

hclmeta, &e^ of the enemy that were defeated ;

and from the deKripti<yia of Virgil and other

Roman poeta, which have reference to the Greek

rather than to the Roman custom, it appeora that

the apoili and anni of the vanquiihed were placed

on the trunk of a tree, which was fixed on an

elevation. (Virg. Am. xi. .5 ;
Serv. ad toe.

;

Stat.

iil 707 ; Juv. x. 133.) It wai coniecmted

to aome divinity with an inacription (4vi'7pa^a),

recording the names of the victora and of the de*

feated party ( Kurip. Pkoen, 583 ; Schol. ml toe.
;

Paul. V. 27. § 7 ; Virg. Aea. iii. 288 ; Ovid. Ar.

A m. ii. 7 4 4 ; TaciL A aa, u. 22) ;
whence trophies

were regarded ns inviolable, which even the enemy
were not permitted to remove. (Dion Cnss. xlii.

58.) Sometimes, however, a people destroyed a

trophy, if they considered thnt the enemy had

erect^ it without sufficient cause, as the Milesians

did with a trophy of the Athenians. (Thucyd. viii.

24.) Thnt rankling and hostile feelings might not

be perpetuated by the continuance of a trophy, it

seems to have hwn originally part of Greek inter-

national law that trophies should be mode only of

wo«>d and not of stone or metal, and that they

should not be repaired when decayed. (Pint. Qwies/.

JioM. c. 37, p. 273. c. ;
Diod. xiii. 24.) Hence we

are told that the I^cedaeroonians accused the The-

bans before the Amphictyonic council, because the

Utter had erected a melal trophy. (Cic. de Inrrnt.

il 2.'!.) It was not however uncommon to en'Cl

such trophies. Plutarch (.4fci6. 29. p. 207, ^t)

mentions one mi«ed in the time of Alcibiades, and

Pausanias (ii. 21. § 9, iil 14. § 7, v. 27. § 7)

s}>eaks of several which he saw in Greece. (Wochs-

nmtli, tI<lL All. vol. ii. pL i. p. 424, 1st cd.;

^hdmann. Ant. Jur. PuU. Gnee. p. 370.)

The trophies erected to commemorate naval vic-

tories were usually ornamented with the beaks or

ncroteria of ships [Acroterium ;
Rostra] ; and

were generally consecrated to Poseidon or Neptune.

Sometimes a whole ship was placed as a trophy.

(Thucyd. ii. 84, 92.)

The following woodcut taken from a painting

found at Pompeii {Aftu. DorUm. vol. vil. t. 7) con»

tains a very good representation of a tropacum,

which Victory is engaged in erecting. The con-

queror tlands on the other side of the trophy with

bis brows encircled with laureL

The Macedonian kings never erected trophies, for

the reasfm given by Pausanias (ix. 40. § 4), and

hence the same writer observes that Alexander

raised no trophies after his victories over Dareius and

in India. The Romans too, in early times, never

erected any trophies on the field of battle (Florus,

iii. 2), but carried home the spoils taken in battle,

with which they decomted the public buildings, and

also the private houses of individuals. [Sfolia.]

Subsequently, however, the Romans adopted the

Greek practice of raising trophies on the field of

battle : the first trophies of this kind were crect^

by Domitius Ahextobarbus and Fabius Maximus in
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B. r. 121, after their conquest of the Allohmges,

when they built at the junction of the Rhone aiid

the Isara towers of white stone, upon which tro-

phies were placed adorned with (he spoils of the

enemy. (Florus, 1. e. ; Strabo, iv. p. 185.)

Potupey also raised trophies on the Pyrem-es after

his victories in Spain (Strabo, iii. p. 166 ;
Plin.

//. N. iii. 3 ;
Dion Casa. xli. 24.; Sall.a/). .Serr. ia

Virff. Aen. xi. 6) ;
Julius Caesar did the some

near Zicla, after his victory over Pharnaoes (Dion

Cass. xlii. 48), and Drusiis, near the Kibe, to com-

memorate his victory over the Gemians. (Dion

Cass. IL I
;
Florus, iv, 12.) Still, however, it was

more common to erect some memorial of the victory

at Rome than on the field of liattle. The trophies

raised by Marius to commemorate bis victories

over Jugurtha and the Cimbri and Teuton!, which

were cast down by Sulla and restored by Julius

Caesar, must have been In the city. (Suet. Jtd. 1 1.)

In the later times of the republic, and under the

empire, the erection of triumphal arches was the

moftt common way of commemorating n victory,

m.any of which remain to the present day.

[.Arcus.] We find trophies on. the Roman coins

of several families. The annexed coin of M.
Furius Philus is an example ; on the reverse. Vic-

tory or Rome is represented crowning a trophy.

TROSSULT. [EQl;ITl^ p. 472, a.]

TRUA, dim. TRULKA (vopi/n;), derived

from t/mJw, r6pn^ Ac., to perforate ; a large and

flat spoon or ladle pierced with holes ; a trowel.

The annexed woodcut represents such a Udle,

adapted to stir vegetables or other matters in the

pot (SchoL m ArtftopA. Av. 78), to act as a strainer
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when they were tnlcen out of the water, or to die-

pel the fmih from its surface. (Non. ^farcell. p.

19, etl. MtTceri.) The ladle here drawn was

found in the kitchco of “the house of Pansn,*’ at

Pompeii.

The tmUa rinaria (Varro, L. L. v. 118, ed.

M tiller) seems to have been a species of colander

IC'om^m], used as a wine-strainer. (Cic. Verr,

iv. *J7 ;
ilor. Sat. ii. 3. U4.) Though genemily

npplii'tl to these domestic and culinary purposes

( Kupolis, p. 174. ed. Uunkel) the tnilla w*as

found to 1h* convenient for putting bees into a hire.

(Col. r/e /ft* Uu»t. ix. 12.) It was also commonly

used to plaster walls (Paihwl. tU Ite HtuL i. 13,

l.’i), and thus gave rise to the verb tnUUssare.

[pARixa.]

Fellows {Rrc. in Asia .Viaor, p. 153) explains

the Eastern method of using a kind of coioiider in

washing the hands. It is placed as a cover upon

the jar [Ou.A]t. vhich receives the dirty water.

This may therefor© be the /rw//etc/«, which the

ancients used, together with the basin and ewer, to

wash their hands. (Non. hfurcell. p. 547, ed.

Merceri. ) (J. Y.J
TUUllUON. [CoTViA.]
TKUTIN.\ (T^trT<b^),a pmeralterm including

both l^iRRA, a hnlance, and s/u/era, a steelyard.

(Non. Marc. p. IBO.) Payments were originally

m.nlc by weighing, not by counting. Hence a

lialatice (fra/iAu) was preserved in the temple of

Saturn at Home. (Varro, L. L. v. 183, ed. Muller.)

The balance was much more ancient than the steel-

yard, which according to Isidore of Seville {Ori^.

xvi. 24) was invented in Campania, and therefore

called by way of distinction Tmiina Campana.
Coiisiiteiiily with this remark, steelyards have

been found in great numbers among the ruins of

Hercul.aneiim and Pompeii. The construction of

some of them is more elaborate and complicated

than that of modem steelyards, and they are in

some cases much ormimented. The annexeti wood-

cut represents a remarkably beautiful statera which

is preserved in the Museum of the Capitol at Home.
Its support is the tmiik of a tree, round which a

serpent is entwined. The equipoise it n head of

TUUA.

Minerx'a. Three other weights He 6n the base of

the stand, designed to be hung upon the hook when
occasion required. (.1/us. Capii. voL ii. p. 213.)

Vitruvius (x. 3. a 8. § 4) explains the principle

of the steelyard, and mentions the following con-

stituent parts of it: tlie scale (fancu/a) depending

from the head (ca;>«/), near which is the point of

revolution (cen/rvfn) and the handle (aasn). On
the other side of the centre from the scale is the

iK'am (sAipiu) w’ilh the weight or equipoise

poudium)^ which it made to move along the points

( per pwicfa) expressing the weiglits of the ditferent

objects that are put into the scale. [ J. Y.j

TUH.\ {<rttAiri>f), a bronte trumpet, distin-

guished from the cornu by being straight while the

hitter was curved: thus Ovid {Met. h 98)

“ Non tub.v directi non aeris coniua flexi.**

(Compare Vegetius, iiL 5.) Facciolati in his Ijexi-

con (a r. TuUt) is mistaken in supposing that

.\ulns (lellius (v. 8) and Macrobius (5b/. vi. 8),

who copies him, intend to nflinn that the tuba was
crooked. The words of the former do not menu
that both the lituus and the tul>a were crooked,

but that both that kind of trumpet which was
called a iitmis and also the itatf of the augur were

crooked, and that it was doubtful which of the

two had lent its name to the other. [ Lituus |

The tuba was employed in war fur signals of

every detcriptiou (Tacit. //i$t ii. 29 ; Caesar, Ii. C\

iii. 46 ; llirt Ii. <1. viii. 20 ; Liv. xxxix. 27), at

the games and public festivals (Juv. vi. 249, x«

214 ; Virg. Aen. v. 113; Ovid, Fast. L 716), also

at the last ntes to the dead {hine

Pen. iii. 103; Virg. Aen. xi. 191 ; Ovid. UeroieL,

xii. 140, Amor. ii. 6.6), and Aulus Gellius (xx.

2) tells us from Atteius Capito that those who
sounded the trumpet at funerals were termed

sitidnes.Knd used an instrament of a pt'culiar form.

The tones of the tuba are represented as of a harsh

and fea^inspiring character (/mefo$ sonitus tuba-

rum^ Virg. Gent^. iv. 72 ; trrribilem sonilum aers

cttnnroy Aen. ix. 503), which Ennius (Serr. ml
Virp. Am. ix. 5U3,

;
Priscion viii. 18. 103, ed.

Krehl) endeavoured to imitate in the line

“At tuba terribili sonitu taratantara dixit.**

The invention of the tuba is usually ascrilied by
ancient writers to the Ktnivcans (.\thenAeus, iv, c
82 ; Pollux. IV. 85, 87 ; Diodor. r. 40 ; Serv. cn/

IVry. Am. \iii. 516; Clem. Alex. Strom, i. p.

306), and the epithet ATjorcKroAvryiCTalfile. rohber-

tmmpeters, Photius and llesych. *. r. and Pollux.

/. e.) would seem to indicate that they bad made it

famous by their piracies. It has been remarked

that Homer never introduces the odsntyi in his

narrative but in comparisons only {IL xviii.219,

xxL 388 ; Kystath. and Schol.), which lends us to

infer that although known in his time it had

been but recently introduced into Greece, and it is

certain that notwithstanding its eminently martial

character, it a'os not until a late period us^ in the

armies of the leading stales. Hy the tragedians its

Tuscan origin was fully recognix^ : Athena in Aes-

chylus orders the deep-toneii piercing Tyrrhenian

trumpet to sound (Eumm. 567), Ulysses in Soph^
cles {AJ.\7) declares that the accents of his beloved

goddeu fell upon his ears like the tones of the

bmsen-mouthed Tyrrhenian bell (xs^ierot, Le. the

liell-shaped aperture of the trumpet), and similar

epithets are applied by Euripides (/'Aoratss. 1376

!

I
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ilentdid, 830), and other Greek (Auctor. Uhei.

908 ;
Brunck, Anal, tom. ii. p. 14*3) and Roman

writcra ( I'^rbenna danyor^ Virg. Aen. Tiii. 536 ;

Slat. Thelt. iiL 650 ;
Tyrthemit dang<irt inhae^

SHiut, li. 19). According to one account it was

first fabricated for the Tyrrhenians by Athena,

who in consequence was worshipped by the Ar-

rives under the title of 2dAirt7{ (Schol. ad Horn.

U. zeiii. 319, e. cod. Viet. ; Pausan. ii. 21. § 3);
»'bite At Rome the tubiludrium^ or purification of

sacred trumpets, was performed on the last day of

the Qiiinquatrus. [(di’iNQrATKua.] In another

logtMid the discovery is attribute<l to a mythical

king of the Tyrrhenians, Malens son of Hercules

and ( imphale ( LutAL ad Slat. Thrb. ir. 2*24, vi.

404 ; Hygin. Fab, *274
; Schol, ad Horn, L c.), in

a third to Pisoeus the Tyrrhenian (Plin. //. N.
vii. 57 ; Photitis, s. r.), and Silius has preserved a

tradition (vhi. 490), according to which the origin

of this instrument is traced to VeluloniL (Muller,

Dir Ftnuker, iv. 1, 3, 4, 5.)

There appears to have been no essential differ'

ence in form between the Greek and Roman or

Tyrrhenian trumpets. Both were long, straight,

bronze lubes gradually increasing in diameter, and
terminating in a beibshoped aperture. They pre-

s<'nt precisely the some appearance on monuments
of very diifereut dates, as may be seen from the

ctits annexed, the former of which is from Trajan's

column, and the latter from an ancient fictile vase.

(Hope, OMumes of ikt Ancients, pL 156.)

The scholiast on the Iliad {L c,) reckons six va-

rieties of trumpets
;
the first he calls the Grecian

2dAvi7( which Athena discovered for the Tyrrhe-

nians, and the sixth, termed by him aar'

the Tup<rTf»'ifn) adSiny^, he describes as bent at the

extremity (aspRwKa KtHKatr^ilpoy
>
but by

this we must unauestionably understand the tocred

trumpet {UpariKil Lydus, de Mens. iv. 6),

the litmus already noticed at the beginning of this

article. (Compare Lucan, L 431.) [W. R.J
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TUBILU'STRIUM. [QiiiNQtiATRtJR.]

TUBUS, TUBULUS. |Fjm*LA.J
TULLLVNUM. (Cartkr.]
TUMULTUATtll. ITumultus.]
TUMULTUS was the name given to a sudden

or dangerous war in Italy or Cisalpine Gaul, and
the word was supposed by the ancients to be a
contraction of timor viulius, (Cic. Fhil. viiL 1 ;

lumulltts dictus, quasi thnor mulius, Serv. ad IVn/.

Am. i). 486, viii. I ; Festus, s. r. TumuUuarii.)

It was however sometimes applied to a sudden or

dangerous war elsewhere (Liv. xxxv. 1, xli. 6 ;

Cic. Fhif. V. 1*2)
;
but this does not appear to have

been a correct use of the word. Cicero {/*hil. viii.

1) says that there might be a aar w'ithout a tn-

multus, but not a tnnmitus without a war ; but it

must be recollected that the word was also applied

to any sudden niunu respecting a war ; whence we
find a tumiiltus often spoken of as of leM importance

than a w'ar (^. Liv. u. 2GX becanse the results

wore of less consequence, though the fear might
have been much greater than in a regular war.

In the case of a tumultus there was a cessation

from all business (jus/i iam), and all cilixens were
obliged to enlist without regard being had to the

exemptions (vaeationes) from m3itary service, which
were enjoyed at other times. (Cicif.«?, ,• Liv.

vH. 9, 11, 2R, viii. 20, xxxir. 56.) As there

was not time to enlist the soldiers in the regular

manner, the magistrate appointed to command the

army displayed two banners (reatZ/u) from the

capitol, one red, to summon the infantry, and the

other green, to summon the cavalry, and said,

'':Qui rempublicam salram vuit, me seqnatur."

Those that assembled took the military oath to-

gether, instead of one by one, as was the usual

practice, whence they were called conjuruti, mid
their service conjHrafio. (Serv. ad Viry. Aen, viii.

1.) Soldiers enlUied in this way w’cre called

TumuUaarii or Subilarii, ( Festus, s. e. ; Liv. iii.

30, X. 21, xl. 26.)

TU'NICA (x‘VSPK, dim, X'*rwW(r#fos,
x‘‘'’

0tfno»'),

the under-garment of the Greeks and Homans.
1. Grbkk. The Chiton w*as the only kind of

DSvfia, or imder-garmeiit worn by the Greeks. Of
this there were two kinds, the Dorian and lonimi.

The Dorian Chiton, as worn by males, was a short

woollen shirt, without sleeves ; the Ionian was a
long linen garment, with sleeves. The under^

garment, afterwards distinguished as the Dorian,

seems to have been originally worn in the whole of

Greece. Thucydides (L 6) speaks as if the long

linen garment worn at Athens a little before his

time was the most ancient kind, since he attributes

the adoption of a simpler mode of dress to the

Lacedaemonians, but we know with tolerable cer-

tainty that this dress was brought over to Athens
by the lonians of Asia. (Muller, tie Mi$terva Fo-
Hade, p.41. Dor. iv. 2. § 4.) It was commonly
worn at Athens during the Persian wars, but ap-

pears to have entirely gone out of fashion about

the Ume of Pericles, from which time the Dorian

Chiton was the undergarment universally adopted

by men through the whole of Greece. (Athen.

xiL p. 512, c ;
Eustath. p. 954.47 ;

Tbucyd. L c,;

Aristoph. Equit. 1330.)

The distinction between the Doric and lonio

Chiton still continued in tbe dress of women. The
Spartan virgins only wore this one garment, and
bad no upper kind of clothing, whence it is some-

I timea call^ Uimation [Pallium] os well aa Chi^

4 P 2
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tom. (Compare Herod, t. 87 ; SchoL ad Eurip.

Hecuh. 933.) Euripidea (lltcmb, 1. c., Androm,

598) incorrectly calli this Doric dress Peplos, and
speaks of a Doric virgin as nop6m*it\oi. From the

circumstance of their only wearing one garment,

the Spartan virgins were ^led yvfJLval (PluU Lye.

14) [Nunus], and also povoxlrttyts. (Schol.

Eurip. L c.

;

Athen. xiii. p. .589, f. ) They appeared

in the company of men without any further cover-

ing
; but the married women never did so without

wearing an upper garment This Doric Chiton

was made, as slated above, of woollen stuff ; it

was without sleeves, and was fastened over iMth

shoulders by clasps or buckles (Wfnrai, wepdt'ai).

which were often of considerable size. (Herod.

Schol. ad Eurip. IL ce.) It was frequently so

short as not to reach the knee (Clem. Alex. Patd.

ii. 10, pi 258), as is shown in the figure of Diana,

on p. 276, who is represented as equipped for the

chase. It was only joined together on one side,

and on the other was left partly open or slit up

(<rX“"<^* Pollux, vii. 55). to allow a free

motion of the limbs: the two skirts (irripvyts)

thus frequently fiew open, whence the Spartan

virgins were sometimes called tpaiyopriplStt (Pollux,

J. e. ). and Euripides (Audrom. /. e.) speaks of them
as with

yvpvoun pifpoTs koI ir^aXoij drtipiyoit.

Examples of this <rx«rvdr frequently

seen in works of art: the following cut is taken

from a bas-relief in the British Museum, which re-

presents an Amazon with a Chiton of this kind

:

some parts of the figure appear incomplete, as the

original is mutilated. (See also Afu$. Dothon. vol.

iv. t. 21.)

The Ionic Chiton, on the contrary, was a long

and loose garment, reaching to the feet (woSijpuvX

with wide sleeves (adpoi), and was genenlly made
of linen. The sleeves, however, appear usually to

have covered only the upper part of the arm
; for

in ancient works of art we seldom find the sleeves

extending further than the elbow, and sometimes

not so far. The sleeves were sometinres slit up,

and fastened together with an elegant row of

brooches (Aelian, V. H. i. 18), and it is to this

kind ofgarment that B5ttiger (Kteine Sekri/i. voL iii.

p. 56) incorrectly gives the name of uxurris xlvsev.

The Ionic Chiton, according to Uer^otus (v. 87,

88), was originally a Carian dress, and passed over
to Athens from ionia. The women at Athens ori-

ginally wore the Doric Chiton, but were compelled
to change it for the Ionic after they had killed.
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with the buckles or clasps of their dresses, the angle
Athenian who had returned alive from the expedi-

tion against Aegina, because there were no btickles

or c]a<^ps required in the Ionic dress. The Muses
are generally represented with this Chiton. The
woodcut annexed, token from a statue in the

British Museum, represents the Muse Thalia wear-

ing an Ionic Chiton. The Peplum has fallen ofiF her

shoulders, and is held up by the left hand. The
right arm holding a Pedum is a modem restoratioiL

Both kinds of dress were fiutened ronnd the
middle with a girdle [Zona], and as the lonie

Chiton was usually longer thon the body, part of
it was drawn up so that the dress might not reach

further than the feet, and the part whkh was so
drawn up overhung or overlappi^ the girdle, and
was called k6Kitos.

There was a peculiar kind of dress, which seems
to have been a species of double Chiton, called 8i-

wAotr, SnrAotSior, and ^fuStwKotitoy, Some writers

suppose that it was a kind of little cloak thrown
over the Chiton, in which case it would be an
Aroictus, and could not be regarded as a Chiton ;

but Becker and others maintain that it was not a
separate article of dress, but was merely the upper

K of the cloth forming the Chiton, which was
^er than was required for the ordinary Chiton,

and was therefore thrown over the front and back.

The following cuts ( Mtu. Borlon. voL ii t. 4, 6) will

give a clearer idea of the form of this garment than
any description.
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It teerot iinpoMible to determine with cerUinty

whether the Diploidion formed part of the Chiton,

or wae a eeporete piece of drcM. Thote writer*

who maintain the former eiew, think that it is

quite prored by the left-hand figure in the pre-

ceding cut ; but thie U not concluiire evidence,

ince the Chiton may have terminated at the waist

In the right-hand figure we see that the Chiton is

girded round the middle of the body, as deicribed

above, and that the fold which overhangs {k6Kwos)

forms, with the end of the Diploidion, a parallel

line, which was always the case. This is also

plainly seen in the wo^cut to the article Umura-
cvLUM. Since the Diploidion was fastened over

the shoulders by means of buckles or clasps, it was
called which Muller {ArckiioL d. A'mis/,

9 339. 4) supposes from Eorip. Htatb. 553, and
Athen. xiii. p. 608, b, to have been only the end of

the garment fastened on the shoulder ; but these

passages do not necessarily prove this, and Pollux

(vii. 49) evidently understands the word as mean-
ing a garment itself.

Besides the word
diminutives x<^wvfffaor and x**’’**'’^*'* ihe former of

which is generally applied to a garment worn by
men, and the latter to one worn by women, though

this distinction is not always preserved. A ques-

tion arises whether these two words relate to a dif-

ferent garment from the Chiton, or mean merely a

smaller one. Many modem writers think that the

Chiton was not worn immediately next the skin,

but that there was worn under it a sliirt (xitsm^V-

ass) or chemise In the drees of men,
however, this does not appeor to have been the

case ; since we find X(^*^wkov frequently used ns

identical with *nd spoken of as the only

under garment worn by individuals. (T«l IfjJeriov icol

Phit. liipp. Mim, p. 368 ; Dem. m
Mid. p. .583. 21 ; Aesch. m Titn. p. 143 ; Athen.

xiL p. 545, a.) It appciiri, on the contrary, that

females were accustomed to wear a chemise (x*'’’*^

yiov) under their Chiton, and a representation of

such an one is given in p. 185. (Compare Athen.

xiiL p. 590, C ; Aristoph. Lytistr. 48, 150.)

It was the usual practice among the Greeks to

wear an Hiouttion, or outer garment, over the

Chiton, but frequently the Chiton was worn alone.

A person who wore only a Chiton was called ^ko-
X^Twr {oloxlrmif in Homer, Od. xiv. 489), an
epithet given to the Spartan virgins, as explained

above. In the same way, a person who wore only

an Ilimatioo, or outer garment, was called

(Xen. Mem. 16. § 2 ;
Aelian, V. H. vii. 13 ;

Diod. Sic. xL 26.) The Athenian youths, in the

earlier times, wore only the Chiton, and when it

became the fashion, in the Peloponnesian war, to

wear an outer garment over it, it was regarded os

a mark of effeminacy. (Aristoph. iVith. 964, com-
pared with 987.)

Before passing on to the Roman under garment,

it remains to explain a few terms which ore ap-

plied to the different kinds of Chiton. In later

times, the Chiton worn by men was of ta*o kinds,

the d^tfubrxoAor and the iTspo/ubrxoAof, the

former the dress of freemen, the latter that of slaves.

(Pollux, vii. 47.) The d^^i/id^xoAov appears to

have signified not only a garment which had two
sleeves, but also one which had openings for both

anns
;
while the 4rcpo^curxoAos, on the contrary,

hud only a sleeve, or rather an opening for the

left arm, leaving the right, with the shoulder and a

part of the breast uncovered, whence it is called

a representation of which is given on p. 5 1 2.

When the sleeves of the Chiton reached down to

the bands, it seems to have been properiy called

X*tpi^«*r6s (Cell. viL 12, see woodcut, p. 329),
though this word seems to have been frequently

used as equivalent to d/x^t^^xoAos. (Ht^ych. «. r.

’A^i^ufo’XoXor.

)

A dpdooTdStov w'ss one which was not

fasten^ round the body with a girdle (Pollux, vii.

48 ; Phot. Imt. p. 346, Pors.): a (rroAiScs-

rdf seems to have bad a kind of flounce at the

bottom. (Pollux vii. 54 ; Xenoph. Cyrop. vi. 4.

9 2.)
On the subject of the Greek Chiton in general,

see Muller, JJorians^ iv. 2. § 3, 4, Arekdo^oyie der
A'aMotf, § S37» 339 ; Decker, ChariJe/esy vol. ii.

p. 309, Ac.

2. Roman. The Tunica of the Romans, like

the Greek Chiton, eras a woollen under garment,
over which the Toga was worn. It was the Indu‘
tuenium or ludtduSy as opposed to the AmiduSy the

general term for the toga, pallium, or any other

outer garment [Amicti's.] The Romans are

said to have had no other clothing originally but
the toga ; and when the Tunic was first introduced,

it was merely a short garment without sleeves, and
was called Colobium. (Gell. vii. 12 ; Serv. ad Viry.

Aen. ix. 616.) It was considered a mark of effe-

minacy for men to wear Tonics with long sleeves

(mamieaiae) and leaching to the feet {taiarea).

(Cic. Cut. iL 10.) Julius Caesar was acenstoroed

to wear one which had sleeves, with fringes at the

wrist {ad mamtu /tinMaUty Suet JuL 45), and in

the later timet of the empire, tunics with sleeves,

and reaching to the feet became common.
The Tunic was girded (eiweto) with a belt or

girdle around the waist but was usually worn
loose, without being girded, when a person was at

home, or wished to be at bis ease. (llor. Sai. ii.

I. 73 ;
Ovid, Am. i. 9. 41.) Hence we find the

terms ciortfas, praeciuetu*y and succinetusy applied,

like the Greek cfffwrot, to an active and diligent

person, and di»evtctu$ to one who was idle or disso-

lute. (Hor. ikd. L 5. 6, ii. 6. 107, Epod. L 34.)

The form of the Tunic, as worn by men, is re-

presented in many woodcuts in this work. In

works of art it usually terminates a little above the

knee ; it has short sleeves, covering only the upper

port of the arm, and is girded at the waist (see

cuts, pp. 90, 808): the sleeves sometimes, though

less frequently, extend to the hands (cut, p. 141).

Both sexes usually wore two tunics, an outer

and an under, the latter of which was worn next

the skin, and corresponds to our shirt and che-

mise. Varro {ap. yon. xiv. 36) says, that when
the Romans b^n to wear two tunics, they culled

them Subueuia and Indutiumy the former of which

Bbttiger {Sahmoy vol. ii. p. 1 1 3) supposes to be the

name of the under tunic of the men, and the latter

of that of the women. But it would appear from

another passage of Varro (A. L.y. 131, cd. Miilier)

referred to by Becker (Oallusy vol. it. p. 89), as if

Varro had meant to give the name of Subucu/a to

the under tunic, and that of IndugiKM or fntusium

to the outer, though the passage is not without dif-

ficulties. It appears, however, that Subucu/a was
chiefly used to designate the under tunic of men.

(Suet. Any. 82 ;
Hor. E^tL i. 1. 95.) The u’ord

iutenda was of later origin, and seems to have ap-

plied equally to the under tunic of both sexes,
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{Apni. Flofii. ii. p. 32 ; Tiii. p. 53.3, ed.

Cud. • Vopiic. pAji. 4.) The Suffparut or 5w/>‘

panrm is said by Festos («.r.) lo bare been a linen

Test, and to have been the same ns the SvhvctUa
\

but Varro (r. 131), on the contrary, speaks of it

as a kind of oitU>r garment, and contrasts it with

5u&4H*it/a, which he derives from taA/ics, while nrp-

ftarut he derives from npra* The passage of Lucan
(ii. 364) in which it is mentioned does not enable

ns to decide whether it was an outer or under gar-

ment, but would rather lead ns to suppose that it

was the former. Persons sometimes wore several

tunics, as a protection against cold : Augustus wore
four in the winter, besides a Subucula. (Suet.

Jyff. K2.)

As the dress of a man usually consisted of an
under tunic, on outer tunic, and the toga, so that

of a woman, in like manner, consisted of an under
tunic (TWica intima^ G«)l. x. I5X an outer tunic,

and the polla. The outer tunic of the Roman
matron was properly called Slola [SroLs], and is

represented in the woodcut on p. 1073; but the

annexed woodcut, which represents a Roman em*
press in the character of Concordia, or Abimdantia,

gives a better idea of its form. (V'isconti, Mo-
ntunmti Gubinu n. 34 ; Bottiger, Sabttia^ tav. x.)

Over the Tunic or Stola the Palla is thrown in

many folds, but the shape of the former is still

distinctly shown.

The tunics of women were larger and longer

than those of men, and always had sleeves ; but in

ancient paintings and statues we seldom find the

sleeves covering more than tne upper part of the

arm. An example of the contrary is seen in the

Mn*-o IforitoHtcoy vol. vli. tav. 3. Sometimes the

tunics were adorned with golden ornaments called

Aerio. (Festus, t, r.

;

Or. ATjpof, Hesych. Suid. #. r.)

Poor people, who could not afford to purchase a

toga, wore the tunic alone, whence we find the

common people called Tuntoati. (Cie. (« RuU, ii.

34 ; Hor. P/Hst. i. 7. 65.) Persons at work laid

aside the toga ; thus, in the woodcut on p. 006, a

man is represented ploughing in his tunic only. A
person who wore only his tunic was frequently

cal!c<i Nrnus.
Ui>R{MM.'ting the Clavus I^tus and the Clnvus

Angiutus, worn on the tunics of the Senators and
Equites respectively, see Clavus.

When a triumph was celebrated, the conqueror

wore, together with an embroidered toga {Tepa
/nefd), a flowered tunic (TVimm palmaia), also

called 7'jmiea Jbrts, because it was taken fmro the

temple of Jupiter Capitolinua. (Lit. z. 7 ; Mart,

vit 1 ; Juv. X.38.) [Triumprua, p. 1 166, u.] Tunics

of this kind were sent as presents to foreign kings

by the senate. (Lie. xxz. 15, xxxi. 11.)

TURl'BULUM (dvfuoHtptotf)^ a censer. The
Greeks and Romans, when they sacrificed, com-

monly took a little frankincense out of the Acbrra
and let it fall upon the flaming altar. [Ara.] More
rarely they used a censer, by means of which they

burnt the incense in greater profusion, and which
was in fiict a small moveable grate or Foculub.
(Aelian, V. // xii. 51.) The annexed woodcut,

taken from an ancient painting, show's the per-

formance of both of these acts at the same time.

Winckclnmnn (Mon. Ined. 177) supposes it to re-

present Liria, the wife, and Octavio, the sister of

Augustus, sacrificing to Mars in gratitude for his

safe return from Spain. (Hor. Carm. iii. 14. 5.)

The censer here represented has two bandies for

the purpose of carrying it from place to place, and
it stands upon feet so that the air might be ad-

mitted underneath, and pass upwards through the

fuel

As the censor was destined for the worship of
the gods, it was often made of gold or silver (Ep.
ad Heh. ix. 4 ; Thucyd. vL 46) and enriched with
stones and gems. (Herod, iv. 162 ;

Cic. Verr. iv.

21— 24.) We find a silver censer in the official

enumerations of the treasures presented to the Par-

thenon at Athens : its bare (5irp«f<r;ixtra) wore of

bronxe. (Bdckh, Corjt. In$crip. toI. i. pp. 198, 235,
238.) [J.Y.]
TURMA. fExiBCiTUS, p. 497, b.]

TURRIS (wvpyoj),atower. The word ripjrif,

from which comes the Latin turrit^ signified ac-

cording to Dionysius (i. 26) any strong building

surrounded by walls
;
and it was from the fact of

the Pelasgians in Italy dwelling in such places

that the same writer supposes them to have been
called TyTsenians or Tyrrhenians, that isi, the in-

habitants of towns or castles. Tnrris in the old

lAitin language seems to have been equivalent to

urh$. (Polyb. xxvi. 4 ;
Obttling, d. Rom.

Staaitv. p. 17.) The use of towers by the Greeks
and Romans was various.

I. Stationary Totem. 1. Buildings of this form
are frequently mentioned by ancient authors, ns

forming by themselves places of residence and
defence. This use of tow'cre was very common in

Africa. (Diod. Sic. iii. 49, Itin. Jnt. pp. .34, 35,
with Wes<icling> notes.) We have examples in

the of Hannibal on bis estate b^ween
Achdila and Thapsui (Liv, xxxiii 48), the tmrii

Digilri.-dL; CuogL
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rrfjia of Jijffiirtha 103), tlie tower of

a private riiizm without the wall* of Canhti«e, by
the help of which Scipio took the city (Appian.

Pnn. 117) ;
ami, in Spain, the tower in which

Cn. Scipio was burnt (Appian. IG.) Such
towers were common in the frontier province* of

the Homan empire. (Ammian. MarcclI. xxviH. 2.)

2. They Were erected within cities, partly to

form a last retreat in cate the ciw should bo taken,

and partly to overawe the inhabitants. In almost

ail Greek citiet, which were usually built upon a
hill, rock, or some natural elevation, there was a
kind of tower, a costlc, or a citadel, built upon the

highest part of the rock or hill, to which the name
^

of ArrofwMt was given, as at Athens, Ck»rinlh,
I

Argos, Messene, and many other places. The
Capitolium at Rome answered the same purpose

as the Acropolis in the Greek cities
;
and of the

'

same kind were the tower of Agathocles at Utica !

(Appian. /'i/a. 14), and that of Antonia at Jeru>
j

snb'ttt. (Joseph. ItrlJ. Jud. T. 5, § 8, Ad. ApodtA.
xxi. 31.)

3. 'nic fortifications both of cities and cam|>s

were strcngthenc^l by towers, which were placed

at intervals on the murus of the former [Mukus]
and the vallum of the latter ; and a similar use

was mode of them in the lines

drawn round a besieged town. [VaLLUM.J They
were generally used at ihe gates of towns and of

staiive camp*. [Rorta.] The use of temporary

towers on walls to repel an attack will bo noticed

below.

II. j)/breoA/if Ttnctrt. These were among the

most important engines used in storming a fortified

place. They were of two kinds. Some were
made so that they could lie taken to pieces and
carried to the scene of operations : these were
called folding towers (wupTO* ttvktoi or iirrvyfLdyoi^

turrr$ pUcatUa^ or portable towers, ^pr/rol wpyot).

The other sort were construcusi on wheels, so as

to Ite driven up to the walls
;
and hence they were

called /urres amOuItUoriae or sutrdutae. But the

tHirrs /)/i<vi/i7cs were generally made with whct ls,

so that they were also amfmhUoricu,

The first invention or improvement of such

towers is ascribed by Athenaeus the mechanician

(quoted by Lipsius, vol. iii. p. 297) to the

Or- eks of Sicily in the lime of Dionysius I. (b.c.

405.) Di'>donis (xiv. 51) mentions lowers on wheels

as \ised by Dionysius at tho siege of Motya. He
had before (xiii. 54) mentioned towers as used at

the siege of Solinus (luc. 409), but he does not

aay that they were on wheels. According to others,

they were invented by the engineers in the service

of Philip and Alexander, the most fismous of whom
were Polyidiu, a Thessalian, who assisted Philip at

the siege of Byzantium, and his pnpils Chaefcas

and Diadi's. (Vitniv. x. 10. s. 13.). Ileron (c. 13)

ascribes their invention to Diade* and Chaereos,

Vitruvius (fie.) to Diades alone, and Athenaeus

(fi e.) says that they were improved in the time of

Philip at the si<^e of Byzantium. Vitruvius states

that the towers of Diades were corru'd about by

the army in sepamte pieces. Uospecling the

to»'crs used by Demetrius Poliowrclcs at the siege

of Rhodes, sec HEi.ReoLis.
|

Appian mentions thr- tttnrt p/icatilcs (Deil. Cir.

T. 36, 37), and suites that at the siege of Uhi*des

Cassius took such towers with him in his ships,

and had them set up on the spot. (/i/. iv. 72.)

Besides the frequent allusions ui ancient writers
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to the moveable tow'ers (ittrrfs Liv. xxi.

1 1 ), we have particular descriptions of them by
Vitruvius (x. 19. s. 13), and Vegetiu* (iv. 17).

They were generally made of beams and plunks,
and covered, at lout on the three tides which were

I

exposed to the besieged, with iron, not only for

:
protection, but also, according to Josephus, to in-

crease their weight and thus moke them steadier.

They were also covered with raw liidct and quilts,

moistened, and sometimes with alum, to protect

them from fire. The use of alum for tliis purpose
appears to have originated with Sulla at the siege

of Athens. (Amm. Marc. xx. and Claud. Quadrig.
ap. Lips. p. 300.) Their height was such as to

overtop the walls, towers, and all other fortifica-

tions of the besieg^ place. (Liv. xxL 11.) Vitru-
vius (fic.), following Diades, mentions two sixes

of towers. The siuaJlost ought not, ho says, to be
less than CO cubits high, 17 wide, and one-fifth

smaller at the top ; and the greater 120 cubits high
and 2.*^ wide. Heron (c. 13), who also follows

Diodes, agrees with Vitruvius so far, but adds an
intermediate sixe, half-way between the two, 90
cubits high. Vegelius mentions towers of 30, 40,
and 50 feet square. They were divided into sto-

ries (tahtlaia or ttda)^ and hence they are called

turres eoHiaimiaiat. (Lir. xxi. 34.) Towers of
the three sizes just mentioned consisted respec-

tively of lU, 15, and 20 stories. The stories de-

creased in height from the bottom to the top.

Diades and Chaereas, according to Heron, mode
the lowest story 7 cubits and 12 digits, tho^ about
the middle 6 cubits, and the upper 4 cubits and
one-third of a cubit.

The sides of the towers were pierced with win-
dows, of which there were several to each story.

These rule* were not strictly adhered to in prac-

tice. Towers were mode of 6 stories, and even
fpw’er. (Diod. xiv. 51.) Those of 10 stories were
very common (HirU ISdl. GalL viii. 41 ; Sil. Ital.

xiv. 300), but towers of 20 stories are hardly, if

ever, mentioned. Plutarch {lAtaUl. 10) speaks of

one of 100 cubits high used by Mithridates at the

siege of Cyziens.

The use of the stories w'os to receive the engines

of var [Tormsnta], and slingers and archers

were stationed in them and on the tops of tho

towers. (Liv. xxi. 11.) In the lowest story

was a battering-ram [Aaiial ; and in the middle
one or more bridges {pontes') made of beams and
planks, and protected at the sides by hurdle*.

Scaling-ladders (sco/oe) w’ere also carried in the

towers, and when the missiles bad cleared the

ivalls, these bridges and ladders enabled the be-

siegers to rush upon them.

The tower* were placed upon wheels (generally

6 or 8), that they might be brought up to the

walls. These wheels were placed fur security in-

side of the tower.

Tho tower was built so far from the b< sieged

place at to be out of the enemy's reach, and then

pushed up to the walls by men statioiicd inaidc of

and behind it (Caesar, li. O, it. 30, 31 ; (j. Curt,

viii. 10.) The attempt to draw them forward by
boasts of burthen was sometimes made, but was
easily defeated by shooting the l>easts. (Procop.

liell. Gvik. i. ap. Lips. p. 298.) They were gene-

rally brought up upon the Auorr (Ilirtins, fic.),

and it not unfrequcntly happened that a tuw*er stuck

fast or fell over on account of the softness of the

agger. (Lir. xxxil 1 7 ; Q. Curt. iv. 6. § 9.) They
4 F 4
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were placed on the before it wa« completed,

to protect the eoldicrs in working at it (Sal).

JuguTik, 76 ;
Caesar, B. G. viL 2*2.) When the

tower was brought up to the walls without an

the ground was lerelled before it by means
of the Ml'sculus.

These towers were accounted most formidable

engines of attack. They were opposed in the fol-

lowing ways.

1. They were set on 6re, either by sallies of the

besieged, or by missiles carrying burning matter,

or by letting men down from the walls by ropes,

close to the towers, while the besiegers slept.

(Veget. ir. 18 ;
Sll. Ital. xir. 305.)

2. Dy undermining the ground over which the

tower bad to pass, so as to overset iL (Veget. iv.

20 .)

3. By pushing it off by main force by irem-sbod

beams, usseres or truLea. (Veget. 1. e.)

4. By breaking or overturning it with stones

thrown from catapults, when it was at a distance,

or, when it came close to the wall, by striking it

with an iron-shod beam hung from a mast on the

w*an, and thus resembling an Aries.

0 . By increasing the height of the wall
; first

with masonry, and afferwnrds with beams and
planks, and also by the erection of temporary

wooden towers on the walls. (Caesar, B. G. vii.

22 ; Veget iv. 19.) This mode of defence was
answered by the besiegers in two ways. Either

the agger on which the tower stood w^as raised, as

by Caesar at the siege of Avaricum (B. G. Lc.), or

a smaller tower was constructed within the upper

part of the tower, and when completed was raised

by screws and ropes. (Veget /. c.) On these

towers in general see Lipsius, Poliorcti. in Oper.

Tol. iil pp. 296—356.

III. Caesar (B. C. li. 8—9) describes a peculiar

tort of tower, which was invented at the siege of

Masiilia, and called turrit laUricia^ or UUercuiuiH,

It partook somewhat of the character both of a

fixed and of a besieging tower. It was built of

masonry near the wailx of the town to afibnl the

besiegers n retn>at from the sudden sallies of tlie

enemy ; the builders were protected by a moveable
cover

;
and the tower was pierced with windows

for shooting out missiles.

IV. Towers in every respect similar to the fames
ajnbulaloriae (excepting of course the wheels) were
constructed on ships, for the attack of fortified

places by sea. (Caes. Be//. CVr. iii. 40, where,

respecting the term ati /i5ram, sec the commenta-
tors

;
Liv. xxiv. 34; Appian. Miih. 73, BelL Civ.

v. 106; Amm. Marc. xxi. 12.)

V. Small towers carrying a few armed men
were placed on the backs of elephants used in battle.

(Liv. xxxvii. 40.)

VI. The v/ords wopyos and /Mr;is are applied to

an army drawn up in a deep oblong column. (Clell.

X. 9 ;
Cato, de He MilU. ap. Feat. t. r. Semi proe-

/iiiW, p. 344, cd. MUllcr
;
Eustalh. ad //om. II.

xii. 43.)

TUTE'LA. [Tctor.]
TUTK'LAE ACTIO. [Tutor-I
TUTOR. The difference between a Tutor and

Tutela, and Curator and Curatio or Cura, is ex-

plained in the article Curator. In the Roman
system there might be persons who were under no

potestas, and had property of their own, but by
reason of their age or sex required protection for

their own interest, and for the interest of those who

TUTOR.
might be their heredet. This protectimi was given

by the tutcla to Iropuberet and women.
A Tutor derived nisnaroe a ** tnendo ** from pro-

tecting another {quasi TuUor). His po«*er and of-

hee were **Tutela,** which is thus defined by Scrviiit

Sulpicius (Dig. 26. tit 1. 1. 1) : Tutcla cst vis

ac potestas in capite libero ad tuendum eum qui

propter aetatem suam (st»a) sponte se defendere

nequit jure civili data ac permissa.'* After the

woM ** suam ** it has been suggested by Rudorff

that something like what follows has been omitted

by the copyists :

** eamve quae propter sexum,*' a
conjecture which seems very probable. Tutela ex-

presses both the status of the Tutor and that of the

person who was In Tutcla. The tutela of Im-
puberes was a kind of Potestas, according to the

old law : that of Mulieret was merely a Jus.

As to the classification of the different kinds
(genera) of Tutcla, the jurists differed. Some
made five genera, as Quintas Mucius; others three,

as Servius Sulpicius
;
and others two, as Labco,

The most convenient division is into two genera,

the tutcla of iMPUoaRas (pvpUUy pupiilae)^ and
the tutela of Women. The pupUlus or the puptUa
is the mole or the female who is under TuteW

Every paterfamilias had puwer to appoint by
testament a Tutor for his children who were in his

power : if they were males, only in case they were
Impubercs

; if they were females, also in case they
were marriageable (»i(5i/es>, that is above twelve
years of age. Therefore if a tutor was appointed

for a male, he was released from the Tutela on at-

taining puberty (fourteen years of age), but the

female still continued in tutela, unless she was re-

leased from it by the Jus Liberorum under the

Lex Julia vt Papia Poppaca. A man could only

appoint a Tutor for his grandchildren, in case they
would not upon his death come into the power ^
their father. A father could appoint a tutor for

Poitumi, provided they would have been in bis

power, if they had been bom in his life-time. A
man could appoint a tutor for his wife iu manu,
and for bis daughtcr-iii-law (nurus) who was in

the manus of his son. The usual form of appoint-

ing a Tutor was this: ^ Luciuin Titium Liberis

meis tutorem do.** A man could also give bis wife

in manu the power of choosing a tutor (hUoris

opiio)
; and the optio might be either plena or

angiuto. She who had the plena optia might
choose (and consequently change) her tutor any
number of times : she who had the angusta optio

w'os limited in her choice to the number of times

which the testator had fixed. [Tkstamxstum.]
The power to appoint a tutor by will was either

given or confirmed by the Twelve Tables. The
earliest instance recorded of a testamentary Tutor
is that of Tarquinius Priscus being appointed by
the will of Anciu (Liv. i. 34), which may be taken

to prove this much at least, that the power of ap-

pointing a tutor by will was considered by the

Homans as one of their oldest legal iustitotions.

The nearest kinsmen wore usually appointed Tu-
tores, and if a testator passed over such, it was a

reflection on their character (Cic./»t> P. Sejtio^ 52),

that is, we must suppose, if the testator himself

was a man in good repute. Persons named and
appointed Tutores by a will were Tutores Dativi

:

those who were chosen under the power given by
a will were Tutores Optivi. (Gaius, L 154.)

If the testator appointed no tutor by his will,

the tutela was given by the Twelve Tablet to the
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ne&TMt Agnati, and auch Tutore« were called LegU
timi. The nearest Agnati were also the hm-dcs in

cate of the immediate heredcs of the Testator dying

intestate and without issue, and the tutela was
therefore a right which they claimed as well as a

duty imposed on them. Persius (ii- 12) alludes to

the claim of the Tutor as beres to his pupUlus. A
son »’ho was pubes, was the legitinius tutor of a

sou who was impubes ; and if there was no son who
was pubes, the son who was impubes had his father's

brother {pointmt) for hit tutor. The same rule ap-

plied to females also, till it was altered by a Lez
Claudia. If there were several agnati in the same
degree, they were all tutorcs. If there were no
Agnati, the tutela belonged to the Ocntiles, so long

as the Jus Oentilicium was in force. (Oaiut, iii.

17, and L 164.) The tutela in which a freedman
was with respect to bit Patronus was also Legitima;

not that it was expressly given by the words {Ux)

of the Twelve Tables, but it Bowed from the lex

as a consequence {per ooneetpieiUiam^ Ulp. Frag.

tit 1
1 ); for as the hereditates of intestate liberti

and libertae belonged to the patronus, it was as-

sumed that the tutela belonged to him also, since

the Twelve Tablet allowed the same persons to be

tutors in the case of an ingenuus, to whom they
gnve the hcreditas in case there wos no suos beres.

(Gaius, i. 165.)

If a free person had been mancipated to another

either by tne parent or ooemptionator, and such

other person manumitted the free person, be be*

came bis tutor fiduciarius by analogy to the case of

freedman and patron. (Compare Gaius, L 166 with

Ulp.A’re^. tit. 11, s.5.) [Emanoipatio;Fii)UCU.]
I fan impubes had neither a tutor Datirus nor

I^itimus, he had one given to him, in Rome, un-

der the provisions of the Lex Atilia by the Praetor

Urbanus and the major part of the Tribuni PIcbis;

in the provinces in such cases a tutor was appointed

by the Praesides under the provisions of the Lex
Julia et Titia. [Lix Julia bt Titia.] If a

tutor was appointed by testament either sub condU
cione or ex die certo, a tuUw might be given under
these Leges so long as the condition had not taken

effect or the day had not arrived : and even when
a tutor had bwn appointed absolutely (pare), a
tutor might be given under these Leges so long as

there was no hercs
;
but the power of such tutor

ceased as soon as there was a tutor under the tes-

tament, that is, as soon as there was a heres to

take the hereditas. If a tutor was captured by
the enemy, a tutor was also given imder these

Leges, but such tutor ceased to ^ tutor, as soon as

the original tutor returned from captivity, for he

recovered his tutela Jure Postliminii.

Before the passing of the Lez Atilia tntors were
given by the praetor in other cases, as for instance,

when the U'gis actioncs were in use, the Pimetor

appointed a tutor if there was any action between
a tutor and a woman or ward, for the tutor could

not give the necessary authority {amdoriUn) to

the acts of those whose tut<» he was, in a matter

in which his own interest was concerned. Other
cases in which a tutor was given are mentioned by
Ulpbn, Frag, tit 11.

Uipian's division of Tutores is into Legitimi,

Senatusconsultis oonstituti, Moribus intr^ucti.

His legitimi tutores comprehend all those who be-

come tutores by virtue of any Lex, and specially

by the Twelve Tables: accordingly it comprises

tutores in the case of intestacy, tutores appointed
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by testament, for they were confrrined by the
Twelve Tables, and tutores appointed under any
other Lex as the Atilia. Various Senatusconsnlta

declared in what cases a tutor might be appointed

;

thus the Lez Julia de maritandis ordinibus (Papia
et Poppaea) enacted that the Praetor should ap.
point a tutor for a woman or a virgin, who was re-

quired to marry by this law, “ ad dotero dandam,
dicendam, promittendamve,” if her Legitimus tutor

was himself a Pupillus : a Senatusconsuhum ex-

tended the provision to the provinces, and enacted
that in such case the praesides sbo^d appoint a
tutor

;
and also that ifa tutor was mutus or furiosus,

another should be appointed for the purposes of the
Lex. The ease above mentioned of a tutor being
iven in the case of an action between a tutor and
is ward, is a case of a tutor Moribus datus. In

the Imperial period frrom the time of Claudius tu-

torcs extra ordinem were appointed by the consuls

also.

Only those could be Tutorcs who were sui joris.

A person could not be named Tutor in a Testa-

ment, unless he had the Testamenti&ctio with the

Testator, a rule which excluded such persons as

Peregrini. The Latini Juniani were excluded by
the Lex Junia. (Gaius, i. 23.) Women could

not be Tutores. Many persons who were com-
petent to be Tutores, might excuse themselves

from taking the ofhee : these grounds of excuse

{excuea^tmet) were, among others, age, absence,

the being already Tutor in other cases, the holding

of particular offices and other grounds which are

enumemted in the Fragmenta Vaticana (123—
247). In the system of Justinian the tutela is

viewed as a Publicum rounua
The power of the Tutor was with respect to the

property and pecuniary interests, not the person of

the Pupillus, and the passage of the Twelve Tables

which gives or confirms to a testator the power of dis-

posing of his property, uses the phrase, Uti Icgassit

super pccunia tutelave suae rei, that is the Tutela

of the property. It was not absolutely essential

to the notion of Tutela that the Tutor should have

the administration of property ;
and be bad it not

in the case of Mulieres. It might hoppen that the

Tutores from their nearness of blood and other

causes might have the guardianship of the Iro-

pubes ;
but then the protection of the property of

the Impubes was the special office of the Tutor,

and the care of the infrmt belonged to the mother,

if she survived {euModia mairum^ Hor. Ep. i. 1.

22). In a case mentioned by Livy (iv. 9), where

the mother and the Tutores could not agree about

the marriage of the mother's daughter, the ma-
gistratus decided in favour of the mother's power

{$ecmmlum parentit arhitriMm). As to the later

Uw, see Dig. 27. tit. 2. s. 1. § 6.

A pupillus could do no act by which he dimi-

nished bis property, but any act to which be was
a party was v^id, so far as concerned the pupillus,

if it was for his advantage. Consequently a
upillos could contract obligationes, which were for

is advantage, without his Tutor. (Gaius, iu. 107.)

The Tutor's office was ** negotia genre et auctori-

tatem interponere." Thus the natural act of the

rapillus beoune by auctoritatis interpoiitio of the

Tutor, a legal act ; and thus the pupillus and his

Tutor formed one complete person, as to legal ca-

pacity to act No particular form wus required

for the expression of the tutor's auctoritas, and his

pretence, when the act was done by the pupillus,
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WAS enough, if ho mado no opposition to it (U!p.

Fraf}’ l^' »*25.) The Negoiionim Gestio in

which the Tutor acted alone took place when the

Pupillus was an Infans, or absent, or Furiosns:

it was his duty to preseire and improve the

property and to do all necessary acts for that pur-

pose. When the Pupillus was no longer Infans,

he could do various acts with the Auctoritas of his

Tutor : the auctoritas was the consent of the Tutor

to the act of the Pupillus, which w‘ss necessary in

order to render it a legal act. Thus it was a rule

of law that neither a woman nor a pupillus could

alienate a Res mancipi without the auctoritas of a
Tutor : a woman could alienate a Hesnec mancipi

without such consent, but a pupillus could not.

(Gaius, ii. UO.) The incapacity of the pupillus is

1>est shown by the following instance : if bis debtor

paid a debt to the pupillus, the money became the

profKrrty of the pupillusi, but the debtor was not

relrnAod, because a pupillus could not release any
duty that was due to himself w'ithout the auctoritas

of his Tutor, for he could alienate nothing without

such auctoritas, and to release his debtor was equi-

valfiit to {larting with a right Still if the money
really became a part of the property of the pupillus,

or, as it w*as expressed according to the phraseology

of the Roman l^'Vygiextapecunia loeupletiorfuctus

tity and he afterwards sued for it, the debtor might
answer bis demand by an Exceptio doli mali.

(Gaius, iu 84; Cic. Top, 11.) The subject of the i

incapacity of Impubcrei and the consequent ne- ^

ceslicy of the auctoritas of a Tutor is further cx- '

plained in the articles IsiPfiOKS and Infans.
Tbo tutcln was terminated by the death or

capitis deminutio maxima and media of the Tutor.

The case of a Tutor being taken prisoner by the

enemy has been stated. (Qaius, i. 187.) A legi-

timus Tutor became disqualified to be Tutor legiti-

mus if he sustained a capitis deminutio minima,

which was the case if he allowed himself to be
adopted (Gaius, i. 195 ; Dip. Fr^. tit. 11. s. 13);

but this was not the case with a testamentor}’

Tutor. The tntela ceased by the death of the

pupillus or pupilla, or by a capitis deminutio, as for

instance the pupilla coming in manum viri. It

also ceased when the pupillus or ptipilla attained

the ngc of Puberty, which in the male sex was
fourteen and in the female was twelve. [IsiPUUBs.]

The tuteU ceased by the nbdicatio of the testa-

menUiry Tutor, that is, when he declared ** nolle

Be tutorem esse.'* The Tutor legitimus could only

get rid of the Tutela, in such cases as he could get

rid of it, by In jure cetsio, a privilege which the

Testamentary tutor had noL The person to whom
the tutela was thus transferred was called Cessicius

Tutor. If the Cessicius Tutor died, or sustained a

Capitis deminutio, or transferred the tutela to

another by the In jnre cessio, the tutela reverted

to the legitimus tutor. If the legitimus tutor died,

or snstained a capitis deminutio, the cessicia be-

came extinguished. Ulpian adds {Frag. tiL xi.

s. 8) :
** as to what concerns adgnati, there is now

no cessicia tutela, for it was only permitted to

transfer by the In jure cessio the tutela of females,

and the legitima tutela of females was done away
with by a Lex Claudia, except the tutela patro-

norum." The pow*er of the legitimus tutor to

transfer the tutela, is explained when wc consider

what was his relation to the female. [Testa-
MXNTCU.]
The tutela of a tutor was terminated, when be
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was removed from the tutela as sntpeetusy or when
his cxcusatio was allowed to be justa ; but in both

of these cases, a new tutor would be nccessar}’.

(Gaius, i. 182.)

The tutor, as already obserx-ed, might be re-

moved from his office, if he was misconducting

himself: this was effectod by the Accusatio sus*

pecti, w'hich it mentioned in the Twelve Tnbica
(Gaius, L 182 ;

Dirksen, 6'e5rrsto&/, tix.der jSu^/
Tufdmy 599—604.)
The Twelve Tables also gave the pupillus an

action against the Tutor in respect of any mis-

management of his property, and if he mode
out his case, he was entitled to double the amount
of the injury dune to bis property. This appears

to be the action which in the Digest is called

Ratiouibos distrabendls, for the sculemcnt of all

accounts between the Tutor and his Pupillus.

There was also the Judicium tutclae, which com-
prehended the Actio tutelae directa and Contraria,

and like the Actio distrahendis ratioiiibus could

only be brought when the Tutela was ended. The
Actio tutelae directa was for a general account of

the property managed by the Tutor, and for its

delivery to the pupillus now become Pubes. The
tutor was answerable not only fur loss through

dolus malus, but for lost occasioned by want of
proper care. This w'as an action Bonae fnlei and
consequently In incertiiro (Gaius, iv. 62). If the

tutor was condemned in such a judicium, the con-

sequence u'as Infamia. [Inpamia.] The tutor

was intitled to all proper allowances in respect of

what he had expended or done during his manage-
ment of the property of the pupillus. The Tutor
had the Actio tutelae contraria against the pupillus

for all his proper costs and expenses
; and he

might have also a Calumniae judicium, in case ho
could show that the pupillus bad brought an action

against him from maiicioxis motives.

In order to secure the propoj management of the

properly of a pupillus or of a person who was In
ciiratione, the Proctor required the Tutor or Cura-
tor to give security

;
but no security was required

from Testamentary Tutores, because they Imd been
selected by the testator ; nor, generally, from Cu-
ratorcs appointed by n Consul, Praetor or Praesc^,

for they were appointed as being fit persons.

(Gaius, I 1.99.)

The Tutela of women who ore pul>cres, requires

a separate consideration. If they were not in

Potestas or In Manu, yet they were under a
Tutela.

It was an old rule of Roman Law that a woman
could do nothing ** sine auctorc," that is without a
tutor to give to her acts a complete legal character.

(Liv. xxxiv. 2, the speech of Cato for the l«ex

Oppia.) The reasons for this rule arc given by
Cicero {pro MuraiOy c 12), by Ulpian {Frag. tit.

11. s. 1) and by Gaius (L 190) ; but Gaius con-

siders the usual reasons as to the rule being founded

oh the inferiority of the sex, as unsatlsfiulory; for

women who are puberes {perfectat aeUitU) manage
their own afiairs, and in some cases a tutor must
interpose his auctoritas {did* cuasa), and frequently

he is comp<*ll(.’d to give his auctoritas by the Praetor.

(Gaius, i. 190.) Ulpian also observes {Frag. tit.

11. s. 25) :
** in the case of pupilli and pupill.te,

tutores both manage their a^airs and give their

auctoritas {et negotia gerunt ri audoriitUem intcr-

ftonunt)\ but the tutores of women (muliercs, that

is women who are puberes) only give their aucto-
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rita*.*’ Thfre wen* other cfuoi also in which the

capacity of a Mulior was frreAter than that of a

PupiUua or Pupiila. The object of thia rule scenu

to have been the same as the restriction on the

Tesimneniary power of women, for her Agnati

who were a woman's Legitimi Tutores were in-

terested in prereoting the alienation of her pro-

perty.

A Mulicr might have a Tutor appointed by her

father's Testament
;
or by the Testament of her

husband in whose hand she was (tutor dativus).

She might also receive from her hiislaand's will the

Tutoris Optio (tutor oplisou). Women who had
no testamentary Tutor, were in the tutela of their

Agnati. until this rule of law was repealed by a

Lex Claudia, which Ooius (L 157) illustrates os

follows :
^ a masculus impubes hat his frater

pubes or his patruus for his tutor
;
but women

X/afininae) cannot hare such a tutor.'' This old

tutela of the Twelve Tablet (Jemima tuifla) and

that of manuroissorc'S ij>atronorMm tutela) could be

transferred by the In jure cessio, while that of

papilli could not, ** being," as Oalus observes,

"not onerous, for it termiuatod with the period of

puberty." But, os already tuggesU*d, there were

other reasons why the Agnati could part with the

tutela, which in the case of Patroni arc obvious.

The tutela of Patroni was not included w'itbiii the

Lex Claudia. The Tutela fiduciaria was ap-

parently a device of the lawyers for releasing a
woman from the tutela legitima (Cie. pro A/unma,
e. 1 2) ; though it seems to have bMn retained,

after the passing of the Lex Claudia, which took

away the tutela of Agnati over women, as a general

mode by w*hich a woman changed her Tutor.

(Giiius, i. 115.) To effect this, the woman made
a " coemptio fiduciac causa ; " she w'as then re*

mancipatc^ by the coomptioiiator to some person

of her own choice : this person manumitted her by
Vindicta, and thus bi'came her Tutor fiduciarius.

Thus the woman passed from her own familia to

another, and her Agnati lost all claims upon hi*r

properly, and her Tutor fiduciarius might be com-

pelled by the Praetor to give his auctoritas to her

acts. (Gains, i. 190, ii. 122.)

A tutor dativus was given to w'omen mider the

IjCX Atilia, when there was no tutor
;
and mother

cases which have been already mentioned. (Gaius,

i. 173, &C.; Ulp. Fnwf. tit. 11.) The Vestal Virgins

were exempt from tutela ; and both Ingenuae and
Lil>ertiDae were exempted from tutela by the Jus
Liberunim. (Gaius, i. 145, 194.) Octavio, the

sister of C^sar Octnvianiis, and his wife Livia,

were released from Tutela by a special cnoctmenL
(Dion Cass. xlix. 38.) The tutela of feminae

was determined by the death of the Tutor, or that

'

of the woman
;

and by her acquiring the Jus
|

Liberorum, cither by bc^ng children, or from the
|

Imperial favour. The abdicutio of the Tutor, and
i

the In jure ccssio (so long as the In jure cessio
j

was in use) merely effected a change of Tutor. I

Mulieres differed from pupitli and pupiUae in I

having a capacity to manage their affairs, and only

requiring in certain cases the Auctoritas of a Tutor.

If the woman was in the legitima tutela of patroni

or parentes, the Tutores could not be compelled,

except in certain very special eases, to give their

auctoritas to acts which tended to deprive them of

the woman's property, or to diminish it before it

might come to their hands. (Gaius, 192.) Other
Tutores could be compelled to give their aactoribu..
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The special cases in which the nnetoritas of a Tutor
was required were, if the woman had to sue " lege,"

or in a legitlmum judicium, if she was going to l>ind

herself by a contract, if she was doing any Civil

act, or permitting her freedwoman to be in contu*

bemium with the slave of another person, or alien,

nting a Res MancipL Among Civil Acts {ctvUia

negotiu) w*as the making of a Testament, the rules

as to which are stated in the article Tksta-
Ms;<Tt'Sf. Libertoe could not make a will w'ith-

out the consent of their Patroni, for the will was
an act which deprived the Patron of his rights

(Gaius, iiL 43) as being a Legitimus tutor. Gains
mentions a R^cript of Antoninus, by which those

who claimed the bonoruro posscsslo secundum ta.

biilas non jure foctas, could maintain their right

against those who claimed itab intestato. lie adds,

this Rescript certainly applies to the wills of males,

and also of fcminac who had not performed the

ceremony of Mancipatio or Nuncupatio ; but he
does not decide whether it applies to the testa-

ments of women made without the auctoritas of a
tutor : and by tutor he means not those who ex-

ercised the legitima tutela of parents or Patroni

;

but Tutors of the other kind [alterxus ^cris^ com-
pare il 122 and L 194, 195) w'ho could be com-
pelled to give their auctoritas. It would be a fair

conclusion, however, that a woman's will made
without the auctoritas of such tutores, ought to be
valid under the Rescript

A payment- made to a mnUcr was a release to

the debtor, for a woman could port with Res noc

Mancipi without the auctoritas of a Tutor : if,

however, she did not receive the money, but af-

fected to release the debtor by accoptilatio, this was
not a valid release to him. (Cic. Tap. 1) ; Gaius,

ii. 83, 85, iii. 171.) She could not manumit
without the auctoritas of a tutor. (Ulp. Frag. tit. i.

f. 17; compare Cic, pro CoeL c. 29.) Guius (ii.

47) states that no aliemition of a Res Afancipl

by a mulicr in agnaturum tutela w'as valid unless

it was delivered with the mictoritis of a Tutor,

which he expresses by saying that her Res Man-
cipi could not otherwise be the object of Usucapion,

and that this was a provision of the Twelve Tables

(ii. 47). In other cases, if a Res Mancipi was
tmnsfem'd by tradition, the purchaser acquired the

Quiritarinn ownership by Usucapion [Ust'CAPioj;

but in the case of a woman's Res Mancipi, tho

auctoritas of the Tutor was required in order tliat

Usucapion might bo efifocted. In another passage

(iL 80) Gaius observes that a woman cannot

alienate her Res Mancipi without the auctoritas of

her tutor, which means that the formal act of

mancipatio is null without his auctoritas
;
and such

act could not operate as a traditio for want of his

auctoritas as appears from the other passage (ii. 47).

The passage of Cicero {pro /Voceo, c. 34) is in ac-

cordance with Gaius; but another {ad Att, L 5) U
expressed so vaguely, that though the explanation

is generally suppose d to be clear, it seems ex-

ceedingly doubtful, if it can be rightly understood.

The possibility of Uosucapion, when there was the

auctoritas of the Tutor, appears from Gaius
;
but

it does not appear why Cicero should deny, geno-

rally, the possibility of Usucapion of a woman's

property, when she was in I^cgitima Tntela. The
passage, however, is perfectly intelligible on the

supposition of there having been a transfer without

the auctoritas of a Tutor, and ou the further sup-

position of Cicero thinking it unnecessary to state
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the particnltf £icta of a caM whkh miut bare been

known to Atticos. (Sec Casaubon'e note on Cic.

ad Ati, i. 5.)

The auctoritaa of a Tutor was not required in

the cose of any Obligatio by which the woman's
condition was improved ; but it wm necessary in

cases where the woman became bound. (Gaius, i.

192* iiL 108 ; Ulp. Frap. tit 11. s. 27; Cic. pro
Oiecin. 25.) If the woiivau wished to promise a

Dos, the auctoritas of n Tutor was necessary.

(Ck. pro Place, 85.) By the Lex Julia« if a

woman was in the legitiina tutela of a pupillua,

she might apply to the Proctor Urbonus for a

Tutor who should give the necessary auctoritas in

the case of a Dos constituendo. (Gaiut, L 178 ;

Ulp. Frag. 11. tit 20.) As a woman could alienate

Res ncc mancipi without the consent of a Tutor,

she could contract an obligation by lending money,

for by delivery the money became the property of

the receiver. A senatusconinltum allowed a wo-

man to apply for a Tutor in tho absence of her

Tutor, unless the TuU« was a Patronus
;

if he was

a Patronus, the woman could only apply for a

Tutor in order to have his auctoritas for taking

possession of on hereditas {ad hertdi^em adeua-

dam) or contracting a marriage.

The Tutcla of a woman «*as terminated by the

death of the Tutor or that of the woman ; by a

marriage by which she came in maimm viri ; by
the privilege of children {ja$ lihcroram) ; by abdi*

catio, and also by the in jure cessin, so long as the

Agnatorum tutcla was in use : but in these two last

cases there was only a change of Tutor.

A woman had no right of action against her

Tutor in respect of his Tutela, for he had not the

Negotioruro gestio, or administration of her pro-

pertv, but only interposed his AucUmtaa. (Gaius,

I. 191.)

Tho tutela mulierum existed at least as late as

Diocletian, a. d. 293 {Vat. Frag. § 325). There
is no trace of it in the Code of Theodosius, or in

the legislation of Justinian.

(The most recent and the most complete work on

the Homan Tutela is said to bo by Kudorif {Dot
Redd dcr VormiauUd»afl^ 1832—1834), the sub-

stance of which appears to be given by Rein, Da*
Ron*. PriccUredUy p. 239, Ac.; Gaius, i. 142—200;
Ulp. Fr<uj. xi. xh. ; Inst. 1. tit 13—26 ; Dig. 26
and 27; Cod. 6. tit 28—75.) (G. L.]

TUTULUS was the name given to a pile of

hair on a woman's head. Great pains were taken

by tho Roman ladies to have this part of the hair

dressed in the prevailing £uhion, whence we read

in an inscription of an ormUrix a tutulo. (Gruter,

579. 3.) ^metimea the hair was piled up to an
enormous height (Lacan, ii. 358 ; Juv. vL 503 ;

Stat Sdv. i. 2. 114.) The Tutulus seems to have
resembled very much the Greek xdpv/Afor, of which
a representation is given in the first woodcut on
p. 329, a.

The Flaroinica always wore a Tutulus, which
was formed by having the hair plaited up with a
puqile band in a coni^ form. (Festus, ae.)
TY'MPANUM (r^M*^cwor), a smaU drum car-

ried in the hand. Of these, some resembled in all

respects a modem tambourine with bells. Others
presented a fiat circular disk on the upper surface

and swelled out beneath like a kettledrum, a shape
which appears to be indicated by Pliny when he
describes a particular clau of pearls In the follow-

ing terms ; ^ Quibus ana tantnm est fiicics, et ab

TYMPANUM.
ea rotonditaa, aversis planities, ob id tympania
vocaiilur.” (//, N. ix. 54.) Both forms are repre-

sented in the cuts below. That npon the left is

from a pointing found at Pompeii {Mat. Borhon.

tom. vii. tav. 37), that on the right from a fictile

vase (Millin, Peinture* de Voces Atdufves^ pi. .56),

and hero the convexity on the under side is dis-

tinctly seen. Tympana were covered with the

hides of oxen (Ovid. Fad. iv. 342 ; Stat Theb. ii.

78) or of asses (Pliaedr. iiu 20. 4), were beaten
(Suet Amg. 68) with a stick (Phaedr. /. e.) or

with the hand (Ovid. Met. ir. 30 ; see cuts), and
were much employed in all wild enthusiastic reli-

gious rites (Aristoph. Lgtistr. L 387), cspeciallr

the orgies of Bacchus and of CyMe (CalulL
Ixiv. 262; Claud, de Cons. Stilich. iii. 365; Lucret
ii. 618 ;

(>tull. Ixiii. 8; Virg. .^ea. ix. 619; Claud.

Eutrop, i. 278 ; compare Lobeck, AglaoidMmus^
pa 630, 652), and hence Plautus {Tmc. ii. 7. 49)
characterises an eficniinate coxcomb as ** Moechum
malacum, cincinnatum, umbniticolam, t^mipanotri-

baro." According to Justin (xli. 2) they were
used by the Partbians in war to give the signal for

tho onset

2.

A Solid wheel without spokes for heavy
waggons (Virg. Gtorg. iv. 444), such ns is shown
in the cut on page 923. These arc to this day
common in the rude carts of southern Italy and
Greece, and Sir C. Fclloa's {Exeurnons ta Asia
5/iaor, p. 72), from whose work the figure below
is copied, found them attached to the farm vehicles

of Mysia. “The wheels are of solid blocks of

wood, or thick planks, generally three, held to-

gether by an iron hoop or tire ; a loud creaking

noise it made by the friction of the galled axle,"

a satisfactory commentary on tho “stridentia

plaustra " of Virgil {(Jeorg. iii. 536).

3. Hence, wheels of various kinds, a sort of

crane worked by a wheel for raising weights

(Lucret. iv. 903 ; Vitruv. x. 4 ; Anti.ia), a whetd
for drawing water (Vitruv. x. 14), a solid toothed

wheel forming part of the machinery of a mill

(Vitruv. X. 9, 10), and the like.

4. An ancient name for round plates or chargers,

such as were afterwards called Uutoes and staterae,

(Plia //. M. xxziiL 52.)

5. An architectural term signifying the flat sur-

face or space within a pediment, and also the

square panel of a door. (Vitruv. iii. 3, iv. 6.)

od by Google
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6. A wooden cudgel for beating malcfacton, and

alao a beating pou to which they were tied when
flogged

;
hence the Greek verbs rvfirrayi^tty and

ore formed. (Schol ad Aristopk,

pint. 476 ; 9t Paul, Ep. to //e&fws, xL 35 ; Pol-

lux, riii. 70.) [W. R,]

TYPUS (t^05), which properly means a Uo%e^

and hence fie af a Uotr^ and specifically a

mark or tMpress made by a blow; is applied in the

arts to any die or mould, and to any figure formed

by striking from a die, or by casting in a mould,

or even by catting, as a cameo or intaglio, and,

more generally, to anv figure whatever, as being

the type orfaetimiU of the thing represented by it

(See the Lexicons.) By the typi which Cicero

{ad AU. L 10) commissions Atticus to obtain for

him to work into the plastering of his atrtum^ be

probably means reliefs of any sort. The different

specific meanings included in the word are more

exactly expres^ by certain compounds, such as

Arrlrvirof, the copy or imprtu of a r^os, o die or

mould ; Irrmrosand 4rr^»;iUi,a tunken pattern or

iuta^io: lirrvror, a relief of any kind, especially a

etzMoo, and, more specifically, a kipk-rdief as op-

posed toT^^mror, a low-^icf.) Comp. Fictilb,

p, 532, a ;
Forma. [P. S.}

TYRANNUS (T^posror). In the heroic age

nil the governments in Greece were monarchical,

the king uniting in himself the functions of the

priest, the judge, and military chiefi These were

the varpuru /9^iX«7ai of Thucydides, (i. 13.) In

the first two or three centuries following the Tmjan
war various causes were at work, which led to the

abolition, or at least to the limitation, of the kingly

power. Emigrations, extinctions of families, disas-

ters in war, civil dissensions, may be reckoned

among these causes. Hereditary monarchies be-

came elective
;
the difierent functions of the king

were distributed ;
he was called Vx•*^

or wpiVrcu'ir, instead of iSao’iXfvr, and his character

was changed no leas than his name. Noble and

wealthy families began to be considered on a foot-

ing of equality with royalty
;
and thus in proceas

of time sprang up oligarchies or aristocracies, which

most of tnc governments that succeeded the ancient

monarchies were in point of fact, though not ns

yet called by such namea These oligarchies did

not possess the elements of social happiness or sta-

!

bility. The principal families contended with each

other the greatest share of power, and were

only unanimous in disregarding tne rights of those

whose station was beneath their own. The people,

oppressed by the privileged classes, began to regret

the loss of their old paternal form of government

;

and were ready to assist any one who would at-

tempt to restore it Thus were opportunities af-

forded to ambitious and designing men to raise

themselves, by starting up as the championi of

popular right Discontented nobles were soon

found to prosecute schemes of this sort, and they

had a greater chance of success, if descended from

the ancient royal family. PeUistratus is an ex-

ample
:
he was the more acceptable to the people

of Athens, as being a descendant of the femily of

Codrus. (Herod, t. 65.) Thus in many cities

arose that species of monarchy which the Greeks

called rvpayrls^ which meant only a deepotiemj or

irresponsible dominion of one man ; and which

frequently was nothing more than a revival of the

ancient government, and, though unaccompanied

with any recognised hcr^itary title, or the rcvc-
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rence attached to old name and long prescription,

was hailed by the lower orders of people as a good
exchange, after suffering under the domination of

the oligarchy. All /yramstW, however, were not
so acceptable to the majority

; and sometimes wa
find the nobles concurring in the elevation of a
despot, to further their own interests. Thus the
Syracusan 6'amon, who had been expelled by the
populace, on receiving the protection of Gelon,
sovereign of Gela and Camarina, enabled him to

take possession of Syracuse, and establish his king-

dom there. (Herod, viu 154, 155.) Sometimes
the conflicting parties in the state, br mutual con-

sent, chose some eminent man, in whom they had
confidence, to reconcile their dissensions ; investing

him with a sort of dictatorial power for that pur-

pose, either for a limited period or otherwise.

Such a person they called aiVu^u'^njr. [Axstm-
NXTxa.]

A similar authority was conferred upon Solon,

when Athens was tom by the contending factions

of the AtcUfuoi, ncSioToi, and TlcfpaXoi, and he
wu requested to act as mediator between them.
Solon was descended from Codrus, and some of
his friends wished him to assume the sovereignty

;

this he refused to do, but, taking the constitu-

tional title of Archon, framed his celebrated form
of polity and code of lawa (Herod, i. 29 ; PluU
Solon, c. 13, &C. ; Schiimann, Antiq, Jur. priA. Gr.

p. 173.) The legislative powers conferred upon
Draco, Zaleucus, and Charondas, were of a similar

kind, investing them with a temporary dictator-

ship.

The r6payros roost be distinguished, on the one
hand, from the altrvpy^rris^ inasmuch as he was
not elected by general consent, but commonly owed
his elevation to some eoup d'itat^ some violent

movement or stratagem, such as tho creation of a
body>guard for him by the people, or the seizure

of the citadel (Herod, i. 59 ; Thucyd. i. 126) ;

and on the other hand, from the ancient king,

whose right depended, not on usurpation, but on
inheritance and traditionary acknowl^gment. The
power of a king might be more absolute than that

of a tyrant; as Pbeidon of Argos is said to have
mado the royal prerogative greater than it waa
under bis pr^eccssors

; yet ho was still regarded

as a king
; for the difference between the (wo

names depended on title and origin, and not on
the manner in which the power was exercised.

(Aristot. Polil. v. 8.) The name of tyretmt was
originally ao for from denoting a person who abused
his power, or treated his subjects with cruelty,

that Peisistmtus is j»aised by Thocydides (vi. 54)
for the moderation of his govemmeni

; and He-
rodotus says, he governed riftitr loi'rae

(rurropd^at, o6rt Silapta /uroAAd(ar, re roiet

Korreareinn ivepe r^v niXur noapimv uoKAt re
na\ eZ. (i. 59.) Therefore we find the words
fiaaiKehs and rifftaevot used promiscuonsly by the

Attic tragedians ;>assim (see the Aryument of the

Oedipus Tyrannos)
; and even by prose authors.

Thus Herodotus calls the Lydian Candaules v^
patrpos (i. 7), the kingdom of Macedonia rvpoj'rft

(viiL 137X xnd Periander of Corinth 0cuu\eZs,

(iii. 52 ; compare r. 27« 92.) Afterwaids, when
tyraiUe tbemsclvcs had become odious, the name
^so grew to be a word of repiroach, just os ren

did among the Romans. (Wacnimoth, HeUen. Alt,

vol. i. pt. i. pp. 279—288, 1st ed.
;
Thirlaroll, liiel,

of Greece, vol L pp. 401, 404.)
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Among the early tyrants of Greece those most

|

worthy of mention are :— Clcisthenet of Sicyon,

gmndfalher of the Athenian Cleisthcncs, in whose
family the government continned for a century

since its establishment by Orthngoraa, about B. c.

t»72 (Herod, v. 67, 69) ; Cypscliis of Corinth, who
rx(>olIed the Bacchiadae, B. c. 656, and his son

IVrinnder, both remarkable for their cruelty ; their

dynasty lasted between seventy and eighty yean
(ilerod. V. 92) ; Procles of Epidaunis (HeroA iii.

50, 5*2) ; Pantaloon of Pisa, who celebrated the

tliirty-fourth Olympiad, depriving the EU-ans of

the presidency (Pausan. vL 21, 22) ; Theagenes
of hiegara, father-in-law to Cylon the Athenian
(Thucyd. i. 126) ; Peisistratns, whose sons were
the last of the early tymnU on the Grecian conti-

nent
In Sicily, where h/mnntf most flourished, the

principal were Phalaris of Agrigcnlum, who es-

tablished his power in B.c. 56B, concerning whose
supposed epistles Bentley wrote hit famous treatise

;

Thcron of Agrigentura ; Gelon, already mentioned,

who, in conjunction with Thcron, defeated Hnmil-
car the Carthaginian, on the same day on which
the battle of ^lamis was fought ; and Hiero, his

brother : the last three celebrated by Pindar. (See

Herod, vil 156, 165, 166.) In Grecian Italy we
may mention Anaxilaus of Rhegium, who reigned

Itc. 496 (Herod, vi. 23, vii. 165); Clciniaa of

Cmton, who rose after the dissolution of the Py-
thagorean league ; (ns to which see Polyb. ii. 39

;

Alhen. xii. p. 522, xiv. p. 623 ;
Thirlwall, Id.

voU ii. p. 154.) The following also arc worthy
of notice: Polyemtes of Samos (Herod, iii. 39,

56, 120, 125 ; Thucyd. L 13); LygdamU of

Naxos (Herod. L 61, 64); Histiaeus and Aris-

tagoras of Miletus. (Heroci iv. 137, v. 23, .30, 37,

vi. 29.) Perhaps the last mentioned can hardly

be classed among the Greek ns they were

connected with the Persian monarchy. (Wachs-
muili. Id. vol. i. pt i. p. 274.)

The geneml clmmcteristics of a tyranny were,

that it was bound by no laws, and had no recog-

nised limitation to its authority, however it might
be n'stmined in prartice by the good disposition of

the tyruni himself, or by fear, or by the spirit of the

age. It was commonly roost odious to Uic wealthy

and noble, whom the tyrant looked upon with

jealousy as a check upon his power, and whom he
often sought to get rid of by sending them into

exile or putting them to death. The advice given

by Thrasylmlus of Miletus to Periandcr alTords nil

npt illusimtion of this. (Herod, t. 92.) The tyrant

usually kept a body-guard of foreign mcrcenoriei,

by aid of whom he controlled the people at home
;

but he seldom ventured to make war, for fear of

giving an opportunity to his subjects to revolu

The Sicilian sovereigns form an exception to this

observation. (Thucyd. t 17.) He was averse to a

l.arge congregation of men in the town, and en-

deavoured to And rustic employments for the popa-

Incc
;
but was not unwilling to indulge them with

shows nml amusements. A few of the better sort

cultivated literature and the arts, adorned their

city with handsome buildings, and even passed good
laws. Thus, Pcisistratus commenced building the

splendid temple of* Jupiter Olympus, laid out the

ganleu of the Lyceum, collectc4 the Homeric
pwms, and is said to have written poetry himself,

rribiite was imposed on the people, to raise a
revenue fur the tyrant^ to ^‘ay his mercenaries, and
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maintain his state. Peisistratns hxid the tithe of

land, w'bich his sons reduced to the twentieth.

[Tki.08.]

The causes which lod to the decline of tyninny
among the Greeks were partly the degeneracy of

the tyrants themselves, corrupted by power, indo-

lence, flattery, and bed education
;

for even where
the hither act a good example, it was seldom fol-

lowed by the son
;
portly the cruelties and excesses

of particular men, which brought them all into

disrepute
; and partly the growing spirit of inquiry

among the Greek people, who began to specuUto
upon political theories, and soon became discon-

tented with a form of government, which had no-

thing in theory, and little in practice, to recommend
it. Few dynasties lasted beyond the third gene-

ration. Most of the tyrannies, which fliiurishcd

before the Persian war, are said to have been over-

throam by the cxcrtiotis of Sparta, jealous probably

of any innovation upon the old Doric constitution,

especially of any tendency to ameliorate the con-

dition of the Periooci, and anxious to extend her
own influence over the states of Greece by means
of the benefits which she conferred. (Thucyd. u
18.) Upon the fall of tyranny^ the various repub-
lican forms of government were established, the
Dorian states generally fiivouring oligarchy, the
Ionian democrary, (Wachsmuth, vol. i. pt. i. p.

289 ;
Schumann, Id. pp, 84, 88—91.)

As we cannot in this article pursue any historical

narrative, we will shortly refer to the reriral of

tyranny in some of the Grecian states after the end
of the Peloponnesian war. In Thessaly Jason of

Phrrae raised himself, under the title of TaytJi, n. c

374, to the virtu.'U sovereignty of his native city,

and exercised a most extensive sway over most of

the Theasalian states, but this power ceased with

Lycophron, B.C. 353. [Tagus.] In Sicily, the

corruption of the Syracusans, their intestine dis-

cords, and the fear of the Carthaginian invaders,

led to the appointment of Dionysius to the cliief

military command, with unlimited powers
; by

means of which he raised himself to the throne,

B. c. 406, and reigned fur 38 years, leaving his son

to succeed him. The younger Dionysius, far in-

ferior in every respect to his father, was expelled

by Dion, afterwards regained the throne, ojtd ^'as

again expelled by Timoleon, who restored liberty

to the various states of Sicily. (For their history

the reader is referred to Xciioph. Heil. ii. 2. § 24 ;

Diod. xiv. 7, 46, 66, 72, 109, xv. 73, 74, xvi. 5,

16, 36, 68, 69, Ac.; PluL Dion, and TimoL ;

Wachsmuth, voL i. pt.iL pp.316—326.) With
respect to the dynasty of the Archaenaciidae in

the Cimmerian Bosporus, and some of the towns

on the coast of the Euxine, see Wachsmuth, vol. L

pt. ii. p. 329. Lastly, we may notice Evagoras

of Cyprus, who is panegyrised by Isocrates
;
Plu-

tarch of Erctrio, Callias and Taurosthenes of

Chalcis, who were partisans of Philip against the

Athenians. (Plut Pkoe. 12 ;
Isocr. Evag,; Wachs-

mutb, vol. L pt ii. p. 330.) The persons com
monly called thn thirty tyrants at Athens, who ob-

tained the supreme power at the close of the Pelo-

ponnesian war, do not fall within the scope of the

pri'sent subject With respect to the Athenian

laws against tyranny^ and the gcoeral feelings of

the people, sec pRuoosu. [C. R. K.j
TYR.\NNID()S GRAPH E (vwpoj'WBot *ypa-

^). [Pkodosia.J



VALLUM.

U. V.

VACA'NTIA BONA. [Bona Vacantia.]
VACATIO. [ K.XKRCITU8, p. 4.9f).]

VADIMO'NIUM. [Actio, p. 11 ;
Prak-s.]

VAOI'NA. [Gladius.]
VALLUM, A terra Applied cither to the whole

or A portion of the fortifications of a Roman camp.

It is derived from vaUut (a stake), and properly

nu'ons the palisade which ran alon^ the outer edge

of the top of the Agger, but it vcr>’ frequently in-

cludes the agger also. The vallum^ in the latter

sense, together with the /ofs-t or ditch which sur-

rounded the camp outside of the valiuniy formed a
complete fortification. [Aggkr.]
The ralli (x^peurer), of which the txiUum^ in the

former and more limited sense, was composed, are

described by Polybius (zviii. L 1, EjKer}4. Antiq.

xvii. 14) and Livy (xxxiiL 5), who make a com-

pnrison between the vallum of the Greeks and that

of the Uonmns, very much to the adrantage of the

latter. Doth used fur xsiUi young trees or arms of

larger trees, with the side branches on them
; but

the ra//i of the Greeks were much larger and had
more branches than those of the Romans, which

had either two or three, or at the most four

branches, and these generally on the same side.

The Greeks placed their valli in the agger at con-

siderable intervals, the spaces between them being

filled up by the branches
;
the Romans fixed llieirs

close together, and made the branches interlace,

and sharpened their points carefully. Hence the

Greek vallus could easily be taken hold of by its

largo branches and pulled from its place, and when
it was removed a large opening was left in the

vallum. The Roman vallus, on the contrary, pre-

sontod no convenient handle, required very great

force to pull it down, and even if removed li ft a

very small opening. The Greek valli were cut on

the spot ; the Romans prepared theirs beforehand,

and each soldier carried three or four of them when
on a march. (Polyb. Lc.: Virg. Gtoty. iii. 346,

347 ; Cic, Tmc. ii 16.) They were mode of any
strong wood, but oak was preferred.

The w'ord vallus is sometimes used as cqalvalcnt

to mllum. (Caesar, Bril. Civ, iii. 63.)

A fortification like the Roman vallum was used

by the Greeks at a very early period. (Horn. JL
i.v. 349, 350.)

Varro's ct^Tuology of tho word is not worth

much {L.L, V. 117, cd. MUlIer).

In tho operations of a siege, when the place

could not bo taken by storm, and it became neces-

sary to establish a blockade, this was done by
drawing defences similar to those of a camp round

the town, which was then said to be eircumvalla-

turn. Such a circumvoUation, besides cutting oft

all communication between the town and the sur-

rounding country, formed a defence against the

sallies of the besieged. There was often a double

line of fortifications, the inner against the town,

and the outer against a force that might attempt to

raise the siege. In this case tho army was en-

camped between the two lines of works.

This kind of circumvallation, which the Greeks
called and ir(f}iT«ix<^M<^r, was em-
ployed by tbo Peloponnesians in the siego of Pla-

laeac. (Tnucyd. ii. 78, iiL 20—23.) Their lines

consisted of tw'o walls (apparently of turf) at the

distance of 16 feet, which surrounded the city in
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the form of a circle. Between the walla were ilio

huts of the besiegers. The walls had IjatUements

and at every tenth baulement was a
lower, filling up by its depth the whole sjwicc be-
tween the walls. There was a passage for the be-

siegers through the middle of each lower. On the

outside of each wall was a ditch (rd<pfMjs). This
description W'ould almost exactly answer for the

Roman mode of circumvallation, of which some of

the best examples are that of Carthage by Scipio

(Appian, Punic. 119, &c.), that of Numnntin by
Scipio (Appian, Hirpan. 90), and that of Aleiia

by Caesar {Ikll. Gall. vii. 72, 73). The towers in

such lines were similar to those used in attacking

fortitii^ places, but not so high, and of course not

moveable. [Turria]
(Lipsius, de ^fiHL Rom. v. 5, in Oper. iii. pp.

156, 157 ;
Poliorc. ii. i, in Oj^er. iiu 203.) [P.b.J

VALLUS. [Vallum.J
VALVAE. [.Ianua, p. 625, b.]

VANNUS (Ac/t/u3r, aIkj'ov), a winnowing-fnn,

I. e. a broad basket, into which the com mixed
with chaiT (ocms, dx^po) w*at received after thrash-

ing, and w'as then throwm in the direction of tho

wind. (Col. de Re Rust. ii. 21 ; Virg. Grorg. iii.

134.) It thus performed with gri*ater etTevt and
convenience the office of the pain luptea^ or win-

nowing-shorel. [Pai.a.] Virgil (6‘cort/. i. 166)
dignifies this simple implement by calling it mystica

vatiHUs lacchi. The rites of Bacchus, .is well ns

those of Ceres, having a continual reference to thu

occupations of rural life, the vomius was borne in

the processions ceiebrat^ lu honour of both these

divinities. Hence AtKvirris (llrsych. s. v.) wn§
one of the epithets of Bacchus. In lui Antkvixa
in the British Museum (sec the annexed woodcut)

the infant Bacchus is carried in a vnnnus by two

dancing bacchantes clothed in skins, tho one molo
and carrying a Thyrsch, the other female and
carrying a torch [Fax], Other divinities were

sometimes conceived to have been cradled in tho

same manner. (Callim. */ov. 48 ; Schol. iu ;

Horn. //. in Aferc, 254.) The vannus wvu also

used in the processions to cany the instruments of

sacrifice and the first fruits or other offeriugA,

those who bore them being called tho XiKroipdpoi.

(Callim. Ccr. 127.) [J. Y.J
VAPPA. [ViNUM.]
VAS. [AcTio^p. 11 ;

Prais.]
VAS (pi. ra.«ti), a general term for any kind of

vessel. Tims we read of na rrimnam (Cic. f'err.

ir. 27), ras afyen/eum (Cic. Lc,; Hor. Sat. ii. 7.

72), txua CorijUAia ct Deliaca (Cic. pro Rose. Am*
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4G), tftsrt Samioy that ia, mode of Samian earthen-

ware (Cic. ;>ro Mur, 36)» raja Afurrhina (Hlin,

II. N. xxxvii.2. s. 7). [MiranHiNA Vasa.] The
word raj wu used in a still wider signification,

and was applied to any kind of utensil used in the

kitchen, agriculture, &C. Thus Plautus savs (.dWvf.

I 3. 17):—
** Cultnim, securim, pistillum, mortarium,

Quae utenda vasa semper vicini ropant,

Fures Tenisse:, atque abstulisse dicito.**

(Comp. Dig. 33. tit. 7. s. 8 ; 84. tit. 2. s. 20). The
utensils of the soldiers were called rojo, and hence

rasa eoUigere and rojo etmdamart si^fy to pack

up the Inggage, to give the signal fw deponure

(Cic. Vtrr. iv. 19 ;
Lir. xxi. 47, xxviL 47; Caes.

/?. C. i. 66, iii. 37).

UDO, a sock of goats-hair or felt (Mart xir.

140.) Hesiod (Qp. ei l>ie»^ 542) advises country-

men to wear brogues {ptrtmea^ fropfforfnu) made
of ox-hide, with socks of the above description

within them. Socks of a finer felt were scHnetimes

worn by the Athenians. (Cratinus, p. 29, ed.

Runkel) (J. Y,]

V’ECTIOA'LIA, the general term for all the

regular revenues of the Roman state. (Cic. pro

Leg. MamiL 6.) The word is derived from r^,
and is generally believed to have originally signi-

fied the duties paid upon things imported and ez-
|

ported (71010 ntAefiaarar). If this wore true, it

!

would necessarily imply that these duties were

either the most ancient or the most important

branch of the Homan revenues, and that for either

of these reasons the name was subsequently used

to designate all the regular revenues in general.

Rut neither point is borne out by the history of

Rome, and it seems more probable that vectigal

means anything which is brought [whitur) into

the public treasury, like the Greek ^6pci. The
earliest regular income of the stats was in all pro-

'

bahility the rent paid for the use of the public

and and pastures. This revenue was called pojcua,
,

n name which was used os late as the time of

Pliny (//. N. xviil 3), in the tables or registers of

tho censors for all the revenues of the state in

general.

The senate was the supreme authority in all

matters of finance, but as the state itself did not

occupy itself with collecting the taxes, duties, and
tributes, the censors were entrusted with the actual

business. These officers, who in this respect Diay

not unjustly be compared to modem ministers of

finance, used to let the various branches of the re-

venue to the publicani for a fixed sum, and for a

certain numl»er of years. [Cbnaor
; Publicanl]

As most of the branches of the public revenues

of Rome are treated of in separnte articles, it is

only necessary to give a list of them here, and to

explain those which have not been treated of sepa-

mtely.

1. The tithes paid to the state by those who oc-

cupied the ager publicus. [Dbcvmab
;
Aorarias

LaoRa.]
2. The sums paid by those who kept their cat-

tle on the public pastures. [SCRIPTITRA.]

3. The narbour duties raised upon imported and
exported commodities. [Portorium.]

4. The revenue derived from the salt-works.

[Salinas.]
5. The revenues derived from the mines {meialta).

This branch o{ the public revenue oumot have
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been very productive until the Romans had be-

come masters of foreign conntries. Until that

time the mines of Italy appear to have been

worked, but this was forbidden by the senate after

the conquest of foreign lands. (Plin. H.N. zzxiil

4, xzxvil 13.) The mines of conquered countries

were treated like the salioae, that is, they were

partly left to individuals, companies, or towms on

condition of a certain rent being paid (Plin. H. N.
xxxiv. 1 ; Cic. PkilijK ii. 1 9), or they were worked

for the direct account of the state, or were fanned

by the publicanL In the last case, however, it

appeua almuys to have been fixed by the lex cen-

soria how many labourers or slaves the publicani

' should be allowed to employ in a particular mine,

as otherwise they would have been able to derive

the roost enormous profits. (Plin. II. N, xxxiiL 4.)

Among the most productive mines belonging to

the republic we may mention the rich gold-mines

near Aquileia (Polyb. xxxiv. 10), the gold mines

of IctimuU near Vcrcelli, in which 25,000 men
were constantly employed (Plin.//.M zxxiii. 4 ;

Strab. V. p. 151), and lastly the silver-mines in

Spain in the neighbourhood of Carthago Nova,

which yielded every day 25,000 drachnuu to the

Roman aerarium. (Polyb. xxxiv. 9 ;
comp. Liv.

xxxiv. 21.) Macedonia, Thrace, Illyricum, Africa,

Sardinia, and other places also contained very

productive mines, from which Rome derived con-

siderable income.

6.

The hundredth port of the value of all things

which were sold (cm/«jima rentm veaalittm). This

tax was not instituted at Rome until the time of

the civil wars ; the persons who collected it were

called eoaetoroM. (Cic. Ep. ad Brut. i. 1 8, pro Hab.

Pott, 11.) Tiberius reduced this tax to a two-

himdredth ({fi(cea(cjima),and Caligula abolished it

for Italy altogether, whence upon several coins of

this emperor we road r. c. c., that is, Remitn
Duceniftima, (Tacit Annal. i. 78, it 42 ; Suet
Calig. 16.) According to Dion Cassius (Iviii. 16,

lix. 9) Tiberius restor^ the centesima, w’hich was
afterwards abolished by Caligula. (Comp. Dig. 50.

tit 16. s. 17. § 1.) Respecting the tax raised

upon the sale of slaves see Quinquags.sima.

I, The vicesima hneditatium et mouumissionum.

[VlCBSIMA.]
8. The tribute imposed upon foreign conntries

was by far tho roost important branch of the public

revenue during the time of Rome's greatness. It

was sometimes raised at once, sometimes paid by
instalments, and sometimes changed into a poll-tax,

which was in many cases regmated according to

the census. (Cic. e. Verr. it 53, 55, Ac. ; Paus. viL

16.) In regard to Cilicia and Syria we know that

this tax amounted to one per cent of a person's

censiis, to which a tax upon houses and slaves was
added. (Cic.cuf Fata, til 8, ad AtL v. 16 ;

Appian,

de Reb. Sgr. 50.) In some cases the tribute was
not paid according to the census, but consisted in

a land-tax. (Appian, dt BeU. CiviL v. 4 ;
comp

Walter, fTesrA.^ Rom, RechU^ pi'224, &c.)

9. A tax upon bachelors. [Ars Uxorium.J
10. A door tax. [Ostiarium.]
II. The oetavae. In the time of Caesar all

liberti living in Italy and possessing property of

200 sestertia, and above it, nad to pay a tax con-

sisting of the eighth part of their property. (Dion

Cass. L 10.)

It would be interesting to ascertain the amount

,

of income which Rome at various periods derived
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from these and other sources ; but our want of in-

formation renders it impossible. We have only

the general statement that previously to the time
of Pumpey the annual revenue amounted to fifty

millions of drachmas, and that it was increased by
him to eighty-five millions. (Plut Pomp. 45.)

Respecting the sums contained at different times

in the aerariuiu at Rome, see Pliny, //. N. jcxxiii.

17.

(Burmann, de Vectig. Pop. Romani

;

Ilegcwisch,

Ver$ueh iiber die Rom. Finanxen
;
Bosse, Grundziiye

de* Finamxttesen* im Rom. Hlaat ; Durcau de la

Malle, Economie Politique de* Romains^ Paris, 2
vols. 8vo.) [L.S.J
VEHES (Sxyipa), a load of hay, manure, or

anything which was usually conveyed in a cart.

[Plaustrum.] Pliny speaks of **a large load of

hay ” (vehem foeni latye OMutam^ Plin. II. N.
xxxvi. 15. s. 24), which shows that this term did
not always denote a fixed quantity. With the

Romans, however, as with us, the load was like-

wise used os a measure, a load of manure being
equal to eighty modii, which was about twenty
bushels. (Col. de Re RwU. ii. 15, 16, xi. 2.) The
trunk of a tree, when squared, was also reckoned
a load, the length varying according to the kind of

timber, via. 20 feet of oak, 25 of fir, &c. (Col. Lc.

A load was also called Carpbntum. [J. Y.J
VELA'RIUM. [Velum.]
VELA'TI was a name given to the Accensi in

the Roman army, who were only supcnmrocrary
soldiers ready to supply any vacancies in the
legion. [Accbnsl] They were called Velati,

bi^use they were only clothed (velati) w-ith the
saga, and were not regularly armed. (Festus, a. v.

Ydaii, Adaeriptioii.)

VE'LITES. [Exbrcitus, pp. 503, a, 506, b.]

VELUM (aiAo/o, Theophrast Char. 5 ; Athen.
V. p. 196, c; Pollux, iv. 122; rapairlraffpa^

Plato, Polii. p. 294, ed. Bekkcr ; Syncs. Epiat. 4 ;

Karaveraopa, Matt xxvii. 5
1 ), a curtain

;
(tarioy)^

a sail. In private houses curtains were either
hung as coverings over doors (Sueton. Claud, 10),
or they served in the interior of the bouse as sub-
stitutes for doors. (Sen. Epiat. 81.) [Janua.]
In the palace of the Roman emperor a slave, called
velariu*^ was stationed at each of the principal

doors to raise the curtain when any one passed
through. (Inscript ap. Pignor. de Serna, p. 470.)
Window- curtains were used in addition to window-
shutters. (Juv. ix,80.) Curtains sometimes formed
partitions in the rooms (Plin, Epiat. iv. 19), and,
when drawn aside, they were kept in place by the
use of large brooches (fibulae). Iron curtain-rods
have been found extending fiom pillar to pillar in

a building at Herculaneum. (Cell, Pompdana,
vol. i. p. 160, Lon. 1832.)

In temples curtains served more especially to

veil the statue of the divinity. They were drawrn
aside occasionally so as to discover the object of
worship to the devout. (Apuleius, MeL xL p. 127,
ed. Aldi.) [Pastophorus.] Antioebus presented
to the temple of Jupiter at Olympia a woollen cur-

tain of Ass}Tian manufacture, dyed with the Tyrian
purple and interwoven with figures. When the
statue was displayed, this curtain lay upon the
ground, and it was afterwards drawn up by means
of cords

; whereas in the temple of Diana at
Ephesus the corresponding curtain or veil was at-

tached to the Ci'iling, and was let down in order to

conceal the statue, (Pans. v. 12. § 2.) The an-
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nexed woodcut is from a bas-relief representing
two fenmles engaged in supplication and sacrifice
before the statue of a goddess. The altar is adorned
for the occasion [Skrtum], and the curtain is

drawn aside and supported by a terminus. (Guat-
tani, Afoti. Ined. per 1706, Nov. T. iii.)

In the theatres there were hanging curtains to
decorate the scene. (Virg. Georg, iii. 25 ; Propert.
iv. 1. 15.) The Sipakium was extended in a
wooden frame. The velarium was an awning
stretched over the whole of the cavea to protect
the spectators from the sun and raiiu (Juv. iv. 121 ;

Sueton, Calig. 26.) These awnings were in general
either woollen or linen

; cotton was used for this
purpose a little before the time of Julius Caesar.
(Plin. //. AT. xix. 1. 8. 6 ; Dion Cass, xliii. 24 ;
Lucrot. VI, 100.) This vast extent of can\*ass was
supported by masts (mali, Lucret 1. c.) fixed into
the outer w^L Ihe annexed woodcut shows the
form and position of the great rings, cut out of
lava, which remain on the inside of the wall of
the Great Theatre at Pompeii near the top, and
which are placed at regular distances, and one of
them above another, so that each mast was fixed
into two rings. Loch ring is of one pioce with

the stone behind it. At Rome we observe a
similar contrivance in the Coliseunj

; but the masts
were in that instance ranged on the outside of
the wall, and rested on 240 consoles, from which

4 o
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they ro«c 60 an to pass through holes cut in the

coniicc. The holes for the ninsts are also si>en in

the Roman theatres at Orange and other places.

IWtt/R, and much more commonly its derivative

rrJamen^ denoted the veil worn by women. (Pru-

dent. c. Symm. ii. 147.) That worn by n bride

was specifically calledJiammeum [MATRiMONitrM,

p, 743, a] : another epocuil tenn was Uioa. Greek
women, when they went abroad, often covered

their heads with the shawl [Peplum], thus mak-
ing it serve the purpose of a veil. But they also

used a proper head-dress, called KoXvrrpa (Apol-

lod. ii. G. § 6 ; Aclinn, V. H, vil 9% which Insides

serving to veil their countenances, whenever they

desired it, was graceful and ornamental, and was
therefore attributed to Venus (Paus. iii. 15. § 8 ;

Rninck, Anol. ii. 459) and Pandora (lies. Thcog.

573). The veil of Ilione, the oldest daughter of

Priam, was one of the seven objects preserved at

Romo AS pledget of the permanency .of its power.

(Serv. in Vm/.Arn. vji. 188.)

i'e/um also meant a sail (jVti'ok, Navir, p.

790, a ;
Aoi^ot, Callim. v. 4 ;

Eurip. I/ec.

1U9). Sail-cloth w*as coniinonly linen, and was
obtained in gfreat quantities from Egypt

;
but it

^^fas also woven at other places, such os Tarquinii

In Etruria. (Liv. xxviii. 45.) Rut cotton sail-

cloth (carUtsa) was also used, as it is still in the

Mediterranean. 'I*he separate picjces (liniea) were

token as they came from the loom, and w'cre sewed

together. This is shown in ancient paintings of

sliijM, in which the scitnis are represented as dis-

tinct and regular. [.I. Y.]

VENA'RULUM, a hmiling-gpenr. This may
have l)een distingriishcd from the spears used in

warfare by being barbed
;
at least it is often so

formed in ancient works of art representing the

story of Mcleoger (Rartoli, Admir. 84) and other

hunting scenes. It was seldom, if ever, thrown,

hut held so as to slant downward and to receive

the attacks of the wild boars and other beasts of

rhacc, (Virg. Aen. iv. 131, ix. 653 ;
V’^arr. L. L.

viii. 53, ed. Muller; Apul. 3/e/, viii. pp. 78, 83,

cd. Aldi ;
l*lin. Ep. i, 6.) [J. Y.]

VKNAMCIA'IUI. [Sbrvur, p. 1040, a.]

VKNATIO, hunting, was the name given

nmong the Romans to an exhibition of wild beasts,

which fought with one another and with men.

These exhibitions originally formed port of the

gntnos of the Circus. Julius Caesar first built a

wooden amphitheatre for the exhibition of W'ild

Wnsts, w hich is called by Dion Cassius (xliii. 22)
3/arpov Kvyrfy^riK6v^ and the same name is given

to the amphitheatre built by Statilius Taurus (Id.

li. 23), and also to the celebrated one of Titus (Id.

Ixvi. 24) ; but even after the erection of the latter

wc frcqtjrntly read of Venationes in t!>e Circus.

(SparU Uadr. 19 ;
V'opisc. J*rvb. 19.) The per-

sons who fought with the Wasts w*cre either con-

demned criminals or captives, or individuals who
did so for the sake of pay and w’ere trained for the

purpose. [Bkrtiarii.]

The Romans were us passionately fond of this

entertainment as of the exhibitions of gladiators,

and dtiring the latter days of the republic and
under the empire an immense variety of animals

was collected irem all parts of the Roman w*orId for

the gratification of the people, and many thousands

W'cre frequently slain at one time. We do not

know on what occasion a venatio ^«'a8 first exhibited

ut Rome ; but the first mention w'c find of any

VENATIO.

thing of the kind is in the year B.C. 251, when
L. Metellus exhibiu^d in the Circus 142 do-

hants, which he had brought from Sicily after

is victoiy* over the Carthaginians, and which were

killed in the Circus according to Verrius, though

other writers do not speak of their slaughter.

(Plin. //.N. viU. C.) Rut this can scarcely be

regarded ns an instance of n venatio, as it was un-

derstood in later times, since the elephants are

said to have been only killed because the Romani
did not know what to do with them, and not for

the amusement of the people. There was, how-
ever, a venatio in the bter tense of the word in

B. c. 186, in the games celebrated by M. Fulvius

in fulfilment of the vow which he had made in the

Actolian vmr ; in these games lions and pantheri

were exhibited. (Lir. xxxix. 22.) It is mentioned

as a proof of the growing magnificence of the age

that in the Ludi Circenses, exhibited by the curulc

aediles P. Cuniclius Scipio Nasica and P. Lentului

B.C. 168, there were 63 African panthers and 40

boars and elephants. (liiv. xliv. 18.) From about

this time comljAts with wild beasts probably formed
a regular part of the Ludi Circenses, and many of

the cunile aediles made great efforts to obtain rare

niid curious animals and put in requiiition the ser-

vices of their friends. (Compare Caelius's letter to

Cicero, ad Fam, viii 9.) Elephants are said to

have first fought in the Circus in the cunile aedile-

ship of Claudius Pulcher, b. c. 99, and twenty

years afterwards, in the turule acdileshlp of the

two Luculii, they fought against bulls. ( Plin. //.X,

viii. 7.) A hundred lions were exhibited by Sulla

in his praetorship, which were destroyed by javelin-

men sent by king lk>cchus for the purpose. This

was the first time that lions were allowed to be

loose in the Cirais ; they were previously always

tied up. (Scnec. dv lirrr. \'U. 13.) The games,

however, in the curule aedileship of Scaurus B. c.

58 surjiossed anything the Romans had ever seen
;

among other novelties be first exhibited an hip^io-

potamns and fi;e crocodiles in a teinporarv' canal

or trench (earr/fKS, Plin. //. N. viii. 40). At the

venatio given by Pompey in his second consulship

n. c. 55, upon the dedication of the temple of

NVnus Victrix, and at which Cicero was present

(Cic. ad Font. rli. 1 ), there was an immense num-
ber of animals slaughtered, among which we find

mention of 600 lions, and 18 or 20 elephants : the

latter fought with GacUilians, who hurled darts

against them, and they attempted to break through

the railings (c/oMri) by which they W’crc separated

from the spectators, (^noc, l.c.; Plin. viii. 7. 20.)

To guard against this danger Julius Caetar sur-

rounded the arena of the amphitheatre with
trenches (eyript).

In the games exhibited by J. Caesar in his third

consulship, b. C. 45, the venatio lasted for five

days and was conducted with extraordinary' splen-

dour. Camelopards or giraffes w*ere then for the

first time seen in Italy. (Dion C-ass. xliii 23 ;

Suet. Jid. 39 ;
Plin. if. X. viii. 7 ;

Appian, U, C.

ii. 10*2
: Veil. Pat. iu 56.) Julitu Caesar also.in-

troduccd bull-fights, in which Thessalian horsemen
pursued the bulls round the circus, and when the

latter were tired out, seized them by the boms and
killed them. This seems to have been a favourite

spectacle
; it w'as repented by Claudius and Nero.

(Plin. //. A', vill 70 ; Suet Claud. 21 ; Dion Cass.

Ixl 9.) In the games celebrated by Augnstua,

B. c. 29, the hijfpopotamos and the rhinoceros were
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first exhibited, According to Dion Caxeius (1L 2*2),

but the hippopotamo* is spoken of br Pliny, as

mentioned above, in the gnraes given by Scaurus.

Augustus also exhibited a snake AO cubits in

length (Suet Aug. 43), and thirty>eiz crocodiles,

which are seldom mentioned in the spectacles of

later limes, (Dion Cass. Iv. 10.)

The occasions on which Venationes were ex-

hibited have been incidentally mentioned above.

They seem to have boon first confined to the Ludi

Circenses, but during the later limes of the re-

public, and under the empire, they were frequently

exhibited on the celebration of triumphs, and on

many other occasions, with the view of pleasing

the people. The passion for these shows continued

to increase under the empire, and the number of

l>easts sometimes slaughtered seems ulmost incre-

dible. At the consecration of the grextt amphitheatre

of Titus, 5000 wild beasts and 4000 tame animals

were killed (Suet. Tit. 7 ; Dion Cass. Ivi. 25),

and in the games celebrated by Trajan, after hit

victories over the Dacians, there are said to have

been as many as 11,000 animals slaughturcd.

(Dion Cass. IxviiL 15.) Under the emperors we
read of a particular kind of V'enatio, in w'liich the

beasts were not killed by bcstuirii, but wi-ro given

up to the people, who were allowed to rush into

the area of the circus and carry away what they

pleased. On such occasions a number of brge
trees, which had been tom up hy the roots, was

planted in the circus, w'hich thus resembled n

forest, and none of the more savage animals were

admitted into it A Venatio of this kind was

exhibited by the elder Gordian in his aedilcship,

and a painting of the forest w'ith the animals in it

it descril>cd by Julius Capitolinus. (Gortfmn, S.)

One of the most exlmordinary venationes of this

kind was that given by Probus, in which there

were 1000 ostriches, 1000 stags, 1000 btjars,

1000 deer, and numbers of wild goats, wild sheep,

and other animals of the same kind. (Vopisc.

J’roL. 19.) The more ia\*age animals were slain

by the bestiarii in the amphitheatre, and not in

the circus. Thus, in the day succeeding the vc-

imtio of Probus just mentioned, there were slain

in the amphitheatre 100 lions, and the same

numl>er of lionesses, 100 Libyan and 100 Syrian

leopards, and 300 bears. (Vopisc. l.c.) It is un-

necessary to multiply examples, as the above are
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sufficient to give an idea of the numbers and
x'ariety of animals at these sprctacK'S

; but the

list of beasts which were collected by the younger
Gordian for his triumph, and were exhibited by
his successor Philip at the Secular Games, de-

serve mention on account of their variety and the

rarity of tome of them. Among these wo find

nxention of 32 elephants, 10 elks, lU tigers (which
seem to have been very seldom exhibited), 60
tame lions, .SO tame leopards, 10 hyaenas, an hip-

popntamos and rhinoceros, 10 archoleontcs (it is

unknown what they were), 10 camelopards, 20
onagri (wild asses, or perhaps zebras), 40 wild
horses, and an immense number of limilor animals.

(Vopisc. f»ori/*o«, 33.)

How tong these spectacles continued is uncer-

tain, but they were exhibited after the alxoliUon

of the shows of gladiators. There is a law of

Houorius and The^osius, providing for the safe

convoy of beasts intended for the spectacles, and
indicting n penalty of five pounds of gold upon any
one who injured them. (Cod. 11. til. 44.) They
were exhibited at this period at the praetorian

games, as we Icam Imni Symmachus. (E/>id. ix.

70, 71, 126, &c.) Wild beasts continued to be

exhibited in the games at ('onstantinoplo ns late

as the time of Justinian. (Procop. I/ist. Are. c. 0.)

Combats of w’ild lioasts are sometimes n*prc-

sented on the coins of Uoman fsmilies, as on the

annexed coin of M. Livineius Kegnltis, winch pro-

bably refers to the venatio of Julius Caesar men-
tioned above.

Tn the bas-reliefs on the tomb of Scaurus at

Pompeii, there are representations of comluits with
wild boosts, which arc copied in the following

woodcuts from Masois {Pomp. L pi. 32, 3.3). On
the same . tomb gladiatorial com1«ts are repre-

sented, which ore figured on p. 576 of the present

work.

The first represents a man naked and unarmed defenceless state had of course only their agility to

between a lion and a panther. Persons in this trust to in order to esc1^)c from the beasts. In the

second cut we sec a similar person against whom a the same relief ther.^ is a wolf running at full speed,

wild boar is rushing, and who appears to be pre- and also a stag with a rope tied to his horns who
paring for a spring to esetpe from the animal. In has been pulled down by two wolves or dogs. The
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third relief U supposed by Mazois to represent the

training of a bcitiarius. The latter has a spear in

each hand ; his left leg is protected by greaves,

and be is in the act of attacking a panther, whose
movements are hampered by a ropve, which fastens

him to the bn!l behind him, and which accordingly

places the bestiarius in a less dangerous position,

though more caution and activity are required than

if the beast were fixed to a single point. Behind

the bull another man stands with a sp'ar, w'ho

seems to be urging on the animal. The fourth

woodcut represents a man equipped in the same
way as the matador in the Spanish bull-fights in

the present day, namely, with a sword in one hand

and a veil in the other. The veil was first em-

ployed in the arena in the time of the emperor

Claudius. (Plin. /A .V. viii. 21.)

VENEFI'CIUM, the crime of poisoning, is

frequently mentioned in Roman history. Women
were most addicted to it

;
but it seems not im-

pn>bable that this charge was frequently brought

against females without sufficient evidence of their

guilt, like that of witchcraft in Europe, in the

middle ages. We find females condemned to

death for this crime in seasons of pestilence, when

the popular mind is always in an excited state

and ready to attribute the calamities under which

they suffer to the arts of evil-disposed persons.

Thus the Athenians, when the pestilence raged in

tiicir city during the Peloponnesian war, supposed

the wells to have been poisoned by ttie Pelopon-

nesians (Thucyd. ii. 48), and similar instances

occur in the history of almost all states. Still

however the crime of poisoning seems to have

been much more frequent in ancient than in

modem times ; and this ciocumstonco would lead

persons to suspect it in cases when there was no

real ground for the suspicion. Respecting the crime

of poisoning at Athens, seePHARMacoxORAPUx.
The first instance of its occurrence at Rome in

any public way was in the consulship of M.
Claudius Marcellas and C. Valerius, b. c. 331,

when the city was visited by a pestilence. After

many of the leading men of the state had died by

the same kind of disease, a slave-girl gave informa-

tion to the curulc aediles that it was owing to

poisons prepared by the Roman matrons. Follow-

ing her information they surprized about twenty

matrons, among whom were Cornelia and Sergio,

both belonging to Patrician families, in the act of

preparing certain drugs over a fire ; and being

compelled by the magistrates to drink these in the

forum, since they asserted that they were not

poisonous, they perished by their ovrn wickedness.

Upon this further informations were laid, and- ns

many as a hundred and seventy matrons were con-

demned. (Liv. viii. 18 ;
compare Vol. Max. ii. 3.

§ 3 ;
August. De Civ. Deij iii. 17.) We next read of

poisoning being carried on upon an extensive scale

as one of the consequences of the introduction of the

worship of Bacchus. (Liv. xxxix. 8.) [DioNYSiA,p.

413.] In B. c. 1 84, the praetor, Q. Naevius Malho,
was commanded by the senate to investigate such

cases (de venffidi* quaertre) : he spent four months
in the investigation, which was principally carried

on in the municipia and conciliabula, and, according

to V'alerius of Antium, he condemned 2U0U
persons. (Liv. xxxix. 38. 41.) We again find

mention of a public investigation into cases of

poisoning by order of the senate, in B. & 100,
when a pestilence raged at Rome, and many
of the magistrates and other pi^rsons of high rank
had perished. The investigation was conducted

in the city and within ton miles of it by the
pmclor C. Claudius, and beyond the ten miles

hy the praetor C. Maenius. il<wtilia, the widow
of the consul C. Calpumins, who had died in that

year, was accused of having poisoned her husluind,

and condemned on what appears to have been mere
suspicion. (Liv. xl. 37.) Cases of what may bo
called private poisoning, in opposition to those

mentioned alwve, frequently occurred. The speech

of Cicero in Ixdmlf of Cliientius supplies us with

several particulars on this suhjiHrt Under the

Roman emperors it was carried on to a grivit ex-

tent, and some females, who excelled in the art,

were in great request. One of the most celebrated

of these was Locusta, who poisoned Claudius at

the command of Agrippina, and Britannicusat that

of Nero, the latter of w*hom even placed persons

under her to be instructed in the art (Tacit.

Anna!, xii. 66, xiti. 15 ;
Suet A'er. 33 ;

-Tuv. L

The first legislative enactment especially directed

against poisoning was a law of the dictator Sulla

—

Lex Cornelia de Sicariis et Veneficis— passed in

B. c. 82, which continued in force, with some
alterations, to the latest times. It contained pro-

visions against all who made, bought, sold, pos-

sessed, or gave poison for the purpose of poisoning.

(Cic pro CYucrA 54 ; Morcian, Dig. 48. tit 8. s. 3 ;

Inst 4. tit 18, s. 5.) Tbc punishment fixed by
this law was, according to Marcian, the deportntio

in insulam and the confiscation of property
; but it

was more probably the intcrdictio aquae ct ignis,

since the deportatio under the emperors took the

place of the intcrdictio, and the expression in tbc

Digest was suited to the time of the writers or

compilers. [Lxx Cornblia, p. 687.] By a ic-

natusconsultum passed subsequently, a female, who
gave drugs or poison for the purpose of producing
conception even without any evil intent, was ban-
ished (rclfpalus\ if the person to whom she ad-
ministered them died in consequence. By another
senatusconsullum all druggists (pi^entani)^ who
administered poisons am'lcssly “ purgationis causa,**

were liable to the penalties of this law. In the
time of Marcian (that of Alexander-Scvcnis) this

/iguizoa Dy Googit
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crime wan punished capitally in the cam of persons

of lower rank {humiUore»)^ who were exposed to

wild beasts, but persons of higher rank (a//iores)

were condemned to the deportatio in iniulam.

(Dig. /. c.)

The word Vencficiura was also applied to potions,

'

incantations, &c. (Cic. Unit. 60 ;
Petron. 118) ;

whence we 6nd Venejicus and Venejica used in the

sense of a sorcerer and sorceress in genemL
VEU SACRUM {frosUp6i>). It was a custom

among the early Italian nations, especially among
the Siibines, in times of great danger and distress,

to TOW to the deity the sacrifice of every thing bom
in the next spring, that is between the brat of

March and the lost day of April, if the calamity

under which they were labouring shonld be re>

moved. (Fest. s. r. IVr mcrum; Liv. xxii. 9, 10,

xxxir. 44 ; Strab. r. p. 17*2
;
Sisennaa;>. A'oa. xii.

18 ; &-rv. ad Am. viL 796.) This sacrifice in the

early times comprehended both men and domestic

animals, and there is little doubt that in many
cases the vow was really carried into efTect. But
in later times it was thought cmcl to sacrifice so

many innocent infants, and accordingly the follow-

ing expedient w*as adopted. The children were

allowed to grow up, and in the spring of their

twentieth or twenty-first year they were with

covered faces driven across the frontier of their

native country, whereupon they went whitherso-

ever fortune or the deity might Kad them. Many
a colony had been founded by persons driven out

in this manner
;

and the Mamertinei in Sicily

were the descendants of such devoted persons.

(Fest. /. c. and s. r. Jlfamniini j compare Dionyi.

L 16 ; Plin. //. iii. 18 ;
Justin, xxiv. 4 ;

Liv.

zxxiii. 44.)

In the two historical instances in which the

Romans vowed a ver sacrum, that is, after the

battle of lake Trasimenus and at the close of the

second Punic war, the tow was confined to do-

mestic animals, as was expressly stated in the vow.

(Liv. /. c. ; Plut, J^a6. Afar. 4.) [L. S.]

VERBENA. [Sagmina.]
VERBENA'RIUS. (Fitiaua.I
VERNA. [SKRVVfs pp. 1088, 1040.]

VERSO IN REM ACTIO. [SxRviTJsp.1038.]

VERSU'RA. [Kkncs, p. 527, a.]

VERU, VEKU'TUM. [Harta. p.5B8,b.]

VESPAE, VESPILLO'NES. (Fusua, p.

659, a.]

VESTA'LF.S, the virgin priestesses of Vesta

who ministered in her temple and watched the

eternal fire. Their existence at Alba Longa is

connected with tho earliest Roman traditions, for

Silvia the mother of Romulus was a member of the

sisterhood (Liv. i. 20 ; Dionys. i. 76) ; their esta-

blishment in the city, in common with almost all

other matters connected with state religion, is ge-

nerally ascribed to Nuina (Dionys. iL 65 ; Plut.

\um, 10), who selected four (their names arc

given in Plutarch), two from the Titienses and
two fimm the Komnes (Dionys. li. 67 Festus, s. v.

Sar f'rs/ue), and two more were subsequently

added from the Luceres, by Tarquinius Prlscus ac-

cording to one authority (Plut. jVum. 1. c.\ by
Servius Tullius according to another. (Dionys. iii.

67.) This number of six remained unchanged at

the time when Plutarch wrote, and the idea that

it was afterwards increased to seven rests upon
very unsatisfactory evidence. (Sec Aftmoires de

I'Acadcmie dt» InserijiL voL iv. p. 167 ;
Ambros.
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Epi$l. y. 31, e. SyiumacA. and the remarks of FJp-
sius.)

They were originally chosen (mpere is the tech-

nical word) by the king (Liv. i. 3. 20 ;
Dionys.

U. ee.) and during the republic and empire by tho
Fontifez Maximus. It was necessary that the
maiden should not be under six nor above ten
years of age, perfect in all her limbs, in the full

enjoyment of all her senses, patrima ct matriraa
[pATRiMi], the daughter of free and frcelK»m pa-

rents who bad never been in slavery, who followed

no dishonourable occupation, and whose home whs
in Italy. (Gcll. i. 12.) The lex Papia ordained
that when a vacancy occurred the Pontifex Maxi-
mus should name at his discretion twenty qiuilified

damsels, one of whom was publicly (m connwie)
fixed upon by lot, an exemption b< ing granted in

favour of such as hod a sister already a vestal and
of tho daughters of certain priests of a high class.

(Cell L c.) The above law appears to have been
enacted in consequence of the unwillingness of

fathers to resign all control over a child, and this

reluctaitce was manifested so strongly in later times
that in the age of Augustus lifjertimte were declared
eligible. (Dion Cass. Iv. 22; Suet, Ociar. .31.)

I'he casting of lots moreover does not seem to have
been practised if any respectable person camo for-

ward voluntarily and offered a daughter who ful-

filled the necessary conditions. As soon as the
election was concluded the Pontifex Maximus took
the girl by the hand and addressed her in a solemn
form preserved by AulusOcllkisfrom Fnbius Pictor.

Sacxhdotku. Vkatalkm.Qgas. Sacra. Faciat.
Quab. 1ou8. Sikt. Sackrdotsu. Vertalem.
Falsrx. Pro. Populo. ItoMANa Qiiritjum.
Utei. Quab. Optim.\. Lbge. Fovit. Ita. Tb.
Amata. Capio. where the title Amata seems
simply to signify ** beloved one,** and not to refer

as Ocllius suppoect to the name of one of the ori-

gin.^l Vestals, at least no sucb name is to be found
in the list of Plutarch alluded to above. After
those words w*ere pronounced she was led away to

tho atrium of Vesta, and lived thenceforward with-

in the sacred precincts under the special suf»erin-

tendence and control of the pontifical college.

(Dionys. ii. 67 ;
Liv. iv. 44, viii. 15 ; Plin. Kp.

iv. 1
1 ; Suet (^tav. 31 ; Gell. i. 12.)

The period of ser>'icc lasted for thirty years.

During the first ten the priestess w*as engaged in

learning her mysterious duties, being termed difci-

ptda (Val. Max. i. 1. § 7), during the next ten in

performing them, during the fast ten in giving in-

structiods to the novices (Dionys. I, e.
; Plut. /. c. ;

Senec. d4 vH. Uat. 29), and so long as she was
thus employed she was bound by a solemn vow of

chastity. But after the time specific'd was com-
pleted sho might, if she thought fit, throw off the

emblems of ber office (Dionys. /. c.), unconsccraie

herself (erauffurare^ QclI. vi. 7), return to the

w’orld and even enter into the marriage state.

(Plut. L c.) Few however availed tht-ntselves of

these privileges
;
those who did were said to have

lived m sorrow and remorse (as might indeed have

been expected from the habits they had fomiod) :

hence suck a proceeding was considered ominous,

and the priestesses for the most \wX died as they

had lived in the service of the goddess. (Tacit.

Ann. ii. 86 ; Inscrip, quoted by Gronov. ad Tacit,

Ann. iiL 64.)

The senior sister w’as entitled VetiaUs Afaxima,
or Viryo Afarima (Ovid. Fast. iv. 639 ;

Suet. JuL
4 G 3
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fi.3, Domil. 8 ;

Orel). Inscript, n. 22.'13, &c.
; v

irpfa€fvov(ra, Dion Ciiss. liv. 24 ; v dpx‘*P*‘o»

Ixxix. 9), nnd we find also the expressions f'esta-

Hum vctiutusimum (Tacit Ann. xi. 32) and tres

UKuimac. (Serr. ad Vity. Kd. viii. 82.)

Their chief office was to watch by turns, night

and day, the everlasting fire which blazed n|>on

the altar of Vesta (Virginesqi'k Vkstai-KS in

TRHB Ct?.STODIUNTO lONKM FOCI PUBI.ICI SE.MP1-

TKRNUM, Cic. de Letj. ii. 8. 12 ;
Liv. xxviii. 11 ;

Val. Max.!. L§ 6 ;
Senec. t/c /^roo. .*>), its extinc-

tion being considered as the most fearful of all pro-

digies, and emblematic of the extinction of the

slate. (Dionys. ii. 67 ;
Liv. xxvL 1.) If such

misfortune l)cfcll and was caused by the careless-

ness of the priestess on duly, she was strippctland

scourged by the Pontifex Maximus, in the dark

and with a screen interposed, nnd he rekindled the

flame by the friction of two pieces of wood from a

/c/ur aAtor. (Dionys., Plut, Val. Max. 11. cc.
;
Fes-

tus, s. r. Ignit.) Their other ordinary duties con-

sisted in presenting offerings to the goddess at

stated times, and in sprinkling nnd purifying the

shrine each morning with water, which according

to the mstitution of Numa was to be drawn from

the Egerian fount, although in later times it was
considered lawful to employ any water from a living

spring or running stream, but not such ns had

passed through pipes. When used for sacrificial

purposes it was mixed with muriea, that is, salt

which had been pounded in a mortar, thrown into

an earthen jar and baked in an oven. (Ovid. Fast.

iii. 11 ;
Propert. iv. 4. LS

;
Plut Hum. 13 ; Fest

s. V. Hfuries.) They assisted moreover at all great

public holy rites, such ns the festivals of the Bona
Dea (Dion Cass, xxxvii, 4.5) and the consecration

of temples (Tacit Hist. iv. 5.3), they were invited

to priestly bnm|uets (Macrob. ii. 9 ;
Dion Cass,

xlvii. 19), nnd wc are told that they were present

at the solemn appeal to the gods made by Cicero

during the conspiracy of Catiline. (Dion C.ass.

xxxvii. .35.) They also guardeil the sacred relics

which formed the futale ptynua imperii^ the pledge

granted by fate for the permanency of the Roman
sway, deposited in the inmost .adytum (/wjus 1 «s-

iae, see Festus, s. r.) which no one wtis permitted

to enter save the virgins and the chief pontifex.

What this object was no one knew, some supposed

that it was the Palladium, others the Samothracian

gods- carried by Dnrdnnus to Troy and transported

from thence to Italy by Aeneas, but all agreed in

believing that something of awful sancrity was
here preserved, contained, it w-aa said, in a small

earthen jar clo.sely sealed, while another exactly

similar in form, but empty, stood by its side.

(Dionys. i. 69, ii. 66 ;
Plut. Camill. 20 ;

Liv.

xxvi. 27 ;
I>amprid. Eluyab. 6 ;

Ovid. Fast. vi.

365 ; Lucan, ix. 994.)

We have seen above that supreme importance

was attached to the purity of the Vestals, and a

terrible punishment aw.aited her who violated the

vow of chastity. According to the law of Numa
she was simply to be ston<^ to death (Cedrenus,

Hist. Comp. p. 148, or p. 259, ed. Bekkcr), but a

more cruel torture was devised by Tarquinius

Priscus (Dionys. iii. 67 ;
Zonaras, vii. 8) and in-

flicted from that time forward. When condemned
by the college of pontifices, she was stripped of her

vittac and other badges of office, was scontp;d

(Dionys. ix. 40), was attired like a corpse, placed

in a close litter and borne through the forum at-
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tended by her weeping kindred, with all the cere-

monies of a real funeral, to a rising ground called

the Campus Sccleratus, just within the city walls,

close to the Colline gate. There a small vault

underground had been previously prepared, con-

taining a couch, a lamp, and a table with a little

food. The Pontifex Maximus, having lifted up his

hands to heaven and uttered a secret prayer, opened

the litter, led forth the culprit, and placing her on

the steps of the ladder which g-ave access to the

subterranean cell, delivered her over to the common
executioner and his assistants, who conducU'd her

down, drew up the ladder, and having filled the

pit with earth until the surface was level with the

surrounding ground, left her to perish deprived of

all the tributes of respect usually paid to the spirits

of the dep.arted. In every case the paramour was

publicly scourged to death in the forum. (Plut.

Hum. 10, /'(i5. Max. 18, Quacst. Rom. vol. vii.

p. 154, ed. Rciske
;
Dionys. ii. 67, iii. 67, Tiii. 89,

ix. 40 ;
Liv. iv. 44, viii. 15, xxii. 57 ;

Plin. Ep.
iv. 11 ; Suet. Dorn. 8 ;

Dion Cass. Ixvii. 3, Ixxvii.

16, and fragg. xci. xcii.
;
Festus s. v. Frvbrum el

Soderatas Campus.)
But if the labours of the Vestals were unre-

mitting and the rules of the order rigidly nnd
pitilessly enforced, so the honours they enjoyed

were such as in a great measure to compensate for

their privation. They were maintained at the

public cost and from sums of money and land 1m»-

queathed from time to time to the corporation.

(Suet. Octav. 31, Tib. 76 ;
Sicul. Flacc. 23, ed.

Goes.) From the moment of their consecration

they became as it were the property of the goddess

alone, and were completely released from all

parental sway without going through the form of

emancipatio or suffering any capitis deminuiio. (Cell,

i. 11.) They had a right to make a will, and to

give evidence in a court of justice without taking

an OJith (Gell. x. 15), distinctions first conceded by

an Ilomtiaii law to a certain Caia Tarratia or

Fufciba, nnd afterwards communicated to all. (Gell,

i. 12 ;
Gains, i. 145 ;

compare Plin. ff.H. xxxiv.

11.) From the time of the triumviri each was

preceded by a lictor when she went abroad (Dion

Cass, xlvii. 19), consuls and praetors made way for

them, and lowered their fasces (Scnec. Controrers.

vi. 8 ;
compare PluU Tib. Gracch. 15), even the

tribunes of the plebs respected their holy character

(Oros. V. 4 ;
Suet Tib. 2 ;

compare Cic. pro Coel.

14 ;
V'al. Max. v. 4. § 6), nnd if any one pa.s.sed

under their litter he was put to death. (Plut Xnm.
10.) Augustus granted to them all the rights of

matrons who had borne three children (Dion Cass.

lvi.‘ 10 ; Plut /. c.), and assigned them a conspicu-

ous place in the theatre (Suet Octav. 44 ;
Tacit

Ann. iv. 16), a privilege which they had enjoyed

before at the gladiatorial shows. (Cic. pro Muren.

35.) Great weight was attached to their interces-

sion on beh.alf of those in danger and difficulty, of

frhich wc have a remarkable example in the en-

treaties which they addressed to Sulla on behalf of

Julius Caesar (Suet Jut. 1 ;
compare Cic. pro Font.

17 ;
Suet Vitell. 16, Dion Cass. Ixv. 18 ;

Tacit

Ann. iii. 6.9, xi. 32, Hist. iii. 81), and if they

chanced to meet a criminal as he was led to pun-

ishment they had a right to demand his release,

pro\idcd it could be proved that the encounter was

accidental. Wills, even those of the emperors,

were committed to their charge (Suet Jtd. 83,

Octav. lOl
;
Tacit Ann. i. 8), for when in such
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keeping they wore considered ijiTiolalde (Plul.

Anton. ;
and in like manner very solemn

treaties, such os that of the triumvirs with Sextus

Pom^teius, were placed In their hands. (Appidn,

It. C. T. 73 ;
Dion Com. xlviii. 37 and -16 ;

com-

pare xlviii. 12.) That they might be honoun-d in

dt'ath as in life, their ashes were interred within

the pomoerium. (Serv. ad Viry. Aen. xi. 20G.)

They were attired in a slola over which w*as on

upper vestment made of linen (Val. Max. i. 1. § 7 ;

Dionys. ii. GU ;
Plin. Kp. iv. 11), and in addition

to the Ini'ula and whito woollen Yitla they wore

when sacrificing a peculiar hcad'dri>ss called nt^-

bu^uou, consisting of a piece of white cloth bordered

w'ith pur]de, oblong in sluipo, and secured by a

clasp. (Festus, s. r. Su0*u!um.) In dress and

general deportment they were required to observe

the utmost simplicity and de corum, any fanciful

ornaments in the one or levity in the other being

always regarded with disgust and suspicion. (Liv.

iv. 44, tiii. 15 ;
Plin. Ep. iv. 11 ;

Ovid. Fast. iv.

285.) We infer from a passage in Pliny {H.N.
xvi. 85) that their liair was cut off, probably at the

period of thrir consecration
;
whether this was re-

peated from time to time does not appear, but they

are never represented with flowing locks. The
first of the following cuts, copied from a gem
(Montfnuoon, AnL Exp. i. pi. xxviii,, Snpj)iem. i.

pi. xxiii.), represents the Vcstil Tuccia who when
wrongfully accused appealed to the goddess to vin*

diente her honour, and had power given her to

carry a sieve full of water f^)m the Tiber to the

temple. (Val. Max. viii. 1. § 5 ;
Plin. II. N.

xxviii. 2.) The form of the upper garment is

here well soon. The second is from a denarins of

the Gens Cludia, representing upon the reverse a

female priestess with a simpuvium in her liand,

and bearing the legend VXiiTAU.s
;
on the ob-

verse is a head of Flt>ra with the words c.

CLODivs c. P. Two Vestals belonging to this

gons were celebrated in thd Roman Annals. (See

Ovid. Fast. iv. 27.9 j
SucU Tib. 2 ;

Augustin, de

Civ. />ci, X. 16 ;
HerodiaiL i. 1 1.) [TRiUJurHua,

p. 1 1 65, a.] The coin seems to have l>een struck to

cMnmcmoratc the splendour of the Flomlia as ex-

hibited during the famous aedileship of C. Clodius

Pulchorn. c. 99. (Cic. <U Off. ii. 16, c. Terr. iv.

2 ; Plin. H. N. XXXV. 4.)

(Lipaius, dt IVsia H Vaialdiis Syntaynta, and

Nochden, ** On the worship of Vesta, &c. Clas-

U9I
\

\

sicnl Journal, vol. xv. 123, vol. xvi. 321/' have

collected most of the authorities on this subject
;

Gbltling, Gesebiebte der Jiomitch, Staatsrrr/assuny^

p. 189.) [W. U.]

VEsiTI'BULUM. [Dovrfi,p. 427,a; Janua,
p. 627, b.]

VKSTICF.PS. [iMPirBE.s 6.31, a.]

VKTEU.\'NUS. [Kxkrcitus, p. 499, b.]

VEXILLA'UII. [K.xkbcitu.s p. 5U7, b.]

VEXILLUM. [E.xbrcituh, p.507,b ; Siona
Militahia.]

VI AE. Three words ore employed by the Ro-
man jurists to denote a road, or a right of road,

//rr, Adut^ Via. The diflerent meanings of ibcso

three words are given under SxRViTfTSS, p. I U.32.

We next find Via« divided into privatae or

affrari<u and pubitiw^ the former being those the

use of which was free while the soil its<*lf rcmainetl

private property, the latter those of which the u.v*,

the management, and the soil were alike vested in

the state. Via^ Vieinales (yvac ui etWs sunt vtl

quae in vicoe ducunt\ being countiy' cross-reads

merging in the great lines, or at all events not

leading to any important terminus, might be either

ptdtiicae or privaiae according as they were formed

and maintained at the cost <A the state or by the

contributions of privato individuals. (Dig. 43. tit,

6. s. 2. § 21, 22 ;
tit. 7. s. 3 ; SicuL Flacc. de Cond.

Ayr. p. 9, cd. Goes.) The Vine publicae of the

highest class were distinguished by the epithets

miliiares^ eonsulares^ practoriae^ answering to the

terms 55oi ^ootAocol ainong the Greeks luid kiny't

hujheay among ourselves.

That public roiuls of some kind must have

exited from the very foundation of the city is

fiianifost, but as vciy little friendly inU-rcourse ex-

isted with the neighbouring states fur any length

of time without interruption, they would in all

prolwibility not extend beyond the narrow limits of

the Roman territory, and would be mere muddy
tracks used by the peasants in their journeys to

and Ironi market. It was not until the period of

the long protracted Samnite wars that the neces-

sity was strongly felt of securing an easy, regular,

and safe contmunication between the city and the

legions, and then for the first time we hear of those

famous paved roads, which, in after ages, keeping

pace with the progress of the Roman arms, con-

nect* d Rome with her most distant provinces, con-

stituting not only the most useful, but the most
lasting of ail her works. (Strabo, v. p. 235.) The
excellence of the principles upon which they were
constructed is sufficiently attested by their extra-

ordinary durability, many specimens being found

in the country around Rome which have been used

without l)eing repaired for more than a thoi:sand

years, and are still in a high state of preservation.

The Romans are said to have adopted their first

ideas upon thu subject from the Carthaginians

(Isidor. XV. 16. § 6), and it is extremely probable

that the latter people may, from their commercial

activity, and the sandy nature of their soil, have
4 ci 4
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been compeUed to turn their attention to the best

means of facilitating the conveyance of merchan-

dize to different parts of their Serritory. It must
not be imagined, however, that the Romans em-
ployed from the brst the elaborate process which
we are about to describe. The first step would be

from the Via Terrena (Dig. 43. tiu 11. a 2), the

mere track worn by the feet of men and beasts

and the wheels of waggons across the fields, to the

Via Glarrataf where the surface was hardened by
gravel

; and even after pavement was introduced

the blocks seem originally to have rested merely

on a bed of small stones. (Liv. xlL 27; compare
Liv. X. 23. 47.)

Livy has recorded (ix. 29) that the censorship

of Appius Caecus (B.C. 312) was rendered cele-

brated in after ages from his having brought water

into the city and paved a road (ouod viam munirii

et aquam in ariem perdurit\ the renowned Via

ApTMo, which extended in the first Instance from
Rome to Capua, although we can scarcely suppose

that it was carried so great a distance in a single

lustrum. (Niebuhr, Aom. GVsoi. iii. p. 356.) We
undoubtedly hear long before this period of the

Via Latina (Liv. it 39), the Via 6^(i5ma(Liv. ii.

1 1, lit 6, T. 49), and the Via Solaria (Liv. vii. 9),

&c.; but even if we allow that Livy docs not em-
ploy these names by a sort of prolepeis, in order to

indicate conveniently a particular direction (and

that he does speak by anticipation when he refers

to milestones in some of the above passages is cer-

tain), yet we have no proof whatever that they

were laid down according to the method after-

wards adopted with so mnch success. (Compare
Liv. viL 39.)

Vitruvius enters into no details with regard to

road-making, but he gives most minute directions

for pavement^ and the fragments of ancient pave-

ments still existing and answering to his desenption

correspond so exactly with the remains of the mili-

tary roads, that we cannot doubt that the processes

followed in each case were identical, and thus

Vitruvius (vii. 1), combined with the poem of

Statius (S^e. iv. 3), on the Via Domitiana,

supply all the technical terms.

in the Ant place, two shallow trenches (sulci)

were dug parallel to each other, marking the breadth

of the proposed ttnd ; this in the great lines, such

as the Via Appia, the Via Flominia, the Via
Valeria, &c., is found to have been from 13 to 15

feet, the Via Tusculana is II, while those of less

importance, from not being great thoroughfares,

such as the Via which leads up to the temple of

Jupiter Latialis, on the summit of the Alban
Mount, and which is to this day singularly per-

fect, seem to have been exactly 8 feet wide. The
loose earth between the Sulci was then removed,

and the excaraUon continued until a solid founda-

tion iffremium) was reached, upon which the ma-
terials of the road might firmly rest

; if this could

not be attained, in consequence of the swampy
nature of the ground or from any peculiarity in the

soil, a basis was formed artificially by driving pi'es

(fistueaiioftibus). Above the j^rsixtam werefourdis-

tinct strata. The lowest course was the s^o^junen,

consisting of stones not smaller than the hand could

justgresp; above the statumen was the rudus^ a mass
of broken stones cemented with lime, (what masons
call ruUlt’fcork^) rammed down hard and nine

inches thick
; above the rudus camo the nucleus^

composed of fragments of bricks and pottery, the
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pieces 1>eing smaller than in the nidus, cemented
with lime and six inches thick. Uppermost was
the />avtmeM/wni, large polygonal blocks of the

hardest stone (ri/er), usually, at least in the vicinity

of Rome, luualtic lava, irregular in form but fitted

and jointed with the greatest nicety {apta jungitmr

arte si'/ex, Tibull. L 7. 60) so as to ^iresent a per-

fectly even surface, as fr^ firom gaps or irregu*

lariti'es as if the whole had been one solid mass,

and presenting much the some external appearance

as the most carefully built polygonal walls of the

old Pelasgian towns. The general aspect will be
understood from the cut given below of a ponion
of the street at the entrance of PompeiL (MazoU,
Les Ruines de PompHf vol. i. pi. xxxvit)

The centre of the way was a little elevated so

as to permit the water to run off easily, and hence
the terms vifu (Isidor. xv. 1 6. § 7 ; Ammian.
Marcellin. xix. 16 ; compare Virg. Aen. v. 273) ;

and summwn dorsum (Stat /. c.), althongh both
may be applied to the whole surface of the pavi-

mentum. Occasionally, at least in cities, rectan-

gular slabs of softer stone were employed instead

of the irregular polygons of lilex, as we perc<*ivo

to have been the case in the forum of Trajan,
which was paved with travertino, and in pan of
the great forum under the column of Phocas, and
hence the distinction between the phrases siliet.

stemcre and sajro quadrato slemere, (Liv. x. 23,
xlL 27.) It must be observed, that while on the
one hand recourse w'os had to piling, when a solid

foundation could not otherwise be obtained, so, on
the other hand, when the road was carried over
rock, the statumen and the nidus were dispensed
with altogether, and the nucleus was spread im-
mediately on the stony surface previously smoothed
to receive it. This it seen to have been the ease,

we are informed by local antiquaries, on the Via
Appia, below Albnno, where it was cut through a
mass of volcanic peperina

Nor was this all. Regular foot-paths (Marpines^
Liv. xli. 27, crepidines^ Petron. 9 ; Orolli, Inscrip,

n. 3844 ;
Km4oacs, Stat. Silv. iv. 3. 47) were

raiwd upon each tide and strewed with gravel, the
different parts were strengthened and l>ound to-

gether with pompki or stone wedges (Stat. 1. c.),

and sUmc blocks were set up at moderate intervals
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on the Bide of tlie foot-jwthu, in order that tnvel-

Ktb on horseback might be able to mount without

the aid of an iya€6\tvs to hoist them up. (Plut.

C. Gracch. 7.) TStratores.]
Finally, C. Gracchns (Plut L c.) erected mile-

stones along the whole extent of the great high-

ways, marking the distances from Rome, which

app^r to have been counted from the gate at

which each road issued forth. The passage of

Plutarch, however, may only mean that Gracchus

erected milestones on the roads which he made

or repaired ;
for it is probable that milestones

existed much earlier. [Milliarb.] Augustus,

when appointed inspector of the viac around the

city, erected in the forum a gilded column (xpuu’ou*'

fiiKioy— xpvtroer kIou', mitliarium anreuin^ Dion

Cass. liv. 8 ;
Plin. II. N. iii. 5 ;

Suet. Oth. 6 ;

Tacit. Ilisi. i. 27), on which were inscribed the

distances of the principal points to which the

viac conducted. Some have imagined, from a

passage in Plutarch (Gaib. 24), that the distances

were calculated from the milliarium aurcum, but

this seems to be disproved both by the fact that

the roads were all divided into miles by C. Gracchus

nearly two centuries before, and also by the posi-

tion of various ancient milestones discovered in

modem times. (See Holstcn. de Milliario Aureo

in Graev. Thes. Antiq. Rom. vol. iv. and Fabretti

de AquU el Aqwiedactis^ Diss. iii. n. 25.)

It is certain that during the earlier ages of the

republic the construction and general superin-

tendence of the roads without, and the streets

within, the city, were committed like all other

important works to the censors. This is proved

by the law quoted in Cicero {de I^. iii. 3), and by

various passages in which these magistrates are

represented as having first formed and given their

names to great lines, such as the Via Appia and

the Via Flaminia, or as having executed important

improvements and repairs. (Liv. ix. 29,43, hljM.

20, xxii. 11, xli. 27 ;
Aurel. Viet de Vine iUust.

c. 72 ;
Lips. Kxcurs. ad Tac. Arm. iiu 31.) These

duties, when no censors were in office, devolved

upon the consuls, and in their absence on the

Praetor Urbanus, the Aediles, or such persons os

the senate thought fit to appoint (Liv. xxxix.

2 ;
Cic. e. Ferr. i 48, 50, 59.) But during the

last century of the commonwealth the administra-

tion of the roods, as well as of every other depart-

ment of public business, afforded the tribunes a

pretext for popular agitation. C. Gracchus, in

what capacity we know not, is said to have ex-

erted himself in making great improvements;, both

from a conviction of their utility and with a view

to the acquirement of popularity (Plut C.Gracch. 7),

and Curio, when tribune, introduced a Im Piano
for the constniction and restoration of many roads

and the appointment of himself to the office of in-

S|>cctor (Iri<rrdTT}s) for five years. (Appian. R. C.

ii. 28 ;
Cic. 'ad Fam. viii. 6.) We leom from

Cicero {ad AU. i. 1), that Thermus, in the year

B. c. 65, was Curator of the Flaminian Way, and

from Plutarch {Coes. 5), that Julius Caesar held

the same office {hrifjLtKrrrfis) with regard to the

Appian Way, and laid out groat sums of his own
money upon it, but by whom these appointments

were conferred we cannot tell. During the first

years of Augustus, Agrippa, being aedilc, repaired

all roods at his own proper expense ; subsirqucutly

the emperor, finding that the roads had fallen into

disrepair through neglect, took upon himself the
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restoration of the Via FInminia ns far as .4riiuinum,

and distributed the rest among the most distin-

piishcd men in the state {triuwphalibws riris), to

je |«vcd out of the money obtained from spoils

i'm manubiali pccunia eternenJae, Suet Ociav. 30 ;

Dion Cass. liii. 22). In the reign of Claudius we
lind that this charge had fallen upon the qu.aestors,

and that they were relieved of it by him, although
some give a different interpretation to the words.

(Suet Claud. 24.) Generally speaking, however,
under the empire, the post of inspector-in-chiof

(carotor),—and each great line appears to have
had a separate officer with this appellation,— was
considered a high dignity (Plin. Ep. v. 15), inso-

much that the title was frequently assumed hy the

emperors themselves, and a groat numlier of in-

scriptions arc extant, bearing the names of upwards
of twenty princes from Augustus to Constantine,

commemorating their exertions in making and
maintaining public ways. (Orutcr, Corp. Inscrip.

cxiix ciix.)

These curatores were at first, it would appear,

appointed upon special occasions, and at all times

must have been regarded as honorary functionaries

rather than practical men of business. But from
the beginning of the sixth centurj’ of the city there

existed regular commissioners, whose sole duty
appears to have been the care of the ways, four

{quahtorviri riaruin) superintending the streets

within the walls, and two the roads without. (Dig.

1 . tit 2. s. 2. § 30. compared with Dion Cass. liv.

26.) When Augustus remodelled the inferior ma-
gistracies he included the former in the vigintivirate,

and abolished the latter ; but when he undertook

the care of the vine around the city, he appointed

under himself two road-niaken (dSoiroiout, Dion
Cass. liv. 8), persons of praetorian rank, to whom
he assigned two lictors. These were prolxibly in-

cluded in the number of the new superintendents

of public works instituted by him (Suet. Octav. 37),

and would continue from that time forward to dis-

charge their duties, subject to the supon*ision and
control of the curatores or inspectors general.

Even the contractors employed {maneijresy Tacit.

A rm. ii. 3
1 ) were proud to associate their names

with these vast undertakings, and an inscription has

been preserved (Orell. Inscrip, n. 3221) in which
a wife, in paying the last tribute to her huslMuul,

inscribes upon his tomb Mancipi Viab Appiak.
The funds required were of course derived, under
ordinary circumstances, from the public treasury

(Dion Cass. liii. 22 ;
Sicul. Flacc. de cond. apr. p.

9, ed. Goes.), but individuals also were not unfre-

quently found willing to devote their own private

means to these great national enterprises. I'his, as

we have already seen, was the case with Caesar and
Agrippa, and we learn from inscriptions that the

example was imitated by many others of less note.

{e.p. Grutcr, clxi. n. 1 and 2.) The Viae Vicinnles

were in the hands of the rural authorities {mapUtri

paporum), and seem to have been maintained by
voluntary contribution or assessment, like our

parish roads (Sicul. Flacc. p. 9), while the streets

within the city were kept in repair by the inhabit-

ants, each person being answerable for the portion

opposite to his own house. (Dig. 43. tit 10. s. 3.)

Our limits preclude us from entering upon so

large a subject as the history of the numerous mili-

tarj' roads which intersected the Roman dominions.

We shall content ourselves with simply mentioning
those which issued from Rome, together with their
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most important branclioa within llic bounds of

Italy, naminjt at the same lime the principal toums

thrniiph which they passetl, so as to convey a jp?ue*

ral idea of their course. Kor all the details and

controversies connected with their origin, gradual

extensions, and changes, the various stations upon

each, the distances, and similar topics, we must

refer to tlic treatises enumerated at the close of

tills article, and to the researches of the local anti-

quaries, the most important of whom, in so far os

the southern districts are concerned, is Romanelli.

Regiiming our circuit of the walls at the Porta

Capena, the first in order, as in dignity, is,

I. The Via Arrix, the Great South Hoad. It

WM commenced, as we have already sLited, by

Appius Claudius Caecus, when censor, and has

always been the most celebrated of the Roman
^Vays. It was the first ever laid down upon a

grand scale and upon scientific principles, the na-

tural obstacles which it H-as necessary to overcome

were of the most formidable nature, and when com-

pleted it well deserved the title of Queen of Hoads

{refua tworaw, Stat. iSi/t*. iu 2, 12). We know
that it was in perfect repair when Procopius wrote

{Heti. Goth. L 14), long after the devastating in-

roads of the northern barbarians
;
and c\cn to this

day the cuttings through hills and masses of solid

rock, the hlling up of hollows, the bridging of ra-

vines, the substructions to lessen the rapidity of

steep descents, and the embankments over swamps,
demonstrate the vast sums and the prodigious la-

bour that must have been lavished on its constnic-

tion. It issued from the Porta Capena^ and pass-

ing through Aririay Tret Tabcmae^ Appii /’bram,

7brrarwo, /•'<tnc/i, /brmioe, A/m/ur»ae, 6’macMa,

and CatiliHum^ terminated at Capua^ but was even-

tually extended thnnigh Calatia and Candium to

and finally from thence through IVnM-

Ttireniumy and 6Vib, to DrunJusium.

The ramifications of the Via Appia most worthy

of notice, arc.

(1.) The Via Sktina, which connected it with

Sefia. Originally it would appear that the IV<i

Appia passed through Vetitrae and 6b^io, avoiding

the marshes altogether, and travellers, to escape

this circuit, embarked upon the canal, which in the

days of Horace traversed a portion of the swamps.

(2.) The Via Uosiitiana struck off at AV»«e«o,

and kcK'ping close to the shore passed through

/Memutn^ Cumae, Puteoliy A'ca/Ww, Uerculaneum^

Optontiy Pompeii, and Stabiae to Surrentnm, mak-
ing the complete circuit of the bay of Naples.

(3.) The V'lA Casipana or CosarLARia from

Cajnui to Cumae sending off a branch to Puteoii

and another through Atdla to Seajxdit.

(4.) The Via Aqcillia began at Capua and ran

south through AV<i und Xuceria to Salemum, from

thence, after sending off a branch to J*aettutn, it

took a wide sweep inland through Kburi and the

region of the Mont Albumut up the valley of the

Tanaper ; it then struck south through the very

heart of I.ucania and iSruttiusn, and passing Neru-
lum, Jntertinmiu and Cosentia, returned to the sea

at IVio, and thence through Afedma to Hhrifium.

This road sent off a branch near the sources of the

Tamiffer, which ran down to the sea at Hlanda on

X\\c Jajus Sinut and then continued along the whole

line of the Bnittian o ast through I^tut and Terina

to PiAo, where it joined the main stem.

(5.) The Via Egnatia began at Beneventum,

•truck north through the country of tlio Ilirpini to
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KijiuJulicum, entered Apulia nt .Itvrn*, and passing

through Herdonia, Canusium, and reached

the Adriatic at Barium and followed the coast

through EgntUia to Brundusium. This was the

route followed by Horace. It is doubtful whether

it bore the name given above in the early part of

its course.

(6.) The Via Trajana began at rentwia and
ran in nearly a straight line across Lncania to

Ilerudea on the Sinus Turmtinus, thence following

southwards the line of the east coast it passed

through Thurii, Croto, and Sc^lacium, and com-
pleted the circuit of Bmltium by meeting the PtVi

Aquillia at Hhe^ium.

(7.) A Via Mi.vucia is mentioned by Cicero

(o«/ Ati. ix. 6), and a V'ia Nu'micia by Horace
{Episi. L 10. 20), both of which seem to have
passed through Samnium from north to south, con-

necting the Valerian and Aquillian and cutting the

Appian and Latin ways. Their course is unknown.
Some believe them to be one and the same.

Returning to Rome, wc find issuing from the

porta Capena, or a gate in its immediate vicinity

II. The Via Latina, another great line leading

to Bcncvcntuin, but keeping a course farther inland

than the Via Appia. Soon after leaving the city

it sent off a short branch (Via TrjiCfLANA) to

Tusculmn, and passin:r through Cbm;;i/vm Anopni^
warn, Ferentinum, Frusino, Freyetiae, Fabrateria,

A<piinum, Casinum, Vena/mm, Teanum, Alli/ue,

and Teietia, joined the Pia Appia at Benerentnm.

A cross-ro^ called the Via llADnuNA, running
from Miutumae through Suetsa Aurunca to 7ra-

num, connected the Kta Appia with the Via
Latina.

III. From the Porta Ettfuilina issued the Via
L.uiicana, which passing I.4\bicum fell into tho

IVa jMtina nt the station oj Dictum 30 miles from

Rome.
IV. The Via Praxnsstina, originally the Via

Oaui.na, issued from the same gate with the for-

mer. Passing through GcJ/ii and Prueneste, it

joined the Via Ladna just below An<ti/nia,

V. Passing over the Via Coli.atina ns of little

importance, we find the Via Tiburtina, which
issued from the Porta Tiburfina, and proceeding

N. K. to Tibur, a distance of about 20 miles, was
continued from thence, in the same direction, under
the name of the Via VAl XRiA,and traversing the

country of the Sabines passed through Carteoli and
Corfuium to A temum on the Adriatic, thence to

Adria, and so al(»ng the coast to Castrum Truen^
tinum, where it fell into the Tw Salarifu

A branch of the I’lVi Vttleria led to Suldtupuum,

and w;ia called Via SliBt.ACKNKi5. Another branch

extended from Adria along the coast southwards
through the counlrj’ of Frcntani to lAtrinum, being

called, as some purp.JSo, Via Frrntana Appui.a.
VI. The Via Nomkntana, anciently Ficul-

NKNSia, ran from the porta CoUina, crossed the

Anio to Notnmtum, and a little beyond fell into

the IVa SaJaria at Eretnm,
VII. The Via Salaria, also from the porta

CoUina (passing Fitlenae and Crustumerium) ran
north and c^ist through Sabinum ami Picenum
lieatc and Atcnlum Picennm. At Caftrum Truen-
tinum it n'ached the coast, wliicb it followed until

it joined the IVa Flaminia nt Ancona.
VUI. Next comes the Via Flaminia, the

6'mi/ A'oriA Hoad commenced in the censorship of

C. Flamiiiius and carried ultimately to ArinunuHi.
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It ImulmI fnmi the Poria Flamima ajid procoodcd

T»«nirly north t** Ocriculum and Auni/u in Umbria.

Jit'rc a branch struck oiT, making a sweep to the

east through Intentmnn and and fell

again if)to the main trunk (wliich pasw>d thmugh
at It continued through / u-

num and Stu'tria, where it ngain divided,

one line ninning nearly straight Fannin Fortunar

on the Adriatic, while the other diverging to An-
eomt continued from thence along the coast to Fa-

nitin Foiinnae^ where the two branches uniting

passed on to Ariniinam through J'iganntm. From
thcnco the rii u-as extended imdcr the

name of the Via Ab.viua and traversed the heart

of Cisalpine Gaol through /ioiionia, Pnrma^
Placentia (where it crossed the l*o) to

From this point brauche* were sc'nt otf tbn>ugh

licruomum^ [irixia^ IVronfi, ricea^itr, iUituvium and

A>iuiUut to TrrtjrUe on the oast, and through iVo>

carta, VerceUi^ Fporedia and Anijusta Praetnria

to the Al}ris Grata on the west, besides another

branch in the same direction through 7iWnu/n and
Jndustria to An/justa Taurinorum. Nor must we
omit the Via Postumia, which struck from Veixma

right dowm across the App.iiines to 6'etroa, passing

through Mantua and C’rewown, cn>ssing the Po at

I'lacentia and so through /ria, Daiona and Ai-

Uirna^ sending off a branch fn>m Dertvna to Asia.

Of the roads striking out of the Tia Ftaminia in

the immediate vicinity of Knmo the most impc-rtanl

is the V^iA Cassia, which diverging near the Ptm$
Marius and passing not far frmn IWi traversed

Ktruna through Ztommor, <SW/rtum, IWsjwiV, Clu-

Arreiium^ Florcntia., Pisioria^ and Luca,

joining the Via Aurtlia at Luna,

(a) The Via Aairrina bn>ke off from the Tia

Ca»sia near liacctimte^ and held north through

Falerii, Tuder, and I'tnuia, ro-uniting iUelf wdlh

the Tia Oissiti ttiClusium.

{B) Not far from the Pon* MulriuM the Via
CtODiA sep.arated from the I'la (.^assia^ and pro-

cenllng to tukdiaie on the hictts Sabatinus iIutc

divided into two, the principal branch passing

through central Etruria to Ru^lae and thence due
north to Florcntia, the other j«s«ing through 7ar*

^irmiV and then falling Into the Via AureJitt.

(y) Ueyond Jbuvtinae the Via Cimina branched

crossing tl«e Mun$ Ciminu4 and rejoining the

IVd Cassia near Fanunt l\diumnac.

IX. The V'lA AfiiBi.iA, the Grctii CoaR Road,

issued originally from the Porta Janiculensis and
Bubsc^queiitly from the Porta Aurelia. It reached

the const at Atsium and follow'cd the shore of the

lower sen along Etruria and Liguria by Genoa as

far AS Forum Juiii in Oaol. In the hrst instance

it extended no farther than Pin.
X. The Via Porti’ensis kept the right bank

of the Til>er to I*ortua Autpisti.

XI. The Via Ostibssis originally passed

through the Porta Trigemxna, afterwards through

the Porta Qstiensit. and kept the loft bank of the

Tiber to Ostia. From thence it w*as continued

under the name of Via SkverianaoI* ng the coast

Bouthwurd thrtmgh iMurentum, Antium, and Cir-

cuct, till it joined the I’ia Aj/fna at 7arruci'na.

The Via Latrentisa, leading direct to Lauren^

turn, seems to have branched off from the Via

Osiiensis at a short distance from Home.
XII. Lastly, tht) Via Ahdeatina from Rome

to Ardea. According to some this branched off

from the Via Appia,
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The most elaborate treatise upon Roman Ronds

I

is Ikraier, J/ifioim drg Gratida Ckcming de tKm-
pire 7i'om«f«, published in 16212. It is translated

into Ijitin in the tenth volume of thcThesaunis of
Graevius, and with the notes of Ifriininius occupies
more than bOO folio pag«'t. In the first part of
the above article the essay of Nibby, Ueile. Vie
denjli Anticki dingertazione., appended to the fourth

volume c»f the fourth Roman edition of Nardini,
has been closely followed. Considerable caution,

however, is necessary in using the works of this

author, who although a profound local antiquary,

is by no means an accurate scholar. To gain a
knowledge of that portion of the subject so lightly

touched upon at the close of the article, it is nc'cos-

sarj' to consult the various commentaries upon the

Tabula Peiitingeriana and the different ancient
Itineraries, t(^eiher with the geographical works
of Collarius, riuvcrius, and D'Anville. ( W. R.]
VIA'TICl'M (^<pd8io»') is, properly speaking,

every thing necessnry for a person setting out on a
journey, and thus comprehends money, provisions,

dresses, vessels, Ac. (PlauL ICfud. r. 1. 9 ; Plin,

vii. 12 ; Cic. de Sevect, IB.) ^^'hen a Roman
magistrate, praetor, proconsul, or quaestor went to

his province, the state provided him w'tih all that

was necessary for his journey. Dnl as the state in

this AS in most other cases of expenditure preferred

paying a sum at once to having any part in the

actual business, the state engaged contractors

(irt/ew;*/orrs', w ho for a stipulated sum had to pro-

vide the magistrates with the viaticum, the princi(>nl

parts of which appear to have been Wasts of bunien
and tents (mWt e/ 2u&en»aca/a). Julius Caesar in-

troduced some modiheation of this system, by hit

IjCX l)e Repetiindis
[ Repetundab] ;and Augustus

once for all bxed a certain sum to be given to the

proconsuls (proltably to other provincial magistrates

also) on setting out to their provinces, so that the

redcmptorei bad no more to do with iL (Cic. ad
Fam. xii. 3 ; Suet A up. 36 ;

Oellius, xvn. 2, 13 ;

comp. Sigoniiis, de Aniit], Jure J‘rovin€. iiL 11 ;

Cnsniibon ad Tkenphnut. 11.) [L.S.]
ViA'T()R was a servant who attended upon

and executed the commands of certain Roman ma-
gistrates, to whom he bore the same relation ns the

iiclor did to other magistrates. The name riatoreg

was derived from the circumstance of their being
chieHy employed on messages either to call upon
senators to Attend the mi*«ting of the senate, or

to summon the people to the comilia, Ac. (Cle. de
Smfct. 16.) In the earlier limes of the republic

we find viatorcs as ministers of such magistrates

also as had their lictors : viatorcs of a dictator and
of the consals are mentioned by Livy (vL 15, zxiL
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1 1 ; comp. PHn. H, N. xviiu 4 ;
Liv. viii, 18). In

Inter times however vintorcs nre only mentioned

with such magistrates as had only potesUis and not

imperium, such as the tribunes of the people, the

censors, and the uedilcs. They were, in short, the

attendants of all magistrates who had theja^

dendi. (Oell. xiii. 1*2
;
Liv. ii. 56, xxx. 39, xxxix.

34 ; Lydus, de Magist. i. 44.) How many vin-

torcs attended each of these magistrates is not

knoum
;
one of them is said to have had the right

at the command of his magistrate to hind persons

(lii/are), whence he was called lictor. (Cell. xii. 3.)

It is not improlKilile that the ancient writers some-

times confound viatores and lictores. (Sigonius, de

Aid. Jur. Civ. Itomanonim^ ii. 15 ; Decker, Handb.

der R'6m. AlleriL vol. ii. pt ii. p. 379.) [L. S.]

VICA'RII SERVI. [Skrvus, p. 1037, b.]

VICA'RIUS. [ExBnciTUR, p. 504, a.]

VICE'SIMA, a tax of five per cent Every
Roman, when he manumitted a slave, had to pay

to the state a tax of one-twentieth of his value,

whence the tax w’as called victsima manummionis.

This tax appears to have been levied from the

earliest times, and was not abolished when all

other imposts were done away with in Rome and

Italy. (Liv. vii. 16, xxvii. 10 ;
Cic. AdAti.u. 16.)

Caiacalla raised this tax to a deciina, that is, ten

per cent., but Macrinns again reduced it to the old

standard. (Dion. Cass. Ixxvii. 9, Ixxviii, 12.) The
persons employed in collecting it were called Vice-

simard. (Petron. Fragm. Tragur. 65 ; Orelli, In-

scripi. n. 3333, &c.)

A tax called viceeima hereditalium et legatorum was
introduced by Augustus (AerJn/ia V'icesimaria)'. it

consisted of five percent which every Roman citizen

had to pay to the aerarium militarc, upon any in-

heritance or legacy left to him, with the exception

of such ns were left to a citizen by his nearest re-

latives, and such as did not amonnt to above a cer-

tain sum. (Dion Cass. Iv. 25, Ivi. 28 ; Plin. Paneg.

37, &c. ; Capitol. M. Afdonin. 1 1.) Peregrini and

Ijatini who had become Roman citizens had, in a

legal sense, no relative, and were therefore obliged

in all c.'ucs to pay the vicesima hereditatium. (Plin.

Paneg. t.c.) As only citizens had to pay this tax,

Caracalla, in order to make it more productive,

granted the franchise to all the subjects of the em-
pire, and at the same time raised it to ten percent.

\decima), but Macrimis again reduced it to five

(Dion. Cass. Ixxvii. 9, Ixxviii. 12), and at last it

was abolished entirely’. It was levied in Italy and

the provinces by procuratores appointed for the

purpose, and who are mentioned in many inscrip-

tions ns PROCURSTOHEa XX IIBREDITATIUM, Or

AD VECTiGAT. XX iiKRSDiT. But these officers

generally sold it for a round sum to the publicani,

which the latter had to )>ay in to the praefi^cts of

the aerarium militarc. (Plin. Epist. vii. 14, Paneg.

37.) [L. S.J
VICOMAOISTRI. (VicL’s.)

Vl'CTlMA. [S,\crifilium.]

VICTORIATUS. [Dknariur]
VICUS is the name of the subdivisions into

which the four regions occupied by the four city

tribes of Servius Tullius were divided, while the

country regions, according to an institution ascribed

to Numa, were subdivided into Pagi. (Dionys. ii.

76.) This division, together with that of the four

regions of the four city tribes, remained down to

the time of Augustus, who made the vici subdivi-

sions of the fourteen regions into which he divided

VILLA.

the city. (Suet Aug. 30.) In this division each

vicus consisted of one main street, including several

smaller by-streets ; their number was 424, and
each was superintended by four officers, called rico-

mat/islri, who had a sort of local police, and who,
according to the regulation of Augustus, were
every year chosen by lot from among the p«*ople

who lived in the vicus. (Suet. l.c. ; Dion Cass Iv.

8.) On certain days, probably at the celebration

of the compitalia, they wore the pmetexta, and
each of them was accompanied by two lictors.

(Dion Cass. /. c. ; Ascon. ad Cic. in Pison. p. 7. ed.

Orelli.) These officers, however, were not a new
institution of Augustus, for they had existed during

the time of the republic, and had had the same
functions as a police for the vici of the Servian

division of the city. (Liv. xxxiv. 7 ;
Festus, a.v.

MagUtrare; comp. Sextus Rufus, Ifrevuirium de

liegionibua l/rbis Jiomae ; and P. Victor, de liegio-

nibus Urbis Romae.) [L. S.J
VICUS. [Universitas, p. 1216, a.]

VI'GILES. [Exercitus, p. 510, a.]

VIGTLIAE. [Castra, p. 250, b.J

VIGINTISEXVIRI were twenty-six magis-
tratus minores, among whom were included the
triumviri capitales, the triumviri monetales, the
quatuorviri viaruro curandarum for the city, the two
curatores viarum for the roads outside the city, the

decemviri litibus {sUilibua) jiidicandis, and the four

praefects who were sent into Campania for the

purpose of administering justice there. Augustus
reduced the mimlier of officers of this college to

twenty {vigintiviri\ as the two curatores >-iarum

for the roads outside the city and the four Campa-
ni.ni praefects were abolished. (Dion Cass. liv. 26.)
Down to the time of Augustus the sons of senators

had generally sought and obtained a place in the

college of the vigintisexviri, it being the first step

towards the higher offices of the republic ; but in

A. D. 13 a scnatusconsultum was passed ordaining

j

that only equites should be eligible to the college

I

of the vigintiviri. The consequence of this was
that the vimntiviri had no seats in the senate,

unless they had held some other niagistracy which
conferred this right upon them. (Dion Cass, l.c.)

The age at which a person might become a vigin-

tivir appears to have been twenty. (Compare Dion
Cass. lx. 5 ;

Tacit. Annul, iii. 29, with Lip^ius'

note; Spart. Did. Julian. 1.) An account of the
magistrates forming this college has been given in

sep<imte articles. [L. S.l

VIGINTIVIRI. [Vigintisexviri.)
VILLA, a farm or country-house. The Roman

writers mention two kinds of villa, the villa ruslica

or farm-house, and the villa urbana or psf'udo-

urlMiia^ a residence in the country or in the suburbs
of a town. When both of these were attached to

an estate, they were generally united in the same
range of buildings, but sometimes they were placed

at different parts of the estate. The part of the
villa rustii'a^ in which the produce of the fann was
kept, is distinguished by Columella by a separate
name, villa frucluaria.

1 . The villa rustica is described by Varro
( R. R.

i. II, 13), Vitruvius (vi. 9), and Columella (i. 4.

§ 5).

The villa, which must be of size corresponding
to that of the farm, is best placed at the foot of a
wooded mountain, in a spot supplied with ninning
water, and not exposed to severe winds nor to the
effluvia of marshes, nor (by being close to a public
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road) to a too frequrot influx of vuitort. The villa at variance with the rule of Vitruvius ; and the
ntuu'hcd to a lar^c funn had two courts [cchorUt^ villa at Pompeii also has uo atrium. It would
ckoritSy cortex Vorro, L 13). At the entnuice to appears from Cicero {Lc.) that both arrangoments
the outer court was the ab^e of the villictu^ that' k«rere coixntlpn. Next to the atrium in Pliny's

ho might observe who went in and out, and over Lnurentine villa ivas a small elliptic peristyle

the door was the room of the procuraUir. (Varro, {portieuf in O iUeran simUiiwimem circumaetae^

l.e. ;
Colum. L 6.) Near this, in as warm a spot where, however, the readings D and A are also

as possible, was the kitchen, which, besides being given instead of 0). The intervals between the

used for the preparation of food, a'os the pbee Cidumns- of this peristyle a*ere closed with talc

where the slaves {/amiliae) assembled after the windows (speWari^us, see DomL'6, p. 43‘i), and
labours of the day, and where they performed the roof projected considerably, so that it formed
cerUiin in-dnor work. Vitruvius places near the an excellent retreat in unfavourable we.*ither. Tho
kitchen the baths and the press {totrular) for wine open space in the oenlre of this perisule seems
and oil, but the latter, according to Columella, often to have been covered with moss and onia*

though it requires the warmth of the sun, should merited with a fountain. Opposite to the middle
not be expos^ to artificial heat In the outer of this peristyle was a pleasant curofdium^ and
court were also the cellars for wine and oil (ce//ae beyond it an elegant triclinium, standing out from
vmariae et o/eurioe), which were placed on the the other buildings, with windows or glased doors

level ground, and the granaries, which were in the in the front and sides, which thus commanded
upper stories of the form* buildings, and carefully a view of the grounds and of the surrounding

protected from damp, heat, and insects. These country, while behind there was an uninterrupted

store-rooms form the separate vtL'a fraciuaria of view through the cavaedium, peristyle, atrium.

Columella ; Varro places them in the rilia ruaUcas and portico iuto tho xystus and the open country

but V'ilruvius recommends that all produce which beyond.

could be injured by hre should be stored without Such was the principal suite of apartments in

the villa. Pliny's Ijaurentine villa. In the villa at Pompeii

In both courts were the chamlfero (celiac) of the the arrangement is somewhat difTvrent. The en-

slaves, fronting the south
; but the erpasiulttm for trance is in the street of the tombs. The portico

those who were kept in chains (riNrii) was under- leads through a small vestibule into a large square

ground, being lighted by several high and narrow peristyle paved with opus srpama/{>, and having an
M'indows. inipluvium in the centre of its uncovered area.

The inner court was occupied chiefly by the Bt'yond this is an open hall, resembling in form

horses, rattle, and other live stock, and here were and position the taUinum in a town-house. Next
the stables and stalls (bubilin, ajuiUoy onVta). is a long gallery extending almost across the whole

A reservoir of water was made in the middle of width of the bouse, and beyond it is a large cyxi-

each court, that in the ouU*r court for soaking pulse cene ocent, corresponding to the large triclinium in

and other vegetable produce, and that in the inner, Pliny's villa. This room looks out upon a spacious

which was supplied with fresh water by a spring, court, which was no doubt a xystus or garden, and
for the use of the cattle and poultry. which is surrounded on all sides by a colonnade

2. The ttr&ana or /iseWo-ar/xuia was Bocalled composed of square pillars, the top of which forms

because its interior arrangements corresponded for a terrace. In the hirihest side of this court is a

the most part to those of a town-house. [House.] gate leading out to the open country. As flie

Vitruvius (vi. 8) merely states that the description ground slopes downward considerably from the

of the latter will apply to the former also, except front to the back of the villa, the terrace just

that in the town the atrium is placed close to the spoken of is on a level with the cysicene oecns, the

door, but in the country the peristyle comes first, windows of which opened upon it ; and beneath

and afterwards the asrium, surrounded by paved the oecus itself is a range of apartments on the

porticoes, looking upon the palestra and arobulatio. level of the Urge court, which were probably used

Our chief sources of information on this subject in summer, on account of their coolness,

ore two letters of Pliny, in one of which (li. 17) The other rooms were so arranged as to take

he describes bis Laurentine villa, in tho other (v. 6) advantage of the different seasons and of the sur-

his Tuscan, with a few allusions in one of Cicero's rounding scenery. Of these, however, there is only

letters (ad QuitU. HL 1 ), and, as a most important one which requires particular notice, namely, a

illustration of these descriptions, the remains of a state bcd-chamber, projecting from the other build-

suburban villa at Pompeii. (7*omy)eti,ii«c. lI,Lond. ings in an elliptic or semicircular form, so as to

183*2.) admit the sun during its whole course. This

The clearest account is that ^iven by Pliny in apartment is mentioned by Pliny, and is also found

the first of the two letters mentioned above, from in the Psmpeian villa. In Pliny's Ljiurentino

which, therefore, the following description is for villa iu wall was fitted up as a library,

the most part taken. The villa contained a set of baths, the general

The villa was approached by an avenne of plane arrangement of which was similar to that of the

trees leading to a portico, in front of which was a public baths. [Balnbab.]

tryttui divid^ mto flower-beds by borders of box. Attached to it were a garden, ambnlaiio^ peiicUio^

This xystus formed a terrace, from which a grassy kippodromus^ spianrititrium^ and in short all neces-

slope, ornamented with box-trees cut into the figures sary omuigements for enjoying different kinds of

of animals, and forming two lines opposite to one exercise. [Hortus
;
OvMNAaiUM.]

another, descended rill it was lost in the plain, (Becker, (/o/fas, voj. i. p. 2.SU ; Schneider's notes

which was covered with acanthus. (Plin. v. 6.) on Columella and Varro, and Uierig's on Pliny,

Next to tho portico W'os an atrium, smaller and contain many useful remarks.) [P. S.]

plainer than the corresponding apartment in a Vl'LLICUS (^vlrpowor in Greek writers, Plut.

town-house. In this respect Pliny's description is Cross. 4), a slave who had tho superintendence

V-iOU^le
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of tho villa rtuliooy nnd of all the buiinete of

the farm, except the entile, which were under the

care of the waf/wter pecoris. (V'arro, U. It. i. 2.)

The duties of the rillicu* were to obey hi* innster

implicitly, and to govern the other tlave* with

mc^eration, never to leave the villa except to go to

market, to have no intcrcour»e with eooihsayer*,

to take care of the enttle and tho implement* of

liiitbandrr, and to manage all the opemtiosa of the

farm. (Cnto, H. R. 5. 142.) His duties are de>

scrilied nt great length by Columella (xi. 1, and

i. 8), and those of bis wife {vUlica) by the some

writer (xii. l),and by Cato (c. 143).

The word was also used to describe a person to

whom the management of any business was en-

trusted. (See the passage quoted in Forcellini's

Lexicon.) ’ [P. S.J

VINA'LIA. There were two festivals of this

name celebrated by the Homans: the Vinalia

urfmna or />nona, and the ViruiUa ruttica or altera.

'J'he vinaiia urbana were celebrated on the 23rd of

April (ix. CaU»d. Mai). This festival answered

to the Oceek as on this occasion the wine

casks which had been filled the preceding autumn

w'crc opened for the first lime, and the wine tasted.

(Plin. If. N. xvijj. 69. § 3.) But before men ac-

ttmlly tasted the new wine, a libation was offered

to Jupiter (Fest s. r. Ptno/ui), which was called

calpar. (Fest s. e. Calpar.)

The rustic vinaiia, which fell on the 19th of

August (xiv. Calend. Sqy(.) and was celebrated

by the inh.ibitants of all Latium, was the day on

which the vintage was opened. On this occasion

tho flamen dialis offer^ lambs to Jupiter, and

while the flesh of the victims lay on the altar, he

broke with his own hands a bunch of grapes from

a vine, and by this act he, as it were, opened the

viutngc (rixcfe/nMM nus}>ieuri; Varro, de Lit»g. Lot,

vL 20), and no must was allowed to be conveyed

into the city until this solemnity was performed.

(Plin. II. N. xviiL 69. § 4.) This day was
saen.'d to Jupiter, and Venus too appears to have

had a share in it (Varro, 1. c. ; de lie RusL L 1 ;

Macrub. 5d/. i. 4; Ovid, Ftis/. iv. 897, &c.) An
account of the story which was believed to have

given rise to the celebration of this festival is given

by Festus (s. V. vinaiia) and Ovid {Fast.

ir. 663, &C. ; compare AurcL Viet, de Orig. Oat
Rom. ).^). [L. S.J

VINDEMIA'LIS FE'HI.A. [Fkrub, p.

530, a.1

VINDEX. [Actio, p. 11, a ;
Manus L\-

;bctio.]

VINDICA'TIO. ActionesTn Rem were culled

Vindicationes : Actiones in Personam, ** quibus

dari fieri oportere intendimus,*' were called Con*

dicliones. (Qaius, ir. 5.) Vindicationes therefore

were actions about the title to res Corporales,

nnd to Jura in re. (Gaius, iv. 3.) The distinction

between Vindicationes and Condictiones was an

essential distinction which was not affected by

the change in the fora of procedure from the

Legis Actiones to that of tlie Formulae. The
Legis Actiones fell into disuse (Gaius, iv. 31)

except in the ease of Damnum Infectum and a

Judicum Centumvirale, and from this lime both

Vindicationes and Condictiones were prosecuted

by tho Formulae. [Actio.] The peculiar process

of the Vindicatio belonged to the period when the

Legis Actiones were in force.

The five modes of proceeding Lege (Gaius, iv.

VINDICATIO.

12), w’crc Sacramento
;
Per judicispo»tulationem ;

Per condiciionom
;

Per manus injcclionem ; Per
pignoris enpionem. [Pxii JumcfB Po.^TULA-

TioNKM ; Pbr Comhctionrm ; Mams Injkc-

Tio ; Per Pigsuris CariuNitM.]

A man might proceed S;icrnmento either in the

c.nsc of an Actio in personam or an Actio in rom.

The part of the process which contained the tucra-

menio cottfeHdere^ or the challenge to the deposit

of a sum of money originally, and nftcrwanls to

the engagement to pay a penalty, was applicable

both to an action in personam and an action in

rem. The condition of the penalty was in fact

the existence or non-existence of the right claimed

hy the plaintiff, whatever the right might be ; nnd
the process thus assumed the form of a suit for the

penalty. It was the Sneramentum which g;tve to

this form of action its peculiar character, ^^'hcn the

parties were in judicio, they briefly sLttcd their cokcs

severally, which was called causae conjectio. If it

wa? an Actio in rem, that is a Vindicatio, moveable
things and moving things (wo5<7ia rl morf^lia)

which could Iw brought before the Pnu'tor {i»Jus\
were claimed before the Praetor (I’a Jure ivW/eo-
5(in/«r) thus : ha who claimed a thing ns his pro-

perty (9*1/ rtmiicalxit)^ held a rod in his hand,
and laying hold of the thing, it might lie a slave

or other thing, ho said ;
** llunc ego huminom cx

jure Quiritium Menm esse aio secundum caii&:un

sicut dixi. hk;ce tibi Vindictam imposui;** nnd
saying this he placed the rod on the thing. Tho
other claimant (adversarius) did and said the s.xnie.

This claiming of a thing as pro{H>rty by laying the

hand upon it, was ‘‘in jure ntanuni conscrere,” a

phrase ns old as the XII Tables. (Gell. xx. 10.)

The Praetor then said : “ Mittite aml)o hominem,**

and the claimants obeyed. Then he who had niade

the first vindicatio thus addressed his opponent:

^Pustulo anne dicas qua ex causa vindicaveris.*'

The opponent replied : “Jus peregi sicut Vindictam
imposui.*' Then he who had made the first vindi*

ratio proceeded to that part of the process called tho

&icramciitum, which was in the form of a wager
as to tlie Right

; he said : “Quando lu injuria vin-

dicavisti D Aeris sacramento te provoco.*' 1'iie

opponent replied by giving the Similiter ; “Simi*
liter ego te.'*

The process of the Sacramentum, os already

observed, w*as applicable to an actio in persoitam
;

but as that was founded on an obligatio, there was
of course no specific object to claim. In the case of

a Vindicatio the Praetor declared the Vindkiae
in favour of one of the parties, that is, in the mean-
time he established one of the parties as Possessor,

and compelled him to give security to his opponent

for the thing in dispute and the mesne profits, or

as it vrza technically expressed, “jubebat praedcs

adversario d.ire litis et vindiciarum."

The Praetor took security from both for the

amount of the Sacramentum; for the party who
failed paid the amount of the Sacramentum as a

penalty (^Micaoe nomine) which penalty belonged

to the state (ta puldicum cedebai). The sums of

money were originally deposited m taero

:

the

successful party look bis money bock, and the de-

posit of the unsuccessful party was paid into the

aerarium. (Varro, (fe L, L. 160, Milllcr; Festus,

t. r. .Suemmea/am.)

The Poena of the Sacramentum was quingenaria,

that is, quingenti asses, in cases when the pro|>orty

in dispute was of the value of a thousand assy's aj)d
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upwards ; and in cases of smaller value it was fifty I

This was n provisinn of the XII. Tables
; |

but if a man's freed>>m {Itlteria*) was in iMue, the
|

poena was only fifty asses. I

If the properly claimed was a piece of land, the ^

claimants appeared In jure and challen^^ed each !

other to go on the land in the presence of witnesses
|

{nuj>rrftites^ Fcftus, a r. ; Cic- pro Murtma^ I'J),
|

w'hiTc each made his claim. In the time of the

Twelve Tables says OelHus (xx. 10) the Magis-
|

tratus who presided in the court accompanied the i

parties to the land in order to perfect the process I

ill jure ; but this mode of proredure, which might
do ill very early times and within a small territory,

must have become inconvenient. Accordingly it

became the practice for one of the claimants to go
,

through the form of ejecting the other from the

land, which was called the \'U Civilis. (Com*
pore fieliius, xx. 10 ;

Cic. pro Carcina^ 1, 7, *^2,

pro 7V(//(V>, 20.) In course of time it became
the practice to bring into court a clod of earth, or i

a bit of a column, as a sign of tlie tiling
;
and

even in the case of moveable olijects, a part was
often brought into court to represent the whole ;

and the Vindicatio was made ns if the whole thing
;

was there. It seems that the process might also

be begun by the parties performing the ceremony

of the Deductio on the ground before they came In

jus, where however they performed the tktion of

going to the premises and returning. The change

in the form of procedure, w hich change was accom*

plished ‘*contni DuodecimTabulas, tacitoconM'usu.*'

led to the phrase **cj* jure manum conserere'* (UelL

XX. 10), which is explained thus: one party

called the other out of court (ex jure) ^ad con-
'

S4>rrndam manum in rem de qua agebotur the

parties he says, then went together to the land in

dia|>ute, and brought a clod of earth from it, ^ in

jus in urbem ad Pmclorem and the clod of eartli

was viewed os the whole “ nger.” '

When tile J.egis Actiones f«*ll into disuse, the
:

process of the V'liidicalio was altered and became
'

that of the Sponsio. The term Sponsiois U‘it ex-

plained by giving the substance of a passage in

Uaius(iv. 91, Ac.). In the case of an actio in rem, i

a man might pn»crcd either Per fonnulani petito* <

rtain, in which the Intentio of the plaintilF was <

that a certain thing was his property
; or he might

|

proceed Per sponsionem which did not contain

such an Intentio. The defendant was challenged
I

to a Sponsio io such terms ns these :
** Si homo

quo de agitur ex jure Quiritinm meus est wstertios
|

xxT. Nummos dare spondes?** The Intentio in

the formula was that if tho slave belonged to the

pliiintitf, the sum of money contained in the Spon-

sio ought to be paid to the plaintilf {^ffxmsionis i

sanimaw actori dari dchere). The Sponsio evi*

dciitly took its name from the verb Spondeo. If

the plaintiff proved the slave to be his property, he

was intitled to a judgment. Yet the sum of mo-

ney was not paid, though it was the object of the

Intentio, for, says Gaius ** it is not poeiinlis but

pmejudicialis the sponsio is introduced merely

as a means of trying the right to the property, and
this explains why the defendant has no restipula-

tio." The Sponsio wot said to be ^ pro praede

litis et vindiciarum," because it took the place of

the pnxedium, which when tlie Legit actiones were

in use, was given pro lite et vindiciis,*' that is,

^ pro re et fnictibus*' by the possessor to the ploin-

tilf. [Prabjudicium
; Prax&J

This Sponsio Praejtidicialis was merely a tech-

nical mode of converting an nclio in rem into an
actio in personam, and we must suppose that there
was some good rc.-ison for the practice. It might
be conjectured that it was introduced in order to

obviate the trouble and difficulties attendant on the

old process of the Vindicatio.

Prom the expression of Gaius, it appears that

there was also a Sponsio Poenalii, tlint is both tlie

defendant made a sponsio and the plaintiff made a
reitipuUtio. Thus in the case of ** certa |)ecunui

credita,'* the defendant's sponsio was made at the

risk of losing the sum, if he could not sustain his

denial of the plaintiff's claim ; and the-plaintilTs

restipulatio was mode at tlie like risk if he could

not support his claim. The poena of the Sponsio
and restipulatio belonged to the successful party.

(Gains, iv. 13.) There was alm> a Poenalis sponsio

in the rase of Interdicts (Gaius, iv. 14I, 165, Ac.),

and Pecuiiia Cunstituta. In the cose of Certa
Pecunia the sp(»nsio was to the amount of one-third

of the sum demanded, which was called K‘giiinia

pars. (Cic. pro /fosc. Com. 4, 5.) In tho cite of

Constiiuta Pecunia the sponsio was to the amount
of one-half. (Gaius, iv. I7K) These stipulatiums

were fixed by law ; in other cases they were fixed

by the Kdict.

These sponsiones were introduced probably partly

with a view to check litigation, and partly with a
view to give compensation to the party who ulti-

mately obtained a verdict t for otherwise there do
not appear in the Konian law to be any direct pro-

visions as to the costs of suits. Thus Gaius (iv.

174) enumemtt‘8 four nuKles in which the Actons
caUimnia is checked ; tho Calumnioc judicium,

Contrurium judicium, Jiisjumiidum, and thellesti-

pulatio. The Ucstipulatio, he rays, ** is allowed

in certain cases ; and as in the Contrarium judicium
the plaintiff has in all cases judgment ngaiust him,
if he cannot sustain his case, and it matlers not

whether or not he knows that his claim w:is not

good, so in all cases the plaintiff (that is if he can>

not sustain his case) is condemned in tho penalty

of the restipulntiu."

As to the form of the Sponsio the passage of

Gaius already referred to is an example
; and there

is another in the oration of Cicero, pro /*, Qmn-
tio (8. 27). The use of tho word Si or Ni in the

Sponsio would depend on the fact which was af-

finned or rather ou the mode of affirmation and
the party affirming. Cicero (;>ro Coecim. 23) al-

ludes to the use of these words (Mt«e, «ir«r). Rris*

sonins {de FormiUis^ &c. v. 7. p. 348) has collected

instances of them.

The other mode of procedure in the case of Vin-

dicatio, that was in use after tho Legis Actiones

fell into disuse was. Per Formulam Petitoriam, in

which the plaintiff (oc/or) claimed the thing as his

property {iHtendii rem $uam ette). In this form of

proceeding there w'as the Stipulatio called Judica-

tum solvi, by which the defendant engaged to obey
the decree of the Judex, ((raius, iv. 91.) This
formula was adapted also to the coses of Praetorian

ownership and the Actio Pabliciana. (Gaius, iv.

34, 36.) In cases which were brought before the

Centumviri, it was the practice, at least in the

Imperial period, to come first before the Praetor

Urbnnns or Peregrinus in order that the matter

might be put in the old form of the Sacronientum.

I (Gaius, iv. 31, 95 ; Gel), xx. 10.)

I

An liercditas was sued for like any other tiling

so Dy Google
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either bj the Sacraroentum, to Ion;? at it was in

utc, or the S|>uii8io, or the Hetiioria Fomtula.

(Qaiut, iv. 11, 31 ;
Walter. GetchicJUe de$ /iout,

UteJUt

;

Puchta, In^ ii. § 1(31.) [0. L.]

VlNDrClAE. f ViNDiCATio.]

VINDICTA. [Man‘17Mis8io
;

Vinoicatio.]

VINDICT.A. A clan of actions in the Ronmn
Law have reference to Vindicta at their object,

which it thus expressed : ad ulttonem pertinet, in

tola Tindicta constitutum ett, Vindictam continet.

(Dig. 47. tit. 12. t. C. 10 ;
29. lit. 2. t. 20. § 5.)

Some of these actions had for Uteir object simply

compent.'ition, at the Actio doli. Others had fur

their object to give the complainant something more

( poema) than the amount of his injury, as in the

Furti actio, and sometimes in addition to this com>
pensatinn also as in the Vi Bonorum raptonim actio.

A third class of actions had for its immediate object

money or property, but this was not the ultimate

object as in the cases already mentioned, but

merely a means ; the real object was Vindicta.

This Vindicta consists in the re-establishment of a
right which has been viedated in the person of the

complainant, in which case the individual discharges

tlie office which the State discharges generally in

mattersof Crime. Those actions of which Vindicta

it the object, ore distinguished from other actions

by forming exceptions to the general rules as to the

legal capacity of those who may institute them,

such as a hliusfamilias and one who has sustained

a capitis deminutia
The following are actions of this kind:

—

1.

Actio Iiijuriarum. When a fiHuslamilias was
injured, a wrong was done both to him and to his

lather. The injury done to the son is the only

one that belongs to the head of Vindicta. The
father generally brought the action, for he could

acquire through his son all rights of action. But
the son could bring an action in his own name with

the pemiistion of the Prnetnr, if the father w’as ab-

sent, or was in any way prevented from bringing the

action
;
and in some coses, if the father refus^ to

bring the action. The pecuniary damages which
were the immediate object of the action belonged

to the father, so that the son appeared in the

double capacity of suing in his own name in re-

spect of the Vindicta, and as the representative of

his hither in respect of the damages. If the son

was emancipated, the right of action passed to him
and was not destroyed by the capitis deminutio.

2. Actio sepulcri violati, which could be brought

by the children of the deceased, even if they

refused the hereditas, or by the beredes. The
object was Vindicta, which was effected by giving

the plaintiff damages to the amount of the wrong
(<ptanii ob earn rem cuquum vidtUturf ^ Dig, 47.

tit. 12. s. 3). The action was consequently in

bonum et aequum concepta, and the right w*as not

affected by a capitis deminutio. If those who bad
a right to bring the action neglected to do so, any
person might bring the action ; but in that case

the damages were limited to 100 aurei by the Edict
3. Actio de effusis. When a free person was

injured by. anything being poured or thrown from

a house, he had an actio in bonum et aequum con-

cepta, the ultimate object of which was Vindicta.

4. An action for mischief done to a man by any
dangerous animal belonging to another, when it

happened through the want of proper caution on
the part of the owner. (Dig. 21. tit. 1. s. 40—43.)

6. Interdictum quod vi aut clam. This is a

V1NE.\.

plaint which could be instituted by a filiusfamilias

in his own name, because the object was Vindicta.

The ground of this capacity of a hliusfamilios was

an injury done to him personally by a person who
acted ill opposition to bis remonstrance. If fur in-

stance the son inhabited a house belonging to his

father or one hired from a stranger, and was dis-

turbed in his enjoyment by some act of his neigh-

bour, the filiusfamilias might have an action for

the amount of the daomge, but the pecuniary

satisfaction would belong to the father as in the

case of the Actio Injorianim. But the action was

not in bonum et aequum concepta, since it bad a

definite object, which was either the restoration of

things to their former condition, which might be

immediately for the benefit of the filiusfamilias, or

to ascertain the value of the wrong done (^qtuMi

iniereti).

6. The action ogainst a Libertus in respect of on

In Jus vocatio. [Patrunus-J If the Libertus

had proceeded against the ton of his patron, and

the father was absent, the son could institute the

suit himself, as in the case of the Actio Injuruirum.

7. Querela Inofficiosi. [TKOTAMUNTUAf.]

8. Actiones Popularea, which are actions in

which the plaintiff claims a sum of money, but not

as a private individual : he comes forward as a

kind of representative of the State. If the act

complained of be such as afiects the interests of in-

dividuals os such, they can bring an action in

preference to any other person and the action is

not purely popular : to this class belong such ac-

tions os the Actio sepulcri violati But if there

are no persons who are individually interested in

the matter complained of, or none such bring an

action, any person ( unoi ex populo) nuiy bring the

action as the Procurator of the State, and he is

not bound to give the security which an ordinary

procurator must give. A filiusfamilias can bring

such action. By virtue of the Litis contestatio tlie

action becomes the same as if it were founded

on an obligatio, and this right of action as well os

the money which may arise from it is acquired by

the filiusfamilias for his father. These actiones

being for fixed sums of money ore not in bonum et

aeqtium conceptae.

With the populares actiones may be classed as

belonging to the same kind, the Interdicta Publica

or PopuUria, and that Novi opens nantiotio which

is for the protection of Publicum Jus ; with this

distinction, that the proceedings have not for their

object the recovery of a sum of money. But in

the general capacity of all persons to bring sucli

actions, independent of the usual rules os to legal

eapocity, all ^ese modes of proceeding agree.

(Savigny, Sj/tUtH de$ heuL Rom, Reekie^ il

121.) [O. L-I

VTNEA, inits literal signification, is a bower
formed of the branches of vines, and from the pro-

tection which such a leafy roof affords, the name
was applied by the Romans to a roof under which

the bMiegersofa town protected themselves against

darts, stones, fire, and the like, which were thrown

by tile besieged upon the assailants. The descrij^

tion which Vegetius {de Re Mil. iv. 15) gives of

such a machine perfectly agrees with what we know
of it from the incidental mention of other writers.

The whole machine formed a roof, resting upon
posts eight feet in height The roof itself was ge-

nerally sixteen feet long and seven broad. The
wooden fmme was in most coses light, to that it
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could be carried by the soldiera ; sometitnes, how-

ever, when the purpose which it was to serve re-

quired great strength, it was heavy and then the

whole fabric probably w*as moved by wheels at-

tached to the posts. The roof was formed of planks

and wicke^work, and the uppermost layer or layers

consisted of raw hides or wet cloth as a protection

against fire, by which the besieged frequently de-

stroyed the vineae. (Lir. ii. 17, v. 7« xxt. 61.)

The sides of a vinea were likewise protected by

wicker-work. Sach machines were constructed in

a safe place at some distance from the besieged

town, and then carried or wheeled (a/^rre) close to

its walls. Here several of them were frequently

joined together, so that a great number of soldiers

might be employed under them. When vineae

had taken their place close to the walls the sol-

diers began their operatious, either by undermining

the walls, and thus opening a breach, or by em-

ploying the battering-ram (uries, Liv. xxi. 7, 6).

In the time of V'egetius the soldiers used to call

these nuichines causiae, (J. Lipsius, J*oIioreet. i.

dial. 7.) [!<• S.j

VMNUM (oTkor). The general term for the

fermented juice of the grape.

The native country of the vine was long a vex-

ata quaestio among botanists, but, although many
points still remain open fur debate, it teems now to

be generally acknowledged that it is indigenous

throughout the whole of tliat vast tract which

stretdiet aouthward from the woody mountains of

Masander&n on the Caspian to the shores of the

Persian Gulf and the Indian sea, and eastward

through Khorasan and Cabul to the base of the

Himalaya,— the region to which history and phi-

lology alike point as the cradle of the human race.

Hence, when we consider the extreme facility of

the process in its most simple form, we need little

wonder that the art of making wine should have

been discovered at a very remote epoch.

In the earliest of profane writers the cultivation

of the grape is represented as familiar to the Heroic

Greeks, some of his most beautiful and vivid pic-

tures of rural life being closely connected with the

toils of the vineyard. It is worth remarking that

tlie only wine upon whose excellence Homer dilates

in a tone approaching to hyperbole is represented

as having been produced on the coast of Thrace, the

region from which poetry and civilization spread

into Hellas, and the scene of several of the more

remarkable exploits of Bacchus. Hence we might

infer that the PeUsgians introduced theculmre of

the vine when they wandered westw'ard across the

Hellespont, and that in like manner it was con-

veyed to the valley of the Po, when at a subee-

quent period they made their wmy round the head

of the Adriatic. It seems certain from the various

legends that wine was both rare and costly in the

earlier ages of Italian and Roman history. Thus,

a tradition preserved by Varro //. N.
xiv. 14) told that when Mexentius agreed to aid

the Kutilians he stipulated that the pr^uce of the

l^tian vineyards should be his recompense. Ro-

mulus if said to have used milk only in bis offer-

ings to the gods (Plin. /. e.) : Numa, to check ex-

travagance, prohibited the sprinkling of wine upon
the j^unerol pyre, and, to stimulate the energies

of the rustic population, be ordained that it

should be held impious to offer a libation to the

gods of wine which had flowed from an unpruned

•tock. So icnrco was it at a much later period
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that Papirlus the dictator, when about to join In

battle with the Samnites, vowt*d to Jupiter a small

nipful {rini fxtciUum) if he should gain the victon,*.

That wine was racked off into amphorae and
stored up in regular cellars as early as the era

of the Gracchi Pliny considers proved by the

existence in his own day of the Vinum Opimianttm,

described hereafter. But even then no specific ap-

pellation was given to the produce of different lo-

calities, and the jar was marked with the name of

the consul alone. For many years after tliis fureign

wines were considered far superior to native growths,

and so precious were the Greek vintages esteemed
in the times of Marius and Sulla that a single

draught only was offered to the guests at a ban-

quet. The rapidity with which luxury spread in

this matter is well illustrated by the saying of

M. Varro, that Lucullus when a boy never saw an
entertainment in his father's bouse, however splen-

did, at which Greek wine was handed round more
•than once, but wlien in manhood he returned from

bis Asiatic conquests he bestowed on the (*eople a
largess of more than a hundred tlioiisand cadi.

Four different kinds of wme are said to have been
presented for the first time at the feast given by
Julius Caesar in his third consulship (b.c 46),
these being Folemian, Chian, Lesbian, and Mamer-
tine, and not until after this date were the merits

of the numerous varieties, foreign and domestic,

accurately known and fully appreciated. But
during the reign of Augustus and bis immedmte
successors the study of wines became a passion, and
the most scrupulous care was bestowed upon every

process connected with their production and pri^

serration. (Plin. //. iV. xiv. 28.) Pliny calculates

that the number of wines in the whole world de-

serving to be accounted of high quality {noln/ia)

amounted to eighty, of which his own country

could claim two-thi^s (xiv. 13) ; and in another

passage (xiv. 29) he asserts that 195 distinct kinds

might be reckoned op, and that if all the varieties

of these were to be included in the computation,

the sum would be almost doubled. (Plin. //. N,
xiv. 6. 29.)

The process followed in wine-making was es-

sentially the same among both the Greeks and
the Romans. After the grapes had been gathered,

they were first trodden with the feet and afier-

wanls submitted to the action of the press. This
part of the process of wine-rooking is described in

the article ToHct'i.t7M.

The sweet unfennented juice of the grape was
termed by the Greeks and mustum by the

Romans, the latter word being properly an ad-

jective tigtiifying new or/trsk. Of this there were

several kinds distinguished acccording to the man-
ner in which each was origiiudly obtained and sub-

sequently treated. That which flowed from the

clusters, in consequence merely of their pressure

upon each other before any force was applied, was
known ns wp6xvna (Geopon. vi. 16) or j'rointjwm

(Plin. //. N. xiv. 1
1 ), and was reserved for manu-

iacturing a particular species of rich wine described

by Pliny {L c.) to which the inhabitniitsofMytileim

gave the name of trp6^pofU>r or wporpowos, (Atlien.

i. p. 30, b., ii. p. 45, e.) That which was obtained

next, before the grapes had been fully tnidden, was
the mustum lixiriumj and was considered best fur

keeping. (Oeopon. vi. 16 ; Coluro. xii. 41.) After

the gmpes had been fully trodden and pressed, the

nutss was taken out, the edges of the husks cut,

4 II
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And the whole again subjected to the press ; the

result was the muxlum iortivum or circumcisUum

(Cato, R, R. 23 ;
Varr. i. 54 ; Colum. xii. 36),

which was set apart and used for inferior purposes.

A portion of the must was used at once, being

drunk fresh after it had been clarified with vinegar.

(Geopon. vi. 15.) When it was desired to preserve

a quantity in the sweet state, an amphora was
taken and coated with pitch w'ithin and without

;

it was filled with muttum lixivium^ and corked so

as to lie perfectly air-tight It was then immersed

in a tank of cold fresh water or buried in wet sand,

and allowed to remain for six weeks or two months.

The contents after this process were found to re-

main unchanged for a year, and hence the name
<{«l y\fUKOi, ue. temper mtalum. (Geopon. vi. 16 ;

Pint Q. IV. 26 ;
Cato, R. R. 120 ; Colum. xii. 29 ;

Plin, ff.N. xiv. 11.) A considerable quantity of

must from the best and oldest vines was inspissated

by boiling, being then distinguished by the Greeks

under the gencr^ names of or y\v^ts (Athen.

1. 31, e.), while the Latin writers have various

terms according to the extent to which the evapo-

ration was carried. Thns, when the must was re-

duced to two-thirds of its original volume it became
airenum (Pallad. Octobr. tiL xviii.), when one-half

had evaporated, (Plin. H. N. xiv. 9), when
two-thirds, aapa (known also by the Greek names
smtenm and hepsema., Plin. 1. c.), but these words
are frequently interchanged. (Sm Varr. ap. Non. c.

1 7, n. 14 ;
Colum. xii. 1 9.) Similar preparations

are at the present time called in Italy musto coUo

and sapot and in France aabe. The process was
carried on in large caldronsof lead («cua de/rutaria)^

iron or bronxe being supposed to communicate a
disagreeable flavour, over a slow fire of chips, on a
night when there was no moon (Plin. xviii. 74),
the scum being carefully removed with leaves

(Plin. /. c.

;

Virg. Georg, i. 269, iv. 296), and the

liquid constantly stirred to prevent it from burning.

(Plin. xxiii. 2 ; Cato, R. R. 105 ; Colum. xii. 19,

20, 21 ;
Pallad. xi. 18 ;

Diosenrid. v. 9.) These
grape-jellies, for they were nothing else, were used

extensively for giving body to poor wines and mak-
ing them keep, and entered ns ingredients into

many drinks, such as the burranka j^io. so called

from its red colour, which was formed by mixing
5<i/ia with milk (Festus,s. v. /iamiatca ; compare
Ovid. Fast. iv. 782), and others described here-

after.

• The whole of the mustum not employed for some
of the above purposes was conveyed from the locus

to the cello vimria (oiroBijKri, Geopon. vi.

2, 12), an apartment on the ground-floor or a little

below the surface, placed in such a situation as

to secure a moderate and equable temperature,

and at a distance from dunghills or other objects

emitting a strong odour. (Varro, R. R. i. 13 ;

Geopon. 1. c.) Here were the dolia (irWoi), othet^

wi>e called aertae or cupae, long bell-mouthed

vessels of earthenware (hooped tubs of wood being

employed in cold climates only, Plin. xiv. 21) very

carefully formed of the best clay and lined with a
coating of pitch (iriaamdirra^ pioata\ the operation

(xiVo-ciHm, pteafio) being usually perform^ while

they were hot from the furnace. They were
usually sunk {depretsa^ de/osta, demersa) one-half

or two-thirds in the ground
;
to the former depth if

the wine to be contained was likely to prove strong,

to the latter if weak, and attention was paid that

they should repose upon a dry bed. They wore
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moreover sprinkled with sea-water, fumigated with

aromatic plants and rubbed with their ashes, all

rank smelling substances, sneh as rotten leather,

garlic, cheese, and the like, being removed, lest they

should impart a taint to the wine. (Geopon. vi. 2,

3, 4 ; Cato, R. R. 23 ; Varro, i. 13 ; Colum. xii.

1 8, 25 ;
Dig. 33. tit. 6. s. 3.) In these dolia the

process of fermentation took place. They were not

filled quite full, in order that the sciun only might
boil over, and this was also cleared off at regular

intervals by skimming, and carried to a distance.

The fermentation usually lasted for about nine days,

and as soon as it had subsided and the

had become vinum^ the dolia were closely covered,

the upper portion of their interior surface ns well

as the lids {opercula doliorum) having been pre-

viously well rubbed over with a compound of de-

fnitnm, saffron, old pitch, mastic, and fir-cones.

(Geopon. vi. 12 ; Cato, R. R. 107 ; Varro, i. 65 ;

Colum. xii. 25, 80.) The opercula were taken off

about once every thirty-six days, and oftener in hot

weather, in order to cool and give air to the contents,

to add any preparation required to preserve them
sound, and to remove any impurities that might be
thrown up. Particular attention was paid to the

peculiar light scum, the irOos olyou (Jbis vtai),

which frequently appeared on the surface after a
certain time, since it was supposed to afford indi«

cations by its colour and consistence of the quality

of the wine. If red {irop<pvpl^oy), broad, and soft,

it Avas a sign that the wine was sound ; if glutinous,

it was a bad symptom ; if block or yellow, it de-

noted want of body ; if white, it was a proof that

the wino would keep well (piviuo*). Each time

that the opercula were replaced they were well

nibbed with fir-cones. (Geopon. vii. 15 ;
Colum.

xii, 88.) [Thyrsi'8,]

The commoner sorts of wine were drunk direct

from the dolium, and hence draught wine was
called viuum doliaro or vinum de cupa (Dig. 1 8. tit.

6. 8. 1. § 4; Varr.0p.A'b».c.2. n. 1 1 3), but the finer

kinds, such ns were yielded by choice localities

and possessed sufficient body to bear keeping, were
drawn off {diffundere., ptrayyl^tiy) into atiijihorao

or lagenae, many fanciful precautions being ob-

served in transferring them from the larger to tho

smaller vessel. (Geopon. vii. 5, 6 compare Plin.

xiv. 27-) '1 hese umpkorae were made of earthen-

ware, and in later times occasionally of glass ; they

were stoppered tight by a plug of wood or cork

{cortex, suiter), which was render^ impervious to air

by being smeared over with pitch, clay, or gypsum.

On tho outside the title of the wine was painted,

the date of the vintage being marked by the names
of the consuls then in office, or when the jars were
of glass, little tickets {pittacia, tesserae) were sus-

pended from them indicating these particulars.

(Petron. 34.) The amphorae were then stored up
in repositories {apoUtecae, Colum. i. 6 ; Plin. Ep. ii.

17 ;
horrea, Sencc. Ep. 115; tabulola, Colum. xii.

41) completely distinct from the oeffa vinaria, and
usually placed in the upper story of the house

(whence descende, testa, llor. Carm. iii. 21. 7 ;

dcripere horreo, iii. 28. 7 ) for a reason explained

afterwards.

It is manifest that wines prepared and bottled,

if we may use the phrase, in the manner described

al)ovo must have contained a great quantity of

dregs and sediment, and it became absolutely ne-

cessary to separate these before it was drunk.

This was sometimes efiected by fining with }'rlks

Digitized by Google
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of thoM of pi|?enns being considered most np>

propriate by the fastidious (iiur. Sui IL 4. 51), or

with the white's whipped up with salt (Geopon.

vii. 22), but more commonly by simply straining

through small cup-like utensils of silver or bronze

perforated with numerous small holes, and distin-

guished by the various names dAierrip, Tpo7oiwof,
^fijos^colum vinartum, (Oeopon.vii. 37.) [Cof.t'M-]

Occu*>ionaIly a piece of linen doth (ecUiror, taccu$)

was placed over the Tpvyonroj orco/uM (Pollux, vi.

J.O, X, 75) and the wine (aoitxfas, nccu/ta) filtered

through. ( Martial, riii. 45.) The use of the srircas

W'as considered ohjectionahie for ail delicate wines,

since it was believed to injure (Uor. SiL iL 4. 51

)

if not entirely to destroy their flavour, and in

every instance to diminish the strength of the

liquor. For this reason it w*os employed by the

dissipated in order that they might bo able to

swallow a greater quantity without becoming in*

tuxicated. (Plin. xiv. 22, compare xxiii. 1, 24,

XIX. 4. 19 ; Cic. ad Fam, ii. 8.) The double pur*

poMt of cooling and weakening was clTectually nc-

coniplishcd by placing ice or snow in the filter,

which under such circumstances became a ctJum

ntmrium (Martial, xiv. 103) or fucrus nivaritu

(xiv. 104).

The wine procured from the muslum tortivum^

which was always kept by itself, must have been

thill and poor enough, but a still inferior Average
was made by ^>ounng water upon the hu«ks and

stalks after they had been fully pn^v.'d, allowing

them to soak, pressing again, and fermeiitiiig the

liquor thus obtained. This, which was given to

lalKuirrrs in winter instead of wine, was the dduva
or 8«or«p<ot of the Greeks, the lora or vinum

rariuM of the Uunuins,and acx'ordiiig to Varro (u/».

AW xvii. 13) was along with snpa, defrutuni,

and possum, the drink of elderly women. (8ee

Alhen. x. p. 440.) The Greeks added the

water in the protwrtion of \ of the must pre-

viously drawn oiT, and then boiled down the

mixture until | had evaporated ; the Italians

added the water in the proportion of ^ of the

must, and threw in the skimmings of the defru-

tumand the dregs of the lacus. Another drink of

the same character was the /fuvrUum from wine-

ices, and we hear alsii of riaum pntrlujaueum given

to the vintagers, winch appears to have been manu-
factured from inferior ond half-ripe fruit gathered

before the regular period, (deopon. vi. 3 ; Cato,

Ii. It 23, 57, 153 ; Varro, I. 54 ; Colura. xii. 40

;

Plin. xiv. 12.) We find an analogy to the above

process)'* in the manufacture of cider, the best

being obtained from the first squeezing of the apples

nnd the worst from the pulp and skins macerated

in water.

In ail the best wines hitherto described the

grapes are supposed to have been gathered as soon

ns they were fully rip' nnd fermentation to have

run its full course. Ilut a great variety of sweet

W'iiurs were manufactured by checking the fermen-

tation, or by partially drying the grapes, or by
converting them completely into raUins. The
yAdxor oTi'or of the Ocoponic writers (vii. 19) be-

longs to the first class. Must obtained in the or-

dinary nmnucr was thrown into the dolia, which

remained opn for three days only and were then

partially covered for two nuire ; a small aperture

W'fis left until the seventh day, when they were

luted up. If the wine was wished to be still

su'eeter, the dolU were left open for five days and
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then at once closed. The free admission of air

lieing necessary for brisk fermentation, and this

usually continuing for nine days, it is evident that

it would proceed weakly and imperfectly nnder the
above circumstances. For the Vinum iJu/ce of
Columella (xii. 27} the grap's were to be dried in

the sun for three days after they were gathered,

and trodden on the fourth during the full fervour
of the mid-day heat. The mutium luicium alone
was to be used, and after the fermentation was
finished an ounce of well-kneaded iris-root was
added to each 50 sextarii ; the wine was racked off

from the lees, and was found to be sweet, sound,
and wholesome. (Colum. /. c.) For the rinum
Itiac/'^tuTHy more luscious still, the grapes were ex-
pos’d to the sun for seven days upon hurdles.

(Plin. /A iV. xiv. 11.)

Lastly, Fassum or roma-tn'«« a-as made from
craps dried in the sun until they had lost half their

weight, or they were plunged into boiling oil, which
produced a similar effect, or the bunches after they
were ripe were allowed to hang for some weeks
upon the vine, the stalks lieing twisted or an inci-

sion made into the pith of the bearing shoot so as
to put a stop to vegetation. The stalks and stones

were removed, the raisins were steepd in must or
good wine, and then trodden or subjected to the

gentle action of the press. The quantity of juice

which flowed forth was measured, and an equal

quantity of water added to the pulpy residuum,
which was again prt'ssod nnd the product employed
fur an inferior paasum called accundarium^ an ex-
pression exactly aimtogoiis to the Sfvripios mention-
ed above. The pn^sum of Crete wa.s m»>sl prized

(Mart. xiii. lUG
;
Juv. xiv. 27U), nnd next in rank

were those of Cilicia, Africa, Italy, nnd the neigh-

bouring provinces. The kinds known ns Faythium
and Mrfampaythtum possessed the peculiar flavour

of the gmp and not that of wiue, the StyffiUi/rs

fnirn Galatia and the I/alunltum from Sicily in like

manner tasted like must. Tlie gnips must suitable

for passum were those which ripened early, esp-
cially the varieties Jfnana (called by the Greeks
Nftt^i), Sdrptda and Faitkia. (Geopn. viL 18;
Colura. xii. 39; Plin. II. N. xiv. 11 ;

Virg. Geory,

iu 93.)

The Greeks recognized three colours in wines:
rrd (^'Aaj), tr4tfe, i. e. pie, stmw-colour (A#i*frfr),

anti brown or arnWr colourcd (ici^^iJj). (Athcn. i.

p. 32, c.) Pliny distinguishes four: aliua answ'er-

ing to fulvua to xi^i, while is sub-

divided into mnyuinrua and nipr, the former

l>eing doubtless applied to bright glowing wines
like Tent nnd Burgundy, while the nitjer or utrr

(Plaut, Utenaeck. v. 6. 17) would resemhlo Port.

In the ordinaiy Greek niitbors the epithet ipvQp6s

is as enmmou os /t«Aor, and will represent the

.«anrruineu$.

We have seen that wine intended for keeping

was racked off fnnn the dolia into amphorae.
When it was necessary in the first instance to

transprt it from one place to another, or when
carried by travellers on a journey, it was contained

in bags made of goat-skin (d<Txof, utrea) well

pitched over so as to make the scams perfectly

tight. The cut lielow, from a bronze found at

Herculaneum (.1/us. Ilorbon, vol. iii. tav. 28),
exhibits a Sileiius astride upn one of them.
When the quantity w*as huge a numb(*r of hi<les

were sewed together, and tho leathern tun tlins

constructed caniod from place to place in a cart, us

4 H 2
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shown in the illustration on page 90. (Compare
Luclant Iax. 6.)

Among the ancients recourse was hod to va-

rious devices fur preventing or correcting acidity^

heightening the flavour, and increasing the dura-

bility of the inferior kinds of wine. This subject

was reduced to a regular system by the Greeks

:

Pliny mentions four authors who had written for-

mal treatises, and the authors of the Oeoponic col-

lection, together with Cato, V^arro, and Columella,

supply a multitude of precepts upon the same
topic. The object in view was accomplished some-

times by merely mixing diiTerent kinds of wine

together, but more frequently by throwing into

the dolia or amphorae various condiments, or sea-

sonings {^Sifnvotit^medicnmiua^condittirae). When
two wines were mixed together those were selected

which possessed opposite good qualities and defects.

(Aihen. i. p. 3*2. 6.)

The principal su^tances employed as condiiurtu

were, 1. sea-water; % turpentine, either pure, or

in the form of pitch (/>>>), tar {pix U(juida\ or

resin (restfia). 3. Lime, in the form of gypsum,
burnt marble, or calcined shells. 4. Inspissated

must. 5. Aromatic herbs, spices, and gums ; and
these were used either singly, or cooked up into a

great variety of complicated confections.

We have already seen that it was customary to

line the interior of both the dolia and the amphorae
with a coating of pitch

;
but besides this it was

common to add this substance, or resin, in powder,

to the must during the fenueniation, from a con-

viction that it not only rendered tfao wine more
,

full-bodied, but also communicated an agreeable
:

bouquet, together with a certoin degree of raciness

or piquancy. (Plin. N. II. xiv. 25; Plutarch,

Sjtmp. V. 3.) Wine of this sort, however, when
new (nort^fum reswatum) was accounted unvvhole-

somo and apt to induce headach and giddiness.

From this circumstance it was denominated crapula^

and was itself found to be serviceable in checking
the fermentation of the must when too violent.

It must be remembered, that when the vinotis

fermentation is not well regulated, it is apt to be
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renewed, in which case a fresh chemical change

takes place, and the wine is converted into vinegar

(dfor, acduvi)^ and this acid, again, if exposed tr

the air, loses its properties and becomes perfi'ctiy

insipid, in which form it was called voppa by the

Romani, who used the word figuratively for a
worthless blockhead.

Now the great majority of inferior wines, being

thin and watery, and containing little alcohol,

are constantly liable to undergo these changes,

and hence the disposition to acescence was closely

watched and combated as far as possible. With
this view those substances were thrown into the

dolia, which it was known would neiitrolixe any
acid which might bo formed, such as vegetable

ashes, which contain an alkali, gypsum, and pare

lime, besides which we And a long list of articles,

which must be regarded os preventives rather

than correctives, such as the various preparations

of turpentine already noticed, almonds, raisins

steeped in must, parched salt, goats' milk, cedar-

cones, gall-nuts, blazing pine-torches, or red-hot

irons quenched in the liquid, and a multitude uf

others. (Oeopon. vii. 12, 15, 16, Ac.) But in ad-

dition to these, which are all harmless, we And
some traces of the use of the highly poisonous

salts of lead for the same purpose (Geopon. vii. 19),

a practice which produced the most fatid conse-

quences in the middle ages, and was prohibited by
a series of the most stringent enactments. (See

Beckmann's Ilistort/ of Inventions^ vol. L p. 396,

Trans.)

Jjefruturn also was employed to a great extent

;

but l^ing itself liable to tuni sour, it was not used

until its soundness had been tested by keeping it

for a year. It was then introduced, either in its

simple state, in the proportion of a sextarius to the

amphora, that is, of 1 to 48, or it was combined
with a great variety of aronuitics, according to a

prescription furnished by Columella (xii. 20). In
this receipt, and others of the same kind, tho

various herbs w*ere intended to give additional

efficacy to the nourishing powers of the defnitum,

and great pains were taken to prevent tliem from

affecting the taste of the wine. But from a very

early period it was customary to flavour wines

highly by a large admixture of perfumes, plants,

and spices. We And a spiced drink (*(
K«iTaaK(va^6y.*voi) noticed under the name of

rpipLtia by Athenaeos and the writers of the new
comedy (Athen. i. p. 31, e. ;

Pollux, vi. IB), and
for tho whole class Pliny has the gencntl term

aromaiUes (xir. 19. § 5).

There was another and very numerous family

of wines, entitled dleot i^yiccvot, into which drugs

were introduced to produce medicinal effects. Such
were vinum fnarr»&a (horchound) for coughs, the

scUlUrt (squill-wine), to assist digestion, promote

expectoration, and net as a general tonic, nlisinthiUs

(wine of wonnwood), corresponding to the modern
vermuth^ and above all the myrtites (myrtle berrj’-

wine), which possessed innumerable virtues. (Co-

lumell. 32, 39 ; Geopon. viti. 1, Ac.)

Pliny, under the head of fetitia^ includes

not only the oJyoi but a wait numlicr of

others bearing a stiong analogy to our British

home made w'ines, such as cowslip, ginger, elder-

berry, and the like ; and as we manuAicture

Cliam;v)gne out of gooseberries, so the llalmns

had their imitations of the costly vintages of the

I
most favoured Asiatic isks. These vina Jficlilh
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were, M mnr ho imagined, almost counlloss

variety of fruit, tlower, vegetable, shrub, ami p<*r-

fume being put in ri^quisilioii: figs, coniels, medlars,

roses, asparagus, parsley, radishes, laurels, junipers,

cassia, cinnamon, safTron, nard, malobathrum, afford

but a small sample. It must be remarked, that

there was one material did'erence between the

method followed by the Greeks and that adopted

by the Homans in cooking these potions. The
former included the dnig, or whatever it might be,

in a bag, which was suspended in a jar of wine,

and allowed to remain as long as was thought

necessary
; the Utter mixed the flavouring in-

gredient with the sweet roust, and fermented them
together, thus obtaining a much more powerful

extract
; and this is the plan pursued for Rritish

wines, except that we are obliged to substitute

sugar and water for grape-juice. (Qeopon. viii.

3-J, 3.1, 34 ; Plin. If. M xiv, 19 ; Colum. IL ec. j

Cato, J{. U, 114, 115.)

But not only were spices, fragrant rtiots, leaves,

and gums, steeped in wine or incorporated during

fermentation, but even the precious perfumed
essetitial oils {unpuenta) were mixed with it before

it was drunk. The Greeks were exceedingly par-

tial to this kind of drink. (Aelinn, V. //. xii. 31.)

We also learn from Aelian {L c.) that it was named
which seems to be the same with the

of Foseidippits (Athen. i. p. 3*2, b.), the

HvfiPlmn of llesychius, the fivplyiis of Pollux (vi. 2),

and the marrAUa of Plautus {PteudoL ii. 4. 50;
compare nardini amphoram, Milca (j’L iii. *2. 1

1 ;

Festus s. r. Afurraia polio and Jifurrina). The
Kontani were not slow to follow the example set

them, valuing bitterness so highly, says Pliny (//.

A. xiii. 5), that they were resolved to enjoy costly

perfumes with two tenses, and hence the expres-

sions '^/o/iaia in Martial (xiv. 110) and
}ier/uaa mero apumant unffuenia Faiemo'* in

Juvenal (vL 303).

In a more primitive age w'e detect the same
fondness fur the admixture of something extraneous.

Hecamede, when preparing a draught for Nestor,

fills his cup with Prauinian wine, over which she

grates goat-milk cheese and sprinkles the whole

with flour (//. xi. 638), the latter being a common
addition at a much later epoch. (Athen. x. p. 432.)

So also the draught administered by Circe con-

sisUnl of wine, cheese, and honey ; and according

to Theophrastus (Athen. i. p. .12, a.) the wine
drunk in the prytancum of the Thasians was ren-

dered delicious by their throwing into the jar

which contained it a cake of wheaten flour kneaded

up with honey. (Compare Plat. Symp. i. 1. 4.)

This le.vds us on to notice the most generally

popular of all these compound beverages, the olyoptKt

of the Greeks, the tnuJsMm of the Romans. This

was of two kinds; in tho one honey was mixed
with wine, in the other with must. The former

was said to have been invented by the legendary

hero Aristaein, the first cultivator of bees (Plin.

xiv. and was considered most perfect and

palatable when made of some old rough {auafarutH)

wine, such as Massic or Falernian (although

Horace objects to the latter for this purpose, SaL
ii 4. 21), and new Attic honey. (Mart. iv. 13.

xiii. 108; Dioscor. v. IG; Macrob. Sai. vii 12.)

The proportions as stated in the Geoponic collec-

tion were four, by measure, of wine to one of

honey, and various spices and perfumes, such as

myrrh, cassia, coituxn, malobathrum, nard, and
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pepper, might be added. The second kind, the
oeHumfUm of Isidorus {Oriy. xx. 3. § 1 1), accord-

ing to the Greek authorities (Geopon. viii. 26), was
made of must evaporated to one half of its original

bulk, Attic honey being added in the proportion of
one to ten. This, therefore, was merely a very
rich fruit syrup In no way allied to wine. The
virtues of mulaum are detailed by Pliny (//. A,
xxii. 4 ; compare Geopon. t. e.); it was considered
the most appropriate draught upon an empty
stomach, and was therefore swallowed immediately
before the regular business of a repast began (Hor.
HiL ii. 4 . 23; Senec. Ep. 122), and hence the
whet (yuaiatio) coming before the cup of mulsum
w*as called the promulais, (Cic. o</. Fata, ix. 16
and 20.) We infer from Plautus (BoccA. iv. 9.

149; compare Liv. xxxviii. 55) that mnUum was
given at a triumph by the Iroperator to hit soldiers.

Afulaum (ic. rwMin) or o/k«^cAi is perfectly dis-

tinct from muJaa (m. aqua). The latter, or

being made of honey and water mixed and fer-

mented, is the ficAUpoTOK or ilSpd^eAi of the
Greeks (Geopon. viii. 28 ; DioKorid. v. 9 ; Iiidnr.

Oriy. XX. 3. § 10; Plin. II. A. xiv. 20), although
Pollux confounds (vi. 2) pa\iKparow with olrd/ucAi.

Again, uSpoMilAoi' (Geopon. viii. 27) orhydromalum
(Isidor. Grig. xx. 3. § II) was cider;

(Plin. II. A. xiv. 20) was a compound of vinegar,

honey, salt, and pure water, boiled together and
kept for a long time ; was a mere confec-

tion of expressed juice of rose-leaves and honey.
(Geopon. vilL 29.)

The ancients considered old wine not only more
grateful to the palate but also more wholesome
and invigorating (Athen. i. p. 26, a. ; U. p. 36,

e.), and curiopsly enough, Pliny supposes that it

grew more strong and fiery by age in consequence

of the dissipation of the watery particles {H.A.
vii. 3). Generally speaking the Greek wines do
not seem to have required a long time to ripen.

Nestor in the Odyssee, indeed, drinks wine ten

years old (lii. 391), and wine kept for uxteen
years is incidentally mentioned by Athenoeus (xiii.

p. 584, b) ; bat the connoisseurs under the Empire
pronounced that all transmarine wines arrived at a
moderate degree of maturity {ad vrtusiaUm medium)
in six or seven. (Plin. xiv. 10.) Many of the

Italian varieties, however, os we shall see below,

required to be kept for tw'enty or twenty-five yean
before they were drinkable (which is now consi-

dered ample for our strongest ports), and even the

humble growths of Sabinum were stored op for

from four to fifteen. (Hor. Carm. i. 9. 7 ; Athen.

i. p. S76.) Hence it became a matter of import-

ance to hasten, if possible, the natural process.

This was attempted in various ways, sometimes hy
elaborate condiments (Geopon. vii. 24), sometimes

by sinking vessels containing the roust in the sen,

by which an artificial mellowness was induced

{proecna tetuataa)^ and the wine in consequence

termed ihalassiie* (Plitu //. Mxiv. 10); but more
usually by the application of heat. (Plut. Symp, v.

3.) Thus it was customary to expose the am-
phorae for some years to the full fervour of the

sun's rays, or to construct the apothecae in such a

manner as to be exposed to the hot air and smoke
of the bath-furnaces (C^lam. i, 6), and hence the

name fumaria applied to such apartments, and the

phrases /umomty fumum hibert^ fuligiue fesfoe in

reference to the wines. (Tibull. ii. 1. 26 ; Hor.

Carm, iii. 8. 9 ; Juv. v. 35.) If the operation a*aa

4 H 3
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not conducted with care, and the amphorae not

stoppered down perfectly tight, a disagreeable

effect woukl be produced on the contents, and it is

in conse<]uence of such carelessness that Martial

pours forth bis maledictions on the fumaria of

Marseilles (x. 36, iiu 82, zii. 123).

The year b. a 121 is said to bare been a aeoson

singularly favourable to all the productions of the

earth
; from the great heat of the autumn the wine

was of an unprecedented quality, and remained

long celebrated as the 17/mm Opimianum^ from

L. Opimius the consul of that year, who slew

C. (Jracchus. A f^eat quantity bad been

treasured up and sedulously preserved, so that

samples were still in existence in tho days of the

elder Pliny, nearly two hundred years afterwards.

It was reduced, he says, to the consistence of

rough ' honey, and, like other very old wines, so

strong and harsh and bitter as to be undrinkable

until largely diluted with water. ‘ Such wines,

however, he adds, were useful fur tiarouring others

when mixed in small qoanlitiea.

Our most direct information with regard to the

price of common wine in Italy is derived from

Columella (til. 3. § 12), who reckons that the

lowest market price of the most ordinary quality

was 300 sesterces for 40 umae, that is 15 sesterces

for the amphora, or 6i/. a gallon nearly. At a

much earlier date, the triumph of L. Metollus

during the first Punic war (a c. 250), wine was
sold at the rate of 8 asses the amphora (V^arro, ap.

J‘lin. If. X. xriii. 4), and in the year b. c. HO the

censors P. Lkinius Crnssns and L. Julius Caesar

issued a proclamation that no one should sell

Greek and Aminean wine at so high a rate as H

asses the amphoraj but this was probably intended

as a prohibition to their being sold at all, in order

to check the taste then beginning to display itself

for foreign luxuries, for we find that at the same
time they positively forbade the use of exotic

unguents. (Plin. //. X. xiv. 16, xiii. 3.)

The price of native wine at Athens was four

drachmas for the metietes, that is about 4 id, the

gallon, when necessaries were dear, and Bockh con-

siders that we may assume one half of this sum as

the average of cheaper times. In fact, we find in

an agreement in Demosthenes {In Lneril. p. 0*28)

30U casks (Ktpdfua) of Mendacan wine, which we
know was used at the most sumptuous Macedonian
entertainments (Athen. iv. p. 1*29, d.), valued at

6U0 drachmas, which gives two drachmas fur the

metretcs,or little more than 2</. a gallon
;
but still

more astonishing is the marvellous cheapness of

Lusitanian wine, of which more than ten g:dious

were sold for 3d. On the other hand high prices

were given freely for the varieties held- in esteem,

since, ns early as the time of Socrates, a metretes

of Chian sold for a mina. (Plut. de Anim. TVan’

guili. 10 ; Bdckh, FuU, Eccm. r\f Athens^ vol. i. p.

133, 1st ed.)

With res{)ect to the way in which wine was
drunk, and the customs observed by the Greeks
and Homans at their drinking entertainments, the

reader is referred to the article SvMroaivxi.
It now remains for us to name the most esteemed

wines, and to point out their localities
;
but our

limits will allow us to enumerate none bat the

most celebrated. As Oir as those of Greece are I

concerned, our information is scniitr
;
since in the I

older writers we find but a small number defined I

by specific appellations, the general term tdvvs
|
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usually standing alone without any distinguishing

epithet. The wine of moat early cclebrily was
that which the minister of Apollo, Maroii, who
dwelt upon the skirts of Thracian Istnams, gave to

Ulysses. It w*as red {4pv9p6v)^ and honey-sweet

{pt\ir}Z4a)^ so precious, that it was unknown to all

in the mansion, save the wife of the priest and one

trusty housekeeper ; so strong, that a single cup

w*aa mingled w*ith twenty of water*; so fragrant,

that even when thus diluted it diffused a divine

and most tempting perfume. {(Jd. ix. 203.) Pliny

(//. Mxiv. G) asserts that wine endowed with

similar noble properties was produced in the some
rt^on in his own day. Homer mentions also more
than once {It. xi. 638, Od. x. 234) Framnian rnwe

(olvor npoMVflbv), an epithet which is variously

inter^iretcd by certain different writers. (.Athen. t.

p. 28, f.) In after times a wine bearing the same
name was produced in the island of Icaria, around

the hill village of Latorea, in the vicinity of Ephe-
sus, in the neighbourhood of Smyrna near the

shrine of Cybele, and in Lesbos. (Athen. i. p. 30, c.

Ac. ; Plin. ziv. 6.) The Pmmnian of Icaria is

characterized by Kparchides as dry (o/tAiipdj),

harsh (ad^njpdr), astringent and remarkably strong,

qualities which, according to Aristophanes, ren-

dered it particularly unpalatable to the Athenians.

(Athen. I p. 30, c.)

Hut the wines of greatest renown daring tho

brilliant period of Grecian history and after the

Homan conquest were grown in the nlands of

Thasoe, L»esbos, Chios and Cos, and in a few £i-

vnured spots on the opposite coast of Asia (Strabo,

xiv. p. 637X *uch os the slopes of Mount Tmolus,

the ridge which separates the valley of the Hermus
from that of the Cayster(Pliru v. 29 ; Virg. Georp.

ii. 97 : Ovid. Mri. vi. 15), Mount Messogis, which
divides the tributaries of the Cayster from those nf

the Maeander (Strabo, ziv. p. 650), the volcanic

region of the Calacecaumone (Vitruv. iii. 3) which
still retains its fame (KcppelPs Trace/s, ii. p. 3.55

),

the environs of Ephesus (Dioscorid. v. 12), of Cni-

dus (Athen. i p. 29, a.), of Miletus (Athen. /. e.),

and of Clazomenae. (Plin. xiv. 9.) Among theao

the first place seems to have been by general con-

sent conceded to the Ckian^ of which the most do
licious varieties were brought from the heights of

Ariusium, in the central parts (Virg. AW. v. 71 ;

Plin. II. X. ziv. 7 ;
Silius, vii. 210), and from the

promontory of Phanae at the southern extremity of

the island. (Virg. <7«>fy. ii. 97.) The Thttsion and
Ledjian occupied the second place, and lheO/<ia dis-

puted tlie palm w'ith them. ( Athen.i.pp. 28,29, Ac.)
In Lesbos the most highly prized vineyards were
around Mytilene (Athen. i. p. 30, b., iii. p. 86, c.

;

p.9*2,d.), and Methymna. (Athen. vin. p. 363, b.

;

Pausan. x. 1 9 ;
Virg. Geon;. ii. 89 ;

Ovid. Ar, Am.
i. 57.) Pliny (xiv. 9), who gives the preference

over all others to the Clowmenian., says that the

Ijesbian had naturally a taste of salt water, while

the epithet ** innocent,^ applied by Horace, seems
to point out that it was light and wholesome.

It may here bo obsen'ed that there is no foun- \

dntion whatever for the remark that the finest

Greek wines, especially the products of the islands

in the Aegean and Ionian seas, belonged fur the

most part to the luscious sw'eet class. The very

reverse is proved by the epithets ouernpdj, oaXi?-

pJi, AnrrOr, and the like, applied to a great num-
ber, while 7Ai//rvT and •'fXvKo.^tav arc deiignatiuns

comparatively rare, except in the vague Imiguage
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of poetry. ** Kinhoi ohwm dufee minai odoralum^**

•Ajt Piiny (//. iV. xir. 11), and the ancients ap>

pear to hare been fully sensible that sweet wines

could not be swallowed either with pleasure or

safety, except in small quantities. The mistake

has arisen from not perceiving that the expressions

olaos y\oKvs and oivos liSuf are by no means ne-

cessarily synonymous. The former signiiies wine

pomtive/y aweeis the latter wine agreeable to the

taste from the almnce of acidity^ in most cases in^

dicating nothing more than 9oumi wine.

It is well known that all the most noble Italian

winee, with*a very few exceptions, were derived

from Latium and Campania, and for the most part

grew within a short distance of the sea.
** The

whole of these places,'' Says Strabo (v. p. 234),

when describing this coast, ** yield excellent wine }

among the most celebrated are the Caecuban, the

Fnndanian, the Setinian, and so alio are the Fa-

lemian, the Alban, and the Statinian." Rut the

classiheation adopted by Pliny (xiv. G) will prove

our best guide, and this we sh^ follow to a certain

extenL

In the Grst rank, then, we most place the Se-

tinmm which fairly deserves the title of Imperial^

since it was the chosen beverage of Augustus ai>d

most of his courtiers. It grew upon the hilts of

Setia, above Forum Appii, looking down upon the

Poroptine marshes, {i'endula Fomptmoe quae tpec-

tat i^ia mmpos. Mart. xiii. 112; see also tL 66,

ix. 3, X. 74, xiiL 112 ;
Juv. v. 34 ; Silius, viii.

378 ; Plin. //. N. L c.) Before the age of Augustas

the Coeeulium was the most prized of all It grew

in the p<^lar swamps bordering on the gulf of

Amyclae, close to Fundi. (Mart. xiii. 1 15.) In the

time of Pliny its reputation was entirely gone,

portly in consequenoe of the carelessness of the

cultivators, and partly from its proper soil, origin-

ally n very limited space, having been cut up by

the canal of Nero extending from Baiae to Ostia.

Galen (Athen. L p. 27, a.) represents it as gene-

rous, full bodied and heady, not arriving at maturity

until it had been kept for many years. (Plin. 1. e,

;

Strabo, V. p. 231 ; Mart xiii. 115; Uor. Carm. L

20. 9, ill 23. 2, Ac.)

The second rank was occupied by the Fa/emmm,
of which the Fametiamim was the most choice va-

riety, having ^ined its character from the care

and skill exercised in the cultivation of the vines

;

but w'ben Pliny wrote, it was beginning to Call in

public estimation, in consequence of the growers

being more solicitous about quantity than quality,

just as was the case with Madeira a few years

ago. The Folemua concerning the precise

limits of which there have been many controver-

sies, commenced at the Pons Campanus, on the

left hand of those journeying towards the Urbana

Colonia of Sulla, the Fauatiamus ager at a village

about six miles from Sinuessa, so that the whole

district in question may be regarded as stretching

from the Mossic bills to the river Vultumna Fo-

lemian became fit for drinking in ten years, and

might be used when twenty yean old, but when
kept longer gave hoadacht, and proved injurious

to the nervous system. Pliny distinguishes three

kind, the rough (aiw^am), the sweet (jiulce)^ and

the thin (/esue). Galen (op. Atken. L p. 26, c.)

two only, the rough (adorupt^t) and the sweetish

(yXiMcd^wK). When the south wind prevailed

during the season of the vintage the wine was

sweetish and darker in colour {ji*hMntpos\ but if
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the grapes were gathered during weather of a dif-

ferent description, it was rough and tawny or

amber-coloured (xt^j^ds). The ordinary appear-
ance of Falemian, which has been made a theme
of considerable discussion, seems to be determined
by a passage in Pliny (//. N. xxxvii. 12), in which
we are iufonned that the finest amber was named
Falema, Others arranged the varieties differ^

entiy ; that which grew upon the hill tops they
called Osuemnm^ that on the middle slopes I'aus

/tunitm, that on the plain Falemum. (Plin. L e.

and xxiiL21 ; Athen. i. p. 26, e.
;

Ilor. Cbrm.
L 20. 10 ;

Prop. iv. 6 ;
Martial, iz. 95 ; Siliua, vii.

159.)

In the third rank was the A/6anum^ from the

Mont Aibanus (Afoma t/u/eiUt Mart. xiii. 109), of

various kinds, very sweet (praedtdoe), sweetish

(yAuxdfwr), rough (Plin. xxiii. 21), and sharp

(^M^ojJat) ; it was invigorating (aerrtf utile)^ and
in perfection after being kept for fifteen years.

(Plin.//. 0c. ; Mart xiii. 109; Ilor. &>t iL6. 14;
.Tuv. V. 33 ; Athen. i. p. 26, d.) Here too we place

the Snrrentmum^ from the promontory forming the

southern horn of the hay of Naples, which was
not drinkable until it had been kept for five-and-

twenty yeart, for being destitute of richness (dAt-

wifs) and very dry (ifo^opdr), it required a long

time to ripen, but was strongly recommended to

convalescents, on account of its thinness and whole-

somenesa Oalen, however, was of opinion that

it agreed with those only who were accustomed to

use it constantly
;
Tiberius was wont to say that

the physicians had conspired to dignify what was
only fjeneroua vinegar ; while his successor, Caligula,

styled it nobdu vappa. (Plin. U. ce.

;

Athen. L c.)

Of equal reputation were the A/asneum, from the

hills which formed the boundary between Latium
and Campania, although somewhat harsh, as would
seem, from the precautions recommended by the

epicure in Horace {Sat. iu 4. 51 : compare Carm, t
1. 19, L 7. 21, iii. 21 ; Mart, xiiu 111 ; Siiiui,

vii. 207), and the Gauramiai, from the ridge above
Baiae and PuteoH, produced in small quantity, but

of very high quality, full bodied (dfrovox) and
thick (xdxvr). (Athen. l.e.f Plin. H.N. iii. 5 ;

Flor. iii. 5.) In the same class ore to be included

the Calfnum from Gales, and the Fundamum from

FundL Both had formerly held a higher place,

“but vineyards," moralises Pliny, ‘*os well as

states, have their periods of rise, of glory, and of

tail." The Caiemum was light («ov^), and bet-

ter for the stomach than Falemian
;

the Funda-
nwn was full bodied {eirarot) and nourishing, but

apt to attack both stomach and head
;

therefore

little sought after at banquets. (Strabo, v. p. 234 ;

Athen. i. p. 27, a. ; Hor. Carm, L 31. 9 ; Juv. j.

69 ; Mart. x. 35, xiii. 113.) This list is closed

by the VeUteminum^ Privematinnmy and Signimum^

from Velitrae, Privemum, and Signia, towns on
the Voladan hills ; the first was a sound wine,

but had this peculiarity, tliat it always tasted as if

mixed with some foreign substance ; the second

was thin and pleasant
;
the last was looked upon

only in the li^ht of a medicine, valuable for its

astringent quabtiea. (Athen. L p. 27, h. ;
Plin. l,e.\

Mart. xiii. 116.) VV'e may ^ely bring in one

more, the /^ormMaam, from the gulf of Caieta

{Laeatrygoaia Baeckua in am/utom, Hor. Cixrm. iiL

16. 34), associated by Horace with the Caecuban,

Falemian, and Calenion (Hor. Otrm, L 20, iii.

16), and compared by Galen (op. Atken. i* p. 26
4 II 4
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e.) to the Privcmatimmi and Rheginum, but richer

{\ixap<mipoi\ and ripening quickly.

The fourth rank contained the Afamertinum^

from the neighbourhood of Messana, first brought

into fashion by Julius Caesar. The finest, called

PoUilanum (To»ro\ri'os, A then. i. p. 27, d.), from

the holds nearest to the main land, was sound

(^i)r), light, and at the same time not without

body. The Tauromenitanum was frequently sub-

stituted fraudulently for the Mamertinum, which it

resembled. (Athen. i. p. 27, d. ;
Plin. 1. c.)

Of the wines in Southern Gaul, that of Baeler~

rae alone bore a high character. The rest were

looked upon with suspicion, in consequence of the

notorious frauds of the dealers in the Province, who
carried on the business of adulteration to a great

extent, and did not scruple to have recourse to

noxious drugs. Among other things, it was known
that they purchased aloes, to heighten the flavour

and improve the colour of their merchandise, and
conducted the process of artificial ripening so un-

skilfully, as to impart a taste of smoke, which

called forth, as we have seen above, the maledic-

tion of Martial on the fumuria of Marseilles. (Plin.

II. N. xiv, 8. § 5.)

The produce of the Balearic isles was compared

to the first growths of Italy, and the same praise

was shna‘d by the vineyards of Tarraco and Lau-
ron, while those of the Lalelani were not so much
famed for the quality as for the abundance of their

supply. (Plin. If. N. xiv. 8. § 6 ; Mart. xiii. 118 ;

Silius, iii. 370.)

Returning to the East, several districts of Pon-
tns, Paphlngonia, and Bithynia, Lampsacus on the

Hellespont, Telmcssus in Caria, Cyprus, Tripolis,

Berytus, and Tyre, all claimed distinction, and
above all the C/ialt/bonium^ originally from Beroca,

but afterwards grown in the neighbourhood of Da-
mascus also, was the chosen and only drink of the

Great King (Plin. II. iV. xiv. 9 ;
Geopon. v. 2 ;

Athen. L p. 28, d.), to which we may join the

Dubylonium, called nectar by Chaereus (Athen. i.

p. 29, f.), and the BdSAtvot from Phoenicia, which

found many admirers. (Athen. i. p. 29, b.) The
last is spoken of elsewhere os Thracian, or Grecian,

or Sicilian, which may have arisen from the same
gra{>e having been disseminated through these

countries. (Compare Herod, ii. 35 ; Athen. i. p.

31, a.)

Passing on, in the last place, to Egypt, where,

acconling to Ilcllanicus, the vine was first dis-

covered, the Mareoticum. from near Alexandria, de-

mands our attention. It is highly extolled by
Athenaeus, being white, sweet, fragrant, light

(A«ttos), circulating quickly through the frame,

and not flying to the head ; but superior even to

this was the Taenioticum^ so named from a long

narrow sandy ridge {jaivia) near the western ex-

tremity of the Delta ; it was aromatic, slightly

astringent, and of an oily consistency, which dis-

appeared when it was mixed with water : besides

these we hear of the Scbt-nn^icum^ and the wine of

Antylla, a towm not far from Alexandria. Ad-
vancing up the valley, the wine of the Thebais,

and especially of Coptos, was so thin and easily

thrown off that it could be given without injury to

fever patients ; and ascending through Nubia, to

the confluence of the Nile with the Astapus, we
reach Merol\ whose wine has been imiiiortalized

by Lucan. (Athen. i. p. 33, f. ; Strub. xvii. p. 799 ;

Ilor. 'Ci*nn. L 37. 10 ;
Virg. Georg, ii. 91 ; Luciin,
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X. 161 ; Plin. //. A^. xiv. 9.) Martial appears to

have held them all very cheap, since he pronounces

the vinegar of Egypt better tlian its wine. (xiiL

112.)
We read of several wines which received their

designation, not from the region to which they be-

longed, but from the particular kind of grape from

which they were made, or from some circumstance

connected with their history or qualities. Names
belonging to the former class were in all likelihood

bestowed before the most favoured districts were

generally known, and before the eflfccts produced

upon the vine, by change of soil and^;limatc, had

b^n accurately observed and studied. After these

matters were better understood, habit and meram-
tile t/sage would tend to perpetimte the ancient

appellation. Thus, down to a late period, w'c hear

of the Amxnmm (^kfuvcuoi oJyos, Hesych.), from

the Aminea Vitis, which held the first place among
vines, and embraced many varieties, carefully dis-

criminated and cultivated according to different

methods. ( Plin. II. N. xiv. 4. § 1 ;
Cato, It It

6 and 7 ;
Colum. iii. 2. § 7 ; 9. § 3.) It was of

Grecian origin, having been conveyed by a Thes-

salian tribe to Italy (a story which would seem
to refer to some Pclasgian migration), and reared

chiefly in Campania around Naples, and in the

Falemus ager. Its characteristic excellence was
the great body and consequent durability of its

w'ine. (^Firmissima tana, Virg. Georg, ii. 97 ;
Galen,

Mcth. med. xii. 4 ; Geopon. viii. 22 ; Cels. iv. 2 ;

Macrob. ii. 16; Auson. Ep. xviii. 32; Seren.

Samm. xxix. 544.) So, in like manner, the \ff!0tos

oTros (Athen. i. p. 28, f.), from the i|a0ta dpvt\os

(Colum. iii. 2. § 24), which Virgil tells us {Georg.

ii. 93) was particularly suitable for possum^ and
the KOJryias (smoke-wine) of Plato the comic poet

(Athen. i. p. 31, e.), prepared in greatest perfec-

tion near Beneventum, from the Kdirytos df^xtAor,

so named in consequence of the clusters being

neither white nor black, but of an intermediate

dusky or smoky hue. (Theophr. II. P. ii. 4, C. P.
V. 3 ; Aristot. de Gener. iv. 4 ;

Plin. H. N. xiv. 4.

§ 7 ; compare xxxvi. 36, on the gem Capnias.)

On the other hand, the Sawpias, on whose di-

vine fmgmnce Hermippus descants in such glow-

ing language (Athen. i. p. 29, e.), is simply some

rich wine of great age, ^toothless, and sere, and
wondrous old.” (dSdiTas ovk oawpds . . .

yfpuiy yt Saipoyius, Athen. x. p. 441, d. ; see

Eustath. ad //om. Od. ii. 340 ;
Casaub. ad AUutm.

i. p. 29.) The origin of the title dydoaplas is some-

what more doubtful : some will have it to denote

wine from a sweet-smelling spot (Suid. s. r.) ; others

more reasonably refer it to the “ bouquet ” of the

wine itself (Hesych. s. v.) ; according to Phanias of

Eresus, in one passage, it was a compound, formed

by adding one part of sea-water to fifty of must,

although, in another place, he seems to say, that it

was wine obtained from grapes gathered before they

were ripe, in which cose it might resemble Cham-
pagne. (Athen. i. p. 32, a. ; compare p. 462, e.)

Those who desire more minute details upon this

very extensive subject may consult the Geoponic

Collection, books iiL to viii. inclusive
; the whole

of the 14th book of Pliny’s Natural History, t<v

gether with the first thirty chapters of the 23d ;

the 12th book of Columella, with the commentary
of Schneider and others

;
the 2d book of Virgil's

Georgies, with the remarks of Heyne, Voss, and
the old grammarians

;
Galen, i. 9, and xii. 4 ;
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Pollux, tI foil.
; Athenneus, lib. i. and lib. z.

;

bcsidut which there arc a mtiltitudc of

in other parts of the al>ove authors, in Cato, Vorro,

and in the classics generally, which bear more or

less ufHMi these topics.

Of modem writers we may notice particularly.

Prosper Rcndella, Tractatui d« Vindfmia ft

ViirOy VcncL 1629 ;
Galeatius L&ndrinus, Quaesft'o

df Mixtione rini ei Aquae, Keirar. 1593
;
An«

dreas Daccius, de ^aturtUi f'inorum Ilitdoria, d:c^

Horn. 1596, de ContfiviU ^n//^^rvm, dc., Gronov.

Thes. Grace. Antiq.
;
Sir Edward Bony', Oinerva-

/lows OR tAe H'ines of the ^Rcien^, Load. 1775 ;

Henderson, Jlidory of ^Rciciii and modcTix HVr«s,

JLond. 1K24. Some of the most important facts

arc presented in a condensed form in Becker's

Cailue, vol. ii. pp. 163—176, and pp. 23B—241,
and C'karikUs, vol i. p. 456, foil. [ W. R.]

VIOCUIU. [QUATt?ORVlRI VlALK&]
VIHGA, dini. VIKGULA (^d^3os), a rod or

wand. This a'os in many cases the emblem of a

certain rank or office
;
being carried, for example,

by the Salii, by a judge or civil officer (sec wood-
cut, p. 9B), a herald [Caduckus] (Non. Marc. p.

528 ; Ovid. Met. I 716), and by the Tricliniar^a

[Triclinium], or any other person who had to

exercise authority over slaves. (Scncc. Epitt. 47.)

The use of the rod Acts, xvi. 22) in

the punishment of Roman citizens was abolished

by the Forcia (p. 696, a). In the Fascxs a

number of rods were bound together.

The wand was also the common instrument of

magical display, as in the hand of Circe (Horn. Od.

X. 2.38, 293, 318, 389), and of Minerva (xvi. 17*2).

To do any thing vir^ula dicina w'as to do it 5y
mofjic, (Cic. Att. i. 44.) The stripes of cloth were
called virqae. (Ovid. Ar. Ant, ui. 269.) [Pal-
lium

;
Tkla.] [J. y.]

VrUGlNES VESTA'LES. [Vestalrs Vin-
G1NR.S.]

VIRIDATUUM. [IIORTUS.]

VIS. Leges were passed at Rome (or the pur-

pose of preventing acts of violence. The Lex
Plotia or Plautia a*as enacted against those who
occupied public places and carried arras (Cic. ad
Alt. ii. 24, de Harutp. Reepons. 8 ; the Disserta-

tion of Waechter, Alettes A^dv. dee CriminairtchU,

vol xiii. reprinted in Orellii Ooomasticon). The Lex
proposed by the consul Q. Catulus on this subject,

with the assistance of Plautius the tribunus, ap

pears to be the Lex Plotia. (Cic. pro Coel. 29 ;

Sallust in Cic. Dedam.) There w'as a Lex
Julia of the dictator Caesar on this subject, which
imposed the penalty of aquae ct ignis interdictio.

(Cic. Philip. L 9.) Two Juliae Leges were passed

as to this matter in the time of Augustus, which
were respectively entitled Do Vi Publica, and dj

Vi Privata. (Dig. 48. tit 6, 7.) The Lex dc Vi
Publica did not apply, as the title might seem to

import, cxclusircly to acts againts the public peace,

and it is not possible to describe it very accurately

except by enumerating its chief provisions. The
collecting of arms (arma, tela) in a house {domue\
or in a villa {a^rone m villa), except for the pur-

!

pose of hunting, or going a journey or a voyage,

was in itself a violation of the I^x. The signili-

cation of the word tela in this Lex was very ex-

tensive. The punishment fur the violation of this

Lex was aquae ct ignis interdictio, except in the

case of attacking and plundering bouses or villas

with an armed band, in which case the punishment
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was death
; and the penalty was the same for carry-

ing off a woman, married or unmarried. The cases
enumerated in llio Digest, as falling within the
penalties of the Lex Julia de Vi Privata, are cases
whore the act was of less atrocity

;
for instance, if

a man got a number of men ti»gcthcr for a riot,

which ended in the beating of a person, but net
in his death, he came within the penalties of tho
Ia:x de Vi Privata. It was also a case of Vfs
Privata, when persons combined to prevent another
being brought before the praetor. The Senatus-
consultum V'obuianum extended the penalties of
the Lex to those who maintained another in liis

suit, with the view of sharing any odvanmge that
might result from it The penalties of this l/cx
were the loss of a third part of the offender's pro-

perty
; and he was also declared to be inca^xiblc of

I

being a Senator or Decurio, or a Judex : by a So-

I

natusconsultum, the name of which is not given,

.
he was incapacitated (rora enjoying any honour,
quasi iniauiis. (This matter is discussed nt
length by Rein, Dae Criminalredit der Roour,
p. 732.) [O.L.]
VIS ct VIS ARMATA. There was an inter-

dict Dc Vi ct Vi Arroata, which applied to the
case of a man who was forcibly ejected from the
possession of a piece of ground or edifice (^ui ri<fc-

jectue eei). The object of the interdict was to restore

I

the party ejected to possession. (Dig. 43. tit 16 ;

; Intxrdictum.) [O. LJ
I

VISCERATIO. [FuNU«,p. 662, It]

VITELLIA'NI. [Tabular, p. 1092,a.]

j

VITIS. [Exrrcitur, p. 504, b.]

VITHUM (l^or), gloss. A singular amount
of ignorance and Kepticism long prevailed with
regard to the knowledge possessed by the ancients

in the art of glass-making. Some asserted that it

was to be regarded as exclusively a modern inven*

tion, while others, unable altogether to resist tho
mass of evidence to the contrary, contented them-
selves with believing that the substance was kiM>an
only in its coarsest and rudest form. It is now
clearly demonstrated to have been in common uso
at a vcr>' remote epoch. Various specimens still in

existence prove that the manufacture hod in sonio

branches n'oehed a point of perfection to which
recent skill has not yet been able to attain ; and
although wo may not feel disposed to go so far as
Winckelroann (1 c. 2. § 20), who contends that it

was used more generally and for a greater variety

of purposes in the old world than among ourselves,

yet when we examine the numerous collections

arranged in all great public museums, wc must feel

convinced that it was employed as an ordinary

material for alt manner of domestic utensils by the

Egyptians, Greeks, and Romans.
\Ve find the process of glass-blowing distinctly

represented in the paintings of Beni Hassan, winch
if any faith can be reposed in the interpretation of

hieroglyphics according to tho phonetic system, were
executed during the reigns of Osirtasen the First,

the contemporary of Joseph, and hit immediate
sacccsiors, while a glass l^d has been found at

Thebes bearing the name of a monarch who lived

330i) years ago, about the time of the Jewish
Exodus. Vases also, wine-bottles, drinking- cups,

I
bugles, and a multitude of otlicr objects have been
discovered in sepulchres and attached to mummies
both in Upper and Lower Egypt, and although in

most cases no precise date can be affixed to these

relics, many of them ore referred by tlic most com-
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petcnt judge* to a Terj' early period. (Wilkinaon,

Ancient JC^yptianty rol. iiL p. B8« &c.)

A «toiy ha* been jweserred by Pliny {IF. N.
zxxtL 65), that glass was first discovered acci-

dentally by some merchants who having landed on

the Syrian coast at the mouth of the river Belus,

and being unable to find stones to support their

cooking- pots, fetched for this purpose their

sltip some of the lumps of nitre which composed

the cargo. This being fused by the heat of the

fire, united with the Kind u)>on which it rested

and formed a stream of vitrih^ matter. No con-

clusion can be drawn from this tale, even if true,

in consequence of its vagueness ; but it probably

originated in the recorded by Strabo (zri.

p. 75B) and Josephus {li.J. ii> 9), that the sand

of the district in question was esteemed peculiarly

suitable fur glass-making, and exported in great

quantities to the workshops of Sidon and Alexan-

dria, long the most famous in the ancient world.

(Sec Hamberger and Michaelis on the Gloss of

the liebrewt and Phoenicians, Commentar. Soc.

Golt. vol. iv. ; Heercn, IdccHy i. 2. p. 94.) Alex-
andria sustained its reputation for many centuries

;

Rome derived a great portion of its supplies from

this source, and as late as the reign of Anrclian

we find the maimfacture still flourishing. (Cic. pro

Rabir. Pod. 14; Strabo, I, e.

;

Martial, xi. 11,

xti. 74, xir. 115 ; VopiM. AnrH. 45 ; Boudet,6'Rr

I'Arte tie la VerrerU ni tn EyypU ; Deecription d«

CEgypUy vol. ix. p. 213.)

There is some difliculty in deciding by what
Greek author glass is first mentioned, because the

term SoAot, like the Hebrew word used in the

bonk of Job (xxviii. 17) and translated in the

LXX. by voAor, unquestionably denotes not only

artificial glass but rock-crystal, or indeed any
tmnspareiit stone or itone-Iikc substance. (Schol.

ad Arisiopk, A'u5. 737.) Thus the CfXor of

Herodotus (iiL 24), in which the Ethiopians

encased the bodies of their dead, cannot be

glass, although understood in this sense by Ctesins

and Diodorus (iL 15), for .we are expressly told

that it was dug in abundance out of the earth ;

and hence commentators have conjectured that

roek-cry'stal or rock-salt, or amber, or oriental

alabaster, or some bituminous or gummy product

might be indicated. But when the same his-

torian in his account of sacred crocodiles (ii. 69)
states that they were decorated with enr-rings

made of melted stone {ipr^pard rc Xffltra

«cd Ir$4mes)y we may safely

conclude that he intends to describe some vitreous

oniamcnt for which he knew no appropriate name.

The ff^payU da/s.lrr} and fftppayi^f iloAfra of an

Athenian inscription referred to b. c. 398 (Btickh,

Ctfrp. Ifucrip. n. 150. | 50), together with the

passage in Aristophanes {Acham. 74) where the

envoy Innsts that he had been drinking with the

great king ** iKweepdrety** decide no-

thing, especially since in another comedy (Xub.

737) SUepsiades describes n 6oAof, or burning-

glass, os A transparent stone sold in the shops of

apothecaries, and we know that any solid dia-

phanous substance ground into the form of a lens

would produce the eflecL Setting aside the two
problems with regard to gloss, attributed to Ari-

stotle, 08 confessedly spurious, we at length find a
satisfactory testimony in the works of his pupil and
successor, Theophrastus, who notices the circum-
stance alluded to above, of the fitness of the sand
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of gloss.

Among the Latin writers Lucretius appears to

be the first in whom the word ri/r»w occurs (ir.

604, vL 991) : but it must have been well known
to his countrymen long before, for Cicero names it,

along with paper and linen, as a common article of

merchandise brought from Egypt (pro Rob. Pod.
14). Scaurus, in his aedilesbip (b. c. 56), made
a display of it such as was never witness^ even
in afre^tiree8

; for the $oena of his gorgeous theatre

was divided into three tiers, of which the under
portion was of marble, the upper of gilded wood,
and the middle compartment of glass. (Plin. //. M
xxxvL 34. § 7.) In the poets of the Augiutan a^
it is constantly introduce, both directly and in

similes, and in such terms as to prove that it u'as

on object with which every one must be fiiniiliar

(c. g. Virg. Georg, iv. 350, Aen. vii 759 ;
Ovid.

Amor. i. 6. 55 ; Prop. iv. 8, 37 ; Hor. Cbriw. iiL

13. 1). Stnibo declares that in his day a small

drinking-cup of glass might be purchased at Rome
for half an as (xvi. p. 758 ; compare Martial, ix.

60), and so common was it in the time of Juvenal

and Martial, that old men and women made a
livelihood by tnicking sulphur matches for broken

fragments. (Juv. v. 48 ;
Martial, L 42, x. 3

;

Stat. 5^0. L 6. 73 ; compare Dion Cass. IvL 17.)

When Pliny wrote manufactories had been esta-

blished not only in Italy, but in Spain and Gaul
also, and gloss drinking-cups hod entirely super-

seded those of gold and silver (H.N. xxxvi. 66,

67), and in the reign of Alexander Sevenis wc find

ot^ivartV ranked along with curriers, coochmakers,

goldsmiths, silversmiths, and other ordinary arti-

ficers whom the em|)eror taxed to raise money for

bis thermae. (Lamprid. Alex. Sec. 24.)

The numerous specimens transmitted to us prove

that tlie ancients were well acquainted with the

art of impartiag a great variety of colours to their

glass ; they were probably less sucooMful in their

attempts to render it perfectly pure and free from

all colour, since we are told by Pliny that it was
considered most valuable in this state. It was
wrought according to the diflerent methods now
practised, being fashioned into the required shape

by the blowpipe, ady as we term it, although

ground (teritur) is a more acenrate phrase, upon a

wheel, and engraved with a sharp tool, like silver

(** oliud flatu figuratur, aliud tomo tcritur, aliud

argent! modo coelatur,** Plin. //. N. xxxvi. 66).

Doubts have been expressed touching the accuracy

of the last part of this statement ; but since we
have the most positive evidence that the diamond
(adamae) was employed by engravers of gems
(Plin. IF. N. xxrvii. 15 ; ^lin. 52 ;

Isidor. xvi.

1 3, 3), and might therefore have been applied with

still greater i^ility tn scratching the surface of

gloss, there is no necessity for supposing that Pliny

was not himself aware of what he meant tn »ar,

nor for twisting his words into meanings which

they cannot legitimately assume, especially since

hieroglyphics and various others devices are now to

be seen on Egyptian vases and trinkets which have

been engraved by some such process. (Wilkinson,

vol. iii. p. 105.) The diatnda of Martird (xii. 70)

were glass cups cut or engvaved according to one

or other of the above methods. The process was

difficult, and accidents occurred so frequently

(Mart xiv. 1 15) that the jurists found it neeess^
to define accurately the drcomitanco* under whi«
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the workman became liable for the value of the

>e&8cl deetroycd. (Dig. 9. tiL 2. t. 27. § 29 ;
ice

Salmasiue ad Vopim:. Saium. c. 8.) The art uf

etching upon glaM> now eo common, wai entirely

unknown, since it depends upon the properties

of fluoric acid, a chemical discovery of tho last

century.

We may now briefly enumerate the chief uses

to which gloss was applied.

1.

Bottles, vases, cups, and cinerary urns. A
great number of these may be seen in the British

Museum and all the principal continental cnbincts,

hut especially in the Museo Borbonico at Naples,

which contains the spoils of Herculaneum and

Pompeii, and includes upwards of 2400 specimens

of ancient glass. These sufficiently prove the taste,

ingenuity, and consummate skill lavished upon such

hibours : many which have been shaped by the

blowpipe only, are remarkable for their graceful

form and brilliant colours,.while others are of the

most delicate and complicated workmanship. A
ver)' remarkable object belonging to the lost doss,

the property of the Trivulsi family, is described in

tho notes to Winckclmann (L c. 2. '§ 21) and figured
i

here. It is a glose cup contained within a sort

of network, also of gla^ to which it is attached

by a series of short and very 6ne glass props placed

at equal distances from each other. Round the

rim are several letters connected with the cup in

the same manner as the network, and forming the

words BIBB VIVAS MULTOS ANN08. The cha-

racters of the inscription are green, the network is

blue, the cup itself resembles opal, shades of red,'

white, yellow and blue predominating in turn ac-

cording to the angle at which the light falls upon

iu It was at first believed that this effect was

the result of long interment beneath the ground
;

but it is ranch more likely to have Wn produced

by the artist, for it corresponds precisely to the

account given of two precious cups presented by on

Kg}'ptian priest to the emperor Adrian, and cha-

racterised luco/^Ws a//assoN/c4 tyrrioo/ores. (Vopisc.

ifaiurn. c. 8.) Neither the letters nor the network

have been soldered to the cup, but the whole has

been cut of a solid moss, after the manner of a

cameo, the marks of the w'hecl being still visible

on the little props, which ore more or less angular

according as the instrument was able to reach them
completely or not But the great triumph of an-

cient genius in this deportment is the celebrated
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Portland Vase, formerly known as the Bnrborinl
Vase, which is now in the British Museum. It was
found about three hundred years ago, at a short

distance from Rome, in a marble coffin within a
sepulchral vault, pronounced upon very imperfect

evidence to have been the tomb of Alexander So-
vcnis. The extreme beauty of this nm led Mont-
faucon and other antiquaries to mistake it fur a
real sardonyx. Upon more accurate examination it

WHS ascertained to be composed of dark blue glaa.%

of a very rich lint, on the surface of which are de-

lineated in relief several minute and eIal)orately

wTOMght figures of opaque while ennmcl. It has
Wn detennined by persona of the greatest practi-

cal experience, that these figures must have been
moulded separately, and afterwards fixed to the

blue surface by a partial fusion
; but the union has

been effected witn such extraordinary care and
dcxtoriiy, that no trace of the junction can be oh-
sen'cd, nor have the most delicate lines received

the slightest injurj'. With such samples before us,

we need not wonder that in the time of Nero a
pair of moderatc*sizcd gloss cups with hnndlL>a

(;»^ero/i) sometimes cost fifty pounds (//.S', sex

Plin. //. A', xxxvi. 06). For a full dc-

Kription of the Portland Vase, see the eighth

volume of the Archacologia.

2. GLass Pastes presenting fac-aimilei, either in

relief or intaglio, of engraved precious stones. In
this way have been presenred exact copies uf many
l>eautiful gems, of which tho originals no longer

exist, as maybe seen from thecatalognes of Stosch,

of Tassie, of the Orleans collection, and from similar

publications. These were in demand for the rings of

such persons as were not wealthy enough to purchase
real stones, as we perceive fmm the phrase ** r//frt5

gemmis ex mlgi annulis'* (Plin. //. M xxxv. 30.)
Ijftrgc medallions also of this kind are icdl pre-

served, and bas-reliefs of considerable magnitude.

(See Winckclmann, i. c. 2. § 27.)

3. (Closely allied to the preceding were imitations

of coloured precious stones, inch os the carbuncle,

the sapphire, the amethyst, and above all, the eme-
rald. These counterfeits wore executed with such
fidelity, that detection was extremelv difficult, and
great profits were realihod by disljoncst dealers

who entrapped the unwary. (Plin. H.N. xxxvii.

75.) That such frauds were practised even ujxm
the most exalted in station is seen from the anec-

dote given by Trcbcllius Pollio of the whimsical
vengeance taken by Uallienos {Gall. c. 12) on a
rogue who had cheated him in this way, and col-

lections arc to be seen at Home of pieces of coloun'd

glass which were evidently once worn ns jewels,

from which they cannot be distinguished by the

eye. (Plin. //. N* xxxvii. 26. 33. 75 ; Senec. Kp.
90 ;

Isidor. Orig. xvi. 1 5. § 27 ; Beckmann,

of Invfutionsy vol. i. p. 199. Eng. Trans. 3d edit.)

4 . One very elegant application of glass deserves

to be particularly noticed. A number of fine stalks

of glass of different colours were placed vertically,

and arranged in such a manner as to depict upon
tho upper surface some figure or pattern, u]K>n the
principle of a minute mosaic. The filaments thus

combined were then subjected to such a degree of

heat as would suffice to soften without melting

them, and were thus cemented together into a
solid mass. It is evident that the picture brought
out upon the upper surface would extend down
through the whole of the little column thus formed,

and hence if it was cut into thin slices at right
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nnglci to Ui« direction of the fibres, coch of these

sections would upon both sides represent the de-

sign which w’ould be multiplied to an extent in

proportion to the total length of the glass threads.

Two beautiful fragrnents evidently constructed in

this way are accurately commented upon by

Winckclmann (L c. 2. § 22, 23, 24), and another

recently brought from Egj’pt is shown on the fron-

tispiece to the third volume of Wilkinson's work.

Many mosaic pavements and pictures {opus ms-
siwm) belong to this head, siiKe the cubes were

frequently composed of opaque glass ns well as

marble, but these have been alr^y discussed in

p. 915 of this work.

5. Thick sheets of glass of various coloan appear

to have boon laid down for paving floors, and to

have been attached os a lining to the walls and

ceilings of apartments in dwelling houses, just as

cagliuola is frequently employed in Italy, and oc-

casionally in our own country also. Rooms fitted

up in tills >\*ay w*ere called citrfoe caatmie, and the

panels viireae /fuadraturae. Such was the kind

of decoration introduced by Scaunis for the scene

of his theatre, not columns nor pillars of glass ns

some, nor bas-reliefs as others have imagined.

(Plin. //. iV. xxxvi. 64
;
Stal. 6^. i. 5. 42 ; Sencc.

JCp. 76; Vopisc. J'irnt, c, 3; Winckclmann, i.

C.2. §21; Posscri, Lueenae FiciiUsy p. 67. tab.

Izxi.)

6. The question whether glass windows were

knoum to Uie ancients has, after much discussion,

been set at rest by the excavations at Pompeii, for

not only have many fragments of flat glass been

disinterred from time to time, but in the tepidarium

of the public baths a bronze lattice came to light

with some of the panes still inserted in the frame,

80 as to determine at once not only their existence,

but the mode in which they were secured and ar-

ranged. (Mazois, Palais de Scaurus^ c. viii. p. 97 ;

Paines <U Pompii^ vol. iil p. 77 ; Becker, Callus^

vol. iLp.20.) [Dosfus, p. 4.32.]

7. From the time that pure gloss became known,

it must have been remarked that when darkened

upon one side, it possessed the property of reflect-

ing inwges. Wo are certain that an attempt w'as

made by the Sidonians to make looking-glasses

(Plin. //. N. xxxvi. 66), and equally certain that

it must hare failed, for the use of metallic mirrors,

which ore more costly in the first instance, which

require constant care, and attain but imperfectly

the end desired, was universal under the Empire.

Hespcctiug ancient mirrors, see Speculum.
6. A strange story with regard to an alleged in-

vention of malleable gloss is found in Petronius

(c 51), is told still more circumstantially by Diem

Cassius (Ivii. 21), and is alluded to by Pliny (//.

xxxvi. 66), with an expression of doubt, however,

as to its truth. An artist appeared before Tiberius

with a cup of glass. This he dashed violently

upon the ground. When taken up it was neither

broken nor cracked, but dinted like a piece of

metal. The man then produced a mallet, and ham-
mered itb.ack into its original shape. The emperor

inquired whether any one was acquainted with the

secret, and was answered in the negative, upon

which the order was given that he should be in-

stantly beheaded, lest the precious metals might

lose their value, should such a composition become
generally known. (W. R,]

VIT’i'A, or plural VITTAE, a ribbon or fillet,

is to be considered, I. As an ordinary portion of

female dress. IT. As a decoration of sacred per-

sons and sacred things.

1. When considered as an ordinary portion of

female dress, it was simply a bond encircling the
head, and serving to confine the tresses {crinales

xrUtae) the ends, when long {lonffae taenia vUtae\
hanging down behind. (Virg. Aen. vii, 351, 403 ;

Ovi(L Afd. ii. 413, iv. 6; Isidor. xix. 31. § 6.)

It was worn (1.) by maidens (Virg. Jen. ii. 16B

;

Prop. iv. 11. 34; V'al. Flacc. viii. 6; Serv. ad
Vifff. Aen. ii 133); (2.) by married women also,

the vitta assumed on the nuptial day being of a
ditferent fonu from that used by virgins. (Prop. iv.

3. 15, iv. J 1 . 34 ; Plaut. Mil. GL iil 1. 194 ;
Val.

Max. v. 2. § 1.)

The Vitta was not worn by libertinae even of

fair character (TibulL I 6. 67), much loss by mo-
retriccs

;
hence it was looked upon as an insiffnn

pudoris^ and, together with the stola and
served to point out at first sight the freeborn nui-

tron. (Ovid. A. A. L 31, P. A. 386, Trisi. il

247, £)>. ex Pont. iii. 3. 51.)

The colour was probably a matter of choice,

white and purple are both mentioned. (Ovid. A/et,

il413, CVns, 511; Stat Aciill. i. 611.) One
of those represented in the cuts below it onia-

mented w'ith embroidery, and they were in some
cases set w'ith pearls (vittae maryaritarum. Dig. 34.

tit. 2. B. 25. § 2).

The following woodcuts represent back and front

view’s of the beads of statues from Herculaneum,
on which we perceive the vitta. (Pronst d'Krco-

/uao, vol il tav. 72, 75.)

II. When employed for sacred purposes, it was
usually twisted round the infula [I.sruLA], and
held together the loose flocks of wool. (Virg. Georg.

iii. 487« Aen. x. 537 ;
Isidor. xix. 30. § 4 ;

Serv.

ad Virg. Aen. x. 538; the expression of Lucan v.

14*2, &c. is obscure.) Under this form it was em-
ployed os an ornament for (1.) Priests, and those

who offered sacrifice. (Virg. Aen. il 221, vi. 637,

X. 537 : Tacit Ann. L 57.) (2.) Priestesses, espe-

cially those of Vesta, and hence vitta/a sacenlos

for a Vestal, tear* t(6xv*'- (Virg. Aen. vil 418;
Ovid. Aast. iil 30, vi. 457 ;

Juv. iv. 9, vl 50.)

(3.) Prophets and poets, who may be regarded as

priests, and in this case the Vittae were frequenily

intertwined writh chaplets of olive or laurel. (Virg.

Aen. iil 81, vi. 666 ; Stat Silv. il 1. 26, Achill.

I 11, Tied, iil 466). (4.) Statues of deities.

(Virg. vfoi. il 168, 296; Juv. vl 50; compare

Stat 6'ilv. iii. 3. 3.) (5.) Victims decked for sa-

crifice. (V^irg. Georg, iii. 487, Am. ii. 133, 156,

V. 366 ;
Ovid. Kp. ex Pont, iil 2. 74, Stat AchilL

il 301.) (6.) Altars. (V'irg. EeL viii 64, Am.
iil 64.) (7.) Temples. (Prop. iv. .0. *27

;
comfiaro

Tacit Hist. iv. 53.) (8.) The iKtrhpta of suppli-

ants. (Virg. Aess. vil 237, viii 128.)

Di‘ i
- vjuO^Ic
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The tacrcd vittAc, as well as the infuloe, were

made of wool, and hence the epithets lanra (Grid.

Fu*L iiL 80) and mollis. (Virg. Kd. tiii, 04.)

They were white («>reae, Virp. Gtoiy. iii. 487

;

Ovid. A/et xiii. 643 ; Stat. Thfb. iii. 466), or pur-

ple (ptmiefttA, Prop. ir. 9. 27), or nxure (coem/iw)

when wreath^ round an altar to the manes. (Virg.

jien. iii. 64.)

Vitta is also used in the general sense of a string

for tying up garlands (Plin. //. xviii. 2 ;
Isidor.

xix. 31. 6), and vittae loretu for the leathern straps

or braces bv which a machine was worked. (Plin.

//. A'. xriiL 31.^ {W, R.]

ULNA (wXcrTj), properly the fore-arm from

the shoulder to the wrist, is also used for the

whole arm, and even for the whole span of both

arms ; and hence, as a measure of length, it ap-

pears to be used with different significations. In

the chief passages in which it occurs (Vir^. /7mc.

iii. 105, Geory, iii. 355 ; Ovid, Afdam. Tiii. 750 ;

Hor. Efiod. iv. 8) there is nothing to determine its

length, except, perhaps, in the last quoted passage,

where, hotverer, we may easily suppose the ezag*

geration of caricature. Scn-iiu, however, in bis

note on the first of these passages, says that it was
the space between the outstretched hands, that is,

the some as the Greek ipyvlaof six feet
;
and this

is evidently its meaning in Pliny xvL 40.

I. 76, 32. s. 57), where it is important to observe

that erassitudo refers to the eirmm/eremx of the

trunk, not to its diamder. Later writers use it

AS equivalent to the ediit or a modification of it, i

nnd hence the modem ell. (Pollux, ii. 140 ; Solin.

64.) [P.8.J
ULTROTRIBUTA. [Censor, p. 265, a.]

UMBELLA. [Umbraculum.J
UMBILICUS. [Libxr.]
UMBO. [Clipri s; Tooa, p. 1136, b.l

UMBRA'CULUM, UMBEI.LA {axMeuiv,
(raidStOK, (TKtf^itnni) a parasol, was used by Greek

|

and Roman ladies as a protection against the sun.
I

They seem not to have been carried generally by
the ladies themselves, but by female slaves who
lield them over tlieir mistresses. The daughters
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of the aliens (utroitcoi) at Athens hod to carry

parasols after the Athenian maidens at the Paim-
thcnoca, as is mentioned under Hydriaphoria.
The parasols of the ancients seem to have been
exactly like our own parasols or umbrellas in

form, and could be shut up and opened like ours.

(Aristoph. 1340 ; Schol. ad foe.; Ovid. jir.

Am. iL209.) They arc often represented in paint-

ings on ancient vases: the annexed woodcut is

taken from Millin's J*einlure$ de Vases Antuptes^

vol. L pi. 70. The female is clothed in a long

Chiton or Diploidion [Tunica, p. 1172, b.], and
has a small llimation, which seems to have fallen

off her ihouldcra.

It was considered a mark of effeminacy for men
to make use of parasols. (Anacreon, ap. Athm. xii.

p. 534, a.) The Homan ladies used them in tho

amphitheatre to defend themselves from tho sun
or some passing shower (Mart. xiv. 28), when tho

wind or other circumstances did not allow tbe ve-

larium to be extended. To hold a parasol’ over a
lady was ono of the common attentions of lovers

(Mart. xi. 73 ; Ovid. /. c.), and it seems to havo
l>een very common to give parasols as presents.

(Juv, ix. 50.)

Instead of parasols tho Greek women in later

times wore a kind of straw hat or bonnet,
' called doAfo. (Pollux, viL 174 ; compare x. 127 ;

Theocr. xv. 39.) The Romans also wore a hat with
. a brood brim (/Wants) as a protection against the
' sun. (Suet. Amj. 82; Dion Cass. lix. 7.) Sec Paci-

audi, t/s Untfdfae ^statione^ Kom. 1752; Bccki-r,

Chariklts^ vol. ii. p. 73.

UNCl.A (5>tfltt, otryxfa, o5yyfa), the twelfth

part of the As or Libra, is derived by Varro from
iravs, as being the unit of the divisions of the as
(/i. Ah V. 171, MUlier). It was subdivided into

2 semiMCtW, 3 dnellofy 4 sxeilieiy 6 sejctulae^ 24 srrH-

/>«/a, and 1 44 silupuie. The values of the Vticia

and its subdivisions, in terms of our own weights,

will be found in the Tables.

In connecting the Roman system of weights and
money with tbe Greek, another division of the uncia
was used. When the drachma was iiitrodnccd

into the Homan system as equivalent to the dena-
rius of 96 to the pound [DsNARtus ; Drachma]
the uncia contained 6 dradtmaCy the drachma 3
scntpula, the scrupulam 2 oboU (since 6 oboli nuule
up the drachma)^ and the obolos 3 siiiquae (ksparla).

Therefore the uncia was divided into 8 drachmaCf
24 scrupula^ 48 oboli^ 144 siliquas. In this division

we have the origin of the m^em Italian system,
in which the pound is divided into 12 ounct's, tho

ounce into 8 drams, the dram into 3 scruples, and
the scruple into 6 carats. In each of these systems

1 728 tcepaeTioy sHiquae^ or corals make up the pound.

The uncial system was adopted by tho Greeks
of Sicily, who called their obol Kirpa (the Roman
/(5ra), and divided it into twelve ports, each of

which they called byula or ovyula (the Homan
imesa). In this sj'stem tho bynia was reckoned
equal to the x^Aaoi/r. [Litha

;
Nummub, pp.

813, 814.]

MUllcr considers that the Greeks of Sicily, and
also the Romans themselves, obtained the uncial

system from the Etruscans. {Etrusker^ i. p. 3U9.)

The Romans applied the uncial division to all

kinds of magnitude. [As.] In length the uncia

w'ns the twelfth of a foot, whence the word iiu*5,

in area the twelfth of a jtigeruro, in content the

twelfth of a sextarius, in time tbe twelfth of an
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hour. [As, suh Jin.'] Ilespecting the mcta as a
coin SCO As, p. 141, a.

(Biickh, Metrolog. Untcrsuch, pp. 155, 160, 165,

2.93
;
Wurm, do Pond, &c. pp. 8, 9, 63, 67, 118,

138.) [P.S.]

UNCIA'RIUM FENUS. [FsNUS,p. 527,b.]

UNCTO'RES. [Balnkab, p. 190, b.]

UNCTUA'RIUM. [Balnkae, p. 190, b.]

UNGUENTA, ointments, oils, or salves. The
application of Ungucnta in connection with bath-

ing and the athletic contests of the ancients is

stated under Balnbab, Athlbtab, &.c. But
although their original object was simply to pre-

serve the health and elasticity of the human frame,

they were in later times used ns articles of luxury.

They were then not only employed to impart to

the body or hair a particular colour, but also to

gi\*e to them the most beautiful fragrance possible
;

they were, moreover, not merely applied after a

bath, but at any time, to render one's appearance or

presence more plcns.ant than usuaL In short they

w'cre used then os oils and pomatums are at present.

The numerous kinds of oils, soaps, pomatums,

and other perfumes with which the ancients were
acqUiiintcd, are quite astonishing. We know several,

kinds of soap which they used, though, os it ap-

pc.ars, more for the purpose of painting the hair

than for cleaning it. (Plin. II. N. xviii. 12, 51 ;

M.art viii. 23. 20, xiv. 26, 27.) For the same
purpose they also used certain herbs. (Ovid. Ar.
Amat. iii. 163, Amor. i. 14.)

Among the various and costly oils which were
partly used for the skin and partly for the hair, the

following may be mentioned ns examples : mcndc-
sium, niegalesium, metopium, amaracinum, Cypri-

nuin, susinum, nnrdinum, spicatum, iosminum,

rosaccum, and crocus-oil, which was considered the

jnost costly. (Becker, Gallus, ii. p. 27.) In ad-

dition to these oils the ancients also used various

kinds of powder os perfumes, which by a general

name are called Diapasmahi. To w'hat extent

the luxury of using fragrant oils and the like n-as

carried on, nmy be inferred from Seneca {Epist. 86 ),

who says that people anointed themselves twice or

even three times a day, in order th<at the delicious

fragrance might never diminish. At Rome, how-
ever, these luxuries did not become very general

till towards the end of the republic (Gcll. vii. 12),

while the Greeks appear to have been familiar with

them from early times. The W’ealthy Greeks and
Homans carrii'd their ointments and perfumes with

them, especially when they bathed, m small boxes

of costly materials and beautiful w'orkm.'inship,

which were colled Narthrcia. (Buttiger, 6'a5i»a, i.

p. 52.) The traftic which was curried on in these

ointments and perfumes in several towns of Greece

and southern Italy was very considerable. The
persons engaged in manufacturing them were called

by the Rouuins Unymntarii (Cic. do Off- i. 12 ;

Horat. Sat. iL 3. 228), or as they frequently were
women, Unguetdariae (Plin. II. N. viii. 5), and
the art of manufacturing them Unguentaria. In

the wealthy and eifeminato city of Capua there

was one great street called the Scplasia, which

consisted entirely of shops in which ointments and
perfumes were sold.

A few words are necessary on the custom of the

ancients in pauiting their faces. In Greece this

practice appears to have been very common among
the ladies, though men also hod sometimes re-

parse to it, os for example, Demetrius Phalereus.
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(Athen. zii. p. 642.) But os regards the women,
it appears that their retired mode of living, and
their sitting mostly in their own apartments, de-

prived them of a great part of their natural fresh-

ness and beauty, for which, of course, they were

anxious to make up by artificial means. (Xenoph.

Oecon. 10. § 10 ;
Stobaeus, iii. p. 87, ed. Gaisford

;

compare Becker, Charicies, ii. p. 232.) This mode
of embellishing themselves was probably applied

only on certain occasions, such as when they went

out, or wished to appear more charming. (Lysias,

do coed. EratosVi. p. 15 ;
Aristoph. Lysistr. 149,

Eeclet. 878, Pint. 1064 ;
Plut Alcib. 39.) The

colours used for this purpose were white (rptp.ii0toy

(cfnua) and red ^.yxowa., TrcuSfput,

avKdfuPoy, or <f>vK0Sy Xenoph. Occon. 10. § ‘2
;

Aristoph. Lysistr. 48, Eccles. 929 ; Alexis, ap.

Athen. xiiL p. 568, compare 557 ;
Etymol. Mag.

s. V. 'E\]/ifipv6iua6at). The eyebrows were fre-

quently painted black (pt\ay^ iaSoKos, or

Alexis, ap. Athen. xiiL p. 568 ;
Pollux, v. 10 1).

The manner in which this operation of painting

was performed, is still seen in some ancient works
of art representing ladies in the act of painting

themselves. Sometimes they arc seen painting

themselves with a brush and sometimes with their

lingers. (Bottiger, Sabina^ ii. tab. ix. and i. tab. vL)

The Romans, towards the end of the republic

and imder the empire, were no less fond of painting

themselves than the Greeks. (Ilorat. Epod. xii.

1 0 ;
Ovid. A r. Am. iii. 199 ;

Plin. II. N. xxviii. 8.)

The red colour was at Rome, as in many ports of

Greece, pre|Hired from a kind of moss which tho

Romans called fucus (the rocella of Linnaeus), and
from which afterwards all kinds of paint were

called fucus. Another general term for paint is

creta. For embellishing and cleaning the com-
plexion the Greeks as well os the Romans used a
substance called oesipum (see the comment, on

Suidas, s. v. Otainj)^ which was prepared of the

wool taken from those parts of the body of a sheep

in which it perspired most. Another remed}- often

applied for similar purposes consisted of powdered
excrementa of the Egyptian crocodiles. (Ilorat

and Plin. /. c.)

Respecting the subjects here mentioned and
everything connected with the toilet of the an-

cients, see Bottiger, Sabina oder Morgenscenen im
Putzzimmer einer reichen Rdmerin. Lcipz. 1806.

2 vols. [L. S.]

UNGUENTAOIII. [Unguenta.]
UNIVE'RSITAS. The phllosophicil division

of things (Res) in the widest sense of the term, is

into things Corporeal (Res Corporalcs), objects of

sense, and things Incorporeal (Res Incorjioralcs),

objects of intellect only (Cia Top 5.) ;
and this

division was applied by the Roman Jurists to things

ns the objects of Rights. When a'man said of a

thing “ meum est,” it might be either a Corporeal

thing, .as a piece of land or an animal
;
or it might

be an Incorpoical thing, ns a Jus utendi fruendi.

Obligationes were also classed among Incorporeal

things. But this is not a division of things, in tho

limited sense, for things in that sense are always

corporeal
;

it is a division of things in the wider

sense.

In a thing corporeal we may consider that there

are parts, in reference to which the whole is a Uni-
versitos or a unit. If then the division into parts

is m.^dc with reference to the subjection of a |Mirt

to a person's will, the part is viewed as a whole.
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ai a tbing In iUelf, that ia* the whole U viewed

pro diriio ;
for divisioo in this case is the sane as

making many wholes out of one whole. It is

here assumed that the thing is in its nature di'

visible
;
as a piece of land which is capable of

being divided into parts.

But there are poru of things corporeal which

are essential totheeoostitutibn of the whole, so that

the whole cannot be divided into parts without

the destruction of its nature
;
os a living animal

for instance.

Besides the corporeal ports into which a (cor-

pMvnl) thing is divisible, we may suppose incorpo-

real, ideal mirls of a corporeal thing (Dig. 45. tit

3. a 6). These parts are assumed fractions of a

whole, not corporeal parts. If such a part is the

object of thought, the whole corporeal thing is

viewed pro indiviso: the corporeal object of the will

is the thing, and the limitation of the will to a

part, is merely intellectuaL Thus several persons

may be joint owners of a piece of undivided land,
;

but no one can say that any particular part belongs >

to him. The case just put is that of a corporeal

whole and ideal parts. But the whole may
be ideal and the ports corporeal : as when there

is a number of independent corporeal things, not

materially connected, but they are intellectualiy

rannccted so as to form in idea a whole : thus a

ilock of sheep is an ideal whole, and the several

sheep ore the independent corporeal things. The
ideal whole is not composed of the several corporeal

things, for an ideal whole cannot be composed of

corpor^ parts ; but the ideal whole is a notion

which is formed with reference to some particular

purpose. It is necessary that the purpose of the

several things shall not be different from and inde-

pendent of the general purpose for which the notion

IS formed, but subservient to iu Thus as separate

corporeal things may be often materially united to

form a new corpus; so the several independent

things which ore not capable of such material

union, may be viewed as an ideal union or as n

a universitas for some purpose
;
the Hock of sheep

may be viewed as a whole, as a universitas, for
|

the purpose of ownenhip. Such a universitas, as
.

already observed, is independent of the several cor-
'

porcal things : it still exists if they are all changed.
'

Thus in a flock of sheep we have a fictitious, a

juristical whole or thing, and in the notion of

a universitas of persons we have a fictitious or ju-

ristical person, which is still the same person

though all the individuals are changed. As a
number of sheep must have a name, a flo^ in order

to be comprehended in one notion, so a juristical

person must have a name, as the universitas of

Fabri, or the city of Rome.
The term nniversitas then may have various

senses, 1. Both the nniversitas and the parts may
be corporeal (Dig. 50. tit 16. a. 230. § tt) : tern-

torium est universitas agrorum intra fines cujus-

quo civitatis. 2. The universitas may be corpo-

real, and the parts incorporeal, as when we imagine

fractional parts of a thing. 3. The universitas may
be incorporeal, and the ports corporeal, os a flock

of sheep. 4. The universitas and the ports may
both be incorporeal.

The fourth is the case when the notion of a
whole and its parts is not applied to things, but to

rights : thus a man's wnolc property may be

viewed as a unit, or as a university which compre-

bends the aever^ rights that ho has to the several
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material thmgs which form tho ideal unit of hit

property.

In this way we arrive at the correct notion of a
universitas of persons, which is the notion of a
fictitious person imagined for certain purposes, as

the notion of a imiversitas of independent material

things is the notion of a fictitious thing, imagined
for certain purposes.

A single person only can properly be viewed ns

the subject of rights and duties ; but the notion of
legal capacity may by a fiction be extended to an
imaginary person, to a universitas personarum, but
the fictitious person is not a unit composed of the
real persons : it is a name in which the several

persons or a majority may act for certain permanent
purposes. The purpose itself is sometimes tho

fictitious person, ns when property is given for

the service of religion, whether it is administered

by one person or several persons. Such juristical

)>crson8 hare certain legnl capacities ns individuals

have
;

but their legal capacities arc limited to

property as their object. It is true that the Ro-
mans often considen d persons ns a collective unity,

simply because they nil exercised the samo
functions : thus thty speak of the Collegium

of the consuls [C01.LRGIU.M], and of thcTribuni
Plebis. In like manner they say that tho Duum-
viri of a municipum are to be viewed as one person.

(Dig. 50. tit. 1. s. 25). But these fictitious

unities have only reference to Jus Publicum, and
they have no necessary connection with juristical

persons, the essential character of which it tho

capacity to have and acquire property by somo
name.

Juristical persons could be subjects of owner-
ship, Jura in re, obligationes, and hereditos:

they could own slaves and have the Patronatus ;

but all the relations of Familia, as tho Patria Po-
testas and others of a like kind, were foreign to the

notion. Bnt though the capacity to have pinperty

is the distinguishing characteristic of Juristical

j

persons viewed with relation to Jos Privatum, tho

objects for which the property U had and applied

may be any ; and the capacity to have property

implies a purpose for which it is had, which is

often much more important than this mere capacity.

But the purposes for which Juristical persons have
property are quite distinct from their capacity to

have it. This will appear from all or any of the
examples hereinafter given.

The follow'ing are Juristical persons: (I) Civi-

tos: (2) Municipes: this term is more conimon
than Municipium, and comprehends both citirens

of a Municipium and a Colony
;

it is also used

when the object is to express the Municipium as

a whole opposed to the individual members of it.

(3) Ilespublica. In the republican period, when
used without an adjunct, Respublica expressed

Rome, but in the old jurists it signifies a Givitaa

dependent on Rome. (4) Respublica Civitatis or

Municipii
: (5) Commune, Communitos. Besides

tho Civitates, component parts of the Civitotes are

also J uristical persons
: ( 1 ) Curiae or Dccuriones ;

the word Decuriones often denotes tho individuals

composing the l>odY of Decuriones as opposed to

the Civitas (Municipes), which appears from a
passage in the Digest (4. tiL 3. s. 15), where it is

stated that on action for Dolus will not lie against

the Municipes, for a fictitious person cannot bo
guilty of Dolus, but such action will lie against the

1 individual Decuritmes who administer the
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of the Muntcipcs. Sometimes the word Curia is

U!U'd as equi\alent to Civitas: and sometimes the

Decuriones arc spoken of as a Juristical person,

which has property as such. (2)Vici; which

hare no political self-existence, but are attached

to some Respublica; yet they arc juristical per-

sons, can hold property, and maintain suits. (3)

Font, Conciliabula, Castella. These were places

between Civitatos and Vici as to extent and im-

portance
:
they belonged to a Respublica, but hod

the rights of juristical persons : they are not men-
tioned in the legislation of Justinian, but the names
occur in the Tablet of Hcraclea, in the Lex Galliae

Cisalpinoe, and in Paulas R. ir. tit 6. s. 2.)

In the later period of the Empire, Provinces were
viewed as juristical persons.

In the writings of the Agrimensores, commu-
nities, and, particularly, colonies {eoloni\ure desig-

nated by the appropriate name of Publicae Per-

sonae, and property is spoken of as belonging to

the Coloni, that is, the Colonia, Colon! being used

bore in the same sense in which Municipes was
used as above explained.

Other juristic^ persons were (1) Religious

bodies, as Collegia of Priests, and of the Vestal

Viigins, which could hold property and take by
testament. (2) Associations of official persons,

such as those who were employed in administra-

tion : the body of Scribae became one of the most

numerous and important, as they were employed in

all branches of administration ; the general name
was Scribac, a term which includes the particular

names of librarii, fiscalea and others ; they were

divided into subdivisions called Docuriae, a term

which even under the Republic and also under

the Empire denoted the corporations of Scribae
;

the individual members were called dccuriati, and
subsequently decuriolcs

;
the dccuriati had great

privileges in Rome and subsequently m Constanti-

nople. (Cic. m Verr. iii. 79, ad Quint. Frat. ii. 3;
Tacit. Ann. xiii. 27 ;

Sueton.^t^. ST^Cfaud. 1.)

<3) Associations for trade and commerce, as Fabri,

Pistorcs, Navicularii, the individuals of which hod

a common profession, on which the notion of their

union was founded ; but each man worked on his

own account. Associations properly included under
Socictates [Socistar] : such associations could be
dissolved by the notice of any member, and were
actually dissolved by the death of a single member.
Some of these associations, such as those for work-

ing Mines, Salinoe, and fanning the Portoria were

corporate bodies,though they had the name of Socie-

tates. (4) Associations, called Sodalitatcs,Soda]itia,

Collegia Sodalitia, which resembled modem clubs.

In their origin they were friendly associations for

feasting together
;

in course of time many of them
became political associations, but from this we mutt
not conclude that their true nature really varied

;

they were associations not included in any other

class that has l)een enumerated, but they differed

in their character according to the times. In

periods of commotion they became the central

points of political factions, and new associations, it

may he reasoiutbly supposed, w*ould be formed ex-

pressly for political purposes. Sometimes the

public places w*ere crowded by the Sodalitia and

Decuriati (Cic. ad Quint. Fnzt. ii, 3), and the

Senate was at lost compelled to propose a lex which
should subject to the penalties ot Vis those who
would not disperse. This was followed by n gene-

ral dissoluticm of collegia according to Asconios
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I (in ComeUanam\ but the dissolution only ex-

I

tended to mischievous associations, as may be

!

safely inferred from the nature of the case, and
even the words of Asconius, if carefully examined,
are not inconsistent with* this conclusion. In
the Digest (47. tiL 22. s. 1, 2, 3) we find the rule

that no collegium could be formed without the

permission of a Senatusconsultum or the (Caesar;

and persons who associated unlawfully were guilty

of an extraordinarium crimen. The rule of law
means that no union of persons could form a
juristical person without the consent of the proper

authority ; and this is quite distinct from the

other provision contained in the same rule, which

punished associations of persons who acted as cor-

porations, for this part of the rule relates only to

such associations as were dangerous, or of on unde-

fined character.

There were also in the Imperial period the

Collegia tenuiorum, or associations of poor people,

but they were allowed to meet only once a month
and they paid monthly contributions. (Dig. 47.

tiL 22. s. 1, 3.) A man could only belong to ono

of them. Slaves could belong to such a collegium,

with the permission of their masters.

Communities of cities and towns have a kind of

natural or necessary existence ; and other bodies,

called corporations, have been fashioned by a kind

of analogy to them, and like them can have pro-

perty, and be represented like them by an agent,

w’herein consists the essence of a juristical person.

Some of these corporations, like communities of

cities and towns, were of a permanent character,

AS Colleges of Priests, Deouriae, and Companies

of artisans ; others had a temporary character,

as Socictates and Sodalitates. All these coiqx)-

rations are designated by the name either of Col-

legium or Corpus, between which there is no legal

distinction
;

for it appears that one corporatiou

was called a Collegium and another a Corpus, ns it

might happen. But both of these terms denote a
Corporation, ns above explained, as opposed to a
Civitas or Respublica. The members of such cor-

porations were Collegae and Sodales, which is a
more general and an older term than Sodnlitos.

Altogether they were called Oillegiati and Corpo-

rati : the members of wticniar kinds of corpora-

tions were Decuriati, Dccurialcs, Socii. The com-
mon name which includes all Corporations and
Civitates is Universitas, as opposed to which any
individual is singularis persona.

The notion of individual property as a unity is

founded on the notion of the unity of the owner.

But this notion of unity, when once established,

may for certain purposes be arbitrarily assumed,

and accordingly it is applied to the case of Peculi-

uro, Dos, and ilereditas, and modem writers have

designated these as cases of a Universitas Juris.

The name Universitas Juris does not occur in the

Roman law. On this subject see Puebta, /nsL

it § 222. The nature of Succession is explained

under SfccEssio.

The term Universitas was adopted in the middle

ages to denote certain great schools, but not as

^hools : the term denoted these places as corpora-

tions, that is, as associations of individuals. The
adjunct which would express the kind of persons

associated w'ould depend on cireumstanccs : thus

in Bologna, the expression Universitas itcholarium

w*as in common use ; in Paris, Universitas Magis-

trorum. The School as such was called Schola,
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and from the thirteenth ccntuiy, most commonly
Studium ; and if it wag a digtin^Uhed gcliool, it

was called Studium Oenerale. The first occagion

on which the term Univemitag wa* applied to a

jfn^nt ftchnol U said to be in a Dt^cretal of Innocent

III^ of the beginning; of the thirteenth century,

addressed Scholar! bus Parisiensibus.

(Savi^iy, Sy:fUm des I/etUitten Horn. Rechts^ i.

370, ii> *2^, iiL B ;
Savigny, Gefchkhle d«s H'6m.

hc^hts im Mitleliiltery vol. UL 31B, 3BU ; Puchta,

ii. § 222.) [O. L.]

VOCATIO IN JUS. [Actio, p. 10. b.]

VOLO'NES is gynonj-TOous witli Voluntarii

(from ro4>), and might hence be applied to all

those who Tolunteered to serve in the Roman
armies without there being any obligation to do so.

Rut it was applied more especially to slaves, when
in times of need they offered or were allowed to

fight in the Roman armies. Thus when during

the second Punic war after the battle of Cannae
there w'os not a sufficient number of freemen to

complete the aniiy, about 8000 young and able-

bodied slaves offered to serve. Their proposal a‘as

accepted
; they received armour at the public ex-

pense, and ns they distinguished themselves they

were honoured with tho franchise. (Liv. xxii. 57,
xxiii. 35 ; Macrob. Sat. L 1 1 ;

Kest. s.r. Volone*.)

In after times the name Tolonet was retained when-
ever slaves chose or were allowed to take up arms
in defence of their masters, which they were the

more willing to do, os they were generally re-

warded with the franchise. (Liv. xxiv. 11, 14,

Ac., xxvil 38, xxviii 46 ;
J. Capitolin. M.Antty-

win. PhUoM. 21.) [L. S.J

VOLU'MEN. [Libkr.1
VOLUNTA'RII. [VoLONRS.]
VOMITO'RIA. [Amphithbatrl'M, p. 84.]

URAGUS. [ExKRCtTUB, p. 500, a.]

UKRA'NAE COHORTE& [Exbrcitcr, p.

510, a.l

U'UCEUS, a pitcher, or watcr-p>ot, generally

made of earthenware. (Dig. 33. tiL 7. a. 1 8 ; Hor.

Ar. Fo"^. 22.) It was used by the priests at

Rome in the sacrifices, and thus appears with other

sacrificial emblems on Che coins of some of the

Roman gentes. The annexed coin of tho Pompeia
gens has on tho obrerse a lituus before the head
of Pompeius, the irininTir, and an urcciis be-

hind iL

URNA, an urn, a Roman measure of capacity

for fluids, equal to half an Amphora. (Hor. Sat.

i. 1. 54.) This use of the term was probably

founded upon its more general application to de-

note a vessel for bolding w’atcr, or any other sub-

stance, L-ither fluid or solid. (Plant. Faeud. i. 2.

24 ;
Hor. Sat. i, 5. 91, ii. 6. 10 ;

Ovid. Met. iii.

172.)

An urn ^vas used to receive the names of the

judges {jtuiices) in order that tho praetor might

draw out of it a sufficient number to determine

causes (Ilor. Cbrm. UL 1. 16 ;
Virg. Aen. vL 432;
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PUn. Ejrist. X. 3 ; Juv. xiii. 4) : also to receive the

ashes of the dead. [FUNVS, p. 560, a.] For this

purpose urns* were made of marble, porphyry,
baked clay, bronze, or gloss, of all fonns and sizes,

some quite simple, and others sculptured in bas-

relief, or ornamented in an endless variety of

wavs. [J. Y.j
IJRPEX. [Ibpex.]
USTRI'NA, USTRUNUM. [Funus, p.

559, b.l

USUCA'PIO. The history of Usucapio is an
important fact in the history of Roman Juris-

pnidcnce. Usucapio is the acquisition of

torian ownership by continuous possession
;
conse-

quently, it is not possible in the case of a Pure-
grinus nor is it applicable to provincial land.

Gaius (ii. 40--42) states that there n-as origi-

nally in Rome only one kind of ownership : a per-

son was either owner of a thing Kx jure Quirilium,

or he was not owner at all. But afterwards owner-
ship was divided, so that one man might be owner
Ex j'ure Quiritium, and another might have the

same thing In bonis, that is, have the right to the

exclusive enjoyment of it He then goes on to

give an instance of the mode in which the divided

ownership might arise by reference to the transfer

of a Res Mandpi : if such a thing was transferred

by bare tradition, and there was neither Mancipatio
nor In jure cessio, the new owner only acquired the

natural ownership, os some would adl it, or only

had it In bonis, and the original owner retained the

Qiiiritarian ownership until the purchaser acquired

the (juiritarian ownership by Usucapio {posndtmio
usttcapiat) ; for when the Usucapio was completed,

tho elTect was tho same ns if -tno thing had been
originally mancipated or transferred by the In

jure cessio. Gaius adds, **
in the case of moveable

things the Usucapio is completed in a year, but in

the case of a fundus or aedos two years are re-

quired
;
and so it is provided by the Twelve

Tables.”

In this passage he is evidently speaking of Res
Mancipi only, and of them only when transferred

to the purchaser by the owner without the forms

of Mancipatio or in Jure Ccuio. From this then

it might be safely concluded that the Twelve
Tables provided a remedy for defective modes of

conveyance of Res Mancipi firom the owner ; and
this is all that could be concluded firom this pas-

sage. But a passage which immediately follows

shows that this was all that the Twelve Tables

did ; for Gaius (iL 43) proceeds to say, ** But
(Ce/ermn) there may be Usucapio evra in the case

of those things which have come to us by tradition

from a person who was not the owner, whether

they are Res Mancipi or not, provided wo have

received them bona fide, believing that be who de-

livered (qui tradiderit) them to us was the owner.

And this rule of law seems to have been established,

in order that the ownership of things might not

be long in uncertainty', seeing that one or two
Years would be quite sufficient for the owner to

look after his property, that being the time al-

lowed to the Possessor for Usucapio.”
The reason for limiting the owner to one or two

years has little force in it and possibly no his-

torical truth ; but it is clear from this passage that

this application of tho rule of Usucapio was formed

from analogy to the rule of the Twelve Tables,

and that it was not contained in them. The
limitntiou of the time of Usucapio is clearly due to

4 I
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the Twciro TablM, and the time applied only to

purthose* of Res Mancipi from the owniT, when
the legal forms of conveyance hod been neglected.

But the origin of Usucapio vros probably still

more remote.

When Oaius states that there vros originally

only one kind of ownership at Rome, and that

afterwards ownership was divided, be immediately

shows how this arose by taking the cose of a Res
Mancipi. This division of ownership rested (ui the

division of things into Res Mancipi and Res Nec
Mancipi, a distinction that hod reference to nothing

else than the mode of transferring the property of

tlicm. Things were merely colled Res Mancipi,

because the ownership of them could not be trans-

ferred without Mancipatio. Things were Res noc

Mancipi, the alienation of which c^d be effected

without Mancipatio. There could be no division

of things into Mancipi and Nec mancipi, except

,

by determining what things should be Res Mancipi.

Res nec Mancipi are determined negatively : they

ore all things that arc not Res Mancipi. But the

negative detennination pre-supposes tho positive.

Therefore Res Mancipi were determined before

Res nec Mancipi could be determined ; and before

the Res Mancipi were determined, there was no
distinction of things into Res Mancipi and Res
nec Mancipi. But this distinction, os such, only

affected the condition of those things to which it

bad a direct application : consequently all other

things remained as they were before. The conclu-

sion then is certain, that the Res Mancipi os a

class of things were posterior in order of rime to

the class of Hes nec Mancipi, which comprehended
all things except Res Mancipi. Until then the

class of Res Mancipi was established, all property

at Romo could l>e alienated by tradition, os Res
nec Mancipi could be olieiuited by tradition after

the class of Res Mancipi was constituted.

The time when the class of Res Mancipi was
formed is not known ; bat it is most consistent

with all tliat we know to suppose that it existed

before the Twelve Tables. If we consider the

forms of Mancipatio [Mancipatio], we cannot

believe that they aroee in any other way than by
positive enactment As soon os the forms of

Mancipatio and of the In jure cessio (which from

its character most be posterior to Mancipatio)

were established, it followed that mere tradition of

a thing to a purchaser and payment of the purchase-

money, could not transfer the ownership of a Res
Mancipi The transfer gave the purchaser merely

a Posscssio, and the original owner retained the

property. In course of rime the purchaser ob-

tained the Pabliciona actio, and from this time it

might be said that a doable ownership existed in

the same thing.

The introduction of Mancipatio, which gave rise

to the double ownership, was also followed by
the introduction of Usucapio. The bona fide

Possessor of a Res Mancipi which had not been

transferred by Mancipatio, had no legal defence

against the owner who claimed the thing. But he

the exceplio doll, and subsequently the £x-
ceptio rei venditme et tmditoe by which he could

protect himself against the owner
;
and as Possessor

simply he had the protection of the Interdict

against third persons. He hod the full enjoyment
of the thing, and he could transfer the posscssio,

hut he could do no act with respect to it for which
QuiriUrion ownership was necessary

| consequently
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' be could not alienate it by Mancipatio or lu jure

Ocasio, and it was a necessary consequence that ho

could not dispose of it by Testament in the same
way in which Quiritorion ownership w'as disposed

of by Testament, The necessity fur such a rule as

I

that of Usucapio was evident, but it could arise

,

in no other way than by positive enactment, for its

effect was to be the same as that of Mancipatio.

The Twelve Tables fixed the term of Usucapio,

I

but we do not know whether they fixed or merely

confirmed the rule of law as to Usucapio.

It is a mistake to suppose that tradition or de-

livery was a part of Mancipatio os sucL Manci-
patio was merely a form of transferring ownership

which was fixed by law, and the choi^teristic of

W'hich was publicity : a delivery of the thing would
of course generally follow, but it was no port of

the transfer of ownership. Land (prtudia) for

instance could be mancipated without delivery

(ta abientia mancipari soiea/, Ulp. Fratf. tit. 18 ;

Gaiua, i. 121.) In the cose of moveable things,

it was necessary that they should be present, not

for the purpose of delivery, but that the thing

mancipated might be identified by apprehension.

The essential to the transfer of ownership in nil

countries, is the consent of two persons, wno have
legal capacity to consent, the seller and tho buyer.

All the rest is form that may bo varied infinitely

:

this consent is the substance. Y et tradition as a

form of transfer was undoubtedly the old Romnn
form, and consent alone was not sufficient ; and it

may be admitted that consent alone was never suffi-

cient for the transfer of ownership without affecting

the principle laid down that consent alone is cs-

senrial in the transfer of ownership. This appa-

rent incongruity is ingeniously and sufficiently cx-

plaiued in the following manner: ^Tradition owes
its origin to a rime when men could not sufficiently

separate in their minds Physical ownership, or tho

dominium over a thing, from Legal ownership. As
a man can only call a bird in tho air or a wild

animal in tho forest his own when he has caught

it ; so men thought that tradition must he added to

contract in order to enable a man to claim the

thing ns his own.** (Engolbach, £/c&cr die C^sttca-

pioiL, dec. p. SO.)

Besides the case of property there might be
Usucapio in the case of Servitutes, Marriage, and
Hereditas. But as Servitules praediorum rusticorum

could only bo the objects of Mancipatio and could

only be established by tho same form by which
ownership of Res Mancipi was transferred so ac-

cording to the old law, these Servitutes alone could

be the object of Usucapio ; and, as it is contended

by Engelbach, only in the case of Aquaeductus,

Haustus, Iter and Actus. But as the ownenthip

of Res Mancipi could bo acquired by bore tradiiiou

followed by usucapio, so these servitutes could bo

established by contract and could be fully acquired

by Usucapio. In the later Homan law, when the
' form of Manci|Atio was replaced by mere tradition,

servitutes could be established per pacta et stipn-

lationes only. In the case of a Marriage Coemp-
rione, the form of Mancipatio was used, and the

effect was that the woman came into tho hand of

her husband, and became port of bis Kamilia. Tho
marriage Usu could not of itself effect this, but if

the woman lived with her husband a year, she

ptMod into his Familia by Usucapio {wltU aniima

posteuiona usvcafticbaiur) : and accordingly it wns
provided by the laws of the Twelve Tables, that if
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sbo did not nrUh thus to come into her husband's

hand, she must in every year absent herself from

him for three nights in order to interrupt the usus.

(Gaius, L no.) Thus Usucapio added to Usus
product the effect of Cocmptio. In the case of

tho Hereditas, when the testator had the testamcnti

factio, and had disposed of his property without

observing the forms of Mancipatio and Kuncupatio,

the person whom be had named his hercs, could ob>

taui the legal ownership of tho hcreditas by Uau-
capio. (Gaius, ii. 54.) In all these cases then the

old law as to Usucapio was this : when the positive

law had required the forms of Mancipatio in order

th.tt a certain end should be effected, Usucapio sup-

plied the defect of form, by converting a puescssiu

(subsequently called In Itonis) into Dominium ex

jure Quiritium. Usucapio then was not originally a

mode of acquisition, but it was a mode by which

a defi'ct in the mode of acquisition was supplied,

and this defect was supplied by tho use of the

thing, or tho exercise of the right. The cud of

Usucapio was to combine the bcnehcial with the

Qniritarian ownership of a tiling. Accordingly the ,

original name for Usucapio was Usus Auctoritas,

the aiictoritas of usus or that which gives to Usus
its ethcacy and completeness, a sense of Aucturitos

which is common in the Koman Law. Some say

that usus auctoritos is usus et aiictoritas. (Cic. Pro
Caccin. 19.) [ Auctoritas ;

Tutela.] But Usus
alone never signifies Usucapio ; and consistently

witli this, in those coses where there could be no
Usucapio, the Roman writers speak of Usus only.

Possossio is the Usus of a piece of ground as op-

posed to the ownership of it ; and the term Usus
was applied to the enjo^nncDt of land of which a
man cither hod not the ownership or of which he

could not have tho o^tmership, as tho Ager publicus.

In the later law, as it is known to us in the Pan-
dect, Usucapio was a mode of acquiring ownership,

the term Usus Auctoritos was rcpLoccd by the

phrase Usu Caporc, and in the place of Usucapio

sometimes the phrase '' posscssiono or longa pos-

sessioiie capero" occurs ; but Posscssio alone never

is used for Usucapio. Id order to establish the

title by Usucapio, the Possession must be continuous

or uninterrupted during the whole Usucapion. If

there was an interruption of tho Possession (usur-

paiio), and the Possession was acquired again, this

was tho commencement of a new Usucapio. The
possession must also have a legal origin, without

which the possession would Irnve no elTect The
possessor must be able to show an origin of his

possession which would give him at least bonitarion

oamership : this was called justa causa possessionis,

titulususucapionis. The causa might he a bargain

and sale, a gift (donatio), a legacy and uthcra.

It appears from a passage of Gaius already

quoted, that in his time Usucapio was a regxilar

mode of acquisition, which was applicable to things

which had come to a man by tr^ition from one

who was not the onmer, and was applicable both

to Res Mancipi and Ncc Mancipi, if tho possessor

acquired the possession of them bona fide, that is,

for instance, if he believed that he brought them
from the owner. There were however some ex-

ceptions to this rule : a man could never acquire

the ownership of a stolen thing by Usucapio, fur

the Twelve Tables prevented it, and the Lex Julia

et Plautia prevented Usucapio in the case of a

thing Vi possessa. The meaning of the law was
Dot that tho thief or the robber could not acquire
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the ownership by Usucapio, the mala fidea in

which their poaieasion originated was an obstacle

to tho Usucapio, but no person who bona fide

bought the thing that was stolen or vi possessa,

could acquire the ownership by Usucapio. (Gains,

ii. 45.) According to other authorities the rule as

to a stolen thing was established by the Lex
Atinla. Provineij^ lauds also were not objects of

Usucapio.

If a wonoan was in the tutela of her agnati, her
Res Mancipi could not be objects of Usoenpio,
unless they had been received from her by traditio

with the auctoritos of her tutor
;
and this was a

provision of the Twelve Tables. The legal incapa-

city of the woman to transfer ownership by Man-
cipatio must be the origin of this rule. The
property of a woman who was in Tutela legidma
could not be an object of Usucapio, as Cicero ex-

plains to Atticus {de tuUla le^ima ntAU usucttpi

;>osse, ad AtL L 5). The foundation of this rule,

according to some, was the legal incapacity of a
woman who was in the tutela of her Agnati, to

makeawill [Tb8Tambntum
;
but see Tutela.]

In order to acquire by usucapio, a person must
have the capacity of Roman ownership ; coiise>

quently all persons were excluded from acquiring

by Usuc;q)io who bad not the Commercium. The
passage quoted by Cicero {de Offic, L 12) from the

Twelve Tables, **advorsum bostem (i. «. pere-

grlimm) aetema auctoritas," is alleged in support

of this rule of law
; that is, a Peregrinus may have

the use of a Res Mancipi which has been trans-

ferred by traditio, but be can never acquire any-
thing more by Usucapio.

Things could not be objects of Usucapio, which
were not objects of 0)mmercium. Accordingly all

Res divini juris, such as temples and lands dedi-

cated to the gods, and Res communes could not bo
objects of Usucapio. The Limits or boujids by
which the Romanus Ager was marked out wero
consequently not objects of Usucapio, os to which
there was a provision in the Twelve Tables. (Cic.

dc Leg. L 21. ‘‘Quoniam osucapionem Intre quinque
pedes esse nolucrunt.") The Quinque pedes are tho

luuiles lincorii, the breadth of which was fixed at

five feet by a Lex Maroilia. The approach to a
sepulchre was also not an object of Usucapio.

Free men could not be objects of Usucapia (Gaius,

ii. 48.)

In the time of Gaius (ii. 51) a mao might take

possession of another person's land, provided he
used no force (e/s), the possession of which was
v'acant either from the carelessness of the owner, or

I

because tho oumer had died without a Successor

:

[SuccEsaio], or had been long absent
; and if he

transferred the field to a bona fide purchaser, the

purchaser could acquire the ownership by Usuca-

pio, even though the seller knew that the field was
not his own. This rule was established against

the opinion of those who contended that a Fundus
could be Furtivus or an object of theft. But a
man might in some cases acquire by Usucapio the

ownership of a thing which he knew to be not his

own : os if a man had possession of a thing be-

longing to the hereditas, of which the beret bad
never acquired tho possession, provided it was a
thing that could be an object of Usucapio. This
species of possessio and usucapio w'as called Pro
herede: and even things immovable {quae tola

continentur) could be thus acquired by one year's

usucapio. Thereason was this: the Twelve Tables

4 1 2
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doclnrcd that the ownership of res soli could l>e

acquired hy usuc;ipio in two years, and all other

things in one year: now os the bereditas was not

a res soli it mast be included in the ** other things,**

nnd it u*us further determined that the sevrmi

things which made up the hereditas must follow

the rule as to the her^itas
;
and though the rule

ns to the hereditas was changed, it continued ns to

all the things comprised in it. (Seneca, lie lienff. i

tL 5.) The reason of this ** imjwoba possessio et usu-
|

capio,**says Gaius, u-nsthat the heres might be in-

duced the sooner to take possession of the heredims,

and that there might be somebody to discharge the

sacra, which in ancient times {^iiVu iemjMriltus) were

very strictly observed
;
and also that there might

W somebody against whom the creditors might

make their demands. This kind of Possessio and
;

I*»ticapin was called LueratiTa. In the rime of

Gaius it had ceased to exist, fora Senatusconsultum

of Hadrian's rime enabled the heres to recover that

which had been acquired by Uincapio, just as if

there bad been no Usuo^to
;
but in tbe case of a

liercs necessarius, the old rule still remained.

(ffniuB, ii. 52—58 ; Cic. Tvp. 6 ; Plin. Ep. v, 1.)

Gaius mentions a mode of acquisition under the

name of Usureceprio. If a man manciuted a

thing to a friend or transferred it by the In Jure

Ceasio, simply in order that the thing might be in

his friend's safe keeping (^acsoe aausa/ tpuyi

tuUu$ nostras re$ apud eum esseaf), ho had always

a capacity for recovering it, lu order to recover

immediately the Quiritorian ownership of the thing,

Uemancipatio was necessary ; but if the thing a*as

transferred to him by traditio, the Kemancipntio

was completed by Usucapio, or as it is here c^led

by Usurcceptio : for Usureceptio differs in no re-

spi'Ct from Usucapio, except that the person who
acquires the Quiritarian ownership by Usus, in the

one case acquires (w/wf), in the other nsncquircs

(rcfipii) tbe thing. In the case of a pignorated

thing, the debtor's capacity to recover by Usure-

ceptio was the same as iq tbe case of Fiducia as

soon os he had paid his debt to the creditor: and
oven if be had not paid the money and had ob-

tained poeseision of tbe thing neither by hiring it

from the creditor, nor precario, he hod a lucrativa

usucapio, which was a usureceptio and was pro-

bably formed from analogy to the lucrativa usu-

capio pro berede.

Servitutos praediorum rusticorum were estab-

lished, at least According to the old law, by Man-
cipatio: the right to the Servitutes could only l>e

properly extinguished by a Remancipatio. If the

Serritus was extinguished - by mere agreement,

there most be a usureceptio on the part of the

ow'ner of the servient tenement in order to com-
plete its legal release from the Serritus. In order

that the possession of the libertas of the servient

land might be enjoyed uninterruptedly for tn'o

years, there must for the same time a total ab-

stinence from all exercise of the right on the part

of him who bad the servitns. Subsequently, it

was considered sufficient if the person entitled to

the Senitiu did not exercise his right for two
years:

When usucapio was established as a memts of

giving the Quiritarian ownership to him who bad
acquired a thing In bonis, the form of mancipatio
must have gradually lost its importance, and Usu-
capio came to be viewed as a mode of acquisition.

Accordingly, it has been already obsorved, it bc-
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came applicable to all cises of bona fide possession,

whether the thing was a Res Mancipi or not
Funncrly if a will had been mode in due form ex-

cept OB to Mancipation and Nuncupation, the hen's

nriiuirrd the hercnlitas by Usucapio ; but with the

introduction of the Praetorian Testament [Tbsta-
uxntum] and the Donorum PoeseMio,the Bonorum
Possessor obtained the right to actiones fictitiac or

utiles in all cases where the deceased had a right

of action, and he acquired by Usucapio the Quiri-

tarian ownership of the several things which were
included in the hereditas. In course of rime it come
to be considered by the jurists as a rule of law that

there could be no Usucapio of an hereditas. (Gaius,

ii 54.) In like manner in the case of Servitutes

established by contract, the introduction of the

Actio Publiciana rendered the doctrine of Usucapin
unnecessary, and a Scribonu Lex is menliomxl
which repealed all Usucapio of Servitutes. (Dig.

4l. tit 3. I. 4. § 29.) But this Lex only applied

to the establishment of sen'itutes l it did not affect

that Usucapio by which the freedom of a servient

[

liece of land was effected. It became a maxim of

aw ; servitutes pmedlorum nuticorum non utendo
amittuntur, which, viewed with respect to the ser-

vient land, was a Usureceptio. In this sense

usurpata recipitur ** seems to be used in a passage

of Paulus {S. /?. i rit 17. 8. 2). ** Usuipari ** is

commonly used in the sense of ** uti," and in this

passage of Paulus ** usurpata recipitur** seems
equivalent to ** usu recipitur ;

** though this is not

the meaning that has usually been given to this

passage.

In the case of marriage also Usucapio fell into

disuse (Gaius, i. 111).

But in other respects usucapio subsisted. He
who had acquired a Res Mancipi by tradition, had
DOW a Praetorian oamership, and he had a right of

action in respect of this ownership, which was
analogous to the Rci Vindicatio. But Usucapio
was still necessary to give him Quiritarian owner-
ship and its consequent advantages. The distinc-

tion between Res Mancipi and Nec Mancipi ex-

isted, and as a consequence the Testaroentum per

aes et libram subsisted at the same rime with the

Praetorian Testament.

When finally all distinction was abolished be-

tween Res Mancipi and Nec Mancipi, and the

ownership of all things could be acquired by Tra-
ditio and Occupatio, that kind of Usucapio ceased

by which A thing In bonis became a man's Ex
Jure Qairitium. All Usucapio was now tbe same,

and its general definition becamo **adjecrio do-

minii per coiitumationem poescssionis temporis h'go

definitL** (Dig. 41 . tit. 3. s. 2, D« Ugurpationil/Hs

rt (/fMapiond/tu.) By a constitution of Justinian

(Inst 2. rit 6, Dc Usucapionibas ct longi temporis

possessionibus) it was enacted that there might be

usucapion of Res Mobiles in three years, and of

Res Immobiles ** per longi temporis possessionem,*'

which is explained to be ten years ** inter prac-

sentes,** and twenty years “inter nbsentes ;** and
this applied to the whole Roman Empire, so that

ownership of all things could be acquit on these

terms within tbe whole Roman empire ; but the

conditions of ** justns titulus,** “ bona fides,'* and
the capability of the tiring to be an object of usu-

capion were still required. The absence of a justiis

titulus or the fact of the thing being not capable

of usucapion, did not deprive the possessor of the

title by usucapion, but a possession of thirty, or

Googl
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in some cases, forty years was required. From
this time the terms Usucapio and Lon^ temporis

praescriptio, were used indilfcrcntly, os some writers

suppose, though on this point there is not uniformity

of opinion.

(Kngclbach, UeUr die Usucapion zur zeit der

Ztcolf Tafeln^ Marburg 1828 ;
MUhlenbruch,

Doctrin. Pandect. § 261, &c. ;
Utber die Usucajno,

pro herede von Arndts, Rhein. Mus. fur Jurisjyru-

denx, vol. ii. p. 125 ; Puchta, Inst. ii. § 289.) [G. L.]

USURAE. [Fbnus, p. 526, b.]

USURPA'TIO. One sense of this word is

Usucapionis interruptio," (Dig. 41. tit 3. s. 2.)

Appius Claudius, not the Decemvir, but he who
made the Appia Via and brought the Aqua Claudia

to Rome, i^Tote a book De Osurpationibus, which

was not extant in the time*of Pomponius. (Dig. 1.

tit 2. s. 36.) In some cases ^usurpatio'* means
the preservation of a right by the exercise of it, as

“jus usurpatum,’’ in the case of a Serv’itus aquae
ducendoe

; and this nearly agrees with that sense

of Ustirpore which is equivalent to Uti. [Usu-
capio,] As to the passage in Gcllius, iii. 2, sec

ifavigny. System^ &c. iv. 365. [G. L.]

USUS. [Matrimonium, p. 741.]

USUS. [USUSFRI’CTUS.]

USUSFRUCTUS and USUS were Personal

Servitutes. [Skrvitutbs.] (Dig. 8. tit 1. s. 1.)

Ususfnictus is defined to be “jus alienis rebus

utendi fruendi salva rcrura substantia.” (Dig. 7.

tit 1. s. 1.) Accordingly Ususfnictus comprehended

the “jus utendi” and the “jus fruendi.” Usus

comprehended only the “jus utendi.” The com-

plete distinction ^tween Ususfnictus and Usus
will only appear from a statement of what each is.

A ususfnictus was the right to the enjoyment of

the fruits of a thing by one person, while the

ownership (proprietas) belonged to another. It

could bo established by Testament, which was the

common case, as when the Heres was required to

give to another the ususfnictus of a thing
;
and it

could also bo established by contract between the

owner of a thing and him who contracted for the

Ususfnictus. lie who hod the Ususfnictus was

Usiisfructuarins or Fructuarius, and the object of

the Ususfnictus was Res Fructuaria. The utmost

limit of Ususfmctus and Usus was the life of the

person who had the right. Thus the Ususfnictus

and Usus were generally life estates
;
but not more.

(Dig. 45. tit 1. s. 38. § 12.)

There might bo Ususfnictus both in Praedia

Rustica and Urbana, in slaves, beasts of burden

and other things
;
and a Ususfructus of a whole

property (omnium bonorum) might be given
;
or

of sonic aliquot part (Dig. 32. tit 2. s. 37, 43.)

If the Ususfnictus of a thing was bequeathed to

a person, all the “ fhictus ” of the thing belonged

to the Fructuarius during the time of his enjoy-

ment Consequently if the Ususfructus of a piece

of land was given to him, he was intitlcd to collect

and have for his own all the fructus that were al-

ready on the land, and all that were produced on

it during the time of his enjoyment But as he

only acquired the ownership of the fructus by col-

lecting them (perceptio), he was not intitlcd to

fructus, which existed on the land at the time

when his right ended, and which he had not col-

lected; quidquid in fundo nascitur, vel qiiidquid

iiide percipitiir, ad fructiiarium pertinet (Dig. 7.

tit 1. s. 59. § 1 ; tit 4. s. 13.)

He was bound not to injure the land, and he
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was bound to cultivate it properly. As to quarries

and mines, he could work them for his benefit, if he
worked them properly (quasi bonus paierfamUius).
If after the bequest of the ususfructus, minonils
were found on the land, he could work them. He
could be compelled to plant new trees in the place
of those which died, and generally to keep the land
in good condition. If the ususfnictus was of oedes,
the fructuarius was intitled to all the rents and
profits which he received during the time of his

enjojment. He could bo compelled to keep a
house in repair, but it seems to be doubtful how
far he was bound to rebuild the house if it fell

down from decay : at any rate he was liable for all

moderate and reasonable expenses which were ne-
cessary for the maintenance of the property.

The Fructuarius could not alienate the right to

the ususfructus, though he might give to another
the usus of his right ; and he might surrender tho
right to the Ususfructus to the owner of the thing.

Ho could not subject the thing to servitutes
;
nor

could the ovvner do this even with the consent of
the fructuarius. The Fructuarius could make such
changes or alterations in the thing as would im-
prove it, but not such as would in any w'ay dete-

riorate the thing, or even render the maintenance
of it a greater burden. Consequently he had
greater power over cultivated land than over houses
or pleasure-grounds, for a part of the value of
houses or pleasure-grounds and things of the like

kind consists in opinion, and must be measured by
the rank, wealth, and peculiar disposition of tho
owner.

The fructuarius could maintain or defend his

rights by action and by interdicts. On tho com-
pletion of the time of the Ustisfnictus, the thing
was to be restored to the owner, who could gene-
rally require securities from the fnictuarius both
for the proper use of the thing and for its restora-

tion in due time. This security was in some cases

dispensed with by positive enactments, and in

other cases by agreement ; but it could not be dis-

pensed with by testament

Originally there could be no Ususfructus in

things unless they were things corporeal and such
as could bo restored entire, when the time of

Ususfructus had expired. But by a Senatnscou-

sultuin of uncertain date, there might be quasi

ususfructus of things which were consumed in tho

use, and in this case the fructuarius in fact became
the owner of the things, but was bound to give

security that he would either restore as much in

quantity and value as he had received, or the value

of the things in money. (Dig. 7. tit. 5. s. 7 ; and
compare Randall v. Russell, 3 Mcr. 190.) It is

generally supposed that this Senatusconsultum was
passed in the time of Augustus, and a passage of

Cicero (Tbp. 3) is alleged to show that it did not

exist in the time of Cicero : “Non debet ea mnlier,

cui vir bonorum suorum usumfructum legavit, cellis

vinariis et oleoriis plenis rclictis, putare id ad sc

pertinere. Usus enim non abusus legntur.” The
only difficulty is in the w'ords “ id ad sc pertinere,”

which are usually translated “these things, (the

ccllae vinariae, Ac.) are not objects of Ususfructus,”

from which it is inferred that there was at that

time no Ususfructus in things which were con-

sumed in the Use. But if this is the sense, tho

words which follow, “ for tho usus, not the abusus

( pow'cr to consume) is the object of the legacy,”

have no clear meaning. These words simplv sig-

4 I 3
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nify thftt a U«us u giren, not an Abofui

; but

tbia does not prove that an abuiui could not be

given. Fuchta abowa that the phraae rea pertinet

ad uaufructnariom,** which exactly correaponda to

the phreae in Cicero, doea not mean ** that the

thing ia an object of naoafnictuB,*' but that **
it be-

longs to the fl^tnariaa.*' In the Digest <7. tit 1.

a. 68) the question ia, whether the young child of

a female slave belong to the fnictuarios (an partus

ad fructuarium pertmeat), and it ia answered in

the negative, with the following explanation : **nee

uaumfructom in eo fmetuarioa habebit” The pas-

sage of Cicero therefore will mean, that wine and
oil in the testator's possession are not given to her

by a bequest of the uaoafructua of his property,

for it ia nans, that is, the enjo
3
rment of the ratnre

fhiita, which ia given, and not “ abuiua " or the

power to consume fruits which already exist In

other words the testator gives the woman a Usua-

fructua in all hia property, that is a right to gather

the fhiita, but he docs not give the wine and oil,

which are fruits already gathered, to the woman
to be her property as if she hod gathered them

j

during her Usnsfructna. Puchta contends that
** abusna " does not necessarily signify that there

could bo ^^abutus" only in the case of things

^quae uau consumuntur : " he says that in the

place of wine and oil Cicero might bare given the

young of animals, as an example without altering

his expression. If this interpretation ia correct,

Puchta contends that the Senatusconsoltum as

to Quasi nsQsfhictas is older than the time of

Cicero.

Usus is defined (Dig. 7. tit. 8. s. 2) by the

negation of ^frui:** ^'cui usus relictus est, nti

potest, froi rero non potest" Tho title of the

Digest above referred to is ^De Usn et habitntione,"

and the instances given under that title moiuly

refer to the use of a house or part of a house. Ac-
cordingly the usus of a house might be bequeathed

without the fructus (Dig. 7. tit 8. s.18): it has

been already explained what is the extent of the

meaning of Ususfhictus of a house. The usus of

a thing implies the power of using it either for ne-

cessary purposes or purposes of pleasure. The man
who was intitled to the usus could not give the thing

to another to use, though a man who had the usus

of a house could allow another to lodge with him.

A man who had the usus of on estate could take

wood for daily use, and could enjoy the orchard,

the fruit, flowers and water, provided he used them
in moderation, or as it is expressed " non usque ad
compendium, sed od usum scilicet non abusum."
If the usns of cattle ( peeut) was left, the utuarius

u*as intitled to a moderate allowance of milk. If

the usus of a herd of oxen was bequeathed to a
man, he could use tho oxoi for ploughing and for

all purposes for which oxen ore adapted. If the

usus was of things which were consumed in the

use, then the usus u’aa the same as Ususfnictus.

(Dig. 7. tiL 5. s. 5. 1 2 ; s. 10. § 1.) Usus was in

its nature indivisible, and accordingly part of a
Usus could not be given os a legacy, though per-

sons might have the fructus of a thing in common.
(Dig. 7. tit 8. B. 19.) As to his duties the usu-

orius was in most respects like the fnictuarios. In
some cases Usus is equivalent to Ususfnictus, as

where there can be no uns of a thing without a
taking of the Fructus. As to Usus in the English
system, see Slanning v. Style, 3 P. Wms. p. 333,
and Hyde v. Farratt, 1 P. Wms. p. I.

XENELASIA.
(Inst Z tit 4 ; Dig. 7. tit 1, Ac. ; Frag. Vat

de Ufu/htetu; Muhlcnbruch, Doti, Paitdeet § 284,
Ac. ;

(Jriter da* alter de* QuantuuMfrmchu., Von
Puchta, Rhetn. Muteum /ur Juri^tritdenx^ vol. iii.

p. 82.) [G. L.]

UTERINI. [COONATL]
UTI POSSIDETIS. [Intkrdictum.]
UTILIS ACTIO. [Actio, p, 10, a.]

UTRES. [ViNUM, p. 1203, b.]

UTRICULA'RIUS. [Tibia.]

UTRUBI. f Intbroictum.]
VULCANA'MA,r festival celebrated nt Rome

in honour of Vulcan, on the 23d of August (x.

Calend. Sepi.) with games in the circus Flauiinius,

where the god had a temple. (Inscript op. Omter.
IxL 3, cxxxiv.

;
Publ. Viet de regionib. f*r6. V7o-

moe, .9.) The sacrifice on this occasion consisted

of fishes which the people threw into the fire.

(Varro, de Ung. Lot tl 20.) It was also ens-

tomor}' on this day to commence working by candle-

light, which- was probably considered as an auspi-

cious beginning of tho use of fire, os the day was
sacred to the god of this element (Plin. .E/nsf.

iii. 5.) It was on the day of this festiv-al that the
consul Q. Fulvius Kobilior received a severe de-

feat from the CcUibcrions, B. a 153. It becamo
on atcr dies in consequence. (Appian, Hirp,

45.) [L.S.]
VULGA'RES. [Srrvus, p. 104l,h.]
UXOR- [Matrimonium, p. 740, b.J

UXO'RIUM. [AB8 UXORILM.]

X.

XENA'GI (^tvayol). The Spartans, ns licing

the head of that Peloponnesian and Dorian league,

which was formed to secure the independence of tho

Greek states, had the sole command of the con-

federate troops in time of war, ordered the quotas

which each state was to furnish, and appointi*d

officers of their own to command them. Such
officers were called (cvoyol. The generals whom
the allies sent with their troops were subordinate

to these Spartan (erayol, though they attended the

council of war, as representatives of their respec-

tive countries, (Thucyd. ii. 7, 10, 75, v. 54;
Xenoph. Hell. iii. 5. § 7% Jgeeil. ii. 10.) After

the peace of Antalcidas, the league was still more
firmly established, though Argos refused to join

it ; and the Spartans were rigorous in exacting the

required military scrvicei, demanding levies by the

(TKyrdAq, and sending out to collect them.

(Xenoph. Hell r. 2. §§ 7, 37, vi. 3. § 7; Wacbs-
muth. Hell. AUerih. vol. i. pt ii. pp. 1 14, 24l, 1st

cd.j ^homann.Aw/.jiir./VA.G'r. p.426.) [C.U.K.]
XKNELA'SIA ((vi^Aoola), The Lacedae-

monians appear in very early times, before tho

legislation of Lycuigus, to have been averse to in-

tercourse with foreigners ((^>t>«ri dxpAr/iiirroi,

Herod. L 65). This disposition was encouraged

by the lawgiver, who made an ordinance forbidding

strangers to reside at Sparta, without special per-

mission, and empowering the magistrate to expel

from the city any stranger who misconducted him-
self, or set an example injurious to public morals.

Such jurisdiction was exorcised by the Ephori.

Thucydides (il 39) makes Pericles reproach the

Lacedaemonians with this practice, as if its object

wore to prevent foreigners frv>m becoming acquainted

with such institutions and atcani of defence os would
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be dangerous 'for an enemy to know. The intention

of Lyctirgus, more probably, was to preserve the

national chametor of his countrymen, and prevent

their being corrupU'd by foreign mouners and vices

(as Xenophon says), Sirwr ^Utovpyias ol woKtrai

dwh r&v \tywy ^fiviirKaiyro. {De Jiep. Laced, xiv.

4 j
compare PluL Lycuiy. 27.) With the same

view the Spartans were themselves forbidden to

go abroad without leave of the magistrate. Both
these rules, as well os the feelings of the people

on the subject, were much relaxed in later times

when foreign rule and supremacy became the ob>

joct of Spartan ambition. Even at an earlier

]>eriod we find that the Spartans knew how to ob>

son*e the laws of hospitality upon fit and proper

occasions, such as public festivals, the reception

of amliassadora, dec. (Xenoph. Afem. i. 2. § Gl.)

They worshipp^ a Z«i»s ^^yiot and ’A$aya {sWo.

(Pausan. iii. 1. § 111.) The connection, called

by the Greeks was cultivated at Sparta

iKith by the* state and by individuals
\
of which

their connection with tiie Pcisistratidae is an ex*

ample
;
and also that of a S{«rtan &mity with

the faniily of Alcibiades. (Thucyd. v. 43, vi. 89,

viii. 6 ;
Herod, v, 91 ;

compare vi. 57.) [llusPi-

TiUM.j Many illustrious men are reported to

have resided at Sparui with honour, as Terpandrr,

Thcognis, and others. (Schdnuuin, Ant.Jur. PuU.
<Jr. p. 142.) Xenophon was highly esteemed by
the nation, and made Spartan irp6^tyos. (Sec

further on the subject of the (epftAcun'a, Thucyd. i.

144, with QoeIler*s notes ; Aristoph. Ares^ 1*0)3

;

llnrpocr. $.v. Kol yip rh prtitya.) [C. R. K.]

XE NIAS GRAPHE ((eWar , This

was a prosecution at Athens for unlawfully usurping

the rights of citizenship. As no man could be an

Athenian citizen, except by birth or creation

(ytyti or wor^o’ei), if one, having neither of those

titles, assumed to act as a citizen, either by taking

part in the popular assembly, or by sen’lng any
nifice, judicial or magisterial, or by attending cer-

tain fcstiv'als, or doing any other act which none

but a citizen was privileged to do, ho was liable to

a ypatp^ (cplar, which any citizen might institute

against him. (Demosth. e. TimoiA. 1204.) Or
he might be proceeded against by (icrayyeAia.

(Schbniann, de Comit. p. 187.) If condemned,

his property and person were forfeited to the state,

and he was forthwith to be sold for a slave. (De-

mosth. Kpift. i. 1481.) The judgment however
W'as arrested, if be brought a tiitri ^(viofiaprvpi&y

against the witnesses who had procured his convic-

tion, and convicted them of giving false testimony.

During such proceeding be was kept in safe custody

to abide the event. [Martyru.] When a person

tried on this charge was acquitted by means of

fraudulent collusim with the prosecutor or wit-

nesses, or by any species of bribery, he was liable

to be indicted afresh by a ypatp^ Swpo^fWar, the

prrKcedings in which, and the penalty, were the

same as in the ypatp-fj ^tvlas. The jurisdiction in

these matters belonged, in the time of Demosthenes,

to tliQ Tbesmothetae, but anciently, at least in the

time of Lysias, to the Nautodicae. (llarpocr. s. t*.

riapdd’Tcum, NairroSUm
; Hosreh. and

Suidas, t. V. H«riss NavToS^fr<u ; Pollux, viii.

40. 126; Meier, Proe. pp. 83, 347,761.)

In order to prevent fraudulent enrolment in the

register of the or Aij(iopxMf^ ypetfifioTuov^

which was important evidence of citizenship, the

b'tjp6Teu themselves were at liberty to revise their
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register, and expunge the names of those who had
het-n improperly admitted. From their decision
there was an appeal to a court of justice, upon
which the question to be tried was much the same
as in the yptufAj (fWas, and the appellant, if ho
obtained a verdict, was restored to the register

;

but if Judgment was given against him, was sold
for a slave. [Dxmua.] (Harpocr. $. v.

Schomann, de Comit p. 381.) For on example of
this see the speech of Demosthenes against Eu-
bulides. [C.R.K.]
XENI ({^rot), mercenaries. [Mrrcknarii.]
XENUS, XENIA (^«Wz, ityla). [Ilospi-

TllTM.)

X ESTES ((ftrriji), a Greek measure of capacity,
Iroth fluid and solid, which contained 12 cyathi or
2 cotylae, and was equal to l<6th of the

l-48th of the Roman amp^ra *ptadrantaly and
l*72ud of the Attic amphora m^retet

; or, viewii^
it as a dry measure, it was half the dtomix and
l-9Gth of the medimnv*. It contained very nearly

a pint English.

It is thought desirable to add here a few words
to the remarks made under Minrura, Pondrra,
and QrADRANTAL, respecting the connection be-
tween the Greek and ^man measures of weight
and capacity, according to the views of Biickh.

At this point the Roman and Attic systems of

measures coincide ; for, though the (sorijr may
perhaps have varied in dilTerent states of Greece,
there is no doubt that the Attic was iden*

ticnl, both in name and in value, with the Roman
tfjdariue : in fact the word seems to bo
onl^* an Hellenic form of eejiarine. Also the Attic

Xooz was equal to the Roman con«7i«s, for the
was tne sixth of the former, and the sex-

tarius the sixth of the latter. Further, the Attic
metretci or amphora contained 12 x®^^ »nd the Ro-
man amphora contained 8 conffii

;

giving for the

ratio of the former to the latter 3 : 2 or : 1.

Again, the Attic medimnus was the double of the

Roman amphora, and was to the metretes in the

ratio of 4 : 3 : and the Homan modius was the
sixth of the Attic medimnus^ and the third of the
Roman amphora. Hence the two systems are

connected by the numbers 2 oud 3 and their

multiples.

How and when did this relation arise ? It can-

not be accidental, nor can we suppose that the

Greek system was modelled upon the Roman,
since the former existed long before the Roman
conquest of Greece. We must therefore suppose

that the Roman sii'Stcm was in sonic way adapted

to the Greek. It is a remarkable circumstance

that the uncial system of division, which character-

ised the Roman weights and measures [As
; Un-

cia], is Dot found in the genuine Homan measures
of c.apacity (for the use of the cyaihus as the imcia

of the p>xfanu* appears to have originated with

the Greek physicians in later times): and this is

the more remarkable, as it is adopted in the Greek
system ; the Greek amphora being divided into 12

X®^>4 and the Homan into 8 congii„ instead of 12.

In the Roman foot again, besides the uncial divi-

sion, we have the division into 4 palmi and 16
digiH,, which seems clearly to have Wn borrowed
from the Greek division into 4 waAanrral and 16
SdicrvAoi. It seems therefore highly probable that

the Greek system of measures had a considerable

influence on that of the Romans.
To find the origin of this connection, we mnst

4 I 4
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look from the mcAsurcs to the wei^hU, for both

tT*tcm» were undoubtedly founded on weight

The Roman amphora or quadnuital contained UO

pounds (whether of wine or water does not matter

here), and the con^us 10 pounds. Also the Attic

talent was reckon^ equal to 80 Roman pounds,

and contained 60 minoo. Therefore the Attic

mina had to the Roman pound the ratio of 80 : 60

or 4 : 8.

Now if wc look at the subject historically, wc
hnd all the principal features of the Roman system

in existence as early as the time of Servius Tullius.

Wo must therefore seek for the introduction of

the Greek element before that time. At that early

period Athens does not appear to have bad any

considerable commercial intercourse with Italy,

but other Grecian states had, through the colonics

of Magna Graecia. The Phocaeans at a very early

pt'riod had n traffic with the Tyrrhenians, the

Aoginctans had a colony in Umbria, and Corinth

and her colonies were in intercourse with the

people of Central Italy, besides the traces of Corin-

thian influence upon Rome, which are preserved in

the legend of the Tarquinii. It is therefore to the

Acginetico-Corintbian system of weights and mea-
sures that we must look for the origin of Grecian

influence on the Roman system. Now the half of

the Acginctan mina had to the Roman pound the

ratio of 1 0 : 9 ;
and since the Aegineton mina was

to the Attic as 5 : 3, we get from the comparison

tif these ratios the Attic mina to the Roman pound
as 4 : 3, as above.

(Diickh, A!etroioffi»che L^nlersuchun^n^ xi. §
10.) [P.S.]

XYSTAHCIIUa [Gymnasium, p. 381, b.]

XYSTUS. [Gymnasium, p. 380, b. ;
Hor-

TUS.]

Z.

ZACOUI ((ebropoi). [Abditui.]

ZETE TAE ((rjrriTcU) Inquinfor*^ were extra-

ordinary officers, appointed by the Athenians to

discover the authors of some crime against tlie

slate, and bring them to justice. Public advocates,

ffw^tyopoi or Kariiyopoiy were sometimes directed

to assist them in this duty. Frequently the court

of Areopagus performed the office of inquisitors for

the state, and indeed it was the duty of every ma-
gistrate to assist in procuring information against

olfcnders. (Andoc. de Afyst. 3, 3, 6 ; Dinarch. e.

pp. 90, 97, ed. Steph.) ZijrvTai were more
fnN|ucnily appointed to seaa'h for confiscaU'd pro-

|terty, the goods of condemned criminals and state

debtors
;
to receive and give information against

any persons who concealed, or assisted in conceal-

ing them, and to deliver an inventory of all such
go^s {iwoypd^ty) to the proper authorities. The
delinquent was then prosecuted, cither before the

or it might be before the them-
selves, if their commission extended to the holding

of an riytfiovia iiKatTrripiov. Any person, how-
ever, who thought himself entitled to the goods,

which were the subject of such infomiation, or to

any part of ihcin, might prefer a complaint against

the inquiailor or informer, and petition to have the

goiids nr the {Kirt to which he was cntitlod, nr their

proceeds, rt?siore*d to him. This proceeding was
called [Syndici ; Paracata-
iKtLU.j Iiiijuibitora were also colled Ma(rr^p«r.

ZONA.

On one particular occasion a set of commissioners

called were appointed, to discover the

property of the oligarchs, who were concerned in

overturning the democracy, (llarpocr. s. r. Ztjtv)-

r^s

:

Biickb, PuU. Econ. of Athens^ p. 138, 2d
ed. ; Meier, AtL Proe. pp. 110, 112, .566.) See *

also the speeches of Lysias de Jhn. and dc

Aristojdi, lion. [C. R. K.j
ZEUGPTAE iitvyiroi). [Cbnsus.]
ZONA, dim. ZO'NULA, also called CI'NGU-

LUM Herod. L 213, iv.

9 ; ixlrpa)^ a girdle or xone, worn about the loius

by both sexes. As in the case of some other arti-

cles of dress, the distinction between the male and
female girdle was denoted by the use of a diminu-

tive, or ^wrnfp being more properly a man's,

C^ytov a woman's girdle. (Moeris AtL «. v.) The
finer kinds of girdles were made by netting,

whence the manufacturer of them was called

wAdaor. (Th. Magister, p. 413, ed. Oudendurp ;

iSonaritu.)

The chief use of this article of dress was to

bold up the tunic Callim. LA'aii. 12),

which was more especially requisite to be done
when persons were at work, on a journey, or en •

gaged m bunting. Hence we sec the loins girded

in the woodcuts of the boatman at p. 312, of the

shipbuilders at pp. 98, 141, of the goat herd at

p. 886, of the hunters at p. 989, and of Diana at p.

276, The or fwtrrnp is also represented in

many ancient statues and pictures of men in armour
ns worn round the cuirass. Among the Rom.vis

the Magister Equitum wore a girdle of red leather,

embroidered with needlework, and having iu two
extremities joined by a very splendid and elaborate

gold buckle. [Fibula.] (Lydus, de May. il. 13.)

The girdle, mentioned by Homer (//. iv. 135, v.

339, X. 77, zi. 236), seems to have been a con-

stituent part of the cuirass, serving to histen it by
means of a buckle, and also affording an additional

protection to the body, and having a short kind of

petticoat attached to it, as is shown in the figure

of the Greek warrior in p. 712. In conscqucnco

of the use of the girdle in fastening on the onnunr,

^<»yyv<r$ai or ^«<ro4r^ai meant to arm onc'9‘»rlf

(Horn. II. XL 13), and from tliU circumstanco

Atliene was worshi}>ped under the character Zw-
(TTi}pia. (Pans. ix. 17. § 2.) The woodcuts at

pp. 712, 834 show that the ancient cuirass did not

descend low enough to secure that port of the

body, which was covered by the omaincnul kilt

or petticoat To supply this defect was the de*

sipi of the mi/m (>u'rpa), a brazen bolt lined pro-

bably on the inside with leather and stuffed with

wool, which was worn next to the body (Horn.

li. iv. 137, 187, V. 707, 837 j
Schol. w It. iv.

187), so as to cover the lower port of the al>di>-

men. The annexed woodcut shows the oufeide

and inside of the bronze plate of a mitra, one

foot long, which was obtained by Bremdsted

(/Ircmxes q/'Aim, p. 42) in the isLand of Euboea,

and is now presened in the Royal Libraty at

Paris. We observe at one end two holes fur fast

cning the strap which went behind the InhIv,

and at the other end a hook fitted prubiibly to a

ring, which was attached to the strap. A portion

of a similar bronze phite is engraved by Caylus
{Her. d'Ani. v. pi. 96. fig. 1).

Men used their girdles to hold money instead

of a purse. (PlaiiL Mnx. v. 2. 84; GelHus, xv

12; Sueton. Vitell. 16.) The wallet [Pkr.\] vvus

Jglc
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fastened to the girdle ;
and still more frcqnontly

tlie fold of the tunic, formed by tucking it up,

and called irinus, was used as n pocket to carry

whatever was necessary'.

As the girdle was worn to hold up the gar*

ments for the sake of business or of work requiring

despatch, so it was loosened and the tunic was
allowed to fall down to the feet to indicate the

opposite condition, and more especially in preparing

to perform a sacrifice (rcste recincla^ Virg. Acn. iv.

.•i 1 ij
; Ovid, Mci. vii. 1 82), or funeral rites (dtscincii,

tJucton. 100; incittciae, Tibull. iii. 2. 18).

A girdle was worn by young women, even w'hcn

their tunic was not girt up, and removed on the

day of marriage, and therefore called Cumj iropOe-

PiKi], (Jacobs, Anthoi. ii. p. 873 ;
irapOtvov n\rfn\v,

Urunck, AnaL iii. 29.0; Sen. OeA, ii. 3. 17; Horn.

Oil. V. 231 ;
Longus, i. 2 ; Ovid. Epist. Ihr. ii.

1 IG, ix. CO, Kestus, s. r. Cinyuhtm ; Catull. ii. 13,

Ixiv. 28.) The Flora in the museum at Naples
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(sec the annexed woodcut) shows the appearance
of the girdle as woni by young women.

A horse’s girth, used to fasten on the saddle
[EriiiPPiu.u], was called by the same names, and
was sometimes made of rich materials, and em-
broidered in the most elaborate manner. (Ovid.
Item. Am, 230; Claud. Epig. 34, 30.) These
t<‘mi8, zona and cingulum, were also used to sig-

nify the five zones ns understood by geographers
and astronomers. (Virg. Georg, i. 233; Plin. //.,V.

ii. 08 ;
Macrob. tSom. ,Scip. ii.) [J. Y.]

ZO'PHORUS {^o><p6pos or Sid^wpa), the frieze

of an entablature. (^*e Coi.UM.VA, p. 324, a, and
the woodcuts.) [P-S.J

TABLES OF GREEK AND ROMAN MEASURES, WEIGHTS, AND MONEY.

T.Uil.K

1.

Greek Me;isures of Length.

(1) Smaller Measures.

1

1.

Uonian Me.'isures of Length.

(1 )
Smaller Measurt^8.

III. Greek Measures of Length.

(2) Land and Itineniry.

IV. Roman Measures of Length.

(2) I^uid and Itineniry.

V. Greek Measures of Surface.

VI. Koimui Meiisiires of Surfiice.

VII. Greek Measures of Capacity.

(1) Liquid Measures.

VIII. Roman Measures of Capacity.

(1) Liquid Measures.

IX. Greek Mciisures of Capjicity.

(2) Dry Measures.

X. Roman Measures of Capacity',

(2) Dry Measures.

X I. Greek Weights.

XII, Greek Money.
XIII. Roman Weights.

(1) The A.S iuid its Uncial Divisions.

•XIW Roman Weights.

(2) Subdivisions of the Uncia.

XV. Roman Money. (1) Reforo Augustus.

X V 1. Roman Money. (2) Alter Augustus.

In the constniction of these Tables, the same
authorities have been used os tho.se referred to in

the articles in the body of the work. Particu-

lar acknowledgment is due of the assistance which
has been derived from the Tables of Hussey and
Wunn. The last two Tables (of Greek and Roman
money) have been taken w'ithout alteration from

Mr. Hussey’s, because they were thought incapable

of improvement, except one addition in the Table
of Attic money. All the calculations, however,

have been made de naro, even where the results

ore the same as in Mr. Huss«'y’s Tables.

The Tables arc so arranged os to exhibit the

corresponding Greek and Roman measures in direct

comparison with each other. In some of the Tables

the values are given, not only in our several mea-
sures, but also in decimals of a primary unit, fur

the purpose of facilitating calculations. In others,

approximate values are given, that is, values which

dilTer from the true ones by some small fniction,

and which, from their simplicity, will perhaps be

found fiir more useful for ordinary purposes thiui

the precise quantities, while the error, in each ctise,

can easily lie corrected. Fitllcr information will

lie found under Mkn.suka, Nt'MMUS, Pondkiia,

and the siK'cific names. [P*^*]
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(2)

NOTES

TO

TABLE

II.

•

It

is

not

thought

necessary

to

give

the

whole

scale

of

the

Uncial

divisions

of

the

foot.

They

can

easily

be

calculated

from

the

Uncio.

N.

B.

—

Afiproxinutc

ralues.

The

Homan

Uncia,

iVs,

and

Cubitus

only

fall

short

of

our

Jne/i,

Footf

and

Foot

and

a

half,

by

les-s

than

1-lOth,

4-lOths,

and

6«10tlis

of

an

inch

respectively.
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exhibited

in

the

Table,

some

of

which

are

only

approximate;

namely,

1

Degree=75

Homan

miless600

Greek

Stadia,

and

1

Greek

toot

=

12'135

inches,

true

value

of

a

degree

in

English

miles

is

69|lfs

69*01

96,

and

the

ditrerence

is

only

about

7*100ths

of

a

mile.

(2)

NOTES

TO

TABLE

IV.

*

See

Actus

and

Mensusa.

t

Note

to

Table

III.

N,

B.

—

The

Roman

mile

only

differs

from

the

English

by

less

than

i-lOth.
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N.

D.

It

is

worth

while

to

notice

how

the

decimal

and

duodecimal

systems

are

combined

in

the

above

scale,

and

also

in

the

measures

of

length.
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*

ThU

was

the

square

of

the

standard

IO»foot

measuring-rod.

t
llie

to

which

this

Uneia

and

the

above

Serupuhtm

belong

is

the

Jugtrttm.

The

other

uncial

divisions

of

the

Jugtrwn

may

easily

be

calculated

from

the

Vnein*

'I'he

SemiuU

is,

of

course,

the

Actu»

Quadrattu,

(f.
e.

almost

5-8ths

of

an

acre.

§1
.

1,

almost

an

acre

and

a

quarter.

Qi.
e.

almost

500

acres.
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*

At

the

Sext^riuM

differs

from

the

English

pint

by

only

N2>1th

part

of

the

latter,

it

still

be

found

useful,

in

ordinary

rough

calculations,

to

take

it

at

exactly

a

pint,

and

so

with

the

other

measures

in

this

table.

'Hie

rusultr.

tiius

obtained

may

be

correctctl

by

subtracting

from

each

of

them

its

l-2^th

part.

N,

B.

—

'fhe

Aegiuetan

measures

of

capacity

may

be

easily

calculated

from

these,

according

to

the

ratio

given

under

QranaANT
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•

See

the

Note

to

Tabic

VII.

f

According

to

the

uncial

division,

tbe

Scetarius

was

the

/4s*

and

the

Cyaihus

the

Uneia,
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o

Sec

the

Note

to

Tabic

Vil.

t
^

quart.

|
Or

one

bushel

and

a

hal£

N.

B.

—

llespMting

the

A^netan

Measures,

see

the

Kote

to

Table

VII.
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TABZ.S XI.

GRECIAN WEIGHTS.

!• Katioa of Use Uiree oliief Syatoma.

Acginet.m : Kuboic or old Attic - .
: : £ : £

Aegiuetan : Solonian or later Attic* - . : : 5 : 3

Euboic : Solonuin .... .
: : l.iaj : too

or : : 100 : 72
or : ; 25 : 18

I The Acgineian Talent «= 6000 Aegiuetan Drachmae = 7*200 Euboic sss 10,000 Solonian I

Euboic „ B 5000 „ = 6000 „ « 8333J „
Solonian* „ = 3(100 „ = 4.120 „ 6000 „

• AI«> calM the Aitic Silvtr TaUni. When Attic weights are spoken of without any further dis-

tinction, these are generally intended.

2. Aerlnetan Welfftats*
Il>. oz. lb. f»Z. grs.

1

Ob4>l {’OfoArfr) - . w 18'472j 20

1

(i
1
Drarlitna (^kpaxM'h) - - . - »

fiOO
1

1 UO Mina (Mm) - 1 9 145-83it »*

1 .iiiiii
1

iimiii
1
Talent (TdAoi^ov) - !IS •• I bo

* In this and the other tables the English weights used arc those of the avoirdupois scale ns ftxrd

by statute ; namely, the grain » the Troy grain, the ounce es 437^ grains, the pound ss Ih ouuc<‘S s
7<H»0 gniins. f Or ^ of an o*.

3* Babolo or Ante Oomiuerclal Welffhta.*
/vJwW A}>j»rorirnuip.

\

lb. OZ. Ib. oz. tfrs.

Oh<>I - - - - - n »» 15'.193i4 n »
(> Drachma - - - n « 92-3fillj 934

600 loo Mina - - 1 6 48-61 1* *»mmm £000 60
i
Talent - 79 2 291-6,34. 80 « -

* See pp. 933, !>., 934, a. It is here assumed that the Attic commcrcud mina was exactly l3Rf
silver dnichinoe, not 1 3H, as stated in the decree. The difference is not quite half a grain in the drachma.

fi, AtUo Commerolel Weiflita inoreaaed.*

JCjuet. ! Apprv^mate.

lb. oz. grs.

1

02.

1 Mina= 150 Drachmae (silver) ... 1 6 ' H w *

5 Minacs 6 Minne (commercial) +7 14 29I-6J
1 u » »

1 Talent =r 6,^ Minae feomnierrial) ... HB-Hi 14.5-84 90

* See p. 934, a.

f Here, as in the preceding table, the commercial inina is taken as equal to I33| drachmae, not 138.

S. AtUe Silver Welcbts*
J'Sjruri. Apjirorimatf.

lb. or. grs. lb. OZ. gr*.

Ob.l - - - - - » « ii-oa3.'4^ » 12

6 Drachma - - - -
**

££•£• n HI
600 loo Mina - - • 1£ 87 £t 1 »*

36.000 6000 60
1
Talent - - £7 Kl JJ

* This value is, if any thing, too small. Biickh makes it 67*4. Respecting other scales of weight,

?e Po.NOBHA. t Or ^ of an oc.
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This

oaly

differ*

from

tlie

ounce

nvoirdupoit

by

len

than

[T

grains.
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For

tbe

subdittiiouf

of

the

gold

money,

tee

Aorum.
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The numerals mdienle the pages, and the Utters a and h thefirst and second cohtmne reepeelitefy.

A.

*A6ai(lffK0t, a.

^A€a4 , I, a ; 904^ a.

*Aya\fia, 1060, a
;
1062, b.

*Aya^iov ypa/p^, 735, b.

*Ayadoepyol, 28, b«

\Ayyapiia,^ b.

'^Ayyapos,^ b.

*Ayyo9hmj, 633, b.

•A^iAooTOi, 28, b,

*Ay(\dT7fs, 28, b.

*Ay4\rj,^ h,

*Ayjina, 2^ a.

*Ayvrfis, 242. a,

'Ayrrr^etot', 242. a.

*AyrjT6pia, 242, a.

*Ayi}T«fip, 103, a.

’AyKoiva, 790, b.

*A7<tyA»j, 366, a j 5H8, b.

*Aynupa, 791, a.

*Ayvirris, 513, b.

*Ayopd, ^ a.

„ TvveuKcla, 3^ a.

„ sr\h9ovoa, 35, b ; 304, a
j

408, b.

*Ayopav6fWs, ^ a ; 36, b.

*A7^t wKit$S^, a^^~br

*AyopcurrhSf^ a.

'Aypcuplov ypoipii, 3^ b.

^Aypa^ot rdfiot, 8U4, b.

*A7p<i^u /MrdAAou ypct^, 37, a.

*Aypidytot, 224, a.

*Aypitivta, 72, a.

*A7/»Mcof, 892, a.

*AypOM6ttet, 72, b
; 623, b.

*Aypor4pas S^ia, 72. b.

''A7yioj, 226, a.

*A7vp^f, 453. b,

*AyvpToi, 7^ a.

*A7xnrT«(a, 594, a
; 595, b.

*AyM^dpXCU, 32, a.

’At^#s, 32 a ; 402, b.

,, drlfirfrot, 1131, b.

„ rlfiy}ToL, 399, b j 1131, b.

*Aye09t(rral, 167, a.

*AycavoliiKai, 3^ a.

*A7»Ko6*Tai, 32, a.

’'A85*{. ''A«»|*», a.

*A8fttt, 14, a
; 79j a.

*A8#A^(5^f, 595, b,

*A5fA^r, 595, b«

*A8f'<nroToi, 592, a.
; 705, a.

ASiWtoi, 17. b,

*A8<^<a, b.

’'A8uto»», 1 105, a.

^Atiraurai, 22. a.

*AfUrtTOif 970, a.

*Au^vyla, 129, a.

*A«t4j, 149TT; ^ b.

*A^T«Mtt. 523, b.

'A^Aijrai, 166, b.

*AB\rjr^pts, 166, b.

*A6\^4rat, 32, a ; 856, a*

Aidjceia, 1^ a.

AlyiaAees, 1153, b.

AiyiKopfts, 1154, a.

Alyt$njrw$f 4oprff, 20, B.

Aiyloxas, 2^ b,

Ahyis, ^"BT
AlyoKlpois, 59, a

;
151. b.

Ati^vtra, 73i~^
AUla, I^, a.

AIkIos tiita, 7^ a.

A1!ki7^,^ a ; 1034, a. i

Alyinds, 225, a.

A^. 149, a.

Alcvpjrhrritt 27, a
, 3^ a.

AlxM'h, 587, Q.

Aixpunp^i, 587, b.

*Axaxra, *Ajcalnj, ^ b.

*AMay6t»di ^uurTlxyi, 903, b.

*AKdreios, 789. a.

*AKdriov, 786, a.
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*Aj(ti6$*roy\ 759, b.

’^AKfitav, 634, b.
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*AKoyirl, 8;^ a.

*Atc6yrioy, 589 , a. .

*AKorrtafi6s, 589. b.

*'Axpa, 139, a.

^AepdriofM, 304, a.

*Ajtpo6ivioy, 433, a.

*AKpoK4paio, 789, b.

*A«p4Ac<o>', 433, a.

*Axp6\i6oi, 451, b f 1063, a.

'AxpowdAti iyyeypofifiiyos, 4r,

37. a.

*AxpSwo\ts, ^ b
;

1 175, a.

'AKpo<rr6?iiO¥f 786, a.

'Atcpo^dmoy, 543, b.

*Ajtpo^i<Ttov, 543, b,

'Ajrpox«pla, 583, a.

*AKfWTrtpia^€ty, ^ a j 995, b.

*AKperrf}pioy, ^ b.

"AiCTta, ^ b.

''Ampos, 971, a.

*A«rwK^, 587, a.

*AK<wr, 589, a.

AKaSdpxyts, 7^ a.

*A\iSaarpoy, 74, a.

*AXd€aerrpos, 74, a.

*AAo8t fiwrrcu, 453, b.

*AAol. 1003. b.

*AAo?a, 74^ a.

'AXahKOfAdyios, 224. a.

*AA^cua, 7^ b.

*AAsiwrat, 75, b,

’AAftvr^ptor, ^ a
j 190, a.

*AA^jr, 22 , b.

'AXta,^ b.

*A?dvh}<ris, 503, a
; 714, a.
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•AAma, 883, b.
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,

478, b.
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;
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*Ap€v\rj, 889, b.

'AipivAis, 889, b.

'ApydSfis, 1 154 , b.

'Apylat ypatpTi, 133, a.

„ vopos, 133, a.

'Ap^ptoy, 808, b.

'Apyvplov iiicri, 133^ b.

*Apyvp7rts yri, 132, b.

*ApyvpoKoiT(7oy, 133, b.

''Apyvpos, 132.

'Apyvpwvrtroi, 1034, b.
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'Apydt, 153, a.

'ApSdKioy, 555, a.

*ApSdyioy, 555, a.

'A^ioB^poy 1 001, a.

*ApSis, 1001, a.

’'Actios, 225, a.

,, ir^^oj, 126, b.

‘'A/>€«r»foT, 345, b.

'ALptdSytiOy 133, b.

'Apiartpoffrirai, 280, a.

*ApiarlySTfy, 127, a.

*ApurrOKpttTia, 134, a,

*AjO/fT*/a, 214, a.

'ApKTtvfty, 214, a.

'ApKTfvtaOat, 214, a.

'A/)/cto», 214, a.

''ApKTOs fitydArt, 147, a.

„ pacpd, 147, a.

Apicrovpos, H9 a.

*ApKT<Hpv\a^, 148, a.

’'ApKvt, 989j b.

"Appoy^ a
;^ b

; 7^ b.

'Ap/idpa^a, 589,
’Appc^, 910, a.

'f^povla, 778, b.

'Apfiovu^y 773, a.

*ApyoKiSy 882, a.

’'Aporpoy, HT^ b.

"Apovpa, 138, a
; 753, b.

'Apxorfh, 586, b.

’ApKayrjs ypa<pi), 586, a.

'Apnraffrdyy 586, b.

’'Apxri, 518, a.

’A^{n)<p6pia, ^37, b.

'A^^rppdpot, 137, b; 871, b,
HOP, a.

'Aprde-n, WL b-

'Aprapdrios, 224, a.

^Aprtpdaia, 138, a.

'Aprtplaioi, 223, a; 224, a;

225, a.

*ApTefuaidy, 224, a *, 225, a.

"ApTia xfpirrd xal^tiy, 863, a.

*Aprid^tiy, 863, a.

'Apricurpds, 863, a.

'Apront6s, 921, a. .

'AproxuAaty 305, b
; 921, b.

‘AproxtiKiSts, 305, b.

'Apriatts, 1204, a.

'Apxnatya, 185, b.

'Apxcupto-lcu, 271, a
;
443, b,

'Apx*7oy, 1 19, a.

’Apx^. 124, a. •

*Apxvy^rr]t, 470, b.

’Apxlafpos, 1 19, a.

’Apxttpt^f, 167, a
;
225, a.

.

’ApxtO^vpos, 389, a ; 1126, a.

*ApX^T'^>tTovia, ^23, a.

*ApX^TtKrovi’cfi, 120, a.

’Apx<T^/tr»v, 1 126, a.

*A/JX”’«A(irr}f, 973, a.

*Afx»>', 121, b
;
124, a.

„ ixd)vvpoi, 123, a.

’Apx‘^»^»».884, b; 1102, b.

*AffdpuyQos, 183, b.

*A<rc$clat ypapft, 142, a.

’Ao-lAAa, 142, b.

'Airydyrris, 674, a.

*A(TKav\ris, H30, b.

'AffKKrixUia, 141, b.

'AffKol, 1203, b.
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'K<TKxXiafffi.6s, 141

,

b,

' KairtZuoy, 787, a.

’AcnriSItrKT}, 787, a.

’AottIj, 297, a.

'Aanricrral, 135, a.

*Aaardpioy, 141, a.

'AoTtpfs ayaOoTotol, 144, b.

„ iwlxoiyot, 144, b.

„ Kcucowuiol, 1 44, b.

'AarpdSrj, 464, a.

'A<TTpdya\os, 143, b ;
1095, a.

’AoTpoTflas ypa<fyft, 144, a.

"'Atrrpoy, rh, b.

"AtTTv\o%, n05, b.

*A(TTwv<l/aoi, 165, a.

’AffwAlo, 165, a.

‘'AavXoy, 165, a.

’At«a«o, 166, a
;

1 103, b.

'Artfxla, 168, a.

''Arifios, 168, b.

‘Ar\ayev(7s, 150, b.

’'AtAoj/tct, 170, a.

*ArpcucTQs, 565, a.

Avivyauos, 225, a.

Ad6f\fnj?, 183, a.

AvAoia, 1 185, a.

AtAfios bvpa, 425, a.

AwA^, 425, a.

AvXrrrpiSes, 1131

,

b.

A^Ads, 779, a; 1130, b.

Av\<piia, 977, a.

A6pa ittp'iKovpos, 892, b.

A\noKpaTopiK6s, 225 , a.

AbroixoAlas ypcupi}, 183, a.

A\n6yop.oi, 183, a.

AuroT(\i)s SIktj, 404, b.

Ainofla, 454, a.

'Afpofiturcu, 366, a.

’'A<p((ns, 610, a. 105^ b.

'A<p^Tod, 592, a ; 705, a
;

1 139, a.

*A<t>*T7)pioy 6pyayoy, 1 138, b.

*A<piitros Tjfifpa, 1090, a.

'AiplSpvfut, 1062, b.

’'A<p\aaroy, 787, a.

‘'A<f>odor, 180, a,

A<pop/xvs Slicri, 102, b.

‘'A(ppaKTos yavs, 784, b.

'AippoSicrta, 102,^
*A<t>poSlffioSf 225, a.

’Ax<H. a.

’AxItwv, 1 1 73, a,

"Aihiipoi, 9^ a.

'Aif/y, 1^ a. *

B.

BaSp6fuos, 224,
Baxrtjpla, 183, b ; 402, b.

Boicx''f^» 1004, b.

BoAai'c(7f>a, 943, b.

BaXayeioy, 183, b.

BoAcu'fdy, 184, b.

Ba^gyoSSKV, 943, b.

BdAayos, 943, b.

BoAdyrioy, 732, b.

BciA^ly, 435, a
}
10d5, b.

BaWicrfioi, 861^ a.

BdpaOpoy, 196, b.

Bdp€troy, -or, 721, a,

Ba<rav«(rral, 1 139, b
Bdffoyos, 1139, a.

BoorlAfta, 198, a.

BeunAeur, 123, a ; 990, a.

BaalKiyya, 121^ a.

BoffiKtot, M6, a,

Beurl\iff<ra, 123, a
; 412, a,

BooKcu'la, 521, b.

BdaKovos 6<p0a\fx6s, 521, b.

Barfip, 1055, b.

Bf§aic6<rrwr SIkt], 201, a.

Be\6yri, 13, b.

B«AoWr, 1^ b.

Bd'SiScuor, 225j a.

BtvSlSfla, 201. a.

BfpoylKt]i $6(TTpuxos, 154, a.

„ x\6Kapos, 154, a.

BrjAdr, 624, b.

Br\pa, 440, b; 577, a; 751, b;
1148, b.

Btalcuy Slmj, 202, a.

Bliatrts, 1006, a.

Bt€\toOiliKr), 202, a.
'

BiSMoy, 703,^
BiSaioi, 203, b.

Bbcor, 2^, a.

B»dr, 126. a.

Bl^poi, 203, b.

tiKT), 203, b
; 513, a.

BAoiWtj, 1007, b.

B\avrux, 1007, b.

Boa$6os, ^4, a.

Bor)Sp6pia, 204, a.

BoriSpofudy, 223, a
; 224, a.

Btnjdoi, 868, a.

Boiotripxyis, -os, 204, a.

BoAlr, 256, b.

Boptaapol, 239, b.

Bopccur/4ds, 209, b.

BoTayi(Tp6s, 5^ a,

Borayopayrda, 417, b.

Bovai, 29, a.

Bovydrios, 224, a.

BovKtpas, -us, 59, a.

BovA<do-(ws 7pg^, 213, a; 972,8.

Bou\tvrrfipioy, 212, b; 377, b.

Bov\^^, 2^ b.

Bovs, 812, b.

Boirrvwot, 410, a.

Bov^yia, 410, a.

Bovipdyos, 410, a.

Bowvat, 209, a.

Boc^t?s, 148, a.

Bpa€€?s, 32, a.

Bpa§<vToI732, a.

BpatriSfta, 213, b.

Bpavptvi'ia, 214, a.

Bpoyrtioy, 11 83, a.

BugAos, 7^ a.

BuKdyr}, 215, a.

Bd<r<os,-224, a.

Bvo’o'ds, 216, a.

Bup6s, 116, a.

r.

riyyapoy, 989, b.

r<iA«s, 2^ b.

Fo/xT/Ala, 567, a.

rafir)\ut>y, 22^ a.

rdpopat, 570, b.

rd]uos, 735, b.

FavAds, 218, a.

F«A^ovt«s, 1 154 , b.

FcAcoroiroioi', 867, b.

rtyt6\ia\oyla, 144, b.

Tfyfioy, 196. b.

Tft'taia, 558, a.

r4yf<ris, .44, b.

rfyyrjTat, 290, a ;
1154, b.

rdvos, 290, a
;

1 154, b.

Ftpoupal, 412, a.

Ftpayos, 624, a.

Ftpayov\Kos. 624. a.

FtpapcU, 412, a.

FfpiffTtos, 221^ a.

Ffpovaia, 377, b ; 570, a.

Fi^fta, a.

Ffpuyla, 572j a.

Ftipupa, 936 , b.

Ft^upl^fty, 454 , a.

F(^vpurp6s, 454, a.

FfujiSpot, 570, b
;
1154 b.

Fiyy\vftos, 240, a.

F\av(, 81^ b.

FAeVKOS, 1201j b.

FAv^is, 1202, a.

F\u<nrts, 1 130, b.

Fyd4>aAoy, 673, b.

Fyatptis, 551, b.

FHjirios, 1 4, b.

Fyupuy,6\5, a ; 806, a ; 930, a.

Fopyvpa, 24^ a.

Fopmatos, 225, a.

FpdStoy iKtlOtpoy, 891, a.

„ IfTxy^y, 892, a.

„ XvKalyiay, 892, a.

„ oiKtriySy, 891, a.

„ oiKovp6y, 892, a.

Fpopparuoy Arj^iapx^xdy, 392, b.

,, <pparpiK6y, 15, a.

FpappaTfvs, 5, b ;
211, b; 577, b.

Fpofxpri, 1055, b.

Fpfxpfirjs Std, trai^fiy, 582, a.

Fpcupv, 578, a
; 899, t.

Fpaipf) iyaplov, 735, b.

iypa(f>tov, 36, b.

iypwpov pfTdWov, 37, a.

&\oyiov, 7^ b.

6pji€Kuatus, 2, b.

itygypaxiov, 94, a.

dirpoarcurlov, 108, a
;

It
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„ ipylas, 133, a.

„ apirayvs, 586, a.

„ iuTfSflas, 142.

„ im-poTtlas, \44,n.

„ avTopo\las, 183, a.

„ 0ou\fvatus, 213, a;

972, a.

„ SfiAlas, 388, b.

„ SfKoapov, 38^ b.

„ irtpoala, 402, b.

„ SupoSoKlas, 385, b.

,, Supo^ty'ias, 1223, a.

„ Supuy, 385, b.

„ dpypov, 590, a.

„ iwiTpoir^s, 470, a.

,, iraipri(Tfus, 606, a

„ i8la, 402, b.

„ UpoffvKlas, 607, b.

„ KaKoyaplov, 735, b.

,, KOToAvofcijr Tov 8i)pov.

256, n.



KaranKoirrfS, 257, a.

,, 30().nr
„ ^\tiwopavrlov, 679, a.

,, \uirwTT(Ktriov, 679, a.

„ Af<iroTO{i4>i;, 144, a.

,, fuff9^fws oUov, 764, a.

„ /4oiX(fax,* b.

„ yofiitTfiOTOS BtaifiBopits,

803, b.

„ (fpiai, 1223, a.

„ d({/(7a^fou, 735, b.

,, mpwoiatt 865, a.

,, wapayituey, 865. b.

„ irapawptaStias, 866, b.

„ irap9tiTypatp^s^ 868, a.

„ irapayarytias, 958, b.

„ irpoSog-las, 962, a.

„ pTiTopitH}, 462, a j 994, b.

,, evKtypgyrlat, 1080, a.

„ Tpai/iarot ix wpoyo(at,

1148, a.

„ rvpayplios, 962, B.

„ C€pfttfy. 622. a.

,, C^o€oA^j, 623, 6.

„ <papp.aKtiaSf 695, a.

,, ^>€ipndKuy, 895, a.

„ <p$opas rwy 4\9v64pcty,

898, n.

„ 4^you, 697, a.

„ ijf«v8*yypa^7jt, 971, b.

,, ^«i/3o#tA7;T«/aj, 972, a.

rpatptKft, 699. b.

rpcKpis^ 903, a.

rp$<pot, 22, n
; 989, b

;
1034, a.

rpoff^fidxot, 588, b.

rpSa^i, 588, b.

Fwjt, 1 17. b.

rvfiyoffiSpxVf, S81, a.

Tvfivaaiapxot. 581, a.

Tufivietoy, 579. a.

Tofiyturrcu, 581, b
;
682, b.

rufAtrfttrtotf 564, a.

Fv/u'^Tai, 135, H.

TufiyriTts, 135, a,; 584, a.

rvfiyol, 135, a.

Tuftyomaiiia, 584, n,

rvfiy6s, 808, b.

rvy€UKOK6ffftot, 584. b.

ruyau<oy6fiotf 584, b.

rvycuKuylris, 423. b.

rvy^ Af 892, b.

„ o^Krj, 692, b«

rwpvr6s, 126, b,

A,

Aa^a^6piot, 224, a.

At^ioupytTy, 1093, a.

Aq^fioufrySs, 1^3, a.

AfSoi/xar, 453, b,

AalSoAa, 3H2. a.

AoiSdAfia, 382, a.

Aats, 1093, a.

Aalffios, 225, a.

Acur^l, 410, a.

AafrrvAtar, 9^ a.

AaKTv\Q$6xMVf 751

,

b.

A(ivTuA(»$, 322, b ; 382, b.

AaKios, 224, a.

AaiMptTdov xpvptoi', 382, b.

Aaixarpios, 224, a.

INDEX.
Aofiiovpyoi, 390, b.

Aa^ioola, 384, a ; 485, b; 929, a.

AayiKf\, 384, a.

AiyturpLo'SijjpoT^p^XouVt 525, b.

„ 4T€p3irAour, 625, b.

A^a-<t, 674, a ; 1097, a.

AaptiK&s, 384, b.

A^r, 1093, a.

Aa4>nj;^3po(, 384, b.

A<?7^a, 388, a.

AfiKtXiarai, 388, a.

A<1Ai7, 408. b.

A«iA/at ypa^^i, 368. b.

A«rir»'o*', 303, a
; 304, b.

A«yyo^<lpot, 845,K
A«Ka8apx^a. 365, b.

A</ra8oi)x<’t, 385, b.

AcKopx^ti* 385, b.

AtKOff^iSs, 77, a ; 385, b.

AfwcltrrvAor, 1 105, b.

Afxarfvuy, 214, a.

Afifarcvrol, 388, a.

AfKor^vHiptoy, 388, a.

Atxirv, 388,a; 8^b; 1103, b.
A*Karri\6yoi, 387, b,

AtKOT&yai, 387, b.

Af\rtpr6y, 149, b.

AcA^tK, 149, b«

AcA^Ii'm, 369, b.

A<A»/y(oy, 223, a.

AcA^ls, 1^, b; 389, b.

A4fiyioy, 673, b.

Atlioffrdreu^ 280, a.

Atpfia, 882, 0.

Atfi^is, 282, b.

Atap/ypCXcuc^s^ 593, a.

AtiT^tafHiptoy, 240, b.

A«{Tiro<riowiDTat, .5.92, a ; 705, a.

AtifTtpayvPirrrvs, 0 ) 1

,

b.

At\rr4ptoSf 12<X1, a.

A*vT4poir6T(xen, 557, a.

A^7M«. 548, a.

A^Am, 389, a
; 865, a.

Atiputywyot, 1086, a.

Arjfiapx^i^^^^t 225, a.

Aiifiapxoi, 3^, b.

AT?.u^t;po<, 1QB6, 8.

ATjuriTpia, 3fK>, a.

Ar}fAitrptos, 225, a.

ArifitSnpara, 390, a.

Ay)^ioupyai,5, bj 3 1 4, a; 390, b
;

570. a; 1154. '6r~
Afjfuost 593, a; 1 139, b.

Arifi^ofvos, 593, a.

At}ftoKpa-T la, 390, b.

Avu.oirul'nros, 391, b.

A^fios, 391, b.

Ai)^3<rm ypdfifiara, ^ a.

An/^6<rtoi, 391, b.

Aijfi6aioy, 23, a
; 119, a.

AtifiA<rtos, 593, a.

A7]ft6rat^ 392. b.

AiaSaritpta, 395, a.

AtaSiirijs, ^3, a.

Aia7po<^«ri, 449, b.

AuVirjua, 395, a.

AiaSucaala, 396, b ; 596, b

;

WT7h.
„ K\4)pov, a.

„ TT7T 4wuc\-f}piv, 467, b.

Attt^Qgfty, 400, a ; 1 126, Ij.
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Aid(mfia, 1075, a ; 1225, b.

Ata^wnara, 1 121

,

a.

Al^tTOy 395, b.

A<«m?Ttti, 396, b.

Atatrririii^, 395, b,

AidKpioi, 1155, a.

AioMopTv^la, 9^ b.

At€^ia(rrly(0<r4s, 399, b.

Aidiurpot iralpa, 892, b.

Aiayonat, 400, a ; 1 1 26, b.

Aaiiria, 400, b.

AtdarvKot, 1 106, a.

Aiai/Aos, 1 055, b.

Aiax*4po7oyla, 271

,

a.

Auix/*va^of ^Tolpa, 892, b,

Am4^io<f, 400, a.

A<8oi7jraAur^, 628, a.

AiSpaxf*op, 438, b.

AlSu^oi, 150, b.

AteANvorT^ ircuCeo', 582, a.

Airifus, 425, b.

Aixtu ilfxfiriyot, 458, a.

Aiiir8A«ia, 410, a.

Ai(r<lA<a, 410, b.

AiKOffrfipioy, 401, a.

Aucaffr^fs, 401, b ; 805. a.

AtKOjrTiKSy, 402, b.

Al/ccAAa, 707, b.

aIkij, 402, b.

„ cJicfar, 100, a.

,, iofteytayris, ^ a.

„ aydtucas, 106, b.

„ &iraA«i'4'CWT, 418, a.

„ 4 18. ii.

„ ArwTTairloy, 104,b
;
123,h.

„ avnS6K<gy, 1081. a.

,, dyp6ffK\iiTot, 403, a.

ff
iirpoirrafftov, 123. b,

„ ip^plov, 133, b.

,,
OMTareA^f, 404, b.

,, d^pn^s, 102, b.

ff
0fSoudnTW, 201, a.

„ $ialtay, 202, aTl79. b.

„ 0\dSmr^, h
i 203, b;

513, a“
4^ a.

„ jyoufloi;,~4^, a.

„ 4iayttyiis7479, a.

„ 4ioip<<nws, 479, a.

„ ^{ot/Aijr, 456. a.

, ,
iviTprrjpapx^inarot, 1159.b

,, ipgytic-ff, 475, b.

,, aa8u4*(<rc«0r, 578. b.

„ Kwcrryopiat, 217. a.

„ Kcunryo/’lou, 217. a.

„ KoxoKoyias, 217, a.

„ KttKOTfyywr. 217, a.

„ xdpwov, 243, a
; 461. a.

„ aAoir8y, ^00, «.

„ XtiTOfiapTt»plov, 93, b :

613, a.

,, AoiSoplar, 217. a.

„ tuaBov, 764, a.

,, fuffB^efffwt oixov, 764, •.

„ 623, b.

„ oMas, 461, a.

,, irapaKaTa&fittrft, 102. b.

„ vpotitr^pds, 9^, b.

„ wpoiKds, 437, a
j 1048, a,

,, airov 1048, a.

„ 2Kvpla, 1013, a.
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<rvfiSo\edwy, or <n>y$*Kmy

irapaSdfftmSt 1080, a.

„ Tpax#?*, 1013, b, .

„ Xp*ovs, 280, b.

^(v^ofiOffTvpMy, 734, a.

Ainpora, 784, a.

Antrvnfta, 406, a.

AIktvov, 988, b.

Aifiix^» 410, a ; 488, S,

A^^uro5, noT, b ;~n^, b.

AioiK^atofs, d 4irl, 1098, b.

Ai6\«ta, 410, b.

Atoyvata, 410, b.

fj iy &<rr«i, or ftr/cUo,

412. b.

ff Kar* ipyoCSf or fUMpd,

411. a.

Aiovvcios, 225, a*

A7ot, 2^ a
: ^ a,

Aiomf^tia, 417, b,

Ai6(t0vos, 223, a.

AiocKo^ia, 414, b.

AioiTKoi'fptot
, 226, a.

A(irAa{, 151. 0.

AiTA,o>3<Qy, 1172. b.

Aiir.\ots, 653, a
j
1172, b.

Anr(5A«ta. 4l0. a.

AiwTtpoff 1 105, b.

Alrrvx»f 1092, a.

AlffHos, 415, a.

/^(aKovpa, 415, a.

Airoyoy, 773. b.

Ai<pBfpa, 414, b ; 704, a.

At<pOfplas, B90, b.

At^0*pcTit, 691, a.

Al<^por, 379. b.

Aix^MVt'iS, 223. a.

Atxopta, 1147, a.

At<^tA(a, 1126, b.

Ao/t$fiaffla. 419. b ;
462, a.

Ao\txo9ponct, 1066, b.

A^A<xor, 1065. b.

Af^Awv, 420, b.

Aopdf 882, a.

Ao^rior, 687, a,

Aopara&^tcit, 507, b,

AopidAcyrot, 1034, a.

AdpTfia. 101. b.

Aoprla, 101

,

b.

ASpwoy, 303, b.

A6pv, 587, a.

Aopv^poif 587, b.

Aoffis, 124, a.

AoC>Aot, 1034, a.

Aoxf^V, 751, b.

Apcbco^y, 148, a.

Apaxji^, 438, a
j
931, b.

Aprxdyij, Ap4woMoy, 518,
ApoTrtu, 565, b.

Ap6nos^ 1065, b.

Avpaydreu, 1163, b.

1 15^1, b.

AyyttgTtltt, 365, b,

Avcrrpof, 225, a.

A^fidria, 425, a.

AUpa, 432, b.

AmpoSoxias ypcupi^, 385, b.

A&poy, 751, b.

At po(fyi»r ypa^ii, 1223, a.

Ad>p<iey ypa^y 385, b.

A«yrlyi}, 436, a.

INDEX.

E.

"tap, 163. b.

'tyyirtA 460, b.

*Eyyyn8^»n7. 633. b.

*Zyyvni tuo], 461, a.

*Ey)rvTy^t5, 737, a.

*E7»C€ICTTy4<fyoy, 459, b.

*EyK€yrpls, 22075T
'^yxAijfia, 403, a.

’^Eyimtfia, 459, b,

'E>«T7}ffts, 469, b.

*E7/cnyrtic^y, 392, b ; 459, b.

’Eyx*tp(Stoy, 976. a,

"Eyx®** py, a,

*Eyxv<fTpi{fty, 828, a.

*Eyxv^piirTpiat, 628, a.

•E5ya, 43fi* a.

*E8oi, 1105. a.

'EWXia, 7^ a.

436. a.

*£8fAoir/>d{cyor, 620, a.

Eljccf, 223, b.

EU6y«s, 1063. a.

Elxoyucds, 89^ a.

E«fo<r*Hi, 446, b ; 1103, a.

EtKoaroAdyot, 446. b.

ETXcyT«, 591. a.

Efjuoy. 226, a.

Eipy/ioC ypwp^i, 590, a.

Ei^^irayKTj, 976, b ; 1000, a.

E^pf}y, 446, b,

Eicdr^iv, 447, a.

El<ra77«xS~447, a; 458, b
EtiraTw^frr, 446, b,

Elffi'^pia, 448. b.

El<nroiuad<u, ^ b.

Etfnro/iTirtf, 147 p.

EunroiT^^y, b.

Eiff^4pfiF, 449, a.

Zlaipopd, 448, b.

'Exardniaia, 593. b.

’Exardfiiaios, 225. u.

'EKarofiSouiv, 2^, a.

'EtcarofiS^vs, 223, a.

'ExaTOfiS^i. 593, b ; 999, b.

*EKaroirHf, 884, b.

'Eryorot, 595. b, •

^ExbtKos, 444. a.

’'ExSoais, 525. b.

*Extx*^^a, 607. a.

‘E>cKAi7(rja, 439, b j 572, b.

,, Kvpla, 440, a.

„ y6ftifios, 440. a.

„ cfi^Airroy, 439, b,

'ExkXijtoi, 443, b.

*£«iro^8^, 555, a.

*E>f*rv<cATj4ta, 1 123, a.

*EirAo7«rj, 449. b.

’E»f/ia7t7oy, 305. b.

*EKfiaprvpla, 93^ b. 444, a.

'EiTToifry, b.

'EKWoiftcBcu, b.

'Err«vj,*E*cTij, 589. b.

'Ekttih^ioi, 5^, a.

’EKTinroi, 481. a.

’Eir^op^ 555, a.

'£(c4>uAAo<^p/a, 516, a.

’EXa/o, ^EXotor, 823, b,

*E\aio^poy, b.

'EXaiwy, 823. b.

^arftp, 1168. b.

*£Xa^T}$^Ata, 4^50, a.

*EXtt^goXutfy,~2^, a.

’^EXo^r, 450, a.

'EAcvdfpta, 454, b.

*£Xcv<rtyia, 452, b.

*£Afy(rlyto(, 223, a.

'EXf^f, 451, a.

'EA^«m, 147. a.

*EAi^,^ b.

'EAiTMTlrSa nudity, 582. a.

'£AAayo8(trat, 590, b ; 830, b.

'EAXyivmafum, 590. b,

*£XA^$ioy, 632, a.

’EAA^to, or 'EAAi^ia, 455. a.

*EXu;ta, 1 17. b.

•EfiSds, 4^ a.

^Efi$€UTis, 184. a.

*Eft€art(a, 456. a,

*E/*Wt7jj, 764. b.

*E>(tfXi7/ia, 466. b.

'EfiSoxii, b.

*E^dAi^f, 223, a.

'EJ*^oAol•, 786, b.

'E^^oAor, 786. b.

*E^i^'Ac(a, 280, a.

'E^cA^r, 773, a.

^fifiriyot 8Ucu, 458, a.

’'EfiraiiTfia, 456, b.

*Epirtp6yTitia. 532, a.

*Efxw6pioy, 459, a.

•E^Topof, 459, a.

'^Eti^povpot, 458. a

.

'E/t^i^cvair, 458. a.

*Eyayl(XfiaTa, 577, b,

"Eycrra, 577. b.

‘'Erd^r, 1093. a.

'EySfSoDy, 1093, a.

459, b; 463, a.

*£y8f;ra ol, 593, a.

*Ey^ovyai, 625, a.

*Ey^po/ils, 460, a.

*'Ey3y^, 79, n.

'EyfxlaKJifAfia, 8G3, a
; 1004, b.

’Ey«T^, 531. b.

'Ev4xvpa, 460, a
;

6‘25, b.

'EyyoTtt, 657. b.

*Eyy«dKpovyos, 108. b.

*Eyy*ttT7ip(s, 222, b.

*£y35(oy, 989, b»

„ <rvfi€o\oyf 417, a.

’Eyotxlou ^ixTfy 461, a.

‘'Et'anTpoy, 1052, a.

'Eyrftt, 135, a.

"Eyri/wor, 1181. a.

'EyrOircifia, 1181, a.

*EK<^u»y, 632, a.

*E^aycty^, 4^, a.

’E^trycyTtjf 9Ueri, 479, a.

'E^cuprcrfafr Si'trri, 479, a.

'E^dfuroy, 1 102, b.

'E^dirruAof, 1 105, b.

*Ef«77vaff8«u, 460. b.

*E{<At7/i4^t, 484, b,

'E^rroffrol, 478, b j 511, b,

*E^7ryiyreU, 480, a.

*E{^peiT, 785, b.

^Eil/uror, 1 102, b.

’E^rt^pia, 512, a.

’E^dSto,^ a.

•'Efo3or, 1146, a.
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*E/ot^'XT7t 4C6, a.

*rWy. 612. bT~n73. b.

*E^vfi0c[a, 513, b.

*E(^Tpa, 513, a.

*Ewayyf\la^~^2i ^
*Eir«CteAor, low, a.

11S3, b.

*Ew^iTot, 46% a.

'EravAia, 738, m.

*Ewu<r6Sioyt 512, a
;

1 146, a.

'EiT((^ia, 512, a.

*Eirfr«io»', 211, a.

*ETfvwvutTal, 4ti2, a.

*ETi€4jBpa, 9397^
'ETiSdroi, 466, b.

•'EirtffJa,

*Evi€K7ififia, 7^ a
; 674, a.

*Eirt8<lAator, 7^ a
; 674, a.

*ErtfoA^, 467, a.

*Evt7a^/a. 269. a ; 520, b.

'Ewlypafifui, 1132, a.

'Evrypo^rt, 449, b,

’EiriSat^pia, 454, a,

'£iri8^«raror, 387, b.

*Evt?iucaffia, 123, a.

*Ea(83fffif, 466, a.

*Erl$nt^, 556, b.

*EwIk\hpos, 4o7, b>

*Ea/<Aiyrpor, 073, b.

*E91koivo4, 91grs^
*EyUovp0tf 756, a.

*E»1Ao7w, 1085, b.

*Eri/(eAyr^cu, 46H, a ; 978, a.

„ Tov /^irop^ov, 36, b ;

466. a.

„ T^f Koanjs irpotrdSow,

466. a ; 1096, b.

„ rtiy ftopuiy ’EXauty,

468, a.

rw Mv<rrnfilt»y, 468,

b.

„ rdy y«»f^tty, 468, b.

,, Twr ^i/Awf, 468, b.

*Ewtfi^\ioy, 765, a.

*£]rtir(lpa8or, 280, a.

*Eiriwopwiff ^1, b.

*Eirly/>otfcot, 594, b,

*Evlfffi(rros 8«i>rcpo$, 892, a.

„ 892, a.

„ vrp9Tni7T)t, 892, a,

*Eirl<rrjixat 636. a.

*Eytmtnoy, 638, a.

*EwurK^WTuy tit "ApftoK wAyoy,

129, a.

*Ewi<rKvwot, 468, b.

*£yf<rici;po>, 918, b.

*Eat<mi<rcur8(u, 625, a.

*EvurwturHipt 627, a.

'EwtardnjSf 210, b
; 466, b

,

484, b.

,, TMv hifiofflary fpyyfy,

469, a.

„ r£y 69iraty, 469, a.

*EirurroA<<;t, 469. a.

‘EmorvAiO*', 469, tu

’E»l<rorrpor, 387, b.

*E«(TGryyua, 488, a.

*ErhtpLos, 513, b.

'EitjtoA^, 155, b.

*E»Itoko<, 673, b
; 790, b.

*ET4Tf)ti}papx^fMTov S(ir^,1 195, b.

INDKX.
'Ertrpoinis ypcupi\, 470, a.

*E»lTpoiroy, 469. h; 1197, b.

*£iT(x<(poTo>'(a, 122, b j 271, a j

443, a.

380. b.

'Evoula, 3\3, b.

‘'Eroiifoy, 313. b.

*Ewofjnp4Xioy, 298, a.

*E»4irra<, 453. b.

*EiroirT«?a, 453, b.

*£irtt»9«Ai'a, 470, a.

*E»«;uly, 1 173, a*

*Ew«fy(a, 1 103. a.

*EviiyvfiOt, 470. b.

,, rw ^A{Ki<ur, 470, b.

,, Tuy ^Amk, 470, b*

*EweyrtB*s, 787. a.

*Epaydpxvft 457, b.

^pavt^uy, 475, b.

*Epaviffrai, 415, b.

"Epcu'oi' Atiaciv, or 4aA«lr€ir,

475, b.

,, wXtipovy^ 475, b.

,, <ri;AA^<iy, 475, b.
•^parof, 3^ b ; 47^ a.

*Ep(irov irAi)p«rr^T, 475, b.
*Epydyai, IIQQ, a.

*Ep>a<rTlmi. 856, b ; 1100, a.

’'EpTarii, 628, a.

''Epi^ot, 149. a.

*Ep^taT, 602, a.

*EpMtuar604. a.

'Epfialos, 224, a
; 226, a.

*^fuiyftos, 891, b.

„ if^fpost 891, b.

'E4A^^(ipta, 137, b.

137, b.

‘Epinj^ia, 137, b.

‘EpOTj^/ipot, 137, b.

'Epwrr^pf 592, a.

'*Ec0ios, 225, a.

’'EffcntTpoy, 1Q52, a.

'EffTio, 542. a.

*E<Tnsl<r4i, 604, b.

'tcrriaTvp, 604, b.

*Eorxi^a, Ho, a j 542, a.

542, a.

'Eroupai, 604, b.

*Ertufrft<rt«is ypcup^, 606. a*

'Eraxpio, 310, b; 475, b,

*ETxnpf8ioy, 8^, b.

'ETcupoi, 488. a.

'ETcp^iropror, 532, a.

*Er«po<rri^Mr, 791, a.

El!>a, 8^, a.

EuoyyfAios, 225, a.

Eoofl'Wjf, 846, a.

Eu^pTatria, 289. b.

Z(i(ayos, H73, b,

E<^(?u5w/a,92, b; 404, a; 864, b,

Eif0Qyn, 478. a.

Z09wot, 478. a.

Eo^udAirtSox, 477, a.

Evvi], G73, a ; 791

,

a.

E^roTpiSoi, 477, b ; 1154, b.

EvtTTvAtff, 1 106, a.

E6^f;^rr«, 417, a.

Ei>^;Ja, 417, a.

’E^A«t^axr8cu, 625, a.

*E^«Vta, 463, a.

’E^^xrx;, 106, a.

1247

’E^xrrplf, 79, a.

*Efp4r<u, 463, e.

‘E^frl^Ja, 918, b.

*E^^e/a, 462. b.

*E(pijtfxJt^, 918, b.

462, b.

*Z^^yri<ris, 460, a.

*Eipvn.*pt5*St 144, b.

*E^iirT«xo»', 464, a.

*E^(mriov, 464, a.

•E4K»M»r, 1195, K
'E^apoi, 464, b.

^wpoi, 453, b.

*E<pv4yfi, 1 100, a.

*Ex^Ai7. U7^ b.

*Exwos, 93, b ; 325, a.

Tlgp2, a.

*Edp7}/M, 1123, a.

Z.

Zdiropoi, 20, a.*

Z^a, or Zcia, 5^ b ; 5^ b.

Zevyirox, 266, a
;
4867a

; 1155>
a.

Zet^Aoi, 789, a.

Z€UKTtipt(u, 789, a.

Zi7^o, 1 128, a.

ZTmrrtti. 1224, a.

Zxryd, 788, a.

Zvytot, 768, a.

Ziryrrox, 768, a,

Ziryoy, 260, a i 652, a ; 721, b ;

1007. b.

Ziyos,^ a ; 1007, b.

Zieos, 268^ b.

Zeiypapi^ 900, b.

Zeyyptupla, 899, b.

Zdfta, 1225, b.

Z«M^Y p4\aSf lOW, a«

Zuni, 135, a ; 1224, b.

Ziiytoy, 1244, b.

Z»yyufW\6Kos, 1224, b.

Zov^T^p, 1224, b.

Zfl^pof, 1225, b.

iL

trvfAftopwy, 449, b.

'HycMorla Sucaaryfphy, 477, a j

593, a.

*Hy«fufy, 8^ b.

„ ^pdruy, 892, a.

'HTfTopia, 926, U
320^ 1203, a,

’HAcurdr?}, 565, a.

*'HA«rrpor -of, 4^, a.

'HAiorp^xw, 615, a.

*Hfiop 8<lcAor, 408, b.

„ pi4<roy, 408, b.

'H^«pa Kvpla Tov y6ftov» 9^ a,

„ fi4ffyj, 408. b.

'HfA4pcu i.wo<ppdlifs, 104, b.

’HjUfpodoy^ixrroi, 525, a.

*H;iepo8p^pox, 592, b.

'H/a8i»\ot5<oi»7TT?^ b.
*HputHT46y, 589, b.

*HM««aTor,- 589. b.

'H/uk^kAioi', 592, b.
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V2AH INDEX.
'K/iifim, or 'H/J»g,367, m; 592, b.

‘Hrta, 585. a.

'Hrloxot, I 49, A ; 379, b.

'HpoXa, 2^ a ; 22^ t.

’H/xiaAeiof, 224, a ; 2^ a.

'Hp^ior, 2^, a.

’Hp^op, 557, a.

'H^t, 4087b.

e.

Baipor, 241, a.

OoA({/iioi, 788, a.

t^oAo/uToi, 788, a.

A^CAofiot, 425, b ; 788, a.

fiaWo^poi, fe?, a.

OoAi^ta, 76, b; 1120, a.

Bo^^a, 1203. a.

BdwrttP^ 555, b.

223, a.

B4arpoPt 1 120 , a.

B#ttrpoTiitAiyi, 1126, a.

1 126, a.

e<(Aot^ior, 224, a.

e</ia, 144. b.

BfoB^ior, 226. a.

BcoXoyfiot', 1 123, a.

0ro{<rlo, 1125, b.

€><offViot, 224, a.

Bco^ayi'a, 1125, b.

Bfpawcla, 738, b.

BrpaxvTiKol, 867, b
Bf^drvr, 591, b.

„ ^4<rot, 892, a.

,, rem^, 892, a.

Qtpos, 163, b.

0««rit, 14. b.

&9Cft^4rat, 123, a | 804, b.

804, b.

S^fftio^pios, 224, a.

Qtff/io^pWy. 226. a.

Stapo^iiKoKts, 593, u.

BffftraXoiKfrat, 883, a.

0«rul. ^b.
0fi^^4Of, 224. a.

Qt(ppia, 389, a j
1 125, b,

BtarpiKd, 1126, a.

389, a ; 865, a.

0iwpol, TJB?; a
;
TT25, b.

0^<rai, 556, a.

197, b.

Bitptopdxoh 202, a.

BitpioVt 153, b.

0^ei>^y, 1127, a.

0»7<r€ia, 1 127, b,

597, b.

B?rr*s, 266, a ; 1155, a ; 1128, b.

0.04^017711, a; 475, b.

Botyl) yofjuKijf 737, b.

BoAio, 1213, b.

BoAor, 1 128, b.

BJtfKos, 32| b.

Bpdpiop^ \ 129, a.

Bpopirai
, 788, a.

Qpdyos, 788, a.

555, b.

B#*^yo*. 1129, a
Buyariip 595,a.

Bi/>>aTp<8ov>. 595. b.

6u/tcA^, 1122, a.

BufuarrffpiWt 1 174, b.

Bi^, 624, b.

ff
oTAeTor, 425, a.

„ mrreda, 425, b.

„ piiffavXot, 425, a.

„ p4rav\os, 425, a.

Bvp46i, 1012, b':

8i4]f>»T/>oy, 625, b.

Bopl8<f, 426, a.

B(/pcot, 1129, b.

BiffM*^, 425, a.

6v|p«^<by, 425, a.

Bt^H*p4t, 425, a j 627, b.

Bifcopot, 537. a.

Bvr^pioy, 116, a ; 153, b.

Bwpo{, 711, a.

L

''la«xof* 453, b.

*IoT/»oAonrr^r, 76| a ; 628, a.

^arpuHt, 745, 57^^

‘loT^r, IAI. a,

'larpo^foptffrht, 628, a.

'lydn. 'I7841, 768757
*19(«ln}f, 994, b.

’Upwit, 1 105, a.

*l€^xbftoy, 98, b.

*l*p*7op, 998. b.

'I<p(7r tAp wrkptfw, 606, b.

‘IfpTypofifiaTus, 80j Si

*Ic^({5oi;Aoi, 606, 1.

*l»po/AayT«la, 417, a.

lepo^nWo, 607. a.

*UpopLPiipap*s, 80, b ; 138, b
*Up^, 1104, b.

*If^y««ai, 167, a.

'Upowoioif 607, b.

’itpoffcggoTor, 225, a.

'UpwTKOwla, 417,V
*ltpoav\Uts ypatfyfj, 601, b.

'Upoipdprrjs, 453, a ; 477, a.

']&v4’^<*^AAoi, 4 11

,

a.

'Iy«nj/)ta, 142, a.

^IJCfMO, 784T1>.
*l4rrty»r7~^4, a.

'lAa7of, 224, a.

*IA((pja, 608, a.

*]AajiKirpa79»S(a, 1145, b.

*lfAdtrrtf, 269, n
;
790, b.

Hpdrrtr riNcruro/, 269, a.

'IfiarlStop, 850, b.

'I/i4rioy, 850. b.

*Iywa, 6^. a.

*lds, 1001 , a.

*looAior, 225, a.

liryrfr, 669, a.

*lnapfu>ffn^s, 483, b.

^IwTopxoi, 6, b ; 487, a.

'Iinrm, 2667 a } 1 156, a.

*Iwituc6p, 608, a ; 1056, b,

*lwro^^tti, 608, a.

*lwwo9p6fiios, 224, a.

'linr3Bpo^r, 283, b; 608, b.

*Imrof, 149, Si

*I»irou wpOTOfiii, 149, b.

"Ipifr, 446, b,

"IffOpia, 645, b.

*f<roroA<Tci'a, 289. b.

*liroT«A«ia, 289, b.

*Io^ot»A€&, 269. b.

*I«rrioy, 190, a ; 1186, a.

*laro$o*6s, 1 17. b.

*IoT(liro8«f, 1 100, b.

*l<rr*. 769,~an099, a.

'loTiJy, b ; 1099, b.

•'Irvr, 2577s : 37575.
b.

*lx^i» y^ior or 153, b.

K.

Kaitlpta,^ b.

KoSltriroi, 971, a.

Kdiot, KdSS^. 218^ a ; 971, a.

Kaeapia, 78K b.

KaBapfial, 761, b.

KdBapfftt, 719, a.

Ka8«T^, 985, b«

KdMos, TT28, a.

KaBv^fftw$ 8bny, 578, b.

Kyun^Toplar 217, a.

Kajc^yop^oi/ 217, a.

KoitoAoyfar 81m}, 217, a.

KoicoTfyytwy 81m), 217, b.

K<U«<rit, 217. a.

KiAs8or, 220, a
; 326, b.

„ «ni8o8or, 453, b.

KoAo^lwy, 224, a ; 225, a.

KiAcMior, 2257a ; 753T5i
KaAAi*/crf(a, 1128, a.

KoAAirpfty, 417, a.

KoAAiOTfta, 234. a.

KoAof^-njr, 553, b.

K4Ao«, 78^ b ; 79^ a.

KoA^iroor, 545, b«

KoA^or. 9^ b.

KoAi^pa, 1186, a.

KoA^io, 790, a.

KcUws, 99^ a.

Kdfia^, 5577 b.

KofjJ^, 124, b.

Kc^uiyor, 646, a.

Ka^wrifp, 1055, b.

Kdppoifof, or KippoSoi, 235. b.

Kiiya8poy, ^5, b.

KdpSvs, 237, a.

Keiyfoy, 55L b.

Koyi^/)or, 237, b ; 411, 0

;

857. a.

Koi^y, 298. a
; 98^ b

; 1101, a.

KoirnAyiby. 258. a.

Kim^Aos, 258, b ; 459, a.

KaiTPoidKTj, 426, a.

Ka»yo^iayTf/o74l7, a.

Kapfarirri, 889, b.

Ke^Mri'yor, 150, b.

KopytfdTtti, 242, a.

Kopy«m, 241, b.

Kof>y«ibf, 223, a ; 224, a.

Koprolo, 1005, b.

K<^o8 8tir^, 243, a.

Kof6a, 243, b.

Ka^vaTi((Fiy, 243, b.

Ko^Mm's, 243. b.

Kaffffiiwtia, 149. a.

KardSKripa, 790, b.

KarafA^^ra, 448, b.

KaroCAi^ur^, 713t b.

Koro^ar^, 729, a.
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Koroyc^ia, 9^ a.

Karay^top, 258, a; 619, b.

KaTa?rv{, 566, a.

KftTtMcXT^tfltt, 439, b.

KardKOfioSt 891, a.

Kard\oyos, 256, a.

KaroA^fWf rov j^inov ypcuprft,

256. a.

KarcUMrtf, 258, a
;

619, b *

729. a.

KaTav«i/>oT^pia, 256, b.

KoTttwiKrris, 1136, b.

KaraTtArur^, 1 138, b.

Karawtroff^a, 1185, a.

Karo^^djrrr}}, 256, b.

KaratTKOwris ypa^, 257, a.

KoTOiTTpuiuara, 784, b,

Karctrofial, 1 121, a.

KaTax9tp9T6pia, 271, a.

Karaxt^Aurra, 1036, a.

KaT«77way, 403, b ; 460, b.

KanfyopUi, 578, a.

KttT^opot, 1085, b.

KdroTTpop, 1052, a,

Karopt^ftr, ^5, b.

Karox<^, 626, b.

Kdrpipos, 118, a
;
984, b.

Kdrot rpix^as, 892, a.

„ T9Tptx^p^P9St 892, a.

Ka-rtavdirri, 882, b.

KaruyoiKo^pot, 1153, b.

KaD(7it, 904, a.

KavHiptov, 274, b
;
904, a*

KediaSf 260, a.

K«i#>la, 670.
K*Kp6ip€i\os

,

329, a.

KfXfoWft, 1100, b.

KfAfv^r^r, 782, a
;
944. b.

K«An». 2^ b ; 6^ a.

K4yraupoSy 153, b.

KfrrpidBai, 410, a.

Kfpaia, 789, b.

KtpotrtSf 59, a.

Ktpofit^t^ ^2, b.

K^pdfitop, 632, b.

K4p<tfuu, 2TU7a ; 532, b j 1098, a.

Ktpai, 1287T; 750 .

Ktpar top, 1213, b.

KrpirfSir, 1 122, a.

K^pi'oi', 1000 , b.

Kfpovxotf 790, b.

K»<^aAij, 133, b.

KYjs-a^a ^p^ 425, b.

Krjpos, 618, a.

t^VPoypfi^M, 903, b.

Kijp{>K*top, 218, a.

Ktip’^iop, 216, a.

K^tos, 152, a.

148, a.

Ki6api$, 720, b.

KtBap^la^^n, a. •

Klppokof, 2357^.
Kiopfij 556, b. •

Kltmi, 2557 a.

Kttrro^pot, 288, b.

Klwy, 323, a.

KAop«yr«u, 366, a.

KAfiSopXOi«
L>

KA«(6poy, 62G, b.

K\t{f, 6277~r
KArt^^Spa, 615, a*

INDEX.
KAt^SoOxo', 1111, b.

KAT^poyd/iOf, 595, b.

KA^poj, 595, b.

KAijpowx^®, 313, b j 314, a.

KAfjpovxoi, 313, b; 314, b

;

1162, a.

KAT^Tfpfty, 9^ b.

KKij-niptSy 294, b.

KA^opf*, 294, b.

KAiffovor, 546, a»

kaw. b.

KAi/A«ur(9«r, 769, a.

KAlfio^, 97^ a
;
1009, b.

KA/y?7 , 67 1

,

b ; 673, a.

KAipIfiipy, 67 1

,

57

KAij^tdT, 625, b.

KAoir^i SIhti, 300, a.

55 1

,

b.

Ky^^ttAoy, 673. b.

Kr^^oi, 378, b.

KpTffxis, 822, a.

K(J>f, 4^ a.

348, a.

K6$oppot, 366, a.

KotXor, 1 122, a«

KotrSfPts, 425, a,

K({A(ur«f. 867, b.

K<JAaf, 8^ a.

KoArt^f, 577, a.

KoAAt>tfurr^f, 270, b.

Kt^AAv^ur, 270, b,

Ko\ocff6t, 322, a.

K6\pos, 322. b; 1203. a.

KoAwnu. 556, a.

Kdfirj, 328, b.

Kouftdrtop, 344, b.

Kofifiaritcdy 1 146, a.

Kofifxds, 1 146. a.

KijySvAoT, 752, a.

KoytdrTjf, 870, a ; 979, a.

Koy/iro9<t, 1 1^, i>.

Kopt6s, 3^b; 78^ a.

Koirdyoy, 768, b.

Kowfi, 622, a.

Kdarciy, 627, b.

Kdpai, 62771.
Kdp3^,~28Q, a ; 344, b.

K6pti, 891, a
} 89275.

Koptt^ia itdpijf 606, a,

Kopty9i(yf<r9^,~606, a.

Kopd€oPT«s, 364, a.

Koptf€tunutd, 364, a.

Kopp^atniffpdt, 364, a.

K^tAiof, 328, R
KopiJyi;, Ml, b.

K^vs, 565, b.

Kopv^ftt, 548, a.

Kopcprr^, 126, a
j

627’, a.

Kopa-yl$, 325, a
; 363, a.

K^pyrTif, 565, 0 ; 581, b

;

624. a.

Koafiot, 365, a.

KoafiocdviaXotf 282, a,

Kdripos, 831. b.

Korro9«uiy, 366, a«

KorrdCtor, 366, a.

Kdrraios, 366, b,

Kdrrvrts, 367, a.

Kor^kti, 367, a ; 381, b.

Karima, 3^, a.

Kovpd, 328757^

1249

Kovptis, 197, a.

Kouptihis, 101, b.

Kovpt/ios wap$4pos, 891, a.

Koopis, 1^ b.

358. a.

KoxAid^oy, 301. a.

KoxA^aT, 300, b,

Kp^SSaros, 674, a.

Kpdiij, 1 123, a.

Kpo91i)f pdfuis, 1120, a.

Kpdvos, 565, b.

KpcunrcSrai, 280, a.

Kpdo’r«8oy, 665, b.

KpaHip,^ b
; 3^ b.

Kp«d7pa, 586, b.

Kp4fJsa\m, 361, b.

Kpfovw\*iop, 722, a.

Kpc«vwA7;r, 722. a.

Kp^ipy), 543. b.

Kprpfls, 368, b.

Kpidofiayrtia, 417, a.

KptKOf, 627, a.

Kpi6s, 1^ b j 149, b,

Kpiral, 369, b.

Kp«»f^, 1000, a.

Kpottwrdp ~6f, 370, a.

KpdpiOj 370, a.

Kpo<ygoC 537. a.

KpdroAay, 370, a.

KpoMiy, 627, b,

Kpop/ia, 381, b.

Kpoinrt^ig, 38 1

,

b.

Kppirrcta, 371, a.

KpuTT^, 371, a.

Kpinrrla, 371, a.

Kpvwroi, 372, a.

K/w9i/Aor, 328, b.^ a.

Kr^/iara 459, b.

KvaBcs, 380, b.

Kud/ior, ST^ a.

KuoMv^wp, 224, a.

Kv9iirTTjpfs, 1005, b ; 1006. a.

Ki4os,^ 57 1112, b.

KvBrtpoiitKTit, M8, a.

Ki^Aa, 378, a.

Kt/vAdf, 381, a.

Kv«cAio8(9d<rfraAoi, 279, a.

K^Aot, aj 298, a j 1034, U
KvAKTiy, 714, a.

Kvfia, 361, a,

Ku^^oAm', 381, a.

Kin€v, 381, a.

Kwr^ij, 565, b.

Kvprryortxop dcarpoy, 1186, a,

Ki/vdcrovpa, 147, b.

Kvpdaovpos, 147, b.

Kvp^aala, ^0, a 1 130, a.

Ki^«ir, 183, a.

Kuplo, ^ 399, a.

Kvpm, lOl, b.

Kiptot, 213, a
j 377, b.

Kwy, 1527b,
Kd»9ioy, 673, b.

KMwp, 1133, Ik

Kjitta, 673, b.

KktkwpiTatf 310, b.

277. 279, a.

Kufuf9im, 341, b«

Kwretor, 593, a.

Kupoiruap, 351

,

a.
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K4nnt, 239, « ; 788, %.

Kanri^, Mix b,

KtfpiMco/tMixta, 583, a.

Kwpviroy, 195, b,

KAt, 260, a.

A.

Aa8^,^ a.

Acry^t^Xot, 881, b.

Aaryiif, 152, b.

Aat^T, 1 186, a.

AouvoSapx^A* 666, a,

Ao/uiraSi}8po^a, 666, a,

Aa^va5i}^op/a, 666, a. ^
Aa/iiraSf^pot, 666, b.

Ao^rciSioK, 892, a.

Ac^iToBdvxof 666, a,

Ao/avelr, 666, a.

AcodUioy, 2*^, a,

tio^iaaowotol, 1094, a,

Ai^jvirfr^

AttTg><ror, 3w, b,

Aclrct(, 366, b,

Air/M<f, 883, a.

AowpotTrirail 280, a.

Ao^io, 667, W,

Ai^s, 827, a,

AuTrofutpTvplou 8unf, 513, a.

Aunwavrlov ypa^, 679, a.

A^twovrparlov 679, a.

Auwora^iov ypat^, 144, a.

Aitrovfyla, CT9, a.

AfKdrn, 3667^7 872, b.

Acadb'ior, 872, b,

A/arpor, 673i b,

Aeo»>t8«(a, 681, a.

A^a8»«, 397, b.

AfvTowp^, 681, a.

A^<rxfl, 681, a.

Afva8f ir^p, 890, b,

AfvmffM, W3, a,

A^X^prck, 693, b.

A^X^Sf 673, a ; 673, b,

A^, ISOTb.
Ap8<^or, 853, a.

Ap8of, 8«53, a.

A^fTay,~g70, b.

A^icv8or, 192, b ; 555, a
; 558, a

;

675. a.

A^muo, 411, b.

A^i^os, 225, a.

Aifralw, 224, a ; 2^ a,

555, b'.

At}if4t, 1 137, b.

Af^4iopx<*f^ yp9fifutTuoift 390, a.

Aif(»^XM, 441, a.

A^^if, 403, a*

A?;pol, 708, a.

Aiito'OfMyrtiat 417, a.

Aitannpls, 3, b.

Aiftfpvis, 71^ a,

Ai^up*^, 786, a.

A<8aT0^gi, 671, a.

AtKfi6t, 1183, b.

Alirror, 411, a ; 1183, b,

AiKTo^Apctf 411, a; 1183, b.

A/rpo, 709, a; 8l4, a ; 1213, b,

Aix*. 762, a.

Aoy<«br. 1122, b.

INDEX.
Aayi«rTal, Ml bt

Aoyiffrijpiov, 479, a.

Aoyi<rr^s^ 222, a ; 478, b,

Aoyrypd/poi, 710. b ; 1066. a.

Aayaroiol, 7lQ, b ; 1085 a.

A6yxn, 5H7, b ; 588, a.

Aayx^4^^P^‘t 587, b«

AotTp6v^ 1R3, b.

AoiSai, IdOO, a.

AtJiSfip^ar 81lO}, 217, a.

Aovrrip, 185, a,

Aovrijpioif, 185, a,

Aovrp>6Vf 183, b ; 189, b.

„ ¥vh^6i>, 185, b.

Aovrp9^6pof, 185, b,

A6^St 566, a.

Aaxttyor~4l3, a ; 1098. a.

A6xos, 483, a ; 466, b ; 1098, a.

„ 185, a,

A^oia, 720, a.

Awro/i^ciat, 892. a.

Awof, 586, b.

A«5po, 148Tb ; T^i ••

A^ygfTTTO. a.

AvxP'ovxott 236, a ; 6^, a.

AAot, !^5, a«

Auwif, 710, b.

A/^iort 710. b.

Amwos, 710, b.

AflrtroJinif, 710, b.

M.

McCyaSif, 7y, a.

3St a.

305. b.

Mitfr, 305, b ; 745,b; 870, b.

223, a.

Malw. 89^ b.

M<^if«XAa, 7^ b
} 848, b.

MaKp6)f, 344, b.

MfUrpo, 1. a.

MoWf, 1097. b.

MiCrSaAor, 626, b«

665, a«

MorS^, 665, a.

Mirqf, 366Tb.
Mtti*T<Zgr, 836, b«

McUrrif, 416, a.

MoTTMiy, 415, b.

Me(pi}r. 732, a.

Mc(|Nr, 732, a.

Mdpiffror, 732, a«

Mopor^ior, 732, b.

MoprupCa, 732, b«

M<urr^p«f, 1224, a.

Matrrtyopiifioiy 735, a.

Moffriyo^6poi, 735, a.

M(brr<4, 54^ b.

„ Ktpofwtfif 515, a.

Moirrfx^, 903, b.

VUx*upa, l^TTb; 373, b; 975, a.

Max<»4w^» 975, a.

Maxo^ r, 197, b.

M4y9po¥, TT05. a.

748, b«

Mc6iirrair0ai, 513, b.

101, b.

McOug. 436. a.

MnX(xa<, 269, a«

M«(br, 101. b.

McXof, 170, b.

M«Xokmx^*% 171, a.

McXla, 587, b.

M«X9rpirroK, 1205, b.

MfArrroifra, 555, a.

MfAXflpryr, 446. b.

MfXov^o, 778, a.

M«r«X(Uto, 749. a.

Mipoy. 750. b.

M*ca6\tot ^(>p»y 425, a.

McVovXgf 425, a.

W*mitt€p*a, 4>>6, b.

M«0'4KQVpof wpieAarot, 891, a.

« ^ ^XP*. 8^ a.

M«<roXA6*r*', 858. a.

M*^ofipdXtcy, 298, a.

M€fr^0iXOS, 669. b.

MfraSdrift, 394. b.

MmytlrytOy 759, a.

Mrrmyttryt^wr^S, a.

M^roXXor, 759, a.

Mtravtwrpisy 306. a.

Mrrdyiwrpopy 306, a.

Mrrdpx*0Sy 226. a.

M«T(toT«ur(t, 280. a.

M^ravXot Ai^o, 425, a.

WtTtmpQKoyloy 144, b.

Mcrobctoy, 1^, a
^ 761

,

b.

Miroucoiy 761, a.

Mrr6niy 323, a.

M^rdwatpcr, 164, a.

MrrpoydfiiH, 7^2, b.

Mh^oPf 786, a.

MifXn, 274, b.

M^y, 22BTt.

„ 223. b.

„ 4pu86Xiftoi, 223, a.

„ M iUa,^ b.

„ Iffrdfitpos, 223, a.

„ aoiXor, 222, b.

„ XiiyofP, 223, b.

„ n*ffwp, 223. b.

„ Tapdftfpost 223, b.

„ TX^piyy. 2^, b.

„
M^ipvffts, 443, a.

VhrrpayCpvmt 73, a.

Mrtrp6wo\is, 3T^ b.

Mifrp9»oK, 119, a.

Mirrp^r, 225, a.

Mi)xa*'B/, 722, a.

Mtjx»^. n^, a.

MiflOt, 7Ma *.

Mttr00^poty 758, a.

Mi0’9ov 5bn|, 764, a.

obcov dbci|, 764, a.

MiffBwTot, 758, a.

M/toc, 1101, ,
Mirpo, 761 b*

Mlrpff,^ a.

Myo, 9^, b.

Mn)uara, 556, a.

656, a.

Mrolo, 366, a.

M*^, 366, a.

M<^«77T90, b ; 592. b.

M6etpp«Sy b i b.

Mo(x«^af Tpo^, Ml b*

MaXt^SlSff, 1^4, a.

M»X»g8ftayT<la, 4

1

7, a.
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Moro^k, 766, ft.

Hor6yp^fmoVy 900, b.

ftLovofjiijfOt^ 574, ft.

Morox^Moro*', 900, b.

M^po, 483, ft
; 768, ft.

Mopifti, 142, ft.

M(fv»^X^* 769, ft.

Vl^wnfxt^Vf 223, ft«

MoiJir#ia, 77^ b.

}fiowruo¥, 772, b.

ViovauHif 772, b.

MoxXt^s, 65(Jrb.
Mt>rr^fy7TTB, ft.

MuAot, 765, a.

712, a.

Muploi. 780, b.

269, a.

MopoO^Htot'^ 192, b.

35. a.

1205, ft,

Mwta, 780, b.

Mvtrroyv^f, 453, ft
; 477, a.

MiVroi, 453, a.

MtWaf, 780, ft.

Mufry^pta, 781, ft.

MwffTfATj, 305, ft.

Mi^rpor, 805, ft
{ 782, a.

M6<rrpot, 305, ft.

Mvwwrl^tuf, 220, b.

Mwif, 220, 6T^

N.

Nol8toK, 556. b.

Na<lf, 97. a ; 1106, a.

Noeopx^i 782, b.

No^X<^’> 78^. b.

Nt^Xijpoi, 1087, b.

Novftpop^, 782, b
; 1 155, b*

No^Kpopot, 782, b.

Novf, 7H3, ft.

Navrucol trvyypa^^, 525, b.

Novrucol r6itoi, 525, Ik

tiauruc6y, 525, 6T
NovroSUcu, 793, ft.

fiwuTKCS ctwa\6s, 892. a.

„ 892, ft.

„ iay$6Sf 890, b.

„ pgAoy. 890, b; 892, ft.

„ 890, b.

„ ir<bovAof, 890, b.

„ wdpi0xpos, 890, b.

„ wtyap6t, 890. b.

„ (nt4p<ryK09f QQQ, b.

M • 890, b«

Nf«p({8«tin'oy, 557. a.

N«icpo(UrTai, 558, ft.

UtKvofiayrtiop, 842, b.

Nfir^ia, 558, a.

NcK^wior, 226. a.

N«/uu«, 794, b.

N^^*a, 7^ b.

Ncpfia, 794, b.

ft ; 705, ft.

Nco^T^yla, 223, a.

N«o^^Ao<c«f, 1111, b.

NfMK^poi, 20, ft) 795, b*

7627ft.

N«i^, 1105, ft.

782, ft.

1188, ft>

INDEX.
N^^po, 767, a

; 808, b.

l9of4ffftaros Bio^opof Ypo^,
803. b.

Nppo8fr»yy, 123, b ; 805, ft.

803, b.

„ Mpaih)Sf 1 120, a.

„ iri^iwor, 977, a.

No/*o^Aoft«», 803, b
; 831, a.

VovfATivla, 223, ft.

HoOftfios, 814, ft.

ffvniayity6sy 737. b.

737, b.

610, b.

B.

225. ft.

Hcu^f iy^p, 890. b.

Bor8<^«pos AitIp, 890, b.
Hiroylo, 488. a.

Ef«r)trf, 1222, b.

HfwyAftgla, 1222. b.
S«Wa, 619, a ; 620, a.

H«Fla» ypeupi^, 1223, a.

761, b.

r4\os, 36, b.

H^rof, 619, b
;
~758, a.

Bcrwrff, 425. b ; 620, ft.

S49TTIS, 97^ b rT043,
1223. b.

Hl^f, 577, ft.

K6ayoP, 1059. a.

BvAomovIo, 564, b.

Uvptat im^p, 890, b.

BvpAr, 197, b.

S(/^(^X<>’» 581, b.

Hvo-Tf^, 984, b.

Buor^t, WO, b.

Uiirrpa, 185, a.

O,

•OtfyArff, 8^ b.

*0€o\6Sf 821, b ; 931, b.
*OyH69toy, 1 127, b.

*OyjfIa, or OlyKta, 1213, b.
"ojyfoj, 890, b.

'OSorrctypo, 275, a.

*08orr8rpip/ta, 394, ft.

'OStmMoI, 613, ft
; 1193, b.

’OWnr, 85T7T)7

*0$6yior, 851, b.

OUfnit, 1034. b.

0/«m«r^ fA9<r6ttoupoyf 891, a.

Ollt^fiara, 425, ft.

OUia, 423,“5r
Oiirlay 8/inf, 823, b.

Oururr^r, 313, b,

Obtai, 425, a.

Ohns, 423. b.

Oltt6fftros, 441, a.

OiVarp/tfator, 1034, b.

O/ir^rpif, 1004, b.

Olrripol dtpdiroyTiS, 1083, ft.

OlriOTifpia, 326, b.

O/rApcAi, 1205, a.

Olwt, 120T7ftr
Oiyo^o^, 823, b.

OtyyX^, 1082, b»

1251

Olyox^oi, 1083, a.

'Oftrrrfr, 1497b; 1001, a,

Olmyteral, 174, b.

OUtyumtci, 471, a.

OtwyowiKos, 174, b.

Owy»o'ySw9t, 174, b.

'OKpHoPTfs, 1122, 1).

*0(cp/4ar, 9027177 1122, b.
*0<T<l<rTwAof, 1 105, b.

*OA«7apxia, 134, b ; 826, b.
*OAir<i3«y. 785, a.

*OAiTQ/. 765. ft.

''OA^y, 768, b.

'OA^uoy, 1163, ft.

*OAoicavT»ty, 999, b.

'OKocpvp^Aara fpya, 726, a.

*0\^fiwia, 826, a.

'OAvpriAy, 883. a.

’'OAwpa, 5^ b.

'OpoydAorryy, 290, a ; 1 154, b.
*OptfK>i, 291, a ; 613, a.

'OpoAgyltt, 1081, a.

*0/x/xpwiat 773, b.

*Oii4>d\os, 298Ttt ; 488^ a.

'QyttpoiroAltt, 417, b.

’'Opofuiy 800, a.

"OKoy, 7C5, a.

’0{‘y, ^ 8.

1204, b.

OlvSdtpujv, 4, a.

'0^v€eupoy, ^ a ; 381, b.

'OfvypA^oi, 806, b.

’0{ij^«Ai, 1205, b.

‘OH 761, b
*Owi4T&65ofjLOi, 1 105, b.
'OirAa, 135, a.

'OrATrrfy, J 154. a.

*0»A(toi, 135. a.

'Ow»pa, 163, b.

'Opygy<n>r722. a.

•OpYio, 761, a.

*OpYvii,~75T. b ; 845, a.

*Optixa\Kos, 845, b.

'Op$69vpoy, 751, b.

*Op»fto*', 661, b.

*Op*oy, 659, b.

"Qppay, 767, b ; 1006, a.

’Opi'ty, 149, a.

„ (doAos, 149, a.

Op(M.^ a ; 6147b.
*Opv7;ta, 196, b.

'Op^f, 152, ft.

*^Opxyty, 1004, b.

*Opx!^trTp(t^~Y^^ a.

*Opxv<fTW, 1004, b.

*0<rioi, 837, Tk
*OiTMmfp, 837. b.

*Offrp^toy, 532. b
; 555, a.

*0^p«ucifffi6ft 514, a^

*O<rrpaM0y, 5^2, b.

*O^Q^pta, 845, b.

846, b.

05ay, 533, a^

OiIt^Ib, T213, b,

Oir/KUit 1213, b.

o5^y, 624. b.

O^Ao^toI, 483, b.

08Aoy btpArmyt 892, ft.

OmA«^X^*> ^9, b.

999, b.

Ofipcryrfy, 484. n ; 488, a: 497, a

“Tl 2
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Ovpaylof 918, b.

Ovptdxos, 587, b.

Ovcrias 8»r?j, 461, •.

’’O^fis, 136, b.

^iffKo^ot, 621, b.
*

04MoC;t<of, 149, a.

148,Vri49, b.

'Oxd*nn, 2^ b.

'Oxwvr, 2^ b.

'OxnAM*. 1 185, a.

*OxAo«r/Mtrla, 391, b ;
821, b.

835, V,

*04>o^>rT). 873, a«

835757
*0^ov6pLot, 836, b.

'Oij/or^Xcior, 722, a.
*

04wctfA7iv, 722, a.

*0^irwXla, 722, a.

'oi^o^teeyla, 836, o.

*0\ifOipdyos, 836, a.

836, a«

n.

netyKpauatrrai, 857, b.

tlayKpdrtoift 857, a.

ndyxPTt^os, 892, a.

Tlcucb', 846, b.

niuSoTwy^t. 847, a.

TlaiSopi^rff, 36, a.

neuii<TK*toyf 605, a.

Tlai^y6fiOS, 848, a.

TleuiioTpt€cU, 581, b.

n«S9T/>o<^a, 738, b.

TTeuS^ct, 3^ a,

TIoit^w*', 846, b,

nalwr, 846, b,

I1aAcu(7/ia, 713, b.

na\aiafio<rvrn, 713, b

naAa«rn^, 372, b ; 751, b.

noAoiarpa, 849, a.

naKtuffTpo^vkeutts, 582, b.

niAij. 7^ b.

noXi7«rarr}Aor, 258, b.

noXAiunf. 349, a ; 892, b.

rittAAaJcly. 349, a.

noArt^K, 587, a.

UafifouiTut, 854, b.

n<i/i/Aaxo(, 657, b«

na^^i/Aoi, 572, a.

Ttdvofiot, 223, a; 224, aj 225, a.

^<u'Sle^ 861, a,

ngydoMtby, 258, a ; 619, b.

nar«AAifria, 861

,

b.

ITanfyvptv, 861, b.

Tia¥id>¥ia, 86 1

,

b.

ncvoirAlf}, 13>, a.

TlayoPAKot, 1 101, a.

Xlc^mrof, 892, a.

„ ir«pos, 891, b.

,, yp^of,~591, b.

nopk^oair, 344. a.

TIcytt^rfAioy, 106, b ; 8^, a.

nopdSoAoy, 106, b ; 863, a.

nop«ry>'a9f^f, 566, a.

Hap«rfya$iBiov, 548, a.

napaypct^f 93, t; 470, a ; 869,
a.

T\ap€tyuryd, 484, b,

nopoyiMifr, 864, a.

INDEX.
Ilapd^curoT, 863, b.

Ilttp<i3pa^8<y, ^0, b«

TlapaBvpa, 625, b,

napatSdnis, 379, b.

napeucaTa$<lAA«u<, 596, b.

nopoirara^oAif, 93, a } 103, b ;

403, b ; 863, aT
napcuroTodifvp, 102, b ; 863, b.

napOKetTa^mit 102, b.

TlapaXdyf<r6ai, 197, b.

napoAiTcu, 865, a.

nipoAoc, 865, a
; 1 1 55, a.

n4>«Aor, 665, a.

nap4M€a^ot 8iCrn;Aor, 9^ b.

Tlapayolat ypa^n^, 665, a.

Hapay6fiuy 7pa4>^,~856, b.

nctpdm/fi^if 737, a.

rittpay^tMT^, 1 122, b.

llapairdyfiaTa, 154, b«

naporp«^fla, 866. a.

Tlapaffpta§*ias ypa^, 866 , b.

nopsrvAlr, 643, a.

n<ipa^</^Ta, 790, b.

Tlapairdyyjft, 866, b.

napd<njfiov, 699, a.

Tlapdtrtrot, 692, a.

nopaamii'to*', 1122, a ; 1146, b.

IlapcurrdSft, 97, a.

nopaoTcb
,
97, b ; 425, b.

tlapdffroai^~it', 1 105, b.

napcbrroj^is, 403, b ; 867, b.

HttpatTrdiTat, 593, a ; 769, a.

n«pa4*<»*'^a, 773, b.

napaxopdjytj/ia. -1 146, b.

napdxpM^OT, 891, a.

nopax^rrit, 185, b.

TloDOX^p^tVif^'t^, 1146, b.

Tletpaii^rff<purroy, 8S12, b.

Ilap«8pla, 868, a.

n4p«8po(, 867, b.

rigpftff7ptt^4« 668, a.

Tlap^taypaiprts ypair^, 866, a.

riapTryopij^uiTa, 1146,^
Tlapijloyf 548, a.

Tlap^opot, 378, b.

napg«y<rcu, 871, a.

Ila^cWa, 671, a.

nap$*yoiy 871, a.

TTa^wt, 150, b.

ndpoSoi, 1 122, a.

n^ioSf 280, a.

riopoxo^i 737, a.

Tlopu^nf, 707, b.

Hoards, 671, a.

Haaro^dptor, 871, b.

IlaoTo^pos, 871, a.

n^Croiicct, 639, a.

riax«ta ypovt, 692, b.

n«8iouoi, 1 155, a.

n«8iAoy, 220, D.

Itf^aKoyriarcu, 503, a.

Ht^ireupoi, 488, b.

n^Aomi, 840, b.

n<A({r(u, 882, a.

T1(Ailr7)r, 295, a.

ntA«Ia5«f, 840, b.

n<A«iri/r, 1614, a.

ncAraoral, 135, bj 487, bj 882,

b. .

n#ATij, 882, b.

• n<y*<rT«M, 88*
2 , b.

nrrramjpf}, 222, b.

n7rro8Aot, 683, a.

n^yra^Aoy, 883, a.

fltrreucoaiapxta, 488, a.

ntvratcoaiofitiifufoi, 266, a

:

1155. a.

HtmaXiBl^tut, 1095, b.

n<Kr4Ai8oy, 582, a.

rifyTciim/xa, 1092, a.

HtyrrjKdyropos, 785, a.

HtyrrjKoarij, 884. a.

ntvrriKoariip, 483, a.

HtyritKoaToKdyoi, 884, a,

HtyrnKoarits, 483. a.

IlfKr^p«4j, 785, b.

n^Aor, 884. b.

HtpidicTO*, 1 123, a.

HtploKTos, 867, a,

nsplappLO, 91, b,

Htplarroy, 91, b.

n*pl6\rifM, 79, a.

rigp<g^Aaioy,~79, a.

ClfpltfoAot, 996, b.

nfpl8«iiryoy, 577, b,

Htptdvtos, ^5, a.

n«pl^«;xa, 1075, a.

n<p(ir(jx^*"*'> 300, b.

ricpi^^pia, 524, b.

Hfp(rttp, 788, b.

Ilfpiouroi, 2^, b; 887, a.

n<pty^citt, 1145, 6^

n«p<T(18ior, 639, a.

rifpiiroAoi, 463, a j 486, b.

n»plTTgpof, 1105, b.

Hfpiwrdaauw, 484, b.

n<pt^ayr^pta, 11,05, a.

IlcpurircAAls, 88^9. a.

Vliplaria, 441, b
n«p4(rrlapxat, 441, b.

n«p«m/Xior, 425, a
; 889, b.

Htptrttxttfpds, 1 183, a.

IlfpiVior, 225,
Htpdyrt, 531, b.

XlfponTTpiy, 531, a.

n«povls, 5^1, b.

Htpatvs, 149, a,

ncatrol, 670. b.

HeraXtapSs^ 515, a.

n^rdatop, 9^. a.

ndraaos, 920, a.

Hiraupov, 748, a.

nfrfvpoy, 748, a.

n«Tpo^<iAof, 1 138, b.

IlffSilAior, 768, b.

n^Ai;{, 565, b. •

ni^AoirdTif, 880, b.

n^yij, llOL a-

HririKTi, 330, a.

n^rtox, 565, b; 1101, a.

HTipa, 886, a.
~

126, a
j
721, b ;

751, b j

880, ST~
nWof, 1202, a.

ni^cy<<r~4T2. a.

nlAi)^, ;^0, a.

niAioy, 9sgr««
nJXos. 92o7a.
niAarr^y, 9^ b.

niyoitiic^, 144, b.

nlya|, 1092, a. .

„ 4ictc\nautaTtKdt, 392, b.
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ntffvmns, 120^
nxaifftop, 485, A.

TWatHfratf 922, a.

TWa>mft4vot icr4p9S, 922, a.

n^oirrar^, 1059, a.

riAoraTii, 381, U
nA<rra7^*'i0r, 381. b.

T\x.46pov, 753, b
;
928, a,

nA«arro4oAl^a, 1112, b.

TlKijO^waros, 2^, a.

IlA^irr/Mr, 721, b.

378, b.

n\jtfiox4«Ut 454, a.

^A1)^ox^, 454, a.

IlAii'8(or, 485, a j 668, a«

FIAii^/t, 668. a.

nAl*^y, 668. a ; 9^ a.

TlAoZa*', 785, a.

riAov^ia^oy, 851. a*

n\vrr4ipta, 928, b.

rivryos, 344, b«

n»nJf. 440, b.

n<»«y. 783. b ; 790, b.

no8»ir4««if, 240, b.

Iloifir, 1^ b,

n«<«<iir8cu, b,

Tloiifirts, 14, b.

notijr6tt 14^ b.

ricHiriAT^y, 851, a.

noinf, 9^ a.

notrpihrtoy, 224. a.

noA«;ia^;(ot, 123, a
; 483, a

;

929. a.

flaAi^ MurdKOfUts, 890, b.

npArr«la, 288, b.

lloAfnif, 269, a.

I1oAiTO^^Aafr«y, 1094, a*

naAof, 61^ a ; 9297T>.

noAv^roy, 1101, b ; 1 102, b*

noA^Wt^xa, 1Q92, a,

rio^ryf. 931, a.

n^rroy,'2^ a.

TtopitTTal, 942, b.

rio^<ibr, 605, a.

tl6pyn, 604, b.

TJopvuthv T«Aay, 605, b.

Tlopyo^offKoi, 605, a.

nopyo€o<rK6s, 891, b.

Tloproypaplat 912, a.

nopygr^A^rgi, 605, b.

n<^a(, 298, b.

Tl6pwrt, 531, b.

n6f»niiM, 632, a.

noff^iMp, 2^ a; 2^ a;
2-25, a.

T1(My«t8<$i'ta, 945, b,

IloaiSai^, 225, a.

norc^i4y, 152, b.

Tblroy, 1082, a.

flow, 751, b
; 893, a*

npdjtropfs, 9M , a.

nggfi*P7i3tti, 928, b.

nparhp Kieos. 1034, b ; 1205, b.

Ttp4<r€{rnis

,

891, b.

nptfrriipiSf 543, b.

TlpTfOTitt 16l> a,

npimr, 1029, a.

Tlpodyvfvffis, 453, a.

npoaywytius 7pa^, 958, b.

npo<pA4, 426. a ; 955751
npo6tfpA<p/ig, 210, b ; 806, a.

INDEX.
TIpo€oiktvfia iwfrMPf 211, a.

IIf>84pvAp(, 960, a.

npoTc^ia, 737, a.

TlpoiiKoalat 897, b.

np^Sofios, 1105, a»

Tlpoioelot 961, a.

f1^M>8o<r(af ypap4t, 962, a.

tlpASpopios, 125. b.

<^t/A^, 212, b.

rTpofSpia, (>4G, a.

210 , b ; 212, a.

449, u.

Tlpotur^tpuT SiKTj, 962, b.

VlfMHfiSa\is

,

787, a.

n^in^/MKrfa, or Xlpor^potrlMt 962, b,

n^il6t<r(y, 555, a.

TlpoBtapIa, 4f'HJ, a
;
9^14, a,

n^>c»d«<r;u4ay r8;ioy, 964, a.

I}p66\/pa, 424. b.

JlpiiBupav, 627, a.

SiKTj, 1048, a.

Tlpot^, 436, a.

UpoKdOainTtt. 453, ft.

npowoArri7&a(. 398, a.

TJpoKaTa€u\f)^ 11 (Kl, a.

Xlp^KKrjfuf^ 398, a ; 403, a

;

404, a j
73I7T.

JlpoKoniOP, 428, b,

IlpoKvuPt 152. b.

Xlp6\oyo5, 1146, a.

ripg^i*ayT«lg, 83?, a.

Up^fitumSt 039, a.

Ilpofii'i&tia, 902, b.

Tlpofitrijarptai, 736, b.

Tlpo^inj<rrplS*s, 736, b.

Tlp6vaos, 1 105, a.

npofcyta, GI9, a ; 620, •»

npA^4yos, 020, a.

Tlp6wt7VSf 79Q, b.

llpoirt/Aftta, 9<)3, a.

697, a.

JlpovKardiXfffitk, 1 103, a.

npoaTKt^dxtiov^ 555, a ; 673, b.

npofTic^tnop, 1122, a.

Xlp4ffK\r)ais, 403, a
;
733, a.

UpcffKvpija-is, ft.

Ttp6ffoioy yfOB^iaaOai^ 211, a.

I1fo<yTily, 425, b.

ripoiJTOT’^pioy, 224, a.

IJpiMrrdnjs, 295, a.

„ TOW S4fpiooj 964, a.

npocTifioPt 1 133, Q.

nfiturrtttuaOai, 1133, a.

ri/)o<rTf/ii{^4a, 1 133, a.

npoirr6or, 425, a.

IIf>4gTWAOT, 1105, b.

Hp6(rTvwa, 457, li.

rip^Twyoy, 1 18), a.

npo<r^<4oy, 88.9, b.

Hp6iTbnrov, 889, b.

nporeAcia yiftWf 737, a.

Tlpmop^f, 133, b.

np6ropoi, 783, n ; 790, b,

TTporpi^^ta, 964, b.

VlpovvtKQt

,

3(j, a,

npo^TTiy, a,

np<ppTtrts, 837, ft.

JlpoXfifPyrovlat 211.

Hp^xw^a, 1201, b.

npotf/too'ca, 92, b,

npwA«s, 27871) ;
1006, a.

1265

np^Ait, 278. b; 1005, a.

TlpCtur7t,~7Wf, a.

npurortfa, 210, b*

npirra*^(a, 103, b
; 970, b.

npyrgy^iop, 970, a.

npi/Towery, 210, b ; 970, b.

npaf. 408, “El"
Tlpwpix, 786, a.

nposrra76fV4(rTT^ jr. Oil, b.

Tlfwr6\€toy, 433, a.

np*i^o(7T<lr»if, 484, a.

riTiMfr/ow, lO^J, a.

riTiw*', 848, b.

nuflU'fil'ia, 976. a.

223, II.

nuyfiaxia, 974. b.

nwyM. 752. a ; 974. b.

Ili/y/*o<rwrft. 974, b.

Ilio^r, 762, a.

I1w4Aoi, 185, a
; 555, b,

nwfafirrai. 978, a.

n^6ia, 92^ b.

ni^uroy p6fu}$f 977, a,

Ilt^ioi, 978, b,

nw64xp)|<rroi, 460, b.

nM«i'4(rrwAoy, 1 106, a.

Ilwrnu, 874, b.

nvKrlop, 1002, a.

IIwAa^^^, 60, b,

riwAoia, 60, b.

Ili/Ai}, 943, a.

I1wA/r, 943, a,

IIwA^, 425, a ; 943, b.

nu{. 97C~57
I1w((8<or, 978, b.

nviiop, 171, a; 216, o.

nwfir, 97571).

lUt^oSt 216, a.

riwp<f7pa, 545, a.

nt^Kil, 5^, b.

nijyYoy7yi.b;976.b; 1774. b.

riwpla, 185, a.

IlupiaHlpiow, 185, a.

nwpopcuTf^a, 417, a.

1W5, a»

Tlu^PiXiffredt 1005, a.

Ilwycry, 196, V.

nwA^rai, 884, a ; 929, b.

n«Ayrr^ptor, 929, 5^

P.

'Po68ior, 903, a,

’PaiiopdfMt, 3^ a.

*P(ltf8ot, 40^ b ; 1209, a.

'PofSowxoi, 32, a
;

1 125, a.

*Pa€3o^4pot, 1125, a.

'PaiMtos, 226, a.

*P(utfT^p, 726, a.

*Pa4>iy, 13, b.

*P^€o, 5T3, a.

*Ptjriyit iTxtidPVt 903, b.

'PijToptKh 7po^^462, a ; 994, U
'HTpa. 804, a ; 994. b.

*P^«p. 994, b; T556, a.

*PtyoywAT7 , 943, a.

’Ptrly, 539, a.

‘PiTioT^, 539, a.

*Po9dyrty 1 100, a.

‘pgd3tt€Ai. 1205, b.

4 i ^
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'Piwrpo^t 627, 9.

996, 1 .

'PififUi, 185, b.

’Pifti4s, 117, b ; 378, b.

'Pvwapoypaiplat 912, a.

'Pwna, io61,

'Ptrr6y, 995. a.

‘PmfiMs, 225, a.

3.

861, b
2o4i^, 1007, a.

3<r)n?y*^<y, 9W, m.

3cry^*Tf, 989, b.

^dytor, 710, a.

Scuric/ar, 1203, a.

idKKos, 329. b; 996, b.

2cUos, 135. a.

SoAo^lrui, 805, a.

iaXofil^toi^ 865. a.

2d\wty^, 1170, b.

2a^4i^, 1(X)7, a.

3^u6iNtiaT(u, 1007, b.

2oi'8(L\iok, 1007, b.

ZivSaAor, 1007, b,

So«'/r. 62-5

TldpoKOiff 59, a.^ a.

24pwra, or 2^ur^ 488, a

;

589. a.

S^Tvpor, 1141, a,

3ovp<tfr^p, 587, b.

'S,*Saar6tt 225, a,

Sftpcuor, 379, b,

2ciptt^<^y, 379, b.

Ztlptos, 152, b.

2«i(r4x0<ui, 1014, a.

SfuTTpor, 1046, a.

HiiKol, 142, a.

3ijicrfs.^ b ; 1105, a.

2i}^/(u. 1044, b.

2^/iara, 556^ a.

SyjM«(a7pdl^oi, 806, b.

HrifiuoVf 638, a
;
1044, b,

2fl»V.a, 107K a.

^iSnpofiain*ia, 417, a.

2i«r«Atff^r, 892, a.

MKivyiSf 280, a.

^ividr, 851 , b,

Survpa, 882, a.

^ffvpra, 882, a.

SiTtunfr. 520, a.

'itTifp4<no0t 487, a; 1048, a.

StToirwAdu, 1047, b,

XiTos, 1047, a.

3/tow iltni, 1048, a.

3<To^wXa<ct7oy, 618, a.

^irotpiKcLKts, it>46. b.

SfTwrcu, 1047, b,

SfcoAf/a, 5^ a.

SkoA/f. 1008, a.

XraA/xo/, 787, b,

"iKawdyii, 646, b.

3«ra«-f5pa, 582, a.

3«c<£ip»;, 366Tbj 786, a.

3>ftt^/oy, 848, b.

Sa^vopyoy, 141, b.

3x«in} ttptfuurrd, 789, b.

„ (i^iya, 7B8, a.

INDEX.
2it*vri aX<irr4, 786. a.

lircw^^opoF, 623, b.

XoH. 1122, a.

SmrvTowxoi, 1011, b.

3>r8«Tpor, 1011, a.

S«/a. 900, b.

S«ta7pa^, 900, a.

Sicurypa^ta, 900, b.

S4(t48«u»r, 1213. a.

3«ui8ir^op/a, 623, a.

^Kidiiov, 1213, a.

^KiaBlciaif 1213, a.

3«c«i^par, 615, a.

3c<4t, 944, a ; 1128, b,

XKipMouSt 674, a.

3*«po4x>Pwy» 2^3. 9,

3xoA^, 5^, a.

SKt/Aot^, 370, b.

^iKopwtos, 151, a.

3kw^i, 391, b.

Sywp/a 8/«nf, 1013, a.

3Kvr4Af}, 1013, a.

3m^Ma. 57, b,

Z^iXr), 274, b
; 420, a.

3m*»«^.
~
5^» b.

S^Aor, 415, b.

3opo/, 555, b.

3rddn.TT8, b ; 577, a
;
1101, b.

3ytt^^6r. 1101, b.

^wdpyavoi', 634, a.

3irapToir({AiOF A(«crwn|, 892, b.

3rc<)iKi, 1053, a.

3x«i)Etax 0o*laif 269, a,

3vcip/oy, 853, a,

3>r«rpoy, 853, a.

3»»8«vii1m, b
; 7^ b; lQ53, b.

Zwoyyia, 905, a.

3iroi^ai, 306, a ; 100, a.

3yoy8o^po<, 607, a.

Sv<{r8wAoi, 971, a.

Sra8io8p8^i, 1055, b.

3r(18(oy, 1055, a.

Sto^iof, 1055, a.

Sra8^/, 931, a.

^roBpds, 624, b ; 706. a
; 7^ a.

3Ta8^wxo<, 1087, b»

3r<iinpoy, 1146, a.

Stot^P, 1056, b.

Srawp^s, 370, b«

^ra^vKoSpS^t, 242, a.

1029, b.

3r€(pai^TA<{K«i, 1029, b.

STtf^gypyAi^Kioy, IU30, a.

Src^^oyoTA^Ko:, 1029, b.

^Tt4p€Ufou 148, b; 359, a.

3r«^^y»fui, 1029, b«

2r^A<u, 550,~UI

Xriftitnf, 1100, a,

3Wx*>y. 280, a.

^rKryyis, 185, a ; 329, a.

2ro<i, 9^ a.

Sro?xor, 280, a.

SrdAor, 766, a.

3r8fuwy, 548, a.

3tox*^> 615, a.

JbTpdrtios, 225, a,

^rparriyls yovr, 1074, a.

SrpoTiTYdf, 5, b
; 27, b ; 1073, a.

„ ~S 4it] iiouHicws,

1097, a.

Srpordyucot, 225, a.

3rp€iT4r, 481, a.

Jrprrrds, HjO, a.

Irpoyy^tti, 784, a
;
785, a«

Srpo^^y, 241, a.

Hrpd^tyl, 241, a.

^rp6^ioif, 477, a.

2r»/Aof, 35371; 1071, a.

3riy<Uioy, 587, b.

2t^, 687757
3wyy«V*itt. 595. b.

3vyy«yfiy, 595, b.

3ryYPtt^ty. 960, a.

3v^pa^, 1066, b.

Sd^Airroy 439, b,

XvyxofuffHiptat 76, b.

SvKo^kyr^f, 10797 b.

StMco^oyr/ar Tpo^^, 1080, a.

SwAcu, 1080, a.

2wAAo7«?s, 1080, b
; 1224, b.

SwM^^CMoy. 1080. b.

Svp.€o\alwp TopaBdff€«ts ilntf,

1060, b,

3w^4oAl^, 3Q4, b.

2t5^4oAor, 402, b; 1081, a.

2wfi4({Awr &r5 iltuu, 1060, a.

2w^4owAoi, 666, a«

2w>i>iaxot, 1050, a.

llufiftopla, 449, a ; 1160, a.

3wM><^«>y, 1082, a.

SwM^pCiy, 485, b
; 929. a,

3w/i^yi'a, 778, b.

SvroTor/^, 357, b.

SwriAAo^^, 1080, b.

St^ucoy, 1084. a.

SwrSpo^^, 144. b.

3wy^8p<oy, 1084, b.

2iVc8po(, 10847 b.

2v»iryppK4», 1086, a.

3wy^^poy, 124, a ; 478, b :

1084, a.

1080. b.

3t/yPi)»r«y ’rop^iSicrtms 8bn},

1080, b.

Swy^po, 1 113, a.

SiW^r, 357, b.

SuroMt^io, 1087, a.

Swyoiic/a, 1087, a.

Swyoiw/a, 357, b»

S^firy^ 488, a.

2wrr4{«(y, 1084, b.

StVro^iy, 446, b.

3wrTM«tt, 1160, a.

SyrryAm, 1160, a.

3wyTp«ifpttpxt, 1159, b.

2wrwp(y, 378, b.

Si^ry^, 1083, a.

S/^pa, 10^, b.

3iXr«n?yo«, 357, a.

XvcffirtOf 1^8, b.

2w<rrtt<7ii, 488, a.

3iMTrwAoj, 1106, a,

34«y/y, 373767
3^0^, 918, a.

3^<p<u,~269, a
34wy<«y> 918, b.

h^lpunSt 582, a.

3<«ip«mJpioy, 582, a
; 918.

b.

S<p<up4ffTucift 916, b.

3^cup«<rriJc8f, 562, a ; 916, b.

3^<uploTpa, 9IB76.
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58^, a.

96, b; 329, t; 553, b;
1056. a.

553, b.

2<pijv9w^ymp, 890, b ; 893, «.

S^ryiTTTtp, 136, tu

2^1d«r, 721. b,

nipparyis, 9^ a.

2^i$pa, 726, a.

2ipvpiow, 726, a.

2x<8r«u. 783, a; 936, b.

2x^^a TfTpi^yoy, 602, a*

2xotyia, 790.

2xoiyo€dm)$, 553, a.

2xoivos, 1011, b.

ScvAifK, 538, b.

2aKrrpa, 1035, b.

2»^porurn{puir, 240, b.

T.

Tay6t. 1093. a.

TmWa. 52l,a; 1075. a.

Toivliiov, 1075, a.

TciAai'To, 706, a.

TcUeuToy, 810, a
j 931, b,

TdAo^t, 220, b.

ToAoiria, 1099. b.

Ta^aeiovpyta, 1099, b.

1096. a.

T<vuc/a, 738, b.

Ta^lapxot, 1098, a.

Td^ts, 486.T7188, a.

Tclirqy,~I^7, a.

Tfifa-tj, 1097, a.

Ta^s, 738, a.

TdfMXot, 368, b.

Tavptiiy, 224, a.

Tavpos, 150, a.

Tdx^, 556, a.

Ta^poiroiol, 469, a.

Tdtppcs, 11837b:
Taxvypdpoi, 806, b.

TWpiinrof. 3797fc
T«ix^or, 868, a.

Ttixo^mif, 1099, a.

Tflxor, 769,'b:

T«Ao^>', 196, a.

T^A«ior iratptKdy, 892, b.

TcArrai, 781, a.

TrfAoT, 488, a
; 1103, a.

TtKttydfix^t, 884, b ; 1102, b.

T<A<&»T)y, 884, b; 1102, b«

Ttfuros, n05, b ; TTTff, a.

TtrpdSpaxMoy, 438761
Ttrpa\oyia, 11 44, a.

Terpooplo, 379, b.

Tfrpdpx^f, 1119, b,

Trrpopx^i 488, a ; H19, b,

TrrpdtfTvAof, 1105, 67^

Trrp^p«if, 785, b.

T*rpd€o\ov, 438, b.

T«TTapcbro*>ra, ol, 1 1 1 9^ b.

Tc^X'Ai 135, a.

Tft€tyvos, 1134. b.

Tityoyov, 1008, a,

T^A(t,^ a.

Tulpo, 1130, a.

T<4^,~n^, a,

T<>/p*pt,~225: a.

INDEX.
TiftirUto, 1134, a.

TifATifUL, 266, a ; 467, a
j 469, b

;

1131. ~5:~

Ti^rfTtla, 260, b.

TM*irnf», 260, b.

TinoKparia, 827, a.

Ti^, Ml b.

Toixot, 668
, a.

Toixtypvxor, 593. a.

ToKey\6^Qt, 625, a.

T6koi lyyftoi7524, b.

„ iyyvoi, 52i, b.

„ ymurucc(^~^5, b.

TiKOS, 5^ b.

ToAiJnj, 565. a.

Tifipypoi, 840, b.

T6yot, 6737B7
T6vos, 773.

T^^opxoi, 391, b.

Td^fvfut, 1001, a.

To^timip, To^tvr^s, 151, a.

To{o^»C77, 1^ b.

T(JfoK. 126, a
; ^ b

i ^ a.

Toi6ratT59\, b.

To»»?o, 790, a.

Toptvruefi, 218, b.

Topitrri, 1 169, b.

Tf^yot, 1141, a.

Tpaytpiia, 1140, b.

Tpdwt^a, 749, b.

TpdwiCai, 473. a
; 474, b; 556, b.

„ 8€i^«pcu,305, b; a.

„ Tp^ai, 305, b; 750, a.

Tpavc^roj, 130, a.

Tp<twt^oK6nos, 305, b.

Tp«w«^owoi6s, 305, b.

Tpavftarof ix rpovolaf ypa^,
1148, a.

Tpi^ 787. b.

Tpax«ta 8fm7, 1013, a.

Tpiayfids, 883, b.

Tpicuva, 564, b.

TpmircUky, 557, b
; 1154, a.

Tpiatcds, 2^7i*
TpicutoffiofiiStftyot, 266, a

.

Tpt€6?<ot, 1148.

TplStty, 853, a.

Tpti^yioy, 663, a.

TpiSt^ro^dpot, 853, a.

Tptymvoy, 149, b ; 1007, a.

Tpirrripls, 2^ b.

Tpnrpttpxlg. 1158. b.

Tpi^popxM, 1 158, b.

Tpi^p«is, 784, a.

Tpinpoyom^' 785, a.

Tpi^aor, 1101, b; 1 102, a.

TplfifM, 1082, b; 1204, b.

TpiTovs, 1 162, b.

Tpiwrvxa, 1092, a.

Tplra, 5577b:
TpiToyvyiffT^s, 611, b.

Tperrva, 1000, a.

Tprrr^y, 1154, a.

Tp<xo^otfl»» 275, a.

Tpl^^is, 4 Topotfrcvruc^, 7^ a.

Tpu^oAop, 402, b.

TpoweMP, 1168, b.

Too^iy^^gjoy, 168, a.
'

Tp^X^<’*i 1053, b.

Tpox<J», 3737^532. b ; 1168, b
Tpw<yAW7367, a.

1255

Tpvyoaros, 1203, a.

Tpvy^ia, 411, b.

Tpvyipioi, 411, b.

Tfnndyri, 1170. a.

Tpv^cUcia, 566, a.

Ti>A«ior, 673, b.

TiKii, 67i b.

T6p€o$, 556, a.

Tifinayoy, 1180, a.

Tutos, 532, b
;
645, b ; 1181, a,

TvpayylHos ypo4>h$ 962, a.

Tvpayyis, 1181, a.

Tiipayvot, 1181, a.

1174, b.

T.

•rdSts 150, a.

‘TcuciwOia, 621, b.

'TtutMtos, 224^ a,

•ToAof. 1209. b.

yptup^i, 73, a
; 124, a j

622. a.

*Y3aTof x^<’> 131, b.

'TSpaytyyla, 103, a.

'TSpay^njj, 765, b.

'rSpayds, 453, a.

*T8pat»At7y, 622, b.

'T8povAi«(6p dpydyoy, 622, b,

*T5peu/Ait, 622, b.

•T8p»j. a ; b.

•T5pltt, 1048, b.

*T8pto^opltt, 623, a.

'r^p6p*M, 12~057b.

*T8po/*^Aqy, 1205, b.

T8po*. 153, V.

*T8poxrf^i 151, b.

*T8a»p, 151.~br
*TAi>wpof, 623, a.

*TA«rrtyp, 1203, a.

*TAAm, 5717
"

! 153, b,

*TA»po», 623, a.

•Tywf, a.

*Yvoi9poy, 1 105, a.

•Twai^poj, 1105, a.

*TrcunriffTal, 485, b
; 488, a.

•Twotoj, 352. a.

'Tw^pai. 783. b: 790, d.

*Tvfp€cpfrcuo(, 225, a.

'Tw^pitperos, 226, a.

*Tr«p^/u«pof, 456, b ; 460, a.

*Tir«par, 768, b,

*Trtp<^r, 423, b
j 425, b.

‘Twtd$yyos, 122, a ; 478, b.

•TmfM7. 1967^7 7^ b.

*Tnip€tffa, 623, b,

*Tmfp4nis, 623. b.

’'Cw^kripa, 790, b.

*Yra9oAcus, 1122, a.

*T»o^oA^f 7po4»^, 623. b.

*T»rf7«uoy, 556, b.

'Trif^toy, 556, b.

*TwoypafLftaTt^, 577, b.

*Twoypa^ls, 903, a.

ywdivMa, 22075 ; 1007, b,

*Tiroft^iiCTtt. 789, b.

'Tro&ijtni, 525, b.

'TwoK^vioy, 280, a.

'TwoKOfffAiiral, 624, a.

'Taoirpr^t, 611, a.
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'TwoK^viop, 1138, b.

'Twofulopts, 291, a
;
613, o.

’XT6rofi4>s, 374, a
; 457, a.

'Twoyrfgtor. 1129, a.

'Tw6pxi}na, 624, a.

^wocKTiPiOpf 1122, b,
' TTQxaA<»4/a, 546, a.

'Ta^X’l. ^9, b.

**firriaffti6t, 858, a.

•rwtpfUKTia, 92, b ; 399. a ; 403. b.

•T<nrAa»|, 285. a
; 1055, b.

'Ttrarf*, 588, b.

'Ttn4p6woTfiot. 557, a,

1099. a.

^tu^vrroi, 1111, b.

^oxi'ti'Sa, 918, b.

^tLKayyts, 894, a.

ttATy7apxla, 488, a.^ b ; a.

^d^apop, 894, a.

<Uot, 5C6, a.

4o»’^t, 524. a : 669, a,

^opfTpa, 894, b.

^apfuucfias ypa^, 895, a,

^of>f(a««urpl(u, 895, a«

^apfuu((8«r. 895. a.

^apfiojcol, 1 1 aO, a.

•^fuUtifP ypa^, 895. a.

850, b.

895, a.

^wryayot 677, a.

cbn^Aor, 895. b.

iirty, 895. b.

1090. a.

^«t5ir<a, 1089. b.

^tpdmf, 330, a.

436, a.

164, a.

^Oopd, 17, a.

„ tSt 898, b.

^loAff, 87 1

,

b.

548, b.

^Aidtrtof, 223, a.

^o4«/a, 2.38, a.

otWtnj, 147, b.

^6por, 896, b.

^Spov Wjoj. 897. a.

^pa^8pot, 672, a.

^opftbr, 67), b.

^^fuy(,'7W, b.

^Pfw6i, 1047, b.

^po6s, 104, b; 898, b.

opnyyof," 765, a.

^opTutd, 785, a.

^parpla, 290, a; 572, a ; 1154, b.

^p€trptMltP ypa^tfimr^wp, 1^ a.

513, a.

a.

»iiAttic€roy. 250, a.

^uAoicfs, 868. a.

^i/Aamfp<or, 91

,

b.

^JAofX'^b 487, Q ; 899, a.

INDEX.
uAif, 4^ b ; 1152, b.

4uA<^o<riActT, 478, a
j
899, a.

^vAor, 1152, b.

4u(rai, 543, b.

^ii<rfpPp 851, b,

t»T<ryaryftt. 4M, a.

X.

XoAiK-i*. 548, a
; 7^ b.

XaAatw, 270. a.

XdAaf^or, 366, b.

XaAaiobcttt, 270, b.

XaAKt(rfi6s, 1084, a.

XoAx^f, 2^ a.

XoAaoOf, 270, b.

Xo^ft^, 675. a.

Xa^fvpiop, 675, a.

Xdpaxfr, 1 183, a.

Xo^K^MH icAbiairrt, 1 123, a.

Xctjua, Xfi/uup, 16.3, b.

Xfip^Kfiayttop, 729, b.

Xfipi3orr6t 1173, b.

XttpSypa^Pf 271, b ;
10H7, a.

X«iptifiaKTpop~5U5, b
i 729, b.

Xtipoplrrpvp, 729, b.

XttpoTOPfip, 271, a.

XftpinopjjTol, 271, a.

XctporoWa, 27 1

,

a.

Xtfptpp, 153, b.

X«Ai5^Ma, 271, a.

X<Ai8tfrtgTttf, 27 1

,

b.

XAvf, 148, bT~720, b.

XfAwiTirT^b; 1118, b.

Xfpfowa, 57, a.

X^fftioP, 729, b.

XW.30X b; 729, b.

XijAo/, I5T7a.

Xvfi^, 2717b.
XijpUrKos, 786, b.

XiipoKrTci/, 596, a.

XMptUj 282, a.

XiAapx^tt. 488, a.

XtTtpp, 1171, b.

„ i^ftdi<rx(t\off 1 173. a.

„ ir4poftd^X^^^3 H73, a.

„ 6p$offTtl8ioT, 1 173, b.

„ <rTo\t8ofr6t, 1 173, b.

^urr6s, 1 172, a.

ft X*V>‘9tpT6tt 1173, b.

X<r^ta, 275. a.

XiTtiptopf 1171, b ; 1173, a.

XtT^p(fft(or, 1171, b
;

1 173, a.

XXcura, 665. b ; 67^ a
j 67^ a

XAttiyioa, 651, a.

XAa/t^, 275, a.

XAo^t^iar, 27^ a.

XAopISiop, 851. a.

XAorlr, 851, a.

XAarltraiai', 851, a.

XAi3<i*', 13^ a.

XArffjtt, 276, b.

XAoui, 557. b.

Xool, 567, b.

Xoa*w7759, b.

XMf, 412, a.

Xo»^fr2S). b.

Xmruclr, 378, b.

Xoiri{, 276, b.

Xoipii^, 971, a.

XopfureU^ 276. b.

Xopyyftbp, 27/, a.

XopTfyia, 276, b.

Xofnjy^f, 276, b.

Xopo9i8dffKo\ot, 276, b.

Xop6s, 277, a ; 584, a.

„ leittAiMos, 279, a.

Xovj, 2^ b.

Xp4ous 280, b.

x)>^>urra, 608, b.

Xpr^irpLol, 416, a.

Xpr^apLiKoytH, 416, b.

Xpyt(rri^p30P^ 836, b.

T^Mi^Ao^i'a, 280, b.

Xfivc6tt 180, b.

Xj>yyoi?y.~n?56. b.

XpwTwyrftoi^ 366, a
;
1034, b.

Xp«C'‘*', 900767
X<rTpa, 827. a ; 1000, b.

Xur/>cu, 3^ a.

Xinpis,^ a.

XvTpoi, 412, a.

Xxnpos, 827, a.

XHtya, 31 . a 556, a.

»htovPTts, 705, a.

YelAior, 136, a; 648, a.

VoAlf, 545, a.

T^Aior, or Y^AAioi', 136, a.

V«t*8«77po^t ypa^t 97 1

,

b.

Yfw8o8faTfpoJ, 1105, 51

'V*v9oK\rtTftas ypa^, 294, b)
972, a.

irtvSwipVt 892, b.

^fvHoftofiTvpmp 5tK7j, 724, a.

^tvSoWfpiwrtpos, 1 105, b.

21 1, a ; 442, b ; 805, b.

95, a ; 67^ b ; 971, a.

YiAol, 1155, a.

YiAariiTiSf r, 1097, b.

'VvKrffp, 972, b.

Vvx9*onwMPf 642, b.

A.

*tiapl»p, 152, a.

*n«oi, 572, a
; 1154, a.

*fl>«Iby7822. b.

*Cl\4rtt, 1213. a

'Cifio^iiiyia, 413, a.

*ClpttoPf 618, a.

*Clplttp^ 152, a.

*ApoA(^ioy, 615, a.

'cipoffK^mSf 144, b.

’At.^ a,

*Clcxo^8puit 845, b.
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LATIN INDEX

A.

Abactuf Tenter, ^ a.

Abaculun, 2, a.

Abacus, L, a ; 904. a.

Abalienatto, 728, a.

Abamita, 310, a.

Abavia, 310, a.

Abavunculus, 310, a.

Abavua, 310, a.

Ablegmina, 1000, a.

Abmatertcra, 310, a.

Abnepos 310, a.

Abneptis, 310, a.

Almormis, 806. a.

Abolla, 2, a
Abortio, 2, a
Abortivua, 2± a
Abortua 2, a
Abpatruua 310, a
Abrogare legem, 682, b.

Absentia, 988, a.

Absolutio, 647, b.

Abstinendi bcneficium, 598, b.

Abusua 677, a ; 1221, b

;

1222. a
Accensi, 2, b ; 495, b ; 502, b.

Accensua 535, b.

Acccptilatio, 2, b.

Acceptum, or Accepto, facere,

or ferre, 3, a
Acceptum habere, ^ a
Accessio, 3, a
Acclamatio, S, b.

Acciibita, 3, b.

Accubitalia, 3, b.

Accubitoria %’estia 1087, b.

Accusatio, 368, b.

Accasator, 13, a ; 648, b.

Acerra 3, b.

Acetabulum, 979, a
Acetum, 1204, b.

Achaicum foedua ^ a
Aciea 587. b.

Acilia lex, 986. b.

Acilia Calpurnia lex, 77, b.

Acinacea ^ a
Acisculariua 141, b.

Acisculua 141, b.

Aclia 589, a
Acna, Aenua ^ b ; 4^ b.

Acquisitiones civilea 422, a.

„ naturalea 422, b.

Acroama, ^ b.

Acropolis, ^ b ; 1 175, a
Acroterium, 6, b.

Acta 7, a.

„ diurna 7, a
„ forensia, 7, a
„ jurare in, 7, b.

„ militaria 7, b.

„ patrum, 7, b.

„ senatua 7, b.

Actariua 7, b ; ^ bi

Actio, 9, a ; 642, a
„ albi corrupt!, 7^ b.

,, aquae pluviae arcendae,

115, b.

,, arbitraria, 10, a
„ arborumfurtimeaesarum,

564, b.

„ auctoritatis, 173, b.

„ ex bona fide, 1^ a.

„ bonac 6dei, 1^ a
,, bonorum vi rapturum,

564, a
„ certi incerti, 268, b.

„ civilia 10, a
„ commodati, 341, a.

„ communi dividundo, 341,

a
„ confessoria, 350, a; 1032,

b.

,, damni injuria dati, 383,

b.

,, dejecti eflusire, 888, a.

„ depensi, 640, a
„ depositi, 394, b.

„ dirccta, 10, a
„ de dolo malo, 373, a
„ de eflusis, 1200, a.

„ emti et venditi, 459, a
„ exercitoria 480, b.

„ ad exbibendum, 51 1, b.

„ extraordinaria 10, a
„ in factum, 1^ b.

„ familiae erciscundae, 520,

a
„ fictitia, 10, a
„ fiduciaria 536, b.

„ finium regundorum, 537,

b.

M furti, 563, b.

„ fiirti adversus nautas et

cauponea 564, b.

„ honoraria 1^ a ; 258, a
M hypothecaria 917, b.

M inanU, 10, a
„ injuriamm, 699, a; 1200,

„ institoria 639, a
„ institutoria, 641, b.

H inutilia 1^ a.

„ judicati, ^1, b.

„ in judicia 1^ a.

„ in jure, 10, a
„ in jus 10, b.

„ quod jussa 663, b.

„ Icgia or legitima ^ a.

„ legis Aquiliae, 38^, b.

,, locati et conductiT7 1 0, a
„ mandati, 728, b.

„ mixta, 9, b ; 10, a
„ mutui, 780, b.

„ negativa 350, a.

„ negatoria 350, a ; 1033,a

Actio negotiorum gestorum,
794. a

„ noxalia 10, b.

„ ordinaria 10, a.

„ de pauperie, 880, b.

„ de peculia 1037, b.

n perpetua 10, b

„ persecutoria 10, a
„ in personam, 9, a
„ pignoraticia 917, b.

„ poenalU, 1^ a
„ popularis 1200, b.

„ praejudicialis 954, n.

,, praetoria, 10, a.

„ privata, 10, b.

„ prosecutoria, 10, a.

„ PublicUna in rem, 974, a
,, quanti minoris, 982, a.

,, rationibus distrahendis

1178, b.

„ de recepto, 984, b.

„ redhibitoria 985. a.

„ rei uxoriae, or dotis,

438, a.

,, in rem, 9, a.

„ de in rem verso, 1038, a
„ rescissoria, 641

,

b.

„ restitutoria 641, b.

„ Ruliliana, 996, a
„ sepulchri violati, 562, a

;

1200, a.

„ Serviana 918, a
„ pro socio, 1049, b.

,, strict! juris IQ, a
,, temporalis IQ, b.

„ de tiguo juncto, 564, b.

„ tributoria 1037, b.

„ tutelae, 1178, b.

„ utilis 10, a
Actionem dare, H, a

„ edcra 111 a.

Actor, 1^ a ; 48, a.

„ publicus 1^ a.

Actuariae naves 785. a
Actuarii, ^ b ; 8, b ; 1^ b

;

807, a.

„ ocnturialcs, SO, b.

Actus IQi b; 753, a

„ minimus 13, b.

,, quadratus IQ, b ; 46, b

;

753. b.

„ servitus 1032, a
„ simplex, 13, b.

Acus, 13, b ; 57, a
Adamas 759, b.

Adcresoendi jure, 600, b.

Addico, 172, a ; 655, b.

Addicti, 796, a ; 797, b.

Addictio, 655. b.

Ademptio, 677, a.

„ equi, 264, b.

Adfines 28, a
Adiinitas 28, a
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Adgnatif 309t a.

Adiynatio, a.

Aditio lter«ditaiUy 601 > b.

Adjudication b.

Adiccti, a.

Adlector, H, b.

Admissionatca, b.

Admiuionis pnmae, soexindaet

Ac., amiclt 1^ b.

Admissiomtm proximut, 14, b.

Adnepoa, 310, a.

Adncptis, 3 10, a.

Adobruere, 5^ a.

Adolesccnte«, 636, a.

Adoratio, ^ a.

Adrogatio, 1 5, b.

Adscripti glelWe, 1040, a.

Adscriptorcs, 838, b.

Ad«(criptitii, ^ b; 31 1, b.

Adscriptivi, £, b.

Adscrtor, 1 43, a.

Adscssor, H3, a.

Adstipulatio, 818, a«

Adstipulator, 640, b ; 818, a.

Adversaria. IT^ b.

AdTcrsarius, a.

Adulteriuxn (Greek), 16, b.

Adulterium (Homan),“!?, a.

Adulti, 636, a,

Adrocatus, ^ b.

tt fi^ci, ^ a.

Adytum, 1 105, a.

Aebutia lex, ^ a; 267, a;
684, a.

Aedes, 554, a ; 1104, b.

„ sacra, 1 104, b.

Aedtculae, ^ a.

AedUcs, ^ a,

M ccrealcs, a.

Aeditiroi, 20, a.

Aeditui,^ a.

Aeditumi, 2^ a.

Aegis,^ b.

Aclia lex, 684, a.

„ Seotia lex, 684, a ;

878. a.

Aemilia lex, 684, b.

„ Bacbia lex, 688, b.

„ I.«pidi lex, 1077, b.

„ Scauri lex, 1077, U
Aenatores, 22i ^
Aenei nummi, ^ a.

Aenum, 22, a.

'Aera, 281, b.

AerariiT^, b.

„ Praefecti, 2^ a.

„ Praetores, 2^ b.

„ Quacstorea,^ b.

„ Tfibuni, 26, b; 1149, a.

Aerarium, 2^ a.

„ militare, 2^ a.

„ Praetores ad, 2^ b.

„ sanctius, 2^ b.

„ sanctum,^ h.

Acrii nummi, 2^ a.

Ae% 25, a.

Aes (money),^ a.

M Aegineticum,^ b,

M alicnum, 2^ a.

„ circumforancum,^ a.

INDEX.
Aes Corinthiacum, 25, b.

„ Deliacum, 2^ b.

„ equestre,^ a.

„ grave, HO, a.

„ hordearium, or hordla-

rium, 2^ a ; 471, b.

„ munuarium, b.

„ inilitare, 26i a.

„ rude, 140, a.

„ tbermarum, 186, b.

„ uxorium, 2^ b.

Aestivae feriae, 530, a.

Aetolicum condliuxn, 97^ b.

„ foedus, 2?2 a.

Affines, 28, a.

Affinitas, 28, a.

Agaso, 2^ 1).

Agema, 485, b.

Agendi scrvitutea, 1032, a.

Agcr, 29* a ; 3^ b ; 554, a.

„ arcifinalis, 29, a ; $8, b.

„ arcifinius,^ a ; 30, a.

„ assignatus, ^ b ; 3^ b.

„ concessus, 3^ b.

„ decumanus, 4^ a.

„ divisus ct assignatus,

^ b.

„ cfTatus, 930, b.

„ emphyteusis, 43, a.

„ emphyteulicarlui, 43, a;
458, a.

„ limitatus, 9^ b
; ^ a ;

3^ b.

„ mensura comprehensus,

2^b.
„ occupatoriua,29,a; 89, b.

„ privatus,^ a.

„ publieus, 9^ a ; 949, a.

„ quaestorius, 29, b ; 39, b.

„ redditus, 9^ a.

„ religiosus,^ b.

„ restibilit, ^ a
; ^ a

;

^b; 61, 0.

„ aacer,^ \x

„ sanctus,^ a,

„ scriptuarius, 1012, b.

„ vectigalU, 43, a; 458, a.

A^er, ^ a ; 9B77 •-

Agitator, 287, a.

Agmen, 498, a.

„ pilatum, 498, h.

„ quadratum, 498, b.

Agnati, 309, b.

Agnatio, 309, b.

Agnomen, 802, b.

Agonales, 1003, b.

Agonalia, 31, b.

Agonensis, 1003, b.

Agonio, 31, b.

Agonium~KfartiaIe, ^ b.

Agoranomi, ^ b.

Agrariae legea, 37, a.

Agraulia, 44, a.

AgTicultui^44, a.

Agrimensores, 71, b.

Agronomi, 7^
Ahenatores, 9^ a.

Aheniim, ^ a.

Ala, 73i b.

Alae, 429, a ; 507, a ; 509, a.

Alabaster, 74. a.

Alabastrites, 7^ a.

Alabastrum, 74, a,

Aiares, 7^ b.

Alarii, 7^ b.

Alauda, ^ a.

„ legio, 7^ a.

Albarium opus, 870, a.

Albogalerus, 102, b.

Album, 74, b ; 171, a.

„ decurionum, 7^ b.

„ judicum, 74, b ; 649, b.

n senatorum, 7^ b.

Alea, 7^ b.

Alcator, 7^ b.

Ales, I^a; I75,b.

Alica,^ b.

Alicula, 7^ b.

Alimentarii pueri et puellae,

7^ b.

Alipilus 7^ b.

Aliptac, 7^ b.

Alluvio, 7^ 0.

A hare, 1 16. b.

AUius non tollendi servitua,

1031, b.

Aluta, 222, a.

Amanuensis, 7^, b.

Ambarvalia, 7^ b; 138, b.

Ambitio, 77i a.

Ambitus, 7^ b.

Ambrosia, 7^ b.

Ambubaiae, 7^ b.

Ambulstionea, 618, b.

Amburbiale, 7^ b.

Amburbium, 7^ b.

Amentum, 588, a.

Amicire, 7^ b.

Amictorlum, 7^ b,

Amicius, 7^ b.

Amiculum, 7^ b.

Aroita, 310, a.

Amphictyones, 79, a.

Amphimalla, 10^, b,

Ampbitapae, 1097. b.

Ampbilbeairum, 8^ k
Amphora, ^ a; 979, a;

1203. b.

AmpUatio, 647, a.

Ampulla, 9U a i 192, b.

AmpullariusI 9Jj a.

Amuletunt, 91, b.

Amurca, 825. b.

Amussis, or Amussiumt 91j b.

Anagnostae, 9^ a.

Anatocismus, 527, a.

Ancilla, 637, a.

Ancones, 989. a.

Andabatae, 575, a.

Andromeda, or Andromede,
149. b.

Angaria, 9< b.

Angariorum exhibitio, or prae-

statio,^ b.

Angiportus, or Angiportum,
95. a.

Anguifer, 149, a.

Arguis 148, a; 149, b; 153, K
Anguitenens, 149, a.

Angustus clavus, 294, b.
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Aninudvenlo e«n«>rU» 86$> b.

Anio novas 1 1 1, a.

„ Tetus 1^ a.

Annalcsnuximif 523, a; 94l, a.

AnnalU lex, ^ b.

Anoona,^ a.

M CIVICS 500, b,

Annotatio, 35 It b.

Annuli aurei jus 9^ b«

Annulorum jus^ b.

Annulus 9^ a ; 825, s
Annua niagnus 288» b ; 837, s

„ vertens 836t K
Anquina, 790, b.

Anquiaitio, 649, a.

Anas 533, s
Antae, 9T^ a.

Antcambuloncs ^ b.

Antecanis or Antccanem, 152,

b.

Antecesaorcs 97, b.

Antccoens 307, a.

Antccursorcs b.

AntefiKa, 97, b.

Antemeridianuni tempus <06,

a.

Antenna, 789, b.

Antepagments 9^ b
; 624, b.

AntepiUni, 495, a.

Antesignani, 503, a ; 1045, b,

Anteatari, H, a.

Antia lex, 1077, b.

Antichresis 916, b.

Anticum, 624, b,

Antinous 149, b.

Antiquarii, 706, b.

Antlia, 100, a.

Antoniae leges 685, a.

Apaturia, 101, s
Aporta navis 784, b.

Apex, 108, a,

Apiculs 102, a.

Aplustre, 787, a.

Apodectae, 103, a ; 1047, b.

Apodyterium, 189, a.

Apollinarev ludi, 715, s
Apophoreta, 104, b.

Apotheco, 105, s
Apotheosis 105, s
Apparitio, 106, a.

Apparitorcs 106, a.

Appellalio (Greek), 106, s
„ ( Uoman ), 106, a.

Applicationis jus 295, a.

Aprilis 232.

Apuleia lex, 641, a ; 685, s
„ agraria lex, 685, a.

„ frumentaria lex,
'

548, s
„ mgjcstatU lex, 725, s

Aqus 151, b.

„ Alexamlrins 111, b.

n Algcntio, 111, b.

„ Alsictina, or Augusta,

in. a,

n Appis 109, b.

„ caducs 115, a.

4 Claudis ILL**
H Crabra, 111, b.

H Julis 1 10, U
M Marcia, 11(\ a.

INDEX.
Aqua pluvla, 115, b.

„ Sepliiniana, 111, b.

H Tepuls 1 10, b.

„ Tirana, 111, b.

„ Virgo, 110, b.

Aquae ductus 108, s
„ ductus s^Ttus 1032, a.

„ eflfusio, 151, b.

„ haustusservitus 1032, a.

„ et ignis intcrdictio, 516,
b.

„ pluviao arcendoc actio,

115, b.

Aquarii, 1 16, s
Aquarioli, 1 16, a.

Aquarius 151, b.

Aquils 149, b ; 1044, b.

Aquilia lex, 883, b.

Aquilifer, 505, a.

Ars Ll^a; 153, b.

Aratio, 49t a.

Aratrum, 117, b.

Aratrum auritum, b.

Arbiter, b.

Arbiter bibendi, 1082, b.

Arbitraria actio, ^ a.

Arbitris 558, b.

Arhitrium, ^ b{ 647, b.

Arbusculae, 585, b ; 923, a.

Arcs a ; 55^ b.

Arcs ex, 1 19, a ; 131, a.

Area publics^ b ; 119, a.

Arcers 119, s
Archiater, 1 19, a.

Archimagirus 307, b.

Archiminuis 559, a ; 763, b.

Architecturs 120, a.

Archium, 1093, a.

Archivum, 1093, s
Arehon, 121, b.

Arci6nius ager.^ s
Areitenens 151, a.

Arctophylax, 148, a.

Arctos Lycaonis, 147, b.

„ Parrhasis 147, b.

Arcturus, 148, a ; 159, a.

Arctus major, 147, a.

„ minor, 147, b.

Arcus l^b; l^a; 151. s
tt triumphalis 125, b.

„ Constantini, 126, s
„ Drusi, 125, b.

n Galiicni, 136, s
„ Septimii Severi, 126, a.

„ Titi, 1^ h.

Ares 5^ a; 171, b ; 554, a.

Areiopagus 126, b.

Arena, 86, a ; 8^ b ; 286, s
Arctaloj^ 129, b*

Argci, 1 29, b.

Argcntarii, 130, s
Argentum, 132, s
Args 153, 0.

Argyraspidcs 133, b.

Aries 133, b ; 149, b.

Arincs 56, b.

Arms Armaturs 185, a.

Armarium, 1 36, a ; 203, a.

Armatura levU, 506, b.

Armilla, 136, s

Armilustrium, 137, s
Aromatites 1204, b.

Arquites 1002, s
Arrs Airabo, or Arrba, Ar-

rhabo, 137, s
Arrogatio, I^, b.

Artabs 137. b.

Artopts 921, a.

Artopticii, 931, a.

Arvales Fratres 138. s
Anindo, 1001. b.

Anira, 138, a.

Aruspiccs, 586, b.

Anrum, 61_, a.

Arx, 139, a.

As 139. a ; 7^ s
As libralis 139. b.

Asamenta, 1003, a.

Ascis 141, b.

Asiarchae, 142, b.

Asss 191. b.

Assaments 1003, a.

Aasarius, 141, a.

Assentatores, 867. b.

Asscrcs felcati, 519, s
„ Iccticarii, 673, a.

Assertor, J43, a.

Assertus 143, a.

Assessor, 1 43, s
Assidui, 710, s
Assiduitas 77, a.

Astramius 143, b.

Astrologi, 144, b.

Astrologia, 144, a.

Astronoini, 1 44, b.

Astronomia, 145, a.

Asyli Jus 165, s
Asylum, 165, a.

Atavis 310, a.

Atavus 310, a.

Atellanae Fabulae, 347, a.

Atemia Tarpeia lex, 685, a.

Athenaeum, 166, b.

AthleUe, 166, b.

Atia lex, 685, s
Atilia lex, 685, s
Attnia lex, 685, a.

Atlantcs 170, a.

Atlantid^, 150, b.

Atnepos 31(^ a.

Atneptis 310, a.

Atramentum, 170, b.

Atrium, 171, b; 188, b; 427, b.

Atticurges 171, b.

Audio, 172, a.

Auctor, 172, b.

Auctores fieri, 172, b.

Auctoramentum,2Q2,a; 574, b.

Auctorati, 574, b.

Auctoritas 173, b ; 1023, b.

„ senatus 1023, b.

Auctoritatem imponcre, 173, b.

Auditorium, 174, a ; 969, b.

Aufidia lex, 7^ s
Augur, 174, a.

AuguracuTiTm, 1 76, a; 1104, s
Auguralc, 176, a; 2S3^
Auguratorium, 253, a.

Augurium, 1 74, a ; 417, s
Augustales 179, b } 180^ s
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AugUftalU, 179, b.

Augustus, 180, b.

Avia, 310, a.

Aviarta, 6^ a; GSj, b.

Avis, 149, a.

Aulaeum, 1046, a.

Aurelia lex, 650, a.

Aures, IIH, a.

Aureus nummus, 189, a; 935, a.

Auricitalcum,^ a; 845, b.

Auriga, 149, a; 287, a.

Aurigae manus 149, a.

Aurigotor, 149, a.

Aurum, 180, b.

» coronarium, 182, b
„ lustrale, 182, b.

Auspex, 174, a.

Auspiciutn, 174, a.

Authcnticum, 807, b.

Authepso, 183, a
Autonomi, 183, a.

Avulsio, 350, b.

Avunculus, 310, a.

Avus, 310. a.

Auxilia, 1051. a.

Auxiliares, 1051, a.

Auxiliarii, 1051. a.

Axantenta, 1003, a.

Axicia, 197, b.

Axis, 378, a.

B.

Babylonli, 144, b.

„ numeri, 144, b.

Bacchanalia, 419, a.

Bacbia lex, 685, a.

n Aemilia lex, 688. a.

Balatro, 183. b.

Balincac, IBS, b.

Balincum, 1S3, b; 191, a,

Balista, Ballista, 1 138, b.

Balistarii, 1139, a.

Bali>eae, 183, b.

Balnearium, 183, h.

Balneator, 186, b; 189. a;

195, a.

Balneum, 183, b ; 190, b.

Baltcarius, 196, b.

Baltcus, or Baltea, 196, a$
1136. b.

Balteus, 196, b.

Baptisterium, 189, b.

Barathrum, 196, b.

Harba, 196, b.

Barbati bene, 197. a.

Barbatuli, 197, a.

Bardocueullus, 379, b.

Baseauda, 198, a.

Basilica (building). 1 98, a.

„ (l^^l work), 200, a.

Bastema, 2iK), b.

Bata, or Baxes, 200, b.

Bcllaria, 307, b.

Bellicrepa saltalio, 1006, b.

Benefieiarius, 201,

BeneBctum, 201, b.

n abstinendi, 598, b.

Benignikas,^ a.

INDEX.
Berenices coma, or crinis, 154, a.

Bes, 1^ b.

BessU, 140, b.

Bestia, 153, b.

Bestiarii, 202, a.

Bibasis, 1006, a.

BibUopola, 704, b
Bibliotheca, 202, a.

Bidens, 98, a, b; 791, ft.

Bidentid, 203, a.

Bidlaei, 203, b.

Biga, or Bigae, 379, ft.

Billix, 1101, b; TT02, b.

Bipalium, 849, a.

Bipennis, 1014, a.

Biremis, 784, a.

Birrua, 203Tb.
Bisellium, 1015, a.

Bissextilis annus, 232, a.

Bissextum, 232, a.

Bissextus, 232, a.

Bombycimim, 1028, a.

Bombyx, 1028, a.

Bona, 205, a.

„ eaduea, 206, b.

„ 6des, 207, a.

n rapta, 564, a.

„ aamtia. 207, b.

Bonorum ecssio, 207, b.

„ collatio, 208, a.

„ emtio, et emtor, 208,

a.

a poBseaftlo, 208, b.

„ vi raptorumT actio,

564, a.

Bootes, 148, a.

Boves Icarii, 148, b.

Bracae, or Bmceae, 218, a.

Branchidae, 889, b.

Braviuin, 287, b.

Breviarium, 214. b.

„ Alarieianum, 214, b.

Bruttiani, 215, a.

Buccina, 215, a.

Buccinator, ^ a; 215, a.

Bucoo, 347, a.

Bucculae, 566, a.

Dulia, 215, b.

Dura, or Duris, 1 17, b.

Bustuarii, 560, a.

Buslum, 559, b.

Buxum, 216, a.

Byasus, 216, a.

C

Cacabus,^ a.

Caduceator, 218, a.

Caduceua, 218, a.

Caducum, 206, b.

Cadus, 218, a.

Caecilia lex de censoribus,

685, b.

„ lex die vectigalibuB,

685. b.

„ Didia lex, 685, b.

Caelatura, 218, b.

Caelebs, 692, a.

Caelia lex, 1091, a.

Caelibatu^ 692, a.

Caerimonia, 996. b.

Caeritum t^ulae, 22, b
Caesar, 220, a.

Caetra, 269, b.

Calamistratus, 220, n.

Calaraistrum, 220, a.

Calamus, 220, a.

Calantica, 329. b.

Calathiscus, 220, a.

Calnthus, 220, a.

CaUtores, 331. a.

Calcar, 220, b.

Caiccamen, 220, b.

Calceamentum, 220, b.

Calceus, 220, K
Calculator, 222. a.

Calculi, 222, a.

Calda, 232. a.

„ lavatto, 190. b.

Caldarium, 190, b.

Calendae, b.

„ Pabariae, 57^ a.

Calendarium, 222, a; 522, b.

Cairda, 2^ a.

Caliendrum, 233, b.

Caliga, 233, b.

Calix, llJThi 234. b.

CallU, 234. a.

Calones. 234. b.

Calpurnia lex de ambitu, 77, K
Calpumla lex de repetundis

648, b; 649, bt 986, a.

Calvatiea, 329. b.

Calumnu, 234, b.

Calumniac judicium, 235, a.

n j usjurandum, 2:?5, a.

Calx, 286, a.

Camara, 235, a.

Camera, 235, a.

Camlllte, Caroilli. 235, b; 743. h.

C^minus, 432, b.

Campagus, 235, b.

Campestre, 285, b.

Campidoctores, 2515, b.

Canaliculus ^5, b.

Canalis, 235, b.

CancelH, 2^ a; SS62 b.

Cancer, 150» U.

Candela, 236, au

Candelabrum, 236, a.

Candidarii, 921. a.

Candidati principis, 961, b.

Candidatus, 77^ a; 1 137, a.

Caoephorus, 237, b ; 857, a.

Canis, or Cains Sirius, 152. b.

Canis, or Canicula, 152, b;
160. a.

Canistrum, 237, b.

Cantabrum, 237, b.

Canterii, 237, b.

Cantharus, 237, b.

Canthus, 378, b.

Canticum, 2518, a; 346, a.

Canuleia lex, 685. b.

Capella, 149, a.

Caper, 151, b.

Capis 179. a.

Capisterium, SSj b.

Caputrum, 238, a.
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Capitc censi, 239, a.

Capitis deminutio, 239, b.

M diminutio, media, 433,
1).

„ minutio, 239. b.

Capitolini, 715, a.

„ ludi, 715, a.

Capitium, 238, b.

Capra, 149, a.

Capricornus, 151, b.

Ca{>sa, 189, a ; 238, b.

Capsarii, 189, a ; 239, a.

Capaula, 238, b.

Captio, 940, a.

Capiilum, 671, b.

Capulus, 118, b ; 239, a ; 559, a.

Caput, 239, a.

„ extorum, 240, a.

Caracalla, 240, a.

Career, 210, a.

Carceres, 285, a; 336, b.

Carcliesiuro, 241, a ; 789, a.

Cardo, 241, a.

Cardo, 2^ b.

Carenum, 1202, a.

Carmen seculare, 717, b.

Carmental ia, 241, b.

Carnifex, 242, a.

Carpentum, 242, b.

Carptor, 307, b.

Carragn, 243, a.

Carruca, 243, a.

Carrus, or Carrum, 243, a.

Caryatis, 243, b.

Cassia lex, 685, b.

. „ „ agraria, ^5, b.

„ „ tabellaria, 685, b.

„ „ Terentia frumenta-
ria, 685, b.

Cassiopeia, or Cassiepeia, 149,
a.

Cassis, 565, b; 989, b.

Castellarii, 1 15, b.

Castellum aquae, 1^1^ a
Castra, 244, a; 729, b.

„ stativa 242. a
Castrense peculium, 87^ b.

Castrensis corona, 360, h.

Catagrnpha, 902, b.

Cataphracti, 256, a
Catapulta, 1 138, b.

Cataracta 256, b.

Catasta 1040, a.

Cateia 257, a; 589, a
Catella, 257, a
Catena, 257, a
Catervarii, 575, a
Cathedra, 257, b.

Catillum, or CatUluS; 257, b.

('atillus, 765, a
Catinum, or Catinua 257. b.

Caraedium, ^7, b.

Cavea 87, b ; 283, b ; 1 122, a
Cavere, 259, a
Giri menses, 226, a; 227, b.

Caupo, 257, b.

Ca'upona, 258, a.

Causae probatio, 874, b.

Causia 259, a
Causiae, 1 201, a

INDEX.
Cautio, 259, a

„ Muciana, 259, b.

Cavum aedium, 427, a
Celeres, 260, a.

Celerum tribunus, 471, a
Celia^ a; 2^ a; 1105. a.

„ caldaria 190, b.

Cellarius, 260. b.

Celtes, 420, a
Cenotapbium, 260, b.

Censere, 262, b.

Censiti, 31 1, b.

Censitorcs, 265. b.

Censor, 260, b.

Censoria nota, 263, b ; 635, b.

Censuales, 7, b; 265, b.

Censura 260. b.

Censas, 260, b; 262, a; 265, b.

Census (Greek), 266, a
Centaurus, 153. b.

Centesima 267, a.

„ rcrum venalium,

^ a.

Centesimae usurac, 526, b.

Centeaimatio, 387, b.

Cento, 48, b.

Centumviri, 267, a
Centuria^ a ; 4^ b ; 501, a

;

652, a ; 753, a
Centurlata comitia 333, a
Centurio, 494, b ; 497, a

;

504, b.

„ primua ^
„ primipili, 505, a.

Centussis, 141, a
Cepheis, 149, b
Cepbeua 148, a
Cera 268, a; 518, a; 1092, a

;

111^ a
Ceraa 1092, a
Ceratae tabulae, 1091, b.

Cerealia 268, a
Ccrevisia 268, b.

Cernere heredkatem, 599, a
Ceroma 268, b
Certamea 167, a
Certi, incerti actio, 268, b
Ceruchi, 790, b
Cenroli, 253, a
Cessio Iranorum, 207, b.

Cessio in jure, 653, a
Cestius pons, 937, b,

Cestrum, 903, a ; 905, a.

Cestua 269, a.

Cctra 269, b.

Chalcidium, 270, a.

Clialdaei, 144. b
Cbaristia 270, b
Charta, 703, b
Cbeironomia 271, a; 583, a
Chelae, 1 51, a
Cheniscas, 786, b,

Cbiramaxium, 271, b.

Chiridota 1 173, b.

Chirographum, 271, b.

Chiron, 153, b.

Chirurgia 272, a.

Chlamys, 275, a
Choregia 276, b.

Choregus, 276, b.

Chorol>atea 277. a.

Chorus 200. a; 277. a
Chronologia 280, b.

Chrysendeta 282, a
Cibaria serrorum. 48, b
Ciburium secundarium, 55, b.

CidarU, 1130. b
Cilicia^ b.

Cilicium, 282, b.

Cilliba 749. b.

Cincia, or Muneralis, lex, 685,
b.

Cinctus 1173. b.

„ Gabinus 665. b ; 1136.

, b
Cinerarlus, 220, a
Cingulum, 1224, b.

Ciniflo, 220. a
Cippus, 282, b
Circenses ludi, 286. b.

Circinus 283 , a
Circuitores 1 15, b.

Circulio,^ b
Circumlitio, 906, a
Circuraluvio, 76, b.

Circus 283. b.

„ agonensis, a
Cisicura, 288, a
Cista, 288, a
Cistophorus 288, b
Cithara, 720, b.

Civiem corona 359. b.

Civile jus 1^ a; 656, a.

Civilis actio, a
Civis 291, b.

Civitas (Greek), 288, b.

„ (Homan), 291, a
Clandestina possessio, 643, b.

Clarigatio, 530, a.

Clarissimi, 628, a.

Classica corona, 360. a
Classic!, 509. b.

CUssicum, 358, b
Clathri, 432, a
Claudia lex, 686, a
Clavicula 253, a
Clavis 1 168, b
Clavola 824, b.

Claustra, 626, b.

Clavus angustus, 293, b.

„ nnnalis 293. b
. „ latus 293, b.

Clepsydra, 615, a
Clihaiinrii, 256, b
Cliens 294, b.

(?liei>tela 295, a.

CUma 753, b.

Clipeus 297, a.

Clitcllae, 299, a
Cloaca 299. a.

Cloacae servitus 1032. a
Cloacarium, .300. a
Cloacarum curatores 300, a.

Ciodiac leges 549, b ; 686, a.

Coa vestis, 300. b
Coactor, 300, b ; 1184, b.

Cochlea 300, b.

Cochlear, 301, a
Cochlls 301j a
Codex, 131

,

a ; 301, a.
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Codex Gregorianus et Her- Commodatarius.'341, a. Conrentus, 357, b ; 965, b.

mogianus, 301, b. Coramodati actio, 341 . a. Convicium, 637, b.

„ Justinianus, 301, b. Comroodatura, 341. a. ConviTu roagister, 1082, b.

„ Theodosianus, 302, b. Communi dividundo actio. tf rex, 1082. b.

Codicilli, 301, b; 1118, a. 341. a. Cooptari, 305, b.

Coclia, or Caclia, lex. 1091, a. Comoedia, 341. Cophinus, 358, a.

Coemptio, 74 1 , a. Compensatio, 347, b. Corbicula, 358, a.

Coena, 303, a. Comperendinatio, 647, a. Corbis, 358. a.

Coenaculum, 429, a. Comperendini dies, 409, b. Corbitae, 358, b.

Coenatio, 308, a. Competitor, 77, a. Corbula, 358, a.

Coenatoria, 307, b; 1087, b. Compitalia, 347, b. Cornelia lex agraria, 666, b.

Cugnati, 309, a. Compitalicii ludi, 347, b. t* „ de alea, 75, a.

Cognatio, 309, a. Compluvium, 427, b. 99 „ dc &lsis, 517, b.

Cognitor, 12, a. Compromissum, 648, a; 985, a. 99 „ frumentaria, 549,
Cognitoria cxceptlo, 1 1 , b. Coneimcrata sudatio. 190, b. a.

Coiinomen, 702, a. Conceptivae feriae, 528. b. 99 „ dc iniuriis, 638, a.

Coheres, 598, a; 601, b. Concha, 348, a. 99 n judiciaria, 650, a.

Cohors, 499, b; 507, a. Conciliabulum, 318, a. 99 „ majestatis, 725, a.

„ in piano, 66, a. Conciliarii, 143. b. 99 „ de novis tabellis,

Cohortes equitatae, 509, b. Concilium, 348, a. 688, a.

„ peditatac, 509, b. Concio, 347, b. 99 „ immmaria, 51 7, b.

,, vigllum, 510, a. Concubina (Greek), 349, a. 99 ,, dc parricidio, 687,

„ urbanae, 510, a. „ (Roman), 349. b. a.

Coitio, 77, b. Concubinatus, 349. b. 99 ,, de proscriptione

Collatio bonoruna, 206, a. Condemnatio, 12, b; 647, b. ct proscriptis.

Collegae, 310. b. Condictio, 9, a ; 10, a; 564, b. 963. b.

Collegatarii, 675, a. Conditivum, 56 1 , a. *9 n de repetundis.

Collegiati, 1216, b. Conditorium, 561, a. 986, a.

Collegium, 310, b. Conditurac, 1 204, a. 99 „ dosacerdotiis,997.

Colobium. 1 1 73. b. Conductio, 710, a. b.

Colonatus, 311, b. Conductor, 265, a; 710, a. 99 n de sicariis et Tene->

Coloni, 311, b; 710, a. Condus, 260, b. ficis.670,b: 687.

„ indigenae, 49, a. Conforreatio, 741, a. a: 1188. b.

Colonia. 313, b. Confessoria actio, 350, a. 91 ,, de sponsoribus.

Colonus, 48, b. Confusio, 350, a. 641, a.

M urbanus, 49, a. Congiarium, 350, b. 99 „ sumptuaria, 1077,
Colores, 320, a. Congius, 351, a. b.

Colossicotcra, 322, a. Conjurati, 1 171, b. 99 „ testamentaria.

Colossus, 322, a. Coaiuratio, 1171, b. 517. b.

Colum, 322, b ; 1203, a. Connubium, 740, a. 99 „ tribunicia, 697. b.

Columbarium, 68, a; 323, a; Conopeum, 351, a. 99 „ de vi publica,

561. a. Conquisitores, 351, a. 1209. a.

Columen, 328, a. Consanguinci, 309, b. 99 r, iineiaria, 687, b.

Columna, 323, a. Conscripti, 1016, b. Cornelia Baebia lex, 77, b

;

„ cochlis, 328, a. Consecratio, 105, a; 631, b. 688, a.

M rostrata, 327, b. Consensus, 820, a. 99 Caceilia lex, 549, b.

Columnariuro. 328, a. Consiliarii. 358. a. 99 ct Caceilia lex, 688, a.

Colus, 565, a. Consilium, 358, a. Comicines, 22, a.

Coma, 328, b. Consistorium, 969, b. Cornu, 1 26, a ; 358, b.

Comes, 143, b; 330, a; 969, a. Consobrina, 310, a. Cornua, 721, b ; 704, a.

Coramentarii senatus, 7, b. Consobrinus, 310, a. Corona, 1 48, b ; 325, a ; .359, a.

Commissatio, 330, b; 1082, a. Consponsor, 640, b. 99 Ariadnes. 148, b.

Comitia, 330, b. Constcllatio, 144. b. 99 castrensis, 360, b.

„ calata,33I, a; 1114,b; Constitutiones, 351, a. 99 civica, 359, b.

1115, a. Consualia, 351, b. 99 classica, 360, a.

M centuriata, 333, a. ('onsul, 352, a. 99 conTirialis, 362. b.

., curiata, 31 1, b. Consulares, 969, a. 99 Etrusca, 362, b.

„ tributn, 1 1 56, b. Consularis, 367. a. 99 funebris, 362, a.

Commeatus, 340, b. Consulti, 653, b. 99 graminea, 359, a.

Commendationcs mortuorum, Consultores, 653, b. 99 lemniscata, 363, a.

536, a. Contestari, 708, b. 99 longa, 362, b.

Commentariensis, 340. b. Contractus, 817, b. 99 Minoa, 148, b.

Commentarii sacrorum, 941. a. ControTcrsia, 648, a. 9» mural is, 360. b.

Commentarium, 340, b. Contubemales, 357. a. 99 natalitia, 362. b.

Commentarius, 340, b. Contubemium, 357, a ; 501 ; 99 naval is, 360. a.

Commerclum, 291, b. 1037. a. 99 nuptialis, 362, b.

Commissoria lex, 340, b. Contus, 357, b; 789, a. 99 olisidionalis, 359, a.

Commissum, 341, a. Conventio in manum, 740. b

:

99 oleagina, 361, b.

Commixtio. 350, a. 742. a. 99 ovalis, 361, a.

Commodons, 341, a. Conventiones, 820, b. 99 pactilis, 363, a.
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Coroiui pampinea, 3C3, a.

„ plcctilis, 363, 0.

ft radiata, 363, a.

„ rostrata, ^0, a.

„ aaccrdotalia, 362, a.

tf acpulchralis, 362, a.

„ apicea, 362, a.

ft futilis, 363, a.

„ tonsa, 863, a.

„ tonsilia, 363, a.

M torta, 363, a.

„ tnumphalia, 361, a.

„ vallaria, 360, li,

Coronarii, -a<^, 1029, b.

('oroiua, 325, a ; 363, a.

Curonix, 363, a.

Corporati, 310, b ; 1216, b.

Corporatio, 310, b.

Corpus, 310, b.

„ Juris civilis, 363, a.

Corroctorcs, 969, a.

Corrcus, 820, a.

Cortex, 57^ a.

Cortina, 364, a.

Corvus 153, b ; 364. b.

Corycaeum, 195, b ; 580. a.

Cor>-phaeu«, 280, a.

Corytos, 126, b.

Cosmctae, 364, b.

Cosmetes, 365, a; 581, bj
624, a.

Cosmetriae, 264, b.

Cosmi, 365i a.

Cothurnus, 366, a.

Cotyla, 367, a.

Covinarii, 367, b.

Covinus, 367, b.

Crapula, 1204, a.

Crater, Cratcra, 153, b ; $67; b.

Crates, 368, b.

Creditor, 819, b.

Credituni, 131, a.

Crepi, 718, b.

Crepida, 368, b.

Crepidata tragoedia, 346, b,

Crepidines, 1192, b.

Creppi, 718, b.

Crota, 286, a ; 1214, b.

Cretto bereditatis, 599, a.

Crimen, 368, b.

Crimina extroordioaria, 369, b.

Crista, 566, a.

Crocota, 369, b.

CrolaJ istria, 370, a.

Crotalum, 370, a.

Crusta, 282, a ; 4^ b.

Crux, 370, b.

Crypta, 371, a.

Cryptoporticus, 371, a.

Ctesibica machina, 100, b.

Cubicularii, 372, a.

Cubiculum, ^ a; ,372, a;
4*^. a.

Cubitoria, 307. b.

Cubitus, 372, a ; 751, b.

Cubus, 37 2, \k

Cucullus, 372, b.

Cudo, or Cudoo, 372, b.

CulciUi, 674, b,

Culeus, 373, a.

INDEX.
Culina, 428, b.

Culleus, 373, a.

Culpa, 373, a.

„ lata, 373, a.

„ lenUsiina, 373, b.

„ levis, 373, b.

Cuiter, 118, b ; 373, b.

CuUroriiis, 373, b.

Cumatiura, 381, a,

Cunabula, 634, a.

Cuneus,^ b ; 1 122, a.

Cuniculus, 374, a.

Cupa, 374, a ; 1202. a.

Cura bonorura, 376. a.

,, bonorum absent U, 376, a.

„ bonorum et rentris, 376, a.

„ licredilalis, 376, a.

„ licreditatis Jacentis, 376,
a.

Cumtela, 375, a.

Curator, 318, b ; 374, b.

Curatores, 376, b.

„ alvei ct riparum,

876. b.

„ annonac, 376. b.

„ nquarum, 1 1 5, b ;

376. b.

„ kalendarii, 376. b.

„ ludorum, 376, b.

„ operuin publicorum,

376, b.

„ republicae, 376, b.

„ religioDum, 376, b.

„ viarum, 377, a.

Curia, 318. a ; 377. b.

Curiae, 318, a j 377, b.
'

Curialca, 318, a.

Curiata comitia, 331. b.

Curio, 377i b-

„ maximus, 377. b.

Curriculum, 378, a.

Currus, 147, b ; 378, a.

Cursores, 380, b.

Cui^us, 287, a.

Curulcs magistratus, 724. a.

Curulis sella, 1014, b.

Cuspis, 587, a.

Custodcs custodiac, 250, b.

Gustos urbis, 953, a ; 993, a.

Cyathus, 380, b ; 979. a.

Cyclas 381, a.

Cycnus, 149. a.

Cyma, 381, a.

Cymatium, 881, a.

Cymba, 381, a.

CymbalutD, 381, a.

Cynosura, 147, b.

D.

Dsctyliothecm, 382, a.

Damni ii\juria actio, 383, b.

Damnum, 383, a.

„ iofecturo, 383, a.

„ injuriadatum. 883, b.

Dare actionem, a,

Daricus, 384, 1^

Debitor, 819. b.

I>ccember, 226, a ; 231, 232.
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Dccempcda, 386, a ; 893, a.

Decemviri, 386, a.

„ Icgibus scribendis,

386, a.

„ litibuK, or stlitibus,

judicandis, 386, b.

tf tacrorum, or sacris

faciendis, 8H7, a.

n egrU dividundis,

387, a.

Decennalia,or Decennia, 387. a.

Dccimanus, 2^ b.

Deciinatio, 387. a.

Decimatrus, 982. b,

Deciinatio, 296, b.

Decretum, 3H7, b
; 1024. a.

lX*cumae, 387. b,

Decumani,^ b.

Dccurise, 101 2, a ; 1216, a,

„ Judicum, 650, b.

Decuriaica, 1216. b.

Decuriati, 1211.
Dccuriatio, 77, b,

Dccurioncs, 318, a ; 471, a

;

497. b; 1017, U
Decurrcrc, 559. b.

Decursoria, 937, a.

Decussls, 141, a.

Dcdicare, 433. a.

Dedicatio, 631. a.

Doditicii, 388. a.

Deditio, 888, a.

Deductores, 77, a.

Dcrensores, 968, b.

Defnitum, 1 202, a.

Dqccti effusive actio, 388, a.

Delator, 388, b.

Delectus, 499, a.

Delia, 389, a.

Delictum, 369 , a.

Delphin, or Delpbioua, 149, b.

Dciphinac, 284, b.

Dclphinia, 389, b.

Delubrum, 1 104, b.

Demarchi, 389, b.

Demens, 376, a.

IXmcnsum, 1041, b.

Dementia, 376, a.

Demctria, 390, a.

Deminutio capitis, 239, b.

Domiurgi, 390, b.

Demonstratio, ^ b.

Demus, 290, a.

Denarius, 393, a.

„ aureus, 182, a; 394, a.

Dcnicales feriae, 528. b.

Dens, or Dontale, ) 17. b.

Dentifneium, 394, a.

Depensi actio, 640, a.

Deponens, 394, a.

Deportstio, 516, a.

„ in insulam, 516, a.

Deportatus, 516, a.

Depositarius, 394, a.

Depositi actio, 394, b.

Depositor, 394, a.

Depositum, 131, a ; 394, a.

Dcrogare legem, 682, b.

Desertor, 394, b.

Designator, 558, b.
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Deaultor, 394, b.

DctesUtio saeroruTn, 568, b.

DevergenliA, 296, b.

Dewrsonum, 258, b.

Dcunz, 140, b.

DexUns, 140, b.

Dladeina, 395, a.

DlacCo, 308, a ; 429, a.

Diaetatica, 395, b.

Dialis flamen, 540, b.

Diarium, 1041, b.

Dlatreta, 1210, b.

Dicere, 405, b.

Dictator, 404, b.

Didia lex, 1077, b.

Diem dicere, 649, a.

Dies, 408, a.

„ comltiales, 409, b.

„ comperepdini, 409, b,

,, (i»ti, 409, a.

,, feriali, 528, a.

„ fesd, 409, b«

„ intercisi, 409, b.

„ nefasti, 409, b.

„ proelialea, 410, a.

„ profcsti, 402, bw

„ scmentina, 530, a.

„ stati, 409, b.

Di^arreatio, 419, a.

Digesta, 85^ a.

Digitalia, 729, a.

Digitus, 382, a.

Dllatoria cxceptio, 1
1 ,

b.

Diligentia, 373, a.

Dimachae, 410, a,

Dimacherl, 575, a.

Dimensum, 1041, b.

Diminutio capitis, 239, b»

Dionysia, 410, b.

Diploma, 414, b.

Diptycha, 1092, a.

Dirccta actio, 1^ a.

Diril»itores, 336, b ; 414, b.

Disceasio, 1019, b.

Discioctus, 1 173, b.

Discipula, 1 189, b.

Discus, 415, a.

Dispensator, 222, a.

Diversorium, 258, b.

Dlridiculum, 1 1 4, a.

DiTinatio, 415, b ; 417, b>

(law term), 417, b.

Diviflorcs, 77, a.

Divortium, 418, a.

Dodrans, 140, b; 751, b.

Dogmatic!, 746, b.

Dolabella, 420, a»

Dolabra, 420, a.

Dolium, 1202, a.

Dolo, 420, b.

De dolo malo actio, 373, a.

Dolus malus, 373, a.

Domicilium, 420, b.

Dominium, 421, a.

Dominus, 423, a; 574, a.

„ funoris, 558, b.

Domitia lex, 940, b»

Domo, de, 1 31, a.

Domus, M4, b; 423, b.

Dona, 432, b.

INDEX.
Dooaria, 432, b.

Donatio, 434, a.

Donatio mortis causa, 434, a.

„ propter nuptia$,435.a.

Donatioiies inter virum et

uxorem, 435, b.

Donativum, 351, b.

Durmitoria, 428, a.

Dos (Greek), 436, a.

„ (Roman), 437, a.

„ adventitia, 437, a.

„ profectitia, 437, a.

„ receptitia, 437, a.

Dotls actio, 438, a.

Drachma, 438, a ; 1213, b.

Draco, 148, a ; 1044, b.

Draeonarius, 1044, b.

Ducenarii, 439, a.

Ducentesima, 1 184, b.

Duclla, 1213, ET^

DuilUa lex, 688, a.

„ Macaia lex, 688, a.

Dulciarii, 921, a.

Duocimanus,^ b.

Duodecim scripta, 670, a.

Duplarii, 439, b.

I>uplicarii, 429, b ; 509, a.

Duplicatio, 12, a.

Dupondium, 693, b.

Dupondius, 141, a.

Duasis, 141, a.

Duumviri, 439, b.

„ Juri dicundo, 318, a.

navales, 439, K
„ perdudlionis, 886, b.

„ quinqnennalcs, 439, b.

„ sacri, 439, b.

„ aaeronim, 439, b,

„ viis extra urbem pur*
gandis, 439, b.

Dux, 9^ a.

£.

Ecleotici, 746, b.

Eculeus, 475, a.

Edere actionem, ^ a.

Edictum, 444, a.

„ aediUcium, 445, a.

„ novum, 444, b.

„ perpetuuro, 444, b.

445. K
2j^

provinciate, 445, a.

„ repentinum, 444, b.

„ Thcodorici, 446 a.

„ traUtitium, 444, b.

„ vetus, 444, b.

„ urbanum, 445, a.

Editor, 574, a.

Elaeothesiuro, 190, b; 580, b.

Electrum, 450, a.

Eleusinia, 452, b.

Ellychnium 713, a.

Emancipatio, 455, a.

Emansor, 394, b.

Kmbicma, 456, b.

EmboUa, 6t b.

Emeriti, 499, b.

Emissarium, 457, a.

Emphyteusis, 458, a.

Kmphyteuta, 458, a,

Empbytcuticarius ager, 458, a.

Empirici, 746, b.

Emporium, 459, a.

Eroti et venditi actio, 459, a.

Emtio bonorum, 208. a.

„ et venditio, 459, a.

Encautlica, 903, b.

Endromis, 460, a.

Kngonast, or Engonaain, 148, h.

Ensts, 577, a.

Entasis, 461, b.

Eplicbcum, 580, a.

Kphebia, 195, b.

Ephippium, 464, a.

E)thori, 464, Ei

Epibatae, 466, b.

Epidemiurgi, 390, b.

Epipedonici, 30, b.

Epirhedium, 994, b.

Kpistula, 351, a
; 843, b.

Epistomium, 457, b,

Epistylium, 469, a.

Epitapliium, 560, a.

Epithalamium, 573, b ; 744, a
Epulones, 470, K

'

Epulum Jovis, 470, b; 673, a.

Equestris ordo, 845, a.

Equiria, 471, a.

Equites 471, a ; 575, b.

„ singulares iroperato*

ris, 508, b.

Eqisltum trantvectio, 473, a.

„ centurias recogno-
ficere, 473, a.

Equulcus, 475, a.

Equus, 149, b.

„ October, 850, a.

Ergastuluro, 476, a.

Kricius, 476, a.

Eridanut, 152, b.

Erigonc, 150, b.

Erogatio, 114,

Ervilia, 5^ a.

Ervum,^ a.

Esseda, 476, a,

Essedarit, 476, b ; 575, b.

Essedum, 476, a.

Everriator, 562, a.

Evictio, 476, b.

Evocati, 508, a.

Euripus, 88, b ; 286, a.

Ex.archiatri, 1 197^
£x*archiatrU, 119, b.

Exauguratio, 479, b.

Excellentissitni7^28, a.

Exceptio, n, b ; 956, a.

„ cognitorta, 1 1, b.

„ dilatoria, 1 fTb.

„ litis dividuae, 1 1, b.

„ peremptoria, 1 1, t>,

„ rei residuae, fT7b.

Esceptores, 807, a.

Kxcubiae, 250.
Excubitorcs, 480, a.

Exedra, 195, a ; 428, a ; 480, a.

Exercitor navis, 480, b.

Exercitoria actio, 460, b.

Ekercitus, 481, a.
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Exhibendum actio, ad, 511

,

b.

Exodia, 512. a.

Exostra, 513. a.

Exploralorea, 509, a.

Exsequiae, 558, b.

Exailiuro, 513, a.

„ liberum, 515, b.

Exsul, 51^ b
Extercre,^ a.

ExtUpicet, 587, a.

Extispicium, 587, a.

Exlranei heredes, 589, b.

Extraordinarii. 497. b; 1500, b.

Exrerrae, 562, a.

ExTerriator, 562, a.

Exuviae, 1053. b.

F.

Faba, a.

„ trimestris, 57^^ a.

Fabacia, 57. b.

Fabia lex, 921. b.

Fabri, 517, a.

Fabula palliata, 346, b.

H praetextata, 346, b.

„ to^ta, 346, b.

„ tabemana, 346, b.

„ trabeata, 346, b.

Fabulae Atellanac. 34**, a.

Factiones aurignrum, 287 a.

Factus, 826. b.

Faecatum, 1208, a.

Falae, 284. b.

Falarica, 589, a.

Falcidia lex, 676, b.

Falcula, 518, a.

Falsarii, 518^ a.

FaUum, 517, b.

Falx, 518, a.

Familia, 5 1 9, a ; 574, b ; 1041, a.

Familiae emptor, 1144, b.

M eroiscundae actio,

520, a.

Familiariv, 519, b.

Famoai libelli, 702, b ; 725, b.

Famulus, 519. a.

Fannia lex, 1077, b«

Panum, 1 104, a.

Far Clusinum, 5^ a.

„ vcnuculum rutilum,54, a.

M venuculum candidum, 54,

a.

Farrago, 59j a.

Farreum, 741, a.

Fartor, 520, a.

Fas,^ b.

Fasces, 520, b.

Fascia, 521, a.

Fascinum, 521. b.

Fasciola, 521, a.

Fasti, b.

„ annales. 523. a.

H ealendares, 522, a.

ft Capitolini, 523, b.

ft contulares, 523, b.

„ diet, 522, a.

„ historici, 523, a.

„ sacri, 522, a.

INDEX.
Fastigium, 113, b; 523, b.

Fauces, 428, a.

Favete lingula, 417, a.

Fax, 524, a.

Febniare, 718, a.

Februariut, 232 ; 718, a.

Februum, 718, a,

Februus, 718, a.

Fecialea, 530, b.

Feminal, 1 179, a.

Femloalia, 524, b.

Fenestra, 432, a.

Fenus, 525, b.

„ nauticum, 528, a.

Ferae magna minorque, 147, b.

Feralia, 562, b.

Ferculum, 528, a.

Fereotarii, 502, b.

Feretrum, 559, a; 671, b.

Feriae, 528, a.

„ aectivae, 530, a.

„ conceptivae, or concep-
tae, 528, b.

„ denicales, 528, b.

„ imperativae, 528, b.

ff Latinse, 529, b.

„ praecidaneae, 530, a.

„ privatae, 528, a.

„ publicae, 528, b.

„ sementivae, 530, a,

„ stativae, 528, b.

„ stultorura. 545, b.

„ vindcmiales, 530, a.

Ferre legem, 6H2, b.

Fcfccnnina, 530. a.

Festi dies, 409, b.

Festuca, 730, a.

Fetiales, 530, b.

Fibula, 53l. b.

Fictile,^ b.

Fictio, 534, b.

Fideicommissarii praetorcs,

536, a.

Fidcicommissarius, 535. a.

Fideicommissum, 535, a.

Fidejussor, 640, b.

Fideproraissor, 640, b.

Fidcs, b ; 7^ a.

Fidicula, 148, b ; 536, b.

Fidis, 148, b.

Piducia, 536, b.

Piduciaria actio, 536, b.

Fiduciarius, 535, a,

Figlinae, 533, b.

Pgulina ars, 532, b.

Figulus, 532,"R
Filamen, 540, b.

Filia, 310, a.

FUiafamilias, 873, b.

^lius, 310, a. ^
Filiusfamiltaa, ^ b ; 673, b

;

874, a.

Filum, 540, b.

Fimbriae, 537, a.

Fines effati, 930, b.

Finis, 2^ b; 1032, a.

Finitores, 71i b,

Finium rcgundonim actio,

557. b.

Piscales, 575. b.

12C5

Fiscalls praetor, 538, a.

Fiscus, 537, b,

Fistuca, 538, a.

Fistucatio, 1192. a.

Fistula, 538, b ; 1088, a.

Flabellifei^ 5397R
Flabellum, 539, a.

Flagellum. 539. b.

Flagrio, 540, a.

Flagrum, 539, b.

Flameo, 540. a.

M Augustalis, 180, a.

11 Curialis, 877, a

„ Dialis, 540, b.

„ Martialis, 540. a.

„ Quirinalis, 540. a.

Flaminia lex, 690, a.

Flaminica, 541. a.

Flammoum, 743. a.

Flavia agrarla lex, 690, a.

Flexumines, 472. a.

Florali^ 541. b.

Flos (siliginis),^ b.

riumen, 1031, b.

Fluminis recipiendi, or immit-
tendi servitus, 1031, b.

Focale, 542. a.

Foculus, 542, a.

Focus, 542, a.

Foederatae civitstes, 542, b.

Foederati, 542, b.

Foedus, 542, b ; 1051, a.

Focniscca, 5^ b.

Focnisicia, 6^ a.

Foenum Graecum, 5^ a.

„ cordum, 6^ a.

Foenus, 525, b.

„ nauticum, 528, a.

Folliculus 57^ a j 543, a.

Follis, 5^ a ; 1022, a.

Fons, 543, b.

Forceps, 545, a.

Fores, 427, b.

Forfex, 197, b ; 545. a.

Fordcula, 545, a.

Fori, 283. b ; 788, a.

Foris, 625. b.

Forma, 532, b ; 54 5» b,

Formacti, 47, a.

Formella, 545, b.

Formido, 989. a.

Formula, l_lj a ; 545, b.

Formulae praejudiciales, 12, b.

Fornacalia, 545, b.

Fomacatores, 192, b.

Fornacula, 546, a.

Fornax, 546, a.

Fornix, 546, b.

Foro cedere, or abire, 132, a.

„ mergt, 132, a.

Foruli, 203, a ; 283, fau

Forum, 357, b ; 546, b.

Fossa, ^ b ; 253, a.

„ caeca, 4^ b.

Framea, 589. a.

Frater, 310, a.

Fratres arrales, 188, a.

Fraua, 929, a.

Frenum, 548, a.

Frigidarium, 189, a; 192. U.

4Ta"
—
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12G6 INDEX.
Eritillus, 548, !).

Frontalc, ^ a,

Fructnaria res, 1221, e.

Fructuarius, 1221, a.

Fructu% 421

,

b.

Frumenta, 5^ a.

FrumenUrtac 1eges» 548, b.

Frumcntarii, 551, a.

Frumcnto servanda, dc, 5^ b.

Fucus, 551, a; 1214, b.

Fuga lata, 515, b.

libera, 515. b.

Fugalia, 9H5, b.

FugitWarii, 1088, a.

Fugitivus, 1038, a.

Fulcra, 674, b.

Fulcrum, 1 1 8, b.

Fullo, 551, b.

Fullonica, 552, b.

Fullnnicum, 552, b.

Fullonium, 553, a.

Fumarium, 1 205, b.

Fumi iimaitteodi servitus,

1082. a,

Funalc, 553. a.

Fimalis equus 579, b.

Funambulua, 553, a.

Funarius 379, b.

Funda, 5^ b ; 9^ b.

Fundani, 543, a.

Funditorcs, 553, b.

Fundus, 554, a.

Funcs, 790. a.

Funus, 554, b.

„ indictWum, 558, b.

„ plebciuin, 558, b.

„ publicum, 558, b.

„ taciturn, 558, b.

„ tranalaticium, 558, b.

Furca, 562, b.

Furcifcr, 563, a.

Furfures,^ b.

Furia, or Fusia Caninia lei,

690, a; 731, a.

Furiosus, 376, a ; 1113, b.

Furtius, 192, b; 546, a.

Furor, 876, a.

Furti acUo, 563, b.

Furtum, 562, a.

„ conccptum, 563, b.

„ manifustum, 563, b.

Q uuo manifestum, 563,

b.

,, oblatum, 563, b.

Fuscina, 564, b.

Fustium anitnadversio, 565, a.

Fiistuarium, 564, b.

Fusus, 565, 0,

G.

Gabinia lex, 1091, a.

Gabinus cinctus 665, b; 1 136,

b.

Gacsum, 588, b.

Gains, 639, b.

Galea, 565. b.

Galerus, -um, 330, a; 566, b.

Gallare, 566, b.

Galli, 5^b; 57^ b.

Ganea, 259, a.

Gausapa, 567, a.

Gausape, 567, a.

Gausapum, 567, a.

Gemini, 150, b.

Gencr, 28^ b,

Genethliaci, 144, b.

Gcoiculatus 148, b.

Genitura, 1 44. b.

Gena, 567. b.

Gentiles, 567. b.

Gcntilitas, 568, a.

Gentilitia sacra, 568, U
Gentilitium jus, 568, a.

Gcrmani, 309, b.

Gcrrae, 574, a.

Gesta, 7^ a.

Gcstatio, 619, a.

Gingrus, 1 130, b.

GladUtores, 574, a.

Gladiatorium, 574, b
Gladius, 574, n.

Glandes, 554, a.

Glebo, 1022, a.

Glomus, 565, a.

Glos, ^ b.

Gluma, 57, a.

Gomphi, 1 192, b.

Gradus, 8^ a; 577, a; 751, b.

„ cognationis, 310, a.

Graccostafiis, 579, b.

Grammatopbylacium, 1093, a.

Granca, 5^ b.

Graphiarium, 1071, a.

Grassatores, 670. b,

Gregorianus Codex, 301 , b.

Grcmium, 200, a; ] 1 92, a.

Groma, 251, b.

Gubcmaculum, 788, b.

Gustatio, 307. a.

Guttus, 192, b ; 579, a.

Gymnasium, 579, a.

IL

Habenae, 585, a.

Habitatio, 1031, a.

Hacres, 594, a ; 598, a.

Halicastrum, 54, a.

Haltercs, 585, a.

Harmamaxo, 585, b.

Harmostac, 586, a.

Harpaginetuli, 586, a.

Har|>ago, 586, ,

Ilarpastum, 586, b.

Haruga, 587, a.

Ilaruxpices, 586, b.

Hanispicina ars, 417, a; 587, a.

Ilanispicium, 417, a.

H.osta, 2(^ b; 587, a.

„ celibaris, 589, a.

„ pura, 589, a.

„ vcndcro sub, 172, b.

Hastarium, 589, a.

Hastati, 494, b; 496, b,

Helcpolis, 590, a,

Hcliuea, 401 , a.

llcliocaminus, 432. b.

Helix, 590, b.

Hcllanodicac, 590, b ; 830, b.

Hellcnotamiae, 590, b.

Helotes, 591, a.

Hemina, 35l, a; 367, a; 592, b.

979, a.

Heminartum, 851, a.

Hcmlstrigium, 254, a.

Hcpattzon, ^ b.

Heraca, 573, b.

Ilerculanei, 167, a.

Hercules, 148, b,

Ilcreditas, 598, a.

Hcrediutn, 652, a ; 753, a.

Hcrcs (Greek), 591, a.

„ ( Roman), 598, a.

Hermac, 602, a.

Hermaea, 604, a.

Ilcrmanubis, 603, b.

Hermares, 603, b.

Hermathcna, 603, b.

Hermcracles, 603, b.

Hermt^enianus codex, 301, b.

Hermuli, 602. a.

Hcrones, 604, b,

Hexapbori, 894. a.

Hexaphoron, 672, b.

Hexeres, 785, b.

Hicronica lex. 690, b; 965, 9.

Hicronicae, J 67, a.

Hilaria, 608. a.

llippocratici, 746, b.

Ilippodromus, 608, b; 619, a.

Hippopcrac, 61 1, a.

Hirpex, 645, b.

H ister, 612, a.

Hlstrio, 611, a.

Ilocdi, 149, a.

Holoserica, 1028, h.

Honoraria actio, a; 258, a.

Honorarii ludi, 716, a.

Honorarium, 1^ a; 686, a.

„ jus, ^a; 444, b.

IIoDores, 613, b.

Hoplomachi, 575, b.

Hura, 614, a.

„ genitalis, 144, b.

Hordearium aca, 2^ a ; 471, b

.

Hordeum, 5^ b.

„ canthcrinum, ^ a.

Galaticum, or dis*

tichum, 5^ a.

,, bexastichum, 56, a.

Horologium, 615, a.

Horrearii, 618, a.

Horreum, 618. a.

Hortensia lex, 682, a^ 690, b.

696, b ; 928, a.

Hortus, 618, a.

Hospes, 621, a.

Hospitalia, 620, a.

Hospitium, 619, a ; 620, a.

Ho&tia, 999, b.

Hostis, 619. b; 950. a.

Hostus, 826, b.

Humarc, 560, b.

Hyacinthia, 62], b.

Hyedes, 15(), a ; 162, U
Hydra, Hydros, 153, b.

Hydraula, 622, b.
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Ilydromclum, 1205, l».

Hypacthrac, 195, a.

}|y|>ocaustum, 198, b.

llypogcum, 556, b.

Ilypothcca, 9 1 (>, a.

Ilypothecaria actio, 91, b.

Ilypotraclkclium, 325^

L J.

Jaculatorcs, 503, a ; 539, a.

Jaculum, 589, a ; 989, b
Janitor, bj 627, b.

Janua, 427, b; 624, b.

Janunriua, 231, 232.

latralipta, 628, a.

latraliptice, 628, a,

latrosophista, 628, a.

Iconicac statuoe, 1063, a
Idua, 231, b.

Jejunum solum. 4^ b.

Jentaculum, 306, a
] licet, 560, b.

lllustrcs, 6i8, a
Dotae, 591, a
Imagines, 628, U
Imbrices, 1098, b,

Immunitas, 628, b.

Impendium, .525, b.

Impcrativac feme, 528, b.

imperator, 680, a.

imperium, 628, b; 992, b.

Impluvium, 427, b.

Impubes, 630, a ; 636, a
lo bonis 205, b.

loauguratio, 631, b.

„ regta, 992, a
Inanris 632, a
Incendium, 632, b.

Ineensu-s 239, b; 263, a
Inecrameota navium, 909, b.

Incestum, -us 633, a
ineitega 633, b.

IncHnatio, 296, b.

Incorporates res 421, b,

InculMtio, ^33, b.

Incunabula 634, a
Incus 634, a
Index, 704, b.

Indigitametita 941, a
induers 76| b.

Indumentum, 1 173, b.

Indusium, 1173, b.

I ndutus 78j b ; 1 1 73, b.

Infamia, 634, b.

In&ns 636, a
Infimtla 636, a
Inferiae, 562. b.

lofula, 637, a.

Ingeniculatus 148, b.

Ingeniculus 148, b.

Ingeoui, 637, a.

Ingenuitas 637, a
lngratus-878, a
Injuria, 637, b,

Injuriarum actio, 639 a; 1200,

a
inlieium, 335, b.

Innizus 148, b.

Inoflit'iosi querela 1118, a.

Inofficiosutn testament urn,

1117, b.

Inqiitlini, 81 1, b.

Inquilimis 516, b; 710, a.

Insaniu, 376, a.

Insanus 376, a.

Ijiscriplo, 945, a
InsigiM?, 638, a
Instita, 639, a
Institor, 639, a
Jn.Hiitoria actio, 639, a.

luslitutioncs 639, b.

Institutoria actio, 641, b.

Insula, 430, a.

Integrum, restitutio in, 987,

a
intentio, b.

Intcrcapedu, 191, a.

I ntcrci-ssio, 640, b; 641, b.

IntercUL dies, 409, b.

Interdictio ai|uae et ignis 516,

b.

Interdiclum, 642, a
„ adipiscendae pos-

avsKionis, 643, a
„ duplicium, 644, a.

„ posseworium,643,

a
,, de precario,643,b.

,, prohibitorium,

642, a
H quorum booorum,

983. b.

„ recuperandae poa-

scasionts 643, b.

„ rcstitutoriuro,642,

fti

„ retioendac possea-

sionts 643, a
M SaNianmn,643, a
„ aecUMrium. 643, a

;

1013, b.

n 8implicium.644,a

,, uti poasidctls 64 3,

a
„ utnibi, 643, a

Intergerinus 669, b.

intergerivus 869, b,

Intemundinum, 816, b.

Interpres 77. a; 131, b; 644, b.

Interregnum, 644, b.

Interrez, 644. b.

Intcrvallum, 248, a
Interula 1173, b.

Intestabilis 645, b.

Intestaio, hereditatia ab, 596, a.

Inteatatus 598, a
Inteatinum opus 645, b.

Intimum aoliduin, 57, a
Indusium, 1173, b.

InTentariuin, 601, b.

Invostis 631, a
Irpex, 645, b.

Iselastici ludt, 167, b.

ItalU, 318. a ; 964. b*

Iter, 9^ a
Iterare,^ b.

Itineris serritns 1032, a.

Juberc, 1023, a

Jiidcx, b ; 646. b; 968. a.

„ ordinarius 968, a

;

969, a.

„ pedaneus, 651, a.

quaestionis 648, l>.

Judicati actio, 651

,

Judices editi, 648, b.

„ edilitis 77i b ; 648. b.

Judicia duplieia 520, a
„ extraordinarta 709, n.

„ legitiina, 629, a.

„ quae imperio, 628, b.

Judicium, 646. b.

„ album, 649, b.

„ ex lege, 629, a.

„ poptili, 648, a.

M privatum, 648, a
„ publicum, 648, a.

„ tuteliie, 1178, b.

Jugarii, 4^ a
Jugerum, 651, b.

Jugum, 651, b; 652, a; 753, a.

Jugumentum, 624, b.

Jugus 651, b.

Juliae leges 690, b.

Julia lex de adulteriis 17^ a
H agraria 690, b.

„ de ambiiu, 77, b.

„ de annona 690, b.

„ de bonis cedendis
690. b.

„ caduearia, 691, a.

„ de caede et vcnedcio,

691, a.

„ de civitate, 691, a.

„ de foenore, 691, a

„ de fundo dotali, 69

a
judiciaria, 691, a.

de liberis Icgationi-

bus 679, a
nu^catatis 691, a
raunicipalts 691, a
ct Papia Poppaea
691, b.

pcculatuB, 881, b.

et Flautia 692, b.

de provineiis 692, b.

repetundarum, 986,
b.

de residuis 881, b,

de aaeerdotiis 693, a
de sacrilegis 881, b;

1001. b.

sumptiiaria 699, a;

1078, I

thcMiplis 693, a.

et 'Rtia 693, a
de ! publica et pri*

vata, 1209, a
„ Yieeaiinaria, 1 196, a

Julius 232.

Jun«a or Juiiia Korbsna lex,

670, a; 693. a: 705, b; 731.a
Junia lex repetundarum, 986,a
Juniores 383, b.

Junius, 229, b; 282.

Jure, actio in, 10, a; 655, U.

„ adcresccndi7600^ b.

M agero, H, a.
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Jure ccesio, iDt 653, a.

JureconauUi, 653, b.

Jurgiura, 653, a.

Juridici, 653, b.

Juris auctores, 173, b; 653, b

;

654. b.

Jurisconsult!, 653, b.

Jurisdictio, 357, b.

Jurisperiti, 653, b.

Jurisprudcntes, 653, b.

Juris studiosi, 143, b.

Jus, 655, b.

„ aquae impetratae, 115, a.

„ Aelianum, 659. a.

„ annuli aurei, 9^ b.

„ annulorum, b.

„ applicatlonia, 295, a.

„ atigurium, or augurum,
179, a.

„ eirile, 1^ a ; 656. a.

n n Flavianuni, 659, b.

M „ Papirianum, or Pa*
pisianum, 659, b.

„ civitalis, 291, b.

„ commcrcii, 291, b ; 317, b.

„ connubii, 291, b.

,, edicendi, 444, a.

,, eundi, 1032, a.

„ fetiale. 656, b.

„ gentilitium, or gentilitatis,

56H. a.

„ gentium, 656, a.

„ honorarium, l^a; 444 b;

657. a.

„ honorum, 291, b.

„ ItaUcum, 317, a.

„ Latii, 291, b ; 669, b.

„ liberorum, 692, b.

„ iiaturale, 656, a.

„ non Bcriptum, 657, b.

„ PoutiBeiuro, 656, b ; 941,
b.

„ possessionis, 946, a ; 948, a.

,, poatliminii, 949, b. •

„ praediatorium, 95.5, a.

„ praetorium, 444, b ; 657, a.

„ privatum, 29 1

,

b ; 657, b.

„ publice epulandi, 1022, b.

„ publicum, 291, b ; 657, b.

„ Quiritium. 291, b{ 658 a.

„ relationis, 1021, a.

H respondendi, 654, a.

„ sacrum, 656, b.

„ scriptum, 657, b,

„ senatus, 1018, b
„ suffragiorum, 291, b.

„ superiiciarimn, 1078, b.

„ Tocatio, in,^0, 6^

Jusjurandum, 659, b.

,, calumniac, 235, a,

Justa funcra, 558, b.

JustinUneus codes, 301, b.

Justitlum, 663, b.

Jussu quod actio, 663, b.

Justum, 659, a.

Juvenalia, or juvenales ludi,

663, b.

Laborum, 1045, a.

Labrum, 191, a; 192, a.

Labyrinthus, 664, a.

Lacema, 665, a.

Laeiniae, 665, a.

Laconicum, 184, b; 190, b;
191. b.

Lacunar, 432, a.

Lacus, 1 14, b.

Laena, 665. b.

Laesa majestas, 724, b.

Lagcnae, 1208, b.

Lancea, 588. a.

Lancula, 667t a ; 1170, b.

Lanariua, 919, b.

Lanificium, 1099, b.

Lanij^er, 149, b.

Lanista, 574. b.

Lanterna, 669. a.

667. a.

Lapicidtnae, 671, a.

Lapis specularis, 432, a.

Laquear, 432, a.

Laqucatmres, 575, b.

Laqueus, 667, b.

Lararium, 667, b.

Larentalia, 668, a.

l^rentinalia, 668. a.

Largitio, 77, a.

Larva, 8897T).
Lata fuga, 515, b.

Later, 668, a.

Latereulus, 668, a.

Latema, 669, a.

Laticlavius, 294. a.

Latii jus, 669, b.

Latinae feriac, 529, b.

Latini Juniani, 705. b,

Latiuitas, 669. b.

Latinus, 291, b.

Latium, 669, b.

Latomiae, 671, a.

I^atrin^ 188. b.

Latrocinium, 670, a.

Lotrones, 670, a.

Latruneuli, 670, b.

I^tumiac, 671, a.

Latus clavus, 293. b.

Lavatio calda, 190, b; 191, a.

^.audatio funebns, 559. a.

Laurentalia, 668, a.

Lautia, 677, b.

Lautomiae, 671, a.

Lautumiae, 671. a.

Lectica, 671, b.

Lecticarii, 671, b; 672, a.

I^ecticula, 671, b; 672, b.

LeetUtemium, 673, a.

Lectores, ^ a.

Lectus, 673, a,

„ funebiis, 671, b.

Legatarius, 675, a.

Lectio libera, 678, b.

Legatum, 675, a.

Lc^tus, 677, b; 967, b.

682, a.

» cenaoriae, 265, a.

Leges centuriatoe, 682, a.

„ curiatae, 332, b ; 682, a

H Juliae, 690. 1^

Legio, 490, a ; 597, b.

Legis actiones, ^ a.

„ Aquiliae actio, 383, b.

Legitima bereditas, 598, a

60g a.

Legitimae actiones, ^ a.

Legitimum spatium, 1033, b.

L^timus m^us, 1033, b.

Le^mina,^ a.

Lembus, 680. a.

Lemniscus, 680. a.

Lemuralia, 680^ b.

Lemuria, 680, b.

I<eniea, 411. b.

Leno, 680, b.

Lenocinium, 660, b.

Leo, 1^ b.

Leporaria, 6^ b.

Lepta, 270, b.

Lepus, 152, b.

Lc^ 708, a.

Lernaea, 681. a.

Lessus, 559, a.

I..euca, 893. b.

Leuga, 893, b.

Levir, 2^ b.

jAiX, 6^ a; 6^ b; 6^ Ik

„ Acilia, 986. b.

„ Acilia Calpumia, 77,1k

„ Aebutia, ^ a; 267, a;

664. a.

,, Aelia, 684, a.

n Aelia Sentia, 684, a {

878. a.

H Aemilis, 684, b.

n „ de cenaoribus,

684, b.

M Aemilia Baebia, 688, a.

„ Aemilia Lepidi, 1077, b.

„ Aemilia Scaurt, 731, b;

1077, b.

„ agraria. 37, a; 685, a.

„ ambitus, 77.

M Ampia, 684. b.

„ annalis, or ViiUa, 19, b;
684. b,

„ annua, 444, b.

„ Antia, 1077, b.

„ Antonia. 685. a.

„ Apulcia, 641, a; 685, a.

„ ft agraria, G85, a.

„ „ frumentana,

548, a; 685. a.

n ft majestatis, 725, a.

H Aquilia, 383, b.

„ Aternia Tarpeia, 685, a.

„ Atia de sacerdotiia, 685. a.

„ Atilia, 685, a; 693, a;
1177. a.

„ Atinia, 685. a.

„ Aufidia, 7^ a.

ft Aurelia, 650, a.

„ Baebia, 685. a.

» ,, Aemilia, 688, a.

n Camilla de CcnacM’ibus, or

H ,» Certtoria.685

Ik
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Lex CacciUa de vcctigAllbus,

685, b.

„ „ DidU, 685, b.

V, „ tabellftria, 109l>

a.

Calpurnia de ambitu, 7^
b.

„ H de repctundU,
(^b; 619t
b; 98^ a.

„ Canuleia, 685, b.

f. Cassia, 685, b.

„ „ agraria, 685, b.

„ „ tabellaria, 685, b

;

1091, a.

n ,t Terentia frumenta-

ria, 685, b.

„ Ciocia, 685, b.

„ Claudia, 686, a.

„ Clodiac, 5^9, b; 666, a,

„ Coelia or Caelia, 1091, a,

„ Cornelia agraria, 666, b.

„ n de civitate, 686.
b.

» „ de falsis, 517, b,

„ „ frumentaria, 549,
a.

„ „ de injurils, 638,
a.

H M judiciaria, 650, a.

m „ de magiAtratibus,

686, b.

n It majestati<,725, a.

„ „ de noris tabellia,

688, a.

„ „ nurmnana, 517.b.

„ n de parricidio,

687, a.

n *, de proscriptione

et proscriptis,

963, b.

n tf de repctundls,

986, a.

n » de saccrdotiis,

997, h,

,, » de sJcarlis et re*

neficis, 670, b;

687. a ; 1188,

b.

„ „ dc sponsoribus,

641, a.

,, H sumtuaria, 1077,

b.

„ „ tesUmcntaria,

517. b.

„ „ de ri publica,

1809. a.

„ „ tribunicia,687. b.

„ „ unciaria, 687, b.

,, ,, Baebia, 77, b.

,, „ Caccilia, 549, h.

„ „ et Caecilia, 688,

a.

„ Curiata de imperio, 17g|

b; 333, a.

„ Didia, 1077, b.

„ Domitia de sacerdotiis,

940, b.

„ Duilio, 688, a.

M » maenia, 688, a.

INDEX
Lex Duodecim Tabularum,

688, a.

„ Fabia de plagio, 981, b.

,, Falcidia, 676, b.

„ Fannia, 1077, b.

ff Flaminia, 690, a.

n Flavia agraria, 690, a.

tt fhjmentariae, 549. b.

ff Fufia de religione, 690, a.

„ „ judiciaria, 650, a.

„ Furia or Fusia Caninta,

690. a; 731, a.

tt M de sponsu, 641, a

;

732, a.

n n or Fusla testamen-

taria, 676, b.

„ Gabinia labellaria, 1091,
a.

n Gabiniac, ^ a ; 690. a.

n Gellia Cornelia, 690, b.

„ Genucia, 690, b.

„ Hicronica, 690, b; 965, a.

» Horatia, 690, b.

tt Hortensia de plobiscitis,

688. a ; 690. b; 696. b;
928. a.

„ Hoatilia de fiulls, 690. b.

„ Icilia, 690, b.

tt Judicaria C. Gracclii,

1017. b.

„ Julia de adiiltcrils, l^n ;

419, a ; 680, b.

n n de ambitu, 77^ b.

„ n de civitate, 319, b

;

320. a.

„ H municipalis, 635, b;

691. a.

„ „ peculatus, 881, b.

„ „ de viy 6.33, a.

„ JuHae, 690, b; 691,692,
693. a.

M Junia dc peregrinia, 693, a,

„ n Idcmia, 693. b.

„ n Norbana, 670. a

;

693, a ; 705, b

;

731, a.

It tt rcpetundnrum, 986,
a.

„ „ Velleia, 693, a.

„ Laetoria, 693, b.

,, Licinia desodalitiis, 77,b.

„ „ Junia, 693, b.

tt tt Mucia de civibus

regundis, 693, b.

„ „ sumtuaria, 1077,
b.

tt Liciniae rogationea, 693,
b,

„ Liviae, 549, a ; 694, a.

„ Lutatia de vi, 1209, a,

„ Maenia, 694, b.

„ migestatis, 691, a ; 724. b.

„ Marailia dc coloniis, 694,
b.

„ „ finium regunda*
rum, 694, b.

„ mancipit, 728, a.

„ Manilla, 694. b.

„ Manila dc viccsima, ^
b; 731, b.

1269

Lex Marcia, 695, a.

„ Maria, 695, a,'

„ Mcmmia, or Rcramta,
834, b.

„ Mensia, 695, a.

„ Minucia, 695. a.

„ Octavia, 549, a.

„ Ogulnia, 695, a.

„ Oppia, 1077, a.

„ Orchia, 1077, a.

„ Ovinia, 695, a ; 1018. a.

„ Papia dc pcregruiis, 695,
a.

„ „ Poppaea, 2(^ b

;

418, b; 691, b;
878, b; 879. b.

,, Papiria, or Julia Papiria

dc mulctamm oeatima*

tionc, 695, a.

„ PapiTia, 695, a.

tt „ Flautia, 695. b.

tt tt Poetelia, 696, a.

tt n taMlaria, 1091.

a.

„ Pfdia, 695, b.

„ Peducaea, 69.5, b.

„ Pesulania, 695, b.

„ Petreia, 695, b.

„ Petronia, 695, b,

„ Pinaria, 695, b.

„ Plactoria, 374, b ; 409, a.

„ Plautia, or Plotia de vi,

1209, a.

tt tt or Plotia judi-

ciaria, 650, a

;

695. b.

tt a Papiria, 293, a

;

695, I).

„ Poeteli.i, 77^ b ; 696, a.

n tt Papiria, 696, a

;

797, a.

„ Pompcia, 696, a.

n t> do ambitu, 77^
b ; 650, a ;

696, a.

tt tt judiciaria, 650,

a.

„ 21 magis-

tratuum,696,
a.

n tt dc parricidiis,

687. a.

„ „ tribunitia, 696,
a.

„ „ de vi, 633, a

;

630, a; 696,
a; 1209. a.

„ Poinpciae, 696, a.

„ Popilia, 695, a.

„ Porciae de capite civium.

696, a.

„ Porcia dc provinciis, 696
a.

„ Publicia. 696, a.

H Publilia, 696, a.

„ dc ales, 7^ a.

„ „ de sponsoribus,

64I,a;732,a.

M Publ il iae, 696, b ; 928, a.

,, Pupia, 697, a.
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Quintia, 697, a.

regia, 697, a ; 1 149, a.

rcgiac, 332, a.

Kemmia, 234, b.

repetun^rum, 956, a.

de residiis, 88J^ b.

Rhodia, 697, a.

Roscia thcatrolis, 697, b ;

1123, b.

Rubria, 6^ b.

Rupiliae, 698, a ; 964, b.

sacratau, 69^ a.

Satur^ 683, a ; 1CX)8, b.

Scantinia, 698, h.

Scribouia, 698, b.

Sempronia do focnorc,

699, a.

Soinproniac, 698, b.

Scrvilia agraria, 699, a.

„ Cacpionis,649, b.

„ Glaucia de civU

tate, 986, b.

„ Glaucia dc repc-

tuiidlB, 649, b;

986. b.

„ judiciaria, 649,

b ; 699, a.

Silia, 699, a.

Silvani et Carboni8,695,b.

Sulpicia Sempronia, 699,
b.

.Sulpiclac, 699, b.

Sumptuariac, 1077, a.

Tabellariac, 1091, a.

TarjHjia Aternia, 685, a.

Tercntia Cassia, 549, a.

Tereiitilia, 699, a.

Testamentariac, 699, b.

'riioria, 699, b.

Titia, 70^ b.

„ de alea, 7^ a.

„ de tutoribus, 700,
b.

Trebonia, 700, b.

Tribunicia, 1 149, a.

Tullia de ambitu, 77, b.

,, de legatione li-

bera, 679, a.

Valeria, dc proscriptionc,

963. b.

Valcriae, 700, b.

„ ct Horatlae,

700, b; 928,
a,

„ Varia, 725, a.

„ Vatinia de provinciis,

701, a.

„ „ decolonis. 701, a.

„ de vi, 1209, a.

„ viaria, 701, a ; 1193, a.

„ viccsimaria, 1 196, a.

„ Villia nnnalLs, 701, b.

„ V'iscllia, a; 701, b.

„ Voconia, 696, b ; 701, b.

Lihatio, 1000, a.

Libel la, 702, b ; 706, a.

I/ibellus, 792, b ; 843, b.

Lil>er, 637, a ; 703, b ; 704, b.

„ stain, 730, b.

Libera fuga, 515, b.

INDEX.
Liberales ludi, 414, b.

Lilwralia, 414, a.

LilHrralis causa, 143, a.

,, maiius, 143, a.

Libcralilas, 77, a.

Lil>eri, 637, a ; 705, a.

Libertas, 704, b.

Lil)crtus (Greek), 705, .•».

„ ( Roman), 705, a.

Libertiaus, 637, a.

Libitinarii, 558, a.

Libra, 706, a.

„ or as, 706, a ; 810, a.

Librae, 1 51, a.

Libramentunf, 113, b.

Libraria taberna, 704, b.

Librarii.570,b
; 704, b ; 706rb.

Librnrius legionis, 7, b.

Librator, 707, a.

Libripens, 727, b.

Liburna, 786, a.

Liburnica, 786, a.

Liceri, 172, a.

Licia, 1 101, a.

Lieiatorum, 1101, a,

Liciiiia lex de sodaliiiU, 77, b.

„ Junia lex, 693, b.

„ Mucia lex, 693, lx

„ lex sumturia, 1076, b.

Liciniac rugationes, 693, b.

Licitari, 172, a.

Lictor, 707, a,

Ligo, 707, b.

Ligula, 707, b ; 979, a.

Lima, 707, b.

Limbus, 707, b.

Limcn, 624, b ; 949, b.

Limes, b.

Limitatio, 29, b.

Limus, 1075, a.

Linearii, 2^ b.

Lintcamen, 851, b.

Lintcones, 10^ a.

Linteum, 674, b.

Linum, 1092, a.

Lirare, 4^ b.

Litcrae, 843, b.

Litcrarum obligatiu, 818, a.

Literati, 1041, b.

Lithostrotum, 431, a.

Litis contestatio. 708, a ; 8 1 9, a.

Litus dividuoc exceptio, IJ^ b.

Lituus, 709, b.

Lixae, 234, b.

Locate agrum, 4^ a ; 4^ b.

Locarii,^ b.

Lucati et cunducti actio, 710, a.

Locatio, 710, a.

„ fructus,^ a.

Locator, 710, a.

Lnculamentum, 203, a.

Loculus, 559, b.

Locuplcs, 710, a.

Locus liberatus ct cfTatus, 1 1 04,

a.

IxKiiculo, 710, a,

l^dix, 710, a.

Ixigistae, 376, b.

].omentuiu, 5T^ b.

Lora, 1 203, a.

Lorarii, 540, a.

Lorica, 711, a.

Lucar, 613, a.

Luccrences, 875, b
;

1 155, b.

Luccres, 875, b ; 1 155, b.

Lucema, 713. a.

Lucta, 713, b.

Luctatio, 713, b.

Ludi, 714, b.

„ Apollinarcs, 715, a.

,, Augustales, 179, b.

„ Capitolini, 715, a,

„ Circenscs, 286, b; 7 1 4

,

b

715, b.

„ compitalitii, 1347, b.

„ Consuoles, 286, b.

„ Florales, 542, a.

,, funebres, 715, b.

„ lionorurii, 716, a.

„ libcrales, b.

„ mogni, 715, b.

„ Martial&s, 716, a.

„ Megalenses, 749, a.

„ natal itii, 716, a.

„ Palatini, 71^ a.

„ piscatorii, 7 1^ a.

„ plebeii, 716, a.

„ ponti6cales, 716. b.

„ quaestorii, 7 1 6, b.

„ quinquennales, ^ a.

„ Romani, 716, b.

„ saeculares, 716, b.

,, scenici, 714 . b ; 749, a.

„ Tarcntini, 716, b.

„ Tnurii, 716, b.

Ludus, 574. b.

„ duodecim scriptoruui,

671. a.

„ latrunculorura, 670, b.

„ Trojae, 288, a.

Lumen, 115, a ; 538, b.

Luminum servitus, 1031, b.

Lupanar, 258, b.

Lupatum, 548, a.

Lupercalia, 718, a.

Luperci, 718, a.

Lupus ferrous, 719, a.

Lustrntio, 719, a.

Lustrum, 259, a ; 719, b.

Lychnuchus,
Lyra, 148, b; 720, a.

M.

Mocchus, 347, a.

Macedonianum sciiatusconsuL

turn, 1026, a.

Macellarius, 722, a.

M.iccllum, 722, a.

Maceria, 769, b.

Machinac, 722, a.

Macrum solum, 45, b.

Mactra, L a.

Muenia lex, 694, b.

Maenianum, 86, b ; a ; 72:1,

a.

Magadis, 721, a ; 779, a.

Magisicr, 723, a.

,, admissionum, b.
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Magistcr armomm, 723, a. Mastiche, 90.3, b. Mofiius, 764, b.

„ auctionrs, 208, b. Mutara, 589, a. Mo<luhi8, 764, b.

„ convivii, 1082, b. Mater, 310, a. „ acceptoriua, 1 15, a.

,, cpistolariim, 723, u. MaterfamUias, 519, b ; 740, b. „ crogatoriuN 1 15, a.

„ e<|tiituni, 407, b. Mathesis, 144, b. Mudua legitinma, 1033,

„ lUKllorum, 723, a. Matralia, 735, a. MiKMiia, 769, b.

„ memoriae, 723, a. Matrimonium, 735, b. Mola, 7^ a.

„ roilUum, 723. a. Matrona, 741, a. „ salsa, 743, a
; 999, b.

„ navis, 480, b. Matronalcs feriao, 744, a. Munnrehio, 766, a.

„ officiurum, 723, a. Matronalia, 744, a. Monaulos, 1 ISO, b.

„ pupuU, 405, a. Mausoleum, 561, a ; 744, a. Moneta, 766. n ; 808. b.

„ scriniorum, 723, b. Mazonomus, 745, b. Monctali'S triumviri, 766, a

„ aocietatis, 723, b. Mediastini, 48, a ; 745, b. Munetarii, 767, a.

„ vicorum, 723, b. Medicamina, 1204, a. Monile, 767. b.

Magiatratua, 723, b. Medicina, 745, b. Monitor, 1 122, a.

Magniiici, 62<^, a. Mediciis, 747, a. Mono|>odium, 758, a.

Maiua, 232, a. Medtmnus, 748, b. Monoxjrlon, 783, a; 875, b.

Majestaa, 724, b. Meditrioalia, 748, b. Monstrum, 961, a.

Migores, 636, b. Medix tuticus, 748, b. Monumentum, 561, a.

Mallcolua, 726, a. Medulla nudata, 5^ b Morator, 287, a.

Malleus, 72G, a. Megnlenscs ludi, 749, a. Morbus comitiali-s, 336, b.

Malluviutn, 729, b. Megalensia, 1 49, a. Mortarium, 768, b.

>falus, 789. a. Megalcsia, 749, a. Murum regimen, 263, a.

Malus oculua, 521, b. Melligu, 70, b. H cura, or praefeettira,

Mamilia lex, 694, b. Mcmbrana, 703, b. 263, b.

Mammacani, 7^ b. Mcmmia lex, 234, b. Mos, 657, a.

Alaneeps, 265, a ; 726, b. Menso, 749, b. Motio c senatu, 264. a.

Maneipatio, 727, b ; 11 16, a. „ de, 1.31, a. „ c tribu, 264, b.

Mancipi res, 421, b; 1218, a. Mensac Delphioac, 2, a. Muciana cautio, 259, b.

Manetpii, 728, a. „ scripturam, per, 1 3
1 , a. Mulier, 1179. a.

„ causa, 726, b. Mensam per, 131, a. Mullcus, 222. a.

Mancipium, 727, a. Mensarii, 750, a.

Mcnsularii, 750, a.

Mulaa, 1205, b.

MancUta prinetpum, 728, b. Mulsum, 1205, a.

Mandatarius, 728, b. Mensia lex, 695, a. Multa, 929. a.

Mandati actio, 728, b. Mensis, 238, a. Munerator, 574, a.

Mandator, 728, b. Mensores, 71, b; 750, b. Municeps, 318, b.

Mandntum, 728, b. Menstruum, 1041, b. Municipes, SIR, b.

Mandrae, 671, a. Mensura, 750. a. Municipium, 318, b.

Mane, 409, a. Mcrccnarii, 758, a. MuntR'x, 202, a.

Mangonea, 1040, a. Mcrcenarius, 4^ a. Munus, .‘>74, a ; 613, b.

Manica, 729, a. Mercnda, 306. b. Munychia, 769, a.

Manicula, 118, a. Meridiani, 575, b. Murnlis corona, 360, b.

Manilla lex, 694, b. Meridies, 409, a. Muries, 1 190, a.

Manipularcs, 500, b. Messio, 5^ b. Murrea vosa, 769, b.

Manipularii, 500, b. Metao, 284. a. Murrhina vasa, 769, li.

Manipulus, 494, a; 497, a; Metallum, 759, a. Mums 769. b.

500. \u Methodic!, 746, b. Muacarium, 539. b.

Manlia lex, 731, b. Metretes, 762, a ; 1223, b Musculus 772. a.

Mansio, 729, a. Metronomi, 762. b. Museum, 772, b.

Man&ionarius, 729, b. Milium,^ a. Musica muto, 862, a.

Mansiones, 729, b; 880, b. Mille pasauum, 762, b. Musivarii, 915. b.

Mantele, 729, b. Milliare, 762. b. Musivum opus 431, a ; 915, a.

Manuarium aes, 2^ b. Milliarium, 762, b. Mustaceum, 743, a.

Manubiae, 951, b ; 1053, b. „ aureum, 763, a. Mustutn, 1201, b.

Manum, conventio in, 740, b; Milvus, 154. a. Mutationes 729, b.

742, a. Mimus, 763. a. Mutui actio, 78Q, b.

Manumissio, 730. a. Mina, 931. b. „ datio, 780. b.

Manumissor, 730, b. Minorca, 374. b ; 636. b. Mutuli, 3^ a.

Manus, 2^ b. Minucta lex, 695. a. Mutus. 818. ai 1113. a.

„ ferrea, 586, b. Minutio capitis, 239, b. Mutuum, 780, b.

„ injectio, 731, b. Mirmilloncs, 575. b. Mysteris 781, a.

Mappa, 729, b. Miaaio, 499, b ; 575, a. Mystrum, 782, a.

Marcia lex. 695, a. „ caunria, 499, b.

Margines, 1192, b. ,, honesta, 499, b.
N.

Maria lex, 695, a. „ ignomintoaa, 499, b.

Marsupium, 732, b. Missus 287. b. Naccs 551. b.

Martialis flamen, 504, a. „ aerarius, 287, b. Nacnia, 559. a.

Martialcs ludi, 716, a. Mitra, 3i^ b; 1224, b. Narlhecla, 1214. a.

Martius. 232. Mixta actio, 1^ a. Natalitii ludi, 716', s
Mastigia, 540, a. Modiolus, 378, b ; 764, b. Nalalibus restitutio, 6.3 b.
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Natatio, 189, b
; 195> a.

Natatorium, 189, b.

Naturalcs, 879i b,

Navaiia, 782, a.

Navalis corona, 360, a.

„ scriba, 1012, a.

Navarclmt, 782, b.

Navis, 783, a.

„ apcrta, 784, b.

Nauraacbta, 792, b.

Kaumachiarii, 792, b.

Nauta, 480, b.

Ncbris, 793. b.

NcceAsaril heredcs, 398, b.

NcFasU dies, 409, b.

Negativa actio, 350, a.

Ncgatoriaactio, 350, a; 1033,a«

^agbgentia, 373, 17
Ncgotiatorea, 794, b.

Ncgotiorum gcstorum actio,

794. a.

NenU, 559, a.

Nepos, 310, a.

NeptU, 310, a«

Neptunalia, 795, b.

Ncroniana, 983, a.

Nexum, 795, b.

Nexus, 796. a.

Nidus 203. a.

Nisus or Nixus 148, b.

Nobiles 798, b.

Nobilitas 798, b.

Nodus 800 , a.

Nomcn, 527. a ; 800, a.

„ cxpcdirc,or tixpungcre,

131. s
„ Latinum, 1050, a.

„ (Greek), 800, a.

„ ( Roman), 800, b.

Nomcnclator, 77^ a.

Nonac, 231, b.

Norms 806. s
Nota, 806. a.

„ consoris 263, b ; 635, b.

Notarii, ^ b ; 222, a ; 806, a ;

807, a.

•Notatio cen-soris 263, b.

Novaculs 197, b.

Novalc, 6^ b.

Novalis, 6^ b.

Novatio, 819, a.

Novellac, 807, a.

„ comtitutionls 807, s
November, 232.

Novendials 562, a ; 807, b.

Kovercs 28 . b.

Novi homines, 799, s
,, operis nuntiatio, 835, s

Noxa, 808, a ; 929, a.

Noxalis actio, 807, b«

Noxia, 808, s
Nubilarium, ^ s
Nucleus, 1 192, a.

Nudipedaiis 221, s
Niidtis 808 , b.

Numeratio, 1019, b.

Nuroisms 808 . b.

Nummularli, 750, s
Numularii, 750, a.

Numraus or Nuinus 808, b.

INDEX.
Nummus aureus, 182, a.

Nuncupatio, 1 1 16, b.

Nundinae, 815, b.

Nundinuxn, 816, b.

Nuntiatio, J76, b} 835, b.

Nuptiac, 735, b.

Nurus, 28, b.

O.

Oarion, or Orion, 152, a

;

161, b.

Obarator,^ s
Obeliscus 816, b.

Obices 626, b.

Obligatio, 817, s
Obligationes 817, a.

Obnuntiatio, 176, b.

Obolus 821 , b; 931, b; 1213, b.

Obrogare legem, 682, b.

Obsidionalis corona, 359, s
Obsonium, 635, b.

Occasus 155.

Occatio, ^ a ; 984, b.

Occupatio, 821, b.

Ocimum, or Ocymum, 59, b.

Ocrea, 822, a.

Octavae, 1184, b.

Octavia lex, 549, s
October, 232.

„ equus 880
, a.

Octophoron, 672, b.

Oecus 428, b.

Oenomelum, 1205, b.

Oenophorum, 823, b«

Ocnophoras 823, b.

Oesipum, 1214, b,

Offendix, 102, a.

Officiales 508, b.

Officiurn admiasionis Lli
Offrin^ere, 4^ b.

Ogulnia lex, 695, a.

Olca, 8^ b.

Olcagina corons 361, b.

Olcnic, 149, a.

Olenium astrum, or pccus
149. s

Oletum, 823, b.

Oleum, 823, b.

Olivs 823, b.

OHvetiim, 823, b.

Oils 5^ b } 8^ a.

Olor, 149, a.

Olympis 9, a; 828, a.

Onager. 1 139i a.

Onerarioc naves 358, b.

OnerU ferendi aervitus 1031, b.

Onyx, alabaster, 7^ a.

Opalis 835, a; 1009, b.

Operac, 878, b.

„ servonira et anima«
lium, 1031, a.

Operarii, 8, b ; 47, b.

Operis novi nuntialto, 835, s
Opifers 790, b.

Opima spoils 1054, a.

Opimianum vinum, 1201, b.

Opinatores 835, b.

Opistographi, 704, a.

Oppia lex, 1077, s
Oppidum, 285, a.

Opsonator, 836, n.

Op&onium, 8.35, b.

Optio, 497, 506, a,

Optlmates 799, b.

Opus or acceptum referre,

265. b.

„ novum, 835. a.

Oraculum, 836, b.

Orarium, 843, a.

Oratio, ^ b.

Orationes principum, 843, a
Orator, 843, b.

Orbis, 532, b.

Orbus, 692. b.

Ores 1048. b.

Orcbestrs 1122 . a.

Orchia lex, 1077, s
Orcinus libertus 730, b.

H senator, 730. b ;

1017, s
Ordinarii gladiatorcs 575, b.

„ servi, 1041, a.

Ordinarius judex, 968, a; 969, a,

Ordinum duetores 497, a

;

.504, b.

Ordo» 31^ a ; SOI, b ; 67^ b

;

845. a.

rp decurionum, 318, a;
845. s

„ equestris 473, b ; 845. a.

I, senatorius S45, a; 1018,

a.

Oreac, 548, s
Organum, 722, a.

Orichalcum, a ; 845, b.

Origiiiarii, 311, b.

Omamentatnumpbalisl 167,U
Omatrixl
Orneatao, 688, b.

Ornithones ^ b.

Ortus 15^ b.

Oscines 1 75, b.

OscUlum, 846, a.

Ostentum, 961, a.

Ostlariura, 846, a.

Ostiarius 427, b.

Ostium, 427, a ; 624, a.

Ovs 284, s
Ovalis corons 361, a.

Ovatio, 846, a.

Ovilc, 336, b.

Ovinia lex, 1018, a.

P.

Pabula,^ b.

Factio. 820, b.

Pactum, 821, a.

Paean, 846. b.

Paedagogis 847, I).

Paedagogium, 847, b.

Paedagogus 847, s
Paenuls 848. a.

Paganalis 848, b.

Pagani, 848, b,

Paganics 919, s
Pagi, 848, b.
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Pala, 0^ b ; 8^ b.

Palaestra, 849. a.

Palangae, 894, a.

Palaria, 8.S4, b.

Palatini ludi, 716, a.

Palca, 57t a.

Palilia, 8^ b.

Falilicium, or Parilicium tidus,

I jO, a,

Palimpaettut, 704, a.

Palla, 8^ b.

Palliata fobula, S46, b.

Palliatua, 853, b.

Palliolum, 850, b.

Pallium, 850, b.

l*almipe«, 853, b.

Palmus, 7^b; ST^bj 853. b.

Paludatncntum, 853, b,

Paludatus, 853,

Palua, 654, b.

Panatbcnaea, 855. a.

Pancratiastae, 857, b.

Pancratium, 857, a.

Pandectae, 858, a.

Pane|r7ris 861, b,

Panicura, 5^ a.

Panis gradiiis, 550, b.

Pantomimus, 868, a.

Papia lex de pcregrinU, 695, a.

„ Poppaea lex, 206, b

;

418, b; 69^ b; 87^ b;
879. b,

Papiria lex, 695, a.

„ Plautia lex, 695, b.

„ Poctelia lex, 696. a.

n tabclluria lex, 1091, a.

Papyrus, 703, b.

l*ar impar iudere, 863, a,

l^aradisus, 863, b.

Paragauda, 864, a.

Parnphcrna, 437, a.

Parositi, 867, a.

Paientalia, 562, l>

Paries, 868, a.

Parilia, 849, b.

Parma, 496, b ; 870, a.

Parmula, 870. a.

Parochi, 870, b.

Paropsit, 870, b.

Parricid^ 687, b.

Parricidium, 687, a.

Partiarius, 4B, b,

Pascendi servitua, 1032, a.

Pascua, 1 184. a.

„ publica, 1012, a.

Passum, 1203, b.

l^assus, 751, b ; 871, a.

Pastio, 61l a.

„ agrestia, 6^ a.

„ Tillatica, 66, a.

Pastophoros, 871, a
Patella, 871, BT

Pater, 310, a.

„ familias, 519, b { 874, a.

„ patratus, 531, a.

Patera 871, b.

Pathologia,

l*atibulum, 563, a
Patina, 872, b.

Patres, 875, a j 1016, a

INDEX.
Patres conscripii, 1016, b.

Patria potestaa, 873, a
Patricii, 875, a.

Patriml et matrimi, or Patri-

mes et matrimes, 877, b.

Patrimus, 877, b.

Patrona, 678. a.

Patronomi, 877, b.

Patronus, 878, a.

Patruua, 310, a.

Pavimentum, 431, a; 1192, b.

Pavonaceum, 1099, a.

Pauperie, actio de, 880, b.

Pauperies, 880, b.

Pausarii, 880, b.

Pecten, 8^ a j 1101, b.

Peeuarii, 8HI, a.

Peculator, 881, a.

Peculalua, 681, a.

Peculio, actio de, 1037. b,

Pcculium, 869, b
; 1037, b.

„ castrense, 874, U
Pecunia, 808, b.

„ certa, 818, a.

n Tacua, 131, a.

Pecuniae repetundae, 986, a.

Pccus, 881, a.

„ hirtura, 61^ b.

„ Tarentinum, or Graecum,
61, b.

Pedaneus Judex, 651, a.

Pedaril acnatorcs, 851, a j

1018, a.

Pedisequi, 881, b.

Peducaea, lex, 695, b.

Pedum, 881, b.

Pegasus, H9, b.

Pegma, 882, a.

Pegmarcs, 88*i, a.

Pfllex, 34971^
Pellia, 382, a.

Fclta, 882, b.

Penicillus -urn, 903, a.

Pentacosiomedimni, 266, a

;

1 1 55. a.

Pentathli, 883. a.

Pentathlon. 883, a.

Peplum, 8S4, b.

Per condictionem, 885, b.

Per JudicU poatulationero,

885, b.

Per manua injcctioncm, 731, b.

Per pignorU capionem, or eap<>

tionem, 885, b,

Pera, 886, a.

FerduelUo, 725, a.

Perduellionls duumviri, 886, b.

Peregrinus, 291, b.

Pereraptoria cxceptio, 1 1, b.

Perferre legem, 682, b.

Pergula. 886, b.

Periscclis, 889. a.

Peristiarchus, 441, b.

Peristroma, 674, b ; 1079, b,

Peristylium, 425, a ; 428, a;
889. b.

Peritiorca, 653, b.

Permutatio, 130, b.

Pero, 889, b.

Perp<^tua actio, ^ a; 10, b.

1273

Perscribere, 131, a.

Peracriptio, 131, a.

Persae, 149, b.

Perseus, 149, a.

Ferula, 886, a.

Proaecutona actio, ^ a.

Persona, 889, b.

Pertica, 893, a.

Pea,^ b } 8^ a.

„ Druaianua, 893, b.

„ sestertiua, 893. b.

Peasulus, 626, b.

Pesulani lex, 695, b.

Petasu^ 920, a ; 1213, b.

Fetauriatae, 894. a.

Petaurum, 893, b.

Pelitor, ^ a ; 77j a,

Petorritum, 894, a.

Petreia lex, 695, b.

Petronia lex, 695, b.

Phalae, 284, b.

Phalangae, 894, a.

Phalangarii, 894, a.

Phalanx, 481, b; 482, b;

488. a.

Phalarica, 589, a.

Phalera, 894, a.

Phallus, 411, a; 521, b.

Pharetra, 894, b.

Pharos, or Pharus, 895, a.

Phaselus, 895, b.

Phengites, 1 052, b.

Pbilyra, 703, b.

Phrygio, 851, a.

Picatio, 1202, a.

Pictura, 899, b.

l^gnoraticia actio, 91 7, b.

Pignorit capio, 916, b.

Pignua, 915, b.

Pilo, 768, b ; 91J, a.

„ tri^nalis, 919, a.

Pilani, 501, b.

Pilentum, 919, a.

Pileolum, 919, b.

Pileolus, 919, b.

Pileum, 919, b.

Pileus, 919, b.

Pilicrepus, 918, b.

Pilum, 497, a; 588, a ; 768, b.

Pinacotheca, 921, a.

Pinaria lex, 695, b.

Pinaerc, 54. b.

PiacatorirTudl, 716, a.

Pisces, 151, b.

Piscit, 153, b.

Piscina, 70, a ; 114, a ; 189, b;

191. bt 19& a; 921. a.

Pistillum, 768, b.

Pistor, 921, a.

Pistrinum, 765, b ; 768, b.

Pistria, or Pistrix, 152. a.

Pittacium, 538, b.

I^aetoria lex, 374, b ; 409, a.

Flags, 989. b,

Plagiarius, 921, b.

Plagium, 921, b.

Planctae, 922, a.

Planetarii, 144, b.

Plaustrum, or Flostrum, 147,

b; 9^ a.
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IMatitia, or Plotia lox du

1209. a.

„ j udiciaria, 650, a ; 695,

b.

IMcbcii, 923. b.

„ ludi, 716« a.

ricbus, 923. b.

Plebiscitiim, 682, a ; 927, b.

I»Itfbs 923. b.

Plectrurn, 721, b.

IMen'i mcnies, 226, a ; 227, b.

Plciade-n, 150, a ; 157, b.

Pleuiici,^ b.

Plostellum pocnicum, 53, a.

Plumarii, 923, a.

Plutcus, 674, b ; 92P, b.

l*neumatici, 746, b.

Pnyx, 440, b.

PociiUim, 923, b.

Podium, 8^ b
; ^ a ; 323, b

;

929, a.

Poecilo, 944, a.

Poena, 929, a.

Poetclia Papiria lex, 696, a;

797, a-

PoUtor, 4^ b.

I’ullcn, 5^ b.

Pollcx, 372,b; 7^b; 893, b.

PoUicarTvl^ Th

PolUcitatio, 821, a.

Pollinctores, 558, a.

Pol us 615, a ; 929, b
Polychrotny, 905, b ; 1092, a,

Polymiti^ 1 102, b.

Pomcridianum tempus, 409, a.

Poniocrium, 930, a.

Pompa, 931, a.

„ Circensis 287, o.

Pompeiac leges 696, a.

Pondera, 931, a.

Pondo, 706, s
Pons 3^ b ; 936, b.

„ Aelius 988, b.

„ Acmillus 937, b.

„ Ccstius 937, b.

„ Fabricius 937, b.

„ Janiculeosis 938, a.

„ Milvlus 938, a.

„ Palatimis 937, b.

„ Sublicius 937, a.

„ sufTragionim, 939, b.

„ Vaticaniis 936, a.

Pontifex, 938, b.

I’ontificalcs libri, 941, a.

„ ludi, 716, b.

Pontificca minores 942, a.

Pontidcii libri, 941, a,

Pontificium jus, 656, b ; 941.

Pop^ 25S, b; 3^ b; 1000, a.

Popilia lex, 695, a.

Popina, 258, b.

Poplifugia, 942, b.

I’opularcs 799, b.

„ actioncs 1200, b.

Popularia, 88, b.

Populi scitum, 682, b.

Populifiigia, or Poplifugio,

942, b.

PupuluR, 88j b.

Por, 1039, b.

INDKX.
Porciao lt*g(.*s 696, a.

Porta, 943, a.

,, dccuroana, 249, a ; 251

,

b.

„ Libitinensls 285, b.

„ pompac, 285, b.

„ practorls or extraordi*

naria, 249, a ; 251, b,

„ principalis, 249, a.

„ (juacstoria, 249, a.

„ triumphalis 285, b.

Portentum, 961, a.

Porticus 944, a.

Portisculus 944, b.

Portitorcs 945, a ; 973, b.

Portorium, 944, b.

PortumnalU, 945, b.

Portunalia, 945, b,

Posca, 945, b.

PossessLo, ^ a; 945, b; 949, a.

„ bonac fidei, 422, b.

„ bonorum, 208, b.

„ clandestina, 643, b.

Possessor, 946, b ; 94 9, a«

Postes 624, b.

Fosticum, 624, b.

Postliminium, 949, b.

Postineridianum tempos 409> S
Postsignani, 502, b.

Postulaticii, 575, b.

Postumus, 601, a.

Potestas 873, a.

Praecidiancae R;riac, 530, a.

Praecinctio, 87^ a ; 8^ b

;

1121, s
Praecinctus, 1 1 73, a.

Praecones 951, b ; 1 125, s
Pracconium, 951, b.

Praeda, 950, b; 951, b; 1053, b.

Praedia, 954, b ; 955, a.

Pracfliator, 954, b.

Praediatorium jus 955, a.

Praediorum sciritutes 1031 ;

1033. s
Praedium, 952, a.

Praefocti sociorumi 497, b.

IVaefectus 967, b.

„ aerarii, ^ a.

„ alimentorum, 7^ b.

„ annonac, 540, b

;

952, a.

„ aquarum, 115, b.

„ castrorum. 952, b,

„ classis 952, b.

„ fabnim, 517, b.

„ juri dicundo, 318, b.

„ praetorio, 952, b,

„ vigilum, 510, a.

„ urbi, 953, a ; 993, a.

Pniefectura, 318, b ; 319, a.

Praeficnc, 558. b.

Praefurnium, 192, b
; 546, a.

Praejudicium, 954, a.

Proclusio, 575, a.

Praonomcn, 801, b.

l*racpctes, 175, b.

Praepositus 954, b.

Pracrogatira eenturb,

„ tribus 338, b

;

339, b.

Pracrogativac, 3.39, b.

Pracs 954 . b.

Pracseriptio, 12, a ; 955, a.

Pracses 967, ¥7 969, a.

Praesidis 250, b.

Praestatio, 955. b.

Praetenturs 351, b ; 253, b.

Praetcritii senatorcs 264, b;

1018, a.

Practexta, 1 137, a.

PraelextataTabuls 346, b.

Praclextatus 631, a.

Praetor, 956, s
„ peregrinus 956, 1>.

„ urbantu, 956, b.

Practoria actio, ^ a.

„ cohors 957, s
Praetorian i, 957, a.

Praetorii latcra, 251, b ; 253,
a.

Praetorium, 246, b; 251, b
253, a; 958, a.

PmcTaricatio, 1027, b.

Pragmatici, 844, a.

Prandium, 306, a.

Precarium,^ b ; 643, b.

Prebeosio, 1 151, b.

Prelum, or Praelum, 958, a.

Prensatio, TT^ a.

Primicerius 958, s
Primipilaris 508, b.

Primipilus 505, a.

Princeps juventutis 475, a.

„ senatus 101 7, b.

Prineipales constitutiones 351,

&
Principes 494, b ; 496, b.

Priocipis 502, a.

„ via, 348, s
Principium, 332, a.

Privatae ferbe, 528, a.

Privatum jus 291, b{ 657. b.

Privilegium, 514, b} 516; a;
683, b ; 80.*1, b.

Privies 38, b.

Frivignus~28, b.

Proamita, 310, s
Proavis 310, a.

Proavunculus 310, a.

Proavus 310, s
Probatio nummorum, 131, b.

Proconsul, 960, b ; 967, b.

Procuhitorcs 503, a.

Proeuratioprodigionim, 96 1

,

a.

Procurator, 12, a; 47, a;~48,
a: 222,a; 961, a;

96775T
„ alimentorum, 7^ b.

r, pcoi, 260, U
Procyon, 152, b.

Prodigium, 961, a
Prodigus 11 1 3, b.

Proelbles dies 410, s
Profesli dies 409, b.

Progenor, 28, b,

ProjiciendrServitus 1031, b
Prolotarii, 239, a
Promatertera, 310, a.

Promisss 741, b.

Proinissor, 817, b.

Promul&is 307, a ; 1205, b. ^
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Promus, 260, b.

Promuscondus, 260, l».

Proncpos, 310, a.

Proncptis, 310, a.

Pronubae, 744, a.

Pronubi, 743. b.

Pronurus, ^8, b.

Propntruus, 310, a.

Propps, 790, b.

Proj)nigeutn, 192, b.

Pruportionalcs, 30, b.

Propraetor, 967, a
Proprietas, 422, a.

Prora, 786, a.

Proscenium, 1 122, a.

Proscinderc, 4^ b.

Proscribere, 963. b.

Proscripti, 963, b.

Proscriptio, 963, b.

Prosecta, 1000, a.

Prosiciao, lOOO, a.

Prosocrus, 2^ b.

Prospectus servitus, 1031, b.

Protroputn, 1201, b.

Provincia, 964, b.

ProTocatio, 107, a.

Provocatores, 515, b.

Proximus admissionura, 1^ b.

„ infantiac, 637, a.

„ pubertati, 636, b.

Priidentiores, 653, b.

Pubertas, 3^ b ; 636, b.

Pul)cs, 631, a
; 837, a.

Publicac feriac, .528, b.

Publican!, 972, b.

Public! servi, 1039, a; 1041,
a.

Publicia lex, 696. a.

Publiciana in rem actio, 974,
a.

Publicum, ^,b;^ a ; 972, b.

,. jus, 291, b ; 657, b.

Pul>licus ager,^ a ; 949, a.

Publilia lex, 696, a-

Publiliac leges, 696, b.

Puer, 1039, b.

Pugilatus, 974, b.

Pugiles, 974, b.

Pugillarcs, 1092, a.

Pugio, 975, a.

Pullarius, 176, a.

Pullati,^ b.

Pulmcntarium servorum, 48,
b.

Pulpitum, 1 122, b.

Puls fabata, 57, b.

Pulvinar, 286, b; 975, b.

Pulvinus, 975, b.

Punctae, 11^ a.

Ptipia lex, 697, a.

Pupillus, ^ a ; 630, a ; 636. b ;

1177, b.

Pupillari-s substitutio, 599, b.

Puppis, 787, a.

Puteal, 976, a.

Putcus, 113, a ; 189, b.

Puticulae, 560, b.

Puticuli, 560, b.

Pyra, ^9, b.

Pyrgus, 548, b.

INDEX.
Pythia, 837

,
a.

Pytbo, 83^ a.

Pyxidul^978, b.

Pyxis, 978, b.

a
Quadragesima, 978, b.

Quadrans, 140. b.

Qiiadrnntal, 979, a.

Quadratarii, 91.5, b.

Quadriga, 379, b.

Quadriremes, 78.5, b.

Qoadrupes, 880, b.

Quadruplatorcs, 980, a.

Quadruplicatio, 1^ a.

Quadrussis, 141^ a.

Quaesitor, 648, b.

Quaestiones, 648. b.

„ perpetune, 648. b.

(iuaestor, 980, a.

Quaestorcs alimentorum, 7^
b.

„ classic!, 981, a

;

980. b.

„ parricidii, 648. b.

,, pecuniae alimenta-

riae, 7^ b.

„ rerum capitalium,

648, b.

„ sacrl palatii, 982, a.

„ urban!, 981, b.

Quacstorii ludi, 716. b.

Quaestorium, 249, a ; 253, b.

Quaestura Ostiensis, 981, b.

Quales-qualcs, 1041, b.

Qiialus, 220, b.

Quanti minoris actio, 982. a.

Quartariiis, 979. a; 982. b.

Quasillariae, 220. b; 1099. b.

Quasillus, 220, b.

Quatuorviri juri dicundo, 318,
b.

n Tiarura curanda-
rum, 1 193, b.

Querela inoiliciosi testanaenti,

1 118. a.

Quinarius, 393, b.

Quinctilis, 232, a.

Quincunx, 140, b.

Quindcceraviri, 387, a.

Quinquagesima, 982, b.

Quin(|u<atria, 982, b.

Quinquatrus, 982, b.

„ minores or mU
nusculae, 983, a.

Quinquennalia, 983, a.

Quinqucnnalis, 318, b.

Quinqueremes, 785, b.

Quinquertium, 883, u.

Quinquexiri, 983, a.

„ mensarii, 750, a

;

983. a.

Quintana, 248. .i.

Quintia lex, 697, a.

Quint! lis, 232, a.

Quirinalia, 983. a.

Quirin.-tlis ll.-imen, 540, a.

Quiritium jus 291, b
; 658, a.
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Quo<l jussu, actio, 663, b.

Quorum bonorum, interdie-

turn, 983, b.

II.

Radius 378, b,

Ramnenses 875, b; 1 15^ b.

Ramnes 87^ b; 1 155. b.

Rapins b*

,, or rapta Iwno, 564, a.

Rallum, 984, b.

Rallus 984. b.

Rastcllus 984j b.

Rasitarc, 197. b.

Raster, ^4, b.

Rastrum, 984, b.

Rates T8.3. a.

Rationes, 131

,

a.

Rationibus distrahcndls actio,

1178. U
Recepta; de recepto, actio,

984, b.

Recinium, 995, a.

Recinus, 99.5, a.

Hector, 969, a.

Recuperatorcs H, b ; 646, b.

Reds 994, b.

Redemptor, 265, b; 710, a;
985, a.

Redhibitoria actio, 985, a.

Redimiculum, 985, b.

Refriva, 57, b.

.Regia, 198, a.

„ lex, 1149, a.

Regifugium, 985, b.

Regina sacrorum, 994, a.

Regula, 985, b.

Rei residuac cxceptio, IJ^ b.

„ uxoriac, or dotis actio,

438, a.

Rclatio, 1019, b ; 1021, a.

Rclcg.atio, 515, b.

Relegatus 515, b.

Religiosus, .562, a.

Rcmancipatio, 419, a; 455, b.

Rcmmia lex, 2.34,%.

Remulcum, 98^, a.

Remuria, 680. b.

Remus, 788, a.

Renuntiatio, 336, b; 888, b.

Rcpagula, 626, b.

Reparator, 49, b.

Repetundac, 986, a.

Replicatio, 1^ a.

Repolire, 5^ b.

Repositorium, 807, U.

Repotia, 744, a.

Repudiura, 41^ a.

Repurgare, 5̂ b.

Res, 421, b.

„ communes, 421, b.

„ corporales 421
,

I).

„ divini juris 421, b

;

657, a.

„ frumentario, 1221

,

a.

„ bercditarlac, 421, b.

„ human! juris, 421, b
657, a.
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Res immobiletf 421» l>-

^ incorponles, 421, b.

^ mancipt, 421, b; 12l8» a.

„ mobiles, 421, b.

tf nee mancipi, 422, 1218,

a.

„ nullius, 421, b.

„ privaUe, 421, b.

„ publicae, 421, b,

„ religiosae, 421, b.

„ sacrae, 421, b.

„ sancUe, 421, b.

„ dngulae, 421, b«

» univenitatii, 421, b.

„ uxoria, 437, a.

UesctMoria actio, 641, b.

Rescriptum, 351, b.

Resina lentitcina, 903, b.

Responderc, 107, b.

Response, 653, b«

Rcspublica, 1215, b.

Restitutio in inte^^m, 987, a.

Restitutoria actio, 641, R
Rate, 98^ b.

Retentio dotls, 418, b.

Rctentura, 251, b; 253. b.

Ketiarii, 575, b.

Reticulum, 329, a; 988, b.

Retinaculum, 989, b.

Rctis, 988, b.

Reus, 819, a.

Rex, 990. a.

„ convivii, 1082, b.

„ socri6culus, 994, a.

„ aacrificus, 994, a.

„ aacrorum, 994, a.

Rbeda, 994, b.

Rhodia lex, 697, b.

Rica, 541, a.

Ricintum, 995, a.

Robigalia, 995, b,

Robur, 241, a.

Robus, ^ a.

Rogare legem, 628, b.

Rogatio, 682, a ; 683. b.

Rogationem accipcrc, 682, b.

„ promulgarc, 682, b.

Rogationes Licinine, 693, b.

Rogator,338, b; 1077, a.

Rogus, 559, b.

llomana, 850. b.

Romphea, 589, a,

Rorarii, 495, b ; 502, b.

Roscia theatralis lex, 697, b;
1123, b.

Rostra, 995. b.

Rostrala columna, 827, b.

„ corona, 360, a.

Rostrum, 786, b.

Rota, 37^ a ; 5^ b.

Uubria lex, 697, b.

Rubrica, 171, a.

Rudens, 996. a.

Uuderatio, 431. a.

Rudiarii, 575. a.

Rudis, 574. b.

Rudiis, 1 192. a.

RufTuli, 996, a.

Uumpia, 589, a.

Runcatio, 52^ a.

INDEX.
Runcina, 996, a.

Rupiliae leges.

Rustict, 3i 1. b.

Rutabulum, 996, b
Rutellum, 99^, a.

Rutiliana actio, 996, a.

Kutnim, 996, a.

S.

Sabanum, 851, b.

Saccatus, 1203. a.

Saccus, 99^ b; 1203, a.

Sacellum, 996, b.

Sacena, 420. b.

Saccr, 562, a.

Sacerdos, 996, b.

Sacerdotium, 996, b.

Sacra, 998, a.

„ gentilitU, 568, b.

„ municipalta, 998, b.

„ privata, 998, a.

„ publica, 998, a,

Sacramento, 1 198. b.

Sacramentum, 662, a ; 998, a.

Sacrarium, 998, h.

Sacratae leges, 698, a.

Sacrificiiim, 998, b.

Sacrilcgium, 1000, b.

Sacrilegua, 1000, b.

Sacrorum alienatio, 568, b.

„ detestatio, 568, b.

Sacrum novemdiale, 528, b.

Saeculares ludi, 716, b.

Saecuium, 1000, b.

Sagarii, 1001, a.

Sagitta, 149. b; 1001, a.

Sagittarii, 1001, a.

Sagittarius, 151, a.

Sagittifer, 151

,

a.

Sagittipotens, 151, a.

Saginina, 1002, a.

Sagulum, 1002, b.

Sagum, 1002, a.

Salamima, 865, a.

Salariuni, 1002, b.

Salii, 1003, a.

Salilium, 1004, a.

Salinae, 1003, b,

Saliuator, 1004, a.

Salinum, 1004. a.

Salsilago, lOO i, a.

Salsugo, IC04, a.

Saltaiio, 862, a ; 1004, b.

Saltus, ^b; 6^ a; 753, a

;

1012. a.

Salvianum interdictum, 643, a.

Salutatores, 1006, b.

Sambuca, 1007. a.

Sandalium, 1007, b.

Sandapila, .559, a.

Sapa, 1 202, a.

Sarcophagus, 559, b.

Sarculatio, 5^ a.

Sarculum, S3, a ; 1008, a.

Sarduuia, 715, b.

SarUsa, 488, a ; 589, a.

Sarracum, 1008, a.

Sarritio,^ a.

Sartago, 1008, a.

Sotio, 51, a.

„ autumnalia, ^ b.

„ Bcptimontalis, 57,, a.

trimestris, ^ a ; 5^ ^
Satira, 1008, a.

Satisdatio, 13^ a.

Satura, 1008, a.

M lex, 6^ a; 1008, b.

Saturnalia, 1009, a.

Scabellum, 286, b.

Scabillum, 381. b.

Scalae, 7^ a; 1009. b.

„ Gemoniae, 240, b.

Scalmt, 7^ b.

Scalpellum, 274, b.

Scalptura, 1010, a.

Scalpturatum, 431, a.

Scamnum, 25^ 286, b; 1011, a.

Scantinia lex, 698, b.

Scapha, 786, a.

Seapus,^ a ; 1170, b.

Scena, 1 122, a.

Scenici ludi* 714, b ; 749, a.

Sceptrura, 1011, a.

Scheda, 703. b.

Schoenus, 101 1, b.

Scbola, 1 89, b.

„ Ubrorum, 191, a.

Scholae, 953, b.

„ auctorea. 173, b.

Sciothcricum, 616, b.

Scipio, 1^ a.

Scire, 1023, a.

Scissor, 307, b.

Scitum populi, 682, a.

Scorpio, 1 5 1

,

a ; 540, a ; 1 1 39, a.

Scorptus, 151, a.

Scortea, 848, b.

Scribae, 7^ b ; 1012, a.

Scribere, 131, a.

Scribonia lex, 698, b.

Scrinium, 238, b.

Scriplum, 1012, b.

Scripts, ^5, a.

M duodccim, 670, a.

Scriptura, 234, a; 972, b;
1012. a.

Slcripturarii, 1012, b.

Scripulum, 46, b; 1012, b.

Scrobes, 1 16. b-

Scnipulum, 182, a; 652. a;

753, b ; 1012, b ; 1213. b.

Sculptura, 1010, a.

Sculponcae, ^ b.

Scutica, 539, b.

Scutum, 496, b ; 1012, b,

Scytale, 1013, a.

Sc^e, 5$j a.

Secespita, 1013, b.

Secretarium, 174, a.

Sectatores TT^ a.

Sectio, 9^ b ; 1013. b.

Sector, 951. b ; 1013, b.

Sectorium interdictum, 645, a;

1013, b.

Sccuricula, 1014, a.

Securis, 1014. a.

Secutores, 576, a.

Seges,^ a.
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Segestro, 674, b.

Se)i<)uastrum, 101.S, b.

Sell*. 2^, b ; lOH, b.

SembelU, 702, b.

Semen adoreum, 54^ a.

„ tritncairc, 5^ a.

Sementina diea, 530, a.

SemenUTae feriae, 530, a.

Semimarea, 566, b.

Semis, Semisus, 140, b i 182, b.

Semproniae leges, 698, b.

Sempronia lex de fbeoere, 699,

a.

Semunoia, 1213, b.

SemuDciarium fenua, 527, b.

Senator, 1016, a.

Senatores Omni, 1017, a.

„ pedarii, 1018, a.

Senatu motio, or ^Jectio e,

264, a.

Seoatus, 101 6, a.

Senatus auctoritas, 1023, b.

Senattiseonsultum, 1022, b.

„ Apronianuna, 1024, a,

„ Articuleianum, 1024, b.

„ de Bacchanalibus, 4 1 4, a;

1024, b.

„ CaWitianum, 692, b

;

1024, b.

„ ClaudianuxD, 1024, b.

„ Dasumianum, 1025, b.

„ Hadriani, 1025, b.

„ Juncianum, 1026, a.

„ Junianum, 1026, a.

„ Jufcntianum, 1026, a.

„ I.#argianum, 1026, 8.

„ Libonianutn, 1026, a.

„ Macedonianum, 1026, a.

„ Marcianum, 1024, b.

„ Memmianum, 1026, a

„ Neronianum, 1026, a.

„ Orphitianum, 1026, b.

„ Pegasinum, 535, b;
536. b; l(»^r^

„ PerBicianuni, 1026, b.

„ Piaonianum, 1026, a.

„ Planctanum, 1026, b.

,, Fiautionum, 1027, a.

„ Rubrianum, 1027, a*

„ Sabinianuzn, 1027, a.

„ Siianianum, 1027, a.

„ taciturn, 7, b
^ Tertullianum, 1027, a.

„ Trebellianuni, 535, a ;

1027, b.

„ Turpilianum, 1027, b
„ Velleianum, 1027, b,

„ Vitraaianuro, 1027, b.

„ Volustanum, 1027, b.

Senatus jus, 1018, b
Seniores, 333, b.

Sepelire, 560, b
Sepimentura, 47, a.

September, 232.

Septem Trionei, 147, b
Septemviri Epulones, 470, b
Septimatrus, 982, b.

Septimontium, 1028, a.

Septum, 336, b
Septunx, 140, b

INDEX.
Sepulchri Tiolati actio, 562, a.

Sepulchrum, 560, b.

Sequestres, 77^ a.

Sera, 6^ b.

Seriae, 1202, a.

Sericum, 1028, a.

Serpens, 148, a ; 149, b
Serpentanus, 149, a.

Serra, 1029, a.

Serrati, §e. nuinnii, 394, a.

Serrula, 1029, b.

Serto, 1029. b
Serrare de wlo, 176. b
Serviana acrio, 918, a.

Serrilia agraria lex, 699, a«

„ Glaucia lex, 986, b.

„ Judiciaria lex, 699, a.

Servitus, 1030, b ; 1036Tb
Servitutes, ^ b ; 1030, b
SerTut ( Greek), 1034, a.

„ ( Roman ),48,a; 1036,b
,, ad manum, 7^ b.

„ pubiicus, 7, b ; 1039,a;
1041, aT

Sescuncia, 140, b.

Sescunx, 140, b
Sesquiplares, or Sesquiplaril,

509. a.

Sestertium, 242, b ; 1042, b.

Sestertius, 1042, b.

Sevir turmse cquitum, 475, a.

Scriri, 1^ b.

Sex suflVagia, 472, b.

Sexatrus, 982,~b
Sextans, 140, b.

Sextarius, 979, a ; 1013, b
Sextilis 232.

Sextula, 1213, b; 1043, b.

Sibina, 589. a.

Siltyllini libri, 1043, b
Sica, 1044, b.

Sicarius, 687, a.

Sicila, 1044, b

,

SicilicuB, 113, b ; 1213, b
Sicilire pratum,^ a.

Sidus natalitium, 144, b.

SigHlaria, 1009, b.

Sigma, 750, a.

Signa, 253, b
„ militaria, 1044, b.

Signifer, 1045, b
Signinum opus, 431, a.

IK^um, 501

,

a.

8ilentiariiT954, b.

SUentium, 176, b
Silia lex, 699, a.

Silicarli, 1 15, b.

SUicernium, 562, a.

Siligo,^ a ; 55, b
Simlla, or SimHa^ 55, b
Siliqua, 1213, b
Silxae, 101^ a.

SUrani et Carbonis lex, 695,

b.

Simpulum, or ^mpurium,
10-16, a.

Sindon, 851, b
Singulares, 508, b.

Sinus, 1 135, a.

Siparium, 1046, a.
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Sirius, 152, b ; 160, a.

Sistmm, 1046, a.

Sheila, 1048, b.

Siticioes, 558, b.

Sitt}rbae, 704, b.

Si tula, 1048, b.

.

Sobrina, 310, a.

Sobrinus, 810, a.

Socculus, 1048, b
Soccus, 1048, b
Socer, 2b b.

n magnus,^ b.

Societas, 1049. a.

Socii, 54^ b ; 1049, a ; 1050, a,

Socio pro, actio, 1049, b
Socius, 1049, a.

Socrus,^ b.

n magna, 28, b
Sodales, 810, b.

,, Augustales, 180, a.

n Titii, 1134, b
Sodalitium, 77, b.

Solarium, 429, b ; 616, b

;

1078, b.

SoieaTT051, b.

Solidorum venditio, 131, b.

Solidus, 182, b.

Solitaurilia, 719, b ; 1000, a.

Solium, 187,b; 191, a; 1 129,

a.

Solvere in area, 119, a.

Solum, 430, b.

Solutio, 819, b
Sonipea ales, 149, b
Sophronistae. 581, b.

Sordidati, 1137, a.

Soror, 810, a.

Sort^ 843, a ; 1051, b
Sortil^l, 1052, a.

Spadones, 631, b
Spams, 588, b.

Spatium, 286, a.

„ legitimum, 1033, b
Specillum, 274, b.

Spectabiles, 628, a.

Spectio. 176, b; 177, b.

Spccularia, 432, b.

Specularis lapit, 432, a.

Speculatores, 50^67
Speculum, 1052, a.

^>ecus, 113, a.

Sphaeriaterium, 195, b ; 582, a.

Spica mutica, 57, a.

Spiculum, 587T a'; 589, a.

Spina, 284, b.

Spinier, or Spiotlier, 136, a.

Spira, 1053, a.

Spimla, 1053, a.

Spolia, 1053Tb.
Spoliatorium, 189, a.

Spooda, 674, b.

Spondeo, 817, b.

Spoogia, 905, a.

Sponsa, 741, b.

Sponaalii, 741, b.

Sponsio, 640, b ; 1199, a.

Sponsor, 640, b.

SpoDsus, 741, b.

Sportula, 1054, b
Subularius, 984, b
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Stadium, 1055, a.

Stalagminia, 032, a.

Stamen, 1 100, a.

Stater, 1056, b.

Statera,~l 170, a.

Slati dies, 409, b.

Stationes 250, b.

„ 6sci, 105 ft, a.

„ mumclpimum, 577, b.

Stativae feriae, 528; b.

Stator, 105H, a.

Statorea, 508, b.

Statu liber, 7:t0, b.

Siatuac Pcrsicac, 889, b.

Statuaria ara, 1058, a.

Statumcn, 1 1 92, a>

Stellac Parrbaaides, 147, I).

„ errantes, 922, a*

Stcllaturae, 505, a.

SCerculinii acnritus, 109?, a.

Stercoratio, 50, a.

Sccrcutius, 50^ a.

Sterquilinium, 50, a.

Stesicharus 1090, a.

Stiliadium, 750, a.

Stillicidii aervitua, 1081, b.

Stillicidium, 1 03 1

,

b.

Stilus, 1071, a.

Stipcndlaria, ^ b.

Stipendiarii, 107 1, b.

Stipendium, 1071, b.

Stipes, 854, b.

Stipulatio, 817, b.

Stipulator, 817, b.

Stiva, 117,gr~I18,a.
Stula, 1073, a.

Stragulum, 674, b.

Stratores, 1074, b.

Streoa, 1075, a.

Striae, 324. a.

Striga, 253, b ; 254, a.

Strigil, 185, a; 192, a.

Strophiutn, 1075, a*

Structor, 307, b.

Studiosi juris, 143, b.

Stultorum feriae, 545, b.

Stuprum, 1^ a; 349,a ; 633, h.

Stylus, 1071, a.

Suasor, 173, a.

Sul)centurio, 506, a.

Subitarii, 1 171, b.

Subligaculum, 576, a ; 1075, a.

Subltmissimi, 628, a.

Subrogare legem, 682, b.

SubruDcivi, 3^ a.

Subscriptio, 357, b.

n censorta, 263, b

;

635, b.

Subseciva,^ a
; ^ a.

SubselHum, 1 129, a.

Subscrica, 1028, b.

Subsignanus, 502, b.

Substitutio, 599. a.

„ pupillarU, 599, b.

Sulrtegmcn, 1100, a.

Subtemcn, 110ft a.

Subucula, 1 173, b.

Succevsio, 1075, b.

Successor, 1070, b.

Succinctorium, 1075, a

INDEX.
Succinctiis, 1173. b.

Succolure, 672. b.

Sudatio concamerata, 190, b.

Sudatorium, 190, b.

Sufbbulum. 1191. a.

Suffitio, 562, a.

Suf^r4^;ia sex, 472, b.

Suflragium, 1076, b.

Sug;;esius, 88, a; 995, b;
1077. a.

Suggrimdarium, 559, b.

Sui heredes, 598, b.

Sulci, 1 1 92, a.

Sulcus A i ^
Sulpiciae lcg», C99, b.

Sulpicia Sempronia lex, 699, b.

Sumtuariae leges 1077, a.

Suovetaurllia, 719, b; 100ft a.

Superficiarlus 1078, a.

SiipcrHcies, 1078, a.

Supernumcrarii, ^ b.

Supparum, 79ft a j 1 174, a.

Supparus 1 174, a.

Supplicatio. 1079, a.

Supposilitii, 576, a.

Suprema, tc. tempestas, 409, a.

Surdus 818, a ; 1113, a.

Susceptorcs, 265, a.

Suspensura, 192, a.

Symposium, 1082, a.

Syndicus, 1084, a.

Syngrapha, 271, b.

Synthesis 1009, a ; 1087, b.

Syrinx, 1088, a.

Syssitia, 1088, b.

T.

Tabella, 1090, b.

Tabcllariae leges, 1091, a.

Tabcllarius 1091, a.

Tabcllio, 1091

»

a.

Tabcrna, 285, b ; 1091, a.

n diversoria, 258, b.

„ libraria, 704, b.

Tabcmaculuro, 1 104, a.

Tal>ernaria fal)ula, 346, b.

Toblinum, 428, a.

Tabulae,^ a ; 1091, b.

n ccnsoriac, 263, a.

„ novae, 1092, a.

„ publicae, 7^ a
; ^ a.

„ TOtivac, 433, b.

Tabulam, ade&se ad, 172, a.

Tabularii, 1092, b.

Tabularium, lt)92, b.

Tabularius 7^ b.

TabuUnum, 253, b.

Tacda, 1093, a.

Taenia, 1212. b.

Talaria, 1094, b.

Talasius, 743. b.

Talassio, 743, b.

Talea, 824. b.

Talentum, 931, b.

Talio, 1095, a.

Talus 1095, n-

Tapes 1097, a.

Taj)cte, 1097, a.

Tarcntini ludi, 716, b.

Tnrpcia Atcmia lex, 685, a.

Taurii ludi, 716, b.

Taurus 150, a.

Tector, 87ft a.

Tector^ 1 1_^ b.

Tectorium opus 87ft a.

Teda, 1093. a.

Tegula, 1098, a.

Tela, 1099, a.

Telamones, 17ft a.

Temo. HTj b ; 378^ b.

Tcmplum, 176, a; 995,b; 1 101

a.

Temporalis actio, 10, b.

Temporis pracscriptTo, 955, a.

Tensae, 1 125, a.

Tenti)>eliium, 545, b.

Tepidarium, 19ft a ; 192. b.

Tcrentilia lex, 699. a.

Tcrentini ludi, 716, b
Terminalim, ill^ a.

Termini, 30^ b ; 603, b.

Terra, 29, a ; 132, b.

„ eariosa, 4^ b.

„ rcstibilis 6^ b.

Tertiarc, 4^ b.

Teruncius, 141, a ; 702, b.

Tescum, 176. a.

Tcssella, 915, b.

Tesscllarii, 915. b.

Tessera, 1112, b.

M nummario, or frumcn>
taria, 550, a.

Tcsserula, 1112, b.

Testa, b.

Testamentariae leges, 699, b.

Testamcntifiictio, 1 1 14, b.

Testamentum, 1 113, a.

Testator, 1 1 13, a.

Testis, 1118, b.

Testudo, 7^ b; 111^ a;

1118, b.

Tetraphori, 894, a.

Tetrarcha, 1 1 1^ b.

Tctrarches, 1119, b.

Textores, 1099, a.

Tcxtriccs 1099, a.

Textrinuin, 1099, b.

Thargelia, 1 12ft a.

Tlicatrum, 1 120, b.

Tliensae, 1125, a.

Tlicodosianus codex, 302, b.

I'hcrmae, 183. b ; 193, b.

Thermopolium, 233, b ; 258, b.

Thesinophoria, 1 127, b.

Thorax, 711, a.

Tliofia lex, 699, h.

Tliraces, 576, a.

Threces 576, a.

Tlironus 1129, a.

Tliyrsus 1 129, b.

Tiara, 1 130, a.

Tiaras, 1 130. a.

llbia, 113ft b.

Tibic^ list, a.

Tibicinium, 1 130, b.

Tigni immitUendi sorvitus.

1031, b.

Tigno Juncto, actio de, 564, b.
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Tintinnabuluni, 113^, l».

'rirocintum, 1134, a.

Tiro, 1134, a.

Tuia let, 700, a.

Tilicnsc«, H7^, b ; 1 155, b.

Tides, 875, b; 1 155, b.

Titii Sodales, 1 1 34, b.

Titulus, 253, a ; 560, a ; 704, U
TocuHiones, 525, a.

Tof^ 1 134, b.

„ Candida, 1 137, a.

fj palmata, 1137, a.

,, picta, 1 137, a.

„ praetcito, 1 137, a.

„ pulla, 1 137, a.

„ pura, 1137, a.

„ sordida, 1137, a.

„ virilis, 631, a ; 1 137, b.

Tngata (abula, 34*i, b.

Togatun, 853, b ; 1 137, !).

Tonsor, 197, a.

Topiana ars 618, b.

Topiarius, 619, a.

Toralia, 674, b.

Torcular, 95 h. a; 1 1 37, b.

Torculum, 1 137, b.

Tormentura, 790, a ; 1 138, b ;

1139, a.

Torques, 1140, a.

TnrquU, 1 140, a.

Torus, 674, b ; 1140, b.

Tuxicum, 1001, b.

Trabea, 99:3, b ; 1 137, b.

Trabeata fabula, 346, b.

Traditiu, 821, a.

Tragoedia, 1140, b.

„ crepidata, 346, b.

Tragula, 589, a ; 989, b,

Tragutn, 989, b.

Traha, 5^ a ; 1148, a.

Trahea, 53^ a.

Trama, 1 100, a.

Tramoserica, 1028, b.

Transactio in via, ^ a.

Transfuga, 394, b.

Transtillum, 721, b
Transtra, 788, a.

Transvcctio equitum, 437, a;

474. b.

Trebonia lex, 700, b.

Trcmiasis, 1 82, b.

Tressis, 141, a.

Tresfiri, 1 167, b.

Triarii, 495, a ; 496, a ; 501, b.

Trihula, ^ a j 1148, a.

Tribulum,^ a ; 1148, a.

Tribulus, 1 148, b.

Tribunal, 253, a ; 1 148, b.

Tribuni eohortium, 504, a.

„ miHtum, 495, b; 503, a,

Tribunieia lex, 1149, a.

„ potestas, 1 150, b.

Tribunus 1 148, b.

„ celcrum, 993, a

;

1149. a.

Tribus ( Greek), 1 1 52, b.

„ (Homan), 1 155, b

Tributa comitia, 1 1 56, b.

Tributaria, 37, b.

Tribularii, 31 1

,

b.

INDEX.
Tributoria actio, 1037, b.

Tributum, 1 1 5(>, b.

Tricliniarchia, 1 158, b.

rriclinium, 1157, b.

Tridens, 564, b
Triens, 140, b.

Trifax, 1 138, b.

Triga, 879, b.

Trigon, 919, a.

Trigonutn, 1007, a.

Trilix, 1 101, b; 1102, b.

Trimestris faba, 57i *•

Trinepos, 310, a,

TrinepiU, 310, a.

Trinum nundinum, 816, b.

Trinundinum, 816, b.

Triplicatio, 1 2, a.

Tripos, 1 162^^
Tripudium, 175, b.

Triremes, 785, a.

Tritavia, 810, a.

Tritavus, 310, a.

Tridcum, ^ a.

„ spelta, 5^ b.

„ trimestre, ^ a.

Tritura, ^ a.

Triumphalia ornamenta, 1167,

b.

Triumphalis corona, 361,

Triumpbus, 1163, b.^

„ castrensis, 1 167. a.

„ navalis 1167, a.

Triumviri, 1 167, b.

„ agro dividundo,

1167, b.

„ capitaixs, 1 167, b.

„ coionUe deducendac,
1168, a.

„ cpuloncs, 470, b.

„ equitum tunnas re-

cogno&ccndi, or

legendis equitum
dccuriis, 1 168, a.

„ monctales, 766, a.

„ noctumi, 1168, a.

„ reficiendis aedibus,

11^ a.

„ rcipublicoe constitu*

endae, 1 168, a.

„ sacris conquirendis
donisque persig-

oandis, 1 168, b.

„ senatus legendi,

1168, b.

Troebus, 1 168, b.

Trojae ludus, 288, a.

Tropaeum, 1168, b.

Trossuii, 472, a.

Tnia, 1 169, b.

Trulla, 1169, b.

Truileum, 1 170. a.

Trullissatio, 870, a.

Truncus, 824, b.

Trutina, 1 170, a.

Tuba, 1 1 70, b.

Tubicen, 2^ a.

Tubilustrium, 983, a*

TulUa lex do ambitu, 77, b.

„ dc legntionc lil>era,

679, 0,
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Tullianum, 240, b; 546, b.

Tumultuarii, 1171, b.

Tumultus, 1 171, b.

Tunica,^ a; 1171, b.

Tunicati. 1 174 a.

Turibulutn, 1 174, b.

Turma, 471, a ; 497, b.

Turriciila, 548, b.

Turris, 1174. b.

Tutela, 1176, b.

Tutelac actio, 1 178, b.

„ judicium, 1178, b.

Tutor, 1 176. a.

Tutulua, 1 180, a.

Tympanum, lOQ, b; 52.8, b;
923, a; 1180, a.

U. V.

Vacantia bona, 207, b.

Vadari rcum, Uj b.

Vadca dare, IJj b.

Vadlroonium,Vas,l 1, b; 954, b.

Vagina, 577, a.

Valcriae leges, 700 b.

Valcriac et lloratiao leges,

700, b ; 9^ a.

Valeria lex, 963, b.

Vallaris corona, 360, b.

Vallum,^ b; 253, a; 1 183, a.

VaJIus, 1183, a.

Valva, 625, b.

Vannus, i 183, b.

Vappa, 1204, b.

Vari, 989, a.

Varia lex, 725, a.

Vas, 954, b ; 1 18.3, b.

H Icvc, or purum, 133, a.

Vatinia lex, 701, a.

Udo, 1 184, au

Vectigal rcrum vcnalium, 267,

a.

Veedgalia, 1 184, a.

Vcctigalis ager, 43, a ; 458, n.

Vches, 1 185, a.

Velamen, 1186, a.

Velarium,^ a : 1185, b.

Vclarius, 1185, a.

VeUti, 1 185, a.

Velites, 496, b ; 503, a.

Velleianum senatusconsultum,

1027, b.

Velum, 790, a ; 1 185, a.

Venabulum, 1 186, a.

Vcnaliciarii, 1040, a.

Venado, 1186, a
Venditio, 459, a.

Venefica, 1 189, b.

Veneficium, 1188, a.

Vene6cus, 1 189, b.

Venereus jactus, 1095, h.

Venter, 113, b.

Ventilabnim, 849, a.

Ventilatio, 53, a.

Venus, 1095, b,

Ver sacrum, 1 189, a.

Verbena, 1002, a.

Verbenarius, 531, a.

Vergil iae, 150, a.
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Vcrgiliamim tidux, ISO, «.

Verna, 1038, b ; 104^.

Vemeulum, 989, b.

Verso in rem actio, 1038, a.

Versura, 5^ a ; 597, a.

Venus, 50, a ; 753, a.

„ quadratus, ^ n.

Vcru, 588, b.

Vervactor,^ b
Verractum,^ b.

Verutum, 588, b.

Veapac, 559, a.

Vespillones, 559, a.

VestalU, 1189, a.

„ maxima, 1189, b.

Vestibulum, 497, a.

Vesticcpa, 681, a.

VeteranuB, 499, b.

Veteratorea, 1040, b.

Veteretum, ST^ a.

Vexillarii, 494, b ; 507, b.

Vexillum, 507, b j 1045, b.

Via sa^larts, 258, a.

-Viae, 1191, b.

„ aerritus, 1032, a.

„ vicinariae, or vicinalea,

£53. a.

Viaria lex, 7^ a ; 1193, a.

Viaticum, 1195. b.

Viator, 1195, b.

Vicarii aerri, 1037, b.

Victima, 499. b.

Vicesima, 1 196, a.

,, hcreditatum ct lc«

gatorum, 2^ a

;

1196, a.

„ manumUsionis, 1196,

a.

Vicesiroaria lex, 1196, a.

Vicesimarii, 1 196, a.

Vicesiroatio, 387. b.

Vico magistri, 1 196, a.

Vicui, 1196. a.

Victoriatus, 893, b.

Vigilea, 51^ a.

VigUiac, 250, a.

VigintiBexvih, 1196, b.

Vigintiviri, 1 1 96, b.

Villa, 5^ aTTT96. b,

„ publica, £62, a

„ rustiea,^ a.

Villia annalia lex, 701, b.

Villica, 48^ a.

INDEX.
VillicuB, 48, a; 115, b; 1 196, b.

„ amphitheatri,^ b.

Vinalia, 1198, a.

Vindemialis feria, 530, a.

Vindex, Uj a ; 732, a-

Vindicatio, 9, a; 564, b;
1198, a.

„ libertalis, 1033, a.

„ servitutis, 1032, b.

Vindiclae, 1 198, b.

VindicU, 730, a ; 1200, a.

Vinea, 1200. b.

Vinum, 1201, a.

Virga, ISW, a.

Virgines Vcstales, 1189, a.

Virgo, 15<% b.

„ maxima, 1189, b.

Virgula, 1 209, a.

Viridarium, 619, a.

Virilis pars, H80, a.

„ toga, 631, a ; 1137, a.

Vis, 1209, a.

„ et vis annata, 1209, b.

Visceral io, 562, a.

ViscGlUa lex, 9^ a ; 701. b.

Vitclliani, 1092, a.

Vitis, 504. b.

Vitium, 176. b.

Vitrearii, 1210, b.

Vitrieus, ^8, b.

Vitrum, 1209, b.

Vitta, Vittae, 1212, a.

Vlttata sacerdos, 1212, b.

Vivaria,^ b.

Uliginoaus campus, 4^ b.

Uln^ 1213, a.

Uipiani pueri puellaeque, 75, b.

Ultrotributa, 265, a.

Umbella, 121 3, a.

Umbilicus, 704. a.

Umbo, 298^ a ; 1136. b ; 1192,

a.

Umbraculum, 1213. a.

Uncia, 1^ b j 1213, b.

Unoiarum fenua, 516, b.

Unctores, 7^ a.

Unctuarium, ^ a ; 190, b.

Unguenta, 1214, a.

Unguentaria, 1214, a.

Unguentariae, 1214, a.

Unguentarii, 1214, a.

Uulversitas, 1214. b.

Univcrtum, 1076. a.

Vocatio in jus,^ b.

Voconia lei, 676. b : 701. b.

Volones, 499, a ; 1217, a.

Volsellae, 197, b
; 275, a.

Volucris, 149. a.

Volumoi, 704, a.

Voluntarii, 1217, a.

Volutae, 590, b.

Vomitoria, 87i b.

Urccus, 1217. a.

Uma, 5^ a ; 97^ a ; 1048,

b; 1217. a.

Urpex, 645, b.

Ursa major, 147, a.

„ minor, 147, b.

„ Moenalii, 147, b.

Ustrina, 559. b.

IJstrioum, 559, b.

Usucapio, 1217, b.

Usurae, 525, b.

Usureceptio, 1220, a.

Usurpatio, 1221, a.

Usus, 1219, a; 1221, a; 122^
a.

„ Auetoritas 1219, a.

„ fnictuariiis, 1221, a.

Ususfructus 1221, a.

Uterini, 309, b.

Uti iiossedetis, 643, a.

Utilis actio, a.

Utrcs, 1203, b.

Utricularlus, 1130, b.

Ulrubi, 643, a.

Vtilcanalia, 1222, b.

Vulgarcs, 1041, b.

Uxor, 74Q,~lk
Uxorium, 2^ b.

X.

Xystarchus, 581, b.

Xyatici, 167, a.

Xystus, 5^ b ; 6^ b.

Z.

Zona, 1224, b.

Zonula, 1224, b.

Zopborus, 825, a ; 1225, b.
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ENGLISH INDEX,

A.

Actor* (Greek) 611, a.

„ (Roman), 612, a.

Adoption (Greek), ^ b.

„ ( Roman), 1^ b.

Advocate, 1084, a.

Adze, Ml, b.

AlUr, 116, a; 1^ b.

Ambaaaadors, 677. b.

Anchor, 791, a.

Anvil, 634, a.

Aqueduct, 106, a.

Arbitrator, 396, b.

Arch, 1^ b; 546, b.

Archer, the, 151, a.

Archer*, 1002, a.

Armour, 135, a.

Arms, 135, a.

Army (Greek), 481, a.

H (Roman), 469, a.

Arrow, the, 149, b,

A rrowa, 1001, a.

Astronomy, 145, a.

Auction (sale), I72> a.

A*e, 1014, a.

Axle, 376, a.

R

Bail (Greek), 460, b.

„ ( Roman), b.

Baker*, 921, a«

Balance, the, 151, a.

Baldric, 196, a.

Ball, game at, 548, a ; 916, a.

Bankers, 130, a.

Banishment (Greek), 513, a.

„ ( Roman), 515, b.

Barber, 197, a.

Basket, 198, a.

Baths (Greek), 184, a.

„ (Roman), 185, b.

Bear, the great, 147, a.

„ the lesser or little, 147,

b.

Bear>warden, the, 146, a.

Beard, 1 96, b.

Beds, 673. a; 1140, b.

Beer, 268, b.

Bell, 1133, b.

Bellows, 543, a.

Belt, 1^ a.

Berenice, the hair of, 154, a.

Bit (of horses), 546, a.

Boeotian constitution, 204, a.

Books, 703, b.

Bookseller, 704, b.

Boots, 366. a.

Bottomry, 525, b.

Bow, 126, a.

Boxing, 974, b.

Brass,^ a.

Brazier, 542, n.

Breakfast, 304. a.

Bribery (Greek), 365. b.

„ (Roman), 77, a.

Bricks, 668, a.

Bridge, 936, b.

Bridle, 548, a.

Bronze, 2^ a.

Broooh, 531, b.

Bull, the, 150, a.

Burial (Greek), 555, b.

„ (Roman), 560, b.

C.

Calendar (Greek), 222, a.

„ ( Roman), 226, a.

Cameos, 1010, b
;
1181, a.

Camp, 244, a.

„ breaking up of, 251, a;

256. a.

„ choice of ground for,

246. a.

„ construction of, 246, a.

„ of Hyginus, 251, a

M of Polybius, 245, b.

Camp>oath, the, 249, b.

Candle, 236, a.

Candlestick, 236, a.

Canvassing, 76, b.

Capital (ofe^mns), 324, a.

Carpets, 1097, a.

Cart, 9237r~
Casque, 565, b.

Ceilings, 432, a.

Celt, 4^ a.

Censer, 1 174, b.

Centaur, the, 153, b.

Chain, 957, a.

Chariot, 878. a ; 476. a.

Charioteer, the, 149, a.

Chimneys, 426, a
; 432, b.

Chisel, 420, a.

Cider, 1205, b.

Circumvallatton, 1183, a.

Citizenship (Greek), 288, b.

^ (Roman), 291, a.

Claws, the, 151, a.

Clerks (Athenian), 2II, b;
577, b.

„ (Roman), 13, b.

Clocks, 615, a.

Coffins, 555, b ; 5^ b.

Colony (Greek), 313, b

„ (Roman), 31 5» A.

Column, 323, a.

Combs, 881

,

a.

Comedy (Greek), 341, b.

„ ( Roman ), 345, b.

Compass, 283, a.

Constellations, 145, b.

Cooks, 305. b.

Cordage, 790.

Com crops, 5^ a.

„ preservation of, 5^ b.

Couches, 671, b.

Cowl, 37^ b.

Crab, the, 150. b.

Cretan constitution, 365, a.

Criers, 951, b.

Crook, 8B1, b.

Crops, 5.3.

Cross, 370. b.

Crow, the, 153, b.

Crown, 359, a.

„ the northern, 148. b
163. a.

M the southern, 153, b.

Cruci6xion, 870, b.

Cubit, 7^ b.

Cup, the, 153, b.

Cymbal, 370, a; 381, a.

D.

Daggers, 975, a ; 1044, b.

Dance, the Pyrrlnc, 278, b.

Dancing, 1004, b.

Day, 408, a.

Dice, 1 1 f2, b.

Dice-hox, 548. b.

Dinner, 306, b.

Dish. 25]^ b.

Distaff, 565, a.

Dithyramb, 1141, a.

Divorce (Greek), 418, a.

„ ( Roman), 418, a.

Dog, the great, 1 52, b.

„ the little, 152, b.

Dolphin, the, 149, b.

Door, 624, b.

Dowry (Greek), 436, a.

,, (Roman), 437, a.

Dragon, the, 148, a.

Drains, 46, b.

Draughts, game of, 670, b.

Drawers, 1075, a.

Drum, 1 180, a.

Dynasty, 122, a.

E.

Eagle, the, 149, b.

Ear-ring, 682, a.

Earthenware, 532. a.

Eleven, the, 593, a.
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INDEX.1282

Ensigns, military, 1044, b.

Era, 281, b.

Evil eye, 521, b.

Executioner, 242, a.

F.

Fan, 539, a.

Felting, 919, b.

Fences, 47, a.

Firc-placc, 542, a.

Fish, the southern, 153, b.

Fishes, the, 151, b.

Floors of houses, 430, b.

Foot (measure of length),

7-.1. b.

Fresco, 904, a.

Fringe, 537, a. .

Fuller, 551, b.

Funerals (Greek), 554, b.

„ ( Roman), 558, a.

Furnace, 1 92, b; 5.46, a.

G.

Gambler, Gaming, 7^ b.

Garden, 618. a.

Gates of cities, 943, a.

Girdle, 1224, b.

Gladiators, 574, a.

Glass, 1209, b.

Goat, the, 151, b.

Gold, 1^ b.

Granary, 618, a.

Greaves, 822, a.

Guards, 250, a.

IL

Hair ( Greek), 328, b.

,,
(Roman), 329, b.

Hammers, 726, a.

Hare, the, 1.52, b.

Harp, 1007, a.

Harrowing, 52, a.

Hatchet, 1014, a.

Hearth, 542, a.

Heir (Greek), 594, a.

„ ( Roman), 598, a.

Heliacal rising, 155, a.

„ setting, 155, b.

Helmet, 565, b.

Hemlock, 593, a.

Hcraclcan tablet, 691, a.

Hinge, 24 1, a.

Hoe, 984,^ ; 1008, a.

Hoeing, 5% a.

Holidays, 52^ a.

Homicide, 896, b.

Hoop, 1 168, b.

Horse, the little, 149, b.

Hospitality, 619, a.

Hour, 614, a.

House (Greek), 423, b.

„ ( Roman), 426, b.

Hunting, 1 186, a.

Hunting-spear, 1186, a.

Hurdle, 368, b.

L J.

Imprisonment, 210, a.

Informer, 388, b.

Inheritance (Greek), 594, a.

„ (Roman), 598, a.

Ink, 170, b.

Inn (Greek), M8, a.

„ ( Roman), 258, b.

Intaglios, 1010, b ; 1181, b.

Intercalary month, 227, b

;

228, b ; 229,

Interest of money (Greek),

524, b.

„ (Roman), .526, b.

Isthmian games, 645, b.

Italy, 318, a.

Judges (Greek), 369, b ; 401,

b ; 483, a.

„ ( Roman), 646, b.

K.

Kids, the, 149, a ; 163, a.

Kiln, 5^, a.

King ( Greek), 990, a.

„ (Roman), 991, a.

Kitchen, 428, b.

Kite, the, 154, a.

Knife, 37^ b.

Knights (Athenian), 266, a.

„ (Roman), 471, a.

Knockers, 627, a.

L.

Ladders, 788, a ; 1009, b.

Lamps, 7)^, a.

Lanterns, 669, a.

Law, 681, b ; 803. b.

I.egacy, 675, a.

I.«gion, 490, a.

Leguminous crops, 57, a.

Letter-carrier, 1091, a.

Levy, 499, a.

Library, 202, a.

Ijight-house, 895, a.

Link, 553, a.

Lion, 150. b.

Litters, 671, b.

Liturgies, 679, a.

Looking-glass, 1052, a.

IxK>m, 1099, a.

Lots, 1051, b.

Luncheon, 306, a.

Lyre, the, 148, b; 156, b.

M.

Mamertine, 240, b.

Manuring, 50, a.

Marriage (Greek), 73^ b.

„ ( Ronum), 740, a.

Masks, 889, b.

Masts, 1789, a.

Meals (Greek), 303, a.

Meals (Roman), 306, a.

Measure, 750, b.

Measures of land, 46, b.

Medicine, 745, b.

Mercenary soldiers, 758, a

;

1223. b.

MUe, 7^ b.

Mile-stones, 762, b ; 1193, a.

Mills, 765. a.

Min&s 1184, a.

Mint, 766^ a.

Mirror, 1052, a.

Money, coined, 80S, b.

„ (Greek), gold, 181, a.

„ (Roman), „ 182, a.

Month (Greek), 223.

„ ( Roman), 226, 227.

Mortars, 768, b.

Mosaics, 431. a ; 915, a.

Mourning for the dead, 557,

b
; 562, b.

Moustaches, 780, a.

Music (Greek), 772, b.

„ ( Roman), 779, b.

N.

Names (Greek), 80^ a.

„ ( Roman), 800, b.

Necklaces, 767. b.

Nemean games, 794, b.

Nets, 988, b.

Notary, 1091, a ; 1092, b.

O.

Oars, 788, a.

Oath ( Greek), 659, b.

„ (Roman), 661, b.

Obelisks, 816, b.

October-borse, 880, a.

Officers, duty of, 249, b.

„ parade of, 250, a.

Olympiad, 883, a.

Olympic games, 828, a.

Oracles, 836, b.

Orders of architecture, 325

:

326, b ; 3^ b.

Organ, 622, b.

Organist, 62^ b.

Ostracism, 514. a.

Oven, 546. a.

Ounce, 1213, b.

P.

Painting, 899, b.

Paper, 703, b.

Parasol, 1213, a.

Parchment, 703, b.

Partnership, 1094, a.

Pay of soldiers, 1071, Ii.

Pediment, T, a.

Pen, 220, a.

Perfumes, 1214, a.

Physicians, 747.

Pipe, 1 130, b.
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PIcctges, 915, b.

Plough.^ b ; «.

Ploughing. 4D. a.

Poisoniog, ^5, a ; il88. a.

Polcis 789, a.

PortcuUi^ 956. b.

Pottery, 532, b.

Priests, 996, b*

Prison, 9*i(X a.

Prodigies, S>61. a.

Propertyotax (Greek), 448, b.

n ( Roman), 1 157, a.

Prostitutes, 604, b.

l*row, 786, a.

PuriBcation, 719, a.

Purses, 732j b.

Pyrrhic dance, 1005, a.

Pythian games, 976, b.

Q.

Quiter, 894, b.

R.

Races, 987, a.

Hake, 984, b.

Ram, the, 149, b.

Raven, the, 153, b.

Razor, 197, b.

Reaping, 592 b.

Rings, 9^ a.

Road, 1191, b.

Rope*da;>cers, 553, a.

Hopes, 996, a.

Hounds, 950, U
Rudder, 788, b.

8.

SacriBees, 998. b.

Saddles, 464, a.

Sails 7^. a.

Salary, 1002, b.

Salt, 1003, b.

Salt-cellar, 1004, b.

Salt-works 1003, b.

Sandal, 20^ b ; 1031, b.

Saw. 1029. s
Scales 706. tu

Scorpion, ths 151, s
Screw, 300, b.

Scythe, 518, s
Senate (Gr^k), 209, b; 572, s

„ ( Roman), 1016, s
Sentinels 950. s
Serpent-holder, the, 149, a.

Shawl, 884, b.

Shears 545, s

INDEX.
Shields 29?2 a ; 870, a ; 88^

b; 1019, b.

Ships 783, s
Shoe, 2^ b ; 456, s
Shops 1091, b.

Sibyl, 1043, b.

Sickle, 51^ a ; 1044, b.

Signs northern, 147, s
„ of the Zodiac, 149, b.

Silk, 1028. s
Silver, 1^ s
Slaves (Greek), 1034, s
„ (Ronwi), 1036, b.

Sleeve, 729, a.

Sling, 553, b.

Slingers 553, b.

Snake, the, 149, a.

Sowing, 51, s
Sjiade, 84^, b.

Span, 751ib; 1053, b.

Spartan constitution, 570, a.

Spear, 587, a.

Sjieustnians 391, b.

Spindle, 565, a.

Spongs 905. a.

StanJfxrds, military, 1044, b.

Stars filed, 154
, b.

St.'iluarr, 1058, a.

Step, 577, a.

Stern, 787, s
Stoves 432, b.

SuD-diml, 615, a.

Surgery, 272, a.

Swan, the, 149. s
Sword, 577, s

T.

Tables 74^ b.

TaJenS 9^ b; 939; 933:
935. S

Tapestry, 1097, s
Tassel, 537. s
Taxes(Grcek),448.b ; llOS.a.

H (Roman), 1156. b; 1184,

Theft, a ; s
'rhesaaiian constitution, lQ93,s
Thrashing, 5^ a.

Threshold, 624, b.

Throne, 1 129, s
Thrum, 537, a.

Tiles, roofing, 1098, a.

Tombs 5^ a ; 557, b ; 561,
Tooth-powder, 394, s
Torch, 524, s
Torture, 1139.

Tower, 1174, b.

1283

Tragedy (Greek), 1 140, b.

„ (Roman), 1 147, s
Treaty, 542, b.

Triangle, the, 1 49, b.

Tribes (Greek), 1152, b.

„ ( Roman ),Tf55, b.

Tribunes 1148, b.

Trident, 56^ b.

Tripod, 1162, b.

Trophy, 1168, b.

Trousers 213, s
Trumpet 215, a; 709, b; 1170,

b.

Tumblers 1005.

Twelve Tables, 688, s
Twins ths 150, b.

U. V

Vase-painting, 906, b.

Veil, 1186, s
Vinegar, 1205, b.

Virgin, the, 150, b.

Umpire, 391, b.

Voting (Greek), 217, a ; 971, s
„ ( Roman), 3.%, a ; 1076,
b.

Usurers 525, s

W.

Waggon, 923, a.

„ th^l47, b.

Waggoner, the, 148, a.

Wain, Charleses 147. a.

Wall, 4^ b; 9^ s
Waterman, the, 151, b.

Watersnaks the, 153. b.

Waterstream, the, 151. b.

Weaving, 1099, s
Weeding, 5^ s
Whale, the, 152, s
Wheel, 37^ a; 5^b; llBO. b,

Whip. 539, b.

Wine, 1201, s
Winnowing,^ s
Witnesses (Greek), 7.32, h.

„ ( Roman), 659, k
Wolfi the, 153, b.

Wrestling, 7R^ b.

Y.

Yards of a sail, 789, b.

Year (Greek), 222, s
„ ( Roman), 226, a.

„ division of, 163, b.

Yoke, 652, s

Temple, 1104, a.

Testament, 111^ s
Theatre, 11^, b.

Wills 1113. a,

M’indow, 426. a ; 482.
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CLASSIFIED INDEX,

Undtr 9oeh head ths names of tks artidss art giotn m ickich the ttbjtei is explained.

Aoeicoltueb.
AgricuUura.
Hortus.
Olea, olira.

OscUluiiL

ScamnuiQ.
Sitos.

Villa rustiea.

Vinum.
AaaiccLTcaAL iMrLzifaKTs.

Aratrum.
Crates.

Irpei.

Jupim, 3. 7.

Pala.

Pecten.
Pedum.
Plaustnira.

Prelum.
Raatnim.
Rutrum.
Sarculum.
Sarracum.
Stilus, ^
Tintinnabulum.
Torculum.
Tribula.

Tympanum.
Vannua.
Vehes.

AmUSBMINT8 and PLATTRIKat.
Abacus, S,

Aenigma.
Alea.

AscoHasmus.
Buxum.
CalculL

Cottaboa.

Follis.

Fritillus.

LatrunculL
Par impar ludere.

Talus.

Tessera.

Trochua.

AaCHtTECTUaB.
Abacus, I2 ^
Acroterium.
Analemma.
Antae.
AnteBza,
Antepagmenta.
Apsis.

Arebiteetura.

Arcua

Ar^tocture^ eomtiniud.

Astragalus.

Atlantes.

Atticurges.

Balteua
Camara, K
Canal is.

Canterii.

Chalcidieum.

Cochlis.

Columbaria, ^
Columcn.
Columns.
Coronis.

Cortina, ^
Crypta, I.

Cyma.
Entasia

Epistylium.

Fascia.

Fastigium.

Harpaginetuli.

Helix, L
Janus.
Jugum, K
Later.

Maenianum.
Metopa.
Modulus.
Peristylium.

FUnthus.
Podium.
Porticus,

Spira.

Testudo, 3,

Tholus.

Tympanum.
Zophorus.

AaiTHMinc.
Abacus, ^
Calculi.

AsMoua AND WsAroNa
Acinaoca.

Aegia
Arcua
Arms.
Armatura.
Capulua
Cateia.

Cetra.

Clipeua
Dolo.

Funds.
Galea.

Geirha.

lour, &0.— coa/m««f.

Gladiua
Habenae, 2, 3.

Hasta.

M Inocea.

tt Pilum.

„ Verutum.

„ Gaesum.

M Spania

„ Jaculum.

„ Spiculum.

H Sarissae.

n Frames.

„ Falarica.

„ Matara

„ Tragula.

Lories.

Ocrea.

Palma.
Pelts.

Pharetra.

Pugio.

Sagitta.

Scutum.
Securia
Sica.

Venabulum.
AssaaiauBs and Councils.

Agora.
Ampbictyones.
Areiopagus.

Doule.

Comitia calata.

„ curiata.

M centoriata.

„ tributa.

CoDcilium.

CoDcio.

ConTcntus.

Curia.

Ecclesia.

Eccleti.

Gerousia.

Myrii.

Panegyrti.

Paniociia.

Senatua
SynedrL

AsraoNoicT.
AstrologU.

Astronomia
Nortbern constell^

tiona

Zodiacal sign^

Southern constel laiiom
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Aatronomy— etmiinwl,

PUnetae.
Pol us.

Camps akd Foats.

Acropolis.

Agger.
Arx.

Csmigo.
Castra.

„ ststira.

Pagi.

Practorium.

Turris, h
Vallum.

CuAaJTIES AKD DOKATIOXS.
Adunatl.
Aliments ril.

Conglaria.

Dianomae.
Donaria.

Frumentariae Leges.

Strena.

ClTIL PlTKlSHMKKTS.

Area, ^
Barathron, or Orugma.
Career.

Ceadaa.

Crux.
Equuleus.
Ergastulum.
Fidicula.

Flagrum.
Furca, patlbulum.

Habenac, ^
Laqueus.
l^atumiae.

Sestertiuro.

C1.AS8Z8 OF CrrisiKs akd
OTHxaa.

Adlecti, L
AerariL
Agelm.

AlimentarlL
Aretalogi.

Camilli.

Canephoros
Dediticli.

Delator.

Demopoletos.
Demos.
Eiren.'

Emphruri.
Epeunactae.

Ephebus.
Equites.

Eupatridaa.

Geomori.
Hectemoril*

Hetaerae.

Ilippobotae.

Homoei.
Libertus.

Locupletes.

Metoecl.

Naucraria.

Koblles.

Orda
Parasiti.

Fartbeniaei.

Patrieii.

INDEX.
Classes of Citisens, &c.—coni.

Patrimi et Matrimi.
Pecuarii.

Pcrioeci.

Plebes.

Quadruplatores.

Sal utatores.

CoLONias AKo Moruxa Couk>
Tar.

Apolkia.

Cleruchiac.

Colonia.

Metropolis.

CaiMEs.
Abortio.

AduUertum.
Ambitus.
Calumnia.
FaUum.
Furtum.
Inccndium.
Injuria.

Latrocinium.

Leges Corneliae et Juliae.

I^no, Lenocinium.
MajestAs.

Parricidium.

Perjurium.
Phonos.
Plagium.

Rapina,

Sacrilegium.

Sodalitium.

Stuprum.
Talio.

Venedetum.
Via.

DiTifioK or Lakd.
Ager priratua.

„ publicus.

„ sanctua.

Cippus, ^
Pjrrgo..

Teroenos.

Daama, Dramatic Ektrr*
TAIKMIKTS.

Comoedia.
Exodia.
Exostra.

Hyporcheme.
Mimua.
Pkotomimua.
PeriaetOA

Persona, L Tragie.

H 2. Comic.
Siparium.

Theatrum,
Tragoedia.

Velum.
Daasa, Orkamkkts, thi

ToiLrr.

AboUa.
Alicula.

Amictorium.
Amictos.
Ampyx.
AnnuluA
Apex.
Armilla.

Barba.

1885

Dresa, Ac.— ^miinued,

Baxa.
Birrua
Braccae.

Bulla.

Calamistrum.
Calceus.

Caliendrum.
Campagus.
Cam pestre.

Candys.

Capiiium.

Caracalla.

Catena.

Causia.

Cestusy 9.

Chlamjt.
Clarua latus.

„ angtistus.

Coma.
Cothurnus.
Crepida.

Crocota.

Cucullus.

Cudo.
Cyclas.

D^tyliotheca.
Dentrifleium.

Diadem a.

Diphthera.

Embas.
Emblema.
Endromis.
ExoraiA
Fascia.

Feroinalla.

Fibula.

Fimbriae.

Flabellam.

Focale.

Fueus.

Galerua.

Habenae, ^
Inauria.

Incunabula.
Infiila.

Inatita.

Lacema.
Laeiniae.

Laena.
Lemniscus.
Limbus.
Lope.
Maniea.

Mantele.

Marsupium.
Mitra.

Mooile.

Mustax,
Nebris.

Nodus.
Nudus.
Orarium.
Paenula.

Pallium.

Paragauda.

Fecten.

Pellia.

Peplum.
Pera.
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1286

Dress, &c.— continued,

Periscelis.

Pero.

Phalcra.

Pileus.

Redimiculum.
Reticulum.
Ricinium.
Saccus.

Sandalium.

Serta.

Soccus.

Solca.

Stola.

Strophiuni.

Subligaculum, succlncto*

rium.

Synthesis.

Tiara.

Toga.
Torques.

Tunica.

Tutulus.

Udo.
Velum.
Vitta, 1.

Umbraculum.
Unguenta.
Zona.

Dncimkkrino.
Aquaeduotus.
Cborobates.

Cloaca.

Crypta,

Emissarium.
Fistula.

Fons.

Herones.
Librator aquae.

Murus, moenia.
Naval ia.

Pharos.

Piscina.

Pons.

Porta.

Syrinx-

Encravino akd Chasing.
Caclatura.

Entertainments, Food.
Apophorcta.

Calida.

Cerevisia.

Coena.

Commissatio.
Erani.

Opsonium.
Paropsis.

Posca.

Sportula.

Symposium.
Syssitia.

Vinum.
Epochs and Divisions of

Time.
Calcndarium, 1. Greek.

„ 2. Roman.
Cbronologia.

Clavus annalis.

Dies.

M fasti et nefasti.

INDEX.
Epochs, &c.— continued.

Fasti.

„ sacri, or kalendarcs.

„ annalcs, or hbtoricL
Feriae.

Hora.
Horologium.
Lustrum.
Nundinae.
Olympias.
Sacculum.

Exercises.

Campidoctores.
Ceroma.
Cestus.

Cheironomia.
Desuitor.

Discus.

Gymnasium.
Halteres.

Harpastum.
Hippodromus.
Lucta, luctatio.

Palaestra.

Palus.

Pancratium.
Pentatlilon.

Petaurum.
Pila.

Pugilatus.

Saltatio.

FsarivALs, Games, and Shows.
Actia.

Adonia.
Aeaceia.

Aeginetarum feriae.

Aeora.

Agonalia.

Agones.
Agraulia.

Agrionia.

Agroteras thusia.

Alaea.

Alcathoea.

Aloa or haloa.

Amarynthia.
Ambrosia.
Amphiaraia.
Amphidromia.
Anngogia.
Anakcia.

Anaxagoreia.

Androgeonia.

Anthesphoria.

Antinocia.

Apaturia.

Aphrodisia.

Apollonia.

Ariadncia.

Armilustrium.
Arrhephoria.

Artemisia.

Asclepicia.

Augustalcs.

Bendideia.

Boedromia.
Boreasmus.
Brasideia.

Brauronio.

Cabeiria.

Festivals, &e.— continnaL

Callisteia.

Carmentalio.

Caroeia..

Carya.

Cereal ia.

Chalccia.

Chalcioikia.

Charistia.

Chelidonia.

Chitonia.

Chocia.

Chthonia.

Compitalia.

Consualia.

Cotyttia.

Daedala.

Daphnephoria.
Decennalia.

Delia.

Delphinia.

Demetria.
Diasio.

Dictynnia.

Diipoleia.

Diocleia.

Dionysia.

Dioscuria.

Elapbebolia.

Eleusinia.

Eleutheria.

Ellotia.

Epbesia.

Equiria.

Erotia.

Floralia.

Fornacalia.

Gyronopaedio.

Ilernea.

Hermaea.
Hestiasis.

Hilaria.

Hyacinthia.

Inoa.

Isthmia.

Juvenalia.

Lampadephoria.
Laphria.

Larentalia.

Lcctistcrnium.

Lcmuialia.

Leonideia.

Lernaea.

Ludi.
[/n the text an alphabetic

cal list of the principal

ludi is yiaea.]

Lupcrcalia.

Lycaea.

Matralia.

Matronal ia.

Meditrinalia.

Megalcnsia,

Menelaeia.

Metageitnia.

Munychia.
Musela.

Mysia.
Mystcria.

Neraco.

Digitized by Google



Festivals, See — eoHtinued,

NcptunalU-
Novemlialc.

Olympia.
Opalia.

O^chophoria.

Palilia.

Pamboeotia.

Panathenaea.

Pandia.

Panellenia.

Plynlcria.

Poplifugia.

Purtumnalia.
P(»eidonia.

Prometheia.

Protrygaca.

Pyanep'ila.

Pythia.

Quinquatrus.

Quinqucnnalia.

Q,iiirinalia.

Uegifugium.
Robigalia.

Saluroalia.

Septimontium.
Sthenia.

Syiiotkia.

Terminalla.

Thalysla.

Tliargelia.

llieophania.

Theseia.

'l^esmophoruu

Tithcnidia.

Vinalia.

Vulcanalia.

FoaMs or GovaaHMSKT.
A ristocratia.

Democratia.

Monarchio.
Ochlocratia.

Oligarclita.

Fcikesals.

Area,

Cenotaphium.
Cipput, 1.

Columbarium, K
Crypta, 3.

Funua, h Greek.

„ 2. Roman.
MauaolGum.
Uma.

FuaNXTuaa.
Abacus, ^
Accubita.

Area, h
Armarium.
Balnea.

Cathedra.

Conopeum.
Cortina, ^
1 neitega.

Loclus,

Mensa.
Pluteut, Si 4.

PuWinar.
Scamnum.
Sella, U ^ 4.

Speculum.

INDEX.
Furniture — continued.

Thronus.
Torus.

TricHniuni.

GaxiK Law.
Adeia.

Adoptio, 1.

Adultcrium, L
Agrapliiou graptic.

Agraphou metallou

graphe.

Aikias dike.

Alogiuu graphe.

Amphiorkia, or ^ampliO'

mosia.

Anagoges dike.

Annkrlsia
Anaumachiou graphe
Androlcpsia.

Autidosis.

Antigraphe.

Aphormes dike.

Apograplie.

Apokurusis.
Apophasis.

Aporrheta.
Apostasiou dike.

Appellatio.

Aprostanou dike.

Argiaa graphe.

Arguriou dike.

Ascbcias graphe.

Aslratcias graphe.

Atclcia.

Atimia-

Automolias graplie.

Axones.

Bcbaioscos dike.

Biaiou dike.

Blabes dike.

Boulcuscos dike.

Cakegorios dike.

Cakosis.

Cakotechnicou dike.

Carpou dike.

Cataluseos tou demou
graphe.

Catoscopes graphe.

Chreous dike.

Civitas, politeia.

Cleteres.

dopes dike.

Concubina.

Curius,

Decasmus.
Diadicasia.

Dioctetae.

Diapaephisis.

Dicasterion.

Dicastes.

Dike.
Divortium.

Dokimasia.
Dos, L
Ecinartyria.

Eisangelia.

Embateia.
Emmcni dikac.

EnctesLs.

l‘^87

Greek Law

—

continurd.

Endeixis, ephegesis.

Encchyra.
Engyo.
Enoikiou dike.

Epangelia.

Kpil>olc.

Kpiclcrus,

Pipit ropus.

Epobclia.

Eutliync.

Exagogos dike.

Exaircseos dike.

Exomosia.
Exsilium, U
Feniis, L
Gamelia.

Graphe.
Harpages graphe.

lleirgmou graphe.

Hcres, 1.

HeUircseos graphe.

II ioromenia.

Ilicrosylias graphe.

Hori.
Ilybreos graphe.

Hypoboles graphe.

jH<>jurandum, L
T«iponautiou graphe.

l^do^ia.
Prucisphoras dike.

Prostates tou demou.
Prothesmia.

Pseph us.

Pscudengraphes graphe
Pscudocletcias grapliu.

Uhctorlce graphe.

Rhetrae.

Scyria dike.

Scisaclitbeia.

Silou dike.

Sycophantes.

Sylae.

Symbolaeon.
Symbolon, dikae apo.

Syndicus.

Synegorus.

Syngraphe.
'J’imetna.

Tormentum, L
Traumatos ck pronoias

graphe.

Xenias graphe.

IloasE FtrsNiTuaB.

Calcar.

Ephippium.
Frenum,
Ilabcnac, L
Hippoperae.

Incomk, Public amd Private.

Acs uzoriura.

Apophora.
Area, 2.

Aurum lustralc.

Census.

Centesima.

Columnarium.
Decumae.
Demioprata.
Eicoste.

4 m-}
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Income, Scc.—ccntinMe<L

Kisphor*.

Epidocei*.

Fiscus.

Ostiarium.

Penteooftte.

Phoro*.

Portorium.
Quadragetima.
Quinquageaitna.

Salarium.

Salinae.

Scriptura.

Stationet 6«cl.

StipendiariL

Telones.

Telos,

Theorica.

Tribiitum.

Vectigalia.

Vicesiraa,

Iksiokia AMD ArraiBDTes

Caduceus.
Cantabnim.
Fascca.

Insignia.

Sccptrum.
Talaria
Thyrsus.
Virg».

Liaguss.
Acbaieum FoeOus.

AetoUcum Focdus.

SociL
LtTKRATUBE.

Commeotarius.
Fescennina.

Logographi.

Paean.
Satura.

MaCHINKS AMD CoMTaiTAKCEB.

Antlia.

Cardo.

Catena.

Clitellae.

Cochlea.

Columbarium* ^
Epbippium.
Eiostra.

Ferculum.
Fistula

Follia

Forma
Fomas.
Helix, ^
Jugum, ^
Ltl>ra, I«ibeUa

Machinae.
Mola, h Imnd mill.

„ 3. cattle mill.

„ 3. water mill.

4. floating mill.

„ 5. saw mOU
„ 6. pepper mill.

Idorta^m* pUa.

Pegma
Phalangac.

Retis, Hetc.

Scalae.

Tela

INDEX.
Macbinea &c. — coniinned,

Tintinnabulum.

Torculum.
Trutina

Maoistratss and RuLsaa
Acta* L 5.

Adlecti.

Aeinautae.

Aesymnetca
Alabarcbea
Amphictyonea
Archon.
Areiopagua
Bidiaei.

Boctarchea
Boule.

Censor.

Centumviri.

Colaeretae.

Consul.

Coosularia

Coemi.

DecaduchL
Dccarchia
Decemviri l^bus seriben-

dia

n litibus judican-

dia

21 sacris &ciundia

„ agris dividun*

dia
DemarchL
Demiurgi.
Dictator.

Duumviri.
Eisagogeis.

Ephetaa
Ephon.
Epimeletae.

Eponymua
Gerousia
Gynaeconomi.
Harmostae.
Heodeka, hot
H ieroronemonca
Illuatrea

Interrex.

Magietratua
Medix tuticua

Nomophylacea
Paedonomua
Patronomi.
Perduellionis duumvlrt
Phylarcht
Phylobasileia

Polemarchua
Poletac.

Poristae.

Praetor.

Probouli.

ProconsuL
Hex, 1. Greek.

M T Roman.
>Senatua

Tetrarcbea.

Tribuni plebia

Tribunua
Triumviri.

Tyrannua
Vigintisex viri.

MANUFACTUatS AND MaTBEI-
ALa

Byasui.

Cilicium.

Coa vestU.

Elcphaa
Fictile.

Gausapa.

Ix)dix, lodieula

Salinae.

Sericum.

Serta.

Tapes, tapete.

Vitrum.
Manners and CesroMa

Acclamatio.

Acta.

Amnestia.

Anakleteria
Angaria
Cheirotonia
Clielidonia.

Oi irographum

.

Corona coDviviaJU.

n nuptialia

n natalitia

„ longa

n Etrusca

n pactitia

„ tonailia

.* pampinea
Crypteia.

Diploma
Hospiiium.
Hydriaphoria
Immunitaa
Ju^urandum, ]. Greek.

r* ^ Roman.
iH^iturgia

Matrimonium, K Greek.
ft 2. Roman

Nomen.
Nudua
Proscriptia

Prytaneium.
SufiVagium.

Synoikia
Sysaitia

Tabeila
Tribus* h Greek.

ft 2> Roman.
Trierarcbia

Venatio.

Viaticum.

Xenelaria
Maeitimb ArvAiaa

Camara, 2^

Carcherium* Z
Cataphracti, Z
Corbitae.

Cymba
Delphia
DolOf 2.

Epibataa
Epistolaua
Harpago.
Hyperetea
Insignia, 5
Jugum, 6.

Lembua
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Maritime Aflktrs— eon/iaiuct

Nararehua.
Navis.

Naumachla.
Paralua.

Pbaselus.

Portisculua.

Praefectus clasaia.

Rcmulcum.
Rudens.

Maskcts.
Agora.
Deigma
Emporium.
Forum.
Macellum.

Mathematical GBOGKAriir.

Clima.

MsASUMS AMD WnOMTS.
Acaena.
Acetabulum.
Achane.
Acna, or Aonua.
Actus.

Addix.
Amma.
Amphora.
Artaba.

Arura.
As.

Cheme.
ChoeniXu.

Choua.
Concha.

Congiut,

Cotyla.

Cubitua.

Cubua.
Culeus.

Cyathus.

Stylus.
Decempeda.
Gradua
Hecte» 1.

Hemina.
Hippicon.
Jugerum.
LiLra, as.

Ligula.

Litra.

Marts.

Mcdironus*
Mensura.
Metretea.

Mllliare.

Modiua.
Mystrum.
Obolua
OrKjfi..

Palmipes.

Palmua.
Parasanga.

Passua
Pertica.

Pes.

Plcthron.

Pondera.

QuadrantaL
Scboenua
Scnjpulum.

INDEX.
Measures, &e.— eoiUiaaed.

Scxtariua.

Spithame.

Stadium, ^
Ulna.

Uncia.

Urna.

Xestes.

Msdicimb.
Arcbiater.

Chirurgia.

Diactetica.

latralipta.

latrosopliista.

Mcdicina.

Medicus.
Metals.

Acs.

Argentum.
Aurum.
Eluctrum.

Metalluin.

Orichakum.
Military Costume.

Abolla.

Alicula.

Balteus.

Bulla.

Caliga.

Paludamentum.
Sagum.

Miutary Ekqimes.
Aries.

Catapults.

Cataracta.

Corrus.

Covinus.

Crates.

Cuniculus.

Erieius.

Helepolis.

Lupus ferreua

Pluteus, ^
Scalae.

Stylus, ^
Testudo, S.

Tormentum.
Tribulus.

Turris, ^
Vinea.

Miutary Eksioms.
Signs Militaria.

Miutary Levies.

Catalogus.

Conquisitores.

Emphruri.
Epariti.

Tumultua
Military MANCxtiTRis.

Cuneus.
Forfex.

Testuda
Miutary Pat and Allow*

ANCES.

Act&
Aee equestre.

M hordearium.

H militare.

Praeda.

Spolium.

1289

Military Pav, &e. eoa/taaed.

Stipenaium.

Military Punishments.
Decimatio.

Dcilias graphe.

Dcsertor.

Fustunrium.

Military Rewards.
Aurum coronarium.

Corona obsidionalis.

„ civics.

,, navalis.

„ muralis.

„ castrensin, vallaris.

„ ovalis.

„ oleagina.

Ilasta pura.

Ovatio.

Praeda.
Spolia.

Triumpbua
Tropaeum.

Money.
Aes.

r% circumforaneum.

„ manuarium.
Argentum
As.

Assarius nummus
Aurum.
Chalcus.

Cistophorus.

Daraaretion.

Danace.

Daricus.

Denarius.

Drachma.
Hccte, 2^

Ltbella,

Litre.

Nummus.
Obolua
Sestertius.

Sextula.
Stater.

Uncia.

Music aho Musical Imetiu*

MBKTS.
Aeroama.
Aeneatores.

Buccina.

Canticum.
Capistrum.

Chorus.

Cornu.

Crotalum.
CymbaluoL
Ilydraula.

Juguro, ^
Lituus,S^

Lyra.

Muuca, L Greek.

„ 2. Roman.
Pecten.

Samhues.

Sistrum.

Syrinx.

Testudo, L
Tibia.

Tuba.
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Music, &e. — ronftNHcd

Tympanum.
Orricifis AKo Soldiku

Acccnsi, ^
Aeneatores.

Agatboergl.

Ala.

Alaudo.
Anteccssores.

Argyraspidcs.

Campidoctores>

(.^Ulogus.

CataphrsctL

Celcrcs.

Cunquisltorcs.

Coiitubernalcs.

Damosia.
Diraachac.

DuccnariL
Duplarii.

Epariti.

Evocati.

Kzcubitorcs.

Exercitus, 1. Greek.

n jL Homan.
I.ibratorcs.

Mensorcs, % ^ ^
MerccnariL
I’hylarcbi.

Eraefectus eastrorum.

„ praetohu.

Praetor.

Praetoriani.

RufulL
Strategut.

Tagus.

Taxiarchi.

Tiro.

Velatu
Volones.

Xenagi.
OkACLES ANn OlTlNATIOM.

Augurium, auspicium.

Caput extorum.
Oraculum, U of Apollo.

,» 2* of Zcu&
M 2. of other

godj.

„ ^ of heroes,

n & of the dead.

„ £. Italian.

Sibyllini LibrL
Sortes.

Pajmtikg.

Colorcs.

Black ; atramenturo.

»y clepbaotinum.

„ tryginum.

Blue

:

caeruleum.

„ lonoentura

tritum.

f* Armenium.

•« Indicum.

Brown: ochra usta.

Green: chrysocolla.

*> aerugo.

scolecia.

Tbeodotion.

„ Appianum.
„ creta viridis,

INDEX.
Painting— continued*

Purple: purpuriasum.

„ ostrum.

») bysginum.

„ rubiae radix.

Hod : cinnubans.

H „ lodica.

„ minium.

„ rubrica.

cicerculum.

„ ceruaaa usta.

„ sondaraeha.

White : melinum.

„ paractonium.

„ creta anularia.

n ceruaaa.

Yellow : sil.

„ auripigmentum.
Pictnra.

PaicsTs AXD Pkiestlt OrricEs.

Aeditui.

Agyriac.
Arrales fratres.

Asiarchac.

Augur, au^x.
Augusta! PS.

Corybantes.

Ctirio.

Kpuloncs.
Eumolpidae.
Exegetae.

Fetiales.

Flaraen.

GallL
Haruspices.

Hiereis ton sotcron.

Euperei.

Neocori.

Pastophori.

Pausarii.

Pontifez.

Ilex sacrifieulus

Sacerdua.

Salii.

Tbeori.

Titii sodales.

Vestales.

PatvATx BuiLDirfoa.

Aithousa.

Apotheca.
Armarium. *

Atrium.
nibliothcea.

Caupona.
Celia.

Cubiculum.
Doinus, E Greek.

,, ^ Homan.

M veatibulum.

„ ostium.

,, atrium,

n also.

tablinum.

,, fauces.

„ perystylutn.

M cubicula.

M triclinia.

„ occi.

„ exedrac*

„ culina.

Private Buildings— contimmed.

Domus coenacula.

„ diaeta.

„ solaria.

Exedrae.

Focus.

Fornax.
Fornix.

HemicycUum.
Janua.

Insignia, ^
Larnrium.
Later.

Paries cratitius.

„ formaceus.

,, latcritius,

„ reticulata strtto-

tura.

„ struetura antique
cmplccton.

n e lapide quadrato.

Pergula.

Pinacotheca.

Pluteus, L
Puteal.

Scalac.

Synoikla.

Tabcma.
Tegula.

Triclinium.

Villa.

Pdbuc Boildikcs.
Aerarium.

Ampbithcatrum.
Archeion.

Arcus triumphalis.

Argyrocopeiou.
Athenaeum.
Auditorium.
Balneae.

Basilica, chalcidieum.

Bibliotheca,

Career, %*

('halcidicum.

Circus.

Cochlea, ^
Curia.

Forum.
Graecostasis.

Ilippodromus.

Horreum.
Labyrinth us.

I..autumiae.

Ixsche.

bToncta.

Museum.
Obeliseus.

Odeum.
Paradisus.

Porticus.

Prytancion.

llostra.

Stadium.

Suggest us.

Tabularlum.
Thesaurus,

Tribunal.

Pc sue Orriraaa.

Acccnsi, U
ActuariL
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Public OfBcers>^eon<t)iiMJ.

Adlecti) ^
Adlector.

Admis^ionalct.

Acdiles.

AgathocrgL
AgonotlicUic.

AgoranomL
Agrimcnsorcs.

AgronomL
Apodectac.

Apostolcis.

Apparitorcs.

Asiarchao.

Astynumi.
Boonae.

Canccllarius.

Carnifex.

Chorcgus.

Coactor.

Comes.
Commentaneosia.
Critac.

Curatorcs.

'[An alphabetical lUl of
curatorcs is ffitftn.]

Diaetetae.

Diribitores.

Duccnarii, ^
Kcdicus.

Kpiscopi.

Kpistates.

Euthyni.
Exetastae.

Frumentarii.

Grammatcus.
Hieropoii.

llodopoei.

Hylori.

Hypcrctcs.

lyCgatut.

Lciturgla.

Lictor.

Magister.

[^Ah alphabetical list of
magistri is given,

}

Manceps.
MastigopliorL

MentariL
MetronomL
Kotaril.

Opinatores.

Pared ri,

Parochi.

Practorcs-

Praecones.

Pracfeciut Annonac.

n Urbi.

Praepositus.

Primicenis.

ProboulL
Procurator.

PublieanL
Pythii.

Quacstores classici.

„ parricidii.

QuinqucTiri.

Scribae.

Sitophylacea.

Stator.

INDEX.
Public Officers— coa/taaeJ.

Stratores.

Syllugeis.

TabcUio.
Tiibularii.

Tamias.

Teicbopoeus.

TctlaracoDta, hoi.

Theori.

Trierarcbia,

Triumviri.

Viatorca.

Zetetae.

Roads and Sraesrs.

Angiportus.

Cailis.

Mansio.

Viac.

Viciis.

Roman Law.
Acccptilatio.

Aceessio.

Acta. 2,

Actio.

Actor.

Adoptio, ^
Adulterium. 2,

Advocatua.

Acdilcs.

Affioitaa.

Agrariac leges.

Album.
Alluvia
Ambitus.
Appcllatio.

Aquae pluviae arcendac

actio.

Arra, Arrha.

Arrabo, Arrhaba
Assertor.

Assessor.

Audio.
Auctor, Auctoritas.

Basilica.

BencBcium.
Bona.

I, cnduca.

„ fidcs.

„ rapta.

„ vacantia.

Bunonim ccssia

collatio.

„ emptia

„ possessio.

Brevlarium Alariciamim.

Calumnia.
Caput
Caupo.
Cautioy cavere.

Centumviri.

Cerii, incerti actio.

Cliirographuin.

Cirltas.

Cliens.

Codex Gregorianus.

It Hermogonianus.

n Justiniaoeus.

tt Theodoslanus.
Cognati.

Collegium.

Roman Law w- continued*

Colonia, 2s.

Commissoria lex.

CommisNum.
Cominodnturo.

Communi dividundo actio.

Compensatio.
Cuncubina.
Confonoria actio.

Confusio.

Constitutiones.

Corpus Juris civilts.

Crimen, delictum.

Culpa, dolus malus.

Curator.

Damnum.
„ infectum.

., injuria datum.
Decreturn.
Dediticii.

Dojccti cffuiive actio.

Depositum.
Divoriium, 2,

Domicilium.
Domimum.
Dominus.
Donatio mortis causa,

n propter nuptiaa.

„ inter virum et

uxorem.
Dos, 2.

Edictum.

„ Theodorici.

Kmanci patio.

Kmphyteusia.
Emptio et venditia
Evictio.

Excrcitorla actio.

Exhibendum, actio ad.

Exsilium, ^
Falsum.
Familia.

Familiae erciscundae actio.

Fenus, ^
Fictio.

Fldei commissum.
Fiducia.

Finium regundorum actio.

Fiscus.

Focdcratac civitatoa.

Frumentariaa legea.

Fundus.
Furtum.
Gena.
Heres, 2,

Honores.

Imperium.
Impubes.
Incendium.
Incestuin.

Infiunia.

Infans.

Ingenui.

Injuria.

, Inatitoria aetla

Institutiones.

Interceauo.

Interdicturo.

loteaubilia.

Judex.

;y Google
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Roman I^aw — eoiUiitmtd,

Judea Pedaneus.
Judicati actia

Jure> ceaeio in.

Jurpum.
Jundict.

JurlaconsulU.

Jurisdictio.

Jus.

„ Aelianum.

n Civile Flavianum.

w Civile Papirianum.

Ju^urandom, S»

Jfussu quod, actio.

Latinitas.

Legatum.
Lex.

[
Under ikU head an
phabetical Uet of the

prineipallaweugiven.'l

Libelli accusatonmu

„ &mosi.
I/iber, Libeitas.

Libertua, 8.

Litis contestatio.

Locatio, conductio.

Magistratus.

Mi^estas.

Mancipii caus^
Manctpium.
Maodaturo.
Msnuniissio.

Manus injeedo.

Mora.
Mutuum.
K^otiatores.
Negotionim gestorum

actio.

Nexum.
Novelise ooMtiiutiooca.

Noxalis actio.

Obligationea.

Occupatio.

Operis novi nuntiatio.

Oratiooea principum.
Orator.

Pandectae or Digeata,

Patria potestaa.

Patronua
Pauperiea.

Peculatos.

Per ooodictionem.

Per judicis poetulationem.

Per pignoris capionem.
Pignua
Plagium.
Pld)iscitum.

Poena.
Possessio.

Postliminium.
Praedium.
Praejudicium.

Pracs.

INDEX.
Roman Iaw— continued,

Quorum booorum inter-

dictum.

Uecepta, de reecpto actio.

Redbibitoria actio.

Repetuodoc pecuniae.

Re^iutio in integrum.

Rutiliana actio.

Seetio.

Senatua eonaultum.
[^An alphabetical list of
eenatuecontuHaw^eca.]

Servitutea.

Soeietaa.

Succeaao.

Sumtuariae leges.

Superficies.

Tabellariae 1^^
Talto.

Teatamentum.
Tormentum, 8.

Tutor.

Vindieatio.

Vindicta.

Via.

Universitaa.

Usucapio.
Usurpatio.

Uaufructus.

SacairiCES skd Riuoioos
Ritia.

Acerra.

Amburbium.
Anakleteria.

Antigoneia.

Apotbeoua.
Ara.

Arateia.

Canephoroa.

Corona sacerdotalia

„ BQtilis.

„ radiata.

Cortina, 3.

Diabateria.

Diamastigosia.

Einteiia.

Eleusinia.

Exauguratio.

Exiteria, or Epexodia.
Inauguratio.

Lituus, 1.

Lustratio.

Lustrum.
Proerooia.

Sacra.

Sacrificlum.

Sagmina.
Se^pita.
Simpulum.
Supplicatio.

Theoaae.

Tripos, 3.

Turibulum.

Slaves, fic.^eoniinueiL

Anteambulonca,
AquariL
BruttianL

Calonea.

CapsariL

ColonL
Cosmetae.
Cubieularii.

Curaorea.

Demosii
Fartor.

GymneaiL
Hclotet.

leroduli.

LibrariL

McdiastinL

NotariL
Paedagogut.
Pediaequi.

Penestae.

Servus, 1. Greek.

„ 2. Roman.
Tabellariua.

Thetea.

VUlicua.

StatuAar.
AcrolitbL

Canabua.
Caryatides.

Coloaaua.

Daedala.

Hermae.
Imago.
Peraae.

Sculpture.

Statuaria ara.

Typua.
Surxa&TinoKa.

Amuietum.
Apopbradoa hemeraL
Astrologia. •

Faacinum.
Oscillum.

Prodigium.

Sortea.

TxMrLsa Aim Holt Placbs.
Aediculae.

ArgeL
Asylum.
Bidental.

Docana.
Propylaea.

Sacellum.

Sacrarium.

Tempium.
Velum.

TrTLaa.

Augustus.
Caesar.

Tools awd
Aeua.

AmiuaUL
Praescriptio. Ver sacrum. Apsis.

Praetor. . Slaves akd BoimsMKit. Ascia

Procurator. Agaao. AaiJla.

Proecriptio. Alipilus. Circinus.

Provincia. Aliptae. Colus.

Publiciana in rem actio. Amanuensis. Contua.

Quanti minoria actio. Anagnostae* Culler.
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Tools, &e.— cotUinned.

DoUbrs, Dolabdla.
Falx.

Flstuca.

FoilU.

Forceps.

Forfex.

Fuscina.

Fusus.

Harpago.
Incut.

Jugum, 5.

Ligo.

Lima.
Malleus, Malleolua.

Norma.
Hegula.
Runcina.

Securtt.

Serra.

Taanit avd OccnPATiont.
Ambubaiae,
Argentarii.

Athletae.

Balatro.

Barber, tonaor.

Bestiarii.

Bibliopola.

Calculator.

Caupo.
Fabri.

Fullo.

Funarobulus.
Gladiatoret.

Hemerodromi.
Hutrio, 1. Greek.

„ 2. Roman
Interprea.

Lena
LepturgL
Ix^grapht, 2.

Mensorea.
NotariL

Pelatae.

Pistor.

Pluraarii.

Redemtor.
SagariL

INDEX.
VirmcLis AMD THsia raaTs.

Antyx.
Arcera.

Basterna.

Canathron.

Capiatrum.

Carpentum.
Carruca
Chiramaxium.
Cudum.
CoTiQua.

Currua, bigae.

„ trigae.

„ quadrigae.
Esseda.

Hamaxopodea, arbuaculae.

Harmamaxa.
Jugum, 7.

Lectica.

Petorritum
Pilentum.

Rheda.
Sella, 3.

UTXnaiLa.

Acetabulum.
Aenum.
Alabaatrum.

Amphora.
Ampulla.
Anaglyphs.
Autbepaa.
Baseauda.

Bioot.

Carina

Calatbua
Calix.

Candela
Candelabrum.
Cantharua.

Capaa.

Carcheaium, 1.

Catinua.

Chryaendita.

Cista.

Cochlear.

Colum.
Cophinut.
Corbts,Corbula,Corbicnlc

THB un>.

VfiA

1293

Utensils~ eetdinmtd.

Cortina, 1, 2.

Crater.

Cupa.
Cyathua
Fax.

Fcrculum.
Funale.

Guttua.

Lanz, Lancula.

Latema.
Lecythua.
Lucerna.

Maxonomua.
Modiolus.

Murrhina ran.
Ocnophonim.
Oils, aula.

Patera, Patella.

Patina.

Poculum.
Piycter.

Pyxis.

BbytOD.
Salinuro.

Sartago.

Situla, Stella.

Taeda.

Tripos, 2.

Trua, Trulls.

Vas.

Urceua
WanriMO a mo WaniMo Mats*

aiALS.

AdTersaria.

Album.
Atramentum.
Buzum.
Calamus.
Codex.
Libellus.

„ memorialia.
Liber.

Nota.

Regula.
Scytale;

Stylus, 1.

Tabulae,
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